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INTRODUCTION

Brief chronology of soy in the United Kingdom and 
Ireland.

1613 – Soy is fi rst mentioned in connection with England by 
Captain John Saris, in the log of his trip to Japan. He wrote 
“Of Cheese [probably tofu] they haue plentie. Butter they 
make none, neither will they eate any Milke, because they 
hold it to bee as bloud [blood], nor tame beasts” (Hymowitz 
& Newell 1981, p. 280).
 This is also the second mention of soy by a European 
– the fi rst was in 1603 by Portuguese Jesuits writing a 
dictionary in Japan.

1679 – Soy sauce has now arrived in England. John 
Locke, the famous philosopher, fi rst mentions soy sauce in 
English in his journal (not published until 1829). While in 
England he wrote, for a traveler, a description of foods and 
condiments which ought to be enjoyed in London: “Mango 
and saio [shoyu] are two sorts of sauces brought from the 
East Indies.” (Lord King, ed. 1829. The Life of John Locke, 
p. 133-34; Yule & Burnell 1886, p. 651, revised in 1903).
 This shoyu (the Japanese word for soy sauce) was 
probably exported from Deshima, in Nagasaki harbor, by 
Dutch merchants. The context suggests that shoyu was 
widely available in London in 1679.

1680 – William Petyt, in a book on trade titled Britannia 
Languens… states: “And now we have a new Sawce called 
Catch-up from East-India, sold at a Guiney [Guinea] a 
Bottle.”
 This is the earliest document seen that contains the word 
“Catch-up” (regardless of capitalization) or that mentions 
catch-up (regardless of the many ways in which it is spelled, 
such as ketchup, catsup, catchup, ketchop, ketchap, etc.). 
“Soy” [sauce] is not mentioned, yet this “Catch-up” is 
probably soy sauce from “East-India,” which in this context 
probably refers to the East Indies and to today’s Indonesia. 
To this day, the Indonesian word for “soy sauce” is ketjap / 
kecap, pronounced exactly like the English word “ketchup.”

1688 – The word “Soy” is fi rst used in English to refer to 
soy sauce by William Dampier in his journal, which was 
published in 1705 as Voyage Round the World… (Vol. II, 
Part I, p. 26-28).

1690 – “Catchup, a high East-India Sauce” states A New 
Dictionary of the Terms Ancient and Modern of the Canting 
Crew,... Again, the word “Catchup” probably refers to soy 
sauce from today’s Indonesia.

1696 – A voyage to Suratt, in the year, 1689, by John 

Ovington is published. Suratt [Surat] is a city on the west 
coast British India. In the chapter on “The English Factory 
at Suratt,” at the section on “Several Sorts of Indian Dishes,” 
the author concludes: “Bambou and Mangoe Achar [pickle], 
Souy the choicest of all Sawces, are always ready to whet the 
Appetite.” 
 This is the earliest document seen that uses the word 
“Souy” to refer to soy sauce. This soy sauce was probably 
made in Japan and shipped from there to India in wooden 
kegs or vats. From there it was usually shipped to England.

1705 – Pharmacologiæ…, by Samuel Dale [in Latin] 
discusses Japanese soy sauce (Soia Offi c.), which is kept in 
stock in the pharmacist’s laboratory (Linnaeus. 1747, Flora 
Zeylanicum).

1712 – The earliest known ad for soy sauce sold in England 
appears in the Daily Courant (London). “For sale by the 
Candle…” “There is lately brought over from the East-Indies, 
a great parcel of Soy [sauce], commonly call’d Ketchup, neat 
and fi ne as ever came to England, to be sold Wholesale or 
Retale [Retail],…”

1733 – The earliest known English cookbook to call for 
the use of “soy” or “India soy” in a recipe is The Fortune 
Hunters, by John Breues. Two spoonfuls of “India soy” is 
used in the recipe for Clear Gravy.

1747 – Soybean products have now arrived in Ireland in the 
form of Katchup, sold by William Barbe in Dublin. The main 
ingredient in this Katchup is probably soy sauce.

1753 – The earliest known soy cruets (soy sauce dispensers 
for use at table) are made by Thomas Betts in London. 
They are made from miltifaceted cut glass. A pair sells for 
6 shillings. By 1768 cruits for soy are being sold in Boston, 
Massachusetts. By 1776 a silver “cruet frame” or “cruet 
stand” (made in Sheffi eld of silver-plated metal) is sold as 
a base to hold the soy cruets. Also spelled crewets, crewits, 
creuits, cruetts, and cruits.
 The British were the fi rst people in Europe to take a 
serious interest in soy sauce, which became the fi rst popular 
soyfood in Europe. By the mid-1700s the upper classes 
in Britain had added soy to their list of commonly-used 
seasonings. Most of this soy sauce was probably made in 
Japan (and exported from Deshima, a small man-made island 
in Nagasaki Harbor by Dutch merchants), but an unknown 
portion may have been made in China.

1776 July 4 – England’s colonies in North America declare 
independence from the motherland.
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1783 Aug. – Quin’s Sauce (by 1788 also spelled Quin Sauce) 
is now being exported from England to Massachusetts. For 
all or most of its history, soy sauce was a major (secret) 
ingredient (John Dorsey. 1783. Aug. 23, p. 3).

1790 – The soybean is fi rst cultivated in England. In 
Hortus Kewensis, Aiton states (in Latin; 1812, p. 295): 
Dolichos Soja [the soybean], a native of the East Indies, 
was introduced to England in 1790 by Walter Ewer, Esq. It 
fl owers in July and August.

1793 Nov. – Harvey’s Sauce (later also spelled “Harvey 
Sauce”) is now being made commercially in London, 
England. For all or most of its history, soy sauce was a 
major (secret) ingredient (Elizabeth Lazenby ad in Times 
{London}). Walter Lazenby applied for the trademark on 11 
Feb. 1876 as “Harvey’s Sauce for Fish, Game, Steaks &c…”
 By Sept. 1803 Harvey’s Sauce was being exported to 
New York City.

1817 – Beppo: A Venitian Story, a long poem by Lord Byron 
while he is living in Venice, Italy states: “From travellers 
accustomed from a boy / To eat their salmon, at the least, 
with soy;” Another line mentions “Ketchup, Soy [sauce], 
Chili-vinegar, and Harvey [Sauce],…”
 Byron is discussing the blandness of Venice’s Lenten 
dishes, which could be made interesting if they were 
seasoned with soy sauce – which they are not.

1823 – British botanist William Roxburgh, in the earliest 
known reference to the soybean in British India, describes 
a variety growing in the Cacutta Botanical Garden (Flora 
Indica, p. 314-15).

1837 – Worcestershire Sauce, made by Lea and Perrins, 68 
Broad Street, Worcester, England, soon becomes the best-
known commercial soy product made in England. The main 
(secret) ingredient is soy sauce. (London Times, 1876).
 By Jan. 1843 John Duncan and Son, of New York, is 
importing Worcestershire Sauce, made by Lea, Perrins, & 
Smith, into the United States. Before long imitations and 
forgeries become a big problem in the USA.
 In the late 1700s and early 1800s various British food and 
seasoning companies and many British families have begun 
to develop a host of table sauces based on soy sauce and 
other piquant ingredients.

1847 Sept. 30 – The worldwide modern vegetarian 
movement is started in England. The Vegetarian Society is 
established and holds its fi rst meeting at Northwood Villa, 
Ramsgate, Kent. But not until the 1970s (except for soy fl our 
during World War II) do British vegetarians begin to discover 
soyfoods.

1874 – Mellor’s Worcestershire Sauce, made by Mellor & 
Co., Malvern, Worcestershire, England, is the 2nd earliest 
known commercial soy product made in England (The 
Grocer, London, 1874).

1875 – Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce, made by The 
Birmingham Vinegar Brewery Co., Birmingham, England, 
is the 3rd earliest known commercial soy product made in 
England (Law Journal. 1888).

1878 Sept. 12 – R.W. Atkinson, an Englishman and 
Professor of Analytical and Applied Chemistry at Tokyo 
University in Japan, writes in an article on “Brewing in 
Japan” in which he describes koji and tané koji in detail, and 
their use in making shoyu (and saké). It is published in the 
prestigious British journal Nature. In 1881 he writes another 
article giving more details.

1880 Oct. – Edward Kinch, an Englishman and Prof. of 
Chemistry, Imperial College of Agriculture, Komaba, 
Tôkiyô, writes a long article titled “Contributions to the 
Agricultural Chemistry of Japan,” which contains detailed 
descriptions of most of Japan’s different soyfoods, plus the 
fi rst chemical/nutritional analyses of miso (two types) as well 
as analyses of tofu, frozen tofu and defatted soybean meal.

1885 – The Vegetable Garden, by Vilmorin-Andrieux & 
Co. in Paris is published in English (a translation of the 
1883 French edition) with good information about growing 
soybeans (p. 529-30).

1886 – Hobson-Jobson: Being a Glossary of Anglo-Indian 
Colloquial Words and Phrases, by British etymologists 
Henry Yule and Arthur Coke Burnell contains six early 
passages related to “soy,” fi ve of them prior to 1800: Lord 
King’s Life of John Locke (1679), Dampier (1688), Ovington 
(1690), Kaempfer (1712), and Thunberg’s Travels (1776). A 
2nd edition was published in 1903.

1889 – In Food in Health and Disease, I. Burney Yeo, 
a physician and Prof. of Clinical Therapeutics at King’s 
College, London, is the fi rst in England to give a review 
of the use of soya bread in diabetic diets. Soybeans and 
soy fl our fi rst became widely used as food in England and 
Europe in diabetic diets. 

1890 Aug. – Soya Bread, and Soya Biscuits, made by G. 
Van Abbott and Sons, 6, Duke Street Mansions, Grosvenor 
Square, W., London, England is the 4th earliest known 
commercial soy product made in England “Messrs. Abbott 
have evidently made a very valuable addition to their list of 
foods which are intended for the use of the diabetic.” (Lancet 
{London}. 1880. Aug. 16. p. 342-43). The soybeans to make 
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these products were probably imported on a small scale from 
East Asia.

1901 – Manchuria: Its People, Resources, and Recent 
History, by Englishman Alexander Hosie is a brilliant study, 
with much information and statistics about soybeans and 
soy products. The Preface states that Hosie was in charge of 
the British consulate at Newchwang [today’s Yingkou] in 
Manchuria from Nov. 1894 to July 1897 and from April 1899 
to April 1900. In 1900 he made the fi rst careful estimate of 
soybean production in Manchuria, calculating the amount 
at 600,000 tons. He also gives detailed descriptions of the 
manufacture of soymilk, yuba (“bean-curd skin” or tou-fu-
p’i), tofu, and “dry bean curd” (pressed tofu or doufu-gan), 
[soy] bean-cake, and [soy] bean-oil, and is the fi rst to use 
many of these terms in English.

1904 – Chemical Technology and Analysis of Oils, Fats, and 
Waxes (3rd ed., 2 vols), by Englishman Julius Lewkowitsch 
contains a long and excellent section of “Soja bean oil” (p. 
506-08) with a table showing many of the oil’s key constants, 
such as specifi c gravity, solidifying point, saponifi cation 
value, iodine value, Hehner value, and Maumené test.
 In this book the modern term “Soy-bean oil” is fi rst used. 
The 1st edition, 1895, was based on the German edition by 
R. Benedikt, but revised and enlarged by Lewkowitsch. New 
editions are published in 1909 (4th), 1913-15 (5th), 1921-23 
(6th).

1906 May – Soybeans are fi rst cultivated in Scotland by “a 
gentleman who had a garden a few miles from Edinburgh.” 
He cultivated the soya bean for three years. “Although they 
grew readily and fl owered, he was never able to obtain seeds 
from them” (Cowie 1906, p. 403-04).
 In “The Culture of the Soya Bean in England,” John 
Russell says (April 1936): Some 30 years ago [about 1906] 
Professor [James] Hendrick tried to grow the soya bean 
at “Aberdeen [Scotland], using Manchurian seed; in the 
greenhouse a few plants grew and even fl owered, but they 
never produced seed, while in the open the seeds hardly 
germinated.”

1907 – The fi rst large import of soybeans to England, 400 
to 500 tons, is made by a crusher at Liverpool, the beans 
being shipped from Hankow [China] and delivered at 
Liverpool at a cost of $50.00 per ton. It is found that an oil 
valuable to soap manufacturers could be produced and that 
the by-products, cake and meal, both high in protein, could 
be utilized by manufacturers of mixed feeds (Julien Brodé. 
1910. Special Agents Series {U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor}. No. 39. p. 10). 

1908 – “Once in a long while an event occurs in the 
industrial world to change, and sometimes even to 

revolutionize the set order of things... The latest event to 
attract prominent attention has been the introduction in an 
extensive way has been the introduction of the soya bean to 
the markets of Europe” (Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909 
June 21. p. 7-8). 
 England is the fi rst country outside of East Asia to import 
soybeans on a large scale. Prior to 1908 most people in 
England (or Europe) had never heard of a soybean. Impetus 
to these imports and the manufacture of soybean products 
was given by a shortage of cottonseed and linseed in Europe 
and by a surplus of soybeans in Manchuria. In Feb. 1908 a 
cargo of 9,000 tons of soybeans was received at Hull. 
(Brodé 1910; Piper & Morse 1923, p. 17).
 Imports of soybeans from Manchuria and Japan to 
Europe (primarily England) soon reached enormous 
amounts: 
1908 – 60,900 tons
1909 – 412,757 tons
1910 – 442,669 tons
1911 – 321,940 tons

 “The fi rms which fi rst entered the export trade in Soya 
beans in quantity were Messrs. Nathanson (Russia) and 
Messrs. Mitsui and Co. (Japan). Several English fi rms have 
also entered the trade, and among these must be mentioned 
Messrs. S. Macgregor and Co., and Messrs. Jardine, 
Mathieson [Matheson] and Co.” Also Messrs. [John] Bibby, 
of Liverpool (Milling 1909. “A New British Industry.” Aug. 
28, p. 290, 292).
 A large amount of the early soy oil was used by Lever 
Brothers at Port Sunlight, in northwest England, in making 
their well-known Sunlight soap.
 In 1909 Prof. Gilchrist at Armstrong College did the 
earliest known trial in Europe using defatted soybean 
meal in livestock feeds. This and other early studies found 
that soybean meal was of good quality for milk or beef 
production.

1909 – Soybeans (and soybean products; soya bean oil and 
meal) have now arrived in Ireland (Carson. 1909. Special 
Consular Report, No. 41. Part 5. p. 31).

1909 Aug. – Soya Flour is made by the Hull Oil 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Stoneferry, Hull, England (Milling. 
1909. Aug. 28). Soya Biscuits (Containing Soya Flour), 
made by Messrs. Euing and Co., Ltd., Liverpool, England, is 
also launched the same month (Sawer 1911).

1910 – Soy oil is fi rst used in margarine (in place of coconut 
oil) in England, where it was found to be a “striking success” 
(Daily Dispatch {Manchester}. 1910 April 22).

1911 – The UK begins to export soya bean oil (40 metric 
tons = tonnes) to the Continent; by 1913 these soya bean oil 
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exports had reached a local peak of 3,250 tonnes.

1912 – Soymilk (“synthetic milk”) is fi rst made 
commercially in England. Named Solac, it is made in 
London and Liverpool by the Solac Company / Synthetic 
Milk Syndicate (Lancet 1912. Oct. 19. p. 1095). After 
inspecting and tasting it, a consulting chemist from the 
Lancet writes: “The substance looks very like milk and has a 
round sweet fatty fl avor not unlike that of rich milk.” 
 This soymilk is made by Goessel’s patented method. One 
apparent key to the good fl avor was the use of a selected 
strain of lactic culture. The okara from the soymilk was used 
to make bread (Lancet. 1915. Dec. 5. p. 1263-64).

1914-1918 – Little is known of British use of soyfoods 
during World War I. However shortly before the war, an 
enterprising English fi rm was making great strides with soya 
products. “Vegetable butter, biscuits, cocoa, milk chocolates 
and other confectionery, cream, cakes, bread, &c., proved 
quite a success until a war-time embargo placed upon the 
importation of soya beans put a stop to the business; the 
organizers eventually went to America!” (Bowdidge 1935, 
p. 82). Unfortunately Bowdidge fails to mention the name of 
the company or its organizers.

1914 May – James L. North, Curator of the Royal Botanic 
Society at Kew, starts to cultivate soybeans in England. The 
seeds were said to have come from northern China in 1910. 
Sown by North in May, “the plants grew to a height of 1½ 
feet and ripened seed in October” (North 1921, p. 476-77).

1916 – Stewart Stockman, of the Board of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, is the fi rst to fi nd that certain types of solvent-
extracted soybean meal are toxic to cattle, causing death. 
This mysterious disease, fi rst reported in 1912, soon came 
to be known as the Duren disease. Stockman found that the 
solvent trichloroethylene made the meal toxic.

1921 – The Republic of Ireland attains its independence from 
Great Britain.

1921 Sept. – British Arkady Co. Ltd. starts doing business. 
In 1923 or 1924 The Arkady Review, a periodical, starts to be 
published by British Arkady Co. It soon carries many articles 
about the use of soy fl our in making bread and other foods.

1923 May – Soybeans are fi rst cultivated in Ireland, at the 
Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, 3.5 km / 2.2 miles north 
of Dublin’s city center. The source of these soybeans is J.L. 
North, the Curator of the Royal Botanic Society, London 
(Eire Department of Agriculture Journal. 1939, March. p. 
73-79).

1928 Sept. 21 – Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. is founded 

by J.C. Ferrée and C.J. Ferrée. In 1930 Dr. Charles E. Fearn 
appears as a director (Page 1962). In 1933 the company 
changed its name to Soya Foods Ltd. (MacKay 1983).

1929 – In 1927 the two arch-rival Dutch margarine 
manufacturing fi rms Jurgens and Van den Bergh merge to 
form Margarine Unie, which in turn merges with Lever 
Brothers in 1929 to form Unilever, the largest oil and 
margarine company in the world. It uses large amounts of 
soy oil in vegetable oil and margarine both in England and 
abroad (Wilson 1954; Switzer 1956).

1929 – Soy Foods Ltd. and the Soyolk Society in 
Rickmansworth, Herts (North London), start to produce a 
soy fl our brand-named Soyolk by the Berczeller process. 
Soyolk is the pioneer edible soy fl our in England. By 
1932 Soyolk is reported to be used increasingly in English 
foods, partially to replace eggs, milk, and chocolate. Laszlo 
Berczeller obtained four patents on the fl our and related 
products between 1929 and 1933. He lived for a long time in 
London during the late 1920s and early 1930s, working with 
soy fl our and larger issues related to Europe’s food supply. 
Soyolk soy fl our becomes quite popular. In 1929 a book 
titled The Soya Bean and the New Soya Flour, translated 
from the Dutch by Christian Ferrée, is published in London; 
it describes Berczeller and his work with soy fl our (MacKay 
1983).
 By 1929 the Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. (Mincing 
Lane, London) also made Soyolk.

1929 – British Arkady Co. (in Manchester) launches Super 
Arkady, their fi rst soy product. It contains enzyme-active 
whole soy fl our for use in making breads. The enzymes make 
the bread whiter and increase shelf life. Robert Whymper 
was a key man behind the idea.

1929 – After World War I British imports of soybeans and 
soy products increase rapidly, rising to a peak of 207,000 
tonnes in 1929. Britain is Europe’s 3rd largest soybean 
importer at this time, after Germany and Denmark.

1932 – British Soya Products is founded by Gabriel Phillip 
Tussaud in Moorgate, London. Their fi rst product was 
Trusoy, a whole soy fl our. In 1982 the company celebrated 
its 50th anniversary.

1933 Feb. 6 – Soya Foods Ltd. is established by the Ferrée 
brothers.

1934 – Henry Ford grows and harvests 20 acres of soybeans 
in southwest England. “For the fi rst time in the history of 
British farming, a substantial crop of acclimatized soya 
beans has been successfully grown and brought to maturity 
in this country. The scene of this experiment is Fordson 
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Estate, Boreham, near Chelmsford [Essex] belonging to Mr. 
Henry Ford… Ford received the seeds (4 varieties) from Mr. 
J.L. North” (Times {London}, 1934. Sept. 17, p. 16).

1935 – England’s fi rst full book on soybeans and soyfoods 
is Elizabeth Bowdidge’s The Soya Bean: Its History, 
Cultivation (in England), and Uses, published by Oxford 
University Press. In the 83-page work she praises soybeans 
as the world’s most valuable legume and encourages farmers 
to make a serious effort to grow them. She notes that there 
were many foods “on the London market under names that 
conceal their soya bean origin,” and that soy fl our is widely 
used to make soya bread, breakfast foods, biscuits, cakes, 
and macaroni. Yet, she adds, “It is unfortunate that the 
inherent conservatism of the English people to anything new 
has been the cause of past failures to popularize soya bean 
food products…”

1936 – Two more important books on soy are published by 
Brits, both of whom had lived for a long time in Asia. The 
fi rst is G.D. Gray’s All About the Soya Bean, published in 
London. Gray, a medical offi cer for many years in China, 
wrote the book after he retired. He discusses a variety of 
Chinese soyfoods (including fermented tofu), notes that 
two companies making soyfoods in England are Dietetic 
Foods Ltd. and Soya Foods Ltd., laments that soymilk is 
not generally available, urges the British government to 
follow the U.S. government in supporting and fi nancing 
soybean research and development work, and encourages the 
establishment of a “Soya Association” in England to promote 
soybeans and soyfoods. 
 The second book published in 1936 was F.S. Kale’s 
remarkable Soya Bean: Its Value in Dietetics, Cultivation 
and Uses, published in India.

1940 April 23 – The Times (London) publishes “A Vital 
German Supply: The Magic Bean. Soya Food for Man 
and Beast,” which discusses the central role the soya bean 
has played in the German diet since World War II began. 
The Germans are developing “from the soya a fl our called 
Edelsoja, which because of its high content of good proteins 
(40 to 45 per cent.) and of fats and carbohydrates, can 
completely replace meat or the other animal foodstuffs” (p. 
7-8).

1941-1947 – During and shortly after World War II soy 
fl our is used extensively in Britain as a substitute for meat, 
milk, eggs, and fl our in a vast array of basic foods including 
sausages, spaghetti, bread, and marzipan. Most of the soy 
fl our was supplied by the U.S. under the Lend-Lease Act 
starting in March 1941, but quite a bit of whole (full-fat) soy 
fl our was also produced from imported soybeans by British 
companies, especially Soya Foods Ltd. 
 This company, with offi ces in Boreham Holt, Elstree 

and a plant at Rickmansworth (Herts.) made Soyolk and 
other brands of soy fl our and, during the 1940s, published 
a number of pamphlets describing the products and giving 
recipes. As meat became scarce in Britain during the war, 
soy fl our started to be overused, especially in sausages and 
“soylinks,” which started out as mostly meat and ended up 
as mostly soy fl our, and largely inedible. Soy developed 
the image of a bad-tasting ersatz foodstuff and the English 
came to dislike any food with the name “soy” attached to 
it, in part because of poor product formulations and the use 
of low quality soy fl our. The idea of soy as a source of low-
cost high-quality protein was set back 2 decades or more 
(Learmonth 1963; Fischer 1967).
 Soybean imports, sharply reduced during the war, started 
again in 1945 and by 1950 had reached 25,000 tonnes, rising 
to 130,000 tonnes by 1959. Soy oil imports climbed from 
4,700 tonnes in 1950 to 12,000 tonnes in 1959.

1944 Nov. – The Vegan Society is established in England at 
a meeting of 5 other non-dairy vegetarians called by Donald 
Watson. Their goal is to “end the exploitation of animals 
by man” and, “to seek an end to the use of animals by man 
for food, work, hunting, vivisection, and by all other uses 
involving exploitation of animal life by man.”
 This same month the fi rst issue of Vegan News is 
published. Subtitle: “Quarterly magazine of the non-dairy 
vegetarians.” In April 1946 this magazine is renamed The 
Vegan.

1945 – Soya Foods Ltd. is purchased by Spillers Ltd.

1947-48 – Production of soy fl our in Britain reaches a 
peak of 31 million pounds. All of this is whole (full fat) 
soy fl our and most of it is debittered. An estimated 50% of 
this debittered fl our goes into baked goods (cakes, biscuits, 
bread), and 20% goes to grocery products (soup powders, 
canned goods, salad creams) (Learmonth 1952, p. 30-32).
 In 1948 British Soya Products Ltd. launches Bredsoy soy 
fl our for the bakery trade.
 Learmonth is from British Soya Products, Ltd., London.

1948 – Soya Foods Ltd. Launches Soylac, a powdered spray-
dried mixture of Soyolk and cereal fl our.

1956 June – The Plantmilk Society is established in the UK. 
On Oct. 1, the fi rst Annual Meeting of the Plantmilk Society 
is held at Friends House in London. Mr. C.A. Ling is in the 
chair. The goal of the society is to make and sell a fi rst-grade 
plantmilk in the UK (The Vegan, winter, p. 14-16).

1957 Feb. – Plantmilk News, a periodical, begins publication 
in England.

1957 – Diasoy, enzyme-active whole soy fl our, is launched 
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by Soya Foods Ltd. of London. It is used as a bread 
improver.

1958 – Do-Soy, enzyme-active whole soy fl our, is launched 
by British Arkady Co. Ltd. (Arkady Soya Mills) of 
Manchester. It is used as a bread improver.

1959 May – Wanderlac, a plantmilk developed by the 
Plantmilk Society and tested on babies for a year, is placed 
on the market by A. Wander Ltd. of London. It is a powdered 
infant formula, fortifi ed with vitamin B-12. Dr. Frank Wokes 
(King’s Langley, Herts) has been the technical director, and 
Leslie J. Cross the general secretary. In 1961 Wanderlac was 
renamed Velactin.

1963 – About 75% of the bread made in Great Britain today 
contains whole soy fl our (Arkady Review. 1963. Dec. p. 58-
59).

1965 Aug. – Plantmilk is launched by Plantmilk Ltd. of Tithe 
Farm, High St., Langley, Slough, Buckinghamshire, England. 
By Oct. 1966 Plantmilk had been renamed Plamil. By Feb. 
1979 Plamil had been renamed Soya Plantmilk. Eventually 
the name was shortened to “Soya Milk.”

1965 – TVP brand textured soy fl our starts to be sold by 
British Arkady under license from Archer Daniels Midland 
Co. (ADM, of the USA).

1966 – Dragon & Phoenix Co., Kings Cross, 172 Pentonville 
Rd., London, N1, England – introduces the UK’s fi rst 
commercial tofu. The company is founded by Mr. Donald 
Lyen.
 By 1984 the company is the largest tofu maker in the UK, 
producing an estimated 10,000 kg/week, and by 1990 they 
are producing about 20,000 kg/week (Marshall 1990).

1968 – Although British agronomists have given up trying 
to make the soybean a viable farm crop in the UK, Ray 
Whisker begins experimenting with growing soybeans 
(especially large-seeded vegetable type soybeans) in his 
small urban garden at East Molesey, Surrey, in the southeast 
of the British Isles. Breeding soybeans to suit the climate 
and for use as a high-protein vegetable in home gardens, 
he soon builds up the largest collection of soybean seed 
in private hands anywhere in the UK. In 1969 he begins 
growing Fiskeby V from Sweden – with good results, and by 
the 1970s this vegetable type soybean, excellent in its edible 
green form, is available for home gardeners from Thompson 
& Morgan seed dealers. By 1975 Whisker has evaluated 
more than 200 varieties and strains from 19 countries and 
sent well over 25,000 seeds to Peking at the request of the 
Chinese government (Whisker 1980).

1969 Aug. – Direct Foods Ltd. (of Hampshire, England) 
is founded by vegans Anna and Peter Roberts. Their fi rst 
product is Protoveg, a line of meatlike products based on 
TVP and sold in 9 different fl avors and textures, and Smokey 
Snaps, which resemble bacon bits.
 Previously (1967) the Roberts had established 
Compassion in World Farming (CIWF), a pioneering 
organization that addressed the increasing problems/cruelty 
inherent in the factory-farming system (Roberts 1990). The 
mission of CIWF is to end factory farming. In 2002 Peter 
was awarded an MBE, Most Excellent Order of the British 
Empire, for his work with Compassion in World Farming.

1970 ca. – Direct Foods Ltd introduces 20 more convenience 
(add water, cook and serve) vegetarian protein products 
sold under the Ranch House brand, These include Sosmix, 
Goulash, Bolognese, Vegetable Mince, Soysage, Seasavour, 
Sizzleberg, Savoury Macaroni Mix. etc. All were vegan 
products except the Bolognese, which contained powdered 
milk  (Roberts 1990).

1973 Jan. 15 – Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM; USA) 
acquires 50% of British Arkady Holdings Ltd. which 
simultaneously acquires its subsidiary British Arkady Co. 
Ltd. Shortly thereafter Arkady installs textured vegetable 
protein (TVP) plants in Manchester to ADM’s design. Most 
of Arkady’s TVP is being sold to food manufacturers (for use 
in canned stews, etc.) and institutional foodservice, not to 
retailers (Burket 1991; Roberts 1990; Mahlich 1994).

1973 – British Arkady starts making TVP in England 
(Roberts 1990).

1977 – Ray Whisker and Pamela Dixon write The Soybean 
Grow and Cook Book (64 pages), which draws new attention 
to both home gardening and soyfoods recipes. They write:

The word ‘soybean’ still conjures up the mental picture 
of a necessary but uninteresting substance used as an 
extender when meat is short or expensive. There is also 
a lingering suspicion that you may be fed disguised 
soybean when you intend to eat something else. The word 
‘substitute’ has always had an unpleasant ring, and most 
English people are content to relegate the soybean to its 
role as a farm crop.

The book’s interesting recipes attempt to overcome this 
problem. Whisker continued his breeding work. By 1980, 
in a major popular article on “The Great Bean of China,” 
he reports that he has developed several soybean strains 
(including Gemsoy II) that yield better than the widely 
available Fiskeby V from Sweden. Over the years his work 
and writing are important in popularizing the growing and 
use of soybeans in the UK.
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1980 – Dalgety acquires the Spillers Group (Woodfi eld 
1981).

1981 – Plamil Soya Plantmilk (Concentrated) is launched 
by Plamil Foods Ltd., Plamil House, Bowles Well Gardens, 
Folkestone, Kent, England..

1981 Sept. – The earliest known commercial soyfood 
products are made in Ireland. Tempeh and tofu are made by 
Ann Currie and Patrick Duggan at Teac Bán Macrobiotic 
Center - Fad Saol Foods, 6 Parnell Road, Harold’s Cross 
Bridge, Dublin 6, Ireland.

1982 March – Tofu, The Bristol Vegetable Burger, The 
Bristol Chili Burger and The Bristol Nut Burger, meatless 
tofu burgers, are launched by Cauldron Foods Ltd. of Bristol, 
England.
 Cauldron Foods was formed in Nov. 1981 as a 
partnership between Philip Marshall and Peter Fagan. They 
began tofu production in March 1982 (Marshall 1982).

1982 July – The fi rst commercial tempeh in the UK is 
introduced by the Community Health Center, London, 
England. It is made by Jon Sandifer and Andrew Leech.
 Also in 1982 (month unknown) Organic Tempeh was 
launched by Full of Beans Soyfoods in East Sussex, England. 
It was made by John and Sarah Gosling.
 Also in 1982 (month unknown) One World Foods 
Tempeh was launched by One World Natural Foods of 
London.

1982 Dec. – Provamel Soya Drink, in Choco or Plain fl avors, 
is launched by Alpro in Belgium, but sold in health food 
stores throughout Europe (including, before long, the UK).

1983 – Haldane Foods is founded by Brian Wellsby of 
Leicestershire, England. Their fi rst two products are Sojal 
Soya Milk and Heraveg Vegetarian Main Meals [Beef Style, 
Mince, or Chicken Style].

1984 May – The fi rst non-dairy soy ice cream in the UK 
is SoyBoy Soymilk Ices, introduced by the Regular Tofu 
Company Ltd. But it is made in Leicester, England, by Rossa 
Ltd.

1984 June – Spillers Premier Products, a new company, is 
formed as a result of the merger in Nov. 1983 of British Soya 
Products with Soya Foods Ltd. and Slimcea – three well-
known and established companies in the food industry.

1984 Sept. – Vegetarian Feasts Ltd., founded by Sonia 
Newhouse, launches Chile Sin Carne and Stroganoff, two 
frozen vegetarian entrees with TVP as the major ingredient 

(Newhouse 1988).

1985 March – British Arkady buys Direct Foods from 
Anna and Peter Roberts. Direct Foods (which was making 
good money) had become a major customer of Arkady’s 
TVP. Direct Foods became the fi rst member of what would 
become the Haldane Foods Group (Mahlich 1994).
 During the period from 1969 to 1985 Peter Roberts had 
devoted about 2/3 of his work time to CIWF and 1/3 to 
Direct Foods. Direct Foods was run mainly by Anna Roberts.
 At the time of the sale Direct Foods had 18 employees 
and was buying 30 tons a week of TVP from British Arkady 
(Peter Roberts 1990).

1985 July – The fi rst soy yogurt made in the UK is Sunrise 
Soya Milk “Live” Fruit Yoghurt (Non-Dairy) in Strawberry, 
Peach Melba, Black Cherry, or Raspberry fl avors, introduced 
by Soya Health Foods, Ltd. of Manchester. Michael Cole is 
director of this company, which has been in existence only 
since March 1985.

1986 Feb. – British Arkady purchases Vegetarian Feasts Ltd. 
from Sonia Newhouse. This put Arkady in the frozen food 
business (Mahlich 1994).

1986 April – Genice is established in Wales by Ray Pierce 
and Irene Barclay to make non-dairy products. Their fi rst 
product, launched in April 1986, is Genice Ice Delight, a 
non-dairy frozen dessert in 5 fl avors.

1986 May – White Waves (soymilk) is launched by Unisoy 
Milk ‘n By-Products Ltd. of Stockport, Cheshire, England. 
The product is soon renamed White Wave Soya Milk.
 In May 1987 the company launches White Wave Soya 
Yogart in Raspberry, Strawberry, Black Cherry, Honey & 
Muesli fl avors. It was renamed Unisoy Soya Yogart in Aug. 
1989.

1986 – Mad Cow disease or Bovine Spongiform 
Encephalopathy (BSE) is fi rst identifi ed in the UK. Caused 
by prions (a newly discovered infectious agent), it rots a 
cow’s brain until it looks like a sponge. Ten cases of the 
deadly Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) have been diagnosed 
in humans in Britain over the past 2 years (Centers for 
Disease Control web page; Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1996 
March 25. PBS-TV; Wall Street Journal. 1996. March 22. p. 
B1, B5). 

1987 – British Arkady buys Vegetarian Cuisine, then merges 
its modern factory in Coventry with that of Vegetarian Feasts 
in London (Mahlich 1994).

1987 Aug. – British Arkady buys Haldane Foods Ltd., which 
owns the Regular Tofu Co. Haldane Foods has an excellent 
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factory and offi ce. So shortly after this purchase British 
Arkady coins the name Haldane Foods Group Ltd. and 
begins to use it for the new group of acquired companies. 
Peter Fitch is the Director General Manager of the group 
(Mahlich 1994).

1987 Sept. – Rayner Burgess Ltd. purchases Cauldron Foods 
Ltd. Philip Marshal stays on as operations manager of the 
new subsidiary (not division). Cauldron is the 2nd largest tofu 
maker in the UK, making about 15,000 kg/week. 
 A distant third is Regular Tofu Co., now owned by the 
Haldane Foods Group. They make about 4,000 kg/week 
(Marshall 1990).

1987 Dec. 31 – ADM acquires the remaining shares of 
Arkady Holdings Ltd. – so that it now owns 100%.

1988 Sept. – The Haldane Foods Group purchases the 
Realeat Co., founded by Greg Sams. Realeat is the dominant 
player in the frozen vege burger business at the time 
(Mahlich 1994).

1988 – Some 2,185 cases of BSE are confi rmed in Great 
Britain; this number increased to 7,136 in 1989, to 14,180 
in 1990, to 25,025 cases in 1991, to 35,045 cases in 1992, 
then to at least 36,755 cases in 1993. By August 1994 the 
total number of cases confi rmed since the beginning of the 
epidemic had exceeded 137,000 – more than six times the 
number predicted by the Southworth Committee as their 
“worst case scenario.”
 During this time the British government engaged in many 
cover-ups and much foot-dragging – causing the distrust of 
British citizens.
 On 18 July 1988 a “ruminant feed ban” is imposed in 
Britain. Ruminants (that is, cattle, sheep, and deer) are not 
allowed to be fed protein derived from animals (Richard 
Lacey. 1994. Mad Cow Disease).
 BSE peaked in the UK in Jan. 1993 with almost 1,000 
new cases each week. Thereafter it fell slowly but steadily, 
but there were still 14,562 cases reported in 1995 and 1,143 
cases reported in the year 2000.

1988 June 4 – An article in the prestigious British Medical 
Journal is the fi rst to draw attention to the danger which 
BSE could present to the human population in England. The 
widespread belief that the disease cannot be transmitted to 
humans who eat the products of animals which were infected 
is “naive, uninformed, and potentially disastrous. We are 
dealing with a condition thought to be related to Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease (vCJD), scrapie, and kuru - all forms of 
degenerative encephalopathy – which are transmissible by 
artifi cial inoculation and, in the case of kuru, by dietary 
means.”

1989 March. – The Haldane Foods Group purchases Genice 
Foods, which now was making non-dairy ice creams, yogurts 
and margarines. “By this time we were deeply into the 
healthy food, health food, vegetarian business. This was the 
Group’s fi rst company to make non-dairy products, and it fi t 
well because their products were basically made from soya.” 
Dwayne Andreas was very happy with the growth of the 
Haldane Foods Group (Mahlich 1994).

1990 April – The two brands of soymilk with the largest 
shares of the UK soymilk market are both imported: 
Provamel, the best-seller, is imported from Alpro in Belgium. 
Granose Soya Milk is imported from DE-VAU-GE in West 
Germany.
 There are four soymilk manufacturers in the UK. The 
largest is probably Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Co. in 
Stockport (Cheshire County near Manchester) (Marshall 
1990).

1990 Dec. 21 – The Haldane Foods Group purchases Unisoy 
(Mahlich 1994).

1990 – Linda McCartney’s Home Cooking, by Linda 
McCartney is published in England and New York. As of 
1994 this is said to be the world’s best-selling vegetarian 
cookbook. It contains more than 200 recipes and many full-
page color photos, uses TVP (both chunk and granular styles) 
in at least 22 recipes, mostly main dishes.
 Linda and Paul (of Beatles fame) McCartney have been 
married since March 12, 1969, are vegetarians and very 
active in the fi eld of animal welfare.
 In about 1994 a line of Linda McCartney Home Style 
Cooking – Meatless Entrees (frozen) are launched in the 
UK and USA. Textured soy protein is a ingredient in most 
(perhaps all) of the products.

1991 Jan. 1 – The Haldane Foods Group purchases Granose, 
a large and important Seventh-day Adventist food company 
(Mahlich 1994; Fehlberg 1991).
 With this multi-million pound deal, Haldane establishes 
itself overnight as Britain’s major health food manufacturer.
 The various products sold by the companies in the 
Haldane Group are being made in fi ve factories: the Unisoy 
factory (soyamilk), the Genice factory (non-dairy yogurts, 
ice creams, and margarine), the Haldane factory (which 
makes all dry mixes), and the Granose factory (which makes 
frozen burgers and many other non-dry products). 
 “The main thing to remember is that this is all part of 
ADM, it has all been approved by Dwayne Andreas and 
the ADM board, and it’s very much in line with ADM’s 
philosophy.” Dwayne believes that soy products will play 
a key role in feeding this world. “To Dwayne, that is a 
mission.” (Mahlich 1994).
 At Helfex 90 in April 1990 in England the Haldane Foods 
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Group launched 21 new products. This was not in celebration 
of its 21st birthday (Fitch 1990).

1991 Sept. – In the UK, Provamel (made by Alpro in 
Belgium) has about 42% of the total soymilk market. The 
four brands made by Unisoy have about 35-37%. The 
remaining 21-23% is divided among Sunrise, Plamil, and a 
few others (Rabheru 1991).
 In 1991 over 10 million liters of soya milk were 
consumed in the UK (Soyafoods {ASA, Europe}. 1992. 
Spring. p. 3).
 By 1993 Alpro (in Belgium) was by far the largest 
soymilk maker is Europe, producing about 32 million liters a 
year (Makowski 1993).

1993 – Provamel Soya Dream: A Non-Dairy Alternative 
to Single Cream is launched by Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. 
(Marketer-Distributor) located at Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England. It is made 
in Belgium by Alpro.

1995 – UK Soya Milk Alliance petitions the European 
Union. Three leading soymilk manufacturers in the UK 
(Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Haldane Foods Group, and 
Plamil Foods Ltd.), have formed the Soya Milk Alliance in 
order to petition the European Union (EU) to accept the term 
“soya milk.” This decision followed a ruling on 16 June 1994 
by the EU Milk Management Committee that the term “soya 
milk” could not be used on soymilk packages in the UK or 
Europe.

1996 Oct. – Genetically engineered soybeans fi rst become 
available worldwide from Monsanto. ASA Today (Oct/Nov.), 
a periodical published by the American Soybean Association 
(St. Louis, Missouri) states: “Special emphasis is placed on 
the current situation in the European Union, one of our key 
export markets. 
 “Background: The fi rst commercially available variety 
of GMO soybeans, Roundup (R) Ready, have been 
approved for importation and processing by government 
regulatory agencies in the United States, Europe, Canada, 
Mexico, Argentina, and Japan. Regulatory bodies in these 
countries have declared these soybeans safe and the same 
as conventional soybeans in composition, nutritional profi le 
and functionality. Because these GMO soybeans have been 
determined equivalent to conventional soybeans in safety 
and nutrition, government agencies have not required that 
they be segregated or labeled, either in the U.S. or abroad.
 “Last spring regulatory approval was granted by the 
European Union allowing the importation and processing 
of Roundup Ready soybeans into food and feed. However, 
despite these approvals, consumer acceptance issues 
regarding biotechnology and GMO soybeans exist in parts 
of Europe which could affect U.S. soybeans exports to 

certain European markets. No signifi cant consumer or market 
acceptance issues regarding GMO soybeans have surfaced 
outside Europe.
 “Present situation: Greenpeace and other activist groups 
have mounted strident opposition to the introduction of 
GMO soybeans into Europe.”

1997 March – Natural Foods Merchandiser (USA) runs 
an article titled “Industry responds to unlabeled biotech soy 
beans: Consumers’ concern over genetically engineered 
foodstuffs could ignite industry-wide demand for labeling.” 
The article notes that Europeans are boycotting and 
protesting the arrival of unlabeled genetically engineered 
U.S. soybeans, and the story is making headlines – especially 
in England and Belgium (Mergentime 1997).
 There can be little doubt that the strong British resistance 
to genetically engineered foods is, in-part, based on their 
experience with mad cow disease (BSE) and variant CJD.

2006 Dec. 8 – The Hain-Celestial Group, Inc. (USA) 
acquires Haldane Foods Ltd., a UK-based producer of meat-
free food and non-dairy beverage products, from the Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. (ADM). Haldane’s brands include 
Realeat frozen foods, Granose, Direct Foods and Realeat dry 
mixes, and Granose non-dairy beverages. Price: About $10.1 
million (Hain-Celestial Annual Report 2007).

The large market for soyfoods and other meatless foods and 
non-dairy products in the UK is clearly due to the very large 
population there of vegetarians and vegans.
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ABOUT THIS BOOK 

This is the most comprehensive book ever published about 
the history of soy in the UK or Ireland. It has been compiled, 
one record at a time over a period of 35 years, in an attempt 
to document the history of this ancient and interesting 
subject. It is also the single most current and useful source of 
information on this subject.

This is one of more than 100 books compiled by William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, and published by the Soyinfo 
Center. It is based on historical principles, listing all known 
documents and commercial products in chronological order. 
It features detailed information on:

• 73 different document types, both published and 
unpublished.

• 4244 published documents - extensively annotated 
bibliography. Every known publication on the subject in 
every language.

• 403 unpublished archival documents.

• 310 original Soyinfo Center interviews and overviews 
never before published, except perhaps in our books.

• 487 commercial soy products.

Thus, it is a powerful tool for understanding the development 
of this subject from its earliest beginnings to the present.

Each bibliographic record in this book contains (in 
addition to the typical author, date, title, volume and pages 
information) the author’s address, number of references 
cited, original title of all non-English language publications 
together with an English translation of the title, month and 
issue of publication, and the fi rst author’s fi rst name (if 
given). For most books, we state if it is illustrated, whether 
or not it has an index, and the height in centimeters.

All of the graphics (labels, ads, leafl ets, etc) displayed in this  
book are on fi le, organized by subject, chronologically, in the 
Soyinfo Center’s Graphics Collection.

For commercial soy products (CSP), each record includes 
(if possible) the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information on 
each product (such as advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) 
are also given.

A complete subject/geographical index is also included.
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A&M = Agricultural and Mechanical
Agric. = Agricultural or Agriculture
Agric. Exp. Station = Agricultural Experiment Station
ARS = Agricultural Research Service
ASA = American Soybean Association
Assoc. = Association, Associate
Asst. = Assistant
Aug. = August
Ave. = Avenue
Blvd. = Boulevard
bu = bushel(s)
ca. = about (circa)
cc = cubic centimeter(s)
Chap. = Chapter
cm = centimeter(s)
Co. = company
Corp. = Corporation
Dec. = December
Dep. or Dept. = Department
Depts. = Departments
Div. = Division
Dr. = Drive
E. = East
ed. = edition or editor
e.g. = for example
Exp. = Experiment
Feb. = February
fl  oz = fl uid ounce(s)
ft = foot or feet
gm = gram(s)
ha = hectare(s)
i.e. = in other words
Inc. = Incorporated
incl. = including
Illust. = Illustrated or Illustration(s)
Inst. = Institute
J. = Journal
J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Soc. = Journal of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society
Jan. = January
kg = kilogram(s)
km = kilometer(s)
Lab. = Laboratory
Labs. = Laboratories
lb = pound(s)
Ltd. = Limited
mcg = microgram(s)
mg = milligram(s)
ml = milliliter(s)

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

mm = millimeter(s)
N. = North
No. = number or North
Nov. = November
Oct. = October
oz = ounce(s)
p. = page(s)
photo(s) = photograph(s)
P.O. Box = Post Offi ce Box
Prof. = Professor
psi = pounds per square inch
R&D = Research and Development
Rd. = Road
Rev. = Revised
RPM = revolutions per minute
S. = South
SANA = Soyfoods Association of North America
Sept. = September
St. = Street
tonnes = metric tons
trans. = translator(s)
Univ. = University
USB = United Soybean Board
USDA = United States Department of Agriculture
Vol. = volume
V.P. = Vice President
vs. = versus
W. = West
°C = degrees Celsius (Centigrade)
°F = degrees Fahrenheit
> = greater than, more than
< = less than
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1. Read the Introduction and Chronology/Timeline 
located near the beginning of the book; it contains 
highlights and a summary of the book.

2. Search the book. The KEY to using this digital book, 
which is in PDF format, is to SEARCH IT using Adobe 
Acrobat Reader: For those few who do not have it, Google: 
Acrobat Reader - then select the free download for your 
type of computer.

Click on the link to this book and wait for the book 
to load completely and the hourglass by the cursor to 
disappear (4-6 minutes).

Type [Ctrl+F] to “Find.” A white search box will appear 
near the top right of your screen.

Type in your search term, such as Tofu or Ice Cream.
You will be told how many times this term appears, then 

the fi rst one will be highlighted.
To go to the next occurrence, click the down arrow, etc.

3. Use the indexes, located at the end of the book. Suppose 
you are looking for all records about tofu. These can appear 
in the text under a variety of different names: bean curd, 
tahu, doufu, to-fu, etc. Yet all of these will appear (by record 
number) under the word “Tofu” in the index. See “How to 
Use the Index,” below. Also: 

Chronological Order: The publications and products in this 
book are listed with the earliest fi rst and the most recent last. 
Within each year, references are sorted alphabetically by 
author. If you are interested in only current information, start 
reading at the back, just before the indexes.

A Reference Book: Like an encyclopedia or any other 
reference book, this work is meant to be searched fi rst - to 
fi nd exactly the information you are looking for - and then to 
be read.

How to Use the Index: A subject and country index is 
located at the back of this book. It will help you to go 
directly to the specifi c information that interests you. Browse 
through it briefl y to familiarize yourself with its contents and 
format.
 Each record in the book has been assigned a sequential 
number, starting with 1 for the fi rst/earliest reference. It 
is this number, not the page number, to which the indexes 
refer. A publication will typically be listed in each index in 
more than one place, and major documents may have 30-40 

HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THIS DIGITAL BOOK - THREE KEYS

subject index entries. Thus a publication about the nutritional 
value of tofu and soymilk in India would be indexed under 
at least four headings in the subject and country index: 
Nutrition, Tofu, Soymilk, and Asia, South: India.
 Note the extensive use of cross references to help you: 
e.g. “Bean curd. See Tofu.”

Countries and States/Provinces: Every record contains 
a country keyword. Most USA and Canadian records also 
contain a state or province keyword, indexed at “U.S. States” 
or “Canadian Provinces and Territories” respectively. All 
countries are indexed under their region or continent. Thus 
for Egypt, look under Africa: Egypt, and not under Egypt. 
For Brazil, see the entry at Latin America, South America: 
Brazil. For India, see Asia, South: India. For Australia see 
Oceania: Australia.

Most Important Documents: Look in the Index under 
“Important Documents -.”

Organizations: Many of the larger, more innovative, or 
pioneering soy-related companies appear in the subject 
index – companies like ADM / Archer Daniels Midland Co., 
AGP, Cargill, DuPont, Kikkoman, Monsanto, Tofutti, etc. 
Worldwide, we index many major soybean crushers, tofu 
makers, soymilk and soymilk equipment manufacturers, 
soyfoods companies with various products, Seventh-day 
Adventist food companies, soy protein makers (including 
pioneers), soy sauce manufacturers, soy ice cream, tempeh, 
soynut, soy fl our companies, etc.
 Other key organizations include Society for 
Acclimatization (from 1855 in France), American Soybean 
Association, National Oilseed/Soybean Processors 
Association, Research & Development Centers (Peoria, 
Cornell), Meals for Millions Foundation, and International 
Soybean Programs (INTSOY, AVRDC, IITA, International 
Inst. of Agriculture, and United Nations). Pioneer soy protein 
companies include Borden, Drackett, Glidden, Griffi th Labs., 
Gunther, Laucks, Protein Technologies International, and 
Rich Products.

Soyfoods: Look under the most common name: Tofu, Miso, 
Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Cheese, Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Flour, Green Vegetable Soybeans, or Whole Dry Soybeans. 
But note: Soy Proteins: Isolates, Soy Proteins: Textured 
Products, etc.

Industrial (Non-Food) Uses of Soybeans: Look under 
“Industrial Uses ...” for more than 17 subject headings.
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Pioneers - Individuals: Laszlo Berczeller, Henry Ford, 
Friedrich Haberlandt, Artemy A. Horvath, Englebert 
Kaempfer, Mildred Lager, William J. Morse, etc. Soy-
Related Movements: Soyfoods Movement, Vegetarianism, 
Health and Dietary Reform Movements (esp. 1830-1930s), 
Health Foods Movement (1920s-1960s), Animal Welfare/ 
Rights. These are indexed under the person’s last name or 
movement name. 

Nutrition: All subjects related to soybean nutrition (protein 
quality, minerals, antinutritional factors, etc.) are indexed 
under Nutrition, in one of more than 70 subcategories.

Soybean Production: All subjects related to growing, 
marketing, and trading soybeans are indexed under Soybean 
Production, e.g., Soybean Production: Nitrogen Fixation, 
or Soybean Production: Plant Protection, or Soybean 
Production: Variety Development.

Other Special Index Headings: Browsing through the 
subject index will show you many more interesting subject 
headings, such as Industry and Market Statistics, Information 
(incl. computers, databases, libraries), Standards, 
Bibliographies (works containing more than 50 references), 
and History (soy-related).

Commercial Soy Products (CSP): See “About This Book.” 

SoyaScan Notes: This is a term we have created exclusively 
for use with this database. A SoyaScan Notes Interview 
contains all the important material in short interviews 
conducted and transcribed by William Shurtleff. This 
material has not been published in any other source. Longer 
interviews are designated as such, and listed as unpublished 
manuscripts. A transcript of each can be ordered from 
Soyinfo Center Library. A SoyaScan Notes Summary is a 
summary by William Shurtleff of existing information on 
one subject.

“Note:” When this term is used in a record’s summary, it 
indicates that the information which follows it has been 
added by the producer of this database.

Asterisks at End of Individual References:
 1. An asterisk (*) at the end of a record means that 
Soyinfo Center does not own that document. Lack of an 
asterisk means that Soyinfo Center owns all or part of the 
document.
 2. An asterisk after eng (eng*) means that Soyinfo Center 
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that 
document.
 3. An asterisk in a listing of the number of references 
[23* ref] means that most of these references are not about 

soybeans or soyfoods.
Documents Owned by Soyinfo Center: Lack of an * 
(asterisk) at the end of a reference indicates that the Soyinfo 
Center Library owns all or part of that document. We own 
roughly three fourths of the documents listed. Photocopies of 
hard-to-fi nd documents or those without copyright protection 
can be ordered for a fee. Please contact us for details.

Document Types: The SoyaScan database contains 135+ 
different types of documents, both published (books, 
journal articles, patents, annual reports, theses, catalogs, 
news releases, videos, etc.) and unpublished (interviews, 
unpublished manuscripts, letters, summaries, etc.).

Customized Database Searches: This book was printed 
from SoyaScan, a large computerized database produced 
by the Soyinfo Center. Customized/personalized reports 
are “The Perfect Book,” containing exactly the information 
you need on any subject you can defi ne, and they are now 
just a phone call away. For example: Current statistics on 
tofu and soymilk production and sales in England, France, 
and Germany. Or soybean varietal development and genetic 
research in Third World countries before 1970. Or details on 
all tofu cheesecakes and dressings ever made. You name it, 
we’ve got it. For fast results, call us now!

BIBLIO: The software program used to produce this book 
and the SoyaScan database, and to computerize the Soyinfo 
Center Library is named BIBLIO. Based on Advanced 
Revelation, it was developed by Soyinfo Center, Tony 
Cooper and John Ladd.

History of Soybeans and Soyfoods: Many of our digital 
books have a corresponding chapter in our forthcoming 
scholarly work titled History of Soybeans and Soyfoods 
(4 volumes). Manuscript chapters from that book are now 
available, free of charge, on our website, www.soyinfocenter.
com and many fi nished chapters are available free of charge 
in PDF format on our website and on Google Books.

About the Soyinfo Center: An overview of our 
publications, computerized databases, services, and history is 
given on our website.

Soyinfo Center
P.O. Box 234,
Lafayette, CA 94549 USA
Phone: 925-283-2991 Fax: 925-283-9091 
www.soyinfocenter.com
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1. Saris, John. 1613. [Log of trip to Japan] (Log–
unpublished). Unpublished log. [Eng]
• Summary: On 29 Aug. 1613, while in Japan (near 
Shizuoka), Saris wrote: “Of Cheese [probably tofu] they 
haue plentie. Butter they make none, neither will they eate 
any Milke, because they hold it to bee as bloud [blood], nor 
tame beasts.”
 Note 1. This log was fi rst published in 1900 as follows: 
Satow, E.M. 1900. “The voyage of Captain John Saris to 
Japan, 1613.” Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society (London). 
Series 2. 5:126.
 Saris probably wrote this in Japan in August 1613 as he 
was traveling by land from Hirado (an island off northwest 
Kyushu) to Shizuoka, where he would meet Japan’s ruler, 
Ieyasu. His traveling companions included William Adams 
(the fi rst Englishman to arrive in Japan–by boat in April 
1600), 10 other Englishmen, and an escort of 7 Japanese 
guards to protect them (Samurai William, by Giles Milton, 
2002, p. 167-71).
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (May 
2015) on soy by an European and the 1st by an Englishman–
but note that Saris does not mention soy, presumably because 
he did not realize that their “Cheese” was made from 
soybeans. It is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 2013) 
by a European that mentions tofu (though it is not mentioned 
by name) or any other soyfood.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that mentions tofu, or that uses the word 
“cheese” to refer to tofu, or that mentions tofu in connection 
with Japan.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning soy or tofu in connection with (but not yet in) 
England.

2. Locke, John. 1679. Journal. In: Lord [Peter] King, ed. 
1829. The Life of John Locke, with Extracts from his 
Correspondence, Journals, and Common-place Books. xi + 
407 p. See p. 133-34. 28 x 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This section of Locke’s journal, written in 1679, 
was not published until 1829. In the section titled “Extracts 
from the Journal of Locke,” it is noted by Lord King that in 
1679 John Locke wrote in his journal directions for some 
foreigner about to visit England. Among his description 
of the foods and condiments which ought to be enjoyed in 
London, Locke noted: “Puddings of several sorts and creams 
of several fashions, both excellent, but they are seldom to be 
found, at least in their perfection, at common eating-houses. 
Mango and saio are two sorts of sauces brought from the 
East Indies.”

 Note 1. The word “saio” almost certainly refers to 
shoyu and was cited as such by both Yule and Burnell in 
Hobson-Jobson (1886, p. 651, “Soy”) and the Oxford English 
Dictionary (1919, “Soya”). If so, this is the earliest English-
language document seen (April 2012) that mentions soy 
sauce, which it calls saio.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in England, or in 
the East Indies; soybeans as such have not yet been reported. 
The context suggests that shoyu was widely available in 
London in 1679.
 Note 3. This is an early document concerning soy sauce 
in international trade–imported to England. It was probably 
exported from Deshima, in Nagasaki harbor, by Dutch 
merchants. from Japan. Yet the big question is: How did the 
soy sauce get to British India and where was it made?
 John Locke was an English philosopher who lived 
1632-1704. After his death, “his papers, correspondence, and 
manuscripts, came into the possession of Sir Peter King, his 
near relation and sole executor.” Lord King, the 7th baron, 
lived 1776-1833.
 The Oxford English Dictionary defi nes East Indies as “A 
geographical term, originally including Hindustan, Further 
India, and the islands beyond [including today’s Indonesia]. 
Opposed to the West Indies or Central American Islands, and 
now usually restricted to the Malay archipelago.” The term 
was used as early as 1598.

Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) defi nes 
East Indies as “1. also East India. Collective name, applied 
loosely and vaguely, to India, Indochina, and the Malay 
Archipelago. 2. In better usage, politically, the Republic of 
Indonesia, formerly the Netherlands East Indies. See Indies. 

HISTORY OF SOYBEANS AND SOYFOODS IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND (1613-2015)
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But some writers used to include the islands of the Malay 
Archipelago.”
 Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 2003. Sept. 4. Early imports 
of soy sauce to England were transported in amphoras 
(resembling the ancient Greek jars or vases); they were 
sealed with wax at the top. Address: London.

3. Petyt, William. 1680. Britannia languens, or A discourse 
of trade: shewing the grounds and reasons of the increase and 
decay of land-rents, national wealth, and strength,... London: 
Printed for Tho. Dring... and Sam Crouch. [8] + 303 + [9] p. 
See p. 285.
• Summary: Apparently trade with France is thriving, since 
French goods are inexpensive and popular, resulting in a 
negative balance of trade for England.
 The section about trade and imports states (p. 284-85): 
“Now suppose they are forbid [sic] to go to this particular 
Shop, and will Religiously observe the Prohibition; yet they 
may and will furnish us with the same things from other 
Ports; they will bring us more Silks, Laces, and Baubles from 
Italy, Flanders, Holland, &c... “... our Importers will fi nd 
out new trifl es and gewgaws [geegaws] for our silly people: 
How suddenly do we fi nd all the Women and Children of any 
account in England in Amber Neck-laces? Which at the rate 
they are sold at, must cost England at least 100,000l. [pounds 
sterling]. And now we have a new Sawce called Catch-up 
from East-India, sold at a Guiney [Guinea] a Bottle.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 
2015) that contains the word “Catch-up” (regardless of 
capitalization) or that mentions catch-up (regardless of the 
many ways in which it is spelled, such as ketchup, catsup, 
catchup, ketchop, ketchap, etc.). “Soy” [sauce] is not 
mentioned.
 Note 2. “East-India” in this context probably refers to 
the East Indies and to today’s Indonesia.
 Note 3. A guinea was a gold coin whose price was fi xed 
at 1 pound and 1 shilling.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that gives the price of Catchup in England. So, a bottle of 
Catchup was very expensive at that time, and this was the 
main reason that so many British cooks tried to develop 
recipes for it.
 Note 5. William Petyt lived 1636-1707. The preface is 
signed Philanglus, his pseudonym. Address: [England].

4. Chamberlayne, John. 1682. The natural history of coffee, 
thee, chocolate, tobacco, in four several sections;... London: 
Printed for Christopher Wilkinson. 36 + [4] p. See Sect. III, 
p. 18. 21 cm.
• Summary: In “The natural history of chocolate. Sect. III” 
we read (p. 18): “... and I do not doubt, but you London 
Gentlemen, do value it above all your Cullises and Jellies; 
your Anchoves, Bononia Sawsages, [Bologna Sausages?], 
your Cock, and Lamb-stones, your Soys, your Ketchups and 

Caveares [Caviars], your Cantharides, and your Whites of 
Eggs, are not to be compared to our rude Indian; therefore 
you must be very courteous and favourable to this little 
Pamphlet, who tells you most faithful Observations.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that contains the word “Ketchups” (or “ketchup,” regardless 
of capitalization) and the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2012) that mentions ketchup (regardless of the many ways 
in which it is spelled, such as catchup, catsup, ketchop, 
ketchap., etc.).
 Note 2. John Chamberlayne lived 1666-1723. The 
title page states: “Collected from the writings of the best 
physicians, and modern travellers.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
in which the word “Soys” (regardless of capitalization) is 
used to refer to soy sauces.
 Note 4. A “cullis” is a broth of broiled meat strained, 
or a kind of jelly. “Bononia” is the Roman name of several 
cities, including Bologna, Italy–whence comes today’s 
Bologna (pronounced baloney) sausage. “Cantharides” is 
more commonly called “Spanish fl y.” The meaning of “our 
rude Indian” is unclear.

5. Dampier, William. 1688. Voyage round the world. In: 
William Dampier. 1705. Voyage Round the World. The 
Supplement of the Voyage Round the World, Describing the 
Countreys of Tonquin, Achin, Malacca, &c. their Product, 
Inhabitants, Manners, Trade, Policy, &c. London: Printed for 
James Knapton, at the Crown in St. Paul’s Church Yard. See 
vol. II. Part I, p. 26-28.
• Summary: While traveling in Tonquin (today’s north 
Vietnam) the author writes: “The Nuke-Mum [fi sh sauce]... 
is also very savory, and used as a good sauce for Fowls, not 
only by the Natives, but also by the Europeans, who esteem 
it equal with Soy [sauce]. I have been told that Soy is made 
partly with a fi shy Composition... tho’ a Gentleman... told 
me that it is made with wheat and a Sort of Beans mixt with 
Water and Salt” (p. 28).
 Note 1. First cited by Yule and Burnell (1886, p. 651, 
and 1903, p. 858; both give the year as 1688), and the 
Oxford English Dictionary (1919, Soy). Captain Dampier–a 
“swashbuckling buccaneer”–lived 1652-1715.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that uses the word “Soy” (regardless of 
capitalization) to refer to soy sauce. The passage on soy 
sauce, although written in 1688, was not published until 
1705.
 Note 3. The word “padusoy” (also spelled “paduasoy,” 
derived from the French pou-de-soie) starts to appear in 
British publications as early as 1663. It has nothing to do 
with the soybean or soy [sauce]. The suffi x “soy” refers 
to silk, and “padusoy” refers to a corded silk fabric (or 
a garment made from it). By May 1774 it began to be 
advertised and sold in the British colonies of North America. 
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Typical sentences: “A piece of black padusoy.” “One pound 
of this silk will make fi ve yards of padusoy.” “A white 
padusoy coat and breeches, with a pink-colour’d waistcoat.”

6. E.B. 1690. A new dictionary of the terms ancient and 
modern of the canting crew,... London: Printed for W. 
Hawes, P. Gilbourne and W. Davis. [184] p. 18 cm. [Eng]*
• Summary: “Catchup, a high East-India Sauce.” Note 1. 
This is an English-language slang dictionary.
 Note 2. This is the 3rd earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2012) that mentions Catchup 
(regardless of spelling), which was probably Indonesian soy 
sauce.
 Note 3. At this time, “East India” (or more commonly) 
“the East Indies” had two meanings: (1) A collective name, 
applied loosely and vaguely, to India, Indochina (today’s 
Vietnam and Cambodia), and the Malay Archipelago 
(today’s Indonesia and Malaysia). (2) In better usage, 
politically, a name applied to today’s Indonesia, formerly the 
Netherlands East Indies or Dutch East Indies. Address: Gent. 
[Gentleman], England.

7. Ovington, John. 1696. A voyage to Suratt, in the year, 
1689. Giving a large account of that city, and its inhabitants, 
and of the English factory there. London: Printed for Jacob 
Tonson. 606 p. See p. 385, 397. See also Oxford University 
Press edition (1929), edited by H.G. Rawlinson. A voyage to 
Surat in the year 1689. p. 231. [Eng]

• Summary: Concerning soy sauce: In the chapter on “The 
English Factory at Suratt,” at the section on “Several Sorts 
of Indian Dishes,” the author is describing Palau [rice pilaf], 
baked fowl, and beef or mutton cabob roasted on a spit, 
seasoned with sweet herbs and basted with oil and garlic. 
He concludes: “Bambou and Mangoe Achar [pickle], Souy 
the choicest of all Sawces, are always ready to whet the 
Appetite.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that uses the word “Souy” to refer to soy 
sauce.
 Note 2. This soy sauce was probably made in Japan and 

shipped from there to India in wooden kegs or vats. In 1796 
Thunberg states that Japanese shoyu was shipped to India 
in vats. Noda Shoyu (1955) states: “According to Dr. Iwao, 
whose source of information was the Japanese-Dutch Hague 
Archives in the Netherlands (Waran Haagu Bunshokan. 
Probably Nederlandse Vereiniging van Bibliothecarissen, 
Documentalisten en Literatuuronderzoekers (NVB)), in 1668 
the Japanese sent 12 kegs of shoyu to Coromandel, India 
(a coastal region of southeast India on the Bay of Bengal), 
in 1670 to the island of Ceylon, in 1677 to Coromandel 
again, in 1679 and 1681 to Surat in northwest India and to 
Coromandel...”
 Concerning the peanut or groundnut: Page 77 states: 
“Sometimes they feast with a little Fish, and that with a 
few Pindars [peanuts or groundnuts] is esteemed a splendid 
banquet. These Pindars are sown under ground, and grown 
there without sprouting above the surface.” Note 3. This 
is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2015) that mentions the 
peanut, or that uses the word “Pindars” to refer to peanuts. 
This is also the earliest citation in the Oxford English 
Dictionary for pindars (also spelled pinda, pinder, pindal, 
pinda, or pindel). In the Congo, the term is mpinda. It was 
carried by negroes to America and was used in the West 
Indies and southern USA for the peanut or groundnut. 
Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1996) that 
mentions both soybeans and peanuts.
 Note 5. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) 
defi nes Surat (also formerly spelled “Suratte”) as a city in 
southeast Gujarat on the coast of western India, on the Tapti 
River near its mouth 150 miles north of Bombay. It was a 
chief seaport of India by the late 1500s. In 1608 an English 
factory was established there, the fi rst in India and the 
beginning of the British Empire in India. Surat was the seat 
of British Indian government until 1687. It began to decline 
in the early 1800s. A photo (frontispiece) facing the title page 
shows “Surat: The fort from the river bridge.”
 The subtitle reads: “Likewise a description of Madeira, 
St. Jago, Annobon, Cabenda and Malemba (upon the coast of 
Africa), St. Helena, Johanna, Bombay, the city of Muscatt, 
and its inhabitants in Arabia Felix [the Arabian Peninsula], 
Mocha, and maritime towns upon the Red-Sea, the Cape of 
Good Hope, and the island Ascention [Ascension]. To which 
is added an Appendix, containing: I. The history of a late 
revolution in the Kingdom of Golconda [in south central 
India]. II. A description of the Kingdoms of Arraacan and 
Pegu. III. An account of the coins of the Kingdom of India, 
Persia, Golconda, &c. IV. Observations concerning the silk 
worms.
 Note 6. Ovington lived 1653-1731. First cited by Yule 
& Burnell (1886, p. 651; and 1903, p. 859), and the Oxford 
English Dictionary (1919, Soy).
 Note 7. The Coromandel Coast in southeast India 
extends from Point Calimere northwards to the mouths of 
the Krishna River; to the east is the Bay of Bengal. It has a 
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low shoreline with no good harbors, and is beaten by heavy 
seas year-round, but especially during the northeastern 
monsoon (October to April). The chief ports are (as of 1999) 
Nellore, Madras, Pondicherry, Cuddalore, Tranquebar, and 
Nagapattinam. Address: M.A. Chaplain to his Majesty.

8. Saito, Akio. 1699. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan, 
1600 to 1699, the early Tokugawa/Edo period] (Document 
part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly 
News). Jan. p. 14-16. [Jap; eng+]
• Summary: 1600–Komakabe?, the name of a type of 
tofu, appears in the Diary of Oyudono no Kami (Oyudono 
Kami no Nikki). The very fi rm tofu called kata-dofu that is 
presently sold in Kochi prefecture (on the southern part of 
the island of Shikoku) originated from Komakabe.
 1601–Daté Masamune (DAH-tay Mah-sah-MU-nay; 
lived 1567-1636) of Sendai establishes the Goenso-gura and 
starts making miso. This is the fi rst time that an organized 
method has ever been used to make miso in Japan. The 
purpose of this is to make miso for the army and to store salt. 
According to some theories, the date was 1645 rather than 
1601.
 1603–In Nippo Jisho, a Japanese-Portuguese dictionary, 
tofu (called “taufu”) is mentioned. It says that tofu is a food 
that is made from powdered / ground beans and that looks 
like freshly made cheese.
 1605–Tokugawa Ieyasu commands the monks at 
Daifukuji temple to make Hamana Natto. Note 1. This is the 
earliest document seen (Nov. 2011) that mentions “Hamana 
Natto” (or “Hamanatto,” regardless of capitalization). 
This document contains the earliest date seen for 
Hamanatto–1605! Note 2. This is the earliest document 
seen (Nov. 2011) stating that Hamanatto [fermented black 
soybeans] were made at Daifukuji temple in Hamamatsu.
 1616–Tanaka Genba of Kamiusa no Kuni is advised to 
make tamari shoyu as a side business by Sanagi Kyurouemon 
of Settsu. The latter runs a sake factory and has a wholesale 
seafood products shop in Edo. This is the beginning of 
Choshi Shoyu and Higeta Shoyu.
 1619–At about this time shoyu in quantity is brought 
from the Kyoto-Osaka area (Kansai) to Edo by Taru Kaisen 
and Hishigaki Kaisen. Note 1. A “Kaisen” is a ship that has 
a carrying capacity of at least 200 koku (= 9,520 gallons or 
36,000 liters). That shoyu is regarded as the best quality and 
it soon takes over the entire Edo shoyu market.
 1624-1644–Konpura Nakama (The union of merchants 
who go to Dejima / Deshima, an island in Nagasaki Bay) 
starts to export shoyu through the Dutch East India Company 
(Higashi Indo Gaisha) to Europe and Southeast Asia. It is 
said that in Europe this shoyu even reached the dining table 
of Louis XIV. Note 2. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybean products (shoyu) in Europe and 
Southeast Asia (probably Indonesia, 1644); soybeans as such 
had not yet been reported by that date. [Question: What is the 

source of these two dates?]
 1626–Sendai Han (daimyo domain) starts to monopolize 
the selling of salt for the fi rst time in the history of Japan. 
Because of this, all other Hans start to do likewise. 
Makabeya Ichibei of Kokubunji-cho in Sendai starts to 
sell Sendai Miso. He continues to sell his miso to the Han 
government for several generations.
 1642–Because of famines in various provinces (kuni), 
the people were advised to eat coarse grains (zakkoku) and 
banned from eating rice. The sale of tofu, udon (wheat 
noodles), soba (buckwheat noodles), and manju (steamed 
glutinous rice cakes with a sweet azuki-jam fi lling) were also 
prohibited.
 1645–The Ako Han starts a salt farm. Hatcho miso 
starts to be made in Mikawa, Okazaki. Hamaguchi Gihei of 
Hiromura in Kishu goes to Choshi and starts making shoyu. 
This is the beginning of Yamasa Shoyu.
 1649 Feb.–The Tokugawa government (bakufu) passes 
a law to control the lives of farmers. Called Kanno Jorei 
(Keian no Ofuregaki), it states that farmers must plant 
soybeans and azuki beans between their rice fi elds and farms. 
Azé-mame (soybeans grown on the raised footpaths between 
rice fi elds) may have started from this forceful edict.
 1652 May–Various farmers in Waksa, Kohama-han, 
Enshiki-gun? protest the heavy soybean tax increase. The 
farmland tax is often paid with soybeans. The leaders of the 
protest are killed.
 1657 Jan. 18-19–A large fi re (called Sodefuri Kaji) 
burned Edo (today’s Tokyo). Laborers came from throughout 
Japan to reconstruct the city. To feed them, many sellers of 
pre-cooked, ready-to-eat food sprung up in Edo.
 1666–Maruo Magouemon? Chotoku? of Hanshu Tatsuno 
makes Usukuchi Shoyu (light-colored soy sauce). After this, 
Tatsuno Shoyu’s main product becomes Usukuchi Shoyu.
 1681–The government bans the withholding or 
monopolizing of crops (such as rice, barley, or soybeans) 
following a year with a bad harvest.
 1695–Dr. Hitomi Hitsudai, a Japanese physician, age 
74, writes the Honcho Skokkan and talks about the good and 
bad points of daily foods from his medical viewpoint. The 
12 volume book is written entirely in Chinese. He praises the 
therapeutic virtues of soybeans, miso, natto, tofu, and shoyu. 
A translation into Japanese was later made by Shimada Isao.
 1695–At about this time, tofu is sold by vendors sitting 
by the road. We do not know for sure when tofu was fi rst 
sold by walking street vendors, but it is guessed that this 
may have taken place in about 1837-1853 when the book 
Morisada Manko was written by Kitagawa Morisada.
 1696–There is famine throughout Japan. In eastern 
Japan, especially in Tsugaru Han, half of the population dies 
of starvation.
 1696–One of the greatest scholars of agriculture 
during the Edo period, Miyazaki Yasusada (1623-1697), 
write Nôgyo Zensho (Encyclopedia of Agriculture). In it he 
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described the many different colors, sizes, and shapes of 
soybeans cultivated at that time.
 1697–Koikuchi shoyu, similar to the type made today, 
starts to be made from tamari shoyu in Choshi.
 1698–After a big fi re in Edo, sellers of Dengaku 
(skewered grilled tofu with a sweet miso topping) start to 
appear. Address: Norin Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin 
Tokeika Kacho Hosa.

9. Jones, John. 1701. The mysteries of opium reveal’d. 
London: Printed for Richard Smith. [v] + 371 p. See p. 349-
50, 358.
• Summary: Chapter 36, titled “Of the use of the panacea, 
&c. to stop fl uxes.” states (p. 349-50): “III. The Vehicle in 
Vomiting should be small in Quantity, pleasant, comfortable 
and warming, lest you should by either Quantity or Quality 
give any offence to the Stomach; pleasing it answers the 
same Intent with the Opiate it self, and has often good Effect 
without Opium for, indeed, every Pleaser is proportionably 
[sic] an Opiate, and Opium is only such in an intense and 
permanent manner; therefore the Vehicle must be agreeable, 
as Wine, Hippocras, or Wine burnt with Spices, Rosemary, 
&c. or the best Cordials, or Wine with some Ketchup, 
Caviare [Caviar], or Anchovis, or a little old Cheese 
dissolved in it upon the Fire,...”
 Chapter 38, titled “Of the use of the panacea, &c. as 
a The tillative [for Titillation]” states (p. 358): “IV. The 
Regimen. As to Diet, it must be Nourishing, Warming, 
Comforting, and Titillating, with realishing [relishing] 
and high Sauces, Oisters [Oysters], Anchovy, Caviare, 
Cockles, Ketchup, Mango’s, Garlick, Onions, Leeks, Bears 
Garlick, Rocket, Sives, Shelot, Ginger, Aromaticks, Roots 
of Satyrion, Feaverfew, Goats-beard, Silver-weed, Skirrets, 
Parsnips, and Artichoaks” [Artichokes].
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2008) that contains the word “Ketchup” (spelled 
that way, regardless of capitalization).
 Note 2. The author believes this diet will help to 
counteract the effects of opium. Address: Chancellor of 
Landaff, a Member of the College of Physicians in London: 
And formerly Fellow of Jesus-College in Oxford.

10. Sherard, William. 1704. [Autograph observations on the 
fi rst two volumes of John Ray’s Historia Plantarum. 2 vols. 
in 1]. See p. 438. Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]*
• Summary: Some of the notes from this unpublished 
manuscript (cited in The Compleat Herbal) were 
incorporated into John Ray’s 1704 work titled Historia 
Plantarum, Vol. 3, Supplementum, which see. John Ray lived 
1627-1705.
 Note: Tournefort in The Compleat Herbal (1730, p. 
481; published in London), states: “81. Phaseolus Japonicus 
fructo albo, ex quo Soia confi ciunct Japoneses.” He cites his 
source as “D. Sherard. Raii Supp. 438,” then translates the 

Latin as “Japanese Kidney bean with a white fruit, out of 
which the Japanese make their Soia.”
 Concerning this document, an article by B. Daydon 
Jackson in the Journal of Botany 12:129-38 (1874) titled 
“A sketch of the life of William Sherard,” states: “In 1700 
Sherard was appointed tutor to Henry, second Duke of 
Beaufort... Sherard stayed here for about two years, until 
his Grace was eighteen, busy getting new seeds and plants 
for the garden, in which the Dowager Duchess took the 
keenest interest, and which then stood second to none in the 
kingdom, and helping Ray, now in a weak state of health, to 
revise his MSS. for the concluding volume of the ‘Historia 
Plantarum,’ to which he contributed ‘over a thousand plants.’ 
A part of his additions in his own handwriting is preserved in 
the Botanical Department of the British Museum.”
 Stafl eu and Cowan in Taxonomic Literature (1976-88) 
note: Sherard, a British botanist, lived 1659-1728. He studied 
law at Oxford (St. John’s College, B.C.L. 1683), botany 
in Paris (under J.P. Tournefort, 1686-1688) and Leiden 
(Netherlands, with P. Hermann 1688-1689). He was in 
Ireland 1690-1694; D. C.L. Oxford 1694; Consul at Smyrna 
[Izmir, Turkey] 1702-1716; collecting in Greece and Asia 
Minor; founded a chair of Botany at Oxford of which J.J. 
Dillenius was the fi rst occupant.

11. Fernández Navarrete, Domingo. 1704. An account of the 
empire of China, historical, political, moral, and religious. 
Vol. 1. In: Awnsham Churchill and John Churchill, comps. 
1704. A Collection of Voyages and Travels: some now 
printed from original manuscripts,... London: Published by 
the author. 4 vols. 424 p. See p. 251-52. Chap. 13. [Eng]
• Summary: The subtitle of the entire volume reads: “Some 
now printed from original manuscripts. Others translated out 
of foreign languages, and now fi rst pub. in English. To which 
are added some few that have formerly appear’d in English, 
but do now for their excellence and scarcity deserve to be 
reprinted.”
 At the bottom of the title page of this chapter is written: 
“Written in Spanish by R.F.F. Dominick Fernandez Navarette 
[sic, Navarrete], Divinity Professor in the College and 
University of St. Thomas at Manila, Apostolick Missioner 
in China, Superior of those of his Mission, and Procurator 
General at the Court of Madrid for the Province of the 
Rosary in the Philippine Islands, of the Order of Preachers.” 
Domingo Fernández Navarrete lived 1610-1698. Many 
curious observations are contained in this work, which 
is a translation of Tratados historicos, politicos, ethicos, 
y religiosos de la monarchia de China (1676). In this 
collection it appears as the fi rst item in Volume I, which 
bears out the tendency for travel literature of this period 
to be of less signifi cance for geography and history than 
for literature. The name of the translator is not mentioned, 
but Cummins (1962, p. cxvi) speculates that it may have 
been Captain John Stevens. The Tratados appears in all the 
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Churchill editions.
 The author’s exact description of tofu in China, which 
fi rst became available in English in 1704 in this book as 
compiled/edited by Churchill and Churchill is as follows:
 “16. Before I proceed to the next chapter, because I 
forgot it in the fi rst book, I will here briefl y mention the most 
usual, common and cheap sort of food all China abounds in, 
and which all men in that empire eat, from the emperor to 
the meanest Chinese, the emperor and great men as a dainty, 
the common sort as necessary sustenance. It is call’d teu 
fu, that is, paste of kidney-beans [Llamase Teu Fu, esto es, 
masa de frixoles {frijoles}]. I did not see how they made it. 
They draw the milk out of the kidney-beans, and turning it, 
make great cakes of it like cheeses, as big as a large sieve, 
and fi ve or six fi ngers thick. All the mass is as white as the 
very snow, to look to nothing can be fi ner. It is eaten raw, 
but generally boil’d and dressed with herbs, fi sh, and other 
things. Alone it is insipid, but very good so dressed and 
excellent fry’d in butter. They have it also dry’d and smok’d 
[dried and smoked], and mix’d with caraway-seeds, which 
is best of all. It is incredible what vast quantities of it are 
consum’d in China, and very hard to conceive there should 
be such abundance of kidney-beans. That Chinese who has 
teu fu, herbs and rice, needs no other sustenance to work; and 
I think there is no body but has it, because they may have a 
pound (which is above twenty ounces) of it any where for 
a half-penny. It is a great help in case of want, and is good 
for carriage. It has one good quality, which is, that it causes 
the different airs and seasons, which in that vast region vary 
much, to make no alteration in the body, and therefore they 
that travel from one province to another make use of it. 
Teu fu is one of the most remarkable things in China, there 
are many will leave pullets for it. If I am not deceiv’d, the 
Chineses of Manila [Philippines] make it, but no European 
eats it, which is perhaps because they have not tasted it, no 
more than they do fritters fry’d in oil of Ajonjoli ([sesame 
seed] a very small seed they have in Spain and India, which 
we have not) which the Chineses make in that city and is an 
extraordinary dainty.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that uses the term “kidney- beans” to refer 
to soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “teu fu” (or “teu-
fu”) to refer to Chinese-style tofu, or that uses the word 
“cakes” or “cheeses” (“make great cakes of it like cheeses”) 
in connection with tofu. This is also the earliest English-
language document that mentions tofu in connection with 
China. Benjamin Franklin in London read the English 
translation and in 1770 wrote his friend John Bartram 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, about tofu and Chinese 
Garavances / Caravances.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions smoked tofu or that uses the 

word “smoked” (actually smok’d) in connection with tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2011) that mentions sesame seeds, which it calls 
Ajonjoli.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions dry / dried tofu (“They have 
it also dry’d”) in China. This probably refers to doufu-gan 
(which literally means “tofu dry” but which we call “pressed 
tofu”).
 Note 6. This is the earliest book chapter seen (Oct. 2014) 
that mentions soy.
 For a good biography of Fernández Navarrete, see 
Cummins 1962. Address: Divinity Professor in the College 
and University of St. Thomas at Manila, Philippines. 
Apostolick Missioner in China.

12. Ray, John (Raii, Joannis). 1704. Historia plantarum. Vol. 
3. Supplementum [History of plants. Vol. 3. Supplement]. 
Londini (London): Sam. Smith & Benja. Walford. See p. 
438. [1 ref. Lat]
• Summary: See next page. Writing in Latin, Ray states: “27. 
Phaseolus Japonicus niger, Butyri vices supplens Deysu-
Misi-boondi D. Sherard.” “28. Phaseolus Japonicus fructo 
albo, ex quo Soia confi ciunt Japonenses D. Sherard.”
 Ray lived 1627-1705. Latin = Raii or Raji.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) that 
uses the word “Soia” probably in connection with soy sauce. 
Address: London.

13. Dale, Samuel. 1705. Pharmacologiæ, seu manuductionis 
ad materiam medicam supplementum:... [Pharmacology, or 
a food as a supplement to medicines:...]. Londini (London): 
Sam. Smith & Benja. Walford. 12 + 389 p. + 67 p. See p. 
183-84. 16 cm. See also 1751, Ed. 5, p. 238. [95* ref. Lat]
• Summary: See page after next. The information on 
soy sauce appears in Section XIX, titled “De Herbis 
fl ore papilionaceo seu Leguminosis: De Leguminosis 
Scandentibus,” under the heading “I. De Phaseolo. Pag. 318 
pro 2da Specie Phaseoli adde.”
 Page 184 states “3. Soia Offi c. [probably Offi cinarum] 
Phaseolus Japonicus ex quo Japonesium Soia, qui intinctus 
species est, confi citur Herm. Species Phaseoli parvi albi, 
è Japonia allata, è qua confi ciunt condimentum Ketchup 
dictum, duum generum, liquidum nimirum & solidum.
 Hujus notitiam debemus Botanico erudito D. Paulo 
Hermanno nuper defuncto, qui eam doctissimo amico nostro 
D. Gulielmo Sherrard [Sherard], LL.D. communicavit, sub 
titulo suprascripto, unde nos habuimus.
 English translation: “I. About Phaseolus. Page 318 for 
two species of Phaseolus [See Note 1 below]. 3. Soy sauce 
which is kept in stock at the pharmacist’s [apothecary’s or 
druggist’s or chemist’s] laboratory. The Japanese bean from 
which Japanese soy sauce is made. The latter is a kind of dip. 
The bean is the Hermann-type [see Paul Hermann, below] of 
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a small white bean brought from Japan; from it they make a 
condiment called Ketchup [Ketjap, Kecap], of two kinds, one 
clearly liquid and one solid. I owe the notice of this to the 
erudite Paul Hermann, recently deceased. He communicated 
this to our most learned friend D. Gulielmo Sherard LLD, 
under the title written above, whence we have gotten it.”
 Note 1. The term “Soia” was fi rst used by John Ray 
(Joannis Raii) in his Historia Plantarum, published 1704 in 
London in 1704 by Smith and Walford, who also published 
Samuel Dale’s Book. On page 438 Ray states: “28. Phaseolus 
Japonicus fructo albo, ex quo Soia confi ciunt Japonenses D. 
Sherard.”
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest Latin-language document 
seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls 
Soia.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that uses the word “papilionaceo” (or any related word 
starting with the prefi x “papilion” which means “butterfl y” in 
Latin) in connection with the soybean.
 Note 4. This passage by Dale raises several questions. 
(1) It is not clear what the sentence starting with “Page 
318...” means, since there is nothing related to Phaseolus 
on page 318 of this book or of any other book we know 
of published before 1705. (2) Both Dale and Ray refer 
to Sherard as their source, yet we do not know to which 
document by Sherard they are referring. (3) Paul Hermann 
fi rst published information about the soybean in 1717 in 
his Musaeum Zeylanicum. How did he know about the 
soybean in 1705, and in what way did he communicate this 
information to Sherard, who then communicated it to Dale? 
(4) It is not clear what the term Soia offi c. refers to and is 
an abbreviation of. Note that Linnaeus (1747) miswrites 
this as “Soja offi cinarum” (this was the fi rst time that the 
term “Soja” was used in connection with the soybean) but 
gives the page as 238. The author’s name on the title page is 
written “Samuelis Dale.” He lived 1659?–1739.
 Note 5. Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz, Univ. of Illinois. 
2006. Sept. 1. This document shows clearly and irrefutably 
that Dale considered Ketchup to be a type of soy sauce; 
he listed it “taxonomically” under soy. Soia Offi c. is a pre-
Linnean taxonomic name, not a pharmaceutical name. It is 
curious that “soy” is not listed in the 1710 edition of this 
book. However the Soia entry in 1718 edition is exactly the 
same as is this 1705 fi rst edition. Address: England.

14. Dampier, William. 1705. Voyage round the world. The 
supplement of the voyage round the world, describing the 
countreys of Tonquin, Achin, Malacca, &c. their product, 
inhabitants, manners, trade, policy, &c. London: Printed for 
James Knapton, at the Crown in St. Paul’s Church Yard. See 
vol. II. Part I, p. 26-28. See also 1729 and 1906 editions. 
[Eng]
• Summary: The passage on soy sauce, written by Captain 
Dampier in 1688 (as indicated by a note in the margin 

reading “An. 1688”), makes this the earliest document seen 
(April 2015) that contains the word “soy,” used to refer to 
what is now called “soy sauce.” He begins by describing 
the process used by the natives in Tonquin (Tonkin, today’s 
northern Vietnam) for using shrimps, small fi sh, salt, and 
water to make what is today called nuoc-mam in an earthen 
vessel or jar. “The masht Fish that remains behind is called 
Balachaun, and the liquor pour’d off is called Nuke-Mum. 
The poor people eat the Balachaun with their Rice. ‘Tis rank 
scented, yet the taste is not altogether unpleasant; but rather 
savory, after one is a little used to it. The Nuke-Mum is of a 
pale brown colour, inclining to grey; and pretty clear. It is 
also very savory, and used as a good sauce for Fowls, not 
only by the Natives, but also by the Europeans, who esteem 
it equal with Soy. I have been told that Soy is made partly 
with a Fishy composition, and it seems most likely by the 
taste: tho a Gentleman of my acquaintance, who was very 
intimate with one that sailed often from Tonquin to Japan, 
from whence the true Soy comes, told me, that it is made 
only with Wheat, and a sort of Beans mixt with Water and 
Salt.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2014) that mentions soy sauce in connection with 
Japan.
 Note 2. First cited by Yule and Burnell (1886, p. 651. 
They cite the 1729 London ed.; and 1903, p. 858), and the 
Oxford English Dictionary (1919, Soy). Dampier lived 1652-
1715.
 About this book: It was fi rst published in 1697 in 
London. A second edition was published the same year, 
a third edition (corrected) in 1698-1703. Tonquin refers 
to northern Vietnam, called Tonquin when it was part of 
French Indochina. Achin is today’s Aceh (Atjeh), a region 
on the northern tip of Sumatra, Indonesia, whose main town 
is Banda Aceh (formerly Kutaranja). Malacca is a coastal 
town in today’s Malaysia on the Straight of Malacca near 
Sumatra. This document contains no clear reference to soya 
in Tonquin (today’s North Vietnam). Address: London.
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15. Grimston, William Grimston. 1705. The lawyer’s 
fortune: or, love in a hollow tree. A comedy. London: Printed 
for Bernard Lintott. [8] + 84 + 4] p.
• Summary: On page 26 is a dialogue: “Enter favourite.
 “Fav. Mistress, shall I put any mushrooms, Mangoes or 
Bamboons into the Sallet [Salad]?
 “Bon. Yes I prithee, the best thou hast.
 “Fav. Shall I use Ketchop or Anchovis [Anchovies] in 
the gravy?
 “Bon. What thou wilt.” Address: Viscount.

16. King, William. 1708. The art of cookery, in imitation 
of Horace’s Art of poetry. With some letters to Dr. Lister, 
and others: Occasion’d principally by the title of a book 
publish’d by the Doctor... London: Printed for Bernard 
Lintott. 165 p. See p. 3, 45, 47.
• Summary: Page 3: “Consider, dear Sir, in what 
uncertainties we must remain at present; you know my 
Neighbour Mr. Greatorix is a learned Antiquary, I shew’d 
him your Letter, which threw him into such a Dubiousness, 
and indeed Perplexity of Mind, that the next day he durst 
not put any Catchup in his Fish Sauce, nor have his beloved 
Pepper, Oyl and Limon [Lemon] with his Partridge,...”
 Page 45: This piece is a dialog, adapted (with only small 
changes) from: Grimston, William Grimston. 1705. The 
Lawyer’s Fortune: or, Love in a Hollow Tree. A Comedy. 
However four words are spelled or capitalized differently.
 “Fav. Mistress, shall I put any Mushrooms, Mangoes, or 
Bamboons into the Sallad?
 “Bon. Yes I prithee, the best thou hast.
 “Fav. Shall I use Ketchop or Anchovies in the gravy?
 “Bon. What you will.”
 Page 47: “There is a Scene of the greatest Horror, 
and most moving to Compassion of any thing I have seen 
amongst the Moderns; Talks of no Pyramids of Fowl, or 
Bisks of Fish is nothing to it, for here we see an innocent 
Person, unless punish’d for his Mother’s and House-keeper’s 
Extravagancy, as was said before in their Mushrooms, 
Mangoes, Bamboons, Ketchup, and Anchovies, reduc’d 
to the Extremity of Eating his Cheese without Bread, and 
having no other Drink but Water.”
 Note the three different spellings in one book: Catchup, 
Ketchop, and Ketchup–suggesting a new word in the English 
language.
 Note 2. A bisk (also spelled bisque) is a thick and rich 
cream soup, of French origin, made from seafood. Address: 
By the Author of the Journey to London.

17. Philosophical transactions, giving some account of the 
present undertakings, studies, and labours of the ingenious 
in many considerable parts of the world. 1708. An account 
of a book entitled X. Samuelis Dale Pharmacologiæ seu 
Manuductionis ad Materiam Medicam Supplementum:...  

25:2253-66. For the years 1706 and 1707. See p. 2266.
• Summary: “The Star of the Earth, (so call’d,) in a famous 
Receipt against the biting of Mad-Dogs, he proves to be the 
Coronopus and not the Sesamoides Salamanticum Magnum, 
which some mistake it for. Soia of which Ketchup is made, is 
the Seed of an Indian Phaseolus,...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language journal article 
seen (Oct. 2014) that mentions soy. Address: [England].

18. Useful transactions [in philosophy, and other sorts of 
learning], for the months of May, June, July, August and 
September, 1709... Translated into English from the Dutch. 
Part 3. 1709. London: Printed for Bernard Lintott. 80 p.
• Summary: The Introduction states (p. 53): “In many parts 
of Lapland, Fish is their Subsistence, which they dress with 
great perfection of Shrimps, Oysters, Anchovy and Ketchup. 
The Body is serv’d to the Master, and the dried heads are 
Food for the Cattle.”

19. Howard, Henry. 1710. England’s newest way in all sorts 
of cookery, pastry, and all pickles that are fi t to be used. 
Adorn’d with copper plates,... 3rd. ed. with additions of 
beautifying-waters, and other curiosities. London: Printed for 
and sold by Chr. Coningsby,... 220 p. See p. 155-56.
• Summary: The section titled “Fowls and Rabbets, &c. 
when in Season” lists (p. 155-56) the many different birds 
and rabbits in England and when each is in season. It then 
gives a recipe (p. 156): “To make Gravy. Slice lean Beef, and 
lay it in a Stew-pan with a bit of Butter, and a slice of Bacon; 
cover it very close; and when it is done add a Ladle-full of 
Jelly-broth, so keep it for use; and when you have occasion 
add some Catchup.” Address: Free-Cook of London, and late 
Cook to his Grace the Duke of Ormond, and since to the Earl 
of Salisbury, and Earl of Winchelsea [England].

20. Daily Courant (London). 1712. For sale by the Candle... 
(Ad). Dec. 30. p. [2], col. 2.4.
• Summary: See next page. “There is lately brought 
over from the East-Indies, a great parcel of Soy [sauce], 
commonly call’d Ketchup, neat and fi ne as ever came to 
England, to be sold Wholesale or Retale [Retail], very 
Cheap, at Mr. Jonathan Clark’s China-seller in King-street 
near Guild-hall, at Mr. William Emerson’s China-seller 
at the Angel and Tea-Canister over-against Gutter lane 
in Cheapside, and at Mr. Joseph Rose’s China-seller in 
Leicester Fields.”
 Note: The very interesting statement that Soy [sauce] is 
commonly called Ketchup. Indeed, the Malay / Indonesian 
word for soy sauce today (May 2012), spelled ketjap or 
kecap, is identical in pronunciation to the western word 
spelled “ketchup” or “catsup.”

21. Burnet, Thomas. 1715. A second tale of a tub: or, The 
history of Robert Powel, the puppet-show-man. London: 
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Printed for J. Roberts. x + xlii + 219 + [5] p. See p. 201. 20 
cm.
• Summary: The long section titled “The history of Robert 
Powel” states (p. 201): “... Mr. Powel comes in, and tells 
them with a solemn Face; ‘Gentlemen, I am extremely 
grieved that my cook let fall a bottle of Catchup, by which 
means you can have no dinner to day, but if you will honour 
your Friend Powel next Week with your Companies, you 
shall see the nicest Entertainment I can provide for you;...’”
 Note: This is a satire on the 1st earl of Oxford. Sir 
Thomas Burney lived 1694-1753. Address: [England].

22. Strother, Edward. 1718. Euodia: or, A discourse on 
causes and cures. In two parts. 2nd ed, carefully corrected 
with additions. London: Printed for Charles Rivington. [16] 
+ 200 + [16] p. 8vo.
• Summary: Page 28 states: “A Diet of Fetids, (as Stale 
Meats, Onions, Garlick, Mangoes, Catchups, &c.). Of 
Acrids, (as Mustard,...Ginger). Of Aromatics, (as Nutmeg...).
 Note: Edward Strother, M.D., lived 1675-1737. Address: 
M.D. [England].

23. British white fi sheries, the inexhaustible source of 
immense wealth,... 1720. London? 16 p. 8vo.
• Summary: Page 8: “... a method of making all kinds of fi sh 
sauce at the sea side, where the things they are made of are 
fresh, in great plenty, and very cheap, viz. the sundry kinds 
of marine plants and animals, such as samphire and other 
kinds of wholesome sea greens, with mushroom, catchup, 
and sundry kinds of shell-fi sh, such as lobsters, crabs, 
oysters, cockles, muscles, shrimps,... all of which are very 
useful for making the most delicious fi sh sauce.” Address: 
[England].

24. Pasquin (London). 1723. Pasquin to Marforio. Jan. 23. p. 
[1-2], col. 2.3.
• Summary: There are now many fi ctitious kings and 
pretenders in England, even though King George is the 
sole monarch. One of these is the King of Beggars, who is 
content to be the King of Vermin. “... they say he never eats 
Veal without Oranges, or Fish without Catchup Sauce.”

25. Smith, Robert. 1723. Court cookery: or, The compleat 

English cook. Containing the choicest and newest receipts 
for making soops, pottages, fricasseys, harshes [hashes], 
farces... London: Printed for T. Wotton. [8] + 112 + [8] + 82 
+ [14] p. 8vo.
• Summary: “Ketchup” is called for as an ingredient in the 
following recipes: To dress Snipes (p. 24): “...; pour in some 
Ketchup, and when they are enough, squeeze in the Juice of 
a Quarter of a Lemon;...” To hash chickens (p. 27): “; when 
they are boil’d enough, add these to the Yolks of six Eggs, 
with a little Nutmeg, Vinegar and Ketchup, and a good piece 
of Butter; warm all these together, and Pour them into a 
Soop-Dish, and serve them.”
 To stew tench (p. 47): “When the Fish is enough, put 
in Oysters, Capers, Ketchup, and Lemon: Garnish your dish 
with crispt Bread.”
 To stew fl ounders (p. 48): “; when just done, pour off 
the Liquor into a Sauce-pan, and melt your Butter with it; 
put in a piece of Anchovy, a bit of Shalot, Mushrooms, and 
Ketchup; draw it thick;...”
 To make an excellent sauce for salmon (p. 49): “; take a 
quarter of a Pint of the Liquor, and draw your Butter with it; 
mince into it an Anchovy wash’d clean, some Lemon-Juice 
and Nutmeg, half a Pint of Shrimps; two Spoonfuls of White-
wine, with Ketchup and Mushrooms.”
 To broil mullets (p. 50): “For the Sauce, take some 
clarify’d Butter, a little Flower [Flour], Capers, Ketchup, a 
Faggot of Herbs, Salt, Pepper, Nutmeg, and Orange-Juice, 
and serve them.” Address: Cook (under Mr. Lamb) to King 
William, as also to the Dukes of Buckingham, Ormond, 
D’Aumont (the French Ambassador) and others of Nobility 
and Gentry [England].

26. Bradley, Richard. 1728. The country housewife and 
lady’s director, in the management of a house, and the 
delights and profi ts of a farm. Containing instructions for 
managing the brew-house, and malt liquors in the cellar; 
the making of wines of all sorts... and the best method of 
making ketchup, and many other curious and durable sauces. 
The whole distributed in their proper months, from the 
beginning to the end of the year... 3rd ed. London: Printed 
for Woodman and Lyon... xi + 187 p. See p. 140. 8vo.
• Summary: The section titled “September” begins (p. 140-
43): “As this Month produces great numbers of Mushrooms 
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in the Fields, it is now chiefl y that we ought to provide 
ourselves with them for making of Ketchup, and Mushroom 
Gravey: And it is also a proper season for pickling them... 
the best Mushrooms have their Gills of a Flesh Colour, 
even while the Mushrooms are in button; and as they tend 
to spread in their Head, or to open their Cap, the Gills turn 
redder... These large-fl ap Mushrooms are still good for 
stewing or broiling, so long as they have no Worms in them, 
and the Gills are then in the best state for making Ketchup, 
or Mushroom-Gravey; altho’ the red Gills will do, but the 
smaller Buttons are what most People covet for Pickling.
 “In gathering Mushrooms, we are sure to meet with 
some of all sizes; the very small for pickling, the large 
Buttons for stewing or making Mushroom-Loaves, and 
Mushroom-Gravey, and the large Flaps for broiling or 
making of Ragous [Ragouts], or stewing and Ketchup:...”
 “The cleaning of mushrooms... the Gills must be saved 
by themselves for making either Ketchup, or Mushroom-
Gravey;...
 “The following Receipts for making of Mushroom-
Ketchup, and Mushroom-Gravey, I had from a Gentleman 
named Garneau, whom I met at Brussels, and by Experience 
fi nd them to be very good.”
 “To make Mushroom Ketchup: Take the Gills of large 
Mushrooms, such as are spread quite open, put them into a 
Skellet [Skillet] of Bell-Metal, or a Vessel of Earthen-Ware 
glazed, and set them over a gentle Fire till they begin to 
change into Water; and then frequently stirring them till there 
is as much Liquor come out of them as can be expected, 
pressing them often with a Spoon against the side of the 
Vessel; then strain off the Liquor, and put to every Quart of 
it about eighty Cloves, if they are fresh and good, or half as 
many more, if they are dry, or have been kept a long time, 
and about a Drachm of Mace: add to this about a Pint of 
strong red Port Wine that has not been adulterated, and boil 
them all together till you judge that every Quart has lost 
about a fourth Part or half a Pint; then pass it thro’ a Sieve, 
and let it stand to cool, and when it is quite cold, bottle it up 
in dry Bottles of Pints or Half-Pints, and cork them close, 
for it is the surest way to keep these kind of Liquors in such 
small quantities as may be used quickly, when they come 
to be exposed to the Air, for fear of growing mouldy: but 
I have had a Bottle of this sort of Ketchup, that has been 
open’d and set by for above a Year, that has not received the 
least Damage;... A little of it is very rich in any Sauce, and 
especially when Gravey is wanting: Therefore it may be of 
service to Travellers, who too frequently meet with good 
Fish, and other Meats, in Britain, as well as in several other 
parts of Europe, that are spoiled in the dressing; but it must 
be consider’d, that there is no Salt in this, so that whenever it 
is used, Salt, Anchovies, or other such like relishing things, 
may be used with it, if they are agreeable to the Palate, and 
so likewise with the Mushroom Gravey in the following 
Receipt.”

 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2012) which mentions the word “Ketchup” 
(or the words “Catsup” or “Catchup”) preceded by a noun 
used as an adjective (Mushroom), or that mentions the 
term “Mushroom-Ketchup” (regardless of the spelling of 
“ketchup,” hyphenation or capitalization). This is very 
signifi cant, because British cooks are now trying to make a 
less-expensive alternative to the expensive ketjap (soy sauce) 
imported from Asia–probably by the Dutch East India Co. 
from Japan or southern China.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2012) which mentions the word “Drachm” (or 
“Drachms”). The modern spelling of this word is “dram.” 
The apothecary symbol resembles the number “3.” In the 
avoirdupois system the drachm / dram, as a unit of weight, is 
1/16 ounce or 1.771 grams. Address: Prof. of Botany in the 
Univ. of Cambridge, and F.R.S.

27. Swift, Jonathan. 1730. A panegyric on the Reverend D-n 
S-t [i.e. Dean Swift]: in answer to the libel on Dr. D-y [i.e. 
Delany]... In: Jonathan Swift. 1735. The Works of Jonathan 
Smith. 4 vols. Dublin [Ireland]: G. Faulkner. Vol. II, p. 291-
92. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Poems on several occasions” 
includes a poem titled “A Panegyrick on the D–n, in the 
Person of a lady in the North” (p. 281+). Written in 1830 it 
includes these lines (p. 291-92): “Then Gluttony with greasy 
Paws,
 “Her Napkin pinn’d up to her Jaws,
 “With watry Chaps, and Wagging Chin,
 “Brac’d like a Drum her oily Skin;
 “Wedg’d in a spacious Elbow-Chair,
 “And on her Plate a treble Share,
 “As if she ne’er could have enuff;
 “Taught harmless Man to cram and stuff.
 “She sent her Priests in Wooden Shoes
 “From haughty Gaul [France] to make Ragous.
 “Instead of wholsome Bread and Cheese,
 “To dress their Soupes and Fricassyes [fricassees];
 “And, for our home-bred British Cheer,
 “Botargo, Catsap, and Caveer.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that contains the word “catsap,” which 
may well refer to a type of imported soy sauce from the East 
Indies, where, to this day, soy sauce is called kecap or ketjap. 
This quotation is also found in the 1735 published edition of 
Swifts Works.
 Note 2. “Dean” refers to “Dean Smith,” another name by 
which Jonathan Swift was known. Vol. II is Swift’s poetical 
writings. Caveer is caviar. Botargo is a fi sh-based relish 
made of the roe of the mullet or tunny. Or the spawn of a 
mullet pickled. Address: England.

28. Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de. 1730. The compleat herbal: 
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or the botanical institutions of Monsr. Tournefort, Chief 
Botanist to the late French King... translated [by J. Martyn] 
from the original Latin. With large additions, from Ray, 
Gerard, Parkinson, and others. Vol. II. London: Printed for 
J. Walthoe... See p. 481. No. 81. Reproduced from John Ray 
1704. [2 ref. Lat; Eng]
• Summary: “80. Phaseolus Japonicus niger. Butyri vices 
supplens Deysumisi boondi, D. Sherard. Raii Supp. 438. 
Black Japanese Kidney-bean supplying the place of Butter.”
 Note 1. This citation and the one that follows were 
reproduced from William Sherard’s 1704 unpublished 
manuscript titled Autograph observations on the fi rst two 
volumes of John Ray’s Historia Plantarum (2 volumes in 
1), p. 438. But Tournefort made a small error in transcribing 
Ray’s text. Ray actually wrote Deysu-Misi-boondi D. 
Sherard. This text almost certainly refers to “Daizu-Miso-
beans,” thus stating that black soybeans are used to make 
miso. Early Europeans occasionally considered miso to be a 
type of butter.
 “81. Phaseolus Japonicus fructo albo, ex quo Soia 
confi ciunt Japoneses, D. Sherard. Raii Supp. 438.” Japanese 
kidney bean with a white fruit, out of which the Japanese 
make their Soia.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Feb. 2006) that uses the term “Kidney- 
bean” (or kidney bean) or the term “Japanese Kidney-bean” 
to refer to the soybean. Address: France.

29. Bradley, Richard. 1732. The country housewife and 
lady’s director, in the management of a house, and the 
delights and profi ts of a farm... with the best method of 
making ketchup, and many other curious and durable sauces. 
6th ed, with additions. London: Printed for D. Browne and R. 
Woodman. vii + 188 + [12] p. See Part I, p. 142-43. Part II, 
p. 150, 156. Illust.
• Summary: This book mentions the word “Ketchup” or the 
term “Mushroom Ketchup” at least 12 times. In Vol. 1 (p. 
142-43), under the month of September, is the same recipe, 
“To make Mushroom Ketchup” that appeared in the original 
1728 edition.
 The recipe, titled “Ketchup, in Paste. From Bencoulin in 
the East-Indies” states (Part II, p. 150): “There is a Kidney-
Bean, we have here, which has a fi ne relish in it, as the 
Indians say, but in fact there is none but what they give it by 
Art. This Bean, when it is full ripe, is taken out of the Shells, 
and boiled to a Pulp, and that Pulp strained till it becomes 
like Butter; then they put some of all the Spices into it, in 
Powder, as, Nutmeg, Cloves, Mace, and Pepper, Garlick, and 
Orange-Juice, or some Mango Pickle. This being well mix’d 
together, makes an agreeable Sauce, when it is put in any 
warm Liquor.”
 Note 1. “Kidney-Bean” almost certainly refers to the 
soybean. This is the 3rd earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that uses the term “Kidney-bean” to refer 

to the soybean. The fi rst two were Férnandez (1704) and 
Tournefort (1730).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
that mentions a relative of Indonesian-style soy sauce 
(kécap) or that describes its preparation. Bradley wrote the 
Malay / Indonesian word kécap as Ketchup, thus starting 
a confusion that has lasted to the present. However, unlike 
soy sauce, this Ketchup has the consistency of a paste, is not 
fermented, and contains no salt. In today’s Indonesia (May 
2010), the word kecap (ketchup), used alone, means “soy 
sauce;” kecap manis is sweet soy sauce. Kecap asin is salty 
soy sauce. But kecap ikan is a brown salty liquid produced 
by autolysis of fi sh or fi sh material, i.e., the degradation of 
fi sh material by enzymes in that material.
 Note 3. Since this sauce contains no salt or sugar, it 
could not have lasted for long unless sterilized and sealed. 
That may explain why “this recipe appears to have had no 
infl uence on subsequent cookery writers” (Andrew F. Smith. 
1996. Pure Ketchup, p. 13).
 Note 4. Bencoulin (today spelled Bengkulu, formerly 
also spelled Bengkoelen, Benkoelen, or Benkulen) was a 
settlement on the southwest coast of Sumatra, established 
by the British in 1684, at which time it was the only British 
settlement in Southeast Asia; a fort was built a few years 
later. An early center of the British pepper and spice trade, 
it was ceded to the Dutch in 1824 in exchange for Melaka. 
Andrew Smith (1996, p. 13) observes: “The provenance of 
this recipe establishes that the British were introduced to 
some ketchups in what is today Indonesia.”
 In Part II (Vol. 2, p. 156-57) is a recipe titled “To dress 
a calf’s head in a grand dish. From Mrs. E. Sympson. Take 
a large Calf’s-Head, and divide it,... Take then the harsh’d 
[hashed] part, and with some of the Liquor it was boil’d in, 
put a Glass of White Wine, a little Mushroom Ketchup, a 
little Nutmeg grated, and a little Mace beat fi ne, some Pepper 
and Salt, some grated Lemon-Peel, and stew them together 
with a bunch of sweet Herbs, and some Butter. When it is 
enough, put in a little Juice of Lemon, and thicken it with 
Cream and Butter,...”
 Note 5. This book went through many editions in 
London. The 1st edition appeared in 1726 (Printed for James 
Woodman and David Lyon). The 2nd edition appeared in 
1727 (Printed for James Woodman and David Lyon). The 
6th edition appeared in 1732 (Printed for D. Browne and T. 
Woodman). The recipe for ketchup apparently fi rst appeared 
in the 6th edition. Richard Bradley lived 1688-1732. 
Address: Prof. of Botany, Univ. of Cambridge, and F.R.S.

30. Harrison, Sarah. 1733. The house-Keeper’s pocket-book, 
and compleat family cook. Containing above three hundred 
curious and uncommon receipts in Cookery,... London: 
Printed for T. Worrall,... 233 p.
• Summary: In the Introduction (p. 2-3): “I therefore 
advise you to lay in a store of Spices, bought at some noted 
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reputable Grocers, as Nutmegs, Cloves, Mace,... Pickl’d 
Walnuts, Pickl’d Cucumbers, Cucumbers in Mango, 
Anchovies, Olives, Pickl’d Mushrooms, or Mushrooms dry’d 
and powder’d, or Kitchup, or Mushroom Juice, or Mushroom 
Kitchup; but if you have a Garden, then most of the sweet 
Herbs may be gathered at any time,...”
 On page 50 we read: “Some will put an Anchovy or 
Mushroom-ketchup into this Sauce, which will make it very 
rich.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that mentions anchovy ketchup (regardless of spelling).
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2010) which mentions the word 
“Ketchup” (or the word “Catsup”) preceded by a noun 
used as an adjective (Mushroom), or that mentions the 
term “Mushroom-Ketchup” (regardless of hyphenation or 
capitalization). The earliest document was Bradley 1732. 
Address: Mrs., Devonshire.

31. A collection of above three hundred receipts in cookery, 
physick, and surgery: For the use of all good wives, tender 
mothers, and careful nurses. By several hands. 5th ed. To 
which is added a second part,... 1734. London: Printed for 
the executrix of Mary Kettilby. viii + 9-272 + [4] p. Index. 
[Eng]
• Summary: The word “Catchup” [ketchup] appears in two 
recipes in this book, the fi rst two recipes in “Additions to 
Part I” (p. 170-71). “To make catchup that will keep good 
twenty years. Make a Gallon of strong stale Beer; one Pound 
of Anchovies, wash’d, and clean’d from the Guts; half an 
Ounce of Mace; half an Ounce of Cloves; a quarter of an 
Ounce of Pepper; three large Races of Ginger; one Pound 
of Shallots; one Quart of fl ap Mushrooms, well rubb’d and 
pick’d: Boil all these over a slow Fire, ‘till ‘tis half wasted; 
then strain it thro’ a Flannel Bag; let it stand ‘till ‘tis quite 
cold; then bottle and stop it very close. This is thought to 
exceed what is brought from India; and must be allow’d the 
most agreeable Relish, that can be given to Fish Sauce: One 
Spoonful to a Pint of melted Butter, gives Taste and Colour, 
above all other Ingredients. Note, That the stronger and staler 
the Beer is, the better the Catchup will be.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2010) 
that contains the term “twenty years” or the term “keep good 
twenty years” in connection with how long ketchup made 
using a certain recipe will keep.
 Note 2. This recipe appeared (with minor changes) in 
many subsequent cookbooks. The basic ingredients here 
appear to be stale beer, anchovies, mushrooms, and shallots. 
It might be called an “anchovy and mushroom catchup.”
 Note 3. This recipe states clearly that real Catchup 
[Ketjap; soy sauce] was brought from India–a key statement 
in trying to understand the origin of catchup / ketchup and its 
relationship to soy [sauce]. The word “India” here may well 
refer to “The Indies.”

 “To make Catchup of Mushrooms. Take a Stew-pan full 
of the large fl ap Mushrooms, and the Tips of those you wipe 
for Pickling; set it on a slow Fire, with a Handful of Salt; 
they will make a great deal of Liquor, which you must strain, 
and put to it a quarter of a Pound of Shallots, two Cloves of 
Garlick, some Pepper, Ginger, Cloves, Mace, and a Bay-leaf; 
boil, and scum it very well; when ‘tis quite cold, bottle, and 
stop it very close.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2008) that contains the word “Catchup” 
(regardless of capitalization). Note that this home-made type 
is thought to be better than that imported from India (the East 
Indies).

32. Swift, Jonathan. 1735. Miscellanies, in prose and verse. 
Volume the fi fth. Which with the other Volumes already 
published in England, compleats the Author’s Works. 
London: Printed for Charles Davis. See p. 141. [Eng]
• Summary: The section titled “Poems on several occasions” 
includes a poem titled “A Panegyrick on the D–n, in the 
Person of a lady in the North.” Written in 1830 it includes 
these lines (p. 141): “Then Gluttony with greasy Paws,
 “Her Napkin pinn’d up to her Jaws,
 “With watry Chaps, and Wagging Chin,
 “Brac’d like a Drum her oily Skin;
 “Wedg’d in a spacious Elbow-Chair,
 “And on her Plate a treble Share,
 “As if she ne’er could have enuff;
 “Taught harmless Man to cram and stuff.
 “She sent her Priests in Wooden Shoes
 “From haughty Gaul [France] to make Ragous.
 “Instead of wholsome Bread and Cheese,
 “To dress their Soupes and Fricassyes [fricassees];
 “And, for our home-bred British Cheer,
 “Botargo, Catsap, and Caveer.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that contains the word “catsap.”
 Note 2. Caveer is caviar. Botargo is a fi sh-based relish 
made of the roe of the mullet or tunny. Or the spawn of a 
mullet pickled.
 Note 3. “D–n” refers to “Dean” which refers to “Dean 
Smith,” another name by which Jonathan Swift was known.
 Note 4. This published document is very similar to 
handwritten original of 1730. Address: England.

33. The gentleman’s companion: or, Tradesman’s delight. 
1735. London: Printed for J. Stone, and sold by G. Strahan. 
257 + [27] p. 17 cm.
• Summary: The recipe for “A sauce for Pike or Tench” 
states (p. 171): “Take a quarter of a Pint of Claret, as much 
Water, an Anchovy or two, an Onion, some whole Pepper, 
Mace, Nutmeg and Ginger, a piece of Horse-radish, and 
Lemon-Peel. Let it boil a good while over the Fire, beat two 
or three Yolks of Eggs with Gravy and the Juice of a Lemon, 
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and a little Salt; add a little Catchup if you have any, and as 
much Butter as you please; then stir them together over the 
Fire till it is thick.” Address: [England].

34. The Political State of Great Britain. 1736. Poisonous 
mushrooms. 53:32. Jan.
• Summary: “... Mr. Williams and his Wife... having 
gathered some Mushrooms, dressed and eat [sic] them, and 
went to Bed seemingly in good Health; but the next Morning 
Mrs. Jenkins was found dead by her Husband’s side, and 
he so dangerously ill, that he survived her but four Hours, 
notwithstanding he had immediate Help: A Dog which 
belonged to them having licked the Dish after they had 
supp’d, was found dead in an Outhouse. There are a Sort of 
Mushrooms that when you break them are spungy [spongy], 
with small Holes in them; these are bad: The right Sort, when 
broke, have a fi ne Red on the Inside, which scraped makes 
Ketchup.”

35. London Spy Revived (England). 1737. On Saturday next, 
May 21, will be published, for the Use of all Families, in 
Three Sheets in Quarto (... in blue Paper), to be continued 
Weekly, ‘till the whole is completed, which will be in about 
twenty Weeks, at the Price of Three Pence each Number, 
(No.!) of... (Ad). May 18. p. [3], col. 2.1.
• Summary: “The Whole Duty of a Woman: or, An Infallible 
Guide to the Fair Sex...”
 “To which will be added... Rules and Receipts for 
making all the choicest Cordials for the Closet; Brewing 
Beers, Ales, &c. making all Sorts of English Wines, Cyder, 
Mum, Mead, Metheglin, Vinegar, Verjuice, Catchup, &c. 
With some fi ne Perfumes, Pomatums, Cosmeticks and other 
Beautifi ers.”

36. Ogle, George. 1737. The miser’s feast. The eighth satire 
of the second book of Horace imitated. A dialogue between 
the author and the poet laureat [laureate]. London: Printed 
for R. Dodsley. 26 p. See p. 16.
• Summary: This short work is in verse, and every line is 
in quotation marks: “(Cambridge! my alma mater, candid 
proctor
 “Who gave me, by my proxy, name of doctor)
 “Then oyster liquor, an improvement rare!
 “More sav’ry far, than catchop or cavare [caviar];”
 Note: George Ogle lived 1704-1746. Address: Esq. 
[England].

37. General Evening Post (London). 1739. London, August 
16. Aug. 14. p. [2], col. 3.2.
• Summary: “A few Days since an Offi cer belonging to the 
Customhouse being a little too curious in rummaging aboard 
the Prince of Wales [a ship], lately arriv’d from China, had 
the Misfortune to break a Jar of Soy of considerable Value, 
which the Proprietors will oblige him to make good. Soy is a 

rich Catchup, the best is made in India, and gives the highest 
Gust of any Sauce in the World.”
 Note 1. Soy [sauce] is being imported from China to 
England; it is very expensive.
 Note 2. Soy and Ketchup are closely related; soy is 
richer–probably in fl avor and perhaps also in consistency–
than Catchup. Since neither Soy sauce nor ketchup were 
made at this time in today’s India, the word “India” is 
probably used here in its broad sense to refer to the East 
Indies, and to today’s Indonesia where ketchup was made 
and is still made. Today “ketjap / kecap”–pronounced exactly 
like “Catchup” / “Ketchup”–is the Indonesian and Malay 
word for soy sauce.
 Note 3. The Soy was imported in a jar rather than in 
a wooden keg or cask. How big and what shape was this 
jar? Was it made in China? Of what material was it made? 
Earthenware? Porcelain? Glass?

38. The Political State of Great Britain. 1739. An offi cer 
over-diligent. 57:145. Aug.
• Summary: “About this Time an Offi cer belonging to the 
Custom-house being a little too curious in rummaging aboard 
the Prince of Wales [a ship], lately arrived from China, had 
the Misfortune to break a Jar of Soy of considerable Value, 
which the Proprietors will oblige him to make good. Soy is a 
rich Ketchup, the best is made in India, and gives the highest 
Gust of any Sauce in the World.”
 Note: The word “India” may refer to the East Indies, 
today’s Indonesia (July 2014).

39. Harrison, Sarah (Mrs.). 1739. The house-keeper’s pocket-
book and compleat family cook: Containing about seven 
hundred curious and uncommon receipts... 2nd ed., corrected 
and improv’d with the addition of four hundred genuine 
receipts sent to the author by several worthy persons. 
London: Printed for R. Ware. iv + [4] + 263 + [17] p. See p. 
2, 34-35, 38. Illust. 18 cm (12mo).
• Summary: In Chapter 1, page 2 states: “I therefore advise 
you to lay in a Store of Spices, bought at some noted 
reputable Grocers... neither ought you to be without Shallots, 
Onions, Pickled Mushrooms, or Mushrooms dry’d and 
powder’d, or Kitchup, or Mushroom Juice, or Mushroom 
Kitchup;...”
 Note 1. This is the only place in this book that the 
word “Kitchup” (spelled like this) or the term “Mushroom 
Kitchup” appear; no recipes call for their use.
 Note 2 This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2010) that mentions the term “Mushroom-
Kitchup” (regardless of hyphenation or capitalization).
 However the word “ketchup” and the term “Mushroom-
ketchup” appear in two recipes:
 Chap. XV. To dress a calves-head in a grand dish (p. 
34-35): “Take a large Calves-head and divide it, and wash it 
well;... then cut the Flesh off one side of the Head in slices, 
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liked harsh’d [hashed] Meat,... take the harsh’d Part with 
some of the Liquor it was boiled in; put a Glass of white 
Wine, a little Mushroom-ketchup, a little Mace beat fi ne, 
some Nutmeg grated, a little grated Lemon-peel, and some 
sweet Herbs, and stew them all together;...”
 Beef steaks with oysters (p. 38): “Some will put an 
Anchovy or Mushroom-ketchup into this Sauce, which will 
make it very rich.”
 Note 2. Sarah Harrison fl . 1733-1777. Address: 
Devonshire, England.

40. The laird and farmer, a dialogue upon farming, trade, 
cookery, and their method of living in Scotland, balanc’d 
with that of England. 1740. London: Printed for the author. 
viii + 118 p. See p. 112. 20 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 16, “Receipts of cookery” is a 
recipe titled “To stew carp about three or four pound” which 
states (p. 112). “Cover them with a small Gravy, and a Pint 
of Red-Wine, four Anchovies, one Onion, Pepper, Mace, 
and Nutmeg to your Taste; let them stew half an Hour, 
then turn them, and stew while you think they be enough, 
then take them up, and thicken your Sauce with the Yolk 
of three or four Eggs, about a Quarter of a Pound of Butter, 
four Spoonfuls of Ingie Siy, or Catchup, and about half a 
Lemmon, and pour it over them in the Dish.”
 Note 1. The meaning of the term Ingie Siy is unclear: 
Two possibilities are “India soy” or “English soy,” both 
referring to soy sauce.
 Note 2. A “laird” is the owner of a small estate in 
Scotland.
 Note 3. If one of our two possibilities is correct, this is 
the earliest document seen (May 2015) concerning soyfoods 
in Scotland. Soybeans themselves have not yet been 
mentioned. Address: Author of the Familiar Catechism [“a 
True Scotsman”].

41. Atkyns, Arabella (pseud.). 1741. The family magazine: 
in two parts. Part I. Containing useful directions in all the 
branches of housekeeping. Part II. Containing a compendious 
body of physick. 2 vols. in one. London. xiv + 123 + 324 p. 
See p. 96-98.
• Summary: The section on “General observations” states 
(p. 27): “Eschalots, Onions, dry’d Orange and Lemon Peel, 
Anchovies, Olives, Mushrooms, Katchup, pickled Walnuts, 
Mango, pickled Cucumbers, Capers &c. should likewise be 
always at hand.”

42. Moxon, Elizabeth. 1741. English housewifry, exemplifi ed 
in above four hundred receits: never before printed;... Leeds, 
England: Printed by J. Lister,... [4] + 209 + [23] p. See p. 26, 
189-90. Illust. (7 unnumbered leaves of plates). 21 cm.
• Summary: Recipe 51. To make brown frickasy of rabbets 
[fricassee of rabbits] states (p. 26): “Take your Rabbet and 
cut the Leg in three Pieces, and the remainder of your Rabbet 

the same Bigness, and beat it thin with a paste Pin, and so 
fry them in Butter over a quick Fire; when they are fried put 
them into a stew Pan with a little Gravy, put in a spoonful of 
Catchup and grate in a little Nutmeg, then shake it up with a 
little Flower [Flour] and Butter...”
 Recipe 411. To make Catchup states (p. 189-90): “Take 
your large Mushrooms when they are fresh gathered, cut of 
the dirty Ends, so break them small with your Hands, put 
them in a Stone Bowl, adding a handful or two of Salt, let 
them stand all Night; if you don’t get Mushrooms enough 
at once, with a little Salt they will keep a Day or two whilst 
you get more, so put them in a stew Pot, and set them in an 
Oven with Household Bread; when they are enough strain 
from them the Liquor, and let it stand to settle, then boil it 
with a little Mace, Jamaica and whole black Pepper, two or 
three Shallots, boil it over a slow Fire for an Hour, when it is 
boiled let it stand to settle, and when it is cold bottle it; if you 
boil it well it will keep a Year or two; you must put in Spices 
according to the Quantity of your Catchup; you must not 
wash them [the mushrooms], nor put to them any water.”
 Note: This recipe would probably soon be named 
“Mushroom catchup.”

43. Eales, Mary. 1742. The compleat confectioner: or, The 
art of candying and preserving in its utmost perfection. 3rd 
ed. To which is added, a 2nd part: containing A curious 
collection of receipts in cookery, pickling, family physick, 
&c... London: Printed for R. Montagu. 100 p. + 103 p. See p. 
21-23. 18 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Part II contains two ketchup recipes based on 
anchovies (small fi sh). The fi rst, “To make a Katch-up,” 
states (p. 21-22): “Take a wide-mouth’d Bottle, put into it a 
Pint of the best White-wine Vinegar, then put in ten or twelve 
Cloves of Eschallot peel’d and bruis’d; then take a Quarter 
of a Pint of the best White Wine, boil it a little, and put to it 
twelve or fourteen Anchovies wash’d and cut small, dissolve 
them in the Wine, and, when cold, put them in the Bottle; 
then take another Quarter of a Pint of White Wine, and put 
in it Mace, sliced Ginger, a few Cloves, a Spoonful of whole 
Pepper; let them boil a little; when almost cold, slice in 
near a whole Nutmeg, some Lemon-peel, and two or three 
Spoonsful of Horse Radish, then stop it close, and shake it 
once or twice a Day; then use it. You may add to it the clear 
Liquor which comes from Mushrooms.” Note: This recipe is 
similar to that in E. Smith (1727).
 The second, “To make Katch-up that will keep good 
twenty years,” reads (p. 22-23): “Take a Gallon of strong 
stale Beer, one Pound of Anchovies wash’d and clean’d from 
the Guts, half an Ounce of Mace, half an Ounce of Cloves, a 
quarter of an Ounce of Pepper, three large Races of Ginger, 
one Pound of Eschallots, and one Quart of fl ap Mushrooms 
well rubb’d and pick’d; boil all these over a slow Fire till it 
is half wasted, and strain it thro’ a Flannel Bag; let it stand 
till it is quite cold, then bottle and stop it very close. This is 
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thought to exceed what is brought from India, and must be 
allow’d to be the most agreable [agreeable] Relish that can 
be given to Fish Sauce. One Spoonful to a Pint of melted 
Butter is suffi cient to give both Taste and Colour beyond any 
other Ingredients.
 “Note. The stronger and staler the Beer is, the better the 
Katch-up will be.
 Note 1. This 2nd recipe states clearly that real Katch-up 
[Ketjap; soy sauce] was brought from India–a key statement.
 Andrew F. Smith (1996, p. 16) adds: “Subsequently, 
many other ketchups were made with fi sh and seafood 
products. Recipes for making ketchup from cockles, mussels, 
and oysters were also common. Cockle ketchup was simply 
cooked cockles, strained and combined with ‘savoury 
spices.’ If the cockle ketchup were to be used for making 
white sauce, ‘sherry, lemon-juice and peel, mace, nutmeg, 
and white pepper’ were added; if the recipe were for brown 
sauce, ‘Port, anchovies, and garlick’ were mixed in.”
 Note: Part 2 has a special title page: “Originally 
published in 1718 under the title Mrs. Mary Eales’s 
Receipts.” Address: By the late Mrs. Eales, Confectioner to 
King William and Queen Ann.

44. Haywood, Eliza Fowler. 1743. A present for a servant 
maid: or, The sure means of gaining love and esteem... The 
whole calculated for making both the mistress and the maid 
happy. London: Printed and publish’d by T. Gardner. [4] + 76 
p. 8vo.
• Summary: In the section on Fish (p. 59+) are two recipes 
that call for Ketchup. Salmon (p. 59-60): “Wash it. and let it 
bleed well in the Water... take out the Liver when about three 
Parts done, and braid it with Ketchup, which, mingled with 
Butter, will make exceeding rich Sauce.”
 Fresh cod (p. 60): “The Sauce for this cannot be too 
rich, and it you are allowed it, spare neither Ketchup, the 
Body of a Lobster or Crab, Oysters and Shrimps;...” Address: 
[England].

45. White’s China and Flint-Glass Warehouse. 1744. 
Classifi ed ad: To be sold at seven pence per pound,... Daily 
Advertiser (London). May 16. p. [5], col. 2.8.

• Summary: “Where likewise is sold at the lowest Prices,... 
Japan and Chinese Soy [sauce], India Ink and Fans, the fi nest 
Havanna [Havana, Cuba] and Spanish Snuffs, Lavender, 
Orange-Flower, Hungary, Honey, and Sanspareil Waters, 
&c.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Chinese Soy” to refer 
to soy sauce. Address: Opposite the King’s Arms Tavern in 
New Bond-street [London].

46. Ellis, William. 1744. The modern husbandman: or, The 
practice of farming. Vol. 3 of 4. Containing the months of 
July, August and September. London: Printed for and sold by 
T. Osborne. See p. 117-18. [Eng]
• Summary: The chapter titled “Of potatoes” states (p. 117-
18) that there are many ways to cook and serve them: “A 
Third Way. Others, when they are boiled, have a Sauce ready 
to put over them, made with Butter, Salt, and Pepper; others 
use Gravy Sauce, others Ketchup, some eat them boiled with 
only Pepper and Salt, others cut the large ones in Slices, and 
fry them with Onions, or stew them with Salt, Pepper, and 
Ale, or Water.”
 Note: Vol. 1 is Jan. to March. Vol. 2 is April to June. Vol. 
3. July to Sept. Vol. 4 is Oct. to Dec.

47. Harley, Edward. 1744. The Harleian miscellany: or, A 
collection of scarce, curious, and entertaining pamphlets 
and tracts, as well in manuscript as in print, found in the late 
Earl of Oxford’s library. Vol. 1 of 8. London: Printed for T. 
Osborne. See p. 520. Index. 27 x 21 cm.
• Summary: In “The natural history of chocolate. Sect. III” 
(p. 518-20) we read (p. 520): “... and I do not doubt but you 
London Gentlemen, do value it above all your Cullisses 
and Jellies; your Anchoves, Bononia Sausages, your Cock 
and Lamb stones, your Soys, your Ketchups and Caveares 
[Caviars], your Cantharides, and your Whites of Eggs, are 
not to be compared to our rude Indian; therefore you must be 
very courteous and favourable to this little Pamphlet, which 
tells you most faithful Observations.”
 Note 1. The pamphlets were selected and edited by 
William Oldys. Dr. Johnson supplied the preface. Edward 

Harley, Earl of Oxford, lived 1689-
1741.
 Note 2. This passage fi rst 
appeared in Chamberlayne 1682. 
It is identical except for several 
changes of spelling, punctuation, 
and use of italics. Address: Earl of 
Oxford, Oxford, England.

48. The accomplish’d housewife; 
or, the gentlewoman’s companion: 
containing I. Refl ections on the 
education of the fair sex; with 
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Characters for... 1745. London: Printed for J. Newbery,... 
[16] + 431 + [13] p. Illust. 12vo.
• Summary: The section titled “General directions for small 
families” states (p. 177-78): “... nor should you be without 
Onions or Shalots [Shallots], nor dry’d Lemon and Orange 
Peel; Olives, Anchovies, Catchup and Pickles of every Sort: 
When these Things are provided you are prepared for any of 
the following Dishes...” Address: [England].

49. Barbe (William). 1747. Classifi ed ad: William Barbe at 
the Sugar Loaf in George’s-Lane, almost facing Checquer-
Lane, sells... Dublin Journal (The) (Dublin, Ireland). Sept. 
29. p. [3], col. 2.4.
• Summary: “... all Kinds of Goods in the Grocery Way: He 
has also by him Pickles of Various Kinds, Anchovies, Olives, 
Katchup, &c.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning soybean products (Katchup) in Ireland. Soybeans 
have not yet been reported. Address: The Sugar Loaf in 
George’s-Lane, almost facing Checquer-Lane [Dublin].

50. Glasse, Hannah (Mrs.). 1747. The art of cookery, made 
plain and easy: Which far exceeds any thing of the kind ever 
yet published... by a lady. London: Printed for the author, and 
sold at Mrs. Ashburn’s, a china-shop... [16] + ii + [3]-166 p. 
29 cm. (folio). [Eng]
• Summary: Ketchup is mentioned on the following pages: 
57-58, 61, 74, 86-89, 92-94, 97, 100, 121-23, 155-56.
 The recipe “To broil mackrel [mackerel] whole” (p. 
89) concludes: “Let your sauce be plain butter, with a little 
Ketchup or Wallnut-pickle.”
 “Chap IX. For captains of ships” begins (p. 121-22): 
“To make a ketchup to keep twenty years. Take a Gallon of 
strong Stale Beer, one Pound of Anchovies washed from the 
Pickle, a Pound of Shallots peeled, half an Ounce of Mace, 
half an ounce of Cloves, a quarter of an Ounce of whole 
Pepper, three or four large Races of Ginger, two Quarts of 
the large Mushroom Flaps rubbed to Pieces. Cover all this 
close, and let it simmer till it is half wasted, then strain it 
through a Flannel Bag, let it stand till it is quite cold, then 
bottle it. You may carry it to the Indies; a Spoonful of this to 
a Pound of fresh Butter melted, makes fi ne Fish Sauce. Or in 
the room of Gravy-Sauce, the stronger and staler the Beer is, 
the Better the Ketchup will be.”
 To ragoo artichoke bottoms (p. 123): “Take twelve 
Bottoms, soften them in warm Water, as in the foregoing 
Receipts, take half a Pint of Water, a Piece of the strong 
Soop [sic] as big as a small Wallnut, half a Spoonful of the 
Ketchup, fi ve or six of the dried Mushrooms, a Tea Spoonful 
of the Mushroom-powder, set it on the Fire, shake all 
together, and let it boil softly two or three minutes. Let the 
last Water you put to the Bottoms boil; take them out hot, 
and lay them in your Dish, pour the Sauce over them, and set 
them to Table hot.”

 To bake fi sh (p. 123): “Butter the Pan, lay in the Fish, 
throw a little Salt over it, and Flour, put a very little Water in 
the Dish, an Onion, and a Bundle of Sweet Herbs; stick some 
little Bits of Butter, or the fi ne Dripping, on the Fish. Let it 
be baked of a fi ne light-brown; when enough, lay it on a Dish 
before the Fire, and skim off all the Fat in the Pan, strain the 
Liquor, and mix it up either with the Fish-Sauce, or Strong 
Soop, or the Ketchup.”
 “Chap. XIX. To make anchovies, vermicella, ketchup, 
vinegar, and to keep artichokes, French beans, &c.” (p. 155+) 
states: To make ketchup (p. 156): “Take the large Flaps of 
Mushrooms, pick nothing but the Straws and Dirt from it, 
then lay them in a broad earthen Pan, strow [sic] a good deal 
of Salt over them, let them lie till next Morning; then with 
your hand brake [break] them, put them into a Stew-pan, 
and let them boil a Minute or two, then strain them thro’ a 
coarse Cloth; and wring it hard. To take out all the Juice, let 
is stand to settle, then pour it off clear, and run it thro’ a thick 
Flannel Bag, (some fi lter it thro’ brown Paper, but that is a 
very tedious Way) then oil it, to a Quart of the Liquor put a 
quarter of an Ounce of whole Ginger, and half a quarter of an 
Ounce of whole Pepper, boil it briskly a quarter of an Hour, 
then strain it, and when it is cold, put it into Pint Bottles; in 
each Bottle put four or fi ve Blades of Mace, and six Cloves, 
cork it tight, and it will keep two Years. This gives the best 
Flavour of the Mushrooms to any Sauce, if you put to a 
Pint of this Ketchup a Pint of Mum, it will taste like foreign 
Ketchup.”
 Another way to make ketchup (p. 156): “Take the 
large Flaps and salt them as above, boil the Liquor, strain it 
through a thick Flannel-Bag; to a Quart of that Liquor put a 
Quart of Stale Beer, a large Stick of Horse-radish cut in little 
Slips, fi ve or six Bay leaves, an Onion stuck with twenty or 
thirty Cloves, a quarter of an Ounce of Mace, a quarter of 
an Ounce of Nutmegs beat, a quarter of an Ounce of black 
and white Pepper, and a quarter of an Ounce of All-Spice, 
four or fi ve Rases of Ginger, cover it close, and let it simmer 
very softly, till about one third is wasted, then strain it thro’ 
a Flannel-Bag, and when it is cold bottle it in Pint Bottles, 
and cork it close, it will keep a great while. You may put Red 
Wine in the Room of Beer; some put in a Head of Garlick; 
but I think that spoils it. The other Receipt you have in the 
Chapter for the Sea.”
 Andrew F. Smith (1996, p. 15) states: “Hannah Glasse, 
author of the most successful cookbook published in England 
during the second half of the eighteenth century, featured 
several ketchup recipes in the fi rst edition of her Art of 
Cookery Made Plain and Easy (1747). Her two mushroom 
ketchup recipes diverged from Bradley’s in signifi cant ways. 
Glasse’s fi rst recipe required salt. As previously discussed, 
salt encouraged [sic] fermentation. She also reported 
that if “mum” (beer) were added to the recipe it would 
then taste like ‘foreign’ ketchup. Her second mushroom 
recipe, ‘Another Way to make Ketchup,’ used stale beer, 
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horseradish, bay leaves, onions, nutmeg, allspice, and white 
and black pepper. Some cooks replaced the stale beer with 
garlic and red wine, but Glasse believed these additives 
ruined the ketchup.” Address: England.

51. Walter, Richard. 1748. A voyage round the world in the 
years MDCCXL, I, II, III, IV [1740-44]. By George Anson, 
esq.; commander in chief of a squadron of His Majesty’s 
ships, sent upon an expedition to the South Seas. Compiled 
from papers and other materials of the Right Honourable 
George Lord Anson, and published under his direction, by 
Richard Walter, chaplain of His Majesty’s ship the Centurion, 
in that expedition. London: Printed for the author, by John 
and Paul Knapton. 17 + 417 p. See p. 404, 407. Illust. (48 
plates). 26 cm.
• Summary: Page 404: “On this occasion Mr. Anson had 
been under great diffi culties about a proper interpreter to 
send with his offi cer, as he was well aware that none of the 
Chinese, usually employed as linguists, could be relied on: 
but he at last prevailed with Mr. [James] Flint, an English 
gentleman belonging to the factory, who spoke Chinese 
perfectly well, to accompany his offi cer. This person, who 
upon this occasion and many others was of singular service 
to the commodore, had been left at Canton when a youth, 
by the late Captain Rigby. The leaving him there to learn the 
Chinese language was a step taken by that captain, merely 
from his own persuasion of the great advantages which the 
East India Company might one day receive from an English 
interpreter; and though the utility of this measure has greatly 
exceeded all that it was expected from it, yet I have not heard 
that it has been to this day imitated: but we imprudently 
choose (except in this single instance) to carry on the vast 
transactions of the port of Canton, either by the ridiculous 
jargon of broken English which some few of the Chinese 
have learnt, or by the suspected interpretation of the linguists 
of other nations.”
 Page 407: “Being therefore himself perfectly easy about 
the result of his visit, he made the necessary preparations 
against the day; and engaged Mr. Flint, whom I have 
mentioned before, to act as interpreter in the conference: 
And Mr. Flint, in this affair, as in all others, acquitted himself 
much to the Commodore’s satisfaction; repeating with great 
boldness, and doubtless with exactness, whatever was given 
him in charge, a part which no Chinese Linguist would have 
performed with any tolerable fi delity.”
 Richard Walter lived 1716?-1785. Baron George Anson 
lived 1697-1762. Benjamin Robins lived 1707-1751.
 Note 1. “Lord Anson... appears to have entrusted to 
Robins for revision the account of the voyage which had 
been complied from the journals by... Richard Walter. There 
has been considerable dispute as to whether Robins or Walter 
wrote the book... It seems probable that Robins revised and 
edited the work.”–Dict. Nat. Biog., v. 48, p. 435.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2015) 

that mentions James Flint, the Chinese interpreter who later 
befriended Samuel Bowen. Address: M.A., Chaplain of his 
Majesty’s ship the Centurion, in that expedition.

52. Carter, Charles. 1749. The London and country cook: or, 
Accomplished housewife. 3rd. Revised and much improved 
by a gentlewoman; Many years housekeeper to an eminent 
merchant in the city of London. London: Printed for Charles 
Hitch,... Stephen Austen,... and John Hinton. vii + 363 p. See 
p. 1, 36-37, 73-74, 101-02, 119-20, 169. Illust.
• Summary: “Catchup” is mentioned as follows: To broil 
mackrel [mackerel] whole (p. 1):” “Let your sauce be plain 
butter, but with a little catchup or wallnut-pickle.”
 To make anchovy sauce (p. 36-37): “Take a pint of 
gravy, put in anchovy... “You may add a little juice of lemon, 
catchup, red wine, and wallnut liquor, just as you please.
 “Plain butter melted thick, with a spoonful of wallnut-
pickle, or catchup, is good sauce, or anchovy: In short, you 
may put as many things as you fancy into sauce; all other 
sauces for fi sh you have in the Lent chapter.”
 To hash a calf’s head (p. 73-74): “... fl our the meat 
before you put it in, and put in a few mushrooms, a spoonful 
of the pickle, two spoonfuls of catchup, and a few truffl es 
and morels; stir all these together...”
 To dress sweetbreads (p. 101-02): “... or make a very 
rich gravy with mushrooms, truffl es and morels, a glass of 
white wine, and two spoonfuls of catchup. Garnish with 
cocks combs forc’d and stew’d in the gravy.

“Note, You may add to the fi rst, truffl es, morels, 
mushrooms, cocks combs, palates, artichoke bottoms, two 
spoonfuls of white wine, two of catchup, or just as you 
please.”
 To make catchup, that will keep good twenty years (p. 
119-20): “Take a gallon of strong stale beer; one pound of 
anchovies, wash’d and clean’d from the guts; half an ounce 
of mace; half an ounce of cloves; a quarter of an ounce of 
pepper; three large races of ginger; one pound of shallots; 
one quart of fl ap mushrooms, well rubb’d and pick’d: boil 
all these over a slow fi re, ‘till ‘tis half wasted; then strain 
it through a fl annel bag; let it stand ‘till ‘tis quite cold; 
then bottle and stop it very close. This is thought to exceed 
what is brought from India; and must be allow’d the most 
agreeable relish, that can be given to fi sh sauce: one spoonful 
to a pint of melted butter, gives taste and colour, above all 
other ingredients.

“Note, That the stronger and staler the beer is, the better 
the catchup will be.”
 To make catchup to keep twenty years (p. 169): “Take a 
gallon of strong stale beer, one pound of anchovies washed 
from the pickle, a pound of shallots peeled, half an ounce of 
mace, half an ounce of cloves, a quarter of an ounce of whole 
pepper, three or four large races of ginger, two quarts of the 
large mushroom fl aps rubbed to pieces. Cover all this close, 
and let it simmer till it is half wasted, then strain it through 
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a fl annel bag, let it stand till it is quite cold, then bottle it. 
You may carry it to the Indies; a spoonful of this to a pound 
of fresh butter melted, makes fi ne fi sh-sauce. Or in the room 
of gravy-sauce. The stronger and staler the beer is, the better 
the catchup will be.” Address: Cook to his Grace the Duke of 
Argyle, &c.

53. Moxon, Elizabeth. 1749. English housewifery, 
exemplifi ed in above four hundred and fi fty receipts, giving 
directions in most parts of cookery;... Leeds, England: 
Printed by J. Lister,... 224 + [22] p. Illust. Index. 12vo.
• Summary: Recipe No. 14. To fry beef steaks (p. 13): “; 
pour out the Fat, and put them in your Pan with a little 
Gravy, and Onion shred very small, a Spoonful of Catchup 
and a little salt; thicken it with a little Butter and Flower 
[Flour] the Thickness of Cream.”
 No. 35. Veal cutlets another way (p. 24-25): “; fry them 
in Butter over a quick Fire; when they are [cooked] enough 
put from them the Fat they are fried in, and put to them a 
little small Gravy, a Spoonful of Catchup, a Spoonful of 
white Wine or Juice of Lemon, and grate in some Nutmeg; 
thicken them with Flower and butter;...”
 No. 38. To make a calve’s head hash (p. 26-27): “Take a 
Calve’s Head and boil it, when it is cold take one half of your 
Head and cut off the Meat in thin Slices, put it into a Stew-
pan with a little brown Gravy, put to it a Spoonful or two of 
Walnut-pickle, a Spoonful of Catchup, a little Claret, a little 
shred Mace, a few Capers shred, or a little Mango; boil it 
over a Stove, and thicken with Butter and Flower;...”
 No. 52. To make a brown fricasey of Rabbets (p. 33): 
“; when they are fried put them into a Stew-pan with a little 
Gravy, a Spoonful of Catchup, and a little Nutmeg; then 
shake it up with a little Flower and Butter.”
 No. 73. To stew pigeons (p. 44-45): “... and let them 
stew whilst your Pigeons be enough; then take part of the 
Gravy, an Anchovie shred, a little Catchup, a small Onion or 
a shalot, and a little Juice of Lemon for Sauce,...”
 No. 229. To make sauce for salmon and turbot (p. 228): 
“; take the Gravy that drains from the Salmon or Turbot, 
an Anchovie or two, a little Lemon peel shred, a Spoonful 
of Catchup, and a little Butter, thicken it with Flour the 
thickness of Cream, put to it a little shred Parsley and 
Fennel;...”
 No. 418. To make Catchup (p. 202-03): “Take large 
Mushrooms when they are fresh gathered, cut of [off] the 
dirty Ends, break them small in your Hands put them in 
a stone Bowl with a handful or two of Salt, and let them 
stand all Night; if you don’t get Mushrooms enough at once, 
with a litle Salt they will keep a Day or two whilst you get 
more, so put them in a stew Pot and set them in an Oven 
with Household Bread; when they are enough strain from 
the Liquor, and let it stand to settle, then boil it with a little 
Mace, Jamaica and whole black Pepper, two or three Shallots 
boil it over a slow Fire for an Hour, when it boiled, let it 

stand to settle, and when it is cold bottle it; you must put in 
Spices according to the Quantity of your Catchup; you must 
not wash them, nor put to them any Water.”
 No. 463. To make minc’d collops (p. 223): “Take two or 
three Pound [sic] of any tender Part of Beef, (According as 
you would have the Dish in Bigness)... fry it a little whilst it 
be a light brown, then put to it a Gill [¼ pint or 118.29 ml] 
of good Gravy and a Spoonful of Walnut Pickle, or a little 
Catchup;...” Address: [England].

54. Palmer (Thomas). 1750. Classifi ed ad: For sale by the 
Candle, at the King’s Head Coffee-House in Sweeting’s 
Alley. General Advertiser (London). March 6. p. [3], col. 2.5.
• Summary: See next page. “240 Pint Basins. 6 Dozen of 
Soy [sauce]. 10 Bales of Coffee. 10 Bags of Sago.” Address: 
Broker, Broadstreet.

55. Rochell & Sharp. 1750. Classifi ed ad: Just imported by 
the last ships from London,... New-York Gazette Revived in 
the Weekly Post-Boy (New York City). Dec. 17. p. 3.

• Summary:  “... and to be sold cheap by Rochell & Sharp, at 
Mr. Seabring’s, Baker, in Wall Street, Superfi ne & middling 
Broad Cloths, Bearskins,... Pickles, Durham Mustard,... 
pickled Mushrooms in Quart Bottles, Sallad Oil in do. [ditto 
= same] pickled Onions in Quart do. Pint do. of Indian Soy 
[sauce], Bottles of Weston’s superfi ne Scotch Snuff...”
 This ad also appeared in this newspaper on 24 Dec. 
1750, p. 3 and 7 Jan. 1751, p. 4.
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2014) concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in the British 
colonies of North America (now the United States), or in 
New York. This document contains the 2nd earliest date 
seen for soybean products in the British colonies of North 
America or in New York (Dec. 1750); soybeans as such have 
not yet been reported. At least 66 different ads for soy sauce 
appeared in New York City newspapers before 1800!
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Indian Soy” to refer to 
soy sauce; it was probably imported from the Indies, the East 
Indies, or India. To date, 103 documents in the SoyaScan 
database contain the term “Indian Soy” (regardless of 
capitalization) but only the earliest ones have been given the 
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keyword for “India.” The term “Indian Soy” was the earliest 
name given to soy sauce imported to the British colonies 
of North America. But what does it mean? Where was it 
made? It was probably typical Japanese-style soy sauce 
(shoyu), made in Japan and exported from there by the Dutch 
East India Company (VOC), probably via Batavia (today’s 
Jakarta), to Amsterdam–where it was purchased at auction by 
merchants who brought it by sailing ship to North America.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2006) 
that mentions Durham Mustard, a famous product made 
in the city of Durham, in northern England. “In 1720 
Mrs. Clements discovered a method for extracting the full 
fl avour from mustard seed by grinding the seed in a mill and 
subjecting to similar processes used in the making of fl our 
from wheat” (Durham city website).

56. Watkinson (John). 1750? John Watkinson, grocer, tea-
dealer, &c. next door to the coffee-house, in Newbrough, 
Scarbrough, sells the following articles at the lowest prizes, 
viz. (Leafl et). York? [North Yorkshire], England. 1 p. 
Undated.
• Summary: The long, 5-column list of items sold includes: 
“Sago, and Sago Powder,... Anchovies, Capers, Olives 
(French or Spanish), Pickled Mushrooms, Pickled Walnuts, 
Pickled Gerkins, India Soy Ketchup.” Address: Newbrough, 
Scarbrough [England].

57. A general history of the several nations of the world, 
from the fl ood, to the present times: With genealogies of the 
respective sovereigns that have reigned, in a chronological 
series:... 1751. London: Printed for D. Browne. iv + 544 + 
[10] p. See p. 343. Index.
• Summary: Page 343: “Goods imported from China are, 
fi rst, Tea; Green only is drunk in India, Persia, and the 
Eastern Nations: Bohea is not valued by them. Besides Tea, 
our Merchants also bring from China Quick-silver [mercury], 
Vermillion, China-Root [a root of the genus Smilax], 
Rhubarb, Raw and Wrought Silk, Copper in Bars like Sticks 
of Sealing-Wax, Camphire, Sugarcandy, Fans, Pictures, 
Lacquered-Ware, Porcelane [porcelain, a ceramic material] 
or China-Ware, Soy [sauce], Borax, Lapis-Lazuli, Galingal 
and Tutanaque, which is a sort of coarse Tin, and-Several 
other kind of Merchandizes are purchased there as cheap as 
in the Countries that produce them.”
 Note: Under Japan (p. 388+): “Produces Tea, Gold Dust, 
Copper, and Cotton. Their Manufactures are Arms, Cabinets, 
and other lacquered Ware, Pagods [sic], and other Images.” 
Soy is not mentioned under Japan. Therefore this is an early 
document stating that soy sauce is imported by England from 
China–but not from Japan.

58. Dale, Samuel. 1751. Pharmacologia, seu manuductio 
ad materiam medicam:... [Pharmacology, or eating as a 
supplement to the materia medica:... 5th ed]. Lugduni 

Batavorum [Leiden]: Impensis Gerardi Potuliet. See p. 238. 
26 cm. [117* ref. Lat]
• Summary: The information on soy sauce appears in 
the section on medicinal plants under the heading “I. 
De Phaseolo... A. 3. Soia, Offi c. [probably offi cinarum] 
Phaseolus Japonicus, ex quo Japonensium Soia, qui intinctus 
species est, confi citur, Herm. Species Phaseoli parvi, albi, 
è Japonia allata, è qua confi ciunt condimentum Ketchup 
dictum, duum generum, liquidum nimirum & solidum.
 “Phaseolus erectus siliquis Lupini, fructu pisi majoris 
candido, Kemph. Amoen. Exot. 837.
 Hujus notitiam debemus Botanico erudito D. Paulo 
Hermanno defuncto, qui eam doctissimo nuper amico nostro 
D. Gulielmo Sherrard [Sherard], LL.D. communicavit, sub 
titulo suprascripto, unde nos habuimus.
 This entry is the same as that in the original 1705 
edition except for the addition of a middle paragraph from 
Kaempfer’s Amoenitatum Exoticarum and small changes 
in the positions of several words. The author’s name on the 
title page is now written Samuelis Dalei, M.L. Also near 
the bottom of the title page is written “Ex scriptis Hermanni 
Boerhaave locupletata. Indice Gallico, Germanico, Belgico, 
aucta.”

 A full-page illustration (engraving) shows a oval portrait 
of Samuel Dale, M.L. Address: M.D.

59. Glasse, Hannah (Mrs.). 1751. The art of cookery, made 
plain and easy: Which far exceeds any thing of the kind ever 
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yet published... by a lady. 4th ed., with additions. London: 
Printed for the author, and sold at the Bluecoat-Boy... at Mrs. 
Ashburn’s china-shop... [2] + iv + [16] + 334 p. See p. 308-
09. 1 leaf of plates. 21 cm. (8vo). [Eng]
• Summary: Chapter XIX, titled “To make anchovies, 
vermicelli, catchup, vinegar,...” has 2 recipes for homemade 
catchup (p. 308-09).
 “To make Catchup: Take the large Flaps of Mushrooms, 
pick nothing but the Straws and Dirt from it [sic], then lay 
them in a broad earthen Pan, throw a good deal of Salt over 
them, let them lye till next Morning, then with your Hand 
break them, put them into a Stew-pan, let them boil a Minute 
or two, then strain them through a coarse Cloth, and wring 
it hard. To take out all of the juice, let it stand to settle, then 
pour it off clear, run it through a thick Flannel Bag (some 
fi ltre it through brown Paper, but that is a very tedious Way) 
then boil it; to a Quart of the Liquor put a Quarter of an 
Ounce of whole Ginger, and Half a Quarter of an Ounce 
of whole Pepper. Boil it briskly a Quarter of an Hour, then 
strain it, and when it is cold, put it into Pint Bottles. In each 
Bottle, put four or fi ve Blades of Mace, and six Cloves, 
cork it tight, and it will keep two Years. This gives the best 
Flavour of the Mushrooms to any Sauce. If you put to a Pint 
of this Catchup, a Pint of Mum, it will taste like foreign 
Catchup.”
 Note 1. Mum is a type of malt liquor (beer, alcoholic) 
originally brewed in Brunswick, Germany, widely used in 
Germany, and imported in large quantities into England 
in the 17th and 18th centuries. This recipe uses salt, but 
no sweetener, to help it keep. “Foreign Catchup” probably 
referred to soy sauce imported from the Dutch East Indies.
 “Another way to make Catchup: Take the large Flaps, 
and salt them as above; boil the Liquor, strain it through a 
Flannel Bag. To a Quart of that Liquor put a Quart of stale 
Beer, a large stick of Horseraddish cut into little Slips, fi ve 
or six Bay-leaves, an Onion stuck with twenty or thirty 
cloves, a Quarter of an ounce of Mace, a Quarter of an 
Ounce of Nutmegs beat, a Quarter of an ounce of Black and 
White Pepper, a Quarter of an Ounce of All-Spice, and four 
or fi ve Races [Roots] of Ginger. Cover it close and let it 
simmer very softly till about one Third is wasted; then strain 
it through a Flannel Bag, when it is cold bottle it in Pint 
Bottles, cork it close, and it will keep a great while. You may 
put Red in the room [place] of Beer; some put in a Head of 
Garlick, but I think that spoils it. The other Receipt you have 
in the Chapter for the Sea.”
 In Chapter XI, “For captains of ships,” the fi rst recipe (p. 
240) is “To make Catchup for twenty Years: Take a Gallon of 
strong Stale Beer, one Pound of Anchovies washed from the 
Pickle, a Pound of Shalots [Shallots] peeled, Half an Ounce 
of Mace, Half an Ounce of Cloves, a Quarter of an Ounce 
of Whole Pepper, three or four large Races of Ginger, two 
Quarts of large Mushroom fl aps rubbed to Pieces. Cover all 
this close, and let it simmer till it is Half wasted, then strain 

it thro’ a Flannel Bag, let it stand till it is quite cold, then 
bottle it. You may carry it to the Indies. A Spoonful of this to 
a Pound of fresh Butter melted, makes fi ne Fish-Sauce: Or in 
the room of Gravy-Sauce. The stronger and staler the Beer is 
the better the Catchup will be.”
 Note 2. Hannah Glasse lived 1708-1770. Address: 
England.

60. Valle (Berto). 1752. Classifi ed ad: Just arrived from Italy 
in twenty-eight days, in the Ruby, Capt. Peter Mauger. Daily 
Advertiser (London). Feb. 24. col. 2.9.
• Summary: Also “... Morelles, new Provence Olives, 
Spanish and Lucca ditto [Olives], Japan Soy [sauce], Russia 
Cavear [Caviar] and Butargo, new Gorgona Anchovies, fi ne 
small Capuchin Capers,... French, Hungary and Lavender 
Water,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the term “Japan Soy” to refer to soy sauce. Address: 
In the Hay-Market, St. James’s [London].

61. Eales, Mary. 1753. The compleat confectioner: or, The 
art of candying and preserving in its utmost perfection. To 
which is added a second part... 5th ed. London: Printed for C. 
Hitch, and A. Millar. [8] + 100 + [6] + 103 p. See p. 22-23. 
8vo. [Eng]
• Summary: Part II contains two ketchup recipes based on 
anchovies (small fi sh). The fi rst, “To make a Katch-up,” 
states (p. 21-22): “Take a wide-mouth’d Bottle, put into it a 
Pint of the best White-wine Vinegar, then put in ten or twelve 
Cloves of Eschallot peel’d and bruis’d; then take a Quarter 
of a Pint of the best White Wine, boil it a little, and put to it 
twelve or fourteen Anchovies wash’d and cut small, dissolve 
them in the Wine, and, when cold, put them in the Bottle; 
then take another Quarter of a Pint of White Wine, and put 
in it Mace, sliced Ginger, a few Cloves, a Spoonful of whole 
Pepper; let them boil a little; when almost cold, slice in 
near a whole Nutmeg, some Lemon-peel, and two or three 
Spoonsful of Horse Radish, then stop it close, and shake it 
once or twice a Day; then use it. You may add to it the clear 
Liquor which comes from Mushrooms.” Note: This recipe is 
similar to that in E. Smith (1727).
 The second, “To make a Katch-up that will keep good 
twenty years,” reads: “Take a Gallon of strong stale Beer, 
one Pound of Anchovies wash’d and clean’d from the Guts, 
half an Ounce of Mace, half an Ounce of Cloves, a quarter 
of an Ounce of Pepper, three large Races of Ginger, one 
Pound of Eschallots, and one Quart of fl ap Mushrooms well 
rubb’d and pick’d; boil all these over a slow Fire till it is half 
wasted, and strain it thro’ a Flannel Bag; let it stand till it is 
quite cold, then bottle and stop it very close. This is thought 
to exceed what is brought from India, and must be allow’d 
to be the most agreable [agreeable] Relish that can be given 
to Fish Sauce. One Spoonful to a Pint of melted Butter is 
suffi cient to give both Taste and Colour beyond any other 
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Ingredients.
 “Note. The stronger and staler the Beer is, the better the 
Katch-up will be.
 Note 1. This 2nd recipe states clearly that real Katch-up 
[Ketjap; soy sauce] was brought from India–a key statement.
 Note 2. This recipe was later lifted by Hannah Glasse 
and was subsequently reprinted in other cookbooks.
 Note: Part 2 has a special title page: “Originally 
published in 1718 under the title Mrs. Mary Eales’s 
Receipts.” The fi rst part is a reissue with cancel title page 
of the 1733 edition, which was titled: “Mrs. Mary Eales’s 
receipts.” The second part entitled: “A curious collection of 
receipts in cookery,...” has a separate title page, pagination 
and register, and is a reissue with a different title page, of the 
1742 edition. Address: By the late Mrs. Eales, Confectioner 
to King William and Queen Ann.

62. Early soy cruets and soy frames made in England (Early 
event). 1753.
• Summary: The earliest known soy cruets [soy sauce 
dispensers for use at table] were made in 1753 by Thomas 
Betts at London, England. The entry reads: “1753. 1 Pr. 
[pair] Cut Soy Cruits. 6 shillings.”
 At 1755 we read: “1 P. [pair] Cut Soy Cruits. 5 
shillings... 3 Soy Cruits Stopt. [Stoppered]. 7 shillings 6 
pence.” Source for both dates: Buckley, Francis. 1928. 
“Great names in the history of English Glass. V. Thomas 
Betts.” Glass (Redhill, Surrey, England) 5(7):299-300. July.
 Early cruets made in Sheffi eld, England: One entry 
appears as follows: “Round 6-bottle Soy Frame, by Richard 
Morton. Date 1776.” It is accompanied (p. 272) by an elegant 
illustration showing the six multi-faceted cut-glass bottles 
(cruets) for holding soy sauce in the metal “soy frame” on a 
dining table. Another design on the same page is dated 1778. 
Two more designs for “soy frames” dated 1778 appear on 
p. 404. Source: Bradbury, Frederick. 1912. History of Old 
Sheffi eld Plate. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. xiii + 539 
p.

63. Gentlewoman. 1753. Compleat family companion: or, the 
whole art of cookery made plain and easy;... London: Printed 
for the author. 128 p. 12vo.
• Summary: In the section titled “Boiling fi sh” we read (p. 
15): (1) Salmon: “... take out the Liver when about three 
Parts done, and braid it with Kitchup, which, mingled with 
Butter will make exceeding rich Sauce.”
 (2) Fresh cod: “The sauce for this cannot be too rich, 
and if you are allowed it, spare neither Kitchup, Body 
of a Lobster, or Crab, Oysters and Shrimps;...” Address: 
[England].

64. Breues, John. 1754. The fortune hunters: shewing, (from 
experience) 1. How people may improve their fortunes, and 
raise themselves in London, by different and quite opposite 

ways... London: Printed for the author; and sold by J. 
Robinson,... xii + 164 p. 8vo.
• Summary: The recipe “To make clear Gravy, and a Ragoo 
[Ragout] Breast of Veal” states (p. 90-91). “Take three 
pounds of gravy-beef, four ounces of lean bacon, a small 
piece of lemon peel, one middle siz’d onion... Take a large 
breast of veal, roast it half done very brown, then take it 
from the fi re, cut off the two ends and brisket, cut them in 
handsome pieces, put them amoungst your gravy in a stew-
pan, then put in two anchovies, two cloves, a bit of lemon 
peel, fi x black pepper corns, all ties in a bit of rag, stew them 
amoungst your gravy and veal, to which you are to add two 
spoonfuls of India soy, which being covered very close, let 
them stew one hour over a slow fi re; then put them in the 
mid-piece of veal...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the term “India Soy” to refer to soy sauce. It was 
probably imported from India on British or Dutch ships; 
it may well have been made in Japan, but could have 
been made in China. In the Early American Newspapers 
(EAN) online database (produced by Readex, a division of 
NewsBank), there are (March 2006) at least 1,300 issues 
/ records that contain the term “India Soy” or “India-Soy” 
from Nov. 1770 to Nov. 1844. Only a representative sample 
of these records has been entered into this database. And only 
the earliest ones have been given the keyword for “India.” 
Address: Late of Perth [probably Scotland], Merchant.

65. Society of Gentlemen. 1754. A new and complete 
dictionary of arts and sciences; comprehending all the 
branches of useful knowledge, with accurate descriptions... 
Vol. 2 of 4. London: Printed for W. Owen. 1084 p. See p. 
985.
• Summary: The entry for “Drug” states (p. 985): “a general 
term for goods of the druggist and grocery kinds, especially 
for those used in medicine and dying [dyeing]. The principal 
drugs in medicine make the greatest part of the wholesale 
trade in the druggist and spicery ways. Some are produced 
in France, England &c. but the greatest part is brought from 
the Levant, and the East Indies. The chief drugs imported 
into this kingdom, are from the East-Indies, being as follows, 
alum, china-root, camphor, rhubarb, musk, vermillion, soy of 
Japan, ketchup,...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “soy of Japan” to refer 
to soy sauce made in Japan.
 “Ketchup” may well have referred to soy sauce made 
in the Dutch East Indies (today’s Indonesia). Address: 
[England].

66. Glasse, Hannah (Mrs.). 1755. The art of cookery, made 
plain and easy: Which far exceeds anything of the kind ever 
yet published... by a lady. 5th ed., with additions. London: 
Printed and sold at Mrs. Ashburn’s China-Shop. vi + [20] 
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+ 334 p. 20 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted in 1983 by 
Prospect Books, London. [Eng]
• Summary: “Catchup” is mentioned on the title page (Chap. 
XIX) and on pages 4, 19-20, 26-29, 32-34, 40, 44.
 Different sorts of sauce for a pig (p. 4): “Others take 
Half a Pint of good Beef Gravy, and the Gravy which comes 
out of the Pig, with a Piece of Butter rolled in Flour, two 
Spoonfuls of Catchup, and boil them all together;...”
 To make gravy for soops, &c. (p. 19-20): “It is a fi ne 
Thing in a House, and will serve for Gravy, thicken’d with a 
Piece of Butter, Red Wine, Catchup, or whatever you have a 
mind to put in, and always ready for Soops of most Sorts.” 
Address: England.

67. Pastorini (G.). 1756. Classifi ed ad: Just arrived from 
Italy,... Public Advertiser (London). April 26. p. [3], col. 2.1.
• Summary: “A parcel of fi ne dry’d Italian Vipers and new 
Narboun Honey,... with fi ne Joppa Soy, Indian Mangoes, 
green and white,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains the term “Joppa soy.” We are aware of only 
one other document (a Feb. 1760 ad by this same importer) 
that contains this term. The meaning of the word “Joppa” 
in this connection is unknown. It is may well be a type of 
soy sauce, but we cannot be sure. Address: At the Two Civet 
Cats and Olive Tree, New Bond-street, near Grosvenor-street 
[London].

68. Been (Will.). 1758. Classifi ed ad: New selling under 
prime cost, all the large and valuable stock in trade... Public 
Advertiser (London). May 12. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “... consisting of upwards of one hundred 
thousand Pieces of fi ne old China and Japan, in Magnifi cent 
Jars,... Rice, India Ink, Mangos, Soy, and several other 
Curiosities. Fine Italian Gloves and Flowers.” Address: At 
his House in Panton-street, near Leicester Field [London].

69. Phillips, Sarah (Mrs.). 1758. The ladies handmaid Or, A 
compleat system of cookery; on the principals of elegance 
and frugality. London: Printed for J. Coote. 4 + 19 + 472 p. 
See p. 135-36. Illust.
• Summary: To stew a turkey (p. 135-36): “Bone your turkey 
and fi ll it with a forcemeat made thus... put in a quart of good 
beef and veal gravy, wherein was boil’d spice and sweet 
herbs, cover it close and let it stew half an hour; then put in a 
glass of red wine, one spoonful of catchup, a large spoonful 
of pickled mushrooms, and a few fresh ones, if you have 
them, a few truffl es and morels, a piece of butter as big as a 
walnut rolled in fl our; cover it close and let it stew half an 
hour longer...” Address: Of Duke-Street, London.

70. Thacker, John. 1758. The art of cookery. Containing 
above six hundred and fi fty of the most approv’d receipts... 
Also, a bill of fare for every month in the year. Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, England: Printed by I. Thompson and Company. 
[16] + 322 + [32] p. Illust. 8vo.
• Summary: The homemade recipe “To make Catchup of 
Mushrooms. Catchup pour faire” states (p. 141): “Gather the 
freshest Flabs you can get, cut off the Root-Ends, take off 
the rough Skin, which will peel off with a Knife, break them 
into Pieces with your Hands, put them into an earthen Pan, 
salt them pretty well, let them stand for twenty-four Hours; 
then tie a Paper over them, and bake them in a moderate 
Oven; press all the Liquor out of them, let it stand to settle; 
to a Quart of Catchup take Half a Pint of Red Wine, and Half 
a Pint of Vinegar, some Pepper, Mace, and six Anchovies 
chopt fi ne, with a large Onion; boil it together and strain it 
through a Sieve; let it settle then bottle and cork it tight, and 
set it in a cool Place. You may keep the plain Catchup, and 
add some Spice to it, and boil it; let it stand to settle; it is 
proper to be used in all main Dishes that are brown, and in 
all Hashes of Flesh and Fowls, and in Fish Sauce; a small 
Mater will do. I shall treat now of the Mushrooms this Time 
of Year being the fi rst of their coming, but Michaelmas [now 
Sept. 29] is the best Time of Year for picking them; they are 
then fi rmer.” Address: Cook.

71. Been (Will.). 1759. Classifi ed ad: New selling off under 
prime cost, the remaining part of the large and curious stock 
in trade... Public Advertiser (London). March 17. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “... N.B. Fine Italian Gloves and Flowers and 
Japan Soy.” Address: Of Panton-street, near Leicester-fi elds 
[London].

72. Battam, Anne. 1759. The lady’s assistant in the 
oeconomy of the table: A collection of scarce and valuable 
receipts, taken from the manuscripts of divers persons... The 
second edition, with near one hundred and fi fty additional 
receipts, from several ladies, never before published. 
London: Printed for R. and J. Dodsley. [12] + 300 p. See p. 
31-32, 164-68. 12vo.
• Summary: The recipe for Brown fricassée of rabbits states 
(p. 31-32): “... then put in some butter and fl our, and make it 
of a pale brown, then put in gravy, a spoonful of mushroom-
ketchup, and a teaspoonful of walnut-ketchup, then put in 
your rabbits and shake it all together, so garnish with lemon, 
and serve it up.”
 To make mushroom ketchup [at home] (p. 164-65): 
“Break off the dirty ends and put salt to them, and let them 
stand twenty-four hours, then boil them after you have 
broken them to pieces, and strain them off thro’ a coarse 
sieve, and squeeze the gross part in a coarse cloth, then boil 
it up and scum it very well, and to two quarts of ketchup put 
an ounce of Jamaica pepper-corns, and let them have one 
boil and then stand to cool.”
 To make ketchup. Mrs. Gale (p. 165): “Take the large 
mushrooms, pare off the edge, bruise them a little between 
your hands, then put them in an earthen pan, and put a layer 
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of salt and a layer of mushrooms and a layer of salt, then stop 
them close up for nine days, then boil the liquor and scum 
it very well, put one anchovy in every quart, mace, Jamaica 
pepper in proportion, and let it stand till the anchovy be 
dissolved, and when cold bottle it up for use, and when you 
make sauce put a little in.”
 To make ketchup that will keep twenty years. Mrs. 
Saunders (p. 165-66): “Take a gallon of the strongest and 
stalest beer you can get, one pound of anchovies washed and 
cleaned from the guts, half an ounce of mace, half an ounce 
of cloves, a quarter of an ounce of pepper, three large races 
of ginger, one pound of shallot, one quart of fl ap mushrooms 
well rubbed and picked, boil all these over a slow fi re till it 
is half wasted, then strain it through a fl annel bag, let it stand 
till it is quite cold, then bottle an stop it very close, put one 
spoonful to a pint of melted butter.”
 Walnut ketchup (p. 166-67): “Take green walnuts and 
pound them to a paste, then put to every hundred two quarts 
of vinegar with a handful of salt, put it all together in an 
earthen pan, keeping it stirring for eight days, then squeeze 
the liquour thro’ a coarse cloth, and put it into a well-tin’d 
saucepan, when it begins to boil scum it as long as any scum 
rises, and add to it some cloves, mace, slic’d ginger, slic’d 
nutmeg, Jamaica pepper-corns, slic’d horse-radish, with a 
few shallots and a little garlick, let this have one boil up, then 
pour it into an earthen pan, and after it is cold bottle it up, 
dividing the ingredients equally into each bottle.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 
2012) that contains the term “Walnut ketchup” (regardless 
of spelling, hyphenation, or 
capitalization).
 Another walnut ketchup 
(p. 167): “Take a quarter of a 
hundred of walnuts, beat them 
to mash in a stone mortar, to 
this put a good handful of salt 
and two quarts of vinegar, mix 
them together and let them stand 
twenty-four hours, then strain it 
through a coarse cloth, and bottle 
it with horse-radish, garlick or 
shallot, with all sorts of spices 
you think proper. This at two or 
three years end is better than at 
fi rst. Cloves, mace, ginger and 
nutmeg sliced.”
 Mr. Braund’s ketchup (p. 
167-68): “Take twenty-four 
anchovies wash’d, two nutmegs 
slic’d, six large fl akes of mace, 
twelve shallots, half an ounce 
of white pepper, whole, some 
lemon-peel, half a pint wine 
vinegar, boil all these ingredients 

in a quart of claret one quarter of an hour and when quite 
cold bottle it up. Two or three spoonfuls put into your melted 
butter makes exceeding good sauce for fi sh, &c.” Address: 
By the late Mrs. Anne Battam [died ca. 1755].

73. Johnson, Mary. 1759. Madam Johnson’s present: or, 
Every young woman’s companion, in useful and universal 
knowledge. Digested under the following heads:... 2nd ed. 
London: Printed for J. Fuller. iv + 192 + [20] p. Illust. 12vo.
• Summary: In the section on “Bak’d meats” the recipe 
for Calf’s-Head states (p. 101-02): “add thereto a Lump of 
Butter roll’d in Flour; and the Sage in the Brains chopped 
fi ne; two Spoonfuls of red wine, and one of Catchup; boil 
them all together; then beat the brains well, and mingle them 
with the Sauce; pour it into the Dish, and serve it up.”
 Note: First published in 1753 as Young woman’s 
companion. Address: No. 81 Fleet-Street, London.

74. Pastorini (Rebecca). 1760. Classifi ed ad: Just arrived,... 
Public Advertiser (London). Feb. 26. p. [4], col. 1.6.
• Summary:  “A parcel of exceeding fi ne new Norbonne 
[Narbonne] Honey; likewise... right fi ne Joppa Soy, China 
Pepper, fi ne India Mangoes, India Vinegar and Lemon 
Pickle, India Birds Nests and Lock Soy for rich Soups, all 
Sorts of Italian Beans, Spanish Pease and Lentiles [Lentils] 
for Soups,... Pickle Mushrooms and fi ne English Catchup,...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
in which both soy sauce (“Joppa Soy”) and catchup (“fi ne 
English Catchup”) appear in the same ad in the Western 
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world.
 Note 2. Narbonne honey is made in the Aude 
département of south-western France, where it is considered 
to be of very high quality. It is made by bees who feed on 
the dense, abundant rosemary fl owers, which give its special 
fl avor. It is very light in color, almost white at times, and 
(even in France) is expensive.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 
2012) that contains the term “Lock Soy” (regardless of 
capitalization). No clue as to its meaning is given. However 
we later learn that it is a type of rice vermicelli which 
(apparently) does not contain any ingredient made from 
the soybean. Address: Italian Warehouse, the Two Cats and 
Olive Tree, New Bond-street, near Grosvenor-street, London.

75. Montague, Peregrine. 1760. The family pocket-book: or, 
Fountain of true and useful knowledge... London: Printed for 
Henry Coote,... 162 p. See p. 58, 140, 146. [Eng]
• Summary: Four recipes concern ketchup: (1) Excellent true 
British Ketchup (p. 58): “Take green Walnuts, beat them in 
a Marble Mortar, and strain out the Juice, let it stand twelve 
Hours, then take a Quart of the Juice that’s fi ne, fi x British 
Herrings, and a little of the Herring-pickle, cut the Herrings 
small, and put ‘em in a Pan, and add to ‘em a little Mace, 
about 20 Cloves, and half an Ounce of Jamaica Pepper; boil 
all together on a slow Fire, for half an Hour, then strain it 
thro’ a Cloth, put it again into the Pan, and add to it twenty 
or thirty Shellots [Shallots], and half a Pint of Vinegar, let 
it boil till the Shellots be tender, then put it in a Bason to 
cool, and when cold, let it run thro’ a close Cloth of its own 
Accord, and it will take of all the Scum and Fat; bottle it for 
Use. If green Walnuts are not to be had, make use of a Pint of 
Walnut-Pickle; but in this Case the Vinegar is to be omitted.”
 Note: This is actually a recipe for homemade walnut 
ketchup. Moreover, this is the earliest document seen (July 
2010) that contains a recipe for walnut ketchup.
 (2) To hash Chickens (p. 140): “Cut six chickens into 
quarters,... add these to the Yolks of six Eggs, with a little 
Nutmeg, Vinegar and Ketchup, and a good Piece of Butter; 
warm all these together, and pour them into a Soop-dish 
[sic], and serve them up.”
 (3) How to stew Tench (p. 146): “When the Fish is 
enoaga [enough], put in Oysters, Capers, Ketchup and 
Lemon: Garnish your Dish with Crisp bread.”
 (4) How to make an excellent Sauce for Salmon (p. 
146): “Put into the Liquor of the Salmon, when you boil 
it, Salt, Vinegar, and Mace; take a Quarter of a Pint of 
the Liquor, and draw your Butter with it, mince it into an 
Anchovy wash’d clean, some Lemon-juice and Nutmeg, 
half a Pint of Shrimps, two spoonfuls of white Wine, with 
Ketchup and Mushrooms.” Address: Gent. [Gentleman], of 
Grange Abbey in Oxfordshire [England].

76. Gelleroy, William. 1762. The London cook: or, The 

whole art of cookery made easy and familiar, containing a 
great number of approved and practical receipts in every 
branch of cookery... Dublin [Ireland]: Printed by T. and J. 
Whitehouse. iv + [20] + 245 p. See p. 207. Illust. 17 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: “Catchup” is mentioned on pages 19-21, 25-27, 
42-44, 46, 50, 54, 81, 104, 161.
 How to bake a turbot (p. 19): “Bake it of a fi ne brown, 
then lay it in your dish; stir the sauce in your dish all 
together, pour it into a sauce pan; shake in some fl our; let it 
boil, then stir in two large spoonfuls of catchup, and a piece 
of butter. Let it boil and then pour into basons” [basins].
 How to broil mackrel whole (p. 20-21): “Clean them, 
gut them, cut off their heads, pull out the row at the neck 
end... rub them with yolks of eggs, strew crumbs of bread 
over them and broil them. For sauce take plain butter, with 
a little walnut pickle or catchup.” Address: Late cook to her 
Grace the Dutchess of Argyle. And now to the Right Hon. Sir 
Samuel Fludyer Bart. [Baronet] Lord Mayor of the City of 
London.

77. Gelleroy, William. 1762. The London cook: or, The 
whole art of cookery made easy and familiar, containing a 
great number of approved and practical receipts in every 
branch of cookery... London: Printed for S. Crowder. iv + 
486 p. Illust. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: “Catchup” is mentioned on pages 27-29, 35-37, 
50, 60-61, 65, 70, 76, 111, 142-43, 223-24.
 How to bake turbot (p. 27): “Bake it of a fi ne brown, 
then lay it in your dish; stir the sauce in your dish all 
together, pour it into a sauce-pan; shake in some fl our; let it 
boil, then stir in two large spoonfuls of catchup, and a piece 
of butter. Let it boil and then pour into basons” [basins].
 How to broil mackrel whole (p. 29): “Clean them, gut 
them, cut off their heads, pull out the row at the neck end... 
rub them with yolks of eggs, and strew crumbs of bread 
over them and broil them. For sauce take plain butter, with 
a little walnut pickle, or catchup.” Address: Late cook to her 
Grace the Dutchess of Argyle. And now to the Right Hon. Sir 
Samuel Fludyer Bart. [Baronet] Lord Mayor of the City of 
London.

78. The Country magazine: Calculated for the gentleman, the 
farmer and his wife: containing every thing necessary for the 
advantage and pleasure of a country life. 3 parts in 1 volume. 
1763. London: Printed for T. Waller. Illust. 21 cm.
• Summary: Page 43: In the section titled “For captains 
of ships,” the fi rst recipe (p. 43) is “To make Catchup to 
keep twenty Years.” The recipe begins: “Take a gallon of 
strong stale beer, one pound of anchovies washed from the 
pickle,...” The recipe ends: “The stronger and staler the beer 
is, the better the catchup will be.”
 Page 63: “Another sauce for a Pig: Put half a pint of 
good beef-gravey to the gravey that comes out of the pig, put 
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to it a bit of butter rolled in fl our, and about two spoonfuls of 
catchup, boil them all together;...”
 Page 495: “A Rogoo of Livers: Take as many livers as 
you would have for your dish... take the six livers, put them 
in a sauce-pan, with a quarter of a pint of gravy, a spoonful 
of mushrooms, either pickled or fresh, a spoonful of catchup, 
a little bit of butter;...” Address: [England].

79. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1765. Savannah, April 4. 
[Marriage of Samuel Bowen]. No. 105. April 4. p. 3, col. 1. 
[Eng]
• Summary: “On Saturday [March 30] last was married, 
Mr. Samuel Bowen to Miss Jeanie [Jane] Spencer, daughter 
of William Spencer, Esq. Collector of the Customs in 
Savannah.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning Samuel Bowen himself.
 Note 2. Savannah, an Old World city established by 
James Oglethorpe (British) in 1733, was the fi rst English 
settlement in the Colony of Georgia, and still is the oldest 
city in Georgia and its principal seaport. Savannah is located 
in southeastern Georgia at the mouth of the Savannah River–
which forms the border between Georgia and South Carolina 
and fl ows into the Atlantic Ocean.
 Today (Aug. 2005) Savannah is in Chatham County; this 
county was created on 5 Feb. 1777 out of St. Phillip Parish 
and Christ Church Parish, with Savannah as the county seat. 
Savannah was the capital of the state of Georgia from 1754 
to 1886. During the Civil War the city of Savannah was 
captured on 21 Dec. 1864 by Union forces under General 
William Tecumseh Sherman (lived 1820-1891).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) 
that mentions an ancestor, descendant, or close relative of 
Samuel Bowen–his wife.
 Note 4. Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 2001. June 27. Jane 
Spencer was William Spencer’s daughter by his fi rst wife; 
Jane had one sibling, a sister. William Spencer’s second 
marriage was to a Mrs. Avery.

80. Elliott, Grey; Bowen, Samuel. 1765. [Deed of sale for 
Greenwich plantation]. In: Georgia–Colonial Conveyance 
Book CC2, 1761-1766 [Savannah, Georgia]. 1765. See p. 
994-96.
• Summary: “This Indenture, made the fourteenth day of 
May in the fi fth Year of the Reign of Our Sovereign Lord 
George the Third by the Grace of God of Great Britain, 
France and Ireland King Defender of the Faith and soforth 
and in the Year of our Lord One Thousand seven Hundred 
and Sixty fi ve. Between the Honourable Grey Elliott of the 
Parish of Christ Church in the Province of Georgia Esquire 
and Mary his Wife of the one Part and Samuel Bowen of 
the same Parish and Province–Gentleman of the other Part. 
Witnesseth that for and in Consideration of the sum of Five 
hundred fi fty fi ve Pounds lawful money of the said Province 

being Equal in Value to the like sum Sterling Money of 
Great Britain... All that Plantation or Tract of Land whereon 
he the said Grey Elliott now lives called the Greenwich 
lying and being in the said Parish of Christ Church and 
containing in the whole four hundred and eighty Acres...” It 
includes a tract of land containing 100 acres in the Township 
of Savannah at a place called Half Moon Bluff near 
Thunderbolt. Recorded 27 July 1765.
 Note 1. Elliott sold the plantation to Bowen.
 Source: Georgia State Archives, Atlanta. Dr. 40, Box 
19. A very thorough index accompanies these land records, 
covering the period 1750-1804. However, there are more 
than 250 index entries for Grey Elliott, so it would take 
extensive research in Atlanta to determine when Elliott 
bought this tract of land and from whom, and when and 
by whom it was named “Greenwich.” Address: Savannah, 
Georgia.

81. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1766. Savannah, May 28. 
No. 140. May 28. p. 1. [Eng]
• Summary: “The following articles were entered for 
exportation at the Custom-house for Christmas and Lady-
Day quarters, viz. includes: Rice, 8626 barrels and 218 half 
barrels–Rough Rice, 1870 bushels–Corn, 5965 bushels–
Pease, 100 bushels–Pine lumber, 1,097,101 feet–Shingles 
1,944,000... Raw Silk, 712 lb. 8 oz.–Philozel [Filozel], 4897 
lb... Indico [Indigo], 55,926 lb.–Barrels of Pork, 551... Salop 
Powder, 608 lb.–Soy [sauce], 10 gallons.”
 Imports include “Rum, 26,756 gallons–Sugar, 147 cwt. 
[hundredweight] 2 qrs [quarters] and 25 lb.–Negroes, 245–
Flour, 229 barrels and 20 kegs...”
 Note 1. The last two products (salop powder and soy 
sauce) were made by Samuel Bowen at his plantation near 
Savannah, Georgia, for export to England. Was there time 
for Bowen to make this soy sauce in Savannah? He married 
in April 1765 and at about the same time probably gave the 
soybeans he had brought from China to Henry Yonge to 
plant in the latter’s farm. By 14 May 1765 Bowen owned a 
plantation of his own.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2015) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Georgia. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Georgia (28 May 1766); soybeans as such had 
not yet been reported by that date.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
concerning the manufacture of soy sauce in the United States 
or its export from the United States.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soy sauce 
production in a certain geographical area.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) published in North America that uses the 
word “Soy” by itself to refer to soy sauce.
 Note 6. Lady-Day refers to Annunciation, March 25, 
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observed as a church festival in commemoration of the 
announcement of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ to the Virgin 
Mary.

82. General Evening Post (London). 1766. London. June 5. 
p. [2], col. 2.8.
• Summary: “We hear that the Society of Arts, Manufactures 
and Commerce, have presented Samuel Bowen, Esq., with a 
gold medal, for introducing several Chinese manufactories 
[including soy sauce] in his Majesty’s province of Georgia.”

83. Kentish Post, or Canterbury News. 1766. We hear that 
the Society of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce have 
presented Samuel Bowen, Esq;... (Letter to the editor). Sat. 
June 7 to Wed. June 11. *
• Summary: “... with a gold medal, for introducing several 
Chinese manufacturies in his Majesty’s province of 
Georgia.” Address: England.

84. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1766. Savannah, August 6. 
No. 150. Aug. 6. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “In the London papers of the 1st of May last, 
is the following paragraph. An ingenious gentleman, lately 
arrived from Georgia, has brought over from that province 
a sample of Salop and Sago, equal, if not superior, in 
goodness and quality to that imported from Turkey. The 
encouragement of the above commodity will be a saving to 
the nation; and we are assured that the use of Salop will be 
introduced into his Majesty’s royal navy, being extremely 
nutritious and an excellent antiscorbutick.”
 Note: Samuel Bowen must have been in London on 
about 1 May 1766.

85. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1766. A letter relative to 
a new discovery, sent by Mr. Bowen, to the society of arts, 
&c. in the Strand; with the resolutions of that society, in 
consequence thereof. No. 156. Sept. 17. p. 2, cols. 1-2. [Eng]
• Summary: Samuel Bowen writes: “Gentlemen–During 
near four years whilst I was prisoner in China and had 
observed the productions of that country, being carried two 
thousand miles from place to place, through the interior parts 
thereof, I took notice of many things which I hoped might 
be of service in my own country, if it should please God to 
permit me ever to return to it. Among the rest, I particularly 
took notice of a kind of powder in great esteem there, as an 
occasional diet, which I found to be the fi ne powder of Sago 
or China salop, prepared for the use of travellers, both by 
land and sea, which the Mandarines [Mandarins] never travel 
without. At my return to England I was fully persuaded, that 
the vegetable which produced this powder in China, with 
which I made myself well acquainted, might be found in 
our American colonies; and with this view I went over to 
his Majesty’s province of Georgia, where I was so lucky as 
to fi nd it, and have therefrom manufactured some quantity; 

this has been seen and approved of by several physicians 
and other gentlemen, as that it would be of great service in 
hospitals, the army, the navy, in the African ships, and in all 
long voyages, being an excellent antiscorbutick.
 “And where, in case of necessity, it would supply the 
want of other diet, and be of much service to the sick; the 
consideration hereof I humbly submit to this society, with 
a letter from Dr. Fothergill; and am, gentlemen, &c. S. 
Bowen.”
 “At a meeting held the 11th inst. the society came to the 
following resolutions on the subject of the above letter.
 “Resolved. That this society, by letter from Dr. 
Fothergill, and also from the experiments made by their 
committee, have reason to believe, that the Sago and 
Vermicelli produced by Mr. Bowen, may be useful as a cheap 
and salutary food, and may, under proper encouragement, 
become a considerable article of commerce, and therefore 
that Mr. Bowen is highly deserving the encouragement of 
this society.
 “Resolved. That the better to encourage Mr. Bowen to 
proceed in the making these useful articles, the discovery 
of which in British America is owing to his observations 
in several parts of China, and his industrious application of 
those observations in Georgia, the society think proper to 
give their gold medal to Mr. Bowen...”
 “On Friday last the Society for the encouragement 
of arts, manufactures, and commerce, gave a gold medal, 
engraved by Mr. Pingo, the following inscription being 
engraved thereon, To Mr. Samuel Bowen, 1766, for his 
useful observations in China, and industrious application of 
them in Georgia.”
 Note 1. Dr. John Fothergill (1712-1780; M.D., F.R.S.) is 
a Quaker and a famous English physician. Greatly interested 
in botany, he owned a magnifi cent botanical garden at Upton, 
near Stratford, where he kept many draftsmen / draughtsmen.
 Note 2. The committee referred to is the Agricultural 
Committee of the Society of Arts, Manufactures, and 
Commerce (London).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions “Vermicelli” in connection with Samuel 
Bowen. It is unclear whether this vermicelli was made using 
mung beans (unlikely) or soybeans (probably) as the main 
(or only) ingredient. In China, the mung bean (which has 
a high starch content) is widely used to make vermicelli, 
whereas the soybean is not.
 Note 4. The word “salop,” in this sense, according to the 
Oxford English Dictionary, probably refers to a nutritious 
powder made from the root of Orchis mascula [or Orchis 
latifolia] (Mayhew 1851) or of Eulophia vera or Eulophia 
campestris (Bentley 1861). Mixed with water, it was used in 
making soups or milky drinks, and was considered to be the 
best possible cure for a hangover. Variant spellings include 
“salep” and “saloop.” Salop was also the old county name of 
what is now Shropshire, in England.
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 Note 5. This article also appeared in the Connecticut 
Courant (3 Nov. 1766, p. 4).

86. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1766. Savannah, November 
19. No. 165. Nov. 19. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Mr. Samuel Bowen, who arrived here last 
week from London, and who lately received a gold medal 
from the Society of Arts, &c. for his useful observations in 
China, and application of them in this province, we are told, 
was introduced to the King by Lord Dartmouth, and received 
from his Majesty a present of 200 guineas.”

87. Yonge, Henry. 1766. Re: Certifi cate to the Society for 
the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, 
London. Letter to Dr. Peter Templeman, Secretary to the 
Society, London, Dec. 23. 1 p. Printed in Gentleman’s 
Magazine (London). May 1767, p. 253.

• Summary:  “This is to certify, that the peas or vetches 
lately introduced by Mr. Samuel Bowen in this province 
from China, were planted by me the last year at Mr. Bowen’s 
request, and did yield three crops: and had the frost kept off 
one week longer, I should have had a fourth crop, which is 
a very extraordinary increase, and must, if attended to and 
encouraged, be of great utility and advantage to this and his 
Majesty’s other southern American provinces.
 “Given under my hand the day and year above written, 
Henry Yonge.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that clearly mentions Samuel Bowen in connection with 

cultivation of soybeans (vetches).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that used the word “vetches” to refer to soybeans or in 
connection with Samuel Bowen. On the same page of this 
magazine is an article titled “An account of the Luk Taw, or 
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr. 
Samuel Bowen,...” which shows clearly that Chinese Vetches 
are, in fact, soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that clearly refers to soybeans in Georgia, or the thirteen 
colonies (which become the United States of America in 
1776), or the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia, or the USA. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans 
in Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which later became the 
United States of America), or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Georgia, or the USA (about May 1765). The source of these 
soybeans was China, whence Samuel Bowen brought them 
to Georgia. Yonge must have planted these soybeans in the 
early spring of 1765 for them to have had time to yield three 
(and almost four) crops of forage, and for Bowen’s fi rst soy 
sauce to have been ready to export by May 1766.
 Note 4. Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the University 
of Illinois. 1999. April 13. Ted has a print from a microfi lm 
of the actual letter which is very similar (with minor 
changes) to the statement printed in Gentleman’s Magazine, 
as cited above. However, Ted’s letter was written by 
Templeman to John Campbell, a lawyer in London. Ted has 
seen this letter reprinted in 10-12 different places, mostly in 
British periodicals, including small regional magazines as 
from Scotland.
 Note: This is the earliest published letter seen (Sept. 
2014) that mentions soy. Address: [Surveyor-General, 
province of Georgia], Savannah, Georgia.

88. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1767. Savannah, April 15. 
No. 186. April 15. p. 2. [Eng]
• Summary: “The following articles, being the produce 
of this province, were entered at the Custom-house for 
exportation, from the 5th day of January last, to the 5th day 
of April instant... Salop-Powder, 100 lb.–Soy [sauce], 3 
dozen bottles.”

89. London Evening Post. 1767. London. May 5. p. [1], cols. 
1-2. [2 ref]
• Summary: Three letters or articles are reprinted here 
in succession: (1) Yonge, Henry. 1766. Re: Certifi cate to 
the Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, 
and Commerce, London. Letter to Dr. Peter Templeman, 
Secretary to the Society, London, Dec. 23. 1 p. Reprinted in 
Gentleman’s Magazine (London). May 1767, p. 253.
 (2) Yonge, Henry. 1767. “An account of the Luk Taw, or 
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr. 
Samuel Bowen, as appears by a certifi cate* to the Society 
of Arts, &c. from Henry Yonge, Esq; Surveyor General of 
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Georgia.” Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 37:253. May.
 (3) Templeman, Peter. 1767. [Letter of thanks for 
Chinese vetches to Samuel Bowen in Georgia from the 
Secretary of the Society for the encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures, and Commerce, London]. Gentleman’s 
Magazine (London) 37:253. May. Note: At the bottom of this 
letter is written: “Strand, London. April 30, 1767.”

90. Bowen, Samuel. 1767. An account of the Luk Taw, or 
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr. 
Samuel Bowen, as appears by a certifi cate* to the Society 
of Arts, &c. from Henry Yonge, Esq; Surveyor General of 
Georgia. Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 37:253. May. 
Reprinted in Lloyds Evening Post & British Chronicle. May 
8-11, 1767. 20:443. And in The London Evening-Post, May 
5-7, 1767, p. 1, col. 1. And in Royal Magazine, 6 May 1767, 
p. 276-77. And in Universal Magazine, May 1767, p. 266.

• Summary:  “The Chinese use these vetches for the 
following purposes–From them they prepare an excellent 
kind of vermicelli, esteemed by some preferable to the 
Italian; nothing keeps better at sea, not being subject to be 
destroyed by the weevel [weevil].
 “In Canton and other cities of China, they are used for 
sallad, and also boiled like greens, or stewed in soup, after 
they have been prepared in the following manner: They put 
about two quarts of the vetches into a coarse bag, or hair-
cloth bag, that will hold about a peck [2 gallons], and after 
keeping them in it a little time in warm water, they lay the 
bag on [a] fl at grating, or a wooden lattice, placed about half 
way down a tub; then every four hours they pour water on 
them, and in about 36 or 40 hours they will have sprouted 
about 3 inches in length; they are then taken out and dressed 
with oil and vinegar, or boiled as other vegetables.
 “At sea, where fresh water is valuable, they place a cock 
in the bottom of the tub, and draw off the water that drains 

from them to moisten them again, so that none is lost.
 “Mr. [James] Flint and Mr. Bowen having found them 
an excellent antiscorbutic prepared in this manner, was a 
principal reason for his introducing them into America, as 
it would be a most valuable remedy to prevent or cure the 
scurvy amongst the seamen on board his majesty’s ships.
 “These vetches are also of great use in warm countries 
where grass is scarce, as you may soon raise most excellent 
fodder for your cattle, which may be given to them either 
green or made into hay, and not thrashed.
 “In warm climates they yield four crops a year, each 
crop will ripen in 6 weeks; they grow erect in tufts from 18 
inches to two feet high.”
 Note 1. The certifi cate referred to in the title appears as a 
sidebar below the article and is cited separately as letter from 
Henry Yonge to Dr. Templeman dated 23 Dec. 1766. Note 
that Yonge is Surveyor-General of Georgia.
 See also the separate record for the letter from Peter 
Templeman to Samuel Bowen in thanks for the sample of 
Chinese Vetches.
 Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen (Jan. 
2014; one of two documents) that clearly refers to soybeans 
in Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which became the 
United States of America in July 1776), or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Georgia, or the USA. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Georgia, or the thirteen 
colonies (which later became the United States of America), 
or the cultivation of soybeans in Georgia, or the USA (1765). 
The source of these soybeans was China, whence Samuel 
Bowen brought them to Georgia.
 Note 3. This is also the second earliest document seen 
(Sept. 2014) that mentions cultivation of soybeans in the 
Western world (including Europe).
 Note 4. If Bowen brought 1 pound of soybeans from 
China and if Yonge planted at the rate of 1 bushel (60 lb) to 
the acre, he would have needed only one-sixtieth of an acre 
to grow the fi rst generation of seed. Since one acre contains 
43,560 square feet, Yonge would have needed only 726 
square feet, or a square plot about 26 feet on a side. If he got 
a yield of 21 bushels/acre (a reasonable estimate), and saved 
one bushel to plant the next generation, he would be able 
to multiply his original seed 20-fold with each generation. 
Thus, 20 lb after 1 generation, 400 lb after 2 generations, and 
8,000 lb after 3 generations–which would have been enough 
to start making soy sauce in the late fall–an excellent time of 
year.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014; 
one of two documents) that uses the term “Chinese vetches 
to refer to soybeans. It is also the earliest document seen 
(July 2014) with the term “Chinese vetches” in the title. The 
typical vetch plant, a forage legume, looks neither like a 
soybean or a mung bean; it usually has many leafl ets per leaf.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that uses the term “Luk Taw” to refer to soybeans. Talk 
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with Dr. Eugene Anderson (Prof. of Anthropology at Univ. 
of California, Riverside, California), an expert on food in 
China. 2003. July 8. The term “Luk Taw” means “green 
bean(s)” in Cantonese; in Mandarin (pinyin) the term would 
be lüdou. It probably refers to the mung bean. The four most 
popular ways of using mung beans today in southern China 
(in descending order of popularity) are: As sprouts (served in 
many ways), as a source of starch to make thin transparent 
noodles / vermicelli known as beanstarch or peastarch 
noodles (fensi), boiled with water until they form a thick 
gruel which is served as a “cooling” soup, and (rare) made 
into a curd somewhat like tofu (Dr. Anderson has heard of 
but never seen mung bean curd). Dr. Anderson thinks that 
this article clearly seems to be talking about mung beans 
rather than soybeans. The fi rst two paragraphs of the article 
describe how Luk Taw are used to make vermicelli and 
sprouts–a perfect fi t with mung beans but not with soybeans. 
It is also surprising that soy sauce is not mentioned as a 
way of using this crop–since that was the main use to which 
Samuel Bowen later put his soybeans. Talk with Dr. Wang, 
Head of the Chinese Section, Library of Congress. 2003. July 
8. Dr. Wang agrees with everything said by Dr. Anderson.
 Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz. 2008. Nov. 12. Samuel 
Bowen brought soybeans back from China, but he clearly 
didn’t know what the correct name of these seeds or of the 
plant they came from. He didn’t know the difference between 
a soybean and a mung bean, or between their respective 
plants. But the seeds he sent to the American Philosophical 
Society were clearly soybeans. When talking to Henry Yonge 
he called the plant “Luk Taw, or Chinese vetches,” but after 
that he stopped using the term “Luk Taw” and settled on 
“Chinese vetches,” a term which he apparently coined.
 Note 7. If this article refers to sprouted soy beans 
(as we think it does), this would be the earliest English-
language document seen and the earliest document seen 
(Nov. 2008) in the Western world that mentions sprouted 
soy beans or soy bean sprouts; it says that the vetches “will 
have sprouted about 3 inches in length...” It would also be 
the earliest document seen that refers to the antiscorbutic 
property of soy bean sprouts–later called vitamin C. Both 
soy-bean sprouts and mung bean sprouts are good sources 
of essential vitamins; however mung bean sprouts contain 
about 80% more ascorbic acid per 100 gm (18 mg vs. 10 
mg) than soybean sprouts (Duke, James A. 1981. Handbook 
of Legumes of World Economic Importance). Moreover, the 
word “sallad” meant the same thing in Bowen’s day that 
“salad” means today–fresh greens and vegetables topped 
with a little oil, etc.
 Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) 
that mentions soybean hay.
 Note 9. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000) 
that mentions James Flint, who was a British interpreter 
in China and a close friend of Samuel Bowen. Flint was 
imprisoned by the Chinese at Macao from Dec. 1759 to Nov. 

1762, then banished forever from China by the Emperor 
Ch’ien-lung. Bowen named his fi rst son Samuel Flint Bowen 
and his second son James Flint Bowen. They were born in 
Savannah, Georgia, in 1769 and 1770 respectively.
 Note 10. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the term “erect” to describe the 
soybean plant.
 Note 11. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2003) that mentions the word “fodder” in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Surveyor-General, province of Georgia, 
Savannah, Georgia.

91. London Magazine or, Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer. 
1767. Savannah in Georgia. 26:237-38. May. [3 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Three letters or articles are reprinted here 
in succession: (1) Yonge, Henry. 1766. Re: Certifi cate to 
the Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, 
and Commerce, London. Letter to Dr. Peter Templeman, 
Secretary to the Society, London, Dec. 23. 1 p. Reprinted in 
Gentleman’s Magazine (London). May 1767, p. 253.
 (2) Yonge, Henry. 1767. “An account of the Luk Taw, or 
Chinese vetches, introduced into Georgia from China by Mr. 
Samuel Bowen, as appears by a certifi cate* to the Society 
of Arts, &c. from Henry Yonge, Esq; Surveyor General of 
Georgia.” Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 37:253. May.
 (3) Templeman, Peter. 1767. [Letter of thanks for 
Chinese vetches to Samuel Bowen in Georgia from the 
Secretary of the Society for the encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures, and Commerce, London]. Gentleman’s 
Magazine (London) 37:253. May. Note: At the bottom of this 
letter is written: “Strand, London. April 30, 1767.”

92. Templeman, Peter. 1767. [Letter of thanks for Chinese 
vetches to Samuel Bowen in Georgia from the Secretary of 
the Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, 
and Commerce, London]. Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 
37:253. May. Reprinted in Royal Magazine, 6 May 1767, p. 
276-77. [Eng]
• Summary: The letter, which has no title, is preceded by this 
statement: “Dr. Templeman sent the following letter to Mr. 
Bowen on his presenting the Society himself with a sample 
of these vetches.”
 “Sir, I have the pleasure to return you the thanks of the 
society for your obliging communication to them of a sample 
of Chinese vetches, and your ingenious account of their uses. 
It gave great pleasure to many members whom I heard speak 
of it, to see this additional instance of your attention, when in 
China, to enrich your native country and its colonies with the 
natural productions of a country, the inland parts of which 
are so little known or accessible.
 “I have the honour to subscribe myself, in the name of 
the Society. Sir, Your most obedient humble Servant, Peter 
Templman [Templeman].”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014; 
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one of two documents) that uses the term “Chinese vetches” 
to refer to soybeans.
 Note 2. Who was Peter Templeman? According to The 
Dictionary of National Biography, edited by Stephen and 
Lee (1968, Oxford University Press, vol. xix, p. 533-34) he 
was a physician (lived 1711-1769), the eldest son of Peter 
Templeman (d. 1749), a solicitor [lawyer] at Dorchester, 
and his wife Mary. He graduated from Trinity College, 
Cambridge, with a B.A., with distinguished reputation in 
1731. He studied medicine, went in 1736 to the University 
of Leyden [Netherlands], where he attended the lectures of 
Dr. Herman Boerhaave, and was awarded an M.D. degree 
on 10 Sept. 1737. He came to London intending to practice 
medicine, supported by a handsome allowance from his 
father. “He was so fond, however, of literary leisure and 
the society of learned men that he never acquired a very 
extensive practice. In 1750 he was introduced to Dr. John 
Fothergill [q.v.] with a view to institute a medical society in 
order to procure the earliest intelligence of improvements in 
physic from every part of Europe, but the plan never took 
effect. When the British Museum was opened in 1758... 
Templeman was appointed on 22 Dec. to the offi ce of 
keeper of the reading room... Templeman resigned the post 
on 18 Dec. 1760 on being chosen secretary to the recently 
instituted Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce” 
[Note 3. It was in this capacity that he wrote the letter 
above]. “In 1762 he was elected a corresponding member 
of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, and also of the 
Economical Society at Berne. He died on 23 Aug. 1769 
(Cambridge Chronicle, 30 Aug. 1769). Bowyer says ‘he was 
esteemed a person of great learning, particularly with respect 
to languages, spoke French with great fl uency, and left the 
character of a humane, generous, and polite member of 
society.’ A portrait by Cosway belongs to the Society of Arts, 
and was engraved by William Evans.” Templeman wrote or 
translated six books, including one on agriculture in 1766: 
Practical Observations on the Culture of Lucern, Turnips, 
Burnet, Timothy Grass, and Fowl Meadow Grass (London, 
8vo). He also wrote many articles, including two published 
in Gentleman’s Magazine (1762, p. 294, and 1769, p. 463). 
Address: Secretary, Society of Arts, Manufactures, and 
Commerce, London, England.

93. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1767. London, April 13. 
No. 198. July 8. p. 1. [Eng]
• Summary: “Notice is posted up at the Offi ce of the Society 
of Arts, &c. in the Strand, That the Committee of Agriculture 
will meet this evening, at six o’clock, to consider Chinese 
Pease Sallad, imported from China, and Cultivated in 
Georgia by Mr. S. Bowen.”

94. Bowen, Samuel. 1767. New invented method of 
preparing and making sago, vermicelli and soy from plants 
growing in America, to be equal in goodness to those made 

in the East Indies. British Patent 878. July 1. Application 
fi led 6 June 1767. Hymowitz and Harlan (1983, p. 376) 
shows the fi rst 2 pages of the patent.

• Summary:  “To the King’s most excellent majesty. 
The Humble Petition of Samuel Bowen of the Province 
of Georgia in America. Merchant. Sheweth, That Your 
Petitioner hath found out and Invented a Method of preparing 
& making Sago, Vermicelli, & Soy [sauce], from the Plants 
growing in America, which he has now brought to such 
great perfection as to be equal in Goodness to those made in 
the East Indies; That he has erected Machines for carrying 
on the said Manufactory, In which he has been encouraged 
to proceed by the Lords for Trade and Plantations... That 
in regard he is the First and True Inventor thereof and that 
the same hath never been practised by any other person or 
persons whatsoever
 Your Petitioner therefore most humbly
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 Prays Your most Sacred Majesty to
 Grant unto him Your Royal Letters
 Patent, under the Great Seal of
 Great Britain, for the sole Benefi t
 and Advantage of his said Invention,
 within that part of Your Majesty’s Kingdom... Whitehall 
June 6th 1767.
 Note 1. This is the earliest patent seen (Feb. 2015) that 
mentions soybeans or a soybean product–in this case, soy 
sauce. The next was in 1905, more than 135 years later. Full 
text given in Colonial Records of the State of Georgia. Vol. 
39. Entry Books, Letters, Memorials, Petitions, etc. 1733-
1783. Typed under the authority of John B. Wilson, Secretary 
of State, U.S. Government Aid through W.P.A. Project No. 
3990. 1937.
 Note 2. No description of any of the processes is given. 
The key point is that Bowen’s soy sauce is as good as those 
imported from Asia. The sago was originally intended to 
relieve diarrhea among scorbutic sailors. It absorbed all the 
moisture, but contained almost no vitamin C. The source 
for this document is a book reporting a summary of patents 
(Hymowitz, pers. comm. 12 March 1988).

95. Christie’s. 1767. Catalogue of an auction, 30 Nov. 1767. 
London, England: Mr. Christie’s.
• Summary: In this catalog, we read: A gentleman “lately 
returned from India” has decided to sell his “Dressing Boxes, 
fi ne India paper, Muslin, Soy [sauce], [and] fi ne Batavia 
Arrack.”
 Note: Cited by–Wall, Cynthia Sundberg. 2006. The 
prose of things:... Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago 
Press. 316 p. See p. 169. Address: London.

96. Re: Dr. William Grant’s notes on Samuel Bowen’s 
experiments with Chinese vetches. 1767. In: Misc. 
Muniments, item 34, bundle 38, section 32, GD.1, Scottish 
Record Offi ce, Edinburgh. Unpublished manuscript. *
• Summary: This document comes in an estimate of 
expenses that Dr. William Grant made in 1767. “Chinese 
vetches, introduced into Georgia by Mr. Samuel Bowen 
and attested to by Henry Yonge Esquire, surveyor of 
Georgia, from his own experience to the Society for the 
encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, 
London, that he had three plentiful crops.”

97. Ceres. 1767. The lady’s companion: or, accomplish’d 
director in the whole art of cookery. Containing approved 
receipts, (never before published;) for Pastry,... by a Lady. 
Dublin, Ireland: Printed for John Mitchell,... 123 p. See p. 
51-52. Index.
• Summary: The recipe “To make Ketchop” states (p. 51-
52): “Take your fresh large mushrooms that look red and 
black on the inside, cut off the sticky stalks of them, put 
them into a clean crock and mash them small, and strew salt 

over them ‘till they taste very smart of it; leave it so all night, 
next morning be mashing of them through a hair sieve, ‘till 
you see them all go to liquor; then measure your liquor; if 
you have four quarts raw, put to it three quarters of an ounce 
of cloves, half an ounce of mace, half an ounce of nutmeg, 
and butter and half an ounce of pepper; pound them all; put 
them into a muslin bag; put your liquor into a [?] pan; put 
down your spice with it: make your liquor taste strong of 
salt, and boil; it away to...”
 Note: Parts of the text on page 52 are not legible. 
Address: A lady.

98. Re: Mr. S. Bowen, Mr. Flint, and their experiments 
with soybean sprouts and the antiscorbutic properties of 
water in which the sprouts had soaked. 1767? Unpublished 
manuscript. *
• Summary: This undated manuscript, located in the Ellis 
manuscripts at the Linnaean Society of London, is about Mr. 
Samuel Bowen who introduced Chinese vetches in Georgia. 
The author would seem to be Samuel Bowen himself, and 
the handwriting his own. The Chinese use the vetch to make 
vermicelli, to sprout for salad, greens, or soup. When the 
water is drawn off from the sprouting tub at sea it can be 
drunk and not wasted. “Mr. Flint and I have found them, 
prepared in this manner, an excellent antiscorbutic, so that 
it would be a most excellent remedy to prevent the scurvy 
among the poor seamen on board his majesty’s ships. The 
usefulness against the scurvy was one principal reason of my 
introducing them into America.”

99. New-York Gazette or The Weekly Post-Boy (New York 
City). 1768. Charles-Town (South Carolina) Dec. 29. March 
7. p. 2. [Eng]
• Summary: “Feb. 9... Mr. Bowen, who has received a medal 
from the society of arts in London, for his introducing the 
manufacture of Vermicelli, Sago, Salop, Soy [sauce], &c. 
in the province of Georgia, is arrived here from London, 
in his way to that province, and we are told has obtained a 
royal patent for manufacturing those commodities there, to 
be imported into Great-Britain; and that the government has 
contracted with him to supply the royal navy, hospitals, &c. 
with these necessaries.”
 This article also appeared in the Boston Post Boy 
[Massachusetts] (March 21, p. 2) and the Boston News-Letter 
and New England Chronicle (March 24, Supplement p. 1).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
concerning soy in connection with (but not yet in) South 
Carolina.

100. Pennsylvania Chronicle and Universal Advertiser. 1768. 
Proposals, for enlarging the plan of the American Society, 
held at Philadelphia, for promoting useful knowledge, that it 
may the better answer the Ends for which it was instituted. 
Feb. 29 to March 7. p. 41. No. 60. [1 ref]
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• Summary: The title continues: “Extracted from the Minutes 
of the Society, January 1, 1768, and published in order 
to explain the Design of the Institution, and increase the 
Number of Correspondents.” Note 1. Charles Thomson read 
this paper to the Society, although his name does not appear 
on this extract.
 On page 1, column 3 the writer states: “Such of the 
Plants of China as have been introduced here seem to agree 
with our Soil and Climate, and to thrive in a Degree equal 
to our warmest Expectations: Witness the Rice, the Whisk 
[broomcorn = sorghum] and the Chinese Vetch [soybean]. 
These may encourage us to try others...
 “Thus by introducing the Produce of those Countries, 
which lie on the East Side of the Old World, and particularly 
those of China, this Country may be improved beyond what 
heretofore might have been expected. And could we be so 
fortunate as to introduce the Industry of the Chinese, their 
Arts of Living and Improvements in Husbandry, as well 
as their native Plants, America might, in Time, become 
as populous as China, which is allowed to contain more 
Inhabitants than any other Country, of the same Extent, in the 
World.”
 Background and context: On 18 Sept. 1767 Charles 
Thomson proposed that the American Philosophical Society 
systematically examine American natural resources, 
beginning with agriculture, since relations with Great Britain 
were ‘declining’ and the future growth of the colonies was 
‘like to be opposed by increasing Obstacles from abroad.’ 
On 1 January 1768 he developed the idea still further in 
the Minutes of the Society. With revisions, corrections, and 
the addition of an introductory paragraph, this essay was 
published in the Pennsylvania Chronicle on 7 March 1768.
 The article begins: “Knowledge is of little Use, when 
confi ned to mere Speculation: But when speculative Truths 
are reduced to Practice, when Theories, grounded upon 
Experiments, are applied to the common Purposes of Life; 
and when, by these, Agriculture is improved, Trade enlarged, 
and the Arts of Living made more easy and comfortable, and, 
of Course, the Increase and Happiness of Mankind promoted; 
Knowledge then becomes useful. That this Society, therefore, 
may, in some Degree, answer the End of its Institution, the 
Members propose to confi ne their Disquisitions, principally, 
to such Subjects as tend to the Improvement of their Country, 
and Advancement of its Interest and Prosperity.
 “The Tract of Country now possessed by the English 
in North-America is large and very extensive; the Soil 
and Climate various; and lying between the 25th and 
55th Degrees of North Latitude, is not only subject to the 
Graduations from extreme Heat to extreme Cold, but seems 
capable of supplying almost all the Productions of the 
Earth.”
 “The Indians who were Natives of this Country, and 
whose Employments were hunting and fi shing, paid little 
Regard to Husbandry, or the Cultivation of the Land. To 

Trade and Commerce they were Strangers. Elegance of 
Living they despised. They depended on the Bow, and were 
content if, with the Fortune of the Chase, the spontaneous 
Fruits of the Forest, the Fish which they caught, and a 
little Indian Corn which their Women and Children raised, 
they could support Life. Hence it was that, upon the fi rst 
Discovery of America by the Europeans, Indian Corn was 
the only Grain found here.”
 Most of the trees, plants, and grain introduced by the 
new settlers come from Europe. “But the Soil and Climate of 
this country being different from that of Europe, no Wonder 
if many of them do not succeed here as well as in Europe.
 “If we may trust to the report of travelers (Footnote: 
See: Bell’s Travels into China. Du Halde’s History of China. 
Kæmpfer’s History of Japan), this Country, in the same 
Degrees of Latitude, very nearly resembles China... in Soil, 
Climate, Temperature of the Air, Winds, Weather, and many 
natural Productions.”
 “In Philadelphia and Pekin, which lie on the same Sides 
of the two Continents, namely, the eastern, the Winters are 
cold and the Summers are very warm. The same Winds, in 
both Places, produce the same Effects.”
 “This Resemblance is manifest not only in the Weather 
and Climate, but is also remarkable in the Soil and natural 
Produce... These Observations give Grounds to the hope 
that, if proper Inquiries were made, many more of the native 
plants of China, and, very possibly, the Tea, so much in Use 
amongst us, and now become so necessary a Part of our Diet, 
might be found in America.”
 After discussing silk, silkworms, and the possibility of 
developing a silk industry in America, the author continues 
with the two paragraphs, which mention the soybean, cited at 
the beginning of this summary.
 With small revisions and corrections, this essay was also 
printed as the preface to the fi rst volume of the Society’s 
Transactions in 1771. Footnote: “What appears to have 
been a manuscript of Thomson’s proposal of 1 Jan. 1768 
was presented to APS in 1829 by the president, Peter S. Du 
Ponceau.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2003) 
that mentions both corn and soybeans.

101. Bath and Bristol Chronicle (England). 1768. To be sold 
by hand, at Sadler’s-Arms, the Upper End of Stall-Street, 
Bath (Ad). 8(418):4. Col. 1. Oct. 20.
• Summary: “... the Stock in Trade from a Glass-Cutter, from 
London; consisting of a great Variety of cut, engraved and 
gilt Glasses; fi ne Pyramids, cut Decanters... Tumblers, Soy 
Cruets, Chandeliers, Bottles,..., which will be sold at Prime 
Cost.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that mentions “Soy Cruets” (regardless of spelling)–to be 
used for soy sauce.
 Note 2. Bristol is a city in southwestern England on the 
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Avon River near the Bristol Channel–From early times a 
place of commerce and active in medieval trade.
 Note 3. The glass-cutter in London was apparently 
Christopher Haedy and Family (Buckley 1925, p. 122-23).

102. Bowen (Samuel). 1768. Classifi ed ad: By the King’s 
Royal Patent, granted to Samuel Bowen, for his sago powder, 
soy, and vermicelli. Georgia Gazette (Savannah) No. 270. 
Nov. 30. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: “Approved of by the Royal Society of Arts 
and the College of Physicians as equal in goodness to those 
articles usually imported into Great-Britain by the East-India 
Company, in consequence of which Mr. Bowen has the 
honour of supplying the royal navy with Sago, also several 
of the outward-bound East-India and African ships.
 “The Sago Powder will be of great utility at sea as well 
as on shore. One pound will make a mess of wholesome 
nourishing food for 20 men. It is of a light and nourishing 
substance, proper for fl uxes and other disorders of the 
bowels, also in consumptive and many other cases.
 Directions for preparing Sago Jelly: Mix one large 
spoonful of the powder with a pint of boiling water, and 
it becomes a jelly. Then give it what taste you please with 
wine, spice, sugar, &c. N.B. Dilute the powder fi rst with two 
spoonfuls of cold water.
 “Sold at the Collector’s at the following prices, viz. 
Sago Powder at 2s. [shillings] per pound, with directions 
how to use it; and Soy [sauce] at 3s. 6d. [3 shillings 6 pence; 
there are 12 pence per shilling and 20 shillings per pound] 
per bottle, or 1£ 16s. [1 pound 16 shillings = 36 shillings, a 
15% saving] per dozen.
 “Savannah, in Georgia, 30th November, 1768.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language publication 
or article seen with the word “soy” (or any variation of soy) 
in the title. Note that this “soy” refers to soy sauce.
 Note 2. The article below this one (unrelated to Bowen) 
is titled “To Be Sold, A good plantation... Also, ten young 
likely working negroes. One third of the purchase money 
is to be paid down, or within two or three months after the 
delivery of the premises; credit will be given for two or three 
years, or more if required...”
 Note 3. This is the earliest non-patent document seen 
(Sept. 2014) that discusses a patent related to soy.
 Note 4. This ad also appeared in the Dec. 7 (p. 3) and 
Dec. 21 (p. 4) issues of this newspaper. Address: Savannah, 
Georgia.

103. Dossie, Robert. 1768. Memoirs of agriculture and other 
oeconomical arts. Vol. 1 of 3. London: Printed for J. Nourse. 
xxviii + vi + 455 + [17] p. See p. 26, 60, 303. Index.
• Summary: In the section titled “Premiums related to trade 
and colonies” (p. 24+) we read, under the year 1766 (p. 
26): “For his useful observations in China, and industrious 
application of them in Georgia, Mr. Sam Bowen, of Georgia, 

a gold medal.”
 Page 60: The Society is searching for a more reliable 
source of hay or dry fodder for feeding cattle. “The 
sentiments, likewise, of the most able persons at home 
were given on this subject: and the turnep cabbage, brocole, 
white Chinese vetch [soybean], Siberian medicago, furze, 
and some others, were recommended, as plants that would 
answer this end.”
 In Section VI, “Of improvements relating to trade with 
the British colonies,” a subsection (p. 303) that discusses 
trade with Britain’s colonies states: “There is, in this class, 
only one instance of an encouragement given in the way 
of a bounty, for any matter where the society have not 
advertised premiums relating to the general object. This was 
for the applying in America, the knowledge, acquired in 
China, of making a preparation of the root of a vegetable, 
which may be used as a substitute for Sago. Specimens of 
this production were produced to the Society; and approval 
of; and a gold medal was given to the gentleman [Samuel 
Bowen] who possest [sic, possessed] this secret, on his 
declaring it to be his intention, to carry this matter into actual 
practice.”
 Note 1. A corrected 2nd edition was printed in 1769. The 
exact same text as shown above appears on page 67.
 Note 2. Published by the Society for the Encouragement 
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, London. The 
corporate author is the Society of Arts (Great Britain). Robert 
Dossie died in 1777.
 Note 3. Page 277: “The cultivation of hemp in our 
American dominions was, likewise, thought to be a fi t object 
of the Society’s encouragement. The same reasons which 
have been advanced for the cultivation of hemp in Great 
Britain, hold equally good for it in the colonies.”

104. Jenks, James. 1768. The complete cook: Teaching the 
art of cookery in all its branches... London: Printed for E. 
and C. Dilly. xx + 364 p. 12vo.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Instructions for pickling, 
candying, drying, and preserving roots, fruits, &c. and to 
make Catchups, &c.” (p. 293-304) there is (surprisingly) no 
mention of Catchup or Catchups (regardless of the spelling).
 However the word “catchup” appears in the following 
recipes: Brown gravy (p. 55). To dress peas in the French 
fashion (p. 67). To roast a rump or sirloin (p. 81-82). To 
roast a hare (p. 85). To roast fresh sturgeon (p. 98). To make 
anchovy sauce (p. 101). To fry tench (p. 108). To broil 
mackarel whole (p. 112). To Fricasey soals [sole] brown (p. 
114). Beef to hash (p. 112). A lamb’s head and pluck to hash 
(p. 121). To make a calf’s head hash (p. 122). To dress a 
calves-head for a grand dish (p. 123-25). To ragoo a breast of 
veal (p. 128). Address: Cook.

105. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1769. Savannah, April 26. 
No. 291. April 26. p. 3.
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• Summary: “Entered for exportation at the Custom-House 
in Savannah... from the 5th day of January last to the 5th day 
of April instant... Sago powder, 12,089 lb. Soy [sauce], 5 
dozen [bottles].”

106. Raffald, Elizabeth. 1769. The experienced English 
house-keeper: For the use and ease of ladies, house-keepers, 
&c. Wrote purely from practice,... consisting of near 800 
original receipts, most of which never appeared in print... 
Manchester, England: Printed by J. Harrop for the author, 
and sold by Messrs Fletcher and Anderson... 362 p. Illust. 
Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This is widely considered the fi rst English 
cookery book. After Hannah Glasse, Mrs. Raffald was the 
most celebrated English cookbook author of the 18th century. 
The book is dedicate “To the Honourable Lady Elizabeth 
Warburton,” whom Mrs. Raffald formerly served as house-
keeper and cook. Elizabeth Raffald lived 1733-1781. Soy is 
not mentioned.
 The word “catchup” appears in recipes throughout this 
book: Browning for made dishes (with “three Spoonfuls of 
Mushroom Catchup,” p. 3). To dress a turtle of a hundred 
weight (with “two Spoonfuls of Mushroom Catchup,” p. 12-
13). To make a sauce for cod’s head (with “a Meat Spoonful 
of Lemon Pickle, and the same of Walnut Catchup,” p. 16).
 To roast large eells [eels] or lampreys with a pudding 
in the belly (with “a Meat Spoonful of Walnut Catchup,” p. 
23-24). To roast pheasants or partridges (with “a Spoonful of 
Catchup,” p. 55). To broil mutton steaks (with “a Spoonful of 
Mushroom Catchup and Salt,” p. 61-62). To hash beef (with 
“a Tea Spoonful of Lemon Pickle, a large one of Walnut 
Catchup,..., p. 62). To dress a mock turtle (with “two Meat 
Spoonfuls of Mushroom Catchup,” p. 71-72). To dress a 
calf’s head suprize [surprise] (with “two Spoonfuls of Lemon 
Pickle, the same of Walnut and Mushroom Catchups,” 
p. 74-75). A neck of veal cutlets (with “one Spoonful 
of Browning, the same of Catchup,” p. 79). Bombarded 
veal (with “a Spoonful of Lemon Pickle, and another of 
Mushroom Catchup,” p. 80-81). To make a frycando of veal 
(with “two Tea Spoonfuls of Lemon Pickle, a Meat Spoonful 
of Walnut Catchup, p. 81-82). To make veal olives (with 
“two Tea Spoonfuls of Lemon Pickle, a Meat Spoonful of 
Walnut Catchup,” p. 82-83). To dress Scotch collops white 
(with “Mushroom Catchup,” p. 83). To fricasey sweet-
breads white (with “a Spoonful of White Wine, the same 
of Mushroom Catchup,” p. 86-87). To raggoo sweat-breads 
(with “a little Lemon Pickle, Mushroom Catchup, and the 
End of a Lemon,” p. 87). To stew a fi llet of veal (with “a Tea 
Spoonful of Lemon Pickle, a large one of Browning, and one 
of Catchup, and a little Chyan [Cayenne] Pepper,” p. 87-88). 
To dress a shoulder of mutton, called hen and chickens (with 
“two Spoonful of Walnut Catchup,” p. 92). And many more.
 To make walnut catchup (p. 316): “Take green Walnuts 
before the Shell is formed, and grind them in a Crab Mill, 

or pound them in a Marble Mortar, squeeze out the Juice 
through a coarse Cloth, put to every Gallon of Juice one 
Pound of Anchovies, one Pound of Bay Salt, four Ounces 
of Jamaica Pepper, two of Long, and two of Black Pepper, 
of Mace, Cloves, and Ginger, each one Ounce, and a Stick 
of Horse-radish, boil all together ‘till reduced to half the 
Quantity, put it in a Pot, and when cold Bottle it; it will be 
ready in three Months.”
 To make walnut catchup another way (p. 317): “Put your 
Walnuts in Jars, cover them with cold strong Ale Allegar 
[sour ale], tie them close for twelve Months, then take the 
Walnuts out from the Allegar, and put to every Gallon of the 
Liquor two Heads of Garlick, half a Pound of Anchovies, 
one Quart of Red Wine, one Ounce of Mace, one of Cloves, 
one of Long, one of Black, and one of Jamaica Pepper, with 
one of Ginger, boil them all in the Liquor ‘till it is reduced to 
half the Quantity, the next Day Bottle it for Use; it is good in 
Fish Sauce, or stewed Beef. In my Opinion it is an excellent 
Catchup, for the longer it is kept the better it is, I have kept it 
fi ve Years, and it was much better than when fi rst made.
 “N.B. You may fi nd how to pickle the Walnuts you have 
taken out, amongst the other Pickles.”
 To make mum catchup (p. 317): “To a Quart of old Mum 
put four Ounces of Anchovies, of Mace, and Nutmegs sliced, 
one Ounce, of Cloves, and Black Pepper, half an Ounce, boil 
it ‘till it is reduced one Third; cold Bottle it for Use.”
 To make a catchup to keep seven years (p. 318): “Take 
two Quarts of the oldest strong Beer you can get, put to 
it one Quart of Red Wine, three quarters of a Pound of 
Anchovies, three Ounces of Shalots peeled, half an Ounce 
of Mace, the same of Nutmegs, a quarter of an Ounce of 
Cloves, three large Races of Ginger cut in Slices, boil all 
together over a moderate Fire, ‘till one Third is wasted, the 
next Day Bottle it for Use; it will carry to the East-Indies.”
 To make mushroom catchup (p. 318): “Take the full 
grown Flaps of Mushrooms, crush them with your Hands, 
throw a Handful of Salt into every Peck of Mushrooms, 
and let them stand all Night, then put them into Stew Pans, 
and set them in a quick Oven for twelve Hours, and strain 
them through a Hair Sieve, to every Gallon of Liquor, put of 
Cloves, Jamaica, Black Pepper, and Ginger one Ounce each, 
and half a Pound of common Salt, set it on a slow Fire, and 
let it boil ‘till half the Liquor is wasted away, then put it in a 
clean Pot, when cold Bottle it for Use.”
 To pickle walnuts an olive colour (p. 327-28): At the end 
of the recipe: “N.B. You may make exceeding good Catchup 
of the Allegar that comes from your Walnuts by adding a 
Pound of Anchovies, one Ounce of Cloves, the same of Long 
and Black Pepper, one Head of Garlick, and half a Pound of 
common Salt to every Gallon of your Allegar, boil it ‘till it 
is half reduced away, and skim it very well, then Bottle it for 
Use, and it will keep a long Time.”
 Note: A recipe titled “To make Indian Pickle, or 
Piccalillo” (p. 337) calls for Kidney Beans. Address: 
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Confectioner, Manchester [England].

107. Stork, William. 1769. A description of East-Florida, 
with a journal, kept by John Bartram of Philadelphia, 
botanist to His Majesty for the Floridas; upon a journey from 
St. Augustine up the River St. John’s, as far as the lakes. 
With explanatory botanical notes... The third edition, much 
enlarged and improved. London: Sold by W. Nicoll; and T. 
Jeffries. [4], viii, 40, [2], xii, 35, [1] p. Illust. maps. 30 cm. 
[2 ref]
• Summary: This book is divided into two parts, each of 
which is paginated separately. At the beginning of the 2nd 
part is “The introduction to the journal” of John Bartram. 
When talking about the importance of new plants and 
naturalists to the American colonies he states (p. ii): “I 
cannot touch upon this subject without mentioning Mr. 
John Ellis, Fellow of the Royal Society, and agent for West-
Florida... It is to this very ingenious gentleman that I am 
indebted for the following catalogue of plants that may 
be useful in America, in which, to avoid confusion in the 
botanical names, Mr. Ellis hath given both the generical and 
the specifi ck or trivial names of the plants, with the page 
referred to in the celebrated Dr. Linnaeus’s 2nd edition of his 
Species of Plants...”
 There follows (p. iii on) a 4-column table in which 
numerous plants are listed under the following column 
headings: (1) The “Latin names”–genus and species. (2) “2d 
Ed. Lin. Sp.”–The page on which this plant is mentioned 
in the 2nd ed. of Linnaeus’ Species Plantarum. (3). English 
names. (4) Observations.
 On p. v we read: “Dolichos soja Linn. Lin. Sp. 1023. A 
kind of kidbean called Daidsu. Used for making Soye* or 
Indian Ketchup. See Kaempfer, Amoenitatis, 837.
 “* The method of preparing East-India Soye or India 
Ketchup. Take a certain measure, for instance a gallon, of 
that sort of kidney-beans, called Daidsu by the Japonese, and 
Caravances by the Europeans; let them be boiled till they 
are soft; also a gallon of bruised wheat or barley, (but wheat 
makes the blackest Soye) and a gallon of common salt. Let 
the boiled caravances be mixed with the bruised wheat, and 
be kept covered close a day and a night in a warm place, that 
it may ferment. Then put the mixture of the caravances and 
wheat, together with the gallon of salt, into an earthen vessel, 
with two gallons and a half of common water, and cover it 
up very close. The next day stir it about well with a battering 
machine or mill (Rutabulum) for several days, twice or thrice 
a day, in order to blend it more thoroughly together. This 
work must be continued for two or three months, then strain 
off and press out the liquor, and keep it for use in wooden 
vessels; the older it is the clearer it will be, and of so much 
more value. After it is pressed out, you may pour on the 
remaining mass more water, then stir it about violently, and 
in some days after you may press out more Soye.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest American document seen 

(Dec. 2005) that uses the term “Dolichos soja” or the word 
“Daidsu” or “kidbean” to refer to the soybean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “Soye” to refer to soy 
sauce, or the term “East-India Soye” or the term “India 
Ketchup” to refer to soy sauce from the East Indies, probably 
the Dutch East Indies (today’s Indonesia). The ideas that 
soy sauce is a type of ketchup, and that this soy sauce comes 
from the Indies (India) are extremely interesting in trying to 
understand the origin of the word “ketchup” (regardless of 
spelling) and the early relationship between soy [sauce] and 
ketchup.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “bruised wheat or 
barley” in connection with the process for making soy sauce. 
This term and this descriptive recipe would be repeated 
in more than 20 publications–even though the recipe will 
not work, since it contains no koji, and many must have 
wondered just how they are supposed to make “bruised 
wheat or barley.”
 Note 4. John Ellis (ca. 1705-1776), an Irish naturalist 
living in London, was active in studying the plants of the 
American colonies and in introducing new plants to them. 
He was also a commercial agent, representing a number 
of American colonies in London. In 1769 Ellis was the 
commercial agent for West Florida in London. Notice that his 
is a list of plants “that may be useful in America.” He does 
not say they are already growing in America.
 Note 5. Ellis does not mention koji (grains or beans 
covered with a white mycelium of Aspergillus mold), and 
does not understand its importance in making soy sauce. 
Kaempfer, from whom Ellis got his instructions for preparing 
soy sauce, did not mention koji either in connection with soy 
sauce. However Kaempfer did mention koos (by which he 
probably meant koji), in the previous paragraph of his 1712 
classic, in which he described how to make miso.
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Caravances” (using 
this or any related spelling) to refer to soybeans.
 Note 7. Also included in Ellis’s catalog are: Saffl ower, 
Sesamum Orientale [sesame seeds], locust tree or St. John’s 
Bread (Ceratonia Siliqua), true opium poppy, tallow tree of 
China, true rhubarb, sago palm-tree, true bamboo cane, East 
India mango-tree, paper mulberry tree, arnotto [anatto], etc.
 Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the word “Sesamum” or the 
term Sesamum Orientale to refer to sesame seeds, or that 
gives their scientifi c name; it says (p. iii): “Latin name: 
Sesamum Orientale. 2d Ed. L. Sp. [2nd edition of Linnaeus’ 
Species plantarum]: p. 883. English names: Oyly grain. 
Observations: Propagated in the Levant [countries of the 
eastern Mediterranean] for oyl, which does not soon grow 
rancid by keeping.”
 Note 9. William Stork, a German botanist and member 
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of the Royal Society (London), had this treatise published 
in London as a promotion of Florida as an attractive place 
for settlers by describing the climate, soil, fl ora, and fauna. 
He emphasized its agricultural potential for cultivating rice, 
cotton, silk, sugar, and other profi table crops. According 
to Prof. Ted Hymowitz (March 2006), Stork lived in St. 
Augustine, Florida, in 1765, and then went to England. 
Address: [England].

108. Flint, James. 1770. [Letter to Benjamin Franklin in 
London, dated Jan. 3d 1770, describing how the Chinese 
convert Callivances / Callevances into Towfu (soy beans 
into tofu) (Letter to the editor)]. In: Edmund Berkeley and 
Dorothy Smith Berkeley. 1992. The Correspondence of John 
Bartram, 1734-1777. Gainesville, Florida: University Press 
of Florida. xv + 809 p. See p. 727-28.
• Summary: Benjamin Franklin fi rst read about tofu in 
the writings of Domingo Fernandez Navarrete (lived 
1698-1786), a Dominican missionary to China. Fernandez 
Navarrete fi rst wrote about tofu–which he called teu fu–in 
his journal in 1665; in 1676 this was fi rst published in 
Spanish. It was translated into English by Awnsham and John 
Churchill, published in 1704, and subsequently republished; 
Franklin probably encountered it in the third edition: A 
Collection of Voyages and Travels... (6 vols., London, 1744-
46; see Vol. 1, p. 1-113).
 Franklin later wrote his friend John Bartram that the 
idea that a “cheese” could be made of beans “so excited my 
curiosity that I caused enquiry to be made of Mr. Flint, who 
lived for many years there [in China], in what manner the 
cheese was made.”
 This letter from Flint to Benjamin Franklin reads: “Dear 
Sir. 1st Process. The method the Chinese convert Callivances 
into Towfu. They fi rst steep the Grain in warm water ten or 
twelve Hours to soften a little, that it may grind easily. It is 
a stone Mill with a hole in the top to receive a small Gram 
of warm water which passes between the two Stones the 
time of grinding to carry off the fl ower [fl our?, slurry?] from 
between & keeps draining into a Tub which has a Sieve or 
Cloth at the top to stop the gross parts from mixing with the 
fl ower.
 “2d Process. Then they stir up the fl ower & put the 
Water over the Fire just for it to simmer, keeping stirring till 
it thickens & then taken out & put into a frame that has a 
Cloth which will hold the Substance, & press the water from 
it, & when the Water is gone off the Frame with the Contents 
with a Weight on it must be put over the Steam of boiling 
Water for half an hour to harden or something longer. The 
pressing & boiling over the steam brings it into the Form you 
see it carried about at Canton. This is the process as I always 
understood.
 “Now I shall give you my Opinion in what Manner 
I should proceed in the fi rst Process. I would send my 
Callevances to the mill to be ground, then I would put the 

Flower into water & stir it well very thin. Then strain the 
gross parts from the Flour & then you proceed for the 2d. For 
I look upon the reason they steep the Grain & grind it with 
Water is that it is so hard they could not grind it with their 
little Stones. I hope you understand it, & wish the Complts 
[Compliments = best wishes] of the Season. I remain Dr Sr 
[Dear Sir], Your most obedt [obedient] Servant, J. Flint.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Callivances” or 
“Callevances” (also spelled “Garavances, Caravances 
Calavanses, Callavanses, Callvanses”) to refer to soybeans. 
But note that in 1764 C.G. Ekeberg, in a Swedish-language 
article on soy sauce, referred to the Caravance bean, 
apparently comparing it to the soybean, which he called 
Pactau (“white bean’ = white soybean). Later this month, in a 
letter to John Bartram dated 11 Jan. 1770, Franklin used the 
word “Chinese Garavances” (or “Caravances”).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Towfu” to refer to tofu.
 Note 3. Why did Flint write this letter to Franklin? Both 
Flint and Franklin were in London at the time. Franklin, who 
fi rst read about tofu in the writings of Fernandez Navarrete, 
must have asked Flint (either by letter or in person) if Flint 
knew how tofu was made in China. Flint read and spoke 
Chinese and had worked (as an interpreter) and traveled 
extensively in China. However, Flint apparently did not 
understand that the Chinese use a coagulant to make tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
by or about Benjamin Franklin in connection with soybeans.
 Note 5. This original letter is located in the Bartram 
Papers of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania (4:14). 
Address: Capringe.

109. Franklin, Benjamin. 1770. 1770. [Letter to John 
Bartram in Philadelphia, from London, dated January 11, 
1770, describing enclosed Chinese Garavances / Caravances 
(soy beans) and how they are used to make tofu (Letter to 
the editor)]. In: Willcox, William B. ed. 1973. The Papers 
of Benjamin Franklin. Vol. 17. January 1 through December 
31, 1770. New Haven, Connecticut, and London: Yale 
University Press. See p. 22-23.
• Summary: “My ever dear Friend:” Franklin talks about 
the “true Rhubarb seed” that he is sending. “I send, also, 
some green dry Pease, highly esteemed here as the best for 
making pease soup; and also some Chinese Garavances (1), 
with Father Navaretta’s (2) account of the universal use 
of a cheese made of them, in China, which so excited my 
curiosity, that I caused enquiry to be made of Mr. [James] 
Flint, who lived many years there, in what manner the cheese 
was made; and I send you his answer. I have since learnt, that 
some runnings of salt (I suppose runnet) (3) is put into water 
when the meal is in it, to turn it to curds.
 “I think we have Garavances with us; but I know not 
whether they are the same with these, which actually came 
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from China, and are what the Tau-fu [tofu] is made of. They 
are said to be of great increase...
 “With love to good Mrs. Bartram, and your children. 
With sincere esteem, I am ever, my dear friend, Yours 
affectionately, B. Franklin.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2014) that uses the term “Chinese Garavances” 
(or any related spelling of the second word) or the word 
“Garavances” to refer to soybeans. This letter, an earlier 
letter the same month to Franklin from James Flint, and 
Franklin’s other writings show clearly this was his intended 
meaning. It is not clear from the handwriting in this old, 
faded letter whether Franklin intended to spell the word 
“Garavances” or “Caravances,” however both published 
versions of the letter (Darlington 1849 and Willcox 1973) 
use “Garavances.”
 Note 2. This is the second earliest English-language 
document seen (June 2014) that uses the word “Garavances” 
(or any related spelling, such as “Caravances, Calavanses, 
Callavanses, Callvanses,” etc.) to refer to soybeans. It fi rst 
appeared (as “Callivances” and “Callevances”) in a letter 
from James Flint to Franklin dated 3 Jan. 1770.
 Note 3. Father Navaretta is Domingo Fernández 
Navarrete (1610-1698), archbishop of St. Domingo, who 
went as a missionary to China. In 1665 he wrote a passage in 
his journal about how the Chinese make beans into a cheese 
which he called “Teu Fu” [tofu]. His observations were 
fi rst published in 1676 in Spanish under the title Tratados 
historicos, politicos, ethicos, y religiosos de la monarchia 
de China. They were fi rst published in English in 1704 in a 
book compiled by Awnsham Churchill and John Churchill, 
titled A Collection of Voyages and Travels. (London: 
Published by the author. 4 vols.). (2)
 Note 4. Runnet is rennet, or natural nigari, derived from 
natural sea salt or sea water. Franklin says the soybeans are 
ground dry (without water, to make “meal”) before being 
mixed with water then coagulated with “runnet” to make 
tofu.
 Note 5. Mr. Bartram, a botanist in Philadelphia, probably 
planted the soybeans sent to him by Benjamin Franklin in his 
garden, which was located on the west bank of the Schuykill 
River below Philadelphia (Fox 1919; Hymowitz and Harlan 
1983, p. 375-76).
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (April 2013) 
concerning tofu mentioned by an American or in connection 
with (but not yet in) America. It is also the earliest English-
language document seen (April 2013) that uses the word 
Tau-fu to refer to tofu, or the word “curds” in connection 
with tofu.
 Note 7. This is the second earliest document seen 
(Jan. 2004) concerning soybeans in Pennsylvania–or in 
Philadelphia.
 Note 8. This is the second earliest document seen (July 
2014) by or about Benjamin Franklin in connection with 

soybeans. Franklin was a commercial agent, representing 
four colonies (including Pennsylvania and Georgia) in 
London. He fi rst learned about soybeans from James Flint, 
who probably fi rst called them “Chinese caravances” or 
“Chinese garavances” (Prof. Theodore Hymowitz 13 Sept. 
1998).
 Note 9. Prof. Hymowitz (31 July 1989) states that 
“Caravance, garavance, and calavance are variations of 
the Spanish word garbanzo,” which means chick-pea or 
garbanzo bean. Garbanzo is a Castilian word, used also by 
the Basques under the form garbantzua, and by the French as 
garvance.
 Note 10. Franklin says in this letter that he wrote Mr. 
Flint to ask about how the Chinese made tofu. A copy of 
Flint’s reply from Capringe, dated 3 Jan. 1770, is reprinted 
in: Berkeley, Edmund; Berkeley, Dorothy Smith. 1992. The 
Correspondence of John Bartram, 1734-1777. Gainesville, 
Florida: University Press of Florida. xv + 809 p. See p. 727-
28.
 Note 11. What did John Bartram do with these soybeans 
that he received from Benjamin Franklin? According to Prof. 
Hymowitz (June 1999 personal communication), Bartram 
distributed them to eight farmers, whose names appear in the 
proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Some of 
the eight were well-known people, including public (political 
or judicial) fi gures. Knowing their names, Ted spent a long 
time trying to fi nd out what each of them did with their 
soybeans; he looked in their diaries, biographies, etc., but 
found nothing.
 Note 12. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
concerning John Bartram of Philadelphia in connection with 
soybeans.
 Note 13. In The Works of Benjamin Franklin..., edited 
by Jared Sparks (1882, Vol. 7, p. 464) this letter is titled 
“Rhubarb seed.–Chinese cheese.” The word “caravances” 
is italicized. The text of the letter concerning soybeans is 
identical.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Chinese cheese” to 
refer to regular (nonfermented) tofu. Address: London, 
England.

110. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1770. Savannah, April 25. 
No. 342. April 25. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Entered for exportation at the Custom-House 
in Savannah, from the 5th day of January, to the 5th day of 
April, 1770... Sago, 2642 lb. Soy [sauce], 13½ doz. [dozen]... 
Hemp, 660 lb.” Note: Sago powder is made from the root of 
a sweet potato.

111. Banks, Joseph. 1770. Journal during Captain Cook’s 
fi rst voyage in H.M.S. Endeavour in 1768-71 to Terra del 
Fuego, Otahite, New Zealand, Australia, the Dutch East 
Indies, etc. (Log–unpublished). Australia. *
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• Summary: In 1900 a book titled Illustrations of the 
Botany of Captain Cook’s Voyage Round the World in 
H.M.S. Endeavor in 1768-71, by Joseph Banks and Daniel 
Solander was published in London by the British Museum 
(Natural History). Banks and Solander went on the voyage, 
and Banks kept a log of the voyage, which is now in the 
British Museum. In Vol. 1 on page 22, under Australian 
Plants, plates 66 and 67 depict Glycine tabacina and Glycine 
tomentosa which are wild perennial relatives of the soybean. 
The plants were collected in Australia in 1770, fi rst at Botany 
Bay in New South Wales (April 1770), then (as Cook sailed 
northward) at Bustard Bay, Bay of Inlets, and Endeavor’s 
River (June 1770) in today’s Queensland.
 Note 1. If we take the date of collection (1770) rather 
than the date of publication (1900) as being the date the of 
document, this would be the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2013) concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives 
of soybeans) in Australia or Oceania; cultivated soybeans 
had not yet been reported by 1770.
 Note 2. This work was fi rst cited in Oct. 1994 in a 
personal communication from Prof. Ted Hymowitz of the 
University of Illinois.
 Note 3. This book is part of a 3-volume set. Volumes 
1 and 2 have the same title, as shown above. Vol. 3 has the 
title: Illustrations of Australian plants collected in 1770 
during Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in the H.M.S. 
Endeavor.
 Note 4. Joseph Banks, born in 1774 in England, was 
the man who turned plant hunting into a profession. He had 
a large fortune at his disposal from the age of about 17 and 
his passion for botany dominated his long, full life. Banks 
persuaded the Royal Society of London to back him as the 
offi cial naturalist on Captain James Cook’s voyage to Tierra 
del Fuego, Tahiti, New Zealand, and Australia. The offer 
was accepted and he paid his own expenses and those of his 
party. In August 1768 he, along with the Swedish naturalist 
Dr. Daniel Solander (who had been trained by the great plant 
classifi er Linnaeus), three artists and two servants, boarded 
the Endeavour commanded by Captain Cook. “On 19 April 
1770 the coast of New South Wales was fi nally sighted... 
Sailing northwards, they found no harbor until the end of 
April, when they went ashore at Botany Bay, aptly named 
by Banks for its prodigal wealth of plants which kept him 
and Solander happy and busy for days.” On June 19 they 
ran aground on the Great Barrier Reef and nearly sunk. 
“Three days later they found a safe harbor in the mouth of 
a river, today called the Endeavour River” where the ship 
was repaired. Banks and Solander used this time to botanize. 
They left the harbour on August 4, continuing on to New 
Guinea, the Dutch East Indies, and the Cape of Good Hope. 
“London lionized him [Banks] on his return.” Later Banks 
sponsored the trips of many experienced, professional plant 
hunters. Captain Cook had successfully circumnavigated 
the world, and Banks was largely credited with the strong 

scientifi c fl avor of the voyage. Banks later became unoffi cial 
director of Kew Gardens (Lyte 1983, p. 19-23).

112. Bradley, Martha. 1770. The British housewife: or, The 
cook, housekeeper’s, and gardiner’s companion... 2 vols. 
London: Printed for S. Crowder and S. Woodgate. See p. Vol. 
1, p. 6. Microform: History of women, reel 16, no. 89.
• Summary: Chapter II, titled “Of foreign Articles pickled, 
or otherwise preserved” begins: “Next to the Provisions 
themselves, the Cook will have Occasion to recollect that 
what those Things are which serve to give them Flavour, or 
to eat with them as Additions in Sauce... Of these there is 
a vast Number, but the greater part of them are prepared at 
Home. Some we receive from other Countries. The former 
Kind will be treated of hereafter in their Places, according to 
the Times they are in Season.
 “The latter, or foreign, we shall speak of here. These are 
principally six, Anchovies, Capers, Caviar, Cayan Pepper, 
Mangoes, and Soy [sauce]. Of these we shall give some 
Account...”
 Note: There are subsequent articles on Anchovies, 
Capers, Caviar, and Cayan Pepper, but none on Mangoes, or 
Soy. Address: Late of Bath [England].

113. Cleland, Elizabeth. 1770. A new and easy method of 
cookery: Treating... Chiefl y intended for the benefi t of the 
young ladies who attend her school. 3rd ed. Edinburgh 
[Scotland]: Printed for, and sold by R. Fleming and W. Gray, 
Booksellers. 232 + [10] p. 8vo.
• Summary: Page 48: “To stew a Knuckle of Veal: Put it 
in the Stew-pot with two Chopins of Water, four Blades 
of Mace,... or you may make the Sauce better, by putting 
in a little Ketchup, Walnut Pickle, Truffl es, Morels, and 
Mushrooms.
 Note: The chopin was a Scottish measurement of 
volume, usually fl uid, that was in use from at least 1661, 
though possibly 15th century, until the mid 19th century. The 
measurement was derived from the French measure chopine 
an old and widespread unit of liquid capacity, fi rst recorded 
in 13th century. A chopin is equivalent to 0.848 litres. 
Address: [Schoolmistress, Scotland].

114. Ellis, John. 1770. Directions for bringing over seeds and 
plants, from the East-Indies and other distant countries, in a 
state of vegetation: Together with a catalog of such foreign 
plants as are worthy of being encouraged in our American 
colonies for the purposes of medicine, agriculture and 
commerce. London: Printed and sold by L. Davis. 41 p. 25 
cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this, his fi rst booklet, Ellis tells how to pack 
seeds to prevent them from spoiling on long sea voyages. He 
depended especially on packing the seeds in beeswax. One 
page (26) is a 4-column table in which numerous plants are 
listed under the following column headings: (1) The “Latin 
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names”–genus and species. (2) “2d Ed. Lin. Sp.”–The page 
on which this plant is mentioned in the 2nd ed. of Linnaeus’ 
Species Plantarum. (3). English names. (4) Observations.
 The last entry is: “Dolichos soja Linn. Lin. Sp. 1023. 
A kind of kidney-bean called Daidsu. Used for making 
Soye* or India Ketchup. See Kæmp. Amoenitat. [Kaempfer 
Amoenitatis], 837.
 “* The method of preparing East-India Soye or India 
Ketchup.
 Take a certain measure, for instance a gallon, of that 
sort of kidney-beans, called Daidsu by the Japonese, and 
Caravances by the Europeans; let them be boiled till they 
are soft; also a gallon of bruised wheat or barley, (but wheat 
makes the blackest Soye) and a gallon of common salt. Let 
the boiled caravances be mixed with the bruised wheat, and 
be kept covered close a day and a night in a warm place, that 
it may ferment. Then put the mixture of the caravances and 
wheat, together with the gallon of salt, into an earthen vessel, 
with two gallons and a half of common water, and cover it 
up very close. The next day stir it about well with a battering 
machine or mill (Rutabulum) for several days, twice or thrice 
a day, in order to blend it more thoroughly together. This 
work must be continued for two or three months, then strain 
off and press out the liquor, and keep it for use in wooden 
vessels; the older it is the clearer it will be, and of so much 
more value. After it is pressed out, you may pour on the 
remaining mass more water, then stir it about violently, and 
in some days after you may press out more Soye.”
 Note 1. This information by Ellis, in a different context 
but in identical form and with only a few words changed, 
fi rst appeared in Stork 1769.
 Note 2. John Ellis (ca. 1705-1776), an Irish naturalist 
living in London, was active in studying the plants of the 
American colonies and in introducing new plants to them. 
He was also a commercial agent, representing a number of 
American colonies in London.
 Note 3. This is the earliest booklet seen (Oct. 2014) that 
mentions soy.

115. Young, Arthur. 1770. A six months tour through the 
north of England: containing, an account of the present 
state of agriculture, manufactures and population, in several 
counties of this kingdom:... Vol. 4 of 4. London: Printed for 
W. Strathan,... Also in 1770: Dublin: Printed for P. Wilson,... 
See letter XLIII (starting p. 381).
• Summary: On page 587 Young starts a list of the towns 
where he spent the night, the name of the inn where he 
stayed, and brief comments. Page 590-91: “Glenwelt. Angel. 
Armstrong’s. Very civil, but not clean, extremely cheap. 
Boiled fowl with catchup sauce, and roast potatoes 8d. a 
head.”
 Note 1. He begins the list by observing (p. 587): “It is 
of consequence to know, that in the remotest parts of the 
kingdom a traveller will meet a reception, in most respects 

different from what he will fi nd in foreign countries; a 
decent bed; clean sheets; plenty of fewel [fuel]; wholesome 
provisions; and generally a civil landlord. As to the prices 
at some of the following places, I add them as a matter of 
curiosity, to show, that the north yet continues, beyond all 
comparison, cheaper than the south, in most of the points in 
which an inn can indicate it.”
 Note 2. This book was also reprinted in Dublin in 1770 
in three volumes. The exact same quotation appears in Vol. 3, 
p. 383 (Letter XLIII). Address: [England].

116. Murphy (George). 1771. Classifi ed ad: Pickles and 
Catsup... Public Register or the Freeman’s Journal (Dublin, 
Ireland). Jan. 1. p. [4], col. 1.9.
• Summary: “... of the best Colour and Flavour, are sold by 
George Murphy, at the Ship and Sugar-Loaf in Capel-street, 
opposite A[?]ey-street,–He has a choice Parcel of Pickled 
Mushrooms.” Address: Ship and Sugar-Loaf, Capel-street 
[Dublin].

117. Thomson, Charles. 1771. Preface. Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society, held at Philadelphia, for 
Promoting Useful Knowledge 1(1):vii. For the year 1770. 
Printed by William and Thomas Bradford, Philadelphia. [3 
ref]

• Summary: “Such of the plants of China as have been 
introduced here [to the British Colonies of North America], 
seem to agree with our soil and climate, and to thrive in a 
degree equal to our warmest expectations; witness the Rice, 
the Whisk [broomcorn = sorghum] and the Chinese Vetch. 
These may encourage us to try others...
 “Thus by introducing the produce of those countries, 
which lie on the east side of the old world, and particularly 
those of China, this country may be improved beyond what 
heretofore might have been expected. And could we be so 
fortunate as to introduce the industry of the Chinese, their 
arts of living and improvements in husbandry, as well as their 
native plants, America might in time become as populous as 
China, which is allowed to contain more inhabitants than any 
other country, of the same extent, in the world.”
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 The background and context of the above passage: 
The Preface, a visionary and inspiring document, begins by 
noting that useful knowledge is much more valuable than 
mere speculation. This Society intends to confi ne its work to 
“such subjects as tend to the improvement of their country, 
and the advancement of its interest and prosperity.”
 Most of the trees, plants, and grain introduced by the 
new settlers come from Europe. “But the soil and climate 
of these countries being different from that of Europe, no 
wonder if many of them do not succeed here as well as in 
Europe.
 “If we may trust to the report of travelers (three 
footnotes) this country, in the same degree of latitude, very 
nearly resembles China... in soil, climate, temperature of the 
air, winds, weather, and many natural productions.”
 “In Philadelphia and Pekin, which lie on the same sides 
of the two continents, namely the eastern, the winters are 
cold and the summers are very warm. The same winds, in 
both places, produce the same effects.” “This resemblance 
is manifest not only in the weather and climate, but 
also remarkable in the soil and natural produce... These 
observations give grounds to the hope that, if proper 
enquiries were made, many more of the native plants of 
China, and very possibly the Tea, so much in use amongst 
us, and now become so necessary a part of our diet, might be 
found in America.”
 After discussing silk, silkworms, and the possibility of 
developing a silk industry in America, the author continues 
with the two paragraphs, which mention the soybean, cited at 
the beginning of this summary.
 The Second Edition corrected was published in 1789. 
See the Preface to Vol. 1, p. xix. Printed by R. Aitken and 
Son, Philadelphia.
 Note 1. This Preface was published and available for 
reading on 22 Feb. 1771 (See “Printed Minutes, Proceedings 
of the APS, Vol. 22, Part III, 1885, p. 62-64).
 Talk with Ted Hymowitz. 1997. Dec. 31. About 5-7 
months ago, Ted found a publication that explains where 
James Mease got his information about “Soy” that appears in 
the 1804 edition of The Domestic Encyclopedia. “It’s almost 
word for word.” For years, Ted has been bothered by the 
question “Where did Mease get this information?” Thomson 
was the fi rst secretary of this Society, but Mease was also a 
later secretary, so he knew what Thomson had written, since 
he had the records. The statement on soybeans appears in the 
preface to the fi rst issue of this periodical. Moreover, Samuel 
Bowen calls soybeans “Chinese vetches,” but Benjamin 
Franklin never calls them vetches; he calls them peas or 
caravances / garavances. Therefore this preface shows the 
link to Samuel Bowen, who sent soybeans to the Society 
in 1769. For details, see “Introduction of soybean to North 
America by Samuel Bowen in 1765,” by Hymowitz and 
Harlan (Economic Botany Dec. 1983, p. 371-79).
 Note 2. Thomson says that soybeans have been grown 

in the British Colonies of North America, but he does not 
say where. He may have been aware that they were grown 
in Georgia (by Samuel Bowen) rather than in Pennsylvania 
(from seed sent by Benjamin Franklin to John Bartram in 
Jan. 1770)–but we cannot be sure. Address: Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

118. Curson & Seton. 1771. Classifi ed ad: Have just 
imported in the Ship Beulah, from London, a fresh 
assortment of groceries,... New-York Gazette; and the Weekly 
Mercury (New York City). March 25. p. 3.
• Summary: “New raisins and currants, nutmegs, mace, 
cinnamon, cloves, Florence oyl,... Italian small capers, 
catchup, soy [sauce], sago, salup, rappee and Scotch 
snuffs,...”
 This ad also appeared in the April 1 (p. 1) and April 15 
(Supplement p. 2) issues of this newspaper.

119. Curson and Seton. 1771. Classifi ed ad: Have just 
imported per the Earl of Dunmore, from London,... a full 
assortment of groceries,... New-York Gazette; and the Weekly 
Mercury (New York City). June 3. p. 2.
• Summary: “... White and brown sugar candy, Saltpætre 
[saltpeter], Soy [sauce] and ketchup,... French bur [burr] 
mill-stones.”
 This ad also appeared in the June 24, July 1, and July 
8 issues of this newspaper (Supplement p. 1). Address: 
Hunter’s Quay.

120. Amiel (John). 1771. Classifi ed ad: Has imported in the 
ship Lady Gage, Capt. Kemble from London;... New-York 
Gazette; and the Weekly Mercury (New York City). Oct. 14. 
p. 4.
• Summary: “... Double refi n’d loaf Sugar. Single, Do. Do. 
[ditto = refi ned loaf sugar]... White and brown sugar candy... 
India soy [sauce] and catchup. Fine French and Spanish 
olives, by the case, jar, or bottles,... Wholesale and retail,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007) 
that mentions “olives” or “Spanish olives.” Address: Smith-
street.

121. Amiel (John). 1771. Classifi ed ad: Has imported in the 
Ship Lady Gage, Capt. Kemble from London;... New-York 
Journal; or, the General Advertiser (New York City). Oct. 14. 
p. 469.
• Summary: “... White and brown sugar candy, India soy 
[sauce] and ketchup, Fine French and Spanish olives, Pickled 
walnuts,...”
 This ad also appeared Oct. 31 (p. 476), Nov. 14 (p. 491), 
Dec. 12 (p. 514), Dec. 19 (p. 517), and Jan. 9 (1772, p. 532) 
issues of this newspaper. Address: Smith-Street.

122. Jarvis (James and Arthur). 1771. Classifi ed ad: Have 
just open’d a variety of glass, viz. New-York Gazette; and the 
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Weekly Mercury (New York City). Dec. 16. p. 1.
• Summary: “... root glasses, plain and with loops; blue and 
white soy crewets and stands, with gilt labels; common do. 
elegant cut sallad bowls with trifl e dishes...”
 This ad also appears in the Jan. 6 (p. 3) issue of this 
newspaper. The “soy crewets” are used at the table to 
dispense soy sauce. Address: Glass and Earthen Store, 
Between Burling’s and Beekman’s Slips, in the Fly.

123. Ellis, John. 1771. A catalogue of such foreign plants as 
are worthy of being encouraged in our American colonies 
for the purposes of medicine, agriculture and commerce. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. From a pamphlet by John Ellis, 
F.R.S. Presented by the Honorable Thomas Penn, Esq. to the 
American Philosophical Society thro’ the hands of Samuel 
Powell, Esq. See p. 255-66. 25 cm. *
• Summary: Note 1. This pamphlet is mentioned in 
the minutes of the “Early proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society for the Promotion of Useful 
Knowledge” on 1770 Oct. 19. However Ellis is not 
mentioned as its author (Lesley 1884, p. 58). It was then 
published in the Transactions of the American Philosophical 
Society, held at Philadelphia, for Promoting Useful 
Knowledge, 1771 (or 1772), i, 255-66 (See p. 259, Dolichos 
soja Linn.).
 Note 2. John Ellis (ca. 1705-1776), an Irish naturalist 
living in London, was active in studying the plants of the 
American colonies and in introducing new plants to them. 
He was also a commercial agent, representing a number of 
American colonies in London. He may have published this 
pamphlet in England.

124. Baker, John Wynn. 1771. Experiments in agriculture, 
made under the direction of the Right Honourable and 
Honourable Dublin Society, in the year 1769. Dublin: Printed 
by S. Powell, for the author. [4] + 128 + [2] p. See p. iv.
• Summary: Page iv: “However we have the Pleasure 
of having contributed something to the Improvement of 
England; because the Field Culture thereof [of Cabbages], 
for the Purposes of Feeding Cattle was scarcely known.”
 A footnote on this page states: “See Mr. Dossie’s 
Memoirs on Agriculture, publishing the Transactions of the 
London Society by their Authority.–Where he says, p. 67, 
‘When the Society was in Pursuit of discovering a winter 
Pabulum, their Secretary was directed to write to the Persons 
distinguished for Knowledge in Matters of this Kind, in 
every Part of Europe, to enquire what was the Practice in 
their respective Countries, as to this Point [the cultivation of 
cabbages for the winter pasturing of cattle]. Answers were 
duly returned from them, but without supplying such Lights 
as might have been hoped for. The Sentiments, likewise, of 
the most able Persons at Home were given on this Subject: 
and the Turnep-Cabbage, Boor-Cole, White Chinese vetch 
[soybean], Siberian Medicago, Furz [furze], and some others, 

were recommended.’”

125. Eckeberg, Charles Gustavus [Ekeberg, Karl Gustaf]. 
1771. A short account of the Chinese husbandry. In: Peter 
[Per] Osbeck. 1771. A Voyage to China and the East Indies... 
Translated from the German by John Reinhold Forster. Vol. 
2. London: Printed for Benjamin White. 367 p. See p. 267-
317. [Eng]
• Summary: For details, see Osbeck 1771. Address: Captain 
of a ship in the Swedish East India Company’s service.

126. Encyclopaedia Britannica: Or a Dictionary of arts and 
sciences compiled upon a new plan. In which the different 
sciences and arts are digested into distinct treatises or 
systems, and the various technical terms, &c. are explained 
as they occur in the order of the alphabet. Illustrated with one 
hundred and sixty copperplates. By a Society of Gentlemen 
in Scotland. [First edition, edited by W. Smellie.] 3 vols. 
1771. Edinburgh, Scotland: Printed for A. Bell and C. 
Macfarquhar and sold by Colin Macfarquhar at his printing-
offi ce. 1st edition. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is the fi rst edition of this remarkable work 
which gives a clear window onto the European world of 
1771; facsimile edition reproduced in 1967 in Chicago. Soy 
is not mentioned at Beans, Botany, Dolichos, Japan, Legume, 
or Vicia. There are no entries for Miso, Midzu, Soja, Soy*.

127. Raffald, Elizabeth. 1771. The experienced English 
housekeeper: For the use and ease of ladies... The second 
edition, with an appendix. London: Printed for the author and 
sold by R. Baldwin. iv + 384 + [14] p. *
• Summary: Elizabeth Raffald offers two characteristic 
recipes for walnut ketchup (p. 293). (1) Grind down green 
walnuts and squeeze out the juice. To every pound of juice 
add a pound of anchovies, spices, and horseradish. (2) Place 
walnuts in a jar and fi ll the jar with alegar [allegar, sour ale] 
for 12 months. Extract the walnuts from the liquor and pickle 
them separately. Convert the liquor into ketchup by adding 
garlic, anchovies, red wine and spices. It is good for use in 
“fi sh sauce or stewed beef.” Raffald says this ketchup keeps 
for at least 5 years and it improves with age.
 Note 1. After Hannah Glasse, Mrs. Raffald was the most 
celebrated English cookbook author of the 18th century. 
Elizabeth Raffald lived 1733-1781.
 Note 2. The last 14 pages contains the index. Address: 
Confectioner, Manchester [England].

128. Raffald, Elizabeth. 1771. Appendix to the experienced 
English house-keeper. With a copper-plate print... London: 
Printed for the author and sold by R. Baldwin. 48 p. 8vo.
• Summary: A good way to stew fi sh (p. 16-17): “... just 
before you serve it up, pour the gravy into a sauce pan, and 
thicken it with a little butter rolled in fl our, a little catchup 
and walnut pickle beat well together till smooth, then pour it 
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on your fi sh, and set it over 
the fi re to heat, and serve it 
up hot.”
 Elizabeth Raffald 
lived 1733-1781. Address: 
Confectioner, Manchester 
[England].

129. Roosevelt (John J.). 
1772. Classifi ed ad: Has for 
sale at his store... imported 
in the last vessels from 
Europe, the most elegant and 
extensive variety... New-York 
Journal; or, the General Advertiser (New York City). June 11. 
p. 647.
• Summary: “Jelly glasses. Soy cruets. Carroffs [Carafes]. 
Wine and water glasses...”
 This ad also appeared in the June 18 (p. 649), the June 
25 (p. 659), July 2 (p. 661), July 9 (p. 670), and July 16 (p. 
678) issues of this newspaper. A slightly revised version also 
appeared in 1773 in Rivington’s New-York Gazetteer (Dec. 
16, p. 4). Address: Maiden-Lane.

130. Tuder (Samuel). 1772. Classifi ed ad: Has just imported 
by the Samson, Capt. Coupar, from London, and has for 
Sale,... New-York Journal; or, the General Advertiser (New 
York City). Aug. 13. p. 699.
• Summary: “... Pearl barley. Soy [sauce] and ketckup [sic, 
ketchup]. White and brown sugar candy.”
 This ad also appeared in the Aug. 20 (p. 703), Aug. 27 
(p. 712), and Sept. 3 (p. 719) issues of this newspaper. It also 
appeared in the Sept. 7 and 14 and Oct. 12 and 19 issues of 
the New-York Gazette; and the Weekly Mercury. Address: 
Burnet-Street, near the Fly-Market.

131. Bailey, William; Bailey, A.M. 1772. The advancement 
of arts, manufactures, and commerce: or, Descriptions of the 
useful machines and models contained in the repository of 
the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, 
and Commerce illustrated by designs on fi fty-fi ve copper-
plates. London: Printed by W. Adlard, and sold by the 
author... vii + xxxii + 400 p. See p. 370. Illust. by designs on 
55 copper plates. 29 cm.
• Summary: “Book IX. Honorary and pecuniary premiums 
given for divers articles in Chemistry. Honorary premiums... 
1766. To Mr. Samuel Bowen, of Georgia, for his useful 
observations in China, and industrious application of them in 
Georgia.” Address: [England].

132. Ellis, John. 1772. A catalogue of such foreign plants as 
are worthy of being encouraged in our American colonies 
for the purposes of medicine, agriculture, and commerce. 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 1:255-

66. See p. 259. (Held at Philadelphia, for Promoting Useful 
Knowledge). [1 ref]
• Summary: A facsimile copy of a catalogue by John 
Ellis is reproduced in the Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society, Held at Philadelphia for Promoting 
Useful Knowledge. It begins: “From a pamphlet by John 
Ellis, F.R.S. [Fellow of the Royal Society]. Presented by the 
Honorable Thomas Penn, Esq; to the American Philosophical 
Society thro’ the Hands of Samuel Powell, Esqr.”
 In the section title ‘Foreign plants’ (p. 327), numerous 
plants are listed in a 4-column table: The Latin name, the 
page on which it is mentioned in the 2nd ed. of Linnaeus’ 
Species Plantarum, the English names, and observations.
 “Dolichos soja Linn. Lin. Sp. 1023. A kind of kidbean 
called Daidsu. Used for making Soye* or Indian Ketchup. 
See Kaempfer, Amoenitat.
 “* The method of preparing East-India Soye or India 
Ketchup. Take a certain measure, for instance a gallon, of 
that sort of kidney-beans, called Daidsu by the Japonese, and 
Caravances by the Europeans; let them be boiled till they 
are soft; also a gallon of bruised wheat or barley, (but wheat 
makes the blackest Soye) and a gallon of common salt. Let 
the boiled caravances be mixed with the bruised wheat, and 
be kept covered close a day and a night in a warm place, that 
it may ferment. Then put the mixture of the caravances and 
wheat, together with the gallon of salt, into an earthen vessel, 
with two gallons and a half of common water, and cover it 
up very close. The next day stir it about well with a battering 
machine or mill (Rutabulum) for several days, twice or thrice 
a day, in order to blend it more thoroughly together. This 
work must be continued for two or three months, then strain 
off and press out the liquor, and keep it for use in wooden 
vessels; the older it is the clearer it will be, and of so much 
more value. After it is pressed out, you may pour on the 
remaining mass more water, then stir it about violently, and 
in some days after you may press out more Soye.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest American document seen 
(July 2014) that uses the term “Dolichos soja” or the word 
“Daidsu” to refer to the soybean.
 Note 2. John Ellis (ca. 1705-1776), an Irish naturalist 
living in London, was active in studying the plants of the 
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American colonies and in introducing new plants to them. 
He was also a commercial agent, representing a number 
of American colonies in London. In 1770 Ellis was the 
commercial agent for West Florida in London.
 Note 3. Ellis does not mention koji (grains or beans 
covered with a white mycelium of Aspergillus mold), and 
does not understand the importance of koji in making soy 
sauce.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that contains a table related to the soybean.
 Note 5. This document was fi rst cited by Hymowitz. 
1986. Bibliography of early, previously uncited publications 
on soybeans in the United States. 2 p. Unpublished.
 Note 6. Also included in the catalog are: Saffl ower, 
Sesamum Orientale [sesame seeds], locust tree or St. John’s 
Bread (Ceratonia Siliqua), true opium poppy, tallow tree of 
China, true rhubarb, sago palm-tree, true bamboo cane, East 
India mango-tree, paper mulberry tree, arnotto [anatto], etc.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2003) that refers to sesame seeds or gives their 
scientifi c name; it says (p. 256): “Latin name: Sesamum 
Orientale. 2d Ed. L. Sp. [2nd edition of Linnaeus’ Species 
plantarum]: p. 883. English names: Oily grain. Observations: 
Propagated in the Levant [countries of the eastern 
Mediterranean] for oil, which does not soon grow rancid by 
keeping.”

133. Smith, Mary. 1772. The complete house-keeper, and 
professed cook. Calculated for the greater ease and assistance 
of ladies, house-keepers, cooks, &c. &c. Containing 
upwards of seven hundred practical and approved receipts,... 
Newcastle, England: Printed by T. Slack, for the author. 398 
p.
• Summary: Soy sauce is called for as an ingredient in the 
following recipes: Pigeons in scallop shells (p. 114; “add to 
it a little butter and fl our, and a spoon full of Indian soy, let it 
just simmer,...”).
 A peregoe turkey (p. 130-31; “put it in a stew-pan with 
some good brown gravy, a quarter of a pound of butter, 
a little fl our, a little India soy or catchup, some lemon 
juice,...”). Note 1. India soy and catchup are viewed as being 
interchangeable. The word “India” probably refers to the 
East Indies–today’s Indonesia.
 A calf’s head a la turtle (p. 141; “put it in a stew-pan 
with a quart of brown gravy, one anchovy, some Indian soy, 
Cayen [cayenne] pepper, salt, mace,...”).
 To make a calf’s head hash (p. 141; “put it in a stew-pan 
with some good brown gravy, half an anchovy, three blades 
of mace, a few mushrooms, a few force-meat balls, some 
hard eggs, a little Indian soy, and Cayen pepper,...”).
 To make brown veal collops (p. 156; “put them into a 
stew-pan with some brown gravy, a bit of anchovy, a little 
butter and fl our, a little Indian soy, or catchup, some force-
meat balls, truffl es, morels, and a little Cayen pepper...”). 

Note 2. The word “collop,” which refers to slices of meat 
(typically veal or bacon) or fi sh, may derived from the 
French escalope or the Swedish kallop. In Elizabethan 
times, Shrove Monday, also known as Collop Monday, was 
traditionally the last day to cook and eat meat before Lent, 
which was then a period of fasting from meat.
 Veal olives (p. 156-57; “put some brown gravy in a 
stew-pan with a little catchup, a few pickled mushrooms and 
force-meat balls, Indian soy and Cayen pepper,...” Note 3. 
Both catchup and Indian soy are used.
 Veal sweet-breads A-la-daube (p. 158-59); “when they 
are done, strain the liquor into a stew-pan and skim off the 
fat, put to it a spoon full of India soy and a little lemon juice, 
thicken it up with a little butter and fl our,...”). Note 4. Daube 
means “stew” in French.
 Note 5. Note that soy sauce is called both “Indian soy” 
and “India soy.” Address: Newcastle, Late House-Keeper to 
Sir Walter Blackett, Bart. and formerly in the Service of the 
Right Hon. Lord Anson, Sir The Sebright, Bart. and other 
Families of Distinction, as House-Keeper and Cook.

134. South-Carolina Gazette (Charleston). 1773. Classifi ed 
ad: Bowen’s patent sago,... Nov. 29. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: “So much and generally esteemed in the Royal 
Navy and the African trade, as an Antiscorbutic, and the 
only Cure for the Flux [diarrhea], sold by Z. [Zephaniah] 
Kingsley, at his Store in Bedon’s Alley. Its Uses are so well 
known as to need no Recommendation, being approved of 
by the Royal Society, the Royal College of Physicians, and 
the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, 
and Commerce.–Its good Effects are likewise vouched by 
Captain Cooke, of His Majesty’s Ship Endeavour, Mr. Banks 
and Dr. Solander, during their Voyage round the World in the 
same ship, as appears by their Report since their Return.
 “Likewise to be Sold at the same Place, Bowen’s Patent 
Soy [sauce].”
 Note 1. This soy sauce was made in Georgia by Samuel 
Bowen.
 A notice in the same newspaper of 23 June 1772 (p. 3, 
col. 1) states that Samuel Bowen arrived in Charles-town 
[Charleston], South Carolina, on the ship Montagu from 
London.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in South Carolina. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in South Carolina (Nov. 1773); soybeans as such 
had not yet been reported by that date.
 Note 3. Ads with very similar text to this one 
subsequently appeared in the newspapers of several port 
cities where Bowen’s sago and soy sauce were sold. Bowen 
apparently sent the ad with his product. But who paid for 
publication of the ad? The retailer, Bowen, or both? Whoever 
paid, this seems like an innovative marketing technique. 
Address: South Carolina.
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135. A collection of scarce, curious and valuable pieces, 
both in verse and prose; chiefl y selected from the fugitive 
productions of the most eminent wits of the present age. 
1773. Edinburgh, Scotland: Printed by W. Ruddiman. [4] + 
iv + 412 p.
• Summary: One of the pieces is this book is adapted (with 
only small changes) from: Grimston, William Grimston. 
1705. The Lawyer’s Fortune: or, Love in a Hollow Tree. A 
Comedy. However seven words are spelled or capitalized 
differently.
 On page 161 is a dialogue: “... and Mrs. Favourite the 
house-keeper makes these most important enquiries
 “Fav. Mistress, shall I put any mushrooms, mangoes, or 
bamboons into the sallad?
 “Bon. Yes, I prithee, the best thou hast.
 “Fav. Shall I use ketchop or anchovies in the gravy?
 “Bon. What you will.”
 Note: This book was edited by Walter Ruddiman (lived 
1719-1781).

136. Pennsylvania Chronicle (Philadelphia). 1774. Classifi ed 
ad: Bowen’s sago,... Jan. 10-17. p. 421.
• Summary: “So much and generally esteemed in the 
Royal Navy and in the African Trade, as an Antiscorbutic, 
and the only Cure for the Flux [diarrhea], is, by special 
appointment, sold by sold by Speakman and Carter, chemists 
and druggists, on the North Side of Market-street, between 
Second and Third-streets, Philadelphia.
 “The Uses whereof are so well known in England as to 
need no Recommendation, being approved of by the Royal 
Society, the Royal College of Physicians, and the Society for 
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce; 
by Dr. Fothergill, and several other Persons of Reputation.
 “Its good Effects are likewise vouched by Capt. Cooke, 
of the King’s Ship Endeavour, Joseph Banks, Esq.; and Dr. 
Solander, during their Voyage round the World in the same 
ship, as appears by their Report since their Return.
 “N.B. At the same place may be had, Bowen’s Patent 
Soy [sauce].”
 Note: This ad fi rst appeared on 29 Nov. 1773 in the 
South-Carolina Gazette. But key parts of the text have been 
changed here for a Philadelphia audience.
 This ad also appeared in 1774 in the March 7 
(Supplement p. 2) and April 11 (Supplement p. 1) issues of 
Dunlap’s Pennsylvania Packet or, the General Advertiser 
(Philadelphia).

137. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1774. Savannah, February 
9. No. 540. Feb. 9. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “Entered for exportation at the Custom House in 
Savannah, from the 10th last to the 5th January 1774:... Sago 
powder, 100 lb. Soy [sauce], 3 dozen bottles.”

138. Speakman and Carter. 1774. Classifi ed ad: Bowen’s 
sago. Pennsylvania Packet (Philadelphia). March 7. p. 6, col. 
4.
• Summary: “So much and generally esteemed in the Royal 
navy, and in the African trade, as an anti-scorbutic, and the 
only cure for the Flux is, by special appointment, sold by...
 “The uses whereof are so well known in England as 
to need no recommendation, being approved by the Royal 
Society, the Royal College of Physicians, and the Society for 
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce; by 
Dr. Fothergill, and several other persons of reputation.
 “Its good effects are likewise vouched by Captain Cook, 
of the King’s ship Endeavour, Joseph Banks, Esq; and Dr. 
Solander, during their voyage round the world in the said 
ship, as appears by their report since their return.
 “N.B. At the same place may be had, Bowen’s Patent 
Soy.”
 Note: This ad also appeared in this newspaper on 11 
April 1774 (p. 5). Address: Chemists and Druggists, On 
the north side of Market-street, between Second and Third-
streets, Philadelphia.

139. Amiel (John, jun. [Jr.]). 1774. Classifi ed ad: Has 
imported in the ship Earl of Dunsmore, Captain Lawrence, 
from London, and for sale at the lowest rates, at his store in 
Smith-street,... New-York Gazette; and the Weekly Mercury 
(New York City). April 25. p. 2.
• Summary: “... Extraordinary fi ne sallad oyl, loaf sugar,... 
soft shelled almonds, India soy [sauce] and ketchup, orange 
fl ower water,...”
 This ad also appeared in the May 2 (p. 4) and May 16 
(Supplement p. 2) issue of this newspaper. Address: Smith-
street.

140. Milbourn (William). 1774. Classifi ed ad: Has just 
imported per the Earl of Dunmore, Capt. Lawrence,... 
Rivington’s New-York Gazetteer (New York City). April 28. 
p. 2.
• Summary: “... Silver, ebony, and japan’d [japanned = 
lacquered or varnished] cruit frames, with neat cut silver top 
glasses, Neat small frames for soy [sauce], &c., Silver and 
metal watches,...” Address: In Dock-street, near Coenties 
Market.

141. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1774. Account of sundry 
goods entered for exportation at the port of Savannah, from 
the 15th November, 1773, (when the fi rst vessel with rice of 
the crop 1773 was cleared out) to the 5th April, 1774. No. 
552. May 4. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Ground nuts, 12 bushels. Sago powder, 7001 
lb. Soy [sauce], 3 dozen quart bottles.”
 Note 1. Samuel Bowen is exporting these products to 
England. Note 2. This is the earliest American document 
seen (Aug. 2005) that mentions both soy and peanuts.
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142. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1774. Savannah, May 25. 
No. 555. May 25. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “Entered at the Customhouse by Mr. Samuel 
Bowen, on board the Susannah, Capt. Clarke, bound for 
Cowes, 20,000 lb. of sago, 200 gallons of soy [sauce], and 
200 lb. of vermicelli paste: And for the Society of Arts, 
by their orders, 1000 lb. of ground nuts, 500 lb. of benny 
[benne or sesame seeds], and a ten gallon keg of sassafras 
blossoms.”
 Note 1. Cowes is a port town on the northern tip of the 
Isle of Wight, located in the English Channel off the southern 
coast of England, near Southampton and Portsmouth. The 
“soy” refers to soy sauce.
 Note 2. This is the second earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2003) that refers to sesame seeds, which 
it calls benny. It is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
concerning sesame seeds in connection with Samuel Bowen; 
he exported them and apparently grew them. Address: 
Savannah, Georgia.

143. Felix Farley’s Bristol Journal (England). 1774. For 
sale, a very elegant Stock of Plated Goods,... Cooper’s-Hall 
in King-street, Bristol. June 4. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Whole consisting of a beautiful Variety of: 
Tea Urns,... Crewet Frames with ground Glass Castors and 
Silver Tops; Soy ditto;...”
 Note: This is an early reference to Soy Crewet [Cruet] 
Frames, plated metal frames used to hold bottles of soy sauce 
at the table. The frames are the property of a manufacturing 
company [unnamed], going to dissolve a partnership, 
consigned by the arbitrators to “J. Sketchley, Licensed and 
Sworn Broker and Auctioneer.”

144. Metiver (P.) and Mauger (I.). 1774. Classifi ed ad: For 
sale by the Candle, At Garraway’s Coffee house in Exchange 
Alley, to-morrow. Morning Chronicle and London Advertiser 
(England). Oct. 19. p. [4], col. 1.3. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The following Goods, viz.
 “57 Casks Sago Powder.
 “40 Barrels ditto [Sago Powder].
 “2 Ditto [Barrels] Vermicelli Paste.
 “22 Ditto [Barrels] Soy. By order of Mr. Samuel Bowen, 
the presentee...”
 “The aforesaid goods to be seen till the time of sale... 
at Mr. Petty’s Warehouses in Billker-lanes, the Carpets at 
No. 6, Steel-Yard, under the care of Mr. George Street, and 
the Goats Wool at the Steel Yard, under the care of the Bull 
Porters; where catalogues may be had, at the place of sale, 
and of P. Metivier and I. Mauger.” Address: No. 7, Rood 
Lane [London].

145. Coffi n (Nathaniel and William). 1774. Classifi ed ad: 
Imported from London, and to be sold cheap for cash, in fi ne 

order,... Boston News-Letter. Dec. 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “... French olives, Spanish ditto, Anchovies, 
Capers, Catchup, India Soy [sauce], Salid Oil, fi ne 
Mustard...”
 This ad also appeared in the Dec. 5 (p. 4) and Dec. 12 
(p. 4) issues of this newspaper.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Massachusetts. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Massachusetts (June 1771); soybeans as such 
have not yet been reported. At least 24 different ads for 
soy sauce appeared in Boston newspapers before 1829–the 
year that soybeans fi rst appeared in and were cultivated in 
Massachusetts! Address: King-street, near Oliver’s Dock 
[Boston, Massachusetts].

146. Georgia Gazette (Savannah). 1774. An account of the 
exports from the port of Savannah between the 5th April 5 
and the 10th October, 1774. No. 585. Dec. 21. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: “Sago powder, 20,683 lb. [pounds]. Soy [sauce], 
200 gallons. Ground nuts, 1000 lb. Vermicelli, 200 lb. Benny 
seed, 500 lb. Sassafras blossoms, 10 lb.”
 Note: This is the last newspaper article seen (Sept. 2009) 
indicating that Samuel Bowen was still in Georgia.

147. MacIver, Susanna. 1774. Cookery, and pastry. As taught 
and practised by Mrs. MacIver, teacher of those arts in 
Edinburgh. Edinburgh: Printed for the author, and sold by her 
at her house,... xii + 238 p. See p. 234-36. 12vo.
• Summary: Page 234: “To make ketchup. Take the largest 
mushrooms you can get, and cut off a bit of the end that the 
earth sticks on; break them in small pieces with your hands; 
as you break them, strew salt on them; let them stand twenty-
four hours; then turn them into a hair-search [haircloth 
sieve], and stir them often in the search to let the juice run 
from them. When you have gathered all the juice you can 
get, run it through a fl annel bag. To every pint of juice allow 
an ounce of black and Jamaica pepper, two nutmegs bruised, 
two drops of mace, two drops of cloves, and a piece of sliced 
ginger; clarify it with the whites of eggs; and when it is very 
clean scummed, put in the spices, and let it boil until it tastes 
very strong of the spices; when cold, bottle it up, and put the 
spices into the bottles; pour a little sweet oil into each bottle; 
cork them, and tie a piece of leather above the corks.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that mentions the term “sweet oil,” but it is not clear what it 
means.
 “Pages 234-35: “To make walnut ketchup. Take the 
walnuts when they are full grown, before the shell turn 
hard; prick them with a pin, make a strong pickle of salt 
and water to bear an egg; pour it boiling hot on the walnuts 
and let them stand for four days; take them up, and wash 
them with clean water, and dry them with a cloth; beat them 
very well in a mortar. To every hundred walnuts put on two 
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bottle of strong stale beer; the stronger the beer is the better; 
let it stand ten or twelve days on the walnuts; then run it all 
through a cloth, and strain it hard to get all the juice out; then 
run it through a fl annel bag; put it on the fi re; clarify it with 
whites of eggs; and when it is clean scummed, put in black 
and Jamaica pepper, cloves, nutmegs, mace, sliced ginger, 
horse-raddish sliced, and a quarter of a pound of anchovies; 
let them boil until they are strong of the spices; then run 
it through a search; divide the spices equally amongst the 
bottles, and put in a single clove of garlick into each bottle; 
when the ketchup is cold, cork it up as the other ketchup. 
Address: [England].

148. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1775. The lady’s assistant for 
regulating and supplying her table: Being a complete system 
of cookery, containing one hundred and fi fty select bills of 
fare... 2nd ed., corrected and considerably enlarged. London: 
Printed for J. Walter. vi + 471 + [19] p. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Spices” (p. 309+) contains 
a short subsection titled “Soy” (p. 319) which states: 
“Soy [sauce] comes from the East Indies; it is made from 
mushrooms which grow in the woods. They are of a purplish 
colour, and are wrinkled on the surface like a morel. They 
gather them in the middle of the day, and wash them in salt 
and water; and then lay them in a dish, mash them with their 
hands, and sprinkle them with salt and beaten pepper; the 
next day the liquor is pressed off, and some * galangals and 
spices added to it; it is boiled up until it is very strong, and 
then some more salt is sprinkled into it. In this manner it will 
keep many years.” Footnote: “* Galangals is a root which 
grows in the East Indies.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
which states that the main ingredients in soy [sauce] are 
mushrooms and salt.
 Note 2. This is the earliest edition of this cookbook seen 
(May 2010) in which soy is mentioned. This entry on soy 
is found unchanged in all subsequent editions (to 1805). So 
the author never did realize that that main ingredient in soy 
[sauce] is soybeans!
 Note 3. This recipe or process for making soy sauce is 
unlike any we have ever seen. Also, we have never heard of 
using mushrooms as a major ingredient in soy sauce–much 
less as the main ingredient. What was her source of this 
unusual information? The typical ingredients are soybeans, 
wheat or barley, salt, and water. In the two-step fermentation, 
the wheat is fi rst fermented with a mold to make koji. Then 
the wheat koji is mixed with the other ingredients and 
fermented in a vat. After 1-3 years the liquid soy sauce is 
fi ltered, then pressed off. However, as early as 1680, the 
Chinese were adding mushrooms to soy sauce as a seasoning 
(see Shixian hongmi [Guide to the mysteries of cuisine]), and 
by 1765 Diderot, in his Encyclopedia under “Soy” noted that 
mushroom sauce and other seasonings were often added to 
soy sauce to enhance its fl avor and shelf life. Florence Lin’s 

Chinese Vegetarian Cookbook (1976, p. 220) stated that soy 
sauce comes in different fl avors, such as “mushroom soy 
sauce.”
 Note 4. The term “East Indies” at this time applied 
loosely and vaguely to India, Indochina, and the Malay 
archipelago (incl. mainly today’s Indonesia and Malaysia). 
Address: [England].

149. Romans, Bernard. 1775. A concise natural history of 
East and West Florida. New York, NY: Printed for the author. 
342 p. See p. 122, 130-31. No index. 19 cm. (1) Facsimile 
edition reprinted in 1962 by University of Florida Press 
(Gainesville, Florida).
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “Containing an account 
of the natural produce of all the southern part of British 
America, in the three kingdoms of nature, particularly the 
animal and vegetable. Likewise, the artifi cial produce now 
raised, or possible to be raised, and manufactured there, with 
some commercial and political observations in that part of 
the world; and a chorographical account of the same.” Note 
1. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes chorography (derived from 
the Greek choros = place, and fi rst used in 1559) as “the art 
of describing or mapping a region or district.”
 On pages 130-31 Captain Romans discusses various new 
crops, and notes that Samuel Bowen’s Chinese vetches were 
a species of Dolichos. “6thly, A species of Dolichos lately 
introduced into Georgia from China although not properly 
a grass, yet it thrives to admiration there and yields four or 
fi ve crops per annum, i think it not improper to recommend, 
as deserving cultivation for feeding cattle, the more so as all 
kinds are fond of it.”
 “X. Sago might be here produced as well as in Georgia, 
for the tree from which the basis of this drug is taken 
abounds particularly in East Florida; every body knows of 
what a vast use it is.
 “XI. Sesamen or oily grain, This was introduced by 
some of the Negroes from the coast of Africa, into Carolina, 
and is the best thing yet known for extracting a fi ne esculent 
oil; it will grow in any sandy ground, even luxuriantly, and 
yields more oil than any thing we have as yet knowledge 
of: Capt. P. M’Kay of Sunbury in Georgia, told me that a 
quantity of this seed sent to Philadelphia [Pennsylvania], 
yielded him twelve quarts per bushel; incredible as this may 
appear, i have the greatest reason to believe him; the fi rst 
run of this oil is always transparent, the second expression, 
which is procured by the addition of hot water, is muddy, 
but on standing it will deposit a white sediment, and become 
as limpid as the fi rst; this oil is at fi rst of a slightly pungent 
taste, but soon loses that and will never grow rancid even if 
left exposed to the air; the Negroes use it as food, either raw, 
toasted, or boiled in their soups and are very fond of it, they 
call it Benni.
 “All the culture it requires is to be sown in drills about 
eighteen inches apart and by frequent hoeings to be kept 
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clean.”
 Next (p. 131) Romans claims that slaves introduced the 
ground nut [peanut] into South Carolina: “XII. The ground 
nut also introduced by the Blacks from Guinea, is next after 
this [sesamen = sesame seeds] for its easy cultivation, a good 
kind of oil that does not soon grow rancid, and the great 
quantity in yields; but the earth does not produce the seed 
in such plenty as the last, and it takes up more room.” Many 
other crops, including buckwheat, sweet potatoes, peas, 
Guinea corn, etc. are also discussed.
 This book is dedicated to John Ellis of London. Among 
the subscribers to the book was John Fothergill (MD, F.R.S., 
London). The author, Bernard Romans, lived 1720-1784. 
Born in the Netherlands, he migrated as a youth to England, 
then to North America in 1757. He may have arrived in 
Florida as early as 1760. He worked as a surveyor in Florida 
and Georgia, and acquired land in both states.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Florida.
 Note 3. This is the third earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2003) that refers to sesame seeds, which 
it calls “Sesamen or oily grain.” It is the earliest English-
language document seen (July 2003) that uses the word 
“Benni” to refer to sesame seeds. Address: Florida.

150. Hall and Co. 1776. Classifi ed ad: Foreign China. 
Chester Chronicle or Commercial Intelligencer (Chester, 
England). Feb. 15. p. [3], col. 1.5.
• Summary: “Likewise Mother-of-Pearl beads and spoons, 
fi sh and counters, and Indian ink and Indian soy [sauce], 
&c.” Address: Auctioneers, at the Mitre, in Eastgate-street.

151. Agricola Sylvan. 1776. Article XIV. To make Soy or 
India Ketchup. The Farmer’s Magazine, and Useful Family 
Companion. Consisting of Practical Essays,... on the 
Different Branches of Husbandry,... 1(7):268. Oct. London: 
Printed for R. Snagg,... [2 ref]
• Summary: “Boil a gallon of that sort of kidney-beans, 
called Daidsu by the Japonese, and Caravances by the 
Europeans, (the Dolichos Soja of Linnæus, Sp. Plant. 
1023–Kæmp. Amoenit. 837) till they are soft; then take the 
caravances, and mix with them a gallon of bruised wheat, 
or barley, (but wheat makes the blackest Soy) and a little 
common salt, and let the whole be kept closely covered for 
a day and a night in a warm place to ferment; then put the 
mixture into an earthen vessel with ten quarts of water, and 
cover it up very close. The next day stir it about very well 
with a battering machine or mill, twice or thrice, in order 
to blend it more thoroughly together, and continue this for 
two or three months, when the liquor must be strained and 
pressed out, and kept in wooden or glass vessels for use; the 
older it is, the clearer it will be, and consequently of more 
value. After it is pressed out, more water may be added to 

the mass, and having stirred it about violently as before, for 
some days, more Soy may be pressed out.”
 Note: This is an annual periodical. “Agricola Sylvan” is 
a pseudonym. Address: Gentleman.

152. The Parliamentary register, or, History of the 
proceedings and debates of the House of Commons... during 
the second session of the fourteenth Parliament of Great 
Britain. Vol. 4 of 17. 1776. London: Printed for J. Almon. 
See p. 49.
• Summary: “On board the [ship] Resolution. 20 casks of cut 
tobacco... 6 jars of sallad oil. 44 half chests of ditto [sallad 
oil]. 43 barrels of anchovies... 6 cases of fl our of mustard. 
144 small cases of pickles. 1 cask of ketchup. 9 cases of 
portable soup.”
 These cargoes were sent to Boston [Massachusetts] and 
consigned to order. No tea, grocery, or drugs were sent. The 
cargo was shipped and afterwards relanded. The fi ve ships 
mentioned were said to be sent under the order of General 
Howe [in 1776, at the time of the American Revolution]. 
Address: [England].

153. Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser (London). 
1777. London [Samuel Bowen’s death]. Dec. 31. p. 2-3. 
Wednesday. See p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: The full text of this brief announcement, with 
no individual heading, and published together with many 
small announcements concerning marriage, petty crimes, etc. 
in London, reads: “Yesterday morning died, at his lodgings 
in Clement’s-lane, Lombard-street, Mr. Samuel Bowen.”
 Hymowitz (1987) notes: “Unfortunately, when Bowen 
died in London on 30 Dec. 1777 his soybean enterprise in 
Georgia ended.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 1998) 
that contains an obituary for a person connected with soy. 
Address: London.

154. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1777. The lady’s assistant for 
regulating and supplying her table, being a complete system 
of cookery... 3rd ed. London: J. Walter. 436 + [17] p. Index. 
21 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Spices” (p. 290+) contains a 
short subsection titled “Soy” (p. 299) which is identical to 
that in the 2nd edition of 1775.
 The recipe “To bake a collar of fi sh” (p. 236-37) states: 
“; add to it... a few mushrooms, two spoonfuls of catchup, or 
half a one of soy,...”
 The word “catchup” appears in this early cookbook 
at least 62 times, and “walnut catchup” appears at least 
nine times–so by 1777 catchup has become a widely-used 
condiment in England.
 The section on “Catchup” (p. 297-99) contains the 
following recipes: Catchup of mushrooms. Another way. To 
make catchup. Catchup of walnuts. Another walnut catchup. 
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Catchup of the shells. Oyster catchup. English catchup. Next 
comes the recipe for Soy (p. 299). Here are several of the 
homemade Catchup recipes given: “To make Catchup: Put 
the peel of nine Seville oranges to three pints of the best 
white-wine vinegar; let it stand three or four months; pound 
two hundred of walnuts, just before they are fi t for pickling; 
squeeze out two quarts of juice, put it to the vinegar; tie a 
quarter of an ounce of cloves, the same of mace, a quarter of 
a pound of eschalot, in a muslin rag; put it into the liquor; in 
three weeks, boil it gently till near half is consumed: when 
cold bottle it.”
 “Catchup of Walnuts: Bruise a hundred or two of 
walnuts, just before they are fi t to pickle; squeeze out the 
juice, let it stand all night, pour off the clear; to every quart, 
one pound of anchovies; boil it; when the anchovies are 
dissolved strain the liquor; add half a pint of red wine, a gill 
of vinegar, ten cloves of garlic; mace, cloves, and nutmeg, 
half a quarter of an ounce each, pounded; let this simmer till 
the garlic is tender.”
 “Another Walnut Catchup: Take a hundred of the largest 
nuts fi t for pickling, cut them in slices; put to them a quarter 
of a pound of eschalots cut through the middle; put them into 
a stone mortar and beat them fi ne; add to them half a pound 
of salt, a pint and a half of the best vinegar; let them stand 
a week in an earthen pan, stirring them every day; then put 
them in a fl annel bag, and press the liquor from them; add a 
quarter of a pound of anchovies: boil them up in the liquor, 
scum it, and run it through a fl annel bag, and add to it two 
nutmegs sliced, some mace, and whole pepper: when cold 
bottle it.
 “Catchup of the Shells [a kind of walnut catchup]: “It 
is a very good way to pour common vinegar upon green 
walnuts; let it stand two, three, or four months, as it may be 
wanted; only, as the vinegar shrinks, keep fi lling the jar up; 
then take the liquor and boil it up as before mentioned; the 
walnuts will bear covering with vinegar three or four times, 
if done with care. The shells of green walnuts will do, in 
seasons when there is not a plenty of walnuts.
 “Oyster Catchup: Boil small oysters in their own liquor, 
till the goodness is out; to every pint of clear liquor, half 
a pint of red wine, the same of white; mace, black, and 
Jamaica pepper, a quarter of an ounce each; pour it boiling 
hot on one dozen of eschalots, half the rind of a lemon, 
a piece of horse-radish; when cold mix it with the oyster 
liquor; bottle it.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2012) that contains the term “Oyster catchup” 
(regardless of spelling or capitalization)
 “English Catchup: Take a quart of white-wine vinegar, 
put into it ten cloves of garlic, peeled and bruised; take also a 
quart of white port, put it on the fi re; and when it boils, put in 
twelve or fourteen anchovies washed and pulled to pieces; let 
them simmer in the wine till they are dissolved; when cold, 
put them to the vinegar; then take half a pint of white wine, 

and put into it some mace, some ginger diced, a few cloves, a 
spoonful of whole-pepper bruised; let them boil a little; when 
almost cold, slice in a whole nutmeg, and some lemon-peel, 
with two or three spoonfuls of horse-radish; stop it close, and 
stir it once or twice a day. It will soon be fi t for use. It must 
be kept close stopped.”
 Catchup also appears in recipes on pages 132-33, 143, 
148-49, 153, 156-58, 164, 167, 169, 171, 173, 213, 220, 
237-38, 253, 255, 257, 274, 308-09, 318, 320. Catsup is not 
mentioned.
 Interesting non-soy ingredients. The word “almonds” 
appears 54 times in this book and the word “almond” 31 
times. Almond recipes include: Almond pudding (p. 345, 
350). Almond fraze (p. 362, with “half a pound of Jordan 
almonds”). Almond tarts (p. 365, 366). Almond cheesecakes 
(p. 368). Almond custard (p. 371). Almond cake (p. 374). 
Almond loaves (p. 382). Almond cream (p. 414, or pastachia 
[pistachio] cream, to be mixed with a pint of dairy cream). 
Almond soup (p. 205).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that mentions a non-soy, son-dairy 
pudding.
 Quotation on the title page, near the bottom: “The most 
refi n’d understanding and the most exalted sentiments do not 
place a ‘woman above the little duties of life.’ Mrs. Griffi th.” 
Address: A professed housekeeper, who had upwards 
of thirty years experience in families of the fi rst fashion 
[England].

155. Weston, Richard. 1777. The universal botanist and 
nurseryman: containing descriptions of the species and 
varieties of all the trees, shrubs, herbs, fl owers, and fruits, 
natives and exotics, at present cultivated in the European 
nurseries, green-houses and stoves, or described by modern 
botanists; arranged according to the Linnæan system, with 
their names in English... Illustrated with elegant engravings. 
2nd ed. Vol. 2 of 4. London: Printed for J. Bell,... 396 p. 
Illust. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Page 283: “Dolichos Soja. indicus, caule erecto, 
fl exuoso racemis axillaribus erectis, leguminibus pendulis 
hispidis subdispermis, fructu pisi majoris candido.

“Indian Soye Dolichos.
 “The method of making Indian Soye, from the seed of 
this species of Dolichos, may be seen in Kæmp. Amoen. 
[Kaempfer Amoenitates 1712] p. S37.
 Note: This botanical description in Latin is adapted from 
that of Linnaeus 1747. “Indian Soye” refers to soy sauce. 
Address: Esq.

156. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1778. The lady’s assistant for 
regulating and supplying her table, being a complete system 
of cookery... 4th ed. improved, to the present time. London: 
Printed for J. Walter. 446 + [18] p. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Spices” (p. 293+) contains a 
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short subsection titled “Soy” (p. 303) which is identical to 
that in the 3rd edition of 1777. Address: [England].

157. Whitworth, Charles; Davenant, Charles (Sir). 
1778. Scarce tracts on trade and commerce, serving as 
a supplement to Davenant’s works. London: Printed for 
Hooper and Davis. Illust.
• Summary: Apparently trade with France has been 
prohibited, since French goods are inexpensive and popular, 
resulting in a negative balance of trade for England.
 The chapter “On Trade” states (p. 426): “Now suppose 
they are forbid [sic] to go to this particular shop, and will 
religiously observe the prohibition, yet they may and will 
furnish us with the same things from other ports; they will 
bring us more silks, laces, and baubles from Italy, Flanders, 
Holland, &c... our importers will fi nd out new trifl es and 
gewgaws [geegaws] for our silly people. How suddenly 
do we fi nd all the women and children of any account in 
England in amber necklaces? which at the rate they are sold 
at must cost England at least 100,000l. [pounds sterling] and 
now we have a new sauce called Catchup from East-India, 
sold at a guinea a bottle.
 Note: This document is a reprint of and almost 
identical to Petyt 1668, however there are small changes 
in capitalization, spelling, and use of italics. Address: 
[England].

158. Long (Joshua). 1779. Classifi ed ad: New Minorca 
honey, very fi ne and cheap;... Morning Chronicle and 
London Advertiser (England). April 13. p. [1], col. 3.7.
• Summary: Also “... real Russia Rein Deer [Reindeer] 
Tongues, very fi ne new Olives, genuine Japan Soy [sauce], 
Cheroquee Sauce [Cherokee Sauce], cold drawn Castor Oil, 
real French Mareschall Powder,...
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the term “genuine Japan soy” to refer to soy sauce.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that uses the term “Cheroquee Sauce.”
 Note 3. Although we searched the Web and old French 
dictionaries, and consulted a French translator, we have 
been unable (May 2011) to determine the meaning of “real 
French Mareschall Powder.” Address: Warehouse, No. 73, 
Cheapside, London.

159. Webster (George). 1779. Classifi ed ad: Has received 
by the last vessels from London,... Royal Gazette (New York 
City). May 29. p. 1.
• Summary: “... an assortment of articles in the grocery 
way, such as pickles,... Cases of London pickles, 1 bottle 
anchovies,... 1 ditto mangoes, 1 ditto gurkins, 1 ditto capers, 
1 ditto onions, 1 ditto sallad oil, 1 ditto white wine vinegar, 
1 ditto Indian soy [sauce], 1 ditto ketchup–All compleat and 
fi t for sea.
 “Many of the above articles are put up in small 

Packages, fi t for the Gentlemen of the Army and Navy.”
 This ad also appeared in the Aug. 28 (p. 3), Sept. 11 
and 22 (p. 2) issues of this newspaper. And in the Nov. 29 
and Dec. 20 (p. 4) issues of the New-York Gazette; and the 
Weekly Mercury (New York City). Address: At the Sign of 
the Tea-Cannister and Three Sugar Loaves, in Water-Street, 
No. 1063, between Burling and Beckman’s Slips.

160. Walker (Emanuel). 1779. Classifi ed ad: Just imported 
in the last ships from London,... New-York Gazette; and the 
Weekly Mercury (New York City). Aug. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: “... capers and anchovies, India soy [sauce] and 
ketchup, rough almonds in the shell,...” Address: No. 1, Mill-
Street.

161. Amiel (John, junior). 1779. Classifi ed ad: Has imported 
from London, for sale,... Royal Gazette (New York City). 
Sept. 15. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Raisins, currants and prunes, India soy 
[sauce] and ketchup, India mangoes with a variety of English 
pickles,...” Address: No. 852, Hanover-Square, opposite the 
Commodore’s.

162. Carver, Jonathan. 1779. The new universal traveller. 
Containing a full and distinct account of all the empires, 
Kingdoms, and states, in the known world... London: Printed 
for G. Robinson,... [2] + iii + 664 + [6] p. Illust. (Plates). 
Maps.
• Summary: The section on “China” states (p. 16): “The 
commodities imported from China, are teas, porcelane, 
quicksilver, vermillion, and other fi ne colours; china root, 
raw and wrought silks, copper in bars of the size of sticks 
of sealing wax, camphire [camphor], sugar candy, fans, 
pictures, lacquered wares, soy, borax, lapis lazuli, galingal, 
rhubarb, gold, with many things made of mother of pearl.” 
Note: This list is largely copied from Thomas Salmon 1744.
 The section on “India” states (p. 60-61): “Their sauces 
consist chiefl y of pickles, made of bamboos, garlic, and 
mangoes; besides which, the composition known in England 
by the name of soy, is likewise in general esteem. The grand 
meal in this country is in the evening, the middle of the day, 
as in other hot climates, being generally devoted to sleep.” 
Address: Esq., Author of Travels through the Interior Parts of 
North America.

163. Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, 
sciences, &c. On a plan entirely new: by which, the different 
sciences and arts are digested in the form of distinct 
treatises or systems, comprehending the history, theory, 
and practice of each, according to the latest discoveries and 
improvements... 2nd ed.: Dolichos. 1779. Edinburgh: Printed 
for J. Balfour and Co. 10 volumes publ. 1778-1783. See vol. 
4, p. 2511-12.
• Summary: “Dolichos... 2. The soja is a native of Japan, 
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where it is termed daidsu; and, from its excellence, mame; 
that is, ‘the legumen or pod,’ by way of eminence. It grows 
with an erect, slender, and hairy stalk, to our height of about 
four feet. The leaves are like those of the garden kidney-bean 
(*See Phaseolus). The fl owers are of a bluish white, and 
produced from the bosom of the leaves, and succeeded by 
bristly hanging pods resembling those of the yellow lupine, 
which commonly contains two, sometimes three, large white 
seeds. There is a variety of this kind with a small black fruit, 
which is used in medicine. Kempfer [Kaempfer] affi rms that 
the seeds of this when pounded and taken inwardly, give 
relief in the asthma.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) which mentions whole soybeans, or which 
mentions black soybeans, or which states that black soybeans 
are used in medicine–apparently in Japan.
 “This legumen is doubly useful in the Japanese kitchens. 
It serves for the preparation of a substance named miso, that 
is used as butter; and likewise a pickle celebrated among 
them under the name of sooju or soy [sauce]. To make the 
fi rst, take a measure of mame, or the beans produced by the 
plant: after boiling them for a considerable time in water, 
and to a proper degree of softness, they beat or bray them 
into a softish pulse [pulp?]; incorporating with it, by means 
of repeated braying, a large quantity of common salt, four 
measures in summer, in winter three. The less salt that is 
added, the substance is more palatable; but what it gains in 
point of taste, is loses in durability. They then add to this 
mixture a certain preparation of rice, to which they give the 
name of koos [koji] and, having formed the whole into a 
compost, remove it into a wooden vessel which had lately 
contained their common ale or beverage named sacki. In 
about two months it is fi t for use. The koos give it a grateful 
taste; and the preparing of it, like the polenta of the Germans, 
requires the skilful hand of an experienced master. For 
this reason there are certain people who make it their sole 
business to prepare the koos, and who sell it ready made for 
the purpose of making miso: a substance which cannot fail 
to be greatly valued in those countries, where butter from the 
milk of animals is unknown. To make sooju, or soy, they take 
equal quantities of the same beans boiled to a certain degree 
of softness; of muggi, that is corn, whether barley or wheat, 
roughly ground; and of common salt. Having properly mixed 
the beans with the pounded corn, they cover up the mixture, 
and keep it for a day and a night in a warm place, in order 
to ferment; then, putting the mass into a pot, they cover it 
with the salt, pouring over the whole two measures and a 
half of water. This compound substance they carefully stir at 
least once a-day, if twice or thrice the better, for two or three 
months: at the end of which time, they fi ltrate and express 
the mass, preserving the liquor in wooden vessels. The older 
it is, the better and the clearer; and if made of wheat instead 
of barley, greatly blacker. The fi rst liquor being removed, 
they again pour water upon the remaining mass; which, after 

stirring for some days, as before, they express a second time, 
and thus obtain an inferior sort of soy.”
 Note 1. The descriptions of how to make miso and soy 
sauce are based on those of Englebert Kaempfer, published 
in 1712 in Latin in his book Amoenitatum exoticarum... and 
fi rst written in Japan in 1690-92.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that contains the word miso. While some 
miso (though usually described as a paste) has a consistency 
like butter, and a few types have a yellow color resembling 
that of butter, the Japanese have never used miso like butter. 
Rather they use it as a base for soups, sauces, and stews. 
The misunderstanding that miso “is used as butter” probably 
comes from the following statement by Englebert Kaempfer 
in his book The history of Japan... (1727). “Of the Meal 
of these Beans is made what they call Midsu, a mealy Pap, 
which they dress their Victuals withal, as we do with Butter.” 
Concerning its etymology, the word “miso” seems to have 
come into English from the German Midsu, and into German 
from the Japanese miso.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “sooju” to refer to 
shoyu or soy sauce. Kaempfer used the same term (written 
Sooju) in 1712 in his book Amoenitatum exoticarum... which 
was written in Latin.
 Note 4. This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term “the soja” as a 
singular noun to refer to the soybean.
 Note 5 This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2002) 
which states that soybeans can be used to give relief from 
asthma or other allergic conditions. Address: Edinburgh, 
Scotland.

164. Smith (Hugh), & Co. 1780. Classifi ed ad: Beg leave 
to inform their friends and the public... Royal Gazette (New 
York City). Nov. 22. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Walnuts, Anchovies, Mangoes, Ketchup, 
French and Spanish olives, Sallad oil, India soy [sauce], 
Queen’s sauce [Quin’s Sauce?],...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions “Queen’s sauce.” Address: No. 21 Little Dock 
Street.

165. Folgham’s Case and Inlaid Cabinet Manufactory. 1780? 
The following articles are sold on the most reasonable terms, 
wholesale, retail, and for exportation (Leafl et). London: 
Folgham’s. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: Near the bottom of column 2, under “Silver and 
plated goods”: “Scalloped, round, and oval Crewet and Soy 
Frames.” Address: No. 81 Fleet-Street, London.

166. Trotter (William) and Co. 1780? List of sweet-meats, 
groceries, wines, &c. &c. sold by William Trotter and Co. 
Edinburgh (Leafl et). Edinburgh, Scotland. 1 p. Undated.
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• Summary: In the 3-column listing, the section on “Pickles” 
includes: “Capers,... Mushrooms, Kidney Beans, Walnuts, 
Anchovies, Ketchup, Indian Soy, Vinegars (French, 
Tarragon, Chiloe or Elder), Lemon Pickle,...”
 Note: Chiloé is a province on the west coast of Chile. 
Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

167. Long (Jos.). 1781. Classifi ed ad: Just arrived a parcel 
of fi ne new Cuisse d’Oyes. Morning Chronicle and London 
Advertiser (England). May 11. p. [1], col. 2.7.
• Summary: Also “... fi ne new dates, Japan Soy [sauce], 
Indian Curry Powder, Kian Pepper [Cayenne Pepper], 
and Mushroom Powder, all warranted genuine and 
unadulterated;... the only real Cheroquee Sauce [Cherokee 
Sauce], Zoobditty Match, &c... real French Marescall 
Powder;...” Address: No. 73, Cheapside, London.

168. Knox and Cowan. 1781. Classifi ed ad: Have imported 
in the fl eet from England,... Royal Gazette (New York City). 
Dec. 8. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Also, Groceries, viz... Pickles of all kinds, 
India Soy [sauce], Ketchup, best Florence Oil, best white 
wine Vinegar, Mustard;...” Address: No. 234, Queen-Street.

169. Jacquin, Nikolaus Joseph. 1781. Icones plantarum 
rariorum [Illustrations of very rare plants]. Vindobonae 
[Vienna]: C.F. Wappler. See vol. 1, p. 146. Color illust., plate 
145. Also published in London, Leiden, and Strasbourg. [3 
ref. Lat]

• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia, under Decandria, 
we fi nd: “145 Dolichos soja, caule suberecto, fl exuoso, 
hirsuto; racemis axillaribus, brevissimis, vel fl oribus 
aggregatis, erectis; leguminibus hirsutis; pendulis. Linn 
syst. Jacq. coll. vol. I. Phaseolus erectus, siliquis lupini, 
etc. Kæmpf. amoen. Caulis fl orentis pars summa. Legumen. 
Semen.”
 A superb color illustration (Plate 145) shows the 
soybean plant, with details of one pod and one seed. 
[Question: Where was this soybean plant growing?]
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014) 
concerning soya in connection with (but not yet in) Austria. 
The author’s name on the title page is given as Nicolao 
Josepho Jacquin. He lived 1727-1817. At the bottom of the 
title page of volume I is written “From the year 1781 to 
1786.” Address: Prof. of Botany, Vienna, Austria.

170. Bailey, William; Bailey, Alexander Mabyn. 1782. One 
hundred and six copper plates of mechanical machines and 
implements of husbandry approved and adopted by the 
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and 
Commerce, and contained in their repository... Vol. 1 of 2. 
Carefully corrected and revised by Alexander Mabyn Bailey. 
London: Printed for Benjamin White. See p. 194. Illust. (106 
leaves of plates, some folded).
• Summary: Page 194: “Book IX. Honorary and pecuniary 
premiums given for divers articles in Chemistry. Honorary 
premiums... 1766. To Mr. Samuel Bowen, of Georgia, for his 
useful observations in China, and industrious application of 
them in Georgia.” Address: 2. Register to the Society in the 
Adelphi Buildings in the Strand [England].

171. Gwilt and Goodwyn. 1783. Classifi ed ad: Intending for 
England shortly,... Royal Gazette (New York City). Jan. 11. p. 
3.
• Summary: “... For Cash only,... The very best Durham 
Mustard, India Soy [sauce],...” Address: No. 234, Queen-
Street.

172. Bryant, Charles. 1783. Flora diætetica: Or history of 
esculent plants, both domestic and foreign. In which they are 
accurately described, and reduced to their Linnæan generic 
and specifi c names. With their English names annexed, and 
ranged under eleven general heads. London: B. White. 379 p. 
See p. 297, 300-01. [2 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter VII. Leguminous plants. Section 
I. Pods and seeds of herbaceous plants (p. 297), there is a 
listing for “3. Dolichos soja. East India Kidney Bean.” Pages 
300-01 contain full details: “Dolichos soja. Indian Kidney 
Bean. Lin. Sp. pl. 1023. This is a perennial and a native of 
India. It sends up an erect, slender, hairy stalk, to the height 
of about four feet, furnished with leaves much like those of 
the Common Kidney Bean, but more hairy underneath. The 
fl owers are produced in erect racemi, at the bosoms of the 
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leaves; they are of the pea-kind, of a bluish white color, and 
are succeeded by pendulous, hairy pods, resembling those of 
the Yellow Lupine, each containing three or four oval, white 
seeds, a little larger than peas.
 “This plant is much cultivated in Japan, where it is 
called Daidsu, and where the pods supply their kitchens 
for various purposes; but the two principal are with a sort 
of butter, termed Miso, and a pickle, called Sooju or Soy 
[sauce].
 “The Miso is made by boiling a certain quantity of the 
beans for a considerable time in water, till they become very 
soft, when they are repeatedly brayed with a large quantity 
of salt, till all is incorporated. To this mass they add a certain 
preparation of rice, named Koos [probably koji; Kaempfer 
introduced this term in 1712], and having well blended the 
whole together, it is put into a wooden vessel, where in about 
2 months it becomes fi t for use, and serves the purposes of 
butter. The manner of preparing the Koos is a kind of secret 
business, and is in the hands of some certain people only, 
who sell the Koos about the streets, to those who make Miso.
 “In order to prepare Sooju they take equal quantities 
of beans, wheat, or barley-meal, and boil them to a pulp, 
with common salt. As soon as this mixture is properly 
incorporated, it is kept in a warm place for twenty-four hours 
to ferment; after which the mass is put into a pot, covered 
with salt, and a quantity of water poured over the whole. 
This is suffered to stand for two or three months, they never 
failing to stir it well at least once a day, if twice or thrice it 
will be the better; then the liquor is fi ltered from the mass, 
and preserved in wooden vessels, to be used as occasions 
require. This liquor is excellent for pickling anything in, and 
the older it is the better.”
 Note 1. Bryant’s account is largely based on that of 
Engelbert Kaempfer in his book Amoenitatum Exoticarum, 
written in Japan in 1690-92, and published in 1712. Bryant’s 
book has an excellent, extensive index. It is the earliest 
English-language document seen (May 2006) that contains a 
detailed botanical description of the soybean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of 
soybeans) in India; cultivated soybeans have not yet been 
reported.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2009) that uses the term “East India Kidney 
Bean” (singular or plural, regardless of capitalization or 
hyphenation) to refer to the soybean.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the term “a sort of butter” to 
refer to miso.
 Also discusses: Several species of edible seaweeds [sea 
vegetables]: “13. Fucus saccharinus–Sweet Fucus or Sea 
Belts. Lin. Sp. pl. [Species plantarum] 1630. Fucus alatus 
sive phafnagoides. Bauh. Pin. 364 [Caspar Bauhin. 1623. 
Pinax Theatri Botanici].

 “14. Fucus palmatus–Handed Fucus. Lin. Sp. pl. 1630.
 “15. Fucus digitatus–Fingered Fucus. Hud. Flo. Ang. 
579 [William Hudson. 1762, 1798. Flora Anglica]. Fucus 
arboreus polyschides edulis. Bauh. Pin.
 “16. Fucus esculentus–Edible Fucus Hud. Flo. Ang. 578 
(p. 90-91, 100-01).
 “39. Ulva lactuca or Green laver. Lin. Sp. pl. 1632. 
Muscus marinus lactucæ similis. Bauh. Pin. 364 (p. 117-18).

Amaranthus oleraceus or Esculent Amaranth from India 
(p. 119). Arachis hypogæa or American Ground Nut [Peanut] 
(p. 298-99). Cicer arietinum or Chich Pea [Chick Pea] (p. 
299; it “grows naturally among the corn in Spain and Italy, 
and it is much cultivated in these places for the table... It is 
much cultivated in Barbary [the Mediterranean coast of north 
Africa], by the name of Gravances, and is counted one of 
their best sorts of pulse”). Ervum lens or Lentil (p. 301-02; it 
“is a common weed in the cornfi elds of France... Lentils are 
a strong, fl atulent food, very hard of digestion, and therefore 
seldom used now but to boil in soups, in order to thicken 
them”). Lotus tetragonolobus or Square-podded Pea [Winged 
Bean]. Lotus ruber, siliqua angulosa Bauh. Pin. 332 (p. 302-
03). Lupinus albus or White Lupine (p. 303-04). Ceratonia 
siliqua or Carob tree (St. John’s bread, p. 309-10). Coffea 
Arabica or Arabian coffee (p. 311). Coffea occidentalis or 
American coffee (p. 311-12). Coix lacryma Jobi or Job’s 
tears (p. 332). Polygonum fagopyrum or Buck Wheat (p. 
343). Ginkgo or Maiden-hair tree (p. 377-78). Bread fruit 
tree (378-79). Some of these are described in detail in 
separate records.
 Note 5. This is the earliest Western document seen (Jan. 
2005) that discusses sea vegetables (p. 117-18).
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (June 2006) 
that mentions Coix lacryma Jobi or Job’s tears.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2008) that gives a scientifi c name for lentils 
(Ervum lens).
 Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2008) that mentions the chick pea (which it calls 
“Chich Pea”) or gives its scientifi c name (Cicer arietinum).
 Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2012) that mentions koji, which it calls Koos.
 Near the front of the book, a section titled “Terms 
explained” (xiii-xvi) is a glossary that gives concise 
defi nitions of the following botanical terms: Annual, 
biennial, perennial, sessile, serrated, crenated, pinnated or 
winged, peduncle, spike, spicula, panicle, spadix, racemus, 
umbel, calyx, catkin, petal, glume, arista or awn, fl oret, 
germen or seed bud, pericarpum, capsule, stamina, styles, 
stigma, summit. Address: Norwich, England.

173. Farley, John. 1783. The London art of cookery, and 
housekeeper’s complete assistant: On a new plan... To which 
is added, an appendix... London: Printed for John Fielding; J. 
Scatcherd and J. Whitaker. 459 p. See p. 390. Illust. 22 cm. 
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Reprinted in 1988 by Southover Press (Lewes, East Sussex, 
U.K.; Ann Haly, ed.). [Eng]
• Summary: “Catchup” is mentioned on pages 40-41, 47, 49, 
53, 60, 67.
 Also: Walnut catchup, mushroom catchup (p. xiv), 
Mushroom catchup (p. 26). Walnut catchup (p. 31). Walnut 
catchup (p. 45). Mushroom catchup (p. 51). Walnut catchup 
(p. 62). Mushroom catchup (p. 63). Walnut catchup (p. 66).
 Walnut catchup [homemade recipe] (p. 227-28): 
“Having put what quantity of walnuts you please into jars, 
cover them with cold strong ale allegar, and tie them close 
for twelve months. Then take out the walnuts from the 
allegar, and to every gallon of the liquor put two heads of 
garlic, half a pound of anchovies, a quart of red wine, and 
of mace, cloves, long, black, and Jamaica pepper, and of 
ginger, an ounce each. Boil them all together till the liquor be 
reduced to half the quantity, and the next day bottle it for use. 
It will be good in fi sh sauce, or stewed beef; and one good 
quality of it is, that the longer it be kept, the better it will be; 
for it has been proved, by experience that some of it, after 
having been kept fi ve years, was better than when fi st made. 
Another method of making walnut catchup is thus: Take 
green walnuts before the shell is formed, and grind them in 
a crab-mill, or pound them in a marble mortar. Squeeze the 
juice through a coarse cloth, and put to every gallon of juice 
a pound of anchovies, the same quantity of bay salt, four 
ounces of Jamaica pepper, two of long, and two of black 
pepper; of mace, cloves, and ginger, each an ounce, and a 
sick of horse-radish. Boil all together till reduced to half the 
quantity, and put it into a pot. When it be cold, bottle it, and 
in three months it will be fi t for use.”
 Mushroom catchup [homemade] (p. 228): “Crush with 
your hands the full-grown fl aps of mushrooms, and into 
every peck of them throw a handful of salt. Let them stand 
all night, and the next day put them into stewpans. Set 
them in a quick oven for twelve hours, and then stain them 
through a hair sieve. To every gallon of liquor, put of cloves, 
Jamaica, Black pepper, and ginger, one ounce each, and half 
a pound of common salt. Set it on a slow fi re, and let it boil 
till half the liquor be wasted away. Then put it in a clean pot, 
and bottle it for use as soon as it be quite cold.” Address: 
Principal cook at the London Tavern.

174. Pressey’s Warehouse. 1784. Classifi ed ad: New 
Muscadine raisins. Morning Post and Daily Advertiser 
(London). Dec. 17. p. [1], col. 3.9.
• Summary: Likewise, “Cashew Nuts, Ground Nuts,... 
Vermecelli [Vermicelli], India Mangoes, Soy [sauce], 
Cherokee Sauce, India Curey [Curry], Jordan Almonds, 
Seltzer, Spa, and Pyrmont Water.
 “The Nobility may be assured the above are all fresh, 
and may be depended on to be of the fi nest quality.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that uses the term “Cherokee Sauce.” The meaning of this 

term is unclear, as are its ingredients. Address: Henrietta-
street, Covent-Garden [London].

175. Skill and Son. 1784. Great Italian and Foreign 
Warehouse,... (Ad). Morning Post and Daily Advertiser 
(London). Dec. 17. p. [1], col. 3.2.
• Summary: “Cheese merchants and oilmen to their Imperial 
and Most Faithful Majesties; and to their royal highnesses 
The Duke of Clarence, and Duchess of Cumberland;...”
 “Curious rich sauces, superior to any thing of the kind 
ever sold, for fi sh, game, wild fowl, stews, hashes, ragouts, 
venison, etc.”
 Essence of Anchovies, Imperial Sauce, Zoobditty Match, 
Sauce Espagnole, Cherokee Sauce, Mushroom Ketchup, 
Quince Sauce [Quin’s Sauce?], Oyster Ketchup, Camp 
Sauce, Sauce Piquante, India Soy [sauce], Coratch, Sauce 
Royal, Walnut Ketchup, Lemon Pickle, Cavice.
 “And every other Sauce in use at the most Fashionable 
Tables.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that mentions “Cavice.” We have been unable to fi nd a 
description or defi nition of it, but it seems to be a liquid 
seasoning; by 1845 Harvey’s sauce was considered an 
acceptable substitute. Address: No. 15, Strand, near Charing-
Cross, London.

176. Glasse, Hannah (Mrs.). 1784. The art of cookery made 
plain and easy; which far exceeds any thing of the kind ever 
yet published... A new ed. London: Printed for W. Strahan, 
J. Rivington and Sons, L. Davis, W. Owen, T. Longman, 
B. Law, T. Payne, B. White, J. Robson, J. Johnson, G. 
Robinson, [and ten others]. vi + [20] + 409 + 26 p. See p. 
324-25. [Eng]
• Summary: Chapter 19, titled “To make anchovies, 
vermicelli, catchup, vinegar, and to keep artichokes, French 
beans, etc.” (p. 319-25) contains a receipt [recipe] titled 
“To dress White-bait” which states (p. 324-25): “Take your 
white-bait fresh caught, and put them in a cloth with a 
handful of fl our, and shake them about till they are separated 
and quite dry; have some hog’s lard boiling quick, fry them 
two minutes, drain them, and dish up with plain butter and 
soy.”
 Note 1. The last word, “soy,” refers to soy sauce. It does 
not appear in the index, and we can fi nd no other use of it in 
this book.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2003) 
published outside of East Asia that contains a soy-related 
recipe. It is also the earliest Western cookbook seen (April 
2012) that uses soy [sauce] in a recipe.
 Note 3. On pages 347-48 is a recipe titled “How to make 
ice cream.” This modern-style recipe uses 12 ripe apricots 
for its basic fl avor.
 Note 4. Hannah Glasse lived 1708-1770. Note 5. Kendra 
Van Cleave of the Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Inst., 
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Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, looked 
for (and did not fi nd) this recipe in both the index and the 
appropriate section of the following editions of this book–all 
of which are owned by the Schlesinger library: 1747, 1748, 
1751, 1755, 1765, 1767, 1770, 1774, 1778, and 1781.
 Note 6. As of April 2001 OCLC lists no microfi lm 
edition of this 1784 edition of this book. Address: England.

177. Transactions of the Society, Instituted at London for the 
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. 1784. 
Colonies and trade. 2:229.
• Summary: The section on “Colonies and trade” begins (p. 
229): “Rewards bestowed by the Society for the advantage 
of the British Colonies from the Year 1775, to 1782, 
inclusive.” “Earth Nuts and Sessamum seed, for importing 
and presenting to the Society for Experiment. To Mr. Samuel 
Bowen, The Gold Medal.”

178. Byrne, Dorsten, and Colburn. 1785. Classifi ed ad: Have 
imported in the ship Edward, Capt. Coupar, from London,... 
Independent Journal (New York City). Jan. 5. Supplement p. 
2.
• Summary: “... A general assortment of pickles, Quin’s 
sauce, Mushroom ketchup, Florence oil, India soy [sauce], 
Mustard in ¼, ½, & 1 lb. bottles,...” Address: No. 2, opposite 
the Fly-Market.

179. Priddy’s Italian Warehouse. 1785. Classifi ed ad: 
Parmesan Cheese, &c... Morning Post and Daily Advertiser 
(London). March 29. p. [3], col. 2.1.
• Summary: “Just imported... Curry Powder, Kyan 
[Cayenne] Pepper, Indian Soy [sauce], Mangoes, Fish 
Sauces,...” Address: No. 14, Poland-street, nearly opposite 
Great Marlborough-street [London].

180. Long (Joshua). 1785. Classifi ed ad: Just arrived, a 
Parcel of fi ne French Pomatums, hard and soft... Times 
(London). April 28. p. 1, col. 4. RiceVerm
• Summary: “... also West India Pickles of all Sorts; the same 
from the East Indies, as mangoes, Limes, Pickalilly, and 
Mountain cabbage; Lemon Pickle, Lime Juice, Lime Rob, 
&c... Vermicelli and Maccaroni [Macaroni], Lock Soy, &c. 
real Japan Soy [sauce], Kian Pepper [Cayenne Pepper], and 
real East India Currie Powder.”
 “N.B. An exceeding fi ne Parcel of real cold drawn 
Castor Oil.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that uses the term “real Japan Soy” to refer to soy sauce.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2012) that uses the term “Lock Soy.” Notice that in this list 
of items advertised, “Lock Soy” comes immediately after 
“Vermicelli and Macaroni.” Most early publications that 
describe “Lock Soy,” starting with A Voyage to Cochinchina, 
in the Years 1792 and 1793, by John Barrow (published 

1806, p. 315) state that it is type of rice vermicelli; made 
in today’s south central Vietnam (Cochinchina around 
Da Nang) and in China. In Cochinchina it is perfectly 
transparent, whereas “The Chinese Lock-soy is opaque.” It 
(apparently) does not contain any ingredient made from the 
soybean.
 Letter (e-mail) from Andrea Nguyen, Vietnamese-
born food writer from Santa Cruz, California. 2010. May 
4. Lock Soy could well be Soi Loc–a type of noodle made 
from tapioca in the area of Da Nang, Vietnam. Squiggly 
and chewy, it resembles worms. Soy is a misspelling of 
soi, which means “strands.” Loc refers to “tapioca.” If this 
explanation is correct, it used mostly with sweets and does 
not contain any soy ingredients.
 As of May 2011, the term “Lock Soy” appears in this 
database 17 times from 1760 to 1911.
 Note 2. This is also the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2011) that uses the term “real Japan soy” to refer to soy 
sauce. As of Feb. 2007, the term “Japan Soy” (referring to 
soy sauce) appears in this database 42 times from 1785 to 
1873.
 Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2005) in the Times (London) that uses the term “Soy” (with 
or without capitalization) to refer to soy sauce.
 Pomatum is a synonym for “pomade,” a perfumed 
ointment, especially a fragrant hair dressing. Address: No. 
73, Cheapside, London.

181. Burgess. 1785. Classifi ed ad: Spruce Beer Brew-House. 
Morning Herald and Daily Advertiser (London). May 3. p. 
[1], col. 3.7.
• Summary: “... where may be had curious Rich Sauces for 
Fish, Gravies, Made Dishes, Beefstakes [sic], &c. viz.
 “Fine Oyster Ketchup. Ditto [Fine] Anchovie [Anchovy] 
Ketchup. Ditto Walnut Ketchup. Ditto Zobdity Match. 
Genuine Cayenne Pepper. Genuine Gorgona Anchovies... 
Cherokee Sauce. Quin’s Sauce and Coratch. Lemon Pickle. 
Finest Parmesan Cheese.” Address: Burgess’s Italian and 
Salad Oil Warehouse, No. 107, Corner of the Savoy Steps, 
Strand [London].

182. Young’s. 1785. Classifi ed ad: Sallad oil, vinegars, and 
Montipolciano wines. Times (London). June 8. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “... Just Imported... India Soy [sauce], Mangoes, 
Ketchup.” Plus many kinds of oil, vinegar, and fi ne “Cyders 
[ciders], sold by the Hogshead, Gallon, or in Bottles.”
 This same ad appears on June 11 (p. 2, col. 3).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2007) in 
the Times (London) that uses the term “India Soy” to refer to 
a type of soy sauce. Address: New Italian Warehouse, No. 5, 
Cambridge-street, Golden-square [London].

183. Pressey’s. 1785. Classifi ed ad: Henrietta-street, Covent-
garden. Times (London). Oct. 25. p. 4, col. 4.
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• Summary: “The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully 
informed, that at Pressey’s Warehouse, Henrietta-street, 
facing Archer’s Poplin Ware Rooms, they may be supplied 
with all Kinds of Grocery and Foreign Goods, in a greater 
Variety that at any House in Town, all of which may be 
depended on to be of the fi rst Quality, and latest Importation, 
viz. Muscadine Raisins, in small Boxes,... London Almonds, 
Preserved Limes, Du Roy Plumbs, Spanish Grapes, great 
Variety of Foreign Liquors, Preserved Citrons, Apricots, 
Truffl es, Morrells, Campions, Parmesian Cheese, American 
Essence of Spruce, Cocoa Nuts,... Pistatia-Nuts [pistachio], 
Seltzer, Pyrmont, and Spa Waters,... Arrack, Old Hock, 
Patna Rice, East India Curry, Japan Soy [sauce], Cherokee 
Sauce, Cavica Sauce,... Maccaroni [Macaroni], Vermicelli, 
Cashew Nuts, new Dates, Lemon Pickle, Plain and Figured 
India Papers, Tamarinds, Lentils, Qoobity Mutch [Zoobditty 
Match?], Oyster Ketchup, India Mangoes, Lock Soy, and 
other Goods. Spermaceti and Wax Candles...”
 Note 1. Patna was a former Indian state in northeast 
India on the right bank of the Ganges River 290 miles (467 
km) west of Calcutta. In 1764 it came under British control. 
Today (2005) it is a city, the capital of Bihar state.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
that uses the word “Cavica” to refer to the name of a sauce. 
Elizabeth David (1970, p. 11) believes that it, or its relatives 
“caveach,” “cavice,” or “scabeche,” may have been the 
ancestors of the word “catsup.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2006) that contains the term “Qoobity Mutch.” 
Later modifi ed into “Zoobditty Mutch” and “Zoobditty 
Match,” it probably refers to a type of sauce.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2009) that contains the term “Cherokee Sauce”–
also spelled “Cherekey.” Address: Henrietta-street, Covent-
garden [London].

184. Bryant, Charles. 1785. Carl Bryant’s Verzeichniss 
der zur Nahrung dienenden so wohl einheimischen als 
auslandischen Pfl anzen. 2 v. [Flora diaetetica: Or history of 
esculent plants, both domestic and foreign. 2 vols.]. Leipzig: 
Bey Weidemanns Erben und Reich. See Vol. I, Part I (Erster 
Theil), p. 478-80. 21 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: This is largely a German translation of 
Engelbert Kaempfer’s book Amoenitatum Exoticarum, 
written in Japan in 1690-92, and published in 1712.
 The section titled “Dolichos Soja. Indian Kidney Bean. 
Linn. Spec. plant. 1023.–Sojabohne” (p. 478-80) discusses 
the soybean (also called “Daidsu”) and various soy products, 
including miso, koji (Koos), and soy sauce (Der Sooju).
 Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (March 2009) that mentions miso, which it calls 
“Miso.” The actual text reads: “... aber macht man Suppen 
und eine Art Butter daraus, welche Miso heisst,...”
 Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document 

seen (April 2012) that mentions soy sauce, which it calls 
“Sooju” or “Soy.” The actual text reads: “Dieser lezten 
Bereitung legt man den Namen Sooju oder Soy bei.” “Der 
Sooju wird folgender Gestalt zubereitet;...”
 The chapter on legumes (p. 474-75) also discusses: 
(1) Arrachis Hypogaea. American ground nut. (2) Cicer 
arietinum. The chich pea, or Garavances. French: Pois 
Chiche. (3) Dolichos Soja. East Indian kidney beans. 
Sojabohne.
 Note 3. The term “East Indian” probably refers to the 
Dutch East Indies–today’s Indonesia.
 (4) Ervum Lens. Lentil. (5) Lotus edulis. (6) Lotus 
tetragonolobus. Square podded crimson pea. Spargelerbsen. 
Vierecktiger Schotenklee. (7) Lupinus albus. (8) Phaseolus 
vulgaris. Common kidney bean. French: Faseole. Haricot 
commun blanc. (9) Pisum sativum. (10) Pisum Americanum. 
(11) Pisum maritimum. 12. Vicia Faba. Common garden 
bean
 Note 3. Charles Bryant died 1799. Address: Norwich.

185. Young’s New Italian Warehouse. 1786. Classifi ed ad: 
Tuberose roots, Great Britains, &c. Morning Post and Daily 
Advertiser (London). Jan. 23. p. [1], col. 2.3.
• Summary: “Foreign and English Vinegars, and Fish 
Sauces, Anchovy, Ketchup; Truffl es and Morels, Truffl e and 
Mushroom Powder, Cayenne Pepper, India Soy, Mangoes,...” 
Address: No. 3, Cambridge-street, Golden Square.

186. Thomas (William). 1786. Classifi ed ad: Has now 
for sale,... Daily Advertiser, Political, Historical, and 
Commercial (New York City). April 25. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Tamarinds and Pickles, French and Spanish 
olives, Anchovies and capers, Mushrooms, India soy [sauce], 
Ketchup, coratch and Quin’s sauce.” Address: No. 242, 
Queen-street, between Wall and King-street.

187. Young. 1786. Classifi ed ad: Italian wines, cyder, perry, 
Parmesan cheese, &c, &c. Times (London). June 10. p. 1, col. 
1.
• Summary: “Respectfully acquaints the Nobility, Gentry, 
and Public, that he has now a most excellent assortment 
of Cyders, of the fi rst Quality, and of his own Growth, in 
Bottles and Casks, which are so rich and full fl avoured of 
the Apples as to distinguish itself; also fi ne soft old Perry. 
Carmigniano Nice, and other Italian, or Summer Wines,... 
Gorgona Anchovies, particularly fi ne; Capers of all sorts; 
India Soy [sauce], Mangoes, French and Spanish Olives, new 
Lucca and Florence Oil for Sallad, Vinegars and Fish Sauces 
of all kinds, for use of the table and kitchen, Mushrooms 
and Wallnut [walnut] Ketchup, Cayenne Pepper, and Curry 
Powder...; and all will be sold on terms more considerably 
reduced than in any other Italian Warehouse in Town.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2006) that contains the term “Wallnut Ketchup” 
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(or “Walnut Ketchup”).
 Note 2. Perry (chiefl y British) is the expressed juice of 
pears often made alcoholic by fermentation and sometimes 
effervescent by carbonation or by fermentation in a closed 
container. Address: Italian Warehouse, No. 5, Cambridge-
street, Golden-square [London].

188. Powell (William). 1786. Classifi ed ad: Assortment of 
groceries to be sold... Connecticut Journal (New Haven). 
June 14. p. 3.
• Summary: “At the store formerly occupied by Mr. Joseph 
Howell... Mersailles [Marseilles] and Florence sweet Oil. 
Japan Soy [sauce]. English Kitchup.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2011) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Connecticut; 
soybeans as such have not yet been reported.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
that contains the term “Florence sweet oil,” suggesting that 
this sweet oil might be olive oil. Address: Head of the Long-
Wharf.

189. Pressey’s Grocery Warehouse. 1786. Classifi ed ad: 
Patna Rice. Morning Post and Daily Advertiser (London). 
Nov. 15. p. [4], col. 1.9.
• Summary: “The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully 
informed, that they may be supplied with any quantity of fi ne 
Patna Rice...
 “He has likewise a large quantity of fi ne Indian 
Mangoes, Bamboo Pickles, Japan Soy [sauce], true Curry 
Powder, Chili Vinegar, Cheroke Sauce [Cherokee Sauce],... 
preserved East and West India Ginger, preserved Tamarinds, 
Calcari Paste, Lack Soy, Batavia and Goree Arrack,... 
Zoobditty Match,...”
 This ad also ran on Nov. 17. p. [4], col. 2.7. Address: 
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden [London].

190. Raffald, Elizabeth. 1786. The experienced English 
housekeeper: For the use and ease of ladies, housekeepers, 
cooks, &c. written purely from practice, and dedicated to 
the Hon. Lady Elizabeth Warburton, whom the author lately 
served as housekeeper: consisting of near nine hundred 
original receipts... 10th ed. London: Printed for R. Baldwin. 
iii + 384 + [14] p. Illust. (4 leaves of plates). 12vo.
• Summary: The word “Catchups” appears on the title page 
under Part III.
 Part III includes many recipes (on 53 pages) that call 
for the use of Catchup. “Mushroom catchup” appears on 14 
pages “Walnut catchup” appears on 12 pages, and “Mum 
catchup” appears on 3 pages.
 For example: To make the corner dish (p. 16): “two 
spoonfuls of mushroom catchup, Chayan and salt,...” To 
make a Sauce for the Cod’s Head (p. 21): “... then take the 
meat out of your lobster, pull it in bits, and put it in your 
butter, with a meat spoonful of lemon pickle and the same of 

walnut catchup, a slice of the end of a lemon,...”
 To make a very nice Sauce for most sorts of Fish (p. 28): 
“Take a little gravy,... put in a whole onion, one anchovy, 
a spoonful of catchup, and a glass of white wine, thicken it 
with a good lump of butter rolled in fl our, and a spoonful of 
cream;...”
 To make mum catchup (p. 339): “To a quart of old mum 
put four ounces of anchovies, of mace and nutmegs sliced 
one ounce, of cloves and black pepper half an ounce, boil it 
till it is reduced one third; when cold bottle it for use.”
 Note: The word “soy” does not appear in this book.

191. Long. 1787. Classifi ed ad: Portable desserts. Times 
(London). Jan. 3. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “The Nobility and Gentry only are informed, 
that Long has imported a large quantity of neat boxes of 
curious fruits, much handsomer and genteeler for presents 
than Guimaroen plumbs, and come at nearly the same 
price;... preserved, East and West-India Ginger; candied 
ditto for the pocket when shooting or hunting... real Tapioca, 
Lock Soy, Japan Soy [sauce], and all kinds of rich sauces, 
&c. &c. together with a large variety of India goods, at 
his warehouse, No. 73, Cheapside, who being the original 
importer can afford them on lower terms and of superior 
quality than any shop in town.” Address: No. 73, Cheapside, 
London.

192. Powell (William). 1787. Classifi ed ad: To be sold... 
Groceries. Connecticut Journal (New Haven). Feb. 14. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Capers and Sallad Oil, Japan Soy [sauce], 
English Ketchup... Black Pepper, Cayan [Cayenne] do. [ditto 
= Pepper], Alspice, Race Ginger, Ground do. [Ginger],...” 
Address: State-Street, New-Haven.

193. Burgess. 1787. At Burgess’s Italian and Salad Oil 
Warehouse... (Ad). World and Fashionable Advertiser 
(London). Feb. 17. p. [1], col. 3.5.
• Summary: “Superfi ne Sallad Oil,... West India Pickles, 
genuine Cayenne Pepper, Bengal Currie Powder, Japan Soy 
[sauce], Lemon Pickle, Oyster Ketchup, Shalot Ketchup, 
variety of Vinegars, Devonshire Sauce, with the greatest 
variety of rich Sauces for Fish, Gravies, made dishes,...” 
Address: No. 107, corner of Savoy Steps, Strand [London].

194. Pressey’s. 1787. Classifi ed ad: New pistachio nuts. 
Times (London). May 31. p. 4, col. 2.
• Summary: “Just landed... Jordan Almonds, dryed Dates, 
Japan and Patna Rice, Bengal Currie Powder, Lock Soy, 
Japan Soy [sauce], Parmesan Cheese... Chili and French 
Vinegars, Bambo [bamboo] Achar and Bambo Pickle, Green 
and Yellow Mangoes, with and without shell, Minorca 
Honey, Zobditty [Zoobditty] Match... high fl avoured Batavia 
and Goa Arrack, with a great variety of other foreign goods, 
at Pressey’s Warehouse...”
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 A very similar ad appeared in the June 7 issue (p. 4, col. 
3).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2006) that contains the term “Zobditty Match.” 
Later modifi ed into “Zoobditty Mutch” and “Zoobditty 
Match,” it probably refers to a type of sauce. Address: 
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden [London].

195. Pressey’s. 1787. Classifi ed ad: Preserved East and West-
India green ginger. Times (London). June 2. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “Just landed... Bengal Currie Powder, Lock Soy, 
Japan Soy [soy], East India Bervits [Bervitte?, Bervitty?], 
Rosolio Maraschín from Java, Cashew Nuts, Bengal Paddy, 
fi ne high fl avoured Batavia and Goa Arrack,... Mandive 
and Tapioca, Parmasan [Parmesan] Cheese,... Pipe, and 
Ribbon Maccaroni [Macaroni], new Pistachio Nuts, Hickary 
[Hickory] Nuts, true Arquebusade Water, Cherokee Quin, 
Cavice and Wood’s Sauce,... Barbadoes Cane Spirit, 
Rotterdam Geneva, a variety of Foreign Liquors... at 
Pressey’s Warehouse... where the Nobility and Families 
may depend on being supplied with goods of the very fi rst 
quality.”
 This ad also appeared in the June 9 issue (p. 4, col. 3) 
and the June 16 issue (p. 4, col. 3).
 Note 1. Geneva is a highly aromatic bitter gin, originally 
made in the Netherlands.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
that uses the word “Cavice” to refer to the name of a sauce. 
Elizabeth David (1970, p. 11) believes that it, or its relatives 
may have been the ancestors of the word “catsup.” Address: 
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden [London].

196. Pressey’s. 1787. Classifi ed ad: Mangoes and bambo 
achar. Times (London). June 12. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “The Nobility and Gentry are most respectfully 
informed, that they may be supplied at Pressey’s 
warehouse,... Bambo Achar, Bambo Pickle, true Bengal 
Currie Powder, fi ne Patna Rice of the pincushion sort... from 
the East India Company’s warehouses; Japan Soy [sauce], 
Turmerick [Turmeric], East India Bervitty, China Lock Soy, 
Zoobditty Match, high fl avoured Batavia and Goa Arrack...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2007) in 
the Times (London) that contains the term “China Lock Soy.” 
It probably refers to rice vermicelli; notice that it is listed 
among the sauces and pickles.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that contains the term “Zoobditty Match.” 
According to the University of Wolverhampton online trade 
dictionary, this is: “A form of sauce or pickle, apparently 
originating in India, but Advertised around 1800 by 
tradesmen like Burgess... According to the expert on wine 
labels, N.M. Penzer [see The Book of the Wine Label], 
the term appears to be a corruption of two Indian terms, 
‘joobitty’ (tasty) and ‘machli’ (fi sh).” Thus it may have been 

a tasty fi sh sauce. Address: Henrietta-street, Covent-garden 
[London].

197. Williams and Company. 1787. Classifi ed ad: Just come 
in, great choice of fi ne Nankeen. Times (London). Nov. 26. p. 
1, col. 4.
• Summary: “... the greatest variety of real old japanned 
Stick Fans; fi ne carved Ivory stick and sandlewood 
[sandalwood] Fans; curious Italian ditto, mounted in the 
neatest manner;... preserved Ginger and Sweetmeats, Japan 
Soy [sauce], fi ne India Matting... All the said goods will be 
sold cheap, for ready money.” Address: No. 2, St. James’s-
street, Pall-mall [London].

198. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1787. The lady’s assistant for 
regulating and supplying the table, being a complete system 
of cookery, &c... Sixth edition, enlarged, corrected, and 
improved, to the present time. London: Printed for J. Walter, 
at Homer’s-Head, Charing Cross. [20] + 484 + [20] p. See p. 
278-79, 317.
• Summary: The section on “Kechup” contains a recipe titled 
“Soy” [sauce] (p. 317) which states: “Soy comes from the 
East Indies; it is made from their mushrooms, which grow in 
the woods. They are of a purplish colour, and are wrinkled 
on the surface like a morell [morel]. They gather them in the 
middle of the day, and wash them in salt and water; and then 
lay them in a dish, mash them with their hands, and sprinkle 
them with salt and beaten pepper; the next day the liquor is 
pressed off, and some * galangals and spices added to it; it 
is boiled up till it is very strong, and then some more salt is 
sprinkled into it. In this manner it will keep many years.”
 Footnote: * Galangals is a root which grows in the East 
Indies.
 To bake a Collar of Fish (p. 247-48): “For sauce–take 
the water the eel was boiled in, and the bones of the eel, 
with the fi ns, &c. of the other fi sh; put them into a saucepan, 
with a bunch of sweet herbs, an onion, some mace, cloves, 
and white pepper; let these stew till reduced to a quarter 
of a pint; strain it; add to it three or four spoonfuls of fi sh-
cullis, a few truffl es and morells [morels], a few mushrooms, 
two spoonfuls of ketchup, or half a one of soy, a piece of 
butter rolled in fl our; season it with a little salt, and give it a 
boil;...”
 The word “ketchup” appears in this early cookbook 
at least 65 times, and “walnut ketchup” appears at least 
four times–so by 1787 ketchup has become a widely-used 
condiment in England.
 For example: Pigeons in Fricandeau (p. 278-79): “When 
they are drawn, truss them with their legs in their bodies, lard 
them with bacon, slit them, then fry them in butter of a fi ne 
brown; then put them into a stew-pan, with a quart of good 
gravy, a little lemon-pickle, a little colouring, a tea-spoonful 
of walnut-ketchup, some chyan [cayenne pepper], and a little 
salt, with a few truffl es and morells, and some yolks of hard 
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eggs; lay the pigeons in the dish, and pour the sauce with the 
ingredients over them.”
 A section titled “Ketchup” (p. 315-17) appears just 
before the “Soy” recipe. There are ten recipes for home-
made ketchup: Ketchup of mushrooms. Another way. To 
make ketchup. Ketchup of Walnuts. Another walnut ketchup. 
Another walnut ketchup. White ketchup. Ketchup of the 
shells [of walnuts]. Oyster ketchup. English kechup.
 Here are several of the most basic ketchup recipes given.
 “To make Ketchup: Put the peel of nine Seville oranges 
to three pints of the best white-wine vinegar; let it stand three 
or four months; pound two hundred of walnuts, just before 
they are fi t for pickling; squeeze out two quarts of juice, put 
it to the vinegar; tie a quarter of an ounce of cloves, the same 
of mace, a quarter of a pound of eschalot, in a muslin rag; 
put them into the liquor; in three weeks, boil it gently till 
near half is consumed; when cold bottle it.”
 “Ketchup of walnuts: Bruise a hundred or two of 
walnuts, just before they are fi t to pickle; squeeze out the 
juice, let it stand all night, pour off the clear; to every quart 
one pound of anchovies; boil it; when the anchovies are 
dissolved, strain the liquor; add half a pint of red wine, a gill 
of vinegar, ten cloves of garlic; mace, cloves, and nutmeg, 
half a quarter of an ounce each, pounded; let this simmer till 
the garlic is tender.”
 “Another Walnut ketchup: Pound walnuts in a mortar, 
squeeze out the juice, let it stand to settle, pour off the clear; 
to every pint add a pound of anchovies; of mace, cloves, 
and Jamaica pepper, each half a quarter of an ounce; boil all 
together till the anchovies are dissolved, then strain it off, put 
in a good handful of eschalots, and boil it up again; to every 
quart of this liquor put half a pint of vinegar. It will keep for 
years; and two or three spoonfuls, in melted butter, makes 
excellent fi sh sauce.”
 “White Ketchup: Take one quart of white wine, one 
pint of elder vinegar, and one quart of water; half a pound 
of anchovies with their pickle, half a pound of horse-radish 
scraped, one ounce of eschalots bruised, one ounce of 
white pepper bruised, one ounce of mace, a quarter of an 
ounce of nutmegs cut in quarters; boil all together till half is 
consumed, then strain it off: when it is cold, bottle it for use. 
It is proper for any white sauce, or to put into melted butter.”
 “Oyster Ketchup: Boil small oysters in their own liquor, 
till the goodness is out; to every pint of clear liquor put 
half a pint of red wine, the same of white; mace, black, and 
Jamaica pepper, a quarter of an ounce each; pour it boiling 
hot on one dozen of eschalots, half the rind of a lemon, a 
piece of horse-radish: when cold, mix it with the oyster-
liquor; bottle it.”
 “English ketchup: Take a quart of white wine vinegar, 
put into it ten cloves of garlic, peeled and bruised; take also 
a quart of white port, put it on the fi re; and when it boils, put 
in twelve or fourteen anchovies washed and pulled to pieces; 
let them simmer in the wine till they are dissolved; when 

cold, put them to the vinegar, then take half a pint of white 
wine, and put into it some mace, some ginger sliced, a few 
cloves, a spoonful of whole pepper bruised, let them boil a 
little; when almost cold, slice in a whole nutmeg, and some 
lemon-peel, with two or three spoonfuls of horse-radish; stop 
it close, and stir it once or twice a day. It will soon be fi t for 
use. It must be kept close stopped.”
 Note: This 6th edition was the last real edition ever 
published. So the author never corrected her apparently 
mistaken recipe for “Soy.”
 Interesting non-soy ingredients. The word “almonds” 
appears 54 times in this book and the word “almond” 31 
times. Almond recipes include: Almond pudding (p. 345, 
350). Almond fraze (p. 362). Almond tarts (p. 365, 366). 
Almond cheesecakes (p. 368). Almond custard (p. 371). 
Almond cake (p. 374). Almond loaves (p. 382). Almond 
cream (p. 414, or pastachia [pistachio] cream, to be mixed 
with a pint of dairy cream). Almond soup (p. 205). Address: 
A professed housekeeper, who had upwards of thirty years 
experience in families of the fi rst fashion [England].

199. Priddy’s Foreign Warehouse. 1788. Classifi ed ad: 
French Pomatums, Cheese,... World (London). March 19. p. 
[1], col. 3.7.
• Summary: “... just landed; real Gorgona Anchovies, Quin 
Sauce, Coratch Cavice, India Soy [sauce], Lemon Pickle and 
all Sorts of Fish Sauces,...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “Quin sauce” to refer to 
“Quin’s sauce.” Address: No. 14, Poland-street [London].

200. Priddy’s Foreign Warehouse. 1788. Classifi ed ad: 
Foreign pomatums, cheese, hams, &c. &c. Times (London). 
March 31. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “... Essence of Anchovies; French and Spanish 
Olives; India Soy; Lemon Pickle; and all sorts of Fish 
Sauces, and curious Vinegars, Pickles, Oil, &c.” Address: 
No. 14, Poland-street [London].

201. Bankes, Thomas. 1788. A new and authentic system 
of universal geography, antient and modern: All the late 
important discoveries made by the English, and other... Vol. 
1 of 2. London: Printed for C. Cooke. 623 p. See p. 122.
• Summary: In the chapter on Japan, Section IV states 
(p. 122): “Their articles of exportation are wrought silk 
and cotton, rice, soy, Japan ware, porcelain, gold, silver, 
copper,...”
 Other titles: “New, Royal, and Authentic System of 
Universal Geography...” Address: Rev., Vicar of Dixton, 
Monmouthshire [Wales].

202. Williams and Company. 1789. Classifi ed ad: No. 2.–St. 
James’s-street. Times (London). Feb. 10. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “Mr. Williams, who has had the honour of 
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serving the fi rst Personages and most of the Nobility and 
Gentry, begs leave to acquaint them, especially his former 
customers,... the said collection is said to be the most curious 
ever seen together in England, and for the conveniency of 
the Nobility, Gentry, &c. they are placed in the fi rst fl oor... 
Indian Matting, preserved Ginger, Japan Soy [sauce], &c. 
the above goods are all marked at lowest prices for ready 
money.” Address: No. 2, St. James’s-street [London].

203. Pressey’s. 1789. Classifi ed ad: New Patna rice. Times 
(London). May 22. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “The Nobility are very respectfully informed, 
that they may be supplied with beautiful new Patna Rice, in 
small bags and casks, by the last ships from India, of very 
superior quality; likewise Curry, Batavia Arrack 12s. per 
gallon, Japan Soy [sauce], Masulipatam Snuff, preserved 
Ginger...”
 This ad also appeared in the May 27 issue (p. 3, col. 
4). Address: Warehouse, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden 
[London].

204. China Warehouse. 1789. Classifi ed ad: China 
Warehouse selling off a prime cost. Times (London). May 25. 
p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “A great Variety of Foreign China... Salt 
Spoons, India Paper Hangings, India Fishing Lines, fi ne 
India Ginger, India Soy; also a quantity of real India 
Nankeens, Muslins, and some very fi ne India Long Cloth...” 
Address: No. 15, Shug Lane, near the Haymarket [London].

205. Burgess. 1789. Classifi ed ad: For families going into the 
country. Delicacies for the table. Times (London). July 27. p. 
1, col. 2.
• Summary: “To the Curious in Fish Sauce and Gravies. 
Burgess’s new invented Sauce Picante, to eat with all kinds 
of cold meats, and directions given for using it. His Original 
and Superior Essence of Anchovies, so much approved 
of for Anchovy Sauce. Also the fi nest fl avoured Gorgona 
Anchovies, for bread and butter, and for making Sandwiches, 
&c.”
 “Japan Soy [sauce], and Lemon Pickle. Fine Capoot 
Capers.” Also many types of hams, tongues, pickles and 
vinegar.
 This ad also appeared in the Aug. 3 issue (p. 1, col. 2). 
Address: No. 107, Corner of Savoy Steps [London].

206. Burgess (J.). 1789. Classifi ed ad: Delicacies for the 
table. Times (London). Dec. 22. p. 2, col. 1.
• Summary: “Wild Boar Heads, cooked in the true Epicurean 
fl avour, are landed in high perfection... New Rein Deer 
Tongues... Dutch Geese Smoaked,... Welch Smoaked 
Salmon,... English and Hambro’ Sour Crout [Sauerkraut].
 “Likewise his Sauce Royal, he can recommend to 
families, for Stewing all kinds of Carp, Tench, Eels, Barbel, 

Pike, &c.
 “Japan Soy [sauce] and Lemon Pickle. Fine Capoot 
Capers. Superfi ne Lucca and Florence Oils, for Sallads. 
Genuine Cayenne Pepper.
 “Best American Spruce Beer, for Table use...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that contains the term “Sauce Royal.” By 
May 1792 this sauce was being imported into the British 
colonies of North America. Address: Warehouse, No. 107, 
Strand, near Exeter Change [London].

207. SoyaScan Notes. 1789. Terms used in the Times 
(London) to refer to soy sauce (Overview). 23 Jan. 2007. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In descending order of frequency, terms with 
two or more appearances are: Japan Soy–10. Lock Soy 
(probably a type of rice vermicelli, not soy sauce)–8. India 
Soy–5. China Lock Soy (probably vermicelli)–2. Lack Soy 
(probably rice vermicelli)–1. China Lack Soy (probably rice 
vermicelli)–1.
 Note: The prevalence of the term “Japan Soy” indicates 
(1) That this type of soy sauce was probably most popular, 
and (2) That it was probably purchased from Dutch 
merchants; they were the only Europeans allowed to trade 
with Japan during the 1780s.

208. Ellis, John. 1789. A catalog of such foreign plants as 
are worthy of being encouraged in our American colonies 
for the purposes of medicine, agriculture and commerce. 
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society 1:325-
36. See p. 327. (Held at Philadelphia, for Promoting Useful 
Knowledge. Second edition corrected). [1 ref]
• Summary: “From a pamphlet by John Ellis, F.R.S. [Fellow, 
Royal Society]. Presented by the Honorable Thomas Penn, 
Esq. to the American Philosophical Society through the 
hands of Samuel Powell, Esq.”
 “Dolichos soja Linn. Sp. 1023. A kind of kidbean called 
Daidsu. Used for making Soye* or Indian Ketchup. See 
Kaempfer, Amoenitat.
 “* The method of preparing East-India Soye or India 
Ketchup. Take a certain measure, for instance a gallon, of 
that sort of kidney-beans, called Daidsu by the Japonese, and 
Caravances by the Europeans; let them be boiled till they 
are soft; also a gallon of bruised wheat or barley (but wheat 
makes the blackest Soye) and a gallon of common salt. Let 
the boiled caravances be mixed with the bruised wheat, and 
be kept covered close a day and a night in a warm place, that 
it may ferment. Then put the mixture of the caravances and 
wheat, together with the gallon of salt, into an earthen vessel, 
and with two gallons and a half with common water, and 
cover it up very close. The next day stir it about well with 
a battering machine or mill (Rutabulum) for several days, 
twice or thrice a day, in order to blend it more thoroughly 
together. This work must be continued for two or three 
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months, then strain off and press out the liquor, and keep it 
for use in wooden vessels; the older it is the clearer it will be, 
and of so much more value. After it is pressed out, you may 
pour on the remaining mass more water, then stir it about 
violently, and in some days after you may press out more 
Soye.”
 Note: In 1770 Ellis was the commercial agent for West 
Florida in London. His fi rst book, published in 1770, was 
titled Directions for Bringing Over Seeds and Plants... with 
a Catalogue of Such Foreign Plants as are Worthy of Being 
Encouraged in Our American Colonies... It told how to pack 
seeds (often in beeswax) to prevent them from spoiling on 
long sea voyages.
 First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early, 
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United 
States. 2 p. Unpublished. \

209. Raffald, Elizabeth. 1789. The experienced English 
housekeeper: For the use and ease of ladies... 10th ed. Dublin 
[Ireland]: Printed by W. Colles. 327 + [11] p. Index. *
• Summary: See the 1786 London edition. The word 
“catchups” appears on the title page under Part III.
 Note 1. After Hannah Glasse, Mrs. Raffald was the most 
celebrated English cookbook author of the 18th century. 
Elizabeth Raffald lived 1733-1781.
 Note 2. The last 11 pages contain the index. Address: 
Confectioner, Manchester [England].

210. Tunno (George). 1790. Classifi ed ad: Takes the liberty 
to inform his friends and the public that he has imported... 
from London, a general assortment of European & East India 
goods... City Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Charleston, 
South Carolina). Sept. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Sallad and neats foot oil. Ketchup, India 
soy [sauce], mangoes, walnuts, gerkins, anchovies, picallilla 
[piccalilli] and mustard.”
 Note: Piccalilli is a British take on an Indian relish of 
chopped pickled vegetables and pungent spices. According to 
the Oxford English Dictionary, the word originated in 1758 
when Hannah Glase described how “to make Paco-Lilla, or 
Indian Pickle.”

211. Burgess (J.). 1790. Classifi ed ad: Double Dutch 
hyacinths, Jonquils, &c. Times (London). Oct. 1. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “J. Burgess most respectfully informs the 
Nobility and Families in general, that he This Day landed 
eleven thousand Double Dutch Hyacinths...”
 “Burgess’s original and superior Essence of Anchovies, 
which will keep good for years in any climate. To be used at 
table in the same manner as India Soy [sauce].”
 “Also his Sauce Piquante... Zoobditty Match, Lemon 
Pickle, Chilly Vinegar, and genuine Cayenne Pepper.” 
Address: No. 107, Strand, corner of Savoy Steps [London].

212. Shirtliff, Austin & Strobel. 1790. Classifi ed ad: Have 
just opened a large and very elegant assortment of the most 
fashionable fancy goods... in the dry goods line, imported in 
the Powhatan, captain Jeffrey, from London... City Gazette 
and Daily Advertiser (Charleston, South Carolina). Oct. 8. 
p. 4.
• Summary: “... Pickles consisting of: Gerkins. Walnuts. 
Beans. India melon mangoes. Capers. Mushrooms. Onions. 
French and Spanish olives. Anchovies. Japan soy [sauce], 
ketchup. Coratch. Quins sauce. Florence oil. Best Durham 
mustard...” Address: No. 19, Broad-street.

213. Anthony (Joseph, Junior). 1790. Classifi ed ad: Has 
imported in the last ships from London, a large and general 
assortment of silver, plated-ware, jewellery & cutlery:... 
which are immediately from the manufactories. Pennsylvania 
Packet, and Daily Advertiser (Philadelphia). Dec. 23. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Punch ladles and strainers. Asparagus and 
sugar tongs. Soy frames [for soy sauce], cake baskets and 
waiters. Table, chamber and bracket candlesticks.” Address: 
No. 76, On the South Side of Market street, between Second 
and Third streets, Philadelphia.

214. Briggs, Richard. 1790. The English art of cookery, 
according to the present practice;... A new edition. Cork, 
Ireland: Printed by J. Connor. xxiv + 24 + 534 p. See p. 217.
• Summary: The recipe for “Peregoe Turkey” states (p. 217): 
“Take a turkey about eight or nine pounds weight, draw and 
singe it, season the inside... roast it one hour and a half, baste 
it a little with the wine, and then with butter; put the rest of 
the wine into a stew-pan, with a little good brown gravy, 
some butter mixed with fl our, a spoonful of India soy or 
mushroom ketchup, a little pepper and salt, and the juice of 
half a lemon; stew it for fi fteen minutes,...”
 Note: India soy [sauce] and mushroom ketchup are 
considered interchangeable. Address: Many years cook at the 
Globe-Tavern, Fleet-street; the White-Hart Tavern, Holborn; 
and now at the Temple Coffee-House, London.

215. Young’s Foreign Warehouse. 1791. Classifi ed ad: At 
eighteen-pence per pound, the very best Parmesan Cheese, 
chiefl y of the Honey-comb Kind. Times (London). April 6. p. 
2, col. 2.
• Summary: “Five thousand pounds of the above Cheese is 
just landed at Young’s Foreign Warehouse... Hams, Tongues, 
genuine India Soy [sauce], Mangoes, &c. at the lowest prices 
for ready money.”
 “N.B. His Essence of Anchovies and other Sauces may 
be depended on at all times, as being the most genuine and 
pure, he being the real inventor.” Address: No. 44, New 
Bond-street [London].

216. Ball’s Italian and Oil Warehouse. 1791. Classifi ed ad: 
Just received at Ball’s Italian and Oil Warehouse,... World 
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(London). May 23. p. [2], col. 4.7.
• Summary: “... rich Sauces, viz. Essence of Anchovies, 
Lemon Pickle, Cavice, Corrater, India Soy [sauce], Quin 
Sauce, Zoobditty Mak [sic],...”
 “Spruce Beer, 4s. per dozen; Seltzer and Pyrmont Waters 
of the spring fi lling, just received.”
 The term seltzer water is a genericized trademark that 
derives from the German town Selters, meaning “water 
from Selters,” where naturally carbonated water has been 
commercially bottled and shipped into all parts of the world 
at least since the 18th century. Address: No. 76, New Bond-
street (six doors from Oxford-street) [London].

217. Burgess (J.). 1791. Italian Warehouse,... (Ad). Diary or 
Woodfall’s Register (London). May 30. p. [2], col. 2.7.
• Summary: “J. Burgess begs to inform the Nobility and 
families in general...” “Also his Sauce Piquante, to eat with 
all kinds of cold meats. Walnut Ketchup of the best quality.
 “Zoobditty Mutch, Lemon Pickle, and Chilly [sic] 
Vinegar, and genuine Cayenne Pepper;...” Address: No. 107, 
corner of Savoy Steps, Strand [London].

218. Hugget (S.). 1791. Classifi ed ad: Has for sale, imported 
by Captain Gardner from London. New-York Daily Gazette 
(New York City). June 22. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Capers in quart bottles. Quin sauce. 
Ketchup. Essence of Anchovies. Pickled Lemons. Cavice and 
India Soy [sauce], Havannah [Havana] Sugars, in boxes...” 
Address: No. 42, Broadway.

219. Burgess (J.). 1791. Classifi ed ad: Delicacies for the 
table. At Burgess’s Italian Warehouse. Times (London). Aug. 
20. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Imports, and sells wholesale, retail, and 
for exportation. J. Burgess begs to inform Noblemen and 
Gentlemen’s Families, he has received a large cargo of fi ne 
Parmesan Cheese...”
 Under the centered heading “Zoobditty Mutch” are 
listed: “Walnut Ketchup, of the fi nest quality. Quin’s Sauce. 
Devonshire Sauce. Cavice. Lemon Pickle. Japan Soy [sauce]. 
Cherokee Sauce. Fine Capoot Capers, of the best quality, 
such as will keep. Bengal Currie Powder, with a Receipt 
[recipe] how to use it.”
 Note: This long ad, which takes up nearly one 
newspaper column, has these other centered headings: To 
the curious in Sallad Oil. Vinegars. Rich sauces. Burgess’s 
Genuine Essence of Anchovies. Burgess’s new-invented 
Sauce a L’Espagnole. Burgess’s Sauce Piquante for cold 
meats. Sauce Royal. Sauce for stewed beef. Pickles. Best 
mustards. Hams and Tongues. Neats’ tongues. True Swiss 
Arquebu Ade. Seltzer and Pyrmont Waters. Essence of 
American Spruce. To the Curious in Lamp Oil.
 This ad also appeared in the Aug. 29 issue (p. 1, col. 
4) and in the Sept. 1 issue (p. 1, col. 3). Address: No. 107, 

Corner of Savoy Steps, Strand [London].

220. Erving’s (John) Grocery-Store. 1791. Classifi ed ad: Just 
imported on the ship Union, Capt. Barnard... a great variety 
of delicate sauces, viz. Argus (The) (Boston, Massachusetts). 
Sept. 9. p. 3.
• Summary: “Essence of Anchovies, Royal Sauce, Japan 
Soy [sauce], Quin Sauce, Chilly Vinegar,... Cavices,... 
Lemon Pickle, Oyster Ketchup, Devil’s Paste, E.I. [East 
Indies = India] Currie Powder, Cerach, Yellow ditto [Yellow 
Cerach], Elder Vinegar, Cherokee Sauce, Tartarian Ketchup, 
Zoobditty Mach.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2006) that mentions the word “Cerach” or the 
terms “Royal Sauce,” “Oyster Ketchup” (in North America), 
“Yellow Cerach,” “Tartarian Ketchup,” or “Zoobditty Mach.” 
Mr. Erving apparently liked to coin names for commercial 
products. Address: No. 42, Marlborough-Street [Boston].

221. Skill and Son. 1791. To families town or country,... 
(Ad). Morning Chronicle (London). Sept. 21. p. [1], col. 4.6.
• Summary: “Cheese merchants and oilmen to their Imperial 
and Most Faithful Majesties; and to their royal highnesses 
The Prince of Wales, The Duke of Clarence, and Duchess of 
Cumberland;...”
 “To the Curious in Fish Sauce: Skill and Son’s Rich and 
Incomparable Essence of Anchovies, for Fish Sauce, to be 
used in the same manner as India Soy [sauce], or mixed with 
plain melted butter.”
 “Skill’s Rich Imperial Sauce... for stewing Eels, Carp, 
Tench...
 “Coratch Sauce, for Steaks, Chops, and Cutlets.
 “Skill’s Newly Invented Camp Sauce, or Essence of 
Beef...”
 “Skill’s Newly Invented Mint Sauce, made sweet 
purposely to eat with Venison, Roast Lamb, &c...”
 “Real India Soy, Cavice, Quin Sauce, Zobditty Match, 
Walnut, Mushroom, and Oyster Ketchups [Walnut Ketchup, 
Mushroom Ketchup], Lemon Pickle, and all kinds of Rich 
Sauces, that are in use at the most Fashionable Tables.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains the term “real India soy.” But what does it 
mean? Why use the word “real?” Where and how was it 
made, and from what ingredients? Address: Great Italian 
and Foreign Warehouse, No. 15, Strand, near Charing-Cross, 
London.

222. Long (Joshua). 1791. Classifi ed ad: Joshua Long, 
senior, presents his respects to the Nobility and the Gentry... 
Times (London). Nov. 11. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “... and solicits the honour of their command, 
at No. 83, in Lombard-street, near the Mansion House, 
where they may depend upon having every article of the 
best quality and on the same low terms he used to sell at his 
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late Warehouse, No. 73, Cheapside [London], particularly... 
new fi ne Tamarinds, East and West India preserved Ginger, 
Sweet Meats and Pickles, real Japan Soy [sauce], Mangoes, 
&c. genuine Cayenne and Chilly Pepper; real Bengal Currie 
Powder, and all sorts of rich sauces...”
 “N.B. Foreign Sweetmeats, preserved Ginger, and 
Curiosities of all sorts bought and sold.” Address: No. 83, 
Lombard-street, near the Mansion House, London.

223. Burgess (J.). 1792. Classifi ed ad: Genuine rich sauces, 
for fi sh, made dishes, hashes, beef-steaks, &c &c. Times 
(London). Jan. 27. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: A large ad: “The great reputation which J. 
Burgess has gained by his Sauces (he being the inventor of 
them) has induced many Persons to give the same Names 
to Articles entirely different, and of very inferior Quality, 
which is not only an imposition, but a great disappointment 
to Families in general...”
 Concerning anchovies: “N.B. None are genuine but 
what are labelled with the Words, ‘Burgess’s Genuine and 
Superior Essence of Anchovies, No. 107, Corner of Savoy 
Steps, Strand, London.”
 The long list of imported goods includes: “Zoobditty 
Mutch. Walnut Ketchup. Oyster Ketchup. Mushroom 
Ketchup. Lemon Pickle. Fine Japan Soy [sauce]. Quin 
Sauce. Morells and Truffl es, dry. Green Truffl es. Artichoke 
Bottoms... Potted Lampries [Lampreys] from Hamburg. 
Bologna Sausages. Sour Crout. Gruyer Cheese... Chapzugar 
Cheese. Marole Cheese. Stilton ditto. Dried Sprats. Fine Red 
Herrings. Neats Tongues, nicely pickled...” Address: No. 
107, Corner of Savoy Steps, Strand [London].

224. Burgess (J.). 1792. Classifi ed ad: Genuine rich sauce, 
for fi sh, made dishes, hashes, beef-steaks, &c. &c. Observer 
(London). Feb. 5. p. 1.
• Summary: “Bengal Currie Powder, with a receipt for using 
it. Zoobditty Mutch. Walnut Ketchup. Oyster Ketchup. 
Mushroom Ketchup. Lemon pickle. Fine Japan soy [sauce]. 
Quin’s Sauce...” Address: No. 107, Corner of Savoy-steps, 
Strand, London.

225. Burgess. 1792. Classifi ed ad: At Burgess’s Italian 
Warehouse. Observer (London). April 1. p. 1.
• Summary: “Burgess’s original and superior Essence of 
Anchovies, to be used at table in the same manner as India 
Soy [sauce].”
 “Zoobditty Mutch, Lemon Pickle, Chilly Vinegar, and 
Genuine Cayenne Pepper, and the Essence of Cayenne 
Pepper.” Address: Corner of Savoy Steps, Strand [London].

226. Callender’s (Joseph) store. 1792. Classifi ed ad: Just 
imported, in the ship Mary, Capt. Davis, from London, and 
to be sold (At a small profi t). Columbian Centinel (Boston, 
Massachusetts). May 12. p. 72.

• Summary: “A great variety of delicate sauces, viz.–
Anchovies, Essence of do. [ditto = Anchovies]. pickled 
Walnuts, pickled Onions, Cherokee Sauce, Cavices, Oyster 
Catchup, Zoobditty Match, Lemon Pickle, East-India 
Mangoes, Morrells, Truffl es, Corach, Capitons, of a superior 
quality, Quin Sauce, Japan Soy [sauce], Sauce Royal, Currie 
Powder, Devil’s Paste, Tarragon Vinegar,... Mushroom 
Catchap [Catchup].” Address: South-side the Market House.

227. Commissioners of His Majesty’s Customs. 1792. 
Classifi ed ad: For sale, by order... Times (London). May 31. 
p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: The goods to be sold are divided into two 
types: For exportation, and for home consumption. The 
latter includes: “China Ware, Wine, Soy [Sauce], Haerlem 
[Haarlem] Oil, Sugar..., Human Hair,... Tobacco.” Address: 
His Majesty’s Warehouse, Long Room, Custom-House, 
London.

228. Mayer (John G.). 1792. Classifi ed ad: Has received per 
the ship Hanbury, and brig Betsey from London, a general 
assortment of pickles,... City Gazette and Daily Advertiser 
(Charleston, South Carolina). Oct. 25. p. 1.
• Summary: “... girkins, walnuts and mangoes pickled, 
anchovies, mushroom keptchup [sic, ketchup], walnut ditto 
[walnut ketchup], Quin’s fi sh sauce, Japan soy [sauce], 
London porter in hampers,...” Address: No. 129, Broad-
street, near the Exchange.

229. Dorsey (John). 1792. Classifi ed ad: Imported by the late 
arrivals from London, Sheffi eld, Birmingham, &c. A general 
and extensive assortment of silver and plated wares, fi ne 
cutlery, Japann’d and hard wares:... Federal Gazette, and 
Philadelphia Evening Post. Oct. 26. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Candlesticks and branches, from the bracket 
to the largest size, entire new patterns; egg and soy frames 
[for soy sauce], wax winders, dish rings and crosses,...” 
Address: No. 22, North Third Street.

230. Scot (James). 1792. Classifi ed ad: Has received by the 
ships Amiable and Sovereign from London, a fresh supply of 
groceries... City Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Charleston, 
South Carolina). Nov. 3. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Oyster ketchup, India soy [sauce], 
mushroom ketchup, essence anchovies, quins sauce and 
corash.” Address: No. 48, Bay.

231. Farley, John. 1792. The London art of cookery, and 
housekeeper’s complete assistant: On a new plan... 7th ed. 
London: Printed for J. Scatcherd and J. Whitaker. vi + [26] + 
467 p. See p. 271. [Eng]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Pickling,” the recipe for 
“Soy” [sauce] states (p. 271): “This article comes from the 
East Indies, and is made from their mushrooms, which grow 
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in the woods. They are of a purplish colour, and are wrinkled 
on the surface like a morell [morel; a type of mushroom]. 
They gather them in the middle of the day, and wash them in 
salt and water. They then lay them in a dish, mash them with 
their hands, and sprinkle them with salt and beaten pepper. 
The next day the liquor is pressed off, and some galangals (a 
root which grows in the East Indies) and spices added to it. It 
is boiled up till it be very strong, and then some more salt is 
sprinkled into it. In this manner it will keep many years.”
 In the same chapter there are also recipes for Walnut 
catchup and for Mushroom catchup (p. 255). The word 
“catchup” appears in this book on 59 different pages. 
Address: Principal cook at the London Tavern.

232. Phillips, Catharine. 1792. Considerations on the causes 
of the high price of grain, and other articles of provision, 
for a number of years back, and propositions for reducing 
them:... London: Printed and sold by James Philipps. [vi] + 
90 p. See p. 28.
• Summary: The widespread “use of East India tea” tends 
to increase the prices of provisions. Both milk and butter 
are used with it, which also increases their prices. “On the 
other hand, however, it may be observed, that the general use 
of tea certainly supersedes the use of much malt liquor and 
spirits, and thereby tends to keep down the prices” (p. 27).
 The great waste of provisions in many families of 
high rank also tends to tends “to advance the prices of 
provisions.”
 Suppose then a number of hams are stewed for their 
essence, and the fl esh after stewing, thrown away, or given 
to the dogs, will not this appear a very condemnable waste of 
good meat? To say nothing of the extravagant luxury of such 
ketchups, would not many poor people be glad of the meat 
from which it was extracted?” (p. 28).
 Note: The author apparently believes that ketchup is a 
meat extract, that it is very costly to make, and that the meat 
is typically discarded after the ketchup is extracted. Address: 
[England].

233. Erving’s (John) Grocery Store. 1793. Classifi ed ad: To 
be sold,... Mercury (The) (Boston, Massachusetts). Aug. 9. p. 
4.
• Summary: “Pickles: Pickle Peppers. Pickle Cucumbers. 
Pickle Walnuts. Pickle Mangoes pr. jar. Mushroom Ketchup. 
Quin Sauce. Fish Sauce. India Soy [sauce]. Stone pickle 
Pots.” Address: No. 42, Marlborough-Street [Boston].

234. Lazenby, Mrs. [Elizabeth]. 1793. Classifi ed ad: Articles 
worthy public attention. Times (London). Nov. 1. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “... who succeeded her late Husband in the 
above Oil and Candle Business, thinks it a duty incumbent 
on her to return thanks for the great favours conferred by 
the Nobility, Gentry, &c. both before and since his demise; 
having laid in a variety of Articles for the Winter Season, 

hopes to be honoured with a continuance of their generous 
encouragement.
 “Harvey’s Sauce for Fish is sold, by appointment only, 
at Lazenby’s Warehouse.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions “Harvey’s Sauce” (or “Harvey Sauce”)–which 
was later said by several commentators to use soy sauce as 
an ingredient. However, it was basically an anchovy sauce. 
Note that “Harvey’s” is spelled with an apostrophe.
 In Spices, Salt and Aromatics in the English kitchen, 
Elizabeth David (1970, p. 11) states: “A recipe for this 
sauce [Harvey’s], mentioned in cookery books and lists 
of necessary stores throughout the nineteenth century, is 
given in a cookery dictionary of 1832 (Footnote: The Cook’s 
Dictionary by Richard Dolby, late cook at the Thatched 
House Tavern, St. James St. New edition, 1832 [Note: Also 
in 1830 ed., which see]). Ingredients were anchovies, walnut 
pickle, soy and shallots, plus a whole ounce of cayenne, 
three heads of garlic, a gallon of vinegar and cochineal for 
colouring. The whole lot was mixed together, stirred two or 
three times, every day for a fortnight, strained through a jelly 
bag until perfectly clear, bottled and corked down. Harvey’s, 
like its rival Worcestershire sauce commercially launched in 
1838, was used as a condiment to fl avour other less ferocious 
compounds.”
 According to Heer (1966): Commercial manufacture of 
Harvey’s Sauce was started in 1776, and remained a family 
business until taken over by Crosse & Blackwell in 1919. 
Nestlé purchased the company after World War I. Address: 
Lazenby’s Warehouse, No. 6, Edward-street, Portman-square 
[London].

235. Hill (Thomas). 1794. Classifi ed ad: Liquors and 
groceries... for cash only. South-Carolina State Gazette and 
Timothy’s Daily Advertiser (Charleston). May 6. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Saltpetre, black pepper, Cayen ditto [= 
Cayenne pepper]. Ginger in root and ground... Pickolillie 
[Piccalilli], chou chou, red cabbage. Mangoes, mushroom 
ketchup. Walnut ketchup, japan soy [sauce]. Essence 
anchovies, Coratch, Zeobditto [Zoobditty] match, Quin 
sauce. Cinnamon water, citron ditto.”
 Note: A very similar ad by Hill appeared 2 weeks later 
in the South-Carolina State Gazette and Timothy’s Daily 
Advertiser (Charleston) on 20 May 1794 (p. 4). Address: No. 
10, Tradd-street, Directly opposite to Williams’s coffee house 
and Bedon’s alley.

236. Burgess (J.). 1794. Classifi ed ad: To families leaving 
town. Times (London). May 20. p. 2, col. 9.
• Summary: “Burgess’s original and superior Essence of 
Anchovies, to be used at Table in the same manner as India 
Soy” [sauce]. The list of imported goods includes: “Curry 
Powder, with a Receipt [Recipe] for using,... Zoobditty 
Mutch, Lemon Pickle, Chilly Vinegar, genuine Cayenne 
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Pepper...” Address: Burgess’s Warehouse, Corner of Savoy 
Steps, Strand [London].

237. Barney and Hollins. 1794. Classifi ed ad: Sales by 
auction. Federal Intelligencer (Baltimore, Maryland). Dec. 
23. p. 1.
• Summary: “... sweet oil; catsup; quin’s sauce; India 
soy [sauce], in bottles; Stoughton’s bitters;...” Address: 
Auctioniers [Auctioneers].

238. Scot (James). 1795. Classifi ed ad: Has imported in 
the ship Federalist, from London,... City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser (Charleston, South Carolina). June 24. 
Supplement p. 2.
• Summary: “... Mushroom ketchup, japan soy [sauce], 
lemon pickle and Quin’s sauce.” Address: No. 48, Bay.

239. Skill and Son. 1795. To families leaving town,... (Ad). 
Telegraph (London). Aug. 10. p. [1], col. 3.7.
• Summary: “Rich Fish Sauces and Gravies.”
 “Skill’s newly invented and delicious Camp Sauce, for 
enriching Game, Hashes, Ragouts, &c. and to eat with all 
kinds of Cold Meat, Chops, and Beef Steaks.”
 “Essence of Anchovies, for Anchovy Sauce; to be boiled 
either in melted Butter, or used as India Soy” [sauce].
 “Coratch Sauce, to eat with Chops, Cutlets, Steaks, 
Minced Veal, Hashes, &c.
 “Mint Sauce, made sweet purposely to eat with Venison, 
Roast Lamb, &c. in lieu of Currant Jelly.
 “India Soy, warranted to be genuine and to please; 
imported by the East India Company.”
 Note: Where did Britain’s East India Company fi rst take 
this soy sauce on board? Where was it originally made?–
almost certainly not in India.
 “Quin Sauce, Oyster Ketchup, Cavice, Walnut Ketchup, 
Cherokee Sauce, Zoobditty Match, Mushroom Ketchup, 
and every other kind used at the most fashionable tables.” 
Address: At their Italian and French Warehouses, No. 15, 
Strand, near Craven Street, London.

240. British Critic: A New Review. 1795. Thunberg’s Travels. 
Vol. IV. 6:473-81. Nov. See p. 478. [Eng]
• Summary: This magazine is publishing long excerpts 
from Thunberg’s Travels. Before each is a short introduction 
(p. 478): “Though soy-sauce is very commonly used in 
this country, its composition is but little known. It is a 
considerable article of commerce in Japan, and we here fi nd 
it thus described.
 “’Soy-sauce, which is every where and every day used 
throughout the whole empire, I might almost say in every 
dish, and which begins even to be made use of in Europe, is 
prepared from Soy Beans (Dolichos Soja) and salt, mixed 
with barley or wheat...” p. 121 of Thunberg.

241. Jacks (James). 1795. Classifi ed ad: Has imported per 
the Flora and Romulus, from London, a large and general 
assortment of plate, watches, jewellry [jewelry], &c. City 
Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Charleston, South Carolina). 
Dec. 14. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Plated goods:... A great variety of Castors, 
Liquor and Soy Frames [for soy sauce].” Address: Jeweller, 
No. 112, Broad-street.

242. Horace, -; Clubbe, William. 1795. Six satires of Horace: 
in a style between free imitation and literal version. Ipswich 
[England]: Printed and sold by George Jermyn. xx + 136 p. 
See p. 117. 25 cm.
• Summary: Fundanius.
 “For course the fi rst, two haunches were assign’d,
 “Kill’d in the forest, in a southern wind;
 “So said our host, and so I shou’d suppose,
 “If I might form my judgment by my nose:
 “A dish to whet the appetite stood by
 “With Lettuce, Radishes and Celery:
 “On either side were various sauces seen,
 “As Katchup, Soy, Anchovies and the Quirt.”
 Note: Horace (65-8 B.C.) was a Roman poet and satirist. 
Address: LL.B., Vicar of Brandeston, Suffolk.

243. Martin, Sarah. 1795. The new experienced English 
housekeeper: for the use and ease of ladies, housekeepers, 
cooks, &c. written purely from her own practice... Being 
an entire new collection of original receipts... Doncaster 
[England]: Printed for the authoress by D. Boys. And sold by 
Mess. F. & C. Rivington, London. [22] + 173 + [19] p. 8vo.
• Summary: Chapter IX, “Of Pickling,” includes: To make 
Walnut-Catchup (p. 132). To make Mushroom-Catchup (p. 
133).
 “To make Oyster-Catchup (p. 133): Take an hundred 
large oysters with all their liquor, a pound of anchovies, three 
pints of white wine, half the peel of a lemon and the lemon 
sliced, boil them gently half an hour, strain them through a 
hair sieve, add a quarter of an ounce of cloves, the same of 
mace, and of nutmeg, then boil them a quarter of an hour, put 
in two ounces of shalots, when cold bottle it with the spices 
and shalots in.”
 To make White-Catchup (p. 133-34; with anchovies as a 
major ingredient).
 Note 1. After the Preface is an “Alphabetical list of the 
subscribers’ names” with the town or city, and county of each 
given.
 Note 2. Bawtry, in central England, is a small market 
town and civil parish which lies at the point where the 
Great North Road crosses the River Idle in the Metropolitan 
Borough of Doncaster in South Yorkshire, England. Address: 
Many years housekeeper to the late Freeman Bower Esq. of 
Bawtry.
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244. Thunberg, Charles Peter. 1795. Travels in Europe, 
Africa, and Asia, made between the years 1770 and 1779. 
In four volumes. Vol. IV. Containing travels in the empire 
of Japan, and in the islands of Java and Ceylon, together 
with the voyage home. 3rd ed. London: Printed for F. and C. 
Rivington. xix + 310 p. See p. 37-38, 88, 107, 121-22, 177. 
Index. 21 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In the chapter on Japanese foods, we read (p. 
37-38): “Rice, which is here exceedingly white and well-
tasted, supplies, with the Japanese, the place of bread; they 
eat it boiled with every kind of provisions. Miso soup, 
boiled with fi sh and onions, is eaten by the common people, 
frequently three times a day, or at each of their customary 
meals. Misos are not unlike lentils, and are small beans, 
gathered from the Dolichos soja.” Note 1. The latter 
sentence, which is incorrect, led many subsequent early 
writers to believe that the seeds of the soy bean were called 
miso, or that miso was a type of small bean. Rather, miso is a 
paste made from soy beans.
 In the chapter on Japanese agriculture, we read (p. 88): 
“Of Beans, Peas, and Lentils, many sorts are cultivated, both 
the larger (Phaseoli) and the smaller (Dolichos). Of Daidsu 
Beans (Dolichos Soja) the meal is used for dressing victuals, 
and the expressed juice for making Soy; as is likewise the 
whole Bean for the soup called Miso, which is a daily dish 
with the common people. Atsuki [Azuki] Beans likewise 
(Phaseolus radiatus) are ground to meal, of which small 
cakes are made with sugar.”
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2014) that clearly mentions azuki 
beans, which it calls Atsuki Beans. It is also the earliest 
English-language document seen (July 2014) that uses the 
word Atsuki to refer to azuki beans.
 Note 3. It is not clear what Thunberg means by “meal” 
when he says “the meal is used for dressing victuals.”
 In the chapter on Commerce, after discussing the tea 
trade, Thunberg writes (p. 107): “The Tea Trade is confi ned 
entirely to the inland consumption, the quantity exported 
amounting to little or nothing. The traffi c in Soy [sauce], on 
the other hand is more considerable; and as the tea produced 
in this country is reckoned inferior to that of China, so the 
soy is much better than that which is brewed in China. For 
this reason, soy is not only exported to Batavia [today’s 
Jakarta], in the wooden barrels in which it is made, but 
likewise sold from thence to Europe and to every part of the 
East Indies. In some places in Japan too the soy is reckoned 
still better than in others; but, in order to preserve the very 
best sort, and prevent its undergoing a fermentation, in 
consequence of the heat of the climate, and thus being totally 
spoiled, the Dutch at the Factory [at Desima / Dezima / 
Dejima] boil it up in iron kettles, and afterwards draw it 
off into bottles, which are then well corked and sealed [by 
applying bitumen / coal tar to the stopper]. This mode of 
treatment renders it stronger and preserves it better, and 

makes it serviceable for all kinds of sauce. The Silk trade is 
indeed in a very fl ourishing state in the empire...”
 In the chapter titled “Residence at Dezima [1776], 
Previous to my Return Home,” the author writes (p. 121-
22): “Soy-sauce, which is every where and every day used 
throughout the whole empire, I might almost say in every 
dish, and which begins even to be made use of in Europe, is 
prepared from Soy Beans (Dolichos Soja) and salt, mixed 
with barley or wheat. For this purpose, they cultivate this 
species of bean in several places, although it grows in great 
plenty wild. Scarcely any kind of legumen [legume] is 
more copiously used than this. The seeds are served up in 
soups, once or twice a day all the year round, to people of 
distinction or otherwise, to the poor and to the rich. Soy is 
prepared in the following manner: The beans are boiled till 
they become rather soft; afterwards an equal quantity of 
pounded barley or wheat is added. These ingredients being 
mixed together, are set in a warm place, and covered up 
for four and twenty hours, that they may ferment. An equal 
quantity of salt is then added to the mixture, and twice and 
a half as much water is poured upon it. After it has been 
mixed in this manner in an earthen vessel, it must stand well 
covered two or three whole months together, during which 
period it is necessary however at fi rst for it to be stirred 
about several times in the day for several days together. The 
liquor is then pressed and strained off, and kept in wooden 
vessels. Some provinces furnish better soy than others; 
but exclusively of this, it grows better and clearer through 
age. Its colour is invariably brown, and its chief excellence 
consists in the agreeable salt taste which it possesses.”
 While in Colombo, Ceylon, in 1777 the author stated 
that “the Dolichos pruriens grew here tolerably common, 
with its hairy pods, the hairs of which attaching themselves 
to the hands, occasion much itching, which is allayed by oil, 
or decoction of rice, and are celebrated as a Vermifuge.”
 Note 4. This plant appears in the index as “Dolichos 
Soja.”
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that contains the term “Miso soup.”
 Note 6. On the title page, the author’s name is given 
as Carl Peter Thunberg, rather than Karl Peter. Of the four 
volumes, only vol. IV bears a date, which is 1795. The 
translator’s name is not given, not even in the “Translator’s 
preface” nor in any record on WorldCat / OCLC online 
bibliographic database. The original text was written in 1776. 
Yule & Burnell (1886, p. 651, and 1903, p. 859) state: “1776. 
An elaborate account of the preparation of Soy is given in 
Thunberg’s Travels, E.T., [vol.] iv. 121-122;”
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2014) that contains the word “Soy Beans” (or 
“Soy-Beans”) (p. 121-22).
 Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that contains the term “Soy-sauce” 
(or “soy-sauce”). The Oxford English Dictionary says 
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(incorrectly): “1818 Todd (transl. Thunberg), Soy-sauce is 
prepared from soy-beans (dolichos soja) and salt, mixed with 
barley or wheat.”
 Note 9. Lewis and Murakami (1923, p. 223) state: “The 
third English edition of Charles Peter Thunberg’s Travels 
(London 1796) contains an English-Japanese vocabulary 
of approximately 1,500 words; this was probably the fi rst 
English-Japanese vocabulary ever published. It seems to 
have been unknown to our author [Ranald MacDonald] 
and his scholars.” Address: Prof. of Botany, Univ. of Upsal 
[Uppsala], Sweden.

245. Fox, John. 1796. General view of the agriculture the 
County of Glamorgan, with observations on the means of its 
improvements. Drawn up for the consideration of the Board 
of Agriculture and Internal Improvement. London: Printed 
by B. McMillan, Printer to His Royal Highness the Prince of 
Wales. iii + 8-65. See p. 32-33.
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 7) states: “This is a 
maritime county, in the province of Canterbury, and dioceses 
of Llandaff and St. David’s.” It contains about “660 square 
miles, or about 422,400 acres. It is bounded by the Severn 
Sea [now Bristol Channel] on the South...” Note: One of the 
13 historic counties of Wales, it included Cardiff.
 The section titled “Green crops” (p. 32-33) begins: 
The more frequent introduction of these crops, is certainly 
among the fi rst improvements in modern agriculture. They 
fertilize and cleanse the land, and contribute much to the 
health of stock, by affording them a change of diet. As 
it is advantageous to cultivate a variety of green crops, 
particularly on spacious farms, I shall recommend the culture 
of a few, that I hope will be of great service.”

Chinese vetches produce four crops in a year, of 
excellent food for cattle; they grow erect in tufts from 
eighteen inches to two feet high.”
 Note: The term “Chinese vetches,” coined by Samuel 
Bowen in about 1767 to refer to soybeans, may also refer to 
soybeans here–but we cannot be sure. Address: Wales.

246. Glasse, Hannah (Mrs.). 1796. The art of cookery made 
plain and easy; which far exceeds any thing of the kind ever 
yet published. London: J. Fairburn. xl + 419 p. See p. 173-
74. Index. 22 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted in 1971. [Eng]
• Summary: On the title page, after the table of contents, we 
read: “in which are included, One Hundred and Fifty new 
and useful Receipts [recipes], not inserted in any former 
edition.”
 In Chapter X, “Fish,” the last receipt [recipe], “To dress 
White-bait,” is almost identical to that in the 1784 edition–
except it is in a different chapter and it lacks two commas. 
It states (p. 173-74): “Take your white-bait fresh caught and 
put them in a cloth with a handful of fl our, and shake them 
about till they are separated and quite dry; have some hog’s 
lard boiling quick, fry them two minutes, drain them and dish 

up with plain butter and soy.”
 Note 1. The last word, “soy,” refers to soy sauce. It does 
not appear in the index, and we can fi nd no other use of it in 
this book.
 Note 2. “Price: fi ve shillings, bound.”
 Note 3. Chapter XIV, “For Lent, or a fast dinner...” 
(p. 205-64) contains several recipes in which almonds 
are pounded to a paste in a mortar then mixed with other 
ingredients and used in place of or with dairy milk or cream, 
including Almond soup (p. 209-10), Almond fraze (p. 218, 
sweet pancakes with pounded almonds, sweet cream, eggs, 
sugar, and grated white bread, pan-fried in butter), How to 
make a hedge-hog (p. 224; with 2 lb of almonds instead of 
meat), Almond pudding (two types, p. 243-44), and Ipswitch 
almond pudding (p. 251). In other chapters, almonds are also 
used to make Almond cheesecakes (p. 319), Almond custards 
(p. 320), Almond butter (p. 321), Almond cream (p. 324), 
and Almond rice (p. 339). In these Lenten recipes, eggs, 
butter, cream, and cheese are used quite often and liberally. 
Meat is never used, but eels, fi sh (fl ounder, herring, salmon, 
scate / thornback), and shellfi sh (crawfi sh, lobsters, mussels, 
oysters) are all used.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) calling for the use of almond milk at Lent 
in Europe in place of or with dairy milk or cream.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that contains the term “Almond butter” (p. 
321) or gives a recipe: “Take a quart of cream, put in some 
mace whole, and a quartered nutmeg, the yolks of eight eggs, 
well beaten, and three quarters of a pound of almonds well 
blanched, and beaten extremely small, with a little rose-water 
and sugar; and put all these together, set them on the fi re, 
and stir them till they begin to boil; then take it off, and you 
will fi nd it a little cracked; so lay a strainer in a cullender 
[colander] and pour it into it, and let it drain a day or two, till 
you see it is fi rm like butter; then run it through a cullender, 
and it will be like little comfi ts, and so serve it up.”
 Note 6. Other interesting ingredients and recipes: Walnut 
catchup (p. 156). Sago puddings (p. 244, 254). To boil sago 
[for the sick] (p. 268). To make catchup to keep twenty 
years (for captains of ships, using mainly strong stale beer, 
large mushrooms, pickled anchovies, shallots, mace, cloves, 
pepper, and ginger–no tomatoes or soy, p. 271). To make 
catchup (two ways, using mainly mushrooms, salt, red wine, 
and spices–no tomatoes or soy, p. 371-72).
 Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2006) 
that contains a recipe for a type of “catchup” in which 
mushrooms are the main solid ingredient. Address: England.

247. Times (London). 1797. Classifi ed ad: Japan Soy.–For 
sale. March 13. p. 1, col. 4.
• Summary: “... at No. 34, Fish street... near the Monument; 
Genuine Japan Soy [sauce], in casks from 10 to 60 gallons, at 
16s. per gallon, for ready money only.” Address: [England].
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248. Brown (T.). 1797. To families, resident in Chelsea, 
Pimlico, Battersea, Wandsworth, Kensington, and 
Knightsbridge (Ad). Observer (London). Nov. 26. p. 1.
• Summary: “Genuine wines, now on sale, in fi ne condition, 
at Brown’s New Tea Warehouse, the Chinese and Tea Plant, 
Paradise Row, Chelsea,... Fish Sauces of all sorts. Perfumery 
and Confectionary. New Anchovies, Capers, Japan Soy 
[sauce], Cayenne Pepper, Oils, Vinegars, &c.;...”
 Note: This is the earliest British newspaper seen (Oct. 
2009) in which the term “Japan soy” is mentioned. Address: 
Paradise Row, Chelsea, London.

249. Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, 
sciences, and miscellaneous literature... 3rd ed... greatly 
improved. 18 vols. 1797. Edinburgh: Printed for A. Bell and 
C. Macfarquhar.
• Summary: In vol. 6, part 1 (D-E), the entry for Dolichos (p. 
81) states: 2. The soja is a native of Japan, where it is termed 
daidsu; and, from its excellence, mame; that is, “the legumen 
or pod,” by way of eminence. It grows with an erect, slender, 
and hairy stalk, to the height of about four feet. The leaves 
are like those of the garden kidney-bean *. The fl owers 
are of a bluish white, and produced from the bottom of the 
leaves, and succeeded by bristly hanging pods resembling 
those of the yellow lupine, which commonly contain two, 
sometimes three, large white feeds. There is a variety of this 
kind, with a small black fruit, which is used in medicine. 
Kempfer [Kaempfer] affi rms, that the seeds of this when 
pounded and taken inwardly give relief in the asthma. This 
legumen is doubly useful in the Japanese kitchens. It serves 
for the preparation of a substance named miso, that is used 
as butter; and likewise a pickle celebrated among them under 
the name of sooju or soy [sauce]. To make the fi rst, they take 
a measure of mame, or the beans produced by the plant: after 
boiling them for a considerable time in water, and to a proper 
degree of softness, they beat or bray them into a softish pulse 
[pulp?]; incorporating with it, by means of repeated braying, 
a large, quantity of common salt, four measures in summer, 
in winter three. The less salt that is added, the substance is 
more palatable; but what it gains in point of taste, it loses in 
durability. They then add to this mixture a certain preparation 
of rice, to which they give the name of koos [koji]; and 
having formed the whole into a compost, remove it into a 
wooden vessel which had lately contained their common ale 
or beverage named sacki. In about two months it is fi t for 
use. The koos gives it a grateful taste; and the preparing of 
it, like the polenta of the Germans, requires the skillful hand 
of an experienced master. For this reason there are certain 
people who make it their sole business to prepare the koos, 
and who sell it ready made for the purpose of making miso: 
a substance which cannot fail to be greatly valued in those 
countries where butter from the milk of animals is unknown.
 “To make sooju or soy, they take equal quantities of the 

same beans boiled to a certain degree of softness; of muggi, 
that is corn, whether barley or wheat, roughly ground; and 
of common salt. Having properly mixed the beans with 
the pounded corn, they cover up the mixture, and keep it 
for a day and a night in a warm place, in order to ferment; 
then putting the mass into a pot, they cover it with the salt, 
pouring over the whole two measures and a half of water. 
This compound substance they carefully stir at least once 
a-day, if twice or thrice the better, for two or three months: 
at the end of which time, they fi ltrate and express the mass, 
preserving the liquor in wooden vessels. The older it is, the 
better and the clearer; and if made of wheat instead of barley, 
greatly blacker. The fi rst liquor being removed, they again 
pour water upon the remaining mass; which, after stirring for 
some days, as before, they express a second time, and thus 
obtain an inferior sort of soy.”
 For Sakki (saké) see vol. 9, part 1 (p. 71, under Japan). 
Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

250. Lettsom, John Coakley. 1797. Hints designed to 
promote benefi cence, temperance, and medical science. Vol. 
1. London: Printed by H. Fry, for C. Dilly. v + 273 p. See p. 
205-06. Illust.
• Summary: Page 205-06: “It has been observed, that as 
charitable institutions multiply, so do public dinners; and 
many amiable characters eat and drink themselves into 
disease, to prevent it in their fellow creatures; and, pity it 
is, that a benevolent and cordial heart, should suffer under 
a virtuous infl uence! Let such calmly refl ect and calculate 
a dinner of this kind.–First, we fi nd rich turtle, or mock 
turtle soup, which when cold would suspend a spoon,–then 
succeed boiled salmon, or cod’s head, or turbot fl oating in 
thick lobster, shrimp, or oyster sauces.–After these have 
removed or diminished the sensation of hunger, a fi rm piece 
of boiled ham, and roasted and boiled chicken, are presented 
to excite new desires; and too often are plentifully admitted 
to remove them: these good things heightened in taste 
and fl avour, by cayenne, black pepper, salt, soy, catchup, 
mustard and horse radish, beget thirst; and dilution, like 
the water-engine, when a house is in fl ames, is brought in 
aid, to extinguish the fi re excited in the stomach.” Address: 
[England].

251. Staunton, George Thomas. comp. 1797. An historical 
account of the embassy to the Emperor of China, undertaken 
by order of the King of Great Britain;... London: Printed for 
John Stockdale. xv + 475 p. Illust.
• Summary: In Chapter 9, “Embassy lands near Tong-
choo-foo. Proceeds through Pekin to a Palace in the 
neighborhood...” states (p. 269): “The lands, as on the 
other side of Tiensing [Tientsin / Tianjin], were many of 
them covered with millet, which with rice, and some corn, 
are the principal objects of cultivation; yet the, people 
have experienced the dreadful effects of famine from 
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the destruction of locusts, or the fall of torrents from the 
mountains. In some spots were seen growing a species of the 
dolichos, not very dissimilar to the kidney bean; in others 
fi elds of beans, and various kinds of pulse; and likewise 
sesamum, and other plants whose seeds produce oil.”
 In the same chapter, page 294 states: “The enclosures 
were few; and but few cattle to enclose; pasturage ground 
was rare; the animals for food and tillage being foddered and 
fed chiefl y in stalls. Straw cut small and mixed with beans 
[probably black soybeans] was the food for horses.”
 Note 1. George Leonard Staunton (1737-1801), was a 
diplomatist and Orientalist.
 Note 2: OCLC / Worldcat says this 1797 work by 
Staunton is owned by 73 libraries worldwide. It lists another 
author as George Macartney. Address: Sir, Bart, England.

252. Williams, T. 1797. The accomplished housekeeper, and 
universal cook. Containing all of the various branches of 
cookery;... London: Printed for J. Scatcherd. xvi + [18] + 274 
p. See p. 84.
• Summary: Catchup is mentioned on 26 pages in this book: 
p. 10, 26, 28, 32, 33, 38, 39, 41, 47, 52, 66, 73, 74, 75, 77, 
78, 82, 83, 84, 87, 89, 94, 140, 142, 144, 153.
 To make walnut Ketchup (p. 223): “Grind half a bushel 
of green walnuts, before the shell is formed, in a crab-mill, 
or beat them in a marble mortar. Then squeeze out the juice 
through a coarse cloth, and wring the cloth well to get all the 
juice out. To every gallon of juice put a quart of red wine, a 
quarter of a pound of anchovies, the same of bay salt, one 
ounce of allspice, two of long and black pepper, half an 
ounce of cloves and mace, a little ginger, and horse-radish 
cut in slices. Boil all together till reduced to half the quantity, 
and then pour it into a pan. When it is cold, bottle it, cork it 
tight, and it will be fi t for use in three months. If you have 
any pickle left in the jar after your walnuts are used, to every 
gallon of pickle put in two heads of garlic, a quart of red 
wine, and of cloves, mace, long, black, and Jamaica pepper 
each an ounce. Boil them all together, till it is reduced to half 
the quantity, pour it into a pan, and the next day bottle it for 
use.”
 To make mushroom ketchup [using a bushel of large 
fl aps of mushrooms, gathered when they are dry] (p. 223-24). 
Address: “And the principal cooks at the London and Crown 
and Anchor taverns”.

253. Skill. 1798. Provisions for exportation,... (Ad). Star 
(London). Jan. 22. p. [1], col. 4.
• Summary: “Skill’s Fish Sauces.”
 “Skill’s newly invented Camp Sauce.” “Essence of 
Anchovies.” “Sauce des Epicures.” “Lemon Pickle.” “Sauce 
a la Suisse.”
 “Quin Sauce, to eat with Turbot, and all kinds of Fish.”
 “Sauce a l’Imperiale.”
 “Cavice Sauce a la Militaire, Walnut Ketchup, Indian 

Soy, Oister Ketchup [Oyster Ketchup], Cherokee Sauce, 
Mushroom Ketchup, Zoobditty Match, and every other 
sort used at the most fashionable tables, in bottles, 2s. 18d. 
and 3s. 6d. each, and in cases with partitions, containing 
twelve sorts of the above Sauces, at only one Guinea each.” 
Address: At his Italian and French Warehouse, No. 15, 
Strand, near Craven Street, London.

254. Beckmann, Professor [Johann?]. 1798. Account of the 
methods employed in Japan and China to prepare soy, with 
some observations on the bean from which it is produced. 
Philosophical Magazine (The) (London) 1:342-45. Sept. [4 
ref]
• Summary: “This article [soy sauce], which is a brown 
saline liquor, imported to Europe from the East Indies, 
is employed for seasoning various kinds of dishes, and 
improving the taste of different sauces. It is brought from 
Japan in small wooden vessels, and also from China and 
other parts of India in glass fl asks, several of which are 
packed together in a wooden box. The use of it has been long 
general in the East Indies; where it is placed on the table at 
each meal, instead of salt, for the purpose of dipping in it 
fl esh, fi sh, and other kinds of food.
 “The Japanese are said to be the inventors of this article; 
and, at present, their soy is preferred to any other; though it 
is asserted by connoisseurs that this preference arises more 
from the price than the goodness. In my opinion, it was fi rst 
introduced in the European commerce in the present century; 
for it is not to be found in the old catalogues of goods; in 
Saavary’s or Ludovici’s dictionaries, nor in the old books on 
cookery. The fi rst account of the method of preparing it after 
the Japanese manner was published by Kempfer [Kaempfer].
 “Before I give a description of this method, it may not 
be improper to inform the reader that the people in India, 
instead of our common kidney beans, cultivate and use as 
food another species of a familiar kind, called in botany 
dolichos, and which comprehends several species. Among 
these there is one called dolichos soya. The plant is all over 
rough; and its weak stem rises to the height of a man. Its 
fl owers, which are small, scarcely appear above the calyx, 
and are a blueish or almost violet color. The rough husks 
contain for the most part only two seeds, which in form, 
size and taste differ very little from our garden pease, except 
that they are fl atted, shaped somewhat like an egg, and have 
a black speck at the place where they begin to germinate*. 
(Footnote: * Hilum fuscum. The fi rst description and fi gure 
of this plant was given by Kempfer in his Amoenitat. exot. p. 
837, 838. Both these, however, were improved and rendered 
more complete by Bergius in Abhandlungen der Schwedisch. 
Akad. xxvi. p. 281. The latest descriptions are those of 
Thunberg in his Flora Japonica, p. 282.; and Jacquin in 
Collectanea ad botanicam et hist. nat. vol. i. p. 46).”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2014) that contains the word “soya,” or that uses 
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“soya” as the species name of the soybean, or that gives the 
scientifi c name of the soybean as dolichos soya.
 “These seeds form the principal component part of soy. 
In Japan they are fi rst boiled, and then mixed with the same 
quantity of barley or wheat meal (the latter is for the purpose 
of giving the soy a darker colour); and the mixture, being 
covered up, is deposited for twenty-four hours in a warm 
place, where it ferments. The same quantity of common 
salt, with the like quantity and half as much water, is thrown 
over it; and the whole mass, for the space of two or three 
months, is stirred round daily with a chocolate stick, and 
closely covered immediately after. At the expiration of that 
period it is strained or squeezed through a linen cloth, and 
the liquor, which is preserved in wooden vessels, becomes 
always clearer and better the longer it is kept. The mass 
which remains is again subjected to a like process by having 
water poured over it, and, being stirred round for some days, 
as before, is then strained.
 “Of the preparation in China the following account 
has been given by Eckberg [sic, Ekeberg or Eckeberg], a 
Swede:” Beckmann then translates the last half of Ekeberg’s 
1764 Swedish-language article titled “Om Chinesiska 
Soyan” (On Chinese Soy Sauce), which see.
 “From what has been above said, it may be readily 
perceived that the preparation of soy in Europe would be 
attended with no diffi culty if it were possible to cultivate 
the beans. Bergius, however, gives his countrymen little 
hope that this can be done; and chiefl y for this reason, that 
the plant blows so late in green-houses, that the summer is 
gone before the fruit can ripen. But this is often the case with 
exotics which are reared by our gardeners in hot-houses. As 
they only begin to blow when their nourishment decreases 
and occasions a stoppage of their growth, the same thing 
may happen too late in too fertile a soil, or when they have 
a superfl uity of nourishment. On the other hand, when they 
are transplanted into soil somewhat poorer, and into an open 
place where they have less shelter, they do not grow so quick 
and so long; but they blow earlier. And hence it happens, 
that many exotics planted in the open air produce ripe seeds, 
which could never be obtained from them while they were 
preserved as curiosities and favourites of the gardener in 
green-houses. I consider it, therefore, as an experiment worth 
making, to plant these beans in the open fi elds; and I am 
inclined to think that in many summers they would produce 
ripe seeds, especially as Jacquin says expressly that they 
throve well at Vienna [Austria] in the open air.
 “Should my conjecture, however, be not realised, this 
would not, at any rate, be the case with that of Bergius, who 
is of opinion that a kind of soy might be obtained from our 
peas and beans by the same or a similar process; but indeed 
it would have this great fault, that it would be too cheap, and 
too soon become common.”
 Note 2. The author is probably the German Johann 
Beckmann (lived 1739-1811). He spoke English, taught 

mathematics, physics, and natural history at the Lutheran St. 
Peter’s Gymnasium in St. Petersburg, and is best known as 
the author of that fascinating bedside book The History of 
Inventions. A trained botanist and student of Linnaeus, he 
fi rst visited Linnaeus in 1765 (See W. Blunt. 1971. p. 166, 
172, 174, 175). He also wrote a book on botany, and on the 
history of inventions and discoveries.
 Note 3. This is an excellent, accurate description of both 
soy sauce and the soybean. It is diffi cult to tell whether it is 
compiled from other writings (most likely, see footnote), or 
whether Beckmann visited India and described (in the third 
paragraph above) the soybeans that he actually saw growing 
there. If the latter were true, this would be the earliest 
document seen (Oct. 2010) concerning soybeans in India, 
or the cultivation of soybeans in India. And this document 
would contain the earliest date seen for soybeans in India 
or the cultivation of soybeans in India (1798; one of two 
documents–the other being Roxburgh 1832).
 Note 4. This is the second earliest English-language 
publication or article seen with the word “soy” (or any 
variation of “soy”) in the title; this “soy” refers to soy sauce. 
Address: England.

255. Long (Joseph). 1798. Classifi ed ad: Tamarinds in the 
shell. Times (London). Dec. 19. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “Joseph Long. late of No. 73, Cheapside 
[London], begs leave to inform the Nobility and Gentry, that 
he has received by the last Fleets a fresh supply... Guava 
Jelly and Jam, preserved Nutmegs and Cloves, preserved 
Ginger 5s... West India and other Pickles, Kian Pepper 
[Cayenne], and East India Curry Powder, both warranted 
genuine, unadulterated and wholesome; Genuine Japan 
Soy [sauce], real Gorgona Anchovies, Mangoes, &c. Cocoa 
Nuts, Cashew Nuts, and Cashews ready roasted for the table. 
Genuine Cherokee and other rich Sauces for Fish, Fowl, 
Game, &c.” Address: Foreign Warehouse, No. 83, Lombard-
street [London].

256. Pressey’s. 1798. Classifi ed ad: Bombay mangoes, 
leeches, arrack, India ink,... Times (London). Dec. 26. p. 1, 
col. 3.
• Summary: “... China Paper, white and coloured, Japan Soy 
[sauce], Lack Soy for Curries, Curry Powder,... Savil Jam,... 
The Nobility and Gentry are requested to apply at Pressey’s 
Warehouse...”
 Note: As of April 2012, the term “Lack Soy” (referring 
to soy sauce) appears in this database three times from 1798 
to 1801. The closely related term “Lock Soy” (also referring 
to soy sauce) appears in this database nine times from 1785 
to 1911. It seems very likely that the two words (Lack and 
Lock) are somehow related. Address: Warehouse, Henrietta 
Street, Covent Garden [London].

257. A complete view of the Chinese empire: Exhibited in 
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a geographical description of that country, a dissertation 
on its antiquity, and a genuine and copious account of Earl 
Macartney’s Embassy from the King of Great Britain to the 
Emperor of China. 1798. London: Printed and published by 
G. Cawthorn, British Library,... lxxii + 456 p.
• Summary: In Chapter 11, “Progress along the Pei-Ho river 
to Pekin” [Peking]... we read (p. 279, about the area near 
Tientsin / Tianjin): “The millet was often planted in parallel 
lines, having between them rows of a lesser grain and lower 
stems, either the panicum italicum, or panicum crusgalli, 
which is sheltered by the millet, and when that is cut down, 
it ripens in its turn, and is cut down also. In small vacancies 
was planted a species of dolichos [soybeans], somewhat 
similar to the kidney-bean. In some places fi elds of beans 
were seen, and several of sesamum, and other plants, whose 
seeds yield oil used in cookery. All the fi elds were carefully 
weeded, and each looked as neat as a garden. The present 
crop of corn and pulse was the second produce of the year. 
In dry situations wheat fl ourished best, and in moist the rice.”
 Note 1. These soybeans, planted in small vacancies, may 
have been harvested as green vegetable soybeans.
 Chapter 12, “Embassy disembarks near Tong-choo-foo. 
Goes to Pekin...” describes the area near Peking and states 
(p. 308): “The autumn crop at this place consisted of Indian 
corn and small millet. As there were but few cattle, there 
were not many inclosures. Scarcely any fi elds were seen 
in pasturage. The animals, as well for food as labour, were 
mostly fed in stalls, and fodder gathered for them. The horses 
chiefl y subsisted on beans [probably black soybeans], and 
the fi nest straw cut small.”
 Note: George Leonard Staunton (1737-1801), was a 
diplomatist and Orientalist. Address: Sir, Bart, England.

258. Briggs, Richard. 1798. The English art of cookery, 
according to the present practice; being a complete guide to 
all housekeepers, on a plan entirely new;... A new edition. 
Dublin: Printed for P. Byrne. xxiv + 24 + 533 p. 12vo.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Fish” the recipe for “White 
bait” states (p. 75): “Take your white bait fresh caught,... 
have some hogs-lard boiling hot, and fry them quick two 
minutes, put them on a sieve to drain before the fi re, and dish 
them in a hot dish, with plain butter in a boat and soy in a 
crewet.”
 Note: First published as “New Art of Cookery.” Address: 
Many years cook at the Globe-Tavern, Fleet-street; the 
White-Hart Tavern, Holborn; and now at the Temple Coffee-
House, London.

259. Nicol, Walter. 1798. The Scotch forcing and kitchen 
gardener: Being a second edition with extensive additions, 
of the Scotch forcing gardener;... Edinburgh: Printed for the 
author. 9 + viii-xiii + 248 p. See p. 78. Illust. 8vo.
• Summary: Section 5, “On the prolongation of the 
mushroom season,” states (p. 78): “In most places the open 

fi elds supply them for two or three months in Summer; yet in 
very wet seasons they are rarely to be found if the soil be not 
of a dry nature; therefore, where there are two or three places 
for their production, and where they are in great request at 
all times, it might be advisable to have little dependence 
on the fi elds, reserving the produce of these for ketchup, 
and preparing beds in this constant succession to supply the 
kitchen. For this purpose, the compartment where the fi re 
heat is at command, should always be appropriated to the 
Winter beds, and the sheds, &c. to the summer.” Address: 
Late gardener at Wemyss Castle, and author [Scotland].

260. Sequeira, I., Jr. 1798. A new merchant’s guide: 
Containing a concise system of information for the port and 
city of London:... London: Printed for the author. [18] + 244 
p. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “East-India articles paying 
customs, &c.” lists the items in alphabetical order (p. 235): 
“Pickles,... Rose-wood furniture, Soy [sauce], Shawls, Sugar 
brown,...”
 Note 1. The author’s full name is Joao Henriques de 
Sequeira.
 Note 2. The meaning of the term “East-India” is not 
clear. It was probably a collective name, applied loosely and 
vaguely, to India, Indochina, and the Malay Archipelago. 
Address: [England].

261. Stavorinus, Johan Splinter. 1798. Voyages to the East-
Indies. Translated from the original Dutch by Samuel Hull 
Wilcocke. 3 vols. London: Printed for G.G. and J. Robinson. 
vi + 534 p. See vol. 1, p. 360. [Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 29, as part of a discussion of Dutch 
trade with Japan, the translator adds the following footnotes 
not found in the original text (see p. v-vi): Two Dutch ships 
go yearly to Japan. They also export “a trifl ing amount in soy 
[sauce], china, lacquered ware, and large silk nightgowns. 
The private trade of the Dutch offi cers and ships’ crews to 
Japan, is also very considerable, as well as profi table; they 
carry out, camphor, china-root, saffron, Venice treacle, 
Spanish liquorice, ratans, spectacles, looking glasses, 
watches, manufactured glass, and unicorns’ horns (the horn 
of the menodon monoceros), and receive in return, soy, silks, 
silk nightgowns, china, lacquered ware, fans, and fi ne rice” 
(p. 360).
 There are also extensive notes by the translator 
about the Dutch forts and trading posts / factories in Asia 
including those on the coast of Coromandel, Negapatnam 
[Nagapatnam, the head settlement], Sadraspatnam 
[Zadraspatam, Sadrangapatnam], Pulicat, Sadras, Palicol 
[Palikol, Katira], Bemelipatnam, Geldria, Surat; In Japan: 
Decima [Deshima], Nangasakki [Nangasaki, Nangasacqui, 
Nangasacky, Nangasackij, Nagasaki]. Address: Rear Admiral 
in the service of the States General.
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262. Ball’s Italian and Oil Warehouse. 1799. Classifi ed ad: 
Potted charr and fresh laver. Times (London). April 25. p. 2, 
col. 2.
• Summary: “Ball has just received from the Lakes a parcel 
of fresh Potted Windermere Charr [Char, a type of fi sh] in 
the highest perfection; also Branston Laver [a sea vegetable; 
Japanese–nori]. Lately landed... Sour Crout, Bengal Curry, 
India Soy and Mangoes, Patna Rice. Rich Sauces of all kinds 
for fi sh, game, gravies, hashes, &c. that will keep in any 
climate.” Address: No. 76, New Bond-street [London].

263. Hickson (William). 1799. To the nobility and gentry–
Hickson’s Prepared Gorgona Anchovies... (Ad). Observer 
(London). May 26. p. 1.
• Summary: “Extraordinary fi ne old Soy [sauce], and Cayan 
Pepper [Cayenne]. Hickson’s rich Sauces and Pickles.”
 This ad also appeared in the issue of June 9, June 16, 
July 7 (all p. 1). Address: Oil and Italian Warehouse, No. 
170, Strand, near Surry-street.

264. Skill. 1799. Provision and merchant oilman... (Ad). Star 
(London). June 5. p. [1], col. 4.8.
• Summary: “Incomparable and luxurious fi sh sauces and 
gravies.”
 “Sauce a la Militaire, Cavice, Walnut Ketchup, Indian 
Soy, Oyster Ketchup, Cherokee Sauce, Mushroom Ketchup, 
Zoobditty Match, and every other sort used at the most 
fashionable tables, in bottles, at 2s. and 3s. 6d. each, and in 
cases with partitions, containing twelve sorts of the above 
Sauces, at only one Guinea each.” Address: At his Italian 
and French Warehouses, No. 15 and 16, Strand, opposite St. 
Martin’s Church, London.

265. Long’s Foreign Warehouse. 1799. Classifi ed ad: 
Tamarinds in the shell, as they grow. Times (London). Dec. 
10. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “... Guava Jelly and Marmalade; preserved 
Oranges, and Orange and Pine Apple [pineapple] Jam; 
Pine Apples, and Preserved Mangoes... East India pickled 
Mangoes, Bamboo Achar, &c. preserved Ginger, 4s. a 
pound;... genuine Japan Soy [sauce],... real Gorgona 
Anchovies, real India Currie Powder...” Address: No. 83, 
Lombard-street [London].

266. Marshal, Ebenezer. 1799. The history of the union 
of Scotland and England... Edinburgh: Printed for P. Hill; 
London: Printed for Longman & Rees. vii + 259 p. See p. 
233-34.
• Summary: Chapter 5, pages 233-34: “The alteration, 
which, in consequence of the Union, was produced in the 
manners, dress, and living of the Scots, is thus described 
by the author, who wrote twenty years after the great and 
important event. ‘Where I saw the gentleman, lady, and 
children, dressed clean and neat, in homespun stuffs of her 

own sheep’s growth, and women’s spinning, I see, now, the 
ladies dressed in French or Italian silks and brocades, and the 
laird [a small landowner in Scotland] and his sons in English 
broad cloth. Where I saw the table served in Scots clean fi ne 
linen, I see, now, Flemish and Dutch diaper and damask. And 
where, with two or three substantial dishes of beef, mutton, 
and fowl, garnished with their own wholesome gravy, I see, 
now, served up, several services or of little expensive ashets 
[platters], with English pickles, yea, Indian mangoes and 
catchup or anchovy sauces.” Address: Rev., Cockpen [south 
of the town of Bonnyrigg in Midlothian, Scotland].

267. Nemnich, Philip Andreas. 1799. An universal European 
dictionary of merchandise, in the English, German, Dutch, 
Danish, Swedish, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Polish, and Latin languages. London: Printed for 
J. Johnson in St. Paul’s Church Yard, I. Remanat in High 
Holburn, & W. Remnant in Hamburgh. 437 p. 28 x 22 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Terms related to merchandise and trade from 
twelve languages are defi ned in English. The 12 languages 
are Dutch, Danish, Swedish, German, French, Italian, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Polish, and Latin. In the 
section on German terms (the book is unpaginated) and the 
section on Danish terms, the term “Soya” is defi ned simply 
as “Soy” [sauce]. Swedish: “Sojaböner; soy.” Russian: “Soja; 
soy.” Latin: “Soia; soy.” Neither the terms “Soy* or “Soj* 
appear in Dutch, French, Spanish, or Polish. Philipp Andreas 
Nemnich lived 1764-1822. Address: London.

268. Pressey (George). 1800. Classifi ed ad: George Pressey 
tenders his grateful thanks... Times (London). Jan. 11. p. 2, 
col. 1.
• Summary: “... to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public at large, 
for their distinguished patronage through a long series 
of years. Aided by their protection, his own experience, 
and extensive connections, he is able to draw from varied 
resources, the most rare and select articles. In his Catalogue, 
which for extent defi es competition, no expense or trouble 
is spared to supply the minutest defi ciency. In Sauces, and 
other compound articles, the greatest attention is paid to 
arrive at such rich and elegant fl avours as may please the 
most fastidious palate.”
 “Japan Soy and fi ne Essence of Anchovies... Bombay 
Mangoes, West India Pickles, Piccalilly,... genuine Cold 
Drawn Castor Oil, from Barbados; Cayenne Pepper, Arrow 
Root Powder, East India Currie Powder, Thisco Thomas’s, 
Pinders, Cashew, Cocoa and Suwarrow Nuts;...” Address: 
Warehouse, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden [London].

269. Hickson (W.). 1800. Warehouse for Hickson’s Prepared 
Gorgona Anchovies... (Ad). Observer (London). Sept. 7. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Cavear, Fresh Laver; Preserved Ginger, 
Tamarinds, Sweetmeats, Soy [sauce], Curry,...”
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270. Pressey (George). 1800. Classifi ed ad: New fruit–Just 
landed,... Times (London). Oct. 30. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “... Jar and Sun Raisins, Jordan Almonds, 
preserved Ginger, Limes, Papaws... Fruit of the Palm Tree, 
Mandareen [Mandarin] Oranges, Gevava [Guava] Jelly... 
Mangoes, Pinders [groundnuts], Cashew, Hickery [Hickory] 
and Cocoa Nuts, Yams, Edders or Cocoas, Cassada [Cassava] 
Bread, Creme De Noyau, red and white,... Gorgona 
Anchovies, real Japan Soy [sauce], French and Spanish 
Olives, with a more extensive assortment of Foreign Produce 
than any other house in town.
 “George Pressey, impressed by a thorough sense of 
gratitude, returns his sincere thanks to the Nobility and 
Gentry for the liberal patronage he has so long experienced, 
and begs leave to assure them that exertion which fi rst drew 
their attention shall ever remain unwearied to merit the 
continuance of their favours.” Address: Foreign Warehouse, 
Henrietta-street, Covent-garden [London].

271. Thompson (Hugh). 1800. Classifi ed ad: Has received by 
the late arrivals from London,... for cash or approved paper. 
Federal Gazette and Baltimore Daily Advertiser. Nov. 4. p. 3.
• Summary: “Plated goods:... bread baskets; soy frames [for 
soy sauce]; candlesticks and branches, goblets, waiters, tea 
and coffee urns, cruit frames; tea kettles with silver edges; 
also best gilt and metal watch chains;...” Address: Frederick-
street.

272. Communications to the Board of Agriculture; on 
subjects relative to the husbandry and internal improvement 
of the country. Vol. II. 1800. London: Board of Agriculture. 
Printed by W. Bulmer. 501 p. See p. 193-96. Illust.
• Summary: Section IX (p. 193-94) is titled “Copy of a letter 
from Mr. Campbell, at Fort Marlborough, with an account of 
seeds sent by him, by the Queen Indiaman.”
 He writes: “Those which go by the Queen are, the 
cordage palm; the caminium; the copaya, or oil-nut of the 
Malays; the teak; the soy bean of Japan; and the catupa, a 
delicate fruit lately discovered.” “The adjoined catalogue 
contains short notices and references to works in which these 
plants are amply treated of.”
 He encourages the Board to distribute and test these 
seeds worldwide, and not only to British colonies. The letter 
is signed Charles Campbell, Fort Marlborough, 17 May 
1798.
 On pages 194-96 is an addendum titled “Account of 
seeds sent in the Queen Indiaman.” On p. 196 we read:

“Dolichos Soja, the Soy Bean.
 “This pulse is exotic to the West coast [of Sumatra], and 
seems to have been imported by the Chinese colonists.
 “It is little cultivated here; and never, I believe, with a 
view to prepare the condiment from it.
 “Much of the sauce sold in Europe, under the name of 

Japan Soy, is manufactured at Batavia [today’s Jakarta], by a 
very simple process. Satisfactory information will, I believe, 
be found respecting this, in Kempfer’s Amoenitates [sic, 
Kaempfer’s Amoenitatum exoticarum... (1712)], a work I 
regret the want of.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language publication 
seen (Aug. 2008) that contains the word “soy bean” (or “soy 
beans”).
 Note 2. Fort Marlborough was in Bengkulu, Sumatra (in 
today’s Indonesia).

273. Pennant, Thomas. 1800. Outlines of the globe. Vol. III: 
The view of India extra Gangem, China and Japan. London: 
Printed by Luke Hanford, and sold by John White. xi + 284 + 
[21] p. See p. 75, 283. Index.
• Summary: The author traveled in the countries he lists in 
his itinerary.
 In the section on “Tonquin” we read (p. 75): “Fish is in 
equal abundance. The delicate sauce we call Soya is made 
here of one species” [of fi sh, sic]. The 1st Appendix (after p. 
279), titled “A list of articles imported from the East Indies,” 
lists under “Goods manufactured” (p. 283): “Soy [sauce]. 
Sago. Shawls.” Address: Esq., Downing, England.

274. Pressey (George). 1801. Classifi ed ad: A third cargo of 
new fruit just landed. Times (London). March 5. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “... China Lack Soy [opaque rice vermicelli], 
for curries; French Harricoes [Haricots], Capers and Olives; 
Pistachio, Pinders, Thisco Thomas’s, Cashew, Beetle, and 
other curious Nuts; Prime Pickled Mangoes... Essence of 
Anchovies, Japan Soy [sauce], Lemon Pickle, with all kinds 
of Fish and Game Sauces, compounded to please the most 
fastidious palate...” Address: Foreign Warehouse, Henrietta-
street, Covent-garden [London].

275. Hickson. 1801. Warehouse for Hickson’s Prepared 
Gorgona Anchovies... (Ad). Observer (London). May 24. p. 
1.
• Summary: “... German Sausages, Cavear, India Soy 
[sauce], Kian [Cayenne], Tamarinds, Capers, Olives,... India 
Pickle, Piccalili,... Sauces and Pickles in cases for Families 
and Sea Service.”

276. Workman (James). 1801. Classifi ed ad: Alexandria... 
articles lately imported from London. Washington Federalist. 
July 29. p. 3.
• Summary: “... castors, soy frames [for soy sauce],... 
Essence of anchovies, quin sauce, cherokee sauce, lemon 
pickles,...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 
2011) concerning soy in connection with (but not yet in) 
Washington, DC. Address: Royal street.

277. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1801. The lady’s assistant for 
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regulating and supplying the table: Being a complete system 
of cookery, &c... A new [8th] edition, enlarged, corrected, 
and improved, to the present time. London: J. Walter. 422 + 
25 + [24] p. Index. 21 cm. *
• Summary: “Soy is made from mushrooms which grow in 
the woods [in the East Indies].”

278. Monthly Review (The): Or Literary Journal, Enlarged. 
1801. Art. XI. Communications to the Board of Agriculture; 
on subjects relative to the husbandry and internal 
improvement of the country. Vol. II. 4to. pp. 500. 1l. 1s. 
Boards. Nichol, &c. 1800. 34:160-74.
• Summary: The section titled “Copy of a letter from Mr. 
Campbell, at Fort Marlborough, with an account of seeds 
sent by him, by the Queen Indiaman” (p. 168) states: “This 
paper is more calculated for a botanical than an agricultural 
society; and we do not perceive of what use it can be to 
farmers, nor how it can advance the internal improvement of 
our northern isle. In fact, its object is to promote the transfer 
of the useful trees and plants of Sumatra to our West Indian 
colonies, and to the continent of America. The seeds sent 
home by the Queen were those of the cordage palm, the 
caminium, the copaya, or oil-nut of the Malays, the teak, 
the soy bean of Japan, and the catupa, a delicate fruit lately 
discovered.”
 Note: Fort Marlborough was in Bengkulu, Sumatra (in 
today’s Indonesia).

279. Moor, Edward. comp. 1801. A compilation of all the... 
orders ... or regulations from whatever authority promulgated 
from the year 1750 to the 31st of July 1801, that are now in 
force and operating on the discipline or expenditure of the 
Bombay Army... Bombay: Printed at the Courier and Gazette 
Presses.
• Summary: In the section on “Pay and Allowances” 
(XXXV) we read (at 40): “in lieu of the dungaree, coaconut 
[sic, cocoanut] and gingely oil, formerly drawn.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2015) that contains the word “gingely” or the 
term “gingely oil” (meaning sesame oil), spelled in that way. 
Address: Captain, British India.

280. Young, Arthur. 1801. Gleanings from books, on 
agriculture: Arthur Young observes that the farmers in 
some parts of the kingdom get rich by modes of husbandry 
unknown in other parts. London: Printed by W. Smith,... [4] 
+ 196 p. Illust.
• Summary: The section titled “Vetch or Tare” (p. 177-
79) states (p. 178): “5. Chinese Vetch [soybean]. Produces 
four crops a year, of excellent food for cattle; they grow 
erect in tufts from 18 inches to 2 feet high. Cultivated in 
Glamorganshire.”
 Note: Arthur Young lived 1741-1802. Address: 
[England].

281. Jacks (James). 1802. Classifi ed ad: New assortment 
of goods, imported in the ship Birmingham Packet, capt. 
Cochran, from London,... City Gazette and Daily Advertiser 
(Charleston, South Carolina). Feb. 17. p. Supplement 1.
• Summary: “... Plated goods:... Liquor Frames. Soy Frames 
[for soy sauce], Toast Racks and Egg Cups.” Address: 
Watch-Maker and Jeweller [Jeweler], No. 125, Broad-street, 
the third door from the State Bank.

282. Cooper and Simpson. 1802. Fish sauces, &c. of superior 
quality, prepared by Cooper and Simpson, at their Italian oil 
and fi sh-sauce warehouse (Ad). Observer (London). March 
14. p. 1.
• Summary: “The universal approbation their rich sauces 
have so long experienced, and the decided preference they 
have obtained at the most fashionable tables, induces them to 
present to the Nobility, Gentry, &c. the following list of the 
most approved now used:... Coratch, Quin’s Sauce, Lemon 
Pickle, Oyster Ketchup, Chili Vinegar,...”
 “Sold in bottles at 2s. 6d. each; or in Mahogany Boxes, 
containing Four and Six Bottles, at 10s. 6d. and 15s. 6d. 
each.–Genuine Cayenne Pepper, Indian Soy [sauce], 
Mushroom and Walnut Ketchup, Anchovies, Capers, &c.”
 This ad also appeared in the April 4 issue (p. 3). 
Address: No. 179, corner of Fetter-lane, Fleet-street 
[London].

283. Commissioners of his Majesty’s Customs. 1802. 
Classifi ed ad: For sale, by order of the Honourable the 
Commissioners. Times (London). Dec. 6. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: The section titled “For home consumption” 
includes: “Tea, Coffee, Nutmegs, Brandy, Rum, Geneva, 
Cordials, Wine, Cambric, Muslin, Calico,... Cardamoms, 
China, Soy [sauce], Musk...”
 This ad also appeared in the Dec. 8 issue (p. 1). Address: 
Custom-House, London.

284. Simpson (R.). 1802. Fish sauces, &c. of superior 
quality, prepared by R. Simpson, (late Cooper and Simpson), 
at his Italian oil and fi sh-sauce warehouse (Ad). Observer 
(London). Dec. 12. p. 1.
• Summary: “R. Simpson respectfully informs the Nobility, 
Gentry, &c. that he continues to prepare his superior rich 
sauces, which, for convenience and utility, stand unrivalled.”
 “... Quin’s Sauce, Coratch, Lemon Pickle, Chili 
Vinegar,... Indian Soy [sauce], Mushroom, Walnut, Oyster 
and Apple Catsup, &c.” Address: No. 179, corner of Fetter-
lane, Fleet-street [London].

285. A.C.H. 1802. Rural recreations: or, Modern farmer’s 
calendar and monthly instructor exhibiting under a 
comprehensive form, all the operations necessary on a 
farm, for every month of the year, as well as all the recent 
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improvements in agricultural and rural economy. London: 
Printed by E. Hodson, for Vernor and Hood. vii + 64 + 128 p. 
Illust. by copper plates. 21 cm.
• Summary: Page 92 (Oct.): “5. Chinese Vetch (Vicia 
Sinensis). This species is very much cultivated in 
Glamorganshire: it grows erect in tufts from 18 inches to 
two feet high, produces four crops in the year, which afford 
excellent food for almost every kind of cattle.” Address: A 
farmer [England].

286. Mollard, John. 1802. The art of cookery made easy and 
refi ned: Comprising ample directions for preparing every 
article requisite for furnishing the tables of the nobleman, 
gentleman, and tradesman. 2nd ed. London: Printed for the 
author, and sold by J. Nunn. xxiv + 314 + [21] p. See p. 130, 
265. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: The recipe for “Oyster sauce for beef steaks” 
states (p. 130): “Blanch a pint of oysters, and preserve their 
liquor; then wash and beard them, and put their liquor into 
a stewpan with india soy and ketchup, a small quantity of 
each, and a quarter of a pound of fresh butter. Set them over 
a fi re, and when nearly boiling thicken with fl our and water; 
season to the palate with a little cayenne pepper, salt, and 
lemon juice; strain it to the oysters, and stew them gently fi re 
minutes.”
 The recipe for “Anchovie [anchovy] sauce for fi sh” (p. 
265) states: “Put half a pound of fresh butter into a stewpan, 
add to it three spoonfuls of anchovie liquor, walnut and 
mushroom ketchups a spoonful of each, the juice of half a 
lemon, a little cayenne pepper, a tea spoonful of india soy 
if approved, a suffi cient quantity of fl our and water to make 
it of a proper thickness. Make the mixture boil, and skim 
it clean.” Address: Cook, lately one of the proprietors of 
Freemasons’ Tavern... now removed to Dover St., Piccadilly 
[London].

287. Pinkerton, John. 1802. Modern geography: A 
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies; 
with the oceans, seas, and isles; in all parts of the world: 
Including the most recent discoveries, and political 
alternations. Digested on a new plan... With numerous maps. 
Vol. II. London: T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies; and T.N. 
Longman and O. Rees. viii + 835 p. See p. 110, 170. Maps. 
Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: On page 83 is a detailed map of China. In 
the chapter titled “China proper” (p. 83), the subsection 
on “Botany” states (p. 110): “Besides the multitude of 
vegetables that are cultivated as articles of human food, 
and which are probably natives of India, Japan, and the 
neighbouring islands, the following are found in a truly wild 
state in China, viz. three species of dolichos, kidney bean; 
d. sinensis, calavanses; d. soya from the beans of which the 
true Indian soy is made; and d. cultratus...”
 In the section on “Japan” (p. 152-), in Chapter IV, 

“Natural geography,” the subsection on Botany states (p. 
170): “The vegetable treasures of Japan are numerous, and 
have been ably explored by Kæmpfer and Thunberg... There 
are several points of resemblance between the fl oras of China 
and Japan, and this similarity has probably been strengthened 
by a mutual interchange of useful vegetables; if indeed 
both countries have not rather derived some of their most 
valuable plants from Cochin-China, or the Philippine islands: 
the ginger, the soy bean, black pepper, sugar, cotton, and 
indigo, though perhaps natives of the more southern regions 
of Asia, are cultivated here with great success and in vast 
abundance.”
 Note 1. Pinkerton lived 1758-1826.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
that mentions wild soybeans. Address: [England].

288. Knox (George). 1803. Classifi ed ad: Has for sale, 
wholesale and retail. Mercantile Advertiser (New York City). 
Jan. 13. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Capers, Olives, Anchovies, Mushroom and 
Walnut Ketchup, Quin Sauce,...” Address: No. 23, Broadway.

289. Bryden (James). 1803. Classifi ed ad: London draught 
porter for sale [in hogsheads]... Republican, or Anti-
Democrat (Baltimore, Maryland). May 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Fontagniac Wine in casks. India Soy [sauce] 
for fi sh sauce, at 9s and 4d each bottle. The above may 
be had low for cash or approved paper.” Address: At the 
Fountain Inn, Light Street.

290. Hickson (W.). 1803. Hickson’s Prepared Gorgona 
Anchovies... (Ad). Observer (London). Aug. 21. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Ketchup, India Soy [sauce], Curry Powder, 
Mangoes, Kian [Cayenne],...” Address: Sauce Warehouse, 
170, next the Panorama, Strand.

291. Brantingham (Joseph) and Co. 1803. Classifi ed ad: 
Have for sale... Evening Post (New York City). Sept. 1. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Cassia, Cloves, Quin’s Sauce, Cherokee do. 
[ditto = Sauce], Harvey’s Sauce, India Soy [sauce], Essence 
of Anchovies, Mushroom and Walnut Ketchup, Olives,...” 
Address: Wine Cellar and Grocery Store, No. 141 Broadway.

292. Tait, Wilson & Co. 1803. Classifi ed ad: Have received 
per the ships Isabella and Washington, from London... City 
Gazette and Daily Advertiser (Charleston, South Carolina). 
Oct. 20. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Sauces: India Soy [sauce], Essence of 
Anchovies, Mushroom and Walnut Ketchup, Cavis, 
Raspberry Vinegar,...” Address: Corner of Broad and Church 
streets, opposite the South-Carolina Bank.

293. Carter, Susannah. 1803. The frugal housewife: or, 
Complete woman cook... New York, NY: Printed and sold by 
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G. & R. Waite. 216 p. Illust. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” [sauce] is used as an ingredient in the 
following 4 recipes: To boil skate (“serve it up with butter 
and mustard in one basin, and anchovy or soy sauce in 
another,” p. 49). To boil soals [soles] (“Serve them up with 
anchovy sauce, and butter melted plain; or with shrimp, soy, 
or muscle sauce,” p. 49). To boil plaice and fl ounders (“or 
butter melted with a little catchup or soy,” p. 49-50). To boil 
a pike, or jack (“Sauce.–Anchovy, shrimp, or soy sauce; or 
melted butter or catchup,” p. 53).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that contains the term “soy sauce” (without 
a hyphen).
 The word “catchup” appears 13 times in this book; 
neither the word “catsup” nor the word “ketchup” ever 
appears. “Catchup” is never preceded by an adjective (such 
as “walnut catchup” or “mushroom catchup”). The amount 
called for is almost always 1 “spoonful” or 2 “spoonfuls.” 
It is almost always used in a sauce or gravy for fi sh or meat. 
Alternatives listed after it (so considered less preferable or 
widely available) are soy sauce (once) and walnut pickle 
(once). Alternatives listed before it before (so considered 
preferable or more widely available) are soy [sauce] (once), 
walnut pickle (once), and walnut liquor (once). In one case 
it is used together with a spoonful of walnut pickle. From 
the above observations we can surmise that “catchup” was 
probably ketjap (soy sauce) from the Dutch East Indies. The 
word “soy” did not appear in the English name because, at 
this time, no Englishmen (and probably no Dutchmen or 
other Westerners) knew that ketjap was made from soybeans.
 Note 2. This book was “fi rst published as early as 1765 
in London and Dublin (Ireland), and was fi rst reprinted in 
American in 1772. One of the earliest American-printed 
cookbooks... it made no mention of colonial cooking or 
common American ingredients. It wasn’t until 1803 that 
‘an appendix containing several new receipts adapted to 
the American mode of cooking’ was added.” This was 
probably added “by the American publisher to attract 
American readers, and to respond to the best seller of the day 
[strongly infl uenced by Carter’s book], Amelia Simmons’ 
American Cookery (1796),... the fi rst cookbook authored by 
an American” (MSU introduction). Address: [Clerkenwell, 
London, England].

294. Smith, Thomas. 1803. The wonders of nature and 
art; or, A concise account of whatever is most curious and 
remarkable in the world; Whether relating to its animal, 
vegetable, and mineral productions, or to the manufactures, 
buildings, and inventions of its inhabitants, Compiled from 
historical and Geographical works, of established celebrity, 
and illustrated with the Discoveries of modern travellers. 12 
vols. London: Printed for J. Walker. 282 p. See vol. 6, p. 277. 
Illust. 15 cm.
• Summary: An encyclopedia. In Chapter VIII, “Of Japan” 

(p. 230+), in the section titled “Customs, manners, &c.” the 
author borrows text from Thunberg (1802, p. 267) without 
using quotation marks (p. 259): “Ladies do not eat with the 
men, but by themselves. Rice supplies the place of bread, 
and is boiled with every kind of provisions. Fish and fowls 
are very plentiful, and are eaten in abundance; but miso-soup 
* boiled with fi sh and onions is the customary food of the 
common people.”
 Footnote: *”Misos are small beans, like lentils, the 
produce of the dolichos soja.” Address: Rev. and author 
[England].

295. Grubbens, M. de. 1804. Method of preparing Chinese 
soy. Philosophical Magazine (The) (London) 19(75):260-63. 
First quarter. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Extracted from the Memoirs of the Academy 
of Sciences at Stockholm for 1803, fi rst quarter, by M. 
Lindbom, Captain of the Swedish Mines.* (Footnote: *From 
the Annales de Chimie, No. 148).
 “The Transactions of the Swedish Academy for the year 
1761 contain a description of the method of preparing soy 
[sauce], by the late captain Ekeberg; but as this description 
is incomplete as well as incorrect, since the real Chinese soy 
will not be obtained by following it, I am fully persuaded 
that M. Ekeberg never saw, nor was acquainted with, the 
true process for preparing this substance. There is reason 
to believe that he gave his description from the accounts of 
the Chinese, who are not always ready to speak the truth, 
as I observed during the fi ve years I resided in China... 
but as I have now procured a very correct account of it 
[manufacturing soy], I think it my duty to communicate it to 
the Academy.
 “Soy is prepared from a kind of beans, which are whiter 
and smaller than those of Turkey, the farina of wheat, salt, 
and water. The proportions are 50 pounds of beans, 50 
pounds of salt, 60 pounds of farina of wheat, and 250 pounds 
of water.” Note: Farina here refers to fi nely ground wheat 
meal, a little coarser than wheat fl our.
 “After the beans have been well washed, they are boiled 
with well water in an open pot for some hours, or until they 
become soft enough to be kneaded with the fi ngers. During 
the boiling they must be always covered with water that they 
may not be burnt. Care must be taken not to boil them too 
much: if they are diluted, too much of the substance remains 
in the juice. When the beans are boiled they are put into large 
fl at wooden tubs, or, as the Chinese do, into vessels made 
of thin broad splinters of bamboo, two inches and a half in 
depth and fi ve feet in diameter. In the latter they are spread 
out to the depth of two inches. When they are suffi ciently 
cooled to be touched with the hand, the farina of wheat is 
added, and well mixed with them; and this is continued till 
the whole farina is exhausted. When the mass becomes too 
dry for the farina to adhere to the beans, a little warm juice is 
added.
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 “When the whole is well mixed, the mass is spread out 
in the tubs above mentioned, taking care that the strata are 
not more than an inch or an inch and a half in thickness. The 
mass is then covered, by placing over it a lid which exactly 
closes it. When it is observed that the mass becomes mouldy, 
and that heat is disengaged from it, which takes place in the 
course of two or three days, the cover must be raised up, 
by placing two rods below it, in order that the air may have 
freer access. In the mean time a rancid odour is exhaled. If 
the mass assumes a green colour, it is a sign that every thing 
goes on well; if it begins to grow black, the cover is raised 
a little more, in order that the mass may be more in contact 
with the air. When the mass becomes completely black it is 
entirely spoiled.
 “As soon as it is observed that the whole mass is green 
and mouldy, which is generally the case in eight or ten days, 
the cover is removed, and the mass is exposed for some days 
to the air and the sun.
 “When the whole mass has become hard like a stone, it 
is cut into small fragments, which are thrown into an earthen 
pitcher, and 250 pounds of water, in which 50 pounds of 
salt are dissolved, are poured over them. The whole is well 
stirred; and the height which the water occupies in the 
pitcher is noted. In case one pitcher is not suffi cient, the mass 
is put into several, taking care that each be proportioned to 
the quantity of the matter.
 “When the pitcher is thus fi lled it is placed in the sun. 
The matter must be regularly stirred and shaken every 
morning and evening, but at night care must be taken to 
put the cover on it to preserve the mass from the cold. This 
cover is made convex on the outside that the rain may more 
readily run off from it, and it is employed also in the day 
time, when it rains. The greater the heat of the sun, the more 
the preparation of the soy is accelerated. This operation in 
general is undertaken only in summer, and yet it continues 
for two or three months.
 “In proportion as the mass decreases by evaporation, 
well water is added, and this is continued till the salt water 
has entirely dissolved both the farina and the beans. The 
pitcher is then left some days longer in the sun, in order that 
the solution may be so much the more perfect, as on this 
depends the good quality of the soy, and even during this 
time the matter must be stirred every day.
 “When the mass has become very succulent and oily, the 
whole is poured into bags, which are pressed to squeeze out 
the soy, which is then pure, and ready to be employed. It is 
not boiled, as M. Ekeberg asserts. It is then put into bottles, 
which are well closed. The Chinese, who deal in this article, 
put it into large pitchers. The soy before it is squeezed out is 
of a dark brown colour, but it afterwards becomes black.
 “The Chinese prepare from the refuse that remains two 
other kinds of soy. The fi rst time they add 150 pounds of 
water and 30 pounds of salt: having squeezed this mass, they 
again pour over it 100 pounds of water and 20 pounds of salt, 

proceeding always in the same manner as above described.
 “The last two kinds are not strong, but very salt [sic, 
salty]; especially that of the last extraction, the colour of 
which is also clear. These two kinds are the commonest in 
China. The difference between them is as 8, 4, 1.
 “In the year 1759 I prepared in this manner, in my 
lodgings at Canton, all the soy which I employed. I even 
brought some bottles of it to Sweden: it was succulent, oily, 
moderately salty, and entirely different from that usually sold 
in Europe: in regard to its taste it was equal to that of Japan, 
which is generally considered as the best.
 “This description is the more certain, as I always 
executed the preparation myself: I will even venture to 
assert, that it is that used to obtain soy of the best quality.
 “M. Ekeberg asserts that the soy is boiled, and that 
sugar, ginger, and other spiceries are added: but this is void 
of foundation and cannot be true, since a Chinese pound of 
soy does not cost more than two canderins Chinese money, 
which are equal to one and a third skilling Swedish.* This 
was the usual price during my residence in China, and there 
is no reason to believe that these ingredients were employed 
in the preparation of it. Besides, soy has no taste either of 
sugar or of spiceries; the prevailing taste is that of salt.”

296. Farebrother (Mr.). 1804. Sales by auction: An elegant 
extensive assortment of plated goods... (Ad). Times 
(London). May 5. p. 3, col. 4.
• Summary: “... comprising in plated, cruet, soy [sauce], and 
liquor frames, waiters, ice pails, bottle castors,... The whole 
taken under execution by the Sheriff of Middlesex.” Address: 
His great room, 16 Old Bond-street [London].

297. Phillips (H.). 1804. Sales by auction: French Nankin 
and Canton porcelane [porcelain] (Ad). Times (London). 
May 29. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “India soy [sauce], and various East India 
articles, equally curious and useful;... the whole lately 
imported from India by the Exeter East Indiaman.”
 Note 1. Nankin is Chinese porcelain decorated in blue 
on a white ground. Note 2. A very similar ad appeared in the 
July 4 issue (p. 4). Address: New Bond-street [London].

298. Hickson (William). 1804. As when a Fleet, deep-laden 
from the Shores... (Ad). Observer (London). Sept. 23. p. 3.
• Summary: This poem continues: “Of burning Hindostan, 
unlades its Stores.
 “The joyful Merchants spread the news abroad,
 “And advertise for sale the precious load:”
 “Prepared Anchovies, Essence, India Soy [sauce],
 “T’obtain each Sauce the best is his employ;...” Address: 
Strand [London].

299. Owen (Joseph). 1804. Sales by auction: The valuable 
genuine fi nished and unfi nished stock in trade (Ad). Times 
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(London). Oct. 23. p. 4, col. 2.
• Summary: “... roast-racks, cruet- and soy frames, gilt 
salts,...” Address: Watchmaker and Jeweller (bankrupt), No. 
25, Holborn Hill [London].

300. Thompson (Mr.). 1804. To merchants, silversmiths, and 
jewellers (Ad). Observer (London). Oct. 28. p. 1.
• Summary: “To be sold at auction, by Mr. Thompson, at 
Tom’s Coffee-house, Cornhill, on Tuesday next, the 30th 
instant... at Eleven o’Clock, the truly valuable and genuine 
stock-in-trade of a Goldsmith and Jeweller, retiring from 
Business, which will be sold without reserve; consisting 
of... silver and plated articles in patent table and bracket 
candlesticks, tea pots, milk ewers, fi sh slices, cruet and 
soy frames, gilt salts, table and tea spoons,...” Address: 
Auctioneer, 62, Watling-street, Cheapside [London].

301. Barrow, John. 1804. Travels in China: Containing 
descriptions, observations, and comparisons... London: 
Printed by A. Strahan for T. Cadell and W. Davies. xi + 632 
p. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: The author is very interested in agriculture 
and the life of farmers in China, and comparing these with 
their counterparts in Britain. In Chapter 2, the section on 
agricultural products (p. 83) describes how they left Tien-
sing by river on Aug. 11. In cultivated fi elds they saw: “Two 
species of millet, the panicum crus galli, and the italicum, 
and two of the larger grain, the holocus sorghum, and the 
saccharatus, were the most abundant. We observed as a few 
patches of buck-wheat, and different sorts of kidney-beans; 
but neither common wheat, barley, nor oats.” Note 1. The 
“kidney-beans” might have been soybeans.
 In August, near the Pey-ho or White River, they noticed: 
“A species of dolichos or bean [perhaps soy], that had been 
sown between the drills of the Holcus, or tall millet, was now 
in fl ower” (p. 490).
 Pe-tche-lee province [a former name of Heibei province, 
around Peking] has the largest population (38 million) and 
by far highest population density (644 people per square 
mile) of any province in China–which has a total population 
of about 333 million on 1.298 square miles of land (p. 575). 
The “poverty of their food was suffi ciently indicated by 
their meagre appearance. It consists chiefl y of boiled rice, 
millet, or other grain, with the addition of onions or garlic, 
and mixed sometimes with a few other vegetables that, by 
way of relish, are fried in rancid oil, extracted from a variety 
of plants, such as Sessamum [sesame], Brassica orientalis 
[rapeseed]... a species of Dolichos [probably soybean],” or 
castor oil (p. 546, 575).
 “The farmer gets no more than one crop off the ground 
in a season, and that is generally one of the species of millets 
already mentioned, or holcus [sorghum], or wheat; but they 
sometimes plant a dolichos or bean [probably soy] between 
the rows of wheat, which ripens after the latter is cut down” 

(p. 554).
 In Shan-tung province, rice is the staple. “Instead of 
rice one of the millets is sometimes sown as an after-crop, 
this requiring very little water, or the Cadjan, a species of 
Dolichos or small bean [probably soy], for oil, requiring still 
less” (p. 563).
 In Canton province he notes: “As vegetables for the 
table, was a great variety of beans and calavances, among 
which was the Dolichos Soja or soy plant,...; the Cytisus 
Cajan [modern scientifi c name: Cajanus cajan, pigeon pea 
or red gram], whose seed yields the famous bean milk, which 
it is the custom of the Emperor to offer to Ambassadors 
on their presentation...” (p. 602). Note 2. We can fi nd little 
information about a “famous bean milk” made from Cajanus 
cajan. However such a milk is and was made from the soy 
bean.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2008) 
concerning Cajanus cajan, which it calls Cytisus Cajan. It is 
also the earliest English-language document seen (Oct. 2003) 
that mentions this plant–which was later commonly known 
as the pigeon pea.
 As a guest of the Emperor, the author’s embassy, 
traveled in China for 136 days–from Peking to Canton.
 Note 4. This book is dedicated to the Earl of Macartney 
(1737-1806). Also discusses: Two species of Cyperus, and 
a Scirpus or club-rush. The Chinese do not “fodder their 
cows for the sake of obtaining a greater quantity of milk, 
this nutritive food being very sparingly used either in its raw 
state or in any preparation; and they are either ignorant of the 
process of converting it into butter and cheese, or,... prefer 
to employ the little they use in its original state... the few 
animals employed in agriculture, which are mostly asses, 
mules, or buffalos, subsist in the winter season on chaff and 
straw...” (p. 493). Hemp (p. 504; the seeds and leafl ets are 
used more as a substitute for or to mix with tobacco, than as 
a source of fi ber). Address: Esq., Late private secretary to the 
Earl of Macartney, and one of his suite as ambassador from 
the King of Great Britain to the Emperor of China.

302. Mease, James. 1804. Vetch, or tare, Vicia. In: A.F.M. 
Willich, ed. 1804. The Domestic Encyclopedia. Philadelphia, 
PA: William Young Birch and Abraham Small. See Vol. V, p. 
279-84.
• Summary: This work is subtitled: “First American edition; 
with additions applicable to the present situation of the 
United States: by James Mease.” Material added by Mease 
appears in square brackets [“Crotchets”].
 Under the entry for “Vetch” we read (p. 284): “Beside 
the different kinds above enumerated, there is another, called 
the Chinese Vetch, which was a few years since introduced 
into England: its culture is at present confi ned chiefl y to the 
county of Glamorgan, where it grows in tufts, from 18 to 24 
inches in height. This species promises to be very profi table 
to agriculturists; as it is said to yield four crops in the year, 
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and to afford food excellent for cattle, both in a fresh state, 
and when made into hay.”
 Note: We cannot tell whether this early reference to “the 
Chinese vetch” refers to the soybean or not. Address: M.D., 
Fellow of the American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

303. Pinkerton, John. 1804. Modern geography: A 
description of the empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies; 
with the oceans, seas, and isles; in all parts of the world: 
Including the most recent discoveries, and political 
alternations. Digested on a new plan... The article America, 
corrected and considerably enlarged, by Dr. Barton, of 
Philadelphia. With numerous maps. Vol. II. Philadelphia: 
John Conrad & Co.; Baltimore: M. & J. Conrad & Co.;... [ii] 
+ 698 p. See p. 85, 130. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The information about soy in this book is very 
similar to that in the 1802 edition, although it appears on 
different pages. In Chapter 4, on the natural geography 
of China, the section on “Botany” (p. 85) states: “... the 
following are found in a truly wild state in China, viz. three 
species of dolichos, kidney bean; D. sinensis, calvances 
[sic, calavances]; D. soya, from the beans of which the true 
Indian soy is made; and D. culcratus: dioscorea alata, yam; 
cucurbita sinensis, China gourd; nicotiana tabacum, tobacco; 
and convolvolutus battatas, sweet potato.
 In another Chapter 4, on the natural geography of Japan, 
the section on “Botany” (p. 130) states: “... the ginger, the 
soy bean, black pepper, sugar, cotton, and indigo, though 
perhaps natives of the more southern regions of Asia 
[Cochin-China] are cultivated here [in Japan] with great 
success and in vast abundance.” Address: [England].

304. Willich, Anthony Florian Madinger. ed. 1804. The 
domestic encyclopedia; or, a dictionary of facts and 
useful knowledge. Comprehending a concise view of 
the latest discoveries, inventions, and improvements, 
chiefl y applicable to the domestic economy. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: William Young Birch and Abraham Small. See 
vol. II, p. 357. This is a 5-volume work. A second edition 
was published in 1821.
• Summary: This work is subtitled: “First American edition; 
with additions applicable to the present situation of the 
United States: by James Mease.” Material added by Mease 
appears in square brackets.
 “Dolichos, Sinensis. Chinese Dolichos bean was fi rst 
introduced into this city since the American war, from seeds 
found in a tea-chest, but a surgeon in the American Army 
afterwards brought some from the nations of hostile Indians, 
to Mr. Bertram, who heard from another person that this 
species was found native far interior in the western country. 
The famous Soy bean is a species of Dolichos. See article 
Soy.”
 Note: According to Index Kewensis and Hortus III, 

Dolichos sinensis (later named Vigna sinensis and now 
named Vigna unguiculata subsp. sesquipedalis) is the yard-
long bean or asparagus bean, a subspecies of the cowpea. 
Note also that Glycine sinensis was a former scientifi c name 
of the wisteria (formerly called wistaria) plant. The Japanese 
wisteria (Wistaria fl oribunda) is the most widely grown in 
the west. The Chinese wisteria (Wistaria sinensis) is the 
other main variety. So the above is apparently not mainly 
about the soy bean.
 Note: Anthony Willich (died 1804) was a British 
political philosopher. James Mease was an American.

305. Gourgas (Jacob). 1805. Classifi ed ad: Received per 
Polly, from London, and Venus from Liverpool,... Repertory 
(The) (Boston, Massachusetts). Jan. 18. p. 4.
• Summary: “... an elegant assortment of the best 
English Plated Ware, consisting of: Tea Setts, cake and 
break Baskets, Castors, Soy Frames [for soy sauce], 
Candlesticks,...” Address: English Agent, No. 13, Old State 
House.

306. Mason, Charlotte (Mrs.). 1805. The lady’s assistant for 
regulating and supplying the table, being a complete system 
of cookery, &c... A new [9th] edition, enlarged, corrected, 
and improved, to the present time. London: Printed by 
Thomas Gillet... iv + [16] + 422 + 26 + [20] p. Index. 22 cm. 
*
• Summary: “Soy is made from mushrooms which grow in 
the woods [in the East Indies].”

307. Hunter, Alexander. 1806. Culina famulatrix medicinæ: 
or, Receipts in modern cookery, with a medical commentary, 
written by Ignotus, and revised by A. Hunter. 3rd ed. 
York, England: Printed by T. Wilson and R. Spence, High-
Ousegate: For J. Mawman. 284 p. See p. 23, 40.
• Summary: The recipe for “Hare soup” (p. 23) states: 
“Then strain off the gravy, and put to it two spoonfuls of soy 
[sauce], or three of mushroom or walnut catchup. Cayenne 
pepper to the taste.”
 The recipe for “A sauce for boiled carp, tench, or 
turkey” (p. 39-40) reads: “To a quarter of a pound of butter, 
put a pint of cream, and one anchovy pounded. Heat together 
gently, and put in half a spoonful of India soy, with lemon 
juice to the taste. When suffi ciently heated, take half an 
ounce of butter, and some fl our, which stir into the sauce to 
make it thicker. Walnut, or mushroom catchup, will, when 
soy is not to be had, supply its place.”
 Note: In the 1810 edition of this book, soy appeared in 
the same recipe on p. 25-26.
 The recipe for “Fish sauce” (p. 59-60) states: “A gill 
of mushroom pickle; a gill of walnut pickle; six anchovies 
pounded; two cloves of garlic; and half a tea-spoonful of 
Cayenne pepper. Boil all together, and bottle when cold. 
When used, shake the bottle, and put the required quantity 
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into some melted butter.
 “Obs. Such is the variety of fi sh sauces, that the cook 
can have no diffi culty in fi xing upon one that has the desired 
properties. This, by some, is called Quin’s sauce. In this 
branch of cookery, I believe every cook has his nostrum, 
of which, part may be his own invention, and part may be 
derived from tradition.”
 Note: This early recipe for Quin’s sauce, which is a 
store-sauce, contains no soy [sauce]. Address: [England].

308. Spirit of the Journals (The). 1806. The tears of the 
crewets: On taxing salt and vinegar. For 1805. p. 77-78.
• Summary: (From the Morning Chronicle): This poem, 
with pairs of rhyming lines, begins: “Two sulky Salt-cellars 
contriv’d to meet / A pensive Pepper-box in Downing Street, 
/ And there conven’d in factious consulation. / The motley 
Crewets of Administration.”
 The poem continues later: “Salt to his porridge George 
had got before, / Nor car’d what suff’rings public porridge 
bore. / ‘What honest humble sauce can long enjoy / His fair 
security?’ cried gloomy Soy; / ‘Catchup, perchance, may 
‘scape the luckless hour, / So many Mushrooms now have 
place and pow’r;...”
 Note: Crewets (also spelled cruets) are glass bottles 
for serving soy [sauce]–or oil or vinegar–at the table. If 
salt and vinegar are taxed, then catchup (often made with 
mushrooms) may escape the tax and become ever more 
popular. Address: [England].

309. Linzee & Cunningham. 1807. Classifi ed ad: Glass. 
Columbian Centinel (Boston, Massachusetts). Jan. 21. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Salad Bowls, Salts, Oil, Vinegar and Soy 
Cruits [for soy sauce], Mustard Pots...” Address: No. 50, 
India-Wharf.

310. Rundell, Maria Eliza Ketelby. 1807. A new system of 
domestic cookery: Formed upon principles of economy, and 
adapted to the use of private families. By a lady. A new ed., 
corrected. London: John Murray; Boston, Massachusetts: W. 
Andrews. [21] + xxx + 351 p. Illust. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” [sauce] is mentioned as an ingredient in 
the following recipes: To broil cod sounds (“a tea-spoonful 
of soy,” p. 9). To dress fresh sturgeon (“Sauce; butter, 
anchovy, and soy.” p. 10). Baked carp (p. 12). Perch and 
tench (“serve with melted butter and soy,” p. 12). Stewed 
lobster, a very high relish (p. 20). To stew tongue (“season 
with soy, mushroom-ketchup,” p. 42). Mock turtle (p. 54-55). 
To boil turkey (p. 81-82). Gravy soup (p. 102). Hare soup (p. 
104). Hessian soup and ragout (Use the soy for the ragout, 
p. 104-05). An excellent sauce for carp, or boiled Turkey (“a 
large spoonful of real India soy,” p. 113).
 “Camp vinegar. Slice a large head of garlick; and put it 
into a wide mouthed bottle, with half an ounce of Cayenne, 
two tea-spoonfuls of real soy, two of walnut-ketchup, four 

anchovies chopped, a pint of vinegar, and enough cochineal 
to give it the colour of lavender-drops. Let it stand six weeks; 
then strain off quite clear, and keep in small bottles sealed 
up” (p. 120).
 Note 1. Three heads of garlic. Cochineal is a red dye 
consisting of the dried bodies of female cochineal insects.
 The word “ketchup” is used repeatedly in recipes 
throughout this book, And, in the section on “Ketchups” (p. 
168+) there are homemade recipes for: Pontac Ketchup, for 
Fish. Mushroom Ketchup. Mushroom Ketchup another way. 
Walnut Ketchup of the fi nest quality. Cockle Ketchup (p. 
169-70).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2010) that 
mentions “Cockle Ketchup” (regardless of the spelling of 
“ketchup”).
 Lemon Ketchup, or Pickle.
 The word “maigre” was fairly common at this time. 
In the Roman Catholic Church, it referred to days on 
which abstinence from [red] meat was ordered, or to food 
(especially soup) that contained no meat or meat juices, and 
was suitable for maigre days. Fish or seafood, eggs and dairy 
products were acceptable. Rundell mentions “maigre” fi ve 
times: In the introduction, titled “Miscellaneous observations 
for the use of the mistress of a family,” she states (p. 20): 
“Those who require maigre dishes will fi nd abundance in 
this little work; and where they are not strictly so, by suet or 
bacon being directed in stuffi ngs, the cook must use butter 
instead; and where meat gravies, (or stock as they are called) 
are ordered, those made of fi sh must be adopted.
 Four recipes have “maigre” in the title: Cod sounds to 
look like small chickens (“A good maigre-day dish. Wash 
three large sounds nicely, and boil in milk and water...; when 
cold, put a forcemeat of chopped oysters, crumbs of bread, 
a bit of butter, nutmeg, pepper, salt, and the yolks of two 
eggs: spread it thin over the sounds and roll up each in the 
form of a chicken, skewering it; then lard them as you would 
chickens, dust a little fl our over, and roast them in a tin 
oven slowly. When done pour over them a fi ne oyster sauce. 
Serve for side or corner dish,” p. 9. Note 2. A “sound” is the 
air bladder of a fi sh. This is an early red-meat alternative; 
oysters and eggs are used instead!). Soup maigre (calls 
for half a pound of butter and two yolks of eggs, p. 106). 
Another [soup maigre] (p. 106). Very fi ne forcemeat-balls, 
for fi sh soups, or fi sh stewed, on maigre days (“Beat the fl esh 
and soft parts of a middling lobster, half an anchovy,... the 
yolk of a hard egg,... two table-spoonfuls... of oyster liquor, 
two ounces of butter warmed, and two eggs long beaten: 
make into balls, and fry of a fi ne brown in butter,” p. 125).
 Note 3. Maria Eliza Ketelby Rundell (1745-1828) wrote 
this book to teach her married daughters the art of household 
management and cookery. First published in Britain in 1806, 
this book had many errors and sold out quickly. “The fi rst 
American edition, published in 1807 (and possibly pirated) 
sold well, fulfi lling a similar need for a domestic manual 
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suited to upper class families. It went through 37 American 
editions, effectively replacing all 18th century cookbooks as 
being rather old-fashioned, almost more in language than in 
content,...’” The last American imprint appeared in 1844, and 
the last British imprint in 1846 (MSU biography). Address: 
[Bath, England].

311. Ashburn, Addison. 1807. The family director; or, 
Housekeeper’s assistant: Containing upwards of three 
hundred original receipts, in pastry, pickling, preserving, 
collaring, making wines, &c. Coventry, England: Printed for 
the author, by N. Merridew. Sold by Longman, Hurst, Rees, 
and Orme, London; the Author, at Meriden; N. Merridew, 
Coventry;... xx + 180 p. See p. 152. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the midst of the recipes for making different 
types of catsup, is a recipe titled “To make carrack,” which 
states (p. 152): “Take a pint of Indian Soy [sauce], a quart 
of mushroom Catsup, a quart of walnut liquor, half a pound 
of anchovies, with the bones, a pint of vinegar, some shalots 
[shallots], three or four cloves of garlic; let it simmer over a 
slow fi re, for half an hour; then run it through a fl annel bag, 
and when cold bottle it in pint-bottles, with a clove of garlic 
in each bottle. N.B. It will keep seven years.”
 Also includes (p. 150-54) home recipes for: Mushroom 
catsup (how to make). Mushroom catsup another way. To 
make white catsup. To make cucumber catsup. To make Quin 
Sauce [Quin’s Sauce] (calls for walnut pickle, mushroom 
catsup, but not soy). Walnut catsup. Address: Meriden 
[England].

312. Farley, John. 1807. The London art of cookery, and 
housekeeper’s complete assistant, on a new plan. Made plain 
and easy to the understanding of every housekeeper, cook, 
and servant in the kingdom... 11th ed. London: Printed for 
Scatcherd and Letterman; G. Wilkie and J. Robinson; W.J. 
and J. Richardson; Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme;... 368 
p. 20 cm. Reprinted in 1988 by Southover Press (Lewes, East 
Sussex, England).
• Summary: In the section on “Pickling” is a subsection 
titled “Soy” [sauce] (p. 212 of 1988 reprint) which states: 
“This article comes from the East Indies, and is made from 
their mushrooms, which grow in the woods. They are of a 
purplish colour, and are wrinkled on the surface like a morel. 
They gather them in the middle of the day, and wash them in 
salt and water. Then they lay them in a dish, mash them with 
their hands, and sprinkle them with salt and beaten pepper. 
The next day the liquor is pressed off, and some galangals (a 
root grown in the East Indies) and spices are added to it. It 
is boiled up till it be very strong, and then some more salt is 
sprinkled into it. In this manner it will keep for many years.”
 Note: This early recipe is completely wrong; the main 
ingredient in soy [sauce] has always been soybeans–never 
mushrooms. Address: Principal Cook at the London Hotel.

313. Layman, William. 1807. Outline of a plan for the better 
cultivation, security, & defence of the British West Indies: 
Being the original suggestion for providing an effectual 
substitute for the African slave trade, and preventing the 
dependence of those colonies on America for supplies. 
London: Printed and sold by Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, 
Booksellers to the East India Company. viii + 9-93 p. See p. 
47.
• Summary: The Introduction notes that, following the 
abolition of the slave trade by England, an effectual 
alternative must replace it. The section titled “Outline of a 
plan” begins: “The immense importance of our West-India 
colonies to the manufactures, commerce, revenue, and naval 
strength, of this country is so well known... next to our home 
trade they unquestionably form the greatest source of our 
wealth and power,...”
 A footnote states: “In 1805, the number of British ships 
employed in the West-India trade was 837, amounting to 
206,510 tons, and employing 17,680 seamen.”
 Layman’s basic proposal is to introduce Asian cash 
crops, “the growth of which the soil and climate are 
suffi ciently well adapted” (p. 43), to the British West Indies 
so that the former slaves can earn a living cultivating them, 
and so that Britain can purchase the surplus and ship it back 
to England.
 A four-page list of potentially profi table crops is given 
(p. 44-47), each with its common name, scientifi c name, and 
the place or places where it now grows well. Included in this 
list are: “Soy-bean–Dolichos Soja–Japan” (p. 46). “Soy–
China.”
 Seed oils are: “Cadjan [Cajan, Cajanus]–Japan. 
Scramium–Sesamum Orientale–Japan and China. Mustard–
Sinapsis–China and Bengal. Cole–Brassica oreintalis–Japan. 
Rape. Linseed. Tsubaki–Camellia Japonica–Japan.” Address: 
Captain of the Royal Navy, Oakley-House.

314. Miller, Philip. 1807. The gardener’s and botanist’s 
dictionary: Containing the best and newest methods of 
cultivating and improving the kitchen, fruit, and fl ower 
garden and nursery; of performing the practical parts of 
agriculture; of managing vineyards, and of propagating 
all sorts of timber trees... The whole corrected and newly 
arranged..., by Thomas Martyn Vol. II. London: Printed for 
F.C. & J. Rivington. 2 vol. in 4. Unpaginated. 38 cm. 20 
plates. [9 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The plants are arranged alphabetically in the 
book by genus, but not alphabetically within one genus 
by species. “33. Dolichos Soja: Lin. spec. 1023. syst. 659. 
Reich. 451. fl . zeyl. n. 534. mat. med. 171. Kaempf. amoen. 
t. 838. (Phaseolus). Thunb. jap. 282. Lour. cochinch. 441. 
Rumph. amb. 5. t. 140. (Cadelium). Stems fl exuose, racemes 
axillary, erect, legumes pendulous, hispid, containing about 
two seeds.”
 Three pages later, under “33.” is a description of the 
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plant and its uses. “Stem round at bottom and smooth; above 
striated, very hirsute, a foot and more in height. Leaves 
petioled, hirsute: leafl ets petioled, ovate, obtuse with a point, 
entire, the middle one on a longer petiole and larger, an inch 
in length: petiole striated, hirsute, a fi nger’s length. Flowers 
in short, erect, hirsute racemes: subsessile, from three to fi ve 
together. Corollas purple, scarcely larger than the calyx.*
 “Native of the East Indies, Ceylon, Japan, &c.
 “The seeds, which are usually called Miso [sic] in Japan, 
are put into soups, and are the most common dish there, 
insomuch that the Japanese frequently eat them three times a 
day. The Soja [soy sauce] of the Japanese, which is preferred 
to the Kitjap of the Chinese, is prepared from these seeds, 
and is used in almost all their dishes, instead of common 
salt. The Chinese also have a favourite dish made of these 
seeds, called Teu hu or Tau hu [tofu], which looks like curd, 
and though insipid in itself, yet with proper seasoning as [is] 
agreeable and wholesome.**”
 Footnotes: “*Thunb. and Linn. **Thunb. and Loureiro.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the word “Soja” or “The Soja” 
(regardless of capitalization or italics) to refer to shoyu or 
soy sauce.
 Note 2. Miller associates the word “Kitjap” with 
Chinese rather than with Indonesian soy sauce, a point of key 
historical interest.
 Glycine javanica: “Java Glycine. Lin. spec. 1024. Reich. 
453. Thunb. in Linn. trans. 2. 340. Leaves ternate; stalk 
villose; petioles rough-haired; bractes lanceolate minute.
 “Stem twining, as in Phaseolus, with yellow, refl ex 
hairs scattered over it. Leaves of Phaseolus. Pedicels yellow, 
with close hairs. Stipules, to the petioles oval-oblong, to the 
peduncles lanceolate. Peduncles the length of the leaves, 
terminated by an ovate-oblong, close spike of nodding violet-
coloured fl owers, with very minute bractes between them.–
Native of the East-Indies*; and near Nagasaki in Japan, 
where it is called Fajo Mame, and fl owers in september and 
october [sic].**” Footnotes: “*Linn spec. **Thunberg.”
 On the title page, the subtitle reads: “To which are 
now fi rst added a complete enumeration and description of 
all plants hitherto known, with their generic and specifi c 
characters, places of growth, times of fl owering, and uses 
both medicinal and economical. The whole corrected 
and newly arranged, with the addition of all the modern 
improvements in landscape gardening, and in the culture of 
trees, plants, and fruits, particularly in the various kinds of 
hot houses and forcing frames: with plates explanatory both 
of them, and the principles of botany. By Thomas Martyn, 
B.D., F.R.S. Regius Professor of Botany in the University of 
Cambridge.”
 This elegant set of large books consists of 4 volumes, 
plus 2 volumes of plates. The soybean appears only 
in volume 2. Miller gives the most detailed botanical 
description of the soybean in English up to this time.

 Note 3. Philip Miller was head of the famous Chelsea 
Physic [botanic] Garden in England. Among his many 
students was William Aiton, who introduced the soybean to 
England.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2004) that uses the term “twining” to describe 
wild perennial ancestors of the soybean.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Teu hu” (or “teu-hu”), 
or the word “Tau hu” (or “tau-hu”) to refer to Chinese-style 
tofu.
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “curd” in connection 
with tofu.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2004) that uses the word “leafl ets” (or “leafl et”) in 
describing the soybean plant.
 Note 8. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2014) that uses the word “petiole” (or “petioles” 
or “petioled”) in connection with the soybean plant. 
Webster’s Dictionary defi nes petiole (derived from New 
Latin for little foot), a word fi rst used in 1753, as “a slender 
stem that supports the blade of a foliage leaf,” i.e., the stem 
of a leaf.

Webster’s Dictionary defi nes stipule (derived from New 
Latin stipula, which is derived from the Latin word meaning 
“stalk”), a word fi rst used in about 1793, as “either of a pair 
of appendages borne at the base of the leaf in many plants.” 
Address: F.R.S., Gardener to the Worshipful Company of 
Apothecaries at their Botanic Garden in Chelsea [England] 
and a Member of the Botanic Academy at Florence.

315. Sinclair, John. 1807. The code of health and longevity: 
or, A concise view, of the principles calculated for the 
preservation of health, and the attainment of long life... 4 
vols. Edinburgh, Scotland: Printed for Arch. Constable & 
Co... 772 + 18 p. See Vol. 1, p. 463. Illust. [30+* ref]
• Summary: Section V, titled “The seasonings, or 
condiments, with which various sorts of foods are usually 
accompanied” (p. 453+) states (p. 463): “7. There are various 
combinations of the condiments above detailed, with other 
articles, but the two principally used are known under the 
names of catchup and soy. The fi rst is prepared from the juice 
of mushrooms, submitted to a putrefactive fermentation, 
and in that state, salt, vinegar, and aromatics, are added to it, 
when it becomes fi t for use. Soy [sauce] is a preparation from 
seeds produced in the East Indies, submitted to fermentation 
in a strong solution of common salt. It possesses, therefore, 
a saline taste, with little aromatic fl avour. Both these articles 
ere better calculated to please the palate, than to promote 
health.
 “It is justly remarked, that seasonings and sauces ought 
not to be much indulged in by young stomachs, and strong 
healthy bodies, who require no spur to their appetite, nor 
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help to digestion. But these helps should be reserved for age, 
defi ciency of stomach, and other infi rmities, otherwise that 
benefi t and assistance will not be received from them, which 
might have been experienced, had the use of them been 
forborn when they were not necessary *.
 Footnote: “* Mainwaring on the Preservation of Health, 
p. 63.”
 Note: Sir John Sinclair lived 1754-1835. Address: Sir, 
Bart. [baronet], Charlotte-Square, Edinburgh [Scotland].

316. The new encyclopædia; or, universal dictionary of 
arts and sciences: Dolichos soja. 1807. London: Printed for 
Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe. See vol. VII. Dol. (p. 417-418). [2 
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “3. Dolichos Soja is a native of Japan, where 
it is termed daidsu; and, from its excellence, mame; that is, 
the legumen or pod, by way of eminence. It grows with an 
erect, slender, and hairy stalk, to the height of about 4 feet. 
The leaves are like those of the garden kidney-bean. See 
Phaseolus. The fl owers are of a bluish white; are produced 
from the bosom of the leaves, and succeeded by bristly 
hanging pods resembling those of the yellow lupine, which 
commonly contain two, sometimes 3, large white seeds. 
There is a variety with a small black fruit, which is used in 
medicine.
 “Kempfer [Kaempfer] affi rms, that the seeds when 
pounded and taken inwardly give relief in the asthma. This 
legumen [legume] is doubly useful in the Japanese kitchens. 
It serves for the preparation of a substance named miso, that 
is used as butter; and likewise of a pickle celebrated among 
them under the name of sooju or soy [sauce]. See these 
articles.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2008) that has the word “Soja” in the title.

317. Lazenby, E. [Elizabeth]. 1808. Classifi ed ad: Harvey’s 
Sauce for fi sh, game, &c. Times (London). June 4. p. 3, col. 
4.
• Summary: “E. Lazenby respectfully informs the Nobility 
and Gentry, the above admired article is prepared only at her 
Warehouse... and (by appointment) may be had of J. Baxter, 
Edinburgh; Bell, Scarborough; Gregson, Liverpool; Getty, 
Manchester; Terry, Brighton; Lomers, Southampton; Elliott 
and Leedham, Bath; Fishlake, Salisbury, &c. E.L. at the same 
time begs to recommend her genuine Essence of Anchovies...
 “In consequence of the spurious imitations of the above 
Sauce, E.L. begs to observe, none can possibly be genuine 
without Mr. Harvey’s signature on the label of each bottle.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
in the Times (London) that mentions “Harvey’s Sauce” (or 
“Harvey Sauce”)–or that mentions spurious imitations of it 
or the genuine sauce with his signature. Address: Warehouse, 
No. 6, Edward-street, Portman-square [London].

318. Barrow, John. 1808. Reise nach Cochinchina in den 
Jahren 1792 und 1793: Nebst Nachrichten... [A voyage to 
Cochinchina, in the years 1792 and 1793: Containing a 
general view of the valuable productions and the political 
importance of this fl ourishing Kingdom... To which is 
annexed an account of a Journey, made in the years 1801 
and 1802, to the residence of the chief of the Booshuana 
{Botswana} Nation, being the remotest point in the interior 
of southern Africa...]. Weimar [Germany]: Landes-Industrie-
Comptoir. xlxi (i.e. xlvi) + 504 p. 20 cm. Series: Bibliothek 
der neuesten und wichtigsten Reisebeschreibungen zur 
Erweiterung der Erdkunde... By Matthias Christian Sprengel, 
Theophil Friedrich Ehrmann... [Ger]
• Summary: The original edition of this book was published 
in 1804 in English. Lock-Soy is mentioned on pages 412-13. 
Sir John Barrow (of England) lived 1764-1848.

319. MacDonald, Duncan. 1808. The new London family 
cook: or, Town and country housekeeper’s guide... London: 
Albion Press. Printed for James Cundee, Ivy-Lane. iv + 
6-634 p. See p. 137. Illust. ([10] leaves of plates). 22 cm.
• Summary: Quin’s sauce (p. 137). “Put two spoonfuls of 
Quin’s sauce into a little rich melted butter.
 “The mode of preparing Quin’s Sauce will be given 
amongst the pickles.”
 Soy [sauce] is mentioned on 5 pages in this book (p. 
143, 165, 198, 320, 368).
 There are recipes for Mushroom ketchup (p. 319, and 
mushroom ketchup is used as an ingredient on 8 pages). 
Walnut ketchup (p. 320, and walnut ketchup is used as an 
ingredient on 5 pages). Ketchup to keep twenty years (p. 
320. “It is, by many, preferred to the best Indian soy”). 
Oyster ketchup (p. 320).
 Quin’s sauce for fi sh (p. 321. Put to a quart of walnut 
pickle, six anchovies; the same number of bay-leaves and 
shalots; some cloves, mace, and whole pepper: boil the 
whole together till the anchovies are dissolved; when cold, 
put in half a pint of red wine, and bottle it up. Two spoonfuls 
of this, in a little rich melted butter, make an admirable 
sauce).
 Another way [of making Quin’s Sauce] (p. 321. “Put 
half a pint of mushroom ketchup, a quarter of a pint of 
pickled walnut liquor, three anchovies, two cloves of garlic 
pounded, and a quarter of a tea-spoonful of Cayenne pepper 
into a bottle; shake it well, and keep it for use”).
 Note: Soy [sauce] is not used in either of these two 
recipes for Quin’s Sauce. Address: Head Cook at the Bedford 
Tavern and Hotel [Covent Garden, London].

320. Nicholson, William. 1808. A dictionary of practical 
and theoretical chemistry, with its application to the arts and 
manufactures... London: Printed for Richard Philipps. 826 p. 
Illust. [20 p. and 13 leaves of plates, some folded]. 22 cm.
• Summary: The entry for “Soy” on an unnumbered page 
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begins: “We fi nd in the Memoirs of the Swedish Academy 
[Grubbens 1803] the following account of the mode in which 
this kind of sauce is prepared.
 “The ingredients are 50 lbs. of a small, white bean, the 
fruit of the dolichos soja, 50 lbs. of salt, 60 lbs. of wheat 
fl our, and 250 lbs. of water.
 “After having well washed the beans, they are boiled in 
well-water in an open vessel for some hours, or until they 
have become so soft as to be worked between the fi ngers. 
During the boiling they must be kept covered with water, 
to prevent their burning; and care must be taken not to 
boil them too much, because in that case too much of their 
substance would remain in the water of decoction.
 “The beans, being thus boiled, are taken out, and put 
into large shallow wooden vessels, which in China are made 
of thin staves of bamboo, two inches and a half in depth, and 
fi ve feet in diameter. In these they are spread out to the depth 
of two inches, and when they are cold enough to be worked 
with the hand, the wheat fl our is gradually thrown in, and 
mixed with the beans, till the whole of the before-mentioned 
quantity has been used. When the mass becomes too dry, so 
that the fl our does not mix well with the beans, a little of the 
hot water of the decoction is added...” Address: [England].

321. Rundell, Maria Eliza Ketelby. 1808. A new system of 
domestic cookery: Formed upon principles of economy, and 
adapted to the use of private families. By a lady. A new ed., 
corrected. London: Printed for John Murray; J. Harding; and 
A. Constable and Co., Edinburgh. xxx + 351 p. Illust. Index. 
17 cm.
• Summary: Soy” [sauce] is mentioned as an ingredient 
in exactly the recipes on exactly the same pages as in the 
original 1807 edition.
 “Ketchup” is mentioned on pages 11 (walnut ketchup), 
20, 34, 37, 42 (mushroom ketchup), 43, 46, 49, 50, 54-56, 
73, 76, 84, 88, 99, 103, 105, 111, 116, 117-18, 120, 126, 176, 
183, 184 (cockle ketchup). Neither “catsup” nor “catchup” 
are mentioned.
 Note: Maria Eliza Ketelby Rundell lived 1745-1828. 
Address: [Bath, England].

322. Bradford (William B.). 1810. Classifi ed ad: English 
mustard. Boston Patriot. Oct. 17. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Cassia and Pimento; English Catshup 
[Catsup]; India Soy [sauce]; Anchovies; Capers;...” Address: 
South side of the Market House [New York City].

323. Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, 
sciences, and miscellaneous literature... 4th ed.: Sooju, 
or Soy. 1810. Edinburgh: Printed by Andrew Bell, the 
proprietor; And for Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe, London. See 
Vol. IX, p. 471. Vol. XII, p. 699, Vol. XIX, p. 471.
• Summary: See Dolichos (p. 699, under “Materia Medica, 
&c,” VIII. Leguminous plants. Sect. 1. Pods and seeds of 

herbaceous plants). “Dolichos soja, East India kidney bean.”
 Vol. XII, p. 699. Leguminous plants. Sect. 1. Pods and 
seeds of herbaceous plants.

Arrachis hypogæa, American ground nut.
Cicer arietinum, the chick pea.
Dolichos soja, East India kidney bean.
Ervum lens, lentil.
Lotus edulis, incurved podded bird’s-foot trefoil. L. 

tetragonolobus, square-podded crimson pea.
Lupinus albus, white fl owering lupine.
Phaseolus vulgaris, common kidney bean. P.V. 

coccineus, scarlet-fl owering kidney bean. P. albus, white-
fl owering kidney bean.

Pisum sativum, common garden pea. P. umbellatum, 
crown pea. P. quadratum, angular-stalked pea. P. maritimum, 
sea pea.

Vicia faba, common garden bean. Sect. 2. Pods and 
seeds of trees. Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

324. Proteus the Younger. 1810. The Heroad: In a series 
of original satires. London: Printed for the author, by T. 
Plummer, Seething-Lane, and sold T. Hughes, Ludgate Hill. 
[iii] + 208 p. See p. 113.
• Summary: The chapter titled “The noble passenger” (p. 
97-119) describes how a wealthy but miserly man, with his 
servant, boarded a ship at Portsmouth, England. A storm 
blew them out to sea, then from Lymington toward St. Johns. 
The man told his servant to economize in buying the items 
listed below, because they were expensive. We read (p. 113): 
“His lessens on economy began; ‘Those half-starv’d hens 
remaining in yon coop, When once recovered of the pip and 
roupe, By getting a strange cock, as hens oft do, Will lay 
us eggs, and hatch us chickens too. The mustard, catsup, 
vinegar, and soy [sauce], The thyme, the balm, the sage, and 
cellery, The tripe, the eggs, the butter, and the cheese, With 
what remains of sugars, coffees, teas; You must collect with 
more than common care, As all these articles are very dear; 
The empty bottles and the hampers save, Be vigilant and see 
we nothing leave.’”
 Mushroom catchup is mentioned on p. 23, 38, 40, 55, 
63, 86, 94, 119, 157, 170, and 182.
 Walnut catchup is mentioned on pages 23, 38, 40, 42, 
50, 94, 118, 182 and 240.
 Catchup alone is mentioned on pages 48, 52, 79-80, 82, 
86, 92, 101, 121, 173, 182, 195-97, 203, 208, 214, 236-37, 
239. Address: Censor in ordinary to Neptune [England].

325. Welles (A. & G.). 1811. Classifi ed ad: Have received 
by the recent arrivals from London and Liverpool,... New-
England Palladium (Boston, Massachusetts). Jan. 8. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Silver & plated ware: Liquor Frames; 
Soy Frames [for soy sauce]; Bottle Stands; Egg Cups;...” 
Address: No. 55, Cornhill, Boston.
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326. Bradford (John) & Co. 1811. Classifi ed ad: New 
grocery store. New-England Palladium (Boston, 
Massachusetts). Nov. 12. p. 4.
• Summary: “... English Catshup [Catsup], India Soy 
[sauce], Pepper Sauce, Anchovies,...” Address: No. 16, 
Dock-Square.

327. Aiton, William Townsend. 1812. Hortus Kewensis; or, A 
catalog of the plants cultivated in the Royal Botanic Garden 
at Kew. Vol. IV. 2nd ed. enlarged. London: Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme, and Brown. 522 p. See p. 295. [5 ref. Eng; Lat]
• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia Decandria: “18. 
Dolichos Soja. caule erecto fl exuoso, racemis axillaribus 
erectis, leguminibus pendulis hispidis subdispermis. Willden. 
sp. pl. 3. p. 1051. Jacq. ic. 1. t. 145. Soy Dolichos. Nat. of 
the East Indies. Introd. 1790, by Walter Ewer, Esq. Fl. July 
and August. S. Annual” [Summer Annual].
 States that Dolichos Soja [the soybean], a native of the 
East Indies, was introduced to England in 1790 by Walter 
Ewer, Esq. It fl owers in July and August.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning soybeans in England, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in England. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in England, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in England (1790). The source of these soybeans is 
unclear, though Walter Ewer may have obtained them in or 
from the “East Indies.” Used loosely and vaguely, the term 
“East Indies” may refer to India, Indochina, and the Malay 
Archipelago.
 Note 2. In this book, Diadelphia starts on page 238, the 
subcategory Decandria starts on page 248, and the genus 
Phaseolus starts on page 288.
 Note 3. Letter (e-mail) from Prof. Ted Hymowitz. 2008. 
Sept. 6. He believes that Walter Ewer was deputy governor 
of the East India company’s possessions in today’s Indonesia. 
Address: Gardener to His Majesty.

328. Marshal. 1813. Prices: Marshal’s sale, held by Passmore 
and Sperry, Auct., part of the cargo of the British prize 
schooner Ellen (Ad). Grotians Philadelphia Public Sale 
Report. April 12. p. 2.
• Summary: After the terms of payment, a table of articles is 
given: “5 tons Liverpool Coal, 84 cents per bushel. 2½ bbls. 
[barrels] Gunpowder, 51 cents per pound... 4 boxes Indian 
Soy [sauce], $6.75 per dozen–In pint bottles and of a good 
quality. 4 do. [ditto = boxes] Mushroom Ketchup, Soy and 
Anchovies do. [ditto = Ketchup], $8.25 per dozen–In pint 
bottles and of a good quality.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2006) 
in which soy sauce is used as an ingredient in a commercial 
sauce having “Soy” as part of the name; it is mixed with 
anchovies. By 1836 a related product, made in England, 
would start to be sold as Lea & Perrins Worcestershire 
Sauce.

329. Boston Daily Advertiser. 1813. Classifi ed ad: Prize 
goods. On Monday next, will be offered for sale... the 
following elegant goods. Aug. 14. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Plated snuffer trays, silver Gadroon mounts, 
Plated Glass Cruits [for soy sauce], Plated Toaste [Toast] 
Racks, Glass soy Frames with new regent Glasses, Plated 
Candlesticks with slides,...” Address: At the Long Room, 
Cornhill Square.

330. Milburn, William. 1813. Oriental commerce; containing 
a geographical description of the principal places in the East 
Indies, China, and Japan, with their produce, manufactures, 
and trade... Vol. II. London: Black, Parry & Co. See p. 519-
20.
• Summary: The subtitle continues “... including the coasting 
or country trade from port to port; also the rise and progress 
of the trade of the various European nations with the Eastern 
world, particularly that of the East India Company, from 
the discovery of the passage round the Cape of Good Hope 
to the present period; with an account of the company’s 
establishments, revenues, debts, assets, &c at home and 
abroad. Deduced from authentic documents, and founded 
upon practical experience obtained in the course of seven 
voyages to India and China.”
 “Soy [sauce]: Is prepared in China and Japan, from a 
particular species of bean, in the following manner:–the 
beans are boiled till they become rather soft, to which an 
equal quantity of wheat or barley is added, and set in a warm 
place to ferment; the same quantity of salt is then put to the 
mixture, and three parts as much water added to it. After 
being properly mixed, it is left to stand, well covered, for 
two or three months; it is then pressed, and strained off, and 
kept in wooden vessels. Some places produce better soy 
[sauce] than others, but exclusively of that, it grows better 
and clearer through age; its colour is invariably brown. Japan 
soy is esteemed superior to the Chinese, and is an article of 
trade from thence to Batavia [Jakarta]. The Dutch, in order to 
preserve the best sort, and prevent its fermenting, boil it up, 
and afterwards draw it off into bottles, which are then well 
corked and sealed.
 “Soy should be chosen of a good fl avour, not too salt 
or too sweet, of a good thick consistence, of a dark brown 
colour and clear; when shaken in a glass, it should leave a 
coat on the surface, of a bright yellowish brown colour; if it 
does not, it is an inferior kind, and should be rejected.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2012) 
which states that soy can be shaken in a glass to determine 
its quality. It is also the fi rst which states that good-quality 
soy, “when shaken in a glass,” “should leave a coat on the 
surface, of a bright yellowish brown colour...”
 “The following are the quantities imported and sold 
at the East India sales, in the years 1804 to 1808 inclusive, 
together with sale amount and average price per gallon” [see 
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table below]:
 1804: None.
 1805: 443 gallons worth £317 (March Sale) and 1125 
gallons worth £642 (September Sale), for a total of 1568 
gallons worth £959 (average 12 shillings 5 pence per gallon).
 1806: 807 gallons worth £477 (September Sale); 
(average 11 shillings 10 pence per gallon).
 1807: None.
 1808: 2148 gallons worth £2022 (September Sale); 
(average 18 shillings 10 pence per gallon).
 252 gallons of soy are allowed to a ton. Note 2. Total 
sold during the 5 years: 4523 gallons worth £3458. Address: 
Of the Honourable East India Company’s Service.

331. Beauchamp, J. 1814. Articles plated upon steel: 
J. Beauchamp respectfully informs the public... (Ad). 
Repository of the Arts, Literature, Manufactures, Commerce, 
Manufactures, Fashions and Politics 11(65): Unnumbered 
page near end of volume. May.
• Summary: This unnumbered page is titled “Advertisements 
for May 1814.”
 “J.B. manufactures, in Silver and Plated,... Bread and 
Cake Baskets, Wine Coolers, Epergnes Plateaux, Urns, 
Kettles, Tea Sets, Liquor, Cruet, Soy, and Egg Frames, Bottle 
Stands, and an infi nitude of other articles...”
 Note: In other words, he makes Liquor Frames, Cruet 
Frames, Soy Frames, and Egg Frames.

332. Layman, William. 1814. Hints on slave labour and West 
India cultivation. Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 84:561-
68. June; 84:657-64. Supplement. Part I. New Series. See p. 
659.
• Summary: This is basically a condensation of the following 
93-page book published 7 years earlier: Layman, William. 
1807. Outline of a Plan for the Better Cultivation, Security, 
& Defence of the British West Indies: Being the Original 
Suggestion for Providing an Effectual Substitute for the 
African Slave Trade, and Preventing the Dependence of 
those Colonies on America for Supplies. London: Printed and 
Sold by Black, Parry, and Kingsbury, Booksellers to the East 
India Company. viii + 9-93 p.
 A table (p. 659) states: “Soy-bean–Dolichos Soja–
Japan.” “Soy–China.” Address: Captain.

333. Aiton, William Townsend. 1814. An epitome of the 
second edition of Hortus Kewensis, for the use of practical 
gardeners; to which is added, a selection of esculent 
vegetables and fruits cultivated in the Royal Gardens at 
Kew. London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, 
and Brown. 376 p. See p. 226. Inside leaf states: Printed by 
Richard and Arthur Taylor, Shoe-Lane, London.
• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia, Decandria, in 
a table under Dolichos, the Linnaean name is given as 
Dolichos Soja and the English name as “soy.” The native 

soil (place of origin) is left blank. The year of cultivation 
was 1790. The time of fl owering is left blank. On this page 
and the next are listed 20 Dolichos species and 11 Glycine 
species. Address: Gardener to His Majesty, Royal Gardens, 
Kew, England.

334. Roxburgh, William. 1814. Hortus bengalensis, or a 
catalogue of the plants growing in the Honourable East India 
Company’s botanic garden at Calcutta. Serampore: Printed 
at the Mission Press. v + xii + 104 p. See p. 55. 23 cm. 
Facsimile edition was reprinted in 1980 by Boerhaave Press, 
Leiden, Holland.
• Summary: In the section on Diadelphia Decandria is a 
listing for Dolichos Soja. It is a native of China, donated 
by Dr. C. Campbell. The symbols for duration and habit, 
explained on pages iv-v, indicate that the plant is an annual, 
of erect habit. The time of fl owering is the cool season, from 
the beginning of November to the end of February. The 
ripening of the seed and maturation take place during the 
same season. Footnote 23 (p. 55) explains that in the garden 
are growing “Two varieties, one with white seed and yellow 
fl owers, the other black seed and purple fl owers.”
 Note 1. In 1832 Roxburgh stated in his Flora Indica; 
or, Descriptions of Indian Plants that Dolichos Soja was 
“Reared in the Honourable Company’s Botanic Garden, from 
seeds received from the Moluccas in 1798.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that clearly refers to soybeans in India, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in India. Note that Roxburgh resided in Calcutta, 
in the northeastern part of India, near the route by which 
the soybean probably entered India from China, carried by 
traders, down the valley of the Brahmaputra River which 
fl ows along the center of Assam from northeast to southwest.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2007) that clearly refers to black soybeans.
 Note 4. According to Stafl eu & Cowan. 1976-88. 
Taxonomic Literature Roxburgh (lived 1751-1815) was 
a British (Scottish) botanist and physician. He received 
his M.D. degree from Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1876. He 
was with the East India Company in the Madras Medical 
Service from 1776 to 1780, superintendent of the Samalkot 
(Samul Cattah) botanical garden from 1781 to 1793, and 
superintendent of the Calcutta botanic garden from 1793 to 
1813. He was in London 1806-1813. He traveled to the Cape 
of Good Hope in 1798, 1799, 1813-14, and to St. Helena in 
1814. He died in Edinburgh in 1815. His major publication, 
Flora Indica was published by his sons James Roxburgh 
(1802-1884) and Bruce R. Roxburgh (1797-1861).
 Note 5. Also on page 55, Roxburgh states that Dolichos 
tetragonolobus [winged bean] was introduced in 1799 to the 
Botanic Garden of Shibpur, Calcutta (which at the time was 
12 years old). Footnote 10 states: “Cultivated for our table.” 
He gives no native name or place of origin.
 Note 6. Sesamum orientale and Sesamum indicum are 
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mentioned on page 47. Gingelly is not mentioned here.
 Note 7. Arachis hypogæa and Arachis fruitcosa are 
mentioned on page 54. Address: London, and Superintendent 
of the Calcutta Botanic Garden, India (1793-1813).

335. Rundell, Maria Eliza Ketelby. 1814. A new system of 
domestic cookery: Formed upon principles of economy, and 
adapted to the use of private families. By a lady. New York, 
NY: Published by R. M’Dermut & D.D. Arden. xxiii + 20-
316 p. Illust. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” [sauce] is mentioned as an ingredient in 
the following recipes: To broil cod sounds (“a teaspoonful 
of soy,” p. 32). To dress fresh sturgeon (“Sauce; butter, 
anchovy, and soy.” p. 33). Baked carp, or Black fi sh (p. 34). 
Perch (“serve with melted butter and soy,” p. 34). Stewed 
lobster, a very high relish (p. 41). To stew tongue (“season 
with soy, mushroom ketchup,” p. 61). Mock turtle (p. 71-
72). To boil turkey (p. 96-97). Gravy soup (p. 115). Hessian 
soup and ragout (Use the soy for the ragout, p. 117-18). An 
excellent sauce for boiled Turkey (“a large spoonful of real 
India soy,” p. 125).
 “Camp vinegar. Slice a large head of garlick; and put it 
into a wide mouthed bottle, with half an ounce of Cayenne, 
two tea-spoonfuls of real soy, two of walnut-ketchup, four 
anchovies chopped, a pint of vinegar, and enough cochineal 
to give it the colour of lavender-drops. Let it stand six weeks; 
then strain off quite clear, and keep in small bottles sealed 
up” (p. 131).
 Ketchup is mentioned on pages 34 (walnut ketchup), 41, 
55-57, 61 (mushroom ketchup), 62, 64, 67-68, 70, 72-73, 87, 
88, 91, 93, 98, 102, 115, 116, 118, 122, 127-130, 136, 185, 
186. Address: [Bath, England].

336. Hotel des Americains. 1815. Classifi ed ad: Paris. Times 
(London). Jan. 14. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: “... where the following articles may always be 
had:... wax candles, Cayenne pepper, curry powder, India 
soy [sauce], ketchup, essence of anchovy, and English sauce 
of every description... The English language is spoken in 
the above place.” Address: Magasin de Provence, Rue St. 
Honoré, No. 147.

337. Morrison, Robert. 1815-1823. A dictionary of the 
Chinese language in three parts. 6 vols. Macao. Printed at the 
Honourable East India company’s press by P.P. Thomas. 30 
cm. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: S.W. Williams, in “A Syllabic Dictionary of the 
Chinese Language,” starts his preface by noting the great 
importance of this very early Chinese dictionary. “This work 
will ever remain a monument to his industry and scholarship; 
and its publication in six quarto volumes by the East India 
Company at an outlay of $60,000 was a just appreciation 
of its merits. Since then, many similar works have been 
published, dictionaries both of the general language and its 

chief dialects.”
 Part 1. Chinese and English arranged according to the 
radicals. Part 2. Chinese and English arranged alphabetically. 
In Part 2, Vol. 1 (published in 1819), page 739 (#9187) gives 
3 characters for she [shih = fermented black soybeans], 
pronounced shuh. Tow she is a condiment made from pulse, 
used in cooking. She yew or Tsëang yew is soy [sauce].
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that mentions fermented black soybeans, 
which it calls she or Tow she.
 In Part 2, Vol. 1 (published in 1819), page 859 (#10358) 
gives the character for “leguminous plants, peas, or beans.” 
The fi rst example is Tow foo (2 Cc = 2 Chinese characters), 
“a white jelly-like substance made from pulse.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Tow Foo” (regardless 
of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to Chinese-style 
tofu.
 Page 860 (#10365) gives 2 characters for tow 
[pronounced doe]. “A generic name for pulse, beans, and so 
on. Page 882 (#10622) gives 2 characters for Tseang [chiang; 
like soft Japanese miso]. “A kind of pickle; certain mode of 
preserving meat, rice, and pulse. Tseang yew is soy [sauce].
 Part 3. English and Chinese (published in 1822). Page 
398 gives “SOI, or Soy” followed by the two characters for 
“tseang yew” [soy sauce]. Note 3. Illustrations show each of 
these characters. 

 Vol. 3, Part 1 (published in 1823) gives Chinese and 
English arranged according to the radicals. On p. 397 is the 
151st radical, Tow. Two early original forms of the radical 
are shown, each resembling a vessel with a lid. “Name of 
an ancient vessel to contain food, and used in the rites of 
sacrifi ce; a certain measure. Grain; leguminous plants, beans, 
or peas. Name of an offi ce, of a place, and of a district. A 
surname.” Characters containing this radical are shown 
on pages 397-98: she–”A sort of pulpy substance made of 
pulse [shih; fermented black soybeans]. wan–”A substance 
expressed from pulse; soy. Also read Yuh.”
 Note 4. The author, Rev. Robert Morrison (lived 
1782-1834), a minister, was the fi rst Protestant missionary 
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in China. He was a Scotchman, though born at Morpeth 
in Northumberland, England. In 1807 he was sent by the 
London Mission to try to start a mission in China. But the 
British East India Company opposed missionary activity. So 
he traveled via the USA and reached Canton in 1808. Once 
there, the Company was glad to enlist his great linguistic 
talents, and he was appointed translator to their factory at 
Canton. Thus, it was at their expense (£15,000) that his 
great Chinese dictionary was published in 1822. He had 
previously published complete translations of the New 
and Old Testaments. A condensed (2 volumes in 1) edition 
was published in 1865 in London. He also established the 
Anglo-Chinese College at Malacca for English and Chinese 
literature, with a view to the propagation of Christianity. He 
died in 1834 at Canton, but he was buried at Macao in the 
Christian cemetery.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2012) that mentions fermented black soybeans, 
which it calls tow she.
 Note 6. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) 
defi nes Macao (Portuguese Macau) as a Portuguese overseas 
territory consisting of the Macao peninsula (located at the 
mouth of the Pearl River just south of Canton and about 
40 miles west of Hong Kong) and the two small islands of 
Taipa and Colôane. It was settled by the Portuguese in 1557; 
from 1717 until the 1800s, Macao and Canton were the only 
Chinese ports open to European trade. Its independence 
was declared by Portuguese in 1849 but not recognized by 
Chinese as Portuguese territory until 1887. It was for many 
years a haven for missionaries and traders. Portugal agreed 
in 1987 to return Macao to Chinese sovereignty in 1999. 
Address: D.D.

338. Stewart, J.A. 1815. The young woman’s companion: or, 
Female instructor. Being a sure and complete guide to every 
requirement essential in forming a pleasing companion, 
a respectable mother, and a useful member of society. 
Interspersed with moral and religious essays... Oxford, 
England: Printed and published by Bartlett and Newman. 
768 p. Index.
• Summary: As the title explains, this book is about much 
more than cookery. The last major part of the book is titled 
“Directions to female servants” (p. 615+). The fi rst chapter 
within it, titled “Cookery in all its branches” (p. 622-715), 
contains most of the recipes. However subsequent chapters 
on Preserving (p. 715+), Pickling (p. 719+), and Brewing 
(719+) also contain recipes.
 Soy [sauce] is used as a seasoning in the following 
recipes: To stew tongue (p. 647). Mock turtle (p. 654). Mock 
turtle, another way (p. 655). To boil turkey (p. 664). Gravy 
soup (p. 676-77). An excellent sauce for carp, or boiled 
turkey (p. 681; “... add a large spoonful of real Indian soy. If 
that does not give it a fi ne colour, put a little more”).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 

seen (April 2012) that contains the term “real Indian soy.” 
But what does it mean? Why use the word “real?” Where and 
how is it made, and what are the ingredients?
 Mushroom catchup is mentioned on pages 647, 651, 
654, 655-56, 665, 677-79, 687, 720 (in Pickling chapter). 
Walnut catchup on pages 638, 655, 682, 687, 720. Catchup 
alone is mentioned on pages 644-45, 648, 650, 652-53, 662, 
665, 675, 683. “Catsup” is not mentioned. Address: Oxford 
[England].

339. Tuckey, James Hingston. 1815. Maritime geography 
and statistics: or, A description of the ocean and its coasts, 
maritime commerce, navigation, &c. &c. &c. Vol. III. 
London: Printed for Black, Parry, and Co. Booksellers to the 
Hon. East-India Company. vii + 567 p. Index.
• Summary: “The exports from Japan by the Dutch 
Company are copper in bats and camphire, each ship’s 
cargo consisting of 675O pickle [piculs] of the former, and 
364 boxes* of camphire, of 125 lbs. each; all of which are 
purchased on the Company’s account only.
 “The articles permitted to be purchased by the 
individuals of the crew are tea, soy [sauce], porcelain, silk 
and rice.” Address: A commander in the Royal Navy.

340. Murdock (George). 1816. Classifi ed ad: New garden 
seeds. Boston Daily Advertiser. March 19. p. 1.
• Summary: “... A great variety of fi sh Sauces, such 
as Reading Sauce, East India Soy [sauce], Essence of 
Anchovies–English Catchup, &c.” Address: No. 14, Market 
Square.

341. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1816. Goods declared for sale at the 
East-India House. 2:223. Aug.
• Summary: “On Thursday, 8 August–Prompt 1 November.
 “Company’s.–Pepper, Saltpetre, Japan Copper and 
Camphor, Cinnamon, Nutmegs, Mace, Cloves, Oil of Mace, 
Nutmegs, and Cinnamon, Keemow Shells.
 “Privilege.–Red-wood, Rattans, Ebony, Pepper, Ginger, 
Sago, Red Saunders, Tortoiseshell, Saffl ower, Soy, Cajaputa 
Oil, Arsenic, Sapan wood, Gum Copal, Galanga Root, 
Saltpetre, Borax unrefi ned, Sal Ammoniac, Turmeric, Senna, 
Lac Lake, Shellack, Cardemoms [Cardamom], Gamboge 
[saffron to mustard-yellow pigment], Galls, Tamarind, 
Rhubarb, Indian Ink, Benjamin, Lac Dye, Gum Arabic, Bees’ 
wax, Cassia Lignea, Cinnamon, Cubebs, Star Anniseeds, 
Aloes, Castor Oil, Cassia.
 “Private-Trade.–Hides, Horns, Soy, Rhubarb, Cubebs, 
Gambogium, Tortoiseshell, Mother-o’-Pearl, Oil of Cassia, 
Pepper, Rattans, Vermillion, Table Matts [sic], Cassia and 
Cassia Buds, Red Saunders, Castor Oil, Saffl ower, Cassia 
Lignea, Soap, White Paper, Galanga Root, Malacca Canes, 
Whangees, Assafoetida [Asafoetida], Benjamin, Chillies, 
Tamarinds, Aloes.”
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 Note: Whangee is a hardy evergreen plant from Japan, 
China and the Himalayas whose woody stems are sometimes 
used to make canes and umbrella handles. The word derives 
from the Chinese (Mandarin) huang li. It can also refer to a 
cane made from whangee.

342. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1816. Cargoes of the East-India 
Company’s ships lately arrived. 2:223. Aug.
• Summary: “Cargoes of the General Kyd, Herefordshire, 
Apollo, and Northumberland, from China, Bengal, and 
Madras.
 “Company’s.- Bohea, Congou, and Twankay Teas, China 
Raw Silk. Saltpetre. Pepper, Coffee, Cotton, Prohibited Piece 
Goods, including part of the Sir William Pulteney’s Cargo.
 “Private-Trade and Privilege.–Wine, Rattans, Nankeens, 
Tea, Soy, Paper, Cassia, Tortoiseshell, Rice, Redwood, Raw 
Silk, [?], Piece Goods, Coffee, Silks, China Cabinet, Gowns, 
Muslin Handkerchiefs and Otto of Roses, Bandannoes 
[Bandanas], Black Silk Handkerchiefs, Shawls and Cornelian 
Strings.”
 Note: These ships were almost certainly arriving in 
England, probably in London.

343. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1816. London markets, Tuesday, Nov. 
26, 1816. 2:639. Dec.
• Summary: Under the last category, “Drugs, &c.–The 
extensive sale by the East India Company took place last 
week, prompt the 14th of February. The whole were sold 
in bond, viz. 20 casks Aloes,... 26 tubs Soy, inferior,... 
remainder 10s 8d...”
 Note: This text is hard to read and its meaning 
(concerning British money) is hard to understand.

344. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British and 
Foreign India, China, and Australia. 1816-1843. Serial/
periodical. London: Parbury, Allen and Co. Monthly. 23 cm.
• Summary: Note: Vol. 1 (1816)–vol. 28 (1829); New series, 
Vol. 1 (Jan/Apr 1830)–vol. 40 (Jan/April 1843).

345. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Miscellany. 1816-1845. 
Serial/periodical. London: Wm. H. Allen & Co. [etc.]. 
Monthly. 22 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” is mentioned in many issues of this 
periodical.
 Note 1. Other titles: Asiatic Journal and Monthly 
Register for British and Foreign India, China, and 
Australasia.
 Note 2. Vol. 1 (Jan. 1816)–vol. 28 (Dec. 1829); New 
series, Vol. 1 (Jan/April 1830)–vol. 40 (Jan/April 1843). 3rd 
series, Vol. 1 (May 1843)–vol. 4 (April 1845).

346. Encyclopædia Perthensis; or, Universal dictionary of 

arts, sciences, literature, &c. 2nd ed.: Soy, or sooju. 1816. 
Edinburgh: Printed for John Brown. 23 volumes. See vol. 
XXI. Soy. (p. 197-98). [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Soy [sauce], or Sooju, n.s., a celebrated pickle, 
much used by the Japanese, made from the mame or beans 
of the Dolichos Soja. (See Dolichos, No. 3). To make it they 
take equal quantities of the beans boiled to a certain degree 
of softness; of muggi, or corn, whether barley or wheat, 
roughly ground; and of common salt. Having properly mixed 
the beans with the pounded corn, they cover up the mixture, 
and keep it for a day and a night in a warm place, to ferment; 
then putting the mass into a pot, they cover it with the salt, 
pouring over the whole two measures and a half of water. 
This compound substance they carefully stir at lest once a 
day, for two or three months; after which, they fi ltrate and 
express the mass, preserving the liquor in wooden vessels. 
The older it is, the better and the clearer; and if made of 
wheat at instead of barley, greatly blacker. The fi rst liquor 
being removed, they again pour water upon the remaining 
mass; which, after stirring for some days, as before, they 
express a second time, and thus obtain an inferior sort of 
soy.”

347. Rundell, Maria Eliza Ketelby. 1816. A new system of 
domestic cookery: Formed upon principles of economy, and 
adapted to the use of private families. By a lady. A new ed., 
corrected. London: John Murray; Boston, Massachusetts: W. 
Andrews. [11] + xxx + 354 p. Illust. Index. 17 cm. *
• Summary: In the 1816 United States edition of this book, 
ketchup is mentioned on 37 pages, as follows: 38 (walnut 
ketchup), 45 (walnut-ketchup), 57-58, 60-61, 63, 65-66, 
68, 71-72, 74, 76 (walnut ketchup, mushroom ketchup), 77 
(mushroom ketchup), 91-92, 95, 97 (mushroom ketchup), 
102 (mushroom ketchup), 106, 117, 119 (mushroom 
ketchup), 120, 122 (walnut ketchup), 126 (mushroom 
ketchup), 131 (mushroom ketchup), 132-133 (walnut 
ketchup), 134, 135 (walnut ketchup), 140 (mushroom 
ketchup, walnut ketchup), 189, 190 (mushroom ketchup, 
homemade; walnut ketchup, homemade; cockle ketchup, 
homemade).
 Note: Tomato / tomata ketchup is not mentioned. 
Address: [Bath, England].

348. Simpson, John. 1816. A complete system of cookery, on 
a plan entirely new: Consisting of a extensive and original 
collection of receipts,... with bills of fare for every day in the 
year;... London: Printed for W. Stewart. 568 p. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: The recipe for “Breast of veal à la fl amond” (p. 
63) ends: “... put the veal on the dish and the sauce over it: 
add a few drops of soy to colour the sauce.”
 The recipe for “A cow’s heel stewed, &c.” (p. 475) ends: 
“... season it with a little Cayenne pepper and salt, and about 
half a tea spoonful of soy; put a few egg balls, and forced 
meat balls.”
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 Mushroom catsup is mentioned on p. 469, 470-71, 475-
76. Walnut catsup is mentioned on p. 471, 475-76. Catsup 
alone p. 465. Catchup is not mentioned. Neither soy nor 
catsup are listed in the index. Address: [England].

349. Wilby (Francis) & Co. 1817. Classifi ed ad: Elegant 
China, glass and japanned ware, and musical instruments. 
Boston Daily Advertiser. Jan. 16. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Sheffi eld plated goods: Teapots, Sugar 
Basons [Basins] and Cream Ewers, Liquor, Castor and Soy 
Frames [for soy sauce], Candlesticks, Salts, Spoons,...” 
Address: Auct’rs [Auctioneers], in the Assembly Room, at 
the Exchange Coffee-House.

350. Murdock (George). 1817. Classifi ed ad: New garden 
seeds. Just received from London. Boston Gazette. March 6. 
p. 4.
• Summary: “... Likewise a variety of Fish Sauces, such 
as East India Soy [sauce], Essence of Anchovies, Reading 
Sauce, &c.” Address: No. 14, Market Square.

351. Adamson (Mr.). 1817. Sales by auction: To oil and 
colourmen, and others (Ad). Times (London). April 17. p. 4, 
col. 4.
• Summary: “The stock and utensils in trade of an Italian Oil 
and Colour-shop... linseed, sperm, seal, and Florence oils, 
India soy [sauce], indigo,...” Address: 58, Fenchurch-street 
[London].

352. Byron, George Gordon (Lord). 1817. Beppo: A Venetian 
story. In: Ernest Hartley Coleridge, ed. 1905. The Poetical 
Works of Lord Byron. London: John Murray, Albemarle St. 
See p. 418-19.
• Summary: Beppo was written in 1817 (between Sept. 
6 and Oct. 12) while Byron was living in Venice. It was 
published on 28 Feb. 1818. The poem opens with Byron 
talking about the dissoluteness of Venice, even during Lent, 
and the blandness of the Lenten dishes, which could be made 
interesting if they were seasoned with soy sauce–which they 
are not:
 “VI. This feast is named the Carnival, which being / 
Interpreted, implies ‘farewell to fl esh’- / So called, because 
the name and thing agreeing, / Through Lent they live on fi sh 
both salt and fresh. But why they usher Lent with so much 
glee in, / Is more than I can tell, although I guess / ‘Tis as we 
take a glass with friends at parting, / In the Stage-Coach or 
Packet, just at starting.
 “VII. And thus they bid farewell to carnal dishes, / And 
solid meats and highly spiced ragouts, / To live for forty days 
on ill-dressed fi shes, / Because they have no sauces to their 
stews; / A thing which causes many “poohs” and “pishes,” / 
And several oaths (which would not suit the Muse), / From 
travellers accustomed from a boy / To eat their salmon, at the 
least, with soy;

 “VIII. And therefore humbly would I recommend / ‘The 
curious in fi sh sauce,’ before they cross / The sea to bid their 
cook, or wife, or friend, / Walk or ride to the Strand, and 
buy in gross / (Or if set out beforehand, these may send / By 
any means least liable to loss), Ketchup, Soy [sauce], Chili-
vinegar, and Harvey [Sauce], Or by the Lord! a Lent will 
well neigh starve ye.”
 Note: From this poem it seems quite clear that soy sauce 
was available in Venice in Oct. 1817. Therefore, this is the 
earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) concerning soybean 
products (soy sauce) in Italy. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybean products in Italy (Oct. 1817); 
soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date. 
Address: England; Italy.

353. Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, 
sciences, and miscellaneous literature. 5th ed. Illustrated 
with nearly six hundred engravings. Enlarged and greatly 
improved. 20 vols. 1817. Edinburgh: Printed at the 
Encyclopaedia Press for Archibald Constable. Illust. 28 cm. 
*
Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

354. Kitchiner, William. 1817. Apicius redivivus; or, The 
cook’s oracle: wherein especially the art of composing soups, 
sauces, and fl avouring essences is made so clear and easy, 
by the quantity of each article being accurately stated by 
weight and measure, that every one may soon learn to dress 
a dinner, as well as the most experienced cook; being six 
hundred receipts [recipes], the result of actual experiments 
instituted in the kitchen of a physician, for the purpose of 
composing a culinary code for the rational epicure, and 
augmenting the alimentary enjoyments of private families; 
combining economy with elegance; and saving expense to 
housekeepers, and trouble to servants. London: Printed for 
Samuel Bagster. Unpaginated. First edition. 15 cm.
• Summary: Since the pages are unnumbered, it is 
sometimes diffi cult to describe exactly where references to 
soy are found. In the chapter on “Roasting,” at the end of 
No. 62 is a “Recipe to sauce for wild fowls” which contains 
this ingredient: “Sauce à la Russe*, (the older the better), 
1 tablespoonful.” A footnote on that page states: “* By à 
la Russe we suppose cavice, or coratch, or soy [sauce], is 
meant.”
 In the chapter on “Broths, gravies, and soups,” at the top 
of the 6th page we read: “culinary scribes indiscriminately 
cram into almost every dish, anchovies*, garlick, bay leaves, 
and that hot, fi ery spice, Cayenne pepper.” A footnote on 
the same page explains the asterisk (*) after “anchovies”: 
“* Soy, cavice-coratch, anchovies, curry powder, browning, 
catsup, pickle liquor, beer, and wine, are occasionally very 
convenient auxiliaries to soups, &c.:”
 The recipe for “Plain browning (No. 322) Is a very 
convenient article in the kitchen, to add to those soups 
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or sauces where it is supposed the deep brown of its 
complexion denotes the strength and savouriness of the 
composition, and it is a very good substitute for what is 
called ‘India, or Japan Soy.’ Put half a pound of moist sugar 
and a tablespoonful of water into a clean iron saucepan...”
 Recipes in the book that call for “Soy” [sauce] as an 
ingredient include: Mackarel broiled (No. 169; “send it up 
with fennel sauce in a boat, or plain butter with mushroom 
catsup or soy in it”). Mackarel roe sauce (No. 266). Cream 
sauce for fi sh (No. 277). Camp vinegar (No. 403). Fish sauce 
(No. 425).
 The “Original receipt for Quin’s sauce (No. 424) does 
not contain soy sauce in this edition, although it does in 
later editions. However it does state: “Obs. [Observations]–
The above is copied from this celebrated epicure’s original 
receipt now lying before me, for which I am indebted to 
Wm. Blachford. Esq., of Gray’s Inn: it authenticity may be 
fully relied on. This sauce is prepared, as here described, by 
Messrs. Ball, 81, New Bond St., London.” Note 1. In early 
recipes for prepared sauces, such as Worcestershire, soy 
was considered a secret ingredient, and was therefore not 
revealed.”
 Note 2. Tom Jaine, expert on early culinary history, of 
Prospect Books (England) thinks (Dec. 2007) that “Obs.–” 
stands for “Observation(s).”
 The section titled “The magazine of taste” (No. 463, 
near back of book) contains a list of 28 “fl avoring materials” 
which will enable “the thorough-bred gourmand” to 
develop a mahogany “sauce box” containing bottles of 
favorite ingredients. No. 15 is “Soy (436).” This refers to 
soy sauce; No. 436 is a recipe for making it at home. The 
other materials include: Pickles, brandy, curacao, salad 
sauce, pudding catsup, sauce superlative or double relish, 
walnut pickle, mushroom catsup, vinegar, oil, mustard, curry 
powder, etc.
 Turning to No. 436 we read: “SOY. (No. 436.). To a 
small teacupful of water add half a pound of treacle, or moist 
or lump sugar; set it on the fi re in an iron pot till it boils to a 
dark brown colour, keep stirring it, and take great care, or it 
will burn: when it is become quite thick, add to it a quarter 
ounce of salt, and gradually as much water as will reduce it 
to the consistency of soy; mix well together and boil up for 
5 minutes. The addition of a quarter of a pint of good strong 
beef glaze (Footnote: See No. 187) to three quarters of a pint 
of the burnt sugar will very much improve it: those who like 
a goût [taste] of acid may add vinegar.
 “Obs.–This will hardly be told from what is commonly 
called “genuine India soy,” and will answer every purpose 
that is used for. Burnet treacle, or sugar, and Chili vinegar, 
garlick, and pickled fi sh appear to be the bases of almost 
all the sauces that are now sold in the oil-shops. Although 
indefatigable research and experiment has put us in 
possession of all these compositions, it would not be quite 
fair to enrich the cook at the expense of the oilman, &c.” 

Note 3. The meaning of “Burnet treacle” is unclear. Burnet is 
a common herb. Treacle mustard is a plant. And treacle is the 
British word for molasses.
 Concerning catsup: “Mushroom catsup” (No. 439) is 
mentioned 30 times in this book. After the basic recipe we 
read: “Excellent mushroom catsup may be had at Butler’s 
herb and seed shop, opposite Henrietta Street, Covent 
Garden [central London]. “Walnut catsup” (No. 438) is 
mentioned 8 times. Also mentioned are: Oyster catsup (No. 
441), Cockle and muscle [sic] catsup (No. 442), Tomata 
catsup [tomato catsup] (No. 443), White catsup (No. 444), 
Cucumber catsup (No. 445), and Pudding catsup (No. 446). 
The word “catchup” does not appear in this book.
 The author–who name does not appear on the title 
page of this fi rst edition–lived 1775?-1827. He was a 
nonpracticing Scottish physician. Address: England.

355. Rundell, Maria Eliza Ketelby. 1817. A new system of 
domestic cookery: Formed upon principles of economy, and 
adapted to the use of private families throughout the United 
States. By a lady. 3rd ed. New York, NY: Robert M’Dermut. 
317 p. Illust. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: In this new 1817 United States edition of this 
book, soy is mentioned as follows: To broil cod sounds 
(p. 36): “... season a little brown gravy with pepper, salt, a 
teaspoonful of soy, and a little mustard;...”
 To dress fresh sturgeon (p. 37): “Sauce butter, anchovy, 
and soy.”
 Baked carp, or black fi sh (p. 38): “Pour the liquor 
from it, and keep the fi sh hot while you heat up the liquor 
with a good piece of butter rolled in fl our, a tea-spoonful 
of mustard, a little Cayenne, and a spoonful of soy. Serve 
the fi sh on the dish, garnished with lemon, and parsley, and 
horse-radish, and put the gravy into the sauce-tureen.”
 Perch (p. 38): “Put them into cold water, boil them 
carefully, and serve with melted butter and soy.”
 Stewed lobster, a very high relish (p. 45): “Pick the 
lobster, put the berries into a dish that has a lamp, and rub 
them down with a bit of butter, two spoonsful of any sort 
of gravy, one of soy, or walnut-ketchup, a little salt and 
Cayenne, and a spoonful of port;...”
 To stew tongue (p. 65): “Boil it tender enough to peel: 
when done, stew it in a moderately strong gravy; season with 
soy, mushroom ketchup, Cayenne, pounded cloves, and salt 
if necessary.”
 Mock turtle (p. 75-76): “... simmer till the meat is quite 
tender. About ten minutes before you serve, put in some 
basil, chives, parsley, Cayenne pepper, and salt to your taste; 
also two spoonfuls of mushroom ketchup, and one of soy...”
 “A cheaper way (p. 76): “When hot, if it wants any more 
seasoning, add some: and serve with hard eggs, forcemeat-
balls, a squeeze of lemon, and a spoonful of soy. This is a 
very easy way, and the dish is excellent.”
 To boil turkey (p. 100): “Have ready a fi ne oyster-sauce 
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made rich with butter, a little cream, and a spoonful of soy, if 
approved; and pour it over the bird:...”
 Gravy soup (p. 119): “Boil vermicelli a quarter of 
an hour; and add to it a large spoonful of soy, and one of 
mushroom ketchup.”
 Hessian soup and ragout (p. 121-22): “For the Ragout, 
cut the nicest part of the head, the kernels, and part of the 
fat of the root of the tongue, into small thick pieces. Rub 
these with some of the above seasoning, as you put them 
into a quart of the liquor, kept out for that purpose before 
the vegetables were added; fl our well, and simmer them 
till nicely tender. Then put a little mushroom and walnut 
ketchup, a little soy, a glass of port wine and a tea-spoonful 
of made mustard: and boil all up together before served.”
 An excellent sauce for boiled turkey (p. 129): “Rub half 
a pound of butter with a tea-spoonful of fl our, put to it a little 
water, melt it, and add near a quarter of a pint of thick cream, 
and half an anchovy chopped fi ne, not washed; set it over the 
fi re: and as it boils up, add a large spoonful of real India soy. 
If that does not give it a fi ne colour, put a little more.”
 Camp vinegar (p. 135): “Slice a large head of garlic; 
and put it into a wide-mouthed bottle, with half an ounce 
of Cayenne, two teaspoonfuls of real soy, two of walnut-
ketchup, four anchovies chopped, a pint of vinegar, and 
enough cochineal to give it the colour of lavender drops. Let 
it stand six weeks; then strain off quite clear, and keep in 
small bottles sealed up.”
 Ketchup is mentioned on 37 pages, as follows: 38 
(walnut ketchup), 45 (walnut-ketchup), 57-58, 60-61, 63, 65-
66, 68, 71-72, 74, 76 (walnut ketchup, mushroom ketchup), 
77 (mushroom ketchup), 91-92, 95, 97 (mushroom ketchup), 
102 (mushroom ketchup), 106, 117, 119 (mushroom 
ketchup), 120, 122 (walnut ketchup), 126 (mushroom 
ketchup), 131 (mushroom ketchup), 132-133 (walnut 
ketchup), 134, 135 (walnut ketchup), 140 (mushroom 
ketchup, walnut ketchup), 189, 190 (mushroom ketchup, 
homemade; walnut ketchup, homemade; cockle ketchup, 
homemade).
 Note: Tomato / tomata ketchup is not mentioned. 
Address: [Bath, England].

356. Bruce (Wm.). 1818. Classifi ed ad: Has for sale. New-
York Daily Advertiser (New York City). Aug. 6. p. 1.
• Summary: “... Mushroom and Walnut Ketchup. Harvey & 
Quin Sauce. India Soy [sauce]. Old Java Coffee...” Address: 
139 Broadway, near City-Hotel.

357. Patison (James). 1818. Classifi ed ad: At his wholesale 
and retail store. City Gazette and Daily Advertiser 
(Charleston, South Carolina). Nov. 2. p. 3.
• Summary: “... Curry Powder, India Soy [sauce], Walnut, 
Caulifl owers,... Mushroom Ketchup, Anchovies, Capers; 
Sallad Oil, in pint bottles. Harvey’s Sauce, Camp Sauce, 
Quin’s ditto [Sauce]... Shipped by one of the fi rst houses in 

London.” Address: No. 41, East-Bay.

358. Abel, Clarke. 1818. Narrative of a journey in the interior 
of China: And a voyage to and from that country in the years 
1816 and 1817;... London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, 
Rees, Orme, and Browne. xvi + 420 p. Illust. Index.
• Summary: Lord Amherst’s embassy to the court of Pekin 
[Peking] sailed from London in Feb. 1816. August. Page 72. 
“The men who navigate and probably live in these junks, 
subsist chiefl y on millet rendered gelatinous by immersion 
in hot water. With this they eat a savoury preparation of 
vegetables cut into small stripes, and preserved in a kind of 
soy [sauce]. At their meals each takes a basin of millet to 
himself, but the savoury dish is common to many. In eating 
they bring the basin close to the lips, and shovel its contents 
by means of their chop-sticks into their mouths till they are 
fully crammed; then wedging in a morsel of the piquant 
vegetable, masticate the whole together.”
 In the chapter on “Plants,” in August (p. 86): 
“Immediately after quitting Tien-sing, the country exhibited 
much of the same characters of wildness and fl atness 
which they possessed from Ta-koo to that place. The chief 
difference consisted in an addition to the kinds of cultivated 
plants. Besides millet and beans [probably soybeans], the 
Sida tiliæfolia, one of the hemp plants of the Chinese, the 
Sesamum Orientale, from which they extract an esculent 
oil, and the Ricinus communis, castor-oil plant, continually 
occurred in patches, or in fi elds.”
 Page 124: “Of the plants cultivated as vegetables, the 
principal were the Solanum melongena, two species of 
Capsicum*, the Sweet Potatoe, several species of Gourds and 
Cucumbers, one or two species of Phaseolus, or kidney-bean 
[one may possible have been the soy bean], of which they 
boil the young plants, and above all, the vegetable called by 
the Chinese Petsai, a species of cabbage.
 The peanut is discussed on p. 170. Address: F.L.S., Chief 
Medical Offi cer and Naturalist to the Embassy [England].

359. Ellis, Henry. 1818. Journal of the proceedings of the 
late embassy to China: Comprising a correct narrative... 
Philadelphia: Printed and Published by A. Small. vii + 9-392 
p.
• Summary: This embassy sailed from London in Feb. 1816.
 “7th of August” (p. 62-63): “It appeared that the 
payment for the service in which the boat was now employed 
depended upon satisfaction being given, in which case 
the owner would be rewarded, otherwise he would be 
punished. On the former embassy the owners were liberally 
remunerated by Kien-Lung. Millet and some vegetables 
dressed with soy [sauce], were the principal food of the 
boat’s crew. The praises that all travellers have given to the 
Chinese for regularity and arrangement are well deserved: 
though there be noise in their mode of loading and unloading 
boats, there is no confusion; every man seems to know his 
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duty, and to execute it cheerfully.”
 “7th of September” in Tien-sing (p. 155): “Great variety 
of articles were sold in every shop, and, except the druggists, 
I observed few shops appropriated to the sale of one 
commodity only. A black mass, looking like caviare [caviar], 
proved to be soy mixed with salt, with something to give the 
mixture consistency.” Address: Third Commissioner of the 
Embassy.

360. Hall, Basil. 1818. Account of a voyage of discovery to 
the west coast of Corea, and the Great Loo-Choo Island;... 
London: John Murray. 222 p. See p. 95-97. Translated in 
1982 into Japanese by SUDO Toshikazu as Bahiru Hooru 
Dairyukyuto Kokai Tanken-ki. Dai-ichi Shobo, publisher. 
See p. 36, 64. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This book starts when the author’s ship lands 
in China in Aug. 1816. It contains the earliest indirect 
reference seen to fermented tofu in Okinawa or Ryukyu. 
In 1816 Captain Hall, an Englishman, visited Naha harbor 
in Okinawa on his way from China. On 23 Sept. 1816 he 
and his party and Captain Maxwell went to visit the king 
of Loochoo (today’s Ryukyu Islands, including Okinawa). 
They enjoyed a meal of local food with a Loochoo chief. 
A detailed description of the meal is given (p. 95-97). “An 
entertainment was now served, beginning with a light kind 
of wine, called sackee (saké), which was handed round in 
very diminutive cups, fi lled... from a small high pot in which 
the sackee was kept hot. They insisted on our emptying 
the cup every time, showing us a fair example themselves. 
During the whole feast the sackee never left the table, being 
considered apropos to all the strange dishes which we 
partook of. The fi rst of these consisted of hard boiled eggs, 
cut into slices, the outside of the white being colored red. A 
pair of chopsticks was now given to each person... There was 
something like cheese given us after the cakes, but we cannot 
form a probable conjecture of what it was made. Most of the 
dishes were so good that we soon made a hearty dinner...” 
The author states (p. 217) that “milk is never used” on the 
island.
 Note 1. The red color was probably imparted to the 
outside of the shelled eggs by red rice koji (beni koji) and the 
food resembling cheese may well have been tofuyo, a special 
type of fermented tofu, which is also made with red koji and 
for which this area was famous. There is no information on 
fermented tofu in Korea.
 Note 2. If the above conjectures are true, this would be 
the earliest document seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions tofuyo 
or Okinawan wine-fermented tofu, and the earliest English-
language document seen (Jan. 2014) that mentions fermented 
tofu. It would also be the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) 
that mentions red koji (beni koji).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) 
that mentions Okinawa in connection with soy.
 Note 4. “Chopsticks” are also mentioned elsewhere in 

this book (p. 116, 160): “for instance, when we fi rst tried to 
eat with their chopsticks: on that occasion there was a sort of 
giggling embarrassment shewn by some of us,...” Address: 
England.

361. Homespun, Priscilla [pseudonym]. 1818. The universal 
receipt book: Being a compendious repository of practical 
information in cookery, preserving, pickling, distilling, and 
all the branches of domestic economy,... 2nd ed. with great 
additions. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Published by Isaac 
Riley. 378 p. See p. 45-46, 151, 223. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter “Select receipts in cookery,” a 
recipe titled “An excellent Catsup which will keep good 
more than twenty years” (p. 45-46) states: “Take two gallons 
of stale strong beer, or ale, the stronger and staler the better; 
one pound of anchovies...” half an ounce each of cloves and 
mace, ¼ ounce of pepper, “six large roots of ginger, one 
pound of eschalots [shallots], and two quarts, or more of fl ap 
mushrooms, well rubbed and picked. Boil these ingredients 
over a slow fi re for one hour, then strain the liquor through 
a fl annel bag. and let it stand till quite cold, when it must 
be bottled and stopped very close with cork and bladder, or 
leather. One spoonful of this catsup to a pint of melted butter, 
gives an admirable taste and colour, as a fi sh sauce, and is by 
many preferred to the best Indian soy” [sauce].
 Surprisingly, this exact same recipe appears in the 
chapter on page 151, in the chapter “Select receipts in 
pickling, &c.”
 In the chapter “Select receipts in distilling, &c.” is a 
recipe (p. 223) for “Camp Vinegar. This, which is a kind 
of universal sauce is thus directed to be made. Peel a large 
head of garlic, cut it in thin slices, and put it in a bottle with 
a wide mouth; then add half an ounce of Cayenne pepper, 
two table spoonsful each of India soy, and walnut liquor or 
ketchup, four or fi ve chopped anchovies, twenty grains of 
cochineal, and a pint of white wine vinegar. When it has 
stood six weeks, being frequently shaken in the mean time, 
pour or strain off the clear liquid, and keep it in small bottles 
closed or sealed up with wax.”
 Who was Priscilla Homespun? In his excellent book 
Pure Ketchup (1996), Andrew F. Smith states (p. 20) that the 
original 1814 edition of this book was attributed to Richard 
Alsop, a wealthy poet, and brother-in-law of the publisher 
Isaac Riley. Alsop died before Riley reprinted the 2nd edition 
“of the cookbook four years later under the pseudonym of 
‘Priscilla Homespun.’”

362. Wrightson’s new triennial directory of Birmingham,... 
1818. Birmingham, England: Printed and published by R. 
Wrightson. 198 p. See p. 136-37.
• Summary: A full page display ad (unpaginated, between 
pages 136 and 137) reads: “Waterhouse & Ryland, Silver 
plate manufactory. Hill Street, Birmingham. The following 
articles in plated or silver. Table services, dishes, water-
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plates, tureens, salts, &c. Epergnes & plateaus. Liquor, cruet, 
pickle & soy-stands, candle-stickes & branches. Bread, 
cake, fl ower & fruit baskets,... Tea & coffee Setts, waiters & 
trays.” Illustrations show: (1) Two silver plated objects. (2) 
The royal coat of arms, with a lion and a unicorn on each 
side, and a lion standing on a crown at the top.

363. Times (London). 1819. Law report. Court of King’s-
Bench, Guildhall, Wednesday: Lazenby v. Hallett and Hardy. 
Jan. 14. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: “This was an action brought by Mrs. Elizabeth 
Lazenby, the proprietor of an anchovy sauce, generally 
denominated ‘Harvey’s Fish Sauce,’ to recover damages of 
Messrs. Hallett and Hardy, wholesale druggists, for vending 
a certain spurious sauce of their making, under the same 
name, to the manifest injury of her... who was the only 
person acquainted with the secret by which the said sauce 
was made.”
 Few things are better known in the city of London than 
this genuine anchovy sauce. Mrs. Lazenby is the sister of 
the original inventor, Mr. Harvey, “who, unfortunately for 
her interests, had not taken out any patent to secure his 
invention. Mr. Harvey had been the occupier [owner] of 
an inn at Bedfont, known and frequented by every bon-
vivant who had ever traveled on the western road; and the 
means which had rendered his house so celebrated, was the 
exquisiteness of his wines and the pungency of his sauces.” 
He had disclosed the secret only to his sister. Mrs. Lazenby 
found out about the fraud when a delivery boy, age 13, 
accidentally delivered counterfeit labels to her. She then 
traced the defendants through their printer, a Mr. Cox.
 “The Jury, without hesitation, returned a verdict for the 
plaintiff–Damages 40s.” Address: Edward-street, Portman-
square [London].

364. Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine. 1819. The tent. 
5(30):627-736. Sept. See p. 726.
• Summary: On p. 726 the Doctor says, “between two 
enormous mouthfuls of broiled herring superbly seasoned 
under the guidance of our master Celt, with Harvey sauce 
and Cayenne,...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that contains the term “Harvey sauce” 
(spelled without an apostrophe).

365. Stearns (Wm.). 1819. Classifi ed ad: Fresh fruit, &C.–for 
Thanksgiving. Essex Register (Salem, Massachusetts). Nov. 
20. p. 1.
• Summary: “... English Mustard; Soye [soy sauce]; Catshup 
[Catsup]; Harveys [sic, Harvey’s Sauce] and Quin Sauce; 
Basket Salt; Table do [ditto = Salt].” Address: No. 2, Union 
street Building.

366. Stevens (W.). 1819. Sales by auction: Stock of oils, 

pickles, sauces, etc. (Ad). Times (London). Nov. 26. p. 4, col. 
4.
• Summary: The fi xtures and goods of Messrs. Agar and 
Brown (of No. 31 Walbrook) include: “240 jars and bottles 
of pickles, 160 dozen of sauces, comprising Indian soy 
[sauce], essence of anchovies, walnut and mushroom catshup 
[catsup], Harvey’s and Quin’s sauces, elder vinegar,... 5 half 
hogsheads of mushroom ketchup... May be viewed 1 day 
previous to sale; and catalogs had on the premises, and of 
Mr. W. Stevens...” Address: Auctioneer and appraiser, 36, 
Old Jewry [London].

367. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1819. Goods declared for sale at the 
East-India House. 8(47):519. Nov.
• Summary: “For sale 12 November–Prompt 11 February.”
 “Licensed and Private-Trade... China Ink–Rouge–
Pickled Salmon–Soy.”

368. Hickson (Samuel) and Co. 1819. Classifi ed ad: 
Westphalia hams,... Times (London). Dec. 2. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “The greatest variety of sauces and pickles, 
genuine Cayenne pepper, China soy [sauce], French and 
Spanish olives...” Address: Foreign Warehouse, 72, Welbeck-
street [London].

369. Price. 1819. Classifi ed ad: Westphalia hams, &c. Times 
(London). Dec. 11. p. 1, col. 5.
• Summary: “Price most respectfully acquaints the Nobility 
and Gentry, that he has just received... sallad oil, Gorgona 
anchovies, French capers, essence [of] anchovies, India soy 
[sauce], with a variety of other rich fi sh sauces.” Address: 
Italian warehouse, 3, Haymarket, opposite the Opera house 
[London].

370. Good, John Mason; Gregory, Olinthus; Bosworth, 
Newton. 1819. Pantologia: A new cabinet cyclopædia,...: 
Soy. London: Printed for J. Walker;...; Edinburgh and 
Dublin. See Vol. 10, Q–Soy, last page, last entry. [Eng]
• Summary: “Soy [sauce], or Sooju, a species of liquid 
condiment, which is imported from India, and is used as a 
sauce for fi sh. It is prepared from the leguminous fruit of the 
soja (dolichos soja, Linnéus) a native of Japan.
 “The pods are fi rst boiled, till they become soft; when 
equal parts of them, and of muggi (wheat or barley that 
has been coarsely ground) are thoroughly mixed. This 
preparation is then kept in a close vessel, and a warm place, 
for twenty-four hours in order to ferment; after which the 
mass is put into a pot, and covered with a large portion of 
common salt, when two measures and a half of water are 
poured over the whole. The compounds is stirred, once at 
least, every day, for the space of two or three months; and, 
at the end of that period, it is fi ltered; the expressed liquor 
being preserved in wooden barrels. Fresh water is then added 
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to the same mass; which, after stirring it occasionally for 
several days, is at length strained; and the liquor, though of 
an inferior kind, thus rendered fi t for use.
 “Soy possesses a strong saline taste, but has only a 
slight aromatic fl avour: it is chiefl y used at the tables of the 
luxurious; and is one of those artifi cial stimulants of the 
palate, which deserves no commendation, especially for 
vitiated or relaxed habits.”
 Note: This entry is copied from: Mease, James. 
1804. “Soy.” In: A.F.M. Willich, ed. 1804. The Domestic 
Encyclopedia. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: William Young 
Birch and Abraham Small. See Vol. V, p. 12-13. Address: 1. 
Esq., F.R.S., Member of the American Philosophical Society, 
and of the Linnean Society of Philadelphia; 2. LL.D., 
Of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich,...; 3. Mr., of 
Cambridge.

371. Rees, Abraham. ed. 1819. The cyclopedia; or, universal 
dictionary of arts, sciences, and literature: Dolichos soja. 
London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme & Brown. See vol. 
XII. Dol. N.P. (Unpaginated). [2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Of the upright kinds [of Dolichos], D. soja, 
Linn. Sp. Pl. 1023. Jacq. Ic. Rar. t. 145, a native of Japan and 
the East Indies, is famous for its seeds, a great article of food 
in China and Japan. They are made into a kind of jelly or 
curd [tofu], esteemed very nutritious, and rendered palatable 
by adventitious seasoning; or they are prepared with salt, so 
as to produce the liquid well known at our tables by the name 
of Soy [sauce]. The fl owers of this species are small and 
unornamental.”
 First cited by Hymowitz. 1986. Bibliography of early, 
previously uncited publications on soybeans in the United 
States. 2 p. Unpublished.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2004) that mentions tofu in connection with 
Japan.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “jelly” in connection 
with tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the term “upright” to describe the 
soybean plant.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2003) with the word “nutritious” (or “nutrition,” 
“nutritional,” “nutritive,” or “nutrients”) in the title that also 
mentions soy.
 Note 5. Sylvester Graham is said to have obtained much 
of his information about milling, bread baking, and early 
diets from this encyclopedia (McCance & Widdowson 1956, 
p. 49).

372. Cooper (Thomas). 1820. Classifi ed ad: Superior double 
refi ned loaf sugar, &c. Salem Gazette (Massachusetts). Jan. 
7. p. 1.

• Summary: “... English Ketchup, American do. [= ditto; 
American Ketchup], East India Soy [sauce], Wax Candles...” 
Address: No. 5, Derby Square.

373. Price. 1820. Classifi ed ad: Parmasan cheese, &c. Times 
(London). July 10. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “Price most respectfully acquaints the Nobility 
and Gentry, that he has just received... new salad oil, 
maccaroni [macaroni], vermacelli, French olives, capers, 
Gorgona anchovies, essence of anchovies, true India soy 
[sauce], with a variety of other rich fi sh-sauces,...” Address: 
Italian warehouse, 3, Haymarket, opposite the Opera house 
[London].

374. Robins (Messrs.). 1820. Sales by auction: The elegant 
and fashionable stock of massive chased plate and plated 
articles,... (Ad). Observer (London). Aug. 6. p. 1.
• Summary: “The plate consists of... epergnes, waiters, 
liquor, cruet and soy frames, bottle stands, chased cups and 
salts,...” Address: Covent-garden [London].

375. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1820. Amount of duties of customs 
received in Great-Britain, upon goods imported from the 
East-Indies and China, for six years, ending the 5th January 
1820. 10:255. Sept.
• Summary: One of the items on which duties were received 
was Soy [sauce].
 In 1815–879 pounds sterling.
 In 1816–983 pounds sterling.
 In 1817–661 pounds sterling.
 In 1818–1,115 pounds sterling.
 In 1819–573 pounds sterling.
 In 1820–491 pounds sterling.

376. M’Donogh, Felix. 1820. The hermit in London: or, 
Sketches of English manners. New York, NY: H. Colburn. 
Printed for Everet Duyckinck. 368 + iv p. See p. 307. No 
index.
• Summary: Chapter 54, “Conversation,” states (p. 307): 
“’A little Harvey sauce, if you please; yes, Sir, I dined with 
the noble Baronet; a sumptuous repast; but might have been 
better conducted;...”
 Note: In the 1st ed. (1919, 5 vols., 17 cm), the author’s 
name appears on the title page.

377. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1821. Cargoes of the East-India 
Company’s ships lately arrived. 12:103. July.
• Summary: “Cargoes of the General Hewitt, Castle Huntley, 
Cunning, Asia, and Prince Regent, from China; and the Asia, 
from Bombay.
 “Company’s–Tea–Surat Prohibited Piece Goods: Raw 
Silk, Nankeens, Saltpetre, Rice.
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 “Private Trade and Privilege.–Tea, Nankeens, Raw 
Silk, Wrought Silks, Silk Handkerchiefs, Shawls, Crapes, 
Sewing Silk, Sheep Wool, Gum Arabic, Myrrh, Assafoetidia, 
Olibanum, Coffee, Soy, Elephant’s Teeth, Tortoiseshell, 
Mother-o’-Pearl Shells, Handles, and Counters, Cornelian 
Seal Stones, Coral, Beads, China Ware, China Ink, Fans, 
Wharghee Canes, Madeira and Sherry Wine.”
 Note: The East-India House is almost surely in England, 
probably in London.

378. Hind (John). 1821. Sales by auction: To oil and 
colourmen... (Ad). Times (London). Dec. 10. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “The stock &c., comprises... French olives and 
pickles, essences of spruce and anchovies, India soy [sauce], 
whole and ground ginger,...” Address: Cannon-street, St. 
George’s, Middlesex [England].

379. Gray, Samuel Frederick. 1821. A supplement to 
the pharmacopoeia: Being a treatise on pharmacology 
in general;... A new and improved edition, considerably 
enlarged. London: Printed for Thomas and George 
Underwood. xxxiii + 480 + [48] p. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, “Vegetables,” notes (p. 115): 
“Dolichos soja. Seeds used to make soy [sauce], and are also 
eaten in soup.”
 The long section on “Simple substances” states (p. 199, 
last entry): “Lock-soy. Rice boiled to a kind of paste, and 
drawn out into threads: the Cochin-chinese is transparent; the 
Chinese opaque and less esteemed; used to thicken soups.”
 The section on “Compounds.–6. Watery compounds” 
gives a recipe (p. 324) for: “Quin’s sauce. Soy 8 lb, walnut 
katchup, mushroom katchup ana 2 gall. [gallons], anchovies 
8 lb, Cayenne pepper 8 oz., garlic 1 lb.” 2nd recipe: Distilled 
vinegar 1 gall. soy 1 lb, allspice 8 oz. Distilled vinegar 1 
gall., soy 1 lb, allspice 8 oz.
 Next comes a recipe for homemade soy sauce (p. 324): 
“Soy. Seeds of dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be 
used for them) 1 gall., boil till soft, add bruised wheat 1 gall, 
keep in a warm place for 24 hours, then add common salt 1 
gall., water 2 gall., put the whole in a stone jar, bung it up for 
two or three months, shaking it very frequently, press out the 
liquor: the residuum may be treated afresh with water and 
salt, for soy of an inferior quality.
 “2. Seeds or beans 35 lb, stew in a little water for 2 or 
3 hours, till they can be bruised between the fi ngers; drain 
on a sieve, roll them while moist in fl our of the same seeds, 
spread them upon strainers placed one upon another in a 
hamper, cover with a blanket for 3 or 4 days, or till the 
seeds are quite mouldy [soybean koji], then expose them to 
the sun or a fi re until they are so hard that the mouldy crust 
may be rubbed off; now pour upon them water l00 lb, and 
add common salt 20 lb, let the whole stand in a warm place 
for six weeks, pour off the now brown liquor and evaporate 
gently to a proper consistence: some add spice.”

 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
that mentions soy fl our (“fl our of the same seeds”).
 In the same chapter and section (p. 325) are two 
interesting recipes that contain no soy:
 “Katchup. Mushrooms 4 lb, common salt 2 lb, sprinkle 
the salt over them, when the juice is drawn out add pimento 
8 oz. cloves 1 oz., boil for a short time, and press out the 
liquor: what remains may be treated again with salt and 
water for an inferior kind. Black pepper, mace, and ginger, 
are usually added.”
 Walnut katchup. Green shells of walnuts 1 bushel, 
common salt 6 lb, let them remain for two or three days 
stirring them occasionally that the air may turn them black, 
press out the liquor, add spices to the palate of the country, 
and boil it. Are all used for sauces.
 “2. Juice of young walnuts by the press, to a gallon add 
anchovies 2 lb, shallotts 1 lb, clove, mace, black pepper ana 
1 oz. and a clove of garlic, boil a little, and bottle.”
 In the chapter on “Compounds.–8. Medicated vinegars” 
is a recipe (p. 334) for “Camp vinegar. Garlick sliced 8 oz. 
Cayenne pepper, soy, walnut katchup ana 4 oz. anchovies 
chopped no. 36, vinegar 1 gall., cochineal q. s. to colour it a 
deep red; infuse six weeks, then strain.” Address: Lecturer on 
the materia medica, pharmaceutical chemistry, and botany.

380. Kitchiner, William. 1821. The cook’s oracle: containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan for 
private families: Also, the art of composing the most simple, 
and most highly fi nished broths, gravies, soups, sauces, store 
sauces, and fl avouring essences: The quantity of each article 
is accurately stated by weight and measure; the whole being 
the result of actual experiments instituted in the kitchen of 
a physician. 3rd ed., which is almost entirely re-written. 
London: Printed for A. Constable & Co., Edinburgh, and 
Hurst, Robinson, & Co., Cheapside. xvi + 464 p. 18 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “The magazine of taste” (No. 
463, p. 371) contains a list of 28 “fl avoring materials.” No. 
15 is “Soy” [sauce]. The others are the same as in the 1817 
fi rst edition.
 After the word “Soy” is printed (No. 436) which should 
mean, according to the format of the book, that recipe No. 
436 is a recipe for making soy sauce at home. However, 
when we look for No. 436 we are surprised to fi nd that it is 
missing. Clearly recipe No. 436 for “Soy” has been removed 
since the 1817 edition (probably because the result tasted 
almost nothing like real soy sauce) but the cross reference on 
p. 371 was not.
 The recipe for Browning (No. 313) “Is a very convenient 
article to colour those Soups or Sauces... It will commonly be 
told from what is commonly called ‘genuine Japanese Soy*,’ 
for which it is a very good substitute.” (Footnote: *”’By the 
best accounts I can fi nd, Soy is a preparation from the seeds 
of a species of the Dolichos, prepared by a fermentation of 
the farina of this seed in a strong lixivium of common salt.’–
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Cullen’s Mat. Med.” [Lectures on the Materia Medica. vol. i, 
p. 430]). “Browning” is made by simmering half a pound of 
pounded Burnt Sugar with water, stirring well. “Then add to 
it an ounce of salt, and dilute it by degrees with water, till it 
is the thickness of Soy;...”
 Several other recipes in the book call for “Soy” [sauce] 
as an ingredient: Mackarel roe sauce (No. 266). Shrimp 
sauce (No. 283). Liver sauce for fi sh (No. 288). Camp 
vinegar (No. 403). Fish sauce (No. 425). Sauce superlative 
(No. 429). A note to this latter recipe states that one purpose 
is to enable “the good Housewives of Great Britain to 
prepare their own Sauces...”
 In the Introduction, the author lists (in approximately 
chronological order) the title and date of publication of about 
250 English recipe books that he has consulted. There are 
14 books from 1513 to 1599, and 39 books from 1600-1699, 
and 90 books from 1700-1799, and 52 from 1800 to 1819.
 Note 2. This book was fi rst published in 1817, with the 
title Apicius redevivus; or, The cook’s oracle... The author–
who name does not appear on the title page of this 3rd 
edition–lived 1775?-1827. Address: [England].

381. Willich, Anthony Florian Madinger. 1821. The domestic 
encyclopedia: Or a dictionary of facts and useful knowledge. 
Chiefl y applicable to rural & domestic economy. 2nd 
American edition, with additions, by Thomas Cooper. Esq, 
M.D.: Sooju or soy. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Abraham 
Small. See vol. 3, p. 264-65.

• Summary:  “SOOJU, or Soy [sauce], is a dark coloured 
sauce, which is prepared from the seeds of the Chinese 
plant Dolichos soja, which has an erect and hairy stem, 
erect bunches of fl owers, and pendulous bristly pods, each 
containing about 2 seeds.
 “There is a joke amongst seamen, that soy is made 
from beetles or cockroaches. This probably originates in the 
seeds of the plant from which the sauce is manufactured, 
having some fancied resemblance in shape and colour to 
a beetle. These seeds are used in China and Japan as food; 
they are made into a kind of jelly or curd [tofu], which is 
esteemed very nutritious, and which is rendered palatable 
by seasonings of different kinds [see A. Rees 1819]. The 

liquid which we know by the name of soy is thus prepared. 
After the seeds have been boiled, until they become soft, 
they are mixed with an equal weight of wheat or barley meal, 
coarsely ground. This mixture is fermented; and a certain 
portion of salt and water being added, the whole is allowed 
to stand for two or three months, care being taken to stir it 
every day: and by the end of that time it is ready for use.
 “Soy is chiefl y prepared in China and Japan; but that 
imported from Japan is considered preferable to any other. 
The quantity annually vended at the East India Company’s 
sales is from 800 to 2000 gallons; at an average price of 
sixteen or eighteen shillings per gallon.
 “The Soy-bean bears the climate of Pennsylvania very 
well. The bean ought therefore to be cultivated.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen, published 
in America, that mentions tofu. Willich got his defi nition 
of tofu from The cyclopedia; or, universal dictionary of 
arts, sciences, and literature (see Dolichos soja) edited by 
Abraham Rees (1819).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2012) 
that mentions the words “beetles” or “cockroaches” as an 
ingredient in the production of soy sauce. This idea is, of 
course, totally incorrect.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that gives statistics for the amount of soy sauce sold per unit 
of time in England, or the sale price per unit volume.
 Note 4. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
the “East India Company is a company formed for carrying 
on an East Indian trade, especially the English company 
incorporated in 1600 and described in its charter as ‘The 
Company of Merchants of London trading to the East 
Indies’, which from 1773 exercised political power in the 
East, and had the chief part in the administration of the 
affairs of Hindustan, till 1858, when the government was 
assumed by the Crown.” Address: USA.

382. Kitchiner, William. 1822. The cook’s oracle: Containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan for 
private families... From the latest London edition, which is 
almost entirely re-written. Boston, Massachusetts: Published 
by Munroe and Francis. viii + 9-380 p. Index. 18 cm. [30+* 
ref]
• Summary: The title page states that these recipes are the 
“result of actual experiments instituted in the kitchen of a 
physician.” The chapter titled “Fish sauces” includes several 
references to other recipes (p. 92): “Soy [sauce], No. 436. 
Mushroom catsup, No. 439.”
 The chapter on “Broths and soups” states (p. 99): “We 
again caution the Cook to avoid Over-Seasoning, especially 
with predominant fl avors, which, however agreeable they 
may be to some, are more extremely disagreeable to others... 
Zest 255, Soy 436, Cavice, Corach, Anchovy, 433... Catsups 
432,...”
 In the chapter on “Fish,” the section titled “To dress 
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them maigre” lists various sauces for maigre [meatless] 
dishes (p. 188): “Obs. [Observations]–Mushroom Catsup, 
No. 439,,... Anchovy and Soy,–or Oyster Catsup, No. 441, 
variously combined and thickened with fl our and butter, are 
convenient substitutes.”
 The chapter on “Gravies and sauces” has a recipe (p. 
243) for “Mackerel roe sauce” (No. 266). The last line reads: 
“Mushroom catsup, Walnut pickle, or Soy, may be added.”
 The same chapter has a recipe (p. 244) for “Anchovy 
sauce” (No. 270). The fi rst note (2nd paragraph) states: 
“Obs.–Foreigners make this Sauce with good Brown Sauce 
No. 329, or White Sauce No. 364, instead of melted Butter,–
and add to it Catsup,–Soy,–and some of their fl avoured 
Vinegars, as Elder or Tarragon,...”
 The same chapter has a recipe (p. 247) for “Shrimp 
sauce” (No. 283). The fi rst note ends: “... strain off the 
liquor to melt the butter with, and add a little Lemon 
Juice,–Cayenne,–and Essence of Anchovy,–or Soy,–Cavice, 
&c.–but the Flavour of the Shrimp is so delicate, it will be 
overcome by any of those additions.”
 The same chapter has a recipe (p. 249) for “Liver sauce 
for fi sh” (No. 288) which can be seasoned with “... a little 
Essence of Anchovy No. 433, or Soy, or Catsup No. 439.”
 The same chapter has directions (p. 257-58) for 
“Browning” (No. 322) which begins: “Is a very convenient 
article to colour those Soups or Sauces, of which it is 
supposed their deep brown complexion denotes the strength 
and savouriness of the composition.” “Walnut Catsup” 
is sometimes used.” “It will hardly be told from what is 
commonly called ‘genuine Japanese SOY*,’ for which it is 
a very good substitute.” Footnote: *”By the best accounts I 
can fi nd, Soy is a preparation from the seeds of a species of 
the Dolichos, prepared by a fermentation of the farina [fl our] 
of this seed in a strong lixivium of common salt.”- Cullen’s 
Materia Medica.
 In the same chapter is a recipe (p. 281) for “Camp 
vinegar” (No. 403) whose ingredients include: “Soy, two 
tablespoonsful. Walnut Catsup, four tablespoonsful. Six 
anchovies, chopped...” Plus cayenne pepper and minced 
garlick [garlic]. “Steep all for a month in a pint of best 
Vinegar, frequently shaking the bottle: strain through a 
tammis [tamis; cloth strainer], and keep it in small bottles, 
corked as tight as possible.”
 The same chapter has a recipe (p. 288) for “Fish 
sauce” (No. 425) which calls for two wineglasses each of 
Port and Walnut pickle, and four of Mushroom catsup. 6 
anchovies, pounded. 6 “Eschallots sliced and pounded; a 
tablespoon of Soy, and half a drachm [dram, a small unit of 
weight] of Cayenne pepper.” “Obs. This is commonly called 
Quin’s Sauce, and was given to me by a very sagacious 
Saucemaker.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008) 
stating that soy sauce is an ingredient in Quin’s Sauce, a 
popular store sauce.

 In this same chapter (“Gravies and sauces”) is a section 
titled “The Magazine of Taste” (No. 463, p. 303-04) which 
begins: “This is a convenient auxiliary to the Cook. It may be 
arranged as a pyramidical Epergne [a stand or tiered center 
dish] for a Dormant in the centre of the table, or Travelling 
Store Chest.” It consists of a Sauce Box containing four 
8-ounce bottles, sixteen 4-ounce bottles, and eight 2-ounce 
bottles. Of these 28 “useful fl avoring materials.” No. 15 is 
“Soy” [sauce] (No. 436) in a 4-ounce bottle.
 The chapter titled “Made dishes” has a recipe (p. 321-
22) for “Savory salt beef baked” (No. 496). For gravy, use 
strong Consomme, “Soy, or Browning, see No. 322,...”
 This book mentions “Catsup” on pages 169-70, and 185. 
It mentions “Walnut Catsup” on pages 161, 243, 254, 265-
66, 281, 287, 291, 292, 319, 329. It mentions “Mushroom 
Catsup” on pages x, 92, 125, 160, 165, 187-88, 191, 208, 
220, 224, 226, 235, 243, 246, 252, 254, 259, 261, 263, 266-
67, 274, 287-88, 287-88, 291-92, 304, 323, 331-32, and 357.
 Note: Kitchiner’s name does not appear on the title page 
nor in the book. Address: M.D., England.

383. London Gazette (The). 1823. [Partnership between 
William Perrins and James Perrins is dissolved]. No. 17889. 
Jan. 21. p. 111.
• Summary: “Notice is hereby given, that the Partnership 
subsisting between William Perrins and James Perrins, 
of Evesham, in the County of Worcester, Chemists and 
Druggists, was this day dissolved by mutual consent; and 
that the business will be carried on by the said James Perrins 
alone, who will receive or pay all bills due to or from the 
said concern,–Witness our hands this 2d day of December 
1822.”
 Note 1. A typed statement in one of the Lea & Perrins 
historical scrapbooks (Fair Lawn, New Jersey) states: 
“The partnership between Mr. William Perrins of Evesham 
and Mr. John Wheeley Lea to carry on the Chemists and 
Druggists business at 68 Broad Street, Worcester, was 
announced 1st January 1823 in Number 17889 of The 
London Gazette, published January 21st 1823. Eventually 
in 1837, The Original and Genuine Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce was produced commercially, a small 
quantity having been made up some years previously from 
the recipe of a Nobleman of the County, and after a period of 
maturation, the potentialities of the Sauce were recognized 
by the partners. Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce became 
popular almost at once,...”
 Note 2. Letter from Jessica Portz, Rare Books & Special 
Collections, University of Minnesota at Minneapolis. 2001. 
June 4. A careful examination of this issue (21 Jan. 1823) 
and of all issues from Jan. 1 to March 1, 1823, reveals no 
announcement of a partnership between Mr. Perrins and 
Mr. Lea. Further investigation reveals “that The London 
Gazette lists only the dissolution of partnerships and does 
not announce the formation of partnerships. At least this was 
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the case in 1823.” An index to the journal for 1823, which is 
attached, shows this clearly.
 Note 3. The two men said to have started making Lea 
& Perrins Worcestershire sauce in 1837 were John Wheeley 
Lea and William Henry Perrins. How are the William Perrins 
and James Perrins above related to the William Henry Perrins 
of Worcestershire sauce fame? If the two William Perrins 
are one and the same person, how did the dissolution of this 
partnership relate to his formation of a partnership with John 
Wheeley Lea?
 Note 4. If the two William Perrins are one and the same 
person, this is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) related 
to Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce. Address: London, 
England.

384. Phillips (Mr.). 1823. Sales by auction: A small cellar of 
wines of a lady of rank deceased (Ad). Times (London). Jan. 
25. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: After the names of the wines and liquors: “... 
and a few cases of fi ne Indian Soy [sauce]... May be tasted at 
the time of sale,...” Address: 73, New Bond-street [London].

385. Lea and Perrins. 1823. Catalog of drugs and chemicals 
sold by Lea & Perrins, Broad-Street, Worcester [England]. 
Worcester, England. 2 p.
• Summary: Contents: Drugs. Domestic Articles, Spices, etc. 
Essences, Oils, etc., Patent Medicines.
 Under domestic articles is listed “India Soy” [sauce].
 Note 1. The latter product was probably Japanese shoyu, 
exported from Japan, whence the Dutch or British East India 
Company shipped it to England.
 Note 2. This document is not the original 1823 
document, nor a photocopy or facsimile reproduction of 
that document. Rather it is a recent computer printout of an 
“extract from Lea & Perrins’ catalogue published in January 
1823.” It may well be inaccurate. Address: Broad-Street, 
Worcester, England.

386. Thornton (Mr.). 1823. Sales by auction: Household 
furniture, fowlingpiece,... (Ad). Times (London). Feb. 14. p. 
4, col. 4.
• Summary: “Comprising press and fourpost bedsteads 
and bedding,... 12 cases India soy [sauce], various culinary 
articles,...” Address: 23, Fenchurch-street [London].

387. Livett & Gonsalves. 1823. Advertentie 
[Advertisements]. Bataviasche Courant (Batavia, 
Netherlands Indies). April 26. p. 2, cols. 1-2. [Dut]
• Summary: Just arrived by the English ship Lonach, from 
London: excellent cognac brandy, fi ne Devonshire cider,... 
sausages and anchovies, mushroom ketjap, durham mustard 
(sauciisen en anchovis, musroom ketjap, durham mosterd).
 Note 1. This brief ad (near bottom left of page) was 
found by searching the Dutch-language database http://

kranten.delpher.nl/ for “ketjap” using advanced search 
between 1618 and 1840.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
in this database that contains the word ketjap. Between 1823 
and 1899, about 691 records in this database contain the 
word kedele.
 Note 3. This exact same ad appeared in this same 
newspaper on May 3, p. 2.
 Note 4. We do not know whether or not soy sauce was 
one of the ingredients of mushroom ketjap. It may well have 
been, since today the word ketjap, in Dutch, means “soy 
sauce.” Address: Groote rivier-straat [Great River Street].

388. Chown (Mr.). 1823. Sales by auction: Superb stock 
of jewellery and silver-plated articles,... (Ad). Manchester 
Guardian (England). May 3. p. 1.
• Summary: “A most splendid and elegant assemblage 
of silver-plated articles (silver mountings), comprising... 
epergnes, tureen sets of beef steak and other covered dishes; 
soy frames, cruet and spirit do. [ditto = frames], with rich cut 
glass castors.” Address: Appraiser, No. 3, King-street.

389. Times (London). 1823. Sales by auction: India soy, 
Italian sauces,... (Ad). May 7. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “About 220 dozens of India Soy [sauce]; 
Reading and Italian fi sh sauce,...” Address: Welbeck-street, 
Cavendish-square [London].

390. Chace (John B.). 1823. Classifi ed ad: Has recently 
received... Rhode-Island American, and General Advertiser 
(Providence). July 1. p. 4.
• Summary: “... Mushroom and Walnut Catsup–Anchovy, 
Reading, Cavice and Quin Sauce, for ‘wild fowl, game, 
hashes, beefsteaks, &c. and for enriching gravies’...”

391. Niemeyer, Augustus Hermann. 1823. Beobachtungen 
auf einer Reise nach England, &c. Observations on a Journey 
to England, with Recollections of memorable Occurrences 
and Contemporaries, during the last fi fty years. By Augustus 
Herman Niemeyer, D.D. 2 vols. 8vo, 2d edition. Halle, 1822. 
North American Review 17:314-15. Oct.
• Summary: This is a book review with some quotations. 
Across the top of each page is: “Niemeyer’s Travels in 
England.”
 “The pickles, which accompany the roasted dishes, 
consisting of vegetables of all kinds, such as maize, unripe 
walnuts, small onions, and so forth, preserved with strong 
vinegar and much spice, are excellent. In these, as also in soy 
and other rich sauces, which are manufactured by wholesale, 
a great trade is carried on from London to all parts of the 
world. The sauces [including soy sauce], mustard, oil, and 
vinegar stand in ornamental frames for the use of the guests” 
(p. 315). Address: Germany.
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392. Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, A dictionary of arts, 
sciences, and miscellaneous literature. 6th ed... enlarged 
and improved. 20 vols. 1823. Edinburgh: Printed for A. 
Constable. Illust. (582 plates). 28 cm. *
Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

393. Kitchiner, William. 1823. The cook’s oracle: Containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan for 
private families... 5th ed. London: Constable & Co. 484 p. 
Index. 18 cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: The title page states: “The whole being the 
result of actual experiments instituted in the kitchen of a 
physician. The whole work has been carefully revised by 
the author of ‘The Art of Invigorating Life by Food,’ &c. 
‘Miscuit utile dulci.’”
 The section titled “The magazine of taste” (No. 463, p. 
334-35) contains a list of 28 “useful fl avoring materials.” No. 
15 is “Soy” [sauce] (No. 436).
 Note: William Kitchiner lived 1775?-1827. Address: 
M.D., England.

394. Kitchiner, William. 1823. The cook’s oracle: Containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan 
for private families... 2nd American ed. from the latest 
London edition, which is almost entirely re-written. Boston, 
Massachusetts: Published by Munroe and Francis. 424 p. 
Index. 18 cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: This book seems to be based on the 4th London 
edition (see p. iii-iv). The soy related recipes are almost 
identical to those in the 1822 American edition, and are even 
on the same pages. There are four minor differences in this 
1823 edition: (1) All recipe numbers are in parentheses. (2) 
This book is 44 pages longer. (3) A few words in the recipes 
have been changed. (4) The “Catsup” recipes are somewhat 
different. This book mentions “Walnut Catsup” on pages 
161, 254, 257, 265-66, 281, 292, 319, 329, 428. It mentions 
“Mushroom Catsup” on pages x, 92, 125, 160, 165, 171, 
187-88, 191, 222, 224, 226, 228, 235, 252, 254, 261, 263, 
266-67, 274, 287-88, 292, 304, 315, 320, 323, 340, and 373. 
It mentions “Catsup” only on pages 169-70, and 185.
 Note: Kitchiner’s name does not appear on the title page 
nor in the book. Address: M.D., England.

395. Algar (Mr.). 1824. Classifi ed ad: To builders, etc.–
Superior marble chimney-pieces and paperhangings. Times 
(London). May 17. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “also 50 lots of Soys, Sauces, and Pickles.” 
Address: At his spacious rooms, 9, King-street, Holburn 
[London].

396. Walkinshaw, Timothy. 1824. On the cookery of the 
French (Letter to the editor). London Magazine 10:178-80. 
Aug. See p. 180.
• Summary: Ends with a poem titled “Le cuisinier français 

versus Dr. Kitchiner.” The last stanza (No. 5) begins: “If we 
don’t want our veal done to choke us, / Nor ivory fowls on 
our dish: / If gendarmes in all shapes should provoke us, / 
And we like Harvey’s sauce with our fi sh:...”
 Note: We are not sure whether or not Harvey’s sauce 
contained soy sauce at this time; later, it defi nitely did. 
Address: Button-maker and Alderman, Aldermanbury, 
London.

397. James (T.H.) & Co. 1824. Sales by auction: On 
Wednesday next, at T.H. James & Co.’s stores, 96, George-
street, at 12 o’clock... (Ad). Sydney Gazette and New South 
Wales Advertiser (NSW, Australia). Nov. 11. p. 3.
• Summary: “Britannia metal tea-sets, liquor and cruet 
frames,... India soy [sauce] and fi sh sauces, mustard, pickles, 
basket salt,...” Address: [Sydney].

398. Cooke, John Conrade. 1824. Cookery and 
confectionary. London: Printed by B. Bensley, Bolt Court, 
for W. Simpkin and R. Marshall. xxiii + 213 p. See p. 25-26. 
Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Page 25: “109. A mixture to help any sauce to 
be used with cold game and meat. One quart of mushroom 
ketchup, one quart of walnut pickle, half a pint Indian soy 
[sauce], one pint of French vinegar, ten anchovies, six cloves 
of garlic, twelve shalots pounded, one spoonful of Cayenne 
pepper, one ditto of white pepper, ground, six blades of 
mace, three nutmegs, grated, eight bay leaves, one lemon, 
sliced, and a sprig of sweet basil: boil all these ingredients 
one hour, strain off the liquor, bottle, and cork it tight.”
 Page 26. “113. Camp vinegar. A quarter of an ounce of 
Cayenne pepper, four heads of garlic, chopped, half a drachm 
of cochineal, three spoonfuls of soy, three ditto of walnut 
ketchup, one quart of vinegar; mix all together, and let it 
stand in a warm place a month, then strain it off.” Address: 
Brighton, England.

399. Crayon, Geoffrey (pseud. for Washington Irving). 
1824. Tales of a traveler. 2 vols. London: John Murray; 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: H.C. Cary & Lee. 19 cm.
• Summary: In Vol. II, in the chapter titled “The Inn at 
Terracina,” we read (p. 75): “The Englishman’s servant, too, 
had turned the kitchen topsy-turvy in his zeal to cook his 
master a beefsteak; and made his appearance, loaded with 
ketchup, and soy [sauce], and Cayenne pepper, and Harvey 
sauce, and a bottle of port wine, from that warehouse the 
carriage, in which his master seemed desirous of carrying 
England about the world with him.” Note: This is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Dec. 2007) that contains 
the term “Harvey sauce” (spelled without an apostrophe).
 The chapter titled “Wolfert Weber” is discussing his 
remarkable wife (p. 279): “The infl uence of her taste was 
seen, also, in the family-garden, where the ornamental began 
to mingle with the useful; whole rows of fi ery marigolds and 
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splendid hollyhocks bordered the cabbage-beds, and gigantic 
sunfl owers lolled their broad jolly faces over the fences, 
seeming to ogle most affectionately the passers-by.” Note: 
Sunfl owers are also mentioned on pages 282 (“she began 
to languish for some more interesting occupation than the 
rearing of sunfl owers,...”) and 379.
 Note: Washington Irving (1783-1859) wrote this book 
under the pseudonym of Goeffrey Crayon. Address: Gent. 
[Gentleman] [New York, USA].

400. Moon, Alexander. 1824. A catalog of the indigenous and 
exotic plants growing in Ceylon, distinguishing the several 
esculent vegetables, fruits, roots, and grains; together with a 
sketch of the divisions of genera and species in use amongst 
the Singhalese. Also an outline of the Linnæan sexual system 
of botany; in the English and Singhalese languages. For the 
use of the Singhalese. Colombo: Printed at the Wesleyan 
Mission press. 170 p. See p. 52-53. 34 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: Under Class 17. Diadelphia. Order 24. 
Decandria, we fi nd a table showing the following: “426. 
Phaseolus, Kidney-Bean. Willd. vi. p. 1030.” Moon then 
lists 7 species: P. vulgaris (with 2 subspecies), P. lunatus, 
P. Caracalla, P. trilobus, P. radiatus, P. Max, and Mungo.” 
Phaseolus Max refers to the cultivated soybean. The symbol 
of a dot in circle indicates that it is an annual plant. It is 
described as “hairy podded.” The name is written in the 
Singhalese alphabet and transliterated as “Boo-mae.” The 
abbreviation “S.E.” means that the seed is edible. An earlier 
source is listed as “Rumph. amb. t. 140,” which refers 
to G.E. Rumphius’ Herbarium Amboinense, vol. 5, plate 
140, which is a clear, excellent illustration of the soybean. 
Finally the entry states: “Ceylon, cult. Gar.” which probably 
means that the plant is cultivated in Ceylon in gardens, as 
opposed to being grown in fi elds. Soybeans are also probably 
grown in the Royal Botanic Gardens, of which Moon is the 
superintendent.
 “427. Dolichos, Dolichos. Willd. vi. p. 1037. D. 
sinensis, Chinese, Wanduru-mae. China, Ceylon, cult. D. 
sesquipedalis, long-podded, Hamas-mae, Amer., Ceylon, 
cult. With red (Ratu) and white (Sudu) sub-species. Likewise 
lists D. tetragonolobus, gladiatus, rotundifolius, virosus, 
medicagineus, scarabæoides, purpureus, albus, luteus?, and 
catiang.
 “429. Glycine, Glycine. Willd. vi. p. 1053. G. villosa, 
tennifl ora, parvifl ora, javanica, viscidum. Gives details on 
each.
 Note 1. Alexander Moon (lived 1817-May 1825) was a 
Scotch botanist who worked and died in Ceylon.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
that mentions Phaseolus lunatus [the lima bean], which 
it says is an annual with edible seeds, “scymetar-podded” 
[scimitar], named Ooru-dambala, and cultivated in Bengal 
and Ceylon. Address: Superintendent of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens in Ceylon.

401. Day (W.) and Son. 1825. Sales by auction: Consignment 
of fi ne Havana cigars... (Ad). Times (London). Jan. 24. p. 8, 
col. 5.
• Summary: “... real India Soy [sauce], Old Wines, Ale, and 
Stout, for absolute sale.” Address: 11, Bishopsgate-street 
[London].

402. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1825. Vulgar superstition. 20:173. 
Aug.
• Summary: “The vulgar in England have an idea that 
Chinese soy is made from macerated cockroaches. This is as 
much a superstition as the other.”

403. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1825. Goods declared for sale at the 
East-India House. 20:253. Aug.
• Summary: “For Sale 16 August–Prompt 4 November.
 “Licensed and Private Trade.–Elephants’ Teeth, Ivory, 
Sea Horse Teeth, Tortoiseshell, Mother-o’-Pearl Shells, Deer 
Horns, Horn Tips, Buffalo Horns, China Ware, Lacquered 
Ware, China Ink, Soy, Whanghees, Bamboo Canes, Floor 
Mats, Table Mats, Ebony, Red Wood, Red Saunders Wood, 
Sapan Wood.”
 Note: The East-India House is almost surely in England, 
probably in London.

404. Rose (Mr.). 1825. Sales by auction: Under a distress for 
rent (Ad). Times (London). Sept. 26. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “Fish Sauces, Pickles, Olives, India Soy [sauce], 
&c. in bottles. Also a quantity of sauces in casks,...” Address: 
Church-court, Old Jewry [London].

405. Smith (J.J.). 1825. Classifi ed ad: Essence of anchovies 
without colour. Times (London). Dec. 27. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “In consequence of the general opinion that 
the Essence usually sold is coloured with red lead, &c.,...” 
Also: “... real India soy [sauce], treble refi ned sperm oil of 
fi nest quality...” Address: Oil and Italian Warehouse, 3, Clare 
street, near Lincoln’s inn fi elds [London].

406. Grubbens, M. de. 1825. Method of preparing Chinese 
soy. Economist and General Adviser (The) (London) 2:24+. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Note: The text of this document is the same as 
the following: Grubbens, M. de. 1804. “Method of preparing 
Chinese soy.” Philosophical Magazine (The) (London) 
19(75):260-63. First quarter–except that the fi rst paragraph is 
not included.

407. Normanby, Constantine Henry Phipps. 1825. Matilda: A 
tale of the day. 2 vols. 2nd ed. London: Henry Colburn. v + 
379 p. (both volumes). See Vol. 1, p. 160. 19 cm.
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• Summary: On pages 159-60 we read that Sir James sent 
“her to his courier for his English comforts, in a canteen 
as big as the trunk in which Iachimo hides himself. Cocoa 
paste, essence of coffee &c. were not very serviceable at 
dinner, but some Harvey’s sauce was hailed with great glee; 
though, as there was no fi sh, there arose some diffi culty 
whether to apply it to fricandeau, fricassé, pâté mêlée, 
or poulet rôti. The sight of all these English comforts, 
however, gave a new turn to Mrs. Hobson’s feelings about 
the comparative merits of the two countries” [England and 
France].
 Note 1. Iachimo is a character in The Tragedy of 
Cymbeline, by William Shakespeare. He hides in a chest to 
gather details of Imogen’s room.
 Note 2. We are not sure whether or not Harvey’s sauce 
contained soy sauce at this time; later, it defi nitely did.
 Note 3. This is a work of fi ction. Address: Marquess.

408. Blackberd (Gilbert) and Co. 1826. Gilbert Blackberd,... 
begs to inform his friends and the public,... that he has 
re-opened the above shop (Ad). Manchester Guardian 
(England). Feb. 25. p. 2.
• Summary: His shop now sells: “... spices, best pickling 
vinegar, fl our of mustard, fi ne basket salt, salad and other 
oils, split and whole boiling peas, lemon pickle, Indian 
soy [sauce], catsups, sauces, anchovies, capers, olives, 
pickles,...” Address: Druggists, Seedsmen, &c. at the Golden 
Head, No. 22, Market-place, near the Exchange, Manchester.

409. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1826. Classifi ed ad: Sale by 
public auction of valuable household effects, for behoof of 
creditors. March 11. p. 157.
• Summary: “A quantity of goods belonging to an estate 
now winding up, consisting of numerous articles suited for 
Household purposes, viz... Bottle Stands, Wine Strainers, 
Salts, Liquor and Soy Frames, Corks, Tea and Coffee 
Sets, Tea and Coffee Urns,...” Address: The Shop, No. 23, 
Waterloo Place, Edinburgh.

410. Malcolm (J.). 1826. Has lately received from the fi rst 
House in London, a supply of drugs, patent medicines, 
perfumery, pickles, &c, &c. Sydney Gazette and New South 
Wales Advertiser (NSW, Australia). April 26. p. 4.
• Summary: “Pickles.–Walnuts, olives, fi sh sauce, capers 
in half pint and pint bottles, mushroom ketchup in ditto and 
ditto, Indian soy [sauce], fi ne anchovies,...”
 Note: This is the earliest of 144 documents seen (Oct. 
2009) in the Australian Newspapers database that contains 
the term “Indian Soy.” The newspaper that mentions this 
term most frequently is The Brisbane Courier (39 times). By 
category: 119 are advertising and 25 are news. By decade: 
In 1830-39 the term appears in the most ads or articles 
(35), followed by 1870-79 (34). Address: No. 95, Pitt-street 
[Sydney].

411. Johnstone, Christian Isobel (Christian Jane). 1826. 
The cook and housewife’s manual: Containing the most 
approved modern receipts for making soups, gravies, sauces, 
ragouts, and made-dishes... By Mrs. Margaret Dods [pseud.]. 
Edinburgh, Scotland: Printed for the author. 366 p. Illust. 
Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 5, “Broths, soups, and gravies,” has 
a recipe for “The best beef gravy,–or Jus de boeuf” which 
says (p. 71): “This may easily be enriched into savoury 
brown gravy or sauce, or reduced to brown soup by adding, 
after it is strained, water or weak broth, and a glassful of 
mixed soy [sauce] and mushroom catsup, with a French roll 
previously soaked in broth, and served in the tureen;...” The 
same chapter has a recipe for “Ox-head soup, called Hessian 
Soup and Ragout,” which concludes (p. 88): “Observations.–
Soy, forcemeat balls, wine, &c. are all ordered for this ragout 
in some approved books of cookery; but we consider such 
expensive ingredients quite out of place in a preparation, 
which is cheap, good and savoury, but never can be elegant.”
 Chapter 6, titled “Fish” has a recipe (p. 118) “To broil 
cod sounds” which is seasoned with “a tea-spoonful of made 
mustard, and one of soy.”
 The same chapter, in a recipe “To dress sturgeon” comes 
with this: “Sauce,–oyster or lobster sauce, or melted butter, 
with a little soy and essence of anchovy.”
 The same chapter on fi sh tells how to “Stuff and bake 
carp, pike, and haddock” (p. 123-24): “Strain and add to 
the sauce a tea-spoonful of made mustard, and one of Chili 
vinegar, a glass of red wine, and a little soy, with mace, 
pepper, and salt to taste.”
 The same chapter has a recipe for “Lobster pie,–a 
maigre dish” (p. 126-27): “A little soy, wine, Cayenne, and 
catsup will make this pie more relishing.” Note: Lobster pie 
was considered “maigre” because it contained no meat–only 
shellfi sh.
 Also “An excellent salt fi sh pie maigre” (p. 127-28): 
“Make a sauce of chopped hard boiled yolks of eggs, melted 
butter, a little made mustard, and essence of anchovy, or soy, 
and pour it over the pie.”
 Also “Lobster haut gout.–H. Jekyl, Esq.” (p. 130): “Take 
a little well-fl avoured gravy,–for example, the jelly of roast 
veal, a few tiny bits of butter, a spoonful of soy, or walnut 
catsup, or of any favourite fl avoured vinegar, and a spoonful 
of red wine. Stew the cut lobster in this sauce for a few 
minutes.”
 Chapter 7, “Sauces, essences, &c.” has a section titled 
“Vinegaret for cold meat or fowl.” Within it is (p. 170-71): 
“Carach Sauce.–Mix pounded garlic, Cayenne, soy, and 
walnut pickle in good vinegar.”
 Also, in the section on “Sauces of shell-fi sh, and fi sh 
sauces” is a recipe for “Anchovy sauce.” At the end of it (p. 
171-73): “Observations.–This is a sauce which ought to be 
piquante. The cook is therefore at liberty to make whatever 
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additions she pleases;–Cayenne, soy, essence of anchovy, 
lemon pickle, horse-radish, mustard, shalot [shallot], 
nasturtiums, vinegars; in short the whole circle of the 
pungent and sharp fl avours may be pressed into the service.”
 In that same section: “An excellent store English fi sh 
sauce” (p. 174-75): “This is an expensive but very rich fi sh 
sauce... A tea-spoonful of the above will convert two ounces 
of melted butter into a well fl avoured extemporaneous sauce; 
or it may be mixed on the plate like essence of anchovy, soy, 
&c.”
 In this same chapter (p. 176-77): “Quin’s* Fish Sauce, a 
Store Sauce.–Two glasses of claret, and two of walnut pickle, 
with four of mushroom catsup; six pounded anchovies 
with their pickle, and six shalots pounded; a half glass of 
soy, black, and Cayenne pepper, Let this simmer slowly by 
the side of the fi re till the bones of the anchovies dissolve. 
Strain it off, and when cold bottle for use.” The footnote 
(* p. 176) refers to Quin as a “great man” who is no longer 
living. “As a mere untravelled practical Englishman, and 
moreover of the old school, Quin, no doubt, ranks high in the 
lists of gastronomy; but he is completely distanced by many 
moderns, both in love for and knowledge of the science.”
 In the same chapter is a section titled “Flavoured 
vinegars,” within which is a recipe (p. 191) for: “Camp 
Vinegar.-Six chopped anchovies, four spoonfuls of walnut 
catsup, two of soy, and a clove of garlic chopped very fi ne. 
Steep these for a fortnight in a pint of white wine vinegar, 
and strain and bottle for use.”
 In Chapter IX, “Made dishes” we learn how “To hash 
a calf’s head” (p. 224-25): “A brown hash may be made as 
above, by using fried onion, catsup, soy, a little red wine, 
&c.;...”
 Mistress Margaret Dods is a pseudonym for Christian 
Isobel Johnstone who lived 1781-1857.
 Note: The website www.scottish americansociety.
org/ id12.html in a section on “Haggis History” (Feb. 
2008) states: “In 1826, Meg Dods produced the Cook’s and 
Housewife’s Manual. She was the landlady of the Cleikum 
Inn, in St. Ronan’s, near Peebles [Scotland]; which housed 
the gatherings of the Cleikum Club, one of the many dining 
clubs which fl ourished at the time. Sir Walter Scott was 
among the founders [in 1826], and its members celebrated 
the national literature and the national spirit (literal and 
fi gurative) and took a gentle, nostalgic, antiquarian interest 
in old Scots customs. Mistress Dods is a mysterious fi gure 
about whom rumours abound. It is quite fi rmly believed 
by many in the food world that Scott was the author of her 
cookery book. Others question her very existence or suppose 
her to have been Scott’s mistress... Meg included haggis 
in her suggested Bill of Fare for St. Andrew’s day, Burns’ 
Clubs, or other Scottish National Dinners. Her book gives 
two haggis recipes.” Each is described. Address: Of the 
Cleikum Inn, St. Roman’s [member of the Cleikum Club].

412. Sweet, Robert. 1826. Sweet’s hortus Britannicus: or A 
catalogue of plants cultivated in the gardens of great Britain. 
Arranged in natural orders. London: James Ridgway. [16] + 
492 + [24] p. See p. 119, 481. 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1830. 3rd ed. 
1839. [300+ ref]
• Summary: Page 119: In the section “Leguminosae” 
[legumes] is the genus Dolichos which contains “35 Soja. w. 
[Willdenow, Species Plantarum]–1790. Shrub, annual. Jacq. 
ic. = Von Jacquin (Nichol. Jos.) Icones Plantarum rariorum. 
fol. 1781. t. 145.”
 Page 481: In the section “Addenda et Corrigenda” is the 
genus Soja. D.C. [De Candolle]. Soy. Diadelphia Decandria. 
Soja hispida. D.C. hispid [hairy]. East Indies. 1790. Shrub, 
annual. Jacq. ic.
 See also: Dolichos soja, p. 119.
 Note: Robert Sweet lived 1783-1835. Address: F.L.S, 
author, botanical cultivator, The British Flower Garden.

413. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1827. Goods declared for sale at the 
East-India House. 23(134):305. Feb.
• Summary: “For Sale 20 February–Prompt 4 May.
 “Licensed.–Ivory, Elephants’ Teeth, Tortoise-shell, 
Paddy Bird Feathers, Cane Floor Mats, Bamboo Canes, 
Rattans, Wood, Ebony, Sandal Wood, Hemp, Jute Hemp, 
Soy.”
 Note: The East-India House is almost surely in England, 
probably in London.

414. Leathern (Messrs.) and Co. 1827. Sales by auction: 
Forfeited and other property (Ad). Times (London). Nov. 28. 
p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “... a quantity of India Soy [sauce], matting, 
&c.,...” Address: 60, Sun-street, Bishopsgate [London].

415. Domestic economy, and cookery, for rich and poor: 
Contains an account of the best English, Scotch, French, 
Oriental, and other foreign dishes... by a lady. 1827. London: 
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green. iv + 691 p. Index. 
19 cm.
• Summary: The chapter on “Domestic economy and 
cookery” states (p. 13): “Where samphire, dulse, laver, or 
shell-fi sh is found, the poor ought to be instructed to gather 
and preserve it for a little commerce, and to make their own 
salt. Cheap as it is, the very carriage is of consequence to 
them; and, if they made the salt, they might make excellent 
soy [sauce] of dulse, either for themselves or for sale.” Note 
1. Samphire is the name given to a number of very different, 
edible, succulent plants that grows in salt-sprayed regions 
along the sea coast of northern Europe.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008) 
that recommends using sea vegetables or shell-fi sh for 
making soy [sauce].
 Soy [sauce] is also mentioned on pages 54 (Salad sauce), 
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164 (Camp vinegar), 273 (Another recipe for anchovy and 
butter), 277 (Forte excellente), 302-03 (Oyster, cockle, or 
muscle soup, with mushrooms), 470 (Describes Lock Soy 
{“Rice boiled to a paste, and drawn into threads”} but omits 
the word “Soy”).
 “Ketchup” or “ketchups” are mentioned on pages 19, 
20, 54, 63, 161, 164, 170-74 (mushroom ketchup, walnut 
ketchup), 220, 223, 239, 254, 268, 275-77, 284, 303, 307, 
325, 327, 331, 354-55, 374, 383, 441, 456, 473, 518, 555, 
680. Address: [England].

416. Kitchiner, William. 1827. The cook’s oracle: Containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan 
for private families... A new edition. London: Printed for 
Cadell and Co., Edinburgh; Simpkin and Marshall, and G.B. 
Whittaker, London; and John Cumming, Dublin. 491 p. 
Index. 18 cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: This book is “the result of actual experiments 
instituted in the kitchen of William Kitchiner, M.D. Author 
of...” The titles of his seven books are given.
 Soy [sauce] is mentioned often: Fish sauces (p. 99). To 
add zest to broths and soups (p. 108). In sauce for maigre fi sh 
dishes (p. 209-210). Mackarel roe sauce (p. 275 [Mackerel]). 
Anchovy sauce (p. 276). Shrimp sauce (p. 279). Liver sauce 
for fi sh (p. 282).
 In the chapter on “Gravies and sauces” the recipe for 
“Browning” (p. 291-92) states: “It is a convenient article to 
colour those Soups and Sauces, of which it is supposed their 
deep brown complexion denotes the strength and savouriness 
of the composition.” Burnt Sugar is a favourite ingredient. 
“When employed for Culinary Purposes, this is sometimes 
made with strong Gravy, or Walnut Catsup... It will hardly be 
told from what is commonly called ‘genuine Japanese Soy,’ 
* [footnote refers to “Cullen’s Mat. Med. vol. i, p. 430] (for 
which it is a very good substitute).”
 To make “Browning”: “Put half a pound of pounded 
Lump Sugar, and a table-spoonful of water, into a clean iron 
saucepan, set it over a slow fi re, and keep stirring it with 
a wooden spoon till it becomes a bright brown colour, and 
begins to smoke; then add to it an ounce of salt, and dilute 
it by degrees with water, till it is the thickness of Soy; let 
it boil, take off the scum, and strain the liquor into bottles, 
which must be well stopped:...”
 Camp vinegar (p. 320).
 In the chapter on “Store sauces,” the recipe (p. 328) for 
“Fish sauce.–(No. 425)” includes “a tablespoonful of Soy” 
and concludes: “Obs. [Observations]–This is commonly 
called Quin’s Sauce, and was given to me by a very 
sagacious Saucemaker.”
 The section titled “The magazine of taste” (No. 463, p. 
346) contains a list of 28 “useful fl avoring materials.” No. 15 
is “Soy” [sauce] (No. 436).
 Catsup (incl. mushroom catsup, oyster catsup, walnut 
catsup, cockle and muscle catsup) is mentioned on pages 

103, 151, 176, 180, 189, 209, 210, 214, 225, 231, 244, 256, 
276, 285, 287, 291, 292, 302, 303, 334, 335, 336, 337, 271, 
381, 390, 419, and 426. “Mushroom ketchup” appears on 
page 90. Address: M.D., England.

417. Smith (J.J.) and Co. 1828. Classifi ed ad: Sperm 
oil, candles, essence of anchovies, spices, &c. Observer 
(London). Jan. 27. p. 1.
• Summary: “... real India soy [sauce], 2s. 6d. a bottle.–
Allowance to Tavern-keepers and the Trade.” Address: Sign 
of the Blue-coat Boy, 3, Clare-street, near Lincoln’s-inn-
fi elds [London].

418. Hobart Town Crier (Tasmania, Australia). 1828. 
Classifi ed ad: Families in want of the following useful and 
valuable articles... April 19. p. 2.
• Summary: “... are most particularly invited to inspect the 
same, at the Royal Exchange Auction Mart, where they will 
be sold retail: -
 “Very elegant liquor, cruet, and soy frames, plated with 
silver edges, and cut glass bottles,...”

419. Friend and Phipp. 1828. Sales by auction: To wholesale 
druggists, oil and colour men... (Ad). Times (London). May 
28. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “... 10 lbs. Opium, 30 gross Dutch Drops, 40 
dozen Indian Soy [sauce], quantity of fi ne Essential Oils,...” 
Address: 80, Bishopsgate-street [London].

420. Blackwell, Henry. 1828. The Sheffi eld directory and 
guide: Containing a history of the town, alphabetical list & 
classifi cation of the merchant manufacturers,... including 
the neighbouring towns & villages [etc.] Sheffi eld, England: 
Printed and published by John Blackwell, High Street. lxxxii 
+ 202 p. See p. 110. Illust. Index. 46 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Alphabetical classifi cation 
of professions, trades, etc.” (p. 110-156) contains many 
unnumbered pages of advertisements. A full-page ad (on 
about p. 110) states: “C.F. Younge has also a valuable 
and extensive stock of silver and silver plated goods, of 
superior quality. Table services, epergnes, dishes, tureens, 
liquor, cruet, and soy frames, salts, toast racks,...” Address: 
Sheffi eld.

421. Gray, Samuel Frederick. 1828. A supplement to the 
pharmacopoeia: Being a treatise on pharmacology in 
general;... 4th ed., considerably enlarged, including the 
alterations in the new London Pharmacopoeia, and the new 
French medicines. London: Printed for Thomas and George 
Underwood. lvi + 528 p. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, “Vegetables,” notes (p. 37): “Bitter 
cassava, J. manihot. Root full of an acrid, poisonous, milky 
juice, separable by expression, or corrected by roasting, thus 
yielding a nutritive farina; also by boiling the juice which is 
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used as a sauce, and made into soy” [sauce].
 The same chapter states: (p. 95): “D. [Dolichos] soya. 
Seeds used to make soy, eaten in soup.”
 Chapter 3, “Compound combustibles, not oily,” states 
(p. 166): “Cochin China lock-soy, Gummi ex oryza arte 
facta. Rice boiled to a kind of paste, and drawn out into 
threads; transparent; used to thicken soups.–China lock-soy, 
Opaque and less esteemed.”
 Chapter 11, “Liquid compounds, not oily,” gives a recipe 
(p. 340): “Quin’s sauce. Walnut pickle, Port wine, of each 1 
pint, mushroom catsup 2 pints, anchovies, eschalots, of each 
2 doz., soy ½ pint, Cayenne pepper 2 av. drams; boil gently 
for ten minutes; strain and bottle.–2 [2nd recipe]. Soy 8 lb, 
walnut katchup, mushroom katchup of ea. 2 gall [gallons]. 
sprats 8 lb, Cayenne pepper 8 oz. garlic 1 lb.–3. Distilled 
vinegar 1 gall, soy 1 lb, allspice 8 oz.–4. Walnut pickle ½ 
a pint, katchup ½ a pint, anchovies no. 6, garlic 6 cloves, 
Cayenne pepper 3j. Note 1. The fi rst three of these four 
recipes for Quin’s sauce calls for soy as an ingredient.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2012) which mentions the word “dram” (or 
“drams”). The archaic spelling of this word is “drachm.” 
The apothecary symbol resembles the number “3.” In the 
avoirdupois system the dram, as a unit of weight, is 1/16 
ounce or 1.771 grams.
 Next comes a recipe for homemade soy sauce (p. 340): 
“Soy. Seeds of dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be 
used for them) 1 gall, boil till soft, add bruised wheat 1 gall, 
keep in a warm place for 24 hours, then add common salt 1 
gall, water 2 gall, put the whole in a stone jar, bung it up for 
two or three months, shaking it very frequently, press out the 
liquor: the residuum may be treated afresh with water and 
salt, for soy of an inferior quality.–2. Strong purl boiled to 
an half, add red herrings, anchovies, Spanish liquorice, and 
garlic: when shaken it should leave a yellow brown colour on 
the sides of the vessel.”
 On the same page is a recipe for Coratch which includes 
“Ind. [Indian soy or India soy] soy.” On the next page (341) 
is a recipe for “Kitchiner’s double relish: Sauce superlative 
4 pints, add ½ a pint of soy or thick browning.” In the same 
chapter, the section on “Impregnated vinegars” has a recipe 
(p. 350) for “Camp vinegar” that calls for soy.
 Chapter 11 also discusses “Colour for browning” (p. 
391): “Lump sugar 8 oz, water a table-spoonfull; heat it to 
a brown colour; add salt 1 oz, and dilute with water to the 
thickness of Japan soy: used to colour sauces.” Address: 
Lecturer on the materia medica, pharmaceutical chemistry, 
and botany.

422. Hamilton, Walter. 1828. The East-India gazetteer: 
containing particular descriptions of the empires, kingdoms, 
principalities, provinces, cities, towns, districts, fortresses,... 
2nd ed. Vol. 1 of 2. London: Printed for Parbury, Allen, and 
Co. See p. 148. Two (folded) maps. 23 cm. [6 ref]

• Summary: Under the entry for Batavia: “The Dutch being 
the only nation that keeps up an intercourse with Japan, 
a ship is annually despatched from Batavia laden with 
kerseymeres, fi ne cloths, clock-work, spices, elephant’s teeth, 
sapan wood, tin and tortoiseshell. The returns from Japan 
consist principally of ingots of the fi nest red copper, which 
is converted into a clumsy sort of coin for paying the native 
and European troops. Various other articles are smuggled in 
by the offi cers such as sabre-blades of an excellent temper, 
Japan camphor, soy [sauce], china-ware, lacquered ware, 
and silk goods. The cargo always contains a present for the 
emperor of Japan, and he in return sends one to the Governor 
general, consisting usually of...
 “A.D. 1619, John Pieterson Coen, the Dutch governor, 
took the town of Jacatra by assault, and in a great measure 
destroyed it. He afterwards founded another city, not exactly 
on the same spot, to which he have the name of Batavia. In 
1811 it surrendered at discretion to the British army under 
Sir Samuel Auchmuty... During the British possession of 
Batavia, which lasted until 19th August 1816, its condition 
was greatly improved and even its pestilential atmosphere 
somewhat ameliorated by the great pains bestowed on the 
draining of the marshes, the cleaning of the town, and the 
removing of the Europeans to the elevated tracts of the 
interior.”
 Note: A kerseymere is a fi ne woolen cloth with a fancy 
twill weave. Address: M.R.A.S.

423. Johnstone, Christian Isobel (Christian Jane). 1828. The 
cook and housewife’s manual: Containing the most approved 
modern receipts [recipes] for making soups, gravies, sauces, 
ragouts, and all made-dishes; and for pies, puddings, pickles, 
and preserves; also for baking, brewing... 3rd ed.; in which 
are given a compendium of French cookery, a new system 
of fashionable confectionary (sic)... By Mrs. Margaret Dods 
[pseud.]. Edinburgh: Printed for Oliver and Boyd,... 2 + l + 
525 p. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: “Soy” is mentioned on 17 pages as follows: 
Broths, soups and gravies (p. 135. “The best plain browning 
for soups, sauces, gravies, &c., is red wine, soy, or 
mushroom or walnut catsup”).
 Ox-head-soup, called hessian soup, and ragout (p. 154-
55. “Obs.–Soy, forcemeat-balls, wine, &c., are all ordered 
for this ragout in some approved books of cookery; but we 
consider such expensive ingredients quite out of place in a 
preparation which is cheap, good, and savoury, but never can 
be elegant”).
 To broil cod-sounds (p. 178. “Dish them, and pour a 
sauce made of browned gravy, pepper, cayenne, salt, a little 
butter kneaded in browned fl our, a tea-spoonful of made 
mustard, and one of soy”).
 To dress sturgeon (p. 180. “Sauce,–oyster or lobster 
sauce, or melted butter, with a little soy and essence of 
anchovy”).
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 To stuff and bake carp, pike and haddocks (p. 189-90. 
“Strain and add to the sauce a tea-spoonful of made mustard, 
and one of Chili vinegar, a glass of red wine, and a little soy, 
with mace, pepper, and salt to taste. Pour a little of this over 
the carp, and serve the rest in a tureen”). See also p. 194, 
195, 197, 240, 249, 251, 252, 258, 293, 294, 316, 373.
 Catsup is mentioned on 90 pages of this book.
 “Quin’s* fi sh-sauce, a store-sauce (p. 252. “Two glasses 
of claret and two of walnut-pickle, with four of mushroom-
catsup; six pounded anchovies with their pickle, and six 
shalots pounded; a half-glass of soy, black and cayenne 
pepper. Let this simmer slowly by the side of the fi re till the 
bones of the anchovies dissolve. Strain it off, and when cold 
bottle for use”).
 Footnote: *”Had this Great Man [Quin] lived now, he 
would, we think, instead of so much heavy catsup and coarse 
walnut-pickle, have adopted some delicately-fl avoured 
vinegar as a substitute for about the one-half of these 
ingredients,–such as eschalot or burnet-vinegar, or even 
fi ery horseradish-tincture. As a mere untravelled practical 
Englishman, and, moreover, of the old school, Quin, no 
doubt, ranks high in the lists of gastronomy; but he is 
completely distanced by many moderns, both in love for and 
knowledge of the science.”
 Note: Soy was apparently a traditional ingredient in 
Quin’s sauce.
 Mistress Margaret Dods is a pseudonym for Christian 
Isobel Johnstone who lived 1781-1857. Address: Of the 
Cleikum Inn, St. Ronan’s.

424. Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies. 1829. Canton. 27(157):47-55. Jan. See 
p. 51.
• Summary: On page 51 is a description of a Chinese 
dinner.”... “There were about twenty courses, and dishes 
innumerable; I counted sixty on the table at one time; 
they consisted chiefl y of small basins or cups of the most 
beautiful china-ware, and were arranged in three rows down 
the centre of the table. We were given to understand, I know 
not with what truth, that we had the happiness to partake of 
stewed pigeons’-eggs, wild cat, fricassied frogs [fricasseed 
frogs], dried worms (particularly recommended as a bonne 
bouche for wine at dessert), sea-slugs, sharks, and fi ns, and 
a variety of other delicacies, to which European prejudice 
might be inclined to apply another term, but which, whatever 
they may really have been, were rendered extremely 
palatable by the application of a little Japan soy,* or ‘essence 
of cockroach,’ the fi nest I have ever tasted. (Footnote: “*Soy 
is really made of small pieces of a bean peculiar to Japan; 
though this may be a bold assertion, considering that the 
prejudice is so much in favour of cockroaches”).
 Note: Abridged from the Oriental Magazine [The 
Quarterly Oriental Magazine, Review and Register] 
(Calcutta): See: Lelius. 1827. “Journey of a voyage from 

Calcutta to China.” 7(14):222-67. June. See p. 257-58.

425. The Casket: or Flowers of Literature, Wit & Sentiment. 
1829. Dyspepsia. 4(3):127-29. March.
• Summary: In the coffee-room, at the Castle Inn, Ramsgate, 
I found an elderly gentleman and a Tom cat. The elderly 
gentleman was sitting in the darkest corner of a corner 
box;...”
 “You don’t believe in dyspepsia, Sir?
 “No I don’t,–all a parcel of confounded nonsense... Our 
ancestors never dreamt of such a thing.”
 “’A queer old gentleman that?’ said his plump opponent, 
as he lifted a sole of seven inches by eleven on his plate, and 
almost set it a swimming in melted butter, anchovy essence, 
catsup, and India soy. Very queer thought I...”
 Note: “Ramsgate is a seaside town in the district of 
Thanet in east Kent, England. It was one of the great English 
seaside towns of the 19th century” (Source: Wikipedia, at 
Ramsgate, July 2012).

426. Barnes and Thornton. 1829. Sales by auction: Fish 
sauces and pickles in fi ne preservation (Ad). Times (London). 
Oct. 21. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “Comprising India Soy [sauce], German 
Anchovy Sauces, walnut and mushroom catsup,...” Address: 
29, Rood-lane [London].

427. Johnstone, Christian Isobel (Christian Jane). 1829. 
The cook and housewife’s manual: A practical system of 
modern domestic cookery and family management. 4th ed., 
revised and enlarged. Containing a compendium of French 
cookery, and of fashionable confectionary, preparations for 
invalids, a selection of cheap dishes, and numerous useful 
miscellaneous receipts [recipes] in the various branches of 
domestic economy. By Mistress Margaret Dods. Edinburgh, 
Scotland: Oliver & Boyd; London: Simpkin & Marshall. 552 
p. See p. 292-93. Illust. 20 cm. The 1st edition was 1826.
• Summary: In Part III, Chapter 1 is titled “Made-dishes of 
beef, mutton, veal, venison, hare, and poultry.” Soy [sauce] 
is mentioned in two recipes:
 “459. To hash a calf’s-head.–Clean and parboil the head; 
or take what is left of a plainly boiled cold head, and cut it 
into slices of a rather larger size than for fricassee. Peel and 
slice the tongue... Season with... a little of any piquant store 
sauce, and warm up the hash without suffering it to boil... 
A brown hash may be made as above by using fried onion, 
catsup, soy, a little red wine, &c.; but as all brown made-
dishes are expected to be piquant,... seasonings of a more 
pungent quality are to be used” (p. 292).
 “460. Mock-turtle, of calf’s-head.–Get a large fat head 
with the skin on. Scald and clean it well... When the meat has 
stewed very slowly, rather soaking in the gravy than actually 
boiling, and is very nearly ready, put to it cayenne to taste, 
a small glass of catsup, a very little soy, and a couple of 
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spoonfuls of chopped basil, tarragon, chives, and parsley” (p. 
293).
 On the title page, the author’s name is given as “Mistress 
Margaret Dods;” this is a pseudonym for Christian Isobel 
Johnstone who lived 1781-1857. Address: Of the Cleikum 
Inn, St. Ronan’s [England].

428. King, Lord. 1829. The life of John Locke, with extracts 
from his correspondence, journals, and common-place books. 
London: Henry Colburn. xi + 408 p. See p. 133-34. 30 cm.

• Summary: In the section titled “Extracts from the Journal 
of Locke,” Lord King notes: “The following directions 
appear to have been set down for some foreigner about to 
visit England. They are curious, as affording a comparison 
with the improvement of the present time. ‘England.–1679.’”
 Among his description of the foods and condiments 
which ought to be enjoyed in London, Locke noted: 
“Puddings of several sorts and creams of several fashions, 
both excellent, but they are seldom to be found, at least 
in their perfection, at common eating-houses. Mango and 
saio are two sorts of sauces brought from the East Indies.” 
Saio almost certainly refers to shoyu (Japanese-style soy 
sauce) and was cited as such by both Yule and Burnell in 
Hobson-Jobson (1886, p. 651, “Soy”) and the Oxford English 
Dictionary (1919, “Soya”).
 An illustration (engraving) shows a portrait of John 
Locke (lived 1632-1704), an English philosopher. The 
preface to this work notes that “After the death of Locke, 
his papers, correspondence, and manuscripts, came into 
the possession of Sir Peter King, his near relation and sole 
executor.” Lord Peter King King, the 7th baron, lived 1776-

1833.
 An 1884 edition of this book, with a slightly different 
title (which see), was published in London by George Bell 
& Sons. Though not a facsimile edition, the passage on soy 
sauce also appears on page 134. Address: Ockham.

429. Crawfurd, John. 1830. Journal of an embassy from 
the Governor-General of India to the courts of Siam and 
Cochin China: Exhibiting a view of the actual state of those 
kingdoms. 2 vols. 2nd ed. London: Henry Colburn and 
Richard Bentley. See Vol. II, p. 155, 282, 359.
• Summary: Chapter 2, about Siam, states (p. 155): “The 
imports from China [to Siam] are very numerous, consisting 
of what are called in commercial language ‘assorted 
cargoes.’ The following is a list of the principal commodities: 
coarse earthenware and porcelain, spelter, quicksilver, tea, 
lack-soy (vermicelli), dried fruits, raw silk, crapes, satins and 
other silk fabrics, nankeens, shoes, fans, umbrellas, writing-
paper, sacrifi cial paper, incense rods, and many other minor 
articles.”
 In Chapter 6, about the people of Cochin China (today’s 
Vietnam), we read (p. 282): “They eat vermin, and the fl esh 
of the alligator; hatched eggs with them are a delicacy; and 
their favourite sauce is a kind of soy [probably nuoc-mam], 
in part, at least, composed of the juices of putrid fi sh, and 
which, both from taste and odour, would be in tolerable to 
any other people.”
 Chapter 8, about the Island of Singapore, states (p. 358-
59): “The fi rst direct arrival from England to Singapore was 
in the year 1821; in 1822, four ship cleared out with cargoes 
for the European market; in 1823, nine; in 1824, twelve; 
in 1825, fi fteen; and in 1826, fourteen ships. The greater 
number of these were bound for London and Liverpool, but 
there were some also for Stockholm, Hamburgh [Hamburg], 
and Bordeaux. The staple imports of this branch are cotton 
goods, woolens, iron, and spelter [unrefi ned zinc]. The 
exports are very various, and may be enumerated as follow: 
ore of antimony, aniseed, aniseed oil, benjamin [gum 
benjamin, a balsam or resin from a tree], camphor, cassia, 
cassia-buds, coffee, cubebs [small spicy berries of the Piper 
cubeba from Java], dragons’ blood [a resinous substance, or 
red juice, extracted from the Dracoena draco], elephants’ 
teeth [tusks, ivory], gamboge [a concrete vegetable juice or 
gum-resin from Cambaja or Cambodja {Cambodia}], horns 
of cows, deer, and buffalo; hides of ditto, mother of pearl 
shells, musk, nankins [nankeens, a type of cotton cloth, 
originally from China], orpiment [sulphuret of arsenic], 
pepper, Chinese paper, Chinese raw silk, Chinese wrought 
silk, ratans [small canes, grown in India] and canes; rhubarb, 
cloves, mace, and nutmegs; pearl sago, Siam sugar, Japan 
soy [sauce], tin, tortoiseshell, turmeric, gold and silver 
bullion, and sapan-wood [sappan wood; a red soluble 
brazilwood obtained from an East Indian tree Caesalpinia 
sappan]. In 1824, and I have seen no later statement, the 
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sworn value of these articles was 1,035,868 Spanish dollars.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Singapore. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Singapore (1826); soybeans as such have not yet 
been reported. However, in 1830 soy sauce exported from 
Singapore was probably made in Singapore from soybeans 
that were in Singapore at this early date; soybeans may well 
have been cultivated in Singapore at this time. Address: Esq, 
FRS, FLS, FGS, &c.

430. Dalgairns, Mrs. 1830. The practice of cookery: 
Adapted to the business of every day life. 3rd ed. Edinburgh, 
Scotland: Printed for Robert Cadell, Edinburgh. 552 p. 
Index.
• Summary: A book of Scottish cookery. The following 
recipes call for soy [sauce] as an ingredient: In the chapter on 
“Fish:” To stew salmon (p. 42). Salmon fritters (p. 43). Cod 
sounds broiled (p. 48). Dressed skate (p. 49). Boiled carp (p. 
50). Little fi sh puddings (p. 51-52). Brown fi sh and sauce (p. 
52-53). Baked haddocks (p. 54). To bake mackerel (p. 57). 
To broil sprats (p. 59). Fish soup cake (p. 66).
 Hessian stew (beef) (p. 83-84). Rolled mutton (p. 105). 
Burdwan stew (p. 166). Another way to stew duck (p. 167). 
Another sauce for roast beef (p. 191). To make a quart 
bottle of fi sh or meat sauce (p. 191). Fish sauce (p. 192). 
Another poivrade sauce for cold meat (p. 195). Fish sauce (p. 
202). Coratch (p. 203; “two tablespoons of Indian soy, one 
spoonful of walnut catsup,...”).
 In the chapter on “Gravies, sauces, etc., the recipe To 
make gravy without meat (p. 187) is especially interesting: 
“Slice three onions, and fry them brown in a little butter; 
add them to half a pint of water, and the same of beer, put in 
some peppercorns, salt, a little lemon-peel, three cloves, a 
little mace or Jamaica pepper, a spoonful of walnut pickle, 
and one of mushroom catsup, of soy and essence of anchovy 
a dessert-spoonful each, a small bunch of sweet herbs, and 
a quarter of a slice of bread toasted brown on both sides; 
simmer all together in a closely-covered sauce-pan for 
twenty minutes, then strain it for use, and when cold, take off 
the fat. It will taste exactly like a gravy made with meat.”
 In the chapter on “Vinegars,” the recipe for “Harvey’s, 
or camp vinegar” states (p. 406): “Put the following 
ingredients into two quarts of strong vinegar, three table-
spoonfuls of Indian soy, and the same quantity of mushroom 
catsup, six anchovies, two heads of garlic, a quarter of an 
ounce of cayenne, and as much cochineal as will colour it; 
shake it two or three times a-day for a fortnight, then fi lter, 
and bottle it for use. Two tea-spoonfuls of this vinegar 
improves salad sauce, fi sh and sauce also, and is good in 
most made dishes.”
 The following recipes call for “Harvey sauce” (spelled 
without an apostrophe): Stewed skate (p. 49). Sauce for the 
fi sh puddings (p. 51). To broil a cold roasted shoulder of 

mutton (p. 105-06). Devil [leg of roasted turkey, goose, or 
fowl] (p. 168).
 Many recipes call for catsup, including mushroom 
catsup, Lobster catsup (p. 189), Fish catsup (p. 203), and 
walnut catsup (p. 412); “catchup” is not mentioned.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) that 
mentions “Lobster catsup” (regardless of spelling).

431. Dobell, Peter. 1830. Travels in Kamtchatka and Siberia; 
with a narrative of a residence in China. 2 vols. London: 
Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley. See vol. 2, p. 324-25. 
20 cm.
• Summary: Note 1. The fi rst several paragraphs of this are 
copied from Portfolio (1819, p. 105-06).
 In Chapter XII of the section titled “A Residence in 
China,” the author is describing Chinese food, especially 
in the Canton area: “An article of food, of which all classes 
appear extremely fond, is thow-foo [tofu] and foo-chack, a 
sort of fl ummery [soft jelly or porridge], made from beans, 
very palatable and nourishing.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term thow-foo to refer to tofu.
 Note 3. The Cantonese term foo jook means dried yuba 
sticks. Perhaps the author was describing the product after 
the sticks had been broken into pieces and cooked until soft.

Soy, their famous sauce for all kinds of food, is also 
made from beans. The beans are boiled until all the water 
is nearly evaporated, and they begin to burn, when they 
are taken from the fi re, and placed in large, wide-mouthed 
jars, exposed to the sun and air; water and a certain portion 
of molasses or very brown sugar are added. These jars 
are stirred well every day, until the liquor and beans are 
completely mixed and fermented; the material is then 
strained, salted, and boiled, and skimmed until clarifi ed; and 
will, after this last process, become of a very deep brown 
colour, and keep any length of time. Many persons have 
thought that gravy was used in preparing this condiment; 
but this appears not to be the case, the composition being 
entirely a vegetable one, of an agreeable fl avour, and said to 
be wholesome. There are two or three qualities of it; to make 
the best requires much care and attention. Japanese soy is 
much esteemed in China, on account of the superior manner 
in which it is made; perhaps they have a particular sort of 
bean for that purpose. Shopkeepers at Canton who sell soy, 
have large platforms on the roofs of their houses, where the 
jars for preparing soy are all arranged, and exposed to the 
sun; for the consumption of this article is enormous. Neither 
rich nor poor can dine, breakfast, or sup without soy; it is 
the sauce for all sorts of food, gives a zest to every dish, and 
may be said to be indispensable at a Chinese repast.
 “In general, very little meat is eaten.”
 Note 4. The author spent 7-8 years in China between 
1798 and 1820. He died in 1852. Address: Counsellor of the 
Court of His Imperial Majesty, the Emperor of Russia.
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432. Dolby, Richard. 1830. The cook’s dictionary, and house-
keeper’s directory: A new family manual of cookery and 
confectionery, on a plan of ready reference, never hitherto 
attempted. London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley. iv + 
516 p. See p. 446. 22 cm.
• Summary: In the section on sauces, we read (p. 446): 
“Sauce (Harvey). Chop twelve anchovies, bones and all, 
very small, with one ounce of cayenne pepper, six spoonsful 
[spoonfuls] of soy [sauce], six ditto of good walnut pickle, 
three heads of garlic, chopped not very small, a quarter 
of an ounce of cochineal, two heads of shalots [shallots], 
chopped not very small, one gallon of vinegar; let it stand 
fourteen days, stir it well twice or thrice every day; then pass 
it through a jelly-bag, and repeat this till it is perfectly clear; 
then bottle it, and tie a bladder over the cork.”
 Note 1. Since Harvey Sauce was a commercial product, 
we have given the complete recipe. This is the earliest 
document seen (April 2012) stating that soy sauce is used 
as an ingredient in Harvey sauce. This is also the earliest 
document seen (April 2012) that describes the use of soy 
sauce as ingredient in a second-generation product.
 The book also contains two recipes for Ketchup (p. 298), 
relatives of expensive imported Javanese soy sauce in those 
days; kecap / ketjap is the Indonesian word for soy sauce. 
(1) “Ketchup, English.–Peel ten cloves of garlic, bruise 
them, and put them into a quart of white wine vinegar; take 
a quart of white port, put it on the fi re, and when it boils, put 
in twelve or fourteen anchovies, washed and cut into pieces; 
let them simmer in the wine till they are dissolved; when 
cold, put them to the vinegar; then take half a pound of white 
wine, and put into it some mace, some ginger sliced, a few 
cloves, a spoonful of whole pepper bruised; let them boil a 
little; when almost cold, slice in a whole nutmeg, and some 
lemon-peel, with two or three spoonsful of horse-radish; add 
it to the rest, stop it close, and stir it once or twice a day. It 
will soon be fi t for use. Keep it close stopped up.”
 (2) “Ketchup, White.–Take a quart of white wine, a 
pint of elder vinegar, and one quart of water; half a pound 
of anchovies, with their liquor, half a pound of scraped 
horse-radish, an ounce of shalots bruised, an ounce of 
white pepper bruised, an ounce of mace and a quarter of an 
ounce of nutmegs cut in quarters; boil all together till half is 
consumed, then strain it off, and when cold, bottle it for use. 
It is proper for any white sauce, or to put into melted butter.”
 Note 2. Neither of these catchup recipes calls for sugar 
or any other sweetener. The second is strained, whereas the 
fi rst is not. Both are based on vinegar and wine (or port).
 The word “ketsup” appears in three recipes in this book: 
(1) Calf’s head hashed (p. 106, “two spoonsful of ketsup”). 
(2) Calf’s head surprise (p. 108, “two spoonsful of walnut 
and mushroom ketsup”). (3) Celery sauce, (Brown) (p. 130, 
“a little ketsup”). Address: Cook at the Thatched-House 
Tavern, St. James St., London.

433. First report (Part II). Minutes of evidence taken before 
the select committee of the House of Commons appointed 
to enquire into the present state of affairs of the East-India 
Company, and into the trade between Great Britain, the 
East-Indies, and China;... 1830. London: Printed for Parbury, 
Allen and Co. p. 246-418. See p. 385.
• Summary: On 16 March 1830, Mr. John Deans is called 
in and examined. He has resided constantly in the Eastern 
Archipelago of the East Indies for upwards of twenty years. 
For most of the time he lived in Java.
 #3609. “Can you give the Committee any information 
with respect to the trade with Japan?–The Dutch are allowed 
to trade with Japan, and they are only allowed to send two 
ships. The trade was conducted until two years ago by the 
Dutch government of Java. I have here a list of the cargoes in 
the year 1825, both the imports and exports.”
 #3610. “Will you state the principal items of the trade?–
In the Japan trade in 1825 there were two ships, amounting 
in all to about 1,300 tons; one was 600 and the other was 700 
tons... The import cargoes [to the East Indies from Japan] 
consisted of... sackie and soy [sauce], 14,332 f. [Dutch 
fl orins];...”

434. Kitchiner, William. 1830. The cook’s oracle; and 
housekeeper’s manual: Containing receipts for cookery and 
directions for carving... With a complete system of cookery 
for Catholic families. From the last London edition. New 
York, NY: Printed by J. & J. Harper. 432 p. Illust. Index. 
Harper’s Stereotype Edition.
• Summary: This New York edition refl ects American tastes, 
preferences, ingredients, and ways of spelling. The title page 
states: “William Kitchiner, M.D. Adapted to the American 
public by a medical gentleman.” Soy [sauce] is mentioned 
on pages 88, 95, 178, 232, 235, 238, 246-47, 271, 278, 292, 
310, and 330.
 The recipe for Quin’s Sauce (p. 278) uses soy [sauce] 
as an ingredient. This book mentions “mushroom catchup” 
on pages 88, 154, 178, 197, 217-18, 241-43 (incl. “double 
mushroom catchup”), 252, 256, 278, 281, 312, 337, 364. It 
mentions “catchup” (of no special type) on pages 152, 159, 
192, 232, 236-37, 283, 284, 302, 329, 422.
 It mentions “walnut catchup” on p. 150, 243, 246, 254-
55, 271, 282, 308, 318, 432. And “oyster catchup” on p. 178, 
285 (No. 441; homemade). The section titled “Catchups” (p. 
282-85) has recipes for “Mushroom catchup” (incl. “double 
catchup”), “Quintessence of mushrooms,” “Oyster catchup,” 
“Cockle and muscle catchup,” and “Pudding catchup.”
 It uses the spelling “Catsup” on only page 422–
surprisingly in the index entry for the various types listed 
above.
 The recipe for “Mushroom catchup.–(No. 439)” begins: 
“If you love good catchup, gentle reader, make it yourself,* 
after the following directions, and you will have a delicious 
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relish for made-dishes, ragoûts, soups, sauces, or hashes.
 “A couple of quarts of double catchup, made according 
to the following receipt, will save you some score pounds 
of meat, besides a vast deal of time and trouble; as it will 
furnish, in a few minutes, as good sauce as can be made for 
either fi sh, fl esh, or fowl.” (Footnote: “*The mushrooms 
employed for preparing ready-made catchup, are generally 
those which are in a putrefactive state. In a few days after 
those fungi have been gathered, they become the habitations 
of myriads of insects.–Accum on Culinary Poisons, 12mo. 
1820, p. 350”). Address: M.D., England.

435. Loudon, John Claudius. 1830. Loudon’s hortus 
Britannicus: A catalogue of all the plants indigenous, 
cultivated in, or introduced to Britain. Part I. The Linnean 
arrangement,... London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, 
Brown, and Green. xxiv + 576 p. See p. 316. [300+ ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Diadelphia Decandria, Class 
XVII,” we read (p. 316): “2151. Soja moen. Soja (Sooja, its 
name in Japan). Leg. Pap. Vic. 1.
 “19457. Soja hispida Moen. Dolichos Soja L.” Address: 
F.L., H., G., & Z.S.

436. Ward, Fanny (Mrs. R.). 1830. A child’s guide to 
knowledge,... by a lady. 3rd ed. London: Hurst, Chance, and 
Co.; Whittaker and Co.; Simpkin and Marshall; and Harvey 
and Darton. iv + 302 p. See p. 78-79. Index. 16 cm.
• Summary: Pages 78-79: “Q. What is soy? A. A dark-
coloured sauce, made from the seeds of a Chinese plant.
 “Q. Is there not a joke among seamen, that soy is made 
from beetles and cock-roaches? A. Yes: it originates from a 
fancied resemblance in colour and shape of the seeds to the 
beetle.
 “Q. Where is this esteemed sauce prepared? A. Chiefl y 
in China and Japan; that brought from the latter place is most 
preferred.”

437. Smith (William O.). 1831. Ann–From London. The 
subscriber has received by the above vessel–a fresh supply 
of genuine drugs, medicines, patent medicines; perfumery, 
pickles,... among which are... (Ad). Courier (Saint John, 
New Brunswick, Canada). July 23. p. 1.
• Summary: “Essence of Gorgona Anchovies, Mushroom 
and walnut Ketchup, Harvey’s Sauce, Browning Sauce, 
Indian Soy [sauce], Tomato Ketchup, Sallad Oil,...”
 Note: William O. Smith ran several subsequent ads for 
India Soy, Walnut and Mushroom Ketchup, etc. in 1832 in 
this newspaper. Address: No. 1, North side of the Market-
square.

438. Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and Instruction (The) 
(London). 1831. Mode of making soy. 18(509):200-01. Sept. 
17.
• Summary: A long excerpt from Dobell’s Travels.

439. Times (London). 1831. Mode of making soy. Sept. 23. p. 
2, col. 5.
• Summary: From Dobell’s Travels: “Soy, the famous sauce 
for all kinds of food, is made from beans. The beans are 
boiled until the water is nearly evaporated, and they begin to 
burn, when they are taken from the fi re, and placed in large 
wide-mouthed jars, exposed to the sun and air; water and a 
certain amount of molasses or very brown sugar are added. 
These jars are stirred well every day, until the liquor and 
beans are completely mixed and fermented; the material is 
then strained, salted, boiled, and skimmed, until clarifi ed; 
and will, after this last process, become of a very deep brown 
colour, and keep any length of time. Many persons have 
thought that gravy was used in preparing this condiment; 
but this appears not to be the case, the composition being 
entirely a vegetable one, of an agreeable fl avour, and said to 
be wholesome. There are two or three qualities of it; to make 
the best requires much care and attention. Japanese soy is 
much esteemed in China, on account of the superior manner 
in which it is made; perhaps they have a particular sort of 
bean for that purpose. Shopkeepers at Canton who sell soy, 
have large platforms on the roofs of their houses, where the 
jars for preparing soy are all arranged, and exposed to the 
sun; for the consumption of this article is enormous. Neither 
rich nor poor can dine, breakfast, or sup without soy; it is the 
sauce for all sorts of food, gives zest to every dish, and may 
be said to be indispensable at a Chinese repast.”
 Note 1. This description of the Chinese process for 
making soy sauce is unusual in several ways: (1) The 
writer apparently does not know the name of the bean used. 
(2) The process of making koji, step one of the two-step 
fermentation process, is not mentioned. (3) Molasses or 
brown sugar are added before fermentation. (4) Salt is added 
after fermentation. (5) The sauce is sunned / fermented on a 
rooftop rather than in a courtyard at ground level.
 Note 2. Dobell’s Travels refers to: Dobell, Peter. 1830. 
Travels in Kamtchatka and Siberia; with a Narrative of a 
Residence in China. 2 vols. London: Henry Colburn and 
Richard Bentley. See vol. 2, p. 324-25.
 Note 3. The quotation above differs slightly from that of 
the original.

440. Willis, Michael. 1831. Cookery made easy: being a 
complete system of domestic management, uniting elegance 
with economy... London: Thomas Allman. xvi + 216 p. See 
p. 48, 50-51, 60, 64. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: In the section on boiling fi sh (p. 46+), “soy-
sauce” is used in the following recipes: Skaite (p. 48. “Drain 
them well, and serve up with butter and anchovy, or soy 
sauce”). Soals [Soles], plaice and fl ounders (p. 48. “Serve 
with anchovy-sauce, and plain melted butter; or with shrimp, 
or soy sauce). Pike, or Jack (p. 50-51. “Garnish with sliced 
lemon and scraped horseradish, and anchovy, shrimp, or soy-
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sauce; or melted butter and ketchup”).
 In the section on frying fi sh (p. 58+), “soy-sauce” is 
used in the recipe for Flat fi sh (p. 60. “Serve them with 
anchovy, or soy-sauce”).
 In the section on broiling fi sh (p. 64+), soy [sauce] is 
used in the recipe for Sturgeon (p. 64. “Use for sauce, butter, 
anchovy, and soy”).
 Note 1. Neither of the two recipes for Quin’s sauce (p. 
182 and 183) use either soy sauce or ketchup as ingredients. 
They are: Quin’s fi sh sauce, and Quin’s game, and meat 
sauce.
 Note 2. Ketchup is mentioned throughout this book: 
Cheaper calf’s head soup (p. 8, with “two spoonfuls of 
walnut-ketchup, two of mushroom-ketchup”). 8, Giblet soup 
(p. 13). To make browning (p. 20-21). Oyster sauce (p. 26). 
Sauce for any kind of fi sh (p. 26). Sweetbreads (p. 31, with 
mushroom ketchup). Lamb’s head (p. 42). Pike, or jack (p. 
50-51). Chicken (p. 56). Tench (p. 59). Beef steaks (p. 62). 
Fillet of veal (p. 68). Knuckle of veal (p. 68). Carp or tench 
(p. 73). Beef hash (p. 75). Lamb’s and pluck has (p. 75). 
Rabbits, brown (p. 81). Breast of veal (p. 84). Artichoke 
bottoms (p. 95, with mushroom-ketchup). French beans (with 
ketchup, p. 96). Celery (with ketchup, p. 96). Florentine hare 
(p. 103-04). Harrico mutton (p. 106-07). Recipe for walnut 
ketchup (p. 185). Address: For many years cook at the 
Thatched-House Tavern [England].

441. Shankey (J.). 1832. Classifi ed ad: Chinese, Persian, 
and Indian rarities. Direct from East India House, London. 
Scotsman (Edinburgh). Feb. 24. p. 1.
• Summary: “Respectfully informs the Nobility and Gentry 
that this Superb Collection consists of... Pickled Bombay and 
Bengal Mangous [Mangoes], fi ne Chinese Soy and Curry 
Powder,...”
 Note: This ad also appeared in the April 21 issue (p. 1) 
of this newspaper. Address: 70, Prince’s Street, Edinburgh.

442. Goddard (H.N.). 1832. Sales by auction: India mats and 
matting (Ad). Times (London). July 5. p. 8, col. 5.
• Summary: “... foreign preserves, pickles, arrow-root, fi ne 
old East India soy [sauce], French olives, &c.” Address: 26, 
Conduit-street, Bond-street [London].

443. Don, George. 1832. A general system of gardening and 
botany: Containing a complete enumeration and description 
of all plants hitherto known; ...Founded upon Miller’s 
Gardener’s Dictionary, and arranged according to the natural 
system. Vol. 2. London: C.J.G. and F. Rivington. 875 p. See 
p. 356-57 (Soja), 220-21 (Glycine). Index at front. 27 cm. [3 
ref]
• Summary: This work was published in 4 volumes between 
1831 and 1838. It was “caused to be prepared” by the 
proprietors of Miller’s Gardener’s and Botanist’s Dictionary. 
The alphabetical arrangement of genera used by Miller was 

discarded. “It only remained, therefore, to choose between 
the Linnæan artifi cial method, and the Natural System 
of Jussieu; but the numerous advantages of the latter, 
particularly in an extensive work like the present, were too 
apparent to leave any doubt in the mind of the Editor as to 
which he ought to adopt... In the Linnæan artifi cial method, 
it often happens, that genera, intimately related, are separated 
far apart into different classes and orders, merely on account 
of the difference in the number of their stamens and pistils; 
a circumstance now found in many instances scarcely to be 
of suffi cient importance, even to separate species, still less 
genera... The plan of the present work is founded on that 
of M. de Candolle, in his invaluable works entitled Regni 
Vegetabilis Systems Naturale and Prodromus, with such 
alterations as were rendered necessary by the rapid increase 
of science, and with numerous additions of new genera and 
species...” Like Miller, Don classifi es soybeans in the genus 
Soja.
 “CXC. SOJA (sooja is the name of a sauce prepared 
from the seeds by the Japanese). Moench. meth. 153. Savi, 
diss. 1824. p. 16. D.C. legum. mem. ix. prod. 2. p. 396.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “sooja” to refer to soy 
sauce.
 “Lin. Syst. Diadélphia, Decándria. Calyx bibracteolate 
at the base, 5-cleft, the 3 lower segments straight and acute, 
but the 2 upper ones are joined together beyond the middle. 
Corolla with an ovate vexillum, which stands on a short 
stipe, and with an oblong straight keel.” Note 2. A Dictionary 
of Botany, by Little and Jones (1980) defi nes vexillum 
(plural: vexilla) as “See Banner.” Banner is defi ned as “The 
broad uppermost petal of a papilionaceous corolla as in 
the irregular fl owers of certain members of the pea family, 
Fabaceae. Synonym: Standard or vexillum.”
 “Stamens diadelphous, the tenth one approximate, 
but certainly distinct. Stipe of ovary not surrounded by 
a sheath at the base. Style short. Legume oblong, 2-5 
seeded, membranous; the seeds intercepted by cellular 
dissepiments. Seeds ovate, compressed.–A hispid erect herb, 
with pinnately-trifoliate leaves, and with the fl owers either 
aggregate in the axils of the leaves on short pedicels, or 
disposed in short peduncalate racemes.
 “1 S. híspida (Moench. l. c.) Annual. Hardy. Native of 
Japan, East Indies, and the Moluccas. Dólichos Soja, Li. 
spec. 1621. Jacq. icon. rar. t. 145. Soja Japónica, Savi, diss. 
1. c. Kæmpf. amoen. 837 and 838, with a fi gure. Corolla 
violaceous, hardly longer than the calyx.
 “The seeds, which are usually called Miso [sic, error 
based on Miller 1807] in Japan, are put into soups, and are 
the most common dish there, insomuch that the Japanese 
frequently eat them three times a day. The Soja of the 
Japanese, which is preferred to the Kitjap of the Chinese, is 
prepared from the seeds, and is used in almost all their dishes 
instead of common salt. The Chinese also have a favourite 
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dish made of these seeds, called ten-hu [sic, teu-hu, i.e. tofu] 
or tau-hu, which looks like curd, and though insipid in itself, 
yet with proper seasoning is agreeable and wholesome.

“Var. Beta, pállida (D.C. prod 2. p. 396.) fl owers 
yellow; seeds white. Roxb. [Roxburgh] hort. beng. p. 55.

“Hispid Soja. Fl. [Flowering] July, Aug. Clt. [Cultivated 
since] 1790. Pl. [Plant] 1½ foot.

“Cult [Culture and propagation]. The seeds of this plant 
only require to be sown in a warm sheltered situation in the 
month of May.”
 Under Phaseolus, Don lists a species named Phaseolus 
max, following Linnaeus and Rumphius, but he apparently 
did not confuse this with the soybean (listed on the same 
page under Soja hispida), since he noted that the species was 
not suffi ciently known, the seeds were black, about the size 
of coriander-seeds, and that Max is the Spanish name of the 
plant.
 On p. 220 we read: “XCV. Pueraria (in honour of 
M.N.N. Puerari, a professor at Copenhagen [Denmark]). 
D.C. ann. sc. nat. 1825. jan. p. 29. Leg. mem.vi. prod.2. 
p. 240. Lin. syst. Monadélphia, Decándria.” Species: P. 
tuberosa, P. Wallichii.
 George Don, son of George Don (1764-1814), was a 
British plant collector and nurseryman, born in Scotland, and 
lived 1798-1856. He collected plants on various expeditions 
for the Horticultural Society of London in Brazil, West 
Indies, and Sierra Leone. One of the most indefatigable and 
accurate botanists. Philip Miller lived 1691-1771. Note the 
similarity of the section on food uses of soybean seeds to that 
of Miller (1807). Address: England.

444. Encyclopædia Americana: A popular dictionary of arts, 
sciences, literature, history, politics and biography. A new 
edition. 14 vols.: Soy. 1832. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Lea 
& Blanchard. See vol. 11, p. 502-03.
• Summary: “Soy; a dark-colored sauce, prepared by the 
Chinese from the seeds of a sort of bean (dolichos soja). The 
plant has an upright and hairy stem, erect bunches of fl owers, 
and pendulous, bristly pods, each containing about two 
seeds. The common story that soy is made from cockroaches 
or beetles, has probably originated from the form and color 
of these seeds. The process of preparing soy consists in 
boiling the seeds until they become soft, and mixing with 
them an equal weight of wheat or barley meal, coarsely 
ground. This mixture is fermented, and, a certain proportion 
of salt and water being added, the whole is allowed to stand 
for two or three months, care being taken to stir it daily: at 
the end of this time it is ready for use. The seeds are, besides, 
employed in China and Japan as food: they are made into 
a kind of jelly or curd, which is esteemed very nutritious, 
and is rendered palatable by seasoning of different kinds. 
In Japan, they are put into soups, and are the most common 
dish of the country, being frequently eaten three times a day. 
Soy [sauce] is chiefl y imported from China and Japan, and 

that from the latter country is the most highly esteemed. 
The quantity annually sold in England, at the East India 
company’s sales, is from 800 to 2000 gallons.”
 Note 1. Much of this information is taken from Willich 
(1821).
 Note 2. The identical information appeared in the 1849 
edition of this encyclopedia, in the same volume and pages.

445. Lee, N.K.M. 1832. The cook’s own book: Being a 
complete culinary encyclopedia; Comprehending all valuable 
receipts... By a Boston housekeeper. Boston, Massachusetts: 
Munroe and Francis; New York: Charles E. Francis and 
David Felt; Philadelphia: Carey and Lea, etc. xxxv + 300 p. 
No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Broths and soups” states (p. 
xxiv): “Zest, soy [sauce], cavice, coratch, anchovy, curry 
powder,... are very convenient auxiliaries to fi nish soups, 
&c.” “Soy” [sauce] is mentioned as an ingredient in the 
following recipes: Browning (p. 28-29). Burdwan stew (p. 
30). Carp, boiled (“a table-spoonful of soy,” p. 44). Cod 
sounds, broiled (p. 53). Duck, to stew (2) (p. 67). Gravy 
made without meat (1) (p. 91). Mutton, rolled (p. 122). Perch 
boiled (“serve with melted butter and soy,” p. 138). Red 
mullet (p. 173). Salmon, stew (p. 180). Sauce (2) (“three 
large table-spoonfuls of Indian soy or mushroom ketchup,” 
p. 182). Sauce for fi sh (1) (p. 185). Sauce for fi sh (2) (“This 
is commonly called Quin’s sauce.” p. 185). Sauce for fi sh 
(3) (p. 185). Sauce for fi sh (6) (p. 185). Fish or meat sauce, 
to make a quart bottle of (p. 185-86). Sauce, liver, for fi sh 
(p. 186). Sauce for pike (p. 186). Sauce, Harvey (p. 186-87). 
Note: This latter recipe, which calls for “six spoonfuls of soy 
[sauce],” is almost identical to that in Dolby (1830, p. 446).
 The recipe for Mutton, cold (p. 122) calls for melted 
butter, into which should be mixed “mushroom ketchup, 
lemon pickle, and Harvey sauce, a table-spoonful each.”
 Sauce poivrade, for cold meat (2) (p. 190). Note 2. Two 
recipes on p. 190 for “Sauce, Quin’s” contain no soy. Sauce 
for roast beef (2) (“Put into a stone jar one gill of soy,” p. 
190). Sauce for shrimp (2) (p. 191). Sauce, superlative (p. 
191). Turkey, boiled (p. 227). Vinegar, camp (p. 241).
 Note 1. A gill (U.S.) is a measure of volume, generally 
equal to ¼ U.S. liquid pint (= ½ cup = 4 fl . oz. = 118 ml).
 Note 2. This book is generally considered the fi rst 
alphabetically arranged encyclopedia in the United States. Its 
sources were mostly British, and the author acknowledges 
her borrowing. It was one of the most popular cook books in 
19th century America (MSU introduction). Address: Boston, 
Massachusetts.

446. Roxburgh, William. 1832. Flora Indica; or, descriptions 
of Indian plants... Ed. 2. Vol. 3. Serampore, India (printed 
for W. Thacker and Co., Calcutta; and Parbury, Allen and 
Co., London). viii + 875 p. See p. 314-15. Edited by William 
Carey. [2 ref]
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• Summary: In the section on Dolichos (p. 314-15) we read: 
“17. Dolichos Soja. Willd. iii. 1051.
 “Annual, erect, fl exuous, every part hairy. Flowers 
axillary, sub-racemous. Corol [corolla] scarcely longer than 
the calyx. Legume refl exed, scimitar-shaped, from two to 
three-seeded.
 “Daidsee. Kaempf. amoen. p. 837. f. 838. good.
 “Reared in the Honourable Company’s Botanic garden 
[across the Hooghly / Hugli River from Calcutta] from seeds 
received from the Moluccas [in today’s Indonesia] in 1798. 
It may be cultivated at all times of the year, consequently 
fl owers at all times; but, like all the other leguminous tribe, 
succeeds best during the cold season.

“Root ramous, annual. Stem erect, fl exuous, very ramous 
near the base, hairy in every part; from one to four feet 
in height, but when high it requires support. Leaves long-
petioled, ternate, hairy. Leafl ets entire, ovate, the lateral 
ones broadest, and considerably oblique, the inferior side 
being much broader than the superior. Flowers axillary, 
sometimes on a common short peduncle, sometimes without 
it, and smaller than in any other species of Dolichos I have 
yet met with; colour a reddish purple. Bractes small, hairy. 
Corol scarcely longer than the segments of the calyx. Banner 
vaulted, emarginate and closing the wings. Carina, stamina, 
and pistillum as in the genus.”
 Watt 1890 cites this as “Ed. C.B.C. p. 563.” = “Edited 
by Carey and Wallich 1832, and reprinted by C.B. [Charles 
Baron] Clarke” [in 1874]. Clarke wrote a long preface to the 
1874 reprint. This 1874 edition was itself reprinted in 1971 
in New Delhi by Today & Tomorrow’s Printers & Publishers.
 Note: This document contains the earliest clear date 
seen for soybeans in India, or for the cultivation of soybeans 
in India or South Asia (1798). The source of these soybeans 
was the Moluccas (today’s Indonesia). Therefore these 
soybeans were probably introduced to India by British 
traders. It seems likely that at an earlier date the soybean 
entered India from China, carried by traders, down the valley 
of the Brahmaputra River which fl ows along the center of 
Assam from northeast to southwest. Today (March 2012) 
in the states of north east India these soybeans are still 
cultivated by traditional ethnic groups and used to make 
various fermented foods that are close relatives of Kinema 
(from Nepal), natto (from Japan), etc. (Tamang 2010).
 Also contains detailed information on the peanut (p. 
280-82; Arachis hypogea. Willd. iii. 1346) and Phaseolus 
radiatus. Willd. iii. 1036 (p. 296-97; this is apparently not 
the azuki bean, since the seeds are black. Indian names–
Bengali: Mash-Kuluy or Dord. Sanskrit: Masha. Teling: 
Minoomoo).

Flora Indica, William Roxburgh’s most important book, 
was published after his death by his sons James Roxburgh 
(1802-1884) and Bruce R. Roxburgh (1797-1861). The 
fi rst edition (2 volumes, been published in 1820 and 1824) 
contained no mention of the soybean. It had annotations and 

additions by Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854). William Carey 
(1761-1834) was the editor.
 According to the 1975 facsimile reprint of the fi rst 
edition of this book (Oriole Editions, New York): “The 
people involved: William Roxburgh (1751-1815) came to 
Madras in 1776 and met Johann Gerhard Koenig, an avid 
botanist. Roxburgh developed experimental gardens of 
possible crops, studied wild plants and accumulated a large 
collection of drawings of plants. In 1793 he became Director 
of the Botanic Garden in Calcutta which had been founded 
by his predecessor, Robert Kyd. In 1814 ill health forced him 
to leave India and he died the next year.
 “William Carey (1761-1834) was a superb linguist who 
was the fi rst to translate the New Testament into Bengali. 
He came to India in 1783 as missionary. He was a friend of 
Roxburgh and became Roxburgh’s editor.
 “Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854) became Director of 
the Calcutta Botanic Garden soon after Roxburgh’s death. 
Wallich was a dedicated collector and spent much time in the 
fi eld.
 “In 1813 Roxburgh turned over the completed 
manuscript of his Flora Indica to William Carey. In 1816, 
after Roxburgh’s death and the arrival of Wallich, Carey 
went to Wallich to discuss publication of Roxburgh’s 
manuscript. Wallich agreed, saying ‘Publish and I will edit it 
and bring it up to date.’
 “The fi rst volume was published in 1820 and the second 
volume in 1824.”
 Also discusses: Almonds (p. 403). Sesamum [sesame] 
(p. 491-92; “Sesamum. Schreb. gen. N. 1048. Sans. Tila. 
Pers. Roghen. Arab. Duhn”). Arachis / Peanuts (p. 552-53). 
Hemp (p. 718-19).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2003) that uses the Sanskrit word “Tila” to refer to 
sesame.

447. Ellis (R.). 1833. Sales by auction: To amateurs, curiosity 
and China dealers, earthenwaremen, and others (Ad). Times 
(London). May 2. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “... India soy [sauce], &c.” Address: 31, 
Houndsditch [London].

448. Olio; or Museum of Entertainment (The) (London). 
1833. Mode of making soy. 11(15):255. May 25.
• Summary: A long excerpt from Dobell’s Travels.

449. Dolby, Richard. 1833. The cook’s dictionary, and house-
keeper’s directory: A new family manual of cookery and 
confectionery, on a plan of ready reference never hitherto 
attempted. London: Colburn and Bentley. xii + 541 p. See p. 
469. 21 cm.
• Summary: In the section on sauces, the author describes 
(p. 469) how to make Harvey’s, a popular sauce. The 
text is identical to that in the 1830 edition. There is no 
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separate entry for “soy” or “beans, soya” in the body of this 
dictionary, nor in the 2-page glossary titled “Explanation of 
some of the terms made use of in the foregoing pages” (p. 
533-34).
 This new edition has been expanded largely by the 
addition, at the very front of the book, of a “Bill of fare” for 
various numbers of persons (in French and English), and of 
“Plans for laying out the table” (in French only; for different 
numbers of people in various seasons)–clearly indicating 
the importance of French in British cookery of this period. 
Address: Late cook at the Thatched House Tavern, St. James 
Street.

450. Johnstone, Christian Isobel (Christian Jane). 1833. 
The cook and housewife’s manual: A practical system of 
modern domestic cookery and family management. 5th ed., 
revised and enlarged. Containing a compendium of French 
cookery, and of fashionable confectionary, preparations for 
invalids, a selection of cheap dishes, and numerous useful 
miscellaneous receipts [recipes] in the various branches of 
domestic economy. By Mistress Margaret Dods. Edinburgh, 
Scotland: Oliver & Boyd; London: Simpkin & Marshall. 476 
p. See p. 248-49. Illust. 20 cm. The 1st edition was 1826.
• Summary: Soy [sauce] is mentioned in two recipes, 
identical to those in the 1829 ed., but on different pages. 
“459. To hash a calf’s-head” (p. 247-48). “460. Mock-turtle, 
of calf’s-head” (p. 248-49).
 Note: Christian I. Johnstone lived 1781-1857. Mistress 
Margaret Dods is a pseudonym for Christian Isobel 
Johnstone who lived 1781-1857. Address: Of the Cleikum 
Inn, St Ronan’s.

451. Wight, Robert; Walker-Arnott, George A. 1834. 
Prodromus fl oræ Peninsulæ Indiæ Orientalis [Introduction to 
the fl ora of the East Indian Peninsula]: Containing abridged 
descriptions of the plants found in the peninsula of British 
India, arranged according to the natural system. Vol. I. 
London: Parbury, Allen & Co. xxxvii + 478 p. p. 244-45, 
247. [7 ref. Eng]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Leguminosæ,” on page 247 
the author discusses Soja Moench, and Dolichos Linn. On 
page 244-47 he discusses Phaseolus species.
 “XLIV. SOJA. Moench. Calyx bibracteolate at the 
base, 5-cleft; the three lower segments straight and acute; 
the three upper combined to beyond the middle. Corolla 
papilíonaceous, scarcely longer than the calyx; vexillum 
ovate, somewhat cucullate and enclosing the alæ [plural of 
“ala;” the two side petals in a papilionaceous corolla], shortly 
clawed: keel oblong, straight. Stamens diadelphous (9 and 
1), the tenth close to the others. Sheath wanting around the 
base of the ovary. Style short. Legume oblong scimitar-
shaped, 2-5-seeded, membranaceous, furnished with cellular 
partitions between the seeds. Seeds ovate, compressed.–
Annual, erect, fl exuose, very hairy. Leaves pinnately 

trifoliolate. Flowers either aggregated in the axils, or in a 
short axillary raceme.
 “*762. (1) S. hispida (Moench).–DC.! prod. 2. p. 396; 
Wall.! L. n. 5529.–S. Japonica, Savi.–Dolichos Soja, Linn. 
sp. p. 1021; Jacq. ic. rar. t. 145; Spr. syst. 3. p. 251; Roxb. 
[Roxburgh] fl . Ind. 3.p. 314; in E.I.C. mus.tab. 1607.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2003) that uses the word “papilíonaceous” 
(or any related word starting with the letters “papílion” 
or “papilion” meaning “butterfl y”) in connection with the 
soybean.
 Note 2. In this book there is also the fi rst reference to 
Iohnia/Johnia Wightii. Wight lived 1796-1872. Walker-
Arnott lived 1799-1868. This is a fl ora of the area now 
known as India. Address: 1. Member of the Imp. Acad. 
Naturæ Curiosorum, Surgeon on the Hon. East India 
Company’s Madras Establishment (and botanist in the East 
Indies); Google Books at soja + hispida 2008/02.

452. Shankey (J.). 1835. Classifi ed ad: Chinese, Persian, and 
Indian rarities. Scotsman (Edinburgh). Feb. 14. p. 1.
• Summary: “Mr. Shankey has, for a short time, returned to 
Edinburgh, and respectfully announces that he is now selling 
by Private Sale, a large and superb assemblage of Eastern 
Productions, at No. 70, Prince’s Street.
 “This splendid Collection of rare and costly articles 
comprises... Otto of Roses, Chinese Soy, Currie Powder, 
Preserved Ginger,...” Address: No. 70, Prince’s Street, 
Edinburgh.

453. Ellis and Son. 1835. Sales by auction: Extensive stock 
of India, foreign and English China and glass,... (Ad). Times 
(London). March 18. p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “... fi ne India soy [sauce],...” Address: 36, 
Fenchurch-street [London].

454. Burnett, Gilbert Thomas. 1835. Outlines of botany: 
Including a general history of the vegetable kingdom,... Vol. 
1. London: John Churchill. viii + 1190 p. See p. 666.
• Summary: “(2145.) Sooja is the name of a Japanese sauce, 
prepared from the seeds of a species of Dolichos, now made 
into a distinct genus, and called Soja hispida. The Soja of 
Japan is preferred as a sauce to the Kitjap of China; both, 
however, are imported into England in large quantities, and 
are here known as Soy [sauce]. In bond it is worth about 6s. 
a gallon; but, after it has been adulterated, it is sold at 3s. 
and upwards a pint. The Japanese make a soup of the seeds, 
called Miso, which is one of their most favorite and common 
dishes, the natives eating of it three times a day. The Chinese 
also have a popular dish made of these seeds, called Teu-hu 
or Tau-hu [tofu], which looks like curd; and, though insipid 
in itself, yet with proper seasoning is rendered agreeable and 
wholesome.”
 Note: Burnett, like Miller (1807) and Don (1832) before 
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him, associates the word “Kitjap” with Chinese rather than 
with Indonesian soy sauce, and reports that both are imported 
into England in large quantities. The Japanese product was 
clearly called and sold as “soy” in England. But what was 
the Chinese product called and sold as? Was it sold as “real” 
ketchup, catsup, catchup, etc.? Address: F.L.S., Prof. of 
Botany in King’s College, London.

455. Lindley, John. 1835. An introduction to botany. 2nd ed. 
London: Printed for Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, 
& Longman. xiv + 580 p. See Book 5, p. 510-11. Illust. 
Index. [10 ref]
• Summary: Under “VII. Kingdom of Scitamineæ (Indian 
Kingdom–Roxburgh’s Kingdom)” we read (p. 511): 
“Cultivated plants: Oryza sativa,... Arachis hypogæa,... Soja 
hispida,...” Address: Ph.D., F.R.S., L.S. and G.S. Prof. of 
Botany in the Univ. of London, and in the Royal Institution 
of Great Britain.

456. Taylor and Grignon. 1836. Classifi ed ad: Bengal curry 
powder. Times (London). Jan. 11. p. 8, col. 2.
• Summary: “... beg to call the attention of the nobility 
and gentry to the above article... Also genuine Indian Soy” 
[sauce]. Address: Italian warehouse, 2 and 3, Suffolk-street, 
Pall-mall east [London].

457. Faulkner’s Oil and Italian Warehouse. 1836. Classifi ed 
ad: Fish sauces one shilling per bottle. Observer (London). 
Feb. 21. p. 1.
• Summary: “Reading Sauce 1s., Harvey’s ditto 1s., Indian 
Soy [sauce] 1s., Essence anchovies 1s., Chili Vinegar 1s., 
Mushroom and Walnut Ketchup 9d...” Address: 98, Jermyn-
street, corner of York-st., opposite St. James’s Church 
[London].

458. Jones (George) and Co. 1836. Sales by auction: Works 
of art, antiquity, and curiosity (Ad). Times (London). March 
2. p. 8, col. 5.
• Summary: “... 20 jars of preserved ginger; 40 bottles of 
Chinese soy [sauce],...” Very similar ads appear in the March 
3, March 24, and May 10 issues. Address: Leicester-street 
and Princes-street, Leicester-square [London].

459. Wheeler (Mr.). 1836. Sales by auction: Consignment of 
Indian matting, carpets, &c. (Ad). Times (London). May 10. 
p. 8, col. 6.
• Summary: He will sell at the Auction Mart: “... Bermuda 
arrow root, India soy [sauce], &c.” Address: 28, Leadenhall-
street [London].

460. Faulkner’s. 1836. Classifi ed ad: Fish sauces, 1s. per 
bottle. Times (London). May 31. p. 8, col. 2.
• Summary: “Reading sauce, 1s.; Harvey’s ditto, 1s.; India 
soy [sauce], 1s.; Chili vinegar, 1s.; essence of anchovies, 

1s.; mushroom and walnut ketchup, 9d.;...” Address: Oil and 
Italian warehouse, 98, Jermyn-street, corner of York-street, 
opposite St. James’s church [London].

461. Lawson (Peter) & Son. 1836. The agriculturist’s 
manual: Being a description of the agricultural plants 
cultivated in Europe, including practical observations 
respecting those suited to the climate of Great Britain. 
And forming a report of Lawson’s Agricultural Museum 
in Edinburgh. Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 
London: Thomas Cadell; Dublin: W. Curry Jun. & Co. xv + 
708 p. May. Illust. (500+ woodcuts). Index.
• Summary: In section 2, Leguminous plants, under 
Dolichos (p. 93) we read: “This genus is very nearly allied 
to the proceeding [Phaseolus lunatus–Lima Kidney-bean], 
only differing slightly in the form of the fl ower... They are all 
too tender to be cultivated in our climate without the aid of 
artifi cial heat at some period of their existence. The names of 
only the species cultivated for food are as follows:
 “I. Dolichos unguiculatus–Bird’s-foot Dolichos. Le 
Dolique a onglet mongette ou banette.–French.
 “II. D. sesquipedalis–Long-podded Dolichos. Le 
Dolique a longues gausses–Fr.
 “III. D. Lablab–Black-seeded or Egyptian Dolichos. Le 
Dolique lablab.–Fr.
 “IV. D. Soja–Soja beans. Le Dolique soja–Fr.
 “V. D. Catiang–Small-fruited Dolichos.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “soja beans” (or “soja 
bean”) to refer to the soybean. Address: Seedsmen and 
Nurserymen to the Highland and Agricultural Society of 
Scotland.

462. Jones (George) and Co. 1836. Sales by auction: Works 
of art, fi ne teas, China, &c. (Ad). Times (London). Oct. 19. p. 
8, col. 3.
• Summary: “... preserved ginger, Indian soy and other 
sauces,...” Address: Auction Rooms, Leicester-street and 
Princes-street, Leicester-square [London].

463. Faulkner’s. 1836. Classifi ed ad: Reading Sauce, 1s. per 
bottle. Times (London). Oct. 20. p. 1, col. 4.
• Summary: “Harvey’s ditto [= sauce], 1s.; tomata ditto 
[= tomata sauce], 1s.; India soy [sauce], 1s.; essence of 
anchovies, 1s.; lemon pickle, 1s.;...” Address: Oil and Italian 
warehouse, 98, Jermyn-street, corner of York-street, opposite 
St. James’s church [London].

464. Stevens (J.C.). 1836. Sales by auction: Natural history 
and miscellaneous articles (Ad). Times (London). Dec. 6. p. 
4, col. 6.
• Summary: “... electric battery, books, Indian Soy [sauce], 
ends of broad cloth,...” Address: 38, King-street, Covent-
garden [London].
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465. Davis, John Francis (Sir). 1836. The Chinese: A general 
description of the empire of China and its inhabitants. 2 vols. 
London: Charles Knight & Co. Vol. 1, iv + 395 p. See vol. 1, 
p. 303. Illust. Index. 20 cm. Series: Library of Entertaining 
Knowledge.
• Summary: Chapter VIII, titled “Manners and customs,” 
contains a long discussion of food and drink in China (p. 
298-321) and states: “The following description of a Chinese 
dinner, from the pen of our friend Captain Laplace of the 
French navy, although rather a long extract, is given with 
so much of the characteristic vivacity of his countrymen, 
and so well conveys the fi rst impression of a scene not often 
witnessed by Europeans, that it is introduced without further 
apology.”
 “’The fi rst course was laid out in a great number of 
saucers of painted porcelain, and consisted of various 
relishes in a cold state, as salted earthworms, prepared and 
dried, but so cut up, that I fortunately did not know what 
they were until I had swallowed them... All these et-cæteras, 
including among the number a liquor which I recognized 
to be soy [sauce], made from a Japan bean, and long since 
adopted by the wine-drinkers of Europe to revive their faded 
appetites or tastes, were used as seasoning to a great number 
of stews which were contained in bowls, and succeeded each 
other uninterruptedly’” (p. 302-03).
 The author fi nds great diffi culty holding and using “the 
two little ivory chop sticks, tipped with silver... I contrived to 
eat with tolerable propriety a soup prepared from the famous 
birds’-nests, in which the Chinese are such epicures. This 
substance thus served up is reduced to very thin fi laments, 
transparent as ising-glass [isinglass], and resembling 
vermicelli, with little or no taste*.” (Footnote: *”It is 
generally accompanied with pigeons’-eggs, boiled hard, and 
eaten with soy.”) (p. 304).
 “Besides this vegetable [pe-tsae or white-cabbage, a 
species of brassica], the northern provinces consume millet 
and the oil of sesamum, as general articles of diet. Many 
of the cottagers were observed to possess the means of 
independent support, in the patches of cultivation which 
surrounded their huts, being supplied in many cases with a 
small and simple mill, worked by an ass, for the expression 
of the sesamum-oil. The vegetable oils which are used to the 
southward are obtained from the Camellia oleifera, and the 
Arachis hypogæa [peanut] as well as the Ricinus.” (p. 312).
 In Chapter I, titled “Early European intercourse,” the 
famous incident involving James Flint in China (p. 60-63) 
is described, noting that Flint was “conveyed to a place 
called Tsien-shan, or Casa Bianca, near Macao, where 
he was imprisoned, but pretty well treated, though all 
correspondence was cut off... Mr. Flint remained in prison 
from March, 1760, to November, 1762, when he was carried 
by the Chinese to Whampoa, and put on board the ship 
Horsendon, to be conveyed to England.”

 Note 1. Two editions of this book were published by 
the same publisher under the same title in 1836. Only the 
pagination is different. The edition cited above has “The 
Library of Entertaining Knowledge” written at the top of the 
title page. The other edition, which lacks this series heading, 
discusses (in the exact same words cited above) soy on p. 
322-23, sesamum [sesame] and peanut oils on p. 332-33, and 
James Flint on p. 58-62.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the word “sesamum” (not as a 
scientifi c genus name) to refer to sesame seeds, or the term 
“sesamum-oil” or “oil of sesamum” to refer to sesame oil.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “vegetable oils” (or 
“vegetable-oil” or “vegetable-oils”).
 Note 4. The author, John Francis Davis, lived 1795-
1890. Address: Esq., F.R.S., &c. Late His Majesty’s Chief 
Superintendent in China.

466. Lawson (Peter) and Son. 1836. The agriculturist’s 
manual: being a familiar description of the agricultural 
plants cultivated in Europe. Including practical observations 
respecting those suited to the climate of Great Britain 
and forming a report of Lawson’s Agricultural Museum 
in Edinburgh. Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons; 
London: Thomas Cadell’ Dublin: W. Curry Jun. & Co. xv + 
430 p. See p. 93. 24 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Dolichos” we read (p. 93): 
“IV. D. Soja–Soja beans. Le Dolique soja–Fr.” [French]. 
Address: Edinburgh.

467. Murray, Hugh; Crawfurd, John; Gordon, Peter; Lynn, 
Thomas; Wallace, William; Burnett, Gilbert. 1836. An 
historical and descriptive account of China: Its ancient and 
modern history, language,... geology, botany, and zoology. 
Vol. 3. 2nd ed. Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd; London: Simpkin, 
Marshall, & Co. 461 p. Illust. Index.
• Summary: This comprehensive, almost encyclopedic, book 
was compiled by reading all accounts of travel in China. 
Every aspect of China and Chinese life is discussed in 9 
chapters. Chapter 8 (p. 331-86) is a “Conspectus of the fl ora 
of China... and the important uses to which the important 
plants are applied by the Chinese.
 Page 337-38: “The lock-soy of China is a kind of 
vermicelli made from rice.”
 Pages 321 and 357 lists many Dolichos species, 
including D. Soja.
 Pages 357-58: “Many leguminous plants are cultivated 
by the Chinese both for ornament and use. Peas, beans, 
haricots, and other pulse, such as some species of dolichos...
 “Sometimes whole fi elds of beans were observed by 
Staunton; and at others the small spots accidentally left 
vacant near the edges of banks, or along ridges of corn, the 
dolichos [soybean] was planted. The seeds of this plant are 
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like those of the kidney-bean, and are usually dressed and 
eaten like French beans. The pods, however, are from one 
to two feet in length... From the seeds of the soja [soybean] 
the peculiar savoury sauce known under the name of soy 
is made, and the teu-heu or tau-hu [tofu] which is a very 
popular dish in China, is prepared from the seeds of this 
plant.” Address: 1. F.R.S.E.; 2. Esq.; 3. Esq.; 4. Captain; 5. 
F.R.S.E., Prof. of Mathematics in the Univ. of Edinburgh; 6. 
Esq., Late Prof. of Botany, King’s College, London.

468. Product Name:  Worcestershire Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lea and Perrins.
Manufacturer’s Address:  68 Broad Street, Worcester, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1837.
Ingredients:  Incl. vinegar, soy sauce, anchovies or anchovy 
sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bottle.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Times (London). 
1844. July 19. p. 11, col. 5. “Lea and Perrin’s Worcestershire 
Sauce, prepared from the recipe of a nobleman in the 
country.”

Times (London). 1876. “High Court of Justice, July 26, 
Chancery Division. (Before the Master of the Rolls.) Lea v. 
Millar.” “It appeared to his Lordship to be established that 
Messrs. Lea and Perrins’ predecessors in business either 
invented or obtained the recipe for an article to which they 
gave the name of Worcestershire sauce, and that they were 
the fi rst persons to sell an article by that name. This was 
about the year 1836, and within a very few, probably not 
more than two, years afterwards other people, of whom one 
Batty seemed to be the fi rst, began to sell an article under the 
same name. Indeed the name, within a very few years after 
it was fi rst used by Messrs. Lea & Perrins, appeared to have 
become a common name in the trade;...”
 Berg and Toit. 1938. Farming in South Africa. Oct. p. 
392 “The soybean: Its production and industrial use.” A 
black-and-white photo shows two small jars of this sauce. 
Only the words “Lea and Perrins” are legible. The product is 
made in England.
 Louise Wright. 1975. The Road from Aston Cross: An 
Industrial History, 1875-1975. Imperial House, Leamington 
Spa, Warwickshire, England: Smedley–HP Foods Ltd. Page 
32 states that Mr. Lea and Mr. Perrins “believed in having 
friendly dealings with their overseas agents. Foremost 
among them were their New York agents, John Duncan 
& Sons. Established since 1819 as importers of wines, 
quality foodstuffs and preserves, they began to handle 
Worcestershire Sauce in 1840. Soon, they were handling 
ever-increasing amounts.” Page 30 states that the Lea & 
Perrins partnership in Worcester was created on 1 Jan. 1823 
(New Year’s Day).
 Note 1. We are not told when Lea & Perrins 

Worcestershire sauce started to be made commercially, or 
when the fi rst bottle of Worcestershire sauce was sold–a 
glaring omission!
 Page 31 states: “In 1842, Lea & Perrins sold 636 bottles 
[of Worcestershire Sauce]. In 1845, a manufactory was set 
up in Bank Street, Worcester. Ten years later the yearly 
sales were up to 30,000 bottles of Worcestershire Sauce.” 
In 1897 “it became necessary to build a new factory in 
Midland Road, Worcester.” Page 33 states: “By 1875 the 
demand for Worcestershire sauce had spread throughout the 
United States. It was agreed to import the sauce in casks 
and bottle it in New York.” In about 1902 the sauce was fi rst 
manufactured in New York. In 1910 production was moved 
to a nine storey building on West Street, New York.
 Note 2. This is the earliest known commercial soy 
product (April 2012) that uses soy sauce as a major 
ingredient. No doubt there were much earlier products in 
Japan, China, etc. but we have no record of them until 1848 
when Inari-zushi originated.
 Boston Globe. 1987. Sept. 30. Gives address only.
 Letter from J.W. Garnett, Factory General Manager, 
Lea & Perrins Ltd., P.O. Box 31 Registered Offi ce, Midland 
Road, Worcester WR5 1DT, England. 1991. Jan. 29. The 
Lea & Perrins Company of Worcestershire was purchased 
by HP Foods in 1930 and as such operates as a brand in its 
own right with general control coming from HP Foods. The 
Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce is still manufactured in 
the Midland Road Factory, Worcester, and has been since 
1896. “I am certain that Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire 
Sauce contained soy sauce up to 1940 when supply became 
extremely diffi cult due to the Second World War. We have 
a recipe dated 1948 which records the use of soy sauce 
as being discontinued, so we assume that it was not re-
introduced following the end of Second World War. I’m 
sorry I cannot be more specifi c.”
 “BSN group [B.S.N. Ltd.] purchased HP Foods 
from Hanson Trust in July 1988. BSN is a large French 
multinational company; their brands include Evian and 
Dannon. For details see the book titled The Road to 
Aston Cross, a copy of which I am enclosing with our 
complements.”
 Keogh, Brian. 1997. The Secret Sauce: A History of 
Lea & Perrins. Worcestershire, England: Leaper Books. 
viii + 135 p. Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire sauce “has been 
produced commercially in Worcester since 1837, basically 
to the same secret formula and process. It was fi rst made 
at 68 Broad Street, Worcester, England, in the back of the 
chemist shop owned by the two men who created it: Mr. 
John Wheeley Lea (born 1791) and Mr. William Henry 
Perrins (born 1793). Both men were born in villages in 
Worcestershire. From the early 1840s it was widely exported 
(Introduction, p. vii). In Jan. 1823, Lea, an established 
chemist, took on Perrins as a partner. Their original catalog, 
dated 1 Jan. 1823, which lists over 300 items from around 
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the world, is still in existence. The catalog includes two 
ingredients of the sauce to be–anchovies and tamarinds. 
However the recipe for the sauce and the method for 
making it must remain a secret. By 1837 Lea and Perrins 
owned 3 chemist shops; they were now well established and 
successful chemists.
 Worcester lay on the River Severn, which fl ows 
southward into the wide Bristol Channel, and which for 
centuries had been used to carry goods between Bristol 
and the Midlands. In 1815 the opening of the Birmingham-
Worcestershire further increased traffi c. In 1850 the Great 
Western fi nally brought its railway to Worchester (p. 1-5, 27, 
35).
 Note 2. During the 1800s, the ingredients used in 
making Worcestershire Sauce were a carefully kept secret. 
Forman (1886) was one of the fi rst to state that soy sauce is 
used as an ingredient in Worcestershire sauce. Rorer (1902) 
repeated this idea, but in more detail, and for the fi rst time 
in a cookbook. Fesca (1904) was the fi rst to show this based 
on chemical analysis in a laboratory. At least 101 documents 
confi rm this fact. During World War II, soy sauce was 
permanently replaced by HVP as an ingredient in Lea and 
Perrins Worcestershire Sauce (see Garnett 1991, above).

469. Gentleman’s Magazine (London). 1839. Obituary: Mr. 
James Bird. 11:551. May. New Series.
• Summary: He died on March 26. At Yoxford, Suffolk. Mr. 
Bird set up “in a stationer’s shop and a small circulating 
library in the village of Yoxford, and with the help of 
miscellaneous stock in trade... With Hymn-books, Harvey’s 
Sauce, Tea-trays, and Candlesticks.”

470. Bateman, William. 1839. Magnacopia: a chemico-
pharmaceutical library of useful and profi table information 
for the practitioner, chemist and druggist,... 3rd ed. London: 
Churchill. xii + 379 p. 15 cm.
• Summary: In the section on sauces (p. 272+): Sauce 
aristocratique (p. 272): “Pound green walnuts in a mortar, 
squeeze out the juice through a strainer, and let it stand to 
settle. Pour off the clear, and to every pint of juice add a 
pound of anchovies, one drachm each of cloves, mace, and 
Jamaica pepper (bruised). Boil together till the anchovies are 
dissolved, strain it off, and put in a good handful of shalots, 
and boil again. To every pint of the above, add half a pint of 
best brown vinegar, and three ounces of soy.”
 Sauce au roi (p. 273): “Take a quart of best brown 
vinegar, three table spoonfuls each of soy and walnut 
ketchup, three shalots (cut small), one ounce of cayenne 
pepper, and four bruised cloves.
 “Remark.–Keep these ingredients together for a month, 
and shake them frequently. Ketchups in sauces are not 
generally to be approved, except they are made at home, 
and can be warranted a perfect essence of the fruit, as they 
tend to thicken every description of cold meat sauces, which 

makes them unsightly and unsaleable.”
 Quin sauce (p. 275): “The same as Sauce Aristocratique, 
leaving out soy.”
 Harvey’s Sauce (p. 275): “Take quin sauce, six ounces; 
soy, two ounces; cayenne, two drachms; brown vinegar, four 
ounces.”
 Piquante sauce (p. 275): “Take two ounces of cayenne 
pepper, a pint of brown vinegar, and an ounce of soy and port 
wine.”
 Isle of Wight sauce (p. 276): “Take a quart of soy, ditto 
[a quart] of port wine, ditto of brandy, ditto of mushroom 
ketchup; mixed together.”

471. Conversations on nature and art. 1839. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: Lea & Blanchard. 333 p.
• Summary: In Chapter 5, p. 97 contains this exchange: 
“Mrs. C. There is one piece of information which I can add 
to the account which we have just read; and that is the mode 
in which the Chinese prepare their bird’s-nest soup.
 “Henrietta. We should like very much to hear it.
 Mrs. C. The soup is served up with pigeons’ or plovers’ 
eggs fl oating on it... There being neither salt nor pepper in 
the preparation of this dish, it would be quite insipid were it 
not for vinegar and soy [sauce], which you use at pleasure* 
(Footnote: *Dobell’s Kamtchatka). “Esther. I have heard all 
kinds of strange stories about Soy, and should like very much 
to know what it is really made of.
 “Mrs. C. Soy is made from a species of Dolichos (D. 
Soja). There follows a long excerpt about the mode of 
making soy from Dobell’s Travels (1830).
 Also discusses: Uses of sea weed (p. 92-94).

472. Graham, John. 1839. A catalogue of the plants growing 
in Bombay and its vicinity; spontaneous, cultivated or 
introduced, as far as they have been ascertained. Bombay: 
Printed at the Government Press. ix + 254 p. See p. 52. 22 
cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: “205. Soja. W. & A. [Wight & Arnott 1834] 
Diadelphia Decandria. Sooja–name of a Chinese sauce 
prepared from the seeds.
 “405. S. [Soja] Hispida W. & A. 762. Dolichos soja. 
Rox. [Roxburgh] Flora. 3. p. 314. Jacq. [Jacquin] Ic. Rar. 
t. 145. An annual, hairy plant; fl owers small, of a reddish 
purple; in gardens. In Japan the seeds are called Miso [sic, 
error based on Miller 1807], and are commonly eaten in 
soups (Don. [1832])
 “206. Dolichos. L. Diadelphia Decandria. Greek, for 
long, -tedious: (Odys.) name given in allusion to the habit 
of the plants, sending forth long shoots. Gaert. t. 150. Lam. 
t. 610.” The author then gives brief descriptions of Dolichos 
unifl orus, D. falcatus, and D. sinensis.
 The title page reads: “Published under the auspices, 
and for the use of the Agri-Horticultural Society of Western 
India. To be continued and completed Printed by special 
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permission, at the Government Press, Bombay.” A quote 
from Linnaeus is on the title page. The author, John Graham, 
lived 1805-1839. Voigt (1845) notes that Dr. J. Graham was 
a professor of Botany at Edinburgh, Scotland. Contains a 
preface giving a short account of the author and a manuscript 
index of native names. Address: Deputy Post-Master General 
of Bombay.

473. Medhurst, Walter Henry. comp. 1839. An English and 
Japanese and Japanese and English vocabulary: compiled 
from native works. Batavia [Jakarta].
• Summary: Near the bottom of the title page we read: 
Printed by lithography. The text of the entire book is 
handwritten on very thin paper. The pages are unnumbered. 
The volume is divided into three parts, each with a title 
written only in Chinese characters. The Introduction begins: 
“The following compilation is with diffi dence offered to 
the public, principally because the author has never been in 
Japan and has never had the opportunity of conversing with 
the natives.” Medhurst knows Chinese, but not Japanese, and 
the text was written by a Chinese person who understands 
neither English nor Chinese–which explains why the book 
contains so many errors, as the author acknowledges.
 Each page of this dictionary is divided into three vertical 
columns: (1) The word(s) in English. (2) The Japanese word 
written in Roman letters (Romaji). (3) The Japanese word 
written in katakana (and sometimes also in kanji).
 In section 7, titled “Food consumed by men,” page 2 
lists “bean fl our–mame no ko” which is probably roasted soy 
fl our or kinako. Page 4, under “drinkables,” lists “soy–s’ya, 
so e” which is soy sauce or shoyu.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term mame no ko, or the term 
“bean fl our–mame no ko” to refer to what is probably roasted 
soy fl our.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term word s’ya or the word so 
e to refer shoyu or soy sauce.
 Walter Henry Medhurst lived 1796-1857. Address: 
English Congregregationalist Christian Missionary, Batavia.

474. Ure, Andrew. 1839. A dictionary of arts, manufactures, 
and mines; Containing a clear exposition of their principles 
and practice. 2 vols. London: Longman, Orme, Brown, 
Greene & Longmans. vii + 1334 p. See Vol. 2, p. 1158. A 
2nd London edition was published in 1840. [1 ref]
• Summary: “SOY, is a liquid condiment, or sauce, imported 
chiefl y from China. It is prepared with a species of white 
haricots, wheat fl our, common salt, and water; in the 
proportions respectively of 50, 60, 50, and 250 pounds. The 
haricots are washed, and boiled in water till they become 
so soft as to yield to the fi ngers. They are then laid in a fl at 
dish to cool, and kneaded along with the fl our, a little of the 
hot water of the decoction being added from time to time. 

This dough is next spread an inch or an inch and a half thick 
upon the fl at vessel (made of thin staves of bamboo), and 
when it becomes hot and mouldy, in two or three days, the 
cover is raised upon bits of stick, to give free access of air. 
If a rancid odor is exhaled, and the mass grows green, the 
process goes on well; but if it grows black, it must be more 
freely exposed to the air. As soon as all the surface is covered 
with green mouldiness, which usually happens in eight or ten 
days, the cover is removed, and the matter is placed in the 
sunshine for several days. When it has become as hard as a 
stone, it is cut into small fragments, thrown into an earthen 
vessel, and covered with the 250 pounds of water having 
the salt dissolved in it. The whole is stirred together, and the 
height at which the water stands is noted. The vessel being 
placed in the sun, its contents are stirred up every morning 
and evening; and a cover is applied at night, to keep it warm 
and exclude rain. The more powerful the sun, the sooner 
the soy will be complete; but it generally requires two or 
three of the hottest summer months. As the mass diminishes 
by evaporation, well water is added; and the digestion is 
continued till the salt water has dissolved the whole of the 
fl our and the haricots; after which the vessel is left in the sun 
for a few days, as the good quality of the soy depends on the 
completeness of the solution, which is promoted by regular 
stirring. When it has at length assumed an oily appearance, it 
is poured into bags, and strained. The clear black liquid is the 
soy, ready for use. It is not boiled, but is put up into bottles, 
which must be carefully corked. Genuine soy was made in 
this way at Canton, by Michael de Grubbens. (See Memoirs 
of Academy of Sciences of Stockholm for 1803).”
 In Vol. 1, under “Oils,” a large table (p. 894-95) titled 
“List of plants which yield the ordinary Unctuous Oils of 
commerce” contains four columns: Number (1-41), plants, 
oils, and specifi c gravity. The oils include linseed oil, walnut 
oil, poppy oil, hemp oil, oil of sesamum, olive oil, almond 
oil, oil of behen or ben, cucumber oil, beech oil, oil of 
mustard, oil of sunfl ower, rape seed oil, castor oil, tobacco 
seed oil, palm kernel oil, grape seed oil, butter of cacao, 
cocoa nut oil, palm oil, laurel oil, ground-nut oil, piney 
tallow, oil of juliene, oil of camellia, oil of weld seed, oil 
of garden cresses, oil of deadly nightshade, cotton seed oil, 
colza oil, summer rapeseed oil, oil of radish seed, cherry-
stone oil, apple seed oil, spindle tree oil, cornil berry tree oil, 
oil of the roots of cyper grass (Cyperus esculenta), henbane 
seed oil, horse chestnut oil, pinetop oil. Note that soybean oil 
is not mentioned.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2002) that contains the term “Ground-nut oil” (or 
“Groundnut oil”).
 Ure was a physician, an M.D. The title page states 
that this book is “Illustrated with twelve hundred and forty 
engravings on wood.” Vol. I contains pages 1-744, and vol. 
II, pages 745-1334. Address: London.
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475. Kay (T.). 1840. Sales by auction: Important sale of 
foreign carpets,... (Ad). Times (London). April 6. p. 8, col. 4.
• Summary: “... carved ivory chess men, fi ne old India Soy 
and currie powder... T. Kay begs to call the attention of the 
nobility and gentry, hotel and lodging-house keepers, to the 
above magnifi cent stock,...” Address: The Mart [London].

476. Faulkner’s. 1840. Classifi ed ad: India Soy, 1s. 6d. per 
bottle. Times (London). June 8. p. 7, col. 2.
• Summary: “Essence of anchovies, 1s.; Reading sauce, 
1s.; Harvey’s ditto, 1s.; Universal ditto, 1s.; King of Oude, 
1s. 3d.;... Cavice, 1s.; Ketchup, 9d.; Chili Tarragon, and 
raspberry vinegars, 1s....”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
in the Times (London) that uses the term “King of Oude” to 
refer to the name of a sauce, apparently coined by Faulkner. 
Oude (later Oudh) was a place in northern British India.
 Note 2. Note that India Soy sells for twice as much 
as Ketchup–which is probably soy sauce from the Dutch 
East Indies. Unfortunately we cannot make a reliable price 
comparison since we are not told the size of the bottle in 
which each was sold. Address: Sauce and foreign warehouse, 
44, Jermyn-street, St. James’s [London].

477. Lea, Perrins, & Smith. 1840. Worcestershire Sauce 
(Ad). Manchester Guardian (England). Oct. 17. p. 1.
• Summary:  “So many sauces, under every variety of name, 
have been of late contending for public favor, that we have 
hesitated to extend beyond our own vicinity the introduction 
of a new one, which has, nevertheless, in a very short time, 

become much sought after and esteemed in other parts of the 
kingdom.–The Worcestershire Sauce is prepared by us from 
the favourite recipe of a nobleman of acknowledged goût; 
it possesses a peculiar piquancy; it is applicable to almost 
every dish, on account of the superiority of its zest; the 
diffusible property of its delicate fl avour renders it the most 
economical, as well as the most useful of sauces.
 “Lea, Perrins, & Smith, Worcester and Cheltenham. 
Sold in Manchester by Messrs Roach and Co., Market-street; 
Mr. Yates, Old Exchange, and Mr. Hutchinson, Old Church 
Yard.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that mentions “Worcestershire Sauce,” or Lea and Perrins, 
or “a nobleman” in connection with Worcestershire Sauce. 
The sauce must have been sold commercially by this time. 
What happened to Mr. Smith? Address: Worcester and 
Cheltenham.

478. Allen, R.; Allen, E. 1840. The Midland counties’ 
railway companion, with topographical descriptions... 
Nottingham, England: Printed by R. Allen. 148 p. See p. 143.
• Summary: Near the rear of the book, a 1/3 page display ad, 
under “Birmingham” reads (p. 143). “J.R. & I. Sherwood, 
Plated ware manufacturers, dinner tea, and coffee services, 
in elegant variety; Candlesticks and branches; Snuffer trays; 
Liquor, Cruet, and Soy Stands, &c.
 “76, Lichfi eld Street, Birmingham.” Four illustrations 
show various plated wares. Address: 1. Nottingham; 2. 
Leicester. Both: Proprietors.
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479. Holman, James. 1840. Travels in China, New Zealand, 
New South Wales, Van Diemen’s Land, Cape Horn, etc., 
etc. 2nd ed. London: George Routledge. viii + 519 p. Illust. 
Forms vol. 4 of the author’s Voyage Round the World.
• Summary: Mr. Holman was in southern China in Sept. and 
Oct. 1830. He visited Macao and Whampoa, but stayed at 
Canton, where the following events took place.
 On the page titled “Mode of preparing soy” (p. 105): 
“He also sells soy [sauce], both of the kind made in 
China, and that which is brought from Japan. The latter is 
considered the best. There is a large manufactory of this 
article in the island of Honan, opposite Canton; and another 
at Whampoa.
 “Soy is made from the seeds (or beans) of the Dolichos 
Sooja, and the process of preparing it is as follows:–The 
beans are fi rst boiled soft, when nearly an equal quantity of 
wheat or barley fl our is added. After this has gone through 
a regular process of fermentation, a quantity of salt is put 
in, suffi cient to make a brine strong enough to fl oat an egg, 
using three times as much water as the original quantity of 
beans. This compound is then left for two or three months, 
when it is pressed, and strained for use. It improves by 
age, and is best preserved in earthen jars, and bottles, well 
sealed.”
 The page titled “Dine with Tin-Qua” (p. 139) describes 
his dinner at a Hong merchant’s house: “On dinner being 
announced, we were conducted to a circular table, and each 
of us provided with a pair of ivory chopsticks mounted with 
silver, a silver ladle with the handle much curved, a small 
cup of soy, a saucer or stand for the bowls out of which 
we were to eat, and an elegant silver cup richly gilt, with 
two handles, mounted on a stand of similar material, and 
resembling in form an inverted saucer.”
 Page 140: “The dinner commenced with a large bowl of 
birds’- nest soup, from which each person helped himself. 
We found it very insipid until fl avoured with soy, as the 
necessary condiments of salt and pepper seem to be wholly 
neglected in Chinese cookery.” Also served “was a vegetable 
soup made of prepared sea-weed from the coast of Japan.” 
This dried weed is called Tay-choey. Address: R.N., F.R.S. 
[England].

480. Manchester Guardian (England). 1841. Domestic, 
miscellaneous, &c.: Chinese dinners. March 31. p. 4.
• Summary: From Saturday Magazine: “A festival given at 
Canton by one of the Hong merchants... to a select party of 
English, is thus described by one of the party. We sat down 
in number about fi fteen... We were told we had the happiness 
to partake of stewed pigeon’s eggs, wild cat, fricassied 
[fricasseed] frogs, dried worms (particularly recommended 
as a bonne bouche for wine at dessert), sea slugs, sharks fi ns, 
and other delicacies, which, whatever they may really have 
been, were rendered extremely palatable by the application 
of a little Japan soy [sauce].

 Note: It seems surprising that soy sauce from Japan 
would have been used at a banquet in Canton, China. How 
would the writer have known where the soy sauce had 
been made? How interesting if the Chinese were actually 
importing soy sauce from Japan at this time because they 
considered it superior to their own. Or perhaps the writer is 
using “Japan soy” as a generic term for all soy sauce.

481. Cooley, Arnold James. 1841. The cyclopaedia of 
practical receipts in all the useful and domestic arts: Being 
a compendius book of reference for the manufacturer, 
tradesman, and amateur. London: J. Churchill. vi + 281 p. 
See p. 207. 20 cm. *
• Summary: Cover title: “Cyclopedia of 3000 practical 
receipts.”
 Page 207 mentions Quin’s sauce, Walnut Catsup, and 
soy [sauce]. Address: “By a practical chemist”.

482. Penny cyclopaedia of the Society for the Diffusion of 
Useful Knowledge: Soja hispida. 1841. London: Charles 
Knight & Co. See vol. 22, p. 193-94. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soja Hispida (Moench), Soja Japonica (Savi), 
the Dolichos Soja (Linn), a leguminous plant, native of Japan 
and the Moluccas, and abundant in the peninsula of India, 
though probably introduced there. The seeds resemble those 
of the haricot, French or kidney bean, and are used by the 
Chinese to ‘form a favourite dish, called ten-hu, or tau-hu 
which looks like curd, and which, though insipid in itself, yet 
with proper seasoning is agreeable and wholesome’ (Don’s 
Dictionary). The Japanese call the seeds Miso [sic, error 
based on Miller 1807] and put them into soup, of which they 
sometimes partake three times a day. They likewise prepare 
with them the sauce termed Sooja which has been corrupted 
into Soy.
 “’The beans are boiled until all the water is nearly 
evaporated, and they begin to burn, when they are taken from 
the fi re, and placed in large wide-mouthed jars, exposed to 
the sun and air; water and a certain proportion of molasses 
or very brown sugar are added. These jars are stirred well 
every day, until the liquor and beans are completely mixed 
and fermented; the material is then strained, salted, and 
boiled, and skimmed until clarifi ed, and will after this 
process become of a very deep brown colour, and keep any 
length of time. It has been stated that the gravy or juice of 
meat was used in preparing this condiment, but it appears 
to be entirely made from vegetable materials. There are two 
or three qualities of soy. To make the best requires much 
care and attention. Japanese soy is much esteemed in China 
on account of the superior manner in which it is made. 
Shopkeepers at Canton who sell soy have large platforms on 
the roofs of their houses, where the jars for preparing soy are 
arranged and exposed to the sun; for the consumption of soy 
is enormous. Neither rich nor poor can breakfast, dine, or sup 
without it; it is the sauce for all kinds of food; gives a zest to 
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every dish, and may be said to be indispensable at a Chinese 
repast.’ (Dobell’s Kamschatka.) Soy is only sparingly used as 
a sauce in this country. It has the character of being a useful 
stomachic, but not more so than any of the other condiments 
when used with moderation.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2004) 
that uses the word “stomachic” in connection with soy sauce. 
Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (1998) defi nes 
stomachic (fi rst used as a noun in 1735) as “a stimulant or 
tonic for the stomach.” Address: London, England.

483. Timbs, John. 1841. Popular errors: Explained and 
illustrated. London: Tilt and Bogue. vii + 376 p. Index. 17 
cm.
• Summary: In Chapter 2, titled “Errors respecting the 
properties of food,” the section titled “Soy from black-
beetles” (p. 86) states:
 “Sailors have a notion that Soy [sauce] is made from 
cockroaches; and, however absurd the belief may appear, 
the reason for it is worthy of investigation. The Chinese 
at Canton have a large Soy manufactory, and they are 
particularly solicitous to obtain cockroaches from ships; 
from which circumstances sailors immediately conclude 
that it is for the purpose of making Soy from them. But, it is 
better established that cockroaches are used by the Chinese 
bait in fi shing. The infusion of cockroaches is also used in 
medicine; and Mr. Webster, surgeon of H.M.S. Chanticleer, 
states that common salt and water, saturated with the juices 
of the cockroach, has all the odour, and some of the fl avour 
and qualities, of Soy; so that the sailors’ notion, after all, may 
not be far from the truth.” Address: Editor... [England].

484. Medhurst, Walter Henry. comp. 1842-1843. Chinese and 
English dictionary: Containing all the words in the Chinese 
Imperial Dictionary, arranged according to the radicals. 2 
vols. Batavia: Printed at Parapattan.
• Summary: In volume I (1842): At radical 37 (p. 145-46), 
ta, meaning “big,” the soybean, tatou, is not mentioned. But 
tama, meaning “hemp” is mentioned.
 At radical 82: Maou (p. 432-33, hair of brute animals), 
maoutow [maodou, edamame] does not appear.
 At radical 85 (“water”): Tsëang is defi ned (p. 482) as: 
“A thick fl uid water of a certain consistence, water in rice 
has been steeped...” Note 1. This character (pinyin jiang) can 
also mean “milk.” Doujiang (“bean + milk”) means soymilk.
 In volume II (1843): At radical 151 (p. 1072), tow, 
meaning “pulse” or “bean” we fi nd: Ta tow is large beans 
[soybeans], and seaou tow is small beans [azuki]. But tow 
fu [tofu, doufu] does not appear. Shé (p. 1072, four strokes) 
means “Pickled pulse; any thing pickled in brine” [today’s 
“fermented black soybeans”].
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2009) that uses the term “pickled pulse” to refer to 
fermented black soybeans.

Wan (p. 1073, fi ve strokes) means “A bean, read yuh, 
soy.” Tsae (p. 1073, six strokes) means “Pickled pulse; soy.” 
K’he (p. 1073, eight strokes) means “Bean stalks.” Han (p. 
1074, ten strokes) means “Beans in a cake.”
 At radical 164: Tsëang (p. 1197, eleven strokes) means 
“Pickle, brine; the brine in which meat is salted. Shé tsëang 
means “a soy made of pulse.”
 At radical 201: Hwang (p. 1457) means “Yellow.” But 
Hwang tow meaning “soybean” or “yellow soybean” does 
not appear.
 Also discusses: At radical 200: Ma (p. 1455) means 
“Hemp.” Walter Henry Medhurst lived 1796-1857. Address: 
English Congregregationalist Christian Missionary.

485. A trip home with some home-spun yarns. 1842. London: 
Saunders and Otley. xvi + 424 p.
• Summary: Page 75: “... let me refer you to the late 
celebrated Quin, who was so excessively fond of him” [fi sh].
 Page 76: “... and suggested that I might not like the Quin 
Sauce, (though in fact it proved excellent).”

486. Ure, Andrew. 1842. A dictionary of arts, manufactures, 
and mines; Containing a clear exposition of their principles 
and practice. New York, NY: D. Appleton & Co. 1340 p. See 
p. 1164. [1 ref]
• Summary: At SOY [sauce], the text is identical to that 
found in Vol. II, page 1158, of the original 1839 edition 
published in London by Longman, Orme, Brown, Greene 
& Longmans (vii + 1334 p.). A second London edition 
was published in 1840. The title page states that this book 
is “Illustrated with twelve hundred and forty engravings 
on wood. From the second London edition.” It is the fi rst 
American edition. Many other American editions were 
published including one in 2 volumes in 1856 (New York: D. 
Appleton & Co.), which see. The entry for SOY, in Vol. 2, 
p. 694-95, is also identical to that in the American 1842 ed. 
Address: London.

487. Faulkner’s. 1843. Classifi ed ad: Bottled fruits, assorted, 
12s. per dozen;... Times (London). Jan. 24. p. 7, col. 4.
• Summary: “;... Indian soy [sauce], 1s. 3d. per bottle; 
essence of anchovies, shrimps, and lobsters, 1s.; Reading 
sauce, 1s.; Harvey’s ditto, Mogul or Chatny, King of Oude, 
Chili vinegar, &c. all 1s. each; ketchups, 9d.; pickles, 
various, 1s.; curry powder, 1s. 3d. per packet;...”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
that uses the word “Chatny” [probably “Chutney”] to refer 
to the name of a sauce, apparently coined by Faulkner. 
Address: Italian and grocery warehouse, 44, Jermyn-street, 
St. James’s, three doors from Duke street [London].

488. Duncan & Son (John); Lea, Perrins & Smith, 
Proprietors. 1843. Classifi ed ad: The Worcestershire Sauce. 
Evening Post (The) (New York, NY). Jan. 28. p. 1, col. 5.
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• Summary: “(Prepared from the Recipe of a Nobleman 
in the country) It is so highly esteemed for its superior 
fl avour and gout [taste] that it has called forth the highest 
encomiums, and become very greatly used by families in 
every part of the United Kingdom, many of whom have 
pronounced it to be ‘the only good Sauce, and suitable for all 
kinds of Hot and Cold Meat, Fish, Curries, Game and Soup, 
with which its diffusible property, and high fl avour render it 
the most economical, as well as the most useful Sauce.
 “John Duncan & Son,
 “407 Broadway, New York,
 “Have just received a supply, and with every confi dence 
in your approval, will feel gratifi ed and obliged by your 
giving it a trial.
 We are, Your obedient Servants,
 “Lea, Perrins & Smith, Proprietors.
 “Worcester, England.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
showing that Worcestershire sauce, or Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire sauce being sold in the United States.

489. Hickson (Samuel) and Son’s. 1843. Classifi ed ad: 
Hickson’s sauces and pickles. Times (London). Feb. 9. p. 2, 
col. 6.
• Summary: “The King of Oude’s sauce, superior tomata, 
essence of lobster, essence of shrimps, essence of Gorgona 
anchovies, Bickson’s sauce for fi sh, gravies, &c., genuine 
China soy [sauce], mushroom and walnut ketchup, lemon 
pickle, oyster sauce... Harvey and Reading sauces,... Bruce’s 
Madras curry and mulligatawny pastes, curry powder and 
chutnee [chutney]...”
 Note: “China soy” probably refers to soy sauce made in 
China. Address: 72, Welbeck-street [London].

490. Lea and Perrin’s. 1843. Lea and Perrin’s 
“Worcestershire Sauce” (Ad). Observer (London). March 5. 
p. 1.
• Summary:  “Prepared from the recipe of a nobleman in the 
country. The above celebrated Sauce, has from the time of its 

introduction, been steadily progressing in public favour; its 
peculiar piquancy, combined with exquisite fl avor, establish 
it of a character unequalled in sauces. Noblemen and those 
of acknowledged goût, pronounce it to be ‘the only good 
sauce;’ and for enriching gravies, or as a zest for fi sh, curries, 
steaks, game, cold meat, &c, especially unrivalled. As a 
rapidly increasing inquiry is now made for it in all parts 
of the kingdom, the proprietors beg to state that druggists, 
grocers, and others may be supplied by their agents:–Messrs. 
Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street; Mr. J. Harding, King-
street, Stepney; Messrs. Metcalfe and Co., 16 Southampton-
row; and by the wholesale oil and Italian warehousemen 
in London, upon the same terms as at their warehouse at 
Worcester–Sold retail by the usual venders of sauces in half-
pint bottles at 1s. 6d., pints 2s. 6d., and quarts 5s. each, with 
the proprietors’ stamp over the cork of every bottle.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2012) 
that gives prices for Lea and Perrins’ sauce, or that shows 
them selling it in three sizes of bottles, or that uses the word 
“celebrated” to describe Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire 
sauce. Address: Worcester.

491. Naval and Military Gazette: East India and Colonial 
Chronicle (London). 1843. Lea & Perrin’s ‘Worcestershire 
Sauce’ (Ad). April 1. p. 208, col. 2. *
• Summary: This small ad states: “prepared from the recipe 
of a nobleman in the country.”
 Note: This article was cited by the Oxford English 
Dictionary (1989) at “Worcestershire Sauce.” Soyinfo Center 
has not seen it. This periodical was published from 1833 
to 1886. The British Library owns only Jan. 1861 to Dec. 
1874. Shelfmark: Newspapers9ab. Address: Worcestershire, 
England.

492. Otterson (F.). 1843. Ex Phoebe–(Ad). Nelson Examiner 
and New Zealand Chronicle. April 8. p. 225.
• Summary: “24 cases consisting of... salad oil, olives, 
Cayenne pepper, walnut catsup, mushroom catsup, Harvey 
sauce, Reading sauce,...”
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493. Waterston, William. 1843. A cyclopædia of commerce, 
mercantile law, fi nance, and commercial geography:... 
Edinburgh, Scotland: Oliver & Boyd; London: Simpkin, 
Marshall, & Co. iv + 684 + 39 + 128 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy” (p. 627) states: “Soy, 
a peculiar savoury sauce made from the bean of the Soja, 
a species of Dolichos growing in the eastern parts of Asia. 
Genuine soy is well fl avoured, thick, brown, and clear; 
and when shaken in a glass, it should leave a coat on the 
surface of a bright yellowish brown colour. It is imported 
from Canton, but the best is brought from Japan by way of 
Batavia” [today’s Jakarta in the Dutch East Indies].
 Note 1. Following p. 672 (the end of the basic 
cyclopædia) is a one-page table titled “Tariff of duties 
exigible in the United Kingdom.” For each imported item 
there are two rates: (1) From foreign countries, and (2) From 
British possessions. Tariffs are levied on beans (10 pence/
bu), “oil-seed cakes” (1 shilling/ton), and some seeds (“Cole, 
fl ax, hemp, rape, sesamum;” 1 pence/qr [pence/quarter; in 
the UK a “quarter” is usually a quarter of a hundredweight 
{112 lb} or 28 lbs]).
 Note 2. No soybeans or soy cakes were being imported 
to England at this time. Soy [sauce] is not mentioned. At the 
end of the book is an alphabetical “Supplement” and three 
maps of Great Britain.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2005) that mentions “rape” seeds (or the 
rape plant), or that mentions “Cole” a seed very similar or 
identical to rape seed.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “oil-seed” (or “oil 
seed”).
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2005) that contains the term “oil-seed cake” (or 
“oil-seed cakes” or “oil seed cake”). Address: Accountant, 
Edinburgh [Scotland].

494. Faulkner’s. 1844. Classifi ed ad: Bottled fruits, 12s. per 
dozen;... Times (London). Feb. 21. p. 11, col. 1.
• Summary: “;... Indian soy [sauce], 1s. 3d. per bottle. 
Essences–anchovies, lobsters, and shrimps, 1s. Harvey’s 
sauce, 1s.; Reading sauce, 1s.; King of Oude and Chetna 
sauces, 1s.; Chili, Tarragon, and other vinegars, 1s.; ketchup, 
9d.; pickles, 1s. Salad oil, curry powder,... equally cheap.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) in 
the Times (London) that uses the word “Chetna” [probably 
“Chutney”] to refer to the name of a sauce, apparently coined 
by Faulkner. Address: Grocers and oilmen, 44, Jermyn-street, 
St. James’s, three doors from Duke street [London].

495. Faulkner’s. 1844. Classifi ed ad: Westphalia hams, 9d. 
per lb.;... Times (London). June 27. p. 11, col. 4.
• Summary: “;... India soy [sauce], 1s. 3d. per bottle. 

Essences–anchovies, lobsters, and shrimps, 1s.; Harvey’s 
sauce, 1s.; Reading sauce, 1s.; King of Oude and Chetna 
[Chutney?] sauces, 1s.;...” Address: Grocers and oilmen, 
44, Jermyn-street, St. James’s, three doors from Duke-st. 
[London].

496. Lazenby (E.) and Son. 1844. Classifi ed ad: Harvey’s 
Fish Sauce. Times (London). June 27. p. 11, col. 4.
• Summary: “Having numerous complaints from families 
who are imposed upon by the spurious imitations of their 
Harvey’s Fish Sauce, request purchasers to observe that 
each bottle of the genuine article bears the name of ‘William 
Lazenby’ on the back, in addition to the front label used so 
many years and signed ‘Elizabeth Lazenby,’ E. Lazenby 
and Son’s Essence of Anchovies continues to be prepared 
with that peculiar care which has rendered it so justly 
admired as sauce for salmon, turbot, cod, soles, eels, &c. 
and is manufactured only at their old-established fi sh-sauce 
warehouse...” Address: Fish-sauce Warehouse, No. 6, 
Edward-street, Portman-square [London].

497. Lea and Perrins. 1844. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce,... Times (London). July 15. p. 11, col. 
1.
• Summary:  See next page. “... prepared from the recipe of 
a nobleman in the country. ‘Great Western Steam-ship, June 
6, 1844.–The cabin of the Great Western has been regularly 
supplied with Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce, which 
is adapted to every variety of dish from turtle to beef, from 
salmon to steaks, to all of which it gives a famous relish. I 
have great pleasure in recommending this excellent sauce to 
captains and passengers for its capital fl avour, and as the best 
accompaniment of its kind for a voyage.–(Signed) James 
Hosken.’ Sold wholesale by the proprietors, Messrs. Lea and 
Perrin, Worcester; Messrs. Barclay and Sons, Farringdon 
street; and the principal oil and Italian warehousemen in 
London; and retail by the usual venders of sauces.”
 Very similar ads appeared in the July 19 issue (p. 11, 
col. 5) and in the Aug. 23 issue (p. 8, col. 1). In both of 
these, the name is written “Lea and Perrin’s” instead of “Lea 
and Perrins’” Worcestershire Sauce. Address: [Worcester, 
Worcestershire, England].

498. Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India, 
Proceedings and Report (Calcutta). 1844. Presentations to 
the gardens and museums. 3(Part 2):170. Meeting of Aug. 
14.
• Summary: These “Monthly Proceedings of the Society” 
are bound in the back of: Journal of the Agricultural & 
Horticultural Society of India, Vol. 3.
 “1. A small assortment of Chinese seeds, consisting of 
peas, beans, maize, cypress, &c. Presented by H. Torrens on 
behalf of Capt. H. Bigge.
 “In this communication, forwarding these seeds, 
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Capt. Bigge makes the following remarks in regard to one 
description of Pea: -
 “Of the esculents the large White Pea is deserving of this 
notoriety, that it forms the staple of the trade of Changhair 
[probably Shanghai] or nearly so, to the astonishing amount 
of 10 millions of Dollars, or 2½ millions sterling. This I give 
on the authority of the Rev. Mr. Medhurst, of Changhair and 
Mr. Thom, H.M. Consul at Ningpo.
 “The peas are ground in a mill and then pressed, in a 
somewhat complicated, though as usual in China, a most 
effi cient press, by means of wedges driven under the outer 
part of the frame-work with mallets. No description would 
suffi ce without a drawing [no drawing is shown]. The oil is 
used both for eating and burning [in lamps for illumination], 
more for the latter purpose however, and the cake–packed 
like large Gloucester cheeses, or small grindstones in circular 
shape–is distributed throughout China in every direction both 
as food for pigs and buffaloes, as also for manure.”
 Note 1. The “large White pea” is clearly the soybean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions the soybean as a source of 
oil–”used both for eating and burning.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2001) 
concerning the use of soy bean oil in lamps for illumination 
or lighting.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002) 
that mentions soybeans as a feed for pigs.
 Note 5. Rev. W.H. Medhurst wrote a Chinese and 
English Dictionary published in 1842-43 and 1847.

499. Grant, Alexander. 1844. A diary of Chinese husbandry, 
from observations made at Chusan in 1843-44, illustrated by 
drawings of the implements of agriculture. Agricultural and 
Horticultural Society of India, Journal (Calcutta) 3(Part I, 
No. 3):119-42. See p. 126-27.
• Summary: The entry for 31 Oct. 1843 states (p. 126-27): 
“There are also large fi elds of a small species of French bean 
[probably the soybean], much used in the preparation of bean 

curd [tofu]. In the interspaces of these, trefoil is being sown. 
The land in this double cropping system seems supported 
only by assiduous irrigation with water and liquid manure, 
and the small allotment of vegetable ashes and pulverized 
earth already referred to, in which the seeds are sown. The 
young plants are occasionally sprinkled over with the same 
preparation and its stimulating effects are soon observable in 
the deep green colour of the leaf.”
 The entry for 21st November 1843 (p. 127) states: 
“During last week much of the low paddy ground has been 
drained, ploughed, and collected by the heavy 3-pronged hoe 
into beds... Of each little farm, about one-fourth is thus laid 
out in a crop of mustard; another fourth with trefoil, and the 
remaining two-fourths in wheat, barley and beans, leaving 
only a very few fi elds uncultivated... Nearly the last sheaf 
of the second rice crop has been housed, and old and young 
are now busily employed in getting up the sweet potatoe 
crop, and cutting and tying up in bundles the species of 
bean already mentioned, and which after being dried in the 
sun is afterwards used to prepare bean curd, a very favorite 
article of diet among the natives. “The soy bean is also much 
cultivated here. On such patches as had been under cotton 
cultivation, the plants have been pulled up and the ground 
sown with trefoil. The cotton is of inferior quality here, and 
less attention appears to be bestowed upon it than in other 
details of the farm.”
 Note 1. Chusan (pinyin: Zhoushan, W.-G. Chou-shan) is 
an archipelago in the East China Sea off the northeast coast 
of Zhejiang province, in eastern China, at the entrance of 
Hangzhou bay, consisting of about 100 islands. The capital 
is Dinghai, on Zhoushan Island, the largest one, located 
about 50 miles east of Ningbo (W.-G. Ning-po). For several 
centuries, it was a base for trade with foreign governments, 
especially Japan and Great Britain.
 Note 2. At the end of this article are 9 plates on 
unnumbered pages showing various agricultural implements.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “ bean curd” by itself 
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(with a space before the word “bean,” and where it is not 
preceded by the words “soy,” “soya,” “soja,” etc.) to refer to 
tofu. The second reference to “bean curd” in this document 
seems more accurate than the fi rst. Address: Esq., Bengal 
Medical Service.

500. Lea & Perrin. 1844. Classifi ed ad: Lea & Perrin’s [sic] 
Worcestershire Sauce,... Indian Mail (The) 1(18):574. Oct. 4.
• Summary: “... prepared from the recipe of a nobleman in 
the country.
 “’Great Western Steam-ship, June 6, 1844.–The cabin 
of the Great Western has been regularly supplied with 
Lea and Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce, which is adapted 
to every variety of dish, from turtle to beef, from salmon 
to steaks,–to all of which it gives a famous relish. I have 
great pleasure in recommending this excellent sauce to 
captains and passengers for its capital fl avour, and as the best 
accompaniment of its kind for a voyage.
 “(Signed) ‘James Hosken.’
 “Sold wholesale by the proprietors, Messrs. Lea 
& Perrin [sic], Worcester; Messrs. Barclay and Sons, 
Farringdon street; and the principal Oil and Italian 
warehousemen in London; and retail by the usual venders of 
sauces.”
 This ad also appeared in this same periodical on 6 Dec. 
1844 (p. 638).
 Note: This is the earliest ad seen (Feb. 2012) for 
Worcestershire Source outside of England. The new product 
will soon be sold worldwide, starting in British colonies. 
Address: Worcester, England.

501. Morrison, John Robert. 1844. A Chinese commercial 
guide: Consisting of a collection of details and regulations 
respecting foreign trade with China. 2nd ed., revised 
throughout... Macao: Published by the author. vii + 280 p. 24 
cm.
• Summary: Section 6, “Description of the articles of export 
at Canton” (p. 131+), contains a long description of soy 
sauce (p. 141): “50. Soy. This is a condiment made from the 
Dolichos bean, which grows in China and Japan; the name 
is derived from the Japanese siyau [sic, shôyu]. To make it 
the beans are boiled soft, and then an equal quantity of wheat 
or barley is added; after this has thoroughly fermented, a 
quantity of salt, and three times as much water as the beans 
were at fi rst, are added. The whole compound is now left for 
two or three months, and then pressed and strained. Good 
soy has an agreeable taste, and if shaken in a tumbler, lines 
the vessel with a lively yellowish-brown froth; the color 
of soy in the vessel is nearly black. It improves by age. 
Japan soy is considered superior to the Chinese, but both 
are of different qualities, and are probably made of various 
materials, some of which may be base enough. It is for the 
most part sent to England and America.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 

seen (April 2012) that uses the word siyau to refer to shoyu 
or soy sauce.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2008) that uses the word “tumbler,” or the word 
“froth,” or the term “yellowish-brown froth” in connection 
with soy sauce.
 Note 3. John Robert Morrison lived 1814-1843. 
Address: LL.D., Hongkong.

502. Lea and Perrins. 1845. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce... Times (London). April 15. p. 11, col. 
1.
• Summary: “... is pronounced by connoisseurs to be the 
only good sauce for enriching gravies, or as a zest for 
fi sh, curries, soups, game, steaks, cold meat, &c., and its 
rapidly increasing sale has induced the proprietors to open 
a warehouse in London. The very general and decided 
approbation bestowed on this sauce having encouraged 
imitations, the proprietors have adopted Betts’s patent 
metallic capsules, on which are embossed the words ‘Lea 
and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce,’ as a means of protection. 
Sold wholesale, retail, and for exportation by the proprietors, 
Vere-street, Oxford-street; Crosse and Blackwell, Soho-
square; Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street; Metcalfe and 
Co., Southampton-row; and by venders of sauces generally.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that contains the word “imitations” (or “imitation”), or the 
word “connoisseurs,” or the phrase “only good sauce,” 
or the names “Vere-street” or “Crosse and Blackwell,” in 
connection with Lea and Perrins or Worcestershire sauce. 
Address: [England].

503. Lea & Perrin. 1845. Classifi ed ad: Lea & Perrin’s [sic] 
Worcestershire Sauce... Supplement to Allen’s Indian Mail 
No. 36. p. 543. Sept. 2.
• Summary: “... is pronounced by connoisseurs to be ‘the 
only good sauce’ for enriching gravies, or as a zest for fi sh, 
curries, soups, game, steaks, cold meat, &c. The approbation 
bestowed on this sauce having encouraged imitations, 
the proprietors deem it necessary to caution purchasers to 
ask for ‘Lea and Perrin’s [sic] Worcestershire Sauce,’ and 
to observe that the same is embossed on Betts’s metallic 
capsules, which they adopted as a protection to the public. 
Sold wholesale, retail, and for exportation by the proprietors, 
Vere-street, Oxford-street; Crosse and Blackwell, Soho-
square; Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street; Metcalfe and 
Co., Southampton-row; and by venders of sauces generally.” 
Address: Worcester, England.

504. Lea and Perrin. 1845. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrin’s 
[sic] Worcestershire Sauce... Times (London). Oct. 11. p. 15, 
col. 5.
• Summary: “... is pronounced by connoisseurs to be the 
only good sauce for enriching gravies, or as a zest for fi sh, 
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curries, game, steaks, cold meat, &c. The approbation 
bestowed on this sauce having encouraged imitations, the 
proprietors deem it necessary to caution purchasers to ask for 
‘Lea and Perrin’s [sic] Worcestershire Sauce,’ and to observe 
that the same is embossed on Betts’s metallic capsules, 
which they have adopted as a protection to the public. Sold 
wholesale, retail, and for exportation by the proprietors, 
Vere-street, Oxford-street; Crosse and Blackwell, Soho-
square; Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street; and venders of 
sauces generally.” Address: [England].

505. Acton, Eliza. 1845. Modern cookery, in all its branches: 
Reduced to a system of easy practice, for the use of private 
families. 2nd ed. London: Longman, Brown, Green and 
Longman’s. xviii + 576 + 32 p. Illust. Index. 16 cm. [Eng]*
• Summary: Recipe for “Walnut catsup” (p. 134, 135). 
Recipe (p. 136) for “Epicurean sauce: Mix well, by shaking 
them in a bottle, a quarter-pint of Indian soy [sauce], ½ a pint 
of Chili vinegar, ½ a pint of walnut catsup, and a pint and a 
half of the best mushroom catsup. These proportions make 
an excellent sauce, either to mix with melted butter, and to 
serve with fi sh, or to add to different kinds of gravy; but they 
can be varied, or added to, at pleasure.
 “Indian soy, ¼ pint; Chili vinegar, ½ pint; walnut catsup, 
½ pint; mushroom catsup, 1½ pint.

“Obs. [Observations]–A pint of port wine, a few 
eschalots, and some thin strips of lemon-rind will convert 
this into an admirable store-sauce. Less soy would adapt it 
better to many tastes.”
 Note 1. Eliza Acton lived 1799-1859. Illustrated with 
numerous woodcuts. Publishers advertisements (32 p.) at 
end.
 Note 2. Neither this London edition nor the Philadelphia 
edition of the same year contains a recipe for Quin’s Sauce 
(as stated on the Internet at www.seafoodfi sh.com). Address: 
England.

506. Acton, Eliza; Hale, Sarah Josepha Buell. 1845. Modern 
cookery, in all its branches: Reduced to a system of easy 
practice, for the use of private families... The whole revised 
and prepared for American housekeepers, by Mrs. S.J. Hale. 
From the 2nd London ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Lea 
and Blanchard. 418 p. See p. 116-18. Illust. Index. 21 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: This book is identical to the London edition of 
the same year except: (1) The physical size and pagination 
are different. (2) In the American edition, there is a two-
page American preface (in addition to the British preface) 
which notes that the few changes “which have been made 
refer chiefl y to the preparation of those articles that may 
be regarded as more strictly American, as Indian corn, 
terrapins, and some others.” Otherwise the receipts (recipes) 
are identical, but on different pages. “Walnut catsup” (two 
recipes, p. 116-17).

 Soy [sauce] is mentioned on pages 43 (“a tablespoonful 
of the best soy”), 67, 71, 74 (“soy and lemon-juice each, 1 
teaspoonful;”), 84, 103, 118, 147, 148. “Epicurean sauce” 
(with Indian soy [sauce], p. 118).
 Harvey’s sauce is mentioned on pages 43 45, 52, 67, 
72, 74 84, 200. 102, 106, 115, 163, 167, 183, 255. Page 43 
suggests that Harvey’s sauce resembles “very fi ne mushroom 
catsup.” Address: England.

507. Cooley, Arnold James. 1845. A cyclopaedia of practical 
receipts, and collateral information in the arts, manufactures, 
and trades, including medicine, pharmacy, and domestic 
economy. Designed as a compendious book of reference for 
the manufacturer, tradesman, amateur, and heads of families. 
2nd ed. London: J. Churchill. vii + 808 p. See p. 196, 378, 
703-04, 720, 772. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: A greatly enlarged and improved new edition.
 The entry for “Browning (in cookery)” (p. 196) defi nes 
it as “A fl uid preparation used to colour and fl avour gravies, 
soups, &c.” Three of the 5 preparations call for “mushroom 
catsup.”
 The entry for “Essence of anchovies” (p. 378) calls for 
“mushroom catsup, 4 oz.”
 The entry for “Ketchup. Syn [Synonym] Catsup, 
Katchup” (p. 539) gives recipes for: 1. Camp ketchup. 2. 
Cucumber ketchup. 3. For sea stores [ships]. 4. Mushroom 
ketchup. 5. Oyster ketchup, incl. Cockle ketchup and Muscle 
ketchup. 6. Pontac ketchup. 7. Tomato ketchup. 8. Walnut 
ketchup. 9. Wine ketchup.
 The entry for “Sauces” (p. 703-04) includes: 1. 
Anchovy. 2. Chetney [Chutney], Quihido. 3. Fish. 4. Quin’s 
sauce (with “soy [sauce] ½ pint” or with “Walnut pickle, 
mushroom ketchup, and soy, of each 1 pint”). (5) Sauce 
Superlative. (6) Tomato sauce. (7) Sauce Aristocratique (with 
“¼ pint of soy,...”). (8) Sauce au Roi (with “soy and walnut 
ketchup, of each ¼ pint”). (9) Sauce Piquante (with “Soy 1 
part”).
 The entry for “Soy” (p. 720) states: “Genuine soy is a 
species of thick black sauce, imported from China, prepared 
with white haricots [sic], wheat fl our, salt and water; but 
a spurious kind is made in England as follows:–Seeds of 
dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be used for them) 
1 gall. [gallon], boil till soft. add bruised wheat 1 gall., keep 
in a warm place for 24 hours, then add common salt 1 gall., 
water 2 gall., put the whole into a stone jar, bung it up for 
two or three months, shaking it very frequently, then press 
out the liquor: the residuum may be treated afresh with water 
and salt, for soy of an inferior quality.”
 Note: Without the use of koji, one cannot make soy 
sauce.
 The entry for “Vinegar” (p. 772) includes “The Camp 
Vinegar” (with “Cayenne pepper, soy, and walnut ketchup, of 
each 4 oz.”). Address: “By a practical chemist”.
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508. Webster, Thomas. 1845. The encyclopædia of domestic 
economy: Comprising such subjects as are most immediately 
connected with housekeeping... Assisted by the late Mrs. 
Parkes, author of “Domestic Duties.” From the last London 
edition with notes and improvements by D. Meredith 
Reese, A.M., M.D., of New York. Illustrated with nearly 
one thousand engravings. 2 vols. New York, NY: Harper & 
Brothers. 1,238 p. See Vol. II, Nos. 4932, 5072. From the last 
London edition. With notes and improvements by Meredith 
Reese. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: In Vol. II: No. 4263 (p. 764). “Rice is boiled to a 
kind of paste, and drawn out into threads forms a transparent 
substance used to thicken soups, and is known by the name 
of China lock soy. There is a kind that is opaque, and which 
is less esteemed.”
 Recipe No. 4932 (p. 876), “Cod sounds, broiled,” calls 
for “a tea-spoonful of soy [sauce], and a little mustard.” 
Catsup is also called for in recipe No. 4871.
 No. 5072 (p. 889). “Soy.–This sauce, much used for 
fi sh, comes from Japan and is called there soja [sic, shôyu]. 
It is made from the seeds of a plant called Dolichos soja. 
Some is also brought from China, but the Japanese is best. It 
is supposed to be extensively counterfeited in this country. 
When genuine, it is of an agreeable fl avour, neither too salt 
[sic, salty] nor too sweet, of a thick consistence and clear 
brown colour. When shaken in a glass, it should leave a coat 
on the surface of a bright yellowish-brown colour.
 “A somewhat similar sauce may be prepared in the 
following manner: Boil a gallon of the seeds of the Dolichos 
soja till they are soft; and even pease or kidney-beans may 
be used as a substitute; add an equal quantity of bruised 
wheat; put this mixture into a warm place for twenty-four 
hours, and add a gallon of common salt and two gallons of 
water. Shake the whole together, and put it into a stone jar, 
where it should remain closed up for two or three months, 
during which time it should frequently be shaken. After this 
time, the liquor should be pressed out through a sieve, which 
will constitute the soy. An inferior kind may be procured by 
putting salt water upon what remains, and treating it in the 
same manner.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2012) that uses the word “soja” to refer to soy sauce.
 Note: Thomas Webster lived 1773-1844. Address: 
F.G.S., Royal Institution of Great Britain for the Application 
of Science to the Common Purposes of Life.

509. Wilkinson (Messrs.). 1846. Sales by auction: Stock of a 
drysalter, pickle and drug warehouse (Ad). Times (London). 
April 8. p. 12, col. 5.
• Summary: “... 60 casks of pickles of different kinds, and 20 
pipes of cucumbers in brine, 500 dozens of various pickles in 
bottle, castor oils, boiled and other oils, vinegar, Indian soy 
[sauce], lozenges,... seven-horse steam engine,... mill with 
pair of French burr stones, coppers,...” Address: Ludgate-hill 

[London].

510. Chinese Repository. 1846. Statements of the number, 
tonnage, &c., of the merchant vessels of different nations in 
the port of Canton, for the year 1845. 15(4):165-71, April. [1 
ref]
• Summary: From the China Mail, Feb. 5th, 1846: A table 
(No. V, p. 170-71) shows “the quantities and value of 
merchandise exported from the port of Canton in 181 British 
vessels... and in 24 Lorchas [3-masted Chinese sailing ships] 
to the countries and places undermentioned during the year 
ending 31st December, 1845.”
 Soy [sauce] 430 piculs. $4,256. (a) Sent to Bombay, 
Calcutta [British India], or the Cape.
 Note: The tables in this article were apparently compiled 
by Francis C. Macgregor, H.M. Consul.

511. Lea and Perrins. 1846. Worcestershire Sauce 
testimonials (Ad). New Zealand Journal (The) No. 166. May 
9. p. 107, col. 1.
• Summary: “Messrs. Lea and Perrins, proprietors of 
the Worcestershire Sauce, beg to submit the following 
Testimonials, as a guarantee to the public of the superior 
qualities of this sauce, and also to caution purchasers against 
worthless imitations, by observing their names are affi xed to 
the metallic capsule which secures the cork of each bottle, to 
imitate which is fraud.
 “The Queen’s, Cheltenham, Feb. 28th, 1846. 
Gentlemen,–I have no hesitation in bearing testimony to the 
excellent qualities of your ‘Worcestershire Sauce,’ as the 
numerous families of the fi rst rank in this kingdom, and from 
the Continent of Europe, and India, who honour the Queen’s 
by their patronage enable me to speak confi dently of the very 
general estimation in which it is held by them, and from my 
own experience of its merits and usefulness, I believe it to 
be, of its kind, quite unequalled.
 “I am, Gentlemen, Your obedient servant,
 “To Messrs. Lea & Perrins. S.G. Griffi th.
 “(Copy of a Letter from Mr. J. Cockburn.) January 10th, 
1845.
 “Sir,–When about to proceed to the West Indies in 
August last, you favoured me with a bottle of Lea and 
Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce, on trial; before opening 
which, I submitted it to the test of a four months’ voyage 
in the Tropics, and on coming home in December, it was 
opened in the latitude of the Azores, and found in the highest 
state of preservation. On submitting it to the cook (who is 
a man of great experience, having been seven years in the 
London Tavern, and eight years at sea) he declared it to be 
the best sauce ever put into his hands; and I am persuaded, 
from the fact of its being adapted to all kinds of dishes, that 
Lea and Perrins’ Sauce will go far to supersede the great 
variety of stores hitherto indispensable on board ships when 
employed on long voyages.
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 “I am, sir, your most obedient servant, James Cockburn, 
Acting Providore R.M.S.P. ‘Thames.’
 “To Mr. John Osborn, Royal Mail Steam Packet Offi ce, 
Moorgate Street, London.”
 Note: This is the earliest ad seen (Feb. 2012) for 
Worcestershire Source in New Zealand or Australia. Address: 
[England].

512. E. 1846. Soy (Letter to the editor). Farmers’ Cabinet 
and American Herd-Book 10(12):379-80. July 15.
• Summary: Letter dated 26 June 1846. “Dr. Emerson of this 
city [Philadelphia] has received from a friend in China, some 
seeds of the Dolichos soja, a plant from which the Chinese 
and Japanese prepare their celebrated dark coloured sauce 
called soy [sauce], an article largely consumed by all ranks 
of people in those populous countries. The consumption is 
rather limited in the United States, but in England about 1000 
gallons are imported annually, in addition to a large quantity 
counterfeited at home. It is excellent on fi sh and with soups. 
The fl avour is peculiar, but when once acquired, the taste like 
that for olives and many other things, becomes very strong. 
By the Chinese and Japanese soy is not only esteemed for its 
agreeable but for its wholesome qualities. The notion of its 
being made for cock-roaches is of course a vulgar error.”
 After giving a brief description of the process for 
making “soy,” the author notes: “The best soy comes from 
Japan. When genuine, it is of an agreeable fl avor, neither too 
salt nor too sweet, of a thick consistence, and clear brown 
color. When shaken in a glass, it should leave a coat on the 
surface of a bright yellowish brown color.” An alternative 
method of making soy [sauce] from the seeds of Dolichos 
Soja is then described. Both this and the previous method 
mention that soy is made by a fermentation process, but they 
do not mention koji or any other source of microorganisms.
 “The seeds or soy-beans are also employed in China and 
Japan in various ways as food. They are made into a kind 
of jelly or curd [tofu], which is esteemed very nutricious 
[nutritious] and is rendered palatable by seasoning of 
different kinds. In Japan they are put into soups, and are the 
most common dish of the country, being frequently eaten 
three times a day.”
 An editor’s footnote to this letter dated June 26 states: 
“Dr. E. has left with us a few of the Soy beans, which will be 
distributed among those who may incline to plant them. As 
the season is late, it is doubtful whether they would mature 
this summer; a few however might be tried, and others left to 
plant next spring.”
 Note 1. Hymowitz (1986, personal communication) 
thinks this may have been Ralph Waldo Emerson. This 
journal was published in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. First 
cited by Hymowitz. 1987. Introduction of the Soybean to 
Illinois. Economic Botany 41(1):28-32.
 Note 2. This is the earliest journal article seen 
worldwide that refers to tofu–which it calls “a kind of jelly 

or curd.” Address: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

513. Lea & Perrins. 1846. Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire 
Sauce (Ad). Manchester Guardian (England). Dec. 30. p. 1.
• Summary: “... so highly esteemed and patronised for 
fi sh, hot and cold meats, steaks, gravies, soup, &c. may 
be obtained of the most respectable dealers in sauces, 
universally; the wrapper and label of each bottle bearing 
the names of Lea and Perrins; without which, it cannot be 
genuine.
 “Sold wholesale by Lea and Perrins, Worcester, and 
6, Vere-street, Oxford street, London; Barclay and Sons, 
Crosse and Blackwell, and other Italian warehousemen and 
merchants, London.” Address: Worcester.

514. Lindley, John. 1846. The vegetable kingdom: The 
structure, classifi cation, and uses of plants, illustrated upon 
the natural system. London: Published for the author, by 
Bradbury & Evans. lxviii + 908 p. See p. 555. Illust. Index. 
22 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In a long list of Fabaceæ genera, “drawn up by 
Mr. Bentham, Aug. 16, 1845, under “Subtribe 3. Glycineæ,” 
is a one-entry for “Soja, Moench.” No additional information 
is given.
 Also discusses: The natural systems of John Ray 
(1703), Linnaeus (1751), Antoine Jussieu (1789), Robert 
Brown (1810), A.P. de Candolle (1813), etc. Sea wracks 
(seaweeds, p. 20-25, 145). Job’s tears (Coix Lachryma, p. 
114-15). French Souchet comestible or Amande de terre, 
a sedge (Cyperus esculentus, p. 118). Hemp (Cannabis 
sativa, p. 265). Flax (p. 485). Amaranth (p. 510-11. The 
order Amarantaceæ is very similar to the order of the 
Chenopods–Chenopodiaceæ and Chenopodium {common 
goosefoot}). Legumes / papilionaceæ (p. 547-55). “... thus 
Clover, Medick, Lucerne, Trefoil, &c., are well-known 
fodder plants, as are also Saintfoin, Ornithopus or Serradilla, 
various Astragali [astragalus], Crotolaria juncea, Desmonium 
diffusum,... The seeds of many are common articles of food, 
under the name of Pulse. Of these the most remarkable is 
the Arachis hypogæa or under-ground Kidney-bean, whose 
pods are forced into the ground after the fl owering has 
been accomplished. This and the Voandzea [Voadzeia] are 
very largely cultivated by the African negroes, who call 
the Arachis, Munduli.” Also Pueraria. Almonds and Oil of 
Almonds (Amygdalus, p. 558-60). Sesamum and Gingilie 
Oil (p. 670). Total number of genera (20,806) and species 
(82,606) (p. 800). Abbreviations (p. 905-08).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2007) that uses the word “Medick” or the word 
“Lucerne” (each spelled that way) to refer to a leguminous 
plant, probably alfalfa (Medicago sativa). Address: Ph.D., 
F.R.S., F.L.S., Prof. of Botany in the Univ. of London, and in 
the Royal Institution of Great Britain.
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515. Lea and Perrins. 1847. Classifi ed ad: Appetite and 
digestion improved. Times (London). Oct. 6. p. 7, col. 2.
• Summary: “Lea and Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce, an 
exquisite relish for fi sh, steaks, chops, meat, game, &c., 
and for fl avouring soups and curries. It is acknowledged to 
contribute to health by its stomachic and digestive properties, 
is used and recommended by the faculty, and patronised 
by the nobility and gentry. The universally expressed 
approbation of this sauce, and the demand for it in every 
quarter of the globe, having induced imitations of inferior 
quality, purchasers are respectfully recommended, in order to 
secure the genuine, to see that the names of Lea and Perrins 
are upon the label and patent cap of the bottle. Sold by the 
proprietors, 6, Vere-street, Oxford-street, London, and 68, 
Broad-street, Worcester;...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that uses the words “health” or “digestion” or “digestive” or 
“stomachic” or “nobility” in connection with Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire sauce.
 Note 2. This ad also appeared in the issue of 26 Jan. 
1848 (p. 11, col. 1). Address: [England].

516. Faulkner’s. 1847. Classifi ed ad: Tart fruits. Times 
(London). Dec. 23. p. 17, col. 4.
• Summary: “;... Indian soy [sauce], 1s. 3d. per bottle; 
Reading, Harvey, Tomato, Chetna [Chutney?], King of Oude, 
and Universal sauces, 1s.”
 This ad also appeared in the issue of 8 Feb. 1848 (p. 10, 
col. 6). Address: 44, Jermyn-street, St. James’s [London].

517. Medhurst, Walter Henry. comp. 1847-1848. English and 
Chinese dictionary: 2 vols. Shanghae: Printed at the Mission 
Press. vii + 1436 p.
• Summary: As explained in the Preface, this dictionary 
is based on the “Imperial Dictionary of Kang-he” [Ch’ing 
Shîng-tsu, Emperor of China, 1654-1722]. For each English 
word is given both the Chinese characters (with tonal marks 
which have omitted here) and their Romanization.
 In Volume 1, the entry for “Bean” (p. 107) states: tow; 
large beans (2 Chinese characters = CC), ta tow [da dou]; 
small beans (2 Cc) seaou tow [xiao dou; azuki]; horse beans 
(2 Cc) tsan tow; broad beans (2 Cc) tsan tow; red beans (2 
Cc) tseih tow;...
 In Volume 2, the entry for “Oil” (p. 898) includes many 
kinds of oil including: bean oil (2 Cc) tow yew.
 The entry for “Sprout” includes “young sprouts” but 
does not include “bean sprouts” or “soybean sprouts.”
 In Vol. 2 there is no entry for “Soy” (see p. 1199).
 Walter Henry Medhurst lived 1796-1857. Address: 
English Congregationalist Missionary, Shanghae (3 Feb. 
1847).

518. Waterston, William. 1847. A cyclopædia of commerce, 
mercantile law, fi nance, commercial geography, and 

navigation. New ed. Containing the present tariff and an 
essay on commerce. London: Henry G. Bohn. iv + 684 + 39 
+ 128 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy” (p. 627) is identical to 
that in the 1843 edition. Address: Esq., mercantile agent and 
accountant [England].

519. Ainsworth’s Magazine: A Miscellany of Romance, 
General Literature, & Art (London). 1848. The angler in 
Norway. 14:148-53. See p. 150.
• Summary: In describing what a single angler [fi sherman] 
should take with him on his fi shing trip to Norway (p. 150): 
“He must also stow away a bottle of cayenne pepper, one of 
essence of anchovy, another of soy [sauce], and one or two 
of Harvey’s sauce. Soy, in our opinion, is detestable, and 
we fi rmly believe it to be nothing more than the essence of 
crushed black beetles, so we would suggest Worcestershire, 
or our friend Soyer’s new sauce, and one or two bottles of 
Chili vinegar.”

520. Francis, G. 1848. The dictionary of practical receipts: 
Containing the arcana of trade and manufacture, domestic 
economy, artistical, ornamental & scientifi c processes, 
pharmaceutical and chemical preparations, &c. &c. &c. 
London: D. Francis; W. Strange. 348 p. See p. 316.
• Summary: The entry for “Soy, English” states (p. 316): 
“Take 1 gallon of haricot or white kidney beans, boil till soft, 
add bruised wheat 1 gallon; keep in a warm place for twenty-
four hours, then add common salt 1 gallon, water 2 gallons; 
put the whole into a stone jar, bung it up for two or three 
months, shaking it very frequently, then press out the liquor, 
which is a good imitative [sic, imitation] of Chinese soy.”
 Note 1. This recipe will not work since neither koji nor 
soy beans are called for.
 Note 2. Apparently soy made in China was well known 
(and expensive) in England at this time.

521. Duncan (R.J.). 1849. Ex “Lalla Rookh,” Captain 
Haines, from London (Ad). New Zealand Spectator and 
Cook’s Strait Guardian (Wellington). March 17. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: Goods to be sold include: “... 1 case Perfumery 
&c., India Soy and other Sauces, A most excellent assortment 
of the Best English made Blue Cloth Caps.” Address: 
Wellington.

522. Lea and Perrins. 1849. Appetite and digestion improved: 
Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce (Ad). Observer 
(London). April 15. p. 1.
• Summary: “... imparts the most exquisite relish to steaks, 
chops, and all roast meat, gravies, fi sh, game, soup, curries, 
and salad, and by its tonic and invigorating properties 
enables the stomach to perfectly digest the food. Sold by 
the proprietors, Lea and Perrins, Vere-street, Oxford-street, 
London; and 68 Broad-street, Worcester; Messrs. Barclay 
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and Sons; Crosse and Blackwell; and other oilmen and 
merchants in London; and by the principal dealers in sauces 
generally.–N.B. To guard against imitations, see that the 
names of ‘Lea and Perrins’ are upon the label and patent cap 
of the bottle.” Address: London and Worcester.

523. Darlington, William. ed. 1849. Memorials of John 
Bartram and Humphrey Marshall. With notices of their 
botanical contemporaries. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 
Lindsay and Blakiston. xv + 585 p. See p. 404-05. 28 cm.
• Summary: This work, composed largely of letters by 
Peter Collinson (1693-1768) to John Bartram (1699-1777), 
includes a letter, sent on 11 Jan. 1770 from Benjamin 
Franklin in London to John Bartram in Philadelphia. It is 
transcribed as follows: “I send, also, some green dry Pease, 
highly esteemed here as the best for making pease soup; 
and also some Chinese Garavances, with Father Navaretta’s 
[Navarrete’s] account of the universal use of a cheese made 
of them, in China, which so excited my curiosity, that I 
caused enquiry to be made of Mr. [James] Flint, who lived 
many years there, in what manner the cheese was made; and 
I send you his answer. I have since learnt, that some runnings 
of salt (I suppose runnet) is put into water when the meal is 
in it, to turn it to curds.
 “I think we have Garavances with us; but I know not 
whether they are the same with these, which actually came 
from China, and are what the T’au-fu [tofu] is made of. They 
are said to be of great increase...
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term T’au-fu to refer to tofu.
 “With love to good Mrs. Bartram, and your children. 
With sincere esteem, I am ever, my dear friend, Yours 
affectionately, B. Franklin.”
 See also Smyth 1907 for a slightly different 
transcription, which omits part of his discussion of tofu and 
spells “Garavances” as “Chinese caravances.” Address: 
Pennsylvania.

524. Hedde, Isidorel; Renard, Éd.; Haussmann, A.; Rondot, 
Natalie. 1849. Étude pratique du commerce d’exportation de 
la Chine [Practical study of the business of exporting from 
China]. Paris: A la Librairie du Commerce, Chez Renard; 
Canton, China: Chez Reynvaan et Cie.; Batavia: Chez 
Sanier. 280 p. See p. 188-90. [3 footnotes. Fre]
• Summary:  Item No. 64 is “Soy sauce” (Soya). Names: 
English: soy. Portuguese: soja. Chinese court dialect 
[Mandarin]: chi-you. Chinese (Cantonese): chi-yaou. Nature 
and origin of the basic material: Soy sauce (le soya) is a 
seasoning made with the seeds of a species of bean (haricot), 
which grows in China and Japan: it is the si-yao of the 
Japanese, the you-tao of the Chinese, the dolichos soja of 
the botanists. It is a member of the legume family. Footnote: 
The you-tao is found among the edible plants of Macao and 
Canton, and entire fi elds of it are cultivated on the island of 

Tchou-san, as well as in the provinces of Fujian (Fo-kièn) 
and Zhejiang (Tché-kiang).
 Method of manufacture: The manufacture of soy sauce 
(du soya), without being diffi cult, requires attentive care 
and practice; Chinese families prepare their soy sauce 
themselves.
 Weigh a certain quantity of black [soy] beans (haricots 
noirs), boil them over a low fl ame; they must be taken 
out in time to avoid overcooking. Drain them, then add a 
certain quantity of wheat or barley fl our [the amount is not 
specifi ed]. Cover the vessel, and leave it for a bit in some 
warm and humid corner. Fermentation begins, an abundant 
mold forms, and when it is withered and dried out, wash the 
beans. Next throw them in a jar with an equal weight of sea 
salt, three times as much boiling water and some aromatic 
substances. There is nothing more to do than to place the 
terrine [a glazed, earthenware cooking dish] in the sun; open 
it during the day and close it at night or when it rains. One 
month later, the soy sauce is done, which does not prevent 
many housekeepers from allowing theirs to age thirty or 
forty days more. Clarify, drain the mass, and put the liquid in 
bottles.
 Description of the fi nished product: Soy sauce (Le soya) 
is a clear liquid, brownish-black in color; when shaken in a 
bottle, it should leave a brownish yellow foam on the walls. 
Its fl avor is pleasant and renders it an excellent seasoning.
 Soy sauce from Japan is much more esteemed than 
that of China; its taste, quality, and aroma are so unlike 
that it is not doubtful that the preparation is different. It 
appears, besides, that the Japanese use other very common 
ingredients, they say, in their empire.
 Price in Canton (piasters/picul): First grade: 12. Second 
grade: 10. Third grade: 8. However you can buy a good 
grade for as little as 5.25 to 7.75 piasters/picul. Churn-ching 
[Chunking?] sells for 3 piasters a dozen bottles of superior 
quality soy sauce which is ordinarily sent to British India.
 Exportation, destination, and usage: This seasoning has 
now been adopted throughout almost all of British India, 
and for the last 20 years [since 1829] it has even been served 
on the tables of London, Singapore, Pulao Pinang (the 
fi rst British settlement in Malaya; Poulo-Pinang), Manila 
[Philippines], Batavia [today’s Jakarta, Indonesia], and 
Bourbon [today’s island of Réunion / Reunion]–and much is 
consumed. The usage is expanding in the United States. 
 A table (see next page) shows exports of soy sauce 
(quantity and value) from Canton: In 1844–1,120 piculs 
worth 9,029 piastres / piasters; 98.9% is sent to England, 
0.9% to the USA, and 0.01% to France. In 1845–568 piculs 
worth 6,380 piasters; 75.7% is sent to England, 13.7% to 
Denmark, 8.5% to Sweden, 1.6% to the USA, and 0.5% to 
Germany.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that contains a table related to the soybean.
 The Chinese consume large quantities of it which they 
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make themselves in their homes; products destined for export 
come from factories in Henan (a province in central China; 
W.-G. Honan) and Canton.
 Export duties: 4 mèces per picul = 5.05 francs per 100 
kg.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Réunion. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Réunion (1849 or before); soybeans as such had 
not yet been reported by that date.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Denmark. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Denmark (1849 or before); soybeans as such had 
not yet been reported by that date.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2007) 
concerning export duties or tariffs on a soy product–soy 
sauce exported from China–or soybeans.
 Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the words chi-you or chi-yaou to 
refer to soy sauce. Address: Commercial Delegates attached 
to the French Mission in China.

525. Knife and Fork (The) (London). 1849. Gastronomic 
rambles about London. For 1849. p. 94-96.
• Summary: In this early “advertorial” we read (p. 95): “Let 
the student pass with me into Vere Street, Oxford Street, 
and note particularly the emporium where Lea and Perring’s 
celebrated Worcestershire Sauce is made, and, where the 
exquisite essence of coffee and dandelion coffee, are sold in 
great quantities.”
 Note: Dandelion Coffee now appears to be a commercial 
product.

526. Pridham, Charles. 1849. A historical, political and 
statistical account of Mauritius and its dependencies. 
London: T. and W. Boone. xii + 410 + 16 p.
• Summary: At the end of this book is a section of ads, 
numbered separately. On page 14 (lower half) we read: 
“Worcestershire Sauce testimonials.
 “Messrs. Lea and Perrins, proprietors of the 
Worcestershire Sauce, beg to submit the following 
testimonials as a guarantee to the public of the superior 
qualities of this celebrated Sauce, and also to caution 

purchasers against worthless imitations, by 
observing their names are affi xed to the metallic 
capsule which covers the cork of each bottle, to 
imitate which is fraud.
 “Testimonials: Caledonian United Service 
Club, Edinburgh, April 6, 1846.
 “Gentlemen–Your Worcestershire Sauce 
has gained great celebrity in Edinburgh and 
is in constant use at this hotel. It is highly 
approved for the very agreeable zest which it 
imparts to gravies and made dishes, and I have 

no hesitation in saying that in my opinion it is an excellent 
sauce. I am, &c.,
 “James Ellis, Caledonian United Service Club. To 
Messrs. Lea and Perrins, Worcester.
 “’South London News,’ Jan. 24.–It is an old but true 
saying that ‘good wine needs no bush,’ the same remark 
applies to the Worcestershire Sauce, prepared by Lea 
and Perrins. It is only necessary for us to make this one 
observation, that for fl avour and piquancy it exceeds all the 
other sauces that are now before the public, and has only 
to be tasted to be appreciated. M. Soyer, the celebrated 
chef de cuisine at the Reform Club, has given his decided 
approval of it, and the members of that large and magnifi cent 
establishment are among its patrons.
 “Sold wholesale, retail, and for exportation, by the 
proprietors, Vere-street, Oxford-street; Crosse and Blackwell, 
Soho-square; Barclay and Sons, Farringdon-street, and by 
venders [vendors] of sauce generally.” Address: Canning 
Place, Kensington, England.

527. Riddell, R.F. 1849. Indian domestic economy and 
receipt book; comprising numerous directions for plain 
wholesome cookery, both Oriental and English; with much 
miscellaneous matter answering for all general purposes 
of reference connected with household affairs, likely to 
be immediately required by families, messes, and private 
individuals, residing at the presidencies or outstations. 
Bombay: Printed at the “Gentleman’s Gazette” Press. xxiv 
+ 506 p. See p. 438. Index. 23 cm. 2nd edition, revised, 
1850. Pubished at Madras by The Athenæum Press. 8th ed. 
published in 1877 in Calcutta.
• Summary: Page 438 states: “Dolichos Soya Sauce. Take 
fresh soy 8 ounces, chilli vinegar one pint, garlic vinegar one 
ounce, syrup eight ounces, port wine or Vin de tinto one pint, 
salt four ounces, tart acid one ounce, mix the whole together.
 “For soup, fi sh, meat, steaks, &c.”
 By the author of “Manual of Gardening for Western 
India.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Soya Sauce” 
(regardless of capitalization) to refer to soy sauce. Address: 
Aurungabad, India.
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528. Humphrey, Seym & Co. 1850. Classifi ed ad: Spices, 
sauce, &c. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). Feb. 28. p. 
3, col. 1.
• Summary: “Currie powders. Tomato Catsup, made by Mrs. 
Jeffrey. Mushroom do. [ditto = Catsup]. Anchovies. Sardines. 
Harvey Sauce. India Soy [sauce]. Reading Sauce. Bordeaux 
Olive Oil... for sale wholesale and retail.”
 Note: This ad appeared 15 more times in this newspaper 
during 1850 from March 1 to April 1. Address: 124 Main 
street.

529. Troughton (G.). 1850. Grocery, wine & spirit store (Ad). 
Head Quarters (Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada). 
March 2. p. 4.
• Summary: “Sauces and pastes: Harvey Sauce,... Lea 
& Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce,... Tomato Ketchup, 
Mushroom ditto [Ketchup], Essence of Anchovies,... India 
Soy [sauce], Gorgona Anchovies,...” Address: Queen Street, 
Opposite the Stone Barracks, Fredericton.

530. New York Daily Times. 1850. Miscellaneous. May 6. p. 
2.
• Summary: “The resolutions to be proposed by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in accordance with the new 
Budget...
 “In lieu of present custom duties on the following 
articles of foreign import, duties shall be charged as 
follows: On apples, 3d. per bushel;... sauces not otherwise 
enumerated, 1d. per lb; soy, 6d. per gallon;...”

531. Fullalove (James). 1850. Sales by auction: Next 
Tuesday, Mr. James Fullalove will sell by auction... (Ad). 
Manchester Guardian (England). May 11. p. 12.
• Summary: “;... six dozen essence of anchovies, twelve 
dozen Harvey’s and Reading’s sauces, three dozen mustard, 
Indian soy [sauce], three dozen cayenne pepper, and six half-
hogsheads of London vinegar; foreign cigars,...” Address: 
104 King-street, Manchester.

532. Fullalove (W.D.) & Brother. 1850. Will sell by 
auction, on Friday 31st, 1850... (Ad). Manchester Guardian 
(England). May 25. p. 8.
• Summary: “Under a deed of assignment.- Groceries, tea...”
 “... several dozen cayenne pepper, Harvey’s sauce, 
Reading sauce, essence anchovies, mushroom ketchup, 
India and China soy [sauce], Chili vinegar, &c.; also several 
dozen British wines, and about 3cwt. choice cigars,... May be 
viewed the morning of sale.”
 Note: This is the earliest (and only) document seen 
(Oct. 2010) that contains the phrase “India and China soy.” 
The use of these two place names together raises several 
important questions. Was China soy made in China? If 
so, was it exported from China to England? From which 
port? Was India soy made in British India? Or was it made 

elsewhere (where?), shipped to India (or to the Dutch East 
Indies), and then transshipped from India to England? By 
what country or organization was it shipped to India? How 
was it made and from what ingredients? How did the price 
of the two in England compare? How did the quantity of the 
two imported to England compare? Which was preferred in 
England for its taste? Address: The Mart, 73 and 75, King-
street, Manchester.

533. Troughton’s Grocery, Wine, & Spirit Store. 1850. 
Constantly on hand, at lowest rates (Ad). Head Quarters 
(Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada). Oct. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “Sauces and pastes: Harvey’s Sauce,... Lea 
& Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce,... Tomato Ketchup, 
Mushroom Ketchup, Essence of Anchovies, India Soy 
[sauce], Gorgona Anchovies,...” Address: Queen Street, 
Fredericton.

534. Beasley, Henry. 1850. The druggist’s general receipt 
book: Comprising a copious veterinary formulary,... London: 
John Churchill. viii + 424 p. See p. 258, 260-61. Illust. 
Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Beverages, dietetic articles, 
and condiments” (p. 239+) is a section titled “Culinary 
vinegars, sauces, &c.” (p. 258+). Soy [sauce] is used in 
the following recipes: “Camp vinegar” (p. 258; 2 recipes, 
The fi rst includes 2 oz. of soy and 4 oz. of walnut catsup. 
The second includes “Vinegar a quart, walnut catsup a pint, 
mushroom catsup 3 tablespoonfuls, garlic 4 heads, cayenne 
½ oz., soy 2 tablespoonfuls...”).
 “Quin sauce” (p. 260. “Mushroom catsup ½ pint, 
walnut pickle ¼ pint, port wine ¼ pint, 6 anchovies and 6 
shallots {both pounded}; soy a tablespoonful, cayenne ½ dr.; 
simmer together for 10 minutes, strain, and bottle”). “Sauce 
superlative” (Dr. Kitchiner’s) (p. 260-61. “Port wine and 
mushroom catsup, of each a pint,... a ¼ pint of soy may be 
added”).
 The last recipe in the section is: “Soy. Boil a gallon of 
the seeds of dolichos soja till soft, add a gallon of bruised 
wheat, keep them in a warm place for 24 hours; add a gallon 
of salt, and 2 gallons of water, and after keeping them 
bunged up in a stone jar for 2 or 3 months, press out the 
liquor.”
 In this same section are recipes from “Mushroom 
catsup” and “Walnut catsup,” neither of which use soy 
[sauce] as an ingredient. Address: Uxbridge [England].

535. Rundall, Thomas; Adams, William. 1850. Memorials of 
the empire of Japon: In the XVI and XVII centuries. London: 
Printed for the Hakluyt Society (Series 1, No, 8). xxviii + 
186 p. 22 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted in 1968 by B. 
Franklin (New York). [20+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface–A description of the empire 
in the 16th century. From... Harleian manuscript #6249. Six 
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letters of William Adams, 1611 to 1617. Notes. Summary 
of a narrative by His Excellency Don Rodrigo de Vivero y 
Velasco... of his residence in the empire: A.D. 1608-1610.
 The preface states: The Portuguese fi rst arrived in Japan 
in about 1542; the Spaniards arrived a little later. The fi rst 
indication of any misunderstanding between the Japanese 
government [shogun, “Taico Sama”] and the Europeans 
residing there appears in 1587. In that year the shogun 
“despatched [dispatched] two imperial commissioners, in 
rapid succession, to Father Cuello, the vice-provincial of the 
Portuguese, to demand: 1. Why he and his associates forced 
their creed [Jesuit Roman Catholicism] on the subjects of 
the empire. 2. Why they incited their disciples to destroy 
the national temples? 3. Why they persecuted the bonzes 
[native priests]? 4. Why they, and the rest of their nation, 
used for food animals useful to man, such as oxen and cows? 
[see note M]. Finally, why they permitted the merchants of 
their nation to traffi c in his subjects, and carry them away as 
slaves to the Indies?” The replies of the vice-provincial are 
given, showing disdain for the Japanese and their religions 
(p. x-xi).
 On p. xxiv is a detailed discussion of Dutch trade with 
Japan and the island of Deshima.
 The English attempts at trade with Japan failed. “The 
English retired from Japan in 1623, and a subsequent attempt 
was made (in 1673) to renew the intercourse; but it proved 
unsuccessful” (p. xxv).
 “The Americans must be placed in the same category 
with ourselves [the British]. In the year 1837 the Morrison, 
a vessel belonging to citizens of the United States, sailed 
from Singapore, on an expedition to Japan.” It was driven 
away by cannon fi re from isolationist Japan (p. xxviii). 
Note: In addition to its commercial aims, the ship (headed 
by Charles W. King) had been attempting to repatriate seven 
shipwrecked Japanese citizens who had been picked up in 
Macau. It also carried Christian missionaries such as Samuel 
Wells Williams.
 Letter No. IV by Sir Thomas Smith to William Adams 
concerns Capt. John Saris of the Clove, who anchored near 
Firando [Hirado] in June 1613.
 Units of currency (p. 88). 10 Condrins = 1 Mas = 6 
pence (British). 10 Mas = 1 Taie = 5 shillings.
 In the section of the book titled “Notes” (p. 89+), Note 
O (p. 123-24) is about “Produce of the fi elds” (from E. 
Kaempfer). One of the fi ve fruits of the fi eld is: “4. Daidsu, 
or Daid-beans; from which soeju [shoyu], or soy [sauce], is 
made; and which is highly esteemed as an article of food.”
 Note A A (p. 164-67), titled “Fate of the English factory 
at Firando,” discusses what items the Spaniards, Portuguese, 
and Dutch tried to import to Japan, and the weak demand for 
these products. Note: William Adams lived 1564-1620.

536. Love (Andrew). 1851. Classifi ed ad: General importer 
of European goods. New Orleans Commercial Bulletin. Jan. 

14. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “Has just received from the ships Miltiades. 
from Liverpool, and Lyman, from London, the following 
Goods, which he offers on the most reasonable terms, viz:
 “Pickles and Sauces, the original Worcester Sauce, from 
the celebrated house of Crosse & Blackwell, London, etc., 
etc.” Address: 106 Poydras St., New Orleans.

537. Hughes (Wellesley). 1851. Ex “Cresswell,” from 
London, and on sale by the undersigned, one hundred and 
ninety-six packages groceries,... (Ad). New Zealander 
(Auckland). March 22. p. 1, col. 4.
• Summary: “... oilman’s stores, fruits, &c., &c. consisting 
of–... Burgess Essence Anchovies. Anchovy Paste. 
Mushroom Catsup. Lea and Perrin’s Worcester Sauce. Brown 
Vinegar.”
 Note: Similar ads appeared in the March 23 (p. 1) and 
March 26 (p. 1) issues of this newspaper. Address: Auckland.

538. Freemason’s Quarterly Magazine and Review (London). 
1851. Masonic intelligence–Provincial–Worcestershire. p. 
202-65. See p. 250.
• Summary: “I heartily wish, brethern, both for your sakes 
and my own, that upon the present occasion it were in my 
power to fl avour the toast which has just been so eloquently 
proposed, and so well received, by pouring over it a few 
drops of your far-famed Worcestershire sauce, which, if we 
may credit the advertisements, imparts an exquisite relish to 
everything, and possesses so many tonic and invigorating 
properties.”

539. Ellis, Robert. 1851. Offi cial descriptive and illustrated 
catalogue of the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of 
all Nations. London: Spicer Brothers,... 5 parts (cxcii + 1469 
p.). See p. 58, 677-78, 857, 871. Illust. 27 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Offi cial illustrated catalogue 
advertiser” states (p. 58): “The Worcestershire Sauce, 
prepared by Lea & Perrins, from the recipe of a Nobleman 
in the country, imparts the most exquisite relish to steaks, 
chops, and all roast meat, gravies, fi sh, game, soup, curries, 
and salad; and by its tonic and invigorating properties 
enables the stomach to perfectly digest the food. The 
daily use of this condiment has proved most conducive to 
health, and established its fame throughout the world. Sold 
wholesale by the proprietors, Lea & Perrins, 6, Vere-street, 
Cavendish-square; Crosse & Blackwell, Soho-square; and 
other merchants, London; and retail by the principal dealers 
in sauces.”
 In Vol. 2 (Sections 3-4): The section titled “Class 23.–
Works in precious metals, jewellery, etc.” under “Collis, 
George Richmond, Church Street, Birmingham [England]–
Manufacturer” states (p. 677-788): “Inkstands. Dish-
covers. Soy frame” (p. 678 L.2). The section titled “British 
possessions in Asia” (p. 857) begins with the “East Indies.” 
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“Class III: Agricultural produce” contains a section on 
“Pulses” (p. 871) which includes “Bhut (Soja hispida), from 
Kêmaon (Kumaon).” The next section, “Roots and Oil Seeds, 
&c” includes linseed, “Kisto til (Sesamum orientale)–from 
Calcutta,” saffl ower, etc.
 Note: This was the fi rst major international exhibition 
of arts and industries, held in 1851 in London at the Crystal 
Palace. A great success in every way, it showed the world’s 
latest achievements at a time when mankind was making 
progress at a speed never before known. Address: London.

540. Soyer, Alexis. 1851. The modern housewife: Or, 
ménagère. Comprising nearly one thousand receipts, for the 
economic and judicious preparation of every meal of the 
day,... London: Simpkin, Marshall & Co. xvi + 450 p. See p. 
84, 103. Illust. 18 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Condiments” states (p. 84): 
“Soy is obtained from the seed or fruit of an Indian plant, 
called dolichos soja, or soya; it is produced in a very similar 
way to ketchup; it enters greatly into use in the variety of 
sauces [such as Worcestershire sauce] that are made for the 
table, it being of a very strong, sweet-bitter taste; it should 
only be used in moderation in cookery.”
 In the section on Sauces, recipe 181, “Wild fowl sauce,” 
calls for: “Walnut catsup one tablespoonful; the same of 
Harvey’s or Worcestershire sauce, the same of lemon-
juice...” (p. 103).
 “Harvey sauce” or “Harvey’s sauce” (the two terms 
are used with about equal frequency in this book) is used 
in small amounts to season at least 20 recipes. (p. 103, 117-
18, 127, 223, etc.). Recipe “404. Hashed beef” states that 
the fl avour may be varied with “a few spoonfuls of catsup, 
Soyer’s, Harvey’s, Soho, or Reading sauce.”
 Contains many recipes for catsup, including “mushroom 
catsup” and “walnut catsup.” However the word “catchup” is 
not mentioned.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2012) stating that soy sauce is used as an ingredient in 
Worcestershire sauce.
 Note 2. Alexis Soyer (lived 1810-1858) was a French 
chef who became the most famous cook in Victorian 
London. Address: England.

541. Transatlantic rambles: or, A record of twelve months’ 
travel in the United States, Cuba, & the Brazils, by a 
Rugbæan. 1851. London: George Bell. vii + 168 p. See p. 
107-08. 12mo.
• Summary: “Day and Martin, with an immense picture of 
the house in Holland, on a large placard, occupied a place 
on one wall, and Lea and Perrin’s Worcestershire attracted 
attention from the other.”
 Note: He appears to have seen this in “the Brazils.” 
Address: London.

542. New York Daily Times. 1852. New-York City. March 10. 
p. 1.
• Summary: The section titled “The label forgeries ended” 
states: “Some two years ago a Pearl-street importer, named 
George Raphael, was indicted at the instance of Messrs. 
Duncan & Sons, who alleged that defendant had sold large 
quantities of Worcestershire Sauce, with forged labels, in 
the name of Lea & Perrins, the English manufacturers. The 
case was fi nally brought to trial in the Court of Sessions 
on Monday. James T. Brady appeared as counsel for the 
defendant. The Jury retired and deliberated for some hours, 
but returned with a verdict of Not Guilty. The defendant was 
therefore honorably discharged, and thus ends a two-years’ 
litigation.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that mentions “Duncan” or “Duncan & Sons”, or that 
concerns a lawsuit, in connection with Lea & Perrin’s 
Worcestershire sauce, or that mentions this sauce in 
connection with New York City.
 Note 2. This article strongly suggests that Lea & Perrin’s 
Worcestershire sauce was being sold in the United States as 
early as 1849; the importer at that time was probably Duncan 
& Sons. Address: New York.

543. Fortune, Robert. 1852. A journey to the tea countries 
of China [1848-51]; Including Sung-lo and the Bohea 
Hills; With a short notice of the East India Company’s 
Tea Plantations in the Himalaya mountains. London: John 
Murray. xv + 398 p. See p. 177. 22 cm. Originally published 
in large part in The Gardeners Chronicle (1849-51), under 
the title Notes of a Traveler.
• Summary: In about 1843-44 the author landed in China 
for the fi rst time, in the capacity of Botanical Collector 
to the Horticultural Society of London. From 1848 to 
early 1851, on this trip to China, he was engaged by the 
Honourable Court of Directors of the East India Company 
in procuring supplies of tea plants, seeds, implements, and 
green-tea makers for the British government plantations in 
the Himalayas. In May 1849 he visited Nan-che in Chekiang 
province on the Green River (Hwuy-chow). He wrote: 
“Ninety le [or li; 1 li = about 500 meters = 0.31 miles] 
from Nan-che I arrived at a small place named Long-yeou, 
also on the banks of the river... I observed large quantities 
of buckwheat, Indian corn, millet, and soy growing in the 
fi elds.”
 Note: Nan-che was at that time also called Lanchee. It 
was located about 120 le/li or 40 miles west of Yen-chow-foo 
or Yen Chou. By 1990 Nan-che was called Lan Ch’i (Wade-
Giles) or Lanxi (pinyin), located on the Fuchun River.
 On 1 June 1849 the author visited the important town of 
Chu-chu-foo [Kü chou fu]. “Earth-nuts (Arachis hypogæa) 
and soy are plentiful, both of these crops delighting in sandy 
soil.”
 Robert Fortune lived 1813-1880. The book has no 
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index. Address: Born in Scotland. The preface of the book 
was written in April 1852 in Brompton, a district in London, 
England.

544. Sorabjee. 1852. Classifi ed ad: Sorabjee... the successor 
of Dinshaw Eduljee... Bombay Times and Journal of 
Commerce (British India). Nov. 3. p. 708, col. 1.4.
• Summary: “... begs most respectfully to announce to his 
Friends, constituents, and the public at large that he has 
recently landed from the ship ‘Seringapatam’ a most choice 
stock of every description of goods, which he has got out on 
commission...”
 “... sauces of all sorts in large pints, sauces in small pints 
of new kind, viz: piquante, regent, windsor, city of London, 
onion, coratch, gloucester, india soy, king oude, mogal, 
chitna, wellington, China soy,... chitney and tomata sauce,...” 
Address: No. 28 Apollo street.

545. Crawfurd, John. 1852. A grammar and dictionary of 
the Malay language: With a preliminary dissertation. 2 vols. 
London: Smith, Elder, and Co. 21 cm
• Summary: Vol. I, “Dissertation and Grammar,” contains 
two parts: A long essay about the language (p. i to ccxci), 
and a “Grammar of the Malay language” (84 p.). On p. 
clxxxiv is a list of cultivated plants. Kachang means “pulse” 
in both Malay and Javanese. Malay is always written in 
the Arabic alphabet, to the 28 letters of which 6 are added 
using diacritical marks to express sounds unknown to the 
Arabic language. Of the 34 letters, there are only 3 vowels, 
all long (p. 1). The Arabic alphabet is very ill adapted to 
pronunciation of the Malay language, whose native sounds 
“can be expressed with ease and precision by Roman letters, 
and with a few trifl ing modifi cations, so as to furnish one 
unvarying character for every sound” (p. 2).
 Vol. II is titled “Malay and English, and English and 
Malay Dictionaries” (208 + 201 p.). Abbreviations: J. = 
Common to the Malay and Javanese. v. = variants / variant 
of. Soy-related words and terms include: “Kachang (J.). A 
common term for pulses or leguminous plants.” “Kachang-
jâpun. The Japan or soy bean, Soja hispida.” “Kachang 
kâdâle (Telinga). Hairy-podded bean, Phaseolus max.” “Ragi 
(J.). Yeast, barm. In Javanese, it more frequently means 
spiceries.”
 The following soy-related terms do not appear: Bungkil, 
bunkil, kachap, kechap, kechipir, onchom / ontjom, tahu, 
tahua, takoa, takua, taosi, tausi, tapai, tapé, tauchi, tauge, 
tempe.
 Other terms that do appear: “Agar-agar. The name of 
the alga or sea-weed which is a considerable article in the 
Chinese trade, Plocaria candida” (p. 2). “Bijen (J. wijen). 
The sesame plant, Sesamum indicum.” Note 1. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (Jan. 2005) that 
contains the word “sesame.”
 “Kachang-china. Chinese pulse, Phaseolus lunatus; 

v. Kachang-mas.” “Kachang-goreng. The ground-nut, 
Arachis hypogæa; v. Kachang-tanah and Kachang-miñak.” 
“Kachang-gunung. Mountain pulse, Hedisarum [Hedysarum] 
gangeticum.” “Kachang- ijau. Green pulse [mung bean], 
Phaseolus radiatus.” “Kachang-jâriji. The lablab bean, 
Lablab vulgaris.” “Kachang-kakara, v. Kachang-jâriji.” 
“Kachang-kakara-gatal. Cowitch, Dolichos pruriens.” 
“Kachang-kayu. The pigeon pea, Cytisus cajan.” “Kachang-
kâchil. Rayed bean Phaseolus radiatus humilis.” “Kachang-
manila. The Manilla bean [Manila bean] Voandzeia 
subterranea.” “Kachang-mas. Golden bean, or Chinese bean 
Phaseolus radiatus; v. Kachang-china.” “Kachang-miñak. 
Oil bean or ground-nut, Arachis hypogæa; v. Kachang 
koreng and Kachang-tanah.” “Kachang-moñat. Monkey bean 
or snail-fl ower, Phaseolus caracalla.” “Kachang-pendek. 
Lowly bean, Phaseolus compressus.” “Kachang-putih. White 
bean, Dolichos kachang.” “Kachang-tanah. Ground-nut or 
oil bean, Arachis hypogæa.” “Lânga (J. oil). The sesame 
plant, Sesamum indicum.” “Wijen (J.). The sesame or oil 
plant, Sesamum orientale. In Javanese it has the epithet of, 
alas, ‘wild,’ or ‘of the forest.’”
 John Crawfurd lived 1783-1868.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that contains the term “pigeon pea.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2008) that contains the term “ragi,” which is the 
Malay / Indonesian word for a “starter culture,” such as “ragi 
tempe,” which is tempeh starter made with predominantly 
Rhizopus mold grown on soybeans.
 Note 4. “Cowitch, Dolichos pruriens,” probably refers 
to the velvet bean, Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. If it does, this 
is the earliest document seen (April 2007) and the earliest 
English-language document seen (April 2007) that mentions 
this plant. Address: Author of “The History of the Indian 
Archipelago” [London, England].

546. Day, Charles William. 1852. Five years’ residence in the 
West Indies. 2 vols. London: Colburn and Co., Publishers. 
See Vol. 1, p. 254. Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: “...; but roasted meats or fowls, are always so 
impregnated with the pyroligneous acid of the wood-fi re, as 
to have a smoky, or baked taste, well known to all travellers 
in the Highlands of Scotland. Worcestershire sauce is now 
beginning to be used; but usually the only condiment beyond 
pepper and salt, will be a bottle of pickled peppers. Greens, 
or salads, are rarely seen.” Address: Esq.

547. Dickens, Charles. 1852. The world here and there: or, 
Notes of travellers. From “Household Words,” edited by 
Charles Dickens. New York, NY: George P. Putnam. 231 p. 
See p. 76.
• Summary: “Rice fi elds, of course, we pass; rice is a staple 
article of diet to the Japanese, as to so many other millions 
of the human race. It is the vegetable food that fi nds its way 
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into more mouths than any other. There is wheat, also, in 
Japan, used chiefl y for making cakes and soy [sauce]; barley 
for feeding cattle. The cattle being used as beasts of draught 
and burden, it is thought improper to kill them, or to deprive 
the young calves of their milk; the Japanese, therefore, 
refrain from milk and beef. They eat great quantities of fi sh, 
poultry, and venison.”

548. Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine. 1853. Lady Lee’s 
widowhood. Part III.–Chapter X. 73(449):278-300. March. 
See p. 280.
• Summary: In this fi ctional story, a group of offi cers and 
soldiers, in the sleepy town of Doddington, are having a 
meal at their mess hall in a hotel. An “odour of various 
compounded perfumes heralded the approach” of Captain 
Sloperton who “possessed a face and fi gure that no young 
female of the middle or lower class ranks could look upon 
without presently loving him to distraction. The fi rst time the 
bar-maid of the hotel set eyes on him, she put soy instead of 
sherry into the soda-water compound she was mixing...”

549. Fox (Chas. E) & Co. 1853. Classifi ed ad: For the table–
Worcestershire sauce. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). 
Nov. 24. p. 10.
• Summary: “Royal Osborn Sauce. John Bull Sauce. India 
Soy Sauce. Reading Sauce. Harvey’s Sauce. Warwickshire 
Sauce. Sauce pour Savourer.”
 Note: This ad also appeared in the Nov. 30 (p. 2) issue.

550. Bentham, George. 1853. Leguminosae: Soja hispida 
Moench [Legumes: Soybeans, Soja hispida Moench]. In: Fr. 
W. Junghuhn, ed. 1853. Plantae Junghuhnianae. Enumeratio 
Plantarum quas in Insulas Java et Sumatra. Lugduni-
Batavorum: A.W. Sythoff; Lipsiae: T.O. Weigel. 570 p. See 
p. 205, 233. [1 ref. Lat]
• Summary: Bentham was an English botanist.

551. Jameson, Dr. 1853. Contributions to a history of the 
relation between climate and vegetation in various parts 
of the globe. 14. On the physical aspect of the Punjab–Its 
agriculture and botany. J. of the Horticultural Society of 
London 8:273-313. See p. 303.
• Summary: The subsection titled “Crops cultivated in 
the Kangra Valley” begins: “In the Kangra valley and in 
the Kohistan of the Punjab, we fi nd the following crops. 
The Khurreef crop, which is sown from February to April, 
and reaped in October to December.” Twenty-three crops 
are listed, with the local (Punjabi) name followed by the 
scientifi c name. One of these is “Bhut (Soja hispida).”
 Note 1. This valley and town are in Himachal Pradesh in 
northwest India. Note 2. This is the earliest document seen 
(May 2015) that gives Bhut as a vernacular or local name for 
the soybean. Address: Superintendent of the Botanic Garden, 
Saharunpore [Saharunpur, in today’s Uttar Pradesh].

552. Metropolitan Mechanics’ Institute. 1853. A record of the 
fi rst exhibition of the Metropolitan Mechanics’ Institute, held 
in the east wing of the patent offi ce, February and March, 
1853. Washington, DC: H. Polkinhorn, printer. 52 + 14 + 68 
+ 11 + 8 + 3 p. See p. 7. 23 cm.
• Summary: In the fi rst 52 pages of this book, under 
“Catalogue of Articles Deposited for Competition and 
Premium...” in Class III.–Substances used as food, we read 
(p. 7): “548, J.B. Kibbey & Co., assorted groceries.” These 
are listed under two groups: American and Foreign.
 Under Foreign we read: “2 fl asks oil, 4 jars anchovie 
[anchovy] paste, 2 jars shrimp paste, 2 jars English mustard, 
2 jars Worcester sauce, 2 jars Harvey sauce, 2 jars John 
Bull sauce, 2 bottles essence anchovies, 2 bottles India Soy 
[sauce], 1 bottle essence shrimps, 1 bottle walnut catsup,...” 
Address: Washington, DC.

553. New York Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations. 
1853. Offi cial catalogue of the New York Exhibition of the 
Industry of All Nations, 1853-54. First revised ed. New 
York, NY: Published by George P. Putnam & Co. for the 
Association. 224 + 23 p. 19 cm. 1 vol.
• Summary: In the chapter on objects from Great Britain and 
Ireland, under “Class 3–Substances employed as food” (p. 
102), item 4 states: “Specimens of Worcestershire sauce.–
Lea & Perrins, manu. [manufacturer], Worcester, England.–
Agents, John Duncan & Sons, 407 Broadway, New York 
City.”
 Note 1. In the original edition of this catalog, the exact 
same information appears on p. 98.
 Note 2. The fi rst major international exhibition of 
arts and industries was held in 1851 in London at the 
Crystal Palace. A great success in every way, it showed the 
world’s latest achievements at a time when mankind was 
making progress at a speed never before known. The next 
international fair opened only 2 years later in New York 
City. Held in a huge and very impressive building made 
mostly of glass and steel (modeled on the Crystal Palace, 
but larger), it opened in July 1853. An “Offi cial Catalog” 
and an “Illustrated Record” (with about 500 illustrations) 
were published. The building housed 5,272 exhibitors, 
about half of whom came from 23 foreign nations: America 
1,467. Germany 639. Great Britain 581. France 418, etc. 
Unfortunately, the exhibition, though impressive, was a 
fi nancial failure. It had to close on 1 Nov. 1854 with debts of 
$300,000. In Oct. 1857 the “fi reproof” building caught fi re 
and burned to the ground in less than 30 minutes. Address: 
New York.

554. Philp, Robert Kemp. 1853. The shopkeeper’s guide. 
London: Houlston & Stoneman. viii + 245 p. See p. 68-69. 
77, 80, 82. Index.
• Summary: Describes the main items that different types 
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of shopkeepers should have in stock. In the section titled 
“Electro-plated goods” (p. 68-69) is a subsection titled 
“Plated goods,” which contains a long list (p. 69) including: 
“Salts, gilt inside. Soup and sauce tureens. Soy frames. 
Spoons and forks.”
 Under “Papier mache goods” (p. 77): “Card trays. Cruet, 
soy [sauce], pickle, and liqueur frames. Inkstands.”
 Under “The chandler and the oilman” (p. 80): “Burgess’s 
essence of anchovies. Harvey’s Reading sauce. Cock’s ditto 
[Reading sauce]. Ketchup. India soy. Finest salad oil.”
 The grocer (p. 80-83): Under sauces (p. 
82-83)–”Superior essence of anchovies. Burgess’s essence 
of anchovies. Essence of shrimps. Essence of lobster. Real 
India soy. Quin sauce. Caviare sauce [Caviar sauce]. Coratch 
sauce... Harvey’s sauce. Worcestershire sauce... Mushroom 
ketchup. Walnut ketchup.” Address: Editor of the Family 
Treasury (Late Editor of the “Family Friend”), London, 
England.

555. Smith (James). 1854. Sale of merchandise and land 
(Ad). New Zealand Spectator and Cook’s Strait Guardian 
(Wellington). Jan. 14. p. 2.
• Summary: “Mr. James Smith has received instructions 
from the Importers, to sell on Tuesday, 17th January 
next, without reserve, ex Northfl eet, from London, the 
undermentioned desirable Merchandise, viz: -
 “Bloater Paste. Worcester Sauce. Capers.” Address: 
[Wellington, New Zealand].

556. Observer (London). 1854. Public amusements: Japanese 
exhibition. Feb. 26. p. 1.
• Summary: “The fi rst direct importation from Japan is now 
open for exhibition, at the Gallery of the Society of Painters 
in Water Colours, 5A, Pall-mall East, until 15th March, 
as the society requires the gallery for their paintings.–
Admittance, 1s.
 “Japan.–Some of the scarce, but noted Japan Soy 
[sauce], has been forwarded amongst the curiosities now 
on exhibition at 5, Pall-mall East. On the Continent it is 
esteemed as far superior to that in general use.”
 This announcement also appeared in the March 5 
edition, p. 1.

557. New York Daily Times. 1854. Business notices. March 
1. p. 4.
• Summary: “Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce.–Is the 
only sauce to which a medal has been awarded by the Juries 
in the Crystal Palace at New York, for foreign exhibitors, and 
in order to guard the public against numerous counterfeits 
the proprietors deem it requisite to state that the genuine 
Sauce can at all times be obtained of the wholesale agents for 
the United States,
 “Messrs. John Duncan & Sons, New York. N.B.–This 
universally popular condiment not only imparts a piquant 

relish to all descriptions of food, but by promoting digestion, 
tends to preserve health.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest published document seen 
(Feb. 2012) that mentions a medal awarded to Lea & Perrin’s 
Worcestershire Sauce; it was awarded at an exhibition in 
New York.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce that uses 
the word “counterfeits” (or “counterfeit,” etc.) to refer to 
imitations. Address: New York.

558. Lea and Perrins. 1854. Classifi ed ad: The only medal 
awarded by the Jury of the New York Exhibition to English 
or foreign sauce manufacturers... Times (London). March 30. 
p. 11, col. 1.

• Summary:  “... has been obtained, amongst numerous 
competitors, by Lea and Perrins, for their Worcestershire 
Sauce, whereby further testimony is afforded of its being the 
best sauce extant.
 “The celebrity of this sauce has extended to every 
quarter of the globe, and its effi cacy in promoting the general 
health is becoming daily more observed and acknowledged. 
In the United States it is held to be the most agreeable 
condiment, and is esteemed for its tonic and invigorating 
properties, its habitual use enabling the stomach perfectly to 
digest the food.”
 “On the continent of Europe these qualities have been 
testifi ed to, by a gentleman who writes to Lea & Perrins 
thus–’I have carried a bottle of your Worcestershire Sauce 
in a tour I have just completed through Spain and Portugal, 
and I believe I owe my present state of health to its use. Your 
sauce is stomachic, and I think medicinal. I can with truth 
say there is nothing in a traveller’s baggage so essential to 
his comfort, at least in these countries, as your sauce.’
 “In India also, where it is found at the mess of every 
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regiment, a medical gentleman writes from Madras to his 
brother in the same profession at Worcester in the following 
terms,–’Tell Lea and Perrins that their Sauce is highly 
approved in India, and that it is, in my opinion, the most 
palatable as well as the most wholesome sauce made.’
 “This sauce is suitable for every variety of dish, and the 
universal demand which its excellence has created, has led to 
many imitations being offered to the public, under a variety 
of names, but the genuine may be known by the names of 
‘Lea & Perrins,’ being impressed upon the patent metallic 
capsule, or patent glass stopper of the bottle, as well as the 
labels and wrapper.
 “Manufactory, 68, Broad-street, Worcester; wholesale 
and export warehouse, 19, Fenchurch-street, London; and to 
be obtained also of Crosse and Blackwell, Barclay and Sons, 
London, and all the principal druggists, grocers, and Italian 
warehousemen throughout the United Kingdom and abroad.
 Note 1. This may be the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2005) concerning soybean products (soy sauce {though not 
mentioned}, an ingredient of Worcestershire Sauce) in Spain. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Spain (1854); soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that uses the word “medicinal” (or “medicine” or “medical”) 
in connection with Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce, or 
that mentions a letter from a man who has carried a bottle of 
this sauce “through Spain and Portugal.”
 Note 3. A graphic from The Secret Sauce (1997, p. 95) 
shows the medal more clearly than does our photocopy of the 
same medal, which was the only medal awarded in 1853 at 
the New York Exhibition to a sauce manufacturer. Address: 
[England].

559. Jones and Bonham. 1854. Sales by auction: This 
evening.–150 framed and glazed prints,... (Ad). Times 
(London). May 3. p. 15, col. 2.
• Summary: This company “(late George Jones and Son) will 
sell by auction, at their great Rooms... superior property... 50 
dozen sparkling Champagne, 35 baskets of the fi ne Japanese 
soy [sauce], superior miscellaneous goods,...”
 Note: “Japanese soy” refers to soy sauce made in Japan. 
Address: [London].

560. New York Daily Times. 1854. Special notices. Sept. 6. 
p. 5.
• Summary: The section titled “Champagne wines...” 
states: “Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce, landing ex 
Manhattan, from Liverpool. For sale by John Duncan & 
Sons, No. 405 Broadway, between Walker and Lispenard 
sts.” Address: New York.

561. Weston (Thomas) & Co. 1854. Public auction sales, in 
the Estate of the late Mr. Wellesley Hughes, stock in trade of 

groceries, &c. (Ad). Daily Southern Cross (Auckland, New 
Zealand). Oct. 31. p. 1.
• Summary: “Thomas Weston & Co. have received 
instructions to sell by Auction to-morrow, 1st November, at 
the premises of the late Mr. Wellesley Hughes, Shortland-
street, at 11 o’clock, the stock in trade of groceries, &c., 
comprising goods lately imported from England... Packages 
being unbroken.
 “3 cases muscatels.
 “3 cases jams 2 and 1 lb.
 “1 case Worcester sauce.
 “16 casks carbonate soda.” Address: [Auckland, New 
Zealand].

562. Lea & Perrins’ celebrated Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). 
1854. In: Charles Pope. 1854. Yearly Journal of Trade. 24th 
ed. London: Printed for the proprietor. See p. 84 near end.
• Summary: See next page. At the end of this volume, and 
paginated separately, is Pope’s Yearly Journal of Trade 
Advertiser [1854-5]. On page 84 is this half-page ad: 
“Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only good sauce’ 
and applicable to every variety of dish. Extract of a letter 
from a medical gentleman at Madras [India], to his brother 
at Worcester, May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce 
is highly esteemed in India, and is, in my opinion, the most 
palatable as well as the most wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold universally by the principal dealers in Sauces.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
related to this sauce that contains (even approximately) 
these words: “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman 
at Madras, to his brother at Worcester...” or “’Tell Lea & 
Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India,...’” or 
“’the most wholesome sauce made.’” 
 An illustration in the center of this add shows a bottle of 
the sauce. This is the earliest document seen (March 2012) 
with an illustration of a bottle of this sauce.

563. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1854. The commercial products 
of the vegetable kingdom, considered in their various uses to 
man and their relation to the arts and manufactures; forming 
a practical treatise & handbook of reference for the colonist, 
manufacturer, merchant, and consumer... London: T.F.A. 
Day. xix + 668 p. See p. 313. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: See page after next. In the section on “Pulse” 
we read (p. 313). “The well known sauce, Soy, is made in 
some parts of the East, from a species of the Dolichos bean 
(Soja hispida), which grows in China and Japan. In Java 
it is procured from the Phaseolus radiatus. The beans are 
boiled soft, with wheat or barley of equal quantities, and 
left for three months to ferment; salt and water are then 
added, when the liquor is pressed and strained. Good soy is 
agreeable when a few years old; the Japan soy is superior to 
the Chinese. Large quantities are shipped for England and 
America. The Dolichos bean is much cultivated in Japan, 
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where various culinary articles are prepared from it; but the 
principal are a sort of butter, termed mico, and a pickle called 
sooja.
 “1,108 piculs of soy were shipped from Canton in 1844, 
for London, British India, and Singapore. 100 jars, or about 
50 gallons of soy, were received at Liverpool in 1850. The 
price is about 6s. per gallon in the London market.”
 One page earlier, the section on “Pulse” states (p. 312): 
Of leguminous grains there are various species cultivated 
and used by the Asiatics, as the Phaseolus Mungo [mung 
bean], P. Max [soya bean], and P. radiatus [probably azuki 
bean], which contains much alimentary matter; the earth-nut 
(Arachis hypogaea), which buries its pods under ground after 
fl owering.”
 “Captain H. Biggs [sic, Bigge], in a communication to 
the Agri.-Hort Soc. [Agricultural & Horticultural Society] of 
India, in 1845 [sic, Aug. 1844], states that of the esculents 
a large white pea forms the staple of the trade of Shanghae 
[Shanghai], or nearly so, to the astonishing amount of two 
and a-half millions sterling. This he gives on the authority 
of the Rev. Mr. Medhurst, of Shanghae, and Mr. Thoms [sic, 
Thom], British Consul at Ningpo. These peas are ground in 

a mill and then pressed, in a somewhat complicated, though, 
as usual in China, a most effi cient press, by means of wedges 
driven under the outer parts of the framework with mallets. 
The oil is used both for eating and burning, more for the 
latter purpose, however, and the cake, like large Gloucester 
cheese, or small grindstones in circular shape, is distributed 
about China in every direction, both as food for pigs and 
buffaloes, as also for manure.”
 Note 1. The “large white pea” is clearly the soybean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
that uses the spelling “Shanghae.”
 In the chapter titled “Oleaginous plants” we read (p. 
512): “In Japan a kind of butter, called mijo, [sic, miso] is 
obtained from a species of the Dolichos bean (Dolichos 
soja).
 Also discusses: Almonds and almond oil (p. 510, 533). 
Wheat gluten (221, 234, 264). Hemp and hemp oil (p. 510). 
Sesame or teel, sesame oil, black til, and gingelie oil (p. 511, 
533-34). “The export of linseed and rapeseed cakes from 
Stettin” (p. 564).
 Note 3. Peter L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
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seen (July 2003) that uses the words “gingelie” or “teel” to 
refer to “sesame.”
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the word “Oleaginous” or the 
term “Oleaginous plants” in connection with the soybean. 
Oil derived from the soybean is also mentioned. Address: 
England.

564. Woodcroft, Bennet. comp. 1854. Titles of patents of 
invention: Chronologically arranged from March 2, 1617 to 
October 1, 1852. 2 vols. London: Printed by G.E. Eyre and 
W. Spottiswoode. Published at the Great Seal Patent Offi ce. 
8 + 1554 p. See p. Vol. 1, 158 in the chronological index, or 
p. 60 in the alphabetical index at Bowen. Great Britain Patent 
Offi ce. *
• Summary: This index concerns patents granted for 
inventions in Great Britain. Starting in 1624, the British 
system rewarded and encouraged inventors through the grant 
to them of limited monopolies. Woodcroft played a key 
role in the British patent reform campaign that succeeded 
in 1852 in overcoming the many obstacles that confronted 
the would-be patentee and requiring that specifi cations be 
published with each patent. This book is the fi rst to list all 
early British patents. It does so in the form of three indexes: 
a chronological index, a subject index, and a name index of 
patentees.
 Name of Patentee: Samuel Bowen. Progressive Number: 
878. Date: 1st July 1767. “A grant unto Samuel Bowen of 
the province of Georgia in America, merchant, of his new 
invented method of preparing and making sago, vermicelli, 
and soy from the plants growing in America, to be equal 
in goodness to those made in the East Indies; to hold to 
him, his executors, admors, and assignors, within England, 
Wales, and town of Berwick-upon-Twere, are also in all His 
majesty’s colonys and plantations abroad for the term of 14 
years pursuant to the statute; with a clause to unroll the same 
within 4 kalendar months from the date hereof. Witness His 
Majesty at Weston, the fi rst day of July, in the year above.”
 Note: Also in 1854 Woodcroft authored a book titled 
“Alphabetical Index of Patentees of Inventions.” That book 
is an author’s index to the book mentioned above.
 In 1969 the Patent Offi ce of Great Britain issued an 
Alphabetical Index of Patentees of Inventions, 1617/1852, 
published in New York by A.M. Kelley. It is a reprint of 
Woodcroft’s original book. Bennet Woodcroft lived 1803-
1879. Address: England.

565. Woodcroft, Bennet. 1854. Alphabetical index of 
patentees of inventions, from March 2, 1617 (14 James I.) 
to October 1, 1852 (16 Victoriae). London: Queens Printing 
Offi ce. 647 p. See p. 60. 15 & 16 Victoriae, Cap. 83. Sec. 
XXXII. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: To Samuel Bowen was issued English Patent 
878 of 1 July 1767, titled “Making sago, vermicelli, and soy 

[sauce], from American plants, equal in goodness to those 
from the East Indies.”
 Note: A new edition of this book was issued in 1969 
by the Great Britain Patent Offi ce. With an introduction and 
appendix of additions and corrections compiled in the Patent 
Offi ce Library. By Bennet Woodcroft (lived 1803-1879). 
Published in London by Evelyn, Adams & Mackay. Address: 
Superintendent of Specifi cations, Indexes, &c.

566. Lea and Perrins. 1855. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce... Times (London). Jan. 31. p. 14, col. 
5.
• Summary: “... is universally acknowledged to be the most 
valuable condiment, and experience has proved its effi cacy 
in promoting digestion and preserving health. Sold by Crosse 
and Blackwell, Barclay and Sons, and the principal dealers 
everywhere.”
 This ad also appeared in the 27 April 1856 issue (p. 14, 
col. 2) of this newspaper. Address: [England].

567. Fox (Chas. E) & Co. 1855. Classifi ed ad: English 
sauces, pickles, &c. Hartford Daily Courant (Connecticut). 
May 16. p. 3.
• Summary: “Worcestershire Sauce, Royal Osborn do. [ditto 
= Sauce], Warwickshire do., John Bull do., Napoleon do.; 
Reading, India Soy and Harvey Sauces for fi sh, game, soups, 
steaks, etc... Piccallilli [Piccalilli], India Currie Powder. 
Mushroom, Walnut and Tomato Catsup.”
 Note: This ad appeared 12 more times in this newspaper 
during 1855 from May 17 to May 31.

568. Somerville (M.). 1855. Ex “Rock City” from London 
(Ad). Daily Southern Cross (Auckland, New Zealand). June 
22. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “From the celebrated Houses of Crosse & 
Blackwell, G.F. Coward & Batty and Company. One hundred 
and fi fty cases fancy groceries and oilman’s stores... 30 cases 
Chouchou, Imperial hot and mixed pickles, 6 cases Sauces 
& Soyer’s relish, Indiana Soy [sic, Indian Soy], China Soy, 
Worcester Ketchup, Harvey, John Bull, &c., in fancy vases 
and bottles, 20 cases Bottled vinegar, pints, quarts, and fancy 
decanters,...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest of 177 documents seen (Nov. 
2009) in the New Zealand Newspapers database (paperspast) 
that contains the term “China Soy.” The term was last used in 
New Zealand Newspapers on 23 April 1906.
 Note 2. The meaning of “Worcester Ketchup” is 
unclear. The text should probably read “Worcester [sauce], 
Ketchup,...” Address: Auckland.

569. Lea & Perrins. 1855. Lea & Perrins’ celebrated 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Islander (The) (Charlottetown, 
Prince Edward Island, Canada). Oct. 19. p. 4.
• Summary: “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only 
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good sauce’ and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India], to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold universally by the principal dealers in Sauces.–
Wholesale for Exportation by the Proprietors Lea and 
Perrins, 68, Broad-street, Worcester, and 19, Fenchurch-
street, London. Barclay and Sons; Crosse and Blackwell, and 
other Oilmen and Merchants, London.
 An illustration shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce.

570. Merchant’s Magazine and Commercial Review (New 
York). 1855. Mercantile miscellanies. 33(4):520-24. Oct. See 
p. 523.
• Summary: In the section titled “Fabricated trade marks” 
(From the Mercantile Journal and Statistical Register, 
Belfast) we read (p. 523): “Being apt and cunning, the 
universal Yankee nation, we are told by one of its own 
trade organs, tries its hand at deception, and hence imitative 
Champagne, Sheffi eld cutlery, Rowland’s macassar, Cognac 
brandy, Worcestershire sauce, Belgium cloths, Burton ales, 
Irish linens, French silks, Scotch shawls, and a thousand 
other things, are manufactured there, and sold as the ‘real 
originals.’”

571. Hassall, Arthur Hill. 1855. Food and its adulterations: 
Comprising the reports of the Analytical Sanitary 
Commission of “The Lancet” for the years 1851 to 1854 
inclusive, revised and extended. London: Longman, Brown, 
Green, and Longmans. xlviii + 657 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. 
[10+* ref]
• Summary: This is a remarkable, and an important book, 
very professional and carefully documented, incorporating 
the relatively new science of microscopy, an early salvo 
in the “Sanitary Reform” movement and harbinger of the 
subsequent reforms in the UK and (later) the USA, banning 
adulteration of foodstuffs and creating pure food and drug 
laws.
 The book is dedicated Sir Benjamin Hall, Bart., M.P., 
President of the General Board of Health. The dedication 
begins: “Sir, The fact has at length become recognised 
that the sanitary condition of the people is the great social 
question of the day, for it is one that vitally affects the 
interests, the well-being, and even the safety of every 
individual throughout these realms, rich and poor, high and 
low, but especially the latter.”
 One key fact: That “more persons have died, and 
still continue to die, from the neglect of proper sanitary 
precautions, and from living in violation of the fundamental 
laws and rules of health, than have ever fallen in battle.” 
Adulterated food is an important cause.

 The Commission examined 33 samples of commercial 
bottled sauces. Five of these were labeled “India Soy” 
[sauce]. Treacle [molasses] and salt formed the basis of all 
fi ve of these samples, which may have consisted entirely of 
these two ingredients only (p. xxii).
 The section titled “On sauces, and their adulterations” 
(p. 506-12) contains detailed information on each sauce 
mentioned. “A great variety of substances, chiefl y vegetable, 
enter into the composition of the various sauces in use” 
including “tomato, garlic, sorrel, mushroom and walnut 
catsup,... the seeds of an Indian plant called Dolichos soja or 
soya, of which soy is made;...”
 For each of the fi ve samples of India Soy are given: 
(1) Name and address of business from which sample was 
purchased. (2) Purchase price: Typically 1 shilling, 6 pence. 
(3) A description of the article and its adulterants.
 “Results of the microscopical and chemical examination 
of thirty-three samples of the principal sauces, obtained 
chiefl y from manufacturers.
 “India soy.
 “1st Sample–Purchased of Batty & Co., Pavement, 
Finsbury-square. Price 1s. 6d.
 “This article is dark, thick, and like syrup; it is made up 
to a great extent of treacle slightly burned; and judging from 
the consistence, appearance, and taste, it appears to be little 
else than treacle very strongly fl avoured with salt. Examined 
with the microscope, there were detected in it numerous oval 
sporules of the fungus invariably present in treacle. “2nd 
Sample.–Purchased of Thomas Snelling, 30. Fenchurch-
street. Price 1s. 3d. Appearance, taste, and composition very 
similar to Sample 1.; it certainly consists in great part of 
treacle and salt.
 “3rd Sample.–Purchased of Kenning & Hale, 5. Poultry, 
London. Price 1s. 6d. Composition the same as the previous 
samples, it consisting chiefl y of treacle and salt.
 “4th Sample.–Purchased of J. Wingrave & Co., 80. St. 
Paul’s-churchyard. Price 1s. 6d. Composition apparently the 
same as in the previous samples, it consisting principally of 
treacle and salt. 5th Sample.–Purchased of John Burgess & 
Son, 107. Strand. Price 1s. 6d. Composition apparently the 
same as in the previous samples, treacle and salt being the 
chief ingredients. Neither copper nor lead was detected in 
this or the above samples.
 “By the above observations, we do not mean to imply 
that the samples of Soy examined may not consist, either 
in part or entirely, of genuine India Soy; but this we do say, 
that, if genuine, then is Soy little better than a mixture of 
treacle and salt, out of which ingredients we undertake to 
produce an article scarcely if at all distinguishable from the 
samples referred to.”
 Harvey’s Fish Sauce contained vinegar, catsup, and 
much salt, but no soy.
 Cocks Reading Sauce (p. 508) contained “vinegar, much 
cayenne and salt, catsup, and perhaps a small quantity of 
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shallots or garlic and soy.”
 Soyer’s Relish (p. 509) was found to contain soy as one 
of many ingredients.
 Page 511 gives a summary of the main fi ndings. “1st. 
That treacle and much salt formed the bases of the fi ve 
samples of India Soy examined, if they did not even entirely 
consist of these two ingredients.”
 “... every intelligent cook might readily succeed in 
preparing all the sauces which are ordinarily required for the 
table, by the exercise of a very slight amount of refl ection 
and ingenuity. In order to aid such endeavours, we introduce 
a few receipts of some of the more useful and less known 
sauces:...
 “Soy: ‘Boil four pounds of the seeds of Dolichos soya 
with water, until they become soft; then add four pounds of 
bruised wheat; keep the mixture in a warm place for twenty-
four hours; then add four pounds of common salt, and eight 
pounds of water; put the mixture into a stone jar, and cork 
it up for two or three months; then press out the liquor. The 
best soy is imported from China.’”
 Note 1. Koji is the key ingredient missing from the 
above recipe.
 Note 2. The fi rst long section in this book, titled “Coffee 
and its adulterations” (p. 3-9) proves that much coffee sold 
in England is adulterated and that chicory is the most widely 
used adulterant; soy is not mentioned as an adulterant for 
coffee, although roasted “beans” are (p. 3, 6-7). The lower 
the price of the coffee, the more the adulteration (in general).
 Note 3. The Adulteration of Food Act of 1860–the fi rst 
such act in the UK–represented a compromise between 
confl icting interests and, like other Victorian social 
legislation, was weakened by its permissive nature. Address: 
M.D., Chief analyst of the commission, 8, Bennett-street, St. 
James’-street [London].

572. Duncan (John) & Sons. 1856. Sauces of various kinds 
(Ad). New York Daily Times. Feb. 8. p. 8.
• Summary: “Lexicographers tell us there are various kinds 
of sauce, some of which are exceedingly appetising, while 
others are diffi cult of digestion. The old Colonists, and even 
our modern Yankees and Virginians, speak in their quaint 
rustical way of ‘garden sass,’ under which term they include 
all culinary vegetables. But there is another kind of sauce 
which, deriving its name from a palatable condiment, is 
yet, in itself, directly the reverse of palatable; we mean the 
sauce of a pert young gentleman or forward miss, in whose 
education manners have been neglected.
 “The third kind of sauce is the best of all inasmuch 
as it gives zest to the languid appetite and fl avor to viands 
which need its aid. These sauces are variously prepared, 
and are known under different names; but the one which is 
most celebrated, for its tonic and invigorating properties, is 
the Worcestershire sauce, manufactured by Lea & Perrin, 
and sold by their agents, John Duncan & Sons, No. 405 

Broadway, New York.–Baltimore Patriot, Feb. 5.” Address: 
New York.

573. Duncan (John) & Sons. 1856. Champagne wines, 
landing ex Samuel G. Fox (Ad). New York Daily Times. 
March 29. p. 8.
• Summary: “Scotch malt whiskey landing ex Mary Morris.
 “English cheese landing ex American Eagle.
 “Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce, landing ex 
Harvest Queen. For sale by
 “John Duncan & Sons, No. 405 Broadway.” Address: 
New York.

574. Hempel, Charles J. 1856. Original communications: 
Much ado about nothing. Dr. Peters’ Review (Letter to the 
editor). Philadelphia Journal of Homeopathy 4(12):738-44. 
March. See p. 741-42.
• Summary: “In the February number of the North American 
Homeopathic Journal, we fi nd an article entitled ‘On fatty 
diseases of the heart,’ by Dr. Peters. This article is an 
importation, in condensed form, from British soil, together 
with all of the allopathic absurdities and crudities with 
which the original composition is tainted. Under the head 
of ‘Diet,’ for instance, the patient is advised to use pepper, 
mustard, salt and Worcester sauce, in order to aid digestion. 
This is a good old English and universally recommended 
allopathic fashion, recommended by Dr. Chambers, and, 
upon his authority, by his American imitator, Dr. Peters. 
We do not object to usages like these, but how does such 
treatment agree with the use of homeopathic doses? How 
do these quantities of pepper, mustard, salt, and Worcester 
sauce agree with the nux vomica which Dr. Peters prescribes 
as an accompaniment to these condiments? Is the reader to 
understand that the nux is to be taken in teaspoonful doses 
stirred in a mixture of pepper, mustard, salt and Worcester 
sauce? This is a species of homeopathy which may be 
acceptable to the most inveterate advocate of allopathy, 
but which cannot but be rejected by all the thoughtful and 
enlightened friends of our cause. Spirit of Hahnemann!...” 
Address: M.D.

575. Dickens, Charles. 1856. Out of the season. Household 
Words (Conducted by Charles Dickens) 13(327):553-56. 
June 28. See p. 555.
• Summary: “The grocers’ hot pickles, Harvey’s Sauce, 
Doctor Kitchener’s Zest, Anchovy Paste, Dundee 
Marmalade, and the whole stock of luxurious helps to 
appetite, were hybernating [sic, hibernating] somewhere 
under-ground.”
 Note: 19 volumes of this weekly periodical were 
published from 30 March 1850 to 28 May 1859 in London 
by Bradbury & Evans. Charles Dickens lived 1812-1870. 
Address: England.
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576. Dublin University Magazine (The). 1856. The fortunes 
of Glencore. 48:579-94. Nov. See p. 591.
• Summary: “Chapter XXVII–The villa at Sorrento.” 
This story takes place in Sorrento, a small city in southern 
Italy. Stevins opened a bag brought by a messenger and 
“proceeded to litter the table and fl oor with a variety of 
strange and incongruous parcels... ‘Yarmouth bloaters–
Atkinson’s cerulean paste for the eyebrows–Worcester 
sauce–trade returns for Tahiti–a set of shoemaking tools–
eight bottles of Darby’s pyloric corrector...’”

577. Crawfurd, John. 1856. A descriptive dictionary of the 
Indian islands & adjacent countries. London: Bradbury & 
Evans. 459 p. Reprinted in 1971 by Oxford University Press, 
with an introduction by M.C. Ricklefs.
• Summary: This book is about the region now (May 2011) 
known as Southeast Asia, and especially about the Malay 
Archipelago (today’s Indonesia and Malaysia). Its main 
focus is geography, history, language, culture, and colonial 
affairs, but there is some information about food and 
agriculture.
 The section titled “Pulses” (p. 361) states: “The generic 
name in Malay and Javanese for all leguminous plants, is 
kachang, by adding an epithet to which we have the name of 
the species. Several species are regular objects of cultivation, 
as Phaseolus max, lunatus and radiatus; Dolichos kachang; 
Lablab vulgaris; Soja hispida; Cytisus cajan, and Arachis 
hypogæa. In Java, the greater number of these are cultivated 
in the dry season from irrigated land, which during the wet 
had yielded a crop of rice; that is, they form one of two crops 
from the same land within the year. The last-named plant, 
the ground nut, is raised in inferior dry lands, and is the chief 
source of the lamp-oil consumed by the natives. Most of the 
cultivated leguminous plants may be judged by the epithets 
annexed to them to be exotics; thus, Phaseolus lunatus, is 
called Kachang China, or Chinese pulse; and Soja hispida, 
the soy-bean, Kachang-Jâpun, or Japanese pulse; Phaseolus 
max has a Talugu or Telinga name annexed to it, kâdâlé.”
 Note: Crawfurd seems to be confused about Phaseolus 
max, an early and outdated name for the soybean, which is 
now (Feb. 2004) called “Kachang kedele” (rarely “kadele,” 
never “kadale”) in Indonesia.
 The section on “Oil” notes “in Malay miñah, and in 
Javanese lânga, both of them words of extensive currency 
throughout the Malay and Philippine Archipelagos. The 
plants from which fatty oils are chiefl y extracted are the 
coco-palm [coconut], the ground pea [peanut], the sesame, 
and the palma-christi; the fi rst for edible use and the three 
last for the lamp... Animal oils are hardly used in any shape; 
essential oils are obtained from the clove, the nutmeg, the 
kayu-puti (Melaleuca cajeput) and in great abundance and 
cheapness from the Malay camphor-tree (Dryobalanops 
camphora).”
 The section titled “Arachis” (p. 13, about the peanut) 

states: “The Arachis hypogæa, or ground pea, is known in 
the Malayan countries under the several names of kachang-
tanah, kachang-China, and kachang-Jâpun, meaning ground, 
Chinese, and Japan pulse. The two last of these names would 
seem to imply, what is probable, that the plant is an exotic, 
and was introduced either from China or Japan, with both 
of which the inhabitants of the Archipelago had maintained 
a commercial intercourse before the arrival of Europeans in 
India. With the exception of the coco-palm, it is, of all the 
oil-yielding plants, the most extensively cultivated in the 
Archipelago.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the terms “oil-yielding” or 
“oil-yielding plants” in connection with seeds.
 Other food-related entries include: Agar-agar, Kaempfer 
(Engelbert), nutmeg, onion (Allium), opium, orange, potato, 
Rumpf / Rumphius, saffl ower, and sago. John Crawfurd lived 
1783-1868. Address: F.R.S. [London, England].

578. Faulkner, Alexander. 1856. Faulkner’s dictionary 
of commercial terms: With their synonyms in various 
languages. Bombay, India: Printed at L.M. D’Souza’s Press. 
iii + 158 + vii p. 18 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soy. A peculiar savoury sauce, made from 
the bean of the Soja, a species of Dolichos, growing in the 
Eastern parts of Asia. Genuine soy is well fl avoured, thick, 
brown, and clear; and when shaken in a glass it should have 
a coat on the surface of a bright yellowish-brown colour. It is 
obtained from Canton [China]; but the best is exported from 
Japan, by way of Batavia [Dutch East Indies]. Waterston.”
 Also discusses: “Ground nuts.–Guz. (Guzerattee) 
[Gujarati], Hind [Hindi], Bhoysing. Groundnuts are now 
extensively cultivated in the Concans on account of the 
oil which they afford. They are occasionally exported to 
England and France.
 “Ground nut oil.–Hind. Bhoysing ka teil. It is the oil 
obtained from ground-nuts by expression. It is largely 
exported from Bombay to France and England.”
 Note: The Concans or Co’ncan was an extensive 
maritime district of southwestern India in the province of 
Bejapore extending 220 miles along the shore from Damaun 
to Malabar, bounded on the west by the Indian Ocean and 
on the south by Canara and Sattara [Satara]. Between 16º 
and 20º north latitude. On today’s map, it would be along the 
coast south of Bombay. A long range of mountains, named 
the Western Ghats, runs right along the shore of western 
India from the Gulf of Khambhat to near the southern tip of 
the continent (Cape of Comorin).

579. MacFarlane, Charles. 1856. Japan: An account, 
geographical and historical, from the earliest period at which 
the islands composing this empire were known to Europeans, 
down to the present time, and the expedition fi tted out in the 
United States, etc. Hartford, Connecticut: Silas Andrus & 
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Son. xii + [9]-365 p. Illust. Map (folded). No index. 21 cm. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Domestic manners” is a 
description of a Japanese feast (p. 288-89) which states: “A 
Japanese feast usually consists of seven or eight courses. 
During the several removes, the master of the house walks 
round, and drinks a cup of sackee with each guest. This 
is their way of hobnobbing, or “taking wine.” The viands 
consist of game, venison, poultry, fi sh, and all kinds of 
vegetables, seaweeds not excepted. Fish is, however, the 
pièce de résistance, the standing dish, the roast beef of the 
Japanese... As whets, servants, of both sexes, from time to 
time, hand round soy, other sauces, pickled or salted ginger, 
and small nicely-cut morsels of salted fi sh, which are all 
eaten with the Chinese chopstick. It is expected that the 
guests compliment the giver of the feast on the beauty of 
his lacquered ware, on the splendor of his bowls, and on the 
richness and beauty of his domestic utensils, and furnishing 
in general.”
 Since the author has never been to Japan, he uses the last 
part of the Appendix (p. 331-65’ see especially p. 363-65) to 
give a bibliography of his sources.
 Charles MacFarlane, a British romantic author, lived 
1799-1858. Address: Author [England].

580. Smith, J. Jay. 1856. Editor’s table: New and valuable 
trees and fruits. Horticulturist, and Journal of Rural Art and 
Rural Taste (Albany, New York) 11:330-31. [1 ref]
• Summary: “One of the most remarkable catalogs ever 
published has just appeared in Leyden [Netherlands]; 
it contains a priced list of the Japanese plants actually 
cultivated in the nursery of Siebold & Co., of that place” 
[Leyden].
 “He also offers seeds of the Soja japonica, the real plant 
from which the sauce called Soy is prepared.”
 Note 1. Siebold & Co. was started by Philipp Franz von 
Siebold; he and Joseph G. Zuccarini fi rst gave the soybean 
its present genus name, Glycine. They also gave the wild 
soybean its present scientifi c name Glycine soja. M.M. 
Busk in 1841 wrote: “Dr. Von Siebold’s Japanese museum 
[at Leyden] is said to be the fi nest in Europe...” For details 
on Siebold’s life and work as a botanist see: Bretschneider 
(1882–Botanicon Sinicum, Part I, p. 126-27).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
stating that the soybean was being sold in a seed catalog.
 Note 3. First cited by Prof. Ted Hymowitz, Univ. of 
Illinois. Personal communication 1 Jan. 1997.
 To continue: “As is well known, the Dutch monopolize 
the intercourse of Europeans with Japan, the country most 
in climate like the British Isles, but resplendent with a 
vegetation infi nitely richer and more varied. Camellia, 
Cephalotaxus, Cryptomeria, Aucuba, Chimonanthus, 
Clematis, and Pyrus Japonica, suffi ciently indicate how 
beautiful and hardy is the fl ora of Japan, to say nothing of 

Weigela, Forsythia, and the whole race of Moutans. Availing 
themselves of their commercial privileges, the Dutch have 
sedulously occupied themselves with the acquisition of 
everything most worthy of introduction to Europe, and 
the result is already a total number of 3 or 400 species and 
varieties offered for sale by the fi rm mentioned above. Of so 
curious an assemblage, we are sure that a brief account will 
be interesting to all lovers of gardens. We shall, however, 
confi ne our remarks to what are represented to be hardy 
races.”
 These include conifers (4 species) and sycamores 
(2). “Fruit trees comprehend a very early apricot called 
Armeniaca Mume [later Prunus mume], whose early rose-
colored fl owers are extremely ornamental, while the fruit, 
owing to the fi rmness of the fl esh, is particularly well 
adapted for preserving [as umeboshi in Japan]... Mention, 
moreover, is made of a Japanese variety of Peach.” Also 
described are many small fl owering trees and shrubs, and 
some climbing shrubs. “Finally there is a considerable 
number of herbaceous plants, among which are included 
several new kinds of Funkia and Lilium, a Burdock called 
Lappa edulis, the roots of which are eaten like Scorzonera; 
a couple of Irises; Polygonatum japonicum whose roots are 
a substitute for asparagus; a Polygonum called Sieboldi, 
recommended as a green crop for cattle food, as an excellent 
bee plant, &c. &c.; and the Chinese Yam, which M. Siebold 
calls Dioscorea opposita, and to the hardiness of which he 
fully testifi es.” Soja japonica is then mentioned.
 “Some of these novelties have already been introduced 
into England, and are offered for sale by E.G. Henderson. 
Who will be the fi rst to advertise these interesting articles in 
America?”
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2006) that refers to umeboshi salt plums, but it 
does not mention them specifi cally.

581. Stretton, Julia Cecelia. 1856. Margaret and her 
bridesmaids. 3 vols. London: Hurst and Blackett, Publishers. 
Successors to Henry Colburn. See Vol. 3, p. 275-76.
• Summary: “Mrs. Banks did all she intended, and welcomed 
dear Fred, very warmly. But she was disappointed in seeing 
him enjoy the feast she had prepared for him. He hardly 
tasted a mouthful of fi sh, he said it was so woolly; and he 
turned up his nose at the beefsteak–there was no Worcester 
sauce to it; and the scalloped oysters had no cayenne pepper 
in them.” Address: Author.

582. Ure, Andrew. 1856. A dictionary of arts, manufactures, 
and mines; Containing a clear exposition of their principles 
and practice. Vol. 2. New York, NY: D. Appleton & Co. 998 
p. See p. 694-95. 23 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: The entry for SOY is identical to that in the 
1842 American ed. The title page states: “Illustrated with 
nearly sixteen hundred engravings on wood. Reprinted entire 
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from the last corrected and greatly enlarged English edition. 
In two volumes.” Volume 1 was xiv + 1118 p. Ure was a 
physician, an M.D.
 In 1863 a work titled “A Supplement to Ure’s Dictionary 
of Arts, Manufactures, and Mines,” edited by Robert Hunt, 
was published in New York by Appleton & Co. It contains 
no reference to soy [sauce]. Address: Upper Seymour St., 
London 18, England.

583. Williams, Samuel Wells. 1856. A Chinese commercial 
guide: Consisting of a collection of details and regulations 
respecting foreign trade with China... 4th ed., revised and 
enlarged. Canton: Printed at the Offi ce of the Chinese 
Repository. viii + 376 p. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Articles of trade with China” 
at the top of page 154 we read: “Gram, or split peas (2 
Chinese characters are given), peh tau is imported from India 
to some extent; it is bought by the Chinese for grinding and 
making into bean-curd and cakes, of which they consume 
an incalculable amount; the Indian grain is larger and whiter 
than the native, and epicures think it richer.”
 In the section on “Description of Exports,” entry No. 
50 (p. 187-88) is: “Soy” (2 Chinese characters) shi yu. is a 
condiment made from the Dolichos bean, which grows in 
China and Japan; the name is derived from the Japanese 
siyau. To make it, the beans are slowly boiled soft, and then 
an equal quantity of wheat or barley fl our is added; after this 
has thoroughly fermented and become mouldy, the beans are 
washed, and put into jars with their weight in salt, adding 
some aromatics, and three times as much boiling water as 
the beans were at fi rst. The whole compound is now left 
for a month, or even longer, exposed to the sun, and then 
pressed and strained. Good soy has an agreeable taste, and if 
shaken in a tumbler, lines the vessel with a lively yellowish-
brown froth; its color in the dish is nearly black. There are 
many qualities of it, and when well made all improve by 
age. Japan soy is considered superior to Chinese, but both 
are of different qualities, and are probably made of various 
materials, some of which may be base enough. It is mostly 
sent to England, India, and America.” On page 312 is a table 
titled “Tariff of export and inland duties: To be levied on 
articles of trade.” “57. Beans and peas, one twelfth.” The 
meaning is unclear.
 Samuel Wells Williams lived 1812-1884. Address: 
LL.D., Hongkong.

584. Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine. 1857. Afoot. 
81(498):434-49. April. See p. 445.
• Summary: “The nobleman who has magnanimously 
declined the immortality of associating his name with the 
Worcestershire sauce, how often, when a few drops of the 
precious condiment have given a relish to our dry chop or 
cold bone have we wished him all the pleasures which await 
on good digestion.”

585. Bowman, Anne. 1857. The common things of every-
day life: A book of home wisdom for mothers and daughters. 
London and New York: G. Routledge. 183 p. See p. 45.
• Summary: In the section titled “Hashes” we read (p. 45): 
“Let it boil down to three-fourths of the quantity, then strain 
off the gravy, and fl avour it with a little ketchup or Worcester 
sauce, put in the sliced meat, and make it hot over the fi re, 
taking care that it does not boil, and serve it with sippets of 
toasted bread.”
 Note: Sippets are small sops of fried or toasted bread 
used to garnish broths, soups, gravy or meat (Glasse 1747). 
Address: Author.

586. Ockside, Knight Russ; Doesticks, Q.K. Philander. 1857. 
The history and records of the Elephant Club compiled from 
authentic documents now in possession of the Zoölogical 
Society. New York. NY: Livermore & Rudd. 321 p. See p. 
123. Illust.
• Summary: This novel is actually by Edward Fitch 
Underhill (1830-1898). “Dennis had somewhere heard of 
ice cream,” but when it arrived he did not know how to 
season it. Perceiving “that other people made use of bottles 
from the caster stand... He began with pepper, followed it 
with vinegar, kept on to the Cayenne, added a good quantity 
of oil, drowned it with ketchup, and then with unusual 
impartiality, not wishing to neglect any of the bottles, he 
poured Worcestershire sauce over the whole.” Address: 1. 
M.D.; 2. P.B.

587. Timbs, John. 1857. Popular errors: Explained and 
illustrated. A book for old and young. An entirely new 
edition. London: Kent and Co. (Late Bogue). viii + 376 p. 
Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Errors in science, art, and 
inventions,” the section titled “Soy from black-beetles” (p. 
80) is identical to that in the 1841 edition.
 Note: At the head of the title page is written: “Things 
not generally known.” John Timbs lived 1801-1875. An 
1860 edition, containing only 247 pages, was also published 
in London by Kent. Address: F.S.A. [Fellow of the Society 
of Arts/Antiquaries], Author of Curiosities of London,... 
[England].

588. Lea and Perrins. 1858. Celebrated Worcester Sauce 
(Ad). Age (The) (Melbourne, Australia). April 27. p. 3, col. 
2.
• Summary: “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the Only 
Good Sauce, and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India], to his brother at Worcester, May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome sauce that is made.’
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 “Extensive frauds. Lea and Perrins have discovered 
that several of the Foreign Markets have been supplied with 
spurious imitations of their ‘Worcestershire Sauce,’ the labels 
of which closely resemble those of the Genuine Sauce, and 
in one or more instances with the names of L. and P. forged; 
they have deemed it their duty to caution the public, and 
request purchasers to see that the name Lea & Perrins are 
upon the Wrapper, Label, Stopper, and Bottle.
 “L. & P. further give notice, that they will proceed 
against any one who may infringe upon their right, either 
by manufacturing or vending such imitations, and have 
instructed their correspondents in the various parts of the 
world, to advise them of such infringements.
 “Wholesale and for Exportation by the proprietors Lea 
and Perrins, Worcester, England; Crosse and Blackwell, and 
other Oilmen and Merchants, London.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that contains the words “Extensive frauds” or the words 
“spurious imitations” in connection with Worcestershire 
sauce. Address: [Worcester, England].

589. Duncan (John) & Sons. 1858. “The only good sauce” 
(Ad). New York Times. May 22. p. 8.
• Summary: “So pronounced by gentlemen of acknowledged 
goût [taste], prepared by Messrs. Lea & Perrins, under the 
name ‘Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce,’ and suitable for 
soups, fi sh, meats, game, gravies, curries, &c., imparting a 
most exquisite fl avor, zest and piquancy. For sale by grocers 
and druggists generally. Beware of imitations.” Address: Sole 
agents for the proprietors, 405 Broadway [New York City].

590. Harrington (W.M.) & Co. 1858. Spring supplies–1858 
(Ad). British Colonist (Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada). June 
15. p. 1.
• Summary: “The Subscribers have completed their stock, 
ex White Star, London, George Bradford, Liverpool, and 
Roseneath, Glasgow, consisting of–English Pickles and 
Sauces, Anchovy Paste,... Bengal Chutney, India Soy 
[sauce], Sallad Oil,...”

591. Watson, John Forbes; Fadeuilhe, Valentin Bernard. 
1858. Improvements in the preparation of cocoa and 
chocolate, and also of nutritive compounds from the seeds of 
the plants called Soja Hispida and Cicer Arietinum. British 
Patent 1,556. July 10. *
• Summary: “Letters patent sealed; no specifi cation fi led.” 
Address: 1&3. Lonsdale Villas, Bayswater, County of 
Middlesex; 2. Newington Crescent, County of Surrey. Both: 
England.

592. Colburn’s United Service Magazine (and Naval and 
Military Journal). 1858. The Karlee Caves and notices of 
Bombay. Part II. July. p. 419-24.
• Summary: A British party is traveling near Bombay, India. 

On page 423 we read: “We were often amused with sundry 
visits from borahs, or native pedlars [peddlers], who sell us 
anything we ask far.” There follows a bargaining session. 
Page 424: “We pay him eight annas, which is equivalent 
to a shilling... We now inspect both baskets, and make 
the old fellow turn out everything–pomade, jam, pickles, 
Warren’s blacking, dress shirts, boot hooks, hair oil, metal 
teapots, bridles and currycombs, lead pencils, China silk 
handkerchiefs, and Worcestershire sauce.”
 Note: By July 1858 Worcestershire sauce is being sold 
by pedlars in India.

593. J. of the Society of Arts (Great Britain). 1858. Patent 
Law Amendment Act. 6(299):591-92. Aug. 13.
• Summary: “Dated 10th July, 1858. 1556. J.F. Watson, 3, 
Lonsdale, 3, Lonsdale-villas, Bayswater, and V.B. Fadeuilhe, 
Newington crescent-Imp. In the preparation of cocoa and 
chocolate, and also of nutritive compounds from the seeds of 
the plant called Soja Hispida and Cicer Arietinum.”

594. New York Times. 1858. Outfi t for the woods... (Letter to 
the editor). Aug. 13. p. 2.
• Summary: “Round Lake, Bartlett’s, Tuesday, July 13, 
1858. Dear R.: We are fi nally off for a camping time... The 
outfi t Martin gave us rather surprised me... twenty-fi ve 
pounds of pork, the same quantity of Indian meal [cornmeal] 
and wheat fl our, bread and biscuits, soda and cream of 
tartar, West India and maple sugar, Worcestershire sauce and 
current [currant] jelly, tea and chocolate were stowed away 
together, fi lling a champagne-basket full.”

595. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1858. 
Bird’s nest soup. 9(108):182. Oct. 1.
• Summary: “The fi rst dish was, in accordance with all 
proper precedent, the birds’ nest soup. I believe some of us 
were rather surprised not to see the birds’ nest bobbing about 
in the bowl, and to detect no fl avour of sticks, or feathers. or 
moss.”
 “These are sauces of every fl avour and strength, from 
crushed fresh chilies to simple soy [sauce]. Watch the 
Chinaman. How cunningly he compounds. ‘But, sir, you 
do not mean to say that you ate this “mucilage” with your 
chopsticks?’ ‘No, madam, we scooped it with our saucers 
and ate it with our porcelain spoons.’–Special Correspondent 
of the Times.”

596. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1858. A dictionary of trade 
products, commercial, manufacturing, and technical terms: 
with a defi nition of the moneys, weights, and measures of 
all countries, reduced to the British standard. London: G. 
Routledge & Co. viii + 422 p. 18 cm.
• Summary: Two entries are related to the soybean: “Mico, 
mijo [miso], a vegetable butter or solid oil, made from Soja 
hispida, in Japan.”
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 “Soy, a sauce or fl avoring originally made in the East; 
and said to be produced from a species of Dolichos bean.” 
Note: the author is apparently unaware that the sauce is made 
from soybeans.
 The Preface begins: “The present is especially a 
practical, commercial and industrial age: newspapers, 
lecturers, popular authors, all lend their efforts towards the 
diffusion of sound and useful knowledge among the masses; 
and the commercial and industrial element has become the 
leading feature of instruction.”
 Also discusses: Almond oil, almonds, amande, arachis 
oil (“generally known in commerce as nut oil”), catsup 
(non-soy; “Catsup, Ketchup, a seasoning or sauce for meat, 
made of mushrooms, tomatoes, walnuts, or other vegetable 
substances), earth-nut (see ground-nut; in America called 
pea-nut), fl ax, fl ax-seed, gingelie (Indian name for Sesamum 
orientale or teel seed), gluten, glutinous, ground-nuts (from 
which oil is expressed), hemp (a fi bre), hemp-seed (from 
which oil is expressed), ketchup (see catsup), lima-bean (“the 
Phaseolus limensis, an esteemed kind of pulse cultivated in 
the tropics; the perennial kidney-bean, P. perennis”), linseed, 
linseed-meal, linseed-oil, oil (fi xed or fat oils vs. volatile or 
essential oils; solid fats vs. fl uid fi xed oils), oil-cake (“the 
marc or refuse after oil is pressed from fl ax-seed, rape-seed, 
coconut pulp, &c...”), pea-nut (an American name for the 
ground-nut), sesame (a plant from which oil is expressed; in 
India called Gingely, Gingelie, teel or til), siritch (Arab name 
for sesame oil), soya (see sherbet).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2009) that gives “Phaseolus limensis” as the 
scientifi c name of the lima bean.
 Note 2. Peter L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897. This book 
is dedicated to Dr. Lyon Playfair, C.B., F.R.S., President of 
the Chemical Society, etc. Address: F.R.G.S., F.S.S., author, 
8 Winchester St., Pimlico [southwest London, England].

597. Repertory of Patent Inventions... (London). 1859. List 
of patents. 33:165. Series 5. Jan/June.
• Summary: In the “List of patents” for Dec. 24, 1858 we 
read (p. 165): No. “1556. John Forbes Watson, Lonsdale 
Villas, Bayswater, and Valentin Bernard Fadeuilhe, of 
Newington-crescent, for the preparation of cocoa and 
chocolate, and also of nutritive compounds from the seeds 
of the plants called Soja hispida and Cicer arietinum.–Dated 
July 10, 1858.”

598. Duncan (John) & Sons. 1859. Captains of merchant 
ships (Ad). New York Times. April 1. p. 5.
• Summary: “Be particular that the steward has provided a 
supply of ‘Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce.’ Sold by all 
respectable grocers and Fruiterers.” Address: Sole agents, 
No. 405 Broadway [New York City].

599. Westmorland Gazette (Cumbria, England). 1859. A new 

pea. May 7. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “A new pea has been introduced from China 
into France; the produce of the pea is called Soja hispida, 
the common Chinese soy bean. This kind of pulse is said 
to do very well on poor sandy rye land near Paris, and to 
possess the following good qualities. Sowed in the middle 
of April it is ripe in the middle of October. The beans 
contain, according to M. Louis Vilmorin, whose accuracy is 
unimpeachable, as much as twenty-one per cent. of oil. They 
are also made into an excellent cheese [tofu] if boiled and 
pounded in a mortar. A white liquid is the result, which easily 
sets when pressed; the paste so obtained, with the addition 
of a little salt, is afterwards forced into moulds. We fear this 
pea will be too tender for England; but it deserves a trial, and 
if it should ripen we may make our own ‘soy.’–Gardeners’ 
Chronicle.”

600. Merchants’ Magazine and Commercial Review (Hunt’s). 
1859. Trade regulations of China: Abstract of the new trade 
regulations, appended to the treaties of Teen-tsin [Tientsin, 
Tianjin]. 40:745-46. June.
• Summary: “1. In the present newly arranged tariff, all 
articles which are only mentioned amongst the imports and 
not among the exports, and which may be however exported, 
shall pay duties according to the import half of the tariff; and 
all articles which are only mentioned amongst the exports 
and not among the exports, and which may be however 
imported, shall pay duties according to the export half of the 
tariff.”
 “4... One Chinese pecul [picul] is equal to 100 Chinese 
catties, or 133.33 lbs. English.”
 “5. Hitherto it was prohibited to trade in opium, (foreign 
medicine), copper cash, rice, peas, [soya] beans, saltpeter, 
brimstone, and lead; it is now, however, stipulated that 
hereafter these articles may be bought and sold under certain 
restrictions. Opium shall be permitted to be imported on 
paying a duty of thirty taels per pecul. Foreign merchants 
are, however, only permitted to sell it at the treaty ports,...”
 “British merchant vessels are prohibited [from] 
exporting peas, beans, pea and bean cakes, from Newchwang 
and Tangchow [Hangchow?]. At the other treaty ports there 
are no such restrictions, and they may export these articles 
even to foreign countries.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) suggesting that soybeans are grown in 
Manchuria, since Newchwang is a port in Manchuria.

601. New-York Daily Tribune. 1859. Baring Brothers & Co.’s 
circular. Sept. 2. p. 7.
• Summary: “London, Friday, Aug. 19, 1859–5 p.m. Our 
Colonial and Foreign Produce markets continue very quiet, 
and prices generally are without material alteration.”
 “Drugs–262 cases Calcutta 30 casks Bombay Castor Oil 
chiefl y sold,... 100 kegs Japan Soy [sauce] bought in at 2/.”
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602. Cornwallis, Kinahan. 1859. Two journeys to Japan, 
1856-7. 2 vols. London: Thomas C. Newby. Vol. 1, vii + 340 
p.; Vol. 2, 340 p. Illust. No index. 19 cm. Facsimile edition 
reprinted in 2002 by Ganesha Publishing (London) and 
Edition Synapse (Tokyo). Series: Japan in English, Vols. 4-5.
• Summary: This book appeared fi ve years after the Perry 
Expedition to Japan captured the interest of the western 
world. Cornwallis, a young British writer, took advantage of 
this interest by writing this book–which was later exposed 
as a forgery (See: Yamigawa, Joseph K. 1941. “Cornwallis 
Account of Japan a Forgery and its exposure. Monumenta 
Nipponica 4(1):124-32. Jan.). He drew his material partly 
from the numerous authentic books about Japan already 
widely available, and partly from his imagination.
 Cornwallis said that he fi rst arrived in Japan in July 1856 
on an American sloop of war which landed in the harbor of 
Shimoda. He immediately becomes enchanted by everything 
about Japan, and depicts it as an almost ideal place.
 During a visit to Simoda [Shimoda], he had lunch at 
the temple of the Russians: “After we had discussed to our 
satisfaction the birds and the fi shes, the rice and the soya, 
the latter the fi nest fi sh sauce in the world, we wound up by 
eating fruit and drinking saki [sake],...” (p. 34).
 The next morning, on board ship after the usual 
Japanese breakfast, a Russian came on board. “He laughed 
at our complaints [about the food, and said] that we had 
better, for our own peace, make up our minds to rest content 
with a good supply of rice, soya, saki, and a stray chicken 
or fi sh now and then, so long as we remained at our present 
anchorage” (p. 35).
 His 2nd journey to Japan supposedly took place in Aug. 
1857. This time he was on board an American steam-frigate 
that went from Shanghae [Shanghai, China], to the “Japanese 
island of Lew-kew” [in the Ryukyu Islands, also spelled 
Luchu or Loochoo; a chain of islands extending 600 miles 
from Taiwan to Kyushu, Japan].
 Part / Volume II contains a long history of European 
exploration of and visits to Japan. With his host, Mr. 
Noskotoska, he visits Nagasaki and the old Dutch trading 
post there he calls “Desima” [Dejima, Deshima]. During 
a visit in Nagasaki to the Noskotsuka home, where he is 
fascinated by the women (who do not feel embarrassed to 
be seen naked after bathing) and treated like a king, he was 
invited to “the mid-day repast” at home. “Here were four 
small lacquered tables, on each of which lay the accustomed 
ivory chopstick, the small porcelain cup for tea, and the 
larger one of lacquer-work for saki [sake, saké], the small 
glass cruet of soy [sauce], the porcelain spoon, and the silver 
fork” (p. 105). Address: [England].

603. Majendie, Vivian Dering. 1859. Up among the Pandies: 
or, A year’s service in India. London and New York: 
Routledge, Warne, and Routledge. xii + 360 p. See Chap. 11, 

p. 130. 19 cm.
• Summary: A British lieutenant describes his military 
service in colonial British India, putting down mutinies, etc. 
“... we had partaken of a good breakfast, and were in a state 
of profuse perspiration from hot tea and military ardour, 
which, conjointly with “Worcestershire sauce” and curry, 
was burning within us, our existence, which not half an 
hour ago looked blank and worthless, now assumed such a 
delightful couleur de rose, that,...” we looked forward to our 
march tomorrow towards Lucknow.
 Note: The “Pandies” (after a sepoy named Manghal 
Pandi) were those who started the Indian Mutiny, the great 
revolt of the Bengal native army in 1857, which led to the 
transference of Indian government from the East India 
company to the crown in 1858. Address: Sir, Lieut., Royal 
Artillery.

604. Oliphant, Laurence. 1859. Narrative of the Earl of 
Elgin’s mission to China and Japan in the years 1857, ‘58, 
‘59. 2 vols. Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood and 
Sons. xiv + 492 p. Illust. (coloured lithographs). Map.
• Summary: Page 60: In Nagasaki, they visit a tea-garden 
high on a hill above the city. “We have long since taken off 
our shoes, and now squat in a circle on the fl oor, and gaze 
with curiosity, not unmixed with alarm, at the display before 
us. There is raw fi sh thinly sliced, and salted ginger; there 
are prawns piled up with a substance which in taste and 
appearance very much resembles toffy; there are pickled 
eggs and rock-leeches, and pieces of gristle belonging to 
animals unknown, to be eaten with soy [sauce];... but still the 
experiment is hazardous, and we are relieved at the sight of a 
bowl of rice as a safe piece de resistance.”
 Pages 67-68: In Macao, at a Chinese restaurant, the 
author “managed, by the aid of chopsticks, to make a very 
satisfactory repast off eggs a year old preserved in clay, 
sharks’ fi ns and radishes pared and boiled into a thick soup, 
bêche de mer or sea-slugs, shrimps made into a paste with 
sea-chestnuts, bamboo roots, and garlic, rendered piquant 
by the addition of soy [sauce] and sundry other pickles and 
condiments, and washed down with warm samshu in minute 
cups. Dishes and plates were all on the smallest possible 
scale, and pieces of square brown paper served the purpose 
of napkins.”
 Pages 398-99. The author found it very diffi cult to 
obtain any statistics about Tientsin or its trade. He fi nally 
found a respectable, local Chinese merchant. “The theme 
upon which he dwelt most feelingly was the excessive 
poverty of the city of his abode. It exported absolutely 
nothing, he averred... Among its imports from the south are 
dried fruits, sugar, glass ware, camlets, woollens [woolens], 
opium, &c., in small quantities. Numerous cargoes of [soya] 
beans and bean-cakes are brought over from Neu-chwang 
[Newchwang] and the Manchurian coast.”
 In Appendix II a table (p. 491) shows “Trade returns 
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between Shanghai and Japan.” Imports from Japan from 
1st Jan. to 30th June 1859. Isinglass (Kanting) 1,551 peculs 
[piculs]. Seaweed, all kinds, 61,561 peculs. Soy [sauce], 562 
peculs.
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (May 2014) suggesting that soybeans 
are grown in Manchuria, since Newchwang is a port in 
Manchuria.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
concerning Chinese restaurants outside China, or soy 
ingredients used in Chinese-style recipes, food products, 
or dishes outside China. Address: Private secretary to Lord 
Elgin.

605. Timbs, John. 1859. Hints for the table: or, The economy 
of good living. London: Kent and Co. x + 184 p. See p. 80-
81, 93. Illust. No index.
• Summary: The chapter on “Sauces and Gravies” states (p. 
80-81): “Nine-tenths of the ketchup sold by grocer-oilmen is 
a vile compound of liver and the roe of fi sh, seasoned with 
pepper and other condiments. If you wish the article genuine 
[apparently mushroom ketchup], procure the mushrooms, 
and make it yourself. “India Soy is diffi cult to purchase 
genuine: it should be made from an Indian plant called 
Dolichos soja, or soya; but treacle and salt are the basis of 
the soy ordinarily sold.
 “’Many persons,’ observes Mr. Dobell, in his Travels in 
China, ‘have thought that gravy was used in preparing soy; 
but this appears not to be the case, the composition being 
entirely a vegetable one, and made from beans. Japanese 
soy is much esteemed in China; probably it is made with 
a particular bean.* In China the consumption of soy is 
enormous: neither rich nor poor can dine, breakfast, or sup 
without soy; it is the sauce for all sorts of food, and may be 
described as indispensable at a Chinese repast.’” (Footnote: 
*”Now that Japan is open to our trade, we hope to receive 
Japan soy with greater certainty”).
 The chapter on “Salads” notes (p. 93): “The following 
are excellent salad ingredients: essence of anchovies, soy 
[sauce], sugar, truffl es, fl avoured vinegars;...”
 Note: The name of the author, J. Timbs, does not appear 
on the title page.

606. Walsh, J.H. ed. 1859. The English cookery book: 
uniting a good style with economy, and adapted to all 
persons of every clime; containing many unpublished 
receipts in daily use by private families. Collected by a 
committee of ladies... London: G. Routledge and Co. vii + 
375 p. Illust. Index.
• Summary: The term “Worcestershire sauce” appears on 
11 pages in this book: Stewed beef steak (“If without them 
[carrots and turnips], the gravy must be fl avoured with 
Worcestershire sauce and anchovy,...” p. 116). To fry or 
broil rump or beef steaks (“... then add [to the gravy] a table-

spoonful of ketchup (mushroom or walnut), a table-spoonful 
of Worcestershire sauce, and a little mixed pickle chopped 
up,...” p. 121). Haricot of mutton (“This will take three hours 
to stew. Add a little ketchup, or anchovy, or Worcestershire 
sauce to the gravy before serving.” p. 124). Kidneys, fried 
(“When nearly done throw in some fl our to thicken the 
gravy, which will be favoured by the addition of stock, or hot 
water fl avoured with Worcestershire sauce and the juice of a 
lemon.” p. 128).
 Ragout breast of veal (“... strain the gravy through a 
sieve; skim off all the fat, and take as much of the liquor as 
is required, and thicken it with fl our and butter, and fl avour 
with lemon pickle or juice, walnut and mushroom ketchup, 
or Worcestershire sauce.” p. 134-35). Veal cutlets (“The 
bone taken out of the fi llet with part of the knuckle will boil 
down and make good stock, browning it in the usual way 
(see Gravies), and fl avouring with a little mushroom ketchup 
and Worcestershire sauce;... p. 140-41). To fry pork (These 
“are best when fried in the French fashion, when, however, 
they require a made-gravy. When this is not at hand” add “a 
chopped onion and a tea-spoonful of mustard to the fl our, 
and a table-spoonful of Worcestershire sauce or pickle to the 
water.” p. 143). To stew a hare (“... before serving, thicken 
the gravy with fl our and butter, or arrowroot, and add two 
table-spoonfuls of ketchup, or one with some Reading 
or Worcestershire sauce, and the juice of half a lemon.” 
p. 152-53). Beef or mutton scalloped (“... adding some 
good broth or gravy, with some walnut ketchup and a little 
Worcestershire sauce poured upon it,... p. 161). Cold beef or 
mutton stewed with peas (“Simmer another hour and a half, 
then stir in a little Worcestershire sauce, and add fl our and 
butter, with a little fl our of mustard, to thicken it.” p. 161). To 
stew carrots brown (“... cut each carrot into as many round 
balls as it will make; put them into a stewpan with a pint of 
gravy, fl avoured with a little pepper, salt, mushroom ketchup, 
and Worcestershire sauce;...” p. 185). Veal pie (“... then 
pour in some gravy from the bones, with a little mushroom 
ketchup, and a very small quantity of Worcestershire sauce; 
cover with a short crust, or good puff paste, and bake.” p. 
206). Address: F.R.C.S., author of “A Manual of Domestic 
Economy,” England.

607. Parker (A.J.). 1860. London Club Sauce (Ad). New York 
Times. Feb. 3. p. 8.
• Summary: “This unrivaled Sauce, manufactured by Parker 
Brothers, London, can be obtained of their agent in this City, 
A.C. Parker,... This article is superior to the Worcestershire 
Sauce and can be obtained at one-half the price.”
 Note: This ad also appeared on June 24, p. 8. Address: 
No. 15 Beekman-street [New York City].

608. Irish Times and Daily Advertiser (Dublin). 1860. House 
of Commons: In committee on customs’ acts. March 5. p. 3.
• Summary: “Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer [Secretary of 
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the Treasury]–To move the following resolutions:–Articles to 
be made free of Duty (not under Treaty)... Soy [sauce]; Spa 
Wine; Spelter or Zinc...”

609. Lea and Perrins. 1860. Classifi ed ad: Sauces.–
Connoisseurs have pronounced Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce... Times (London). May 14. p. 14, col. 
5.
• Summary: “... one of the best additions to soup, fi sh, joints, 
and game. The large and increasing demand has caused 
unprincipled traders to manufacture a spurious article; but 
the genuine all bear Lea and Perrins’ name on the bottle, 
label, and stopper. Sold by Crosse and Blackwell, London, 
and all respectable oilmen and grocers. Sole manufacturers, 
Lea and Perrins, Worcester.” Address: [England].

610. Lea and Perrins. 1860. Sauces.–Connoisseurs have 
pronounced Lea and Perrins’s Worcestershire Sauce one of 
the best... (Ad). Observer (London). July 8. p. 8.
• Summary: “... additions to soup, fi sh, joints, and game. 
The large and increasing demand has caused unprincipled 
traders to manufacture a spurious article; but the ‘genuine’ all 
bear Lea and Perrin’s name on the bottle, label, and stopper. 
Sold by Crosse and Blackwell, London, and all respectable 
oilmen and grocers. Sole manufacturers, Lea and Perrins, 
Worcester.”
 Note: This is the earliest reference seen (Feb. 2012) 
to “Worcestershire sauce” in the Observer (London) or 
the Manchester Guardian, as they have been digitized by 
ProQuest. Address: Worcester, England.

611. Lea and Perrins. 1860. Classifi ed ad: Notice.–Beware of 
imitations. Times (London). Aug. 4. p. 13, col. 4.
• Summary: “Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce is 
pronounced by connoisseurs to be the most agreeable 
addition to every variety of dish. See the names of Lea and 
Perrins on every label, bottle, and stopper. Sold by Messrs. 
Crosse and Blackwell, London, and by dealers in sauces 
generally. Sole manufacturers, Lea and Perrins, Worcester.” 
Address: [England].

612. Lea and Perrins. 1860. Notice.–”Beware of imitations.” 
Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce is pronounced 
by connoisseurs to be a most agreeable addition... (Ad). 
Observer (London). Aug. 5. p. 1.
• Summary: “... to every variety of dish. See the names of 
Lea and Perrins on every bottle, label, and stopper. Sold 
by Messrs. Crosse and Blackwell, London, and by dealers 
in sauces generally. Sole manufacturers: Lea and Perrins, 
Worcester.” Address: Worcester, England.

613. Mann, J.A. 1860. Cocoa–Its cultivation, manufacture, 
and uses: Its advantages and value as an article of food 
(continued from page 790). J. of the Society of Arts (Great 

Britain) 8(413):795-800. Oct. 19. See p. 798-99.
• Summary: Ideally, a considerable quantity of milk should 
be added to cocoa in making a beverage. “But both economy 
and the palate oppose the addition of milk in quantity 
suffi cient to effect the whole object. The fl avour of cocoa 
must be retained, and milk in quantity suffi cient to fulfi l the 
desired end would drown that.
 “It has been proposed to effect this by the addition of 
substances rich in nitrogen, and lentils have been employed, 
but only with partial success. The Soja hispida, a small bean 
(called ‘soy bean’ and ‘Japan pea’) which grows largely 
in the North of China and in Japan, and which is also used 
in India, has been shown by Dr. Watson to contain 5½ to 
6½ per cent. of nitrogen, thus yielding 35 to 40 per cent. 
of nitrogenous matter [protein]. It gives 5 per cent. of ash, 
and nearly 1 per cent. of phosphorus,* and were the theory 
that assigns nutritive value in proportion to the amount of 
nitrogen correct, it would, by itself, be the most nourishing 
substance yet discovered. It is, however, far too rich in 
nitrogen to be given alone, but for the purpose of bringing 
substances too poor in nitrogenous matter to the standard, it 
is perhaps the most powerful in existence. It has naturally not 
more of the pea taste than any other of the tribe, and when 
dried at a temperature from 230º to 240º, it loses it almost 
entirely, and is capable of being mixed with the cocoa in 
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requisite quantity without interfering with its fl avour. The 
proportion between the carbonous and nitrogenous matter 
in the soja is as 1.45 to 1. It is found to contain from 14 to 
20 per cent. of oil, and this multiplied by 2½, to bring it to 
the equivalent starch power, gives the above relation; it may 
be deemed advisable to express the oil, in which case the 
relation would then become nearly one to one, and a less 
quantity consequently answer our purpose.”
 Two tables (p. 798) give detailed nutritional analyses 
“of the two varieties of the soja, by Mr. F.A. Manning,...” 
They are the yellow variety and the green variety. For each 
component in each variety, the values are expressed in 
(1) per cent. as marketed, and (2) per pound as marketed. 
Address: F.S.S., M.R.A.S.

614. Duncan (Jno.) & Sons. 1860. Ask for Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). New York Times. Nov. 29. p. 6.
• Summary: “The most popular and economical condiment 
known; delicious in soup, gravy, with fi sh, hot or cold meats, 
game, &c. The great reputation of this Sauce in all parts of 
the world has induced many imitations under the name of 
Worcestershire Sauce. Purchasers desiring the genuine will 
observe the name of Lea & Perrins’ upon each bottle and 
wrapper. For sale by all respectable Grocers and Fruiterers.” 
Address: Sole agents, 405 Broadway [New York City].

615. Lennox, William Pitt. 1860. Pictures of sporting life and 
character. 2 vols. London: Hurst and Blackett, Publishers, 
successors to Henry Colburn. See Vol. II, p. 228. Illust.
• Summary: Using a tame decoy, one can “pass an agreeable 
hour or two, especially with the prospect of seeing the 
produce served up at dinner with the following sauce:–One 
glass of port wine, one tablespoon Worcestershire sauce, 
one ditto lemon juice, four grains of Cayenne pepper, and a 
shallot, to be scalded, strained, and added to the gravy of the 
bird.” Address: Lord [England].

616. Wraxall, Lascelles. 1860. Camp life: or, Passages from 
the story of a contingent. London: Charles J. Skeet. xii + 307 
p. No index.
• Summary: These are sketches from the Crimean war. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to military details. “I had just returned 
to my quarters, jaded with a long day’s work, and had hardly 
completed the preparation for my dinner. These were simple 
enough in all conscience: for they consisted in uncorking a 
bottle of Worcestershire sauce, a condiment which entered 
into every culinary combination. I had, then, just dug a 
hole in the centre of the slab peas porridge, into which the 
benefi cent liquid would be poured, when I was startled by a 
heavy tap at the door” (p. 45).
 Note: The author’s full name is Frederick Charles 
Lascelles Wraxall. Address: Author, Kensington, England.

617. Anderson, Thomas. 1861. Proceedings in the laboratory. 

I.–On the composition of a Chinese feeding cake and the 
seed from which it is obtained. Transactions of the Royal 
Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 9(71):506-08. 
Jan. Third Series.
• Summary: “In the Transactions of the Society for January 
last I published a series of analyses of standard oil-cakes of 
different kinds, and from time to time have placed on record 
the composition of the rarer and more curious varieties as 
they have passed under my hands. I have now to add to these 
the results of the examination of a kind imported from China, 
which is interesting, not merely as showing that British 
agriculture draws its supplies from the most distant countries, 
but also because it is derived from a seed entirely different in 
its botanical relations from any of the ordinary oil-seeds.
 “The cakes are about four inches thick, somewhat 
irregular and clumsy, consisting of large fragments of the 
seeds, and appearing ill pressed–an appearance, however, 
which is not borne out by their composition. When a piece is 
beaten up with water, it does not form a stiff paste like cakes 
made from the ordinary mucilaginous oil-seeds. Its taste is 
not unpleasant, and resembles that of the pea or bean, though 
coarser and slightly rancid. The latter fl avour, however, may 
be fairly attributed to the fact that the cake was not in good 
condition when imported, part of it being mouldy, apparently 
from its having heated during the voyage. The seeds from 
which it was made tasted exactly like peas. The composition 
was as follows:”
 Water 14.44%. Oil 6.88%. Albuminous compounds 
45.87%. Starch, sugar, gums, &c. 21.48%. Fibre 5.25%. Ash 
6.08%.
 “The ash contained:
 “Phosphates of lime and magnesia 1.32%.
 “Phosphoric acid, combined with the alkalies 1.06%.
 “Sand 0.49%.
 “In point of nutritive value, this cake must be considered 
as taking the fi rst place among cattle foods. It bears a close 
general resemblance in composition to decorticated earth 
nut-cake, but surpasses it in the quantity of albuminous or 
proteine compounds, to the extent of nearly 2 per cent. The 
oil, however, is less by about the same quantity, and the 
proportion, which is as low as that found in the best pressed 
home-made cakes, proves that the seeds must have been 
subjected to very powerful pressure, and that the Chinese, 
with their rude presses, have obtained a result as good as can 
be got from the best constructed machinery of this country. 
The small proportion of fi bre, and the ash, rich in phosphoric 
acid, all indicate the high quality of this cake, which is 
especially fi tted for use with those kinds of food which are 
defi cient in albuminous compounds.
 “A small packet of the seeds from which this cake was 
made accompanied the sample. They are about the size 
of large peas, slightly oval, with a rather shining external 
coating, which is paler and more purely yellow in colour 
than the common pea. They resemble it also in taste. I 
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submitted them to Professor Walker Arnott, who is intimately 
acquainted with the botany of India and other Asiatic 
countries, and he was of opinion that, as far as their general 
characters are concerned, they appear to belong either to the 
genus Phaseolus (of which the kidney-bean is a species), or 
to Cajanus, various species of which are largely cultivated 
in Eastern countries for their seeds, and are used for feeding 
horses.
 “On afterwards communicating to him the analysis 
given below, he considered the results to disprove this view 
entirely–no seeds of these plants being known in which oil 
occurs to any extent–and suggested that they might belong to 
the genus Corcoras, from a species of which New Zealand 
fl ax is obtained, and of which the seeds are oily, or to some 
allied genus; but he would not venture to give a defi nite 
opinion, as the characters of many of these seeds are so 
similar that it is impossible to distinguish them. I have sent 
some of the seeds to the Botanic Gardens, and should they 
grow, we shall be able at a future period to decide this point. 
Their composition is:”
 Water 10.55%. Oil 20.28%. Albuminous compounds 
38.60%. Starch, sugar, gum, &c. 18.72%. Fibre 5.11%. Ash 
6.74%.
 “It is at once obvious that, if we deduct from this two-
thirds of the oil it contains, there must remain a cake of 
almost exactly the composition already given. On contrasting 
this with the analysis of an average sample of peas which 
may be taken as a representative of the natural family, 
including the kidney bean, &c., the difference is manifest:”
 Water 13.51%. Oil 2.13%. Albuminous compounds 
24.31%. Starch, sugar, gum, &c. 47.64%. Fibre 9.85%. Ash 
2.56%.
 “There is not the slightest resemblance between this and 
the Chinese seeds; and there can be no doubt that the latter 
belong to some entirely different plant, of a kind not hitherto 
known as a feeding substance. Though very improbable, it 
is just possible that some of the tropical leguminous plants 
may contain more oil and albuminous compounds than those 
which inhabit the temperate zones; but on this point there 
is at present no information, and I have looked in vain for 
analyses of any such seeds growing in warm climates.
 “The cake now described has been tried for feeding 
cattle, and I am given to understand that the results have 
been very satisfactory. It appears, also, that it can be 
imported into this country with profi t when freights are low. 
It is doubtful, however, whether it could be made an article 
of regular import; but in such seasons as the last, when the 
crops are defi cient and artifi cial foods high in price, it may 
prove a valuable and useful addition to the list of substances 
on which the farmer may fall back.”
 Note 1. This composition almost certainly identifi es the 
cake as soybean cake the seed as the soybean. Koenig (1889, 
p. 56) agrees.
 If this is the soybean, then this is the earliest document 

seen (Sept. 2014) that mentions the starch content of 
soybeans. This is also the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2014) that mentions fi ber in soybeans, or the fi ber content of 
soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that mentions protein or that uses the word “proteine” in 
connection with soybeans, or that gives the protein content of 
soybeans or of a soy product (soybean presscake).
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the word “cake” in connection 
with soybeans.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that mentions the feeding of soybean cake to livestock in the 
U.K. Address: Prof, M.D., Chemist to the Society.

618. Anderson, Thomas. 1861. Ueber einen chinesischen 
Oelsamen und den Presskuchen davon [Chinese oilseeds 
and their presscakes]. Chemisches Central-Blatt 6(11):174. 
March 9. New Series. [Ger]
• Summary: The author gives an original analysis of the 
nutritional composition of some oilseeds from China. These 
seeds (whose name is unknown) are the size of a bean, they 
are oval, their surface is shiny, and their color is somewhat 
purer yellow than that of common beans. The Botanist 
Walker Arnott guesses that they might be of the genus 
Corcoras.
 The presscake of these seeds came to England for the 
purpose of being used as cattle feed. The seeds / presscake 
have the following composition: Moisture 10.55% / 14.44%, 
oil 20.28% / 6.88%, protein (Eiweiss) 38.60% / 45.87%, 
starches, sugars, and gums 18.72% / 21.48%, fi ber 5.11% / 
5.25%, ash 6.64% / 6.08%.
 Note 1. This composition seems to identify the seed 
as the soybean. Koenig (1889, p. 56) agrees. If this is the 
soybean, then this is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
that mentions starch in soybeans. This is also the earliest 
document seen (Oct. 2014) that mentions fi ber in soybeans, 
or the fi ber content of soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that mentions protein in connection with soybeans, or that 
gives the protein content of soybeans or of a soy product 
(soybean presscake).
 Note 3. It is also the earliest German-language document 
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the word Eiweiss to refer to 
protein in connection with soybeans. Address: Prof..

619. Debenham and Tewson (Messrs.). 1861. Sales by 
auction: Friday next.–Without reserve, to realize advances 
(Ad). Times (London). Sept. 3. p. 12, col. 4.
• Summary: “... Mangold Wurtzel, and other Seed, Indian 
soy [sauce],...” Address: 80, Cheapside [London].

620. Duncan (John) & Sons. 1861. Lea & Perrins’ celebrated 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Hartford Daily Courant 
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(Connecticut). Sept. 3. p. 3.
• Summary: Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at 
Madras [India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell 
Lea & Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, 
and is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only good 
sauce’ and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “The above Sauce is not only the best and most popular 
condiment known, but the most economical, as a few drops 
in Soup, Gravy or with Fish, hot and cold Joints, Beef Steak, 
Game &c., impart an exquisite zest, which unprincipled 
Sauce manufacturers have in vain attempted to imitate.
 “On the Breakfast, Luncheon, Dinner or Supper Table, 
a cruet containing ‘Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce’ is 
indispensable.
 “To appreciate the excellent qualities of this delicious 
preparation, it is only necessary to purchase a small bottle of 
the genuine, of a respectable grocer or dealer, as many Hotel 
and Restaurant proprietors seldom place the pure Sauce 
before their guests, but substitute a genuine bottle fi lled with 
a spurious mixture.
 “For sale by grocers and Fruiterers everywhere.
 “John Duncan & Sons, Union Square and Fourteenth st., 
New York. Sole agents for the United States. A stock always 
in store. Also, orders received for direct shipment from 
England.
 “Beware of Counterfeits and Imitations.”
 An illustration (line drawing) shows the bottle of sauce. 
This published ad is 4 inches tall by 2.5 inches wide. 
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that 
mentions the word “cruet” (or “cruets”), in connection with 

Worcestershire sauce. However soy cruets and soy frames 
were being made in England as early as the 1770s (Bradbury 
1912). Address: Union Square and 14th st., New York.

621. Bennett (Charles). 1861. Most important sale of a fi rst-
class stock of jewellery, watches, plate and plated ware (Ad). 
Irish Times and Daily Advertiser (Dublin). Nov. 4. p. 2.
• Summary: Items to be auctioned include: “Electro-plated 
ware of the newest designs, and suitable to the present style 
of entertaining, consisting of dessert stands,... butter coolers, 
sugar vases, spirit, cruet, egg, and soy frames; toast racks, 
knife trays, salt celars,...” Address: Auctioneer, 6, Upper 
Ormond-quay.

622. Duncan (Jno.) & Sons. 1861. A gentleman writes to Lea 
& Perrins thus: (Ad). New York Times. Nov. 29. p. 6.
• Summary: “’I have carried a bottle of your Worcestershire 
Sauce in a tour I have just completed through Spain and 
Portugal, and I believe I owe my present state of health to 
its use. Your Sauce is Stomachic, and I think medicinal. I 
can with truth say there is nothing in a traveller’s baggage so 
essential to his comfort, at least in these countries, as your 
Sauce.’ For sale by all respectable grocers and fruiterers.” 
Address: Sole agents, Union-square, late No. 405 Broadway 
[New York City].

623. Pestonjee Jewanjee & Co. 1861. Classifi ed ad: Fresh 
supplies!!! Just landed by the undersigned, at their General 
Depot,... Bombay Times and Journal of Commerce (British 
India). Dec. 25. p. 4, col. 3.7.
• Summary: Under “Crosse & Blackwell: Quality, fl avour, 
and price. Preserved provisions.” The section on “Sauces 
&c.” lists: “Reading Sauce, Harvey’s John Bull,... Essence 
of Anchovies, India Soy, King of Oude Sauce,... Lea and 
Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Walnut 
ditto,...” Address: No. 1, Military Square, Bombay.

624. Hodgson, Christopher Pemberton; Hooker, William 
Jackson. 1861. A residence at Nagasaki and Hakodate in 
1859-1860. With an account of Japan generally. With a series 
of letters on Japan by his wife. London: Richard Bentley. 
xxxii + 350 p. Illust. No. index. 19 cm. Facsimile edition 
reprinted in 2002 by Ganesha Publishing (London) and 
Edition Synapse (Tokyo). Series: Japan in English, Vol. 9. 
[20* ref]
• Summary: Soy is not mentioned in the body of this 
book. However near the end is a special section (p. 327+) 
titled “Catalogue of Japan plants, systematically arranged, 
communicated by Sir William Hooker.” It is compiled from 
many sources, including Dr. Von Siebold and Prof. Zuccarini, 
Dr. Asa Gray, etc. Under Leguminosæ (p. 322) are listed: 
“Soja hispida, Moench. Glycine Soja, S. & Z.” Address: Late 
British consul to these ports.
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625. Lockhart, William. 1861. The medical missionary in 
China: A narrative of twenty years’ experience. London: 
Hurst and Blackett, Publishers. xi + 404 p. See p. 63-69. No 
index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The author, a Christian medical missionary 
in Shanghai (he went there with Dr. Medhurst in 1843), 
describes the daily life of people in China. Chapter 4, which 
is mainly about food and money, has a long section about 
“pulse” or “beans,” however the soy bean is never mentioned 
by name.
 “Large quantities of pulse, a species of round white or 
yellowish bean, are grown in the north of China, at Shan-
tung and Chih-le [Shantung and Chili], and in the south 
of Mantchouria [Manchuria], the yearly produce of this 
article is enormous. Its exportation forms a large branch of 
commerce; and the carrying of the beans, oil, and cakes gives 
employment to many thousand junks, which bring down 
their cargoes to Shanghai, Ningpo, and other ports.
 “These beans are used chiefl y for making oil: the other 
uses of them are subordinate to this.”
 He describes how the beans are ground in two different 
types of stone mills, the latter 30 feet in diameter and pulled 
by an ox. They are then steamed in baskets, pressed in a 
long, horizontal wedge press, fi ltered through straw then 
cloth, and stored in large baskets “lined with a very tough 
thin paper glued to the inside of the basket by varnish, and 
then varnished over. The oil never exudes if the paper has 
been properly attached to the baskets, each of which will 
hold 100 pounds of oil, and is the shape of a large fl at jar, 
with a narrow mouth.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) stating clearly that soybeans are grown in 
Manchuria and crushed to make oil and meal, which are then 
exported.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2003) that mentions a “wedge press” in 
connection with soybeans. It is also the earliest such 
document seen written by Westerner.
 “The bean-cake, or residue after expression of the oil, is 
largely used as manure, and is found to fatten the land and 
improve the crops. It is never eaten by cattle.

“Soy [sauce] is made from the same bean, which after 
being slightly boiled in water is placed in the open air, in 
large jars with basket tops, for the purpose of fermentation. 
The beans turn brown and soft, and become a brown 
pultaceous mass. After the soy has drained away or been 
expressed, it is strained and packed in small jars for sale. No 
use is made of the residue.
 Note 2. “Pultaceous” means “having a consistency like 
that of porridge.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2007) that mentions the “residue” left over after 
making soy sauce.

“Tau fu, or pulse-curd, is made by steeping the beans 

in cold water, when being soft they are ground between two 
fl at stones. A spindle fi xed in the centre of the lower passes 
through the upper stone, in which a hole is made about 
halfway between the centre and the rim. Through this hole 
the beans are passed as the upper stone revolves, by means of 
a handle fi xed in the side of its rim. When ground they pass 
out at the rim as a creamy liquid, which is placed in a vat to 
settle. The supernatant fl uid is afterwards drawn off, and the 
curd placed on a suspended square of cloth to get rid of more 
of the liquid. It is then transferred to square wooden frames 
lined with cloth, and next into a bean press loaded with a 
large stone. The remaining liquid drains out, leaving behind 
a thick cake of solid curd, which is cut up into small squares. 
[Note 4. The writer fails to mention that a coagulant is added 
to transform the milk into curd.] The curd is also sold after it 
leaves the fi lter and before it is pressed, and in both forms is 
fried with a little oil, and eaten as relish with rice. Sometimes 
cakes of curd are exposed to the air to ferment, when they 
become brown and dry, turning partly into soy, and form a 
tasty combination, much relished by the Chinese, of curd and 
soy.
 “The beans are also given to animals, especially sheep 
and goats, as we give them brown peas.”
 “The bean-oil is used for lamps, and also for cooking 
purposes. It is a pale, thin, clear oil, rather strong in smell, 
but not disagreeable (p. 69).
 “The oil mills are very large establishments, and always 
at work. In some of them from fi fty to sixty buffaloes are 
kept to perform the work at the stone wheels.”
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “bean-oil” to refer to 
soybean oil.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (July 2002) 
concerning the feeding of soybeans or soy products to goats. 
Address: F.R.C.S., F.R.G.S., of the London Missionary 
Society [England].

626. Mackay, Alexander. 1861. Manual of modern 
geography: Mathematical, physical, and political, on a new 
plan embracing a complete development of the river systems 
of the globe. Edinburgh, Scotland, and London: William 
Blackwood and Sons. x + 695 + 56 p. See p. 491. Index.
• Summary: In the chapter on “India, or Hindostan” is 
a section titled “Botany” which states: “The whole of 
Hindostan south of the Himalaya, together with Ceylon, 
the Eastern Peninsula, and the south of China, constitute 
the seventh phyto-geographic region of Professor Schouw; 
while his eighth region comprises the mountains of India 
between the elevations of 5,000 and 12,000 feet... The 
cultivated plants in this region are rice, sago, millet, cocoa-
nut, tamarind, mango, ginger, cinnamon, mangosteen, 
peppers, indigo, cotton, tea (on the Upper Ganges and 
in Assam), plantain, rose-apple, coffee, bananas, guava, 
orange, shadock, sugar-cane, cloves, turmeric, water-melon, 
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yams, ground-nut, soja, beans [sic soja beans], and pulses.” 
Address: Rev., A.M., F.R.G.S.

627. Smith, George. 1861. Ten weeks in Japan. London: 
Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts. xv + 459 p. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted in 2002 by 
Ganesha Publishing (London) and Edition Synapse (Tokyo). 
Series: Japan in English, Vol. 11. [20* ref]
• Summary: This is a very interesting book by a careful 
observer of Japanese culture. In 1860 he stayed mostly 
in Nagasaki, Yokuhama (Yokohama), and Yeddo (Edo, 
later Tokyo). Though he has long experience living as a 
Christian missionary and bishop in China and Hong Kong, 
he generally admires the Japanese, yet repeatedly calls them 
“pagans.”
 While walking among the shops in Nagasaki, he notes 
(p. 27): “Soon again we pass the spacious warehouses of 
the dealers in sauces, condiments and soys, where large jars 
lie fi lled with decoctions of pulse and rice, and are left to 
ferment and become mellow with exposure and age.”
 In the countryside around Yeddo he observed (p. 235): 
“The large quantities of rye grown in these parts were 
explained to us as being used in the manufacture of the 
celebrated Japanese soy; while rice is the ordinary material 
employed in making the universal spirituous beverage so 
often alluded to under the name of sakee” (saké, sake). Note: 
The word “sakee” appears in at least 19 places in this book.
 “The secluded Chinese community who reside in 
Nagasaki compose a trading guild and factory, subjected for 
ages to all the past vexatious restrictions experienced by the 
Dutch.” They generally number about 200 persons (p. 32).
 The chapter on “Nagasaki” begins (p. 78-79): “The 
Chinese form no unimportant part of the community 
in Nagasaki and are regarded with much dislike by the 
Japanese. In ancient times there was a free intercourse 
and unrestricted commerce between the two countries. 
But the change produced by former European diffi culties 
and civil wars in the policy of the Japanese government 
towards the Spaniards, Portuguese and Dutch, was extended 
also to the Chinese mercantile strangers. After the severe 
edicts against the Christian religion and the prohibition of 
Christian books, the Chinese were detected importing Roman 
Catholic publications, and incurred the heavy displeasure of 
the government. In the year A.D. 1688 they were forcibly 
confi ned to a small settlement on the edge of the harbour, 
and subjected to the same restraints as those endured by 
the Dutch in the neighbouring scene of their imprisonment 
in Desima (Deshima). In the year A.D. 1780 the Chinese 
trading guild was removed a couple of hundred yards further 
back from the harbour to a Budhist [Buddhist] monastery... 
Rigidly guarded and watched, the Chinese factory shared 
with the Dutch the humiliation and inconvenience of a 
common captivity.” The Chinese guild is now confi ned to 
their factory in the southern suburb, where they are isolated 

by Japanese guards. “Formerly the Chinese were not allowed 
to walk into the city... At present they amount to about four 
or fi ve hundred persons, their number being diminished or 
increased by the departure or return of their junks trading 
to Japan.” At present, three Chinese junks are annually 
permitted to make a trading voyage to Japan.
 Mr. von Siebold fi rst came to Japan in 1823 and 
remained in the Dutch factory at Desima until 1830, 
“devoting himself to literary pursuits and scientifi c 
researches into the botany and natural history of the 
country.” While studying the “history and geography of 
Japan, he purchased and published a native map of the 
empire. In the days of the old regime this audacious act was 
easily made to bear the appearance of constructive treason; 
and the colonel was... imprisoned for thirteen months in 
a solitary room at Desima, and fi nally banished from the 
Japanese empire. After an absence of nearly thirty years 
he returned eight months ago, and has resumed at the age 
of sixty-four his studies and investigations respecting the 
country in the hope of being able after three or four years 
to perfect his observations and on his return to Europe to 
publish the results of his lengthened researches for the 
benefi t of the scientifi c world.” He now has a lithographed 
map of Nagasaki, and believes the population is a little over 
60,000 (p. 208-09).
 A table shows that 35 ships with cargo and 20 in ballast 
(empty) arrived in Nagasaki during the last 6 months of 
1859. During the same period there departed 43 ships with 
cargo and 9 in ballast. Much of the trade is with China; items 
include sea weed for jelly, sea slugs for soup, peas and beans 
(p. 227-28).
 Along the Tokaido, near Kanagawa: “The usual crops 
of wheat, barley, bean, peas and small quantities of still 
ungathered rape-seed, prevailed...” (p. 271). Address: D.D., 
Bishop of Victoria, Hong Kong.

628. Tilley, Henry Arthur. 1861. Japan, the Amoor, and the 
Pacifi c: With notices of other places comprised in a voyage 
of circumnavigation in the Russian corvette “Rynda,” in 
1858-60. London: Smith, Elder and Co. xii + 405 p. Illust. 
No index. 22 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted in 2002 by 
Ganesha Publishing (London) and Edition Synapse (Tokyo). 
Series: Japan in English, Vol. 12.
• Summary: The section titled “Natural productions” (p. 93-
95) states: “... the sauce called Soya, made from bean meal 
[sic] and salt, fl avoured with herbs; different fermentations 
of rice known as saki [saké]; fl ax and a kind of nettle (Urtica 
Japonica) from which ropes are made;...”
 “The chief food of the people is fi sh and rice, with eggs, 
vegetables, vermicelli, sea-weed, and pickled roots, cakes, 
and sweetmeats, to diversify the diet. Saki, tea, and sugar-
water are the only drinks.”
 Japan is described (p. 56) as a “mysterious land so long 
a marvel to the rest of the civilized world.”
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 The merchants and trading classes of Japan “are 
considered contemptible” [the lowest of the six classes] 
by higher authorities, government employees, and feudal 
retainers” (p. 61). The pariahs [outcasts] are all those whose 
business is with dead animals, in skinning them, &c. (p. 82).
 Trade with foreign nations begins each year on July 1. 
Wax, camphor, and seaweed are exported in large quantities 
from Japan (p. 65).
 “The Japanese belong to the Mongolian race, of which 
they may be considered the fi rst class, as they are certainly 
superior to the Chinese, both morally and physically” (p. 83).
 “Education is widely spread among the people, who are 
all able to read and write; the bonzes [Buddhist priests] being 
the chief instructors” (p. 89). Address: [Englishman].

629. Lea & Perrins. 1862. Lea & Perrins celebrated 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Quebec Mercury (Canada). Jan. 
2. p. 1.
• Summary: “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only 
good sauce’ and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Extensive frauds. L. & P. having discovered that 
several of the Foreign Markets have been supplied with 
Spurious Imitations of the ‘Worcestershire Sauce,’ the labels 
of which closely resemble those of the Genuine Sauce, 
and in one or more instances the names of L. & P. forged, 
they have deemed it their duty to caution the public, and to 
request purchasers to see that the name of Lea & Perrins are 
upon the Wrapper, Label, Stopper, and Bottle.
 “L. & P. further give notice, that they will proceed 
against any one who may infringe upon their right, either 
by manufacturing or vending such imitations, and have 
instructed their correspondents in the various parts of the 
world, to advise them of such infringements.
 “Wholesale and for exportation by the Proprietors Lea 
& Perrins, Worcester, England; Crosse and Blackwell, and 
other Oilmen and Merchants, London.
 “Quebec, Nov. 9, 1861.
 A small illustration shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2010) 
concerning soybean products (Worcestershire sauce, whose 
main ingredient was soy sauce) in Québec. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in 
Québec (May 1862); soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) in 
which Lea & Perrins uses the term “will proceed against” to 
threaten a lawsuit.
 Note 3. This ad appears about 20 times in this newspaper 

from 1862 to 1864.

630. Hassall, Arthur Hill. 1862. Food and its adulterations: 
Comprising the reports of the Analytical Sanitary 
Commission of The Lancet, for the years 1851 to 1854, 
inclusive. North American Review (Cedar Falls, Iowa) 
94(194):1-41. Jan. See p. 31.
• Summary: This is a review of this book, published in 1855 
by Longmans (London).
 Page 31: “The many sauces which are used as 
condiments, very largely by the English and to some extent 
in this country, are also adulterated mixtures. For instance, 
treacle and salt formed the basis of 5 samples of India Soy 
examined.”
 Note: This sentence means that all of the fi ve samples 
examined were adulterated. Address: M.D., Chief Analyst of 
the Commission.

631. Simon, Eugène. 1862. Sur un envoi d’animaux et de 
végétaux du Japan [On a shipment of animals and vegetables 
from Japan (Letter to the editor)]. Bulletin de la Societe 
d’Acclimatation 9:689-93. Aug. See p. 691-93. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a long letter addressed to the Secretary 
General of the Society for Acclimatization. A section titled 
Sur la fabrication du soja [On the production of soy sauce] 
(p. 691-93) states: Soja, or soy sauce, is a condiment which, 
in Japan, is consumed in considerable quantities. Some years 
ago it enjoyed marked success in America, England, Holland, 
and in India, where it had fi rst been introduced. Today, the 
popularity remains only in America. The exportation is weak 
from the Indies, where it is replaced by another product, and 
the trade is nearly null in Europe because of the diffi culty of 
making it cross the hot latitudes of the tropics via the tip of 
South of Africa.
 It is nevertheless an excellent product, which could offer 
the culinary art a resource to be used in many ways, if one 
could obtain a quality as good as that in the country from 
which it comes. Actually, nothing could be easier. All one 
needs to do is to make it locally [in France]. This is a very 
important industry in Japan. There are more than 6 factories 
in the city of Nagasaki, and each occupies an average area of 
700 to 800 square meters. In total, they produce 1.2 million 
kg of soy sauce for consumption.
 Two types of grain are necessary to make soy sauce. One 
is a special type of bean called haricot Soja, or soybeans, of 
which 15 kg are included under #5 in the shipment I have 
just made to France. The other is ordinary barley (orge, not 
ble, wheat). One makes equal parts of beans and wheat. 
The beans are cooked in an equal volume of water and the 
wheat is roasted. Then one combines them in a big tub, into 
which one pours them little by little, while mixing them 
as much as possible with the aid of a large wooden spatula 
(pusher). When it all has the consistency of a rather thick 
paste, one places it in a wooden mold (koji tray) about 1.5 
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inches deep, 18 inches long, and 8 inches wide. In arranging 
this cake or this brick in the mold, one must make the upper 
surface slightly concave. These cakes are then transported 
into hermetically sealed chambers (the koji room), where it 
must ferment on shelves around the walls and in the center of 
the room. All the walls and the openings, with the exception 
of two window placed at the height of a man, from which 
one can watch the fermentation from the outside, must be 
carefully insulated or padded with straw, fi xed in the middle 
of a lattice of bamboo or other wood.
 The fermentation starts at the end of very few hours [no 
inoculation?] but if the temperature of the chamber is very 
low, one can stimulate the fermentation by placing a small 
brazier here. However, one must use the brazier only as a 
last resort; the effect is to brown the cakes. The fermentation 
lasts for 7 days, during which time one can enter once or 
twice into the chamber, in order to assure oneself that all is 
in good condition. When they are well made, the cakes must 
have a uniform yellowish gold tint. They are then removed 
and thrown into a large vat, 6 feet deep and 4.5 feet in 
diameter. Here one adds a saturated salt solution [sel a chaux 
= calcium oxide] in the proportion of 2 kg of solution to 1 kg 
of cake. One agitates it and mixes it gradually until the vat is 
full.
 One must then leave the vat alone for at least one year, 
but when one wants an extra fi ne soy sauce (soja), it must 
be left for 3 years. Regardless of the time, one removes the 
mash (pâte) from the vat, puts it in a hemp sack, or better 
yet, one of palm fi laments, and carries it to the press. The 
soja which collects during the fi rst turns of the press is 
the best quality. But because of the high price it would be 
able to demand, one would not fi nd its sale assured. One 
therefore renounces this quality, except in the two capitals of 
Edo (Tokyo) and Miyako (Kyoto), where there live a large 
number of princes and rich people, who can conveniently 
pay for it.
 In general, only two grades of soy sauce are made. The 
fi rst is made from all the liquid which one is able to extract 
by the press, and which is then of a good medium quality. 
The second is obtained by mixing the presscake with salt 
water and letting it stand for 6 months; this is only sold to 
the poor. A jar of soja weighing 214.5 kg sells in Japan for 
16-17 French francs. The ordinary soja of the fi rst quality is a 
liquid of thick consistency and dark brown color. It is almost 
the only sauce for all Japanese dishes, rich or poor. It always 
accompanies fi sh. The Europeans in China or Japan, who 
have used it a lot or a little, add it to beef or to beef bouillon, 
to which it imparts a most agreeable color and fl avor. The 
number 10 case of various products, which will be a part of 
my shipment contains 3 bottles of soja of different qualities 
under the numbers 18, 19, and 20. No. 18 comes from 
Miyako (Kyoto), but it is possible that the trip may alter it a 
little.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest French-language document 

seen (April 2012) that uses the word soja to refer to soy 
sauce. The French used the word soja to refer to soy sauce 
before they used it to refer to the soybean. Address: French 
consul in China.

632. Lea & Perrins. 1862. Sauce.–Lea and Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Quebec Mercury (Canada). Nov. 
25. p. 2.
• Summary: “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only 
good sauce’ and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Caution. Lea & Perrins beg to caution the public 
against spurious imitations of their celebrated Worcestershire 
Sauce.
 L. & P. have discovered that several of the Foreign 
Markets have been supplied with Spurious Imitations, the 
labels closely resembling those of the genuine Sauce, and in 
one or more instances the names of L. & P. forged.
 “L. & P. will proceed against any one who may 
manufacture or vend such imitations, and have instructed 
their correspondents in the various parts of the world to 
advise them of any infringement of their rights.
 “Ask for Lea and Perrins’ Sauce. Sold Wholesale and 
for Export by the Proprietors, Worcester; Messrs. Crosse and 
Blackwell; Messrs. Barclay and Sons, London; &c. and by 
Grocers and Oilmen universally.
 “Quebec, Nov. 18, 1862.
 A small illustration shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce.

633. Cloquet, Jules. 1862. Rapport sur les travaux de la 
Société Impériale d’Acclimatation [Report on the work of 
the Imperial Society for Acclimatization]. Bulletin de la 
Societe d’Acclimatation 9:1061-64. Nov. See p. 1064. [Fre]
• Summary: This speech was presented at the International 
Exposition of London. Extracted from reports by members of 
the French section of the international jury of the Universal 
Exposition of London of 1862, vol. 6, p. 123. The Imperial 
Society for Acclimatization was founded in Paris in 1854. It 
was recognized as a public agency by imperial decree on 25 
Feb. 1855.
 The author discusses important introductions made 
by the Society. “5th. Plants. A large number of plants have 
been the object of attempts at acclimatization; several have 
given good results. Thus, one can cite among the main 
food or industrial plants acclimatized: 1. The Chinese yam 
(l’Igname de Chine; Dioscorea batatas), an excellent food 
tuber introduced by Mr. de Montigny; 2. Chervil (le Cerfeuil 
bulbeux; Chærophyllum bulbosum), and the Cerfeuil bulbeux 
of Siberia (C. Prescottii), excellent vegetables; 3. The 
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soybean of China and Japan (le Pois oléagineux de la Chine 
et du Japon; Soja hispida); 4. Chinese sweet sorghum (le 
Sorgho sucré de la Chine), which is very versatile; 5. The 
Lo-za [Loza] de la Chine, mentioned by Mr. Rondot, a bush 
completely acclimatized to France, whose leaves produce 
a beautiful dye known as ‘Green of China’ (vert de Chine); 
6. Chinese bamboos (les Bambous de la Chine; Bambusa 
nigra and B. mitis, or edible). These two species have been 
acclimatized in the garden at Alger by Mr. Hardy, and 
introduced in several departments of southern and central 
France.” Address: France.

634. Bentham, George; Hooker, Joseph Dalton. 1862-1867. 
Genera plantarum: Ad exemplaria imprimis in Herbariis 
Kewensibus servata defi nata. Voluminis primi [Genera of 
plants: Defi ned according to the model fi rst documented in 
the Kew herbaria. Vol. 1]. London: Lovell Reeve & Co. xii + 
1040 p. See p. 530. Index. 25 cm. Facsimile edition reprinted 
in 1965 by Verlag von J. Cramer (Weinheim, Germany) with 
an introduction by William T. Stearn. [Lat]
• Summary: In the chapter on Leguminosae, under 
the Phaseoleæ tribe, section 196 concerns the genus 
Glycine. Writing entirely in Latin, the authors discuss the 
characteristics of the genus and note that 12 species grow in 
Africa, Asia, and Australia. These include Glycine javanica, 
G. labiali, G. soja, G. leptolobium, and G. bujacia. The 
section on the soybean reads: “Soja, Savi, Mem. Phas. ii. 
16; DC. [de Candolle] Prod. ii. 396, charactares omnes 
Glycinis exhibet, nisi legumen latum falcatum; formae tamen 
intermediae occurrunt in speciebus tam Mascarensibus quam 
Australiensibus.–Jacq. Ic. Rar. t. 145 (Dolichos).”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen concerning 
soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of soybeans, 
[Glycine soja]) in Australia; cultivated soybeans have not yet 
been reported. Note 2. Bentham lived 1800-1884. Hooker 
lived 1817-1911.
 Note 2. Also discusses the following genera: Lupinus 
(lupins, p. 480). Arachis (peanuts, p. 518). Teramnus 
(Glycine, p. 530). Pueraria (kudzu, p. 537). Phaseolus 
(common beans, p. 538). Vigna (p. 539). Voandzeia (p. 539-
40; Thouars, Gen. Nov. Madag. 23). Psophocarpus (winged 
bean, p. 540). Dolichos (p. 540-41).

635. Hanbury, Daniel. 1862. Notes on Chinese materia 
medica. London: Printed by John E. Taylor. See p. 3. [7 ref]
• Summary: On the title page: “Reprinted, with some 
corrections, from The Pharmaceutical Journal and 
Transactions.
 Page 3: Under “Synopsis of the Contents of the Chinese 
Herbal (4 Chinese characters) Pen-Tsaou-Kang-Muh” 
[Bencao Gangmu], under “Vegetable–2nd Division, Grains,” 
“4. Alimentary Preparations” includes “soy.” Address: 
Fellow of the Linnean and Chemical Societies of London.

636. Lear, Edward. 1862. A book of nonsense. New York, 
NY: Frederick A. Stokes. 112 p. See p. 64. Illust. 15 cm.

• Summary: The following limerick appears on page 64 of 
this original 1862 edition:
 “There was an Old Person of Troy,
 “Whose drink was warm brandy and soy;
 “Which he took with a spoon,
 “By the light of the moon,
 “In sight of the city of Troy.”
 Above the poem is an illustration (line drawing) of a 
big man seated on a little chair placing a spoon to his lips. 
In front of him, on the ground, are a bottle of brandy and 
a smaller bottle of soy [sauce]. In the background is the 
skyline of a city with a half moon overhead.
 Edward Lear (1812-1888) was an English painter and 
nonsense poet. Lines 3 and 4 are indented from the others. A 
1912 edition was edited by Lady Strachey. Address: London.

637. The practical family cookery book: Containing all 
necessary directions for preparing stylish, medium, and plain 
dinners. With a separate treatise on preserving, pickling and 
confectionery, the method of preparing pastry, cakes, and 
jellies, and the art of breadmaking. 1862. London: Ward and 
Lock. 64 p. + 60 p. No index.
• Summary: In Part I of this book: Hare soup (“Strain the 
soup and season it with a little soy [sauce], Cayenne pepper, 
Harvey’s sauce, and a glass of wine, &c.,” p. 5).
 In the chapter on “Fish” we read (p. 10): “Melted butter, 
nicely made, is almost invariably served up with fi sh; and for 
sauce, essence of anchovy, soy, catsup, or Chili vinegar.”
 “Fish-liver sauce: Boil the liver of the fi sh you are 
cooking, chop it fi ne or pound it, and mix it with melted 
butter. A little catsup, cayenne, or soy [sauce] may be added 
to it” (p. 57).
 Harvey’s sauce is mentioned on pages 3 and 5. Reading 
sauce is mentioned on page 3.
 Tomata sauce is mentioned on pages 29, 39, 42, and 54.
 Catsup is mentioned on many pages including p. 3-5, 10, 
13, 15-17, 23, 31, 37-39, 40-42, 44-45, 51, 55-58.
 In Part II of this book, in the section on “Sauces” (p. 
56): “Piquant sauce is made with two ounces of Cayenne 
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pepper, a pint of pickling vinegar, an ounce of soy [sauce], 
and the same of port wine.”
 Page 57: “Sauce aristocratique... To every pint, when 
cold, add a pint of the best pickling vinegar, and three ounces 
of soy.
 “Quin Sauce is the same, omitting the soy [sauce].
 “Harvey’s Sauce is made by adding to six ounces of the 
Quin Sauce two ounces of soy, two drachms of Cayenne, and 
a quarter of a pint of vinegar.
 “Sauce au roy,–Take a quart of the best pickling vinegar, 
three table spoonsful of soy, and as much walnut catsup,... 
put all these ingredients into a bottle, and keep them together 
for a month before using shaking them frequently.
 “Isle of Wight sauce is made by mixing quantities of 
soy, port wine, brandy, and mushroom catsup.
 “When catsup is added to sauces. it should always, if 
possible, be home made, or it can seldom be depended upon.
 “Mushroom catsup.–Mushrooms of a large growth, 
much expanded, and the gills dark-coloured, are generally 
used for the purpose.” A detailed home-made recipe is given, 
followed by one for “Walnut catsup,” whose main ingredient 
is the juice of unripe walnuts.

638. Messer (Wm.) & Co. 1863. Classifi ed ad: Messer’s 
famed Newhaven Fish Sauce. Scotsman (Edinburgh). Nov. 
14. p. 5.
• Summary: “The Famed Sauce for all kinds of Fish; and 
will be found more agreeable to most palates than Essence 
of Anchovies, Mushroom Catchup, Indian Soy [sauce], or 
so-called Fish Condiments.” Address: Wholesale and Export 
Pickle, Sauce, and Unfermented Wine Manufacturers, 19 
South Niddry Street, Edinburgh.

639. Edmundson (J.) and Co. 1863. J. Edmondson and Co. 
call attention to the under-mentioned articles, as particularly 
appropriate for Christmas presents (Ad). Irish Times and 
Daily Advertiser (Dublin). Dec. 24. p. 1.
• Summary: “Tea kettles and tea urns to match, electro silver 
butter coolers, dish covers, corner dishes, cruet stands, sauce 
and soy frames, cake baskets,...” Address: 33, 34, 35, 36 
Capel Street.

640. Fortune, Robert. 1863. Yedo and Peking. A narrative of 
a journey to the capitals of Japan and China [in 1860-61]. 
London: John Murray, Albemarle Street. xvi + 395 p. See p. 
350. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: “Large quantities of Indian corn, buckwheat, 
sweet potatoes, and soy-beans were here under cultivation” 
[near the town of Chan-chow-wan, near the banks of the Pei-
ho River, in the Peking plain of China].
 Note: A fold-out map at the back shows Japan and 
North China. Address: London. Born in Scotland. Honorary 
Member of the Agri-Horticultural Society of India.

641. Further papers relating to the rebellion in China with 
an appendix. 1863. London: Foreign Offi ce. Printed by 
Harrison and Sons. vii + 196 p. Presented to both Houses of 
Parliament by Command of Her Majesty. 33 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Inclosure 1 in No. 7. 
Mr. Antrobus to Mr. Bruce” (p. 182-84) is a letter from by 
R.C. Antrobus, Chairman, British Chamber of Commerce, 
Shanghae, dated 19 Oct. 1861, which states (p. 183): “This 
Chamber, in holding a different opinion on this question 
from your Excellency, relies chiefl y upon the following 
points: -... that the very permission granted, and the terms 
by which the grant is made to ship pulse and beancake 
under Rule 4 attached to the Tariff, go far to strengthen the 
conclusion above expressed;...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2014) that uses the words “beancake” in 
connection with [soya] bean cake. Address: Acting-Consul, 
Kiungchow.

642. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1863. The dictionary of trade 
products, commercial, manufacturing, and technical terms: 
with a defi nition of the moneys, weights, and measures 
of all countries, reduced to the British standard. New 
edition, revised and enlarged. London: Routledge, Warne & 
Routledge. 463 p. 17 cm.
• Summary: Two entries are related to the soybean: “Mico, 
mijo [miso], a vegetable butter or solid oil, made from Soja 
hispida, in Japan.”
 “Soy, a sauce or fl avoring originally made in the East; 
and said to be produced from a species of Dolichos bean, 
Soja hispida.”
 Peter L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897. Address: F.R.G.S., 
F.S.S., author.

643. Waterston, William. 1863. A cyclopædia of commerce, 
mercantile law, fi nance, commercial geography, and 
navigation. New ed., corrected and improved, with a 
supplement by P.L. Simmonds. London: Henry G. Bohn. iv + 
672 + 328 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Soy” (p. 627) is identical to 
that in the 1843 and 1847 editions. Also discusses hemp and 
hemp seed oil (p. 362-64).
 Note: The book was revised by adding 328 pages of new 
information onto the back of the previous edition. Address: 
Mercantile agent and accountant [England].

644. Williams, Samuel Wells. 1863. The Chinese commercial 
guide: Containing treaties, tariffs, regulations, tables, etc... 
With an appendix of sailing directions. 5th ed. Hongkong: A. 
Shortrede & Co. xvi + 387 + 266 p. Index. 21 cm. Facsimile 
edition reprinted in 1966 by Ch’eng-Wen Publishing Co., 
Taipei, Taiwan.
• Summary: In the section titled “Description of articles 
of export” [from China, alphabetical], Chinese characters 
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accompany every entry. On p. 111 is an entry for “Beans 
and peas” (tau) incl. bean cake (tau ping or tau shih = “bean 
stones”). “The Chinese cultivate legumes to a greater extent, 
perhaps, than any other nation.”
 The manufacture of bean jam [jiang] and bean curd 
cakes [tofu] for food from the fl our employs many people. 
The cakes used for manure are made by crushing the ripe 
peas [sic, beans] and boiling the grits soft; the mass is then 
pressed into cakes in iron hoops, and made solid by means of 
wedges driven down by heavy mallets. Peas and bean cakes 
are exported from Yingtsz’ [Yingtze, Ying-tze?] and Tientzin 
[Tientsin, Tianjin] to Amoy and Swatau [Swatow, Shantou, 
in Guangdong province]; they comprise one-fourth of all the 
produce shipped from Tientsin in 1861; and there is little else 
sent from Yingtsz’. In 1859, about a million piculs [1 picul = 
133.33 lb] of the cake were reshipped to the south of China 
from Shanghai alone, chiefl y for the consumption of sugar 
growers.”
 In the same section is an entry (p. 139) for: “Soy, shi 
yú [shiyu = fermented black soybean sauce], and tsiáng 
yú [jiangyou = soy sauce], is a condiment made from the 
Dolichos bean, which grows in China and Japan; our name 
is derived from the Japanese siyau [shoyu]. To make it, the 
beans are slowly boiled soft, then an equal quantity of wheat 
or barley fl our is added; after this has thoroughly fermented 
and become mouldy, the beans are washed, and put into jars 
with their weight in salt, adding some aromatics, and three 
times as much boiling water as the beans were at fi rst. The 
whole compound is now left for a month or more, exposed 

to the sun, and then pressed and strained. Good soy has an 
agreeable taste, and if shaken in a tumbler, lines the vessel 
with a lively yellowish-brown froth; its color in the dish is 
nearly black. There are many qualities of it, and when well 
made all improve by age. Japan soy is considered superior to 
Chinese, but both are of different qualities, and are probably 
made of various materials, some of which may be base 
enough. It is most commonly sent to England, India, and 
Europe, to form the basis of other sauces and condiments. 
It is worth from $4 to $8 per picul and goes chiefl y from 
Canton.”
 On p. 129 is a section on “Oil” (yú), incl. [soy] bean oil 
(tau yú), wood oil (tung), cotton-seed oil, sesamum oil, olive 
oil, ground-nut oil, cabbage or rape oil, fi sh oil, etc.
 In the same section (p. 149) is an entry for “Vermicelli 
(Chinese characters) fun sz, i.e. fl our threads. This article, 
sometimes called loksoy [lock soy], manufactured from both 
rice and wheaten fl our, is extensively used among the natives 
in soups. It is everyway inferior to the European.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “bean oil” to refer 
to soybean oil, or that mentions tau-yú as the Chinese 
(Cantonese) name for soybean oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “Dolichos bean” to 
refer to the soybean. It is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word 
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soy” or “soya”) to refer 
to the soybean.
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 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2003) that contains the term “cotton-seed” or 
term “cotton-seed oil” (each spelled with a hyphen).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2006) that that uses the term “crushing” (or 
“crush,” “crushes,” “crushed” or “crushings”) in connection 
with soybeans to refer to the process of pressing the beans to 
yield oil and cake.
 This section also discusses (alphabetically): Almonds 
(but not almond oil), ground-nuts (hwa sang characters, 
ground-nut cake characters hwa sang ping; the “oil is the 
chief article of export”), gypsum (shih kau, used especially in 
making bean-cakes and curd [tofu], sometimes called bean-
macaroni), manure cakes or poudrette (kang sha, made from 
night soil mixed with earth for exportation. “The refuse of 
ground-nuts, sesamum, rape-seed, and other oleaceous seeds, 
is prepared for manure and for feeding swine and sheep, and 
sent from one part of the country to another”), salt, seaweed, 
sesamum seed, and silk.
 A table titled “Rates of freight in steamers to Canton” 
states (p. 228): “Soy, per tub of 1 picul–$0.75.”
 In the section on “Foreign commerce with Japan” we 
read (p. 254): “Camphor, sulphur, porcelain, copper, nut-
galls, vegetable wax, cassia, soy, and verdigris, have been 
furnished at rates and quantities suffi cient to export to 
Europe.”
 Other sections discuss Chinese, Japanese, and British 
weights and measures, numerals, coins and currency.
 Samuel Wells Williams lived 1812-1884. Address: 
LL.D., Hongkong.

645. Lea and Perrins. 1864. Sauce.–Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Pronounced by connoisseurs “The 
only good sauce.”... (Ad). Observer (London). Jan. 24. p. 8.
• Summary: “None genuine without name on wrapper, label, 
bottle, and stopper. Sold by Crosse and Blackwell. Barclay 
and Sons, and grocers and oilmen universally.” Address: 
Worcester, England.

646. Times (London). 1864. Classifi ed ad: Napoleon, by the 
Grace of God and the will of the nation... July 30. p. 1, col. 1.
• Summary: This article describes a lawsuit in France 
“Between Crosse and Blackwell, manufacturers of sauces 
and pickles, residing at No. 21, Soho-square, London, county 
of Middlesex (England)... And William Knight, provision 
dealer, residing at Boulogne-sur-Mer, defendant,...”
 “Considering that it is an established fact” that in Jan. 
1864: “The plaintiffs have caused to be seized at Knights 
divers pickles prepared with vinegar and mustard contained 
in Jars, labelled Crosse and Blackwell, and bearing the 
designation of Imperial Mixed Pickle, Girkins, India Pickle, 
Piccallilli [Piccalilli], Essence of Anchovies; Considering 
that these jars, with their labels and contents, constitute, on 
the part of Knight, spurious imitations of the products of the 

plaintiffs, of which they declare having deposited specimens, 
with their trade marks, at the Registrars of the Tribunal of 
Commerce of the Seine, on the 12th of May, 1863, which is 
not disputed.”
 The plaintiffs are asking for damages of 600 French 
francs. “Considering that Crosse and Blackwell declare 
to release from seizure certain products labelled Lea and 
Perrins;-”
 Note: The plaintiffs apparently won the case, but appear 
to have been awarded much less money than they asked for.

647. Bentham, George; Mueller, Ferdinand. 1864. Flora 
Australiensis: A description of the plants of the Australian 
Territory. Vol. II. London: Lovell Reeve & Co. 521 p. See p. 
242-45. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The authors made the fi rst major additions to 
the genus Glycine, all from Australia. They include only 
the following 6 species in the genus Glycine: (1) Glycine 
falcata, Benth. Found in Northern Australia by F. Mueller; in 
Queensland by D’Orsay, and in South Australia by Bowman, 
and Neilson.
 (2) G. clandestina, Wendl. Bot. Beob. 54. [Wendland, 
J.C. 1798. Botanische Beobachtungen... p. 54] Found in 
Queensland by Robert Brown, and Dr. Leichhardt; in New 
South Wales by R. Brown, C. Stuart, Dr. H. Beckler, and 
F. Mueller; in Victoria by R. Brown, Adamson, and F. 
Mueller; in Tasmania by R. Brown, and J.D. Hooker; in 
South Australia by Dr. H. Behr, and F. Mueller; in Western 
Australia by Maxwell, and James Drummond.
 (3) G. latrobeana, Benth.; G. tabacina, Benth. Found in 
Victoria by Latrobe, Adamson, and F. Mueller; in Tasmania 
by J.D. Hooker; in South Australia by F. Mueller.
 (4) G. tabacina Benth. Found in Queensland (at Bustard 
Bay) by Banks and Solander; in New South Wales by R. 
Brown, A. Cunningham, C. Stuart, and Beckler; in Victoria 
by Robertson, and F. Mueller; in South Australia by F. 
Mueller; in Western Australia by Mr. Augustus Oldfi eld. 
“The species is also in New Caledonia, the Feejee [Fiji], and 
other islands of the South Pacifi c.
 (5) G. sericea, Benth. Found in New South Wales by J. 
Dallachy, and Wheeler; in Victoria by F. Mueller.
 (6) G. tomentosa, Benth. Found in Northern Australia 
by F. Mueller, and R. Brown; in Queensland by Banks and 
Solander, R. Brown, McGillivray, and F. Mueller; in New 
South Wales by Neilson. “We have the same species from the 
Philippine Islands and from S. China.”
 Note 1. Hermann (1962) states: “It was not until 1864 
that the fi rst major addition to the genus was made. This 
was by Bentham, who treated the genus in Australia as 
comprising six species, all of them still valid although two 
of his names (Glycine sericea and G. tomentosa) must be 
dropped as being later homonyms... Bentham’s Glycine 
falcata of 1864 was the last of the true Glycine species to be 
described.”
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 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives 
of soybeans) in Fiji; cultivated soybeans have not yet been 
reported in this country.
 Note 3. This is volume 2 of a 4-volume set, which 
contains no formal bibliography. Most of the citations refer 
to herbarium collections, which are described by Bentham in 
the preface to volume 1 (1863). The chief foundation of this 
work is “the vast herbarium of Sir William J. Hooker, with a 
few smaller collections under his charge at Kew.” It contains 
rich stores of Australian plants. The Australian herbarium 
of the late Robert Brown is an “extraordinary collection, the 
main foundation of our knowledge of Australian vegetation.” 
These specimens are now the property of Mr. J.J. Bennett, 
Head of the Botanical Department of the British Museum. 
The Banksian herbarium collected by Banks and Solander 
[who sailed with captain James Cook] about 90 years ago, 
is also at the Botanical Department of the British Museum. 
Rich herbaria were collected at the public expense by the late 
A. Cunningham in his various expeditions. This collection is 
“second only to R. Brown’s in the infl uence it has had, by its 
variety and extent, on our knowledge of Australian botany.” 
Address: 1. F.R.S., P.L.S.; 2. M.D., F.R.S., L.S., Government 
botanist, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.

648. Cre-Fydd. 1864. Cre-Fydd’s family fare: The young 
housewife’s daily assistant, on all matters relating to cookery 
and housekeeping... New ed., revised. London: Simpkin, 
Marshall, and Co. clx + 340 p. Index.
• Summary: The author is a woman. The following recipes 
call for soy [sauce]: Mock turtle soup (p. 6-7). Giblet soup 
(p. 9). Raviuoli soup [ravioli] (p. 10). Ox-tail soup (p. 12). 
Ox-cheek soup (à la mode, p. 13). Sheep’s head soup (p. 13-
14). Gravy (p. 18; “Note.–If mushrooms are not to be had, 
substitute one tablespoonful of ketchup, to be put in with the 
soy”). Braised salmon (p. 20-21). Sauce supreme (p. 29). 
Baked pike (p. 49). Loin of mutton stuffed, and served with 
rich gravy (p. 59). Loin of mutton stewed with pickles (p. 59-
60). Lamb’s head and pluck (p. 77). Minced beef with Italian 
paste (p. 82). Stewed brisket of beef with French beans (p. 
83). Brisket of beef, stewed with pickles (p. 83). Stewed 
calf’s liver (p. 110). Roast fowl, with gravy and bread sauce 
(p. 127-28). Braised fowl and white sauce, with braised beef 
and chestnuts (p. 132-33; “Note.–If you have no Cre-fydd 
sauce, use instead a tablespoon of port wine, a teaspoonful 
of soy, a teaspoonful of brand and a saltspoonful of chutney). 
Roast gosling, stuffed (p. 138). Braised duck, with turnips 
(p. 139). Stewed pigeons (p. 142). Braised pheasant and 
beef, with chestnuts (p. 145). Roast partridges (p. 147). 
Roast hare (p. 150). Haricot of mutton (p. 259-60). Piquante 
sauce (To be made in August, p. 283). Superlative mixture 
(For gravies, stews, &c, p. 287). Store closets, stores, etc. 
(p. 321-22; “Every good housekeeper will have her store-
closets scrumptiously clean, and stocked in moderation with 

everything likely to be required.” Incl. soy, Harvey-sauce, 
mushroom and walnut ketchups).
 Also called for are: Harvey-sauce (11 times). Mushroom 
ketchup (28 times). Walnut ketchup (3 times).
 The following are not mentioned: Worcestershire sauce. 
Worcester sauce. Address: Great Britain.

649. Richardson. 1865. English mutton and soles for dinner 
on Monday (Ad). New York Times. July 30. p. 5.
• Summary: “For sale–Crosse & Blackwell’s pickles. Lea & 
Perrin’s Worcestershire sauce, Scotch oatmeal, mushroom 
ketchup, capers, &c.” Address: No. 100 William-st., near 
John [New York City].

650. Bentham, George. 1865. On the Genera Sweetia, 
Sprengel, and Glycine, Linn., simultaneously published 
under the name of Leptolobium. J. of the Linnean Society of 
London, Botany 8:259-67. See p. 266-67. “Read November 
3, 1864.” [Eng]
• Summary: The author proposes a limitation of the genus 
Glycine. In the section Leptolobium he would include six 
species described in his “Flora Australiensis.” Besides these, 
the genus would include fi ve others: In the section Soja: 1. 
Glycine Soja, Sieb. et Zucc. “Cultivated; and spontaneous 
on the margins of fi elds and cultivated places over a great 
part of tropical Asia.” 2. G. Hedysaroides, Willd. 3. G. 
Pentaphylla, Dalz. 4. G. Lyallii, Benth.
 In the section Johnia: Glycine Javanica, Linn. “Habitat. 
Eastern Africa from Natal [South Africa] to Abyssinia 
[Ethiopia], Ceylon, and the Indian peninsula, including the 
specimens from Nilgherri, Hohenacker, n. 1594, distributed 
by some mistake on my authority under the name of Shuteria 
vestita.

“Johnia Petitiana, A. Rich. Fl. Abyss. 1. 210, t. 40, Soja 
angustifolia, Miquel. Fl. Bat. 1. part 1. 223, and Soja hamata, 
Miquel loc cit 224, are unknown to me.” Address: P.L.S.

651. Phillips and Company, Ld. 1866. Classifi ed ad: 
Provisions and stores, for town or districts, of guaranteed and 
quality. Bombay Times and Journal of Commerce (British 
India). Aug. 25. p. 7.
• Summary: In the section on “Sauces–Anchovy Essence, 
Harvey’s Sauce, Mushroom and Walnut Catsups, India 
Soy,... Worcestershire, Lea and Perrins, Worcestershire, 
Phillip’s, pint, Yorkshire relish.”
 Note: A new brand of Worcestershire sauce (Phillip’s) 
is now being advertised and sold by Phillips & Company, 
Ltd. in Bombay–for signifi cantly less than the price of Lea 
and Perrins’ sauce. This is the earliest document seen (April 
2012) that mentions a brand of Worcestershire sauce made 
by a company other than Lea and Perrins. Address: Bombay, 
New Oriental Bank Buildings, and Poona.

652. Times (London). 1866. Money-market & city 
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intelligence. Aug. 27. p. 6, col. 4.
• Summary: “The general sense of what is due alike 
to the public and the interests of commerce causes the 
Trade Marks’ Act to be enforced in nearly all places with 
wholesome severity. According to the recent advices from 
India, the police in June last entered the premises of a printer 
in Calcutta and seized a large quantity of forged labels of 
several English manufacturers, among which were those 
of Allsop and Sons, Lea and Perrins, P. and J. Arnold, Day 
and Martin, and Crosse and Blackwell. The latter fi rm 
immediately commenced a persecution under the Trades’ 
Marks Acts (India), section 485 of the Penal Code, which 
resulted in the conviction of the offender, and his being 
sentenced to two years’ vigorous imprisonment.”

653. Lea and Perrins. 1866. Sauce.–Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Observer (London). Oct. 28. p. 
8.
• Summary: “This delicious condiment, pronounced by 
connoisseurs ‘the only good sauce,’ is prepared solely by Lea 
and Perrins. The public are respectfully cautioned against 
worthless imitations, and should see that Lea and Perrins’ 
names are on the wrapper, label, bottle, and stopper. Ask for 
‘Lea and Perrins’’ sauce. Sold wholesale and for export by 
the proprietors, Worcester: Messrs. Crosse and Blackwell, 
Messrs. Barclay and Sons, London &c.: and by grocers and 
oilmen universally.” Address: Worcester, England.

654. Lindley, John; Moore, Thomas. eds. 1866. The treasury 
of botany: A popular dictionary of the vegetable kingdom; 
with which is incorporated a glossary of botanical terms. 2 
vols. (Parts I and II). London: Longmans, Green, and Co. xx 
+ 1254 p. See Part I. p. 131, 536-37, 747. Part II. p. 1068, 
1075. Illust. 17 cm.
• Summary: Bean (Part I, p. 131) “Sahuea bean, Soja 
hispida.
 Glycine (Part I, p. 536-37) “A small genus of 
Leguminosae, all, excepting one, being slender decumbent 
[reclining along the ground, but with ascending apex or 
extremity] or twining herbs, with alternate stalked leaves 
made up of three to seven leafl ets varying much in form, 
and bearing axillary racemes or fascicles of small yellow 
or violet pea-fl owers. The genus belongs to the tribe 
Phaseoleae, and is most nearly allied to Teramnus, from 
which it is distinguished by its pods being destitute of the 
hardened hooked style seen in the latter, and by the ten 
stamens, which are united into a tube, being all, instead 
of the alternate ones only, anther-bearing. The species are 
pretty equally distributed through tropical Asia, Africa, and 
Australia, where a few inhabit extratropical regions.
 “The Sooja of the Japanese, G. Soja, the only erect 
species of the genus, a dwarf annual hairy plant, a good deal 
like the common dwarf kidney or French bean (Phaseolus 
vulgaris), has small violet or yellow fl owers, borne in short 

axillary racemes, and succeeded by oblong two to fi ve-
seeded hairy pods.
 “The seeds, like kidney beans in form but smaller, 
are called Miso [sic, error based on Miller 1807] by the 
Japanese and are made into a sauce which they call Sooja 
or Soy. The manner of making it is said to be by boiling the 
beans with equal quantities of barley or wheat, and leaving 
it for three months to ferment, after which salt and water is 
added, and the liquid strained. The sauce is used by them in 
many of their dishes, and they use the beans in soups. The 
Chinese cook the beans also in various ways, and the plant is 
cultivated for the sake of them in various parts of India and 
its Archipelago.
 “Mr. Bentham groups the species in three sections, 
which some regard as genera: Soja, with fl owers fascicled 
on the racemes, and falcate pods with depressions but not 
transverse lines between the seeds; Johnia, with fl owers 
similarly arranged, and straight pods with transverse lines 
between the seeds; and Leptocyanus, with solitary fl owers on 
the racemes, and straight pods. The Glycine or Wistaria of 
gardens is now referred to Millettia.
 Miso (Part II, p. 747). “A fatty substance obtained from 
Soja hispida.
 Soja (or Soya) hispida (Part II, p. 1068) is the only 
representative of a genus of Leguminosae of the tribe 
Papilionaceae, and much cultivated in tropical Asia on 
account of its beans, which are used for preparing a well-
known brown and slightly salt sauce (Soy), used both in Asia 
and Europe for fl avouring certain dishes, especially beef, and 
supposed to favour digestion. Of late it has been cultivated as 
an oil-plant. S. hispida is an erect hairy herb, with trifoliate 
leaves, and axillary racemose fl owers, which have a fi ve-cleft 
calyx, a papilionaceous corolla, ten diadelphous stamens, 
and an oblong pod which contains from two to fi ve ovate 
compressed seeds. Modern botanists generally refer the plant 
to Glycine: which see.”
 Soy (Part II, p. 1075) “A sauce originally prepared in the 
East, and said to be produced from the beans of Soja hispida.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2003) 
in which the soybean is classifi ed under Papilionaceae.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “oil-plant” to describe 
the soybean.
 Also discusses (in alphabetical order): Agar-agar. 
Alfalfa. Algæ. Almond. Amande de terre (French, Cyperus 
esculentus). Amaranthus. Arachis [peanuts]. Aspergillus. 
Bean, under-ground kidney = Arachis hypogaea. Cannabis. 
Chenopodium [Common Goosefoot]. Coix [lachryma, Job’s 
tears]. Cyperus. Earth-nut (Arachis hypogæa). Flax. Gingelly 
oil. Hemp.
 Part II: Job’s tears. Legume. Leguminosæ. Linseed. 
Linum. Lupinus (incl. Lupinus albus, L. luteus). Nut, 
bambarra ground (The seed of Voandzeia subterranea, p. 
795). Nut, earth (Arachis hypogæa). Oil (incl. sesamum). 
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Oilcake (“The residuum after expressing the oil of various 
seeds, especially linseed and rape, which is used for 
cattle feeding, and as a manure”). Oil-plant (Sesamum 
orientale). Pindals, pindars. Psophocarpus. Pueraria. Quinoa 
(Chenopodium Quinoa). Sea-girdles (Laminaria digitata). 
Sea-hangers. Sea-wand (Laminaria digitata). Seaware. 
Seaweeds. Seawrack. Seawracks. Sesame. Sesamum. 
Tetragonolobus.
 “Voandzeia. So called from Voandzou, the name 
given by the natives of Madagascar to the only known 
representative of this genus of Leguminosæ, the V. 
subterranea of botanists, a creeping annual, with long-
stalked leaves composed of three leafl ets... It is a native of 
Africa, and is extensively cultivated in many parts of that 
continent, from Bambarra and the coast of Guinea to Natal 
[in today’s South Africa], its esculent pods and seeds forming 
common articles of food among the inhabitants of those 
regions. Although the plant is not indigenous to the Western 
Hemisphere, it is commonly found in many parts of South 
America, such as Brazil and Surinam, whither it has been 
carried by the negro slaves and has now become naturalised. 
The pods are sometimes called Bambarra Ground-nuts; in 
Natal the natives call them Igiuhiuba; while in Brazil they 
are known by the name of Mandubi d’Angola (showing their 
African origin), and in Surinam by that of Gobbe.
 “Voandzou. The Malagassy name of a genus of 
Leguminosae, called after it Voandzeia” (p. 1224).
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the word “oilcake” (or 
“oilcakes”). Address: 1. Ph.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Botanic 
Garden, Chelsea. Late emeritus Prof. of Botany in University 
College, London; 2. F.L.S., Curator of the Chelsea Botanic 
Garden.

655. Great Britain Foreign Offi ce. 1867. Report from the 
foreign commissioners at the various ports in China, for the 
year 1865. London: Printed by Harrison and Sons. 145 p. See 
p. 37, 60, 69, 103, 110, 144. [Eng; fre]
• Summary: In the section on Che-foo [Chefoo, Yantai] 
is a table (p. 37) showing the increase or decrease of the 
principal articles of export during 1865, as compared with 
1864. “Bean cake, Che-foo.” 1865–755,052 piculs. 1864–
615,297 piculs. Increase: 22.7%. “Bean cake, Newchwang.” 
1865–1,272 piculs. 1864–23,953 piculs. Decrease: 94.7%.

 “The bean cakes made at Chefoo are much superior 
to those from Newchwang, which may account for the 
increased export of the former... The growing aversion of 
Chinese merchants to ship peas and bean cake in foreign 
bottoms for Shanghae [Shanghai] is remarkable here, and 
large quantities are now shipped for that port in native craft.”
 The section on Foo-chow states (p. 60): “Imports 
from Che-foo–Are principally tobacco, cotton, wheat, peas 
[soybeans], bean cake, and bean oil.”
 In the section on Amoy [Xiamen] is a table (p. 69) 
showing the chief articles of import. “Bean cakes” decreased 
from 306,129 piculs in 1864 to 265,601 piculs in 1865. Note: 
These “bean cakes” are used for fertilizer in southern China.
 In the section on Foo-chow [Fuzhou] (p. 103) is a table 
showing imports: “Bean cakes” increased from 27,416 piculs 
worth $61,680 in 1864 to 71,211 piculs worth $195,832 in 
1865.
 Two tables (p. 110) show: (1) The principal exports from 
Chee-Foo: “Bean cakes” decreased from 756,055 piculs 
worth 755,991 taels in 1864 to 616,997 piculs worth 492,236 
taels in 1865. (2) The principal exports from Newchwang: 
“Bean cakes” increased from 1,391,049 piculs worth 542,509 
taels in 1864 to 1,787,971 piculs worth 804,586 taels in 
1865.
 Near the end of the book (p. 142-44) is an appendix in 
French titled “Commerce d’Amoy pendant l’Anné 1865” 
[Trade of Amoy during the year 1865]. Under “Importations” 
is a table (p. 144) showing total imports of principal objects 
to Amoy: “Tourteaux d’engrais (bean cakes)” [literally 
“fertilizer cakes”] decreased from 306,129 piculs in 1864 to 
265,601 piculs in 1865. Note: 1 picul = 133.3 pounds weight.

656. Luson, T.G. 1867. Report on the trade at the port 
of Che-foo for the year 1865. Reports from the Foreign 
Commissioners at Various Ports in China for the Year 1865 
(Great Britain Customs). p. 35-38.
• Summary: This report from Che-foo is dated 31 Jan. 1866, 
and sent to Robert Hart, Esq., Inspector General of Customs. 
“Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of 
Her Majesty, April 1867.”
 “From the following statement may be seen the increase 
or decrease of the principal articles of export during 1865, as 
compared with 1864:
 A table with fi ve columns shows the following–among 

others:
 Goods: Bean cake, Che-foo, in piculs. For 
1865: 755,053. For 1864: 615,298. Increase: 
139,755.
 Goods: Bean cake, Newchwang, in piculs. 
For 1865: 1,272. For 1864: 28,954. Decrease: 
22,682.
 Goods: Peas [probably soya beans], in 
piculs. For 1865: 470,471. For 1864: 651,099. 
Decrease: 180,627.
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 The above table shows an increase in the export of 
Chefoo bean cakes, silk pongees, raw silk, dates, melon 
seeds, wheat, and vermicelli; and a decrease in that of 
Newchang beancakes, cotton, tobacco, and medicines.
 “The bean cakes made at Chefoo are much superior to 
those from Newchang, which may account for the increased 
export of the former and the decrease in the export of the 
latter. There has been a decrease in the receipts here of peas 
from Newchang during the past year, which is most generally 
accounted for by the shortness of the crops in that part of 
China. A growing aversion on the part of Chinese merchants 
to ship peas and bean cake in foreign bottoms for Shanghae 
is remarked here, and large quantities are now shipped for 
that port in native craft. This appears to have been caused by 
a proclamation issued at Shanghae during 1865.
 Note 1. The word “Peas” probably refers to soybeans 
because: (1) On page 60 (near bottom) is the phrase “peas, 
bean cake, and bean oil,” where the latter two terms refer to 
soy bean cake and soy bean oil. (2) No other peas or beans 
except soybeans could be exported in such huge amounts.
 Note 2. Che-foo (also spelled Chefoo, as of May 2014 
known as Yantai) is a prefecture-level city in northeastern 
Shandong province, in eastern China. Address: Acting 
Commissioner of Customs, Offi ce of Maritime Customs, 
Che-foo.

657. Henning & Co. (W.H.). 1867. Classifi ed ad: English 
sauces–English sauces. Times-Picayune (New Orleans, 
Louisiana). Dec. 8. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “Worcestershire Sauce–In quarts, pints and half 
pints.
 “Harvey Sauce, John Bull Sauce,... China Soy, India 
Soy, in glass and fancy jars and vases.” Address: 96 and 97 
Camp street [New Orleans].

658. Inspector General of Customs. 1867. Monthly reports 
on trade at the ports in China open by treaty to Foreign trade. 
Shanghai, China: Printed at the Imperial Maritime Customs’ 
Press.
• Summary: This book is actually a periodical with 12 
monthly reports from British customs’ inspectors at the 
following treaty ports: Shanghai, Ningpo, Foochow, Amoy, 
Swatow, Canton, Hankow, Kiukiang, Chinkiang, and 
Chefoo.
 The fi rst reports are for Jan. 1866.
 The unusual term “Pea oil,” which would soon be 
changed to “Bean oil,” and which now refers to “Soybean 
oil” appears in tables on at least 10 different pages in this 
book.
 It is most widely used in a table showing “List of 
principal imports” to the port of Chinkiang.
 This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
uses the term “Pea oil” to refer to soybean oil (one of two 
documents). Address: Acting Commissioner of Customs, 

Offi ce of Maritime Customs, Che-foo.

659. Knight, Charles. ed. 1867. The English cyclopædia–
Natural History. Vol. IV: Soja. London: Bradbury, Evans, & 
Co. 1291 p. See p. 843.
• Summary: “Soja, a genus of Plants belonging to the natural 
order Leguminosæ.Soja hispida (Moench), S. Japonica 
(Savi), the Dolichos Soja (Linn.), is a native of Japan and the 
Moluccas, and abundant in the peninsula of India, though 
probably introduced there. The seeds resemble those of the 
haricot, French or kidney bean, and are used by the Chinese 
to ‘form a favourite dish, called “ten-hu,” or “tau-hu” [tofu], 
which looks like curd, and which, though insipid in itself, 
yet with proper seasoning is agreeable and wholesome’ [Don 
1832]. The Japanese call the seeds ‘Miso’ [sic] and put them 
into soup, of which they sometimes partake three times 
a day. They likewise prepare with them the sauce termed 
‘Sooja,’ which has been corrupted into ‘Soy.’ Soy is only 
sparingly used as a sauce in this country. It has the character 
of being a useful stomachic, but not more so than any of the 
other condiments when used in moderation.”
 Note: The entry for “Soy” says to see “Soja.”
 Note: Much of the information in this entry for Soja 
comes from the Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society for the 
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (London, 1841. See Soja 
hispida).
 Also in this volume: Sesamum (p. 758). Voandzeia (p. 
1224).

660. Mayers, William Frederick; Dennys, Nicholas Belfi eld; 
King, Charles. 1867. The treaty ports of China and Japan: A 
complete guide to the open ports of those countries, together 
with Peking, Yedo, Hongkong and Macao, forming a guide 
book & vade mecum for travellers, merchants, and residents 
in general... London: Trübner & Co. viii + 668 + xliv + 26 p. 
29 maps. 23 cm.
• Summary: The section titled “Swatow,” under “Trade” (p. 
237) states that the foreign trade of Swatow, which began 
legally in 1860, “is almost exclusively in Chinese hands. 
Proximity to Hongkong enables the large native fi rms to 
conduct their own importing business more cheaply than 
it can be done for them by Europeans, whilst the staple 
trade of the Port–the importation of Beancake coastwise 
from the North and the export–of Sugar–is also conducted 
in correspondence with Chinese agencies at New-chwang 
[Newchwang], Chefoo, and Shanghai.”
 In the section on “Amoy,” under “Imports” a table (p. 
272), shows that “Bean Cakes” decreased from 306,129 
piculs in 1864 to 265,601 piculs in 1865.
 The section titled “Foochow” [Fuzhou; the capital city 
of Fujian province, just northeast of Taiwan] states (p. 288): 
“The principal miscellaneous imports consist in rice, sugar, 
tobacco, beans and bean-cake, &c. carried coastwise.”
 The section titled “Chefoo” (p. 456+) begins: “The Port 
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which is known to Europeans under the name 
of Chefoo is in reality the town of Yen T’ai 
(Chinese characters) situated on the northern 
side of the great cape usually known as the 
Promontory of Shan-tung,...”
 Page 457: “The productions of the great 
interior plain are cereals, pulse, tobacco, drugs, 
etcetera, together with a peculiar description of 
silk obtained from wild silk worms which feed 
on the leaves of the oak and other trees; but the 
staple articles of trade, in so far as Europeans 
are concerned, are beans and beancake, for the 
shipment of which merchandize to Southern 
markets Chefoo is the principal port.”
 The section titled “Chefoo,” under “Trade” 
states (p. 461): “At the period of the opening 
of Chefoo to foreign trade, the expectations 
formed were rather in the direction of great activity in 
imports, than in that of the character the principal trade 
of the port has actually assumed, viz: the export of beans 
and beancake in foreign bottoms to the ports of Southern 
China. This branch of business was, indeed, prohibited by 
the Treaty of Tientsing [sic, Tientsin], but the rule by which 
foreign vessels were restricted from carrying cargoes of 
pulse from the Northern ports was abrogated in 1861 at the 
request of the British Minister, notwithstanding the desire 
of the Chinese Government to retain this branch of the 
carrying trade in favour of the native junks and seamen. The 
removal of this prohibition led to high expectations of a vast 
development of the trade in beancake (used most extensively 
all over Southern China as a fertilizer), and not only did 
many foreign merchants hasten to plant establishments at 
Chefoo and Newchwang which they subsequently found no 
encouragement to maintain, but even the native traders were 
induced to erect crushingmills and ware houses far in excess 
of the actual requirements of the trade. The export under 
this head has, at the same time, been annually progressive, 
and furnishes employment to a large number of shipping. 
The process of manufacture of the pulsecake is primitive in 
the extreme. The beans, or more correctly peas, from which 
it is made are thrown into a circular trough, and crushed by 
a heavy stone wheel, the revolution of which is kept up by 
the labour of one or sometimes two mules. The pulse, when 
crushed, is freed from the oil it yields by means of a rude 
press, and packed in hoops which turn out circular cakes of 
about 1 inch in thickness and of varying diameter.”
 A table (p. 462) shows the value of exports and imports 
from Chefoo: “Beancakes” worth 492,236 taels in 1864 
increased to 755,991 taels in 1865. “Beans and peas” 
worth 791,314 taels in 1864 decreased to 705,704 taels in 
1865. “Pea oil” [soya bean oil] worth 69,236 taels in 1864 
increased to 126,897 taels in 1865. The main import in 1864 
was sugar, with opium a close second. In 1865 opium was 
No. 1, followed by cotton piece goods, then sugar.

 The section on “Newchwang,” under “Trade” states (p. 
543-44): “The bulk of the trade of Newchwang consists in 
the export of pulse and pulse-cake to the Southern ports,...” 
 A table (p. 544) titled “Newchwang. Exports.” shows 
that the value of “Bean-cakes” increased from 542,509 taels 
in 1864 to 804,586 taels in 1865. The value of “Beans and 
peas” increased from 877,944 taels in 1864 to 1,081,050 
taels in 1865.
 Note: “Catalogue of books on China (other than 
philological) published on China and Japan in the English 
language.” Appendix C, p. 2-26.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2008) that uses the words “beancakes,” 
“pulsecake,” or “pulse-cake” in connection with [soya] bean 
cake.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
that uses the term “Pea oil” to refer to soybean oil (one of 
two documents).
 Note 3. This document shows that the terms “beans,” 
“peas” and “pulse,” and their respective cakes, used at 
this time in China or Manchuria, all refer to soybeans and 
soybean cakes. Address: 1. F.R.G.S.; 2. Late. Both: H.M.’s 
Consular Service; 3. Lieut, R.M.A.

661. Miquel, Frederich A.W. 1867. Prolusio fl orae Iaponicae 
[Essay on the fl ora of Japan]. Annales Musei Botanici 
Lugduno-Batavi (Leiden) 3:52-53, 99. [5 ref. Lat]
• Summary: Under Glycine Linn. (p. 52) the author lists one 
species: “1. Glycine soja Sieb et Zucc. Abh. l.c. IV. 2, p. 119. 
A Soja angustifolia Miq. Fl. Ind. bat. I. 1, p. 223... Siebold 
legit; “sponte crescentum”; in vallibus m. Kawara Jama ins. 
Kiusiu legit Pierot, propre Nangasaki [Nagasaki] Oldham n. 
368.
 Under Soja Moench (p. 52-53) the author lists one 
species with 3-4 varieties: “1. Soja hispida Moench., Sieb 
et Zucc. l.c.p. 119. Maxim. Prim. p. 87. Dolichos Soja Linn. 
Soja iaponica Savi.”
 Variat sub cultura vario mondo, v.c. seminum colore 
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quae autem sub germinatione omina plantulas similes 
proferunt, teste Sieboldo. Spontanea etam provenit, foliolis 
latioribus, medio basi leviter attenuato–In regione littorea 
prope Oko Mura ins. Kiusiu et in fruticetis prope urbem 
Kokura legit Pierot; aliis locis cultam legerunt Siebold et 
Buerger [Bürger], prope Nangasaki [Nagasaki] Oldham n. 
360.
 [Translation: Pierot collected it in the coastal regions 
on the island of Kyushu near Oko Mura {or Okumura; mura 
= village} and in the shrubbery near the city of Kokura {in 
northern Kyushu, Japan}; Siebold and Buerger collected 
it in other places where it was cultivated / grown, and 
{Richard} Oldham (specimen No. 360) collected it near 
Nagasaki {located on the far western tip of central Kyushu, 
near Deshima / Dejima, where Siebold and Buerger usually 
resided}].
 - Kuro mame [Black soybean], No mame [wild 
soybean], Kuzu, Kokura iap.

var. praecox Sieb. [Siebold], humilior, non vel vix 
volubilis, densius rufo-hirta, foliolis satis variantibus.–Culta.

var. obtusa Miq. [Miquel] humilis stricta robusta dense 
hispida, foliolis late ovalibus utrinque obtusissimus.–
Spontaneam legit Pierot ad radicem m. San Saka Toge 
ins. Kiusiu [island of Kyushu].–Jama [Yama] daisu iap. 
[Mountain soybean of Japan].

var lanceolata Miq., elatior, minus hispida, foliis 
longe petiolatis, foliolo terminali sublanceolato, lateralibus 
semilanceatis, mucronatis. In regione littorea prope oppidum 
Oko Mura ins. Kiusiu [island of Kyushu] detexit Pierot–
Kuzu iap.

Observ. Cl. Bentham (Journ. Linn. Soc. VIII, p. 269) 
hanc sp. et superiorem coniunxit; nostrae autem plane 
diversae, a b. Zuccarinio determinate.
 Other non-soy genera: Under Pueraria DC (p. 52) he 
lists Pueraria Thunbergiana Benth. Journ. Proceed. Linn. 
Soc. IX. p. 122.–Pachyrrhizus Thunbergianus Sieb. et Zucc. 
Abh. l. c. IV. 3, p. 237. Neustanthus chinensis Benth. Hongk. 
p. 86. Dolichos hirsutus Thunb. in Linn. Transact. II. p. 339...
 Under Phaseolus (p. 52) Linn. he lists Phaseolus 
radiatus Linn., Miq. Fl. Ind. bat. I. p. 197. Ph. Mungo 
(Linn.) Sieb et Zucc. Abh. l. c. IV. 2, p. 118. Cum pluribus ut 
veditur varietatibus cultus. Assuki iap. [Japanese adzuki] and 
Phaseolus nanus Linn.
 Under Deutzia Thunb. (p. 99) he lists 3 species: crenata, 
scabra, and gracilis.
 Note 1. How Miquel compiled this book (according 
to Bretschneider 1882): In 1830 the Japanese government 
forced Siebold to leave Japan, saying that he had a map of 
the island, which was illegal. “Siebold had forwarded one 
portion of his vast botanical collections accumulated in Japan 
to Prof. C.L. Blume in Java, who described some of these 
plants in the Museum botanicum Lugduno-Batavorum, 1849-
51... The greater part of his dried plants, however, had been 
transmitted by Siebold to the Museum of Leyden, and from 

these materials Prof. Miquel compiled his Prolusio Florae 
japonicae [Prolusio fl orae Iaponicae], 1865-67.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document see (May 2002) 
concerning Heinrich Bürger.
 Note 3. Richard Oldham (1837-1864) collected plants 
for the Kew gardens (England) in Eastern Asia in 1861. 
The Oldham numbers, 360 and 368, refer to the numbers of 
the specimens in his collection–which is now at the British 
Museum of Natural History, Kew. Address: Prof. of Botany, 
Director of the Rijksherbarium in Leiden, Netherlands.

662. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1867. The commercial 
dictionary of trade products, manufacturing and technical 
terms:... A new edition, revised and enlarged. London and 
New York: George Routledge and Sons. viii + 463 p. See p. 
353. 17 cm.
• Summary: The entry for “Soy” is two words longer (and 
more accurate) than that in the 1858 edition. “Soy, a sauce 
or fl avoring originally made in the East; and said to be 
produced from a species of Dolichos bean, Soja hispida.
 Otherwise, the contents and page layout of this book 
seem to be identical to those of the 1858 edition except that a 
long supplement has been added to the rear, p. 423-63.
 Soy-related entries in the supplement: “Midsu [sic, 
miso], an oily pulp made from beans in Japan, with which 
food is dressed instead of butter.” “Miso, a substance used in 
Japan as butter by boiling the soy bean (Soja hispida), and 
mixing it with rice, salt, etc.
 Other interesting entries in the supplement: Agar-agar, 
chufas, hasheesh (Arabic word for hemp, hay; also an 
intoxicating drug made of hemp, which is sold in the form of 
sweetmeats, paste, and tobacco), mindoubi (a name in Brazil 
for the ground nut, Arachis hypogæa). Peter L. Simmonds 
lived 1814-1897. Address: F.R.G.S., F.S.S., author, 8 
Winchester St., Pimlico [southwest London, England].

663. Wylie, Alexander. 1867. Notes on Chinese literature: 
With introductory remarks on the progressive advancement 
of the art; and a list of translations from the Chinese into 
various European languages. Shanghae, China: American 
Presbyterian Mission Press. London: Truebner & Co. viii + 
xxxviii + 260 p. See p. 5, 130, 181. 28 cm.
• Summary: This book is sort of an annotated bibliography 
(each book is cited in both English and Chinese characters) 
which gives a summary of Chinese works that are said by 
other writers to contain descriptions of the nine grains, 
but there is no mention of soybeans, soyfoods, or azuki 
beans on the pages listed above or below. Chinese books 
on agriculture are discussed on pages 75-77, with the title 
of each book also written in Chinese characters. The author 
lived 1815-1887. Address: Agent of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society in China.

664. Country Gentleman’s Magazine (The) (London). 1868. 
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Useful recipes in cookery. 1:314-315. Sept.
• Summary: I. Soup des Galles: Page 315, L.3. “four 
tablespoonfuls of strained lemon juice, two of soy [sauce], 
and three wine glasses full of sherry; give it one boil, skim 
it well, and serve it as hot as possible. Salt must be added 
to it sparingly in the fi rst instance on account of the soy; a 
proper seasoning of cayenne or pepper must not, of course, 
be omitted.”
 Note: This part of the magazine is titled “The Country 
Gentlewoman.”

665. Chambers’s encyclopædia: A dictionary of universal 
knowledge for the people: Dolichos. 1868. London: W. and 
R. Chambers. See vol. III, p. 619.
• Summary: “Dolichos, a genus of plants of the natural 
order Leguminosæ [Leguminosae], sub-order Papilionaceæ 
[Papilionaceae], closely allied to Phaseolus (see Kidney 
Bean), and chiefl y distinguished by the extension of the base 
of the standard so as to embrace the wings of the corolla 
at their base. The genus includes a considerable number 
of species,...; D. Soya or Soja hispida (the Soy Bean); D. 
Catiang, and D. unifl orus (Horse Gram), natives of India; D. 
sphaerospermus (Calavana or Black-eyed Pea), a native of 
the West Indies.”
 “The well-known Chinese sauce or ketchup called Soy 
(q.v.) is made from the Soy Bean.”
 Note: This entry appears to be saying that “ketchup” is 
the same as Soy [sauce].

666. Chambers’s encyclopædia: A dictionary of universal 
knowledge for the people: Soy. 1868. London: W. and R. 
Chambers. See vol. IX, p. 10.
• Summary: “Soy is a thick and piquant sauce, made from 
the seeds of the Soy Bean (Soja hispida), a plant of the 
natural order Leguminosæ, suborder Papilionaceæ, so nearly 
allied to the genus Dolichos (q.v.) as to be often included in 
it. It is a native of China, Japan, and the Moluccas, and is 
much cultivated in China and Japan. It is also common in 
India, although, probably, not a native of that country. The 
seeds resemble those of the Kidney Bean, and are used in 
the same way. The Japanese prepare from them a substance 
called Miso, which they use as butter.
 “Soy is made by mixing the beans softened by boiling 
with an equal quantity of wheat or barley roughly ground. 
The mixture is covered up, and kept for 24 hours in a 
warm place, to ferment. The mass is then put into a pot, 
and covered with salt, the salt used being in quantity about 
equal to each of the other ingredients. Water is poured over 
it; and it is stirred, at least once a day, for two months, after 
which the liquor is poured off and squeezed from the mass, 
fi ltered, and preserved in wooden vessels. By long keeping, it 
becomes brighter and clearer. A Chinese sauce, called Kitjap 
(Ketchup), is often sold in Britain as soy, but is very inferior 
to the true soy.”

667. Fife Herald (Fife, Scotland). 1869. Special cattle foods. 
Jan. 28. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “The prominence acquired, by constant 
advertisement, for Thorley’s Cattle Food, has led to the 
introduction of numerous compositions of a similar nature.”
 “Amongst the oilcake series of cattle foods many 
additions have been made of late years; it does not appear 
long since oilcake was made almost entirely from rape 
seed, then linseed, after expressing the valuable oil which 
that seed contains, supplied, and continues to supply a 
large quantity of that now consumed. Besides that made 
in this country, large quantity of linseedcake is imported 
from abroad, chiefl y from the United States. Cotton seeds 
is another comparatively modern, but very important 
introduction to the oilcake series, as is also that of the Soy 
bean (Soja hispida, Moench), a small quantity of which was 
imported and recommended for use some few years ago, 
since which time little or nothing has been heard of it. The 
plants yielding these beans are extensively cultivated in 
tropical Asia, the seeds themselves being produced in small 
oblong two or fi ve-seeded pods. The beans are similar in 
form to the common Kidney Bean, though not much larger 
than an ordinary pea; from these seeds the well-known 
sauce, called Soy, is procured by boiling them with equal 
quantities of barley or wheat then leaving the whole mass to 
ferment for a long time, after which salt and water is added, 
and the fl uid strained. The residue of the beans thus treated 
is said be highly nutritious, and to form an excellent cattle 
food. There are two varieties of the Soja hispida known, one 
yellow and the other green, and an analysis has shown that 
in the green variety a larger quantity of nitrogenous matter 
is contained than in the yellow; thus, while the latter shows 
36.089 per cent., the former shows 38.919 per cent. Besides 
the use of these beans in the manufacture of Soy, the Chinese 
cook them for consumption at their own tables. A sample of 
this bean-cake [tofu?] is in the museum at Kew, and from 
comparison with Rape, Cotton, &c a favourable opinion 
might be formed.”

668. Lea and Perrins. 1869. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce... Times (London). April 10. p. 2, col. 
6.
• Summary: “Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce, 
pronounced by connoisseurs to be ‘the only good sauce.’ 
Sold wholesale by Crosse and Blackwell, and retail by 
grocers and oilmen universally.” Address: [England].

669. Jephson, Richard Mounteney; Elmhirst, Edward 
Pennell. 1869. Our life in Japan. London: Chapman and 
Hall. xviii + 428 p. Illust. No index. 23 cm. Facsimile edition 
reprinted in 2002 by Ganesha Publishing (London) and 
Edition Synapse (Tokyo). Series: Japan in English, Vol. 14.
• Summary: This is largely a silly book, that tries to be 
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amusing, but ends up being foolish. It’s about Englishmen 
riding horseback and hunting in Japan, while taking many 
opportunities to belittle Japanese culture and religion–
although there are some parts of Japanese culture that they 
appreciate. The authors arrived in Japan on 9 May 1866 after 
having been in Hong-Kong for a year. At breakfast in Japan, 
one of them, “suddenly changing his tone to one of reckless 
indifference,... tell the cook to make some more of that grill, 
with no end of Cayenne pepper and Worcestershire sauce in 
it!” (p. 62).
 “Extreme cleanliness characterises not only their 
dwellings, but their food, manner of cooking, serving it, 
&c. As an instance to show how well assured we became of 
this, we may mention that on more than one occasion, when 
returning home late at night, we have partaken of the delicate 
seaweed soup that is hawked about in the streets of every 
town, and that without any fear of either the materials of the 
soup itself, or the cups we drank out of, being less clean than 
at our own table. When you come to consider that the price 
of the soup rendered it accessible to the meanest coolie,...” 
(p. 381). Note: This may well have been miso soup with 
wakame.
 “They consume little or no meat, except in the form of 
soups;...” (p. 381).
 “The fi rst Japanese dinner we ever went to, caused us 
more wonderment at the time, and appeared to possess more 
novelty, than anything we had ever seen before. This was an 
entertainment given at Nagasaki by some of the chief offi cers 
of Prince Satsuma to the British Admiral and his friends” [on 
28 July 1866] (p. 382). Every aspect of the 40-course dinner 
is described in great detail. “The drink was a spirit called 
saki, which is extracted from rice.” (p. 383). It is consumed 
hot.
 The Bill of fare, describing briefl y each of the 
40 courses, is given; it includes “1. Bitter Green Tea 
(whipped),” hot Saki, seaweed, salted plums, “14. Soup of 
fi sh and seaweed,” and “27. Soup of Vermicelli, with ‘Soy’ 
[probably sauce] and Red Berries.” (p. 385-86). Address: 
Englishmen.

670. Martens, Georg Matithias von. 1869. Die Gartenbohnen. 
Ihre Verbreitung, Cultur und Benuetzung. Zweite vermehrte 
Ausgabe [Garden beans. Their distribution, culture, and 
utilization. 2nd expanded edition]. Ravensburg, Germany: 
Druck und Verlag von Eugen Ulmer. 106 p. See p. 103-05. 
With 12 color plates. 28 cm. [94* ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author discusses the soybean under the 
name Soja hispida Moench, gives a botanical description of 
the species, then and gives a classifi cation of 13 varieties that 
he had secured from various sources, of which he apparently 
grew but one. He grew that one by his window in Stuttgart, 
having obtained it from the village of Daguiga, near the city 
of Aigun [or Ai-hun, in northeast Heilungkiang province] on 
the Amur River. He planted the seeds on May 23 and they 

were ripe by Sept. 24. He describes their area of distribution 
in East Asia, from the 50th north latitude in Siberia down 
to the Moluccas near the equator, but notes that their center 
of cultivation is Japan, where they are made into a type of 
butter named Miso, and a famous sauce named Soja that 
stimulates the appetite (eine Art Butter, Miso genannt, und 
eine berühmte, den Appetit reizende Sauce, die Soja,...). 
The name of this sauce was applied by Linnaeus to the 
plant that provides it, from which is prepared two so-called 
“delicacies” for gourmands which [are] prepared with the 
assistance of fermentation and are reminiscent of the garum 
from the period of the ancient Roman Empire, and the 
latter of which has also found its way into Europe through 
the English; the Chinese soy is supposed to be even better, 
while in China, the obtaining of oil from the soybeans takes 
the place of miso. The lengthy process with the production 
of both of them can be found put together in Carl Bryant’s 
Verzeichniss der zur Nahrung dienenden Pfl anzen, deutsche 
Uebersetzung mit Zusätzen [Charles Bryant, Flora diaetetica, 
or, History of esculent plants, German translation with 
supplements], Leipzig: 1785, volume 8, I, pp. 479-481.
 Wichura [probably Max E. Wichura, 1817-1866, a 
German botanist] got an original Japanese dish in Jeddo 
[Edo, today’s Tokyo], a puree of yellow fl ower petals of 
winter aster, Pyrethrum indicum Cassini, with soy sauce. 
In China, these beans are also boiled into a white, thick 
porridge, teu hu [tofu], one of the most common foods there.
 Since the soybean reaches maturity in as far north 
as Berlin, 53º N. latitude, with the necessary care, during 
the Continental System blockade [fi rst, of the British, by 
Napoleon, based on his 1806 Berlin Decree and 1807 Milan 
Decree; then in 1807 the British retaliated with their own 
sort of blockade], which is still an infamous memory, in 
the lands that at that time were part of the French empire, 
the soybean was recommended and cultivated for a while 
in the countries of the French empire as a coffee substitute 
(als Kaffeesurrogat). Later the milk vetch (Kaffeewicke; 
Astragalus baeticus L.), the chufa or earth almond 
(Erdmandel; Cyperus esculentus L.), and other coffee 
substitutes which, taken all together, have long ago lapsed 
into oblivion, the only exception being the chicories. The 
parchment-like pods are not eaten; as with green beans, they 
elastically pop open as a result of the spiral turning of the 
two halves and pop the beans out. They sit like lablab beans 
in the pods with their small numbers, which are commonly 
reduced even further if things go amiss, so far from each 
other that they never touch each other and therefore are never 
cut off or crushed at their ends. They have a dull greasy shine 
and a small eye that is not indented and is of the same color, 
through which they are most certainly differentiated from 
other genera of beans.
 Martens divides the species into 3 subspecies based on 
the form of the seed, under which the varieties are named 
according the color and size of the seed. In this, he creates an 
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entirely new system for classifying and naming soybeans.
 I. Soja elliptica Martens. Seeds oval. 1. S. elliptica 
nigra. Seeds black and elongated; obtained through his son 
from Shanghai and Paris. 2. S. elliptica castanea. Seeds 
brown and elongated; obtained from Chefoo (China), Venice 
(Italy), and Berlin. 3. S. elliptica virescens. Seeds greenish 
yellow and elongated; obtained from Shanghai and Paris. 
4. S. elliptica lutescens. Seeds yellow; brought by Mr. 
Schottmueller from Chefoo as “true Chinese oilbeans.”
 II. Soja sphaerica. Seeds globose/spherical. 5. 
S. sphaerica nigra. Seeds black, large; obtained from 
Yokohama and Nagasaki, Japan. 6. S. sphaerica minor. 
Seeds black, small; obtained from Japan and Sumatra. 7. 
S. sphaerica virescens. Seeds greenish; obtained through 
his son from Yokohama as “Ao mame” and from Shanghai. 
8. S. sphaerica lutescens. (The Soja pallida of Roxburgh). 
Seeds pea-colored to pea-yellow, large; obtained from Dr. 
Schuebler in Oslo (Christiana), Norway, as “New Japan 
peas,” under which name they have been recommended and 
popularized in the United States. 9. S. sphaerica minima. 
Seeds yellow, small; obtained through his son as “Shiro 
mame” from Yokohama.
 III. Soja compressa. Seeds compressed. 10. S. compressa 
nigra. Seeds black and fl at, the largest of all soybeans; 
obtained as “Kuro Mame” from Yokohama. 11. S. compressa 
parvula. Seeds black, small; obtained via Schotmueller from 
Chefoo. 12. S. compressa virescens. Seeds greenish; obtained 
from Chefoo and from Berlin as Soja ochroleuca Bouché. 
13. S. compressa zebrina. Seeds brown banded with black 
like a zebra; obtained from the Berlin Botanic Garden.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) 
which states clearly that soybeans have been (or can be) 
used as a coffee substitute (als Kaffeesurrogat). It is also the 
earliest German-language document seen (Nov. 2012) that 
mentions soy coffee.
 Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions tofu, which it calls Teu hu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term die Soja to refer to soy 
sauce.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1999) 
that divides the species into 3 subspecies based on the form 
of the seed, under which the varieties are named according 
the color and size of the seed. Martens is the fi rst to use a 
number of such terms in connection with the soybean, such 
as “nigra” “castanea,” “virescens,” “lutescens,” “elliptica,” 
“Soja elliptica,” “Soja pallida,” etc.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2007) 
that uses the word “nigra” to refer to black soybeans.
 Note 6. Also discusses Psophocarpus tetragonolobus 
Dec. (p. 101). Address: Doctor der Naturwissenschaften, 
Germany.

671. Times (London). 1870. Worcester Cathedral restoration. 

July 4. p. 9, col. 3.
• Summary: Messrs. Lea and Perrin have promised to give 
250l. [£250] each. Lord Sandys has promised 200l.
 Note: Although this article does not mention 
Worcestershire sauce, it shows that one Lord Sandys, 
probably not the one who is said to have given Messrs. Lea 
and Perrin the original recipe for Worcestershire sauce, lives 
in Worcestershire (See Keogh 1997, p. 29-30). Address: 
[Worcestershire, England].

672. New York Times. 1870. Commercial affairs. Sept. 30. p. 
3.
• Summary: “By the Ship C. Grinnell, for London–228 bbls. 
[barrels] Bean-cake, 772 bbls. Linseed, 800 boxes Prepared 
Corn,...” Note: “Bean-cake” is probably the cake that results 
when oil is pressed from soy beans.

673. Cowieson’s Warehouse. 1870. Classifi ed ad: Sauce. 
Scotsman (Edinburgh). Dec. 23. p. 1.
• Summary: “Sauce (Lea & Perrin’s Real Worcester), 2s. 
6d...
 “Sauce (Harvey’s Worcester), 9s. Doz.; Indian Soy 
[sauce], Chutnee, Mixed Pickles,...” Address: [Edinburgh].

674. Williamson, Alexander. 1870. Journeys in north China, 
Manchuria, and eastern Mongolia: With some account of 
Corea. 2 vols. London: Smith, Elder and Co. Vol. 1, xx + 444 
p.; Vol. 2, viii + 442 p. Illust. No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This is a travelogue by a man whose purpose 
is “the distribution of the Scriptures and books and tracts in 
the Chinese language throughout the interior of North China. 
While his main interest is religious and moral (he is very 
critical of idolatry, ancestor worship, opium smoking, fung 
shui / geomancy, etc.), he also records many observations 
concerning the daily life of the people. Unfortunately the 
book has no index.
 In the Preface (p. ix) he states: “I asked my friend 
Mr. Edkins to prepare an account of Peking, which will be 
found in Vol. II... I have also added Mr. Oxenham’s valuable 
narrative of his journey from Peking to Hankow, so that 
the public have now observations of North China in all 
directions.”
 In volume I, Chapter 7, titled “Province of Shan-tung 
[Shandong], is a section on agriculture which states (p. 110): 
“Pulse is divided into three classes, each comprehending 
several varieties. The fi rst is the common pulse, embracing 
the yellow and black varieties. The one is chiefl y used for the 
manufacture of bean-cake and oil, and the other for feeding 
cattle. The second class comprises the small blue bean, the 
Kiang-teu, the small beans, including the variegated, purple, 
and black, and the Wang-teu, which has a bitter taste. This 
latter is sown in autumn like wheat, and comes originally 
from Manchuria. The third class, is the kitchen-bean, 
embracing the eyebrow bean, the monthly bean, the long-
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pod pea, and the fragrant bean. From pulse they also make a 
sauce of excellent quality called ‘soy,’ and also a bean-curd 
which is much used for food* (Footnote: *Regarding the 
manufacture of bean-cake, bean-oil soy, and bean-curd see 
Medical Missionary in China, p. 63-69. Dr. Lockhart).”
 In describing his journey from Peking to Che-foo in 
November, he states (Vol, 1, p. 202-03): “Here we met many 
of their extraordinary wheelbarrows moving along on dry 
ground with a sail set; each barrow having a great wheel 
in the centre, fi nely balanced. Those we saw were laden 
heavily, and had a large sheet of cloth set on a frame-work in 
front; many of these sails were so rigged as to be capable of 
being raised or reefed at pleasure, the ropes or braces being 
attached to a hook close to the driver. We have never seen 
these wheelbarrows without pity; the strain to the men who 
manage them is enormous: indeed, we have never witnessed 
human beings under such heavy labour. We met many with 
fourteen bean-cakes on one barrow, equal to seven small 
donkey-loads.”
 Also mentions ground-nuts (p. 113) in Shan-tung.
 The chapter titled “Journey through Chih-Li, Shan-Si, 
etc.” states (p. 370): In Shan-si, in the war-torn town of Hoa-
chow: “We lodged outside the west gate the night after we 
left Toong-kwan, in a miserable inn which was in process 
of rebuilding. We could get nothing to eat but bean-cake 
curd; and no dishes to eat even that in, but broken and dirty 
crockery. The rebels fi rst had carried off almost everything, 
and the patriotic soldiers had made a clean sweep of the little 
that was left.”
 Volume II includes extensive travels in Manchuria. 
“Pulse [probably the soybean] is grown in all directions, and 
is one of the most important crops; there are several varieties, 
as in Shan-tung, and the purposes for which it is used are 
much the same” (p. 42). “Oil is extracted from several plants, 
chief among which is the Sesamum, which yields an oil used 
much in cooking. Next is hemp, the oil of which is used both 
for cooking and in lamps” (p. 43). Castor oil is also used; soy 
is not mentioned.
 In central Manchuria: “Among the agricultural products, 
pulse stands fi rst in importance as an article of food and of 
export;... it is sown in May and reaped in October” (p. 64). 
“We found the poppy under cultivation in all quarters... 
Natives told us that it was much more profi table than pulse 
or any kind of grain... Sad is the havoc this drug is making in 
China, and the worst is yet to come” (p. 65).
 Appendix C (p. 437-38) concerns agricultural 
observations made by the author in 1868 in and around Che-
foo. For example, on May 5, rice, pulse, and sesamum are 
sown. Sept. 7–Sesamum reaping. Oct. 8–”Barley sowing; 
pulse and yellow beans reaping; peanuts.”
 Appendix D (p. 439-42) contains two lists of plants 
collected by the author in 1869. The fi rst is from Shan-tung. 
Among the Leguminosæ are “Glycine sp.” and “Medicago 
sativa” [alfalfa]. The second is from North China and 

Manchuria. Under Leguminosæ the peanut is mentioned, but 
not the soybean.
 Note 1. Rev. Alexander Williamson lived 1829-1890.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “bean-cake curd” to 
refer to tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2007) that uses the term Medicago sativa 
to refer to the scientifi c name of alfalfa. Address: Rev., 
B.A., Agent of the National Bible Society of Scotland, 
Lochwinnoch, near Glasgow, Scotland.

675. Yeats, John. 1870. The natural history of commerce. 
With a copious list of commercial terms and their synonyms 
in several languages. London & New York: Cassell, Petter 
and Galpin. xvi + 436 p. See p. 191. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: In Part II: The Commercial Products of the 
Vegetable Kingdom, in Chapter 1 on Food Plants, in 
section 7 (p. 191) on Miscellaneous Food Plants, we read: 
“Soybean (Soja hispida; natural order Leguminosæ).–A 
sauce or catsup, as thick as treacle and of a clear black 
colour, called Soy, which is much esteemed, is made from 
the beans of this plant by the Chinese, and sent to us from 
India in considerable quantities. From 500 to 600 gallons are 
annually imported.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2007) that contains the word “soybean” (or 
“soybeans”), written as one word.
 The soybean seems to be a little-understood afterthought 
in this book. In this chapter it is grouped with onion, truffl es, 
morel, and carrageen or Irish moss. It is not listed under soy, 
Soja, Dolichos, or Glycine in the chapters on leguminous 
plants (p. 137) or oleaginous plants (p. 204). Nor is it listed 
in the index nor in the lengthy etymological appendix.
 Note 2. The soy sauce described by Yeats as “catsup, 
as thick as treacle and of a clear black colour” might be a 
sweet soy sauce (ketjap manis) from the Dutch East Indies. 
It is certainly not the more widely used Japanese soy sauce 
(shoyu).
 The author, a Doctor of Law (LL.D.) is also a “Fellow of 
the Geological Society of London, of the Royal Geographical 
Society, Member of the Society of Arts, etc. Assisted by 
several gentlemen.”
 Also in Part II, p. 207 we read: “Sesame oil... is 
frequently used for the adulteration of balsams and volatile 
oils.” Address: Peckham, London, England.

676. Merck, Klemens. ed. 1871. Neustes Waaren-Lexikon 
fuer Handel und Industrie [Newest dictionary of products 
and commodities for trade and industry]. Leipzig, Germany: 
Verlag von Otto Spamer. 568 p. See p. 493. [Ger]
• Summary: Soya is a brown, salty liquid, imported from 
China and Japan, and used as a seasoning on roasts (Braten), 
sauces, fi sh, and other foods, but which, in order to be 
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pleasant, must be 
used sparingly. 
This article is 
prepared from a 
small bean of the 
legume family 
named Dolichos 
Soya. The beans 
are cooked, mixed 
with roasted wheat 
in salt water, and 
allowed to stand 
for 2 to 3 months. A type of fermentation takes place, and 
the process apparently resembles that of pickling cabbage or 
cucumbers. Finally, the liquid is pressed out of the ripened 
or fermented mass and fi ltered. The product comes into the 
trade sometimes in corked glass bottles, and sometimes 
(from Japan) in small kegs (Fässchen). The Japanese product 
is the better of the two; it is used daily by the people in 
Japan. The product is, in general, of rather inconsistent 
quality; the best products are recognized by their aroma and 
taste. It is presumed that great adulteration takes place with 
this product. In England, an investigation was undertaken by 
shaking some of the product in a glass. If a shiny, yellowish-
brown fi lm did not form on the surface, the product was 
considered to be of poor quality. In 1867, England imported 
11,493 gallons of this sauce and, of that, exported 2,166 
gallons.
 Also discusses: Cyperus esculentus (Erdmandeln, p. 
125), peanuts (p. 135), and sesame oil (p. 484).
 The full subtitle reads as follows: Beschreibung der 
im Handel vorkommenden Natur- und Kunsterzeugnisse, 
namentlich der Kolonial-, Material-, Droguerie- und 
Farbwaaren, Mineralien- und Bodenprodukte, chemisch-
technischer und anderer Fabrikate. Unter Mitwirkung 
bewährter Fachmänner bearbeitet von... [Description of 
natural and artifi cial products in commerce, especially of the 
colonial materials, drugs, and dyestuffs, minerals, and other 
products of the earth / agricultural products (Bodenprodukte), 
chemical-technical and other manufactured goods. With the 
assistance of well-known experts].
 Note 1. Bodenprodukte (“products of the earth”) 
probably includes cultivated agricultural products and 
noncultivated commercial products such as berries, 
mushrooms, hay, and perhaps even fi rewood. Note 2. The 
4th edition of this book was published in 1890. Address: 
[Germany].

677. Smith, Frederick Porter. 1871. Contributions towards 
the materia medica & natural history of China. For the use of 
medical missionaries & native medical students. Shanghai, 
China: American Presbyterian Mission Press, and London: 
Truebner & Co. vii + 237 p. See p. 88, 202-03. 24 cm.
• Summary: This book, based in part on the famous Pen-

ts’ao kang-mu by Li Shih-chen (1578-1597), contains a 
listing of medicinal plants arranged alphabetically by either 
their popular English name or scientifi c name. Chinese 
characters for the plant name, the romanized Chinese name, 
and key related terms are also given immediately after the 
main entry. There is no index. The soy bean is listed under 
“Dolichos soja (Hwang-ta-tau; characters = Yellow + large 
+ bean), (Mau-tau; characters = hairy + bean).–The hairy, 
short pods of this Leguminous plant are eaten, when freed 
from the valves. They are mixed with vinegar and sesamum-
oil, and drank as a cooling draught in summer. The ripe, 
ovoid, yellow beans are used to make bean-curd (Tau-fu), a 
substance largely consumed by the Chinese when vegetables 
are not very plentiful. It is the cheese of the Chinaman. The 
beans are ground and pressed to produce the bean-oil, or pea-
oil, as it is sometimes miscalled by foreigners. The beans are 
said to be laxative, peptic [promoting digestion] and nutrient. 
Bean sprouts (Tau-ya), are the germinating beans of this 
plant, artifi cially raised in large quantities for food in winter 
(p. 88). 
 Note 1. This is the second earliest English-language 
document seen (Jan. 2013) that refers to soy sprouts, which 
it calls “Bean sprouts (Tau-ya)... And this is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the 
term “Bean sprout” or Tau-ya to refer to soy sprouts, then 
goes on to explain what these terms mean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
that uses the word “laxative” in connection with soy beans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “cheese of the 
Chinaman” to refer to tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “pea-oil” (“as it is 
sometimes miscalled by foreigners”) to refer to soybean oil
 Also on p. 88, under Dolichos trilobus (Koh) is a 
description of kuzu. “The Pachyrizus trilobus is sometimes 
included under this name... A fi bre resembling linen, called 
(Chinese characters) Koh-pu or Kung koh, of a yellow 
color, very fi ne and durable, and much prized in Hankow, is 
obtained from the climbing branches. The best of this cloth 
comes from Wu-chang hien (Hupeh), and from Kwang-sin 
fu in Kiangsi. The root is eaten, although to some extent 
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deleterious, if not thoroughly cooked. A kind of arrow root 
(Chinese characters), called Koh-fen, is made from the root 
in Ngan-king fu (Nganhwui), Kwang-sin fu (Kiangsi) and at 
Teh-ngan fu (Hupeh). Emetic, diaphoretic and antiphlogistic 
properties reside in the root, which is given in fevers, 
exanthemata and rashes of all kinds, and in bloody fl uxes 
[excessive abnormal discharge from the bowels]. Every part 
of the plant is offi cinal” [medicinal].
 Soy sauce (p. 202) is listed under “Soy (Tsiang-yú)–The 
condiment known by this name, derived from a Chinese 
synonyme used by the Japanese, is a black, thin liquid, 
having an agreeable, saltish fl avour, and frothing up of a 
yellow colour when very slightly shaken. It is the universal 
sauce of the Chinese and Japanese, and is largely exported 
to India and Europe as a convenient menstruum for other 
fl avouring substances used as condiments. The yellow beans 
of the Dolichos soja are boiled very soft, and mixed with any 
cereal fl our in varying proportions, and allowed to ferment 
and become mouldy. Salt and tea, or boiling water, are then 
added, and the mixture is then exposed to the sun and dew 
of the open air for three weeks or a month, care being taken 
to avoid rain. The liquid becomes much thicker, darker and 
more uniform in consistence, and after constant stirring is 
then strained and kept for use. Bran is sometimes used in 
making it. Large quantities are both sold from the shops and 
made at home by the Chinese. It is considered to provoke 
the appetite, and to correct any injurious quality of food. It 
is laxative, cooling, and an antidotal, according to Chinese 
estimation. It is sometimes daubed upon burns, scalds, 
eczematous and leprous sores.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Tsiang-yú” to refer to 
the Chinese word for soy sauce.
 Under “Maccaroni [Macaroni] (Mien-kin),” following 
the description of the basic kind made from wheat fl our 
(which is “a part of the diet of priests and those fasting from 
animal food”), we read: “A kind of macaroni, very much like 
foreign macaroni, is made from bean-curd and called Tau-kin 
(bean + muscle, sinew, or tendon).”
 Under “wheat,” the author discusses the grain itself, 
“wheaten fl our,” and “wheaten starch,” but he does not 
mention wheat gluten. Nor are azuki beans (hsiao-tou) listed. 
Bretschneider harshly criticizes this book: “Of little value, 
unreliable.” But Rev. G.A. Stuart, M.D., in his Chinese 
Materia Medica (1911) states on the title page “Extensively 
revised from Dr. F. Porter Smith’s Work.” Smith lived 1833-
1888. He wrote the preface in Nov. 1870 from Hankow, 
China. Address: Medical missionary (from England) in 
central China [Hankow].

678. Country Gentleman’s Magazine (The) (London). 1872. 
Lupins as food for cattle. 8:296-97. April. [1 ref]
• Summary:  “The lupin appears to be the most highly 
nitrogenous of all the leguminous tribe grown in this 

country as cattle food; in fact, I am only acquainted with 
one specimen, and that a native of China, the black bean 
(Soja hispida), which is more so. Through the kindness 
of Dr Forbes Watson, the reporter on Indian products to 
the Secretary of State for India, I am enabled to add for 
comparison a copy of the analysis of the Soja hispida, and 
also of some allied Indian pulses,...”

 A table shows that “Bhoot (Soja hispida), black variety” 
contains: Moisture 10.40%. Nitrogenous constituents 
41.54%. Starchy constituents 30.82%. Fat 12.31%. Mineral 
constituents 4.93%.
 “A comparison of these analyses shews the nitrogenous 
constituents to be much higher in the lupin than in any other 
grain, except the Soja hispida.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) that 
shows the composition of the soybean in tabular form.

679. Phoenix (The): a Monthly Magazine for India, Burma, 
Siam, China, Japan & Eastern Asia. 1872. Japanese 
proverbs. 2(23):191. May. [Eng]
• Summary: “(52) Tôfu ni kasugai: Like using a clamp-
shaped nail to fasten Tôfu (a soft kind of food) together.”
 Note 1. This is a remarkable periodical, with many 
interesting articles about East Asia in each issue.
 Note 2. This article started on page 127 (No. 20, 
Feb), where it states: “We are indebted to Mr. W.G. Aston, 
Interpreter to H.M. [British] Legation in Yedo, for the text 
and translations which we give below, and also to two 
Japanese gentlemen for a careful revision of both.”

680. Young, Alexander. 1872. Chinese food and cookery. 
Appletons’ Journal (New York City) 8(181):291-93. Sept. 14.
• Summary: “The Chinese pork has a shining, fl abby 
appearance which is not attractive to foreign eyes, and its 
rank, coarse taste does not invite renewed attention from the 
wary stranger. Cut into thin slices and fried in soy, which 
relieves the gross fl avor of the meat, it is not absolutely 
repulsive” (p. 291 R.2).
 “Among vegetables, of which there is great variety, peas 
and beans are in high favor. Some kinds of beans are made 
into soy [sauce], by boiling and powdering the kernels, and 
fermenting them with yeast; others are boiled and ground, 
and mixed with water, gypsum, and the juice of yellow 
seeds, forming bean-jam” (p. 292 R.6). Note: This “bean-
jam” seems to be bean curd / tofu!
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 “The Chinaman, believing that cookery is the test of 
civilization, regards the carving processes of European and 
American society as conclusive proof of barbarism. An 
Englishman’s mode of feeding, he says, allies him to the 
savages of Formosa; the chief labors of the slaughter-house 
being transferred to the dinner-table, and the principal work 
of the kitchen being performed by the stomach. ‘In remote 
ages, before we became civilized,’ said a polite Chinaman 
to a correspondent of the London Times, ‘we used knives 
and forks as you do, and had no chopsticks. We still carry a 
knife in our chopstick-case, but it is a remnant of barbarism–
we never use it. We sit down to table to eat, not to cut up 
carcasses’” (p. 292 C.5).

681. McBean and Sons. 1872. Classifi ed ad: Co-operative 
prices. Times (London). Sept. 19. p. 12, col. 3.
• Summary: “Sauces, Worcester, Lea and Perrin’s...”
 “Sauces... India soy [sauce], 8d.”

682. Buckle, Thomas Henry; Taylor, Helen. 1872. The 
miscellaneous and posthumous works of Henry Thomas 
Buckle. 3 vols. London: Longmans, Green, and Co. See vol. 
3, p. 24. 23 cm.
• Summary: In Common Place Book (p. 24) under “1485. 
The soy [sauce] of the Japanese fi rst used in Europe in the 
eighteenth century,” are excerpts from four early sources that 
discuss soy:
 “The Japanese soy is also prepared of beans, and turned 
sour in casks. They say that three years are required for 
preparing the best soy” (Golownin’s Captivity in Japan, 8vo, 
1824, vol. iii. p. 157).
 “Thunberg (Travels in Japan, London. 1795, vol. iv. 
p. 121) says, ‘Soy sauce, which is everywhere and every 
day used throughout the whole empire, I might almost say 
in every dish, and which begins even to be made use of in 
Europe, is prepared from soy beans (Dolichos Soja) and salt, 
mixed with barley or wheat.’”
 “In 1679, Locke, in his Journal, mentions at London, 
“Mango and saio, two sorts of sauces brought from the East 
Indies” (King’s Life of Locke, 8vo, 1830, vol. i. p. 249).
 “At iv. 107, Thunberg says, ‘The soy is much better than 
that which is brewed in China.’ The Chinese highly value 
the Japanese soy, of which they consume immense quantities 
(see Dobell’s Travels through Kamtchatka, &c., 8vo, 1830, 
vol. ii. p. 325).
 “On Soy, see Crawfurd’s History of the Indian 
Archipelago, Edinburgh, 8vo, 1820, vol. i. p. 370.”
 Henry Thomas Buckle (1821-1862) was an English 
historian, the author of History of Civilization in India.

683. Medhurst, Walter Henry. 1872. The foreigner in far 
Cathay. London: Edward Stanford. v + 190 p. No index. 19 
cm. Series: Chinese Materials Center (CMC, San Francisco): 
Reprint No. 66 (1977).

• Summary: This is a 19th century guidebook to China. 
Chapter 11, titled “Eating and drinking in China” states (p. 
97): “The truth is, that, unless a Chinaman is at all well to do, 
he rarely indulges in a meat meal at all, the usual food for the 
masses being, in the midland and southern provinces, plain 
boiled rice, with a relish for pickled fi sh or vegetables, salted 
eggs, a curd [tofu] made of lentils [sic, soybeans], &c. When 
meat can be afforded, pork is always the favourite dish...”
 Delicacies, which are almost unknown to European 
palates, include sea-weed. Drunkenness is not a Chinese 
failing; they rarely get drunk or take to drink as a habit. “A 
public-house [tavern, bar] is an institution unknown.” But 
public tea-houses abound in every street and public garden. 
Address: H.B.M. Consul [British], Shanghai, China.

684. Stoeckhardt, Adolph; Senff, Emanuel. 1872. 
Untersuchung von chinesischen Oelbohnen [Investigation on 
Chinese oilbeans (soybeans)]. Chemische Ackersmann (Der) 
18:122-25. [Ger]
• Summary: On a trip to England, Mr. Berndt, a 
manufacturer of velvet in Deuben [in Saxony], made the 
acquaintance of an English seaman, who told him many 
things about Manchuria, in China, where he had often been. 
He explained, among other things, that in northern China 
several varieties of beans are cultivated, and from them is 
obtained an oil (ein fettes Oel) which, like our cottonseed 
oil, is used as a food oil (Speiseöl), and also a type of cheese 
(eine Art Käse) [tofu], which is widely used as food. Finally, 
from this bean, one can make a type of soy sauce (eine 
Art Soya), which can also be used with foods. Later Mr. 
Berndt shared with me two small samples of these beans, 
which were sent to him by post from Hongkong through the 
arrangement of Mr. C. Eckardt; one was yellowish white 
and one black. The former, egg-shaped, had somewhat the 
size and color of small, pale peas; the latter was signifi cantly 
smaller, shiny black, and of somewhat fl attened, egg-shaped 
form. Both belong to the genus (Gattung) Phaseolus.
 Note 1. This is the earliest German-language document 
(April 2013) seen that uses Käse, the German word for 
“cheese,” to refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This is an early document showing that soybeans 
were in Hongkong by 1872. 
 A table (p. 122; see next page) gives a laboratory 
analysis, conducted by Assistant Senff, of the two beans. It 
showed the following percentage composition (Yellowish 
white / black): Crude oil (ether extract, Aetherauszug) 20.53 
/ 16.88. Nitrogen-containing substances (stickstoffhaltige 
Substanzen) 38.54 / 38.04. Nitrogen-free extract 
(stickstofffreie Extractstoffe) 24.61 / 27.79. Cellulose 
(Rohfaser = crude fi ber) 5.13 / 5.53. Minerals (ash) 4.50 / 
4.62. Water 6.69 / 7.14.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
that mentions the term “nitrogen-free extract,” which 
includes starch, sugar, gums, and the like. It does not include 
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crude fi ber or dietary fi ber. The nitrogen-free extract and 
fi ber soon came to be classed together under the name of 
carbohydrates. This is also the earliest document seen (July 
2014) that clearly mentions fi ber in soybeans, or the fi ber 
content of soybeans.
 The composition of these beans is actually of 
surprisingly high grade, in part because of the high content 
of oil which takes the place of starch, and also because of 
the high nitrogen content. The chemical composition of 
lupine seeds (Lupinensamen) has already provoked lively 
astonishment, since in these, unlike the seeds of other known 
legumes, we fi nd no starch, but rather a large amount of oil 
and protein (eine reichlichere Menge von fettem Oel und 
Proteinstoffen). So we are confronted with the Chinese 
oilbeans (chinesischen Oelbohnen = soybeans) in which 
the unique characteristic of the lupine seeds seem to be 
expressed in a higher potency, as shown in the following 
comparison.
 A table shows that most beans and peas contain 30-35% 
starch, 1.5-3% oil, and 24-26% protein. Lupine seeds contain 
no starch, 5-8% oil, and 30-35% protein. But the seeds of 
the Chinese oilbeans [soybeans] contain no starch, 16-20% 
oil, and 38-39% protein. The oilbeans are thus shown to 
be the most protein-rich livestock fodder; they also have a 
high respiration value (Respirationswerth). They seem even 
more important because these two main components are also 
suited for the human diet. The use of the oil as food oil (die 
Verwendung des Oels als Speiseöl) is confi rmed, and the 
use of the proteins is not unlikely, since they consist largely 
of plant casein, through the application of salt and aromatic 
plants and subsequent fermentation, may well produce a 
tasty cheese, like that made from milk casein.
 Note 4. This is earliest document seen (May 2008) that 
clearly mentions starch in soybeans, and states that they 
contain none.
 Note 5. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (May 2008) which refers to soybeans as Öelbohnen = 
oilbeans or as chinesischen Öelbohnen = “Chinese oilbeans.”
 The high nitrogen content of the beans may also be 
confi rmed through an analysis of their cake (presscake?). 
Upon inquiry to professor Völcker [Voelcker] in London I 
received the answer that he could not state for sure that the 
beans could be used to make a type of cheese, however he 

has investigated the oilcake (‘Chinese Oilbean 
Cake’) and found the following percentage 
composition compared to rapeseed cake: oil 5.32 
/ 8-9. Nitrogen-containing substances 45.93 / 27-
28. Nitrogen-free extract 24.52 / 32-25. Cellulose 
5.71 / 15-16. Minerals (ash) 5.70 / 6-7. Water 
12.82 / 12-15.
 Concerning the preparation of soy sauce 
(Soya), this indispensable table seasoning 
among the people of India and seafarers, a 
trusted friend who is very familiar with Oriental 
trade conditions, informs me that ‘according to 

tradition, certain fungi, fruits, and parts of fi sh (especially 
also parts of the crablike sea-spider) are added to it, in a very 
complicated and long process that lasts several months.’ 
From another source I learned the following: ‘Soy sauce 
(Soya) is prepared from an oil-rich bean that grows in 
China. During the process it is mixed with other ingredients. 
Thereby a signifi cant percentage of good-tasting oil is 
obtained and the residue is used as an excellent fodder for 
cows. Can any of my valued readers provide more specifi c 
information on the above?
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (May 2008) 
containing mention of soybean cake in the western world. 
It also the earliest document seen (May 2008) containing an 
analysis of the cake.
 Note 7. Mr. Carl Berndt of Saxony, is mentioned 
several times by Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt in his classic 
Die Sojabohne (1878). In part 1, page 4, Haberlandt states 
that Carl Berndt, a velvet manufacturer at Hainsberg-
Deuben in Saxony, was one of the fi rst people in Germany 
who attempted to cultivate soybeans. He had no success. 
“He wrote me about his efforts as follows: ‘I had received 
8 piculs of those beans [a picul is a Chinese unit of weight 
= 133.33 pounds] (some green and some yellow), which I 
obtained through an offi cial order of Governor (des Minister-
Präsidenten) Dr. Weinlich of Shanghai via our local consul. 
I sent samples of those all over with the request that the 
recipient inform me of the results of his agronomic trials. 
Unfortunately I have waited in vain and I assume that the 
outcome was as unfavorable as it had been in my case and in 
my neighborhood. Although some gardeners and I managed 
to raise a few plants and harvest a few seeds, they rotted 
after being replanted and therefore could not germinate.’” 
Pages 10-11 of Haberlandt note that the fi rst analysis of 
the composition of soybean seeds that became known 
in Germany was carried out by (Mr.) Senff using seeds 
obtained directly from Japan by Mr. Berndt. The results 
of this analysis were fi rst published in 1872 in the journal 
Chemischer Ackersmann (“Chemical Farmer,” p. 123). The 
tests showed soybeans to contain on average 38.29% protein 
and 18.71% oil. Page 14 of Haberlandt describes a letter 
that Carl Berndt wrote to Prof. Haberlandt. And in part 4, 
page 79 of Haberlandt states that Carl Berndt conducted 
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soybean trials in 1877 in Deuben with 300 seeds; these trials 
succeeded beyond all expectations.
 Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2002) that mentions the use of ether or any other solvent 
for extracting soybean oil. The extraction was on a 
laboratory scale. Ether is a light, volatile, fl ammable liquid 
(hydrocarbon), also used as an anesthetic.
 Note 9. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soybean oil, which it calls 
ein fettes Oel.
 Note 10. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term Stickstoffhaltige 
Bestandtheile to refer to nitrogen-containing constituents / 
protein in connection with soybeans. Address: Acad. Laborat 
Tharand.

685. Manchester Guardian (England). 1873. Commercial 
markets: London Produce Market, Tuesday. Nov. 5. p. 6.
• Summary: “Japan Soy [sauce].–410 cases chiefl y sold at 
12s.”

686. Balfour, Edward. 1873. The Cyclopaedia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 2nd ed.: Soja, Soja 
hispida. Madras, India. Printed at the Scottish and Adelphi 
presses. See vol. 5, p. 458. 26 cm. Reprinted in 1985 by 
International Book Distributors, Dehra Dun, India. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soja, a genus of plants belonging to the natural 
order Leguminosae. Soja hispida (Moench), S. japonica 
(Savi), the Dolichos soja, (Linn.), is a native of Japan and the 
Moluccas, and abundant in the peninsula of India, though 
probably introduced there. The seeds resemble those of the 
haricot, French or kidney bean, and are used by the Chinese 
to form a favourite dish called ‘ten-hu,’ or ‘tau-hu’ [tofu], 
which looks like curd, and which, though insipid in itself, 
yet with proper seasoning is agreeable and wholesome. 
The Japanese call the seeds ‘miso,’ and put them into soup, 
of which they sometimes partake three times a day. They 
likewise prepare with them the sauce termed ‘sooja,’ which 
has been corrupted into ‘soy.’ Soy is only sparingly used as a 
sauce in Great Britain. It has the character of being a useful 
stomachic, but not more so than any of the other condiments 
when used with moderation.–Eng. Cyc.”
 “Soja hispida, Moench, W.&A., Grah. S. japonica, Savi. 
Dolichos soja, L., Roxburgh. Garu kulay, Bengali. Sahuca 
bean, English. Soy-bean, English. Bhut, Punjabi.
 “This plant grows in the N.W. Himalaya, in Nepal, at 
Taong Dong, in China, Japan and the Moluccas. It is found 
in the Sutlej valley between Rampur and Sungnam at an 
elevation of 6,000 feet. It is cultivated in many parts in the 
north of India. This is the well-known Chinese bean, which 
constitutes such large article of trade between the northern 
and southern parts of China. Of all vegetable substances, it 

is richer in nitrogenous or fl esh-forming matter than any yet 
discovered, The Sahuca bean, is the white Soja hispida. India 
Museum.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2014) 
that uses the word “Sahuca” as one of the names of the soy/
soja bean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the word “nitrogenous” in 
connection with the soybean–to refer to its protein. Address: 
L.R.C.S.E., Inspector General of Hospitals, Madras Medical 
Dep. [India].

687. Chicago Times. 1874. The U.S. Circuit Court: 
Worcestershire sauce. March 3. p. 7, col. 5.
• Summary: “The manufacturers of this palatable article, 
Messrs. John W. Lea, Charles W. Lea, and James D. Perrens 
[sic, Perrins], all of whom are subjects of the British crown, 
fi led a bill in this court on yesterday, in which they set forth 
in a boastful sort of way, that they are the only persons 
living, who have any show of right to manufacture stuff of 
this kind. They state that they have been accustomed, for 
some years past, to manufacture it with great care and in 
large quantities, and afterward to put it up in bottles, each 
of which is adorned with an elegant label bearing their fi rm 
name and trade mark. No other persons have any right to use 
these bottles or labels, or any like them, but yet one Charles 
Hastings, of Chicago, has dared to get up a compound in 
imitation of the one they prepare, and put it up in bottles 
similar to theirs, with similar labels, similar directions for 
use, etc., all of which is unlawful, as they think, and able 
to do them great injury. They, therefore, ask that he may 
be compelled to answer their bill; to give an account of all 
profi ts he may have made from the manufacture, and to turn 
the same over to them, and also that he may be enjoined 
from further trespassing on their just rights.”
 Note: This is the earliest reference seen (Feb. 2012) to 
Worcestershire sauce in a Chicago newspaper.

688. Grocer (The) (London). 1874. Price current. Saturday, 
March 7, 1874. 25(636):209-10. March 7.
• Summary: “Articles in the following List subject to duty 
are quoted with the duties paid as annexed...” “Soy” [sauce] 
is £1 and 5 pence, with a duty of 1 pence.
 Also on the list are linseed oilcake, rape oilcake, many 
different oils and fats (not including oil from soybeans), 
small pearl sago, sauces, and pickles. Butter is measured in 
fi rkins. In the category “Provisions” are butter, Canadian 
butters, Irish butter, bacon, Irish bacon, ham (beware putrid 
hams), pickled meats, pork (in barrels), dressed hogs, lard, 
beef, Australian meats, cheese, American cheese, and eggs. 
Widely used oils (see Supplement, p. 5) are linseed oil, rape 
oil, olive oils, Florence oil, refi ned cotton oil, cocoanut oil, 
palm oil, fi sh oils (incl. sperm oil, which is now expensive), 
colza. Among the seeds (p. 6 and later issues) are “Dutch 
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hempseed,” rapeseed, cloverseed, canaryseed.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the term “linseed oilcake” or 
the term “rape oilcake.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that uses the term “cotton oil.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the word “hempseed” (or 
“hempseeds”).

689. Product Name:  Mellor’s Worcestershire Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Mellor & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Malvern, Worcestershire 
[England].
Date of Introduction:  1874 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bottle.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Grocer 
(London). 1874. March 28. p. xii. “Mellor’s Worcestershire 
Sauce. Ask for Mellor’s Sauce and observe the green 
guarantee labels on every bottle. Sold by wholesale vendors 
everywhere. For foreign agents, see names on labels. 
Registered. The only sauce sold genuine at half price. One-
shilling bottles for sixpence. Two-shilling bottles for one 
shilling.” A small illustration (line drawing) shows the bottle.
 Note 1. We cannot tell from this ad whether or not this 
brand contains soy sauce.
 Note 2. Lea & Perrins does not advertise their 
Worcestershire sauce in this magazine and they are not 
mentioned among pickle and sauce manufacturers.

690. Manchester Guardian (England). 1874. Commercial 
markets: London Produce Market, Thursday. April 24. p. 7.
• Summary: “Drugs.–54 cases Malabar cardamums, partly 
sold, at 3s. 4d... 100 casks China soy [sauce], partly sold, at 
1s. 6d. for thick;...”

691. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1874. Sauces. Trade-mark: 
Worcestershire sauce (Ad). New York Times. May 16. p. 6.
• Summary: “Supreme Court–General term. John W. Lea et 
al. against Sundry Counterfeiters. ‘When it is apparent that 
there is an intention to deceive the public by the use of the 
name of a place and the word descriptive of an article, such 
deception will not be protected by the pretense that these 

words cannot be used in such a manner as to constitute a 
‘trade mark.’
 “’Where words and the allocation of words have, by 
long use become known as designating the article of a 
particular manufacturer, he acquires a right to them as a 
trade-mark, which competing dealers can not fraudulently 
invade.
 “’The essence of the wrong is the false representation 
and deceit, on proof of which an injunction will issue.’
 “The concluding words of the judge’s decision are: 
‘The order appealed from should be modifi ed and the 
injunction extended so as to prohibit the use of the words 
‘Worcestershire Sauce’ on the bills, labels, and wrappers of 
the defendant.’
 “Lea & Perrins’ celebrated Worcestershire Sauce.
 “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only good 
sauce,’ and applicable to every variety of dish.”
 Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold Wholesale and for Exportation by the Proprietors, 
Lea & Perrins, Worcester, England; and Retail by Dealers in 
Sauces generally throughout the World.
 “Ask for Lea & Perrins’ Sauce. All parties infringing on 
the above will be prosecuted by Messrs. Lea & Perrins.”
 A large illustration of a bottle of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce, with the label in plain view, appears in 
the middle of the ad.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2012) that mentions the Supreme Court in connection with 
Worcestershire Sauce.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning Worcestershire Sauce with this illustration, or 
with this format or text. Address: New York.

692. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1874. The courts: 
Miscellaneous business transacted yesterday. May 19. p. 2.
• Summary: “A few months ago, it will be remembered, 
Lea, Perrin & Co. fi led bills in the United States Circuit 
Court against various Chicago parties for infringements of 
their Worcestershire sauce. Among the unfortunates who 
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were detected and enjoined from further manufacturing any 
spurious imitation of the plaintiffs’ brand were Charles Leitz 
[Lutz] and William Lewis.
 “Yesterday Leitz, his occupation being gone, fi led a bill 
against his partner, Lewis, for a dissolution of partnership. 
Leitz states that in February last, he formed a copartnership 
with Lewis in the business of manufacturing table-sauce, 
perfumes, soaps, pomades, etc. The fi rm name was to be 
‘Charles Leitz, agent for Lewis & Co., London,’ and was to 
continue fi ve years. Complainant was to provide the capital...
 “It is now alleged that the business of the fi rm has never 
been successful, and that Leitz has lost a good part of the 
$1,800 contributed by him. Lewis has neglected his duties, 
overdrawn his share of the profi ts, and even converted large 
amounts to his own use out of the goods manufactured for 
sale...”

693. Smith, Frederick Porter. 1874. The oils of Chinese 
pharmacy and commerce. Pharmaceutical Journal and 
Transactions 5(213):61-62. July 25. 3rd series. Vol. 61 in 
total series.
• Summary: “Oil of beans.–This oil is expressed in large 
quantities in North China, and at Newchwang, from the 
Dolichos Soja bean, by both natives and foreigners. The oil 
is often miscalled pea oil, is dark, not very palatable, and has 
some tendency to cause sickness. It is used in cooking very 
largely, and is very cheap” (p. 61).
 “It will be observed that the oils of Chinese commerce 
are almost exclusively taken from vegetable sources. This 
is one of the effects of Buddhism on their national life and 
economy. As Buddhism teaches that mercy and pity are 
noble sentiments, it forbids the destruction of animal life” (p. 
62).
 Also discusses: Oil of cotton seeds. Oil of ground nuts. 
Oil of hemp seeds. Oil of linseed. Oil of poppy seeds (from 
opium poppy). Oil of sesamum. Oil of sunfl ower.
 This article also appeared in The Pharmacist (Chicago). 
1974. 7(9):261-66. Sept. Address: Dr., Honorary Member of 
the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

694. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1874. There is no relish in the 
world which is so universally liked... (Ad). New York Times. 
Dec. 24. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “There is no relish in the world which 
is so universally liked as Lea & Perrin’s [sic] famous 
Worcestershire Sauce. Unfortunately, much that is counterfeit 
and worthless is sold in this country. Messrs. John Duncan’s 
Sons are the most reliable agents for the pure sauce.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that 
contains the title or opening sentence (“There is no relish...”) 
repeated many times hereafter. However, subsequently it was 
always deceptively attributed, “From New-York Times,” as 
if were a statement or evaluation of the sauce by the Times, 
whereas, in fact, it is was originally a sentenced published 

as an advertisement in the Times by John Duncan’s Sons, the 
New York agent for Lea & Perrins. Address: New York.

695. Cre-Fydd. 1874. Cre-Fydd’s family fare: The young 
housewife’s daily assistant, on all matters relating to cookery 
and housekeeping... New ed. [7th], revised. London: 
Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. cxcxvii + 340 p. Index.
• Summary: The author is a woman. The recipes that call 
for soy [sauce] in this 1874 edition are identical to (and on 
the same pages as) those in the 1863 ed, except for: Piquant 
sauce (p. cxcv). Address: Great Britain.

696. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1875. British India at 
the Vienna Exhibition: Special report. Jan. 2. p. 2.
• Summary: Much of this article is illegible.
 The section titled “The Soy Bean (Soja hispida)” has 
part of the right edge cut off. The following is legible: “is the 
most nourishing of any vegetable yet known, containing... 
per cent. of nitrogenous matter. It is, in ... to be eaten alone, 
and should be mixed... poorer than itself to prove its real 
value... of the ‘Mutt’ (Phaseolus aconitifolius [moth bean, 
Vigna actinifolia])... gram (P. Roxburghii and P. Mungo) 
are... nutritious and are made into cakes or food ingredients 
in the Indian ‘dals’ or soups. The latter is also parched, 
ground, and made into balls with sugar and spices for 
travelling purposes.”
 Note: The Vienna World Exposition (Weltausstellung) 
was held in 1873 in the Austria-Hungarian capital of Vienna. 
Its motto (in German) was Kultur und Erziehung (Culture 
and Education). It was the fi rst world exhibition held in a 
German-speaking country. The fi rst world exhibition was 
held in 1851 in the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, London, 
England.

697. Goode (H.W.) and Co. 1875. Classifi ed ad: Indian 
condiments. Times (London). Jan. 12. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “Nepaul and Cayenne Peppers, Curry Paste, 
Indian Soy [sauce], Chutnies, Guava Jelly, Pineapple Jam, 
&c.,...”
 This ad also appeared in the May 4 issue (p. 14, col. 1).
 Note: The meaning of the word “Indian” could be much 
broader than it is today (Oct. 2010); it could extend from 
British India on the west to the Dutch East Indies (today’s 
Indonesia) on the east. Address: Chinese Warehouse, 32, 
King William-street, London-bridge [London].

698. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1875. Trade mark: 
Worcestershire sauce (Ad). Buffalo Commercial Advertiser 
(New York). Feb. 4. p. 4, col. 5. Thursday evening.
• Summary: “Lea & Perrins’ celebrated Worcestershire 
Sauce. Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only good 
sauce,’ and applicable to every variety of dish.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
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& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold Wholesale and for Exportation by the Proprietors, 
Lea & Perrins, Worcester, England; and retail by dealers in 
sauces generally throughout the world.
 “Ask for Lea & Perrins’ Sauce. At the breakfast table it 
imparts the most exquisite relish and zest to hot or cold meat, 
fowl, fi sh, broiled kidney, &c.
 “At the dinner table in soup, with fi sh, hot joints, game, 
and in all gravies, it gives a delightful fl avor.
 “At the luncheon and supper tables it is deemed 
indispensable to those familiar with its estimable qualities.
 “From New York Times. There is no relish in the world 
which is so universally liked as Lea & Perrins famous 
Worcestershire Sauce.” An illustration shows a bottle of the 
Sauce.
 Another small advertisement of “this delectable 
condiment” is found on page 3, col. 1. The quotation from 
The New York Times is repeated. Address: New York.

699. Lea and Perrins. 1875. Classifi ed ad: Caution–In 
consequence of spurious imitations of Lea and Perrins 
Sauce,... Times (London). March 15. p. 1, col. 2.
• Summary: “... which are calculated to deceive the public, 
Lea and Perrins have adopted a new label bearing their 
signature, Lea and Perrins, which will be placed on every 
bottle of Worcestershire Sauce after this date, and without 
which none is genuine.–Crosse and Blackwell, Soho-square, 
Agents for the Proprietors.–November 1874.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that mentions the plan to use the Lea & Perrins’ signature on 
the labels of their bottles to distinguish their genuine article 
from imitations. However the signature itself is not shown.
 Note 2. This small published ad is the earliest document 
seen (Dec. 2005) concerning unfair practices or deception in 
connection with a soy product.
 Note 3. This ad also appeared in the April 19 issue (p. 1, 
col. 1).

700. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1875. Sauces. Trade-mark: 
Worcestershire sauce (Ad). New York Times. March 26. p. 11.
• Summary: This ad is identical to that in the Buffalo 
Commercial Advertiser (4 Feb. 1875. p. 4, col. 5). It also 
appeared in the April 23 issue (p. 8) of the New York Times. 
Address: New York.

701. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1875. Trade mark: 
Worcestershire Sauce. Lea & Perrins’ celebrated (Ad). 
Montgomery Weekly Advertiser (Montgomery, Alabama) 
Advertiser and Mail section dated Tuesday, July 27. 1st page 
(unnumbered).
• Summary: “Pronounced by connoisseurs to be the ‘only 
good sauce.’ And applicable to every variety of dish.

 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester; May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold Wholesale and for Exportation by the Proprietors, 
Lea & Perrins, Worcester, England; and Retail by Dealers in 
Sauces generally throughout the World.
 “Ask for Lea & Perrins’ Sauce. At the Breakfast Table 
it imparts the most exquisite relish and zest to Hot or Cold 
Meat, Fowl, Fish, Broiled Kidney, &c.
 “At the Dinner Table in Soup, with Fish, Hot Joints, 
Game, and in all Gravies, it gives a delightful fl avor.
 “At the Luncheon and Supper Tables it is deemed 
indispensable to those familiar with its estimable qualities.
 “From New York Times. There is no relish in the world 
which is so universally liked as Lea & Perrins famous 
Worcestershire Sauce. An illustration shows a bottle of the 
Sauce.
 Note: Inexplicably, the date of the “Advertiser and 
Mail” section is several days earlier than the date of the 
Montgomery Weekly Advertiser. Address: New York.

702. Punch (London). 1875. Note by a cockney naturalist. 
68:77. Aug. 28.
• Summary: “The common blackbeetles (Scarabæus 
niger), which so abundantly infest the culinary regions of 
Cockaigne, are alleged to be agreeable, although profuse, in 
fl avour, provided they be delicately larded before crimping, 
and then fricasseed or simply fried. Care should specially be 
taken not to injure their antennae, which, when crisp with 
egg and breadcrumbs, exquisitely tickle the palate of the 
gourmet, and provoke him to the liveliest of gastronomic 
feats. There lurks in vulgar minds a savage prejudice 
against these interesting insects, by reason, very likely, 
of the popular impression that at times they have been 
manufactured into Soy [sauce]. But this may be assumed to 
be mere idle superstition, and Soyer, the great chef, wisely 
set his face against it, remarking, as he did so, ‘Honi Soy qui 
mal y pense.’”

703. Product Name:  Holbrook’s Worcestershire sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  The Birmingham Vinegar Brewery 
Company.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Birmingham, England.
Date of Introduction:  1875.
Ingredients:  Soy sauce, vinegar, etc.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Gloss bottles.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Source: Law Journal 
(The) (England). 1888. “The Birmingham Vinegar Brewery 
Company v. The Liverpool Vinegar Company: Chancery 
Division, North J., June 11. Trade-name–Unauthorized 
use–Injunction.” 23:99-100. Notes of cases, June 23. 
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“The plaintiffs and their predecessors in business were 
manufacturers of sauces, and in the year 1870 they engaged 
the defendant Holbrook as their traveller. In the year 1875 
they manufactured and sold a sauce (at the suggestion of 
the defendant Holbrook) under the name of ‘Holbrook’s 
Worcestershire Sauce,’ and the sauce had acquired a 
reputation in the market under that name. This arrangement 
continued down to December, 1887, when Holbrook left the 
employ of the plaintiffs and entered into some arrangement 
with the defendant company, under which he assigned to the 
defendant company the right to use his name in connection 
with sauces manufactured by them.”
 Note: An undated tan label printed with black ink shows 
the sauce.

704. Year-book of pharmacy: Comprising abstracts of 
papers relating to pharmacy, materia medica, and chemistry 
contributed to British and foreign journals, from July 1, 
1874, to June 30, 1875. With the transactions of the British 
Pharmaceutical Conference at the twelfth annual meeting, 
held in Bristol, August, 1875. 1875. London: J. & A. 
Churchill. 724 p. See p. 214. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Page 214 begins with an abstract of The Oils of 
Chinese Pharmacy and Commerce, by Dr. F. Porter Smith 
(Pharm. Journ., 3rd series, v. 61 [p. 61-62]). It notes: “Soy is 
called an oil.”
 Various oils are discussed on this page, including: “Oil 
of beans–This oil is expressed in large quantities in North 
China, and at Newchwang, from the Dolichos Soja bean, 
both by natives and foreigners. The oil is often miscalled pea 

oil, is dark, not very palatable, 
and has some tendency to cause 
sickness. It is used in cooking 
very largely and is very cheap.”

705. Notes and Queries 
(London). 1876. Lea & Perrins. 
5(106):39. Jan. 8. Fifth Series.
• Summary: “In consequence 
of Spurious Imitations of Lea 
& Perrins’ Sauce, which are 
calculated to deceive the public, 
Lea & Perrins have adopted 
a New Label, bearing their 
Signature, thus–...
 “Which will be 
placed on every bottle of 
Worcestershire Sauce, after this 
date, and without which none is 
genuine... Retail by dealers in 
Sauces throughout the world.–
November, 1874.”

706. Trade Marks Journal (The)
(Great Britain). 1876. List of 

applications for the registration of trade marks: Harvey’s 
sauce. 1(9):198-99. June 28.
• Summary: On 11 Feb. 1876, Walter Lazenby, 18 Trinity 
St., St. Mary Newington, Surrey (just southeast of London), 
and 90 & 92 Wigmore Street, Middlesex (just east of 
London), applied for seven trademarks. Four of these were 
for “Sauces and condiments,” and each was in the form of an 
entire, decorative label.
 The fi rst (No. 2167) reads: “Harvey’s Sauce for Fish, 
Game, Steaks &c. Prepared from the Original Receipt, only 
at E. Lazenby’s Fish Sauce Warehouse, No. 6, Edwards St., 
Portman Square, London. NB. None is genuine unless signed 
by me, Elizabeth Lazenby.” This Mark has been used for 16 
years before 10 Feb. 1876 (i.e., since about 1850).
 The 2nd (No. 2168) reads: “E. Lazenby & Son of 
the original warehouse, No. 6, Edwards St., Portman 
Sq., now called 92 Wigmore St., and 18 Trinity St., S.E., 
London. Notwithstanding the change in name of Edwards 
Street ordered by the Board of Works, every Bottle of the 
celebrated Harvey’s Fish Sauce prepared by E. Lazenby & 
Son, still bears the label used so many years.”
 No. 2169 is named “Lazenbys Harveys Sauce,” since 
July 9th 1858. Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2015) that contains the term “Harveys 
sauce” (spelled without an apostrophe).
 The bottom half of No. 2170 reads: “Harvey’s 
Sauce–Caution: The admirers of this celebrated Sauce are 
particularly requested to observe that each bottle bears the 
well-known Label, signed ‘Elizabeth Lazenby.’ This label is 
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protected by perpetual injunction in Chancery of the 9th July, 
1858, and without it none can be genuine.”
 No. 2173 is “Metropolitan Sauce, for fi sh, game, steaks, 
&c... Mathews & Son of St. Paul’s Works, London.” This 
Mark not used prior to 13 Aug. 1875.
 “Under the Trade Marks Registration Act, 1875.” 
Address: England.

707. Times (London). 1876. High Court of Justice, July 26, 
Chancery Division. (Before the Master of the Rolls.) Lea v. 
Millar. July 26. p. 11, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “This bill was fi led by Messrs. Lea and Perrins, 
of Worcester, to restrain the defendant from using the name 
‘Worcestershire’ in connection with a sauce made and sold 
by himself under the style or fi rm of Richard Millar and Co., 
such name being claimed by the plaintiffs as exclusively 
belonging to the sauce manufactured by themselves from 
a recipe imparted to their predecessors in business by a 
nobleman of the county about the year 1835.”
 “The defence was that the name had become common 
property... The plaintiffs’ counsel declined to contest that 
part of the case any further, and addressed themselves to the 
subsidiary question, whether the defendants had infringed the 
plaintiffs’ rights by imitating their wrappers and labels. In the 
result,
 “The Master of the Rolls said that he was of the opinion 
that the plaintiffs’ case had wholly failed, and that Messrs. 
Lea and Perrins would have been better advised if they had 
not instituted the suit... It appeared to his Lordship to be 
established that Messrs. Lea and Perrins’ predecessors in 
business either invented or obtained the recipe for an article 
to which they gave the name of Worcestershire sauce, and 
that they were the fi rst persons to sell an article by that 
name. This was about the year 1836, and within a very few, 
probably not more than two, years afterwards other people, 
of whom one Batty seemed to be the fi rst, began to sell an 
article under the same name. Indeed the name, within a very 
few years after it was fi rst used by Messrs. Lea & Perrins, 
appeared to have become a common name in the trade;...”
 The “plaintiffs’ sauce was sold at a shilling, and the 
defendant’s at 6d. or 4½d. per bottle, according to the 
conscience of the retail dealer.”
 No damages appear to have been sustained. The 
“defendant’s article was sold in any inferior class of shops 
and to a lower class of customers than those who were 
accustomed to buy Messrs. Lea and Perrins’ more expensive 
compound.”
 “His Lordship of opinion that that the plaintiffs had not 
shown due diligence in prosecuting infringers, and... had 
in November, 1874, adopted a new label bearing their own 
signature as the distinctive mark, and had in the most public 
manner abandoned the old label, which they now sought to 
protect. His Lordship then dismissed the bill with costs.” 
Address: [England].

708. Rauch, A. 1876. Die Soya [The soybean]. Fundgrube 
(Die) (Monatschrift fuer die gesammten praktischen 
Beduerfnisse und Interessen des taeglichen Lebens, von Dr. 
A. Rauch, Bamberg) 3:177-78. Oct. [Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (Soya hispida or Dolichos Soya; 
many German writers use the name “Soja”) is a creeping 
and climbing bean (rankendes Bohnengewaechs) that is 
native in Japan, and in all of southern Asia, especially in 
China, is likewise widely cultivated, like the common 
bean in Germany. The seeds, which are distinguished by 
an especially good taste, are used as very popular food in 
the countries where soybeans are grown, which is found 
at almost every meal. They are also part of a signifi cant 
commercial product, since they are used to make a strong 
sauce, which is much sought after in fi ne kitchens / cuisine. 
In England, for example, each year more than 1,344,000 lb 
(12,000 Zentner) [1 Zentner = 112 British pounds] of the 
beans and signifi cant quantities of the Soya sauce*, which is 
made in China, are imported. Footnote: *Some sauces sold 
as ‘Soya sauce’ in England do not contain any of the actual 
sauce.
 In Europe, various attempts have already been made 
to acclimatize the soybean. But these have so far been 
unsuccessful, in that the plants, at best, fl ower, but never 
bear seeds. Previously I received several seeds of various 
soybean varieties from Japan, from my longtime friend, 
honorable [Philipp] v. Siebold, who died at an early age. 
However my attempts to cultivate them were unsuccessful. 
The plants came up, and some of them bloomed, but so late 
(in September) that none ripened seeds.
 I was therefore quite astonished to read an article in the 
Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung, by Dr. Haberlandt, 
professor at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna 
(Wiener Hochschule für Bodencultur); he reported that 
soybean cultivation at the Agricultural Experiment Garden 
(landw. Versuchsgarten) in Vienna, during the summer of 
1875, had completely succeeded. Describes the pioneering 
work of Friedrich Haberlandt with soybeans in Austria.
 Note: Bamberg is a city in Bavaria, in south central 
Germany on the Regnitz River 30 miles west of Bayreuth. 
Address: Germany.

709. Kitchiner, William. 1876. The cook’s oracle: Containing 
receipts for plain cookery on the most economical plan for 
private families. London: Houlston & Sons. 424 p. Index. 18 
cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: The title page states: (1) These recipes are the 
“result of actual experiments instituted by the late William 
Kitchiner, M.D.” (2) 56,000 books have been printed. The 
section titled “The magazine of taste” (No. 390, p. 284) 
contains a list of 28 “useful fl avoring materials.” No. 28 is 
“Soy” [sauce]. The others include: Brandy, curacao, salad 
sauce, pudding catchup, sauce superlative or double relish, 
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walnut pickle, mushroom catchup, vinegar, oil, mustard, 
curry powder, etc.
 Note: This book was fi rst published in 1817, with the 
title Apicius redevivus; or, The cook’s oracle... The 7th 
edition was published in 1823. This edition may have been 
published in 1869 rather than 1876; the date is not clear in 
the book. William Kitchiner lived 1775?-1827. Address: 
M.D., England.

710. Morrison, William T. 1876. An Anglo-Chinese 
vocabulary of the Ningpo dialect. Revised and enlarged. 
Shanghai, China: American Presbyterian Mission Press. xv + 
559 p. See p. 37, 442. 22 cm. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: “Bean-curd (p. 37), deo-vu + two Chinese 
characters; tsiang-deo-vu + three Chinese characters and 
tones are given.
 “Soy [sauce] (p. 442), tsiang-yiu + two Chinese 
characters and tones.
 Note: William T. Morrison lived 1834-1869. Address: 
Rev., D.D., Formerly missionary in Ningpo.

711. Philadelphia International Exhibition, 1876. Offi cial 
catalog of the British section. 1876. London: Printed by 
George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode. Part I. 424 p. 
Published by authority of the Lord President of the Council. 
23 cm.
• Summary: The book contains an interesting chapter titled 
“Exhibitions–Their origin and progress.” Prior to 1851 there 
had been many local exhibitions worldwide, dating back to 
Biblical times. The fi rst international exhibition was held in 
London in 1851. To date there have been fi ve international 
exhibitions: London (1851, 1862), Paris (1855, 1867), 
and Vienna (1873). These have been attended by a total of 
32,959,097 visitors. The Annual International Exhibitions 
at South Kensington in 1871, 1872, 1873, and 1874 did not 
realize the expectations of their promoters; public interest 
rapidly died out and the scheme was abandoned. The fi rst 
exhibition of the Japanese Empire was held at Kiôto (Kyoto) 
and contained the objects destined for the Vienna exhibition 
of 1873. This Kyoto exhibition opened on 17 April 1872 
and was so successful that the original limit of 50 days was 
extended, and the Exhibition did not close until the end 
of July. The next year the Mikado (emperor) decreed an 
exposition on a much wider basis, presenting a comparison 
between the past and present, and even affording a glimpse 
into the future of Japan. Note 1. This is the earliest document 
seen (Aug. 2011) that contains the Japanese word “Mikado,” 
meaning Emperor of Japan.
 In terms of classifi cation of products, Agriculture is 
Department VI, in the agricultural building. Agricultural 
products are classes 620-629; cereals, grasses, and forage 
plants are class 620, and leguminous plants and esculent 
vegetables are class 621. Animal and vegetable products are 
classes 650-662; preserved meats, vegetables, and fruits, 

dried or in cans or jars. Meat and vegetable extracts is class 
656. Vegetable oils is class 662. Horticulture is Department 
VII, in the horticultural building.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2006) that contains the term “vegetable extracts” 
(or “vegetable extract”). The context shows that they 
resemble meat extracts. It would be very interesting to know 
of what and how they are made, and how they are used. By 
1896 a type of soy sauce named “Dr. Lahmann’s Japan Soja” 
was described as a “vegetable extract.”
 An alphabetical list [directory] of exhibitors includes 
Crosse & Blackwell (Soho Square, London; classes 656, 
660, 662), and Lea & Perrins.
 On page 246 is the following: “Cl. [Class] 656, 203. Lea 
& Perrins, Sauce Manufacturers, Worcester, Worcestershire 
Sauce. (917) Exhibitors, New York, 1853 (Medal).”
 On page 77 begins a “List of articles of produce and 
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into 
the United States.” A table titled “Of articles of produce and 
manufactures chargeable with duty on being imported into 
the United States” shows (p. 289) that the duty on “Soy” 
[sauce] is 35 per cent. This is the only reference to soy seen 
in this book.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (April 2001) 
that contains a directory including listings related to soy. 
Address: England.

712. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der 
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean]. 
Landwirthschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Haberlandt submitted this article in Jan. 1877 
from Vienna. The original soybean seeds were obtained at 
the Vienna World Exposition of 1873 then grown out in the 
garden of the Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule 
für Bodencultur) in Vienna. The seeds grown in Vienna and 
harvested in 1875 and 1876 were larger and heavier than 
those obtained at the Exposition.
 “Among nutritional plants, the rough-haired / hirsute 
soybean (der rauhhaarigen Soja) is of the fi rst rank. For 
no other legume nourishes so many people, and has such 
great nutritional value, and multiple food uses” (p. 247). 
On p. 248 Haberlandt shows that he is familiar with the 
soybean work of the Society for Acclimatization in France. 
“In France the soybean is known as the oil pea, and it is 
cultivated at various points in the departments of Ariège 
and Haut-Garonne... Many years ago attempts were made to 
grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim [Germany], but the plants 
were barely brought to a blooming state. People also had the 
same experience in other places. Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg 
[Germany] (see Die Fundgrube von Dr. A. Rauch. III. 
Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several occasions, received 
seeds of various soybean varieties from Japan. They were 
sent by his long-time friend, Colonel [Philipp Franz] von 
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Siebold, who died at an early age. But every trial by Dr. 
Rauch was unsuccessful.
 In 1875 Prof. Haberlandt conducted soybean trials at 
the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna. In early 1876 
he published detailed results of these trials in the Wiener 
Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung. Nutritional analyses of these 
seeds were published.
 In early 1876 Prof. Haberlandt then sent samples of 
seeds to seven cooperators in central Europe, who planted 
and tested the seeds in the spring of 1876, with good or fairly 
good results in each case. These men reported the details 
of their agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) to Haberlandt, 
who quotes from their reports (p. 253-59). Haberlandt 
sent soybeans to: Master-gardener W. Köhler (p. 253-54) 
in Ungarisch-Altenburg [Hungarian Altenburg, formerly 
Magyarovar, today’s Mosonmagyarovar in Hungary about 22 
miles northwest of Györ]. He planted 100 seeds in mid-May, 
1876, in a sunny place in the botanical garden, in a bed 5 
meters long by 2 meters wide. All the seeds germinated (Alle 
Samen keimten) and the plants developed luxuriantly. But 
one night, when they were 5-6 cm tall, all the young plants 
were eaten by rabbits. However they grew back and yielded 
1.6 kg of seeds.
 Landowner (Gutsbesitzer) A. Stojics (p. 253-54) in 
Gross-Becskerek in Hungary. He planted 100 brownish-red 
(braunrothen) and 100 yellow soybeans in mid-April. In 
mid-September he harvested 0.33 kg seeds of the former and 
0.32 kg of the latter.
 Landowner Graf. H. Attems (p. 253-55), owner of a seed 
testing station (Samenculturstation) in St. Peter bei Graz in 
Steiermark [today’s Styria, capital of Graz in Austria]. On 19 
May he planted 50 brownish-red (braunrothen) seeds from 
China and 50 yellow seeds from Mongolia. He harvested 
the seeds between Oct. 11 and 24, obtaining 0.870 kg of the 
brownish-red and 0.642 kg of the yellow.
 Mr. A. Tomaszek [Tomasek] (p. 253, 255-56, 260, 263), 
farmer and civil servant (Oekonomie-Beamter / Verwalter) 
in Napagedl in Mähren [Moravia, a region in today’s central 
Czech Republic]. He planted 25 yellow and 25 reddish-
brown soybeans on April 29. The yellow yielded 1,400 seeds 
and the reddish-brown 1,350 seeds.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
concerning soybeans in what is today the Czech Republic 
(though it was not offi cially created until Jan. 1993), or 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Czech Republic. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
the Czech Republic, or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Czech Republic (29 April 1876) (one of two documents). 
The source of these soybeans was Friedrich Haberlandt in 
Vienna.
 Note 2. Concerning Mähren (Moravia): from 1849 
to 1918 it was a separate crownland of Austria, with its 
capital at Brno. In 1918 it was organized as a province of 
Czechoslovakia.

 Princely Privy Councillor (Hofrath) W. Janig (p. 
253, 256-57) in Prague in Böhmen [Bohemia]. He was 
sent 200 seeds which he sent to 5 locations (including in 
Sichrow, Swijan [on the Iser or Jisera River], and Darenic) 
in Bohemia [now in the Czech republic] for planting. All 
but 5% sprouted. In Sichrow, 25 seeds planted in early 
May yielded 2,500 seeds in October. Continued. Address: 
Mittheilungen aus dem landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium 
und Versuchsgarten der k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in 
Wien [Vienna].

713. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1877. Der Anbau der 
rauhhaarigen Sojabohne [The culture of the hirsute soybean 
(Continued–Document part II)]. Landwirthschaftlichen 
Versuchs-Stationen 20:247-72. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Continued from p. 253. Prof. Dr. Kulisz (p. 253, 
257) in Tetschen-Liebwerd in Böhmen [Bohemia, now in the 
Czech Republic] planted 150 seeds of 3 varieties. Despite 
snow, rain, and frost in May, 98 plants survived, yielding 660 
seeds. The tallest plant was not over 50 cm high.
 Dr. Nicolaus Dimitriewicz (p. 253, 257-58), a former 
student at the Royal College of Agriculture in Vienna, 
and now a farmer (Oekonom) in Bukovina [Bukowina or 
Bucovina, a former Austrian crownland, now (2005) divided 
between the Ukraine and Romania]. He received 100 seeds 
which he sent to 6 farmers he knew in four nearby locations 
in the district of Kotzman (des Kotzmaner Bezirks).
 Note 1. As of 1994, Kotzman is the town and district 
of Kitsman in the southwestern Ukraine, just north of the 
border with Romania. Also spelled Kotzmann, Cotman, 
Cozmeni, Kosman, Kozmeny, or Kucmeh, it is located 19 
miles northwest of Chernivtsi (also spelled Chernovtsy, 
Chernowitz, or Czernowitz).
 The seeds were planted late, on April 20 or later, and 
some were killed by frost. Others, protected from the frost, 
grew fairly well. For example, the second farmer harvested 
669 seeds from 19 plants. The 64 plants which survived 
yielded less than 2.821 kg of seed. Note 2. This is the 
earliest document seen (July 2014) concerning soybeans in 
the Ukraine, or the cultivation of soybeans in the Ukraine 
(one of two documents). This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in the Ukraine, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in the Ukraine (20 April 1876). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown.
 And A. Schnorrenpfeil (p. 253, 258), Administrator of 
Gutswirthschaft at the Agricultural Academy in Proskau 
(Landwirtschaftlichen Akademie Proskau) [now named 
Proszkow, in today’s southwest Poland] in Preussisch-
Schlesien [Prussian Silesia, a Prussian province later divided 
into upper- and lower Silesia]. He planted 50 seeds of two 
varieties in late April.
 Note 3. Proszkow is a market town located 7 miles 
southwest of Oppeln (now Opole), in southwest Poland at 
north latitude 50º40’.
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 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
concerning soybeans in Poland, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Poland (one of two documents). This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Poland, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Poland (20 April 1876). The 
source of these soybeans was Prof. Haberlandt in Vienna. 

 Joh. Stua (p. 263-64), of the Technological Laboratory 
(Technologische Laboratorium) of the Imperial-Royal 
College of Agriculture [der k.k. {kaiserlich-königliche} 
Hochschule für Bodencultur] in Vienna, conducted a 
detailed nutritional analysis of the yellow Mongolian, 
yellow Chinese, and brownish-red (braunrothe) Chinese 
varieties. The fi rst 3 columns of a full-page table (p. 264) 
show percentages in air-dried soybeans of (1) the original 

soybean seed sample, (2) soybeans grown the fi rst year, 
and (3) soybeans grown the second year. Columns 4-6 
show the same information adjusted as if the soybeans had 
a 10% water content. For each variety, data are given for 
water, protein, fat, nitrogen-free extract (Stickstofffreie 
Extractivstoffe), crude fi ber, and ash (Aschenbestandtheile).

 Note 5. This is the earliest German-
language document seen (Oct. 2004) that 
mentions red soybeans (actually brownish-red) 
or that uses the word braunrothe to refer to the 
color of soybeans. In many other documents by 
or about Prof. Haberlandt, the term “reddish-
brown” (braunrothen) is used to describe the 
color of a type of soybean he obtained from 
China.
 Tomaszek (p. 263) wrote Haberlandt that 
he was astonished by the high oil and protein 
content of the soybeans he grew and harvested 
and had analyzed by a chemist at the sugar 
factory. So he had the analyses repeated by 
Prof. K. Zulkowski of the technical university 
at Brünn, and got similar results. Zulkowski 
found (table, p. 263) that the air-dried seeds of 
yellow soybeans from China contained 16.99% 
fat, 40.19% protein, and 6.43% nitrogen. The 
brownish-red soybeans from China contained 
16.68% fat, 44.93% protein, and 7.19% 
nitrogen.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen 
(April 2003) that mentions Zulkowski.
 These analyses are in close accord with 
those published by Senff in 1872 (table, p. 265). 
Soybeans are compared with lupins and other 
legumes.
 On pages 270-71 Haberlandt discusses 
food uses of soybeans. “The soy sauces, which 
were imported from India and spread from 
England over Continental Europe, could in no 
way awaken a favorable opinion of the fl avor 
of the soybean, for these sauces have a strong 
fl avor of browned (gebräuntem) sugar, perhaps 
also mixed with other ingredients, so that the 
soybean’s own fl avor is completely masked 
(verdekt wird). Because of their complete lack 
of starch, soybeans do not become soft through 
cooking, so it is necessary to crush and rub the 

half-soft cooked seeds before their further preparation... 
Best would be a use [of soybeans] which imitates that of 
corn kernels (Maiskörner), from whose fl our the people of 
southern Europe prepare their beloved dish, Polenta [gruel]. 
Soybeans roasted at 160ºF taste delicious and surpass 
all other plants that have heretofore been used as coffee 
substitutes.”
 Note 7. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) in 
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which Dr. Haberlandt mentions that roasted soybeans made a 
good coffee substitute.
 Note 8. Tables from this article are described in 
a separate record. Address: Mittheilungen aus dem 
landwirthschaftlichen Laboratorium und Versuchsgarten der 
k.k. Hochschule fuer Bodencultur in Wien [Vienna].

714. Brewer, Ebenezer Cobham. 1877. Errors of speech and 
of spelling. Vol. 1. London: William Tegg and Co. lii + 752 
p. See p. 550.
• Summary: An entry on p. 550 reads: “Ketchup, ket’.tchup, 
sauce made from mushrooms. (E. Ind ketjab).”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains the word “ketjab,” used as an alternative 
spelling of “ketchup.” Address: Rev., LL.D., Trinity Hall, 
Cambridge [England].

715. Henderson, Mary F. 1877. Practical cooking and dinner 
giving: A treatise... New York, NY: Harper & Brothers, 
Publishers. 376 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Worcestershire sauce is used as an ingredient in 
4 recipes in this book: To bake a fi sh with wine (p. 103-04). 
Sauce aux fi nes herbes (p. 128). Fricassee of chicken (“a tea-
spoonful of Worcestershire sauce,” p. 174). Deviled chicken, 
with sauce (“two table-spoonfuls of Worcestershire sauce,” 
p. 175).
 The section titled “Salads” begins (p. 219): “In an 
English book it is told of a famous French salad-dresser who 
began very poor, and made a fortune by dressing salad for 
dinners in London. He would go from one place to another in 
his carriage, with a liveried servant, and his mahogany case. 
This case contained all the necessaries for his business, such 
as differently perfumed vinegars, oils with or without the 
taste of fruit, soy [sauce], caviar, truffl es, anchovies, catchup, 
gravy, some yolks of eggs, etc... A Frenchman thinks he 
cannot eat his dinner without his salad. It would be well if 
every one had the same appreciation of this most wholesome, 
refreshing, and at the same time most economical dish.” 
Mary Foote Henderson lived 1842-1931. Address: St. Louis, 
Missouri.

716. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1877. Tropical agriculture: 
A treatise on the culture, preparation, commerce, and 
consumption of the principal products of the vegetable 
kingdom. London and New York: E&F.N. Spon. xvi + 515 + 
5 p. See p. 404. Index. 22 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: Near the end of Section 5, “The oil seeds and 
vegetable oils of commerce,” is a section titled “Chinese 
oils” (p. 424-25) which include “ground-nut oil (Arachis); 
til seed (Sesame orientale); tea-seed oil from Thea viridis; 
oil pea (Dolichos viridis); and the oil bean (Soja hispida). 
The latter product forms a considerable article of commerce 
in China. This pulse oil possesses a great analogy to the 
ordinary edible oils of commerce; its odour and fl avour are 

agreeable, and it is useful for burning.” It becomes pasty 
when exposed to low temperature, and “resinifi es rapidly 
when exposed to the atmosphere. Being a drying oil, it 
might... replace linseed in some of its uses.” The seeds yield 
“about 18 per cent. of fatty matter, and the Chinese regularly 
obtain 17 per cent. of oil from it.”
 There are several varieties of this bean: white, yellow, 
and green. “The yellow are made into a fermented mass, 
or cheese, called tan-fi r [sic, tofu], by macerating them in 
water and pressing them into a cake, adding lime and salt 
to precipitate the caseine, which is obtained in the form of a 
jelly.”
 This bean is cultivated mainly in the north of China, 
especially in the province of Shantung. More than 3,000 
junks are employed to transport it to southern ports. In 1869 
the port of Che-foo [Chefoo or Yantai] exported “242,224 
piculs of bean-cake and 5,570 piculs of bean-oil, and about 
10,000 piculs of the cake were imported into Foo-Choo-foo 
[Foochow or Fuzhou], valued at £42,000.” The cake is used 
as a food for both humans and stock, and as manure.
 Also discusses: Kudzu (p. 352). Linseed oil (p. 399-
400). The ground-nut (Arachis hypogæa) and its oil and cake 
(p. 400-05). Sesame seed (frequently called Til or Gingely) 
and its oil (p. 412-15). California wines (p. 431-32). Manila 
hemp (plantain fi bre; p. 469).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2001) that classifi es soybean oil as a “drying oil.”
 Note 2. The index of this book is fi lled with errors.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2005) that contains the term “oil seeds” (or “oil 
seed” or “oil-seeds”) in connection with soy beans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “vegetable oil” in 
connection with soy beans.
 P.L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897. Address: F.R.C.I., 
editor and author, Cheapside, London [England].

717. Mittheilungen der Section fuer Acclimatisation des 
Landwirthschaftlichen Central-Vereins des Herzogthums 
Braunschweig. 1878. Die Soya-Bohne [The soybean]. 
2(1):31-32. Feb. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Note: Braunschweig (English: Brunswick) is 
a former duchy and capital city in north-central Germany, 
about 35 miles east of Hannover (English: Hanover), now 
part of Lower Saxony.
 This new crop plant, with the botanical name Soya 
hispida (literally the hairy soya-bean), creates to an unusual 
degree, the interest and the participation of farmers. Prof. 
Haberlandt obtained the fi rst seeds from the Vienna World 
Exposition and was the fi rst to plant them. He found there 
were a number of different varieties, which fl ourish in our 
climate and bring their seeds to maturity. The high value 
of soybeans shows itself in the its high nutrient content. 
The seeds contain, on average, 38% protein, 18% fat, and 
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26% nitrogen-free nutrients [which includes starch, sugar, 
gums, etc.]. The seeds also have a much higher content of 
nutrients than our other legumes. In its homeland, all of 
East Asia, the soybean is widely used as a beloved human 
food, according to Leunis [1847, 1877, 1883] it tastes good 
and is used in the preparation of a piquant brown sauce 
[soy sauce], which in India [sic], China and Japan is used to 
season almost all foods. And also in Europe, especially in 
England, is sold commercially*. (Footnote: *The fat content 
of the soybean is signifi cant that the oil can be pressed out of 
it and this oil is almost as good as oil from the 2nd pressing 
of olives (Provenceröl). A work just published by Prof. Fr. 
Haberlandt, titled The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), gives the 
results of cultural trials using this newly introduced plant; 
it was published in Vienna by Carl Gerold’s Sohn in 1877. 
The price is 2.80 marks. It gives a good overview of this 
interesting plant).
 Soy sauce is used to improve gravies and as a sauce for 
roasted or deep-fried foods.
 The soy sauce sold in Germany is not the real thing; 
most of the varieties are prepared from mushrooms. Soy 
sauce is most widely used in Japan. Whole soybeans, cooked 
until they are soft, are then mixed with one part pulverized 
wheat or barley and set to ferment with two parts water in 
a warm place. The mass is stirred / agitated daily. After 2-3 
months (the longer the better) the rather thick liquid is kept 
in wooden vats.
 One cultural trial with the soybean was conducted by the 
head man (Hauptmann) C. Rambousek of Zborow [Austria]; 
his report follows: “The soybean (Soyabohne) seeds were of 
two varieties: Brown seeded (from China) and yellow seeded 
(from Mongolia); both came originally from the Vienna 
World Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung) [of 1873]. On 
2 May [1877] I obtained 60 brown and 60 yellow seeds 
of Soya hispida, which were planted immediately in rows 
spaced 40 cm apart, with 21 cm. between seeds in each row, 
in a sandy clay soil relatively rich in humus, over detritus / 
diluvium. The climate was quite wet.
 “All the seeds sprouted, and the plants developed 
quickly and powerfully. Without needing any support, they 
grew to a height of 82 cm. Flowering began at the end of 
June and seemed to continue without end. The initial stage of 
seed-bearing is enormously rich, an often on branches there 
were 4-5 pods, with usually 2-3 seeds per pod. The seeds 
began to ripen in mid-September, and the plants were cut 
toward the end of October. They yielded 1,759 completely 
hard brown seed weighing 281 gm, and 2,805 yellow seeds 
weighing 536 gm. These seeds were the same size and color 
as those that were planted.
 “Because of the high nutritional value of the seeds, as 
well as the high fodder value of the stems, I am convinced 
that this oilseed has a solid future as a forage plant.”

718. Lea and Perrins. 1878. In consequence of spurious 

imitations of Lea and Perrins’ Sauce,... (Ad). Observer 
(London). April 28. p. 8.
• Summary: “... which are calculated to deceive the Public, 
Lea and Perrins have adopted a new label, bearing their 
Signature, ‘Lea and Perrins,’ which signature is placed 
on every bottle of Worcestershire Sauce, and without 
which none is genuine. Sold Wholesale by the Proprietors, 
Worcester; Crosse and Blackwell, London; and Export 
Oilmen generally. Retail, by dealers in sauces throughout the 
World.”
 Note: No signature is displayed. Address: Worcester, 
England.

719. Lyon & Turnbull. 1878. Tomorrow (Thursday), the 1st 
August at Twelve o’clock. Grocer’s stock and fi ttings... (Ad). 
Scotsman (Edinburgh). July 31. p. 12.
• Summary: Items to be auctioned include: “Lazenby’s 
Chetna [Chutney?] and King of Oude Sauce, Indian Soy 
[sauce], Capers,...” Address: Auctioneers & Valuators 
[Edinburgh].

720. Atkinson, R.W. 1878. Brewing in Japan. Nature 
(London) 18:521-23. Sept. 12. [Eng]
• Summary: The author, interested in the new science of 
microbiology, describes a visit to saké breweries situated 
in Hachioji about 30 miles from Tokiô (Tokyo). This sake 
contains 12-15% alcohol by weight. He gives a detailed 
description of how koji is made from “tané (spores),” then 
how sake is made from koji. He believes the mold used to be 
Mucor racemosus.
 “At the present time, when the history of the origin and 
development of the lower forms of life [microorganisms] is 
occupying a great deal of attention, any facts which increase 
our knowledge of the growth of such bodies should be 
welcomed. In our breweries the growth of the yeast-ferment 
is tolerably well understood, or, at least, has been well 
observed and described... Those living in Japan, however, 
have the opportunity of seeing a mode of fermentation which 
differs in many particulars from that employed in Europe 
The subject is now under investigation, and at present I am 
not able to explain accurately what takes place.
 “Saké is the general name given to the alcoholic liquid 
prepared by the fermentation of rice... This liquid is prepared 
on the large scale only in certain parts of the country, the 
most famous district being that near Ozaka [sic, Osaka], 
one of the Treaty Ports. It is, however, often prepared on the 
small scale in private houses. The winter is the only season 
during which brewing operations are conducted.”
 “The brewing commences with the preparation of the 
ferment [starter culture]. For this purpose, at the end of the 
previous brewing season a quantity of a green mould is 
produced upon rice by exposing steamed rice mixed with a 
certain proportion of the ash of some tree, and over which 
the spores of this fungus have been scattered in a well-closed 
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chamber, which I may term the ‘fungus chamber.’ This is 
a small room about 7 ft. high by 6 ft. broad, by 8 ft. long, 
well lined and covered with straw and matting, so that its 
high temperature may be kept up for a considerable time. In 
this chamber the rice and spores are left for about ten days, 
the atmosphere being kept quite moist by the vapour given 
off from the steamed rice, and at the end of that time the 
grains are found to be covered with a green fungus full of 
spores, and apparently the same kind as is found growing 
upon putrefying organic substances. The temperature of 
the chamber when examined was 25ºC., that of the external 
atmosphere being 13ºC. This product is called, in Japanese, 
tane or seed.
 “When prepared at the end of the season it is preserved 
until the next by being placed in bags, and inclosed in 
wooden boxes between layers of a mixture of equal parts of 
lime and wood-ashes.
 “When it is required to commence operations, a similar 
method is adopted to that just described, that is, a quantity 
of steamed rice is placed on wooden trays in the ‘fungus 
chamber,’ but not mixed with any wood-ashes, and then tane 
(spores) is scattered over it, and the chamber kept closed 
for a period varying from two to four days. At the end of 
this time the rice-grains are found to be covered with large 
quantities of fi ne hair-like threads, the mycelium of the 
fungus added. In this state it is called ‘kôji.’
 If this were left for a longer period in the fungus 
chamber [koji incubation room], it would produce spores 
and the brewer calls it ‘the friend of tane’ [tomo-koji], but 
in order to carry on the development of the mycelium most 
vigorously, it is necessary to use wood-ash in addition, which 
thus seems to act as a fertilizer.”
 Note: The wood-ash actually changes the pH so that 
unwanted microorganisms cannot contaminate the koji.
 “The actual fermentation is divided into three stages, 
called respectively beginning, middle, and end...” After a 
fermentation in large tuns of about 15 days, the alcoholic 
liquid is drawn off and the “residue is placed in bags and 
subjected to pressure in a lever press, the clear liquid which 
is expressed being added to that which is clarifi ed. It is now 
placed in boilers and heated up to about 60ºC, after which it 
is kept in the store vats and carefully sealed up.
 “The saké in the store vats contains about 15 per cent. of 
alcohol, and this fact shows that the fermentation is different 
from that effected by the Mucor racemosus, as described by 
Fitz. In his experiments he found that the presence of 4½ 
to 5½ per cent. of alcohol killed the ferment, whilst in the 
process above described, we fi nd the ferment acting in such a 
way as to produce 15 per cent.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language scientifi c 
article seen in which koji is discussed in detail.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2001) 
that alludes to enzymes in connection with koji, however 
neither the word “enzymes” nor “enzyme” are used. Instead 

the noun “ferment” is used to refer to the active principle in 
the koji. Address: Prof., Univ. of Tokio (Tokyo), Japan.

721. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1878. The courts:... The 
Worcestershire-Sauce case. Dec. 18. p. 5.
• Summary: “Worcestershire sauce: Another case of 
considerable general interest was that of Lea & Perins 
[sic, Perrin], of London, England, against Frank Deakin, 
agent of Miller & Co., England. This was a suit to prevent 
the defendants from infringing complaintants’ trade-mark 
of ‘Worcestershire Sauce.’, The case was very bitterly 
contested, and a very large amount of testimony was taken. 
The brand of sauce sold by defendant was imported from 
England, and was marked ‘Improved Worcestershire Sauce.’
 “The Judge, in deciding the case, said the evidence 
showed that there had long been known a sauce called 
Worcestershire sauce, used for a table condiment. It was 
a generic term used by various persons and probably was 
fi rst used by some party in Worcestershire, England, to 
designate has brand of sauce. But sauces of that name were 
manufactured in other places than Worcestershire, and it 
would not be fair that parties residing in that place should 
now have a monopoly of the name. The complainants had 
been aware that the term was used by rival fi rms, and for 
years had taken no steps to prevent it, thus giving a tacit 
acquiescence to the use of such name. Finally, however, they 
fi led a bill against Miller & Co., in London, to prevent the 
use of the words ‘Worcestershire sauce,’ but were defeated, 
their right to the use of such trade-mark being declared 
invalid. That decree was a bar to any action in this country 
on the same grounds for the same relief, and the bill would 
therefore be dismissed.”

722. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1, 
pages 4-6 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die 
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Page 4 begins: “Even though the soybean has 
already found its way to Europe several times, attempts 
to cultivate it have failed completely because the seeds 
were from Japan, southern parts of China, and from India. 
Consequently they were late-ripening seeds. Many years 
ago attempts were made to grow Soja hispida in Hohenheim 
[Germany], but the plants were barely brought to a blooming 
state. People also had the same experience in other places. 
Dr. A. Rauch of Bamberg [Germany] (see Die Fundgrube 
von Dr. A. Rauch. III. Jahrgang. Bamberg 1876), on several 
occasions, received seeds of various soybean varieties from 
Japan from his long-time friend, Colonel (Oberst) [Philipp 
Franz] von Siebold, who died at an early age. But every trial 
by Dr. Rauch was unsuccessful. The plants came up and 
some even blossomed, but the blooming happened so late in 
the year (starting in September) that it was unthinkable that 
the seeds would ripen fully.
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 “Mr. Carl Berndt, who was a velvet manufacturer 
(Sammtfabrikant) at Hainsberg-Deuben in Saxony was also 
one of the fi rst to conduct agronomic trials (Anbauversuche) 
with soybeans in Germany. He had no success. He wrote 
to me about it as follows: ‘I had received 8 piculs of those 
beans [Note: a picul is a Chinese unit of weight = 133.33 
pounds] (some green and some yellow), which I obtained 
through an offi cial order of Governor (des Minister-
Präsidenten) Dr. Weinlich of Shanghai via our local consul. 
I sent samples of those all over with the request that the 
recipient inform me of the results of his agronomic trials. 
Unfortunately I have waited in vain and I assume that the 
outcome was as unfavorable as it had been in my case and in 
my neighborhood. Although some gardeners and I managed 
to raise a few plants and harvest a few seeds, they rotted after 
being replanted and therefore could not germinate.’
 “One type of soybean that requires warmer weather 
must have been the one which was introduced to France by 
M. de Montigny from China. In France it is called oil pea 
(pois oléagineux) and is cultivated at several locations in 
the districts of Ariège and Haut-Garonne. It is said to have 
the capacity for rapid growth and resistance to drought*. 
(Footnote: *Gustav Heuzé: “Les plantes alimentaires.” Paris, 
p. 382, vol. 2).
 “During the last German-French war [Franco-Prussian 
War, 1870-72, France lost], Otto Wehrhan, captain in the 
artillery, found one of those acclimated soybeans in the 
botanical garden of Montigny near Metz. He liked the 
plant and took four or fi ve seeds back home. On his estate 
in Coswig near Meissen he conducted an agronomic trial 
in 1872 and harvested 80-100 seeds in the fall. He wrote 
me that in the year 1873 he did the planting sooner, around 
mid-April, and obtained a fairly decent harvest. In the year 
1874 he discontinued the cultivation because he had no use 
for the harvested beans. Meanwhile, his neighbors became 
interested in the soybean, so he decided to start growing the 
plant again in 1875. He harvested 3 liters of seed, which he 
replanted in April 1876. As a result of the long drought that 
year, the plants became stunted and the majority of pods had 
not yet full ripened when early frosts set in and destroyed 
the crop completely. The quantity of seeds harvested was 
smaller than that sowed. Its quality was far worse, which 
caused Wehrhan to give up further trials with this variety of 
soybean.
 “Even though the soybean has already spread here and 
there in the south of Austria, it still hasn’t become known 
in broader circles. Thus, last summer, Dr. E. Mach, director 
of the agricultural academy (Lehranstalt) in South Tyrol 
[Tirol], sent me a sample of a plant which was supposed to 
be already long known in that area, and it was none other 
than a soybean plant. In that area it is called ‘coffee bean’ 
(Kaffeebohne) and its seeds are used for the preparation 
a coffee substitute (Kaffesurrogat). Likewise, Mr. Josef 
Kristan, teacher in a primary school in the Istrian Peninsula 

(Capodistria in Istrien), reported to me that he had 
discovered that the soybean could already be found in Istria 
and its seeds are used as a coffee substitute. A friend of his 
assured him that there wasn’t any difference between these 
and real coffee. He also received several seeds from Albona 
[named Labin as of 1988; a commune in western Croatia, 
on the Istrian Peninsula, 21 miles northeast of Pula], where 
people grow it from time to time in their gardens without 
knowing its value. Acquaintances of his stated as well that 
they had seen the same plant in Dalmatia and in southern 
Italy. All of the above information only came to my attention 
after I had been conducting soybean agronomic trials for 
two years. I had been in correspondence with the authorities 
mentioned above in order to send them small samples so 
that agronomic trials could be continued at other locations as 
well.
 “The soybeans which I had used in my fi rst tests in 1875 
had been acquired at the Vienna World Exposition in 1873, 
and were in part from Japan and China, and in part from 
Mongolia, Transcaucasia, and Tunis [p. 6; later renamed 
Tunisia]. There were, in total, no less than 20 varieties 
(Sorten) as follows (table): Five yellow-seeded, three black-
seeded, three green-seeded, and two brownish-red-seeded 
varieties from China. One yellow-seeded and three black-
seeded varieties from Japan. One black-seeded variety from 
Trans-Caucasia. And one green-seeded variety from Tunis.
 “During the fi rst year of trial (1875) it had already 
become apparent that among those were several types 
that could be recommend for further agronomic trials 
because they ripened early. Among these were yellow-
seeded varieties from both Mongolia and China, and a 
reddish-brown variety from China. One black variety each 
from China, Japan, and Transcaucasia ripened poorly. The 
remaining varieties either didn’t bloom at all or only started 
to bloom in the late fall. Still others developed only a small 
number of unripe or poorly ripened pods with stunted grains 
that couldn’t germinate.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Tunis (Tunisia). This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Tunisia 
(1873). The source of these soybeans in unknown. Address: 
Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.

723. Haberlandt, Friedrich. 1878. Erste Abtheilung [Part 1, 
pages 10-15 (Document part)]. In: F. Haberlandt. 1878. Die 
Sojabohne [The Soybean]. Vienna: Carl Gerold’s Sohn. ii + 
119 p. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary:  “The value of soybeans results from their high 
content of the most important nutrients. The fi rst analysis 
that made the composition of these seeds known in Germany 
was carried out by [Mr.] Senff using seeds obtained directly 
from Japan by Mr. [Carl] Berndt. The results of this analysis* 
(Footnote: *See the journal Chemischer Ackersmann 
{“Chemical Farmer”} 1872, p. 123) showed that 100 parts of 
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air-dried soybeans have the following composition:” 
 A table (p. 11) based on two samples and their average 
shows the average to be: Water 6.91%, protein 38.29%, oil 
(Fett) 18.71%, nitrogen-free extract 26.20%, crude fi ber 
5.33%, and ash (minerals) 4.56%.

 A second table (p. 11) which compares the nutritional 
composition of soybeans, common beans (Fisole), peas, 
lentils, broad beans (Pferdebohne = Vicia faba = “horse 
beans”) and yellow lupins, shows that soybeans have a much 
higher content of protein (38.29%, followed yellow lupins at 
35.32%), oil (18.71% followed by yellow lupins at 4.97%), 
and ash (minerals, 4.56%, followed by yellow lupins at 
3.78%).
 “There are few statements in the pertinent literature 
concerning soybean utilization. But there is no doubt 
that, in their native countries, they have heretofore been 
used exclusively as foods. In Synopsis der Pfl anzenkunde 
(“Synopsis of Experience with Plant Culture;” 1877, 
Hannover, Vol 2, p. 413), Dr. Johannes Leunis says that 
soybeans taste good and are also used to make a thick 
brown sauce, which is added to almost all foods in India, 
China, and Japan, and is also an article of commerce in 
Europe, used to improve sauces and gravies. However the 
sauce now available in Germany is said to be made of other 
ingredients rather than soybeans, namely mushrooms. From 
England, where this soy sauce is imported from India by 
the fi rm Grosse [sic, Crosse] & Blackwell in London, its 
use is spreading to the continent and is available in Vienna. 
Kaempfer, who describes the soybean plant so excellently 
in the classic work on his travels, also gives detailed 
information about its use as foods in Japan, which has 
since appeared in numerous other writings, such as Oken’s 
Allgemeine Naturgeschichte aller Stande (“General Natural 
History of All Places”) [1841] vol. III, part 3, page 1661.”

 Haberlandt then quotes in their entirety Kaempfer’s 
descriptions of miso and soy sauce (about 200 words 
each). He also indicates a vague knowledge of tofu.
 “It is reported that in China a type of food is 
made from the oilcakes or perhaps from soybeans 
directly, that superfi cially resembles a soft cheese or 
Quark (a European white unfermented cheese; nach 
dem weichen Käse oder dem Quark ähnliche Speise 
machen) presumably the original mush is subjected to 
a fermentation process and then mixed with pepper and 

other spices. A large part of China’s population is said to use 
this staple food.”
 Note 1. This is also the earliest German-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word “Quark” in 
connection with tofu.

 He goes on to describe the chemical 
composition and uses of the oil presscake in 
China.
 Page 14: “Since the oil content (Oelgehalt) 
of the soybean is lower than that of other 
oilseeds, it must be assumed in advance 
that its application for the production of oil 
(Oelgewinnung) must be disregarded. This also 
became evident through a test which Mr. Carl 
Berndt conducted on the rest of the soybeans 

that hadn’t been used for agronomic trials. He was kind 
enough to give me the following report: ‘Although I should 
have expected that one could not determine the full quantity 
of oil from a relatively small quantity of seeds, I was still 
astonished that there was not more than 6%. The analysis had 
resulted in 16 to 18%, and therefore the mechanical quantity 
was estimated at 10-12%.
 “’Actually it was quite diffi cult to locate an oil miller 
who would clean his mill suffi ciently that one received 
pure oil. Moreover, these people didn’t proceed with the 
interest and care that are necessary, since I found lots of oil 
in the presscakes, indicating that they had not been pressed 
suffi ciently. In terms of quality, I am more satisfi ed than I 
had expected to be. I had someone prepared baked goods 
where oil was used in the recipe and I could not detect the 
slightest after-taste. As a cross-check, I had another part of 
the baked goods prepared with Provenzer oil, but I could not 
tell the difference between the two.
 “’To what extent the [soybean] oil could be used for 
industrial [non-food] purposes, especially as a mordant 
(Beize) for the dyeing of Turkish-red, which uses very old, 
spent oil (that is soluble in carbonic potassium) can only 
be established when a suffi cient quantity of oil becomes 
available.’”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning special industrial uses of soybean oil as a non-
drying oil, as a mordant for dyeing. Address: Hochschule 
fuer Bodencultur, Vienna, Austria.
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724. Hamburger Garten- und Blumenzeitung. 1878. Die 
Sojabohne [The soybean]. 34:238-39. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The section titled “Feuilleton” (light reading) 
states that the soybean (Soya hispida Moench), which is a 
common food in East Asia, is used on the English ships that 
travel there in the form of a very popular prepared, sharp, 
mustardlike sauce–according to the Communications of the 
Royal Imperial Agricultural Society for Kärnten (Mittheilg. 
der k.k. Landwirthschaftsgesellschaft für Kaernten) [also 
called Carinthia, an Austrian crownland; now a state of 
southern Austria, bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia]. The 
soybean can be considered as a new crop plant for Kärnten, 
since in previous years, it has done well at the Agricultural 
School (Landesbauschule) in Ehrenhausen, with abundant 
yields of pods and seeds. From 20 seeds that were planted, 
19 plants grew and yielded 5,800 completely developed 
seeds that were harvested–a 235-fold increase. The bush 
bean-type plant is darker than the former, the trifoliolate 
leaves are a little more pointed and longer, the pods are 
coarse-haired like the entire plant, and the beans are 
spherical.
 Nothing has yet been reported concerning their taste 
and utilization. However Prof. Haberlandt’s chemical 
investigations showed they have a greater nutritional value 
than our other usual indigenous legumes. Moreover the 
soybeans grown in Europe have a greater nutritional value 
than the original Asiatic soybean seeds.
 Also discusses: Prunus mume Siebold and Zuccarini, the 
tree fruits from which umeboshi are made (p. 238).

725. Hance, Henry Fletcher. 1878. Spicilegia fl oræ sinensis 
[Gleanings of Chinese fl ora]: Diagnoses of new, or habitats 
of rare or hitherto unrecorded Chinese plants. J. of Botany, 
British and Foreign (London) 16:103-14. See p. 105.
• Summary: “11. Glycine (Leptocyamus) tomentosa, Benth. 
In agro Amoyensi, October 1857, ipse legi; ad sinum Ta-lien-
wan, Manchuriae, Julio 1860. coll. R. Swinhoe.
 “12. Glycine (Leptocyamus) tabacina, Benth. In 
graminosis insulae Tai-tan, prope Amoy, m. Maio 1866, 
invenit Sampson. Not hitherto recorded from China, though 
found in some of the South Pacifi c isles.” Address: Member 
of the Imperial Academy Naturae Curiosorum, UK.

726. Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical 
Association. 1878. Report on the progress of pharmacy. 
25:25-334. See p. 236-37. Held in Sept. 1877 in Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada.
• Summary: In the section titled “Materia medica: Vegetable 
drugs” (p. 116-237), a subsection titled “Useful Plants of 
the Chinese Province of Shantung” (p. 234+) begins: “From 
a recent report on the geography and natural history of the 
province of Shantung, published in Hong Kong, the ‘Journal 
of the Society of Arts’ extracts some interesting details, 
which are copied in “Ph. J. Trans.,” July 8th, 1876, p. 26. 

The following useful plants are mentioned:
 Page 236: “Soja Hispida.–The bean cheese or bean 
curd, so common in many parts of China, is made from white 
or yellow beans steeped in cold water till they are soft, when 
they are deprived of their skin by pressing them between the 
fi ngers, after which, they are reduced to pulp, by pounding 
them in a mortar or pressing them under a millstone; the pulp 
is passed through a sieve, and then some lu-shui–[nigari] 
the residuum of sea-salt or nitre, or a gypsum solution is 
added, which coagulates the albumen; the water is taken off 
by pressure in linen cloth loaded with stones; this liquid is 
carefully thrown away, being said to be poisonous. The cake 
so obtained is salted, and sold fresh in the streets, or dried to 
the consistence of hard cheese. Flour for food is also made 
from these beans, as well as sauce or soy.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “ bean cheese” by itself 
(with a space before the word “bean,” and where it is not 
preceded by the words “soy,” “soya,” “soja,” etc.) to refer to 
tofu.
 “This sauce, now extensively used in Great Britain and 
America, is prepared by steeping the beans in water for one 
hour; they are then half dried in the sun and mixed with 
wheat fl our and allowed to ferment, being placed for that 
purpose in a hot damp place. The mould which develops 
itself in abundance on the beans is scraped off, the beans are 
then dried and put in salted water, which has been properly 
boiled and cooled (to expel air). The brown and black color 
of the sauce so obtained is supposed to be produced by a 
microscopic fungus resembling the ergot of rye, whose 
properties the soy is said to possess.
 “These kind of beans are very extensively used in the 
manufacture of the now famous bean cake, which appears 
to be exported in enormous quantities. The beans being 
thoroughly crushed under heavy stone wheels turned by 
mules, are heated under water and the cakes compressed 
between iron hoops. The pressure is slowly and gradually 
increased by driving wedges with an enormous stone 
suspended as a pendulum and acting as a ram. The oil which 
runs from them into a kind of well, is black and very dense; 
it has a disagreeable smell, and is used for illuminating 
purposes, and for calking boats, and being mixed with lime 
it makes a kind of putty. A foreign fi rm at Nenchavang [sic, 
Newchwang], sometime ago, tried to extract oil from the 
beans by the more powerful and expeditious means of a 
hydraulic press, but the resistance to a sudden pressure was 
so great that hardly any oil could be obtained.”
 The next section (p. 236-37) is titled “Sesamum 
orientale, Arachis hypogæa, Cannabis sativa, Ricinus 
communis” [sesame, peanuts, hemp, castor]; these are among 
the oil-producing plants of Shantung province.

727. Hance, Henry F. 1879. On the sources of the “China 
matting” of commerce. J. of Botany, British and Foreign 
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(London) 17:99-105. April. See p. 102. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The manufacture of matting is one of the most 
important industrial occupations of Southern China.” This 
matting is widely used in Southern China to make the sails 
of large heavy-looking trading junks and myriads of lighter 
fi shing craft, plus most boats of all kinds in the Canton River 
delta. “In addition to this, the main and most important use to 
which matting is put, it is largely used for dollar-bags, bed-
mats, bags for packing salt, and as covering for the boxes in 
which tea, cassia, sugar-candy and other articles are packed 
for exportation;...”
 The plant from which this fl oor matting is woven 
(Cyperus tegetiformis) is planted in June and replanted 2 
months later in rows, as is done with rice. “No other care is 
needed than the occasional weeding of the ground, which is 
usually manured with ‘bean cake,’ the marc or refuse of Soja 
beans, from which the oil has been expressed, a substance 
largely imported [to southern China] from northern China as 
a fertilizer.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2005) that uses the term “bean cake” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Member of the Imperial 
Academy Naturae Curiosorum, UK.

728. Bulletin Trimestriel de la Societe des Sciences, 
Agriculture et Arts de la Basse-Alsace (Strasbourg). 1879. 
M. Fuehrer lit un compte-rendu d’un mémoire qui a été 
publié dans la Wiener Landwirthschafl iche Zeitung par M. 
le professeur Hecke sur la fève soja [Mr. L. Führer reads a 
report of an article on the soybean published in the Wiener 
Landwirthschafl iche Zeitung by Prof. Hecke]. 13(3):355-62. 
Meeting of 3 Sept. 1879. M. Rod. Turckheim, residing. [1 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: Gentlemen, I should inform you of the report 
published in the journal Wiener Landwirthschafl iche Zeitung 
by Prof. Hecke on the agronomic trials done in Austria, 
Bavaria, and Silesia of the bean, introduced following 
the Universal Exposition of Vienna and known to former 
botanists by the name Dolichos bean of Japan (Dolic du 
Japon) [the soybean]. The beans of this plant are used in 
Japan to make a type of sauce that is served as a condiment 
called Soja. The plant was fi rst placed in the botanical 
system in the genus Dolichos, from which it takes its name, 
and which is found in Theophrastus, from a variety of beans 
having very elongated pods. This genus, differing from true 
beans (haricots) only because their carina (carène) is not 
twisted in a spiral, contains 60 species, all exotic, including 
Dolichos lablab, the famous Egyptian lentil for which the 
patriarch Esau had to give up his right of primogeniture [to 
his younger brother Jacob]. Our plant had taken the name 
of Dolichos soya within the genus, and later, the genus 
Dolichos having acquired too many species, it served as 
a model for a particular genus known as Soja hispida [the 
soybean].

 Note 1. In botany, the word “carina” refers to the two 
conjoined lower petals of a bean, pea, or other legume fl ower 
that enclose the stamen and style. It is derived from the Latin 
word carina, meaning the hull or keel of a boat.
 Soy sauce (la sauce du soja) was well known in Europe; 
it was even stylish (à la mode) at the turn of the century [ca. 
1800] in London and Paris, but no one there had the plant. 
It was only after the Universal Exposition of Vienna where 
Dolichos beans of all [sic, several] countries fi gured, that 
the attention of some farmers and notably that of Professor 
Haberlandt had been called to these beans. Some agronomic 
trials were done; it was soon recognized that the species or 
varieties coming from Japan and north China were those that 
could adapt themselves most easily to the climate of central 
Europe, and the yellow variety was recognized as being 
preferable to any other.
 Let us also recall that at last April’s meeting, our 
colleague Mr. Wagner made a rather large distribution of 
seeds coming from his own crop. It will be then possible to 
obtain exact information on the merit of the new legume.
 The journal Isis, which also contains an article on soy 
(soja), publishes a table comparing the composition of 
different edible beans. It compares the water, albumin, non-
protein extracted material, and ash content of the soybean, 
haricot bean, pea, lentil, broad bean / faba bean (fève), and 
lupine.
 It is certain that a great number of plants have been 
extolled for agriculture and we should have expected 
marvelous results. Yet very few justifi ed the reputation 
that had been made of them, and in the majority of cases 
the plants in use for centuries prevailed over their new 
competitors. But it is not less true that to agronomic trials 
of exotic plants we owe wine, potatoes, tobacco, and many 
others. These trials would merit encouragement then, even 
if of 50 new plants only one succeeds, and could improve 
our agriculture. It is for this reason that I wish to call the 
Society’s attention to another plant which I mentioned 
earlier–the Dolichos lablab or Egyptian lentil (le lentille 
d’Égypte).
 Note 2. Mr. L. Führer is a member of this Society and 
responsible for publishing the Bulletin and for the “Initiative 
/ Information Commission” (commission d’initiative). 
Address: Basse-Alsace, France.

729. Aberdeen Evening Express (Scotland). 1879. Chinese 
hospitality. Sept. 24. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: From an American Paper: “An American lady 
who partook of a ceremonious dinner in China gives an 
interesting account of the affair”–which took four hours.
 “Then came eighteen courses as follows:–... Stewed 
pigeons and bean curd... Rice with chicken soup, salted 
cabbage, salt bean curd, chestnuts grown in water, and I 
don’t know what. After that tea–and after that a headache!”
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730. Atkinson, R.W. 1879. The chemical industries of Japan. 
No. 2.–Ame. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan 
7:313-22.
• Summary: Although amé “is best known to foreigners in 
the form of a sweetmeat much esteemed by children,” it is 
also largely used “in the manufacture of mirin and shoyu. In 
a viscous liquid form, sold out of jars in shops, it is called 
midzu-ame, with the best variety of the latter called awa-
ame.
 The basic starch-containing raw material is either 
millet (Jap. awa), or mochigome (glutinous rice), or the 
common kind of rice called uruchi. The ame made from 
rice is much sweeter than that made from millet. The late 
Dr. Ritter wrote in detail of ame in a paper published by 
the German Asiatic Society in 1874 [See: Mittheilungen 
der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und Voelkerkunde 
Ostasiens (Yokohama) 1(5):3-5. July]. A detailed description 
of the process for making ame is then given. Address: B.Sc., 
London.

731. Baker, J.G. 1879. Leguminosae. In: J.D. Hooker, ed. 
1879. Flora of British India. Vol. 2. London: L. Reeve & Co. 
792 p. See p. 56-306. Soy on p. 183-84. [8 ref]
• Summary: An early reference to the soybean as 
Glycine Soja. Under the order Leguminosae, suborder I 
is Papilionaceae. Under that, Tribe VIII is Phaseoleae. 
Subtribe I, Glycineae includes the genus Glycine, which 
has: “Stamens monodelphous. Stipules and bracts minute 
caducuous. Anthers uniform, all fertile (p. 59).
 The genus Glycine, Linn. (p. 183-84) contains 3 species: 
(1). G. javanica, Linn. Found on the plains of the Western 
Peninsula [of British India] and Ceylon. Distribution: 
Tropical Africa, Natal [in today’s South Africa], and Java. 
(2). G. pentaphylla, Dalz. Found in Khasia.
 (3). G. Soja, Sieb. & Zucc. Found in: “Himalayas, 
tropical region; Kumaon to Sikkim, Khasia and Ava, often 
cultivated. Distrib. East Asia.

“Stems suberect or climbing upwards, densely clothed 
with fi ne ferruginous hairs. Leaves long-petioled; leafl ets 
membranous, ovate, acute, rarely obtuse, 2-4 inches long. 
Calyx ¼ inch, densely hairy. Corolla reddish, little exserted. 
Pods usually only 2-3 developed in the axil of each leaf, 
linear-oblong, recurved, densely pubescent, 1½-2 inches by 
1/3 to 3/8 inches, 3-4 seeded, subtorulose.”
 Note 1. Talk with Ted Hymowitz, Prof. Emeritus of 
Plant Genetics, Univ. of Illinois. 2007. Nov. 20-21. Did 
Baker see the annual wild soybean (Glycine soja Sieb. & 
Zucc.) or the annual cultivated soybean (Glycine max)? Ted 
is an expert on wild soybeans, and in Oct. 1967 he collected 
30 annual cultivated soybeans, grown by farmers in the 
Kumaon Hills region of northern India in the foothills of 
the Himalaya Mountains at altitudes ranging from 3,600 to 
7,500 feet (Hymowitz 1969). Over 90% of these cultivated 
soybeans were black seeded, with relatively small seeds and 

a procumbent habit of growth (they trailed along the ground). 
Ted thinks that Baker probably saw annual cultivated 
soybeans but mistook them for annual wild soybeans. Why? 
(1) The soybeans Baker saw were being cultivated, in much 
the same way as the ones Ted saw in India; annual wild 
soybeans are (as far as Ted knows) never cultivated because 
they are almost never used for food; the seeds are too small. 
(2) The soybeans Baker described in northeast India appear 
to be very similar to the ones Ted saw in northwest India. 
Ted knows from experience that Glycine Soja and the 
Glycine max he saw in India look remarkably similar. (3) It 
was partly a taxonomic problem. The taxonomy of the genus 
Glycine was a mess at this time. If you read F.J. Hermann 
(1962, “A revision of the Genus Glycine and Its Immediate 
Allies”) you will see that Hermann stated that Glycine 
soja could be considered synonymous with Glycine max in 
the much of the early literature because of the taxonomic 
confusion. Therefore Baker (1879) basically found the 
annual cultivated soybean in north east India (as well as in 
the Kumaon Hills and Ava in Burma).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning soybeans in north east India or the cultivation 
of soybeans in north east India. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in north east East India, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in north east India (1879). The source 
of these soybeans is unknown, but they may have come from 
southwestern China (Sichuan province), along the valley 
of the Brahmaputra River into Assam, and thence into the 
Khasia Hills [Khasi Hills] (in today’s Meghalaya; they rise 
from the Brahmaputra Valley in Assam) and the Naga Hills 
(in today’s Nagaland; they rise from the Brahmaputra Valley 
in Assam). Or the soybeans may have come into North East 
India from Upper Burma to the west (see “Ava” below).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning soybeans in Sikkim of the cultivation of soybeans 
in Sikkim.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
which states that soybeans grow in Khasia [The Khasia 
Hills / Khasi Hills]. These hills are largely in today’s 
north east Indian state of Meghalaya. Therefore This is the 
earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) concerning soybeans in 
Meghalaya.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that mentions “Ava” in connection with soybeans. Judging 
from the context and research on the geography of the area, 
Ava probably refers to a ruined city on the Irrawady River, 
Sagaing division, Myanmar [Burma], 6 miles (10 km) 
southwest of Mandalay. It was the capital of Burma, on and 
off for 400 years, the last time being 1823-1837. Ava is about 
300 miles southeast of the Khasi Hills.
 John Gilbert Baker, lived 1834-1920. Address: F.L.S., 
Keeper of the Herbarium, Royal Gardens, Kew, England.

732. Hooker, Joseph D. ed. 1879. The fl ora of British India. 
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Vol. 2. Leguminosae. London: L. Reeve & Co. 792 p. See p. 
183-84. Section on soybeans by J.G. Baker. A reprint edition 
was published in 1973 in Dehra Dun, India.
• Summary: “3. G. Soja, Sieb & Zucc. Fam. Nat. Fl. Jap. 
11; stems stout suberect, leafl ets 3, racemes few-fl owered 
congested sessile, calyx-teeth long sataceous, pods broad. 
Benth. in Journ. Linn. Soc. viii. 266. 247. Dolichos Linn.; 
Roxb. Fl. Ind. [Roxburgh’s Flora Indica]. iii. 314. Soja 
angustifolia, Miq[uel]. Fl. Ind. Bat. i. 223.
 “Himalayas, tropical region; Kumaon to Sikkim, 
Khasia and Ava, often cultivated. Distrib. East Asia. Stems 
suberect or climbing upwards, annual, densely clothed with 
fi ne ferruginous [rust-colored] hairs. Leaves long-petioled; 
leafl ets membranous, ovate, acute, rarely obtuse, 2-4 inches 
long. Calyx ¼ inches, densely hairy. Corolla reddish, little 
exserted [i.e., little projecting beyond an enclosed organ or 
part]. Pods usually only 2-3 developed in the axil of each 
leaf, linear-oblong, recurved, densely pubescent, l½-2 inches 
by 1/3–3/8 inches, 3-4 seeded, subtorulose.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2002) that uses the world “climbing” (or “climb,” 
“climber” or “climbs”) to describe any type of soybean 
plant–in this case the wild annual soybean, Glycine soja.
 Prain (1903, Introduction) notes of this pioneering book: 
“The completion of the Flora of British India, which for 
over a quarter of a century (1872-97) absorbed much of the 
attention of Sir Joseph Hooker, who has written the greater 
portion and edited the whole of that masterly work, marks 
the end of a period in the history of Indian botany.” Address: 
Sir, C.B., K.C.S.I., M.D., F.R.S.,... Hon Member of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, India & England.

733. Kinch, Edward. 1879. Japan: A classifi ed and 
descriptive catalogue of a collection of agricultural products 
exhibited in the Sydney international exhibition by the 
Imperial College of Agriculture, Tokio, Japan. Tokyo: 
Agricultural Bureau (Naimushô), Home Dept. 65 p. 20 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Each item that was displayed is numbered. All 
chemical / nutritional analyses give percentage composition 
unless otherwise stated. The chapter on “Manures “begins (p. 
4): “The principal manures used in this country are human 
excrements both solid and liquid, which are collected with 
the greatest care and applies to the land whilst in a more or 
less advanced state of decomposition. The excreta are often 
made into a compost with dried grass.
 The section titled “vegetable manures” (p. 7-13) gives 
analyses of rape cake (abura kasu), malt dust (ame kasu), 
sesamum cake (goma kasu), rice beer residues (sake kasu), 
soy [sauce] residues (shoyu kasu; water 16.37%, ash 4.96%, 
organic matter 78.67%), rice cleanings (nuka), and barley 
bran (fusuma).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2012) that contains the term shoyu kasu (in italics, 

without diacritics) which it defi nes as “Soy residues,” and the 
earliest that gives its composition.
 The chapter on “Foods” begins (p. 16): “By far the 
most important national food is rice, Kome; more than one 
half of the cultivated land of the Empire is devoted to paddy 
fi elds, Ta, and besides the rice grown on this irrigated land 
a considerable quantity is grown on the dry fi elds, Katake.” 
Mochi-gome or glutinous rice, is specially used for making 
the new years’ cakes, Mochi.
 The many kinds of leguminous plants include: Peas, 
fi eld and haricot beans, vetches, lupins; soy beans Glycine 
(soja) hispida, O-mame or Daidzu; fol. lanceolata (Midzu-
kugiri); Phaseolus radiatus, Adzuki or Shodzu; P. radiatus 
v. pendula, Tsura-adzuki; P. radiatus subtriloba, Bundo; 
Horse gram, Dolichos unifl orus, Sasagi; Gram, Dolichos 
umbellatus, Hata-sasagi; Overlook pea, Canavalia incurva, 
Nata-mame; Ground nut, Arachis hypogæa, Rakkasho or 
Tojin-mame.
 “Also should be mentioned the sesamum, Goma, the oil 
of which is extensively used in cooking; Perilla ocymoides, 
Ye-goma; and rape, Brassica sinensis, Abura-na, which 
is cultivated for its seed, the oil being used for burning.” 
Also list (with scientifi c and Japanese names, p. 17-18) the 
principal root crops, fruits, sea weed and lichens, fungi, and 
starch.
 Next: Chemical analyses of rice, wheat, rye, “red 
bean–Adzuki–Phaseolus radiatus (large variety and small 
variety).”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the word Shodzu (or shôdzu or 
shôzu or shodzu or shozu) or the word “red” or the term “red 
bean” to refer to the azuki bean, or that gives its scientifi c 
name as Phaseolus radiatus, or that reports the existence of 
large and small varieties, or that uses the word Bundo to refer 
to a variety of azuki bean.
 Then (p. 22-26): “44. Beans. O-mame, Daidzu. 
Glycine (soja) hispida. White round soy bean. Miso mame. 
Percentage composition (table): Water 11.32, albuminoids 
37.75, fat 20.89, fi bre 1.50, ash 3.86, starch and soluble 
cellulose 24.58. Total 100.00.
 “This bean is met with in several varieties of different 
colour and size, but they differ little in composition. It is 
vegetable which approaches nearest in chemical composition 
to animal food (meat), containing as it does one fi fth of its 
weight of fat and often two-fi fths of nitrogenous matter. It is 
an extremely valuable adjunct to the food of a people who 
subsist so largely on a purely vegetable diet, of which the 
bulk is rice so rich in heat producers–starch, and poor in fl esh 
formers–albuminoids.

“Shoyu, Miso, and Tofu, are made from these beans, and 
enter largely into the food of the nation.
 “45. Miso. Shiro-miso or white miso. From Osaka. 
Percentage composition: Water 50.73, fi bre 12.93, ash 6.58 
(containing 5.4 per cent of common salt), sugar 17.54, 
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albuminoids 5.64, soluble carbohydrates 6.58. Total 100.00. 
Soluble in water 35.88 per cent.
 “46. Miso. Aka-miso or red miso. From Osaka. 
Percentage composition: Water 50.40, fi bre 8.25, ash 
12.50 (containing 12 per cent of common salt), sugar 0.61, 
albuminoids 10.08, soluble carbohydrates 18.16. Total 
100.00. Soluble in water 34.71 per cent.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the term “Shiro-miso” refer to 
white miso (and vice versa) or “aka-miso” to refer to red 
miso (and vice versa).
 “In the preparation of Miso the beans are boiled, 
pounded in a mortar into a paste and mixed with fermenting 
rice, Koji (see sake) in various proportions, and with more 
or less salt, and the mixture is placed in tubs and left in a 
cool place for about a month. It will be seen that one variety, 
white miso, contains much sugar, derived from the koji, and 
little salt; whilst the other variety contains very little sugar 
and much more salt.
 “47. Tofu. Percentage composition: Water 89.29, 
ash 0.48, fi bre 1.01, nitrogenous substances 4.87, non-
nitrogenous substances 4.35 (containing 3.32% fat). Total 
100.00.
 “This food is made by boiling the white soy beans, 
Shiro-mame, in water after they have been soaked, ground 
and strained through a sieve. The solution is fi ltered through 
cotton cloth and the residue pressed; the liquid, containing 
legumin in solution, is precipitated by the addition of the 
brine which runs off from sea salt during its deliquescence in 
the air. The precipitate constitutes Tofu.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2008) that uses the word “legumin” to refer to the 
water soluble protein in soybeans than can be precipitated by 
a coagulant to make tofu.
 “48. Kori tofu. Percentage composition: Water 18.75, 
ash 1.60, nitrogenous substances 48.80, non-nitrogenous 
substances, chiefl y fat 30.85. Total 100.00.
 “Prepared from the above [tofu] by exposing it to the air 
during frost, until it freezes, and afterwards thawing in the 
sun, by which the greater quantity of the water is removed.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions dried frozen tofu, which it 
calls Kori tofu.
 “49. Soy [sauce]. Shoyu. Specifi c gravity 1.1996. 
Grams per litre: Total solid residue 359.888, ash 195.168 
(principally common salt), sugar 31.034, albuminoids 
41.000, free acid expressed as acetic acid 6.200.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) 
that uses the term “specifi c gravity” in connection with 
soyfoods–in this case soy sauce.
 “Manufacture of Shoyu. Shoyu is made from the soy 
bean, Glycine (soja) hispida q.v. together with wheat, 
salt and water. Equal parts of beans and wheat are used. 
A small part of the wheat is mixed with Koji (see sake) 

and allowed to ferment. The remainder is roasted and the 
beans are also roasted. The roasted beans and wheat are 
then mixed together with the fermenting wheat, placed in 
shallow wooden boxes, and kept for some days, at a fi xed 
temperature, in a warm chamber with thick walls, until the 
whole mass is covered with fungus. It is very important that 
the temperature of this chamber should be kept at the proper 
point. By these processes, part of the starch of the wheat is 
converted into dextrin and sugar, and lactic acid and acetic 
acid are formed. It is then mixed with salt lye, the proportion 
used being about 4 go of salt to 12 koku of water to extract 1 
koku of the fermented product. The mashings are removed to 
large vats and there kept for at least 20 months and generally 
for 3 or 5 years. The better qualities of shoyu are kept the 
longer times. It is found that the best soy is produced by 
mixing that kept for 5 years with that kept for 3 years. After 
it has been kept a suffi ciently long time, it is strained through 
thick cotton bags and the residue pressed in the same manner 
as in sake pressing. Before fi ltering, honey is sometimes 
added in the proportion of 10 kin to 1 koku of Moromi or 
mixed soy, in order to give it a sweet taste. Occasionally 
a sweet sake, obtained by taking 1 koku of koji to 7 to of 
water and 1 to of steamed rice, mixing them together and 
steaming for two hours, is added instead of honey. The 
residue obtained on pressing moromi is again mixed with salt 
and water, in the proportion of 8 to of salt to 1 koku of water 
and again pressed, this yields and inferior shoyu. Sometimes 
water is added to this second residue and it is again pressed. 
The residue fi rst obtained is sometimes used as food, and the 
last residue as manure. One koku of the mixture, moromi, 
produces 4 kuwamme of residue at the fi rst fi ltration and 
about 3.5 kuwamme of residue at the second and third. The 
shoyu, after pressing, is allowed to settle for two days in 
large tanks, and then drawn off and again fi ltered. Shoyu is 
a very important condiment, it is mixed with a great many 
kinds of food and is produced and consumed in very large 
quantities.
 “1000 Go = 100 Sho = 10 To = 1 Koku = 4.929 Bushels. 
1 Kin = 1.325 lbs. 1 Kuwamme = 8.28 lbs.
 Note 7. This description of how shoyu is made contains 
several major errors.
 Finally, there are chapters on alcoholic liquors (with 
emphasis on sake or “rice beer, sometimes called rice wine”), 
sweet liqueurs (mirin, homeishiu, shiro-zake), food adjuncts 
(incl. salt, vinegar, spices, herbs, and perhaps shoyu), edible 
sea weeds (20 varieties, with both Japanese and scientifi c 
names, and an analysis of each), tea, tobacco, fodder, animal 
foods, dye stuffs, oils and waxes, and starch (incl. kudzu, 
Pueraria thunbergiana).
 Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (July 2008) 
concerning soybean products (tofu, dried-frozen tofu, and 
shoyu) in connection with (but not yet in) Australia.
 Note 9. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2014) that uses the term “chemical composition” 
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in connection with the soy bean.
 Note 10. This is the earliest document seen (July 2008) 
by Edward Kinch (1848-1920) that mentions soy. Kinch was 
born on 18 Aug. 1848 at Henley-on-Thames, Oxfordshire, 
England, the 3rd child of Charles Kinch and Emma 
Plumbe Kinch. He was baptised there on 12 Dec. 1845 in 
St. Mary’s church. Kinch was a chemist, specializing in 
agricultural chemistry. In 1869 he became assistant professor 
at the Royal Agricultural College (RAC) in Cirencester 
(in southwestern England). From 1876 to 1881 he was a 
professor of agricultural chemistry at the Imperial College of 
Agriculture in Tokyo, Japan. Then from 1881 to 1915 he was 
professor of chemistry at the RAC in Cirencester. He married 
Edith Shirley Huntington in 1889 in Pembroke district, 
Pembroke, Wales. They had two children, William (born 
ca. 1886) and Dora Ann (born ca. 1893). He died on 6 Aug. 
1920 in Haselmere, Surrey, England.
 Note 11. This catalog was displayed at the Sydney 
International Exhibition, held in Australia in 1879. The 
Sydney International Exhibition was Australia’s fi rst 
international exhibition, a showcase of invention and 
industry from around the world. An imposing Garden Palace 
was constructed in the Botanic Gardens as a home for the 
exhibition. Address: F.I.C., F.C.S., &c., Prof. of Chemistry. 
Imperial College of Agriculture, Komaba, Tokio, Japan.

734. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1880. Display ad: Great 
reduction in price: Lea & Perrins signature on the bottle of 
the genuine Worcestershire sauce. San Francisco Chronicle. 
Jan. 5. p. 2, col. 4.
• Summary: Printed to the left of the bottle: “It imparts a 
most delicious taste and zest to soups, gravies, fi sh, hot and 
cold joints.
 Printed to the right of the bottle: “Extract of a Letter 
from a Medical Gentleman at Madras [India], to his brother 
at Worcester, May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea & Perrins that their Sauce 
is highly esteemed in India, and is in my opinion the most 
palatable as well as the most wholesome Sauce that is made.’
 “Sold and used throughout the world. Travelers and 
tourists fi nd great benefi t in having a bottle with them.” 
 Large illustrations show: (1) The “Lea & Perrins” 
signature. (2) A bottle of the sauce.
 Note 1. This ad appeared in the Jan. 26 and March 1 
issues of this newspaper (both on p. 2). After that, no ad for 
Worcestershire sauce was seen until 1889.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 

that shows the actual “Lea & Perrins” signature in an ad for 
this sauce. Address: Agents, 26 College Place and 1 Union 
Square, New York [City].

735. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. The soya bean. 
13:48. Jan. 10. Short review of an article in the Bulletin of 
the Central Horticultural Society of France. [1 ref]
• Summary: “According to an analysis published in the 
Bulletin of the Central Horticultural Society of France the 
seeds of this plant, Soya hispida, are considerably richer 
in nitrogenous and fatty matters than other pulse. It would 
seem, therefore, to be well worth growing in warmer 
latitudes than ours.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2007) that contains the word “soya bean” or 
(“soya beans”), or that has this word in the title. Address: 
England.

736. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. Bean-cake 
manure in China. 13:178. Feb. 7.
• Summary: Bean-cake is the main manure used in the south 
of China for both rice and sugar cultivation. About 300,000 
piculs are imported into Amoy each year. Attempts to replace 
bean-cake with guano have proved fruitless. Cultivators say 
guano stimulates but bean-cake nourishes the earth. By using 
guano, a larger crop is obtained the fi rst year but the land is 
exhausted. Address: England.

737. H.K. 1880. Bean-cake manure in China. Gardeners’ 
Chronicle (London) 13:209. Feb. 14.
• Summary: “H.K. writes, ‘I distinctly remember boarding 
junks laden with cakes of artifi cial manure upon the coast of 
China, but had supposed that it was of another description to 
[of] the Bean-cake, the refuse [okara] of the Beancurd [tofu], 
which is so commonly sold in China. If so, the manufacture 
of a palatable food, which leaves so valuable a refuse, is one 
which might be adopted with advantage in this country.’ Can 
Mr. Fortune enlighten us?”
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that mentions okara, which it calls “the 
Bean-cake, the refuse of the Beancurd [tofu].” Address: 
England.

738. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. Bean-cake 
manure. 13:242. Feb. 21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dr. Hance explains (Journal of Botany, 1879, 
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p. 102) that ‘Bean-cake is the marc or refuse of Soja Beans, 
from which the oil has been expressed,’ and is ‘a substance 
largely imported [to Southern China] from Northern China 
as a fertiliser.’ The Bean-cake is used to manure the Cyperus 
tegetiformis, of which the China matting is made which is 
now so largely used in England.” Address: England.

739. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1880. Worcestershire sauce: The 
great sauce of the world (Ad). Washington Post. May 13. p. 
3.
• Summary: Below the title of this display ad is the signature 
“Lea & Perrins.” “Signature is on every bottle of genuine 
Worcestershire Sauce. Imparts the most delicious taste and 
zest to soups, gravies, fi sh, hot & cold meats, game &c.
 “Extract of a letter from a medical gentleman at Madras 
[India] to his brother at Worcester. May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea 
& Perrins that their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and 
is, in my opinion, the most palatable as well as the most 
wholesome sauce that is made.’
 “Sold and used throughout the world.” In the center 
of the ad is an illustration of a bottle of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce with the front label in plain view. 
Address: New York.

740. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. The cultivation 
and uses of the soy bean (Soja hispida). 14:369-70. Sept. 18. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The cultivation of the Soy Bean (Soja hispida) 
is being strongly recommended in France as a green 
vegetable.” Planting instructions are given.
 “The greatest use to which the plant is put in China and 
Japan is in the preparation of soy [sauce] and of food from 
the ripe seeds. The manufacture of shoyu, or soy, is thus 
described in a descriptive catalog of agricultural products of 
Japan exhibited at the late Sydney International Exhibition 
[Australia; held in Oct. 1879]. Equal parts of Beans and 
Wheat are used...” The koji is made in shallow wooden 
boxes. “The mashings are removed to large vats, and kept 
there for at least twenty months, but more often for three or 
fi ve years, the better qualities being those that are kept for 
the longer periods. The best soy is produced by mixing that 
kept for fi ve years with that kept for three years. After it 
has been kept a suffi ciently long time, it is strained through 
thick cotton bags, and the residue submitted to pressure. 
Before fi ltering honey is sometimes added. The residue is 
again mixed with salt and water and again pressed, the yield 
being soy of an inferior kind. Sometimes water is added to 
this second residue, and is again pressed. The residue fi rst 
obtained is occasionally used as food, and the last residue as 
manure.”
 Note 1. It seems from the above text (and seems likely 
in itself) that both shoyu and the catalog describing the shoyu 
were exhibited at the Sydney International Exhibition of 
1879. Address: England.

741. Paillieux, Auguste. 1880. Le soya, sa composition 
chimique, ses variétés, sa culture et ses usages [The soybean, 
its chemical composition, varieties, culture, and uses]. 
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 27:414-71. Sept.; 
27:538-96. Oct. 28 cm. [73 ref. Fre]

• Summary: One of the most important and original of the 
early publications on soya in Europe. Its in-text bibliography 
on soya was the largest of any published up to that time.
 Contents: Part I: Introduction and extracts on soybeans 
and soyfoods from 30 articles published previously in the 
Bulletin of the Society for Acclimatization from 1855 to 1880 
(pages 414-430. Note 1. Each of these articles has a separate 
record in this database).
 1. Soybean botany (p. 430-31). 2. The soybean in 
Japan (p. 431-42): Engelbert Kaempfer and his writings 
on miso and shoyu, information on soya from a document 
titled Japan at the World Exposition of 1878 (Le Japon á 
l’Exposition universelle de 1878, written in French by a 
Japanese, p. 29-33), recipe for making shoyu in France, tofu. 
3. Soya in Cochinchine (French Indochina, p. 442-46): Black 
soybeans. 4. Soya in China (p. 446-51): Soy oil (Huile de 
Soya), fermented tofu (le fromage de soya, teou-fou), soy 
sauce (tsiang-yeou; In London, England, it is sold under the 
name of “India Soy” at Cross & Blackwell, Soho-Square {p. 
451}).
 Note 2. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term fromage de soya (p. 
449) to refer to tofu. 5. Soya in Austria-Hungary (p. 452-71): 
Starting with soybeans at the World Exposition of Vienna 
in 1873, includes a long, in-depth discussion (with many 
excerpts) of Prof. F. Haberlandt’s book Le Soja, published in 
Vienna in 1878.
 Tables in Part I show: (1) The chemical composition (in 
both their normal and dry states) of Chinese soybeans (pois 
de Chine), tofu (fromage de pois), and tofu curds (p. 427). (2) 
The yield of tofu. 120 gm of soybeans yields 184 gm of tofu 
(p. 427). (3) The weight and nitrogen content of the different 
components when tofu is made from soybeans (p. 428). (4) 
The Japanese names of 23 soybean (mame) varieties and a 
very brief description of their characteristics (p. 435-36; e.g., 
1. Go-guwatsu no mame {5th month bean}. 2. Use mame 
[sic, Wase mame] {early}. 3. Nakate mame {half season}. 3a. 
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Okute mame {late}. 4. Maru mame {round}. 5. Shiro teppo 
mame {white, like a pistol bullet} 6. Kuro mame {black}. 
7. Kuro teppo mame {black, like a pistol bullet} 8. Koishi 
mame {small stone}. 9. Awo mame {Ao, green}. 10. Kage 
mame {shade, shadow}. 11-15. Aka mame {red; 1 of same 
species, two of different species}. 16-18. Tsya mame {Cha, 
tea colored}. 19. Kuro Kura Kake mame {black saddled}. 
20. Aka Kura Kake mame {red saddled}. 21-23. Fu iri mame 
{striped, variegated, mottled; see Uzura mame = speckled 
like quail eggs}). This nomenclature was taken from a 
Japanese work titled: “Explanation, with fi gures, of trees and 
plants recently determined / identifi ed.”
 (5) The romanized Chinese names of six types of 
soybeans and a French translation of each (e.g., Houang-
teou = Soya jaune) (p. 447). (6) Two analyses of soybean 
seeds, reprinted from Chemischer Ackersmann, 1872 (p. 
458). (7) The chemical composition of three soybean 
varieties, including Yellow of Mongolia, Yellow of China, 
and Reddish-Brown of China; the composition of the original 
seeds and the fi rst generation seed is given for each type (p. 
460-61). (8) The chemical composition of reddish-brown, 
yellow, and black varieties of soybeans (p. 469-70; data 
from M. Schroeder, Mach, and Caplan, published by F. 
Haberlandt). (9) Weight of 1,000 seeds for four generations 
grown out in Vienna. Original seeds: 81.5 to 105 gm. First 
generation: 110.5 to 154.5 gm. Second generation: 141.8 to 
163.6 gm. Third generation: 116.0 to 151.0 gm.
 Contents (continued), Part II. 6. The Soybean, by Count 
Heinrich Attems (p. 538-60): Soybean cultivation, time of 
planting, spacing of seeds, quantity of seeds, harvest, uses, 
and food preparations made from whole soybeans. Practical 
soybean culture trials on a grand scale, in the domain of the 
archduke Albert, an extract from a booklet by Edmond de 
Blaskovics titled “The Soybean, Its Culture, Use, and Value 
as Forage” (Vienna, 1880). Excerpts of six articles on soya 
from the Wiener Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Viennese 
Agricultural Journal) (Jan. 1879 to June 1880) (p. 548-54). 
Excerpts of ten articles on soya from the Oesterreichisches 
Landwirtschaftliches Wochenblatt (Austrian Agricultural 
Weekly) (March 1879 to Feb. 1880) (p. 554-59).
 7. The soybean in France (p. 561-76): History (starting 
with Buffon, who became director of the Jardin des Plantes 
[Royal Garden, also called Jardin du Roi] in 1739), varieties 
grown, cultivation, utilization (mainly as forage plant for 
livestock and as an oilseed for oil and meal), accessory uses 
(miso, Japanese-style soy sauce {shoyu}, Chinese-style soy 
sauce {tsiang-yeou}, Japanese-style tofu {tô-fu}, Chinese-
style tofu {téou-fou}, fermented black soybeans {téou-
che}, and soy coffee {café de Soja}, white fermented tofu 
{fromage blanc}, red fermented tofu {fromage rouge}, green 
vegetable soybeans {des graines fraîches, écossées encores 
vertes, comme le Haricot fl ageolet}, whole dry soybeans {les 
graines sèches comme le Haricot blanc ordinare}).
 8. Conclusion and tables showing French analyses of 

soybeans (p. 576-78). Appendixes (p. 579-96): Summaries of 
letters to the Society describing 27 cultural experiments with 
soybeans conducted during late 1880 at various locations 
in France, Switzerland and Algeria. (Note 3. Though the 
publication date of this appendix is given as Oct. 1880, some 
of the letters are dated as late as 21 Nov. 1880). Reprint of a 
2-page letter from Eugene Simon, former French consul in 
China, on soybean farming in China (p. 591-93). Reprint of 
a description by Eugene Simon, based on the description of a 
Chinese, of how tofu is made in China (p. 593-94). A French 
translation of a 1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation 
of soy sauce in Indonesia (p. 594-95). And some information 
about soybeans from the ancient Chinese herbal Pên Ts’ao 
Kang Mu (p. 595). Reprints of 2 letters from Eugene Simon 
in China, on soya and tofu in China. French translation of a 
1781 article by Isaac Titsingh on preparation of soy sauce. 

 Note 4. We fi nd it surprising that this superb work 
contains no illustrations of a soybean plant, or of any part 
of the plant, or of any foods made from soybeans; the only 
illustration (p. 569) is a cross section of an empty pit into 
which one could put a mixed silage that contained 20% 
soybean plants. The distance a-b is 3 meters; f-g is 2 meters; 
e-f is 0.5 meters; a-e is 1 meter; i-h is 0.4 meters.
 Note 5. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Dec. 1999) that uses the term Huile de Soya to refer to 
soybean oil.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2001) that has a bibliography of more than 50 references 
concerning soybeans.
 Note 7. This is the earliest European-language document 
seen (Sept. 2004) that mentions the Japanese soybean types 
Nakata-mame or Okute mame.
 Note 8. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term tsiang-yeou to refer to 
Chinese-style soy sauce. Address: France.

742. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1880. Cultivation of 
the soja bean in Germany. 14:726. Dec. 4.
• Summary: “A series of experiments in Bavaria gives such 
results as to discourage further attempts to acclimatise this 
legume. From a report on these experiments in the Zeitschrift 
des landwirthschaftlichen Vereins of Bavaria, it appears that 
it may yield a fair crop in exceptionally favourable years, but 
the climate generally is not suitable.” Address: England.
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743. Atkinson, Edwin Felix Thomas. 1880. Notes on 
the economic products of the North-Western Provinces. 
Allahabad, British India: North-Western Provinces and Oudh 
Government Press. See Vol. II, Part IV, p. 23-25. [1 ref]
• Summary: Part IV is titled “Cultivated food grains.” 
In section I, “Cultivated Food Grains,” in the subsection 
on “Pulses” (p. 23) is a table giving the vernacular name, 
scientifi c name, and chemical composition of 13 pulses 
grown in British India. Based on 3 specimens [samples], 
Bhat (Glycine soja) was found to contain 37.74 to 41.54% 
nitrogenous matter, 29.54 to 31.08% starchy matter, and 
12.31 to 18.90% fatty or oily matter.
 On pages 24-25 is a long paragraph titled 
“Leguminosae,” which lists the scientifi c and common 
names of 18 cultivated pulses, including “Glycine soja, 
Sieb., bhat.” No further information about the soybean is 
given.
 The subsection titled “Vegetable oils” (p. 3) states: “In 
preparing food the oil of til (Sesamum Indicum, L.) is much 
more frequently used” than seeds of the genus Brassica.
 Note 1. The “North-West Provinces” were a former 
province of British India, established in 1835. Today it is 
part of Uttar Pradesh. Naini Tal [Nainital], now the summer 
capital of Uttar Pradesh, India, is a hill town and popular 
resort. Note 2. Edwin Felix Thomas Atkinson lived 1840-
1890.
 Note 3. Other Indian pulses are listed in the table on p. 
23. Adding the naming authority and Indian names from a 
similar list of cultivated pulses on p. 25 we get: Gram–Cicer 
arietinum, Linn, channa. Arhar or thohar–Cajanus indicus, 
Spreng. Peas–Pisum sativum, Linn., mattar. Lentils–Ervum 
lens. Linn., masúr. Kisári–Lathyrus sativus, Linn. (Calcutta 
specimen). Shimi–Lablab vulgaris, Linn. (or Dolichos 
lablab). Lobiya–Vigna catjang, Endl. (Bombay specimen). 
Gahat–Dolichos bifl orus, Linn. Gawár–Cyamopsis 
psoraloides, D.C. (Poona specimen). Bhat–Glycine soja, 
Sieb. [Siebold]. Urd or másh–Phaseolus radiatus (Bombay 
specimen) (or Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus). Múng–
Phaseolus mungo, Linn. Moth–Phaseolus aconitifolius, Jacq. 
(Calcutta specimen).
 Species mentioned only on p. 25: Bean [broad bean]–
Vicia faba, Linn., bákla. Guransh–Phaseolus torosus, Roxb. 
[Roxburgh] Bean–Phaseolus vulgaris, Linn., bean, sem. 
Scarlet runner bean–Phaseolus multifl orus, Willd. Scarlet 
runner bean–Phaseolus coccineus, Lam. Address: B.A., 
F.G.R.S., Bengal Civil Service, Naini Tal [Nainital, British 
India].

744. Bishop, Isabella Lucy (Bird). 1880. Unbeaten tracks 
in Japan: An account of travels on horseback in the interior, 
including visits to the aborigines of Yezo [Hokkaido] and the 
shrines of Nikkô and Isé, by Isabella L. Bird. 2 vols. New 
York, NY: G.P. Putnam’s Sons. See vol. I, p. 232, 237-38.

• Summary: The section titled “Notes on food and cookery” 
(p. 232-40) states: “Some fi sh are fried in the oil of the 
Sesamum Orientale, which produces an odour which makes 
one fl y from its proximity. Eels and other dainties are served 
with soy (shô-yu), the great Japanese sauce, of a dark brown 
colour, made from fermented wheat and beans with salt 
and vinegar [sic], and with a dash of saké added to give it a 
higher fl avour” (p. 232).
 Buddhist teachings on the sacredness of life have, in 
some parts of Japan, been effaced by contact with foreigners. 
There some people eat wild birds and fowl. “Seaweed is a 
common article of diet and is dried and carried everywhere 
into the interior. I have scarcely seen a coolie make a meal of 
which it was not a part, either boiled, fried, pickled, raw, or 
in soup” (p. 234). Brinjal or egg-plant are among the many 
vegetables pickled. Confections consist of sugar-coated 
[azuki] beans, and yokan–made from seaweed. Mochi is a 
small round cake of unbaked rice dough.
 “The common people are also fond of ‘a pot-boil of 
birds’ in which a little soy and mirinshu are added to the 
water” (p. 237).
 “The chief kinds of soup used by the middle classes are 
bean soup [miso soup], egg soup, and clear soup. The latter 
is of two kinds, one water and salt, the other water and soy” 
[sauce]. Among the lower classes there are many kinds, 
most of which taste like dirty water with a pinch of salt, and 
contain cubes of bean curd, strips of dried fi sh, cuttlefi sh, 
etc... Carp is used with bean soup only...” (p. 237-38).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2011) that uses the term “bean soup” to refer to 
miso soup.
 In formal entertainments, the highest of the three classes 
is san no zen in which three small tables of eatables are 
provided to each guest. The fi rst table includes rice, and 
“bean soup with carp.” Each table contains from 8 to 12 
bowls or dishes (p. 238).
 Note 2. The author, Mr. J.F. Bishop, lived 1831-1904. 
Note 3. Yezo (also spelled Yezzo, Yeso) refers to Hokkaido, 
Japan’s northernmost main island. Address: Author 
[England].

745. Blavet, A. 1880. Le Soja hispida [The soybean 
(Continued–Document Part II)]. Bulletin des Travaux de 
la Societe d’Horticulture de l’Arrondissement d’Etampes 
(Seine-et-Oise) p. 46-50. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: Thus, our society’s goal had 
been attained; we had distributed the seeds of our crops 
to 18 departments in France. England, Belgium, Senegal, 
Switzerland, and Venezuela had likewise received some 
samples. It was now up to commerce to propagate this 
product. We could not have done better than to go to one 
of our society’s secretaries, Mr. Vilmorin, to whom we 
owe being able to study comparatively in our experimental 
garden, for two harvests now, 10 soybean varieties. Today 
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one can certainly obtain this bean, under the name of edible 
soybean of Etampes (soja comestible d’Etampes), a variety 
with a bright yellow seed coat (testa) and a white hilum (oeil 
= eye)–the object of our constant preoccupation since 1874.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009) 
concerning soybeans in connection with Venezuela. The 
soybeans probably arrived in Venezuela and they may have 
been cultivated–but we do not know for sure.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2009) 
that contains the word “testa.”
 After having thanked once again, and in fi rst place, the 
Society for Acclimatization, we are equally happy to address 
our thanks to Mr. Carrière who, in the Horticultural Review 
(Revue horticole) of 16 April 1880 [p. 153-57], published 
an extremely complete article with illustrations in the text, 
depicting the plant in a very faithful fashion.
 May Mr. E. Vavin receive as well the expression of 
our warm gratitude; we can thank him for one of the most 
instructive and detailed notices on this subject, inserted in 
the Journal de la Societe Centrale d’Horticulture de France 
(Journal of the Central Society of Horticulture of France) 
(3rd series, Vol. II, 1880, p. 429-33) receives also the 
expression of our humble recognition.
 An excellent way of cooking dried soybeans
 Dissolve 50 gm of sugar in 1 liter of rain or river water. 
Add ½ liter of beans; allow to soak 24 hours. This [mixture] 
will yield 1½ liters after cooking.
 The next day, drain the beans, plunge them (like other 
dry legumes) into cold water, bring to a boil, and continue 
to boil them for three hours. Use a large volume of water in 
the pot [as when cooking pasta] (Faire cuire à grande eau.) 
Salt appropriately halfway through. At the same time or a 
bit later, you can even add some fat such as a pat of butter. 
Season them with a fat of your choice or other meatless 
seasonings, but avoid excessive use of fat (au gras ou au 
maigre).
 This issue fi nished, we shall receive Bulletin No. 9 of 
the Society for Acclimatization (September), which contains 
the most complete bibliography of soybeans published. 
Compiled by Mr. Paillieux, it references works from 1855 
onwards (traite la question depuis 1855).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Senegal. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Senegal (1880 or shortly 
before). The source of these soybeans was Mr. Blavet from 
Étampes, France. It would be very interesting to know: (1) 
Who received these soybeans in Senegal? Where? (2) Were 
these soybeans ever cultivated or tested in Senegal at this 
early date? If yes, what were the results?
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) 
that gives the name soja comestible d’Etampes to a soybean 
from Etampes, France.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 
2004) that mentions a soybean variety (Soja d’Etampes) 

with a white hilum. Address: President of the Society for 
Horticulture of Étampes and environments, France.

746. Gill, William John. 1880. The river of golden sand: The 
narrative of a journey through China and Eastern Tibet to 
Burmah. 2 vols. London: John Murray. With an introductory 
essay (p. 15-95, about the geography of the area) by Col. 
Henry Yule, C.B., R.E. [25+* ref]
• Summary: All the references to soy are in China. Volume 
1. Page 68. “October 2–Whilst waiting for the mules to get 
under way we watched the process of making bean-curd 
cakes.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “bean-curd cakes” to 
refer to tofu.
 “The use that the Chinese make of beans is very 
remarkable; they cook them in all sorts of ways, eat them 
pickled, put them into potato patties, and convert immense 
quantities into bean-curd cakes [tofu].
 “The ordinary black and white beans are ground 
between two circular blocks of granite about two feet in 
diameter; there is a small hole in the upper stone, through 
which the beans are swept, water being poured on at the 
same time.
 “As the upper stone is turned a thick white cream runs 
out from between the stones, and is caught in a receptacle. 
This thick cream is then boiled with water, a very little rock-
salt being added. After a time quantities of froth rise to the 
surface; this is skimmed off and thrown away, the remainder 
being tied up in a cotton cloth and squeezed tightly, after 
which it is put into a fl at pan to set. It is fi nally cut up into 
squares, and is ready for use.
 “The Chinese are particularly fond of this preparation, 
and in the smallest village even, if nothing else is to be 
procured, one or two people will be certain to be found 
selling bean-curd cakes.”
 Page 108. Oct. 23–Near the villages by little ponds 
where men and boys were busy in the black mud arranging 
the fi sh traps that seemed to give them plenty of occupation, 
for the time that they could spare from threshing corn, 
making bean-curd cakes, or grinding fl our.”
 Page 185. Feb. 10. The New Year Festival. In the 
evening we come to our moorings and “the men have their 
supper. Then the loud cry of the hawkers, who go about 
amongst the craft selling bean-curd cakes, or little drops of 
spirit, makes itself heard above the shouts of the sailors;...”
 Page 280-81. April 27. “I halted for breakfast at a little 
wayside tea-shop... Here the customers sit down, drink tea, 
and call for the dishes they desire; generally a little rice and 
chopped vegetables; or if particularly rich they may indulge 
in bean-curd cakes, or some of the innumerable sweetmeats 
always for sale, such as toffee fl avoured with ginger, and 
hardbake made with walnut instead of almonds.”
 Page 420: We “arrived at the outskirts of Ch’êng-Tu.” 
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“Here were the usual eating and drinking shops, and the 
number of cakes and pies made of wheaten fl our, bean-fl our, 
and fl our from all kinds of grain, seemed greater than ever.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “bean-fl our” to refer to 
soy bean fl our.
 Volume 2. Page 18. Near the end of the Han dynasty 
(3rd century AD), “a certain Liu-Pi, though a member of the 
imperial family, was in very straitened circumstances, and 
was at one time driven to making a livelihood by selling 
straw sandals. He fell in with two men also of poor position, 
one Chang-Fi, a pork butcher, the other Kuan-Yu, a seller 
of bean-curd cakes [tofu]. These two counselled Liu-Pi to 
seize the throne; and they then formed themselves into a 
confederacy, calling themselves the Three Brothers.
 “They had little to start with, but by great bravery and 
force of character they eventually succeeded in establishing 
Liu-Pi as emperor.” Note 3. This story, if true, seems to 
indicate that tofu existed in China in the 3rd century AD.
 Page 91. “The Chinaman, on the other hand, loves 
variety. In every tea-house by the wayside, owing its 
existence to no more opulent class than the coolies on the 
road, there are always several little dishes of some sort. 
Beans simple, beans pickled, bean-curds, chopped vegetables 
in little pies,...”
 Page 279. “... up to the very gates of Chien-Ch’uan-
Chou, the fi rst walled city we had seen for months. The 
walls of the city and the gates were in good repair, and if 
they suffered much, have been entirely restored since the 
Mahometan rebellion, but the streets through which we 
passed were poor and wretched, with miserable houses. Here 
the old familiar Chinese sights again appeared–fruit-stalls, 
eating-stalls, with the favourite bean-curd cake;...”
 Page 332. This porridge is simply made by pouring 
boiling water over buckwheat fl our, and mixing it up well 
with an enormous quantity of coarse brown sugar into a 
paste. The Chinese make a similar porridge of bean-fl our; 
indeed it is hard to say what they do not make of beans; and 
how they would get on without this useful vegetable it is 
impossible to say.
 Page 365. “... the face of my Ma-Fu, as he made short 
work of [i.e., ate quickly] innumerable dishes of pork, 
onions, chilies, bean-curds, and good bowls of rice, was 
a sight well worth paying for.” Address: Capt., Royal 
Engineers [England].

747. Watt, Alexander. 1880. Electro-metallurgy: Practically 
treated. 7th ed., enlarged and revised. London: Crosby 
Lockwood and Co. x + 236 p. See p. 176. Illust. Index. 18 
cm. Series: Weale’s Rudimentary Series.
• Summary: The chapter titled “Test for gold” states 
(p. 176): “85. As lead edges or mounts of cruet-frames, 
candlesticks, soy-frames, and similar plated goods are very 
troublesome to electro-plate, except in the hands of a very 

experienced person, it is frequently advantageous to adopt a 
plan commonly pursued, namely, to have the edges cast in 
brass or German silver, the old edges or mounts removed, 
and the newly-cast edges soldered upon the article.” Address: 
F.R.S.S.A., Lecturer on electro-metallurgy, etc. [England].

748. Smith & Dewar. 1881. Sales of household furniture: 
Saturday, 5th March at one, within 79 George St., entirely 
without reserve. Scotsman (Edinburgh). Feb. 26. p. 12.
• Summary: “Important cellar of high-class bottled wines, 
champagnes, brandies, whiskies, and liqueurs (the Property 
of an Edinburgh Gentleman,...) and consisting of over seven 
hundred dozens.”
 “Miscellaneous.–Sauterne by Schroder & Schyler, Old 
Marsala [wine, from around the city of Marsala, Sicily], Old 
Wedderburn Rum, Old Dry Muscatel in Antique German 
Flasks, Five Cases Finest Chinese Ginger, Six Jars Chow 
Chow [a relish made of different vegetables that are pickled 
in a jar and served cold], Genuine Japan Soy [sauce] from 
Jeddo [Edo, today’s Tokyo]: Quarter Cask Brandy... Cigars.–
Two Cases Manila Cheroots and Cigars, 1877.”
 Note: In legal contracts, the term “without reserve” 
is frequently used in conditions of sale at public auction, 
that the property to be offered for sale, will be sold without 
reserve (i.e., no matter how low the best price offered). 
Address: Auctioneers & Valuators, 79 George St., Edinburgh 
[Scotland].

749. Toronto Daily Mail (Canada). 1881. The days of salad. 
A chapter for epicures. April 6. p. 3.
• Summary: From the London Globe: “The Duke... was a 
great friend of Dumas the Father–Father of the best novels, 
travels, cookery books that were ever published.” Giorgio 
Ronconi, the celebrated Duke of Ferrara, sometimes used 
to retired to Dumas’ private chambers in Paris, “where the 
following salad was always ready for him. Dumas himself 
describes it as a salad of high fantasy,... And here shall 
follow the great novelist’s recipe for making the salad, or 
rather the mixture...
 “’I place,’ says Dumas, ‘in my salad bowl for two guests 
the yolk of an egg, and stir it in oil till it becomes a paste. To 
this paste I add chervil, minced tunney, pounded anchovies, 
mustard of Maille, a large spoonful of soy [sauce], gherkins, 
and the whites of eggs, also minced. Then dilute the whole 
with the best vinegar I can procure, and my servant stirs 
it; while over all I cast a pinch of “paprico,” an Hungarian 
pepper. And there,’ says the most conceited but delicious 
novelist that ever lived, ‘you,’ meaning the world in general, 
‘possess the salad that so astonished poor Ronconi.’”
 Note: Alexandre Dumas (père = father; 1802-1870), of 
France, is best known for his famous historical novels of 
high adventure, including The Count of Monte Cristo and 
The Three Musketeers.
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750. Hawkins (Robert J.) & Co. 1881. Tomorrow 
(Thursday), the 1st August at Twelve o’clock. Grocer’s stock 
and fi ttings... (Ad). Scotsman (Edinburgh). April 25. p. 2.
• Summary: “Pickles, Sauces, &c. Piccalilli, Mixed 
Pickles,... Anchovies, Anchovy (Burgess’ Sauce), Cayenne, 
Currie, Harvey’s King of Oude, Lobster and Shrimp Sauces, 
Real Indian Chutney, Bengal Indian Soy [sauce], Soyer’s 
Relish, Mushroom Catsup,...” Address: Wine & Spirit 
Merchants, Main Street and Edward Street, Newbridge and 
Curragh Camp [Ireland].

751. Atkinson, R.W. 1881. On the diastase of kôji. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London 32:299-332. 
May 12. [6 ref]
• Summary: Read March 10, 1881, by Prof. A.W. 
Williamson. At the bottom of page 299 Atkinson states: “* 
I feel that some apology is needed for using the Japanese 
word kôji, but as there is no foreign product in any way 
resembling it, I have thought that there would be less danger 
of confusion arising by retaining the Japanese word than by 
using the word ‘malt.’ As will be seen from the following 
description, the nature of this substance is quite different 
from that of malt, so that the use of that word might lead to 
erroneous impressions.”
 “Summary: Section I.–Preparation of the kôji: 
Mechanical preparation of the rice. Addition of spores of 
Eurotium oryzae (Ahlb.). Growth of mycelium in warm 
chamber. Rise of temperature during growth suffi cient to 
preserve the temperature of the chamber constant, and, 
in winter, much above the temperature of the outer air. 
Temperature of koji itself from 10º to 23º F. above that of the 
chamber.
 “Activity of growth shown by the rapid replacement of 
oxygen in a confi ned portion of air by carbonic acid.
 “Loss of weight of the rice during the growth of the 
fungus.
 “Section II.–Action of water on kôji: Amount of solid 
matter dissolved depended upon time and temperature of 
digestion, and upon the proportion of water used.
 “Amount of albuminoids dissolved depended mainly 
upon the duration of digestion.
 “Temperature of greatest change in cold water extract of 
kôji.
 “Section III.–Action of kôji extract upon some 
carbohydrates: Extract of koji causes inversion of cane-
sugar. It also effects the hydration to dextrose of maltose and 
dextrin. Curve A.
 “Extract of koji breaks up the starch molecule into 
maltose and dextrin; the maltose is quickly hydrated, and the 
products after some time are dextrin and dextrose.
 “Experiments showing the action of koji extract upon 
starch-paste at various temperatures from 4-10ºC. to 70ºC. 
Curves B to H.
 “Effect of common salt in neutralising the hydrating 

power of koji extract.
 “Section IV.–Change which the rice grain undergoes by 
the growth of the fungus: It is shown by a comparison of the 
analyses of rice and koji that the principal change which is to 
be observed is the conversion of the insoluble albuminoids 
of rice into the soluble state, and, probably as a result of this, 
the large increase in the total soluble solid matter.
 “It may be desirable before entering upon the 
preparation and properties of the substance which the 
Japanese call kôji, to mention briefl y the uses to which it is 
put in this country. It is universally employed as a fermenting 
agent, but it is something differing from such a body as 
‘barm or yeast,’ by which Dr. Hepburn translates koji in his 
invaluable dictionary. Its principal use is in the production of 
sake, the alcoholic liquid which is everywhere consumed in 
Japan. This liquid is prepared from steamed rice by digestion 
with koji, the diastase of which effects the conversion of the 
starch into matter capable of being fermented.
 Another use to which koji is applied is in bread-making. 
It is also employed in the manufacture of the famous sauce 
‘Soy’ [sauce], which is likewise a product of fermentation, 
though its preparation is much more complicated, and has 
not yet received an explanation.
 “In Nature (September 10th [sic, 12th], 1878), I gave 
a very brief account of the mode of producing sake, and 
about the same time Mr. O. Korschelt read a paper before 
the German Asiatic Society of Japan giving a detailed 
description of the process, together with some experiments 
upon the action of water upon koji. The result of his 
investigation was that koji acted as a kind of diastase, 
converting starch into sugar, but he gave no experiments 
which could serve to identify the product.
 In a paper read before the Chemical Society in March, 
1880, of which an abstract appears in the Chemical News, 
April 9th, 1880, I gave a series of analyses of the mash, 
as the result of which the conclusion was drawn that the 
diastase of koji, unlike that of malt, yields dextrose and 
dextrin when it acts upon gelatinised starch. The conclusion 
was correct as referring to the ultimate products, but further 
experience has shown that the fi rst product is not dextrose, 
but maltose, which, however, is quickly hydrated to dextrose. 
Evidence of this will be found in a later part of this paper” 
(p. 300).
 “The Japanese prepare a kind of sweetmeat by the action 
of malt-extract upon steamed rice or millet, and this product, 
called âmé (amé), from the examination of a large number 
of specimens, was found to contain 68 to 94 per cent. of 
maltose.”
 Page 327 notes that Mr. Watanabe is preparing to 
conduct an investigation into the chemistry of the ‘Soy’ 
manufacture. He is aware that “the diastase of kôji resembles 
that of malt in one respect, that its activity is lessened by the 
presence of certain bodies, such as common salt.”
 The koji “manufactory” with which Prof. Atkinson is 
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most familiar is the one at Yushima, in Tokio [Tokyo]; Mr. 
Jihei Kameyama is the proprietor. “It consists of a long 
arched passage, cut in the thick bed of clay which underlies 
Tokio at a depth below the surface of 15 to 20 feet.” In this 
manufactory, “there are in all four of these underground 
passages, only one of which is used during the summer, 
as very little koji is made during that season. The height 
is rather less than 4 feet, the breadth about 7 or 8 feet, and 
from the entrance, reached by descending a vertical shaft, it 
extends about 25 or 30 feet in one direction, then bends off 
nearly at right angles for about the same distance.”
 “That the growth of the [koji] fungus takes place with 
great vigor is shown not only by the rise in temperature, but 
by the rapidity with which it removes oxygen from the air.” 
The oxygen is replaced by carbonic acid... The rice contained 
14.2 per cent. of water and the kôji 29.5 per cent; thence 85.8 
parts of dried rice yielded 76.35 parts of dry kôji, that is, 89 
per cent., and thus a loss of weight occurs amounting to 11 
per cent. of the dry rice used. This loss consists mainly of 
starch, which is oxidised to carbonic acid and water...”
 The large amounts of carbonic acid formed in the 
underground koji passages must be removed by ventilation. 
“The only means adopted of effecting a change of air 
consists of a square shaft about 8 inches in one direction 
and 6 inches in the other, leading from the anterior end 
of the passage into the open air above. It will be evident, 
therefore, that as the ventilation depends upon the difference 
of temperature between the inner and the outer air, it will 
be much better in winter than in summer. In fact it is in the 
spring and early summer that the [work] stoppages occur.” 
Lacking air, “the growth of the fungus must be much less 
active, and perhaps this is one reason why the production of 
kôji in the summer is almost abandoned.”
 “The kôji prepared in the manner just described consists 
of grains of rice bound together in lumps by the interlacing 
threads of mycelium.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2002) with the word koji in the title.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2002) 
that mentions diastase in connection with koji. However 
neither the word “enzyme” nor the word “enzymes” appear 
in this paper. Address: B.Sc. (Lond.), Prof. of Analytical and 
Applied Chemistry, Univ. of Tokio, Japan.

752. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon). 1881. New and old 
tropical products. 1(1):2, 71. June 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: “From a recent Price Current of Messrs. Lewis 
& Pat of London, we transcribe a list of products” imported 
from various parts of the world.”
 A long table has three columns: (1) Imported from 
China, Japan and the Eastern Islands. (2) Quality. (3) 
Quotations. The entry for “Soy” [sauce] gives the quality 
as “Good” and the quoted price as 1s. 10d.” [1 shilling 10 
pence].

753. Aitchison, J.E.T. 1881. On the fl ora of the Kuram 
Valley, &c., Afghanistan. Part I. J. of the Linnean Society of 
London, Botany 18(106):1-113. Aug. 3. See p. 1-17, 42, 50. 
Read 19 Feb. 1880.
• Summary: Surgeon-Major Aitchison personally traversed 
and botanized in the various districts in which he reported 
plants. He began to make his collections on 14 April 1879. 
“The collection of plants, regarding which I now write, 
was made during the summer of 1879 in Afghanistan 
territory, along the left bank of the Kuram river from Thal 
to Péwárkotal, and thence upon the higher plateaux, the 
basins of the Karaia and Hazárdarakht rivers, tributaries of 
the Kuram... Kuram is a large village and fortress situated 
on the left bank of the river, at an altitude of nearly 4800 ft., 
and is about 20 miles west of Badishkhél.” Darwazagai Pass 
is situated 6 miles south of Kuram at an altitude of nearly 
5,000 feet. The Péwárkotal Range forms the west boundary 
of the area that the author refers to as “the Kuram District.” 
The high country enclosed between the eastern side of the 
Péwárkotal Range and the spur that runs from Síkarám 
westward to the peak called Matúngé (12,700 ft) forms 
the basin of the Karaia River, and is known as the Hariáb 
District.
 Page 15 states: “10. Vegetation of the Hariáb District. 
The climate of the Hariáb district, owing to its altitude, is 
much colder and drier than that of the Kuram, with a more 
severe winter. The land produces but one crop during the 
year, viz. of wheat, barley, maize, rice, two millets (Setaria 
italica, Panicum miliaceum), pulses (Ervum Ervilia, 
Phaseolus vulgaris, Glycine Soja), carrots, and clover...
 In the section on Leguminosae, the author reports (p. 
50): “691, 910, 666. Glycine Soja, Sieb. & Zucc. Largely 
cultivated in the Kuram district, occasionally in Hariáb, also 
frequent as a weed in cultivated ground; June.”
 Note 1. A careful examination of many large maps of 
Afghanistan and Pakistan from the 1880s to the present 
shows that there are at least two places in the area named 
Kuram or Kurram, but that the one referred to by Aitchison 
is clearly located at 33º49’ north latitude and 70º10’ east 
longitude. (The other is at 31º16’ north latitude and 67º49’ 
east longitude.) On a map titled “Map of Afghanistan, 
from surveys made by British and Russian offi cers up to 
1875,” published in the Offi ce of the Chief of Engineers, 
Washington, D.C., Nov. 1878, Kuram Fort is shown as being 
well inside Afghanistan, northwest of Thal and southeast 
of Kabul. A German map of the Pakistan-Afghan border, 
published in 1941-42 and copied from a Russian map of 
1923 also shows Fort Kuram at this same location inside 
Afghanistan in greater detail; it is in the Kurram district on 
the north bank of the Kurram River, southeast of Rarachinar 
(Parachinar) and northwest of Sadda. Today, however, this 
area is located just inside Pakistan, near the Pakistan-Afghan 
border.
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 Note 2. Talk with Ted Hymowitz, Prof. Emeritus of 
Plant Genetics, Univ. of Illinois. 2007. Nov. 20-21. Did 
Aitchison see the annual wild soybean (Glycine soja Sieb. & 
Zucc.) or the annual cultivated soybean (Glycine max)? Ted 
is an expert on wild soybeans, and in Oct. 1967 he collected 
30 annual cultivated soybeans, grown by farmers in the 
Kumaon Hills region of northern India in the foothills of 
the Himalaya Mountains at altitudes ranging from 3,600 to 
7,500 feet (Hymowitz 1969). Over 90% of these cultivated 
soybeans were black seeded, with relatively small seeds and 
a procumbent habit of growth (they trailed along the ground). 
Ted thinks that Aitchison probably saw annual cultivated 
soybeans but mistook them for annual wild soybeans. Why? 
(1) The soybeans Aitchison saw were being cultivated, in 
much the same way as the ones Ted saw in India; annual wild 
soybeans are (as far as Ted knows) never cultivated because 
they are almost never used for food; the seeds are too small. 
(2) The soybeans Aitchison described in Afghanistan appear 
to be very similar to the ones Ted saw in India. Ted knows 
from experience that Glycine Soja and the Glycine max he 
saw in India look remarkably similar. Ted believes these 
soybeans probably emigrated to Afghanistan over one of the 
southern branches of the Silk Road.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
concerning soybeans in Afghanistan, or in today’s Pakistan, 
or the cultivation of soybeans in Afghanistan or Pakistan. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans 
in Afghanistan, Pakistan, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Afghanistan or Pakistan (1881). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown, but they may have arrived at a much 
earlier date over one of the southern Silk Routes.
 Note 4. The author was a surgeon with a strong interest 
in botany. Note 5. Thadani and Mirchandani (1943, p. 
167) state that Major Aitchison “found the soybean largely 
cultivated in the Kuram valley, North-west Frontier Province, 
especially in the Kuram district, occasionally in Hariabab 
and also frequently as a weed in the cultivated fi elds.” 
Address: Surgeon-Major H.M. Bengal Army.

754. Van Buren, Thomas Broadhead. 1881. The food of the 
Japanese people. Yokohama, Japan: Printed at the Japan 
Gazette. 19 p. No index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (meat eating countries 
vs. Japan). Cerealia (cereals). Leguminous plants. Tubers and 
roots. Herbaceous food-plants. Ame. Leading food plants 
(with Japanese name, scientifi c name, and parts eaten; incl. 
kudzu, udo, konnyaku, and daikon). Sauce.
 Most civilized people are and always have been meat-
eaters. “So universal has meat-eating been among the 
dominating races that it has become a generally received 
opinion that animal fl esh is a necessity to a well-developed 
physique. The praises of beef are sung wherever Occidental 
civilization has penetrated. It is not only a popular belief, it is 
as accepted scientifi c opinion, that a considerable percentage 

of animal fl esh must enter into the nourishment of any well-
fed people.”
 “The food of Japan, with a population of 36,000,000, 
or about that of Great Britain and Ireland, engaged in every 
branch of human industry, presents a complete contrast 
to all this. Here they are essentially vegetarians, animal 
fl esh being largely prohibited by religion, and its general 
use made impossible by reason of its comparative scarcity 
and consequent high price.” Until a few years ago, their 
“isolation prevented the introduction of new food-plants 
adapted to their climate...”
 In Japan there are little more than 1,000,000 head of 
cattle. Of these, only the cows (not more than 600,000) are 
eaten; male cattle are used only as beasts of burden. Thus 
in Japan there are less than 2 head to every 100 people, 
compared with 73 head in the United States. Of the 36,000 
cattle slaughtered last year in Japan, “more than one-half 
were consumed by foreign residents and the foreign naval 
and merchant marine. The Japanese army and navy also 
consume considerable beef. It is therefore safe to say, as I 
have already intimated, that beef does not enter into the food 
of the mass of the people to any appreciable extent. Mutton 
and pork, outside of the treaty ports, are almost unknown. Of 
barnyard fowls, geese, and ducks there is a large variety. The 
wildfowl, consisting of pheasants, quail, woodcocks, grouse, 
ducks and geese are also abundant, but these, as well as eggs, 
on account of their high prices, can scarcely be said to enter 
into the diet of the common people at all, except upon rare 
occasions. Fish is more largely eaten. The variety of fi sh is 
very large... A very considerable percentage of the catch is 
dried.” “At present it may be said that one-half the people eat 
fi sh every day, one-quarter two or three times a week, and 
the balance perhaps once or twice a month.
 “Even with these exceptions the food of the masses 
is fully or even more than 90 per cent. vegetable.” The 
Japanese exhibit “endurance of body and power of intellect 
to a very considerable degree, while deprived of the usual 
nutriment held to be essential to such developments.”
 The main cereals of Japan, in descending order of the 
quantities produced, are rice, barley, millet, rye, and Indian 
corn. The three main varieties of millet are extensively 
cultivated and used: First class is Setaria Italica (Italian 
millet). Second class is Panicum miliaceum (Indian millet). 
Third class is Panicum frumentacum (Called “hiye” [hie] in 
Japan).
 “Leguminous plants. Perhaps in no country in the world 
are beans and pease comparatively so extensively cultivated 
as in Japan. There are more than 40 varieties. That known 
as the soy-bean is especially important, as it is rich in 
those nutritive properties which are wanting in rice, and is 
invaluable in a country where meat is almost entirely lacking 
in the diet. The composition of this variety, known as Miso-
mame, is as follows (table): Water 11.32%. Ash 3.86%. Fat 
20.89%. Nitrogenous matter 37.75%. Gluten 2%. Starch 
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and sugar 24.08%. Its “proximate chemical composition 
approaches more nearly to animal food than any other known 
vegetable.” Tables showing the composition of lean and fat 
beef are then given for comparison.
 “I know it is held by scientists that, while these plants 
show a great chemical likeness to beef, the action upon the 
human body is not the same, being much less valuable. I can 
only repeat that here is a race of people of good physique, of 
stalwart and well proportioned, although not tall, frames, and 
of cheerful dispositions, who daily perform tasks requiring 
great strength and endurance, who eat almost exclusively this 
vegetable food, and who, without any of the comforts of our 
western homes, and undergoing extreme exposure unknown 
to our people, live about the average lives of the laborers of 
Europe and America, with a table expenditure of about one-
sixth or one-seventh that required by the latter.”
 All classes of Japanese also consume many algæ and 
other sea plants, including many species of chondrus and 
Fucus-laminaria. Instead of sugar they use ame, “made from 
malted barley and rice or millet, the malt converting the 
starch of the rice or millet into dextrine and maltose, and 
producing the product varying from a thick sugar or honey 
up to a hard candy. The food value of this article is very 
great, and, as it is sold at a low price, its consumption is 
large. A table shows the composition of two grades of amé, 
fi rst and second (cheaper).
 Sauce enters very largely into the preparation of 
Japanese food for the table. The most widely-used kind is 
made as follows: “’Shoyu,’ known to us as ‘soy’ [sauce], 
the one almost exclusively employed is made from wheat 
and the shoyu bean [soy bean] (ground) in equal proportions 
of one sho each (a sho is about 1 quart, 1 pint, and ½ gill). 
The materials are mixed and boiled, after which the mass is 
steamed in a basket or box prepared for the purpose, with a 
perforated bottom. When the steaming process is fi nished 
it is put in a cask and left until a green yeast is produced. 
The compost is then taken with salt water. After standing 
a good length of time the liquid is strained, and the sauce 
is ready for use. It has a rather pleasant fl avor, and is said 
to be the basis of most of the renowned sauces [such as 
Worcestershire] prepared in England. The refuse is fed to 
cattle.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “shoyu bean” (regardless 
of capitalization) to refer to the soybean.
 The last 6 pages (p. 14-18) contain a “List of plants used 
for food, or from which food is obtained in Japan.” They are 
arranged by families. For each species is given: Botanical 
name, Japanese name(s), and remarks. Under Leguminocea 
[sic, Leguminosae], Papilionacea [Papilionaceae], we read: 
Glycine soja (S. & Z.), Tsuru mame; No mame, seeds. 
Glycine hispida (Moench) or Soja hispida (Miq.), Omame; 
daidzu, Soy bean; seeds; many varieties. Dolichos soja (L.), 
Japan pea. Glycine hispida f. lanceolata, Midzukugiri.

 The section on legumes (p. 15) also discusses: (1) 
Arachis hypogea (L.), Rakkasho, Tojinmame, Ground-
nut; earth-nut; fruit. (2) Vicia faba (L.), Sora mame, Broad 
beans; seeds = Faba vulgaris. (3) Pisum sativum (L.), 
Yendo [Endo], Pea; seeds; two main varieties; midori yendo 
[endo] and saya yendo [endo], the latter eaten for the pod. 
(4) Pueraria thunbergiana (Benth.), Kudzu, root, starch 
= Dolichos hirsutus (Th.). (5) Canavalia incurva (D.C.), 
Nata mame, seeds = Dolichos incurvus (Th.). (6) Phaseolus 
radiatus (L.), Adzuki-Shôdzu, seeds. Phaseolus radiatus 
var. pendulus (Savatier), Tsuru-adzuki, seeds. Phaseolus 
radiatus var. subtrilobatus (Sav.), Bundo-Yayenari, seeds. (7) 
Dolichos umbellatus (Th.), Sasage, Adzuki-sasage, seeds. (8) 
Atylosia subthombea (Miq.), No-adzuki; Hime-kudzu, seeds.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2005) that uses the term “broad beans” (or “broad 
bean”) to refer to Vicia faba.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the word “Yayenari” (or “Yaye-
nari” or “Yaenari” or “Yae-nari”) to refer to a variety of 
azuki beans.
 Note 3. Although sasage in Japanese means “cowpea” or 
“black-eyed pea,” the meaning of Adzuki-sasage is unclear. 
Address: United States Consul General of Japan, Kanagawa.

755. New York Times. 1881. Editorials [Vegetable food in 
Japan]. Sept. 10. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: “So universal has meat-eating become among 
the dominating races, remarks our Consul-General at 
Yokohama, that the praises of beef are sung wherever 
Occidental civilization has gone, and it is not only a popular 
belief, but an accepted scientifi c opinion, that any well-fed 
people must use animal food considerably; to have meat to 
eat frequently is reckoned the best proof that the common 
laborer in a country is well favored. Japan, with a population 
of 36,000,000, equal to that of the United Kingdom, 
engaged in very diversifi ed industry, presents a complete 
exception to the rule as to food. The scarcity of animal 
food in consequence of the nonintercourse policy, and its 
almost unnecessary prohibition by the religious faith, have 
made a nation of vegetarians, except as to fi sh, which is not 
forbidden as ‘fl esh.’
 “There are now in the country hardly more than 
1,000,000 cattle; of these, as emasculation is not practiced, 
the males being used for breeders, only 600,000 cows can 
be looked to as food, and there are less than 2 head to each 
100 people, against 73 head in this country. Of the 36,000 
head slaughtered in 1880, the foreign residents and the 
foreign marine consumed more than half. Outside of the 
treaty ports mutton and pork are almost unknown; there is 
an abundance of fowls, both wild and barn-yard, but the 
common people cannot pay for them. The supply and variety 
of fi sh, however, are very large, over 200 kinds being used 
as food, and the Government is actively working to increase 
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both. Already probably one-half the people eat fi sh once a 
day, one-quarter several times a week, and the rest several 
times a month. Still the food of the masses is more than nine-
tenths vegetable, and the list of this has been made long by 
their necessity-sharpened wits. Of cereals, rice is the most 
important, occupying more than half the tilled area in the 
Summer; barley, millet, wheat, rye, and corn rank next in the 
quantity produced.”
 “Beans and peas are more extensively cultivated in 
Japan than anywhere else, and there are over 40 varieties. 
One–the soy bean or Nirva-mume–contains 20 per cent fat 
and 60 of nitrogenous matter, starch, and sugar, and closely 
approaches meat both in composition and in its action on 
the body. The sweet potato, being very prolifi c and cheap, 
ranks next to rice in importance, 16,000,000 bushels being 
the last reported production... A surprisingly large list of wild 
plants and sea-weeds is utilized as food. The place of sugar is 
considerably supplied by a preparation made from millet or 
rice and malted barley, the starch of the rice or millet being 
converted by the malt, and the product varying from a thick 
sugar or honey up to hard candy, being cheap and in large 
consumption.
 “Sauce, so-called, enters very largely into use with 
food plants; its name is shoyu, known to us as soy [sauce]. 
The kind almost exclusively used is made from wheat 
and the shoyu bean ground in equal parts. It is boiled and 
steamed, then left to ferment; after being then dried in the 
sun it is allowed to stand awhile in a cask of salt water, is 
then strained and is ready for use, the refuse being fed to 
cattle. Its fl avor is pleasant, and it is said to be the basis of 
most of the celebrated sauces put up in England. The proof 
of the pudding being in the eating, it is interesting to note 
the testimony that the Japanese–a race of good proportion, 
physique, and strength, whose comforts are much less and 
whose exposure is much greater than in case of Western 
nations–live an average life, in length and health fully up to 
that of the European or American, with a table expenditure of 
not more than one-sixth or one seventh that of the latter.”
 Note 1. Much of this editorial is borrowed from a 
recently published booklet titled The Food of the Japanese 
people, by Thomas B. Van Buren (1881). However both the 
meaning and source of the meaningless term Nirva-mume, 
which is said refer to the soy bean, remain a complete 
mystery.
 Note 2. This is the earliest article on soy seen (Aug. 
2002) in the New York Times. It is also the earliest document 
seen (Aug. 2002) that is an example of major media coverage 
of soyfoods in North America.

756. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1881. Soy beans in 
China. 16(411):632. Nov. 12. New series.
• Summary: “The Soy Bean (Soja hispida), as is well known, 
is very largely used in China as an article of food. A kind 
of curd is prepared from them, but they are mainly used 

to manufacture an edible oil, and the refuse pulp after the 
expression of the oil is manufactured into cakes the size 
and shape of large cheeses weighing about 60 lb., which 
are used either as fodder for animals, or more frequently as 
manure, especially for Sugar-cane plantations in the southern 
parts. The beans are known under three distinct varieties, 
black, yellow, and green: the yellow are said to be the best, 
as producing most oil. It is stated in a recent report from 
Newchwang [a treaty port, today’s Yingkou, in Manchuria] 
that the natives of that place boast that the oil made on the 
spot is much better than that made from the same beans after 
their arrival in the South.
 “The harvest takes place in August and September, and 
the beans from the neighbouring localities are shipped from 
Newchwang before the river closes, and during the winter, 
when the roads are hard and the rivers can be crossed on the 
ice, thousands of carts arrive from the more distant districts 
with produce that is shipped away the following spring or 
summer. In fact, the shipment of produce goes on all the year 
round as long as the port is open. Bean-oil and bean-cake 
can be kept any length of time without spoiling; the beans 
themselves are more perishable, but will keep for a year or 
more if preserved from damp.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (April 2007) 
stating that soybean cakes (or meal) are used as a fodder or 
feed for animals.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
describing the transportation of soybeans over roads using 
carts or trucks; this takes place in Manchuria. Address: 
England.

757. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon). 1881. The soy bean, a 
new feeding stuff. 1:567. Dec. 1.
• Summary: This is reprinted from British Mail [Masl]. 
“Mr. Wamford [Warnford] Lock has drawn attention to the 
soy bean of China and Japan, Glycine soya (Soja hispida), 
suffi ciently familiar as the source of the eastern sauce of that 
name, and affording a valuable oil (bean oil), which is the 
subject of an article in the new ‘Industrial Encyclopaedia.’ 
It is attracting considerable attention among Continental 
agriculturists, and has recently been experimented on with 
regard to its value as a food for milch cows and fat cattle. 
As a forcing food for milch cows, the soy bean is superior to 
grains; for fat cattle, it is less adapted, and ranks second to 
grains.
 “The plant can be cultivated in Central and Eastern 
Europe, and similar localities, especially in unfavourable 
years, when other crops are backward. For growth as a fi eld 
crop it is recommended to be sown in rows 18 in. apart in the 
middle of May.
 “The qualities of the beans grown in diluvial [deposited 
by a fl ood] and alluvial [deposited by running water] soils 
are shown by the following analyses [alluvial given in 
parentheses]:–Water 15.20 (19.50), fat 16.21 (17.94), protein 
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28.63 (25.94), non-nitrogenous extractive matter 30.84 
(33.16), fi bre 4.38 (4.45), mineral matter 4.74 (8.82).
 “The straw or haulm of the plant is practically worthless 
for neat cattle, but the husks and leaves, mixed with mashed 
food, or even alone, are readily eaten. It has also been 
found that the chopped beans, soaked for 12 hours in water 
containing a little salt, are greedily taken by cattle, and that 
few pass through undigested.
 “According to M. Roman, a French savant, the 
cultivation of the soja or soya, has of late years been largely 
developed in Austria-Hungary, Italy, and parts of France. 
This plant is extensively cultivated by the Chinese, who 
make a cheese and various dishes from its fruit. When 
roasted the seeds form an excellent substitute for coffee, 
and altogether M. Roman thinks that the plant will pay 
better than the potato. At present the retail price of the soja 
beans is sixpence per pound, but as the plant becomes more 
extensively cultivated, they will no doubt be reduced in 
price.”
 Note 1. This journal is published by the Dept. of 
Agriculture, Peradeniya, Ceylon.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “substitute for coffee” in 
connection with soy coffee.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the word “protein” in connection 
with soybeans.

758. Mappin & Webb’s catalogue of their celebrated 
manufactures, electro-silver plate, spoons and forks, table 
cutlery & plated cutlery. 1881. London: Cund Bros. 24 p.

• Summary: At the bottom of page 23 is an illustration: 
“W 279. Electro-Silver or Nickel Soy Frame, plain Cut 
Glass Bottles £1 12 0.” Address: 76, 77, & 78, Oxford; St., 
London, W.

759. Thurber, Francis Beatty. 1881. Coffee: From plantation 
to cup. A brief history of coffee production and consumption. 
New York, NY: American Grocer Publishing Co. xiv + 416 
p. No index.
• Summary: This book contains a very long Appendix that 
covers many different subjects unrelated to coffee. In the 
section titled “Chinese notes” (p. 279+) is a subsection on 
“Canton manufactures–Sweetmeats, preserved ginger, soy, 
etc.” which includes the following (p. 294): “’Soy’ has 
always been a mystery to me, as I fancy it has been to most 
other people who have dealt in or used it. I was therefore 
anxious to see a soy factory, and taking a boat one day we 
proceeded two or three miles up the river to where one was 
in operation. I found that the principal ingredient or base 
is a white bean known as ‘paktoh,’ which, so far as I could 
judge, is very like any other small white bean. These are 
boiled, heavily salted, and put into big earthen jars, holding, 
perhaps, half a barrel each, where they are allowed to remain 
for about ten days, during which period fermentation takes 
place. They are then mashed up with a species of olive [sic], 
which is picked and boiled, and this mixture is placed into 
neat cloth bags, into which water is poured and allowed to 
percolate. The liquid is then taken out, placed in clean jars, 
and thickened with a heavy-bodied Chinese molasses, and 
this is soy. Thinned down with water, the Chinese use it as a 
sauce, and although when thick it is rather disagreeable than 
otherwise, when thin it has certainly a toothsome fl avor and 
gives a zest and relish to meats, fi sh, etc. Most of the soy 
manufactured here is shipped to England, where it is used in 
large quantities as a base for the manufacture of sauces.”
 Note: Maybe the soy sauce used to make Worcestershire 
sauce in England came from Canton! In what other sauces 
was it used in England at this time?

760. Palmer, R. 1882. The soy bean. Gardeners’ Chronicle 
(London) 17:58. Jan. 14.
• Summary: “I am glad to see your notice of the Soja hispida 
or Soy Bean. My attention was fi rst drawn to it by Dr. F. 
Watson as a most valuable article of commerce, owing to the 
large percentage of nitrogen it contains. It is grown largely 
in China, where an oil is expressed from it, which is used as 
salad oil, and the cake is then used as food by the inhabitants 
as well as given to cattle, and if in excess the cake is also 
used as a manure. The climate here, I believe, is too cold for 
it, but it might be grown in most of our colonies and become 
a large article of commerce. I tried to introduce it at the 
Cape, and also in Australia, but at that time without success: 
perhaps now people are wiser. The beans may be seen in the 
India museum, and also a copy of the analysis of them.”
 Note 1. This is the 3rd earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybeans (not including wild perennial 
relatives of the soybean) in Australia, Oceania, or South 
Africa. It is not clear whether or not the author took soybeans 
to South Africa and/or Australia, and whether or not he 
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or someone else grew or tried to cultivate them there. He 
probably did take or send them there, and, if he did, attempts 
were probably made to grow them–but we cannot be sure of 
this.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007) 
stating that soybean oil is used as a salad oil–in China of all 
places! Address: Brompton (North Yorkshire), England.

761. J.R.F. 1882. The soy bean (Soja hispida). Garden (The). 
July 29. p. 93.

• Summary:  “A good deal of attention has lately been 
directed to this plant in consequence of the enormous extent 
to which it is cultivated in China for the sake of the small 
seeds which it produces, and which are known as Soy Beans. 
These vary considerably in size, shape, and colour, according 
to the variety of the plant which produces them... These 
seeds contain a large quantity of oil, which is expressed 
from them in China and used for a variety of purposes. The 
residue is moulded with a considerable amount of pressure 
into large circular cakes, 2 ft. or more across, and 6 in. or 
8 in. thick. This cake is used either for feeding cattle or 
for manuring the land; indeed, a very large trade is done 
in China with Bean cake (as it is always called) for these 

purposes. The well-known sauce called soy is also prepared 
from seeds of this Bean. The plant generally known as Soja 
hispida is by modern botanists referred to Glycine Soja.”
 An excellent, original illustration shows a mature soy 
bean plant bearing many pods, plus a close-up of three pods 
to the lower right of the plant. Address: England.

762. Fox & Co. 1882. English sauces! (Ad). Hartford Daily 
Courant (Connecticut). Sept. 20. p. 2, col. 4.
• Summary: “L. & P. [Lea & Perrins] Worcestershire 
Sauce, Bengal Chutney Sauce, Harvey Sauce, Anchovy 
Sauce, Mushroom Sauce, India Soy [sauce], John Bull 
Sauce. Wholesale and retail.” Geo R. Clark, Jas. H. Parker 
[proprietors].
 Note: This ad also appeared in the Sept. 22 (p. 2) issue 
of this newspaper. Address: 17 Central Row.

763. Lea and Perrins. 1882. In consequence of imitations 
of Lea & Perrins’ Sauce... (Ad). Illustrated Sporting & 
Dramatic News (The). Oct. 14.
• Summary: “... which are calculated to deceive the Public, 
Lea & Perrins beg to draw attention to the fact that each 
Bottle of the Original and Genuine Worcestershire Sauce 
bears their Signature, thus [the Lea & Perrins signature is 
written].
 “Sold wholesale by the Proprietors, Worcester; Crosse 
and Blackwell, London; and Export Oilmen generally. Retail 
by Dealers in Sauces throughout the World.” 

 Note: This ad, containing an illustration of a bottle of 
Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce, is 2.5 inches wide and 
2.75 inches high.

764. Kinch, Edward. 1882. Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 
Biedermann’s Central-Blatt fuer Agrikulturchemie 11:753-
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55. Nov. [Ger]
• Summary: According to Watt (1890, p. 511): “In 1882, 
Professor Kinch urged the advisability of renewed efforts [to 
grow soya] in the Himalayan tracts, and, as a consequence, 
the government of India directed the attention of local 
offi cials to the subject. Seed obtained from the Government 
Gardens, Saharanpur, were distributed to Madras, the Panjab, 
Bengal, Bombay, Hyderabad, and Burma, for experimental 
cultivation. It appears to have been grown from seed 
obtained from China with a fair amount of success at the 
Saidapet Experimental Farm in 1882.”
 “The chemical composition of the bean, according 
to Professor Kinch, places it above all other pulses as an 
albuminous food, while that of the straw also surpasses in 
nitrogen value that of wheat, lentils, and even hay.”
 Table 1 gives original analyses of the nutritional 
composition of various soybeans, including: from Japan, 
pale/colorless from China, yellow from Germany, from 
India, brown, round black, and oblong black soybeans.
 “The average composition of the straw, the pods, and of 
a type of soybean straw from Japan, which are used as very 
tasty feeds for horses, cows, and sheep” are given in table 2.
 Table 3 gives the nutritional analyses of various soybean 
products: White miso, red miso, Tofu or Bohnenkäse, 
frozen tofu (gefrorener Bohnenkäse), and soybean cake 
(Sojabohnenkuchen) which remains after pressing out the oil 
(Abpressen des Oels).
 Table 4 shows the percentage composition of nine 
different mineral salts in the ash of soybean seeds and straw.
 Note 1. This may be the 2nd earliest document seen 
(May. 2010) concerning soybeans in Burma. It seems likely 
that soybeans were cultivated in Burma at that time, but that 
is not certain. This document may contain the 2nd earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Burma (1882).
 Note 2. This may be the second earliest document seen 
(Oct. 2010) concerning soybeans in Pakistan, however that is 
not certain. The nation of Pakistan was created out of British 
India in 1947. In 1882 Panjab (Punjab) was a province in 
British India. It was divided in Aug. 1947 into East Punjab, 
India (with about 1/3 the area and ½ the population of the 
original province), and West Punjab, Pakistan. West Punjab 
was renamed simply Punjab and is now one of Pakistan’s 
four provinces; its capital is Lahore.
 Note 3. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2013) that mentions dried-frozen tofu, which 
it calls “gefrorener Bohnenkäse.” Address: Professor, 
Cirencester, England.

765. Waikato Times (Waikato, New Zealand). 1882. 
Gleanings: The soy bean. Dec. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: “A recent number of the Agricultural Students 
Gazette (Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester [England]) 
contains an article by Prof. E. Kinch on the Soy bean (Soja 
hispida). This bean, of which there are a dozen or more 

varieties known in the East, is very largely used as an 
article of food in Japan and China, where it is manufactured 
not only into soy [sauce], now exported in considerable 
quantities to Europe, but also into bean cheese [tofu] and 
other forms of food...”
 “Prof. Kinch is trying to grow one of the varieties in 
the Botanic Garden at Cirencester, and though our climate is 
probably too uncertain, and the temperature often too low for 
most of the varieties to attain perfection, if any of them could 
be acclimatized, a valuable leguminous crop would be added 
to our present list.”

766. Blyth, Alexander Wynter. 1882. Foods: Their 
composition and analysis. A manual for the use of analytical 
chemists and others. With an introductory essay on the 
history of adulteration. London: Charles Griffi n and 
Company. xxviii + 586 + 36 p. See p. 191. Illust. 19 cm. [2 
soy ref]
• Summary: The focus of this book is adulteration of foods, 
its detection and history. Page 191 states: “Chinese Peas. A 
Pea or bean, much used in China in the form of cheese, is 
Soia hispida.” The composition of 3 varieties of soybeans 
according to G.H. Pellet [1880] is given.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2011) that uses the term “Chinese peas” to refer 
to soybeans.
 A translation of information on tofu from Stanislaus 
Julien and Paul Champion [1869] Industries anciennes et 
modernes de l’empire chinois... states: “The pea-cheese is 
considered, in China and Japan, a very important food. The 
peas (Soia hispida) are soaked in water for about 24 hours, 
then strained; they are next ground to a thin paste with some 
of the water which has been put on one side. The grinding 
is effected by a mill. The matters are fi ltered, and the fi ltrate 
is concentrated by heat; and after skimming once or twice 
is cooled, the caseine [casein] coagulated by plaster, and 
a salt, which appears to be chloride of magnesium, added. 
The cheese is grayish-white, and has the following general 
composition:”–Water 90.37%, fatty matters 2.36%, nitrogen 
0.78%, and ash 0.76%.
 Also discusses: History of adulteration, especially 
in England (p. 1-63), gluten (p. 150-51), coffee and its 
adulteration (p. 349-53; soy is not mentioned), almonds 
and almond oil (p. 503-07), specifi c gravity of various oils 
including sweet almond oil, arachis oil, and sesame oil (but 
not soybean oil).
 In England, recent acts prohibiting adulteration of foods, 
beverages and drugs were passed in 1860, 1872, 1875, and 
1879. Address: M.R.C.S., F.C.S., &c., Public Analyst for the 
County of Devon, and Medical Offi cer of Health and Public 
Analyst for St. Marylebone, England.

767. Bretschneider, Emil V. 1882. Botanicon sinicum. 
Notes on Chinese botany from native and Western sources. 
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I. Andreas Cleyer and Engelberth [Englebert] Kaempfer 
(Document part). J. of the North-China Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society 16:18-230. New Series. For the year 1881. 
See p. 125-26. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The fi rst attempt of a European to study the 
Flora of Japan was made by Andreas Cleyer, a German, 
who visited Yeddo in 1683 as envoy of the Dutch East-India 
Company, and who resided in Nagasaki as chief supercargo 
[in charge of the commercial concerns] of the Dutch factory 
till 1686. His letters on Japanese plants addressed to Dr. 
Mentzel have been published in the Academiæ naturæ 
curiosorum Ephemerides, 1686-1700. Cleyer’s descriptions 
as well as the drawings appended have little value.”
 In the Royal Library at Berlin Bretschneider saw 
Cleyer’s drawings as well as “another volume entitled 
Cleyer’s Flora Japonica, containing only 101 coloured 
drawings of Japanese plants, apparently painted from 
nature in Japan by Cleyer’s order. These have more claim 
to botanical correctness. Cleyer has himself added some 
memoranda. The names are given in Japanese letters only. 
This volume was referred to Dr. Siebold, who in 1856 
drew up an Index of the drawings and added the scientifi c 
botanical names.
 Note: Cleyer’s diary was published in German in 1985 
under the title Tagebuch des Kontors zu Nagasaki auf der 
Insel Deshima, 20 Oktober 1682–5 November 1683, edited 
by Eva. S. Kraft.
 “A few years after Cleyer had left Japan, another 
German, an able explorer and botanist, arrived in that 
country and spent about two years there. Engelberth 
[Englebert] Kaempfer was born in 1651 at Lemgo (Lippe-
Detmold). In 1683 he accompanied a Swedish Embassy 
to Persia as secretary, but on its return he separated from 
it and proceeded to the Persian Gulf, where a Dutch fl eet 
was stationed at that time. In 1685 he entered the service 
of the Dutch East-India Company as a surgeon, and arrived 
at Batavia [later renamed Jakarta, Indonesia] in 1689. 
In the following year a Dutch squadron was sent out to 
Siam and Japan, and Kaempfer was of the party. On the 
22nd September 1690 he reached Nagasaki. He had two 
opportunities of visiting Yeddo, performing the journey 
thither partly by the overland road, partly by sea. His fi rst 
stay in Yeddo lasted from March 13 to April 5, 1691; the 
second from March 31 to April 29, 1692. He left Japan 
in the same year, returned to Europe in 1694, and died in 
1716 in his native country. For further biographical details 
regarding Kaempfer see Rosny’s “Variétés orientales,” 1872, 
p. 98, where an interesting account of his life and scientifi c 
works is found. Kaempfer was not only a skillful botanist, 
but an acute observer in general. He has connected his name 
imperishably with the history of botanical discoveries in 
Japan, and the accounts he noted down with respect to the 
Japanese Empire and other countries he visited will always 
stand as a model of accurate and judicious information and 

keen observation. In 1712 he brought out his Amoenitates 
Exocticae. The second fasciculus [fascicle] (p. 466) contains 
an account of the plants from which paper is manufactured 
in Japan; in the third fasciculus (p. 605) a treatise on the Tea-
shrub is found. Besides this the whole of the fi fth fasciculus 
(p. 707-912) is devoted to the description of more than 500 
species of Japanese plants, 31 of which are represented by 
excellent drawings. The Japanese names of the plants are 
always given, and Chinese names in Chinese characters are 
generally added. Although these characters are often wrongly 
or indistinctly printed, there is no diffi culty in deciphering 
them. Kaempfer’s botanical descriptions are generally 
faithful, in some instances much detailed.
 “The Amoenitates Exoticae represents only a small 
portion of Kaempfer’s labours. After his death all his 
unpublished manuscripts as well as his herbarium, namely 
the plants collected in Japan and his drawings of Japanese 
plants, were purchased by Hans Sloane, the well-known 
collector and promoter of science, whose immense collection 
subsequently gave origin to the British Museum. In 1727 
Kaempfer’s valuable History of Japan, etc. was published 
in English, translated from his original (Dutch) manuscript. 
In 1791 Sir J. Banks edited a volume with the title: Icones 
selector plantarum quas in Japonia collegit et delineavit 
E. Kaempfer, ex archtyp, in Museo Britannico asservatis. It 
contains 50 plates.” Address: China.

768. Hanausek, T.F. 1882. Die Sojabohne [The soybean]. 
Irmischia Botanische Monatschrift. II No. 7. p. 44-45. [13 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: The soybean (called Soja- or Soya-Bohne in 
German) traces its name to the Japanese word for soy sauce 
(sooju, in German). It is a native of East Asia (the East 
Indies, China, Japan) and its seeds and the salty sauce made 
from them are an important and beloved foods. Especially 
soy sauce (die Sojabrühe) is widely used each day as an 
addition to soups, sauces, and roasts in Japan, and is also 
imported to England.
 To make typical soy sauce: Cook the soybeans, then 
cook them together with roasted barley in salt water. Let 
the mixture ferment for 2-3 months, then press out the salty 
liquid, fi lter it, and package it in bottles or kegs. Large-
scale adulteration (perhaps using mushrooms) is detected in 
England using the following test: Shake the soy sauce in a 
glass. If a shiny yellow fi lm does not form on the surface, it 
may be considered inauthentic.
 In 1867 11,493 gallons of soy sauce were imported to 
England, and England then exported 2,166 gallons.
 Note: The title of this periodical is also cited as: 
Abhandlungen des Thuringischen botanischen vereins 
“Irmischia” zu Sondershausen. Address: Dr., Germany.

769. Merck, Klemens. 1882. Klemens Merck’s Warenlexikon 
fuer Handel, Industrie und Gewerbe. Dritte, gaenzlich 
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umgearbeitete Aufl age [Klemens Merck’s dictionary of 
products and commodities for trade, industry and commerce. 
3rd completely revised edition]. Leipzig: Verlag von G.A. 
Gloeckner. lvi + 687 p. See p. 539-40. Forword by Prof. Dr. 
Carl Birnbaum. Index. 24 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The entry for “Soya” (p. 539-40) is almost 
identical to that in the 1871 edition, with these differences: 
(1) The opening line begins: “Soya, is a brown, sharp liquid, 
imported from China and Japan...” (2) At the end, no import 
or export fi gures are given. Rather, this 1882 entry ends: 
“The product is listed in the Tariff Schedule (see end of 
book) under No. 25p 1.”
 Also discusses: Cyperus esculentus (Erdmandeln, p. 
118), peanuts (p. 118-19), sesame seeds (p. 525-26), and 
sesame oil (p. 526).
 The full subtitle in German reads as follows: 
Beschreibung der im Handel vorkommenden Natur- und 
Kunsterzeugnisse unter besonderer Beruecksichtigung der 
chemisch-technischen und anderer Fabrikate, der Droguen- 
und Farbewaren, der Kolonialwaren, der Landesprodukte, 
der Material- und Mineralwaren. Herausgegeben unter 
Mitwirkung von Dr. C. Birnbaum, Lorenz Brauer, Dr. Paul 
Degener, etc. (Description of Natural and Manufactured 
Products in Commerce / Trade, with Special Consideration 
for Chemical-Technical and Other Products, Drugs, 
Dyestuffs, Products from the Colonies, Agricultural 
Products, Household Goods, and Minerals. Published in 
Cooperation with Dr. C. Birnbaum,...).
 In 1884 a second, slightly revised printing of the 3rd 
edition appeared. The page numbers cited above did not 
change. Address: [Germany].

770. Smith, John. 1882. A dictionary of popular names of 
the plants which furnish the natural and acquired wants of 
man, in all matters of domestic and general economy. Their 
history, products, & uses. London: Macmillan and Co. ix + 
457 p. See p. 386. 23 cm.
• Summary: “Soy (Glycine Soja, better known as Soja 
hispida), a small, erect, trifoliate, hairy plant of the Bean 
family (Leguminosæ), native of India and China. It is 
cultivated for its seeds, which are made into the sauce called 
Soy in India, and the residue or cake is extensively used for 
manure in China.” Note: The residue from making soybean 
oil is widely used for manure in China, but the residue from 
making soy sauce is usually too salty for that use.
 Also discusses (alphabetically): Agar-agar (see Ceylon 
moss), almond tree, Ceylon moss (seaweed), Cyperus 
(incl. C. esculentus. “The taste of the roots when roasted is 
compared to potatoes. It is by some used as a substitute for 
coffee”), dulse (Rhodomenia palmata, seaweed), earth pea or 
ground nut (Arachis hypogæa; an allied plant is Voandzeia 
subterranea), fl ax (incl. linseed oil), Fucus (genus of sea-
weeds), gingilie oil (from Sesamum indicum), Goa bean 
(the seeds of Psophocarpus tetragonolobus are so called 

in India), hemp (Cannabis sativa, the seeds are used for 
feeding caged birds), Job’s tears (Coix lachryma), kelp (see 
Fucus), linseed oil (see fl ax), lupin (Lupinus albus, also 
yellow lupin and blue lupin), medick or lucerne (Medicago 
sativa) [alfalfa], quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa or C. 
anthelminticum), seaweeds (plants of the order Algæ), and 
sesamum (the seeds of Sesamum indicum).
 The author, John Smith, lived 1798-1888. Address: 
A.L.S.

771. Spon, Edward N.; Spon, Francis N. 1882. Spons’ 
encyclopaedia of the industrial arts, manufactures, and 
commercial products. Vol. 4: Bean-oil. London and New 
York: E. & F.N. Spon. p. 1153-1536. See p. 1378. Edited by 
Charles G. Warnford Lock.
• Summary: The section titled “Oils and fatty substances” 
begins (p. 1360) by noting that in everyday language the 
word “oil” is often “made to embrace three distinct classes of 
bodies:–(a) ‘fi xed’ or ‘fatty’ oils, (b) ‘volatile’ and ‘essential’ 
oils, and (c) ‘petroleum’ and other ‘mineral’ oils... The term 
‘fat’ is applied to these oils when they are in a solid state; 
thus the same product may be an ‘oil’ in one climate, and a 
‘fat’ in another.”
 In the section on “Vegetable oils and fats [A. Fatty 
or fi xed]” we read (p. 1377-78): “Bean oil.–The seeds of 
the Chinese oil-bean, the sooja or miso of the Japanese 
(Glycine Soja [Soja hispida]) afford 17-18 per cent. of a 
fatty oil. The plant is shrubby, attaining a height of 3-4 ft., 
and resembling the common dwarf kidney or French bean. 
The seeds are somewhat smaller than French beans, and 
vary in colour, from white to yellow and green. The plant 
is chiefl y cultivated in the north of China, especially in the 
province of Shantung. The Chinese usually obtain 17 per 
cent. of oil from the seeds by simple pressure. The oil bears 
a general analogy to the ordinary edible oils of commerce, 
possessing an agreeable fl avour and odour. It is useful for 
burning; exposed to a low temperature it becomes pasty, and 
oxidizes rapidly on exposure to the air. As a drying oil, it 
might replace linseed for some purposes. As an illuminator, 
it is being rapidly replaced by American petroleum, but is 
still extensively used for food. The oil, the cake left after 
expression of the oil, and the beans themselves, are important 
articles of Chinese commerce.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that uses the term “Chinese oil-bean” (or 
“Chinese oil bean”) to refer to the soy bean.
 “The exports from Chefoo in 1878 were 2468½ piculs 
(of 133.3 lb each) of bean-oil, 994,188 of bean-cake, and 
160,549 1/3 of beans; in 1870, the exports of the oil from 
this port were 44,530 piculs; in 1877 only 327 piculs; and in 
1879, 1491 piculs. The exports of bean-oil from Newchwang 
were 4947 piculs in 1877, 3287¼ in 1878, and 11,630 in 
1879; of beans, in the same years, 1,439,062, 2,156,064, and 
1,835,444 piculs respectively; and of bean-cake, 792,166, 
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1,924,968, and 1,800,523 piculs. Chinkiang exported 69,090 
piculs of beans in 1877, and 43,784 in 1879. Hankow 
imported 21,077 3/4 piculs of native bean-oil, value 15,624l. 
[British pounds sterling], in 1879. Kiukiang, in 1879, 
imported 17,675 piculs. Shanghai, in 1879, imported 282¼ 
piculs from native ports, and exported 33,940 piculs (besides 
372 re-exports) to native ports. Wuhu imports quantities 
of the oil from Hohan, via Hankow, also from Hochow, 
Luchowfu, and some other places north of the [Yangtze] 
river; the fi gures were, 659½ piculs in 1877, 13,574¼ in 
1878, and 5284 in 1879. The cake is used for human and 
cattle food, and as manure. (See also Spices–Soy.) The 
plant is cultivated for its beans in many parts of India and 
the Archipelago; and has been successfully introduced into 
Austro-Hungary and N. Germany.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 1999) with any term referring to the oil of the 
soybean in the title.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
containing industry or market statistics on soybean crushing, 
including production and trade of soybean oil, meal or cake.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
containing industry or market statistics on production or 
trade of soybeans.
 Vol. 4 also discusses: Under narcotics–Hemp (bhang, 
charas, ganja, hashish; p. 1305-07). Under “Oils and 
fatty substances: Vegetable oils and fats”–Almond oil (p. 
1377). Hempseed oil (p. 1391). Linseed oil (p. 1393-94). 
Miscellaneous and unenumerated oils–Cyperus esculentus 
(p. 1413-14). Under animal oils and fats–Butterine, bosch, 
oleomargarine, or artifi cial butter (p. 1362-63, 1464-66). 
Bibliography of oils (p. 1483-84).
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Hempseed oil” 
(regardless of capitalization) written just like this. Address: 
England.

772. Spon, Edward N.; Spon, Francis N. 1882. Spons’ 
encyclopaedia of the industrial arts, manufactures, and 
commercial products. Vol. 5: Soy. London and New York: E. 
& F.N. Spon. p. 1537-2142. See p. 1814. Edited by Charles 
G. Warnford Lock.
• Summary: In the section titled “Spices and condiments” 
we read: “Soy.–This useful condiment [soy sauce], said 
to form the basis of almost all the popular sauces [such 
as Worcestershire sauce] made in Europe, is prepared by 
the Chinese and Japanese from the fruit of Glycine Soja 
[Soja hispida], which holds an important place among 
the oil-yielding plants, and has been described under the 
article on Vegetable Fatty Oils (p. 1378). The condiment 
is prepared by boiling the beans with an equal quantity of 
roughly-ground barley or wheat, and leaving it covered for 
24 hours to ferment; salt is then added in quantity equal to 
the other ingredients, water is poured over, and the whole is 

stirred at least once daily for two months, when the liquid is 
poured and squeezed off, fi ltered, and preserved in wooden 
vessels, becoming brighter and clearer by long keeping. Its 
approximate value in the London market is 2s. 3d. to 3s. a 
gallon for Chinese, and 2s. 4d. to 2s. 5d. for Japanese. [Note: 
The Chinese sauce is more expensive]. It is not specifi ed in 
the trade returns, but doubtless forms the chief item in the 
unenumerated spices imported from China.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2003) that contains the term “fatty oils”–which 
refers to edible oils that are liquid at room temperature (see 
also p. 1360).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the terms “oil-yielding” or 
“oil-yielding plants” in connection with the soybean.
 Also discusses: Varnish–Hempseed oil (p. 2024). 
Address: England.

773. Kinch, Edward. 1883. List of plants used for food or 
from which foods are obtained in Japan. Transactions of the 
Asiatic Society of Japan 11(Part 1):1-30. April. Read April 
12th, 1882. Reprinted in March 1907 as a monograph.
• Summary: “In the following list of food plants the genera 
have been arranged according to the system pursued by G. 
Bentham and J.D. Hooker in their ‘Genera Plantarum’... I am 
not aware that any list of the plants used for food in Japan 
has been published since that by Thunberg in his ‘Flora 
Japonica,’ 1784 [which mentions ‘Dolichos polystachyos et 
Soja’ in the Preface].”
 “In the last hundred years this list has been considerably 
extended. The principal works consulted have been 
Thunberg’s ‘Flora,’ Franchet and Savatier’s ‘Enumeratio,’ 
Miquel’s ‘Prolusio’ and Tanaka and Ono’s ‘So moku 
Zusetsu’ and part of Suringar’s ‘Algae ‘Japonicae.”
 Under the heading Leguminoseæ (Suborder 
Papilionaceæ), Kinch reports: (1) Glycine soja, S. & Z., 
called tsuru-mame or no mame in Japanese, has no English 
name. Its seeds are used. (2) Glycine hispida Moench 
(synonyms: Soja hispida Miq. and Dolichos soja L.), called 
O-mame or Daidzu in Japanese, is called Soy bean or 
Japan pea in English. Its seeds are used and there are many 
varieties of seeds. (3) Glycine hispida f. lanceolata, called 
midzu kugiri in Japanese, has no English name. Its seeds are 
used.
 Also discusses in this suborder: (4) Arachis hypogæa, 
L., Rakkuwasho [rakkasei] or Tojin-mame, ground nut, earth 
nut. (5) Vicia faba, L., Sora-mame, broad beans. (6) Pisum 
sativum, L., Yendo, pea. (7) Pueraria thunbergiana, Benth. = 
Dolichos hirsutus, Th., Kudzu, for root starch. (8) Phaseolus 
vulgaris, L., Ingen mame, French bean. (9) Phaseolus 
radiatus, L., Adzuki or Shôdzu, for beans. (10) Phaseolus 
radiatus var. pendulus, Savatier, Tsuru-adzuki, for seeds. 
(11) Phaseolus radiatus var. subtrilobatus, Savr., Bundo or 
Yayenari [Yaenari], for seeds.
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 Also mentions Prunus mume or plum. “Unripe fruit 
preserved in vinegar and salt as a pickle” [umeboshi].
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2006) that uses the term Prunus mume to refer 
to the scientifi c name of the plum tree whose fruits are 
used to make umeboshi salt plums. This is also the 2nd 
earliest English-language document seen (Dec. 2006) that 
refers to umeboshi salt plums, but it does not mention them 
specifi cally.
 Note 3. Some of this information is very similar to that 
in Van Buren (1881, p. 15). Address: Royal Agricultural 
College, Cirencester, England. Formerly Prof. of Chemistry, 
Imperial College of Agriculture, Tokyo.

774. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1883. The Royal 
Agricultural College at Cirencester [England]. Aug. 21. p. 3.
• Summary: “A correspondent of the Madras Mail, who 
recently paid a visit to the above institution, forwards 
some interesting particulars regarding the college, to our 
contemporary.”
 “I cannot conclude this notice of a most interesting 
educational institution–which all Anglo-Indians at home 
on furlough would do well to visit–without mentioning 
the Agricultural Students’ Gazette edited by students at the 
college. In the number for July 1882, I fi nd an article by 
Professor Kinch, on the Soy bean, a bean which attracted 
considerable attention in India last year.” See Kinch 1882.

775. Frankland, Percy Faraday. 1883. Agricultural chemical 
analysis: Founded upon “Leitfaden für die Agricultur-
Chemische Analyse” von Dr. F. Krocker. London and New 
York: Macmillan and Co. x + 328 p. See p. 198. Illust. No 
index. 19 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, on “Analysis of plants and 
vegetable structures” (which describes how to conduct 
various chemical analyses, and also gives values), section 10 
is titled “Composition of cereals and other vegetable foods.” 
We read (p. 198): “The soy bean (Soja hispida), which is 
largely cultivated in both China and Japan, is the vegetable 
which of all others approaches most nearly in its proximate 
chemical composition to animal food. This will be seen in 
the following table, given by Prof. Finch in his monograph 
on the Soy bean:- The table compares the composition of 
“Soy bean of Japan. Peas. Beans. Lupins. Lentils. Lean 
Beef. Fat mutton.” The soy bean contains: Water 11.3%, 
nitrogenous matter 37.8%, fat 20.9%, carbohydrates 24.0%, 
fi bre 2.2%, and ash 3.8%.
 This chapter also discusses: Oilcake (p. 164). Pearl 
barley, maize, millet, dari, buckwheat, peas, haricot beans, 
lentils, and earthnuts (shelled) (p. 197).
 The Preface begins: “At the outset, I intended that 
these pages should be merely a translation of Dr. F. 
Krocker’s excellent handbook entitled Leitfaden für die 
Agricultur-Chemische Analyse,... Soon, however, I came to 

the conclusion that a somewhat more extensive treatment 
of the strictly agricultural portion would be desirable in a 
work of the kind published in this country.” Address: Ph.D., 
B.Sc., F.C.S., F.I.C., Grove House, Pembridge Square W. 
[England].

776. Royal Gardens, Kew (England). 1883. Offi cial Guide to 
the Museums of Economic Botany. No. 1. Dicotyledons and 
gymnosperms. London: Printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode, 
for H.M. Stationery Offi ce. 153 p. See p. 43. 19 cm.
• Summary: “No. 174. Soy Beans (Glycine Soja, Sieb. and 
Zucc.). An annual cultivated largely in India and China. 
From the seed the Chinese prepare a sauce known as Soy; a 
quantity of oil is also expressed from them, and the residue 
after the expression of the oil is extensively used for feeding 
cattle, as well as for manuring the land in China. It is made 
into large circular cakes similar to that exhibited, weighing 
about 60 lb.”
 Note: This is the earliest edition of the Offi cial Guide to 
the Kew Museums or the Offi cial Guide to the Museums of 
Economic Botany (Kew, England) in which the soy bean is 
mentioned. It is not mentioned in the 1871 or 1875 editions. 
Address: Kew, England.

777. New York Times. 1884. History of Worcestershire sauce. 
Feb. 9. p. 3.
• Summary: “From the London World: Although inferior in 
money-making power to a pill, a sauce, too, can make the 
guineas roll briskly in, and notably has this been the case 
with Lea & Perrins’s Worcestershire. A scrutiny of the label 
will show that it is prepared ‘from the recipe of a nobleman 
in the county.’ The nobleman is Lord Sandys, and Messrs. 
Lea & Perrins’s connection with the sauce came about rather 
curiously.
 “Many years ago Mrs. Grey, author of ‘The Gambler’s 
Wife’ and other novels, well known in their day, was on 
a visit at Ombersley Court, when Lady Sandys chanced 
to remark that she wished she could get some very good 
curry-powder, which elicited from Mrs. Grey that she had in 
her desk an excellent recipe, which her uncle, Sir Charles, 
Chief-Justice of India, had brought thence and given her. 
Lady Sandys said that there were some clever chemists 
in Worcester, who perhaps might be able to make up the 
powder; at all events, when they drove in after luncheon they 
would see.
 “Messrs. Lea & Perrins looked at the recipe, doubted if 
they could procure all the ingredients, but said they would 
do their best, and in due time forwarded a packet of the 
powder. Subsequently the happy thought struck some one 
in the business that the powder might, in solution, make 
a good sauce. The experiment was made, and by degrees 
the thing took amazingly. All the world, to its remotest 
ends, now knows of Worcestershire sauce as an article of 
commerce; and, notwithstanding that, in common with most 
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good things, it is terribly pirated, an enormous trade is done 
in it. The profi ts, I am told, amount to thousands of pounds 
a year, and I cannot but suppose that liberal checks, bearing 
the signature of Lea & Perrins, have passed from that fi rm to 
Mrs. Grey, to whom it is so indebted for its prosperity.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that 
mentions Lord Sandys in connection with Lea & Perrins or 
Worcestershire sauce. Note that it was published in the USA 
where people knew little about Lord Sandys or about the 
history of this product or its manufacturer.

778. Times (London). 1884. The Health Exhibition Japanese 
restaurant. Sept. 17. p. 4, col. 6.
• Summary: The Nippon Rioriya, modeled after the eating 
houses in Tôkio, is hard to fi nd at the exhibition. “Taking 
advantage of the concession to European prejudices the 
Commissioners have made in providing spoons, instead 
of obliging him to drink his soup like tea from the bowl, 
the adventurous diner-out will fi nd that he has before him 
a savoury compound called on the card misoshiru [miso 
soup]. This is made, as the root word denotes, from miso, a 
fermented mixture of soy beans, wheat, and salt.” He may 
also enjoy “a piece of plump sole stewd in soy” [sauce], the 
“brown soy-coloured beans and strips of kikurage, or ear-
shaped mushrooms,” the wanmori which includes “pieces of 
a soaked fu, a kind of biscuit made from the glutinous part 
of wheat fl our. The gravy in which these pièces de résistance 
are fl oating is thickened with a transparent starchy substance, 
obtained from the root of a climbing plant (Pueraria 
Thunbergiana), called by the Japanese kuzu.”
 “One other relish must be noticed, the sliced root of the 
burdock, salted and preserved in miso.”

779. International Health Exhibition, London. 1884. 
(210) Frozen bean-curd. Kôri-tôfu (Document part). In: 
International Health Exhibition, London. 1884. The Health 
Exhibition Literature. Vol. XVII. London: William Clowes 
and Sons, Ltd. 749 p. See p. 560-61.
• Summary: “It is made by freezing common bean-curd. 
Bean-curd is made of Daidzu Glycine (soja) hispida and 
contains a largo quantity of vegetable albumen. This is one 
of the most frequent kinds of food of the middle and lower 
classes of the people of Japan; it contains an abundance of 
nourishment, and Hygeists [Hygienists] recommend its use. 
However, bean-curd is indigestible as in passing through the 
process of freezing, it undergoes a change. Ordinary bean-
curd is not a safe eatable to remove to a distance, as it spoils 
very readily: therefore, frozen bean-curd only is exhibited 
here with explanation of the ingredients of the common curd.
 “Preparation.–It is made by steeping soy beans in water 
and then grinding them, after which the refuse is removed by 
boiling and dissolving it in a little oil. This refuse is called 
‘Kiradzu’ or ‘Unohana.’
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 

seen (June 2013) that uses the word “Kiradzu” or the word 
“Unohana” to refer to okara.
 The liquid remaining after taking away such refuse is 
put into a kettle and again boiled. Upon the surface of the 
water there forms a thin substance [yuba] like wet paper; this 
is skimmed off and dried. It is called ‘Yuba’ (lit., bean-curd 
skin), the taste of which is very agreeable. When it begins 
to bubble up brine is sprinkled over it in order to stop the 
bubbles, and is put into a special wooden box, then thrown 
into a cotton cloth bag and coagulated into long square 
shapes, which is the bean-curd.
 “Analysis of bean curd: Nitrogen 0.76%. Fat 2.36%. 
Water 90.37%. Ashes [ash] 0.76%.
 “Analysis of dried bean-curd [moisture free]: Nitrogen 
8.09%. Fat 24.59%. Ashes [ash] 7.79%.
 “Analysis of refuse of bean curd [kirazu or unohana]: 
Albumen 3.664%. Fat 0.837%. Glucose 0.266%. Starch 
2.630%. Cellulose 2.896%. Other non-nitrogenous 
substances 6.156%. Water 85.660%.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2012) that seems to use the word “nitrogen” and 
the word “albumen” interchangeably.
 “Use.–Bean curd is prepared for eating by boiling it or 
holding it over a fi re; it is usually eaten with soy [sauce] and 
various condiments. It easily digests and is suitable food for 
adults, for infants, or for invalids, but it cannot be preserved 
for more than a day or two, owing to its perishable nature, 
whereas frozen bean curd does not easily spoil and can be 
preserved for a length of time, but it is indigestible and 
furnishes less nourishment than the unfrozen.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Frozen bean-curd” or 
the term Kôri-tôfu or the term “dried bean-curd” or the term 
“frozen bean curd” to refer to dried-frozen tofu. Address: 
England.

780. International Health Exhibition, London. 1884. (211) 
Yuba (Skin of bean curd) (Document part). In: International 
Health Exhibition, London. 1884. The Health Exhibition 
Literature. Vol. XVII. London: William Clowes and Sons, 
Ltd. 749 p. See p. 561-62.
• Summary: Preparation.–Yuba is made during the process 
of making bean curd [tofu], and is a thin, yellow, transparent 
substance.
 “Use.–It is used as a food adjunct with boiled rice, by 
most persons, by boiling or warming over a fi re and salting 
it.
 “Analysis: Albumen 51.597%. Yellow oil 15.620%. 
Cellulose 0.401%. Nitrogenous substances 6.651%. Ashes 
[ash] 2.821%. Water 22.850%. Total 100.000%
 “Analysis of dry substance [moisture free]: Carbon 
2.821%. Nitrogen 22.850%. Hydrogen 42.024%. Oxygen 
8.257%. Ashes 5.868%. Water 18.180%. Total 100.000%” 
Address: England.
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781. International Health Exhibition, London. 1884. (229) 
Miso (a fermented substance made from Soy Beans) 
(Document part). In: International Health Exhibition, 
London. 1884. The Health Exhibition Literature. Vol. XVII. 
London: William Clowes and Sons, Ltd. 749 p. See p. 563-
65.
• Summary: “Preparation.–There are many ways of making 
miso, they do not differ much from each other, and the kind 
containing the largest quantity of yeast [koji] is considered 
the best. The usual mode is, after soaking soy beans in water 
for about two hours, to put them into a suitable vessel and 
steam them; then, after mixing them with salt and yeast (the 
proportions are one to of beans to three sho of best salt and 
one to of yeast) [10 sho = 1 to = 18 liters = 4.76 gallons], 
they are removed to wooden plates; the next step is to evenly 
mix the ingredients. The liquid is then put into casks, and is 
then left untouched for upwards of a year.
 “Another method.–Three to of yellow soy beans are 
soaked in water for a night; then they are boiled in a large 
kettle, and as soon us the water in the kettle has evaporated 
and the beans show a reddish yellow colour, they are 
removed to a mortar and pounded; they are then placed on 
mats. When they are thoroughly cooled, they are shaped 
into balls, as large as hand balls, cut with a knife into fl at 
pieces about an eighth of an inch thick, and placed on mats 
shaped like scales of fi sh. As soon as mould appears upon 
them, they are taken, crushed into small pieces, and exposed 
to the rays of the sun for a day or two. When nearly dry, 
one and a fi fth to of salt and a suitable quantity of water are 
added to them, and the whole is pounded in a mortar. After 
preserving in a cask for twenty or thirty days, it is again 
pounded thoroughly, and then left in a cask for a month or 
two, and sometimes longer, when the preceding process will 
be repeated. Finally, if it is sealed up in casks, it will never 
deteriorate. It is in prime condition when three years old.
 “Use.–In Japan miso is one of the most necessary 
articles of food, and has been used from time immemorial, 
both by nobles and men of inferior rank. It is made into 
a soup, and is one of the courses served up as a principal 
article of every day diet. The mode of making it into soup 
is, in the fi rst place, to rub it around an earthenware bowl 
[suribachi], into which a suitable quantity of water has been 
poured; it is then fi ltered through a sieve called misokoshi, 
and vegetables according to taste are added to it; the whole 
is then boiled and served up. The quantity of water to be 
used depends on the taste of those who have to eat it. Miso 
is used to give an agreeable fl avour by mixing it with other 
food, and is then called Miso-ai [Miso-ae]. There are many 
other preparations of miso mixed with various condiments, 
namely, Sansho-miso (miso and Japanese pepper), 
Shogamiso (miso with ginger), Wasabimiso, Tagarashi-miso, 
Gomamiso (miso with horseradish, chillies, and sesame), 
Keshi-miso (miso with poppy seeds), Katsuwo-miso (miso 

with Katsuwo [Katsuo is oceanic bonito]), &c.
 The uses of miso are innumerable, and it is most 
nutritious food.
 Analysis, by Komaba Agricultural College:–Red 
Miso, from Osaka–Water 50.40%, fi bre 8.25%, ashes [ash] 
(containing nearly 12 per cent. of common salt) 12.50%, 
sugar 0.61%, albumen 10.08%, soluble carbohydrates 
18.16%. Total 100.00%.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2008) that contains the word misokoshi. Address: 
England.

782. International Health Exhibition, London. 1884. (230-
235) Shoyu (soy) (Document part). In: International Health 
Exhibition, London. 1884. The Health Exhibition Literature. 
Vol. XVII. London: William Clowes and Sons, Ltd. 749 p. 
See p. 565.
• Summary: “Shoyu is a mixture of soy beans, wheat, salt 
and water; the quantity of soy beans and of wheat being the 
same. The mode of preparing it, is to thoroughly boil, after 
washing in a cask with water, 50 koku of [soy] beans and to 
parch about 50 koku of wheat, in a pan for a little while, and 
thoroughly boil it after grinding on stone mill. When these 
two substances are mixed together and kept in Oka-muro (a 
warm room) for about four days the substances are converted 
into a yellow fl ower-like matter; this is yeast [sic, koji]. This 
yeast is then thrown into a mixture of 120 koku of water and 
of 6 kuwanme of salt. It is afterwards thoroughly cooled, 
boiled in a large kettle, and stirred with a bamboo instrument 
twice a day in summer and once a day in winter. After the 
lapse of three years the sediment is poured into a bag, then 
put into a small tub, and is submitted to strong pressure by 
means of a bar, at the end of which hangs a heavy stone. The 
fl uid expressed is poured into a kettle and submitted to a heat 
of not more than 80ºC; it is again removed to a large tub and 
set away for a night, when it becomes of a deep black colour 
and acquires a very delicious taste.
 “Use.–Shoyu is one of the most valuable foods, and is 
in daily use. Mixed with several kinds of food it imparts to 
them a delicious fl avour. It is universally liked and is really 
indispensable in the Japanese kitchen. The quantity of shoyu 
annually consumed in Japan is extremely large, and of late 
years the article has been exported.
 Analysis of Kikkoman Shoyu from Noda (province 
Shimosa) by Isono Tokusaburo B.Sc.–1,000 c.c. of Shoyu 
contains following constituents:–Specifi c gravity 1.199. Total 
residue 421.706. Ashes 175.864. Chlorine 94.001. Glucose 
53.226. Dextrin 54.710. Alcohol 1.650. Volatile Acid 1.920. 
Fixed Acid (as SO3 [sulfi te]) 13.031. Nitrogen 17.208
 “The following eight are the chief kinds of Sho-yu:–1. 
Sho-ji. 2. Sashimi. 3. Yamasa. 4. Yamajin. 5. Yamada. 6. 
Yigamisa [Jigamisa]. 7. Yamadai. 8. Yamataka.” Address: 
England.
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783. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1884. Japanese food 
vegetable products. 22:781-82. Dec. 20. New Series.
• Summary: “The Japanese Commission at the late 
International Health Exhibition have produced an excellent 
catalog of their exhibits, which contains a great deal of 
valuable information on the production and uses of the 
specimens in question. In the fi rst group, devoted to food 
products, a series of analyses is given of the principal grains 
and pulses, fungi, cucurbitaceous fruits, &c.”
 “Kori-tôfu: Frozen Bean Curds.–It is made by freezing 
common Bean curd, which is made of Daidzu (Glycine 
[Soja] hispida), and contains a large quantity of vegetable 
albumen. This is one of the most frequent kinds of fruit 
of the middle and lower classes of the people of Japan; 
it contains an abundance of nourishment, and hygeists 
[hygienists?] recommend its use. Bean curd is indigestible, 
but in passing through the process of freezing it undergoes 
a change. Owing to the Bean curd spoiling very readily, 
it is not suitable for carrying long distances. It is made by 
steeping Soy Beans in water and then grinding them, after 
which the refuse is removed by boiling and dissolving it in a 
little oil. The liquid remaining after taking away such refuse, 
is put into a kettle and again boiled. Upon the surface of the 
water a thin substance, like wet paper, forms, this is skimmed 
off and dried and known as ‘Yuba,’ the taste of which is very 
agreeable. When it begins to bubble up brine is sprinkled 
over it in order to stop the bubbles and it is put into a special 
wooden box and afterwards thrown into a cotton-cloth bag 
and coagulated into long square shapes, which is the Bean 
curd.
 “Bean curd is prepared for eating by boiling it, or 
holding it over a fi re. It is usually eaten with soy [sauce] and 
various condiments; it is easily digestible and is suitable food 
for adults, infants, or invalids, but it cannot be preserved 
for more than a day or two owing to its perishable nature, 
whereas frozen Bean curd can be preserved for a length of 
time, but it is indigestible and furnishes less nourishment 
than the kind fi rst named. The “yuba” or skin of the Bean 
curd is used as a food adjunct, with boiled Rice, by most 
persons, by boiling or warming over a fi re and salting it.”
 Other Japanese foods described in detail in this 
early article are Ginkgo biloba (Ginnan, the fruit of the 
maidenhair tree), Lagenaria vulgaris (Kau-pio, a dried fruit), 
Agaricus campestris (Shii-take [Shiitake] mushrooms), 
Gelidium corneum (Agar-agar or Kanten), Frozen Kouniaku 
[Konnyaku], Katakuri Starch, Kuzu Starch (from the root of 
Pueraria Thunbergiana), Warabi Starch, Hijiki (Cyrtoseira 
sp.), Ogo (Gigartina sp.), Wakame (Alaria pinnatifi da), 
Tangre [Tangle] or Kombu (Laminaria japonica. “It is used 
as a food by boiling with soy, sugar, mirin, &c., or served 
in soup”), Laver, dried–Asakusa-nori (Porphyra vulgaris) 
[Note that items from Hijiki to Laver are sea vegetables], 
Umeboshi: Salted and dried plums.
 Continued in the issue of 10 Jan. 1885.

 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the terms “frozen,” or “Kori-
tôfu,” or “Bean Curds,” or “Frozen Bean Curds” to refer to 
frozen tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
concerning the use of soya in infant foods or infant feeding.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2006) that uses the word “Umeboshi” or the term 
“Salted and dried plums” to refer to umeboshi salt plums.
 Note 4. As of 1975, the scientifi c name of the shiitake 
mushroom was Lentinus edodes. It had been cultivated and 
used as human food for centuries in China and Japan. It 
is not used much in most developing countries, nor in the 
West where the common champignon Agaricus bisporus (A. 
brunnescens) is the mushroom of commerce. One important 
advantage of shiitake is that it can be cultivated on wood.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2008) that uses the term “vegetable albumen” to 
refer to soy protein.

784. Candolle, Alphonse de. 1884. Origin of cultivated 
plants. London: Kegan Paul, Trench & Co. viii + 468 p. 
See p. 330-32, 442-43, 451. Index. 20 cm. (International 
Scientifi c Series, v. 49 [i.e. 48]). Translation of Origin des 
Plantes Cultivees, 1883 ed. 2nd ed. 1886. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This is the fi rst English-language edition of 
this landmark work by de Candolle (lived 1806-1893), the 
renowned Swiss botanist, whose father (Augustin Pyramo 
de Candolle, lived 1778-1841) was also a famous botanist. 
The world’s fi rst authority on the origin of cultivated plants, 
Alphonse de Candolle postulates (p. 17) that agriculture 
arose independently in three regions: “China, the southwest 
of Asia (with Egypt), and intertropical America.”
 The section on soy is compiled from 15 earlier 
publications, which are footnoted. There is no separate 
bibliography at the back of the book.
 “Soy–Dolichos soja, Linnaeus; Glycine soja, Bentham. 
This leguminous annual has been cultivated in China and 
Japan from remote antiquity. This might be gathered from 
the many uses of the soy bean and from the immense 
number of varieties. But it is also supposed to be one of the 
farinaceous substances called shu in Chinese writings of 
Confucius’ time, though the modern name of the plant is ta-
tou. The bean is nourishing, and contains a large proportion 
of oil, and preparations similar to butter, oil, and cheese are 
extracted from it and used in Chinese and Japanese cooking. 
Soy is also grown in the Malay Archipelago, but at the end 
of the eighteenth century it was still rare in Amboyna, and 
Forster did not see it in the Pacifi c Isles at the time of Cook’s 
voyages. It is of modern introduction in India, for Roxburgh 
had only seen the plant in the botanical gardens at Calcutta, 
where it was brought from the Moluccas. There are no 
common Indian names. Besides, if its cultivation had been 
ancient in India, it would have spread westward into Syria 
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and Egypt, which is not the case.
 “Kaempfer formerly published an excellent illustration 
of the soy bean, and it had existed for a century in European 
botanical gardens, when more extensive information about 
China and Japan excited about ten years ago a lively desire 
to introduce it into our countries. In Austria, Hungary, and 
France especially, attempts have been made on a large 
scale, of which the results have been summed up in works 
worthy of consultation. It is to be hoped these efforts may 
be successful; but we must not digress from the aim of our 
researches, the probable origin of the species.
 “Linnaeus says, in his Species, ‘habitat in India,’ and 
refers to Kaempfer, who speaks of the plant in Japan, and 
to his own fl ora of Ceylon, where he gives the plant as 
cultivated. Thwaites’s modern fl ora of Ceylon makes no 
mention of it. We must evidently go further east to fi nd the 
origin both of the species and of its cultivation. Loureiro says 
that it grows in Cochin-China and that it is often cultivated 
in China. I fi nd no proof that it is wild in the latter country, 
but it may perhaps be discovered, as its culture is so ancient. 
Russian botanists have only found it cultivated in the north 
of China and in the basin of the river Amur. It is certainly 
wild in Japan. Junghuhn found it in Java on Mount Gunung-
Gamping, and a plant sent also from Java by Zollinger 
is supposed to belong to this species, but it is not certain 
that the specimen was wild. A Malay name, kadelee, quite 
different to the Japanese and Chinese common names, is in 
favour of its indigenous character in Java.
 “Known facts and historical and philological 
probabilities tend to show that the species was wild from 
Cochin-China to the south of Japan and to Java when the 
ancient inhabitants of this region began to cultivate it at a 
very remote period, to use it for food in various ways, and to 
obtain from it varieties of which the number is remarkable, 
especially in Japan.”
 Soy is also mentioned as follows: “The Chinese, who 
grew wheat 2700 B.C., considered it a gift direct from 
heaven. In the annual ceremony of sowing fi ve kinds of seed, 
instituted by the Emperor Shen-nung or Chin-nong, wheat is 
one species, the others being rice, sorghum, Setaria italica, 
and soy. (p. 355).
 A “General table of species” (p. 436+) shows the origin 
of cultivated plants. Under those “Cultivated for the seeds–
Nutritive” (p. 442-43) is listed: “Soy–Dolichos soja Date: A. 
Origin: Cochin-China, Japan, Java.”
 The date code “A.” signifi es (see p. 436-37) that this 
Old-World species has been cultivated for more than four 
thousand years, according to ancient historians, Chinese 
works, and botanical and philological indications.
 Also listed in this general table: Lupin, Egyptian Lupin, 
Bambarra Ground Nut, three types of buckwheat, and Kiery 
(Amaranthus frumentaceus, from India).
 Plants native to North America: Jerusalem artichoke, 
mushroom (Agaricus campestris), pumpkin and squash, 

Virginia strawberry. Some other interesting plants: Tea from 
Assam, China, Mantschuria [Manchuria] (p. 117). Tobacco 
(p. 139). Cacao (Theobroma cacao) from tropical Brazil (p. 
313). Arabian coffee from tropical Africa, Mozambique, 
Abyssinia, Guinea (p. 415).
 In the fi nal chapter, “General observations and 
conclusions” we read (p. 451): “Men have not discovered 
and cultivated within the last two thousand years a single 
species which can rival maize, rice, the sweet potato, the 
potato, the bread-fruit, the date cereals, millets, sorghums, 
the banana, soy. These date from three, four, or fi ve thousand 
years, perhaps even in some cases six thousand years” (p. 
451).
 Soy is listed in the Index in three places as follows: 
Dolichos Soja, Glycine soya, and Soy.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2006) 
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Ceylon 
(renamed Sri Lanka in 1972).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 1996) that uses the word “soy” to refer to the 
soybean. Since 1688, “Soy” has always referred to soy sauce.
 Note 3. When de Candolle refers to the scientifi c name 
of the soybean as Glycine soja, it is not clear whether he is 
using this term incorrectly as a synonym for the cultivated 
soybean, or correctly as the scientifi c name for the wild 
soybean.
 Note 4. On the title page, under the author’s name, we 
read: “Foreign associate of the Academy of Sciences of the 
Institute of France; Foreign member of the Royal Society of 
London, Edinburgh [Scotland], and Dublin [Ireland]; of the 
academies of St. Petersburgh, Stockholm, Berlin, Munich, 
Brussels, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Rome, Turin, Madrid, 
Boston, etc.
 Note 5. The term “centers of origin” or “centers of 
origin” does not appear in this book.
 Note 6. Also discussed: Bambarra ground nut (Glycine 
subterranea, Voandzeia subterranea; p. 347-48). Quinoa (p. 
351-52). Lupin (p. 325-27). Address: Geneva [Switzerland, 
1882].

785. King, Lord. 1884. The life and letters of John Locke, 
with extracts from his journals and common-place books. 
London: George Bell & Sons. viii + 503 p. See p. 133-34. 
Index. 18 cm. Original edition 1829.
• Summary: In the section titled “England.–1679,” Locke 
described–apparently for a foreigner about to visit England–
various foods and condiments which ought to be enjoyed in 
London: “Puddings of several sorts and creams of several 
fashions, both excellent, but they are seldom to be found, at 
least in their perfection, at common eating-houses. Mango 
and saio are two sorts of sauces brought from the East 
Indies.”
 Note 1. Saio almost certainly refers to shoyu. For details, 
see original 1829 ed. The author’s full name is “Lord Peter 
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King King” or “Peter King, 7th baron King.”
 Note 2. John Locke, an English philosopher, lived 1632-
1704. Address: Ockham [England, 24 April 1829].

786. Lesley, J. Peter. ed. 1884. Early proceedings of the 
American Philosophical Society for the Promotion of Useful 
Knowledge, compiled by one of its secretaries from the 
manuscript minutes of its meetings from 1744 to 1838. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Press of McCalla & Stavely. 875 
p. See p. 24-25, 29, 32-33, 35. Illust. Index (p. 713-875). 24 
cm.
• Summary: Minutes: “1769. Jan. 16 at the College [with 41 
present, including Bartram]. “Sample of Chinese Vetches, six 
bottles of Soy and six pounds of powdered sago presented 
with a letter from S. Bowen of Georgia.” (p. 24).
 “1769. Jan. 20 at the College. (37 present). The sago, 
Soy & Vetches ‘lately introduced into Georgia by S. Bowen’ 
with his letter & description were ‘deferred until the laws 
were passed and committees formed.’”
 “1769. Feb’y 3. At the college. (24 present)... The Soy 
and Sago of S. Bowen were referred to the Com. Nat. Hist. 
& Chem. [Committee of Natural History and Chemistry], 
and the Vetches [soybeans] to the Com. Husb. & Am. 
[Committee of Husbandry and American] Improvements.”
 “1769. March 3. College. [29 present, incl. Bartram]. 
The S. Bowen’s Communication Committee then reported, 
that thanks be returned ‘especially for his ingenious account 
of the Chinese Vetches...’ The Other Committee [Natural 
History and Chemistry] were recommended to ‘make some 
experiments on’ the respective qualities of the samples of 
Soy & Sago, & report. Ordered that some... Vetches be 
distributed to... Pemberton, J. & J. Bartram, J. Morgan, J. 
Rhea, Abel James, T. Clifford, J. Gibson & G. Roberts.” 
Thus Samuel Bowen’s soybean seeds were distributed to 
eight farmers; all probably lived in Pennsylvania. It seems 
extremely likely that at least one of the 8 farmers grew the 
soybeans during 1769.
 At the meeting of 1769 April 21. Mr. S. Bowen of South 
Carolina [sic, Georgia] was elected a new member of the 
Society (p. 35).
 The fi rst three presidents of this illustrious society 
were: Benjamin Franklin (Jan. 1769 to April 1790), David 
Rittenhouse (Jan. 1791 to June 1796), and Thomas Jefferson 
(Jan. 1797 to Jan. 1814).
 Concerning Monsieur Le Comte de Buffon of Paris: On 
1768 Sept. 20 he was proposed as a corresponding member, 
then on 1768 Oct. 18 chosen as a member (p. 17-19). In 
1779 he sent the Society the fi rst 2 volumes of his Histoire 
Naturelle des Oiseaux (Natural History of Birds). On 1787 
Sept. 21 he sent a letter of thanks for election and certifi cate 
of membership. Also mentioned are Col. Henry Laurens (p. 
72, 152), and James Mease (p. 14, 232, 288, 320, etc.).
 On 1768 Dec. 20 two societies were merged and given 
a new name: “The American Philosophical Society, held at 

Philadelphia, for promoting Useful Knowledge” (p. 20-21).
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Pennsylvania (16 Jan. 1769), and (probably) 
for the cultivation of soybeans in Pennsylvania (spring 
1769). The source of these soybeans was Samuel Bowen 
of Georgia, who brought them from China, and had them 
planted in Georgia in May 1765.
 Note 2. The editor of this publication, Peter Lesley, 
lived 1819-1903. The Society, among whose founders in 
1743 were Benjamin Franklin and John Bartram, met in 
Philadelphia for the purpose of promoting useful knowledge.
 Note 3. In 1982, while reading through this book 
in search of something else, Jack Harlan, professor of 
agronomy at the University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign), 
chanced to read the entry in the minutes for 16 January 1769. 
His curiosity was piqued, for he knew that the earliest date 
of the introduction of soybeans from China to North America 
was generally thought to be 1804. Who was this S. Bowen? 
Why was his name not better known? Harlan mentioned his 
accidental discovery to his colleague and former student, 
Theodore Hymowitz, also a professor of agronomy at the 
same university. Hymowitz was also intrigued. Working 
together, they pieced together the fascinating, and previously 
unknown story of how Samuel Bowen introduced the 
soybean to North America in 1765 (see Economic Botany, 
Dec. 1983, p. 371-79). Address: Librarian of the Society, 
Philadelphia.

787. Report on the Progress and Condition of the Royal 
Gardens at Kew. 1884. Soy beans. p. 42-43. During the year 
1882. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contains a long quote from proceedings of the 
Agri-Horticultural Society of India, 5 Jan. 1883. The article 
concludes by noting that “Specimens of the beans, as well 
as of the oil and one of the cakes weighing about 60 lb, may 
be seen in the Museum of Economic Botany of the Royal 
Gardens.” Address: Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Surrey, 
England.

788. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London). 1885. Japanese food 
vegetable products. 23:51. Jan. 10. New Series.
• Summary: This is the conclusion of an article begun in the 
20 Dec. 1884 issue. “Soy. Two preparations from the Soy 
Bean (Glycine soja), besides that already referred to, deserve 
mentioning–namely, miso, a fermented substance; and shoyu, 
or soy itself. The fi rst is a curious preparation, described as 
follows:–There are many ways of making miso, differing 
very little from each other; the kind containing the largest 
quantity of yeast is considered the best. The usual mode 
is after soaking Soy Beans in water for about two hours to 
put them into a suitable vessel and steam them; then, after 
mixing them with salt and yeast, they are removed to wooden 
plates; then the ingredients are very evenly mixed, the liquid 
is put into casks, and is then left untouched for upwards of 
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a year. Another method is to soak a quantity of yellow Soy 
Beans in water for a night, then boil them in a large kettle, 
and as soon as the water in the kettle has evaporated, and the 
beans show a reddish-yellow colour, they are removed to a 
mortar and pounded, after which they are placed on mats. 
When they are thoroughly cooled they are shaped into balls 
as large as hand-balls, cut with a knife into fl at pieces about 
an eighth of an inch thick, and placed on mats shaped like 
scales of fi sh. As soon as mould appears upon them they are 
taken, crushed into small pieces, and exposed to the rays of 
the sun for a day or two. When nearly dry, salt and water are 
added to them, and the whole is pounded in a mortar and 
then left in a cask for a month or two, and sometimes longer, 
when the preceding process will be repeated. Finally, if it 
is sealed up in casks it will never deteriorate. It is in prime 
condition when three years old. It forms one of the most 
necessary articles of food in Japan, and has been used from 
time immemorial, both by nobles and men of inferior rank. It 
is made into a soup, and is one of the courses served up as a 
principal article of everyday diet. The mode of preparing the 
soup is to rub the miso around an earthen bowl, into which a 
suitable quantity of water has been poured. It is then fi ltered 
through a sieve, and vegetables added according to taste; the 
whole is then boiled and served up. Miso is also used to give 
an agreeable fl avour by mixing it with other food, and it is 
likewise mixed with condiments, as Japanese Pepper, Ginger, 
Horse-Radish, Chillies, Sesame, Poppy seeds, &c.
 “Soy [sauce] or Shoyu, is perhaps the chief product of 
the Soy Bean. It consists of a mixture of these Beans, Wheat, 
salt, and water. The mode of preparing it is to thoroughly 
boil, after washing in a cask with water, fi fty parts of Beans, 
and to parch about fi fty parts of Wheat in a pan for a little 
while and thoroughly boil it, after grinding on a stone mill: 
when these two substances are mixed together and kept in a 
warm room for about four days, the substances are converted 
into a yellow fl our-like matter: this is yeast. This yeast is 
then thrown into a mixture of salt and water, and afterwards 
thoroughly cooled, then boiled in a large kettle, and stirred 
with a Bamboo instrument twice a day in summer, and once 
a day in winter. After the lapse of three years, the sediment is 
poured into a bag then put into a small tub and submitted to 
strong pressure by means of a bar at the end of which hangs a 
heavy weight. The fl uid expressed is poured into a kettle and 
submitted to a heat of not more than 80º; it is again removed 
to a large tub and set away for a night, when it becomes a 
deep black colour, and acquires a very delicious taste.
 “Soy is one of the most valuable foods, and is in daily 
use; mixed with several kinds of food it imparts to them 
a delicious fl avour. It is universally liked, and is really 
indispensable in the Japanese kitchen. The quantity annually 
consumed in Japan is extremely large, and of late years the 
article has been exported.”

789. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon). 1885. Japanese 

vegetable food products. 4:695-96. March 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of a two-part article originally 
published in Gardeners’ Chronicle (London; 20 Dec. 1884 
and 10 Jan. 1885). It describes: Fruit of the maidenhair 
tree (Ginkgo biloba), Langenaria vulgaris or kau-pio 
[kanpyo, kampyo?], Agaricus campestris or Shii-take 
[shiitake] mushrooms, agar-agar or kanten, frozen kouniaku 
[konnyaku], katakuri starch, kuzu starch, warabi starch, 
umiboshi [umeboshi]: salted and dried plums, kasadyuke 
(kasuzuke, made from white melons), and two preparations 
from the Soy Bean: miso, and shoyu or soy itself. For details, 
see the original articles. Address: London.

790. Grisard, Jules. 1885. Cinquième section. Séance du 
10 Mars 1995 [Fifth section. Meeting of 10 March 1885]. 
Bulletin de la Societe d’Acclimatation 32:321-25. May. [Fre]
• Summary: Mr. Paillieux gives a lecture on two subjects: 
Shoyu (Le Shoyu) and Le Haricot radié (which appears to 
be a confused mixture of the green mung bean and the red 
azuki bean). “In 1880 I published in this bulletin an extended 
article about the chemical composition, varieties, culture, and 
uses of the soybean (du Soya)... Today I would like to call 
your attention again to Shoyu, a precious sauce which the 
Japanese could not live without, and to provide the means to 
taste it by distributing to each of you some small fl asks that 
contain a suffi cient quantity of it.
 “You do not have to thank me for my generosity; these 
fl asks were given to me by MM. J. de Vigan and Company, a 
large house importing Japanese and Chinese products...”
 “I beg you not to confuse Shoyu with India-Soy, which 
is sold in London and even in Paris; the latter is only a poor 
imitation.
 Note: Where and how is India-Soy made? What are 
the major differences in sensory qualities between the two 
sauces?
 “Shoyu is not a condiment in the sense that we normally 
attach to this word. It does not have a pungent, heating taste 
like pepper, mustard, chili peppers, etc. To the contrary, it is 
refreshing. MM. de Vigan can speak of it with reason and 
precision, for they consume a bottle a week of it, as much for 
their children as for themselves.
 “The Japanese put Shoyu on all that they eat, and 
according to all appearances, we would be tempted in France 
to make an immoderate usage of it when we begin to use it.
 “I shall not speak to you of Japanese cuisine, which to 
me is strongly suspect, but I shall tell you that for me Shoyu 
can, in many cases, replace meat stock, quite a unique thing, 
but that explains itself perhaps by the notable proportion of 
fat that soybeans contain.
 “A teaspoon of Shoyu in an ordinary broth makes 
it much better. It does wonders in court-bouillon for the 
cooking of fi sh. It combines advantageously with beefsteak 
stock. In a salad with cold meat, it has a very good effect. 
Finally, it is incomparable in scrambled eggs (oeufs 
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brouillès).
 “The house Potel and Chabot, whose chef is our 
colleague Mr. Lhermitte, served the table of the Japanese 
mission in 1878. He assures me that Shoyu is excellent in 
bean salads and unsurpassed with eggs, whatever the mode 
of preparation.
 “You see that it is not necessary to be Japanese to 
multiply the uses of Shoyu. When a fi rst-rate chef (cordon-
bleu) has it, his/her cooking is transformed and becomes so 
much better that one does not perceive the use made of the 
famous sauce, at a moderate dose.
 “Here, gentlemen, is a recipe for preparing Shoyu, made 
in France by my excellent correspondent Dr. Hénon who had 
learned it in Japan:
 “’Take two parts naked barley or wheat and three parts 
soybean (Daïdzu (Soya)). Next soak for a day and a night 
in soft (non-calcareous) water. Then steam until completely 
cooked. The grains need not pop open but must be tender. 
Mix the two grains then spread them out in beds 2-3 cm 
high in wooden trays that are kept in a place that is fairly 
warm, neither too dry nor too humid. The grains will mold 
in 12-15 days, according to the season. The best time is 
spring or autumn. The mold must be greenish blue, thick and 
resembling velvet.
 “’The big red or black molds are worthless; discard 
them as soon as they appear. When the grains are completely 
covered with mold and form a solid mass, expose them to 
the sun. When they are dry, rub them between the hands and 
sift them to get rid of the powder (mold spores?) produced 
by the moldy debris (la poussière produite par les débris des 
moississures). At this time, take two parts salt for three parts 
molded grains; place in barrels or earthenware vases with a 
suffi cient quantity of water to cover all with 3-4 inches of 
liquid.’”
 “’Stir the mixture up from time to time and wait three 
to six months, then fi lter the sauce through a sieve. It can be 
stored in casks or bottles for several years, and for my taste, 
replaces broth or meat stock quite well in cooking.
 “’I do not know,’ adds my correspondent, ‘how much 
Shoyu is exported from Japan or how much is consumed in 
that country, but it is the basis of Japanese cuisine. It replaces 
butter, oil, fat, and meat stock. All beans, fi sh, and pasta 
ordinarily are accompanied by Shoyu. There is not a village, 
no matter how small it may be, that does not Shoyu makers 
in it. In addition, it is made often in particular houses.
 “’During my sojourn in Japan, the price of Shoyu varied, 
according to its quality, from 8-12 sen (40-60 centimes) per 
sho, that is, 1.80 liters.’
 “I published two other procedures, practiced in industry, 
that present notable differences with the household recipe 
that I just gave you.
 “In one it is said that the grains ought to ferment 
in hermetically-sealed chambers, with the exception of 
two windows placed at the height of a man which allow 

surveillance of the operation.
 “In the other, they prescribe a particular preparation of 
the salt destined for production of Shoyu.
 “I do not give you the text of these documents. They are 
rather drawn out and are found in the report I published on 
soybeans. I do not want to abuse your kind attention.”
 At the end of the meeting, Mr. Paillieux distributed 
Shoyu to the attendees. Address: Secretary, France.

791. New York Times. 1885. Wants to get his judgment. July 
3. p. 1.
• Summary: “Chicago, July 2.–Five or six years ago Lea & 
Perrins, an English fi rm, manufacturers of Worcestershire 
sauce, fi led a petition to prevent Frank Deakin from 
infringing on their trade mark. For a time they obtained an 
injunction, but it was dissolved, Judge Drummond holding 
the trade mark invalid. Deakin subsequently, after many 
vicissitudes, obtained a decree for over $9,000 against Lea 
& Perrins. Their sureties on the injunction bond not having 
been able to collect the amount, he has fi led a creditor’s bill 
against Lea & Perrins, their New-York agents, and all the 
leading wholesale grocery fi rms of this city, to reach any 
money the grocers may owe to Lea & Perrins for goods 
bought of the latter. Among the defendants are Franklin 
MacVeagh, the new Government Director of the Union 
Pacifi c Railway; L.C. Pardee, and C. Jevre.”

792. Times (London). 1885. The maxims of a Chinese 
gourmand. Oct. 3. p. 7, col. 1.
• Summary: From a correspondent. Yuan Tsu-tai, who lived 
to age 80 in the 1700s in China, wrote a “cookery-book, 
in which he discussed the subject of food and drink from 
a scientifi c and artistic point of view. Parts of this volume 
were recently translated by the North China Asiatic Society 
in Shanghai, and are thus rendered accessible to English 
readers.” His maxims are polished and ambitious. He devotes 
several chapters to the diners after the dinner is served. “His 
fi rst maxim is,–’Don’t eat with your ears’... ‘Remember, he 
says, that well-cooked bean-curd is much nicer than badly-
cooked bird’s nest;...”

793. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Glycine 
hispida, Bentham. London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 1, p. 
1213. 26 cm.
• Summary: Soja hispida, Moench, from Glykys, sweet, the 
roots and leaves of most of the species being so. An annual 
herb of India, China, and Japan; the main ingredient of the 
Soja condiment. G. Soja, Sieb, is said to be distinct from G. 
hispida.
 There follows a detailed description of Glycine Sinensis 
[Wisteria or Wistaria], considered one of the most beautiful 
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plants in Chinese gardens. Address: 2 Oxford Square, 
Hyde Park, London [England]. Founder of the Madras 
Muhammadan Library; of the Government Central Museum, 
Madras; of the Mysore Museum, Bangalore [India].

794. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Beans. 
London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 1, p. 303-04. 26 cm. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst edition of this Cyclopaedia was 
published in 1858 in India, the second, also in India, in 1873, 
and the years 1877 to 1884 inclusive have been occupied 
in revising it for publication in England. During this 
process, every likely source of further information has been 
examined, and many references made. I am under obligations 
to many learned men, to the Secretariat Offi cers of the Indian 
Governments, and to the Record and Library Offi cers of the 
India Offi ce, Colonial Offi ce, and British Museum, for their 
ready response to my applications for aid.
 “This edition contains 35,000 articles, and 16,000 index 
headings, relating to an area of 30,360,571 square kilometers 
(11,722,708 square miles), peopled by 704,401,171 souls.”
 Page 303: “Bean-curd, Tau-fu of the Chinese, is largely 
used as a condiment in China. It is an emulsive preparation 
of a species of Dolichos, D. soja. The bean is boiled and 
skinned, and ground with water to a pulp, which is strained, 
and water added. In this state it resembles bonny clabber or 
curdled milk, and is called tau-fu-hwa, or bean curd jam; 
the water is sometimes all strained off, and it is then sold in 
slices, or small seeds called hwang-tze are added. The Rev. 
Mr. Gray [1878] says the bean fl our is sifted through coarse 
calico, and then through a fi ner sort, and is then boiled for 
an hour over a slow fi re, until it thickens to a consistence 
suitable as food; it very much resembles blanc-mange 
[blancmange].
 Page 304: “Bean-sprout, the Tan-ya [sic, Tau-ya] of the 
Chinese, are the germinating sprouts of the Dolichos soja 
bean, artifi cially raised by the Chinese in large quantities for 
wood [sic, food] in winter.–Smith, Chin. Mat. Med.; Gray, ii. 
136.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “bean fl our” to refer to 
soy bean fl our.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “Bean-sprout” or “Tan-
ya” to refer to soy sprouts, then goes on to explain what 
these terms mean. Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, 
London [England]. Founder of the Madras Muhammadan 
Library; of the Government Central Museum, Madras; of the 
Mysore Museum, Bangalore [India].

795. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 

and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and 
animal kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: 
Leguminosae. London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 2, p. 697-
98. 26 cm.
• Summary: “Leguminosae is a name of the Fabaceae or 
bean tribe, q.v. Leguminous and cruciferous plants occupy 
the largest part of the Chinese kitchen garden; many sorts 
of peas and beans are cultivated, and the pods and seeds of 
two species of dolichos are eaten, and the beans of another 
species made into soy by boiling and powdering the kernels 
and then fermenting them with yeast, and mixing other 
ingredients, according to the taste of the maker or purchaser. 
Peas and beans form important objects of culture, and the 
condiment called soy (a word derived from the Japanese 
Soya) is prepared chiefl y from a species of dolichos. One of 
the commonest modes of making this condiment is to skin 
the beans and grind them to fl our, which is mixed with water 
and powdered gypsum or turmeric. The common Chinese eat 
few meals without the addition of one form or other of the 
bean-curd or bean-jelly. The soy was at one time largely used 
as a condiment in the several countries of Europe, but has 
been displaced for others. See Fabaceæ” (Vol. 1, p. 1068-69). 
[‘The bean tribe, leguminous plants.’ Soy is not mentioned 
at Fabacae]. Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, London 
[England]. Founder of the Madras Muhammadan Library; 
of the Government Central Museum, Madras; of the Mysore 
Museum, Bangalore [India].

796. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Soy 
[sauce]. Bentham. London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 3, p. 
715. 26 cm.
• Summary: This entry is shorter than and different, in parts, 
from its counterpart in the 1873 edition. New text: “Chinese 
use Soja hispida pulse when ripe for the manufacture of an 
oil, and give the remnant of the grain, together with stalks 
and leaves of the plant, as a food for cattle. Its cultivation has 
become general in Syria [sic, Styria], Dalmatia [in Croatia], 
and Hungary. In the two former countries, the grain, after 
being allowed to ripen, is threshed out and roasted, and 
then employed for making coffee. In China, the grains are 
soaked till they swell and become soft, and then cooked like 
the small sort of beans. In other places, the seeds are set in 
a very damp, watery soil, and kept in darkness until they 
sprout up into a long white stalk, 4 or 5 inches high, which is 
then cut and served up after the manner of a salad. A sort of 
cheese, consumed in quantities by the poorer people both in 
China and Japan, is made from Soja hispida.
 Note: This appears to be the earliest document seen 
(June 2007) concerning soybeans in Syria, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Syria. However, Balfour got his information 
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about Syria, Dalmatia, and Hungary from Friedrich 
Haberlandt’s classic book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne), the 
only early work in which Dalmatia and Hungary are both 
discussed. The third place, however, is Styria (Steiermark 
in German), not Syria! The next earliest reliable document 
concerning cultivation of soybeans in Syria was published 
in 1975, and describes soybean trials in Syria in April 1974. 
Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, London [England]. 
Founder of the Madras Muhammadan Library; of the 
Government Central Museum, Madras; of the Mysore 
Museum, Bangalore [India].

797. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Hindustan. 
London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 2, p. 78. 26 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section on “Hindustan” begins (p. 76): 
“Hindustan is a term which the people of Europe apply to 
British India generally. To the people of India, however, and 
to Europeans residing there, the name is restricted to that 
part of the country which lies between the Himalaya and 
the Vindhya mountains, and from the Panjab in the N.W. to 
Bengal in the S.E. This was the Aryavartha or Aryan country 
of the Sanskrit writers, who also called it Punya bhumi, or 
the Sacred Land.
 The subsection titled “Crops” states (p. 78): “Many 
parts, alike of the northern and southern districts, have two 
crops during the year,–one called the kharif or rain crop, 
sown in June, and reaped in October; the other, sown in 
October, and reaped in March and April, called the rabi 
or spring or cold-weather crop. The latter, embracing the 
months which approximate in temperature to those of 
the season of cultivation in colder countries, corresponds 
with them also in the nature of the plants cultivated, as for 
instance, wheat, barley, sorghum, oats, and millet, peas, 
beans, vetch, tares, chick-pea, pigeon-pea, and lentils; 
tobacco, saffl ower, and chicory; fl ax, and plants allied 
to mustard and rape, as oil-seeds; carrot, coriander, and 
cummin [cumin], and other seeds of a similar kind, as ajwain 
[Trachyspermum ammi], sonf [seed of Foeniculum vulgare, 
fennel seed], soya, and anison.” Address: 2 Oxford Square, 
Hyde Park, London [England]. Founder of the Madras 
Muhammadan Library; of the Government Central Museum, 
Madras; of the Mysore Museum, Bangalore [India].

798. Balfour, Edward. 1885. The Cyclopædia of India 
and of eastern and southern Asia, commercial, industrial, 
and scientifi c; products of mineral, vegetable, and animal 
kingdoms, useful arts and manufactures. 3rd ed.: Crops. 
London: Bernard Quaritch. See vol. 1, p. 840. 26 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Crops. On fertile lands susceptible of 
irrigation, British India enjoys two crops during the year, 
one called the Kharif, or rain crop, sown in June and reaped 

in October; the other sown in October, and reaped in March 
and April, called the Rabi, or cold-weather crop. The latter, 
embracing the months which approximate in temperature 
to that of the season of cultivation in colder countries, 
corresponds with them also in the nature of the plants 
cultivated, as, for instance, wheat, barley, oats, and millet; 
peas, beans, vetch, tares, chick-pea, pigeon-pea, and lentils; 
tobacco, saffl ower, and succory; fl ax, and plants allied to 
mustard and rape, as oil-seeds; carrot, coriander, and cumin, 
and other seeds of a similar kind, as ajwain, sonf, soya, 
aneesun.” Address: 2 Oxford Square, Hyde Park, London 
[England]. Founder of the Madras Muhammadan Library; 
of the Government Central Museum, Madras; of the Mysore 
Museum, Bangalore [India].

799. Kenney-Herbert, A.R. (Arthur Robert; pseudonym 
“Wyvern”). 1885. Culinary jottings. A treatise in thirty 
chapters on reformed cookery for Anglo-Indian exiles, based 
upon modern English, and continental principles,... 5th ed. 
Madras, India: Higginbotham & Co.; London: Richardson 
and Co. x + 553 p. Index. First edition published in late 1878 
or 1879. 4th ed. was 1883.
• Summary: The need for “... a more modern description 
than that time-honoured and, in its day, excellent work 
‘Indian Domestic Cookery’ [Riddell 1849] must have been 
long felt by the busy housewife of Madras” (p. 1)
 “All native cooks dearly love the spice box, and they 
all reverence ‘Worcester Sauce.’ Now, I consider the latter 
too powerful an element by far for indiscriminate use in 
the kitchen, especially so in India where our cooks are 
inclined to over-fl avour everything. If in the house at all, the 
proper place for this sauce is the cruet-stand where it can be 
seized in an emergency to drown mistakes, and assist us in 
swallowing food that we might otherwise decline” (p. 16). 
Note: Throughout this book (it is mentioned on 7 pages) it is 
called “Worcester Sauce.”
 “Amongst sauces I consider ‘Harvey’ the best for 
general use; Sutton’s ‘Empress of India,’ is a strong sauce 
with a real fl avour of mushrooms; Moir’s sauces and 
“Reading sauce” are very trustworthy, and there are others 
which, no doubt, commend themselves to different palates, 
but I denounce ‘Worcester sauce’ and ‘Tapp’s sauce’ as 
agents far too powerful to be trusted to the hands of the 
native cook. Sutton’s essence of anchovies is said to possess 
the charm of not clotting, or forming a stoppage in the neck 
of the bottle. I have a deep respect for both walnut and 
mushroom ketchup, soy [sauce], and tomato conserve” (p. 
28).
 This book contains three chapters titled “Sauces.” 
All of the recipes are written in prose form rather than in 
modern recipe form with a list of ingredients followed by the 
process. Yet recipe names and amounts are given.
 “Harvey sauce” is mentioned on 8 pages, always 
favorably. “Ketchup” is mentioned on 26 pages; of these 
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19 mention “mushroom ketchup” and 3 mention “walnut 
ketchup.”
 Note: The author, under his real name, also wrote a 
popular book on vegetarianism (1904-1907). Address: 
Colonel, Ooyacamund [Udagamandalam, a popular hill 
station in the Nilgiri Hills, in today’s southeast Indian state 
of Tamil Nadu],.

800. Offi cial report of the Calcutta International Exhibition, 
1883-84. 2 vols. 1885. Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Press. 
See Vol. I, Part I, p. 270. 23 cm.
• Summary: On the title page: “Compiled under orders of the 
Executive Committee.”
 In Vol. I, Part I (which is 489 pages), page 270 states: 
“(6) Glycine Soja, (S. & Z.)–The Soy Bean.
 “This is known in the vernacular as Gari-kulay, Beng. 
[Bengali]; Bhat, bhatwan, Hindi; Tsu dza, Naga. This plant 
is densely clothed with fi ne ferruginous hairs, is sub-erect; 
met with in the tropical regions and the outer Himalaya, 
from Kumaon to Sikkim, the Khasia and the Naga Hills to 
Upper Burma. Dr. Stewart mentions a fi eld of bhat having 
been observed in Bissahir in the Panjab [Punjab; probably in 
today’s Pakistan], altitude 6,000 feet. The plant is chiefl y met 
with in a state of cultivation. Dr. Roxburgh fi rst saw it from 
seed received from the Moluccas in 1798.”
 Note 1. The reference to “Dr. Stewart” almost surely 
refers to John Lindsay Stewart who wrote important books 
in 1867, 1869, and 1874 (plus at least 6 scientifi c articles) 
on the plants of the Punjab and north-west India. Two of 
these books have now been scanned in “full view” but we 
can fi nd no statement resembling the one above attributed 
to Dr. Stewart. In 1864 Dr. Stewart was appointed the fi rst 
Conservator of Forests in the Panjab. He died on 5 July 1873 
in Dalhousie at age 41.
 “De Candolle views it, and apparently correctly, as a 
native of Cochin China, Japan, and Java. But he remarks 
that “it is of modern introduction into India.” “There are no 
common Indian names” for it. This seems to be a mistake; 
the plant is well known in India under the names given 
above. In Manipur and the Naga Hills it is one of the most 
abundant of pulses. Its Naga name is Tsu dza, a name 
not unlike Soja, but at the same time it may be viewed as 
related to the old Chinese name Shu. The Soya most likely 
reached India from China, passing by way of Assam. But 
while it cannot be said to be wild on the Naga hills, from 
the existence of so large a percentage of Japan and Java 
plants on those hills, the Soya might quite probably have 
had its most western home on the mountain tracts bordering 
on Assam. The importance of these hill tracts in settling 
questions of the nativity of cultivated Indian and Chinese 
plants has not been fully appreciated, and we might fairly 
anticipate that many statements at present accepted as facts 
will be considerably modifi ed with an extended knowledge 
of the wild and cultivated plants of the Assam and Chinese 

frontier. The thorough exploration of this region is very 
desirable.
 Note 2. This document contains the 2nd earliest date 
seen for the cultivation of soybeans in north east India 
(1885).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Manipur, or in 
Nagaland, both North East Indian states which share a long 
border with Assam.
 “This pulse is an important article of food in Tibet. It is 
made in India into a sauce called ‘Soy.’ The advisability of 
extending its cultivation on the Himalayan tracts was pressed 
on the Government of India in 1882 by Professor Kinch, and 
the attention of local Governments also was called to it.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2014) concerning soybeans and perhaps the cultivation of 
soybeans in Tibet. This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Tibet (1885) and perhaps the cultivation 
soybeans in Tibet. The source of these soybeans is unknown–
as, unfortunately, is the author’s source of this information 
about soybeans in Tibet. Note that in 1885 Tibet was much 
larger than it is today (March 2014), extending much further 
to the west and somewhat further to the south, for example in 
the area named Kham. The temperatures in these western and 
southern areas are warmer and the altitudes are lower than in 
Lhasa, so soybeans may have been cultivated. The earliest 
document seen that clearly mentions soybean cultivation in 
Tibet was by Norbu in 1979.
 Note 5. Is it possible that soya is really “an important 
article of food in Tibet?” If so, what is the author’s source of 
information? We have seen no such source? Is it cultivated 
there? In what form is it consumed? Roasted soy fl our might 
be used like tsampa (roasted barley fl our).
 In the section on “The oils, oil-seeds, soap...” we read 
(p. 305): “Very extensive collections of oilseeds were shown, 
especially those collected by the Chamber of Commerce, 
Bombay... The following may be enumerated as the most 
interesting and useful oils:...” Among the 71 oils listed, No. 
(36), page 308 is: “Glycine Soja, (Sieb.).–The Soy Bean. 
Large quantities of this seed are annually consumed in the 
manufacture of an edible oil.”
 Other oils include: “(9) Arachis hypogæa, (Linn.).–The 
Ground-nut or Earth-nut. This may be described as a modern 
industry; the oil, as a substitute for olive oil, having within 
the past 30 or 40 years developed in an almost unprecedented 
manner.” France is a major importer of the nuts.
 On the last two pages of Vol. I, Part I is a “Vernacular 
notice,” whose “Translation” is given. It begins: “It is hereby 
brought to the notice of the general public that an Exhibition 
of all things worthy to be shown from all countries of the 
world will be held in Calcutta on the Maidan from the 4th of 
December 1883 till the 1st of March 1884.” The frontispiece 
shows an aerial view of the Exhibition.
 Note 6. Maidan, which means literally “open fi eld,” 
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is the largest urban park in Calcutta. As of Oct. 2010 it 
still exists, is widely used, and is the home to numerous 
play grounds, including the famous cricketing venue Eden 
Gardens, several football stadia, and the Kolkata Race 
Course.
 “(26) Cocos nucifera, (Linn.).–The Cocoa-nut.” “(68) 
Sesamum indicum, (Linn.).–Gingelly or Sesame Oil.” 
Address: Calcutta, Bengal [British India].

801. Vilmorin-Andrieux, M.M. 1885. The vegetable 
garden: Illustrations, descriptions, and culture of the garden 
vegetables of cold and temperate climates. Translated by Mr. 
W. Miller. London: John Murray. xvi + 620 p. See p. 529-30. 
English ed. published under the direction of W. Robinson. 24 
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This is an English translation of the 1883 
French edition, including the same 2 illustrations.
 The third edition (fi rst U.S. ed.) was published in 1920 
by E.P. Dutton and Co. in New York. Reprinted in 1976 by 
The Jeavons-Leler Press, Palo Alto, California, then in 1981 
by Ten Speed Press in Berkeley, CA. 620 p. Address: Paris, 
France.

802. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the 
organization and management of seven agricultural schools 
in Germany, Belgium, and England. Washington, DC: 
Government Printing Offi ce. 107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to 
Hon. George B. Loring, U.S. Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: The last section is titled “The Royal Agricultural 
College at Cirencester, England,” where the author visited on 
8 Feb. 1884. The subsection titled “Work of the laboratory” 
(p. 73) describes seven types of current original research. 
including: “7. On the soy bean (Soja hispida), its chemical 
composition and value as a food.
 “The following is a detailed account of Prof. Edward 
Kinch’s description and analyses of the soy bean of China. 
I append his entire report of the results of this interesting 
investigation, because it not only shows the character of the 
work done in his laboratory, but indicates that this bean may 
be profi tably grown in some parts of the Western States. 
Indeed, the same bean was grown on the experimental 
grounds of the Iowa Agricultural College last year, and 
showed a very large yield.”
 Prof. Kinch’s report, titled “The Soy bean,” states: “This 
bean, sometimes known as the Japan pea and China bean, 
is the seed of the Soja hispida, Miquel (Glycine hispida, 
Moench; Dolichos Soja, Linné; Glycine Soja, Jaquin), a plant 
of the natural order Leguminosae,...” suborder Papilionaceae, 
and tribe Phaseolæ. Its natural habitat appears to be China 
and Japan; it also grows in Mongolia and in India, in 
the Himalayas, and within the last few years it has been 
cultivated experimentally in several European countries. 
This bean is worth more than a passing notice, as it is the 
vegetable which approaches most nearly in its proximate 

chemical composition to animal food. This will be seen 
later on. There are a great number of varieties of the soy 
bean known, which differ to some extent in the shape, size, 
and especially in the color of the seed, and in a few minor 
particulars, but which seem to vary comparatively little 
in chemical composition. Dr. C.O. Harz has classifi ed the 
principal varieties as follows:
 “Group I.–S. hispida platycarpa. 1. olivaeea. 2. 
punctata. 3. melanosperma (a. vulgans. b. nigra. c. 
renisperma. d. rubro-cincta). 4. platysperma. 5. parvula.
 “Group II.–S. hispida tumida. 6. pallida (Roxburgh). 7. 
castanea. 8. atrosperma.
 “These names suffi ciently indicate the nature of the 
variety as far as the seed is concerned. The soy bean is 
extensively cultivated in the north of China, whence it is 
exported, to the southern provinces; it is here pressed for the 
sake of its oil and the residual cake largely used as a food for 
man and beast, and also as a manure.
 “In Japan it is known by names signifying the bean, and 
from it are made not only soy [sauce] but a paste known as 
miso, which is in constant request at nearly every meal, tofu, 
or bean cheese, and other foods used to a less extent. This 
bean cheese is also well known in China, and is obtained 
by extracting the legumin from the beans with water and 
precipitating it with brine. An analysis of it is given below.
 “These foods are most valuable additions to the dietary 
of the Oriental nations, and especially of the Japanese, who 
use so little animal food; they tend to supply the defi ciencies 
of the staple food, rice, in nitrogenous matter, fat, and also in 
mineral constituents.
 “The Buddhist priests, who are strictly forbidden to 
use animal food, consume considerable quantities of these 
beans, principally in the form of miso. The soy bean fi rst 
attracted attention in Europe in 1873, when specimens from 
Japan, from China, and from India were shown at the Vienna 
International Exhibition. Dr. Forbes Watson, reporter on the 
products of India, called attention to it in the Catalogue of 
the Exhibits of the Indian Museum. Since then numerous 
experiments have been made on the European Continent 
on its growth, and also feeding experiments with the bean 
and its straw on different kinds of domestic animals have 
been prosecuted. Such experiments have been carried on by 
Wolling and Wein, at Munich; by Haberlandt, Lehman, Harz, 
Stahel, Zimmerman, Siewert, Wieski, and others, at various 
stations in Germany, Austria, and Hungary, and experiments 
have also been made in France and in Italy.
 “The proximate chemical composition of some of the 
different varieties, grown in different places, is now given 
and compared with some other foods of vegetable and 
animal origin.”
 Table 1, titled “Percentage composition of the soy bean,” 
gives the percentage of six constituents (water, nitrogenous 
matter [protein], fat, carbohydrates, fi ber, and ash) in seven 
different types of soy beans: Pale yellow (from Japan, China, 
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Germany &c., India), brown, round black, and long black.
 “It has been shown by Levallois (Comptes-Rendus) that 
the soybean contains a special variety of sugar, many of its 
properties resembling mellitose; this constitutes about 10 
per cent, of the soluble carbohydrates. Of the nitrogenous 
matters nearly all is in the form of albumenoids; a small 
quantity, about 1 per cent., appears as a peptone-like 
body, and about one-tenth to two-tenths per cent. is non-
albuminoid.”
 Table 2, titled “Percentage composition,” compares the 
percentage content of the six constituents listed above for six 
foodstuffs: Peas, [common] beans, lupins, lentils. lean beef, 
and fat mutton.
 “These analyses show the greater richness of the soy 
beans in nitrogenous matter and in fat than the common 
bean and pea, and that, when the water is equalized, it 
more nearly approaches meat in proximate composition. 
The only leguminous seed of common occurrence, which 
contains more oil than this bean, is the earth-nut or ground-
nut, Arachis hypogæa, which is now so largely cultivated 
abroad for its oil and its cake. In order to compare the soy 
bean straw with hay and with other straws of like nature, the 
following average analyses are given:
 Table 3 (untitled) compares the percentage content of the 
six constituents listed above for six feeds: Meadow hay, bean 
straw, pea straw, lentil straw, soy bean straw, soy bean hulls.
 “A special variety of Soja hispida is cultivated in some 
parts of Japan as a fodder crop and cut just as the pods are 
fully formed. The hay made from this is much relished by 
horses, cattle, and sheep. A sample of a crop grown on the 
Imperial College of Agriculture Farm, Komaba, Tokiyo, 
gave on analysis: Water 15.0%, nitrogenous matter 19.8%, 
fi ber 35.9%, ash 6.8%, carbohydrates and fat 22.5%. Total 
100.0%.
 “It will be seen that this hay exceeds even lentil straw 
in the amount of nitrogenous matter it contains.” Continued. 
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.

803. Welch, Adonijah Strong. 1885. Report on the 
organization and management of seven agricultural schools 
in Germany, Belgium, and England (Continued–Document 
part II). Washington, DC: Government Printing Offi ce. 
107 p. See p. 73-77. Made to Hon. George B. Loring, U.S. 
Commissioner of Agriculture.
• Summary: Continued from page 76: “The following are 
means of various analyses made in Japan of food products 
obtained from the soy bean, and which are largely consumed 
there:”
 Table 4, titled “Percentage composition,” shows the 
percentage content of the six constituents listed above in four 
Japanese food products: White miso, red miso, bean cheese 
[tofu], and frozen bean cheese [dried frozen tofu].
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen bean cheese” to 

refer to dried-frozen tofu.
 “The ash of miso consists mainly of common salt, which 
is added in the process of manufacture.
 “The ash of the soy bean was found, as a mean 
of several samples, to have the following percentage 
composition. The composition of that of the straw is also 
given: Table 5 (untitled) lists the percentage composition of 
each of the following constituents in soy bean ash and soy 
bean straw ash: Potash, soda, lime, magnesia, ferric oxide, 
chlorine, phosphoric pentoxide, sulphur trioxide, and silica.
 “The crop takes from the soil a large amount of valuable 
mineral constituents, phosphoric acid and potash, as well as a 
large amount of nitrogen.
 “The results of the German and Austrian experiments 
show that where temperature is not too low, the result of the 
harvest as compared with that of ordinary beans or peas is 
exceedingly satisfactory.
 “The kinds most suited for cultivation there are the 
yellow, brown, round black, and long black varieties, i. e., 
pallida, castanea, atrosperma, and melanosperma, especially 
the fi rst three named. They require a vegetation time of 
about one hundred and fi fty days, during which the average 
temperature must be about 58º F. (14.3 C.), and number of 
heat units (the average temperature multiplied by the number 
of days) [Wärmesummen] about 2,100 C. They may be sown 
the beginning of May and harvested the end of September or 
even the beginning of October.
 “The seeds should not be sown deeply, not more than 1 
to 1½ inches deep, and about eighteen plants to the square 
yard may be left after weeding and thinning out. The plants 
grow to a small bush about 2½ feet high, and produce pods 
with two to fi ve seeds. The most suitable soil is a peaty soil, 
or one containing a good deal of organic matter, and the next 
most favorable is a calcareous soil. Nitrate of soda has been 
found to be a good manure for the crop in Germany and 
also potash salts, especially potassium sulphate. Ammonium 
sulphate did not give as good a return as the same amount 
of nitrogen in the form of nitrate; on soils poor in organic 
matter it would probably be better to supply the nitrogen in 
some organic combination, such as rape-cake, shoddy, and 
the like. Phosphoric acid, especially as a dicalcic phosphate 
was a help on some soils.
 “Field experiments made by myself on this crop in 
Japan showed that wood ashes had a good effect, and that 
anything like an excess of nitrogen was very harmful to the 
yield of grain. In that country the plants are often sown on 
the dividing ridges between the plots of paddy and without 
any manure. The yield of seed and straw in the German 
experiments compares very favorably with that of peas and 
beans grown under the same conditions; from 2,000 to 3,000 
pounds of seed and from 5,000 to 10,000 pounds of straw per 
acre have been obtained.
 “Feeding experiments with the produce have been made 
with pigs, sheep, oxen, and milch cows, and with very good 
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results. The bean is a most excellent addition to other foods, 
especially such as are defi cient in nitrogenous matter and fat. 
The digestion co-effi ents of the nitrogenous matters of the fat 
and of the non-nitrogenous matter of the soy bean, and also 
in the cake left after its pressure for oil, closely approximate 
to 90 in each case. As a mean of two direct experiments with 
soy bean straw, the digestion coeffi cients were found to be 
as follows: Nitrogenous matter 60.8, fat 6.2, fi ber 33.6, and 
non-nitrogenous extractive matters 69.0. The hulls are rather 
less digestible.
 “The albuminoid ratio in the bean is about 1 to 2.3, 
in the straw 1 to 8.1, in the hulls about 1 to 20, and in the 
cake 1 to 1.3. An analysis of the cake shows: Water 13.4%, 
nitrogenous matter 40.3%, fi ber 5.5%, carbohydrates 28.1%, 
fat 7.5%, ash 5.2%. Total: 100.0%.
 “In good condition it would be a valuable addition to our 
feeding cakes, but it is too highly valued in the East to enable 
it to be imported to any extent at a profi t.
 “The soy bean plant has considerable power of resisting 
unfavorable climatic infl uences, as cold, drought, and wet; 
and appears to be particularly free from insect attacks, and, 
indeed, from all parasites; this last, if it continues, is by no 
means a slight advantage. The soy beans are eagerly bought 
by the natives of Southern Italy, an almost vegetarian race; 
that they are easily digested I can speak from experience, 
having frequently used them on my table, cooked after the 
manner of haricots. Taking into account the great richness 
of these beans in valuable food constituents, their easy 
digestibility, the value of the straw, and the great probability 
of some variety being able to be acclimatized without great 
trouble, this Soja hispida is worth consideration. The bean 
would form an exceedingly useful addition to the food of the 
poorer classes, as a substitute for a portion of the animal food 
which in the kitchens of the laboring classes is so wastefully 
cooked. One use it has already found, not altogether to be 
commended, viz., after roasting, as an adulterant of and 
substitute for coffee.
 “We have procured seeds of several varieties direct 
from Japan, and of one variety from Germany, and these are 
now being cultivated in the botanic garden. They were sown 
rather late, and the month of June has not been favorable 
to their growth, but some of the varieties promise fairly.” 
Address: LL.D., Ames, Iowa.

804. Evening Telegraph (Angus, Scotland). 1886. Chinese 
dainties. Feb. 11. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “Those who are curious in such matters may 
procure cat, rat, and dog at restaurants in the city, but I 
understand that they do not grace the festivals of Chinese 
gentry. But what with roofs of the months of pigs, dragons’ 
beards, vegetables, long-life fairy rice, Chinese macaroni, 
smoked duck and cucumber,...”
 Then came peaches, pears sliced in honey, crab apples 
and chestnuts preserved in honey and dried, loquats and 

cumquats fl oating in rice syrup, bitter almonds, walnuts, 
almonds with bean curd, date cake, radish cake, and 
sweetmeats innumerable and indescribable, for which the 
Chinese appetite seems insatiable.–Wanderings in China, by 
C.F. Gordon Cumming.
 Note: The author is a woman. The two-volume book 
(2nd ed.) was published in 1886.

805. Bristow, -. 1886. China. Report for the year 1885 on the 
trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 40. p. 1-6.
• Summary: A table (p. 4) shows the quantity (in tons) and 
value of principal articles exported from Chefoo during 
the year 1885. Beancake [soya]: 1885–75,281 tons worth 
£243,887. 1884–74,202 tons worth £275,192. Another table 
on this page shows that in 1885 1 Haikuan tael = 5 shillings 
and 3 pence. In 1884 1 Haikuan tael = 5 shillings and 6 
pence.
 “The gross value of the trade of Chefoo for the year 
1885 was 10,688,722 Haikuan taels.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) that 
uses the word “taels” (or “tael”) or Haikuan taels. A tael is a 
unit of Chinese currency. Address: Acting British Consul.

806. Forman, Allan. 1886. New York’s China-town: A dinner 
in Mong Sing Wah’s restaurant. Washington Post. July 25. p. 
5.
• Summary: This restaurant is at 18 Mott Street. The 
proprietor is a “Celestial Delmonico.” “The only condiment 
is seow [Cantonese: shi-yau or si-yau, meaning “fermented 
black soybean sauce”], a sort of Celestial cousin to 
Worcestershire sauce, and, in fact, its probable original. The 
evolution of Worcestershire sauce was somewhat as follows: 
Seow was taken from China to India, where hot spices 
were added to tickle the palates and livers of the English 
East Indians, who relished Chili sauce, army powder and 
red pepper. There it was known as soy [sauce]. From the 
East Indies to England, where it was still more spiced and 
fl avored and patriotically called Worcestershire sauce. But 
the average Chinaman uses but little fl avoring in his food, he 
prefers the natural taste.” The Chinese host orders “Chow-
chop-suey” and several other dishes with Chinese names at 
the restaurant.
 Includes 4 illustrations, three of the restaurant and one 
titled “Position of the hand while using the chop sticks.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2008) that mentions “chop-suey” or “Chow-
chop-suey.”

807. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1886. 55 253. A.D.–
Sauce... 29:723. Nov. 27.
• Summary: “Sauce similar to some of the popular relishes 
may be made as follows:–Boil 24 lbs. of hog’s liver for 
twelve hours with 10 gallons of water, frequently renewing 
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the water. Chop the liver, work with the water, strain, and 
mix with the following: White vinegar 15 gallons. Walnut 
ketchup 10 gallons. Mushroom ketchup 10 gallons. Madeira 
wine 5 gallons. Table salt 25 lbs. Canton soy [China] 4 lbs. 
Allspice, powdered, 1 lb. Coriander, powdered, 1 lb. Mace, 
powdered, ½ lb. Cinnamon, powdered, ½ lb. Asafoetitda 
[Asafoetida] (dissolved in brandy) ¼ lb.”

808. J. of the Society of Arts (London). 1886. Manufacture of 
tofu in Japan. 35(1778):102-03. Dec. 24.
• Summary: “The United States Minister at Tokio says that 
considerable attention is paid in Japan to the manufacture 
of tôfu, or bean curd, which approaches more nearly in 
its chemical composition to animal food than any other 
vegetable known.” An excellent, detailed description is given 
of the method of preparing tofu in Japan.
 Note 1. For the full report, see: Hubbard, Richard B. 
1886. “Japanese bean curd.” U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor, Monthly Consular and 
Trade Reports 19(63):646-51.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) with the word “tofu” in the title. However 
in the body of the article, the word is always italicized and 
spelled töfu.

809. Forbes, Francis Blackwell; Hemsley, William Botting. 
1886-1888. Enumeration of all the plants known from China 
proper, Formosa, Hainan, the Corea, the Luchu Archipelago, 
and the island of Hongkong; Together with their distribution 
and synonymy. J. of the Linnean Society of London, Botany 
23:1-521. See p. 188-189. [14 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the following Glycine species: 1. 
Glycine hispida Maxim. Cultivated throughout China and 
Japan and other parts of Asia. 2. Glycine Soja, Sieb. et Zucc. 
Grows in Amur, Mandshuria [Manchuria], and Japan. “This 
may be the wild form of the foregoing cultivated plant, and 
it is treated as such by most botanists; but as it is so easily 
distinguished, we follow Maximowicz in keeping them 
apart.”
 3. Glycine tabacina, Benth. Described near Amoy 
in Fokien [Fukien / Fujian province] by Sampson, and 
at Whampoa [Huangpu] in Kwangtung [province in 
southeastern China, which contains Canton] by Hance. 
Grows in New Caledonia, and very widely diffused in 
Australia.
 4. Glycine tomentosa, Benth. Described at Talienwhan 
in Shingking by Swinhoe, hb. Hance, and at Amoy in Fokien 
by Sampson, hb. Hance, and at Tamsui in Formosa [today’s 
Taiwan] by Oldham. Grows in the Philippine Islands and 
Eastern Australia. “[Walpers, in Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. xix., 
Suppl. i. p. 324, records Johnia Wightii, Wight et Arn. = 
Glycine javanica, Linn., a common Asiatic and African plant 
from Cape Lyngmoon.]”
 The frontispiece, facing the title page, is a detailed, fold-

out map showing all of China and Corea [Korea], showing 
Chinese provincial boundaries, and major cities and rivers.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2001) 
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of 
soybeans) in Taiwan; cultivated soybeans had not yet been 
reported in this country. No mention is made of soybeans or 
their wild perennial relatives in Korea or Hong Kong.
 See also: The peanut (p. 171) “Arachis hypogaea... a 
South-American plant, is cultivated in China, as in most 
warm countries.

Pueraria Thunbergiana (p. 191-92; long and detailed 
discussion, with many references). Address: 2. Asst. for India 
in Herbarium of the Royal Gardens, Kew.

810. MacGowan, D.J. 1886. Chinese guilds or chambers of 
commerce and trade unions. J. of the China Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society 21:133-92. New series. See p. 139, 
142, 150.
• Summary: In the section titled “Revenue” (p. 139): “Some 
Guilds levy a higher rate on certain articles than on others, as 
at Wenchow, where the Ningpo concern exacts eight coppers 
for every thousand coppers’ worth of medicine sold by those 
members who are engaged in the drug trade, and only two 
coppers from beancake dealers for a thousand-worth of that 
article disposed of;...”
 In section titled “Rules on credit, storage of goods, 
&c., in the subsection on “Credit” (p. 142): “Each Guild has 
rules on sales by credit, which is peculiar to itself. Here is 
an example: “It is agreed that, in selling goods, the times of 
payment shall be, in the case of cereals and the like, forty 
days after delivery; in beancake, fi fty; and miscellaneous 
commodities, fi fty days;...”
 In the section titled “Shantung guild of Ningpo,” we 
read (p. 149-50): “The last struggle of this Guild to maintain 
its supremacy was shown in its procuring insertion in the 
Regulations of Trade appended to the Tientsin Treaty, a 
special clause prohibiting the export of pulse and beancake 
from Tungchow and Newchwang under the British fl ag. 
[That clause has been since rescinded.] But as regards 
importing those articles into Ningpo, their monopoly is still 
preserved.” In the subsection on “Credit” (p. 150): “All 
purchases and sales to be in dollars. Payment for grain, 
forty days after purchase; oil and beancake, fi fty days, 
commodities sold in bundles, sixty days, from the date of 
the bill of sale. Infringements of this rule to entail on each, 
seller and purchaser as well, the expense of a theatrical 
performance and banquet.”
 Note 1. This entry shows that beancake = bean cake, the 
co-product of pressing or crushing soybeans for oil.
 Note 2. Guilds spring up when there is no civil law; 
without them there would be no redress for wrong. Address: 
M.D.

811. Alabaster, Chal. 1886. China. Report on the trade of 
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Shanghai, for 1885. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 14. p. 
1-12.
• Summary: Despite the war with France, “the general 
expansion of trade is shown by the fact that more than 
500,000 taels of duties were collected in excess of 1884.” 
The four most valuable articles of export in 1885 were raw 
silk (worth £3,169,689), manufactured silk, black tea, and 
green tea.
 A table (p. 9) shows the quantity (in piculs) and value of 
principal articles of export from Shanghae [Shanghai] during 
the years 1885 and 1884. Bean cake: 1885–115,905 piculs 
worth £30,425. 1884–51,799 piculs worth £12,237.
 A second table (p. 11) shows the quantity (in piculs) and 
value of principal native articles imported into Shanghae 
[Shanghai] during the years 1885 and 1884. Bean cake: 
1885–308,233 piculs worth £80,911. 1884–154,396 piculs 
worth £36,476.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2001) 
that mentions a duty or tariff in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Acting British Consul-General, Shanghai.

812. Allen, Herbert J. 1886. China. Report for the year 
1885 on the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
13. p. 1-5.
• Summary: “The trade of the port for 1885 shows a steady 
increase in the quantities and values of both imports and 
exports. The Haikwan is calculated at” 5 shillings and 6 
pence. “The return of confi dence since the cessation of 
the Franco-Chinese war has not doubt greatly operated in 
improving the import market... The import of Indian opium 
has remained stationary...”
 “There was in increase in the export of [soya] beans, 
but a decrease in their value, owing to over-speculation on 
the part of certain Swatow native traders... Bean-oil [soya] 
suffered from the competition of sesamum oil in the southern 
markets, and the export fell off 50 per cent.”
 A table (p. 4) shows the quantity (in lbs) and value 
of principal articles of export from Newchwang during 
the year 1885. Bean cake [soya]: 1885–240,629,349 lb 
worth £337,588. 1884–250,133,280 lb worth £370,137. 
Beans [soya]: 1885–341,543,667 lb worth £637,237. 
1884–280,225,373 lb worth £512,939. Bean oil [soya]: 
1885–1,407,687 lb worth £8,806. 1884–2,742,907 lb worth 
£19,445.
 Note: This is one of the earliest English-language 
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word 
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya 
bean. Address: British Consul, Newchwang.

813. Church, Arthur Henry. 1886. Food-grains of India. 
London: Published for the Committee of Council on 
Education by Chapman and Hall, Ltd. 180 p. See p. 140-

44. Illust. Index. 27 cm. 35 plates, with Fig. 26 being of the 
soybean. South Kensington Museum science handbooks. 
With 23-page supplement, 1901. Reprinted in New Delhi, 
India in 1983 by Ajay Book Service. [17 ref]
• Summary: “The soy-bean. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc. 
Synonyms–Soja hispida (Moench.); Dolichos Soja (Linn.); 
Soja angustifolia (Miq.). Hind. [Hindi]–Bhat, Bhatwan. 
Punjab [Panjabi]–Bhút. Beng. [Bengali]–Gari-kulay. Naga–
Tsu-dza.
 “This important bean is the seed of Glycine Soja, a 
small, sub-erect, trifoliate, hairy annual, with pods generally 
3 to 4-seeded. It belongs to the natural order Leguminosae, 
sub-order Papilionaceae, tribe Phaseoleae, and sub-tribe 
Glycineae; 5 genera are included in this sub-tribe. Glycine 
contains about 12 species, chiefl y Australian, but 3 are 
Indian, namely G. javanica, G. pentaphylla, and our present 
species.
 “The soy-bean forms a considerable article of food in 
China and Japan. Since 1873 it has been successfully grown, 
as an experiment, in some of the warmer parts of Europe. 
It is widely spread in the outer Himalaya, and tropical 
regions from Kumaun to Sikkim, and the Khasir [Khasia / 
Khasi Hills], and the Naga Hills to Upper Burma. It is often 
cultivated, rather largely in Busti and Gorakhpur [in today’s 
Uttar Pradesh], Patna, and Purniah [Purnea] Districts [both in 
today’s northeast India].
 “This crop is generally grown by itself; the seeds are 
sown from June to September; the harvesting takes place 
between November and January. It is consequently a kharif 
crop. The seeds should be placed at a depth not exceeding 
1 to 1½ inch; 18 plants may be left, after weeding and 
thinning, to the square yard. A peaty soil, or one rich in 
organic matter, suits the plants best; a calcareous soil is 
also favourable to its growth. Sulphate of potash is a good 
manure, nitrogen may be supplied either as nitrate of soda 
or, in the case of soils poor in organic matter, in the form 
of rape or mustard cake, but it is rarely needed, while 
large applications of nitrogenous manure exert a distinctly 
injurious effect upon the yield of beans. So far as we know, 
this very important, vigorous, and productive pulse is not 
attacked by any insect or parasitic fungus.”
 A full-page illustration (p. 141; see next page shows the 
upper part of a soy-bean plant, with fl owers and a lengthwise 
cross section of one of the pods. 
 “Very few vegetable products are so rich as this 
bean at once in albuminoids and in fat and oil, the former 
constituent amounting to 35 per cent., and the latter to 19. 
The cultivation of the pale large-seeded varieties should be 
extended.”
 A table titled “Composition of soy-beans” (p. 143) 
shows that the seeds contain 35.3% protein, 18.9% fat, 4.6% 
ash, 11.0% moisture. “The nutrient-ratio is here about 1:2, 
while the nutrient-value is 105. Potash forms nearly one-
half, and phosphorus-pentoxide one-third of the ash of the 
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soy-bean. Ripe soy-beans require long soaking, preferably in 
warm water, in order to render them soft.
 “In China and Japan three preparations are extensively 
made from the soy-bean. Soy sauce is the best known of 
these, but more important are the soy or bean cheeses, and a 
kind of paste. The beans are sometimes pressed for the sake 
of the oil they yield; the residual cake forms an extremely 
rich cattle food, containing as it does 40 per cent. of fl esh-
formers and 7 per cent. of oil. The soy-bean may also be 
grown as a fodder plant. If cut just when the pods are fully 
formed it makes an excellent hay, superior to that of the 
lentil.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “bean cheeses” or (by 
implication) “soy cheeses” to refer to tofu.

Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) defi nes 
Bengal (earlier Bengal Presidency) as a former province in 
northeast British India, and now a region encompassing West 
Bengal, India, and Bangladesh. The capital was Calcutta, 
located on the Hooghly River about 90 miles from its 
mouth. Calcutta is now the capital of West Bengal, India. 
Dhaka (Dacca) is the capital of Bangladesh. Bangladesh was 
formerly East Bengal (part of India, 1700s-1947), then East 
Pakistan, 1947-1971. It became Bangladesh in 1971.
 This one of the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
that clearly refers to soybeans growing in Burma, but it is not 
clear whether these are cultivated or wild soybeans.
 Page 127 discusses “The Pea-Nut. Arachis hypogaea, 
L.” Six local vernacular names are given. “This plant is 
probably of American origin, although it has long been 
cultivated in India, on the West Coast of Africa, and in many 
other tropical countries. There is a similar plant, Voandzeia 
subterranea [Bambara groundnut], allied to Vigna, which 
grows under the same conditions.” The composition of pea-
nuts (in 100 parts and in 1 pound) is given. “Half the weight 
of pea-nuts is oil... Pea-nuts, after the greater part of the oil 
has been extracted by pressure, yield a cake well adapted 
for feeding cattle.” An excellent full-page illustration (line 
drawing, p. 126) shows the pea-nut plant with seeds growing 
under ground and details of fl owers and seeds.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
that mentions Voandzeia subterranea. Webster’s Third New 
International Dictionary has an entry for “voandzeia: [NL, 
from Malagasy voandzou]. A genus of tropical creeping 
herbs (family Leguminosae) with trifoliate leaves and small 
axillary fl owers.” We later learn that one species, Voandzeia 
subterranea (L.) Thouras, is called the Bambara groundnut. 
The Bambara are a Negroid people of Upper Niger.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 1999) that contains the term “nitrate of soda” (as a 
fertilizer) in connection with soy-beans. It was later renamed 
“sodium nitrate.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2002) 
that uses the word “kharif” to refer to the rainy season in 

South Asia.
 Note 5. A long, positive review of this book appeared 
in the Times of India (25 Dec. 1886, p. 4), which mentioned 
that even though Church had never been to India, he derived 
his knowledge from reliable sources. The word “soy-beans” 
appeared twice in the review. Address: Prof. of Chemistry, 
Royal Academy of Arts, London.

814. Kew (England) Royal Botanic Gardens. 1886. 
Offi cial Guide to the Museums of Economic Botany. No. 
1. Dicotyledons and gymnosperms. 2nd ed., revised and 
augmented. London: Printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode, for 
H.M. Stationery Offi ce. 173 p. See p. 48 for soy. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the section titled “Leguminous order 
(Leguminosæ)” (p. 43-65), Case 28, No. 174 (p. 48) is 
about “Soy Beans (Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc.). An 
annual, cultivated largely in China and India. From the seed 
the Chinese prepare a sauce known as Soy; a quantity of 
oil is also expressed from them, and the residue, after the 
expression of the oil, is extensively used for feeding cattle, as 
well as for manuring the land in China. It is made into large 
circular cakes similar to that exhibited, weighing about 60 
lbs.”
 Also mentioned in this section are Sunn hemp of India, 
lupins, indigo, tragacanth, ground nuts, gram or chick pea, 
lentils, (Pueraria Thunbergiana, the Ko of China or Kuzu 
of Japan), ordeal beans of Old Calabar, green gram of India 
(Phaseolus Mungo), and Bambarra ground nut (Voandzeia 
subterranea). Address: Kew, England.

815. Yule, Henry; Burnell, Arthur Coke. 1886. Hobson-
Jobson: Being a glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words 
and phrases, and of kindred terms; etymological, historical, 
geographical, and discursive. London: John Murray, 
Albemarle Street. xlviii + 870 p. See p. 651 (“soy”). 23 cm. 
[1166* ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Soy, s. A kind of condiment once popular. The 
word is Japanese si-yau [sic] (A young Japanese fellow-
passenger gave the pronunciation clearly as shô-yu–A.B.), 
Chinese [Cantonese] shi-yu. It is made from the beans of 
a plant common in the Himalaya and E. Asia, and much 
cultivated, viz. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc. (Soya hispida, 
Moench.) boiled down and fermented.”
 The authors then quote passages relating to soy from 
Lord King’s Life of John Locke (1679), Dampier (1688), 
Ovington (1690), Kaempfer (1712), and Thunberg’s Travels 
(1776).
 Yule lived 1820-1889. A small illustration shows Arthur 
Burnell (lived 1840-1882).
 Contents: Dedication to Sir George Yule, C.B., K.C.S.I. 
Address: 1. Living in Palermo; 2. Madras Civil Service, one 
of the most eminent modern Indian scholars.

816. Watt, George. 1887. The aboriginal tribes of Manipur. J. 
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of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 
16:346-70. See p. 363. Meeting of Jan. 11.
• Summary: Page 363: “De Candolle, in his most admirable 
little book on the cultivated plants of the world excludes the 
soy-bean (the seeds of Glycine Soja) from being Indian on 
the ground mainly of its having no vernacular names. It not 
only has a name in every vernacular in India, but it is largely 
grown by the Angamis, a people who have only taken from 
India the Indian corn and tobacco, and the Angami name for 
it, Tzo-dza, looks remarkably like Soya.”
 Dr. Watt begins this long paper by stating (p. 346): 
“Having spent the greater part of a year in Manipur, in 
connection with the recent boundary expedition, I took some 
pains to preserve a diary of my sojournings among the wild 
tribes of that country.” The Angami Nagas, and the other 
wild tribes who inhabit the so-called Naga Hills, are the 
northern neighbours of the hill tribes of Manipur, and are 
indeed so intimately related to one or two of the Manipur 
tribes that they can with diffi culty be separated from them.
 Note: Therefore the soybean is cultivated by the 
Angamis in the Naga Hills of today’s Nagaland. Address: 
Dr., M.B., C.M., F.L.S., C.I.E.

817. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1887. Trade report. 
30:590-93. May 14. See p. 593.
• Summary: This section begins: “Note to Retail Buyers:–It 
should be remembered that the quotations in this section are 
invariably the lowest net cash prices actually paid for large 
quantities in bulk.” Commodities are listed alphabetically by 
name. These are prices on the London market.
 “Soy is still selling steadily at 1s. 4d. per gallon for good 
China.”

818. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1887. 
Notes and queries: Vegetable cheese [tofu]. May. p. 154-55.
• Summary: “There is some possibility, we are authorised 
to state, that cheese, as made in China from beans, will at 
last shortly be profi tably be manufactured and sold in this 
country. Those interested in its production, or desirous in 
any way to forward its sale, which will, on account of its low 
price, at no distant date unfavourably interfere with ordinary 
cheese made from curds of milk, should communicate with 
M. Nunn, Fox Hill, Upper Norwood.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “vegetable cheese” to 
refer to tofu.

819. Williams, W. Mattieu. 1887. Tofu and vegetable cheese. 
Gentleman’s Magazine (London) 257(1878):616. June.
• Summary: The article begins: “Vegetarians should look 
to this. Tofu is a curd manufactured from beans in Japan. 
According to the ‘Journal of the Society of Arts.’ December 
24, 1886, it ‘approaches more nearly in its chemical 
composition to animal food than any other vegetable 

known.’”
 The author describes briefl y how tofu is made in Japan. 
“The fi brous residue left in the bag [okara], after the fi ltering 
out of the vegetable casein [protein], may be mixed with 
chaff as a food for cattle.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “fi brous residue” or 
“fi brous residue left in the bag” to refer to okara.
 He adds that he has made tofu from common split peas 
in a similar manner and precipitated the vegetable casein 
with acetic acid. “All kinds of peas and beans will yield 
soluble casein when thus treated, and most valuable food 
may thus be obtained free from the woody fi bre, which is 
diffi cult to digest.
 “My experiments were avowedly but preliminary and 
suggestive; they, however, point to the possibility of a very 
important industry in the manufacture of a new and most 
desirable food, viz. vegetable cheese. If I am not altogether 
mistaken, it may be produced on a large scale at about 
threepence per pound, and be equal, if not superior, to the 
best cheese made in the dairy. As I have shown in the work 
above quoted, a sheep weighing 60 pounds contains less 
nutritive matter than 20 pounds of ordinary cheese. This also 
applies to the vegetable cheese.”

820. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1887. Trade report. 
31:326-29. Sept. 10. See p. 329.
• Summary: This section begins: “Note to Retail Buyers:–It 
should be remembered that the quotations in this section are 
invariably the lowest net cash prices actually paid for large 
quantities in bulk.” Commodities are listed alphabetically by 
name. These are prices on the London market.
 “Soy.–China has advanced to 1s. 3d. per gallon on the 
spot lately; while sales have been made ‘to arrive’ at 1s. 5½d. 
per gallon.”

821. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1887. 
Japanese bean curd. Sept. p. 303-07. [1 ref]
• Summary: This excellent, detailed article on tofu, by Mr. 
Hubbard of the United States Legation at Tokio, is reprinted 
from: R.B. Hubbard. 1886. “Japanese bean curd.” U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor, Monthly Consular and Trade Reports 19(63):646-51.

822. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1887. 
Correspondence: Notes and queries. Oct. p. 341-43.
• Summary: “Soy beans.–Where can these be procured, and 
how are they to be cooked?–X.Z.”
 “Vegetable boots and shoes.- Are these now made 
and sold? If so, where?–T.B.” No reply is given to either 
question.
 “Vegetable cheese.- Querist asks when we are to have 
the vegetable cheese [tofu] promised in a former number of 
the Vegetarian Messenger [May 1887, p. 154-55]. (We fear 
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that the death of an active friend, Mr. Nunn, who was making 
experiments in this direction, and who made the promise 
alluded to, will postpone the appearance of vegetable cheese 
indefi nitely. Experiments should, however, be made by those 
who have any practical acquaintance with the chemistry of 
foodstuffs. Mr. Mattieu Williams, writing in the Gentleman’s 
Magazine for June, on the subject of the manufacture of 
Japanese bean cheese,” discusses his experiments with peas 
and beans. These investigations “’point to the possibility 
of a very important industry in the manufacture of a new 
and most desirable food, viz., vegetable cheese. If I am not 
altogether mistaken, it may be produced on a large scale at 
about 3 pence per pound, and be equal, if not superior, to the 
best cheese made in the dairy.’”).
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Japanese bean cheese” 
to refer to tofu.

823. Mansfi eld, R.W. 1887. Report on the trade and 
commerce of Swatow for the year 1886. Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain). No. 183. p. 1-7 (p. 234-40).
• Summary: Page 2: In the section on “Imports,” the 
subsection titled “Bean-cake and pulse” states (p. 2): Bean-
cake and Bean-cake and pulse from Newchwang and Chefoo, 
show a decline of some 47,000,000 lbs. Bean-cake is used 
almost exclusively as a manure for sugar-cane, and the pulse 
is imported to manufacture oil and bean-cake on the spot. 
The diminution of the area under sugar (see “Sugar” below) 
has of course reacted upon the bean-cake trade. Floods in the 
Newchwang districts, and consequent short crop and high 
prices, have contributed to the decline, the guilds here having 
stopped all shipments for six weeks in the middle of the year 
in an unsuccessful attempt to bring down prices in the north. 
Very large stocks of pulse also were left over from 1885, 
when the import was overdone.”
 Note: Swatow (Shantou), a prefecture-level city on the 
eastern coast of Guangdong province, in southeast China, is 
located in the center of the Chinese sugar-producing district 
that constituted the main market for soybean cake. Sugar is 
typically Swatow’s main export–by far–worth more than £1 
million pounds sterling in both 1885 and 1886.
 In the section on “Exports,” the subsection on “Sugar” 
(p. 2-3) adds: “A reduction during 1886 by nearly a third 
of the acreage under sugar-cane, is said to be owing to the 
high prices realised in 1885 by ground-nut oil, which led to 
a large production of the ground-nut at the expense of the 
cane. The result was unfavourable, and the area withdrawn 
has been again devoted to its original crop. The competition 
of Java sugars which show a better quality at a much lower 
price, had led to a decline in the Swatow export of about 26½ 
millions of pounds; about half of the total defi ciency being 
in the export to Hong Kong. To so great an extent was the 
trade affected by the infl ux of the Java sugars to Hong Kong 

about the middle of the year, that, early in August, the China 
Sugar Refi ning Company were obliged to close their Swatow 
refi nery, it being impossible to obtain raw sugar at a price 
which would enable them to compete with the Hong Kong 
works using the Java produce. The refi nery here at this date 
(March, 1887) still remains inactive.”
 Page 7: A table titled “Return of principal articles of 
import from Swatow during the years 1885-86” shows that in 
1885 302.16 million lbs. of bean-cake was worth £641,903, 
whereas in 1886 290.23 million lbs. of bean-cake was worth 
£590,432. Address: Acting-Consul Mansfi eld to the Marquis 
of Salisbury.

824. Lecerf, Ch. 1888. Sur la valeur alimentaire du Soya 
hispida [On the nutritional value of the soybean (Continued–
Document Part II)]. Bulletin de la Societe de Medecine 
Pratique de Paris p. 442-49. Meeting of April 26. Presided 
over by M. Laburthe. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 444: Finally, this bean 
is the base of a sort of sauce that has now jumped the 
boundaries of Asia and whose consumption is widespread 
among the well-to-do classes (les classes aisées) of North 
America, England, and Holland. This is the Tsiang-yeou 
[pinyin: jiangyou] of the Chinese, the Shoyu of the Japanese, 
the Ketjap of Batavia and Java, the India-Soy of the 
Americans and the English, and the Zoya of the Dutch. This 
product is a liquid of a darker or lighter brown, depending on 
the quality, obtained by the fermentation of cakes (gâteaux 
[of koji]) made of grilled barley and boiled soybeans. 
These cakes, after fermentation, are dissolved in water 
with salt, and left alone for 2 and even 3 years [for a 2nd 
fermentation], then pressed in sacks. The liquid that fl ows 
out is Shoyu; it has a taste and a smell that are reminiscent 
of meat extracts. In Japan it replaces butter, oil, fat and meat 
sauces. Everything–vegetables, fi sh, noodles–is ordinarily 
seasoned with shoyu. It is the object of an important industry: 
in Nagasaki, there are more than 10 factories that produce 
1,200,000 kg/year for consumption. The most sought-after 
quality is that of Tokio (Yédo). It is from this city that 
originates the sketch that I have the honor to present you.
 Composition: According to analyses communicated by 
Mr. Pellet to the Academy of Sciences in May 1880, here 
are the composition of two soybeans, the fi rst from China 
and the second harvested in France. Table 1 (p. 445) gives 
the percentage of macro- and micronutrients in each. The 
Chinese soybeans contain 16.4% lipids (matières grasses), 
35.5% protein (matières proteiques), and 4.8% ash (cendres) 
vs. 14.12%, 31.75%, and 5.15% for the French. Table 2 (p. 
446) gives the composition of the ash for the two soybeans 
as follows: phosphoric acid, potash, lime / limestone, and 
magnesia. It shows that the phosphoric acid and potash 
represent about 75% of the weight of the ash. Table 3 (p. 
446) compares the composition of 100 soybeans harvested 
at Nice and analysed by Levallois, with the composition of 
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100 grains of wheat analysed by Isidore Pierre. The soybeans 
contain about 2.8 times as much nitrogen (protein).
 To the analyses done by Mr. Pellet, we must add some 
slight corrections: according to the analyses made by Mr. 
Müntz, at the Agronomic Institute (l’Institut agronomique), 
the starchy and sugary materials [carbohydrates] have been 
increased to 6.40%, the nitrogenous materials [protein] to 
36.67% and the fatty materials to 17.00%.
 The sugary material, contained in the soybean (Soya), 
constitutes a particular sugar that, like cane sugar, only 
reduces to Fehling’s solution / liquid after having been 
inverted by sulfuric acid, as Levallois discovered as well.
 Its rotary power is much higher than that of cane sugar. 
Exact degree measurements are given.
 Let us now compare the compositions of wheat, beans, 
potatoes, according to Boussingault, with that of soybeans. 
Table 4 (p. 446-47) gives percentages of starch and sugared 
principles, nitrogenous materials, fatty materials, water, 
potash, and phosphoric acid.
 This comparison shows the superiority of soybeans over 
these vegetable products, even over wheat, for if the ash of it 
appears richer in phosphoric acid, we must take into account 
that wheat furnishes 2.41% ash while soybeans give more 
twice the weight of ash, 5.15%.
 The liquid prepared with soybeans in Japan, shoyu, was 
analyzed at the offi cial laboratory in Tokio (no. 1 [on table 
5]). I duplicated the analysis (no. 2) to reassure myself that 
shipment [to France] had not altered its composition. Table 5 
(p. 447) shows, nearly identical values for the two sauces, in 
terms of density, dry extract, ash, nitrogenous materials, salt 
(NaCl), phosphoric acid, and potash.
 As these analyses show, shoyu contains about a third 
of its weight in solid matter, half of which is formed of 
minerals. Of the latter (minerals), table salt (NaCl) is found 
in the proportion of 9/11 [i.e., 82% of the minerals is NaCl], 
phosphoric acid 2%, and potash 3%. Nitrogenous materials 
represent about a tenth of the total solid matter.
 Conclusions: The analyses that I just cited make the 
considerable value of soybeans from a nutritional point of 
view stand out. Its richness in protein (matières protéiques), 
in fact [make it] a vegetable meat (une chair végétale), 
and this meat would be superior, as a concentrated food, 
to [real] meat. In fact, here is a comparison of percentage 
compositions (compositions centésimales) of soybeans and 
beef that has had its fats and oils removed [probably in the 
laboratory]. Table 6 (p. 447) compares water, protein, fat, 
potash, and phosphoric acid.
 These fi gures need no commentary; they are quite 
eloquent by themselves and make comprehensible how in 
Japan a handful of this bean suffi ces to nourish a vigorous 
man.
 One could, advantageously use soybean fl our (la 
farine de Soya) as a powerful food, in a small volume, with 
debilitated individuals. It is, like milk, a type of complete 

food, joining the plastic element, represented by protein, the 
respiratory element, fat, and salts, in which phosphoric acid 
and potash dominate.
 Note 1. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (May 2014) which gives a specifi c name to soy fl our, or 
which uses the term farine de Soya to refer to soy fl our.
 The almost total absence of starchy materials, and 
the insignifi cant quantity of sugar that this grain contains, 
indicates it quite naturally as the best base for bread or rusks 
for the use of diabetics.
 I have the honor to present to the Society some samples 
of bread and rusks made with soybeans.
 Finally, Shoyu, that combines a signifi cant proportion 
of nitrogenous materials [protein] with a rather strong 
quantity of sodium chloride, could be usefully administered 
to consumptives [people having tuberculosis], who would 
fi nd there, beside highly nutritious materials, to compensate 
for / offset the weakening caused by the loss of salt 
(déchloruration) to which they are subject.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2014) 
which is of practical importance concerning the use of soy in 
diabetic diets.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
that mentions a soy bread, however it is never given a French 
name (such as pain de soya).
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
that mentions “biscuits” (or biscuit) made with soy.
 Discussion: Mr. Roussel–Could Mr. Lecerf please give 
us some information about the cultivation of soya and tell us 
if this plant can be acclimatized in France.
 Mr. Lecerf–The Soya grows rather well in the same 
geographical area as corn / maize. The essential requirement 
for it to bear seeds, is that neither light nor heat be 
obstructed. Fertilizer is not necessary for it. Even fresh 
manure is harmful to it, it grows well in all types of terrain, 
and all atmospheric variations support its growth.
 It is planted from the middle to the end of April. It yields 
about 600 to one [600 seeds from every seed planted]. It 
is harvested about the end of October. One indispensable 
precaution is to space the plants from 0.25 to 0.5 meters 
apart, according to the richness of the soil, by putting several 
seeds in the same hole, but not to let them develop as a single 
clump.
 Mr. Duchaussoy–I am very happy with the 
communication by our colleague. I have cultivated Soya for 
several years. The fi rst year, the harvest had been average, 
but the second year I harvested almost nothing. I attribute 
this to the cold, humid weather. Has Mr. Lecerf not observed 
that the odor of the Japanese liqueur [soy sauce] recalls that 
of the extract of belladonna? [deadly nightshade, which is 
dark purple; he is being sarcastic].
 Mr. Lecerf–The odor of this liqueur made from Soya, 
which the Japanese call Shoyu, is somewhat reminiscent of 
buckwheat bread, or better still of meat extracts.
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 Mr. Bardet–I would like to ask Mr. Lecerf if it is not 
possible to modify the color of the bread [which is too 
dark], and if there is no butter in the bread [i.e., did he add 
some butter to his soy bread to make it taste better, or is he 
“buttering up” the whole subject].
 Mr. Lecerf–This bread, being made with only soy fl our, 
could not have its color modifi ed by the addition of other 
types of fl our, which would detract from its value as a bread 
that contains little or no starch.
 Mr. Léon Petit–The bread that was presented to us had 
an excellent fl avor. Mr. Lecerf has accomplished a true tour 
de force in masking the bitter taste, so diffi cult to avoid when 
one uses Soya fl our–a taste due to the oil contained in the 
seeds.

825. Petit, Léon. 1888. L’huile de soya. Son emploi en 
médecine comme purgatif à petite dose [Soy oil. Its use 
in medicine in small doses as a purgative]. Bulletin de la 
Societe de Medecine Pratique de Paris. p. 449-52. Meeting 
of April 26. Presided over by M. Laburthe. [Fre]
• Summary: Kaempfer fi rst introduced soybean seeds 
into Europe from Japan, where they are used to make 
miso and shoyu (a black and limpid liquid). These two are 
indispensable condiments in the Japanese diet. They also 
make a vegetable cheese, tofu, which is usually eaten fresh, 
and of which the people are very fond.
 In Cochin China, soya occupies a major place in the 
culinary art. The Chinese do not consume milk; instead, they 
crush the soybean and obtain from it a liquid, rich in casein 
and oils, which they use like we use the milk from cows’ 
goats, or sheep. From it, they also make white cheeses, red 
cheeses [fermented tofu], and a sauce, Tsiang-Yéou (jiangyou 
or soy sauce), which are greatly appreciated. For my part, I 
have had the occasion to taste this condiment several times 
and I admit that I do not share, in this regard, the enthusiasm 
of the Chinese. Much more, soya enters in the preparation of 
a ferment used for making spirits and wines.
 Nothing could be easier than obtaining soybeans; in 
France, they germinate as easily as haricots. They contain 
30-35% protein and make excellent forage.
 The soybean has been tested as a forage plant, either 
alone or mixed with hay, oats, barley, sugar beets, etc. Mr. 
Paillieux, a distinguished agriculturalist, even conducted 
various trials in using the soybean for human food.
 He cooked the seeds, like one cooks haricot beans, after 
they had been soaked in distilled water. He also roasted 
soybean seeds to make a sort of coffee. He successfully 
reproduced the various Japanese and Chinese food 
preparations. He even tried to make a fl our by grinding the 
beans, but this fl our degenerated [rancidifi ed] because of the 
large quantity of oil and fat that it contains.
 It is possible that if this oil were extracted, the soybean 
oilcake (le tourteau de Soya) could be ground / reduced 
into fl our which would contain more than 40% nitrogenous 

materials [protein] and would have no bad [after]taste. But 
unfortunately, this fl our would have a rather high net cost, 
because of the manipulations that its production would 
necessitate, unless a use for soybean oil, which is the object 
of an enormous traffi c in China, is found. This very limpid 
oil, which has a beautiful yellow color like olive oil, leaves 
a little acrid taste in the mouth which is not disagreeable. It 
possesses very obvious drastic qualities. I had a liter at my 
disposition, and I observed that with a minimum dose of 
10 gm, you obtain a very energetic purging [like diarrhea], 
without any type of abdominal pain / colic (colique). I hope, 
before long, to receive a certain quantity of soybean oil that I 
shall place at the disposition of those of our colleagues who 
would like to test it as a purgative.
 Note: The writer is the only person ever to ascribe a 
“purging” or “purgative” property to soy oil.
 There follows a question and answer session. Mr. Terrier 
asks: Can Mr. Lecerf provide us with some information 
about the use of this oil in China and Japan? Mr. Petit 
responds: I believe that the Chinese and Japanese use this 
oil only for therapeutic purposes. Soy sauce (La liqueur 
de Soya) is widely employed in England as a condiment. 
Mr. Lecerf adds: I know nothing about how the Chinese 
and Japanese use soy oil as a medical substance; but, as I 
said, this oil is of the highest rank among the oils consumed 
throughout China. I would say to Mr. Petit that the India Soy, 
which the English consume, is a product which contains only 
a small proportion of soybeans; it is made with considerable 
quantities of barley and rice [sic], and it comes from China. 
However Shoyu, which I present to you, is originally from 
Edo [Tokyo, Japan]. Like that from Batavia [Jakarta] (Ket-
Jap [ketjap, kecap]), it is made with from equal parts wheat 
and soybeans (Soya).
 Mr. Gillet de Grandmont asks: Very precise and 
extensive information on the cultivation of soybeans 
can be found in the Annals [Bulletin] of the Society for 
Acclimatization. This bean, which I have tried to use for 
food, does not soften easily upon cooking; it always retains a 
very disagreeable, acrid taste. I could hardly stand it, except 
consumed in the form of a salad after cooking.
 Mr. Lecerf replies: In the fresh state [as green vegetable 
soybeans], soybeans are not hard and their taste is even 
agreeable. In the dry state, it is easy to render them less 
tough, by adding a small quantity of sodium bicarbonate 
[baking soda] to their cooking water, and by taking care to 
soak them in water 24 hours in advance. Address: M.D., 2 
Rue Casmir-Delavigne, Paris.

826. Journal de Medecine de Paris. 1888. Revue des 
sociétés savantes: Pains, biscottes et liqueurs de Soya hispida 
[Review of learned societies: Soy bread, biscuits, and soy 
sauce (Abstract)]. 14(23):912-14. June 3. Meeting of April 
26. [Fre]
• Summary: This is a French-language summary of Lecerf 
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1888 (p. 442-49).
 Mr. Lecerf presented samples of bread, biscuits, 
and sauce obtained by him from the soybean. He briefl y 
describes soybean cultivation and yields. He then answers 
questions by Mr. Duchausoy about shoyu, by Mr. Bardet 
about soy bread (which contains only soy fl our and no butter; 
the only oil or fat in the bread is that contained naturally in 
the fl our).
 The British consume large amounts of soy sauce which 
they call India soy. The shoyu presented here originated 
in Edo, Japan; like that of Batavia [Jakarta, in today’s 
Indonesia] (called Ket-Jap), it is made with a mixture of 
equal parts wheat and soybeans.
 Mr. Gillet de Grandmont says that the soybean is hard 
to soften by boiling and has a very disagreeable fl avor. Mr. 
Lecerf replies that fresh soybeans are not hard and their 
fl avor is not disagreeable. Dry soybeans should be soaked for 
24 hours, then cooked in water that contains baking soda.
 Note: The term pain de soya (soy bread) does not appear 
in this summary, just as it did not appear in the original 
document. Address: Paris, France.

827. Law Journal (The) (England). 1888. The Birmingham 
Vinegar Brewery Company v. The Liverpool Vinegar 
Company: Chancery Division, North J., June 11. 23:99-100. 
Notes of cases, June 23.
• Summary: “Trade-name–Unauthorized use–Injunction.
 “This was a motion by the plaintiffs for an order 
restraining the defendant company and one Holbrook from 
selling or representing any goods manufactured by the 
defendant company as being ‘Holbrook’s Worcestershire 
Sauce,’...”
 “The plaintiffs and their predecessors in business were 
manufacturers of sauces, and in the year 1870 they engaged 
the defendant Holbrook as their traveller. In the year 1875 
they manufactured and sold a sauce (at the suggestion of 
the defendant Holbrook) under the name of ‘Holbrook’s 
“Worcestershire Sauce,’ and the sauce had acquired a 
reputation in the market under that name. This arrangement 
continued down to December, 1887, when Holbrook left the 
employ of the plaintiffs and entered into some arrangement 
with the defendant company, under which he assigned to the 
defendant company the right to use his name in connection 
with sauces manufactured by them.
 “The defendant company had recently issued 
advertisements, stating that they were the sole proprietors 
of ‘Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce,’ and that they had 
purchased from Holbrook the right to manufacture the sauce 
bearing his name.
 “The plaintiffs now moved for an interlocutory 
injunction.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions the term “Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce.” 
The sauce appears to have fi rst been made and sold in 1875 

by The Birmingham Vinegar Brewery Co. in, Birmingham, 
England.
 Note 2. A sauce with this same name was being 
advertised and sold as recently as 1966 (Pacifi c Islands 
Monthly, PIM, Vol. 37, p. 52. “Holbrooks Worcestershire 
Sauce”), 1980 (Rainbow’s End: A Memoir of Childhood, 
War and an African Farm [in Rhodesia], 2008, p. 118. 
“Holbrook’s Worcestershire sauce”), and 1999 (Drum: 
A Magazine of Africa for Africa, p. 109. “Holbrooks 
Worcestershire Sauce”).

828. Alabaster, Chal. 1888. China, Canton. Report on the 
trade and commerce of Canton for the year 1887. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain). No. 415. p. 1-19.
• Summary: A table (p. 13) titled “Trade in native produce, 
imports” has an entries for: “Beancurd, preserved” [probably 
fermented tofu]. The quantity in 1886 was 1,707.77 
piculs, increasing to 3,027.10 piculs in 1888. Note: If this 
is fermented tofu, this is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Beancurd, 
preserved” (or “Preserved beancurd”) to refer to fermented 
tofu.
 “Beans, black” [soy]. The quantity in 1886 was 
61,541.72 piculs, increasing to 110,589.00 piculs in 1888.
 “Beans, yellow” [soy]. The quantity in 1886 was 
500,051.86 piculs, increasing to 670,262.00 piculs in 1888. 
Address: Acting-Consul, Canton.

829. Johnson, Oct. 1888. China, Kiungchow. Report on 
agriculture in Hainan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 416. p. 
1-5.
• Summary: Begins with a description of how rice is grown. 
“The time for manuring is just before blooming. Human 
faeces and urine are used, and pigs’ and ox manure; also 
beancake, weed-ashes, stone lime, ox bones, and rubbish of 
all kinds.”
 Note: Beancake refers to soybean presscake, which 
remains after the oil is pressed out of soybeans. Address: 
Acting-Consul, Kiungchow.

830. Murray, James A.H. comp. 1888-1933. New English 
dictionary on historical principles: Founded mainly on the 
materials collected by the Philological Society. 10 vols. plus 
2 vols of supplements and bibliography. Oxford, England: At 
the Clarendon Press.
• Summary: Dates: In 1884 the fi rst fascicle of the letter A 
was published. In 1928 the fi nal section the dictionary (to 
the letter Z) appeared. The title “Oxford English Dictionary” 
fi rst appeared in 1895 on the cover of the volume containing 
Deceit to Deject. Address: England.

831. Blyth, Alexander Wynter. 1888. Foods, their 
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composition and analysis: A manual for the use of analytical 
chemists and others. 3rd ed. London: Charles Griffi n & Co. 
xxxi + 640 p. See p. 375. Illust. 19 cm. The 1st ed. was 1882. 
[2 soy ref]
• Summary: In Part III, “Carbohydrates,” is a section titled 
“Chinese peas” which is entirely about soya beans. It begins: 
“A pea or bean much used in China in the form of cheese is 
the Soia hispida.” A large table shows the composition of 
three samples of this bean according to G.H. Pellet [1880].
 The author continues, apparently using Champion 
and Julien [1869] as his source: “The pea-cheese [tofu] is 
considered, in China and Japan, a very important food. The 
peas (Soia hispida) are soaked in water for about 24 hours, 
then strained; they are next ground to a thin paste with some 
of the water which has been put on one side. The grinding 
is effected by a mill. The matters are fi ltered, and the fi ltrate 
is concentrated by heat; and after skimming once or twice 
is cooled, the casein coagulated by plaster, and a salt, which 
appears to be chloride of magnesium, added. The cheese is 
grayish-white, and has the following general composition:-” 
Water 90.37%. Fatty matters 2.36%. Nitrogen 0.78%. Ash 
0.76%.
 In the section titled “Adulterations of coffee and their 
detection” is a table (p. 382) based on Moeller [1886] which 
shows the length and breadth of the palisade layers in 11 
leguminosae, including “Soya” and Lupine. The text adds (p. 
383): “In soya, lupus seed, and canavalia, the pillar cells are 
as high as broad, and very much like cotton reels.”
 Also discusses: Linseed (p. 151). Gluten (p. 156). Oleo-
margarine and butterine (p. 302-04). The sweet and bitter 
almond, and oil of almonds (p. 549-53, with 14 references). 
Adulterants of olive oil (incl. arachis [peanut] oil and 
sesame oil, p. 557-58). The British Margarine Act of 1887 
(“An Act for the Better Prevention of the Fraudulent Sale 
of Margarine,” p. 619-21; refers to the Sale of Food and 
Drugs Acts of 1875). Address: Court House, St. Marylebone. 
M.R.C.S., E.C.S., Public Analyst for the County of Devon 
[southwest England], and Medical Offi cer of Health and 
Public Analyst for St. Marylebone.

832. Brannt, William Theodore. 1888. A practical treatise on 
animal and vegetable fats and oils: Comprising both fi xed 
and volatile oils... as well as the manufacture of artifi cial 
butter. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: H.C. Baird & Co. xxviii + 
739 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: The soybean is mentioned only once, and 
quite briefl y. Chapter 9, titled “Descriptions, properties, 
adulterations, etc. of oils and fats” contains a short section 
on “Papilionacæ (Leguminosæ)” (p. 207) of which the fi rst 
entry reads: “1. Dolichos Soja, Linn., Chinese-oil bean, 
indigenous to Japan and China, and cultivated in southern 
Asia. The seeds, which have a pungent taste, are used for 
food and the oil pressed from them for table oil.”
 A table (p. 22) lists 36 seeds and fruits, with the 

scientifi c name of the plant and the per cent. of oil in the 
seed. Brazil nuts (60-67%), sweet and bitter almonds, pea-
nuts, sesame seeds, fl ax seed, and hemp seed are mentioned, 
but the soybean is not. Also discusses: Peanut oil (p. 204-06, 
412-15). The “meat” of the peanut yields from 38-45% of 
oil. The fi rst cold pressure yields 16-18% of very fi ne table 
oil. Almond oil (from both sweet and bitter almonds, p. 207-
12). “Gingelly oil, tiel or teel oil, or benné oil” (p. 251-53, 
260-61, 412-15, 510) obtained from Sesamum orientale. A 
plant much cultivated in the Levant [countries of the eastern 
Mediterranean] and India. The oil is widely used in France 
and England, and recently also in Germany and Austria. 
The brownish to black Levantine seeds contain 50-60% 
oil, better suitable for table use than that from Indian seeds, 
which contain only 47-52% oil. German sesame oil, also 
called “cameline oil,” comes from the Camelina sativa plant. 
Linseed oil (p. 271-77). Hemp-seed oil (p. 288-89). Lecithine 
(p. 350) from butter.
 This book is divided into three parts. Part I (p. 1-443): 
Fixed fats and oils, based on “Die technologie der Fette und 
Oele des Pfl anzen und Thierreichs,” by Karl Schaedler. Part 
II: Volatile oils, taken from Die Fabrikation der aetherischen 
Oele, by George William Askinson. Part III. Lubricants, 
based on a portion of Schaedler’s work Die Technologie der 
Fette und die Fossilen” and a portion of Die Fabrikation der 
Schmiermittel, by Richard Brunner.
 Note: William T. Brannt was born in 1844. Address: 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

833. Jackson, John R. 1889. Notes on new and little-known 
vegetable oils. Chemist and Druggist (London) 34:114-15. 
Jan. 26.
• Summary: Many new vegetable oils have come to the 
writer’s attention during the past 2-3 years. None should be 
condemned until it is thoroughly tested for possible valuable 
properties that could be utilized. Liverpool is the main port at 
which they arrive from around the world.
 One of these “Glycine Soja, Sièb. and Zucc. This is 
an annual leguminous plant largely cultivated in India and 
China, the seeds of which are known as Soy beans, and are 
the source of the well-known sauce of that name. About 17 
per cent of oil is obtained from them in China by simple 
pressure; this oil is described as having an agreeable fl avour 
and odour, and is similar to most of the sweet oils used for 
culinary purposes. At one time it was used largely in China 
for burning in lamps, but the introduction of petroleum from 
America has much diminished its use. It is a drying oil, and 
as such might be found useful as a substitute for linseed oil.” 
Address: A.L.S. [Associate of the Linnaean Society], Curator 
of the Museum, Royal Gardens, Kew [England].

834. Lancet (England). 1889. Diabetes. 1:1164-65. June 8.
• Summary: “Paris (From our own correspondent).”
 Dr. Worms has introduced at the Academy of Medicine 
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a discussion on that most important question–the nature and 
treatment of diabetes. All the opinions and theories already 
known have been expressed at the tribune. According to Dr. 
Worms, diabetes is not a disease per se, but a symptom. He 
thinks that no exclusive theory whatever can explain the real 
nature of diabetes...
 “As regards diet, he entirely proscribed milk, lactose 
being one of the sugars which most rapidly passes into the 
urine. He is in favor of boiled potatoes, and prefers the soja 
to the gluten bread. He advised his patients to eat all sorts 
of fatty substances, and, furthermore, saw no objection 
whatever to adding saccharin to their tea or coffee in the 
proportion of 10 centigrammes to each cup, which would 
give them the delusion that it was sugar. In respect to drugs, 
one might employ with advantage arsenic, the salts of lithin, 
the sulphate of quinine, &c.–in fact, all substances which 
have an elective action on the spine and on the bulb. Finally, 
muscular exercise must not be forgotten. Thanks to these 
means, the diabetic subject might be placed in excellent 
condition to combat the causes of debility and of organic 
decay to which he is so frequently exposed.”

835. Forbes, Francis Blackwell; Hemsley, William Botting. 
1889-1902. Index fl ora sinensis: Enumeration of all the 
plants known from China proper, Formosa, Hainan, the 
Corea, the Luchu Archipelago, and the island of Hongkong; 
Together with their distribution and synonymy. 3 vols. 
London: Taylor and Francis. Illust. 22 cm.
• Summary: The content of this book is identical to the three 
articles that appeared in the Journal of the Linnean Society, 
vols. 23, 26, and 36. Glycine species were discussed in Vol. 
23. See p. 188-189.

836. Belohoubek, Anton. 1889. Das shoyn [Shoyu]. 
Zeitschrift fuer das Gesamte Brauwesen 12(21):433-37. 
Extracted from “Archiv Zmedelsky” (Prague). German 
summary in Chemisches Central-Blatt 1890(1):132. [2 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Soy sauce or shoyu (shoyn) is the name used 
by people in England to refer to a liquid seasoning prepared 
from soybeans in India, China, and Japan. In recent years it 
has come to be imported into Europe. A description of the 
process for making soy sauce is given.
 Soy sauce was found to have the following composition: 
Protein (Eiweissstoffe) 1.058%, peptone 3.115%, other 
nitrogen-containing organic compounds 3.035%, crude 
/ unrefi ned fat 0.609%, sugars 2.467%, dextrin 4.966%, 
ethyl alcohol 1.602%, volatile acids (calculated as acetic 
acid) 0.110%, non-volatile acids (calculated as lactic acid) 
0.665%, ash 16.263%, water 66.162%.
 Note: The misspelled word shoyn is used throughout the 
article. Address: Professor from Prague [Czechoslovakia].

837. Allen, Grant. 1889. Falling in love, with other essays on 

more exact branches of science. London: Smith, Elder & Co. 
356 p. See p. 205. 22 cm.
• Summary: The chapter titled “Food and Feeding” states 
(p. 205): Foods that taste bitter, pungent, fi ery, or acrid are 
usually poisonous or bad for humans to eat. The fore part of 
the tongue warns us. If so, then why do we purposely use 
such things as mustard, pepper, curry-powder, and vinegar? 
Because, in small quantities, used as condiments, they act 
as agreeable stimulants. “Still, very young children dislike 
all these violent stimulants, even in small quantities; they 
won’t touch mustard, pepper, or vinegar, and they recoil at 
once from wine or spirits. It is only by slow degrees that we 
learn these unnatural tastes, as our nerves get blunted and 
our palates jaded; and we all know that the old Indian who 
can eat nothing but dry curries, devilled biscuits, anchovy 
paste, pepper-pot, mulligatawny soup, Worcestershire sauce, 
preserved ginger, hot pickles, fi ery sherry, and neat cognac, 
is also a person with no digestion, a fragmentary liver, and 
very little chance of getting himself accepted by any safe and 
solvent insurance offi ce. Throughout, the warning is a useful 
one; it is we who foolishly and persistently disregard it. 
Alcohol, for example, tells us at once that it is bad for us; yet 
we manage to dress it up...”
 “The middle region of the tongue is the part with which 
we experience sensations of taste proper–that is to say, of 
sweetness and bitterness. In a healthy, natural state all sweet 
things are pleasant to us, and all bitters... unpleasant. The 
reason for this is easy enough to understand. It carries us 
back at once into those primæval tropical forests, where our 
‘hairy ancestor’ used to diet himself upon the fruits of the 
earth in due season. Now, almost all edible fruits, roots, and 
tubers contain sugar; and therefore the presence of sugar 
is, in the wild condition, as good a rough test of whether 
anything is good to eat as one could easily fi nd. In fact, the 
argument cuts both ways: edible fruits are sweet because 
they are intended for man and other animals to eat; and man 
and other animals have a tongue pleasurably affected by 
sugar because sugary things in nature are for them in the 
highest degree edible. Our early progenitors formed their 
taste upon oranges, mangoes, bananas, and grapes; upon 
sweet potatoes, sugar-cane, dates, and wild honey. There 
is scarcely anything fi tted for human food in the vegetable 
world (and our earliest ancestors were most undoubted 
vegetarians) which does not contain sugar in considerable 
quantities.”
 “But besides the natural sweets, we have also taken 
to producing artifi cial ones. Has any housewife ever 
realised the alarming condition of cookery in the benighted 
generations before the invention of sugar? It is really almost 
too appalling to think about. So many things that we now 
look upon as all but necessaries–cakes, puddings, made 
dishes, confectionery, preserves, sweet biscuits, jellies, 
cooked fruits, tarts, and so forth–were then practically quite 
impossible. Fancy attempting nowadays to live a single day 
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without sugar; no tea, no coffee, no jam, no pudding, no 
cake, no sweets, no hot toddy before one goes to bed; the 
bare idea of it is too terrible.”
 Note: Grant Allen lived 1849-1899. Address: The Nook, 
Dorking [Surrey, England].

838. Matthews, Charles George; Lott, Francis Edward. 1889. 
The microscope in the brewery and malt-house. London: 
Bemrose & Sons. 198 p. See p. 85, 184-85. Illust. Index.
• Summary: This book is dedicated to Mon. Louis Pasteur. 
In Chapter 6, “The moulds or microscopic fungi,” states (p. 
85): “The only distinct industrial purposes to which mould- 
growths are applied, are in connection with this power of 
forming Alcoholic ferments. It appears besides, that moulds 
may give rise to a species of Diastase, as for instance, in the 
preparation of the Japanese ‘Koji,’ made from steamed rice 
on which a yellow dust–the spores of a fungus–is placed, 
and subsequently allowed to vegetate. ‘Koji’ is capable of 
liquefying gelatinized starch, and setting up a fermentation 
in it, giving rise to a kind of Beer–the Japanese ‘Saké’ Koji 
is also used in breadmaking and as a source of ‘Soy’ [sauce]. 
The mould giving rise to these spores is called Eurotium 
Oryzæ” [Aspergillus oryzae].
 In the Glossary we read: “Eurotium Oryzæ, a mould, the 
spores of which are found in Kôji, the Japanese ferment” (p. 
184).
 “Kôji, macerated rice containing fungus spores, used 
by the Japanese as a ferment in making Saké, and bread; 
also in the manufacture of ‘Soy’” [sauce]. Address: 1. F.C.S. 
[Fellow of the Chemical Society], F.I.C. [Fellow of the Inst. 
of Chemistry], etc.; 2. F.I.C., A.R.S.M., etc. [England].

839. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1889. Tropical agriculture: 
A treatise on the culture, preparation, commerce, and 
consumption of the principal products of the vegetable 
kingdom. New [i.e. 3d] ed. London and New York: E&F.N. 
Spon. xvi + 539 p. See p. 426. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Near the end of Section 5, “The oil seeds and 
vegetable oils of commerce,” is a section titled “Chinese 
oils” (p. 426) the content of which is identical to that of the 
1877 edition–except that the last paragraph, about oil-seeds 
in India, is missing.
 Also discusses: Linseed oil (p. 399-400). The ground-
nut and its oil and cake (p. 400-05, 415-17, 421, 425-426). 
Sesame seed and its oil (p. 413-17, 426-426).
 P.L. Simmonds lived 1814-1897. Address: F.L.S., 
F.R.C.I. 85 Finborough Road, South Kensington [England].

840. Yeo, I. Burney. 1889. Food in health and disease. 
London, Paris, New York and Melbourne: Cassell & 
Company, Ltd. x + 583 p. See p. 432-33, 440. Illust. Index. 
19 cm. Series: Clinical Manuals for Practitioners and 
Students of Medicine. Reissued in 1890 in Philadelphia by 
Lea Brothers & Co.

• Summary: In Part II, “Food in disease,” Chapter 3 is titled 
“Food in diabetes.” “Soya” is mentioned on pages 432-33. 
“Dujardin-Beaumetz also objects both to gluten bread and 
to almond cakes; the former he maintains is often found to 
contain a considerable percentage of starch.”
 “Quite recently Dujardin-Beaumetz has advocated 
(Footnote: ‘L’Hygiène Alimentaire.’ Second edition) the use 
of ‘soya’ bread for diabetics, of which he gives the following 
as the composition:–Soya Bread: Water 45.000. Proteids 
20.168. Fats 9.350. Starch and sugar 2.795. Phosphoric acid 
0.863.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2011) that contains the term “proteids” (or 
“proteid”) in connection with soybeans.
 “This bread, he states, keeps well, and has an agreeable 
taste, and contains much less sugar-forming material than 
gluten bread, the best kind of which, he asserts, contains at 
least 16 per cent. of starch and saccharine substances.
 “Lecerf (Footnote: Journal de Médicine Pratique, 10 
June 1888, p. 923) was one of the fi rst to call attention to 
the value of the meal of the Soya hispida in dietetics. It has 
a leguminous fruit like the haricot, and is a native of China 
and Japan, but is now cultivated in Austria. The Chinese 
extract from soya a fatty substance which they use as milk 
[soymilk], and even make cheese [tofu] with it. The meal 
is very rich in nitrogenous substances, more so than animal 
fl esh, and the amount of starchy and saccharine substance is 
very small.”
 The section on “Diabetic dietaries” contains “5.–
Dujardin-Beaumetz’s” (p. 440) which begins: “He adopts 
with little modifi cation the dietary of Bouchardat. He 
strongly recommends... the use of soya bread.”
 The author (who lived 1835-1914) mentions gluten on 
pages 7, 10, 74, 76, 78-83, 184, 186, 193, 194, 428-33, 437, 
439-40, 541, and 556.
 He seems favor a non-vegetarian diet Chapter 4 (p. 73+), 
which is titled “Vegetable foods,” begins: “We derive from 
the vegetable kingdom a great variety of foods, many of 
them of a highly nutritious character, and therefore of great 
importance to the human race... but as a rule, in vegetable 
foods the non-nitrogenous constituents are greatly in excess 
of the nitrogenous ones, and occur chiefl y as carbo-hydrates; 
and, save in the case of certain fruits and seeds, they contain 
but little fat.”
 “There is legumin or vegetable casein, abundant in the 
seeds of the leguminosae, and resembling in all essential 
particulars the casein of milk” (p. 74). Chapter 12 (p. 341-
54), which is titled “The relative advantages of animal 
and vegetable foods–Vegetarianism (Beneke’s diet for 
carcinoma),” contains a fair and balanced review of the 
literature on vegetarian and non-vegetarian diets. He states 
(p. 344-45): “There are few persons in the present day 
who advocate the practice of limiting the human dietary to 
substances of exclusively vegetable origin. The majority 
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of the so-called ‘vegetarians’ of modern times adopt no 
such exclusive diet, but take, together with the more highly 
nutritive forms of vegetable food, such typical animal foods 
as eggs, milk, cream, butter, and cheese. They object only to 
animal fl esh. But those who take for their food the egg and 
the milk prepared by animals from the vegetable substances 
they feed on, and reject only animal fl esh, have no claim to 
call themselves ‘vegetarians.’ They feed, as has just been 
said, on the most typical and concentrated of animal foods. 
They have a sentimental objection to killing animals for 
food, and they found upon it a scheme of diet which we 
believe to be utterly impracticable on an extensive scale, 
and irreconcilable with the existing state of civilised man, 
not so much on strictly physiological grounds as on general 
economical considerations. There can be no objection to 
individuals adopting any kind of diet which they may fi nd 
answer their needs and minister to their comfort; it is only 
when they attempt to enforce what they practise on others 
that they must expect to encounter a rational opposition.”
 “But there exists also abundance of evidence that a 
purely vegetable diet is not the most appropriate for the 
production of either physical or intellectual effort.
 “Jules Béclard has recorded in his well-known text-book 
on Physiology that ‘the workmen employed at the forges of 
Tarn were for a long period fed with vegetable substances. 
It was then found that all the workmen lost, on an average, 
fi fteen days’ work a year on account of exhaustion or illness. 
In 1883, Mons. Talabot, deputy of La Haute Vienne, took 
charge of the forges. Meat was then made an important part 
of the diet. The health of the men afterwards improved so 
greatly that they did not lose more, on an average, than three 
days’ labour a year. Animal food produced a gain on each 
man of twelve days’ work a year.’
 “It has also been stated that the Italian labourers from 
Lombardy, with their largely vegetable dietary, performed 
much less work when engaged in piercing the St. Gothard 
Tunnel than their Swiss co-labourers with a more richly 
animalised scale of diet.”
 The author also mentions the words “vegetarian,” 
“vegetarianism,” or “vegetable diet / dietary, / foods / 
kingdom / origin / substances” on pages vii, x, 32, and 406-
408. Address: M.D., F.R.C.P., Prof. of Clinical Therapeutics, 
King’s College, London, and Physician to King’s College 
Hospital [London, England].

841. Lancet. 1890. Analytical Records: Bread and biscuits 
made from the soya bean (G. Van Abbott and Son, 6, 
Duke Street Mansions, Grosvenor Square, W. [London]). 
136(3494):342-43. Aug. 16.
• Summary: “The use of ‘soya’ bread has recently been 
advocated for diabetics by no less eminent an authority than 
Dujardin-Beaumetz. Lecerf, according to Professor Yeo 
was one of the fi rst to call attention to the value of the meal 
of Soya hispida in dietetics. It has a leguminous fruit like 

the haricot, and is a native of China and Japan, but is now 
cultivated in Austria. The Chinese extract from soya a fatty 
substance which they use as milk [soymilk], and even make 
cheese [tofu] with it. The meal is very rich in nitrogenous 
substance, more so than animal fl esh, and the amount 
of starchy and saccharine substance is very small. Our 
examination of the bread before us confi rms this. We fi nd it 
to contain as much as 25.02 per cent. nitrogenous matter, and 
as little as 2.72 per cent. starch, and 4 per cent. of mineral 
matter. In texture it is just like ordinary wholemeal bread, 
and it possesses quite an agreeable taste. Messrs. Abbott 
have evidently made a very valuable addition to their list 
of foods which are intended for the use of the diabetic. The 
biscuits are not less satisfactory.” Address: England.

842. Product Name:  Soya Bread, and Soya Biscuits.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Van Abbott (G.) and Sons.
Manufacturer’s Address:  6, Duke Street Mansions, 
Grosvenor Square, W., London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1890 August.
Ingredients:  Probably whole dry soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  -
How Stored:  -
New Product–Documentation:  Lancet (London). 1890. 
Aug. 16. p. 342-43. “Analytical Records: Bread and biscuits 
made from the soya bean.” “The meal is very rich in 
nitrogenous substance, more so than animal fl esh, and the 
amount of starchy and saccharine substance is very small. 
Our examination of the bread before us confi rms this. We 
fi nd it to contain as much as 25.02 per cent. nitrogenous 
matter, and as little as 2.72 per cent. starch, and 4 per cent. of 
mineral matter. In texture it is just like ordinary wholemeal 
bread, and it possesses quite an agreeable taste. Messrs. 
Abbott have evidently made a very valuable addition to their 
list of foods which are intended for the use of the diabetic. 
The biscuits are not less satisfactory.”
 Ad in London Homeopathic Hospital Reports. 1891. 
Rear cover. A full-page ad. For diabetes: “Van Abbott’s 
Gluten Bread. Van Abbott’s Soya Bread and Biscuits.”
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
specifi cally designated for diabetes or diabetics.
 Collier, H. 1890. “Van Abbott’s Soya biscuits and 
Bread.” Guy’s Hospital Gazette (London). 4:224. Oct. 25. 
Series 3. “We have received from G. Van Abbott & Sons, 
6, Duke Street Mansions, Grosvenor Square, W. [London], 
samples of a perfectly new article of food for the use of 
diabetic patients. This food is prepared from the Soya Bean–
the Soya Hispida (Dolichos Soja). These seeds contain a very 
high proportion of fl esh-forming and fatty material, with a 
very small amount of starch. Analysis shews [shows] the 
composition to be 36.7 per cent. of proteid matter, 17 per 
cent. of fat, and only 6.4 per cent. of starch. Van Abbott’s 
Soya Biscuits and Bread are by no means unpalatable, and in 
this respect are much superior to the ordinary dry and insipid 
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gluten preparations. We are of opinion that this new food will 
be much appreciated, not only by diabetic patients, but also 
by invalids who require a strengthening and nourishing food 
in a small compass.”

843. Collier, H. 1890. Van Abbott’s soya biscuits and bread. 
Guy’s Hospital Gazette (London) 4:224. Oct. 25. Series 3.
• Summary: Soya bean biscuits are favorably spoken of. “We 
have received from G. Van Abbott & Sons, 6, Duke Street 
Mansions, Grosvenor Square, W. [London], samples of a 
perfectly new article of food for the use of diabetic patients. 
This food is prepared from the Soya Bean–the Soya Hispida 
(Dolichos Soja). These seeds contain a very high proportion 
of fl esh-forming and fatty material, with a very small 
amount of starch. Analysis shews [shows] the composition 
to be 36.7 per cent. of proteid matter, 17 per cent. of fat, 
and only 6.4 per cent. of starch. Van Abbott’s Soya Biscuits 
and Bread are by no means unpalatable, and in this respect 
are much superior to the ordinary dry and insipid gluten 
preparations. We are of opinion that this new food will be 
much appreciated, not only by diabetic patients, but also by 
invalids who require a strengthening and nourishing food in 
a small compass.”

844. Encyclopedia Britannica (9th ed.): Che-Foo or Yen-
tai. 1890. New York, NY: The Henry G. Allen Company, 
Publishers. Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black. See vol. V, p. 
455. 25 cm.
• Summary: A seaport town in Northern China. Until 
recently it was quite a small place, designated an “unwalled 
village, but it was chosen as the port of Tang-chow opened to 
foreign trade in 1858 by the treaty of Tien-tsin, and is now... 
the seat of a British consulate, a Chinese custom-house, and 
a considerable foreign settlement.”
 “The imports are mainly woollen and cotton goods, iron, 
and opium; and the exports include [soya] bean-cake, bean-
oil, and peas, raw silk, and straw-braid manufactured by the 
peasants of Lai-chow-foo,...”

845. Hosie, Alexander. 1890. Three years in Western China; 
A narrative of three journeys in Ssu-ch’uan, Kuei-chow, and 
Yun-nan [1882-84]. London: George Philip & Son. New 
York: Dodd, Mead. xxxiv + 302 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. 2nd 
edition published in 1895.
• Summary: In pinyin, these three provinces are now written: 
Sichuan (northernmost of the three), Yunnan (southern), and 
Guizhou (southeastern). The author, an excellent observer 
and writer, was stationed in Western China by the British 
government from 1882 to 1884. Throughout this travelogue, 
on 18 separate pages, he reports that [soy] beans were 
being grown, usually with other local crops such as barley, 
buckwheat, ground-nuts, hemp, maize, millet, oats, opium 
poppies, rape, and wheat.
 On the way to Ch’ung-King [Chongqing] in Sichuan 

province: “My men, who for the last few days had been 
unable to procure rice, and had subsisted for the most part 
on bean-curd, rejoiced to fi nd themselves in a valley of their 
own province where paddy, maize, tobacco, hemp, and beans 
were well advanced...” (p. 68).
 Near Ch’ung-King: “The hill-sides were also covered 
with [soy] beans, which seemed to thrive well on a scanty 
soil.” The greenery, houses, and restaurants “invite the 
traveller to tarry for a moment and enjoy their cool shade. 
As pack animals are usually turned loose to forage for 
themselves, the peasantry, whose lands adjoin the high-road, 
have hit upon a novel plan to prevent their depredations. 
Wheat and beans were thickly sprinkled with feathers, 
which, as might naturally be supposed, are not a pleasant 
sauce” (p. 72).
 In the city of Hou Chou in Sichuan province: “A 
special industry of the city is the manufacture of a soy 
[sauce], which is famous, not only in Ssu-ch’uan, but in 
other provinces. Chinese soy, as is well known, is imported 
to England in large quantities, and is, I believe, used in the 
manufacture of sauces. In China itself there is amongst 
foreigners a decided prejudice against soy, and a fresh arrival 
is often solemnly assured that it is made of boiled down 
cockroaches; yet, to the best of my information, it contains 
nothing more deleterious than the juice of a bean” (p. 164).
 The city of Nei-chiang [Neijiang] in Sichuan province 
exports “bean-sauce” [probably soy sauce], opium, grass-
cloth, and several other things. Sugar cane and ground-nuts 
cover the hill slopes (p. 169). A fold-out map at the back 
shows the author’s route.
 Also discusses: Ground-nuts [peanuts] (p. 83, 169) and 
the sweet cooking oil extracted from them (p. 83). Women 
who wore coarse hempen clothes (p. 152). Address: H.B.M. 
Consular Service, Wenchow, China.

846. Merck, Klemens. 1890. Klemens Merck’s Warenlexikon 
fuer Handel, Industrie und Gewerbe. Beschreibung der im 
Handel vorkommenden Natur- und Kunsterzeugnisse, unter 
besonderer Beruecksichtigung der chemisch-technischen 
und anderer Fabrikate, der Drogen- und Farbwaren, der 
Kolonialwaren, der Landesprodukte, der Material- und 
Mineralwaren. Vierte, wesentlich vermehrte aufl age [Merck’s 
dictionary of products and commodities for trade, industry 
and commerce. 4th ed.]. Leipzig, Germany: Verlag von G.A. 
Gloeckner. viii + 722 p. + 48 p. See p. 576. 25 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: The entry for “Soya” (p. 576) is almost identical 
to that in the 1882 edition. Soya is also mentioned under 
Beans (Bohnen, p. 78-79). The title page states that this book 
was compiled in cooperation with Messrs. Lorenz Brauer, 
Paul Degener, and others. Edited/published (Herausgegeben) 
von Dr. G. Heppe.
 Also discusses: Peanuts (p. 150). Sesame seeds and 
sesame oil (p. 562). Address: [Germany].
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847. Watt, George. 1890. A dictionary of the economic 
products of India. Vol. 3. London: W.H. Allen & Co.; 
Calcutta, India: Offi ce of the Superintendent of Government 
Printing. 534 p. See p. 509-11. Index (in Vol. 7). 25 cm. [14 
ref]
• Summary: Contents related to the soy bean: Glycine (p. 
509-10). Glycine hispida, Maxim. (p. 510-11): Synonyms, 
vernacular, references, habitat, oil, medicine, food and 
fodder, chemistry, the bean, oil.
 Under Glycine: “Reference having been made to the 
authorities of the Calcutta Herbarium on the subject of G. 
soja, Sieb. et Zucc., being, as shown in the Flora of British 
India, a native of this country, Dr. Prain kindly went into the 
subject very carefully. He writes: ‘We have not, from any 
part of India, any specimens of G. soja proper. The Khasi 
Hills plant is more erect, more hispid, and has larger legumes 
than the Himalayan, and indeed resembles G. hispida, 
Maxim., quite as much as it does the Indian cultivated “G. 
soja,” which, indeed, it connects with G. hispida. It is, in 
fact, the plant most like the wild G. soja, S. et Z., which no 
one ever professes to have found wild in India, while it is 
also the one most like G. hispida, Maxim. (which has never 
been found wild anywhere). It is the plant collected by Dr. 
Watt and myself in the Naga Hills.’
 “The writer noted on his Naga Hill specimens that they 
were found in a semiwild state, and that the plant was known 
to the Angami Nagas as Tsu Dza, a name not unlike soja. 
Throughout India, the soy bean is cultivated, black and white 
seeded forms being met with, which vary to some extent, 
but all preserve the specifi c characters of G. hispida. Plants 
raised at Saharanpur from Japanese seed have larger and 
broader leaves than the usual Indian forms. The fact that this 
cultivated plant possesses, even among the aboriginal tribes, 
names which are original, i.e., in no way modern derivatives, 
points to an ancient cultivation, if, indeed, it may not be 
accepted as an indication of its indigenous nature. (Editor.)”
 “Vern[acular]–Bhat, bhatwan, ram kurthi (Hind. [=Hindi 
or Hindoostanee]); Bhut (Punj. [= Panjabi]); Gari-kulay 
(Beng. [=Bengali]); Hendedisom horec (black-seeded), 
Pond disom, horec (white-seeded variety) (Santal); Tzu-
dza (Naga); Bhatnas, bhatwas (Nepal); Seta, kala botmas 
(Parbat.); Musa, gya (Newar); Khajuwa (Eastern Terai); Bhut 
(Kumaun).
 References: The author cites 17 early references 
concerning soya and, using information from these.
 This brief bibliography on soya is one of the best and 
worst seen. Its is good in that it cites a host of previously 
uncited publications. It is bad in that the references are so 
abbreviated as to often be incomprehensible; and some of 
them are incomplete or incorrect.
 Habitat: “Extensively cultivated throughout India and 
in Eastern Bengal, Khasia hills, Manipur, the Naga hills, and 
Burma, often found as a weed on fi elds or near cultivation.”
 Medicine: “A decoction of the root is said to possess 

astringent properties.” Food and fodder: “The Soy-bean 
forms an important article of food in China and Japan. Since 
1873, it has been successfully grown in the warmer parts 
of Europe. It is also widely spread, in a cultivated state, 
over a great part of the Himálaya [Himalaya] and the plains 
and lower hills of India. On the plains the crop is generally 
grown by itself, as a kharif crop; the seeds are sown from 
June to September, and the harvesting takes place from 
November to January.
 “The bean is eaten in India in the localities where 
cultivated. The Rev. A. Campbell states that in Chutia 
Nagpur it is generally used roasted and ground as satu, 
or simply roasted in the form of atá. In other parts of the 
country it is also eaten in the form of dal. In China and Japan 
three preparations are made from the soy-bean, namely soy-
sauce, soy-cheese, and a kind of paste. The last two of which 
are manufactured by crushing and pressing the seeds.”
 Note 1. An extensive “List of works consulted” 
(bibliography) appears in Vol. I (1889, p. xiii-xxii), 
followed by a list of contributors (p. xxiii-xxvi) and list of 
abbreviations (p. xxvii-xxxiii).
 Note 2. This is one of earliest documents seen (March 
2005) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in 
Burma.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the word satu to refer to roasted 
whole soy fl our, or that mentions roasted whole soy fl our is 
made and used in India.
 Sir George Watt lived 1851-1930. This 7-volume work, 
published from 1889 to 1896, is arranged alphabetically by 
product. An extensive bibliography is in vol. 1, and the index 
comprises vol. 7. Address: M.B., C.M., C.I.E., Reporter on 
Economic Products with the Government of India.

848. Yeo, I. Burney. 1890. Food in health and disease. 
Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co. x + 583 p. See p. 341, 
345, 406, 432-33, 440. Illust. Index. 19 cm. Series: Clinical 
Manuals for Practitioners and Students of Medicine.
• Summary: This is a U.S. edition of the 1889 London 
edition. Address: M.D., F.R.C.P., Prof. of Clinical 
Therapeutics, King’s College, London, and Physician to 
King’s College Hospital [London, England].

849. Guy’s Hospital Gazette (London). 1891. Reviews. 
Diabetes: The Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment. By C.W. 
Purdy, M.D. ([Reviewed by] F.A. Davis, Berners Street). 
5:57. Feb. 28. Series 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The book review begins: “This volume 
furnishes both Physician and Student with a clear statement 
of the present position of our knowledge on the subject of 
Diabetes. The author has evidently had great experience in 
the treatment of the disease, and his rules as to dietaries are 
the most valuable we have yet seen. He especially mentions 
the Soja bean, which has lately been tried with great success 
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by Dr. Hale White, and urges the profession to endeavour to 
get rid of the sugar by diet alone, and only when they fi nd 
continued dieting fail, to have recourse to drugs.” Note:
 Soya bean biscuits were very successfully used in the 
wards of Guy’s Hospital, according to Dr. Hale White in the 
periodical The Practitioner (May 1893, p. 323-24). Address: 
London.

850. Manchester Guardian (England). 1891. The Wesley 
centenary: Unveiling the statue in London. Address by 
Archdeacon Farrar. March 3. p. 8.
• Summary: “... this unsavoury mass of tag, rag, and 
varieties–(laughter)–before them that they could give them 
as much Naseby pepper and Worcester sauce as they would 
have stomach for.–(Applause).”

851. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1891. Display ad: The original 
and genuine (Worcestershire) Lea & Perrins’ sauce. San 
Francisco Chronicle. May 14. p. 6, col. 2.
• Summary: Printed to the left of the bottle: “Extract of a 
Letter from a Medical Gentleman at Madras [India], to his 
brother at Worcester, May, 1851. ‘Tell Lea & Perrins’ that 
their Sauce is highly esteemed in India, and is in my opinion, 
the most palatable as well as the most wholesome Sauce that 
is made.’ Printed to the right of the bottle: “It imparts a most 
delicious taste and zest to soups, gravies, fi sh, hot & cold 
meats, game, Welsh-rarebits, &c.
 “Beware of imitations; see that you get Lea & Perrins’ 
[signature].
 “Signature on every bottle of Original & Genuine.”
 Large illustrations show: (1) A bottle of the sauce. (2) 
The “Lea & Perrins” signature.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
concerning Worcestershire Sauce that mentions the words 
“Welsh-rarebits” (or “Welsh-rarebit”). Address: New York 
[City].

852. Haughton, H.T. 1891. Native names of streets 
Singapore. J. of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic 
Society No. 23. p. 49-65. June. See p. 53.
• Summary: Contents: Chinese names of streets and roads in 
Singapore. Tamil names of streets and roads in Singapore.
 The article begins: “Acting under the powers conferred 
by section 143 of the Municipal Ordinance 1887, the 
Commissioners have affi xed at the corner of every street in 
the town of Singapore a board on which is inscribed ‘the 
name by which such street shall be known.’” But, as most of 
the residents are aware, the names given by the Municipality 
to the various streets are only used by the European portion 
of the population, and the Chinese, Tamils and Malays have 
names for the streets very different from their Municipal 
titles. In the selection of names for the streets, Chinese 
names were very properly selected for the Chinese part of the 
town, and Malay names for many of the streets in Kampong 

Glam, and one would naturally have supposed that such 
names as ‘Hongkong Street’ and ‘Macao Street’ would have 
been adopted by the Chinese, and that the Malays would 
have had no hesitation in appropriating a name like ‘Jalan 
Sultan.’
 “But, whatever the reason may be, the fact remains that 
the Municipal names are ignored by the natives, with the 
exception of the police, who are, of course, compelled to 
learn them.”
 The British have given their own names to most of 
the streets in Singapore. Each entry in this article contains: 
(1) The British name given to the street. (2) The name 
of the street written in Chinese (or Tamil) characters. 
The transliteration of those characters into English. The 
translation and meaning of the Chinese (or Tamil) name.
 Page 53: “Chin Chew Street. (3 Chinese characters 
given). Tan Hu Hoi [Tau Hu Hoi?]–’Beancake street,’ so 
called from the beancake [tofu] sellers who live there. 
Beancake is called by Babas ‘Kweh Koyak.’”
 Note: The Chinese characters show clearly that 
“beancake” refers to tofu and not to the “beancake” that 
is obtained as a co-product when soybeans are pressed to 
obtain their oil.

853. Chamberlain, Basil Hall. 1891. Things Japanese: Being 
notes on various subjects connected with Japan... 2nd ed. 
revised and enlarged. London: Sampson Low, Marston 
and Company, Ltd.; Hongkong, Shanghai, Yokohama, and 
Singapore, Ltd.: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd. [8] + 503 p. Index. 1st 
ed 1890 (408 p.). Slightly revised edition published 1905. 
Reprinted in 1970 by Charles E. Tuttle Co., Inc. (Rutland, 
Vermont, and Tokyo). [14 ref]
• Summary: This book is arranged alphabetically by subject. 
Festivals (p. 154): “Setsubun is the name of a movable feast 
occurring sometimes late in January, sometimes early in 
February, on the eve of the fi rst day of spring, old calendar. 
Beans [roasted soybeans] are scattered about the house on 
the evening of this day in order to scare away demons, and 
of these beans each person present eats one more than the 
number of the years of his age.”
 Food (p. 168): Same as in the 1890 ed.
 Sun, moon and stars (p. 394): There are three great 
nights of the lunar year for moon viewing. “The 15th night of 
the 8th moon, which is no other than our harvest moon at the 
full, is celebrated by an offering of beans and dumplings and 
of bouquets of eulalia-grass [susuki] and lespedeza blossom. 
This moon is termed the ‘bean moon.’”
 Note: In Chado: The Way of Tea, a translation of the 
Japanese classic Sado-sai-jiki, and various other Japanese 
books we learn that the full moon on the 15th night of the 
8th lunar month is the brightest and most widely viewed one 
of the year and is called meigetsu (literally “bright moon”). 
Aesthetic appreciation of the full autumn moon originated 
in China as early as the Han dynasty (202 BC to AD 220). 
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Moon-viewing became popular in China during the Tang 
dynasty (618-907) and this tradition was transmitted to 
the Japanese court in Kyoto in about the 8th century; the 
aristocracy called this festival Otsukimi (“moon viewing”) 
and celebrated it, outdoors, by composing poems, listening 
to music, etc. Today that date falls in mid-September. In 
both Japan and the West, this is the “harvest moon” and its 
celebration a pre-harvest festival.
 However it is the next full moon, about a month later, 
on the 13th day of the 9th lunar moon that is called the 
“bean moon” (mame-meigetsu). It is indeed, as Chamberlain 
says, celebrated by an offering of beans (edamamé, or green 
vegetable soybeans) and dumplings (glutinous rice steamed 
with chestnuts). In some parts of Japan the edamamé are 
mashed, sweetened with sugar, then used to coat rice-fl our 
dumplings. This mame-meigetsu is still celebrated at the 
Kitano Tenmangu Shrine in northwest Kyoto.
 Tea (p. 403): Other tea-like infusions: “Mugi-yu, an 
infusion of parched barley; Mame-cha, a similar preparation 
of beans. Fuku-ja, or ‘luck tea,’ is made of salted plums, 
sea-weed, and xanthoxylon seeds, and is partaken of in every 
Japanese household on the last night of the year.”
 Concerning red beans [aduki]: Birthdays (p. 56): 
“Birthdays are not much observed in Japan, except that rice 
mixed with red beans [azuki] is eaten on the auspicious day.”
 Festivals (p. 154-55): Dec. 13.–This day is called Koto-
hajime, that is, “the beginning of things,” because such 
preparations for New Year as house-cleaning, decorating, 
and the pounding of rice for cakes (mochi), are then taken 
in hand. People eat o-koto- jiru on this day,–a kind of stew 
whose ingredients are generally red beans [azuki], potatoes, 
mushrooms, sliced fi sh, and a root called konnyaku.”
 Jan. 15-16.–The end of the New Year holidays. The 
16th is the Hokônin no Yado-iri, or Prentices Holiday Home. 
Rice-gruel mixed with red beans [azuki] is eaten.”
 N.B. Azuki-meshi, that is, rice mixed with red beans, is 
eaten on the 1st, 15th, and 28th of each month, these being 
the so-called san-jitsu, or “three days.” On the 30th, people 
eat buckwheat vermicelli (misoka-soba).
 Overview of Japanese commerce: “The chief progress 
made during the past thirty years has been in industrial 
developments” (p. 433). A large table show imports to Japan 
in 1890 (p. 434): The top fi ve imports (with the value in 
million yen) are: Textiles and textile fabrics 20.49. Rice 
12.30. Sugar 8.48. Raw cotton and wool 5.74. Kerosene oil 
4.95. “Oil cake” [mostly soybean cake] is another major 
import, but grouped with oils, oil wax, and paints in oil 0.41.
 Exports from Japan (p. 434-35): The top fi ve are: Raw 
silk, waste silk, and cocoons 16.75. Tea 6.28. Copper 5.36. 
Silk piece goods and silk manufactured goods 3.64. Coal 
3.10. Also seaweed 0.68.
 The top fi ve ports for exports and imports are (p. 435): 
Yokohama 73.0. Kobe 49.0. Nagasaki 7.7. Osaka 3.80. 
Shimonoseki 1.77.

 Japan’s leading trading partners (imports + exports) 
are: Great Britain 32.5. USA 26.7. Hongkong 14.8. China 
14.0. France 12.2. Address: Emeritus Prof. of Japanese and 
Philology in the Imperial Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo.

854. Saundby, Robert. 1891. Lectures on diabetes: Including 
the Bradshawe lecture, delivered before the Royal College 
of Physicians on August 18th, 1890. Bristol, England: J. 
Wright; New York, NY: E.B. Treat. vi + 232 p. See p. 185-
86. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Treatment of diabetes,” the 
author states: “The patient should be encouraged to eat fats, 
fat bacon, cream, eggs, and if necessary cod-liver oil should 
be added.
 “There can be no doubt that a purely animal diet is the 
best, but it is diffi cult to get patients to keep to such a regime 
for long together.”
 He then compares gluten bread (which “is not a very 
satisfactory article, as it always contains a considerable 
percentage of starch.” A table shows the composition of the 
best specimens he has found of French and of English gluten 
bread) and of soya bread.
 “The use of ‘Soya’ bread has recently been advocated 
by Dujardin-Beaumetz. It is made from the meal of Soya 
Hispida, a bean like the haricot, a native of China and Japan, 
but now cultivated in Austria. Bread made from it is not 
unpalatable and far superior to gluten bread in appearance 
and taste. A report in the Lancet gives the following fi gures 
respecting its composition:” Nitrogenous material–25.02%. 
Starch–2.72%. Mineral matter–4.0%.
 “’Soya’ bread, biscuits, and fl our are now prepared 
by a London fi rm. Samples procured from this fi rm, and 
submitted to analysis, give the following fi gures:-”
 A table shows the nutritional composition of each. 
Soya bread contains 23.3% carbohydrates. Soya biscuits 
contain 46.1% carbohydrates. Soya fl our contains 45.6% 
carbohydrates.
 “This result was certainly very unexpected, but if it is 
to be taken as correct, it shews that the Soya Bread contains 
about as much carbohydrates as the best gluten bread, 
over which it has no advantages at present in the matter of 
cheapness. My patients have objected very much to its taste, 
and it appears to exert a laxative effect on the bowels, which 
is not always desirable.” Address: M.D. Edin. [Edinburgh], 
F.R.C.P. London, Birmingham [England].

855. Van Abbott (G.) and Sons. 1891. Diabetic, invalid and 
infant dietetic depot (Ad). London Homeopathic Hospital 
Reports. Rear cover.
• Summary: A full-page ad. For diabetes: “Van Abbott’s 
Gluten Bread. Van Abbott’s Soya Bread and Biscuits.” 
Address: 6, Duke Street Mansions, Grosvenor Square, W. 
[London, England].
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856. Times (London). 1892. Chinese roads. Sept. 20. p. 7, 
col. 5.
• Summary: “An account by Mr. Clennel, an offi cer of the 
British consular service in China, of a journey which he 
made recently from Amoy [Xiamen, a seaport in Fujian 
province] to Foochow [Fuzhou, the capital of Fujian 
province] overland has been published as a Blue-book.”
 The large number of travelers “needs sustenance and 
rest and supports a truly wonderful number of cookshops 
and small wayside inns... Here hot water, tea, rice, dried fi sh, 
tobacco, fruit, sweet potatoes, pea-nuts, bean-curd cakes, 
slices of sugarcane, and sweetmeats in great variety may be 
had on payment of a fraction of a penny for each.”

857. Towers-Smith, W. 1892. The dietetic treatment of 
obesity. Edinburgh Medical Journal 38:335-47. Oct.
• Summary: “Read before the Medico-Chirurgical Society 
of Edinburgh, 22nd March 1892.” In the section titled “Diet 
for an extreme case,” under “1st period, 14 days,” the menu 
for breakfast (p. 346) calls for “bread or biscuits made from 
soya bean, 2 oz.;...” In the “3rd period, 31 days,” toast can be 
consumed “in place of soya bread, for each meal, 2 oz.,...”
 In the section titled “No. 1.–Specimen diet chart,” under 
“Diet chart for 14 days,” the menu for breakfast (p. 347) calls 
for “1 oz. of soya bread or biscuit;...” Address: M.R.C.S. 
Eng.

858. Chisholm, George Goudie. 1892. Handbook of 
commercial geography. 3rd ed., revised. London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co. 515 p. See p. 72-73, 344. Illust. Maps. Index.
• Summary: In the Chapter I, “Commodities directly or 
indirectly on climate,” in Section A, “Products of the 
temperate zone,” is a subsection titled Pulses which states 
(p. 72-73): “167. The chief pulses of commerce are common 
peas and beans, chick-peas, and soya beans.”
 “In warm countries, where butcher-meat is little 
consumed, this [chick-peas] and other pulses are in fact an 
almost essential part of the regular diet, since they supply 
elements of food not contained in suffi cient quantity in grain 
and fruits. It is for this reason that soya beans are largely 
consumed in two other warm countries, China and Japan, 
as well as in India. According to Decandolle this bean is 
indigenous in Cochin-China, Java, and Japan. It is now very 
extensively cultivated throughout Eastern Asia, and is made 
(along with other pulses) into a great variety of preparations 
for use as human food. Soya [sauce], an extract from soya-
beans, is also exported to Europe, and especially to England, 
to be used as an ingredient in soups and sauces, but much 
of the so-called soya is manufactured in Europe itself from 
various mushrooms [sic]. Oil can also be expressed from the 
beans, and in some parts of Central Europe the cultivation of 
this bean as food for cattle has been tried.”
 In the section on “Countries,” under Asia–Japan we read 
(p. 344): “787. Besides rice, the principal food-crops are 

wheat, barley, and soya beans.”
 “788. Japanese agriculture leaves little room for live 
stock. Sheep have only recently been introduced in small 
numbers experimentally. The number of horses is about a 
million and a half, that of cattle one million, as against nearly 
two millions of the former and upwards of ten millions of 
the latter in the British Isles, which have a rather smaller 
population. Japan is thus altogether without, or very poorly 
supplied with, some important products. It has no native 
wool, no milk, butter, or cheese, and a comparatively small 
supply of leather, which has to be replaced for different 
purposes by various other materials.” Address: London.

859. Giles, Herbert Allen. 1892. A Chinese-English 
dictionary. London: Bernard Quaritch; Shanghai, Hongkong, 
Yokohama & Singapore: Kelly and Walsh, Ltd. xlvi + 1416 
p. 31 cm. [4 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: This massive volume, weighing almost 12 
lb, contains more than 1,450 pages and 13,848 Chinese 
characters. Contents: Dedication (to the Honourable C.P. 
Chater). By the same author (17 books). Preface: Number of 
characters, the characters numbering, duplicate characters, 
phonetic arrangement, orthography, the tones, the dialects 
(Beneath the number attached to each character will be 
found its rhyme (R) as given in the P’ei-wên-yün-fu. The 
romanization of each character is given in Cantonese, 
Hakka, Foochow, Wênchow, Ningpo, Peking, Mid-China, 
Yangchow, and Ssuch’uan {Szechwan} dialects, as well as in 
Korean, Japanese, and Annamese, each being distinguished 
by its initial letter), the defi nitions, the entries, etymology, 
grammar, diffi culty of Chinese, personal. Philological essay 
(incl. tones, ranging from 4 to 9, in ten dialects). Table of 
sounds.
 Examples of soy-related characters:

Chiang (p. 122, No. 1220). “A soy made by mixing salt 
with bean-fl our. Sauce. Pickled food.” Fourteen compounds 
using this character are given, including: Bean sauce, soy. 
Pickled bean curd [fermented tofu]. Bean sauce. Soy [sauce] 
is of two kinds, the clear and the thick. Dry relishes. Soy 
colour–a dark reddish drab. He won’t use money for vinegar 
to buy soy.

Ch’ih (p. 205, No. 1996). “Salted fruits, etc., dried and 
used as relishes.” Four compounds incl.: Salted beans. Soy, 
sauce.

Ch’ou (p. 259, No. 2521). “Sweet-smelling; strong-
smelling. Stinking. Ch’ou fu. “stinking bean-curd; noxious.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions Ch’ou fu which it translates 
as “stinking bean-curd.” This is also the earliest document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “stinking bean-curd.”

Fu (p. 458, No. 3686). “Rotten; putrid; worthless.” 
Eleven (p. 458, No. 3686). “Rotten; putrid; worthless.” 
Eleven compounds and sayings include: Bean curd, see No. 
11,417. Bean curd offi cials–a term of contempt applied to 
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certain of the poorer classes of offi cial servants who are 
compelled to feed largely on this cheap food. Also explained 
as fl abby or unenergetic offi cials. A Mongol name for cheese. 
A kind of milk made from beans (rufu = milk + fu) [Note: 
Probably fermented tofu, not soymilk].

Huang (p. 522, No. 5124). Yellow. Compounds: Yellow 
beans [soja].

Mao (p. 778, No. 7,679). “Hair, down, feathers.” But the 
word “Hairy beans” = edamame does not appear here.
 Shih (p. 988, No. 9999). See No. 1996.

Ta (p. 1,036-37, No. 10,470). “Great.” But the word 
“Great bean” = soybean does not appear here.

Tou (p. 1,127, No. 11,417). “Beans; pulse.” See also No. 
11,412. Thirty compounds, incl.: Bean-sprouts. Bean-curd. A 
cheap restaurant (a bean-curd restaurant). Bean-cake. Bean 
oil. Big bean, black bean, or yellow bean = the soja bean 
(Glycine hispida, Max.), used for making bean-curd, soy, oil, 
etc. Ground-nuts.

Yu (p. 1,316-17, No. 13,409). “Oil, fat, grease.” 45 
compounds incl. Sesamum-seed oil. Linseed. Wood oil. An 
oil factory. Oil dregs. But “bean-oil” = soybean oil does not 
appear here.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that contains the term “sesamum-seed oil.” 
Note 3. Herbert Giles lived 1845-1935.
 Note 4. Unfortunately, the pronunciation of the 
compounds is not given (as in Mandarin).
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “pickled bean curd” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2002) that uses the term “Wood oil” to refer to 
what would later be called “China wood oil” or “tung oil,” a 
pale yellow drying oil obtained from the seeds of tung trees 
(any of several trees of the genus Aleurites), and used mainly 
in quick-drying varnishes and paints, and for waterproofi ng. 
Address: H.B.M. [Her Britannic Majesty’s] Consul at 
Ningpo [Zhejiang province, China].

860. Martindale, William; Westcott, W. Wynn. 1892. The 
extra pharmacopoeia. 7th ed. London: H.K. Lewis & Co., 
Ltd. viii + 524 p. See p. 417. Index. [33* ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Secondary list of drugs. 
Of some we have had little or no experience, others are 
old remedies recently resuscitated” we read (p. 417): 
“Soya Hispida.–Syn. Dolichos Soja.–The seeds of the 
soy bean are recommended as food, made into a kind of 
bread, for diabetic patients. They contain only 6.4 per 
cent. of starch, 36.7 per cent, of proteid matter, and 17 per 
cent. of fat. Slightly purgative at fi rst, but toleration soon 
established,–P.J. [Pharmaceutical Journal] 1889, 118; Th. 
Gaz. [Therapeutic Gazette, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania] Jan. 
1889, 41.”
 Note: There are index listings for “Soy Bean” and 

“Soya Hispida.” Address: 1. F.C.S., Late Examiner of the 
Pharmaceutical Society, and Late Teacher of Pharmacy 
and Demonstrator of Materia Medica at University College 
[London]; 2. M.B. Lond., Deputy-Coroner for Central 
Middlesex.

861. Law, James Thomas. 1892? Law’s grocer’s manual: 
A practical guide for tea and provision dealers, Italian 
warehousemen, chandlers, shipstore dealers, bakers, 
confectioners, fruiterers, and general shopkeepers. Liverpool, 
England: J.T. Law. 842 p. See p. 251. 20 cm. *
• Summary: The section on “Spices” (p. 251) states: “Soy 
forms the chief base of nearly all the bottled sauces and 
relishes on the market.”
 A second edition of this book was published in 1902 in 
London by Gilbert & Rivington (1171 p.). A third edition 
was published in 1931 in London by W. Clowes & Sons (xiii 
+ 774 p.; edited and revised by C.L.T. Beeching). A fourth 
edition was published in 1950 in London by William Clowes 
& Son (xv + 814 p.; edited and revised by W.G. Copsey). 
Note: James Thomas law lived 1790-1876. Address: 
Liverpool.

862. New York Times. 1893. A sale of bottles. March 14. p. 4.
• Summary: From the Manufacturer (Philadelphia): “Messrs. 
Craven Brothers of the Salem Glass Works, Salem, New 
Jersey, are about shipping fi ve carloads of glass bottles 
to England by a steamer of the White Star Line. This, it 
is stated, is the fi rst time that bottles manufactured in this 
country will be brought into competition with the English-
made article in its own market. The fi rst shipment will 
include 1,000 gross [1 gross = 12 dozen = 144] of long-
necked bottles [i.e., 144,000 bottles]. They will be packed in 
boxes made to hold 2 gross each. The order was received by 
cable from Lea & Perrin, manufacturers of Worcestershire 
sauce.”
 Note: This article is largely about protective duties and 
tariffs, to which it is opposed.

863. White, W. Hale. 1893. On the use of soya beans in 
diabetes mellitus. Practitioner (London) 1(5):321-32. May. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “The use of preparations 
of soya beans in diabetes mellitus has been steadily gaining 
ground lately, and I have myself given the biscuits to every 
case of diabetes I have had under my care for the last 
three years. It is such an advantage to be able to vary the 
monotonous food of patients suffering from this disease that 
I thought the soya beans ought to be more widely known, 
and that therefore some description of the vegetable, together 
with an account of a few of the cases I have watched, might 
be of interest, especially as there is no doubt that we have 
in the soya bean an article of diet which is of the greatest 
benefi t to sufferers from diabetes.”
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 “The best account of the plant from which the beans are 
derived, and of the uses to which they are put, is given by 
Egasse” (1888).
 “Soy sauce, which is imported into England, is used in 
enormous quantities in Japan. The Dutch call it zoya, the 
Chinese call it tsiang-yeou, the Japanese call it shoyu, sooju, 
or soja, and in Batavia and Java it is known as ketjap. This 
liquid is obtained by fermentation of cakes of roasted barley 
and boiled soya beans. After fermentation salt is added, 
the whole is kept two or three years, and then the sauce 
is squeezed out of the mass. In Japan it is used largely in 
cooking, and for many purposes replaces butter” (p. 323).
 “Dujardin-Beaumetz, when speaking at the Académie de 
Médecine in 1888, advised the use of soya beans in diabetes. 
He is said to have mentioned them again at the Medical 
Congress at Berlin in 1890, and in 1891 he briefl y referred 
to them and recommended a bread prepared from them as a 
food for persons suffering from diabetes.
 “English abstracts of the articles I have mentioned soon 
appeared. A short account of Lecerf’s may be found in the 
Pharmaceutical Journal; and that of Egasse is abstracted in 
the Therapeutic Gazette published in America.” (p. 323).
 “It as been found that soya beans mixed with oats form a 
very nutritive food for horses.
 “Out of several cases of diabetes which I have treated 
with soya bean biscuits, I have taken at random three 
appended cases, which followed each other consecutively in 
the wards of Guy’s Hospital [London]. They illustrate well 
the effects of the treatment.
 “At Guy’s Hospital the usual diabetic diet consists 
of gluten bread 6 oz., two eggs, butter 2 oz., two almond 
biscuits, milk 1 fl . oz., cooked meat 12 oz., greens, 
watercress, tea, and soda-water.”
 In England, Prof. John Attfi eld (19 Sept. 1890) 
published the following analysis of “soya bean fl our: 
Nitrogenous material 41.14 per cent. Fatty material 13.70 per 
cent. Cellulose, starch and sugar 30.35 per cent. Phosphate 
material 4.81 per cent. Other mineral matter 0.52 per cent. 
Moisture 9.38 per cent.” (p. 324).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term “soya bean fl our.”
 A table (p. 324) shows an analysis of soya bread, soya 
biscuits, and soya fl our published by Robert Saundby in 
1891.
 Case I–Alfred Smith, age 33, admitted into Guy’s 
Hospital 15 Oct., 1890, for diabetes. He had been there twice 
before in April 1889 and Sept. 1889 for the same disorder. 
On the 2nd occasion, on admission, he was passing 5,040 
grains of sugar a day. After a stay of seven weeks, during 
which he was dieted with gluten bread and the ordinary 
diabetic diet, he left passing 640 grains a day–only 13% as 
much. Describes the positive effect of replacing gluten bread 
with 22 soya biscuits. “While taking soya biscuits this patient 
gained two stone in weight” (1 stone = 14 avoirdupois 

pounds or about 6.35 kg; 8 stones = a hundredweight in 
the Imperial system). “When discharged on this occasion, 
he was passing about 300 grains of sugar a day” compared 
with 600 grains on a previous occasion when treated with 
gluten bread. “We may therefore confi dently say that the 
improvement was rapid and marked on soya bean diet... 
The biscuits produced no diarrhoea [diarrhea] nor other ill 
effect.” A large table with 6 columns shows the patient’s 
daily progress from Oct. 15 to Dec. 20: Date, urine passed 
(fl uid oz.), grains of sugar per oz. of urine, specifi c gravity of 
the urine, total sugar passed in 24 hours, weight of patient (p. 
327-29).
 Case II was the same patient as in Case I, readmitted in 
April 1891. A table shows his daily progress (p. 329-30).
 Case III was George Killick, age 18, admitted to Guy’s 
Hospital on 29 Nov. 1890 and discharged on Jan. 19. A full-
page table shows his daily progress. “We learn, therefore, 
that in this case also, the soya bean diet was quite as effi cient 
as the gluten bread diet, if not more so, in reducing the 
quantity of sugar in the urine, and in diminishing the amount 
and specifi c gravity of the excretion.
 “The general health of the patient improved 
considerably, and the treatment produced no disagreeable 
results.” Address: M.D., Physician to, and Lecturer on 
Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Guy’s Hospital, London.

864. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1893. The manufacture 
of soy in China. 43:38-39. July 8.
• Summary: “The manufacture of soy [sauce] and beancurd 
[tofu] is one of the most fl ourishing industries in the 
prefecture of Wênchow, China. The method is not supposed 
to be a secret, but the native manufacturers do not encourage 
inspection by foreigners. The beans used in the industry are 
principally white beans from Chinkiang. Besides these little 
else is required than a large amount of salt and fl our, and an 
unlimited supply of fresh water.
 “There are fi ve large manufacturers in Wênchow, who 
work under licenses issued by the provincial Government 
and (as salt is a Government monopoly) are subject to 
periodical inspection of their premises by excisemen. The 
largest manufacturer at Wênchow takes out a license for 8 
salt ‘passes,’ each ‘pass’ representing 368 bags of 85 1/3 
lbs., or 2,243 cwt. [1 cwt (British) = hundredweight = 112 
pounds] of salt every year. For each ‘pass’ obtained the 
manufacturer is permitted to set up 36 vats, to each of which, 
again, are annexed two feeding-vats. The vats are arranged 
at the bottom of a reservoir; the salt is stored in a similar 
reservoir at the back of the premises, where it is allowed 
to stand and drain for one year, Chinese salt being mostly 
unclarifi ed sea-salt. Each vat is provided with an impervious 
cover.
 “The beans, having been carefully washed, are placed in 
a cauldron holding 133 1/3 lbs. They are boiled for six hours, 
and then simmered and cooled through another eighteen 
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hours. The broth is drawn off for use later on in the process, 
while the mash is mixed with fl our (apparently wheat fl our) 
at the rate of 213 lbs. of fl our for each cauldron of mash. 
The resultant mixture is placed in large shallow baskets of 
bamboo, fi tting each upon a wooden frame. These frames 
are piled one on the top of the other to a great height, and are 
left in the sun for fi ve to eight days. When the mash emits 
a yellow exudation and turns yellow it is ready for further 
manipulation. It is now placed in the vats, and over it is 
poured a mixture of 2 parts of salt to 5 parts of water.
 “To this clarifi ed brine is added the bean-broth, and with 
this mixture the mash (now dry) is beaten up, and left to 
ferment. As it dries in the sun the process is repeated, and so 
on throughout the hot season (say, July to September), care 
being taken to cover the vats during rain. After three months 
or so a yellow oil appears, each vat producing about 667 lbs. 
of the oil. To this oil are added 2,400 lbs. of brine (but no 
bean-broth) thickened by 10 per cent. of salt, and the result is 
the soy [sauce] of commerce. Of this there are six grades, the 
prices of which per catty (1 1/3 lb.) are respectively 96 cash, 
80 cash, 56 cash, 40 cash, 24 cash, and 20 cash–1,040 cash 
to the dollar (2s. 10d.). The soy [sauce] of one year can be 
used in that year, but it is considered always better to give it 
a second summer’s fermentation.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2003) that contains statistics on the production or 
consumption of soyfoods (in this case soy sauce) in China.
 Note 2. The ratio of wheat to soybeans in making this 
soy sauce is apparently 213 to 133.3, or 1.6 to 1. It is not 
clear whether the 133.3 pounds refers to dry or to washed 
soybeans, however the weight should not be much different.

865. Sarnia Observer (Ontario, Canada). 1893. Feeding 
horses: Give them more nitrogenous food and less corn–
Work horses. July 14. p. 4.
• Summary: “One sees the fi nest draft horses in the streets of 
English cities. Those equine monsters, the brewers’ horses, 
black as coal, sleek and spirited, are strong enough to walk 
off with ease with a load of six or seven tons. The solid 
food of these giants of their race mainly consists of crushed 
oats or barley and beans, with sheaves of green barley and 
tares [perhaps the common vetch, Vicia sativa, a legume], in 
addition to the accustomed hay.” Sometimes a dozen eggs 
are added to the regular food. “This is an excellent thing for 
the skin, and the coat glistens like satin under this kind of 
feeding.
 “These horses have the advantage of the richest kind of 
diet in their beans. These contain as much nitrogen as lean 
beef, and for the restoration of wasted muscle caused by 
hard work the nitrogenous elements of food are specially 
useful. We have no such food for our horses on this side of 
the world [in Canada]. Our climate seems to be unfavorable 
for the growth of the crop, but we have a substitute almost 
precisely constituted in the dried brewers’ grains which have 

recently come into the market. Peas have nearly the same 
composition as beans and might be used as a substitute for 
them, but the southern [U.S.] cow pea is a bean, and the 
soja bean, closely related, is equally rich in this needed 
nitrogenous matter. This bean is the choice food for horses in 
India and is well worth cultivation here as a partial substitute 
for our to starchy corn.”

866. Hosie, Alexander. 1893. Report by Mr. Hosie on the 
island of Formosa with special reference to its resources and 
trade. Great Britain Foreign Offi ce. 26 p. Commercial. No. 
11. [1 ref]
• Summary: The title page states that this report was 
“Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of 
Her Majesty. August 1893.” The report was received in 
March 1893. Contents: Introduction. Physical characteristics. 
Inhabitants. Agriculture. Economic botany: Textile plants, 
oil-producing plants (incl. Dolichos soja, L.), other 
commercial plants. Special industries. Trade. Map of 
Formosa.
 The section titled “Oil-producing plants” (p. 16-19) 
begins: “Since the introduction of kerosene oil into China the 
demand for native lighting-oils has been on the decline, but 
for cooking purposes some of these oils are produced in large 
quantities. Oil-yielding seeds are likewise exported, to a 
limited extent, to foreign countries, where the oil is extracted 
and used to adulterate more valuable oil. Of the seventeen 
oil-producing plants cultivated in China, eight grow in 
Formosa. They are: -
 “1. Dolichos soja, L. (?). More oil is extracted from 
the [soja] bean than from any one of the other oil-yielding 
plants of China. The two kinds of bean treated for oil are 
small in size and oval in shape, one having a whitish yellow 
epidermis and interior, the other being green throughout. 
They are probably sub-varieties of the soja bean. The process 
of extraction is worthy of description.” Note 1. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (March 2003) that 
uses the term “extraction” in connection with the commercial 
crushing of soybeans to give oil and meal. Note 2. This is 
the earliest English-language document seen (Sept. 2004) 
that uses the term “whitish yellow” to describe the color of 
soybean seeds.
 “The fi rst thing that strikes the eye of a visitor to a 
bean-oil factory is the enormous stone wheel which is 
used to crush the beans. It is of dressed granite, about 10 
feet in diameter and 2½ feet thick at the axis, gradually 
contracting to a foot at the rim. This wheel, which is of 
enormous weight, revolves in a well 30 to 36 inches broad, 
paved with stone, and bounded on each side by a low wall 
of concrete some 3 feet high... Two mules, blindfolded, are 
harnessed to the wheel, one in front, the other behind, and 
walk outside the outer wall.” After being crushed, the soja 
beans are steamed, then poured into molds composed of 
a couple of narrow metal bands surrounded by a wooden 
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casing with a steamed straw broom forming the bottom. The 
mass is trampled down by foot until it is quite hard. “The 
wooden casing is removed, and the metal bands arranged 
a short distance apart near the top and bottom of the cake 
respectively. The whole is then put into a primitive wooden 
press, and subjected to considerable pressure by the driving 
in of successive wedges. The oil is expressed and drains into 
an underground tank... When all the oil has exuded from 
the cakes they are taken from the press, the metal bands and 
straw casings are removed, and, after being left to dry for 
a time, they are ready to be shipped to other parts of China 
for manure. The beans yield about 10 per cent. weight of oil, 
and the cakes, when removed from the press, weigh some 64 
lbs., and are worth about 2s. 9d. each. They constitute a very 
valuable manure, and are carefully macerated before being 
applied to the soil.
 “To show the commercial value of this industry, I may 
mention that 60,000 tons of bean cakes were exported from 
Chefoo during 1890. Nor is Chefoo the principal exporter. 
Newchwang sent out over 156,000 tons in the same year. In 
Formosa these beans are grown, and the oil is extracted in 
the above manner, but only in quantities suffi cient to meet 
local requirements. The refuse cakes are not exported. The 
oil is used for both cooking and lighting purposes.”
 A table (p.25) shows “Trade of the island of Formosa 
carried on in vessels of the foreign type.” The major export 
is tea, followed by sugar. “Beans” (probably soybeans) are 
a minor export; 96,708 lbs. worth £363. Formosa’s main 
import by far is opium.
 Concerning the inhabitants (p. 8): “The fi rst Europeans 
to visit Formosa were the Portuguese, who settled at 
Kelung in 1590. They were followed by the Dutch, who 
landed in 1624. Two years later came the Spaniards; but 
they were expelled by the Dutch in 1642. A Chinese pirate 
Chief, Koxinga by name, drove away the Dutch in 1661 
and proclaimed himself King; but twenty-two years later, 
in 1683, the Chinese dethroned his successor and asserted 
their authority. From that date until 1887 Formosa was a 
dependency of the Province of Fuhkien [Fukien / Fujian]; but 
in the latter year, and chiefl y in consequence of the French 
hostilities (1884-85) undertaken in the north of the island, the 
eyes of the Chinese were opened to the value attached to it 
by foreigners, and it was raised to the rank of an independent 
Province of the Empire. The Chinese did not reach Formosa 
until after Europeans had settled there.”
 Concerning agriculture (p. 8): “As the level part of 
Formosa is... peopled by immigrants from the Fuhkien 
[Fukien] and Kwangtung provinces, agriculture is conducted 
on much the same principles as on the adjacent mainland.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2014) concerning soybeans (not including wild soybeans) 
in Taiwan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Taiwan. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Taiwan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Taiwan (Aug. 

1893).
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2001) that uses the word “crush” or the word 
“crushed” in connection with soybeans. Use of hydraulic 
presses is not mentioned.
 Also discusses these oil-producing plants: (1) Pueraria 
thunbergiana Benth. “This trailing vine is found in North 
Formosa, but so far as I can gather, its tendrils are not, 
as in the Yang-tse Valley, and especially at Ho-k’ou, near 
Kiukiang, treated for fi bres, from which is produced an 
excellent cloth, strong, durable, and cool” (p. 16). (2) 
Brassica Chinensis, L. “Rape is usually a winter crop in 
China... It is more widely cultivated in China that any other 
of the oil-yielding plants. The seeds are treated much in the 
same way as [soy] beans, being crushed, steamed, and being 
subjected to pressure... Rape oil is used for lighting as well 
as cooking” (p. 17).
 (3) Sesamum Indicum et Orientale, D.C. Formosa 
exports a large quantity of sesame seeds to France where 
their oil is largely used to adulterate olive oil. “Sesame is 
essentially a food oil. Refuse seed-cake is much used in 
Formosa for adulterating opium” (p. 17).
 (4) Arachis hypogæa, L. “The ground nut, a native of 
Africa, is extensively cultivated in China, not only for the 
food which the nuts supply, but also for the oil which they 
contain. Although the Chinese have not yet discovered 
a good practical method of removing the shells before 
pressing, yet the oil, necessarily impure on that account, is 
highly appreciated as a food, as well as a lamp oil. To obtain 
the oil, the nuts are roasted, rolled, winnowed–to get rid of 
the shells–steamed, and pressed. The plant prefers a sandy 
soil, such as is found in the neighborhood of Chefoo, but 
it appears to be equally at home in Western China and in 
Formosa. I may say, without fear of contradiction, that these 
nuts will be found on every roadside stall in China” (p. 17-
18).
 And (p. 18-19): (5) Seeds of the vegetable tallow tree 
(Stillingia sebifera, S. and N). (6) Tea seeds (Camellia thea, 
Link). (7) Camphor laurel (Cinnamomum camphora, N. and 
E.). (8) Castor oil plant seeds (Ricinus sp.). Address: Acting 
British Consul, Tamsui [Tan-shui or Tansui, in northern 
Taiwan].

867. Times (London). 1893. Chinese bean oil. Sept. 26. p. 7, 
col. 5.
• Summary: “More oil is extracted from the bean than from 
any one of the other oil-yielding plants of China. The two 
kinds of bean treated for oil are small in size and oval in 
shape, one having a whitish yellow epidermis and interior, 
the other being green throughout. They are probably sub-
varieties of the soja bean. The process of extraction in 
Formosa is described by Mr. Hosie in a recent report on 
that island.” The rest of the article is a summary of Hosie’s 
report.
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 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2015) that mentions the oil of the soybean in the 
title. It is also the earliest English-language document seen 
(June 2015) with the term “Bean oil” or the term “Chinese 
bean oil” in the title.

868. Parker & Co. 1893. Imported sauces (Ad). Hartford 
Daily Courant (Connecticut). Sept. 30. p. 4.
• Summary: “L. & P. [Lea & Perrin’s] Worcestershire Sauce. 
Mushroom Catsup. Walnut Catsup. Essence of Anchovies. 
Sayer’s Sultana Sauce. Harvey Sauce. China Soy [sauce]. 
Green Mango Chutney. Sliced Chutney. Chasmere [sic, 
Cashmere] Chutney. Bengal Hot Chutney. Tobasco Pepper 
Sauce [Tabasco], etc., etc.”
 “Successors of Fox & Co. Wholesale and retail grocers.” 
Address: 17 Central Row.

869. St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Missouri). 1893. Use of the 
soya bean. Nov. 12. p. 20.
• Summary: “The use of the Soya bean in the dietary of 
diabetics has recently attracted much attention. Heretofore 
the bean has been used only for culinary purposes, the 
Japanese using a liquid called sooju [shoyu] or soja [soy 
sauce], a condiment which they prepare by fermenting the 
seeds of the Soya bean. The Japanese name of the plant 
is Daidsu [Daizu]. Linnaeus, the great botanist, called it 
Dolichos Soja.”
 The Japanese call the beans Mame, and make ‘miso’ or 
sooju from them. The preparations are used principally in 
cooking meat. In China an emulsion [soymilk] is made from 
the oil of the beans [sic, from the whole beans]. It forms a 
white liquid and is drunk in the districts in which milk is too 
dear for the poor to buy it. The Chinese also make a kind of 
cheese [tofu] from the beans. Soy sauce is exported to and 
used in many European countries. The Dutch call it ‘Zoya.’ 
In the East Indies it is known as ‘Ket Jay’ [sic, ‘Ket Jap’] 
(probably the source of ‘catchup’ or ‘ketchup’). This liquid 
is obtained by fermentation of cakes of roasted barley and 
boiled soya bean. After [the fi rst] fermentation salt is added. 
The whole is kept for two or three years and then the sauce is 
squeezed out of the mass.
 “Bread and biscuit, made from the fl our of the beans, 
have been highly recommended for diabetics on account of 
the low proportion of starch and the high proportion of fat 
and proteid. They are said to be pleasant to the taste. Dr. W. 
Hale White, writing from Guy’s Hospital, London, where he 
has used the bread and biscuit for some time, says: ‘They are 
to patients suffering from diabetes not only a good substitute 
for gluten bread, but they form a pleasant change from it, 
and many patients much prefer the taste of them to gluten 
bread.’”

870. O.W. [Wiedert]. 1893. Die Oel liefernden Pfl anzen 
Formosas [The oil-bearing plants of Formosa (Abstract)]. 

Seifenfabrikant (Der) (Berlin) 13(50):785-86. Dec. 13. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the section 
titled “Oil-producing plants” (p. 16-19) from the following 
English-language article: Hosie, Alexander. 1893. Report by 
Mr. Hosie on the island of Formosa with special reference to 
its resources and trade. Great Britain Foreign Offi ce. 26 p. 
Commercial. No. 11. Note: Hosie was Acting British consul 
at Tamsui.

871. Duthie, John F. 1893. Field and garden crops of the 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, with illustrations. 
Part (volume) III. Roorkee: Dep. of Land Records and 
Agriculture, N-W. Provinces and Oudh (India). Printed at the 
Thomason Civil Engineering College Press. x + 65 + xix p. 
+ unnumbered plates. See p. 3, 45 and plate LXXXV. [6 soy 
ref]

• Summary:  “Glycine hispida, Maxim. See plate LXXXV. 
Soy bean or Japan pea; bhat (N.-W. Himalaya); kajuwa 
(Tarai); bhatnas, bhatwas (Nepal and N. Tirhoot).
 “Natural order Leguminosæ. An annual clothed with 
ferruginous [rust-colored] hairs. Stems stout, suberect, or 
climbing. Leaves trifoliolate, on long petioles. Flowers 
small, reddish. Pods 2-3 seeded, axillary, linear oblong, 
recurved, and densely pubescent.
 “The Glycine Soja, under which name the soy bean is 
described in the Flora of British India, is another species, 
and has been identifi ed with G. ussuriensis of Regel, which 
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grows quite wild in Mandchuria [Manchuria], whereas this 
plant has nowhere been found as unmistakably wild...
 “In these provinces its cultivation is confi ned to the 
lower slopes of the Himalaya and to a few of the neighboring 
plains districts. It is grown in poor soils during the rainy 
season, and represents a very inferior variety of the Japan 
pea, which under proper cultivation is a much more robust 
plant, with broader leaves and larger pods and seeds...
 “The plant affords excellent fodder for all kinds of 
stock, if harvested before it is fully matured. From the seed 
a preparation called miso is largely used in China and Japan; 
and the green pods yield the well known sauce” [sic].
 Plate LXXXV, drawn by H. Hormusii, is an excellent 
illustration of the cultivated soy bean plant (Glycine hispida, 
Maxim.) showing young and old leaves, fl owers, and slightly 
hairy stems. An inset shows fi ve different views and parts of 
the fl ower.
 The author acknowledges his indebtedness to Dr. 
Watt’s most useful “Dictionary of the Economic Products of 
India” and Prof. Church’s “Food Grains of India.” Address: 
Director, Botanical Dep., Northern India.

872. Japan. Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce, Bureau of 
Commerce (Nôshômushô Shôkôkyoku). 1893. General view 
of commerce & industry in the empire of Japan. Tokyo: 
Printed by M. Onuki. ii + 491 p. See p. 22, 37, 67, 247, 324, 
345, 349-51, 429-30, 440-41, 469-70, 474. Index.
• Summary: Name of organization with diacritics is: 
Nôshômushô Shôkôkyoku. Pages 21-22: A list of all the 
71 commodities exported from the port of Kobe in 1891 
whose value exceeded ¥10,000. The largest by far was rice 
(5.5 million yen), followed by tea, matches, and camphor. 
Also: Kanten or colle vegetable [agar] 408,615. Rape seed 
oil 114,572. Sea weeds 22,372. Cut sea-weeds 17,765. Soy 
[sauce] 11,483 yen.
 Page 37: After the “Restoration of Meiji,” a new port 
was opened at Kobe, near Osaka. Its principal articles of 
merchandise were “rice, salt, sugar, tea, soy,...”
 On pages 61-67 are tables of Japanese weights and 
measures and comparative tables with those of the empire 
of Great Britain, including both troy and avoirdupois. 
These show Japanese units for length (9 units; the standard 
is the shaku), area of land (6), capacity (5), and weight 
(6; the standard is the kwan). In 1885 the Government of 
Japan joined the Universal Metric Convention, and in 1891 
established the present system of weights and measures.
 Page 67: Industrial pursuits can be classifi ed into 
original ones (that existed from ancient times, having fi rst 
been introduced from China and Corea [Korea]) and those 
introduced from the West. Original industries include “salt 
making, sugar making, Sake brewing, soy brewing, oil 
producing,...”
 Page 247: Exports (Class 22) include “Soy. The total 
value of the latest export is 41,029 yen, and chiefl y exported 

to Hawaii.”
 Page 324: A table shows imports (both weight and 
value) of “Oil-cake” from 1887 to 1891, from China, Korea, 
and Other.
 Page 345: Class II–Duty free goods includes “Oil cake.”
 Page 349: Class II–Duty free goods, includes “All kinds 
of Mush-rooms, excepting Shiitake, Confectionaries, all 
kinds of Liquors, Vinegars, Soy [sauce], Oils, and Prepared 
Tobacco... Sea-weeds excepting Kobu [Kombu, seaweed],...”
 Pages 429-30: “Table of the total quantity [weight 
in picul or catty] and value [in yen] of the commodities 
exported from Japan to the United States.” Soy [sauce] rose 
from 7,862 catties [1 catty weighs 1.33 lb] worth 261 yen in 
1887 to 9,744 catties worth 1,146 yen in 1891.
 Page 440-41: Chapter 7, “Commercial and industrial 
unions in Japan,” lists the 2,013 “trade unions” of businesses 
in the same general fi eld. One of these, “Liquor and soy,” has 
106 members.
 Pages 469-70, 474: Table III lists “Industrial 
corporations.” One class, “Soy and miso,” has 4 members 
and capital of 75,500 yen. Address: Tokyo, Japan.

873. Flett (W.H.), Limited. 1894. Classifi ed ad: To Messrs. 
Lea and Perrins, Worcester. Times (London). Feb. 3. p. 1, col. 
3.
• Summary: “We the undersigned, W.H. Fleet, Limited, 
of Everton-valley, Liverpool, hereby express our Regret at 
having Used a Label for our Worcestershire Sauce having 
on it two medallions or circles containing representations of 
game, and a border with diagonal lines, which you consider 
to be an infringement of your rights in respect of the labels 
registered by you as Trade Marks, and we undertake not to 
use it again, or any other, in infringement of your rights. And 
in consideration of your abstaining from legal proceedings 
against us, we are willing that you should publish this our 
apology in such a manner as you may think fi t.
 “Dated the 9th day of January, 1894. (Signed) W.H. 
Flett, Limited. J.A. Shearer, Secretary.” Address: Liverpool 
[England].

874. Scientifi c American. 1894. Bean oil. 70:116. Feb. 24. 
Based on a report by Alexander Hosie. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following particulars of bean oil in 
Formosa are extracted from a special report on the resources 
and trade of that island prepared by Mr. Alex. Hosie, late 
Acting British Consul at Tamsui, and published by the 
Foreign Offi ce.” A lengthy extract is given.
 “Dolicho’s Soja.–More oil is extracted from this bean 
than from any one of the other oil-yielding plants of China. 
The two kinds of bean treated for oil are small in size and 
oval in shape, one having a whitish yellow epidermis and 
interior, the other being green throughout. They are probably 
sub-varieties of the soja bean. The process of extraction is 
worthy of description.
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 “The fi rst thing that strikes the eye of a visitor to a 
bean oil factory is the enormous stone wheel which is used 
to crush the beans. It is of dressed granite, about 10 feet in 
diameter and 2½ feet thick at the axis, gradually contracting 
to a foot at the rim. This wheel, which is of enormous 
weight, revolves in a well 30 to 36 inches broad, paved with 
stone, and bounded on each side by a low wall of concrete 
some 3 feet high. The massive wooden axle on which the 
wheel revolves has its opposite end fi rmly fi xed in a huge 
beam, which rises vertically from the center of the circle 
formed by the inner wall of the well, and which revolves 
with the wheel. Behind the wheel, and supported by a plank 
fi xed on and near the opposite end of the axle, is a wooden 
framework, which just sweeps the fl oor of the well. The 
front of the framework has a metal share like a plow, and 
affi xed to the rear is a small square of wood inclined to the 
inner wall of the well, with a loop of rope or leather nailed 
to it. The beans to be crushed are heaped in the well against 
the inner wall. Two mules, blindfolded, are harnessed to the 
wheel, one in front, the other behind, and walk outside the 
outer wall.
 “At the fi rst revolution nothing is crushed, but the loop 
at the end of the framework drags the beans on to the fl oor of 
the well, and at the second revolution these are crushed and 
swept toward the outer wall by the share, making way for a 
fresh supply of beans dragged on by the loop arrangement 
at each revolution. The beans are fl attened into thin round 
wafers, and are crushed a second time before they are ready 
for further manipulation. After the second crushing, bean 
wafers suffi cient to make a cake 4 inches thick and 2 feet 
in diameter when compressed are put in a square piece of 
sacking, and placed on a wooden grating above a caldron 
of boiling water. In a few minutes they are rendered quite 
soft by the steam which passes up through the grating to the 
sacking and its contents.
 “During the process of steaming, another workman has 
been arranging a series of soft straw brooms, which are also 
steamed, so as to form the bottom of a couple of narrow 
metal bands surmounted by a wooden casing, over which the 
long tips of the straw brooms project. Into this the steamed 
beans are poured and trampled down by foot till the mass is 
quite hard. The projecting straw tips are then brought over 
the top of the beans by foot, and trampled down so as to 
form a covering. The wooden casing is removed, and the 
metal bands arranged a short distance apart near the top and 
bottom of the cake respectively. The whole is then put into 
a primitive wooden press, and subjected to considerable 
pres- sure by the driving in of successive wedges. The oil 
is expressed and drains into an underground tank, the top 
of which is on a level with the stone-guttered slab on which 
the lowest cake rests, for half a dozen cakes, one above 
the other, may be undergoing pressure in the same press at 
the same time. When all the oil has exuded from the cakes 
they are taken from the press, the metal bands and straw 

casings are removed, and, after being left to dry for a time, 
they are ready to be shipped to other parts of China for 
manure. The beans yield about 10 per cent weight of oil, 
and the cakes, when removed from the press, weigh some 
64 pounds, and are worth about 2s 9d. each. They constitute 
a very valuable manure, and are carefully macerated before 
being applied to the soil. To show the commercial value of 
this industry, I may mention that 60,000 tons of bean cakes 
were exported from Chefoo during 1890. Nor is Chefoo the 
principal exporter. Newchwang sent out over 156,000 tons 
in the same year. In Formosa these beans are grown, and the 
oil is extracted in the above manner, but only in quantities 
suffi cient to meet local requirements. The refuse cakes are 
not exported. The oil is used for both cooking and lighting 
purposes.”
 For more details see Hosie 1893. Address: Acting British 
Consul, Tamsui [Tan-shui or Tansui, in northern Taiwan].

875. Bay of Plenty Times (New Zealand). 1894. Feeding 
horses. March 2. p. 2.
• Summary: “Give them more nitrogenous food and less 
corn–Work horses: One sees the fi nest draft horses in the 
streets of English cities. Those equine monsters, the brewers’ 
horses, black as coal, sleek and spirited, are strong enough to 
walk off with ease with a load of six or seven tons. The solid 
food of these giants of their race consists mainly of crushed 
oats or barley and beans, with sheaves of green barley and 
tares [perhaps the common vetch, Vicia sativa, a legume], in 
addition to the accustomed hay.” Sometimes a dozen eggs 
are added to the regular food. “This is an excellent thing for 
the skin, and the coat glistens like satin under this kind of 
feeding.
 “These horses have the advantage of the richest kind of 
diet in their beans. These contain as much nitrogen as lean 
beef, and for the restoration of wasted muscle caused by 
hard work the nitrogenous elements of food are specially 
useful. We have no such food for our horses on this side of 
the world [in New Zealand]. Our climate seems unfavorable 
for the growth of the crop, but we have a substitute almost 
precisely constituted in the dried brewers’ grains which have 
recently come into the market. Peas have nearly the same 
composition as beans and might be used as a substitute for 
them, but the southern [U.S.] cow pea is a bean, and the 
soja bean, closely related, is equally rich in this needed 
nitrogenous matter. This bean is the choice food of horses in 
India and is well worth cultivation here as a partial substitute 
for our to starchy corn.”

876. Schlegel, Gustave; Cordier, Henri. 1894. The Chinese 
bean-curd and soy and the soya-bread of Mr. Lecerf. IV. The 
soyabread of Mr. Lecerf. T’oung Pao (General Newspaper) 
5:135-46. March. See p. 144-46. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The high nutritive properties of the Soybean 
have induced the Europeans to introduce its culture into 
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Europe, and since some years a kind of bread has been 
baked of it for the use of the sufferers of Diabetes or sugar-
consumption.” Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest English-
language document seen (July 2003) that contains the word 
“Soybean” (or “soybean”)–spelled as one word.
 “After the exposition in Vienna in 1873, attention was 
drawn upon the Soya by Mr. Haberland [Haberlandt] and 
Count Cettems [sic, Heinrich Attems], and in April 1888, Mr. 
Lecerf, a Paris chemist, called the attention of the Société 
de Médecine upon the services which this leguminose could 
render to sufferers of diabetes and obesity. It is known that 
with obese people it are the amylaceous substances which 
are changed into fat by the digestive functions. The sufferers 
of obesity are able to absorbe [sic] all fat substances without 
seeing their “embon-point” [plumpness] augment; for, 
as has been shown by Eberstein, fat substances are never 
assimilated, but they are decomposed in order to serve the 
functions of respiration and to supply the human body with 
heat.
 “Mr. Lecerf’s proposal met with success, and professor 
Dujardin-Beaumetz, having fi rstly tried the bread invented 
by Mr. Lecerf in the hospital Cochin, offered, in the sitting 
of 19 May 1888 of the Académie de Médecine, samples of 
the Soya-bread Lecerf fabricated without any admixture of 
foreign fl ours, and proposed to substitute it for the gluten-
bread in the alimentation of diabetics.
 “Later on, Doctor Blondel published a very interesting 
study of the Soya, and showed the nearly complete absence 
of amylum [starch] in its tissues.
 “We let follow here a comparative table of the chemical 
composition of Soya compared to that of wheat and lean 
beef according to the analysis of Messr. [sic, Messrs.] 
Boussingault, Lehmann and Pellet... These ciphers show the 
superiority of Soya above all known alimentary substances.
 “Before the introduction of the soya-fl our into the 
therapeutic treatment, the ordinary bread and even the 
gluten-bread were a serious obstacle in the diet followed 
by sufferers of diabetes, and this on account of the amylum 
which they contain: ordinary bread containing 60% of 
amylum and gluten-bread 15%; whilst Soya-bread only 
contains an insignifi cant percentage (3%) of amylum; and, 
as it also contains a small quantity of bi-carbonate of soda, 
dispenses the patients of drinking Vichy or Karlsbad waters.”
 “Strange to say, however, the fabric [factory] for Soya-
bread established by Mr. Lecerf had to shut up on account 
of the limited sale of its produce. He sold his patent to 
Messieurs Peitz & Co., druggists and chemists in Paris (98 
Place Beauvau), who have also placed a depot of their bread 
in the ‘Grande Pharmacie hygenique Desvilles’, 24 Rue 
Etienne-Marcel, and who sell this bread at the price of 50 
centimes (5 pence).”
 Holland was the fi rst country which followed in 
the wake, and Mr. G.C.F. Koehler in Amsterdam (29 
Weesperstraat) fabricates even a superior kind of Soya-bread, 

containing less oil than the Paris bread [made by Mr. Lecerf 
and later by Messieurs Peitz & Co.], and therefore more 
palatable than the latter, for 40 cents (= 8 pence). But his 
breads are double the size of Paris ones, and, consequently, 
relatively cheaper.
 “To the great shame, however, of Germany, Austria 
and Great-Britain, this highly benefi cial and nutritive bread 
seems to be totally unknown and ignored in these respective 
countries. In London no baker, druggist or chemist had ever 
heard of it, and I could only get a kind of échaudé de gluten 
fabricated in Paris, and tasting like old dry sponge; and this 
in a town, where are some fi ve-thousand of sufferers of 
diabetes!!...
 “It seems to us imperative that in each larger town of 
Europe and America special bakeries for the fabrication 
of Soya-bread and Soya-fl our be established. We can 
recommend it by our own experience of fi ve years to all 
sufferers of Diabetes and Obesity as a most wholesome and 
welcome article of food.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soya-fl our.” Address: 
1. Professeur de Chinois à l’Universite de Leide [Leiden]; 2. 
Professeur à l’Ecole spéciale des Langues orientales vivantes 
et à l’Ecole libre des Sciences politiques à Paris.

877. Detroit Free Press. 1894. The cheapest of foods. 
Experiments with peanuts produce satisfactory results. April 
25. p. 4.
• Summary: From Boston Herald: “Mr. Edward Atkinson, 
who has given so much attention to the question of nutrition, 
and who has lately been making a special study of the 
remarkable qualities of leguminous products, like beans, 
peas and lentils, in the way of furnishing the most nourishing 
kinds of food, will be likely to gain much pleasure from the 
report of our consul-general at Frankfort [Frankfurt], Mr. 
Frank H. Mason, on the manufacture of oil and food from 
peanuts in Germany.”
 “The climate of the [American] south is most favorable 
for the cultivation of the peanut, which appears destined to 
become a most valuable article of food.”
 “Germany has built up a large business in manufacturing 
oil from peanuts, and this oil is largely used as a substitute 
for olive oil. Nearly 21,000 tons of peanuts were last year 
used for the purpose, imported chiefl y from west and east 
Africa and British India.”
 “Chemical analysis demonstrates the extraordinary 
nutritive value of the peanut products as food. A comparison 
of the fi ve leguminous articles–peas, white beans, lentils, 
soja beans and peanut grits–shows the food value of 
a kilogram of these, as measured in units of nutrition, 
to ascend in the order given from 1720 for the fi rst to 
the remarkable fi gure of 3134 for the last-mentioned. 
A comparison of twelve principal animal and vegetable 
food materials demonstrates that the cost of 1,000 units of 
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nutrition in peanut meal is only three cents,...”
 For details see Mason 1894.

878. Parker & Co. 1894. Lee [sic, Lea] & Perrin’s 
Worcestershire Sauce (Ad). Hartford Daily Courant 
(Connecticut). May 23. p. 5.
• Summary: “Harvey Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Walnut 
Catsup, India Soy [sauce], etc.
 “Successors of Fox & Co. Wholesale and retail grocers.”
 Note: This ad also appeared in the June 2, 5, 9, and 12 
issues of this newspaper. Address: No. 17 Central Row.

879. Manchester Guardian (England). 1894. Commercial 
markets: London produce market, Thursday. July 6. p. 3.
• Summary: “Drugs.–The sales went very quiet. Rhubarb 
again cheaper... Cardamoms fi rmer... Jamaica honey... 
Jamaica beeswax... Cape aloes... Gamboge...; China soy at 
10s. to 11s.”

880. Lea and Perrins. 1894. Classifi ed ad: Lea and Perrin’s 
sauce. Times (London). Nov. 20.
• Summary: “Original and genuine Worcestershire. 
Purchasers should see that every bottle bears the signature of 
Lea and Perrins.
 “Lea and Perrins’ signature is now printed in Blue Ink 
Diagonally across the outside wrapper of every bottle of the 
original and genuine Worcestershire sauce.
 “The most economical in use.
 “Beware of imitations.”
 Note: These four messages are repeated over and over 
until they fi ll up an entire column. The bottom four lines 
read: “The original and genuine Worcestershire Sauce 
sold wholesale by the proprietors, Worcester. Crosse and 
Blackwell, Ltd., London, and export oilmen generally. Retail 
everywhere.” Address: [England].

881. Gonner, Edward Carter Kersey. 1894. Commercial 
geography. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New York: 
The Macmillan Co. xi + 205 p. See p. 48. Index. 18 cm. 
Reprinted in 1897 and 1900.
• Summary: In Part II, Chapter 1, “The production of food 
and drink,” the section titled “Pulses” states (p. 48): “Owing 
to their extremely nutritious characteristics, leguminous 
vegetables hold an important position in the diet of many 
nations. The varieties of most importance are common peas 
and beans, lentils, chickpeas, and soya-beans.”
 “Beans are also grown in the north of Europe and 
America, but some varieties fl ourish more richly in the 
warmer zones. Of these the soya-bean is important. It is 
grown and consumed most largely in China, Japan, and 
Egypt, the latter country being very prominent in its exports 
both of beans and lentils to the United Kingdom.” Address: 
Brunner Prof. of Economic Science, University College, 
Liverpool [England].

882. Whitehead, Jessup. 1894. The American pastry cook: A 
book of perfected receipts,... 7th ed. Chicago, Illinois: Jessup 
Whitehead & Co., Publishers. 225 p. See p. 180, 199. Illust. 
Index.
• Summary: The chapter titled “The hotel book of salads” 
states (p. 180) that d’Albignac was a Frenchman living in 
London. One day, while dining alone in one of the most 
famous taverns in London, a young dandy of good family 
came to his table and said: “Sir, it is said that your nation 
excels in the art of making salads; will you be so good as 
to oblige us by mixing one.” He consented and, “after a 
little hesitation, ordered all that he thought necessary for his 
expected masterpiece.” With good luck he succeeded.
 Before long he was invited to “mix a salad in one of the 
fi nest houses in Grosvenor Square, London.” With good luck 
he succeeded again. Before long he became “known as the 
fashionable salad maker and soon had a gig, in order to keep 
his appointments, with a servant to bring his mahogany case 
containing all the ingredients–such as vinegars of different 
fl avors, oils with or without a fruity taste, soy [sauce], 
caviare [caviar], truffl es, anchovies, ketchups, gravies, and 
even hard-boiled eggs.
 “Later he got cases made to order, furnished them 
completely and sold them by hundreds. In short he came to 
realize a fortune of more than eighty thousand francs.”
 In the same chapter, recipe 718 for “Garlic vinegar” (p. 
181) calls for “1 teacupful of walnut ketchup.”
 In the same chapter, under “750. Fish salad” we read 
(p. 199): “But table sauces, ketchups, soy, and essence of 
anchovies, can be added to the dressings according to taste.
 “Of India soy Savarin says: ‘It seems likely the Roman 
garum was a foreign sauce; perhaps even the “soy” which 
we get from India, and which is known to be got by the 
fermentation of a mixture of fi sh and mushrooms’” [sic].
 Note: The author does not realize that soy [sauce] is 
made from soy beans and, in East Asia, never contains fi sh 
or mushrooms. It always contains salt, and koji, made by 
growing fi lamentous molds on wheat or soybeans. Address: 
Chicago, Illinois.

883. Manchester Guardian (England). 1895. London 
produce market, Thursday. Jan. 25. p. 3.
• Summary: “Drugs.–Auctions very interesting. Vanilla was 
in good demand... Rhubarb fl at... Cardamoms chiefl y sold... 
Dragons blood reeds... China soy sold at 8 3/4d. to 10½d.”

884. Evening Star (Toronto, Canada). 1895. The label on the 
bottle: Crosse & Blackwell, and Lea & Perrin may be heard 
from. Said to be on the trail of those who refi ll bottles: An 
effort to be made to stop the fraud. March 21. p. 1.
• Summary: “There is a species of fraud that has been 
practiced generally all over, that will likely before long 
be suppressed, for steps have already been taken in that 
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direction, not only in Toronto, but also in other parts of the 
province.”
 An Englishman is here in the interest of several English 
sauce and pickle manufacturers, who think that their bottles 
and their labels are being too freely used to hold bulk articles 
of an inferior quality.
 The label and the bottle: You have noticed in restaurants 
and hotels, even of good name, that the bottles containing 
Worcester sauce, and Crosse & Blackwell’s pickles have 
labels that look as though they had been roughly handled,” 
and that the contents of the bottle is of inferior quality.
 Many of the people who fi ll these trade-marked bottles 
are apparently unaware that what they are doing is illegal. 
The Englishman is making a list of the names and addresses 
of the proprietors of such establishments.

885. The First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895), and the 
Treaty of Shimonoseki (17 April 1895) (Important event). 
1895.
• Summary: The origin of the Sino-Japanese War was a 
dispute over Korean affairs. “Japan’s opening of Korea in 
1876 led to increasing embroilment with China over the 
peninsula. Peking adamantly insisted on its suzerainty over 
Korea, which Japan refused to recognize...
 “During the next decade the Chinese intensifi ed their 
efforts at modernizing their military forces, particularly 
the navy, while the Japanese became increasingly involved 
in Korea, thus setting the stage for an even more serious 
confrontation. Then the Tonghak (‘Eastern Learning’), a 
popular religious organization with a strongly antiforeign 
bias, broke out in revolt in southern Korea in 1894, China 
sent a small body of troops at the Korean king’s request, and 
Japan then sent in a larger force, demanded reforms of the 
Korean government, and fi nally seized control of it and had 
it declare war on China. War followed between Japan and 
China on August 1.
 “The ensuing hostilities were the fi rst real test of the 
efforts at military modernization both China and Japan 
had been making for a whole generation. Most Westerners 
assumed that the Chinese giant would win through sheer 
size, but Japan quickly proved that its modernization had 
been more successful. Its armies seized the whole of Korea 
and then invaded Manchuria. But victory was largely 
determined by sea power, which in the absence of railways 
controlled even China’s access to Korea. While the Chinese 
fl eet was larger, the Japanese was qualitatively much 
better. On September 17 off the mouth of the Yalu River, 
the Japanese, using modern British naval tactics, severely 
crippled the Chinese fl eet, which came out like cavalry, 
lined abreast. The Japanese then captured the naval base of 
Port Arthur in South Manchuria and besieged Weihaiwei 
on the northern coast of Shantung, where the remainder of 
the Chinese fl eet was bottled up. Weihaiwei fell, the fl eet 
surrendered, and China had to sue for peace.

 “The terms of the Treaty of Shimonoseki, signed 
between Itô and Li on April 17, 1895, were relatively severe, 
though perhaps less so than they might have been had not a 
Japanese fanatic shot and wounded Li. China was obliged 
to cede Taiwan, the nearby Pescadores Islands, and the 
Kwantung Peninsula in South Manchuria; recognize Korea’s 
independence; pay 200 million taels indemnity; open more 
ports; and negotiate a commercial treaty. The latter, signed in 
1896, gave Japan all the privileges that the Western powers 
had in China and added the further privilege of carrying 
on ‘industries and manufactures,’ using the cheap labor in 
the treaty ports.” Note: The Treaty of Shimonoseki gave all 
foreigners a clear right to establish factories in treaty ports. 
After 1895, foreign-run factories using Western technology 
rapidly increased in number as, revealingly, did privately 
owned Chinese factories using Western technology.
 “Japan’s triumph, however, was soon tarnished by a 
blatant power play by the Western nations. Russia, which 
itself had ambitions in both Manchuria and Korea, was 
alarmed by Japan’s success. It persuaded Germany and 
France to join in a diplomatic intervention on April 23, 1895, 
‘advising’ Japan to give up the Kwantung Peninsula. Bowing 
to force majeur, Japan complied, receiving in compensation 
30 million taels of additional indemnity. There was naturally 
a strong reaction of indignation among the Japanese public, 
which became further embittered when the same three 
powers appropriated pieces of China for themselves in 1898, 
the Russians taking, under a twenty-fi ve year lease, the 
Kwantung Peninsula that Japan had been forced to disgorge 
only three years earlier.
 “The achievement of equality: Still, Japan’s victory 
over China greatly impressed the West, and the British 
in particular, disillusioned with the incompetence of the 
Chinese government, began to show a decidedly more pro-
Japanese attitude.”
 “On July 30, 1902. the Anglo-Japanese Alliance was 
signed–the fi rst military pact on equal terms between a 
Western and a non-Western nation... The British, seeing their 
long dominance of the eastern seas threatened by the rise of 
new naval powers, bolstered their position in East Asia by 
allying themselves with the only strong naval power in the 
area. They also forestalled by this pact any Russo-Japanese 
pact to partition Northeast Asia and instead secured Japanese 
support for the maintenance of the treaty system in China. 
The Japanese, faced with growing rivalry with Russia over 
Korea and Manchuria, needed the alliance to ensure that, if 
war broke out, Russia would not be joined by other European 
powers, as it had been in its intervention over the Kwantung 
Peninsula in 1895. The wording of the alliance made it clear 
that in such a case Britain would come to Japan’s aid.”
 But an even more important victory came a few years 
later in 1904, when Japan defeated the powerful Russian 
Empire.
 Source: Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig. 1973. East 
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Asia: Tradition and Transformation. p. 553-55.

886. Kingsford, Anna Bonus. 1895. The perfect way in diet: 
A treatise advocating a return to the natural and ancient food 
of our race. 6th ed. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Truebner & 
Co. Ltd. xiii + 121 p. 16 cm. [92* footnotes]
• Summary: The Encyclopedia Britannica (1929, at 
Vegetarianism) considers this book one of the two classics 
on the subject. It is a revised and enlarged translation of 
the author’s July 1880 thesis, from the University of Paris, 
under the title De l’Alimentation Végétale chez l’Homme. 
The original thesis was published in Paris in French, 
then translated into German. The fi rst English edition 
was published in 1881. The author, a physician (M.D.) 
deals much more with the physical and social aspects of 
a vegetarian diet, than with its moral and philosophical 
aspects. This is not because she regards the latter of lesser 
importance, “but because their abstruse and recondite nature 
renders them unsuitable to a work intended for general 
reading.”
 This long essay, which is not divided into chapters, 
discusses both vegetarianism and animal welfare. It begins 
with a Proem (prose poem, from The Light of Asia, about the 
life of the Buddha by Edwin Arnold), then discusses anatomy 
and physiology, cookery, physical force, national habits, 
chemistry, stimulating effects of fl esh food, alcoholism, 
slaughter houses, social considerations, sufferings of cattle, 
dangers of fl esh-eating, treatment of disease, economical 
considerations, over-breeding, the leather question, cruelty 
in the fur trade, the manure question, sport, recapitulation, 
conclusion.
 On page 26 the author praises the Japanese diet: “The 
Japanese not only abstain from animal food, but even from 
milk and its productions. One of the laws which they most 
religiously observe is, not to kill, nor to eat anything that is 
killed... The Japanese are represented as robust, well made, 
and active, remarkably healthy, long-lived and intelligent...
 “’Fish and rice are the staple articles of Japanese 
diet... Beans are an important article, and from these is 
manufactured tofee [sic, tofu]–literally bean-cheese, an 
article largely used by the poorer classes’” (New York World 
1887).
 “China.–’The perfection of the art of cooking is nowhere 
more observable than in the monasteries of the Buddhists. 
They have but the simplest elements of food to deal with. 
No meat, no fi sh, no poultry are allowed at their tables. No 
eggs, no lard, no butter, no milk must be introduced into their 
confectionery. Vegetables alone are permitted, and yet by 
means of these a dinner of surprising variety is served, and if 
the guest judged only be appearances he would suppose that 
the worthy abbot had forgotten the rigid rules of his monastic 
establishment, and was about to break his vow by partaking 
of most heretical viands’” (Pictures of the Chinese, by Rev. 
R.H. Cobbold, M.A.).

 On pages 93-94 the author shows that a meatless diet 
will support a much larger population from a given area of 
land than a meat-centered diet for which the land is used 
for pasture and grazing. Address: Doctor of Medicine of the 
Faculty of Paris, 11 Chapel Street, Park Lane [London?].

887. Morrison, George Ernest. 1895. An Australian in China: 
Being the narrative of a quiet journey across China to British 
Burma. London: Horace Cox. xii + 299 p. Frontispiece. 
Illust. 2 folded maps. 23 cm.
• Summary: Page 87–”At Tchih-li-pu [in Yunnan],... the 
houses are poor, the people poverty-stricken and ill-clad, the 
hotel dirty... Food we had now to bring with us, and only at 
the larger towns where the stages terminate could we expect 
to fi nd food for sale. The tea is inferior, and we had to be 
content with maize meal, bean curds, rice roasted in sugar, 
and sweet gelatinous cakes made from the waste of maize 
meal. Rice can only be bought in the large towns. It is not 
kept in roadside inns ready steaming hot for use, as it is in 
Szechuen [Szechuan].
 Page 252: “More than half the women had goitre. Before 
them were laid out the various dishes. There were pale cuts 
of pork, well soaked in water to double their weight, eggs 
and cabbage and salted fi sh, bean curds, and a doubtful tea 
fl avoured with chamomile and wild herbs.” Address: M.B., 
C.M. Edin., F.R.G.S.

888. Wolff, Emil Theodor von. 1895. Farm foods: or, The 
rational feeding of farm animals. From the sixth edition 
of ‘Landwirthschaftliche Fütterungslehre.’ Translated by 
Herbert H. Cousins. London: Gurney & Jackson. xx + 365 p. 
Index. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Emil Wolff lived 1818-1896. His preface to the 
fi rst edition (written in 1874) gives a brief early history of 
the “science of Agricultural Dietetics” and the pioneering 
work done by Voit and Pettenkopfer in deducing the 
general laws of animal nutrition at the Munich School of 
Physiology. “The glorious results already at hand in this fi eld 
of research have clearly proved the value of the Agricultural 
Experimental Stations in strengthening the combined efforts 
of Physiologists and Chemists.” Wolff then dedicates the fi rst 
edition “To all farmers and practical men who are trying to 
feed their farm animals on a rational and economic system...”
 In the Translator’s Preface, Cousins berates England 
for its “paltry and ineffi cient way” of applying science to 
agriculture. “The reader will hardly fail to be struck with the 
rather obtrusive fact that the book is simply the record of 
42 years’ work by the experimental stations of the German 
government on the feeding of farm animals and the feeding-
values of farm foods.” As of 1892, Germany leads the 
way in the application of science to agriculture, followed 
by the United States, then France. “In England, such 
institutions are solely represented by the private enterprises 
of Sir John Lawes and the Royal Agricultural Society.” 
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“The experiments carried out at Rothamsted through the 
munifi cence of Sir J.B. Lawes, and under the scientifi c 
guidance of Sir Joseph Gilbert, have led to several highly 
important practical conclusions.”
 In Chap. IV, titled “The food-stuffs,” section 8 on 
the “Straw of leguminous plants” states (p. 189): “That 
the ripe straw of Soja beans is similar in composition and 
digestibility to bean-straw has been proved by experiments at 
Proskau.”
 In Chap. V, titled “Concentrated food-stuffs,” section 
2 on “Leguminous seeds” states (p. 199): “Soja beans 
(Chinese oil-beans), which have been recently cultivated 
in many parts of Germany, are distinguished by a high 
percentage of albuminoids (33.4 per cent.) and of fat (17.6 
per cent.). Experiments at Vienna in which pigs were fed 
with potatoes and 2½ to 3 lbs. of Soja beans per day gave 
highly satisfactory fattening results. Sheep, oxen, and cows 
have been found to fl ourish when Soja beans were added to a 
diet otherwise poor in fat and nitrogen.”
 Table I, “Giving the average percentage composition 
and percentage of digestible constituents of food-stuffs” (p. 
298-312) contains many entries for soja beans and products, 
usually under “Leguminosæ” or “Leguminous crops”: Hay–
Soja bean, end of bloom (p. 299). Straw–Soja beans (p. 304). 
Chaff, hulls, &c.–Soja beans (p. 305). Grain and fruits–Soja 
beans (p. 307). Note: Also includes fi ve types of lupines, 
incl. blue, white, and yellow. Oil seeds include: Earth-nuts, 
hempseed, gold of pleasure (Camelina sativa), madia, and 
sesame. By-products from oil factories–Soja-bean cake (also 
earth-nut cake, hemp cake, almond cake, and sesame cake).
 Table II, “The digestibility of food-stuffs” (p. 313-28) 
has two parts, each with similar entries for soja beans. Part 
A. “Average and extreme variations of digestive coeffi cients 
(Calculated from the results of direct experiments).” “I. 
Experiments with ruminants.” Soja bean hay (p. 317). Soja 
straw (p. 318). Soja bean pods (p. 318). Grain–Soja beans 
(p. 318). Also: Lupines, spelt. Part B. “Average composition 
and digestibility of foods as found by direct experiments 
(Calculated as a percentage of dry matter).” “I. Experiments 
with ruminants.” Soja-bean hay (p. 324). Soja-bean straw (p. 
324). Soja bean pods (p. 324). Grain–Soja beans (p. 325).
 Table III, “The nitrogen in food-stuffs expressed as 
albuminoids and not albuminoids” (p. 331-37) concerns 
the nitrogen content of food-stuffs. For each entry is given: 
Nitrogen as per cent. of dry matter: Total, albuminoids, 
and not albuminoids. Total N = 100: Albuminoids and not 
albuminoids. Soja beans appear twice: Hay–Soja beans, end 
of blooming (p. 334). Grains and seeds–Soja beans (p. 336). 
Address: Wolff: Director of the Royal Agricultural College, 
Hohenheim, Württemberg [Germany]. Cousins: M.A., 
Oxon., Lecturer in Chemistry, South-Eastern Agricultural 
College, Wye, Kent.

889. Falkirk Herald (Stirlingshire, Scotland). 1896. 

Vegetable beef. Feb. 12. p. 7, col. 4.
• Summary: “A vegetable preparation possessing many of 
the dietetic properties of meat is produced in Japan under the 
name ‘tofu.’ It consists principally of the protein matter of 
the soya bean, and is said to be as easily digestible as beef. 
It is freshly made every day, and is sold in thin tablets snow-
white colour, and of the consistency and taste of freshly-
precipitated casein of milk. Tofu is manufactured by the 
people who sell it in their shops. The beans are fi rst soaked 
for hours in water, and then crushed between two millstones 
to a uniform pulpy mass. This is boiled for an hour with 
three times its quantity of water, and is then fi ltered through 
cloth. The liquid passes through white and opaque, exactly 
like cow’s milk, whilst the smell and taste are suggestive 
of fresh malt. Upon standing, very fi ne particles separate 
on the surface, and these, under the microscope, are easily 
recognisable as small globules of fat. After two or three 
days there is a strong development of lactic acid, under the 
infl uence of which the casein separates exactly as in the 
souring of milk. In preparing tofu tablets from the fresh 
milky liquid about 2 per cent. of concentrated brine is added 
with constant stirring; a fl occulent precipitate soon forms, 
and is separated by means of a cloth fi lter, slowly pressed, 
and cut into tabloid shape. This way about one-fourth of the 
total quantity of proteid in soya beans is obtained in tofu. 
The brine employed is made from seawater, and it is to the 
potassium and magnesium salts contained in this that the 
precipitation of the tofu the appears to be due. Wherever 
rice forms the principal food of man, as in China and Japan, 
the addition of some other food rich in nitrogenous matters, 
or proteids, is necessary to make up for the defi ciency of 
proteids in rice. The people of the sea coast supply this 
want by the use of marine animals, whilst inland the seeds 
of various leguminous plants, and notably the soya bean, 
are employed, as beef and other meats have only recently 
come into use. Tofu, therefore, may be regarded as a kind 
of vegetable beef prepared artifi cially from a plant product, 
and, when consumed in conjunction with rice, fi lling the role 
of a nitrogenous or proteid food in the presence of a larger 
quantity of a carbonaceous one.”

890. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1896. 
Tofu, a Japanese vegetable cheese. Feb. p. 33-35.
• Summary: A summary of a long paragraph on tofu from an 
article titled “Agriculture: Crops and live stock,” in the Times
(London) (13 Jan. 1896, p. 8).

891. Corson, Juliet. 1896. A Lenten dinner: Good things that 
can be made in the lean season even. New York Times. March 
8. p. 27.
• Summary: “Soya, or soy, is a favorite table sauce, which 
was fi rst brought to England by offi cers returning from India. 
Small pieces of fi sh, poultry, and vegetables are preserved 
in this sauce, with the double effect of keeping them entirely 
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sweet and making them tender... being remembered that the 
Chinese soya is sweet and spicy, but less peppery than the 
cassareep of the West Indies. The Japanese is salter [sic, 
saltier] and less spicy and sweet than the Chinese.”
 Note: “Cassareep is a thick black liquid made from 
cassava root, often with additional spices, which is used 
as a base for many sauces and especially in Guyanese 
pepperpot. Besides use as a fl avoring agent, it also acts as a 
preservative” (Source: Wikipedia, Sept. 2010).

892. Yeo, I. Burney. 1896. Food in health and disease. New 
and rev. ed. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Lea Brothers. 
viii + 592 p. See p. 383-84, 394, 399. Illust. Index. 19 cm. 
Reprinted in 1897, 1901
• Summary: In Part II, “Food in disease,” Chapter 3 is titled 
“Food in diabetes.” In a review of the literature, “Soya 
bread” is mentioned on pages 383-84. A nutritional analysis 
of “Soya bean fl our” by Prof. Attfi eld appears on p. 384 
(Proteids 41.24%. Fats 13.70%).
 Table II, “Article permissible [in diabetic diets] in small 
quantities” (p. 394) includes: “English sauces.–Worcester, 
Harvey, anchovy, Indian soy, etc. 1 tablespoonful.”
 The section on “Diabetic dietaries” contains “5.–
Dujardin-Beaumetz’s” (p. 399) which begins: “He adopts 
with little modifi cation the dietary of Bouchardat. He 
strongly recommends... the use of soya bread.”
 The author (who lived 1835-1914) mentions gluten on 
pages 7, 9, 67, 69, 71-76, 165, 173, 379, 381-384, 396, 398, 
399, 404, 538, and 554. Address: M.D., F.R.C.P., Prof. of 
Clinical Therapeutics, King’s College, London; Physician to 
King’s College Hospital [London, England].

893. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1896. Vegetabilische Fette und 
Oele, ihre praktische Darstellung, Reinigung, Verwerthung 
zu verschiedenen Zwecken, ihre Eigenschaften, 
Verfaelschungen und Untersuchung... [Vegetable fats and 
oils: Their practical description, purifi cation, utilization for 
various purposes, properties, adulteration and examination]. 
Vienna, Austria: A. Hartleben’s Verlag. xi + 347 p. Illust. 19 
cm. Series: A. Hartleben’s Chemisch-technische Bibliothek, 
Bd. 225. [Ger]
• Summary: A long and interesting table (p. 26-35) titled 
“Table of vegetable fats and oils, with their German, English, 
and French nomenclature, source and origin, and percentage 
of fat in the plants from which they are derived” contains 
the following six columns: German names. English names. 
French names. Plants from which obtained. Country of origin 
(incl. Oceania). Percentage of fat and oil in the seeds. The 
148 oils are listed alphabetically by their German name.
 The majority of the English-language names are no 
longer familiar, such as: Cashew apple, prickly poppy, 
ailanto, anda, tucum, apple kernel, cardon, galam, candlenuts 
(Origin: Oceania), ben, pear kernel, dika, Java almond, 
nettleseeds, niam, ramtil, ochoco, ocuba, etc.

 More common oils (with their names in three languages) 
are: Charlock / Ackersenf-Ravison / Ravison d’Odessa. 
Himalayan apricot / Aprikosenkern / Amandes de l’abricot. 
Alligator pear / Avocado / Abacetier, Avocatier. Earthnut, 
Peanut / Erdnuss, Madrasnusse, Mandobi / Arachide, 
Pistache de terre (Origin: West Africa, India). Hempseed 
/ Hanf / Graines de chanvre. German sesame, camelina / 
Leindotter / Cameline. Almond / Mandel / Amandes. Palm / 
Palm / Palme. Palm kernel / Palmkern / Palmish. Rapeseed / 
Raps / Navette. Rubsen seed / Rübsen / Navet (turneps [sic, 
turnips]). Sesame, till, benné / Sesam / Sesame.
 In the chapter on “Non-drying vegetable oils (p. 121-
87) are long sections about: Cyperus oil (Cyperus grass oil; 
Erdmandelöl, Huile de souchet comestible). Ground nut 
(Earth nut), arachis, or pea nut oil (Erdnussöl, Arachidöl, 
Arachisöl, Mandoböl; huile d’Arachide, huile de pistache de 
terre). Almond oil. Sesame oil (Gingely or Jinjilli oil), benné 
oil, til or teel oil. Soja bean oil (p. 166-67).
 Concerning Soja bean oil (Sojabohnenöl, p. 184-85): 
The raw material has many names: Chinese oil bean, Sao, 
Soja bean, the fruit of Dolichos Soja L. = Soja japonica, Soja 
hispida, indigenous to China and Japan. The seeds, which 
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are edible and possess a piquant fl avor, contain soja bean oil, 
falsely designated ‘huile de pois,’ an oil used for alimentary 
purposes.” A table, based on Meissl and Böcker, shows 
that the beans contain 30% soluble casein, 18% fat, 0.5% 
albumen, 7% insoluble casein, 2% cholesterin, lecithin, resin 
and wax, and 10% dextrin. The author does not know how 
this oil is prepared, but “it is probably obtained by pressing 
in the ordinary way.” “Properties.–There is no information 
available on this score.”
 The chapter titled “Apparatus for grinding oil seeds and 
fruits” (p. 48-120) includes many detailed descriptions and 
excellent illustrations including: Edge runner mill (Anglo-
American). Crushing roller mill. Seed crusher. Seed crusher 
(Anglo-American). Roller mill (Krupp). Improved heating 
pan. Wedge press. Hydraulic press for oilseeds. Battery of 
four Anglo-American presses on wrought iron case for the 
reception of the oil (p. 89). Pan presses. Cake moulding 
machines. Hydraulic press for round cakes.
 In the section on “Improved export presses” (p. 87-
90) is an illustration of an hydraulic press (manufactured 
by Rose, Downs & Thompson of Hull, England) with 
movable box which is “suitable for treating linseed, rape, 
sunfl ower, gingelly, sesame, mustard, poppy and niger seeds, 
decorticated and undecorticated cotton-seed, Chinese peas 
(chinesische Erbsen = soja beans), castor oil beans,... ground 
nuts, coprah [copra],... palm kernels and olives.” etc. Note 1. 
This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004) that discusses 
the hydraulic press in connection with soy beans.
 “The universal extractor” (illustrated, p. 109) of J.G. 
Lindner & Merz, is designed to extract oil or fat from all 
fatty materials, including fl ax, hemp, sesame, ground nuts, 
pressed oilcake, etc.
 In the chapter on “Vegetable drying oils” (p. 188-213) is 
a long section about Hempseed oil (p. 190-93). In the chapter 
titled “Oil-cake and oil-meal” (p. 318) is a table which 
gives the composition of the 16 “most important oil-cakes.” 
Linseed cake and meal, ground nut cake (both undecorticated 
and decorticated) and sesame cake are listed; soja bean cake 
is not.
 On about page 326Z is a “Table of constants of [39] oils 
and fats,” including: Apricot kernel, arachis oil, hemp oil, 
almond oil, rape oil (Raps), Rape oil (Rüböl), sesame oil, 
whale oil. Soja oil is not mentioned. For each oil is given: 
Specifi c gravity at 15ºC. Saponifi cation value. Iodine value. 
Hehner number. Reichert number. Acid number. Acetyl. 
Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2003) that uses 
the term “acid number” in connection with soybean oil.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) that 
mentions the Reichert-Meissl number or value in connection 
with soybean oil.
 Contains a good early history of oil milling (p. 1-8). 
The section titled “’Extraction’ method of obtaining oils 
and fats” (p. 100-114) discusses the use of solvents such as 
carbon bisulphide, canadol, benzol, benzine, sulphuric ether, 

or carbon tetrachloride. Many specifi c commercial systems 
are described and illustrated including: Diess’s extracting 
apparatus, Voohl’s extractor, Seiffert’s battery of extractors, 
and the Excelsior extractor (Wegelin & Hübner of Halle, 
Germany). Also discusses: Oil-extraction installations 
(building designs), press moulds and plates, and machine for 
trimming oil-cakes. Soy is not mentioned in connection with 
any extraction equipment.
 Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925.

894. Aston, W.G. trans. 1896. Nihongi (Nihon Shoki). 
Chronicles of Japan from the earliest times to A.D. 697. 2 
vols. London: Published for the Japan Society by K. Paul, 
Trench, Truebner. 443 p. [Eng]
• Summary: This incident appears in the fi rst book, in the 
chapter titled “The Age of the Gods.” The Deity Uke-mochi 
no Kami, the Goddess of food, brought forth from her mouth 
all kinds of foods, which were prepared and set out on 100 
tables for the entertainment of the Deity Tsuki-yomi no 
Mikoto. Seeing this, the latter “became fl ushed with anger 
and said:–’Filthy! Nasty! That thou shouldst dare to feed me 
with things disgorged from thy mouth.’ So he drew his sword 
and slew her.”
 Then the Sun Goddess, Ama-terasu no Oho-kami [also 
called Amaterasu-omikami, the Shinto Sun Goddess], sent 
another messenger, Ame-kuma-bito, to see the Goddess, who 
“was truly dead already. But on the crown of her head there 
had been produced the ox and the horse; and on top of her 
forehead there had been produced millet; over her eyebrows 
there had been produced the silkworm; within her eyes there 
had been produced panic [Panicum millet]; in her belly 
there had been produced rice; in her genitals there had been 
produced wheat, large beans and small beans.”
 Two footnotes explain that, according to Hepburn, “large 
beans” refer to soybeans (Soja hispida), and “small beans” to 
azuki beans (Phaseolus radiatus).
 “Ame-kuma-bito carried all these things and delivered 
them to Ama-terasu no Oho-kami, who was rejoiced, and 
said:- ‘These are the things which the race of visible* men 
(*as opposed to the unseen gods) will eat and live.’ So she 
made the millet, the panic, the wheat, and the beans the seed 
for the dry fi elds, and the rice she made the seed for the 
water-fi elds” (p. 27).
 Note 1. Aston is a very famous early Japan scholar, born 
in 1841. Reischauer and Fairbank (1960, p. 464) cite this as 
Nihon shoki (History of Japan, also known as the Nihongi), 
compiled in A.D. 720.
 Note 2. The 1896 edition of this book is very rare. In 
1924 the original edition published by the Japan Society 
was reissued as two volumes in one. The story cited above 
appears on p. 32-33. In addition, the “fi ve kinds of grain” 
(including hemp, millet, rice, corn and pulse) are mentioned 
on p. 21 and p. 278. Address: C.M.G., England.
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895. Hooker, Joseph D. ed. 1896. Journal of the Right Hon. 
Sir Joseph Banks... during Captain Cook’s fi rst voyage in 
H.M.S. Endeavour in 1768-71 to Terra del Fuego, Otahite, 
New Zealand, Australia, the Dutch East Indies, etc. London: 
Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New York: The Macmillan Co. li + 
466 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Joseph Banks had a staff of nine men, including 
Daniel C. Solander (the Swedish naturalist who had been 
trained by the great plant classifi er Linnaeus), three artists 
and four servants. They were among the 94 men who 
boarded the Endeavour commanded by Captain James Cook 
on 25 Aug. 1768 at Plymouth, England. Of these, 38 men 
died during this voyage around the world.
 On 19 April 1770 (p. 261) they fi rst sighted the coast 
of Australia southward of Cape Howe. Sailing northwards, 
they found no inlet or harbor until April 28 (p. 263-69), when 
they went ashore at Botany Bay, aptly named by Banks for 
its prodigal wealth of plants which kept him and Solander 
happy and busy for days. On June 14 they fi rst saw a safe 
harbor in the mouth of a river, today called the Endeavour 
river (p. 279-91). Banks and Solander used this time to 
botanize. They killed an kangaroo and many large turtles, ate 
both, and became friendly with the indigenous people.
 They left the harbour on August 4, continuing on to New 
Guinea, the Dutch East Indies, and the Cape of Good Hope. 
London lionized Banks on his return. Later Banks sponsored 
the trips of many experienced, professional plant hunters. 
Captain Cook had successfully circumnavigated the world, 
and Banks was largely credited with the strong scientifi c 
fl avor of the voyage. Banks later became unoffi cial director 
of Kew Gardens.
 Note 1. Sir Joseph Banks lived 1743-1820; Sir Joseph 
Dalton Hooker lived 1817-1911.
 Note 2. Even though the soybean is not mentioned in 
this book, we know from the 1900 book titled Illustrations of 
the botany of Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in the 
H.M.S. Endeavour in 1768-71, by Banks and Solander that 
they did collect two wild perennial relatives of the soybean, 
Glycine tabacina Benth. and Glycine tomentosa Benth. (see 
p. 22).
 Note 3. Sunningdale is a suburb of East Berkshire, about 
6 miles south-southwest of Windsor, England. Address: The 
Camp, Sunningdale [East Berkshire, England].

896. Skeat, Walter William. 1896. A concise etymological 
dictionary of the English language. 4th ed., further revised 
with enlarged supplement. New York, NY: Harper & 
Brothers, Publishers. xii + 633 p. See p. 453-54, 611.
• Summary: The etymology of the word “Soy” states (p. 
453-54): “Soy, a sauce. (Japanese.) Also sooja, ‘which has 
been corrupted into ‘soy;’ Eng. Cycl. Japanese shóyu, soy, 
sauce; though the name is now given to the bean (Dolichos 
soja) whence soy is made.”
 In Appendix 6, “Distribution of words according to the 

languages from which they are derived,” is a section (p. 611) 
“19. Words of Asiatic origin, but neither Aryan nor Semitic.” 
Under “Japanese” are listed only two words: “japan, soy.” 
Address: Rev., Litt.D, LL.D., Elrington and Bosworth Prof. 
of Anglo-Saxon in the Univ. of Cambridge [England].

897. Washington Post. 1897. Saucemakers win a suit. June 
24. p. 2.
• Summary: “The English papers contain an account of a 
motion made last month in the suit of Lea & Perrins against 
Courtenay, before Mr. Justice Romer last month, seeking 
an injunction restraining the defendants from holding 
themselves out as ‘the original makers of Worcestershire 
sauce,’ the advertisement complained of reading that the 
Messrs. Courtenay were ‘the only producers of the original 
and genuine Worcestershire sauce at a reasonable price, and 
manufactured from the original recipe. Upon the argument 
the Judge at once held that this advertisement could not go 
on. The defendants’ counsel admitted it was indefensible, and 
the defendants gave an undertaking to discontinue its use.”
 Note: To give an undertaking to do something is to 
formally promise to do it, as before a judge or a court of law.

898. Times (London). 1897. Section K.–Botany: Bacteria and 
cheese. Aug. 21. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “It is not impossible that the much more defi nite 
results obtained by investigations into the manufacture of the 
vegetable cheeses of China and Japan will aid bacteriologists 
in their extremely complex task. These vegetable cheeses 
are made by exposing the beans of the leguminous plant 
Glycine–termed soja-beans–to bacterial fermentations in 
warm cellars, either after preliminary decomposition by 
certain mould-fungi, or without this. The processes vary 
considerably, and several different kinds of bean-cheeses are 
made, and known by special names. They all depend on the 
peculiar decompositions of the tissues of the cotyledons of 
the soja-bean, which contain 35-40 per cent of proteids and 
large quantities of fats. The softened beans are fi rst rendered 
mouldy, and the interpenetrating hyphae render the contents 
accessible to certain bacteria, which peptonize and otherwise 
alter them.”
 Soy [sauce] is a “brine extract of mouldy and fermented 
soja beans,...”

899. Denver Evening Post. 1897. Queer restaurant: All sorts 
of diseases treated by a course of foods. Nov. 12. p. 2, col. C. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: From Kansas City Star: “On Regent street in 
London a great dietary grocery and restaurant has just been 
opened.” The “maidens who stand about ready to serve you... 
are wondrously intelligent looking women whose mission 
any one of them will assure you is to dispense scientifi c 
foods to suffering humanity.” “We sell foods to correct 
nearly every disease you can name, from low spirits to 
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galloping consumption;...” The store does not sell a drop of 
medicine in any form. Down in the big kitchen, every cook is 
an expert chemist.
 “Soy fl our, which comes all the way from China and is 
valuable, because it contains so small a modicum of starch, 
was in hot demand, and yet was run close by almond fl our, 
another preparation of ground and powdered almonds from 
which almost all the starch had been eliminated.”
 “Down in our kitchen, were you permitted to visit there, 
you would fi nd the bakers taking out loaves of delicious 
bread made of almost any possible material [other] than 
wheaten fl our. Our best breads are made from nuts chiefl y, 
and from soy, that is, a meal of beans ground up and then 
thoroughly digested in salt and water before it is ever 
cooked.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term “soy fl our.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2015) 
concerning the health food movement in the UK.

900. Duncan, A.W. 1897. The chemistry of food. Vegetarian 
Messenger (Manchester, England). Dec. p. 419-27.
• Summary: A 2-page table giving the chemical composition 
of foods, contains a section on analyses of pulse which 
includes soy-beans and pea-nuts. Address: F.C.S [Fellow of 
the Chemical Society].

901. Allbutt, Thomas Clifford. ed. 1897. A system of 
medicine, by many writers. London: Macmillan and Co., 
Ltd.; New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 995 p. See vol. III, 
p. 224-25. 24 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “General diseases of obscure 
causation,” the chapter titled “Diabetes mellitus,” by Dr. 
Saundby states (p. 224-25): “Unfortunately many articles, 
prepared and unprepared, but purporting to be free of starch 
and sugar, are not what they are represented to be... It is 
regrettable that ‘Soy’ fl our should be recommended by some 
writers as free from carbohydrates, for it really contains 
about 24 per cent (Kinch, in Frankland’s Agricultural 
Chemistry, p. 198), while some Soy biscuits sold for the use 
of diabetics contain twice as much.”
 “Since the introduction of gluten bread sixty years ago 
by Bouchardat it has been the principal means used to satisfy 
this craving [for bread]. But the best gluten bread contains at 
least 25 per cent of starch, and many samples contain 40 per 
cent;...”
 Also discusses: The value of almond bread, biscuits 
or cakes (with a recipe for the latter). How to detect starch 
(but not sugar) in foods with a few drops of a weak iodine 
solution. Saccharine (glusidum) as an acceptable sweetener 
for diabetic foods.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2003) that contains the term “soy biscuit” (or 
“soy biscuits”). Address: M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.P., 

F.R.S., F.L.S., F.S.A., Regius Prof. of Physic in the Univ. of 
Cambridge,... England.

902. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1897. Vegetable fats and oils: Their 
practical preparation, purifi cation, properties, adulteration 
and examination. Translated from the German by Charles 
Salter. London: Scott, Greenwood & Son; New York: D. Van 
Nostrand Co. xv + 316 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Vegetable fats and oils play an increasingly 
important role in modern society because of great 
improvements in the processes of manufacturing and 
refi ning (incl. bleaching), and an increase in the number 
of applications for which the oils are now used. “In place 
of the old primitive presses many establishments are now 
fi tted with all the appliances suggested by the development 
of technical knowledge, both for expressing the oil from the 
seeds by mechanical means and for obtaining it by extraction 
[with a solvent], whereby the yield is greatly increased.” 
Trade with distant lands, has led to the discovery of oil seeds 
hitherto unknown to Europeans (p. v).
 The Introduction (p. 3-4) states: “The preparation of 
fatty oils in China was thus described by the Swedish sailor 
Captain Eckeberg in 1767: -” A detailed description of the 
process is given but not the name of the “oil-producing 
seeds.” “According to Schädler, this communication of 
Eckeberg’s fi lls up a gap in the historical record of oil 
mills, nothing new having been recorded between the time 
of the Romans [by Pliny] and the sixteenth century.” “The 
invention of the hydraulic press in 1795 marked an important 
advance in the oil industry. In 1815 these new presses were 
introduced into France and Germany, where they rapidly 
spread and are still in use in the majority of oil works... At 
fi rst only vertical hydraulic presses were made, but later on 
the horizontal form was introduced; nevertheless, the vertical 
shape is still the most widely used.”
 A long and interesting table (p. 24-31) titled “Table 
of vegetable fats and oils, with French and German 
nomenclature, source and origin, and percentage of fat in the 
plants from which they are derived” contains the following 
six columns: English names. German names. French 
names. Plants from which obtained. Country of origin (incl. 
Oceania). Percentage of fat and oil in the seeds. The 148 oils 
are listed alphabetically by their French name.
 The majority of the English-language names are no 
longer familiar, such as: Cashew apple, prickly poppy, 
ailanto, anda, tucum, apple kernel, cardon, galam, candlenuts 
(Origin: Oceania), ben, pear kernel, dika, Java almond, 
nettleseeds, niam, ramtil, ochoco, ocuba, etc.
 More common oils (with their names in three languages) 
are: Charlock / Ackersenf-Ravison / Ravison d’Odessa. 
Himalayan apricot / Aprikosenkern / Amandes de l’abricot. 
Alligator pear / Avocado / Abacetier, Avocatier. Earthnut, 
Peanut / Erdnuss, Madrasnusse, Mandobi / Arachide, 
Pistache de terre (Origin: West Africa, India). Hempseed 
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/ Hanf / Graines de chanvre. German sesame, camelina / 
Leindotter / Cameline. Almond / Mandel / Amandes. Palm / 
Palm / Palme. Palm kernel / Palmkern / Palmish. Rapeseed / 
Raps / Navette. Rubsen seed / Rübsen / Navet (turneps [sic, 
turnips]). Sesame, till, benné / Sesam / Sesame. grinding
 In the chapter on “Non-drying vegetable oils (p. 107-
69) are long sections about: Cyperus oil (Cyperus grass oil; 
Erdmandelöl, Huile de souchet comestible). Ground nut 
(Earth nut), arachis, or pea nut oil (Erdnussöl, Arachidöl, 
Arachisöl, Mandoböl; huile d’Arachide, huile de pistache de 
terre). Almond oil. Sesame oil (Gingely or Jinjilli oil), benné 
oil, til or teel oil. Soja bean oil (p. 166-67).
 Concerning Soja bean oil: The raw material has many 
names: “Chinese oil bean, Sao, Soja bean, the fruit of 
Dolichos Soja L. = Soja japonica, Soja hispida, indigenous to 
China and Japan. The seeds, which are edible and possess a 
piquant fl avor, contain soja bean oil, falsely designated ‘huile 
de pois,’ an oil used for alimental [alimentary] purposes.” 
A table, based on Meissl and Böcker, shows that the beans 
contain 30% soluble casein, 18% fat, 0.5% albumen, 7% 
insoluble casein, 2% cholesterin, lecithin, resin and wax, 
and 10% dextrin. The author does not know how this oil 
is prepared, but “it is probably obtained by pressing in 
the ordinary way.” “Properties.–There is no information 
available on this score.”
 The chapter titled “Apparatus for grinding oil seeds 
and fruits” (p. 42-107) includes many detailed descriptions 
and excellent illustrations including: Edge runner mill 
(Anglo-American, p. 46-47). Crushing roller mill (p. 48). 
Seed crusher (p. 49). Seed crusher (Anglo-American, p. 
49). Roller mill (Krupp, p. 51). Improved heating pan (p. 
54-55). Wedge press (p. 58-59). Hydraulic press (p. 59-61). 
Pan presses (p. 61-64). Cake moulding machines (p. 64-66). 
Hydraulic press for round cakes (p. 68).
 In the section on “Improved export presses” (p. 77) 
is an illustration of an hydraulic press (manufactured 
by Rose, Downs & Thompson of Hull, England) with 
movable box which is “suitable for treating linseed, rape, 
sunfl ower, gingelly, sesame, mustard, poppy and niger 
seeds, decorticated and undecorticated cotton-seed, Chinese 
peas [soja beans], castor oil beans,... ground nuts, coprah 
[copra],... palm kernels and olives.” etc. Note 1. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (July 2014) that 
contains the term “hydraulic press” in connection with soy 
beans. It is also the earliest English-language document seen 
(July 2014) that discusses the hydraulic press in connection 
with soy beans.
 “The universal extractor” (illustrated, p. 96-97) of J.G. 
Lindner & Merz, is designed to extract oil or fat from all 
fatty materials, including fl ax, hemp, sesame, ground nuts, 
pressed oilcake, etc.
 In the chapter on “Vegetable drying oils” is a long 
section about Hempseed oil (p. 172-73). In the chapter titled 
“Oil-cake and oil-meal” is a table (p. 291) which gives the 

composition of the 16 “most important oil-cakes.” Linseed 
cake and meal, ground nut cake (both undecorticated and 
decorticated) and sesame cake are listed; soja bean cake is 
not.
 On page 299 is a “Table of constants of [39] oils and 
fats,” including: Apricot kernel, arachis oil, hemp oil, almond 
oil, rape oil (Raps), Rape oil (Rüböl), sesame oil, whale oil. 
Soja oil is not mentioned. For each oil is given: Specifi c 
gravity at 15ºC. Saponifi cation value. Iodine value. Hehner 
number. Reichert number. Acid number. Acetyl. Note 2. This 
is the earliest English-language document seen (Feb. 2003) 
that uses the term “acid number” in connection with soybean 
oil
 Early history of oil milling (p. 2-7): Pliny [of Rome, AD 
23-79] gave the earliest known description of an oil mill, 
which the Romans called a “turpetum,” that crushed olives. 
In 1767 the Swedish Captain Eckeberg gave a detailed 
description of oil milling in China. In 1795, the invention of 
the hydraulic press marked an important advance. In 1815 
these new presses were introduced into France and Germany.
 The section titled “’Extraction’ method of obtaining 
oils and fats” (p. 88-107) discusses the use of solvents such 
as carbon bisulphide, canadol, benzol, benzine, sulphuric 
ether, or carbon tetrachloride. Many specifi c commercial 
systems are described and illustrated including: Diess’s 
extracting apparatus, Voohl’s extractor, Seiffert’s battery of 
extractors, and the Excelsior extractor (Wegelin & Hübner of 
Halle, Germany). Also discusses: Oil-extraction installations 
(building designs), press moulds and plates, and machine for 
trimming oil-cakes. Soy is not mentioned in connection with 
any solvent extraction equipment.
 Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925.

903. Hosie, Alexander. 1897. Three years in Western China; 
A narrative of three journeys in Ssu-ch’uan, Kuei-chow, and 
Yun-nan [1882-84]. 2nd ed. London: George Philip & Son. 
New York: Dodd, Mead. xxvii + 302 p. See p. 68, 164. Illust. 
Map. Index. 22 cm. First edition published in 1890.
• Summary: The contents and pagination of this book 
are largely the same as those of the fi rst edition (1890). 
Bean curd [tofu] is discussed on p. 68, and soy sauce on 
p. 164. Also contains a fold-out map showing the author’s 
route. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., H.B.M. Consular Service, 
Newchwang, China.

904. Times (London). 1898. “Holbrook’s Worcestershire 
sauce,” Limited. United States of America and Canadian 
rights (Ad). March 31. p. 3, col. 1.
• Summary: This ad is for shares in a new company with 
U.S. and Canadian trading rights. These rights are being 
sold by the Birmingham Vinegar Brewery Company, 1897 
(Limited). “Share capital: £100,000, divided into 50,000 
cumulative six per cent preference shares of £1 each–
£50,000 and 50,000 ordinary shares of £1 each–£50,000. 
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Total £100,000.” The names of the directors are given:
 “George F. Parker, Esq., late Consul of the United States 
of America in Birmingham, Chairman.
 “Gordon Louis Mainwaring, Esq., Director of the 
Birmingham Vinegar Brewery Company, 1897 (Limited).
 “Thomas Monton, Esq., J.P., Chairman of Minton and 
Company (Limited).
 “Edward Swaine Boord, Esq., Astley-ledge, Teddington, 
Middlesex.” Address: [England].

905. Times (London). 1898. The money market. March 31. p. 
4, cols. 2-4.
• Summary: “Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce (Limited) 
(United States of America and Canadian rights) has been 
formed with a share capital of £100,000... to acquire the 
trading rights in the sale of ‘Holbrook’s Worcestershire 
Sauce’ for the United States of America and Canada from the 
Birmingham Vinegar Brewery Company, 1897 (Limited). 
The purchase price has been fi xed by Mr. Horace De Lisser, 
the vendor, who is making a profi t on the resale, at £60,000.”

906. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Prof. 1898. The soya bean: A 
vegetarian treasure. Vegetarian (The) (London). July 23. p. 
468.
• Summary: From Health News: The Soja, or Soya bean, 
is the Japanese bean (Glycine soja), cultivated in certain 
countries of Europe, and more particularly in Hungary, since 
1875. This bean, which contains extremely little starch, and 
has been employed in the dietetic treatment of diabetes by 
Lecerf, contains a very large amount of albuminoid matter 
(fl esh formers); and, on referring to the different analyses 
published by Steuff [Steuf], Capan, Pellet, and Muntz, 
we fi nd the following percentage of alimentary principles 
contained in the bean:–Albuminoid matter, 36.67 per cent.; 
fatty matter, 17.60 per cent. If this analysis is compared with 
that of meat, the Japanese bean has a decided advantage over 
beef.
 “From an alimentary point of view, the soya bean serves 
several uses. A sauce is made from it, which bears the name 
of stiso [miso?] and soju [shoyu], but the most curious and 
interesting point in the application of soja to dietetics, is a 
kind of cheese made from it–it is the pea or bean cheese 
[tofu], very much prized in Japan.
 “In Europe, the soya bean has been utilized as the food 
of men and animals, and in the last few years the attempt 
has been made to make bread of it, which is a matter of 
considerable diffi culty, by reason of the large proportion 
of oil which this bean contains. This oil, as Leon Petit has 
shown, is very purgative, and might replace castor oil in 
medical practice. Hence it becomes a necessary to rid the 
meal of this oil, in order to render it fi t for domestic use. 
Lecerf, in Paris, and Bourdin, in Rheims, have succeeded in 
rendering the bread made from this meal very well borne by 
the stomach.

 “Here, then we have a bean which is more nutritive than 
meat, and which serves for nourishment to a great country 
like Japan, under the different forms of sauce, of cheese, 
of farina, and even of an artifi cial milk. The advantage 
which the Vegetarian dietary may derive from such a food is 
evident.” Address: Physician to the Cochin Hospital, Paris.

907. Manchester Guardian (England). 1898. Books of the 
week. Aug. 16. p. 9.
• Summary: This is a book review of Gleanings of Cookery, 
by a Mother and Daughter. London: Horace Cox. 8vo. pp. 
149.
 “Perhaps the most conspicuous example of 
unsatisfactory fl avourings is to be found in the recipe of 
Julienne soup, which includes ketchup and Worcester sauce, 
whereas the soup in question should, when fi nished, be 
perfectly clear and something like the colour of sherry.”

908. Beeton, Isabella Mary (Mayson). 1898. Mrs. Beeton’s 
cookery book and household guide: Containing recipes 
for every kind of cookery. Hints and advice in household 
management... New and greatly enlarged edition. trussing, 
cookery, etc., invalid cookery, labour-saving, carving, etc. 
New edition. London, New York and Melbourne: Ward, Lock 
& Co., Ltd. xxiii + 270 p. Illust. (some color). 19 cm.
• Summary: On the page near the front of the book (p. 
x), just before the table of contents, is a half-page ad for 
Holbrook’s Worcestershire Sauce, which states: “The largest 
sale in the world. Large bottle. Small price. Fifteen prize 
medals.”
 Soy [sauce] is mentioned on page 69 (twice; The recipe 
for Leamington Sauce calls for “1 pint Indian soy”), and 
page 46 (once; The recipe for Gravy Soup states: Flavour 
with ketchup, Leamington sauce {see Sauces}, Harvey’s 
sauce, and a little soy”).
 On page 65 is a recipe for Mushroom Ketchup: 
“Ingredients: To each peck mushrooms, ½ lb. salt; to each 
quart mushroom liquor ¼ oz. cayenne, ½ oz. allspice, ½ oz. 
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ginger, 2 blades pounded mace.”
 Ketchup is mentioned on the following pages: 75, 113 (4 
times each page), 65, 69, 78, 83, 100 (3 times each), 46, 49, 
62, 68, 73, 76, 81, 87, 99, 101, 102, 111, 112, 115, 176, 179 
(twice each page), ix, 16, 50, 51, 72, 74, 79, 96, 98, 110, 118, 
175 (once each page). Mushroom ketchup is mentioned on 
13 pages. Harvey’s Sauce is mentioned on pages 67 (twice), 
46, 51, 68, 72, 74, and 79. Address: England.

909. Bird, Isabella L. (Mrs. Bishop). 1898. Korea and her 
neighbors: A narrative of travel, with an account of the recent 
vicissitudes and present position of the country. 2 vols. 
London: John Murray. Vol. 1: x + 261 p. Illust.
• Summary: In Vol. 1: Preface, p. vi: “It must be evident to 
all who know anything of Korea, that a condition of tutelage, 
in some form or another, is now absolutely necessary to her 
existence as a nation. The nominal independence won for her 
by the force of Japanese arms is a privilege she is not fi tted to 
enjoy, while she continues to labour under the burden of an 
administration that is hopelessly and superlatively corrupt.”
 Page xi: The author made four visits to Korea between 
Jan. 1894 and March 1897 as part of her larger plan to 
study the characteristics of the Mongolian races. Her fi rst 
journey produced the impression that Korea was the most 
uninteresting country she ever travelled in.
 Soy [sauce] is mentioned–Pages 141-42: If, while 
traveling, no “clean room” existed in an inn, “I had a room 
in the women’s quarters at the back, remarkable only for its 
heat and vermin, and the amount of ang-paks, bundles of 
dirty clothes, beans rotting [fermenting] for soy [sauce and 
paste], and other plenishings which it contained,...”
 Page 177: “A quart of rice, which when cooked is of 
great bulk, is a labourer’s meal, but besides there are other 
dishes, which render its insipidity palatable. Among them 
are pounded capsicum, soy [sauce], various native sauces of 
abominable odours, kimchi, a species of sour kraut [kimchi], 
seaweed, salt fi sh, and salted seaweed fried in batter. The 
very poor only take two meals a day, but those who can 
afford it take three and four.”
 Pages 178-79: “The Korean is omnivorous. Dog meat is 
in great request at certain seasons, and dogs are extensively 
bred for the table.” And Koreans waste nothing. “Cooking 
is not always essential. On the Han [river] I saw men taking 
fi sh off the hook, and after plunging them into a pot of red 
pepper sauce, eating them at once with their bones. Wheat, 
barley, maize, millet, the Irish and sweet potato, oats, peas, 
beans, rice, radishes, turnips, herbs, and wild leaves and 
roots innumerable, seaweed, shrimps, pastry made of fl our, 
sugar, and oil, kimchi, on the making of which the whole 
female population of the middle and lower classes is engaged 
in November, a home-made vermicelli of buckwheat fl our 
and white of egg, largely made up into a broth, soups, dried 
persimmons, spongecakes, cakes of the edible pine nut and 
honey, of fl our, sugar, and sesamum seeds, onions, garlic, 

lily bulbs, chestnuts, and very much else are eaten. Oil of 
sesamum is largely used in cooking, as well as vinegar, 
soy [sauce], and other sauces of pungent and objectionable 
odours, the basis of most of them being capsicums and 
fermented rotten [soy] beans!”
 Note: The Han is a major river in today’s South Korea 
and the fourth longest river on the Korean peninsula after the 
Amrok (Yalu), Tuman (Tumen), and Nakdong rivers.
 Page 182: The inn, if inn it was, gave me a room 8 
feet by 6, and 5 feet 2 inches high. Ang-paks, for it was the 
family granary, iron shoes of ploughs and spades, bundles of 
foul rags, seaweed, ears of millet hanging in bunches from 
the roof, pack-saddles, and worse than all else, rotten beans 
fermenting for soy [sauce and paste], and malodorous half-
salted fi sh, just left room for my camp-bed.”
 Note: The author does not mention Korea’s very popular 
soybean pastes–such as doenjang or kochujang. She may 
well have used the word “soy” to refer to both soy sauce and 
soy pastes.
 Bean or beans are mentioned: Page 18: “Hides, [soy] 
beans, dried fi sh, bêche de mer, rice, and whale’s fl esh are 
among the principal exports. It was not till 1883 that Fusan 
was offi cially opened to general foreign trade, and its rise has 
been most remarkable.”
 Page 39: In the market booths are to be seen “rice, 
millet, maize, peas, beans,...”
 Page 85: In 1894 they paid taxes on barley, beans, rice, 
and cotton.
 Page 100: “... they conveniently export their surplus 
produce, chiefl y beans, tobacco, and rice, and receive in 
return their supplies of salt and foreign goods.”
 Page 112: In the Han River valley: “Every valley has 
its streamlet, and is barred across by dykes of mud from its 
head down to the Han–rice, with tobacco, beans, hemp, and 
cotton, being the great articles of export.”
 Page 119: “Ma-Kyo is the river port of Che-chön... “It 
exports rice, beans, and grain from the very rich agricultural 
country on both sides of the river,...”
 Page 123: “When full grown a bull can carry from 350 
to 500 lbs. They are fed on boiled beans, cut millet stalks, 
and cut pea haulm, and the water in which the beans are 
boiled.”
 Page 138: Korean ponies “are fed three times a day on 
brown slush as hot as they can drink it, composed of [soy] 
beans, chopped millet stalks, rice husks, and bran, with the 
water in which they have been boiled.”
 Page 147: “There is much wet rice along the route, as 
well as dry rice, with a double line of beans between every 
two rows,...”
 Page 149: “It is a most fertile tract, and could support a 
large population, but not being suited for rice, is very little 
cultivated, and grows chiefl y oats, millet, and beans, which 
are not affected by the strong winds.”
 Page 150: “There the villagers could not or would not 
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take us in. They said they had neither rice nor beans, which 
may have been true so late in the spring.”
 Page 185: “A smaller valley contains about 3,000 acres 
of rice land only, and on the slopes surrounding all these 
are rich lands, bearing heavy crops of wheat, millet, barley, 
cotton, tobacco, castor oil, sesamum, oats, turnips, peas, 
beans, and potatoes.”
 Page 186: “In wheat, barley, or rye fi elds the sowing 
is in October, and the harvest in May or June, after which 
beans, peas, and other vegetables are sown.”
 Page 187: “Grain, peas, and beans are threshed out with 
fl ails as often as not in the roadway of a village,...”
 Page 189: The village “has several schools, and 
exchanges rice and beans for foreign cottons at Won-san,...”
 Page 217: Newchwang “is a city of 60,000 souls, the 
growth of its population having kept pace with its rapid 
advance in commercial importance since it was opened to 
foreign trade in 1860. Several British steamers with big 
Chinese characters on their sides were at anchor in the 
tideway, and the river-sides were closely fringed with up-
river boats and sea-going junks, of various picturesque builds 
and colours, from Southern China, steamers and junks alike 
waiting not only for cargoes of the small beans for which 
Manchuria is famous, but for the pressed bean-cake which 
is exported in enormous quantities to fertilise the sugar 
plantations and hungry fi elds of South China.”
 Page 218–Concerning Newchwang: “’Peas,’ really 
beans (Footnote: Glycene hispides [sic, Glycine hispida] 
{Dr. Morrison}), are its chief raison d’être, and their ups 
and downs in price its mild sensations. ‘Pea-boats,’ long and 
narrow, with matting roofs and one huge sail, bring down 
the beans from the interior, and mills working night and 
day express their oil, which is as good for cooking as for 
burning.”
 Page 235–Muk-den [Mukden] is a busy place, and does 
a large and lucrative trade, specially in grain, beans, and 
furs.”
 Seaweed is mentioned on pages 38, 140, 142, 177, 179, 
182, 198-99. Kimchi: p. 98, 147, 177. Address: F.R.G.S., 
Geographer, Great Britain.

910. Bretschneider, Emil V. 1898. History of European 
botanical discoveries in China. 2 vols. London: Sampson 
Low, Marston and Co., Ltd. xv + 1167 p. Indexes (names of 
persons, names of plants). 28 cm. 2nd ed. 1935. [200+* ref]
• Summary: A magnifi cent work. Vol. I ends on page 624. 
Vol. II is on pages 625-1167. National Union Catalog says 
Bretschneider’s formal Russian name is Emilii Vasil’evich 
Bretshneider (1833-1901).
 In Vol. 1: On pages 401-03 the author discusses the 
life and work of George Bentham, the author of Flora 
Hongkongensis.
 On pages 403-51 the author discusses the life and work 
of Robert Fortune. “The travels and explorations of R. 

Fortune in China, beginning with the year 1843, inaugurate 
a new era in the history of botanical discoveries in that 
country. Previous to that time the Chinese plants known to 
our botanists in Europe and introduced into our gardens, 
came from Canton or Macao...
 “R. Fortune was born in Berwickshire, Scotland, on the 
16th of Sept., 1812, and was educated in the parish school 
of Edrom... Fortune visited China four times, 1843-45, 
1848-51, 1853-56, 1861, and accordingly published four 
interesting accounts of his travels in that country.” Fortune 
traveled in Japan during 1860, visiting the ports of Nagasaki, 
Kanagawa, and Yukuhama [Yokohama] near Yedo. He 
visited Yedo for 15 days. In the spring of 1861 he returned 
to Japan. His four books are “Three years wandering in the 
northern provinces of China” (1847), “A journey to the tea 
countries of China” (1852; in which he discusses the soy 
bean), “A residence among the Chinese” (1857), and “Yedo 
and Peking: A narrative of a journey to the capitals of Japan 
and China” (1863).
 Pages 536-37 discuss Louis C.N.M. Montigny, who 
was born on 2 Aug. 1805 at Hamburg [Germany] of French 
parents. He fi rst went to China in 1843, as chancellier 
accompanying the French Embassy. In 1847 he was 
appointed Consular Agent at Shanghai, where he stayed 
until about 1858. He died on 14 Sept. 1868 and his obituary 
appeared in the Revue Horticole (1869, p. 52). During 
his residence in Shanghai he rendered great services to 
natural science and horticulture by introducing into France 
interesting beasts and birds, and useful Chinese economic 
plants–including Soja hispida and its oil. These plants were 
cultivated a distributed by the Société d’Acclimatation of 
Paris.
 Page 545 notes that Voisin, a French missionary 
who went to China in 1824, obtained from China several 
economic plants among which was the textile plant, Ko. 
Seeds were presented to the Museum of Natural History in 
Paris through Stanislas Julien and the plants raised from 
these seeds were examined by Prof. Jussieu, who found that 
it was a legume resembling Dolichos bulbosus. It was later 
identifi ed as Pueraria.
 Pages 554-55 discuss Stanislas Julien the great French 
sinologist, who was born in 1797. In 1832 he succeeded A. 
Rémusat as Professor of the Chinese language at the Collège 
de France. He translated several interesting Chinese treatises 
on economic plants, their cultivation and use, generally with 
a view to incite his countrymen to introduce these plants into 
France. In 1855 he wrote about Soja hispida in the Bulletin 
of the Society for Acclimatization (France) (p. 225). He died 
in 1873.
 Contents: Preface (book includes, in addition to 
China proper, Manchuria, Mongolia, Eastern Turkestan, 
Tibet, Corea [Korea], and the Liu kiu [Loochoo] and 
Bonin [Ogasawara] Islands. Note: The latter are about 30 
subtropical islands located about 1,000 miles directly south 
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of Tokyo, Japan).
 Also discusses: azuki beans (Phaseolus radiatus, p. 
76, 129), cowpeas (Vigna sinensis, p. 77), hemp (Cannabis 
sativa, p. 166), kuzu (Pueraria Thunbergiana, p. 175, 738, 
755, 1051), peanuts (p. 231, 233, 451), sesame (Sesamum 
orientale, p. 11, 158, 165, 227, 487).
 Concerning Prunus mume we read: “Near the entrance 
to the pass on the Canton side, Abel [Dr. C. Abel, 1816-
1817] saw a species of Prunus in full fl ower, in Chinese mei 
hwa shoo; hence the name of the mountain. (The mei hwa 
is Prunus Mume, S. & Z. [Siebold & Zuccarini]) (184)” (p. 
233). See also p. 893.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2006) that uses the term Prunus mume to refer to 
the name of the tree whose fruit is used to make umeboshi 
salt plums. Address: Late physician to the Russian Legation 
at Peking.

911. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1898. Chemical analysis of 
oils, fats, waxes and of the commercial products derived 
therefrom: Founded on Benedikt’s second edition of Analyse 
der fette. 2nd thoroughly revised and enlarged ed. London: 
Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 
xxi + 834 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean oil” (p. 369-70) 
states: “French–Huile de Soya. German–Sojabohnenoel. For 
tables of constants see p. 370.
 “This oil is obtained from the seeds of Soja hispida, a 
plant indigenous in China, Manchuria, and Japan, where the 
oil is used for culinary purposes.
 “A sample of the oil extracted with ether by Morawski 
and Stingl gave 0.22 per cent of unsaponifi able matter, and 
2.28 per cent of free acid calculated to oleic acid.”
 “On exposure to air it dries slowly with formation of a 
thin skin.”
 Two tables (p. 370) have the same titles and contain the 
exact same information as those in the 1895 edition.
 Also discusses: Hemp seed oil (p. 348-49). Sesamé oil 
(gingili oil, teel oil, p. 385-92, 439). Almond oil (p. 435-38). 
Arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut oil, p. 441-47). Oleaginous 
seeds and oil cakes, incl. earthnut/arachis, and sesamé cakes 
(p. 673-75). Butter substitutes and oleomargarine (p. 678-
82). Lard substitutes (p. 682-84). Edible oils, “cold-drawn” 
oil, and salad oils (sweet oils), incl. olive oil, sesamé oil, 
arachis oil (p. 684-85). Burning oils and paint oils (p. 685-
86; soybean oil is not mentioned here).
 Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Rudolf Benedikt 
lived 1852-1896. Address: Ph.D., F.I.C., F.C.S., Consulting 
and analytical chemist, and chemical engineer; examiner 
in soap manufacture, and in fats and oils, including candle 
manufacture, to the City and Guilds of London Inst.

912. Simmonds, Peter Lund. 1898. The dictionary of trade 
products, manufacturing and technical terms, moneys, 

weights, and measures of all countries. New ed., revised & 
enlarged. London and New York: George Routledge and 
Sons, Ltd. viii + 510 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: This book consists of a reprint of the body of his 
1867 book Commercial Dictionary of Trade Products, plus a 
different preface and a shorter supplement (p. 423-510). New 
soy-related entries in the Supplement include: “Pea oil, a 
fi xed oil obtained in China by pressing the seeds of Dolichos 
soja. “Soy bean (Glycine soja. This pulse, a native of the far 
East, is now grown in Thibet, Assam, and other parts India).” 
“Tofu, the oil-cake of beans and peas in Japan and China, 
used for soups and sauces.
 New non-soy entries in the Supplement include: Alfalfa, 
earth-pea (Voandseia [sic, Voandzeia] subterranea), ginguba 
(a name in Angola for the ground-nut), yaourt [yogurt] (a 
name among the Turks for fermented milk).
 Note 1. This book has no date on the title or copyright 
pages. The most recent date seen in the Supplement is 1891 
(p. 500–Telescope). Note 2: Peter L. Simmonds lived 1814-
1897. Address: F.L.S., F.R.C.I., Vice-President of the City of 
London College, 16 Whittingstall Road, Fulham [England].

913. Washington Post. 1899. An interesting case settled; 
Decision regarding the customs duty on a proprietary sauce 
brought here in an unfi nished state. Aug. 31. p. 7.
• Summary: “From the New York Tribune: An order 
was fi led in the United States District Court on August 4 
discontinuing, by consent of both parties, the suit of the 
United States vs. John Duncan’s Sons. This simple incident 
terminated a remarkable episode in the administration of the 
customs laws.
 “About sixty years ago [i.e., in about 1839] this fi rm 
became the American agents for the fi rm of Lea & Perrins, 
of Worcester, England, manufacturers of the well-known 
proprietary preparation called Worcestershire sauce.
 “About twenty-two years ago [i.e., in about 1877] a 
change of practice was begun by Lea & Perrins and John 
Duncan’s Sons, by which, instead of sending over here the 
sauce fi nished, bottled, labeled and ready for use, it was 
sent over in a partly manufactured condition in casks, and 
the Messrs. Duncan fi nished the sauce here according to a 
formula furnished them by the English house, and bottled 
and put it up for sale. This course had certain obvious 
advantages. It saved the fi rms from paying duty on bottles, 
labels, straw and fi nishing expenses, and avoided breakage. 
The article which was brought over was an incomplete 
material for the sauce, and was, of course, of no use to 
anybody who was not acquainted with the formula for 
fi nishing it. It was never furnished by Lea & Perrins to 
anybody but the Duncans, and consigned only to them. It 
was, therefore, one of the class of merchandise for which 
or tariff law provides that in determining the valuation 
upon which to assess duty the government offi cers shall 
ascertain the cost of production and make suitable addition to 
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represent the manufacturers’ profi t.
 “Lea & Perrins had furnished the United States consul 
with a statement of their cost of production, giving as 
much detail as was consistent with the inviolability of their 
proprietary secret. A suit was brought against the importers. 
They defended it, putting in an answer denying that the 
goods had been undervalued, and alleging good faith on their 
part. The attorney general directed the discontinuance of the 
suit on the Messrs. Duncan fi ling an affi davit similar to the 
declaration made by Lea & Perrins, on the other side, that 
the invoices in question had fully covered the market value 
of the importation. The suit was discontinued without costs, 
without payment of one dollar by the Messrs. Duncan, and 
upon the motion of the government’s offi cers themselves.
 “Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce is apparently more 
popular than ever, and it is diffi cult for the manufacturers to 
keep up with the demand.”
 Note: It seems likely that Lea & Perrins imported soy 
sauce from East Asia, then transshipped it from England to 
New York, probably in the original wooden casks in which it 
had been sent from Asia.

914. Platt, James. 1899. “Soy.” Notes and Queries (London) 
4:475. Dec. 9. 9th Series. [2 ref]
• Summary: “This word has been badly treated by all our 
dictionaries. The best is the ‘Century,’ where it is traced to 
‘Japanese siyan, Chinese shiyu,’ but even that involves two 
errors. One is a misprint (‘siyan’ should be siyau); the other 
is that it accounts for only half the English word.
 “To explain this, I must draw a distinction between 
three kinds of Japanese. (1) In Japanese as written with the 
native character soy would not be siyau, but siyau-yu. (2) 
In the Romanised Japanese this is simplifi ed to shoyu. (3) 
Colloquially this is still further reduced by dropping the fi nal 
vowel, to shoy or soy (sh in Tokio, s in some other dialects). 
Of this monosyllable only the so represents the classical 
siyau; the fi nal consonant (y) is a relic of the termination 
yu. Hence my remark that the ‘Century’ accounts for only 
half the English word. The English word is derived from 
the Japanese, the latter from the Chinese. The Chinese form 
given by the ‘Century’ is Northern Mandarin. At Shanghai 
it becomes sze-yu, at Amoy, si-iu, at Canton shi-yau 
[fermented black soybean sauce]. The fi rst element is defi ned 
by Williams, in his ‘Dictionary,’ p. 764, as ‘Salted beans, 
or other fruits, dried and used as condiments’; the second 
element merely means ‘oil’ (Williams, p. 1111).”

915. Beresford, Charles William. 1899. The break-up of 
China, with an account of its present commerce, currency, 
waterways, armies, railways, politics, and future prospects. 
New York and London: Harper & Brothers Publishers. xxii + 
491 p. See p. 34, 40, 60-61, 63, 70. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Lord Beresford visited many parts of China and 
Manchuria on a mission given to him by the president of the 

Associated Chambers of Commerce. “The break-up of an 
Empire of four hundred millions of people is an even that has 
no parallel in history.” Recently controversy has raged over 
the “Open Door” and “Sphere of Infl uence” concepts.
 All of the information related to soybeans appears in 
Chapter IV, titled “Newchwang.” The author arrived at that 
port in Manchuria on 4 Nov. 1898. Two of the largest British 
trading companies are Butterfi eld & Swire, and Jardine & 
Matheson Steamship Co. Each has about 35 steamers which, 
in 1897 made about 250 trips in and out of Newchwang. 
Newchwang and Talienwan are the only two ports on the 
sea that can be used for trading with all of Manchuria. “The 
backbone of the Chinese coasting trade under the British fl ag 
is the Newchwang coasting trade–[soya] beans, bean-cake, 
pease, and kindred stuffs. If Newchwang is closed the whole 
coasting trade would be very materially affected.” (p. 34).
 “The freight carried by boats in the summer is borne in 
the winter by carts, carrying on an average 22 cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds], which would take advantage 
of the frozen ground to bring down loads of beans, oil, 
maize, millet, and grain,” etc. (p. 40).
 The staple exports from Newchwang “are beans, bean-
cake, and bean oil... Until recent years the bulk of the beans 
and bean-cake trade was carried on with the south of China; 
but since the Chino-Japanese war [Sino-Japanese war, 1894-
95] an extensive trade has been carried on with Japan; in fact 
Japan has outstripped China altogether.” Exports to Japan 
increased from 460,000 taels in 1891 to 5,079,000 taels in 
1897, from 2,727,000 taels in 1891 to 2,438,000 taels in 
1897. Exports to Canton increased from 1,751,000 taels in 
1891 to 2,338,000 taels in 1897. “Beans are sent to Hong 
Kong and Canton for food, and bean-cake is sent to Swatow 
for manure.” (p. 60-61).
 “In 1868, a steam bean-mill was started here [in 
Newchwang]; but, owing to native opposition, it was not 
allowed to work, and thus the experiment came to an end. In 
1896 Messrs. Butterfi eld & Swire erected a bean-mill, and 
with satisfactory results, the profi t accruing from the making 
of bean-cake in this way being enormous. The mill is worked 
by Chinese only, and is practically Chinese-owned. Other 
mills are shortly to be erected, and their erection will greatly 
enhance the importance of Newchwang as an open port.” (p. 
63).
 In Newchwang “I also visited a bean-factory for 
pressing the oil out of the beans; it was the most primitive 
process conceivable. The beans were placed in receptacles 
made of grass, which in their turn were put into perforated 
iron vessels. The pressure was produced by wedges, driven 
home with slung stones, the bearings being solid trees 
with the heart cut out to make a guide. The Chinese have 
generally set their faces against machinery for this industry. 
Messrs. Jardine & Matheson have imported machinery which 
would carry out the work far cheaper and better, but I was 
told the Chinese merchants had boycotted both the bean-cake 
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and the oil, and that the mill had to be closed.” (p. 70).
 Page 484 shows that of the 730,964 tons of shipping 
entered and cleared from Newchwang, 363,922 tons (49.8%) 
were on British ships. China’s fi ve largest ports in terms of 
value of trade in 1897 were Shanghai (101,832,962 Haikwan 
taels), Tientsin (55,059,017 taels), Canton (49,934,391 taels), 
Hankow (49,720,630 taels), and Newchwang (26,358,671 
taels). China’s fi ve largest cities in terms of estimated 
population were: Canton 1,600,424, Peking 1,300,000, 
Tientsin 1,000,000, Hankow 800,370, and Foochow 636,351.
 On the same page are defi nitions of the following 
Chinese weights and measures: 16 taels = 1 catty. 1 catty = 
1.33 lb avoirdupois. 100 catties = 1 picul. 1 picul = 133.33 
lb weight avoirdupois. 6 mou = 1 acre. 3.3 li = 1 mile. 1 
Haikwan (or Customs) tael = $0.72 American or 2s. 11.75d. 
English.
 A large full-body photo (frontispiece), facing the title 
page, shows Lord Charles Beresford.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2008) 
concerning the Sino-Japanese War and soybeans. Address: 
England.

916. Saito, Akio. 1899. [Chronology of soybeans in Japan, 
1868 to 1899, fi rst half of the Meiji period] (Document 
part). In: Akio Saito. 1985. Daizu Geppo (Soybean Monthly 
News). Feb. p. 11-12. [Jap]
• Summary: 1871 July–A brewing tax (jôzô-zei) and 
patent tax are levied on clear sake (seishu), unclear sake 
(dakushu), and shoyu. But in 1875 the two taxes on shoyu 
are discontinued because shoyu is considered one of the 
necessities of life.
 1873–At about this time a sincere farmer, Itoi Mosuke, 
of Akita prefecture fi nds a special type of soybean and names 
it Itoi-mame. Later the name changes to Ani and they are 
cultivated all over Akita prefecture.
 1873 May–The Japanese government exhibits soybeans 
at the exposition in Vienna, Austria. And the USA becomes 
interested in soybeans. Also at this expo, Kikkoman uses 
glass bottles for their shoyu for the fi rst time.
 1875–At about this time, shoyu becomes so popular 
overseas that a German-made fake shoyu appears.
 1877–There are now 40-50 miso shops in Tokyo, 
centered in Hongo (which comprises the areas of Yotsuya, 
Fukagawa, Shiba, Shinagawa, Ooi, Oshima, etc.).
 1877 Feb.–Dried-frozen tofu (kôri-dôfu) is purchased as 
an army supply for the Seinan no Eki war.
 1877 Aug.–The fi rst domestic exposition is held in 
Japan, at Ueno Park, Tokyo. Kikkoman shoyu wins an 
award.
 1878–The quick method of miso fermentation (miso no 
sokujo-ho) is mentioned in a government report.
 1878–The fi rst offi cial government statistics on soybean 
cultivation in Japan start to be compiled. This year the area 
is 411,200 hectares and production is 211,700 metric tons 

[tonnes; yield = 514 kg/ha].
 1879–The price of high-quality miso in Tokyo is 4 sen 
per kg. In 1980 the price is 303 yen/kg–or about 7,575 times 
higher. Note: From now on prices from the Meiji era come 
from a book titled History of Lifestyle of the Meiji, Taisho, 
and Showa periods as seen from prices of the day (Nedan 
no Meiji Taishi Showa Fuzoku Shi). It is published by the 
Weekly Asahi (Shukan Asahi).
 1882–Around this time many small shoyu manufacturers 
appear and quite a few bad quality shoyu products are on the 
market. Shoyu loses considerable consumer confi dence.
 1885–The price of 1 keg (taru, 16.2 liters or 9 sho) of 
shoyu at this time is as follows: Highest grade (jo no jo) 
(Kikkoman) 1 yen, 40 sen; Middle upper grade (jo no chu) (3 
makers including Yamasa) 1 yen 38 sen; Lower upper grade 
(jo no ge) (Kamibishi) 1 yen 25 sen; Upper middle grade 
(chu no jo) (Fujita) 1 yen 25 sen; Lower middle grade (chu 
no ge) (Chigusa) 1 yen 17 sen; Lower grade (ge) (Kinka) 
80 sen. Yamaguchi Yoshibei of Yamasa Shoyu starts to sell 
Worcestershire Sauce, called “Mikado Sauce.”
 1885 May–The government reinstates the tax on shoyu 
to raise money for the army.
 1887–Soybean production in Japan tops 400,000 tonnes 
(419,700 tons) for the fi rst time.
 1890–The Tokyo-Area Shoyu Brewers’ and 
Wholesalers’ Union (Ichifu Rokken Shoyu Jozo-ka Tokyo 
Tonya Kumiai Rengokai) forms a cartel for the fi rst time 
because of a 50% increase in the price of their raw materials.
 1891–Mogi Kenzaburo of Kikkoman (1st generation) 
starts to use a special press (gendo maki assaku-ki) invented 
by Yamazaki Izuko to press the shoyu out of the moromi 
mash more effi ciently and quickly.
 1893–In recent years the import of soybeans to Japan 
has increased rapidly, and this year it reaches 96,000 tonnes. 
These soybeans are grown mainly in Manchuria. The average 
price of 2 liters of high-quality shoyu in Tokyo is 10 sen. (In 
1982 it is 584 yen, or 5,840 times more than in 1893).
 1894–Around this time miso soup is recognized for 
its value as a protein food. Dr. Sito Nesaku, an agricultural 
specialist, says that miso is a farm household’s milk.
 1894–Yabe Kikuji (1868-1936) calls natto “Japanese 
cheese” and presents the fi rst academic paper on natto 
bacteria in Japan.
 1895–Around this time the number of walking vendors 
of tofu, natto, and boiled whole soybeans (ni-mame) 
increased, as did the production of dried-frozen tofu 
(kori-dofu). The number of small shoyu makers decreased 
dramatically as Kikkoman, Yamasa, and Higeta increasingly 
used advanced industrialized methods. Recipes and methods 
for making miso pickles (miso-zuke) using carrots, daikon, 
udo, and ginger are given in women’s magazines such as 
Jokan, Katei Zasshi and Jogaku Kogi.
 1896–Around this time the importation of salt starts, 
as shoyu makers in Noda and Chiba buy 15,000 tons of salt 
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from England.
 1897–Soybean imports this year increase to about 
140,000 tonnes, which is one-fourth of Japanese 
consumption. Domestic soybean production is 400,000 
tonnes.
 1899–Mogi Keizaburo of Kikkoman of Kikkoman (1st 
generation) starts using a boiler for the fi rst time in the shoyu 
industry. Address: Norin Suisansho, Tokei Johobu, Norin 
Tokeika Kacho Hosa.

917. Manchester Guardian (England). 1900. Food 
preservatives inquiry. Jan. 16. p. 11.
• Summary: “Other experiments were made to test the 
effect of the quantities of preservative mentioned on the 
digestion of breadcrumbs as compared with the effect of 
other condiments, such as vinegar, Worcester sauce, small 
quantities of alcohol, and infused tea,...”

918. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1900. 
Beans. April. p. 102.
• Summary: “At the Society’s depot quite a variety of beans 
are to be had, and as this is the time for sowing beans we 
would suggest experimental sowings of brown beans, butter 
beans, red beans, large and small haricots, Soya beans, and 
German lentils. Prices will be found in advertisements.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2005) that contains the term “butter beans.” The 
American equivalent is probably lima beans.

919. Vegetarian Messenger (Manchester, England). 1900. 
Price list of the Vegetarian Society’s food stores, 19, Oxford 
St., Manchester, S.E. April. Unnumbered page at rear of 
issue.
• Summary: The fi ve categories of food sold are: (1) Foods 
[cereal grain, whole, crushed, meal, and fl akes] (First item 
is whole wheat meal, freshly ground from best English red 
wheat). (2) Beans, peas, lentils (incl. soya beans and lists the 
price as “4d. a lb” plus carriage; also 4 types of haricot beans 
{2.5 to 4d.} and 4 types of lentils {2.5 to 3d. a lb.}.
 (3) Prepared foods (incl. Dr. Nicholl’s Food of Health, 
Dr. Allinson’s Food of Health, Fromm’s Extract, Fromm’s 
Soup, Nuttosia, Nut Butter {almond, hazel}, Nuttose, 
Protose, Sterilized Nut Butter, Granose Flakes, Granose 
biscuits, Avenola, Crystal Wheat, Nutta, Bromose, Falona). 
(4) Biscuits (incl. Graham crackers, Wholewheat wafers, 
Wheat and nut rolls, Zwieback–white or Graham). (5) 
Plasmon [digested milk proteid] chocolate, or biscuits).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2009) published in England that contains the 
word “Granose” (a fl aked cereal food).

920. Evening Post (The) (Angus, Scotland). 1900. 
Agriculture in North China. Aug. 23. p. 2, col. 6.
• Summary: “A long report on agriculture in North China 

from the United States Consul at Tientsin has recently 
been published by the Department of State at Washington. 
It deals mainly with the provinces of Chi-li [pinyin: Zhili] 
and Shang-Tung, but the writer says that there is a general 
similarity between these and the whole of North China.”
 “Much of the land yields two full crops a year, and after 
the wheat is gathered in June the ground may be planted with 
beans, sweet potatoes, maize, or some other late crop, but it 
is regarded as better to let the ground lie fallow until after the 
autumn harvest,...”
 “Sweet potatoes are found everywhere, and form the 
cheapest food of the people. Beans are grown in great 
quantities, chiefl y the coarse, black [soy] beans, used for 
feeding animals and for making a crude oil which is much 
in demand. The bean cake left after the oil is extracted is an 
important article of commerce, being used as manure for the 
sugar cane and other crops. Peanuts and their oil are also 
largely produced, as is opium.”

921. Marx, Emil. 1900. Oelfabrikation in China 
[Manufacture of oil in China]. Seifensieder-Zeitung 
27(36):351-53. Sept. 5. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This article, written in May 1900, is based on 
the Decennial Reports of China by the Imperial Maritime 
Customs. Newchwang is the center of China’s vegetable oil 
industry, and especially for bean oil (Bohnenöl) from the 
soybean (Soya-Bohne). Since 1861 Europeans have wanted 
to get involved and to introduce a better method of pressing 
out the oil, to replace the thousand year old Chinese hand 
method–but unfortunately, without success. Then in 1867 
a modern factory with English machines and steaming 
equipment was erected. But the great opposition from the 
indigenous people plus the unbelievable negligence on the 
part of the European employees, caused the plant to shut 
down. A second attempt was never made.
 The writer then describes and illustrates in detail the 
four-part process whereby Chinese press oil from soybeans: 
(1) Crushing the soybeans under horizontal-axis rollers. (2) 
Steaming the crushed beans. (3) Preparation of the oilcake 
for pressing. (4) The pressing itself.
 He then describes a new type of “cylinder-spindle” 
press used for making soybean oil. One picul (about 60 kg 
= 133.5 lb) of soybean cake costs about 3.60 Taels. Each 
year at Newchwang millions of piculs of oil and oil cake are 
manufactured. The oil fi nds meager sales for food purposes 
in the interior of the country, while in Japan and southern 
China the beloved oilcake (Oelkuchen) is readily purchased 
for use as a fertilizer. Address: Hongkong.

922. Lynch, R. Irwin. 1900. The evolution of plants. J. of the 
Royal Horticultural Society (London) 25:17-37. Nov. See p. 
33-34.
• Summary: The section titled “Not of hybrid origin” (p. 33-
34) states: “The Soy Bean, described by Maximowicz under 
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the name Glycine hispida, is undoubtedly an evolute from 
the wild Glycine Soja of China and Japan.” This paper was 
read on 13 March 1900.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the 
word “hybrid” (or “hybrids”) in connection with the soy 
bean. Address: Cambridge Botanic Gardens.

923. Banks, Joseph; Solander, Daniel. 1900. Illustrations 
of the botany of Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in 
the H.M.S. Endeavour in 1768-71. 3 vols. London: British 
Museum (Natural History). See vol. 1, p. 22. 50 cm.

• Summary: In Vol. 1 of this large-format folio book, under 
Australian Plants, large and beautiful illustrations (p. 22) 
depict Glycine tabacina Benth. and Glycine tomentosa 
Benth., which are wild perennial relatives of the soybean. 
The illustrations are based on herbarium specimens 
(collected by Banks and Solander) in the British Museum.
 At the description of Glycine tabacina is written: 
“Benth. Fl. Austral. ii 245 (1864). There is no description of 
this in Solander’s MSS. The specimens are from Botany Bay, 
Bustard Bay, and Bay of Inlets.” Note that this reference 
is to Flora Australiensis: A description of the plants of the 
Australian Territory, by George Bentham. Vol. II, p. 245. 
Bentham fi rst named is species in 1864. Botany Bay is on 
the southern border of the city of Sydney, New South Wales. 
It was the scene of the fi rst landing on Australian soil by 

Captain Cook in April 1770. Bustard Bay is in Queensland, 
just north of Bundaberg. Bay of Inlets is in Queensland, just 
south of Mackay.
 At the description of Glycine tomentosa is written: 
“Benth. Fl. Austral. ii 245 (1864).” There is then a long 
botanical description of the plant in Latin. It is not clear who 
wrote this description, since Bentham’s 1864 description 
is in English. Finally the place of collection is given as 
“Endeavor’s River.” Note that this plant, also, was collected 
in 1770. The Endeavour River (note spelling) still runs 
through Cooktown in northern in Queensland.
 Note 1. This work was fi rst cited in Oct. 1994 in a 
personal communication from Prof. Ted Hymowitz of 
the University of Illinois. In about 1986-87 he and two 
colleagues (Tony Brown and Jim Grace) walked up and 
down the knoll near Cooktown looking for wild relatives of 
the soybean. There is a motel now on top of the knoll. Prof. 
Hymowitz has also seen the herbarium specimen of Glycine 
from the voyage; it is now in the British Museum.
 Note 2. This book is part of a 3-volume set. Volumes 
1 and 2 have the same title, as shown above. Vol. 3 has the 
title: Illustrations of Australian plants collected in 1770 
during Captain Cook’s voyage round the world in the H.M.S. 
Endeavor.
 Note 3. If we take the date of collection (1770) rather 
than the date of publication (1900) as being the date the 
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of document, this would be the earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of 
soybeans) in Australia or Oceania; cultivated soybeans had 
not yet been reported by 1770.
 Note 4. The fi rst author, Joseph Banks, lived 1743-
1820. So he had been dead for 80 years when the book was 
published. Daniel Solander, lived 1733-1782, was even 
younger.
 Note 5. The Bay of Inlets no longer exists on most 
maps of Australia. It includes Shoal Water Bay and Broad 
Sound which are both on the Queensland coast just south of 
Mackay (pronounced muh-KAI). The area is now known as 
Broad Sound Channel, which leads into Shoal Water Bay and 
Broad Sound. Sources: (1) An Account of a Voyage Round 
the World, with a Full Account of the Voyage of the Endeavor 
in the Year MDCCLXX Along the East Coast of Australia by 
Lieutenant James Cook... Compiled by D. Warrington Evans. 
Brisbane: W.R. Smith & Paterson (1969). This book includes 
a chart (facing page 8) of New South Wales on the east coast 
of New Holland by James Cook, 1770. The Bay of Inlets is 
on this map. (2) Reader’s Digest Atlas of Australia. Sydney: 
Reader’s Digest. 1977. Maps 13 and 22 include the area 
concerned.
 Note 6. Solander, a botanist, was one of Linnaeus’ 
favorite students and one of the many he sent to various 
distant places around the world to collect plants unknown to 
Europeans.
 Note 7. “Only the lack of an M.D. degree has kept the 
greatest explorer of all times from also being recognized as 
the world’s fi rst practicing nutritionist.” He conquered scurvy 
on his ships.

924. China. Imperial Maritime Customs. 1900. Returns and 
reports on trade, Newchwang, 1899. Shanghai, China. See p. 
4. *
• Summary: The new-style foreign soya bean mills were able 
“to make a profi t at prices which caused a loss to the old-
style mills.” Address: Shanghai, China.

925. Hutchison, Robert. 1900. Food and the principles 
of dietetics [1st ed]. New York, NY: William Wood & 
Company. xviii + 548 p. Plus 3 leaves of colored plates. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 13, “The pulses–Roots and tubers,” 
contains a table (p. 225) titled “Composition of pulses,” 
which gives the nutritional composition (based on many 
analyses) of 13 pulses, including soy beans, soy bean fl our, 
peanuts, lentils, horse beans (dry), broad or Windsor beans, 
French beans (haricots verts), haricots (haricots blancs), 
etc. For each is given the percentage of water, proteid, 
carbohydrates, fat, cellulose, and mineral matter. Soy bean 
fl our is the highest in proteid (39.5%), followed by soy beans 
(32.9%). Peanuts are the highest is fat (44.3%), followed by 
soy beans (18.1%), and soy bean fl our (13.7%).

 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soy bean fl our.” There 
is a basic description of each of the major pulses. We read 
(p. 226-27): “The Soy Bean (Glycine hispida) is the richest 
of all the pulses in proteid, and also has a large amount of 
fat, but very little starch. For this reason it is of use as a 
bread substitute in diabetes, a fl our being prepared from it 
and made into loaves or biscuits. In China and Japan it is 
extensively eaten in the form of soy cheese [tofu], and as 
various sauces and pastes [miso], all of which are rich in 
proteid and so are fi tted to supplement the defi ciencies of 
rice. It is also grown in Southern Europe.
 “The Peanut (Arachis hypogæa), although botanically 
one of the pulses, really resembles more closely the true nuts. 
Like these, it is rich in proteids and fat, and may be used as a 
diabetic food. It enters into the composition of a patent food 
know as ‘Nutrose,’ and after expression of the oil it forms 
cakes for cattle.”
 The section on diabetes has a subsection on “Diabetic 
breads” (p. 475-76) stating that gluten, the chief proteid of 
wheat, was one of the fi rst substances to be used in making 
them. More recently, oily nuts and “the soja bean” have also 
been used. Many of these breads, and especially the gluten 
breads, “are by no means free from starch.”
 A table (p. 196) compares the “composition of 
wholemeal and white bread.” Wholemeal bread contains 5 
times as much “cellulose” [dietary fi ber] as white bread, yet 
white bread contains slightly more proteid. A second table 
(based on analyses by Atwater) compares the composition 
of “white bread, brown bread, and Graham bread.” There is 
a vigorous debate as to which of these is better nutritionally. 
Also discusses: Wholemeal bread, and Graham bread. Robert 
Hutchison was born in 1871. Address: M.D. Edinburgh, 
F.R.C.P., Asst. Physician to the London Hospital and to the 
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond St. [London].

926. Satow, Ernest M. ed. 1900. The voyage of Captain 
John Saris to Japan, 1613. London: Printed for the Hakluyt 
Society. viii + lxxxvii + 242 + 20 p. See p. 126. Series: 
Works Issued by the Hakluyt Society (London). 2nd Series. 
No. 5. [20 ref]
• Summary: On 29 Aug. 1613, while in Japan (near 
Shizuoka), Saris wrote: “Of Cheese* they haue plentie. 
Butter they make none, neither will they eate any Milke, 
because they hold it to bee as bloud, nor tame beasts.”
 (Footnote [by Satow]: *”This must be a mistake of 
Saris. Perhaps he mistook bean-curd (tôfu) for cheese, which 
is not known to have at any time formed part of the diet of 
the Japanese”).
 Note 1. The body of this work is a log kept by Captain 
Saris during his voyage to Japan and nearby areas. Each 
entry is dated. His spelling conventions have been preserved.
 Note 2. Richard Hakluyt (pronounced HAK-luyt; 
lived ca. 1552-1616) was an English geographer and 
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historian of Welsh extraction. He decided at an early age 
to devote his life to “globes, maps, and spheres.” A good 
researcher, he burrowed into all the records he could fi nd 
of the early Spanish and French voyages, and laid before 
Queen Elizabeth a one-man encyclopedia of the wonders 
of America. It was, he assured everyone, a land “of huge 
and unknown greatness,” though he himself had never 
been west of Bristol, England. In short, he helped to paint a 
picture of America as a land veined with gold and blazing 
with precious stones–the English version of the Spanish El 
Dorado.
 An illustration (frontispiece) facing the title page shows 
the Shogun Ieyasu, seated in fl owing robes. Address: Sir, 
K.C.M.G. [Knight Commander of (the Order of) St. Michael 
and St. George, Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary to Japan [England].

927. Woll, Fritz Wilhelm. 1900. A book on silage. Revised 
and enlarged ed. Chicago and New York: Rand, McNally & 
Co. 233 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Silage crops” notes that 
“Indian corn” is the most important silage plant, followed in 
importance by clover. In the fi nal section, titled “Other silage 
crops” (p. 30+) are subsections on alfalfa (lucern), sorghum, 
cow peas, and “Soja beans (soy beans).” In the latter (p. 33) 
we read: “According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
‘the soy bean is highly nutritive, gives a heavy yield, and is 
easily cultivated. The vigorous late varieties are well adapted 
for silage. The crop is frequently siloed with corn (2 parts 
of the latter to 1 of the former), and like other legumes it 
improves the silage by tending to counteract the acid reaction 
of corn silage.’”
 The Introduction states: “The fi rst silo built in the 
United States is said to have been erected by Mr. F. Morris 
of Maryland, in 1876.” The present number of silos in the 
USA is estimated at about 300,000 or more. “New York, 
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and all other States 
where dairying is an important industry, have numbers 
ranging from several hundreds up into the thousands... In 
England, where the silo was introduced a little later than 
in the United States, there were only six silos in 1882; but 
according to offi cial statistics the number was 600 in 1884, 
1183 in 1885, 1605 in 1886, and 2694 in 1887. No later 
statistics are available.”
 “Alfalfa (lucern) is the great coarse forage plant of the 
West, and in irrigated districts will yield more food materials 
per acre of land than perhaps any other crop. Three or four 
cuttings, each yielding a ton to a ton and a half of hay, are 
common in these regions.”
 Note: This is by far the most comprehensive discussion 
of silage by an American author to date. F.W. Woll was born 
in 1865. The fi rst edition of this book was published in 1895. 
Address: Michigan Agricultural College.

928. Wilkinson, Richard James. 1901-1902. A Malay-English 
dictionary. Singapore: Kelly & Walsh Ltd. 700 p. 31 cm.
• Summary: This book was published in two parts in 1901 
and 1902 but continuously paginated. Under tempe we read 
(p. 190): “Jav. A kind of dish; beans prepared in a certain 
way.” Under tauge: “[Chinese tau-ge]. A vegetable; bean 
sprouts.” The soybean is mentioned under kachang (p. 
492) and is written “K. jepun–the soy bean, soya hispida. 
Other entries at kachang are: K. botor–psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus. K. china–the pea-nut, arachis hypogæa. K. 
goreng–the pea nut, arachis hypogæa. K. kedelai–a bean 
(dolichos lablab ?). K. kelisah–(Kedah) psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus. Also k. kotor. K. menila–voandzeia 
subterranea.
 Also discusses: bijan (sesamum-seed, sesamum 
indicum, p. 139). tapai (rice fermented with ragi [tapeh], 
p. 151). ragi (yeast or leaven, p. 316). kedelai–Kachang 
kedelai: a plant, phaseolus mungo; Height about 180. Also 
kedele and kedeli (p. 508).
 Note 1. This book is hard to use since the order of words 
follows the Malay alphabet. The digital edition on Google 
Books is easier to use.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) that mentions tempeh, which it calls tempe.
 Note 3. The author lived 1867-1941. Address: Straits 
Settlements Civil Service [British].

929. Chamberlain, Basil Hall; Mason, W.B. 1901. Handbook 
for travellers in Japan: Including the whole empire from 
Yezo to Formosa. 6th ed., revised. London: John Murray; 
Yokohama, Shanghai, Hongkong, Singapore: Kelly & Walsh, 
Ltd. ix + 577 + 94 p. “With 28 maps and plans and numerous 
illustrations.” Index.
• Summary: This 6th edition is quite similar to the 1899 5th 
edition, but with some important changes, and 41 pages of 
additional advertisements at the rear. In the concise English-
Japanese dictionary (p. 21-22): Beans–mame. Soy–shôyu, 
shitaji.
 Eastern Japan: Chôshi (Inn, Daishin): “Chôshi is noted 
for its soy, the manufacture of which may be seen at Tanaka 
Gemba’s establishment, the oldest and largest, which 
supplies the Imperial Household.”
 In the ads at the back is a full page advertisement (p. 
49) for “Higeta Soy, manufactured by G. Tanaka, Chôshi, 
Shimôsa, Japan.” An illustration shows the Higeta trade 
mark. “Higeta Soy dates from 1615 A. D. (Second year of 
Genwa).
 “Higeta Soy is honoured with the distinguished 
patronage of the Imperial Household.
 “Higeta Soy was awarded the superior medal at the 
World’s Fair at Chicago [Illinois], and gold and other 
superior medals by the Home Exhibitions.
 “Higeta Soy has an excellent fl avour and is very 
nutritious, being made of the best kind of bean, wheat, rice, 
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and table salt.” A table gives a nutritional analysis.
 “Higeta Soy, not being acrid, is suited for ladies and 
children.
 “Higeta Soy can be preserved even in hot countries, 
if kept in a dark place. This fact has been proved by many 
years’ experience.” Detailed directions for use are given.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that 
mentions “Higeta” in connection with soy sauce. Address: 
1. Emeritus Prof. of Japanese and Philology in the Imperial 
Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo; 2. Corresponding member of the 
Royal Scottish Geographical Society, and late of the Imperial 
Japanese Dep. of Communications.

930. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. 
Manchuria: Its people, resources, 
and recent history. London: 
Methuen & Co. xii + 293 p. See p. 
180-84, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: The Preface states 
that Hosie was in charge of the 
British consulate at Newchwang 
in Manchuria from Nov. 1894 
to July 1897 and from April 
1899 to April 1900. In 1900 he 
made the fi rst careful estimate of 
soybean production in Manchuria, 
calculating the amount at 600,000 
tons. He noted that during that 
period most of Manchuria’s soybean 
exports went to southern China, 
through the ports of Swatow, Amoy, 
and Canton, where mills were 
erected for extracting the oil; the 
cake was used for fertilizing sugar 
plantations there and in Java. Nearly 

all of the soybean oil exported from 
Manchuria was consumed in China.
 Note 1. This is the earliest 
document seen that gives soybean 
production or area statistics for 
Manchuria.
 Chapter 2, titled “Recent events 
in Manchuria” (p. 39-72) begins with 
the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95 (it 
began on 3 Aug. 1894 and concerned 
a dispute over the kingdom of Corea 
[Korea]), the Japanese invasion of Corea 
and Manchuria, Japanese victory and the 
treaty of Shimonoseki (17 April 1895), the 
complexities of railway construction and 
fi nancing in Manchuria (from the start of 
construction of the Manchurian Railway 
on 28 Aug. 1897), and the expected effects 
of the new railroads on Manchurian 

trade. Manchurian trade currently labors under serious 
disadvantages due largely to climatic conditions, absence of 
good roads, and the slow and clumsy methods of transport. 
“I have said that it is practically impossible to sow, reap, and 
export [soy] beans, the most valuable trade product of the 
country, in the same year, and that they have to be carried by 
cart and stored at depots on the waterways to await shipment 
when the ice breaks up in the following spring. In this way 
capital is locked up for months and heavy storage charges are 
incurred” (p. 67). The Russian Central Manchurian Railway 
should greatly alleviate these problems. Bubonic plague 
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struck Manchuria in 1899 (p. 69).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) 
concerning the transportation of soybeans by railway.
 Chapter 7, titled “Agriculture and agricultural products” 
(p. 172-98) contains extensive information on “Beans” 
(which are actually soybeans). Beans are often used on large 
farms in the second year of a 4-year crop rotation consisting 
of millet, beans, rice (or barley or wheat), and millet. Other 
important cereal crops are Job’s tears (Coix lachryma, used 
medicinally and in making sweetmeats) and tall millet (Kao-
liang).
 “A large variety of beans is grown in Manchuria, and, 
together with their resultants, bean-cake and bean-oil, they 
constitute by far the most valuable item in the export trade of 
the three provinces.” In April they are sown by hand in drills, 
and the crop ripens in September. “The Chinese distinguish 
the beans of commerce by their colours, and they are known 
as Yellow (Huang Tou), Green (Ch’ing Tou), Black (Hei, 
or Wu Tou), White (Pai Tou), Red (Hung Tou) and Small 
Green (Lü Tou). The yellow, green and black are varieties 
of the soy bean (Glycine hispida, Moench., or Dolichos 
soja, L.)...” The white and red beans are “the ray-fruited 
dwarf bean (Phaseolus radiatus, L.)” [azuki bean]. The Lü 
Tou (small green bean, Phaseolus mungo, L.) [mung bean], 
“the smallest but one of the most important of the beans 
of commerce cultivated in Manchuria,” is used to make 
vermicelli and bean sprouts (p. 184).
 Concerning soy beans: The “yield per acre, which 
requires from 16 to 18 lb. of seed, is estimated at from 27 to 
39 bushels, with a weight of about 40 lb. per bushel.” [Note: 
A U.S. bushel of soy beans weighs 60 lb.]. “Each variety of 
soy bean has a number of sub-species. The yellow has three, 
known respectively as (a) Pai-mei (white eyebrow), from 
the white scar on the saddle or point of attachment to the 
pod; (b) Chin-huang, or Chin-yüan (golden yellow or golden 
round), from the golden colour and more rounded shape of 
the bean; and (c) Hei-chi (black belly), from the dark brown 
scar on the saddle. All the three sub-species are highly prized 
for the quantity of oil or fat which they contain, but sub-
species (a) and (b) are noted for the quality of the bean-curd 
(Tou-fu) or legumine obtained from them, as well as for the 
sprouts which are procured by soaking the beans in water, 
and which are greatly relished as a vegetable.
 “There are two sub-species of the green bean (Ching-
Tou).” One has a green epidermis (skin) but is yellow inside, 
while the other is green on the both the surface and inside.
 The black bean (Wu Tou) has three sub-species:–(a) To-
wu-tou (large black bean), where the epidermis is black and 
the inside green. It yields oil or fat, and it is likewise boiled 
with millet or rice and used for food.
 “(b) Hsiao-wu-tou (small black bean), where the bean 
is somewhat smaller than the sub-species (a), with a black 
epidermis and yellow inside. It is largely used for horse feed 
and also yields oil, the refuse being employed for feeding 

pigs. It is likewise pickled for food.
 “(c) Pien-wu-tou (fl at black bean), where the epidermis 
is black and the inside yellow. It is fl attened and elliptical in 
shape, and is mostly used for pickling and for horse feed.” 
(p. 181-82).
 A detailed description is then given of Tou-fu, or bean 
curd, and how it is made (p. 183-84).
 “Besides these beans of commerce there are several 
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as...; the 
Mao Tou, or hairy bean [probably green vegetable soybeans], 
with short hairy pods, each containing one to three beans 
(epidermis white and inside green);... With the exception 
of the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the 
pods” (p. 186).
 “The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield 
oil are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or 
soy bean,” (2) Castor oil plant. (3) Sesamum orientale, or 
sesame. (4) Perilla ocymoides, L., or perilla. (5) The cotton 
plant. (6) Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant. “The 
names and uses of these [six] oils are the following: (1) 
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting” 
[illumination]. All these six “oil-yielding seeds” (with the 
exception of sesamum seeds, which are roasted) are crushed, 
steamed and subjected to great pressure. A table (p. 188) 
shows the percentage and value of the oil and cake extracted 
from these six seeds.
 A black-and-white photo shows a Chinese bean mill at 
Newchwang with a huge granite stone wheel (facing p. 220).
 Also discusses: Job’s tears or pearl barley (p. 180-81). 
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which 
is red or white, p. 182-83). Hemp, a valuable textile plant (p. 
186-88, 251). Sesamum seed (p. 188). Ground-nuts [peanuts] 
(p. 188, 251). The ground nut (Arachis hypogæa, L.) is 
cultivated in Manchuria for food, however not to any great 
extent. The oil is not extracted from the nuts, as it is in the 
south of China. Seaweed (p. 258).
 A second edition of this work was published in 1904 
(London: Methuen & Co., 293 p.; New York: C. Scribner’s 
Sons; see p. 181-87). In the 1910 ed. (published in Boston 
by J.B. Millet Co.; 320 p.), see p. 75-79. Address: M.A., 
F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at 
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

931. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Tou-fu or bean curd (Document 
part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 293 p. See p. 183-84.
• Summary: “The Tou-fu, or bean curd,... is a product of 
universal consumption in China. The beans–yellow or 
green–are steeped overnight in cold or, if time is an object, 
in warm water. In the morning they are taken out much 
swollen and ground in a stone mill, water being poured in 
at the hole in the top of the mill-stone every few seconds to 
hasten the process. The whole is then collected and passed 
through a sieve or piece of cloth, which retains the epidermis 
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of the beans. The fi ltrate is thereafter poured into a pot and 
brought to the boil. It is then poured into an earthenware 
kang, or jar, and half a bowl of brine (Lu shui) [nigari], from 
sea-salt, well diluted, is added to and stirred in it to cause 
coagulation of the legumine. This occurs in about an hour, 
when it is transferred to a wooden frame some three inches 
deep, with wooden sides and bottom, whereon a cloth has 
been previously spread. The water escapes through the cloth 
and by a drainage opening at the end of the frame, the cloth 
is folded over the legumine, and a lid of bamboos or reeds 
is placed on the top and weighted with stones to press out 
the moisture and shape the curd to the size of the frame. 
This is soon completed; the stones and lid are removed; and 
the cloth folded back exposes a whitish grey mass of the 
consistency of cream cheese. It is now ready to be cut up by 
knife, and is sold at from 8 to 9 copper cash (960 to 1,000 
copper cash = 1 Mexican dollar = about 2s.) a catty of 1 1/3 
lb. Three shêng (1 shêng = 3 catties = 4 lb.) of beans will 
yield 50 catties, or 66 2/3 lb. of bean-curd. Besides the actual 
curd various analogous substances are produced, such, for 
example, as Tou-fu-kan-tzu (dry bean-curd cakes), where the 
curd is cut up and undergoes additional pressure; Tou-fu-nao 
(bean-curd brain), a substance of less consistency than the 
curd itself, obtained by putting powdered gypsum instead 
of brine in the fi ltrate after it has been brought to the boil; 
Tou-fu-p’i (bean-curd skin [yuba]), the scum of the boiling 
fi ltrate, which is taken off and hung up to dry; Ch’ien-
chang-tou-fu (bean-curd wafers or sheets), made by placing 
thin layers of the legumine in cloth and subjecting them to 
considerable pressure, and Tung-tou-fu (frozen bean-curd), 
where the bean-curd is cut up, frozen and then exposed to the 
rays of the sun, whereby the greater part of the moisture is 
removed during the process of thawing.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term Tou-fu-p’i to refer to 
yuba.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “bean-curd 
skin” (regardless of hyphenation or spacing) to refer to yuba.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “dry bean-curd” or 
the term “dry bean-curd cakes” (regardless of hyphenation 
or spacing) to refer to pressed tofu (doufu-gan). Address: 
M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at 
Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

932. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Lü Tou (green bean) [mung 
bean], other edible beans, and oil-yielding seeds (Document 
part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 293 p. See p. 184-88.
• Summary: In Chapter VII, “Agriculture and Agricultural 
Products,” after discussing the different types of bean curd, 
the author continues: “I now pass to the Lü Tou (green 
bean) [mung bean]–Phaseolus mungo, L.–the smallest but 

one of the most important beans of commerce cultivated in 
Manchuria. The epidermis is of a dark green colour, while 
the inside is whitish yellow, shading to green. It is somewhat 
blunted at the ends and has a white scar on the saddle. Its 
bulk is about one-fi fth the size of a yellow bean (Hei chi), 
and twenty of the latter taken at random weigh as much as a 
hundred and fi ve of the former. It is much harder than the soy 
bean; in other words, it contains little fat. This bean, when 
soaked in water, produces excellent sprouts, but it is mainly 
and universally used for the manufacture of vermicelli. The 
process of manufacture is so novel and unique as to deserve 
minute description, and it is just possible that it will lead to 
similar, if not so primitive, industries in Western lands.” A 
long description follows.
 “The vermicelli has a beautiful whitish watery colour 
resembling to a great extent isinglass, from which, however, 
it differs in that it is impossible to melt it by boiling. It 
enters largely into the native diet throughout the whole of 
China, and it will be found in every land in which Chinese 
have settled. To the foreign palate it is somewhat insipid 
and tasteless, but it should not be diffi cult to add a similarly 
manufactured article of any desired fl avouring.
 “Besides these beans of commerce there are several 
varieties of garden beans cultivated for food, such as the 
Yün Tou, of which there are two sub-species, white and red; 
the Chiang Tou, with several sub-species, pea-yellow and 
mixed, dull red and yellow predominating; the Mao Tou, 
or hairy bean [green vegetable soybean], with short hairy 
pods, each containing one to three beans (epidermis white 
and inside green); and Pien Tou, so called from its short but 
broad fl at pod, which also contains one to three beans. The 
latter is named Dolichos lablab, L. With the exception of 
the Mao Tou these are usually cooked and eaten with the 
pods. The common pea–Pisum sativum, L.–is also grown in 
Manchuria, especially in the Liao-tung Peninsula. As stated 
above, it is ground up with barley and used as a ferment in 
the manufacture of spirit (Shao Chiu).”
 “The plants grown in Manchuria whose seeds yield oil 
are six in number. They are (1) Dolichos soja, L., or soy bean 
above referred to; (2) Ricinus communis, L., or castor oil 
plant; (3) Sesamum orientale, L.; (4) Perilla ocymoides, L.; 
(5) Gossypium herbaceum, L., or the cotton plant, and (6) 
Cannabis sativa, L., or the true hemp plant.
 “The names and uses of the oil are the following: (1) 
Tou yu [soy bean oil]–cooking, mixing paints and lighting; 
(2) Ta ma (or Pi ma) yu [castor oil]–lubricating or candle 
making; (3) Hsiang yu [sesame oil]–cooking (4) Su yu–
boiled and used in place of linseed oil. (5) Hua tzü (or Hei) 
yu [cottonseed oil]–lighting, softening leather and harness, 
and as hair oil; (6) Ma tzü yu [hemp oil]–mixing paints. All 
these seeds, with the exception of sesamum seeds, which are 
roasted, are crushed, steamed and subjected to great pressure, 
and the following table gives approximately the percentage 
and value of the oil extracted: -”
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 The table (p. 188) shows the common English name of 
each of the “oil-yielding seeds” ([soy] beans, perilla seed, 
hemp seed, castor seed, sesamum seed, cotton seed), the 
quantity (in catties; 1 catty = ca. 1.32 lb), value (taels), oil 
(weight in catties and value in taels per 100 catties), refuse 
cakes (weight in catties and value in taels per 100 catties).
 “The ground nut (Arachis hypogæa, L.) is cultivated in 
Manchuria for food, not, however to any great extent, and 
oil is not extracted from the nuts as in the south of China.” 
Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British Consul, 
Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

933. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Chapter IX–Special industries 
of Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii 
+ 293 p. See p. 218-24.
• Summary: One of the most important commercial 
industries of Manchuria is that which makes bean-cake 
and bean-oil, using a crush-stone mill and wedge press. 
The author explains “the method adopted in Manchuria for 
extracting the oil. A large stone wheel of dressed granite 
about ten feet in diameter and two and a half feet thick at 
the axis, gradually contracting to a foot at the rim, which is 
smooth, revolves in a circular well from thirty to thirty-six 
inches broad, paved with stone and bounded on each side 
by a low wall of concrete or wood two to three feet high. 
The massive wooden axle on which the wheel revolves has 
its opposite end fi rmly fi xed in a huge beam which rises 
vertically from the centre of the hollow circle formed by the 
inner wall of the well and which revolves with the wheel. 
Behind the wheel and supported by a plank fi xed near the 
opposite end of the axle is a wooden framework which just 
sweeps the fl oor of the well.”
 “The beans to be crushed are heaped in the well against 
the inner wall. Two mules, blindfolded, are harnessed to the 
wheel, one in front, the other behind, and walk in a track 
outside the outer wall... In this way the beans are crushed 
into thin wafers; but this style of wheel is now somewhat 
antiquated, and has been to a great extent superseded by an 
improved method of feeding and crushing, which I shall 
now describe. A massive stone roller, measuring forty-two 
inches long with a diameter of fi fty-three inches, has the 
centre of its rim cut to a depth of a quarter to half an inch 
and polished.” “Two mules, whose track lies outside the low 
encircling wall, are harnessed to the projecting ends of the 
planks.” A full-page photo (facing p. 220) shows a “Chinese 
bean mill in Newchwang.”
 When the fi rst process, the crushing of the beans, is 
fi nished, the bean wafers are removed from the gutter in 
baskets and steamed. Details of the steaming apparatus are 
given. A circular wooden grating, lined with hempen cloth, 
is placed over a a large, shallow, circular iron pot more 
than half full of boiling water. Bean wafers are placed on 
the cloth and steamed for 15 minutes. They are then placed 

in numerous iron hoops, each 23 inches in diameter, lined 
with grass. These are stacked fi ve high and pressed. The 
press “consists of four massive wooden pillars, some ten 
feet high, embedded in the ground, and arranged in two 
pairs at a short distance from each other, each pair bound 
together at the top and forming an angle.” Longer logs 
are placed crosswise so they pass “through the two angles 
made by the two pairs of pillars until the space between the 
cakes and the cross log uniting the pillars is fi lled. Wooden 
wedges, bound at the thick end with iron, are now driven 
in between the upper logs at each side by the workman, 
who wields with great effect a heavy, short-handled iron 
hammer suspended at each side from a cross beam erected 
above the press. After a few minutes the oil may be seen 
pouring from the cakes, descending to the wooden base, and 
thence fi nding its way to the underground tank. From time 
to time the wedges are knocked out, another log inserted, 
and the wedges again driven home. This process goes on for 
two hours, when the extraction is complete. The cakes are 
then dragged from the press and the iron hoops and grass 
casings removed. Each cake is now a solid mass, twenty-
three inched in diameter and four inches thick, with a slight 
protuberance all around the centre of the edge, caused by 
the great pressure on the weak part of the cake between the 
two iron hoops.” The trimmed cakes weigh 53 catties each. 
About 9% of the original weight of the soybeans is expressed 
as oil. The trimmed cakes “are stored in godowns ready for 
shipment to Swatow and Amoy, where they are macerated 
and applied to the sugar cane fi elds as manure.” The average 
prices (in Newchwang taels) of [soy] beans, bean-cake, and 
bean-oil during the decade (decennary) ending in 1891, and 
in the year 1897, are given. “In the decennary ending 1891 
the average values were: Beans, Newchwang taels 2.91 per 
picul of 300 catties (400 lb); Bean-cake, N. taels 3.69 per ten 
pieces, and Bean-oil, N. taels 3.43 per picul of 100 catties.”
 “This oil is used for both cooking and lighting [in 
lamps], and is exported by steamer and junk to all parts 
of China. Up the Yang-tsze, however, and in the southern 
provinces, it has rivals in the so-called tea-oil and ground 
nut-oil manufactured from the seeds of Camellia sasanqua, 
Thunb., and Arachis hypogæa, L., respectively. In 1896 a 
bean-oil factory with foreign machinery manufactured in 
Hong-Kong was erected in the port of Newchwang. The 
beans are crushed between pairs of iron cylinders driven 
by steam, and the crushed bean wafers, treated as above 
described, are placed in iron screw presses turned by capstan 
bars by hand. With this exception the process of manufacture 
is the same as in the native mills. In the foreign mill the oil 
is pumped from the underground reservoirs into iron tanks, 
where it is stored before being run into the wicker waterproof 
baskets for shipment. Oil extracted in the mills in the far 
interior of Manchuria is packed in large waterproof boxes 
to enable it to bear the rough transit by cart to the port, and 
on arrival at Newchwang the boxes are opened and the oil 
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transferred to baskets for export.” Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., 
Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen 
(Scotland or Hong Kong).

934. Hosie, Alexander. 1901. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Chapter X–The trade of 
Manchuria (Document part). London: Methuen & Co. xii + 
293 p. See p. 236-59.
• Summary: “There can be no doubt that millet (Horcus 
sorghum, L.) is the principal and most valuable crop of 
Manchuria; but being the staple food of the people, the 
common feed of beasts of burden, and the grain used by 
the distilleries in the manufacture of samshu, it is nearly all 
consumed in the country itself.” The rest is exported to other 
parts of China. Other important related grain crops are Kao-
liang (Holcus sorghum, L.) and Hsiao-mi (Setaria italica, 
Kth.).
 The port of Newchwang is the only Manchurian port 
still open to foreign trade and the only place at which reliable 
trade statistics were available. These statistics, collected and 
published by the Imperial Maritime or Foreign Customs, 
cover the trade in vessels for foreign type only, and do not 
include the native junk trade, which is conducted under the 
supervision of the Native Custom-House. The latter type of 
trade is considerable, but the statistics are not reliable.
 After the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-95, Japan invaded 
and occupied the southern province of Manchuria. Some 
expressed gloomy views concerning the commercial future 
of Manchuria, but Japan has now become the main market 
for Manchurian agricultural products, and in turn is now 
trying to sell her manufactured goods to Manchuria. Since 
the war, the trade of Manchuria has actually trebled. “The 
chief export from Manchuria is beans and their products, 
bean-cake and bean-oil...” A table (p. 242) shows “Exports of 
beans, bean-cake and bean-oil for 1898 and 1899 in foreign-
type vessels. For each product is given the quantity (tons) 
and value (in both Haikwan taels and British pounds). In 
1899 the quantities were as follows: [Soy] Beans (yellow 
153,745 tons {58.6% of total weight} worth 4,694,750 
Haikwan taels; green 95,649 tons {35.3% of weight} worth 
3,306,172 taels; black 21,076 tons {7.8%} worth 602,492 
taels) totaling 270,470 tons worth 8,603,414 taels. Bean-cake 
260,798 tons worth 6,711,364 taels (=£1,010,200). Bean-oil 
9,512 tons worth 1,000,193 taels (=£150,550).
 An estimated additional 30,000 tons of [soy] beans were 
exported that year from Newchwang in junks headed for 
China Proper.
 “A few years ago the consumption of pulse and bean-
cake was practically confi ned to the southern provinces of 
China (through the ports of Swatow, Amoy and Canton), 
where mills were erected for extracting the oil from 
beans and the bean-cake was used for fertilising the sugar 
plantations.” Since the Chino-Japanese [Sino-Japanese] was 
of 1894-95, Japan has occupied the Liao-tung Peninsula 

and realized the value of Manchurian agricultural products. 
In 1899 Japan’s purchases of these products had surpassed 
that exported to Southern China. In Japan, “bean-cake is 
replacing fi sh manure,” which in recent years has become 
scarce and expensive due to the shortage of herrings along 
the Japanese coast. From Canton, some bean-meal goes to 
the sugar fi elds of Java. Nearly all of the bean-oil exported 
through Newchwang is consumed in China. Due to the rough 
roads, bean-oil from the interior of Manchuria is brought in 
large, strong watertight wooden boxes lined with paper to 
the port of shipment, where the boxes are broken up and the 
contents, like the oil extracted in Newchwang itself, poured 
for export into large brittle jar- or carafe-shaped wicker 
baskets lined inside and outside with layers of waterproof 
paper.”
 Beans and their products “are, in a word, the wealth of 
Manchuria.”
 A table titled “Summary of the export trade of 
Manchuria through Newchwang, 1898-1899” (p. 252) shows 
that beans, bean-cake, and bean-oil are by far the most 
valuable export, worth much more than all other exports 
combined. In 1899 they were worth 2.5 million British 
pounds in exports alone.
 A second table titled “Distribution of Manchurian 
exports through the Port of Newchwang, 1898-99” (p. 253) 
shows that in 1899, the destinations receiving exports of 
greatest value were (in million British pounds sterling): 
Japan 1.2, Shanghai 0.95, Swatow 0.505, Canton 0.404, and 
Amoy 0.272.
 A fi nal table (p. 259) shows that in 1899 the tonnage 
exported from Manchuria by steam ship was more than 38 
times as great as the tonnage exported by sailing ship to 
destinations.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that uses the term “bean-meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans. Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once 
Acting British Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland 
or Hong Kong).

935. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1901. The laboratory companion 
to fats and oils industries. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; 
New York: The Macmillan Co. xi + 147 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This book is mainly a collection of tables 
containing all known numerical values (constants and 
variables) concerning oils and fats. The three tables 
concerning vegetable oils are divided as follows: (1) Drying 
oils (p. 42-43), incl. linseed oil, tung oil (Chinese; wood oil 
in Japanese), lallemantia, candle nut, hemp seed. (2) Semi-
drying oils (p. 44-45), incl. cameline (German sesamé), soja 
bean, pumpkin seed, maize-corn, sesamé. (3) Non-drying 
oils (p. 46-47). incl. quince, almond, arachis, etc.
 For each oil, a large fold-out table gives the following 
values, which we shall give for the soja bean: Source 
(scientifi c / botanical name of plant): Soja hispida. Native 
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country: China and Japan. Yield from seed or fruit (%): --. 
(1) Constants–Specifi c gravity at 15ºC: 0.9242–0.9270. 
Solidifying point: -8ºC. Melting point: ---. Insoluble fatty 
acids + unsaponifi able (Hehner value): 95.5%. Reichert 
(R.) or Reichert-Meissl (R.M.) value: ---. Saponifi cation 
value: 192.7. Iodine value: 121.7. Thermal test: Maumené 
60ºC & bromination ---ºC. Refractive index: ---ºC, Oleo 
refractometer ---, Butyro refractometer ---ºC. Acetyl value: 
---. (2) Variables–Acetyl value: ---. Acid value: 4.5 mgrms. 
KOH Unsaponifi able matter: 0.22%. (3) Constants of the 
mixed fatty acids–Specifi c gravity: ---. Solidifying point: 
24ºC. Melting point: 28ºC. Saturation No.: --- (Mgrms. 
KOH). Iodine value–Mixed acids: 119, Liquid acids: ---. 
Refractive index: --- ºC. Thermal test: Mmé [Maumené]: ---, 
Brm. [Bromination]: ---.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2003) 
that uses the term “Acid value” (4.5) in connection with the 
soja bean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006) 
that uses the terms “Refractive index” in connection with the 
soja bean, however no values are given.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2003) that uses the term “tung oil” (p. 42-43). 
Also called “wood oil” (Japanese), it comes from the tree 
Aleurites cordata (also named Elæococca vernicia).
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2008) 
that gives constants for soy oil.
 Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: London. 
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and 
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in 
“fats and oils, including candle manufacture” to the City and 
Guilds of London Inst.

936. Mukerji, Nitya Gopal. 1901. Hand-book of Indian 
agriculture. Calcutta: Thacker Spink & Co. xxv + 894 p. See 
p. 261, 263. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Though soybeans are not listed in the index, 
they are mentioned briefl y in chapter 31, titled “Pulses.” “(7) 
Glycine hispida, the Soya bean, bhát or Gari-kalái.
 In a table on page 263 summarizing the principal facts 
regarding the cultivation of 13 pulse crops, we read that 
Soy bean (Gari kalai) should be sown at the beginning 
of November, at the rate of 30 pounds of seed per acre. 
Harvested at the end of March, a typical yield is 400 to 
500 lb/acre of seed. Remarks: “This contains 400% of 
albuminoids. Prof. Kinch of Cirencester drew the notice of 
the Govt. of India to the fact. Grows abundantly in Manipur 
and Naga hills. It is the richest pulse crop of China and 
Japan. Experiments should be conducted with a view to 
introduce this pulse in hilly tracts of other parts of India.”
 In Chapter 32, titled “Oil-seeds” (p. 266-68) the soybean 
is not mentioned. India’s main oil-seed exports (which go 
mainly to England and America) are linseed (8 million cwt) 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], rapeseed (4 million 

cwt), til (Sesamum indicum; nearly 2 million cwt), earthnuts 
([peanuts]; over 1 million cwt), and castor seed (nearly 1 
million cwt).
 Groundnuts are mentioned on pages 101 (ridging), 129 
(ploughing), 200, 202, 266, 360, 499, 555, 625. They (plus 
the oil and cake) are discussed in detail in a Chapter 38 titled 
“Ground-nut (Arachis hypogaea) (p. 282-83).
 Sesamum, gingelly or til are also mentioned on p. 199 
and 202. The author died in 1907. Address: M.A., Prof. of 
Agriculture and Agricultural Chemistry, Civil Engineering 
College, Sibpur, Bengal, India.

937. Yeo, I. Burney. 1901. Food in health and disease. 8th 
ed. Chicago, Illinois: W.T. Keener & Co. viii + 592 p. See p. 
383-84, 394, 399. Illust. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: A reprint of the June 1896 ed. Address: M.D., 
F.R.C.P., Prof. of Clinical Therapeutics, King’s College, 
London; Physician to King’s College Hospital [London, 
England].

938. Guy’s Hospital Gazette (London). 1902. Diabetes. 
Clinical lecture by Dr. Hale White, June 4, 1902. 16:289-98. 
July 19. Series 3. See p. 297.
• Summary: “Another point in the treatment of diabetes is 
that fats are particularly useful. Many a diabetic is given too 
much meat and not enough fats. They bear fats very much 
better than anything. I need not go over the various foods 
which are given in these cases. The substitutes for bread 
which contain little carbo-hydrate are gluten bread, soya 
beans, cocoa-nut fl our, almond fl our, plasmon, and these are 
those frequently met with in England.”
 Note: “For the shorthand notes of this lecture we are 
indebted to the Editor of the Clinical Journal.”

939. Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer (West Yorkshire, 
England). 1902. Summary of the news. Aug. 25. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: “The advocates of duties on imported 
articles generally, would do well to study the report of Mr. 
T.E. Thorpe, the Principal Chemist of the Government 
Laboratory, upon the work of his department during the 
year ending last March, which was issued Saturday. The 
imposition of a duty on sugar seemed at fi rst sight a simple 
operation; the dry details of Mr. Thorpe’s report show that 
it was a task of great diffi culty and complexity... Sugar, 
for the purposes of the tariff, included, of course, cognate 
substances and articles in the manufacture of which sugar or 
its equivalents are used. These included not only all kinds 
of confectionery and preserved fruits, but such articles as 
blacking and cattle foods, which contain molasses, and 
soy, a substance used largely in the manufacture of sauces. 
Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the soya bean, 
frequently consists almost entirely of molasses.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) in 
a British newspaper that contains the term “soya bean” (or 
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“soya beans”).

940. Worcestershire Chronicle (England). 1902. Some 
substitutes. Intoxicating “temperance” drinks. Aug. 30. p. 7, 
col. 2.
• Summary: “Soy, which when genuine, is an extract of the 
Soya bean, frequently consists entirely of molasses, and is 
used largely in the manufacture of sauces.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2014) in a British newspaper that contains the term “soya 
bean” (or “soya beans”).

941. Washington Post. 1902. Like oriental cuisine: Many 
Americans eat at Chinese restaurants. Nov. 30. p. 28.
• Summary: The ordinary bill of fare at Chinese restaurants 
in this city is bird’s nest soup, or birds’ nests a la Chinois; 
chop suey, chow fou, yet quo mien, chow mein, fou young 
dong and kee heong chan.”
 “Yet quo mien is perhaps the most popular item on the 
menu.” “Chop suey stands next in order of popularity.” The 
ingredients, which are listed, are hashed fi ne and fried in 
peanut oil. For cooking, the Chinese, being good Buddhists, 
never use lard or any other animal fat, employing in their 
place all manner of vegetable oils. With each dish of chop 
suey the waiter brings a small dish, such as is used for butter 
in American restaurants, fi lled with a peculiar brown sauce. 
This [soy sauce] is made in China of fermented beans, rice, 
and cabbage [sic], and is a great appetizer.
 “Many years ago a shrewd Englishman who had been in 
the East India service took this sauce, and by adding certain 
other ingredients, evolved the famous Worcestershire sauce, 
which to-day is found on the tables of every hotel in the 
civilized world.
 “It is surprising what the Chinese are able to make of 
beans. In the Heavenly Kingdom ‘bean curd’ is as staple an 
article of diet among the masses as bacon in this country. It is 
made by grinding beans moistened with water between two 
heavy stones, the product resembling cream. It is then taken, 
strained, fl avored, and subjected to several processes known 
only to the makers, and fi nally pressed into long cakes like 
castile soap, in which shape it is cut up in slices and sold.”
 “There the ordinary bill of fare is bird’s nest soup, or 
bird’s nest a la Chinois; chop suey, chow fou, yet quo mein, 
chow mein, fou young dong and kee heong chan.”

942. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1902. Vegetable fats and oils: Their 
practical preparation, purifi cation, properties, adulteration 
and examination. Translated from the German by Charles 
Salter. 2nd ed., enlarged. London: Scott, Greenwood & Son; 
New York: D. Van Norstrand Co. xvi + 342 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 6, titled “Non-drying vegetable 
oils” has a section on “Soja-bean oil which states (p. 170-
71): “Raw material.–”Chinese oil bean, Sao, Sojabean, 

the fruit of Doliches Soja [sic, Dolichos Soja] L. = Soja 
japonica, Soja Hispida, indigenous to China and Japan. 
The seeds, which are edible and possess a piquant fl avour, 
contain soja-bean oil, falsely designated ‘huile de pois.’ 
an oil also used for alimental [alimentary] purposes.” A 
table shows the composition, according to Meissl and 
Boecker. “Preparation.- Nothing is known on this head, 
but it is probably obtained by pressing in the ordinary way. 
Properties.–There is no information on this score.”
 This same chapter has sections on ground-nut oil, 
almond oil, Niger-seed oil, colza or rape oil, and sesame oil.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “Soja-bean oil” to refer 
to soybean oil.
 The next chapter, “Vegetable drying oils” discusses 
hempseed oil. Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925. Address: 
London.

943. Law, James Thomas. comp. 1902. Law’s grocer’s 
manual: A practical guide for tea and provision dealers, 
Italian warehousemen, chandlers, drysalters, bakers, 
confectioners, fruiterers, and general store-keepers. 2nd ed. 
London: Gilbert & Rivington, Ltd. 1185 p. See p. 872-73 
(soy), 957 (torfu [sic, tofu] or bean curd). Illust.
• Summary: “Soy.–This thick, brown liquid sauce, or 
ketchup, is not made from black beetles, as some humorous 
connoisseurs persist in suggesting, but from Soja beans, a 
kind of black beans, variously known as Glycine, or Dolichos 
soja, Soja hispida, etc., or Soy-beans, or peas...
 “Soy is generally made by boiling the beans till soft, and 
then mixing them with an equal weight of crushed wheat or 
barley and salt. After covering and leaving this mixture about 
24 hours to ferment, other ingredients are added, and the 
whole is then stirred daily for about two months. Finally, it is 
squeezed, and the liquid is fi ltered, and preserved in wooden 
vessels, in which it gradually brightens and clears by long 
keeping. It should be thick, but of a clear brown colour, not 
too salt or sweet, and of agreeable fl avour. When shaken in a 
glass bottle, it should leave a coat on the surface of a bright 
yellowish-brown colour.
 “The manufacture of China soy and ‘bean-curd,’ or 
‘cheese’ (see Torfu [tofu]), is said to be one of the most 
fl ourishing in the prefecture of Wenchow, where there are 
fi ve large factories making them from the Chin-Kiang white 
beans, sea-salt, fl our, and water.
 “The ordinary batch there is 123 1/3 lbs. of beans, which 
are fi rst washed and boiled for six hours in a large cauldron, 
after which the fi re is withdrawn, and the beans are allowed 
to simmer and cool for about 18 hours, after which they are 
ground to a thin paste with the water in a mill. The ‘broth’ is 
then drawn off and kept for use later on in the process. To the 
mash is added 213 1/3 lbs. of fl our. After being well mixed it 
is fi lled into large shallow baskets of bamboo, each of which 
is then fi tted on a wooden frame. These frames are piled one 
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on top of another to a great height, and are exposed in the 
sun for fi ve or six days, or in cold weather for seven or eight 
days, until the mash gives out the proper effl uvium and turns 
yellow. The mass is next emptied into a large vat, and on it is 
poured a quantity of clarifi ed brine, which has already been 
mixed with the bean ‘broth’ above mentioned. It is all then 
beaten up together and left to ferment. After three months or 
so, a yellow oil appears, and to this oil more brine is added 
(to each 667 lbs. of oil, 2,400 lbs. of brine), and about 10 per 
cent. of salt to thicken it. The result is ‘China Soy,’ of which 
there are about six different qualities, the best being about 
fi ve times the value of the lowest.
 “English soy.–An inferior article sometimes made in 
this country by simply saturating molasses, or treacle, with 
common salt. The better sort is made as follows:–Take 1 
gallon of malt syrup, 5 lbs treacle, 4¼ lbs. of salt, 1 qt. 
[quart] mushroom juice; mix with a gentle heat, and stir until 
thoroughly blended, and in a fortnight [14 days] the clear 
portion may be drawn off as a very fair imitation soy.
 “Soy forms the chief base of nearly all the bottled sauces 
and relishes in the market.
 “Apply to C. Windschuegl & Co., 1 Leadenhall Street, 
E.C.
 Note: The entry for tofu is listed separately in this 
bibliography (Law 1902) as a “document part.”
 The fi rst edition was published in 1896. A third edition 
was published in 1931 in London by W. Clowes & Sons (xiii 
+ 774 p.; edited and revised by C.L.T. Beeching). A fourth 
edition was published in 1950 in London by William Clowes 
& Son (xv + 814 p.; edited and revised by W.G. Copsey).

944. Law, James Thomas. comp. 1902. Law’s grocer’s 
manual: A practical guide for tea and provision dealers, 
Italian warehousemen, chandlers, drysalters, bakers, 
confectioners, fruiterers, and general store-keepers. 2nd ed.: 
Tofu (Document part). London: Gilbert & Rivington, Ltd. 
1185 p. See p. 957. Illust.
• Summary: “Torfu [sic, tofu] or Bean Curd.–(See also Soy.) 
A Japanese food product which is said to approach more 
nearly to animal food than any other vegetable. It is made by 
powdering the yellowish-white beans grown chiefl y in the 
North of China and the Himalayas. The powder, or meal, is 
impregnated with brine, and undergoes elaborate treatment 
until coagulated. and preserved in a mass. It contains about 
1-5 [one-fi fth] its weight of fat and 2-5 [two-fi fths] of 
nitrogenous matter, and when wanted for use is cut up into 
slabs which may be fried or toasted, and saturated with soy 
[sauce], so as to taste like a sweet bread, or it may be divided 
into small squares for soups, sauces, etc.”
 The fi rst edition was published in 1896. A third edition 
was published in 1931 in London by W. Clowes & Sons (xiii 
+ 774 p.; edited and revised by C.L.T. Beeching). A fourth 
edition was published in 1950 in London by William Clowes 
& Son (xv + 814 p.; edited and revised by W.G. Copsey).

945. Adams, George E. 1903. The soy bean. Rhode Island 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 92. p. 117-27. 
March.
• Summary: “The soy bean (Glycine hispida), also known 
as soja bean and coffee berry, is a native of southeastern 
Asia... This plant was taken to England about one hundred 
years ago, where it was grown for years without attracting 
any attention as an economic plant either as food for man or 
beast. In the southern states it was grown for many years, 
but not until about twenty years ago did it commence to 
attract attention as a forage plant. Within the past few years 
considerable attention has been given this plant by the 
different agricultural experiment stations, and its value as a 
food-plant has been clearly proven by feeding experiments 
in which the plant has been fed both in the green state and as 
hay... During the past ten years several varieties of soy beans 
have been grown at this Station... [Note: The names of these 
varieties are not listed.] All things considered, the Medium 
Early Green is the variety which has given the best results 
during the ten years in which these plants have been grown 
here. It makes a heavy growth of forage, retains its leaves 
well, and has not failed to ripen a crop of seed during that 
time.”
 “In experiments at this station, it has been shown that 
a liberal application of nitrate of soda interfered with the 
development of the root tubercles on the soy bean, as may 
be seen from the following table... In addition to the nitrate 
of soda mentioned above, each plot received the following 
manures” (in pounds per acre): Air-slaked lime 2,000, acid 
potash 1,200, and muriate potash 180. The “yield of dry 
beans was slightly increased by the use of a large amount 
of nitrate of soda, while the yield of vines was materially 
lessened, although in no case was the increase suffi cient to 
cover the additional cost of the nitrate.”
 Photos (p. 121, 123, 126) show: (1) Root tubercles from 
soy beans grown with and without nitrogen. (2) Medium 
green soy beans grown with different nitrogen rations. (3) 
Varieties of soy bean plant.
 A table (p. 122) titled “Yield of green forage per acre, 
and fertilizing ingredients in crops and roots in certain 
legumes” shows the yields of different crops using nitrogen 
in., potash, and phosphoric acid. Address: B.S., Asst., Field 
Experiments, Kingston, Rhode Island.

946. Edinburgh Evening News (Scotland). 1903. The Wei-
Hai-Wei “white elephant.” Sept. 19. p. 2, col. 7.
• Summary: “As to the starting of new industries, 
arrangements are being made for manufacturing locally 
pongee silk, and it is probable that Wei-Hai-Wei may become 
a centre for the manufacture of bean oil and bean cake, in 
which there is a very large trade at Chefoo.”

947. Product Name:  Garton’s H.P. Sauce.
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Manufacturer’s Name:  Midland Vinegar Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tower Road, Aston Manor, near 
Birmingham, England.
Date of Introduction:  1903.
New Product–Documentation:  Louise Wright. 1975. The 
road from Aston Cross: An industrial history, 1875-1975. 
H.P. Sauce is mentioned on pages 10-12. Photos (facing p. 
17) show the original labels, proving that Garton’s was the 
original brand.

948. Blyth, Alexander Wynter; Blyth, Meredith Wynter. 
1903. Foods: Their composition and analysis. A manual for 
the use of analytical chemists and others. 5th ed. With an 
introductory essay on the history of adulteration. London: 
Charles Griffi n and Company, Ltd.; New York, NY: D. Van 
Nostrand Co. xxv + 616 p. See p. 184, 356. Index. 23 cm. 
The 1st ed. was 1882. [1 ref]
• Summary: This book begins with a very interesting 46-
page essay of the history of food adulteration in England, 
France, and Germany, including a history of English 
legislation (from 1860) to deal with this problem, a history 
of the present scientifi c processes for the detection of 
adulteration, and the present law in England concerning 
adulteration of food. History has witnessed the adulteration 
of many common foods, including bread, honey, milk, 
cream, butter, cheese, tea, coffee, cocoa, alcoholic beverages, 
spices, oils, etc. Coffee, for example (p. 17), began to be 
adulterated almost immediately after its introduction–
especially with chicory. In 1718 the fi rst legislation against 
this practice was enacted, followed by a broader act in 1803.
 In the section on “Peas” is a subsection titled “Chinese 
peas” (p. 184) which defi nes them as “A pea or bean much 
used in China in the form of cheese, is the Soya hispida.” 
A table gives the composition of three samples of Chinese 
peas” according to G.H. Pellet. A footnote on this page 
states: “The pea-cheese [tofu] is considered, in China and 
Japan, a very important food.” A brief description of the 
process for making this greyish-white cheese, coagulated by 
plaster and magnesium chloride, is given, followed by a table 
showing its general composition–according to Julien and 
Champion (Industries de l’Empire Chinois).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “pea-cheese” to refer to 
tofu.
 The section titled “Margarine” (p. 272-73) discusses 
how it is manufactured and its constituents–followed by a 
long section (p. 274-305) on the “Analysis and adulteration 
of butter.”
 The section on “Coffee” (p. 346-63) gives analyses of 
the true coffee bean, roasted and unroasted. Chicory is still 
the main adulterant. The subsection titled “Microscopical 
detection of adulterations in coffee” contains a table (p. 356; 
based on J. Moeller [1886], Mikroskopie der Nahrungs- 
und Genussmittel) that shows the length and breadth of the 

palisade layers of eleven legumes used to adulterate coffee–
including “Soya” and “Lupine.”
 Also discusses: Adulteration of almond oil (p. 505-07), 
and of olive oil (p. 509-13–with sesame oil, arachis oil, etc.). 
The Margarine Act of 1887 (p. 589-90). Act regulating the 
sale of horsefl esh / horsemeat for human food, 1889 (p. 591). 
Address: 1. M.R.C.S., F.I.C., F.C.S., Medical Offi cer of 
Health and Public Analyst for the Borough of Marleybone; 
Public Analyst for the County of Devon; Barrister-at-Law 
(London, England).

949. Hopkins, Albert Allis. ed. 1903. Scientifi c American 
cyclopedia receipts, notes and queries. 22nd ed. New York, 
NY: Munn & Co. 629 + 105 p. See p. 768. Illust. Index.
• Summary: On page 1 is a helpful list of abbreviations.
 The entry for “Sauces” (p. 496-97) includes the 
following which call for soy [sauce]: “4. Quin’s.–a. Walnut 
pickle and port wine, of each, 1 pt.; mushroom ketchup, 1 
qt.; anchovies and shallots, chopped, of each, 2 doz.; soy, ½ 
pt.; cayenne, ¼ oz.; simmer for 10 minutes, strain and bottle.
 4b. Walnut pickle, ketchup and soy, of each 1 pt.; 
chopped cloves of garlic and anchovies, of each 1 doz.; 
cayenne and bruised cloves, of each 1 drm. [drachm]. As last 
[i.e., same as previous formula].”
 “8. Sauce au Roi.–Brown vinegar (good), 3 qt.; soy and 
walnut ketchup, of each ¼ pt.; cloves and shallots, of each 
½ doz.; Cayenne pepper, 1 oz.; mix and let them stand for 
fourteen days.
 “Sauce piquante.–Soy, 1 part; port wine and Cayenne, of 
each 2 parts; brown vinegar 16 parts; mix and let them stand 
for three or four days before bottling.
 “10. Soy.–Boil until soft 2 qt. of seeds of Dolichos soja 
(if this cannot be obtained use haricot or kidney beans). Add 
2 qt. bruised wheat; keep in a warm place for one day; add 
2 qt. salt and 1 gal. of water; keep for two or three months 
on a tightly covered stone jar. Then press out the liquor. 
The genuine soy is imported from China, but this is a good 
substitute.
 “To make Quin sauce.–Walnut catsup, 2½ gal.; 
mushroom catsup, 2½ gal.; soy, 1¼ gal.; garlic, 1¼ lb.; sprats 
7½ lb. Boil 15 minutes, strain and bottle.
 “Harvey’s sauce.–Quin sauce, 24 parts; soy, 8 parts; 
cayenne, ½ part.
 “Epicurean sauce.–Indian soy, 3 oz.; walnut catsup, 12 
oz.; mushroom catsup, 12 oz.;” etc.
 “Worcestershire sauce.–This is quite a complex 
condiment. It is made of wine vinegar, 1½ gallon; walnut 
catsup, 1 gallon; mushroom catsup, 1 gallon; Madeira wine, 
½ gallon; Canton soy [China], ½ gallon; moist sugar, 2½ 
pounds; salt, 19 ounces; powdered capsicum, 3 ounces; 
pimento, 1½ ounces, coriander, 1½ oz.; chutney, 1½ 
oz.; cloves, 3/4 oz.; mace, 3/4 oz.; cinnamon, 2/3 ounce; 
asafoetida [asafetida], 6½ drachams dissolved in 1 pint 
brandy 20º above proof. Boil 2 pounds hog’s liver for 12 
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hours in 1 gallon of water, add water continually so as to 
keep up the quantity of one gallon; mix the boiled liver 
thoroughly with the water, strain through a coarse sieve, 
and add this to the above mixture. It is self-evident that no 
chemical examination could ever detect the presence of half 
the above organic products.”
 The entry for “Soy” states (p. 530): “Genuine soy sauce 
is a species of thick black sauce, imported from China, 
prepared with white haricots, wheat fl our, salt and water; 
but a spurious kind is made in England as follows: Seeds of 
dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be used for them), 1 
gal.; boil till soft; add bruised wheat, 1 gal.; keep in a warm 
place 24 hours; then add common salt, 1 gal.; water, 2 gal.; 
put the whole thing into a stone jar, bung it up for 2 or three 
months, shaking it very frequently; then press out the liquor; 
the residuum may be treated afresh with water and salt for 
soy of an inferior quality.”
 The entry for “Vinegar and vinegars” (p. 582+) contains 
two formulas for “Camp vinegar” (p. 584). The fi rst calls 
for 3 tablespoonfuls of soy [sauce] (plus 1½ pints walnut 
catsup); the second calls for 4 oz. of soy [sauce].
 The fi rst appendix, titled “Additional receipts” contains 
numerous formulas that call for “soy” [sauce]. In the section 
on “Pickles, sauces and catsups” (p. A-55+) we fi nd the 
following:
 “An excellent pickle (p. A-55) includes “1 wineglassful 
of soy.”
 “Soy” (p. A-55). This is a sauce frequently made use of 
for fi sh, and comes from Japan, where it is prepared from 
the seeds of a plant called Dolichos soja. The Chinese also 
manufacture it; but that made by the Japanese is said to be 
the best. All sorts of statements have been made respecting 
the very general adulteration of this article in England, and 
we fear that many of them are true. When genuine, it is of an 
agreeable fl avor, thick and of a clear brown color.”
 Under “Sauces” (p. A-57). “Sauce aristocratique” 
includes “2 tablespoonfuls of soy... To every pint of the 
boiled liquid add vinegar, wine and soy, in the above 
quantities, and bottle off for use. Cork well and seal the 
corks. Make this sauce from the beginning to the middle of 
July, when walnuts are in perfection for sauces and pickling.
 “Carrack sauce (for cold meat).” Includes “5 
dessertspoonfuls of soy,...”
 “Store sauce or Cherokee.–One-half oz. of cayenne 
pepper, 5 cloves of garlic, 2 tablespoonfuls of soy, 1 
tablespoonful of walnut catsup, 1 pint of vinegar, Boil all the 
ingredients gently for about half an hour;...”
 “Harvey sauce.–One dozen of anchovies, 6 dessert-
spoonfuls of soy, ditto of good walnut pickle,...”
 “Leamington sauce” (p. A-58). “Walnuts. To each quart 
of walnut juice allow 3 qt. of vinegar, 1 pt. of Indian soy, 1 
oz. of cayenne, 2 oz. of shalots [shallots] 3/4 oz. of garlic, ½ 
pint of port...”
 “Reading sauce.–2½ pt. of walnut pickle, 1½ oz. of 

shalots, 1 qt. of spring water, 3/4 pt. of Indian soy, ½ oz. of 
bruised ginger,...”
 Under “Catsups” (p. 59-60) are formulas for: Grape 
catsup. Mustapha or liver catsup. Mushroom catsup. Oyster 
catsup. Pontac catsup or sauce. Tomato catsup. Walnut 
catsup. Note: None of these catsup formulas call for soy 
[sauce].
 “Vinegar” (p. A-60). “Camp vinegar–1 head of garlic, 
½ oz. of cayenne, 2 teaspoonfuls of soy, 2 teaspoonfuls of 
walnut catsup, 1 pt. of vinegar, cochineal to color...”
 Note: The publication date printed on the title page 
is 1903, however the copyright for this edition is 1900. 
Address: New York [Query Editor of the “Scientifi c 
American”].

950. Yule, Henry; Burnell, Arthur Coke. 1903. Hobson-
Jobson: A glossary of Anglo-Indian colloquial words and 
phrases, and of kindred terms, etymological, historical, 
geographical, and discursive. A new edition edited by 
William Crooke, B.A. London: J. Murray. New York: 
Humanities Press. New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal. 1021 
p. See p. 858-59 (“soy”). Index. 22 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: “Soy, s. A kind of condiment once popular. The 
word is Japanese si-yau (A young Japanese fellow-passenger 
gave the pronunciation clearly as shô-yu), Chinese shi-yu. 
[Mr. Platts (9 ser. N. & Q. iv. 475) points out that in Japanese 
as written with the native character, soy would not be siyau, 
but siyau-yu; in the Romanised Japanese this is simplifi ed to 
shoyu (colloquially this is still further reduced by dropping 
the fi nal vowel, to shoy or soy) Of this monosyllable only 
the so represents the classical siyau; the fi nal consonant (y) 
is a relic of the termination yu. The Japanese word is itself 
derived from the Chinese, which at Shanghai is sze-yu, at 
Amoy, si-iu, at Canton, shi-yau [fermented black soybean 
sauce], of which the fi rst element means ‘salted beans,’ 
or other fruits, dried and used as condiments; the second 
element merely means ‘oil.’] It is made from the beans of 
a plant common in the Himalaya and E. Asia, and much 
cultivated, viz. Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc. (Soya hispida, 
Moench.) boiled down and fermented. [In India the bean is 
eaten in places where it is cultivated, as in Chutia Nagpur 
(Watt, Econ. Dict. iii. 510 Seq.)]”
 The authors then quote passages relating to soy from 
Lord King’s Life of John Locke (1679), Dampier (1688), 
Ovington (1690), Kaempfer (1712), Thunberg’s Travels 
(1776), and Mrs. Frazer, a Diplomat’s Wife in Japan (1900).
 Yule lived 1820-1889. Burnell lived 1840-1882. 
Address: 1. Living in Palermo; 2. Madras Civil Service, one 
of the most eminent modern Indian scholars. Died 1882.

951. New-York Tribune. 1904. Chinese food products: Beans 
a leading article of diet in China. April 10. p. A9.
• Summary: From What to Eat: “Dr. Yamei Kin, a Chinese 
woman doctor now studying in America, gives some 
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interesting facts about Chinese food products. One surprising 
thing Dr Yamei Kin tells is that Chinese soy is made from a 
sort of red bean ground up and fermented. While fermenting 
it smells like sauerkraut, only worse. The fermented product 
is shipped in cases to England, where it is mixed with 
vinegar and other products and sold as Worcestershire sauce.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2014) 
that mentions Dr. Yamei Kin in clear connection with soy.
 “The Chinese laborer lives on beans as much as does the 
Boston typewriter girl. The bean in China is more like our 
small round cow-pea. This is ground fi ne, mixed with water 
and a little salt. Then the water is pressed out and the bean 
cake [tofu] is sold to the poor. This bean cake may be cooked 
and mixed with other things, fi sh, chickens, etc. It is highly 
nutritious and explains why the Chinese laborer can endure 
so much on so little food. Vegetables are eaten in quantities... 
Fish is popular but very little meat is eaten. An animal is 
never killed to be eaten until it is too old to work; hence the 
Chinese do not like beef, considering it too tough. Pork is 
popular and every family keeps one or two pigs.
 “The Chinese are great cooks, and love to give elaborate 
dinners. This is the chief means of entertaining in China. 
However, the dinner consists of sixty courses, and it takes 
several hours.”
 Also appeared in the Detroit Free Press. 1904. May 1 (p. 
2).

952. Times (London). 1904. Summer conditions and food 
supplies in Manchuria. Aug. 9. p. 2, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: From a correspondent. There are two harvest 
seasons in Manchuria. The fi rst is that of wheat and barley; 
the second is that of yellow millet and red millet, followed 
by [soya] beans, “which are the product par excellence of 
Manchuria,” and fi nally kao-liang, or tall millet.
 “The vast quantities of [soya] bean cake, stored in the 
country from last year’s stock, which were not exported 
as usual to Japan, were enough to support at least 50,000 
Russian horses. The beans and cake were stored in towns 
within easy access of the Russian centres. and have long 
since been secured.”
 “As regards food for her [Russia’s] army, the natives can 
furnish a relatively small proportion of coarse fl our made 
from wheat... The small millets can be used as porridge. 
Natives travel long distances on this alone. For the cold 
season the bean curd is splendid food for men who live in the 
open air. The supply of this is practically unlimited.
 Note 1. This was written in the midst of the Russo-
Japanese war (Feb. 1904–Sept. 1905); Japan beat mighty 
Russia.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
that mentions Russo-Japanese War in connection with soya 
beans.

953. Hutchinson, Jonathan. 1904. Chinese in the Rand and 

the risk of leprosy (Letter to the editor). Times (London). 
Sept. 24. p. 3, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: The writer fears that Chinese coolies now 
working the mines of South Africa will bring leprosy 
with them. “Wherever Chinese labour goes there also 
goes leprosy... Leprosy and the Chinaman’s dietary are 
inseparable.” The writer believes that eating improperly 
cured salt-fi sh make Chinese susceptible to leprosy. To 
try to prove his point, his gives a “Schedule of breakfasts 
and suppers to be supplied to Chinese coolies awaiting 
embarcation [embarkation] for South Africa in the depôts of 
Kowloon.” Salt fi sh are supplied every day except Thursday, 
when “bean curd” takes their place. Address: London.

954. Hosie, Alexander. 1904. Report by Consul-general 
Hosie on the province of Ssuch’uan. Presented to both 
houses of parliament by command of His Majesty. Oct. 1904. 
London: Printed for H.M. Stationery offi ce, by Harrison and 
Sons. 101 p. See p. 10-11. 34 cm. China No. 5.
• Summary: Sir Alexander Hosie (lived 1853-1925) traveled 
to Ssuch’uan in June and July, 1884.
 In Part A, titled “Agricultural and horticultural 
products,” section II on “Pulse” (p. 10-11) states: “1. Soy 
Bean (Glycine hispida, Max.).–The soy bean does not play 
the same part in Ssuch’uan [Szechwan] as it does in Northern 
China, and especially Manchuria, where it is cultivated 
almost entirely for its oil and for the refuse cakes, which fi nd 
a ready market not only in China and adjacent countries, but 
are winning their way as fertilisers into remoter regions. The 
great oil-yielding plant of Ssuch’uan is rape, and although 
oil is extracted from the soy bean, it is as an article of food, 
whether cooked whole or in the form of resultant products, 
that the latter is appreciated in Western China. Three well-
marked varieties, each with two or more sub-species, are 
cultivated.” A bushel of each weighs 40 pounds.
 (I.) Yellow Soy Bean (all are ovoid in shape; oil is 
extracted from the fi rst two): (a) “Pai Huang Tou” or White 
Yellow Bean. This is the lightest in color of the three sub-
species of the yellow bean. A bushel of 40 lbs. costs T. 
[Taels] 0.8.8, or about 2s. 1d. There are about 150 beans per 
ounce. “As a rule they are cooked whole and served as a 
vegetable condiment.” (b) “Ta Huang Tou” or Large Yellow 
Bean. Has a light tinge of green. Eaten in the same way as 
the white-yellow bean. (c) “Hsiao Huang Tou” or Small 
Yellow Bean. This bean is much smaller and less expensive 
than the other two sub-species. “For this reason it is in 
demand for the manufacture of beancurd in its various forms. 
It is also used as a vegetable. “Oil is extracted from (a) and 
(b), and to a much less extent from (c); but this subject will 
be dealt with under the head of oil-yielding plants.
 (II.) “Ch’ing Tou”–Green Soy Bean. “There are two sub-
species of this bean, (a) where epidermis and inside are both 
green, and (b) where epidermis is green and inside yellow. 
The former is more commonly cultivated in Ssuch’uan, and 
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both are eaten and cooked as a vegetable. They are also 
salted and put away in jars for winter use. The bean is of the 
same size, shape, and weight as the white-yellow bean. The 
above yellow and green varieties of the soy bean occupy 
the ground from April to August, whereas the next variety 
(black) takes a month longer to mature.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2009) that contains the word “Green Soy Bean.” 
It refers to mature dry soybeans with a green seed coat–not 
to green vegetable soybeans.
 (III.) “Hei Tou”–Black Soy Bean. “There are two sub-
species of this bean: (a.) The fi rst is much larger, rounder, 
and heavier than the yellow and green variety. Only 88 are 
required to make up an ounce and the cost is T. 0.6.5 per 
bushel of 40 lbs. Like the green bean, it is used cooked in 
its fresh state as well as pickled. (b) The second is a small 
fl attish bean, about 450 going to the ounce. It is used in 
medicine and for food, principally the former. The cost is 
T. [Taels] 0.8.0 for 40 lbs. Both these sub-species are black 
outside and yellow inside, the epidermis of the former being 
readily detachable when crushed.”
 In section VI, “Products of cereals, pulse, and starch-
yielding plants,” the fi rst entry (p. 19) is for “1. Beancurd 
and Jellies.–In my book on Manchuria I have fully described 
the manufacture of beancurd from the yellow soy bean, and it 
is therefore unnecessary to go into details in this place; but in 
Ch’êngtu it is preserved and exported in jars like wine. The 
beancurd is cut into small pieces, drained of its water, and 
packed in jars with layers of salt. There they remain for forty 
days, when they are taken out, drained of the brine, packed in 
other jars with ground up bread, red rice (dyed), star-aniseed, 
and red wine. The jars are then closely stoppered and the 
preserved beancurd is ready for export. It is also preserved 
without the wine, which is replaced by the cold water which 
had previously drained from it, but with a seasoning of 
ground-up chillies, star-aniseed, &c.” Related products are 
“pea jelly,” “sweet potato jelly,” “rice jelly,” and “buckwheat 
jelly.” Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “preserved beancurd” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the word “wine” (including rice 
wine or “sake” / “saké”) in connection with fermented 
tofu, and explains how that wine is used in the two-step 
fermentation process.
 We also read (p. 19): “3. Soy or bean sauce. Two kinds 
of soy are manufactured in Ssuch’uan–white or red–or, as the 
latter is frequently called, black:–(a) Red soy.–In describing 
the manufacture of soy, I propose to give the exact quantities 
employed, so that a better idea of the amount of soy yielded 
by them may be obtained.
 “Twenty-eight catties of yellow soy beans are steeped 
overnight in cold water. In the morning they are removed in 
their swollen state and steamed for fi ve hours. They are then 

taken from the steamer, spread out on mats, and allowed to 
cool, after which they are thoroughly mixed with 20 catties 
of wheat fl our and placed in a basket made of split bamboo. 
[Note: The ratio by volume of soy beans to wheat fl our is 1.4 
to 1]. In six or seven days, as soon as yellow mould begins 
to appear, they are placed in an earthenware jar with 30 
catties of cold water (well-water preferred) and 30 catties of 
granular salt and the whole is thoroughly mixed and the jar 
covered. In three or four days the jar, which has been placed 
in the sun, is uncovered and the contents stirred by hand, and 
the same takes place daily for three months. At the end of 
this time the liquid has all evaporated. During the following 
months the cover is removed during the day and replaced 
at night. The contents are now a black pickle, and may be 
eaten as such; but to obtain the soy they are divided up into 
equal parts and placed in two earthenware jars, to each of 
which is added 40 catties of boiling well-water. The contents 
of each jar are now thoroughly mixed and stirred up and a 
fi ne bamboo sieve in the shape of a basket is placed in the 
jar. The liquid escapes into the basket while the dregs are 
kept back by the sieve. In two or three days the liquid has all 
drained into the basket, when it is baled out and boiled with 
two catties of white sugar or glucose manufactured from 
glutinous rice, already described, with the addition of two 
or three ounces of mixed whole chillies and star-aniseed. 
Each jar will yield 35 catties of red soy, valued at 96 cash a 
catty, so that the 28 catties of yellow beans, with the other 
ingredients, yield 70 catties of soy. A whole year is required 
from the steeping of the beans to the production of this soy.
 “(b) White soy.–In the case of white soy the beans are 
fi rst roasted in sand which has been previously heated in an 
iron pan with a mixture of rape oil. This roasting is complete 
when the beans open or split, and the sand is removed by 
sieve. They are then placed in an earthenware jar and steeped 
in cold water for twelve hours. They are afterwards steamed 
as in the manufacture of red soy, and mixed with fl our and 
salt; but, instead of 30, some 60 catties of water are added to 
prevent the blackening of the beans and the discoloration of 
the soy. The daily uncovering, stirring, and recovering take 
place as in red soy, but at the end of 120 days the solid matter 
is removed and the liquid alone is exposed in the jar to the 
sun. This soy is ready for use at the end of the 120 days, but 
improves by keeping and exposure to the sun. No sugar or 
glucose is used, and the seasoning is placed in the jar with 
the 60 catties of water. Nor is there any boiling before use. 
The cost of white soy, which is more yellow than white, is 
from 80 to 96 cash a catty, according to quality.”
 In the section on oil-yielding plants, p. 34 states: “(e.) 
‘Glycine hispida, Max.’–In Ssuch’uan the soy bean of 
Northern China and Manchuria is replaced by rape seed, 
and it is cultivated more as a vegetable than for its oil. The 
production of the latter is insignifi cant from a commercial 
point of view.”
 In 1922 a derivative work titled “Szechwan, its Products, 
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Industries, and Resources,” was published in Shanghai by 
Kelly & Walsh, Ltd. (185 p.).

955. Algona Advance (Iowa). 1904. Chinese food products: 
Beans a leading article of diet in China. Dec. 22. p. 2, col. 
4.5.
• Summary: This article was fi rst published on 10 April 1904 
in the New-York Tribune. In this 1904 lecture on the Chinese 
diet, Dr. Yamei Kin highlighted the role of beans and the 
soybean. She explained briefl y how Chinese “soy” [sauce] 
is made. “The fermented product is shipped in large cases to 
England, where it is mixed with vinegar and other products 
and is sold as Worcestershire sauce. The Chinese laborer 
lives on beans as much as does the Boston typewriter girl. 
The bean in China is more like our small, round cow pea. 
This is ground fi ne, mixed with water and a little salt. Then 
the water is pressed out and the bean cake [tofu] sold to the 
poor. This bean cake may be cooked and mixed with other 
things, fi sh, chicken, etc. It is highly nutritious and explains 
why the Chinese laborer can endure so much on so little 
food.”
 Fish is popular in China but very little meat is eaten. 
An animal is never killed in China until it is too old to work: 
hence the Chinese do not like beef, considering it too tough. 
Pork is popular and every family keeps one or two pigs.
 “The Chinese are great cooks and love to give elaborate 
dinners. This is the chief means of entertaining in China. 
However, the dinner consists of sixty courses and it takes 
several hours. The guests are seated at small tables, and the 
courses are served. Then the tables are cleared and the guests 
enjoy games, matching poetry being a very old pastime in 
China. A guest receives half a couplet and supplies the other 
half. Impromptu verse making is another favorite Chinese 
entertainment.”

956. McIntosh, John Geddes. 1904-1911. The manufacture 
of varnishes and kindred industries: Based on and including 
the “Drying Oils and Varnishes” of Ach. Livache. 2nd, 
greatly enlarged, English edition. 3 vols. London: Scott, 
Greenwood & Son. New York: D. Van Nostrand Co. See vol. 
1, p. 132. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Vol. 1. Oil crushing, refi ning 
and boiling. The manufacture of linoleum. Printing and 
lithographic inks and India-rubber substitutes. Vol. 2. Varnish 
materials and oil varnish making. Vol. 3. Spirit varnishes and 
spirit varnish materials.
 In Vol. 1, Chapter 7, titled “The detection of 
adulteration,” the section on “Maumené’s test” (p. 130-32) 
contains a table in which “Soja-bean oil” is listed. Of fi ve 
researchers, only De Negri and Fabris reported a value, 117. 
This volume also discusses earth-nut oil [peanut oil] (p. 98, 
100, 104, 120, 126), hemp-seed oil (p. 4, 100, 103-04, 120, 
125, 132, 139-40), and sesame oil (p. 100, 104, 126, 129, 
131).

 In Vol. 2, none of these four oils is mentioned.
 In Vol. 3, only sesame oil is mentioned (p. 430; its fl ash-
point is 255ºC).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning soybean oil as an adulterant or potential 
adulterant of other oils. Address: Late lecturer on varnish 
manufacture at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, and the 
Borough Polytechnic [England].

957. China, Imperial Maritime Customs. 1904. Decennial 
reports on the trade, navigation, industries, etc., of the ports 
open to foreign commerce in China, and on the condition and 
development of the treaty port provinces, 1892-1901, with 
maps, diagrams, and plans. 2 vols. Shanghai, China.
• Summary: Vol. I is “Northern and Yangtze Ports.” This is 
Statistical Series No. 6.
 Page 3: Newchwang–”Regarded from the standpoint 
of volume of commerce, Newchwang became one of the 
most important of the Treaty ports. The very aspect of the 
place underwent a rapid change during these last years. 
The mud village of the ‘sixties’ [1860s] grew into a rich 
and populous town, with many fi ne shops, houses, and 
temples, and with something of a modern look, due to the 
tall chimneys of the steam beancake factories. The river was 
crowded with great steamers, and the chant of the boatmen 
on the numberless Native craft intermingled with the scream 
of the steam-launch; the Foreign quarter, once consisting of 
a few semi-Chinese cottages, exhibited quite a pretentious 
array of European buildings–the mansion of the merchant, 
the church, the hospital, the hotel,–with lower evidences 
of civilisation in the shape of the grog shop; whilst a few 
miles off, on either side, were the two Railway Settlements, 
already little towns themselves. Add to these changes the 
outward and visible signs of the Russian military occupation 
in the year 1901, the European carriages and horses and the 
jinrikshas on the roads, as well as the number of Foreigners 
of all nationalities to be seen in the streets, and it will be 
realised that the sleepy bean mart of the old days has passed 
away for ever.
 “Economical and political causes both contributed 
towards this sudden start forward.
 “For many years it had been the policy of the Chinese 
Government to keep Northern Manchuria undeveloped. But 
in the ‘eighties’ there were signs of a change of view. The 
northern frontier was fortifi ed and some encouragement 
was given to immigrants to take up unoccupied land in the 
three provinces. They had poured in in large numbers for 
many years before; for example, in 1876 it was estimated 
that about 1,000,000 Shantung and Chihli peasants came 
into Manchuria. But offi cial encouragement no doubt acted 
as a stimulus; people continued to arrive, more land was 
brought into cultivation, and more grain produced. The 
immigrants who survived the hardships of travel and the fi rst 
few struggling years inevitable to the pioneer, soon found 
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that they were in a far richer land than that of their own 
provinces. The virgin soil gave forth abundantly; there was 
a great wealth of agricultural products to be disposed of; 
transport, though diffi cult and expensive, was not hampered 
by fi scal oppression; and, by a happy stroke of fortune, at 
the moment when there was superabundance of supply there 
arose in Japan a great demand for the staple productions. The 
discovery of the Japanese market for beans and beancake 
was the most potent economical factor in the development of 
trade in Southern Manchuria.”
 Page 15: Newchwang (plus Manchuria in general)–
”Turning to Exports, Appendix No. 6 [p. 42] is a comparative 
table showing the exportations of Bean products during the 
past three decades. Comparing the annual average of each 
decade, we fi nd evidence of a large increase in production, 
showing how the demand in Japan stimulated supply, though 
it must be remembered that the table is imperfect as a record 
of output, as it does not include the junk [a Chinese inland 
sailing vessel] statistics, which were available for the fi rst 
time only in 1901. As regards steamer fi gures, however, it 
appears, taking average fi gures, that nearly three times as 
much Beancake went away in the last decade as in the fi rst; 
about seven times as much Bean Oil; and more than twice 
the quantity of Beans. Bean products constitute about 80 per 
cent. of our total Exports; so the above fi gures explain much 
of Newchwang’s recent prosperity.”
 Pages 22-23: Newchwang–”Industries–Bean mills–
Since the closing, in 1868, of the fi rst steam bean mill, 
which proved a complete failure, owing chiefl y to Native 
opposition, the idea of making beancake by machinery 
was evidently never lost sight of. The southern Chinese 
merchants, who have nearly the whole beancake trade in 
their hands, at last realised the advantage to be gained by 
making beancake and extracting the oil by machinery. In 
1896 a steam bean mill, under Foreign* auspices, probably 
to avoid Chinese offi cial supervision, commenced work.
 Note: *Shannon Brown (1981, p. 463) states: In 1896 
in Newchwang, Butterfi eld and Swire (B&S; second only 
to Jardine, Matheson and Co. among British fi rms in China) 
fi nally opened the steam-powered bean mill that they had 
been considering since 1893.
 “Since then three more have been started–one in the 
summer of 1899, one in the autumn of 1900, and one in 
the autumn of 1901. All these mills are fi tted with electric 
light, and though mostly under Foreign protection, they are 
entirely under Chinese control, the machinery being worked 
by Chinese without any Foreign aid. The four factories 
between them are able to turn out 15,600 beancakes per day. 
It requires about 8 tou (240 catties) of beans to make fi ve 
bean-cakes, which are passed by the Customs at an average 
of 48 catties each. The process of making the beancake by 
machinery is similar to the Native method. The beans are 
crushed between two iron rollers driven by steam; they are 
then placed on the steaming grate, where steam is supplied 

from the steam boiler, instead of from a pan with boiling 
water underneath the grate; the oil is pressed out with 
jackscrew presses. The beancakes made by machinery when 
compared with those made by Native method are stronger 
and drier, also paler in colour and better in appearance 
generally. The cost of outturn is about 20 per cent. cheaper 
and the yield of oil about 7 per cent. more. The cost of 
outturn by machinery being Taels 0.25 and the yield of oil 
22 catties per fi ve cakes; whilst the cost by Native method is 
Taels 0.30 and the yield of oil 20 catties per fi ve cakes.”
 Page 28: “All goods imported and exported from or to 
sea pay Duty and Likin. All imports from Chinese ports only 
pay half, or Coast Trade, Duty, with the exception of [soya] 
beans, beancake, bean oil, grain, Native cloth, black tea, fi ne 
and coarse chinaware, earthenware, and Lo-hai paper, which 
pay full Duty but on a reduced tariff scale.”
 Page 42: Appendix No. 6, a table, gives “Export of 
beancake, bean oil, and beans, with decennial averages, 
1872-1901. For each item and each year is given the weight 
in piculs and the value in Haikwan taels.
 Note 1. Between 1872 and 1901 the weight of beancake 
that passed through Newchwang customs increased 6.5 fold, 
the weight of bean oil increased 5.4 fold, and the weight of 
[soy] beans increased 3.8 fold.
 Note 2. In Peking Chinese, hai-kuan = maritime 
customs. A tael is a former Chinese monetary unit based on 
the value of a tael of standard silver.
 Page 43: Appendix No. 7, a table, gives “Average prices 
of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil, 1892-1901 (in 
Haikwan taels per 300 catties for beans, per 10 pieces for 
beancake, and per 100 catties for bean oil).
 Note: A digital search for the terms bean, beans, 
beancake, or bean oil will show that that are mentioned on at 
least 45 pages in this remarkable report. Address: Shanghai, 
China.

958. Evans Seed Co., Inc. 1904. 1904 retail price list: 
Northern grown legume, forage plant, grain and grass seeds 
(Mail-order catalog). West Branch, Michigan. 24 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: A black-and-white photo on the cover shows a 
man, a woman, and a child (little girl) standing in a “Field 
of soys and pearl millet at West Branch, Michigan.” Below 
that is written in large letters: “Our northern grown seeds are 
unequalled for hardiness, earliness, vigor, high germinating 
power and purity.” Printed by Herald-Times Print., West 
Branch, Mich. At the top of the cover in small letters: 
“44º12’ North Latitude.”
 Contents: Note to the American Farmer and Stockman. 
Our terms. Legume seed department. Soy beans. Cow 
peas. Field peas. Garden peas. Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris). 
Spanish fi eld pea (Lathyrus sativus). The vetches (Vicia 
villosa and V. sativa). Velvet beans (Mucuna utilis). Lupines 
(Blue and Large White). Faba or Broad Beans (Vicia faba). 
Lentils (Lens esculenta). Pea nuts (Arachis hypogæa). 
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The clovers. Northern Grown Grain and Forage Plant 
Department: Field corn, Russian emmer (Triticum spelta). 
Spring wheat. Oats. Barley (Hordeum vulgare). Japanese 
barnyard millet (P. [Panicum] Crus Galli). East India pearl 
millet (Pennisetum spicatum). Teosinte (Reana luxurians). 
New legumes for 1905 (the Japanese Muroran bean is a 
forage crop that is earlier than the earliest soy or cow pea). 
Grass seeds: Timothy (Phleum pratense) and Orchard grass 
(Dactylis glomerata). Meadow fescue (Fescuta pratensis). 
Awnless brome (Bromus inermis). Red top (Argostis 
vulgaris). Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis). Root seeds. 
Seed potatoes. Bacteriated soil (“sand containing the bacteria 
adapted to peas, soys, cow peas, vetches, lentils, broad beans, 
lupins, etc. Sold in new 16-oz. cotton bags at $1.50 per 100 
pounds. Not less than 100 pounds will be sold). A paradise 
for pork (Also called “hog heaven,” it is a “combination 
crop.” “Some plant corn, soys and mangels or sugar beets 
in alternate rows”). Chemical analysis vs. cow analysis [of 

feeds] (“All authorities, chemists and cows included, agree 
that the soy bean is the most digestible of all concentrated 
foods. And palatability–convince yourself. Plant an acre of 
soys and when they are ripening turn in your stock, your 
cows, horses, hogs, sheep, turkeys, ducks and chickens. 
They will tell you all about the palatability of the soy bean).” 
Standard of weights in Michigan: Beans, soy: 8-16 quarts of 
seed required per acre. Weight per bushel: 60 lb.
 The note (p. 2) “To the American Farmer and Stockman” 
begins: “Greeting: It has always been our aim to be 
something more than seed sellers–or merchants.” It states in 
detail the company’s strong commitment to quality seeds. 
“Our terms are invariably net cash with order.” The fi rst 
section (p. 3+), titled “Legume seed department” begins: 
“From ancient times down to the present certain plants have 
been used for the purpose of renovating and maintaining 
the fertility of soils... It was not until 1888 that a German 
scientist discovered by which process these plants enrich 
the soil. Briefl y, legumes are plants having the power, by 
aid of certain bacteria, of converting atmospheric nitrogen 
into nitrates available for plant food, and of storing it up in 
root nodules, or tubercles. We do not yet know whether this 
process is a mechanical or chemical one.”
 However, we do know that nitrogen, one of the vital 
elements of plant food, is the most elusive, the most 
expensive to buy and the most diffi cult to retain of all the 
elements that go into the production of any crop. We know 
that a crop of soys, peas, clover, or vetches enriches the soil 
by adding to the available nitrogen. It is absolutely true that 
the nitrogen removed from an acre of land by a crop of oats, 
corn, wheat or timothy often exceeds in value the entire cost 
of producing a crop of legumes. There can be no greater folly 
in farming than the continued production of cereals without 
a rotation in which legumes form a part, and the shorter the 
rotation the better for the land and the bank account... The 
Leguminosæ includes beans, peas, vetches, clover, lentils, 
cow peas, soys, faba, lupins, etc.”
 The subsection titled “Soy beans (Glycine hispida)” (p. 
4-7) gives the most information about this crop to be found 
in any American seed catalog up to this time. “German, Soja. 
Japanese, daidzu [daizu]. Next to wheat this is probably 
the oldest of cultivated plants. It is mentioned in Chinese 
writings prior to 500 B.C., and remains to this day one of the 
staple crops of China and Japan. It was originally introduced 
into America about 1925-30, but failed to attract attention 
to its merits. It was not until the researches and experiments 
of Profs. Brooks [Massachusetts] and Georgeson [Kansas], 
within the past fi fteen years, that the true value of soys 
became known. Since 1896 they have grown more rapidly in 
popularity than any crop ever introduced into America. Soys 
contain a higher percentage of protein in more digestible 
form, than any other farm product, and at a fraction of the 
cost of the so-called ‘concentrated feeds.’” A table shows 
a nutritional analysis of fi ve varieties of soys made by the 
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Michigan Experiment Station [published in Bulletin No. 199, 
April 1902]. Ito San and Medium Early Yellow contain the 
most crude protein (41.04% and 41.52%). A photo shows 
two uprooted soybean plants, each covered with pods.
 Page 5 continues: “Soya are as easy of culture as 
common beans, cow peas, or corn. They succeed on any 
soil that will produce corn. They will withstand drouth 
and wet weather that would ruin most of our staple crops, 
and will pass uninjured through frost that kills corn to the 
ground. This has been demonstrated hundreds of times 
here in Michigan. Scores of seedsmen catalogue soys with 
southern seed, generally the Mammoth Yellow. Such seed 
can be bought for $1.00 to $1.25 a bushel, but is absolutely 
worthless north of the Ohio river. We are the pioneers of the 
soy seed business at the north; have grown and sold them for 
the past 8 years [since about 1896]. We have not a bushel of 
soys grown outside of Michigan.” “Evans’ soys are known 
the world over. We sold them last year in England, Germany, 
Guiana [incl. British Guiana?], West Indies, Hawaii, Mexico 
and Canada.
 Page 6 continues: “Plant soys in drills 28 to 30 inches 
apart, using 8 to 16 quarts seed per acre, according to variety 
and use. For ensilage, they may be planted with corn, but 
we believe it is more satisfactory to grow the two crops 
separately and mix them as they go through the cutter.” The 
subsection titled “Varieties” gives details on each of the 
following: Ito San (named by Mr. Evans in honor of Marquis 
Ito, the Japanese statesman), Early Black or No. 6 (originated 
by Mr. Evans), Ogema, or Evans No. 9, Medium Early 
Green, Olive Medium (created and introduced by Evans), 
Medium Early Black.
 Concerning: “Ogema, or Evans No. 9. Originated by 
Edw. E. Evans and offered for the fi rst time last season. It is 
a cross of Dwarf Brown and No. 6 and is unquestionably the 
earliest of all soys. It can be planted later and farther north 
than any other variety. Beans dark chocolate color. Season 
65 to 75 days. Stock limited.” Ogema is the company’s most 
expensive variety, selling for $7.50 per bushel, vs. $3.50 per 
bushel for most other varieties.
 A table titled “Prices of soy beans” (p. 7) gives the 
prices of 12 varieties. The fi rst seven are sold in quantities of 
one packet, quart, 4 quarts, peck, ½ bushel, and bushel. Most 
sell for $3.50/bu, but the price ranges from $3.00/bu for Ito 
San and Medium Early Yellow to $7.50/bu for Ogema. These 
seven are: Ito San, Ogema (earliest), Medium Early Green 
(general favorite), Olive Medium, Medium Early Black, 
Early Black (Evans No. 6), Medium Early Yellow. The 
last fi ve varieties sold (all new) are: Dwarf Brown, Gosha, 
Rokugetsu [Rokugatsu?], Bakaziro [Bakajiro], and Hankow. 
Each is available only in the packet size at $0.15 per packet. 
On the last page of the catalog is a full-page order sheet.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2002) 
which mentions that turkeys eat or are fed soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 

that mentions the following soybean varieties: Dwarf Brown, 
Hankow, Ogemaw, and Mammoth Yellow (one of three 
documents).
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2003) that uses the word “bacteriated” to refer to 
soil containing nitrogen-fi xing bacteria.
 This catalog is owned by Special Collections, USDA 
National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Maryland. Address: 
West Branch, Ogemaw Co., Michigan.

959. Fesca, Max. 1904. Der Pfl anzenbau in den Tropen und 
Subtropen [Plant cultivation in the tropics and subtropics. 2 
vols.]. Berlin: Wilhelm Suesserott Verlagsbuchhandlung. Vol. 
1: viii + 278 p. See vol. 1 (Erster Band), p. 159-65. 21 cm. 
Suesserotts Kolonialbibliothek. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In Volume 1, in the chapter on legumes 
(Huelsenfruechte, Leguminosen), is a long section the 
soybean (Die Sojabohne) (p. 159-63), which focuses on 
soybean production. Contents: Introduction. Climate. 
Soil and cultivation of the soil. Fertilizers. Planting / 
sowing. Harvest. Yields. Composition of the seeds and 
straw. Soybean oil and cake in China. Food uses of 
soybeans in China and Japan, especially “Shoyusauce” 
(shoyu) from which the soybean derives its name. It is 
used in the preparation of Anglo-American sauces such as 
Worcestershire sauce, etc. A description of the preparation of 
shoyu is given, along with its composition based on analyses 
by O. Kellner and E. Kinch. “The fermentation lasts from at 
least 20 months up to 5 years; the longer the fermentation 
the better the sauce. The fi nest quality is a mixture of 
3 and 5 year sauces.” An analysis of shoyu presscake 
(Shoyurueckstande) is also given.
 Note: This 3-volume work is volumes 1-2 in Suesserotts 
Kolonialbibliothek, vol. 708. Address: Germany.

960. Hosie, Alexander. 1904. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. London: Methuen & Co.; New 
York: C. Scribner’s Sons. xii + 293 p. Plus 16 unnumbered 
leaves of plates. See p. 180-87, 218-24, 240-45, 252-53. 
Illust. Map. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: For details, see the original 1901 edition; the 
two editions are very similar and contain the same number of 
pages.
 This book contains information about Manchuria’s 
railways including the Central Manchurian Railway, Imperial 
Chinese Railway, Siberian Railway, South-Baikal Railway, 
Trans-Baikal Railway, Trans-Manchurian Railway, and 
Ussuri Railway. However neither the South Manchuria 
Railway nor the South Manchuria Railway Company are 
mentioned. Address: Once Acting British Consul, Tamsui; 
Now at Aberdeen (Scot or HK).

961. Kingsford, Anna Bonus. 1904. The perfect way in diet: 
A treatise advocating a return to the natural and ancient food 
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of our race. 4th ed. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Truebner & 
Co., Ltd. xii + 121 p. 17 cm. [92* footnotes]
• Summary: The Preface states: “The following treatise is 
a translation, revised and enlarged, of my ‘These pour le 
Doctorat,’ which, under the title ‘De l’Alimentation Végétale 
chez l’Homme,’ I presented in the month of July, 1880, at 
the Faculté de Médecine of Paris on completing my medical 
studies and taking my degree.
 “The original thesis was published in Paris in the French 
language, and subsequently translated into German and 
issued with illustrative notes and other additions by Dr. A. 
Aderholdt. Encouraged by the success obtained by these 
two editions, and by the favourable notices they elicited 
from various foreign scientifi c and popular critics, I offer 
the present work to English readers, confi dent of a kindly 
welcome from the friends of the reform I advocate, and 
hopeful of a serious and intelligent hearing from those who 
as yet are strangers to the merits of that reform.
 “The French and German editions of this treatise 
include an Appendix, containing short notices and citations 
from the works of the chief exponents and exemplars of 
the Pythagorean system of diet. In the present volume this 
Appendix is suppressed in favour of a forthcoming `Catena 
of Authorities Denunciatory or Depreciatory of the Practice 
of Flesh-Eating,’ by a `Graduate of Cambridge’; an excellent 
and ample compendium to which the reader is referred.
 “That I have dwelt chiefl y on the aspects, physical and 
social, of my subject, and touched but lightly on those moral 
and philosophical, is not, assuredly, because I regard these 
last as of lesser importance, but because their abstruse and 
recondite nature renders them unsuitable to a work intended 
for general reading.
 “Finally, if any into whose hands this book may fall, 
should be inclined to think me over-enthusiastic, or to 
stigmatise my views as `Utopian,’ I would ask him seriously 
to `consider whether ` Utopia’ be not indeed within the 
realisation of all who can imagine and love it, and whether, 
without enthusiasm, any great cause was ever yet won for 
our race. Man is the master of the world, and may make 
it what he will. Into his hands it is delivered with all its 
mighty possibilities for good or evil, for happiness or misery. 
Following the monitions and devices of the sub-human, he 
may make of it–what indeed for some gentle and tender souls 
it has already become–a very hell; working with God and 
Nature, he may reconvert it into Paradise.”
 Page 26. Japan. “`The Japanese not only abstain from 
animal food, but even from milk and its productions. One of 
the laws which they most religiously observe is, not to kill, 
nor to eat anything that is killed.’”
 “’Fish and rice are staples of the Japanese diet... Beans 
are an important article, and from these is manufactured tofee
[sic, tofu]–literally bean-cheese, an article largely used by 
the poorer classes’” (New York World 1887).
 Note: Anna Kingsford lived 1846-1888. Address: Doctor 

of Medicine of the Faculty of Paris, 11 Chapel Street, Park 
Lane [London?].

962. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1904. Chemical technology and 
analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 3rd ed. Entirely rewritten 
and enlarged. 2 vols. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New 
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xii + 1152 p. See vol. 2, p. 
506-08. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Translated into German in 1905. 
4th ed. 1909-1910. 6th ed. 1921-23. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good review of publications on 
various vegetable oils and margarine. The section titled 
“Soja bean oil” (p. 506-08) begins: “Soja bean oil (soy-
bean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil): French–Huile de Soya. 
German–Saubohnenfett, Sojabohnenoel. Italian–Olio di Soia. 
This oil is obtained from the seeds of Soja hispida, a plant 
indigenous in China, Manchuria, and Japan, where the oil 
is used for edible purposes. The seeds contain 18 per cent 
of oil. The manufacture of soja bean oil forms one of the 
staple industries of Manchuria. The plant is also extensively 
cultivated in Japan. The beans contain besides the oil about 
30-40 per cent of casein.”
 “The proportion of solid fatty acids in the oil is 
approximately 11.5 per cent of the total mixed fatty acids; 
Lane found 80.26 per cent of fatty acids. The bulk of the 
solid fatty acids is stated to consist of palmitic acid; the 
liquid fatty acids consist of oleic and linolic acids. On 
exposure to air it dries slowly with formation of a thin skin.”
 One table gives the “Physical and chemical constants of 
soja bean oil” based on three previous observers: Morawski 
and Stingl (1887), De Negri and Fabris (1891-1892), and 
Shukoff (based on seed grown in an experimental station 
in South Russia): Specifi c gravity at 15ºC: 0.924–0.9270. 
Solidifying point: +15 to +8ºC. Saponifi cation value (Mgrms. 
KOH): 190.6–192.9. Iodine value: 122.2%–124%. Hehner 
value: 95.5%. Maumené test: 59º–61ºC.
 A second table gives the “Physical and chemical 
constants of mixed fatty acids” based on the same three 
observers plus Lane. Solidifying point: 23-25ºC. Melting 
point: 27-29ºC. Iodine value: 115.2–122%. Liquid fatty 
acids: 131.
 The section titled “Refi ning and bleaching” (p. 442-45) 
gives basic background information, but soja bean oil is not 
mentioned.
 The section titled “Butter Substitutes” (p. 916-26) 
is divided into two parts: (a) Margarine (American–
Oleomargarine; French–Margarine; German–Margarine; 
Italian–Burro di margarina); and (b) Vegetable butters. Soy 
is not mentioned in either part. Older names for margarine, 
partly suppressed by legislation, are “butterine,” “Dutch 
butter,” and (in German) Kunstbutter (artifi cial butter), and 
Sparbutter (economical butter). Margarine is made of a 
mixture of animal fats (oleomargarine, oleo oil or neutral 
lard) and vegetable oils (especially cotton seed oil and cotton 
seed stearine). “For the production of oleomargarine, the 
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rough fat is removed from the slaughtered animal as quickly 
as possible and brought immediately into the works, where 
it is sorted. The kidney fat is selected and carefully washed 
with warm water and thoroughly cleaned.” It is then cooled, 
cut up, shredded in a shredding machine, and fi nally ground 
between rollers. Then it is melted in a jacketed kettle at a 
temperature not exceeding 45ºC. The fat which melts, called 
“premier jus,” is run off into shallow tin-lined trays and 
cooled. The bulk of the stearine separates out in a crystalline 
condition. It is then cut into pieces of about 3 lbs. weight, 
wrapped in canvas cloths, and pressed using a hydraulic 
press. The oleomargarine or “oleo-oil” which runs out from 
the presses forms the chief raw material for the manufacture 
of margarine. “A general working recipe for the manufacture 
of margarine is the following:–Mix 65 parts of oleomargarine 
[animal fat], 20 parts of vegetable oils, and 30 parts of milk. 
The yield is 100 parts of fi nished product, 15 parts of water 
being eliminated in the course of manufacture.” Salt and 
colouring matter are also added. “In the United States the 
mixing of butter with margarine is not forbidden, provided 
this product be sold as ‘oleomargarine.’” Formulas for 3 
grades of margarine as manufactured in the USA are given 
(p. 919). The highest grades contains oleo oil (100 parts), 
neutral lard (130 parts), butter (95 parts), salt (32 parts), and 
coloring matter (0.5 parts).
 A table (p. 925) shows estimated production of 
margarine in major countries during 1900 (in million 
pounds): Germany 220. Netherlands 123. United States more 
than 100. United Kingdom 82. Denmark 35. Sweden 22. 
Norway 22. Belgium 20. Total produced in these countries: 
624 million lb. Another table on the same page shows the 
amounts of the main materials used in the production of 
oleomargarine in the USA for the fi scal year ended 20 June 
1899. The most widely used ingredients are: Neutral lard 
34.27% of all ingredients, oleo oil 26.82%, milk 15.55%, salt 
7.42%, cotton seed oil 4.77%, “Butter oil” (a special brand of 
cotton seed oil) 4.76%, and cream 3.86%. Soybean oil is not 
mentioned.
 “Vegetable butters: A butter substitute made from 
cocoa nut oil or palm nut oil was originally prepared for the 
Indian market, where the native population are forbidden 
by their religious tenets to consume beef fat or hog fat. This 
vegetable butter has recently found extensive use at home 
in confectionery and as a cooking fat. It is being sold under 
a variety of fancy names, such as ‘lactine,’ ‘vegetaline,’ 
‘cocoaline,’ ‘laureol,’ ‘nucoline,’ ‘albene,’ ‘palmine,’ 
‘cocose,’ ‘kunerol,’ etc.”
 Also discusses: Perilla oil (p. 448-49). Linseed oil or 
fl ax seed oil (p. 449-63). Sesamé oil, gingilli oil, or teel oil 
(p. 538-44). Almond oil (589-96). Arachis oil, peanut oil, or 
earthnut oil (p. 598-611).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 1997) that uses the term “vegetable butter” or 
“vegetable butters” to refer to margarine.

 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004) 
that uses the term “linolic acids” (or acid) in connection 
with the soja bean. This was later (circa 1922-24) renamed 
linoleic acid.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “Soy-bean oil,” but 
this term is only used once in parentheses; the main term 
used throughout this section is “soja bean oil.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000) 
that mentions “Hehner value” in connection with oil 
constants.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2000) 
that uses the term “gingilli oil” (spelled that way) to refer to 
sesame oil.
 Note 6. Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: 
Ph.D., M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and 
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in 
“fats and oils” to the City and Guilds of London Inst.

963. Smith, Hugh McCormick. 1904. The seaweed industries 
of Japan. Bulletin of the Bureau of Fisheries (USA) 24:133-
81.
• Summary: A remarkable article, with reproductions of 
many old Japanese illustrations, plus many current photos. 
Contents: Introduction (with 7 early references, 3 in 
English). Kanten, or seaweed isinglass. Funori, or seaweed 
glue. Kombu. Amanori or laver. Seaweed iodine. Other 
Japanese algæ and their uses.
 The article begins: “Seaweeds are among the most 
valuable of the aquatic resources of the Japanese Empire, 
and conduce largely to the prominent rank attained by the 
fi sheries of that country. While marine plants are extensively 
utilized in France, Ireland, Scotland, and other European 
countries, in the East Indies, in China, and elsewhere, in no 
other country are such products relatively and actually so 
important or utilized in such a large variety of ways as in 
Japan.” Only one species, laver (nori; Porphyra lacinda), is 
extensively cultivated. “The seaweed preparations to which 
special attention is given are kombu, amanori [nori], funori, 
kanten, and iodine.”
 Under “Food qualities of kombu” (p. 153): “Fronds after 
being scraped once are cut in 3/4-inch squares and boiled 
in soy-bean sauce, which treatment preserves them for a 
long time, and these pieces make an excellent relish, tasting 
like caviare [caviar] or anchovy sauce. The Japanese name, 
tsukudani, means ‘boiled with soy-bean sauce.’” The average 
wholesale price of “kombu chips in soy sauce, 1.10 yen per 
kamme” (1 kamme [kan] = 8.28 pounds) (p. 154).
 Under “Preparation and utilization of porphyra” [nori] 
(p. 159): “Recently it has been boiled with Japanese (soy 
bean) sauce and put up in tins.”
 The section titled “Other Japanese algæ and their uses” 
notes (p. 163-65) that many species are seasoned in soy-
bean sauce: Arame (Ecklonia bicyclis) “is chiefl y eaten as 
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an ingredient of soups, as a salad, or mixed with soy-bean 
sauce.”

Hijiki (Cystophyllum fusiforme) “is sun dried and is 
ready for use after boiling in fresh water or cooking with 
soy-bean sauce.”

Wakame (Undaria pinnatifi da): “Before being used it 
is washed with fresh water, and then eaten as 
a salad, cooked with soy-bean sauce or put in 
soups... The thick root of wakame, called mehibi, 
is often dried, shaved, cut into slices, or eaten 
with sauce (miso).”

Suizenji nori (Phylloderma sacrum): 
“This product is ordinarily eaten with raw 
fi sh (sashimi); the dry weed is soaked in fresh 
water, and after it has swelled, boiling water 
is sprinkled over it and then soy-bean sauce 
is added. In the time of the feudal system this 
preparation was regularly presented to the local 
daimyo.”

Miru (Codium tomentosum, C. mucronatum, 
C. lindenbergii): “After drying they are 
preserved in ask or salt. They are prepared for 
food by boiling or baking in water, and are put 
in soups; or, after washing, by mixing with soy-
bean sauce and vinegar.”

Haba-nori (Phyllitis fascia): “This plant 
is prepared for use after the manner of ‘awa-
nori’ (Porphyra), principally by peasants of the 
provinces of Awa and Sagami. The young fronds are dried in 
the sun in sheet form and subsequently parched, powdered, 
and mixed with soy-bean sauce.”

Matsuma (Chordaria abietina) “abounds in northern 
Japan and is consumed by the peasantry. It is preserved by 
packing in salt, and is cooked with soy-bean sauce.”

Mozuku (Mesogloia decipiens) “is preserved by salting, 
and is eaten after washing out the salt and immersing in soy-
bean sauce or vinegar.”

Hondawara (Sargassum enerve) “When the plant is 
young it is eaten in soup or with soy-bean sauce.”

Somen-nori (Nemalion vermiculare) “is eaten in soup or 
after mixing with vinegar and soy-bean sauce.”

Tosaka nori (Kallimenia dentata) “is preserved by 
drying, and is eaten as a condiment or mixed with soy-bean 
sauce.”
 Other Japanese algæ which are eaten are: Awo-nori 
(Enteromorpha compressa, E. intestinales, E. linza). Aosa 
(Ulva lactuca), “the well-known sea lettuce of the United 
States.” Tsuno-mata, hosokeno-mimi (Chondrus crispus, 
C. ocellatus, etc.). “The well-known Irish moss. Ogo-nori 
(Gracilaria confervoides).
 “Other Japanese algæ which are dried and eaten or 
utilized in various other ways are: Cata-nori (Gigartina 
teedii), comen-nori (Grateloupia affi nis), mukade-nori 
(Grateloupia fi licina), makuri (Digenea simpler), ego 

(Carnpylaephora hypneoides), okitsu-nori (Gymnogondrus 
fl abelliformis), and tosaka (Sarcodia species).” Address: 
Deputy U.S. Fish Commissioner.

964. Lea and Perrins. 1905. Lea & Perrins’ Sauce (Ad). 
Japan Weekly Mail (Yokohama) 43(11):24. Jan. 7.

• Summary: This black-and-white ad (5 by 4 inches) states: 
“The original and genuine Worcestershire. By Royal warrant 
to His Majesty the King.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that contains the phrase “By Royal warrant to His Majesty 
the King” in connection with Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire 
sauce. The phrase was used frequently in ads until about 
1916. Address: England.

965. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(2):65-68. Jan. 14. See p. 68.
• Summary: On page 68 we read: “Soy [sauce] of the fi nest 
quality is offered at 1s. 7d. per gallon, duty paid.”

966. Lindsey, J.B. 1905. Part II.–Experiments in animal 
nutrition. Massachusetts (Hatch) Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Annual Report 17:45-77. Jan. See p. 67-69, 73-74. 
[2 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Digestion experiments with 
sheep,” sheep were fed both soy bean fodder and uncooked 
coarsely ground soybean seeds (called soy bean meal). The 
variety was Brooks Medium Green. The yield of fodder 
was light (about 6 tons/acre) due to the cool summer of 
1903. “The three sheep ate the fodder readily and digested it 
quite evenly. Sheep II refused small quantities of the coarse 
stems...
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 “The total dry matter of the soy bean fodder appears to 
be slightly less digestible than that of other legumes,–clover, 
Canada fi eld peas and cow peas,–due to its characteristic 
hard, woody stems. Attention is called to the fact that the 
digestion coeffi cient of the fi ber in the soy beans is relatively 
low (39% and 46%) as compared with those for the clover 
and cow peas (54% and 60%). Soy beans will fi nd their chief 
use in the farm economy as a soiling and silage crop.”
 The uncooked meal caused one sheep some digestive 
problems but it was noted that “It is evident that the beans 
are as a rule quite thoroughly digested, especially the protein 
and fat, which are the two most important constituents.”
 Note: Page 71 states: “Bibby’s Dairy Cake, made 
by J. Bibby & Sons of Liverpool, England, is composed 
principally of ground cotton-seed, cereals such as barley and 
wheat, molasses, fenugreek and salt. It... appears to be highly 
relished by farm animals.” Address: Ph.D., chemist (foods 
and feeding).

967. Kadono, C. 1905. The diet of the Japanese. Times 
(London). Feb. 11. p. 6, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: This article is actually mostly about soya beans 
and their products. “It is well known that the Japanese diet 
consists chiefl y of rice, vegetables, and fi sh, with very small 
and occasional additions of butchers’ meat. The relative 
quantities of these, and vegetables and products thereof used, 
would be interesting and in some respects instructive.
 “The following bill of fare, which attempts to give the 
three meals of a day for a family of moderate circumstances, 
will show how they live. It may also be said that all Japanese 
live rather simply whether high or low in their station of life, 
and the menu can be taken as typical of all classes.
 “Breakfast (about 7 to 7:30 a.m.).–Miso soup (with 
vegetables, tofu, &c.), pickles, boiled rice, tea (sometimes 
raw egg or boiled sweet soya beans, or natto, &c.).
 “Lunch (12 noon).–Fish boiled in soya [sauce], 
vegetables stewed in soya, pickles, boiled rice, tea.
 “Supper (6 to 6:30 p.m.).–Soya soup (with vegetables, 
fi shes, &c.), raw fi sh sliced and eaten with soya sauce, 
broiled fi sh (or boiled) with vegetables (or butchers’ meat or 
fowl and vegetables stewed), rice, tea...
 “From the foregoing it can be seen how cereals and 
vegetables predominate in Japanese diet. Rice and miso and 
soya, as will be seen from the menu, form the predominant 
feature of the food, and it may not be an exaggeration to say 
that the Japanese physique is mainly built up on the products 
of soya beans, such as miso, soya sauce, tofu, &c.”
 There follows a detailed table titled “Analysis of Soya 
Beans and Their Products. (Extract from a table by Mr. C. 
Omura.)” Nutritional analyses are given for the following, 
written exactly as they appear: Soya beans (5 varieties), 
miso (white, red Osaka, red Tokio, red Sendai), soya sauce 
(regular or Noda), tofu, dried frozen tofu, fried tofu, mash 
residue from tofu (Okara), yuba (Dried skim off tofu-mash), 

natto (Steamed beans with surface fermentation).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “fried tofu.”
 “Soya beans are grown all over Japan and in Manchuria, 
and so far as I know cannot be had here [in England]. 
They are eaten boiled, either young or ripe.” They are 
manufactured into those articles shown above, of which 
miso, soya, and tofu are the most important...” The author 
then gives a 5-10 line description for each of how miso, soya 
sauce, and tofu are made. Tofu is coagulated with a “strong 
brine. “The remnant (okara), being a white pulverized mass, 
called fancifully ‘snow balls’ by Japanese, is eaten boiled 
and seasoned with soya sauce.
 “I have given Japanese meals to some English friends 
and most have pronounced the food excellent, and some have 
even braved the sliced raw fi sh with soya sauce.”
 Note 2. Concerning the idea that okara is sometimes 
fancifully called “snow balls,” the term kirazu is written with 
three characters: yuki = snow, hana = fl ower(s), and sai = 
vegetable(s). Or the author may be referring to a local term 
from some part of Japan.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the Japanese word okara or the 
term “mash” or “mash residue” or “mash residue from tofu” 
to refer to okara.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term “dried frozen tofu” 
(or “dried-frozen tofu”). Address: England.

968. Nottingham Evening Post (England). 1905. The diet of 
the Japanese. Feb. 11. p. 6, col. 5.
• Summary: “Mr. C. Kadono writes as follows to the Times 
[London]: -”
 Note: This same article appeared on this same date 
under the same title in the Times (London).

969. Manchester Guardian. 1905. What the Japanese eat. 
Feb. 13. p. 12.
• Summary: This is a summary of: Kadono, C. 1905. “The 
diet of the Japanese.” Times (London). Feb. 11. p. 6, cols. 
3-4. Mentions soya beans, miso soup, tofu, natto, soya sauce, 
etc.

970. Aberdeen Journal (Scotland). 1905. What the Japanese 
eat. Feb. 14. p. 8, col. 2.
• Summary: “Mr. C. Kadono. in a letter to the Times, gives 
details of the Japanese diet.”
 Note: This same article appeared on 11 Feb. 1905 under 
the title “The Diet of the Japanese” in the Times (London).

971. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1310):364. March 4.
• Summary: On page 364 we read: “Soy [sauce].–Good thick 
(Mandarin No. 1) sold without reserve at 1s. 3d. per gallon, 
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and fair thick (Buffalo No. 2) at 1s. 2d. duty paid. Privately 
fair to good thick is quoted 1s. 3d. to 1s. 5d. per gallon duty 
paid.”

972. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1313):486. March 25.
• Summary: On page 364 we read: “Arrivals: The following 
drugs, chemicals, etc. have arrived at the principal ports of 
the United Kingdom from March 9 to 15, inclusive...” “; soy 
(@ Hong Kong), 400.”
 Note: The soy sauce was probably shipped from Hong 
Kong; the meaning of the number “400” is unknown.

973. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1316):596-97. April 15.
• Summary: A table shows (p. 597) goods offered and sold: 
Soy [sauce]–Offered 57. Sold 0.
 Note: The meaning of these two numbers is unclear.

974. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1317):648-49. April 22.
• Summary: On page 648 we read: “Arrivals: The following 
drugs, chemicals, etc. have arrived at the principal ports of 
the United Kingdom from April 6 to 12, inclusive...”
 Page 649: “; soy (@ Hong Kong), 155.”
 Note: The soy sauce was probably shipped from Hong 
Kong; the meaning of the number “155” is unknown.

975. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1318):681. April 29.
• Summary: Page 681 states: “Soy is very quiet at from 1s. 
2d. to 1s. 7d. per gallon, according to quality.”

976. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (Manchester, 
England). 1905. The diet of the Japanese (Abstract). April. p. 
86-87.
• Summary: This article is a summary of: Kadono, C. 1905. 
“The diet of the Japanese.” Times (London). Feb. 11. p. 6.

977. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1320):748-49. May 13.
• Summary: A table shows (p. 749) goods offered and sold: 
Soy [sauce]–Offered 53. Sold 0.
 Note: The meaning of these two numbers is unclear.

978. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1322):833. May 27.
• Summary: A table (p. 833) shows recent price trends for 
various goods. The four trends are: Higher. Firmer. Easier. 
Lower. “Soy” sauce is listed under “Easier.”

979. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1322):835. May 27.
• Summary: Under “London drug-auctions” is a table which 

shows the amounts of various goods offered and sold, “Soy 
[sauce]–Offered 30. Sold 30.”
 On page 836: “Soy.–Easier. Thirty casks of fair thick 
sold without reserve from 1s. to 1s. 1d. per gallon duty paid.”

980. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1905. Trade report. 
66(1324):908. June 10.
• Summary: A table (p. 908) shows the amounts of various 
goods offered and sold, “Soy [sauce]–Offered 59. Sold 29.”
 On the same page: “Soy.–A parcel of 24 casks Chinese 
sold without reserve at 11d. [11 pence] per gallon duty paid 
for ordinary.”

981. Clement, Ernest W. 1905. Mito samurai and British 
sailors in 1824. Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan 
33:86-123. July. See p. 113, 122. Read May 17, 1905. [5 ref]
• Summary: In 1638, Tokugawa Iemitsu, the 3rd Tokugawa 
shogun, issued his famous edict with two parts: First, it 
prohibited foreigners from landing on the coast of Japan. 
Second, it prohibited Japanese from leaving Japan. Only a 
limited amount of trade was permitted at Nagasaki with the 
Dutch and the Chinese.
 Yet no policy, no matter how stringent, could prevent 
the winds and currents from carrying foreign vessels to the 
Japanese shores. The seclusion became even more diffi cult 
to enforce after about 1750, when whaling and merchant 
vessels began to frequent the waters of the Pacifi c Ocean.
 Page 88 cites three documents that discuss the attempts 
made before Commodore Perry’s visit to open intercourse 
with Japan. Mito was a fi ef (han) on the eastern cost of Japan 
just northeast of today’s Tokyo. Before 1824 various western 
ships were seen off the coast. “In 1823, some fi shermen 
discovered a foreign ship off the coast of Hitachi [a village 
in Mito] and had an opportunity to go aboard. In the ship 
they found many swords, guns, etc.; and they saw the crew 
getting oil from whales.” The crew of one stranded ship 
landed, and attacked and robbed the people, throwing them 
into confusion.
 On about June 24, twelve foreigners [British] landed at 
the village of Hitachi. They attempted to communicate with a 
villager, and succeeded at basics; the story is told by Aizawa 
An, a prominent Mito samurai.
 In The Leading men of Japan, by Charles Lanman 
[1883] we read (p. 283): “According to the native annals, 
the coast of Japan was visited by foreign vessels in 1637, 
1673, 1768, 1791, 1793, 1796, 1803, 1808, 1813, and 
1829.” In 1846 two American ships fi rst arrived at Nagasaki 
[then Tokyo Bay] under Commander James Biddle, and 
Commander Matthew C. Perry made his visit in 1853, made 
memorable by resulting in a treaty with the United States. 
In 1854, Sir James Stirling, an English admiral, visited 
Nagasaki, and also concluded a treaty with Japan;... Perry 
“opened” Japan primarily for the U.S. whaling industry. In 
1824 British sailors landed in Japan.
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 Page 113: “Kuhachiro and Tôzô received the following 
provisions for three days’ use: 3 shô of rice, 6 seki of miso, 6 
seki of salt.
 “The following are the provisions for horses: 2 shô 1 
gô of soja bean, 1 shô 2 gô of rice-bran, 9 kwan of hay and 
straw. These were to be used for three days...”
 Footnotes (p. 110, 113, 122): 1 shô = about 1.5 quarts. 
1 seki is about 0.03 pint. 1 gô is about 0.3 pint. 1 kwan is 
8.2673 lbs. 1 hiki is ¼ sen [a small unit of Japanese money].
 Page 122: “6 seki and 6 sai* of miso... 3 gô and 5 seki of 
soja beans.” Address: M.A.

982. Product Name:  Carnos (The Vegetarian Food and 
Meat Substitute).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Carnos & Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Great Grimsby, Lincs 
[Lincolnshire], England.
Date of Introduction:  1905 September.
Ingredients:  -
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  -
How Stored:  -
Nutrition:  -
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Vegetarian 
Messenger and Health Review (UK). 1905. Sept. Inside rear 
cover. “Carnos: The Vegetarian Food and Meat Substitute. 
It is the best article of its kind upon the market, being an 
appetising wholesome extract entirely soluble and free from 
fat. Send 4d. in stamps for 1 oz. Sample and full particulars 
to... N.B.–No chemicals used in the manufacture.”
*

983. Product Name:  Nut Cream Rolls.
Manufacturer’s Name:  London Nut Food Co. (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  465 Battersea Park Road, 
London, S.W., England.
Date of Introduction:  1905 September.
Ingredients:  -
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  -
How Stored:  -
Nutrition:  -
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Vegetarian 
Messenger and Health Review (UK). 1905. Sept. Inside 
rear cover. “The 20th Century Food, Which reaches the 
highest ideal of the Hygienic Food Reformer. Trade Mark 
(an illustration shows two squirrels, each holding a nut in 
its paws, facing one another). Made from the fi nest selected 
nuts and whole wheat. Nutritious, digestive, & appetising. 
On Sale at all the principal Vegetarian Stores, or direct from 
The London Nut Food Co.,... Assorted sample post free for 6 
stamps. All orders of 5/- and upwards are forwarded carriage 
paid.”
*

984. Li, Yu-ying. 1905. Le lait végétal fabriqué en 

Chine [The vegetal milk made in China]. In: 2e Congrès 
International de Laiterie: Compte-Rendu des Séances (2nd 
International Dairy Congress: Proceedings): Paris: Comité 
Français–Fédération International de Laiterie. 548 p. See p. 
387-89. Held 16-19 Oct. 1905 at Paris, France. [Fre]
• Summary: The president of this international milk congress 
introduces Li Yu-ying as attaché at the Chinese Legation, and 
offi cial delegate to the congress. Li begins by expressing his 
happiness at being able to speak to the congress and getting 
to know the many scholars and very competent people from 
many countries.
 “In China, not much animal milk is consumed. It is 
replaced by another product: vegetable milk (le lait végétal). 
This latter product could not be used here and, therefore, is 
of little interest to you. I will speak to you about it only as a 
curiosity, fi rst to explain the special method employed in my 
country for the production of vegetable milk and vegetable 
cheese [tofu], and fi nally to increase interest in these 
products because of their hygiene and economy.
 “Everyone knows that animal milk is an excellent 
substance with numerous advantages. One may ask, 
therefore, why so little of it is consumed by the people of 
China. The reason is because it is relatively expensive and 
because cows cannot be raised in all parts of China. Dairying 
is practiced only in the north and the west of China. In the 
other provinces dairying is diffi cult because of the climate 
and the nature of the soil; so vegetable milk is consumed 
there.
 “The latter is made with the seeds of Soja hispida or 
‘oil peas of China.’ This is an annual legume which has been 
imported to England, Spain, Belgium, and France. Presently 
it is widely cultivated in America as forage.
 “Mr. Lechartier, director of the agronomic station at 
Rennes, has experimented with this plant in France; he 
obtained yields of up to 25,000 to 30,000 kg of green forage 
per hectare. This plant is therefore already known here.”
 “As forage, the soja hispida is as rich in protein as clover 
(trèfl e), horse beans or dried kidney beans (les féveroles), 
etc.; but it is richer in fats than the other legumes. The seeds 
are richer in nitrogenous materials [protein] than other plants 
of the same family. Analyses show that they contain 30% 
protein, oil, and little starch.
 “The seeds of this plant can also be used to make a 
cheese (tofou [tofu]) which is a major source nourishment 
for the peoples of China and Japan. It is consumed, in effect, 
every day and at every meal, as a main dish.
 “The production of these two products [milk and 
cheese] is very simple. First the seeds are cooked, then 
they are pressed strongly to obtain a sort of puree, which 
is coagulated by a mineral salt that plays the role of rennet. 
The fresh cheese, which is made daily, must be sold and 
consumed the same day. It can be used in recipes like 
vegetables or meats. However it can also be preserved, either 
hot, or by putting it in a salt solution: in this way one obtains 
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various cheeses which are used as desserts, as following:
 “(1). Salted and smoked cheese (Le fromage salé 
et fumé), which in both fl avor and form bears some 
resemblance to gruyere cheese. It can be stored for a rather 
long time; (2) Salted cheese (Le fromage salé), white in 
color, whose taste somewhat resembles that of goat cheese; 
(3) Fermented cheese (Le fromage fermenté). Its color is 
white, yellow, or gray, and it fl avor is very strong, like that of 
Roquefort.
 Note 1. It is unclear whether this “fermented cheese” is 
simply traditional Chinese fermented tofu, or whether it is 
a new creation in which the traditional Chinese product is 
somehow made to resemble French cheeses, such Roquefort. 
If it is the latter, this would be the earliest document seen 
(Oct. 2013) that mentions a Western-style cheese, and it 
would be the world’s fi rst such product, probably soy-based 
and non-dairy.
 “The processes which give rise to Chinese milk and 
cheese also give residues [okara] which are not lost. They 
are employed either as fertilizer, or as feed for farm animals. 
Thus nothing is wasted from soybeans. Moreover, the 
factories where this plant is processed are very numerous, 
and the products made by them are the most moderately 
priced. A square or cake of vegetable cheese (carré de 
fromage végétal) (11 by 10 by 2½ cm), consumed daily by 
one person, costs about one centime, or about one-fi ftieth the 
price of an animal cheese of average price.
 “It is of interest, fi nally, to compare the products of the 
animal dairy with those of the vegetable dairy, not only in 
terms of their similarity in appearance, but also in terms of 
their chemical composition. It is well known that animal 
milk contains a large proportion of casein; the same is true of 
vegetable milk, which contains legumine that has the same 
chemical formula as casein.
 “Furthermore, during processing, the peas (le pois, i.e. 
soybeans) undergo a complete chemical and mechanical 
transformation which concentrates the nutritive parts and 
eliminates the others; it is this which explains the richness of 
the vegetable milk and cheese in nutritive principles.
 “After all these considerations, you can realize the 
interest present in this industry in China.
 “It can also be interesting in places where raising 
livestock is impossible. It is evident that this would be 
more diffi cult than in the countries which produce animal 
milk in large quantities. I am well aware that animal milk 
has a real superiority over vegetable milk, but doesn’t it 
also have its disadvantages: Fraud, on the one hand, and its 
contagious diseases on the other? Moreover, milk merchants 
have various categories of milk at different prices; it is clear 
that the most expensive is the best, and vice versa. But the 
consumer knows full well that some milk is not of good 
quality, yet he is obliged to take it in order to earn money. 
Thus it is the fate of the poor to be condemned to drink milk 
of inferior quality, and often fraudulent. However, vegetable 

milk does not support fraud and cannot transmit contagious 
diseases. It is the same for everyone; the poor consume the 
same product as the rich.
 “Let the culture of soybeans expand therefore in 
Europe. One might try to make vegetable milk which will 
be destined, not for those who have the means to buy good 
milk, but rather for those who can only afford low-price 
milk; thus, fraud becomes useless, and this will a benefi t for 
public hygiene and for the purse of poor people.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (April 2015) 
concerning Li Yu-ying. It is also the earliest publication seen 
by him on the subject of soya.
 Note 3. These proceedings contain a list of attendees and 
of excursions. Address: Attaché at the Chinese Legation, and 
offi cial delegate.

985. Macmillan, H.F. 1905. The “Soya (or Soy) Bean.” 
(Glycine hispida). A new vegetable, fodder, and green-
manure product for Ceylon. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 
25(5):682-83. Nov. 15.
• Summary: “It is strange that a product so important, 
so simple of cultivation and so quick in yielding returns 
as this has not hitherto attracted attention in Ceylon. 
Notwithstanding the fact that it has been introduced several 
years ago by the Royal Botanic Gardens, and successfully 
grown at Peradeniya year in and year out, both for the 
instruction of visitors to the Gardens and for distributing 
seeds; I question whether there are at present half-a-dozen 
gardens or estates in Ceylon which count this amongst their 
crops.”
 “The Soya Bean thrives at Peradeniya, and appears 
to be well-suited to the climate and soil; whilst it also 
fl ourishes in the Mediterranean region and Southern Europe. 
It would therefore seem reasonable to expect it to thrive at a 
comparatively wide range of elevations in Ceylon, provided 
the conditions of soil and rainfall were at all favourable. In 
China and Japan the Soya Bean forms a standard article of 
food with all classes of the community, being prepared for 
use chiefl y in the form of a sauce, paste or cheese, the latter 
two preparations being made by crushing and pressing the 
seeds. In India the seeds are said to be cooked and used in 
various ways, often ‘roasted and ground as satu, or simply 
eaten in the form of dal.’ Soy sauce is said to form the basis 
of many popular sauces made in Europe.” A few years ago 
soy sauce in London was worth 2 shillings and 6 pence per 
gallon. “Personally I think Soya Bean as a vegetable is very 
agreeable and forms a good substitute for the Lentils and 
Broadbeans of Europe if cooked and served similarly. Its 
chemical composition, according to Professor Church, places 
it above all other pulses as an albuminous food.”
 The soya bean is also considered valuable as a fodder 
plant and for green manuring. A brief description of its 
cultivation is also given. “Regarding cultivation, probably 
few crops are less exacting in their requirements than this. 
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Its most striking characteristic, judging by results recorded 
at Peradeniya, is the remarkably short space of time in 
which the plants grow and produce a crop. Here the seeds 
germinate in 3 to 5 days, the plants fl ower when a month 
old; a fortnight later the pods are fi t for picking [for use as 
a green vegetable], and the harvesting is complete in about 
two months from the time of sowing. Thus, granted the 
seasons were favourable, it should be possible to obtain four 
crops a year. In making these statements, which may seem 
unduly optimistic, it is not by any means intended to convey 
the impression that practically no expenditure of labour 
is involved in the production of this crop. On the contrary 
it is pretty certain that to make it a profi table product for 
whatever purpose, even under the most favourable conditions 
for its growth, a reasonable amount of cultivation will be 
required. It has yet to be proved how far it would repay 
cultivation in Ceylon for fodder and green-manuring, but 
that it should prove a welcome adjunct to the food products 
of the natives, if not as a general vegetable, there seems no 
question.”
 A footnote states: “* Since writing this Mr. Kelway 
Bamber has presented a small quantity of Soya Bean seed 
to the Botanic Gardens, remarking that he intended to 
recommend it as a green-manure crop.” Address: Curator of 
the Royal Botanic Gardens at Peradeniya.

986. De Becker, J.E. (Joseph Ernest). 1905. The nightless 
city: or, the “History of Yoshiwara Yûwaku.” 5th ed. revised. 
Shanghai, Yokohama, Bremen: Max Nössler & Co.; London: 
Probsthain & Co. xvi + 386 p. + 46 unnumbered leaves of 
plates. See p. 158-61, 221. Illust. 2 maps. 19 cm. Reprinted 
in 1971 by Tuttle & Prentice-Hall.
• Summary: A book about prostitution in Tokyo. Note 1. The 
approximate date of this 5th edition, Dec. 1905, is given on 
p. xvi, at the end of the “Preface to the fi fth edition.” The 
fi rst edition was published in 1899.
 “It was not until after the City of Yedo had become the 
seat of the Tokugawa government that regular houses of ill-
fame were established, and up to the period of Keicho (1596-
1614) there were no fi xed places set apart for brothels and 
assignation houses” (p. 1).
 The section titled “Dai-ya no koto (Cook-houses of 
the Yoshiwara)” (p. 158-61) notes that “these cook houses 
supply every conceivable kind of food be it sushi (a fi sh and 
rice roll), kwashi [o-kashi] (cakes)...”
 “By the way, there is, in the Shôbai Orai (Chinese 
characters) by Ikku, an item which shows a bill of fare in 
a dai-ya a hundred years ago. It is as follows;–The bill of 
the Ki-no-ji-ya consisted of:... Teri-gomamé–Dried young 
sardines roasted and boiled in sugar and soy... Aburage–
Bean-curd fried in oil [fried tofu]... Yaki-dôfu–Roasted bean-
curd... Umani–Any food cooked in a mixture of soy, mirin, 
sugar, and the shavings of dried bonito... Ankake–A kind of 
soup containing tôfu or arrowroot, etc., all of which foods 

are suitable to those persons who stop in brothels for several 
consecutive days.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “Yaki-dôfu” or the term 
“Roasted bean-curd” to refer to grilled tofu.
 “Famous things of the Yoshiwara... Sanya-tôfu–Bean 
curd of Sanya... Kobu-maki–Rolled seaweed... Ni-mamé–
Boiled [soy] beans... Dengaku–Tôfu baked and covered with 
sweetened miso... These things were very popular (even 
outside the Yoshiwara)” from 1772 to 1829.
 Page 221: “The yûjo (prostitutes) did not all appear in 
the cages until the 20th of the 1st month, so the night aspect 
of the Yoshiwara did not resume its normal appearance until 
this date. The saruhiki (One who goes about getting money 
by leading a monkey who performs tricks) and dai-kagura 
(A kind of dance performed in the streets by boys wearing 
wooden lion-head masks) began to pour into the Yoshiwara 
from the 1st day of the 2nd month: on the night of the fi rst 
‘horse day’ the front of every brothel in the fi rst and second 
wards of Yeido-chô and of Kyô-machi was illuminated by 
a large lantern on which was written the names of the yûjo 
in the house. Votive offerings of red rice [probably sekihan, 
azuki beans cooked with rice], fried bean-curd, and fruit 
were made to the family shrines of the god Inari.”
 J.E. de Becker lived 1863-1929. Address: Kamakura, 
Twenty years a resident of Japan, an English [British] student 
of sociology.

987. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1905. Report of the government 
agrostologist and botanist for the year ending June 30th, 
1904. Transvaal Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. 
p. 261-320. For the year 1903-04. See p. 263, 270-71, 274. 1 
plate. Reprinted in part in the Rhodesian Agricultural Journal 
3(4):354, 364 (1906).
• Summary: The author, an early advocate of soybeans in 
Africa, arrived in the Colony on 1 May 1903. Writing on 
26 Oct. 1904 he notes: “The year has been principally spent 
organising the work of the Division, and travelling over 
the country to meet farmers and study the conditions and 
needs of the various districts. For the fi rst 6 months I had no 
assistants, therefore it was impossible any one branch.”
 A non-original illustration of the Soy-bean (p. 270) 
shows the stem and leaves, plus individual close-ups of a 
fl ower, several pods, and the root system with nodules. The 
artist’s initials appear to be A.M.H.
 Section 2, titled “Hay, silage, and soiling crops” (p. 
271) begins: “The warm rains of the Transvaal summer are 
particularly favourable to a rank and rapid growth of summer 
crops.” A subsection on “The soy-bean (Glycine hispida)” 
(p. 274) states: “An American variety known as the southern 
soy-bean gave excellent results on the Springbok Flats; the 
seeds were sown December 10th [1903], in drills 3 feet apart; 
the return was 70 lbs. of seed from 5 lbs. sown. If cut from 
the time of fl owering until the pods are half formed, it makes 
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good and nutritious hay. It is cut with a scooter or V-shaped 
plough, as the stems are too woody to be mowed with an 
ordinary machine. The crop can be turned into good ensilage, 
if cut when the seed is nearly ripe; its principal value lies, 
however, in the dried bean, which is used in conjunction 
with maize for fattening stock. Of all legumes in cultivation, 
the soy-bean is only exceeded by the ground-nut in amount 
and digestibility of its food constituents; it is especially rich 
in fats and nitrogenous compounds, in fact, it is one of the 
richest of concentrated foods. It is useful for bringing up the 
quality of poor soils.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2009) that clearly refers to soybeans in South Africa, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa. This document 
contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in South 
Africa, or the cultivation of soybeans in South Africa (10 
Dec. 1903). The source of these soybeans was J.M. Thorburn 
& Co., New York, USA. See also Palmer 1882, and George 
M. Moore 1905.
 Note 2. The Transvaal is a large province in northeast 
South Africa; its capital is Pretoria. It was inhabited by 
the Boers (South Africans of Dutch or Huguenot [French 
Protestant] descent) after the great trek from the Cape in 
the 1830s. In 1856 the Boers formed the independent South 
African Republic. This was followed by civil war and 
fi nancial diffi culties. The discovery of diamonds in 1867 
led Britain to annex the Republic in 1877, even though its 
independence had been acknowledged by Britain in the 
Sand River Convention of 1852. Rebellion by the Boers 
led to restoration of the Republic in 1881. The discovery of 
gold in 1886 brought in many foreigners. The South African 
Republic joined with the Orange Free State and fought 
Great Britain in the “Boer War” of 1899-1902. The Boers 
lost. Now called the Transvaal, the area was annexed as a 
British Crown Colony in 1900, granted self-government in 
1906, and joined the Union (now Republic) of South Africa 
in 1910. Chief towns are Pretoria and Johannesburg, with 
suburbs of Boksburg and Springs.
 Note 3. Springbok Flats in the Transvaal Province is 
not a particular town, but an area located between the towns 
of Warmbaths, Hammanskraal, Groblersdal, Marble Hall, 
Immerpan, Naboomspruit and Nylstroom. It is roughly 
an oval fl at area. Address: Government Agrostologist and 
Botanist, Div. of Botany, Pretoria, South Africa.

988. Fernie, William Thomas. 1905. Meals medicinal: With 
“herbal simples,” (of edible parts). Curative foods from the 
cook; in place of drugs from the chemist. Bristol, England: 
John Wright & Co.; London: Simkin, Marshall, Hamilton, 
Kent & Co., Ltd. xxii + 781 p. See p. 84. Illust. Index. 22 
cm.
• Summary: In this collection of unusual facts about 
the healing power of foods, the various foods are listed 
alphabetically. The section titled “Bean” states (p. 84): 

“The Soy Bean (Glycina soja) [sic, Glycine soja] is of 
three varieties, black, green, and white. These Beans are 
boiled, then mixed with barley, or wheat, until, through 
fermentation, they become covered with fungi; then brine 
is added, and further fermentation goes on for a couple 
of years. The sauce thus concocted is afterward boiled 
afresh, and put, when cool, into bottles, or casks. From a 
nutritive point of view it is superior to any other sauce in our 
markets.” Soy is made throughout Japan, and most Japanese 
partake of it with every meal. “In China, Soy Cheese [tofu] 
is extensively eaten, whilst various sauces, and pastes [jiang] 
are prepared from the Beans... An old fable said that Soy was 
made from certain beetles, and Londoners have improved 
this to ‘black beetles.’” Note: This is also the earliest 
English-language document seen (April 2013) that clearly 
uses the term “Soy Cheese” (or “soy cheese”) to refer to tofu.
 The author then quotes a four-line poem by Edward Lear 
from his Book of Nonsense (1862) which begins: “There was 
an old person of Troy / Whose drink was warm brandy and 
soy,...”
 Also discusses: Seaweeds (p. 495-96, 627-33; Incl. 
Irish moss or carrageen, dulse, laver, sloke, samphire, sea 
holly, bladderwrack, and Laminaria digitata or sea-tang, 
sea spinach, agar-agar or Japanese isinglass). The Pea-nut 
(Arachis hypogæa, p. 504-05; Incl. pea-nut candy and nut 
cream). Vegetarianism (p. 711-17). The book contains no 
recipes. Address: M.D [England].

989. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1905. Chemische technologie 
und Analyse der Oele, Fette und Wachse. 2 Abt. [Chemical 
technology and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 2 vols.]. 
Braunschweig [Brunswick], Germany: Friedrich Vieweg und 
Sohn. See vol. 2, p. 79-81. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: In the section titled Sojabohnenöl, Saubohnenöl 
(p. 79-81), the information is identical to that found in 
the 1904 English-language edition. The full-page table of 
constants is also identical.
 Also discusses: Perilla oil (p. 22-23). Linseed oil or 
fl axseed oil (p. 23-39). Sesame oil, gingilli oil, or teel oil 
(p. 110-17). Almond oil (p. 159-65). Arachis oil, peanut oil, 
or earthnut oil (p. 167-81). Butter substitutes: Margarine 
(p. 507-16), vegetable butters (p. 517. Made mostly from 
coconut oil or palm kernel oil. Gives many German brand 
names such as Vegetalin), lard substitutes (Kunstschmaltz, 
Kunstspeisefett, p. 518), cacao butter substitutes (p. 518-19).
 Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: City and 
Guilds of London Inst.

990. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906. The 
Imperial Institute. 4(1):v-viii.
• Summary: “The Imperial Institute at South Kensington, 
England, was founded as the National Memorial of the 
Jubilee of Queen Victoria, by whom it was opened in May 
1903. The principal object of the Institute is to promote 
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the utilisation of the commercial and industrial resources 
of the Empire by arranging comprehensive exhibitions 
of natural products, especially of India and the Colonies, 
and providing for their investigation and for the collection 
and dissemination of scientifi c, technical, and commercial 
information relating to them.
 “The work formerly carried on by the Imperial Institute 
for the supply of general commercial, statistical, and 
tariff intelligence is now conducted by the Commercial 
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.”
 Also discusses: Indian and colonial economic 
collections. Central stand for publications and enquiries. The 
scientifi c and technical department. Library and reading-
rooms. Colonial conference rooms. The Cowasjee Jehanghier 
Hall. Societies occupying rooms in the Imperial Institute: 
British Women’s Emigration Society, Colonial Nursing 
Association, African Society (which publishes the Journal of 
the African Society).

991. Willis, -. 1906. China: Report for the year 1905 on the 
trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3576. 11 p.
• Summary: Native imports (p. 5): “The import of bean cake 
is less than usual though both Hankow and Chinkiang have 
contributed more largely than formerly to it. Owing to the 
Russo-Japanese war the price at Newchwang [Manchuria] 
was very high and the supply offered but scanty.”
 Table II, titled “Return of principal articles of native 
import during the years 1904-1905” gives quantity and value 
for (among others): Bean cake, beans [soy], groundnuts, 
hemp, oil (incl. bean (=soy), castor, and groundnut), opium 
(from Ssuchuan, Yunnan, Kiangsu), and rice. In 1905 the 
top 3 native imports in terms of quantity were: (1) Bean 
cake (soy): 2,751,110 cwt (1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds) worth £680,714. Beans (soy): 1,151,285 cwt. worth 
£283,980. (3) Wheat: 254,855 cwt worth £61,181. The top 
three items in terms of value were: (1) Rice £1,035,022. (2) 
Bean cake. Beans (soy). Address: Acting British Consul.

992. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Cheese is much improved by 
the addition of a little Lea & Perrins’ sauce (Ad). Times 
(London). June 23. p. 11, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “Just a small quantity on the side of your plate. 
Try it.” At the top of this display ad is an illustration of a 
large cylindrical block of cheese on a plate with a pottery 
cover nearby. At the lower left is a large illustration of a 
bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel with signature. 
At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it the words “By 
Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].

993. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1906. 
Recent progress in the practice of green manuring. 4(2):118-
125. See p. 123. [2 ref]
• Summary: The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine 

soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of 
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value 
as a green manure. A table (p. 123) shows the “Fertilising 
ingredients in 100 lb. of [13] green leguminous crops.” 
The soy bean contains: Moisture 73.20 lb, nitrogen 0.29 lb, 
phosphoric acid 0.15 lb, and potassium oxide 0.53 lb. The 
plants highest in nitrogen are Flat pea (Lathyrus sylvestris) 
1.13 lb, alfalfa 0.72 lb, and horse bean (broad bean) 0.68 
lb. “Of these plants the cowpea and the soy bean seem 
especially useful, for if the seeds are allowed to ripen they 
form a very nutritious food for stock, and as only part of the 
fertilising constituents is absorbed by the animals the greater 
part may be returned to the soil in the manure.”
 Also contains a good history of the theory and practice 
of nitrogen fi xation from the time of the key discovery by 
Hellriegel and Wilfarth in 1886.

994. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Classifi ed ad: Dinner–Soup, fi sh, 
entrées. joints, savouries, with Lea & Perrins’ sauce. Times 
(London). July 6. p. 13, col. 6.

• Summary: To the left is a large illustration of a bottle of the 
sauce, showing the front panel with signature. 
 At the bottom right: “The original & genuine 
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Worcestershire.” Address: [England].

995. Butz, George C. 1906. A test of commercial cultures 
for legumes. Pennsylvania State College. Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 78. 13 p. July.
• Summary: “Introduction: The benefi cial effects of 
growing leguminous crops upon farm land by increasing 
the fertility of the soil have been known to scientists and 
farmers for many years, but a scientifi c explanation of 
the fact was not made until 1886, when Helriegel [sic, 
Hellriegel], at a meeting of scientists at Berlin, asserted 
that legumes unquestionably obtained nitrogen from the 
atmosphere and thereby increased the nitrogen supply in 
the soil. This discovery was supplemented two years later 
when, with Wilfarth, he demonstrated that nodules upon 
the roots of legumes were essential agents in helping the 
plants to obtain nitrogen from the air. These nodules had 
been observed by botanists and other writers upon plant 
life and various opinions were expressed as to their cause, 
nature and function, but the fi rst to discover bacterial life in 
these swellings was Woronin who, in 1866, advanced the 
theory that the minute organisms he found were the cause 
of the nodules. Subsequently the investigations of Lawes 
and Gilbert in England, Atwater and Woods in America, 
and many others, have verifi ed the observation made by 
Helriegel, Wilfarth and Woronin. Atwater and Woods were 
the fi rst to demonstrate by sand culture of vetch that these 
plants will thrive in a nitrogen-free medium if inoculated 
with the nodule-forming bacteria, but will die early if not 
inoculated, thus proving the direct effect of these bacteria in 
the soil.
 “These bacteria are single-celled organisms somewhat 
closely allied to the ‘yeast plant.’ They gain entrance to the 
roots of legumes through root-hairs and under favorable 
conditions multiply very rapidly, causing the formation 
of the characteristic nodules. It is here that the bacteria 
exercise their power of taking the nitrogen of the soil air and 
combining it with other elements from their own tissues. As 
these bacteria die with almost the same rapidity that they 
originate the host plant dissolves and absorbs the combined 
nitrogen of the organisms and thus profi ts by the presence of 
bacteria in its roots.”
 “To introduce the proper bacteria into soils where 
the nodules do not form, a practice has sprung up both in 
Europe and in this country, of transferring soil from a fi eld 
producing nodules abundantly and scattering it over the land 
to be inoculated at the rate of a bushel to an acre. But this 
practice is not always attended with success. The objections 
raised against this method of inoculation have been that it is 
laborious and expensive to handle such a large quantity of 
material and that obnoxious weed seeds and plant diseases 
are introduced into new fi elds.
 “To overcome these objections Professor G. Nobbe, of 
Tharandt, Germany, prepared pure cultures of the bacteria 

and transferred them to tubes or bottles of a nutrient jelly. 
These cultures were called ‘nitragin,’ and were distributed 
in Europe and America. The results obtained by the use 
of nitragin were not always favorable; in this country in 
particular, they were more commonly unfavorable. This 
preparation is no longer manufactured.
 “In 1904 Dr. George T. Moore, in charge of the 
Laboratory of Plant Physiology of the U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture, devised a method of distributing the specifi c 
bacteria in a dry state upon absorbent cotton. The method 
was tested by distributing material free of charge to many 
farmers throughout the United States, and many favorable 
reports obtained in this way were published. In the Century 
Magazine of October, 1904, a popular article prepared by 
G.H. Grosvenor, exploiting the ‘new discovery’ of Dr. Geo. 
T. Moore, aroused a widespread interest in the ‘vestpocket 
fertilizer.’
 “About this time the National Nitro-culture Company, 
of West Chester, Pennsylvania, began advertising and selling 
cultures of bacteria prepared according to Dr. Moore’s 
method, charging $2.00 for a quantity suffi cient to inoculate 
seed for one acre of land.
 “The New York Agricultural Experiment Station, at 
Geneva, in the spring of 1905, made a bacteriological study 
of these commercial cultures and found that they were 
‘worthless for practical purposes’ and condemned, not the 
principle of inoculation, but the method of distributing the 
bacteria upon dry cotton.
 “The test of cultures from the same fi rm now reported 
in this bulletin, further condemns the use of this method for 
distributing bacteria.” A table (p. 8) shows that when soy 
beans were inoculated with “nitro-culture,” no nodules were 
produced in either sand or soil.

996. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Fish, hot or cold, is rendered 
more agreeable and appetizing by the addition of Lea & 
Perrins’ sauce (Ad). Times (London). Sept. 15. p. 12, cols. 
5-6.
• Summary: “It gives just that ‘fi nishing touch’ which 
makes the dish perfect.” At the top of this display ad is an 
illustration of 3 fi sh on a plate. At the lower left is a large 
illustration of a bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel 
with signature. At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it 
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: 
[England].

997. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Soups, stews and hashes are 
rendered tasty and appetizing by the use of Lea & Perrins’ 
sauce (Ad). Times (London). Oct. 20. p. 7, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “The addition of this Sauce gives the fi nishing 
touch which makes the meal perfectly enjoyable.” At the 
top of this display ad is an illustration of a large pottery 
tureen, with a ladle and steam coming out the top; its cover 
is nearby. At the lower left is a large illustration of a bottle 
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of the sauce, showing the front panel with signature. At the 
lower right is a royal seal, and below it the words “By Royal 
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].

998. Hosie, Alexander. 1906. Report for the years 1904-05 
on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3725. 120 p.
• Summary: This is a very detailed report by a seasoned 
expert on China. “Net foreign trade [in 1904] amounted in 
silver to 583,547,291 Haikuan taels” (83,580,992l. = pounds 
sterling).
 Table H, titled “Principal articles of export in order 
of value (p. 32): Shows the three most valuable exports 
to be silk (£11,208,457 = 78,255,412 Haikuan taels), tea 
(£4,325,802), and cotton (£3,553,744). No. 6 was “Beans” 
[soy] (£705,662 = 4,926,805 Haikuan taels), and No. 17 
was “Bean cake” [soy] (£337,436). Other exports include: 
Oils (vegetable), fi re-crackers, tobacco, hemp, Chinaware, 
earthenware and pottery, opium (native; exported to Tonkin, 
etc.), sesamum seed, joss sticks, groundnuts, aniseed, and 
rhubarb.
 Table L, titled “China’s principal exports to Asiatic 
countries” (India excepted), expressed in units of quantity, 
1903, 1904, and 1899-1903 average. The top two articles in 
terms of the 5-year average are [soy] bean cake (3,464,375 
cwt) and [soy] beans (2,650,900 cwt). Note: 1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 45) states: 
“I have already explained that the shortage in the export 
of beans and bean cake to Japan was due to the war being 
waged in Manchuria. In the total export from China, beans 
decreased by 823,412 cwts. as compared with 1903, and 
bean cake dropped from 4,052,026 to 1,370,178 cwts. In 
these products the Yangtsze [Yangtze] Valley is beginning 
to compete with Manchuria: in 1904 Hankow sent away 
3,173,224 cwts. of beans of all kinds, and Chinkiang had an 
export of 580,989 cwts. of bean cake and 355,670 cwts. of 
beans and peas.”
 Under the year 1905, soy beans and bean cake are 
discussed on p. 94 and oils (vegetable) on p. 95. “The 
oils produced in China are numerous and varied. Rape, 
sesamum, groundnut, tea, wood (Aleurites cordata, M. 
Arg.), cotton seed, bean, poppy seed, tallow seed (Sapium 
sobiferum, Roxb.), castor, cocoanut, hemp seed, linseed, 
perilla seed (P. ocymoides, L.), as well as lighting oils from 
Amoora Rohituka, W. and A., and Jatropha curcas, L., are 
all well known. In addition to these we have the essential 
oils–camphor, cassia, aniseed, peppermint, ginger, clove, 
orange peel and sandalwood (from imported wood). The 
most important of these oils from a commercial point of view 
is wood oil.” Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His 
Majesty’s Legation at Peking.

999. Lea and Perrins. 1906. Classifi ed ad: Hot joints are 
much improved and rendered more appetizing if a little Lea 
& Perrins’ sauce is added to the gravy. Times (London). Nov. 
17. p. 8, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “Lea & Perrins’ Sauce is the best ‘relish’ for 
all kinds of meat, fi sh or game, and is a delicacy which 
should be on every dining table. An excellent digestive.” At 
the top of this display ad is an illustration of a large, thick 
slice of roasted meat on a plate. At the lower left is a large 
illustration of a bottle of the sauce, showing the front panel 
with signature. At the lower right is a royal seal, and below it 
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: 
[England].

1000. Scientifi c American. 1906. Chinese wood oil. 95:380. 
Nov. 24.
• Summary: “Investigations by W.B. Hemsley at the Kew 
Herbarium (Bulletin Kew Gardens) have led him to the 
conclusion that the wood oil, or ‘tung oil’ of China, which it 
has heretofore been supposed was obtained from the seed of 
Aleurites cordata, is not derived from that species, but from 
another, to which he has given the name of Aleurites fordii, 
Hemsl...”
 “The oil is made in two qualities; the kind usually 
exported is cold-drawn. It is used in central China for 
varnishing, and for lighting purposes. The inferior quality, 
which does not appear to be exported, is extracted by heat 
and pressure, and is thick, blackish, and opaque. It is used for 
making putty for calking boats, etc. The wood oil is said to 
be sometimes adulterated with oil expressed from the seeds 
of a kind of soy bean, Glycine hispida, Max., which seriously 
affects its drying properties.”

1001. O’Brien-Butler, -. 1906. China. Report for the years 
1903-05 on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3729. 11 p. Nov. See p. 9.
• Summary: A table titled “Comparative table of the 
principal articles of import and export during the years 1901-
05” shows (p. 9) that exports of “Bean cake” (in cwts) [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds] were as follows for each 
year: 1901–1,864,840. 1902–1,461,553. 1903–1,420,085. 
1904–1,330,460. 1905–1,468,069. By far the largest export 
from Chefoo [pinyin: Yantai; Wade-Giles: Yen-t’ai; in 
Shandong / Shantung province, northeast China] by weight 
in each of these years was Beancake.
 Exports of “Beans” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows for 
each year: 1901–177,479. 1902–97,549. 1903–131,791. 
1904–173,468. 1905–896,426.
 Exports of “Oil, bean” [soy] (in cwts) were as follows 
for each year: 1901–29,568. 1902–14,106. 1903–12,711. 
1904–8,136. 1905–12,040.
 Also gives exports of groundnuts. Address: Consul.
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1002. Dampier, William. 1906. Dampier’s voyages: 
Consisting of a new voyage round the world, a supplement 
to the voyage round the world,... Edited by John Masefi eld. 2 
vols. London: E. Grant Richards. Portrait. See vol. I, p. 580.
• Summary: The following passage appears in the chapter 
titled “The Voyage to Tonquin from Achin in Sumatra” (p. 
557-612). “Year 1688. The Nuke-mum [nuoc-mam, fi sh 
sauce] is of a pale brown colour, inclining to grey; and pretty 
clear. It is also very savory and used as a good Sauce for 
Fowls, not only by the Natives, but also by many Europeans 
who esteem it equal with Soy. I have been told that Soy is 
made partly with a fi shy Composition, and it seems most 
likely by the Taste: tho’ a Gentleman of my Acquaintance, 
who was very intimate with one that sailed often from 
Tonquin to Japan, from whence the true Soy comes, told me 
that it was made only with Wheat, and a sort of Beans mixt 
with Water and Salt.”
 Captain William Dampier, an Englishman, lived 1652-
1715. Address: Capt., London.

1003. Hutchison, Robert. 1906. Food and the principles of 
dietetics. 2nd rev. ed. New York, NY: William Wood and Co. 
xx + 582 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: Contains exactly the same information about 
soy and related products as the 1900 1st edition, in the same 
chapters, except it is on slightly different pages: See p. 232-
35, and the section on diabetes, which has a subsection on 
“Diabetic breads” (p. 491-92).
 “Vegetarian” or “vegetarianism” or “vegetable diet” 
are discussed on pages 172-73, and 185-86. The section on 
“The nutritive value of vegetable foods” (p. 171-81) states: 
“But we must by no means suppose, even if the chemical 
constituents of vegetable food were equal in nutritive value 
to the corresponding constituents of animal food, that 
therefore vegetable food as a whole can replace meat, and 
vice versa. The form in which the nutritive ingredients are 
presented to the digestive organs materially affects their 
utility as foods. A glass of whisky is chemically the same 
whether it be taken ‘neat’ or diluted with a tumblerful of 
water, but the effects on the body are radically different.
 “The question, therefore, presents itself: Is it better to 
obtain the nutritive constituents of our food in an animal or 
a vegetable form? and an attempt to reply to this question 
raises the whole problem of vegetarianism. With that 
problem we must now concern ourselves for a short space 
[see footnote].
 “Vegetarianism may be advocated either on 
physiological or on economic grounds.
 “As regards the physiological argument, it may be 
pointed out–what is apt to be lost sight of–that the vegetarian 
question is really a question of protein, and of that alone. The 
carbohydrates of the diet must almost perforce be derived 
from the vegetable kingdom, for there alone are they to 
be found in any quantity, and it has already been pointed 

out that the fat of the diet may be obtained with equal 
physiological advantage from either an animal or a vegetable 
source.
 “But as regards proteins it is different. Even were a 
given quantity of pure vegetable protein fully equal in 
nutritive value to a similar quantity of the protein of fl esh, 
we are still unable to extract the vegetable protein in a state 
of purity and eat it by itself, but must take it in the form in 
which it is presented to us by Nature. The real question, 
therefore, is: Shall we eat our protein in an animal or a 
vegetable form? Now, in the fi rst place, it will scarcely be 
denied that vegetable foods are relatively much poorer in 
protein than animal foods are. Contrast typical examples of 
both kingdoms after the removal of water, for that is the only 
fair method of comparison, and one arrives at the following 
results:” A table (p. 173) shows: Dried lean beef contains 
89% protein. Fat beef contains 51% protein. Pea fl our 
contains 27% protein. Wheat contains 16% protein. Rice 
contains 7% protein.
 “The comparison shows that even the fattest meat is 
far richer in protein than the most nitrogenous forms of 
vegetable food.
 “Not only so: what protein is present in vegetable food 
has its value still further lowered in many cases by the 
defective nature of its absorption in the body. The truth of 
this has been already suffi ciently demonstrated.
 “It must be obvious from all this that vegetable food, 
unless eaten in large quantities, will not yield a suffi ciency of 
protein to the body. The important question arises, therefore: 
How much protein does a healthy man require in his food 
daily? This question has been discussed in an earlier chapter, 
and it is only necessary to remind the reader that the amount 
of protein which is required daily by a healthy man doing a 
moderate amount of bodily work has been estimated at about 
100 grammes (Footnote 1). And what are the consequences 
of living upon a diet which contains less protein than this? 
To this question, as we have also seen (p. 23), it is not easy 
to give an altogether satisfactory reply. In the fi rst place it 
must be admitted that such a large amount of protein is by 
no means necessary for making good the mere daily waste 
of protein in the body. Very much less will suffi ce for that, 
and carefully-conducted experiments have shown that no 
impairment of the stock of protein in the body is incurred 
even if the amount in the food be cut down to as low a 
level as 60 grammes daily. Even if it be objected to such 
experiments that this minimum consumption of protein has 
only been maintained for very limited periods, yet it may be 
replied that the minimum reached is not much below that 
which forms the average daily consumption per individual 
in a large number of healthy races, such, for example, as the 
Japanese.”
 Pages 185-86: A vegetable diet is less expensive than a 
mixed diet, but it requires considerably more cooking time.
 “In conclusion it may be well to summarize the main 
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points in the argument which has been pursued in this 
chapter:
 “1. Vegetable foods are rich in carbohydrates, and, with 
a few exceptions, comparatively poor in protein and fat. 
They are also bulky, partly from their richness in starch, but 
also from the presence of cellulose and a large amount of 
water. Even if compact in their raw state, they tend to take up 
much water and to become bulky on cooking.
 “2. Animal foods are rich in protein and fat, but, with the 
exception of milk, poor in carbohydrates. They are compact 
in form (again with the exception of milk), and tend to 
become more so on cooking.
 “3. Vegetable foods are less digestible in the stomach, 
and on the whole less completely absorbed than animal 
foods, partly by reason of their bulk, partly because of the 
indigestible coating of cellulose which invests their nutritive 
constituents, and in part also from their tendency to undergo 
fermentation in the intestine, with the production of acids 
which hasten on peristalsis. Their protein constituents suffer 
more from defective absorption than any other ingredient.
 “4. Both from chemical composition and from defective 
absorption a purely vegetable diet is apt to be defi cient 
in protein, and the question of vegetarianism becomes a 
question of whether it is advisable to live upon a protein-
minimum or not.
 “5. The consistent vegetarian must either live upon a 
diet which is relatively poor in protein or else consume an 
excessive bulk of food.
 “6. The adoption of the former of these courses, there is 
reason to believe, tends to diminish energy and the power of 
resisting disease; the latter is apt to lead to derangement of 
the stomach and bowels.
 “7. Both of these results may be avoided by 
supplementing the vegetable part of the diet by animal 
substances rich in protein, but two-thirds of the total protein 
can safely be taken in the vegetable form.
 “8. Either meat, fi sh, eggs, milk or cheese may be used 
as the protein-carrier, but for healthy persons the moderate 
use of the fi rst two has certain advantages. For the gouty, 
perhaps milk and cheese are more to be recommended, while 
skim or butter milk, salt fi sh, and the cheaper kinds of cheese 
are undoubtedly the most economical.
 “9. Vegetable foods have certainly the advantage of 
being cheaper, both as sources of building material and 
energy, than the animal foods are, and vegetarianism may 
therefore be recommended on grounds of economy, both 
national and individual. The reasons for the inevitable 
costliness of foods of animal origin have been pointed 
out; the cost of cooking, however, must not be lost sight 
of in this connection, and modifi es somewhat the above 
considerations.
 “10. It may fi nally be added, though these points 
were not dwell upon, that vegetable foods are less highly 
fl avoured than some animal foods, such as meat, but have 

the advantage of not being liable to undergo putrefaction, 
and of rarely producing disease.” Address: M.D. Edinburgh, 
F.R.C.P., Asst. Physician to the London Hospital and to the 
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond St. [London].

1004. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1907. 
Utilisation of the soy bean. 5(1):86-87. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The plant yielding the “soy bean” (Glycine 
soja) has of late received much attention at the hands of 
agriculturists in tropical countries on account of its value as 
a green manure. The bean itself has long been employed in 
the East as a vegetable and food-stuff, and has been imported 
in large quantities into European countries, principally for 
use as a feeding-stuff for animals. It is also an important 
ingredient in Indian soy, which forms the basis of chutney. 
More recently the introduction of the extraction of cheaper 
methods for the extraction of fi xed oils by the use of solvents 
has made it possible to utilise such materials as the soy bean, 
which contains only 10 per cent. of fi xed oil, as a source of 
oil, and considerable quantities are now used in the United 
Kingdom in this way.” Note: This is the earliest English-
language document seen (March 2003) that uses the term 
“solvents” (or “solvent”) in connection with the crushing of 
soybeans to give oil and meal.
 Also discusses briefl y the preparation of soymilk and 
tofu in Japan.

1005. Suzuki, Tozaburo. 1907. Apparatus for brewing soy. 
British Patent 9,995. 5 p. Date of application, 30 April 1907. 
Accepted 3 Oct. 1907. 4 drawings.
• Summary:  “This invention relates to improvements in 
apparatus for brewing soy... The object of this improvement 
is to provide auxiliary means for quickly changing the 
temperature of the tanks, said means being also adapted to 
act as a substitute for the closed chamber for effecting or 
giving the contents of the tanks a uniform temperature and 
also acting if desired in conjunction with said chamber for 
regulating the temperature of said tanks. In the brewing of 
soy the question of temperature is very important...”
 “The novelty of this invention consists in combining 
with an apparatus, comprising a brewing tank, means for 
applying a constant temperature thereto, and means for 
constantly stirring the contents of the tank, an auxiliary 
means or arrangement whereby the temperature of the 
contents of the tank may be quickly changed.”
 Four illustrations (see next 2 pages) depict the apparatus. 
Address: No. 401 Jibeishinden, Sunamura, Minami-
Katsushika, Tokio [Tokyo], Japan.

1006. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1907. 
Asia: Empire of Japan. No. 320. p. 36-39. May.
• Summary: Japan imported oil cake worth the following 
amounts: $5,567,500 in 1905 and $7,748,900 in 1906. 
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Japan’s biggest trading partners in 1906: Imports (in million 
dollars): United Kingdom $51.0, United States $33.8, British 
India $31.4, China $27.7, Germany $21.1. Exports (million 
dollars): United States $62.3, China $59.9, France $19.5, 
Hongkong $13.5, Korea $12.3, United Kingdom $10.7. 
Address: Washington, DC.

1007. Brady, Herbert F. 1907. China: Report for the year 
1906 on the trade of Chefoo. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3929. p. 1-24.
• Summary: Page 13 lists exports, including “bean oil, bean 
cake,” vermicelli and joss sticks. Page 15 states: “Bean 
cake–It has been a fair year for manufacturers of bean cake. 
There are some 50 mills in Chefoo using from 2 to 8 stones 
each, and their estimated output is about 7,500,000 cwts. [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] per year. The export 
amounted to 1,719,328 cwts., valued at 344,850l.”
 Table IV (p. 22), titled “Return of principal articles of 
export from Chefoo during the year 1906,” shows 1,719,328 
cwts. of bean cake, worth £344,850, was exported. 39,166 
cwts. of beans, worth £13,523, and 34,162 cwts. of bean oil, 
worth £40,608, were also exported.
 The largest item exported was bean cake, followed by 
vermicelli (worth £226,859). Large amounts of groundnuts 
(including shelled) were also exported.
 Table V (p. 22), titled “Comparative table of principal 
articles of export from Chefoo during the years 1902-06,” 
shows exports of bean cake rose to a peak of 1,719,328 cwts. 
in 1906. Exports of beans rose to a peak of 896,426 cwts. in 
1905. Exports of bean oil rose to a peak of 34,162 cwts. in 
1906.
 The main nationalities and types of ships entering the 
port of Chefoo in 1906 were Japanese steam ships (1,319), 
followed by British (744, but with the largest total tonnage), 
Chinese (314), and German (197). Address: Consul.

1008. Hausser, -. 1907. China: Report for the year 1906 on 
the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 3931. 13 
p.
• Summary: “Bean cake was in fair demand during the usual 
season. The import in 1906 was 3,159,276 cwts. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] as compared with 2,751,110 
cwts. in 1905. Bean cake was in former years imported 
entirely from Newchwang [Manchuria] and Chefoo, but 
since the Japanese began importing from Newchwang it has 
been supplied to Swatow also by Chinkiang and Hankow. 
The trade thus opened is yearly increasing” (p. 6).
 Table II, “Return of principal articles of native import 
during the years 1905 and 1906” (p. 10) includes the quantity 
(in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for bean 
cake, beans, groundnuts, and oil (bean, castor, groundnut, 
&c). Imports of bean cake in 1906 were 3,159,276 cwts. 

worth £835,430.
 Table III, “Return of principal articles of export of 
native produce during the years 1905-06” (p. 11) includes the 
quantity (in cwts.) and value (in British pounds sterling) for 
groundnuts, and oil (bean, groundnut, &c). Address: British 
Consul.

1009. Hosie, Alexander. 1907. Report for the year 1906 
on the foreign trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
3943. 114 p. For the year 1906.
• Summary: Table N titled “Principal exports from China to 
Asiatic countries (India excepted)” (p. 66) gives exports of 
[soy] bean cake and [soy] beans in 1901-05 (average), 1905, 
and 1906. The section titled “Beans and bean cake” (p. 71) 
states: “Beans, according to the Chinese returns, show a 
falling-off in export to foreign countries from 3,173,241 to 
1,778,035 cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], but 
the decrease was not nearly so great, for the Japanese returns 
give Japan’s receipts from Manchuria in 1906 as 972,246 
piculs of the value of 3,536,740 yen.”
 The section titled “Oils, vegetable and essential” (p. 72) 
states that exports of vegetable oils (by weight) are up 31% 
over the average of the years 1901-05. “They consist of [soy] 
bean, groundnut, tea, wood and other oils, and it would be a 
great convenience if the customs would endeavour to classify 
these oils and give each class its respective value, for the 
lump value of different kinds of oils is of no use to anyone 
who wishes to fi nd the price of, say, bean or wood oil.”
 Essential oils include star aniseed, cassia-leaf, etc. 
Address: Acting Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s 
Legation at Peking.

1010. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1907. Cyclopedia of American 
agriculture. Vol. I. Farms. New York and London: Macmillan 
& Co. xviii + 618 p. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: In Part I of this book, titled “The agricultural 
regions,” soy beans are mentioned at Mississippi (p. 58; the 
soils and climate are well adapted to growing a wide variety 
of crops, including soy beans).
 In Part III, “The soil environment,” Chapter XIV is 
titled “Treatment of the soil by fertilizing agents” (p. 454-
513). Soy beans are fi rst discussed at: The inoculation 
idea (p. 457). As early as 1884, before the discovery of 
the partnership between germs and legumes, Maxwell T. 
Masters, the English botanist, wrote of inoculating the soil 
with nitrifying bacteria in his book Plant Life on the Farm. 
The isolation of the nitrifying and nitrogen fi xing germs has 
led to the cultivation of these organisms in special media. 
Two of these preparations, “alnit” and “nitragin,” both of 
European origin, failed to give the results in practice that 
were expected of them, and have been abandoned. “The 
question arises as to whether the seed, rather than the land, 
may not be inoculated. In some cases, suffi cient soil and 
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dust may go with the seed to supply the necessary germs. 
This was found by the Illinois Experiment Station to be the 
case with cowpeas, but not so with soy beans.” “The most 
recent development in the United States is the recrudescence 
of the idea of inoculating directly by means of pure cultures 
of the germs. This is the result of work in the United States 
Department of Agriculture. A study of germs as related 
to the nitrogen supply was made by Dr. George T. Moore 
and others. The conclusion was reached that there is only 
one species, but that this species has different infective 
power according as it has lived on one host or another. It 
was suggested, also, that one reason why the old ‘nitragin’ 
was unsuccessful is because the germs were cultivated in 
a nitrogenous medium and the germs became, so to speak, 
nitrogen-surfeited. They were therefore cultivated in the 
Department laboratory in nitrogen-free media and the germs 
thereby were thought to remain active.”
 In this same chapter, soybeans are discussed at: Lime in 
relation to soil improvement (p. 481-82; soy beans should 
be limed since they cannot thrive on extremely acid soils). 
Practical advice on the use of commercial fertilizers (p. 484, 
487; “For legumes a basic formula made up of ground bone 
150 pounds, acid phosphate 600 pounds, muriate of potash 
250 pounds, applied at the rate of 200 to 300 pounds per 
acre, would be suffi cient to supply the mineral needs of red 
clover, alfalfa, and vetches and enable the plant to exercise 
its function of securing its nitrogen from the air; in the 
case of summer legumes, as the cowpea and soy bean, the 
application may be increased by at least one-half, as these 
plants must secure the entire amount of food needed for 
their growth and development during a short period.”). Farm 
manures: Their characteristics and values (p. 490, 493, 495; 
one table (p. 493) shows the fertilizer ingredients (nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid, and potash) in foodstuffs. Includes soy bean 
plants for use as green fodder, and soy beans as grains; a 
second table (p. 495) gives the composition of litter, incl. soy 
bean straw).
 The use of green-manures in soil improvement (by E.B. 
Voorhees, p. 503, 507-08; plants which belong to the legume 
or clover family do not depend solely on soil sources for 
their nitrogen, but can secure it from the air; these plants 
include soy beans. The soy bean is discussed in detail as a 
green-manure crop on p. 507 and compared with the cowpea. 
Sand or winter vetch grows much better on light, poor soil 
than cowpeas or soy beans. Methods of inoculating soy 
beans are discussed. A table (p. 508) shows the amount of 
nitrogen contained in various green-manure crops. Soy beans 
yield 6 tons/acre green, contain 60 lb of nitrogen, and 2,640 
lb of organic matter).

1011. Colby, Frank Moore; Sandeman, George. eds. 1907. 
Nelson’s encyclopædia: Everybody’s book of reference. In 
12 volumes, profusely illustrated. Vol. III. Ceve to Dende. 
New York, NY: Thomas Nelson & Sons. 618 p. Illust.

• Summary: This book, which comes in a 3-ring binder for 
easy updating, is also called Nelson’s Perpetual Loose-Leaf 
Encyclopædia.
 Under “Chile,” the section titled “Commerce” (p. 85D, 
dated 1933) lists the principal imports in order of value. 
These include “bar iron and steel, coffee, soya bean oil,...”
 Under “China,” the section titled “Agriculture” (p. 
93, dated March 1925) states: “In the north, rice is largely 
replaced by wheat, barley, millet, and maize, and by peas 
and beans. The soya bean is of special economic importance, 
ranking high in the list of Chinese imports.”
 The section titled “Commerce” (p. 93-94) states: “Tea, 
formerly the main staple of China’s export trade, has suffered 
a decided decline through Indian competition, and is now 
surpassed by silk which contributes over one-third of the 
value of the country’s exports, and by the soya bean and its 
products which have risen to a position of importance in the 
last few years.”
 The entry for “Dalny” (p. 532, dated Oct. 1919) begins: 
“Ta-lien-wan, Dairen, or Tairen, seaport town, Kwantung 
territory, Manchuria, on the south shore of Ta-lien-wan Bay. 
It is connected by rail with Port Arthur, 20 miles to the north, 
and with Tientsin and Peking, and by steamer with Hong-
Kong and Shanghai. It has a fi ne ice-free harbor protected by 
a 1,000-yard breakwater and has a growing trade. Coal and 
soya bean oil and coke are exported.
 “Dalny was founded (1898) on territory granted to 
Russia by the Chinese government as a terminus for the 
Chinese Eastern Railway. It was opened as a free port in 
1901, and captured on May 30, 1904, by the Japanese, who 
offi cially renamed it Dairen, or Tairen, after Kwantung 
Territory was leased to Japan by the treaty of Portsmouth. 
Under Japanese control, the city was rebuilt, the harbor 
works (built in 1903-04) extended, and electric tramways 
installed. It was opened again as a free port in 1906, and 
in 1907 a Chinese custom house was established for goods 
crossing the border of Kwantung.” The population in 1910 
was 43,576, of whom 24,715 [56.7%] were Japanese and 
18,774 [43.1%] were Chinese. Address: 1. M.A., New York; 
2. M.A., Edinburgh [Scotland].

1012. Lust, Louise. 1907. The practical naturopathic-
vegetarian cook book: Cooked and uncooked foods. New 
York City, NY: Benedict Lust. 72 p. No index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This vegetarian cookbook uses milk, butter, and 
eggs. It also calls for many whole foods, such as unpolished 
rice [brown rice] (p. 41) and whole-wheat fl our. The recipe 
for “Impromptu soup” (p. 24) states: “If soup is required 
quickly, not time to make a vegetable stock, it can be made 
by adding two tablespoons of Japan soya, which may be 
regarded as ‘natural’ vegetable salts, extract or any of the 
other vegetables...” Note 1. “Japan soya,” probably a type of 
soy sauce, is sold by Dr. Heinrich Lahmann of Germany.
 A recipe for “Caulifl owers” (p. 24) states: “cleanse the 
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heads carefully from insects.”
 Page 40: “A large part of food among Americans is 
composed of white fl our, sugar, and butter. People who try to 
live on such stuff gradually starve to death.”
 A long poem (p. 43), titled “The Yungborn Home, 
Butler, N.J., Sept. 1906, is by Yonovera Young.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) 
that mentions “Yungborn” (previously spelled “Jungborn”) in 
connection with Benedict or Louise Lust.
 At the end of the book are many interesting ads. We will 
list them in the order they appear.
 Page 45: “The Battle Creek Sanitarium Food Co., 
Battle Creek, Michigan” “The health foods that made Battle 
Creek known the world over were fi rst made by us 30 years 
ago. They are as supreme today as they were then. Take 
Granola, for instance. It has been copied by others but never 
successfully imitated. It is known as the ready to serve 
Breakfast Food that has withstood 30 years of competition.”
 Note 3. By this reckoning, Sanitarium Food Co. began 
making Granola in 1877 (1907-30 = 1877). Yet the earliest 
mention we can fi nd of it in the SDA database is Aug. 1884–
a difference of 7 years.
 “We make more than sixty varieties of health foods. Full 
information on application.”
 Page 46: “Carque’s California Grape Juice. ‘From the 
Land of Sunshine, Fruits and Flowers.’”
 Page 47: “Kosmos Hygienic Institute, Kneipp Water 
Cure Sanitarium, 765 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois. 
Opposite Lincoln Park. Phone: Dearborn 5734. Connected 
with the Kosmos Publishing Co.”
 Page 48: “The Diagnosis from the Eye,” by Dr. H.E. 
Lane, M.D. A 3-part book whose table of contents is given. 
Published by “Kosmos Publishing Co. and Hygienic 
Institute, 765 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.”
 Page 49: “The Sanitarium and Pure Food Store and 
bakery at Benold’s Unfermented Whole Wheat Bread.” “F.H. 
Benold, proprietor, 401 East North Ave., Chicago, Illinois.” 
Lists “Our specialties.”
 Page 49: “Perfect Health, by Charles Courtney Haskel.” 
Norwich, Connecticut.
 Page 49: “Fruit and Nut Diet, by O. Hashnu Hara.” 15 
cents postpaid. Available from Benedict Lust, N.D., 124 East 
59th St., New York.
 Page 52: The Naturopathic Exchange Bureau, 124 East 
59th St., New York City. “Having direct connection with 
over 50 Progressive movements in Germany, England, and 
the United States.” “Every letter expecting personal reply 
must contain 25 cents or meet oblivion.”
 Page 53: Yungborn: B. Lust’s Naturopathic Health 
Home. Also Mrs. Louise Lust.
 Page 54: “Sanatorium Bethesda. Milton, Morris County, 
New Jersey.” Charles Lauterwasser, N.D.
 Page 55: “Naturopathic Institute, Sanitorium and 
College of California. Los Angeles: 556, 558-560 S. Hope 

St. (Incorporated). Dr. Carl Schultz, President.”
 Page 55: Insomnia can be cured–Cured quick and 
forever.”
 Page 56: Foods the nourish. The Health Food Bakery, L. 
Lust. Prop., 105th St. and Park Ave., New York City. Lust’s 
absolutely pure peanut butter. In 1-lb. Jars, 30 cents. In 20-lb. 
pails, $2.50.
 Page 58: “Dr. Carl Strueh’s Water Cure Sanitarium and 
Natural Healing Institute. 464 Belden Ave., near Lincoln 
Park, Chicago, Illinois. Open summer and winter.
 Pages 59-60: Works by Edward Earle Purinton.
 Page 61: “Return to Nature” (4th edition), by Adolf Just.
 Page 66. The Palmer School of Chiropractic, Davenport, 
Iowa.
 Page 68: The American School of Naturopathy.
 Pages 69-72: Naturopathic Supply Store: L. Lust’s pure 
foods. A long list of products with the price of each.
 An oval portrait photo facing the title page shows Louise 
Lust, N.D.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2014) 
that mentions Louisa (or Louise) Stroebel Lust, the wife 
of Benedict Lust. They were married on 11 June 1901 
in Manhattan, New York. Her name at birth was Aloysia 
Stroebel or Stroebele (Source: New York, NY, marriage 
indexes, 1866-1937, online database via Ancestry.com). 
Benedict was born on 3 Feb. 1872 in Michelbach, Germany. 
He was the son Johannes Evangelista Lust and his wife, 
Luise Rieger. He departed by ship from Liverpool, England, 
and fi rst arrived in the United States on 16 or 19 Nov. 1892 
in the Port of New York. He applied for U.S. citizenship 
in July 1900 and was granted citizenship on 3 July 1900, 
having met the requirement to live in the U.S. for 7 full years 
as testifi ed by Anthony Jommer / Sommer / Lommer.
 Findagrave.com shows the burial marker of Benedict 
Lust, born 3 February 1872–died 4 September 1945 and 
Aloysia Lust, nee Stroebele, born June 24, 1864–died July 
10, 1925. Buried in Mt. Calvary Cemetery, Butler, Morris 
County, New Jersey. Photos of their tombstone are on the 
website. So she died about 20 years before he did. Address: 
N.D., Naturopathic Director of Ladies’ Dep. of “Yungborn,” 
Butler, New Jersey. Instructor in Naturopathy, The American 
School of Naturopathy.

1013. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew [England]. 1907. 
Offi cial Guide to the Museums of Economic Botany. No. 
1. Dicotyledons. Third edition, revised and augmented. 
London, Printed for H.M. Stationery Off. by Darling... 236 p. 
See p. 65. 19 cm.
• Summary: Page 65 states: “No 192. Soy beans (Glycine 
hispida, Maxim.). An annual, cultivated largely in China, 
Japan, and India. In the two former countries a sauce known 
as Soy is produced in large quantities and in Japan a kind of 
cheese or curd cake is prepared known as ‘Natto.’ The chief 
products of Manchuria are bean oil and bean cake. The seeds 
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yield 17 per cent. of an edible oil obtained by expression, 
and the residue is made into large circular cakes, weighing 
about 60 lbs, similar to that exhibited, used in the East for 
feeding cattle and also as manure. Soy is imported into 
Europe in barrels and is said to form the basis of most of the 
popular sauces.”
 Also discusses “Ground nuts. Pods and seeds of 
Arachis hypogaea, L.” (p. 63, No. 188), and Kuzu (Pueraria 
thunbergiana, p. 66-67, No. 195). Address: Kew, England.

1014. Smyth, Albert Henry. ed. 1907. The writings of 
Benjamin Franklin: Collected and edited, with a life and 
introduction. Vol. 5, 1767-1772. New York, NY: The 
Macmillan Co.; London: Macmillan & Co., Ltd. xi + 555 p. 
See p. 245-46. This is a 10-volume work. Also in William B. 
Wilcox, ed. 1973. The Papers of Benjamin Franklin. Vol 17, 
Jan. 1 through Dec. 31, 1770. New Haven, CT and London: 
Yale University Press. p. 22-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: “To John Bartram. From London, January 11, 
1770. My ever dear friend,... I send also some green dry 
peas, highly esteemed here as the best for making pea soup; 
and also some Chinese caravances, with Father Navarrete’s 
account of the universal use of a cheese made of them in 
China, which so excited my curiosity, that I caused inquiry 
to be made of Mr. [James] Flint, who lived many years 
there, in what manner the cheese was made, and I send you 
his answer. I have since learned that some runnings of salt 
(I suppose runnet) is put into water, when the meal is in it, 
to turn it to curds. I think we have caravances with us, but 
I know not whether they are the same with these, which 
actually came from China. They are said to be of great 
increase... With esteem I am ever, my dear friend, yours 
affectionately, B. Franklin.”
 Footnotes state: (1) This letter was “First printed 
by Sparks.” (2) “Domingo-Hernandez [sic, Fernández] 
Navarrete (1610-1698) went as missionary to China. Many 
curious observations of Chinese life are contained in his 
‘Tradutos [sic, Tratados] historicos, politicos, ethicos y 
religiosos de la monarchia de China’ (1676).–Ed.” (3) 
“Caravances or calavances seems to be used loosely for 
various kinds of pease, beans, lentils, etc.–Ed.”
 Note: Franklin’s letter is not reproduced here in its 
entirety; it omits some of his discussion of tofu.

1015. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Soy. 72(3):98. 
Jan. 18.
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” in the 
subsection on “London markets” we read: “Soy.–For good 
thick ‘Wochan.’ “1s. 4½d. per gallon is quoted, at which 
sales have been made.”
 Note 1. The word “Wochan” refers to a brand name (See 
this periodical, 17 Oct. 1908 issue, p. 628). It may be a place 
name, although we can fi nd no such name in gazetteers. 
“Soy” almost surely refers to soy sauce rather than to soy oil.

 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that contains the word “Wochan” in connection with soy.

1016. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1908. Soy bean sauce. March. p. 75.
• Summary: “Samples of this sauce are to be had from the 
Vegetarian Society’s Food Stores, Manchester. A number of 
samples of Japanese Shoyu or Soy Bean Sauce as we should 
call it, were sent to be exhibited at the 60th Anniversary but 
arrived too late.”

1017. Lea and Perrins. 1908. Lea and Perrins’ Sauce (Ad). 
Japan Weekly Mail (Yokohama) 50(2):56. July 11.

• Summary: This black-and-white ad (5 by 6 inches) states: 
“Assists digestion and gives a delightful piquancy and 
fl avour to all meat dishes, soups, fi sh, cheese, curries, game, 
poultry & salads. The original and genuine Worcestershire. 
By Royal warrant to H.M. the King.” A large illustration 
shows a bottle of Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce. 
Address: England.

1018. Wileman, A.E. 1908. Japan: Report for the year 
1907 on the trade of the consular district of Tainan (South 
Formosa). Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series 
(Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4083. 19 p. July.
• Summary: A table (p. 14) shows returns of imports from 
Japan from 1902 to 1907. The value of Soy [sauce] imports, 
which averaged £3,863 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £3,653 
in 1906 and £6,764 in 1907. No quantities are given.
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 Table II (p. 15) shows returns of exports from the open 
ports of Anping and Takow from 1902 to 1907. [Soybean] 
“oil cake” was exported to Amoy, where it was used for 
manure. The value of oil cake exports, which averaged 
£2,001 for the 5 years 1902-06, was £1,626 for 16,572 cwts. 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1906 and £795 for 
6,647 cwts. in 1907. Also exported were hemp, lungan (pulp 
or dried), and sesamum seed. Address: British Consul.

1019. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Japanese soy. 
73(6):223. Aug. 8.
• Summary: This small “fi ller” paragraph in the lower right 
corner of the page states: “Japanese soy [sauce] is an article 
the exports of which are increasing from Japan, owing to the 
number of Japanese residents being scattered in many parts 
of the globe. A new description, which is said to have many 
advantages and prepared by a new process, was put on the 
market last year. The exports of soy from Japan amounted 
in value to 100,500 l. [British pounds sterling] as compared 
with 97,000 l. in 1906.”

1020. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Soy. 
73(16):628. Oct. 17.
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” in the 
subsection on “Continental drug and chemical markets” 
markets” we read: “Soy.–Quiet with sellers at 1s. 2d. to 1s. 
4d. per gallon, the higher price being for ‘Wochan’ brand.

1021. Hall, J.C. 1908. Japan. Bean oil industry: Sample of oil 
on view. Board of Trade Journal (London) 63:184-85. Oct. 
22.
• Summary: Reports that “bean oil in Japan... is very simply 
manufactured from the soy or soja bean (soja hispida), 
grown there and also largely imported from China and Corea. 
The beans are thoroughly steamed and immediately pressed 
by machinery, the resultant oil being run into tanks. There 
it is allowed to settle and purify, the product being a light 
yellow oil, suitable as material for food and for industrial 
purposes. The residue is used as manure and as food for 
cattle. The total production of oil is about 700 tons per 
annum, the price averaging about 20 l. 4s. [£20 4 shillings] 
per ton. So far this oil has been consumed principally in 
Japan; recently, however, it has been exported successfully.
 “A sample of the oil may be seen on application at the 
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73 
Basinghall Street, London, E.C.” Address: I.S.O., British 
Consul-General, Yokohama, Japan.

1022. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1908. Japanese bean 
oil. 73(18):699. Oct. 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Trade report,” this article 
begins: “The manufacture of bean oil in Japan from the soy 
or soja bean (Soja hispida) is the subject of note in the Board 
of Trade Journal (Vol. 63, No. 621, p. 184-85). The beans are 

thoroughly steamed and immediately pressed by machinery, 
the oil after purifi cation being of light yellow colour, suitable 
for various industrial purposes. The total annual production 
is about 700 tons, the price averaging about 20 l. 4s. [£20 
4 shillings] per ton. So far the oil has been consumed 
principally in Japan, but recently it has been exported with 
success.”

1023. Natal Agricultural Journal. 1908. Oil from the soy 
bean. 11(11):1371. Nov. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excerpt of almost the entire article by Mr. 
J.C. Hall (British Consul at Yokohama, Japan) from the 
Board of Trade Journal (London) of 22 Oct. 1908, p. 184-
85. It describes the production and use of oil and meal from 
the soy bean (Glycine hispida), which is grown in Japan and 
also largely imported from China and Corea. Address: South 
Africa.

1024. Agricultural Bureau, Department of Agriculture and 
Commerce. 1908. Agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural 
Bureau, Department of Agriculture and Commerce. x + 455 
p. See p. 225-29, 434, 439, 448, 453-54. No index. 23 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: A table of moneys, weights and measures (p. x) 
includes British equivalents of the following Japanese units: 
Money–yen, sen, rin. Length: ri, chô, ken, shaku, sun. Area: 
cho, tan, sé, bu or tsubo, kô (9.724 tan). Capacity / volume: 
koku, tô, sho, go. Weights: kwan or kwamme, kin, momme.
 In Chapter 6 titled “Agricultural products,” in section 
2 on “staple food stuffs” is a subsection titled “Soja beans” 
(p. 225-29) which begins: “In point of production and use, 
soja beans occupy an important position among the various 
beans, they are extensively cultivated from the Hokkaido 
in the north to Formosa in the south. They fi nd a congenial 
soil to prosper, the acreage for 1906 was 460,895 cho (1 cho 
= 2.45 acres) which with the exception of the acreage of 
barley (503,498 chô) is equalled by no other products from 
the upland fi elds. Their use is quite extensive. They are eaten 
boiled, baked and powdered while soy, miso and tofu (bean 
curd) made out of beans, are found even in the remotest 
villages. They are found on the table both of high and low. 
In making soy [sauce], a by-product in a shape of soy-cakes 
is obtained and may be used as excellent manure, while in 
making tofu, the remaining ingredients [okara] may be used 
as a subsidiary diet and as food for cattle. Soja beans may 
also be pressed, and its oil used for the purpose of diet and 
for various technical uses, while the residue forms excellent 
manure. The fresh stalks of soja beans may be used as forage 
or as effective green manure. In short, soja beans, either as 
an article of Japanese diet, or as agricultural manure or as 
food for cattle are indispensable.
 “The cultivation of beans under the circumstances was 
developed from ancient times, and numerous varieties are 
most extensively cultivated while by its peculiar nature 
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of root, it absolves nitrogen from air so that high priced 
nitrogenous manure may be dispensed with, and therefore 
the cultivation of beans like other agricultural products do 
not exhaust the productive power of the soil, but on the 
contrary, it operates favourably to improve the soil. As for 
rotation of crops of wheat, millets, corns and potatoes, beans 
are indispensable. Seeds are sown early in the beginning of 
May.”
 Tables show: (1) Output of soja beans in Japan, 
1897-1906.” For each year is given the area (in chô), the 
production (in koku) and the yield (in koku per tan) (1 koku 
= 4.962 bushels; 1 tan = 0.245 acres). The area increased 
from 435,605 chô in 1897 to a peak of 482,044 chô in 1898, 
then slowly fell to a low of 446,844 chô in 1904, then rose to 
460,895 chô in 1906. Production increased from 3,100,973 
koku in 1897 to a peak of 4,069,619 koku in 1901, then 
slowly dropped to 3,557,592 in 1906. The yield in 1897 
was 0.712 koku per tan, rising to a peak of 0.830 in 1904. 
Hokkaido has the largest area (43,924 chô) and production 
(392,140 koku). The principal soja bean producing districts 
are Ibaraki (33,000 chô), Saitama (29,000 chô), Iwate 
(26,000 chô), Nagasaki (26,000 chô), Kumamoto (26,000 
chô), Niigata (22,000 chô). There is no prefecture where the 
production does not exceed 10,000 koku.
 (2) “As mentioned above, soja beans are used either 
boiled, baked or powdered or as material for tofu (bean 
curd), frozen tofu, soy and miso (bean-cheese), and 
particularly the latter two products besides meeting with 
domestic demands, are exported abroad in large quantities, 
as may be seen in the following table.” This table shows 
amount and value (in yen) of miso and soy [sauce] exported 
from Japan each year from 1903 to 1907, inclusive. Miso 
exports increased from 1,670,092 kin (1 kin = 1.322 lb) in 
1903 to a peak of 5,199,957 kin in 1907 (a 3.1 fold increase 
in 4 years), while soy [sauce] exports increased from 
1,974,119 shô (1 shô = 1.9 quarts) in 1903 to 4,403,851 shô 
in 1907 (a 2.2 fold increase). The total yen value of these two 
exports rose from 489,213 yen in 1903 to 1,354,517 yen in 
1907 (a 2.8 fold increase). In American units: Miso exports 
increased from 2.20 million lb (worth $347,647) in 1903 to a 
peak of 7.50 million lb (worth $132,652) in 1905, dropping 
to 6.86 million lb (worth $135,833) in 1907.
 Shoyu exports increased from 5.92 million lb (worth 
$204,959) in 1903 to 13.21 million lb (worth $541,425) in 
1907. Note that in 1907 shoyu exports are worth about 4 
times as much as miso exports.
 (3) Because of increasing exports, Japan now needs to 
import soja beans from abroad. This table (p. 227) shows 
the amount and value of soybeans imported by Japan for the 
years 1903-1907, inclusive. They rose from 146,971 tons 
(worth $3.18 million) in 1903 to a peak of 193,479 tons 
(worth $4.92 million) in 1905, dropping to 177,365 tons 
(worth $4.79 million) in 1907. They are mostly imported 
from Manchuria and Korea. “While a greater portion of these 

imports is used as material for soy and miso, it is also used in 
making bean-cakes and is sown for obtaining green manure, 
or used as manure or for feeding cattle.”
 (4) This table (p. 228) shows the quantity and value of 
[soy] bean-cakes imported into Japan for the years 1903-
1907, inclusive. The cake was used mostly for fertilizer. 
Cake imports rose from 216,198 tons (worth $3.81 million 
and representing 57.8% of all fertilizers) in 1903 to 367,210 
tons (worth $8.71 million and representing 44.8% of all 
fertilizers) in 1907. (5) This table (p. 229) shows acreage 
and production (output) of [soy] beans in Formosa [today’s 
Taiwan]. Acreage doubled in 3 years from 11,226 kô in 1901 
to a peak of 22,641 kô [53,886 acres] in 1904, then decreased 
slightly to 21,220 kô in 1906. Note 1. 1 kô = 9.724 tan, and 1 
tan = 0.245 acres. Therefore 1 kô = 2.38 acres.
 Production in Taiwan increased more than 3-fold from 
44,661 koku in 1901 to 135,271 koku in 1904, then decreased 
slightly to 100,803 koku in 1906.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Formosa / 
Taiwan.
 Note 3. Production of soja beans in Formosa in 1904 
was only 3.6% as much as production of soja beans in Japan 
in 1904.
 The next section, titled “Red-beans” (p. 229-30) gives 
similar detailed statistics on acreage, production, and yield 
for azuki beans in Japan. Sarashi-an (the powdered red bean) 
is made in Osaka, Tokyo, Niigata, and Aomori. A second 
table gives annual imports of red [azuki] beans to Japan from 
1903 to 1907. They are imported mainly from China, Korea, 
and British India.
 In Chapter 9, titled “Agricultural products in 
commerce,” section 2 is on imports to Japan. A table (p. 
433-34) gives imports of the following grains and seeds (in 
quantity / piculs and value / yen) from 1903 to 1907: Italian 
millet, soja beans, red beans [azuki] (small white), and 
sesame seeds. Another table (p. 438) titled “Miscellaneous” 
includes imports of “bean’s oil cake” for the same period. 
An explanation titled “Soja-beans” (p. 439) states: “Not 
only as foodstuffs, but also as a manure a large quantity of 
beans are consumed each year, as that from China and Korea 
a considerable amount is imported. Besides beans, bean-
cakes are imported from China in large quantity.” Imports of 
sesame seeds, rice, wheat and rape-seed are also discussed on 
the same page. In this same chapter, section 3 is on Exports 
and imports in Formosa. Soy is mentioned on pages 434, 
439, 442, 448, 453-54. “Beans, Soja: The demand for soja 
beans in Formosa is enormous and as the Formosan product 
was not suffi cient to meet the demand, a large amount is 
imported from abroad. Soja beans produced in Manchuria, 
and Chin-kiang [Chinkiang, Zhenjiang] are imported from 
China and Hongkong.” “Oil, Beans [soybean oil]: This 
is principally produced in Manchuria and is brought here 
through China and Hongkong. Originally it was used as an 
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illumination, but the demand has greatly increased as it is 
used in making cut tobacco” [to keep it moist]. Ground-nut 
oil is used for the same purpose (p. 453-54).
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2003) 
concerning miso in international trade–exported from Japan; 
export statistics are also given.
 Note 5. The preface, by Chuzi [Chuji] Shimooka, 
explains that this book was compiled for the International 
Agricultural Association meeting to be held in Italy in the 
autumn. The compiler did not have time to explain all the 
terms [and units] adequately. Address: Tokyo, Japan.

1025. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders. 1908. The chemical 
constitution of the proteins. 2 parts / vols. [1st ed.]. London 
and New York: Longmans, Green and Co. Index. 25 cm. 
Series: Monographs on biochemistry. [200+* ref]
• Summary: In Part I, soy is mentioned in a table (p. 
22) titled “Glutelins” at the head of a column that reads: 
“Glycinin from Soy Bean (Osborne and Clapp).” The word 
“soy” also appears in a reference on page 82 (Osborne and 
Clapp 1907). The amino acid glycine is mentioned many 
times in each volume. Address: Asst. Prof. of Physiological 
Chemistry in, and fellow of, University College, London.

1026. SoyaScan Notes. 1908. Chronology of J. Bibby 
and Sons, Liverpool and Lancaster, Britain. 9 Sept. 2011. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1830–Edward Bibby bought the Conder Mill, 
near Quernmore, Lancaster.
 1878–The mill was passed to Edward’s two grandsons, 
Joseph and James, who ran the business as J. Bibby and 
Sons. Around this time, the business fi rst started to produce 
compound animal meal. It is claimed they produced the fi rst 
calf meal.
 1885–Company established. After a fi re destroyed 
Conder Mill, the business continued to operate at Fleet 
Square Mills, Lancaster.
 1895–By this time, production at both the Fleet Square 
Mills and the company’s new mill in Liverpool had reached 
3,000 tons per week.
 1910–Dec. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 
1910. “Experiments with live stock.” 17(9):752-55. Dec. 
“Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle” (Field Experiments at 
Harper Adams Agricultural College and in Staffs and Salop, 
Report, 1909). One heifer “received 1½ lb. Bibby cake and 1 
lb. Soy cake.”
 1914–Seed crushers. Specialty: feeding stuffs for cattle. 
Employees 2,000.
 1953–Introduced Araby soap.
 1968–Following its progression into seed crushing, soap 
manufacturing, vegetable oil refi ning and paper production, 
the company was acquired by Princes Foods.
 1981 June–J. Bibby & Sons, Edible Oils Div. 
(Liverpool, England) launches Bibbysoy [Full Fat Soya Meal 

for Use in High-Energy Poultry and Livestock Feeds].
 J. Bibby and Sons later went onto become part of ABN 
(Associated British Nutrition), which is part of Associated 
British Foods.

1027. Veitch, Henry Newton. 1908. Sheffi eld plate: Its 
history, manufacture and art; with makers names and 
marks,... London: George Bell and Sons. xiv + 359 p. See p. 
176-77. Illust. (74 plates + portrait). Index. 29 cm.

• Summary: Chapter 13, titled “Illustrations from the original 
maker’s catalogue of the First Period (with descriptive notes) 
(p. 153-83) states (p. 154): “Oil and vinegar frames, cruets 
and ‘soy’ frames are shown in great variety; teapots, sugar 
baskets, and cream pails then follow;...”
 It continues (p. 176-77): “Plate XLIV, Catalogue Nos. 
912-914 No. 912 is a Soy Frame, holding six cut fl int-glass 
bottles with plated tops and name labels; the bottom pierced 
and fl at- chased, on four fl uted feet. While this is the only 
Soy Frame in the whole Catalogue, there are shown no less 
than twelve Cruets, containing from fi ve to seven bottles, all 
of the fi nest type of design;...
 The illustrations appear on the page after the description. 
Address: 4, Bennet St., St. James’s, S.W., London.

1028. Watt, George. 1908. Commercial products of India. 
Being an abridgment of “The Dictionary of the Economic 
Products of India.” London: John Murray. viii + 1189 p. See 
p. 564-65. [15 soy ref]
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• Summary: Since Watt’s Dictionary of the Economic 
Products of India has been out of print for some time, 
the Government of India asked him to write an updated 
1-volume abridgement. He said that soybeans in India were 
fi rst introduced from Indonesia. “The Soy Bean; in Indian 
vernaculars, bhat, ram, gari-kulay, hendedisom horec, pond 
disom, an-ing-kiyo, tzu-dza, bhatnas, seta, musa, khajuwa, 
etc.
 “A sub-erect or creeping annual native of China, 
Cochin-China, Japan and Java, comparatively recently 
introduced into India, though recorded as acclimatised and 
even seen as an escape from cultivation. It might, in fact, be 
described as extensively cultivated, though more as a garden 
than a fi eld crop; is especially prevalent in Eastern Bengal, 
Assam (Barpeta Sub-division), the Khasia hills, Manipur, 
the Naga hills and Burma. It is not infrequent in the plains 
of India proper, especially in Busti, Gorakhpur, Patna and 
Purnea, etc. In Bombay and Madras, however, the Soy Bean 
has apparently hardly passed the experimental stage.
 “Cultivation.–Two chief varieties occur, one called 
white, the other black. On the plains it is generally grown 
by itself as a kharif (autumn) crop. The seeds are sown 
from June to September, and harvested from November to 
December... In Assam it is sown witháhu (autumn rice) in 
April and May. Theáhu crop is removed in July and August, 
and its stubble acts as a support for the bean plants, which 
are ready for harvest in December and January.”
 “It is eaten in India in the localities where it is 
cultivated, chiefl y in the form of dál or satú. In Japan it is 
largely used as a sauce, cheese (natto) or paste, and in China 
an edible oil is obtained from the seed. If cut when the pods 
are fully formed it makes a most nutritious fodder, and the 
seed-cake, as already stated, is an extremely rich cattle 
food.”
 Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 778). Almonds (Prunus 
amygdalus, p. 905). Broad bean or Windsor bean (Vicia faba, 
p. 1106-07. “There are two distinct forms, the long-podded 
and the broad-podded, the latter originating the name ‘Broad’ 
or ‘Windsor bean’”). Chufa (Cyperus esculentus, p. 465; 
also called Rush-nut, earth-almond, or tiger-nut). Coffee (p. 
363-68, with an excellent history). Cowpeas (p. 1107-08). 
Lucerne or alfalfa (Medicago sativa, p. 778-79).
 Mung bean, udid, and urud / urd (Phaseolus mungo or 
P. radiatus, p. 880-82). “There has been some confusion 
regarding the nomenclature of Phaseolus Mungo and the 
species which follows–P. radiatus,–due chiefl y to Roxburgh 
having transposed the original Linnean names. P. Mungo, 
Linn., is the present plant, udid or urd; while P. radiatus, 
Linn., is the plant known in the vernacular as mung. There 
are two varieties of udid, one with large black seeds, the 
other with smaller greenish seeds, and these correspond very 
possibly with P. Mungo proper and the variety Roxburghii.
 Sea-weeds (Kelp, p. 50). Address: Kew Gardens, 
England; Formerly, Prof. of Botany, Calcutta Univ., 

Superintendent Indian Museum (Industrial Section) and 
reporter on economic products to the Government of India.

1029. Senn, Charles Herman. 1908? A pocket dictionary 
of foods & culinary encyclopedia. London: The Food & 
Cookery Pub. Agency. 158 p. Undated. 15 cm.
• Summary: “Soja: The fermented juice of the soya bean. 
(See also Soy.)”
 “Soy. Soja. This is a preparation added to soups and 
sauces as a fl avouring and colouring ingredient. Soy is the 
Japanese name of a leguminous plant. ‘dolichossoja’ [sic, 
Dolichos soja]. It is said to be produced by fermentation of 
the soja-bean in salt water. It is shipped to this country as 
a dark brown treacle-like extract. Cautiously mixed with 
soups, ragouts, sauces, and gravies, it imparts an agreeable 
fl avour and improves the colour.”
 “Ketchup (Catchup or Catsup). Name of a much-
esteemed sauce. The best known ketchups are made of fresh 
mushrooms mixed with salt, and fl avoured with spices. 
Tomato ketchup is prepared in a similar way, or walnut 
ketchup, for which unripe walnuts are used.”
 Charles Hermann Senn lived 1862-1934. Address: 
Author.

1030. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Trade report. 
74(1511):61-63. Jan. 9. See p. 63.
• Summary: Page 63: “Soy.–The new method in regard to 
the calculation of freight on soy has now been established. 
To arrive 1s. 2½d. [1 shilling 2 pence] c.i.f. is quoted, or 1s. 
3½d. to 1s. 4d. per gal. [gallon] spot for good thick.”
 A subsequent entry [13 Feb. 1909, p. 270-74] reads: 
“Soy–Small spot sales of good thick have been made at 1s. 
3½d. per gallon, but for shipment higher prices are asked.”
 Note: Soy sauce now seems to be categorized as thick 
and not thick (perhaps thin).

1031. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. “Spending & 
talking” shop: Humber tunnel scheme. Jan. 23. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: “He also observed that they were to have their 
industry extended by the crushing of Soya beans for cattle 
food. If their trade was in a depressed state, surely the most 
natural thing was to give it beans.”

1032. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Trade report. 
74(1516):272-74. Feb. 13. 9. See p. 272.
• Summary: Page 272: “Soy–Small spot sales of good thick 
have been made at 1s. 3½d. per gallon duty paid, but for 
shipment higher prices are asked.”

1033. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. 
Agricultural affairs. March 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “A new oilcake industry: Under this heading 
in another part of this page there is published an interesting 
extract from an English contemporary relating to what is 
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not unlikely to prove the beginning of an important new 
development in the manufacture of feeding stuffs in this 
country. The incident referred to is the arrival at Hull of 
the fi rst cargo brought into this country of Soya beans, and 
it is intimated that several other large cargoes of the same 
material will follow forthwith... Hull is not to get the whole 
of these cargoes. Already one vessel of over 9,000 bags 
of the beans has arrived at Leith, and further supplies are 
expected at that port during the spring.
 “The character of the soya bean: For a long period 
of time the Soya bean (Soya Hispida) has been one of the 
principal feeding grains grown in certain parts of the East, 
notably in China, Japan, and Manchuria, in which countries 
it is a staple article of food. It is true that this bean, as an 
article of food for man as well as for animals, was brought 
into notice during the war between Russia and Japan, but 
it is not quite accurate to say that it was ‘discovered to the 
modern world of agriculture by the Japanese soldiers in 
Manchuria.’ The pushful America ‘discovered’ the ‘valuable 
product’ long ago, and attempts have bean made to introduce 
the bean as a farm crop into the United States though, 
so far, the progress has not been very encouraging. As a 
food for animals the Soya bean possesses high value. The 
outstanding features in its composition are its exceptionally 
high percentages of oil and albuminoids, and its lack of 
starch. Whereas the beans, peas and lentils grown in this 
country contain only about 2 per cent. of oil, the Soya bean 
contains from 15 to 20 per cent. As to albuminoids, while 
our beans contain from 20 to 25 per cent., the proportion in 
Soya beans rises as high as 30 to 35 per cent. In the other 
hand, the soya bean contains practically no starch, which is 
the largest constituent in British beans. The Soya bean is thus 
a particularly rich feeding material, really more suitable for 
mixing with other foods than for consumption by itself.”
 “Stockowners in this country will watch the 
development of this new branch of the feeding stuff industry 
with deep interest, and for their sakes it is to be hoped its 
progress will be all that is expected of it. It is understood 
that the oil pressed from the Soya bean is valuable for soap 
manufacture. It is therefore probable that from Soya beans 
used in the soap industry useful feeding material might be 
obtained as a by-product.”

1034. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. New 
oilcake industry. March 5. p. 10.
• Summary: “The following, which appeared in a recent 
issue of the Eastern Morning News, is referred to to-day by 
our agricultural contributor:–The arrival of the Javorina, s. 
[steamer], at Hull with the fi rst cargo of Soya beans marks 
the beginning of what promises to be an important new 
industry in this country. Considerable interest is manifested 
in this new development as it will have an important bearing 
upon the future prosperity of the oilcake industry.
 “The Javorina, s., is the fi rst of a fl eet of steamers 

bringing Soya beans to Hull. The beans are in good condition 
and this is due to the excellent arrangements made for 
ventilation in the holds. It is a long voyage from Vladivostok, 
the vessel leaving the Russian port on Boxing Day [probably 
Dec. 26]. The total quantity for Hull is about 4,700 tons, and 
the remainder will be transshipped to London.
 “The Soya bean grown is immense quantities in 
Manchuria and China. The Japanese have adopted the bean 
to commercial uses, not for the food of animals, but for 
that of man. It is not an unpopular article of diet in many 
parts of the Far East, and during the campaign conducted 
in Manchuria by the troops of the Rising Sun the men were 
fed very often on little else. It possesses sustaining qualities, 
and is the basis of a Japanese sauce [shoyu, or soy sauce]. 
Its chief value to this country, lies in the fact, however, that 
it will be an excellent animal food because of its richness in 
albuminous compounds and nitrogen, which are very good 
feeding qualities.”
 “Several forms of cake manufacturers have conducted... 
tests and these have proved eminently satisfactory. The 
experimental Soya cakes which have been made in Hull 
have been tested by a practical and scientifi c dairyman in the 
East Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this 
test and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food, 
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily, and was 
much improved in general condition. The large proportion of 
oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable.
 “Up to the present soya beans have been imported to 
England only in small quantities, but the development of 
Manchuria promises to revolutionise what is an important 
industry in Hull.”
 “What it will mean to Hull alone is that this new source 
of supply will be available in the seed crushing trade when 
other classes of seed are scarce and the mills will, therefore, 
be able to continue running uninterruptedly.
 “A combination of circumstances are said to be 
responsible for the development under such favourable 
conditions at the present time–the low price of silver, which 
is what everything is bought with in Japan and China, and 
low freights. The Javorina, s. [steamer], is the fi rst of a fl eet 
of nineteen vessels which are now on the way from Dalny or 
Vladivostock with large cargoes of the bean. Several of these 
vessels are defi nitely fi xed for Hull, two for Liverpool, and 
the remaining eleven for other ports in the United Kingdom.”

1035. Common, Lewis Edward. Assignor to The Hull Oil 
Mfg. Company, Ltd. (Stoneferry, Hull, England). 1909. 
Improvements in the manufacture of soya-bean oil. British 
Patent 5,797. 2 p. Date of application, 10 March 1909. 
Complete specifi cation left, 24 Aug. 1909. Accepted 10 
March 1910.
• Summary: The complete specifi cation reads: “This 
invention relates to the treatment by the volatile solvent 
process of soya beans (Bot. ‘Soja Hispida’) for the 
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production of soya-bean oil; our object being to separate and 
remove certain impurities which we believe to be mainly in 
the nature of vegetable waxes, commonly present in such oil 
when so produced.
 “Assuming oil to have been extracted from the beans 
by the volatile solvent process, and whilst the oil is still 
in solution in the solvent, we add a small quantity (about 
1 per cent. of the weight of the oil) of sodium chloride or 
its equivalent, i.e., a chloride of an alkali metal, such as 
potassium chloride, or a chloride of an alkaline earth, such 
as calcium chloride. The mixture is then steamed with the 
object of expelling the solvent and facilitating the subsequent 
elimination of the impurities. After steaming, the mixture 
of oil and brine or salt solution is allowed to stand until 
separation takes place; the brine containing the impurities 
falling to the bottom, and leaving the oil in a purifi ed 
condition. The brine, having been drawn off, is allowed to 
stand until the impurities settle; whereupon the clear brine 
may be run off for re-use. The sediment may then be treated 
by any suitable method for the recovery of the waxes and 
albuminous compounds therein contained.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest patent seen (March 2003) 
that mentions use of a solvent for extracting soybeans. 
Nagel (1903) also mentioned solvent extraction, but not on a 
commercial scale.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003) 
that mentions a European oil milling company (Hull Oil 
Mfg. Co., Ltd., of Stoneferry, Hull, England) in connection 
with soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “soya-bean oil” in 
the document or in the title.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “soya-bean” or (“soya-
beans”) in the title. Address: Chemist, Sutton-on-Hull, 
England.

1036. Scotsman (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1909. 
Commercial markets: Produce. March 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Hull.–Linseed oil, spot, 19s. 3d.; March-April 
19s. 3d.; May-August, 19s. 6d.
 “Cotton oil, refi ned, spot, 34s. 1½d.; March-April, 34s. 
3d.; May-August, 23s. 7½d.; crude, spot, 22s. 7½d.
 “Soya bean oil, 24s. 3d. Oilcakes–No fresh feature of 
importance.”
 Note: Similar prices for soya bean oil appear in the 
Scotsman many times each month throughout 1909.

1037. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1909. 
New food from China. March 13. p. 2.
• Summary: “London, Jan. 16–A new food is coming to 
town–new, that is, in the sense that comparatively few people 
in the country have partaken of it.
 “The soja or soya bean is a product of Manchuria. In 

appearance it somewhat resembles the ordinary lentil, while 
in taste (uncooked [sic]) it approaches very nearly to the taste 
of the common ‘split’ pea.
 “It has only heretofore been brought to this country 
in very small quantities, and, in spite of the fact that it 
constitutes almost the staple food [sic] of the Chinese 
laborer, it has never been seriously considered by Western 
civilisation as a bean with food properties.
 “Travellers who have journeyed through the interior of 
Manchuria tell marvelous stories of Chinese carriers who 
will cover thirty miles a day regularly with a load of 120 1b 
or 130 lb upon their backs, and these laborers keep up their 
strength for this work by eating the soja bean.
 “Some British physicians have recognised its value as 
a food for diabetes, and it is also prescribed at certain large 
German hospitals for the same complaint. The Japanese 
have for many years past laid it under contribution as the 
basis of their well-known piquant sauce, and it is from one 
of the Japanese fi rms that Europe will shortly receive a 
consignment of, it is anticipated, well over 100,000 tons.
 “As a food the bean is prepared in very similar fashion 
to the method employed in cooking ground rice” [sic].

1038. Manchester Courier and Lancashire General 
Advertiser (England). 1909. General produce markets. 
March 15. p. 5, col. 3.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Saturday,” 
under “Oils” we read: “Chinese bean oil steady: April 
onwards, 24s. to 24s. 6d. per cwt in exports.”

1039. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Effects of falling prices. 
Business depression in Manchuria leads to the cultivation of 
the soya bean for export. March 15. p. 8.
• Summary: “Low ocean freights and the low price of 
silver are working some noteworthy changes in the world’s 
market. Among them is to be noted the springing up of 
some new lines of trade between the Far East and the West. 
Such trade connections are greatly encouraged by the 
high level of prices for food products, in particular in the 
United States. For instance, the industrial and commercial 
depression in the Far East has driven capital and labor to 
agricultural industries. In Manchuria, where labor is being 
more generally restored to its normal agricultural uses, the 
cultivation of the soya bean, a rich and nutritive product 
with a high oil content, has begun to bring prosperity to the 
growers and to open new sources of supplies for the seed 
crushing industries in such centers as Hull and Liverpool 
[England].
 “In the Russo-Japanese campaign in Manchuria this sort 
of food comprised about all the Japanese troops relied upon 
[sic]. Its sustaining qualities made it a favorite. As an animal 
food [feed] it is rich in albuminous and nitrogenous qualities. 
There are nineteen vessels now on their way from Dalny or 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] with large cargoes of this bean 
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for thirteen different ports of the United Kingdom. The effect 
of its presence upon the industry in question is likely to bring 
some competition with American oil-cake, which is produced 
from cotton seed. The bean is not, however, a stranger to 
American agriculture. Many of the best southern plantations 
look upon its use as one of the most helpful plants in 
restoring the soil to fertility on account of its power to absorb 
nitrogen from the air without impoverishing [sic] the land in 
the process as many other seeds do.”
 Note: Only legumes collect nitrogen from the air. More 
precisely, it is bacteria in the root nodules of legumes that 
gather the nitrogen. None of them impoverishes the land in 
the process; rather, the nitrogen enriches the soil. Only non-
leguminous plants (such as cotton or corn) impoverish the 
soil by withdrawing minerals (esp. nitrogen, potassium, and 
phosphorus) from it.

1040. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. New soya 
beans. Hull crusher’s experiments. March 27. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “Opinions as to the value of the new Soya 
beans, which have been introduced into the seed-crushing 
industry at Hull, vary.
 “As a cattle food, it is unanimously agreed that it 
makes a very rich cake, so rich in fact that it has been found 
advisable to mix it with ordinary cotton cake; but whether 
it will substitute cotton seed oil in soap-making is doubtful. 
Some soap-makers are working with it; but while the oil is 
not superior to cotton seed oil, it remains to be seen whether 
it will be found suitable.
 “The fault found by the soap-maker with cotton 
seed oil is entirely its price, but while cotton seed oil 
realized in London last week from 24s 6d to 25s per cwt. 
[hundredweight = 112 pounds], the bean oil sold at from 
22s 6d to 23s 3d per cwt. These beans are one of the staple 
articles of production in South Manchuria, and from the 
experiments made with them by the seed crushers, it appears 
they have come to stay.
 “During the Russo-Japanese war these beans held 
a foremost place in the dietary of the Japanese soldiers; 
but there is no suggestion of using them as an article of 
human consumption in this country. There is a story going 
the rounds of High-street that a clerk boiled the beans in 
the same manner and had them for dinner; but that his 
subsequent ‘feelings’ made him utter ‘Never again.’
 “The oil, it is said, can also be rendered useful for 
painters and for illumination purposes” [burning in oil 
lamps].

1041. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Pearson 
institute notes. “Where had the soya-been?” March 31. p. 2, 
col. 6.
• Summary: This is a poem of six 4-line stanzas. Here are 
the fi rst 3 stanzas.
 Said the linseed to the cotton cake

 “Where has that ‘soya bean?’
 “To hear the ‘cotton spout,’ said one.
 “That’s where it was last seen.”
 ...
 Up spoke the “decorticated” one,
 His English it was bad,
 “I’ve never ‘seed’ such swank,” said he,
 “As in that Chinese lad.”
 ...
 But the “soya” looked on in silence,
 He didn’t even blush;
 It was known to all the “pressmen” though,
 He could beat him in a “crush.”

1042. Bailey, L.H. ed. 1909. Cyclopedia of American 
agriculture: a popular survey of agricultural conditions, 
practices and ideals in the United States and Canada. Vol. IV. 
Farm and community. New York and London: Macmillan & 
Co. See p. 584. Illust. Index. 27 cm.
• Summary: Henderson, Peter. A biography by Byron D. 
Hoisted. “Peter Henderson, gardener, merchant, author, was 
born in Pathhead, near Edinburgh, Scotland, June 9, 1822. 
He died of pneumonia at his home in Jersey City. January 
17, 1890. From his father, a land-steward, was inherited a 
splendid physique, with which was harmoniously blended 
great intellectual gifts, coming more particularly from his 
maternal ancestry.
 “Educated in the parish school, at sixteen, already 
profi cient in book-learning and a keen observer, he was 
apprenticed in the gardens of Melville Castle and soon 
became an enthusiastic student of plants, early winning 
prizes for his accomplishments. In his twenty-fi rst year, he 
came to America ‘with but three sovereigns in his pocket,’ 
but abounding in pluck and industry, and served as gardener 
fi rst under George Thorburn at Astoria, New York, then 
with Robert Buist at Philadelphia [Pennsylvania], and later 
with C.F. Spang, of Pittsburg. In 1847, with an accumulated 
capital of $500 he entered into partnership with his brother 
James in the market-garden business in Jersey City. Soon 
was begun the cultivation of ornamental plants, which 
rapidly developed into a great enterprise. By dint of long 
days and years of prodigious labor, combined with keen 
insight, he became a master of his art. A leading partner in 
the seedhouse of Henderson and Fleming, in Nassau street, 
New York City, he became, in 1871, the head of the business 
(Everything for the Garden) so widely and well known by 
the name of Peter Henderson & Co. His familiarity with the 
obstacles to be overcome by practical crop-growers, and 
his deep sympathy for the artisan, led to the preparation, 
in 1866, of his fi rst book, Gardening for Profi t, the success 
of which has been phenomenal. It had a deep and lasting 
infl uence on truck-growing. Two years later, Practical 
Floriculture followed, it being a guide for esthetic gardening; 
and in 1875 appeared Gardening for Pleasure, the contents 
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of which are so admirably expressed in the title. The many 
editions and frequent revisions of these three works testify 
to their general acceptance by an appreciative public. The 
reader of these lines must bear in mind that Mr. Henderson 
wrought in a generation that is now past, and without the 
aid of the land-grant college and the experiment station to 
train horticulturists for work and provide for the substantial 
growth of the science of crop-growing, through many 
well-equipped centers of research. His was the work of the 
pioneer, and his books were as blazed trees through the 
deep-tangled forests of ignorance. Other volumes from the 
same versatile pen are: Garden and Farm Topics (1884); 
Handbook of Plants (1881-1890), a new edition of which 
he was re-writing when stricken with his fatal disease. In 
conjunction with William Crozier, he produced How the 
Farm Pays. Some of Mr. Henderson’s most potent papers 
were presented before various horticultural and fl oricultural 
societies, of which space here will permit of but a single 
title, namely, ‘Popular Errors and Scientifi c Dogmas in 
Horticulture.’”
 “Peter Henderson’s life is a brilliant illustration of the 
great success that is to be achieved by those who preserve 
their liberal endowments of health–he was scarcely ill a day 
in his long and busy life–by the strictest temperance, in the 
full measure of that much misused word; and mix their large 
sagacity with strict fi delity to the highest ideals, tempering 
all with true human kindness clothed in charming humanity.”

1043. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. Soy 
beans. 7(1):95.
• Summary: In China and Japan, these beans “are used as 
food and also as a source of oil and bean-cake. The oil is 
pressed in the Far East by rather primitive methods, and 
some years ago fi rms of oil-seed crushers in this country 
found that it was worth while to import Chinese bean 
cake into this country, extract a portion of the remaining 
oil and use the residue, which is highly nutritious, for the 
preparation of feeding cakes for cattle. The Soy bean oil 
proved to be suitable for many manufacturing purposes and 
a demand for it sprang up with great rapidity, and to meet 
this, large supplies of Soy beans were imported, chiefl y 
from Manchuria, and at the present time it is estimated that 
about 200,000 tons of these beans have been contracted for 
already this year. Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (March 2003) that uses the term “crushers” 
(or “crusher”) in connection with soybeans. However it does 
not say that they actually crushed soybeans.
 “The Soy bean is cultivated on a considerable scale [sic] 
in India and many British colonies, but mostly only for local 
use as a feeding stuff or as a green manure, and there appears 
to be no large supply available for export from British 
sources at the present time. In view of the large demand 
referred to above and now met by supplies from foreign 
countries it would be worth while to extend cultivation in 

those parts of the empire in which the plant is already grown 
and found to do well.”
 “In many colonies, and especially in Africa, the planting 
of this crop would appear to be worth an extended trial.”
 Note: All reports from 1909 to 1930 of which we are 
aware (Nov. 2010) contradict the statement that “The Soy 
bean is cultivated on a considerable scale in India and many 
British colonies,...” The possible exception would be small-
seeded black soy beans cultivated in central India and the 
Kumaon Hills.

1044. Russell, W.P.M. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Antung. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4185. 18 
p. March.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports for 1908” (p. 7-8) 
discusses the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean 
cake, and bean oil exported from this port. An excellent 
full-page map shows the Eastern Manchuria and Shenking 
Province, including all the major ports, rivers (Antung is a 
port on the Yalu River), railroads, and bodies of water.
 “Products of Eastern Manchuria.–The following are 
some of the principal agricultural products of Eastern 
Manchuria: -
 “Beans.–Many varieties are produced, of which the chief 
are: -
 “1. Huangtou, yellow [soy] beans.–These are most 
extensively grown and are used for making bean cake and 
bean oil. The average bean cake weighs 50 catties and 
is worth 1 dol. 20 c to 75 c. small money at the place of 
production. The oil sells for about 15 c. a catty. The beans 
themselves fetch 10 dol. a picul on an average. [Note: 1 picul 
= 133.3 pounds weight.] They are also used for making bean 
curd, which is one of the chief foods of the people. It has 
the appearance of curds of milk and is made by a somewhat 
similar process. The beans are also used for feeding cattle.
 “2. Hsiaotou, small beans [azuki].–These are used as 
a vegetable and also for feeding cattle. They are also used 
for making vermicelli. Note: This is the earliest English-
language document seen (March 2006) that uses the term 
“small bean” to refer to the azuki bean.
 “3. Lutou, green beans [mung beans].–The young 
sprouts of these are used as a vegetable. The bean is 
principally used for making vermicelli.
 “4. Hetou [Heitou], black [soy] beans, are much grown 
and much used for feeding cattle and also for making oil and 
bean cake.”
 The section on “Exports for 1908” under “Beans” states 
that “owing to an exceptionally heavy supply coupled with 
a weak demand from the consuming quarters in Japan and 
South China, there was speedily a very heavy fall in price 
and 5 taels 50 c. was quoted [down from 7 to 8 taels last 
year]... It is stated that the restriction of the opium crop has 
caused an expansion of the area of the bean crop. The returns 
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show an export of bean cake more than doubling that of 
the year 1907. Beans largely fi gure in the money market as 
a standard for deferred payments.” Address: Acting Vice-
Consul.

1045. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Corn trades 
meeting. Big drop in imports. April 21. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “The annual meeting of the Hull Corn Trade 
Association was held this afternoon. Mr. O. Hillerns 
(the president) occupied the chair, and there was a large 
attendance.
 “The Chairman also alluded to the new departure in the 
importation of Soya beans, which promised to assume very 
large dimensions,...”

1046. Irish Times (Dublin). 1909. The Phoenix Oil Mill. 
April 22. p. 5.
• Summary: “The Phoenix Oil Mill show specimens of their 
popular feeding stuffs and fertilisers, the former including 
the new Soya cake, which is the subject of many inquiries. 
The ‘Phoenix Pure’ cakes have a reputation which will bring 
many visitors to their (?) in order to personally inquire about 
their merits. The proprietors solicit a trial at the hands of 
consumers who have not already tested this brand, because it 
covers articles guaranteed absolutely free from adulteration, 
and made from good, sound, well-cleaned raw material...”

1047. Tebbitt, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 on 
the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4191. 12 
p. April.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 5-6) discusses 
the amount and value of Beans [soybeans], bean cake, and 
bean oil exported from this port. An excellent full-page map 
shows the south of Manchuria including all the major ports, 
rivers, railroads, and bodies of water.
 “Bean cake.–Beans and their products–bean cake and 
bean oil–were very plentiful and the export brisk. The 
quantities of bean cake exported rose from 4,453,380 cwts. 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to 5,594,678 
cwts. in 1908.” Each year from 1906 to 1908 Japan has taken 
about 78% of this bean cake–in spite of the increasing export 
from Tairen [Dairen] to Japan.
 “Beans.–A new venture has been the export of beans 
during the winter of 1908-09 from Tairen to the United 
Kingdom, presumably to be used as food for cattle. Hitherto 
experimental shipments of beans from here have failed, as 
the beans fermented on the way. This might have been due 
to the beans having got wet coming down the river, either 
accidentally or on purpose so as to increase the weight. The 
beans at Tairen [Dairen], on the other hand, as they come 
down by rail, arrive dry and are shipped dry, and the success 
of the venture may be due to this fact.”
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 

June 1909, p. 229-30. Address: Acting Consul.

1048. Christian Science Monitor. 1909. Manchuria is 
developing extensive foreign trade: Mukden being infl uenced 
by present prosperity and is growing rapidly–Entire train 
loads of “soya” bean products arrive daily at Dalny. May 17. 
p. 2.
• Summary: “The great commercial staple which furnishes 
the basis of this condition [Mukden’s growth and prosperity] 
is the ‘soya’ bean, which is exported in large quantities, 
the bulk going to Europe, where the oil is expressed to be 
utilized in the manufacture of soap.
 “The South Manchurian railroad, with its new rolling 
stock and its well managed line [run by Japanese], is a 
great aid to the commercial development of Manchuria, 
but nevertheless the many conveniences of the open port of 
Dalny attract a very considerable portion of the traffi c away 
from Newchwang. Every day sees at least a dozen trains, 
loaded with [soya] beans and pressed bean cake, pull into 
the yards at Dalny. The pressed cake, which still contains 6 
per cent of oil, is valued for stock feeding. The ‘soya’ bean 
competes with the Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed in the 
markets of England and Scotland, where it commands a 
price of about $30 a ton, approximately the same as Bombay 
cotton seed...”
 “The Chinese trading population comes almost entirely 
from Chih-li [Chihli; pinyin: Zhili] and Shan-si [pinyin: 
Shanxi] provinces, most of them leaving their families in 
their ancestral homes and spending only the busy season in 
Manchuria. The farmers of the country have their homes in 
the villages, but yearly, at the opening of the agricultural 
season, the railroad lines have a heavy traffi c consisting 
of farm laborers and coolies who come in from south of 
the great wall, chiefl y from Shan-tung, but likewise from 
Chih-li, to work in the fi elds. These laborers usually return 
to their homes in the fall. They come sometimes 1,000 at a 
trainload,” third class to Mukden, and pay with gold.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2008) that 
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with 
soybeans (one of two documents).

1049. Times (London). 1909. Agriculture: Crops and live 
stock. May 24. p. 5, cols. 2-3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Cake for milk cows” 
states: “The particulars of trials with soya bean cake as 
a food [feed] for milk cows, contained in a report issued 
from the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, will be 
studied with interest by dairy farmers. Except during the 
short period when the pastures are at their best the dairy 
farmer supplements bulky materials with allowances of 
concentrated stuffs, and cake and meals are the chief items in 
the mixtures. In the Cirencester experiments soya bean cake 
was tested with decorticated cotton cake. The result of the 
experiment, which lasted from April 12 to May 9 last, shows 
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that the new cake may be a very serviceable addition to the 
supply of artifi cial stock foods. The cows receiving the soya 
bean cake all gave a larger yield [of milk] those fed with a 
corresponding quantity (4 lb.) of decorticated cotton cake, 
and the milk contained a higher percentage of butter fat, 
though, curiously enough, a lower percentage of cream. The 
inconsistency of the proportions of fat and cream suggests 
that the creamometer is not yet a trustworthy test of quality, 
and this estimate is confi rmed by the churning results.”

1050. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya-bean oil. 
74(22):830. May 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article, which appears in the section titled 
“Trade Report,” states (p. 830): “Soya-bean oil, which 
has recently proved a strong competitor of wood oil in the 
manufacture of varnishes, etc., is the subject of a note in the 
‘Bulletin of the Imperial Institute’” (7(1):95 [1909]) titled 
“Soy beans.” This is a summary of that article.
 It adds: “The oil is now a well-established article of 
commerce in the Baltic and Mincing Lane markets, the 
present value being about 22 l. [pounds sterling] per ton.”

1051. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1909. Soy 
beans. 16(2):128-29. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: An introduction to the soy bean. “There are 
many varieties known in Japan, China, Tibet, and the 
temperate portions of the Himalayas.” “The soy bean 
requires about the same temperature as maize, and it may 
therefore be capable of growth in some of the southern and 
eastern parts of England. The Board have arranged for some 
experiments to be conducted with beans obtained from 
Japan.”
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest document seen (March 
2014) concerning soybeans in Tibet, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Tibet. But how does the writer know that 
soybeans are really cultivated in Tibet? Where are they 
cultivated in Tibet and how are they used? Address: England.

1052. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Oleaginous products: Oil cake and seed. No. 344. p. 153-55. 
May.
• Summary: Exports of [soy] beans and [soy] bean-cake 
from Newchwang, China, are increasing rapidly. The United 
States Consul at Newchwang, “Thomas E. Heenan, calls 
attention to the exports of Chinese beans to the United 
Kingdom as the beginning of what is expected to develop 
into considerable proportions.
 “Since the closing of the river to navigation, large 
numbers of carts have been entering the town with inland 
produce, and great quantities of beans have been stored for 
export in the spring. It is diffi cult to obtain reliable fi gures 
concerning the quantity brought by rail, but up to date 64,000 
tons have been brought by carts, and it is estimated that the 

total quantity brought in by rail and carts during the four 
Months December-March will reach 88,000 tons, against 
30,000 tons for the same period last winter. This quantity, 
however, is small compared with the stocks shipped to Dalny 
by rail from the north, and when the thaw sets in, putting a 
stop to cart traffi c, unless there are early spring rains, there 
is very little prospect of large supplies coming down by river 
boats, as the snow thus far has been insuffi cient to give the 
requisite draft of water in the up-river reaches.
 “Countries to which shipments are made: Beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil are the principal products of Manchuria. 
The prices of these during the past season have been higher 
than ever before, but how much of this is due to the ability of 
Japan, a gold-standard country, to pay more in silver, because 
silver has been cheap, can not be positively stated. The bean 
cake and bean oil go chiefl y to Japan, but shipments have 
gone to England, France, and the United States during the 
past year. The American shipment was a small quantity sent 
from Newchwang merely as a sample... During the year the 
exports to England amounted to about 70,000 bags. This 
is a new development, said to have been brought about 
by English experts who have made a study of the beans. 
They have discovered, it is said, a means of extracting an 
oil therefrom, for culinary use as well as for lubricating 
purposes., the residue being converted into cattle feed. The 
exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign countries 
in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons, valued at $5,518,508.
 “The exports of beans from Newchwang to foreign 
countries and other Chinese ports during 1908 were as 
follows, in tons:” Yellow [soy] beans 75,996. Green beans 
31,873. Black [soy] beans 16,489. White beans 4,315. Red 
[azuki] and small green [mung] beans 3,634.
 “United Kingdom: An experiment with the soya bean 
in Manchuria.” U.S. Consul Walter C. Hamm of Hull 
[England] writes, under date of January 20,...” The soya 
bean “has been exported to some extent to the United States, 
and a few samples have been brought to England, but the 
present shipments to Hull are the fi rst on a large scale. Three 
steamers, the Maroa, the Javorina, and the Matoppo, are now 
on their way from Dalny or Vladivostok with about 10,000 
tons each, and the Claverdon and the Bannockburn are 
loading similar quantities at Dalny, making 50,000 tons in 
all.”
 A long quotation from an article in the Eastern Morning 
News describes the arrival at Hull, England, from China, 
of the fi rst cargo of soya beans on board the Javorina. “The 
beans arrived in good condition, and this is due to the 
excellent arrangements made for ventilation in the hold.” 
Experimental “soya cakes have been made in Hull and have 
been tested by a practical and scientifi c dairyman in the East 
Riding, who has reported that one cow set aside for this test 
and fed with half a cake a day, in addition to other food, 
yielded a considerable extra quantity of milk daily and was 
much improved in general condition. The large proportion 
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of oil in the cake makes sparing use of it advisable... The 
Japanese have adapted the bean to commercial uses, not 
for the food of animals, but for that of man. It is not an 
unpopular article of diet in many parts of the Far East. It 
possesses sustaining qualities, and is the basis of a Japanese 
sauce [shoyu].
 “Chinese beans in Scotland: Tests in crushing mills for 
oil and stock meal.” U.S. Consul Rufus Fleming reports on 
Feb. 12 from Edinburgh: “In the production of oil cake and 
seed oil the crushing mills in this district have long used 
only Bombay and Egyptian cotton seed. Recently some of 
the mills have experimented with small quantities of ‘soya 
beans’ from Manchuria. The Chinese bean, which is about 
the size of a pea, has been found to contain from 15 to 16 per 
cent of oil suitable for soap making. The usefulness of the oil 
for other industrial purposes has not yet been demonstrated. 
The cake produced, containing about 6 per cent of oil, is said 
to be good feed for stock... The mills in this part of Scotland 
have undertaken to carry out thorough tests, and a shipment 
of 1,700 tons is expected to soon arrive at Leith for this 
purpose.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning soybeans in Scotland. They were imported from 
Manchuria. Rufus Fleming fi led his report on 12 Feb. 1909.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2000) that uses the term “soya cake” or “soya 
cakes” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “Chinese beans” (or 
“Chinese-beans”) to refer to soybeans.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2005) 
concerning soya beans imported to or processed in Hull, 
England. Address: Washington, DC.

1053. Hutcheon (G.). 1909. Feeding in Byre and Park (Ad). 
Aberdeen Journal (Scotland). June 7. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “The following can be had promptly and at best 
value: -
 “Bibby Cakettes,
 “Bibby Cake,
 “Special oil cake,
 “Soya Bean Cake,
 “Bombay cotton cake.
 “Orders esteemed by G. Hutcheon, Turriff.”
 Note: Turriff is a town and civil parish in Aberdeenshire 
in Scotland. It lies on the River Deveron. Address: Turriff 
[Aberdeenshire, Scotland].

1054. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1909. Soya beans 
and soya cakes. 100(4054):667. June 7. See also Experiment 
Station Record 21:474 (1909). [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a detailed summary of a “communication 
which Professor Gilchrist, of Armstrong College, has sent 

to the press.” “Trials to test the comparative feeding value 
of soya and decorticated cotton cakes have been carried out 
at Newton Rigg, the Cumberland, and Westmorland Farm 
School, under the supervision of the manager, Mr. W.T. 
Lawrence.
 “Soya cake is produced from soy or soya (soja) beans 
(from which some of the oil is extracted), which are 
now being extensively imported from Manchuria to this 
country.” “Soya cake” was found to be slightly superior to 
“decorticated cotton cake” for milk production. Six cows 
were fed for 6 weeks on each protein supplement. The basal 
ration consisted of hay, oatstraw, crushed oats, and roots. 
Concerning milk production, there was a slight advantage in 
favor of the soya cake but it was too small to be considered 
signifi cant. Both feeds also gave similar results in terms 
of the fat content of the milk. The cows, however, gained 
somewhat more weight while they were being fed the soya 
cake than they did on the decorticated cotton cake.
 “Soy, soja, or soya beans have been known in China 
and Japan for a considerable time. Soy (shoyu), the 
universal condiment in Japan, is prepared from soy beans, 
mixed in equal quantities with either wheat or barley. The 
British Oil and Cake Mills, Ltd., Hull, inform me that 
about 400,000 tons of these have been sold to this country 
within the past few months for delivery till the end of the 
year, of which 50,000 tons have now arrived, and a steady 
supply is anticipated in the future. Three qualities of these 
are now imported:–The Sakura, which are said to be the 
best, being shipped from Dalny [Manchuria], the Harbin 
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], and the Hankow from 
Shanghai.”
 “Soya or soja meal is being sold in this country, which 
is soya beans from which the greater part of the oil has 
been extracted. This may contain as little as 1.5 per cent 
of oil, while the albuminoids and other constituents are 
consequently increased.
 “Soya cake is now sold in the Newcastle district at about 
£6 15s. to £7 a ton.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the term “soja meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen about feeding 
“soya cake” to dairy animals.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004) 
that mentions “Sakura,” which appears to a grade or quality 
of soybeans, rather than a soybean variety name. “Sakura” 
is not used as either a grade or soybean variety name in the 
USA. Address: Armstrong College, England.

1055. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Feeding value of soya 
beans. June 11. p. 10.
• Summary: “This bean has come to this country with a good 
name, and if practical tests sustain that reputation it is more 
than probable that large quantities of the bean will be used 
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by British stock owners in the near future.
 “An interesting four weeks’ test with Soya bean cake 
alongside decorticated cotton cake in the production of milk 
was lately carried through at the Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester and the results are worthy of notice. Two lots 
of three cows... were chosen for the trial.” Summarizes the 
method and results.
 Conclusion: “At present prices, therefore, the Soya bean 
cake would seem to be the better value as winter food for 
cows.”

1056. Times (London). 1909. Agriculture: Crops and live 
stock. June 14. p. 4, col. 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “General notes” states: “The 
results of the Cirencester experiments in the feeding of 
soya bean cake to dairy cows, given in The Times of May 
24, are confi rmed by the teaching of similar investigations 
conducted at Newton Rigg, Cumberland, under the auspices 
of the Armstrong College of Agriculture. One important 
difference is that whereas the Cirencester experiments were 
carried out when the cows were on grass, the cows in the 
other instance were in the sheds and receiving roots and hay 
as the bulky portions of the diet instead of pasture herbage. 
Another point worthy of notice is that at Newton Rigg, the 
different rations were given to the same animals, 4 lb. of 
soya bean cake being used in the fi rst and last periods of 
three weeks, and 4 lb. decorticated cotton cake in the middle 
six weeks of the 12. This arrangement had certain advantages 
which farmers will appreciate, the chief being that whereas 
it balanced matters as regards the period of lactation, it 
overcame the varying properties of individual animals. The 
returns were not so pronounced in favour of soya cake, but 
as regards quality there was a slight advantage to its credit, 
while the average quality was precisely the same in both 
instances. At current prices of from £6 15s. to £7 per ton, 
therefore, soya bean cake may be regarded as a moderately 
priced food and worthy of the attention of dairy farmers.”

1057. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean 
and its probable effect on the markets. 75(25):7-8. June 21.
• Summary: “Once in a long while an event occurs in 
the industrial world to change, and sometimes even to 
revolutionize the set order of things... The latest event to 
attract prominent attention has been the introduction in an 
extensive way has been the introduction of the soya bean to 
the markets of Europe.”
 Within the last 6 months “there have been shipped 
to the United Kingdom, to Scandinavia, and to Germany 
upwards of 400,000 tons of the soya bean, which have been 
converted into oil, and from oil into soap, and the cake has 
found a useful place in the fodder markets of these countries. 
It is seldom indeed that in the course of one short season an 
unknown or rather an untried substance has ever forced its 
way into a market so cautious and conservative as that of 

Great Britain, where the manufacturer and consumer alike 
are so wedded to established formulas and customs.”
 “Soya bean oil is described in botanical works as 
‘obtained from the seeds of soja hispida, a plant indigenous 
in China, Manchuria and Japan, where the oil is used for 
edible purposes. The seeds contains 18 per cent of oil.’ The 
manufacture of soya bean oil, says the same authority, forms 
one of the staple industries of Manchuria.”
 “The soya bean has occupied quite a foremost place 
among the agricultural products of South Manchuria 
for many years, and now seems likely to command still 
greater prominence. There are quite a number of oil mills 
in Manchuria, the principal plants being located at Yngkau 
[Yingkou?] and at Hsiackang, the Chinese quarter of Dalny. 
In these two centers there were all told in 1908 some thirty-
six mills, but of these only fi ve were equipped with modern 
machinery, the others comprise old stone rollers and presses 
worked by mules and horses. A mill with a daily capacity of 
ten piculs will keep six of these animals busy. The modern 
mill will average an outturn of 40 piculs per diem.”
 “Before last December there were no soya beans in 
England; by February there had been imported 120,000 tons, 
and by the close of the season another 120,000 tons had 
been added to this, making a total for the United Kingdom 
of 240,000 tons. The rest of Europe, comprising chiefl y 
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Germany, consumed 
160,000 tons, bringing the grand total up to 400,000 tons. 
The yield of oil by the naphtha process of extraction is about 
18 per cent. This would make an outturn of 72,000 tons of 
oil, or, fi guring fi ve and one-half barrels to the ton, there 
would have been marketed in Europe 396,000 barrels of soya 
bean oil. The shippers, however, had oversold themselves 
and were obliged to buy back 75,000 tons of seed to fi ll 
obligations in Japan.”
 Concerning the oil: “Its cheapness commended it at a 
time when corn oil was very high priced, so it replaced corn 
oil in soaps. For edible purposes, it has not as yet found 
favor, and it is likely to remain restricted to its industrial 
uses, for the reason that the use of naphtha in the extraction 
renders it non-edible, and if pressed the yield would be but 
10 per cent or less, which would make it too expensive.”
 A table gives the quantity of exports (in piculs) from 
Niutschwang [Newchwang = Ying-K’ou, Yingkou, or 
Yingkow] for six varieties of beans, beancake, and beanoil 
for the years 1906-08.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “Soya bean oil” or 
that uses the word “beanoil” to refer to this oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006) 
that mentions the use of soya bean oil in soaps. A number 
of other documents published in 1909 also mention this 
new use. Apparently soya bean oil was fi rst used in soaps 
in Europe (Sweden or England), but by Sept. 1909 the 
manufacture of soap from this oil had been tried with good 
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results in Asia, at a laboratory (probably British-owned).
 Note 3. This may be the earliest document seen (May 
2008) concerning soya beans in Denmark–although a strict 
interpretation of the sentence that mentions Denmark leaves 
open the possibility that soybeans were not specifi cally 
imported to Denmark. Later documents (Nov. 1910) appear 
to show that Denmark fi rst imported signifi cant quantities 
of soya beans in 1911; before that, Denmark imported soya 
bean cake, largely from England.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
that mentions naphtha (or naphthas) used for solvent 
extraction of soya beans.
 Note 6. Webster’s New Geographical Dictionary (1988) 
defi nes Scandinavia as 1. The ancient name of the country 
of the Norsemen. 2. The name of the region encompassing 
Denmark, Norway, and Sweden; sometimes expanded to 
include Finland and Iceland.

1058. Weekly Irish Times (Dublin). 1909. Farming notes: 
Soya beans for dairy cows. June 26. p. 18.
• Summary: “Soya bean cake is considered a good feed 
for dairy cows. At the Cumberland and Westmoreland 
Farm School an experiment was carried out to test its value 
as compared with cotton cake. Six cows were selected.” 
Describes the design and result of the experiment. “Thus 
there was a slight advantage in favour of the soya cake.”

1059. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. Inquiries 
concerning the soya bean. 75(26):7. June 28. [1 ref]
• Summary: The article published last week (June 21) in 
the Reporter has prompted many inquiries concerning soya 
bean oil: (1) Its properties for possible use in paints, or as an 
alternative to corn, cottonseed, or linseed oils; (2) Requests 
for samples; (3) Where and how it could be obtained. 
The Reporter is not yet able to give defi nitive answers. 
“The adoption of the bean in Great Britain and throughout 
Scandinavia and Germany has been sudden and... according 
to the best obtainable authority, some 400,000 tons” of soya 
beans have been imported to Europe.
 Chemical analysis shows that it is quite similar to corn 
oil. In Europe, it has widely displaced corn oil for use in 
making soap, and it promises to compete with cottonseed 
and linseed oil for this purpose. Though it is not known as a 
quick-drying oil, it might be usable in paints when combined 
with other ingredients–though it has not yet been used much 
as a paint oil in Europe. It may eventually fi nd a place as 
an edible oil, but only after improvements in the refi ning 
process have been invented.
 Bean cake makes an inexpensive fodder, and is 
apparently rich enough in nutrients to rival cotton and linseed 
products. Yet with the steadily growing demand for feeds, 
there will probably be ample room for all three. American 
mills should pay attention to the quality of their bean cake, 
since lower cost products are already on the market.

 “The progress of the soya bean industry will be well 
worth watching, and we hope soon to be able to supplement 
our last article by further interesting and instructive details.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
that contains the term “soya bean industry” (or “soya-bean 
industry” or “soy bean industry”) in the title.

1060. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. 
Chinese beans (Abstract). 28(182):166. June.
• Summary: A near reprint of: Monthly Consular and Trade 
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor). 1909. “Oleaginous products: Oil 
cake and seed–China.” No. 344. p. 153. May.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “Chinese beans” in the title, 
used to refer to soybeans.

1061. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy 
beans, oil and cake: Opening for Indian trade. 14(170):8-9. 
July 1. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soy bean “is cultivated on a considerable 
scale in India already, but mostly only for local use as a 
food-stuff or as green manure, and there appears to be no 
large supply available for export at the present time. In 
view, however, of the very large demand to which we have 
referred, it seems to be worthwhile to determine whether it 
would not be profi table to undertake the cultivation of soy 
beans in India as a regular crop for export.”

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 58, published by the USDA is 
reviewed in depth, and articles from British publications by 
Prof. Douglas A. Gilchrist are review. ed to show that the 
soybean appears to have a promising future in both countries.
 “There seems to be no reason to doubt that the trade 
in soy beans, in the United Kingdom at least, will rapidly 
expand, and it rests with the merchants in India to decide 
whether they are to have a share in it. This is the more 
necessary should the product continue to cut into the linseed 
and cotton seed trades, as recent market reports state that it is 
doing.” Address: India.

1062. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. Soy bean 
trade in China. 14(170):17. July 1.
• Summary: “Attention is called by the United States Consul 
at Newchwang to the exports of Chinese beans to the United 
Kingdom, which are expected to develop into a considerable 
trade and which are competing seriously with Indian linseed 
and cotton seed in home markets...
 “The bean cake and bean oil go chiefl y to Japan, but 
shipments have gone to England, France, and the United 
States during the past year. The American shipment was a 
small quantity sent from Newchwang merely as a sample... 
The exports of bean cake from Newchwang to foreign 
countries in 1908 amounted to 246,608 tons. The exports 
of beans from Newchwang to foreign countries and other 
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Chinese ports during 1908 were as follows, in tons: Black 
[soy] beans, 16,498; green beans, 31,873; white beans, 
4,315; yellow [soy] beans, 75,996; red and small green 
beans, 3,634; total, 132,316 tons.
 “Mr. Consul F.W. Playfair, in his Report on the Trade of 
Nagasaki for the year 1908, gives the following details about 
soy beans and their products: The largest increase under any 
heading is that of the import of oil cakes for manure, which 
is £83,485, an advance over 1907 of more than 60 per cent. 
The reasons for this increase are (1) the extremely low price 
of bean cake in China and (2) the increase in the area under 
cultivation. The bean cakes come from Newchwang and 
Dalny...
 “In a report to his Government the Japanese Consul-
General in Mukden says: ‘The season for the export of beans 
and oil cake, the principal staples of Manchuria, opens in 
November and closes in March or April, and the destinations 
are chiefl y Japan and other parts of China (Central and 
South). Lately beans have begun to be exported to Europe...’
 “Mr. Consul Pitzipios, in his Report on the Trade of 
Chinkiang for the year 1908, states that the exports of 
bean cake in that year amounted to 588,123 cwts. [1 cwt 
= hundredweight = 112 pounds]. He adds that this cake 
is produced very cheaply and goes principally to Japan.” 
Address: India.

1063. Mitsui & Co., Limited. 1909. Soya bean oil. China 
wood oil (Ad). Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 76(1):20. July 
5.
• Summary: “English soya bean oil–Prompt shipment from 
Hull. We are largest supplier of soya bean from Manchuria, 
and have special connections with crushers. Manchurian 
soya bean oil. Shipment from our Eastern Oil Plant. Fall 
delivery at New York.” Other offi ces: “Kobe, Yokohama, 
Hankow, Shanghai, London, Hamburg [Germany], Antwerp 
[Belgium]. Also branches in all the principal cities of the 
world.” Address: Head offi ce: Tokio, Japan. New York: Silk 
Exchange Bldg. San Francisco: Merchant Exchange Bldg.

1064. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July 
7. p. 6.
• Summary: “Cottonseed meal fi rm:... Soya bean meal fi rm, 
at £7 per ton, ex mill in bags.”
 “Soya cakes fi rm £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool 
makes ex mill in bulk.
 Seeds.–Linseed fi rm,... Soya beans fi rm but quiet. Last 
week’s import, 4297 tons.
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 5d. per cwt. for 
Liverpool edible in exports; naked for prompt, 23s. 9d. per 
cwt.; crude, 22s. 6d. per cwt... Soya oil fi rmer, at 23s. to 
23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports; naked, for 
prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. per cwt., ex mill.”

1065. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 

produce markets. July 10. p. 12.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Friday” we 
read: “Soya Bean Meal fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
 Oilcakes fi rm, with a fair trade.” Gives prices for 
Liverpool linseeds, undecorticated cottons, decorticated, 
Bombay cottons, Egyptians, Bombay and Plate [Argentina] 
linseeds, Peruvian cottons, American cottons, American 
linseeds. Most are about 7-8 pounds sterling.
 “Soya Cakes continue fi rm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton ex mill 
in bulk.”
 “Soya Beans fi rm, but continue quiet at £6. 10s. to £6. 
17s. 6d. per ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance and freight] for near to 
distant.
 Oils, &c. Cottonseed oil steady at 25s. 6d. for Liverpool 
edible in exports, naked for prompt 23s. 9d., and crude 22s. 
9d. per cwt [hundredweight = 112 lb]. Linseed oil fi rm with a 
fair demand; Liverpool makes in exports 25s. 6d. to 25s. 9d...
per cwt. Soya oil very fi rm, especially for early delivery; 
Liverpool makes 23s. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. in exports and 
naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 21s. 9d. ex mill.
 Note: Soya bean meal, soya cakes, and soya oil are less 
expensive then all or most competing products.

1066. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1909. 
Soya bean oil and oil cake (Abstract). 28(13):717. July 15. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Chamber of Commerce Journal 
(London). 1909. “Soya bean oil and oil cake.” 28:199-200. 
July.

1067. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. July 17. p. 13.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal, fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in 
bags.
 “Soya cakes.–Liverpool makes held for £6. 12s. 6d.
 “Soya beans quiet but fi rmer at £6. 12s. 6d. to £6. 15s.
 “Oils &c... Soya bean oil fi rm: Liverpool makes in 
exports 23s. and naked for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. per 
cwt. ex mill.”
 Note: This same section in the issue of July 14 (p. 12) 
also mentions “Soya cakes.”

1068. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1909. 
Trade and fi nance. July 19. p. 3.
• Summary: “For some time past the oil crushers of the 
United Kingdom have been giving considerable attention 
to the soya bean. One large fi rm now sends samples of soya 
oil in both a crude and refi ned state, and at the same time 
writes concerning this product in the following terms:- ‘Soya 
oil is now fi nding a very large outlet in this country for 
soapmaking purposes. Most of the soapmakers are taking 
refi ned oil, but some use crude; but in the latter case we think 
they do the refi ning themselves. The oil has rather a lower 
fatty acid melting point than cotton oil; consequently when 
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used alone it would not make a hard soap, and most of the 
soapmakers here have found it necessary on that account 
when using soya oil to increase the quantity of other hard 
fats, such as tallow, cocoanut oil, palm-nut oil, etc.; and we 
believe some of them have met with considerable success 
by using Chinese vegetable tallow along with soya oil. The 
yield of glycerine is quite as good as that from cotton oil, 
and we believe it has proved an excellent fat for softsoap. 
The refi ned oil is also fi nding a very largo market for edible 
purposes, and is being taken up by the fatmakers, fi sh-fryers, 
etc.”

1069. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets. July 21. p. 12.
• Summary: In the fi rst section, titled “Liverpool, Tuesday” 
the categories and prices are about the same as on July 10: 
“Soya bean meal fi rm at £7 per ton ex mill in bags.
 “Soya bean cakes fi rm; Liverpool makes £6. 12s. 6d. per 
ton ex mill in bulk.
 “Soya Beans continue fi rm; Harbin for early shipment 
£6. 13s. to £6. 15s. c.i.f. and September-October Sakura £7 
per ton c.i.f.”
 Oils, &c... Soya oil fi rm, and continues in seller’s 
favour; Liverpool makes in exports...
 In the section titled “Hull, Tuesday” the fi rst four 
categories are Linseed (La Plata), Cottonseed, Linseed oil, 
and Cottonseed oil. Then: “Soya bean oil.–July-August, 
September-December, and January-April 20s. 6d.”
 Note: La Plata is the capital city of the province of 
Buenos Aires, Argentina.

1070. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Export trade of 
North Manchuria in wheat and beans. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 66:180. July 22. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following information regarding the trade 
in agricultural produce of North Manchuria is extracted from 
an article which appeared in the ‘Hoku Manshu,’ a Japanese 
weekly paper published at Harbin, a translation of which 
article has been forwarded by the Acting British Vice-Consul 
at Dairen (Mr. E.L.S. Gordon): -
 “During the occupation of North Manchuria by Russian 
troops, agriculture there underwent a great development, 
owing to the large demand for provisions. At the end of the 
Russo-Japanese war, however, the home demand suffered a 
collapse, and it became necessary to fi nd an outlet in foreign 
markets. From 1906 to 1908 the staple produce of North 
Manchuria was exported to Japan through Vladivostok. 
During 1908 this trade suffered owing to the depression 
in Japan; however, towards the end of the year, North 
Manchurian beans and wheat began to be exported on a large 
scale to Europe.
 “Up to the autumn of 1908, the export trade from 
districts north of Changchun [probably Ch’ang-ch’un, 
capital of Kirin province] had been carried on viâ the 

Chinese Eastern Railway and Vladivostok. Since last winter, 
however, the increase in the transporting capacity of the 
South Manchuria Railway, the better equipment and fi nancial 
organisation of the Japanese merchants, and the higher 
freight rates that came into operation on the Chinese Eastern 
Railway in November last, have occasioned a diversion 
of the traffi c to the South Manchurian Railway; large 
quantities of agricultural produce from districts to the north 
of Changchun [see Ch’ang-ch’un above] have been carried to 
that place by Chinese carts, and thence sent by rail to Dairen.
 “Formerly the trade in wheat and beans was entirely 
carried on by Russian merchants, but since 1907 the trade 
through both Dairen and Vladivostok has fallen into the 
hands of Japanese, and, to some extent, of European 
merchants.
 “Mr. Gordon further reports that the cereal crops in 
South Manchuria this year promise to be good. In some 
places beans have been sown instead of wheat, and it is 
stated that the bean crop will be greater this year than last by 
30 per cent.
 “In connection with the foregoing, it may be of interest 
to note that, according to H.M. Commercial Attaché at Paris, 
89,000 tons of oil seeds (‘fèves oléagineuses’ [probably 
soybeans]) for cattle food, from Manchuria and Eastern 
Siberia, passed through the Suez Canal during the fi ve 
months January–May of this year, destined chiefl y, it is 
believed, for the United Kingdom.” Address: Acting British 
Vice-Consul, Dairen.

1071. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Beyond North 
Bridge. Daily letter from East Hull. July 22. p 5, col. 1.
• Summary: Timber steamers are arriving in fair numbers at 
the Alexandria and Victoria Docks. A glance at the quaysides 
of the latter is suffi cient to testify that the season is now in 
full swing and work plentiful.” Work the Alexandra dock is 
brisk in all departments–grain, timber, and coal. The recent 
arrivals include the Glasgow steamer, Glenlogan, from 
Dairen, Shanghai, and Singapore, discharging 72,000 bags of 
oil beans [probably soya beans], 50 packages of bean cake, 
and 378 cases of gambier [ an astringent extract of a tropical 
Asiatic plant, used in tanning]. Part of the cargo remains on 
board for Antwerp... The Liverpool steamer Mary Horton, 
from Saffi . discharging 6.800 qrs. [quarters] of barley. A full 
cargo beans [probably soya]–72,787 bags–is being removed 
from the holds of the Glasgow steamer Indian Monarch.”

1072. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy 
bean trade. 14(173):113. July 22.
• Summary: “We have drawn attention recently to the 
cumulative evidence regarding the importance now being 
assumed by the Chinese soy bean in competition with 
Indian oilseeds. Yet another link in the chain of evidence 
has come to hand by last week’s advices. We learn from 
a private and unquestionable source that a leading fi rm of 
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machinists and engineers has been asked to submit estimates 
and drawings for an elevator for the handling of soy beans 
in England. This indicates not only that the bulk of the trade 
is already so large as to call for especial provision, but also 
that it is regarded as permanent. If that be so, it is the more 
important that India should take action forthwith to secure 
her participation in the trade. The crop is understood to be 
a rain crop and a sample of Manchurian beans furnished 
by a leading mercantile fi rm to this Department was sent a 
fortnight ago to the Imperial Agricultural Institution at Pusa 
and has been found to germinate.
 “It has been ascertained also that these beans are 
sometimes procurable in small quantities in the Calcutta 
bazaar as they are used by Chinese in the preparation of 
various foods...
 “We hope to publish next week some notes by Mr. 
Burhill, the Reporter on Economic Products, on the 
characteristics of the bean and on its cultivation in India.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2003) 
that uses the word “elevator” (or “elevators”–referring to a 
grain elevator) in connection with soy beans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2006) 
that uses the word “oilseeds” (or “oilseed”) in connection 
with soy beans.

1073. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. Commercial 
and fi nancial notes: The railway market–A salesman’s 
grievance–Japanese silk goods–The rise in rubber–Soya 
beans. July 23. p. 12.
• Summary: “The rapid developments which have recently 
taken place in the trade in Soya beans in the United Kingdom 
threaten to interfere somewhat seriously with the Indian 
trade in linseed and cottonseed. The imports are chiefl y from 
Manchuria, but the beans are also cultivated on a large scale 
in India [sic], where they are used as a foodstuff or as a green 
manure. There appears, however, to be no large quantity 
available for export from India at the present time.
 “The Commercial Intelligence Department of India is 
alive to the importance of the position and to the possible 
effects of the competition of the Soya bean on the linseed 
and cottonseed trades. Steps are therefore being taken to 
bring it under the notice of the Indian agriculturists, and to 
suggest the cultivation of the bean for export. Like many 
other leguminous plants, it has the property of enriching in 
nitrogen the soil in which it is grown, so that it is particularly 
suitable for growth in rotation with maize and similar crops. 
A great point is also made of the fact that the Indian exports 
would enjoy an advantage over those from Manchuria in 
the matter of freight. The low prices at which the Soya bean 
products (cattle cake and oil) can be sold ensure an ever-
increasing demand.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2008) in 
the Manchester Guardian that mentions the Soya bean (or 
“soja bean” or “soy bean” or “Glycine hispida”).

1074. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Scots News: 
Edinburgh. 75(4):104. July 24.
• Summary: “An action has been raised before Lord 
Mackenzie in the court of Session by David Blake, 
dairyman, Backsidelea, Liberton, Midlothian, against J. & A. 
Lawson, grain-millers, 117 Leith Walk, Leith, for payment 
of 700 l. Blake states that twenty-fi ve cows died or had 
to be slaughtered, while three other depreciated greatly in 
value, through being fed by Soya bean-meal supplied by 
the defenders, which he alleges contained a cyanogentic 
glucoside and created symptoms of prussic-acid poisoning 
in all the cows. The defenders say that the pure Soya bean-
meal supplied caused no evil results when supplied to other 
buyers. Lord Mackenzie allowed a proof in the case.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) in 
Chemist and Druggist in which the toxicity of a soy product 
is discussed or alleged.

1075. Scotsman (Edinburgh). 1909. Produce: Liverpool. July 
24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Soya beanmeal continues fi rm, at £7 per ton, 
ex mill in bags.”
 “Oilcakes fi rm, and a good trade continues... Soya bean 
cake fi rm at £6. 12s. 6d. per ton for Liverpool makes, ex mill 
in bulk.
 “Seeds.–Linseed dull and idle,... Soya beans fi rm; 
Harbin, for early shipment, £6. 13s. 6d.; to £6. 15s., c.i.f.; 
September-October, Sakura £7 per ton, c.i.f.
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil fi rm; Liverpool edible, in 
exports, 26s. 3d. per cwt.; naked for prompt, 24s. 6d.; and 
crude, 23s. 6d. per cwt... Soya bean oil continues fi rm at 
23s. 3d. to 23s. 6d. per cwt. for Liverpool makes, in exports; 
naked, for prompt and forward 21s. 6d. to 22s. per cwt., ex 
mill.”
 Note that soya bean oil is selling for about 3 shillings 
less than cottonseed oil.

1076. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. Soya 
bean oil and oil cake. 32:199-200. July.
• Summary: “With reference to the paragraph in our previous 
issue as to Chinese Soya beans...” During the last few 
months, large quantities of these beans have been imported 
into the United Kingdom. “The Soya bean grows in great 
abundance in China and especially in Manchuria, where it is 
used for human consumption, and its nutritive qualities are 
highly appreciated. It forms the basis of a Japanese sauce 
[soy sauce] of great repute.”
 Because this leguminous plant absorbs nitrogen from 
the air, it exhausts the soil much less than other oleaginous 
plants. “In Europe the bean is only of value for the oil which 
it contains and the cake left after the oil has been expressed.” 
The oil-pressing mills at Hull, England, have already 
imported large amounts and fi nd the oil a valuable product, 
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with a good color. The residual cake makes an excellent 
cattle food.
 This year more than 150,000 tons have been exported, 
and there are now many cargoes of 4,500 to 6,000 tons 
on their way from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny 
to Europe, consigned to Hull, Liverpool, and Hamburg 
[Germany]. The condition of the beans upon arrival is said 
to be perfect, despite the long voyage. “The product is sold 
with a guaranteed maximum of 2 per cent. of non-oleaginous 
foreign matter; it is packed in the original sacks.
 “The qualities are classifi ed in three grades: No. 1, 
shipped at Dalny; No. 2 at Vladivostock; and No. 3 at 
Hankow. The value of No. 1 is about 12s. 7d. per 100 kilos 
gross. c.i.f. European port direct. Nos. 2 and 3 are of equal 
value about 12s. 5d. per 100 kilos gross.” The nutritional 
composition of the cake is given.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) with the term “soya bean oil” in the title.

1077. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean crop. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 66:341. Aug. 12.
• Summary: “The bean crop of last season probably 
amounted to about 900,000 tons. The prospects for the 
coming season are fairly good, although retarded by late 
rains; a crop possibly 20 per cent. larger than last season may 
be expected.” Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen 
(May 2014) that gives soybean production or area statistics 
for Manchuria. Address: British Vice-Consul, Vladivostok 
[Russia].

1078. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Bean crop of Manchuria: Hints 
to shipowners as to charterparties for Vladivostok. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 66:423-24. Aug. 26.
• Summary: The soybean crop in Manchuria is expected to 
be 20-50% larger than last year’s crop. This would mean a 
total crop of 1,000,000 to 1,400,000 tons. It is being offered 
at 32 copecks per pood (about 2s. 1d. per cwt). Note: 1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 “The export through Vladivostok of the 1908 crop is 
not yet entirely fi nished, some 20,000 tons still being stored 
there for shipment. The amount sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok so far has been 180,000 tons, and the greater 
part of this has been for the English market, although one 
full cargo went to Hamburg [Germany], and various small 
consignments to Scandinavian ports. The price, at the time 
of writing, was 72 copecks per pood (4s. 8d. per cwt.) [4 
shillings 8 pence per hundredweight] f.o.b. Vladivostok...
 “There is every prospect of the bean trade in North 
Manchuria developing into a complicated and highly 
speculative business. The industry has created interest in 
many quarters, with the result that the number of buyers is 
increasing. American fi rms have recently entered the market. 
German fi rms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans 
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a well 

known Japanese fi rm, by far the largest operators till now, 
are believed to be preparing for export on an even greater 
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese 
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying 
from the local producers and selling again to the European 
fi rms. At present the practice is for the agents of these last 
to go into the country and buy with Chinese measurements 
and money. The business is a very diffi cult one, and several 
fi rms engaging in the business for the fi rst time have bought 
their experience dearly.” Address: British Vice-Consul, 
Vladivostok [Russia].

1079. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. A new British industry. 
Soya beans. Their cultivation and manufacture. Their 
wonderful food value. Great possibilities. 33(9):290, 292. 
Aug. 28. Also printed in 1910 as Soya Beans, a 27-page 
booklet by Northern Publishing Co. in Liverpool., Liverpool. 
Extensively quoted by Sawer 1910 (p. 27) and 1911 (p. 212). 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rms which fi rst entered the export trade 
in Soya beans in quantity were Messrs. Nathanson (Russia) 
and Messrs. Mitsui and Co. (Japan). Several English fi rms 
have also entered the trade, and among these must be 
mentioned Messrs. S. Macgregor and Co., and Messrs. 
Jardine, Mathieson [Matheson] and Co. We believe that 
Messrs. [John] Bibby, of Liverpool, were one of the fi rst 
British importers of Soya beans, that fi rm having received a 
considerable quantity last year [1908]. It was not until last 
Spring, however, that consignments arrived in this country in 
large cargoes. Up the present time the imports in 1909 have 
been estimated at about 300,000 tons. This is a large total for 
the fi rst year of general crushing, and shows that the trade is 
certainly to be largely increased, providing that Manchurian 
exporters can secure the beans, and of this there does not 
appear to be any doubt.”
 The yellow Sakura soybean variety shipped from Dalny 
appears to be the best quality and commands a price of 
about 2/6 per ton more than small yellow varieties such as 
the Harbin variety shipped from Vladivostok or the Hankow 
variety shipped from Shanghai. “The black Soya bean 
appears to be the richest in oil, while analysis proves it to 
contain a large percentage of albuminoids and phosphates.
 “The analysis of the ordinary yellow Soya bean, made 
by Mr. Alfred Smetham, F.I.C., F.C.S., of Brunswick 
Street, Liverpool, shows an average of about the following 
constituents:–Water 12 per cent., oil 17 per cent., 
albuminoids (protein) 38 per cent., carbohydrates 22 per 
cent., fi bre 5 per cent., ash 5 per cent., and sand 1 per cent...
 “Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet he has prepared for the 
Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire Agricultural Society 
for 1909, gives a number of analyses of Soya beans, besides 
the products of oil and fl our millers generally. Some of 
our readers will be interested to learn that the Chinese in 
Liverpool have regularly imported various kinds of Soya 
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beans, which are sold in the Chinese shops for human food. 
We understand that the method of cooking them is very 
similar to the British plan of steeping and boiling dried 
peas. In China the beans, after having had the oil extracted 
from them, are used for feeding pigs and cattle, as well as 
for manuring the land. The beans have long been known 
in Japan, where they are made into a favourite condiment 
known by the name of Shoyu, the meal from the beans being 
mixed with meal from either wheat or barley.”
 The oil is of a superior kind and fi nds a ready sale 
at high prices for a great variety of purposes, including 
the manufacture of margarine and other edible goods, the 
manufacture of fi ne toilet soaps and paint oils. Note 1. This 
is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2007) concerning the use 
of soybean oil in margarine.
 “We hear that the Japanese are extracting the caseine 
[casein] from Soya beans, using it as a substitute for milk. It 
is said that this vegetable milk is produced by extracting the 
juice. The preparation, according to the Java Times, is a very 
popular drink among the poorer classes of China and Japan. 
In making the milk the beans are fi rst softened by being 
soaked and then boiled in water. The liquor is secured by 
straining and is similar to cow’s milk in appearance, but has 
a different composition, which renders it highly suitable for 
use in tropical countries...
 “The most interesting use to which the bean can be 
put, from a corn miller’s point of view, is the production 
of fl our for bread-making purposes. This has been done by 
a Hull fi rm who recommend that the Soya fl our be mixed 
with wheat fl our in the proportion of one of the former and 
four or fi ve of the latter. We have obtained a sample of Soya 
fl our and blended it with white fl our. After baking a loaf it 
was seen that the top broke but the crumb was all that could 
be desired. The fl avour of the loaf was superior to that of 
average brown bread. The Soya fl our cannot be bleached; 
therefore, it would not be suitable for white bread making. 
We think that a proportion of Soya fl our might be blended 
into the millers’ brown meal with advantage, because of its 
great food value and its fl avour. Further mention is made of 
Soya beans and fl our in our editorial notes.
 “Just as we go to press a gentleman called at this offi ce 
and showed us a Soya bean pod which had been plucked 
from plants raised in South-West Lancashire [England]. It 
was fully ripe and contained four beans... Soya beans, he 
informs us, have been grown before in this country as an 
experiment though without much success.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2014) that mentions Mitsui & Co. (a major Japanese trading 
company) in connection with soybean exports to England.

1080. Milling (Liverpool). 1909. Soya beans. 33(9):288-89. 
Aug. 28.
• Summary: This article, which precedes by 2 pages a larger 
article on the subject, is published under seven equal-sized 

heads: Soya beans. A new trade. Empire production. Buyers 
of soya beans. Food purposes. Brown bread. Wheat gluten. 
“There is a probability of the import of Soya beans becoming 
a trade of great importance in this country. For some years 
a cake, made from the residue left by crushing them for 
the sake of the oil they contain, has been imported into this 
country. The fi rst really commercial import of these beans 
was, we believe, made by a Liverpool fi rm last year. Their 
great value, both for oil production and for other purposes, 
has been known for many years, but it was not until after the 
Russo-Japanese War that the development of the crops in 
Manchuria was commenced with a view to an export trade... 
Since the Spring of this year the import [of Soya beans to 
England] has been several hundred thousand tons.”
 Sir Alfred Jones is seeing if soybeans can be grown 
on the west coast of Africa. An infl uential commission 
appointed by the Canadian government visited England and 
other European countries to fi nd out why Canada had lost a 
portion of her trade in bacon. It is thought that if farmers in 
Canada had soya bean meal they would be able to produce a 
much larger quantity of bacon.
 “We mentioned in a recent issue of Milling how the 
beans were being fi nely desiccated and sold for admixture 
with wheaten fl our. Since that time we have obtained baking 
samples of the fl our which is far superior to that fi rst seen. 
A loaf of bread was made from four parts of English patent 
[fl our] and one part of Soya fl our. The loaf produced was of 
a very pleasant fl avour. It cut quite clean and there was an 
absence of crumbs... The colour of the loaf was a rich brown 
and the fl avour was very good.” The quality of brown bread 
could probably be greatly improved by the addition of soya 
fl our.
 “The albuminoids of wheat are of a very different order 
from those of most other cereals. They provide the baker 
with a substance which holds in the gas produced by the 
yeast and so cause the light loaf of bread in which bakers 
delight in producing... If we could make the albuminoids 
of other cereals as elastic and tough as those of wheat, light 
bread could be made from such as barley, maize, oats and 
Soya fl ours.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soya bean meal” to refer 
to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: England.

1081. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The soya bean in 
the United Kingdom: Closer investigation confi rms former 
statements of the Reporter on the growing importance of the 
new industry–present market value of the bean and its oil in 
Great Britain–its various uses, etc., etc. 76(9):16. Aug. 30.
• Summary: Dateline: “London, Aug. 7, 1909.” Contents: 
Current prices and trade. Soap making. Feeding cake. Paint 
and varnish making. Edible oil. Burning oil. Linoleum.
 “The Reporter’s recent articles on the Soya bean oil 
under date June 21 and June 28 have been widely quoted on 
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this side of the Atlantic and if possible have accentuated the 
keenness of interest in a commodity which, by all accounts, 
seems marked for an important permanent place among 
produce and in industry. Supplemental particulars obtained 
here tend to confi rm the extent to which it has been adopted 
in manufacture in the United Kingdom and also to emphasize 
the scope of experimental investigation with the object 
of improving its industrial adaptability, of perfecting its 
refi nement for edible purposes and of bettering the already 
well-recognized qualities of the bean cake as a feeding stuff.
 “The importation of Soya beans into the United 
Kingdom during the fi rst half of the current year totaled 
571,849 quarters (a quarter dry measure = 480 lbs.) or about 
122,500 tons, June contributing roughly 188,000 quarters, 
May about 75,000 quarters and (to go no farther back) April 
just on 158,000 quarters. The distribution of the aggregate 
shipments to date have been fairly wide, Hull receiving the 
larger proportion, viz., 258,545 quarters. Liverpool coming 
second with 134,088 quarters, the British Channel taking 
74,038 quarters, London 50,157, Rochester 36,285, Leith 
13,925 and Southampton 4,811 quarters. And the combined 
value of these importations into the United Kingdom during 
the six months is returned at £736,776.”
 Tables show the prices (in pounds sterling, but with no 
units of quantity given) of soya oil in London and Hull; it 
sells for about 87% as much as crude cotton oil. Most of 
these soya beans came from northern Manchuria. Harbin 
and Dalny are the chief marketing centers, and rank fi rst in 
quality, followed by Vladivostok and Hankow [China]. “The 
Manchurian farmer requires payment at collection of bean 
or before delivery and this has tended to narrow the shipping 
trade into the hands of a few.”
 “In view of the large demand the Imperial Institute 
authorities in London have suggested the extension of 
cultivation in those parts of the British Empire where it does 
well. It is cultivated already on a moderate scale in India and 
other British colonies, mostly for making feeding stuff or as 
a green manure and it is suggested that West, East and South 
Africa are particularly suitable for cultivation purposes. 
These observations are of interest in view of the possibility 
of stimulating cultivation in the American cotton belt.”
 “Linoleum: Experiments have been proceeding with 
Soya oil as a substitute for linseed oil in the manufacture of 
linoleum, but reports as to the measure of success are not 
defi nite.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “Soya oil.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2001) 
that mentions the use of soya oil in making linoleum. 
Webster’s Dictionary defi nes linoleum (derived from the 
Latin linum = element [or the genus of the fl ax plant] + 
oleum = oil, and fi rst used in 1878) as “1: a fl oor covering 
made by laying on a burlap or canvas backing a mixture of 
solidifi ed linseed oil with gums, cork dust or wood fl our 

or both, and usually pigments. 2: a material similar to 
linoleum.”
 Note 3. A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg).

1082. Product Name:  Soya Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hull Oil Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stoneferry, Hull, England.
Date of Introduction:  1909 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Milling. 1909. Aug. 28; 
London Times. 1911. April 13. p. 18c. “The Soya Bean.” 
The managing director of this company states that they 
manufacture soya fl our, but it is not used for the manufacture 
of soya biscuits at Hull, as a previous article had said. “Soya 
biscuits are being manufactured by one of the leading biscuit 
manufacturers in the United Kingdom, but so far as we know 
they are not being manufactured at Hull.”

Zeitschrift für das Gesamte Getreidewesen. 1913. No. 
4. p. 134. By 1913 the Hull Oil Engineering Company in 
Stoneferry, England, was manufacturing a soya bean fl our 
under the name “Homco.”
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made in England.

1083. Product Name:  Soya Biscuits (Containing Soya 
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Messrs. Euing and Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction:  1909 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Sawer. 1911. Cedara 
Memoirs on South African Agriculture. Vol. 2. Report X. 
p. 212. These biscuits “resemble the famous Scotch cake 
in being crisp and have more food value when judged by 
analysis.”

1084. Sundius, -. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Amoy. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4322. 8 p. 
Aug.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of 
native origin imported into Amoy during the years 1907-08” 
(p. 6) shows that imports of “Bean cake” and “Beans” were 
as follows for each year (in cwts) [1 cwt = hundredweight 
= 112 pounds]: 1907–480,708 / 495,077. 1908–777,070 / 
892,072. Average 1902-06–630,832 / 667,657.
 Facing the title page is a table of currency equivalents. 
Address: Consul [British].

1085. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. General 
produce markets: Liverpool, Friday. Sept. 4. p. 14.
• Summary: “Soya bean meal fi rm, at £7 2s. 6d. per ton, ex 
mill in bags.”
 “Soya bean cakes fi rm; Liverpool makes £6. 15s. to £6 
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17s. 6d. per ton ex mill in bulk.
 “Soya oil beans slow, with sellers of Harbin early 
shipments £6 15s. to £6 12s. 6d. and December-January new 
crop £6 12s. 6d. per ton c.i.f.”
 “Oils &c.–Cottonseed oil steady, 25s. 9d. for Liverpool 
edible in exports,... Soya bean oil continues quiet at 22s. 6d. 
to 23s. for Liverpool makes in exports and naked for prompt 
and forward 20s. 9d. to 21s. 3d. per cwt. ex mill.”

1086. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The 
Manchurian soya bean: New industries projected. Sept. 10. 
p. 10.
• Summary: “Considerable interest has been awakened in 
commercial quarters by the statements recently published as 
to the immense possibilities of the Manchurian Soya bean 
and there is a probability that at Liverpool, if not also on 
the banks of the Ship Canal, an important new industry will 
spring up.”
 Note: The Manchester Ship Canal, opened in May 1894, 
transformed Manchester from a landlocked city into a major 
sea port, known as the Port of Manchester.
 “The value of the bean has already been recognised 
in various parts of the world, but it was only in the recent 
opening of the Manchurian Railway for other than military 
purposes that revealed the immense trade possibilities 
connected with it.”
 “The uses of the bean are manifold. It is said to be 
excellent in bread; it yields a rich oil, is a capital food for 
cattle and pigs; and in Japan even milk has been derived 
from it, and from that milk cheese of various sorts has been 
made. It forms such a rich food for pigs that it requires to 
be mixed with plainer fare before being offered to them. 
Its advantages in this direction were quickly grasped by 
the enterprising Danish pig-breeders; they bought heavily 
on the Hamburg market, and the subsequent decline in the 
imports of Canadian hog products into this country has been 
attributed, in part at any rate, to the advantages gained by the 
Danish breeders as a result of the extensive use of the bean.
 “The fi rst cargo of the beans to reach this country came 
in the Myrtledene to Bristol and was consigned to a well-
known Liverpool fi rm of cattle food manufacturers. The 
bean is now used also for soap-making at Port Sunlight. The 
Myrtledene’s cargo arrived in February last, and since then 
200,000 tons have been imported.
 “Although fi rms at Hull and Newcastle-on-Tyne are also 
moving, a serious attempt is to be made to centre the imports 
of the bean at Liverpool, with the intention not merely of 
increasing the shipping trade of the port, but also with a view 
to establishing a new local industry. The exportable surplus 
of this year’s crop will, it is said, probably exceed a million 
tons, so that the magnitude and value of the trade is readily 
appreciated. Several of the most prominent commercial men 
of Liverpool are interested in the scheme, amongst them Sir 
Alfred Jones, who contemplates attempting its cultivation 

in West Africa. He is also interested in the question of its 
shipment from Vladivostok, and particularly in the erection 
of special mills at Liverpool to deal with the bean. Efforts are 
now being made to promote a company to take the matter up, 
and in a few weeks it will be seen whether these efforts have 
been successful.
 “In the meantime the British Vice Consul at Vladivostok 
reports that the condition of the coming crop is very 
favourable,...”

1087. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Soya bean 
cakes. Reported Japanese mills. Sept. 14. p. 5, col. 4.
• Summary: “We have made inquiries to-day in Hull in 
well-informed quarters as the statement in the Liverpool 
‘Journal of Commerce,’ the famous Mitsui Company, of 
Japan, otherwise known as the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, have 
decided to build large mills for the manufacture of products 
from the Manchurian bean in Hull, Liverpool, London, and 
Manchester. The products, it is stated, will then be shipped 
in the company’s own steamers back to Manchuria, China, 
and Japan. The report does not meet with any credence 
in Hull. One of the leading produce brokers asserted very 
emphatically this afternoon that cakes had been brought from 
China, but they would not stand the voyage. Soya bean cakes 
made in this country could therefore not be taken back. All 
that could be done was to send the beans to this country as at 
present.
 “Since the introduction of the beans 101,883 tons have 
been imported into Hull.
 “A Hull fi rm some time ago received an order for a plant 
for Japan for crushing these beans and it has been despatched 
from this country.”

1088. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. “Mail” 
mustard and cress. Sept. 15. p. 1, col. 7.
• Summary: “Soya bean fl our is now being made by a 
prominent Hull miller. White and soya fl our mixed are said 
to make nicely fl avoured nutritive biscuits.”

1089. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Manchuria. Bean industry: 
Manufacture of bean cake, oil and soap. Board of Trade 
Journal (London) 66:645. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: “It may be well to give a word of advice to 
those who may be desirous of engaging in the bean trade 
at Dairen. Most of the beans sent down to Dairen come 
from the districts north of Mukden, Changchun [probably 
Ch’ang-ch’un, capital of Kirin province] being the principal 
market. People will only incur losses if they merely have an 
offi ce in this port and buy beans in the local market; it will 
be essential for them to travel in the interior and visit the 
country markets to make economical purchases.”
 Bean cake and bean oil: A chemical analysis of bean 
cake as it is presently prepared shows that it contains 
16.9–19.19% water, 9.18–9.76% oily substances, and 
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40.98–45.00% albuminous substances. “By the present 
method, using hand presses, the amount of oil extracted from 
the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill in Dairen, which 
is fi tted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10 per cent. can be 
obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya bean is from 16 to 
17 per cent., and by improved processes it should be possible 
to extract practically the whole of this, and still make from 
the fragments as good a quality of bean cake for fertilising 
purposes as is made now.
 “In 1907 there were at Dairen two large Japanese mills 
for the manufacture of bean cake, in one of which steam is 
used as the motive power, while in the other electricity has 
been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where the old native 
method has been retained. During 1908 some 17 Chinese 
factories have been added, and more are in contemplation. 
The increase is likely to continue, though possibly not to the 
same extent, for economic reasons...
 “The manufacture of soap from bean oil has been tried 
with good results. The soap is easily soluble in hard water. A 
cake made in the laboratory at Dairen weighs nearly 2½ ozs. 
troy, and the cost of manufacture, including wrapping and 
scenting, is said to be not more than ½d. per cake, or 2½d. 
per lb.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2003) 
which states that hydraulic presses are now being used in 
Manchuria or China–by one mill at Dairen.
 Summarized in the Indian Trade Journal. 1909. Oct. 14. 
p. 45, and in Tropical Agriculturist. 1909. Sept. 15. p. 212. 
Address: Acting British Vice-Consul, Dairen.

1090. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. On ‘change 
and off. Talks and topics to-day. Sept. 24. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “Hull produce today: Linseed fi rm. Plate. spot 
47s 6d... Cottonseed fi rmer... Linseed oil fi rm... Cotton oil 
fi rm, refi ned spot 23s, October 23s, November-April 23s; 
crude spot 22s 9d, November-April 21s 7½d. Bean oil, spot 
20s 10½d, January-April 21s 3d.”

1091. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1909. 
Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean. 7(3):308-14. 
Reprinted in the Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Jan. 
1910, p. 78-79). Summarized in Far Eastern Review, March 
1910, p. 489. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation. 
Composition of the seeds. Utilisation of the seeds. 
Considerable expansion was stimulated by the large demand 
for provisions created by the occupation of North Manchuria 
by Russian troops during the Russo-Japanese war. After 
the end of the war and the withdrawal of the troops, the 
local demand declined and it became necessary to fi nd an 
outlet for the crops in foreign markets. Much of the staple 
produce of North Manchuria was exported to Japan through 
Vladivostok from 1906 to 1908. In 1908 the trade suffered as 
a result of the depression in Japan. Towards the end of that 

year, beans and wheat began to be exported to Europe on a 
large scale. Large quantities of soy beans were imported into 
the United Kingdom and the Continent.
 “The fi rst large cargo of soy beans consigned to the 
United Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909, 
and amounted to 5,200 tons. It is stated that before June 
contracts had been made for the delivery of no less than 
200,000 tons. The beans are said to arrive at their destination 
in perfect condition in spite of the great distance they have to 
be carried.
 “They are classifi ed into three grades: No. 1, shipped 
at Dalny; No 2, shipped at Vladivostok; and No. 3, shipped 
at Hankow. The value of grade No. 1 is about £6 8s. per 
ton gross, c.i.f. European port direct, whilst the values of 
Nos. 2 and 3 are equal and about £6 6s. per ton gross, these 
prices being, of course, subject to the fl uctuations of the 
market.” Note 1. This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2003) 
concerning soybean grades. Note that the highest grade has 
the highest value. However, the grade is based on the port 
from which the soybeans are shipped rather than standards 
by which the beans from each port can be graded. It is not 
clear whether the concept of grades originated with the 
buyers (European oilseed crushers), the shippers (Japanese, 
probably Mitsubishi), or the sellers (Manchurian merchants).
 Most, if not all of the soy beans imported into England 
are “purchased by the proprietors of oil-mills, who crush the 
product and thus obtain a quantity of oil, amounting to about 
10 per cent. by weight of the seed, and a residual oil-cake 
proved to be a valuable cattle-food” (p. 309).
 The oil was chiefl y used in England “for the 
manufacture of soap and is very well suited for this purpose” 
(p. 312).
 The “oil-cake” that remains after expressing the oil 
is hard and heavy. Feeding trials comparing this cake 
with decorticated cotton cake have been conducted at the 
Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at Newton 
Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. 
At Cumberland it was found that cows, when fed the “soy-
bean cake,” gave more milk than when fed with cotton 
cake, but the difference was considered insignifi cant. The 
proportion of fat in the milk was the same in each case. 
At Cirencester, the experiment showed that the yield of 
milk was but little affected by the type of cake used. The 
percentage of fat in the milk was slightly higher from the 
cows consuming soy-bean cake.
 “In view of the importance of the trade in soy beans, 
it has been considered desirable that attempts should be 
made to grow the product in other countries than China. The 
Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the notice 
of the Governments of several British Dependencies, and 
experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good Hope, 
Natal [South Africa], the East Africa Protectorate [Kenya] 
and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to stimulate the 
cultivation of the soy bean in India” (p. 313-14).
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 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Gambia or Kenya, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Gambia or Kenya. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Gambia or Kenya, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Gambia or Kenya (1909; one 
of three documents for Gambia).
 Tables show: (1) The composition of soybeans grown in 
India, in China (deduced by Dr. Forbes Watson; with hulls, 
or dehulled), and in the United States. (2) Four chemical 
constants for soybean oil and cotton-seed oil: Specifi c 
gravity at 15ºC (0.9240 to 0.9270), saponifi cation value 
(190.6 to 192.9), iodine value (121.3 to 124.0), and Hehner 
value (95.5).
 Note 3. This is also the earliest document seen (July 
2014) concerning the use of soy bean oil in soaps.
 Note 4. Vladivostok is a seaport city, the capital of 
Primorski Krai, in the far Eastern Russian Soviet Federated 
Socialist Republic [i.e. Russian Far East]. It became part 
of the USSR at the time of the Russian Revolution in about 
1917.

1092. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Värdet af sojakakor och 
sokamjöl vid utfodringen af mjölkkor [Value of 
soybean cake and meal in the feeding of milk cows]. 
Meddelande fran Centralanstalten for Foersoeksvaesendet 
pa Jordbruksomradet (Stockholm) No. 15. 51 p. 
Husdjursafdelningen No. 2. Includes 16 pages of tables. 
English-language summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 
477. [13 ref. Swe]
• Summary: An account of experiments conducted in 
Sweden on the use of sunfl ower cake, soybean meal and 
soybean cake in the feeding of milking cows.
 Carson (1909, p. 26-27) states: “The following is 
a translation of an article by Nils Hansson, manager of 
a department of the Central Institute for Agricultural 
Experiments and member of the Swedish Academy of 
Agriculture, relative to soya meal and cake, which shows 
how these products are viewed in this country:
 “’During the last few months the Swedish market has 
received two kinds of cattle feed, of which larger shipments 
are on the way, from England. Both are preparations of the 
soya bean. The soya bean, which contains about 18 per cent 
fat and 33 per cent raw protein, is now shipped to Europe, 
chiefl y to Hull, England, where the fat is taken out either by 
pressure or by extraction, and either meal or cake obtained 
as by-product. The meal is, as a rule, the ultimate product 
when the extraction method is used. For this reason the meal 
contains very little fat, only from 1 to 2 per cent, while the 
cakes, which are obtained by the pressing method, usually 
contain from 4.5 to 5 per cent fat.
 “’The soya meal is offered for sale in our market under 
different names, such as soya meal, bean mash, and bean 
gluten feed. It is yellowish brown in color, in appearance it is 
most like gluten feed, and it has an agreeable smell and taste.

 “’The soya cakes resemble corn cakes, but have a little 
more greenish color. The samples received up to date seem 
to be of prime quality, and the hardness of the cakes indicates 
that they can be easily kept in stock without deterioration.
 “’I have succeeded in getting samples and analyses 
of these new feed stuffs from different parts of Sweden. 
Analyses of six samples of soya meal show the following 
average percentages of content: Water, 10.52; raw protein, 
44.50; raw fat, 4.70; carbohydrates, 34.96; ashes, 5.27.
 “’These analyses show a very good uniformity as to 
the composition of the two feed stuffs. It is only the higher 
percentage of fat that gives the cakes a higher value than the 
meal, but this, to a certain extent, is offset by a somewhat 
lower percentage of carbohydrates...
 “’The soya products offered here are at a price fully as 
low as the price of our usual oil cakes. From this point of 
view there is, therefore, no hindrance for our farmers to use 
the new feed stuffs; the only thing necessary is to fi nd out 
how they can be used to best advantage...
 “’The animals kept at the Central Institution for 
Agricultural Experiments have lately, as a trial, been fed with 
soya meal as well as soya cakes. These experiments are still 
in a preliminary stage, but they have shown that the cows 
eagerly consume both products. Of soya meal the daily ration 
per animal has been raised to 2 kilos (4.4 pounds), and no 
unfavorable dietetic infl uence has been noticed. Neither has 
any unfavorable result been perceived with reference to the 
quantity or quality of the milk.’” A table (p. 21) concerns 
soybean meal or cake and milk production.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2002) 
concerning soybean products (soybean cake and meal) 
in Sweden (one of three documents); soybeans as such 
have not yet been reported. Address: Föreståndare for 
Centralanstaltens Husdjursafdelning, Sweden.

1093. Hausser, P.F. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Swatow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4332. 14 
p. Sept.
• Summary: The section titled “Bean-cakes” (p. 6-7) states: 
The total importation during 1908 was 3,036,906 cwts. [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], valued at 714,200l. 
[Note: 1 l. = 1 £]., as compared with 2,199,443 cwts., 
value 600,415l., in 1907. Owing to exceptionally large 
purchases made in the spring of 1908 by Japanese merchants 
in Newchwang and Dalny [Manchuria], prices went up 
from 1.40 to 1.80 taels per picul, but notwithstanding this 
advance, importers in Swatow could not get a corresponding 
increase for their goods. Prices here dropped from 3.30 
taels at the beginning of the year to 2.60 taels per picul, and 
importers suffered heavy loss. Encouraged by the infl ated 
price of sugar obtained at the end of 1908, the planters will 
probably invest more money in bean-cake for their sugar-
cane plantations this year and the consumption will be 
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correspondingly increased.”
 A table titled “Return of principal articles of native 
import (net) during the years 1907-08” (p. 12) shows that 
imports of “Bean cake” were as follows for each year: 1907–
2,199,443 cwts / £600,415. 1908–3,036,906 cwts. £714,200. 
Imports of “Beans” [probably soy] were as follows for 
each year: 1907–774,414 cwts / £216,828. 1908–1,057,775 
cwts. £249,187. Imports of bean cake in 1908 were second 
largest in value after rice (£753,300). Also gives fi gures 
for groundnuts, “oil–bean, castor, ground nut, etc. (lumped 
together), and three types of opium.
 A table of exports (p. 13) shows that sugar (brown and 
white) was the most valuable export; the imported bean cake 
was probably used as fertilizer on the sugar cane fi elds.
 Below the table of contents is a table of currency 
equivalents. Facing that page is a large map of Swatow 
[pinyin: Shantou; Wade-Giles: Shan-t’ou], including 
surrounding Canton [pinyin: Guangdong] province, plus 
neighboring Fokien [Fukien, Fujian] province to the north, 
and Kiang-Si [pinyin: Jiangxi] province to the northwest. 
Address: Consul [British].

1094. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Food and drinks. Cotton-seed products. No. 348. p. 135-42. 
Sept. See p. 136, 140.
• Summary: This report is from Julien 
Brodé in Trieste: “The cotton-seed oil 
importers of Trieste are much concerned 
over the high tariff on cotton-seed oil 
imported into Austria-Hungary, and on 
account of which very little business 
has been done in this product since the 
imposition of duty in 1906. There is not 
suffi cient olive oil produced in Austria-
Hungary to supply home consumption for 
edible oils.
 “The defi cit, now that cotton-seed oil 
is practically barred, is mostly supplied by 
sesame oil, arachide oil, sunfl ower-seed 
oil, rape-seed oil, imported olive oil, and 
some soya-bean oil, on each of which 
duty is lower than imposed on cotton-seed 
oil.”
 Soya-bean oil has recently been 
introduced to Trieste, Austria-Hungary, 
two trial shipments having been made 
from Hull, England. “This oil has found 
favor with importers. It is expected soya 
oil will be admitted at the same rate of 
duty as is charged for corn and sunfl ower 
oils, namely, 15 crowns.” Note: As of 
2006, Trieste is a seaport in northeast 
Italy.

 On p. 138 peanut oil is called “arachide oil.” In 
Germany, cotton-seed meal is competing with “soya-bean 
cake.” Foodstuff dealers are greatly interested in this cake. 
“Extravagant claims are made as to the nutritive value of 
this cake, but it is to be doubted if it can ever become a 
serious competitor of cotton-seed meal as it is very diffi cult 
of digestion, and is said to cause colic. The importers only 
recommend this bean meal when mixed with cotton-seed 
cake” (p. 140).
 Note: The term “bean meal” is almost surely used as 
a synonym for “soya-bean cake.” If it is, this is the earliest 
English-language document seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the 
term “bean meal” in this way; it probably refers to ground, 
defatted soybeans. Address: Washington, DC.

1095. Carr & Co. Ltd., Biscuit Works. 1909. Carr’s Soya 
(Ad). Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research 
in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):Facing fi rst page of issue. Oct. 8.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad states: “The 
fi rst British biscuit made from the wonderful soya bean. 
Purveyors to H.M. the King. The soya biscuit has a fl avour 
entirely its own. It is both tempting and appetising, and its 
nutritive qualities are unsurpassed by any other biscuit. Write 
for a sample to Carr & Co... The original makers of fancy 
biscuits by machinery.” Address: Carlisle, England.
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1096. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans. 
Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial Research in 
the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. [1 ref]
• Summary: An excellent article. Contents: Introduction. 
Uses of the soya bean: Forage, hay, ensilage, soya oil, soya 
milk, a type of cheese made from soymilk [tofu], soya meal 
[fl our]; use of soya bean oil for soap, illumination, paints and 
other industrial products, soya bean meal used as a fertilizer 
on Chinese sugar plantations, soya beans as a legume for 
enriching the soil with nitrogen, planting between rows of 
maize. Cultivation of soya beans. Varieties of soya beans.
 “The Soya bean (Glycine hispida) is a native of South-
eastern Asia, where it has been cultivated for centuries 
in China and Japan. It was introduced at a later period 
into India, and arrived in England towards the end of the 
eighteenth century. A considerable number of experiments 
were carried out with the plant were carried out in Austria 
about thirty years ago, but it is only quite recently that it has 
become an article of commercial importance in Europe.”
 After discussing uses as hay and silage: “It is in the bean 
itself, however, that the chief value of the Soya plant lies. As 
food for man and domestic animals it is used to a very large 
extent in the East. In some parts of China the bean forms 
one of the staple articles of food, and it is cooked much as 
beans and marrowfat peas are, and also in soups and other 
forms. The oil is used largely for making salads and sauces, 
and is also mixed with fl our in the manufacture of cakes. Mr. 
Turner tells me that the Chinese extract casein from the bean, 
and I have also seen this stated elsewhere.
 “A liquid closely resembling cow’s milk is prepared 
from Soya beans in Japan.” The process is described. “This 
condensed product is of considerable value as a food, but it 
is unsuitable for the use of infants. This “Soya Milk” is also 
used in the preparation of a kind of cheese” [tofu]. Note: 
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug. 
2013) that contains the term “Soya milk.”
 “Soya bean meal is now use in the manufacture of 
biscuits, and for mixing with fl our for making brown bread 
in this country. In some parts of the Continent Soya meal is 
now being used in preference to rye meal for making bread.”
 “One of the most valuable products of the Soya plant 
is the oil. As mentioned before, it is used largely for eating 
purposes in the East, and Mr. Turner tells me that on the 
Continent a greater percentage of Soya oil than of Copra oil 
is allowed in the manufacture of margarine.
 “Soya oil is largely used for soap making in the East, 
and I understand that it has recently been tried with very 
good results in this country also.
 “As a considerable proportion of oil is left behind in the 
cake after expression of the oil, it may be more profi table to 
extract the oil by solvents such as naphtha and use it all for 
manufacturing purposes, as extraction by means of naphtha 
renders the oil unsuitable for edible purposes.
 “In the East Soya bean oil is used as an illuminant 

and also in the manufacture of paints. The oil has a 
comparatively high iodine value, which is an index of the 
drying quality of an oil of that class.” Note: This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (March 2008) 
which states that soy oil can be used in paints (or other 
coatings) in connection with its iodine number.
 Cultivation: “Recently the question of raising this crop 
in various British colonies has been discussed. In most of 
the African colonies, including West Africa, the Soya bean 
would probably be successfully grown, and in rotation with, 
or along with maize and other crops, its cultivation would 
be a very profi table investment. I have seen samples of 
Soya beans at least three years old, which showed no signs 
of weevilling or deterioration in any way. Cargoes of the 
beans shipped from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and Dalny 
to Hull and Liverpool are stated to have arrived in perfect 
condition.”
 Varieties: A table (p. 6) gives a nutritional analysis by 
S.H. Collins of “a sample of Chinese yellow Soya beans.” 
Moisture: 10.23%. Oil 15.62%. Albuminoids 37.54%. 
Carbohydrates 27.27%. Woody fi bre 5.02%. Ash 4.32%.
 “I have analysed samples of fi ve distinct varieties of 
Soya beans, some of which were obtained from the shop of 
a Chinaman who sells them to the Chinese in Liverpool for 
food. I do not, of course, know the age of the samples, nor 
their source...” After describing the shape and color (2 green, 
2 brown, 1 black) of each, and noting that No. 4 came from 
Hong-Kong, he gives a nutritional analysis of each in tabular 
form, and the weight of 20 seeds of each in grams.
 “In conclusion I have to thank Mr. A. Grenville Turner, 
Grain and Seed Broker, member of the Liverpool Corn Trade 
Association, for much valuable information regarding the 
Soya beans and for his kindness in obtaining samples for 
me. I am also largely indebted to an excellent article on Soya 
beans in the Natal Agricultural Journal, November, 1908.
 “Since the above was written I have been enabled, 
through the kindness of Sir Alfred Jones, to analyse a sample 
of yellow Soya beans grown in West Africa from seed sent 
out by him early this summer.” A table shows the analysis. 
Moisture: 10.52%. Oil 17.26%. Albuminoids 36.05%. 
Carbohydrates 26.16%. Woody fi bre 5.39%. Ash 4.62%.
 “The results show that in the fi rst season at least the 
Soya bean underwent no deterioration in West Africa, and 
the plants also came rapidly to maturity.”
 Also published in 1909 as a 7-page booklet by C. 
Tinling & Co., Liverpool. Also published in 1911 Spanish 
by: Mexico. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonización e 
Industria under the title “Explotación de la soya,” by E.S. 
Edic [sic, Edie]. The last line of the article seems to say 
that the author is at the central agricultural station (Estación 
Agrícola Central).–San Jacinto [probably in or near Mexico 
City], January 1911. Address: M.A., B.Sc, Liverpool Univ.

1097. Economist (London). 1909. Trade and smuggling in 
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Manchuria. Oct. 9. p. 691-92.
• Summary: “One of the most interesting features of the 
past year has been the development of Manchuria as an 
exporting country. An almost negligible quantity prior to the 
war, Manchuria has thrown some 300,000 to 400,000 tons of 
fi eld produce into the United Kingdom during the last eight 
months, representing one and a half to two millions’ sterling 
value.
 “The principal article of export is the Soya oil bean. In 
appearance something like a pea, the Soya bean contains 
between 16 per cent. and 19 per cent. of oil, and has at 
once jumped into prominence as a food for cattle. The fi rst 
steamer cargo left Vladivostock in January last [Jan. 1909], 
and numbers of large steamers were chartered to load at 
that port and at Dalny, cheap freights materially helping the 
business in the early stages. Supplies have continued regular 
during the season, and even now a large fl eet is under charter 
for the United Kingdom, Liverpool and Hull being the 
principal consuming centres.
 “The Manchurian Railway has benefi ted considerably by 
this additional trade activity, and though at intervals during 
the spring months the resources of the line were severely 
taxed to deliver the large quantities contracted for to the 
steamers in port at Dalny and Vladivostock, the authorities 
have been able to cope with the requirements of the trade 
with less confusion than might have been expected from 
such a sudden demand upon their carrying powers. The 
growing area is not confi ned to special localities, but may 
be said to extend to the whole of Manchuria. Harbin is one 
of the principal concentrating points, and from this town 
the railway runs south via Kirin to Vladivostock, and via 
Mukden to Dalny, both ports having ample accommodation 
for steamers of 6,000 to 10,000 tons capacity.
 “The crop is harvested in November and December, and 
shipments begin towards the end of the latter month. The old 
crop continues to come down to port in October, and there 
is a gap of about two months between the old and the new 
crops. In the United Kingdom the bean is treated chiefl y 
as an oilseed, being crushed in the crushing mills, the oil 
extracted, and the residue used as a cattle-feeding cake or in 
the form of meal, while the farmers also employ the bean, of 
course without crushing, in various forms for stock feeding. 
The oil is edible, and has already a large and regular sale at 
high prices.
 “It may be safely anticipated, from the results of the 
present year, which was really only an experimental one 
as far as the United Kingdom was concerned, that we shall 
see increased activity during 1910. Owing to the successful 
trading of the past year, the area under bean cultivation has 
been increased by over 20 per cent. The total crop is between 
800,000 and 1,000,000 tons, of which China and Japan 
consume about one-half, while the United Kingdom can 
now be reckoned upon to take the remainder. The success 
obtained by the oil crushers and farmers in England during 

the present season makes it certain that increased quantities 
will be imported into this country in the future if no large 
Continental competitors come into the fi eld, and prices 
remain within the reach of consumers. Heavy import duties 
on foreign oilseeds both in France and Germany have kept 
these countries out of the market up to the present, to the 
advantage of the English manufacturers, who have thus been 
able to fi nd an outlet for large quantities of the manufactured 
product, in the shape of beancake and oil, in the North of 
Europe.
 “Nor is the future of Manchuria limited to the cultivation 
of the Soya bean. Several thousand tons of millet seed have 
been shipped this year to England for the fi rst time, and in 
spite of the long voyage–six to eight weeks via the Canal and 
a fortnight more via the Cape of Good Hope...”
 “Much harm has been done by the Russian ordinance 
which lately closed Vladivostock and other Russian ports 
to the East and along the Amur River, where trade had 
hitherto been free and unrestricted. Lawful trade is now 
yielding to illicit trade. Along the frontier marked by the 
Amur and the Arguna the Chinese have opened up trading 
stations, selecting sites for them on their own side far from 
the Russian Customs and Excise posts, which, owing to their 
small number and to the enormous extent of the border-line 
between Siberia and China, are quite incapable of exercising 
any infl uence over the ever-increasing relations between the 
Russian and Chinese sides of the boundary. The commodities 
chiefl y traded in by the Chinese are alcohol, vodka, tea, and 
sugar...” The “smuggling trade has assumed throughout the 
Amur the character of an organised industry in the hands of 
the Chinese.”

1098. Hodgson, R.M. 1909. Manchuria: Bean export 
facilities at Vladivostok. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
67:79. Oct. 14.
• Summary: “The Chinese Eastern Railway, to whom 
belong the go-downs in which grain cargo for shipment from 
Vladivostok is stored, are taking measures to cope with the 
expected increase in the volume of the bean exports from 
the port. Arrangements are being made by which it will be 
possible, from January next, to berth simultaneously nine 
steamers... The entrance to the harbour is kept open all the 
year round by the use of the ice-breaker... Despatch at the 
rate of 800 tons a day can be reckoned upon, given ordinary 
loading facilities, and, with nine loading berths available...
 “At present the go-downs for export can contain 48,000 
tons; provision for a further 12,000 tons is to be made by 
January, 1910. To this may be added space for 12,000 tons 
more in go-downs in private hands.” Address: British Vice-
Consul, Vladivostok [Russia].

1099. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1909. The soy 
bean industry. 15(185):45. Oct. 14. Summarized in Tropical 
Agriculture (Sept. 1910, p. 212). [2 ref]
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• Summary: This is a reprint of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. 
“Manchuria. Bean industry: Manufacture of bean cake, oil 
and soap.” Board of Trade Journal (London) 66:645. Sept. 
23.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
with the term “soy bean industry” (or “soy-bean industry” or 
“soya bean industry”) in the title.

1100. San Francisco Chronicle. 1909. Experimenting with 
the soya bean. Oct. 15. p. 6.
• Summary: From Consular Report: “The fi rst complete 
cargo of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom 
reached Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in 
this new industry has grown apace since then, experiments 
being made in various other parts of England as well as in 
Liverpool that range from a blend of soya fl our, made by an 
expert Liverpool baker with fl our and meal, about one-fi fth 
for mixing with fl our and one-sixth for meal, to a soya dog 
biscuit.
 “The blending of soya fl our above referred to is 
desirable by the reason of its demonstrated food value. In 
albuminoids soya beans are stated to be nearly three times as 
rich as oats and wheat, and possessed of more fi ber and ash. 
A few German millers are reported to have mixed soya and 
rye fl our in experiments in the making of the black bread of 
that country, and local millers here are experimenting with a 
blend to improve their brown bread.
 “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced 
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this 
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial 
stage. It is reported that one or two important Liverpool 
merchants have sent their own investigators to Manchuria to 
study the products of that country, chiefl y the soya bean. It 
is also stated that one of the large shipowners of Liverpool 
contemplates the introduction of the soya bean into West 
Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought to be 
peculiarly favorable to the growth of good crops. This 
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton-growing 
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same 
success is confi dently predicted for it.”

1101. Product Name:  Carr’s Soya (Biscuits Containing Soy 
Bean Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Carr & Co. Ltd., Biscuit Works.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Carlisle, England.
Date of Introduction:  1909 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. wheat fl our, soy bean fl our.
New Product–Documentation:  Edie, E.S. 1909. Liverpool 
University, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics, 
Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. This full-page ad faces the title 
page of the fi rst issue of this bulletin. “Carr’s Soya. The 
fi rst British biscuit made from the wonderful soya bean. 
Purveyors to H.M. the King.”
 Tropical Life. 1910. Feb. p. 25. “Soy beans and soy 

bean oil.” Another use for soybeans is “to turn out a most 
palatable biscuit made from soy bean fl our. The biscuits, 
slightly sweetened, are crisp and pleasant to eat. On reading 
the article on the [soy] beans in our November issue, Messrs. 
Carr and Co. Ltd., of Carlisle, who are making these biscuits, 
sent us a sample to taste. They claim that the biscuits are 
exceptionally rich in albuminoids, and also contain valuable 
phosphates, which go to build up bone and muscle.”

Bulletin van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem 1910. 
No. 45. July. p. 182. The section titled “Acquisition of 
the Museum in 1909” states: “Carr & Co., Carlisle: Soya-
biscuits.”
 Sawer. 1911. Cedara Memoirs on South African 
Agriculture. Vol. 2. Report X. p. 212. These biscuits 
“resemble the famous Scotch cake in being crisp and have 
more food value when judged by analysis.”
 Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubber-
growing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or 
London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p. 
151. “A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured 
from the fl our by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle.”
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
that uses soy fl our as an ingredient.

1102. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1909. 
Foreign trade of China in 1908. Special Supplement. Vol. 28. 
Oct. p. 16-17.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. General. Imports: 
Cotton goods, metals, foodstuffs, etc. (mainly wheat fl our, 
rice, and sugar), other imports. A table shows the value (in 
Hk tls [Haikwan taels]) of gross imports into China from 
the principal foreign countries and British possessions for 
the years 1907 and 1908. The biggest supplier by far was 
Hong Kong, however the “imports from Hong Kong came 
originally from Great Britain, the Continent of Europe, 
America, Japan, Australasia, India, the Straits, etc., and coast 
ports of China.
 Exports: Total value increased by 12¼ million taels, 
tea, silk, beans and beancake, fi rewood, fl our, sesamum, tin, 
provisions, sundry exports (mainly raw cotton).
 The subsection titled “Beans and beancake” states: 
“The trade in beans and beancake attained to fi gures hitherto 
undreamt of. Beans were exported abroad to the amount of 
4,770,000 piculs, and while they went chiefl y to Japan, there 
were also shipments from Hankow and Dairen, totalling 
some 500,000 piculs, to England, where it is stated that 
they were in demand for the manufacture of oil. It seems 
probable, however, that the English demand for Chinese 
beans owed much to the combination of bumper crops and 
low sterling exchange, a combination which does not often 
occur in the same degree. The largest quantity of beans 
was shipped from Dairen–1,581,788 piculs–and Suifenho 
[Suifenhe] comes next with 1,110,339 piculs. Of beancake, 
the shipments amounted to 7,380,129 piculs, as compared 
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with 4,182,009 piculs in 1907, Newchwang retaining the fi rst 
place as a port of shipment, while Dairen takes the second 
and Suifenho [Suifenhe] the third.”

1103. Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. Report for the year 1908 on 
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen (Dalny). 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign 
Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For the year 1908.
• Summary: The 1st map shows the “Kwantung Leased 
Territory” (Dairen consular district), a long peninsula 
including Dairen and Port Arthur, which are connected by the 
South Manchuria Railway. A 2nd map, “Sketch map of part 
of Manchuria,” shows the four three railways, plus major 
cities and towns, crops, and rivers: (1) South Manchuria 
Railway; (2) Chinese Eastern Railway; and (3) Chinese 
Imperial Railway.
 Currency (p. 3): In ports other than Dairen, dealings 
with the Chinese are based on taels and copper cash, the 
amount of cash taken for each tael differing at each port. But 
“at Dairen, there are no taels or cash. The Chinese Imperial 
Maritime Customs of course make up their statistics in 
Haikwan taels, but the business here is all done in Yokohama 
Specie Bank Newchwang notes known as silver yen...” A 
table shows the value of Haikwan tael, gold yen, and silver 
yen in shillings and pence for 1907 and 1908.
 Pages 3-4 state that “soya beans which come down from 
the north are made up in bags, each of which weighs from 
185 to 200 lbs. avoirdupois. Bean cakes are reckoned by 
pieces, weighing nearly 60 lbs. apiece.” A table defi nes the 
following weights and measures: Chinese: catty, picul, li, 
mow. Japanese: kin, ken (6 shaku), ri, tsubo, koku (liquid and 
dry), 1 S.M.R. ton (2,000 lb).
 The section titled “Possible industries” contains 
subsection III on “Bean cake and bean oil” (p. 6). A table 
gives the chemical composition of 3 samples of bean cake. 
“By the present method, using hand presses, the amount of 
oil extracted from the beans is about 8 per cent. At one mill 
in Dairen, which is fi tted with hydraulic presses, nearly 10 
per cent. can be obtained. The quantity of oil in the soya 
bean is from 16 to 17 per cent., and by improved processes 
it should be possible to extract practically the whole of this, 
and still make from the fragments as good a quality of bean 
cake for fertilising purposes as is made now.”
 The section titled “The South Manchuria Railway” 
states (p. 6-7): The work of broadening the main line of the 
South Manchuria Railway and its Fushun and Newchwang 
branches from the 3 feet 6 inches gauge to the standard 
gauge of 4 feet 8½ inches was completed by the end of 
April, 1908. A new and improved system of trains was 
introduced, and a revision of fares and traffi c rates, in most 
cases involving a reduction, has been effected. As a result the 
complaints that were so rife during 1907 are no longer heard, 
and both traders and passengers seem generally satisfi ed with 
the treatment accorded to them. In October express trains 

composed of Pullman dining and sleeping cars commenced 
to run between Dairen and Changchun, the northern 
terminus, twice a week, covering the distance of 437½ miles 
in 21 hours. This time is to be shortened during 1909 to 18 
hours, and no doubt further accelerations will follow and the 
express run oftener.
 “With the completion of the reconstruction of the main 
line, the work of doubling the tracks between Dairen and 
Suchiatun, a distance of 238 miles, was commenced, and is 
to be fi nished in the autumn of 1909.”
 The section titled “Exports” contains long subsections 
on [Soya] “Beans” and Bean cake” (p. 10-13). In the 
fi rst subsection we read: “Towards the end of 1908 was 
commenced a trade in beans with the United Kingdom and 
Europe, which promises to have a great effect on this part of 
China, and, in view of the great possibilities of this trade, the 
following, taken from a report which appeared in the local 
newspapers some little time ago, may prove of interest.”
 There follows the full-text of a 3-page article on 
production and exports of soya beans in 1907 and 1908.
 The subsection on “Bean cake” states: “In 1907 there 
were at Dairen two large Japanese mills, in one of which 
steam is used as the motive power while in the other 
electricity has been adopted, and a few Chinese mills where 
the old native method has been retained. During 1908 some 
17 Chinese factories have been added, and more are in 
contemplation. This increase is likely to be sustained, though 
possibly not in the same proportion. A better price can be 
obtained for bean cakes made here than for those brought 
down from the interior, as the latter are apt to get damaged in 
the course of transportation, and the demand for bean cake as 
manure in other countries is steadily increasing.”
 Annex 1 (p. 14) gives the value of imports to Dairen 
during 1907 and 1908. In 1908 the value of soy [sauce] was 
£27,431 and of miso was £5,422.
 Annex 2 (p. 16) gives the value (in British pounds 
sterling) of exports from Dairen during 1907 and 1908. 
[Soy] Beans: £658,135 / 1,000,948. Bean cake: £488,997 / 
865,480. Bean oil:–/ £27,284. Address: Mr., Acting Vice-
Consul [for Great Britain to Japan].

1104. Meyer, Frank N. 1909. Re: Resumé of work as a 
USDA agricultural explorer. In: Letters of Frank N. Meyer. 4 
vols. 1902-1918. Compiled by Bureau of Plant Introduction, 
USDA. 2444 p. See p. 811-13. Letter of 2 Nov. 1909 from 
Berlin, Germany.
• Summary: Meyer fi lled out this form for USDA as he was 
passing through Berlin on the way to his second expedition, 
which started in Russia. “Salary: $1,600 per annum. 1. 
Education: An ordinary school education up to 14 years of 
age. After that much private tuition in Foreign languages, in 
Botany, Drawing (mechanical and landscape), Arithmetic 
and Measuring, Principles of plant propagation, etc.
 “2. Experience: From 14th to 16th years as a pupil in the 
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Botanic Gardens of Amsterdam, from 16th to 23rd year as an 
gardener and assistant to Prof. Hugo de Vries in his special 
experimental garden. From 23rd to 25th year as a gardner in 
commercial nurseries in England, especially having learned 
the culture of fruits and vegetables under glass and the 
culture of fruit trees against walls and fences as is practiced 
in the countries of Northern Europe.
 “3. Departmental Service: From October 23, 1901 
to August 31, 1902, as a gardener in the Department 
greenhouses at Washington D.C. Resigned September 1, 
1902. September 15, 1902, re-entered Departmental service 
again in the Plant Improvement Garden at Santa Ana, 
California. Worked there as a propagator and all-around 
gardener. Resigned on account of very unsatisfactory 
conditions at the garden and improper treatment by Mr. P. 
Pierce, in charge, on April 1, 1903. Worked as head gardener 
in a carnation and palm nursery in Montecito, California, 
from April 1903 until March 15, 1904. Made journeys of 
study in California, Mexico, and Cuba from March 16, 1904, 
until August 1, 1904. Worked in the St. Louis Botanical 
Gardens from August 1, 1904 until July 1, 1905, as a 
propagator of mainly herbaceous plants. Was also member of 
the Jury on Forestry at the World’s Fair in St. Louis during 
September 1904. Re-entered Department service for the 
third time on July 10, 1905, as an agricultural explorer. Left 
Washington, D.C. on July 27, 1905, and returned to the same 
city July 7, 1908, having visited in these three years parts of 
Japan, Korea, Eastern and Northern China, Manchuria and 
Eastern Siberia and collected nearly 2000 numbers of various 
plans and seeds.
 “4. Results accomplished: Valuable varieties of Chinese 
fruits, vegetables, cover crops and ornamental plants 
introduced. From February 1909 until July 1909 having 
written his observations on Chinese agri- and horti-culture in 
a series of four bulletins which are in course of publication.
 “5. Special qualifi cations. These questions can hardly be 
answered by the undersigned himself.”
 “8. Value. To be answered by those in charge.”
 Location: University of California at Davis, Special 
Collections SB108 A7M49. Address: USDA Plant Explorer.

1105. Times (London). 1909. The importation of soya beans. 
Nov. 13. p. 15, col. 6. Saturday.
• Summary: “The annual report of the Hull Chamber of 
Commerce and Shipping just issued states in the Seed 
Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the mills have been fairly 
well employed, and for the fi rst time in the history of the 
trade soya beans have been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull 
Seed, Oil and Cake Association reports that ‘the outstanding 
feature of the year has been the advent of the soya bean 
from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the crushing 
trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons have been 
shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 of which 153,000 
tons have arrived in Hull since March last. Without this large 

addition to the available raw material for the mills, crushing 
must have been a lean business during the 12 months, 
whereas this addition, combined with rising markets helping 
manufacturers, who anticipated their requirements, has on 
the whole proved to be fairly remunerative in 1909. There is 
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of 
import.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2003) that uses the term “crushers” (or 
“crusher”) in connection with the actual crushing of 
soybeans. Address: London.

1106. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1909. Notes of science. Nov. 
14. p. E3.
• Summary: “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is being made in an 
experimental way in England from the caseine contained in 
soya beans.”

1107. London and China Telegraph (London). 1909. 
Monetary and commercial. 51(2,412):1023-24. Nov. 15.
• Summary: At the top left of p. 1024 we read: “The annual 
report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce and Shipping 
states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee report that ‘the 
mills have been fairly well employed, and for the fi rst time 
in the history of the trade soya beans have been crushed in 
quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake Association that ‘the 
outstanding feature of the years has been the advent of the 
soya bean from Manchuria, which marks an epoch in the 
crushing trade of the United Kingdom. About 400,000 tons 
have been shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909, of which 
153,000 tons have arrived in Hull since March last. There is 
reason to hope that the soya bean will be a regular article of 
import.’”

1108. Manchester Guardian (England). 1909. The soya bean 
of China: A Manchester exhibition. Nov. 19. p. 14.
• Summary: “Mr. Cavendish E. Liardet has in the rooms 
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce an exhibition of 
various things illustrative of Chinese industry, but the chief 
place among them is given to the soya bean and its products. 
The soya bean, which grows freely in many parts of China, 
is not unlike our English pea in shape, size, and in the fact 
that it grows in a pod. It is rich in albuminoids and oil. An 
analysis of the yellow variety gives:–Water 12 per cent, oil 
17 per cent, albuminoids 38 per cent, carbo-hydrates 22 per 
cent, fi bre 5 percent, ash 5 per cent, and sand 1 per cent. It 
is much used in China for human food, and its use in this 
country in food products is becoming greater, as is shown by 
the steadily increasing imports. Cattle-cake makers are the 
greatest users so far, but the bean ‘fl our’ has been used with 
wheat fl our for biscuit making and bread making. Mr. Liardet 
has also tried the effect of roasting the bean and using it with 
coffee. The oil obtained from the bean is of a good kind, and 
is readily saleable among soap, paint, and lubricating oil 
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makers.”
 Note: The term “Cattle-cake” (chiefl y British) refers to a 
concentrated feed for cattle, processed in the form of blocks 
or cakes.

1109. Star (Canterbury, New Zealand). 1909. Brief mention. 
Nov. 20. p. 4.
• Summary: “A new industry [sic] has sprung up in Japan 
in the cultivation of a plant known as the Soja bean, which 
is indigenous to Central Japan [sic] and Lower Manchuria. 
About three years ago a trial shipment of this bean was made 
to England, amounting in all to about 200 tons. Last year 
the export totalled 80,000 tons, and this year it is expected, 
250,000 tons will be shipped.
 “The value of this bean lies not only in the quantity 
of oil of high grade for lighting and lubricating purposes 
contained, but in the residue after the oil is expressed. This is 
of a highly nutritious nature, possessing a big percentage of 
nitrogen, and it is employed in the manufacture of biscuits, I 
as well as having great value as a fodder for stock.”
 Note: This article is fi lled with errors. For example: (1) 
The soja bean has been cultivated in Japan for at least 1,000 
years. (2) It is a native of northeastern China, not of Japan. 
(3) The nitrogen-rich portion is used almost entirely for 
livestock feed, and only in tiny amounts for making biscuits.

1110. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1909. Fertilizers 
and feeding stuffs: Soya bean cake. 102(4078):573. Nov. 22.
• Summary: Notes on the growing importance of soya bean 
cake as a feed, plus analyses of the bean and cake. Though 
British farmers are generally very conservative, they are 
quick to recognize a good deal. “For instance, a year ago 
the soya bean was practically unknown in this country; 
botanists were about the only people who could have given 
any information on the subject, and yet to-day, within the 
comparatively short period of twelve months, the product 
of the bean, soya bean cake, is being used on hundreds of 
farms.”
 “If we turn to the Mark Lane Express Market 
Supplement of the 8th of this month, we fi nd quoted–Soya 
Cake, English, prime:” £6 17 shillings. “Cottonseed Cake, 
decorticated, English, prime:” £8 11 shillings. Note 1. These 
prices are probably per ton.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that uses the term “cottonseed Cake” (or 
“cottonseed cake”).

1111. Ceris, A. de; Sagnier, Henry. comp. 1909. Chronique 
agricole [Chronicle of agriculture]. Journal d’Agriculture 
Pratique 73(2):681-86. Nov. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: The section titled “La revision douanière” 
[“Revision of custom duties”] (p. 681-82) states that for the 
fi rst time, the term soya (soja) appears in the tables of tariffs 

and custom duties. This is an Asian plant but attempts have 
been made, for more than 50 years, without real success, 
to propagate it in France. It seems to be cultivated only 
in some rare vegetable gardens. Yet in recent years, and 
especially within the last 2 years, a huge expansion of the 
crop has taken place in Manchuria. And exports of soybeans 
and soybean cakes (tourteaux de soja) from Manchuria to 
Europe have surpassed 200,000 tonnes in 1908. Most of 
these exports are going to England. The French tariff has not 
mentioned soybeans prior to this time; but it is probable that 
the 2,400 tonnes of beans (fèves) that are indicated as having 
been imported from China [probably Manchuria] in 1908 are 
soybeans.

1112. Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun (Dairen). 1909. The 
ubiquitous beans. Nov. 25. Lengthy excerpts given by Rea in 
Far Eastern Review, 10 March 1910, p. 455-56. *
• Summary: This is the story of how Mitsui & Co. gained 
control of the [soya] bean trade in Manchuria and exported 
the fi rst [soya] beans to England and thus to Europe. 
“Everybody knows that the ‘Ubiquitous Beans,’ the ‘wealth 
of Manchuria,’ are booming up South and North Manchuria 
as nothing else has ever even come near to, or is ever likely 
to do. The credit for ushering this new era into the history of 
Manchurian trade goes without question to Messrs. Mitsui & 
Co. How this came about will be a matter of interest to many.
 “This fi rm had, before the War, a branch at Newchwang 
and engaged in the export of Beans to Japan. They thought of 
shipping Beans, during the winter season when the northern 
port is closed by ice, to Port Arthur by the Chinese Eastern 
Railway and induced the latter to publish the freight tariff 
in the summer of 1903. This led the Mitsuis to consider 
it worth while to send Beans from Tiehling then taken by 
them as the buying centre, to Yingkou by junk down the 
Liao, and then to Port Arthur by rail. In October they made 
the fi rst purchase of Beans ever undertaken by Japanese in 
the interior and in this example were followed by the now 
bankrupt Tungshengho, the then prosperous Newchwang 
merchants. Hardly had the Mitsui’s two Bean steamers sailed 
out of Port Arthur with the total cargoes of 45,000 piculs 
when the fi rst guns of the late War were fi red. [Note: 1 picul 
= 132.27 pounds weight.] During the War, Russia saw fi t 
to include Beans in the contraband list, and this effectually 
blocked all their outlets to Japan. It happened that neither 
could herrings enter into Japan from Saghalien way. These 
circumstances quite upset the fertilizer market in Japan. In 
the mean time, the far-seeing management of the Mitsuis 
started a painstaking study concerning the Bean producing 
centres of the world and were quite satisfi ed, as the result, 
of there being no others than Manchuria and Japan save for 
Asia Minor and Cochin China, which produced something 
like Beans. This discovery set them thinking more seriously 
than ever and was directly responsible for their undertaking 
the pioneer shipment of Beans to Europe.
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 “About the time the Battle of Liaoyang was being 
fought the Mitsuis bought up all the Beans to be had about 
Yingkou and dumped them at a fabulous profi t on the short 
stocked market of Japan. They followed up the track of the 
victorious Army and also their advantage far into the inland 
and at once began enquiry into the producing capacity of 
those regions for Beans. It did not take long before they 
found out to their satisfaction that the output of Beans in 
South Manchuria has been ludicrously underestimated and 
then they immediately cast about for the best market in 
which to offer them, hitting, with a happy stroke of business 
foresight, upon Europe as such. No sooner was peace 
restored in October, 1906, than this fi rm opened its agencies 
at Tiehling, Mukden, Changchun, Hsinmintun and Kirin and 
during the winter of ‘05-’06, sent out their fi rst trial shipment 
of Beans and Bean Cake to London. This venture proved a 
miserable failure because, owing to imperfect packaging, 
the cargoes deteriorated so badly on the way that all were 
thrown overboard. A second consignment to Europe of 500 
piculs reached there in good condition in the spring last year 
and met such a favourable reception there that an order for 
3,000 tons directly followed and then a string of larger ones 
in quick succession. The Mitsuis were allowed to reap all by 
themselves the golden harvest of their own sowing till the 
end of February this year (1909), when a number of strong 
foreign fi rms began to appear on the scene to help foster the 
Bean trade to what it is to-day.”
 Note 1. The words “Bean” and “Beans” are used to refer 
to “Soya Bean” and “Soya Beans” throughout this article. 
The latter two terms are never used.
 Note 2. This periodical began in Oct. 1908 as the 
English-language column in the Manshu Nichinichi Shinbun 
(“Manchurian Daily Newspaper”). Address: Dairen, 
Manchuria.

1113. Playfair, F.W.W. 1909. China. Report for the year 1908 
on the trade of Foochow. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, 
Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4379. 18 
p. See p. 12, 16.
• Summary: A table (p. 12) gives the imports of “Beans” to 
Foochow. A second table titled “Return of principal articles 
imported into Foochow through the Native Customs during 
the years 1907-08” (p. 16) gives fi gures for the following: 
(1) Bean cake (cwts.). Average, fi ve years 1903-07: 110,950. 
1907: 44,852. 1908: 90,729 (an increase). Trend over 5 
years: Decreasing. (2) Beans (cwts.). Average, fi ve years 
1903-07: 115,406. 1907: 72,045. 1908: 54,680 (a decrease). 
Trend over 5 years: Decreasing. Address: British Consul, 
Foochow.

1114. Tropical Life (England). 1909. The soy or soya beans 
(Glycine hispida). 5(11):181. Nov. [3 ref]
• Summary: The soya bean “has long been familiar by 
name to British cooks, because it furnishes the condiment 

called ‘soy,’ which forms an ingredient of several soups and 
sauces. It is considered the most nutritious of all leguminous 
vegetables...”
 “The beans can be cooked in the green pod, like French 
beans, or the dried beans may be treated like haricots.”
 “The Imperial Institute, always on the alert to push 
the interests of this country, has already brought the matter 
of soy-bean cultivation to the notice of various Colonial 
Governments and experiments are now in progress at the 
Cape of Good Hope, Natal, East Africa, and the Gambia.”
 A table gives the chemical composition of four different 
soy bean varieties. One of these, a yellow variety, was grown 
in West Africa.

1115. Hexamer, Oscar Charles; Cuthbert, Harry Holmes. 
1909. Improvements in or relating to the manufacture of 
fl our, bread and similar food stuffs. British Patent 28,033. 5 
p. Date of application, 1 Dec. 1909. Complete specifi cation 
left 12 May 1910. Accepted 1 Dec. 1910.
• Summary: The process consists in producing fl our for use 
in the manufacture of bread, etc., from pulse or leguminosae 
by the removal of starch or carbohydrates therefrom. This 
invention “has particular reference to the preparation of such 
food stuffs from a fl our which will be benefi cial to persons 
suffering from diabetes.” The seeds from which this fl our is 
produced should “contain a high percentage of albuminoids 
and a comparatively low percentage of carbohydrates. 
This class of raw material is typifi ed by the soya-bean, and 
when reference is made in the specifi cation to soya beans 
it is intended to refer to such pulse or leguminosae referred 
to in the foregoing.” “Preferably the raw pulse chosen is 
one which contains, as in the case of soya beans, a small 
percentage of oil; this oil having value as an aperient” [gentle 
laxative].
 For instance, soya beans are dried by heating and then 
ground. After the husks have been removed by sifting, the 
fl our is mixed with water and boiled for a period of time 
suffi cient to burst the starch cells. The liquid portion is then 
drained off, and the residual paste is washed with cold water 
until all starch has been removed. The paste is now dried 
and the cake or coarse powder is ground. A small quantity of 
pancreatin may be added to the resulting fl our.
 “For making cakes out of this fl our which is an anti-
diabetic fl our, the following is found to give a good mixture: 
4 ozs. butter, 3 eggs (6 ozs.), ½ lb. fl our (produced in 
accordance with this invention).” Also use a little baking 
powder (2 parts cream of tartar, 1 part bicarbonate of soda) 
plus a little saccharine.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the word “powder” as one way to 
describe soy fl our. Address: 1. 160, Ebury Street, Pimlico, 
London, S.W., Confectioner; 2. 7, Belgrave Mansions, 
Belgravia, London, S.W., Chemist.
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1116. Economist (London). 1909. Oil and cake manufacture–
The Soya oil bean. Dec. 4. p. 1144-45. [1 ref]
• Summary: “From a correspondent. In a recent issue 
of the Economist attention was drawn to the Soya bean 
trade in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as 
an exporter... During the past season the English oilseed 
crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade, and for 
some months past many of the large mills have set their 
entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to the 
exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous seeds. 
The supposed shortage of the cotton and fl ax crops in the 
United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed in 
the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed and 
linseed products has found the English market comparatively 
unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and cake can 
supply most of the requirements as well, if not better, while 
the foreigner is debarred from its use by the presence of 
high tariffs. This new industry supplies a good example of 
the value to this country of free imports of raw material 
compared with the protective duties in other countries. The 
removal or reduction of the duty on the Soya bean on the 
Continent and in America would be a great blow to our 
manufacturers,...”.
 “Large quantities of Soya oil are being shipped from 
English ports to the American seaboard, and the demand is 
likely to continue: but the trade has already been so large that 
it is diffi cult to buy oil for near delivery. The same oil is also 
being shipped from Japan and China to the United States, 
as well as to the North of Europe, and here we have–for the 
moment at least–the only serious competitors of English 
crushers. These two Eastern countries, in which the enhanced 
value of bean products is leading to the introduction of 
improved European manufacturing systems, are making great 
strides in the oil crushing industry, and will naturally import 
increased quantities of beans from Manchuria in proportion 
to the success which they achieve in the export of the oil.
 “The new season has now commenced in earnest, and 
from December to April and May as many as fi fty steamers 
have been chartered to load beans at Dalny and Vladivostock 
for English ports, representing something like 300,000 tons 
of raw material, or about £2,000,000 sterling value. During 
the whole of last season the sales to Great Britain amounted 
to 400,000 tons, so that in the month of December, with 
twelve months to run, we have contracted for a quantity only 
100,000 tons short of the total English trade during 1909. 
While it is being estimated that Great Britain will require in 
1910 double the quantity imported in 1909, the news comes 
that Japan and China will also want increased quantities next 
year. The crop barely covered the demands of East and West 
during the past season, so there is probably some justifi cation 
for the fear that during the coming season there may be 
diffi culty in supplying the extra demands which already 
appear certain to be made upon a comparatively limited crop.
 “In America, although the beans have not yet been 

imported for the reason given, the Government has been 
at considerable pains to collect all available information 
regarding this product, with the object–should negotiations 
for the removal or reduction of the tariff fail–of planting 
the seed in those parts of the country which would be 
suitable for its cultivation. In Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and 
Tennessee, agricultural experiment stations have taken up the 
Soya bean, and issued extensive reports to the Department 
of Agriculture, all highly laudatory of the bean as compared 
with other animal feeding stuffs, such as cottonseed cake 
and meal, linseed cake, and maize, which are the principal 
feeding stuffs of the United States.
 “In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance 
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of 
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and 
the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous 
substances with the best decorticated cottonseed cake and 
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this 
country for many years for cattle feeding.
 “Owing to the low prices of imported beans, bean cake 
can be bought to-day at £6 12s 6d per ton in London, while 
cottonseed cake imported from America is as dear as £7 10s 
to £7 12s 6d. In Denmark, a great butter-producing country, 
some hesitation was shown in regard to the introduction` 
of the Soya bean, as it was feared lest the taste of the 
butter might be affected by feeding cows with Soya cake, 
but experiments have proved the reverse, and Denmark 
has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for shipment 
from Manchuria during the next few months for crushing 
and cake-making. In France and Germany the tariffs are 
suffi ciently high to shut out the article. Powerful interests 
are nevertheless at work in both countries to have the duty 
removed or reduced, but the removal of a duty is an object 
the accomplishment of which is invariably diffi cult, and it is 
to be hoped, for the sake of the English manufacturers, that 
some time will elapse before the large European countries 
are enabled to receive direct shipments from Manchuria free 
of duty, which would only increase competition for supplies 
of raw material and result in a limitation of our export of 
bean products, both cake and oil.
 “The bean industry, though old to the East, is new to us, 
so much so that little is known as yet about the Eastern trade, 
which is responsible for the consumption of the greater part 
of the Manchurian crop. Reliable information on this head 
is eminently useful, not to say indispensable, to the English 
importer, as without knowledge of the local industry it is 
impossible to follow intelligently the trend of values, which 
are chiefl y dependent upon the demand from China and 
Japan. In Manchuria the trade is mainly in the hands of the 
Chinese and Japanese.”
 The traditional method of crushing Soya beans to make 
oil and meal is described.
 “This cake is used chiefl y as a fertiliser in Japan and 
Southern China. During the present season these two 
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countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from 
Manchuria for fertilising. -In this connection the following 
questions have been asked, the answers to which are of 
importance to the English importer:–(1) In the event of 
bean prices in the United Kingdom reaching high levels, 
will Japan and China be able to pay enhanced values, and 
continue to import beancake as a fertiliser? (2) For the same 
reason will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or 
other artifi cial manures? (3) If prices continue high in the 
United Kingdom, will a large quantity of the beans which 
at present go to the East in the form of beancake tend to 
come to Europe, thus increasing the available surplus for 
Europe? In the fi rst place, the beancake as a fertiliser takes 
precedence of phosphates in Japan, which raises a valuable 
rice crop. In that country the beancake is considered an 
indispensable import. We are indebted to Messrs Mitsui and 
Co., of London, one of the largest shippers of Soya beans to 
England, for some interesting fi gures dealing with the import 
of beancake into Japan over a period of seven years. These 
fi gures are of considerable importance, as showing that, on 
the present level of prices, which is a high one for England, 
there is no likelihood of the East abstaining from competition 
with Great Britain for supplies of beans.”
 “Conditions are rapidly becoming more satisfactory to 
the native, and fresh producing centres are being opened 
to trade by the construction of lines connecting with the 
main routes to Dalny and Vladivostock. On the whole, it 
maybe confi dently anticipated that the cultivation of beans in 
Manchuria will go on increasing in proportion to the impetus 
given to trade by broader markets and the provision of 
adequate railway communication in the interior.”
 A table (p. 1145) shows the steady growth of imports of 
beancake into Japan during the last 5 years: 1905–182,000 
tons. 1906–258,000 tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–400,000 
tons. 1909–600,000 tons.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “oleaginous 
seeds” in connection with the soya bean. Address: From a 
correspondent.

1117. London and China Telegraph (London). 1909. The 
soya bean. 51(2,415):1086. Dec. 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An exhibition of Soya beans and by-products 
from North China, together with photographs of the Soya 
bean industry, was held recently at the boardroom of the 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce. Explanations and full 
particulars of the industry were given by Mr. Cavendish 
Evelyn Liardet, lately returned form China.
 “At a recent meeting of the committee of the African 
Trade Section of the Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of 
Liverpool Mr. A. Grenville Turner delivered an interesting 
address on the cultivation and uses of the Soya Bean.
 “In the course of his address Mr. Turner said that it was 
estimated that this year’s crop of Soya beans is likely to 

exceed 1,000,000 tons. There were about 20 to 25 varieties 
of the beans, different in colours, size, and shape. The beans 
contained about 18 per cent of oil, and it was stated that 
refi ned Soya oil fetches to-day a higher price even than 
refi ned cottonseed oil. The soya bean, which is an edible 
bean and can be used in the same manner as marrowfat peas, 
can be utilised for a number of purposes.”
 “In America an attempt has recently been made there 
by certain dealers to place the Soya beans on the market as 
a new substitute for coffee, and sell it under other names 
at fancy prices. A sample of coffee specially ground from 
the Soya bean, at the suggestion of Sir Alfred Jones, was 
submitted, and created much interest. Mr. Turner stated that 
according to a recent report issued by the Department of 
Agriculture of the U.S.A., as Soya beans contain no starch, 
they have been recommended for food for people suffering 
from diabetes. Soya bean cake is used as manure on the 
sugar plantations of Southern China, and on the rush beds, 
from which Chinese matting is made. Mr. Turner also stated 
that the Japanese extract casein from the bean from which 
they make a milk, which is condensed. Cheese is also made 
from this milk.”
 Also contains a long summary of information on 
the uses of soya bean oil and cake published recently: 
“Cultivation and utilisation of the soy bean.” 1909. Bulletin 
of the Imperial Institute (London) 7(3):308-14.

1118. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Soya bean and 
its oil. 75(24):898. Dec. 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Editorial comments,” this 
article occupies almost a full page, most of which is drawn 
largely from 3 sources.
 “Less than three years ago soya oil was practically 
unknown as a commercial article outside China, but since 
its advantages in the soap-industry became recognized it has 
rapidly assumed a leading place as a substitute for cottonseed 
oil, and enormous quantities of beans are now shipped to the 
United Kingdom and the Continent. In this country Hull has 
become the headquarters for the crushing of the soya bean, 
and this year marks a record in the trade, as no less than 
400,000 tons have been shipped to the United Kingdom, of 
which 150,000 tons went to Hull. The mills have therefore 
had an exceptionally busy time, and there is every reason 
to believe that soya bean will be a regular article of import. 
The oil has proved quite equal to cottonseed oil in the 
manufacture of soap, which is its chief outlet. Had it not 
been for this cheaper substitute it is said that the price of 
cottonseed oil, already remarkably high, would have been 
somewhere about 35s. to 40s. per cwt., a fi gure which would 
have crippled its use as a soapmaking material.”

1119. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1909. The 
soya bean in Manchuria. 36:1920-22. Dec. 11.
• Summary: “In a British consular report just received from 
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Dairen (Dalny) is included some account of the exploitation 
of the soya bean in its native country.” This is article 
basically a summary of: Gordon, E.L.S. 1909. “Report for 
the year 1908 on the trade and navigation of the port of 
Dairen (Dalny).” Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4372. 18 p. For 
the year 1908. Mr. Gordon is Acting Vice-Consul for Great 
Britain to Japan.
 This article contains fi ve interesting photos (each with 
a caption) not found in the original report: (1) “A wharf at 
Dalny, whence the soya bean is exported.” (2) “Beans and 
oil cakes awaiting shipment.” (3) “Cleaning and re-sacking 
beans for shipment to Europe.” (4) “Wagons of the South 
Manchurian Railway, which handles huge quantities of the 
soya bean.” (5) “Beans stored in osier bins.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2000) 
that uses the word “osier” in describing soybean storage bins 
in Manchuria.
 “The illustrations to this article were supplied by ‘The 
Syren and Shipping,’ and appeared in a recent issue of that 
paper, which was indebted for them to the ‘Nippon Yusen 
Kaisha.’” Note 2. This article mentions the Kiautschau Bay 
concession, which was a German leased territory in Imperial 
China which existed from 1898 to 1914. Covering an area of 
552 sq km (213 sq mi), it was located around Jiaozhou Bay 
on the southern coast of the Shandong Peninsula. Jiaozhou 
was romanized as Kiaochow, Kiauchau or Kiao-Chau in 
English and as Kiautschou or Kiaochau in German. The 
administrative center was at Tsingtau (Pinyin Qingdao).

1120. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1909. Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain: Evening meeting. 75(25):928-29. 
Dec. 18.
• Summary: At the evening meeting, the “six fi xed vegetable 
oils” were discussed, starting with Olive oil. A table (p. 928) 
gives the iodine absorption range and the saponifi cation 
number for the following: Olive oil, edible (“The annual 
production of olive oil in Italy is 75,000,000 gallons, and in 
Spain 13,000,000. It is often adulterated with less expensive 
oils”). Olive oil, commercial. Sesame oil. Poppy oil. Walnut 
oil. Cottonseed oil. Lard. Arachis [groundnut / peanut] 
oil. Coconut oil. On page 929 “soy-bean oil” is mentioned 
several times.

1121. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Soya Beans. Sweden. The fodder value of soya bean meal 
and cake (Document part). No. 3666. p. 8-9. Dec. 21. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In transmitting the following translation of an 
article on soya meal and cake, prepared by Nils Hansson, 
of the Central Institute for Agricultural Experiments 
[Sweden], Vice-Consul Wilhelm Hartman, of Gothenburg, 
reports that all foodstuffs are carefully tested in Sweden, 
in order to fi nd their relative value and prices that can be 

profi tably paid therefor:” A detailed translation follows. A 
table shows the composition of “soya cake” [mechanically 
pressed] and “soya meal” [solvent extracted] based on 20 
analyses “made by the managers of the bureaus of chemistry 
located in the parts of the country where the soya feeds have 
already come to be extensively used.” The fi gures show the 
percentage composition of soya cake / soya meal. Water: 
11.11 / 11.56. Raw protein 43.29 / 45.48. Raw fat 6.10 / 1.88. 
Carbohydrates 34.04 / 35.33. Ashes: 5.46 / 5.75.
 “Lately soya-cake meal, sometimes called bean gluten 
feed, has also appeared in the market, and differs from 
ordinary extracted soya meal so far that it contains the same 
percentage of fat as soya cake.
 “By reason of their low percentage of cellulose, which, 
according to the tests, varies from 2.67 to 5.27 per cent, the 
soya foodstuffs are highly digestible. In this respect the soya 
cake seems to be somewhat better than the soya meal, but in 
comparison with other fodder stuffs both rank very high.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soya foodstuffs.” 
Yet the term refers to feeds (for animals) rather than foods.
 “When the percentage of water has been low enough, 
neither soya cake nor soya meal has undergone any changes 
during four to fi ve months’ storage. On the other hand, two 
samples of meal which contained 15 per cent of water, and 
were kept for some time, got moldy and showed signs of 
decomposition. Therefore, buyers should be careful to see to 
it that the moisture does not exceed 13 or 14 per cent.
 “Feeding experiments: In the feeding experiments 
made, it has been shown that soya cake as well as soya meal 
are eagerly consumed by neat cattle, and daily rations as 
large as 3.3 to 4.4 pounds have not caused any unfavorable 
dietary effects. In this respect the soya fodder seems to have 
a slightly loosening [laxative] effect, comparable to that of 
good sunfl ower or peanut cakes.
 “Soya cake as well as soya meal has higher fodder value 
than ordinary sunfl ower cake, and, through experiments, 
it has been found that 0.09 kilo (1 kilo = 2.2 pounds) of 
soya cake, or 0.95 kilo of soya meal, is on average an 
equivalent substitute for 1 kilo of sunfl ower cake. On the 
two experimental farms the soya cake gave nearly identical 
results...
 “With reference to the infl uence of soya fodder stuffs on 
the percentage of fat in the milk, the results of experiments 
are confl icting. Some of them show decrease, others increase. 
If we compare the results here with the results obtained in 
Germany, we are inclined to believe that the soya feedstuffs 
have some tendency toward lowering the percentage of fat in 
the milk produced, still, not in such a degree as to be of any 
practical importance.
 “No change in the appearance or taste of the milk has 
been detected, but the churning tests made in the summer 
time have shown that the butter had a pronounced fodder 
taste when larger quantities of soya meal or cake were 
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used. Therefore, at places where the milk is utilized for the 
production of butter, the daily ration of soya meal or cake 
given to each cow should not exceed one-half to three-
fourths kilo.
 “With the limitation required on account of the above-
mentioned unfavorable effect on the taste of the butter, 
soya meal and cake may be considered as good feedstuffs 
for milch cows, and deserve the farmers’ attention, as they 
can be obtained at a price somewhat lower than that for 
good peanut cake, and not appreciably higher than that for 
sunfl ower cake.” Address: Central Inst. for Agricultural 
Experiments, Sweden.

1122. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Soya Beans. United Kingdom. British imports versus imports 
of cotton seed (Document part). No. 3666. p. 9. Dec. 21. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Consul Rufus Fleming, of Edinburgh 
[Scotland], furnishes the following information concerning 
the increasing use of soya beans in the oil-cake mills of the 
United Kingdom:
 “During the calendar year 1908 the imports into the 
United Kingdom of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830 
tons, valued at $426,150. The imports in the eight months 
ending August 31, 1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued 
at $7,547,742. A prominent feature of the ocean freight 
market at the present time is the large number of steamers 
being chartered to carry beans from Dalny to Vladivostok 
to the United Kingdom or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels 
have been chartered recently, and it is reported that at least 
90 more will be required in the course of the season. It is 
estimated that the average cargo of these vessels will not be 
less than 6,000 tons.
 “The imports of cotton seed into the United Kingdom in 
1907 amounted to 687,085 tons, valued at $21,728,942, and 
in 1908, 528,218 tons, valued at $17,608,997. The imports 
for 1909, up to October 12, were 308,380 tons, as compared 
with 330,570 and 485,395 tons for the same periods in 1908 
and 1907.
 “Soya-bean meal and cake and oil: Soya-bean meal and 
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding 
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean 
contains about 15 per cent, is used in soap manufacture, and 
to some extent (in a refi ned state) in margarin establishments. 
Local dealers in feeding stuffs differ as to the merits of the 
soya cake and meal. The weight of opinion is distinctly 
favorable to their use. On the other hand, in July last a 
suit was begun in the court of session (supreme court of 
Scotland) by an Edinburgh dairyman against a millmaster for 
damages for the loss of 25 cows, said to have been poisoned 
by prussic acid in soya-bean meal. The defendant avers that 
the death of the cattle was not due to the feeding stuff. The 
action has not yet come to trial, but the meal and cake still 

fi nd an expanding market here.
 “The prices at Leith, on October 15, of soya beans and 
cotton seed and their products were as follows, per ton: Soya 
beans, $31.63; Egyptian cotton seed, $39.02; Bombay cotton 
seed, $31.02. Soya-bean cake, $31.02 to $31.63; Egyptian 
cotton-seed cake, $27.98; Bombay cotton-seed cake, $23.72. 
Soya-bean oil, $116.79; cotton-seed oil, $116.79.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the term “soya-bean meal” to 
refer to ground, defatted soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the second earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2007) that uses the term “margarin” to 
refer to margarine. Address: Edinburgh, Scotland.

1123. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909. 
The producer: Dec. 24. p. 10.
• Summary: The Madras “Times” of December 1 writes:–
”The market demand for that comparatively new product the 
Soya bean of Manchuria has recently been showing signs 
of expansion. Europe and America are large buyers. These 
beans, it is said, are nearly three times as rich in albuminoids 
as oats or wheat. In Germany and America the bean is being 
ground to form an ingredient of bread, and Soya fl our and 
meal may be used for biscuit-making and confectionery. In 
Switzerland the legume is cooked as a vegetable, and the 
dried bean when roasted is used as a substitute for coffee. 
The oil is used in the manufacture of margarine as well as 
soap and paint, while the Chinese turn it into condiments 
[sic] and burn it in lamps. It is obvious that the Soya is a 
most useful plant, serving as many economic purposes as 
the cocoanut, and large quantities are being absorbed in the 
markets of Europe, America, and of the Far East. Russia, for 
instance, is a large buyer. The price has naturally risen with 
this increase of demand, and Soya oil has risen £3 a ton, the 
London price when the last mail left being about £25 5s.”

1124. Live Stock Journal (London). 1909. Soy beans as a 
cattle food. 70(1864):680. Dec. 24.
• Summary: This is a long summary of the following 
English-language article: J. of the Board of Agriculture 
(London). 1909. “The soy bean.” 16(9):735-39. Dec.

1125. Wall Street Journal. 1909. Flaxseed prices. Dec. 24. p. 
6.
• Summary: Increases in the price of fl axseed and cottonseed 
have called into use other “oil-bearing seeds” “of which 
the soy bean is a favorite article in British seed-crushing 
industries. Many cargoes of soy beans have been shipped this 
season from Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and other Siberian 
and Chinese ports for North England mills. Not only do they 
furnish oils, but the pulpy substance is wrought into cake for 
the feeding of live stock and to this extent it competes with 
oats and corn in European countries.”
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1126. Wildeman, É. de. 1909. Le soja [The soybean]. 
Agronomie Tropicale; Organe Mensuel de la Societe 
d’Etudes d’Agriculture Tropicale 1(12):195-200. Dec. 25; 
2(1&2):5-8. Jan/Feb. 1910. [10 ref. Fre]
• Summary: An overview of the subject, including a brief 
history, based largely on a summary of about ten documents. 
It begins: “For some years now, attention has been drawn 
to the soybean (Soja hispida (Mönch) or Glycine hispida 
(Max.)), which comes from Manchuria; its products are now 
used in various ways in our daily lives.”
 “It is not a question of exhausting the question, but as 
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute of London has already 
devoted several articles to this plant this year and that the 
fi rst part of vol. I of the Liverpool University, Institute of 
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin [Edie, 8 Oct. 
1909] is entirely devoted to it, it appeared useful to us to 
insist here on the soybean which would also have a certain 
importance for our colonies.”
 This legume originated in Southeast Asia, and has 
been cultivated for centuries in China and Japan. It is 
now abundant throughout Manchuria, where the seeds are 
widely appreciated for their nutritive value. It was later 
introduced into the Indies (l’Inde) and arrived in England 
at the end of the 18th century. About 30 years, it was the 
subject of numerous trials [by Haberlandt and co-workers] in 
Austria, but is only recently that it has become an article of 
commercial importance in Europe.
 “The occupation of Northern Manchuria by Russian 
troops, during the Russo-Japanese War, gave rise to 
numerous demands for this bean, which stimulated the 
extension of [its] agriculture. After the departure of the 
troops, the local demand fell naturally, and it was necessary 
to fi nd an outlet in foreign markets. From 1906 to 1908, a 
large part of the products of N. Manchuria were exported 
to Japan via Vladivostok, but in 1908 the economic crisis 
of Japan diverted a part of these products to Europe, 
which actually received large quantities of soybeans, 
especially in England. The fi rst large shipment of soybeans 
contained 5,200 tonnes (metric tons) and arrived at Hull 
on 2 March 1909. The beans arrived at the destination in 
perfect condition despite the distance. They were classed in 
three categories: 1. Shipped from Dalny; 2. Shipped from 
Vladivostock; and 3. Shipped from Hankow. The value of 
those in category No. 1 is about £6 8s./tonne [metric ton]; 
those in No. 2 and No. 3 is about £6 6s./tonne, these prices 
being, naturally, subject to the fl uctuations of the market. 
Most imported beans are monopolized by the manufacturers 
of oil who obtain 10-18% of the weight of the beans in 
oil. [The remaining] oilcake can be used in the feed of 
livestock.”
 There follows a long discussion of soybean cultivation 
and production, including soils, fertilizers, nitrogen fi xation 
by root nodules, planting, intercropping, yields of forage and 
seed, use as silage, soil restoration, soybean varieties, tables 

showing the chemical composition of the plant and seeds 
showing their excellent nutritional value.
 “Until recently, soybean cultivation has been confi ned 
to Asia and some states of the USA. Recently, the question 
of cultivating this plant in the various British colonies has 
been raised. In most of the colonies of West Africa, the 
soybean could probably be cultivated with success in rotation 
or mixed with maize or other crops, and give signifi cant 
yields.”
 “In China, Japan, and Indo-China the seeds are used to 
prepare a sort of milky liquid (liquide lactescent) [soymilk] 
and a sort of cheese” [tofu]. A brief description of each 
process is given. The milk has considerable nutritional value 
“but is not suited for infants.”
 “The fl our of soybeans (La farine de fèves de soja) is 
used to make biscuits, and, mixed with wheat fl our, is used 
to make a brown bread; it is sometimes even preferred in 
this application to rye fl our. Since it contains neither sugar 
nor starch, the soybean has been recommended as the basis 
of diabetic diets.” Address: Prof., School of Horticulture, 
Vilvoorde, Belgium (Professeur au Cors colonial de l’École 
d’Horticulture de Vilvorde).

1127. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1909. The growing use 
of the soya bean: Cake and meal found to be of high fodder 
value in Sweden–Extensive trade in the United Kingdom. 
76(26):15. Dec. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In transmitting the following translation of 
an article on soya meal and cake, prepared by Nils Hansson 
of the Central Institute for Agricultural Experiments, Vice-
Consul Wilhelm Hartman of Gothenburg, reports that all 
foodstuffs are carefully tested in Sweden, in order to fi nd 
their relative value and the prices that can be profi tably paid 
therefore...”
 Consul Rufus Fleming of Edinburgh, furnishes the 
following information concerning the increasing use of soya 
beans in the oil-cake mills of the United Kingdom: “During 
the calendar year 1908 the imports into the United Kingdom 
of these Chinese beans amounted to 11,830 tons, valued at 
$426,150. The imports in the 8 months ending August 31, 
1909, amounted to 255,000 tons, valued at $7,547,742. A 
prominent feature of the ocean freight market at the present 
time is the large number of steamers being chartered to carry 
beans from Dalny or Vladivstok to the United Kingdom 
or Continent. From 20 to 30 vessels have been chartered 
recently, and it is reported that at least 90 more will be 
required in the course of the season... Soya-bean meal and 
cake have come largely into demand in Scotland as feeding 
stuffs for cattle and sheep, and the oil, of which the bean 
contains about 15%, is used in soap manufacture, and to 
some extent (in a refi ned state) in margarin establishments.”

1128. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Hull Trade in 
1909. Annual review: commerce and fi nance. Dec. 30. p. 2, 
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col. 3-5.
• Summary: “To-day we publish the second installment 
of our annual Trade Review. The articles are contributed 
leading merchants, ship-owners, and others, and are valuable 
as a trustworthy record of the Port’s progress and prospects.
 “Oil and Seed Crushing. The linseed crops shipped 
in 1909 to the United Kingdom and Continent are less by 
140,000 tons or nearly 800,000 quarters, than in 1908, and 
the shortage to Hull is 170,000 quarters, or over 35,000 
tons. Notwithstanding this shortage, however, there has been 
on the whole a moderate profi t, mainly because steadily 
advancing markets for oil and cake have helped the crusher.
 “Imports of linseed to Hull mid-December are: 1909 = 
650,331. 1908 = 803,707.
 “Cottonseed shipments to Hull exceed those of 1908 by 
about 30,000 tons, which practically offsets the shortage of 
linseed.
 “Crushing margins have fl uctuated greatly during the 
year, and in some periods business had to be carried on at 
a dead loss owing to short supplies of raw material; on the 
whole, however crushers have had a fairly satisfactory year. 
Imports of cottonseed mid-December are:
 U.K. 1909 Egyptian = 289,330. Indian = 171,900. Total 
= 461,230.
 U.K. 1908 Egyptian = 317,270. Indian = 144,200. Total 
= 461,230
 Hull 1909 Egyptian = 178,119. Indian and other 
descriptions = 101,041. Total = 279,160.
 Hull 1908 Egyptian = 161,637. Indian and other 
descriptions = 79,485. Total = 241,122. showing a decrease 
to the United Kingdom of 240 tons, but an increase to Hull 
of 38,038 tons, which indicates some progress the industry at 
Hull.
 “Soya Beans. 1909 is an epoch year in the trade owing 
the sudden and unexpected advent of this new and important 
crushing material from the East. The fi rst shipment arrived 
in March. Out of 380,000 tons shipped to Europe, most of 
which comes to the United Kingdom, Hull has received 
184,447 tons. The bean contains about 18 per cent. of a 
fi ne oil which has already established itself for soapmaking 
and other purposes, while the cake has readily been taken 
up, more especially by dairy farmers. There has been an 
enormous export of these cakes to Denmark, where dairying 
is carried on upon a large scale by up-to-date men and 
methods.
 “This large addition of raw material taxed Hull mills to 
their utmost capacity, every available fan and press being 
fully employed.
 Prospects for 1910 are of a promising character. It is 
hoped to receive an equal shipment of beans in the coming 
year, and if that is realised, although the Egyptian cotton 
seed now being shipped is reported to 100,000 tons short 
of last year’s, the Indian crop may largely make up for this 
defi ciency, so that, as a whole, supplies of raw material 

should be ample for the mills during the next twelve months, 
notwithstanding the recent large addition of seed-crushing 
machinery to England and Scotland.
 “Prices of linseed and cotton cakes are considerably 
above the average, which, of course has a tendency to restrict 
the demand.”

1129. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1909. 
The soya bean. Dec. 31. p. 11.
• Summary: “The sudden appearance of the Soya bean in the 
news columns of the agricultural press of the States and of 
the old country [Great Britain] must be accepted as evidence 
of the sound value of the plant, of whose possibilities there 
appears to be no end. Mixed with fl our and meal, the Soya, 
after grinding, makes up into marketable confectionery and 
biscuits. In Switzerland it is cooked as a vegetable, and, dried 
and roasted, is made to do duty as coffee. Also, it is largely 
employed in the making of margarine, and the Chinese use 
the oil for burning in lamps. It is used as cattle fodder and 
authorities have pronounced favorably on its value when 
mixed, two parts of Soya to one part of cheap undecorticated 
cotton cake; and, after its 17 per cent. of oil is taken, the 
last use of the bean is as a fertiliser, and in this capacity it is 
highly written of.
 “It is not often a novelty of this kind catches on with 
the English farmer, who is ultra-conservative, but soya 
had so much that was worthy in it that it was taken up on 
its introduction to England, a little over a year ago, when 
botanists were the only people who knew anything at 
all about it, and now it is used in one way or another on 
hundreds of farms in the British Isles. At present the bean is 
being imported in quantities from China and Japan, where 
for centuries it has been cultivated for fodder, for human 
consumption, for its oil, and for its manurial usefulness, and 
it is anticipated that the imports to England for the coming 
year will be in the neighborhood of 600,000 tons.”

1130. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Oil-seed products in Germany. No. 3674. p. 1-4. Dec. 31.
• Summary: “Hamburg market for oil-cake meal and 
vegetable oils: Special Agent Julien L. Brodé, writing from 
Hamburg, Germany, under date of December 3, 1909, gives 
the following information concerning market conditions and 
prices in that city for meals and oils from various seeds.”
 “The Germans are not taking very kindly to the soya-
bean meal. It is thought that possibly 25,000 tons of the 
meal have been bought, but most of it will go to the extreme 
northern section around the port of Esbjerg, between which 
and England there is direct and frequent steamship service, 
and the buyers are easily accommodated as to quantity and 
time of shipment. The English mills are sending out bullish 
letters concerning this product, stating they are sold far 
ahead, but all seem to be willing to sell small quantities of 
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a hundred tons or so for prompt shipment. It is diffi cult to 
get an idea of the quantities of soya bean meal and cake that 
are yet unsold, and that will yet be manufactured during 
the season. It is reported in Hamburg that freight has been 
booked for 200,000 tons of soya beans for January and 
February shipment from Chinese ports to England. If this is a 
fact, it looks as if there will be suffi cient soya-bean products 
to go around for some time yet to come.
 “Prices and quantities of soya bean and peanut meal: 
Present prices of the soya bean meal are from $32.40 to 
$33.40 per long ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance, and freight] 
Hamburg. Prices vary according to the analysis guaranteed 
and the time of shipment. Nearby shipment is bringing a 
premium over later shipment. The meal, when it is ground 
from the cake, contains about 7 per cent oil and 41 per cent 
protein. Some of the mills, by a chemical process, extract 
90 per cent of this oil, leaving only about 1 per cent fat in 
the meal. This quality of meal sells between 50 cents and 
75 cents per ton lower than the meal which has not been so 
treated. The treatment changes very little the appearance of 
the meal.
 Peanut meal is popular in Germany with many of the 
farmers, and is used in rations for dairy cows. Farmers like 
to mix it with the cotton-seed meal. They claim that the two 
give better results when fed together than either will give 
when fed singly.”
 The various seed cakes are then compared: sesame, 
palm-nut, corn, rape-seed, and soya-bean. “Soya-bean meal, 
it is thought, will not infl uence the feedstuff situation to any 
great extent in Germany, and unless the peanut meal comes 
on the market in great quantities high prices of oil meals will 
continue to rule throughout the season. However, German 
farmers will not be compelled to use so much oil meal this 
season, as there is an abundance of damaged corn and barley 
in the country, and Russian barley is being offered freely at 
reasonable prices.”
 The German oil market is then discussed and the price 
of each of 11 oils is given; soybean oil is not mentioned.
 The German market for oil cake or oil-cake meal is then 
discussed and the price of each of 9 kinds of meal and cake 
is given for 1906, 1907, 1908, and 1909; neither soybean 
meal or cake is mentioned. Address: Hamburg, Germany.

1131. Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 1909. Germans and 
soya beans (Letter to the editor). Dec. 31. p. 7, col. 7.
• Summary: “Mr Ferens points to what is a fact, namely, 
that the prevailing import duty levied by Germany on 
beans at present gives our products from the Soya bean 
an advantageous market in Germany, but will Mr Ferens 
guarantee that Germany will permit this state of things to 
continue? This is the important question! With Tariff Reform 
we should be in a position to arrange a bargain, and so 
secure some assurance of continued business. As we stand 
at present, with our one-sided Free Trade, we are helpless 

protect ourselves against any counter-move the Germans 
may make to capture the industry.
 I am. Sir, etc., H.E.G.N.
 “December 1909.”
 Note: See article about Mr. Ferens in the Dec. 29 issue 
of this newspaper, p. 4, col. 3.

1132. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1909. The soy 
bean. 16(9):735-39. Dec. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is a good revue of the literature. Contents: 
Soy bean production in Northern China [Manchuria]. 
Composition of soy beans. Feeding experiments with soy 
bean cake (designed to test the comparative feeding value of 
soybean cake and decorticated cotton cake). Use of soy bean 
cake for feeding.
 The soy bean has recently come into prominence in the 
United Kingdom as a “feeding stuff.” The beans imported 
to the UK during the past year “have come from Manchuria 
through the ports of Dalny, Vladivostock [Vladivostok] and 
Newchwang.” No precise information is available on the 
area under cultivation, although it is large; “given suffi cient 
inducement, a considerable increase in the supply is likely to 
take place.”
 Production: “The total production of [soy] beans in 
Southern Manchuria, which is served by the ports of Dalny 
and Newchwang, is stated to have been 580,000 tons in 1907 
and 830,000 tons in 1908, while in Northern Manchuria the 
Vice-Consul reports that the crop in 1908 probably amounted 
to 900,000 tons, and the prospects for the crop in 1909 
indicate a yield [production] larger possibly by twenty per 
cent. The beans from Northern Manchuria come through 
Vladivostock. Spot prices in London on November 25th 
were reported to be about £7 10s. a ton for soy beans, and £6 
12s. 6d. [6 pounds 12 shillings 6 pence] for soy bean cake. 
The continental demand is large.”
 Composition: A table (p. 736) gives analyses of the 
composition of seven samples of soy beans (yellow, green, 
black, green, yellow, brown, and yellow). The beans contain 
9.9 to 11.1% moisture, 35.4 to 41.2% albuminoids, 15.6 to 
18.1% oily substance, and 4.3 to 5.8% woody fi bre. “The 
analysis of sample No. 1 was made by Mr. S.H. Collins, 
lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, Armstrong College, while 
samples 2 to 7 were analysed by Mr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc., 
Liverpool University. The fi rst six were all Chinese beans, 
but No. 7 was grown in West Africa*.” (Footnote: * Edie, 
E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool 
University, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics, 
Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8).
 “On arrival in this country the oil is extracted from the 
beans by pressure, and the residue forms the soy bean cake 
or meal used for feeding cattle... Much of the cake sold is 
guaranteed to contain 6 per cent. of oil and 40 per cent. of 
albuminoids; decorticated cotton cake usually contains 8 to 
10 per cent of oil and 45 per cent. of albuminoids...”
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 A second table (p. 737) gives analyses of the 
composition of six samples of Manchurian [soy] bean 
cake. Analyses 1-3 are by Acting Vice Consul Gordon in 
Manchuria, Analysis No. 4 is by Mr. S.H. Collins; No. 5 by 
Prof. Kinch, of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, 
and No. 6 by Mr. James Hendrick. The cake contains 11.3 
to 19.2% moisture, 41.7 to 45.0% albuminoids, 6.0 to 9.8% 
oily substance, and 3.9 to 6.7% vegetable fi bre. “Some 
of the cake and cake-meal which is being sold has had 
the oil extracted from it by means of a solvent, instead of 
by pressure. In such cases only 1½ to 2½ per cent. of oil 
remains.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the term “soy bean cake” to refer to ground, 
defatted soybeans. Address: England.

1133. Ker, W.P. 1909. China. Report for the year 1909 on the 
trade of China. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4386. 76 p. Dec. 
See p. 57-58.
• Summary: A table (p. 5-6) lists 36 major Chinese [and 
Manchurian] port cities and 15 provinces in China, and the 
estimated populations of each. Cities with population of 
600,000 or greater are: Canton 900,000, Hankow 820,000, 
Tientsin 800,000, Shanghai 651,000, Foochow 624,000, 
Chunking 610,000.
 A table (p. 6) lists the estimated foreign population of 
China during the year 1908: Japanese 44,143, Russian 9,520, 
British 9,043, German 3,637, American 3,545... Total 77,960.
 “Beans. Although Japan is the destination of most of the 
beans and bean cake exported from China, one of the most 
interesting features of the trade of China in 1908 was the 
commencement of the export on a large scale of the ‘soya’ 
bean of Manchuria direct to Europe. The fi rst season of this 
trade only began in November, so that the full effect of the 
new development is not apparent in the customs fi gures. 
The port of Dalny, or Dairen as it is now called, is the chief 
seat of the export for Europe. It is estimated that during 
the season which began in November, 1908, and closed in 
June, 1909, over 152,000 tons of beans were shipped from 
Dairen to Europe, declared mostly for Liverpool, Hull and 
Bremen. The number of vessels employed for this purpose 
was 25. During the same period the export of beans from 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is stated to have been over 
143,000 tons, of which 65,000 tons were shipped in June. 
More than half the quantity shipped from Vladivostock went 
to the United Kingdom. A well-known Japanese fi rm [Mitsui 
& Co.] was the fi rst in the fi eld for the export from Dairen, 
and is said to have made enormous profi ts, but three or four 
British fi rms soon followed and took a considerable share 
of the business, dispatching perhaps nearly 40 per cent. of 
the whole quantity. There is great demand in the United 
Kingdom for seed oil for machinery, soap-making, cooking 
and other purposes, and I understand that the demand for 

beans in the United Kingdom was stimulated by a shortage 
in the supply of cotton seeds from India and Egypt. The 
effi cacy of beans for cattle food has also been proved in 
the United Kingdom. Excellent crops in Manchuria, low 
prices in gold for the produce and cheap freights made a 
combination of circumstances favourable for the trade, such 
as cannot reasonably be expected to occur frequently, and the 
purchase of beans in the interior is, I am told, an operation 
involving no small diffi culty and fi nancial risk. However, 
the prospects for next season’s bean trade are, on the whole, 
bright.
 “Hankow [in Hupeh province, on the Yangtze River, 
585 miles upstream from Shanghai] also is the outlet of 
a great bean-producing district, but in its competition 
for direct export to Europe it is handicapped by a much 
heavier freight, 1l. 15s. [l. = £] per ton against 19s. per ton 
(rising afterwards to 1l. 6s.) from Dairen. Moreover, I am 
informed that some experimental shipments of Yangtse 
[Yangtze River] beans made in the autumn of 1908 turned 
out unsuccessful, the beans from the damper climate of 
Central China, although looking just as good when shipped 
as Manchurian beans, becoming mouldy on the voyage. An 
increase in the export of beans is noted also at Chinkiang 
[Chen-Chiang, in Kiangsu province, on the Yangtze River 43 
miles downstream from Nanking].
 “Bean cake is exported chiefl y from Newchwang. The 
export there increased from some 4,300,000 cwts. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in 1907 to some 5,400,000 
cwts. in 1908, and in spite of an increasing export from 
Dairen, Japan took 78 per cent. of this amount, the same 
as in the two previous years.” A table (p. 56-57), titled 
“Principal Exports from China, chiefl y to Asiatic Countries 
(India excepted),” shows the articles exported (incl. bean 
cake and beans), averages for the years 1903-07, 1907, 1908, 
and increases or decreases in 1908 compared with 1907 and 
the average of 1903-07. For bean cake: Average 1903-07: 
3,702,537 cwts. 1907: 4,978,588 cwts. 1909: 9,321,582 cwts. 
Address: Commercial Attaché to His Majesty’s [British] 
Legation at Peking.

1134. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1909. 
Soya bean traffi c. No. 351. p. 65-67. Dec.
• Summary: In the section titled “China: Large profi ts to 
several concerns handling them,” Vice-Consul Gordon 
Paddock of Harbin, Manchuria, states: “The exports of these 
beans in the raw state to England was initiated in this district 
by the Mitsui Company, one of the most important Japanese 
mercantile concerns, which is said to have made over 
1,000,000 yen ($498,000) in this business alone within the 
last year. More recently, since the beginning of 1909, several 
British concerns engaged in business in China, have become 
interested in the export of these beans to England.” These 
include such important concerns as Jardine, Matheson & Co. 
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(Limited), and Samuel Samuel & Co. (Limited) of London. 
“No large Chinese concern has thus far been interested in the 
export of these beans from this district.”
 The section titled “United Kingdom” states: “There 
is every prospect of the bean trade in North Manchuria 
developing into a complicated and highly speculative 
business... American fi rms have recently entered the market. 
German fi rms, in view of the repeal of the duty on beans 
in Germany, will undoubtedly buy largely; while a well-
known Japanese fi rm, by far the largest operators till now, 
were believed to be preparing for export on an even larger 
scale than hitherto. The tendency promises to be for Chinese 
merchants to get the business into their own hands, buying 
from the local producers and selling again to the European 
fi rms.”
 The section titled “Liverpool: Experiments in Europe 
of mixing with fl our, etc.” states: “Oil millers of Liverpool 
are disposed to regard the products of the soya bean as 
additional articles of trade and not as competing to replace 
the manufactures of cotton seed... The fi rst complete cargo 
of soya beans that arrived in the United Kingdom reached 
Liverpool February 14, 1909, and the interest in this new 
industry has grown apace since then.” An expert Liverpool 
baker, as an experiment, has made a blend of soya fl our and 
wheat fl our for use as a “soya dog biscuit... A few German 
millers are reported to have mixed soya and rye fl our in 
experiments in the making of the blackbread of that country, 
and local experimenters her [in Liverpool] are experimenting 
with a blend to improve their own brown bread.
 “A vegetable cheese [tofu] is known to be produced 
from the caseine [casein] that the bean contains, but this 
has not advanced from the experimental to the commercial 
stage.”
 It is “stated that one of the large shipowners of 
Liverpool contemplates the introduction of the soya bean 
into West Africa, where soil and labor conditions are thought 
to be particularly favorable to the growth of good crops. This 
enterprise is cited as a parallel to the British cotton growing 
movement at its inception, and some measure of the same 
success is confi dently predicted for it.
 “Soya Bean Growing for Africa.” Consul Horace Lee 
Washington of Liverpool “reports that several British fi rms 
displayed in the Liverpool offi ce of a large shipping concern 
samples of soya-bean products. These samples are to be sent 
to the Calabar and Lagos [Nigeria] agricultural exhibitions, 
in order to encourage the cultivation of these beans in West 
Africa for transport to Liverpool. The samples consist of 
edible and crude oil, fl our (for bread making), meal, biscuits, 
oil cake, soap, and a substitute for coffee.
 “Russia: High Cost of Transportation Restricts Their 
Use.” Consul Hernando de Sota, of Riga [as of 1994, the 
capital of Latvia] “writes that high freight rates on shipments 
from Manchuria to that district will probably prevent it use 
to any large extent. He says: ‘The Manchurian soya bean has 

until the present date neither been imported into nor exported 
from the ports of this consular district. Some time ago one of 
the largest mills in this city purchased from Manchuria a few 
carloads of the bean for the purpose of making experiments 
in converting the bean into cake.” However “on account 
of the high cost of transportation over the Siberia road, by 
which the bean could not be delivered at Riga for less than 
1.20 rubles (62 cents) per pood (36 pounds), the business 
would not be profi table.”
 Note 1. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 
2005) concerning soybeans in Latvia. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Latvia (1909) 
(one of two documents).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans/soya in connection with (but not yet in) 
Nigeria. Address: Washington, DC.

1135. Cumberland and Westmorland Farm School (Newton 
Rigg), Annual Report. 1909. Soy-bean cake as a food for 
cows. For the year 1909-10. *
• Summary: Three cows and three heifers after their fi rst 
calf were used in this trial, which lasted for 12 weeks. They 
were all at an early stage of their milking period, and, as the 
milk naturally declined in quality in the course of the trial, 
it was decided to feed soy-bean cake during the fi rst and last 
three weeks, and decorticated cotton cake, with which it was 
compared, during the middle six weeks. The daily ration of 
each cow was: 49 lb swedes or 42 lb mangolds, 14 lb hay, 
7 lb oat straw, 4 lb crushed oats, and either 4 lb soy-bean 
cake or 4 lb decorticated cotton cake. The results on the milk 
yield were: First 3 weeks on soy-bean cake produced 315 
gallons of milk containing 3.7% butterfat. Middle 6 weeks 
on decorticated cotton cake produced 527 gallons of milk 
containing 3.9% butterfat. Last 3 weeks on soy-bean cake 
produced 225 gallons of milk containing 4.1% butterfat.
 The total milk yield with soy bean cake was thus 540 
gallons, and with decorticated cotton cake 527 gallons, the 
average percentage of butter-fat being the same with both 
kinds. The cows lost weight slightly in the early weeks when 
giving their largest quantity of milk, but gained towards the 
end.

1136. Royal Agricultural College (Cirencester), Scientifi c 
Bulletin. 1909. Soy bean cake as a food for milch cows. No. 
1. Copy all pages in article. *
• Summary: “Six cows were selected from the College herd, 
and divided up into two lots of three each, care being taken 
that the age, period of lactation, and quantities of milk per 
day were as nearly equal as possible. The cows were turned 
out to the grass on April 5, and the experiment lasted from 
April 12 to May 9. The daily rations were 35 lb. pulped 
mangolds, 6 lb. to 8 lb. chaff, 2 lb. ground oats, 1 lb. bran, 
and a small allowance of hay. Lot 1 received, in addition, 4 
lb. soya bean cake, and Lot 2 4 lb. decorticated cotton cake; 
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the bean cake contained 6 per cent of oil and 40 per cent of 
albuminoids (proteid matter), and cost £6 10s. per ton, while 
the cotton cake contained 8 per cent of oil and 34 per cent of 
albuminoids, and cost £7 10s. per ton.
 “The yield of milk appeared to be little affected by the 
kind of cake used. The percentage of butter fat in the case of 
the bean cake remained almost constant, a slight increase, if 
anything, being noticed; with the decorticated cotton cake 
the percentage of butter fat had a tendency to fall.
 “The butter produced by the bean cake was of a soft 
oily nature and quickly churned, but it yielded well. It was, 
however, of a decidedly paler colour and somewhat inferior 
fl avour as compared with that from cotton cake. The butter 
produced by the decorticated cotton cake was hard, and took 
a longer time to churn. The yield, however, was not so good 
as from the bean cake. No difference in laxative effect or 
otherwise was observed in the two cakes.
 “Another experiment on a small scale was carried out 
at the Harper Adams Agricultural College, with two rather 
delicate heifers, to test the question of the possibility of this 
cake having any detrimental effect on animals. Increasing 
quantities up to 7 lb. a day were given to one animal without 
any ill effects, and the cake was eaten with relish. The other 
heifer was fed on a patent cake, and then a sudden change 
made to soya bean cake, and in this case also no difference 
was observed.”
 In another experiment Molascuit meal was fed to two 
lots of three cows along with soy bean cake and other feeds.
 Note: this is the earliest document seen that mentions 
the term “mangold,” which is also called mangel (a term 
fi rst used in 1856), mangel-wurzel, mangold-wurzel, swede 
turnips, or (in the original German) Mangelwurzel. It is 
a large, coarse yellow to reddish orange beet extensively 
grown as a feed for cattle.

1137. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products. 
Special Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. 35 p. 
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: An outstanding, comprehensive report. 
Contents: Introduction. I. Countries of production. China: 
Newchang (Varieties of beans and amount produced {in 
centals [hundredweights; 1 cental = 112 pounds]}, methods 
of cultivating and harvesting, prices and exports, shipments 
to Europe–use by natives), Dalny (Manufacture of bean cake 
and oil, preparing the cake, expressing the oil and wages 
paid, freight charges to Dalny, exports, stock on hand, and 
prices), Chefoo (Beans imported for cake manufacture, 
quantity and value of output, bean vermicelli made by a 
peculiar process [from the small green bean lü tou {mung 
bean}], preparation of beans, drying of product and prices 
[for vermicelli]), Shanghai (Extent of export trade in beans), 
Shantung (manufacture of bean oil and cake, harvesting and 
pressing, shipping and prices), Swatow, Tientsin (Exports 

of raw beans, shipments of bean cake, extent of trade at 
Tientsin). Tables (p. 5) show prices and exports of soya 
beans, bean cake and bean oil at Newchang for the years 
1905-1908. Japan: Cost of production and prices (of soya 
beans, quite detailed), imports of beans and cakes, use of 
the bean as food (shoyu, miso, tofu, koya-tofu, natto, fl our), 
Kobe (Beans as human food {eaten boiled with a little soy 
[sauce], “made into bean curd, and a kind of sauce made of 
wheat, beans, and salt”}–small exports {“The total exports 
of beans, pease, and pulse [incl. soy] in 1908 were valued at 
$25,971, of which about $24,000 worth went to Hawaii, the 
United States, and Canada for use by the Japanese residents 
in those countries as an article of food”}, manufacture of 
cake), Nagasaki (Production of beans, imports of beans–
market prices). Shipments from Vladivostok * [Russia, of 
soybeans probably grown in Manchuria] (Fluctuations in 
prices, shipments during present season, immense shipments 
planned next season (by Mitsui)).
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 “It is the intention of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest 
exporter from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of beans 
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity 
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next 
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be 
made against the control of Mitsui Bussan Kaisha as the 
Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the 
European market without the aid of the Japanese” (p. 18).
 Tables show: The quantities and value of soya beans, 
soya-bean cake, and bean oil imported into Japan during 
the year 1908 (p. 15). The soya bean harvests (in bushels) 
reported in various Japanese districts (p. 16).
 II. Markets. Denmark: Experimental imports made, 
views of an importer. France: High duties prevent 
importation of soya beans, soya-bean fl our bread used by 
diabetics, unknown in Calais district. Germany: Danger 
of feeding cattle on soya-bean products, oil value–prices 
at Hamburg, comparative food value of the bean. Italy: 
Beans imported and cultivated in limited quantities, prices 
of soya products–American cotton-seed oil, not imported 
into Catania, home products supply Piedmont district. 
Netherlands: A great future for the soya-bean trade predicted, 
prices of the bean and bean cake, soya cake as cattle feed, 
manufacture of soya-bean products begun, English soya-
bean cake defective. Norway: Imports of soya-bean meal and 
cotton-seed meal. Russia: Beans and products unsatisfactory 
as feeding stuffs. Spain: Soya bean unknown in Valencia 
district [They are neither cultivated nor imported in this 
district]. Straits Settlements [Singapore and Malaya]. 
Sweden: Soya-bean products introduced through England. 
Comparative value of cattle feed [work by Nils Hansson 
of Sweden], comparative prices of feed stuffs. Turkey. 
England: Liverpool (Conversion of the soya bean into cake 
and meal), Plymouth (Soya cake and meal extensively 
consumed), Southampton (The bean appreciated as a fattener 
and as a dairy ration, the soya bean as human food [for 
use in diabetic diets]). Ireland: Chinese bean products are 
favorably received, soya bean introduced in Belfast, small 
imports at Cork. Scotland: Statistics as to use in Dunfermline 
not available, test of feeding value of soya cake [by Prof. 
Douglas A. Gilchrist], Edinburgh mills making experiments 
(based on 1909 report 1909 of U.S. Consul Rufus Fleming 
from Edinburgh).
 III. Competitive American exports. Tables (p. 35) 
show exports for 1907, 1908, and 1909 of cotton-seed 
meal, cotton-seed oil, and cottolene, lardine [not defi ned: 
presumably shortening made from cottonseed oil], etc. to 
major countries, especially in Europe.
 The Introduction notes: “In compliance with requests 
from manufacturers of cotton-seed products in the United 
States, who desired that an investigation be made of the 
production and use of the soya bean and its manufacturers 
in the Far East and of the extent to which they compete with 
American cotton-seed products in the European markets, the 

reports following have been submitted by consular offi cers in 
the various countries concerned...
 “The reports of the consular offi cers have been placed 
in two groups, the fi rst having to do with the countries that 
produce the soya bean and the second with the countries 
that are sought as markets. Statistics as to the imports of 
soya-bean products in many European countries were 
not available at the time the reports were submitted, but 
inasmuch as the prices quoted were generally lower than for 
other seed products, emphasis has been laid on the relative 
merits of the two classes of goods as shown by experiments 
and analyses in these countries. These manufacturers will 
have to work in meeting this new competition.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybean products (oil or meal) in Turkey, 
Denmark, Ireland, the Middle East, or Sweden (one of two 
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported in 
any of these countries. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybean products in the Middle East or Turkey 
(1909).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soya-bean fl our.” 
Address: Chief of Dep.

1138. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Denmark (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 19. Erroneously numbered Special 
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Experimental imports made. In transmitting the 
following information Vice-Consul-General Victor Juhler, 
of Copenhagen, says that it is reported that considerable 
quantities of soya cake have been ordered in England for 
future delivery.
 The small quantities of soya cake imported during the 
last few months have been as an experiment, in comparison 
with other seed cakes, and the results obtained will largely 
infl uence future imports. At the present time there are no 
statistics to be had on this question. The prices for the soya 
cake are lower than those for seed cakes, being $31.50 per 
ton, as compared with $32.50 for sunfl ower cake and $33.25 
for cotton-seed cake. All prices are c.e.f. Copenhagen.
 “Views of an importer. An importer of cotton-seed 
products in Aarhus, Denmark, under date April 5, furnishes 
information in regard to market conditions in Denmark for 
the sale of those products.
 “Up to the present time sunfl ower cakes have been the 
strongest competitor of cotton-seed cakes...
 “English oil mills have for several months been offering 
cakes made of soya beans. They have a prime quality 
which is almost white, and a lower grade a little darker 
than the middle. The price for the middle quality is about 
127 shillings ($30.76) c.i.f. Denmark, shipment during the 
summer months. The cake contains about 6 per cent oil and 
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about 40 per cent albuminoids, and this article is offered in 
large quantities. Although importation began but recently, 
nearly 200,000 tons are said to have been shipped already [to 
England]... The beans are said to contain but little oil, and the 
sale of the cake must cover most of the cost. Danish oil mills 
are already out for buying these beans, and some cargoes 
of cake from England have been bought. A cargo has been 
worked at 128 shillings ($31), 48 per cent protein and fat 
guaranteed. Of this cake only about 5 per cent is oil, which 
is an advantage, as consumers prefer the higher proportion of 
protein.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning 
soybean products (soya cake) in Denmark (one of two 
documents); soybeans as such have not yet been reported. 
From the sentence that begins, “Danish oil mills are already 
out for buying these beans” we cannot be sure that soybeans 
as such have arrived in Denmark. Address: Chief of Dep.

1139. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Ireland (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 31. Erroneously numbered Special 
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Chinese bean products are favorably received: 
Vice-Consul A.D. Piatt, writing from Dublin under date of 
May 10, tells of the introduction of soya-bean products into 
Ireland:
 “The importation of soya-bean cake and meal 
from Glasgow [Scotland] and Liverpool to Dublin has 
commenced, but it is too soon to say how much this new 
trade will affect that of cotton-seed products. The manager of 
one of the largest fi rms in Ireland importing the latter states 
that in his opinion the trade in cotton-seed cake, cotton-seed 
meal, and cotton-seed oil would be very seriously affected 
by the soya-bean trade, due partly to the merits of the soya 
bean and partly to the fact that the cotton-seed products are 
so often adulterated by American exporters that they are not 
as valuable as they should be... He added that he got from 46 
to 47 per cent of albuminoids from soya-bean cake, while the 
average now obtained from cotton-seed cake was only from 
38 to 42 per cent... He also said that from samples of soya 
beans he had obtained as much as 18 per cent of oil...
 “Consul Samuel S. Knabenshue, of Belfast, says that the 
soya bean is just being introduced into Belfast, the supplies 
of the raw beans and of soya cake or meal being obtained 
from Liverpool. These products can not be said to be fairly 
on the market; dealers here are endeavoring to interest 
farmers. The prices f.o.b. Liverpool for Belfast are: Soya 
meal, $31.63 per ton; cake, $29.20 per ton; soya beans, raw, 
$1.52 per cwt... [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds].
 “There are no establishments in this consular district for 
the extraction of vegetable oils, and the soya bean, cake, and 
meal will be used only as food for livestock.
 “Consul H.S. Culver, of Cork, says that soya-bean cake, 

lately introduced into this market, is on sale by two dealers 
in Cork, and while they advertise the product as cheaper and 
better than cotton-seed meal and cake, when pressed for a 
comparison with the latter product they admit they are as yet 
unable to say, owing to the limited quantity sold, whether 
it will prove as satisfactory as the cotton-seed cake. That it 
is cheaper is evidenced by the fact that it sells at from $5 to 
$6 per ton less than the cotton-seed product. The quantity 
imported into this district is evidently very limited, it having 
been on the market less than 60 days.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning soybeans or soybean products (soya-bean cake) 
in Ireland. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Ireland (1909). The source of these soybeans is 
Liverpool, England.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that uses the term “soya meal” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans (one of two documents). Address: 
Chief of Dep.

1140. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Norway (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 24. Erroneously numbered Special 
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Imports of soya-bean meal and cotton-seed 
meal: Consul-General Henry Bordewich, of Christiania 
[renamed Oslo in 1924], reports as follows relative to the 
trade in soya-bean meal and cotton-seed meal in Norway.
 “Soya-bean meal has recently become known to the 
importers of feed stuffs in Christiania, and it threatens to 
become a formidable competitor of cotton-seed meal. It is 
offered in the trade in sacks holding 100 kilos (220 pounds). 
The only importer of the product at Christiania so far is a 
cooperative farmers’ society which has imported 100 tons 
for an experiment. This society prices the soya-bean meal at 
$3.42 per sack of 100 kilos. The price of cotton-seed meal is 
$3.88 to $4.02 per sack of 100 kilos.
 “The English jobbers at Hull offer soya-bean cake in 
bulk, exclusive of sacks, c.i.f. Christiania, at $33.03 per 
English ton; rough meal $1.58 additional, and fi ne meal 
$2.19 additional, less 1 per cent for cash. The product is 
claimed to hold 40 per cent protein and fat and 6 per cent oil. 
The kind sold here, so far, has held only 1 to 1½ per cent oil, 
and has consequently been sold at lower prices than those 
stated. Cotton-seed meal holds 55 to 60 per cent protein and 
fat.
 “Soya oil is offered here as follows per long ton (2,240 
pounds): Crude, $108.51; refi ned, $111.20, c.i.f. Christiania.
 “The import of American cotton-seed meal has been 
from $300,000 to $350,000 per annum. If the new product 
should fi nd favor, it would be detrimental to American 
trade.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning soy 
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products (soya-bean meal) in Norway. Address: Chief of 
Dep.

1141. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Sweden (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 26. Erroneously numbered Special 
Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Soya-bean introduced through England. Vice-
Consul Wilhelm Hartman, of Gothenburg, in transmitting 
the following report on soya-bean products in Sweden, says 
that the soya-bean oil has been used for soap manufacture in 
competition with corn oil, for the reason that corn oil is too 
high priced:
 “It appears that the products of the soya bean are sold 
here by agents of a fi rm in Hull, which has pressing mills at 
that place and at other places in England.
 “On account of the high price of corn oil, and the fact 
that bean oil has been found suitable for soap manufacture, it 
would seem as if the import of the latter is likely to increase, 
if its low price is maintained.
 “The statements as to the quantities already imported 
vary, some claiming that large quantities have been imported, 
while others say that only some trial lots have been received. 
They seem to agree, however, about the fact that bean oil is 
about 2 shillings (48 cents) cheaper per hundredweight (112 
pounds) than corn oil.” Address: Chief of Dep.

1142. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Shipments from Vladivostok (Document part). Special 
Consular Report (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department 
of Commerce and Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 17-18. 
Erroneously numbered Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Consul Lester Maynard, of Vladivostok, 
reports that the fi rst important shipments of soya beans to 
Europe through the port took place about a year ago. The 
beans are not grown in Siberia, coming to Vladivostok from 
Manchuria over the Chinese Eastern Railway. The principal 
distributing centers for beans are Harbin and Kuanchentsi 
(Japanese name: Changchun) and the area under cultivation 
is along the South Manchurian Railway and the Chinese 
Eastern Railway.”
 Most of the shipping from Vladivostok has been in 
British bottoms. “Almost two-thirds of the entire crop is 
shipped through Dalny, a small proportion going through 
Newchwang and about one-fi fth of the crop through 
Vladivostok. Dalny is the popular port of shipment, due 
to the fact that it is to 2 days shorter, and there are not the 
formalities to be gone through that are necessary here.”
 “The shipments of [soya] beans through this port during 
the present season, it is estimated, will aggregate 175,932 
tons, or about 19½ per cent of the total crop... Nearly all of 
these shipments have been taken by England.”
 “Immense shipments planned next season: It is the 

intention of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, the largest exporter 
from this port, to ship about 200,000 tons of [soya] beans 
via Vladivostok during 1909 and about double that quantity 
via Dalny. Many large contracts have been made for next 
season, and from present indications a strong effort will be 
made against the control of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, as 
the Chinese are making arrangements to deal direct with the 
European market without the aid of the Japanese.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) that 
mentions the South Manchuria Railway in connection with 
soybeans (one of two documents). Address: Chief of Dep.

1143. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
Germany (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 20-22. Erroneously numbered 
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: The Germans believe that there is a danger 
in feeding soya-bean meal to cattle. According to Consul-
General Robert P. Skinner of Hamburg, “German dealers do 
not expect soya-bean cake and meal to compete seriously 
with other seed products. As Germany imports upward of 
700,000 tons of stock food annually, this market is one 
naturally sought whenever a new food product of this type 
appears. None of the beans, unless perhaps some small 
sample shipments, has been crushed in Germany; but it 
is understood that British crushers have acquired large 
quantities of cheap raw material, and an active effort is made 
to market the meal by setting up rather extravagant claims as 
to its merits and by quoting prices substantially lower than 
the present range of prices for competing foods. In view of 
the evil effects known to result from the direct feeding of 
the soya-bean meal, and the necessity which the importers 
themselves are under in recommending its use in limited 
proportions only, the cotton and corn cake meal dealers in 
Hamburg are not at all alarmed by the vague reports of large 
quantities of soya meal now ready and of unlimited crops of 
soya beans for future use.”
 “Belgian as well as British manufacturers are handling 
the soya beans, crushing them in Europe, and obtaining fi rst-
class products as against the moldy merchandise which was 
formerly offered from eastern Asia [probably Manchuria] 
and which found no important market... The general opinion 
in Hamburg is that soya meal, unless fed with the greatest 
discretion and in very limited quantities, will certainly cause 
colic” but at least one importer praises it highly. Address: 
Chief of Dep.

1144. Carson, John M. 1909. Soya bean and products: 
England (Document part). Special Consular Report (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 41. Part 5. p. 29-31. Erroneously numbered 
Special Consular Reports, Vol. XL.
• Summary: “Defi nite statistics concerning the amount of 
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soya beans recently imported into England do not seem 
to be available. The importation began practically last 
December, when fi ve steamers started from the Far East with 
shipments aggregating 50,000 tons. These were followed by 
other shipments to England and other European countries 
aggregating, it is said, about 400,000 tons. Impetus was 
given to the manufacture of soya-bean products by the fact 
that in 1908 the supplies of linseed and cotton seed were bad 
in Hull, and the crushers welcomed this new source of raw 
material. Several British fi rms of seed-cake manufacturers 
have conducted series of tests to demonstrate the uses to 
which the soya cake, meal, and oil may be put, and it is 
claimed that the results have been eminently satisfactory. The 
seed crushers in England have been very active in seeking 
outlets for their products and have offered it in practically 
every market for such manufactures in Europe.
 “Liverpool: Conversion of the soya bean into cake 
and meal. Consul John L. Griffi th, of Liverpool, furnishes 
the following report concerning the uses of soya beans 
in England, and the likelihood of the cake and meal 
manufactured therefrom competing with American cotton-
seed cake and meal:
 “While it has been impossible to ascertain accurately the 
precise quantity which has been imported into this consular 
district, it will probably aggregate about one-half of the 
total importations. It is the bean itself that is imported, and 
then it is converted in this country into cake and meal for 
cattle-feeding purposes. There are a number of factories in 
Liverpool where this process of conversion is carried on. 
The price of the bean at this port is now (May 13) $30.40 
per ton, which is an increase of $1.82 per ton during the last 
few days. The last quotation in Liverpool for the soya-bean 
cake was $31.62 per ton, and for the meal $29.19 per ton. 
The introduction of the bean has been so recent that it is 
diffi cult to give a reliable forecast as to the future. Much, of 
course, depends upon the price. A valuable oil, used largely 
in the making of soap, is extracted from the bean, and it is 
anticipated that the meal and cake manufactured therefrom 
may compete very seriously with American cotton-seed 
cake and meal, although it is admitted that the best quality 
of the American cotton-seed cake and meal is superior to the 
soya-bean cake and meal, and by reason of that superiority 
it commands a higher price. There is no doubt, however, that 
the soya-bean cake and meal will be used more and more in 
this country, provided a suffi ciently low price is maintained.
 “The fi rst importations of the bean into this consular 
district were not satisfactory, because of the heating of 
the bean in transit, but this defect seems to have been 
overcome in the later importations. It is believed that if 
its use increases, large exportations of the product will be 
made to European countries generally. One contract for 
the exportation of 1,000 tons has already been made in 
Liverpool. [Samples of the soya bean and of soya-bean 
cake manufactured in Liverpool are on fi le in the Bureau of 

Manufactures.]
 “Plymouth: Soya cake and meal extensively consumed. 
Consul Joseph G. Stephens writes that the soya bean and its 
products, oil, meal, and meal cake, are a new commodity 
just being introduced into the Plymouth district. He says 
concerning it:
 “Owing to its cheapness as compared to other similar 
products, it is securing quite an extensive market, although 
reported inferior to American cotton-seed products. The soya 
bean is shipped from Dalny and Vladivostok to London and 
Hull. Here it is reduced to oil, meal, and meal cake, the cake 
as placed on the market containing 9 per cent of oil. As yet 
neither soya oil nor meal has been placed locally for general 
sale. The meal cake for feeding animals is sold by half a 
dozen Plymouth fi rms...”
 “Testing the food values of soya beans and cotton cake: 
According to The Farmer and Stock Breeder, experiments 
have been conducted at the Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester, with the object of testing the feeding value of 
soya-bean cake to milch cows.” “The cost of the soya-bean 
cake was $31.65 per ton of 2,240 pounds, and the analysis 
read 8 per cent oil and 34 per cent albuminoids.” A summary 
of the experiment is given.
 “Southampton: The bean appreciated as a fattener and 
as a dairy ration. Consul Albert W. Swalm, of Southampton, 
furnishes the following report concerning the soya bean in 
the south of England:
 “Where the beans are used for caked food, out of the 
average 18 per cent of oil found in them from 10 to 12 per 
cent is taken, leaving a very nutritious cake, appreciated both 
as a fattener and as a dairy ration...
 “Experimental feeding is being done privately by 
gentlemen farmers. It is thought that the soya bean can be 
grown as a very profi table seed crop in the south of England, 
and several plats have been planted in Hampshire, in an 
experimental way, in the hope of securing a good addition 
to the fodder crop, if not fully matured beans, for sheep and 
cattle. One of the seed-crushing establishments here has a 
consignment on the way which will fi ll the cargo capacity of 
a large steamship, and this plant will take up the beans very 
largely.
 “The soya bean as human food: It is of record that 
some of the leading English physicians have given much 
recognition to the bean as an article of helpful diet in cases 
of diabetes, while it has also been prescribed in certain of 
the large public hospitals for the same disease. Locally the 
soya bean has been used in a domestic way and pronounced 
as good as the best white bean, but requiring several hours 
longer cooking, with a preliminary soaking of about 20 
hours.” Address: Chief of Dep.

1145. Edie, E.S. 1909. Cultivation and uses of soya beans. 
Liverpool: C. Tinling & Co. 7 p.
• Summary: See: Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation and uses of 
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soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of Commercial 
Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 8. Also 
published in Spanish in Mexico (1911). Address: M.A., B.Sc.

1146. Hansson, Nils. 1909. Sojamjöl och sojakakor. Tvänne 
nya ägghvitirika kraftfodermedel [Soybean meal and 
cake. Several new animal feeds]. Kungliga Landtbruks-
Akademiens Handlingar och Tidskrift (Stockholm) 
48(3):272-74. Flygblad No. 11 från Centralanstalten för 
försöksväsendet på jordbruksområdet. [Swe]
• Summary: This is a discussion of the value of these two 
feeding stuffs, soybean meal and soy cake. Analyses of the 
composition of the products were conducted at Stockholm, 
Göteborg, and Malmö. The experimental work was 
conducted in April 1909, using products imported from Hull, 
England.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning 
soybean products (soybean meal and cake) in Sweden (one 
of two documents); soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported. Address: Sweden.

1147. J. of the Royal Horticultural Society (London). 1909. 
French and runner beans at Wisley, 1909. 35:476-85. See p. 
482.
• Summary: “One hundred and fi fteen stocks of dwarf 
French beans... were received for trial. All the dwarf ones 
were sown the third week in April... In most cases the 
germination was excellent.” Listed as the last of the dwarf 
French beans is: “No. 115. Soya bean (A. Dean).–Seed pale, 
round; failed to germinate.”
 Note: This describes an early attempt to grow soybeans 
in England. Many of the other dwarf French beans were 
supplied by Vilmorin. Address: England.

1148. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1909. Chemical technology and 
analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 4th ed. Entirely rewritten 
and enlarged. 3 vols. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. See 
vol. II, p. 122-24. [7 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soja bean oil (Soy-bean 
oil, Bean oil, Chinese bean oil)” (Vol. II, p. 122-24) gives 
details about the soja bean, “a plant indigenous to China, 
Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Formosa, and Indo-China,... The 
seeds contain 18 per cent of oil and about 30-40 per cent of 
proteins. The industry of the soja bean forms one of the most 
important manufactures of Manchuria and Japan.”
 In Manchuria, the expressed meal is made into bean 
cakes (Chinese Téou-fou-tcha) which are exported in large 
numbers. The Japanese make shoyu and miso from soja 
beans. “Efforts have been made to ship soja beans to Europe, 
but on account of the deterioration which they undergo 
on the long voyage, as also on account of the diffi culty 
of disposing of the cakes, attempts in this direction have 
been abandoned.” Two tables give physical and chemical 
characteristics based on the investigations of: (1) Morawski 

and Stingl; (2) De Negri and Fabris; (3) Shukoff (from seed 
grown in an experimental station in South Russia); (4) Lane 
(who found 80.26% of liquid fatty acids).
 Vol. II also discusses many other major and minor oils 
including: Linseed oil (p. 39-60), hemp seed oil (p. 76-77), 
sesamé oil (beniseed oil, gingelli oil, teel oil, p. 167-79), 
almond oil (p. 233-40), and arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut 
oil, ground nut oil, p. 244).
 Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. Address: Ph.D., 
M.A., F.I.C., Consulting and analytical chemist, and 
chemical engineer, examiner in “soap manufacture” and in 
“fats and oils” to the City and Guilds of London Inst.

1149. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. 1909. A new British 
industry. Soya beans, their cultivation and manufacture. 
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 14 p. *
• Summary: The companies that began large-scale 
exportation of soya were Nathanson of Russia and Mitsui & 
Co. of Japan. Various English companies have started this 
trade, including MacGregor & Co. and Jardine, Mathison 
[Matheson] & Co. The authors believes that Messrs. John 
Bibby & Sons, of Liverpool, were the fi rst British importers 
of soy-beans, having received a considerable quantity in 
1908. It wasn’t until the spring of 1909, however, that 
consignments arrived in England in large cargoes. About 
300,000 tons were imported into England in the fi rst 8 
months of 1909. The oil is of a superior kind and fi nds a 
ready sale at high prices for a great variety of purposes, 
including the manufacture of various edible goods, fi ne toilet 
soaps, paint oils, lubrication and lighting oils. An analysis 
of regular yellow soybeans, made by Alfred Smethan, 
of Brunswick Street, Liverpool, indicates that it has the 
following proximate composition: water 12%, oil 17%, 
albuminoids (protein) 38%, carbohydrates 22%, fi ber 5%, 
ash 5%, and sand 1%. Mr. Smethan, in a pamphlet that he 
prepared for the Annual Journal of the Royal Lancashire 
Agricultural Society for 1909, indicated some analyses of the 
soybean, and of the products from mills that produce oil and 
fl our. Note: Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Address: [China].

1150. Lloyd, Arthur. 1909. Every-day Japan. London, New 
York, Toronto and Melbourne: Cassell and Co., Ltd. xvi + 
381 p. See p. 121, 124, 188. Introduction by Count Hayashi. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. With 8 color plates and 96 reproductions 
from photographs.
• Summary: On the title page: “Written after twenty-fi ve 
years’ residence and work in Japan.”
 Chapter 22, “Life in a tea, silk, saké or shoyu district,” 
states (p. 121): “As a striking contrast to the general poverty 
of appearance of districts purely agricultural–i.e. devoted 
to the cultivation of rice and other cereals–we have the 
general aspect of those districts in which tea is the principal 
product, where silkworms are cultivated, or saké and soy 
manufactured. In these districts–known as “Shoyu” districts–
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there is a far larger amount of wealth, and the general 
standard of comfort in all classes is much higher.”
 Continuing on p. 124: “Saké and soy [sauce] (the 
latter the foundation of our Worcestershire sauce) are old-
established industries which have generally been carried 
on by the same families for generations.” Soy is mentioned 
briefl y on p. 128.
 Chapter 35, “Sights and cries in Tokyo streets,” states 
(p. 188-89): The fi rst sounds he hears in the morning are 
those from a Buddhist temple. “Domestic life begins at a 
somewhat later hour, but in the streets I can already hear 
the cry of “Natto, na–tto–!” which tells me that the poor 
are beginning to bestir themselves. Natto is a concoction 
of beans which have been kept until they are beginning 
to go bad. It is said to have a rich tasty fl avour, and to be 
very popular with some sections of the community. It is 
essentially a poor man’s dish. By the time the natto sellers 
have done their business, other itinerant vendors have begun 
their rounds.” Address: M.A., Lecturer in the Imperial Univ., 
Higher Naval College and Higher Commercial School, 
Tokyo. Formerly Fellow of Peterhouse [UK].

1151. Mackintosh, J.; Goodwin, W. 1909. Trial of soya bean 
cake. J. of the South-Eastern Agricultural College (Wye, 
Kent, England) No. 18. p. 225-30.
• Summary: “Conclusions: Soya bean cake is a good and 
palatable food for milk cows, and is eaten readily. When 
fed to the extent of 3 lbs. per head per day along with other 
food-stuffs, it has no noticeable effect on the quantity or 
quality of the milk produced, or on the fl avour, colour or 
consistency of the butter. As regards its effect upon the 
chemical composition of the fat, no changes worth attention 
were shown in the Reichert-Meissl number. It may therefore 
be looked on as a satisfactory, and at its present price, 
an economical addition to the list of concentrated foods 
available for the feeding of dairy stock.”
 Tables show: Average over three weeks of daily milk 
yield in lbs. for basal versus soya cake rations (p. 227). 
Average over three weeks of daily percentage of fat in the 
milk for basal versus soya cake rations (p. 228). Address: 
Wye, Kent, England.

1152. Smethan, Alfred. 1909. Some new feeding stuffs 
and their relative value as cattle foods. Royal Lancashire 
Agricultural Society, Journal. p. 28-45. For the year 1909. 
See p. 29-32, 41.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Beans or China Oil 
Beans” (p. 29-32) begins: “Most notable, perhaps, of the new 
foods is the Soya Bean, which has come meteor-like into this 
country in large quantities during the last year or so.”
 “What circumstances or combination of events have 
made it possible at this particular period for merchants to 
ship the vast quantities of the Beans which have recently 
reached these shores I have not been able to discover, but 

it seems to me that the chief factor is to be found in the 
development of Manchuria by the Japanese as the result of 
the Russo-Japanese war. It is said that during the campaign 
Soya Beans entered largely into the dietary of the Japanese 
army, and, doubtless, during the progress of the war the 
Japanese became familiarised with the Bean-producing 
districts, and the exportation of the surplus supplies is the 
result. Be that as it may, the fact remains that up to the end 
of next August, so I am informed on very good authority, the 
estimated sales in the United Kingdom of the Soya Oil Beans 
may be roughly estimated at 250,000 tons. What the future 
is likely to be is uncertain, but from conversations I have 
had with those who have studied the subject, the general 
impression seems to be that they ‘have come to stay,’ and 
that in the near future at all events the Beans, either whole or 
crushed into cake, will have to be reckoned with as a serious 
competitor of the better known and more generally used 
feeding stuffs.”
 “The direct shipments of Soya Bean Cake–or, as it has 
been hitherto more commonly called, China Bean Cake–
from the East, have so far been spasmodic and small in 
extent, and owing to the ‘heated’ condition in which they 
have arrived, have not been, I should say, a commercial 
success, on account of the relatively low price realized.”
 A table titled “Composition of soya bean cake and 
meal” (p. 32) includes the composition of “China bean cake 
(imported), Soya bean meal, Soya bean cake, Chinese bean 
cake (rolled or crushed), and Manchurian bean cake.”
 Soy is also mentioned in the “Appendix” (p. 39-45), 
a long table that gives the composition of many feeds: 
Soya beans, Soya bean cake, Soya bean meal (p. 41). Also 
includes (p. 44-45): Sesame cake, Benniseed (sesame) 
cake, Til seed (sesame) cake, Ground nut cake (earth nut), 
Gingelly and Niger seed cake, Pea nut cake (American), 
Sago fl our, Hemp seed cake. Address: The Society’s 
consulting agricultural chemist.

1153. Voelcker, J. Augustus. 1909. Annual report for 1909 of 
the consulting chemist. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society 
of England 70:339-52. See p. 345-46.
• Summary: “The most marked features of the year as 
concerns the supply of feeding materials has been the general 
rise of price of these, particularly in linseed cake, and the 
introduction of a new article–Soya bean cake.”
 Gross adulteration of offals with sawdust, gypsum, etc. 
is now being prosecuted under the “Fertilizers and Feedings 
Stuffs Act” and heavy penalties levied against the principal 
offending fi rms, so that this spurious trade has almost 
completely been abandoned.
 On pages 345-46 are analyses of the composition of 
soya bean and soya bean cake, now being imported on a 
large scale mainly from Manchuria. In terms of manurial 
value, Soya bean cake “should be classed with decorticated 
cotton cake, to which it is equal, or very nearly so, in 
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manurial value.” Address: 22 Tudor St., London, E.C.

1154. Wing, Joseph E. 1909. Alfalfa farming in America. 
Chicago, Illinois: Sanders Publishing Co. 480 p. See p. 160. 
Index. 21 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: The frontispiece (facing the title page) shows a 
portrait of Joseph E. Wing as a fairly young man. This is an 
excellent, detailed book. The lengthy introduction (p. 3-45) 
tells the story of how he discovered alfalfa, and its many 
benefi ts to agriculture. It begins: “In March, 1886, the writer, 
a tall awkward young man fresh from the fi elds of Ohio, was 
traveling by rail through Utah. Near Provo he began to see 
snug farms with trees, meadows, orchards, granaries, and 
haystacks.”
 The green hay in the stacks was freshly cut lucern, or 
alfalfa, which had not spread much east of the valleys of 
Utah. Lucern was the old European word, whereas alfalfa 
was the Spanish word that had come with the crop from Chili 
[Chile] to California. He learned that alfalfa was taken to 
Latin America from Europe (mainly Spain). It came to the 
western United States from Chili by way of California in 
1851–during the Gold Rush.
 Next the boy lived for a time in Salt Lake City and cared 
for his uncle’s cow. She was fed on alfalfa and gave large 
amounts of milk. Then he worked on a cattle ranch along the 
Green River, where it meets the Price River in Utah. There 
he learned more about alfalfa.” Includes long chapters on 
history (p. 46-77), varieties (p. 78-83), habit of growth (p. 
84-96) etc. Joe Wing pioneered the introduction of alfalfa to 
Ohio and the Midwest.
 In the chapter titled “Manures and humus in soil” (p. 
150-75) are sections on cowpeas (the pea vines smother 
weeds), turning under green cowpeas, the soy bean, crimson 
clover, and melilotus or sweet clover. The section on “The 
soy bean” states (p. 160-61): “An easier crop to grow than 
the cowpea is the soy bean, and it is also a soil enricher and 
affords much humus when turned under. Soy beans are of 
many sorts. The large growing kinds, like the Mammoth 
Yellow, make the most vegetation for turning under, while 
the smaller growing sorts make most seed in northern 
latitudes... To get a money crop out of soy beans and yet 
have a lot of humus-making material is easy. One does it 
with hogs, turning them in after the bean crop is mature 
and letting them harvest the beans. Afterward the stems 
remaining with many leaves will be plowed down.
 “Soy beans respond well to fertilization with phosphatic 
fertilizers. The larger grows the soil-building crop, whether 
of soy beans, cowpeas, crimson clover or anything else, 
the larger the alfalfa will grow after it. Therefore fertilizer 
applied to the cover crop is all to the good.”
 Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is a deep-rooted European 
leguminous plant grown for hay and forage. Originating in 
Italy, it has two names in English. The older name “lucerne” 
or “lucern,” still the plant’s main name in British English, 

derives from the French luzerne and comes from a river 
valley in northern Italy; it was fi rst used in English in 1626. 
The newer name, alfalfa (fi rst used in 1845) comes from 
the Spanish, and is a modifi cation of the Arabic dialect al-
fasfasah the alfalfa.
 Cow’s who eat alfalfa, give abundant milk. It is easy to 
grow, but the soil must be inoculated the fi rst time it is grown 
in a new fi eld. Immediately after harvest, it is piled in big 
cocks and left there to dry.
 Joe Wing returned home just before Christmas, 1889, 
and his aging father offered him the run-down family farm 
named Woodland Farm (p. 17-21). He hesitated, then decided 
to try an experiment. After some temporary setbacks, he 
found that alfalfa also grew well in Ohio. After years of hard 
work, he made the family farm profi table. He soon came to 
believe that alfalfa, fed to lambs, and grown with corn, could 
rejuvenate old farms in the Midwest. Most Midwestern crops 
are “affected vastly by the vicissitudes of the weather. Alfalfa 
once rooted in dry rich soil has the permanence of the wild 
native things.” The deep roots were unaffected by drouths. 
Manure from the lambs was used to fertilize the fi elds. Joe 
Wing soon devoted his life to sharing what he had learned 
about alfalfa with other farmers in the Midwest.
 “These two crops, corn and alfalfa, constitute almost 
all that is grown on Woodland Farm, excepting a few 
acres of soy beans and the blue grass pastures,...” (p. 44). 
Address: Staff Correspondent of The Breeder’s Gazette, 
[Mechanicsburg, Ohio].

1155. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1910. Soya 
bean oil for paint-making. 37:65. Jan. 1.
• Summary: This detailed, half-page article in this London 
journal is extracted from Oil, Paint, and Drug Reporter, New 
York, Dec. 20, 1909.

1156. New York Times. 1910. Why “Everything costs so 
much.” How a rise in the price f one commodity forces up 
others. Jan. 2. p. SM2.
• Summary: Cottonseed “oil has reached its record in 
price,... caused both by the by the increase in the cost of meat 
animals and their fats and the high price of cotton. It is used 
in the manufacture of oleomargarine and compound lard, and 
in cooking and salad oils for all kinds.
 “It has always been used in the manufacture of soap, but 
it has not become so expensive that the manufacturers have 
been obliged to abandon it.”
 “The effect on soap has been that the manufacturers 
have been obliged to use cheaper oils. With cottonseed oil up 
to 50 cents a gallon, the soapmakers have been forced to use 
such materials as peanut oil. Even this is too high, and now 
they are importing from Manchuria an oil which hitherto 
Americans have condemned and refused to use for any 
purpose.
 “The soya bean is the staple product in Manchuria, 
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and is as cheap there as dirt, which is what recommends it 
to the desperate soapmakers. From this bean a rancid and 
loud-smelling oil is made. It has never been heard of in 
America as an article of commerce, but the soapmakers are 
now importing it in large quantities. The beans are shipped 
to England and crushed there at Hull and other cities, and 
then the oil is sent to America. In the hunt for cheapness, 
however, the Pacifi c Coast has begun the direct importation 
of the beans and attending to the crushing on its own 
account.
 “No more impressive illustration of the way high prices 
are affecting American life could be given than the fact that 
we have to go all the way to Manchuria to get the poorest 
and lowest grade of material.”

1157. Jones, W.J. 1910. Manchurian development: The 
railways and the beans. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New 
Zealand). Jan. 3. p. 4.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A progressive company. 
The possibilities of the line. Refreshing solicitude. The 
ubiquitous [soja] bean. The processes of distribution. What 
the bean produces. The future of the beans.
 Introduction: “Were any justifi cation required for 
Dairen’s existence as a city of importance it would be found 
in the fact that the splendid town which Russia established 
and Japan has improved is the headquarters of the South 
Manchurian Railway and the outlet for practically all the 
beans exported from the districts south of the Sungari 
river. The railway carries the beans, and the beans in return 
provide the Company with a material portion of its revenue. 
It is a fair exchange and as a result of the processes Dairen 
benefi ts. The South Manchurian Railway Company has been 
in existence for three years, being organised in 1906, with 
an authorised capital of £20,000,000 to operate the railway 
between Dairen and Kwancheng-tzu [Kuancheng district 
in the city of Changchun in Jilin Province; Kuanchengtze 
or Kuancheng-tze] transferred from Russia to Japan under 
the Treaty of Portsmouth. The enterprise was not thrust into 
the world fully matured; it passed through all the infantile 
ailments.
 “During the progress of the war the gauge of the railway 
had been altered from 5 ft to 3 ft 6 inches that it might be 
adapted to the rolling stock bought from Japan to carry 
troops and supplies. For considerably over a year only a 
small number of second and third class cars were available 
and the complaints of the traveller–some reasonable, others 
gratuitous–were loud and frequent. With the conversion of 
the line to its present gauge of 4 ft 8½ inches and the arrival 
of the new equipment of engines and carriages from America 
the enterprise began to rise superior to serious criticism. 
Figuratively speaking, it took wings and began to soar out 
of the labyrinth of diffi culties which beset it in its initial 
stage;...”
 “A progressive company: There are indeed few more 

enterprising concerns than the South Manchurian Railway 
Company, and it is obvious that they have at heart the 
development of a country which has hitherto persistently 
ignored its natural resources.” The main line runs from 
Dairen to Kwancheng-tzu, a distance of 483 miles, at 
27½ miles per hour. The attention paid to the needs and 
comfort of the traveler is “unremitting almost to the point 
of embarrassment.” The dining cars and sleeping cars are 
commodious and excellent. “When the farmers have been 
convinced that they are at present merely tinkering with the 
soil, and direct their attention to serious husbandry, the South 
Manchurian Railway Company must be one of the most 
important carrying agents in any part of the globe. Up till 
now perhaps even the name is unknown in Europe outside 
Hazell’s or Whittaker’s.”
 “The possibilities of the line: The railway is the prime 
factor in the development of trade in South and Central 
Manchuria. Its ramifi cations afford the farmer who has 
hitherto been merely a local producer an opportunity of 
coming into the market and securing the best ruling prices. 
The advantages are mutual... Tourists can now travel 
from London to Dairen by train in 14 days. From “June to 
December it is necessary to book weeks ahead to ensure 
a passage. Tsuruga to Vladivostock [Vladivostok] is still 
the route for the bulk of the tourists, but this is due to the 
almost incomprehensible lack of knowledge possessed by the 
travelling public, not to any superior advantages offered by 
the Russian port. The day of Dairen and Antung [as a route 
for tourists] is coming, and is within the sphere of next year’s 
possibilities.
 “Refreshing solicitude: The enthusiasm evinced by the 
public in the Company’s operations augurs well for future 
success.” “One cannot help being impressed with the pride 
of possession evinced, and the train boy who chases the fl ies 
off the windows is as important and as proud of the railway 
as the entire Board of Directors... Every manifestation of 
progress in South Manchuria contributes towards the success 
of the line, and manifestations of progress are so consistent 
and so numerous as to carry conviction to the heart of the 
most hopeless pessimist.
 “The ubiquitous bean: The interests of the railway 
and the bean trade are inseparable. They are the blood and 
bone of Manchuria and provide occupation for practically 
all the merchants at present doing business in the country 
and at least three parts of the entire population. The bean 
industry is not a new one, but until recently the volume of 
business was reckoned by the peck; now it fi lls the bushel 
measure. Twenty years ago crops were grown, small areas 
being laid down calmly and deliberately in monotonous 
routine. The increase up till 1906 was almost imperceptible, 
cultivation of beans being confi ned almost entirely to the 
Liaoyang districts, while the markets were Japan, and in 
less degree Shanghai, Swatow, Amoy, and Chefoo. The 
approach of harvest brought with it no feverish expectancy 
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either on the part of the farmers or merchants. The output 
never exceeded 200,000 tons, and in most instances it was 
a great deal less than this. The Chinaman seemed incapable 
of realising the great possibilities of the industry and was 
content to adjust his supply to the restricted demand. But in 
1906 the ‘awakening’ came and since that time the bean has 
been almost an obsession throughout the country. It was an 
epoch-making discovery, and everything now dates from 
the beginning of the bean era. Crops are grown everywhere, 
supplies are stored everywhere, and nothing else is talked 
about anywhere. Dairen wharf during the season is a scene 
[?] of indescribable activity. Changchun becomes the focus 
for converging strings of Chinese carts, and the railway has 
to work day and night to keep pace with the requirements 
of shippers. The bean trade has become a real industry and 
for the stimulus given to it the Shanghai merchants are to 
thank, as they resolutely laid siege to a somewhat unwilling 
Government until the latter agreed to open up the country 
for more extensive cultivation. As a result the crop for 1906 
had increased to 400,000 tons, double the best previous 
yield [crop]. Since then a gradual development has taken 
place and the returns for 1908 show 1,200,000 tons, or an 
increase of 70 per cent on the yield for the year previous. 
It is estimated that the crop now coming to maturity will 
amount to 1,500,000 or 1,600,000 tons, an increase of 30 per 
cent on that for 1908. The markets have already extended 
to London and several places on the Continent, small trial 
shipments being sent a year ago, with such satisfactory 
results that up till the end of June 160,000 tons of last year’s 
crop have been shipped to Europe from Dairen and 180,000 
tons from Vladivostock. In England the bean cake is largely 
use as a fodder for cattle, and according to reliable reports it 
has proved a splendid fattening and milk-producing agent.” 
Continued.

1158. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. The Baltic: 
State of trade. 103(4084):Unnumbered page i (fi rst page of 
Market Supplement). Jan. 3. Colonial and Foreign Edition.
• Summary: “Soy beans are a very active market at 8s. 3d. 
per cwt off coast, and 7s. 9d. per cwt for prompt shipment.” 
Note: cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds.
 “Soy Beans–Manchurian, 8s. 3d. per cwt, arrived; 
Manchurian, 7s. 9d. per cwt, prompt shipment.”
 Note: This section on the Baltic appears at the bottom 
third of an unnumbered page titled “Review of the British 
corn trade.” No names of Baltic countries are given.

1159. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean crushing: Factories planned in both Europe and 
American Pacifi c Coast. No. 3681. p. 5. Jan. 10.
• Summary: “Consul Walter C. Hamm, at Hull, England, 
writes that it is reported that there are projects on foot in 

connection with the soyabean industry which may have 
far-reaching effects both on the industry in Hull and on the 
Pacifi c coast of America.
 “As stated, one scheme is to erect large seed-crushing 
mills at Vancouver, British Columbia, and Seattle, State 
of Washington, where the bean can be crushed and the 
oil extracted. The Canadian Pacifi c and lines of steamers 
running from Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are 
said to be aiding this scheme.
 “Another project proposed is to erect large factories in 
Copenhagen for the production of soya-bean oil and cake. It 
is hoped that the annual turnover of the new company will at 
fi rst be not less than $1,100,000 and that 30,000 tons of soya 
beans will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic Company 
from Manchuria to Denmark. At present oil cake of various 
kinds to the value of $7,000,000 is consumed annually 
in Denmark, of which a large proportion is shipped from 
Hull. The Manchurian beans are the subject of comment in 
the report of the P. and O. Company, which speaks of the 
absorption of a very large amount of tonnage for their export. 
The report adds:
 “’This is a new business in Europe, and whether it may 
prove a permanent factor in the commerce of this country it 
is at present impossible to say. Meanwhile the result is that 
Eastern freights have risen to a moderate extent for the fi rst 
time for two or three years.’”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2001) 
that uses the word “crushing” or any of its cognates 
(“crushers,” “crushed,” etc.) in the title in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Washington, DC.

1160. Times (London). 1910. Imperial and foreign fi nance 
and trade. Jan. 14. p. 20, col. 6.
• Summary: In a discussion of jute bags, the section 
titled “Exports to China and America” states: “One very 
encouraging feature of the year [1909] has been a striking 
increase in the exports to China, which in the ten months 
from January to October has taken 38,300,000 bags, as 
compared to 19,100,000 bags in the corresponding period of 
1908. The soya bean is understood to have been the cause of 
the increase.”

1161. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil-seed crushing: The present status of the industry in Great 
Britain. No. 3687. p. 7. Jan. 17.
• Summary: “Consul Frederick I. Bright, of Huddersfi eld, 
makes the following report on present conditions in the 
British oil-seed crushing trade:
 “The growing demand for the soya bean has caused in 
part by the recent rise in the price of cotton-seed products. 
London quotations place crude cotton oil at $136.26 per 
ton and still higher prices are predicted owing to reduced 
cotton crops in the United States and Egypt. Seed crushers 
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are said to be fairly well supplied with raw material, the 
imports being nearly equal to those of the preceding year, 
and the output of crushing small, owing to a decreased 
demand. The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for 
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased 
purchases in India.
 “According to press reports, British seed crushers have 
400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soya beans under 
contract. Of this amount about 20,000 tons are now en 
route from the Far East. With the great interest that is now 
being manifested in the Manchurian bean in all the principal 
European countries the trade in this article is expected to 
assume large proportions, with increased prices. Cargoes 
for delivery in six months were quoted the latter part of 
December at $29.19 per ton. The demand for soya oil and 
cake is good, the total British exports of cake to European 
countries for the eleven months ended November 30, 1909, 
being 70,000 tons.
 “It is stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark 
which are expected to consume about 30,000 tons of 
beans annually in the manufacture of soya cake.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

1162. Times (London). 1910. Agriculture: Crops and live 
stock. Jan. 17. p. 17, col. 4.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean cake” states: 
“It is important that stock-owners should know as much as 
possible regarding the merits of feeding materials of which 
they have limited experience. Soya Bean Cake, which in the 
past year or two has been so extensively used as a food for 
lives tock, may still be included in this category, for although 
it has proved its worth as a feeding stuff, its manurial value 
has not yet been established by practical test. Recognizing 
the importance of establishing the relationship of its manurial 
value to that of other feeding stuffs, the secretary of the Seed 
Crushers’ Association consulted Drs. Voelcker and Hall, 
the authors of the tables of manurial values of foodstuffs 
which form the basis of calculation for most of the valuers’ 
associations on this point. Their verdict is that ‘Soya Bean 
Cake should be classed with decorticated cotton cake, to 
which food it is equal, or very nearly so, in manurial value.’” 
Address: London.

1163. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Seasonable 
topics: The soya bean. Jan. 24. p. 77.
• Summary: “It is safe to say that no newly introduced food 
stuff has sprung into popularity quicker than the productions 
obtained from the soya bean, and the increase of the price 
is evidence of the demand. Whether rightly or wrongly, it 
is none of our business to say, but we know that soya beans 
have been used as an argument for free trade on more than 
one political platform during the present campaign, and 
statistics have been freely quoted to show the quantities now 

imported. At fi rst it was only the enterprising farmers, the 
men who were the pioneers in the use of artifi cial fertilisers, 
who tried the soya bean products, but the rank-and-fi le 
quickly followed their example, encouraged by the price in 
the fi rst place as compared with other foods, and the good 
report of their neighbours in the second. Soya bean cake 
needs to be fed with judgment, not by rule, and a large 
farmer of our acquaintance, who was one of the fi rst to use 
it, employs it in conjunction with decorticated cotton cake, 
giving a large proportion of one or the other according to the 
condition of the cattle, and whether they are getting mostly 
green or dry food besides. This seems to be a perfectly 
logical procedure where soya cake is concerned.”

1164. Wall Street Journal. 1910. World’s fl axseed 
consumption: Exports last year were 1,294,000 long tons, 
Great Britain taking 23½%. Three leading oil seeds of 
commerce are fl axseed, cottonseed and the soy bean of 
Manchuria–Argentina, India, North America and Russia 
prominent exporters. Jan. 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The recent decline in fl axseed production “is 
but one of the causes of present high prices.” It now sells 
for $2.20 per bushel at Duluth, Minnesota. A table gives the 
following fi gures (in long tons) for fl axseed from 1900 to 
1910: World exports, consumption (U.K. and Continental 
Europe), and U.K. consumption as a percentage of total 
world exports. World exports and U.K. consumption in 1909 
were both below the fi gures for 1908 and 1907.
 “The three great seeds which supply this class of 
industries are fl axseed, cottonseed and soy bean. The last 
named is a Chinese product grown largely in Manchuria. 
The London market in a single year (1903) [sic, 1908?] 
consumed as much as 158,000 tons. As a new competitor 
in the seed crushing industry, the markets of Marseilles, 
London and Hull are taking it liberally, not only in the 
manufacture of oils, but also in the production of meal cake 
for the feeding of live stock.”

1165. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1910. A list of fancy sauces 
(Ad). Washington Post. Jan. 29. p. 7.
• Summary: “Here are only a few of the extraordinarily large 
line of table sauces we carry: Brand A 1, Genuine India Soy, 
English Anchovy Sauce, Lazenby’s Harvey Sauce, Walnut 
and Mushroom Sauce,...” “Grocers and importers.”
 Note: This ad also appeared in the June 30 and 31 issues 
of this newspaper. Address: 1412-18 Pa. {Pennsylvania} Av., 
Washington, DC].

1166. Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales. 1910. Soy 
beans. 21(1):57. Jan.
• Summary: “Recently there have been numerous references 
in the agricultural press to the Soy bean or Soja bean as food 
for cattle and also for culinary purposes. The Commercial 
Commissioner in the East, Mr. F.D. Suttor, has furnished a 
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very comprehensive report on the use of this bean and other 
varieties of the Phaseolus [sic] group in Japan.
 “It is to feared, however, that so far as New South Wales 
is concerned, the cultivation of Soy beans is not likely to 
attract much attention. Experiments have been carried out 
at the various Experiment Farms for nearly twenty years 
[i.e., since about 1891-92], and trials on a large scale seem 
to indicate that however satisfactory these beans might 
prove in certain suitable districts, they are not likely to prove 
as profi table a crop for market as other pulses, such, for 
example, as Cowpeas, for which there is generally a pretty 
good demand...
 “Mr. Suttor forwarded of seed, which have been 
distributed for trial.”
 “According to the North British Agriculturist some 
50,000 tons of these beans were imported to Scotland from 
Manchuria last year for the manufacture of oil and cattle 
cake.”

1167. Analyst (London). 1910. Soya bean. 35(406):20. Jan. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: A partial summary of: Piper, Charles V.; 
Nielsen, H.T. 1909. “Soy beans.” USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 
No. 372. 26 p. Oct. 7. Focuses on one large table showing the 
nutritional composition of seven soy bean varieties.

1168. Analyst (London). 1910. The soya bean. 35(406):20-
21. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of part of an article by that 
appeared in Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London) 
7(3):308-14 (1909). Four nutritional analysis are given of 
fresh or air-dry soybeans: From India, from China (one 
with husk, and another husked), and from the USA (average 
of different varieties). “No defi nite difference in chemical 
composition can be traced in several varieties of soya bean, 
which vary in size, shape, and color.”

1169. Itie, G. 1910. Le soja: Sa culture, son avenir [Soya: Its 
cultivation, its future]. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds 
(Bulletin du Jardin Colonial) 10(82):37-49. Jan. See also: 
10(83):137-44. Feb.; 10(84):231-46. March; 10(85):305-07. 
April; 10(93):485-93. Dec.; 11(94):55-61. 28 cm. [34 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: A superb series of articles by G. Itié reviewing 
research and current developments with soybeans, and 
especially with soybean production / culture, worldwide. The 
extensive bibliography cites many early and rare works for 
the fi rst time. Interestingly, the series started one year before 
Li Yu-ying wrote his equally excellent series in the same 
journal. The author introduced lots of U.S. soybean research 
to France, citing many U.S. Agricultural Experiment Station 
publications and early work with growing soybeans in the 
tropics.
 Contents: Introduction. The soybean (Glycine hispida 

Maxim.). Vernacular names: In China, Tonkin, Cambodia 
(Sân dêk), India, Burma, Nepal, Ceylon (Bhatwan), Indo-
Malaysia (Katyang-kadeleh), England, USA, Germany, 
Holland, France, Italy. Scientifi c names and synonyms. 
Description of the plant. Varieties, general, and in China, 
India, Hawaii, Japan, USA, Europe (varieties from Hungary, 
Podolia, Etampes-France, Italy). Origin. History. Climate 
and geographical area.
 Concerning the early history in France: “In France it is 
very certain that in 1739 missionary fathers sent the soybean 
to the Jardin des Plantes, along with other plants from China. 
There exists, in any case, in the Museum, a sachet having 
contained seeds from the harvest of 1779, and the soybean 
has been cultivated here in an almost uninterrupted fashion 
since 1834.
 “In France, large scale production of soybeans began 
in 1821 at Champ-Rond, near Etampes, where large yields 
were obtained. But above all, starting in 1855, the Society 
for Acclimatization made great efforts to introduce it. They 
distributed seeds and conducted tests in various regions, but 
the methods of culture were not progressive (advanced), and 
the soybean did not take the place in France that was hoped 
for.”
 A table (p. 490) shows the name, yield (in hectograms/
hectare; 1 hectogram = 100 gm), and source (a U.S. 
agricultural experiment station) for the following soybean 
varieties: Medium Black (12.1, Massachusetts Hatch), Very 
Dwarf Brown (8.4, Indiana), Early Brown (10.54 to 13.58, 
Indiana), Early Green (7.80 to 14.00, Delaware & Virginia), 
Medium Green (12.10 to 36.30, Massachusetts Hatch & 
Illinois), Hollybrook (8.7 to 10.0, Indiana), Guelph (5.70 to 
7, Indiana), Ito San (11.4 to 28.70, Indiana & Wisconsin), 
Japanese Pea (13.20, Virginia), Mammoth Yellow (7.5 
to 18.20, Mississippi), Michigan Green (19.10 to 34.80, 
Wisconsin), Green Samarow (11.00+, Kansas), Tokyo (7+, 
Kansas), Early White (15.90 to 33.00, Massachusetts & 
Illinois), Dwarf Early Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), Early Yellow 
(13.10 to 22.00, Ontario, Canada), Medium Early Yellow 
(8.70 to 33.00, Indiana), Yellow (11.00+, Kansas), No. 9407 
(43.5, Wisconsin), No. 19.186 (28.0, Delaware).
 Other tables show: (1) The chemical composition of 
the stem, leaves, and pods (p. 138-39, 243). (2) Yields with 
different fertilizing methods (p. 139). (3) Number of pods 
and seeds in different varieties of soybeans (p. 236). (4) 
Spacing at different experiment stations for 3 years that gave 
the best yield (p. 239). (5) Number of plants and seeds, and 
yield for 3 different brown or yellow varieties of soybeans 
from China and Manchuria (p. 491). An illustration (p. 40, 
line drawing by A. Berteau) shows a cultivated soybean plant 
and its different parts, including leaves, pods, and fl owers. 
The leaves of the wild soybean, Glycine angustifolia (Miq.), 
are also shown.
 Note: The Jardin Colonial (Colonial Garden) is located 
in Paris, France. Address: Ingenieur d’Agriculture coloniale.
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1170. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Cotton-seed products. No. 352. p. 87-107. Jan. See p. 91-94, 
96-100.
• Summary: Foreign markets: Norway–The city of 
Stavanger, Norway, has the largest fi sh-canning industry 
in Scandinavia. Most sardines are packed in olive oil, and 
“more than 50 per cent of the exports from Stavanger are 
destined for American ports. If American consumers could be 
convinced that choice cotton-seed oil is fully equal to olive 
oil, and that a demand could be created for sardines packed 
in the former, it would be a matter of great importance to 
American trade.
 In the section titled “Soya-bean cake replacing other 
foods” (p. 91-94) U.S. Consul Felix S.S. Johnson of Bergen, 
Norway, notes that the demand for soya-bean meal has begun 
to increase faster than that for cotton-seed meal. “A Danish 
newspaper is quoted as saying that cotton-seed cake being 
scarce this year, the new feedstuff known as soya-bean cake 
could be substituted at a much more reasonable price. The 
feeding of soya bean cake to cattle is on the increase and 
there is every reason to believe that it will continue to gain 
ground, owing to the present advance in the price of other oil 
cake.”
 In the section on “Sweden: Market for large quantities 
of cake and oil” (p. 95-97) Special Agent Julien C. Brodé 
writes from Malmo on Nov. 8: “Soya bean meal is used 
to some extent, but the statistics available do not show the 
extent of its importation.” Swedish butter enjoys a good 
name in foreign markets, and about 30,000 tons of Swedish 
butter are exported annually. “The expert butter tasters report 
that butter made from the milk of cows which had been fed 
the soya-bean meal had a bitter taste, and for that reason 
could not be graded as fi rst class. The usual dairy ration 
contains one kilo (2.2 pounds) of a concentrated feed, but 
the director of the experiment station at Akarp states that 
from his experiments he found it was not safe to feed over 
one-half kilo of the soya-bean meal to dairy cows for fear 
of giving the butter a bitter taste. This will necessitate the 
farmers using one-half kilo of some other concentrated feed, 
which is troublesome, and again there is always the danger 
of exceeding the half-kilo limit of the soya-bean meal. For 
this reason it is thought that this meal will not be popular in 
Sweden. These facts are being published in Swedish, Danish, 
and Norwegian papers.”
 Special agent Brodé reports on 5 Nov. 1909 from 
Copenhagen, Denmark that the best margarine is made from 
cotton-seed oil adulterated with peanut oil, to give it a better 
fl avor. “Soya cake:... The short American cotton crop and 
the strong home demand for the products of the seed have 
caused prices for cotton-seed cake to advance to such a high 
level that it is well-nigh prohibitive for this market, and the 
Danes are forced to substitute other oil cakes this season. 

The soya cake is now enjoying a big outlet here. The cake is 
said to be gaining the confi dence of Danish farmers. There 
has been purchased 150,000 to 200,000 tons for deliveries 
from August 1909, to September 1910.” Small quantities of 
50 tons or so can be purchased by small buyers from English 
mills; this upsets the importers of feedstuffs. “A soya bean 
mill is being erected in Copenhagen, which will be fi nished 
this winter. The annual capacity of the plant will be to crush 
about 40,000 tons of beans, which will give about 25,000 
tons of cake. It is reported that the soya-bean cake, if fed 
over one-half a kilo (kilo = 2.2 pounds) per head per day to 
dairy cows, will cause the butter to taste bitter, and if fed to 
beef cattle in the same quantity as other oil cakes can be fed, 
it will act as a strong laxative on the animals. It is further 
stated that even when fed in moderate quantities after a 
time the butter and fl esh of beef cattle will be unfavorably 
affected. The soy bean meal is said not to have such bad 
effects as the cake, but the farmers, following their usual 
custom of preferring the oil cakes to the meal, are buying the 
soya cakes.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 
stating that soy bean cake or meal has an undesirable laxative 
effect on animals (dairy cows) to which it is fed.
 Strange to say the “arachide cake” (also called peanut 
or ground nut cake), with its high analysis of 56 per cent 
protein and fat, is not thought well of by the Danes. However 
Swedes “use four times more of the arachide cake than they 
do the cotton-seed cake.” Address: Washington, DC.

1171. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Ceylon). 1910. The 
soy bean: Cultivation and utilisation. 6(1):78-79. Jan. Also 
titled Supplement to the Tropical Agriculturist and Magazine 
of the Ceylon Agricultural Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Imperial 
Institute (London) 7(3):308-14 (1909).

1172. Times (London). 1910. Home markets: Grain. Feb. 7. 
p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous,” under 
“Oilcakes and feeding stuffs” we read: “Soya bean cake.–
The demand shows a falling off and the values are somewhat 
depressed, for immediate removal £6 15s. to £6 16s. 3d. 
would be accepted, ex mill.
 Also discusses: Linseed cake, cottoncake, and rape cake.
 Note: Soya bean cake is also mentioned during 1910 in 
this section on: March 14. p. 18, col. 5 (includes rice meal 
and maize germ meal). March 28. p. 11, col. 3 (includes 
milling offals, decorticated cotton cake). April 4. p. 14, col. 
5. May 16. p. 13, col. 4.

1173. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-bean 
meal. 76(7):247. Feb. 12.
• Summary: In the section titled “Legal notes,” this long 
paragraph states: “The question as to whether soya-bean 
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meal is injurious to cattle was raised in the Court of Session 
last week, before Lord Mackenzie, in the case of Blake v. 
Lawson, where a dairyman sued a fi rm of millers for 700 l. 
(pounds sterling) damages in respect to the death of twenty-
fi ve cows, alleged to be due to soya-bean meal supplied by 
the latter [the millers]. The evidence was largely scientifi c. 
The pursuer’s case was that death was due to irritant poison 
contained in the meal (hydrocyanic acid); the defence 
averred that overfeeding was the cause of death. Among 
the witnesses for the defence was Mr. J. Hendrick, B.Sc., 
who stated that he examined a sample of the soya-bean 
meal by two different methods for hydrocyanic acid and 
for cyanogenetic glucosides [by 2011 written “cyanogenic 
glucosides”], but found none. Principal Dewar, of the Royal 
(Dick) Veterinary College, was of the opinion that death 
was due to feeding with decomposing potatoes. Dr. T.W. 
Drinkwater, F.I.C., examined nine samples of meal for 
glucoside, equal to prussic acid, and found 0.002, 0.0018, 
0.001, 0.001, nil, nil, 0.0013, 0.0017, 0.0016, and one 
taken by the offi cial sampler contained 0.0017 glucoside, 
equivalent to 0.119 grain per lb. Its presence could be 
detected only by a delicate process, which he believed 
brought out too high results–owing to the high percentage of 
oil–to the extent of 0.006. Professor G.H. Gemmell, F.I.C., 
stated that he did not get any evidence of cyanogen in any of 
the nine samples. He considered that the Imperial Institute 
method, used by Dr. Drinkwater, was an over-estimation 
of the quantity. In cross-examination this witness stated 
that there was a quite distinct smell in the meal like bitter 
almonds.”

1174. Deutsche Landwirtschaftliche Presse. 1910. 
Kleine Mitteilungen: Sojabohnen als Viehfutter [Brief 
communications: Soybeans as livestock feed]. 37(12):135. 
Feb. 12. [Ger]
• Summary: In recent times, one is hearing more frequently 
about a new livestock feed that is being used with cattle in 
many cases, especially in England: the residues of soybeans. 
In Denmark as well, this fodder is already being used for 
feed and is supposed to have a large effect in the fat content 
of the milk. The soybean is primarily cultivated in China, and 
then in Japan. The beans are very high in protein and have a 
high oil content, and their residues represent a very nutritious 
livestock feed. On the market, they come in the form of 
cakes and meal, just as with other oil seed residues. In the 
United States of America, too, soybeans are supposedly 
cultivated, since not only the bean but also the green plant is 
to be effectively used as green fodder or as hay.
 Since these cakes and residues may without a doubt 
also fi nd use in Germany, Dr. Hesse in the Dairy Journal 
of Hildesheim (Hildesheimer Molkerei Zeitung) makes 
reference to an observation that was made in a dairy in 
Mecklenburg. For a long time now, he writes, the butter of 
the dairy that was concerned had specifi cally demonstrated 

a pronounced oily fl avor which could not be remedied 
through the use of any technical means that were available. 
Neither strong pasteurization nor deep and long cooling 
of the cream, neither the use of new pure cultures, strong 
acids, butters with other temperatures, new tin plating of 
the equipment, nor any other means of assistance would be 
useful. It also could not be due to the water. Only when the 
cream of the individual deliverers was made into butter by 
itself was it found that the butter from the milk of one certain 
supplier yielded the aforementioned defect to a great degree. 
The butter was heavily oily with a very noticeable sweet, 
perfume-like overtone. I presumed that since the defect was 
not to be remedied as a result of technical means, it had to 
be due to the feed, and in fact I assumed the enriching of 
rice meal fodder. Upon more detailed subsequent research, 
though, it turned out that soybean cakes had been fed.
 Therefore, if the aforementioned feed gives rise to 
defects of that type with the butter, then one ought to be very 
careful with the introduction of this new feed in spite of its 
cheapness and otherwise good properties. Providing a butter 
product of that type only causes great damage. The purpose 
of this report should be to have drawn attention to this, and 
if one person or another has made similar observations or 
should have been made aware of them as a result of these 
lines, then it would be very desirable to report this as soon as 
possible in this location before greater damage is caused.
 Translated by Philip Isenberg (Oct. 2014). Address: 
Berlin.

1175. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1910. Won 
by free trade. Feb. 12. p. 13.
• Summary: A powerful argument for Free Trade is 
furnished by an article in the Shipping Gazette dealing with 
the importation of soya beans. These are likely to provide 
freights to British ports from Manchuria to the extent of 
£1,250,000, this season, and it should be noted that they 
come to this country almost wholly because Continental 
nations put import duties upon them. The result is that we 
crush them and ship the oil to the Continent, thus reaping 
the triple benefi t of import freights, work in this country, and 
export freights.
 “’Business,’ says the Gazette, ‘so far as we ourselves 
are concerned, commenced with an importation in 1908-9 of 
not far short of half-a-million tons. This quantity represented 
practically the whole of the supply to the Western 
Hemisphere.
 “’There is very little prospect of a removal of the duty 
in Continental ports, at any rate in the immediate future, and 
when it is remembered that the expectation regarding the 
coming season’s importation from Manchuria is very largely 
in excess of that of the last, it will be realised what a good 
thing to British manufacturers of oil products and stock food 
is the absence of any handicap in the shape of an import 
duty, a freedom which is giving them a long start over any 
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possible competitor.
 “’The export of the soya bean has, it can scarcely be 
doubted, come to stay, and, judging from present conditions, 
for the good of the British trader and shipowner mainly. The 
development of Manchuria, commercially and fi nancially, 
should therefore in the future be to a great extent in our 
hands. Here is a fi ne opening for the export of British 
capital.’”

1176. Veterinary Record. 1910. Soya bean meal.–Liberton 
dairyman’s claim for loss. 22(1127):545-49. Feb. 12. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of a court case, with detailed 
cross examination, fi rst published in The Scotsman. Twenty-
fi ve dairy cows owned by David Blake of Liberton, near 
Edinburgh, Scotland, died in March 1909 after eating Soya 
bean meal. He took legal action against the owners of the 
Caledonia Mills, at Leith. Much testimony is given by 
experts on both sides. The verdict has yet to be given.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2005) 
concerning poisoning of ruminants (in this case cattle) 
from eating Soya bean meal. We learn later that only 
meal extracted by the solvent trichloroethylene caused the 
poisoning.

1177. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers 
and feeding stuffs: Alleged poisoning by soya bean meal. 
103(4090):169, 171. Feb. 14. Colonial and Foreign Edition. 
Summarized in Experiment Station Report, p. 783.
• Summary: A case of great interest to those who buy 
feeding stuffs is being tried at a court in Edinburgh, 
Scotland. A dairyman has taken legal action against a fi rm 
that sold him some soya bean meal. He wants £700 as 
compensation for the loss of 25 cows that died, three cows 
that were injured, plus losses through disorganisation of 
business and expenses. In March 1909, the plaintiff, David 
Blake, purchased his fi rst order of soya bean meal from the 
defendant, followed by a second in April. Upon feeding it 
to his cows, a number became ill and 25 eventually died or 
had to be slaughtered. The defendants deny liability, saying 
that the meal in question was sold to them under its trade 
name of “soya bean meal” and without any warranty. They 
aver that the plaintiff must have over-fed or improperly fed 
his cattle. But the plaintiff responded that he has been a 
dairyman feeding cattle for nine years. In March 1909 he had 
52 cows at his byres [cow barns] in Liberton. Dr. Hunter, the 
Mid-Lothian county analyst, reported: “This bean meal when 
macerated with water, gives off prussic acid; it is a deadly 
poison. The same result will obtain in the stomach of the 
ruminants.”
 After various expert witnesses for the defense (both 
scientifi c and commercial) testifi ed and presented evidence, 
the case was adjourned for the hearing of counsel.

1178. Ashburton Guardian (Canterbury, New Zealand). 
1910. Beans and freights. Feb. 16. p. 4.
• Summary: “It is strange to what impulses the recent 
improvement in the shipping outlook may be attributed. For 
instance, nobody would have imagined that the export of 
beans from Manchuria would have been on a scale of such 
magnitude as to give quite a fi llip to freights by providing 
many cargoes and drawing ships away on long-distance 
voyages.”
 “One of its centres is the port of Dalny, and it is said 
that during the season which began in November, 1908, 
and closed in June, 1909, over 150,000 tens of beans were 
shipped thence to Europe, chiefl y to Liverpool, Hull, and 
Bremen. During the same period 143,000 tons were shipped, 
from Vladivostock [Vladivostok], of which more than one-
half went to the United Kingdom.”
 “It is said that attention was fi rst called to the soya bean 
when manufacturers of cottonseed oil found their supplies 
from India and Egypt falling short. This sort of thing is 
catching, and there is now an expectation that Central China 
will endeavour to compete with Manchuria for the European 
market. The more the merrier so far as the shipowner is 
concerned.”

1179. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Cow-
feeding experiments with soya bean cakes and soya meal. 
103(4091):203. Feb. 21.
• Summary: Last year the director of the Central Agricultural 
Experiments Station in Sweden conducted a series of 
experiments on two farms to test the value of these new 
feeds on cows. A table shows the average composition of 
soya beans, cake, and meal.
 In the cake, 96.3% of the albuminoids were found to be 
digestible, compared with 90.4% in the meal. Both products 
could be stored without deterioration when the percentage of 
moisture did not exceed 13-14%.
 The experimental plan is described. Various amounts of 
sunfl ower cake was replaced by equal amounts of soya bean 
cake or meal. A table shows the results. The soya bean cake 
and meal produced a slightly increased yield of milk with a 
slightly lower fat content on both farms. However if more 
than 1 to 1½ lb. of soya bean material was fed per cow per 
day, the butter acquired a disagreeable fl avor. When fed at 
1-1½ lb. or less, no disagreeable fl avor was noticed.

1180. Times (London). 1910. Public companies. Feb. 25. p. 
15, col. 5.
• Summary: The section on “British Oil and Cake Mills” 
states: “The ordinary meeting was held yesterday at 
Winchester House, Mr. John Pearson presiding.” The 
“chairman said the result of the trading for the past year 
had been most satisfactory in regard to both profi t and 
output, and when further additions to the mills in London, 
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Gloucester, and Leith were completed the company would 
be in a position to cope with a bigger trade than ever, and 
the building of a new mill on the Manchester Ship Canal 
would, it was hoped, open up new markets for their products. 
While the advent of the Soya bean had added largely to the 
material available for crushing, linseed, cottonseed, and the 
manufacture of compound feeding cake had contributed their 
fair share to the results achieved.”

1181. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya beans. 
76(9):324. Feb. 26.
• Summary: In the section titled “Pharmaceutical Society 
of Great Britain–Northern British Branch” this article states 
that Mr. Hill directed attention to specimens of soya beans 
which he had received from Mr. John Blyth, Leith. They 
were imported from Vladivostock [Vladivostok]. “The 
sample consisted chiefl y of yellowish-white leguminous 
seeds, but some of them were black, brown, green, and red. 
Mr. Hill referred to the recent action for damages (C. & D., 
Feb. 12, p. 247) arising from soya-bean meal in which there 
had been a confl ict of evidence among expert witnesses as to 
the cyanogenetic properties of the meal. He (Mr. Hill), after 
a critical test capable of detecting 1 part of prussic acid in 
1,000,000, obtained entirely negative results, and therefore 
it appeared that the beans did not contain a cyanogenetic 
glucoside [by 2011 written “cyanogenic glucoside”], yielding 
prussic acid with water.”

1182. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil 
market somewhat irregular. Feb. 27. p. C7.
• Summary: New York. “Importations of foreign vegetable 
oils continue heavy, and it is said that the supplies for the 
soap-kettle are suffi cient to last several weeks. Hundreds of 
barrels of peanut oil have recently arrived from Marseilles. 
The week’s importations of English cotton seed oil 
amounted to over 1,600 barrels. Arrivals of soya bean oil 
have aggregated 2,500 barrels, mostly all of which came 
from Hull [England]. The market for these oils has been 
remarkably well sustained, considering the heavy supply.”

1183. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. Feeding 
value of soy bean cake. 16(11):940-41. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article on this subject 
by Nils Hansson of the Swedish Central Institute for 
Agricultural Experiments, in Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports (USA) No. 3666. p. 8-9. 21 Dec. 1909. Address: 
England.

1184. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil-seed products. No. 353. p. 68-79. Feb. See p. 68-70, 76-
79.
• Summary: In the section on “Germany” the following 
subsections discuss soya-bean meal: (1) “Hamburg market 

for oil-cake meal and vegetable oils.” “The Germans are 
not taking very kindly to the soya-bean meal. It is thought 
that possibly 25,000 tons of the meal have been bought, but 
most of it will go to the extreme northern section around 
the port of Esbjerg” which is near England. “The English 
mills are sending out bullish letters concerning this product, 
stating they are sold far ahead, but all seem to be willing 
to sell small quantities of a hundred tons or so for prompt 
shipment.”
 (2) “Prices and qualities of soya bean and peanut meal.” 
“Present prices of the soya bean meal are from $32.40 to 
$33.40 per long ton c.i.f. Hamburg.” Peanut meal is popular 
in Germany with many of the farmers, and is used in rations 
for dairy cows. Large peanut crops are expected from the 
Coromandel (India) and the Gambia (West Africa). The 
peanut oil and cake is made from Rufi sque peanuts; the price 
of this cake is now $38.40 per ton, but lower grades can be 
bought for $33.50 per ton.
 (3) “Various seed cakes compared.” “Soya bean meal, 
it is thought, will not infl uence the feedstuff situation to any 
great extent in Germany, and unless the peanut meal comes 
on the market in great quantities high prices of oil meals will 
continue to rule throughout the season.”
 Under “Cocoanut Products,” page 76 notes: “A cotton 
seed oil crushing mill, the largest in the world, has recently 
been built in Harburg, which is across the river from 
Hamburg, by F. Thoerls Vereinigte Harburger Oelfabriken, 
A.G.”
 In the section titled “Sweden: The fodder value of soya 
meal and cake,” is a lengthy English-language translation of 
an article on this subject prepared by Nils Hansson, of the 
Central Institute of Agricultural Experiments.
 In the section on the United Kingdom, U.S. Consul 
Rufus Fleming of Edinburgh [Scotland] gives information 
already presented in the 21 Dec. 1909 issue of Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Dept. of Commerce, No. 
3666, p. 9).
 “Hull [England]: Factories planned in both Europe 
and America Pacifi c Coast.” It is stated that one scheme 
is to erect large seed-crushing mills at Vancouver, British 
Columbia [Canada], and Seattle, State of Washington, 
where soya beans can be crushed and the oil extracted. 
The Canadian Pacifi c and lines of steamers running from 
Vancouver and Seattle to Japan and China are said to be 
aiding this scheme. Another project proposed is to erect large 
mills in Copenhagen [Denmark] for the production of soya-
bean oil and cake. An estimated 30,000 tons of soya beans 
will be shipped each year by the East Asiatic Company from 
Manchuria to Denmark. Address: Washington, DC.

1185. Scotsman (The). 1910. Stoppage of soya bean trade. 
March 4. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: “The trade in soya beans, which was so much 
appreciated by farmers during the past few years, is reported 
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to be in a perilous state from two causes. The harvest this 
season was not so dry as formerly, and the condition of the 
beans promised badly. They would scarcely stand shipment 
for the long journey; and on the back of that comes the 
information that the Chinese Government is likely to prohibit 
the exportation of these beans for State reasons. The beans 
and bean cake may not be an ideal fattening food, and no one 
who has tried them extensively would say so, but they have 
been of the greatest value as fi lling a gap when other cakes 
and feeding stuffs were exceptionally scarce and dear. The 
effect to feeders of their scarcity may not be so severely felt 
if cottonseed and linseed turn out bountifully, but in any case 
it is certain to have some effect. Already traders in futures 
are hard hit by the prospective shortage.”
 The writer wishes that good tables were available 
showing the relative feeding value of the various feeding 
stuffs.

1186. Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja et ses produits [The 
soybean and its products]. Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 
74(1):307-10. March 10. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean was a curiosity in Europe until 2-3 
years ago, when large amounts started to be imported. The 
prince A. d’Arenberg, president of the Suez Canal Society, 
told the National Society of Agriculture, that prior to 1908 
no soybeans had passed through the Suez Canal, yet in that 
year 35,000 tons passed through it. It seems that the new 
commerce has been stimulated by the expansion of the crop 
in Manchuria and Korea, under Japanese infl uence. Most of 
the imports have gone to England and northern Europe. In 
England, the oil is used to make soaps and the cakes are fed 
to livestock.
 Recently it was announced that the Chinese government, 
preoccupied with the expansion of exports, would have 
manifested the intention to prohibit these exports in view 
of preventing a shortage of soybeans in the interior of the 
country.
 “The Chinese are now greatly expanding their efforts 
to make known in Europe the advantages to be gained 
from soya and from the products that can be extracted 
from its seeds. I recently had the occasion to present to the 
National Agricultural Society of France a study written by 
Mr. Liyuying [Li Yu-ying], delegate of the government of 
China for several missions. It was titled Le soja, utilisation 
alimentaire, thérapeutique, agricoles et industrielle. This 
study was accompanied by samples of yellow and black 
soybean seeds, and by the principal products which can be 
extracted from this plant: fl our, bread for diabetics, cake 
(gâteau), seasoning sauce (sauce condimentaire), confections 
(confi tures), raw milk (lait cru), cooked and sweetened milk 
(lait cuit et sucré), cake for livestock feed, (tourteau pour 
l’alimentation du bétail), fresh cheese (fromage frais [tofu]), 
and smoked cheese (fromage fumé [smoked tofu]).
 “These products originated from processing imported 

soybeans. They have been prepared at a test factory (a photo, 
p. 309, shows the interior) set up just outside of Paris, at 
Vallées, near Asnières. Li Yu-ying’s study gives complete 
details on these products” which are made from imported 
soybeans. This factory, named Caséo-Sojaine, “has been 
established by the agents of a civil society constituted in 
China under the name of Société biologique de l’Extrême-
Orient (Far Eastern Biological Society). Made up of 
physicians, scholars (men of letters), and businesspeople, 
this society would seem to have as its principal goal/object 
to make known and have used in Europe the pharmaceutical 
and agricultural products of the Far East [East Asia].”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) 
that mentions the Far Eastern Biological Society (Société 
biologique de l’Extrême-Orient)
 The author concludes by discussing soymilk (lait de soja 
ou lait végétal), soybean cakes (les tourteaux d’huilerie), and 
a brief history of the soybean in France.
 Illustrations (p. 308, both from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 11-
12) show: (1) Mature soy bean plant with pods. (2) Close-up 
of soy bean pods and seeds.
 Photos (p. 309, from Li Yu-ying 1910, p. 36-38) show: 
(1) A partial view of the interior of Li Yu-ying’s soyfoods 
manufacturing plant at Vallées (Seine). (2-3) Soy milk and 
soy fl our viewed under a microscope.

1187. Times (London). 1910. Foreign markets. Americans 
cornering soya beans. March 18. p. 14, col. 3.
• Summary: Cable advices have come to hand from the 
United States reporting an intention on the part of the 
Government to repeal the existing duty on soya beans, and 
to admit them free. Concurrently, it is also advised from 
Kharbin [Harbin] (Manchuria) that an American syndicate 
has been formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now 
existing in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya 
beans and soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a 
general advance in prices and by enquiries from America for 
offers of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this 
country. Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely 
from Manchuria, and have so far been taken almost entirely 
by the British market, growing during the past 2 years into 
a most important division of the “seed crushing” industry. 
Address: London.

1188. Wall Street Journal. 1910. British shipping appears to 
be improving and rates advancing. March 19. p. 6.
• Summary: From London Economist: “Most of Britain’s 
large cargo steamers are now taken up in the Eastern trade–
largely in connection with the new Manchurian trade in 
Soya beans–and they have cleared the course for the smaller 
steamers in the nearer trades.”

1189. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
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Oil trade. 1(3):114-16. March 19.
• Summary: The fi rst section, written by the U.S. Consul in 
Bradford, England, describes the “unexpected decrease in the 
output of cotton-seed oil [worldwide] and the increase in the 
use of soya bean and other oils and fats” [in England]. Soya 
beans are discussed in detail in three other sections: (1) Soya 
bean and other oils (p. 114-15). “The Liverpool fi rm also 
makes the following report on Chinese and Eastern oils and 
fats which are becoming important in Europe. “Shipments 
of soya beans from Manchuria during 1909 amounted to 
about 350,000 tons, and also a large quantity of soya oil 
from China and Japan. European markets welcomed this 
new supply, which has prevented a further rise in lower 
grades of vegetable oils. The greatest interest is shown as 
to the supplies of soya beans during 1910, but owing to the 
undeveloped state of the (Chinese) interior, reliable fi gures of 
stocks and available supplies can not be obtained.”
 (2) Soya bean transportation: Freight rates from 
Newchwang to the United States [San Francisco, California; 
and Seattle, Washington] (p. 115). (3) Dalny: Prices and cost 
of shipment.
 A table (p. 115) shows exports of [soy] beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil, during the fi rst three-quarters of 1909, 
from Newchwang to: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang 
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports, 
and total.

1190. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-beans. 
76(13):490. March 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Times [London] of March 18 announces 
that cable advices have been received from the United 
States stating that it is the intention of the Government to 
repeal the existing duty on soya-beans and to admit them 
free [of any duties]. Concurrently it is also advised from 
Kharbin (Manchuria) that an American syndicate has been 
formed to purchase all stocks of these beans now existing 
in Manchuria. The effect on the market for soya beans and 
soya oil and other oil seeds have been marked by a general 
advance in prices and by enquiries from America for offers 
of soya oil to be shipped to American ports from this country. 
Supplies of soya beans are drawn almost entirely from 
Manchuria, and have so far been mostly absorbed by the 
British market.”

1191. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Soya seeds and oil. Chemist and 
Druggist (London) 76(13):66. March 26. [1 ref]
• Summary: Overview of a paper presented by Cowie on 
16 March 1910 in Edinburgh at an evening meeting of the 
North British Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society of Great 
Britain.
 People have become suspicious of “soya-bean meal” 
because it has been sold mixed with Java beans which 
contain a signifi cant amount of cyanogenetic glucoside. 
A table shows six constants for “soya-bean oil” based on 

studies by Cowie, E.S.L. & W, and Lewkowitsch. The iodine 
value was found to be 120, 130.4, and 122 respectively. 
When soya-bean oil is substituted for olive oil in B.P. 
liniments of ammonia, lime, camphor, or nitrate of mercury 
ointment, the ointment is a complete failure.
 In Japan there are some 11,000 fi rms in which 2.5 
million hectoliters of soya beans are expressed each year and 
fermented with “Aspergillus oryzae for the preparation of the 
liquid soy” [sauce].
 Also gives an overview of the discussion that followed. 
Mr. Wilson noted that the use of soya oil in the manufacture 
of linoleum depends on its relatively high iodine value. He 
added that for feeding purposes, soya-bean is never used 
alone; a maximum of 25% is mixed with linseed or other 
feeding stuffs.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
that mentions the term “Java beans.” Address: Ph.C., F.C.S., 
Edinburgh.

1192. Cowie, W.B. 1910. Note on soya seeds and oil. 
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 30:403-04. 
March 26. [3 ref]
• Summary: At yesterday’s evening meeting of the 
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, held in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, three varieties of soya beans and a sample of 
soya bean oil were exhibited. Seeds received from Mr. 
J. Rutherford Hill, of the yellow variety, yielded 18% of 
oil and 38.2% of proteins. They were found to contain no 
cyanogenetic glucoside. “All the suspicion attached to the 
soya bean meal seemed to have been caused by admixture 
with Java beans which contain an appreciable amount of 
cyanogenetic glucoside.”
 An analysis of the oil is given; it agrees quite closely 
with that given by Lewkowitsch and those given in Evans’ 
Analytical Notes for 1909. A long passage quoted from the 
Scotsman of 4 March 1910 concerns the present great interest 
in soya bean trade. If the Manchurian supply should be cut 
off, the remainder might be supplied by Japan, where each 
year 11,000 installations transform 2.5 million hectoliters of 
soybeans, using fermentation and Aspergillus oryzae, into 
“soy [sauce], a liquid condiment used extensively by the 
population.”
 There follows a long discussion, with many questions 
and answers. Dr. Watt asks about the difference in price 
between soya bean oil, arachis oil, and cotton-seed oil–which 
are sometimes used as a substitute for olive oil. Mr. Giles 
asks if soya bean oil is less expensive than arachis oil. Mr. 
Cowie notes that it could be detected as an adulterant in olive 
oil, and that it could possibly be substituted for olive oil in 
the following offi cial preparations: Liniments of ammonia, 
lime, and camphor, and nitrate of mercury ointment.
 Mr. Wilson described the case in which soya bean oil 
had been supplied to a fried fi sh restaurant. When used in 
cooking, it seemed to decompose like crude linseed oil, 
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creating an offensive smell.
 Mr. McEwan recalled that about 15 years ago a baker 
in Edinburgh had tried to use soya bean oil in bread and 
biscuits, but had found it impossible to work with, and had 
long since abandoned it.
 Mr. Hill recalled that a gentleman who had a garden 
a few miles from Edinburgh, Scotland, cultivated the 
soya bean for three years. Although they grew readily and 
fl owered, he was never able to obtain seeds from them.
 Note 1. Unfortunately, neither the name of the 
gentleman who cultivated the soya bean nor the date that he 
began cultivation are given. However, if he planted the seeds 
in May, he could have started no later than May 1906.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
(May 2015) for soybeans in Scotland, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Scotland (by May 1906, near Edinburgh). The 
source of these soybeans is unknown. Address: Ph.C., F.C.S.

1193. F.C.S. 1910. Soya bean as a food. Chemist and 
Druggist (London) 76(13):492. March 26.
• Summary: In the section titled “Correspondence,” under 
“Subscribers’ symposium” we read: “I had quite a lot 
of experience with Soya bean cake a year ago. There is 
no cyanogetic glucoside [by 2011 written “cyanogenic 
glucoside”], present. The trouble arises through the excessive 
richness in nitrogenous or albumenoid constituents (the oil 
included), and through the great density of the powdered 
beans. The death of cows has been proved to be due to the 
excessive amount of the powder they got through the heavy 
soya meal settling to the bottom of the gruel or soup, and 
thus allowing the last cows in the row to get a very rich dose 
of feed. Surfeit–pure and simple. The beans exhausted by 
petroleum ether (or other solvent) would naturally contain 
less poisonous principle (assuming such to be present) than 
would powder containing the full natural percentage of oil. 
I take it, at any rate, that this would be possible. The solvent 
most likely would extract at least a portion of the (alleged) 
poisonous principle.
 “The fact that in the cases which came under my notice 
the meal was ‘extracted’ by solvents, yet proved fatal, shows 
that the trouble is a ‘surfeit’ one. Twenty cows in a row in 
one cow shed were fed from the same truck of mash. The last 
three in the row died, the two immediately preceding them in 
the row were very ill, but recovered under treatment, while 
the other fi fteen were unaffected. The order of feeding was 
always the same. Another case confi rmed this–the last cow or 
two suffered. I had previously had a good deal of experience 
of the Java beans, and there was no diffi culty in proving 
hydrocyanic acid present in quantity in them.”

1194. Schofi eld and Co. 1910. Classifi ed ad: Special 
announcements. Times (London). March 26. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “Manchurian produce. Soya beans. Bean oil. 
Bean cakes. Seeds. Cereals. Oils. For information apply 

to Schofi eld and Co., Newchwang.” Address: Newchwang 
[Manchuria].

1195. Times (London). 1910. The marine insurance market. 
March 31. p. 16, col. 4.
• Summary: “Another product which suffers very severely 
from immersion in water is the soya bean, and in the trade 
in this commodity there is likely to be a very considerable 
expansion this spring. Some months ago it was stated at the 
exportation of beans from Manchuria had been prohibited, 
but there are indications that shipments are coming forward 
again. Beans are exported from Dalny and Vladivostok to 
this country and the United States and, to a limited extent, 
from Han-kau [Hankow, Han-k’ou, Hankou].”

1196. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1910. 
Cultivation and utilisation of soy bean. II. 8(1):40-42. 
Summarized in Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 5:375 
(1910). [2 ref]
• Summary: “A study is now being made by the Reporter 
on Economic Products to the Government of India of the 
composition of soy beans of established Indian races, with 
a view to the determination of the proportion of oil which 
they contain as compared with that contained in Manchurian 
beans. The quantity of soy beans at present produced in India 
is not suffi cient for the creation of an export trade, but there 
is ample evidence that the beans could be grown extensively 
if desired.
 “The introduction of the soy bean into India is of 
comparatively recent date and the product is not grown to 
any large extent except among people of Mongolian races 
and particularly in Burma. Experiments on the cultivation of 
the plant have been carried out at various times at Nagpur, 
Lahore [later divided between India and Pakistan], Madras, 
at several localities in the Bombay Presidency, and at 
Saharanpur in the United Provinces. Further experiments, 
however, are required in order to prove that the crop would 
be remunerative before it can be safely recommended to the 
ryots. Reference to small trials recently carried out in the 
Central Provinces has been made in the Annual Report on the 
Agricultural Stations for 1908-09...
 “With regard to the possibility of growing the crop in 
West Africa, it may be mentioned that supplies of the seed 
were forwarded last year to the Governors of the various 
Colonies by the late Sir Alfred Jones, and the following 
results have been already reported. Experiments carried out 
at the Agricultural Station at Olokemeji, Southern Nigeria, 
have indicated that the crop can be grown there satisfactorily, 
but it is considered doubtful whether the farmers would 
take up the cultivation of a product of such low commercial 
value. Some of the beans were sown at Axim in the Gold 
Coast [later Ghana] and germinated in three days. Trials are 
also in progress at Abuko in the Gambia...
 “It is considered that the bean could probably be grown 
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with success in the Cape of Good Hope, but the crop would 
not prove very remunerative on account of the high cost 
of labour. An extensive trial, however, will, if possible, be 
carried out in the west of the Colony.
 “Attempts are being made to encourage the cultivation 
of the crop in Natal [in South Africa]... The soy bean forms 
the principal leguminous crop of the Cedara Experiment 
Farm; twelve acres were planted during last season, and the 
best variety yielded 513 lb of seed per acre.
 “The cultivation of this crop is regarded as a promising 
industry for the East Africa Protectorate [renamed Kenya 
Protectorate in 1920]. Two tons of seed have been forwarded, 
and trials are now in progress.
 “Soy beans are already grown by several planters in 
Nyasaland [later renamed Malawi] as a green manure in the 
coffee plantations...
 “The cultivation of the bean would probably prove 
successful in Rhodesia, and a supply of seed is being 
forwarded for purposes of trial.
 “A small consignment has been sent by the Imperial 
Institute to the Sudan for experimental cultivation on the 
Government Farm at Khartoum.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2009) concerning soybeans in Nigeria, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Nigeria. This document contains the earliest 
clear date seen (April 2004) for soybeans in Nigeria, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria (1910). The source of 
these soybeans is unknown.
 The agricultural station at Olokemeji in Nigeria is 
located in the city of Olokemeji, which is in the Olokemeji 
Forest Reserve, located 27 miles west of Ibadan and 22 miles 
north-northeast of Abeokuta. According to the Nigerian 
Embassy in Washington, DC, the station was closed by 
the federal government in about 1965 and consolidated at 
Ibadan. Contact: Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Ibadan, 
Oyo State, Nigeria.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Ghana (formerly Gold Coast), or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Ghana.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Rhodesia. later documents (Dickson 
1911) indicate that these soybeans were fi rst grown in 1911. 
It is not known whether the soybeans were sent to Northern 
Rhodesia (which became Zambia in 1964) or Southern 
Rhodesia (which became Zimbabwe in 1980).
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Sudan. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Sudan (1910); later 
documents (Kaltenbach 1936) indicate that these soybeans 
were fi rst grown in 1912; they came from India and South 
Africa.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Nyasaland (renamed Malawi on 
6 July 1964), or the cultivation of soybeans in Nyasaland. 

This document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans 
in Nyasaland, or the cultivation of soybeans in Nyasaland 
(1910). The source of these soybeans is unknown.

1197. Chemische Revue ueber die Fett- und Harz-Industrie 
(Hamburg, Germany). 1910. Die Sojabohne [The soya bean 
(Abstract)]. 17(3):58. March. [Ger]
• Summary: A German-language summary of the following 
English-language article: Bulletin of the Imperial Institute 
(London). 1909. “Cultivation and utilisation of the soy 
bean.” 7(3):308-14.

1198. Far Eastern Review (Shanghai). 1910. Oil and cake 
manufacture: The soya oil bean. 6(10):487-89. March. 
Reprinted from the London and China Express, Nov. 1909. 
[2 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This article begins: “In a recent issue of the 
‘Economist’ attention was drawn to the Soya bean trade 
in Manchuria, and to the rapid rise of the country as an 
exporter... America and the Continent are casting envious 
eyes upon what almost amounts to a monopoly of the trade 
held by Great Britain at this moment as a consequence of 
the existing prohibitive import duties on oilseeds in the 
protected countries. During the past season the English 
oilseed crushers settled down to a highly lucrative trade 
and for some months past many of the large mills have set 
their entire plant running on the crushing of Soya beans, to 
the exclusion of cottonseed, linseed, and other oleaginous 
seeds. The supposed shortage of the cotton and fl ax crops 
in the United States, and the anticipated shortage of linseed 
in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of cottonseed 
and linseed products, has found the English market 
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that Soya oil and 
cake can supply most of the requirements as well, if not 
better, whilst the foreigner is debarred from its use by the 
presence of high import tariffs. This new industry supplied 
a good example of the value to the United Kingdom of 
free imports of raw material compared with the protective 
duties in other countries... Soya oil manufactured in England 
continues to rise, in sympathy with the scarcity and dearness 
of linseed and cottonseed oils, and it is interesting to note 
that one of the main factors in the advance has been the 
demand from the United States, which is being supplied by 
the English crushers. Large quantities of Soya oil are being 
shipped form British ports to the American seaboard, and the 
demand is likely to continue; but the trade has already been 
so large that it is diffi cult to buy oil for near delivery. The 
same oil is also being shipped from Japan and China to the 
Untied States, as well as to the North of Europe, and here we 
have–for the moment at least–the only serious competitors of 
English crushers.”
 “In England, the bean cake is of even greater importance 
than the oil, representing as it does about 90 per cent. of 
the raw material. The cake is the residue after crushing, and 
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the analysis compares favourably in oil and albuminous 
substances with the best decorticated cotton-seed cake and 
meal, large quantities of which have been imported into this 
country for many years for cattle feeding... In Denmark, a 
great butter-producing country, some hesitation was shown in 
regard to the introduction of the Soya bean, as it was feared 
that the taste of the butter might be affected by feeding cows 
with Soya cake, but experiments have proved the reverse, 
and Denmark has secured 25,000 to 30,000 tons of beans for 
shipment from Manchuria during the next few months for 
crushing and cake-making.”
 The bean cake made in Asia by primitive methods 
“contains a great deal of moisture, and is unsuitable for a 
long voyage, owing to its liability to become heated and 
unsound. This cake is used chiefl y as a fertilizer in Japan 
and Southern China. During the present season these two 
countries imported about 600,000 tons of beancake from 
Manchuria for fertilizing.” If the price of the beans rise, 
“will Japan eventually come to rely on phosphates or other 
artifi cial manures?”
 A small table shows the imports of beancake into Japan 
during the last fi ve years: 1905–182,000 tons. 1906–258,000 
tons. 1907–320,000 tons. 1908–460,000 tons. 1909–600,000 
tons.
 “An exhibition of Soya beans and by-products from 
North China, together with photographs of the Soya bean 
industry, was held at the boardroom of the Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce on 17th and 18th inst. Explanations 
and full particulars of the industry were given by Mr. 
Cavendish Evelyn Liardet, lately returned form China.
 “At a recent meeting of the committee of the African 
Trade Section of the Incorporated Chamber of Commerce of 
Liverpool, Mr. A. Grenville Turner delivered an interesting 
address on the cultivation and uses of the Soya Bean.”
 “In America an attempt has recently been made there 
by certain dealers to place the Soya beans on the market as 
a new substitute for coffee, and sell it under other names 
at fancy prices. A sample of coffee specially ground from 
the Soya bean, at the suggestion of Sir Alfred Jones, was 
submitted, and created much interest.”
 The oil-cake left after the expression of the oil has 
a nutritive value that “is approximately equal to that of 
decorticated cotton-seed cake. Feeding trial with this cake in 
comparison with decorticated cotton cake have been carried 
out at the Cumberland and Westmoreland Farm School at 
Newton Rigg, and also at the Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester. At the former institution it was found that the 
cows, when fed with Soya bean cake, gave rather more milk 
than when fed with cotton cake; but the difference was so 
small that it may be considered that the two cakes are equal 
in this respect. The proportion of fat in the milk was the same 
in each case... In view of the importance of the trade in Soya 
beans, it has been considered desirable that attempts should 
be made to row the product in other countries than China. 

The Imperial Institute has already brought the matter to the 
notice of the Governments of several British Dependencies, 
and experiments are now in progress in the Cape of Good 
Hope, Natal, the East Africa Protectorate [later Kenya], 
and the Gambia. An effort is also being made to stimulate 
the cultivation of the Soya bean in India. It is stated that 
considerable additional areas are available for cultivation in 
Manchuria.
 “The annual report of the Hull Chamber of Commerce 
and Shipping states that the Seed Crushers’ Committee 
report that ‘the mills have been fairly well employed, and 
for the fi rst time in the history of the trade soya beans have 
been crushed in quantity.’ The Hull Seed, Oil, and Cake 
Association report that ‘the outstanding feature of the year 
has been the advent of the soya bean from Manchuria, which 
marks an epoch in the crushing trade of the United Kingdom. 
About 400,000 tons have been shipped to the United 
Kingdom in 1909, of which 153,000 tons have arrived in 
Hull since March last. There is reason to hope that the soya 
bean will be a regular article of import.’”

1199. Japan, Bureau of Agriculture (Norinsho, Nomukyoku), 
Dep. of Agriculture and Commerce. 1910. Outlines of 
agriculture in Japan. Tokyo: Agricultural Bureau, Department 
of Agriculture and Commerce. 132 p. March. Illust. No 
index. 23 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This book was compiled to acquaint foreigners 
with agriculture in Japan. Company name with diacritics is: 
Nôrinshô, Nômukyoku. A map near the front shows Japan 
and its empire (incl. Korea, Formosa, Kwantung, Karafuto, 
and the Kurile Islands, with an inset pie chart showing the 
value of Japan’s agricultural products). Oval photos show 
Japan’s six top agricultural offi cials, including Baron K. 
Oura, Minister of the Dept. of Agriculture and Commerce, 
C. Shimooka, Director of the Agricultural Bureau, and Dr. Y. 
Kozai, Director of the Imperial Experiment Station.
 A full-page table shows the moneys, measures and 
weights of Japan with English equivalents.
 Contents of the fi rst part of the book: Introduction: 
Geographical location, area, population, topographical 
position, climate. 1. General remarks. 2. Condition of 
farmers. 3. Condition of agricultural land.
 The section titled “Upland fi elds” (p. 18) states: “Upland 
fi elds are those portions of land being located in high and 
dry places which by wanting means of irrigation could not 
be converted into paddy fi elds. The utilization of these fi elds 
is commonly made by the rotation system and crops are 
raised twice a year. The commonest instance is that barely, 
naked barely, and wheat are raised as the fi rst crop in winter 
whereas soja beans, sweet potatoes and millets are raised 
during the summer as the second crop.” The profi ts from 
upland fi elds are generally smaller than from lowland / 
paddy fi elds. The average yield of soja beans over the past 10 
years is given in Japanese units (p. 19).
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 In Japan only cows and horses are kept as work animals. 
In 1907 Japan had 1,008,922 cows and 2,204,031 horses. But 
they were used more for their manure than for plowing.
 A table (p. 28) shows the value (in yen) of the principal 
commercial fertilizers in Japan from 1905 to 1907. “Soja 
bean cakes” (a key source of nitrogen) is by far the largest, 
averaging 12.9 million yen for these three years, followed by 
superphosphate of lime, mixed manure, rape-seed oil cakes, 
herring cakes, bone dust, and cotton-seed oil cakes. Note 1. 
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Nov. 
2005) that uses the term “cotton-seed oil cakes” (plural or 
singular) to refer to cotton-seed cakes.
 A table (p. 37) gives the cultivated area (in 1,000 cho) of 
major Japanese crops in 1887, 1892, 1897, 1902, and 1907. 
In 1907 rice had by far the largest area (2,906), followed 
by naked barley (694), barley (658), soja bean (471), wheat 
(444), mulberry tree (390), sweet potato (288), Indian millet 

(202), rape seed (143), small red bean ([azuki], 
135). Soja bean area remained almost unchanged 
between 1887 (466) and 1907 (471).
 A table (p. 39) gives average yield (in 
koku/tan) of the same major Japanese crops for 
the same years shown in the previous table. Yield 
of soja beans rose from 0.698 in 1887 to 0.777 in 
1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels and 1 tan = 
0.245 acres, the 1907 yield is 15.74 bushels/acre.
 A table (p. 40) gives the production (in 
10,000 koku) of the same major Japanese crops 
for the same years shown in the previous table. 
Production of soja beans rose from 325 in 1887 
to 366 in 1907. Since 1 koku = 4.963 bushels, 
and 10,000 koku = 49,630 bushels, then 366 
koku is 18.164 million bushels. The next table 
(p. 42) shows the value (in yen) of each of these 
agricultural products in 1905-07, and a table (p. 
46) compares the cultivated area of each of these 
crops with rice; soja beans are 16.2% of rice.
 In the section on “Food crops” (p. 47+) 
is a detailed discussion of each. Concerning 
“Soja bean” (p. 50-51) we read: “The use of this 
bean is extremely extensive since they are used 
for the purpose of supplying to the people low 
priced starchy food by being made into miso 
(pea cheese), soy, tofu (bean curd), and other 
food-stuffs required by the Japanese. The residue 
obtained from making these food-stuffs from 
the bean is used for the purpose of feeding cattle 
or of pressing oil while as manure it is highly 
valued. Soja bean is easily cultivated requiring 
less amount of manure and labour. It is therefore 
cultivated all over the country and occupies 
the principal position among summer crops of 
upland fi elds. Within recent years the demand for 
it has considerably increased at home and also 
the export of various food-stuffs prepared out of 

bean has shown some increase so that no small amount of 
bean is imported either from China [Manchuria] or Korea. 
The amount imported actually reaches 10,000,000 yen. Over 
and above these, the import of bean cakes is approximately 
fi gured at 20,000,000 yen so that the domestic output has 
somewhat been affected.”
 Also discusses: Barley and naked barley. Indian millet, 
Barnyard millet and sorghum. Small red bean [azuki] (“A 
large amount of small red bean is used as a material for 
cakes [confections], Hokkaido being the principal producing 
district.” p. 51). Flax and hemp. Green manure crops, 
incl. genge (Astragalus sinicus, umagoyashi (Medicago 
denticula)), soja beans, etc.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2006) that uses the term “small red bean” to 
refer to the azuki bean.
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 Chapter 4, titled “Animal industry and poultry” (p. 
69+) contains many statistics which may be of interest to 
vegetarians. Japanese traditionally ate fi sh rather than meat. 
“Even at present, the amount of meat consumed per capita 
a year does not exceed 1.7 pounds while that consumed 
in America is 150 pounds and in England 118 pounds per 
capita.” etc.
 Page 70 contains 4 tables with statistics about the 
number of cattle, horses, swine, sheep and goats, from 1897 
to 1907. The number of slaughter houses decreased from 
2,163 in 1897 to 938 in 1907. During this same period the 
number of slaughtered horses increased from 41,049 to 
65,655 and the number of slaughtered swine increased from 
107,034 to 177,351.
 Note: An excellent history of meat eating in Japan, 
by Zenjiro Watanabe, is available online at http://www.
kikkoman.co.jp/kiifc/foodculture/pdf_09/e_002_008.pdf.
 In 1906 the government perceived the necessity for 
developing a poultry industry in Japan so it established a 
poultry plant as a branch of the Imperial Stock Breeding 
Farm in the suburbs of Tokyo (p. 75).
 A table (p. 85) shows imports of principal agricultural 
products (quantity and value) each year from 1906 to 1908. 
Imports of soja beans increased from 286 to 352 (x 10,000 
piculs) during this period, while imports of [soja] bean cake 
increased from 433 to 776. Both were imported mainly from 
China. However “the output of soy [sauce] and miso made of 
soja bean is exported to the amount of 1,200,000 yen, while 
bean cake forms the principal fertilizer in Japan” (p. 86).
 Page 95: The Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station, 
with its headquarters near Tokyo, under the direct control 
of the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, “originated 
in 1886 and the system was practically completed in 1893.” 
Address: Tokyo.

1200. Rea, George Bronson. 1910. Beans: The solution of 
the commercial situation in Manchuria. Far Eastern Review 
(Shanghai) 6(10):453-61, 486-87. March. [Eng]
• Summary: The article begins: “Shanghai, March 1, 
1910.–Neutralization of the Manchurian Railways and the 
construction of the Chinchow-Tsitsihar-Aigun Line are 
the latest moves in the prolonged diplomatic campaign to 
nullify Russian and Japanese preponderance in the Three 
Eastern Provinces. Since the termination of the late war 
foreign opinion has accepted the theory that unfair tactics 
and discrimination are the foundation of Japan’s commercial 
success in Manchuria. The average European has refused to 
believe Japan could secure control of the Manchurian trade, 
unless underhanded methods were employed... At the root 
of the trouble was the South Manchuria Railway, and on its 
operation and administration fell the burden of censure.”
 Gives a detailed account of the fi rst shipment of 
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe by Mitsui Bussan 
and alleged unfair commercial practices used by Japan in 

Manchuria, especially concerning the South Manchuria 
Railway. “For years Japan has been the largest consumer of 
Manchuria’s principal export of beans and bean-cake. The 
bean-cake was an absolute necessity to the Japanese farmer 
to fertilize his worn out fi elds... Before the Manchurian 
railways were constructed and Newchwang was the 
only treaty port, the larger British fi rms established there 
controlled the trade of the province. The beans or bean-cakes 
were carted or shipped by river junk to Newchwang to be 
stored in the godowns of the leading merchants, who also 
controlled the ocean shipping. At the time when the Japanese 
farmer required the bean-cake for fertilizing the ground for 
spring planting, the port was closed by ice, and very often 
the delay in shipping the cake to Japan entailed considerable 
loss and damage to the crops. The Japanese purchased 
their supplies of bean products from the foreign hongs who 
controlled this trade...
 “But the war came and changed all this. Japanese 
merchants entered the fi eld, and, with the ice free port of 
Dairen as a base, commenced an aggressive campaign to 
gain control of this important trade. The end was inevitable. 
As Japan consumed the bulk of the bean-cake, and controlled 
the railway transportation to a port where storage and 
lighterage could be eliminated, loading charges reduced 
to a minimum and their own steamers employed to freight 
the product to Japan at all seasons, it was natural that her 
merchants would underbid the foreigner and take away his 
monopoly. Despite the discriminating railway rate, giving 
Dairen the same tariff as Newchwang, the foreigner never 
had a ghost of chance after the appearance of Japan on 
the scene. The storage, handling, and lighterage charges 
at Newchwang were in themselves suffi cient to offset any 
difference in the railway freight. Against such a condition 
of affairs it was useless for the foreigner to struggle. If he 
attempted to purchase beans or bean-cake, he would have to 
sell eventually to the larger Japanese fi rms controlling the 
exports to Japan at their price and most likely at a loss.
 “So, with the export trade of Manchuria in their hands, 
it was an easy step to monopolize the imports for such 
Japanese goods suitable to the demand. At a time when 
Manchuria was impoverished as a result of a devastating 
war, and the purchasing power of the inhabitants reduced 
to a minimum owing to a shortage of currency, commerce 
was reduced to its original character of simple barter. The 
farmer, hauling his crop many miles to the nearest market 
town, exchanged his products for cotton goods and other 
necessities...
 “As a result of the war, many new inland treaty ports 
were thrown open to trade, and where previously the 
foreigner was confi ned to the one port of Newchwang, and 
forced to deal with the inferior through native agents, he 
could now branch out and establish himself in many large 
centers of trade throughout the province...
 “It is a far cry from high diplomacy to the humble Soya 
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Bean, yet we hold to the belief that the past and present 
commercial situation and ultimate solution of the vexatious 
Manchurian problem is bound up in the control of this one 
product.”
 Eighteen black-and-white photos (each about 3 by 6 
inches) show: (1) Upper end of wharf at Dairen. (2) Dairen, 
the “white city” or amusement park. (3) Loading steamer 
with [soy] beans at Dairen. (4) Loading beans at Dairen 
wharves. Loading beans on vessels at Dairen wharf. (5-6) 
Two more views of loading beans at Dairen wharves. (7) 
[Soy] bean oil awaiting shipment at Dairen. (8) Storing 
beans at Manchuria.–Oil cake company’s warehouse. (9) 
Loading beans into switch cars on Dairen wharves. (10) 
View of piles of beans in sacks on Dairen wharves. (11) Piles 
of beans (in sacks) and round bean cakes awaiting shipment 
on Dairen wharves. (12) Scenes on Dairen wharves–storing 
beans in tall, round osier bins. (13) Panoramic view of 
Dairen, looking across the Nippon Bridge to the Old Russian 
administration town. (14) Panoramic view of Dairen, from 
the hills looking towards the harbor. (15) Delivering beans 
in carts. (16) Open storing grounds at Dairen with piles of 
beans in sacks. (17) Cleaning and re-sacking beans at Dairen 
for shipment to Europe. (18) Sansing [a large Chinese-style 
gate], in North Eastern Manchuria. (19) The new edifi ce of 
the Yokohama Specie Bank. (20) The Civil Administration 
Building, Dairen. (21) Kirin: The governor’s summer yamen 
[headquarters or residence]. (22) Main street of Tiehling, a 
great bean and grain center. (23) The streets of Newchwang. 
(24) The “White City” terminus of the tramway system, 
Dairen. (25) Electric car house, Dairen.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning allegations of unfair trade practices.

1201. Times (London). 1910. Soya bean meal for cattle. April 
1. p. 3, col. 2.
• Summary: A lawsuit has alleged that soybean meal caused 
the death of cattle in Scotland. “Lord Mackenzie, in the 
Court of Session, Edinburgh, has issued his judgment in the 
action by David Blake, dairyman, of Blacksidelea Farm, 
Liberton, against J. and A. Lawson, millmasters, Caledonia 
Mills, Leith, for payment of £700, of which £575 stands for 
the value of 25 cows which died, £30 the extent to which 
three cows depreciated in value, and the balance for loss and 
damage through disorganization of business and outlays.
 “The pursuer [plaintiff] stated that in March, 1909, he 
purchased through the defenders’ traveller a quantity of 
soya bean meal, and that his cows seemed to fare all right 
on it. He got a second consignment in April, and when he 
fed his cows with it a number of them became ill, and were 
treated for poisoning. Twenty-fi ve cows died or had to be 
slaughtered.
 “The defenders denied liability, and pleaded that, the 
meal having been sold by them under its trade name of 
soya bean meal and without any warranty, they should be 

assoilized” [absolved, acquitted].
 The defenders said that the soya bean, only recently 
imported into this country, “had been recommended by 
scientists as cattle food. Other customers used the remainder 
of the meal from which the pursuer’s second supply was 
given without any evil consequences. The averred that 
the illness and death of the pursuer’s cattle was due to 
overfeeding or ill-feeding on the part of the pursuer, or in 
any event to causes not connected with soya bean meal.
 “The Lord Ordinary assoilized the defenders, and found 
them entitled to expenses.” He summarized his opinion, 
giving 7 reasons for it.

1202. Blin, Henri. 1910. Le soja ou fève de Mandchourie. 
Production et utilisations [The soybean or bean of 
Manchuria. Production and utilization]. Nature (La) (Paris) 
38(1, Supplement):141-42. April 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Since 1908 people in France have been very 
preoccupied with the large imports of soybean seeds 
which are grown in Manchuria and shipped from Dalny 
and Vladivostok. Soya beans are known in commerce 
as Haricot de Chine and Pois oléagineux du Japon. In 
England, soybeans have been used as a source of oil which 
is healthful, very nutritious, and of great value–especially for 
use by soap manufacturers. In Germany, this bean is used for 
the preparation of an artifi cial distillery yeast; it contains an 
important amount of fermentable materials and of an enzyme 
(ferment) similar to the diastase of malt which transforms 
fermentable starches and sugars. The investigations of 
Dr. Calmette of the Pasteur Institute at Lille, have made it 
possible to extract from soybeans diastatic enzymes (des 
diastases) which have unique effects. [Note: Dr. Calmette 
was one of the inventors of the “amylo process,” which 
began operation in France in 1891. He also fi rst named 
Aspergillus rouxii.]
 Recently Li Yu-ying, a delegate of the government of 
China in Europe, made a very interesting presentation to 
the French Society of Agriculture, concerning the food, 
therapeutic, agricultural, and industrial uses of the soybean: 
Flour, bread for diabetics, cakes, a seasoning sauce, 
confections, raw milk, fresh cheeses, etc.
 Also discusses: Soybean cakes, cultivation of soybeans 
in Europe and the USA, soy coffee made by roasting 
soybeans in the south of France (le Midi), and the use of 
soya in diabetic diets. The author concludes by stating that 
the soybean has great potential in France, and varieties well 
adapted to this climate should be cultivated.

1203. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers 
and feeding stuffs: Judgment in the soya bean meal case. 
103(4097):402-405. April 4. Colonial and Foreign Edition. *
• Summary: This is the conclusion of the article on “Alleged 
poisoning by soya bean meal” (see Feb. 14, p. 169, 171).
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1204. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade of 
Bombay. A great export season. April 4. p. 10.
• Summary: “These oilseeds have held their own in spite of 
the large supplies of soya beans from Manchuria, but that 
competition is effected by the import duties of Continental 
countries, which cause the whole soya trade to fl ow into 
England. Half a million tons were imported by England last 
year. So great, however, is the demand, by the great crushing 
countries–Germany, France and Belgium–for seeds yielding 
edible oils that even castor seed is now imported for the 
purpose.”

1205. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1910. Soy 
beans. 58:519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnaean Society, 
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the director of Kew, showed 
samples of Soy bean, Glycine Soja, Sieb. and Zucc (G. 
hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium specimens of the plant 
producing this seed... This plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’ 
‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’ ‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and 
‘China Bean.’
 The “Soy [Sauce] of Commerce” is made from the seeds 
of this bean, plus salt, fl our, and fresh water. “Wenchow is 
an important centre of the manufacture, and here the bean 
used for the purpose is said to be chiefl y the white form from 
Chinkiang.”
 “The principal use of the beans in this country is for 
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per 
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute 
for cotton-seed oil... The beans can be bought in London at 
about £5 to £6 per ton; the oil realises about £21 to £22 per 
ton, and the cake about £6 to £7 per ton.
 “Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone 
chiefl y to Japan, and certain parts of Asia, but recently, 
beginning about November 1908, an important trade has 
been developed in them, more especially with the beans, 
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the 
chief place of export.”
 “The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater 
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool), 
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and 
Scandinavian ports.
 “Up to 1907 the export of Soy beans from Manchuria 
did not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the 
export rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen; 
100,000 tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via 
Suifenho [Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase it is said 
being due entirely to the demand from Europe.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
Suifenho [Suifenhe] (spelled Suifenhe in 1999), a border 
town on the railroad that joins eastern Manchuria with 
Vladivostok. It is located between the cities of Suiyang (in 

Manchuria) and Pogranichnyy (in Primorskiy Kray in the 
Russian Far East). Address: Kew Gardens.

1206. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. Soy beans. 
58(2994):519. April 8.
• Summary: “At a recent meeting of the Linnean Society, 
Mr. J.H. Holland, on behalf of the Director of Kew, showed 
samples of Soy Bean... with herbarium specimens of the 
plant producing this seed.” There follows a review of the 
current status of soy beans worldwide.

1207. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Liverpool 
notes. 76(15):527. April 9.
• Summary: In the section titled “English and Welsh news” 
under “Liverpool notes” we read: “On Monday afternoon, 
April 4, Mr. A. Grenville Turner gave an address on ‘The 
Cultivation of Soya Bean in West Africa’ before the African 
Trade Section of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. Mr. 
Turner was sent out to West Africa in October last by the 
late Sir Alfred Jones, with the object of encouraging the 
cultivation of Soya bean.”
 Note: This is an early example of the use of term “Soya 
Bean” not preceded by the word “the.”

1208. Economiste Francais (L’). 1910. Lettre d’Angleterre 
[Letter from England]. 38(15):524-26. April 9. [Fre]
• Summary: This unsigned letter from London, dated 6 
April 1910, discusses the cultivation of soy beans (fèves 
de soya) in West Africa. Mr. Grenville Turner presented a 
lecture on the cultivation of soybeans in West Africa to the 
African section of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce. He 
recalled that the late Sir Alfred Jones, the great shipowner 
who died recently, was vitally interested in this question, 
and at the beginning of last summer [i.e., in mid-1909] he 
sent soybeans to Africa, so that several experiments could 
be conducted. Within 3 months he received a sample of the 
harvest and analyses confi rmed an oil content of 17¼%. Last 
October [1909] Sir Alfred assigned Mr. Turner to a mission 
to West Africa for the purpose of demonstrating to the 
Europeans as well as the natives the importance of growing 
soybeans. While on this mission, Mr. Turner traveled 12,000 
English miles–almost 20,000 kilometers–during which he 
traversed the colonial regions of Gambia, Sierra Leone, 
Nigeria, and the Gold Coast (Ghana). In all of British West 
Africa, wherever trials had been conducted, the results were 
marvelous.
 Note 1. In 1914 Mr. Turner reported: “The highest 
recorded oil content in soybeans was 23.20% from beans” 
grown by him Sierra Leone.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Nigeria or Sierra Leone, or in the 
cultivation of soybeans in Nigeria or Sierra Leone (one of 
three documents).
 This document contains the earliest date seen for 
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soybeans in Gambia (Oct. 1909; one of three documents), 
in Ghana (1909; one of three documents), in Nigeria (1909), 
or in Sierra Leone. Note however that it is not completely 
clear that soybeans were grown in each of the four countries 
visited by Mr. Turner. Concerning Sierra Leone, three 
subsequent documents (Chiappini 1914, Sampson 1936, and 
International Institute of Agriculture 1936) state or suggest 
that soybeans were fi rst introduced to Sierra Leone in 1913 
from South Russia. Address: France.

1209. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Exceedingly 
fi rm is oil undertone: Prediction that cotton oil will reach 
eight cents. April 10. p. A8.
• Summary: New York. “Among recent importations from 
England were 2,000 barrels of cotton oil and 1,000 barrels of 
soya bean oil.”

1210. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Colonial oil seeds. 
Experiments with the Manchurian soy bean watched by the 
trade. April 16. p. 5.
• Summary: The oil and seed trade in Europe, America, and 
Asia is interested in experiments to grow “the Manchurian 
soy bean in British West Africa. Analysis of Manchurian 
soy beans sent to England averaged about 15 per cent. of 
oil, and sold for about $40 a ton. West African [soy] beans 
have been valued at $2.50 a ton more. The oil contents of 
the crop grown in South Nigeria was 19.62 per cent., on the 
Gold Coast [later Ghana] 21.29, and in Sierra Leone 23.20%. 
In West Africa, two crops a year can be easily secured, and 
plants reach maturity for six to ten weeks. Soy bean oil last 
year in the London market averaged from $112.50, compared 
with $145.00 for March of this year.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (April 
2009) that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in 
Sierra Leone. This document contains the 2nd earliest clear 
date seen for soybeans in Sierra Leone, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Sierra Leone (1910 or before) (one of several 
documents). The source of these soybeans was probably 
South Russia via Great Britain.

1211. Times (London). 1910. Field experiments in North 
Wales. April 18. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: Reports of “experiments carried out in 
connection with the University College of North Wales, 
Bangor... Soya bean cake was tested in comparison with 
linseed cake in rations for fattening sheep, but though it did 
not quite equal the latter the experimenters are satisfi ed that 
it is a good feeding stuff, and that its introduction is of great 
importance to stockowners.”

1212. Sydney Mail (Australia). 1910. Soy bean for stock: 
Report to the British Board of Trade. April 20. p. 12.
• Summary: “A fair idea of the growing importance of 
soy bean cake as a commercial feed in Europe is given 

in a recent report on the British trade by an expert. In his 
opinion, the growing demand for the soy bean has been 
caused in part by the recent rise in the price of cottonseed 
products... The reduced supply of Egyptian cotton seed for 
future requirements is expected to be made up by increased 
purchases in India. According to press reports British seed 
crushers have 400,000 tons of last season’s crop of soy bean 
under contract.”
 “The total demand for soy oil and cake is good, the 
total British exports of cake to European countries for the 11 
months ended November 30, 1909, being 70,000 tons. It is 
stated that large mills are to be built in Denmark which are 
expected to consume about 20,000 tons of beans annually in 
the manufacture of soy cake.”

1213. African World (The) (London). 1910. Soya beans. 
April 23. p. 615.
• Summary: “Considerable interest is being taken in the 
soya bean, about which we have published a quantity of 
information at different times. Some people maintain that 
there is a great future before growers of the beans in West 
and in South Africa, and experiments so far made go to 
prove this theory to be perfectly sound. The bulk of the 
world’s supply now comes from Manchuria, about which 
the following details will be instructive:- Up to the year 
1907, so far as can be ascertained from the only Customs 
fi gures available, viz., those for the port of Newchwang, 
the export of soya beans from Manchuria did not exceed 
120,000 tons annually. During the year 1908 the export rose 
to approximately 330,000 tons; one half of this was exported 
from Dairen, and of the remainder 100,000 tons were 
shipped from Newchwang and 65,000 went out by rail via 
Suifenho [Suifenhe] en route to Vladivostok. This increase 
was almost entirely due to the demand from Europe, which 
continued throughout 1909, and seems likely to increase 
rather than diminish.” Many more statistics on exports of 
soya beans from Manchuria are given.
 “Considering that several companies have been fl oated 
during the past few weeks for the cultivation of rubber in 
West Africa, no doubt their directors will not lose sight of 
the importance of growing soya beans, not only as a catch-
crop, but also for planting in between the rows of rubber 
trees, which would keep down undesirable growths and thus 
save the cost of weeding. The soya bean being a leguminous 
plant, adds to the nourishment of the soil by means of its root 
nodules, which assimilate the free nitrogen of the air, storing 
it in the nodules and transmitting it to the soil. Several rubber 
plantations are adopting this course.”

1214. Holland, J.H. 1910. Linnean Society of London: Soy 
bean. Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 30:515-
16. April 23. Series 4.
• Summary: Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Linnean 
Society of London. Session of March 17, 1910. Address: 
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F.L.S., London.

1215. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1910. 
Monetary and commercial: Edible oils and the soya bean. 
April 27. p. 5.
• Summary: “During the past year there has been a 
considerable rise in the European values of all butter and lard 
substitutes. A correspondent of the ‘Manchester Guardian,’ 
recently discussing the question, called attention especially 
to the shortage of the olive and American cotton crops. Early 
last year the price of olive oil reached £65 per ton. When 
the new crop came in the price fell rapidly, but is now again 
approaching £50 per ton. The failure of the usual supply of 
cotton oil from America was perhaps more serious, as there 
is no generally recognised substitute for American cotton 
oil in the manufacture of edible fats. The dearth of cotton 
oil, however, stimulated manufacturers to seek new sources 
of supply. Although the attempt to utilise British makes 
of cotton oil does not appear to have met with very much 
success, there has been an important development in the 
introduction of ‘Soya’ oil.
 “This oil is manufactured from the Manchurian bean of 
that name, and during the year 1909 no less than 360,000 
tons of the bean (or more than half as much as the total 
quantity of cotton seed crushed in Great Britain) were 
imported into that country. The prospects for the future 
development of this trade are (says the “Economist”) 
somewhat uncertain. As soon as an edible Soya oil has 
been manufactured the demand will doubtless be greatly 
stimulated, and even present prices, which are about 10/ a 
ton less than that of soapmaking qualities of cotton oil, are 
extremely profi table to the Manchurian agriculturist. On the 
other hand, the latter is handicapped by considerable natural 
diffi culties in the way of transport. The question of tariffs is 
an important factor. That British manufacturers have so far 
been able to secure a partial monopoly of the trade is almost 
entirely, if not wholly, due to the absence of a tariff which in 
France and Germany is suffi ciently high to shut out the raw 
material. If to the existing competition of China and Japan 
there were added that of America, Germany, and France 
serious results might follow. For one thing, the price of the 
Soya bean, which has already risen considerably, might be 
driven to a height which would seriously diminish the profi ts 
of British crushers when their present stocks were exhausted. 
For the moment, however, at existing prices for oil and cake 
they have a handsome margin of profi t.”

1216. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1910. Soy 
beans. 17(213):102. April 28. [3 ref]
• Summary: “The trade in soy beans between Manchuria 
and the United Kingdom began towards the end of 1908, 
and the fi rst large cargo of the bean consigned to the United 
Kingdom arrived in Hull on the 2nd of March, 1909, and 
amounted to 5,200 tons. The demand rose very rapidly and 

it is stated that before June contracts had been made for the 
delivery of no less than 200,000 tons. The total quantity 
imported during the year 1909 amounted to about 400,000 
tons. The new season commenced in December last and it 
was stated in the Economist of December 4th, 1909, that 
as many as fi fteen steamers had been chartered to load 
beans at Dalny and Vladivostock [Vladivostok] for English 
ports representing something like 300,000 tons, so that in 
one month only–December (with twelve months to run)–
contracts have been made for a quantity only 100,000 tons 
short of the total English trade during 1909. Up to 1907 the 
total exports of soy beans from Manchuria did not exceed 
120,000 tons annually. In 1908 the shipments amounted to 
330,000 tons, and in 1909 they ranged between 700,000 and 
800,000 tons.
 “A brief review of the soy bean trade of Manchuria, 
furnished by the acting British Consul-General at Mukden, 
was published in the Indian Trade Journal of 10th March, 
1910. Further particulars in the second para. [paragraph] 
of an article on the position of Edible Oils in the Journal 
of 24th March show the extent to which the soy bean now 
competes with Indian oil seeds. Soy beans and soy oil are 
already regularly quoted in the market reports...”
 “The price of linseed and cotton seed has been kept up 
this year by the failures of Argentine linseed, of American 
and Egyptian cotton seed and of the world’s olive crop. 
This has saved India from feeling the full pressure of the 
soy bean competition... It is quite possible that when the 
fall comes it will affect soy beans as much as linseed and 
that therefore nothing would be gained by substituting 
soy beans for linseed in the scheme of India’s agriculture. 
But in the meantime it would probably be well that India 
should ascertain how far it would–should occasion arise–be 
found possible to grow the crop successfully and to place a 
considerable area under it at short notice...
 “Applications are occasionally received in the 
Commercial Intelligence Department from correspondents 
(private and offi cial) who want seed for experimental 
growing. So far as is known none of the provincial 
Departments of Agriculture is in a position to supply seed 
for this purpose. The beans are used by the Chinese in 
the preparation of various foods, and a certain quantity is 
imported into Calcutta for the use of Chinese residents. 
It thus comes that seeds are often procurable in the 
proper quarters in the Calcutta bazaars. Specimens of two 
descriptions, green and yellow, were recently purchased from 
a Chinese provision dealer. Twenty seeds of each description 
were sown. All of the green variety germinated satisfactorily. 
Only two of the yellow variety germinated and a similar 
result attended a second attempt.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “soy oil.”

1217. Brenier, Henri. 1910. La question du soja [The soya 
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question]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 
13(83):105-28. March/April. Series 2. [22 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This is an in-depth look at the relevance of 
the soybean to France, both now and in the future. It is 
prompted by the rapid growth of soybean imports to Europe 
from Manchuria. The author has a good knowledge of the 
literature on soybeans and a familiarity with the crop in the 
fi eld in French Indochina and China.
 Contents: 1. Soybean cultivation: Species and varieties, 
major soybean producing countries (China, Japan, Korea, 
Indochina), other countries (Java and the Dutch East 
Indies, France, USA. The Imperial Institute of London is 
conducting trials in the Cape of Good Hope and Natal [South 
Africa], in British West Africa, and in Gambia), methods of 
cultivation and yield. 2. Commerce: Exports of soybeans 
and soybean cake (beancake, tourteaux de soja) from China 
and especially Manchuria (Newchwang, Dairen/Dalny, 
Antung, Ta tung kow, Suifenho (Suifenhe / Sui-fen-ho)), 
importing countries in 1908 in descending order of amount 
imported (Russian ports on the Pacifi c [Vladivostok, for 
re-export to Europe], Great Britain, France, Holland, Italy, 
Belgium, Germany), prices. 3. Soybean utilization: Chemical 
composition, use as a forage plant and for improving the soil, 
use in human foods (tofu, shoyu, Worcestershire sauce, tuong 
[Annamite soy sauce], miso, natto, soymilk), the soybean 
as an oilseed (yield of oil from various oilseeds), soybean 
cakes. Conclusions.
 Page 109 discusses soybeans in Indochina, according 
to information received from M. Crevost, Curator of the 
Agricultural and Commercial Museum of Hanoi, and from 
the article by Bui-quang-Chiêu (Dec. 1905). The names of 
the soybean are different in the various parts of Indochina. 
In Cochin China (especially in the provinces of Chaudoc 
and Baria), in Annam (sporadically), and in Tonkin it is 
called dau-nanh or dau-tuong (Tuong is a sauce made with 
soybeans, described later under “Uses”). In Cambodia 
(Cambodge) it is called sandek sieng. The variety most 
widely cultivated in Indochina seems to be one with a 
yellowish-white color, more oblong than round, a little 
fl attened (soja platycarpa of Harz [1880, 1885] (?)), different 
therefore from the fi ne (belle) varieties of Manchuria and 
Japan that are well rounded and pure yellow.
 A table (p. 112) shows soy bean grain exports (in 
1,000 metric tons) from different Manchurian ports for the 
years 1905-1908. The author notes that Indochina could be 
exporting soybeans to France. One factor that stimulated the 
large exports of soybeans from Manchuria in 1908 (besides 
an excellent harvest in 1907) was a program to suppress the 
cultivation of opium by expansion of soybean acreage (p. 
113). The author uses the scientifi c name Phaseolus radiatus 
to refer to the petit haricot vert (probably mung bean). He 
observed soybeans planted in mixed culture in Szechuan.
 Page 116 notes that the rise of soybeans in Manchuria 
is due in part to the power of the Japanese commercial 

house Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and the large English oil mills, 
which joined to develop an industry that had not previously 
existed. At the end of 1906, Mitsui, which had a dominant 
commercial role in Southern Manchuria, sent one or two 
trial shipments of soybeans to England. Mitsui was followed 
mainly by the British trading houses (Samuel & Samuel, 
Jardine, Matheson), then by the Germans (Otto Reimers, 
Arnhold Karberg), and the Russians. Continued suppression 
of opium growing led to further expansion of soybean 
cultivation.
 A table (p. 117) gives the price of soybeans (per picul 
of 300 catties = 180 kg), soybean cake (per 10 cakes of 53 
catties each or 318 kg for the 10), and soybean oil (per picul 
of 100 catties = 60 kg) in New chwang [Newchwang] taels 
and in French francs in the average year from 1882-1891, 
and in the year 1897. Prices were up in 1897.
 Page 124 states: “A factory was recently founded near 
Paris (at Saint Germain en Laye), with Chinese capital, for 
the preparation of a series of products derived from soya: 
milk, “caséo-sojaïne,” cheese [tofu], sauce, and sweet soya 
preserves (confi ture (?) de soja).” A footnote states: “I owe 
this curious piece of information to the amicability of the 
secretary of Ecole française d’Extrême-Orient, Mr. Ch. 
Maybon, who pointed it out in the January 1910 issue of the 
Bulletin de l’Association amicale franco-chinoise.
 A table (p. 125) shows that the soybean gives the lowest 
yield of oil of all major oilseeds: copra (from coconut) yields 
67-70% oil, sesame seeds 50-56%, poppy seed (pavot) 43-
50%, castor oil plant 42-50%, rapeseed (colza) 42-45%, 
linseed 43%, peanuts 35-47%, cottonseed 21-26%, soybeans 
from Manchuria 16-18%.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2000) 
that describes caséo-sojaïne as a product. Yet this may well 
be a mistake since its source of information is given as 
Bulletin de l’Association Amicale Franco-Chinoise (Jan. 
1910)–which uses the term to refer to a business name. 
Address: Inspecteur-Conseil des Services Agricoles et 
Commerciaux de l’Indochine.

1218. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. The soy 
bean trade of Manchuria. 17(1):67. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: This information was sent to the Board of Trade 
by Mr. R. Willis, Acting British Consul-General at Mukden. 
Before 1908 (according to the only Customs statistics 
available, those from the port of Newchwang) the exports 
of soy beans from Manchuria never exceeded 120,000 tons 
per year. During the year 1908, those exports rose to about 
330,000 tons. Half of this total (165,000 tons) was exported 
from Dairen, 100,000 tons were shipped from Newchwang, 
and 65,000 tons went by rail via Suifenho [Suifenhe] to 
Vladivostok. Almost all of the increased demand was from 
Europe, and it continued during 1909.
 Exports of “beancake” in 1908 totalled about 500,000 
tons. Exports of the 1909 bean crop (from Oct. 1908 to June 
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1909) rose to 570,000 tons. Address: England.

1219. Product Name:  Soya Flour, Soya Bread, Soya 
Biscuits.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Premier Oil Extracting Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hull, England.
Date of Introduction:  1910 April.
Ingredients:  Flour: 25% soya fl our and 75% wheat fl our.
New Product–Documentation:  Julien Brodé. 1910. April 
23. U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of 
Manufactures, Special Agents Series. No. 39. p. 12-13. 
“Oil seed products and feed stuffs.” “The most interesting 
and, to the writer’s mind, the most signifi cant thing about 
the new soya industry is the process used by three mills in 
England for extracting the oil. This secret process belongs 
to the Premier Oil Extracting Company, of Hull, and for its 
use the two other mills are said to pay the company 40 cents 
royalty for every ton of seed treated. The seed are fi rst fi nely 
crushed and then treated directly by a fat solvent, presumably 
benzine.” No trace of the solvent remains in the oil and only 
about 1% of the oil remains in the meal. Note: This is the 
earliest document seen (July 2001) worldwide stating that 
oil is being extracted commercially from soybeans using a 
solvent.
 “The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates 
a large fl our mill, and is placing on the market a so-called 
‘soya fl our,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent 
wheat fl our. The company has induced a number of bakers 
to use it in making a soya bread, which is fi nding sale on 
the market, although the price asked is the same as for all-
wheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit 
manufacturer to use soya fl our in making a brand of biscuits 
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and 
are very palatable.”

1220. Product Name:  Omega Soya Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unknown British Oil Refi ner.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1910 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Julien Brodé. 1910. April 
23. U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of 
Manufactures, Special Agents Series. No. 39. p. 12-13. “Oil 
seed products and feed stuffs.” “Soya oil is not refi ned as is 
American cotton-seed oil, with caustic soda, but by means 
of sulphuric acid and fuller’s earth... One refi ner is placing 
on the market an edible soya oil sold under the name of 
‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good color, is almost neutral 
in odor, and is rather palatable, the fl avor being similar to 
that of peanut oil. The process for rendering crude soya oil 
edible is kept a close secret, but is thought to be by means of 
superheated steam...”

1221. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. The soya bean. 
May 6. p. 6.

• Summary: “It appears that steps have successfully been 
taken in the German Reichstag to abolish the customs duties 
levied on soya beans imported into Germany. Thus will come 
to an end the profi table monopoly which Hull [England] 
millers have enjoyed in the utilisation of this valuable 
commodity. The great export of the oil-yielding soya beans 
from Manchuria has been one of the most curious incidents 
in the trade in raw products in the world during the last few 
years, because it shows how greedily the world’s markets 
absorb any new source of food supply, under pressure of 
the general shortage and the high prices which universally 
prevail.”

1222. Wall Street Journal. 1910. Cotton seed oil values too 
dear for soap making. May 11. p. 3.
• Summary: “World-wide interest in the oil bearing seed 
industry is now probably at its height. For the two classes of 
industries, those making food oils or fats, and those engaged 
in the manufacture of soap,... cotton seed oil... is becoming 
too dear for soap making. Its values are such as to confi ne it 
to food-stuff markets. Since January 1st, cotton seed oil at 
New York ranged from 7.03 cents to 7.55 cents a pound. The 
cause of the change lies in the shortage of the cotton crop.”
 “Price of linseed had advanced until the seed crushing 
industry is inclined to see little profi t in manufacturing at the 
present prices of materials.”
 “The soya bean is coming into greater demand. Last 
year 350,000 tons were shipped from Manchuria, in addition 
to the large quantities of soya bean oil made in China and 
Japan.
 “Soap making in Great Britain now depends largely 
upon this source of supplies,...”

1223. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. Bean industry of Manchuria. 
Board of Trade Journal (London) 69:282-84. May 12. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on Diplomatic and 
Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain), No. 4440 (May 1910). “In 1909, 178,000 tons 
of beans and 318,000 tons of bean cake were exported 
from Newchwang and 438,000 tons of beans and 276,000 
tons of bean cake from Dairen, making a total of 616,000 
tons of beans and 594,000 tons of bean cake. Now, as 100 
tons of beans are required to produce 9 tons of oil, it may 
be estimated that, to produce 594,000 tons of bean cake, 
653,400 tons of beans must have been treated, so that the 
total quantity of beans represented by the combined exports 
of bean produce from the two ports was 1,269,400 tons. 
Exports from other places on the coast would bring the total 
exports from South Manchuria to about 1,300,000 tons...
 “At the time of the fi rst shipments to Europe the 
price of beans laid down at Dairen was about 3l. 10s. 
[£3 10 shillings] per ton. By the spring of 1909 the value 
of the soya bean as an article of commerce had become 
generally known, and, a large number of British and other 
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fi rms entering the fi eld as prospective buyers, competition 
gradually drove the price up. The new crop, though well up 
to the average, proved not to be equal either in quality or 
quantity to that of 1908. The price of beans consequently 
rose still further, and in February 1910, it reached £6 5s. per 
ton, the highest point it has touched as yet.
 “At the price mentioned, China and Japan are practically 
out of the market as buyers, and about 80 per cent. of the 
purchases of beans made since December last have been for 
the European market.” Address: British Consul, Newchwang.

1224. Marpmann, G. 1910. I. Ueber das Oel der Sojabohnen 
und dessen Eigenschaften. II. Untersuchungen des 
chinesischen Bohnenoels [I. On the oil of the soybean and its 
characteristics. II. Investigations on Chinese “bean oil” (soy 
oil)]. Journal fuer Landwirtschaft 58(3):243-50. May 17. 
(Chem. Abst. 5:733). [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: A general discussion of the culture, 
composition, and economic importance of the soy bean and 
the extraction of oil therefrom. In China at least 30 soybean 
varieties are cultivated, and at least 24 of these are growing 
in Southern Manchuria. Tables show the characteristics of: 
1. Ten samples of different colors of commercial soybean 
oil from China. 2. Ten samples of commercial soybean 
oil from England (Manchester, London, Hamburg from 
England) and Denmark (Copenhagen). 3. Oil from ten 
different colors of soybean seeds supplied by Haage & 
Schmidt, a German seed dealer. 4. Four different types of 
soybean oil from soybeans harvested in 1919: Pressed, 
extracted with acetone, extracted with petroleum ether, and 
extracted with Tetra-Kohlenstoff (Note: This term cannot be 
found in four German-language chemistry dictionaries. It 
should probably be Tetrachlorkohlenstoff, which is carbon 
tetrachloride, a solvent). 5. Ten samples of soybean oil from 
different color soybeans harvested in 1910. The oil content 
of the 1909 soybean crop was 19%, and that for the 1910 
crop was 17.2%. Unfavorable weather conditions prevailed 
during 1910. Address: Chemical-Bacteriological Inst., 
Salomonstrasse 25, Leipzig.

1225. Ceris, A. de.; Sagnier, Henry. 1910. Le soja dans 
l’alimentation du bétail [Soybeans in the feeding of animals]. 
Journal d’Agriculture Pratique 74:619. May 19. [Fre]
• Summary: Over the past two years we have watched the 
rising imports of soybeans (des graines ou fèves de soja) 
to Europe. The consumption of soybean fl our and cake 
(des farines et des tourteaux de soja) has risen to great 
proportions in Great Britain.
 However a recent lawsuit between a dairy farmer and 
cattle raiser near Edinburgh, Scotland, and a nearby miller, 
called attention to toxic substances that these products may 
contain. The farmer demanded payment from the miller of 
700 pounds sterling, representing the value of 25 cows that 
had died in his barn, the damage to three other cows, and 

the trouble caused by the affair. He attributed the loss of the 
animals to the consumption of soy fl our (farine de soja) sold 
by the miller, fl our made toxic by hydrocyanic acid contained 
in the beans. But as is often the case in such matters, the 
conclusions of experts called by the court were contradictory. 
It was shown that the symptoms characterizing the death of 
the animals were not that caused by hydrocyanic acid, but 
rather those caused by ptomaines from potatoes or similar 
feeds. One chemist found a trace amount of hydrocyanic acid 
in the soy fl our, but far too little to kill these cows. So the 
dairy farmer lost the case.
 This is the only known case brought against soy fl our or 
cakes, despite its large-scale consumption.

1226. Economiste Francais (L’). 1910. Lettre d’Angleterre 
[Letter from England]. 38(21):761-63. May 21. [Fre]
• Summary: This unsigned letter from London is dated 
18 May 1910. It gives a lengthy summary in French of a 
report from the British Consul at Newchwang (Ying-K’ou), 
Manchuria, concerning trade in soy beans and soy bean 
products (fèves de soya) between Manchuria, Japan, and 
England. Address: France.

1227. Weekly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya-bean products at American convention. 1(12):555. May 
21.
• Summary: “Special Agent Julien L. Brodé has forwarded 
to Little Rock, Arkansas, photographs and samples of soya-
bean products exhibited by the North Eastern Railway in 
Hull, England; also samples of edible and crude soya oil, 
so that they can be inspected by members of the Interstate 
Cotton-seed Crushers’ Association, which meets in that city 
May 24-26.”

1228. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and Live 
Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1910. Fertilisers 
and Feeding Stuffs: Varieties of soya beans. May 23. p. 625.
• Summary: The consulting Chemist of Royal Agriculture 
Society of England, in his annual report for 1909, gives 
chemical analyses of soya beans. “There are four principal 
varieties of soya bean distinguished according to their 
colour.” The percentage of “nitrogenous matters [protein], 
oil, carbohydrates, fi bre, and ash” is given for the yellow 
(34.3% protein, 17.7% oil), white (40.5%, 14.4%), brown 
(35.1%, 17.8%), and black (34%, 17.1%) varieties. Note that 
the white variety is richest in protein and lowest in oil.
 “Experiments made to test the digestibility of the beans 
as a feeding stuff showed the following percentages:–
Albuminoids, 87 per cent.; fat, 94 per cent.; carbohydrates, 
62 per cent.
 “The American scientist, Professor Pott [1889, 1907], 
as the result of numerous experiments, considers that the 
beans constitute a good fattening food for cattle, sheep, and 
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pigs, as well as being suitable for horses in hard work. In his 
experiments he obtained a large increase of live weight with 
pigs, although it should be added that his test was not made 
with pigs of prime quality.
 “He found that the oil in the bean acts as a laxative, and 
that it is desirable to limit the quantity of beans in the rations.
 “His experiments were made with the crushed beans 
without the oil having been fi rst extracted.
 “Soya bean cakes are made from the beans after the 
greater part of the oil has been pressed out or otherwise 
extracted.”

1229. Blin, Henri. 1910. Valeur alimentaire du tourteau 
de soja [The nutritional value of soybean cake]. Journal 
d’Agriculture Pratique 74:667-68. May 26. [Fre]
• Summary: The industry that manufactures soya cakes 
(tourteaux de Soja) is very important in China, and their 
exportation has expanded greatly in recent years. Europe 
absorbs a large portion of the production. Major ports of 
export are Chefou and Newchwang [Manchuria].
 In England an oil is extracted from the soybean which 
is used for food and has great value in soaps. Soybeans 
(Les fèves de Soja) contain a large portion of fermentable 
materials and a ferment analogous to the diastase of malt, 
which converts the starch into fermentable sugar. Dr. 
Calmette, of the Pasteur Institute of Lille, has succeeded 
in extracting from soybean seeds (des graines de Soja) 
diastases of different effects; they show whether soybeans 
are more or less advanced in maturity.
 A table (from Meissel & Böcker) shows the composition 
of soybeans. Soya cakes, the usage of which is expanding in 
France, are manufactured from the residues of two clearly 
distinct Chinese industries: the extraction of oil and the 
manufacture of tofu (fromage de Soja). These cakes are 
round and weigh 30-32 kg; they are 9 cm thick and 58 cm in 
diameter.
 A wide table shows the nutritional composition of 11 
feeds, including soya cake and three other types of cakes, 
plus soybeans and six grains. For each is given the content 
of water, ash, nitrogenous materials (soya cake is by far the 
highest), nitrogen free extract, crude cellulose, crude fat, and 
economic value (in French francs) per 100 kg. (soybeans are 
the highest {20.97 francs}, followed by soybean cake {20.62 
francs}). Wolff attributes a value of only 20.02 francs to the 
soya cake; the small difference is due to small differences in 
nitrogen content of various cakes. The writer concludes that 
soya cake has a marked superiority over other feeds; it can 
therefore be used advantageously in the rations of animals. 
In Germany and Austria it is already widely used, especially 
to fatten hogs; it is used with potatoes in the proportion of 
1.25-1.5 kg per head per day. This cake is also very well 
suited for the fattening of cattle, and for nourishing milk 
cows and sheep. It can be very valuable in enriching forages 
of mediocre quality.

 Soya cake is increasingly used in agriculture in the north 
of France; it is imported via the ports of Havre [Le Havre, on 
the English Channel], and Dunkirk–both in northern France. 
Address: France.

1230. Hodgson, -. 1910. Russia. Report for the years 1908-
09 on the trade of Vladivostok. Diplomatic and Consular 
Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 
4452. 27 p. May. See p. 11, 18, 22.
• Summary: Page 5: Geographical and historical.–As this 
is the fi rst Consular report dealing with this district, and 
the country is one about which very general ignorance 
prevails, a few remarks with regard to its geography and 
recent history may be of interest. The Maritime Province, of 
which Vladivostok has been the capital since 1866, forms 
part of the eastern division of Asiatic Russia, namely, the 
Pri-Amursky Krai or region of the Amur, which embraces 
in addition the Transbaikal and Amur provinces, with the 
Russian half of Sakhalin, and has its administrative centre at 
Khabarovsk, the residence of the Governor-General.”
 Page 11: “Productions of locality.–Vladivostok has 
only recently developed into a port of export, and it may, 
in fact, be said that it has become so only since the value 
of the Manchurian soya bean has been recognised and 
the possibility of organising a foreign lumber trade been 
established.
 “Soya.–The soya export through Vladivostok to Europe 
commenced in December, 1908, and shipments continued 
all through 1909 till October, the total amount exported to 
Europe being 200,000 tons. The cargo was nearly all carried 
in British bottoms and destined to oil mills in the United 
Kingdom–thanks to the prohibitory import duties in other 
countries. The centre of the trade for North Manchuria is 
Kharbin, and several British fi rms have recently opened 
buying agencies there. The 1909-10 campaign has opened 
under very adverse conditions; the winter in Manchuria 
commenced exceptionally late, consequently the roads and 
rivers were not frozen as early as is generally the case and 
the conveyance of the beans from the country to the railway 
was impossible.
 Page 18: “Shipping and navigation.–The principal 
feature of the shipping at Vladivostok during the two years 
1908-09 was the remarkable increase in the amount of 
British tonnage visiting the port as the result of the newly 
organised export to Europe of Manchurian soya beans. From 
11,000 tons exported in British bottoms in 1908 the fi gure 
suddenly rose to 200,000 tons in 1909. The trade was very 
hardly hit at the end of 1909 by the unfavourable conditions 
existing on Manchuria, but there is every probability of 
its now settling down in a properly organised basis and 
developing into a steady business.”
 See also Table 4, page 22 for wholesale prices. Address: 
British Vice-Consul.
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1231. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Soya Beans. China. No. 356. p. 92-93. May.
• Summary: Having received several inquiries from 
interested fi rms, Vice Consul C.C.L. Williams secured freight 
quotations on the shipment of Manchurian soya beans and 
bean cake from Newchwang to San Francisco, California, 
and Seattle, Washington.
 Writing from Dalny at the end of January 1910, 
regarding soya beans, Vice-Consul A.A. Williamson states 
that “the whole market has been in an unprecedented state 
of upheaval this season.” “Beans are now at prohibitive 
prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold per 133.3 pounds. 
Absolutely no guarantees as to oil contents or moisture can 
be given.”
 “On account of the high duty on beans–45 cents per 
bushel of 60 pounds–very few have gone to the United 
States. The chief product which Americans buy is oil.” A 
table (p. 93) shows exports (in tons) of beans, bean cake 
and bean oil from Newchwang to Hongkong, Great Britain, 
Samarang [Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, and 
Chinese ports during the fi rst 3 quarters of 1909. Address: 
Washington, DC.

1232. Monthly Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Oil-seed products. No. 356. p. 83-93. May. See p. 91-93.
• Summary: In the section titled “Cotton-seed oil and meal,” 
under “England” there is a long subsection on “Soya Bean 
and Other Oils.” In the section titled “Soya Beans” are 
the following subsections: (1) “China: Freight rates from 
Newchwang to the United States.” A Japanese shipping 
company, Nippon Yusen Kaisha, has quoted a rate from Kobe 
to Seattle, Washington, and a French company has quoted 
rates from Chingwantao* to San Francisco, California, by 
direct steamer. Exports of “beans, bean cake, and bean oil” 
from Newchwang to the following ports are given for the 
fi rst 3 quarters of 1909: Hongkong, Great Britain, Samarang 
[Semarang, Central Java], Germany, Japan, Chinese ports, 
and total. The leading buyer is Japan, and the leading export 
product is bean cake.
 (2) “Dalny: Prices and cost of shipment.” “Beans are 
now at prohibitive prices, higher than ever before–$1.66 gold 
per 133.33 pounds.” A table (p. 93) shows the exports during 
the fi rst 3 quarters of 1909 from this port to Hongkong, Great 
Britain, Samarang, Germany, Japan, and Chinese ports for 
beans, bean cake, and bean oil.
 * Note: Chingwantao, also spelled Chinwangtao or 
Ch’in-huang-tao, is seaport town on the Gulf of Chihli, 
in northeast Hopeh province, northeast China (former 
Manchuria); a former treaty port. Address: Washington, DC.

1233. Wilkinson, F.E. 1910. China. Report for the year 
1909 on the trade of Newchwang. Diplomatic and Consular 

Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 
4440. 23 p. May.
• Summary: The section titled “Exports” (p. 9) gives a 
detailed discussion of the amount and value of Beans 
[soybeans], bean cake, and bean oil exported from this port. 
An excellent full-page map shows the south of Manchuria 
and Corea including all the major ports (Newchwang, Port 
Arthur, Tairen [Dairen], Antung), cities, rivers, railways 
(existing and proposed), and bodies of water. Export of 
[soy] beans from Newchwang reached 4,242,943 cwt [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds], which has only once 
been exceeded, in 1899, before the port of Dairen came 
into existence. Export of bean cake has broken all previous 
records. Some 86% of the 6,365,654 cwts were sold to 
Japan, “where, owing to the dearth of fi sh manure, bean 
cake has become indispensable as a fertiliser in the rice 
fi elds... Experimental shipments of bean cake for cattle 
consumption were made during the year under review both 
to the United Kingdom and Germany. The shipment to the 
United Kingdom proved a failure, the cake arriving in a 
mildewed condition. The result of the shipment to Germany, 
which as a comparatively large one of about 500 tons, has for 
some reason or other been kept a secret. Special precautions 
were taken in this case to keep the consignment in good 
condition.”
 The great market for bean oil “is South China, where 
it is mainly used for cooking purposes as a substitute for 
lard, which is a more expensive commodity. In spite of its 
unpleasant odour, the poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its 
crude state without any attempt at refi ning it, but amongst 
the better classes it is boiled before being used and allowed 
to settle in jars for a couple of months. This process is said to 
do away to a great extent with the objectionable smell and to 
improve the fl avour. There is also amongst the poorer classes 
a fairly brisk demand for bean oil for lighting purposes. 
They fi nd it more economical than kerosene, besides saving 
them the cost of a lamp, for all they need to do is pour a little 
into a cup or bottle and drop a proper wick into it... A small 
quantity of bean oil was shipped to the United Kingdom, 
where their appears to be a demand for it for soap making... 
The shipments in 1909 were made in kerosene oil tins, but 
they have not been a success, as in every case there was a 
heavy loss by leakage.”
 “Total production of [soy] beans in South Manchuria.” 
The author will now attempt to estimate this total based on 
the exports of beans and bean cake from Newchwang and 
Dairen in 1909. The “consumption by Manchuria of these 
special products is very limited, and the two ports between 
them almost monopolise the export. Beans, except to a 
limited extent, in the form of bean curd [tofu] or vermicelli, 
which is made of the green variety, do not enter into the diet 
of the population, nor is any use made by farmers of bean 
cake either in manuring their fi elds or feeding their cattle. 
The staple food of both man and beast in this country is 
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millet, and, for the rich soil in the interior, the ordinary farm 
manure is the only fertiliser needed. It is probable, therefore, 
that at least 90 per cent. of the total crop is available for 
export. In 1909 212,000 tons of beans and 318,000 tons of 
bean cake were exported from Newchwang, and 438,000 
tons of beans and 276,000 tons of bean cake from Dairen, 
or from the two ports together 650,000 tons of beans and 
594,000 tons of bean cake. It is computed that it would 
require about 653,000 tons of beans to produce 594,000 tons 
of bean cake, so that the total quantity of beans represented 
by the combined exports of bean produce from the two ports 
was 1,303,000 tons. Exports from other places on the coast 
may account perhaps for another 30,000 tons, which brings 
the total exports from South Manchuria to 1,333,000 tons. 
The production therefore, under favorable conditions, may 
be safely estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”
 Tables show: Value of the total trade of Newchwang 
during 1905-09. Value of trade for beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil from 1908-09. Distribution of bean, bean cake, and 
bean oil export from Newchwang. Address: British Consul, 
Newchwang.

1234. Engrais (L’). 1910. Le soja dans l’alimentation du 
bétail [The soybean in the feeding of animals]. 25(22):613. 
June 3. [Fre]
• Summary: People are aware of the great development 
that has taken place during the last two years in the trade of 
soybeans (graines ou fèves de Soja); recently it has taken an 
unexpected turn. The consumption of soya fl our and cake has 
taken on large proportions in Great Britain.
 This is an early report of 55 cows, owned by a farmer 
in Edinburgh, dying from eating soybean cakes (tourteaux 
de Soja). This is the only incident reported against the 
consumption of soy fl our or cakes.

1235. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1910. Trade prospects 
in Manchuria. June 24. p. 6.
• Summary: “Discussions of the future of the Bombay mill 
industry are largely governed by the prospects of the China 
trade. And of the China trade by far the most promising 
branch is that with the fertile and growing province of 
Manchuria. We commend therefore to Bombay millowners 
interested in the China trade a valuable and suggestive report 
upon the commercial condition of the province in general 
and of Newchwang in particular, which has been written by 
Mr. Consul Wilkinson. The staple products of Manchuria 
are millet and beans. Millet takes the place of the Indian 
kharif as supplying the food of the people, and beans are 
the money-bringing produce. It is estimated that the total 
production of beans [soya beans] in Manchuria is not less 
than a million and a half tons,... Since 1909 the character of 
the trade has entirely changed.”
 “But in 1909 some European millers discovered the 
merits of the soya bean, and this discovery, synchronising 

with a demand for oil seeds at a high price, stimulated an 
enormous export to Europe. The result has been that Europe 
snaps up the Manchurian beans at prices which China and 
Japan cannot afford to pay. The cultivators dependent upon 
the bean cake for manure are hit hard, and the oil mills at 
Newchwang are standing idle.”

1236. Mitsui & Co. Ltd. 1910. Soya bean oil (Ad). Oil, Paint 
and Drug Reporter 78(1):20. July 4.
• Summary: “English soya bean oil–Prompt shipment from 
Hull. We are largest supplier of Soya Bean from Manchuria, 
and have special connections with crushers. Manchurian 
soya bean oil. Shipment direct from our eastern oil plant. Fall 
delivery at New York. Head offi ce: Tokio, Japan. New York, 
Silk Exchange Bldg. San Francisco, Merchant Exchange 
Bldg.
 On this page are 3 other large ads for soya bean oil. 
1. Edward Hill’s Son & Co., New York. 2. Welch, Holme 
& Clark Co., New York. 3. C.R. Laurence, San Francisco. 
Address: New York & Tokyo.

1237. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean 
situation. 78(1):28H. July 4.
• Summary: The market has lost interest for buyers owning 
to the general decline in cakes. No fresh business of 
importance has been transacted for some weeks. The bean 
cake has become unpopular in some quarters because of 
improper use by feeders.

1238. Rowley (Edward). 1910. Tenders: Escrick & District 
Agricultural Club (Ad). Hull Daily Mail (Hull, England). 
July 7. p 4, col. 1.
• Summary: “The Purchasing Committee invite Tenders 
for 600 to 700 Tons Pure Egyptian Cotton Seed Cake, 200 
to 250 Tons Pure Linseed Cake., 100 to 120 Tons Bombay 
Cotton Cake, 40 60 Tons Soya Bean Cake. The same to be 
put on Rails in about equal Monthly Quantities, commencing 
November 1st, 1910, to April 30th, 1911, stating guarantee in 
each lot. Payment to be made for each month’s deliveries on 
the 14th day of the following month.
 “Tenders to be sent in not later than Friday Evening, 
July 15th, 1910, addressed to Edward Rowley, Secretary, 
Escrick, York.” Address: Secretary, Escrick, York.

1239. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
[Pamphlet on soya beans compiled by C.E. Liardet, of 
China]. 13(5):72. July 9. New series. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Consul Horace Lee Washington sends from 
Liverpool [England] a pamphlet on soya beans compiled by 
C.E. Liardet, of China, which is fi led for inspection at the 
Bureau of Manufactures.” Address: Washington, DC.

1240. Economist (London). 1910. Capital issues in France. 
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July 9. p. 73-74. See p. 74, col. 1.
• Summary: From our Paris correspondent (July 7): “Returns 
issued by the Suez Canal Company give details of the goods 
traffi c by the canal during the year 1909... The principal 
articles that passed westward from the canal were oil seeds 
and nuts, 2,412,000 tons, including 442,000 tons of Soya 
beans, nearly the whole of which were shipped [from 
Manchuria] for English ports;...”

1241. Times (London). 1910. The soya bean: Its importance 
in Manchuria. July 19. p. 63, col. 4.
• Summary: This is part of a 96-page Times Supplement on 
“The Empire of Japan.” Contents: Introduction–The bean 
trade in Manchuria. Its introduction to European markets. 
The growth of exports. The home consumption remains 
large. Efforts to secure foreign markets. A word of caution. 
The trade in England (Total: 2,500 words).
 “The history of the growth of the bean trade in 
Manchuria is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s 
famous bean-stalk. “The fi rst commercial consignment of 
soy beans was sent to Europe in 1906 and the requirements 
for the coming season are estimated at a million tons.”
 “The credit for the introduction of the soy bean in 
commerce is undoubtedly due to Messrs. Mitsui and Co., the 
well-known Japanese fi nancial and industrial fi rm, who sent 
their fi rst trial shipment of beans to England in the winter 
of 1905-06. This consignment was not successful owing to 
imperfect packing. A second shipment met with better results 
and led to a succession of large orders. The beans were found 
to be valuable both for the extraction of oil and also in the 
shape of cake for feeding cattle.
 “Excellent biscuits have also been made out of one 
variety of these beans. The United Kingdom was at once 
able to take advantage of this newly-found import because 
of its admission, free of duty, the high tariff on such produce 
precluding the soya beans from access to Germany, France, 
and other Continental countries. So great was the demand 
that by the end of the season of 1908, the Mitsui Company 
had exported to Europe 200,000 tons of these beans. In the 
season of 1909 the sales to Great Britain alone are stated to 
have reached 400,000 tons and several other important fi rms 
have entered the fi eld, including the well-known fi rm of 
Samuel Samuel and Co.”
 “The growth of exports:... Figures supplied me by 
Messrs. Mitsui give the total exports for the season of 
1908-1909 (from the three ports of Dairen, Newchwang, 
and Vladivostok) at 788,916 tons and of bean cake (94 per 
cent. of which went to Japan) at 681,446 tons. Of the beans, 
397,156 tons, or 51 per cent., went to Europe, 30 per cent. to 
China, and 19 per cent. to Japan.”
 “The home consumption remains large:... In Manchuria 
the Soya bean is primarily used for the extraction of oil and 
for the manufacture of cake; it is also made into vermicelli 
and similar articles of food. Manchuria seems to have a 

natural monopoly in the growing of this bean for export. 
The other producing countries, Japan and Korea, require 
all they are able to raise for domestic consumption, whilst 
the production of the French possessions in Asia, of Asia 
Minor, and of West Africa is said to be neither large nor 
promising enough to be of much account for export. Down 
to the present time, the Soya bean has not been successfully 
produced elsewhere, though experimental efforts to grow 
this particular bean in other parts of the world are in 
progress.” Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) suggesting that soybeans may be growing or have 
been grown in Asia Minor [which is today the large eastern 
part of Turkey], or the Middle East. A similar and earlier, 
but weaker, suggestion appears in an article titled “The 
Ubiquitous Bean,” in the Manshu Nichi Nichi Shinbun 
(Dairen) of 25 Nov. 1909. That article states that “Asia 
Minor... produced something like Beans” [Soya Beans].
 “Efforts to secure foreign markets: The Treaty Port of 
Manchuria half a century ago began the exports of beans, 
bean oil, and bean cake. It is strange that the potency of the 
little green bean–it looks more like a dried pea than the bean 
grown in England–which is furnishing three railway systems 
with freight, hundreds of vessels with cargoes, three ports 
with business, and starting up new industries in the North 
of England should have remained so long undiscovered by 
Europeans. Even now its advantages appear to have been 
forced upon the attention of England by a Japanese merchant 
who, failing his fi rst efforts, made a second attempt to 
introduce the Soya bean into Europe.
 “These beans raised by industrious Chinamen toiling 
incessantly for a few pence a day are generally brought to the 
river in carts and shipped in junks in the summer time, while 
in the winter they are often brought for miles along very bad 
roads by cart to Newchwang.
 “After the building of the railways it was natural that 
these exports should gravitate more and more to the maritime 
outlets of these lines at Dairen, Vladivostok, and, to a lesser 
extent, to Newchwang, which last port, as will be seen in 
an article elsewhere in this issue, is still receiving the bulk 
of its consignments by means of junks and by carts. The 
Newchwang exports consisted of oil and cakes which were 
manufactured by the aid of numerous crude Chinese oil 
presses worked with mule power–the oil going to China and 
the cakes to Japan.
 “As soon as the bean assumed an international 
importance, Newchwang lost its monopoly of the trade. As 
recently as 1907 almost all the beans available for export–
namely, 120,000 tons–were exported via Newchwang. Of the 
800,000 tons exported last year half went by way of Dairen, 
and the remainder from Vladivostok and from Newchwang. 
In the export of bean cake Newchwang still holds the fi rst 
position because of her numerous Chinese oil presses, 
together with one modern factory.”
 “A word of caution:” British merchants lured by the 
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story of the rise of the Soya bean industry are warned that 
“it would be quite useless to start an offi ce at some point 
like Dairen or Changchun in order to buy beans in the local 
market. The only way is to travel into the interior, to visit 
the country markets and to buy in small quantities for silver 
coins of low value, that is, 20 or ten cent pieces. The Chinese 
silver dollar is only worth 85 sen Japanese money, or 1s. 9d. 
[1 shilling, 9 pence], and 5 of the 20 cent silver pieces are 
worth about 2½d. less than the Mexican or Chinese dollar. 
The Japanese by purchasing the beans with the little silver 
coins obtain them cheaper than would be possible for an 
English fi rm which was paying for them in silver dollars. For 
some unaccountable reason, the Chinese producer prefers the 
small coin though its value is 10 per cent. less.”
 “The trade in England: The soya bean now constitutes 
an important part in the Hull import trade... The imports 
into Hull last year were about 200,000 tons.” These large 
imports are likely to lead to a major decline in cottonseed 
imports. “The bulk of the soya beans imported into Hull are 
the yellow beans, and those engaged in the seed trade in the 
Hull district have a good opinion of the new bean. It is to 
the cattle grower, rather than to the oil trade, that the advent 
of the soya bean into this country is of importance, for the 
cake is cheaper than cottonseed cake and is at the same 
time richer in those constituents for which cake is used. The 
value of soya oil is also being widely recognized by soap 
manufacturers, and there is a notable tendency to employ it 
in preference to cotton oil.
 “The beginnings of an export trade from Hull with the 
Continent are now in evidence. A considerable quantity of 
soya cake has already been exported from Hull... Continental 
dairy farmers are now employing soya meal, with which, 
apparently, experience has been quite satisfactory.”
 “With the breaking down of the prejudice of British 
farmers, which is gradually coming about, a real boom in the 
soya bean trade would appear to be imminent.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
stating that Mitsui and Co. sent soybeans to Europe in 1906.

1242. Christian Science Monitor. 1910. Rapid development 
of the soy bean trade in China. July 21. p. 2.
• Summary: London. From the black variety of soy bean “is 
manufactured soy (so called from the Japanese equivalent So 
Yu [sic, Shoyu]), a sauce used by the Japanese as well as the 
Chinese in astonishing quantities with all kinds of cooked 
food. It is manufactured by boiling the beans and by allowing 
them to ferment with yeast [sic] after mixing thoroughly with 
water, fl our, and salt, and is sold in glazed earthenware jars.
 “The variety of yellow beans is used for making another 
product of general use, a clear [sic] jelly like substance 
known as bean curd. It is to be seen on sale in large slabs on 
every wayside food stall. The cheerful looking coolies in the 
accompanying photograph are pausing a moment in their 
work of grinding beans for the purpose under a revolving 

stone mill. The pulp [okara] so produced will be fi ltered, [the 
soy milk cooked], the casein coagulated by the addition of 
gypsum and the jelly-like coagulated mass pressed into shape 
for market.
 “But it is the cultivation of a third variety, the white 
bean, which has developed during the last few years from 
a mere local crop, to supply far eastern demands, into an 
industry of world-wide importance. At a recent meeting of 
the Linnaean Society of London Mr. Holland, on behalf of 
the director of the royal botanic gardens, Kew, gave some 
statistics of the remarkable innovation for which Manchuria 
is apparently responsible. The output of soybeans from that 
country prior to 1907 did not exceed 120,000 tons annually, 
nearly all being taken by neighboring ports in China and 
Japan; but during 1908, owing to the demands from Europe, 
the export rose to 330,000 tons, while the 1909 crop has been 
estimated at 700,000 to 800,000 tons. The principal use of 
the beans in Europe is for the extraction of oil, of which they 
contain some 18 per cent, which is suitable for soap making, 
while the cake left after crushing is said to be a valuable 
cattle food likely to prove a serious competitor to cotton 
seed and linseed cake, at present in use for this purpose. The 
beans fetch $20 to $21 a ton in London, the oil from $84 to 
$88 per ton, and the cake about $26 per ton.
 “The sudden infl ux upon the markets of the world 
of this extremely useful product is, strange as it may 
seem, undoubtedly due to the Russo-Japanese war, for the 
cultivation of the crop was extended in Manchuria in direct 
consequence of the large demand for the bean for food for 
the Russian army. When the troops were withdrawn other 
markets had to be sought for the products, the supply of 
which was at once greatly in excess of demand.”
 The photo caption reads: The grinding process. 
Soy beans being prepared for market in a Kwangtung 
[Guangdong] village. Note: Guangdong is a province in 
southeast China; its capital is Canton (Guangzhou).

1243. Bulletin van het Koloniaal Museum te Haarlem. 
1910. Inlichtingen, correspondentie, enz. [Information, 
correspondence, etc.]. No. 45. p. 118-69. July. See p. 128-33. 
[Dut]
• Summary: On pages 128-33 is a section titled “The 
soybean” (De sojaboon), which consists mostly of long 
passages translated into Dutch or excerpted from other 
publications, especially: (1) Edie, E.S. 1909. “Cultivation 
and uses of soya beans.” Liverpool University, Institute of 
Commercial Research in the Tropics, Bulletin 1(1):1-7. Oct. 
8. (2) Heyne, K. 1909. Kedelee op de Europeesche markt 
[“Soybeans in the European market”]. Teysmannia 20:687-
91.

1244. Burtt-Davy, Joseph. 1910. The soy-bean (Glycine 
hispida). Transvaal Agricultural Journal 8(32):620-26. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Climatic 
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requirements. Varieties. Planting and cultivation. Harvesting 
the seed. Returns of seed. Use of the seed for stock feed. Use 
of the seed for human food. Commerce in the seed. Soy-bean 
oil. As green forage. For ensilage. For hay. As a rotation crop 
for green manuring. Some co-operative experiment reports 
(from South Africa).
 “We have grown soy-beans successfully at Skinners 
Court and on the Springbok Flats since 1903. We have also 
tested them successfully in other parts of the country, but 
as there was no market for the beans, and farmers had not 
learned to use them for their own stock, they were not taken 
up as a regular crop. Another reason for this was that some 
varieties gave a uniformly poor germination, while on some 
soils, or under some conditions, none of the varieties did 
well.
 “We have continued our experiments and have now 
established a strain of seed which gives very satisfactory 
results. But owing to the variations in soil and the apparent 
necessity for inoculation (natural or artifi cial) in some cases, 
I cannot recommend farmers to plant largely until they have 
given the crop a trial on a small scale...
 “A variety brought by me from the United States in 
1903, known as the ‘Southern,’ has given the best results of 
any tried by us, both at Skinners Court and on the Springbok 
Flats. The seed harvested in 1904 we distributed extensively 
in different parts of the Transvaal, and have had favourable 
reports of it, both from the high veld and the bush-veld. 
The original stock was obtained through [seedsmen] J.M. 
Thorburn & Co., New York.
 “Writing from London, Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts & 
Co. state that only two varieties have been imported into 
England in any quantity, viz., the north Manchurian or 
‘Harbin’ quality, exported from Vladivostok, and the south 
Manchurian or ‘Sakura’ quality, shipped from Dalny, both 
of which are described as very similar in appearance and 
composition; the ‘Sakura’ realizes about 2s. 6d. per ton 
more than the others. These are the classes which are most 
acceptable to the English market. Seed has been received 
through the courtesy of Messrs. Mitchell, Cotts & Co., and 
will be tried the coming season.”
 “Of the varieties grown in Europe we have tried 
Vilmorin’s ‘Extra-Early,’ ‘Extra-Early Black,’ and ‘Yellow 
Etampes’ at Skinners Court, but they did not thrive at all, 
even though grown alongside the ‘Southern’ which did 
excellently” (p. 621).
 A list of the names of soybeans grown in Japan, grouped 
according to seed color, is given. Among the six white 
seeded beans (Shiro Mame), Teppo Mame or ‘Gun Bean’ is 
“the sort principally used to make the famous Soy Sauce.” 
Maru Mame or ‘Bullet Bean’ is recommended as very 
valuable for horse food. The names of three black seeded 
soybeans (Kuro Mame) and three speckled seeded soybeans 
(Fuiri Mame) are also given. “These have not yet been tested 
by the Department, but seed is on order for trial next season. 

In the meantime I recommend farmers to restrict themselves 
mainly to the ‘Southern’ variety.” Note 1. In calculating 
yields, 1 muid = 3.33 bushels.
 “In China and Japan the soy-bean is an article of human 
diet. In Japan it constitutes a large proportion of the food of 
the people, a variety of dishes being prepared from it as well 
as foodstuffs similar to butter, oil, and cheese. A condiment 
famous among the Chinese under the name of ‘soy’, is made 
from this bean. The beans are of a pleasant taste when boiled, 
either in a green state or when ripe; in the latter state they 
need considerable soaking before use...
 “The Japanese are reported to extract the casein from 
soy-beans, using it as a substitute for milk. This vegetable 
drink is said to be a very popular drink among the poorer 
classes of China and Japan. The beans are fi rst softened by 
being soaked and then boiled in water.
 “Experiments are being made in Europe in the use of 
soy-bean fl our as an admixture with wheat fl our for bread. 
A biscuit is made and sold in Paris, containing soy-bean 
fl our, which has no starch, and is recommended for persons 
suffering from diabetes.
 “Biscuits seem to be the most likely form in which this 
fl our can be used, and two or three large English fi rms are 
now making them... A coffee substitute is made in America 
and on the Continent of Europe, out of soy-beans.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean 
fl our.” Address: F.L.S., etc., Governnment botanist and 
agrostologist.

1245. Crowe, E.F. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on 
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain) No. 4511. 86 p. July.
• Summary: “Imports of manures.–The question of manures 
forms one of the most interesting items of 1909. A detailed 
table showing the quantities and values imported during 
the past three years will be found in Table 1 (B), page 61. 
Bean cake, of course, heads the list as regards value. The 
total amount imported in 1909 was 575,180 tons, worth 
£2,283,700, or £3 19s. 4d. a ton, as compared with 461,950 
tons, worth £2,220,000 in 1908, or an average of £4 16s. 1d. 
a ton.
 “Next comes the sulphate of ammonia, but in this item 
there was a big drop from 66,445 tons, valued at £898,000, 
to 45,835 tons, worth 604,700, while in the case of both 
phosphate rock and fi sh guano there was a decrease of about 
£100,000. Nitrate of soda made a small gain.
 “It is a well-known fact that bean cake has for years 
occupied the position of the most popular imported fertiliser 
in Japan. Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the 
Continent of Europe and America to a lesser extent, have 
become purchasers of Manchurian beans the questions 
arises as to whether Japan will be able to continue to buy 
bean cake in huge quantities if the price rises appreciably. 
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In studying this question two factors should not be lost sight 
of; one is that Japan is herself a large grower of soya beans, 
having, according to the latest available returns (1908) over 
1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually some 
19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that Japan 
imports very large quantities of soya beans from China and 
Corea [Korea].
 “The greater part of these beans is used for the purposes 
of human food, i.e., the making of “soy,” “miso,” and bean 
curd, but a portion, by no means small, is used also as a 
fertiliser.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a 
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a 
good many years.” A table (p. 18) shows imports of [soy] 
beans and bean cake (in piculs; 1 picul = 132.27 lb), the 
value of each, and the average price of silver each year 
from 1900 to 1909. Imports of [soy] beans increased from 
1,575,022 piculs in 1900 to a record 3,623,377 piculs in 
1909. Imports of bean cake increased from 2,280,687 piculs 
in 1900 to a record 9,663,036 piculs in 1909. The average 
price of silver fell by about 16% during this period. “Should 
the price in future be forced up very high in consequence 
of British and other demand, the presumption is that Japan 
would turn to sulphate of ammonia if the cost per unit of 
nitrogen therein were to be less than in the bean cake. On 
the other hand it must be remembered that the removal of 
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America 
means that that country will probably absorb large quantities 
of the British output and that Japan will have to pay a bigger 
price if she wants a share of this fertiliser.
 “Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good 
deal brighter and now that, owing to the subsidised Japanese 
line which runs to South America, it is possible to get 
cheap direct rates of freight, it looks as though the nitrate of 
soda will be a serious competitor to the other nitrogenous 
fertilisers, except in the matter of wet rice cultivation.”
 Page 31 shows the shares of principal countries in the 
import and export trade of Japan during the years 1908 
and 1909. Japan’s biggest imports came from the United 
Kingdom, followed by the USA, then China. The biggest 
customer of Japan’s exports was the United States, followed 
by China then France (p. 31). Japan’s biggest port (in terms 
of value of imports and exports) was Yokohama, followed 
by Kobe than Osaka (p. 37). Japan’s population at the end of 
1909 was estimated at 49,769,704 (not including Formosa 
or Karafuto [Japanese Sagalien]). Japan’s most valuable 
exports in 1909 were tea, followed by rice then fi sh. Exports 
of “Soy” [sauce] rose from £110,500 in 1907 to £111,100 in 
1909.
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 
Aug. 1910, p. 410.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2001) 
that gives statistics concerning industrial utilization of 

soybeans–in this case soybean meal used as a fertilizer in 
Japan. Address: Attaché, British Embassy, Tokio [Tokyo].

1246. Duncan’s (John) Sons. 1910. Try it on salads and 
obtain that piquancy so often lacking in Salad Dressings. 
Use Lea & Perrins Sauce, the original Worcestershire (Ad). 
Boston Cooking-School Magazine 15(50):xi. June/July.

• Summary:  “Soups, fi sh, steaks, chops, roasts, and many 
other dishes are improved by its use. For four generations it 
has stood unrivaled as a seasoning. Shun substitutes. John 
Duncan’s Sons, Agents, New York.” An illustration shows 
a woman cooking (with a bottle of the sauce on the table), 
a man dining formally (holding a bottle of the sauce he is 
preparing to pour on his food), and a plate of food with the 
sauce in the foreground.
 This ad appears in most issues of this magazine, 
although with occasional slight variations.

1247. Liardet, Cavendish Evelyn. comp. 1910. Soya beans. 
Liverpool, England: Northern Publishing Co. 27 p. Illust. 22 
cm.
• Summary: Contents: A new British industry–Soya beans. 
Introduction. Climatic and soil requirements of soya beans. 
Varieties of soya beans: The greenish yellow, the black, the 
brown, the green, the white. The culture and planting of 
soya beans. The inoculation of soya beans. Soya beans for 
hay: Curing the hay. Soya beans for pasturage. Soya beans 
in mixtures (with other plants): Soya beans and cowpeas, 
soya beans and sweet sorghum. Soya beans and ensilage. 
Soya beans for grain. Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value 
of soya beans: Feeding value for sheep, for dairy cows, for 
hogs. Storing soya-bean seed. Comparison of soya-bean 
grain and cotton-seed meal: Analyses of several varieties 
of soya beans, analyses of cottonseed, sunfl ower-seed, and 
peanuts, analysis of soya beans made for Mr. Liardet by the 
Imperial Institute of the United Kingdom and the Colonies 
(London), and the Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Homco 
Laboratory (Hull, England; on 15 Sept. 1909 H. Waites, 
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chemist, submitted an analysis of black soya beans and white 
soya beans from North China). Soja bean oil. Comparison of 
soya beans and cowpeas. Summary.
 The Introduction notes that the Soya bean “has been 
extensively cultivated in China, Japan and India since ancient 
times; in the latter country it was introduced from China, 
but it does not yield the excellent pulse produced in China 
and Japan. It is the white variety that grows at Darjeeling, 
Himalaya Mountains, Bengal, India... From the (yellow) 
Soya bean that has of late been so largely imported (400,000 
tons) into this country within the last year it has been found 
that brown bread, fancy biscuits and ships’ biscuits can be 
made from the fl our, also Soya bread and biscuits (Pain de 
Soya Anti-Diabétique) for persons suffering from diabetes... 
In Paris, coffee is also made from this bean after being 
roasted and ground, and is used in many of the bouffées that 
are served on the Continent and is very extensively used 
abroad.”
 Mr. Liardet traveled in China. Note: This is the 
expanded version of a 14-page booklet issued in 1909 by the 
same publisher, reprinted from the periodical Milling. A copy 
of the 1910 publication arrived in the USA by 9 July 1910.
 Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: (1) 
Typical Soya Bean plant, with pods and nodules (p. 1). (2) A 
soya bean plant, showing fl owering branch, with close-ups 
of fl ower, leaves, and pods (p. 8). (3) A young seedling soya 
bean, with roots (p. 10). (4) Soya bean plant in full bearing, 
with about 40 pods (p. 18).
 Photos show: (1) A plant of the large “Yellow” variety 
of Soya Bean, showing characteristic habit of growth (p. 6). 
(2) A fi eld of the large variety of “Yellow” Soya Bean (p. 
20). (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of Soya Beans–Green, 
Medium Yellow, Black, Greenish Yellow, Pale Yellow, 
Brown, Large Yellow (p. 22). Address: China.

1248. Paton, G.P. 1910. Japan. Report for the year 1909 on 
the trade and navigation of the port of Dairen. Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports, Annual Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great 
Britain) No. 4504. 22 p. July.
• Summary: On pages 3-4 key weights and measures are 
defi ned: Chinese: catty = 1.333 lb, picul = 133.33 lb, li = 1/3 
miles, mow = 736½ square yards; Japanese: 1 koku [liquid] = 
39.703 gallons, 1 koku [dry] = 4.963 bushels. The Japanese, 
Chinese, and total populations are given for Dairen, 
Shaokangtzu [Shao-kuan, in Kwantung Leased Territory], 
Port Arthur, Chinchou [Chin-chou] and Pitsewo [Pikou, in 
Kwantung Leased Territory]. One map (p. 5) shows part of 
Manchuria, with the main towns, railroads, and where major 
commodities are produced. Next comes a large fold-out map 
of the Kwantung Leased Territory [and peninsula] (Dairen 
Consular District).
 Dairen may now be considered the principal outlet for 
the produce of South Manchuria. The Central Laboratory 
is doing good work in the manufacture of bean cake and 

bean oil, and soap from bean oil. “The manufacture of soap 
from bean oil has been commenced on a very small scale 
by three different fi rms in Dairen, but the excessive price of 
bean oil since the end of 1909 is proving a great handicap.” 
The South Manchuria Railway Company takes a major 
share in the development of South Manchuria as well as 
the Kwantung Peninsula. Its work during the past year is 
discussed. An ice-breaker has been added to facilitate the 
berthing of ships during the winter months.
 “Export trade.–Thanks to the very large increase in 
the export of beans, the export trade is in a very thriving 
condition... Beans and bean products.–The most striking 
feature in the exports is the enormous increase in the 
shipments of beans and bean products, viz., oil and cake” 
which accounted for nearly 70% of all exports from Dairen. 
Export of [soy] beans rose from 206,653 tons in 1908 to 
462,423 tons in 1909. In 1909, some 56% of these beans 
went to Europe, 29% to Japan, 12% to north China, and 
21.4% to south China. “Of the amount sent to Japan, 
probably some was re-shipped to Europe; while of the 
quantity sent to Europe about 90 per cent. went to the United 
Kingdom.” There follows a long discussion of economic 
factors causing the prices of soybean and bean cake to be 
currently high in Manchuria. If, as seems probable, the 
French, German, and U.S. governments remove the import 
duty on [soy] beans, then a great impetus will be given to 
the export... The farmer in Japan has learned the value of 
bean cake as a fertiliser for the paddy fi eld and the mulberry 
plantation, and immense quantities are exported to that 
country. In 1909, indeed, Japan took over 99 per cent. of 
the bean cake exported from Dairen... A small quantity is 
exported to South China where it is used both as a fertiliser 
and as a food for pigs. A shipment was also made last year 
to Formosa [today’s Taiwan] for trial in the sugar plantations 
and, as the result was successful, the experiment will 
probably be repeated this year.”
 “Bean oil.–In Manchuria the primary object of the bean 
mills is the manufacture of bean cake, and the oil is only of 
secondary importance. The mills are worked on the press 
system and only extract 7 or 8 per cent. of the 17 or 18 per 
cent. of the oil contained in the bean... The largest purchaser 
of bean oil is South China, which takes about one-half of the 
output. Of the remainder, the bulk goes to Japan, where it is 
mostly transhipped [transshipped] to Europe and America.” 
The value of “Soy” (soy sauce) imports to Dairen increased 
from £22,367 in 1907, to £27,431 in 1908, falling to £21,551 
(3,307 tons) in 1909. The value of miso imports to Dairen 
increased from £2,128 in 1907, to £5,422 in 1908, falling to 
£2,815 (656 tons) in 1909. Tables (p. 19-21) show returns of: 
(1) Import trade of Dairen during 1907-09 (2) Export trade 
of Dairen during 1907-09 (3) Shipping entered at the Port of 
Dairen during 1908-09. Note: In some parts of this report, 
the £ sign is written as “l.
 Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture (London), 
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Sept. 1910, p. 502. Address: Acting British Vice-Consul, 
Dairen.

1249. Hervier, P. 1910. Le pois oléagineux de la Chine (Soja 
hispida) [The “oil peas” of China (Soja hispida)]. Jardin (Le) 
24:233-36. Aug. 5. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The elder readers of this garden magazine will 
know well this plant, which is so useful and versatile. But 
that we will take advantage of the resurgence of interest in 
the soybean to give our young readers a summary of what 
various people appreciate this useful plant. It can be used 
as food, forage, in industrial products, and as a medicine. 
Those who have written about it include Blavet, D. Bois, A. 
de Candolle, Chevallier, Cusin, Foëx, Fruewirth, Grandeau, 
Guichard, Haberlandt, Lachaume, Ladureau, de Lunaret, 
Michelin, de Mortillet, Paillieux, Trabut, Vavin, Vianne, 
Vilmorin, and many more. We also want to encourage our 
young readers to at least try cultivating the soybean, since 
this is not diffi cult.
 Contains a brief botanical description of the soybean, 
a list of the Asian countries where it is grown and its 
vernacular names in some of these countries, a long 
quotation from Kaempfer (1712) describing the soybean, and 
a history of the soybean in France from about 1740 when it 
was sent to the Jardin du Roi (today called the Museum) by 
missionaries in China–although the fi rst records date from 
1779. In 1821 it was tested by Mr. C. Brun of Beaumes on 
his land at Champ-Soue, near Etampes (Seine-et-Oise). At 
the end of 1855 the Society for Acclimatization distributed it 
to some farmers for trial.
 Then in 1880, thanks to the introduction in the catalog of 
the house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. of a variety cultivated 
in Austria-Hungary which could be propagated very easily, 
serious trials were conducted in different parts of France. 
From these, we can conclude that the early yellow soybean 
(Soja jaune hâtif) or oil-pea of China (Pois oléagineux de la 
Chine) (Houang-teou or Houang-ta-teou, whether referred 
to as the dwarf or as the tall variety) could be usefully 
cultivated (p. 233).
 Being better advised than we are, the Austro-
Hungarians, after the fi rst trial they conducted in 1850, 
acquired incontestable proof of the value of Soya in the 
feeding of cattle / livestock (du bétail). So they developed 
this crop more and more; it took off strongly, especially after 
the Vienna World Exposition of 1873.
 In the climate of Paris, only the yellow Chinese and 
the Mongolian varieties can be cultivated successfully, 
since their vegetative cycle is 3-4 months. South of the 
Loire River, one can add the brownish-red variety of China. 
Finally, even further south, in Languedoc, Provence [regions 
in south central France], and Algeria, all the late varieties can 
be cultivated, especially the ones with black seeds and those 
from Japan. A large number of these varieties are found in 
commerce, especially the early ones designed by names such 

as Early of Podolie and Early of Etampes (see fi g. 140).
 Gives details on how to sow, cultivate, and harvest the 
soybean for garden use. Its needs are quite similar to those 
of the Haricot. Unlike Haricot beans, which can only be 
eaten as green beans (pods and all), soybean seeds (Pois 
oléagineux de la Chine) can be consumed either fresh or 
dry. Moreover, soybeans are easily digested and do not 
cause the all-too-well-known inconvenience of Haricot 
beans. To eat them in the fresh green stage, they should be 
prepared/cooked like small green kidney beans (fl ageolets), 
which they resemble in taste. For the dry beans, soak them 
overnight in twice their volume of either rain- or river-water 
in which you have dissolved (per liter) 3 gm of baking 
soda or 50 gm of sugar. The next day, drain them then put 
them like any dry legume in cold water, bring to a boil, 
and simmer for 2½ hours. Half way through the simmering 
process, add salt and a walnut-sized piece of butter. After 
they are cooked, you can serve them either with or without 
fat [butter or lard] or meatless seasonings (au gras ou au 
maigre). The cooked dry soybeans are also excellent pureed 
(p. 234).
 A table (p. 234) compiled by Prof. Haberlandt of Vienna 
compares the composition of seeds of soybeans, haricot, 
peas, lentils, feves, and yellow lupins. It shows that soybeans 
are the most nutritive, because they contain the most protein 
and fat.
 A second table (p. 235) shows that this plant, cultivated 
in the garden solely for its seeds, removes from the soil 
the following amounts of minerals per 100 kg of seeds: 
Phosphoric acid 0.729 kg, lime 3.146 kg, magnesia 1.106 kg, 
and potash 0.811 kg.
 A third table shows the amount of these four substances 
removed when the soybean is grown for forage; the yield is 
20,000 to 30,000 kg/ha.
 The Asiatics and particularly the Chinese and Japanese 
greatly value the seeds of the soybean (du Soja), which are 
both nutritive and rich in fat; they form the basis of their 
diet, replacing butter, oil, and milk. They are used in culinary 
preparations greatly appreciated in these regions.
 The seeds are the richest of all legumes in the protein 
legumine, which is actually “solid milk.” The Orientals soak 
the beans in water, then grind them, add extra water, then 
fi lter the mixture in order to obtain an artifi cial milk (un lait 
factice) which can be used like that of the cow, the goat, or 
the ewe (female sheep). Much of the vegetable casein in this 
milk is coagulated to make a cheese, similar to our fromage à 
la pie (quark), which is called Teou-fou in China and To-fu in 
Japan, and which they consume in large quantities, fresh or 
dry, uncooked or cooked.
 “This cheese, when well prepared, is very tasty, and 
it forms a very exquisite dish when it is deep fried like 
potatoes.
 When the seeds are roasted with an equal quantity 
of wheat or barley, then mixed with water and allowed to 
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ferment, they become the appetizing condiment sauce of 
great renown, known as Tsiang-yeou or Shoyu; at this time 
it is greatly in vogue in England and America under the 
name of “Indian Soy.” This sauce is greatly appreciated 
with roasted meat or fi sh; added to beef or beef bouillon, it 
communicates a color and savor that are very agreeable.”
 Aside from these food uses, the soybean is also used 
in Asia for forage and to make oil and meal. “Finally, the 
soybean can be used as a coffee substitute–as it has long 
been in the regions of Languedoc and Tyrol [Tirol].” Also 
discusses soy fl our and its high nutritional value.
 A non-original illustration (p. 235) shows a soy bean 
plant with pods and a close-up of the pods on stem (from an 
original in Carrière 1880).

1250. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Proposed soya 
bean exchange at Dairen. 78(9):40. Aug. 29.
• Summary: London, August 12, 1910: “The Reporters’ 
London correspondent is advised through offi cial channels 
that his Majesty’s Consul at Dairen has intimated to the 
home authorities that the Mitsui Bussan Kwaisha [Kaisha], 
the Okura Gumi and other Japanese fi rms are considering the 
feasibility of establishing a bean exchange at Dairen, with a 
view to putting the trade on a sound basis.”

1251. Agriculture Pratique des Pays Chauds (Bulletin 
du Jardin Colonial). 1910. Notes sur le soja [Notes on 
soybeans]. 10(89):168-70. Aug. [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “’L’Economiste français’ has recently published 
(9 April 1910, p. 525 and May 21 May 1910, p. 762) two 
notes on the soybeans which, because of the importance of 
this plant to the tropics, will be of interest to our readers.” 
This article summarizes both of those earlier articles.

1252. Bulletin Agricole (Mauritius Department of 
Agriculture, Port-Louis). 1910. Le soja [The soybean]. 
1(8):186-87. Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: “The Viking, a Danish ship (corvette-école) with 
four masts, docked in our port over the course of a month for 
provisions. It came from Vladivostok and bore as a ballast 
a charge of soybeans (haricots soja). This demonstrates the 
practical spirit of this admirable, small group of farmers and 
cattle raisers [probably in Manchuria]. We know, in fact, 
that Europe, especially England, imports more and more of 
this bean, which comes from Manchuria where it has been 
cultivated since the earliest antiquity. An oil used for making 
soap and, in general, for the same uses as cottonseed oil, for 
which it is substituted, is extracted from it. The oil content of 
these beans is 15.8-21%. The residues (résidus) are used to 
feed livestock, thus seriously rivaling cottonseed, sunfl ower, 
and linseed cakes (tourteaux). These beans are worth £5-6/
tonne (metric ton) in London; their oil sells at £21-22/tonne, 
and cakes sell at £6-7 [per tonne]. Also, the oil factories in 
the UK are extremely busy processing these beans to the 

point that, bound by contracts, they can hardly work with 
other oleaginous substances, and it is thus that we found 
ourselves menaced last April by a linseed ‘famine.’ The 
stock in London was reduced to 170 tonnes; in Liverpool, a 
complete exhaustion of resources. The market prices were 
125% higher than normal.”
 Since 1908, Europe has imported soybeans. The fi rst 
cargo arrived in Liverpool in April of that year. The demand 
for soybeans in Europe created a boom in Manchuria, 
requiring the construction of extra docks for exportation.
 Soybean cakes do not fare well by sea. The English and 
Germans tried many expeditions, but a cryptogam [mold] 
spoiled the cakes despite previous drying and good aeration 
of the hold during the voyage.
 The Chinese use soybean oil more and more, despite its 
disagreeable odor, as a replacement for lard.
 Note: This Bulletin is published “Under the patronage 
of the Chambre of Agriculture; Port-Louis, Mauritius” (Sous 
le patronage de la Chambre d’Agriculture, Port-Louis, Ile 
Maurice). Address: Mauritius.

1253. J. of the Royal Society of the Arts. 1910. The seed-
crushing industry. 58(3015):921-22. Sept. 2.
• Summary: “It is curious that while the United Kingdom 
was quick to realise the possibilities of the Soya bean there is 
no trade whatever in this commodity in Marseilles, but it is 
to be noted that there is a customs duty of 2 francs 50 cents 
per 100 kilos on Soya beans imported into France.”
 Summarized in the Tropical Agriculturist. 1910. Oct. 15. 
p. 368.

1254. Ransford, Robert Bolton. Assignor to Société 
Francaise des Distilleries de L’Indo-Chine. 1910. The 
treatment of leguminous matter and of soja (Glycine 
Hispida) in particular for the manufacture of sauces and 
condiments. British Patent 20,520. 5 p. Date of application, 2 
Sept. 1910. Accepted, 2 Nov. 1911.
• Summary: This patent for making soy sauce using a new 
process is based on French Patent 415,025 of 1909. This 
invention was communicated to Mr. Ransford, a “Chartered 
Patent Agent” in London, “from abroad by Société Francaise 
des Distilleries de L’Indo-Chine, of 20, rue Lafi tte, Paris, 
France.”
 “The various processes used in the Far East for the 
manufacture of sauces, and condiments of which soja is the 
principal ingredient generally–involve the action of micro-
organisms, usually the mucedins, which bring about the 
transformation of the material.”
 “The manufacture at present is diffi cult and sometimes 
very long; this is the case with shoyu, under which term 
the most widely-used sauce or condiment based on soja is 
known; the preparation of shoyu may last form 8 months 
to fi ve years. The results obtained moreover are irregular 
and not always those desired and as a rule all the useful 
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constituents of the material employed are not used to the best 
advantage.”
 This invention consists in “preparing from the materials 
used an aseptic medium in which the selected micro-
organisms can develop and react.” In the “fi rst phase, 
the primary materials usually employed are soja (glycine 
hispida) and a cereal, such as wheat, barley, rice, maize, etc. 
or other leguminous matter. For example a product of the 
shoyu type made be produced” from equal parts soja and 
rice. Address: 24, Southampton Buildings, London, W.C., 
Chartered Patent Agent.

1255. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1910. 
Heavy British purchases of soya beans. 13(58):761. Sept. 10.
• Summary: “In the fi rst six months of the current calendar 
year the United Kingdom imported 345,470 tons of soya 
beans, valued at $12,000,000. The imports from China 
reached 144,600 tons, from Japan 142,000 tons, and from 
Russia 58,900 tons. China exported 206,653 tons in 1908 and 
462,423 tons in 1909.” Address: Washington, DC.

1256. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean 
trade of Manchuria in 1909. 78(11):40. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Based on a report by the British Consul at 
Newchwang. Discusses total production and trade, with 
prospects for 1910.
 “The total quantity of bean oil exported was 653,771 
cwts. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. The great 
market for this oil is South China, where it is mainly used 
for cooking purposes as a substitute for lard, which is a more 
expensive commodity. In spite of its unpleasant odor, the 
poor consume the oil, as a rule, in its crude state without any 
attempt at refi ning it, but among the better classes it is boiled 
before being used and allowed to settle in jars for a couple of 
months. This process is said to do away to a great extent with 
the objectionable smell and to improve the fl avor. There is 
also among the poorer classes a fairly brisk demand for bean 
oil for lighting purposes. They fi nd it more economical than 
kerosene, besides saving them the cost of a lamp, for all they 
need to do is to pour a little into a cup or bottle and drop a 
paper wick into it. The light, of course, is very poor, but then 
the Chinese peasant is not in the habit of staying up late or 
reading at night.”

1257. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Heavy purchases 
of soya beans. 78(11):28F. Sept. 12.
• Summary: Washington [DC], September 9, 1910: 
“According to a report which reached the Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor, heavy 
purchases have been made during the past few months 
in Great Britain of soya beans. The aggregate of these 
purchases and the imports from Russia and China into the 
United Kingdom are given as follows: ‘In the fi rst 6 months 

of the current calendar year the United Kingdom imported 
345,470 tons of soya beans, valued at $12,000,000. The 
imports from China reached 144,600 tons, from Japan 
142,000 tons, and from Russia 58,900 tons. China exported 
206,653 tons in 1908 and 462,423 tons in 1909.’”

1258. Hendrick, James. 1910. The soy bean. Tropical 
Agriculturist (Ceylon) 35(3):208-12. Sept. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from Transactions of the Highland 
and Agricultural Society of Scotland 22:258-63. Series 5 
(1910).

1259. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya-oil trade. 
77(12):458. Sept. 17.
• Summary: This ¼-page article, which appears in the 
section titled “Trade report and market review,” states: 
“In view of the abnormal conditions of the linseed and 
cottonseed oil markets, in which there is but little prospect 
of relief for consumers from the extraordinarily high prices 
ruling until better seed-crops are secured, the remarkable 
expansion which has taken place this year in the soya-oil 
trade deserves attention. But for the developments in this 
comparatively new article in the European crushing industry, 
the diffi cult position of consumers in certain directions, 
where the use of soya oil has become more popular, would 
probably be still more serious, although the latter product 
has also advanced considerably. The ‘famine’ conditions 
across the Atlantic as regards linseed and cottonseed oils 
have resulted for some time past in a persistent drain of 
supplies from this side to American ports, which also applies 
to soya oil. Considerable quantities of all these products 
have, indeed, again been just lately purchased by American 
interests for prompt shipment. An idea may be gathered of 
the extension of trading in the soya-bean oil from the Hull 
exports this year, which, so far, are already well over 12,000 
tons, or about 10,000 tons in excess of those of the previous 
year. The almost prohibitive prices at which to increase their 
operations in soya beans, although they fi nd considerable 
diffi culty in getting rid of their soya cake on the Continent 
just at present. The price of soya oil in London is now about 
30l. per ton, or 6l. over the lowest seen early in the year. 
According to reports from Manchuria, the new crop should 
yield 20 per cent more than last year, and allow of an export 
surplus for Europe of half a million tons. The shipments 
of old crop to Europe, which are now coming to an end, 
amount to about 420,000 tons. A fact worth mentioning 
is that Japan and China are consuming less owing to the 
high price. Japanese requirements heretofore took about 
70 per cent of the crop chiefl y for fertilising purposes. In 
1909, 1,073,000 tons of soya beans and cake were taken 
by China and Japan combined, whereas the total quantity 
absorbed by these two countries in the fi rst half of this year 
was only about 270,000 tons. While there are indications 
of a further contraction in the outlet in the Far East, there 
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is thus a possibility that the article may enter into more 
active competition in the European oil markets, and this at 
a time when such competition should be welcome among 
manufacturers handicapped by the fabulous prices paid for 
kindred products.”

1260. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Soya cake 
(Abstract). 77(13):489. Sept. 24. Series No. 1600. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Veterinary notes,” this is a 
summary of an article from a British Consular report on the 
trade of Denmark.

1261. Choles, H.J. 1910. Soy beans: Their cultivation and 
uses. A new Natal industry. Natal Agricultural Journal 
15(3):281-307. Sept. [4 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. I. Botany and habitat: 
Introduction, varieties. II. Cultivation: Conditions of growth, 
methods of culture, soy bean mixtures. III. Harvesting: When 
to harvest, curing, frame for curing soy bean hay, harvesting 
for seed, yield of seed, yield of forage. IV. Chemistry of 
the soy bean: Introduction, digestibility, soy bean oil, soy 
bean bake. V. Value and uses of the soy bean: Introduction, 
the uses of the soy bean (uses of the oil {7 uses}, uses of 
the bean as a vegetable in Natal {like marrowfat peas or 
haricot beans}, in bread or biscuits in Paris [France] for 
diabetics, in France and Switzerland as a coffee substitute or 
adulterant, soy bean fl our used for making bread and biscuits 
in England, soya meal for cattle feeding, oil-free residue 
made into cake for stock-breeding purposes, liquid closely 
resembling cow’s milk made in Japan, vegetable cheese 
[tofu] made from the milk, a sauce called “Shoyu” made in 
Japan, soy-bean cake used as a fertilizer in Japan and China), 
as a soiling crop, as a silage crop, as a hay crop, as a pasture 
plant, as a soil renewer. VI. Value of the bean for feed: 

Introduction, soy beans for hogs, soy beans for dairy cows, 
other experiments with milch cows.
 Illustrations (non-original line drawings) show: The 
soy bean plant with pods and roots (p. 280; from an original 
in Piper 1909). Flowering branch with close-ups on fl ower, 
leaves and pods (p. 285; from an original in Lamson-
Scribner 1899). Frame for curing soy bean hay (p. 291; 
reproduced from Messrs. Lever Bros. pamphlet on Soy Bean 
Cultivation, which we have never seen). Roots of soy bean 
plant with nodules (p. 301).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) 
concerning Lever Brothers in connection with soybeans.

1262. Mitsui Bussan Kabushiki Kaisha (The Mitsui & Co., 
Ltd.) Head offi ce: Suru-ga-cho, Tokyo (Document part). 
1910. In: Japan’s Industries: And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. 
Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 
493-96. Undated. Translated from unpublished Japanese 
manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  “History: The House of Mitsui is well known 
in British business circles, as well as on the Continents of 
Europe and America. Through the branch offi ce of the latter 
company in London, they are one of the largest importers to 
the United Kingdom of silk goods, camphor, [soya] beans 
and bean cakes, lumber and rice, &c., while they are one 
of the largest exporters to Japan from the United Kingdom 
of all kinds of cotton & woolen goods, coal, manures, &c. 
The Mitsuis have the famous Mitsui Building in Tokyo for 
the head quarter of all the Mitsui Corporations,–The Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha, Ltd. (Mitsui & Co., Ltd., in Europe and 
America), the Mitsui Bank, Ltd., the Mining Department, 
&c. The building is a large offi ce building, built of steel 
frame with a handsome facade of stones and brick located in 
the centre of the city of Tokyo, and furnished with elevators 
and other modern appliances in the Occidental style.
 “Although the Mitsuis have made it a point to adopt 
up-to-date European and American business methods, the 
history of their business undertakings is very old. The Mitsui 
family can be traced from Takayasu Mitsui, who lived as 
a feudal lord in the latter part of the 16th century. During 
the continuous civil wars at that time, he fought several 
battles, but, these having ended decidedly against him, he 
retired and spent his remaining years as a private citizen. His 
grand-son, Taketoshi Mitsui, started the business in Kyoto 
and also established a dry goods store in Yedo (now Tokyo). 
It was he who invented and introduced the system of cash 
retailing, and further, organized the system for collection 
and remittance of money throughout the country and this 
was done, be it remembered, when the knowledge of bills 
of exchange was almost lacking and monetary transactions 
were almost unknown in this country. In 1687, Takahira 
Mitsui, the eldest son of Takatoshi, was appointed by the 
Tokugawa Government as one of its purveyors, and, in 1691, 
was entrusted with its remittance business. It was in 1707, 
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that the Mitsuis appointed an agent an agent at Nagasaki 
and became interested in foreign trade. With the restoration 
of the Meiji Era, the Mitsuis applied themselves with new 
energy and vigor to the reform and amelioration of their 
business undertaking on the model of Western procedure. 
Thus, in 1876, the old exchange house was transformed into 
the Mitsui Bank, the fi rst and by far the largest private bank 
established in the country, while, in the same year, the Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha, or Mitsui & Co., was organized for the 
purpose of general trading, but more particularly, for that of 
foreign trade.
 A photo shows the huge and ornate Mitsui Building in 
Tokyo. Company president: Hachirojiro Mitsui, Esq. Nine 
Managing Directors are listed, starting with Giichi Iida, Esq. 
Address: Japan.

1263. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Kikkoman Shoyu Jozosho 
(The “Kikkoman” brand soy brewery.) Main offi ce: Noda, 
Chiba Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: 
And Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial 
Japan. vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 163-65. Undated. Translated 
from unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  “History: The origin of the brewing of the 
‘Kikkôman’ brand of soy, reputed to be the leader among 
the best varieties, dates back about 120 years [i.e. to 
about 1790]. Ever since the honoured founder of the fi rm 
inaugurated the brewing of soy, the succeeding proprietors 
have all been men of great ability, who have succeeded in 
extending the business generation by generation, as well 
as improving the quality of the product. In the year 1838, 
when Mr. Saheiji Mogi, fi fth of the line, was the head of the 
fi rm, it was appointed by special warrant purveyor to the 
Household of the Tokugawa Shoguns, having been ordered 

to supply the Household and the Heir-Apparent every year 
with a large quantity of soy, a custom which was continued 
until the overthrow of the Shogunate in 1868. Very few 
fi rms or individuals were honoured by being appointed 
special contractors to the Court of the Shogun, and this fact 
must be considered as a very high tribute to the excellence 
of the fi rm’s products, the quantity to be supplied being 
subsequently doubled.
 “The chief point worthy of special mention in regard 
to the ‘Kikkoman’ fi rm is the fact of its having been 
chiefl y instrumental in making Japanese soy known and 
appreciated in foreign countries, more than half the total 
amount of soy exported to foreign countries at present being 
the ‘Kikkoman’ brand. Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the grandfather 
of the present proprietor, was a remarkable able business-
man. He was most assiduous and energetic in endeavouring 
to effect improvements in the process of brewing as well 
the extension of the business. On the occasion of the 
International Exhibition held in Vienna, Austria, in 1873, 
when the Japanese Government participated for the fi rst time 
in such an undertakings, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was among 
the exhibits. Being deemed by the judges far superior both 
in regard to taste and colour to the sauce usually used as a 
condiment, the ‘Kikkoman’ soy was awarded the gold of 
honour.
 “Afterwards, when the name of ‘Kikkoman’ soy 
gradually came to be known in Europe and its exportation 
increased, many spurious articles appeared on the market, 
bearing the same brand, This proved very detrimental to 
the reputation of the genuine ‘Kikkoman’ soy, so that, the 
fi rm, in order to protect itself against fraudulent imitations, 
ordered a very elaborate design for a trade-mark to be made 
for them in Paris, which they had registered, this being, in 
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fact, the very 
fi rst instance 
of a trade-mark 
being registered 
for soy and most 
probably in 
advance of any 
other commodity. 
In January, 
1905, the above 
trade-mark was 
registered at the 
United States 
Patent Offi ce. In 
June 1909 the 
United States 
Government issued a certifi cate regarding ‘Kikkoman’ soy, 
to the effect that it is of very superior quality, containing no 
admixture of saccharine or any other chemicals and being 
very suitable as a condiment.
 “The services which this fi rm have rendered in the 
cause of the soy industry, principally for its exportation to 
foreign countries, are very remarkable. Whenever there was 
an exhibition abroad, tiny sample bottles of the soy were 
distributed, and no opportunity was lost and no diffi culty 
seemed too great to be overcome by the fi rm in order to 
popularise Japanese soy in foreign countries.
 “On the occasion of the Japan-British Exhibition held 
in London in 1910, ‘Kikkoman’ soy as well as the other 
best varieties of Japanese soy, is being exhibited. Thus, the 
English public will be given full opportunity to test this best 
quality of Japanese food condiment.
 “Present conditions: The ‘Kikkoman’ fi rm owns 
at present six soy breweries, with the total number of 
4,200 hands and eight sets of boilers and steam engines. 
The yearly output is about 11,800,000 gallons, of which 
2,880,000 gallons are exported to foreign countries, the 
principal destinations being Honolulu [Hawaii], Portland 
[Oregon], San Francisco [California], Seattle [Washington], 
Los Angeles [California], Tacoma [Washington], Denver 
[Colorado], Chicago [Illinois], London [England], Paris 
[France], Berlin [Germany], Vienna [Austria-Hungary], and 
China ports.
 “Honours awarded: The ‘Kikkoman’ fi rm has had 
conferred upon it the honour of being special contractors 
to the Imperial Household Department, a special brewery 
being devoted exclusively for the brewing of soy supplied to 
the Imperial table. An entirely new plant, with the capacity 
of turning out 20,000 gallons per annum has been newly 
installed, which is under the strict surveillance of experts 
specially appointed for the purpose. The utmost cleanliness 
is carefully observed and the brewing is carried out on up-to-
date and hygienic principles.
 “The most principal medals and prizes awarded to the 

fi rm at the various exhibitions are as follows: International 
Exhibition at Vienna, 1873. Gold Medal. National Industrial 
Exhibitions (First to the Fifth inclusive). First Prize. 
International Exhibition at Amsterdam (Netherlands), 1883. 
Gold Medal. St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition, 
1904. Grand Prix of Highest Honour. Seattle International 
Exposition, 1909. Grand Prix of Honour.
 “Proprietor: Mr. Saheiji Mogi, the father of the present 
proprietor and eighth of the line, was a man of very 
progressive ideas. He studied at Cambridge University, and 
after a stay in England extending for several years, returned 
to Japan and devoted himself to the extension of the business 
of the fi rm, when he was unfortunately attacked by a sudden 
illness to which he succumbed. His son succeeded to the 
head of the business and being ably and faithfully is assisted 
by the guardian, Mr. Keizaburo Mogi, and the Manager, Mr. 
Kyujiro Uchida, the business has progressed and is at present 
in a very prosperous condition.
 A photo (p. 164) shows the Kikkoman brand soy 
brewery next to a river. Smoke is rising from a tall 
smokestack and boats are docked along the river.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soy sauce 
production by a particular manufacturer. Address: PhD in 
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., 
Japan.

1264. Takahashi, Teizô. 1910. Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho (The 
“Yamasa” brand soy brewery.) Main offi ce: Choshi, Chiba 
Prefecture (Document part). In: Japan’s Industries: And 
Who’s Who in Japan. 1910. Osaka, Japan: Industrial Japan. 
vi, iii, 687 p., iv p. See p. 156-58. Undated. Translated from 
unpublished Japanese manuscripts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary:  “History: The Hamaguchi Soy Company, 
which was formed in 1906, with a capital of ¥500,000, 
is the continuation of a very old fi rm founded 265 years 
ago [i.e., in about 1641] by the brothers Kichiyemon and 
Gihei Hamaguchi, ancestors of the present Mr. Kichiyemon 
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Hamaguchi, the proprietor of the fi rm. These two brothers, 
natives of what is now Wakayama Prefecture, settled down 
in Chôshi, and opened a soy brewery, which has gone on 
progressing from that day to this. In 1825, the Yamasa brand 
was one of those accorded the privilege of being called ‘The 
Best Soy’ by the Tokugawa Shogunate.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
which states that a brand of soy sauce named Yamasa existed 
as early as 1825. The name of the company that makes this 
brand is not clear. Nor does this article state when the present 
company, Yamasa Shoyu Jozosho, was founded. We believe 
this company was founded in 1928.
 “Mr. Goryo Hamaguchi, the father of the present 
proprietor, after a visit to Europe and America, in 1833, 
introduced some radical changes in the brewing of soy in his 
brewery, by an application of the most scientifi c principles. 
Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the present head of the fi rm, 
continued the same enterprising policy of his father, and 
the business began to extend very much in consequence. In 
1894 the fi rm was appointed supplier of soy to the Imperial 
Household by special warrant. On being transformed into 
a partnership concern, the business of the fi rm increased 
considerably, while experts were engaged to conduct 
scientifi c investigations. Dr. Kendo Saito, the well-known 
scientist, was entrusted with the study of soy fermentation.
 “At present the fi rm owns two breweries, installed 
with steam plants, and employing over 600 hands. The 
annual output is approximately 8,000,000 gallons. Tokyo, 

Yokohama, and other large business centres, 
consume great quantities of the ‘Yamasa’ brand, 
and much of it is exported to Great Britain, 
the United States, Germany, Australia, China, 
Korea, Hawaii, and Vladiovstock. The soy which 
goes abroad is contained in bottles of artistic 
appearance, well packed in boxes. The Hamaguchi 
Company was the pioneer in the export trade of 
soy, this being due to Mr. Goryo Hamaguchi’s 
tour in 1883, when he made a special study of 

the foreign taste 
for the Japanese 
sauce.
 “As above 
mentioned, 
‘Yamasa’ brand 
soy is supplied 
to the Imperial 
Household by 
special warrant. 
A great honour 
was done the 
fi rm when 
His Highness 
Prince Kan-in, 
the President 
of the Fifth 

National Industrial Exhibition, paid a visit of inspection 
to the brewery. In 1907 their Imperial Highnesses, Princes 
Kitashirakawa and Higashikuni went over the brewery, 
and made some observations highly complimentary to the 
proprietor. In the same year a further honour was done the 
proprietor, when he was appointed supplier of ‘Yamasa’ soy 
to His Imperial Highness the Crown Prince of Korea.
 “Space does not permit of a full list of the prizes won 
by the company at various exhibitions. ‘Yamasa’ brand soy 
was awarded a fi rst prize at every one of the fi ve National 
Exhibitions which have been held in Japan. Abroad, either 
a gold medal or the Grand Prix was awarded at each of 
the following Exhibitions: Chicago [Illinois / Columbian] 
International Exposition, 1893; Paris International 
Exhibition, 1899; The Asia Exhibition (Hanoi, French Indo-
China), 1903; St. Louis [Missouri] International Exposition, 
1904; Milan Exhibition [Italy], 1905; and Seattle Exhibition, 
1909.
 “Mr. Kichiyemon Hamaguchi, the President of the 
company, was born in Wakayama Prefecture in 1862, and 
was educated at Keio University. In 1900 he made a tour 
round the world, and since his return has done much to assist 
in extending the nation’s commerce and industry. In order 
to enlarge his business he converted it into a company, and 
owing in great part to his energy and enterprising spirit, the 
company has proved a conspicuous success. Indeed, the 
whole soy industry has profi ted by his labours. A gentleman 
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of excellent character and reputation, he has sat in both 
Houses of the Legislature. Mr. Hamaguchi has been ably 
assisted in his work by Mr. Kichibei Hamaguchi, a director, 
and Mr. Tetsujiro Midzushima, the superintendent of the 
works, as well as by an industrious and effi cient staff.”
 Photos show: (1) Yamasa soy in casks and bottles. (2) 
Angled aerial view of “The ‘Yamasa’ Brand Soy Brewery;” 
smoke rises from two tall smokestacks. Address: PhD in 
Agriculture (Nogakuhakushi), Prof. at Tokyo Imperial Univ., 
Japan.

1265. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1910. Linseed and 
soya oils. 77(14):529. Oct. 1.
• Summary: This article, which appears in the section titled 
“Trade report and market review,” states: “The great scarcity 
of linseed oil is causing much anxiety among consumers. The 
paint trade has for some time been making a rather large use 
of substitutes more or less satisfactory; but in wagon-sheet 
making, oilcloths, etc., there is nothing to take the place 
of pure linseed oil. Two factors are at work to produce this 
rather unusual state of things–viz., fi rst, the actual failure of 
the seed supply; and, secondly, the occupation of many of the 
crushing-mills with the soya-bean. The latter appears to have 
been a very profi table venture for many mills, and managers 
have abandoned linseed-crushing in its favour. Linseed oil is 
now so high that the producing of it ought to be again very 
profi table; but mills are known to have contracted ahead for 
delivery of soya oil, and perhaps many of them cannot now 
fi nd an opportunity to return to linseed. The imports of seed 
are so far very small, being not more than about 60 per cent 
of last year’s supply. The present quotation for linseed oil 
is higher than it has been for about twenty years, and nearly 
100 per cent higher than it was at this time last year. Many 
people in the market assert that it will yet go to 50l. per ton; 
but the level now reached has its dangers, and consumers, as 
a rule, will be very chary of buying for stock.”

1266. Gilbert, A.W. 1910. Soy beans and fertilizer 
question. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
13(79):55. Oct. 5. [1 ref]
• Summary: The following is an extract from the National 
Review, of Shanghai, China: “It is well known that soy-bean 
cake has for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. 
Now, however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent 
of Europe and America to a less extent, have become 
purchasers of Manchurian beans, the question arises whether 
Japan will to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities 
if the price rises appreciably. In studying this question two 
factors should not be lost sight of: One is that Japan is 
herself a large grower of soy beans, having according to the 
latest available returns (1908) over 1,200,000 acres under 
cultivation, producing annually some 19,000,000 bushels 
of beans, while the other is that Japan imports very large 

quantities of soy beans from China and Korea. The greater 
part of these beans is used for the purpose of human food–
i.e., in making of ‘soy,’ ‘miso,’ and bean curd–but a portion 
by no means small is used also as a fertilizer.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive at a 
just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go back a 
good many years. In making such a review it will be noted 
that, both in the case of beans and of cake, the amounts 
imported in 1909 were record importations, but that the 
average price was the lowest since 1903. Should the price in 
the future be forced up very high in consequence of British 
and other demands, the presumption is that Japan would 
turn to sulphate of ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen 
therein were less than the cost of bean cake. On the other 
hand, it must be remembered that the removal of the import 
duty on sulphate of ammonia in the United States of America 
means that the United States will probably absorb large 
quantities of the British output, and that Japan will have 
to pay a higher price if she wants a share of this fertilizer. 
Thus the outlook for nitrate of soda becomes a good deal 
brighter, and now that, owing to the subsidized Japanese line 
to (South) America, it is possible to get cheap freight rates, 
it looks as though (Chilean) nitrate of soda will be a serious 
competitor to the other nitrogenous fertilizers, except in the 
matter of wet rice cultivation.
 “There is a point which, though obvious enough to those 
intimately connected with the trade, is sometimes overlooked 
in general discussions on the subject of bean cake, viz., that 
the British farmer can afford to pay a proportionately higher 
price for cake than the Japanese farmer, the reason being that 
in the United Kingdom the cake, after serving for provender, 
turns into a fertilizer, whereas in Japan it is employed as a 
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use.
 “As regards rock phosphate, most of the supplies 
have hitherto come from Ocean and other islands. Owing, 
however, to the new fertilizer law which prohibits any 
admixture in Japan of earth and sand with rock, it will 
probably be found that the phosphate from the above-
mentioned islands, being pure and expensive, will be 
displaced by the cheaper varieties of rock from Tennessee 
and Algiers, which are naturally mixed with impurities.” 
Address: Vice-Consul, Nanking.

1267. Manchester Guardian (England). 1910. Commercial 
and fi nancial notes: Rand mining labour–The Belgian cement 
industry–A rival to the soya bean... Oct. 8. p. 13.
• Summary: “The remarkable expansion of the trade in Soya 
beans as naturally led to researches and experiments with 
other leguminous plants all over the world. The Sesbania 
pea, which grows wild on the land annually inundated by 
the Colorado River in Southern California and Mexico has 
recently been analysed. It was found that in food value it 
was very similar to linseed meal. The Sesbania pea cannot 
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supplant the Soya bean with oil seed crushers, as it contains 
only 6 per cent of oil, but it promises to be a formidable 
competitor in the oil-cake markets, as it is claimed that the 
meal obtained from the Sesbania pea can be used in place of 
linseed, cottonseed, or Soya bean meal. The value of samples 
which have been forwarded to England has been estimated at 
about £5 per ton c.i.f. [cost, insurance, and freight] London. 
The quotation for Soya beans on the spot at Hull is £8. 
The Sesbania pea, growing wild, needs little expenditure 
on production. It is really only a by-product, for the plant 
grows from 10 to 16 feet high, and those interested say that 
the stalks contain a valuable fi bre for use in ropemaking. A 
company has been formed to acquire the Sesbania pea lands, 
having for its object the utilisation of the pea stalk fi bre and 
the marketing of the peas. The promoters claim 250,000 tons 
per season could be marketed. Each pea stalk bears from 
one to two pounds of peas. The lack of suitable harvesting 
machinery has prevented the development of the Sesbania 
pea hitherto, but the diffi culties have, it is said, now been 
overcome, and about 100 tons daily of Sesbania pea meal are 
being put on the market.”

1268. Niegemann, C. 1910. Es wird neuerdings als Ersatz 
fuer Leinoel sogen. Nigeroel angeboten. Sind damit schon 
Versuche gemacht worden un wer kann naehere Angaben 
darueber machen? [Niger seed oil has recently been offered 
as a substitute for linseed oil. Have investigations already 
been made using it, and who can give more precise details 
about it? (Letter to the editor)]. Farben-Zeitung 16(2):75-76. 
Oct. 8. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a letter; the writer’s name is at the end. 
“Niger seed oil is obtained from the seed of a plant named 
Quizotia oleifera (or abyssinica) which is cultivated in the 
East- and West-Indies and also in Germany. The oil is yellow 
and has a nutty fl avor. Large amounts are pressed for oil in 
England and Marseilles [France]. It is best used for food 
purposes, but it can also be used as a substitute for linseed oil 
or an adulterant for rapeseed oil (Rüböl).”
 A table shows the chemical composition: Specifi c 
weight at 15ºC: 0.9270. Saponifi cation number: 189-192.2. 
Iodine number: 126.6-133.8. Reichert-Meissl value: 0.11-
0.63. Hehner number: 94.11.
 “Like soybean oil (Sojabohnenöl), niger seed oil is 
considered to be one of the drying oils. Overall, its properties 
are quite similar to those of rapeseed oil...” Address: Dr. C. 
Niegemann G.m.b.H., Koeln a. Rhein [Cologne].

1269. Los Angeles Times. 1910. Fertilizers for Japan. A 
scarcity of soy beans makes a market for Tennessee rock 
phosphate. Oct. 13. p. I13.
• Summary: “It is well known that soy-bean cake has 
for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. Now, 
however, that the United Kingdom, and the Continent of 
Europe and America to a less extent have become purchasers 

of Manchurian [soy] beans, the question arises whether Japan 
will continue to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities if 
the price rises appreciably.
 “In studying the question, two factors should not be lost 
sight of: One is that Japan is herself a large grower of soy 
beans, having according to the latest available returns (1908) 
over 1,200,000 acres under cultivation, producing annually 
some 19,000,000 bushels of beans, while the other is that 
Japan imports very large quantities of soy beans from China 
[Manchuria] and Korea. The greater part of these beans is 
used for the purpose of human food–i.e., in making of ‘soy’ 
[sauce], ‘miso,’ and bean curd [tofu]–but a portion by no 
means small is used also as a fertilizer.
 “The Russo-Japanese war had such an effect in 
curtailing the supplies of beans and cake that to arrive 
at a just appreciation of the position it is necessary to go 
back a good many years.” In 1909 Japan imported record 
amounts of beans and cake, but “the average price was the 
lowest since 1903. Should the price in the future be forced 
up very high in consequence of British and other demands, 
the presumption is that Japan would turn to sulphate of 
ammonia, if the cost per unit of nitrogen therein were less 
than the cost of bean cake.”
 The “British farmer can afford to pay a proportionally 
higher price for cake than the Japanese farmer,” since in the 
UK the cake, “after serving for provender [feed], turns into 
a fertilizer [manure], whereas in Japan it is employed as a 
fertilizer directly, without any intermediate use. “

1270. Tropical Agriculturist, Supplement (Ceylon). 1910. 
East Asiatic Co. and the soya bean industry. Soya cake 
factory erected at Copenhagen. 35(4):368. Oct. 15. Also 
titled Supplement to the Tropical Agriculturist and Magazine 
of the Ceylon Agricultural Society. [1 ref]
• Summary: A factory “has been erected there with capital 
provided by the East Asiatic Company at a cost of about 
1,000,000 kr. (£55,500). It is estimated that as at present 
arranged 100 tons of soya beans can be pressed in 24 hours, 
and that, if necessary, the output could be increased. The 
factory appears to be well equipped and fi tted with the latest 
improvements. The East Asiatic Company’s own vessels 
are likely to largely contribute to the activity of the factory 
by bringing the beans from the East for pressing, though a 
quantity of soya beans has already been shipped from the 
United Kingdom [to Copenhagen]. It is anticipated that by 
establishing this, and in the course of time other oil cake 
factories, Denmark may be able to obtain a more effectual 
control over the price of butter than has been the case 
hitherto, and avoid the enormous fl uctuations of price which 
of late have been so much in evidence.”
 “A French agency states that Mr. Li Yu Jin [sic, Li Yu-
ying], who established the fi rst soya bean industry in Paris, 
has returned from China after consulting Chinese capital of 
F. 1,500,000 for developing this enterprise in Europe. The 
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soya will be worked at Paris, Brussels, London, and Berlin, 
and will be consumed in the form of milk, sauce, soup, 
vegetable, jam, cheese, fl our, and bread.–L. & C. [London 
and China] Express, Aug. 19.”
 Note 1. It is not clear whether soybeans have arrived yet 
in Denmark for processing by this new oil mill. Note 2. This 
is the earliest English-language document seen (March 2000) 
with the term “Soya cake” in the title.

1271. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1910. Foreign trade 
of China in 1909. 71:20-25. Oct. 16. See p. 23-24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The following article on the foreign trade of 
China in 1909 is based on the ‘Abstract of Statistics and 
Report on the Foreign Trade of China’ for 1909, recently 
published by order of the Inspector-General of the Chinese 
Imperial Customs...
 “Apart from tea, silk, and two or three other articles, 
a marked general increase occurred in the leading exports 
to foreign countries; but the rise of a great export trade in 
beans is the fact which overshadows all others. From the 
earliest days of the Foreign Customs beans and beancake 
have been the principal exports from Newchwang, but for 
many years the trade was exclusively domestic. About the 
year 1890 a beginning was made with shipments to Japan, 
and the traffi c soon rose into importance, Japan being 
practically the only foreign buyer of these products until 
1908. During the eight years 1900-7 the average annual 
value of the beans exported abroad was 4.37 million taels 
[a unit of currency. The average value of the Haikwan tael 
is 2s. 7.19d. in 1909, 100 Haikwan taels = 111.40 Shanghai 
taels, for which exchange quotations are made]. In 1908 the 
total export of beans abroad rose to 4,770,000 piculs [1 picul 
weighs 133.33 lb], valued at 9 million taels, and in 1909 to 
no less than 14,438,000 piculs, valued at 32.78 million taels. 
The soya bean thus took at a bound a position equal to that 
of tea in the list of exports, and if to the shipments of beans 
be added those of beancake, giving a combined value of 52 
million taels, even the position of silk at the top of the list is 
challenged. Of the beancake exported (10,088,359 piculs), 
all but an inappreciable quantity was of Manchurian origin; 
and of the beans, 10,915,000 piculs were sent out from 
Manchurian ports, 1,173,000 piculs from Hankow, 1,737,000 
piculs from Chinkiang and Shanghai, and 600,000 piculs 
from Amoy [Xiamen] and Kwangtung [province in southeast 
China] ports. The ultimate destinations of the consignments 
of beans are less easy to determine with accuracy. There 
went directly to Japan 4,945,000 piculs; to Great Britain, 
1,158,600 piculs; to Hongkong, 2,010,800 piculs; to Port 
Said (‘for orders’), 2,021,600 piculs; and to Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] through Suifenho [Suifenhe], 3,842,000 
piculs. The statement, on good authority, that 400,000 tons 
of beans were shipped to the United Kingdom in 1909 may 
be accepted as not far from the mark, and would account for 
6,800,000 piculs. Add the shipments to Japan and 460,000 

piculs declared as for the Straits, Dutch Indies, and European 
countries, and there still remains a balance of over 2,000,000 
piculs of which the destination is uncertain.”
 Tables show the net imports of foreign and native goods, 
and exports for the years 1907-09 of: Manchuria (p. 21). 
China (p. 22).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
that gives soybean trade statistics for Southeast Asia (imports 
to Dutch Indies).

1272. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. The soya bean 
and the fertilizer question. 78(17):41. Oct. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An extract from the National Review of 
Shanghai, regarding the relation of the soya bean to the 
fertilizer question, has been sent to the Department of 
Commerce and Labor by Vice-Consul A.W. Gilbert from 
Nanking. The discussion of the subject by the Review is as 
follows:” There follows a long excerpt.

1273. Grossmann, H. 1910. Ein neuer Welthandelsartikel [A 
new article of world trade]. Berliner Tageblatt 39(548):2. 
Oct. 28. Handels-Zeitung section. Evening edition. Friday. 
[Ger]
• Summary: The article begins: “In the history of modern 
world trade there has been nothing like it. A plant which 
has been known for many years in its native land, Chinese 
Manchuria, has enjoyed a signifi cant culture, and the 
countless products that can be made from it include the 
indispensable foods for an entire people. In 1908, for the fi rst 
time large amounts of its products were suddenly imported 
into Europe, and all at once there was great interest in this 
plant from the Far East. There followed many publications 
about the great economic importance of the soybean 
(Sojabohne).”
 The soybean fi rst became known in Europe in 1873 
at the Vienna World Exposition (Wiener Weltausstellung). 
In 1909 not less than 400,000 tons of soybeans were 
imported to England. According to information from the 
British trade attaché, P. Ker, in Peking, the total shipments 
of soybean seeds (Sojasaat) to Europe from Manchuria, 
including Vladivostok, amount to about 518,000 tonnes. 
Almost 300,000 more tonnes are shipped to Japan from 
China. The main ports of exit are Dalny, Vladivostok, and 
Hankow. Address: PhD, unestablished university lecturer 
(Privatdozent).

1274. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean cake. Oct. 31. p. 5, 
col. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Evidence of the feeding value of soy bean 
cake is given in reports upon experiments conducted at the 
Midland and Agricultural College, Kingston, Derbyshire, 
and on two farms in Scotland by the authorities of the East 
of Scotland Agricultural College. These documents are 
instructive in showing properties of this material for dairy 
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cows and for fattening bullocks respectively.” At the Midland 
Dairy College, certain quantities of cake were given to cows 
in the fi rst of the 2 Scottish experiments, etc. Conclusions: 
Soy bean cake is perfectly safe but is more expensive than 
good linseed cake. The lower the content of the soy bean 
cake in oil, the better the results obtained. “As the same 
amount of oil in linseed cake gave good results, it would 
seem that the unsatisfactory results obtained with the soy 
bean are due to some property of the oil in this food.”

1275. Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London. 1910. 
Soy beans. Oct. (122nd Session). p. 53-55. Meeting of March 
17, 1910.
• Summary: “Mr. J.H. Holland, F.L.S., also on behalf of the 
Director of Kew, showed samples of the Soy Bean, Glycine 
Soja, Sieb. & Zucc. (G. hispida, Maxim.), with herbarium 
specimens of the plant producing this seed.
 “He stated that the seeds of ‘Soy,’ of which there are 
many varieties, may be black, brown, green or greenish-
yellow, yellow, or mottled; sometimes seeds are described 
as white, but there appears to be no Soy bean true white in 
color.
 “The plant is variously known as ‘Soy,’ ‘Soja,’ ‘Soya,’ 
‘White Gram,’ ‘American Coffee Berry,’ and ‘China Bean.’
 “In China and Japan, where the plant has been cultivated 
for many years–perhaps centuries–the beans are an important 
food, and they are also said to be used as a substitute for 
coffee.
 “Bean cake and the sauce known commercially as ‘Soy’ 
is also made from them. It is stated that in the manufacture 
of the soy of commerce, in addition to the beans, the 
requirements are simply a large amount of salt and fl our and 
an unlimited supply of fresh water. Wenchow is an important 
centre of the manufacture, and here the bean used for the 
purpose is said to be chiefl y the white form from Chinkiang. 
The cultivation has been extended to India, Africa, and other 
warm countries...
 “The principal use of the beans in this country is for 
the extraction of the oil, of which they contain about 18 per 
cent. suitable for soap-making, and in general as a substitute 
for cotton-seed oil. The residue, after the extraction of oil, 
is suitable for feeding cattle, and for this purpose appears 
likely to become a serious competitor of cotton-seed cakes, 
sunfl ower-seed cakes, linseed cakes, &c.”
 “Beans and bean-cake exported from China have gone 
chiefl y to Japan and certain parts of Asia, but recently, 
beginning about November, 1908, an important trade has 
been developed in them more especially with the beans, 
between Manchuria and Europe, Dairen (Dalny) being the 
chief place of export.
 “The cause of this sudden development may, perhaps, be 
attributed to the facts that a great increase in the cultivation 
took place in Manchuria during the Russo-Japanese war to 
meet the demands for food of the Russian Army; then, when 

the troops were withdrawn, the production being found, 
profi table, and the home demand reduced, other markets 
were sought. The trade extended to Japan, and afterwards, 
assisted perhaps by a period of depression in that country, it 
extended to Europe, where the industry has created interest 
in many quarters.
 “The amount of the 1908 crop sent to Europe through 
Vladivostok up to July, 1909, was 180,000 tons, the greater 
part destined for the English market (Hull and Liverpool), 
and the remainder going to German (Hamburg) and 
Scandinavian ports.
 “Up to 1907 the export of soy beans from Manchuria did 
not exceed 120,000 tons annually. During 1908 the export 
rose to 330,000 tons (one half shipped from Dairen; 100,000 
tons from Newchang, and 65,000 tons by rail via Suifenho 
[Suifenhe] to Vladivostok), the increase, it is said, being due 
entirely to the demand from Europe.”
 Summarized in Tropical Agriculture. 1910. July 15. p. 
28. Address: England.

1276. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Was a nervous 
week in cotton oil market. Nov. 13. p. C8.
• Summary: “The week’s importations included 1,000 
barrels of soy bean oil from England and also 255 casks of 
palm oil from the same place.”

1277. San Francisco Chronicle. 1910. Fertilizer in Japan. 
Nov. 13. p. 57.
• Summary: “It is well known that soy bean cake has 
for years been the most popular fertilizer in Japan. Now, 
however, that the United Kingdom and the continent of 
Europe and America to a less extent have become purchasers 
of Manchurian beans, the question arises whether Japan will 
continue to be able to buy bean cake in huge quantities if the 
price rises appreciably.”

1278. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1910. Die Industrie des 
Soyabohnenoeles [The soya-bean oil industry]. Chemische 
Industrie (Berlin) 33(22):705-08. Nov. 15. Whole number 
670. (Chem. Abst. 5:597). [3 ref. Ger]
• Summary: This is a major report on the world soybean 
oil industry. “In an astonishingly short period of time, the 
almost unknown soybean has become a major oilseed in 
Europe.” The method of separating the oil from the soya 
bean in Manchuria is to soak the seeds in water overnight, 
to crush them, and, after boiling the mass with a little water, 
to express the oil in a primitive form of press. Owing to 
the length of time during which the pressure is continued, 
the yield of oil is as high, if not higher, than is given by the 
modern hydraulic presses [used in Europe]. The expressed 
oil is mainly used for food, while any that is unfi t for that 
purpose is burned in lamps. The residual cakes in the press, 
which are about 3 inches thick and 2 to 3 feet in diameter, 
form a staple food product. The bean cakes in China are 
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called teou-fou-tcha [sic, actually this term refers to okara].
 Some idea of the trade done in these soya bean cakes 
may be formed from the fact that during the year 1904 no 
less than 160,000 tons of soya bean cake (not including the 
beans themselves or the oil) were exported to Japan alone, 
although that country itself produced about 2,500,000 hl. 
(1 hectoliter = 100 liters, so 6,875,000 bushels) of beans, 
which were utilised in 11,000 factories that manufacture soy 
sauce. In the year 1909 the quantity of beans exported from 
Manchuria to Japan reached 600,000 tons.
 Until two years ago considerable diffi culties stood in 
the way of the trade with Europe, for the long sea-voyage 
through the tropics and especially through the Red Sea, 
had such a deteriorating effect upon the beans, that, after 
removal of about 10 per cent of oil, the residual oil cake 
was quite unsuitable as a feeding stuff. Only a small amount 
arrived in Liverpool, where the resident Chinese created an 
insignifi cant demand for their favorite dishes. Nevertheless, 
small amounts of soybean cake (Soyakuchen) were imported 
to England for use in mixed feeds, although this branch of 
trade had but a paltry existence. Therefore the confl uence of 
a number of particularly favourable conditions were required 
to introduce the beans into the world and European markets. 
During the Russo-Japanese War, soybeans served as a staple 
food for the Japanese, and later the Russian soldiers. After 
the war, Manchuria was thrown open to the commerce of 
the world. Thanks to the industrial activity of the Japanese 
and the decline in the shipping rates, a favorable opportunity 
arose, after the soldiers left, for exporting large quantities of 
the beans to England.
 The fi rst large consignment reached Liverpool towards 
the end of 1908, and its arrival coincided with a period of 
great scarcity of other oils and fats, due to various causes, 
and, in particular, to the increased consumption of edible 
fats, and the growing demand for dynamite glycerin for the 
Transvaal mines and the construction of the Panama canal. In 
addition to this, the cotton-seed harvest in the United States 
had been poor, and this had caused a considerable increase 
in the price of Egyptian cotton-seed, so that many oil-mills 
in England had been forced temporarily to suspend work. 
Hence attention was at once directed to the new raw material, 
large quantities of which were available at favourable prices.
 The imported beans had the following average 
composition: Water 10%, oil 18%, proteins 40%, 
carbohydrates 22%, fi bre 5%, and ash, 5%. It was not 
possible to reckon upon a higher yield of oil than 10 per cent. 
from the beans, but feeding experiments with the oil-cake 
showed that while it produced as much fl esh as cotton-seed 
oil-cake, it caused the cows to yield a milk richer in cream. 
Thus for some time past soya cake has fetched higher prices 
in the market than cotton-seed cake.
 Had it not been for the timely appearance of soy-bean 
oil the already high price of cotton-seed oil would have 
been at least 25 per cent. higher, and there would have been 

a corresponding increase in price of all the fats used in 
the soap industry. Immense quantities of the new oil were 
employed in the manufacture of soap, and during the year 
1909 more than 400,000 tons of the beans were imported 
into England. Only small quantities were sent to America, 
and, relatively, very little to the continent of Europe.
 The high tariff on raw materials in Germany and in 
France prevented the importation of the seed, and at fi rst 
the English oil manufacturers took advantage of this, and 
exported large quantities of soya oil and soya cake both to 
America and the Continent. Only within the last few months 
have the German oil manufacturers succeeded in obtaining 
the concession that soya beans may be imported into 
Germany free of duty, but in the near future the production of 
soya oil and soya cake may become an important branch of 
the German oil industry.
 The chief use of the new material in the manufacture 
of soap is as a partial substitute for cotton-seed oil in 
the production of hard soaps, while for soft soaps it can 
completely replace cotton-seed oil and partly replace linseed 
oil. Soya-bean oil has also been extensively used as an edible 
oil, and in admixture with cotton-seed oil large quantities 
of it have been consumed in England. It has also been 
employed as an oil for the preservation of sardines. Attempts 
were made to use it as a substitute for linseed oil in the color 
and varnish industries, but it can never replace the latter oil 
completely.
 The composition of soya-bean oil renders it particularly 
suitable for the adulteration of both linseed and cotton-seed 
oils, while it is also frequently employed as an adulterant of 
Japanese rape oil.
 The chief ports for the export of soya beans are 
Newchang, Dalny, Vladivostok, and Hankow, while the 
principal European ports for their importation are Hull, 
London, and Liverpool, and, more recently, Hamburg. The 
supply of the beans is assured for several years, for, in 
addition to that produced in Manchuria and South China, 
attempts, which appear likely to be successful, are being 
made to cultivate the plant in West Africa and in the East 
Indies.
 In the Southern States of North America the soya plants 
are already grown for fodder, and experiments are now being 
made to cultivate them for the production of oil seed. It has 
already been proved that the beans grown in West Africa 
from Asiatic seed do not yield less oil than the original seed. 
The author lived 1857-1913.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Panama or the Canal Zone. Address: London.

1279. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1910. Cotton oil 
movement toward lower level. Nov. 20. p. C8.
• Summary: “Importations of cotton oil from England have 
increased. Among the late arrivals were 186 drums and 1,000 
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barrels. Importations of soja bean oil included 2,500 barrels 
and 175 casks, all from England. Heavy arrivals of peanut 
oil were also noted from Marseilles [France] and Rotterdam” 
[Netherlands].

1280. Times (London). 1910. Soy bean as a fertilizer. Nov. 
21. p. 14, col. 6.
• Summary: “Several subjects of importance to this country 
are discussed in the Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
published by the Bureau of Manufacturers, Department of 
Commerce and Labour, Washington [DC]. A note upon soy 
beans as a land fertilizer is particularly noteworthy in view 
of the doubt expressed in this country last year as to their 
manurial value.”
 There follows a summary of: Gilbert, A.W. 1910. “Soy 
beans and fertilizer question.” Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor). Oct. 5. p. 55.

1281. Daily Post (Australia). 1910. On the land: A column 
for rural producers. Growing importance of soya bean trade. 
Nov. 29. p. 3.
• Summary: “The extraordinary development of the export 
of Manchurian [soya] beans to Europe which began in the 
autumn of 1908 is considered by the British Commercial 
Attache at Pekin to form the most marked feature of the 
trade of China during the last year. It is a trade of special 
interest to us, as the United Kingdom, in consequence of the 
high import tariff of other countries, enjoyed practically a 
monopoly of the shipments, although we believe that both 
Germany and France have now arranged to admit the beans 
free of duty or at a much reduced tariff.
 “In the meantime, British oil crushing industries have 
derived much profi t from the large importations of the beans, 
being made to a great extent independent of the scarce 
supplies of cotton seed, linseed seed, etc., and the cake made 
from the crushed residue has provided an excellent cattle 
cake.
 “During the last complete shipping season, from 
November 1908 to September 1909, as many as 34 steamers 
loaded cargoes of the beans, and the shipments for the year 
which ended last December was 234,000 tons from one port, 
shipped by British and Japanese fi rms. The total shipments to 
Europe from Manchuria in 1909 amounted to about 548,000 
tons, and in Japan it is estimated that 294,000 tons were 
exported.
 “The purchase of beans in the interior of the country 
is said to be an operation involving no small diffi culty and 
fi nancial risk. The effect of the keen competition which 
naturally followed the successful business of 1908-09 was 
to raise the price of beans, and diffi culties were experienced 
in getting deliveries in accordance with contracts fi xed when 
prices were low. The business lends itself to gambling, and 
large sums are said to have been lost by the less fortunate 

speculators.
 “In the report of his Majesty’s Consul at Newchwang 
on the trade of the port for 1909 will be found an estimate 
an estimate of the total production of [soya] beans in South 
Manchuria, based upon the amounts of beans and bean cake 
exported from Newchwang and Dairen. The conclusion is 
reached that these exports represent a total of 1,333,000 tons 
of beans, and that the production under favorable conditions 
can be estimated at not far short of 1,480,000 tons.”

1282. Yoshimura, K. 1910. Toxic bases present in 
decomposed soya beans. Analyst (London) 35(416):484-85. 
Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of a 
German-language article. “(Biochem. Zeitsch., 1910, 28, 16-
22.)–The following method was adopted for isolating basic 
substances from soya beans which had been ground to a thin 
paste with water and allowed to undergo decomposition for a 
period of about four months. The mass was fi rst diluted with 
water, strained through linen, and the solution precipitated 
with basic lead acetate; the fi ltrate from the lead precipitate 
was then freed from lead by means of hydrogen sulphide 
and partially evaporated. This solution was treated with 
phosphotungstic acid in the presence of sulphuric acid, 
and the bases were obtained by treating the precipitate in 
the usual manner; the strongly alkaline solution was next 
neutralised with nitric acid, treated with silver nitrate, 
and fi ltered, a small quantity of purine bases being thus 
separated. On adding a slight excess of silver nitrate and 
barium hydroxide to the fi ltrate, a precipitate was obtained 
which, after the removal of the silver and the barium, yielded 
a base, beta-imidazolylethylamine (cf. Windaus and Vogt, 
Ber., 1907, 40, 3691); the hydrochloride of this base melted 
at 235º C, its picrate at 230º to 235º C, and its platinichloride 
decomposed at 240º C. without melting. The fi ltrate from the 
silver nitrate-barium hydroxide precipitate was, after removal 
of the excess of silver and barium, treated with sulphuric 
acid and phosphotungstic acid; the bases reprecipitated by 
this reagent were separated and their solution concentrated 
under reduced pressure. The residual mass of crystals and 
syrup was then extracted with absolute alcohol; the insoluble 
portion yielded a fraction soluble in methyl alcohol, which 
was identifi ed as pentamethylene-diamine (cadaverine), 
whilst the portion remaining insoluble in methyl alcohol 
consisted of tetramethylenediamine (putrescine). The 
fraction which was soluble in absolute alcohol consisted of 
trimethylamine. One kilo, of the original air-dried soya beans 
yielded the following quantities of basic substances: beta-
imidazolylethylamine, 0.18 grm.; pentamethylenediamine, 
0.53 grm.; tetramethylenediamine, 0.25 grm.; 
trimethylamine, 0.23 grm. The corresponding amino acids, 
histidine, lysine, and arginine, were not present.”

1283. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1910. Prospects of 
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lower soya bean values. Difference of opinion abroad–Crop 
large and quality better. 78(23):23. Dec. 5.
• Summary: The new Manchurian soya bean crop is 
expected to be 25-30% larger than last year’s crop. One fi rm 
predicts that about 1,550,000 tons of soya beans will be 
available for export from the 1910-1911 crop; Japan will take 
600,000 tons and South China 200,000 tons leaving 750,000 
tons available for Europe. “The beans are required in Japan 
for making Japanese sauce–a national food in demand during 
the winter.”
 A table shows shipments of soya beans from Manchuria. 
from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30, 1908-09, and 1909-10, from three 
ports: Dalny (the leading port both years), Newchwang, and 
Vladivostok (having the smallest exports of the three).

1284. Lancet. 1910. The use of the “soy bean” bean as a food 
in diabetes. 179:1844-45. Dec. 24. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an introduction to the soy bean, which 
has been used as an addition to the ordinary diabetic diet 
(they may easily replace the gluten of bread) followed by a 
summary of: Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, John. 1910. “The 
use of the soy bean as a food in diabetes.” American J. of the 
Medical Sciences 140:793-803. Dec.

1285. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Vegetable milk and its derivatives. 
British Patent 30,275. 5 p. Date of application, 30 Dec. 1910. 
Accepted 29 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: Li gives his occupation as “Engineer.” “This 
invention consists in the manufacture of a vegetable milk 
and its derivatives by means of soja grains (Chinese peas), 

the milk thus produced having the appearance, the colour 
and the taste of ordinary milk, its chemical composition 
greatly resembling the same. It has moreover the same 
nutritive and alimentary properties.” The grains are cleaned, 
decorticated, soaked and ground with water in a mill of the 
kind specifi ed in British Patent Application 11,903 of 1911. 
The mechanized mill is composed of a fi xed lower millstone 
above which the upper millstone is mounted on a vertical 
shaft.
 “The clear milky liquid produced by grinding the grain 
previously mixed with water in combination with the supply 
of water in the millstone enters a channel then passes into 
a shoot (t) which conveys it to a tank (u) from which it is 
drawn off by a pump (v) which forces it under pressure into 
the fi ltering press (x). On leaving the fi lter, it falls, after 
passing through a sieve (y) into a vat (z). From this vat it is 
conveyed through a pipe (a) to the boiler or digester (b).” 
It is cooked with steam in a water-jacketed vessel, then 
pasteurized or sterilized. “It is then bottled and is ready 
for consumption. The soja milk may be utilised in the two 
following cases. 1st. As a substitute for ordinary milk. It may 
be consumed as sterilised at temperatures of 110º to 120ºC. 
2nd. As a raw material for use in different manufactures 
(cheeses, casein, and the like). It must then be heated from 
60º to about 120ºC.
 “It may also be concentrated, dried, or fermented. 
“The milk obtained may be humanised or animalised,” 
i.e., its composition may be brought to resemble that of 
human or animal milk. It is coagulated for making cheese 
by magnesium salts, organic salts, rennet, lactic ferments, 
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or “sojaobacille,” a ferment obtained by cultivation in a 
mixture of the above-described liquid and sodium chloride 
the fermented paste obtained by putting into salt water soy 
beans that have been cooked with water and allowed, alone 
or mixed with cereal fl our, to stand in the air.
 “For obtaining fermented cheese such as roquefort 
[Roquefort], parmezan [Parmesan], romatour [Rahmatour; 
Bavarian cream cheese], camambert [Camembert], and 
gruyere, suitable ferments are employed.”
 “For the fermented milk, the special ferment termed 
‘sojaobacille’ is employed or other ferments used for 
obtaining fermented milks–kephir [kefi r], yoghourt [yogurt], 
koumiss, and the like, and which are the saccharomyces 
cerevisæ, dispora caucasica, maya bulgare, and the like, and 
the said milk is modifi ed by the addition of sugar levulose, 
and the like and particularly of lactose.”
 In making casein, the oil may be expressed from 
the beans before the preparation of the milk. The casein, 
obtained by coagulating the milk, may be used as food, paste, 
etc., or may be mixed with borax, oxide of zinc, magnesia, 
gelatin, etc., to obtain a hard industrial (non-food) substance 
termed “sojalithe” [resembling ivory, horn, or shell]. The 
fi lter press residues may be dried and ground to form a food 
for human beings, or may be used as food for cattle, or as 
manure. The liquid expressed in making cheese [soy whey] 
may also be used for feeding animals.
 An illustration shows a longitudinal view of all the 
equipment used in the invention; each important part is 
marked with a letter.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that mentions soy yogurt or fermented soy yogurt.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that mentions kefi r in connection with soymilk.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2011) 
that mentions the word “sojalithe” (a hard plastic) or that 
discusses a specifi c non-food industrial use for soy protein; 
“sojalithe” is probably derived from “Galalith” (a registered 
trademark; see F.G.J. Beltzer, June 1911). Galalith, or 
Erinoid in the United Kingdom, a synthetic plastic material 
manufactured by the interaction of casein and formaldehyde, 
was introduced in 1900 at the Paris Universal Exhibition in 
France. In France, Galalith was distributed by the Compagnie 
Française de Galalithe located near Paris in Levallois-Perret. 
It was fi rst used to make buttons, resulting in a revolution in 
the button industry. In 1913 some 30 million liters (8 million 
U.S. gallons) were used to make Galalith in Germany alone. 
Ever the entrepreneur, Li apparently saw “sojalithe” as a 
potential substitute for expensive ivory.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “fermented cheese” 
to refer to a type of fermented tofu, or to a Western-style 
soy cheese (Roquefort, Parmesan, Camembert, or Gruyere 
types). It is interesting to note that all of these Western-style 
cheeses are traditional mold-ripened cheeses. But what 

did Li actually mean when he says “suitable ferments are 
employed”?
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that mentions a fermented Western-style soy cheese (see 
above).
 Note 6. Levulose, now more commonly called fructose, 
is a sugar.
 Note 7. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soja milk.”
 Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2011) 
that mentions the bottling of soymilk or the sale of soymilk 
in bottles. Address: Engineer, 46 rue Denis Papin, aux Valées 
[Vallées] (Seine), France.

1286. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Sauce consisting chiefl y of soja 
grains. British Patent 30,351. 2 p. Date of application, 31 
Dec. 1910. Accepted 29 Feb. 1912.
• Summary: Sauces. Cooked soy beans, to which fl our may 
be added, are fermented with ferments such as “sojaobacille” 
(vide 30,275, 1910, supra), and the fermented mass is 
placed in saltwater. When matured, it is pounded to a paste 
or is diluted with saltwater and fi ltered. Alternatively, “soy 
milk,” obtained as described in 30,275, 1910, is fermented 
with sojaobacille, sodium chloride being added, and fi ltered. 
Spices or sugar may be added, and the products may be 
concentrated or dried.
 Note: This is the world’s earliest patent seen for 
soymilk.

1287. Li, Yu-ying. 1910. Soja fl our and its derivatives. 
British Patent 30,350. 2 p. Date of application, 31 Dec. 1910. 
Accepted 1 Jan. 1912.
• Summary: “This invention has for its object the 
manufacture of soja (Chinese pea) fl our for use in the 
preparation of a special kind of bread, alimentary pastes, 
rusks, cakes, soups, etc. Soja grains contain a considerable 
proportion of fatty matter which considerably impedes the 
operation of grinding.”
 Flour is prepared from soy beans containing little fat, or 
from which most of the oil has been removed, by pressing 
the whole beans, the cakes produced being ground. Soja 
fl our is employed: (1) with ordinary fl our, green-pea or rice 
fl our, and an extract of soy to form an alimentary paste, the 
starch being extracted and the fl our gelatinized with hot 
water; (2) with cabbage, turnips, carrots, sorrel, potatoes, 
green peas, broad or kidney beans, tomatoes, etc., or jelly or 
gravy of cray-fi sh, for preparing soups; (3) to make a “highly 
palatable kind of bread... which may be recommended to 
persons suffering from diabetes. In order to make this bread 
a yeast is prepared from a culture of ordinary yeast germs in 
a soja base, the presence of the soja being favourable to the 
germination of special kinds of ferment and particularly of 
sojabacilli, although any other kind of ferment, barm, etc. 
may be used.
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 “It may also be made with other kinds of fl our, made 
from wheat, oats, barley, rice, maize, etc., thus ensuring the 
production of bread containing a large quantity of nitrogen, 
and substances containing hydrocarbons and mineral 
matters;” (4) with eggs, butter, etc., for making cakes or 
rusks.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2005) that contains the word “hydrocarbons” (or 
“hydrocarbon”).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term Soja fl our. Address: 
Engineer, 46, rue Denis Papin, aux Valées [Vallées] (Seine), 
France.

1288. Honcamp, F. 1910. Die Sojabohne und ihre 
Verwertung [The soybean and its utilization]. Tropenpfl anzer 
(Der) (Berlin) 14(12):613-34. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 30:45). [9 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Utilization as food and 
food adjuncts (stimulants / enjoyables) (als Nahrungs- und 
Genussmittel). Use for technical purposes. Use for fodder.
 According to English consular reports the total 
production of soya beans in China amounted in 1907 to 
580,000 tons, rising in the following year to 850,000 tons. 
During the year 1909 no less than 35 million kg of the beans 
passed through the Suez Canal.
 Harz classifi ed the varieties of Soja hispida into 2 
main groups, one containing those of strongly compressed 
form and of olive green to brownish-black color, and the 
other swollen varieties more or less sickle-shaped, and of 
yellowish-brown to deep brown color.
 Dietrich and König [1891] conducted 20 analyses of the 
soybean and found the following average composition: Water 
11.34%, crude protein 35.11%, crude fat 16.98%, nitrogen-
free extract 26.18%, crude fi ber 5.88%, and ash 4.51%.
 An analysis of the inorganic constituents of the beans by 
Schwackhöfer gave the following results: Potassium oxide, 
44.56%; sodium oxide, 0.98%; lime, 5.32%; magnesia, 
8.92%; iron oxide, trace; silica, trace; phosphoric acid, 
36.89%; sulphuric acid, 2.70%; and chlorine, 0.27%.
 Both in China and Japan the black varieties are boiled 
and roasted and eaten with rice, while the green and white 
varieties are ground to meal and baked into cakes, etc. The 
soy sauce, which is now largely exported to England and 
America, and used in the manufacture of other sauces, is 
prepared from wheat and a small light yellow variety of the 
bean, with the addition of salt and water, the prepared mass 
being fermented in open vessels at as low a temperature as 
possible for a period of 8 months to 5 years, and the sauce 
then separated from the residue. Another product made from 
the beans in Japan, and used in the preparation of soups and 
fl avors for cooking, is know as miso. In addition to these, 
a so-called bean cheese (tofu), and a similar product from 
which the bulk of the water has been removed (kori-tofu), 

are prepared from soya beans in Japan.
 Attempts to acclimatize the plant in Germany have 
not yet proved successful, although it may be possible to 
introduce an early-ripening variety with a short vegetation 
period.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
gives soybean production or area statistics for China. It is not 
clear whether or not this includes Manchuria, or refers only 
to Manchuria. Address: Prof., Germany.

1289. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1910. 
Experiments with live stock. 17(9):752-55. Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of six reports concerning 
trials conducted in Great Britain on feeding soy bean cake 
to live stock: (1) Feeding of Cattle with Soy Bean Cake 
(Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agriculture, 
Bulletin 21). (2) Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle (Field 
Experiments at Harper Adams Agricultural College and 
in Staffs and Salop, Report, 1909). One heifer “received 
1½ lb. Bibby cake and 1 lb. Soy cake.” (3) Soy Bean Cake 
as a Food for Milch Cows (Royal Agricultural College, 
Cirencester, Scientifi c Bulletin No. 1, 1909).
 (4) Effect of Soy Bean Cake on Cattle (Board of 
Agriculture and Fisheries). (5) Feeding Dairy Cows with 
Soy Cake (Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Reports 
and Experiments with Crops and Stock, 1909-10). (6) Soy 
Bean Cake for Fattening Sheep (University College of North 
Wales, Bangor, Bulletin 11, 1909). Address: England.

1290. Liardet, C.E. 1910. Soya beans. Queensland 
Agricultural Journal 25(6):261-67. Dec. Continued, Jan. 
1911. [1 ref]
• Summary: Note: This article is reprinted from a 27-
page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet, titled Soya Beans, 
and published in 1910 by the Northern Publishing Co. 
(Liverpool, England)–which see.
 “We receive so many inquiries concerning Soya beans 
from all parts of the State that we hail with great pleasure 
the publication of an exhaustive treatise on the subject by 
Mr. C. E. Liardet, China. In the interests of our farmers, we 
have taken the liberty of publishing in the Journal the most 
essential portions of the treatise...” An illustration (non-
original line drawing; facing p. 262) shows a typical Soya 
Bean Plant, with pods and nodules. Address: China.

1291. Brodé, Julien. 1910. Oil-seed products and feed 
stuffs. Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 39. 32 p.
• Summary: “Soya meal is fi nding its biggest outlet in 
Scandinavia, especially in Norway and Sweden” (p. 7).
 A section titled “English Soya-Bean Industry” (p. 10-
13), written from London by Brodé on April 23, discusses 
the following: Rapid development during past few years. 
Cause of fl uctuation in price–current quotations. England 
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may lose monopoly–exploitation by railroad. English 
process of refi ning oil. Secret process of English company. 
Production of “soya fl our.” Solvent process applied to cotton 
seed.
 “Soya beans were fi rst imported by an English fi rm 
some ten years ago. Being free from sugar it was thought 
they would make an excellent food for patients suffering 
with diabetes. At that time a quantity was also shipped into 
Germany for the same purpose.
 “It was known that the beans contained considerable 
oil and in 1907 a crusher at Liverpool was induced to buy 
400 or 500 tons, which were shipped from Hankow at a cost 
of $50 per ton c.i.f. Liverpool, the freight rate at that time 
being over $10 per ton from Chinese ports. This crusher, 
from previous experiments with small lots, found he could 
produce an oil acceptable to soap makers, and the only 
problem was to fi nd an outlet for the by-products–cake and 
meal. The latter, it was found, ran high in protein and could 
be utilized by the compound-cake manufacturers.
 “From this time shipments gradually increased until 
in February, 1908, a cargo of 9,000 tons was imported. 
This went to Hull, and the selling price of the beans was 
$32 per ton c.i.f... The beans are grown in the interior of 
Manchuria, at points from which there are no wagon roads to 
the railroad. The beans are not moved until snow has fallen, 
enabling the farmers to bring them across country on sledges 
[sleds, sleighs].” A late snow at the beginning of the present 
season acted to increase prices and cause many problems.
 “The best way in which American mills can buy these 
beans is in cargo lots c.i.f. New Orleans [Louisiana].
 “It is thought that next year England will not enjoy the 
monopoly in soya beans it has heretofore had. Germany 
has taken the import duty off them, and it is thought other 
countries will do likewise. The fact that they are called 
beans has prevented them from having a wider outlet, since 
in Germany, France, and Austria oil seeds have been on the 
free list, but beans have been subject to a tax. Under the 
new French tariff soya beans are subject to a duty of 2.50 
francs per 100 kilos... Mills at Odessa [in the Ukraine] are 
preparing to crush the beans...”
 “The North Easter Railway in England has built docks 
and warehouses for handling the beans and is advertising 
the products along its lines. At Hull it has a large window 
display of the products, which is attracting considerable 
attention. In this exhibit are samples of soya cake, oil, and 
meal, soya fl our, soya bread, and soya biscuits. There are 
also large photographs showing the manner in which the 
beans are gathered, stored, and loaded in Manchuria, and 
how they are manufactured into products in England.
 “Soya oil is not refi ned as is American cotton-seed oil, 
with caustic soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s 
earth. It is best adapted to soft-soap making, since it does not 
chill easily and is diffi cult to handle in making hard soap... 
One refi ner is placing on the market an edible soya oil sold 

under the name of ‘Omega soya oil.’ This oil has a good 
color, is almost neutral in odor, and is rather palatable, the 
fl avor being similar to that of peanut oil. The process for 
rendering crude soya oil edible is kept a close secret, but is 
thought to be by means of superheated steam... Soya cake 
is fi nding its biggest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons 
having been purchased this season. Soya meal made from 
ground soya cake fi nds its biggest sale in Sweden, Norway, 
and from the northernmost part of Germany.”
 “The most interesting and, to the writer’s mind, the 
most signifi cant thing about the new soya industry is the 
process used by three mills in England for extracting the oil. 
This secret process belongs to the Premier Oil Extracting 
Company, of Hull, and for its use the two other mills are said 
to pay the company 40 cents royalty for every ton of seed 
treated. The seed are fi rst fi nely crushed and then treated 
directly by a fat solvent, presumably benzine.” No trace of 
the solvent remains in the oil and only about 1% of the oil 
remains in the meal. “Mills making meal by this process fi nd 
their largest market in Scandinavia”–including Denmark.
 “The Premier Oil Extracting Company also operates 
a large fl our mill, and is placing on the market a so-called 
‘soya fl our,’ which is 25 per cent soya meal and 75 per cent 
wheat fl our. The company has induced a number of bakers 
to use it in making a soya bread, which is fi nding sale on 
the market, although the price asked is the same as for all-
wheat bread... The same mill has induced a large biscuit 
manufacturer to use soya fl our in making a brand of biscuits 
called ‘soya biscuits.’ These are for sale all over England and 
are very palatable” (p. 12-13).
 In India in 1909 there was “a large decrease in the value 
of exports of seeds, which may be possibly accounted for by 
the competition of the soya bean which is being extensively 
shipped from China and Japan” (p. 27).
 A table (p. 27) shows that India’s main seed exports are 
linseed, gingili seed [sesame seed], rape seed, and cotton 
seed. Destination countries, amount exported and value to 
each country, are given for the years 1908 and 1909.
 “Soya meal has not found much favor in England or 
Ireland, but is gaining ground in Scotland. Owing to the 
scarcity of cotton-seed, many of the farmers were compelled 
to substitute soya.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2004) 
concerning commercial solvent extraction equipment and 
soybeans. Address: Special Agent for the Dep. of Commerce 
and Labor.

1292. Bruce, W. 1910. Report on cattle-feeding experiments, 
1909-1910. Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of 
Agriculture, Bulletin No. 21. 15 p. Session–Oct. to March. 
Edinburgh. Summarized in J. of the Board of Agriculture 
(London), Dec. 1910, p. 752-53.
• Summary: “These experiments were undertaken for the 
purpose of testing Soya bean-cake as a feeding-stuff [for 
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cattle] in comparison with linseed-cake... Within the last two 
years these beans have come prominently into notice, owing 
to large importations having taken place into this country. 
Part of this supply has been ground into meal and used for 
feeding stock, either in this form, or after the oil-content has 
been reduced to 1 or 2 per cent by extraction with chemical 
solvents; but by far the greater part of it has been utilised 
by the seed-crushers as a source of oil, the residue being 
manufactured into Soya bean-cake. Very large quantities 
of this cake became available at a time when better known 
foods were high in price, and many farmers have readily 
turned their attention to it.”
 Conclusions: “Soya bean-cake is a perfectly safe food 
when used with discretion, but notwithstanding its high 
analysis ordinary Soya bean-cake at £6, 15s. per ton seems to 
be dearer feeding-stuff than good linseed-cake at £9. That the 
poorer the Soya bean-cake is in oil the better are the results 
obtained.” Address: B.Sc., F.H.A.S., Edinburgh & East 
Scotland College of Agriculture.

1293. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Bean. 1910. New 
York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. See vol. 3, p. 572, 
573c.
• Summary: “The Soy bean, Glycine hispida, was included 
by Linnaeus in the genus Dolichos. It is extensively 
cultivated in China and Japan, chiefl y for the pleasant-
fl avoured seed from which is prepared a piquant sauce. It is 
also widely grown in India, where the bean is eaten, while 
the plant forms a valuable fodder; it is cultivated for the 
latter purpose in the United States.”
 Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is 
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition 
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in 
the index.

1294. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Coffee. 1910. 
New York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Vol. 6, p. 646, 
649c.
• Summary: On page 649 under “Adulteration,” we read that 
chicory is the main substance used to adulterate coffee since 
very many people in Europe “deliberately prefer a mixture 
of chicory with coffee to pure coffee. Chicory is indeed 
destitute of the stimulant alkaloid and essential oil for which 
coffee is valued... Among the numerous other substances 
used to adulterate coffee are roasted and ground roots of the 
dandelion, carrot, parsnip and beet; beans, lupins and other 
leguminous seeds; wheat, rice and various cereal grains; 
the seeds of the broom, fenugreek and iris; acorns; ‘negro 
coffee,’ the seeds of Cassia occidentalis, the seeds of the 
ochro [lady fi nger, okra] (Hibiscus esculentus), and also the 
soja or soy bean (Glycine Soya). Not only have these with 
many more similar substances been used as adulterants, but 
under various high-sounding names several of them have 
been introduced as substitutes for coffee...

 “Not only is ground coffee adulterated, but such 
mixtures as fl our, chicory and coffee, or even bran and 
molasses, have been made up to simulate coffee beans and 
sold as such.”
 Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is 
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition 
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in 
the index.

1295. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1910. Feeding experiments 
with cattle and sheep, 1907-10. County of Northumberland, 
Education Committee, Bulletin. No. 15. 33 p.
• Summary: This bulletin is divided into two parts. By far 
the larger part (p. 9-33) is titled “Experiments on the feeding 
of fattening cattle, young cattle, milch cows, and sheep 
on soya cake.” Last year over 400,000 tons of soy or soya 
beans were imported to England from Manchuria. Three 
kinds are imported: (1) Sakura, said to be the best, is shipped 
from Dalny; (2) Harbin is shipped from Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok]; and (3) Hankow is shipped from Shanghai. 
The beans now being imported into England are light yellow 
in color and about the size of ordinary peas.
 These beans have been used in China and Japan for 
a long time as a food for milch cows [sic] and for human 
consumption.
 Trials with soya cake at Cockle Park in England began 
on 26 Nov. 1909 and continued for four months. They 
showed that it was an excellent food for different kinds of 
stock, including fattening cattle, young store cattle, fattening 
sheep, and milch cows. Address: M.Sc., Armstrong College, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne [England].

1296. Golding, J. 1910. Report from the Analytical 
Department on analyses made during 1909-10. Midland 
Agricultural and Dairy College, Bulletin No. 10. p. 93-103. 
See p. 97.
• Summary: In the section titled “Feeding Stuffs,” the 
subsection on “Soya Cakes and Meals” (p. 97) states: “These 
substances serve well to mix with Cotton Cakes, and judging 
from the greater number sent in for analysis, this food-stuff 
is being more generally used. No complaints have reached 
me as to ill-effects produced, but in other parts of the 
country where the cake has been given in too large a quantity 
considerable trouble has resulted.
 “The limit of error allowed by the Board of Agriculture 
and Fisheries was fi xed on Jan. 25, 1910, at one-eighth 
the percentage of oil and one-eighth the percentage of 
albuminoids in the invoice for ‘Soya Bean Cakes.’
 “For the feeding value of Soya Cake compared with 
Linseed Cake, see Bulletin No. 9 (1909-1).”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the term “Soya Bean Cakes” or “soya bean 
cakes” to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: F.I.C., 
Midland Agriculture and Dairy College.
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1297. Hendrick, James. 1910. The soy bean. Transactions of 
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland 22:258-
63. Series 5. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the rise of soybean imports to the 
United Kingdom, the possible dangers of feeding soy 
bean meal to cattle (some think it may cause prussic acid 
poisoning like the Java bean), the nutritional composition of 
soy beans compared with broad beans and kidney beans (in 
tabular form), the varieties of soybeans, the use of soybeans 
for oil and meal, the composition of soya-bean cake and 
oil extracted soya-bean meal (the meal analyses in this 
table were made by the author), soybean cake and meal as 
a concentrated feed with high manurial value (it contains 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash), and the use of soya 
beans as a fodder crop.
 “The Soy bean was fi rst introduced in quantity to the 
British market in the latter part of 1908, but so great is the 
supply that in 1909 about half a million tons were shipped to 
the United Kingdom.
 “The arrival of this feeding-stuff in such immense 
quantities has been the most remarkable feature of the 
feeding-stuff market during the last two years. Indeed the 
importation of this bean is the most important event which 
has happened in the feeding-stuff and oil-crushing industries 
for many years past, and is comparable in importance with 
the introduction of cotton-seed as cattle food...”
 “The Soya bean has come as a blessing to the consumer 
of concentrated cattle foods, for not only has it been 
comparatively cheap itself, but its presence has prevented 
linseed, cotton, and other feeding cakes from becoming even 
dearer than they are at present.”
 Although Soya beans “are cultivated in countries with 
a colder climate than ours, it appears that our summers are 
not bright and warm enough for their successful cultivation. 
In Scotland at any rate our climate appears to be too dull 
and cold.” Note: There is no mention of the author having 
grown soya beans in Scotland. However John Russell 
(1936) states: Some 30 years ago [about 1906-10] Professor 
[James] Hendrick tried to grow the soya bean at “Aberdeen 
[Scotland], using Manchurian seed; in the greenhouse a few 
plants grew and even fl owered, but they never produced 
seed, while in the open the seeds hardly germinated.”
 “Soya oil is a light-yellow oil, and is used in the East as 
a human food. It is often called Chinese bean oil. During the 
Russo-Japanese war it was used as a food by both armies. In 
this country it is used chiefl y for soap-making, and is said 
to be suitable for the manufacture of the highest class toilet-
soaps. It is also said to be used to a certain extent in Europe 
as a sweet oil for food purposes, similarly to olive oil and 
cottonseed oil. It fetches at present a high price.” Address: 
B.Sc., F.I.C. [Aberdeen, Scotland].

1298. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people, 

resources, and recent history. Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. 
Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Oriental Series Vol. 
14
• Summary: This book is similar in many ways to the 1901 
edition with the same title except: (1) It contains 25 more 
total pages. (2) Chapters 7-10 in the 1901 edition have the 
same titles, are in the same order, and contain most of the 
same information as chapters 4-7 in the 1910 edition. (3) 
Most of the information on soybeans and soyfoods in this 
1910 edition is identical or similar to that in the original 
1901 ed, but usually on different pages. For example, the 
long, excellent section on tofu and related products on pages 
183-84 in the 1901 edition is identical to that on pages 78-79 
in this 1910 edition. And the description of how a traditional 
crush-stone mill and wedge press are used to make bean-
cake and bean-oil, on pages 218-24 of the 1901 edition is 
identical to that on pages 121-27 of this 1910 edition. Many 
more such examples could be cited. (4) There is extensive 
and very interesting new information on railways, which are 
discussed at great length in this 1910 ed.; they are found in a 
separate record in this database as a “document part.”
 Editorial note by Charles Welch (p. ix-x): The whole 
world is now closely linked together as newspapers keep 
us informed of the events in far-of lands. Manchuria was 
practically unheard of until the last two wars which Japan 
had to fi ght there against China (1894-1895) and Russia 
(1904-1905). Port Arthur fell easily when held by the 
Chinese, but its strong defense by the Russians “turned the 
eyes of the world to the citadel which lay at the point of 
the far Eastern peninsula called Manchuria.” The Trans-
Siberian Railway, started in 1889, ran east-west, eventually 
connected St. Petersburg (the capital of Russia from 1712 to 
1918) to the Pacifi c Ocean port of Vladivstok–a distance of 
5,772 miles. The Chinese Eastern Railway, started in 1897, 
ran north-south, connecting Mukden and Port Arthur. The 
building of these two railroads has shown to the world the 
great wealth of Manchuria, a province of China.
 The war between Japan and Russia was fought in large 
part because Russia claimed special exclusive rights to 
mining, timbering, etc. in Manchuria. Japan fought for an 
“open door” policy in this wealthy region, the right to trade 
and commerce in Manchuria. Sir Alexander Hosie has been a 
resident of China for practically 40 years.
 The Chinese call Manchuria the Tung-san-shêng (Three 
Eastern Provinces); it “is an agglomeration of petty Tartar 
or Manchu principalities, lying to the north-east of China 
Proper” (p. 3).
 Soy beans or [soy] beans, bean oil, bean cake, or 
soyfoods are mentioned or discussed on the following pages 
of this 1910 edition: 69 (outer leaves of kao-liang or tall 
millet are woven into mats used for packing loads of grains 
and beans), 71 (barley in large amounts is ground with peas 
or beans as a ferment in the distillation of native spirit {Shao 
chiu} from tall millet / kao-liang), 75-80 (beans are the most 
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important agricultural crop for external trade, and the second 
most important article of cultivation after kao-liang. The 
most important bean, considered together with its products 
bean-cake and bean oil, is the soy bean–Glycine hispida; 
discusses the many varieties of soy beans and soy bean 
products), 82 (Mao-Tou, soy beans cultivated as a garden 
bean for food), 84 (soy bean is one of six plants grown in 
Manchuria whose seeds yield oil), 101 (each skein or hank 
of silk is dipped in bean-fl our water), 121-28 (how the oil is 
expressed from soy beans; Recent prices of soy beans and 
products. 1896 bean oil factory driven by steam), 142 (how 
boats carry soy beans and other export crops down the Liao 
River each spring after the ice breaks up), 146-47 (value of 
exports of soy beans and products; total value in Manchuria), 
168 (the fl ourishing bean-oil and bean-cake industry at 
Dalny started in 1908, practically speaking), 172 (the 1907 
depression in Manchuria’s soy bean market), 174 (the 1907 
depression is now over and the outlook for American goods 
in Manchuria is hopeful), 181-84 (value and amount of 
exports of soy beans and products from Dalny and other 
ports, mostly in 1908; ports of destination and uses at each), 
196 (the matting, woven by hand from the outer sheaths of 
millet stalks, that rises high around every large cart carrying 
loads of loose beans and millet), 208-11 (city of T’ieh-ling 
on the Liao and its growing importance in the soy bean 
trade; met 1,000 carts heavily laden with produce from the 
interior), 216 (a large cart carrying beans and pulled in an 
ongoing sort of race by mules or ponies, has overturned, and 
the beans are scattered all over the roadway; such accidents 
are taken as a matter of course, and the way is cleared so that 
traffi c can resume), 234 (Yi-t’ung [pinyin: Yitong, in central 
Jilin province] Chou, like T’ieh-ling [pinyin: Tieling], is a 
great storehouse for beans and grain, and there is extensive 
trade between the two cities), and 237 (met several caravans 
laden with empty “bean-oil boxes.” Beans are carried from 
Newchwang by boats when the river is open and by carts 
when it is closed by ice).
 Also discusses (see index): Job’s tears or pearl barley. 
Phaseolus radiatus (the ray-fruited dwarf bean [azuki] which 
is red or white). Hemp (Cannabis sativa) and Abutilon 
hemp, the true hemp plant, Abutilon avicennæ, both valuable 
fi ber crops. Sesamum seed. Ground-nuts [peanuts] (Arachis 
hypogæa, L.) Seaweed. Address: British Consul-General at 
Tientsin [Tianjin, China].

1299. Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its people, 
resources, and recent history. Railroads (Document part). 
Boston, Massachusetts: J.B. Millet. x + 320 p. Illust. 25 cm. 
Oriental Series Vol. 14
• Summary: Railroads in Manchuria are discussed at great 
length in this book. These include the Chinese Eastern 
Railway Co., the Siberian Railway (incl. the Trans-Baikal 
and the Southern Ussuri sections), South Manchuria Railway, 
Trans-Manchurian Railway, and the Trans-Siberian Railway.

 The South Manchuria Railway, the newest, is discussed 
in the most detail, especially in Chapter 7, titled “Trade 
of Manchuria” (p. 138-191). Page 145: “In addition to the 
purely foreign imports, however, there should be mentioned 
an item of $10,000,000 worth of railway materials imported 
from the United States by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company, on which no duties were paid, and which was 
omitted from the Chinese Customs Returns.”
 Page 149: “Although considerable interest in the mineral 
deposits of Manchuria has been evinced by American, 
British, and German engineers during the year, but little 
has been accomplished by them toward the development 
of the country’s mineral resources. The South Manchuria 
Railway Company, on the other hand, has pushed forward 
development work on the Fu-shun (pinyin: Fushun) coal 
mines with great energy, and extensive additions to the 
equipment of the mines have more than doubled the output” 
daily during the year from 500 tons the beginning to 1,200 
tons by the end of December. The Fu-shun coal mines 
constitute one of the chief assets of the Company.”
 Page 153. “Railway developments: The South 
Manchuria Railway has been standardised and the 
installation of new rolling stock has greatly increased the 
road’s carrying capacity. Under the narrow-gauge regime the 
line’s daily carrying capacity was about 2,000 tons, whereas 
at the present time, with its standard gauge, new American 
rolling stock, and improvement in its freight service, the 
capacity is more than 6,000 tons. Similar improvement has 
been made in the passenger service.”
 Page 154: “These trains are thoroughly modern in 
every respect, the cars and locomotives being of the latest 
designs of American make. Each train is composed of a 
mail car, a Pullman sleeper, a diner, and a combination day 
coach and baggage car. In addition to these improvements 
the South Manchuria Railway Company has established a 
weekly steamship service between Dalny and Shanghai, 
which shortens the time of travel between the latter city and 
Manchuria by two to fi ve days, and will also bring about a 
reduction of freight rates. The Company is already issuing 
through bills of lading between Shanghai and Manchurian 
points.”
 Page 162: “The net increase of the Japanese population 
in Manchuria for the year 1908 was 14,149, of whom 5,296 
settled in the leased territory and 8,853 scattered throughout 
the country, mostly along the line of the South Manchuria 
Railway. A conservative estimate of the number of Chinese 
immigrants during the year would place the fi gure at 25,000, 
the majority of the newcomers being of the agricultural class, 
who have come to Manchuria to fi nd permanent homes and 
have settled in the fertile regions surrounding Fakumen and 
Chengchiatun. Should the plans of the Government for the 
settlement of waste lands meet with success, the number of 
Chinese arrivals will rapidly increase.”
 Page 165: “The general plans sanctioned by the 
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management of the South Manchuria Railway provide for 
a northern terminal at Suchiatun, a station on the main line 
of the South Manchuria Railway some 10 miles south of 
Mukden. Suchiatun is already the junction of the branch 
line to the Fu-shun collieries, having the necessary yards 
and transshipping facilities. By making Suchiatun instead of 
Mukden the terminal of the line the company will obviate the 
necessity of bridging the Hun River and at the same time will 
save several miles of track.”
 Page 169-70: “First place in the import trade of Dalny 
is held by goods from Japan, which were valued by the 
customs last year at $6,824,440, but which Japanese fi gures 
place at $8,429,393. This total is made up of a large variety 
of articles, from lumber and railway material to notions and 
a great part simply represents the supplies of food, clothing, 
furniture, etc., drawn from Japan by Japanese residents in 
Manchuria for their own use. Of the staple goods for the 
Chinese market, the most important are cotton goods and 
cigarettes.”
 “The United States is second in the import list, with 
$3,762,653, according to customs fi gures, or about 32 per 
cent. This was almost entirely trade with the Japanese in 
Manchuria, and was made up mainly of supplies for the 
South Manchuria Railway Company. The fi gure seems 
to be too small, as the value of railway supplies ordered 
in America and received during 1907 and 1908 was 
approximately $10,409,000, of which much less than half 
came in during 1907. The explanation may be that entries of 
duty-free goods for the railway or for general consumption in 
the leased territory are less carefully prepared, as to details, 
by the consignees.”
 Page 171: “The domestic goods brought in from Chinese 
ports were valued at $1,310,622. The rails, locomotives, 
bridge work, and most of the cars purchased on the fi rst 
orders for supplies for the South Manchuria Railway were 
bought in the United States and delivery was completed 
in 1909. Of the new purchases under this head, the most 
important were an order placed in Russia for some 6,600 
tons of steel rails worth about $250,000, a new electric-
power outfi t costing $135,000, ordered in the United States; 
rails, cars, and trucks for the Dalny street railway, ordered in 
Germany and England and costing approximately $277,000; 
and a gas-generating plant and distributing pipes, purchased 
in Germany and Great Britain, respectively.”
 Page 182-83: “Coal seems destined to become an 
important item among the exports, but the business is still 
in an experimental stage. In 1908 shipments to foreign 
countries amounted to 4,686 long tons. Already the South 
Manchuria Railway Company has a contract for furnishing 
coal to the mail steamers of the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, which 
come here twice a week from Osaka and Kobe. The price 
has not been made public, but it would seem to be not far 
from $2.75 to $3 per ton delivered on board, and at this low 
cost it is said to be quite satisfactory. With the exception of 

$239,828, representing the customs valuation of [soy] beans 
shipped to England, and $1,209 for exports to Korea, the 
entire foreign export trade of Dalny is with Japan, the total 
value of exports to that country being $4,574,057.”
 Page 186: “In August, 1908, the South Manchuria 
Railway Company began a weekly freight and passenger 
service between Dalny and Shanghai, and while little 
business offered at fi rst, both the number of passengers and 
the freight tonnage seem to be steadily increasing, as the 
railway company is making special efforts to develop this 
line by selling through tickets and by offering through bills 
of lading to interior stations at moderate rates.
 “The trade to South China ports continues in the hands 
of two leading British coasting lines, whose business has 
greatly increased of late, so that they have had as many 
as eight ships in port at one time loading cargo or waiting 
for berths.” Address: M.A., F.R.G.S., Once Acting British 
Consul, Tamsui; Now at Aberdeen (Scotland or Hong Kong).

1300. H.R. & Co. 1910. Linseed cakes (Ad). J. of the Royal 
Agriculture Society of England 71:38.
• Summary: “Finest quality, own brand... Cotton Cake, own 
brand (HRCo., Pure), entirely from fi nest new Egyptian 
seed; also other approved brands. Other Foods.–Decorticated 
Cotton Cakes and Meals; the new Soya Cakes and Meals; 
the Bibby Cakes and Meals; Waterloo Round and other Corn 
Cakes, Rape Cake, Rice Meal, Maize, and Locust Meal, etc.”

1301. Hutchinson, H.P. 1910. The soya-bean as an English 
crop. J. of the South-Eastern Agricultural College (Wye, 
Kent) No. 19. p. 318-21.
• Summary: “In May, 1909, twelve Soya-beans (variety 
unknown) taken from a sample supplied by a seedsman, 
were planted singly in twelve inch pots and kept throughout 
the experiment under glass at a temperature of about 65º F.” 
The plants grew well but developed few pods and failed to 
produce a satisfactory yield. No nodules were present on the 
roots.
 “By request, Professor Klinck of Macdonald College, 
Quebec [Canada], kindly sent, in March 1910, a few ounces 
of soil in which soya beans had been grown the previous 
year. Enclosed were two samples of Soya-beans–Early 
Tennessee (Brown) and Early Yellow.” Again the yield was 
poor and there were no nodules.
 Next, three soya-bean “plants of each variety were 
inoculated with the soil sent from the Macdonald College. 
The other six plants were not inoculated. The twelve plants 
were grown under the same conditions in the open air. No 
difference was noticeable until the fi rst week in August, 
when fl owering commenced. From this time a striking 
difference began to show itself between the two sets of 
plants. The inoculated plants, in all cases, continued to grow 
vigorously. The leaves retained their green colour, and the 
pods were large and well-fi lled.” By contrast, the leaves of 
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the uninoculated plants turned yellow and dropped off, and 
the pods which developed were smaller and fewer in number. 
Nodules were present on the roots of every inoculated plant, 
“varying in size from small shot to a pea.”
 It was concluded that inoculation is essential, that 
soybeans could probably be cultivated profi tably in England, 
and that “Early Tennessee” is probably a suitable variety.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
concerning soybeans in Quebec province, Canada, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Quebec province. This document 
may contain the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans in 
Quebec province, or the cultivation of soybeans in Quebec 
province (spring 1909). However, we cannot be certain that 
the “soil in which soya beans had been grown the previous 
year” was from Quebec; Prof. Klinck may have obtained 
the soil from outside Quebec in order to use it in the spring 
of 1910 in his experiments with soya beans. Moreover, we 
cannot be sure that Prof. Klinck grew soybeans at Macdonald 
College in 1910. In fact, the Report of the Minister of 
Agriculture of the Province of Quebec (Harrison 1915) seems 
to indicate that soybeans were fi rst grown at Macdonald 
College in the spring of 1911. It is not known from where 
Prof. Leonard Silvanus Klinck, who was in charge of 
agronomy work at Macdonald College, obtained these 
soybeans.

1302. Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1910. Oil: Animal, vegetable, 
essential, and mineral. London, and New York: Sir Isaac 
Pitman & Sons, Ltd. viii + 128 p. See p. 20. Illust. Index. 19 
cm. Series: Pitman’s Common Commodities of Commerce.
• Summary: In Part I, under “Semi-drying oils” is a very 
short section (p. 20) which states: “Soja bean oil, derived 
from the soja bean (Soja japonica, S. hispida), which is 
grown in India and Southern Asia.”
 Sesame oil (also known as Gingelly oil) is also 
discussed in this chapter. Linseed oil, almond oil, earthnut oil 
[peanut oil], and hemp oil are discussed in other chapters.
 Note: Charles Ainsworth Mitchell was born in 1867. 
Address: White Cottage, Amersham Common, Bucks. 
[Buckinghamshire, England].

1303. Sawer, E.R. 1910. Studies in agriculture. Series 2. The 
soya bean. Div. of Agriculture and Forestry, Natal, South 
Africa. 33 p. Reprinted from the Natal Mercury. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. The agricultural romance. 2. The 
commercial aspect. 3. The adaptability of the bean. 4. The 
cultivation of the crop. 5. Soya bean oil. 6. A food for man. 
7. A stock food and fertiliser (the cake is widely used as 
an agricultural fertiliser in the Far East). A photo (opposite 
contents page) shows two men standing in a crop of soy 
beans at the Central Experiment Farm, Cedara, 1908-09.
 Concerning “Soya bean oil”: “In the Far East it is largely 
employed for edible purposes; it is suitable for cooking, for 
a salad oil, and as a component in such butter substitutes as 

margarine. In the ‘Mark Lane Gazette’ for Jan. 20, 1910, it is 
stated that one third of the frying oil used in London kitchens 
now comes from the soya bean, instead of from cotton seed 
as heretofore” (p. 21).
 Illustrations (all non-original) on unnumbered pages 
show: (1) A typical soya bean plant. (2) Botanical characters 
of soya bean, with close-ups of vegetative parts, fl oral 
parts, and fruit. (3) Seeds and pods of 7 varieties of soya 
beans. (4) Soya bean seedlings, with roots. (5) Roots of 
soya bean plant, with nodules (by Blanchard). (6) Curing 
frame for harvesting soya beans. Address: Director, Div. of 
Agriculture, Natal, Durban, South Africa.

1304. Tijdschrift voor Economische Geographie. 1910. 
De sojaboonen, een nieuw artikel voor den wereldhandel 
[Soybeans, a new article for international trade]. 1:435-36. [1 
ref. Dut]

1305. Voelcker, J. Augustus. 1910. Annual report for 1910 of 
the consulting chemist. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society 
of England 71:300-11. See p. 303.
• Summary: Last year there was an increase to 480 in the 
number of samples sent by Members for analysis.
 In the section titled “Feeding stuffs,” the subsection on 
“Soya bean cake” states (p. 303): “The number of samples of 
this cake has not been large, but the samples have, as a rule, 
been found to be quite pure.
 “In one case Soya beans themselves were used and 
ground up at the farm, a sample sent me for analysis showed 
18.88 per cent. of oil.” Address: 22 Tudor St., London, E.C.

1306. Wakerley, F. 1910. Report of an experiment on the 
feeding of dairy cows with two kinds of cake in 1910. Soya 
cake versus linseed cake. Midland Agricultural and Dairy 
College, Bulletin No. 9. p. 81-92. For the year 1909-1910.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Object of the 
experiment. Date of commencement and duration of the 
experiment. Number of cows. Breed of the animals. Rations 
per head per day. Milk yields. Life-weight increase. Quality 
of the milk. Churning tests. Financial aspect. Summary of 
results.
 The experiment started on 15 Jan. 1910 and ended on 26 
March 1910. It was conducted on two lots of 4 each cross-
bred shorthorn cows. The soya cake was less expensive than 
the linseed cake. The former cost £7 5s. 0d. [read: 7 pounds, 
5 shillings and no pence] per ton compared with £8 17s. 6d. 
per ton for the linseed cake. Undecorticated cotton cake, 
however, was the least expensive at £5 13s.4d. per ton. The 
composition of the soya cake was: Moisture 10.30%, oil 
6.63%, albuminoids 42.43%, carbohydrates 29.34%, woody 
fi bre 5.4%, and ash (including 0.6% sand) 5.9%.
 Summary of results: “Both Linseed and Soya Cakes 
gave satisfactory results when fed in mixed ration to dairy 
cows. Linseed Cake gave the largest liveweight increase and 
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the most butter. Soya Cake gave the greater milk yield and 
the fi rmer butter. Without taking into account the quality of 
the Milk, it would appear that the real value of the two cakes 
closely approach their actual cost prices.”
 Tables show: (1) Analyses and prices per ton of the 
cakes used: Soya cake, linseed cake, and undecorticated 
cotton cake (p. 84). (2) Yields of milk from four cows fed 
soya cake or linseed cake each week for 4 weeks (p. 85 and 
86). (3) Live weights of the two lots of cattle before and after 
receiving soya bean cake for four weeks (p. 87). (4) Analyses 
of the milk (total solids, fat per cent, solids not fat) from both 
lots of cows fed soya bean cake or linseed cake in ration at 
the end of each week (p. 88). (5) Churning tests on the milk 
from both lots of cows (p. 90).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that uses the word “undecorticated” in 
connction with cotton cake (cotton seed cake). Address: 
M.Sc.

1307. Wheldon, Rupert H. 1910. No animal food: And 
nutrition and diet with vegetable recipes. New York, NY; 
Passaic, New Jersey: Health Culture Co. 125 p. Plus 18 
unnumbered pages of advertisements at end. Undated. No 
index. 19 cm.
• Summary: A comprehensive appeal to vegetarianism, 
advocating exclusion of all foods of animal origin [i.e., a 
vegan diet]. Contents: I. No animal food: 1. The urgency 
of the subject. 2. Physical considerations. 3. Ethical 
considerations. 4. The aesthetic point of view. 5. Economical 
considerations. 6. The exclusion of dairy produce. 7. 
Conclusion. II. Nutrition and diet: 1. Science of nutrition. 
2. What to eat. 3. When to eat. 4. What to eat. Food table. 
Recipes (100 “strictly vegetarian” [vegan] recipes as they 
appear in the English edition).
 The Preface states that “the following pages are in 
vindication of a dietary consisting wholly of the products 
of the vegetable kingdom, and which therefore excludes not 
only fl esh, fi sh, and fowl, but milk and eggs and products 
manufactured therefrom.” “This work is reprinted from 
the English edition with changes better adapting it to the 
American reader.”
 Pages 30-31: “As to the testimony of individuals it is 
interesting to note that some of the greatest philosophers, 
scientists, poets, moralists, and many men of note, in 
different walks of life, in past and modern times have, 
for various reasons, been vegetarians, among whom have 
been named the following:–Manu, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, 
Zeno, Buddha, Isaiah, Daniel, Empedocles, Socrates, Plato, 
Aristotle, Porphyry, John Wesley, Franklin, Goldsmith, 
Ray, Paley, Isaac Newton, Jean Paul Richter, Schopenhauer, 
Byron, Gleizes, Hartley, Rousseau, Iamblichus, Hypatia, 
Diogenes, Quintus Sextus, Ovid, Plutarch, Seneca, 
Apollonius, The Apostles (Matthew, James, James the 
Less, Peter), The Christian Fathers (Clement, Tertullian, 

Origen, Chrysostom, St. Francis d’Assisi), Cornaro, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Milton, Locke, Spinoza, Voltaire, Pope, 
Gassendi, Swedenborg, Thackeray, Linnaeus, Shelley, 
Lamartine, Michelet, William Lambe, Sir Isaac Pitman, 
Thoreau, Fitzgerald, Herbert Burrows, Garibaldi, Wagner, 
Edison, Tesla, Marconi, Tolstoy, George Frederick Watts, 
Maeterlinck, Vivekananda, General [Bramwell] Booth, 
Mrs. [Annie] Besant, Bernard Shaw, Rev. Prof. John E. B. 
Mayor, Hon. E. Lyttelton, Rev. R. J. Campbell, Lord Charles 
Beresford, Gen. Sir Ed. Bulwer, etc., etc., etc.”
 The chapter title “What to eat” states (p. 83): “The 
Mongol procures his supply of protein chiefl y from the Soya 
bean from which he makes different preparations of bean 
cheese [tofu] and sauce.” “Among the foods rich in protein 
are the legumes, the cereals, and nuts... Fat is chiefl y found 
in nuts, olives, and certain pulses, particularly the pea-nut.”
 Several recipes (p. 116-17) call for: Nut-milk, Vegeton, 
Nutter or nut butter, Marmite, Carnos, Pitman’s Vigar Gravy 
Essence. These can be ordered from stores in England (see 
p. 111). The last 16 pages contain advertisements for Health-
Culture magazine (monthly), “health appliances” (such as 
Dr. Forest’s massage rollers and colon syringes), and many 
books published by The Health Culture Co., Turner Building, 
45 Escension St., Passaic, New Jersey.

1308. Daily Post (Australia). 1911. Soya bean cake. Jan. 4. 
p. 3.
• Summary: “An experiment extending over eighteen weeks 
has been made by the authorities of the Edinburgh and East 
of Scotland Agricultural College to test the value of soya 
bean cake, and one of the conclusions arrived at is that the 
poorer the cake is in oil, the better are the results obtained 
from its use. This is a point that users of this class of cake 
should watch to see if it is confi rmed by their experience. 
The general conclusions formed by the test are as follows: -
 “1. That soya bean cake is a perfectly safe food when 
used with discretion, but not withstanding its high analysis 
ordinary soya bean cake at £6/15 per ton seems to be a dearer 
feeding stuff than good linseed cake at £9.
 “2. That the poorer the soya bean cake is in oil, the 
better are the results obtained, and when the increased cost 
of the richer cake is taken into consideration, the results 
are much in favor of the soya bean cake with least oil. As 
the same amount of oil in linseed cake gave good results, it 
would seem that the unsatisfactory results obtained with the 
soya bean are due to some property of the oil in this food.”

1309. Lancet. 1911. Notes from China (From our own 
correspondent): The soya bean. i(4560):202. Jan. 21. 
Summarized in J. of the New Zealand Department of 
Agriculture, 15 Feb. 1913, p. 149.
• Summary: “Within the past three years the outstanding 
merits of this pulse have come prominently to the front, and 
its export from Manchuria, where most of it is raised, has 
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lately assumed very large dimensions. For the past 2000 
years it has been used in North China for making bean 
curd, a thick nutritious jelly eaten daily by all classes of the 
people. A widely used vegetable oil is also expressed from 
it, the refuse left over serving for cattle food and manure for 
sugar plantations.”
 “It is a cheap product, each bean when sown multiplying 
itself, on an average, 450 times. On account of the great 
nutritive value of the Soy Bean, it is well worth medical 
attention, more particularly for diabetic cases, because of its 
low proportion of starch. For making biscuits, soup powder, 
infant and other foods, it will be widely used in future when 
its dietetic value becomes better known.” The composition 
is then given, and it is shown to be rich in albumin [protein, 
40%], fats (20%), sugar 8-11%, and minerals 4-6%. “The 
most abundant salt is sodium phosphate. Advocates of 
the fl eshless diet have to contend with large amounts of 
indigestible cellulose which occurs in vegetarianism. This 
cellulose is present in 4 to 11 per cent. of the soya bean, but 
is easily eliminated from the other products. Bean curd is 
entirely free from it” as is “a most excellent vegetable milk 
which resembles animal milk in that it coagulates.” The 
author then gives some comparative nutritional fi gures, based 
on “the work of a French-trained Chinese chemist, Mr. Li Yu 
Ying.”

1310. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. La fève de soja 
[The soybean]. 4(33):2094-95. Jan. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: A summary of recent world news related to 
soybeans. Two German researchers have applied for a patent 
on the manufacture of artifi cial rubber from soy oil. In China 
a sort of vegetable milk is made from soybeans according to 
a report by Li Yu-Ying made at the Dairy Congress held in 
Paris in 1908.
 “In 1906 and 1907 the price of various oils grew rapidly. 
At the same time the consumption of vegetable oils grew 
rapidly. Therefore people in Europe began to ask if there 
was not a good way to use soy oil, which had been used for 
a long time in China and Japan for food and illumination. 
Then in 1908 imports of soybeans to Europe began. In 1909 
at least 400,000 tons were imported to England... There 
is at least one factory in France which uses soy oil in the 
production of cakes (tourteaux).
 “One can see that soybean commerce is very active; this 
2-year infant would seem to have a bright future.”

1311. Irish Times (Dublin). 1911. Oilcakes and feeding 
stuffs. Jan. 30. p. 3.
• Summary: “(Commercial Press Telegram.) London. 
Saturday. Milling offals dull and neglected... Soy bean cakes 
are, if anything, the turn deare crushers to-day asking £6 7s. 
6d. to £6 10s. 0d.”

1312. Liardet, C.E. 1911. Soya beans (continued). 

Queensland Agricultural Journal 26:9-15. Jan. + 2 plates 
before p. 9.
• Summary: Note: This is the continuation of an article is 
reprinted from a 27-page booklet compiled by Mr. Liardet, 
titled Soya Beans, and published in 1910 by the Northern 
Publishing Co. (Liverpool, England)–which see. The 
contents begins with: Soya beans in rotation. Feeding value 
of soya beans. Feeding value for sheep. etc. Photos show: A 
fi eld of soya beans. Seven varieties of soya bean pods and 
seeds. Address: China.

1313. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria. 
Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of 
Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special 
Series No. 31. 32 p. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2 
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introductory. Varieties. The plant. 
Soil and climate. Cultivation. Soil infestation. Yield. Uses 
of the soya bean: In the Far East: Bean sauce or soy (called 
shoyu in Japan [whence the name “soya”] and chiang-yu 
in China), the Chinese paste chiang (incl. ta chiang {great, 
made with yellow soybeans} and hsiao chiang {small, made 
with soybeans and maize}), tofu (incl. fi rm tofu {tou-fu kan-
tzu}, tofu curds {tou-fu nao, curded with calcium sulphate 
instead of brine}, curd skin or yuba {tou-fu p’i}, layers of 
tofu pressed in cloth [pressed tofu sheets] {ch’ien-chang tou-
fu}, and “frozen curd” {tung tou-fu, tofu that is frozen then 
dried}), bean fl our, bean refuse {okara}, bean oil for food or 
industrial uses. Beancake and its uses. Uses in the Western 
world (beancake in Europe, and bean oil in Europe). The 
bean oil and cake industry in Manchuria. Trade development 
(statistics on exports from Newchwang have been kept since 
1864). Beginnings of the European trade. Bean oil and cake 
production in South Manchuria. Chief sources of supply. 
Map references. Supplementary note.
 Appendixes: 1. Table showing values (in Haikwan 
taels) per picul of [soya] beans, beancake, and bean oil at 
Newchwang, 1864-1909. 2. Graph showing monthly values 
(in silver yen) at Dairen of beans, bean oil, and beancake, 
1907-10. 3. Table showing estimated [soya] bean production 
of Manchuria in normal years, compiled by the South 
Manchuria Railway Co. in 1909. 4. Estimates of [soya] bean 
production of Manchuria for the last 5 years by province 
and territory, compiled by the South Manchuria Railway 
Company in 1909: Fengtien province 1,092,350 tons. Kirin 
province 626,500 tons. Heilungkiang province 280,250 tons. 
Grand total for all Manchuria: 1,999,100 tons. Estimated 
soya bean production in Manchuria has increased from 
600,000 tons in 1906 to a peak of 1,500,000 tons in 1908, to 
1,400,000 tons in 1910. Percentage contributed by various 
colors of soya bean in 1910: Yellow 80.1%, green 9.4%, 
white-eye 3.8%, black-eye 3.2%, and black 3.4%. 5. Table 
showing total export of [soya] beans and bean products from 
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Manchuria, 1909. For export of soya beans: Dairen 51% 
of total, Suifenho [Suifenhe] 25%, Newchwang 23%. For 
export of bean cake: Newchwang 50%, Dairen 44%, Antung 
2%. For export of oil: Newchwang 75%, Dairen 21%, Harbin 
1%. The writer frequently refers to Sir Alexander Hosie’s 
book on Manchuria (1901, 1904).
 The introduction begins: “It is only in the last three years 
that soya beans have become important in intercontinental 
commerce, and their rapid emergence from obscurity 
has, indeed, been one of the most remarkable commercial 
events of recent times. The circumstance that ‘the rise of 
a great export trade in beans is that fact that overshadows 
all others,... the soya bean thus taking at a bound a position 
equal to that of tea in the list of exports and, with the 
addition of beancake, even challenging the position of silk at 
the top of the list’”* (Footnote: * = “Statistical Secretary’s 
Report on the Foreign Trade of China in 1909”).
 The “bean district par excellence is the upland country 
beyond Moukden [Mukden] where the hills... are overlaid 
with wind-deposited soil...”
 “Cultivation: In Manchuria the beans are produced 
almost entirely by hand methods. The plough, which is 
drawn by quaintly mixed teams of oxen, mules, and donkeys, 
has only one handle and a rough steel-tipped cutter. The seed 
is sown by hand, on top of the drills, in April, and is covered 
by hand. A heavy hoe is used for a good deal of the turning 
and breaking. When the plant appears the earth is heaped 
up round it, so that the roots may derive the maximum of 
nourishment from the soil.”
 “The harvest takes place in September, and the pods are 
usually harvested before they are quite ripe, as otherwise 
they are liable to burst on drying, a loss of seed being thus 
occasioned. The plants are pulled up by hand or cut with a 
straight-bladed sickle in Manchuria, and collected into small 
heaps in order to facilitate drying, and, when dry, the seed 
is separated by means of a cylindrical stone roller having 
longitudinal cuts on its surface, which is dragged over the 
plants by a mule as they lie on the threshing-fl oor. After 
this primitive threshing operation has been completed, the 
beans are winnowed in the usual Chinese method–that is, by 
throwing them against the wind. The only manure used is 
a compost of stable manure and earth, which is often taken 
from the miry pools formed in the roads–the despair of the 
carter but a boon to the farmer. In countries where chemical 
manures are used, it is only necessary to apply potash and 
phosphoric acid where they are lacking, for nitrogenous 
manure is unnecessary, owing to the property which the soya 
bean possesses, in common with other leguminous plants, 
of obtaining nitrogen from the air by means of colonies of 
bacteria.”
 Yield: In 1867 the Rev. A. Williamson, who travelled 
in the upper Sungari district at the time and who appears to 
have been a very close observer, estimated a maximum yield 
of 2,000 lb., or 15 piculs, to the acre.

 The Chinese paste chiang is not the same as the 
Japanese paste miso. Chiang “is made by farmers and eaten 
with fi sh, meat, and vegetables, while the more expensive 
Chinese soy [sauce] is only made by wealthy families and 
restaurant keepers and is not consumed by the very poor. 
There are two kinds of chiang: ta (great) and hsiao (small).” 
Describes in detail how each is made. Great chiang is made 
from yellow soybeans, salt, and water. Small chiang contains 
a small amount of maize (p. 7).
 Industrial uses of bean oil: (1) As an illuminant, where 
it has not been superseded by kerosene oil. One advantage 
is that “no lamp is needed to hold it, the wick being inserted 
into the basin or plate containing the oil.” (2) As a lubricant, 
bean oil is used to a very considerable extent in north China 
and Manchuria “for greasing axles and parts of native 
machinery” (p. 8-9).
 In China, bean oil “is used as a substitute for lard, in 
cooking. Although it is inferior to rapeseed and sesamum oils 
for this purpose, these oils cannot compete with it in point 
of price... In spite of its unpleasant characteristic odour and 
unpalatability, the poorer classes in China consume it in its 
crude state, but among the rich it is boiled and allowed to 
stand until it as become clarifi ed” (p. 8). In Europe “Refi ned 
bean oil may be used as a salad dressing in place of other 
oils (but, owing to its unpleasant odour, is usually mixed 
with an oil of animal origin or with rapeseed oil), or in the 
manufacture of margarine, when a greater percentage of soya 
oil than of copra oil is allowed” (p. 10).
 Traditional methods of pressing out the oil yield only 
about half of that present in the seed (9% of the weight of 
the beans); the rest is left in the cake, and this distracts very 
much from its fertilizing value. “By gasoline extraction the 
beans give up practically all their oil, which, as refi ned by 
this process, is a clear, pure liquid, hardly resembling the 
muddy, dark oil produced in the old way” (p. 14).
 Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) Seven varieties 
of soya beans: Large black, small black, large fl at black, 
small fl at black, two green, and two yellow. (2) Soybean 
root nodules. (3) A massive granite roller for crushing beans. 
(4) “Steaming vat with grating on which [soya] beans are 
placed in gunny bags during the steaming process.” (5) 
Native bean press, showing cakes in receptacle and log 
wedges driven in to press out the oil. (6) Modern bean press 
[hand turned screw?] set up in bean mill. (7) Oil-motor 
and crusher. (8) Modern crushing machinery. (9) Piles of 
beans in sacks awaiting loading onto trains at Changchun. 
(10) Color fold-out map titled [soya] “Bean districts of 
Manchuria.” A schematic diagram (in the form of a rhombus 
/ diamond) shows the probable relationships of the different 
groups of soya beans based on their color. A beautiful 
map, approximately 17 by 22 inches, is attached between 
page 26 and page 27. “Wuchang” [not Wochan] is in the 
area labeled “Yellow Beans” in the map. Other labeled 
growing areas on the map include “Grasslands,” “White 
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eye,” “Black beans” [soy], “Maize” and “Green beans.” The 
major railways, rivers, roads, and towns / cities (with their 
Chinese characters) are shown. The major soybean markets 
(underlined) are Fenghwa / Maimaikai, Kungchuling, 
Changtufu, Tungkiangtze, Sinminfu, Tienchwangtai, 
Newchwang, Kaiyüan, Tiehling, Mafengkow, Moukden, 
Takushan, Antung, Harbin, and Shwangcheng.
 Shaw fi nished writing this yellow book on 31 December 
1910.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2000) 
that mentions the South Manchuria Railway Company 
in connection with soybeans. This company was run by 
Japan. According to the Encyclopedia Nipponica (vol. 22, 
at “Minami”), the South Manchuria Railway Company 
(Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.) was established in 1905 
based on the Portsmouth Treaty ending the Russo-Japanese 
War; Japan took over the rights to the railway from Russia. 
The company started to actually run the railway in 1907.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “frozen curd” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 Note 3. This is one of the earliest English-language 
documents seen (Sept. 2006) that repeatedly uses the word 
“bean” (not preceded by the word “soya”) to refer to the soya 
bean.
 Note 4. This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “tou-fu p’i” 
(regardless of capitalization or hyphenation) to refer to yuba.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term chiang-yu to refer to 
Chinese soy sauce. Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, 
Dairen.

1314. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Trade development, 1860-1909 (Document part). Shanghai, 
Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs. 
China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. Special Series No. 31. 
32 p. See p. 15-20. Also published by P.S. King & Son, 2 
Great Smith St., Westminster, London SW, England. [6 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: A chronology of important developments: 
1860–The earliest available import returns for Swatow show 
379,009 piculs of beancake, valued at $783,762 and 61,154 
piculs of soya beans valued at $107,235. [Note: 1 picul = 
132.27 pounds weight.]
 1861–When the fi rst British Consul at Newchwang, Mr. 
Meadows, took up his residence there, he found the bean 
trade an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Yingtzu–the 
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake on 
which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. In 1861 
only 34 ships visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–
most of which were engaged in the pulse [bean] trade entered 
and cleared. The fi rst fi gures showing the amount of [soya] 

beans brought into Newchwang from the producing districts 
are those from the season 1861-62, when 1,450,000 shih (1 
shih = 400 lb) came to the port.
 1864–The fi rst export statistics from Newchwang are 
recorded when the Customs Offi ce opens. In 1864 816,000 
piculs of [soya] beans, 842,000 piculs of cake, and 7,312 
piculs of oil were exported. The import of beans from 
Newchwang to Swatow was more than double that of four 
years previously. “By the British Treaty of 1858, which 
opened Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake 
from that port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British 
vessels, was prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by 
agreement in March 1862, and the trade developed with great 
rapidity.”
 1868–The fi rst steam bean mill began operation at 
Newchwang, but largely due to Chinese opposition it proved 
a failure and was closed.
 1880–An experiment was made with Manchurian 
bean cake as fertilizer in the coffee plantations of Ceylon; 
although a high opinion was formed of its qualities, the 
expenses of the transaction were too great to warrant 
further trial. “In Hawaii the same obstacle prevented any 
development of trade.”
 1887–A major increase and turning point in the bean 
trade with Japan.
 1880s overview–”Even in the early days it was 
recognized that the promising feature of the trade of 
Newchwang was that the prosperity of the port did not 
depend, as was the case at most treaty ports, on a country 
already thickly populated and cultivated, but that the 
increase year by year of the area of cultivation over vast 
tracts of virgin soil would bring with it a corresponding 
increase in external trade. That no striking development 
of trade occurred for many years was due to the restrictive 
policy of the Central Government, which until the ‘eighties’ 
discouraged immigration into Manchuria.”
 1896–A “steam bean mill began working, and (unlike its 
unfortunate precursor) met with instant success, which led to 
the erection of others–one each in 1899, 1900, and 1901–so 
that the output of cake and oil was largely increased by the 
end of the century, the total output of these four mills being 
15,600 cakes daily.”
 1898–And 1899 were each record years, with exports 
increasing 206% in ten years. In 1899 an import duty was 
levied for the fi rst time on the beans and cake entering Japan, 
but no adverse affect was felt.
 1900–The fi rst careful survey of soybean production in 
Manchuria was made by Sir. A. Hosie, who estimated the 
amount at 600,000 tons; but Newchwang was no longer able 
to control the whole trade, for Dalny, the terminus of the new 
Chinese Eastern Railway line, was begun in 1898, and by 
1902 the Russians were making strenuous efforts to attract 
freight.
 1905–After the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-1905], 
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which left the Japanese in possession of the Kwantung 
peninsula, the rapid development of the bean trade became 
a matter of course, and Dairen (the new name for Dalny) 
soon rivalled Newchwang in its volume of exports. The 
importation of beancake to Japan, which in 1899 amounted 
to slightly over 2 million piculs, rose to 3 million piculs in 
1905, to 4 million piculs the following year, and by 1908 had 
reached the very high fi gure of 7¼ piculs, of which over 2½ 
piculs were imported from Dairen. There is a small export 
trade from Russian Asia, while that from Chefoo is steadily 
decreasing. A table shows the market value, per piece, of 
cake imported to Japan from 1899 to 1909 (in gold yen). 
From 1.26 in 1899 it rose to a peak of 1.64 in 1907, then 
dropped to 1.18 in 1909.
 To give the fl avor and style of this writing, we will 
quote from the beginning of page 15: “Since the opening of 
Newchwang to foreign commerce the records of the bean 
trade have been kept, and it may be interesting to bring them 
together into one compass in this report.
 “When the fi rst British Consul at Newchwang, Mr. 
Meadows, took up his residence there, in 1861, he found the 
bean trade an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Yingtzû–the 
new Newchwang–had been since 1835 a growing port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans and beancake 
on which Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended, and 
the port was gradually superseding Kaichow and Chinchow, 
whose junk trade with the South is described by Gutzlaff 
in 1831. River junks capable of carrying 40 tons of grain, 
and drawing 4 feet, brought the beans down the Liao and 
loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with 
cargoes of 190 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports of 
the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in these sub-
tropical regions had for centuries drawn upon the northern 
beancake for fertilising, and beans were needed also for the 
southern mills, where their oil was extracted and used as a 
substitute for ground-nut oil. The earliest available returns 
for Swatow–those of 1860–show that 379,009 piculs of 
beancake, valued at $783,762, and 61,154 piculs of beans, 
valued at $107,235, were imported; by 1864, when the 
fi rst port tables for Swatow were published, the import of 
beancake had increased to slightly over a million piculs, of 
which half came from Newchwang, nearly half from Chefoo, 
and a small amount from the Yangtze ports. (The present 
report deals only with Manchurian soya beans, but a passing 
reference to those produced in other provinces may be 
useful. In the Yangtze Valley the beans are of inferior quality, 
and experiments with shipment to Europe have not met with 
success, but there is a considerable production. In Shantung 
they are grown, but the exportation from Chefoo, at one time 
of some importance, has of recent years declined. A scheme 
was in contemplation in 1909 to export Honan beans, which 
come down the Yellow River, to Europe via Tsingtau, but the 
expenses incurred were too great, and the quality on analysis 
proved poor.)

 “In 1864 the import of beans from Newchwang to 
Swatow had risen to more than double that of four years 
previously, and the other southern ports show similar 
increases, the trade in foreign bottoms being now in 
full swing. By the British Treaty of 1858, which opened 
Newchwang, the export of pulse and beancake from that 
port and from Tungchow (Chefoo), in British vessels, was 
prohibited; but this prohibition was removed by agreement 
in March 1862, and the trade developed with great rapidity. 
In 1861, the fi rst year in the port’s history, only 34 foreign 
ships visited Newchwang. but four years later 271–most of 
which were engaged in the pulse trade-entered and cleared. 
The diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier 
sailing vessels, or even steamers, under foreign fl ags, caused 
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and 
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; but 
without success, and in 1869 the prohibition, till then in 
force, against exportation to foreign ports was withdrawn. By 
that year the extent of the damage done to the junk trade was 
past repair, for 1,143 fewer native vessels left the port than in 
1867.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.

1315. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Beginnings of the European trade, 1904-1910 (Document 
part). Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 20-21. Also published by 
P.S. King & Son, 2 Great Smith St., Westminster, London 
SW, England. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “During the Russo-Japanese war [Feb. 1904-
1905] the vast armies which occupied the whole of South 
and Central Manchuria depended for their cereal food largely 
upon the local supplies, and a great impulse was given to 
Manchurian agriculture at that time. But after the withdrawal 
of the troops the cessation of local demand called, in 
the natural course of events, for the discovery of a fresh 
market, and especially so for the money crops of wheat and 
beans. The market for these crops seemed at fi rst to be the 
neighbouring one of Japan, and the trade via Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] received the earliest benefi t from the new 
development; but when the post-bellum wave of depression 
swept over Japan the demand ceased there, and it became 
necessary to fi nd a new fi eld for the consumption of the 
surplus supplies. Before the creation of this new situation 
farmers had been content to plant small areas with but slight 
annual increase, merely adjusting the supply to the restricted 
demand; but the time was now ripe for a great development 
of the trade.
 “It was in November 1908 that Messrs. Mitsui & Co. 
made the fi rst considerable trial shipment to England. 
The result was so satisfactory that an order for a large 
consignment followed, and in March 1909 the fi rst large 
cargo–5,200 tons–was landed in Hull. Contracts were at 
once made, as the suitability of the new oil seeds for many 
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purposes became known and the good condition in which 
they arrived. During the season 400,000 tons were exported, 
almost all to England, and ‘many of the large oil crushing 
mills set their entire plant to work on the crushing of the 
beans, to the exclusion of cotton seed, linseed, and other 
oleaginous seeds; the supposed shortage of the fl ax and 
cotton crops in the United States and the anticipated shortage 
of linseed in the Argentine, with the resultant scarcity of 
cotton seed and linseed products, found the English market 
comparatively unperturbed, for the reason that soya oil 
and cake can supply most of the requirements as well.’ 
Messrs. Lever Brothers, of Port Sunlight, were the fi rst soap 
manufacturers to use bean oil on an extensive scale, and were 
followed shortly by others, so that the demand increased to 
such an extent that for the new season (1909-10) 50 steamers 
were chartered to load beans at Dairen and Vladivostock, 
300,000 tons, worth £2,000,000, being contracted for in 
December alone.”
 “The removal of the duty which had until this year 
(1910) been imposed on beans in Germany, followed by 
similar action on the part of the Canadian Government 
(which is said to be desirous of obtaining soya beans as feed 
for hogs, in order to revive the bacon trade), has opened fresh 
channels for export and stimulated competition for the raw 
material. But apart from this, the bean oil trade seems likely 
to receive the most rapid development: the fi rst steamer to 
carry away a cargo of the oil in tanks has recently visited 
Newchwang. At present bean oil is carried in old kerosene 
oil tins or drums; but the method is not very satisfactory, 
complaints being made of loss by leakage. The tins cannot 
be returned to Manchuria, for freight is too high, and casks 
are not so suitable for stowing as tins in cases, so that the 
solution of the problem of conveying the oil to Europe seems 
to lie in the tank steamer, which would take the oil as a return 
cargo.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, Dairen.

1316. Shaw, Norman. 1911. The soya bean of Manchuria: 
Bean oil and cake production in South Manchuria (Document 
part). Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p. See p. 21-24. Also published by 
P.S. King & Son, 2 Great Smith St., Westminster, London 
SW, England. [6 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “There are now at Newchwang one Japanese 
hydraulic mill (the Kodera, which may open a branch at 
Dairen), seven large Chinese steam mills, fi ve small oil-
motor mills, and nine crush-stone mills worked by animals.” 
A table shows the output of the port from 1907 to 1909. 
[Soya] bean oil grew from 280,000 piculs in 1907 to 360,000 
piculs in 1909. [Note: 1 picul = 132.27 pounds weight.] 
[Soya bean] cake grew from 2,896,000 piculs in 1907 to 
3,726,000 piculs in 1909. Export statistics for the three years 
are also given.
 “At Antung (where, though at present the industry is 

of small proportions, is capable of development) there are 
12 Chinese crush-stone mills, and one steam mill owned by 
a joint Chinese and Japanese enterprise this mill has been 
running since last year. The total output of these mills is 
probably only about 25,000 piculs of cake annually, and it is 
consumed locally or taken away by junks. At Liaoyang the 
native mills have a daily capacity of some 4,000 beancakes 
with a corresponding proportion of oil, and, in face, every 
town in the bean country has its quota of mills, whose output 
is susceptible of increase if the demand requires it.
 “At Dairen, besides some 40 native mills which can turn 
out 5,000 cakes daily, there are two large modern mills- the 
San Tai, a joint concern, with hydraulic power and a daily 
capacity of 6,000 cakes, which began work in April 1908; 
and the Nisshin, an electric mill, which has been at work 
since June of the same year, and can make 4,000 cakes daily. 
The united outturn of all these mills in 1909 was 2,214,624 
cakes and almost 100,000 piculs of oil. This was an advance 
of 50 per cent. on the preceding year; but the fi gures are 
disappointing, as the total output in a 10-months working 
year should be 4½ million cakes. The mills in Dairen are 
primarily intended for cake manufacture; the oil is shipped 
to Japan for transhipment [transshipment] to Europe by large 
Japanese fi rms, and, as the Chinese manufacturers refuse 
to make oil without an 80 per cent. advance of ‘earnest 
money,’direct trade has hitherto been slack.”
 Also discusses: Freights, insurance, charges, expenses of 
production, London market prices, bean oil and its changing 
prices.
 “The eager competition to secure beans in Europe shows 
no signs of slackening; and the North American continent 
appears to be about to enter the fi eld as a consumer, for a 
large shipment of beancake has just been sent to Seattle 
[Washington], and there appears to be a very good opening 
for the product on the Pacifi c coast, where the heavy 
railway freights from the east have caused dairymen and 
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which 
comes across the Rockies. With freight from Dairen to 
Seattle at only (Gold) $4 per ton a good market should be 
developed. Soya beans are being grown in British West 
Africa, and experimental planting is carried on in practically 
every British colony; but it seems doubtful whether such 
experiments can meet with success in competition with the 
Manchurian product, which is raised under ideal climatic 
conditions and by the cheapest possible labour. The general 
impression prevailing seems to be, therefore, that the bean 
trade has a good future before it; that the time of stress 
through which it is passing will not last much longer, and 
that business will settle down when once normal conditions 
have been restored.” Address: 4th Asst., Custom House, 
Dairen.

1317. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Manchurian 
plague outlook. Effect on London shipping market. Feb. 4. 
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p. 9.
• Summary: “London, Feb. 2–The plague in Manchuria 
is disastrously affecting the London chartering market to 
the Far East. Shipowners taking out cargoes depend for 
homeward freights on cargoes of soya beans, the trade in 
which is paralysed.”

1318. A Travers le Monde. 1911. Cultures exotiques: Le soja 
[Exotic crops: The soybean]. 17(6):48. Feb. 11. Bound in the 
back of Le Tour de Monde. [Fre]
• Summary: Two years ago the soybean suddenly assumed 
an important role in world trade. Exports from Manchuria 
have surpassed 500,000 tonnes. It is important as a food 
in East Asia. “Naturally it constitutes an excellent feed for 
animals, and soybean cakes are already highly praised. 
One can extract from the soybean an oil, which easily fi nds 
industrial uses. For this reason, soya becomes a high quality 
industrial raw material. Soybean oil, which has an agreeable 
odor and taste, is even well accepted in China and Manchuria 
in culinary uses; but it is appreciated above all in England, 
where this industry has been especially developed for the 
manufacture of soap.
 “Indochina can take an important place on the soybean 
market which, in the ports of Dalny and Newchwang alone, 
has exceeded 120 million French francs.”

1319. Clerget, Pierre. 1911. La question du Soja [The 
question of the soy bean]. Revue Generale des Sciences 
(Pures et Appliquees) 22(3):100-01. Feb. 15. (Chem. Abst. 
5:1637). [2 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contains a brief description of the soybean 
and discusses its commercial importance, distribution, 
soil requirements, the value of the oil and its uses, and the 
composition and commercial value of the cake. During the 
past 2 years, the large amounts of soybeans exported from 
Manchuria to Europe have called attention to this plant. It is 
cultivated all over China, but especially in Manchuria (in the 
Liao Valley, where it is the second most important crop after 
sorghum), Japan, Korea, and Indo-China. In China it is often 
cultivated with maize; it demands a great of work, care, and 
good soil. The main exports come from the Manchurian ports 
of Newchwang and Dairen, and from Vladivostok. In 1908 
some 859,200 tonnes of soybean and cake were exported 
from Manchurian ports, up from only 88,900 tonnes in 1905. 
Until 1908, Japan was the principal outlet for Manchurian 
soybeans (615,900 tonnes), but at the start of that year, 
exports to Europe began: 69,200 tonnes to Great Britain, 
21,390 tonnes to France, 7,290 tonnes to Holland, etc.–for a 
total of 204,440 tonnes.
 According to chemical analyses made at the Colonial 
garden of Nogent-sur-Marne, Manchurian soybean seeds 
contain 17.64% oil and 33.5% protein; yellow varieties 
contain more oil than black varieties. The soybean is used 
as a forage plant and for soil improvement, but its most 

important role in China and Japan is as a human food among 
people who consume little meat. According to Bloch (1908), 
it is most widely used in making a sauce [soy sauce] and a 
cheese [tofu]. It is also used to make numerous pastes and a 
sort of soymilk (lait de soja).
 It also has industrial uses, thanks to its oil content of 
16-18%. Indigenous mills can obtain only 8-10% oil, but 
modern hydraulic presses can obtain 12-14%. The oil and 
cake have made the soybean rise so rapidly on European 
markets. The oil, which has an agreeable smell and taste, 
is widely employed for culinary purposes in Manchuria. 
In England, as in France, it is used in making soap and 
margarine. It is more drying that cottonseed oil and can 
likewise be used in making paints. Soybean cakes (Les 
torteaux de soja) would give the same results as cottonseed 
cakes in terms of milk yield from dairy cows. As a fertilizer, 
they are used throughout Japan and on the sugarcane 
plantations of southern China.
 The soybean could be introduced to Indo-China where, 
even if it has to compete against Manchurian soybeans, it 
could be service locally for soil improvement in the rice 
fi elds and as a food in the densely populated districts where 
there is hardly any room for animals, or where the animals 
have been decimated by disease. Address: Professeur à 
l’Ecole supérieure de Commerce (Graduate School of 
Commerce) de Lyon [France].

1320. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Silver market as affected by 
the demand from China. London reports the soya bean crop 
is again moving, thus calling for silver–Drawing the metal 
from India and England. Feb. 28. p. 8.
• Summary: “London advices report that the soya bean crop 
is again coming forward, and this must be the occasion of 
further silver takings... Manchuria was still in the grip of 
the plague, especially in the larger cities, but some hope of 
improvement was expected with the passing of the severity 
of winter.”
 Describes how actual bars of silver are shipped by 
steamer from country to country worldwide.

1321. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Fish. It is essential, with such 
delicate fare, that a good sauce be used, otherwise the fl avour 
may be spoiled instead of being enhanced (Ad). Times 
(London). March 3. p. 4, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “The right sauce is Lea & Perrins’ sauce. The 
original and genuine ‘Worcestershire.’” At the top of this 
display ad is an illustration of a fi sh is the water with a hook 
and fi shing line in its mouth; nearby is a fi shing net. At the 
lower left is a royal seal, and below it the words “By Royal 
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].

1322. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1911. Plague and 
market prices. March 4. p. 15.
• Summary: “Mainly as a result of a large demand for 
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disinfectants for plague-striken Manchuria, the price of 
carbolic acid has been advanced 50 per cent. This is not 
the only commodity the price of which is affected by the 
pestilence in the Far East, for the huge export trade in 
soya beans from Kharbin [Harbin] is likely to be seriously 
diminished. This not only means higher prices for soya oil, 
but for linseed and other oils, supplies of which will have to 
be secured in order to make good the diminishing supply of 
soya oil.”
 Note: This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 2010) in The 
Times of India that contains the term “soya oil.”

1323. Times (London). 1911. Foreign produce. March 6. p. 
21, col. 6.
• Summary: In the section titled “Miscellaneous” under 
“Oilcakes and feeding stuffs” we read: “Soya bean cake.–
With only a small number of the mills now running on Soya 
Beans, causing a limited production of cake, prices remain 
steady at £6 2s. 6d. to £6 5s.”
 Also discusses: Linseed cakes, cotton cakes, 
decorticated cotton cakes and meal, and rape cakes.

1324. Otautau Standard and Wallace County Chronicle 
(Otago, New Zealand). 1911. England’s record year. March 
7. p. 7.
• Summary: “With the publication of the December fi gures 
the Board of Trade complete their record of the country’s 
Overseas trade in 1910.” A table shows the total value of 
the UK’s foreign and colonial trade for the past fi ve years 
(1906-1910) in millions of pounds sterling. In 1910 imports 
were worth a record £678 million, less re-exports [exports of 
imported products] of £103 million gives net imports of £575 
million.
 The section titled “Raw materials” states: “Soya beans, 
a comparatively new trade, which has brought a good deal 
activity to Hull, were imported to the value of £3,047,038.”

1325. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Legal reports: 
Trade law. 78(10):345-46. March 11.
• Summary: “Soya-bean meal.–A reclaiming note was taken 
in the Edinburgh Courts on March 3 against the judgment 
of Lord Mackenzie in the action by David Blake, dairyman, 
who sued J. & A. Lawson, Leith, for 700l. damages for the 
loss of twenty-fi ve cows, alleged to be due to soya-bean 
meal supplied containing prussic acid. Lord Mackenzie had 
assoilzied (acquitted; Scots Law) the defenders, and found 
them entitled to expenses. When the case was called no 
appearance was made for the pursuer, and the reclaiming 
note was refused, respondents being found entitled to 
expenses.”

1326. Lecomte, Fernando Garcia. 1911. Improvements in 
the manufacture of food products or beverage from the 
soja bean. British Patent 7,232. 2 p. Date of application, 

23 March 1911. Complete specifi cation left 25 Sept. 1911. 
Accepted 25 March 1912.
• Summary: “The soja bean is rich in albuminoids and at 
present the bean is crushed for its oil and the resulting cake 
employed as cattle food. My object is to convert this crushed 
cake of commerce from which as much as possible of the oil 
has been expressed into a human food product and consists 
essentially in roasting or torrefying it after being ground or 
pulverised to change its fl avour or colour and in using the 
same in a variety of ways, either plain or mixed with fl our 
or other substance as a beverage or as an article of food, and 
also in mixing therewith a quantity of vegetable butter to 
produce a sweetmeat.”
 The meal or fl our thus obtained may be mixed with 
ordinary wheaten fl our or meal or other farinaceous material 
for use in the manufacture of a bread, biscuit, or cake, which 
is “of a high nutritive value, of a pleasing brown appearance, 
and of appetising fl avour.”
 For the preparation of a fl our for the manufacture of 
bread, etc., the ground cake is preferably freed from the last 
traces of oil by allowing it to stand in 95% alcohol for 24 
hours, fi ltering, and washing with alcohol. The oily residue 
recovered from the alcohol may be used in the manufacture 
of soap.
 “For the manufacture of sweet-meats crushed cake of 
soja bean when ground and torrefi ed [roasted] is mixed and 
ground up with vegetable butter and when mixed in this 
way with cocoa-butter forms an excellent substitute for 
chocolate.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “vegetable butter,” but 
it seems to refer here to cocoa-butter. Note 2. This is the 
earliest document seen (Nov. 2012) that mentions the use 
soybeans as a chocolate substitute.
 “For a beverage an infusion is made of the torrefi ed 
soja bean meal or fl our similar to that of coffee.” Address: 
Agricultural Engineer, Villa Louisiana, Bidirt, France.

1327. Ingle, Harry. 1911. Some notes on linseed and 
other oils. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London) 
30(6):344-45. March 31.
• Summary: “In the course of laboratory work examining 
many thousands of samples of linseed and other oils the 
writer has had occasion to determine the relationship 
between the iodine value (Wijs), specifi c gravity and the 
yield of hexabromides in oils of various origin.”
 “In making ‘compound’ or ‘oil cake’ the crusher uses as 
admixtures some materials which may contain a non drying 
oil, as in the case of a cake to which Rangoon rice meal or 
bran had been added.”
 “Soya beans, if added to the linseed, would reduce 
the iodine value of the expressed oil. There are two chief 
varieties of soya beans, a yellow and a greenish bean 
yielding iodine values of 136 and 158 respectively. These 
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values are higher than those given in the text books.”
 A discussion follows, in which soya bean oil and soya 
beans are mentioned. Address: D.Sc, Ph.D.

1328. Times (London). 1911. Wills and bequests. March 31. 
p. 11, col. 2.
• Summary: “Mr. Francis Barnitt, of Woodside, Larkhill, 
Worcester, a member of the fi rm of Lea and Perrins, sauce 
manufacturers, who died on February 27, aged 77, left estate 
valued at £118,401 gross, and net personalty [personal 
property], £114,497. He bequeathed £250 to the Worcester 
Infi rmary, unless he had given such a sum in his lifetime.” 
Address: [England].

1329. Tropical Life (England). 1911. [Soya beans used to 
make synthetic rubber (Abstract)]. 7(3):42. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: In early March London newspapers reported 
that a German patent had been secured for the manufacture 
of a product to take the place of rubber, from the Soya bean 
(Goessel and Sauer 1909. German Patent No. 228,887, 
issued 25 Nov. 1910).

1330. Evening Post (Wellington, New Zealand). 1911. 
Agricultural affairs. April 8. p. 12.
• Summary: “The soya bean boom still continues. A 
London paper has a communication from a correspondent 
in Manchuria, who says: ‘You cannot open a newspaper in 
the Far East without your eye falling on the words “soya 
bean.” People now come from England and other distant 
countries to get supplies of the beans at the season of their 
collection, and the leading banks of both Russia and Japan 
have established branches in Manchuria for the sole purpose 
of fi nancing soya bean operations. One bean mill after 
another is erected, and for freight alone to Europe many 
thousands of pounds are sent annually. The history of the rise 
of this particular industry is without doubt a title to fame for 
the enterprising spirit of the Japanese banking houses [sic, 
house; actually zaibatsu], Mitsui and Co.’”

1331. Times (London). 1911. The soya bean. Its commercial 
value as a cattle food. April 10. p. 18, col. 2.
• Summary: Within the last 2 or 3 years, the import of 
the soya bean into this country has risen from a negligible 
quantity to one of considerable importance. A full description 
of the bean’s properties was given in The Times special Japan 
issue, July 19, 1910, “but it may be useful to recall that it has 
been cultivated for centuries in Manchuria for its oil, for its 
use in making bean-cake, for its fertilizing properties, and 
as a food. The trade is carried on chiefl y through the three 
ports of Dalny (Dairen), Vladivostok, and Hankau, and the 
seeds are classifi ed as grades 1, 2, 3, according to the port, 
in the order named. Recently, a factory for the manufacture 
of soya biscuits has been established at Hull, while in Paris 
soya bread is used in the treatment of persons suffering from 

diabetics. In other parts of the Continent also the bean’s 
merits are well known. In Copenhagen, Denmark, it is 
expected that there will be required, annually some 30,000 
tons of bean [sic, beans] for one large factory.
 “Swedish investigations prove the suitability of the 
bean-cake as a very satisfactory food for milch cows. Similar 
experiments have also been made in England at the Royal 
Agricultural College, Cirencester, and at Newton Rigg Farm 
College to test comparative values of soya bean-cake and 
cotton-cake, the cost of the former being £6 10 shillings per 
ton and of the latter £7 10 shillings. The yield was almost 
the same, but the butter from the soya bean fed cows was 
somewhat inferior in fl avour. Experiments for testing milk 
supply and &c., were made in 1910 at the farm of Midland 
Agricultural and Dairy College, Kingston-on Sea.”

1332. Times (London). 1911. The soya bean. Letter from 
Hull Oil Manufacturing Co. April 13. p. 18, col. 3.
• Summary: “We have received a letter, dated April 10th, 
from the managing director of the Hull Oil Manufacturing 
Company (Limited), from which we take the following:–’In 
the article on the soya bean in your Finance Commerce 
and Shipping Supplement of this morning we notice you 
state that a factory for the manufacture of soya biscuits 
has been established at Hull. We think your correspondent 
must have been slightly misinformed on this point. Soya 
biscuits are being manufactured by one of the leading 
biscuit manufacturers in the United Kingdom but so far 
as we know they are not being manufactured in Hull. The 
misapprehension has probably arisen through the fact that we 
in Hull are the manufacturers of the soya fl our which is, or 
has been, used in the manufacture of biscuits. Immediately 
the soya beans were introduced into England we appreciated 
the great value of soya as a human food if it could only be 
placed on the market in the correct form.’”

1333. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911. 
The soya bean. April 22. p. 2.
• Summary: “Will the soya bean ‘boom’ extend to Victoria? 
[Australia], asks the Age [an Australian periodical]. Present 
indications are that it will. In the meantime the bean is here 
[in New Zealand], if not the ‘boom,’ and the plant is thriving 
remarkably well. Last year the Department of Agriculture 
obtained four tons of the seed from Shanghai, and planted 
some on its experimental plot at Cheltenham, where the 
bean attained a height of fi ve feet on sandy soil, one variety 
yielding 13 tons and another 12 tons to the acre.”
 Note: Cheltenham is located just southeast of North 
Shore City, in the Auckland region of New Zealand’s North 
Island.”
 “On different soil at Ballarat [a city in central Victoria, 
Australia] an even more vigorous growth is shown. Mr. 
J.M.B. Connor, Superintendent of Agriculture, said recently 
that he considered the plant greatly benefi ted the soil by 
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the nitrogen which the nodules extracted from the air. The 
uses of the soya bean are manifold. A Chinese in Victoria 
was handed a parcel of the beans to convert them into 
merchantable goods. He made them into bottled preparations 
known as soya milk, soya currants, soya cheese [tofu], straws 
for making soup and soya curd, which the Japanese use as a 
cure for sciatica.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya cheese” to refer 
to tofu. This is also the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya curd” however it 
is not clear to what it refers.
 “In Manchuria it is primarily utilised for its oil extract 
and the manufacture of cake. The London Times reports that 
soya beans are now one of the principal imports of Hull, and 
are likely to seriously affect the importation of cotton seed. 
Their value is widely recognised by soap makers. The fi rst 
commercial crop was sent to Europe [from Manchuria] in 
1906, and the requirements from Manchuria for the coming 
season are estimated at 1,000,000 tons, worth £6,500,000. 
That Victorian farmers are alive to the possibilities of the 
soya bean is shown by the fact that Mr. Connor disposed of 
two tons and a half of the seed in small lots in one day.”
 Note: The meaning of “soya currants” and of “straws for 
making soup” is unclear.

1334. Bontoux, Emile. 1911. Le Soja et ses dérivés 
[The soybean and its products]. Matieres Grasses (Les) 
(Paris) 4(36):2195-99. April 25; 4(37):2239-43. May 25; 
4(39):2326-29. July 25; 4(40):2364-66. Aug. 25; 4(41):2405-
07. Sept. 25. [48 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents. Introduction. The plant: origin and 
history, species and varieties, culture, and production: USA, 
Japan, Manchuria, France, England, China, Korea, Indochina 
(it is cultivated for the needs of the population in Cochin 
China {especially in the provinces of Chaudoc and Baria}, 
Annam, Tonkin, Cambodia), Formosa, Java, India, Africa. 
The soybean–a food plant: The plant, the seed, large table 
showing many analyses from many countries of the chemical 
composition of many soybean seed varieties.
 Introduction to food products made from soybeans in 
East Asia. Shoyu [soy sauce] (and koji). Miso. Natto (from 
Japan). Le Tao-yu (a Chinese condiment also widely used 
in Japan. It is a thick, clear liquid [sometimes] made from 
black-seeded soybeans) Tao-tjiung (doujiang, from China). 
Tuong (from Annam). Tofu. Li Yu-ying. Table showing 
composition of powdered soymilk, fresh tofu, and soy fl our.
 The soybean–an oilseed plant. The soybean as an 
oilseed in the Far East. Table showing exports of soybean 
cake and oil from various Manchurian and Chinese ports in 
1908 and 1909. The soybean as an oilseed in Europe and 
the United States. Table showing imports of soybeans to 
various British ports in 1909 and 1910 (the leading port by 
far is Hull, followed in 1909 by Liverpool, London, Bristol 

Channel, Scotland, and Other ports {Rochester, etc.}). Table 
showing exports of soy oil from Great Britain in 1910: To 
Germany, Austria, Australia, USA, Belgium, Denmark, 
Egypt, France, Holland, Italy, the Indies (Indes), Norway, 
Russia, Sweden, other, total (115,372 barrels, each weighing 
175 kg). Discussion of soy oil and cake in most of the above 
countries.
 Trade in soybean seeds: Mitsui Bussan, Manchuria, 
England, China, Japan. Soybean cake.
 Soy oil: Physical and chemical properties. Applications 
and uses as food and in industry: Margarine, for illumination, 
soaps, as a drying oil, paints and varnishes, linoleum, 
artifi cial rubber. An extensive bibliography is at the end of 
the last article in the series.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Cambodia. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation 
of soybeans in Cambodia (April 1911). Earlier documents 
imply that soybeans were being cultivated in Cambodia by 
1900, and it is highly likely that they were being cultivated 
for at least a century before that time. Address: Ingénieur-
chimiste E.C.I.L., France.

1335. Heingartner, Alexander. 1911. Soya-bean culture in the 
Caucasus. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(97):393. April 26.
• Summary: “The fi rst crop of soya beans grown in the 
Caucasus has been sold to Hamburg. The amount to be 
shipped is 500 tons, and the price at Batum [Batumi] is 
1.10 rubles per pood, or $35.12 per metric ton. Freight to 
Hamburg is 13s. ($3.16) per ton.
 “At this price the cultivation of the soya bean is very 
remunerative to the farmers, and it is estimated that this 
year’s crop for export, judging by the quantity of seed beans 
retained for planting, will amount to 16,000 tons.
 “For full steamer shipments to England and Germany 
the freight would be about 10s. ($2.43) per ton, against $7.05 
from Dalny, Manchuria. This difference in freight charges 
and the quicker delivery to Continental ports will give to 
growers in the Caucasus a great advantage.
 “If the present demand continues, it is expected that in a 
very few years the production of soya beans in the Caucasus 
will assume very large proportions.”
 Note 1. Batum [now Batumi, Bat’umi] is a seaside 
city, large port and commercial center at the east end of the 
Black Sea, 4 miles north of the mouth of the Choruk River. 
Long the possession of Persia and Turkey (it was the last 
Turkish port on the Black Sea), it was acquired by Russia 
in 1878, then occupied by the British in 1918. As of 2008 
it is the capital of the Autonomous Republic of Adjara in 
the southwest Georgian S.S.R. Batumi lies at the northern 
periphery of a humid subtropical zone, and has the highest 
rainfall in both Georgia and the entire Caucasus region. The 
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nearest point in the nearest neighboring country, Turkey, is 
only about 12 miles away, to the southwest.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 
2008) concerning or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Republic of Georgia. This document contains the 2nd earliest 
date seen for soybeans in the Republic of Georgia, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in the Republic of Georgia (1911). 
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Yet just because 
these soybeans were sold at Batumi in Georgia, we cannot be 
sure that they were actually grown in Georgia, though we are 
told that they were grown in the Caucasus, which does not 
include Turkey.
 Note 3. This is the 3rd earliest document seen (May 
2008) concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Central Asia 
(Republic of Georgia). Address: Consul, Batum [Batumi, 
Bat’umi], Russia.

1336. Horne, H.; Sly, E.A.H. 1911. Effect of plague on the 
Manchurian bean trade. Board of Trade Journal (London) 
73:185-86. April 27.
• Summary: “The British Acting-Consul at Dairen (Mr. H. 
Horne) states that probably no great infl uence will be felt 
during the present season. So far as can be ascertained, the 
total export of beans and bean cake has been larger this year 
than last, in spite of the adverse conditions, but the trade 
has been practically limited to the ports of Japan and South 
China, Europe taking some 7,000 tons only, as compared 
with 228,000 tons during the corresponding period of last 
season. The Harbin bean has been selling at 10s. per ton 
cheaper than the Southern bean. This season’s large export to 
Southern China has caused considerable surprise in view of 
the high prices which have ruled throughout...
 “It is in the coming season and possibly in the one 
following that the real effect of the plague will be felt...
 “The British Acting Consul at Harbin (Mr. E.A.H. Sly) 
states that among the various reasons which have caused 
the plague to interfere with the business in last year’s bean 
crop may be mentioned the following:–(1) lack of carts 
and coolies, (2) the danger of making monetary advances 
to the Chinese owing to their liability to fall victims to the 
plague, (3) the closure of the gates of certain cities, such 
as Pinchou, Hulan, Shuangch’engp’u, T’aolaichao, and 
Shih T’ou Ch’eng Tzu, all of which are bean centres, and 
(4) the consequent diffi culty of getting produce out of the 
country. On the other hand, the shipments viâ Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] to Europe have, so far, exceeded those of the 
corresponding period of last season...
 “... the great bulk of the beans destined for Europe are 
this year being shipped viâ Vladivostock, since Dairen is 
apparently fully occupied with satisfying the demands of 
Japan, South China and Formosa, the prices paid by these 
places having been, on an average, 10 s. per ton higher than 
those given on cargo shipped to Europe. The 1910 crop also 
is considered to have exceeded that of the previous year.” 

Address: 1. British Acting-Consul, Dairen; 2. British Acting-
Consul, Harbin.

1337. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1911. 
Factory for the manufacture of alimentary products from 
soya beans in Marseilles. 30(8):505. April 29.
• Summary: The London and China Telegraph states that 
a factory has been established at Marseilles, with a capital 
of £80,000, for the manufacture of various alimentary 
substances from the soya bean. The capital has been entirely 
subscribed by Chinese, and the factory was established by 
a Chinaman, and will employ Chinamen only. Address: 
England.

1338. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1911. A 
British hero. May 3. p. 8.
• Summary: “A tragic incident of the plague outbreak in 
Manchuria was the death of Dr. A.F. Jackson, a young 
missionary, who had not long previously left his home in 
Cheshire. The fi rst indication of the coming of the plague 
was an announcement that sickness had appeared among a 
trainload of coolies on their way to the Pekin district. The 
coolies had been harvesting the soya bean in Manchuria, and 
were returning to their homes when the trouble began. They 
were not allowed to cross the border, and on January 15 the 
terrifi ed men, several hundreds in number, were placed under 
the charge of Dr. Jackson by the Viceroy, a Manchu of the 
modern school. Five Chinese inns were confi scated hurriedly 
and used as segregation barracks,...”
 Dr. Jackson treated the coolies selfl essly, one by one, but 
they died rapidly from the virulence of the disease. After the 
number of deaths had reached 80, he himself fell victim. The 
Viceroy gave a simple but beautiful speech at his burial.

1339. Teichmann, William C. 1911. Soya-bean industry in 
Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(112):680-81. May 13.
• Summary: “The recent arrival at the port of Stettin, by 
direct shipment from Vladivostok, of 4,823 tons of soya 
beans, valued, according to the local press, at $166,600, 
marks the entry into this market of a new raw material for 
industrial exploitation.
 “Following the example of Hamburg manufacturers, 
Stettin capitalists have organised a company with a capital 
of 1,500,000 marks ($357,000) for the utilisation of the 
soya bean for industrial purposes. The removal of the 
German duty on these beans in March, 1910, will develop 
an industry of importance for several reasons: First, as a 
competitor of linseed oil, soya-bean oil can be sold at a price 
one-third lower than the former; second, as a valuable oil 
for soap manufacture, where such oils can be substituted; 
third, for cattle-feed purposes the residue remaining in the 
process of oil extraction can compete with the American 
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cottonseed-oil cake. Meal can also be produced therefrom 
which, when mixed in correct proportion with wheat fl our, 
makes an edible bread or biscuit, provided the meal has been 
manufactured by the extraction process, which removes the 8 
per cent of oil present in the ordinary meal.
 “Some analyses have shown the bean to yield as high 
as 23 per cent of oil, but this is exceptional, and the average 
percentage is fi gured to amount to about 17 per cent; loss in 
manufacturing reduces this to 8 or 9 per cent. The ordinary 
meal contains about 8 per cent of oil and 41 per cent of 
protein, but by a refi ning process 90 per cent of this oil can 
be extracted, only 1 per cent of fat remaining in the meal, 
which has about 45 per cent of protein and 28 per cent of 
carbohydrates.”
 “Uses of the bean–Its culture outside of China: In 
Japan soya-bean oil [sic, soy sauce] is still used as a favored 
aromatic constituent of sauces, and enormous quantities 
are said to be absorbed there for this purpose. The bean 
is much used as a spice [sic]. A cheese called tofu is also 
prepared therefrom. The cakes are useful to a certain extent 
as fertilizers and as fodder, although defi nite conclusions as 
to the value of this feed have not yet been reached thus far... 
Scandinavia has become the largest consumer of the cakes 
made in England, Denmark alone having imported about 
150,000 tons during the 1909 season.
 “Efforts to cultivate the soya bean on European soil 
have been made as far back as 40 years ago, especially in 
Germany and Hungary, but as yet without success. Some 
investigations resulted in the alleged discovery that all these 
failures were to be ascribed to the absence of a specifi c 
bacterium, present in the plants in Manchuria but absent 
in those grown in Europe; in fact, not until this so-called 
Knoellchenbakterium [root nodule bacterium] had been 
cultivated in Japan and the seed inoculated therewith was 
the plant brought to growth in Europe. In Italy and southern 
France the cultivation of the bean is said to have shown 
better results than in Germany.
 “The demands made upon the yield in Manchuria, the 
hinterland of Kiaochow, and Shantung have created the 
necessity for the cultivation of this bean in other countries, 
and the Tropics and subtropics, as best adapted, will probably 
take up its production.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that uses the term “cottonseed-oil cake” 
(plural or singular) to refer cotton-seed cake.
 Note 2. Stettin [Sczcecin] is the largest seaport in Poland 
(as of July 2014); it is located on the Baltic Sea and the Oder 
River. Address: Consul, Stettin.

1340. British Medical Journal. 1911. Soy bean as a food in 
diabetes. i:80. May 20. Bound in the back at “Epitome of 
Current Medical Literature.” [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Friedenwald, Julius; Ruhräh, 
John. 1910. “The use of the soy bean as a food in diabetes.” 

American J. of the Medical Sciences 140:793-803. Dec.

1341. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Lea & Perrins’ sauce for 
travelers and sportsmen (Ad). Times (London). May 26. p. 6, 
col. 6.
• Summary: “A most delicious and appetizing relish for 
meat dishes, fi sh, cheese, salads, preserved meats and 
fi sh, sandwiches, &c. The only original and genuine 
‘Worcestershire.’”
 Near the upper left this display ad is an illustration of 
huge ocean liner steaming away at sea. At the center of the 
ad is a circular illustration of well-dressed men and women 
seated at a table on board ship; a bottle of what appears to 
be Worcestershire sauce is at the front right corner of the 
table. At the lower right is a large royal seal, and above it 
the words “By Royal Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: 
[England].

1342. Los Angeles Times. 1911. Industrial progress. May 28. 
p. VI5.
• Summary: “A German patent has been granted for the 
process of producing a substance to take the place of rubber 
from the Soya bean. The process consists of treating the oil 
of the bean with nitric acid, producing a tough liquid which 
is further treated with alkaloid solutions and heated to 150 
deg C. The product is a tough an elastic substance, very 
similar to rubber and which can be vulcanized by the same 
process as rubber.
 “The London and China Telegraph says that a plant 
has been erected at Marseilles [France] for the manufacture 
of food products from the Soya bean. The amount invested 
is $400,000, furnished entirely by the Chinese, who will 
employ Chinamen only.”

1343. Dahle, Alfred. 1911. Ueber das fette Oel der Sojabohne 
[On the oil of the soybean]. Dissertation from University of 
Jena. Published in Neustadt by J.K.G. Wagner (Wagnerschen 
Buchdruckerei). 43 p. 22 cm. See Jena Dissertations 1910-
11. v.1, no. 7. [28 footnotes. Ger]
• Summary: The author’s advisors were Prof. Dr. H. 
Matthes, and Prof. Dr. Haussner. Contents: Introduction: 
Nomenclature, history in Asia and Europe (Kaempfer, 
Haberlandt), taxonomy, chemical composition, Maggi and 
shoyu, miso, tofu, soy bread for diabetics, coffee substitute, 
soy oil in China and Japan, in England and Germany, use 
in soaps and as a substitute for linseed oil, constants (such 
as iodine number), fatty acids, the work of Prof. Matthes. 
Experimental part.
 In Japan and China, two fermented products are made 
from soybeans: Shoyu or bean sauce (Bohnensauce) and 
miso. Shoyu is enjoyed with almost all foods as a seasoning, 
and for quite some time has been exported in abundance to 
England and America, where it is used in the manufacture 
of English and American sauces. Shoyu is even used in the 
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well-known Maggi seasoning. With respect to its nutritional 
value and stimulating effect (on the appetite), shoyu sauce 
(Shoyu-Sauce) is somewhat comparable to meat extract. 
For the preparation of shoyu sauce, milled wheat, soybeans 
are broken into large pieces then cooked until half soft, 
water, and table salt are combined in specifi c proportions 
and allowed to ferment in large vats. The fermentation lasts 
anywhere from 8 months up to 5 years.
 The preparation of miso seems similar to that of shoyu 
except that barley or rice are used [instead of wheat]
 Moreover, in Japan, a type of raw cheese, so-called 
“bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse), is made from soybeans (Soja); 
in Japan it is called tofu (p. 8). (p. 8).
 The experimental part of this dissertation (p. 14-43) 
contains: Constants for both refi ned and unrefi ned oil.
 Specifi c gravity (Spezif. Gewicht bei 15ºC): 0.9260 / 
0.9265
 Crystallization point (Erstarrungspunkt): -11.5ºC / 
-12ºC
 Refractive index at 40º (Brechungsindex bei 40ºC): 
1.4680 / 1.4680.
 Potential angle of rotation (Spezif. Drehungsvermögen): 
0 / 0
 Acid value / number (Säurezahl): 5.711 / 1.713
 Ester number
 (Esterzahl): 186.589 / 192.587
 Saponifi cation number
 (Verseifungszahl): 192.3 / 194.3
 Hehner’s number (Hehnerzahl): 94.07 / 95.52
 Iodine number (Jodzahl nach v. Hübl bei 18 Std. 
Einwirkung): 131.3
 132.6
 Reichert-Meissl number (Reichert-Meissl-Zahl): 0.7549 
/ 0.7549
 Polenske’s number (Polenske Zahl): 0.7843 / 1.0784
 Elaidic acid reaction (Elaidinreaktionen): positive
 Overview table of the daily effects of atmospheric 
air, moisture and oxygen, on refi ned and unrefi ned oils. 
Investigations on removing the peculiar smell of the oil. 
Obtaining the fatty acids and their constants from the oil. 
Determination of the volatile fatty acids. Determination of 
the oxyfettsaeuren / oxyfettsäuren using the Acetyl value 
(Acetylzahl). Decomposition (Zerlegung) of the fatty acids 
in saturated and unsaturated. Separation and characterization 
of the unsaturated acids. The zinc-salt and ether method 
of Bremer. Brominization of the fatty acids based on K. 
Farnsteiner. Brominization using a combination of bromine 
processes based on Hehner-Mittschell and Lewkowitsch. 
Determination of bromide by the bromide content. Bromide 
from the melting point of 113ºC. Bromide from the melting 
point of 180ºC. Liquid bromide. Further investigations 
to obtain pure dibromide. Investigations with the help 
of Barium salts of the bromide and the dibromide using 
tetrabromide not separated from Petrol-ether. Reduction 

of the tetrabromides and the dibromides with zinc. 
Investigations using the fractionated vacuum distillation 
of linolic acid and the oleic acid to separate the one from 
the other. Investigation of the fi rm, saturated portion of 
fatty acids as obtained by Farnsteiner. Molecular weight 
determination of acids from S.P. 60-61ºC. The unsaponifi able 
parts of soybean oil. Separation of the unsaponifi able parts 
into fi rm and liquid parts. The fi rm part. Phytosterol-acetate. 
Phytosterol-acetate tetrabromide. Determination of bromide 
according to Liebig. Phytosterol-acetate from phytosterol-
acetate tetrabromide. Description of free alcohols from 
phytosterol-acetate. Specifi c potential angle of rotation. 
Combustion. Phytosterol reactions. Phytosterol-acetate 
dibromide. Determination of bromide. Description of free 
alcohols from phytosterol-dibromide. Combustion. Specifi c 
potential angle of rotation. Phytosterol reactions. The liquid 
portion of the unsaponifi able parts. Combustion. Phytosterol 
reactions.
 Investigations in separation of the liquid portion of 
the unsaponifi able parts using digitonin [a glycoside]. 
Phytosterol-digitonin accumulation product. Phytosterol 
reactions. Specifi c potential angle of rotation. Formation 
of acetate from the accumulation product and bromination 
of the same. Separation of the phytosterols from the 
accumulation product. Phytosterol reactions. The resulting 
unsaponifi able portion which contains no digitonin. 
Combustion. Phytosterol reactions.
 Biography: The author was born on 20 March 1884, in 
Halberstadt, the son of a chemist, who was later the director 
of a sugar factory. Address: Halberstadt, Germany.

1344. Indiana Farmer. 1911. Soy beans for cattle. 66(22):2, 
cols. 3-4. June 3.
• Summary: Purdue University very thoroughly tested 
the value of soy beans, and the bulletin issued had a wide 
reading. English feeders have also tested this feeding. 
Experiments, as affected by feeding with soya cake, were 
made in 1910 at the farm of the Midland Agricultural and 
Dairy College, Kingston, says the London Times. Two lots 
of cows were used for this experiment for eight weeks. 
The extra food consisted of 3 pounds of linseed cake or 
three pounds of soya cake. Lot 1 received soya cake for 
four weeks and lot 2 linseed cake; the conditions were then 
reversed. Though the yield of milk per week gave a result in 
favor of soya cake, this, however, is not conclusive, as, if one 
cow, greatly inferior as a milk producer, had been removed 
from the estimates the results given by each feeding stuff 
would have been almost identical.
 “Fattening qualities: The merits of soya cake as a 
feeding stuff have been the subject of various experiments. 
The important trials of the Edinburg and East of Scotland 
College of Agriculture, conducted at Pilskelly and at 
Spencerfi eld, gave some not quite satisfactory results. In the 
fi rst experiments the cattle were divided into three lots, the 
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extra feeding stuffs being linseed cake, soya cake with 6 per 
cent of oil, and a compound cake consisting almost entirely 
of soya cake and soya meal. As regards gross profi ts the 
results were in favor of linseed, but the quality of meat of 
the third lot was locally valued as worth quite a halfpenny (1 
cent) per pound more in the London market.
 “Experiment Station Work: At the Spencerfi eld 
experiment the extra feeding stuffs were similar, with the 
exception of that of the third lot, where a larger amount of 
oil, 11 per cent was present. Results were greatly in favor 
of the soya cake, but this was regarded as attributable to the 
inferior linseed cake used by mistake.
 “The University College of North Wales caused some 
experiments to be made in sheep and lambs feeding with 
soya cake. Two lots of Welsh mountain lambs were fed 
from January to March, the extra rations being one-fourth 
pound of soya cake per head in the one case and the same 
quantity of linseed cake in the other. The gain in weight was 
126 pounds end 154 pounds, respectively, or a difference 
of 29 pounds in favor of linseed. The cost of food was 13s. 
10d. ($3.66) for the former, at £7 ($34.00) per ton, and 14s. 
($4.62) for the latter, at £9 12s. 6d. ($46.84) per ton. The 
increase in weight for linseed-fed lambs was, therefor. 23 [?] 
per cent over soya bean-fed lambs, and the increase in cost 
37 per cent.”

1345. Figart, D. Milton. 1911. Notes from Malaysia. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 14(135):1114-16. June 
10. See p. 1116.
• Summary: “The valuable soya bean: The soya bean has 
lately come into some prominence by reason of its extensive 
uses in the manufacture of oil and soap, and also because it 
forms return cargoes for tramp steamers bringing coal to the 
East. Dr. Gilbert Brooke, port health offi cer of Singapore, 
describes some new uses for the article:
 “’The object of this paper is to show that we have 
at hand an article of diet which is cheap, which can be 
grown over large areas of the globe, which is palatable, 
which is not attacked by any known insect or fungus, 
which forms valuable by-products, and–most important 
of all–which contains, more nearly than any other known 
animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and properly 
proportionate constituents of a perfect diet.
 “’Rice is a very badly balanced food, consisting mainly 
of starch, having next to no nitrogen, and hardly any fat or 
salts. In this rice stands, in the scale of food values, almost 
at the bottom, whereas the soya bean stands at the top. But 
it is remarkable that nature and experience seem to have 
taught rice-eating races that one of the best accompaniments 
to rice is some form of leguminous food, such, for instance, 
as dhal, the small yellow pea so much used by natives of 
India. Following out this analogy it would seem to be most 
desirable to foster among Asiatic races that depend mainly 

upon rice as a staple the simultaneous consumption of the 
soya bean as supplying in abundance those essential food 
elements that can not in the least be derived from rice.’
 “Among the economic products derived from the soya 
Dr. Brooke enumerates these:
 “’(1) Bean curd. A most nutritious jelly can be made 
from the soya bean. This has been known and widely used by 
all classes in north China for the last 2,000 years.
 “’(2) Bean milk. The beans are dried, very fi nely ground, 
and made into an emulsion with water. This forms a valuable 
milk, which resembles cow’s milk in that it coagulates when 
heated and acidifi ed. The possibility of this is due to the 
fact that the proteid is composed of casein, as in the case of 
animal milk.
 “’(3) Bean cheese. A nutritious cheese [tofu] is 
frequently made in Japan from bean milk.
 “’(4) Bean fl our. The dried and pulverized bean is most 
valuable as a soup basis. It is also useful for making biscuits 
and infant foods. Soya biscuits, produced by a Scotch fi rm, 
are supplied on several P. & O. mail boats.
 “’(5) Bean oil. There is a very high percentage of fat 
in the soya bean. This is of commercial value. It is edible, 
and also forms an excellent basis for candle and soap 
manufacture.
 “’(6) Bean cake. The seed cake left after expression of 
the oil from the soya bean forms one of the most valuable 
and rich cattle foods known.
 “’(7) Bean sauce. The soya bean ground up and steeped 
in vinegar or brine forms a basis for Worcestershire and other 
sauces.
 “’(8) Bean coffee. A substitute for coffee may be made 
from the soya bean, by dry toasting and grinding it, then 
adding boiling cow’s milk or hot soya milk.
 “’(9) The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of 
wheat or even hay. It is quite possible that the leaves or root 
may have medicinal properties, but this has not yet been 
worked out.’” Address: Vice Consul General, Singapore.

1346. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1911. 
Recent progress in agriculture: Oils and oil-seeds–Soy beans 
and oil. 9(2):158-59. [6 ref]
• Summary: Gives six citations for studies dealing with the 
cultivation of soy beans in British Guiana (1911, 2 citations), 
Union of South Africa (1911), and the USA. “On account of 
the high price of linseed oil at the present time, attempts are 
being made to fi nd cheaper substitutes.”

1347. Agricultural J. of the Mozambique Company. 1911. 
Notes from exchanges. 1(2):76-83. June. See p. 78, 83. [1 
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Copra’s rival: The soya 
bean” (p. 78) states: “Hamburg, March 8th: The East Asiatic 
Company of Copenhagen is obliged to enlarge its soya cakes 
mill at Islands Bridge, near Copenhagen. The new plant will 
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be able to treat 150 tons of soya beans a day. When the new 
plant is fi nished, a mill erected by a German company at 
Stettin will also start. The East Asiatic Company is interested 
in this German company, not only by share capital but also 
by the delivery of soya beans. The bean supply that will be 
required by the new mill this season is estimated at 10,000 
tons. For shipment of soya beans the company has bought 
the steamer ‘Arabien,’ constructed by Swan & Hunter at 
Newcastle. With a capacity of 8,500 tons, the new steamer is 
the largest of the Danish commercial fl eet.–L. & C. Express, 
March 10th, 1911.”
 The section titled “Market Report” (p. 83) states: “The 
following are the latest London prices available by mail:–... 
Soya Beans (on spot), per 200 lbs, 12 shillings... Soya Beans 
(June-July shipment), per 200 lbs, 15 shillings. Soya Bean 
Oil, per cwt. £1 9 shillings.” Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 
112 pounds. Address: Mozambique.

1348. Farben-Zeitung. 1911. Das Wichtigste [Most 
important (Annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber of 
Commerce)]. 16(41):2299. July 8. [1 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The annual report of the Magdeburg Chamber 
of Commerce makes the following remark, among others, 
about soybean oil: after the lifting of the German import 
tariff on soybeans early in the year, the production of [soy] 
bean oil was taken on by a number of German factories but 
in part was not maintained for very long, since the sale of the 
cakes presented greater diffi culties and the oil yield with the 
soybean is very small. At the peak of the production of [soy] 
bean oil is England which, in addition to the supply of its 
domestic market and the remaining European markets, has 
furnished large quantities of bean oil to America, where it is 
used as a substitute for cottonseed oil for food and technical 
purposes. The export of beans from Manchuria in the 1909-
1910 season amounted to 420,000 metric tons compared to 
350,000 metric tons in the preceding season.
 This report also confi rms the fact that the production 
has reverted once again from the assessment of this new oil 
which in the beginning was somewhat too optimistic.

1349. Los Angeles Times. 1911. Wonderful soya bean: Has 
great food possibilities and is grown in great quantities in 
China and Japan. July 16. p. II-11.
• Summary: From The Pathfi nder. “The Western world is 
only just beginning to appreciate the possibilities of the soy, 
soja, or soya bean, which is produced in such vast quantities 
in China, Japan and other parts of the East and which is 
adapted to so many different purposes. Large quantities 
of these beans are now being brought to Europe and this 
country, as they form a good return cargo for vessels that 
carry manufactured goods to the oriental markets.”
 “Dr. Gilbert Brooke, British health offi cer at Singapore, 
has issued a paper emphasizing the merits of the soya bean. 
He recommends it as a very desirable food... and–most 

important of all–which contains more nearly than any other 
known animal or vegetable substance, all the essential and 
properly proportioned constituents of a perfect diet. Among 
the economic products derived from the soya Dr. Brooks 
enumerates these:” Bean curd, bean milk, bean cheese 
[probably tofu–not fermented], bean fl our, bean oil, bean 
cake, bean sauce (“the well-known ‘soy’ sauce”), and bean 
coffee.
 “The straw surpasses in nitrogenous value that of wheat 
or even hay. Like other leguminous plants it enriches the 
land on which it grows, instead of impoverishing it.”

1350. Madras Mail (The) (India). 1911. The soya bean? July 
20. *
• Summary: “Rather more than a year ago, the Annual 
Report of the Chinese Customs on the foreign trade of 1909 
showed that, at a bound, the soya bean had taken a position 
equal to that of tea in the list of China’s exports and, with the 
addition of bean-cake, even challenged silk at the top of her 
list.”
 “The fi gures given for the exports of this wonderful 
bean from Manchuria justify the claim made that the rise 
of the soya been industry is one of the romances of modern 
commerce. Up to 1907 the annual exports of these beans 
from Manchuria did not exceed 120,000 tons. In 1908 they 
amounted to 330,000 tons, and, in the following year, they 
ranged between 700,000 and 800.000 tons, while, from the 
report of the British Consul at Newchang for 1909, we gather 
that the export of the bean in all its forms amounted to no 
less than 1,300,000 tons.”
 “The benefi t that this industry has conferred upon 
Manchuria is shown by the unprecedented rise in the 
purchasing power of the people. Before the discovery by 
the West–England chiefl y–of the value of the soya bean, the 
average annual trade returns of Newchang only amounted 
to 33,000,000 tael (1 tael = 3 shillings), of which imports 
were represented by 12,000,000 taels. In 1909 the value 
of the trade was 142,000,000 taels, of which 50,000.000 
taels represented imports into Newchang. In linseed India 
possesses the one great rival to the soya bean as on oil-seed 
crop. That is no reason, however, why, if the conditions are 
suitable, India should not compete with Far Eastern Asia on 
its own ground.”

1351. Lea and Perrins. 1911. Lea & Perrins’ sauce for 
travelers and sportsmen (Ad). Times (London). July 23. p. 
16, col. 1.
• Summary: “Adds much to the enjoyment of hot or cold 
luncheon, dinner or supper. The only original and genuine 
‘Worcestershire.’”
 Near the upper left of this display ad is an illustration 
of large, fancy hotel. At the center of the ad is a circular 
illustration of a well-dressed man and woman seated at a 
table in the hotel. Behind them is a waiter with what appears 
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to be a bottle of Worcestershire sauce on his upheld tray. At 
the right center are some people in a motor car. At the lower 
right is a large royal seal, and above it the words “By Royal 
Warrant to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].

1352. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. L’exportation du 
soja [Soybean exports]. 4(39):2346. July 25. [Fre]
• Summary: Exports of oil have been extremely important 
in 1910. Exports from the port of Hull, England, during the 
past year, have been 113372 barrels. Stocks on 31 Dec. 1910 
were 21,000 tonnes of soybeans. The plague in Manchuria 
has impeded expeditions there this year, but the demand is 
always important, above all on the part of America.

1353. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report: 
Soya beans and oil. 79(8):332. Aug. 19.
• Summary: “A distinct turn for the better has manifested 
itself in recent weeks in the soya-bean trade, which has had 
its refl ex in the more active demand for the by-products, 
while supplies in this country have fallen considerably short 
of last year.”

1354. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1911. Soya 
beans. 59:954. Aug. 25.
• Summary: A summary of The Soya Bean of Manchuria, by 
Shaw (1911).
 “A large shipment of beancake has just been sent to 
Seattle, [Washington], and there appears to be a very good 
opening for the product on the Pacifi c coast, where the heavy 
railway freights from the East have caused dairymen and 
feeders to look round for a cheaper feed than that which 
comes across the Rockies... Soya beans are being grown in 
British West Africa, and experimental planting is carried on 
in practically every British colony.”

1355. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Recherches sur 
l’huile de soja [Research on soy oil (Abstract)]. 4(40):2377. 
Aug. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of an article by 
C. Oettinger and F. Buchta in Zeitschrift für Angewandte 
Chemie 24(18):828-29 (5 May 1911).

1356. Boulter, R. 1911. Japan. Report for the year 1910 on 
the trade of Japan. Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual 
Series (Foreign Offi ce, Great Britain). No. 4768. 87 p. Aug. 
See p. 62.
• Summary: A table titled “Return of principal articles of 
import into Japan during the years 1908-10” has a category 
“Manures” (p. 62) of which the largest items are as follows: 
“Oil cake–[Soy] Bean.” Imports of this cake rose from 
461,950 tons in 1908 to 575,180 tons in 1908, then decreased 
to 395,582 tons in 1910. Imports of phosphorite rose from 
119,169 tons in 1908 to 166,896 tons in 1910. Imports of 
ammonium sulphate rose from 66,445 tons in 1908 to 68,813 

tons in 1910.

1357. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1911. 
Soya beans in the USA. 14(208):1067. Sept. 6.
• Summary: “Extensive articles on the immense soya-bean 
trade of Manchuria have appeared in various numbers of 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports, and inquiries have also 
reached the Bureau of Manufacturers as to the progress being 
made in producing them in the United States. It has now 
become a considerable crop in the middle part of the South. 
D. A. Carpenter, a Tennessee farmer, writes for the Southern 
Field in regard to the growing of the bean as follows:
 “’I grow the Mammoth Yellow variety, planting in rows 
36 inches apart, and cultivating about the same as corn. I cut 
with a mower when ripe and allow them to lie on the ground 
for a couple of days. After being in shock for 10 days, they 
are hauled to the shed and thrashed. We consider the bean 
straw, after the beans are thrashed, as fully equal to timothy 
or redtop for a feed for cattle.
 “’For late summer pasture I sow with a wheat drill about 
1½ bushels to the acre. I am now feeding beef cattle and 
hogs on soya beans, and my dairy animals are producing 
more milk than ever before on a bean ration. Of course, other 
feeds are mixed with the bean, as soyas are rather rich when 
fed alone.
 “’The Mammoth Yellow grows here from 3 to 5 feet 
high, according to cultivation, and yields 30 bushels of seed 
per acre, which will bring around $3 and $3.50 per bushel.
 “’There is no fi ner improver of the soil than the soya 
bean. I have tried many other legumes, but none has given 
such uniformly high quality hay and returned such large 
amounts of nitrogen to the soil. I consider the soya bean the 
greatest crop ever introduced into this part of the country, 
both as a money crop and as a soil improver.’
 “About $100,000 worth of soya-bean oil was shipped 
last year from Manchuria to the United States, against 
almost none the year before. From Hull, England, shipments 
last year of soya-bean oil to the United States amounted to 
$140,000; this was crushed from the Manchurian beans. 
Considerable shipments of soya-bean oil were also made in 
1910 from Kobe, Japan, to the United States.”

1358. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Soya-bean oil. 
79(12):452. Sept. 16. [2 ref]
• Summary: Summarizes two German-language articles by 
H. Matthes and A. Dahle, both published in 1911 in Archiv 
der Pharmazie. (1) “Ueber Sojabohnenöl.” (2) “Ueber 
Phytostearin der Sojabohnen.”

1359. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. Trade report: 
Soya oil and beans. 79(12):456, 459. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “Much more interest has been centered in recent 
weeks upon the market for soya-beans and the by-products, 
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the values of which have risen substantially...”

1360. Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London). 1911. 
Characters and constituents of soya bean oil (Abstract). 
87(2501):407. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following 
German-language article: Keimatsu, S. 1911. “Zur Kenntnis 
des Sojabohnenoels [On our knowledge of soya bean oil”]. 
Chemiker-Zeitung 35(91):839-40. Aug. 1. The term “soya 
bean oil” is used in the translation.

1361. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1911. Culture du soja 
[Soybean cultivation (in British Guiana and the Transvaal)]. 
4(41):2430. Sept. 25. [Fre]
• Summary: “Soybean cultivation has been tried in various 
districts of British Guiana. The trials have not given very 
good results but they are continuing.
 “In the Transvaal (Au Transwal), trials have shown that 
the variety Sakura gives the most rapid production, while the 
germination of the variety Southern and its growth are very 
superior.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning soybeans in British Guiana (renamed Guyana in 
1966), or the cultivation of soybeans in British Guiana (one 
of two documents).

1362. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1911. China 
(Manchuria). Bean trade development. 74:647. Sept. 28. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “The Board of Trade have just received a copy 
of a report, dated December 1910, issued by the Chinese 
Imperial Maritime Customs, on the soya bean of Manchuria 
[see Norman Shaw 1911]. The report contains particulars 
of the soya bean considered agriculturally, of its uses in 
consumption, and of the history of the commercial dealings 
in the article.
 “The report states that a continued development of the 
bean trade seems probable. The population of Manchuria 
is rapidly increasing under Government encouragement, 
and as the country fi lls with a sturdy agricultural people 
communications will be developed. The Changchun-Kirin 
railway, now under construction, will, in a couple of years, 
open the way to the development of the Sungari region to 
its fullest capacity; and if the line is continued to the Corean 
[Korean] frontier new districts will be thrown open. The 
Chinchow-Aigun line, or at least a portion of it, would, if 
constructed, traverse a country where beans might thrive. 
The eager competition in Europe to secure beans shows no 
signs of slackening. The North American Continent seems 
about to enter the fi eld as a consumer.”

1363. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1911. Future 
of the Manchurian bean trade. 18(6):518-19. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is based on a report of the Imperial 

Maritime Customs of China (II. Special Series, No. 31), 
which states that “it is doubtful whether soy bean cultivation 
will extend much in the districts where the bean is already 
grown on a large scale (i.e., Southern Manchuria), as it 
is too much to hope that the beans will supplant the other 
crops, such as millet and kaoliang, as far as the conservative 
Chinese peasant is concerned.
 “It is in the northern and western districts of Manchuria 
that the possibility of extension lies, i.e., the districts beyond 
Petuna, up the Hulan valley, and towards Mergen. The 
construction of a railway to this vast region is contemplated, 
and the land is mainly virgin soil, extremely fertile, which 
offers excellent inducements to immigrants who are now 
entering Manchuria in greater numbers than formerly, owing 
to the removal of Government restrictions.
 “A promising feature of this extension of the area in a 
northerly direction is that, at present, the further north the 
beans are grown the better in quality do they become. The 
best reports have, in fact, been received of beans grown 
far above Harbin. It is true that in the districts which lie far 
north there is always a risk of early frosts descending upon 
the harvests; but this danger could be averted by cultivating 
specially selected varieties which mature in the shortest 
possible period.
 “Much remains to be effected in the way of 
improvement of commercial arrangements in connection 
with the dispatch of the beans at the Manchurian ports.” 
Address: England.

1364. Chercheffsky, N. 1911. Note sur l’huile de soja [Note 
about soy bean oil]. Annales de Chimie Analytique et de 
Chimie Appliquee et Revue de Chimie Analytique Reunies 
16(10):376-77. Oct. 15. (Chem. Abst. 6:305). [Fre]
• Summary: Analyses of an oil imported from England 
under the name of soybean oil (huile de soja) proved it to 
be purifi ed rapeseed oil (Huile de colza). A table compares 
the constants for three oils: the imported oil (which was 
examined), real soybean oil, and rapeseed oil–showing 
that the imported oil has constants very similar to those 
of rapeseed oil. Also mentions sesame oil and peanut oil. 
Address: Ingénieur-chimiste (E.P.C.).

1365. Williamson, A.A. 1911. Commerce of the Liaotung 
Peninsula. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(255):535-40. Oct. 31.
• Summary: “The Dalny (Manchuria) consular district 
comprises the entire territory held under lease by Japan from 
China, lying at the extreme southern end of the Liaotung 
Peninsula, and is known and offi cially designated by the 
Japanese as the Kwantung Province. Its area is given as 205 
square ‘ri,’ or 1,220.57 square miles, and it has a population 
of 462,399 or 379 persons per square mile.
 “The country is very hilly in the southern part of the 
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Province, the elevation, however, seldom reaching over 900 
feet above the sea. Toward the north the surface gradually 
becomes more level and partakes of the nature of the fl at 
bean fi elds of north Manchuria.”
 “Dalny, the chief city and port of Kwantung Province, 
is said to have the fi nest wharves in the Far East, vessels 
drawing up to 28 feet being moored alongside the quay. 
Goods can be discharged from a ship and placed aboard 
the freight cars, which run out onto the wharves, in one 
operation. While ice forms in the protected parts of the bay 
at Dalny, it never becomes suffi ciently thick to interfere 
with navigation, so that the port is open the year round and, 
Dalny being the southern terminus of the main line of the 
South Manchuria Railway, the advantages offered are at once 
evident.”
 The export returns for 1910 “show a decided decrease 
in shipments of beans and bean cake. The causes of this 
are undoubtedly the (for the farmers) favorable preceding 
year and the outbreak of plague with which the country 
was smitten during the export season. The fi rst caused the 
farmers to sell rapidly in 1909 and to hold back in 1910; the 
latter, because of isolation and segregation measures, brought 
measures, brought traffi c to a standstill. Undoubtedly the 
bean season will, in the end, show no falling off, as the 
estimates of production which have been obtainable show a 
considerable increase in cultivation.”
 The section titled “The export trade” states that “the 
Chinaman” has a strong hold upon the trade passing 
through Dalny; a high percentage of the imports came in 
the shape of native products and “the export trade with 
native products showed the greatest increase, over 90 per 
cent.” A table shows “the principal articles exported through 
the Maritime Customs at Dalny during 1909 and 1910 
by steamer and by junk.” For 1909 and 1910 by steamer: 
Bean cake 615,252,933 / 526,030,267 pounds. [Soya] 
beans 981,274,267 / 713,489,867 pounds. [Soya] bean oil 
19,021,067 / 31,642,267 pounds. For 1909 and 1910 by junk: 
Bean cake 22,398,000 / 28,863,733 pounds. [Soya] beans 
43,657,007 / 13,827,333 pounds. [Soya] bean oil 2,679,000 / 
2,864,133 pounds.
 Under “Soya-bean trade,” another table shows the 
destination of these three products (in pounds) during 1910 
from the Dairen customs district, as given in the Imperial 
Chinese Maritime returns: Bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa) 
443,406,267 (99.9% of overseas total). Korea 307,333. Total 
overseas 443,730134. Chinese ports 111,163,866 (20.0% of 
grand total). Grand total 554,894,000.
 [Soya] beans: Egypt 302,240,800 (#1). Japan 
192,499,733 (#2). United Kingdom 59,455,867 (#3). Other: 
Denmark, Hongkong, Netherlands, Straits Settlements 
[today’s Singapore]. Total overseas 603,120,800. Chinese 
ports 124,196,400 (17.1% of grand total). Grand total 
727,317,200.
 Bean oil: Japan 17,208,133 (#1). Belgium 6,097,200 

(#2). Other: Denmark, Egypt, Hongkong, Netherlands, 
Straits Settlements. Total overseas 27,829,333. Chinese ports 
9,677,067 (25.8% of grand total). Grand total 37,506,400.
 A 3rd table shows prices of the three products month by 
month in 1910 in U.S. currency as reported by the Manshu 
Juyo Bussan Yushutsu Kumiai (Manchurian Staple Products 
Export Association). For bean cake, the price is per 61.33 lb. 
For soya beans and oil per 133.33 lb.
 “There are still no American export and import houses 
in this district, and until some thoroughly American house 
opens here, trade with the United States will necessarily 
remain half-hearted, being in the hands of natural 
competitors.” The main export from this district to the USA 
is soya bean oil, of which $93,974 was exported in 1910; 
only $8,532 worth of soya-bean cake was exported. Address: 
Vice Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.

1366. Chercheffsky, N. 1911. Note sur l’huile de Soja [Note 
on soybean oil]. Revue de Chimie Industrielle et le Moniteur 
Scientifi que, Quesneville 22(262):312. Oct. (Chem. Abst. 
6:305). [Fre]
• Summary: The author had a sample of oil, imported from 
England under the name of soya bean oil, analyzed. A table 
gives the constants and characteristics of three types of oil: 
The one imported, true soya bean oil, and colza / rapeseed 
oil. For each oil is given: Density at 15ºC, index of refraction 
at 15ºC, degree of oleorefractometry at 22ºC, Maumné index, 
index of saponifi cation, iodine index (indice d’iode), degree 
of fusion of the fatty acids, degree of solidifi cation of the 
fatty acids, iodine index of the fatty acids. The oil examined 
had a neutral reaction and was golden yellow in color.
 He concludes that the oil imported as soya bean oil was 
nothing but refi ned colza oil. Address: Ingénieur-chimiste 
(E.P.C.), Expert près les Tribunaux et près la Douane.

1367. Queensland Agricultural Journal. 1911. Soya beans. 
27(4):187. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: From Tropical Life: “Last year Corea [Korea] 
exported £584,500 of Soya beans, mostly to Japan. The 
Corean bean is said to be superior to its Manchurian rival, 
and so large an increase in its export (£200,000, or more 
than 30 per cent. over 1909) has released that quantity of 
Manchurian beans, required for the Japanese manufacturers 
of soya, &c., and enabled them to be sent to Europe, where 
the demand is rapidly increasing.” Address: Australia.

1368. Byington, Homer M. 1911. Decreased receipts of soya 
beans in England. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(260):654. Nov. 6.
• Summary: “The annual statement of the Bristol docks 
committee expresses regret that the trade in soya beans from 
Manchuria that sprang up suddenly three years ago has had a 
distinct setback, there being a decrease of no less than 30,000 
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tons in the imports at Bristol.
 “The oil extracted from these beans was exported in 
considerable quantities to various Continental ports direct 
and to the United States. To the latter country during the 
calendar year 1910 the value of the exports amounted to 
only $15,557. The oil cake manufactured from the residue 
after the oil had been extracted was exported principally to 
Denmark. The decreased imports from Manchuria are said to 
be due to the high price of the beans and to the fact that only 
the fi rst-grade beans are being exported, which has increased 
the price and checked the trade.” Address: Consul, Bristol.

1369. Wall Street Journal. 1911. Soya bean crop moving: 
Prospects good for a large supply in Manchuria for western 
Europe. Nov. 7. p. 3.
• Summary: “North China’s soya bean crop, which last 
year was valued at $30,000,000, export prices, has begun to 
be delivered at railway stations and river points in various 
parts of Manchuria. South Manchuria is expected... to send 
a surplus to western Europe, where most of the crop comes 
into competition with fl axseed and cottonseed. The season’s 
prospects are very good. A portion of last year’s stock has 
still to be marketed. Earlier fears of the plague, which last 
year disturbed deliveries, had not materialized up to the 
end of October. Shipments are from two to three weeks 
earlier. The Dalney [Dalny] price on steamer for November-
December delivery is $41.15 a long ton, with the Hull 
[England] spot price at $43.75, making a freight of $2.50 
[per ton] from the Manchurian seaboard to the east coast of 
England.”

1370. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1911. The chef says today:... 
(Ad). Washington Post. Nov. 17. p. 7.
• Summary: “The charm of French cooking lies in the 
unusual fl avors imparted by the use of various seasonings 
and sauces. Here are a few that every housewife should 
have in her pantry: Rose Water, India Soy, Escoffi er Derby 
Sauce,... Harvey’s Sauce, Walnut Catsup.”
 An illustration shows a smiling French chef with a white 
top hat, a goatee, and a waxed handlebar mustache. Address: 
New store: 1415-17 H St., N.W. [Washington, DC].

1371. Kent, William P. 1911. Manchurian trade and 
commerce: Newchwang. Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 14(271):888-93. Nov. 18.
• Summary: Table 2 (p. 891) shows that signifi cant 
“decreases occurred in the 1910 [soy] bean, [soy] bean-oil, 
and [soy] bean-cake shipments through the Newchwang 
customs. Beans were exported to Japan, Hongkong, and 
Samarang [Semarang, a port city on the north coast of the 
island of Java]; bean oil to Japan, the United Kingdom, 
Samarang, and Belgium; while Japan imported all the 
bean cake not consumed locally. All units for these three 

commodities are in piculs; A picul is equivalent to 133.33 
pounds.
 “The soya bean and its products... continue to grow 
in importance throughout Manchuria and to furnish the 
principal articles of commercial activity at Newchwang. 
When it is recalled how recently the soya bean and 
its extensive uses have come to the knowledge of the 
commercial world and how rapidly it has taken its place as 
an article of commerce, it must be regarded as a marvel of 
agricultural transformation, comparable alone in modern 
times to the discovery of Indian corn, tobacco, and the 
potato. The average price for 1910 of beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil, laid down at Newchwang, was: Beans, $4.90 per 
400 pounds; bean cake, $5.55 per 687 pounds; and bean oil, 
$5.75 per 133.33 pounds.
 “One of the by-products of the soya bean whose 
manufacture is increasing is soy sauce, a condiment much 
used in Japan and other parts of the East. The Japanese 
established a factory at Newchwang in 1903 for the 
manufacture of soy [sauce], starting with a small capital. 
It has been so successfully conducted that from the profi ts 
the plant is being englarged by an expenditure of $30,000. 
Some prominent Chinese capitalists from the south of China 
propose erecting two additional factories at Newchwang 
during the coming season.
 “The most important and profi table adjustment of the 
bean trade is bean milling, and during the 1909-10 season 
great progress was made in the substitution of modern 
machinery for the old type of press, in which a system 
of wooden wedges was used. Up to December, 1910, the 
number of bean mills in operation at Newchwang was 
as follows: Seven steam mills with an average capacity 
of 5,000,000 pieces of bean cake and 21,000,000 catties 
(catty=1.33 pounds) of oil per annum; 7 smaller ones with 
an average annual capacity of 1,800,000 pieces of cake and 
7,900,000 catties of oil; and 3 others with an average annual 
output of 300,000 pieces of cake and 1,300,000 catties of 
oil. One of steam mills employs hydraulic power on the 
mold presses; all the others utilize steam and oil engines 
simply to crush the beans preparatory to their being placed 
in the molds, which are worked by hand on a cog and screw 
system.
 “What is desired is a machine similar to a cottonseed 
press, meeting certain requirements peculiar to the bean. 
This suggestion implies a matter of great importance to the 
fi rst devisers of a machine meeting the approval of local 
bean-mill owners. To accomplish this end will require a 
personal investigation to acquire a close knowledge of the 
minor details of the industry. Descriptions and details are 
of no avail, owing to the probable omission of some item 
overlooked by an inexpert investigator.
 “Declared exports–shipping: Beans have not as yet been 
shipped direct from Newchwang to the United States. A 
small shipment of bean oil was sent on trial to a New York 
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fi rm, and should this prove satisfactory larger returns may 
confi dently be expected.” Address: Consul, Newchwang.

1372. Wilson, Ernest H. 1911. The kingdom of fl owers: 
An account of the wealth of trees and shrubs of China 
and of what the Arnold Arboretum, with China’s help, is 
doing to enrich America. National Geographic Magazine 
22(11):1003-35. Nov.
• Summary: The section titled “China is the original home 
of the tea plant” (p. 1030) begins: “Our work is with woody 
plants only, but one has merely to mention the soya-bean and 
its recent development to prove that the world is only just 
beginning to appreciate China as a source of economic plants 
and plant products.”
 Also discusses a history of plant exploration in China, 
including Robert Fortune (1840s and 1850s), Royal 
Horticultural Society of London, Charles Maries (collecting 
on behalf of the House of Veitch (pronounced “Vetch” like 
the leguminous forage plant), London and Chelsea), Father 
David and Father Delavay, Augustine Henry, Dr. Charles 
Sprague Sargent (dendrologist, and director of the Arnold 
Arboretum at Harvard University; received fi rst collection 
from China in 1881-82 from Dr. Bretschneider of the 
Russian Legation), the beautiful maiden-hair tree (Ginkgo 
bilboa), Chinese wood oil (superior to linseed oil) from the 
seeds of Aleurites Fordii and A. cordata, brick tea and twig 
tea carried by men in loads of 300-317 pounds avoirdupois 
to Thibet [Tibet], photos of the main road to Thibet, Chinese 
tea is superior to teas from Indian or Ceylon, the lacquer tree 
Rhus vernicifera.
 Wilson (1876-1930), a botanist, was born and raised in 
England, but spent his last years in the USA with the Arnold 
Arboretum. His plant exploration work in China began in 
early 1899, for the famous London nurserymen, Messrs. 
Veitch, of Chelsea. Dr. Sargent was largely responsible for 
starting this expedition, but in 1906, when Messrs. Veitch 
abandoned the project, Wilson’s services were secured on 
behalf of the Arboretum. Gives a detailed description of his 
trip through China. Includes 24 superb full-page photos, 
mostly of trees.
 Note: This is the earliest article seen (Aug. 2002) about 
soy in National Geographic magazine.

1373. Griffi ths, John L. 1911. Soya-bean cake versus linseed 
cake. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(281):1097. Dec. 1.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted by the East of 
Scotland College of Agriculture, during the winter of 1910, 
to ascertain the relative value of soya-bean cake and linseed 
cake for the feed of cattle... showed that the feeding value of 
soya-bean cake was about three-quarters that of linseed cake. 
The experiments included allowance for the higher manurial 
value of soya-bean cake, which is estimated at about one-

fi fth higher than the older food.” Address: Consul General, 
London.

1374. J. of the New Zealand Department of Agriculture. 
1911. The soya bean. Its possibilities in commerce. 3(6):487-
88. Dec. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “In a recent communication to the Department, 
the High Commissioner in London conveys much interesting 
information of the soya-bean industry. This bean, which is 
taking a commanding position in the Old World [Europe] 
as a food for stock, has not yet been tested on a commercial 
scale in this part of the world; but added interest is being 
attached to it with the growing appreciation of the need of 
better feeding of our live-stock. The department is testing 
a number of varieties of soya bean received from the 
United States Department of Agriculture at the Tauranga 
Experimental Farm...”
 The report notes that from Dalny (in Manchuria) and 
Vladivostok (in Russia) large quantities of soya beans are 
shipped to the United Kingdom. Small consignments of 
the bean and oil are received from Japan. “’These beans 
contain from 17 to 18 per cent. of oil, which is pressed out 
by ordinary crushers or extracted by the solvent extraction 
process. Originally the oil was used for soap-making but now 
it is used not only for this purpose, but much more largely for 
replacing linseed-oil. It is also used for lubricating, burning, 
and for edible The residue, after the oil has been extracted, 
is now well recognized as being one of the best foodstuffs 
for cattle. It is exceedingly rich in albuminoids in a readily 
digestible form. The opinion is expressed that in time this 
residue will come to be used as human food. Note: This is 
the earliest English-language document seen (March 2003) 
that uses the term “solvent extraction” in connection with the 
commercial crushing of soybeans to give oil and meal.
 “’The greater quantity of the soya-bean supply is 
shipped direct to this country, is crushed either in Hull or 
Liverpool, and large quantities of the oil are shipped to the 
[European] Continent. I am informed that bean-oil, without 
the aid of driers of some kind, will not dry hard...
 “’Experiments have been made in many countries 
to grow soya beans and apparently some of these 
experiments have been perfectly successful, as the Hull 
Oil-manufacturing Company have received samples grown 
within 200 miles of Calcutta, and the bean is now offered in 
small quantities from South Russia. Experiments are being 
made in Rhodesia, Canada, South America, and other places 
within the wheat and cotton belts.’” Address: New Zealand.

1375. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1911. English soy-
beans have been grown... 79(25):895. Dec. 16.
• Summary: “... on a small experimental scale at Wye, Kent, 
and a note about them appears in the Bulletin of the Imperial 
Institute.”
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1376. Hamm, Walter C. 1911. Oil trade in Hull [England]. 
Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
14(305):1621. Dec. 30.
• Summary: “The crop of linseed was small in 1910, and 
prices for linseed oil advanced from 50 to 80 per cent. This 
led to a smaller demand and less crushing.
 “The soya bean and its products [oil and cake] have not 
been in so much evidence this year as in 1910. Importations 
of the bean have fallen off largely, the arrivals during the 
11 months of 1911 having been 143,862 hundredweight, as 
compared with 236,263 hundredweight in 1910. Exports 
of soya-bean oil from Hull to the United States during 11 
months of 1911 aggregated only $28,582 in value, as against 
$139,571 in 1910. the reason given is that there is no profi t in 
shipping the oil, the price being so low in the United States 
as to make the business unremunerative.”
 There follows a long extract from a recent report of the 
British consul at Vladivostok about the very good soya-bean 
crop in north Manchuria. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1377. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1911. 
Agricultural development of Nyasaland. 9(4):380-87. See p. 
386. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The report of the Director of Agriculture 
in Nyasaland for 1910-11 has been issued recently, and a 
summary of the portions relating to the most important crops 
is given below, together with the results of experimental 
cultivation of some crops new to the country...
 “Soy beans.–Experimental cultivation of the black and 
yellow-green varieties of soy bean was tried during the past 
season, and both proved successful. The yellow-green variety 
gave the better return, viz. 15 cwt. 38 lb. of seed per acre [1 
cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. It would probably not 
be a profi table crop for Europeans to grow for export, but 
it should prove of value as a native food crop on the Lower 
River, and for this purpose seed is to be distributed during 
the coming season; surplus seed might possibly be exported 
to Durban [South Africa], where a soap factory has been 
established. Its chief value to the European planter would be 
as a green manure crop for exhausted tobacco soils.”

1378. Product Name:  Soya Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Messrs. Ranks, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1911.
New Product–Documentation:  W. Wicherley. 1911. The 
Whole Art of Rubber Growing. p. 151. British millers have 
found that “soya fl our ranks nearly highest in the scale of 
high-class products of this nature, and Messrs. Ranks, Ltd. 
among others, are now putting on the market a soya fl our of 
great nutritious value as human food.”

1379. Bruce, W. 1911. Report on cattle-feeding experiments 

with soya-bean cake. Edinburgh and East of Scotland 
College of Agriculture, Report No. 25. 16 p.
• Summary: Contents: Objects of the experiment: Scheme, 
centres. Spencerfi eld [near Inverkeithing, started Nov. 28]: 
Feeding, live-weight increase, cost of feeding. manurial 
value. Rires [near Colinsburgh, started Nov. 28]: Feeding, 
live-weight increase, cost of feeding. manurial value. 
Results at the two Centres. Quality of the beef. Dead-weight. 
Butchers reports. Summary.
 “In 1909-10 cattle-feeding experiments were undertaken 
at two centres for the purpose of testing Soya bean-cake 
against linseed cake. Particulars of these experiments are 
given in Bulletin XXI...” Thirty-six cattle were fed on 
linseed-cake and an equal number on soya bean-cake. “These 
experiments seem to indicate that Soya bean-cake, when 
used as a supplementary feeding-stuff in bullock-fattening to 
the extent of four or fi ve lb. daily, is a healthy cattle food and 
a satisfactory beef-producer. But weight for weight it is not 
equal to linseed-cake.” Address: B.Sc., F.H.A.S., Scotland.

1380. Don, W. 1911. Appendix II. Annual Report–Moor 
Plantation, etc., 1910. Southern Nigeria. Annual Report upon 
the Agricultural Department 44 p. For the year 1910. See p. 
31-32.
• Summary: In the table of contents, Appendix II is listed 
as “Annual Report of the Curator, Western Province.” The 
author arrived at Moor Plantation, Ibadan, on 6 Aug. 1910 
and took over the work there. From Aug. 17 to 22, 1910, he 
planted eight different varieties of cotton in 8 different plots 
on about 37 acres to test them. “In order to prevent cross-
fertilization a strip of 50 yards was left between each cotton 
plot. These were planted with American maize, Lagos white 
maize, soy beans, and various legumes.” The soy beans were 
planted on 1.35 acres on 8 Sept. 1910. “The Soy Beans (Plot 
C) were not a success, chiefl y owing to bad seed, it being 
necessary to re-sow twice, and even then there were many 
failures on the plot. It would appear that the soil was not 
suitable for this plant, as the growth was very poor.” The 
author submitted this report on 17 Jan. 1911.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest clear date 
seen for soybeans in Nigeria, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Nigeria (8 Sept. 1910). The source of these soybeans was 
probably England, whence they were sent by Sir Alfred 
Jones. Soybeans are not mentioned in any of these annual 
reports for at least the next 7 years.
 Note 2. The introduction to this Annual Report notes that 
Moor Plantation, an Agricultural Experiment Station with 
an area of 5,000 acres, is situated about 3½ miles west of 
Ibadan. It is traversed by the railway and perennial streams 
fl ow through it. The British Cotton Growing Association 
formerly occupied the land. Ibadan is the largest town in 
West Africa and is estimated to contain a population of 
140,000 persons, mainly engaged in agricultural pursuits. 
Address: Curator, Moor Plantation, Ibadan, Western 
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Province, Southern Nigeria.

1381. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.): Oils. 1911. New 
York, NY: Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc. Vol. 20, p. 43, 46a.
• Summary: A table titled “Vegetable oils” (p. 46) shows 
sources, yields, iodine value, and principal uses of different 
oils. Under semi-drying oils is listed “soja bean oil,” whose 
source is Soja hispida. The per cent. yield is unknown. The 
iodine value is 122. Principal use: Edible, burning. This is 
the only mention of soja bean oil.
 Note: The 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica is 
considered by many to be a classic, perhaps the best edition 
of this famous work ever published. The key to its use lies in 
the index or in using a digital edition.

1382. Giles, Lionel. comp. 1911. An alphabetical index to the 
Chinese Encyclopedia Ch’in ting ku chin t’u shu chi ch’êng 
(of 1726). London: British Museum. xx + 102 p. 32 cm.
• Summary: The author was born in 1875. The Introduction 
contains a lengthy discussion of Chinese encyclopedias 
(lei-shu), starting with the Erh Ya, dating from the 5th 
century B.C.; the 19 classes or categories of the Erh Ya are 
given. The next great encyclopedia was the T’ai P’ing Yü 
Lan, produced in 1,000 chüan or books A.D. 987. Unlike 
Western encyclopedias, these contain “no original articles 
on any subject, but consist simply of grouped extracts from 
previously existing literature.” “Another even more famous 
compilation of the same class is the Wen Hsien T’ung K’ao, 
by Ma Tuan-lin, published in 1319.”
 For soybean chiang, see p. xxvii and p. 299-300. 
Address: Asst. in the Dep. of Oriental Printed Books and 
Manuscripts at the British Museum.

1383. Hooper, David. 1911. Soy bean in India: Glycine 
hispida. Agricultural Ledger (Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. 
(Vegetable Product Series No. 114). Also reprinted in 
Tropical Agriculturalist, 1912. 38:11-15, 99-103.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Experimental cultivation 
in India. Vernacular names of the soybean. Method of 
cultivation: Green manure, harvesting. Races and varieties. 
Races in India: Yellow [grown in Poona Experimental 
Farm, Burma, Darjeeling, Dehra Dun, Simla, Punjab], green 
[Poona], black [Poona, Kashmir to Darjeeling, Simla], brown 
[Kashmir, Kalimpong to Darjeeling], mottled [Shillong, 
Assam]. Composition of the seed: From Church, from König, 
from Dr. J.W. Leather (1903), tables showing analyses made 
in India of Indian-grown Soy beans from various provinces 
(Burma, Hill Tracts, United Provinces [black seeds], and 
Poona). Soy bean oil. Soy bean oil-cake. Composition of hay. 
Use as food: Soy-bean milk, bean cheese (topo, sic tofu, or 
“Soy-bean cheese”), shoyu (“Under the name of ‘Soy sauce’ 
and other fanciful names it has formed the basis of most of 
the important sauces of Europe for many years.”), roasted 
soy beans as a coffee substitute, soy beans in diabetic diets. 

Trade (exports of Soy bean from Manchuria to England). 
Price.
 “The plant was introduced into the United States of 
America in 1854 and was grown to a small extent in the 
Southern States, but from the year 1885 its cultivation as a 
forage crop has gained in importance in all the agricultural 
centres. Within the last two or three years a great deal 
of interest has been taken in the cultivation of Soy, and 
experiments are in progress in Government Farms in Cape 
Colony, Natal [South Africa], East Africa, Gambia, Mauritius 
and Australia.
 Contains a good early history of the soybean in India: 
“It is diffi cult to ascertain the date of the introduction of Soy 
beans into India. There is no doubt that certain hill tribes, 
mostly of Mongolian origin, have cultivated the bean for 
a long time. At the Punjab Exhibition held at Lahore [later 
divided between India and Pakistan] in 1864 Soy beans 
identifi ed by Dr. Cleghorn, were sent from the Hill States. 
This is the fi rst record of the beans being exhibited in this 
country, and shows that the cultivation was on a insignifi cant 
scale.
 “Experiments in India. In 1882 Messrs. Jardine, 
Matheson & Co. of Hong-Kong sent a sample of Soy beans 
for experimental cultivation in the Saidapet Experimental 
Farm, Madras. The plants raised from these seeds were 
healthy but the yield of the crop was small.
 “In 1897 Surgeon-Colonel W.G. King, Sanitary 
Commissioner, Madras, strongly advocated the cultivation 
of Soy bean as a valuable food worthy of the attention of 
the people. In two experiments carried on at Saidapet during 
1897-98, the yield of seed per acre was 468 to 495 lbs., 
respectively. Recent enquiries in Madras resulted in the 
opinion that the cultivation in the Presidency is still in an 
experimental stage.
 “In 1882 some Japanese Soy beans were sent by the 
Government of India for trial to Saharanpur. In 1885 very 
good results were obtained, the black seeded variety giving 
a yield of 1,124 lbs. per acre, and the white seeded variety 
giving a yield of 561 lbs. per acre. In 1886 the acclimatised 
seed was widely distributed; in some cases the crop failed 
and in others it was fairly successful, but as a rule where 
seed was harvested it was said that the pulse was not popular 
in any form. The Botanical Gardens grew the crop for a few 
years longer but as there was no demand for the seeds the 
cultivation was abandoned. An interest in Soy bean, however, 
seems to have revived for the Agricultural Department has 
this year sent to the Reporter on Economic Products samples 
of the black variety of Soy beans from forty villages of the 
United Provinces.
 “At the Experimental Farm at Nagpur, Central 
Provinces, the bean was grown experimentally from 
Japanese seed fi rst planted in 1885. The yield at the end of 
the fi rst year was at the rate of 180 lbs. per acre, but taking 
the average of fi ve years the result was 88 lbs. per acre. In 
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the Report for 1908-09 it is stated that Soy beans were grown 
on a small area under fi eld conditions and the yield was 
fair, but there was little local demand for the seed. It was, 
however, ground and formed an excellent addition to the diet 
of the farm cattle. Last year only 43 lbs. were obtained on 
light soil on the Nagpur Farm, the crop being practically a 
complete failure; on heavier soil 380 lbs. of seed were raised.
 “Soy beans have been grown at Poona for nine or ten 
years with varying results, and they have also been tried at 
Nadiad in Gujrat [Gujarat] and elsewhere in the Bombay 
Presidency. In the Experimental Farm Report for 1901 a 
large yield was chronicled, but next year the crops at Poona 
and Surat failed. In 1904 a yield of 300 lbs. per acre was 
obtained in light land. One year later nineteen plots were 
under trial but with unpromising results, for only fi ve yielded 
seed enough to repay the cost of cultivation. The yield varied 
from 50 to 293 lbs. per acre, and it was found that only 
when the yield exceeded 200 lbs. was the crop profi table. In 
1905-06 the Manjri Farm, Poona, grew nineteen plots with 
better results, probably due to better soil. The yield of some 
of the plots was on an average of 680 lbs. per acre–a highly 
remunerative return. A year later it was reported by Mr. 
Fletcher, Deputy Director of Agriculture, that an experiment 
made on the edge of black cotton soil gave a yield of 1,166 
lbs. per acre, while adjacent plots gave from 395 to 650 lbs. 
per acre.
 “In the Agri.-Horticultural Gardens at Lahore Soy bean 
planted on a small area in 1894 yielded an estimated crop of 
349 lbs. of seed per acre and 349 lbs. of fodder. Evidently it 
varies greatly in suitability to different soils and climates and 
does not seem to be adapted to the sea level plains of India.
 “Gollan observed that the Japanese plant is erect, 
attaining a height of 12 to 15 inches, while the Himalayan 
form is a trailing plant. So far this vigorous growing plant 
does not appear in India to have been attacked by any insect 
or parasitic fungus.
 “With regard to Burma, Mr. Burkill remarks: ‘The 
Burmese grow it under the names of Pe-nga-pi and Pe-
kyat-pyin, sowing it never in great quantities along with 
other beans on the mud banks as the falling rivers leave 
them bare in October, or more sparingly still away from the 
rivers. The Kachins and other hill tribes grow a little of it on 
their hill clearings, the Kachins call it Lasi. The Khasis, the 
Nagas and other tribes between the Brahmaputra and Upper 
Assam cultivate it similarly... In the Brahmaputra Valley it is 
grown as far as known only towards Barpeta in the Kamrup 
District.’
 “Soy beans are called ‘Bhut’ in the Punjab, ‘Bhat’, 
‘Bhatwas’ or ‘Bhatmas’ in the United Provinces and in the 
hills as far as Darjeeling, and ‘Rymbai ktung’ in Shillong 
and the Khasi Hills. Mr. B.C. Basu gives the Assamese name 
for Glycine as ‘Patani jokra’ and the corresponding Bengali 
name as ‘Chhai.’ In the Naga Hills it is called ‘Tsudza’ or 
‘Sudza.’ It is grown by the Lepchas in Sikkim and is called 

by them ‘Salyang’ or ‘Silliangdun.’ ‘Pe-nga-pi’ is the usual 
name for Soy bean in Burma, but it has been received under 
the name of ‘Lasi shapre tum’ from Bhamo, and as ‘Lasi 
N’Loi’ and ‘Lasi N’Hti’ from Myitkyina. The Santali name 
appears to be ‘Disom Horee.’”
 “Dr. J.W. Leather in 1903 analysed the seeds of seven 
samples of Soy bean from Japanese seeds cultivated at 
Manjri, near Poona. The amount of oil in them varied from 
14.92 to 23.05 per cent. being on the dry weight 15.97 to 
24.41 per cent. with an average of 19.99. In 1902 Dr. Leather 
examined fi ve samples grown on the Dumraon Farm. They 
yielded from 14.27 to 19.72 per cent of oil on the air-dried 
seeds.
 “Fourteen samples of the seeds grown from Japanese 
seeds at the Manjri Experimental Farm were again analysed 
last year by a leading European fi rm. The percentage of 
moisture varied from 9.90 to 12.06, and the percentage of oil 
from 16.80 to 22.48...
 “The following analyses of Indian-grown Soy beans 
were made in the laboratory of the Indian Museum in 1909 
and 1910.” Gives names and composition (oil [as is and on 
a dry basis], water, and ash) for 17 varieties from Burma, 21 
from the Hill Tracts, 11 from the United Provinces [black 
seeds], and 15 varieties from Poona. “An attempt in 1903 
to extract oil from these beans with the country ghani or 
indigenous oil-mill was a failure in Bombay.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soy-bean cheese” to 
refer to tofu.

1384. Hutchison, Robert. 1911. Food and the principles of 
dietetics. 3rd ed. New York, NY: William Wood and Co. viii-
xx + 615 p. See p. 234-36, 496. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [100+* 
ref]
• Summary: Contains exactly the same information about 
soy and related products as the 1906 edition, in the same 
chapters, except it is on slightly different pages: See p. 234-
37, and the section on diabetes, which has a subsection on 
“Diabetic breads” (p. 496-97). Robert Hutchison was born in 
1871. Address: M.D. Edinburgh, F.R.C.P., Physician to the 
London Hospital [London].

1385. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West 
Indies (Barbados). 1911. Report of the Botanic Station, 
St. Kitts-Nevis. Report of the Botanic Station, Agronomic 
Experiments, and Agricultural Instruction; Also on 
Agricultural Education, St. Kitts-Nevis. p. 1-36. For the year 
ended March 31, 1911. See p. 29.
• Summary: In the section on “Experimental plots” (p. 28-
30), a subsection titled “Soy beans, Indian corn and onions. 
(Plot F.)” states (p. 29): “Soy beans were planted in half of 
this plot on June 16, 1910; these gave good germination but 
did not thrive well; they grew about 6 to 8 inches high and 
yielded beans at the rate of 205 lb per acre.”
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 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in St. Kitts and Nevis (16 June 
1910). The source of these soybeans may well have the 
British Commissioner of Agriculture in Barbados.
 Note 2. The label on the spine of the bound volume 
at the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report on 
the Botanic Station–St. Kitts-Nevis–West Indies [1901 to 
1915”].

1386. Lafar, Franz. 1911. Technical mycology: The 
utilization of microorganisms in the arts and manufactures. 
Vol. II. Eumycetic fermentation. Translated from the German 
by Charles T.C. Salter. London: Charles Griffi n & Co. ix + 
558 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [3240* ref. Eng]
• Summary: An extensive bibliography (3,240 references) 
for both this volume and volume I appears at the back of 
this volume (p. 417-518). The opening chapter begins: 
“Already in the fi rst volume (sect. 22) the algae and the fungi 
were arranged in a single group. that of the Thallophytes, 
in contradistinction to all other plants, the latter being 
classed in the group Cormophytes.” The latter group has “an 
articulation of the body of the individual organism into leaf 
and stem.”
 Chapter 43, titled “Morphology and systematology of 
the Mucors (p. 48+) contains sections on “Subdivision of 
the Mucor family” (p. 49-51), “The genus Mucor” (p. 51-53; 
The genus was established by Micheli as far back as 1729. It 
contains Mucor Rouxii and Mucor mucedo), and “Rizopeæ” 
(p. 53-56). An illustration (p. 55) shows Rhizopus nigricans 
(After Brefeld). Rhizopus nigricans is the best and longest 
known member of this family. In 1818 it was described by 
Ehrenberg under the name Mucor stolonifer, which is still 
used by several workers.” “The name Rhizopus oryzae has 
been given by Went and Prinsen Geerligs (I.) to a fungus 
discovered by them in Ragi (sect. 241), the sporangia and 
spore of which organism are considerably smaller than those 
of R. nigricans.
 Chapter 44, is titled “Fermentation by Mucors” (p. 57-
62). Chapter 45, titled “The use of Mucoreæ in the spirit 
industry” (p. 63-71) has three sections: Sect. 240. “Mucor 
rouxii and other species of Amylomycetes” (p. 63-67) states: 
“For the preparation of rice spirit there is produced in China, 
Cochin China, and neighboring countries, an article known 
as Chinese Yeast, and put on the market in the form of fl at 
mealy balls, about the size of a half-crown. Its preparation, 
composition, and application were fi rst described in 1892 
by E. Calmette (I.), whose reports were extended and 
supplemented by C. Eijkman (II.) in 1894.” The method of 
preparation is given. More important than its bacteria are 
“the yeast cells, which must be regarded as the exciting 
agents of the alcoholic fermentation; and certain Mucors, 

which affect the saccharifi cation of the starch. Of the last-
named organisms, which concern us here,. Calmette isolated 
a species which, in honour of his teacher and colleague, E. 
Roux, he named Amylomyces Rouxii.” Two illustrations 
show this organism, which produces a “diastatic enzyme” 
(p. 65). The so-called amylo process and the work of Colette 
and Boidin with Beta-Amylomyces and a-Amylomyces in this 
process are discussed (p. 65-66).
 Sect. 241 titled “Ragi and tapej” [tapé or tapeh] (p. 67-
69) states that “Tapej... is prepared from rice by the aid of 
a secondary auxiliary material, which the Malay natives of 
Java term Ragi or Raggi, and the Chinese settlers call Peh-
Khah.” A.G. Vorderman (1893) describes the preparation 
of Ragi. According to Eijkman (1894) Tapej, which is also 
called Tsao, is prepared with the aid of Ragi, by boiling 
husked Mochigome rice (Oryza glutinosa [Oryzae sativa 
glutinosa], known as “Ketan” in Java) in water until 
soft. The fl ora of Ragi and Tapej comprises three groups 
of microorganisms; bacteria, budding fungi, and fungi 
belonging to the family Mucoraceæ.
 Sect. 242, titled “The so-called Amylomyces process,” 
(p. 69-71), or Amylo process for short, states that “this is 
the name given to the process for the industrial utilisation 
of the diastatic activity of Mucor Rouxii and several allied 
fungi. A company, the ‘Société d’Amylo, was founded by 
A. Collette and A. Bodin (I, 1897), who also, in 1897, took 
out in the name of this company a German patent for a 
‘process for producing alcohol from starchy materials, by 
means of aseptic saccharifi cation and fermentation with 
Mucedineæ,...’”
 Fernbach (II, 1899) has given a lucid description of 
the practical performance of this process in the patentees’ 
works, the maize distillery at Seclin near Lille, France. 
This description is summarized. “An English patent for 
the mechanico-technological modifi cation of the process 
was also taken out by Collette and Boidin (III.) in 1898.” 
See also two other 1897 English patents by Collette and 
Boidin No. 19858 and No. 1155. “The reader interested 
in this matter will fi nd more precise data in the review 
published by M. Delbrück (III, 1899). The chief advantage 
of the Amylomyces process is the abolition of the 
expensive additions of malt requisite in the older method of 
saccharifi cation, the amount formerly needed being up to 
15 per cent. in the case of maize, and 2 to 3 per cent. in the 
case of potatoes. With regard to the yield furnished by the 
Amylomyces process, it is stated that in the Seclin works, 
37.8 litres of absolute alcohol are obtained per 100 kilos. 
of maize containing 57.5 p, a yield corresponding to 66.2 
litres per 100 kilos of starch. Owing to the large amount 
of mycelial hyphae, the residue fi lters easily.” “Finally it 
should be said that, since 1898, the aforesaid patentees 
have replaced Mucor (Amylomyces) Rouxii by another 
species, namely, so-called Beta-Amylomyces, or Mucor 
Beta. This organism is capable of dealing with more highly 
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concentrated mashes than the other, and enables a charge 
of 25,000 kilos. of maize to be mashed to 1000 hl (22,000 
gallons) of goods. per cent. of starch
 Page 213 states that Pichia farinosa (Synonym: 
Saccharomyces farinosus Lindner, a fi lm yeast) has been 
found by K. Saito (II, 1905, Botanical Magazine, Tokyo) in 
Japanese Soja sauce.
 Chapter 51 discusses the genus Aspergillus (p. 228-31) 
with many fi ne non-original illustrations (after Wehmer), 
including conidiophores, conidia, ascospores, different stages 
of A. oryzae and A. glaucus. Page 228-29 state: “Aspergillus 
Wentii, Wehmer, was observed by Went in the preparation of 
Tao Yu (see vol. 1, p. 248) according to the method practised 
in Java, and was described by Wehmer (XIX.) in 1896. It 
appears spontaneously on the boiled Soja beans that have 
been covered with Hibiscus leaves, and affects a loosening 
and disintegration of the fi rm tissue of the bean. The species 
forms a pale coffee-coloured, dense mold vegetation (Fig. 
167).”
 In Chapter 57 titled “Chemical activity of the 
Aspergillaceæ,” by Prof. Dr. C. Wehmer, page 270 states: 
“Two species, Asp. oryzæ and Asp. Wentii are reported as 
able to grow through the substance of soft-boiled rice and 
Soja beans...” The “enzyme mixture from Asp. oryzae (the 
so-called ‘Takadiastase’)” is also mentioned.
 Chapter 62 titled “The Monillæ and Oidia,” by Dr. 
H. Wichmann mentions Monilia javanica (occurring in 
association with others in Ragi, p. 333)., “Monilia sitophila 
(Mont.), Saccardo, is said by Went (IV.; reference missing) 
to be used by the natives in West Java in the preparation of a 
sweetmeat known as ‘ontjom’ composed of the seeds of the 
ground-nut or earth-nut (Arachis hypogæa). The ground-nuts, 
which are thoroughly permeated by the fungus, are made 
up in the form of small, orange-colored cakes, the surface 
of which is covered with the conidia, whilst the interior is 
both chemically altered and loosened in structure by the 
mycelium.” Sect. 315 (p. 336-39) is titled “Oidium lactis and 
allied species.” Also discusses Oidium lupuli, Matthews and 
Lott (p. 338). Address: Prof. of Fermentation-Physiology and 
Bacteriology, Imperial Technical High School, Vienna.

1387. Pammel, Louis Hermann. 1911. A manual of 
poisonous plants: Chiefl y in eastern North America, with 
brief notes on economic and medicinal plants, and numerous 
illustrations. Cedar Rapids, Ohio: The Torch Press. viii + 977 
p. See p. 520. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: The chapter on Leguminosae, under “Economic 
plants” (p. 520) states: “The seed of the Adzuki bean 
(Phaseolus mungo, var. glaber), is used as a food in Japan. 
The soy bean... is used in large quantities by the Japanese 
and Chinese for food, but is little used in the United States, 
being here cultivated as a forage plant.
 “Soy beans can only be fed in moderate quantities 
to cattle because of their purgative properties. A loss of a 

considerable number of cattle occurred in England recently 
where soy bean cake has been used. When fed mixed no 
trouble was caused, but when fed alone it caused poisoning.”
 A non-original illustration (line drawing, p. 520; see 
Jared Smith 1896) shows the upper part of a soja bean plant 
with two pods. L.H. Pammel was born in 1862. Address: 
Ph.D., Prof. of Botany, Iowa State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts.

1388. Porter, Robert P. 1911. The full recognition of Japan: 
Being a detailed account of the economic progress of the 
Japanese empire to 1911. London, New York, Toronto & 
Melbourne: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press. x + 789 
p. See p. 745-57. Maps. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 47, titled “The Soya Bean,” begins: 
“The history of the growth of the bean trade in Manchuria 
is as captivating as the story of the rise of Jack’s famous 
beanstalk of our nursery days. It reads more like a fairy 
tale than a page from the Board of Trade Returns. Only 
after one has travelled through the region where the Soy 
Bean reigns supreme, and has seen the wharves and the 
warehouses, the stations and the platforms, laden with bags 
of Beans, and noted the thousands of queer-looking stacks 
with pagoda-like roofs with which the country is dotted, and 
which serve as temporary storehouses for the produce while 
awaiting shipment, does one realise that it is not a fable, but 
a veritable fact in the history of international commerce... 
And the manifold uses, agricultural and industrial, as well 
as dietary, to which the bean can be put, invest this generous 
vegetable with increasing importance, and the future of the 
Bean crop with romantic mystery.”
 Maps show: (1) The journey round the world. 
(2) Chosen (Korea). (3) Taiwan (Formosa). (4) The 
Siberian railways. (5) The Japanese empire. Japan and 
Hokkaido. Inset map of Karafuta (Japanese Saghalien). (6) 
Administrative divisions and chief railways of Japan. (7) 
The industries of Japan. Address: 108 Banbury Rd., Oxford, 
England.

1389. Sawer, E.R. 1911. Cedara memoirs on South 
African Agriculture. Vol. II. Containing reports on feeding 
crops and livestock experiments in South Africa. Natal/
Pietermartizburg, South Africa. 371 p. See p. 131, 177, 183-
218. Report X. The Legumes as Grain and Oil Crops: Soya 
Beans. [15 ref]
• Summary: A superb, early overview of soybeans and their 
uses in South Africa and England. Contents: An agricultural 
romance. Early experiments with the soya bean [in Europe 
and South Africa]. Export trade from Manchuria. The 
course of prices. Consumption in Great Britain. Botanical 
character. The commercial aspect. History of the oil market 
during 1910. The adaptability of the bean. Germination 
of seed. Climatic requirements. Classifi cation of varieties. 
Variety tests at Cedara: Black seeded (Buckshot and Nuttall 
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tested in 1906), brown seeded, green seeded (Samarow and 
Guelph), yellow seeded (Mammoth and Hollybrook, planted 
Nov. 1908). The cultivation of the crop. Times of planting. 
Distances of planting. Manure experiments at Cedara. 
Nodule formation and composition of the plant. Harvesting 
soya beans. Storage of seed. Comparative yields of grain. 
Soya bean oil. Uses of the oil [for cooking, paint, soap, etc.]. 
Soya beans as human food (incl. natto, tofu, miso, yuba, 
shoyu {p. 209-11}). Digestion experiments [on humans in 
Japan]. Milling experiments. Soya beans as stock food and 
fertiliser. Live-stock experiments. Soya cake as fertiliser. 
Soya bean as green forage.
 Concerning industrial utilization: The Vice-Consul-
General at Yokohama writes that “the annual value of 
fertilisers employed in this country (Japan) amounts on an 
average to about £8,000,000 represented in equal proportions 
by artifi cial fertilisers and soya bean cake.” The year 1908 
was exceptional, however, in that the value of the bean cake 
was 3.5 times that of the artifi cial fertilizers (p. 184).

 During 1910 the linseed oil 
reached its highest price in 50 years (p. 
190). Soya oil, now produced in large 
amounts in Manchuria after the Russo-
Japanese war took its place. It was used in 
making paints, candles, and soaps.
 Concerning germination (p. 191): 
At Cedara: “The fi rst crop was planted in 
1903, and a maximum yield of 920 lb. of 
grain obtained per acre. In the following 
season, characterized by unfavourable 
weather conditions, the heaviest yield on 
a new series of plots was 780 lb. per acre. 
A third season’s trial on the same ground, 
however, witnessed a marked increase with 
local seed, the heaviest crop totalling 1,252 
lb. of grain.”
 Concerning soybean cultivation 
in British colonies in Africa (p. 192): 
“Early last summer the late Sir Alfred 
Jones shipped to West Africa soya beans 
for experimental purposes, and it was 
subsequently reported by Mr. A.G. 
Turner, who was entrusted with a special 
mission to encourage this culture on the 
west coast, that the soya bean could be 
successfully cultivated throughout the 
Gambia, Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the 
Gold Coast Colony, but that the yield to 
the fi rst experiment had only been from 
six to eight bushels per acre, there having 
been a considerable loss owing to faulty 
germination. Later results, however, were 
phenomenally successful.”
 Concerning soybean trials in 

South Africa (p. 192-93): “During the past year favourable 
results have been received from Umzinto [from Messrs. 
Archibald and Co., 52 miles south of Durban; elevation 300 
feet], Nel’s Rust Estate [64 miles north of Durban; elevation 
2,710 feet], Nottingham Road [elevation 4,807 feet], and 
Naval Hill [Mr. J.R.T. Clouston of Garrow planted a few 
acres in 1908], Colenso [elevation 3,200 feet], and Cedara 
[82 miles by rail from Durban; elevation 3,540 feet; a 
number of varieties were tested in 1906] in Natal; and from 
Barberton and Pretoria in the Transvaal.”
 Concerning comparative yields (p. 203): “As a grain 
producer, the soya bean compares very favourably with other 
leguminous crops, such as fi eld beans, peas, etc. At Cedara 
no other legume has produced, with chemical manures only, 
so heavy a yield of seed; and no other legume, except the 
lupine, has showed itself so much to be depended upon as a 
grain producer.” “Land that will produce 10 muids of maize 
per acre should yield at least six muids of beans after the 
second year’s cultivation,...”
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 Concerning uses of the oil (p. 209): “Soya bean oil 
has been found eminently suitable for the soap-makers’ 
purpose on account of its low content of free fatty acids and 
of unsaponifi able matter or impurities. In the latter respect 
it has been shown superior to any of the other oils or fats 
of commerce, whether of vegetable or animal origin. The 
glycerine, which is secured as a by-product of soap and 
candle manufacture, is subsequently distilled for explosives, 
such as dynamite, blasting gelatine, cordite, etc., and for 
various purposes in the arts, for fi lling gas-metres, for the 
manufacture of inks, printers’ rollers, etc. The residue from 
the distillation of glycerine is used in the manufacture of 
boot blacking.”
 Concerning human digestion experiments (p. 212): “The 
general opinion of Japanese investigators, and others familiar 
with Oriental dietetics, is that the protein in articles of food 
prepared from soya beans is in a very available form, and 
that these preparations are most valuable foods.”
 Five photos show various men standing in a crop of soya 
beans and in some of the variety plots at Cedara (1909-11). 
An illustration (line drawing) shows a curing frame for soya 
beans.
 Tables show: (1) Yields in lb. per acre of soya beans 
sown at different times, during 3 years (19-3-04 to 1905-
06). For each year is given: Date of sowing, date of harvest, 
yield of grain and straw, and manures used (superphosphate, 
gypsum, and potash). The variety tested was Henderson’s 
Early Green (Guelph) (p. 198). (2) Results of manure 
experiments with soya bean (Early Green) in lb. per acre. 
Sown 4 Nov. 1904. Harvested 13 March 1905. Increasing 
yields “may be attributed to the association of nitro-bacteria, 
the benefi ts of constant cultivation, and the accumulation of 
humus and residues of fertilizers” (p. 200). (3) Feeding value 
of soya bean cakes for manure, based on experiments by 
Messrs. Lever Bros., Port Sunlight, Liverpool (p. 215).
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2014) 
that mentions the use of a soy oil or a soy oil derivative 
(glycerine) in printing inks.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2004) 
that mentions the use of soy oil to make candles (one of two 
documents).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (June 2004) 
concerning the use of soy oil (or the glycerine derived from 
it) to make explosives.
 Note 4. The next section of this report (p. 218+) is about 
ground nuts (Arachis hypogoea). Address: Director, Div. of 
Agriculture and Forestry, Natal; Principal, Cedara School 
of Agriculture; Formerly Asst. Secretary of Agriculture, 
Southern Rhodesia.

1390. Simmons, W.H.; Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1911. Edible 
fats and oils: Their composition, manufacture, and analysis. 
London: Scott, Greenwood & Son. viii + 150 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm. [1 soy ref]

• Summary: The Preface notes that previously butter, lard, 
and drippings were the principal food fats, but with the 
introduction of margarine in 1872 by Mège-Mouries, many 
new vegetable fats and oils have found their way into the 
human diet, and the cost of food fats has been reduced. “The 
popular prejudice against artifi cial butters has now been 
largely dissipated...”
 Chapter 2, titled “Raw materials used in the manufacture 
of edible fats and oils” includes sections on “arachis oil 
(earth-nut or pea-nut oil), sesame oil, and “soya bean oil” 
(p. 20). The latter, which is generally pressed from the soya 
bean in China, “is now coming extensively into use, and is 
already employed for culinary purposes.” A table, based on 
De Negri and Fabris, shows the following: Specifi c gravity 
at 15ºC: 0.9242. Saponifi cation value: 191. Iodine value: 
121.3. Shea butter, mowrah-seed oil, and margosa oil, all 
recently discovered, are sometimes used in the production of 
“vegetable butter.”
 Chapter 7, titled “Salad oil” contains long sections on 
arachis oil (p. 77-78; the chief center of the industry is at 
Marseilles, in southern France), and sesame oil (p. 79-80; 
it is also called teel oil and gingelly oil, and in commerce 
is sometimes known as “French salad oil. It contains a 
phytosterol named sesamin and a phenol named sesamol).
 Note: Charles Ainsworth Mitchell was born in 1867. 
Address: 1. B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S.; 2. B.A. (Oxon.), F.I.C. 
Both: London.

1391. Stockdale, F.A. 1911. Soy beans. British Guiana 
Report of the Department of Science and Agriculture 
(Georgetown). p. 20-42. For the year 1909-10. See p. 29.
• Summary: In Section 2, “Economic,” is the following 
subsection: “Soy beans.–Trials have been made during 
the year with soy beans (Glycine hispida) at Georgetown, 
Onderneeming, and at the Experimental Rubber Station in 
the North West District. Seeds were obtained through the 
Commissioner of the Imperial Department of Agriculture 
from Antigua, but they grew unsatisfactorily and further 
supplies were obtained from seedsmen in America.” In the 
Experimental Brickdam Field a tiny yield of only 1¼ lb of 
shelled beans from 14 square rods (1 rod = 16.5 feet) showed 
that the variety experimented with would not thrive on the 
heavy clay lands of this fi eld. At Onderneeming School 
Farm, out of a total of 7,038 holes planted, only 1,829 
produced mature plants; the remainder dried up and died. At 
Issororo, the germination of the seeds was good, but young 
plants on the fl at were killed by heavy rains and those on 
the hill grew poorly. “These trials indicate that the variety 
of soy beans experimented with cannot be expected to grow 
satisfactorily in the colony, but further efforts will be made 
with other kinds.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning soybeans in British Guiana (renamed Guyana 
in 1966), or the cultivation of soybeans in British Guiana 
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(one of two documents). It was written in Aug. 1910, so 
the soybeans were probably planted in the spring of 1910. 
This document contains the second earliest date seen for 
soybeans in British Guiana, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in British Guiana (probably spring 1910). The source of the 
soybeans was fi rst Antigua, then the USA. Address: Asst. 
Director, Science and Agriculture, and Government Botanist 
[Georgetown, Demerara].

1392. Wakerley, F. 1911. Report of experiments on the 
feeding of dairy cows. (a) Linseed cake v. soya bean meal. 
Midland Agricultural and Dairy College, Reports on 
Experiments with Crops and Stock 9:57-66. In the year 1910-
1911.
• Summary: These experiments were carried out in early 
1911. Soy bean meal differs little from soya bean cake except 
that it contains less oil. Since the cake, when fed to dairy 
cows, has been accused of having an undesirable infl uence 
on dairy products, these experiments were undertaken with 
a view of fi nding out whether any ill effects were noticeable 
when the substance used was deprived of most of its oil.
 Soya bean meal was compared with linseed cake 
in a mixed ration for cows. Eight cross-bred Shorthorn 
cows, weighing between 10 cwt. and 11 cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds], were selected for the trial. 
The daily ration consisted of 2 lb. mixed meal (bran, sharps, 
and dried grain), 14 lb. hay, 7 lb. chopped straw, 56 lb. 
mangolds, and either 5 lb. undecorticated cotton cake or 4½ 
lb. linseed cake or 4½ lb. soy bean meal. The experiment 
was arranged so that four animals were fed for a fortnight (2 
weeks) on linseed cake and the succeeding fortnight on soy 
bean meal, while the other four animals during the month 
were given fi rst soy bean meal and then linseed cake.
 The total milk yields were: from linseed cake 2,684½ 
lb.; soy bean meal 2,668 lb.; and undecorticated cotton cake 
2,654¼ lb. Linseed cake also gave a greater increase in live 
weight–35 lb. as with 9 lb. from soy bean meal–for the 8 
animals.
 The quality of the milk from soy bean meal was slightly 
superior to that from linseed cake as determined by the fat 
and butter tests. The manurial residue from soy bean meal 
was superior to that from linseed cake. On the whole, taking 
into consideration the higher price of linseed cake, there was 
little to choose between this cake and soy bean meal.
 Linseed cake was also compared with cocoa-nut cake. 
Address: M.Sc, F.H.A.S., Agriculture.

1393. Wicherley, William. 1911. The whole art of rubber-
growing. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.; or 
London: The West Strand Publishing Co., Ltd. 154 p. See p. 
146-51.
• Summary: In Chapter 16, titled “The soya bean” (p. 146-
51), the author is encouraging the cultivation of soya beans 
in Ceylon. “Early last year the authorities in the Malay States 

embarked upon a scheme of raising soya on a large scale, but 
the latest reports point to an all-round failure, fi rst as to yield, 
and again as to the possible profi table exploitation of the 
plant. The same thing happened two years ago in Java, and 
also in the Philippines, where great things were prophesied 
for the soya by the already optimistic and enthusiastic 
American colonists. In each case–and generally the same 
may be said in every instance where, given the proper soil 
and climate, the soya bean fails to yield profi tably–the fault 
was wholly due to a want of practical knowledge of its 
cultivation.”
 “Now, it is extremely doubtful whether there are 
more than half-a-dozen Europeans who have a practical 
acquaintance with the successful growing of the soya bean, 
since the Chinese, always jealous of the secrets of a craft 
in which they have no rivals throughout the universe, have 
carefully avoided every attempt by outsiders to become 
acquainted with the system under which they produce 
the bean in such enormous quantities, and in so perfect a 
condition for export to Europe and elsewhere.”
 “I present the secret, therefore, to the reader of these 
pages with the greatest confi dence and pleasure.” He then 
explains that the key is proper inoculation of the soil. To 
accomplish this, soybeans are planted in any light, sandy 
friable soil without inoculation, broadcasting 4-5 bu/acre of 
seed. Six weeks after the plants have emerged and begun 
to branch, the crop is plowed under. The ground is again 
leveled, and the crop proper at once drilled in, the rows being 
6 inches apart with 4 inches between plants in each row. 
“Under this system the soil is thoroughly and effectively 
inoculated, and the crop, other things being equal, will 
mature in 8 or 9 weeks from the time of sowing.”
 “During the past year eminent millers both in England 
and on the Continent turned their attention to this residue 
material [defatted soy fl our, produced at Hull {England} and 
Antwerp {Belgium}], and have discovered in it properties, 
hitherto unsuspected, of immense value to the milling 
industry. In short, they fi nd that soya fl our ranks nearly 
highest in the scale of high-class products of this nature, and 
Messrs. Ranks, Ltd., among others, are now putting on the 
market a soya fl our of great nutritious value as human food. 
A most delicious biscuit is also being manufactured from the 
fl our by Messrs. Carr, of Carlisle. There seems, in fact, no 
end to the commercial possibilities of this truly wonderful 
legume.”
 Note: The Malay States were the native states of the 
Malay Peninsula, especially those formerly under British 
protection, located in the central and north part of the 
peninsula. These semi-independent states were inhabited by 
Malays and governed by Malay rulers. Address: F.R.H.S.

1394. Maynard, Lester. 1912. Soya bean industry in 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
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15(11):231. Jan. 13.
• Summary: Nov. 24: “Owing to the unsettled conditions 
in China, considerable apprehension is felt among the soya 
bean exporting merchants of North Manchuria, as it is feared 
that any disturbance here will result in the loss of advances 
made to the Chinese merchants for the future delivery of 
beans, or make it diffi cult to secure cars for the exportation 
of beans.
 “The total area planted in beans the past season was 
considerably in excess of that of the previous year, but fl oods 
destroyed much of the crop and the amount available for 
importation will exceed only slightly the exports for the 
1910-1911 season, which amounted to about 360,000 tons. 
An estimate of 400,000 tons for the 1911-1912 season is 
contingent upon normal conditions prevailing.
 “Efforts have been made by the Harbin Chamber of 
Commerce and exporters to determine the cost of producing 
the soya bean, but only a rough estimate has been obtained, 
namely, $7.50 per ton. At present the price is about $19.00 
per ton delivered to the nearest station on the Chinese 
Eastern Railway, and up to November 14 about 34,000 tons 
had been exported, all consigned to Hull, England. The 
prices for November and December delivery in October 
averaged $18.00 per ton and in November dropped to 
$17.70 per ton. The price for immediate delivery in October 
averaged $19.20 per ton and in November $18.60 per ton.” 
Address: Consul, Harbin.

1395. Hooper, David. 1912. Soy bean in India: Glycine 
hispida. Tropical Agriculturist (Ceylon) 38(1):11-15. Jan. 15; 
38(2):99-103. Feb. 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a reprint of an article by the same author 
with the same title published in 1911 in Agricultural Ledger 
(Calcutta) No. 3. p. 17-33. Address: Australia.

1396. Armstrong, Henry E.; Horton, Edward. 1912. Studies 
on enzyme action. XV. Urease: A selective enzyme. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series B 
85:109-27. Jan. 26. [2 ref]
• Summary: Urea (which is found in urine) does not undergo 
hydrolysis under ordinary conditions. But it is hydrolyzed 
by the enzyme urease. In 1909 Takeuchi found that the Soja 
bean (Glycine hispida) is particularly rich in urease. “No 
simpler case of hydrolysis by an enzyme than that of urea is 
known... To prepare a solution of the enzyme, the Soja beans 
are ground twice in a coffee mill and the meal extracted with 
petroleum spirit.” Address: England.

1397. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. 1912. Soya bean 
industry in Manchuria. 81(5):51. Jan. 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: A reprint of: Maynard, Lester. 1912. “Soya bean 
industry in Manchuria.” Daily Consular and Trade Reports 
(U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce 
and Labor) 15(11):231. Jan. 13. Dateline: 14 Nov. 1911.

1398. Mallèvre, A. 1912. Les expériences danoises 
concernant la valeur des tourteaux de soja pour 
l’alimentation des vaches laitières et l’infl uence qu’ils 
exercent sur la qualité du beurre [Danish experiments 
concerning the value of soybean cake as a food for dairy 
cows and its infl uence on the quality of the butter]. Annales 
de la Science Agronomique Francaise et Etrangere 29(1):81-
100. Jan.; 29(2):226-28. Feb. 4th Series, 29th year. [12 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction: The work of Nils 
Hansson in Sweden (1910), Ott de Vries in Holland (1910), 
Gilchrist (1909) and the Royal College of Agriculture 
(1909), both in England, Rosengren in Sweden (1910), 
Malpeaux & Lefort in France (1910), three conclusions. 
2. Danish research: Veterinary and Agricultural College 
of Copenhagen (1911), A–Infl uence of soybean cake on 
the yield of milk and the fat content of milk (research of 
Bregentved, Rosenfeldt, Sanderumgaard & Rosvang on 80 
cows), B–Infl uence of soybean cake on the quality of butter 
(research of Wedellsborg and of Poeregaard-Tranekjoer).
 The three conclusions in Part 1 are:
 “(1) All the experiments, with one exception, show that 
soybean residues, cakes and powders (les résidus de soja, 
tourteaux et poudres) exert an infl uence on the yield of 
dairy milk as favorable or more favorable than the cakes of 
decorticated cottonseed, linseed, or sunfl ower (tournesol).
 “(2) The results are less clear with respect to the fat 
content of the milk. In the two soy products, it seems 
increase at some times but more often to decrease. There 
remains one point to clarify. Elsewhere, in the majority of 
cases, the action of the soybean cakes (résidus) upon the 
butyric acid content of the milk is very weak and, from then 
on, without practical importance” Note: Butyric acid has an 
unpleasant odor.
 “(3) The feeding of milk cows with the aid of soybean 
cakes or powders of good quality does not jeopardize the 
quality of butter, nor (in particular) its taste.”
 Extensive experiments with a large number of cows 
have been carried out in Denmark with regard to the effect 
of soy bean cake on the yield and fat content of the milk of 
dairy cows and on the quality of the butter.
 In its infl uence on the yield and fat content of milk, the 
soy bean cake was found to be in no way superior to the 
mixture of other concentrated foods against which it was 
tested, viz., decorticated cotton cake, earth nut [groundnut] 
cake, and sunfl ower seed cake. As regards the quality of the 
butter, the soy bean cake had no effect on the aroma and 
fl avor, but produced butter of a fi rmer consistency than the 
other cakes tried. It is concluded that soy bean cake may 
be added with advantage to a mixture of such concentrated 
foods as produce a soft butter, but that beets should not be 
given in too large quantities along with soy bean cake, as the 
former also produce hard butter. Address: Professor, Institut 
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National Agronomique.

1399. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912. 
British oilseed crushing mills... 15(30):555. Feb. 5.
• Summary: “... last year imported 222,657 tons of 
Manchurian soya beans, worth $8,030,000. While partly 
crushed for domestic use, the mills exported 97,879 tons of 
soya-bean cake, valued at $2,886,000. Some of the oil is also 
exported.”

1400. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia. 
1912. The soya bean: Increasing popularity. 15(7):757-58. 
Feb.
• Summary: Contents: The trade in beans. Use as a stock 
food. As a restorative crop. Trials in Australia.
 “The extraordinary increase in the soya bean trade 
during the past few years (writes the New Zealand Farmer) 
is one reason why this crop should be thoroughly tested 
in New Zealand. Another reason is that the Soya bean has 
been proved to be a staple legume and a restorative crop for 
profi table growth in rotation with maize.”
 “In England the value of the bean has become so well 
recognised that the London Times states that this year’s 
requirements of the bean (for oil extraction and the residual 
cake for cattle food) would be over one million tons.
 “The soya bean has been hailed as one of Australia’s 
coming crops. From experiments made there ‘wonderful 
results in Queensland,’ and ‘encouraging tests in Victoria’ 
are reported.” At “Cheltenham upwards of 13½ tons of 
green soy fodder per acre was obtained, and 10 tons per 
acre at Ballarat.” Varieties planted at Cheltenham were Ito 
San (yellow), Baird (brown), Brownie (brown), and Guelph 
(green). The yield from each variety in tons of green soy 
fodder per acre is given. Baird was the leader with 13 tons, 
10 cwt and 10 lbs. Note: 1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 
pounds.

1401. Bergey, Nestor. 1912. Improvements in the treatment 
of soya beans for their conversion into food products. British 
Patent 5,169. March 3. 2 p. Application fi led 1 March 1912.
• Summary: Describes how to make roasted sprouted soy 
bean powder. “This invention relates to improvements in the 
process for treating soya beans, or Chinese soy, which have 
been previously partly germinated by soaking in an alkaline 
liquid, to convert them into various alimentary products.” 
The soy beans germinated by soaking in milk of lime or 
other alkali are washed, “torrefi ed or roasted whilst still in 
their wet condition,” and husked.
 After the beans are washed, “it will then be found that 
a greater part of the odour and pea fl avour they previously 
had has disappeared... the moisture is fi rst evaporated 
before the roasting proper begins... during the roasting the 
develop a peculiar fl avour and aroma, somewhat similar to 

that of cocoa undergoing a roasting process.” The oil may 
be expressed before roasting. The roasted beans may be 
mixed with cacao butter, etc., and ground for use in making a 
chocolate substitute, vanilla, sugar, etc., being added.
 “For manufacturing a substitute for coffee, chicory or 
the like, the treated beans after having been roasted to a light 
colour and freed from husks are ground to a coarse powder 
and reroasted.” During reroasting 15-20% of glucose or 
molasses are added.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the term “Chinese soy” to refer to the soya 
bean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “powder” to refer to 
roasted soy fl our. Address: Manufacturer, 48, Boulevard 
Voltaire, Paris, France.

1402. Fuller, Stuart J. 1912. New soya-bean mill in 
Sweden. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(55):950. March 6.
• Summary: The Aktiebolaget Goteborgs Ris- och Valskvarn 
(Gothenburg Rice & Roller Mill Co.) is installing a plant to 
process soya beans from Manchuria. “The establishment of 
such a plant at Gothenburg has been discussed for several 
years.
 “The plant will be the fi rst of its kind in Sweden. Soya-
bean oil, oil cake, and meal have hitherto been imported 
from Hull, England, and from Copenhagen. This oil has 
in the past four or fi ve years become a strong competitor 
of other vegetable oils, many of which are imported from 
America, while the bean cake and meal have been most 
successful in competing with American cottonseed cakes and 
meal.
 “The new enterprise is allied to the Swedish and 
Danish East Asiatic companies and with similar plants at 
Copenhagen and Stettin [Sczcecin, the largest seaport in 
Poland {as of May 2015} on the Baltic Sea and the Oder 
River], and Danish money forms part of the capital. The two 
East Asiatic companies referred to operate a joint steamship 
service to the Far East [East Asia], and the problem of return 
cargo for the ships that go out with paper, pulp, timber, and 
iron is important. This explains their interest in developing 
uses for Manchurian [soya] beans.
 “It is planned to expend 1,500,000 crowns ($402,000) 
in a plant capable of handling 30,000 tons of beans annually, 
and so designed that it can easily be enlarged to 50,000 tons 
capacity.” Address: Consul, Gothenburg.

1403. Liverseege, J.F.; Elsdon, G.D. 1912. The Livache and 
other tests for linseed oil and its adulterants. J. of the Society 
of Chemical Industry (London) 31(5):207-08. March 15.
• Summary: The method proposed by Livache seems to be 
the most widely used for obtaining quantitative results for 
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the drying power of oils. The oil gains weight during the 
test. “Of the other vegetable oils examined, soy showed 
the largest gain, 8.4 per cent. to 8.9 per cent.” Cottonseed 
oil came next, followed by colza oil and arachis oil. A 
discussion follows. Address: 1. F.I.C.; 2. B.Sc, A.I.C. Both: 
Birmingham, England.

1404. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1912. [Soy 
beans in Argentina]. 25(315):48. April 11. Summarized by 
the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1912. p. 493. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soy beans in Argentina 
during the past three years have proved successful, leading 
Estancia proprietors [to] inform Mr. A. Grenville Turner [of 
England], who selected the seed, that they intend to grow 
the crop on a commercial scale. The beans, says the Monthly 
Magazine of the Liverpool Chamber of Commerce, will 
be grown in preference to linseed, as a restorative crop, in 
rotation with wheat. As the percentage of oil in soy beans 
varies from 15.8 per cent to 23.20 per cent, enquiries are 
being instituted for seed beans having a high oil content, also 
for early and late varieties, to facilitate harvesting operations 
with other crops. The germinating capacities of soy beans 
vary considerably; all parcels of seed should, therefore, be 
carefully tested for germination before shipment.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of 
three documents).

1405. Hird, S.A.; Lloyd, L.L. 1912. The action of sulphur 
dioxide upon oils and their fatty acids. J. of the Society of 
Chemical Industry (London) 31(7):317-19. April 15. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The bleaching of oils and fats by means of 
sulphur dioxide does not appear to be employed technically, 
and little appears to have been published upon the action 
of this bleaching agent upon these compounds.” Soya bean 
oil is golden yellow in its natural state. In the presence of 
oxygen, sulphur dioxide, used for a short period, yields a 
brown thin liquid, but used for a long period, yields a solid 
brown mass. In the absence of oxygen it yields a brown 
to black substance, varying with different samples. The 
solubility of products after 6 months action of sulphur 
dioxide is as follows: Benzene: soluble. Ether: soluble. 
Petroleum ether: sparingly soluble. The action of sulphur 
dioxide upon soya bean oil in solution in benzene, carbon 
tetrachloride, and petroleum ether results in the solutions 
becoming warm, quickly bleached, and afterwards turning 
brown. With petroleum ether as solvent, a dark skin collected 
on the surface.
 Note: A sample of hot expressed soya bean oil, rich 
brown in color, was bleached, and then gave a darker color 
by action of sulphur dioxide than the cold expressed oil. 
Address: 2. PhD, Yorkshire, England.

1406. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1912. 

Cultivation of soy beans in Britain. 19(1):33-35. April.
• Summary: “Previous to 1909 a few attempts to grow the 
crop [soy bean in England] had been made, but without 
any great success; at best, the plants obtained grew up to 
the fl owering stage, but no seed was formed. The Board, 
thinking it possible that the seeds previously tried might 
have come from hotter climates and have been of varieties 
quite unsuited to this country, obtained from an Experiment 
Station in North Japan, seed of sixteen varieties of soy bean, 
along with a small quantity of soil in which the crop had 
been grown. These were grown in 1909 by Mr. Jay Golding 
at the Midland Agricultural College, and Professor [Roland] 
Biffen at Cambridge.
 “In the autumn of 1909 Mr. Golding reported that the 
seeds were sown on May 6th, and many of them grew well 
and vigorously, but none fl owered. Even some lifted and 
placed in a greenhouse refused to do so. The plants were, 
however, strong and healthy, and the roots were covered with 
an abundance of large nodules. At Cambridge the results 
were similar...”
 “These experiments appeared to suggest that Japanese 
varieties were not suited for conditions here, so in the 
following year the Board obtained, through the Seed 
Crushers’ Association, some Manchurian soy beans. One 
sample had been grown in North Manchuria, the other in the 
South, and each clearly contained several distinct varieties. 
These were grown as before by Mr. Golding and Professor 
Biffen. The former reported that again, though the crop had 
grown vigorously with abundant formation of root nodules, 
no seed matured. At Cambridge the test was more successful, 
the plants, though not growing very vigorously, fl owered 
about mid-August and ripened a small quantity of seed about 
the end of September. This seed was sown in April, 1911, 
but the crop made very little growth, and in spite of the hot 
season no seed was produced.
 “These results soon to prove fairly conclusively that 
none of the varieties of soy bean yet tried can be relied on 
to produce seed... Apart from seed-production, the plant 
has, however, a considerable value as a forage crop, and it is 
quite possible that in some cases it may be found useful for 
that purpose in this country... Mr. Golding has supplied the 
following analyses of the green forage produced by the two 
varieties of Manchurian bean in 1910.”

1407. Indian Trade Journal (The) (Calcutta). 1912. [Soy 
beans in Manchuria]. 25(318):141. May 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The United States Consul at Harbin states 
that owing to the unsettled conditions in China considerable 
apprehension is felt among the soy-bean exporting merchants 
of North Manchuria, as it is feared that any disturbance will 
result in the loss of advances made to the Chinese merchants 
for the future delivery of beans, or make it diffi cult to secure 
cars for the exportation of beans. The total area planted in 
beans the past season was considerably in excess of that of 
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the previous year, but fl oods destroyed much of the crop 
and the amount available for exportation will exceed only 
slightly the exports for the 1910-11 season, which amounted 
to about 360,000 tons. An estimate of 400,000 tons for 
the 1911-12 season is contingent upon normal conditions 
prevailing. Efforts have been made by the Harbin Chamber 
of Commerce and exporters to determine the cost of 
producing the soy-bean, but only a rough estimate has been 
obtained, namely, $7.50 per ton. At the end of November last 
price was about $19 per ton delivered to the nearest station 
on the Chinese Eastern Railway, and up to November 14th 
about 34,000 tons had been exported, all consigned to Hull, 
England.”

1408. Pontius, Albert W. 1912. Soap from soya beans. Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor). 15(107):494. May 6.
• Summary: “A good portion of the many thousand tons 
of Manchurian beans exported to Europe returns to the Far 
East in various forms of manufactures, such as soap (bean 
oil constituting an important ingredient), refi ned oil, soya 
biscuits, etc.
 “The merits and economy of bean oil as a substitute for 
coconut oil and tallow have been scientifi cally established. 
For this purpose, however, the crude bean oil, as produced 
by the crushing mills here, must undergo a refi ning process. 
This is still a technical experiment at the local central 
laboratory, which seeks to provide a process commercially 
feasible and available to those with small capital. The few 
soap factories in Dalny and elsewhere in Manchuria must 
now mix other fats, such as coconut oil, to the bean oil to 
secure the proper solidity.
 “About one and one-half years ago Lever and other 
large British soap makers became interested in Manchurian 
beans as a desirable material. It is understood that Lever will 
establish a soap factory at Kobe for utilizing Manchurian 
bean oil, notwithstanding that soda, another important soap 
ingredient, is not yet produced in Japan...”
 A note appended by the Bureau of Manufacturers states 
that American soap factories imported $2,685,596 worth of 
soya bean oil in 1911. Address: Consul, Dalny, Manchuria.

1409. Armstrong, Henry E.; Horton, Edward. 1912. Studies 
on enzyme action: XV.–Urease: a selective enzyme. 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. Series B 
85(577):109-27. May. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Equilibrium of urea 
and ammonic cyanate in solution. Hydrolysis of urea by 
soja urease (In 1909 Takeuchi discovered that the Soja bean 
(Glycine hispida) is particularly rich in urease–an enzyme 
which can hydrolyze urea). Preparation of enzyme. Method 
of determining activity of enzyme. Selective activity of 
urease. Time rate of change of urea by soja urease–effect of 
concentration (tables and graphs). Infl uence of the products 

of change (ammonia and ammonium carbonate). Stability of 
the enzyme. Infl uence of carbon dioxide. Infl uence of salts 
and non-electrolytes. Nature of the process of hydrolysis. 
Conclusion.
 In 1828 Friedrich Wöhler [Woehler], a German chemist, 
fi rst synthesized an organic compound; he produced urea 
from metameric ammonic cyanate. This was considered 
an achievement of great importance, for the synthesis of 
an organic compound was a severe blow to the vitalistic 
conceptions [vitalism] which had been dominant in organic 
chemistry. It broke down the barriers which, prior to time, 
had been held to exist between the organic and inorganic 
world. Address: 1. FRS. Both: England.

1410. Tropical Life (England). 1912. Coprah, vegetable oils, 
&c. [prices given for “soya oil beans”]. 8(5):95. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: “According to the London Public Ledger, prices 
on May 10th for the undermentioned ruled as follows: -
 “Soya Oil Beans. Market fi rm. Harbin parcels spot, £8 
16s. 3d. Hull, May-June, £8 17s. 6d., June-July, £8 17s. 6d. 
Cargoes May-June, £8 18s. 9d. June-July, £9.
 Note: Also gives prices for coprah [copra], linseed 
cakes, cotton cakes, coco-nut cakes, crude cotton oil, and 
coco-nut oil, cochin oil [probably high-quality coconut 
oil from the East Indies], palm kernel oil, and palm oil. 
No prices are given for “soya oil” or “soya cakes” (by any 
name).

1411. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1912. Australia: 
Denaturation of soya bean oil. 77:515. June 6. [1 ref]
• Summary: A by-law of the Australian Commonwealth (no. 
216) dated April 23, 1912, prescribes additional methods to 
those referred to in by-law no. 195 of denaturing soy bean 
oil, in order that it may be imported free of duty under Item 
234 (H) of the tariff. Under this by-law, soy bean oil may be 
denatured as follows: 1. By adding 25 gallons of commercial 
neatsfoot oil and 25 gallons of 300ºC test kerosene to 50 
gallons of soy bean oil. 2. By adding 5 gallons of terebene 
(a mixture of terpenes from oil of turpentine) and 5 gallons 
of turpentine to 90 gallons of soy bean oil. 3. By adding 25 
gallons of tung oil to 100 gallons of soy bean oil.

1412. Agricultural Gazette (London). 1912. Soya bean cake 
for dairy cows. 75(2008):615. June 24. Summarized in 
Agricultural Journal of India (Calcutta) 7:395 (1912).
• Summary: “Extensive experiments with a large number 
of cows have been carried out in Denmark with regard to 
the effect of soya bean cake on the yield and fat content of 
the milk of dairy cows and on the quality of the butter. In its 
infl uence on the yield and fat content of milk the soy bean 
cake was found to be in no way superior to the mixture of 
other concentrated foods against which it was tested–viz., 
decorticated cotton cake, earth nut cake, and sunfl ower seed 
cake. As regards the quality of the butter, the soya bean 
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cake had no effect on the aroma and fl avour, but produced 
butter of a fi rmer consistency than the other cakes tried. It is 
concluded that soya bean cake may be added with advantage 
to a mixture of such concentrated foods as produce a 
soft butter, but that beets should not be given in too large 
quantities along with soya bean cake, as the former also 
produce hard butter.”

1413. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1912. Oils 
and oil-seeds from Hong Kong. 10(2):229-35. See p. 229-33.
• Summary: “A number of samples of oils and oil-seeds 
were received amongst other products from Hong Kong, in 
July 1911... Samples may be seen in the Hong Kong Court in 
the Public Exhibition Galleries of the Imperial Institute.”
 Soy Beans: Four varieties of soy beans were received: 
1. “White bean” (known as Pak tau by Hong Kong Chinese, 
18.1% oil). 2. “Green bean” (Tsing tau, 17.9% oil). 3. 
“Yellow bean” (16.6% oil). 4. “Black bean” (15.1% oil, so 
considered less valuable by oil-seed crushers). The moisture 
content of all 4 varieties was “just over 8 per cent, which 
is considerably less than the Manchurian beans commonly 
imported into Europe. These Hong Kong beans would 
undoubtedly be preferred from this point of view, and there 
would be less risk of damage during transit than in the case 
of beans containing a higher percentage of moisture.
 “Soy Bean Oil: This was a clear, brownish-yellow 
oil, which furnished the following results on examination. 
Specifi c gravity at 15.5ºC: 0.924. Acid value 2.5 (mg of 
potassium hydroxide per gram of oil). Saponifi cation value: 
193.8. Iodine value: 130.0%. A fi rm of oil merchants valued 
it at £23 5s. per ton, in Hull [England], as a normal soy 
bean oil. Brokers valued it at 23s. 6d. per cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds] in London, packed in cases 
(Feb. 1912), adding that it represented the fi nest Hong Kong 
soy bean oil.” Ground nut oil and hemp seed were also 
received.

1414. Tropical Life (England). 1912. Coco-nut products, &c. 
[prices given for “soya oil”]. 8(6):115-16. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: “According to the London Public Ledger, prices 
on June 14th for the undermentioned ruled as follows: -
 “Soya Oil Beans dull. Harbin parcels, spot, £8 10s.; Hull 
afl oat, £8 10s.; June-July, £8 11s. 3d.; July-August, £8 10s; 
August-September, £8 12s. 6d. Cargoes May-June, £8 12s. 
6d. June-July, £8 12s. 6d.
 “Of oils, Cotton is quiet... Soya Oil, present price, 
London, for barrels spot, £30. Hull: Spot crushed, £27 10s., 
forward, £27 5s., spot extracted, £26 2s. 6d. Oriental dull 
and lower (in cases), March-April, £24 10s. c.i.f.; April-May, 
£24 7s. 6d. c.i.f.; May-June, after £24 12s. 6d. accepted 
c.i.f., Antwerp closed £24 7s. 6d. c.i.f.; June-July, after £24 
15s. accepted c.i.f. Antwerp closed £24 12s. 6d. c.i.f.; July-
August, £24 15s. c.i.f. Antwerp.
 Note: Starting with this issue, prices are given for 

“soya oil” under the heading shown above, and later under 
“Vegetable oil notes.”
 Also gives prices for coprah [copra], linseed cakes, 
cotton cakes, cotton oil, and coco-nut oil.

1415. Crossley-Holland, F.W. 1912. The suitability of 
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use. Year-
Book of Pharmacy (London). p. 489-95.
• Summary: This paper was presented in 31 July 1912 at 
the 49th Annual British Pharmaceutical Conference, in 
Edinburgh, Scotland. It was later published in at least one 
other periodical Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 
89(2546):154-55. Aug. 3.
 In the section titled “The vegetable proteins” are 
three subsections: Wheat protein, soya bean protein, and 
castor oil bean protein. We read: “Soya bean protein holds 
an important position amongst proteins with dietetic 
possibilities, but it is not in universal favour owing to its 
uncertain effects upon the organism. It merits the attention 
of pharmacists who desire to possess an inexpensive 
vegetable protein. Analysis of the soya bean reveals 32 per 
cent. of protein, and in absence of starch. These features 
are unique in a leguminous seed. The presence of a diastase 
in the bean converts the starch of the unripe seed into 
soluble carbohydrates which may be separated by washing. 
Purchases of soya bean meal, from which the protein is 
prepared, call for careful examination for impurities–such 
as Java bean–which are toxic in character. Java bean may 
be detected by the characteristic appearance of the cellulose 
which it contains. Colour tests for impurities in soya bean 
meal would be undoubtedly useful. Soya bean protein is 
enjoying an extended use in connection with the treatment of 
diabetes and malnutrition. The pharmacist may be reasonably 
expected to know something of its characteristics.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the term “soya bean protein” 
(or “soya bean proteins”). Address: F.C.S [Fellow of the 
Chemical Society].

1416. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. British 
Pharmaceutical Conference, 49th Annual Meeting, 
Edinburgh July 29-Aug. 1. 81(25):192-227. Aug. 3. See p. 
214-15.
• Summary: Under the subheading “Second session–
Wednesday, July 31,” is a paper titled “The suitability of 
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use,” by 
F.W. Crossley-Holland, F.C.S. It contains a paragraph on 
“Soya-bean protein” which states: It “is not in universal 
favour owing to the uncertain effects. It merits attention, 
however, as a source of an inexpensive vegetable protein, 
as the bean contains 22 per cent. of protein and no starch, 
and the soluble carbohydrates can be separated by washing. 
Soya-bean meal is liable to contain toxic impurities, such 
as Java bean, which may be detected by the characteristic 
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appearance of the cellulose which it contains. Colour-tests 
for impurities in soya-bean meal would be undoubtedly 
useful. Soya-bean protein is enjoying an extended use in 
connection with the treatment of diabetes and malnutrition.”
 Also discusses wheat protein, castor-oil bean protein, 
egg albumin, gelatin, serum-albumin, and milk protein or 
casein.
 A discussion follows. “Mr. Stevenson said he believed it 
had been proved that the cases of soya-bean poisoning were 
due to admixed Java beans.”

1417. Crossley-Holland, F.W. 1912. The suitability of 
various commercial proteins for pharmaceutical use. 
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 89(2546):154-
55. Aug. 3.
• Summary: This is a reprint of a conference paper presented 
on 31 July 1912 by the same author with the same title, and 
published in 1912 in the Year-Book of Pharmacy (London). 
p. 489-95. Address: F.C.S [Fellow of the Chemical Society].

1418. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1912. 
Soya beans from Manchuria... 15(195):896. Aug. 19.
• Summary: “... seem to be losing favor with English oilseed 
crushing mills, which imported in the fi rst half of 1912 only 
153,304 tons, against 167,020 tons in the fi rst six months of 
last year, and 345,471 tons in the fi rst half of 1910.”

1419. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report. 
81(12):590-92. Oct. 12. Series No. 1707.
• Summary: A table (p. 590) shows that the price of soya oil 
is “Firmer.”
 In the section on “London markets” we read (p. 591): 
Oils (fi xed).–”Linseed is practically unchanged on the week, 
spot pipes closing at 33s. and barrels at 33s. 3d. Rape is 
unaltered at 31s. 9d. for ordinary brown crude on the spot, 
and at 33s. 3d. for English refi ned in casks. Crude cottonseed 
is quoted at from 25s. 9d. to 26s., and 27s. 3d. for ordinary 
pale refi ned and 30s. for sweet refi ned. Ceylon coconut is 
quiet at 41s. on the spot and at 47s. for Cochin, the latter 
being 1s. better. Soya in barrels is quoted at 30s. being an 
advance of 6d.”
 Note: At this time in London, coconut oil is the most 
expensive vegetable oil traded, and cottonseed oil is the least 
expensive, and soya oil is the next to least expensive.
 Under fi xed oils, prices are also given for Lagos 
[Nigeria] palm oil, China wood oil, petroleum, turpentine, 
and lubricating oils. The next entry is for opium–the price of 
which is unsettled because of a war in the Balkan states.

1420. Lancet. 1912. “Synthetic milk” [Solac]. ii(4651):1905. 
Oct. 19.
• Summary: This is an editorial about Solac, England’s fi rst 
commercial soymilk. “Last week the papers announced 

the production of ‘synthetic milk,’ and in response to an 
invitation from the company connected with the exploitation 
of this new food product, our consulting chemist was able 
to inspect and taste a sample of the fi rst consignment sent 
to this country... The substance looks very like milk and 
has a round sweet fatty fl avor not unlike that of rich milk. It 
appears to be an ingeniously made uniform emulsion, and 
is said to contain a rather larger proportion of the nutritive 
constituents of ordinary milk, derived from the soya bean 
amongst other vegetable sources... It is stated that the 
product can be retailed at 3d. a quart. Soya milk is referred 
to in certain text books on foods, and is said to be made by 
boiling the beans until they are soft and then beaten to a pulp. 
The theory of an ingenious preparation is that a vegetable 
casein then passes into solution and forms an opalescent 
fl uid which resembles milk by the fact of a skin forming on 
its surface when boiled, just as in the case of cow’s milk, 
and the casein further can be precipitated from solution, it is 
stated, by rennet or acids. But, of course, casein is only one 
of the constituents of cow’s milk, and ‘synthetic milk’ is said 
to contain them all.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “synthetic milk” to refer 
to soymilk.

1421. Buer, Heinrich. 1912. Process and apparatus for the 
preparation of a coffee substitute from soya beans. British 
Patent 24,535. 4 p. Application fi led 26 Oct. 1912. Accepted 
17 July 1913. 1 drawing. [1 ref]

• Summary:  “The soya bean coffee prepared according to 
the methods hitherto in use possess the following drawbacks: 
1. A disagreeable tea-like smell and taste. 2. Imperfect 
extraction on soaking in hot water. 3. An inconspicuous 
small condition.”
 “The soya bean contains in its kernel bitter materials 
similar to coffee whilst above all, there are in the envelope 
the disagreeable tasting and smelling tea-like bitter 
principles.” Therefore the tea-fl avored materials “in the 
envelope and the kernel immediately beneath the envelope 
must be removed without removing the well fl avoured 
principles of the kernel. The present inventor has discovered 
that the tea-like tasting principle of the roasted soya bean is 
distilled off even at a temperature of 90º in a moist current 
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of steam, whilst the well fl avoured principles of the kernel 
volatilise only at a very high temperature and even then only 
imperfectly.”
 The new process is as follows: Wash the soya beans for 
a short time in cold or tepid water to partially remove the 
tea-like substances contained in the envelope. Then roast 
the beans in a roasting apparatus, fi rst at the usual roasting 
temperature rising to 190ºC until the water has evaporated 
from the bean and the kernel begins to brown. Then cool 
the beans quickly in a ventilated or perforated vessel such 
as a sieve. Now place them into the roasting apparatus and 
quickly heat them at the high temperature of about 210º, 
increasing to 220 or 230ºC until the roasting is fi nished. 
Finally place them in a rotating sieve drum and, with the aid 
of moist steam, volatilise any tea-like substances remaining 
in the envelope.
 An illustration (line drawing) shows the apparatus used 
in the preparation of a coffee substitute from soya beans; the 
parts are labeled.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term “soya bean coffee” 
to refer to soy coffee. Address: PhD and chemist, 24, 
Hansaring, Cologne, Germany.

1422. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report. 
81(17):663-65. Oct. 26. Series No. 1709.
• Summary: In the section on “London markets” under “Oils 
(fi xed)” we are informed (p. 664) Soya oil is 6d. cheaper at 
30s. on spot (p. 664).
 On page 665 we read: “Soy.–With a scarcity of Wochan, 
1s. 6d. per gallon is wanted; outside brands are quoted 1s. 
4d. to 1s. 4½d.”

1423. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta). 1912. Soya 
bean cake for dairy cows. 7(4):395. Summarized from the 
Agricultural Gazette (London), dated 24 June 1912. [1 ref]
• Summary: This 3-inch summary of feeding experiments 
in Denmark is almost identical to that published in the 
Agricultural Gazette (London) on 24 June 1912, p. 615. 
Address: India.

1424. Barrett, O.W. 1912. Soya soap. Philippine Agricultural 
Review 5(10):565-66. Oct.
• Summary: “The vast area planted with ‘Manchurian 
beans’ in northeastern China and the contiguous portion of 
Siberia may in the near future be greater still. A new fi eld 
for bean oil has been found and the new factories in Mukden 
and Dalny are now turning out very large amounts of both 
laundry and toilet soaps.
 “It is understood that the Lever Bros. Ltd., of Port 
Sunlight, England, will also establish a monster soap factory 
at Kobe; the only drawback thus far is the lack of alkali 
in Japan and northern China. According to the Bureau of 
Manufactures of the United States Department of Commerce 

and Labor, the United States uses considerably over 
5,000,000 Philippine pesos worth of bean oil annually.
 “Soya oil affects the price of copra. Soya soap relieves 
the overproduction tendency of bean oil and thus becomes 
a long-distance enemy of the Philippine coconut, although 
it directly assists in a degree in keeping up the price of soya 
oil.” Address: [Chief of the Div. of Experiment Stations, 
Philippines].

1425. Product Name:  Solac (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Solac Company (Synthetic Milk 
Syndicate).
Manufacturer’s Address:  221, Tottenham Court-road, 
London W., England. Also: Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction:  1912 October.
Ingredients:  Water, soybeans, lactose, sesame oil, sodium 
carbonate, salt, sodium phosphate.
New Product–Documentation:  Lancet. 1912. Oct. 19. p. 
1095. “Last week the papers announced the production of 
‘synthetic milk,’ and in response to an invitation from the 
company connected with the exploitation of this new food 
product, our consulting chemist was able to inspect and taste 
a sample of the fi rst consignment sent to this country... The 
substance looks very like milk and has a round sweet fatty 
fl avor not unlike that of rich milk.”
 Note: Solac was England’s fi rst commercial soymilk.
 Lancet. 1915. Dec. 4. p. 1263-64. “A milk similar.” 
Made by Goessel’s patented method. “By introducing a 
lactic culture of a selective strain at a certain stage of its 
production, the necessary biological activity is given to this 
artifi cial milk... A residue of bean cake [okara] is left which 
possesses high nutritive properties, and this has already 
been used for making a bread... Such a milk at once disarms 
all suspicion as to contamination with dirt and disease 
organisms... It has already been used with success by the 
bakery and confectionery trades.”

1426. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report. 
81(19):728-30. Nov. 9. Series No. 1711.
• Summary: In the section titled “London markets” we read 
(p. 730): “Soy.–For Wochan 1s. 6d. per gallon has been paid 
on spot, being scarce, and less esteemed brands are quoted 
1s. 5d.”

1427. Skinner, Robert P. 1912. Soya beans and their products 
in Germany. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
15(269):827. Nov. 14.
• Summary: “A growing business is being carried on in 
Hamburg in soya beans and their manufactured products, 
although offi cial trade statistics are not yet available. The 
trade to a large extent has been built up in foreign tributary 
markets, because in Germany cattle are usually kept in stalls 
and, having little exercise, are apt to have digestive disorders 
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when overfed with soya bean cake. In Denmark, on the other 
hand, where grazing is more usual, the demand for this feed 
has progressed steadily.” Crushers use naphtha as a solvent. 
Prices of soya beans and products are given.
 “Last year one Hamburg concern sent a shipment of 
beans to Houston, Texas, for planting, the results being 
excellent, according to reports from the importers. In 
England sauces [e.g., Worcestershire] are manufactured 
from soya beans, and in Hamburg one concern has produced 
a coffee substitute, or material to be added to cocoa, by 
roasting and grinding the beans. It is stated that this article 
has not met with much commercial success.
 “All contracts in this country are made according to the 
terms of the Incorporated Oil Seed Association of London. 
These contracts consist of 13 lengthy articles, and provide, 
among other things, that all disputes arising out of contracts 
shall be referred to arbitration in London.” Address: Consul, 
Hamburg.

1428. Pêle-Mêle (Le) (Paris). 1912. Le lait artifi ciel 
[Artifi cial milk]. 18(47):12-13. Nov. 24. [Fre]
• Summary: The cows are going to be able to rest. Already, 
with the adoption that is more and more widespread in the 
United States and England, of vegetal butter (du beurre 
végétal, probably margarine) people have started to get used 
to giving up butter made from the cow’s milk, and now milk, 
in its turn, will no longer be necessary.
 It seems that this artifi cial milk. although made from 
the plant kingdom, contains all the principles of good cow’s 
milk. It can also be used for all of the ordinary uses of milk.
 This milk, which is made in London, was, according to 
the Daily Chronicle, submitted to a committee of experts, 
among whom is Sir William Crookes, representing the 
British government.
 The promoter of the artifi cial milk affi rms that it is more 
digestible than ordinary milk and that its cream is much more 
nourishing. From it one can make an excellent cheese [tofu], 
but one cannot extract butter from it. As it does not contain 
any germs susceptible to fermentation, it can be stored much 
longer than cow’s milk.
 The invention of this milk is the result of a collaboration 
among three German experts. The process used to make it is 
very simple and always produces the same result. This milk, 
in the course manufacture, is never touched by human hands; 
this assure its perfect microbial immunity. Moreover it never 
comes in contact with open air up until the time it is bottled 
and sold.
 The vegetal principle employed in its production is the 
bean called “Soya,” or Chinese and Japanese bean.

1429. Charnley, William. 1912. Improvements in the 
manufacture of beverages. British Patent 3,899. 2 p. 
Application fi led 16 Feb. 1912. Complete specifi cation left 
14 Aug. 1912. Accepted 28 Nov. 1912.

• Summary: “This invention relates to the manufacture of 
beverages, and has for its object to improve the fl avour, 
nutritive value and appearance of malt or spirituous liquors 
by the employment of an additional substance in the course 
of their manufacture.
 “Hitherto the residue of various materials rich in 
proteine have been used in yeast and spirit manufacture, such 
substances being refuse from the manufacture of vegetable 
oils such as linseed and the like.
 “According to this invention the residue of the soy or 
soya bean, which contains in its natural state rather more 
than 17% of oil, after the oil has been extracted from the 
bean is cleansed and ground and sterilised by being subjected 
to heat at a temperature not exceeding 600ºFahrenheit” 
(316ºC), though, in some cases, this last operation may be 
omitted. The raw or cooked material is mixed with a small 
quantity of malt and treated in a converter or autoclave for 
about an hour at a pressure not exceeding 10 lb. The product 
is transferred to the mash tun in quantity equivalent to 12-
25% of the malt or similar material. To prevent diffi culty in 
fi ning, the wort must be thoroughly boiled; the beer obtained 
therefrom is characterized by great brilliancy, a strong head, 
and low alcohol-content.
 “This invention is particularly useful in the manufacture 
of stout and porter, while it yields a phenomenal quantity of 
yeast for the distiller, more especially in the case of whiskey. 
Good results are obtained in the latter case by adding 
about twenty per cent. of the product to the usual distilling 
materials.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) 
concerning the use of soya bean fl our–called “the residue 
of the soy or soya bean”–to improve the quality (fl avor, 
nutritional value, and appearance) of beer. Address: 
“Lyndhurst,” Fulwood, near Preston, County of Lancaster, 
England, Food Manufacturer.

1430. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1912. Trade report. 
81(22):831-33. Nov. 30. Series No. 1714.
• Summary: In the section titled “London markets” we read 
(p. 833): “Soy. A report is current that owing to the death of 
the proprietor of the Wochan brand there will be no more of 
this mark available.”

1431. Kuijper, J. 1912. Soja [Soya]. Departement van den 
Landbouw, Suriname, Bulletin No. 29. p. 24-29. Nov. [Dut]
• Summary: In recent years, since 1908, soya has become 
a product of great importance on the world market. There 
are few products whose exports have risen so dramatically 
in just a few years. The reason for the great expansion of 
trade in soya can be found in the great demand by industry 
for oilseeds. For more than 30 years, experiments have been 
conducted on growing soybeans in Europe, but the results 
have not been very promising. Some people have suggested 
that soya might be able to be grown in Suriname. It is grown 
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in many tropical countries, including Siam, British India, and 
Java. Requirements for cultivation and yields are discussed. 
Japan reports the highest yields, 2,500 kg/ha, compared with 
1,000 to 1,400 kg/ha from the USA. Soybeans produce more 
protein and oil per unit area of land than any other farm crop. 
The seed is used mainly for human consumption but the 
plant also yields, fresh or dried, an excellent livestock feed, 
which is why so much research on it is now being conducted 
in Australia and America. It is important for Suriname that 
soya can be used as a green fodder, for example interplanted 
and fed with corn.
 From soya one can make numerous products such as 
soymilk (soyamelk), soy cheese [tofu] (soyakaas, whose 
food value is higher than that of meat), soy fl our, soy bread 
(soyabrood), oil (olie), various sauces (soya sauce, Worcester 
sauce, etc.), and various substitutes for coffee and chocolate, 
etc. (surrogaten voor koffi e en chocolade enz.).
 In Suriname soya is cultivated on a small scale by the 
Javanese, for example in Lelydorp and in the settlements 
of Johan and Margaretha. Many experiments with Soya 
have already been conducted in the experimental garden 
(Cultuurtuin). Seeds imported from America did not give 
good results; the plants remained small, yielded few fruits, 
and died quickly thereafter. It is a common occurrence that 
plants from temperate or subtropical regions do not grow 
well in the warm tropics in the rainy season. Of the seeds 
cultivated in Suriname, two varieties give good results. 
Those cultivated by the Javanese give hardy plants and a 
lot of seed though exact yield fi gures are not available; the 
planted area is still quite small. But the yield is about 1,000 
kg/ha. Apparently the necessary bacteria are present in the 
soil, for the roots show nodulation.
 In the experimental garden two beds of soya were 
planted on May 24. The fi rst seeds ripened after 3 months 
and within 4 months all was harvested. Thus the plants 
developed during the rainy season, and they probably got 
too much water. The results would probably be better if 
this season could be avoided. Soya is sold in Suriname for 
hfl  30 per bag, a considerably higher price than that paid in 
Europe. On the plantations Peperpot and Jaglust experiments 
with soya have also been conducted. The European seed that 
was used gave very limited results. The experiments will be 
conducted again using Suriname seeds.
 With the market price at hfl  10 per bag, it seems very 
unlikely that the cultivation of soya in Suriname will ever be 
profi table, unless high yields can be obtained. As mentioned 
above, this seems unlikely. Small scale cultivation for sale in 
Suriname, however, seems advantageous at present, while in 
areas where cattle are raised the use of soya as a green feed 
to replace more expensive secondary feeds will likely give 
good results.
 Note 1 This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Suriname.

 Note 2. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Nov. 2012) that uses the term surrogaten voor koffi e to 
refer to soy coffee.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term soyamelk to refer to 
soymilk.
 Note 4. This is the earliest Dutch-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term soyakaas to refer to tofu. 
Address: Surinam.

1432. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. Soja hispida, 
Moench: Metodos industriales de elaboracion de sus 
diversos derivados [The soybean: Industrial methods of 
manufacturing its various derivatives]. Revista Industrial y 
Agricola de Tucuman (Argentina) 3(6):236-39. Nov. See also 
p. 396. With 5 photos of soybean plants and soybeans. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable milk (leche 
vegetal, soymilk). Vegetable cheese (queso vegetal) [tofu]. 
Oil and casein (aceite y caseina, including preliminary 
operations of washing the seeds, extraction of the oil (El 
aceite de Soja), extraction of the vegetable casein {caseina 
vegetal} which has numerous industrial applications, as in 
the preparation of water-resistant paints, in the textile, paper, 
silk, and artifi cial textile industries, rubber, leather, plastic 
materials, fi lms, photographic emulsions, etc.). Soy fl our 
(harina de soja). Artifi cial rubber (caucho artifi cial). Shoyu 
or soy sauce (choyou ó salsa de soja).
 “In the vicinity of Paris a factory for the production 
of soy-based food products has been founded. In England 
important manufacturers of soy fl our, soybean cakes, and 
the extraction of the oil are in operation. Mr. Karajama [sic, 
Katayama (1906)], a Japanese chemist, uses soybean seeds 
to prepare a concentrated milk, a fl our of the type that Nestlé 
makes, and biscuits (biscochos; not cookies), obtaining in 
this way a maximum of food and nutrition at very reduced 
volume.
 “The experiments carried out since one year ago at this 
part of the Experiment Station, attached to the National 
School of Agriculture at Córdoba, have verifi ed the easy 
acclimatization of this plant, the abundance and goodness of 
its products.
 “It is to be hoped that its cultivation with be extensively 
propagated in the zones that are favorable for it. This 
leguminous oilseed is not only of interest to the farmer, 
agriculturist, and landowner, but also to the industrialist, and 
on no smaller scale.
 “It is a new fountain / source of riches for the nation, 
that we must not neglect.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term caseina vegetal to refer 
to isolated soy protein.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term El aceite de Soja to refer 
to soy oil.
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 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the word choyou or the term 
salsa de soja to refer to soy sauce.
 Note 4. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term queso vegetal to refer to 
tofu.
 Note 5. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that uses the term harina de soja to refer to 
soy fl our. Address: Chief of the Experiment Station, attached 
to the School of Agriculture, Argentina.

1433. Thompson, Firman; Morgan, H.H. 1912. Soy bean oil. 
Delaware Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 98. 
13 p. Dec. 1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production of oil. 
Quality of oil. Some constants of soy bean oil. Methods 
used. Uses and value of oil. Qualities of cake or meal. Value 
as green manure and as an oil seed crop.
 Recently many U.S. experiment stations, especially in 
the South, have conducted soy bean cultivation experiments, 
with “fairly uniform success. Almost invariably, however, 
the object of these experiments has been to determine their 
value as a forage crop or for green manure, rather than to 
determine the industrial or economic value of the bean.” A 
table compares the nutritional composition of the soy bean, 
cottonseed, and fl ax seed. The soy bean contains the least oil 
(17.2%) and the most protein (33.5%) of the three.
 “In 1908, owing to a scarcity of linseed and cottonseed 
products, serious attention was given to the soy bean as 
an oilseed by the oil mills of England, with the result that 
during 1909 about 400,000 tons were imported by them 
for the manufacture of oil. The oil produced was received 
so favorably by various industries that the importation 
of the beans into England and other European countries 
has increased very rapidly... At the present time over 
1,000,000 tons of [soy] beans are annually exported from 
Manchuria, as well as large quantities of oil and cake which 
are manufactured there. While the oil has been used to a 
considerable extent in this country, it appears that none of 
the oil has been manufactured here, it being imported from 
Europe or from the Asiatic countries.” During the year 
ending June 30, 1911, 41.1 million lb of soy bean oil worth 
$2.55 million were imported to the USA. The decrease of 
imports to 28.02 million lb during the fi scal year 1912 was, 
in large part, due to a severe outbreak of bubonic plague in 
Manchuria.
 “Reports from many widely separated parts of the 
country show that the soy bean can, with reasonable 
certainty, be brought to maturity in almost any part of 
the United States south of the fortieth parallel” which 
runs through the middle of New Jersey, just north of the 
southern border of Pennsylvania, through Columbus 
(Ohio), Indianapolis (Indiana), and Decatur, Champaign, 
and Springfi eld (Illinois), then along the northern border of 

Kansas. The average yield is 25 bushels/acre.
 “According to Brode (Special Agents Series, Consular 
Reports, No. 39 [April 1910]) a process is now being used 
by several of the large oil mills in England, which consists of 
extracting soybeans with a solvent having a low boiling point 
(presumably benzine), whereby as much as 90% of the oil 
is extracted. This produces a cake or meal correspondingly 
lower in oil and higher in protein than that made by pressure. 
There also appears to be in use in England a secret process 
for refi ning the oil by which all of the disagreeable odor and 
taste is removed and a good edible oil is produced.”
 The author’s original experiments, based on 48 samples 
of soy bean oil, show that some constants of the oil are:
 Specifi c gravity at 15ºC .9212.
 Saponifi cation value 188.65.
 Acid value .28.
 Reichert-Meissl value 5.3.
 Hehner value 93.50.
 Neutralization value 177.82.
 Iodine value of the oil 127.78.
 Iodine value of the unsaturated fatty acids 131.93.
 Unsaturated fatty acids 84.70.
 Saturated fatty acids 8.61.
 Ether number 188.37.
 Glycerol 10.29.
 Mean molecular weight 315.5.
 The methods used to determine each constant are 
described in detail.
 “Probably the most important use of the oil is in the 
manufacture of soaps, for which purpose it compares very 
favorably with cotton-seed oil. Being a semi-drying oil it has 
also found some application in the manufacture of paints, 
and while it probably can never displace linseed oil for 
this purpose, it appears that when mixed with linseed oil in 
proportions as high as 25 per cent, no inferior qualities are 
shown in the paint. It is possible that, with suitable driers, it 
may fi nd more extended use for this purpose.
 “Regular American market quotations on this oil are 
only available since the latter part of 1909, and since that 
time the price has ranged from 6½ to 8 cents per pound with 
an average of about 6 3/4 cents, as compared with 6½ to 6 
3/4 for cottonseed, and 9 to 13 cents for linseed oil.”
 “The price of soy bean meal in Europe varies from about 
$28 to $30 per ton, compared with $30 for cottonseed meal 
and $35 for linseed meal.” Address: Delaware College Agric. 
Exp. Station.

1434. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 
1912. “Cowless” milk: Made in Germany. Dec. 7. p. 5 
(Supplement).
• Summary: “London. October 18. Synthetic milk–cowless 
milk–has arrived. The fi rst consignment has reached London. 
It looked like milk, it smelt like milk, and it tasted like milk–
some milk. At the best things look black for the cow. The 
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machine-made milk was bottled in Germany, in Frankfort–
patriotic cows will doubtless regard this as adding insult to 
injury–and opened in an offi ce in the Strand.
 “Half a dozen eminent analysts and some Government 
offi cials were there ready to taste, in the performance of their 
duty, and a good many other people who were also ready, 
even willing, to taste out of mere curiosity.”
 “To all questions as to the ingredients of cowless milk 
the same surprising and guarded answer was returned:–Soya 
beans–and other things.”

1435. Grey River Argus (West Coast, New Zealand). 1912. 
Milk made by machinery: Dairies turned into factories. Germ 
free and cheaper than cow’s milk. Dec. 9. p. 1.
• Summary: “The familiar sign ‘Milk from our own dairies’ 
may soon be supplanted in London by the announcement 
‘Milk from our own factories.’
 “This startling development of man’s struggle to 
improve on nature is the result of the discoveries of Dr. 
Saner and Dr. Gooseell [sic, Gössel; Goessel], two German 
scientists, who claim to be able to make by machinery milk 
that is superior to that supplied by the cow.
 “A demonstration of this synthetic milk was given at 
Dane’s Inn House, London, in October, in the presence of 
medical men and Press representatives. Apart from a sort of 
clinging taste after drinking it, the synthetic draught passed 
the palate test. It went a little better with coffee.
 “The inventors of synthetic milk have been 
experimenting in Germany for three years, and they claim 
they have now produced a perfect substitute for the natural 
article. Analysts in Germany have reported favourably on the 
new product.
 It is claimed that the new milk is:–Free from bacilli; 
More wholesome than natural milk; Made in various grades 
to suit, the infant or the adult; Easily standardised; And that it 
is much, cheaper than the natural article.
 “The raw material is said to be purely vegetable, one of 
the main ingredients being the Soya bean, which is grown in 
Japan and Corea [Korea], and much used in those countries. 
As to the process of manufacture. Mr. Faulding stated that 
various vegetables were put into a machine and subjected to 
great heat. In plain English the machine does the work of the 
cow, the raw material, in the scientifi c sense, being exactly 
the same as that which supplies the natural article. It takes 
about seven hours to turn out the fi nished milk, and it is 
proposed to ‘brew’ twice a day.
 “The plant is not costly, and taking an average of the 
various grades of strength the inventors intend to make, the 
price to the public will be 3d per quart. Cheese [tofu] can 
also be made from synthetic milk, which would be sold for 
about 3d a pound.
 “The substitute will not make butter, but it is possible 
that it may be used in the manufacture of margarine.
 “Synthetic milk also gives cream, but it takes longer to 

make it, as the fat is more evenly distributed than in the case 
of natural milk.
 “Other claims made for synthetic milk are that it is not 
touched by hand throughout the process of manufacture and 
that it is not exposed to the atmosphere while being made, 
except for the brief period required for bottling.
 “This, the inventors claim, makes it absolutely free 
from bacilli [bacteria], and thus, it is claimed, the substitute 
will greatly diminish consumption [tuberculosis] and other 
illnesses which are due to or aggravated by, tuberculosis 
milk.
 “It is said that the new milk will keep good twice as long 
as cow’s milk, but as it will be offered for sale in bottles of 
all sizes, this is not very material.
 “If the invention is favourably received it is intended to 
build a factory in London.”

1436. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1912. 
An artifi cial milk,... Dec. 13. p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “... manufactured from vegetables, which is 
said to contain all the elements of the best cow’s milk, and 
can be used for the same purpose, was shown to a gathering 
of scientists in London. Mr. A.J. Faulding, who will be 
responsible for the introduction of artifi cial (or synthetic) 
milk to this country, told a press representative that it was 
more digestible than ordinary milk, and its cream was for 
more nourishing. The milk could be used for all cooking 
purposes, and a very good cheese [tofu] could be made from 
it, but it would not produce butter. As the milk was germ-
free, it would keep longer than cow’s milk. The discovery 
was the work of three Germans, who spent three years in 
perfecting it. The soya bean in the principal source of the 
ingredients.” Address: Prof.

1437. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders. 1912-1913. The 
chemical constitution of the proteins. 2nd ed. 2 vols. London 
and New York: Longmans, Green and Co. 25 cm. Series: 
Monographs on biochemistry. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Part I: Analysis–The chemical composition of 
the protein molecule. The chemical constitution of its units 
(xii + 188 p.).
 “Dedicated to Emil Fischer. The master of organic 
chemistry in its relation to biology.” The General Preface 
begins: “The subject of Physiological Chemistry, or 
Biochemistry, is enlarging its borders to such an extent at 
the present time, that no single text-book upon the subject, 
without being cumbrous, can deal with it as a whole,...”
 The Introduction notes (p. 1-2): “The proteins, of which 
we know forty or fi fty natural ones occurring in both animals 
and plants, are divided according to their origin, solubility, 
coagulability on heating and other physical characteristics” 
into ten groups, including globulins, glutelins, gliadins, 
phosphoproteins, etc.
 Soy beans (although not in the index) are mentioned 
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in two tables: (1) Vegetable globulins (p. 56). The amino 
acid composition of glycinin from the soy bean (based on 
Osborne and Clapp 1907). (2) Composition of proteins in 
foodstuffs by nitrogen distribution in seven groups (p. 66; 
values for “Glycinin (Soy bean)” from Osborne and Harris 
[1903]).
 The front matter of Part II: Synthesis (xii + 107 p.) is 
very similar to that of Part I. The Introduction (p. 1) states: 
“A conception of the composition of a complex substance 
must precede its synthesis.” Mulder’s ideas about protein 
were “overthrown by the work of Liebig and his pupils. 
Liebig was the fi rst to recognise that the composition of 
complex compounds could not be ascertained by elementary 
analysis but only by the analysis of their decomposition 
products. He was also the fi rst to regard proteins as 
combinations of amino acids, glycine, leucine and tyrosine, 
were known to Liebig as decomposition products of proteins; 
before his death in 1873 the number of units known had risen 
to eight, and since that time the number has increased to 
seventeen.”
 “Up to the present time over two hundred polypeptides 
have been synthesized, and a great number of the 
simpler ones consist entirely of optically active units” 
(p. 7). Discusses: The linking together of amino acids, 
The polypeptides. The action of enzymes. Applications. 
Determination of the structure of a protein. Soy is not 
mentioned in Part II. Address: Asst. Prof. of Physiological 
Chemistry in, and fellow of, University College, London.

1438. Bell, H.T. Montague; Woodhead, Henry George 
Wandesforde. eds. 1912. China year book. Shanghai, China: 
North China Daily News & Herald. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Chinese, the title of this book is Chung-
hua nien-chien. In the chapter on “Products–Agricultural” 
is a long section titled “Beans and beancake” (p. 42-44) 
based largely on: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The soya bean of 
Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
 In Chapter 22 on “Religions” are sections on 
Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism, 
Judaism, and Christianity (p. 397-403). Under Buddhism 
we read that in China: “If Buddhism exists anywhere in 
the country as a pure faith, it will be only in some of the 
great monasteries (Johnston, R.F. 1912. Lion and Dragon in 
Northern China. London: John Murray), and even in these 
the monkhood is almost entirely a degenerate class. As a 
so-called religion of the people it is hardly distinguishable 
from Taoism, whose deities it has had to borrow in order 
to popularize its own temples. Its hold on the people is 
restricted mainly to beliefs and ceremonies connected with 
death and burial.
 “... Tibet is now the centre of the Buddhist world,... the 
purer ethics of Buddhism have been swallowed up by what 

is generally styled Lamaism... The spiritual and temporal 
government of the country is nominally shared between the 
Dalai Lama (at the Potala, Lhasa), the Supreme Pontiff of 
Buddhism, and the Tashi Lama in Tashi-Lunpo, but there has 
been a tendency” for the present Dalai Lama “to concentrate 
both spiritual and temporal power in his own hands.
 “As Tibetan affairs have fi gured prominently during 
the past few years in Chinese history, the following account 
of the Dalai Lama is given here.” “The present Dalai Lama 
is the 13th holder of the Supreme Pontiff of Buddhism, the 
spiritual and temporal ruler of the greater part of Tibet.” 
Describes the process by which he was chosen. “... not one 
of the four predecessors of the present Dalai Lama reached 
maturity. He is now 35 to 36 years old (1911),... On the 
approach of the Younghusband expedition of 1904 the Dalai 
Lama fl ed from Lhasa and made his way to Urga in the north 
of Mongolia.” He continued his fl ight for 5 years, until 25 
Dec. 1909, when he returned to Lhasa.
 Note: Francis Younghusband was a British Army 
Offi cer. In 1899 he and a small escort of Gurkha soldiers 
(from Nepal and North India) surveyed the uncharted region 
of the Hunza valley and the Khunjerab pass. Having become 
a Major, he served as the British Commissioner to Tibet 
from 1902 to 1904. In 1903-04 he led a mission to Tibet as a 
result of disputes over the Sikkim-Tibet border. The mission 
controversially became a de facto invasion and British 
forces occupied Lhasa. During this brutal campaign, on the 
way to Lhasa, Younghusband slaughtered 1,300 Tibetans in 
Gyangzê. The British force was supported by King Ugyen 
Wangchuck of Bhutan, who was knighted in return for his 
services.
 At the time of the Dalai Lama’s return, “Chinese troops 
had entered Eastern Tibet and were on their way to Lhasa. 
On January 20, 1910, a small fi ght took place between 
Chinese and Tibetans at Chiamdo, and on February 12 
a force of 40 Chinese mounted troops and 200 infantry 
arrived in Lhasa. The same evening the Dalai Lama fl ed 
to India,” then reached Darjiling [Darjeeling] on the 27th. 
“An imperial edict was issued in Peking deposing the Dalai 
Lama and ordering steps to be taken for the appointment of a 
successor. The decree, however, has remained a dead letter, 
and it may be doubted whether Lamaism will tolerate a new 
‘Living Buddha’ during the lifetime of another. Moreover the 
revolutionary outbreak in China at the end of 1911 caused 
the Peking government to relax its hold on Tibet, and it was 
anticipated that the Dalai Lama would seek to improve the 
opportunity by making an attempt to regain his power.” 
Address: 1. B.A., formerly editor of the “North-China Daily 
News”; 2. M.J.I., Editor of the “Peking and Tientsin Times”.

1439. Bradbury, Frederick. 1912. History of Old Sheffi eld 
Plate: Being an account of the origin, growth, and decay of 
the industry... London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. xiii + 539 p. 
See ix, p. 197, 271. Illust. General index. Index to marks. 30 
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cm. [25* ref]
• Summary: This is a very interesting and original book, 
with much new information about and photos of early soy 
cruets and soy frames. In the 1740s craftsmen in Sheffi eld, 
England (long known for its cutlery and metalwork), 
invented the process for making articles from silver plated 
on copper by fusion; this process is much older than electro-
plating. Before that all such articles were made from pure 
silver. Two early products were metal “soy frames” and cruet 
frames,” used for holding cruets–which are cut glass bottles 
that usually hold oil, vinegar, soy [sauce], liquor, etc. for use 
at the dining table.
 The section titled “Sale room values of Old Sheffi eld 
Plate” states (p. 184) that as of 1912: “Cruet and liquor 
frames are not in request, but small soy frames from the 
Adam period [ca. 1770-1790] are much sought after.”
 A complete list of Old Sheffi eld plated wares 
manufactured by the fi rm of Watson & Bradbury between the 
years 1788 and 1815, with original descriptions taken from 
the company’s pattern book, includes (p. 196-97): “Cruet 
frames”–485 different patterns. Note: this is the single most 
popular type of pattern / item. “Soy frames”–84 different 
patterns.” This one fi rm made a total of 570 different patterns 
of soy frames and glass cruets.”
 The section titled “Cruet frames and soy frames” 
(p. 271-73), which contains various superb illustrations, 
states: “The soy frames and cruet frames–with their many 
combinations and varieties of patterns, are suffi ciently 
illustrated here to give a very fair general idea of the 
different fashions and requirements of this branch of the 
industry. The name soy is borrowed from the French [sic, the 
Japanese], and signifi es sauce.” (p. 271).
 Black-and-white illustrations show: (1) A punching and 
piercing machine, with a “soy frame base” after piercing (p. 
119; various spaces were pierced on its edge).
 (2) “Small 2-bottle Soy Frame, by D. Holy, Wilkinson & 
Co. Date 1787.” 
 (3) “Small 3-bottle Soy Frame, with green bottles 
ornamented with gold, by N. Smith & Co. Date 1803.”
 (4) “Round 6-bottle Soy Frame, by Richard Morton. 
Date 1776.” Note: This is the earliest date seen (Sept. 2003) 
for a soy frame or soy cruets. 
 (5) “7-bottle Oval Soy or Cruet Frame, by T. Law & Co. 
Date 1792.” 
 (6) “3-bottle Cruet or Soy Frame Combination, with 
plated Mustard Pot, by N. Smith & Co. Date 1789.” (p. 271-
73). 
 (7) “Illustrated designs [two] from catalogues, about 
1778. The Soy Frames. The property of T. Bradbury & Sons” 
(p. 404). Address: Sheffi eld, England.

1440. Collins, S.H. 1912. Composition of the foods used 
in the experiments. County of Northumberland, Education 
Committee, Bulletin No. 17. p. 16-17. See also Gilchrist 

1912.
• 

Summary: See D.A. Gilchrist (1912, p. 16-17) in this same 
Bulletin. Address: Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, 
Armstrong College, England.

1441. Fairchild, David. 1912. Plant introduction for the plant 
breeder. Yearbook of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. p. 
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411-22. For the year 1911. See p. 416.
• Summary: The article begins: “It is now nearly two 
centuries since the fi rst successful attempt to hybridize plants 
was made by an English gardener.”
 The section titled “Extent of the work of the Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction” states: “To stimulate 
this research and make it possible for a growing number of 
enthusiasts to breed plants with intelligence, the Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction has been importing from 
various parts of the world the wild relatives of our cultivated 
plants and such promising wild forms as seem to offer a 
chance for domestication.
 “When one canvasses the whole world for the varieties 
of one of our cultivated plants it is surprising to fi nd how 
many forms there are. In 1907, for example, when the 
systematic work of bringing in soybean varieties for the 
Offi ce of Forage-Crop Investigations fi rst began, there were 
known in this country only 23 varieties. In a recent bulletin 
of the Bureau of Plant Industry 300 are mentioned as having 
been tested (Footnote: Piper & Morse. 1910. “The soy 
bean: history, varieties, and fi eld studies.” USDA Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 197. See p. 24). These forms 
have been gathered since 1907 from the bazaars of oriental 
villages or bought from peasants in Japan, India, China, 
Siberia, Chosen (Korea), and the Dutch East Indies by 
trained explorers, American consuls, missionaries, or special 
correspondents.” Address: Agricultural Explorer in Charge of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction.

1442. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1912. Feeding experiments 
with cattle and sheep, 1910-11. Soya cake. County of 
Northumberland, Education Committee, Bulletin No. 17. p. 
1-16. Summarized in Experiment Station Report, p. 767. See 
also S.H. Collins 1912.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Feeding experiments with 
cattle over eighteen months old, 1910-11 (12 cattle, at 
Cockle Park): Test of feeding standards; results of feeding 
decorticated cotton cake and soya cake. 1A. Results of 
feeding a standard ration and a ration containing more 
digestible albuminoids than the standard ration. 1B. Results 
of feeding decorticated cotton cake and soya cake.
 2. Feeding experiments with cattle just over six months 
old (stirks), 1910-11:. Results of feeding decorticated cotton 
cake and soya cake.
 3. Feeding experiments with sheep in sheephouse, 1910-
11: Trials of rations with and without roots; and of the value 
of true albuminoids and total nitrogenous matter.
 4. The feeding and value of digestible albuminoids, 
and digestible amides, by T.R. Ferris (M.Sc., Armstrong 
College). The construction of rations for farm live stock, by 
T.R. Ferris.
 5. Composition of foods used in the experiments, by 
S.H. Collins (M.Sc., Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, 
Armstrong College).

 In these tests, decorticated cotton cake was compared 
with soya cake. It was found that when a larger proportion 
of protein was fed than called for by the Wolff-Lehmann 
standard, somewhat faster gains were made but at less profi t.
 The section titled “Composition of the foods used in 
the experiments,” by S.H. Collins states that the following 
were fed to cattle and sheep in the 1910-11 experiments: 
Meadow hay, straw, swedes (roots), bulky foods, soya 
cake, decorticated cotton cake, Bombay cotton cake, and 
concentrated foods. Concerning soya cake: “This cake is 
repeating the past history of other cattle foods. As its novelty 
wears off its cheapness and quality also diminish.” A table 
gives the nutritional composition of the various foods. 
For soya cake: Moisture: 10.89%. Oil: 5.88%. Amides: 
-. Albuminoids: 41.81%. Carbohydrates: 31.34%. Fibre: 
4.63%. Ash: 5.45%. Total: 100.00%. Nitrogen: 6.69%. Silica: 
0.49%. Price per ton: £6 12s. 6d.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes stirk, a British word 
fi rst used before the 12th century, as “a young bull or cow 
especially between one and two years old.” Address: Prof., 
Armstrong College, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, England (far 
north).

1443. Giles, Herbert Allen. 1912. A Chinese-English 
dictionary. 2nd ed., revised & enlarged. 2 vols. Shanghai, 
China: Kelly & Walsh, Ltd.; London: Bernard Quaritch. 33 x 
26 cm. Reprinted in 1964, 1978. [4 ref. Eng; chi]
• Summary: These two massive volumes, each weighing 
about 9½ lb, contain more than 1,800 pages and 13,848 
Chinese characters. Contents of Vol. I: Part I. By the 
same author (25 books). Dedication. Preface. Extracts 
from preface to fi rst edition. Dialects (The romanized 
pronunciation of each character is given in Cantonese, 
Hakka, Foochow, Wênchow, Ningpo, Peking, Mid-China, 
Yangchow, and Ssuch’uan {Szechwan} dialects, as well as in 
Korean, Japanese, and Annamese, each being distinguished 
by its initial letter). Tables: Insignia of offi cial rank, the 
family names, the Chinese dynasties, topographical, the 
calendar, miscellaneous (the Chinese digits, the Chinese 
decimal system). The 214 radicals. Radical index. Part II. 
A Chinese-English dictionary (p. 1-1711, in two volumes). 
Examples of soy-related characters:

Chiang (p. 149, No. 1220). “A soy made by mixing 
salt with bean fl our. Sauce.” Fourteen compounds using this 
character are given, including: Bean sauce, soy. Pickled bean 
curd. Bean sauce. Soy is of two kinds, the clear and the thick. 
Dry relishes. Soy [sauce] colour–a dark reddish drab. He 
won’t use money for vinegar to buy soy.

Ch’ih (p. 249, No. 1996). “Salted fruits, etc., dried and 
used as relishes.” Four compounds incl.: Salted beans. Soy, 
sauce.

Fu (p. 458, No. 3686). “Rotten; putrid; worthless.” 
Eleven compounds and sayings include: Bean curd, see No. 
11,417. Bean curd offi cials–a term of contempt applied to 
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certain of the poorer classes of offi cial servants who are 
compelled to feed largely on this cheap food. Also explained 
as fl abby or unenergetic offi cials. A Mongol name for 
cheese. A kind of milk made from beans (milk + fu) [Note 1. 
Probably fermented tofu].

Huang (p. 635, No. 5124). Yellow. Compounds: Yellow 
beans.

Mao (p. 955, No. 7,679). “Hair, down, feather.” But the 
word Maodou (“Hairy beans”) = edamame does not appear 
here.

Ta (p. 1,294-96, No. 10,470). “Great.” But the word 
“Great bean” = soybean does not appear here.

Tou (p. 1,412, No. 11,417). “Beans; pulse.” See also No. 
11,412. Thirty compounds, incl.: Bean-sprouts. Bean-curd. A 
cheap restaurant (a bean-curd restaurant). Like making bean 
curd–very tedious. A tongue like a knife, but a bean-curd 
heart (soft). Bean-cake. Bean oil. Big bean, black bean, or 
yellow bean = the soja or soya bean (Glycine hispida, Max.), 
used for making bean-curd, soy, oil, etc. Ground-nuts.

Yu (p. 1,661, No. 13,409). “Oil, fat, grease.” 45 
compounds incl. Oil, salt, soy, and vinegar = condiments 
generally. Sesamum-seed oil. Linseed. Wood oil. An oil 
factory. Oil dregs. But “bean-oil” = soybean oil does not 
appear here.
 Note 2 (see p. vii): Other earlier important Chinese 
dictionaries are: Morrison (1819, English). Medhurst (1843, 
English). Williams (1874, American). Giles (1892, English). 
Giles lived 1845-1935.
 Note 3. Unfortunately, the pronunciation of the 
compounds is not given (as in Mandarin). Address: Prof. 
of Chinese, Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, England; and 
sometimes H.B.M. Consul at Ningpo.

1444. Goodrich, Walter Francis. 1912. Modern destructor 
practice. London: Charles Griffi n and Co., Ltd.; Philadelphia: 
J.B. Lippincott Co. xvi + 278 p. See p. 180. Illust. (With 116 
illust. and 46 tables). 23 cm. [10+* ref]
• Summary: A destructor is a large incinerator or battery of 
incinerators designed for sanitary refuse / waste disposal and 
to produce low-cost power as a by-product using steam.
 In the section on “The Far East” (Oriental countries), 
table 24 titled “Report of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
for year ending December 31, 1899...” (p. 180) shows the 
percentage composition of Shanghai garbage among 15 
categories each month for a year. A footnote concerning 
organic matter states: “Includes cabbage leaves... putrid 
meat, old shoes, fi sh and fowl entrails, fi sh heads and 
bones, refuse from the manufacture of bean cakes [probably 
okara] and Chinese sauce (soy), etc.” Address: Monmouth 
Lodge, Watford. Associate of the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers; Fellow of the Inst. of Sanitary Engineers, and 
author of various books incl. Refuse Disposal and Power 
Production.

1445. Hawk, W. comp. 1912. The feeding and management 
of cattle and the manuring of crops. Cornwall County 
Council. Agricultural Experiments. p. 1-29. See p. 25-29. [2 
ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” (p. 25-29) 
states: “Although soya bean cake was not introduced into 
this country, except in small quantities, until 1909, soya 
bean has been grown as a fodder crop for some years in 
both Germany and America. It is not only a rich cattle food 
but it has a high manurial value, being as rich in nitrogen as 
decorticate cotton cake while it contains some potash and 
phosphoric acid. Nevertheless there is practically no demand 
for this cake in Cornwall. We have fed it to bullocks for 
two years to the extent of 3 lbs. per head daily of soya bean 
cake mixed with an equal weight of undecorticated cotton 
cake, with quite satisfactory results, and we have fed with 
larger quantities for shorter intervals without the slightest 
objectionable features.
 “Still we are fully aware that there is an impression 
among farmers that it is dangerous to feed this cake to stock, 
although there is nothing whatever to justify it...
 “It seems highly probable that the prejudice against 
soya bean cake is due to the fact of its having been confused 
with the Java bean. This is an undoubtedly poisonous bean 
containing a glucoside, which yields a very powerful poison. 
There is, however, no connection whatever between the two 
beans.”
 Table 14, titled “Experiment with eight heifers, March 
to June” (p. 27) shows the increase in live weight of two lots 
receiving 6 lb/day of slightly different diets. Lot 1, whose 
diet contained “2 lbs. soya bean cake, 2 lbs. undecorticated 
cotton cake, and 2 lbs maize meal” gained 7% more weight 
than Lot 2, whose diet contained no soya bean cake. Table 
15 (p. 28) shows a similar experiment from June to October. 
Address: Chairman, Executive Committee for Agriculture.

1446. Imperial Commissioner of Agriculture for the West 
Indies (Barbados). 1912. Report on the Agricultural School 
and Experiment Station. Reports on the Botanic Station, 
Agricultural School, and Experiment Plots, St. Lucia. p. 21-
27. For the year ended March 31, 1911.
• Summary: In the section titled “Experiment work and 
plots” (p. 23-27), the subsection titled “Soy beans” states 
(p. 25): “This bean was tried as a green dressing between 
young cocoa trees. The seed was sown broadcast on forked 
land, and hoed in. The plants grew to a height of about 9 
inches and fruited; but in vigour, amount of haulm, and soil 
covering qualities they were much inferior to the cowpea.”
 Note 1: The label on the spine of the bound volume at 
the National Agricultural Library (USA) is: “Report of the 
Agricultural Department–St. Lucia–[1896 to 1912”].
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in St. Lucia, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in St. Lucia. This document contains the earliest 
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date seen for soybeans in St. Lucia, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in St. Lucia (1911). The source of these soybeans 
was probably the British Commissioner of Agriculture in 
Barbados.

1447. Ladd, E.F. 1912. Report of the Food Commissioner, 
1911. North Dakota Government Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Annual Report to the Governor of North Dakota, 
Part II (Fargo) 22:1-215. See p. 145.
• Summary: In the section titled “Division of Industrial 
Chemistry” (p. 144-50) is a 1/3 page subsection (p. 145) 
titled “Soya bean oils,” which states that two samples of 
soya bean oils have been tested. “Station [sample] No. 
639. Soya oil, [tested by] A.N. Parks, Co., Philadelphia, 
Pa. [Pennsylvania]. English crushed crude direct from 212 
barrels, imported directly from England. Specifi c gravity 
at 15ºC.: 0.92226. Refractive index at 20ºC.: 1.4742. 
Saponifi cation No.: 192. Iodine No. (Hanus): 125. Acid 
fi gure: 5.0. Presumably pure soya bean oil.
 “Station [sample] No. 677. Manchurian soya bean 
oil, [tested by] Alden S. Swan and Co., New York. 
Specifi c gravity at 15ºC.: 0.9262. Refractive index: 
1.4747. Saponifi cation No.: 191. Iodine No. (Hanus): 130. 
Presumably pure soya bean oil.” Address: PhD, Food 
Commissioner and State Chemist.

1448. McCay, David. 1912. The protein element in nutrition. 
London: Edward Arnold; New York: Longmans, Green & 
Co. xv + 216 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. Series: International 
Medical Monographs. [30+* ref]
• Summary: Indian legumens [legumes], with their Indian 
and scientifi c names, include the following dals (p. 57): 
Arhar dal (Cajanus indicus). Massur dal (Erbum lens). Gram 
dal (Cicer arietinum). Mung dal (Phaseolus mungo). Mattar 
dal (Pisum sativum). Kalai dal (Phaseolus radiatus). Urid dal 
(Phaseolus radiatus). “These dals all resemble the European 
pea in appearance, but vary considerably in size.” A table (p. 
57) gives the protein, carbohydrates, and fat content of each. 
The soy bean is not included.
 In Asia, these legumens play a very important in the 
dietaries of the people, “and take the place of animal food 
to a considerable extent. They are extensively used all over 
India and the tropics, and one member, the soy bean, has 
been employed for centuries by the Chinese and Japanese in 
the manufacture of food preparations. Taking the different 
countries together, they rank next to wheat and maize [corn] 
in importance among vegetable foods, and as a source of 
protein are superior to most of the cereals. The chief protein 
of the pulses is legumin,...” (p. 58).
 A married vegetarian couple is mentioned on p. 118.
 The author sides with Voit (against Chittenden) in 
advocating a relatively high protein requirement per kg (or 
pound) of body weight. David McCay was born in 1873. 
Address: Major, M.B., B.Ch., B.A.O., M.R.C.P., I.M.S., Prof. 

of Physiology, Medical College, Calcutta [British India].

1449. Settimj, L. 1912. Sopra una reazione cromatica 
caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a chromatic reaction 
characteristic of soy oil]. Annali del Laboratorio Chimico 
Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:461-65. (Chem. Abst. 
7:908). [Ita]
• Summary: The soybean seed (semi di soja) is furnished 
by the plant Soja hispida, which is a member of the 
legume family. In Japan, since ancient times, the seeds of 
the soybean have been used to make a fermented paste 
called Miso and an oil called Shoyu (un olio per con lire 
detto Shoyu). In the United States, England, and Germany 
the soybean is used mostly as a source of oil, of which 
it contains 13-19%. During the past year, soy oil in Italy 
(dell’olio di soja in Italia) has assumed a new importance; 
it is coming to be used mainly for the manufacture of soaps 
but also for edible use, mixed with the oil of other seeds 
and olive oil. The Settimi Test is a color test which has 
been proposed for use with vegetable oils, including soy 
oil. On shaking together a mixture of 5 c.c. of soya bean 
oil, 2 c.c. of CHCL3, and 3 c.c. of a 1:50 aqueous solution 
of uranium nitrate, a distinctly yellow emulsion is obtained. 
This yellow color is permanent. With sesame (sesamo), 
cottonseed (cotone), peanut (arachide), rapeseed (colza) and 
maize (maiz) oil, a white emulsion results. Olive oil gives a 
greenish tint, sometimes also a yellowish tint like that of an 
oil mixed with a little soya oil.
 Note 1. This article was summarized in Chemische 
Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette, Oele, Wachse und 
Harze (1913, p. 61), Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle für 
Deutschland (1913, vol. 54, p. 522), and Year-Book of 
Pharmacy (1913, p. 107).
 Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soy oil, which it calls olio di 
soja.
 Also discusses: Sesame oil, peanut oil, olive oil, corn 
oil, and colza oil. Address: Rome, Italy.

1450. Tibbles, William. 1912. Foods: Their origin, 
composition and manufacture. London: Baillière, Tindall and 
Cox. viii + 950 p. See p. 372, 476, 529, 531-33, 535, 537-39, 
776. Index. 23 cm. [5 soy ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “The legumes or pulses,” 
the section on “Beans” (p. 529) lists ten species of beans 
(including the soy bean) that “are used in dry condition in 
many parts of the world.”
 The section titled “The Soy Bean (Dolichos soja, 
or Glycine hispida) states (p. 531-33): “The soy bean is 
a native of Cochin-China, Java, and Japan, where it has 
been cultivated from the remotest antiquity. It is said to be 
the shu mentioned in the writings of Confucius, although 
the modern name is ta-tou. Its introduction into India is 
comparatively modern. It was introduced into Southern 
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Europe and America in 1880, where it is now cultivated 
chiefl y as a forage plant. There are numerous varieties of the 
plant, but, excepting in colour, the seeds do not differ much 
from each other in size and appearance. Those sold in the 
Chinese markets of Australia and Western America are either 
yellow or black. The seed resembles a pea, but the botanical 
characteristics of the whole plant are those of the bean. The 
seeds are one of the most important beans of China, Japan, 
and some other Oriental countries, where they are eaten like 
other beans–viz., boiled or baked. But in China and Japan 
they are elaborated into a variety of products, all of which 
are valuable for their high proportion of protein, and, when 
eaten with rice–the staple food of the people–make a fairly 
well-balanced dietary. Some of these articles are eaten at 
every meal by rich and poor alike, particularly in the interior 
of China. Some of these preparations are as follows:
 “Soy Sauce, or Shoyu, is prepared from a mixture of 
cooked beans, roasted wheaten fl our, and salt, which are put 
into a cask and allowed to undergo a prolonged fermentation. 
The result is a thick brown liquid, of pungent and agreeable 
taste. It is used in Europe as a basis for various proprietary 
sauces.
 “2. Bean Cheese, or Tao-hu [Tofu].–There are several 
preparations. According to Prinsen-Geerligs, bean cheeses 
are made from white beans, which are soaked in water for 
three hours, afterwards being reduced to a paste and cooked. 
The milky fl uid is then strained through a coarse cloth to 
remove starch and fi bre, and when cool is precipitated by 
the addition of crude salt–i.e., salt containing calcium and 
magnesium as well as sodium chloride. The precipitate, 
which is rich in protein and fat, is then kneaded and pressed 
into cakes, called fresh Tofu, or ‘Taahuor tofu.’ They are then 
dipped into an alkaline solution of curcuma. An analysis of 
fresh tofu gives the following composition: Water 81.35, 
protein 11.46, fat 5.19, carbohydrate 0.81, ash 0.79, per cent. 
There are several varieties of the cheese, known as ‘Natto,’ 
‘Miso,’ and ‘Tofu.’ Natto is made from beans which have 
been boiled for several hours until they are soft. The hot 
mass is then pressed into small cakes, wrapped in bundles of 
straw, and kept in a warm, tightly-closed cellar for twenty-
four hours, when the action of minute organisms from the 
air or straw work a change in the mass, and produce an 
agreeable fl avour. Miso is made by boiling the beans until 
they are soft, when they are beaten to a pulp, mixed with 
concentrated sea-brine or crude salt, and boiled rice. The 
substance is then put into a barrel which has previously 
contained a fermented liquor, and allowed to ferment. It is 
ready for use in two months, and is eaten like butter. Soy 
Milk: When beans have been boiled until they are soft, and 
beaten to a pulp, a considerable portion of the vegetable 
casein passes into solution, and forms a milky-looking liquid. 
It further resembles milk by a thin pellicle or skin [yuba] 
forming on its surface when it is boiled, just as in the case of 
boiled cow’s milk, and the casein can be precipitated from 

solution by rennet or acids. Such milk has many uses. Tofu 
is also prepared from soy milk by the addition of sea-brine, 
which precipitates the casein by virtue of the calcium and 
magnesium salts. The coagulum is then pressed into tablets, 
which are snow-white. Tofu made in this way is prepared 
fresh daily, and therefore but little bacterial action occurs. 
Moreover, dried cheeses are made in China and Japan by 
freezing such cakes, afterwards thawing them and drying 
them in the sun.”
 Section 4 (p. 535) titled “The legumin of soy beans” 
mentions glycinin, legumelin, proteose, and vegetable casein.
 A table (p. 537) gives the chemical composition of the 
following: Soy beans (black, or yellow). Soy cheese (tao-
hu): Tofu (fresh, frozen, dry matter). Natto. Miso (white, 
red, or Swiss). Soy sauce (Tao-yu): Shoyu. Three sources for 
these fi gures are cited.
 On page 537-38 is information about the fats, 
carbohydrates, and minerals of soy beans and other legumes.
 In the section on “Sauces” (p. 776) we read: Many of 
these sauces, or relishes, consist of a basis of vinegar, with 
Indian soy, mushroom ketchup, walnut ketchup, cayenne 
pepper, allspice, garlic, and other condiments and aromatic 
spices, to give fl avour, pungency, and aromatic properties. A 
notable example is Worcestershire Sauce, which is composed 
of the following ingredients: Soy–1 quart. Malt vinegar–7 
pints. Lime-juice–3/4 pint. Tamarind–1 pound. Chillies–1¼ 
ounces. Cloves–1¼ ounces. Garlic–3 ounces. Shallots–6 
ounces. Anchovies–3 ounces.
 “These substances are prepared by peeling and bruising 
the garlic and shallots with the anchovies. They are then 
mixed with the vinegar, soy, and spices, boiled together for 
twenty minutes, allowed to get cold, and strained. There are 
many other examples; most of the ingredients have been 
described in the foregoing pages.
 “An imitation [soy sauce]. called English soy, is made 
by heating together 10 parts treacle, 16 parts extract of malt, 
4 parts mushroom ketchup, and 9 parts common salt; it is 
allowed to stand twenty-one days, and afterwards clarifi ed.” 
Recipes for Mushroom ketchup and Walnut ketchup are also 
given (p. 776).
 The section on “Rice as a food” (p. 475-76) notes that 
rice is poor in protein and fat and rich in carbohydrates. 
“It is consumed enormously by the inhabitants of Eastern 
countries... It should not be overlooked, however, that the 
same people consume the soy bean and its preparations, 
especially soy cheese and sauce, which largely compensate 
for the defi ciency of protein. The defi ciency of rice in 
stimulating properties, infi nitely less than those of oats and 
oatmeal, accounts to some extent for the indolence and 
apathy of many Orientals, and it is a signifi cant fact that the 
advance of the Japanese as a nation [incl. winning two major 
wars] is contemporaneous with the larger consumption of 
fl esh foods.”
 The section on “Common Wheat” (p. 372) states: “The 
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Chinese grew wheat 2700 B.C., and considered it a special 
gift from Heaven. It was classed with rice, sorghum, and 
the soy-bean, which the Emperor Chin-nong [Shen-Nung] 
ordered to be sown annually with sacred rites.”
 Note: William Tibbles lived 1859-1928. Address: LL.D., 
M.D. (Hon. Causa) Chicago, L.R.C.P. Edin., M.R.C.S. Eng., 
L.S.A. Lond. Medical Offi cer of Health, Fellow of the Royal 
Inst. of Public Health, etc.

1451. Tonnelier, Adolfo C. 1912. La Soja hispida y sus 
aplicaciones [The soybean and its applications]. Buenos 
Aires, Argentina: J. Carbone. 16 p. [Spa]
• Summary: Various tables give the chemical composition 
of soybeans based on different previous analyses (incl. 
moisture, ash, oils, nitrogenous substances / proteins 
{materias azoadas, materias proteicas}, cellulose, and 
carbohydrates).
 “The results obtained during these last two periods in 
this Experimental Station permit us to predict a bright future 
for these industries. The soybean is adequate to use as green 
manure, green fodder and hay; it produces a grain with which 
fl our is made for the maintenance of people and animals; 
it also produces oil which leaves a residue cake that can be 
fed to livestock. Besides these products, soybeans can be a 
source for artifi cial milk (leche artifi cial; soymilk), cheese 
(queso) [tofu], and a certain sauce (cierta salsa; soy sauce), 
all of which, even if their use has not yet become part of our 
custom, are at least widespread in the Chinese Empire” (p. 
1).
 “The main center for the utilization of the soybean and 
for the production of fl our, oil and cakes is found in Hull, 
England.” Tables show the composition of soy fl our (harina 
de Soja) and the soybean cake (la torta de Soja), based on 
analyses by Maret and Delattre (p. 8).
 On page 10 is a discussion of vegetable milk or soy 
milk. Page 12 discusses “queso de Soja, ó To Fou” (“soy 
cheese, or tofu”) and “la famosa salsa de Soja, llamada 
Soyou ó Choyou” (“the famous soy sauce, called Soyou 
or Choyou” [actually shoyu]). A table gives the chemical 
composition of fresh and dry tofu.
 A full-page table (p. 13) compares the chemical 
composition of soybeans and soyfoods with similar foods 
from other sources in six categories: Seeds or grains, cakes 
(for feed), fl our, green forage, milk (incl. soymilk), and 
cheese (incl. fresh and dry tofu; Queso de To Fou, fresco; 
Queso de To Fou, seco). The dry tofu cheese may be dry-
frozen tofu.
 “Experiments carried out at this Experimental Station 
in Cordoba during the last three years plainly confi rm the 
favorable effects that legumes produce as green/unripe 
manure over other crops such as corn, fl ax, wheat, barley, 
rye and potatoes. In the period 1910-1911, as is well known, 
was not a very favorable one for forage production. A 
yield corresponding to 36,000 kg/ha of green forage was 

obtained [from soybeans] at this Experimental Station” 
(p. 15). “The experimental cultivation of the hispid/hairy 
soybean in the period of 1910-1911 was carried out on soil of 
mediocre composition, inferior to that of the average crops 
in the region. As I stated earlier, that year was extremely 
unfavorable for all vegetation. Half of the crop either failed 
to bloom or did not ripen. As a result, by January 19, 1911, 
the harvest of green forage was 36,800 kg/ha, leaving the 
other half for seed” (p. 16).
 Photos show: (1) A fi eld of soy bean plants (Soja 
hispida). (2) Close-up view of a man standing with a 
measuring stick in a fi eld of soy bean plants. (3) Close-up 
view of leaves of a soy bean plant. (4). Close-up of soybean 
pods on stem. (5). Soybean pods placed next to a ruler.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (one of 
three documents).
 Note 2. The last two lines of the article read: “Cordoba, 
July 1911. A.C. Tonnelier.” Therefore this document contains 
the earliest clear date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in Argentina (1908). The source of 
these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term materias azoadas or 
materias proteicas to refer to nitrogenous substances or 
protein in connection with soybeans.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term queso de Soja refer to 
tofu. Address: Jefe de la Estación Experimental, anexa á la 
Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Ganaderia de Córdoba 
(Chief of the Experiment Station, attached to the School of 
Agriculture and Cattle Raising of Cordoba, Argentina).

1452. Year-Book of Pharmacy (London). 1912. Soya bean 
oil, constituents of (Abstract). p. 120. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following 
German-language article: Keimatsu, S. 1911. Zur Kenntnis 
des Sojabohnenoels [Toward a knowledge of soya bean oil]. 
Chemiker-Zeitung 35(91):839-40. Aug. 1.

1453. Year-Book of Pharmacy (London). 1912. The 
vegetable proteins. p. 490-91.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya bean protein” states 
that it “holds an important position amongst proteins with 
dietetic possibilities, but it is not in universal favour owing to 
its uncertain effects upon the organism. It merits the attention 
of pharmacists who desire to possess an inexpensive 
vegetable protein.” “Soya bean protein is enjoying an 
extended use in connection with the treatment of diabetes 
and malnutrition.”

1454. Malpeaux, L. 1913. Les tourteaux dans l’alimentation 
des vaches laitières [Cakes as feed for dairy cows]. Vie 
Agricole et Rurale (Paris) No. 5. p. 123-26. Jan. 4. English-
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language summary in Experiment Station Report, p. 673. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the nutritive value of linseed, 
cottonseed, sesame, peanut, poppy, copra, and soy-bean 
cakes. Soybean cake (le tourteau de soja) has only recently 
come to be used in France. Its use expanded fi rst in England, 
then in Germany, Holland, and northern France. A fi rst set of 
tests did not show it to be advantageous as a feed for dairy 
cows producing milk and butter. More tests are now being 
conducted. “Compared to cottonseed cake in equivalent 
rations, we have obtained a little less milk, 0.22 liters/head/
day, and it had a little higher fat content. The resulting butter 
is white, fi rm, of average taste, and it rancidifi es easily. Its 
proportion of casein is also elevated relative to that made 
with cottonseed cake, which surpasses all other cakes on this 
point.”
 Peanut cake (le tourteau d’arachide) appears to be 
one of the best concentrated feeds, used to enrich livestock 
rations with nitrogen. Address: Directeur de l’École 
d’agriculture du Pas-de-Calais.

1455. Fisher, Fred D. 1913. Commercial activities in 
Manchuria. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(11):225-32. Jan. 14. See p. 227.
• Summary: This article begins: “While Manchuria was not 
an active fi eld in the political unrest [revolution] of 1911, 
these Provinces felt many ill effects from the turbulent 
conditions further south.”
 The section titled “Most important articles of foreign 
trade” states: “The exportation of soya beans and their 
products from the ports of Manchuria in 1910 and 1911 
were, respectively, as follows: Beans, 828,924 tons and 
818,108 tons; bean cake, 621,927 tons and 911,881 tons; 
bean oil, 44,083 tons and 65,992 tons. About 280,000 tons of 
beans and 32,000 tons of bean oil were exported to Europe. 
The average export prices for the year were about $19 per 
ton for beans, $16 for bean cake, and $72 for bean oil. Two 
of the largest British houses exporting beans suspended in 
1911 because of diffi culties in securing delivery on forward 
contracts. On the other hand, one of the largest Japanese 
fi rms is rapidly increasing its proportion of the bean export 
trade.” Address: Consul General, Mukden.

1456. Settimj, L. 1913. Colour reaction of soya bean oil 
(Abstract). Analyst (London) 38(442):36. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following 
an Italian-language article: Settimj, L. 1912. “Sopra una 
reazione cromatica caratteristica dell’olio di soja [On a 
chromatic reaction characteristic of soy oil].” Annali del 
Laboratorio Chimico Centrale delle Gabelle (Rome) 6:461-
65.
 In a color test, an intense yellow color is produced by 
shaking a mixture of 5 cc. of soya bean oil with 2 cc. of 

chloroform and 3 cc. of a 2 per cent. solution of uranium 
nitrate. In the case of peanut, rapeseed, cottonseed, corn, 
and sesame oils, the emulsion is white. Olive oil usually 
gives a greenish emulsion, but some specimens give a slight 
yellowish tint similar to that produced by a oil adulterated 
with a small quantity of soya bean oil. The reaction with 
soya bean oil is sensitive, and the yellow coloration persists 
for several days.

1457. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. Trade report. 
82(5):205-07. Feb. 1. Series No. 1723.
• Summary: London markets–Soy. “Seuloong brand is 
obtainable at 1s. 8d. per gallon, no Wochan being available” 
(p. 207).

1458. Ornstein, Anna. 1913. Improvements in the 
manufacture of a clarifying agent for wine, vinegar and 
similar liquids. British Patent 4,597. Application fi led (in the 
United Kingdom) 22 Feb. 1913. 2 p. Accepted 17 April 1913. 
Under International Convention Feb. 23, 1912.
• Summary: This patent was fi rst applied for in Austria on 
23 Feb. 1912. “The use of soy beans as clarifying medium 
for wine is known, the soy beans are ground and added to the 
wine to be clarifi ed whereby the clarifi cation is effected in a 
safe manner since the ground soy beans are deposited at the 
bottom together with the substances causing the turbidness 
[turbidity] of the wine. This effect of the soy beans is due to 
their high percentage of albumen which is obtained directly 
from nature.
 “It has now been proved that it is advantageous to free 
the soy beans from fat before utilising them. The fat can be 
extracted by any suitable apparatus. The advantage of the 
beans when free from fat is fi rstly the more rapid clarifi cation 
because the bean fl our is heavier and is quicker deposited 
than the fact that no fat substances are dissolved by the wine 
such that the latter cannot assume a fatty or rancid taste. 
Furthermore the albumen contained by the soy beans, which 
obtained it from nature, is not altered because the albumen is 
not chemically affected by the fat extraction.” This clarifying 
medium can also be used with vinegar and other similar 
liquids. Address: Married woman, Taborstrasse 11B, Vienna 
II, Empire of Austria.

1459. Cornwell (G.G.) & Son. 1913. Appetizing sauces (Ad). 
Washington Post. Feb. 27. p. 7.
• Summary: “Add zest to your meals and help your digestion 
with some of these delicious sauces which we import direct 
from Crosse & Blackwell, in England.
 “Essence of Anchovies, ½ pts. Harvey’s Sauce, ½ pts. 
Walnut Catsup, ½ pts. India Soy, ½ pts. Reading Sauce, ½ 
pts. Importers of fi ne groceries.”
 Note 1. This ad also appeared in the Feb. 28, March 11, 
and March 22 issues of this newspaper.
 Note 2. The March 22 issue is the most recent English-
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language document seen (Oct. 2006) that uses the term 
“India Soy” to refer to soy sauce. Address: 1415-17 H St., 
N.W. [Washington, DC].

1460. Ingle, Herbert. 1913. A manual of agricultural 
chemistry. 3rd ed. Revised and largely rewritten. London: 
Scott, Greenwood & Son. vii + 397 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 23 
cm. 1st ed. March 1902. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 12, “Crops,” the section on 
“Leguminous seeds” (p. 241) simply mentions: “P. radiatus, 
Adzuki beans; Glycine hispida, Soy or Soja beans;...” A table 
(p. 242) gives the general composition of 15 leguminous 
seeds, incl. soy beans, cow peas, pea nuts, and three kinds of 
lupines.
 In Chapter 14, “Foods and Feeding,” the section on 
“Bye-products from oil-bearing seeds” includes (p. 282-
83) a comparison of the composition of: Decorticated 
cotton-seed cake, earth-nut or pea-nut cake, soy-bean cake, 
almond cake, and sesame cake. One multi-page table of 
digestion coeffi cients shows the following for ruminants (p. 
288-89): Soja beans: Protein 89%, carbohydrates 69%, fat 
90%, and crude fi bre 36%. Soja bean straw: Protein 50%, 
carbohydrates 66%, fat 60%, and crude fi bre 38%. Another 
multi-page table shows the composition of food-stuffs, 
including both total constituents and digestible constituents 
(p. 292-95). Values are given for many crops, incl. Soja 
beans, soja bean hay, almond cake, earth-nut cake, sesame 
cake, and lupines (blue or yellow).
 Also discusses: Pea Nuts, Ground Nuts, or Monkey 
Nuts (Arachis hypogæa, p. 241-42). Lupines (Lupinus spp., 
p. 242). Flax or linseed (p. 243). Address: B.Sc. (Leeds), 
Scarborough [North Yorkshire, England]. Formerly lecturer 
on agricultural chemistry at the Leeds Univ. Also chief 
chemist to the Transvaal Dep. of Agriculture.

1461. J. of the Department of Agriculture of South Australia. 
1913. Diet defi ciency and disease in livestock. 16(7):764-
773. Feb. See p. 768.
• Summary: The section titled “An important factor” states: 
“I have no doubt that the contradictory reports about Soya 
beans in England arise from the conditions under which they 
have been grown, in spite of the similarity of the analyses in 
all such cases.”

1462. Annales Coloniales (Les). 1913. Un novel emploi du 
soya [A new use of the soybean]. 14(31):2. Col. 1. March 13. 
[Fre]
• Summary: There is now a factory making soymilk in 
England. It is sold in London for 30 centimes per quart.

1463. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C. Somers. 1913. The 
varieties of soy beans found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa 
and their commercial possibilities. India Department of 
Agriculture, Memoirs. Botanical Series 5(3):103-76. March. 

Plus 4 plates on unnumbered pages. Also published as a book 
in Calcutta by Thacker, Spink & Co. and in London by W. 
Thacker & Co. 28 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introductory. 2. Nomenclature. 3. 
Varietal characters of soy beans: Habit, foliage, pubescence, 
fl ower (morphology, pollination, extent of natural crossing), 
pods, seeds (morphology), seeds (composition; black, 
yellow, and chocolate seeded varieties grown by the authors 
from seed obtained in 1909; the back varieties contained 
signifi cantly more nitrogen/protein and less oil), maturity, 
diseases. 4. Description of types: Kala Bhetmas, Safed 
Bhetmas, Lal Bhetmas, Barmeli Bhetmas, Nepali Bhetmas 
(obtained from Kalimpong and tested at Sabour in 1911). 
5. Distribution. 6. Cultivation. 7. Yield. 8. Price. 9. Uses: 
Food-stuff, bean sauce (soy, or shoyu), chiang or miso, 
tou-fu (tofu), soy beans as a green vegetable, oil (for use in 
England in soap-making, or in China “as an illuminant, as a 
substitute for lard in cooking, though it is inferior to rapeseed 
and sesamum oil for this purpose, as a lubricant for greasing 
cart axles, or for waterproofi ng cloth”), cake and fl our. 10. 
General conclusions.
 “In 1909 the survey work on the crops of Bengal was 
commenced, and in July of that year a number of trial 
plots of the chief pulse crops of the Province were sown 
for identifi cation and fi eld study. Among these were three 
samples of Bhetmas, of which one sample of black-seeded 
Bhetmas, received from the Settlement Offi cer, Bhagalpur, 
was found to be pure for seed characters... All the plots did 
well and were identifi ed as varieties of the Soy Bean, but 
in October it became apparent that the black-seeded type 
differed from the other two in having darker bullate leaves 
and a more prostrate habit...
 “In 1910 the seed of the single plants which had been 
analysed was sown together with some samples obtained 
by Mr. A.C. Ghosh from the Kurseong bazar [bazaar]... a 
distinctly earlier black seeded form was obtained from a plot 
(E256 of 1910) grown from seed collected at the Bankipur 
Exhibition. The trial plots of the seed from Kurseong failed.”
 “In 1911... the success of the plots of the acclimatized 
American varieties induced us to exchange seeds of the 
Bengal types with Mr. Piper, of the United States Plant 
Industry Bureau, who kindly supplied us with seed of 
the varieties, Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook, 
Mammoth, Pekin [Peking], Pingshu. Another attempt was 
made to cultivate at Sabour the varieties grown in the 
Sikkim Himalayas, and plots of the Nepali, Barmeli, black 
seed, greenish yellow seed and chocolate seed varieties 
were obtained from Mr. Goodwin, Superintendent of the 
Kalimpong Homes Farm, and grown successfully at Sabour” 
(p. 104-05). Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 
2013) that spells the soybean variety named “Peking” as 
“Pekin.” This spelling also appeared in Cuba in 1920 (3 
documents), in Argentina in 1922, and in the United States in 
1925 (in Alaska, see Georgeson 1925).
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 Concerning seed morphology (p. 114-15): The weight of 
100 seeds in some of the American varieties such as Barchet, 
Pekin and Pingshu have remained approximately constant, 
whereas others, such as Duggar, Hollybrook and Mammoth 
have decreased in weight more or less considerably during 
the past season. The Nepali type has decreased in weight 
from 24.4 grams to 12.8 grams per 100 seeds. The variation 
in weight per 100 seeds in the case of varieties cultivated in 
new localities would appear to give a good indication of the 
adaptability of a variety to its new environment.”
 The authors record the results of a large number of 
selection experiments which they have carried out with a 
view to obtaining early-maturing types rich in oil, and also 
deal briefl y with the cultivation and uses of soy beans.
 Concerning uses (p. 138): “In Bengal, soy beans are 
used very little for food as they are said to be too heat 
producing. It is usually taken after frying over a heated sand 
bath as bhunja, but it is also heated, crushed, and then used 
as dal, and also as larua mixed with gur.” In the “Soya Bean 
of Manchuria” (1911), Shaw states that soy beans can also be 
used to make bean sauce or shoyu, chiang or miso, and tou-
fu (tofu). They can also be used to make oil, cake, and fl our.
 “General conclusions (p. 140): At the present time, Soy 
Beans are grown to a slight extent only in the Darjeeling hills 
and to no appreciable extent elsewhere although satisfactory 
yields have been obtained in the experiments conducted by 
the Agricultural Department in both these areas. We may 
ascribe the present unpopularity of the crop to the following 
reasons. For export the price offered in Calcutta is not yet 
suffi ciently attractive; as a food-stuff it is more potent than 
the ordinary pulses to which the people are accustomed; 
as a crop for growth in the plains it has the disadvantage 
of occupying the land during two seasons, it may suffer 
from waterlogging during the rains, and requires plenty of 
moisture in October, and it harbours rats during the last two 
months of its growth. These objections do not appear to us 
by any means unsurmountable [insurmountable]... The use 
of Soy Beans for food could be extended if the educated 
classes once appreciate its value as an addition to a rice diet, 
and experiment with its preparation for food on the lines 
suggested.”
 “Its cultivation in the hills would probably be largely 
extended on the present lines as soon as the price reached 
a satisfactory fi gure. It only remains to say that our work 
is being continued on the lines indicated in this paper with 
a view to isolating early maturing types possessing a high 
yield of oil.”
 Contains many tables (the 13 tables before page 143 are 
unnumbered, and many contain no caption), mostly showing 
the composition of various black, yellow, and chocolate 
soy beans and the history of descendants of various singly 
selected plants. Black soy beans contain on average 6.72% 
nitrogen and 13.52% oil. Yellow soy beans contain 5.61% 
nitrogen and 16.99% oil.

 Note 2. Therefore black soy beans contain 19.8% more 
nitrogen [protein] and only 79.6% as much oil as yellow soy 
beans. Chocolate-colored soy beans contain 5.57% nitrogen 
(the least of all three types) and 17.13% oil (the most of all 
three types).
 A table titled “Life periods of American varieties of Soy 
Beans grown at Sabour, 1911” (p. 124) gives information on 
eight varieties: Barchet, Duggar, Haberlandt, Hollybrook, 
Mammoth, Pekin, Pingshu, and Riceland. For example, 
Duggar: Origin: S.P.I. No. 17268C. Date of planting: July 12, 
1911. Date of harvesting: Oct. 11. Life period at Sabour: 91 
days. Life period in the U.S.A.: 110-120 days.
 Another table titled “Yield of the types of soy beans 
found in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa” (p. 135) lists 8 varieties, 
and for each: Where grown, dates of sowing, area sown, 
approximate yield in lbs/acre, corresponding yield (on 
unmanured land) in mds., srs., and chtks. [mds. = maunds; 
1 maund = 82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg; srs. = seers; 1 seer 
= 2.05 pounds; chtks. = chittaks or chittacks or chattaks or 
chattacks; 1 chittak [also chattak or chattack] = 1/16 seer = 
900 grains = about 2 ounces], and remarks. Two trials gave 
yields of more than 2000 lb/acre (2,189 lb from the variety 
Nepali in Kalimpong, and 2,164 lb for a Chocolate variety at 
Bankipur Farm). Seven additional trials gave yields of 1,000 
to 1,400 lb/acre.
 Numbered tables (starting on p. 143) show: (1) Black 
soy beans: The history of descendants of various single 
selected plants. (2) Yellow soy beans (Type 3): The history of 
descendants of various single selected plants. (3) Chocolate 
soy beans (Type 4): The history of descendants of various 
single selected plants. (4) Variations in 24 plots grown 
from each plant descended from sowing of seed from the 
single plant No. 94c. (5) Detailed table showing the results 
obtained from 150 samples of black soy beans analysed 
in 1911 (p. 146-55). (6) Detailed results obtained in 1911 
with 150 samples of yellow soy beans (Type 3) (p. 155-64). 
(7) Detailed results obtained in 1911 with 152 samples of 
chocolate soy beans (Type 4) (p. 165-74). (8) Life periods of 
Bengal varieties of soy beans grown in Bengal.
 Photos on unnumbered pages near the end show: (1) 
Type I–”Late Black-seeded” soybean variety, photographed 
28 Oct. 1911. (2) Type V–Barmeli variety. (3) Type VI–
Nepali variety on left, and Type IIIa–”Upright long branched 
greeny yellow seeded variety on right.” (4) Barchet variety, 
photographed 30 Oct. 1911.
 Four graphs on the last page show the distribution of 
chocolate, black, and yellow soybeans according to both 
their nitrogen and oil contents.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2010) 
that clearly refers to the cultivation of soybeans in Bengal 
(probably later Bangladesh). Address: Economic Botanist to 
the Government of Bihar and Orissa, India.

1464. Manns, Thomas F.; Taubenhaus, J.J. 1913. Streak: 
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A bacterial disease of the sweet pea and clovers. [Bacillus 
lathyri Manns and Taubenhaus on soybean leaves and pods]. 
Gardeners’ Chronicle (London) 53:215-16. April 5. Third 
Series. [7 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of a thesis titled “Some 
fungus diseases of the sweet pea,” by Mr. J.J. Taubenhaus 
at the University of Pennsylvania. Cross infection studies 
indicated that the Soy Bean (4 samples) was one of 8 
legumes that could serve as a host for the streak disease, 
caused by Bacillus lathyri.
 “The disease was particularly severe upon one variety 
of Soy Beans, in which the lower lesions girdled the stem 
and penetrated so deeply that the plants blew over, as is 
occasionally to be met with in the ‘black leg’ of Potatoes 
(a bacterial disease).” Address: Dep. of Plant Pathology, 
Delaware College Agric. Exp. Station, Newark, Delaware 
USA.

1465. American Review of Reviews. 1913. Vegetable milk 
and vegetable meat (Abstract). 47(4):500-01. April. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following 
French-language article: Neuville, A. de. 1913. “Les 
nouveaux aliments artifi ciels” [The new artifi cial foods]. 
Revue (La) (Paris) 100(3):384-89. Feb. 1. 24th year. 6th 
Series.
 This summary begins: “In most families the two 
heaviest items in the cost of food are the expenditures for 
milk and milk-products and for meat. Moreover, milk and 
meat are the most diffi cult foods to procure, to preserve, and 
to transport in a pure and wholesome condition. And it is this 
diffi culty, coupled with modern standards of hygiene and 
sanitation, that has helped to make their cost mount steadily 
higher year by year. All of us, must be warmly interested in 
the successful efforts of certain foreign chemists to produce 
synthetically both milk and meat from vegetable sources, 
since it claimed that the ‘near-milk’ and ‘near-meat’ are not 
only as nutritious as their prototypes, but far freer from dirt 
and disease-germs, as well as very much cheaper.”
 The new artifi cial milk is made from the seed of the soy 
bean or the Chinese pea.
 “From other sources we learn the interesting fact, not 
mentioned in La Revue, that an excellent cheese [tofu] can be 
made from this milk, which widens its usefulness materially.
 The Belgian chemist, M. Effront, has proposed using 
the refuse from breweries to make a palatable and nutritious 
[non-soy] substitute for meat.

1466. Tropical Life (England). 1913. More soya beans 
wanted: Restricted supplies and high prices–The English 
industry declining for want of raw material. 9(4):71-72. 
April. [5 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of articles and reports from 
fi ve different sources (only the following citations are 
given): Indian Trade Journal, Times of Ceylon, Manchester 

Guardian, Progress Report of the Ceylon Board of 
Agriculture, two London correspondents (writing in Sept. 
and Oct. of 1912), and Prof. Wyndham Dunstan, Director of 
the Imperial Institute.

1467. Zeitschrift fuer das Gesamte Getreidewesen. 1913. Aus 
der Muellerei und dem Gewerbe [From the milling process 
and its industry]. 5(4):134-38. April. [Ger]
• Summary: This is a long summary of an article about 
soya fl our that appeared in the British journal “The Miller.” 
By 1913 the Hull Oil Engineering Company in Stoneferry, 
England, was manufacturing a defatted soybean fl our under 
the name “Homco.” Address: Germany.

1468. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1913. 
Extracting soya oil in Germany (Abstract). 43(760):1672. 
May 10. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language reprint of the 
following English-language document: Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department 
of Commerce and Labor). 1913. “Vegetable-oil industry and 
trade.” 16(35):737-44. Feb. 11. See p. 741-42.

1469. Roberts, J.C. 1913. Blown soya oil: Letter to 
the editors. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London) 
43(760):1666. May 10. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is a reply to a letter by Mr. Maximilian 
Toch published in this journal on 22 Feb. 1913. Mr. Roberts 
guarantees that he can take any variety of soya bean oil, 
be it cold pressed, hot press or extracted, and bleach and 
thicken it to a [specifi c] gravity of over 0.970 in 3-4 hours 
without using any temperature over 300ºF. Mr. Toch wrote 
that a temperature of 500ºF was required. Address: Royal-
chambers, Scale-lane, Hull [England].

1470. Hibou, Le. 1913. Correspondence: Blown soya oil. Oil 
and Colour Trades Journal (London) 43(762):1836. May 24. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: In response to a letter in the last issue of this 
journal from Mr. J.C. Roberts on the subject of blown soya 
oil. It concerns the meaning of the verb “to thicken.”

1471. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1913. 
City and guilds examinations: Answers to questions, 1913. 
43(762):1831. May 24.
• Summary: These are answers to questions in an 
examination on “Manufacture of painters’ oils, colours, and 
varnishes–Honours Grade.” Question 1 asks: “State what 
you know of soy bean oil.” The answer begins: “Soy bean oil 
is obtained from the soya bean plant, Soja hispida.” A table 
shows the constants for four drying oils: Linseed, cottonseed, 
maize, and soya bean.

1472. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. Dangerous dust. 
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Government report. June 6. p. 10.
• Summary: The section tiled “Black lists for powders” 
states: As a result of various tests, Dr. Wheeler has been 
able to divide dusts thought to be responsible for fi res and 
explosions into three classes: “Class I.–Dusts which ignite 
and propagate fl ame readily, the source of heat required for 
ignition being comparatively small; such, for example, as a 
lighted match.” This class includes unextracted soya bean 
and extracted soya bean [meal].
 “Class II.–Dusts which are readily ignited but which 
for the propagation of fl ame require a source of heat of large 
size and high temperature (such as an electric arc), or of long 
duration (such as the fl ame of a Bunsen burner).
 “Class III.–Dusts which do not appear to be capable of 
propagating fl ame under any conditions likely to obtain in a 
factory; either (a) because they do not readily form a cloud 
in air, or (b) because they are contaminated with a large 
quantity of incombustible matter, or (c) because the material 
of which they are composed does not burn rapidly enough.” 
This class includes soya bean.

1473. Holbrooks Limited. 1913. Holbrooks Worcestershire 
Sauce (Ad). Toronto Daily Star (Canada). June 9. p. 8.
• Summary: “It’s made in the largest Worcestershire Sauce 
factory. Imported–Absolutely!! Business founded 1798.” 
Address: Birmingham and Stourport, Worcestershire, 
England.

1474. Goessel, Fritz. 1913. Process of manufacturing 
an alimentary product resembling milk from soy beans 
or similar vegetable seeds. British Patent 27,860. 3 p. 
Application fi led 3 Dec. 1912. Accepted 12 June 1913. 
Under International Convention, 4 Dec. 1911.
• Summary: “This invention related to an improved process 
for producing a new alimentary substance, the composition 
and properties of which are similar to cow’s milk or other 
natural milk but which is of vegetable origin. It is prepared 
from soya or soy beans or other similar seeds, earth or 
pistachio nuts [peanuts], sesame or teel seeds...” It is well 
know that soy beans are “particularly rich in albumen very 
similar to the albuminous substances contained in cow’s 
milk. Soy-beans not only contain caseine-like albumen but 
also egg-albumen-like compounds.”
 If the seeds referred to “are suitably treated with water 
for the extraction of their alimentary substances, a milky 
liquor will be produced, but its composition would be such 
that it would never have the properties of cow’s milk.” It 
“is well-known that the fi ner the albumen is curdled and 
coagulated in the stomach the easier it will be digested... But 
a fi ne coagulation of the albumen is only obtainable if it be 
brought by means of a suffi cient quantity of fat into as fi nely 
divided a condition as possible. Moreover to render possible 
the lactic fermentation of the product within the intestines, it 
is necessary to add milk-sugar or similar carbo-hydrates to 

make up for the shortage of same in the starting materials. In 
order to enable the new product to be used with coffee, tea 
and the like containing tannic acid substances without the 
albumen becoming curdled or coagulated by the latter, and 
so that it behaves like cow’s milk, it is necessary to add small 
quantities of carbonate or bicarbonate of sodium or the like.”
 Example: Mix about 10 kg of fi nely ground soy-beans 
with about 100 liters water and about 5 gm of sodium 
phosphate or potassium phosphate. Allow the mixture to 
stand for about 1 hour then slowly bring it to the boiling 
point and only just allow it to boil. Allow it to cool to about 
50ºC, then fi lter and press. Dissolve in the “liquor run off” 
[soybean milk] about 2.4 kg milk-sugar [lactose], 6 gm 
sodium chloride, and about 60 gm sodium carbonate. Mix 
in about 2 kg sesame oil. “The milky liquor obtained in this 
way is brought to the volume of 100 liters by the addition of 
pure water.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
that concerns sesame milk, or a non-dairy milk made from 
sesame seeds.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milky liquor” to refer to 
soymilk. Address: Doctor, Stockheim, Hessen, Germany.

1475. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1913. 
Comparison of soya cake with decorticated cotton cake as a 
food for dairy cows (Durham C.C. Education Com. Offerton, 
Bulletin No. 4; Frank P. Walker, B.Sc.). 20(3):244-45. June. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “The fi rst experiment extended from January 
2nd, 1910, till February 19th, 1910. The cows were divided 
into two lots of fi ve each, and received the following 
rations per cow per day respectively. Lot I received 5 lb. 
decorticated cotton cake and Lot II received instead 5 lb. 
soya cake. Both received: 3 lb. Bombay cotton cake, 6 lb. oat 
straw, 60 lb. swedes, and 12 lb. old land hay.
 “The amount of milk and its quality were found to 
be strikingly similar, but the result of the experiment was 
slightly in favour of soya cake for milk production.
 “The rations were then changed over, Lot I receiving 
soya cake, and Lot II decorticated cotton cake, when results 
were obtained confi rming the fi rst experiment. The following 
is the summary of the results obtained: -
 “(a) Soya cake and decorticated cotton cake of average 
qualities are very similar in chemical composition. The latter 
is slightly richer in oil, while the former is slightly richer in 
fl esh producers.
 “(b) So far as these two cakes are concerned in the 
feeding of dairy cows, the one can be safely used as a 
substitute for the other.
 “(c) Soya cake is slightly better than decorticated cotton 
cake for milch cows.
 “(d) Soya cake, being highly nitrogenous in character, 
ought not to be used in larger quantities for dairy cows than 
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about 6 lb. per head daily, and whenever used it should 
always be mixed with some other food particularly rich in 
carbohydrates or heat-producers, as distinct from foods rich 
in fl esh producers.
 “(e) Soya cake is cheaper than decorticated cotton cake, 
and on this account alone deserves favourable consideration 
at the hands of dairy farmers.”
 Note: Durham is a county in northern England. Durham 
C.C. = Durham Chamber of Commerce.

1476. Dodd, Robert; Humphries, Herbert Brooke Perrin. 
1913. Preparation of plastic substances and the like from 
protein containing materials. British Patent 15,316. 
Application fi led 3 July 1913. 3 p. Complete specifi cation 
left 5 Jan. 1914. Accepted 18 June 1914.
• Summary: “This invention relates to the manufacture of 
semi-plastic materials resembling ivory, horn, and the like, 
from protein containing substances, and from the soya bean 
in particular.
 “It has been an ancient custom in the Far East to 
prepare crude cakes having some strength and hardness, 
from the soya bean,–for example by macerating the beans 
with water, adding sea-water to coagulate the emulsion or 
cream so obtained, and drying and weathering the curd [i.e. 
dried-frozen tofu]. Further, it has been suggested that the 
protein or ‘casein’ of the soya bean should be suitable for the 
preparation of a plastic material by coagulation with salts or 
acids at about 100ºC. We have found however that special 
treatment is necessary to obtain a product commercially 
satisfactory in regard to strength and workability... closely 
resembling vegetable ivory or the corozo nut, and capable of 
replacing the said vegetable ivory in its applications, such as 
the manufacture of buttons and the like.”
 This material is prepared by removing the bulk of 
the soya bean’s oil, macerating and extracting the soya 
cake or meal with water, separating the insoluble and 
non-emulsifi able substances from the liquors or paste so 
obtained and coagulating the liquor either warm or cold 
with aluminum sulfate or formaldehyde. Suitable glutinous, 
coloring, fi lling, hardening or other materials may afterwards 
be added. The resulting cake is treated in a bath of weak 
formaldehyde and dried. Address: 1. Chemist, 56, Valley 
Road, Streatham, London, S.W.; 2. Chemical engineer, B.Sc., 
A.R.C.Sc., Queen Anne’s Chambers, Westminster, London, 
S.W. [England].

1477. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. Jubilee meeting 
of British Pharmaceutical Conference. 83(4):117-19. July 26. 
Series No. 1748.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “The Papers” (p. 117-19) 
is a short paragraph titled “Soya Bean” which states (p. 118): 
“Soya bean has been examined in histological detail by Mr. 
Wallis. This author told the conference that the remarkable 
twin crystals of calcium oxylate are the best diagnostic 

characters for detecting soya-meal in other powders.”

1478. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. British 
Pharmaceutical Conference Jubilee Meeting, London, July 
21-24. 83(4):166-92. July 26. See p. 172. Series No. 1748. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Under the sub-heading Science Section. First 
Session. The Papers (p. 169-74) contains a paragraph on 
“Structure of the Soya Bean,” by T.E. Wallis, with discussion 
(p. 172).

1479. Wallis, T.E. 1913. The structure of the soya bean. 
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 91(2597):120-
23. July 26. 4th Series. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Structure of the seed-
coat. Surface preparations. Structure of the embryo. The 
powder. Black and brown beans. Examination of some 
commercial specimens of cake and meal.
 Wallis found that when soaked in water, soya beans 
expand unevenly. Before soaking they are ovoid in shape but 
afterwards they are more kidney shaped, averaging 13.28 
mm in length, 8.42 mm in breadth, and 6.5 mm in thickness. 
During soaking they increase 65% in length, and 17 and 
3.3% in breadth and thickness respectively.
 He studied and illustrated the structure of the seed-coat 
(testa), the hilum furrow, surface preparations of the seed-
coat, the embryo, a transverse section of the cotyledons, and 
the 5 successive stages in the germination of the soya bean 
(showing the radicle or young root, and the plumule). “The 
cotyledons are carried above the ground by the formation 
of a long hypocotyl; they turn green and open out so as to 
present their fl at faces upwards, thus accounting for the 
structure found in the cotyledons of the seed.”
 Wallis also examined the cellular structure of what 
he called “the powder” (soya bean fl our) as well as soya 
bean cake and meal. He illustrated the palisade, hour-glass, 
parenchyma, and aleurone cells, plus the tracheids, hilum, 
epidermis, and aleurone grains.
 Concerning commercial specimens: “The fi rst specimen 
of meal... is very badly adulterated, and contains large 
quantities of dried grains and cotton seed; there is also 
present sand and rice starch and some unidentifi ed additions” 
(see Fig. 7). “A specimen of soya bean cake, kindly given to 
me by Professor Greenish, shows a considerable admixture 
of pinewood sawdust and also a small amount of cotton seed 
hairs.
 “Another specimen of soya bean cake was fairly pure, 
but even this showed a small quantity of cotton seed hairs.
 “These results seem to indicate that commercial cake 
and meal are commonly adulterated, and also suggests the 
probability that soya bean oil is frequently adulterated with 
cotton seed oil.”
 Illustrations (line drawings) show: (1) 1. Unsoaked 
soya bean. 2. Soya bean after soaking in water (both full 
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size). 3. Radicle and plumule removed from the bean, x5. 
4. Transverse section of seed-coat, with cellular details 
of the epidermis, hypoderma (composed of bare cells), 
parenchyma, aleurone layer, and collapsed parenchyma (all 
x300).
 (2) 1. Transverse section through the hilum furrow, x40. 
2. Longitudinal section of the same. 3. Surface view of the 
hilum. 4. Isolated cells from the hilum region, with remains 
of the funiculus, sclerenchyma, upper layer of the epidermis, 
modifi ed parenchyma, tracheids, micropyle, raphe, and 
pocket for radicle.
 (3) Surface preparations from the seed coat, isolated by 
caustic soda solution. 1. Epidermis from above. 2. Epidermis 
from below. 3. Hypoderma from below. 4. Two epidermal 
cells. Hypoderma from above. 6. Isolated bearer-cells. 7, 8 
and 10. Cells of the parenchyma proceeding from the outside 
to the inside. 9. Aleurone layer, with aleurone grains shown 
in a few of the cells.
 (4) 1. Diagram of transverse section of the cotyledons, 
x2. 2. Corner of a transverse section of a cotyledon, showing 
palisade tissue abutting upon the epidermis of the fl at face, 
x150. 3. Crystals of calcium oxalate, x300. 4. Aleurone 
grains, x300. 5. Cotyledon showing distribution of the 
crystals. 6. Epidermis from fl at face of cotyledon. 7. Portion 
of a transverse section of cotyledon, showing epidermis from 
curved side and the underlying parenchyma. 8. Epidermis of 
radicle, surface view, x150. 9. Epidermis from curved face of 
cotyledon, x150, with crystal of calcium oxalate, epidermis, 
aleurone grain, starch grain, oil globule, stoma, palisade 
tissue, and mesophyll.
 (5) Five successive stages in the germination of the soya 
bean. The horizontal dotted lines indicate th4e position of the 
surface of the ground in each case.
 (6) Powder [fl our] of soya bean, with multiple views 
of palisade epidermis and bearer cells, aleurone layer, 
compressed and modifi ed parenchyma, sclerenchyma, 
tracheids, and mesophyll cells. (7) Foreign particles found in 
commercial specimen of soya bean, incl. barley starch, husk 
of barley, hairs of cotton seed, grains of sand, unidentifi ed 
powder, and rice starch or a crystal foreign to the Soya bean.
 Note 1. This is the third earliest document seen (after 
Harz 1885 and Kondo 1913) on the microscopic structure of 
the soybean.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2011) 
that uses the word “radicle” (meaning “root”), or the word 
“testa” (seed coat), or the word “seed-coat” (or “seed coat”), 
or the word “micropyle” in connection with the soybean. The 
micropyle is a tiny opening in the seed coat, at one end of the 
hilum, through which the primary root of the young seedling 
emerges during germination.
 Note 3. This the earliest document seen (Feb. 2002) 
stating that the soybean contains oxalates, oxalate crystals, or 
oxalic acid. Address: B.Sc, F.I.C. [Fellow of the Institute of 
Chemistry], England.

1480. Curtice, Raymond S. 1913. Dairen. Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) 16(177):597-608. July 
31. See p. 604-05.
• Summary: This is part of a larger article on “Commerce 
and industries of southern Manchuria” (p. 593+). The section 
on Dairen begins: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district 
compromises the southern end of the peninsula of Liaotung, 
the southernmost part of Manchuria, and embraces the whole 
of the Kwantung Leased Territory, which was originally 
leased to Russia by China in 1898. The unexpired term of the 
lease was ceded to Japan by Russia at the close of the Russo-
Japanese War.”
 The section titled “Bean trade” (p. 604) notes that there 
has been a marked decrease in the trade of soybeans and 
products from Dalny. The reasons for this have already been 
given. A table shows exports for the calendar year 1912 of 
bean cake, [soy] beans, and bean oil (in tons of 2,000 lb) 
to various countries. Most of the bean cake (302,402 tons) 
is sent to Japan. Most of the [soy] beans are also exported 
to Japan (101,903), followed by Hong Kong (9,694), Great 
Britain (5,700), Dutch Indies [today’s Indonesia] (2,829), 
and Netherlands (1,108). The largest amount of [soy] bean 
oil is sent to Belgium (13,550), followed by Japan (7,636), 
and Great Britain (1,116). Small amounts of beans and/or 
products are exported to: United States (oil only), Singapore 
/ Straits, etc., Sweden, Germany, France, Russia (Pacifi c 
ports), and Chosen (Korea). For bean cake: Total to foreign 
countries 302,551. Total to Chinese ports 76,172. Grand 
total (1912) 378,723. For [soy] beans: Total to foreign 
countries 121,3241. Total to Chinese ports 61,304. Grand 
total (1912) 182,629. For [soy] bean oil: Total to foreign 
countries 23,493. Total to Chinese ports 13,973. Grand total 
(1912) 37,467. Corresponding totals are given for 1910 and 
1911. “The fact that the share taken by the Chinese ports 
was so much greater proportionally in 1912, in all three 
items, was due to the lessening of the European demand.” 
“It is expected that a new factor in the export trade of bean 
cake will be introduced when the new chemical process of 
extracting the oil is put into operation, for the residue, now 
in the form of bean cake, will be in a powder, and will be 
capable of shipment through the tropics without decaying. 
This should open up profi table markets in America and 
Europe for this article.”
 The section titled “Bean milling the chief industry” 
(p. 605) begins: “The industries of this consular district 
center around the [soy] bean trade and the South Manchuria 
Railway Co. Gives statistics by bean mills on production 
of bean cake and oil in 1910, 1911, and 1912. The Chinese 
have 40 [soy] bean mills in operation with a combined 
capital investment of $528,500, while the Japanese with 
their six mills of most modern construction total $1,687,000. 
Although most of the Chinese mills are operated by crude 
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methods, still it is signifi cant that their combined output 
during the season just past (October–April) was $8,308,098. 
The output of fi ve modern Japanese mills (one having been 
destroyed by fi re) during the same period was $2,360,170.” 
Address: Vice consul.

1481. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1913. Trade 
products of the British Empire. Special Supplement. Vol. 32. 
July. p. 1-44.
• Summary: The Special Supplement to the London 
Chamber of Commerce Journal, deals with the “Trade 
Products of the Empire: A statistical account of the resources 
of the British Empire as a supplier of food stuffs and of raw 
materials for British industries, with statistics and notes as to 
foreign sources of supply. It is full of useful information and 
statistics on British agricultural imports. The section titled 
“Preserved ginger, soy, tamarinds, chutney” (p. 11) states: 
“The value of imports of soy in 1912 was £11,729, of which 
£10,645 was the value of the imports from Hong Kong.”
 The section on “Vegetable oils and oilseeds” (p. 23-27) 
begins: During the last few years there has been a remarkable 
rise in the prices of almost all oilseeds, oils and fats. This has 
been due partly to a large increase in the demand for oils and 
fats for soap-making lubricants, etc., and partly to extending 
the use and manufacture of butter substitutes, cooking fats, 
etc., into the composition of which vegetable oils largely 
enter.”
 The section titled “Vegetable oils and oilseeds (p. 23-27) 
includes import statistics for and discussions of: Castor oil 
and castor seed, coconut oil, cotton seed and cotton seed oil 
(in 1912 the UK imported 630,117 tons), ground nut oil and 
ground nuts, linseed oil and linseed, niger seed, olive oil, 
palm oil, poppy seed and oil, rapeseed and rape oil (colza 
oil), sesamum seed and oil, shea nuts and shea butter, soya 
beans, bassia fats, t’ung oil, tea seed oil, and senat seed.
 The section titled “Soya beans” (p. 27) contains a table 
that shows the tonnage and value of soya bean imports to 
the United Kingdom in 1911 and 1912. The main source 
both years was Russia (perhaps via Vladivostok), followed 
by China [Manchuria], with small amounts from Japan and 
other countries. Total tonnage decreased from 222,157 in 
1911 to 188,760 in 1912.
 The section continues: “The soya bean of Manchuria 
has grown in “The soya bean of Manchuria has grown 
in commercial importance during the last few years in a 
remarkable manner. In the East it has long been an important 
article of food. In Europe the oil pressed from the bean 
is used by manufacturers of margarine, soap and candles, 
in the manufacture of varnish and printing ink, and for 
waterproofi ng umbrellas. Soya bean meal is also stated to be 
used in making bread on the Continent. Beancake has long 
been used as a fertilizer and for feeding stock.
 “Experiments in growing soya beans have been made 
in practically every British colony, but it seems doubtful 

whether the product could be profi tably grown for export 
in competition with the Manchurian beans, which are 
raised under ideal climactic conditions, and by the cheapest 
possible labour.”

1482. Wallis, T.E. 1913. The structure of the soya bean 
(Letter to the editor). Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist 
(London) 91(2599):266. Aug. 9. 4th Series. [1 ref]
• Summary: Dated 2 Aug. 1913. “In the course of the 
discussion upon my paper entitled ‘The Structure of the 
Soya Bean,’ read at the Jubilee Meeting of the British 
Pharmaceutical Conference, it was suggested by Mr. Peck 
that I should have the identity of the soya beans used 
authoritatively verifi ed. Mr. Peck himself kindly gave me a 
type specimen of the beans of Glycine hispida, Maxim., but 
I found, on comparing them with those I have used, that they 
agree with them in all particulars. I have also sent a specimen 
to the Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew, and he 
has kindly verifi ed for me the specifi c name of the beans as 
Glycine Soja, Sieb and Zucc. (Glycine hispida, Maxim.), the 
‘Soy bean.’ I shall be much obliged if you will kindly publish 
this in The Pharmaceutical Journal.” Address: Exeter 
[England].

1483. Wallis, T.E. 1913. Structure of the soya bean. Chemist 
and Druggist (London) 83(7):46-47. Aug. 16. Series No. 
1751. [1 ref]
• Summary: Note: This same article was published in at least 
four different periodicals. It was fi rst published on 26 July 
1913 in the Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London), 
p. 120-23. Address: B.Sc, F.I.C. [Fellow of the Inst. of 
Chemistry], England.

1484. Corbett, G.H. 1913. Economic importance of the 
family Sminthuridae, with notes on an attack of Bourletiella 
hortensis (Fitch) on soy beans. Agricultural Students’ 
Gazette (Cirencester, Royal Agricultural College) 16(4):128-
30. Aug. New Series. [6 ref]
• Summary: “During May, in the Botanical Garden of the 
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, where Soy Beans 
have been grown for a number of years [since at least Dec. 
1882, by Prof. Kinch], I noticed that especially one plot of 
this plant was looking unhealthy. On examination the cause 
of this appearance was found to be a species of Sminthurus. 
Mr. Bagnall kindly identifi ed it for me as Bourletiella 
hortensis. This species principally attacks the under surface 
of the cotyledons near the edge, where it eats out crescent-
shaped holes, but it also eats out small holes in the upper 
surface of the seed leaves.” Illustrations (line drawings, p. 
130) show: A healthy soy bean plant. A smaller soy bean 
plant badly attacked by Bourletiella hortensis.

1485. Redman, L.V.; Weith, A.J.; Brock, F.P. 1913. The 
drying rates of raw paint oils–a comparison. J. of Industrial 
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and Engineering Chemistry 5(8):630-36. Aug. [6 ref]
• Summary: Linseed oil is the most widely used and 
investigated paint oil. Some of the oils in this study, such 
as soya bean and fi sh oil, have recently been introduced 
to the trade in large quantities. Very recently research has 
been done on fi sh, soya bean, and chinawood oils. In this 
study, two samples of raw soya bean oil were used: (1) From 
England had been “extracted from the beans by the naphtha 
or cold-press process.” (2) From Hankow “was produced by 
the cold process.” Their behavior as shown by graphs, was 
quite similar.
 The two soya bean oils set up to a transparent fi lm, 
which was much lighter in color but not equal in toughness 
to a linseed oil fi lm. Raw soya bean and chinawood oils 
increase in weight at about the same rate, but more slowly 
than raw linseed or fi sh oils. The maximum gain (7.7%) for 
soya bean oil is 2.8% less than that of chinawood oil. Soya 
bean, linseed, and chinawood oils dry within 20 days to a 
solid fi lm without the addition of artifi cial driers. However 
all the fi sh oils remained tacky, viscous liquids after 20 days 
of drying. Address: Dep. of Industrial Research, Univ. of 
Kansas, Lawrence.

1486. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau of 
Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor). 1913. 
English oilseed enterprise. 16(205):1295. Sept. 3.
• Summary: “Commercial Agent Erwin W. Thompson writes 
that the Copra & Palm Oil Co. (Ltd.) has been formed at 
Bishopsgate, London, England, with $300,000 capital for the 
purpose of planting coco palms, soya beans, and other oil-
bearing plants, and working the products therefrom.”

1487. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. English and 
Welsh news. 83(10):379-81. Sept. 6. Series No. 1754.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “Liverpool Notes” is 
one sentence (p. 380): “A factory for the manufacture of 
synthetic milk from soya beans is shortly to be established in 
Liverpool.”

1488. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1913. India and the 
East. 83(10):383. Sept. 6. Series No. 1754.
• Summary: (From The “C. & D.” Correspondents.) “Soya-
bean cultivation–The cultivation of the soya-bean has been 
experimented with in Ceylon during the past seven years, 
and the verdict, as expressed by the Director of Agriculture 
(Mr. R.N. Lyne), is that it will never succeed in the island 
or produce the weight of crop per acre that it does in 
Manchuria. Mr. Lyne has had experience of soya-bean 
cultivation in Zanzibar and Portuguese East Africa, where 
it did not prove successful, and he says the same of Natal, 
where it is being tried somewhat extensively.”

1489. Fisher, James. 1913. Last year’s trade condition of 
Hull [England]. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 

Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) 16(218):1562-65. Sept. 18. See p. 1563-64.
• Summary: The year 1912 was unfavorable for the seed-
crushing industry. “Early in the year linseed was in very 
short supply, the chief reasons for which were the railway 
strike in Argentina and the diffi culty of obtaining freight. 
The quality of the La Plata crop also proved to be among 
the worst on record.” Soya bean imports decreased slightly 
compared to last year.
 A table shows the declared value of exports from the 
Hull district to the United States in 1911 and 1912. Soya 
bean oil decreased from $47,748 in 1911 to only $314 in 
1912. Address: Vice Consul, Hull.

1490. Kita, Gen-itsu. 1913. Japanische Sojaindustrie 
[Japanese shoyu industries]. Wochenschrift fuer Brauerei 
30(42):549-52. Oct. 18; 30(43):559-61. Oct. 25. (Chem. 
Abst. 8:984). Summarized in Zentralblatt fuer Bakteriologie, 
Series II. 41:257 (1914). [8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: An excellent and very detailed description of 
how shoyu is made in Japan, with many photos. Contents: 
Introduction. Overview of the process. The raw materials. 
Preparing the koji: Pre-preparation, mixing the beans with 
the wheat, the koji room (muro), handling the mass of koji, 
characteristics of koji. Part II: The fermentation process. 
Pressing. Scientifi c investigations of soy sauce brewing. 
Summary.
 The author calls soy sauce Soja and Sojasauce. The two 
basic types of shoyu are made with soybeans and wheat, or 
just with soybeans. But some special sauce is also made with 
fi sh meat, such as Lintenfi sh. The addition of sugar and other 
sweeteners, and of colorings such as molasses to low-grade 
shoyu is not rare.
 Preparation of soy sauce: The fermentation usually takes 
6 to 12 months or more. Some years ago the “quick method” 
was widely introduced but after several years it unfortunately 
fell into ruin. The shoyu process has never been developed 
with modern processes like the sake processes, because sake 
must be a certain way when fi nished but shoyu is acceptable 
in many ways. The aroma from the roasted wheat adds a 
special component to Japanese shoyu, not found in Chinese 
soy sauce. The roasted wheat is coarsely ground (using a 
roller miller or, earlier, a granite mill), and the meal produced 
thereby serves to enrobe the steamed soybeans, while the 
larger particles hold the beans, thus aiding aeration. So the 
wheat must not be ground too fi ne. The beans are steamed, 
usually at a pressure less than 2 times atmospheric pressure; 
higher pressure creates a bad aroma. If the beans are cooked 
in an open kettle, a bamboo mat is placed in the bottom 
to prevent the beans from browning. The liquor left after 
cooking is called amé. The beans and wheat koji are then 
mixed. The beans, after being removed from the kettle, are 
spread out on the koji fl oor in front of the koji room (koji-
muro) to a depth of about 3 cm. They are stirred from time 
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to time until cooled to about 30-35ºC. The spores (keim) of 
Aspergillus oryzae, when they are used, are then sprinkled 
on. The mixture is put into wooden koji trays (kojibuta) 
each about 60 by 30 by 10 cm deep (24 by 12 by 4 inches), 
and holding 18 liters of raw material. In some places (such 
as Shozushima) a wide straw mat (80 by 180 cm) is used in 
place of these koji trays. The koji room is typically 10 by 3.5 
by 2.2 meters high. The walls are thick. A modern room is 
of tiles in order to prevent changes of temperature from the 
outside. For cleanliness, the walls should be made of cement, 
with a door at one end and a window at the other. The room 
contains many vents to remove moisture and carbon dioxide. 
Steam pipes are laid in the fl oor, or a fi re-pot is used instead. 
As noted above, the koji mold spores are either mixed in, or 
they settle from the air in the koji room, or come from the 
koji trays. The koji trays are stacked in a zigzag fashion to 
allow ventilation, which is necessary for shoyu koji but not 
for sake koji. Dampness and lack of oxygen favor the growth 
of Mucor molds and undesirable bacteria. After 20 hours, the 
koji is mixed well in the trays, and the upper trays are placed 
on the bottom–and vice versa. Stir again after 7-10 hours; 
the temperature is now 38-40ºC. After 10-15 hours conidia 
formation begins. The koji is usually ready in 3 days. Good 
koji has yellow-green conidia, very numerous on the inside. 
The surface is white and the mass dry. Contaminants: Mucor, 
Rhizopus and bacteria due to too much moisture, especially 
with heat. Black koji has a bad aroma from the disease 
kurotoko, which is caused mostly by excessive moisture. 
During fermentation about 20% of the original mass is lost; 
starches are changed to sugars, which are used up by the koji 
mold. The goal is to obtain koji which is rich in enzymes.
 The brewing process: The ingredients are mixed in a vat 
to make the mash (moromi), which contains enzymes. The 
vats are made of sugi wood (Cryptomeria japonica Don.) 
with bamboo hoops. In the large shoyu factories they usually 
have a capacity of 4,000 to 4,500 liters (1,057–1189 gallons). 
The proportions of raw materials are as follows: Soybeans 
(2,700 liters = 1,875 kg), wheat (2,700 liters = 2,025 kg), 
salt (NaCl, 2,700 liters = 1,690 kg), and water (5,400 liters 
= 5,400 kg). The salt may be dissolved in hot or cold water, 
usually to 20º baume. Less salt gives better quality. The 
mash is mixed with a pole or with compressed air. The mash 
must usually ferment for a year before it can be pressed. A 
longer fermentation improves the color and aroma, but the 
fl avor becomes weaker. Where a 2 or 3 year mash is used, it 
is mixed with 1-year mash to improve the quality. In order 
to shorten the fermentation time, the mash is sometimes 
warmed; this and other suggestions for improving the 
process will be discussed later. The mash contains microbes, 
especially yeasts and bacteria.
 Pressing: The mash, after it fi nishes aging, is pressed in 
cotton bags that have been dipped in tannin from astringent 
persimmons (kaki-shibu). Each bag holds about 2 liters. 
More than 2 liters may causes the bag to tear in the fune 

(literally “boat”), which is about 230 by 73 by 91 cm and 
which holds about 800 such bags. Formerly a log was used 
in the form of a lever press, but now screws and hydraulic 
presses are widely used. The yield of shoyu is about 70-80% 
of the volume of the moromi. The remaining presscake still 
contains soluble constituents, which are extracted by mixing 
the presscake (Der Presskuchen) with water. The remaining 
cake is sold as fodder.
 Treatment of the pressed liquid: This liquid is heated in 
an iron kettle in order to partially pasteurize it, separate the 
coagulable constituents, and darken the color. Better grades 
are heated at a lower temperature (never above 70-80ºC), and 
poorer grades at a higher temperature, mainly to concentrate 
and darken the color. For good grades, darkening of the 
color is seen as a disadvantage, as is the resulting change of 
aroma. Kita then gives a detailed analysis of both shoyu and 
the second-pressed liquid. Shoyu contains 30-32% solids, 
has a specifi c weight of 1.189 to 1.234, and contains 16.15 to 
18.61% minerals.
 Scientifi c investigations and various proposals for 
the shoyu brewery: Kita experimented with the use of 
defatted soybean meal. He notes that koji contains a 
powerful proteolytic enzyme. Cooking under pressure 
and defatting promote decomposition. Pressure cooking is 
more and more widely used. Defatting of the beans proved 
to be disadvantageous since it lowered the quality of the 
fi nal shoyu, but he thinks the problem lay in the improper 
treatment of the beans during defatting. He proved this 
hypothesis with coarse beans defatted with benzine (Benzin) 
to make fl awless shoyu. Sake koji has stronger diastatic and 
weaker proteolytic enzymes than shoyu koji. The proteolytic 
and diastatic power of mold enzymes are inversely related. 
There are different varieties of A. oryzae with different 
morphologies. Photos (p. 550-51) show equipment used in 
making shoyu in a factory: (1) Presses for pressing the sauce 
from the aged moromi. (2) Brick roaster for the wheat, with a 
belt-driven mechanical stirrer. (3) Wooden fermentation vat. 
(4) Many wooden moromi fermentation vats, held together 
by braided bamboo hoops, with a wooden plank across the 
top of each. (5) A man in a white coat, with a moromi stirrer 
in one hand, standing among many tall fermentation vats. 
Address: Technical Inst., Tokyo Imperial University.

1491. M.L. 1913. Synthetic milk production from soya beans 
in Liverpool. Chemical World (London) 2(10):332-33. Oct.
• Summary: “A factory for the making of synthetic milk 
from soya beans and other ingredients is shortly to be 
established at Liverpool... The company projecting to 
establish a factory in Liverpool is the ‘Synthetic Milk 
Syndicate, Ltd.’ in London, and they will work according 
to Dr. Fritz Goessel’s process (of Stockheim, Essen, 
Germany).” A detailed description of the process and exact 
formula are given. “The ‘milk’ can be manufactured at a cost 
which will admit of its being sold to dealers at 2d. per quart.
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 Note: The article immediately after this one is titled 
“Contaminated Milk: Condition of the London Supply.” 
Tests showed extensive bacteriological contamination in 
cow’s milk.

1492. M.L. 1913. The progress of the margarine industry. 
Chemical World (London) 2:332-33. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: The “Annual of the Dairy Products Trade” 
contains an interesting article on the margarine industry. 
“It appears that the butter trade has good reason to fear 
the growing competition of margarine or artifi cial butter, 
on account of the improvement which the quality of the 
latter has shown in recent years. The time has passed when 
margarine was a mixture of animal fats, such as oleo, 
stearine, beef tallow and others. To-day there are three 
different kinds: oleo-margarine made from animal fats, 
vegetable margarine made from nuts, mostly cocoanuts, and 
a margarine made from a mixture of the two varieties.”
 “On the chemico-physical side the process of hardening 
liquid oils by means of hydrogen has been applied to 
cottonseed, soya beans, sunfl ower, etc. and has already 
proved as successful as with oils used in the manufacture of 
soap.”

1493. Woodhouse, E.J. 1913. Notes: A promising variety of 
soy beans. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta) 8(4):391-93. 
Oct.
• Summary: It now appears “that the Nepali variety is likely 
to prove a paying crop for cultivation in the Himalayas at an 
elevation of four to fi ve thousand feet.
 “The [brown] Nepali variety was fi rst tested on the 
Kalimpong farm [located in the far northeast corner of India, 
in West Bengal, near the southern border of Sikkim] where 
it yielded at the rate of nearly 1 ton (26½ mds.) [1 maund = 
82.28 pounds or 37.32 kg] of seed per acre in 1911. In 1912 
its yield is given by the Superintendent of the Farm, Mr. J. 
Wilson, as 1,170 lbs. (14¼ mds.), and this will probably 
prove to be more nearly its average yield...
 “As regards the value of the crop for export, it must be 
remembered that the value of Soy Beans for commercial 
purposes depends on the seeds being large and of a pale 
colour and possessing a low moisture and a high oil content. 
South Russia has supplied the best beans ever put on the 
English market.” They contain 18.95% oil and 6.09% 
nitrogen. 100 seeds weigh 21.5 gm and they are pale yellow 
in colour. The Nepali is distinctly larger than the Russian 
beans but has a very slightly lower oil content (18.5%). 
“The only real disadvantage possessed by the Nepali seed 
is its brown colour, which is likely to injure the colour of 
the meal made from it.” The author argues that India should 
start commercial soybean production to supply the English 
market. Address: India.

1494. Thompson, Erwin. 1913. Soya beans in South 

Africa. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. Bureau 
of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and Labor) 
16(273):955. Nov. 21.
• Summary: “A large fi rm of English soap makers [probably 
Lever Brothers] is distributing soya-bean seed in South 
Africa, with literature relating to its cultivation. The 
Government experimental farms in South Africa are taking 
much interest in the subject, having already tested over 80 
varieties, some of them yielding as much as 2,000 pounds of 
beans and 12 to 13 tons of green fodder to the acre. The right 
kind of harvesting machinery is not yet available,...
 “Beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent 
of oil, as against 15 to 16.5 per cent for the same varieties 
grown in Manchuria. Altitude seems to affect the yield of the 
oil, as shown by the following statistics: Beans grown at an 
altitude of 3,354 feet yield 20.65 per cent; at 500 feet, 21.36 
per cent; and at 49 feet, 22.19 per cent.
 The cost of transporting soya beans from South Africa 
to England is $8.27 less per long ton than from Manchuria to 
England. Address: Commercial Agent.

1495. W. 1913. Die Sojabohne und ihre Verwendung in der 
Naehrmittelbranche [The soybean and its use in food-service 
departments]. Konserven-Zeitung 14(48):377-78. Nov. 28. [4 
ref. Ger]
• Summary: A brief account of the history, nutritive value, 
and utilization of the soy bean. One of the earliest food uses 
of soybeans in the West was in the use of Japanese soy sauce 
in Worcestershire sauce, in England. The soybean was also 
used secretively, unbeknownst to food chemists and experts, 
as a popular coffee substitute until it was exposed in 1912 in 
Weller-Darmstadt (see Chemiker-Zeitung). This substitute, 
made from roasted soybeans, was used to extend coffee at 
levels of up to 33%. It was shown that this soy-extended 
coffee was much richer in nutrients than real coffee.
 In Paris, France, Bergey roasted soybeans and added 
molasses or grape sugar to make a coffee substitute, or he 
added vanilla, sugar, and cocoa-butter (the fat in butter) to 
make a chocolate substitute.
 “As far as we know from the literature, the soybean has 
been used heretofore, with the exception of Worcestershire 
sauce and other sauces and soup seasonings, only as coffee 
or chocolate substitutes. However the real superiority of this 
plant lies in its high nutritional value and therefore it should 
be used directly as a food, as it is in the countries of its 
origin.” Address: Germany.

1496. San Francisco Chronicle. 1913. Harbor news. Nov. 29. 
p. 16.
• Summary: The British steamer Nile, Captain George 
S. Lapraik, of the Pacifi c Mail Company’s intermediate 
services, arrived in the port of San Francisco yesterday.
 “Principal items in the Nile’s manifest were 6,148 mats 
of rice, 1,802 bales of raw silk, 1,476 rolls of matting, 124 
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bales of jute, 3,000 tubs of shoyu, 200 bags of sugar, 361 
chests of tea, 400 bales of hemp.” And there were 239 bags 
of mail.

1497. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1913. The Natal 
problem. England’s tropical labour. Dec. 25. p. 8.
• Summary: The section titled “Labour distribution” states: 
“The increasing demand for vegetable oils and fats may 
conceivably place copra, palm oil, the soya bean, and cocoa 
in a position of supremacy over rubber and gold and other 
minerals.
 A table gives the population density of many of Britain’s 
tropical colonies, to show the uneven distribution of labour: 
Jamaica 200. Trinidad 196. Indian Empire 178. Ceylon 
156. Federated Malay States 36. West African colonies 33. 
East Africa, Uganda and Nyasaland 24. British Honduras 5. 
British Guiana 3. Tropical Australia 1.

1498. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1913-1915. Chemical technology 
and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. 5th ed. Entirely 
rewritten and enlarged. 3 vols. Vols. 2-3 edited by George H. 
Warburton. London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; New York: 
The Macmillan Co. See vol. 2, p. 111-18. Illust. Index. 22 
cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 14, “Technology of the natural 
oils, fats, and waxes: Methods of preparing, refi ning, and 
examining them, and detecting adulterations,” in the section 
on vegetable oils, in subsection 1 on drying oils, soja bean 
oil is introduced as follows (p. 111-18): “Soja bean oil, soya 
bean oil (soy-bean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil): French–
Huile de soja, Huile de soya. German–Saubohnenfett, 
Sojabohnenöl, Chinesisches Bohnenöl. Italian–Olio di Soia.”
 Contains an excellent 8-page discussion of the subject. 
A footnote (p. 111) states that since the Latin name “Soja” 
is pronounced in England as “Soya,” the spelling “Soya” 
has been adopted as the offi cial one by the Chambers of 
Commerce in this country.”
 Also discusses (in vol. 2): Linseed oil, fl ax oil (p. 45-
71). Hemp seed oil (p. 93-95). Sesame oil (p. 208-224, 720). 
Almond oil (p. 287-92). Arachis oil, peanut oil, earthnut oil, 
groundnut oil (p. 297-321).
 Note: Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. He died 
unexpectedly within a few days of the appearance of the fi rst 
volume of this 5th edition. Address: The Lewkowitsch Lab., 
71 Priory Rd., London, N.W., England.

1499. Singleton, Esther; Sturgis, Russell. 1913. The 
furniture of our forefathers, with critical descriptions of 
plates... complete in one volume. Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday, Page & Company. xii + 664 p. See p. 299. Illust. 
Index.
• Summary: Part IV, “Dutch and English periods: New York 
from 1615 to 1776” notes (p. 299) that in 1762, cut glass and 
silver ornamental cruet stands cost from 10 shillings to £1 5 

each. In 1772, “ebony cruet stands, jelly glasses, soy cruets, 
carroffs [carafes], wine and water glasses and bottle stands” 
are for sale by John J. Roosevelt in Maiden Lane.

1500. Southcombe, James Edward. 1913. Chemistry of the 
oil industries. New York, NY: D. Van Nostrand Co. ix + 
204 p. See p. 112. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Series: Outlines of 
Industrial Chemistry.
• Summary: In Chapter 7, titled “Composition and properties 
of the individual oils and fats of commercial importance,” 
the fi rst section is “Vegetable fats and oils. It is divided into 
non-drying, semi-drying, and drying oils. The best-known 
non-drying oils are olive, olive kernel, arachis or earthnut 
(p. 106-07), and castor oils. The semi-drying oils which fi nd 
industrial application are cotton-seed, sesamé, soya bean and 
rape oils.
 Soya bean oil (p. 112): In Europe, this oil has 
been successfully obtained by expression or extraction 
with solvents; the result is a reddish colored oil with a 
characteristic odor. Although introduced only recently to 
the European market, soya oil has found wide and varied 
application in the making of boiled oils and soaps.
 A table gives physical and chemical constants based 
on published analyses: Specifi c gravity at 15ºC: 924 to 927. 
Solidifying point 8 to 15ºC. Saponifi cation value: 190.6 to 
192.9. Iodine value: 121.3 to 125.2. Address: M.Sc., Chief 
chemist of the Henry Wells Oil Co., Salford [England]; 
Lecturer on oils and fats, Royal Salford Technical Inst., etc, 
Birkenhead.

1501. Takenob, Y.; Kawakami, K. 1913. Japan Year Book. 
Tokyo: Japan Year Book Offi ce. 702 p. See p. 163-64, 230, 
351, 356, 358, 438, 654, 659, 672, 690. Eighth annual issue. 
[Eng]
• Summary: In chapter 11, “Agriculture” (p. 155-77) is a 
table titled “Beans, sweet potato and potato (p. 163) which 
gives “Soy bean” production in Japan for 1906-1910 (in 
koku).
 On page 164 we read: “The three daily articles of 
diet for all classes, viz. soy [sauce], miso, and tofu are 
manufactured from this bean...”
 In chapter 15, “Industry,” is a paragraph titled “Soy” (p. 
230) on the patented Suzuki process for brewing soy [sauce]. 
“For soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous 
to Tokyo municipality, heads all other places on the list. 
Parched wheat mixed with salt and beans is a principal 
ingredient. The process is still far from scientifi c, requiring 
about 12 months before the liquid is ready for sale. It is also 
costly, as it does not admit so much labor-saving appliances. 
To obviate these advantages, several patented processes, 
notably that by Mr. Suzuki, have been tried, but they do not 
seem to have attained ideal perfection. It was on the strength 
of the Suzuki process that a company backed with yen 
2,500,000 paid up was started, in 1907, and the 2-months’ 
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brewing, the chief merit of the invention, was started. It is 
to be regretted that this fi rst machine-brewing has failed to 
produce the soy which can compare with the old process soy 
in taste and fl avor, and that the company has been wound 
up.”
 In Chapter 25, “Home trade” is a table (p. 351) titled 
“Prices of principal commodities in Japan,” which includes 
prices for 1905-1911 in yen for soy beans (per 
koku), soy [sauce] (per koku), and miso (per kwan).
 In Chapter 26, “Foreign trade” is a table (p. 
356-58) titled “Imports” (in 1,000 yen). Under the 
heading “Staples articles of over yen 1,000,000” 
(p. 356) is given the value of soja bean imports for 
1908-1912. Under the heading “Trade with China 
(p. 359) is given the value of imports of “beans” 
and of “oil-cakes” for 1906-1911.
 In chapter 30, “Finance,” is a paragraph (p. 
438) titled “Tax on Japanese soy” [sauce].
 In chapter 34, “Chosen (Korea),” a table (p. 
654) on “Exports (in 1,000 yen), under the heading 
“Foreign trade” has data on exports of beans and 
peas for 1906-1912 (in yen).
 In the same chapter, under the heading of 
“Agriculture” is a paragraph (p. 659) which states: 
“Barley and soya bean.–Barley covers 421,828 
cho, yielding 4,194,425 koku. Beans are exported 
chiefl y to Japan for manufacturing soy. The 
acreage is 358,000 cho and the yield [production] 
1,925,000 koku. Export to Japan amounted to 
about 3,500,000 yen in 1909.”
 In Chapter 35, “Taiwan (Formosa),” under 
the heading “Agriculture,” a table (p. 672) titled 
“Agricultural products” has production data on 
“Beans and peas” (in 1,000 koku) for 1905-1909.
 In Chapter 37, “South Manchuria,” is a 
paragraph (p. 690) titled “The soya bean” which 
states: “The fame of Soya bean has spread all over 
the world since 1906 when the Mitsui Bussan fi rst 
shipped a trial consignment to England. As substitute 
of cotton seeds for extracting oil the bean met with 
a favorable reception not only in England but in 
Germany, France and elsewhere, and the following 
year the enterprising fi rm received large orders. The 
yield [production] of [soya] bean in Manchuria is 
between 1,500,000 and 2,000,000 tons and the output 
of bean-cakes about 1,000,000 tons. In 1909 the 
export amounted to 800,000 tons of which about 50% 
went to Europe, 30% to China and 20% to Japan. The 
export is made through Dairen, Newchang (which 
monopolized it before the export to Europe began), 
and Vladivostock, the fi rst claiming about one half 
and the other half is divided between the two ports.” 
Address: Prof. at Waseda Univ. and Late of the Japan 
Times, Japan.

1502. Wallis, T.E. 1913. Structure of the soya bean. Year-
Book of Pharmacy (London). p. 467-78.
• Summary: This paper was presented on 22 July 1913 
at the 15th Annual British Pharmaceutical Conference, 
in London. It was later published in at least three other 
periodicals, and apparently fi rst published on 26 July 1913 
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in the Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London), p. 
120-23. However, because of the layout, the illustrations 
are larger and clearer in this Year-Book (Published by the 
Pharmaceutical Press, London, 732 p.). 
 At the end of the article is a long discussion. 
Contributors are: Prof. H.G. Greenish, Mr. E. Saville Peck, 
Mr. Prosper H. Marsden, and The President. Prof. Greenish 
congratulates Mr. Wallis on an excellent paper. “Mr. Wallis 
was not only an excellent microscopist, but was an artist 
as well, and that enabled him to draw on paper that which 
he had seen under the microscope.” Address: B.Sc., F.I.C. 
[Fellow of the Inst. of Chemistry].

1503. Wilson, Ernest H. 1913. A naturalist in Western China, 
with vasculum, camera, and gun: Being some account of 
eleven years of travel, exploration, and observation in the 
more remote parts of the fl owery kingdom. 2 vols. London: 
Methuen & Co. Ltd. See vol. 2, p. 49, 54-56, 61, 87-88. 
Introduction by Charles Sprague Sargent, LL.D. Illust. Index. 
23 cm.
• Summary: In volume 2, chapter VI (p. 48-63) is titled 
“Agriculture: The principal food-stuff crops.” “The Chinese 
nation is to a very large extent vegetarian, fl esh being eaten 
only in small quantities except on festival occasions... The 
Chinese fry most of their vegetables, and for this purpose 
a vegetable oil is nearly always used. The oils expressed 
from members of the Cabbage (Brassica) family [such as 
rapeseed], the Soy Bean (Glycine hispida), and Sesamé 
(Sesamum indicum [sesame]) being most in request” (p. 49). 
The seeds of ground-nut (Arachis hypogæa, called “Lao-hua-
tsen), opium poppy, sunfl ower, and cotton seed are also used 
as oilseeds (p. 61).
 Beans are discussed on pages 55-56. “Since the Chinese 
are to such a large extent a vegetarian people, the various 
members of the pea and bean family are necessarily most 
important crops... The soy bean is everywhere a summer 
crop.” The country’s most important legume, it is “planted 
everywhere–in fi elds by itself, around rice and other fi elds, 
and as an undercrop to maize and sorghum. It yields seeds in 
three colours, namely yellow, green, and black. The Chinese 
distinguish three kinds of the yellow and two kinds each of 
the green and black. These varieties yield a succession of 
beans, the black being fully a month later than the others. 
The ‘Huang-tou’ [yellow soybean] is cooked and eaten as 
a vegetable, or ground into fl our and made into vermicelli; 
preserved in salt it makes an excellent pickle. It is also 
extensively used in the manufacture of soy sauce and 
soy vinegar. A variety with small yellow seeds is largely 
employed in making bean-curd [tofu]. While in Central and 
Western China the soy bean is cultivated exclusively as a 
food-stuff, in Manchuria it is grown almost solely for the 
oil which is obtained from the seeds by pressure, and for the 
residual-cakes that remain after the oil has been expressed. 
From Newchwang, the port of Manchuria, there is an 

enormous export trade done in ‘Bean-cake,’ which is in great 
demand as an agricultural fertilizer in all parts of China. 
The soy bean has recently been exported to Europe in large 
quantities and the soy-bean oil is employed in soap making 
and for culinary purposes.
 “Two kinds of Gram, Phaseolus mungo, ‘Lu-tou’ and 
P. mungo, var. radiatus, ‘Hung-tou,’ are grown as summer 
crops. The seeds of the ‘Lu-tou’ (green bean [= mung bean]) 
are especially valued for their sprouts... Of the ‘Hung-tou’ 
(red bean [azuki bean]) there are two or three varieties. The 
seeds of these are used as a vegetable or ground into fl our 
and employed for stuffi ng cakes and sweetmeats.”
 “Both sesamum and soy bean are cultivated extensively 
in Western China, but for local consumption only. The 
large exports of these products that pass through Hankow 
[located on the Yangtze River near Wuhan and Wu-ch’ang] 
are brought down by the Peking-Hankow railway. Szechuan 
is capable of growing enormous quantities of these valuable 
plants, but cheaper and better facilities for transport are 
necessary before the products can become articles of external 
trade. When the much-discussed Hankow-Szechuan railway 
is fait accompli the raw products of the west will be available 
as articles of export, and a much-needed stimulus given to 
the agricultural industries of the regions concerned” (p. 87-
88).
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes vasculum (derived 
from the Latin meaning “small vessel”; the term was fi rst 
used in 1844) as “a usually metal and commonly cylindrical 
or fl attened covered box used in collecting plants.” Address: 
V.M.H., England.

1504. Liverpool Daily Post (England). 1914. Seeds, oils, and 
cakes. Jan. 7. p. 13, col. 5.
• Summary: Hull, Tuesday. Linseed is steady. Cottonseed is 
fl at. Linseed oil is quiet. “Refi ned cotton oil” is steady.
 “Soya bean oil, spot 27s, and March-June 26s 6d.
 Linseed cakes. 95 per cent...
 Cotton cakes, spot. Egyptian or Bombay.
 “Soya cakes. spot £7 5s.”

1505. Xrayser II. 1914. Observations and refl ections. 
Chemist and Druggist (London) 84(2):49. Jan. 10. Series No. 
1772.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “Words relating to 
pharmacy” we read: “Soya, the name of the well-known 
bean is Japanese in origin, the plant yielding the bean being 
Soja hispida. Soy is the colloquial form of Japanese sho-yu 
or siyau-yu [sic] the fi rst element of which indicates salted 
beans [sic] (properly of the plant just named), and the second 
oil” (p. 49).

1506. Morse, Stanley F. 1914. Money in soy beans: This 
crop may be the basis of a new industry. Country Gentleman 
79(4):169. Jan. 24.
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• Summary: “Since 1908, when there was a scarcity of 
cottonseed or linseed in England, millions of tons of soy 
beans have been imported into that country from Manchuria, 
China and Japan to be used in the manufacture of an oil 
of considerable commercial value. This oil has been used 
for food by the Japanese and Chinese, as cottonseed oil is 
frequently used in this country... It partially takes the place of 
linseed oil in the manufacture of paints and is being used in 
soap making.”
 “Of course it is conjectural as to how the soy beans 
would be manufactured into oil, but it is reasonable to 
suppose that mills located in the center of soy-bean-
producing sections, as cotton gins and oil mills are in the 
South, would be the most feasible from a soil-fertility 
standpoint. In other words the main object of the farmer in 
growing soy beans would be to secure for feeding purposes 
the high-protein meal after the oil had been extracted from 
it.”
 The author conjectures further: “Eight or ten years hence 
it would not be surprising to see here and there throughout 
dairying and steer-feeding sections of the United States, 
from the Missouri River eastward and the Gulf of Mexico 
northward, certain mills which are lacking today. If we 
should pay a visit to one of these mills during the autumn or 
winter months we should see farmers come driving in with 
loads of yellow, black, green or brown roundish beans; they 
would bring their wagons to a halt on a scale; the weight 
would be recorded, and an employee would take samples of 
the loads. Then the farmers would back up to a scuttlehole, 
shovel their beans into it, and drive on to where a metal 
chute was let down and a yellowish meal would fi ll their 
wagon boxes. Following them home we should see them 
shovel this meal into a cement-fl oored feed house, put on 
their teams, return to the feed-house and throw a certain 
quantity of yellowish meal into a feed-mixer with so much 
corn-and-cob meal; a feed-carrier would then convey this 
mixture into the cow-barn, where the cows would reach 
greedily for it as it was thrown into the feeding troughs. 
Later these farmers would receive a letter from the Eureka 
Oil Company inclosing a check and stating that the beans 
analyzed so much per cent of oil or so many pounds of oil at 
so much a pound. Still later another more substantial check 
would arrive in payment for milk, cream or butter sold by 
these same farmers.”
 A small photo shows a man standing in a fi eld of 
soybeans.

1507. Turner, A. Grenville. 1914. The soy bean. Agricultural 
J. of the Union of South Africa 7(1):67-77. Jan.
• Summary: This report was sent to South Africa by 
the Union Trades Commissioner in London, Mr. C. du 
P. Chiappini. Contents: Botany and habitat. Varieties. 
Conditions of growth. Methods of culture and soil 
inoculation. Harvesting: Yield per acre, yield of forage, as a 

grain crop, thrashing. Manurial value (as a green manure). 
Storing soy bean seed. Feeding value: For sheep, dairy cows, 
or hogs. Experiments in South Africa (conducted by Mr. 
Turner during the 1910-1911 season). Chemical analyses. 
The commercial aspect. The bean (utilization). The oil 
(utilization).
 “Up to the year 1907 the export of soy beans from 
Manchuria did not exceed 120,000 tons, of which the bulk 
was absorbed by Japan” (p. 68)
 “As a commercial oilseed, however, the soy bean was 
undoubtedly fi rst introduced to the notice of the British and 
Continental manufacturer towards the end of the year 1908, 
when the export commenced to Europe through Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok]; the cargo was nearly all carried in British 
bottoms and destined to oil mills in the United Kingdom.”
 “Experiments in the cultivation of the soy bean are being 
conducted in practically every British colony; during the year 
1909 experiments were conducted in the Argentine Republic, 
Mr. A. Grenville Turner, the soy bean expert, reporting that 
a crop of beans may be secured in about thirteen weeks, as 
against six months in Manchuria. World-wide interest now 
was evinced in the culture of the soy bean; the late Sir Alfred 
Jones, K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a mission to 
introduce the cultivation of the bean throughout West Africa; 
on his return Mr. Turner reported that he had travelled 
12,000 miles through the Gambia, Sierra Leone, Southern 
and Northern Nigeria and the Gold Coast Territories; the 
results of experiments being successful: on sowing the seed 
the plants made their appearance above ground in about 
four days, ultimately attaining a height of two feet, and 
reaching maturity in six, eight, or ten weeks, according to 
zone and climatic conditions. On his return from the coast, 
Mr. Turner was entrusted with a mission by Messrs. Lever 
Brothers, Limited, to encourage the cultivation of the soy 
bean throughout the Union of South Africa, during the 
season 1910-1911 the scheme was taken up by the farmers 
with enthusiasm, a large quantity of seed, together with 
descriptive pamphlets, was distributed by Messrs. Lever, the 
result of the experiments proving that South Africa can raise 
a crop of soy beans equal, if not superior, to Manchuria.”
 At the Government Experiment Farm in South Africa, 
where 80 varieties were tested (there are over 300 varieties 
of soy beans), yields of seed “as high as 2,000 lb. per acre 
were recorded, while in many instances the yield was well 
over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the yield per acre is 
from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre.” If grown for forage, yields 
as high “as 12 to 13 tons of fresh fodder may be produced 
per acre, which may be used for hay or for silage purposes.” 
“Growing soy beans for the grain is distinctly profi table, 
owing to the large demand in the United Kingdom and 
Europe” (p. 71).
 When Mr. Turner conducted soybean cultivation 
experiments in South Africa during the 1910-1911 season, 
the “scheme enjoyed the hearty support of the Union 
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Government Agricultural Department, the Agricultural 
Union, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, by whose 
assistance, through Mr. Turner, see for the planting of three 
to fi ve acre plots was distributed to over three hundred 
farmers in all parts of the Union, together with printed report 
forms, and descriptive bulletins” (p. 72). Natal experience 
the worst drought in 40 years took at this time, but the 
soybeans resisted the drought and were able to grow under 
conditions that would probably in many instances be too 
severe for even maize. Soybeans were also grown in the 
Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Cape Province.
 The highest recorded oil content in soybeans was 
23.20% from beans grown by Mr. Turner in Sierra Leone.
 “The oil mills of Great Britain crush annually upwards 
of 1,000,000 tons of oil seeds,... Great Britain is the heaviest 
importer of oil seeds in Europe, and is, in fact, after the 
United States of America, the most important manufacturer 
of oils in the world.”
 Great Britain imports and crushes about 600,000 tons of 
cotton seed and about 350,000 tons of soy beans; the balance 
is linseed. Recently, however, these soy bean imports have 
been decreasing, since Germany has rescinded the import 
duty and installed soy bean crushing plants in their oil mills.
 “It is estimated that Great Britain and Europe can 
take ten million tons of soy beans per annum in the event 
of the beans being used for human as well as for animal 
consumption and for industrial purposes, so there is a 
large market for South Africa to ship all the beans she can 
produce...”
 Note: This document contains the second earliest clear 
date seen for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Argentina (1909). The source of these soybeans 
is unknown, but might have been Great Britain.

1508. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders; Skelton, Ruth Filby. 
1914. The quantitative estimation of urea, and indirectly of 
allantoin, in urine by means of urease. Biochemical Journal 
8(1):70-73. Feb. [12 ref]
• Summary: “The estimation of urea in urine is quickly 
and accurately made by decomposing it with urease (1 gm 
powdered soy-bean) at 35 to 40ºC for one hour. During this 
time the ammonia evolved is removed by an air current...” 
Address: Ludwig Mond Research Lab. for Biological 
Chemistry, Inst. for Physiology, University College, London.

1509. Sahr, C.A. 1914. Report of the Assistant Agronomist. 
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report. p. 
43-49. For the year 1913. March 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this report’s only section, titled “Experiments 
with leguminous plants,” all crops are grouped into three 
types based on the length of their growth period. The soy 
bean appears in both the fi rst group (quick rotation, short 
season, 3 to 4 months) and the second group (medium 
time, 4½ to 6½ months). The importance of inoculation is 

emphasized.
 The subsection on “Soy bean” (p. 46-49) states: “Soy 
beans were grown more or less extensively by Japanese 
farmers in Kona to defray expenses while their coffee trees 
came into bearing, fi nding a ready market for culinary 
purposes and also among local soy sauce brewers. Since 
the coffee orchards now demand the entire attention of the 
growers, the soy brewers depend upon soy beans imported 
from Japan for their supply.
 “The brewing of Japanese soy sauce having become 
a well-established industry in Hawaii, a visit of inspection 
to several of the largest factories was made to ascertain the 
method of manufacture, which is given here briefl y...” Equal 
parts of boiled soybeans and roasted California wheat are 
mixed, “poured into molds, and left to stand for 3 or more 
days, or until slightly covered by mold fungi. The molds 
are then emptied into large cedar vats of 500 to 800 gallons 
capacity. A starter made from cass [soybean presscake] and 
brine is then added, and the mass is left to ferment for a 
period ranging from 6 months to a year or 18 months, the 
mass being thoroughly stirred twice each day. The fermented 
mass is then transferred into a large press and the liquid 
sauce is pressed out, boiled 2 or 3 hours, and put in cedar 
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tubs of 4½ to 6 gallons capacity... The ferment starter is 
made of a small quantity of soy-bean cake, or cass, sprinkled 
over a few handfuls of parboiled soy beans and left in a 
warm place for several days. The cass is sold for 20 cents per 
100 pounds to rice planters as a fertilizer, and contains about 
20 per cent salt. It is also fed to hogs, after soaking in water 
to draw out the salt. The brewers buy imported soy beans at 
$72 per ton in Honolulu, wheat at $40, and salt at $10. The 
tubs in which the soy sauce is put up are made of Japanese 
cedar, shipped knocked down from Japan, and put together 
as wanted. The cost per tub is from 40 to 70 cents, according 
to their capacity, which ranges from 4½ to 6 gallons. Soy 
sauce is eaten by all classes of Japanese as a table sauce, 
with their rice, fi sh, and meats. It has the color of strong 
black coffee.
 “Miso, another Japanese table sauce, is brewed from soy 
beans and rice. The brewed liquid is clear white. The climate 
of Hawaii is too warm for its manufacture.”
 A table (p. 48) shows fi ve soybean varieties (each with 
an “Agronomy accession number, three also with an S.P.I. 
number–20798, 19183, and 14953) and their yields as hay, 
fodder and/or seed, and stages of growth in Hawaii. The only 
named variety, Otootan [black seeded], was “grown from 
seed received from the College of Hawaii in May 1911. This 
variety is undoubtedly the coarsest, rankest soy bean ever 
grown by this station. It is also most tolerant of both dry and 
wet conditions, but only makes a rank growth during a cool 
and moist growing period.” Trials of this variety were made 
at the Hilo and Glenwood substations.
 No. 698, a Russian soy bean, was received from S.R. 
Cope of London, England. Seven varieties were received 
from the College of Hawaii. Eight varieties were received 
from the Bureau of Plant Industry (USDA) under the [S.P.I.] 
numbers 19183, 22379, 32906, 32907, 34857, 34934, 34924, 
34987, and 34123; they were planted in May. “Four varieties, 
said to be rich in oil content, were received from an eastern 
paint and oil company for trial by this station. Samples of 
these will be analyzed and the oil content determined.”
 A photo shows two Otootan variety soy bean plants, 
valuable for forage and green manuring; one is bigger than 
the other and both are hanging up-side down.
 Other leguminous plants tested: Kulthi or horse gram, 
cowpeas, sunn hemp (Crotolaria juncea), a variety of Cuban 
peanut, asparagus bean (sasagi; probably yardlong cowpea) 
and sesbania.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) 
that mentions the soybean variety Otootan.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2004) 
that mentions the asparagus bean (Vigna sesquipedalis). 
Address: Asst. in Agronomy.

1510. Times (London). 1914. Artifi cial milk. Butter and 
cheese from soya beans. Romance of a new industry. March 
17. p. 4, col. 1.

• Summary: “A discovery which should prove of great 
interest to housewives and mothers has recently been 
brought to perfection in a London chemical laboratory. 
This is a process of manufacturing synthetically a pure and 
wholesome milk of high nutritive value, possessing all of the 
virtues of the original article, none of its many dangers.” A 
German chemist has developed the process.
 “The fl uid, as far as its appearance is concerned, is quite 
indistinguishable from rich cow’s milk. It is delightfully 
smooth on the palate. On the other hand, the taste seems to 
some persons slightly different from that of ordinary milk. 
It is said that even this slight ‘taste’ can be removed at will. 
A dairyman was recently asked to express his opinion of 
the new milk, and two glasses, one containing his own milk 
and the other the artifi cial milk, were placed before him. He 
praised what he supposed was his cow’s milk and expressed 
a very modifi ed appreciation of the other. His surprise on 
hearing of his error was naturally great.
 “Introduction of bacteria. The new milk has been built 
up from a basis of casein obtained from the soya bean. 
Casein, of course, is likewise the basal constituent of cow’s 
milk. The beans are treated by a special process whereby all 
oil and waste matter are removed and only the pure casein 
left. To this basis are added in exact proportions fatty acids, 
sugars, and salts, and emulsifi cation carried out... In order 
that the synthetic milk may approximate in all respects to the 
real milk, bacteria of the required strains, including the lactic 
acid (sour milk) bacilli rendered famous by Metchnikoff a 
few years ago, are introduced to the fl uid and permitted to 
act upon it until it reaches exactly that state of what may be 
termed maturity at which fresh cow’s milk is obtained. That 
it is indeed a real milk is proved by the fact that excellent 
cheeses and ‘butter’ can be made from it.
 “The advantages of the new milk are obvious. It is, 
of course, free from all suspicion of being contaminated 
with milk-borne diseases like tuberculosis, scarlet fever, or 
diphtheria.”
 The fi rst consignment of soya beans was sent to Europe 
as recently as 1906. “In this country soya oil has now a very 
ready and extensive market. It is used instead of the cotton 
seed variety on account of cheapness. Soap manufacturers 
are also coming to depend upon it. The chief use, however, 
would seem to be as cattle cakes for winter feeding. That the 
article which has fed so many milch cows during the past 
few years should itself be used in the making of artifi cial 
milk is undoubtedly something of a coincidence.
 “Most of the soya beans entering this country pass 
through Hull, which, with its great oil and seed mills, is the 
natural centre for such a commodity.”

1511. Seifensieder-Zeitung. 1914. Das Haerten der Oele [The 
hardening of oils]. 41(13):348. April 1. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the development of hydrogenation 
in England and Germany, including the work of Sabatier 
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and Senderens, Normann, and Boehmer. Soya bean oil 
has become an important raw material for hydrogenation 
purposes. It was introduced in Bremen. The fi rm of Crosfi eld 
& Sons in Warrington, England, has used Normann’s patent 
for years to harden various oils. As the North China Daily 
News announced on 3 Jan. 1914, the fi rm is considering 
a venture with British capitalists and companies to erect 
a large establishment on the Whampoa [Huang-Pu] River 
downstream from Shanghai, China, in order to make rational 
use of the soybean and its products. The price of a picul of 
soybean oil, about 60 kg, is about 24 German marks, i.e., 
about 40 pfennigs per kg.

1512. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Westminster 
wisdom: This week in parliament. 84(15):576. April 11. 
Series No. 1785.
• Summary: Under the sub-heading “’Soya-bean’ milk” 
we read: “In the House of Commons on Monday, Mr. C. 
Bathurst asked the President of the Local Government 
Board a question about the legality of the sale as milk of the 
compound made from the soya-bean. Mr. H. Samuel replied 
that if an article which is not milk is sold under that name it 
would be open to local authorities to take proceedings under 
the Sale of Food and Drugs Act against the vendor.”

1513. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Coco-nut products, &c. 
10(5):97. May. [2 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya oil.–Hull” gives 
statistics (from the Public Ledger) for prices on May 15th. 
The unit of weight or volume is not given. The section titled 
“Soya oil beans” gives additional statistics for soya bean 
prices.
 A table from the Indian Trade Journal gives reliable 
statistics for exports (in tons) of soy beans from the port of 
Vladivostock [Vladivostock] (Siberia) from 1909 to 1913 
inclusive to Europe, Japan, China, and Total. Exports to 
Europe rose from 214,185 in 1909 to a peak of 407,213 
in 1911, then decreased to 221,099 in 1913. Exports to 
Japan leaped from 1,161 in 1909 to a record 77,186 in 
1913. Exports to China jumped from 106 in 1909 to a 
record 16,909 in 1913. Total exports from Vladivostock 
[Vladivostok] rose from 215,752 in 1909 to a peak of 
430,310 in 1911, then decreased to 315,194 in 1913.

1514. Times (London). 1914. Condiments. Pickles and 
sauces. Various aids to appetite and digestion. June 8. p. 27, 
cols. 4-5.
• Summary: The wise old proverb that “Hunger is the best 
sauce” still retains its ancient force. Yet inventors have 
fl ooded the world’s markets with a multitude of “ingenious 
appetizers and stimulants for the jaded palate.” The reproach 
of the insightful Frenchman [Voltaire, in 1729, after a two-
year stay in London] that “England was a nation with a 
hundred [sic, sixty] religions but only one sauce has long 

since become wholly unmerited.”
 “The indispensable companion of all meat meals is 
the homely cruet-frame, with its store of mustard, pepper, 
vinegar, and oil.” The most common ingredient in table 
sauces is some form of vinegar. High-class sauces use 
only the fi nest malt vinegar, while their low-brow relatives 
substitute the cheaper forms of acetic acid.
 The famous Harvey Sauce [Harvey’s Sauce] is 
“composed of a mixture of malt vinegar, Indian soy, and 
mushroom or walnut vinegar [ketchup?]. To this must be 
added fi nely chopped anchovies, a clove of garlic bruised, 
and a seasoning of cayenne pepper.” Keep these ingredients 
in an earthenware jar for a month or more, stirring regularly, 
then strain carefully for use.
 To make Worcestershire sauce, mix “Bordeaux vinegar, 
walnut ketchup, essence of anchovy, Indian soy, cayenne, 
and garlic.” Place in a large bottle, cork, and shake many 
times daily for several weeks, then strain and bottle for use. 
These two “may be regarded as typical of the thin or black 
sauces.”
 The thick or creamy sauces include O.K. Sauce and A1 
Sauce.

1515. Times (London). 1914. Worcester: The making of a 
famous sauce. June 8. p. 22, col. 6.
• Summary: Located on the River Severn, Worcester is 
blessed with a magnifi cent old cathedral. “A great sauce 
factory: The makers of the well-known sauce, Worcestershire 
Sauce, are Messrs. Lea and Perrins,” one of the oldest and 
most progressive fi rms in the city. “Their factory is perhaps 
the largest establishment in the world wholly devoted to the 
manufacture of sauce: certainly there is nothing equal to it 
in the United Kingdom.” The company still uses the original 
recipe, which “remains a closely-guarded secret, and the 
fi rm exercises a strict privacy over the whole process of 
manufacture.”
 “Before being bottled, the sauce is allowed to mature in 
barrels in the cellars of the factory.”
 “Seventy years ago [i.e., 1844] the output of sauce was 
very limited and was practically all consumed locally. At that 
time, and for twenty years afterwards, the bottles were fi lled 
from a jug carried in the hand.” Today, bottling machines fi ll 
thousands of bottles a day.”
 Another Worcester fi rm, Hill, Evans, and Company, has 
been making malt vinegar for more than 80 years, and today 
its works are the largest of their kind in the UK.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that contains the phrase “mature in barrels in the cellars” in 
connection with Worcestershire sauce
 Note: Vinegar is an important ingredient in 
Worcestershire sauce.

1516. Independent (The). 1914. Milk and cheese from the 
soya bean. 78:487. June 15.
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• Summary: “A large concern known as the ‘Synthetic Milk 
Syndicate, Ltd.’ is about to establish a factory in Liverpool, 
at which soya milk will be made according to the process of 
Dr. Fritz Goessel, of Essen, Germany.” A detailed description 
of the process follows. “It is expected that this milk will be 
retailed in England at 4 cents a quart. It is claimed to have 
the same nutritive value as natural milk, and will be free of 
the characteristic oily fl avor which makes other soya bean 
products unpalatable to most people who have not acquired 
the tastes of the Orient... Treated with a mineral salt or an 
acid, which acts the part of rennet, vegetable milk can be 
converted into cheese of several varieties. In Indo-China, 
where the soya milk industry has assumed large proportions, 
three principal kinds of cheese are made: a fermented variety 
with a taste suggesting Roquefort; a white salted variety, 
resembling goat’s milk cheese; and a cooked or smoked 
variety, like Gruyère.”
 Note: This is also the earliest English-language 
document seen (April 2013) that uses the word “smoked” 
(not including “smok’d”) in connection with tofu. Address: 
England.

1517. Mercury (The) (Hobart, Tasmania, Australia). 1914. 
Rival to milk. Produce from soya beans. Romance of an 
industry. June 20. p. 14.
• Summary: This is a summary of: Times (London). 1914. 
“Artifi cial milk. Butter and cheese from soya beans. 
Romance of a new industry.” March 17. p. 4. The summary 
begins: “The keen rivalry between margarine and butter 
is to have a parallel in the fl uid product of the soya bean 
threatening to knock cow’s milk out of the market.”

1518. Anderson, George E. 1914. Review of Hongkong 
trade in 1913. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(146):1777-92. June 23.
• Summary: “During the middle portions of the year all 
South China was in the throes of a revolution; and the two 
provinces of China most directly tributary to Hongkong in 
a trade way declared their complete independence from the 
central government at Peking.
 “Throughout the entire year there were serious 
disturbances which made settled conditions in the interior 
impossible... Perhaps the most unfavorable feature was the 
increasing discount of the provincial paper currency issued 
all over China by the various provinces during and after the 
revolution. In South China most of this paper had less than 
two thirds of its face value.”
 “The exchange value of silver remained high and steady 
during the whole of the year, thus making it possible for the 
Chinese consumer to buy many lines of foreign produce 
which in years of normal exchange are denied him by their 
prohibitive cost.
 The [soya] “bean crop of Manchuria was only about 

70 per cent of the normal;...” Of the actual commodities 
exported, there was a decrease in vegetable oils, opium, 
Chinese foods and produce.”
 “The year of opium: The importation of opium into 
China is fi nally nearing a fi nal stage in its decline... The 
import trade [to Hongkong] all but ceased during the year.
 “As a result of the opposition of the Chinese government 
to further imports of the drug in any part of the Republic, an 
agreement was effected between the Chinese and the British 
governments whereby further importations into China should 
not be permitted...” Address: Consul General, Hongkong.

1519. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products 
and their competitors in Northern Europe. I. Cake and 
meal. Special Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, 
Department of Commerce and Labor) No. 84. 93 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction. 
Germany: The need of more protein, Germany as a 
customer, future competition of Egyptian cake, suggestions 
for increasing American exports, competing feedstuffs 
(incl. soya-bean meal and schrot), theoretical valuation of 
feedstuffs, prevalent methods of feeding, adulteration of 
feedstuffs, methods of purchase and sale, list of addresses. 
United Kingdom: Oil-cake feeding (incl. soya beans), 
theoretical valuation of feedstuffs, list of addresses (incl. 
Lever Bros. [Liverpool], J. Bibby & Sons [Liverpool], 
and Liverpool Seed Oil & Cake Trade Association [A. 
Grenville Turner, secretary, Liverpool]). The Netherlands: 
Promoting cottonseed cake, oil-mill methods, succulent 
feeds, experiment stations. Denmark: Sunfl ower cake, 
Russian transportation, purchase and sale, bulk cake, cake 
versus meal, valuation and choice of cake, ordinary cattle 
rations, cooperative societies, government supervision, list 
of addresses [p. 86, incl. “Dansk Sojakage Fabrik [Dansk 
Sojakagefabrik], Islands Brygge: Soya-bean oil mill; belongs 
to East Asiatic Co...; Hofmann Bang: Director Agricultural 
Experiment Laboratory.”] Sweden: Prof. Hansson’s 
experiments, feeding in the Skane district, competition of 
other feedstuffs, list of addresses. Norway: List of addresses.
 “No nation excels Germany in the application of science 
to agriculture and in the dissemination of practical scientifi c 
information to the remote and small farms. The yield per 
acre in Germany of the principal food crops is now two to 
three times that of the United States, though 20 to 50 percent 
below that of Belgium, which is the highest in the world” (p. 
9).
 A table (p. 15) shows the kinds of oil cakes and meals 
consumed in Germany in 1912. Of the 1,417,920 metric tons 
(MT) consumed, 332,839 were cotton seed cake, 275,000 
rape and similar cake, 200,000 linseed cake, 150,000 sesame 
cake, 150,000 poppy and sunfl ower cake, 120,000 palm 
kernel cake, 100,000 peanut cake, 50,000 soya cake, 30,000 
copra cake, and 10,081 other. Thus soya cake is only 3.5% of 
the total.
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 A section titled “Soya-Bean Meal and Schrot” (p. 30) 
states that in Germany “Soya-bean cake is a product that 
has sprung into prominence within the past fi ve years... 
Some of the fi rst cake imported from Manchuria was moldy 
and contained too much oil, but now the principal imports 
are from England, where the oil is well extracted and there 
is not enough moisture to cause molding during the short 
journey. However, there is a general feeling that even small 
quantities of soya oil is [sic, are] not good for cattle, and so 
the preference is growing for the fl akes, or ‘schrot,’ resulting 
from the treatment of the beans by the extraction process. 
This product contains only 1 or 2 per cent oil and is fast 
becoming popular. Some is imported from England, but more 
and more of it is being made in Germany.”
 Dr. “Kellner is the leading authority on feeds in 
Germany... The foundation stone on which most of the 
valuation theories are built is his celebrated feed unit 
‘Staerkewert,’ which may be translated ‘starch equivalent’...” 
A table (p. 35) shows the German feed units, or starch 
equivalents, of the constituents of 23 feedstuffs. Corn has the 
highest value at 81.5 starch equivalent, followed by sesame 
(79.4), copra (76.5), peanut (75.7), then soya (74.7). Another 
table (p. 36-37) shows that soya cake is one of the least 
expensive feedstuffs per feed unit.
 In the UK, the main oilseed crushed is cottonseed (about 
50% of the total), followed by linseed. A table (p. 50) shows 
the imports, exports, and production of various seeds, oils 
and cakes for 1912 for the UK. An illustration (p. 69) shows 
a pair of large “edgestones” and the beveled gears which turn 
them. Called “kallergang” on the European continent, these 
stones are used for crushing cottonseed in most parts of the 
world except the United States. They grind the cottonseed 
hulls more fi nely and greatly improve the appearance of the 
cake and meal. “SoyaBeans:... At one time it was predicted 
that soya beans would predominate the crush [in the U.K.], 
but they reached their maximum in 1910 with 413,267 tons 
and have been declining ever since, the receipts [imports] 
for 1913 being only 76,452 tons. Reasons assigned for this 
decrease are: The increase in freight rates, the increase 
in crushing in China and Japan, the growing competition 
from Denmark and from Germany (whose import duty was 
lately removed from these beans), and the slow demand for 
the cakes among English feeders. This last seems the most 
important reason, and it is involved with some of the others.
 “Denmark (p. 74): Producers of oil cake the world 
over owe a debt of gratitude to Denmark for demonstrating 
the superlative value of this product [cottonseed cake] for 
making butter. This strictly agricultural country has been 
continuously concentrating its energy on those products that 
could be exported at the highest prices.” The main export 
is butter, followed by milk, cream, and cured meats [i.e. 
value-added products]. In 1912 butter, valued at $40 million, 
accounted for nearly one-third of the country’s exports.
 In Sweden, within the past 5 years the Swedish 

Agricultural Department has been giving great attention to 
cattle breeding and feeding. “This experimental department 
is under the direction of Prof. Nils Hansson, a student of the 
celebrated German Kellner. Prof. Hansson has been making 
some extensive experimental studies in dairy-cattle breeding 
and feeding.” Kellner’s theories were mainly formulated 
for feeding cattle for beef. Prof. Hansson has clearly 
demonstrated that the Kellner valuation for nitrogen is too 
low when applied to milk production.
 Norway’s principal exports are fi sh and fi sh products 
(worth $27.8 million in 1912), followed by lumber, wood 
pulp, paper, and other forest products ($23,000,000). 
Address: Special Agent, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce.

1520. Tropical Life (England). 1914. Soya beans. 10(6):115. 
June. [4 ref]
• Summary: A table shows that imports of soya beans to 
England have decreased sharply from 134,801 tons in 1912 
to 63,046 tons in 1913.
 “According to the report of the Agricultural Department, 
Assam [in eastern British India], Manchurian soya beans 
were tried on a small scale at Jorhat with great success, the 
yield being over 18 maunds per acre.” Ground nuts also 
yielded well at Jorhat.

1521. Hanson, George C. 1914. Commerce and industries 
of Kwantung. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(153):7-17. July 1. See p. 11-12, 15-16.
• Summary: “The Dairen (Dalny) consular district embraces 
the Kwantung Leased Territory (Japanese), comprising 
the tip of the Liaotung Peninsula and the islands adjacent 
thereto... Its area is 1,221 square miles and its population 
in 1913 was 517,147, of whom 469,651 were Chinese 
[90.82%], 47,381 Japanese [9.16%], and 115 foreigners.”
 A table (p. 8) of “Foreign trade by countries” shows that 
the lion’s share of its imports (71.5% of gross value) come 
from Japan, followed by Germany, UK, Belgium, and USA.
 A table (p. 11) shows “Shipments from Manchuria into 
Kwantung during 1912 and 1913, including: Bean cake 
103,787 / 127,690 tons. [Soy] beans 553,438 / 622,205 tons. 
Beans (small=azuki) 16,794 / 16,297. Sauce, bean and soy 
50 / 78 pounds.
 The export trade in soybeans and products expanded. 
A table (p. 12) shows the “native exports” (to within China; 
quantity and value), including bean cake, [soy] beans, and 
bean oil.
 The section titled “Last year’s improvement in bean 
trade–unfavourable outlook” includes a table which shows 
exports (incl. reexports) of [soy] beans and bean oil “in 1913, 
by countries of destination. Exports of bean cake to foreign 
countries increased in 1913 to 527,507 short tons, of which 
520,947 tons went to Japan and the remainder to Chosen 
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[Korea]. The amount shipped to Chinese ports was 38,629 
tons in 1913, as against 76,172 in 1912.” “A large proportion 
of the bean oil shipped to Japan is transshipped to the United 
States.” Address: Vice Consul, Dalny (Dairen), Japanese 
Leased Territory.

1522. Boulter, R. 1914. Soya bean export trade of Dairen. 
Board of Trade Journal (London) 86:97-98. July 9. 
Summarized in the Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1914, 
p. 621.
• Summary: The export of soy beans from Dairen decreased 
slightly in 1913, owing to the demands of the local mills. 
These mills, 50 in number, consume about 450,000 tons 
of beans annually, producing over 50,000 tons of oil. The 
exports of bean cake amounted to 555,428 tons in 1913, 
compared with 469,089 tons in 1912: over 80% of this was 
sent to Japan, for use there or for transshipment to the United 
States. The exports of bean oil in 1913 increased by about 
3000 tons; the export to Japan fell from 10,889 tons in 1912 
to 3,964 tons, and the export to China increased to 22,487 
tons; heavy freight rates and high prices contributed to 
curtail the exports.
 “Recently there have been some changes in the 
receptacles used for transporting bean oil, drums made of 
mild steel being used. The cost of sending oil to Europe in 
drums in £1 10s. [1 pound 10 shillings] per ton higher than in 
secondhand kerosene oil tins–the original practice–but this is 
compensated by the absence of leakage...
 “The experimental mill erected by the South Manchuria 
Railway Company at Dairen was not expected to start 
work before the middle of the year. The capacity of the 
mill is to be 50 tons of beans in 24 hours and the oil is to 
be extracted by the benzine process. This mill and the new 
Santai oil mill [owned by Mitsui & Co.], which was erected 
in 1913 to replace the one burned down the year before, are 
the only ones in Dairen which extract oil by this process, 
all the others having adopted the crushing method. It is 
contended that by the benzine process more oil of a better 
quality is extracted from the beans, while the cake, though 
proportionately less in weight, is richer in fertilising matter.” 
Address: Acting British Consul, Dairen.

1523. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products 
competition. Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter 85(26):36-37. 
June 29; 86(2):32H. July 13; 86(3):18. July 20; 86(18):36. 
Oct. 19.
• Summary: Extended extracts from Erwin W. Thompson. 
1914. Cottonseed products and their competitors in Northern 
Europe, in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Special Agents Series No. 
84. Soy is mentioned as a minor competitor of cottonseed. 
Tables show imports, exports, production, and value 
totals for “oil-yielding materials.” Lengthy discussion of 
“cottonseed meal.”

1524. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1914. 
Commonwealth of Australia. Denaturation of soya bean oil 
for paint making in Australia. 86:304-06. July 30.
• Summary: “It is also stated in the Supplement [No. 21 
to the Customs Tariff Guide, 1908-11, dated 6 June 1914] 
that the following formula has been approved, under the 
provisions of By-Law No. 231, for the denaturation of soya 
bean oil for paint making:–Soya bean oil, 85 gallons; linseed 
oil, double boiled, 15 gallons. Oil so denatured may be 
delivered free of duty under Tariff heading No. 234 (H).”

1525. Thompson, Erwin W. 1914. Cottonseed products and 
their competitors in Northern Europe. II. Edible oils. Special 
Agents Series (U.S. Bureau of Manufactures, Department of 
Commerce and Labor) No. 89. 31 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Letter of submittal. Introduction. The 
margarin industry: Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
Denmark, Norway, Sweden. Ingredients of margarin: Soft 
fats (sesame oil, colza and rape oils, soya-bean oil, peanut 
oil, cottonseed oil), hard fats (copra oil, palm oil and palm-
kernel oil, shea-nut oil, summary of hard fats), artifi cially 
hardened fats (linseed oil, fi sh oils, soya-bean oil, peanut and 
cottonseed oils). Addresses.
 Denmark (p. 11-12) “is one of the few countries where 
exact statistics are kept of the margarine made and the 
ingredients used. The Danes claim to make and export the 
best butter in the world, and they take every precaution to 
render it impossible in any way to adulterate or falsify it... 
All margarine must contain enough sesame oil to insure the 
prescribed color reaction.” The main three “soft fats” used in 
Danish margarine (in descending order of importance, 1910-
1912) are sesame oil, American cottonseed oil, and peanut 
oil; soya-bean oil is not mentioned. Margarine production 
grew from 34,320 metric tons (tonnes) in 1910 to 39,620 
tonnes in 1912.
 Ingredients of margarine: Soya-bean oil. A table (p. 15) 
shows the approximate net import and crush of soybeans in 
the United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, and Denmark 
from 1908 to 1913. The U.K. fi rst imported soybeans in 
1908 (40,600 tonnes). Germany fi rst imported soybeans 
in 1909 (8,000 tonnes). The Netherlands fi rst imported 
soybeans in 1911 (14,400 tonnes). Denmark fi rst imported 
soybeans in 1911 (20,000 tonnes), rising to 36,900 tonnes in 
1912 and 45,000 in 1913. The total soybean crush in these 
four countries peaked at 355,100 tonnes in 1912, falling to 
246,300 tonnes in 1913. “The decline of the [soya-bean] 
industry in Europe is attributed to the advance in freight 
rates, to the diffi culty of selling the cakes, especially in 
the United Kingdom, and to the resumption of normal oil 
milling in Manchuria since the close of the Russo-Japanese 
War. In Germany and Denmark the cake is growing in favor, 
especially the [solvent] extracted kind, which contains very 
little oil. The crush will probably continue to increase in 
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those countries, and to decrease in the United Kingdom, 
where the cake is not liked. Meanwhile there is a disposition 
to import [soya-bean] oil from Japan and Manchuria. The 
United Kingdom imported 3,000 tons of oil in March, 1914. 
China exports to all countries about 100,000 tons of oil 
every year. In Denmark and Germany this oil is chiefl y used 
for soap, but latterly in Germany, and even more so in the 
United Kingdom, it is being deodorized and exported to the 
Mediterranean to blend for salad oil. Margarin makers are 
taking it sparingly (not over 6,000 tons altogether). Perhaps 
the refi ners may learn how to prepare it to suit them; but its 
most logical use seems to be as a salad oil as it is a natural 
winter oil containing oily 10 to 15 per cent stearin compared 
with 20 to 25 per cent for cottonseed oil.”
 “Peanut oil (p. 16): “Peanut oils vary greatly in quality, 
the best grades being made in Bordeaux, France, and Delft, 
Netherlands, from peanuts (Arachis hypogaea) that arrive 
in the shell from West and Southwest Africa, and to some 
extent from shelled nuts from China. The lowest grades are 
made in Marseille [Marseilles], France, from shelled peanuts 
shipped from the Coromandel, or east, coast of India.” The 
present European supply of peanut oil is 184,000 tonnes, of 
which 135,000 tonnes (73.3%) are made in France.
 Pages 26-27 discuss “Artifi cially hardened oils.” “The 
combined capacity of the hydrogenating plants of Europe 
is estimated for 1914 at 250,000 tons (1,375,000 barrels), 
which is two or three times as much as has ever been treated. 
These plants are in England, Norway, Germany, and France, 
and are engaged at present chiefl y on fats for soap and 
candles. They are hardening linseed, whale, soya-bean, and 
cottonseed oils.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) 
indicating hydrogenation of soya-bean oil to make candles.
 “Edible oils: The great increase in the demand for 
margarin in Europe, for compound lard in the United States 
and for hard soap all over the civilized world has resulted in 
closely crowding the supply of natural hard fats, while liquid 
oils are relatively abundant.”
 Pages 30-31 give addresses of major edible oil 
processors and margarine manufacturers in Germany (incl. 
Berliner Pfl anzen Butter Margarine Fabrik), Denmark (incl. 
Otto Monsted of Copenhagen, margarin), Norway, Sweden, 
Netherlands (incl. Van den Berg Margarin Works, Jurgens 
Margarin Works), and the United Kingdom (incl. Maypole 
Dairy Co.–affi liated with Otto Monsted of Copenhagen–
makes margarin; Lever Bros. of Liverpool–oil mill, soap 
works, hardeners of oils; Crossfi elds [sic, Crosfi eld] Ltd. 
of Warrington–oil mill, soap works, hardeners of oils). 
Tables show: Total production of edible oils in the European 
countries (p. 7). Imports and exports for various countries 
and oils.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2007) 
stating that soybean oil is used as a salad oil in the Western 
world. Address: Commercial Agent, Bureau of Foreign and 

Domestic Commerce.

1526. Woodhouse, E.J.; Taylor, C.S. 1914. The value 
of Indian soy beans. Agricultural J. of India (Calcutta) 
9(3):308-09.
• Summary: A London fi rm found Nepali type soybeans 
from India to be equal to or better than ordinary Manchurian 
beans for processing. “With the valuations we have put 
upon them we shall be quite prepared to receive offers of 
reasonable [sic, reasonably] large quantities.”
 For details on the two varieties of soy beans that were 
evaluated, see p. 392, of Vol. III, Part IV of this Journal. 
Address: India.

1527. Parlett, H.G. 1914. China (Manchuria): New bean oil 
extracting mill at Dairen on the benzine system. Board of 
Trade Journal (London) 86:385. Aug. 6. Summarized in the 
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1914, p. 621.
• Summary: A new experimental bean-mill belonging to the 
South Manchuria Railway Company “started operations in 
the middle of April last. The mill is situated at Ji-ji-ko, about 
two miles from the Dairen wharves, and cost about £30,000, 
of which the plant cost about £20,000. The manager of the 
mill received part of his training in Germany.” Except for 
two British-made boilers, the whole “plant consists of the 
most modern type of German extracting machinery.
 “There are about 50 bean mills in Dairen, but this is the 
only one which extracts the oil by the benzine process... The 
maximum capacity of the mill is 80 tons of beans per day of 
24 hours. At present only 50 tons are used daily, producing 7 
tons of oil, 40 tons of meal, and 3 tons of moisture, dirt, etc...
 “The crude oil is tainted with benzine and therefore 
unsuitable for edible purposes–its chief use in China; 
for this reason it has fetched smaller prices than the oil 
from the crushing mills. The oil must therefore be refi ned 
and deodorised before being put on the market, and it 
will probably be necessary to fi nd a market in Europe or 
America...
 “As far as the residue is concerned, it fetches a higher 
price by 20 per cent. than bean cake; but against this must 
be set the fact that from equal quantities of beans the 
residue obtained is 20 per cent. less than the amount of bean 
cake obtained by the crushing method, whilst there is the 
additional expense of providing bags for packing.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
that contains statistics concerning the processing capacity 
or storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. 
Address: British Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

1528. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Soya-bean oil. 
85(13):452. Sept. 26. Series No. 1809.
• Summary: This short “fi ller” paragraph in the lower left 
corner of the page states: “Since the outbreak of war several 
large shipments of soya-beans, including 100,000 bags from 
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Vladivostock [Vladivostok] have reached this country for 
the purpose of extracting the oil. Hitherto Germany has 
imported considerable quantities direct from Manchuria, the 
Stettiner Oelwerke A.-G. of Stettin, also importing about 
45,000 metric tons in 1913. H.M. Consul at Stettin states 
that after many experiments this fi rm has succeeded by a 
process of neutralisation, decoloration [sic], etc., in refi ning 
the raw oil to such an extent that it is now largely used in 
Germany instead of the more expensive cottonseed oil, in the 
manufacture of margarine and edible fats. In West Germany 
it is also used as salad oil. Through the success of the above-
mentioned method of rendering the oil palatable the fi rm 
enjoys the protection of the higher duties imposed on edible 
oils.”

1529. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1914. Corean soya-
beans. 85(14):499. Oct. 3. Series No. 1810.
• Summary: In the lower left corner is a short “fi ller” 
paragraph which states (p. 499): “The exports [of soya 
beans] from Corea during 1913 amounted to 98,341 tons, 
against 100,919 tons in 1912 and 88,151 tons in 1911. The 
values, however, in 1913 were 54,652 l. [British pounds 
sterling] more at 565,142 l. against 510,490 l. in 1912.”
 Note: Soybeans / Soya are mentioned in the Trade 
Report section of many, many issues, but the references are 
not listed in the volume indexes (with the exception of the 
last entry above).

1530. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1914. Foreign trade at 
ports of Humber. Daily Consular and Trade Reports (U.S. 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of 
Commerce) 17(233):65-69. Oct. 5.
• Summary: Hull, a port on the River Humber, stands 3rd in 
foreign trade in the United Kingdom. A table shows the fi ve 
main oilseeds crushed are cotton seed, soya beans, linseed, 
rapeseed, and castor beans. A table (p. 63) shows that 
imports of soya beans to Hull decreased from 147,317 long 
tons in 1912 to 63,046 in 1913. “The outlook for the soya 
bean is not thought to be bright.”
 A table (p. 69) shows the value exports to the United 
States. The leading vegetable oil exported was rape oil, 
worth $208,704 in 1912, increasing to $268,057 in 1913. 
Exports of soya bean oil were small: $314 in 1912 increasing 
to $2,485 in 1913. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1531. Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Great Britain. 
1914. The utilisation of cereal offals and certain other 
products for feeding purposes. J. of the Royal Society of Arts 
(London) 62(3230):966-68. Oct. 16.
• Summary: Includes sections on soya-bean cake and meal, 
and gluten meal and gluten feed. “To a small extent the 
soya bean itself is used as a cattle food, but, as a rule, the 
greater part of the oil is fi rst removed by seed crushers, the 
residual cake or meal being used for feeding purposes.” 

Ordinarily the oil is removed by heat and pressure to form 
the cake, which contains 6-8% oil. However the oil may 
also be extracted by means of a chemical solvent to yield 
“extracted” meal containing only about 2% oil. This meal 
“should be fed in moderate quantities along with other less 
concentrated foods [feeds]. Soya-bean cake and meal have 
a high manurial value, similar to that of decorticated cotton 
cake, and considerably higher than that of linseed cake.” 
Address: England.

1532. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1914. The 
utilisation of cereal offals and certain other products for 
feeding purposes. 21(7):603-10. Oct. See p. 606-07.
• Summary: “The Board desire to draw the special attention 
of farmers to a number of useful feeding stuffs, some of 
which have hitherto been largely exported, but which will in 
all probability now be obtainable in this country at relatively 
low prices.” Nine commodities are mentioned, including 
sharps and middlings, gluten meal and gluten feed, soya 
bean cake and meal, coco-nut cake, palm-nut cake, and fi sh 
meal. [Note: “Sharps is a wheat offal of a grade intermediate 
between bran and middlings”].
 The section titled “Soya bean cake and meal” (p. 
606-07) notes that only since 1908 has the soya bean been 
imported in quantity into England. “It differs from the 
common fi eld bean in being rich in oil. To a small extent the 
soya bean itself is used as a cattle food, but, as a rule, the 
greater part of the oil is fi rst removed by seed crushers, the 
residual cake or meal being used for feeding purposes. In 
the ordinary course the oil is removed by heat and pressure, 
the residue being in the form of a cake which still contains a 
considerable percentage of oil. A soya bean meal, however, is 
also sold, and from this nearly the whole of the oil has been 
extracted by means of a chemical solvent... ‘Extracted’ meal 
is much poorer in oil than the cake, containing only about 2 
per cent., but it is correspondingly richer in albuminoids. It 
should be fed in moderate quantities along with other less 
concentrated foods. Soya bean cake and meal have a high 
manurial value, similar to that of decorticated cotton cake, 
and considerably higher than that of linseed cake.”
 Note: This same information was also issued by the 
Board of Agriculture (England), under the same title, in 
Special Leafl et No. 8. Address: England.

1533. Lea and Perrins. 1914. Variety of uses. The uses to 
which Lea & Perrins’ Sauce can be put are innumerable 
(Ad). Times (London). Nov. 13. p. 13, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: “At luncheon, dinner or supper, it is the ideal 
sauce for roast meats, fi sh, game, cheese, salad, etc. In the 
kitchen, it is indispensable to the cook for fl avouring soups, 
stews, gravies, minced meat, etc. In India, a favourite ‘Pick-
me-up’ is Lea & Perrins’ Sauce with soda-water. The original 
and genuine Worcestershire.”
 Near the upper right of this display ad is an illustration 
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of a large slice of cheese on a plate. In the lower right is the 
large “Lea & Perrins” signature. On each of the four sides of 
the ad, the words “Lea & Perrins’ Sauce” are printed inside a 
white oval within the decorative border. Address: [England].

1534. Melhuish, William James. 1914. Improvements in the 
manufacture of vegetable milk and its derivatives. British 
Patent 24,572. Dec. 29. Application fi led 29 Oct. 1913. 
Complete specifi cation left 23 Dec. 1913.
• Summary: In manufacturing artifi cial milk from soy 
beans by a process similar to that of 27,860, 1912, the oil 
is fi rst extracted from the beans or meal, or is centrifugally 
separated from the albuminous extract, which is obtained 
by treating the meal at about 90º with water containing 
potassium phosphate, etc., and then fi ltering. Sesame or 
other oil mixed with butyric and other cream acids is then 
thoroughly emulsifi ed in the liquid, which may be done by b. 
in vacuo or by a mixing or homogenizing machine. Dextrin 
and various sugars such as malt extract, dry maltose, cane 
sugar, milk sugar, dextrose, honey, etc., sodium bicarbonate, 
etc., sodium chloride, citric acid, and lactic bacteria are 
added. When the required acidity is reached, part is set aside, 
and the rest may be pasteurized. The part set aside is mixed 
with pasteurized soy milk and added to the next batch. The 
sesame oil, etc., may be omitted, or may be gradually added 
to obtain a thick cream, which may be made into margarine. 
Sugar may be replaced by saccharine, and medicinal iron 
may be added. Humanized, sterilized, fermented, condensed, 
or dried milk may be prepared. For making cheese, the 
casein may be coagulated by lemon juice, etc., rennet, or the 
ferments present. The soy cake in the fi lter press may be used 
as cattle food. Address: Highwood House, Upper Parkstone, 
County of Dorset [England].

1535. Friedman, Jacob. 1914. Improvements in or connected 
with the treatment of soya beans and the production of a 
new or improved food preparation therefrom. British Patent 
121. Dec. 24. Application fi led 2 Jan. 1914. Complete 
specifi cation left 8 June 1914.
• Summary: Soy beans are treated to remove the unpleasant 
fl avor by decorticating, grinding, and then heating to 
120º-300ºC with dry heat, with continuous stirring, to 
drive off the moisture, which carries off the fl avor. The 
product is employed in making bread, chocolate, and other 
confectionery, soup, etc. Soy bean fl our for bread-making, 
for example, is heated at 155ºC for about 70 minutes. 
Address: Confectionery Expert, 12, Parsons Green Lane, 
Fulham, County of London [England].

1536. Chiappini, C. du P. 1914. The trade of the Union: Soya 
beans. In: W.H. Hosking, ed. 1914. South African Year-Book 
1914. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New York: 
E.P. Dutton & Co. See p. 192-261, especially p. 247-56.
• Summary: “The Annual Report of the Trades 

Commissioner in London for the Union Government of 
South Africa for the year ending 31st December, 1912, and 
dated 16th April, 1913, was presented to both houses of 
Parliament by command of His Excellency the Governor-
General.”
 Soya Beans: Trials in connection with these beans 
have been, and are being, made by farmers in the Union–
principally in Natal. During the past nine years many useful 
experiments have been made by the Agricultural Department, 
mainly at the Cedara, Winkle Spruit, and Weenen 
Government Farms (Natal), and also at Skinner’s Court, 
Pretoria. A great deal of knowledge has thus been gained and 
made known to farmers by means of bulletins, etc., issued by 
the Government. I am, however, informed that there has been 
a check in the progress of this industry, and that in some 
parts farmers have been disheartened by their fi rst trials, and 
have dropped the matter... I submit the [following] details in 
the hope that they will stimulate farmers through the Union 
to continue their experiments and carry them to a successful 
issue, my object being to support Mr. Burtt Davy and other 
offi cers of the Agricultural Department who are doing such 
good work in this direction.
 “I have been fortunate in securing the valuable 
assistance of Mr. A. Grenville Turner, Grain and Oilseed 
Broker, and Assistant Secretary to the Seed, Oil, and Cake 
Trade Association, C 20, Exchange Buildings, Liverpool, and 
of Mr. Harold Beckwith, of Peter’s Buildings, II, Romford 
Street, Liverpool, who is a specialist on the production of 
vegetable oil and on oil milling plant generally...
 “During the year 1909 experiments were conducted in 
the Argentine Republic, Mr. A. Grenville Turner reporting 
that a crop of beans may be secured there in about thirteen 
weeks, as against six months in Manchuria, and ten weeks to 
fi ve months in South Africa, according to zone and climatic 
conditions. Worldwide interest is now evinced in the culture 
of the Soya bean, and experiments are being conducted in 
practically every British Colony. The late Sir Alfred Jones, 
K.C.M.G., entrusted Mr. Turner with a mission to introduce 
the cultivation of the bean throughout West Africa, the result 
of the experiments being successful. On his return from the 
coast, Mr. Turner was entrusted with a mission by Messrs. 
Lever Brothers, Limited, to encourage the cultivation 
of the Soya bean throughout the Union of South Africa. 
The scheme was enthusiastically taken up by the farmers. 
Large quantities of seed (with descriptive pamphlets) were 
distributed by Messrs. Lever Brothers, the result of the 
experiments proving that South Africa can raise a crop of 
Soya beans equal, if not superior, to those from Manchuria...
 “At the Government Experimental Farms in South 
Africa, over 80 varieties have been tested, and as high as 
2,000 lb. per acre was recorded, while in many instances 
the yield was well over 1,000 lb. per acre. In Manchuria the 
yield per acre is from 1,100 to 1,600 lb. per acre...
 “The subject has received the hearty support of the 
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Union Government Agricultural Department, the Agricultural 
Unions, and Messrs. Lever Brothers, Limited, by whose 
assistance, through Mr. Turner, seed for the planting of 
three to fi ve acre plots was distributed to over 300 farmers 
in all parts of the Union, together with printed report forms 
and descriptive bulletins. One factor was proved–viz., the 
capability of the plant to resist a long sustained drought, 
and to grow under conditions that would probably in many 
instances be too severe even for maize.
 A list is given of 18 products which can be obtained 
from the Soya bean, including “Human consumption, as 
a vegetable, like marrowfat peas, and in preparation of 
soups. As a substitute for meat, specially manufactured. 
Manufacture of a substitute for chocolate. Preparation of 
macaroni. As fl our for biscuits and brown bread. As artifi cial 
cream and milk. Manufacture of cheese. As a substitute for 
coffee. Preparation of plastic substances and artifi cial horn.” 
Diabetic foods, soy sauce, meal for feeding cattle, stallions 
or dairy cows, seasonings, beverages, industrial products, 
and livestock feeds.
 The oil can be used for the manufacture of “Dynamite 
and high explosives. Soaps. Linoleum. India-rubber 
substitute. Margarine. Paints and varnishes in place of 
linseed oil. Edible goods and toilet powder. Waterproof cloth, 
paper umbrellas, and lanterns. Salad oil. Lubricating oil, in 
China, for greasing axles and native machinery. Lamp oil 
instead of kerosene oil. It is used on English railways for 
burning. The Soya oil is also used for preserving sardines, 
and in place of lard, and cotton-seed oil for cooking.
 “Chemical analyses of the beans made in Europe show 
considerable variation in the percentages of the different 
constituents... of oil from 15.62 to 23.20 per cent., the latter 
oil content being the highest recorded, the beans being grown 
by Mr. Turner, at Sierra Leone (West Africa).
 “At the latter end of the year 1908 the Soya beans 
started to be exported from Manchuria to Great Britain and 
Europe; the price on the London market being £4 15s. per 
ton, which recently rose to £9 2s. 6d. per ton in England; the 
value on the spot at Hull being now given as £8 7s. 6d. per 
ton; the value of soya oil on the spot, crushed, is £24 10s., 
and extracted, £23 15s. per ton, and of Soya oilcake, £6 15s. 
per ton.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the term “oilcake” or “Soya oilcake” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Trades Commissioner, 
South Africa.

1537. Street, John Phillips. 1914. Diabetic foods. 
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, Annual Report 
37:1-95. For the year ending Oct. 31, 1913. See p. 20-21, 
30-33, 38, 45, 47-48, 56, 75-77. Part I. Eighteenth Report on 
Food Products and Sixth Report on Drug Products, 1913.
• Summary: Page 11: “What is a ‘diabetic’ food? Formerly 
an almost complete absence, or at least a very marked 

reduction, of carbohydrates was considered an essential 
characteristic of a true ‘diabetic’ food. A table of 12 different 
classes of diabetic foods shows that, of the 542 commercial 
products, “Beads, biscuits, cakes, etc.” 150, and “Flours and 
meals” 109 were the top two classes.
 In Table I, titled “Analyses of diabetic foods” (p. 
18-39), the many commercial products are grouped into 
classes, starting with “Flours and meals.” For each product 
is given: Year of analysis, name of manufacturer and brand, 
no. of pieces, net weight of package, cost per package, cost 
per pound, nutritional composition (water, ash, protein 
{Nx6.25}, fi ber, nitrogen-free extract, fat {ether extract}, 
starch, weight supplying same amount of carbohydrates as 
10 gms. of wheat bread, calculated calories per 100 gms.).
 The summary (p. 75-77) groups the main commercial 
products into six groups based on their carbohydrate content. 
The fi rst group contains less than 5% carbohydrates and 
the 6th group contains 25 to 35% carbohydrates. “The soy 
bean fl ours contained from 23 to 26 per cent. carbohydrates” 
and “cost from 30 to 65 cents per pound.” Brands include: 
“Health Food Co., New York, Protosoy Soy Flour, Jireh 
Diabetic Food Co. (NY), Soja Bean Flour, Health Food 
Protosoy Diabetic Wafers (21.2% carbohydrates) and 
Protosoy Soy Flour (24.5%), Cereo Soy Bean Gruel Flour 
(23.7%), Metcalf’s Soja Bean Meal (25.0%), Jireh Soja 
Bean Meal (25.8%; sometimes also named Jireh Diatetic 
[sic, Dietetic] Soja Bean Flour). Platschek (Karlsbad) 
Sojabohnenmehl (49%).”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term Soja Bean Flour 
(regardless of capitalization).
 The Health Food Co., New York, made the following 
products: Flours and meals: Almond meal (analyzed 1906, 
1913), C B X Cold Blast Flour, 25% protein (1911), Glutosac 
Gluten Flour (1906, 1909, 1911, 1913), Pronireu (Gluten 
Griddle Cake Flour; 1913), Protosac Gluten Flour (1906, 
1913), Protosoy Soy Flour (1913), Pure Washed Gluten 
Flour (1906, 1913). Soft breads–Protosac Bread (1906). 
Hard breads and bakery products: Alpha Best Diabetic Wafer 
(1913), Diabetic Biscuit (1906 & 1913), Gluten Nuggets 
(1913), Glutona (1906), Glutosac Butter Wafers (1906), 
Glutosac Rusks (1906), Glutosac Wafers, Plain (1906), 
Glutosac Zwieback (1906), No. 1 Proto Puffs (1906 & 1913), 
No. 2 Proto Puffs (1911 & 1913), Protosac Rusks (1906), 
Protosoy Diabetic Wafers (1913), Salvia Sticks (1906). 
Breakfast Foods–Manana (1913). Miscellaneous products–
Kaffeebrod (1913).
 Peanut butter was made or sold by the following (p. 
36-37): Atlantic Peanut Refi nery, Philadelphia (1899), J.W. 
Beardsley’s Sons, New York, Acme Red Brand (1913), 
Beach Nut Packaging Co., Canajoharie, NY (1913), A.C. 
Blenner & Co. New Haven, Connecticut (Distributor; 1913), 
D.W. Brooke (Newark, NJ; 1913), Dillon & Douglass, 
New Haven, CT, Perfection (Distributor), H.J. Heinz Co., 
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (1913), The Kellogg Food Co., 
Battle Creek, Michigan (1913), Francis H. Leggett & Co., 
New York, Premier (1913), MacLaren Imperial Cheese Co., 
Detroit, Michigan, Eagle (1913), Nut Products Co., New 
Haven, CT, Peanolia (1913), Peanolia Food Co., New Haven, 
CT, Peanolia (1899), S.S. Pierce Co., Boston, MA, Acharis 
Brand (1914).
 Almond paste [Almond butter] was made by: Chapman, 
Chicago (1902-03), Henry Heide, New York (1902-03), 
Spencer, New York (1902-03).
 Many gluten-based foods are also discussed and 
analyzed in a table including Kellogg’s Protose (3.6% 
carbohydrates), Barker’s Gluten Food “A” (4.1%), Kellogg’s 
80% Gluten Biscuits (4.4%), Bischof’s Gluten Flour (5.0%), 
Barker’s Gluten Food “B” (5.9%), Barker’s Gluten Food 
“C” (7.7%), Kellogg’s 80% Gluten (1912) (7.8%), Plasmon 
Cocoa 9.3% (Made by Plasmon Co., London, analyzed 
1903), Metcalf’s Vegetable Gluten (1913) (9.8%), Kellogg’s 
Pure Gluten Biscuit (1906) (10.2%), Kellogg’s Potato Gluten 
Biscuit (1906, 1909) (11.9%, including fi ber), Ferguson 
Gluten Bread (33.6%), Gum Gluten Breakfast Food (34.2%).
 Many peanut-based foods are also discussed and 
analyzed including Rademann’s Erdnuss-Brot [Peanut 
Bread 19.7%, p. 26, 77]. Frank & Co. (Bockenheim) 
Erdnuss-Kakes [Peanut Cakes, p. 28, 56]. Rademann’s 
Erdnuss-Biskuits [Peanut Biscuits, p. 34]. Peanut butter: 
Manufacturers (with date of analysis in parentheses) are: 
Atlantic Peanut Refi nery, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (1899). 
J.W. Beardsley’s Sons, New York (Acme Red Brand, 1913). 
Beech-Nut Packing Co., Canajoharie, New York (1913). 
A.C. Blenner & Co., New Haven, [Connecticut] (Distributed 
by D.W. Brooke, Newark, New Jersey, 1913). Dillon & 
Douglass, New Haven (Perfection brand; Distributed by H.J. 
Heinz Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1913). The Kellogg 
Food Co., Battle Creek, Michigan (2 samples, 1913). 
Francis H. Leggett & Co., New York (Premier brand, 1913). 
MacLaren Imperial Cheese Co., Detroit, Michigan (Eagle 
brand, 1913). Nut Products Co., New Haven (Penolia, 1913). 
Penolia Food Co., New Haven (Penolia, 1899). S.S. Pierce 
Co., Boston, Massachusetts (Acharis brand, 1913). Note the 
two brands that were on the market by 1899.
 A host of products contain “almond” in the name, 
including Kellogg’s Almond Butter (8.2% carbohydrates), 
Callard’s almond shortbreads (21%), and Fritz’s Mandelbrot 
(23%), Almond-form wafers with chocolate (from Fromm 
& Co., Dresden), Charasse Gluten Exquis Biscuits aux 
Amandes.
 Other nut preparations (p. 38): The Kellogg Food Co., 
Battle Creek–Nut Bromose (Meltose [a malt preparation] and 
nuts, 1913), Nut Butter (Sanitas, 1906), Nut Meal (1906), 
Nuttolene (6.3%, 1906). Nashville Sanitarium-Food Co., 
Nashville, Tennessee–Nut Butter, Nutcysa, and Nutfoda 
(13.0% 6.3%, and 6.8%; Analyzed in 1913).
 A section titled “Nut, Nuts Pastes, etc.” (p. 62-64) notes: 

“Samples of peanut butter showed considerable uniformity; 
the carbohydrates ranged from 12 to 20, with 3.2 to 6.5 per 
cent. starch. Most of the peanut butters we have examined 
would seem to be useful additions to the diabetic’s diet.” 
The manufacturer of Kellogg’s Malted Nuts claims that 
it “supplies the place of cow’s milk as a liquid food. Its 
composition is similar to that of milk.” The author thinks 
this statement is misleading, but he notes that “Kellogg’s 
Nut Butter closely resembles peanut butter in composition, 
and has its same advantages as a diabetic food... Kellogg’s 
Nut Meal is a peanut meal containing only 12 per cent. 
carbohydrates. Kellogg’s Nuttolene and Protose likewise 
contained only 6 and 4 per cent. carbohydrates, respectively.”

Webster’s Dictionary defi nes “aleurone” (a word fi rst 
used in about 1869) as “protein matter in the form of minute 
granules or grains occurring in seeds in endosperm or in a 
special peripheral layer.” Many German products have the 
same root: Gerike’s Aleuronat (3.1% carbohydrates, p. 76). F. 
Guenther, from Frankfurt, makes Aleuronat-Kakes (p. 56). R. 
Hundhausen, from Hamm, makes Aleuronatzweiback (high 
or low gluten) and Aleuronat Biskuits and Kakes (biscuits 
and cakes, p. 57, 30), or pure (4.0% carbohydrates, p. 76). 
Kirche, from Duesseldorf, makes Aleuronat-Kakes (p. 32).
 Other well-known products. Protein preparations: 
Plasmon Co., London, makes Plasmon. Troponwerke, 
Mülheim, makes Tropon (p. 24). Address: Chemist of the 
Station, New Haven, Connecticut.

1538. Terry, Thomas Philip. 1914. Terry’s Japanese empire: 
Including Korea and Formosa, with chapters on Manchuria... 
A guidebook for travelers. Boston and New York: Houghton 
Miffl in Co.; London: Constable & Co., Ltd.; Tokyo: Kyo-
Bun-Kwan, Ginza, Shichome. cclxxxiii + 799 p. See p. 515. 
Maps. Index. 16 cm. [75 ref]
• Summary: This guidebook, after its 283-page introduction, 
is organized geographically into: 1. Central Japan. 2. 
Northern Japan. 3. Yezo, the Kuriles, and Saghalien. 4. 
Western Japan. 5. Kyushu and the Loochoo and Goto islands. 
6. Korea, Manchuria, and the Trans-Siberian Railway. 7. 
Formosa (Taiwan) and the Pescadores. Abbreviations (p. ix). 
List of maps (13).
 In the Introduction: Japanese inns (p. xxxvi, xxxix-xl): 
The best food is not always to be had in the most pretentious 
places. In certain modest inns, where the rooms are as bare 
as a monk’s cell, and the general appearance of austerity 
might argue a strict economy, there will often come, as an 
agreeable surprise, dainty food served in dishes that delight 
the lover of beautiful porcelain or lacquer. Later the traveler 
may learn that the place enjoys fame for some savory 
specialty–eels boiled in soy, broiled crayfi sh, stewed octopus, 
buckwheat-macaroni, or the like.”
 “Food is served in the guest’s room on a lacquered tray... 
One of the soups may be made of... lobster, or seaweed, in 
which case it is amazingly thin and unpalatable; the other of 
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beans [miso], bean curd or something of that nature. Salt is 
not provided unless asked for. Many of the dishes are cooked 
in soy; a tiny dish of which is supplied for dipping bits into 
before eating them.”
 Japanese food (p. xliii-xlvii): “Rice is a luxury with 
thousands of the peasants; it takes the place of bread with the 
well-conditioned; and wherever it is eaten to the exclusion 
of other foods it produces (because the thin phosphorous 
skin is polished off it) the prevalent beriberi. The proportion 
of animal food is small. Beans eaten in a variety of ways 
occupy a conspicuous place in the food of all classes and 
they supply the nitrogenous matter essential to those who 
rarely eat meat and who do not get the casein obtained by 
cheese-eating peoples. The soy-bean (daizu; omame) ranks 
fi rst in extent, variety of use, and value among the pulse 
of Japan, and in point of nutriment is quite near to meat. It 
contains nearly two fi fths of its weight in legumin, nearly 
one sixth in fat, and is rich in nitrogen. It is to the Nipponese 
what frijoles are to Mexicans and garbanzos (chick-peas) to 
Spaniards. Of the numerous varieties some are made into 
curd [tofu], and into the widely celebrated bean-sauce (the 
Worcestershire of Asia) called shoyu (sho, soy; yu, oil), and 
which is almost as indispensable as rice. It forms the daily 
relish of the rich man and the beggar, and is in as general use 
as tea and tobacco.”
 Fish (sakana)... Teriyaki: Fish in a sauce of soy, mirin, 
and sugar... Sashimi: raw fi sh cut in thin slices and eaten 
after being dipped in shoyu.–Kabayaki: fi sh which is fi rst 
steamed then dipped into soy and roasted (or eels cut open 
on the dorsal line, covered with soy mixed with sugar, and 
roasted). The latter dish, usually called Unagi-no-kabayaki, 
is a favorite with the Japanese,...”
 “Rice:... Azuki-meshi: rice and red pea-beans mixed 
(boiled).–Mochi: small dough-cakes made of rice and sold 
throughout Japan.–Sushi: a general name for food of boiled 
rice and fi sh, eggs, vegetables, etc., seasoned with vinegar 
and soy...–Inari-zushi: fried tofu stuffed with chirashi-zushi.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term Inari-zushi.
 - Maki-zushi: boiled rice and other vegetables rolled and 
wrapped in a sheet of the sea weed called Asakusa-nori...–
Kombu-zushi: fi sh seasoned with vinegar and wrapped in a 
piece of the edible seaweed known as Laminaria japonica. A 
differentiation of this popular food is the Kombumaki: baked 
or roasted fi sh wrapped in kombu, then tied, and boiled in 
sugar and soy.
 Various:... Tsukudani: small fi sh boiled in soy and used 
as a relish or condiment (named for Tsukudajima, a place 
in Tokyo famous for its preparation).–Oden: a stew (greatly 
enjoyed by the proletariat) of fried bean-curd, lotus-roots, 
potatoes, etc.” Ame and midzu ame.
 “Soup (shiru): Tôfu-jiru: bean-curd soup.–Miso-shiru: 
bean-soup with vegetables.”
 Railways–Dining cars (p. lxxxiv): Discusses “The 

unique and not unpalatable bento,–a sort of national 
sandwich,–put up (usually cold) in thin, fl at, twin boxes 
(bento-bako) of dainty white wood (1 in. high, 5-7 in. long), 
along with a paper napkin (kuchifuki) and a pair of chop-
sticks (hashi), and sold at many stations, is distinctively 
Japanese and widely popular... Besides the full box of plain 
boiled rice, the ordinary (15 sen) bento contains usually... a 
few boiled black beans (nimame)... seaweed (kobu)...” Rice 
cakes (mochi) with the kernel of yokan, or sweet [azuki] 
bean paste, which usually forms their center.
 Buddhism (cxc): Again the rice-fl our cake [mochi] is 
offered at the domestic altar. It now takes the form of a lotus-
petal with capsule of [azuki] bean-paste.” (an).
 Yokohama (p. 13): “The return gifts from the emperor 
and princes included...jars of soy [sauce]; coral and silver 
ornaments;...”
 Tokyo (p. 199): “The hill beyond the intersecting 
roadway is called Suribachi-yama because of the similarity 
in shape to a suribachi–an earthenware vessel in which bean-
soup [miso soup] is prepared.”
 Nikko–Shops: “... the kuri-yokan (so-called from the 
chestnuts mixed with the sweetened bean-paste [azuki]) is 
good and cheap (10 sen).”
 Kyoto–The Shinto Shrine of Inari. There are many local 
festivals, the most important of which is the Inari-matsuri 
which usually falls on June 5. There are trick riders on 
horseback and decorated sacred cars [carts] are “placed in 
the procession, and the day is devoted to general jollity–and 
pocket- picking. On this occasion the people eat Inari-zushi, 
or fried tofu stuffed with boiled rice, since tofu [fried, as 
aburage] is the favorite food of the fox popularly believed 
to be the messenger of Inari (and by extension, the God of 
Rice).”
 Kyoto–Miidera (p. 504-05): Travelers visit Benkei’s Iron 
Pot (Benkei-no-shiru nabe), a very old, rusted, and broken 
contraption (about 5 ft. wide and 3 deep) resembling a soap-
boiler, and from which Yoshitsune’s devoted servitor (and 
popular hero) is supposed to have eaten his bean-soup [miso 
soup]–which may well be doubted.”
 Kyôto to Kôya-San (p. 515): For the Western traveler 
there is “a tiny kitchen, a blessed refuge wherein, if he is 
making a prolonged stay, he may cook his un-Christian food 
without the vegetarian priests knowing (or caring) that such 
a sacrilege is being committed! Meals are served in one’s 
apartment; the food is purely vegetable, and after the second 
day distressfully unpalatable. Fish, fl esh, fowl, butter, cheese, 
eggs, milk, bread, coffee, and other necessaries of life are 
absent, and are replaced by seaweed, greens, bamboo-shoots, 
cabbage, daikon in various unappetizing forms, and other 
garden-truck which one eats as a novelty the fi rst meal and 
rejects with an involuntary tightening of the throat when it is 
offered at the second and third. In addition there are fl abby 
mushrooms boiled in very thin water without seasoning; the 
omnipresent boiled rice without sugar, milk, or salt; a bean-
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curd (tofu) for which one acquires a liking only after much 
patient effort; a yellow substance (known as yuba) made of 
the skin of bean-curd, and looking and tasting like thin sheet 
rubber;...”
 Kobe excursion–The Tansan Hotel (p. 630): The 
strawberries and other ground fruits and vegetables, which 
grow nearly all the time in this favored spot, are enriched 
with [soy] bean-cake only [no human excrement is used] (as 
a precaution against typhoid).”
 Korea (p. 725): “Among the dishes dear to the native 
heart are pounded capsicum, bean curd [tofu], various 
sauces of abominable odors, a species of sour kraut (kimshi 
[kimchi]), seaweed, salt fi sh, and salted seaweed fried in 
batter.”
 Manchuria and the Trans-Siberian Railway (p. 756): 
“Considerable [soy] bean-cake and furs, and vast quantities 
of lumber, etc., come down the river from upper Manchuria 
and Siberia.”
 Also discusses edible seaweed (p. xliv, 330): Japanese 
food: “Seaweed in almost endless variety enters largely into 
foodstuffs. Not only are the giants of the marine fl ora taken 
up and utilized in various ways, but also the more delicate 
red and green sorts–the use of which has been adopted by 
other nations. Most of the edible green and red algae bear 
the generic term nori, while the words umi-kusa, or kai-so 
(which also means bêche-de-mer), are used for algae in 
general. Many of the weeds are eaten fresh, others in soup. 
Some are dried or pickled and eaten in vinegar. They usually 
appear in commerce in the form of little packages, to the sale 
of which special stores are dedicated. Certain varieties are 
converted into jelly.”
 Yezo–fi sheries: “Certain of the many varieties of edible 
seaweed which fl ourish along the Japanese coast are found 
in Yezo, particularly the circumpolar tangle (Laminaria) and 
seawracks (Fucus species), which prefer cold water and a 
heavy surf. For this reason sea-algae add considerably to the 
value of the Yezo exports.”
 Note: The author resided for almost 12 years in Japan 
and made repeated journeys on foot (and otherwise) from 
one end of the country to the other. Address: F.R.G.S. 
[Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society, England].

1539. Japan Weekly Mail (Yokohama). 1915. Oil milling in 
Japan. 63(3):12. Jan. 11. Supplement.
• Summary: Oil milling is one of the few Japanese industries 
that has been favorably infl uenced by the war. Before the 
war, Germany and Russia were two leading oil milling 
countries, and both looked to China, especially Manchuria, 
for their supply of raw materials. But Germany’s supply 
was cut off as soon as she started hostile actions against her 
neighbors. This extra supply, and lower prices, has made it 
easy for the Japanese to buy [soy] beans from China. After 
refi ning the oil, the Japanese sold it to Great Britain, where it 
was used to fi ght the Germans.

 In Japan, milling of rape-seed is conducted mainly in 
Kyushu, while the milling of other seeds in conducted in and 
around Nagoya. However Chinese [soya] bean and seed oil 
milling is conducted mainly in and around Kobe; the Kobe 
industry has been most favored by the war, for they have 
been able to store up inexpensive materials.

1540. Mark Lane Express Agricultural Journal and 
Live Stock Record (Farmer’s Express, London). 1915. 
Importations of soya beans. 113(4348):92. Jan. 25.
• Summary: Imports of soya beans have increased during 
the past year, but they have decreased compared with fi ve 
years ago. As the price as gradually increased, imports have 
decreased.
 Board of Trade Returns for the eleven months ending 
Nov. 30 show imports as follows:
 1910–414,000 tons, worth £7 4s. 4d. per ton (average).
 1911–220,000 tons, worth £7 8s. 1d. per ton (average).
 1912–177,000 tons, worth £8 5s. 8d. per ton (average).
 1913–73,000 tons, worth £8 6s. 2d. per ton (average).
 1914–76,000 tons, worth £6 6s. 11d. per ton (average).

1541. Fruwirth, C. 1915. Die Sojabohne [Soybeans]. 
Fuehlings Landwirtschaftliche Zeitung 64(3/4):65-96. Feb. 1 
and 15. [65 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (work in East Asia 
and Europe from 1905-10). History. Botanical aspects. 
Varieties. Breeding. Needs of the plant (incl. “heat units,” 
Wärmesumme). Utilization (incl. in German Tofu, Miso, 
Chiang, Schoyu or Sojatunke (shoyu, p. 83), Natto, 
vegetabilische Milch (soymilk), soy sprouts). Measures 
and precautions in cultivating soybeans (incl. yields). The 
soybean as a crop in central Europe. Conclusion.
 Note 1. On p. 83 the term “Sojas” is used to refer to 
soybeans
 Note 2. This is the earliest German-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term Sojatunke to refer to soy 
sauce.
 In 1905 the Japanese made the fi rst attempt to import 
soybeans from Manchuria to Europe, but it failed because 
they did not arrive in good condition. The repetition of the 
attempt in 1908, however, gave good results. Then imports 
of soybeans grew, followed by imports of soybean cake 
(Sojabohnenkuchen). Major importers today are England, 
France, Germany, Denmark, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Sweden. The high import duty hinders imports to Austria-
Hungary.
 Toward the end of the 1800s in Russia, Owinsky took 
early-ripening soybean varieties from China and Japan and 
requested the expansion of soybean cultivation. In 1899 
in Kiev, Owinsky wrote the name of the soybean as Soja 
hispida praecox (p. 67). Owinsky in Derajne [Derazhne?] 
grew Podolie soybeans (p. 77). Sempolowsky in Derebzin, 
Russian Poland, also grew soybeans. European Russia gets 
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soybeans overland (probably from Manchuria). Russia 
was one of the fi rst countries to take an interest in growing 
soybeans after 1908. Russia now grows large amounts of 
soybeans in Podolia. In Germany, Prof. Kallo in Wiesbaden 
was a pioneer who recommended soybeans as an inexpensive 
food for the people. North America fi rst started to import lots 
of soybeans as a source of oil because of a bad cottonseed 
harvest.
 “Since the start of my teaching activities, I have had 
an interest in the soybean plant and have carried on my 
own investigations.” In 1900 the author received 7 soybean 
varieties from L.V. Jurdiewicz from Deraznia in Podolia; 
these had been imported by Owinsky. In 1901 at Hohenheim 
he began to study the time needed for soybeans to mature; 
He found it ranged from 141 to 163 days. He continued this 
research at Hohenheim from 1901 to 1903, getting soybean 
seed yields of up to 1,560 kg/ha. From 1910 to 1914 he 
continued at Waldhof-Amstetten, with 5 varieties. The 
maturity range there was 112-166 days and the yields were 
up to 1,500 kg/ha (about 23 bushels/acre), but the yields of 
many varieties were low, about 300 to 500 kg/ha (4.5 to 7.5 
bu/acre). Yields of soybean straw, however, were up to 3,600 
kg/ha. Fruwirth uses three terms to refer to soybeans: (1) Die 
Sojabohne; (2) Die Soja; and (3) Sojas, as “Zuechtung von 
Sojas” or “Sojas, meist gemahlte.” There are now a proposal 
to establish a joint stock company for growing soybeans in 
central Europe (probably in Germany), using big money. But 
it may not succeed because soybean yields in Germany and 
Austria are low. Seedsmen who sell soybeans commercially 
in 1915 include: Haage and Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), 
Vilmorin Andrieux (Paris, France), Dammann & Co. (St. 
Giovanni at Tedaccio, near Naples, Italy), and Wood and Son 
(Richmond, Virginia, USA). The main soybean varieties sold 
by each of these companies are described in detail (p. 73-74).
 Utilization (p. 82): Since soybeans are rich in protein 
and fat, they can be used as a good meat substitute. In 
Europe the use of soybeans for food is still very small. 
“In Europe, the fi rst foods from soybeans were made in 
France, at Vallées near Asnieres: Flour, bread, and cakes for 
diabetics, and cheese. In Germany not long ago the Soyama-
Works at Frankfurt am Main likewise began the production 
of such foods. Similar foods were also made in Romania. 
Soybeans sprouted in the dark yield a bitter-tasting salad. 
Production of vegetable milk started in France at ‘Caséo 
Sojaine’ at Vallées (Seine); and is now being studied by the 
Synthetic Milk Syndicate in England. Using the process 
developed by Fritz Goessel, this Syndicate made 100 liters 
of soymilk from 10 kg of ground soybeans at a factory at 
Liverpool.” “It is in no way certain that soybeans will ever 
be widely used in human foods.”
 A fairly large amount of soybeans are ground for use 
as fodder. The main use is for oil extraction. Yet Haberlandt 
considered that since the soybean contained only about 18% 
fat (range: 13-22%), its use as a source of oil would not be 

economical. The main use of soy oil is in soaps, for which it 
is highly prized. It is also used in making paints as a partial 
substitute for linseed oil. The best quality may be used as 
food. In England soy oil is used for margarine production.
 Conclusion: The soybean originated in central Asia and 
is now widely cultivated in China, Japan, Manchuria, and 
India. Its seeds are rich in protein and, unlike most other 
legumes, also rich in fat. The plant is used in its homeland 
mostly as a source of human foods and seasonings, made 
by fermentation; the oil is used mostly for industrial non-
food purposes. In recent years soybean production has 
expanded signifi cantly in the southern part of the United 
States. There it is used mainly as green fodder, hay, silage, 
and soil building. The main expansion of soybean cultivation 
in Europe has been in Italy, southern France, Hungary, and 
southern Russia. Good early varieties give yields of 1,100 
to 1,300 kg/ha. A large expansion of soybean production 
in central Europe is possible only in southern Austria and 
Hungary, and maybe in a few other places where it is warm. 
But late-maturing soybeans may be grown for forage and 
silage in the cooler parts of Germany and Austria. Address: 
Prof., Dr., Wien (Vienna).

1542. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1915. By mail. Feb. 
17. p. 4.
• Summary: “The Board of Trade have prohibited 
exportations of all mineral oils (not linseed oil) to all 
destinations other than the British Dominions, Colonies and 
Protectorates, also cocoanuts, copra, linseed, cottonseed, 
groundnuts, lard, palm kernels, sesame seed and soya beans.”

1543. Morton, William. 1915. Soya bean situation in North 
Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 18(48):809. Feb. 27.
• Summary: “The soya bean crop of North Manchuria in 
1914 was estimated to be 15 per cent larger than that of 
the preceding year. The total exports of beans from North 
Manchuria from November 1, 1913, to November 1, 1914, 
amounted to 415,000 tons, of which about 33,000 tons were 
exported via the Sungari and Amur Rivers, 100,000 tons to 
Dalny and Japan, and the remainder to England, Germany, 
the Netherlands, and Denmark.
 “Shortly after the outbreak of war in Europe the 
transportation of Russian troops over the Chinese Eastern 
and Trans-Siberian Railways began, and so interfered with 
the shipment of commercial freight that not more than one-
third of the bean cargoes have reached Vladivostok, the 
remainder being stored at the various stations of the Chinese 
Eastern Railway. Now that the transportation of troops has 
ended it is expected that there will soon be enough freight 
cars for carrying the beans to Vladivostok. [The names of 
Harbin fi rms engaged in the soya-bean trade may be had 
from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce or its 
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branch offi ces.]
 “Modern and Native Mills–Oil Containers:
 “There are three small modern bean-oil mills in North 
Manchuria, one of which belongs to a Japanese and the 
other two to Chinese. The full capacity of these mills is 
about six short tons of oil daily. Besides these three mills, 
a large modern mill (oil) has been built by the Anglo-
Chinese Trading Co. at Harbin, but it is not working yet, 
as its machinery is not complete. There are numerous 
small Chinese oil mills operated either by hand or by horse 
power scattered throughout the town and villages of North 
Manchuria, but no statistics are available as to the total 
output from these mills.
 “Baskets are used for transporting oil from the 
surrounding country to Harbin, but wooden boxes and tins 
packed in wooden boxes are used for containing oil for 
export abroad. One wooden box contains about 252 pounds 
of oil and one tin contains about 36 pounds of oil, two tins 
being packed in one box. The tins and boxes are of local 
manufacture. No empty tins were imported into North 
Manchuria in 1914.” Address: Deputy Consul, Harbin.

1544. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1915. Trade 
and market report: Liverpool. 47(855):882-83. March 6.
• Summary: The fi rst section, titled “Soya oil from East 
Africa,” notes that a new stage seems to have been reached 
in the African soya bean growing industry, judging from 
samples of soya bean oil and cake received last week in 
Liverpool from Portuguese East Africa, where they were 
made. They are of interest for two reasons: (1) They are seen 
as early fruits of the missions for introducing cultivation 
of soya beans in Africa carried out in 1910-1911 by Mr. 
A. Grenville Turner of Liverpool. (2) The products are of 
marketable quality.
 Note 1. In 1915 “Portuguese East Africa” was the name 
for today’s Mozambique.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in today’s Mozambique. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in today’s 
Mozambique (1915).

1545. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1915. Trade 
and market report: Hull. 47(855):883. March 6.
• Summary: Soybean crushers in the city of Hull pioneered 
the introduction of the soya bean to the United Kingdom. 
Last week 7,420 tons of soya bean imports arrived at Hull, 
up from 4,020 tons the same week one year ago. Imports 
for the fi rst two months of the year are 28,045 tons, up from 
14,864 tons last year.

1546. Times (London). 1915. High Court of Justice. 
Chancery Division. The recipe for Worcestershire sauce. Lea 
and Perrins v. Barnitt (Before Mr. Justice Eve). March 6. p. 
3, col. 2.

• Summary: “The plaintiffs here were Messrs. Lea and 
Perrins, of Worcester, the manufacturers of Worcestershire 
sauce, and they claimed an injunction to restrain the 
defendant from using any recipe from which their sauce was 
manufactured.”
 Mr. Clayton, representing the plaintiff, “said that the 
defendant, Mr. W.D. Barnitt was the son of an executor of a 
late partner in the plaintiffs’ fi rm. From correspondence with 
the defendant, the plaintiffs were led to believe that he had in 
his possession, and proposed to make use of, the recipe for 
the plaintiff’s sauce. This recipe was a valuable trade secret. 
A writ was issued, and subsequently the defendant denied on 
affi davit that he had the recipe. The plaintiffs, however, were 
not satisfi ed...”
 His Lordship, the judge, dismissed the action (case) with 
costs from the date of the receipt of the affi davit.”
 Note 1. The defendant was found not guilty. See also the 
court case of 26 July 1876 in which another defendant was 
also found not guilty.
 Note 2. The late partner was Mr. Francis Barnitt, who 
died on 27 Feb. 1911. Address: [England].

1547. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. Growing oilseed 
trade of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(71):1220. March 26.
• Summary: A table shows Hull’s imports of oilseeds and 
exports of vegetable oils during the fi rst two months of 1914 
and 1915. Imports of soya bean almost doubled, from 14,864 
quarters (1 quarter = 480 lb) in 1914 to 28,045 quarters in 
1915. But exports of soya-bean oil dropped sharply from 942 
tons (1 ton = 2,240 lb) in 1914 to 532 tons in 1915.
 “Public announcement by the British Oil & Cake Mills 
(Ltd.), the largest vegetable-oil producer in England, that 
the company is installing new machinery to deal with palm 
kernels, peanuts, copra, etc., marks the formal entry of Hull 
into a fi eld in which Marseille [France] has hitherto been 
preeminent.” Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1548. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. Oil, seed, and 
cake trade of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
18(107):629. May 7.
• Summary: The section titled “Shipments of soy beans” 
(p. 630) contains a table which gives (based on statistics 
from the Hull Chamber of Commerce), total shipments of 
soya beans, Hull arrivals, and total United Kingdom imports 
for the years 1910 to 1914. The three fi gures (in tons; 1 ton 
= 2,240 lb) in 1910 were 492,000 / 245,829 / 421,539. So 
about 58% of the imports to the UK arrived at Hull. In 1912, 
the three fi gures were considerably lower: 288,000 / 147,317 
/ 188,760 tons. In 1914, in part because of the outbreak of 
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World War I, the fi gures fell to their lowest level for the fi ve 
years: 195,000 / 64,511 / 76,644 tons. “Most of the beans in 
1914, as in 193, were used by extractors, not crushers. The 
price has varied from $39.54 to $43.80 spot per long ton.”
 The section titled “Soya and rape oil” includes the prices 
of “Soya-bean oil” during 1914; they started at $6.57 (per 
hundredweight of 112 lb) in January and closed at $6.63 in 
December. “Soya cakes” opened the year at $40.73 per ton 
and closed at $45.60 in December.
 The section titled “Trade statistics” contains a table 
showing “Oils and destinations” by country for the years 
1912 to 1914. Total exports of “soya oil” (in long tons) from 
Hull were 13,405 in 1912, 6,761 in 1913, and 5,277 in 1914. 
The main recipient countries (in approximate descending 
order of amounts received) were Italy, Netherlands, Austria, 
Germany, America, France, Sweden, and Belgium. Note: 
Sweden imported 995 long tons of soya-bean oil from Hull 
in 1912. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1549. Dodd, Robert; Humphries, Herbert Brooke Perren. 
1915. Preparation of semiplastic material from the soja bean. 
U.S. Patent 1,143,893. June 22. 2 p. Application fi led 26 
June 1914.
• Summary: This invention is intended to produce from 
the soya bean semi-plastic materials that closely resemble 
ivory, vegetable ivory or corozo nut, horn, and the like. The 
soybeans are crushed and “subjected to treatment which 
removes the whole or a portion of the oil therefrom;...” 
The protein is dissolved in water then coagulated, as 
with formalin, and if desired treated in a bath of weak 
formaldehyde to harden it. The resulting product may be 
used to manufacture buttons.
 Note: This is the earliest U.S. patent seen for making 
plastic materials from soybean meal. Address: London, 
England.

1550. Goessel, Fritz. 1915. Improvements in the manufacture 
of artifi cial milk [from soya beans]. British Patent 8,027. 
Application fi led 30 March 1914. 7 p. Complete specifi cation 
left 9 April 1914. Accepted 24 June 1915. 1 drawing. [1 ref]
• Summary: Pages 1-3 are titled “Provisional specifi cation; 
pages 3-7 are “Complete specifi cation.”
 “This invention relates to the manufacture of artifi cial 
or so called synthetic milk from vegetable seeds or beans 
such as described in my prior [British] Patent No. 27,860 of 
1912 [Application fi led 3 Dec. 1912]. The present invention 
is directed to the manufacture of such milk on a commercial 
scale and in a cheap and effective manner” (p. 1). A full-page 
illustration (line drawing) shows many pieces of equipment 
connected to allow a continuous fl ow of product.
 Soy beans are washed, decorticated, ground to a 
fl our which will pass a 100-mesh sieve, and rubbed to a 
thin paste with soft water at 90º-95ºC. The ratio of fl our 
to water is 1:10, and 5 gm of sodium phosphate is added 

to each 100 liters of water. The mixture is centrifuged to 
remove insoluble matter, and the liquid is cooled and again 
centrifuged to remove fat. The extract is now analyzed, and 
according to the analysis suffi cient fat or oil, sugar, and salts 
are added to make the composition similar to that of milk. 
These substances are added in an emulsifi er and the mixture 
is emulsifi ed in a partial vacuum at 35º-40ºC. The liquid 
leaving the emulsifi er is cooled and made up to the proper 
volume.
 “If desired pure cultures of suitable bacteria such as 
the organism known as B. lactis acidi or B. Massol may be 
added in the milk in the vessel” (p. 6). Address: Dr., Chemist, 
60 Kurfuerstenstrasse, Frankfurt on the Main, Germany.

1551. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1915. United Kingdom: 
Hull. Supplement to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily 
Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) No. 19-l. p. 
1-14. June 29. See p. 3-6.
• Summary: The city of Hull is located in northeastern 
England, 18 miles up the Humber River–which empties into 
the North Sea. Trade was seriously disturbed by the outbreak 
of war and the closing of the Baltic Sea, since most of Hull’s 
trade is with the northern countries of the Continent of 
Europe. The distinctive industry of Hull is seed crushing and 
oil extracting; the city does half of all such work in the UK, 
producing many different types of oils (including soya bean 
oil) and the residual products, seed cakes and fertilizers.
 A table (p. 3) shows that exports of soya oil to the 
United States were valued at $2,485 in 1913 and $12,328 in 
1914.
 The section titled “Oilseeds, oil and cake” (p. 5) 
contains a table which shows imports of various articles to 
the UK and Hull in 1913 and 1914. Imports of soya beans 
(in tons) to the UK / Hull were 76,452 / 63,046 in 1913 and 
76,644 / 64,511 in 1914. Thus in these two years, 82.5% and 
84.2% (respectively) of the imports of soya beans to the UK 
went to Hull.
 The section titled “Exports of oils” (p. 6) states: “Of 
soya oil, 5,277 tons were exported, against 6,761 tons in 
1913. As in 1913, Italy was the principal taker. Some soya 
oil was imported from Dalny [Manchuria], but no fi gures are 
available.” Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1552. Melhuish, William James. 1915. A substitute for 
milk made from soya and arachide and the treatment of the 
residue. British Patent 9,626. Application fi led 1 July 1915. 
9 p. Complete specifi cation left 7 Oct. 1915. Accepted 3 July 
1916.
• Summary: Provisional specifi cations are on pages 1-4; 
complete specifi cations on pages 4-9. About 200 pints of 
purifi ed water are heated to 80ºC and made alkaline with 400 
gm of potassium phosphate; a suitable quantity of malted 
dextrin syrup is then added and 40 lb of arachide nuts which 
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have been shelled, boiled with sodium carbonate, partially 
dried, and ground to a coarse powder. The mixture is well 
stirred and the temperature maintained for half an hour. 
The liquid is then strained and one fourth oz of butyric acid 
stirred in gradually. Next about 18 lb of soya beans are 
stirred into 100 pints of hot water, a little sodium phosphate 
added to insure alkalinity, and the temperature maintained for 
three fourths of an hour. The mixture is then strained. The 2 
extracts are drawn into a vacuum pan in the form of a spray. 
There are also added at the same time a further quantity of 
dextrin syrup, 250 grains of calcium phosphate, and 500 
grains of sodium phosphate. The mixture is boiled for 30 
minutes. The milk produced is drawn off, strained, and made 
up to 300 pints. It is treated with a culture of lactic bacteria 
to produce acidity, pasteurized at 60º-70ºC for 20 minutes, 
and cooled. About 0.1% citric acid is added to the completed 
product.
 The inventor has gotten very good results with the 
Manchurian soya beans known as Sakura, and “from 
batches grown in South Africa under the names of Wilson, 
Haberlandt, and Hollybrook.”
 “The residue meals should be mixed together thoroughly 
and dried out to a ten per cent. moisture content. This should 
be done as soon as possible as the soya residue [okara] 
quickly ferments and becomes a sanitary menace. The 
combination makes an excellent cattle food, for the excess 
oil in the soya meal blends with the oil-free pea nut meal 
and gets over the extreme heating properties of the soya 
meal when used alone. The insoluble proteids in both meals, 
coupled with their carbo-hydrate residues tends to form an 
almost perfect food from the constituent point of view, and 
its sale enables the cost of the milk to be brought down to 
something near threepence per gallon.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that uses the word “Soya” as a noun (in the title or 
elsewhere) to refer to soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that uses the term “soya residue” to refer 
to okara. Address: Lecturer in Dietetics, Highwood House, 
Upper Parkstone, Borough of Poole, County of Dorset 
[England].

1553. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1915. Trade 
products of the British Empire. Special Supplement. July. p. 
1-54.
• Summary: “The Special Supplement to the London 
Chamber of Commerce Journal, dealing with the ‘Trade 
Products of the Empire,’ is full of useful information and 
statistics: The section on “Oilseed cakes” (p. 7) shows 
the tonnage and value of imports to the United Kingdom 
of cotton-seed cake (mainly from the USA), linseed cake 
(mainly from India and Russia), and rape-seed (mainly from 
Russia) from various countries in 1913 and 1914. Soybean 
cake is not mentioned.

 The section titled “Preserved ginger, soy, tamarinds, 
chutney” (p. 14) states: “The value of imports of soy in 1914 
was £9,416, of which £8,629 was the value of the imports 
from Hong Kong.”
 The section on “Vegetable oils and oilseeds” (p. 17-22) 
begins: “The fact that liquid oils can now be converted, by 
the process known as hydrogenation, into solid fats, and 
used for the manufacture of butter substitute, is of great 
importance to the trade in vegetable oils and oil-seeds. 
The sales of butter substitutes, which for several years past 
has been very large in continental countries, has increased 
enormously in this country within the last year or two,...” 
[i.e., during Word War I].
 Many oils can be used to make butter substitute 
including “coconut oil, cottonseed oil, palm oil, palm kernel 
oil, ground nut oil, sesamum seed oil, mowrah-seed fat, &c.” 
Import statistics are also given on these and other oilseeds 
and oils (such as olive oil, poppy seed and oil, rapeseed and 
rape oil {colza oil}, shea nuts and shea butter, sunfl ower 
seed, tea seed oil {obtained from the seed of Camellia 
Sasanqua, a near relative of the tea plant}).
 Ground-nut oil is largely used, especially on the 
Continent. Efforts are being made to establish the crushing 
of ground-nuts on a much larger scale, but this is being 
hindered by the War.
 The section titled “Soya beans” (p. 22) contains a table 
that shows the tonnage and value of soya bean imports to the 
United Kingdom in 1913 and 1914. The main source both 
years was Russia (perhaps via Vladivostok), followed by 
China, with small amounts from Japan and other countries. 
Total tonnage decreased from 76,452 in 1913 to 71,161 in 
1914 [in part because of the war].
 The section continues: “The soya bean of Manchuria 
has grown in commercial importance during the last few 
years in a remarkable manner. In the East it has long been 
an important article of food. In Europe the oil pressed from 
the bean is used by manufacturers of margarine, soap and 
candles, in the manufacture of varnish and printing ink, and 
for waterproofi ng umbrellas. Soya bean meal is also stated 
to be used in making bread on the Continent. Beancake has 
long been used as a fertilizer and for feeding stock.
 “Experiments in growing soya beans have been made 
in practically every British colony, but it seems doubtful 
whether the product could be profi tably grown for export 
in competition with the Manchurian beans, which are 
raised under ideal climactic conditions, and by the cheapest 
possible labour.”

1554. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1915. The 
utilisation of cereal offals and certain other products for 
feeding purposes. 22(4):297-307. July. See p. 298-99, 304.
• Summary: “Since the outbreak of war, feeding stuffs in 
general have considerably increased in price.” A table on p. 
298 shows the average price per ton at the beginning of July, 
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1915, of 30 feeding stuffs. “Soya bean cake,” whose average 
price was £8 3s. per ton (at the beginning of July) was the 
second to least inexpensive per food unit–after wet brewer’s 
grains.
 In the section titled “Soya bean cake and meal” (p. 304), 
the information is almost identical to that found in a section 
of the same title, in an article of the same title published in 
the Oct. 1914 issue of this journal. Address: England.

1555. Williams, C.B. 1915. Soy-bean growing in North 
Carolina. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Circular No. 31. 8 p. July. Reprint.
• Summary: Contents: History. The growing plant. 
Distribution in North Carolina. Suitable varieties (for seed 
production and for hay production). Selecting and preparing 
the soil. Inoculation essential. Fertilization. Seeding and 
cultivation. Soy beans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sweet 
sorghum, or millet). Harvesting for hay. Soy beans for soil 
improvement. Soy beans for soiling purposes. Soy beans for 
pasturage.
 “The soy bean is probably a native of tropical Africa 
and was introduced into the southeastern part of Asia more 
than 3,000 years ago by ancient travelers between Zanzibar 
and India or Ceylon... The bean was carried to England in 
1790 and was introduced into the United States from Japan 
in 1860. It has been successfully cultivated in the Southern 
States for many years, where it has been grown for soil 
improvement and as a forage crop. In Japan and China it 
is grown chiefl y as a human food. It is also known as Soja 
Bean, Coffee Berry and Japan Pea.”
 In North Carolina, the soy bean “is grown more or less 
from the seashore to the western boundary, but at the present 
time is chiefl y produced in the northeastern part of the State.” 
Commercial cultures for inoculation may now be secured at 
very reasonable prices.
 Fertilization: If “the soil is poor, it will pay to make an 
application of barn-yard manure or add suffi cient cotton-seed 
meal, dried blood, fi sh scrap, or other commercial carriers of 
nitrogen to give the fertilizer mixture used on the beans 1 to 
2 per cent nitrogen. Ordinarily, from 200 to 400 pounds of 
16 per cent acid phosphate and 25 to 50 pounds of muriate of 
potash will supply the necessary amount of phosphoric acid 
and potash needed by this crop when grown on average soils 
in the eastern part of the State.”
 Photos show: (1) Soy beans drilled in corn rows (p. 1). 
(2) A man standing in a fi eld of soy beans sown broadcast 
on “black land” for hay (p. 3). (3) A fi eld of soy beans with 
two barns in the distance (p. 5). Address: Chief, Div. of 
Agronomy, NCES, Raleigh and West Carolina.

1556. American Food Journal. 1915. Some favorite foods of 
Japan. 10(8):346-47. Aug.
• Summary: “Rice is the staple food of the Japanese, and 
it holds as important a place in the meal as bread does in 

western countries.”
 “Soy, a sauce made from soya beans, has an important 
place in Japanese meals. This sauce is exported to England 
in large quantities and is used there as the basis for the well-
known Worcestershire sauce. Soy sauce, which is somewhat 
similar to the Worcestershire sauce, is an invariable side dish 
at every meal and nearly every article eaten is fi rst dipped 
into the small bowl of soy placed on every meal tray.”
 “’Miso’ soup forms an important dish at breakfast. 
This consists of strips of radishes, seaweed, eggplant, or 
other vegetables cooked with bean curd [tofu] and water. 
The cooking is not continued for a long period and so few 
vegetables are used that the soup partakes only slightly of the 
fl avor of the ingredients.
 “The usual Japanese breakfast consists of rice, miso 
soup, pickles, and occasionally fi sh. Tea is always served 
with meals and is drunk clear without sugar or cream. The 
Japanese pride themselves upon their quickness at meals, 
there being a Japanese proverb that places quickness at meals 
as an accomplishment equal to fl eetness of foot.
 “The midday meal consists of a vegetable or fi sh soup, 
some boiled vegetables, and generally fi sh, either dried or 
cured, such as herring, sardines, or mackerel. However, 
where fi sh can be obtained fresh and there are not many 
points in Japan where this is not the case, it is served raw 
in slices, which are dipped into the soy sauce before being 
eaten and are greatly relished by the Japanese. Rice, pickles, 
and tea, of course, are served at this meal, as they are at all 
meals. The evening meal does not differ greatly from the 
midday meal except in the variety of fi sh or vegetables.”
 “Seaweeds are also in great demand and when dried 
are eaten like wafers or dipped, in soy sauce.” “The larger 
prawns, called “ebi,” are roasted or fried and dipped in soy.” 
“Such game as the crane, swan, heron, wild goose, duck, 
pheasant, quail, pigeon, woodcock, snipe, lark, water rail, 
and even the sparrow are occasionally eaten, although the 
old Buddhist objection to taking a life still persists in some 
sections of the country.”

1557. American Food Journal. 1915. Experiments conducted 
by the United States Department of Agriculture with soy 
bean fl our... 10(8):367. Aug.
• Summary: “... indicate that it may be used in much the 
same way as corn meal. Although the soy bean (also called 
soya bean) has been grown for more than twenty-fi ve years 
in this country, it has been used almost exclusively as a 
forage crop. As a coffee substitute it has been placed on the 
market at various times with but little success, although it 
compares very favorably with some substitutes now used 
quite extensively. In Japan and China the bean, which has 
been extensively cultivated since the earliest times, is used 
principally for human food and is prepared in many different 
ways. Bean curd [tofu] is very common and other products 
with which western people are not familiar.
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 “European countries during the past few years have 
imported very large quantities of soy beans from Manchuria, 
principally for the oil and cake, but in Germany and England 
the use of the bean as human food is becoming important. 
In England bakers have put on the market a soy bread 
made from fl our which is twenty-fi ve per cent soy meal 
and seventy-fi ve per cent wheat fl our. Soya ‘biscuits’ or 
‘crackers’ are also for sale all over England and like the 
bread, are very palatable.”

1558. American Food Journal. 1915. Before the introduction 
of soya-bean oil some 40 years ago,... 10(8):368. Aug.
• Summary: “... peanut oil was largely used as an illuminant 
in South China. Since then it has been employed principally 
for cooking. The nuts are also eaten roasted as in America.”

1559. USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Inventory. 1915. 
Seeds and plants imported by the Offi ce of Foreign Seed and 
Plant Introduction during the period from January 1 to March 
31, 1913. Nos. 34728 to 35135. No. 34. 51 p. Sept. 8.
• Summary: Soy bean introductions: Soja max (L.) Piper. 
(Glycine hispida Moench.)
 “34977. From London, England. Presented by Mr. 
Stuart R. Cope. Received February 20, 1913.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

1560. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1915. Current topics. 
The new war budget. Sept. 24. p. 9.
• Summary: The section titled “Tax and consumption” states 
that the duty on imported coffee and tea have each been 
increased by 50%. “So-called coffee is now frequently a vile 
concoction of things which are not coffee at all. Chicory 
is the most respectable substitute for the real article, but 
cereals, sawdust, bark, cocoa husks, acorns, fi gs, lupine, peas 
and other things all play their parts and lately even the soya 
bean has been adapted. Perhaps it is as well that the masses 
of the British population do not drink large quantities.”

1561. Tropical Life (England). 1915. Vegetable oil notes. 
11(9):164-66. Sept.
• Summary: “The Special Supplement to the London 
Chamber of Commerce Journal, dealing with the ‘Trade 
Products of the Empire,’ is full of useful information and 
statistics, including the following:” Using the process known 
as hydrogenation liquid oils can now be converted “into solid 
fats, and used for the manufacture of butter substitute,...” 
This fact is of “great importance to the trade in vegetable 
oils and oil-seeds.” Many oils can be used to make butter 
substitute including “coco-nut oil, cotton-seed oil, palm oil, 
palm-kernel oil, ground-nut oil, sesamum oil, mowrah-seed 
fat, &c.” Ground-nut oil is largely used, especially on the 
Continent. Efforts are being made to establish the crushing 
of ground-nuts on a much larger scale, but this is being 
hindered by the War.

 “We are sorry to see, however, from the experiments that 
have been made by now in growing soya-beans in practically 
every British colony, it seems doubtful whether this crop 
can be profi tably grown for export in competition with the 
Manchurian beans, which are raised under ideal climatic 
conditions, and by the cheapest possible labour. We still hope 
that results may prove to be otherwise before long, as soya-
bean meal [fl our] can be used for making bread, a use to 
which it is put on the Continent.
 “Against this, Fairplay (of London) told us, some time 
ago that ‘owing to the world-wide interest now evinced 
in the culture of the soya bean, experiments are being 
conducted in practically every British Colony. In West 
Africa, the bean arrives at maturity in six, eight or ten weeks, 
as against six months in Manchuria, while experiments 
carried out in South Africa prove that the crop could be 
matured in from ten weeks to fi ve months, according to the 
zone and climatic conditions. It is expected that Ceylon will 
make shipments in the near future.
 “’It is estimated that Great Britain and the Continent can 
take ten million tons of [soya] beans per annum in the event 
of their being used for food purposes for human consumption 
in the form of milk [soymilk], cheese [tofu], butter, &c., as 
well as for industrial and other purposes. The Manchurian 
crop is estimated at over 1½ million tons per annum, but the 
fact that the experiments as to the cultivation of the bean, 
both in West and South Africa, have proved that the plant 
is well adapted to the soil and climate, gives every reason 
to suppose that large supplies will ultimately be obtained 
from the Colonies. In this event it will be seen that the South 
African farmer would be in a position to compete with the 
Manchurian growers, the latter costing in railage and ocean 
freight from Harbin to England £2 3s. as against £1 9s. for 
railage and freight from South Africa.
 “’The storage of soya-beans requires special care. The 
grain should be thoroughly dry when put into storage, or 
placed where good ventilation can be afforded, otherwise it 
is almost certain to heat. During shipment a large number 
of pipe ventilators are placed in the ship’s hold to prevent 
heating of the cargo, as sweating would otherwise occur on 
a long voyage from the East. The beans are shipped in bags, 
vessels being well dunnaged’” [packed to prevent damage].

1562. Bulletin de Meurthe et Moselle. 1915. La nourriture 
des prisionniers [The food of the prisoners]. Oct. 26. p. 2. 
col. 4. [Fre]
• Summary: Here is the menu: Prisoner of war camp, near 
Holzminden [Lower Saxony, Germany]. Everyday: 300 gm 
of bread. Each morning: coffee 7 gm, chicory 2 gm. Sugar 30 
gm.
 Menu from 8-15 August 1918. Menu items are given for 
each day of the week, only two meals a day at midday and 
evening [breakfast was coffee plus sugar only].
 For Wednesday lunch: Soybeans [whole, dry] (Fèves 
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Soya) 200 gm, potatoes 500 gm, lard 30 gm.
 For Friday dinner: Soy fl our (Farine de fèves Soya) 80 
gm, starch 20 gm, lard 10 gm.
 On the front page, just below the large, bold title we 
read: Journal / Organ of the Society for Assisting Evacuated 
and Injured Refugees from Meurthe and Moselle. (La Société 
d’assistance aux réfugiés évacués et sinistrés de Meurthe et 
Moselle). Headquarters: 35, Boulevard Haussmann, 35–Paris 
(9th Arrondissement) Offi ces and Offi ce Hours–from 9 a.m. 
to noon and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.–1, rue des Mathurins [Paris].
 The words (Meurthe-et-Moselle) refer to a department 
in the region of Lorraine in northeast France. Meurthe-
et-Moselle was created in 1871 at the end of the Franco-
Prussian War (which France lost) from the parts of the 
former departments of Moselle and Meurthe which remained 
French territory.
 Note: This World War prisoner-of-war camp near 
Holzminden was for British and British Empire offi cers only. 
Offi cers enjoyed a more comfortable regime than prisoners 
of lower ranks. One deprivation suffered by the prisoners 
was a poor diet, although again this must be seen in context: 
as a result of the economic blockade of Germany, little food 
was available even for the civilian population. Prisoners 
were able to supplement their diet with the contents of 
parcels sent by their families at home, and by the Red Cross 
and other humanitarian organisations. As a result, they were 
often better fed than the Germans (Source: Wikipedia at 
Holzminden prisoner-of-war camp, Feb. 2015).

1563. Lancet. 1915. A milk similar. ii(4814):1263-64. Dec. 4.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of Solac brand “synthetic 
milk” (soymilk), England’s fi rst commercial soymilk. This 
product was fi rst announced in the Lancet (19 Oct. 1912). A 
large amount is presently produced by the Solac Company, 
“221, Tottenham Court-road, London, W., and our consulting 
chemist, who has witnessed it, reports that everything is 
carried out with scientifi c cleanliness...
 “By introducing a lactic culture of a selective strain at 
a certain stage of its production, the necessary biological 
activity is given to this artifi cial milk. We have examined a 
good many samples of this ‘vegetable milk’ and have found 
that the non-fatty solids range from 8.96 per cent. (consisting 
of proteins, dextrin, and sugars) to 9.5 per cent., while the fat 
ranges from 3.69 to 3.9 per cent. The proteins consist chiefl y 
of globulin, known as glycinin, which is a very rapidly 
digestible ‘vegetable casein’; the fats are of vegetable origin, 
showing the same melting point and ease of hydrolysis as 
ordinary milk-fat; while the sugars and dextrin present are 
both again known to be of ready assimilability. The above 
fi gures are identical with those given by pure rich cow’s 
milk.
 “The working basis of ‘solac’ or vegetable milk is the 
soya bean, which is particularly rich in oil and protein, 
the latter of an easily digestible type. The beans are very 

rigorously cleansed prior to the beginning of the extraction 
and emulsifying process. A residue of bean cake [okara] is 
left which possesses high nutritive properties, and this has 
already been used for making a bread, where its nourishing 
properties appear to be enhanced. The cake contains 10 to 11 
per cent. of oil and 20 to 24 per cent. of protein.
 “This novel invention is of some importance, 
especially at the present juncture, when the methods of 
practising food economies are upper-most in all minds. If 
it is proved that this vegetable milk can in the majority of 
purposes effectively replace cow’s milk, the ‘similar’ will 
naturally claim considerable attention for many reasons. 
To begin with, such a milk at once disarms all suspicion 
as to contamination with dirt and disease organisms... 
It has already been used with success by the bakery and 
confectionery trades.” Address: London.

1564. T.C. 1915. Soya: The golden bean that Germany 
wants. Daily Mail (London). Dec. 13. p. 4.
• Summary: “If Germany is being allowed to import soya 
beans she is getting food for her men, her cattle, and her 
guns. No country more than Germany appreciates the value 
of this wonderful golden bean whose introduction to Europe 
from China forms the greatest trade romance of the present 
century. Less than eight years Europe knew practically 
nothing of the soya bean or its remarkable nutritious qualities 
and the uses to which it could be put.”
 Discusses the early history and rise of the soya bean 
trade in Europe. “The soya bean survived the ‘boom.’ It 
justifi ed most of the fl attering things said about it. Its fame 
spread far and wide. Many tons were exported to Hull, 
where a factory and oil presses were established and a very 
important export trade to the continent was built up. Our 
agricultural colleges experimented with the bean products as 
food for cattle and pigs; Sweden set her experts at work and 
discovered that bean cake was a highly satisfactory food for 
milch cows; Denmark followed and built a large factory at 
Copenhagen to deal with the export from Vladivostock; the 
South African Government Trades Commissioner, convinced 
of the great future of the soya bean industry, urged the 
competition of South African farmers with the bean growers 
of Manchuria. In Paris a factory was built by a Chinese fi rm” 
[Li Yu-ying].
 “In 1912 Germany rescinded the import duty and 
installed soya bean plant [plants?] in her oil mills, importing 
the beans through Vladivostok, often in British bottoms 
chartered for the purpose.” In 1912 the Trades Commissioner 
for the Government of South Africa gave a list of 14 different 
soya bean products, plus an additional 14 products that can 
be made from soya bean oil, from salad oil and margarine, to 
dynamite and soap.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) in 
which the soybean is called the “golden bean.” This is also 
the earliest document seen (July 2007) in which a fanciful 
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term or name is used to refer to the soybean. Address: 
England.

1565. H.C.M. 1915. Soya bread (Letter to the editor). Daily 
Mail (England). Dec. 15. p. 4. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Sir.–Will you allow me to say a word upon the 
extraordinarily interesting article in your issue of Monday 
upon the wonder-working soya bean.
 “In these days, when each one of us is concerned to get 
the greatest possible return in nourishment from the least 
possible outlay of cash upon foodstuffs, I think it ought to 
be far more widely known than it is that soya fl our–a staple 
food in the Far East these 2,000 years and more–is among 
the most highly nutrient products that the earth brings forth. 
Soya fl our is actually higher in protein value than the germ 
of wheat. Without suggesting any revolutionary changes in 
our national dietary–which even the hardened cynic will 
allow might be improved upon–I think all those in general 
who have the national welfare at heart, and in particular all 
thrifty housewives, might well ponder upon the following 
merits, all fully proven, of soya.
 “An admixture of 5 to 10 per cent. of soya fl our to our 
ordinary wheaten fl our, baked in the customary manner, 
raises the nutritive value of the loaf from 10 to 25 per cent. 
above that of any bread–including wholemeal–ordinarily 
consumed by our British public. The soya bread is also 
delicious, most digestible, and retains its moisture far longer 
than our normal breads. I speak from fi rst-hand experience.”

1566. Advance (The) (Elizabeth City, North Carolina). 1915. 
Farmers attend demonstration. And much interest is manifest 
in cotton oil mill’s new venture. Dec. 17. p. 1.
• Summary: “About thirty farmers saw yesterday the public 
demonstration of soy bean oil and meal manufacture at the 
plant of the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company and 
listened to the explanation of government experts as to the 
possibilities of this new industry in this country.
 “The soy bean was substituted for cotton seed without 
any change of machinery whatever, and the steps of the 
process of manufacture are fairly familiar to every farmer.
 “The soy bean was introduced into this country [actually 
state] in 1882 and since that time the production has steadily 
increased. North Carolina produces more of these legumes 
than any other state in the Union, and the bulk of the State’s 
production is grown in this eastern section. The production 
this year goes far beyond that of any previous year, because 
in the effort to curtail the cotton acreage last year the 
farmer’s attention naturally turned to the soy bean, which 
here is regarded as a better crop than corn. It is also more 
certain, for the yield of sojas is good be the year wet or dry 
or normal.
 “But with greatly increased acreage and production 
this year there was felt considerable uneasiness as to how 
the crop of hundreds of thousands of bushels was to be 

marketed. Heretofore the farmers have relied on the seedmen 
to buy their sojas, but it was evident that there were many 
times enough beans to supply the demand from that source. 
Thoughtful, farmers were much concerned over the situation 
and were asking how it was to be met.
 “It was at this crisis that the State and Federal 
Departments of Agriculture stepped in to the aid of the 
farmers in this section. Men were sent into the fi eld to look 
into the situation and gain some idea of the quantity of beans 
grown this year. The oil mills were induced to take up the 
manufacture of soy bean products. As a result, whereas a 
short time saw the price of the soy bean nominal, they are 
today fi rm at $1 a bushel...
 “In England already the bankers [bakers?] are selling 
soy bean biscuit and soy bean bread. At Tappan, New York, 
soy bean fl ower [sic, fl our] is prepared which mixed with 
condensed milk is recommended as a food for infants; while 
made into muffi ns, it is described (being free from starch and 
having little sugar) as an ideal food for diabetics.
 “In short, there seems to be no doubt that there is a 
market for soy bean products if North Carolina cotton oil 
men can get in touch with it.”
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
the cultivation of soybeans in North Carolina (1882) (one of 
two documents). Note 2. This is the earliest document seen 
(March 2000) describing the crushing of soy beans in North 
Carolina.

1567. Onodera, Naosuke. 1915. On the effects of various 
substances (electrolytes, non-electrolytes, alkaloids, etc.) 
upon the urease of soy-bean. Biochemical Journal 9(4):544-
74. Dec. [28 ref]
• Summary: The effect of various acids, alcohols, aldehyde, 
neutral salts, and alkaloids on the urease of soy-bean was 
studied. The inhibitory effects of inorganic and organic acids 
on urease are due mainly to the hydrogen ion concentration 
and are infl uenced by the physical properties, especially 
the surface tension, of the acids. If the dissociation of the 
acids is equal, the acid having the greater infl uence on 
surface tension has the greater effect; even a defi ciency of 
hydrogen ion concentration can be over-compensated by 
great effect on surface tension. Dilute alcohols which lower 
the surface tension of the solvent accumulate on the surface 
in contact with the solvent and thus facilitate adsorption 
between urease and urea and accelerate the urease action. 
Concentrated alcohols disturb the adsorption and retard the 
action. Aldehyde has a marked inhibitory effect. The effects 
of neutral salts are merely those of their metallic bases. 
Address: Inst. of Physiology, University College, London.

1568. Onodera, Naosuke. 1915. On the urease of the soy-
bean and its “co-enzyme.” Biochemical Journal 9(4):575-
90. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 10:1366). For a French language 
summary, see Bulletin de l’Institut Pasteur 14(15):497. 15 
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Aug. 1916. [11 ref]
• Summary: “In 1897 Bertrand introduced the term ‘co-
enzyme.’ Since that time, co-enzymes have been discovered 
for various enzymes.” The fact that the urease of soy beans 
loses its activity on dialysis and that this lost activity is 
restored by the addition of a small amount of fresh urease 
indicates that fresh urease contains a co-enzyme; the latter 
has not been separated, and its nature is not yet known. It 
is probable that the co-enzyme is a system consisting of 2 
groups of components, one of which is dialyzable and the 
other undialyzable. It consists of 2 parts, one fi xed and the 
other free. Heating and dialysis destroy the free co-enzyme 
fi rst, then the fi xed co-enzyme. The last portion of the fi xed 
co-enzyme is found in the precipitate produced by dialysis, 
and tenaciously resists the effects of heating and dialysis. 
Heat, acids, and alkalis have an inhibitory effect on the co-
enzyme but not on the urease proper. During germination, 
urease accumulates in the germs of the soy beans, but the 
co-enzyme is absent. Although ox serum has an accelerating 
action on urease, it does not contain any substance which can 
be compared with the co-enzyme. Address: Physiological 
Dep., University College, London.

1569. Hopkins, Albert Allis. ed. 1915. Scientifi c American 
cyclopedia of formulas: partly based upon the twenty-eighth 
edition of Scientifi c American Cyclopedia of Receipts, Notes 
and Queries. 15,000 formulas. New York, NY: Munn & Co. 
vii + 1077 p. See p. 752, 772, 768. Illust. Index.
• Summary: In Chapter 21, titled “Preserving, and canning, 
condiments, etc. (p. 735+) is a section on “Catsups” (p. 
752) which includes: Anchovy catsup. Cucumber catsup. 
Horseradish catsup. Mushroom catsup. Soy, Indian. Soy, 
Japanese. Tomato catsup. Walnut catsup.
 “Soy, Indian.–This sauce is usually bought ready 
prepared. It is imported from China and Japan, where it 
is made from a small bean, the produce of Dolichos Soja. 
Japanese soy is usually preferred to that of China, because 
it is free from the sweet treacly fl avor which distinguishes 
the latter. When well made it has a good brown color, thick 
consistency, and is clear.
 “Soy, Japanese.–An equal weight of beans, coarse barley 
meal and salt. Wash the beans well, boil them in water until 
tender, and pound them in a mortar, adding the barley meal 
gradually. Put the mass into an earthenware bowl, cover with 
a cloth, and let it stand in a warm place for several days, until 
it is suffi ciently fermented, but not moldy. To each pound 
of salt add 4 pt. of water, stir until the salt is dissolved, then 
stir into the fermented mass. Keep the bowl or pan closely 
covered for 3 months, during which time it must be daily 
stirred for at least 1 hour. At the end of this time strain 
through fi ne cloths, pressing the insoluble portion well, in 
order to extract as much of the moisture as possible. Let it 
stand again until quite clear, then drain off and bottle for use. 
In making Chinese soy, the liquid extracted is boiled and 

reboiled with a varying amount of sugar, mace, ginger and 
pepper until it acquires the desired consistency.”
 On pages 771-72 is a section on “Vinegars” are 
two formulas for “Camp vinegar.” The fi rst calls for 3 
tablespoonfuls of soy [sauce] (plus 1½ pints walnut catsup); 
the second calls for 4 oz. soy sauce.
 On pages 767-68 is a section on “Sauces and salad 
dressings,” which begins with home-scale recipes for 
various sauces including: Anchovy butter. Anchovy essence. 
Anchovy paste. Anchovy sauce. Fish [sauce]. Gravies. 
Harvey sauce. Herb sauce. Soy [sauce]. Tomato sauce. 
Vegetable butters. Worcestershire sauce.
 The formula for Harvey sauce begins: “Good vinegar, 
1 qt.; anchovies, 3; soy, 1 tablespoonful; walnut catsup, 1 
tablespoonful; fi nely chopped shallot,...”
 The formula for “Soy” states: “Genuine soy sauce 
is a species of thick black sauce, imported from China, 
prepared with white haricots, wheat fl our, salt and water; 
but a spurious kind is made in England as follows: Seeds of 
dolichos soja (peas or kidney beans may be used for them), 1 
gal.; boil till soft; add bruised wheat, 1 gal.; keep in a warm 
place 24 hours; then add common salt, 1 gal.; water, 2 gal.; 
put the whole thing into a stone jar, bung it up for 2 or three 
months, shaking it very frequently; then press out the liquor; 
the residuum may be treated afresh with water and salt for 
soy of an inferior quality.”
 Likewise: “Worcestershire Sauce.–There are many 
concerns, we believe, who make a sauce which they call 
Worcestershire. That made in England by Lea & Perrin is 
considered the best and many have tried to imitate it, but 
with indifferent success. Of the many formulas appearing in 
print, the following will serve as an example; Vinegar, 1 qt.; 
powdered pimento, 2 dr.; powdered cloves, 1 dr.; powdered 
black pepper, 1 dr.; powdered mustard, 2 oz.; powdered 
Jamaica ginger, 1 dr.; common salt, 2 oz.; shallots, 2 oz.; 
tamarinds, 4 oz.; sherry wine, 1 pt.; curry powder, 1 oz.; 
capsicum, 1 dr. Mix all together, simmer for 1 hour, and 
strain. Let the whole stand for a week, strain it, and fi ll in 
bottles. Worcestershire sauce is never quite clear; straining to 
remove the coarser particles is all that is necessary.”
 Note: The publication date printed on the title page 
is 1915, however the copyright for this edition is 1910. 
Address: New York, Query Editor of the “Scientifi c 
American”.

1570. Martindale, William Harrison; Westcott, W. Wynn. 
1915. The extra pharmacopoeia of Martindale and Westcott. 
16th ed. 2 vols. London: H.K. Lewis & Co., Ltd. See vol. I, 
p. 563, 849. Index. 17 cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: In Vol. I, the section titled “Oleum papaveris” 
(p. 562-63) is about “Suggested use of other oils to replace 
cod liver oil in malnutrition, phthisis and other forms of 
wasting disease.” “Several nutritive oils... which rank 
almost as high as Cod Liver Oil in Iodine values, suggest 
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themselves as suitable for therapeutic use. These oils are 
used both medicinally and as foods...” A table shows each oil 
with its iodine value. Cod liver oil 126-66. Poppy seed oil 
138.1. Maize oil 111. Sunfl ower seed oil 136.1. Soya bean 
oil 122. Of these, poppy seed oil seems to be suited for use 
as an alternative to cod liver oil. Arachis oil, sesame oil, and 
henbane oil are also discussed briefl y.
 In the chapter titled “Supplementary list of drugs” is 
a long section (p. 805) on “Soya Bean.–Glycine Hispida 
(Leguminosae). This bean is extensively cultivated in China 
and Japan for human consumption and laterally in America 
and Europe, chiefl y as a forage crop, is eaten as a vegetable, 
in soups, sometimes picked green, boiled and served cold 
with a sprinkling of Soy Sauce, and sometimes as a salad. 
A favourite method of preparing in the East is to boil until 
soft and place the resulting mass in a warm cellar until it 
ferments,–the resulting ‘cheese’ being known as ‘Natto.’
 “Analysis of the bean calculated on water free basis, 
indicated 38.5% Protein and 20% fat. It is probably due to 
this large amount of easily assimilable Nitrogenous matter 
that the Chinese and other rice eating people require so 
little meat. It contains practically no Starch–the latter fact is 
said to be due to presence of a diastase in the bean capable 
of converting Starch formed, two-thirds into Sugar, one-
third into Dextrin. Has been used as an addition to ordinary 
diabetic dietary,–the beans may easily replace the Gluten of 
bread,–causes reduction in percentage of sugar (Lancet 1910, 
p. 1844). Soy Flour is even more serviceable, containing 
almost 1/3 more Protein than the bean, this being due to the 
removal of the fi brous hulls, which contain but little Protein 
(British Medical Journal Epitome 1911, p. 80).
 “The protein of the Bean is being extensively used in 
connection with the treatment of diabetes and malnutrition. 
Soya Bean Meal from which it is made must be carefully 
examined for the toxic Java Bean.–F.W. Crossley Holland 
(Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist (London) 1912, 
p. 154). Soya Beans average 8 m.m. in length and 7 m.m. in 
breadth and 6 m.m. in thickness. They are roundly ovoid in 
shape and about 99% are pale yellow in colour–there being a 
few darker coloured, smaller and more elongated. Structure 
of the bean. Soya Bean Cake and Meal is enormously 
adulterated.–T.E. Wallis (Chemist and Druggist (London) 
1913, p. 278; Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist 1913, 
p. 120).
 “E.S. Peck states Glycine Hispida has been used 
in clinical experiments for the splitting up of Urea into 
Ammonium Carbonate.
 “* Sarton is a preparation of the bean for use as a 
diabetic food.
 “Soya Oil has Iodine value 121 to 123. Cowie found 131 
(Chemist and Druggist 1910, p. 66). For further characters 
see (Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist (London) 
1911, p. 407).” See also p. 563.
 In Vol. II, the section titled “Lecithin” (p. 76) states 

that it is a “Mono-amino Phosphatide” and contains a table 
listing the percentage of lecithin contained in 17 substances, 
including: Brain 160. Spinal cord 11.0. Nerve tissue (dry) 
17.0. Kidneys 8.5. Egg yolk 12.0. Lupin seeds 2.0. Yeast 
(dry) 2.0. The soybean is not mentioned. A test of purity of 
lecithin made from fresh egg yolk, and the determination of 
lecithin in preparations are described.
 William Martindale lived 1840-1902. Volume I also 
discusses Gluten (p. 546–Synonym: Vegetable Albumin), 
Diabetic foods (p. 546-47, incl. starchless bread; soy is not 
mentioned), Oleum sesami Sesame Oil (p. 571; also called 
Benné oil, gingelli oil, teel oil), Arachis Hypogæa (p. 805; 
also called Pea Nut, Ground Nut, Goober Nut, Manilla grain 
[Manila grain], Chinese Almond).
 Volume II also discusses “glutin” (p. 86-89), proprietary 
medicines (incl. Ovaltine, and Pinkham’s (Mrs. Lydia E.) 
Vegetable Compound, p. 162-63). Address: 1. Ph.D., F.C.S.; 
2. M.B.Lond., D.P.H.

1571. Associated Press (AP). 1916. Nutrition–Find soja bean 
valuable food. Blockade against Germany shows its merits. 
Chinese have used it extensively for the last 2000 years and 
it possesses more universal usefulness than almost any other 
common article of diet. Los Angeles Times. Jan. 13. p. 13.
• Summary: London, Dec. 15.–Discussion of the food 
blockade against Germany has served to bring attention to 
the merits of the soja bean, to which is given up more than 
twenty-fi ve per cent. of the cultivated area in Manchuria. 
Although the soja is well known and highly regarded in 
Germany and the Scandinavian countries and is now second 
on the list of China’s exports, it has hitherto achieved 
small general reputation in the English-speaking countries, 
and even the latest dictionaries dismiss it with the brief 
description: An Asiatic leguminous herb, Glycine Soja, the 
seeds of which are used to prepare sauce called soy.”
 The “fi rst important shipment to Europe was made in 
1908 by a British fi rm. The Germans almost immediately 
began to experiment with it and fi ve years later were 
using the major part of an importation estimated at over 
$200,000,000 a year.
 “The secret of the soja bean is its universal usefulness. 
A British government report gives the following list of soja 
products: ‘Vegetable food (like marrowfat peas); soups; meat 
substitutes; chocolate substitute; macaroni preparation; fl our; 
artifi cial milk; cheese [tofu]; coffee substitute; artifi cial horn; 
biscuit and food for diabetic patients; sauce; meal for cattle; 
oils, oil cake for fodder; fertilizer; beancake.’
 “The same report points out that the oil from the bean is 
used in the manufacture of the following articles: ‘dynamite 
and high explosives, soaps, linoleum, rubber substitute, 
margarine, paints, varnishes, toilet powder waterproof cloth, 
paper umbrellas and lanterns, salad oil, lubricants, lamp oil, 
preservative for sardines, substitute for lard.’”
 “There are three principal varieties of the bean–yellow 
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or huangtou [huangdou], green or chingtou [qingdou], and 
black or wutou [wudou]. The yellow contains more nutritive 
ingredients than the others, and this is the variety almost 
exclusively used for export. The quantity of oil extracted 
from the beans runs as high as 10 per cent. of the total 
weight.
 “Sweden uses large quantities of the bean cake as food 
for milch cows; Denmark has a large pressing factory at 
Copenhagen; France has a factory built in Paris by a Chinese 
fi rm [Li Yu-ying]; and South Africa has recently begun to 
grow the bean in competition with the Manchurian farmers. 
Germany in 1912 rescinded her former import duty and 
installed reduction [crushing?] plants for the far-eastern 
vegetable products in all her oil mills, importing the beans 
directly from Vladivostok by the shipload.”

1572. Times (London). 1916. The grain trade: A strong 
opening in wheat. Government intervention. Jan. 21. p. 15.
• Summary: The section titled “Minor crops” notes 
that beans and peas are now [during World War I] quite 
expensive, and the imported kinds even more so. The price 
per qr. [quarter of a hundredweight, or 28 lb] is: “53s. for 
Indian chick peas, 48s. for Chinese and Manchurian [soy] 
beans, 105s. for Rangoon [Burma] haricot beans, and 47s. 
for Japanese soya beans. The last named are a good bargain, 
but the trade is a very wholesale one, and sellers expect 
the buyer as a rule to take not less than a ton, for which 
10 guineas is the price, ex London warehouse.” Address: 
[London].

1573. Crowther, Charles. 1916. Composition, nutritive 
and manurial value of various farm foods. Third revision. 
University of Leeds and the Yorkshire Council for 
Agricultural Education, Publication No. 73. 2 p. Jan. 25.
• Summary: The fi rst table, titled “Food Ingredients,” gives 
the nutritional composition of many feeds, including: Soy 
bean cake (soya cake), soy beans, cottonseed cake (3 types), 
linseed cake, hemp seed cake, rape cake, earthnut cake 
(decorticated), coconut (copra) cake, palm-kernel cake, 
dried yeast, locust beans, wheat middlings (fi ne pollards), 
wheat sharps, wheat bran, maize germ meal, gluten meal, 
gluten feed, malt dust or coombs, etc. For each feed it gives 
the total nutrients, the digestible nutrients (both percentage 
in food), and albuminoid ratio in digestible matter. The 
last column is titled “Starch value, i.e. weights of Starch 
equivalent, for fattening purposes, to 100 lb. of the food of 
the composition given when added to maintenance ration 
(Kellner).” For example: Soy bean cake contains 88% total 
dry matter, 43% crude protein (albuminoid), 6% oil, 29% 
soluble carbohydrate, and 4% crude fi bre. Albuminoid ratio: 
1. Starch value: 68.
 The second table, titled “Manurial ingredients,” gives 
values for the same feeds in both “per ton” and “per cent.” 
For example: Soy bean cake contains (per ton/per cent): 

Nitrogen 154 lb/6.9%. Phosphoric acid (P205): 49 lb/2.2%. 
Potash (K20): 40 lb/1.8%. Lime (CaO): 6 lb/0.3%. The 
last column is titled “Estimated value of manure produced 
by consumption of one ton of the food (allowing half the 
nitrogen, three quarters each of the phosphoric acid and 
potash) (Hall & Voelcker’s Method).” Soybean cake is £2, 11 
shillings and 8 pence.
 A footnote states that the fi rst edition was published on 1 
Oct. 1908. Address: Univ. of Leeds, Leeds, West Yorkshire, 
UK.

1574. Mitchell, C. Ainsworth. 1916. Oils: Animal, vegetable, 
essential, and mineral. 2nd ed. Bath, England; Melbourne, 
Australia; and New York, NY: Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. viii 
+ 138 p. See p. 20. Jan. Illust. Index. 19 cm. Series: Common 
Commodities of Commerce. [5 ref]
• Summary: In Part I, under “Semi-drying oils” is a very 
short section (p. 20) which states: “Soja bean oil,” derived 
from the soja bean (Soja japonica, S. hispida), grown in 
India and Southern Asia.” Note: This section on soja bean oil 
is identical to its counterpart in the 1910 edition.
 Other semi-drying oils are cotton-seed oil, sesame oil, 
maize oil, croton oil, kapok oil, cameline oil (also known as 
German sesame oil), and madia oil.
 The drying oils are linseed oil, nut oil (walnut), poppy 
oil, hemp-seed oil, tung oil, candle-nut oil, saffl ower oil, 
sunfl ower oil, and niger-seed oil.
 Non-drying oils include olive oil, almond oil, and 
earthnut or arachis oil (from seeds of the earthnut or monkey 
nut, Arachis hypogea) (p. 10-12).
 In the appendix titled “Trade in oil,” the fi rst table 
titled “Imports into the United Kingdom” shows that large 
quantities and values of “imitation lard” were imported 
from 1907 (222,090 cwts.) [1 cwt hundredweight = 112 
pounds] to 1909 (231,847 cwts.) (p. 129); soja bean oil is not 
mentioned.
 The second table, titled “Imports of oils for the years 
ending 31st December” gives quantities and values for the 
years 1910 to 1914. For “Soya bean” oil the quantities (in 
tons) are: 1910–Not listed. 1911–20,486 tons. 1912–17,327. 
1913–9,390. 1914–9,321 tons. Figures for “imitation lard” 
are also given; 1910 was the highest year at 275,403 cwts.
 Note: Concerning the title in 1916, one is “Oils” and 
another is “Oil.” Address: White Cottage, Amersham 
Common, Bucks. [England].

1575. Street, J.P.; Bailey, E.M. 1916. Carbohydrates and 
enzymes of the soy bean. Analyst (London) 41:9. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: “(J. Ind. and Eng. Chem., 1915, 7, 853-858.)–
Calculated to a uniform moisture content of 10 per cent., the 
average analysis of a large number of samples of soy beans 
shows: Moisture, 10 per cent.; ash, 5.54 per cent.; protein (N 
x 6.25), 38.29 per cent.; fi bre, 4.46 per cent.; nitrogen-free 
extract, 26.64 per cent.; and fat, 14.89 per cent.; whereas 
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an average analysis of commercial soy bean fl ours shows: 
Moisture, 5.1 per cent.; ash, 4.5 per cent.; protein, 42.5 
per cent.; fi bre, 3.7 per cent.; nitrogen-free extract 24.3 per 
cent.; and fat, 19.9 per cent. A sample of soy bean meal was 
fully analysed, and was found to contain 31.08 per cent. 
of nitrogen-free extract and fi bre. There were shown to be 
present in this 4.51 per cent. total sugars, 0.5 per cent. starch, 
3.14 per cent. dextrin, 4.94 per cent. pentosans, 4.86 per cent, 
galactan (less 0.24 per cent, due to raffi nose), 3.29 per cent. 
cellulose, 1.44 per cent, organic acids, and 8.60 per cent, 
waxes, colouring matter, etc. Of these constituents only the 
fi rst three–viz., the sugars, starch, and dextrin, amounting to 
8.15 per cent.–may be considered objectionable in a diabetic 
diet. The fi nely ground meal was extracted successively with 
boiling 95 per cent. alcohol, cold water, malt extract, 1 per 
cent. hydrochloric acid, and 1.25 per cent. sodium hydroxide. 
It was concluded that raffi nose was present from the 
behaviour of the extract with emulsin. The enzymes present 
include a protease of the peptoclastic type, a peroxidase, 
and a lipase. The presence of an active amylase has been 
corroborated. Negative results were obtained in testing for 
invertase and a protease of the peptonising type. Urease and 
a glucoside-splitting enzyme were not specially tested for, 
but were assumed to be present.”

1576. San Francisco Chronicle. 1916. The Chinese soy bean 
fl our. Feb. 6. p. 26.
• Summary: From Philadelphia Inquirer: “In England bakers 
have put on the market a soy bread made from fl our which 
is 25 per cent soy meal and 75 per cent wheat fl our. Soy 
‘biscuits’ or ‘crackers’ are also for sale all over England, and, 
like the bread, are very palatable.
 “Soy bean meal or fl our has been marketed to some 
extent in the United States for use in invalid dietetics in cases 
where it is desirable to limit or lower the amount of starch 
used. It has not, however, as yet been on sale in quantities 
or at prices which would lead the housekeeper to use it as 
a substitute for wheat fl our, though there is every reason to 
believe that it can become a common market commodity for 
such uses, if there is a demand for it.
 “Though rich in protein and oil, fully ripened soy beans 
contain no starch or, at most, only traces of it. When the 
ground soy bean is used with wheat fl our in bread making 
it increases the protein content and lowers the proportion of 
starch. The bread, however, is very similar to ordinary wheat 
bread. When the percentage of soy bean fl our is greater than 
one-fourth the character of the bread or cakes is materially 
altered.”

1577. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1916. Hull’s soya-bean oil 
trade [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular 
and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce, Department of Commerce) 19(32):531. Feb. 8.
• Summary: “The United Kingdom imported 175,136 tons 

(1 ton = 2,240 pounds) of soya beans last year, according 
to preliminary reports, as against 71,161 tons in 1914 and 
76,452 tons in 1913. Practically all of these were crushed in 
England–the bulk in Hull. Hull alone imported 135,919 tons 
in 1915 (preliminary fi gures), as compared with 64,011 tons 
in 1914 and 63,046 tons in 1913.”
 Soya beans were quoted at $38.93 a ton in Jan. 1915, 
rising to $68.13 at the year’s end. The price of soya oil was 
rose from $6.79 in Jan. 1915 to $9.73 at the year’s end. 
Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1578. Indiana Farmer. 1916. Soy bean fl our a success. 
71(8):16, col. 3. Feb. 19.
• Summary: “Experiments conducted by the Department 
of Agriculture with soy bean fl our indicate that it may be 
used in much the same way as corn meal. Although the 
soy bean has been grown for more than twenty-fi ve years 
in this country, it has been used almost exclusively as a 
forage crop. As a coffee substitute it has been placed on the 
market at various times with but little success, although it 
compares very favorably with some substitutes now used 
quite extensively. In Japan and China the bean, which has 
been extensively cultivated since the earliest times, is used 
principally for human food and is prepared in many different 
ways. Bean curd is very common and other products with 
which Western people are not familiar. In Germany and 
England the use of the bean as human food is becoming 
important. In England bakers have put on the market a soy 
bread made from fl our which is 25 per cent soy meal and 75 
per cent wheat fl our, soya ‘biscuits’ or ‘crackers’ are also for 
sale all over England, and, like the bread, are very palatable. 
For Americans and Europeans it is probable that the bean 
is most acceptable when made into bread, biscuits, muffi ns, 
griddle cakes, waffl es, etc.”

1579. Melhuish, William James. 1916. Manufacture of 
vegetable milk and its derivatives. U.S. Patent 1,175,467. 
March 14. 3 p. Application fi led 1 June 1914.
• Summary: “Within the last few years experiments have 
been carried out with the idea of making soy milk more 
palatable... It is found that the ‘nutty’ fl avor hitherto 
associated with soy bean milk is to a large extent due to the 
presence of a small quantity of soy bean oil which comes out 
in the casein extractive process... This objectionable fl avor 
is got rid of by (1) either crushing the oil from the beans in 
making the meal and before using the meal for the casein 
extraction, or (2) crushing the whole bean into meal without 
rupturing the oil cells, and then, after the casein extraction is 
complete, separating the oil from it. For this purpose a cream 
separator or any well-known form of centrifugal separator or 
fi lter may be used, and the oil so separated can be utilized for 
other commercial purposes.”
 Further, the addition of “citric acid greatly improves 
the fl avor of the milk and destroys the slight nutty, beany or 
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mealy taste which may remain in the fi nished product.” A 
culture of lactic acid bacteria must also be added to insure 
proper digestion of the milk.
 The fi rst claim states: “The process of making vegetable 
milk from soy beans crushed into a meal for the purpose 
of extracting the casein by stirring the said meal in hot 
water, fi ltering the solution from the residue, extracting the 
nauseous soy oil, adding... sesame oil and fatty acids to 
make an imitation cow’s milk cream, emulsifying same so 
that the said fats will not rise by the law of gravity, adding 
dry crystallized powdered maltose with other sugars, and the 
necessary alkaline salts.” In claim 4 the citric acid and lactic 
culture are added.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2005) that contains the word “beany” in 
connection with fl avor problems in soybeans or soyfoods (in 
this case the milk).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2002) that mentions an “imitation cow’s milk 
cream” made from soymilk. Address: Lecturer in dietetics, 
Upper Parkstone, Dorset County, England.

1580. Lea and Perrins. 1916. Quality (Ad). Times (London). 
March 17. p. 10, cols. 4-6.
• Summary: “With Lea & Perrins’ Sauce–the original and 
genuine Worcestershire–a few drops sprinkled over the meat, 
fi sh or cheese, &c., are all that is required to impart the most 
pleasing and appetizing fl avour.” At the left of this display 
ad is a royal seal, and below it the words “By Royal Warrant 
to H.M. The King.” In the lower right is the large “Lea & 
Perrins” signature. Address: [England].

1581. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. The 
soya bean. 22(12):1286-87. March. Summarized in the 
Bulletin of the Imperial Institute. 1916. 14:293-95. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Experiments with soya bean cake tend to show 
that, when fed in moderation, it is a useful feeding stuff; 
otherwise it is apt to prove distinctly laxative. For this reason 
it is usually given along with undecorticated cotton cake. At 
present prices it is one of the cheapest feeding stuffs on the 
market. (See also p. 1277 of this Journal).” In 1912, some 
188,760 tons of soya beans were imported to England, worth 
£1,567,960. Imports were 76,452 tons in 1913, then 71,161 
tons in 1914, and 175,136 tons in 1915.
 Discusses early attempts to grow soybeans in Great 
Britain. “Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to 
grow the crop in England, but without any success; at best, 
the plants grew up to fl owering stage but formed no seed. 
About this time, with the object of securing the hardiest sorts 
in cultivation, the Board obtained from an experiment station 
in North Japan, seed of 16 varieties, together with a small 
quantity of soil in which the crop had been grown. These 
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College 
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the 

results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but 
none formed fl owers. Where the Japanese soil had been 
applied the nodule formation was all that could be desired, 
but where no inoculation had taken place, no nodules were 
formed.
 “In 1910 the Board obtained seed of several varieties 
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as 
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously, 
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened 
a small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but 
the crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season no 
seed was produced.
 “These results prove conclusively that the Japanese and 
Manchurian varieties hitherto tested cannot be relied upon 
to produce seed in this country. As the plant appears to be a 
very variable one, however, it is not impossible that a variety 
suited to conditions in this country may yet be produced.
 “In some experiments at Wye College, Kent, with seed 
supplied by the Macdonald College, Quebec [Canada], well-
fi lled pods were produced in 1910, from a variety known as 
“Early Tennessee,” when the soil was inoculated.
 “Apart from seed production the plant might have some 
value in this country as a forage crop. It appears to resist 
drought well, and is largely grown in the United States for 
green fodder, which appears to be liked by all classes of 
farm stock. In general composition the green plant resembles 
clover.” Address: London, England.

1582. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. 
[Approximate prices per ton of feeding stuffs in England at 
the end of February, 1916]. 22(12):1277. March.
• Summary: A table lists 38 feeding stuffs, starting with 
Soya Bean Cake. For each is given: The number of digestible 
food units (Soya bean cake contains 122.3), and the price 
at the port cities of London, Liverpool, Hull, and Bristol. 
The price of soya bean meal is approximately £11 16s. It is 
least expensive at Hull, most expensive in Liverpool, and 
apparently not available in Bristol. Address: England.

1583. Coventry Evening Telegraph (West Midlands, 
England). 1916. German prison camp horrors: Appalling 
cruelty to British soldiers. April 10. p. 2, col. 5.
• Summary: “The midday meal consisted of a soup made of 
potota [sic, potato] fl our, horsebeans, soya fl our, some form 
of grease, and a minimum of meat. Men would go for days 
without fi nding any meat in their bowl.”

1584. San Francisco Chronicle. 1916. A British view of the 
yellow peril. April 30. p. 26.
• Summary: The author of this article is given as “O.B. 
Server.” “If the people who are senselessly alarming 
themselves over the possibility of a war with Japan would 
take the trouble to read a very comprehensive account of the 
progress and rise of the Japanese empire, by Robert P. Porter 
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[1915], their apprehensions would probably be allayed.”
 “As Porter points out, the backbone of Japan’s industrial 
system is agriculture... Modern methods of tillage are almost 
unknown... This result represents a degree of intensive 
farming unmatched except in China. Japan is a land of small 
farms. Only three farmers in a hundred cultivate as much as 
8 acres each, and 70 percent of the farms do not exceed two 
and a half acres each. Manual labor is so abundant that for 
rice growing seventeen men and nine women are spared for 
cultivating and harvesting 2.45 acres;... and the soya bean, 
the cheapest of all Japanese agricultural products, seven 
men and fi ve women. Wages, as may be imagined, are low, 
ten yen (about $5) a year being the prevailing rate in many 
sections.”
 Note: The phrase “yellow peril” was common in the 
U.S. newspapers (such as the rival San Francisco Examiner) 
owned by William Randolph Hearst.

1585. Prescriber (The) (Edinburgh, Scotland). 1916. 
Synthetic milk. 10(115):79-81. April.
• Summary: “The development of synthetic milk on practical 
lines is due to the researches of Mr. W.J. Melhuish. His 
processes are protected by numerous patents worldwide. His 
earliest work was with the soya bean (Soja hispida). “Soya 
milk can be made profi tably only in large quantities,” but the 
process has been used successfully. The rights for the British 
Empire are owned by a company named Solac, Inc., 221 
Tottenham Court Road, London, W. The rights in the rest of 
the world are still controlled by Mr. Melhuish of the Melco 
Laboratories, 56 Great Peter St., Westminster, S.W.
 The process for making Solac from pale yellow soya 
beans is then described in detail. The soya oil, which is 
“nauseous to the taste,” is carefully removed, and arachis 
oil or sesame oil are added and emulsifi ed to make up the 
synthetic cream content. A certain strain of “lactic bacillus” 
is also added.
 The author has tasted Solac and fi nds that it is very 
similar to good cow’s milk. Mr. Melhuish has also developed 
and patented a process for making a synthetic milk from 
“ground-nuts or pea-nuts (Arachis hypogæa) in conjunction 
with soya beans.” The new process is trade-marked 
“Melcom.” These new milks have certain advantages over 
dairy milk. First, they are prepared in a way that ensures 
freedom from the organisms of disease. Second, it can be 
made to a standard composition, and this can be changed 
to suit the user. Third, “its price is lower than that of cow’s 
milk, and neither price nor quality will vary with the season 
of the year.” The cost of production is said to be about 3 
pence per gallon.
 Note: The Prescriber is “A monthly journal dealing with 
therapeutics and treatment.”

1586. Smith, Walter G. 1916. Soy bean: (a) its uses; (b) the 
action of its enzyme, urease, upon urea. Dublin J. of Medical 

Science 141(533):299-307. May 1. Third Series. (Chem. 
Abst. 11:1434). [2 ref]
• Summary: Includes a brief discussion of the food and 
industrial uses of the bean, followed by a detailed discussion 
of urease, “a specifi c ferment [later called an enzyme] 
operating exclusively upon urea.” “Urea was discovered in 
urine by Rouelle, so far back as 1783; and in 1828 Woehler 
astonished the chemical world by the announcement that 
urea could be artifi cially prepared from ammonium cyanate. 
At one stroke he broke down the barrier which had been 
believed to exist between inorganic chemistry on one side, 
and the chemical processes of animal life on the other.
 “From that time up to recently urea was associated in 
everyone’s mind with the animal kingdom exclusively. It is 
almost a shock to cherished beliefs to be told that we must 
now accept not only the occurrence of urea in plants, but 
also have to recognise the presence of a specifi c enzyme, or 
ferment, termed urease, which rapidly effects the conversion 
of urea into ammonium carbonate...” Address: M.D., Dublin. 
Ex-President, Royal Academy of Medicine, Ireland.

1587. Beille, L. 1916. Le Soja [Soya]. Gazette 
Hebdomadaire des Sciences Medicales de Bordeaux 
37(9):67-70. May 7; 37(10):73-76. May 21. [4 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “The question of the soybean (haricot Soya or 
Soja) reappears in our scientifi c and medical journals from 
time to time; the importance that this grain has acquired 
in the diet of the essentially vegetarian peoples of the Far 
East, and its richness in oil, albuminous materials, and 
minerals, have long called it to the attention of hygienists. 
Some authors have wanted to portray the soybean as an 
ideal food, a little jewel with a nutritive power comparable 
to that of eggs and meat; others have extolled the milk-like 
emulsion, obtained by grinding soybeans with water, as an 
advantageous substitute for cow’s milk.
 A factory, established on the outskirts of Paris, at 
Vallées (Seine), was able to supply French consumers with 
fl our, cheeses [tofu], sauces, and many other soy-based 
preparations used in China and Japan.
 “Leaving aside the inevitable exaggerations that 
accompany a product which is new to us, but which already 
has an established reputation elsewhere, it is necessary to 
recognize that the chemical composition of the soybean is 
of real interest. The Parisian clientele promptly abandoned 
the sauces, cheeses, and milk made from soya, but they 
appreciated the sprouts, which are still selling well as 
vegetables in the markets of Paris and its suburbs; soy-based 
fl our and biscuits are very well adapted for use in diabetic 
diets.”
 The author then gives an overview of the soybeans from 
a medical viewpoint, including a brief history and review of 
worldwide production and nutritional studies. “In 1779 this 
plant was introduced to France and cultivated in Paris at the 
Jardin du Roi. Since that period, despite the laudable efforts 
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of the National Society for Acclimatization, the cultivation 
of the soybean has not gone beyond botanical gardens and 
some experimental fi elds. Nor has it had any more success in 
England or Italy. However in North America it is cultivated 
in all the southern parts of the United States, but as a forage 
plant.”
 Through the merchant and importer Mr. A. Denis of 
Bordeaux, the author obtained two varieties of soybeans, 
one from Manchuria and one from Japan. He conducted a 
nutritional and microscopic analysis of these.
 The author concludes that the soybean has great 
potential as both a food and an in industrial uses, where the 
precipitated protein for example, can be used in place of 
milk casein to make Galalith, artifi cial ivory, glue, and paper 
coating.
 Part II of this article discusses more about the general 
nutritional value of soybeans. He then discusses soy fl our 
(farine de soja; he has a sample produced by the factory at 
Valées), soy milk (lait de soja), tofu (fromage de soja), shoyu 
and various soy-based sauces (such as Tao-Tjung of China, 
or Touong of Indo China).
 “In summary the soybean is of great interest from the 
industrial point of view. The place that it occupies in the oil 
mills of Europe is already important... Its oil, for food or 
industrial uses, and its by-product, soy casein, are likely to 
receive a host of diverse applications. On the other hand, the 
future of the soybean as a food substance in Europe would 
seem to be more modest: its disagreeable taste removes it 
from daily consumption and enables it to be used only as an 
ingredient in mixtures.”
 “If, in Europe, with a few reservations, we can include 
soya in the diet of healthy people, then there will be even 
stronger reasons to give it to sick people. At fi rst glance 
soya, which is rich in fats and protein, with little or no 
carbohydrates, appears to be a food of choice for diabetics. 
And we must recognize that it has attained the greatest 
success among these sick people. But, here again, it would 
be appropriate to give soya in the form of rusks/zwieback 
(biscottes), or mixed with vegetables or fruits; if it is not 
tolerated by sick people in these forms, then we should not 
hesitate to stop using it.” Note: In Europe, rusks are widely 
given to sick people, like chicken soup in the USA. Both 
are considered to be good medicinal foods that are easy to 
digest. Address: Professeur â la Faculté de médecine et de 
pharmacie de Bordeaux.

1588. Rees, Thomas William. 1916. A new or improved 
process for treating soy-beans, and the utilisation of the 
products of same in connection with the making of edible 
food such as bread, chocolate, confectionery, soup and the 
like. British Patent 7,351. May 17. 4 p. Application fi led 17 
May 1915. Complete specifi cation left 17 Nov. 1915.
• Summary: This invention relates to the process for treating 
soy-beans so as “to free them from the objectionable or 

undesirable fl avour of the bean,...” Washed soy beans are 
immersed in water at 75ºF (24ºC) for 3-4 hours, or at a 
higher temperature for a shorter time, with the addition 
of 6-8 oz of sodium bicarbonate for every 28 lb of beans. 
Alternatively, the beans are sprayed with a solution of 
sodium bicarbonate (8 oz to the gallon) at the temperature 
desired and left to stand for the necessary time. After 
completion of the soaking, the beans are washed with water, 
dried, and ground. For making bread, 25% of the bean fl our 
is added to ordinary fl our, and for chocolate 10-15% to 
ordinary hard chocolate. An artifi cial chocolate may be made 
by mixing the bean fl our with cacao butter, or nut butter, and 
sugar. Address: 2, Wesley Villas, Walsall Road, Cannock, 
County of Stafford [England].

1589. Groll, T.M. 1916. Presence of urease in soya beans. 
Analyst (London) 41:140. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of a 
Dutch-language article. “(Chem. Weekblad, 1916, 13, 254-
255.)–Soya beans were immersed for fi ve minutes in 1 per 
cent. mercuric chloride solution, and then washed and freed 
from husks [hulls], rinsed with sterile water, and cut up. On 
mixing 150 mgrms. of the material with water, adding 10 
c.c. of 1 per cent. urea solution at 25º C, and maintaining the 
mixture at that temperature for thirty minutes, the amount 
of ammonia liberated required 10 c.c. of n/10 acid for 
neutralisation.”

1590. Otautau Standard and Wallace County Chronicle 
(Otago, New Zealand). 1916. The horrors of a German camp: 
Appalling report. Unspeakable cruelty to British prisoners. 
June 6. p. 7.
• Summary: During World War I, British inspectors were 
given limited access to German prisoner of war camps. 
This is a report of such visits to investigate the treatment of 
British prisoners of war. “The food with which they were 
supplied was bad and insuffi cient.”
 “When major Priestly arrived at Wittenberg Camp the 
allowance of bread was one kilo loaf for 19 men. Breakfast 
for the men, he says, consisted of black (acorn) coffee and 
bread. The bread contained a high percentage of potato, and 
was most unpalatable. Sometimes a thin soup was given for 
breakfast in place of coffee. The mid-day meal consisted of a 
soup made of potato fl our, horse beans, soja fl our, some form 
of grease, and a minimum of meat. Men would go for days 
without fi nding any meat in their bowl.”

1591. would Stockman, Stewart. 1916. Cases of poisoning 
in cattle by feeding on meal from soya bean after extraction 
of the oil. J. of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics 
29(2):95-107. June 30.
• Summary: This is the earliest report seen (July 2012) 
of what later would be known as the Duren disease, and 
was found to be caused by soya bean meal extracted with 
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trichloroethylene solvent. This is a well-documented study 
of bovine mortalities which occurred fi rst among 54 cows in 
1912 in southern Scotland, and of experimental feeding tests 
from which it was concluded that soya bean meal extracted 
using trichloroethylene solvent is toxic to cattle. Post-
mortem examinations showed haemorrhages [hemorrhages] 
throughout the carcasses. Apparently at least 150 lb of the 
toxic meal must be consumed by the cattle before symptoms 
are likely to occur.
 This article begins: “Several members of the Order 
Leguminosæ, to which soya belongs, have poisonous 
properties. There can be little doubt, however, about the non-
poisonous character of soya, as it has formed an important 
article of human food for many years in the East, and of late 
years has been widely used in the feeding of stock in all parts 
of the globe.”
 Page 96 states: “The soya meal which has been 
chemically extracted contains about 2 per cent. of oil...” Page 
98 states: “All of the animals had been receiving a ration of 
extracted soya bean meal or cake, and the various owners... 
were almost unanimous in attributing the trouble to the 
soya.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2006) 
that mentions trichloroethylene (p. 104) as a solvent for 
extraction of soybeans; it is also said to be a cause of cattle 
poisoning. Previously, naphtha had generally been used 
as the solvent during extraction. Trichloroethylene is a 
nonfl ammable liquid whose chemical formula is C2HCl3. It is 
used primarily as a solvent, and in dry cleaning and removal 
of grease from metal. According to Webster’s Dictionary, the 
term trichloroethylene was fi rst used in about 1919.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2006) that mentions trichloroethylene. Address: 
Sir, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

1592. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1916. 
Recent progress in agriculture and the development of 
natural resources. 14(2):288-311. See p. 293-94. [2 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Oils and oil seeds,” a 
subsection titled “Soy beans” (p. 293-94) contains a 
summary of articles about cultivation of soy beans in the 
Belgian Congo (1915) and England (1916).

1593. Advertiser (The) (Adelaide, South Australia). 1916. 
Milk substitute. July 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “The South Australian Trade Commissioner 
in London, writing on May 18, said:–’I have been shown a 
liquid manufactured from soya beans, which in appearance 
resembles milk, and which has, I understand, many of the 
chemical properties usually found in milk. The fi nished 
product inspected was the outcome of the investigations of a 
company that has a manufacturing plant installed in London, 
and that is hopeful of working up an industry. At present the 
product is undergoing an examination by one of the leading 

American houses in London, with a view of testing, from a 
commercial standpoint, the advisability of placing, it on the 
market. It is through their courtesy that I was permitted to 
see a sample, and I have also been promised full particulars 
regarding any further developments in this alleged discovery, 
and will watch the progress of the investigations with 
interest.’”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that uses the term “milk substitute” to refer 
to soymilk.

1594. Hathaway, Charles M., Jr. 1916. Six months’ oil and 
seed trade at Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
19(177):379. July 29.
• Summary: A table shows imports to Hull of 8 different oil 
seeds for the 26 weeks ended 4 July 1916, compared to the 
corresponding period of 1915. Imports of soya beans were 
88,224 tons (1 ton = 2,240 lb), decreasing to 50,178 tons in 
1916.
 Exports of soya oil for the same period were: 1,974 tons 
in 1915 and none in 1916. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1595. Friedman, Jacob. 1916. Soy-bean products and 
method of preparation. U.S. Patent 1,194,495. Aug. 15. 2 p. 
Application fi led 17 Dec. 1914.
• Summary: “As is well known the soy bean is very rich 
in nitrogen and is otherwise valuable as an article of food, 
but by reason of its unpleasant fl avor and odor, generally 
considered in separable from the bean, it has been very little 
used as a food for man except in the Far East, where the 
fl avor is not so important, although it is largely used in this 
country as a cattle food after the extraction of the oil. Many 
attempts have been made to remove the unpleasant fl avor and 
odor of the bean without detracting from the value of its food 
constituents, such as by baking or roasting it in a whole state 
and, thereby more or less driving off the unpleasant fl avor 
in question, but those processes have proved insuffi cient to 
render the bean generally acceptable as an article of food.
 “Now I have discovered, that by fi rst reducing the bean, 
before baking or roasting, to a state of fl our, and then driving 
off its contained moisture by heating it in a manner to be 
later described, it parts with the unpleasant fl avor without 
losing any of its valuable constituents which go to make it a 
nourishing food.”
 See also author’s British Patent No. 121 of 1914 titled 
“Improvements in or connected with the treatment of 
soya beans and the production of a new or improved food 
preparation therefrom.” Address: Chicago, Illinois.

1596. Moser, Charles K. 1916. China: Harbin. Supplement 
to Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
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Department of Commerce) No. 52c. p. 32-43. Aug. 16.
• Summary: The section titled “Soya beans the leading 
export” (p. 40) notes that soya beans are by far the leading 
export from northern Manchuria. “From Nov. 1, 1914, to 
Nov. 1, 1915, the close of the beans season, the quantity 
exported amounted to 512,236 tons.” The total annual 
production is about one millions tons. “The balance is 
retained by the growers and the local market for domestic 
purposes.
 “Of the exports, 411,236 tons were sent through the 
ports of Vladivostok and Nikolaiefsk (via the Sungari and 
Amur Rivers), and 101,000 tons by way of Changchun and 
Dairen. The whole of the shipments through Changchun 
and Dairen went to Japan, as well as 209,236 tons of the 
beans shipped by way of Nikolaiefsk and Vladivostok. The 
remainder, 202,000 tons, went to England, Denmark, and the 
Netherlands. The striking feature of the year’s trade was the 
great share taken by Japan as compared with former years, 
when Japan bought but a small share of the exports through 
Changchun and no part of the other shipments. But in 1915, 
on account of the extraordinarily high freight rates to Europe, 
Japan was able to buy the beans at a much cheaper rate than 
Europe and to resell them to considerable advantage.”
 The next section, titled “Bean prices and freights–
Uncertain prospects” (p. 40-41) begins: “At the beginning of 
1915 the bean business was almost paralyzed, owing to the 
closing of certain European markets, the congestion of the 
local railway lines with war materials, and the uncertainties 
of ocean freights. Prices dropped to the lowest level known 
in the local market, and a period of great deprivation 
threatened the Chinese population. Then conditions changed 
for the better.”
 The “outlook for 1916 is considered very uncertain 
in view of the high freights, the scarcity of transportation 
facilities, and the diffi culty of securing suffi cient labor to 
handle shipments.”
 Note: This is the earliest document see (Jan. 2009) that 
gives general information about the transportation of mature 
soybeans to market within a particular country or region. 
Address: Consul, Harbin, Manchuria.

1597. Golby, P.J. 1916. Synthetic milk. Pharmaceutical J. 
and Pharmacist (London) 97(2,785):214. Aug. 26. [5 ref]
• Summary: “A ‘synthetic’ or ‘vegetable milk’ has recently 
been introduced to the London market–under the trade name 
of ‘Solac.’ For this the following advantages are claimed: 
That its source and the conditions under which it is prepared 
practically guarantee its freedom from contamination with 
dirt or disease organisms; that it is equal in nutritive value to 
cow’s milk; and that its price is little more than half that now 
generally charged for the latter.
 “I recently bought a bottle of this milk, and ‘took it 
home.’ In appearance it is scarcely distinguishable from 
a good cow’s milk; the fl avour is pleasant, at fi rst similar 

to ordinary milk, but leaving a somewhat nutty, in no way 
disagreeable, after-taste.”
 “I have heard that it may prove of some value as a diet 
for infants and invalids, on account of the absence of any 
tendency to form indigestible clots of curd in the stomach; 
but this is not claimed in the circular accompanying the milk.
 “The actual source of this so-called ‘synthetic’ milk is 
not stated, but it is assumed to be an emulsion prepared from 
the Soja bean (Soja hispida).”

1598. Ritchie, D.F. 1916. Synthetic milk. Pharmaceutical J. 
and Pharmacist (London) 97(2,759):244. Sept. 2. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author is writing in response to the article 
by Mr. F. Golby in the Aug. 26 issue of this Journal. “I have 
not seen the preparation to which he refers [Solac], but some 
years ago I experimented a good deal in trying to make a 
milk from Soya beans. This is quite easily done by grinding 
up the raw beans with a small proportion of water at a time, 
then adding suffi cient water to make a uniform emulsion. 
A quite palatable milk is the result, which will keep good 
for several days.” The author did not heat or cook the milk 
he obtained, believing that some “ferment” in the beans 
might be destroyed. When his raw soymilk was consumed, 
he observed that “it causes very great fl atulence and 
disturbance. If boiled or used in cooking this effect would be 
minimised to a certain extent.” This should “be a subject for 
careful investigation before being administered in a raw state 
to infants or invalids.” Address: Ph.C., Newport, I.W. [Isle of 
Wight].

1599. Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London). 1916. 
Synthetic milk. 97(2,762):297. Sept. 23. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a long summary of an article that fi rst 
appeared in the Prescriber (vol. x, No. 115, p. 80) and which 
was in response to two earlier articles in the Pharmaceutical 
J. and Pharmacist (Aug. 26 and Sept. 2). “The development 
of synthetic milk on practical lines is due, it appears, to the 
researches of Mr. W.J. Melhuish, who was devised several 
processes which are protected by numerous patents all over 
the world. His earliest work was on the soya bean. Soya milk 
can only be made profi tably on the large scale.”
 A detailed description of the process for making Solac 
from pale yellow soybeans is given. After soybeans are 
ground to a coarse fl our and stirred vigorously in an alkaline 
water, the milk is fi ltered from the undissolved residue 
[okara]. The “next process is the separation of the oil; this 
requires great care, as the oil is nauseous to the taste, and, 
however carefully it is removed, will still leave a fl avour 
in the milk. Certain oils are then added, such as arachis 
and sesame oils, to make up the synthetic cream content.” 
Some sugar (dextrin) and the remaining salts are then added. 
“Emulsifi cation is then completed in a vacuum pan, which 
gets rid of the greater part of the fl avour and whitens the 
milk. A special strain of lactic bacillus is added to give the 
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necessary biological activity, and the product is pasteurised 
[cooked] and cooled. The result is a rich, milk-like liquid, 
which tastes very much like cow’s milk, with a slight, though 
not unpleasant, nutty fl avor. In composition it is somewhat 
richer than cow’s milk, the total solids being about 13 per 
cent., as against 11.5 in an average specimen of cow’s milk.” 
It remains fresh 24 hours longer than dairy milk and has a 
more creamy and rich consistency. “As an addition to tea or 
coffee it is, if anything, better than ordinary milk. A milk on 
similar lines is made from peanuts as the source of albumin, 
casein, and fat; it is only necessary to add the sugar, the salts, 
and the lactic ferment. The name given to this peanut milk is 
‘Melco,’ and the product is said to be about the last word in 
synthetic milk production.”

1600. Dicker, Stanley Gordon Sinclair. Assignor to Reuter 
Process Company (Chicago, Illinois). 1916. Improved 
process of producing fatty acids and manufacture of soap 
and candles therefrom. British Patent 9,394. Sept. 26. 6 p. 
Application fi eld 26 June 1915. 1 drawing. [4 ref]
• Summary: This company has developed a method for the 
production of fatty acids by boiling glycerides with organic 
catalytic hydrolyzers. Glycerides used in this process may 
come from soya bean oil, peanut oil, linseed oil, and many 

others. An illustration (diagram) shows the apparatus used. 
Address: 20-23, Holborn, London, E.C. [England].

1601. Gallagher, Patrick. 1916. Japan’s policy in China as 
viewed by the British press, with some recent comment by 
Japanese writers (Letter to the editor). New York Times. Sept. 
30. p. 10.
• Summary: Argues that the Chengchiatun incident of 13 
Aug. 1916 was provoked by Japanese troops in Manchuria 
largely because of Japan’s desire to control Manchurian soya 
beans. Chengchiatun is a town in Manchuria near the border 
of Mongolia. Address: Editor, The Far Eastern Bureau.

1602. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. 
Extracted soya meal poisoning. 23(7):691-92. Oct. A 
summary of S. Stockman 1916. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Soy beans, after the oil has been extracted 
[with a chemical solvent], are made into a meal or cake and 
used for feeding to stock. The extractor usually employed 
has been naphtha, but trichloroethylene has been recently 
used.
 “Some time ago a certain number of cases of poisoning 
of cattle attributed to this feeding-stuff were brought to 
the attention of the Board.” The symptoms are described. 
Experiments were conducted and their results are described.
 The whole soya bean is not poisonous, nor is the 
meal prepared from beans which have been extracted 
with naphtha. The poisoning appeared with the use of 
trichloroethylene–which itself is not poisonous when given 
in comparatively large doses (1-3 ounces) to cattle for a 
long period of time. Experimental proof was obtained that 
cattle were badly and in many cases fatally affected by this 
meal, but pigs and sheep were not affected. The symptoms 
appeared some days after the meal had been given. It would 
appear that trichloroethylene formed a poisonous substance 
by combination with some constituent of the meal, or that 
the trichloroethylene used was impure. Extracted soy bean 
meal is an excellent fodder, but it is inadvisable to use 
trichloroethylene for extracting the oil.
 “Full particulars of the experiments, symptoms, and 
post-mortem examinations are given in an article by Sir 
Stewart Stockman, Chief Veterinary Offi cer of the Board of 
Agriculture, in the Journal of Comparative Pathology and 
Therapeutics, June, 1916, p. 95.”

1603. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. Soya 
bean meal and palm kernel meal. 23(7):684. Oct.
• Summary: “The Board desires to draw the attention 
of farmers to the fact that considerable quantities of 
oil-extracted soya bean meal and palm kernel meal are 
obtainable in this country, and may be used for feeding 
purposes at relatively low cost. These meals closely resemble 
in composition the cakes of the same name. In the case 
of the meals, however, the oil is extracted by chemical 
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solvents, and in the case of the cakes by hydraulic pressure, 
the result being that the meals contain relatively less oil and 
correspondingly more albuminoids than the cakes.”
 A footnote states: “Suspicion, however, attaches to soya 
bean meal extracted with trichloroethylene (see pp. 691-92).”

1604. J. of the Board of Agriculture (London). 1916. Notes 
on feeding stuffs in October: From the Animal Nutrition 
Institute, Cambridge University. 23(7):674-81. Oct.
• Summary: A table lists 43 feeding stuffs, starting with 
Soya Bean Cake. For each is given: The number of digestible 
food units (Soya bean cake contains 122.3), and the price at 
the port cities of London, Liverpool, Hull, and Bristol. The 
price of soya bean meal is approximately £13 16s. It is least 
expensive at Hull, most expensive in Bristol, and apparently 
not available in Liverpool. Table VII (p. 680) gives the 
following information on 15 feeding stuffs rich in both 
protein and oil or fat (incl. soya bean cake, ground nut cake, 
maize gluten feed, etc.): Nutritive ratio, percent digestible 
protein, fat, and carbohydrates & fi bre, starch equivalent per 
100 lb, and linseed cake equivalent per 100 lb.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
“maize gluten feed.”

1605. Bernard, P. 1916. Le tourteau de soja [Soybean cake]. 
Progres Agricole (Amiens, France) 30(1504):601-02. Nov. 
12. [Fre]
• Summary: Some years ago, soybean cake started to be 
imported into France, where it was well received. However 
from the beginning, we were notifi ed of several cases of 
animals which, having consumed this soybean cake, fell sick 
and in some cases even died, as if they had been poisoned.
 Due to the gravity of the situation, our Progrès Agricole 
quickly made an enquiry, which showed that that the cake 
produced a type of poisoning. Those raising the animals had 
never seen anything like it. But it was impossible for us to 
discover the reason for this unique problem, and, as far as 
we know, no research has been conducted in France on this 
subject.
 In England (where the cake was likewise introduced 
and continued to be used during the war, since it was less 
expensive than other such cakes), similar cases of animal 
poisoning, caused by the soya cake, were confi rmed, but the 
English tried to determine the cause. Mr. Stewart Stockman, 
director of the veterinary services of the British Ministry of 
Agriculture, conducted an enquiry and published the results 
in the Journal of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics 
(1916) [June 30, p. 95-107].
 The rest of the article is a detailed summary of 
Stockman’s article, which pointed to soybean meal whose oil 
had been extracted with trichlorethylene solvent as the cause 
of the problem. Conclusion: Before buying soybean meal, 
be sure that it hasn’t been processed with trichlorethylene. 
Address: Editor in chief.

1606. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with 
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other 
products. USDA Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec. 22. [9 ref]

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy beans in 
Manchuria. Soy beans in Japan. Soy beans in Europe. Soy 
beans in the United States. Methods of oil extraction. Soy-
bean meal as human food. Soy-bean meal as stock feed. 
Soy-bean meal as fertilizer. Uses of soy-bean oil. Analysis of 
important varieties of soy beans. Possibility of developing a 
manufacturing industry with American-grown soy beans.
 “Analyses of important varieties of soy beans (p. 
16-17):... In determining the range in the oil and protein 
contents of over 500 varieties grown in the variety tests at 
Arlington Farm, Virginia, the percentage of oil was found 
to range from 11.8 to 22.5 [Tokyo had 20.7% and Biloxi 
had 20.3% oil] and of protein from 31 to 46.9 [Chiquita had 
46.9% protein]... At the present time the Mammoth Yellow 
variety is the most generally grown throughout the South and 
is the one used in the production of oil. The yellow-seeded 
varieties, which are most suitable for the production of oil 
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and meal, contain the highest percentage of oil.
 “Environment has been found to be a potent factor 
in the percentage of oil in the same variety. Considerable 
differences occur in oil content when soybeans are grown 
in different localities. The Haberlandt variety grown in 
Mississippi, North Carolina, Missouri, Virginia, and Ohio 
gave the following percentages of oil, respectively: 25.4, 
22.8, 19.8, 18.3, 17.5; while the Mammoth Yellow variety 
grown in Alabama, South Carolina, Tennessee, North 
Carolina, and Virginia gave, respectively, 21.2, 19.6, 19.5, 
18.4, and 18.8. Variety tests conducted in various parts of 
the country indicate a higher percentage of oil with the same 
variety for southern-grown seed. Similar results have been 
obtained in Manchuria, the North Manchurian beans showing 
an oil content of 15 to 17 percent and the South Manchurian 
beans from 18 to 20 percent.” 
 Photos (both by Frank N. Meyer) show: (1) A fl eet of 
junks carrying soy beans to Newchwang, Manchuria. 
 (2) Coolies at Newchwang, carrying loads of soy beans 
from junks to big stacks.
 An outline map of the USA (p. 8) shows the area to 
which the soy bean is especially adapted for growing for 
oil production. The area of double hatching shows that it 
is especially well suited to the Deep South. The northern 
boundary of the area where it is “less certain of profi table 
production” includes the southern one-third of Ohio, Indiana, 
and Illinois, and most of Missouri. On the west, the “less 
certain” area includes the eastern one-third of Nebraska, 
Oklahoma, and Texas.
 Tables show: 1. “Exports of soy beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from the principal ports of South Manchuria 
(Antung, Dairen, Newchwang), 1909 to 1913, inclusive.” 2. 
“Quantity and value of exports of soy beans and soy-bean 
oil from Japan to foreign countries, 1913 and 1914.” The 
countries are: China, United Kingdom, France, Germany, 
Belgium, United States, Hawaii, British America, Australia, 
other countries. 3. “Quantity of imports of soy beans, soy-
bean cake, and soy-bean oil from Dairen, Manchuria, into 
Japan, 1911 to 1914, inclusive. The greatest imports were 
of soy-bean cake, followed by soy beans, with only small 
amounts of oil.
 (4) “Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, bean 
cake, and bean oil by European countries, 1912 to 1914, 
inclusive.” The countries are: Austria, Belgium, France, 
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Sweden, United 
Kingdom. In 1912, the UK imported the most soy beans, 
while Netherlands imported the most cake and oil. (5) 
“Quantity and value of imports of soy beans, soy-bean cake 
(Footnote: Includes bean cake [perhaps fermented tofu or 
canned regular tofu], or bean stick [probably dried yuba 
sticks], miso, or similar products, with duty, 40 per cent) and 
soy-bean oil into the United States, 1910 to 1915, inclusive.” 
The quantity of soy bean imports was greatest in 1915 with 
3.837 million lb. The quantity of soy-bean cake imports was 

greatest in 1913 with 7.005 million lb. The quantity of soy-
bean oil imports was greatest in 1911 with 41.106 million lb. 
“Prior to 1914 soy beans were not classifi ed separately in the 
customs returns” (p. 9). (6) “Composition of soy-bean fl our 
in comparison with wheat fl our, corn meal, rye fl our, Graham 
fl our, and whole-wheat fl our.”
 (7) “Value of a short ton of soy-bean cake and other oil 
cakes in the principal European countries” (Incl. cottonseed, 
linseed, peanut {Rufi sque}). Countries: Germany, United 
Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden. (8) “Analyses 
[nutritional composition] of soy-bean meal and other 
important oil meals.” (Incl. Cottonseed, linseed (old and 
new processes), peanut (decorticated), sunfl ower seed). (9) 
“Fertilizing constituents [nitrogen, ammonia, phosphoric 
acid, potash] of soy beans, soy-bean meal, and cottonseed 
meal.”
 (10) Analyses for protein and oil of important varieties 
of soy beans grown at Arlington Farm (Virginia), Newark 
(Delaware), and Agricultural College (Mississippi). The 
varieties are: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Manchu, Haberlandt, 
Medium Yellow, Ito San, Chiquita, Tokyo, Lexington, 
Guelph, Black Eyebrow, Shanghai, Peking, Wilson, 
Biloxi, Barchet, Virginia. Note 1. “At the present time, 
the Mammoth Yellow variety is most generally grown 
throughout the South and is the one used in the production 
of oil” (p. 16). (11) “Acreage, production, and value per 
ton of cottonseed in the boll-weevil states.” “Since the boll 
weevil fi rst entered Texas in 1892,” it has steadily decreased 
production of cottonseed. The soy beans offers a good 
replacement. (12) “Comparative prices per ton of cottonseed 
and soy beans on the European market, 1911 to 1914, 
inclusive.” Soy beans are usually slightly more expensive.
 Note 2. This is the earliest published document seen that 
contains soy-related photos by Frank. N. Meyer.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen in which 
William Morse describes soy milk, or mentions natto, or 
correctly mentions tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
that mentions the soybean variety Lexington. Address: 1. 
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientifi c Asst. Forage-Crop 
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.

1607. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with 
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other 
products: Soy beans in Japan, in Europe, and in the United 
States (Document part). USDA Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec. 
22. [2 ref]
• Summary: “Soy beans in Japan (p. 4):... In many districts 
it is cultivated not in fi elds by itself, but in rows along 
the edges of rice and wheat fi elds. Although not grown to 
any considerable extent as a main crop by the Japanese 
farmer, the average annual production is about 18,000,000 
bushels. In quality the beans raised in Japan are said to be 
superior to those of Manchuria and Chosen [Korea] and are 
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used exclusively in the manufacture of food products. The 
imported beans, of which very large quantities are obtained 
from Manchuria and other Asiatic countries, are used 
principally in the manufacture of bean cake and oil.”
 “The soy bean forms one of the most important articles 
of food in Japan. It is one of the principal ingredients in 
the manufacture of shoyu (soy sauce), miso (bean cheese), 
tofu (bean curd), and natto (steamed beans). The beans are 
also eaten as a vegetable and in soups; sometimes they are 
picked green, boiled, and served cold with soy sauce, and 
sometimes as a salad. A ‘vegetable milk’ is also produced 
from the soy bean, forming the basis for the manufacture 
of the different kinds of vegetable cheese. This milk is used 
fresh and a form of condensed milk is manufactured from it. 
All of these foodstuffs are used daily in Japanese homes and 
for the poorer classes are the principal source of protein. To 
a limited extent, soy beans are used as a horse or cattle feed, 
being sometimes boiled and mixed with straw, barley, and 
bran.”
 “Soy beans in Europe (p. 6): The soy bean was fi rst 
introduced into Europe about 1790 and was grown for a great 
number of years without attracting any attention as a plant of 
much economic importance. In 1875 Professor Haberlandt, 
of Vienna, begun an extensive series of experiments with this 
crop and strongly urged its use as a food plant for man and 
animals. Although interest was increased in its cultivation 
during the experiments, the soy bean failed to become of 
any great importance in Europe. At the present time it is 
cultivated only to a limited extent in Germany, southern 
Russia, France, and Italy.”
 “Soy beans in the United States (p. 7): Although the soy 
bean was mentioned as early as 1804 (Footnote: Willich, 
A.F.M. American Encyclopedia, 1st Amer ed., v. 5, p. 13. 
Philadelphia, 1804), it is only within recent years that it 
has become a crop of importance in the U.S. At the present 
time the soy bean is most largely grown for forage. In a few 
sections, such as eastern North Carolina, however, a very 
profi table industry has developed from the growing of seed... 
The yields of seed to the acre in various sections of the 
United States range from about 15 bushels in the Northern 
States to about 40 bushels in the northern half of the cotton 
belt. The average yield in eastern North Carolina is about 25 
bushels, although many fi elds produce 35 bushels or more 
to the acre...” Note: This is the earliest U.S. document seen 
(June 2003) that cites the 1804 publication by Willich [and 
James Mease] concerning the soybean in Philadelphia. Note 
that this article appeared 112 years after 1804.
 “The fi rst extensive work in the U.S. with the soy bean 
as an oil seed was entered upon about 1910 by an oil mill 
on the Pacifi c coast. The beans, containing from 15-19% of 
oil, were imported from Manchuria, and the importations, 
most of which are used in the manufacture of oil and cake, 
have gradually increased, as shown in Table V. The oil was 
extracted with hydraulic presses, using the same methods 

employed with cottonseed and linseed. It found a ready 
market, as a good demand had been created for this product 
by soap and paint manufacturers, which up to this time had 
been supplied by importation from Asiatic countries and 
England. The soy cake, ground into meal, was placed on the 
market under a trade name and was soon recognized as a 
valuable feed by dairymen and poultrymen. The use of the 
cake has been confi ned almost wholly to the Western States, 
owing principally to the high cost of transportation.”
 “An industry which promises to be of importance in 
a further utilization of the soy bean is the manufacture 
of ‘vegetable milk.’ At the present time a factory in New 
York State is being equipped for this purpose.” Address: 1. 
Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientifi c Asst. Forage-Crop 
Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.

1608. Piper, C.V.; Morse, W.J. 1916. The soy bean, with 
special reference to its utilization for oil, cake, and other 
products: Soy-bean meal as human food (Document part). 
USDA Bulletin No. 439. 20 p. Dec. 22. See p. 11-13. [2 ref]
• Summary: “The meal remaining after the oil is extracted 
from Mammoth soy beans is bright yellow in color when 
fresh and has a sweet, nutty fl avor. The use of the meal as 
fl our for human food has become an important factor in 
several European countries during the last few years and to 
some extent in America as a food of low starch content.”
 “In England, manufacturers have placed on the market 
a so-called ‘soya fl our,’ which is 25% soy-bean meal 
and 75% wheat fl our. This soya fl our is being used by 
bakers in making a soy bread which is very palatable and 
may be found on the market. A similar product has been 
manufactured in Amsterdam [Netherlands] for 25 years. 
‘Soya biscuits’ are also manufactured from this fl our and 
constitute an article of export from England. German millers 
have been experimenting to some extent with soy meal in 
making brown bread by mixing with rye fl our... Soy-bean 
fl our enters largely as a constituent in many of the so-called 
diabetic breads, biscuits, and crackers manufactured as food 
specialties.
 “As a human food, soy-bean fl our has been used 
principally in the U.S. as a special article of diet and is sold 
by a number of food companies manufacturing special foods. 
Extensive tests are being conducted by the USDA with soy-
bean fl our in the making of bread. The fl our or meal can be 
successfully used as a constituent for muffi ns, bread, and 
biscuits in much the same way as corn meal. In these various 
food products about ¼ soy fl our and 3/4 wheat fl our have 
been found to be the proper proportions.” Note: This is the 
earliest document seen (Sept. 2004) which clearly states that 
soy-bean fl our has been used to make bread in the USA.
 “Although soy-bean milk has been used in both the fresh 
and condensed form and in the manufacture of cheese [tofu] 
in Japan and China for centuries, it only recently has been 
considered of possible importance in the United States. Soy-
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bean milk, owing to its food value and for sanitary reasons, 
is said to be of the greatest importance for cooking purposes 
and can be used by bakers, confectioners, and chocolate 
manufacturers. In Asiatic countries the whole bean is utilized 
in the manufacture of the milk, but quite recently it has been 
discovered that soy-bean meal, after the oil is extracted, is 
fully as useful for milk purposes as the whole bean.
 “If the milk from the soy bean is used in the 
manufacture of products as a substitute for milk, the labels of 
such products should indicate that the substitution has been 
made, otherwise it would constitute adulteration under the 
food and drugs act.
 “In addition to its uses for fl our and milk, the soy bean 
can be prepared as human food in numerous ways. The green 
bean, when from three-fourths to full grown, has been found 
to compare favorably with the butter or Lima bean... The soy 
bean has been utilized not only in the U.S. but in European 
countries as a substitute for the coffee bean. When roasted 
and prepared, it makes an excellent substitute for coffee.” 
Address: 1. Agrostologist in Charge; 2. Scientifi c Asst. 
Forage-Crop Investigations, USDA, Washington, DC.

1609. Brill, H.C. 1916. Salicylic acid reaction of soya beans. 
Analyst (London) 41:381. Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: “(Philipp. J. Sci., 1916, 11, 81-89.)–All the 
samples of Japanese soya beans tested gave the ferric 
chloride colour test for salicylic acid. American, Chinese, 
and native beans gave either negative or faintly positive 
tests with the same reagent. All samples of soya beans gave 
a negative result for salicylic acid with the Millon reagent 
and with the Jorissen reagent (see Analyst, 1910, 35, 252 
and 253). The reacting compound in the beans has all the 
ordinary test properties of salicylic acid, but is undoubtedly 
similar to the maltol of Brand (Ber., 1894, 27, 806). 
Jorissen’s reagent should therefore be employed in testing 
beans for salicylic acid.”

1610. Williams, C.B. 1916. Soy-bean products and their 
uses. North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Circular No. 34. p. 1-7. Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. First commercial 
crushing from domestic beans (started on 13 Dec. 1915 by 
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth 
City, North Carolina). Soy-bean oil. Uses for the oil. Soy-
bean meal. Composition and exchange value of the meal. 
Prices paid for beans by the oil mills. Soy-bean oil industry 
in England, Manchuria, and Japan. Importation of oil. Soy-
bean meal as feed. Soy beans and products for human food.
 The article begins: “In order that any people may 
maintain their soils in the highest state of productivity in 
an economical way it will be necessary that proper systems 
of crop rotation are used, and in these rotations it will 
be necessary to bring in leguminous crops at as frequent 
intervals as practicable. For North Carolina conditions 

one of the crops of this nature that may be used to good 
advantage in all parts of the State is the soy bean. If properly 
handled, this crop may be used as the means of adding to the 
productivity of the soils as well as to increase the net returns 
from the farm. Recently there has been a marked interest 
throughout this State and the South in the growing of soy 
beans.” A “new outlet for the beans has developed from the 
crushing of the seed by a number of oil mills of the State...” 
The spread of the boll weevil should lead to increased 
interest in the soy bean.
 “This crop was introduced into the State something like 
thirty-fi ve years ago, yet very little was heard of it, outside 
of very limited areas, until quite recently, when a campaign 
was begun to induce the cotton oil mills of the State to use 
beans for crushing purposes in the same general way that 
cotton seed had been used for many years before. This 
campaign not only opened the eyes of the oil crushers to the 
possibilities of the soy bean in a commercial way, but of the 
farmers, also, to the great opportunities of this crop.
 “During the spring of 1915 farmers, particularly in the 
Eastern part of the State, were casting about to fi nd a crop 
or crops that might be substituted, satisfactorily, for cotton, 
as the price of this latter crop during the previous fall had 
been, in many cases, below the cost of production. Many 
farmers increased their acreage of soy beans, and as a result 
of this increase at least a million bushels or more of beans 
were produced last year.” Something like 80,000 to 100,000 
bushels of soy beans were used by the cotton oil mills of the 
State during the past fall, winter, and spring.
 “The fi rst commercial manufacture of soy-bean oil and 
meal from domestic soy beans in the United States was 
started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth City, North Carolina.
 “From the start this mill operated night and day solely 
on soy beans until it had crushed it supply of about 20,000 
bushels. This mill was able to crush about twenty tons during 
each twenty-four hours...
 “It is understood that before the mill had ground a 
single bean they had contracted their entire output of oil 
to one of the leading manufacturers of the country at fairly 
reasonable prices. It, too, had no diffi culty in selling its 
entire output of soy-bean meal, most of it going to a fertilizer 
manufacturer. From a ton of the beans this mill was able 
to secure something like 32 to 35 gallons of oil and about 
1,650 pounds of meal... Other oil mills in North Carolina 
that crushed more or less soy beans during the past season 
were those located at New Bern, Hertford, Winterville, 
Washington, Wilson, Farmville, Lattimore, and at a few other 
places.”
 “Uses for the oil: At the present time the oil is used in 
this country chiefl y in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes, 
paints, enamels, linoleums, and water-proofi ng materials. It 
has entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of edible 
salad oil and butter substitutes” (p. 3). “Soy-bean meal: The 
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meal secured from crushing the beans is the most valuable 
product and will have the widest usefulness. That secured 
from the crushing of yellow-colored beans is of a bright 
yellow color... Meal, too, that has been treated with ordinary 
solvents, employed for this purpose to remove the oil, is of 
a brighter color than are those meals from which the oil has 
been removed by heating and pressure. The oil, however, 
secured by a solvent process would be of a darker color... 
The soy-bean cake secured by expression methods, has a 
pleasant taste, not unlike malted milk, and when ground into 
meal may be used, at the present time, chiefl y for feeding 
to livestock or for fertilizing purposes. The meal as a feed 
is highly concentrated and nutritious, and all kinds of stock 
seem to relish it when fed to them properly. It should not be 
fed in large quantities for any great length of time, because 
of its highly concentrated nature. As a fertilizer it acts 
satisfactorily. Much of the meal produced by the oil mills 
of the State during the past year seems to have been sold, 
without any diffi culty, to manufacturers for the making of 
mixed fertilizers.”
 “... during 1913 and 1914 the British Oil Mills, located 
mainly at Hull, England, paid from $1.00 to $1.17 per bushel 
for Asiatic beans. During 1915 the price paid at the mills at 
Hull varied from $1.04 per bushel in January to $1.82 per 
bushel at the end of the year.
 “In England, the oil from the soy bean is extracted 
largely by a secret process owned by an oil extracting 
company of Hull. By this process the seed are ground fi nely 
and are then treated directly by means of a solvent, which is 
thought to be benzine. Afterwards the oil is removed from 
the solvent by distilling off the latter, the solvent being used 
over and over again in the extractive process.”
 “By use of gasoline extraction the whole of the oil may 
be secured, the oil being of a clear, pure color, and hardly 
bearing any resemblance at all to the dark, muddy oil secured 
by the old hand-press method.
 “The machinery used by the larger operators of England, 
Continental Europe, as well as of Japan, Korea, Manchuria, 
and China, is of Anglo-American manufacture, which is the 
kind ordinarily used in the expression of oil from cotton 
seed. In 1910 Stewart and Chard secured patents in England 
for a special machine which was particularly adapted for 
breaking up the beans. This machine has been very useful in 
solving some of the diffi culties experienced in the soy-bean 
crushing industry in England.
 “In England soy-bean oil for general purposes is not 
refi ned, as is cotton-seed oil in America, by the use of caustic 
soda, but by means of sulphuric acid and fuller’s earth.
 “Processes of refi ning soy-bean oil for edible purposes 
have been devised, but these, like those used for extracting 
the oil from the seed, have been kept secret; but they are 
thought in most cases to be by means of superheated steam.”
 “Importation of oil: In this connection it may be of 
interest to know that for the fi ve years ending with 1916 

there were imported into this country more than 174,000,000 
pounds of soy-bean oil, which represented crushings 
amounting to more than 12,000,000 bushels. Of these, 47.6 
per cent came through the port of New York; 36.1 per cent 
through Seattle [Washington]; 9.6 per cent through San 
Francisco [California]; 2.2 per cent through Philadelphia 
[Pennsylvania]; 1.6 per cent through Boston [Massachusetts]; 
1.1 per cent through Chicago [Illinois]; and 1.3 per cent 
through all other ports of the United States. In 1916, 75 per 
cent of the importations came through the ports of Seattle 
and of San Francisco, the chief port of entry being Seattle, 
with 62.9 per cent of the total importation. During 1916 more 
than 98,000,000 pounds of soy-bean oil came in from other 
countries, 99.9 per cent of the total coming from Asia. Of the 
total amount imported from Asia, almost 72 per cent were 
shipped from Japanese ports. The total importations during 
1916 wore valued at little more than $5,000,000.”
 “Soy beans, before crushing, and the meal secured 
by crushing, seem to have great possibilities in the way 
of different human foods. They are not only rich in food 
nutrients, but when properly prepared make very appetizing 
products...
 “In this country some enterprising manufacturers are 
putting out prepared pork and beans, part of all of the beans 
being soy beans. A regular preparation of these which the 
writer has tried proved to be of as high grade as could be 
desired...
 “Muffi ns made from soy-bean fl our have been found to 
be very palatable [a recipe is included]...
 “The chief value of the fl our lies in its high content 
of protein (muscle-forming material) and mineral matter, 
one pound of it containing as much protein as two pounds 
of meat. Bread made from the soy-bean fl our in Germany, 
where it is being largely used at the present time, secures 
about the same amount of food value as six dollars spent 
for meat. The fl our seems to have especial value in the 
preparation of foods for delicate infants which have diffi culty 
with digesting cows’ milk, and for persons suffering with 
diabetic troubles.” A diagram (p. 7) shows “Products 
secured from the crushing of a ton of soy beans by the oil 
mill, and the material made from these products.” One 
ton yields 1,650 lb of meal, 32 gallons of oil, and 120 lb 
of trash and moisture. From the meal one can make food 
(human and animal), fertilizer, and celluloid. The human 
food can be macaroni, fl our, sauce, milk, cheese, coffee, 
and lard. From the oil one can make food (cooking oils, 
butter [margarine?]), paints, enamels, blown oil (linoleum, 
India rubber substitutes, varnishes), and soap stock (soaps, 
glycerine). Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (August 1996) that contains a diagram of 
this type. Address: Chief, Div. of Agronomy, North Carolina 
Agric. Exp. Station.

1611. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1916. Die Einfuehrung 
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der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung [The 
introduction of soya, a revolution in the people’s nutrition]. 
Berlin: Paul Parey. 30 p. Foreword by Dr. Gottlieb 
Haberlandt, Director of the Plant Physiology Institute, Univ. 
of Berlin. [5 ref. Ger]

• Summary: This interesting little book is diffi cult to 
translate since it has no A-level heads and is written in the 
old German Fraktur script. It begins with a Foreword, by 
Gottlieb Haberlandt, son of Friedrich Haberlandt, the famous 
soybean pioneer in Vienna / central Europe in the 1870s.
 Foreword: If in spite of its extraordinary nutritional 
value, the soybean (die Sojabohne)–for the introduction 
of which into Central Europe my father made such a great 
contribution–is still not a generally widespread cultivated 
plant with us, then this is connected to the fact above all else 
that, as the author of this work correctly remarks, after the 
far too early death of my father, the promotional activity of 
this newcomer waned completely. In the present diffi cult 
time of war [World War I], the attention of additional circles 
has now once again been drawn to this so curious legume. 
The author of this work lines up with those who stand up 

with enthusiasm for the “miraculous stranger” without 
exactly asserting substantially new aspects or new facts. But 
such agitators are also welcome in the interest of our feeding 
the people, because it is necessary for many to work together 
in order to overcome the tenacious inertia of the entire 
population of both the producers and the consumers. The 
quiet explanations of the man of science need to fi nd their 
echo in the loud call of the educated laypeople.
 It is in that sense that I have been pleased to fulfi ll the 
request of the author to provide a foreword for his work on 
the soybean. May the following pages acquire new friends 
for my father’s protégé.
 Berlin-Dahlem, Christmas 1915.
 Page 5: Necessity is the mother of invention. It has also 
often been the cause of radical inventions and discoveries in 
the area of nutrition, above all else during periods of great 
wars which had resulted in privation and even often famine. 
Two inventions that were of drastic signifi cance for the 
nutrition of the people more or less have “war” to thank for 
their existence or at least for their general distribution: beet 
sugar and artifi cial butter (Kunstbutter).
 Even though the chemist [Andreas Sigismund] Marggraf 
had already discovered the sugar content of the beet in 1747, 
this discovery remained unutilized for nearly half a century. 
Only in 1786 did the physicist and chemist [Franz Karl] 
Achard occupy himself with the cultivation of beets and the 
obtaining of sugar from them at his estate Kaulsdorff near 
Berlin. After the experiments led to extremely favorable 
results, King Friedrich Wilhelm II granted Achard a loan 
of 150,000 thalers for the purchase of the estate Kunern in 
Silesia [today’s Konary in Poland], upon which he built the 
fi rst beet sugar factory in 1801. This was, however, later 
destroyed in the war. Only when the Continental Blockade 
[of Britain by Napoleon] completely prevented the import of 
cane sugar did the production of beet sugar develop which, 
in the meantime, had experienced a further improvement 
through the process of separation by means of lime, and beet 
sugar found general distribution.
 The artifi cial butter that today is likewise generally 
widespread under the name of “margarine” was produced for 
the fi rst time during the Franco-Prussian War at the impetus 
of Napoleon III by [Hippolyte] Mège-Mouriès in order to 
procure a good substitute for butter for the navy and for the 
poorer population.
 Things went similarly with the introduction of the potato 
in Europe. The potato, which originated in South America, 
was a cultivated plant there before the discovery of America 
by Europeans. The historian
 Page 6:
 Peter Martyr d’Anghiera must have been one of the 
fi rst Europeans to have mentioned the potato in a book, 
specifi cally in his work De Orbe Novo which appeared in 
1516.
 The potato was to be brought to Ireland as early as 1565. 
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It occurred a second time in 1584 and a third time in 1610, 
although always without having found particular attention. 
In 1560 and 1570, it came to Italy and Burgundy through 
the Spaniards, where at the end of the 1580s cultivation 
experiments [note: Anbauversuche–same German word 
as “agronomic trials,” but at this point in history probably 
less formal than that] were to have taken place. But only 
as a result of a famine were the fi rst serious experiments 
undertaken to introduce the potato into Europe. In 1663, 
in order to take steps against the famine in Ireland that had 
been caused by the battles against England that had lasted 
for years, the attempt was made to support the cultivation 
of the potato there, namely by the Royal Society in 
London. The severe famine that was a result of the ravages 
and devastation of the Thirty Years’ War also caused the 
population of Western, Northern, and Central Germany to 
pay more attention to the potato as a food. But only the great 
famine that was a result of the Seven Years’ War but above 
all else also of the Napoleonic Wars had as a consequence 
the general dissemination of the potato.
 It is not uninteresting that in contrast to the potato, 
tobacco, which became known in Europe at approximately 
the same time, became established much more quickly. 
In spite of various ordinances and edicts by European 
governments that made the smoking of tobacco more 
diffi cult, such as the prohibition, which existed in most of 
the countries of Europe up to 1848, of smoking in public 
places and on the streets, tobacco very quickly experienced 
a spread. With reference to this peculiar relationship of the 
potato and tobacco, Alexander von Humboldt remarked, 
“Like an ignorant child to whom bread and a glowing coal 
is offered who then grabs the coal, that is what people are 
doing in Europe.”
 When still around the middle of the nineteenth century, 
the perfection of the process for the obtaining of alcoholic 
spirits then resulted in the development of an undreamt-of 
production of spirits, the cultivation of the potato began to 
become one of the most important branches of agriculture, 
which then went on to experience larger and larger growth 
from decade to decade.
 After the most varied of compulsory rules, as well as 
famine and wars, and fi nally after the prejudice broke which 
the people had shown against the potato, it became the most 
important food for the people in the nineteenth century. 
There are indeed entire areas of the land and provinces 
whose population subsists almost exclusively on potatoes.
 Page 7: While the yield of potatoes in the German 
Empire in the years 1878-1880 amounted to 20,654,539 
metric tons, during the years 1898-1900 it rose to 38,597,376 
metric tons and in 1910 to 43,468,395 metric tons. The 
average of the harvest yield of the years 1912-13 amounted 
to 52,165,306 metric tons. Thus potato production in 
Germany has more than doubled since 1878-1880, and in 
fact nearly tripled. In Austria, the yield of potato production 

in 1904 amounted to 108,399,000 metric hundredweights 
[10,839,900 metric tons]. In 1906, the production in 
Europe and the United States of America is estimated at 
approximately 200 million metric tons.
 It just goes without saying that within the large circles 
to which we are witnesses, the endeavor to bring economic 
forces to the highest level of development manifests itself to 
an even greater degree than in the earlier wars.
 Thus Prof. Delbrück in Berlin proposed the breeding of 
so-called “mineral yeast” on a large scale for the purpose of 
obtaining protein substances. Through his grinding of straw, 
Prof. Friedenthal attempted to produce a feed, and reference 
was made by Prof. G. Haberlandt in Berlin to the nutritional 
value of wood, and specifi cally of living sapwood. A feed 
experiment carried out by him together with Prof. Zuntz 
resulted in more than 50% of the dry substance of fi nely 
ground birch wood being digested by ruminants. Finally, 
Professor Lindner raised a yeast-like fungus, Endomyces 
vernalis, which has 18% fat in the dry substance [on a dry 
weight basis].
 The endeavor to raise the nutrition of the people that 
is impaired by the complete halt of the supply of food from 
abroad also gave rise to the competent authorities making 
all sorts of attempts to increase the nutrition possibilities, 
among which the agronomic trials with soybeans are 
befi tting of the greatest importance. The Austrian Ministry 
of Agriculture was the one to seize the initiative on these 
agronomic trials by allocating a certain quantity of soybeans, 
with the provision to also pick up these experiments, to 
the “Committee on the State Support of the Cultivation 
of Medicinal Plants in Austria” (Komitee zur staatlichen 
Förderung der Kultur von Arzneipfl anzen in Österreich), 
which had already done a great service to the dissemination 
of the cultivation of medicinal plants within the monarchy 
and already undertook other experiments with great success.
 With its nutritional value, the soybean exceeded all other 
seeds and fruits that we may cultivate... Continued. Address: 
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].

1612. Joslin, Elliott Proctor. 1916. Treatment of diabetes 
mellitus, with observations upon the disease based upon one 
thousand cases [5th ed.]. Philadelphia and New York: Lea & 
Febiger. xvi + 17-440 p. 25 cm.
• Summary: Joslin (lived 1869-1962) recommended the 
use of Hepco Flour, a soybean product, in his diabetic diets. 
Page 397 states: “Soya bean is also extensively used, and 
probably deserves a still wider introduction into the diabetic 
diet. It is used in the manufacture of Hepco Flour.” Page 
400 states that “soy bean meal” [probably soy bean fl our] 
contains 34.0% carbohydrates. “Ralston Health Food” is a 
type of “Cereal breakfast food.” Page 402 notes, under “fresh 
vegetables,” that soy beans [i.e. green vegetable soybeans] 
contain on average 28.0% carbohydrates (range 19.3-39.0%).
 In the section titled “Composition of so-called diabetic 
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foods” (p. 406-17) the author notes that such foods have 
been more thoroughly studied at the Agricultural Experiment 
Station in New Haven, Connecticut, than elsewhere. The 
lengthy list that comprises most of this section is based 
on original analyses found in Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station Reports, for 1913, Part 1; for 1914, Part 
5, and for 1915, Part 5. The table contains the following 
columns: Date of analysis. Manufacturer and brand. Protein 
per cent. Carbohydrate per cent. Fat per cent. Starch per 
cent. and Calculated calories per 100 grams. The following 
contain soy: Cereo Co., Tappan, New York: Soy Bean Gruel 
Flour (1913 [date of analysis]). Health Food Co., New York: 
Protosoy Soy Flour (1913, 1914), Protosoy Diabetic Wafers 
(1913, 1914). Jireh Diabetic Food Co., New York: Soja Bean 
Flour (1913). Theo. Metcalf Co., Boston, Massachusetts: 
Soja Bean Meal, 18% starch (1913). Waukesha Hepco Flour 
(1913).
 A large number of companies in the USA and Europe 
make products containing gluten; among these are The 
Kellogg Food Co. in Battle Creek, Michigan. The Nashville 
Sanitarium Food Co. in Nashville, Tennessee makes Malted 
Nut Food, Nut Butter, Nuteysa, and Nutfoda.
 A list of 13 peanut butter manufacturers is given (p. 
415), including The Kellogg Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan), 
Beech-Nut Packing Co. (Canajoharie, New York), and H.J. 
Heinz Co. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). The fat content of the 
various brands ranges from 42.8% to 51.3%; Kellogg’s is 
49.7%. Two companies whose peanut butter was analyzed 
in 1899 were: Atlantic Peanut Refi nery, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, and Peanolia Food Co., New Haven, 
Connecticut.
 Special protein preparations include Soson and Tropon 
(made in Germany), and Plasmon (made in London, 
England). Address: Asst. Prof. of Medicine, Harvard Medical 
School, Massachusetts.

1613. Sornay, Pierre de. 1916. Green manures and manuring 
in the tropics, including an account of the economic value of 
leguminosæ as sources of foodstuffs, vegetable oils, drugs, 
etc. Translated from the French by F.W. Flattely. London: 
John Bole, Sons and Danielson, Ltd. xvi + 466 p. Illust. 26 
cm. [12 soy ref]
• Summary: This book is dedicated “To my esteemed Master 
and Friend M.P. Bonâme. A token of deep gratitude and 
sincere admiration.” It “was awarded a gold medal by the 
Société Nationale d’Agricole de France.” The translator 
is from the International Institute of Agriculture, Rome, 
and the Dep. of Zoology, University College of Wales, 
Aberystwth. In the introduction H. Pellet states (p. viii) 
“M. de Sornay, who for a number of years has been a 
member of the Agronomic Station of Mauritius, had already 
published, some time ago, in the Bulletin of the Station, a 
short treatise on the Leguminosæ.” This volume is a major 
expansion of that work. The author was one of the fi rst to 

study intercropping of sugar cane with legumes. Working in 
Mauritius, he found that legumes used in mixed cultivation 
with sugar prevented the growth of weeds and retained the 
soluble salts which would have been washed away by rain. 
A trailing variety of peanut was used. He also suggested 
soybean as an intercrop because “it does not interfere in 
any way with the small canes; the soybean may be used 
on a mixed cultivation and may even be sown in two rows 
in interspaces of canes” (p. 184). Also includes concise 
information about the cultivation and yield of soybeans.
 Chapter 1, “General remarks” (p. 1-9) begins: “The 
family of the Leguminosæ, which numbers not less than 
7,000 species distributed over every portion of the globe, 
contains, according to Van Tieghem, 430 genera.” “The 
Leguminosae are generally divided into three great sub-
families: Cæsalpineæ, Mimoseæ, and Papilionaceæ.” The 
fi rst two sub-families prefer tropical climates, whereas the 
Papilionaceæ “adapt themselves to every climate and are 
found distributed from the Equator [Ecuador] to the Poles.” 
The Papilionaceæ are divided into eleven tribes; a table 
shows these and the subtribes or genera they contain. The 
genus Glycine is in the tribe Phaseoleæ, subtribe Glycina.
 Chapter 2 is an “Account [history] of the theories on 
the absorption of nitrogen from the air by the leguminosæ.” 
Chapter 3 (p. 9-46) is a “Description of the various 
leguminous plants of agricultural value.” The 37 species 
discussed include the peanut (p. 47-70), Bambarra ground-
nut or Voandzou (p. 70-72, native of Madagascar), pois carré 
[winged bean] (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus), and Soja, or 
Soy bean (p. 182-92).
 The rambling treatment of the soy bean discusses bits 
and pieces of its history, botany, and yields in India, South 
Africa, and Mauritius. Nineteen tables show its composition. 
Concerning uses: “The seed of the soy bean is eaten as a 
vegetable by the majority of Chinese and Japanese, and they 
make numerous other uses of it.” The chief ones are: Soy 
milk, soy cheese [tofu], and shoyu. “The roasted seeds of 
the soy bean are used in the United States and Switzerland 
as a substitute for coffee. Not containing any starch, these 
breads are used in the manufacture of breads and biscuits 
for people suffering from diabetes. They are found on the 
European market... The seeds are pressed in order to extract 
the oil, the oil resulting from the fi rst expression being used 
in the manufacture of soap, whilst that from the second is 
used as machine oil. The cake is given to cattle mixed with 
other nutriments of lower nitrogen content. The trade in soy 
has increased considerably during the last fi ve years.” Trade 
statistics (exports of soy beans from Manchuria and imports 
to Europe) and prices on the London market (of soy beans, 
oil, and cake) are given.
 Chapter 7, “Starch in the leguminosæ” (p. 246+) 
discusses the “Characters of the principal starches in the 
Leguminosæ.” It contains an illustration (line drawing) of 
the starch in Soja hispida (Fig. 42, p. 251), and a description 
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(p. 255) as follows: “Soja hispida.–Soy contains very little 
starch. The shape of the grains is fairly uniform, whilst 
their size is very variable. All the grains polarize clearly. 
The hilum is linear, occasionally stellate, but of rather rare 
occurrence. The striations are only visible at the edges 
and are very close together. Starch only very slightly 
homogeneous.” Address: Chemist, Ex-Asst. Director of 
the Station Agronomique of Mauritius, Laureate of the 
Association des Chimistes de Sucrerie et de Distillerie de 
France et des Colonies, Laureate of the Société Nationale 
d’Agriculture de France.

1614. Melhuish, William J. 1917. Process for the 
manufacture of artifi cial milk and the treatment of its 
residues. U.S. Patent 1,210,667. Jan. 2. 4 p. Application fi led 
22 Oct. 1915.
• Summary: This is a patent for making artifi cial milk from 
the arachis or ground nut, which is commonly known in 
America as the pea nut. It represents an improvement on his 
U.S. patent (No. 1,175,467, issued 14 March 1916), in which 
he describes “a method for making artifi cial milk deriving 
the casein from the soy bean. While good milk can be made 
under this patent long experience has shown diffi culties 
which the present invention is designed to overcome. The 
soy is not marketed as one would wish: it contains impurities 
and the meal varies much. The enzym in the bean causes 
frequent anxiety and the nauseous oil has to be removed thus 
delaying the process and involving considerable expense 
in separators, their cleaning and upkeep. Furthermore the 
production of milk from the soy beans can only be worked 
profi tably on a large scale; the expense and complexity of the 
machinery required make it utterly impossible to produce a 
daily output of from 5 to 50 gallons at a suffi ciently low cost 
to compare favorably with cow’s milk.
 “In the manufacture of my new artifi cial milk I have 
to arrange synthetically for all the ingredients in the varied 
proportions of ordinary cow’s milk.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2015) 
containing the term “the soy is” to refer to soybean Address: 
Lecturer in dietetics, Highwood House, Parkstone, Dorset 
County, England.

1615. Engineer (The) (London). 1917. The production and 
industrial employment of vegetable oils. 123:123. Feb. 9; 
123:147-48. Feb. 16.
• Summary: Describes the production of vegetable oils 
from a mechanical point of view with much detail on 
processes of extraction and refi ning of oils. The second 
installment (p. 147-48), which lists the principal vegetable 
oils and summarizes their sources, characteristics and chief 
uses, includes soya bean oil. The soya bean “and the oil 
its yields were almost unknown in Europe until the Russo-
Japanese war. The oil in Europe now rivals that obtained 
from the cotton seed, while the cake, on the Continent at 

least, is contesting the position as a food for milch cows 
held by linseed and cotton seed cake. The oil belongs to 
the semi-drying class, and is used for edible purposes, as 
an illuminant, in soap-making, and in the manufacture of 
linoleum. The bean contains about 18 per cent. of oil, and in 
the press yields from 10 to 13 per cent.”
 Numerous illustrations and diagrams are given for the 
machinery and processes used various oils.

1616. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1917. 
Some prohibited imports [to the UK during World War II]. 
Feb. 26. p. 8.
• Summary: “(Australian and N.Z. Cable Association.) 
London, February 25. In addition to the articles Mr. Lloyd 
George mentioned, the Gazette prohibits the importation of... 
soya beans, sugar, tea, typewriters, wine of all kinds,...”
 “The prohibition operates forthwith. It does not apply to 
goods imported under Board of Trade license.
 “Mr. Lloyd George’s speech gave rise to the impression 
that meat imports would be severely restricted, but this is 
unfounded, and the Gazette does not mention meat.”

1617. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1917. Prohibition of 
imports. Wholehearted support accorded. Feb. 26. p. 9.
• Summary: “London, Feb. 24–A Gazette proclamation says 
the list of prohibited imports includes antimony ware, curios, 
embroidery, artifi cial fl owers, hides, raw jute, mattings, 
quebracho [tree], hemlock, mangrove and its extracts, silks, 
not including yarns, soya beans, straw plaitings, plated gilt 
vases, glass, perfumery and cotton hosiery. The prohibition 
does not apply to goods imported under Board of Trade 
licence [license].
 “The [news] papers wholeheartedly support Mr. Lloyd 
George’s restrictions, though they are much more drastic 
than anticipated.” They “fully respond to the public demand 
for strong measures to win the war and will be accepted 
cheerfully.”

1618. Brenier, H. 1917. Les ressources de l’Indochine en 
plantes oléagineuses [Indochinese resources of oleaginous 
plants]. Academie d’Agriculture de France, Comptes Rendus 
3(7):185-95. See p. 188-89. Session of 21 Feb. 1917. Index. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Indo-China is a colony of France. Starting in 
1912, Germany imported 1,425,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
of oil-yielding seeds, whereas France, the chief importing 
country up to that time, imported only 1,219,000 tonnes in 
1913, and England about 1 million tonnes. As the English 
oil-mills increased their capacity by about 25%, imports into 
England rose to 1,700,000 tonnes in 1915, but fell in 1916 
to 1,400,000 tonnes–yet still exceeding French imports. 
Because Indo-China is a French colony, France has the 
greatest interest in fi nding in her colonies the raw materials 
needed by her industries. From this viewpoint, Indo-China 
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offers France resources of the greatest importance.
 I must now say a word about soya. You know what 
a surprise occurred around 1909 when we learned that a 
new oilseed was suddenly being presented in the European 
markets in considerable quantities, since, from the fi rst year, 
Manchuria had exported 410,000 tons of soya.
 At that moment, the industry in Marseilles (Marseille), 
keeping an eye on all the changes with respect to oilseeds, 
had attempted to procure soya; we had diffi culty with 
customs: we did not know if it should be classifi ed as a 
legume, for soya can be viewed as either a haricot-type bean 
or as an oilseed. While the matter was being discussed, all 
the available beans had been purchased by Hull, England, 
and Hamburg, Germany. The market was lost for us.
 The analysis of soybean seeds from Cambodia proved 
that their oil content is superior to that of soybeans from 
Manchuria, although it does not exceed 18%. Since it is 
simultaneously a legume capable of playing a role as a soil-
improving crop, it was essential to demonstrate it.
 Concerning sesame (p. 190-91): It is cultivated in 
Tonkin and Annam, and might well be grown in Cambodge 
(Cambodia) and Cochin China. It gives a very high oil yield, 
sometimes up to 50%. Enormous quantities of sesame are 
cultivated in and exported from British India.
 Concerning peanuts (p. 191-92): In good years, as much 
as 420,000 tonnes of pea-nuts are imported into Marseilles; 
this represents about one-third of French imports of oils and 
fats. Although Senegal supplies 200,000 tonnes, this amount 
does not nearly meet the commercial demands and its further 
cultivation in other French colonies is, therefore, most 
desirable. Light soil, indispensable to peanut cultivation, 
is found in Tonkin, Central Annam, Cochin China, and 
Cambodge. In Africa the yield is from 20 to 29 cwt. [1 cwt = 
hundredweight = 112 pounds], whereas in Indo-China it is as 
high as 39, or, in good soil, even 49 cwt. Address: Directeur 
général de la Chambre de Commerce de Marseille.

1619. Christian Science Monitor. 1917. Soya bean oil from 
the Orient. March 17. p. 19.
• Summary: “Tacoma, Washington–Soya bean oil from 
Japan, worth $2,000,000, has been received in two cargoes 
and forwarded to one of the large soap manufacturers of 
the country by a special train of 30 tank cars. Soya bean 
oil, which is growing in favor with soap manufacturers 
in America, is used in England as part of the process of 
manufacturing lard, or is used without being mixed as a lard 
or cooking oil. The consignment just shipped is the largest 
ever received in the United States.”

1620. International Review of the Science and Practice of 
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome). 
1917. International trade in feeding stuffs: Annual Review 
No. 3. 8(4):489-551. April 1. See p. 490-91, 502-05, 535-43. 
[29 ref]

• Summary: The Introduction begins: “This third Annual 
Review gives the International Trade in Feeding Stuffs up 
the end of 1916 as far as the present conditions allow, and 
according to the scheme established in the send Review (1).
 “Two new headings have been introduced: soya and 
soya-cake, brewing residues; for these are given, under 
the heading coeffi cients, the factors used to calculate the 
production of concentrates on the basis of the available 
supply of raw materials.”
 The section titled “Production of concentrated foods for 
livestock,” under coeffi cients (p. 491), states: “Soya cakes–
For countries importing soya, the production of cakes has 
been estimated at the rate of 80% of the net importation.”
 Three tables (p. 502-04) give fi gures in metric tons 
for 1912 to 1916. The fi rst table, titled “Trade in soya 
[soybeans]” (p. 502) gives fi gures as follows: (a) Producing 
countries: China (exports), Korea (exports), and Japan 
(production, imports, exports). (b) Importing countries: 
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, United States, France, 
Netherlands (imports and exports), United Kingdom (imports 
and re-exports), Russia, and Sweden. The largest exporter 
of soybeans in 1912 is China (661,004 tonnes), followed 
by Korea (98,674). The largest importer in 1912 is United 
Kingdom, followed by Germany, Netherlands, Denmark.
 The second table, titled “Trade in soya cake” (p. 503) 
follows the same format with the same countries as the fi rst 
table. The largest exporter of soya cake in 1912 is China 
(493,477 tonnes), followed by Korea (1,063). The largest 
importer is Japan (518,056), followed by Netherlands 
(23,852).
 The third table, titled “Production of soya cake in 
importing countries” (p. 504) gives estimated fi gures for 
Germany, Belgium, Denmark, United States, France, 
Netherlands, United Kingdom, and Russia. The largest 
producer in 1912 was the United Kingdom (143,431 tonnes), 
followed by Germany (77,014) and Denmark (27,185).

1621. San Francisco Chronicle. 1917. Larger crops is the 
appeal of Houston to U.S.: Both fi ghting allies and America 
itself must depend on larger effort. Foodstuffs are needed. 
Every farmer who has unused land is urged to get to work on 
it. April 9. p. 40.
• Summary: “Washington. April 7. Secretary [of Agriculture 
David F.] Houston again tonight appealed to the country 
to make every effort to raise adequate food crops this 
year, not only for the United States’ needs, but to meet the 
requirements of the entente.”
 There is “no risk in the near future of excessive 
production, such as sometimes has resulted in 
unremunerative prices to producers. This is particularly 
true of the cereals and of peas, cowpeas, soybeans and 
buckwheat”–in view of the world scarcity of food.
 “The soy bean in particular has proved suffi ciently 
resistant to cold in spring and adverse weather in summer to 
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warrant heavy planting, especially throughout the South.”
 Note: The “entente,” initially called the Triple Entente, 
and later the Entente Powers, were the countries at war with 
the Central Powers (Germany, Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman 
Empire and Bulgaria) during World War I. France, Russia, 
and the United Kingdom (including its empire) entered 
World War I in 1914, as a result of their Triple Entente 
alliance. The Russian Empire, Italy, and the United States 
later entered the war as Entente Powers.

1622. Eddington, Jane. 1917. The Tribune Cook Book: 
Chinese foods. Chicago Daily Tribune. April 15. p. B8.
• Summary: “In some recent stories with a Chinese 
background a poor student is described as ‘the son of a 
man who dines on no richer dish than rice and soy gravy.’ 
This soy or shoyu or syou sauce is procurable at almost any 
grocery store. It is one of the ingredients of Worcestershire 
sauce, which is one of the proofs that is has been used in 
England for nearly a century. When the soy is not procurable 
a little Worcestershire may be used.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “syou sauce” to refer to 
shoyu or soy sauce.
 “At this [Chinese food] store I might have purchased 
fresh pig stomachs or soy bean cheese [probably tofu, but 
possibly fermented tofu], both cooked and uncooked, and I 
did get [mung] bean sprouts (15 cents a pound), and the tiny 
beans from which these are grown. These beans are green of 
color and not half as large as the smallest peas I have seen.
 A boy in a story “says that he likes iced seaweed jelly, 
referring probably to jelly of the agar, or what we call 
vegetable gelatin,...” A recipe for “Seaweed jelly” states: 
“One ounce of agar-agar will make a gallon of jelly, or even 
more.”

1623. Whittle, Charles A. 1917. Vegetable oil industry needs 
federal assistance (Letter to the editor). Atlanta Constitution 
(Georgia). April 25. p. 10.
• Summary: “Germany and Austria have suffered hunger 
more on account of their separation from the cotton fi elds of 
the United States and from the soy bean fi elds of Manchuria, 
than from the lack of bread.
 “These crops were a source of a great deal of 
their ‘butter,’ ‘lard’ and cooking oils before the war. 
Oleomargarine was all the ‘butter’ that many Teutons knew, 
and vegetable fats the only ‘lard’ many of them used, and 
‘olive oil’ made from vegetable oils, cotton seed, soy beans, 
peanuts and the like, most of the ‘olive oil’ they consumed.”
 “This country [USA] has not developed its vegetable 
oil industry to any great extent. Germany, France, England 
and other European countries have been given the privilege. 
We have sent our oil across the waters and we have bought 
it back in another form at a much higher price. The fact is, 
congress has discouraged the manufacture of cotton seed oil 

products in this country by imposing taxes upon them.
 “If the cotton crop of the south had a free hand to furnish 
its full food stores for the world hunger, it could give up 
from its seed 200,000,000 gallons, or more, of oil. This oil 
could be converted into about 1,500,000,000 pounds of lard 
[shortening] or margarine... It, therefore, seems clear that if 
the government wants to make use of this resource of food at 
this time, the government must remove its handicaps.”

1624. Melhuish, William James. 1917. Fremgangsmaate ved 
fremstilling av kunstig melk av soyabenner eller soyafroe 
[Artifi cial milk from soy beans]. Norwegian Patent 27,895. 
April 30. 5 p. Application fi led 4 Dec. 1914. [Nor]
• Summary: The soybean oil is removed from the soybeans, 
then replaced with sesame oil, which is emulsifi ed with the 
soymilk. Address: Prof. of Chemistry, London [England].

1625. Williamson, A.A. 1917. Soya beans for American 
mills. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 20(125):795-99. May 29. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the Manchurian soybean industry 
with reference to the possibility of soybean imports for use 
in American mills. Contents: Introduction. Trade developed 
originally with England. Special regulations established. 
Arrangements for settling future deals. Advisable course for 
American buyers. Production in the Harbin consular district. 
Varieties of soya beans. Put to many uses in Far East (in 
central and western China it is ground into a fl our to be made 
into vermicelli, and employed extensively in the manufacture 
of vinegar and bean curd). Dairen a center for oil industry. 
Places of production–export fi gures. Differences in quality 
of oil.
 “Soya beans have never been shipped from Dairen to the 
United States so far as is known at the American consulate. 
Certainly they have never been among the declared exports, 
although they may have gone by way of a Japanese port...
 “The soya bean fi rst became known to world trade in 
1908 when shipments to England were made by the Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha, although it has long been an article of 
everyday use among the Chinese. In the boom that followed 
many evil practices arose, as a result of which losses of 
considerable amounts were sustained by fi rms interested 
in the business and not engaged in speculation, largely 
through the failure of some dealers and speculators to deliver 
merchandise contracted for in advance. By 1910 things had 
come to such a condition that whenever a ship came in to 
load for Europe the price of beans would soar far above the 
normal market prices, as it was known that several of the 
foreign fi rms had contracted to deliver beans but had not 
been able to obtain delivery of the ‘future’ beans they had 
bought. So it came about that the date of a ship’s arrival 
was kept secret by its agents as long as possible to enable 
the charterers or special clients quietly to get together their 
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cargo before the market began to rise. Several fi rms became 
bankrupt as a result of their losses, and the soya-bean 
business itself began to fall into bad repute.
 “Japanese offi cials sought a remedy, and as a result the 
Dairen Staple Products Exchange and the Dairen Trust & 
Guaranty Co. were formed in June, 1913. By the regulations 
then put into force, all deals had to be made between licensed 
dealers, and both parties were protected...
 “Beans are generally shipped in gunny bags holding 
150 kin (198.42 pounds). The 100-pound bag favored by 
the American trade is not known here... The picul (133 1/3 
pounds in China) is a standard weight in the Far East, 100 
kin or catties making a picul...
 “Soya beans, under the 1909 tariff, were subject to an 
import duty in the United States of 45 cents per bushel of 60 
pounds. Oil was duty free. Under the 1913 tariff both are on 
the free list...
 “The Dairen wharves are good and are well equipped 
to handle large ships. Although elevators and loading 
machinery are not employed here because of the cheapness 
of coolie labor and for other reasons, the work is done 
expeditiously, 17,000 tons having been loaded in one day, 
while about 10,000 tons may be put down as the average, 
without night work...
 “Dairen is the center of the bean-oil industry, shipping 
about eight times as much each year as Hankow which is its 
nearest competitor... Japan takes practically all the bean cake 
exported. The United States takes none...
 “The exports of soya beans from Hankow during 1915 
were: Black 8,927 tons, green 10,513 tons, and yellow, 
52,218 tons.” Exports for 1916 are also given in a table. 
Address: Consul, Dairen, Manchuria.

1626. Poverty Bay Herald (Gisborne, New Zealand). 1917. 
Neutrals [Neutral nations in Europe during World War I]. 
June 27. p. 2.
• Summary: “The action of the United States government 
in taking authority from Congress to regulate the export 
of merchandise to neutral countries is one of signifi cance. 
It means a tightening of the blockade which is slowly but 
surely strangulating Germany.
 “Britain by placing a restriction on the export to 
Holland, Norway, Sweden and other countries contiguous 
to Germany and bargaining with those countries that they 
shall take from her only what is required for their immediate 
use has greatly reduced the amount of produce that has got 
through to the Central Empires.”
 “Before the war England received 5,700 tons of Dutch 
eggs; last year she obtained a miserable total of 790 tons, 
whilst Germany’s supply rose from 15,000 to 30,000 tons. 
Britain needs potatoes badly. Yet last year her supply 
from Holland fell from 132,000 tons to 5,000 tons, while 
Germany’s fell from only 154,000 to 122,000 tons. The 
inference from these fi gures is obvious: Holland favors the 

enemy,...”
 “Denmark, it is declared, is little better than Holland, 
Soya beans are valuable for making cattle cake and also 
probably for the oil that they contain, and Denmark is 
importing 150 per cent. more than she did before the war. 
Denmark is fattening cattle for German consumption, and 
whilst we are allowing ships to carry the feeding stuff, the 
Dane is sending fattened cattle into Germany–as many as 
8,000 a week.”

1627. Carpenter, Frank G. 1917. Peanut crop of the South is 
worth millions: Soy bean also a new southern product which 
is adding greatly to the food supply of the country. Boston 
Daily Globe. July 15. p. SM8. Sunday magazine.
• Summary: This article is mostly about peanuts. “And now 
a word or so about the soy bean... This plant... came into 
notice at the time of the Russo-Japanese War [1904-05].
 “In England a soy fl our has been placed on the market 
which is composed of one-fourth bean meal and 75 percent 
wheat fl our. They make biscuits, cakes and bread of this 
fl our.” The USDA advises the same proportions.
 “Soy beans are taking the place of ordinary baked beans 
of the United States. A number of the canning factories 
were putting them up at the time our war with Germany 
was declared. They had bought such a large supply of the 
beans of the South that the cottonseed oil mills, which were 
crushing them for oil and cake, found a shortage of their 
supply, and it was thought that there would not be suffi cient 
for seed.
 “Then the government restricted the use of tin cans for 
beans on account of our war demands for tinplate, and the 
baked bean canners could not get enough for their products. 
This has caused them to release their bean supply, with the 
result that the South has had all the seed it needed for this 
year.”
 Photos show: (1) A small portrait photo of Frank 
Carpenter. (2) A soy bean plant with leaves, pods and roots. 
(3) Seven named varieties of soy beans, showing pods and 
seeds: Buckshot, Haberlandt, Ito San, Hollybrook, Guelph, 
Austin, and Mammoth.

1628. Tropical Life (England). 1917. The world and its food 
shortage: Where the tropics can help. 13(7):100. July. [2 ref]
• Summary: Forthcoming issues will discuss 13 different 
crops, including: (1) Arachis hypogæa, or Ground nuts. (2) 
Canavalia ensiformis, or Jack beans. (3) Cicer arietinum or 
Chick peas. (5) Ervum lens, or Lentils. (6) Pisum sativum, 
or Green peas. (7) Lathyrus sativus, or Spanish lentils. 
(8) Phaseolus mungo, or Mungo beans. (9) Phaseolus 
inamoenus, or Cape peas. (10) Phaseolus vulgaris, or 
Common beans and other beans. (11) Glycine hispida, 
or Soya beans. (12) Vigna catjang, or Cow peas. (13) 
Leguminosae family–general notes.
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1629. Tropical Life (England). 1917. The world and its food 
shortage. II. The ground-nut or pea-nut (Arachis hypogæa), 
its cultivation and many uses. 13(8):116-17. Aug. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contains references to articles previously 
published in Tropical Life about soya beans and ground-nuts.

1630. Andes, Louis Edgar; Stocks, H.B. 1917. Vegetable fats 
and oils: Their practical preparation, purifi cation, properties, 
adulteration and examination. Translated from the German 
by Charles Salter. 3rd English ed., revised and enlarged by 
H.B. Stocks. London: Scott, Greenwood & Son; New York: 
D. Van Nostrand Co. xi + 351 p. See p. 5, 116-17. Sept. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1, titled “Introduction” contains 
statistics on imports and exports of various “oil seeds and 
oils” including ground nuts, sesame oil, hemp-seed oil, soya 
beans, tung oil, etc. In about 1908 soya beans were fi rst 
imported into Europe, and suddenly became very popular. 
Since then, however, imports (which come mostly from 
China, Russia, and Japan) have fl uctuated widely. A table 
shows the quantity (in tons) and value (in British pounds 
sterling) of imports to the U.K. from 1910 to 1914. During 
these years, imports were greatest in 1910 (421,531 tons 
worth £3,047,048) and lowest in 1914 (71,161 tons worth 
£593,190).
 Chapter 6, titled “Vegetable drying oils” has a section on 
“Soya bean oil (p. 116-17). This oil (called Huile de soja in 
French and Saubohnenfett in German) is obtained from the 
“Chinese oil bean, Sao, Sojabean, Soy, or Soya.” The main 
exporter is Manchuria, where labor is cheap. Discusses the 
composition, preparation of the oil, properties and constants 
of the oil and of the insoluble fatty acids, and uses (for 
“alimentary purposes” and in the manufacture of margarine, 
candles, soap, printing ink, and varnishes).
 This same chapter has sections on bankul oil, wood oil 
(tung oil), Japanese wood oil, linseed oil, poppy-seed oil, 
walnut oil, sunfl ower oil, millet-seed oil, camelina oil, Niger-
seed oil, hempseed oil, and less important drying oils. Also 
discusses: Almond oil (p. 30, 48). Sesame oil (p. 6, 15, 34-
35, 74). Note: Louis Edgar Andés lived 1848-1925. Address: 
Author.

1631. Melhuish, William J. 1917. Substitute for milk, 
made from soya-beans and arachis (pea) nuts. U.S. Patent 
1,243,855. Oct. 23. 4 p. Application fi led 22 Oct. 1915.
• Summary: Arachis (pea) nuts are cleaned and coarsely 
ground, and the soluble nitrogenous and oily matter is 
extracted from them by treatment with a hot, slightly 
alkaline aqueous solution containing also salts usually found 
in milk. The residue is strained and pressed and a very 
small amount of butyric acid is added to it. Ground soya-
beans are treated with a hot, very dilute alkali solution of a 
phosphate to extract nitrogenous and fatty constituents and 
the strained and pressed extract is mixed with the extract 

from the peanuts in a vacuum pan and with added fats as 
desired, warmed to about 40º, mixed with sugar syrup and 
boiled under a vacuum of 26-29 inches, and fi nally treated 
with milk ripening bacteria and citric acid and evaporated 
to the desired concentrate. Address: Lecturer in dietetics, 
Highwood House, Parkstone, Dorset, England.

1632. National Food Journal (Ministry of Food, London). 
1917. Wholesale maximum prices. 1(5):105. Nov. 14.
• Summary: This periodical was published during World War 
I in an attempt to manage the British food supply and prevent 
profi teering. In this full-page table of maximum prices, the 
section titled “Cattle foods” includes fi ve categories: Home 
manufactured cakes (incl. linseed cake, decorticated ground 
nut cake, sesame cake, undecorticated ground nut cake, etc.), 
home manufactured meals (incl. soya meal, rape meal, and 
palm kernel meal), imported cakes and meals (incl. gluten 
feed, etc.), compound cakes, and millers’ offals (incl. broad 
bran, bran, etc.). The maximum wholesale price per ton for 
“soya meal” is £18 15 shillings. The highest such price for 
imported “repressed cotton cake,” £20 15 shillings.

1633. Picard, Glenn H. 1917. Edible vegetable oils. 
American Food Journal 12(11):621-25. Nov.; 12(12):668-72. 
Dec.
• Summary: Contents: Nov.: Introduction. Use of vegetable 
oils. Winning the oils: Methods and equipment. Standard of 
comparison for oils. Chemical composition and treatment 
of oils. Food value of oils. Dec.: Olive oil. Cottonseed oil. 
Peanut oil. Corn oil. Cocoanut oil. Soya bean oil. Palm 
kernel oil. Sesame oil. Photos show many different types of 
mills and presses.
 In China, Korea, and Japan, the soya bean has been 
cultivated since ancient times. In the past, the oil has been 
obtained by “the crudest methods but now they now have 
fairly modern pressure mills. In the Orient bean oil is used 
for burning [in lamps; illuminant], as a substitute for lard, as 
a lubricant, and for making waterproof clothing. The poorer 
classes use the crude oil in their diet despite its odor and 
unpalatability. The others improve the fl avor somewhat by 
boiling and allowing it to settle.
 “In 1907, England started the use by Western peoples of 
the soya bean and its products.” There, the oil was fi rst used 
for soap, and later as a salad oil in limited amounts. “It is 
claimed that the solvent extraction process is being used and 
that an edible oil is produced by refi ning this crude oil.”
 In the southern United States, soybean production is 
increasing rapidly. “The cotton oil mills are crushing the 
beans without change of machinery... In its crude state the 
oil cannot be used for edible purposes, but when refi ned 
and deodorized it yields a bland oil. The bulk of soya bean 
oil imported or produced is used for soap, in paints and 
varnishes, and in lard compounds or hardened fats.” Address: 
Mariner & Hoskins, Chicago, Illinois.
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1634. Clayton, W. 1917. Modern margarine technology. J. of 
the Society of Chemical Industry 36(23):1205-09. Dec. 15. 
Liverpool section.
• Summary: “Meeting held at Liverpool University on 
Friday, November 16th, 1917. Mr. A.T. Smith in the chair.” 
The article begins: “The introduction of new and extensively 
used foodstuffs has often synchronised with periods of great 
wars. Thus condensed milk was fi rst used in large quantities 
by the Northern Armies in the American Civil War, in 1856, 
and soya-beans and bean oil were developed as a result of 
the Russo-Japanese War, when the Japanese soldiers found 
soya-bean products a staple war-food. Margarine is pre-
eminently a war product, having its inception during the 
Franco-Prussian War, and fi nding its place as a universal 
article of diet during the present great struggle” [World War 
I]. Address: MSc, England.

1635. Stockman, Stewart. 1917. Bracken poisoning in 
cattle in Great Britain. J. of Comparative Pathology and 
Therapeutics 30(4):311-16. Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: Bracken (Pteris aquilina) has from time to 
time been suspected for causing deaths in cattle. The author 
summarizes his research on soya bean meal which had been 
defatted by trichloroethylene. “The symptoms and lesions 
were identical in every respect with those of so-called 
bracken poisoning.” Also includes information on operating 
conditions in a mill where trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean meal is produced. Address: Board of Agriculture 
and Fisheries, London.

1636. Andes, Louis Edgar. 1917. Drying oils, boiled oil, and 
solid and liquid dryers: A practical work for manufacturers 
of oils, varnishes, printing inks, oil-cloth and linoleum, oil-
cakes, paints, etc. 2nd ed., revised by Herbert B. Stocks. 
London: Scott, Greenwood & Son. xii + 336 p. See p. 92-93, 
314. Illust. Author index only.
• Summary: This book is mostly about linseed oil. In 
Chapter 2, titled “The properties of and methods for 
obtaining the drying oils” is a section on “New drying oils” 
(p. 87-93), which contains a subsection on “Soya bean oil” 
(p. 92-93). Some 300,000 to 400,000 tons/year of soya beans 
have exported to Europe [from East Asia]. A table gives the 
chemical composition of soy bean seeds. When pressed, 
these seeds yield 12-13% of a pale yellow oil, which has a 
very slight odor and “agreeable taste.” The press cake is rich 
in nutrients, especially “albuminoids.”
 The following constants for soya bean oil are given: 
Specifi c gravity at 15ºC, solidifying point, saponifi cation 
value, iodine value, refractive index, Maumené test, and 
Hehner value. Then the following constants are given for the 
insoluble fatty acids: Solidifying point, melting point, iodine 
value, and refractive index. This subsection concludes: “The 
oil is not very satisfactory for paint purposes as it dries very 

slowly and incompletely.”
 Also discusses: Hempseed oil (Ger = Hanföl, Fre = 
Huile de chanvre, huile de chènevis; p. 53-55), sesamé oil 
(p. 22), sunfl ower oil, arachis oil (p. 22), wood oil (Chinese 
wood oil, tung oil; p. 40+) plus 65 “Rarer drying oils” (with 
the French, German, and scientifi c name of each). Note: 
Louis E. Andés lived 1848-1925.

1637. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die 
Soja, eine Kulturpfl anze der Zukunft und ihre 
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean, a cultivated plant 
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization (Continued- 
Document part II)]. Berlin: Paul Parey. 40 p. 28 cm. [59 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: Continued on p. 14. Ways of using the soybean 
in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and China): 
Note: In this section, starting on p. 15, the author repeatedly 
uses the word Sojaspeisen meaning “soyfoods.” The soybean 
probably originated in India. The Chinese and Japanese used 
it to fortify their rice-based, protein-poor diet. The practice 
came before the theory. The author says (incorrectly, p. 15) 
that all the basic soyfoods are fermented. He then gives a 
long description of koji and how it is made.
 Shoyu or soy sauce (Shoju oder Soja-Sauce) (p. 15-17): 
In Japan, 540-720 million liters are manufactured each year 
so each Japanese uses 60-100 ml/year. The fermentation time 
is 8 months to 5 years. The best soy sauce is fermented for 
3 to 5 years. He explains how, as soy sauce is fermented, 
the protein is broken down into amino acids such as leucine, 
tyrosine, and members of the “Xanthin” group.
 Miso (vegetable cheese, p. 17-18): Miso is widely used 
in soups. More than half of the yearly Japanese soybean 
harvest is used for making miso. This is 30 million kg 
per year. Types of miso include shiro miso and Sendai 
miso. Winkler, in his small work titled “The Soybean of 
Manchuria,” mentions two other types of miso: Aka or red 
miso and nuka miso. Kellner investigated fi ve types of miso; 
a table shows their composition. Loew reports that this 
vegetable cheese (miso) is consumed either raw or in soups. 
Kellner, Nagasaka and Kurashima report that, based on their 
investigations, the amount of amino-nitrogen increases 3-fold 
and the quantity of carbohydrates is signifi cantly diminished 
through lactic acid and alcoholic fermentation. The carbonic 
acid created thereby rises signifi cantly during fermentation 
(Loew).
 Natto (p. 18): Discusses the fi ndings of Yabe.
 Japanese tofu or Chinese Tao-hu (p. 18-20): This is 
the so-called “bean cheese” (Bohnenkäse). A table (p. 
19, from König) shows the nutritional value of fresh tofu 
(84.8% moisture) and frozen tofu (17.0% moisture). E. 
Senft studied frozen tofu, a Japanese military preserved food 
(Militärkonserve) that is not canned; he found it had a beige 
color and a unique, slightly sour aroma which was at times 
reminiscent of dextrin. It has a uniform texture throughout, 
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with many tiny pores. Winkler refers to fi ve other types of 
soy cheese. Concerning the military preserved foods, they 
were highly regarded during the Russo-Japanese War and 
(according to Senft) played a key role in the war. (Footnote: 
The descriptions of the various preparations made from 
soya make E. Senft’s treatises (1906 and 1907) valuable; 
in them he published his investigations of a number of 
Japanese vegetable foods and military preserved foods or 
conserves). The well-known food manufacturer Maggi in 
Kempttal, Switzerland, has tried for many years to introduce 
a commercial miso-like product, but was not successful.
 The soybean as an oil plant (p. 20-26): Winkler, in his 
brochure, discusses the uses of soybeans in Manchuria. After 
1908, soybeans were sold in Europe at incredibly low prices 
which resulted in the expansion of imports and production. 
Then tariffs were levied on soybeans. There were some 
major problems in the Austrian oil industry.
 Soybean fl our (Sojabohnenmehl; p. 26-28): In 
recent years, various processes have been patented. One 
manufacturer is Soyamewerke in Frankfurt am Main, which 
makes Soyama Kraftmehl. Yellow soybeans are mechanically 
cleaned, washed, dried, and dehulled according to the 
process of Dr. Fritz Goessel. Agumawerke in Harburg also 
makes soy fl our.
 The soybean as a coffee substitute and extender (p. 28-
31): Coffee is known to be detrimental to good health and 
void of nutrients. Rye, for example, has been used since the 
17th century as a coffee substitute. Barley also plays a major 
role, especially as malt. A table (p. 30) shows the nutritional 
composition of ten coffee substitutes, including chicory, fi gs, 
lupin, and carob. Soy coffee tastes remarkably similar to real 
coffee. In Istria (Istrien), in the Austrian alps, in Switzerland 
as well as in Alsace (Elsass), the soybean has been used 
since its introduction as a coffee substitute. Haberlandt 
reported in his work that a teacher from Capo d’Istria told 
him that the soybean was used as a coffee substitute in 
Istria, and a friend told him that there was no difference 
between the fl avor of the two. The Thunschen is used to 
make good soy coffee. The soybeans are mechanically 
cleaned, put into a trommel, agitated with water at 65-70ºC, 
brushed and thereby freed of a large number of impurities 
which can leave a burned smell. The aroma of soy coffee 
can be improved by impregnation with an extract of largely 
decaffeinated coffee. It has roughly twice the nutrients of 
regular coffee and no harmful constituents.
 Soybean milk (Sojabohnen-Milch, p. 32-33): The most 
popular vegetable milk is Dr. Lahmann’s Vegetable Milk 
(Lahmannsche Vegetabile Milch), an emulsion made from 
almonds and nuts. In Japan, they make milk from soybeans; 
he describes the process, inaccurately, based on information 
from Winkler. This milk is also used to make cheese [tofu]. 
Also in Europe there have been successful attempts to make 
a soymilk adapted to European tastes, as in France by the 
Caseo-Sojaine at Vallées near Asnieres, and in England by 

the Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Using the process of Dr. Fritz 
Goessel, the latter company has a factory in Liverpool; it 
makes 100 liters of soymilk from: 10 kg ground soybeans 
plus 5 gm sodium phosphate, 2.4 kg lactose, 2 kg sesame oil, 
6 gm common salt, and 60 gm sodium carbonate. Also the 
Soyamawerke in Frankfurt makes a soybean milk, named 
Soyama, as mentioned above (fresh and dried milk and 
cream). Recently Prof. Melhuish developed a new method 
using soybean, peanuts, and added coconut milk fat.
 Soy meat substitutes (Soja-Fleischersatz; p. 33): 
Soyamawerke makes a product named Soyama-Fleisch-
Ersatz.
 Soybean as a chocolate substitute (p. 34): Haberlandt 
reports such a product.
 Soya rubber substitute (p. 34): Goessel and Sauer have 
developed a rubber substitute made from soybean oil.
 The utilization of soya in agriculture (p. 34-38): Use as 
fodder for cows. In 1880 Blascowicz [Blaskovics], Assistant 
at the Royal Hungarian Academy in Hungarian Altenburg, 
conducted fodder tests, whose results are given in various 
tables.
 Conclusions (p. 38).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that uses the 
word Ersatz or the word Fleischersatz. They mean “artifi cial 
or inferior substitute” and “meat substitute” respectively. 
Though often associated with World War I, the word “ersatz” 
(which means simply “substitute” in German) was actually 
adopted into English as early as 1875, in reference to the 
German army’s “Ersatz reserve,” or second-string force, 
made up of men unqualifi ed for the regular army and drawn 
upon only as needed to replace missing soldiers. Hence 
the meaning “inferior substitute.” Address: Frohnleiten, 
Steiermark [Austria].

1638. Fuerstenberg, Maurice. 1917. Die 
Soja: eine Kulturpfl anze der Zukunft und ihre 
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten [The soybean: a cultivated plant 
of the future, and possibilities for its utilization]. Berlin: Paul 
Parey. 40 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [59 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Dedicated to Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt, 
who introduced the soybean to Central Europe. Contents: 
Foreword. Introduction: The soybean. Ways of using the 
soybean in its homeland (East Asia, especially Japan and 
China). Shoyu or soy-sauce. Miso (vegetable cheese). Natto. 
Tofu of the Japanese or Tao-hu of the Chinese (bean cheese). 
The soybean as an oilseed. Soybean meal (and fl our). Soy 
as a coffee substitute or extender. Soybean milk. Soy meat 
substitutes. Soybeans as a chocolate substitute. Soy rubber 
substitute. The utilization of the soybean in agriculture: As 
cow fodder. Summary. Bibliography.
 Photos show: (1) A fi eld of soybeans (p. 6). (2) A 
soybean plant with the leaves removed to show the pods 
(p. 12). (3) Soy beans and pods from inoculated and 
uninoculated plants (p. 13).
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 Contains numerous tables, most without captions and 
mostly from other sources–See pages 11, 16-17, 19, 25, 
27, 30, 35-37. Contains one of the most extensive early 
European bibliographies on the soybean; unfortunately this 
bibliography contains quite a few errors and incomplete 
citations.
 The author wrote this book during World War I. In 
his fi rst book, published one year earlier in 1916 and titled 
“The Introduction of Soya, a Revolution in the Food of 
the People,” he discussed what he believed to be the great 
agricultural and nutritional value of the soybean. He uses two 
terms, Die Soja and Die Sojabohnen to refer to soybeans.
 Chapter 1 (p. 5-7): In 1908 England started to import 
large quantities of soybeans; in 1909 these increased 
to 400,000 tonnes and in 1910 to 800,000 tons. Also in 
Germany, in the years just before World War I, imports 
of soybeans climbed in an unexpected way, reaching 
43,500 tonnes in 1910, 90,600 tonnes in 1911 and 125,200 
tonnes in 1912. Note: These units are given in dz. One dz 
(doppelzentner) = 100 kg.
 The fi rst manufacture of soyfoods in Europe took place 
in France, at Valees near Asnieres, where they made fl our, 
bread, cakes, cheese [tofu], and soymilk (Mehl, Brot, Kuchen 
und Käse, vegetabilischer Milch)–though only in small 

quantities and, above all, for diabetics. In England, soy fl our 
has been used for a long time in the preparation of cakes (p. 
5-6).
 However it was in Germany that the utilization of 
soybeans for food took place on a large scale; this began 
shortly before the war. The supply of foods to Germany was 
almost completely cut off during the war, so general attention 
soon turned to the new foods prepared from soybeans and 
people quickly became aware of their great nutritional value. 
Thus, in the middle of the war, a soybean industry was 
built in Germany. Unfortunately this youngest twig of the 
food industry was left crippled due to lack of raw materials. 
However one can predict that this industry has a bright 
future because of the great encouragement given to these 
products in so short a time. For example, in October 1914 
the Agumawerke (Aguma Works) located in Harburg (near 
Hamburg) on the Elbe, fi rst began mass production of a soy 
fl our according to its own process. During the next few years 
it made many thousands of tonnes of this meal, until the 
production had to be stopped for lack of raw materials (p. 6).
 Equally gigantic sales of soy products were made by the 
Soyamawerke (Soyama Works) in Frankfurt am Main; this 
company made only soy food products. In addition to a meal 
(fl our), it also produced a meat substitute (Fleischersatz), 
and, largely from soybeans, fresh and dried milk (Frisch- 
und Trockenmilch) as well as a fresh and dried cream 
preparation (ein Frisch- und Trockenrahm-Präparat). 
Likewise, this fi rm had to cease production of most of its 
soy products because of diffi culties in soybean procurement, 
and concentrate only on the production of meat substitutes 
(Fleischersatz). These articles likewise entered all classes of 
the population splendidly as is seen from the large demand 
for them. Within 3-4 weeks this fi rm had orders for more 
than 1½ million pound cans, of which unfortunately it was 
able to satisfy only a small part. In addition to these two 
well-known fi rms, there are in Germany still a number others 
that are occupied with the production of foods from the 
soybean.
 In Austria [the Austro-Hungarian empire], there exists 
a unique fi rm, the food factory Santosa in Prague [in the 
Czech Republic as of March 2015], which is still processing 
soybeans. They introduced soy coffee into commerce. I 
understand that in Austria a large-scale soy processing 
venture is now being planned.
 Certainly the soy processing industry fi nds itself in a 
beginning state and, like all young industries, in need of 
improvement. Remember the sugar-beet industry was also 
once young but it made improvements and went on to great 
success, as will be expected of this new twig on the food 
industry. In any case, the beginning of utilization of the 
soybean as food for the people has been made, and in the 
foreseeable future the soybean may, as in China and Japan, 
become an indispensable part of our people’s food.
 It is different with the introduction of the soybean as a 
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cultivated plant in Central Europe. Forty years ago Friedrich 
Haberlandt showed (and after him countless others have 
shown) that the soybean grows well in Central Europe. 
Although additional new tests verify this, there are still those 
who object to soybean culture. One objection is the long time 
required by the soybean to come to maturity; the answer is 
the development of new varieties. Another is the relatively 
low yield compared with other beans; the answer lies in the 
use of inoculation. The author then discusses nutrient yield 
per acre and per unit of money, showing both to be high for 
soybeans.
 Pages 10-11: It is well know that legumes possess the 
ability to transform and fi x free nitrogen from the air. In 
1886 Prof. Hellriegel discovered that this capability is due 
to certain bacteria that live in the soil and move through the 
root hairs into the root, where they cause nodule formation. 
The nitrogen-fi xing bacteria living in the nodules nourish the 
plant. The author then talks about inoculation using either 
soil from a previous planting or “Nitragin,” a pure culture 
of root bacteria, which is well known and has recently been 
improved. Dr. Kuehn of Berlin-Grunewald showed that 
soil inoculated with Nitragin gave a 3- to 4-fold increase 
in yield, plus an increase in protein in the roots and leaves. 
He then discusses improved cultural practices. Winkler says 
that transplanting improves yields. Continued. Address: 
Frohnleiten, Steiermark [Austria].

1639. Gilchrist, Douglas A. 1917. Palm kernel cake, palm 
kernel meal, compared with soya cake, for fattening cattle, 
young store cattle, and fattening sheep, 1915-16. County of 
Northumberland, Education Committee, Bulletin No. 25. 8 p.
• Summary: “On the average of the years 1912 and 
1913 [just before World War I], Germany imported the 
following:–248,000 tons of palm kernels; 109,000 copra (the 
dried fl eshy part of cocoanuts); 445,000 tons linseed and 
linseed meal; 217,000 tons cotton seed; 125,000 tons soya 
beans; and 84,000 tons peanuts (earthnuts).” Considerable 
quantities of these (especially palm kernels) are now diverted 
to England.
 A table (p. 4) by S.H. Collins of Armstrong College, 
shows the percentage composition of the following 
foods used in the trials: Soya cake (6.03% oil, 43.85% 
albuminoids), Egypt cotton cake, cocoanut cake, palm nut 
cake, palm kernel meal, and maize. Tables (p. 5-8) give the 
results of feeding experiments with different lots of cattle 
and sheep in 1915-16; relatively small amounts of soya 
cake were used in each experiment. Address: Prof., M.Sc., 
Director on Behalf of Armstrong College, Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne.

1640. Middleton, Evan P. ed. 1917. History of Champaign 
County, Ohio: Its people, industries and institutions: 
With biographical sketches of representative citizens and 
genealogical records of many of the old families. Vol II. 

Indianapolis, Indiana: B.F. Bowen & Company, Inc. 1067 p. 
Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Biographies and portrait photos of three 
members of the Wing family of Mechanicsburg, Ohio are 
given on the following pages. All are active members of the 
Episcopal church at Mechanicsburg. (1) Charles B. Wing (p. 
482-84). President of the Wing Seed Co. of Mechanicsburg, 
he was born on 8 April 1878 at Mechanicsburg, the fi fth 
child of William H. and Jennie (Bullard) Wing. In 1915, 
following the death of Joseph E. Wing, Charles B. Wing 
became president of the Wing Seed Co. “When the Wing 
brothers incorporated their company they started with a 
capitalization of thirty thousand dollars, which capitalization 
has since been increased to one hundred thousand dollars. 
The Wing Seed Company not only handles seeds gathered 
from all parts of the United States, but also imports largely 
from Europe, drawing extensive supplies from England, 
France, Holland, and Denmark, handling now about 700 
varieties of fl ower seeds. The company made its reputation 
as alfalfa specialists, the Wing Brothers being recognized 
as the pioneer alfalfa growers of Ohio, but in later lines has 
made an equally secure reputation, the tested seed corn, 
soy beans and garden and fl ower seeds distributed from the 
extensive plant of this company at Mechanicsburg being in 
wide demand throughout the country.”
 “The story of the beginning of the Wing Seed Co. is as 
interesting as a romance.” On 4 May 1905 Charles Wing 
was united in marriage to Jeanette Monce; they had three 
children: Marguerite May Wing, Gardner Bullard Wing, and 
Charles Winston Wing.
 Willis O. Wing (p. 690-92). A member of the Wing Seed 
Co., he was born on 14 May 1871 at Woodland Farm, the 
fourth child of William H. and Jennie (Bullard) Wing. “The 
Wings now control about 565 acres of excellent land in this 
county and 745 acres in the neighboring county of Madison, 
and their seed-supply station at Mechanicsburg has grown 
from its humble beginning in 1909 to its present extensive 
proportions.” On 21 Oct. 1908 Willis O. Wing was united 
in marriage to Eva M. Guy, daughter of W.H. and Sarah 
(Oyler) Guy, and to this union three children have been 
born: William Guy Wing, James Guy Wing, and Phyllis May 
Wing. Mr. Wing is also a Mason and a member of the local 
Grange.
 Joseph E. Wing (p. 944-47). The fi rst president of the 
Wing Seed Co., he was born on 14 Sept. 1861 in New York 
state, the second child of William H. and Jennie (Bullard) 
Wing. In 1866 he came with his parents to Ohio, where they 
settled on an 80-acre farm near Mechanicsburg, in Goshen 
township, Champaign county. As a young man he took a trip 
West and in Utah, while acting as foreman on a large cattle 
ranch, he grew acquainted with alfalfa–which soon became 
his life’s work. Mr. Wing was the author of four books. He 
wrote extensively for the Breeder’s Gazette, and came to be 
known as “the poet farmer of Ohio.” He was an inspiring 
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and captivating speaker. Over the years Woodland Farm 
grew to be 340 acres. Joseph Wing died on 10 Sept. 1915 
and was widely mourned. On 19 Sept. 1890 Joseph E. Wing 
was united in marriage to Florence E. Staley, who was born 
at Mechanicsburg in September 1865, daughter of Stephen 
S. and Emily (Rathbun) Staley, both also natives of this 
county and members of pioneer families. To this union were 
born three sons: Andrew S. Wing (26 Aug. 1892), David 
G. Wing (17 March 1896; he is now a student at the Ohio 
State University), and William C. Wing (4 Feb. 1902). While 
Joe Wing’s fi rst interest was alfalfa culture, he also took 
an active interest in sheep breeding. “The fi rst great alfalfa 
picnic was held at Joseph E. Wing’s home, ‘Woodland Farm,’ 
in 1911 and thirty-fi ve hundred people were in attendance. 
These alfalfa picnics were held annually at one or another 
of the various well-known alfalfa farms in the state and 
the interests of alfalfa culture have been greatly advanced 
at these interesting annual meetings of those particularly 
interested in the propagation of this valuable forage crop.” 
Address: Judge, Ohio.

1641. Paton, Diarmid Noël. 1917. Report on soya bean 
(Glycine soja) and its availability as human food. London: 
Food (War) Committee of the Royal Society. 7 p. *
• Summary: Diarmid Noël Paton lived 1859-1928.

1642. Pickering, George Fenwick. 1917. Aids in the 
commercial analysis of oils, fats, and their commercial 
products: A laboratory handbook. London: Charles Griffi n 
and Co., Ltd. viii + 133 p. Index. 23 cm. Series: Griffi n’s 
Technological Hand-books.
• Summary: In Chapter 3, titled “Chemical examination” is 
a table (p. 37) of molecular weights of fatty acids. The fatty 
acids from refi ned soya bean oil have a molecular weight of 
317. Also gives values for almond oil, arachis oil, colza oil, 
French sesame oil, and sea elephant oil.
 In Chapter 4, titled “Fatty oils” is a multi-page table 
giving the constants for various oils, including three types 
of “soya bean” oil (p. 56): Crude, brown, and refi ned. The 
following values are for refi ned soya bean oil: Specifi c 
gravity at 60ºF: 0.9228-0.9280. Acidity expressed as oleic 
acid: 0.49-5.18. Iodine value: 116.2-136.1. Saponifi cation 
value: 191-197. Viscosity at 70ºF: 240-255. Viscosity at 
140ºF: 75-83. Unsaponifi able: 0.59-0.94. Molecular weight 
of fatty acids: 317. Refractive index at 70ºF 1.4754-1.4774.
 In the section on “Foots from fatty oils” is a table (p. 
69) for “Soya foots” which shows: Acidity: Up to 20%. 
Unsaponifi able: 0.96%. Water: Up to 20%. Non-fats: 3 
to 24%. Address: Head Chemist and Works Manager, 
Horsforth, near Leeds [England]. Formerly research asst. to 
the late Dr. J. Lewkowitsch.

1643. Plimmer, Robert Henry Aders. 1917. The chemical 
constitution of the proteins: In three parts. Part I, analysis. 

3rd ed. London, New York, Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras: 
Longmans, Green and Co. xii + 174 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. 
Series: Monographs on Biochemistry. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: “Dedicated to Emil Fischer. The master of 
organic chemistry in its relation to biology.” The General 
Preface states (p. vii) that the subject of “Physiological 
Chemistry, or Biochemistry,” is growing so fast and is now 
so large that no single text-book can adequately deal with the 
subject.
 The Introduction (p. 1-2) is similar to that in the 2nd ed.
 Soy beans (although not in the index) are mentioned 
in two tables: (1) Vegetable globulins. The amino acid 
composition of glycinin from the soy bean (p. 116; based on 
Osborne and Clapp 1907). (2) Composition of proteins in 
foodstuffs by nitrogen distribution in seven groups (p. 134; 
values for “White soy beans” from Grindley and Slater 1915, 
and for “Soy bean” from Nollau 1915). Address: D.Sc., 
University Reader in Physiological Chemistry, University 
College, London [England].

1644. Eddington, Jane. 1918. Tribune Cook Book: Soy bean 
products, etc. Chicago Daily Tribune. Jan. 8. p. 14.
• Summary: “The marvel and glory of our patriotic food 
show is that it is truly and wonderfully educational. More, 
the attendance and interest shown in the exhibits and 
demonstrations show that people are seeking education with 
a fervor that is not only patriotic but as deep as humanity 
itself.
 “At the Universal Food and Cookery show held in 
London for many years,” commerce was unfortunately 
emphasized over education.
 “Probably what will seem to most people the unique 
exhibit is that of the Chinese soy bean products. Their bread 
and rolls are deliciously palatable, so much so as to provoke 
criticism of ordinary baker’s products made of white fl our 
and fl avorless almost save for the fat. “When this exhibit was 
being installed a woman” asked where she “could get soy 
bean fl our.
 “’We only make enough for our own bakery,’ was 
the reply. One of their trade secrets they revealed was that 
only one-tenth white fl our or simply enough to forward 
fermentation was used in these breads. There ought to be a 
suggestion for us in that fact.
 “Bean curd, uncooked and breaded and fried, or toufu 
and [mung] bean sprouts are the other products they have on 
display, with recipes.
 “One of the Chinese young women who presided at the 
booth” told the writer to use a cloth in growing mung bean 
sprouts [from tiny green beans] and to water and drain them 
frequently.
 “The offi cial recipe book has a number of soy bean 
recipes. There is no reason why we cannot make our own soy 
meal for muffi ns or griddle cakes, if we have a hand mill for 
grinding wheat. One of my readers began to do this three or 
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four years ago with success. If we watch out we may fi nd out 
how to make soy bean cheese or toufu.”

1645. Lynch, R. Irwin. 1918. On increased food production: 
The soy bean. Gardeners’ Chronicle (London) 63(1622):38. 
Jan. 26. Third Series. [3 ref]
• Summary: The various food and industrial products made 
from soybeans are briefl y mentioned. Writing in his book 
on Japan, after a visit to the bean centers of Manchuria, Mr. 
Robert P. Porter says: “Only after one has travelled through 
the region where the Soy Bean reigns supreme, and has 
seen the wharves and the warehouses, the stations and the 
platforms, laden with bags of Beans, and noted the thousands 
of queer-looking stacks with pagoda-like roofs with 
which the country is dotted, and which serve as temporary 
storehouses for the produce while awaiting shipment, does 
one realise that it (the growth of the Bean trade) is not a 
fable, but a veritable fact in the history of international 
commerce... And the manifold uses, agricultural and 
industrial, as well as dietary, to which the Bean can be put, 
invest this generous vegetable with increasing importance, 
and the future of the Bean crop with romantic mystery.
 “A peculiar point, I note, is the changing shape of these 
Beans. Before they were quite ripe they were kidney-shaped. 
When dry, black, and ripe, they became round as a Pea, 
and on being soaked and cooked, they again showed the 
kidney-like form.” A photo shows a soy bean plant with pods 
and roots exposed. Address: Botanic Garden, Cambridge, 
England.

1646. Ramsden, W. 1918. Vitamines (Abstract). J. of the 
Society of Chemical Industry (London). Transactions and 
Communications 37(4):53T-55T. Feb. 28.
• Summary: In the “Liverpool Section,” this is a summary of 
a paper presented at a meeting on 21 Dec. 1917 held at the 
University of Liverpool. It discusses diets that cause beri-
beri and foodstuffs that seem to contain an “anti-beri-beri 
substance”–including dried soya beans but not vegetable oils 
such as soya bean oil. [Casimir] Funk has proposed the name 
“anti-beri-beri vitamine.” Since the word “vitamine” is open 
to many objections, the writer prefers the word “sitacoid” 
meaning a “medicine-like substance associated with food.”
 A table lists 19 of the commoner foods (including “dried 
soya bean”) and shows the extent to which they contain anti-
beri-beri, anti-xerophthalmia, or anti-scurvy vitamines. Soya 
beans contain the fi rst two. The writer noted, however, that 
although peas and beans contained little or no anti-scorbutic 
vitamine, “if they were allowed to germinate for 48 hours 
they became rich in this body.”
 Note: Casimir Funk (lived 1884-1967), was an American 
biochemist, born in Warsaw, Poland. From 1906-1910 he 
was Assistant to Emil Abderhalden (a Swiss biochemist 
and physiologist) in Berlin, Germany. From 1910 to 1913 
he was a researcher at the Lister Institute, London. In 1911 

he isolated crystals with vitamin B activity, and in 1912 he 
coined the word “vitamin.” In 1915 he came to the USA and 
in 1920 he was naturalized. Address: England.

1647. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette, Oele, 
Wachse und Harze (Germany). 1918. Gesetze, Verordnungen 
und dergl. [Laws, regulations, etc]. 25(2):24. Feb. [Ger]
• Summary: England: It is illegal (Verboten) to split any 
of the following oilseeds for the purpose of making soaps: 
Coconut, palm kernel, cottonseed, sesame, peanut, soybean, 
kapok, niger, rapeseed.

1648. Howell, E.V. 1918. Soy beans and soy bean oil. J. of 
the American Pharmaceutical Association 7(2):159-63. Feb. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: “This bean is a native of southeastern Asia. 
It is at present the most important legume grown in China 
and Japan, where it is grown almost exclusively for human 
food. It has been cultivated from a remote period, each 
district having its own distinct variety, some two hundred 
kinds in all... The bean was introduced into England in 
1790. Apparently the fi rst mention of soy beans in American 
literature was in the New England Farmer, October 23, 1829, 
in an article by Thomas Nuttall.” There follows a summary 
of this article and several other early U.S. documents that 
mention the soy bean.
 “Importance: I think the soy bean is the most important 
plant introduced into the South within a hundred years. This 
opinion is based on the range of the plant, the value as a 
soil improver, and the numerous uses of the seed and oil, 
together with the fact that the present cottonseed oil mills 
can produce the oil with practically no change in machinery 
and thus double their mill season. The beans can be stored, 
as they are practically immune to insects. Especial emphasis 
is placed on this statement in the present demand for food on 
account of the war. In Japan the bean forms one of the most 
important articles of food, by nature a meat, to go with the 
starch of rice. The Chinese make from the beans a cheese 
resembling our own cheese, while the Japanese make the 
well-known sauce for rice or fi sh, soy or suey sauce. It is 
one of the principal ingredients in ‘Tofu’ (bean curd), natto 
(steamed beans), and white and brown miso, which is like 
our molasses brown bread.”
 “A factory for the production of this [soy] milk has 
recently been established in America. This can be used 
in cooking, by bakers, confectioners, and chocolate 
manufacturers. I have before me the following food articles 
in which soy bean meal is the principal ingredient: Egg 
substitute No. 1, egg substitute No. 2, colored cocoanuts, 
coffee substitute, cocoa substitute, roasted malted nuts, 
coloring curry powder, cutlet powder, soy and navy beans 
with pork, the equal of any pork and beans.
 “The use of the soy meal for soups, for proportional 
use in muffi ns, cookies, fritters, croquettes, biscuit, and loaf 
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bread is unlimited. Its use is checked only by our prejudice 
for certain customary fl avors, just as northern people and 
Europeans do not use corn meal. In other words, North 
Carolina, if forced to by war conditions, could largely exist 
on the soy beans crushed in the State this year, including 
the imported and native beans crushed, the oil from which I 
estimate to yield this year 400,000 gallons. This oil can be 
used for frying, and for a salad oil in French dressing or in 
mayonnaise. I fried a partridge in the crude unrefi ned oil, and 
found it delicious.
 “While the chief use, so far, of the oil has been for 
soaps and paints, the particular object of this paper has 
been to call attention to the use of soy oil in pharmaceutical 
preparations.”
 Tables show: (1) The specifi c gravity, saponifi cation 
value, and iodine for three samples of Manchurian soy oil 
purchased in New York. (2) The chemical composition of soy 
bean meal (8.77% fat), compared with the meal of fi ve other 
seeds (including cottonseed, linseed {old and new process}, 
decorticated peanut, and sunfl ower seed). (3) Four chemical 
constants of seven samples of domestic and imported soy 
oils (from L.P. Nemzek). (4) The food values (nutritional 
composition) of soy beans and six other foods, including lean 
beef, milk, and eggs.
 Because of World War I: “During the past six or 
seven months there has been produced in this country in 
the neighborhood of one hundred thousand gallons of soy 
oil. The largest part of this quantity has been produced in 
North Carolina by the Elizabeth City Oil & Fertilizer Co., 
Winterville Cotton Oil Co., and the New Bern Cotton Oil & 
Fertilizer Mills. Samples from the different crushings have 
been examined in comparison with the imported oil.”
 “Medicinal use: In England a diabetic biscuit is 
manufactured. In this country an infant’s food from the 
soy bean is on the market. The enzyme in the bean is also 
attracting attention and opening a fi eld for investigation.”
 Note 1. This paper was presented at the Scientifi c 
Section, American Pharmaceutical Assoc., Indianapolis 
meeting, 1917.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2008) that contains the word “crushings.”

1649. National Food Journal (Ministry of Food, London). 
1918. Home-grown oil seeds. 1(13):327-28. March 13.
• Summary: It has previously been thought that the English 
climate was an invincible obstacle to the production of oil 
seeds, except for rape, mustard, and linseed; these are the 
only oil-producing crops grown in England. “Numerous 
experiments had been made before the war [World War I] in 
the cultivation of the soya bean, but without success. A North 
Manchurian variety has, however, now been discovered 
which appears to be suitable for cultivation in Great Britain, 
and some specimens of the plant grown in Regent’s Park 
were shown at the recent Food Economy Exhibition of the 

Ministry of Food held at the Institute of Hygiene. The soya 
bean is a hardy plant which does not demand a specially 
good soil, and if it should prove practicable to grow it 
on a considerable scale in this country there would be a 
considerable increase in the home resources of oil.” Address: 
Palace Chambers, Westminster, S.W. 1.

1650. British Medical Journal. 1918. A vegetable milk. 
i(2889):430. April 13.
• Summary: “From a correspondent: In these days of 
agalactia [failure of the secretion of milk in mammals] any 
reasonable substitute for milk is certain of a welcome, so 
that particular interest attaches to the soy bean, an alimentary 
plant grown on a very large scale in China, and imported 
into this country [Britain] by hundreds of thousands of tons 
annually for the sake of the oil it contains, which is utilized 
in the manufacture of soap, margarine, etc.
 “More interesting from the alimentary point of view 
is the fact that it can be made to yield a substitute for 
milk, which in respect of appearance and composition so 
nearly approximates the familiar article as to be wellnigh 
indistinguishable therefrom.
 “The process is simple. Five ounces of the bean are 
soaked overnight in a quart of cold water; it is then coarsely 
ground, mixed with the water in which it has been soaking, 
and fi ltered through muslin [coarse cotton fabric]. The result 
is a milky fl uid with a rather strong smell of haricot bean, 
which disappears after it has been raised to boiling point. 
Infants take it readily, and, mixed with tea or coffee, the 
taste is imperceptible. Fresh soy bean milk has a fairly acid 
reaction; it is quite homogeneous under the microscope, and 
its physical properties are those of cow’s milk; rennet causes 
it to curdle, lactic acid germs cause it to undergo lactic acid 
fermentation. When boiled it ‘rises’ like ordinary milk and 
forms a pellicle [yuba] on the surface.
 “Its composition is: Casein 3.13 per cent., fats 9.89, 
but it lacks carbohydrates, a shortcoming which can easily 
be remedied. As the fatty constituent is an oil, butter cannot 
be made from soy bean milk, but it can be made to provide 
cheese (120 grams of the bean yields 184 grams of cheese), 
and the cheese [fermented tofu] can be made to resemble any 
of the popular cheeses in the market; it is merely a question 
of employing the proper fl avouring ferment. Soy-bean 
milk can be retailed at 3 centimes a litre. The residue, after 
making milk, is still very rich in alimentary principles, and 
can be worked up into very palatable ‘almond’ cakes and 
biscuits. Being practically free from starch, these cakes are 
especially suited for consumption by diabetics.
 “Roasted, the bean provides a colourable imitation of 
coffee, just as do barley and oats, to what a satisfactory 
degree only those who make use of these substitutes will 
understand.”
 “A practical idea of its alimentary value may be formed 
by contrasting the cost of this as compared with other 
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albumins: 100 grams of albumin, at before-the-war prices, 
would cost–from egg 1s. 8d. [1 shilling 8 pence], from meat 
1s. 4d., from pork 8d, dried peas 3d., and from soy bean 2d. 
The bean contains four times as much mineral constituents 
as meat, and is twice as rich in phosphoric acid.” A table 
compares the nutritional composition of soy beans (water 
plus 5 nutrients) with lentils, haricot beans, peas, and broad 
beans.

1651. Trabut, Louis. 1918. Le Soja: Soja Max (L.) Soja 
hispida Savi [The soybean]. Algerie, Service Botanique, 
Informations Agricoles. Bulletin No. 55. 16 p. April. [7 ref. 
Fre]
• Summary: One cannot say that the soybean has been 
introduced to the Western world only relatively recently; 
it has been cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes since 1779. 
There the soybean has always produced seeds, which have 
been distributed to botanical gardens and amateurs interested 
in plants. It would be unjust to say that for 138 years no one 
has been involved in the utilization of soya in Europe. In 
fact, there have been a number of fervent popularizers and 
propagators of the plant. A history of this work is given, 
including the Vienna Exposition of 1873, the work of Prof. 
Haberlandt in Austria disseminating and testing soybeans 
and his remarkable book on the soybean published in 1878, 
the work of the Society for Acclimatization in France from 
1855 (they made the vegetable cheese, tofu [To-fou]), and 
exports from Manchuria to Europe.
 Since 1898, Manchuria, which can no longer cultivate 
the opium poppy, has greatly expanded its cultivation of 
soybeans and has looked for outlets in European markets. In 
1909 Manchuria exported 410,000 tonnes of soya, a fi gure 
which rose to 650,000 tonnes in 1912.
 A that time, according to Mr. Brenier, Director General 
of the Chamber of Commerce at Marseilles, the industry of 
Marseilles, confronted with a infl ux of new oilseeds, tried to 
obtain soya but ran into customs problems. It wasn’t clear 
whether soya should be classifi ed as a legume (because 
it is a bean) or as an oilseed (graine oléagineuse). While 
the matter was being debated, all the available beans had 
been purchased by Hull, England, and Hamburg, Germany 
(Académie d’Agriculture de France, 1917, p. 189).
 “As the Director of the Chamber of Commerce of 
Marseilles informs us, in England, Germany, and the 
Netherlands, the industrial use of the soybean has been 
growing in importance for several years. In Germany there 
even existed an important manufacture of soymilk.
 “A Chinese factory [run by Li Yu-ying] was installed 
a few years ago near Paris to enable the soybean to realize 
its full potential and to introduce various commercial food 
products made from this seed. In 1912 Messrs. Li Yu-
ying and Grandvoinnet published a work on the soybean, 
recommending its cultivation in France.
 “In 1917 Mr. Balland notifi ed the Academy of Sciences 

of the utilization of soya in war bread, biscuits, etc. All these 
products, said the knowledgeable chemist, can contribute to a 
good diet because of their rich nutrient content.
 “The Swiss, who consume many coffee substitutes, roast 
the soybean seeds to make a coffee.
 In Algeria, starting in 1894, soybean agronomic trials 
were started at the botanical station of Rouïba. The results 
were communicated to the other French colonies in 1898 [by 
Louis Trabut] in Bulletin No. 16 of the Botanical Service.” 
The results of these and subsequent trials in 1896 and 1897 
in Algeria are summarized.
 In 1896 a soybean with a green seed coat yielded 2,980 
kg/ha of soybeans.
 Pages 7-11 include discussions of the nutritional value 
of soybeans, their use in diabetic diets, the fact that soybeans 
are rarely consumed as such but are almost always processed 
into more sophisticated foods (including fermented foods). 
Following these trials, that were focused on a very important 
collection (80 soybeans in number) received [in France] 
from a missionary in China through the intermediary of Mr. 
H. de Vilmorin, the seeds were distributed and the results of 
their cultivation were generally good. There follows a letter 
from a person in Bou-Medfa [Bou Medfaa, Algeria]. Also 
discusses the availability, benefi ts, and method of producing 
soybean milk which the Chinese prefer to animal milks, 
and which is free of bacteria that can cause tuberculosis. 
In Algeria, soybean yields range from 12 to 30 quintals 
per hectare. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg. The Arabs consume 
soybeans boiled in salted water. In England a Soya Flour 
is sold which contains 75% wheat fl our and 25% soy fl our. 
This fl our is used commercially to make a soy bread. A Soja 
Biscuit is made in the Netherlands.
 Pages 12-14 list 26 soybean varieties in order of their 
earliness. Synonyms and characteristics are also given: 
Soja très hatif à grain noir (Extra Early Black; Vilmorin 
or Ogema [Ogemaw] of Michigan. Matures in 80-90 
days). Brun précoce (Early Brown from Indiana). Vireo 
(Tokyo). Chernie (Khabarovsk, Siberia; black seed). Auburn 
(American selection). Merko (Mekoechofka of Siberia; 
brown seed). Elton (Khabarovsk, Siberia; yellow seed). 
Chestnut (American selection 1907; brown seeds). Jaune 
d’Etampes (Yellow Etampes, or Ito San in America; One 
of the earliest varieties introduced to Europe and America). 
Vert de Samarow (Green Samarow, or Guelph in America; 
green seeds, matures in 120 days). Butterball (or Jaune 
géant {Yellow Giant} from Dammann, from Tokyo; yellow 
seeds. Matures in 110 days). Soja noir de Podolie (Black 
Podolia [Podolia is in today’s Ukraine], or Buckshot in 
America; black seeds). Wilson Black (Manchuria). Meyer. 
Austin. Haberlandt. Huang-Tou (Yellow Bean, from 
Ningouta {Ninguta, see Ning’an}). Bhetmas (from India; 
seed chocolate and yellow). Medium Yellow. Shingto (From 
Tieling {T’ieh-ling or Tiehling, Liaoning prov.}, Manchuria). 
Swan (from Canton). Soja tigré (Striped, spotted, or speckled 
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soybean from Peking; seeds are grilled and eaten like 
peanuts). Brooks (Manchuria and China). Maculata gigantea 
(Large spotted, sold under this name by Dammann; probably 
the same as the American variety Meyer). Mammoth 
(American selection). Riceland (From China).
 The importance of inoculation with bacteria is 
emphasized. Soybeans can be cultivated with cowpeas for 
forage. An illustration (line drawing) on the cover shows the 
soy bean plant, with a close-up of the pods.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2004) 
that mentions the soybean variety Wilson Black. Address: 
Director of the Botanical Service for the Government of 
Algeria.

1652. Byington, Homer M. 1918. Imports of oil seed into 
Hull [England] for three months. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(119):693. May 21.
• Summary: A table shows imports of oilseeds into Hull 
for the fi rst quarter of 1918 (January to March) compared 
with the corresponding period for 1917, according to data 
compiled by the Hull Chamber of Commerce.
 Imports of Soya beans decreased from 2,022 tons (1 ton 
= 2,400 pounds) in the 1st quarter of 1917 to nil in the 1st 
quarter of 1918.
 The largest imports were of linseed, 250,861 quarters 
in Jan/March 1917, decreasing to 62,612 quarters in Jan/
March 1918. “Note: Linseed in quarters of 410, 416, or 424 
pounds.”
 Note: A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg).

1653. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette, 
Oele, Wachse und Harze (Germany). 1918. Technologie: 
Fettgewinnung, Fettwirtschaft [Technology: Obtaining fats 
and oils, and their economics]. 25(5):53-54. May. [Ger]
• Summary: Soybean oil: During the years 1912-1914 
England imported 192,000 tonnes (metric tons), 78,000 
tonnes, and 72,000 tonnes of soybeans, and Germany 
imported 96,000, 106,000, and 64,000 tonnes of soybeans. 
In 1915, naturally [due to World War I], German imports 
came to an end, while English imports amounted to 174,000 
tonnes. In 1913, Japan’s soybean production was about 
5.4 million tonnes; exports [of soybeans] from China were 
624,000 tonnes and from Korea 95,000 tonnes.

1654. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1918. Milk 
from beans. 53(5):285. May.
• Summary: “A recent patent application in England is 
based upon a process for the manufacture of artifi cial milk 
for human consumption It is claimed that a wholesome and 
inexpensive substitute can be made from peanuts, soy beans, 

sugar, water, and the mineral salts found in milk.” Contains a 
summary of the process.

1655. Rees, Thomas William. 1918. Improved process 
of, and apparatus for, treating soya beans. British Patent 
116,158. June 6. 5 p. Application fi led 8 June 1917. 
Complete application left 10 Dec. 1917. 1 drawing.

• Summary: Soy beans are cleaned, then sprayed with an 
alkali solution, roasted, cooled, crushed by a rolling process, 
and freed from the husks by sifting or blowing. The resulting 
“kernels” are pressed to remove all but 5-6% of the oil, and 
the press-cake ground to a fl our, which may be mixed with 
wheat fl our in suitable proportions. Automatic apparatus for 
carrying out this process includes a cleaning and brushing 
machine, a roasting chamber in which the beans are made to 
pass through a fl ame, a storage hopper and spraying device 
between the cleaning machine and the roaster, and means 
for cooling and crushing the beans, for separating the husks, 
and conveying the kernels to a press. An illustration shows a 
diagram of the equipment used; each part is labeled.
 Note: The resulting product is partially-defatted roasted 
soy fl our. Address: Rees and The Eastern Flour Co. Ltd., 
Millers, 61, High Street, Staines, Middlesex [England].

1656. Byington, Homer M. 1918. The vegetable-oil 
industry of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(133):919-27. June 7.
• Summary: “Hull is now claimed to be the largest 
vegetable-oil center in Europe. The year 1917, the third 
since the outbreak of the European war, witnessed constantly 
changing conditions... Shortage of supplies of raw materials 
(chiefl y due to the question of tonnage), irregular arrivals, 
increased prices, shortage of labor, increased cost of 
production, and Government control were the outstanding 
features.” Because of Hull’s geographical position in relation 
to sea warfare, the city received about 75% of its supplies of 
raw material overland by rail from English ports on the south 
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and west coast.
 War bonuses to workers oil mills were increased in 
1917, Starting in early May 1917, a government schedule 
was issued to control maximum prices. “Also, to eliminate 
speculation or profi teering and for the better control of the 
trade, a system of licenses was established for all wholesale 
dealings. The objects of these measures was to protect 
crushers from having to pay exorbitant prices for supplies of 
raw materials and to regulate the prices to consumers of oils, 
cake, and meal. “On December 1, 1917, under the Defense 
of the Realm Act, the Food Controller took over possession 
of all stocks of raw materials in mills and warehouses and all 
contracts for shipments en route at original prices.”
 “The war has accentuated the importance of the oil 
crushing industry by the increased demands for glycerin 
for explosives, oil for aeroplanes (chiefl y castor), oil for 
margarines, and oil cake for cattle food.”
 A table (p. 920), based on preliminary returns of the 
Board of Trade, shows imports of raw materials for the 
oilseed industry into the United Kingdom during the years 
1915, 1916, and 1917. For soya beans: In 1915–170,910 
tons worth $6,950,729. Decreasing in 1916 to 65,364 tons 
worth $4,673,572. Decreasing in 1917 to 25,049 tons worth 
$2,434,108.
 A 2nd table shows that of these imports, the following 
amounts were reexported. Soya beans: 1,687 tons in 1915, 
increasing to 2,679 tons in 1916, but nil in 1917.
 A 3rd table shows exports of oils manufactured in 
the United Kingdom. Soya bean oil: 13,473 tons in 1915, 
decreasing to 4,554 tons in 1916, decreasing to 608 tons in 
1917.
 A 4th table shows imports of oilseeds into Hull. Soya 
beans: 135,019 tons in 1915, decreasing to 69,945 tons in 
1916, decreasing to 13,890 tons in 1917.
 A section titled “Soya beans and oil” (p. 924) discusses 
the subject in detail, based on the statistics in the tables 
above.
 Trade in oilseed cakes (p. 925): “Soya cake increased 
during 1916 from $49.87 per ton to $78.47, and in 1917 rose 
as high as $96.11, with practically no supplies at all, owing 
to the government prohibition of importation of soya beans 
issued February 23, 1917.”
 “Margarine may be said to have come into its own 
during the war. With decreased manufactures and imports 
of butter and increased prices (about 100 per cent), the 
mass of the people in this country were glad to turn to the 
better grades of margarine at a cost of less than one-half of 
the price of butter.” In 1917 some oleomargarine contained 
at least 55 per cent of animal fats. Address: Consul, Hull, 
England (April 27).

1657. Board of Trade Journal (London). 1918. Exploitation 
of vegetable oils [in Japan]. 100:778. June 20.
• Summary: According to H.M. Consulate at Shimonoseki, 

the Japanese oil industry is still in its infancy, but it should 
have an important future. Imports of Manchurian bean oil 
are valued at over 1,000,000 yen annually. A new company 
for the exploitation of vegetable oils, formed in June 1917, 
with a capital of one million yen, has completed the fi rst 
section of its works at Wakamatsu, and manufacturing 
operations will soon be commenced. The consumption of 
soy beans will, it is stated, be 100 tons/day, and when the 
second section of the works is completed, 150 tons/day, 
with a yearly yield of 37,000 tons of bean-cake, and 6300 
tons of oil. The output of the works will be all taken by 
Mitsui Bussan Kaisha under a contract. The refi ned oil will 
be exported to the United States, and the bean-cake sold to 
farmers in Japan.

1658. Gardens’ Bulletin, Straits Settlements (The) 
[Singapore]. 1918. Soy bean. 2(1):12. July 4.
• Summary: “The Soy bean is of enormous importance in 
Japan, Manchuria and China; and thence a great feature in 
world commerce. It is now being extensively planted in the 
United States. It has been said that it could not be grown in 
the Tropics, and some fi rst trials of it in the Philippines a few 
years ago led to statements that it could not be successfully 
grown there. However this was merely a case of the wrong 
variety for the season in which the planting was done; for 
there are many distinct varieties of Soy of quite different 
possibilities; and more comprehensive trials in the Philippine 
islands developed the fact that certain varieties were suited 
only to the wet season, others only to a drier period, and 
some were heavier yielders of hay, others of grain, and so on, 
it now being recognized that soy is a practicable crop for the 
country.
 “Three varieties were brought to Singapore from the 
Philippines. Two did not germinate. The third gave but 
few plants, but these grew well and are now setting pods. 
Great care should be taken to continue and develop this 
culture* since out of it may arise a real asset to the country. 
Comprehensive trials of all the plant in furnishing direct 
food for man and beast is but a part of its value, since its 
secondary products are used the world over. Vast quantities 
of the famous soy sauce** are consumed yearly in all parts 
of the world, while bean curds [probably tofu] and oil from 
this source are well known.
 Footnotes: “* The second crop of Soy bean was for 
some unknown reason a complete failure. E.H.M. ** Basis 
also for one of the best known English [British] table sauces” 
[Worcestershire sauce].
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) 
concerning cultivation of soybeans in Singapore. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in Singapore (1918). Address: Singapore.

1659. Byington, Homer M. 1918. Six months’ fi gures of 
the Hull oil and seed trade. Commerce Reports [USA] 
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(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
21(182):466. Aug. 5.
• Summary: During the fi rst 6 months of 1917, 13,890 
quarters of soya beans were imported to Hull.
 Note: A quarter is an imperial unit equal to 28 pounds 
(12.7 kg), or one fourth of 1 long hundredweight (112 lb or 
50.8 kg). Address: Consul, Hull [England] (July 8).

1660. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1918. 
Legal intelligence–Cases in the prize court: Patent soap 
reagent, maize oil, and soya bean oil. 37(15):304R-305R. 
Aug. 15.
• Summary: Parts of cargoes on eight ships en route for 
neutral ports were seized by British authorities. “The goods 
in question consisted of soap stock or reagent (used for 
separating glycerin and fatty acids from fats and oils), maize 
oil, and soya bean oil, valued at £90,000.” The question in 
the case was whether or not these goods “could be classed as 
contraband at the time they were seized.”
 “Mr. A. Moore of the Government Laboratory, said the 
soap reagent seized was suffi cient to liberate 500 tons of 
glycerine.”
 Witnesses examined by Sir E. Richards (defending 
the neutral fi rms who were claimants) said that maize oil 
and soya bean oil were semi-drying oils, and were not 
suitable for lubricating, unless mixed with lubricating oils as 
adulterants–in which case “maize or soya oil would certainly 
be useful to the Germans for making lubricants.
 “Dr. J. Fox, of the Government Laboratory, said that 
practically all the semi-drying oils (except Chinese wood 
oil) could be used for lubricants, as they could all be 
hydrogenised and converted into non-drying oils; but he did 
not know if use had been made of this fact commercially. 
He exhibited a specimen of a lubricating oil made from 
hydrogenised soya bean oil mixed with 14 per cent of 
mineral oil, and also a lubricating grease, similarly made but 
containing mineral oil, which had been in the box of a motor 
car for nearly a year.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 1998) that 
uses the word “hydrogenised.”

1661. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Soya bean 
fl our. 1(3):33. Aug.
• Summary: “F. Behrend, of New York, dealer in various 
kinds of fl our, is very enthusiastic over the possibilities of 
Soya Bean Flour, which he claims is superior, in many ways, 
to wheat fl our.
 “’The Department of Agriculture, in 1916, 
recommended the use of 25 per cent soya bean fl our and 75 
per cent wheat fl our,’ says Mr. Behrend, ‘and what was good 
then is surely welcome now.’”
 “The fl our can be successfully used as a constituent for 
bread, muffi ns, and biscuits. In England a so-called soya 

bean fl our and 75 per cent of wheat fl our is placed on the 
market, and it is said to make a very palatable bread. In 
Holland a similar product has been manufactured for 25 
years.
 “At the present time, when we are called upon to use 
as little wheat fl our as possible, should give bean fl our 
advocates an excellent opportunity to show the merits of 
their product, and introduce it thoroughly as a breadstuff.
 “The composition of soya bean fl our compares with 
other fl ours as follows:”
 A large table compares the nutritional composition of 
6 different kinds of fl our: Soya bean, wheat, corn meal, rye, 
Graham, and whole wheat. For each its gives the percentage 
of water, ash, fat, fi ber, protein, and carbohydrate. Soya bean 
fl our contains by far the most ash (6.20%), fat (4.50%), fi ber 
(2.05%), protein (47.30%) and by far the least carbohydrate 
(33.85%).

1662. Melhuish, William James. 1918. Improvements in the 
manufacture of soya bean milk and the complete utilization 
of bye products. British Patent 118,535. Sept. 5. 5 p. 
Application fi led 10 Dec. 1917.
• Summary: Soybeans are immersed in water at 60ºC, 
allowed to cool in the water for 24 hours, then drained and 
ground; 16 lb of the meal is mixed with 100 lb of water 
containing 140 grains of potassium phosphate, and the 
mixture is stirred and heated at 95ºC for 45 minutes. The 
mixture is then passed through a fi lter-press, the press-cake 
being afterwards transferred to a hydraulic press to obtain a 
feeding cake and separate the oil. The liquid from the fi lter-
press is centrifuged, heated under reduced pressure, and 
stirred with the addition of suitable oils (sesame, earthnut, 
coconut, etc.), then cooled to 36ºC, and treated with a 
culture. Salts and acids (e.g., butyric acid) are added, and 
after the lapse of suffi cient time for the culture to grow, the 
whole mixture is sterilized at 70ºC, cooled to 16ºC, and 
stored. The separator slime may be mixed with the foots 
obtained in clarifying the soy bean oil, and the mixture used 
as a soap base. Address: Lecturer in Dietetics, Highwood 
House, Upper Parkstone, Borough of Poole, County of 
Dorset [England].

1663. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. 
Production of “soy fl our.” 1(4):25. Sept.
• Summary: “Soy meal made by the [solvent] extraction 
process, when very fi nely ground, is light, and when mixed 
with 75 per cent of wheat fl our, produces excellent bread, 
biscuits, and pastry. It is said that the 8 per cent of oil in 
ordinary meal makes the bread from a mixture of it and 
fl our too heavy for easy digestion, and for the reason it is 
not so palatable as bread made of fl our mixed with oil meals 
manufactured by the extraction process.”
 The last two-thirds of this article, which is about 
the Premier Oil Extracting Company (Hull, England) is 
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excerpted (without credit) from: Brodé, Julien. 1910. “Oil-
seed products and feed stuffs.” Special Agents Series (U.S. 
Bureau of Manufactures, Department of Commerce and 
Labor) No. 39. 32 p. See p. 12-13.

1664. Bean-Bag (The) (St. Louis, Missouri). 1918. Foreign 
bean news: The soy bean in the United Kingdom. 1(5):42. 
Oct.
• Summary: “According to the preliminary returns of the 
Board of Trade at Hull, England, the imports of soy beans 
into the United Kingdom during 1915 aggregated 170,910 
tons, valued at $6,950,729, as compared with 65,364 tons 
valued at $4,673,572 in 1916, and 25,049 tons worth 
$2,434,108 in 1917. Of the amounts imported there were re-
exported in 1915, 1,687 tons, and in 1916, 2,679 tons.
 “The huge vegetable oil industry of England, and 
especially of Hull, necessitated the import of a large 
percentage of the raw product, as comparatively little raw 
material is produced within the Kingdom.
 “The exports of unrefi ned soy bean oil manufactured in 
the United Kingdom in 1915, 1916 and 1917 were 13,473 
tons, 4,554 tons, and 608 tons respectively. Oil cake of 
British manufacture exported in 1917 amounted to only 85 
tons, as compared with 5,552 tons in 1916 and 30,097 tons in 
1915.
 “While no offi cial statistics of the Hull imports for 
1917 as separate from the United Kingdom are available, 
the Hull Chamber of Commerce gives the following fi gures 
of imports, but states that ‘owing to the fi gures of imports 
and exports not being offi cially given, the fi gures for 1917 
are unreliable and must not be taken as representing the true 
import fi gures.’ The fi gures show 135,919 tons imported in 
1915, 69,945 in 1916, and 13,890 in 1917. A discrepancy 
appears to exist in the fi gures of Hull imports for 1916, 
which exceed the United Kingdom total. The Hull imports 
for 1916 were given in the 1916 report of the Hull consulate 
as 64,573 tons, or 98 per cent of the United Kingdom total of 
65,364 tons, of which 64,155 tons came from Vladivostok.
 “On February 23, 1917 the Government prohibited 
the importation of soy beans, which explains the decline 
of imports as compared with previous years. The beans 
imported in 1917 were evidently shipped before the 
prohibition but arrived afterwards.
 “Soy oil invoiced at the Hull consulate for export to the 
United States amounted to 508 gallons, value $294, in 1915, 
nil 1916, and nil in 1917. The maximum price, established 
May 9, 1917, for soy oil was $292 per ton for crude oil and 
$364.98 for refi ned, but there was no trade in this oil.”

1665. Winkler, Gustav. 1918. Die Sojabohne: Aus einem 
Vortrage... gehalten in der Hauptversammlung der 
Gartenbau-Gesellschaft Frankfurt a.M. am 17. April 1914. 
Zweite Aufl age [The soybean: From a lecture... presented at 
the main meeting of the Gardening Society of Frankfurt am 

Main, on 17 April 1914. 2nd ed.]. Mainkur bei Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany: Published by the author. ii + 28 p. Illust. 22 
cm. [4 ref. Ger]
• Summary: On the cover: “Die Sojabohne der Mandschurei 
[The soybean of Manchuria]. Much of this lecture (as stated 
on the title page) was based the following English-language 
article, translated into German by Werner Winkler (Gustav’s 
son) in 1913: Shaw, Norman. 1911. “The soya bean of 
Manchuria.” Shanghai, Statistical Department, Inspectorate 
General of Customs. China Imperial Maritime Customs. II. 
Special Series No. 31. 32 p.
 Contents: A 2-page insert at the front. Photos show: 
(1) The author (with a large white beard and moustache) 
with a many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves, 
mounted on a 2 x 3 foot wooden board, from his beanfi eld 
(Winklers Bohnenfeld) at Mainkur. This one plant grew from 
May 10 to Oct. 15, 6 months, producing 242 pods containing 
503 completely mature soybeans. This line was acclimatized 
for 6 years and cultivated in the soil for 5 years. (2) The 
author standing and holding (with the roots facing upward) 
one soybean plant in each hand. In his right hand is an 
acclimatized soybean which produced 58 beans in 100 days. 
In his left hand is a plant grown from Chinese seeds of 1912-
13 which produced 224 fl owers and no seeds in 100 days. 
(3) A many-branched soybean plant, stripped of its leaves, 
from Winkler’s beanfi eld, affi xed to a board. Grown from 
Chinese seeds harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May 
1917 until Oct. 1, fi ve months. 105 pods produced about 250 
completely mature soybeans. From seeds that were not yet 
acclimatized grown on cultivated soil. (4) A similar looking 
plant from Winkler’s beanfi eld. Grown from Chinese seeds 
harvested in 1911/12. It grew from 15 May 1918 until Oct. 
15, fi ve months. 160 pods produced about 350 soybeans. 
The seeds were not yet completely ripe because of bad, raw 
weather in 1918.
 Foreword to the 2nd edition. Introduction. Diagram 
in the shape of a rhombus / diamond, showing how the 
various colored soybeans change from one color into another 
(adapted from Shaw 1911, p. 2). Description of the diagram: 
Discusses: (1) Ball, Carleton R. 1907. “Soy bean varieties.” 
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin No. 98. 30 p. + 5 
plates. May 27. (2) Hosie, Alexander. 1910. Manchuria: Its 
People, Resources, and Recent History. London: Methuen & 
Co. xii + 293 p. Hosie describes 3 types of soybeans: Yellow, 
with 3 subvarieites. Green, with 2 subvarieites. Black, with 3 
subvarieites.
 The rest of the contents is fairly similar to that of the 
1st edition (1914), but the details within many sections 
are greatly expanded. On the rear cover is a photo of 
two soybean plants attached to a board, one month after 
planting the seed, Summer 1917; 15 May to 15 June. In the 
Supplement (p. 26-28), the author summarizes the results of 
his 8 years of soybean cultivation in Frankfurt; he concludes 
that it can be grown with good results in southern Germany. 
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Frankfurt am Main is about midway between the northern 
and southern tips of Germany. Address: Mainkur bei 
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

1666. International Institute of Agriculture, Bureau of 
Statistics (Rome), Review. 1918. International trade in 
concentrated cattle foods. No. 4. 72 p. Nov. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is the IIA’s fourth review on concentrated 
cattle foods. “The fi rst three reviews were published in 
the International Review of the Science and Practice of 
Agriculture, in the numbers of April 1915, 1916, and 1917.” 
This publication is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 4, 
titled “Oil seeds and oilcake” the section on “Soya beans and 
soya cake” contains statistics on three subjects: Production, 
trade, and prices. Tables show: (1) “Produce in soya cake 
in the importing countries (estimated on the basis of the 
quantities of soya beans available) (p. 51). Figures are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917 for the following 
countries: Denmark, Great Britain and Ireland, Netherlands, 
Russia (including Asiatic provinces), China, Formosa, Japan, 
Dutch India (Java and Madura), and New Zealand. The top 3 
countries in 1917 are: Japan 727,418. Denmark 284,000, and 
Great Britain and Ireland 223,969. However in 1915 Great 
Britain and Ireland produced 1,513,059. Note: 1 quintal = 
100 kg.
 (2) “Foreign trade in soya cake” (p. 51). Statistics are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917. Import fi gures are 
given for Denmark, Canada (incl. soya beans), Formosa, and 
Japan. Japan was by far the biggest importer, with 9,912,850 
quintals in 1917. Export fi gures are given for Denmark, 
Great Britain, and China. China was by far the biggest 
exporter with 7,034,459 quintals in 1916.
 Canadian imports of soya cake (including soya beans) 
was as follows (in quintals) for each fi nancial year (p. 51): 
2.345 in 1913. 2.412 in 1914. 1.121 in 1915. 1.358 in 1916. 
4.730 in 1917. Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2010) that gives Canadian trade statistics for soybeans or 
soy products. This document contains the earliest date seen 
(1913) for trade of such products to or from Canada.
 (3) “Foreign trade in soya beans” (p. 51). Statistics are 
given in quintals for the years 1913-1917. Import fi gures are 
given for Denmark, Great Britain and Ireland, Netherlands, 
Russia (incl. Asiatic provinces), Sweden, Formosa, 
Japan, and Dutch India (both Java and Madura, and Other 
possessions). The biggest importers in 1917 were: Japan 
841,942, and Great Britain and Ireland 254,510. Export 
fi gures are given for Netherlands, China, Formosa, and 
Japan. China was by far the biggest exporter with 5,315,324 
quintals in 1916.
 (4) Foreign trade in sundry and unspecifi ed oilcakes 
(p. 62). Gives imports statistics for soya cake by Roumania 
[Romania]: 79,378 quintals in 1913, 36,650 quintals in 1914, 
5,554 quintals in 1915. Gives export statistics for soya cake 
by Russia: 54 quintals in 1913.

 (5) “Prices of sundry oilcakes at the close of each 
week” (p. 55-56). For soya cake, the prices are given at 
Copenhagen, Denmark, for 1917 and 1918 in gold francs. 
The price rose by about 41% between Jan. 1917 and Jan. 
1918 from 46.47 to 62.16 gold francs.
 (6) “Other vegetable products” (p. 71). In 1913 Denmark 
exported 1,390 quintals of soya meal.
 This document also contains extensive information on 
groundnuts and groundnut cake, sesamum and sesamum 
cake, etc.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2000) that contains the word “oilcakes.” Note 
2. This is the earliest English-language document seen 
(Jan. 2001) that uses the word “quintals” (or “quintal”) in 
connection with soybeans. Address: Rome, Italy.

1667. Satow, Sadakichi. 1918. Improvements in process 
of recovering proteids from vegetable proteid containing 
material for use in the industrial arts. British Patent 121,141. 
Dec. 12. 5 p. Application fi led 28 June 1917.
• Summary: The object of this invention is to produce “pure 
undenatured proteids from suitable vegetable raw materials 
containing them.” Such proteids are transparent and have 
other desirable characteristics. The Japanese soya bean is a 
particularly rich source of vegetable proteids.
 Efforts to utilise these proteids have been hampered 
by the fact that the processes which have been used for 
extracting the proteids have also extracted deleterious 
impurities, or changed the natural state of the proteids. The 
use of heat or alcohol can change the natural state and may 
cause decomposition. In this new process the soybeans are 
crushed, the oil removed by use of a solvent, then the solvent 
separated from the oil. The oil-free meal is white or slightly 
yellow in color. The proteids are then precipitated by use 
of an acid such as sulphuric acid or acetic acid. Address: 
Chemist, Imperial Univ., Sendai, Japan.

1668. Bulletin of the Imperial Institute (London). 1918. 
Recent progress in agriculture and the development of 
natural resources. 16(4):565-81. See p. 572-74. [1 ref]
• Summary: Overview of the soybean industry in the United 
States: Progress and results–1913-17.

1669. Holman, Charles William. 1918. Preliminary 
confi dential report of the soya bean industry of Manchuria, 
China... Covering some phases of the production, 
manufacture and export of soya beans, soya bean oil and 
soya bean cake. 44 p. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This report contains observations made by the 
author during a 4-month trip (which ended 23 Sept. 1918) 
to Manchuria. Manchuria is divided in two large divisions, 
North and South. North Manchuria was, for all practices, a 
Russian-controlled territory until the recent dissolution of the 
Russian government. South Manchuria may be considered 
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Japanese territory.
 Contents: Introduction. Japanese trade policy. Acreage 
of soya beans. Production of soya beans in 1917. Details of 
crop production in 1911 (by districts). Estimates of soybean 
beans production, North Manchuria in former years (1906-
1909). Primitive farming methods. Exports of soya beans 
(incl. cake and oil; 1911-1917). Export tariff. Storage at 
export points. Stocks on hand. Condition of stocks. Sack 
shortage in North Manchuria. The milling capacity of beans 
of Manchuria. Bean mills of Harbin. Bean mills of Dairen 
(Nisshin, Santai, Fushungheng, and Kodera all produce 
110,000 or more pieces of cake per month). Bean mills of 
Antung. Bean oil mills of Newchwang. Oil factories in Japan 
and their capacities (Suzuki is biggest bean oil producer). 
Method of manufacture. The contents of soya beans. Future 
of milling industry. How the war affected soya bean trade 
(incl. unsuccessful attempt by Suzuki & Co. to corner the 
bean cake market). How the soya bean is marketed. How 
the beans change hands. Selling bean products on exchange 
(produce exchanges are located at Harbin, Changchun, 
Kaiyuan, and Dairen; in June 1913 Japanese offi cials set up 
the Dairen Staple Products Exchange and Dairen Trust and 
Guarantee Company to control unscrupulous speculators). 
The fl uctuating money market. The bean market 1917-1918. 
Transportation of beans. Preparing soya beans for ocean 
shipment. Containers for oil. Trade policy of the Japanese. 
Trade control of beans and bean products. How to buy beans 
for the Government.
 Page 32 notes: “Speculation. The attempt of Suzuki and 
Company to corner the bean cake market. This began in the 
summer of 1917, and extended through the present time. The 
bean cake is one of the principal fertilizers in use in Japan 
and Suzuki and Co. made a wrong guess as to the size of the 
bean crop and the stocks and undertook to corner the market. 
In order to maintain the corner it was necessary for Suzuki 
and Co. to enter the market and buy beans heavily. This led 
to a frenzied speculation on the part of all the members of the 
trade at Dairen which shot the prices of beans and beancake 
up to exorbitant fi gures. The attempt to corner the market 
failed because of two main factors: A. The price of fertilizer 
was beyond the reach of the Japanese farmers and they 
refused to purchase in the usual quantities. B. The stock of 
soya beans on hand in Manchuria proved unusually large due 
both to the large crop and to the accumulated surplus which 
ordinarily would go to Europe.”
 Page 43 notes: “Without doubt Mitsui and Co. handle 
the greatest quantity of bean oil and possibly beans, at the 
present time. Suzuki, Kodera, Yoko, T. Yuasa Masuda, and 
the Nisshin Oil Mills comprises the principal Japanese 
fi rms. They do an all Manchurian business. In Dairen the 
fi rm of Thomson and Hannan is the largest foreign buying 
fi rm; they are closely associated with Vassard and Co. 
In North Manchuria, (another name for the Danish East 
Asiatic Company) Danish Soshin Brothers Russian and 

Klemantaski-Bates and Co. British are the chief competitors 
of the Japanese.”
 Tables show production, exports, movements, and 
chemical composition of soy beans, bean cake, and bean 
oil. Note: According to Manchurian expert David Wolff of 
Princeton University, Holman originally went to Russia with 
John Stevens (an American railway builder), to work for the 
Russian railway system to help the war effort (1917). After 
the Russian Revolution in 1917, he stayed on under Stevens 
to work for the technical board of the Interallied Railway 
Corps headquartered in Harbin. Address: USA.

1670. Chalmers, Thomas Wightman. 1918. The production 
and treatment of vegetable oils: Including chapters on the 
refi ning of oils, the hydrogenation of oils, the generation 
of hydrogen, soap making, the recovery and refi ning of 
glycerine, and the splitting of oils. New York: D. Van 
Nostrand Co.; London: Constable & Co., Ltd. 152 p. See p. 
9-10, 87, 107. Illust. Index. 29 cm. Series: The Engineer.
• Summary: The chapters in this book “Originally appeared 
as a series of articles in The Engineer... “Eighteen articles, 
February 9 to June 29, 1917.” Chapter 2, titled “The 
principal vegetable oils” contains a section on “Soya bean 
oil” (p. 9-10) which notes that the bean and its oil were 
almost unknown in Europe until after the Russo-Japanese 
war. Now the oil rivals cotton seed oil in Europe and, at least 
on the Continent, soya bean cake rivals linseed and cotton 
seed cake for use as a food for milch cows. The oil belongs 
to the semi-drying class, but can also be used for edible 
purposes.
 In Chapter 11, “Extraction of oils by chemical solvents,” 
soya beans are mentioned in passing (p. 87).
 Chapter 13, titled “The hydrogenation or hardening of 
oils,” begins (p. 106) by noting that “Fatty vegetable and 
animal oils may be described as consisting of a glycerine part 
and an acid part.” The glycerine part is the same for each, but 
the composition of the acid part differs from oil to oil. In the 
acid parts of soya-bean oil and cotton-seed oil, four hydrogen 
atoms are missing. If these missing atoms are replaced by 
adding hydrogen, through hydrogenation, the liquid oil will 
become a solid fat. This is important because natural hard 
fats are in short supply and expensive, whereas liquid oils are 
very abundant and relatively inexpensive.
 If the soap maker, for example, uses hardened whale oil, 
soya-bean oil, or the like, he can obtain a soap practically 
identical in quality to that made with more expensive tallow. 
The main oil hardened at present is whale oil, but increasing 
amounts of cotton-seed, linseed, soya-bean, cocoa-nut, and 
other oils are being subjected to hydrogenation. The result is 
an oil that is white, tasteless, and odorless, and has a tallow-
like consistency. There are signs that producers of soya-bean 
oil in Japan and Manchuria may harden it before exporting 
it (p. 107). Address: B.Sc., A.M.I.Mech.E. (On the editorial 
staff of “The Engineer”).
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1671. Newton, Arthur Percival. ed. and comp. 1918. The 
staple trades of the empire, by various writers. London & 
Toronto: J.M. Dent & Sons, Ltd. v + 184 p. No index. 19 cm. 
Imperial Studies Series.
• Summary: The lectures in this book were delivered during 
World War I within the University of London at the London 
School of Economics and Political Science in the spring 
of 1917. Following the introduction by Newton, the fi rst 
chapter, titled “Oils and Fats in the British Empire,” by Sir 
A.D. Steel-Maitland, Bart. [Baronet], M.P. [Member of 
Parliament], His Majesty’s Under-Secretary of State for 
the Colonies. Only vegetable and animal oils and fats are 
included–no petroleum.
 Contents: Introduction. The principal oil nuts, etc. 
The process of crushing, etc. The process of splitting, 
refi ning and hydrogenation. Special uses of different oils. 
Consumption of oils in different countries. Map showing 
production of different oils and fats in the British Empire. 
Position of Germany during the war. Future demand and 
supply. The economic position of the British Empire.
 Soya beans and soya oil are discussed at length. Page 
17: Linseed oil is the main oil used in “the paint and varnish 
trades (except that the former also uses a certain quantity of 
soya oil).”
 Page 18: A table shows which oils are used for various 
purposes. The oils are linseed oil, cotton-seed oil, soya oil, 
rape oil, coconut oil, palm-kernel oil, ground-nut oil, palm 
oil, fi sh oil and tallow. The uses are burning [illumination], 
lubricating, edible, paint, varnish, linoleum, and soap. Soya 
oil is used for burning, edible, paint, and soap.
 Page 20: A full-page table shows the imports for 
consumption of certain oil-seeds into various countries in 
1913. The countries are Germany, France, Netherlands, 
Belgium, Denmark*, Sweden, Norway*, Russia, Finland*, 
United States*, and United Kingdom*. For countries 
followed by an asterisk (*), total imports are given. For all 
countries but the United States and the United Kingdom, 
imports are given in metric tons; for the latter two countries 
imports are given in tons of 2240 lbs. The oil-seeds are 
palm kernels, ground nuts, copra, soya beans, cotton seed, 
linseed, rape seed, and sesame. Germany was by far the 
largest importer of soya beans in 1913 (125,750 metric tons), 
followed by Denmark (48,069), United Kingdom (76,452 
tons), and Denmark (48,069).
 Page 29: “Soya beans are a product of the Far East, 
China. Manchuria and Japan. But their popularity in Europe 
has decreased, and imports, therefore, have diminished from 
over 400,000 tons in 1910 to a much lower fi gure.”
 Soya is mentioned in passing on p. 12. Address: Lecturer 
on Colonial History in the Univ. of London, Univ. and King’s 
Colleges [England].

1672. Roux, François de. 1918. Rapport général de la section 

de oléagineux [General report of the section on oil-bearing 
materials]. In: Congrès d’Agriculture Coloniale, 21-25 Mai 
1918. Compte Rendu des Travaux (Congress of colonial 
agriculture, 21-25 May 1918. Conference proceedings). 
Paris: Augustin Challamel (Libraire Maritime et Coloniale). 
639 p. See Vol. 2, “Section de Oléagineux.” p. 7-11. [Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Colonies which must 
intensify the cultivation of oil-bearing materials” (p. 10-
11) includes: Peanuts: Senegal, Upper-Senegal-Niger, 
and Guinea. Sesame: Indochina, Senegal, Guinea, Upper-
Senegal-Niger. Soybeans (Soja): Cambodia. Olives: Tunisia, 
Algeria, Morocco.
 The section titled “Other seeds” (p. 73-75) contains a 
long discussion of the soybean. The soybean represents an 
element of trade of the fi rst importance and England, up 
until the present, has been its main destination in Europe. 
This movement, which reached 510,000 tonnes (metric tons) 
in 1910, declined in the following years for three reasons: 
Freight diffi culties to Europe, more importation in the form 
of soy oil, and, above all, the detour / routing of more and 
more of the soybeans and soy products to the United States 
because it was closer to the major producer, Manchuria.
 France did not participate very much in this movement, 
with imports varying as follows between 1911 and 1916: 
Soybean seeds 12 to 6,227 tonnes, and soybean oil 200 to 
2,000 tonnes. But Cambodia and Lower Laos (Bas-Laos) can 
supply a variety of soybean having a higher oil content than 
that of Manchurian soybeans: 12.280% vs. 17.640%.
 A greater utilization of the soybean in France would be a 
happy result in adding value to the vast territories in France’s 
protectorate.
 We need to look into using this product in a form that is 
different from the one admitted to date. (i.e., New uses might 
be found in addition to oil and meal).
 Indeed, from the view point of oil mills, the [soybean] 
seed is of relative interest because of its fairly low oil content 
and because of the diffi culty of fi nding an outlet for the large 
amount of cake that it generates.
 The fi ne tuning / development of process for extraction 
of the casein (protein) or the fl our (the indigenous peoples 
draw from it kind cheese [tofu] and also alimentary pastes 
/ pasta {pâtes alimentaires}) allow us to consider the oil as 
a by-product and would also give some more fi nancially 
rewarding end products to industry.

1673. Shih, Chi Yien. 1918. Beans and bean products. 
Shanghai, China: Soochow University Biology Dept. 13 p. 
24 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The author’s name in pinyin is probably Shi 
Jiyan. At the head of each section, the name of each product 
or type of bean is written in Chinese characters. Contents: 
Introduction by N. Gist Gee of the Dept. of Biology, 
Soochow Univ., China.
 Note 1. Soochow, also called Su-chou (formerly 
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Wuhsien) is a city in southern Kiangsu (pinyin: Jiangsu) 
province, in eastern China, on the Grand Canal. Introduction 
and names of soy beans: Classical Chinese names, colloquial 
Chinese names, Latin names, and English name (Soja bean). 
Soy beans. The food products of soy beans. Bean curd (Cc). 
Tou fu koen. Po yeh. Yu tou fu [fried tofu]. Ju fu [fermented 
tofu]. Tsao ju fu [fried fermented tofu]. Ch’ing hsien ju fu. 
Tou chiang or bean sauce. Chiang yu. Bean ferment or tou 
huang. Bean Sprouts. Bean relish or tou shih [fermented 
black soybeans]. Bean oil.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that contains the term You tou fu 
(regardless of hyphenation).
 Beans (Four varieties of Phaseolus mungo var. radiatus: 
chidou = dark-red [azuki] bean, baichidou = white dark-red 
bean, lüchidou = green red bean, and lüdou = green [mung] 
bean): The food products from the green [mung] beans 
(lüdou): Bean sprouts, green bean congee or lu tou chou, 
green bean soup or lu tou tang, green bean pudding or lu tou 
kao and lu tou sha. The food products from the red [azuki] 
bean (quite similar to those made from the green [mung] 
bean): Congee, rice, pudding, tou sha.
 Hyacinth beans (Dolichos lablab; fi ve Chinese varieties 
/ names: biandou, baibiandou, qingbiandou, zibiandou, 
longzhao biandou). Asparagus beans [cowpeas] (Vigna 
catiang; four Chinese varieties / names: jiangdou, panxiang 
jiangdou, manli jiangdou, baimi jiangdou). The food 
products from Pien Tou and Chiang Tou. Medicine. Flowers 
and seeds of the Pai Pien Tou, the broad bean, windsor bean, 
or horse bean (Vicia faba); In China it has two names: (1) 
Ts’an Tou or silkworm bean, because it is harvested at the 
time the silkworm is making its cocoon; (2) Han Tou or cold 
bean, because it grows through the winter. The food products 
from Ts’an tou (broad bean): Bean shoot (tou miao), Ch’ing 
tou (as a vegetable), Ja tou (broad bean sprouts), Shien fan 
and fan bee (made from broad beans and mung beans), Tou 
sha. The section on the names of beans (p. 1) we will give 
the English name, Latin name, the classical Chinese names 
/ colloquial Chinese names, and an English translation in 
parentheses, as follows: (1) Soja bean, Glycine hispida: 
heidou / heidou (black [soy] bean), huangdou / huangdou 
(yellow bean), yangyandou / yangyandou (sheep eye bean), 
maliaodou / maliaodou (horse material / feed bean),–/ guguo 
qingdou (bone wrap green bean),–/ jiajia sandou (pod pod 
three bean), xiangsidou (mutually think bean) / xiaqngzhidou 
(fragrant branch bean),–/ bayue baidou (8th month white 
bean). Soja bean: Dolichos cultratus quedou (magpie bean) / 
equedou (chirp magpie bean). Soja bean: Phaseolus vulgaris 
baidou (white bean) / shui bai dou (water white bean),–/ 
shidou (fennel bean) (Note 3. shiluo means “fennel”),–/ 
guashudou (melon ripe bean),–/ maquedou (sparrow bean),–/ 
niuta biandou (cow tread fl at bean),–/ yadou (sprout bean),–/ 
shijia xiangdou (ten family fragrant bean),–/ xifeng qingdou 
(west wind green bean),–/ shizi hedou (persimmon pit 

bean),–/ denglongdou (lantern bean).
 Note 4. The large title “Soy Beans” at the top of this 
table, the right column which says that the English name of 
each variety is “Soja bean,” and the next 8 pages which are 
only about soy beans, strongly indicate that all the colloquial 
names in this table refer to different varieties of soy beans. 
Moreover, all these colloquial names appear again on page 3 
in a table on planting and harvest times of different varieties 
of [soy] beans. The bottom half of the colloquial names 
are probably from different parts of China, since Dr. H.T. 
Huang (a soybean expert) has never heard many of these 
colloquial names before. The most puzzling question is: 
What are Dolichos cultratus and Phaseolus vulgaris doing at 
the bottom of the “Latin name” column? Dolichos cultratus 
is not listed on either of the two comprehensive taxonomy 
databases (GRIN and ILDIS, which include all past Latin / 
scientifi c names). Phaseolus vulgaris refers to the common 
bean, such as the kidney bean, pinto bean, navy bean, frijole, 
etc.
 2. Soy beans. “They were introduced into France during 
the reign of Ch’ien Lung about 1740 A.D. by a French 
Consul; into England in 1790, into Australia in 1875, into 
Germany 1881, and 1888 into America. They were known 
here from ancient times and were mentioned in the oldest 
books Pên Ts’ao Kong Mu, which were written by the 
Emperor Shen-nung in the year 2838 B.C., and the later 
Chinese Classics.”
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2002) that treats Shen Nung as a real, historical 
fi gure, or that says the fi rst written record of the soybean 
appears in a book written by him. The information about 
that book is wildly inaccurate. The Bencao gangmu (The 
great pharmacopoeia), perhaps China’s most famous materia 
medica, was written by Li Shizhen (+1596). The above 
information, which is all wrong, has been cited again and 
again, down to the present day (2002), in connection with the 
supposed origin of the soybean.
 “Even during the ancient times they were considered 
by the people to be the most important of the cultivated 
leguminous plants.” Note 6. This is the earliest document 
seen (Aug. 2002) which states, incorrectly, that the date of 
Emperor Shen-nung’s book is 2838 B.C.
 “The methods of cultivation are as follows: In general 
all of the soja beans are planted in rows along the banks 
of canals and the boundaries of the fi elds, which separate 
the fi elds of one family from those of another, except those 
which are called oil beans or Eighth month white bean and 
Water white bean. These last are planted in large fi elds. 
The oil beans are planted early in June.” The method of 
cultivation, harvest, and threshing is then described in detail. 
A table gives the time of planting and harvest for 18 varieties 
of Chinese soybeans, grouped into 6 types by planting and 
harvest dates: (1) Plant in latter part of April, harvest in 
latter part of Sept.: Heidou (black [soy] bean), huangdou 
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(yellow bean), maliaodou (horse material / feed bean), guguo 
qingdou (bone wrap green bean), jiajia sandou (pod pod 
three bean), xiangzhidou (fragrant branch bean). (2) Plant 
in early part of June, harvest in middle part of Sept.: bayue 
baidou (8th month white bean), shuibaidou (water white 
bean), maquedou (sparrow bean). (3) Plant in early part of 
July, harvest in early part of Oct.: equedou (chirp magpie 
bean). niuta biandou (cow tread fl at bean), shijia xiandou 
(ten family fragrant bean), xifeng qingdou (west wind green 
bean), shizi hedou (persimmon pit bean), denglongdou 
(lantern bean). (4) Plant in early part of April, harvest in 
early part of July: guashudou (melon ripe bean). (5) Plant 
in early part of April, harvest in latter part of July: shidou 
(fennel bean). (6) Plant in early part of April, harvest in latter 
part of June: yadou (sprout bean).
 The rest of the work concerns the food products of the 
beans, including a detailed description of how each is made.
 Note 7. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Australia or Oceania (1875). It is not clear 
whether or not these soybeans were cultivated in Australia; 
they may well have been. The source of these soybeans 
is unknown, as is the author’s source of information 
concerning that early introduction, 43 years before Shih 
wrote this booklet. He is the fi rst to give such an early date 
for the introduction of soybeans to Australia. Yet the date 
does not seem unreasonably early since there were 17,000 
Chinese in Australia by 1855 (see Australian Department 
of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs. 1985. “A Land of 
Immigrants”). Address: Biology Dep., Soochow Univ., 
China.

1674. Yearbook of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 1918. 
Origin of principal farm products imported into the United 
States, 1914-1917. p. 797. For the year 1917.
• Summary: This table shows that in 1916 some 98,119,695 
pounds of soya-bean oil were imported to the USA. Of this 
70,384,049 lb came from Japan, 187,772 lb from the United 
Kingdom, and 27,547,924 lb from other countries. In 1917 
an estimated 162,690,235 lb will be imported. In 1915 some 
19,206,521 lb were imported, and in 1916 some 16,360,452 
lb.

1675. Lea and Perrins. 1919. Simple fare (Ad). Times 
(London). Jan. 20. p. 4, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “... does not seem insipid if you use Lea & 
Perrins’ Sauce. A few drops of this famous sauce makes 
the plainest dish appetizing and enjoyable. Lea & Perrins’ 
Sauce. The original and genuine Worcestershire.” At the left 
of this display ad is a royal seal, and below it the words “By 
Appointment to H.M. The King.” Address: [England].

1676. Lea and Perrins. 1919. Vegetable dishes (Ad). Times 
(London). March 17. p. 6, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “... need never be unpalatable. A little Lea & 

Perrins’ Sauce makes a world of difference in the fl avour–
try it! Lea & Perrins’ Sauce. The original and genuine 
Worcestershire.” At the left of this display ad is a royal seal, 
and below it the words “By Appointment to H.M. The King.” 
Address: [England].

1677. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1919. 
News from the sections: Manchester. 38(6):102R. March 31. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “In ‘A Note on a Deposit in Refi ned Soya Bean 
Oil,’ Mr. R. Brightman described an investigation into the 
nature of a white fl occulent sediment which occasionally 
formed in the refi ned oil. The amount was very small but 
was suffi cient to inhibit burning; after removal by fi ltration 
the burning power was restored, but in a diminished degree. 
By crystallisation from alcohol, a white neutral substance 
was obtained, which melted at 32ºC., contained 7 per cent. 
of sulphur, and had a saponifi cation value of 94.3. The 
experiments performed led to the conclusion that the deposits 
consisted of a complex sulphonated glyceride.”

1678. Holland, J.H. 1919. Food and fodder plants. Kew 
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information Nos. 1&2. p. 1-84. 
April 16. See p. 11-12. [5 ref]
• Summary: Great Britain imported large quantities of 
soy oil before World War I to make up for the shortage 
of cottonseed oil needed to manufacture soaps: 875,526 
hundredweight from Manchuria, 816,032 hundredweight 
from China, and 43,209 hundredweight from Manchuria. 
Note: A hundredweight is 112 pounds weight.
 “Considerable interest has been taken in the cultivation 
in England, but results of experiments made at Cambridge, 
Midland Agricultural College, South Eastern Agric. College, 
Wye, &c., go to show that no variety so far has been found 
that can be relied on to produce seed here.
 “In Japan and China they [soy beans] are largely known 
in the preparation of the sauce known commercially as 
‘Soy,’ and they make there a preparation used as a substitute 
for milk, and from this a food product call ‘Tofu,’ which in 
turn forms the basis of the bean cheeses of Japan. The meal 
[fl our] in this country is used in the manufacture of biscuits 
and in making a bread for special use in diabetes; but the 
principal use here is for the extraction of the oil of which the 
beans contain about 18 per cent., suitable for soap-making 
and in general as a substitute for cotton seed oil, the residue 
being a valuable cattle feed.
 Also discusses the adzuki bean (Phaseolus angularis, 
Wight). “This bean appears to have been coming into 
the market recently in quantity. Trade samples have been 
submitted to Kew for name as ‘Dainagon Azuki Beans.’” 
They are important human food in Japan, Korea, China, and 
Manchuria, cultivated for the purpose.

1679. J. of the Royal Society of Arts (London). 1919. The 
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manufacture of soya-bean oil in Manchuria. 67(3468):403-
04. May 9.
• Summary: This article is based on one titled “Methods of 
making soya-bean oil in Manchuria,” by A.A. Williamson, 
U.S. Consul at Dairen, Manchuria. The original article was 
published on 31 Dec. 1917 in Commerce Reports (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic 
Commerce) 20(305):1227-29.
 “Two processes are employed at Dairen for making oil 
from soya beans. One, known as the ‘extraction process,’ is 
a chemical method which, by the use of benzine, extracts the 
greatest amount of oil from the beans. When it is employed, 
not cake but bean meal is produced, and this is said to be 
preferred to cake for fertilizer, as it requires no breaking 
before it is used on fi elds. The oil, however, is said to sell 
for less than that produced by the ‘expression process,’ as 
it is diffi cult to remove all traces of benzine from the oil. 
The term soya-bean oil is generally understood to mean 
expressed oil.
 “It appears from a report by the United States Consul 
at Dairen that only one mill at that place uses the extraction 
process. This mill was built as an experiment by the South 
Manchuria Railway, and was subsequently sold to the fi rm 
of Suzuki & Co., of Kobe. The machinery was brought out 
in sections from Germany, set up by German experts, and 
operated by them for some months. Permission to inspect 
the plant must be obtained from the head offi ce at Kobe. 
The extraction process of obtaining the oil is, however, well 
known. Over fi fty mills are using the expression process at 
Dairen.”
 A detailed description is given of the expression process 
used at Dairen. Hydraulic presses are “displacing the old 
hand-power screw press.” Coolies–who work naked or with 
a loin cloth and sweatband only–do much for the hard work. 
The crushed and steamed beans are pressed in squares of 
gunny bag cloth, set into iron rings, and held in place by 
tough grass and two fl at iron bars.
 “The oil fl ows by gravity from the presses into receivers, 
from which it is pumped into storage tanks. It is fi rst 
strained, and in the tank it settles and is drawn off, so that the 
sediment is not taken with it. Tanks are cleaned frequently, 
and have pipes to draw off sediment. No fuller’s earth or 
clarifying clays are employed, nor is any other conditioning 
method used.”

1680. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1919. Commercial items from 
Japan. 22(121):973-74. May 23.
• Summary: “Japan exports bean oil chiefl y to Australia, 
England, and the United States, and the amount exported has 
greatly increased during the past fi ve years. In 1914 exports 
were valued at $724,284, while in 1918 they were valued at 
$3,430,483”–a 4.7-fold increase.

 “The amount of Japan’s bean cake output during the past 
year was valued at $6,100,000.”

1681. Brightman, R. 1919. Note on a deposit in refi ned soya 
bean oil. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London) 
38(10):120T-21T. May 31.
• Summary: Read at a meeting of the Manchester section, 
March 7, 1919. “In the refi ning of soya bean oil by means of 
sulphuric acid it was occasionally observed that the refi ned 
oil after some time became cloudy through the formation of 
a white, fl occulent, crystalline deposit which prevented the 
oil from burning. This deposit was, however, very small in 
quantity, and after its removal by fi ltration, the fi ltered oil 
could be burned, though not so well as before the formation 
of the deposit.”
 Saponifi cation and iodine values for the oils studied 
are given. Address: M.Sc., A.I.C., A.C.G.I [Manchester, 
England].

1682. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 
1919. The vegetable oil industry of Kobe (Abstract). 
38(3):45R-46R. May 31. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of: Dickover, E.R. 1918. “The 
vegetable-oil industry of Kobe” [Japan]. Commerce Reports 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce). No. 255. p. 
403-12. Oct. 30.

1683. Chick, Harriette; Delf, Ellen Marion. 1919. The anti-
scorbutic value of dry and germinated seeds. Biochemical 
Journal 13(1):199-218. May. [16 ref]
• Summary: The authors are looking for ways to prevent 
scurvy among Indian soldiers. In 1912 Fuerst showed that 
anti-scorbutic stuff was developed in substantial quantity 
during the fi rst days of germination of various seeds. His 
experiments were based on a series of classical enquiries 
into experimental scurvy initiated by Holst at the University 
of Christiania [Oslo, Norway]. Fuerst fed sprouted barley, 
oats, peas, and lentils to guinea pigs. Fuerst also made the 
interesting observation that if germinated barley was dried at 
37ºC, the anti-scorbutic properties gained during germination 
were lost.
 In this experiment the authors fed sprouted green peas 
(Pisum sativum) and ordinary brown lentils (Lens esculenta, 
masoor dhal) to guinea pigs. The sprouted seeds were found 
to have anti-scorbutic properties, thus confi rming Fuerst’s 
observations. In addition, the sprouts were found to be 
slightly more effective than lemon juice in treating human 
scurvy patients. “A considerable portion of the anti-scurvy 
power generated in these germinated seeds is destroyed by 
boiling: cooking of these germinated seeds should therefore 
be as short as possible.”
 “It is, however, as a preventive of scurvy that the 
inclusion of germinated pulses in a human diet defi cient in 
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fresh fruit and vegetables, is principally to be recommended, 
and so far no defi nite trials of this type have been reported. 
In many parts of the world there exists the practice of eating 
certain seeds in the germinated condition, although there 
is no suggestion that the anti-scorbutic value of such foods 
has been appreciated. In the Dutch Indies and Federated 
Malay States germinated beans or “tow-gay” [taugé, bean 
sprouts] are eaten raw as a common article of the diet 
[Grijns, 1901; Private communication, Birg.-Gen. Anderson]. 
In certain districts of China it is the custom to take part of 
the rice in the germinated condition and, especially in the 
north, beans are artifi cially sprouted for food in the winter 
[Report, 1885]” (p. 216). Tables and graphs (line curves) 
show experimental results. Note: The word “soy” is not 
specifi cally mentioned. Address: Dep. of Experimental 
Pathology, Lister Inst. [England].

1684. J. of the Royal Horticultural Society (London). 1919. 
Scientifi c Committee, November 5, 1918. 44:liii (=53 in 
Roman numerals). [1 ref]
• Summary: This meeting is summarized in the 
“Proceedings” part of the journal. “Soya beans.–Mr. W. 
Hales, A.L.S., showed a plant of Soya bean from the Chelsea 
Physic Garden bearing a large number of ripe pods. Mr. 
Chittenden said that in poor sandy soil at Wisley the plants 
had ripened seed, but had not produced nearly so many as 
were present on that shown by Mr. Hales.”

1685. Palen, L.S. 1919. The romance of the soya bean. Asia 
and the Americas 19(1):68-74. July. Illust.
• Summary: The author, who begins by acknowledging his 
indebtedness to Dr. Yamei Kin, Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, 
and Mr. W.J. Morse for much of the material in this article, 
gives an overview of the soya bean worldwide. The article 
contains excellent photos (many by Adachi): (1) Stacks of 
soya bean cake in open storage on Dairen wharves, South 
Manchuria. (2) Horses plowing soybean fi elds in North 
Manchuria. (3) Modern machinery [a huge steam-powered 
tractor] used in bean cultivation in remote parts of Manchuria 
where foreign interests are involved. A Western man and 
woman ride horses nearby. Caption: “To the Manchurian 
farmer, with his laborious methods of hand cutting and hand 
winnowing, the introduction of modern Western farming 
methods would spell many-fold prosperity.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 
2014) that shows a photo of a tractor in connection with 
soybeans. (4) Stacks of soybeans piled high in sacks in 
Manchuria as far as the eye can see. (5) Soybeans stored in 
huge cylindrical, 20-foot-high osier bins, each covered with a 
conical top.
 Soy oil is purifi ed and fl avored with an admixture of 
olive oil for use as a salad oil. It also forms the basis of some 
of our butter and lard substitutes. “What Mr. Li Yu-ying 
accomplished in Paris in the establishment of a Laboratory 

of Research and of a factory for the production of all the 
products derived from the soya has been the forerunner 
of activity on the part of certain independent Chinese 
companies in America and of government and private 
investigations.”
 “In general the use of whole soya beans has not been 
attended with much success because of the ever present 
fl avor of the oil content and because, with the ordinary 
method of cooking, they remain hard and unpalatable; but 
it has been found that cooking at a temperature somewhat 
above the boiling point, say from 220 to 230 degrees, breaks 
up the cellulose structure and develops a richness of fl avor 
that is not obtainable with the lower temperature.”
 “By far the most extensive use of the soya is in the 
products manufactured from it. And it is here that Dr. Yamei 
Kin, the talented Chinese physician, is making her chief 
studies under the direction of the Pure Foods Division of the 
Department of Agriculture, with the purpose of spreading a 
knowledge of the soya among Americans. For convenience 
of consideration the products studied may be divided into 
sauces, curds, cheeses and milk.
 “Of the sauces the liquid form is already familiar, 
although unrecognized, perhaps, by a large percentage of 
Occidentals through the work of early English traders in 
bringing back the base of the now famous Lea and Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce. This original Chinese shi-yu was 
highly spiced and became a well recognized adjunct to 
many an English meal. Following the example of Lea and 
Perrins, others have put out sauces with the same base 
without, however, attaining the same success, because the 
makers did not understand that there are many kinds of soya 
sauce. While they are all made by the same ferments and 
in the same general way, they differ very greatly in quality 
according to the locality and to the manufacturer, just as 
wine, though made from the identical kind of grape and by 
the same process of fermentation, may be a very different 
article from different hands. It takes several months to make 
this liquid form of sauce, while the best kind requires a year 
or more to attain the fi nest fl avor and mellowness. The hot 
condiment added by Lea and Perrins is not favored by the 
Chinese, since according to their taste it detracts from a wide 
use of the soya sauce.”
 To-fu (tofu) is discussed in detail. “There are records 
to show that it has been used since at least nine hundred 
years B.C. To-fu making is a staple industry in every little 
community. Usually it is done at night so that the fresh curd 
will be ready for the morning demand in the market, or for 
peddling around the streets. It provides, for the fraction of 
a cent, the indispensable equivalent of meat and affords 
very often the explanation of how the Chinese laborer does 
so much work on what is purely vegetable diet, popularly 
supposed not to contain much protein. To-fu is made in many 
different forms and the bean stalls occupy quite as large 
and prominent places in the city market as the fi sh and meat 
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stalls...
 “Cheeses are also made from the growth of cheese-
making moulds on tofu. The Chinese resident in America 
regularly import a certain highly fl avored red bean cheese for 
their own use...
 “Perhaps the greatest contribution of the soya to the 
life of the Occident will be in its form of milk. Back in the 
golden era of peace there had been established in London 
a soya bean milk factory which was prepared to place its 
product regularly on the market, and there were said to 
be plans consummated for the erection of two others at 
Manchester and Liverpool; but of what the development has 
been we have no defi nite information. In Shanghai, Peking 
and Dalny Chinese companies are supplying hospitals and 
individuals with an 8 or 10 ounce bottle of concentrated milk 
per day at a cost of $1.00 Mex per month.
 “In its competition with the cow the legume has in its 
favor the following facts: Soya milk can be produced with 
less contamination; it is tuberculosis-free; its caseins break 
down much more readily than the caseins of cows’ milk and 
do not form curds in the stomach in the same degree...
 “By those who advocate and urge a vegetarian diet, 
a very strong bill can be drawn in favor of this oriental 
substitute. In these days when war has thrown new light 
on many of our life problems, it will be easier to secure 
acceptance for their contention that the world must for both 
economic and physiological reasons adopt the biological 
diet. It has been calculated that, roughly speaking, it takes 
100 pounds of foodstuffs to produce 3 pounds of beef 
and that a given acreage of land can support fi ve times 
the population if the necessary protein can be derived 
directly from vegetable sources rather than going through 
the roundabout way of an animal form, imposing upon the 
body the burdens incident to taking in the toxines [toxins] 
resultant from the catabolism of the cells of the animal, and 
from possible putrefaction. In China the Buddhist priests and 
people who enter the various temperance societies all depend 
on varieties of to-fu.”

1686. Tropical Life (England). 1919. The world and its 
food supplies. XII. Soya beans (Glycine hispida Moench, or 
Dolichos soja L.). 15(7):115-16. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “’Rather more than a year ago,” said the 
Madras Mail on July 20th. 1911, ‘the Annual Report of the 
Chinese Customs on the foreign trade of 1909 showed that, 
at a bound, the soya bean had taken a position equal to that 
of tea in the last of China’s exports and, with the addition of 
bean-cake. even challenged silk at the top of her list.”
 “As early as 1864 soybeans were identifi ed among the 
products sent in from some of the Hill States to be included 
amongst the articles shown at the Punjab Exhibition held in 
that year.
 “Since this is so, not only India, but other centres 
within the Empire, will be wise to study the bean at home in 

Manchuria and also in the United States,...”

1687. Williams, C.B. 1919. Soy-bean products and their 
uses. Pure Products (New York) 15(7):339-45. July.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. A wider usefulness for 
soy-beans. First commercial crushing from domestic beans. 
Soy-bean oil. Uses for the oil. Soy-bean meal. Composition 
and exchange value of the meal. Prices paid for beans by 
the oil mills. Soy-bean oil industry in England, Manchuria 
and Japan. Importation of oil. Soy-bean meal as a feed. Soy 
beans and products for human food.
 The soy-bean was introduced into North Carolina about 
35 years ago (i.e. in about 1884). “During the spring of 
1915 farmers, particularly in the Eastern part of the State, 
were casting about to fi nd a crop or crops that might be 
substituted, satisfactorily, for cotton, as the price of this 
latter crop during the previous fall, in many cases, below the 
cost of production. Many farmers increased their acreage of 
soy beans, and as a result of this increase at least a million 
bushels or more of beans were produced last year.”
 “The fi rst commercial manufacture of soy-bean oil and 
meal from domestic soy beans in the United States was 
started on December 13, 1915, by the Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Company of Elizabeth City, N.C. From the start 
this mill operated day and night solely on soy beans until it 
had crushed its supply of about 20,000 bushels. This mill 
was able to crush about 20 tons during each twenty-four 
hours. The change from the manufacture of cotton-seed oil 
to soy-bean oil was made by them without any expense as to 
extra machinery and with but little expense for adjustment... 
It is understood that before the mill had ground a single bean 
they had contracted their entire output of oil to one of the 
leading manufacturers of the country at fairly reasonable 
prices. It, too, had no diffi culty in selling its entire output of 
soy-bean meal, most of it going to a fertilizer manufacturer.”
 “Other oil mills in North Carolina that crushed more 
or less soy beans during the past season were those located 
at New Bern, Hertford, Winterville, Washington, Wilson, 
Farmville, Lattimore, and at a few other places.”
 “At the present time the oil is used in this country 
chiefl y in the manufacture of soaps, varnishes, paints, 
enamels, linoleums, and water-proofi ng materials. It has 
entered, also, to some extent in the manufacture of edible 
salad oil and butter substitutes.” Address: Chief, Div. of 
Agronomy, North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station.

1688. Byington, Homer M. 1919. The vegetable oil 
industry of Hull [England]. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 
22(207):1198-1205. Sept. 4.
• Summary: “The year 1918, the fourth under war 
conditions, was passed with the industry completely 
under Government control.” “The Government control of 
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the vegetable-oil industry began in 1917 and continued 
throughout 1918. Both raw material and manufactured 
products were subject to offi cial maximum prices and strict 
rules governing distribution and use. The control is judged to 
have been exercised with a minimum of inconvenience to the 
trade, and few complaints have been heard.” Priority is given 
to edible uses. “Linseed oil was permitted to be used for 
industrial [non-food] consumption only under the condition 
that it should be ‘split’ and the glycerin thus obtained handed 
over to the War Offi ce” [for use in explosives].
 A table (p. 1199) shows imports of raw materials for the 
industry during 1916, 1917, and 1918, based on statistics 
from the Board of Trade. The largest imports were of linseed 
oil–measured in “quarters” (1 quarter = 416 pounds). Imports 
of “Soya beans” were: 65,364 tons in 1916, 25,049 tons in 
1917, and nil in 1918.
 A second table shows that imports of vegetable oils 
(both refi ned and unrefi ned) in 1917 and 1918. The largest 
imports were of unrefi ned palm oil and coconut oil. Imports 
of unrefi ned “soya-bean” oil were: 3,502 tons in 1917 and 
596 tons in 1918.
 “Soya beans and oil [p. 1203]: Chamber of Commerce 
statistics give Hull imports of soya beans as 69,945 tons in 
1916 and 13, 890 tons in 1917. On February 23, 1917, the 
Government prohibited the importation of soya beans, and 
as a result these were absent from the market during the 
remainder of 1917 and 1918.
 “The growth of the margarine industry may be said to 
be a direct result of the war. With decreased manufactures 
and imports of butter, and an increase in price of 100 per 
cent, the bulk of the British people were tempted to try the 
better grade of margarine at about one-half the cost of butter. 
In consequence the demand became greater than the supply, 
so that toward the end of 1917 the sales to consumers in 
conjunction with butter were rationed–4 ounces of margarine 
and 2 ounces of butter per week to each adult. This ration 
required the production of 5,000 tons of margarine each 
week,...” “One large factory has been built in Hull by the 
British Oil and Cake Mills (Ltd.), and other large factories 
have been erected by Messrs. Lever Brothers, The Wholesale 
Cooperative Society, and two Dutch companies which have 
moved to this country.” Oleomargarine is required to contain 
at least 55% of animal fats. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1689. Journal des Praticiens: Revue Generale de Clinique 
& de Therapeutique. 1919. Le lait de soja [Soymilk]. 
33(38):607-08. Sept. 20. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This article in the “Food Hygiene” section notes 
that the soybean [la soja] is a legume whose seeds are very 
similar to those of haricot beans or beans, but the contain 
more protein and fat, and less carbohydrates. For this reason, 
they have been recommended in diabetic diets. Soy bread 
has had little success. Presently, soymilk is widely used (see 
articles in Revue Horticole de l’Algerie by Mlle. Castet, Oct/

Dec. 1918, and by Delaye, March 1919).
 In 1914, a ton of soybeans from Manchuria sold for 202 
French francs in London [England]. Since 150-160 gm of 
soybean are suffi cient to make a liter of milk, the cost of the 
raw materials is only about 3 centimes. The labor could not 
be very expensive because the process is very simple. Thus, 
even with increasing freight rates, the actual cost of a liter of 
vegetable milk (lait végétal) is probably not more than about 
20 centimes.
 A brief description of the process soymilk making 
process is given. The fl avor is very acceptable. Suitably 
sweetened, it is also well accepted by infants.
 Mr. Delaye says that he has succeeded in removing the 
bad taste from soymilk, but he does not describe his process. 
According to Mlle. Castet, in all culinary preparations, 
as well as in side dishes or sweets, soymilk can entirely 
replace cow’s milk. We suppose that its use in the feeding of 
young infants would diminish their mortality rate, but this 
supposition has not yet been supported by facts.
 Mlle. Castet makes a cheese [tofu] with soymilk, using 
magnesium chloride as a coagulant. The taste is not bad, but 
rather tasteless. It should be sweetened. In the future, one 
can imagine an industry making various foods from soymilk 
curds.
 In the preparation of soymilk, that which remains in 
the fi lter [okara] is not without value. Mlle. Castet adds 
sweetener plus a little water and cooks it for an hour or less 
until it has the appearance and taste of almond pâte. It can 
be consumed as is or used in making pastry, such as almond 
pâte.

1690. Bulletin Mensuel des Renseignements Agricoles et 
des Maladies des Plantes (Rome). 1919. Diverses études sur 
la production des matières grasses dans différents pays du 
monde [Various studies on the production of oils and fats in 
different countries of the world (Abstract)]. 10(7-9):923-25. 
No. 888. July/Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A French-language summary of the following 
French-language article: Bulletin des Matieres Grasses de 
l’Institut Colonial de Marseille. 1919. Diverses études sur 
la production des matières grasses dans différents pays du 
monde [Various studies on the production of oils and fats in 
different countries of the world]. No. 1. 39 p.

1691. Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). 1919. The foreign 
trade in soya bean market. Oct. 12. p. D10.
• Summary: “Tokyo, September.–Trade in Soya beans is as 
dull as it ever has been. In the interior of Manchuria there 
has been considerable accumulation of beans, and to relieve 
this congestion the South Manchurian railway has kept up an 
abnormal activity in transporting the cargoes to Dairen. Just 
now there is said to be enormous stocks of beans stored at 
this port.
 “The export as well as the demand from America and 
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Europe has fallen off... Quotations are made at 8 to 8½ yen 
per picul. This price refers to Manchurian [soya] beans only.
 “Great Britain has renewed restrictions on the 
importation of vegetable oil.” Despite “the miserable market 
in beans and oil, bean-cake is improving as the buying 
season is at hand, and considerable activity is recorded.”
 “In Mukden and vicinity lack of rain has done heavy 
damage to the crops. Soya beans are expected to show a 
decrease of 40%.”

1692. Millard’s Review of the Far East. 1919. [Editorial: The 
soya bean]. 10(7):261-63. Oct. 18.
• Summary: This editorial, which starts on the front page of 
this issue, begins: “China sells to America between fi fteen 
and twenty million dollars worth of soya-bean oil annually. 
Most of this vegetable oil originates in Manchuria and is 
used in America for various purposes, chief of which is for 
food purposes and in the manufacture of soaps. The beans 
from which this oil is derived are produced by the Chinese 
farmers in Manchuria. The production of the beans is the 
sole extent of China’s interest in this great industry, the 
rest of the transaction being handled by the Japanese. The 
Chinese farmer sells his beans to a Japanese dealer and 
they are collected at the port of Dairen. The oil is extracted 
either in Dairen or the beans are sent to Japan where the 
process is handled. The oil is shipped to America to the 
port of Seattle, in Japanese boats. The fi nancial transaction 
is handled through the Japanese banks. The American 
manufacturer using the oil hands his check for the shipment 
to a Japanese merchant, and the Japanese merchant in 
turn pays the Chinese farmer for his beans. The Japanese 
are to be complimented for their part in the development 
of this business in Manchuria which is in their ‘sphere of 
infl uence.’ But in complementing them we naturally stop to 
consider what benefi t China obtains from this international 
trade transaction. The Chinese farmer, of course, obtains 
his money for the beans, but since the Japanese have a 
monopoly of the business, the Chinese farmer must accept 
the price offered by the Japanese. If the Chinese farmer 
desires to spend his bean money for foreign merchandise, 
he may purchase American products, but his opportunities 
for doing so are practically nil, for the simple reason that he 
lives in a Japanese ‘sphere’ and very few American fi rms are 
able to do business there.
 The point to all this is that out of this great business 
that has grown to such remarkable proportions in the last 
few years, the Japanese are the real gainers though being in 
the strategic position of middle-man-monopolist. The great 
profi ts derived from the buying and selling of the product go 
to Japan. In selling his beans the Chinese farmer must deal 
with one buyer, a Japanese. In buying the oil the American 
manufacturer must buy from one dealer, a Japanese. Both 
China and America, the producer and the user of the article 
are at the mercy of a middle-man who takes his toll both 

ways. The American dollar does pay for the beans, but it is in 
the form of a Japanese yen when it is handed to the Chinese 
farmer. If this international transaction between China 
and America were normal, the American money for the 
beans would come back to China in the form of American 
machinery and other manufactured products. Thus both 
nations would benefi t. As it stands the profi t goes to Japan 
and because of Japan’s ‘special position’ in Manchuria, 
the Chinese farmer must purchase Japanese manufactured 
articles or do without. If Manchuria were open territory or if 
the ‘open door’ really applied in Manchuria there would be 
American, British and French buyers of beans in the ports 
of that territory. The competition would always assure the 
Chinese farmer a good price for his beans. On the other hand 
the American manufacturer who needs the vegetable oil, 
would have the advantage of buying from several dealers and 
he would not be at the mercy of a middle-man who dictates 
the price.
 “These practical facts should demonstrate to both 
America and China the importance of keeping the trade route 
open. There is absolutely no reason or desire to exclude 
Japan from the transaction, but that country should enjoy 
no advantage that the ability of her merchants in open 
competition with other world traders are not able to earn on 
their merits.
 “The trouble with Japan is that she desires to dominate 
the Orient both economically and politically for her own 
private advancement and She desires to dominate China in 
order that the resources of this country may become subject 
to her and on the other hand she desires to force other nations 
to come to Japan and submit to her monopoly in order to 
obtain China’s raw products for western mills or to sell 
these products in China. This is Japan’s policy in respect 
to the Asiatic mainland whether it is in Siberia, Korea, 
Shantung, Fukien, or all China. Wherever Japan’s foothold 
is established others must get out. She develops the country, 
but it is in her own sole interest. The Chinese or Korean 
merchant in a Japanese ‘sphere’ has no chance. The citizen 
hasn’t even the opportunity of attending a Japanese school 
established in that territory. They are for Japanese only. The 
Japanese policy is exactly the opposite of American policy 
in the Philippines where the Filipino has all the opportunities 
for education and trade. The Japanese in contending for a 
Monroe Doctrine for Asia, overlook the fact that all nations, 
Japan included, enter South and Central America on an even 
footing with the United States.
 “If more evidence is needed of Japan’s determination to 
Koreanize China, it may be found in her post offi ces all over 
this country. Wherever the Japanese go in China they take a 
Japanese postal staff with them.”
 “One possible explanation of why the Japanese have 
always tried to have their own post offi ces in all parts of 
China is that they want to transfer messages and parcels of 
a confi dential nature from their agents to Tokyo without the 
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knowledge of the Chinese authorities.”

1693. Chemische Umschau auf dem Gebiete der Fette, Oele, 
Wachse und Harze (Germany). 1919. Marktberichte [Market 
report]. 26(14):183-84. Oct. 25. [Ger]
• Summary: The prices of oils and fats in Europe have 
generally decreased again. Price of soybeans: England 60 
shillings. Prices of soybean oil: England: 172-180 shillings. 
Holland: 105-120 fl orin. Belgium: 355-360 francs. Also 
gives prices for peanut oil. Note: No indication of the units 
of measure for the prices is given.

1694. Times Imperial & Foreign Trade Supplement 
(London). 1919. “First” or “only” use. Oct. 25. p. 144, col. 4.
• Summary: This article was written shortly after World War 
I. The “Oil Controller” in England has issued an Order that 
“soya bean oil” must not cost more than £83 per ton if it is 
to be used in soap making. This raises the broad issue of 
State intervention in the direction how commodities shall be 
used. The Government desires to give the margarine makers 
“fi rst use” or the fi rst opportunity to purchase the soya oil, 
believing that such a policy is in the public good for such oils 
to be used fi rst for edible products.
 The writer does not wish to question the government’s 
intention, but the policy tends to discourage imports. Soya 
bean oil is produced mainly in the Far East.

1695. Lahey, W.G. 1919. Fish oil and soya bean oil as paint 
and varnish vehicles. Drugs, Oils and Paints (Philadelphia) 
35(5):183-87. Oct.
• Summary: Paper read before the Paint and Varnish 
Production Men’s Club of St. Louis.
 “The endless circulation of matter in the universe 
is perhaps one of the most wonderful facts with which 
chemistry has to deal. It is this endless change that makes the 
history of the most common and insignifi cant objects more 
astonishing than any fairy tale.
 “The ceaseless round in the evolution of matter 
impressed itself upon Shakespeare, for in Hamlet, Act IV, 
Scene 3, we have the man eating the fi sh that has fed on a 
worm which in its turn was sustained upon a dead Emperor.”
 “Dr. Maxmilian Toch, in a lecture delivered before the 
Paint and Varnish Society of London in 1910 stated: ‘The 
paint and varnish industry has advanced more within the 
last ten years than it had advanced in the previous three 
centuries. We have in 1274, in the second year of the reign 
of Edward I, an account relating to what is known as the 
Painted Chamber, where a painter named Raymond sent an 
invoice in which he itemized the materials that he had used, 
consisting of 16 gallons of oil, and 24 pounds of varnish, 
and some gold leaf. We have an additional account in 1289, 
where, in the seventeenth year of the reign of Edward I, the 
Painted Chamber was repaired, and white lead, varnish, 
green oil, red lead, red ochre, vermilion, indigo, etc., were 

used. There are a number of such historical items existing 
in England, all of which antedate the time of the Van Eycks 
[Jan van Eyck lived 1390-1441], who were reputed to have 
discovered the method of artistic painting in oil.”
 Prior to about 1910 little was known about the 
use of soya bean oil in paints and varnishes. “I have 
attempted to give you the results obtained by authorities, 
and such information as I have picked up in contact with 
manufacturers to justify the use of fi sh and soya oils in paint 
and varnish.” Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

1696. Groves, C.L.D. 1919. Re: Thanks for sending the 
soya-beans. Letter to George Washington Carver, Tuskegee 
Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama, Nov. 1. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: “It is with sincerest thanks, that I acknowledge 
the receipt of your letter and package of Soya-beans, they 
were sent on to me at the address. Since fi rst writing you, 
I have had to return to this country for my health, and 
expect that the course of treatment I have to undergo will 
be completed in about a years time. My God, Sir, you are a 
great crowd, taking such an interest in a casual inquirer as 
myself...”
 P.S. “The Beans I have returned to Australia to the Man 
looking after my property, with instructions to plant them out 
and advise me of the result.”
 Location: Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 
Microfi lm of The George Washington Carver Papers in the 
Tuskegee Institute Archives, Roll 6 #0364. Address: Lieut., 
“Villa Rosa,” Willingham, Cambridgeshire, England.

1697. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1919. 
Detection of soya bean oil in linseed oil. 38(22):437R. Nov. 
29.
• Summary: In the “News and notes” section, under USA: 
Research conducted at the Bureau of Standards indicates 
that a satisfactory hexabromide method for detecting even 
small percentages of soy bean oil in linseed oil is rapidly 
nearing perfection. Hitherto the iodine number has been 
the only constant of use in identifying these two oils, but in 
mixtures of them as much as 30% soy bean oil could escape 
detection since the iodine number would still fall within the 
limits allowed for pure linseed oil. The hexabromide method, 
however, may make it possible to detect as little as 5% soy 
bean adulteration. The hexabromide fi gure for pure linseed 
oils appears to lie between 45.6 and 46.9, while the upper 
limit for soy bean is about 5, most samples averaging around 
2.2.

1698. Cromwell, Richard O. 1919. Fusarium blight of the 
soy bean and the relation of various factors to infection. 
Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, Research 
Bulletin No. 14. 43 p. Nov. Based on his PhD thesis, Univ. of 
Nebraska. [32 ref]
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• Summary: The blight of soy beans is due to Fusarium 
tracheiphilum. The fi rst report of this soy bean disease 
appeared in a publication by the author in 1917. “The 
disease is characterized by a chlorosis and shedding of the 
leaves or leafl ets, followed by the death of the plants, and 
is herein called ‘blight.’ Soy bean blight has been observed 
in several localities within North Carolina on soils infested 
with cowpea wilt...” The physical structure of soils under 
natural conditions is not the limiting factor in the infection 
of the disease, but acidity under certain conditions has some 
infl uence. The nematode (Heterodera radicicola) also has 
some infl uence.
 The section titled “Economic importance of the soy 
bean” (p. 6-7) states: “Its culture in England was begun 
in 1790. The plant was introduced into the United States 
from Japan in 1860. Since that time its cultivation as a 
soil-improving and a forage crop has been confi ned for the 
most part to the Southern States. North Carolina is probably 
foremost among these States in the production of soy beans. 
The yield in 1909 was only 13,313 bushels (29, p. 632), and 
in 1915 was estimated as approximately 1,000,000 bushels. 
Within the last three or four years, and especially since the 
war began, this crop has become increasingly important 
because of the large variety of products manufactured from 
the oil and meal and because of its introduction in the United 
States as a human food.
 “The following is a list of the most important products 
obtained from soy beans or in which soy beans enter: 
Soy bean milk, vegetable cheese, meal or fl our, macaroni 
preparation, soups, pork and beans, meat substitutes, toilet 
powder, fertilizer, and cattle feed from the meal, and high 
explosives, soaps, linoleum, rubber substitutes, margarine, 
Japanese sauce, paints, varnishes, water-proof cloth, salad 
oil, lubricants, and lard substitutes from the oil.”
 The section titled “Other soy bean diseases” (p. 7) 
mentions nine, including Heterodera, and “Chlorosis and 
crinkling (cause?).”
 The section titled “History, occurrence and importance 
of the disease” (p. 8) states that in 1900 Orton conducted 
tests for disease caused by Fusarium on soy beans at Edisto 
Island and at Monetta, South Carolina (see Orton 1902, p. 
16-19). Eight varieties of soy beans [planted on 29 May 1901 
in Monetta] were tried on ten plats. “The varieties tested 
were Tokio, Buckshot, Yosho, Ito San, Manhattan, Guelph, 
and Amherst [Footnote: The names in use for these varieties 
in 1890 were respectively as follows: Best Green, Early 
Black, Yoshoka [sic, Yoshioka], Rokugatsu, Gosha, Black 
Round, Green Medium, and Bakaziro]. Orton reported that 
at Edisto Island the soy bean made a heavy growth, 3 or 4 
feet high, and was free from the wilt disease. It may be said 
that a very considerable proportion of the several varieties 
of cowpeas grown in adjacent plots succumbed to wilt. The 
results of these tests accord with the observations of others 
who have had opportunity to observe these crops when they 

were grown on soil known to be infested with cowpeas wilt.”
 The section titled “Field experiments to determine the 
susceptibility of varieties” (p. 38-40) states that the following 
soybean varieties were planted in May 1916 in Red Springs, 
North Carolina: Black Eyebrow, Brown, Haberlandt, 
Mammoth Yellow (which suffers greatly from Fusarium 
blight), Medium Yellow, Pekin, Tar Heel Black. and Virginia. 
Black Eyebrow seems to show some evidence of resistance.
 A larger number of varieties were tested in this fi eld in 
1917, including the following not tested in 1916: Arlington, 
Auburn, Austin, Barchet, Chiquita, Early Dwarf Green, 
Guelph, Jet, Manchu, Peking (spelled differently this time), 
Tokio, and Wilson Black. Again, Black Eyebrow showed 
resistance. “The Brown variety, altho as badly infected by 
the nematode and Fusarium as any of the other varieties, 
deserves special mention because of its tolerance to these 
parasites.” Address: Extension Plant Pathologist, Iowa State 
College. Formerly Asst. Plant Pathologist, North Carolina 
Agric. Exp. Station.

1699. Ellis, Carleton. 1919. The hydrogenation of oils: 
Catalyzers and catalysis and the generation of hydrogen and 
oxygen. 2nd ed. New York, NY: D. Van Nostrand Co. xvii + 
767 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [8 soy ref]
• Summary: Contents. 1-3. Methods of hydrogenation. 4. 
Catalyzers and their role in hydrogenation processes. The 
base metals as catalyzers. 5-8. The base metals as catalyzers. 
9. Nickel carbonyl. 10. The rare metals as catalyzers. 
11. The occlusion of hydrogen and the mechanism of 
hydrogen addition. Note 1. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes 
occlusion as “the inclusion or sorption of gas trapped during 
solidifi cation of a material.” 12. The analytical constants of 
hydrogenated oils. 13-14. Edible hydrogenated oils. 15. Uses 
of hydrogenated oils and their utilization in soap making. 
16. Uses of hydrogenated oils and properties of certain 
hardened products. 17. Hydrogenation practice. 18. The 
hydrogenation of petroleum. 19. The hydrogenation problem 
in oil hardening. 22. Water gas as a source of hydrogen 
and the replacement of carbon monoxide by hydrogen. 
21. Liquefaction and other methods for the removal of 
carbon monoxide. 22. Hydrogen by the decomposition of 
hydrocarbons. 23. Hydrogen by the action of steam on heated 
metals. 24. Action of acids on metals. 25. Miscellaneous 
methods of hydrogen generation. 26. Hydrogen and 
oxygen by electrolysis of water. 27. Precautions in 
handling hydrogen. Safety devices. Purifi cation of gas. 
Appendix A: Hydrogenated oil patent litigation. Normann 
Patent–Assertions of Oelwerke Germania. Appendix B: 
Edible hydrogenated fats. Patent litigation. Crisco and 
Kream-Krisp. Early history of hydrogenation (Crosfi eld, 
Kayser, Burchenal, Procter and Gamble, Berlin Mills Co., 
constitution of hydrogenated oils, decision of Judge Hand, 
Comments on the Crisco Case).
 Soya bean oil is discussed extensively. It is not 
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readily deodorized with steam but Shuck (U.S. Patent No. 
1,260,072 of 19 March 1918) describes how it can be (p. 
88). “Soya oil” is hydrogenated at 200º, the temperature 
gradually raised to 300º, and the catalyst introduced little 
by little (p. 92). “In a German patent application fi led June 
14, 1913, by the Bremen Besigheimer Oelfabriken, the 
claim is made for the transformation of drying oils such as 
soya bean oil to non-drying oils by partial hydrogenation” 
(p. 105). Note 2. This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (March 2004) that contains the term “partial 
hydrogenation”–in connection with soya bean oil. Using 
a catalytic agent which is described, soya bean oil can be 
“hydrogenized” [hydrogenated] rapidly at low temperature 
(p. 155). Soya bean oil was treated with a borate catalyzer 
and a satisfactorily hardened product was obtained (p. 181). 
Meigen (1915) describes new experiments on the hardening 
of soya-bean oils at 240º and 280º, using metallic nickel 
oxides and at 170º and 180º using reduced nickel catalyzers 
(p. 210).
 The index of refraction of soya bean oil, measured 
with an Abbé refractometer is 1.4617, whereas that of 
the hydrogenated oil (melting point 50.3ºC) is 1.4538 (p. 
282). Kerr (1915) reports two methods for the detection of 
phytosterol in mixtures of animal and vegetable fats. Lard 
containing 2.5% each hydrogenated cottonseed oil and soya-
bean oil was correctly detected (p. 308).
 Chapter 12, “Edible Hydrogenated Oils,” begins (p. 
319): “Since the addition of less than 1 per cent of hydrogen 
suffi ces to convert cottonseed oil or other vegetable oils into 
a fatty body of at least the consistency of lard, it follows that 
manufacturers of ordinary lard compound (that is to say, a 
mixture of about 85 to 90 per cent of refi ned cottonseed oil 
and 10 to 15 per cent or so of oleo-stearin) have promptly 
turned their attention to the production of compound by 
a ‘self-thickened’ cottonseed oil. The high cost of oleo-
stearin prevailing during recent years makes the method an 
attractive one and the hydrogenated product from cottonseed 
oil has the advantage, if properly made, of being stable in 
character... By the hydrogenation process, a lard substitute 
may be prepared in two ways. Ellis (1912 U.S. Patent 
1,047,013. Dec. 10) recommended hydrogenated soya bean 
oil to form lard-like products of varying composition (p. 
333). Thompson (1914) discusses properties and uses of 
various hardened oils and the industry that hardens them: 
“The combined capacity of the hydrogenating plants of 
Europe is estimated for 1914 at 250,000 tons (1,375,000 
barrels), which is two or three times as much as has ever 
been treated. These plants are in England, Norway, Germany 
and France, and are engaged at present chiefl y on fats for 
soap and candles. They are hardening linseed, whale, soya 
bean and cottonseed oils.
 “The great increase in the demand for margarin in 
Europe, for compound lard in the United States and for 
hard soap all over the civilized world has resulted in closely 

crowding the supply of natural hard fats, while liquid oils 
are relatively abundant. A few years ago strictly edible liquid 
oils seemed to be growing scarcer, but the new scheme of 
deodorization began to relieve this shortage by lifting the so-
called soap oils into the edible class... (p. 352).
 “Soya bean oil (Thompson) (p. 353): From the present 
crop of two or two and a half million tons of soya beans 
could be made two million barrels of oil, but no such amount 
is being made, or at least offered to commerce. Only 200,000 
to 250,000 barrels are made in Europe, and any amount 
greatly in excess of this would have to move as oil from 
China and Japan. As this oil is now defi nitely moving in 
the direction of salad, and as that trade must draw a supply 
from somewhere, the probabilities are that in the end it will 
be allowed to go that way and not much of it be intercepted 
for hardening.” According to Seifensieder Zeitung (1914, p. 
348) soya bean oil has become an important raw material for 
hydrogenation purposes (p. 361).
 The Reuter Process Co. has developed a method (see 
British Patent No. 9,394. 26 June 1915) for the production 
of fatty acids by boiling glycerides with organic catalytic 
hydrolyzers. Glycerides used in this process may come from 
soya-bean oils (among many others; p. 409).
 Fox (J.S.C.I. [Journal of the Society of Chemical 
Industry (London)] 1918, p. 304R) notes that practically 
all the semi-drying oils (except Chinese wood oil) are 
capable of use for lubricants, as they can be hydrogenised 
[hydrogenated] and converted into non-drying oils. He 
prepared a lubricating oil from hydrogenised soya bean oil 
mixed with 14 per cent of mineral oil (p. 411).
 Note 2. Carleton Ellis lived 1876-1941. Address: 92 
Greenwood Ave., Montclair, New Jersey (1 Dec. 1918).

1700. Fitzner, Rudolf. 1919. Die Weltwirtschaft der 
Fettstoffe [World commerce in oils and fats. 3 vols.]. Berlin: 
Carl Heymanns Verlag. [Ger]*
• Summary: Vol. 1: Die Oelindustrie Englands [The Oil 
Industry of England]. Vol. 2: Niederländisch-Indien [The 
Dutch East Indies]. Vol. 3. Brasilien, Guyana, Venezuela 
[Brazil, Guyana, Venezuela].
 Page 171-72 states: The cultivation of soybeans would 
seem to have a bright future. In 1918 already some 350,000 
tonnes are said to have been harvested.
 Note: The fi gure 350,000 tonnes seems much too large 
for 1918. Address: Prof. Dr.

1701. Fox, R. Hingston. 1919. Dr. John Fothergill and 
his friends: Chapters in eighteenth century life. London: 
Macmillan Co. Ltd. xxiv + 434 p. See p. 170-71. 23 cm. [20* 
ref]
• Summary: Chapter 13 is titled “Botany in the Eighteenth 
Century: Peter Collinson, John Bartram.” John Bartram had 
a botanic garden situated on the west bank of the Schuylkill 
River below Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Benjamin Franklin 
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wrote his friend Bartram (in a letter dated 11 Jan. 1770) 
that he was sending Bartram some Chinese caravances 
[soybeans].
 Hymowitz and Harlan (1983, p. 377) speculate that John 
Bartram probably planted these soybeans in his garden. Soy 
is not mentioned in this book by Richard Hingston Fox, who 
was born in 1853. John Fothergill lived 1712-1780. John 
Bartram died in 1777. His “garden was kept up by his sons 
for many years, especially by William Bartram. Later it was 
neglected, but was at length in 1884 acquired by the city of 
Philadelphia, and enlarged to form a public park.” John Ray, 
Linnaeus, Sir Hans Sloane, and Benjamin Franklin are also 
discussed. Address: M.D., England.

1702. Murray, James A.H. comp. 1919. The Oxford 
English dictionary: Soy and Soya. Oxford, England: At the 
Clarendon Press. [30 ref]
• Summary: This magnifi cent work contains many early 
references concerning soy and soya in Vol. IX, Part 1, p. 494-
95.
 The 1,300 members of the English Philological Society 
were asked to read all the major English works before that 
time, to illustrate sources and changing defi nitions of words. 
Unpaid, they wrote citations on pieces of paper. In 1879 
James Murray, an extraordinary philologist, was hired to 
edit these. He estimated they would fi ll 4 volumes, 6,400 
pages, and take 10 years to compile. The 10 years actually 
became 49 years, and the 6,400 pages took 15,487, and the 4 
volumes took 15 + 1 = 16. Murray died in 1915. The formal 
title of the book is New English dictionary on historical 
principles: Founded mainly on the materials collected by 
the Philological Society. 10 vols. plus 2 vols. of supplements 
and bibliography. These 13 volumes were published between 
1888 and 1933. In 1884 the fi rst fascicle of the letter A was 
published. In 1928 the fi nal section the dictionary (to the 
letter Z) appeared. The title “Oxford English Dictionary” 
fi rst appeared in 1895 on the cover of the section containing 
Deceit to Deject–but not on the title page.
 Sheehy in his fi ne Guide to Reference Books (1986) 
states: “The great dictionary of the language, compiled 
on a different plan from any of the other standard English 
dictionaries and serving a different purpose. It is based upon 
the application of the historical method to the life and use of 
words, and its purpose is to show the history of every word 
included from the date of its introduction into the language, 
giving differences in meaning, spelling, pronunciation, 
usage, etc. at different periods of the last 800 years, and 
supporting such information by numerous quotations 
from the works of more than 5,000 authors of all periods, 
including all writers before the 16th century and as many as 
possible of the important writers since then. The vocabulary 
is very full, and is intended to include all words now in use 
or known to have been in use since 1150, excluding only 
words which had become obsolete by 1150... The complete 

work has a total vocabulary of 414,825 words and includes 
1,827,306 quotations. The most important use of this 
dictionary is for historical information about a word...”
 In 1957 Robert Birchfi eld was hired to add 4 
new supplements, which were published in 1972-86, 
superlatively. Now the entire work will be put into compact 
disks and published electronically, being updated daily.
 The fascinating story of the creation of this dictionary is 
told in the book “Caught in the Web of Words: James A.H. 
Murray and the Oxford English Dictionary” by Katharine 
Maud Elizabeth Murray (Yale Univ. Press, 1977, 386 p.). 
Address: England.

1703. Newland, H. Osman. 1919. The planting, cultivation 
and expression of coconuts, kernels, cacao, and edible 
vegetable oils and seeds of commerce: A practical handbook 
for planters, fi nanciers, scientists, and others. London: 
Charles Griffi n & Company, Ltd. 4 + 111 p. See p. 85-89. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. Series: Griffi n’s Technical Hand-Books.
• Summary: Chapter 6, titled “The soya bean, cotton seed, 
and sesame” contains basic information on soya beans 
(p. 85-89). The more than 200 varieties of Soya beans are 
distinguished by the color, size and shape of the seed, and by 
the number of days required for the plants to reach maturity. 
These varieties can be grouped by color into six groups: 
yellow, greenish-yellow, black, brown, green, and white. One 
of the yellow varieties, the Southern [also called Mammoth, 
or Mammoth Yellow], has given very good results in South 
Africa (in Natal and in the Northern Transvaal). The white 
variety grows abundantly in Darjeeling, the Himalaya 
mountains, and in India, where it is known as Glycine Soja-
Bhat. The black variety is used by the Chinese and Japanese 
to make the popular condiment called Shoja [sic, shoyu] or 
soy sauce, which is darkish brown in color and is imported in 
large amounts to Europe for use in making various sauces.
 Note: This is the earliest (and only) English-language 
document seen (April 2012) that uses the term “Shoja” 
(incorrectly) to refer to shoyu or soy sauce.
 Tables show: (1) The average composition of the seed 
of the six varieties of soya beans. (2) The composition of 
soybean cake and soybean meal.
 An appendix (p. 107) lists “Companies and associations 
interested in edible oils and cacao.” Most are located in 
England, and all in Europe. The city, and sometimes the full 
address, is given for each organization. For example: African 
Association, Liverpool. African Oil Mills, Liverpool. British 
West African Association, 68 Coleman St., London, E.C. 
Cadbury Bros., Bourneville, Birmingham. Lever Bros., Port-
Sunlight. Note: The ground nut is also mentioned. Address: 
Captain, London.

1704. Young, W.A. 1919. The silver and Sheffi eld plate 
collector: A guide to English domestic metal work in old 
silver and old Sheffi eld plate. London: Herbert Jenkins Ltd. 
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320 p. Illust. (32 plates). Index. 20 cm. The collectors’ series. 
Reprinted in 2006. [11 ref]
• Summary: A photo (plate No. 12, p. 160) shows: “An 
Old Sheffi eld Plate Soy Frame; four crystal cut bottles 
and stoppers in silver mounts and with handles on a long 
octagonal base, gadroon mounts; fi ne thread rings for bottles. 
Makers, Nathaniel Smith & Co., of Sheffi eld [England]. 
Date, circa 1790. Mr. F. Bradbury.”
 The section titled “Cruets (Silver and Old Sheffi eld 
Plate)” (p. 161-64) notes that the earliest known existing 
silver cruet frame dates from 1713 (the time of Queen Anne) 
and the earliest known cruet from 1736. “There are two 
distinct types–the canoe or boat shape with end handles, and 
the frame with its central lifting handle and the cut-out plate 
fastened thereto for the purpose of separating and supporting 
the bottles.”
 “The number of bottles was often eight and occasionally 
ten, the condiments including white and black pepper, oil, 
vinegar, cayenne, soy–a sauce–and one or more special 
fl avourings.” Small frames with three or four bottles are also 
met with. “Small soy frames (q.v.) really form part of this 
[three bottle] group.
 The section titled “Soy frames (Silver and Old Sheffi eld 
Plate)” (p. 236-37) begins: “Soy was a sauce introduced 
into Europe from China at the end of the sixteenth century. 
It was prepared from a small bean, and is fi rst mentioned in 
English literature of the culinary arts in Mrs. Glass’s [sic, 
Glasse’s] ‘Book of Cookery,’ published in several editions 
between the years 1747 and 1796. The sauce came to be 
placed on the table in glass cruets, the necks of which were 
mounted with lipped collars of silver. Usually two were set 
in a frame which was quite commonly boat-shaped with end 
handles. In process of years cruet frames for four or more 
sauce bottles became known by the term soy frames, and that 
was particularly the case with Old Sheffi eld Plate, in which 
metal are some exceedingly dainty examples with miniature 
bottles, each in its own ring mounted on footed tray.
 “Soy Frames (Silver).
 “1784. A boat-shaped soy frame, beaded edge, four 
divisions, cut glass bottles and stoppers. Maker, Thomas 
Daniell; weight 7 oz. 9 dwt., [pennyweight] at per ounce 40s.
 1789. A similar one but with eight bottles, including a 
mustard with its ladle; weight 27 oz. 13 dwt., at per ounce 
13s. 6d.
 Late 18th century. A soy cruet, boat shaped, bead edge 
with centre pedestal, for an engraved pierced muffi neer; on 
each side a cut glass cruet with a handle and lip mount of 
silver. Sold ‘at all’ for £8.
 “Soy Frames (Old Sheffi eld Plate).
 “B.S. A soy frame with two bottles; four fl uted feet, the 
bottles mounted with handles and lids. Sold at 50s.
 Note 1. We know of no evidence that soy sauce was 
introduced to Europe as early as the end of the 16th century 
= late 1500s. The earliest dates we have seen are in the late 

1600s.
 Note 2. A “muffi neer” can be either (1) a shaker for 
sifting sugar on muffi ns, or (2) a covered dish for keeping 
muffi ns hot.

1705. Wile, Frederic W. 1920. Japan takes lead in import 
trade: Unnoticed, yellow nation bounded into fi rst place 
among nations from which the United States imports goods. 
Atlanta Constitution (Georgia). Jan. 11. p. 11A.
• Summary: The value of imports from Japan (“Nippon”) 
have risen from $107.4 million in 1914, to $284.9 million in 
1918, to a record $304.0 million in 1919.
 In 1914, the U.S. import fi gures from the three leading 
European countries were: Great Britain $294 million. France 
$141 million. Germany $20 million.
 “Next to raw silks the principal American purchases 
from Japan in 1919 consisted of soy bean oils, $8,994,776; 
tea, $13,420,067, and silk fabrics, $10,959,396.” In recent 
years, American exporters have also been increasing their 
sales in Japan.
 Note: Similar information, under the title “Importation 
of Japanese goods” appeared in the Christian Science 
Monitor on Feb. 24 (p. 9).

1706. Thornett & Fehr. 1920. Review of the oil & fat 
markets for 1918 & 1919. Baltic House, Leadenhall St., 
London E.C. 3, England. 96 p. See p. 87-89. Similar reports 
were published in 1921, 1922, and 1923.
• Summary: Tables show: Prices of soya bean oil in Hull (per 
ton, 1911-1919). Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom (in tons, 1912-1919). Estimated total of soya bean 
oil imported into the United Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1919). 
Shipments of soya beans to Europe (in tons, 1909-1916). 
Imports of soya beans into the United Kingdom (in tons, 
1909-1916). Monthly imports of soya beans into the United 
Kingdom (1913-1919). Imports of sesame, groundnut, 
soya bean and maize oil into France (1911-1919). Imports 
of sesame seeds into France (in tons, 1911-1919) from 
Turkey, British Indies, and other countries. Imports of soya 
bean oil into the United States (1915-1919). Also contains 
a long paragraph titled “Bean oil” (p. 88) which discusses 
British government policies toward soya bean oil during and 
after World War I–when trade was under the control of the 
Ministry of Food. Because of the low fi xed price of £60 per 
ton, most of the oil from East Asia was imported to the USA. 
“When the Ministry of Food allowed free dealing again, 
early in 1919, the importers again turned their attention to 
the article, and the sharp rise which took place in Linseed 
Oil during the summer naturally attracted Bean Oil to this 
country.” Address: London, England. Phone: Avenue 6868.

1707. Erslev, Knud. 1920. Process and apparatus for 
adapting oil cakes and the like for human food. British 
Patent 128,216. April 22. 7 p. Application fi led 11 June 
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1919. 2 drawings. [1 ref]
• Summary:  “Meal for oil cakes of soya beans, ground 
nuts, cocoa nuts, copra and the like is distinguished by its 
high percentage of albumen.” From this, a bland fl our can 
be obtained by extraction with alcohol, in several steps, in a 
continuous counter-current process, followed by distillation. 
This fl our is “absolutely tasteless and odourless and therefore 
does not show a trace of the unpleasant properties of the 
raw material. The nutritive value may of course be very 
great, as all the albumen is still present in the product. It is, 
e.g., adapted to being mixed with fl our of wheat in order to 
increase the nutritive value thereof.” Among the useful by-
products are fat, “lecithine” [lecithin], etc. Address: Chemist 
and Bacteriologist, 268, Groesbeekscheweg, Nijmegen, 
Kingdom of the Netherlands.

1708. Kline, Charles E. 1920. Oil-bearing seeds and nuts in 
the Shanghai District of China. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 23(98):519-
22. April 26.
• Summary: The chief plants yielding vegetable oils in China 
are [soy] beans, cotton seed, peanuts, rapeseed, sesamum 
seed, tea seed, and woodnuts (fi lberts).
 The number of oil mills in China is increasing, and those 
in northern China treat mainly soya beans, while those in 
central China produce the other varieties of oil mentioned. 
The oil mills do not work year round, since there is not 
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suffi cient seed available, and also since the high summer 
temperatures cause the oil to become rancid.
 The total capacity of oil mills in Shanghai is 5,400 
piculs/day (321 tons/day).
 Tables show: (1, p. 520) The quantities of oil, oilseeds, 
and oil cake exported from the port of Shanghai during the 
years 1917 and 1918. 1 picul = 133.33 lb. For [soy] bean oil: 
In 1917–2,351 piculs worth $26,482. In 1918–5,771 piculs 
worth $71,601. For [soy] bean cake: In 1917–11,213 piculs 
worth $27,246. In 1918–282 piculs worth $800.
 (2, p. 520) The quantities of oil and cake exported from 
China to the countries of destination; the year (or years) 
is not given. Both the weight (in piculs; 1 picul = 133.33 
lb) and value (in dollars) are given for each destination. In 
descending order of weight exported:
 [Soy] bean oil–United States (incl. Hawaii) 2,136,746 
piculs. Japan (incl. Formosa [Taiwan]) 87,673. Korea 23,611, 
Russia 19,802. Canada 4,001. France 2,132.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2014) that 
gives statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy 
oil, or soybean meal with Taiwan.
 [Soy] bean cake: Japan (incl. Formosa) 15,150,706 
piculs worth $33,383,750. Korea 635,362 piculs worth 
$1,292,174. Russia 578,960 piculs worth $968,829. Siam 
1,412 piculs worth $4,625. United States (incl. Hawaii) 27 
piculs worth $54. Canada 9 piculs worth $17.
 (3, p. 521) Ocean freight rates from Shanghai to various 
ports. Figures are given for bean oil and bean cake in 1917, 
1918, and 1919 shipped to San Francisco [California], 
London, and Marseille, Naples & Venice (Italy). Present 
prices (total) are about fi ve times as great as those at the 
beginning of the war. Address: Vice Consul, Shanghai 
[China].

1709. Bollmann, Hermann. 1920. Improvements in or 
relating to the manufacture of foodstuffs. British Patent 
142,764. May 13. 2 p. Application fi led 27 Aug. 1917.
• Summary: “It is known to treat oil seeds with benzole 
or benzine for the production of the oil and of albuminous 
foodstuffs.” A mixture of alcohol and benzole has the 
“surprising property of being able to dissolve the fatty acids, 
the neutral fat and the bitter substances simultaneously while 
leaving the bulk of the carbohydrates undissolved.”
 “Example 1. 100 kg soja beans are cleaned, carefully 
selected, slightly roasted, and then dry-pressed in a known 
manner. The material is then extracted during the action 
of heat with 200 kg. of a solvent mixture containing 120 
kg. benzole and 80 kg. alcohol of 96 vol. per cent. The 
saturated solution is decanted and renewed until the liquid 
leaves no evaporation residue.” Address: Civil Engineer, 17, 
Moenckebergstrasse, Hamburg I, Germany.

1710. Pynaert, L. 1920. Le soja [Soya]. Bulletin Agricole du 
Congo Belge et du Ruanda-Urundi 11(1/2):151-86. March/

June. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Botanical description 
and habitat. Varieties: yellow, greenish, black, brown, 
green, white. Cultivation/culture of soybeans: Necessary 
conditions, cultural practices used in the USA, quantities 
of seeds planted per acre, inoculation, harvesting soybeans: 
Harvesting for the seeds, threshing, yield of soybeans/
seeds, harvesting as forage. Chemical composition of 
the plant and seeds in various forms (forage, hay, seeds, 
silage, etc.), digestibility. Value and use of the harvest: 
Seeds, hay, preparation of hay, pole curing frames for the 
preparation of hay. Reconstitution of the soil (by adding 
nitrogen). Fertilizing value: Green forage, forage for 
silage. Value of the seeds for feeding (a tables shows the 
chemical composition; they are rich in protein). Soya for 
pasture (in mixed culture with other crops). Necessary 
fertilizers. The feed value of soya: For sheep, for dairy 
cows, for pigs, comparison of soybean seeds and cottonseed 
fl our, comparison of soya with other oilseeds (tables show 
chemical composition). Soy oil. Comparison between 
the soybean and the cowpea. Storage of soybean seeds. 
Conclusions (13 points). Culture of soya in West Africa.
 “Following many satisfactory experiments, the culture 
of soya has been introduced in West Africa... Soya can 
be grown as the principal crop, intercropped, or used in 
rotations with cotton an corn. The harvest of the last two 
will be greatly improved by the introduction of soya in the 
rotation.
 “Dr. E.S. Edie, M.A., B.Sc. of the University of 
Liverpool, Institute of Commercial Research in the Tropics, 
has published the following report. ‘I am sending you 
some analyses of soya cultivated in West Africa; they can 
be compared with those from the Orient. The composition 
of oil is as follows: Southern Nigeria 19.62 p.c. (%), Gold 
Coast 21.29%, Sierra Leone 23.20%. The Bathurst Trading 
Company (Gambia) [Note 1. Bathurst, later renamed Banjul, 
is the capital of Gambia] likewise submitted the following 
report: The seeds were shipped from Liverpool [England] 
at the end of Sept. 1909 and samples of the harvest were 
sent from Bathurst on 20 Jan. 1910. Analyses showed they 
contained 17½% oil and we believe that this level would be 
higher if the culture had been undertaken in the surrounding 
countryside and not in the city which is nothing but a 
sandbank.
 The late Sir Alfred Jones had distributed numerous 
works concerning soya in West Africa.
 A footnote states that this work had been drafted 
primarily with the aid of a brochure edited by Lever Brothers 
Ltd., titled Soya Beans, Cultivation and Uses.
 Illustrations (non-original) show: (1) The soybean plant, 
with close-ups of fl ower and pods (p. 151). (2) Soybean 
plant with leaves, pods, and roots with nodules (p. 153). 
(3) Yellow variety of soybean plant (p. 157). (4) A young 
soybean plant (p. 160). (5) Soybean plant with pods. Inset 
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of pods included (p. 167). (6) Pole curing frame (p. 171). (7) 
Stack of soybeans with horse nearby (p. 172). (8) Soybean 
roots with nodules (p. 174). Photos show pods and beans 
of: Seven varieties of soybeans (p. 156). Six varieties of 
soybeans (p. 163).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in connection with (but not yet in) 
Ruanda-Urundi (divided into Rwanda and Burundi in 1962).
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Gambia, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Gambia (about Oct. 1909; one of three documents).

1711. Morse, W.J. 1920. The soy bean in Manchuria. Rural 
New-Yorker 79:1208. July 17.
• Summary: “Relative to the editorial article, page 974 [May 
15], on the Soy bean in Manchuria, the facts are somewhat 
different from those stated.
 “It is stated that at the time of the war between China 
and Japan, Manchuria was poverty-stricken in soil and in 
people, and that the Japanese introduced the culture of Soy 
beans, and the industry grew. Although the exact date of the 
introduction of the Soy bean into Manchuria is unknown, the 
probability is that it came north from the Central Provinces 
of China many centuries ago. The bean trade was of ancient 
standing when the fi rst Westerner visited ‘Manchoo Tartary.’ 
At the time the fi rst British consul took up his residence at 
Newchwang, Manchuria, trade in beans, bean oil, and bean 
cake was an ancient and fl ourishing institution. Newchwang 
since 1832 had been a growing port of shipment for the great 
coastal trade in beans, bean oil and bean cake, on which 
Manchuria’s prosperity has always depended. It is thus 
seen that long before the Chinese and Japanese war the Soy 
bean occupied an important part in the agricultural industry 
of Manchuria. During the Russian-Japanese war [1904-
05] vast armies which occupied the whole of southern and 
central Manchuria depended for their cereals largely upon 
local supplies, and a great impulse was given to Manchurian 
agriculture at that time, but after the withdrawal of the troops 
the cessation of local demand called for the discovery of a 
new market, and especially so for the money crops of wheat 
and beans. Japan offered the fi rst market, but with the post-
bellum wave of depression sweeping over Japan it became 
necessary to fi nd other markets.
 “Japanese merchants were the fi rst to try to introduce 
the Soy bean into Europe. In 1908 shipments of Soy beans 
were made to England by Japanese fi rms... During 1909 
over 400,000 tons of beans were exported to Europe from 
Manchuria. At fi rst nearly all of the exportations went to 
England, but within a short time Germany took the lead in 
importing Soy beans, Soy bean oil and Soy bean cake. The 
article referred to states that on the Pacifi c Coast, in parts 
of the Central West, and also in some sections of the South, 
the crop is working in. The Soy bean is grown only to a 
very limited extent on the Pacifi c Coast. However, large 

importations of Soy beans are coming into the Pacifi c Coast 
States, most of which seed is handled by oil mills in Seattle 
[Washington], Portland [Oregon] and a few other coast 
cities.” Address: Asst. Agrostologist [USDA, Washington, 
DC].

1712. Rock, Joseph F. 1920. The leguminous plants of 
Hawaii: Being an account of the native, introduced and 
naturalized trees, shrubs, vines and herbs, belonging to the 
family Leguminosae. Honolulu, Hawaii: Experiment Station 
of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters’ Association. x + 234 p. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [1 soy ref]
• Summary: The section on the genus Glycine (p. 176-77) 
begins with a botanical description of the genus. “About 
fi fteen species in tropical Africa, Asia, and Australia. Most 
cultivated species is Glycine max (Linn.) Merrill.” Listing 
of fi ve changes in the botanical name of the soybean (1753-
1917). Botanical description of the soy bean. General 
description: “The common Soy bean, a native of India and 
eastern Asia, but now widely cultivated... It was introduced 
into England in 1790 and into Italy in 1848. The seeds of the 
Soy bean vary greatly in color, yellow, red, brown, black, 
green, or variegated.” Note: This is the earliest English-
language document seen (Sept. 2004) that uses the word 
“variegated” (or “variegation”) to describe the color of 
soybean seeds.
 A good source of information is P. de Sornay’s Green 
Manures and Manuring in the Tropics (1916), which has 
concise information on cultivation, yield, etc.
 Contains many full-page black-and-white photos, but 
none of the soy bean. Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 141). Peanut 
(p. 156). Kudzu (Pueraria, p. 203, 205). Address: Prof. of 
Systematic Botany, College of Hawaii, Consulting Botanist, 
Board of Agriculture and Forestry.

1713. Matieres Grasses (Les) (Paris). 1920. A propos des 
graines de Soja [Concerning soybean seeds]. 12(148):5614-
15. Aug. 15. [16 ref. Fre]
• Summary: A two-page summary of information on 
soybeans from 16 sources, most of them in French. Soybeans 
are widely used in Manchuria and Japan. Soybean seeds 
from Cambodia and lower Laos are superior to those from 
Manchuria. A table gives the composition of three soybeans 
from Laos, Tonkin, and Manchuria. Soybeans in Indo-
China and their use during World War I in England and 
France. Vegetable milk made by Li Yu-ying in France. A 
table gives the composition of three soybeans from Yun-
Nan, Tonkin (Lang-Son), and Tonkin (Delta). Mr. Fr. de 
Roux recommends that soybean be more widely used in 
France and its colonies. Summarizes soybean research in 
Connecticut and New Jersey, and soybean production and 
yields in Ohio. More than 500 soybean varieties have been 
tested in the USA; the yellow varieties generally work best 
for human foods, oil and fl our, while the brown and black are 
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used for animal feeds. In 1917 cotton seed mills also used 
soybeans grown locally or in Manchuria. Milk made from 
soybeans is similar to animal milk and can be used to make 
cheeses. Soybean oil is used in the USA and England for 
making paints, but of greatest interest is its use in margarine 
and other food uses. In Japan, a society was founded with 
capitalization of 100,000 yen to extract soy protein for use as 
a substitute for celluloid. Conclusion: “In view of these many 
uses, it seems interesting to us to pursue in our colonies some 
cultural trials with this interesting legume. Could it perhaps 
be developed in certain temperate regions? É.D.W.”

1714. Linane, James Francis. 1920. Polishing composition. 
U.S. Patent 1,359,401. Nov. 16. 1 p. Application fi led 11 
Nov. 1919.
• Summary: The inventor is a subject of the King of Great 
Britain. The invention has reference more particularly 
to a composition especially adapted for the cleaning and 
polishing of hard wood and metallic surfaces. The object is 
to provide a composition which will be cheap to manufacture 
and yet will give a brilliant luster. The composition consists 
of the following ingredients: Duplex oil [mineral oil] 60%, 
oil of the soy-bean 20%, turpentine 10%, gasolene [sic] 10%.
 “For each gallon of the above composition one half an 
ounce of tripoli [rotten stone, a polishing agent] is added.” 
Address: 333 Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara 
Co., California.

1715. Choson Unhaeng. comp. 1920. Economic history of 
Manchuria. Seoul, Chosen: Bank of Choshin. x + 303 p. 
Illust. Portraits. Folded color map. 20 cm.
• Summary: A digital version of this book is available on 
HathiTrust. The word “soya” appears on 19 pages: p. 146 
(7 times), 137 (5 times), 138 (4 times), p. x, p. 142, 145 (3 
times), p. 72, 138, 140, 148, 216, 303 (2 times), p. vi, 18, 52, 
124, 134, 144, 217 (1 times each).
 In the chapter on Agriculture (p. 124-60), the long 
section on “Soya beans” appears on pages 137-148. In this 
section the terms “bean cake” and “bean oil” appear many 
times. A large table (p. 147-48) shows the export of soya 
beans, [soya] bean cake, and [soya] bean oil from Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Vladivostok from 1908 to 1917.
 The term “bean cake” or “bean cakes” appears on 26 
pages: p. 144 (4 times), p. 18, 19, 142, 183, 184 (3 times), 
20, 28, 140, 143, 186, 187, 215, 216, 218 (2 times), p. vii, 
137, 138, 147, 148, 177, 186, 219, 224, 294, 299 (1 time 
each).
 The word “soy,” referring to soy sauce (Japanese shoyu) 
appears only on p. 142, where we read: “(6) Uses of Beans, 
Bean Cake, and Bean Oil in the Far East: (a) Beans: Perhaps 
the Japanese are the greatest consumers of beans in the world 
as an article of diet. Every morning they take soup made of 
miso which is prepared from beans. For the seasoning of 
their food they seldom use salt, using instead bean sauce, 

the chief ingredients of which are beans and salt. Thus the 
Japanese eat beans in one form or another at least three times 
a day. An extensive use is also made of beans by the Chinese, 
who make them into the Chinese paste chiang which they 
habitually eat with fi sh, meat, and vegetables. But the more 
expensive Chinese soy, which corresponds to the Japanese 
shoyu, is only used by wealthy families and restaurant 
keepers, and is not consumed by the very poor. Another 
product of beans which is widely used in both Japan and 
China is tou-fu [tofu, doufu] or bean-curd.”
 “(b) Bean oil is used extensively in cooking. Although 
it is inferior to rape and sesamum oils for this purpose, these 
oils cannot compete with it in point of price; the recent 
advance in price, due to the foreign demand, may however–if 
sustained, as seems certain–go far to change the positions 
of the oils relatively to each other. In spite of its unpleasant 
characteristic odour and unpalatability, the poorer classes in 
China consume it in its crude state, but among the rich it is 
boiled and allowed to stand until it has become clarifi ed.
 “As a lubricant bean oil is used for greasing axles and 
parts of the native machinery in use in the arts and crafts. 
Other uses in South China are for the making of waterproof 
cloth, and paper umbrellas and lanterns, and the oil is also 
mixed with lacquer for the manufacture of varnish and 
printing ink.
 “(c) Bean Cake: Bean cake, which is but the residue 
after the oil has been expressed from the beans, was of 
comparatively little value to the Manchurian farmers, who 
used to feed their stock with it, before the discovery of its 
great value as a fertilizer. First in the sugar plantains in the 
provinces of Fukien and Kwangtung [southeast China], and 
then in the plantations in Java and the South Sea Islands, 
it was used as a fertilizer, and for centuries it has been an 
important article of trade with those places. But the great 
importance it has since attained in Manchuria’s foreign trade 
dates from the conclusion of the Sino-Japanese War, when 
it began to be exported to, Japan for use in the paddy fi elds 
there. Soon it was found that it possessed fertilizing qualities 
superior to those of the fi sh manure of past ages which, 
containing too high a proportion of oil for the purpose for 
which it was used, was liable to breed insects hurtful to the 
crops, and so great grew the demand for it in Japan that the 
relative position of the oil and the cake was changed at one 
time, the cake becoming the principal product and the oil a 
by-product, though the tendency now is for the oil to regain 
its former position, owing to the growing demand for it in the 
Western markets. The results of the analyses made of bean 
cake in three different places show the following chemical 
composition.” Analyses were conducted by: (1) Government 
laboratory, Japan. (2) Agricultural Institute, Scotland. (3) 
South Manchuria Railway Co. Composition: Water 11.0 to 
15.3%. Albuminoids [proteins] 42.1 to 45.2%. Fat 5.2 to 
9.6%.
 “The Chinese farmer does not yet use bean-cake in his 
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rice fi eld, and in Manchuria it is only used for vegetable-
growing. Thus Japan owes much to Manchurian bean-cake 
for the productiveness of its naturally sterile soil.
 “As cattle feed bean cake is used in Manchuria for 
horses and mules–only, however, when very hard work is 
being done, and is mixed with bran and kaoliang stalk. Its 
use as cattle feed in Japan still belongs to the experimental 
stage. Two novel uses of soya beans have been discovered by 
Mr. Suzuki of the Central Laboratory of the South Manchuria 
Railway Company. The one is the making from it of a new 
sort of paint, named Solight, and the other, a chemical 
composition called Tantalse, which imparts its waterproof 
characteristic to the cement, mortar, or concrete with which 
it is mixed, or to paint upon which it is applied. The merits 
of Solight are enumerated thus: it may be applied as it is; 
it dries quickly, that is in about half an hour; it has no bad 
odour like paint; its easy combination with any color; its 
cheapness.
 “Beans are also used in soap-making, and there are 
already several soap factories in Dairen which use beans 
as the chief material. The uses of beans are studied by 
many Japanese institutions and individuals, and many new 
discoveries have been made; indeed there seems to be no end 
to their uses.”

1716. Clayton, William. 1920. Margarine. London and New 
York: Longmans, Green and Co. xi + 187 p. [570* ref]
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Oils and fats used in 
margarine” (p. 18) is a ½-page section on soya bean oil. A 
large amount of soya oil is obtained by solvent extraction, 
“naphtha being the usual solvent employed. Although the 
beans were not introduced into England until 1908, soya 
oil has found a ready and increasing use in margarines and 
lard-substitutes. The refi ned oil is admirably suited for edible 
purposes. When obtained by pressing, the oil has a brownish-
yellow colour, whilst the extracted oil is a pale yellow. It is a 
liquid at ordinary temperatures and does not yield a ‘stearine’ 
deposit. The taste and smell are but slight and quite pleasant. 
In America, ‘prime soya bean oil’ must be pressed, not 
extracted, and should have a colour not exceeding 35 yellow 
and 9 red, on Lovibond’s scale.”
 In the chapter titled “Edible hydrogenated oils,” p. 24 
notes that “The chief oils hardened for edible purposes are 
soya, cottonseed, rape, arachis [peanut], sesamé [sesame], 
linseed and sunfl ower oils, and whale, seal, and other fi sh 
oils. Their keeping qualities are excellent. Thus Knapp 
(1913) reports on samples of hardened oils kept for nearly 
eighteen months, often exposed to damp air. The free fatty 
acids (0.7% as oleic acid) had not appreciably increased in 
amount. Usually, hardened oils are of excellent colour, and 
are free from taste and smell.”
 “It is now generally agreed that nickel in the amounts 
likely to be present in hardened oils has not detrimental 
physiological action.” Address: MSc, Liverpool, England.

1717. Fryer, Percival J.; Weston, Frank E. 1920. Technical 
handbook of oils, fats and waxes. 2 vols. [3rd ed.]. 
Cambridge, England: University Press. See vol. 1, p. 121-22. 
Soya bean oil. The Cambridge Technical Series. [4 ref]
• Summary: Volume 1 is titled “Chemical and general.” In 
Section IV, “Classifi cation of oils, fats, and waxes, under 
Glycerides, Chapter 7 is titled “Vegetable drying oils.” 
Section 112 (p. 121-22) is about “Soya bean oil.” Contents: 
I. General and analytical: Character: Colour, odour, stearine. 
Special tests: None. Physical and chemical data: Specifi c 
gravity, solidifying point of fatty acids, refractive index, 
solubility (true valenta, alcohol reagent), iodine value 
(Bromine thermal test, Maumené, Livache), saponifi cation 
value, insoluble bromide value, acid value, unsaponifi able 
(per cent.), chemical composition, adulteration.
 II. Technical: Source. Content of oil in seed. Method of 
obtaining the oil. Refi nement (method of refi ning: Use of 
caustic soda for refi ning and Fuller’s earth for bleaching). 
Properties and uses.
 Concerning adulteration: It is not commonly practiced, 
since the price of soya bean oil is generally below that of 
other oils. Cotton seed oil is easily detected by the Halphen 
reaction, and linseed oil by its higher iodine value and higher 
insoluble bromide value.
 Concerning uses: “The oil became popular as a 
soap-making material at a time when Cotton seed and 
Linseed were high in price. It is an ideal oil for soft-soap 
manufacture, having all the virtues of Linseed oil, and 
yielding a soap of a fi rmer texture.
 “Both the oil and the hardened fats produced from it are 
used in large quantities for edible purposes. It is also ‘boiled’ 
for use in paints, usually together with linseed oil, and can be 
employed as a substitute for the latter in ‘linoleum.’
 “On deglycerination, the soya bean fatty acids are 
usually green in colour, yielding however a yellowish brown 
soap or saponifi cation with alkalies.” Address: 1. F.I.C. 
[Fellow of the Inst. of Chemistry], F.C.S., Chief Chemist 
and Director, Yalding Manufacturing Co. Ltd., England; 2. 
Head of the Chemistry Dep., the Polytechnic, Regent St. W. 
[London].

1718. Kennaway, E.L. 1920. A method for the estimation 
of urea by soy-bean. British J. of Experimental Pathology 
1(3):135-41. [9 ref]
• Summary: Describes in detail a technique designed 
particularly for the estimation of urea in blood serum using 
soybean urease. This new procedure “is comparatively 
simple and gives remarkably accurate results with known 
amounts of urea.” “Amounts of 1 mgrm. (mg) can be 
estimated with an accuracy of 97 per cent. The ammonia 
produced is not removed by an air-current, and is titrated by 
means of a comparator. In the case of serum, an alcoholic 
extract is used without evaporation.” Address: D.M., 
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D.Sc., Bland-Sutton Inst. of Pathology, Middlesex Hospital 
[England].

1719. Lea and Perrins. 1920. Seasoning suggestions: 
Revealing the chef’s seasoning secrets for improving over 
one hundred and fi fty dishes with Lea & Perrins’ sauce. New 
York, NY: Lea & Perrins. 32 p. Index to recipes. 21 cm.

• Summary: A booklet of recipes advertising Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Copyright 1920 by John Duncan & 
Sons, Ltd., New York, NY. Contents: 1. The new dinner 
appetizer. Dishes improved with Lea & Perrins’ Sauce on the 
table. Dressings and gravies. 2. How to improve dressings 
and gravies with Lea & Perrins’ Sauce. Different kinds of 
dressings. How and when to season dressings with Lea & 
Perrins’ Sauce. Brown dressings. White dressings. Drawn 
butter dressings. Miscellaneous dressings. 3. Chowders 
and soups. Garnishings for soup. 4. Croquettes, timbales, 
casseroles, stews and other meat dishes. Timbales. Stews 
and casserole dishes. 5. Eggs, omelets, souffl es, Creole and 

rice dishes. Omelets and souffl es. Creole and rice dishes. 6. 
Chafi ng dish suppers. 7. Sandwich fi llings. Cheese sandwich 
fi llings. Egg sandwich fi llings. Meat sandwich fi llings. Fish 
sandwich fi llings. 8. Salad dressings. 9. Catsups, chutneys, 
pickles and home-made relishes.
 On the cover a large color photo shows a bottle of Lea & 
Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce. Address: 241 West St., New 
York, NY.

1720. Martin, Geoffrey. 1920. Animal and vegetable oils, 
fats & waxes: Their manufacture, refi ning, and analysis, 
including the manufacture of candles, margarine, and butter. 
A practical treatise. London: Crosby Lockwood and Son. x 
+ 218 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. Series: Manuals of Technical 
Chemistry–IX. [25* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 6, titled “Manufacture of vegetable 
oils by pressing” is a section on “Soya-bean oil” (p. 61) 
which states that soya beans are imported to Europe from 
China, Manchuria, and Japan. In Europe, they are presently 
as important as cotton-seed oil, and the press cake supplies 
an important food for milch cows; it is as valuable as the 
cake of linseed or cotton-seed. Soya beans contain 18% oil. 
Upon being pressed, they yield 10-13%.
 Chapter 9, titled “The hardening of fats. The 
hydrogenation of fats” notes (p. 121) that soja-bean oil 
makers of Japan and Manchuria are considering hardening 
the oil to a solid before shipping it abroad to prevent leaking. 
Soja-bean oil is now one of the principal oils hardened (p. 
122).
 Chapter 10, titled “Varieties of fats, fatty oils, and 
waxes,” in the section on “Semi-drying vegetable oils” 
contains a subsection on “Soya bean oil” (p. 132).
 A table (p. 196) titled “Schedule” states that oil of 
“Good merchantable quality” shall be free from foots and 
foreign matter, and shall conform to the standards given 
below: For “soya oil”–Percentage of free fatty acids (oleic, 
except otherwise stated): Crude 2.5%, fi ne edible 0.15%. 
Percentage of moisture not to exceed 0.25%. Percentage of 
unsaponifi able matter: 1%. A second table titled “Schedule 
of standards for seeds, nuts, and kernels” (p. 197) notes that 
“Soya” shall have an oil content of 17%, and not more than 
2% free fatty acids (calculated as oleic) in the extracted oil.
 Also discusses: Almond oil, arachis oil (also called 
earth-nut oil, ground-nut, or pea-nut oil, p. 130), hemp-
seed oil, hydrogenation of fats, linseed oil, oleo margarine, 
sesamé oil. Geoffrey Martin was born in 1881. Address: 
D.Sc. (Lond. & Bristol), Ph.D., F.I.C., Technological 
Chemist and Chemical Engineer, Head of the Research Dep. 
of the Co-operative Wholesale Society, Ltd., Manchester 
[England].

1721. Page, Thomas Walker; Lewis, D.J.; Culbertson, W.S.; 
Costigan, E.P. 1920. Survey of the American soya-bean 
oil industry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing 
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Offi ce. Prepared by the United States Tariff Commission and 
printed for use of Committee on Ways and Means, House of 
Representatives. 22 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Across the top of almost every page is printed 
“Tariff information survey.”
 Contents: Summary. Summary table. General 
information: Description, uses, methods of production 
(domestic production and consumption), domestic exports, 
foreign production and international trade, imports, prices, 
competitive conditions, and tariff history. Production in the 
United States (alternative). Imports by country. Imports 
for consumption (soya bean oil cake). Domestic exports. 
Prices: Soya bean oil (Dairen, Manchuria), soya bean oil 
(New York), soya bean oil cake (Dairen). Rates of duty. 
Miscellaneous.
 Tables show: (1) Domestic soya-bean oil production, 
imports for consumption, domestic exports and value of 
imports for consumption for the calendar years 1910-1920 
(p. 8). (2) Soya-bean oil production in the United States in 
pounds, 1914, 1916-1919 (p. 16). (3) Soya-bean oil imports 
by countries 1912-1920. Statistics on quantity and value of 
imports to the USA from Belgium, England, China, Japan, 
Canada, Manchuria, all others (p. 16). (4) Revenue on soya-
bean oil imports for consumption, 1910-1920 (p. 17). (5) 
Revenue on soya bean oil cake imports for consumption, 
1912-1919. (6) Quantity and value of domestic exports of 
soya bean oil for 6 months ending Dec. 31, 1919. Exported 
to: Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United Kingdom, Canada, all 
other (p. 17). The largest amount was exported to the United 
Kingdom. (7) Spot prices of wholesale soya-bean oil at 
Dairen, Manchuria, 1918 and 1919. (8) Prices of Manchurian 
soya-bean oil in New York, 1913-1919. Data from War 
Industries Price Bulletin No. 49. (9) Prices of soya-bean 
cake in Dairen, 1918-1919. Data from Manchuria Daily 
News. (10) Rates of duty on soya-bean oil, 1883-1913 (p. 
18). (11) Consumption of fats and oils by the lard-substitute 
industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean oil and 
peanut oil. (12) Consumption of fats and oils by the soap 
industry, 1912, 1914, 1916, 1917. Includes soya-bean oil and 
peanut oil (p. 19-20). (13) Consumption of fats and oils by 
the oleomargarine industry, 1912, 1914, 1916-1918. Includes 
soya-bean oil and peanut oil (p. 20). (14) Approximate net 
import and crush of soya beans in Europe, 1908-1913. Incl. 
United Kingdom, Germany, Netherlands, Denmark. (15) 
Exports of soya beans (international trade), 1911-1918. (16) 
Imports of soya beans (international trade), 1911-1919. (17) 
Exports of soya bean oil (international trade) 1911-1919. (18) 
Imports of soya bean oil (international trade), 1911-1919 (p. 
21). (19) Foreign exports of soya bean oil from the United 
States, 1912-1919. Gives quantity and value exported to 
Canada, Mexico, British West Indies, Belgium, Netherlands, 
Sweden, France, England, Austria-Hungary (p. 22). In 1919, 
2,060 pounds worth $258 were exported to Mexico. Note: 

This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that gives 
statistics for trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy oil, 
or soybean meal to Mexico or Central America. Address: 
Chairman, U.S. Tariff Commission, Washington, DC.

1722. Domaschintzky, Julius. 1921. Improvements in and 
relating to synthetic milk. British Patent 157,351. 2 p. 
Application fi led Jan. 10. Granted 10 April 1922. [Eng]
• Summary: The unbroken beans, peeled or unpeeled, are 
extracted with a solution of acids or salts having an acid 
reaction. Mild oxidizing agents may be added. The beans 
are then washed and treated with a solution of carbonates, 
or salts having an alkaline reaction, so that on crushing 
and extracting the beans in the usual manner with weakly 
alkaline water the proteins are dissolved, freed to a great 
extent from undesirable fl avoring and coloring constituents. 
Address: 1 Marokkassergasse, Vienna, Austria.

1723. Adkins, Dorothy Margaret. 1921. The soya-bean 
problem. Science Progress (London) 15(59):445-51. Jan. [9 
ref]
• Summary: This is a popular article. Contents: Introduction. 
Practical applications of the bean: Food uses include 
Tofu, or bean cheese (Japanese), Miso similar to chiang 
(Chinese), Shoyu (Japanese) and chiang-yu (Chinese), Natto 
(Japanese), whole dry soya-beans, soya-beans canned as 
a green vegetable (see description below), vegetable milk, 
soya-beans roasted, ground and used as a coffee substitute 
in Switzerland and the USA, soya fl our, soya in diabetic 
diets and macaroni. Utilisation of soya-bean oil: In Italy, 
China, Manchuria. Utilisation of soya-bean cake and meal: 
As fertilizer in China and Japan, for feeding stock. Food 
value of the bean. The cultivation of the soya bean: China, 
Japan, United States, Australia (New South Wales), South 
Africa, West Indies, British East Africa, West Africa, Burmah 
[Burma], England.
 “In Japan beans are germinated until the sprouts are 
about fi ve inches long, and eaten with vinegar; beans, 
germinated and treated with brine, have also been noted in 
Spain.” Note: It is not stated clearly that these beans in Japan 
or Spain are soya beans.
 “Soya-beans may be cooked and used in the same way 
as haricot-beans, and may also be picked when young and 
treated like green peas, in which condition they may be 
canned.”
 “In South Africa success has been achieved in growing 
the plant; in 1910 the outlook was so hopeful that a project 
for constructing oil mills was suggested. Unfortunately the 
bean was not taken up by farmers, who preferred to cultivate 
maize, as it was an easier crop to produce. Thus no extensive 
culture of the bean was attempted, and the subject was 
dropped.
 “In other parts of the Empire, for example the West 
Indies, British East Africa and West Africa, trials of soya-
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beans have proved successful, but in no district have 
promising early experiments been followed by tests on a 
larger scale.”
 “In certain parts of India, for example Burmah, soya-
beans are grown on a large scale and are consumed by the 
natives.”
 Note: “Lower Burma is a historical region, referring to 
the part of Burma annexed by the British Empire after the 
Second Anglo-Burmese War, which took place in 1852... 
Lower Burma was centered at Rangoon, and composed of 
all of the coast of modern Burma, and also the lower basin 
of the Irrawaddy River, including Prome. The area was also 
known as British Burma” (Source: Wikipedia, Oct. 2010). 
Address: Royal Holloway College, London.

1724. Meekins, Lynn W. 1921. Favorable outlook for 
American trade in Manchuria. Commerce Reports [USA] 
(Daily Consular and Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce) 24(41):983-
93. Feb. 18. See p. 989-91.
• Summary: “The South Manchuria Railway Co., the largest 
purchaser of American products, proposes to spend more 
than $200,000,000 gold upon improvements and extensions 
of its enterprises within the next fi ve years... In spite of 
Japan’s special advantages in Manchuria there is an excellent 
opportunity for the marketing of many lines of American 
goods,...” Manchuria is made up of three provinces having 
an area of some 365,000 square miles.
 “American trade with Dairen–Dairen versus 
Vladivostok: The share of the United States in the trade 
of Dairen is much larger than that shown by the Maritime 
Customs statistics, owing to the extensive shipments of 
goods to and from the United States credited to Japan as the 
country of immediate destination and origin. The direct trade 
between Dairen and the United States exceeded $38,000,000 
in 1919, of which imports [to Dairen] comprised two thirds 
and exports one third.”
 “As between Dairen and Vladivostok, at present a 
greater risk is involved in using the Vladivostok route. Costs 
of handling cargo at that port are higher than at Dairen; 
there is no market at Vladivostok itself for produce shipped 
there, wharves and warehouses are inadequate, and shipping 
services are irregular. Until these conditions are improved 
Dairen will probably continue to handle most of the exports 
of Manchurian products, as well as the imports of American 
goods for sale in Manchuria.
 “If Vladivostok were made a free port and provided with 
facilities which Dairen now enjoys, full advantage could be 
taken of it as a real open door to Manchuria. Vladivostok, 
rather that Dairen, offers the more promising outlook to 
American fi rms seeking non-Japanese business in Manchuria 
and eastern Siberia.”
 “It is estimated that 2,500,000 tons of soya beans are 
produced annually in the three Provinces of Manchuria. The 

wheat and millet crops generally approximate 1,000,000 tons 
each. The Japanese fi rm of Suzuki & Co. has sold 100,000 
tons of Manchurian wheat to the United Kingdom and 
50,000 tons to Italy during the last few months.”
 “The products of the soya bean include bean curd [tofu], 
fl our, milk, cheese, soy sauce, oil, and cake. The Chinese are 
concerned chiefl y with the food products mentioned and the 
Japanese use large quantities of the cake for stock feed and 
fertilizer. The United States is the principal purchaser of the 
oil, a substitute for cottonseed and linseed oil employed in 
the manufacture of soap and paint and also as a lubricant.”
 “How bean trade is conducted: In Tiehling and Sunkiatai 
(Fengtien) and Kwanchengtze (Kirin) there are about 300 
Chinese wholesale bean companies whose capital averages 
from $100,000 to $200,000 Mukden currency. Four Chinese 
banks–the Bank of China, the Bank of Communications, 
the Government Bank of the Three Eastern Provinces, and 
the Hsing Yeh Bank of Mukden–negotiate loans upon the 
joint guarantee of two of these companies without security; 
other Chinese banks require in some cases that the beans 
be pledged. Such loans are for three months or six months, 
sometimes one year, and the rate of interest has been less 
that 10 per cent. The Japanese banks lending money to 
bean dealers are the Yokohama Specie Bank and the Bank 
of Chosen [Korea], the former issuing Newchwang notes 
and the latter gold notes. It is estimated that between 60 
and 70 per cent of the loans made by the Japanese banks 
is to Chinese and between 30 and 40 per cent to Japanese 
companies.
 “The bean business may be said to commence in 
September, when buyers visit the producing districts and pay 
from 10 to 20 per cent of the stipulated price in advance. To 
the towns mentioned above, from 1,000 to 2,000 cartloads 
of beans are brought daily from November to January. 
The average price during the past two years has been $2 
Mukden currency per 27 catties (36 pounds), exclusive of the 
production tax and the cost of transportation to Dairen and 
Newchwang. Mukden currency–that is, small coin dollars–
exchanges for Mexican dollars at an average value of $1.40 
to $1. At the present rate they are equivalent to about 40 
cents in United States currency.
 “Owing to the lack of good roads in Manchuria the 
beans must be carried to the market centers during the winter 
months, when the fi elds and streams are frozen. By March 
the crop has been collected and stored and exports become 
most active.
 “Through the system of mixed storage, the South 
Manchuria Railway Co. has effected a great improvement in 
the handling of beans. When brought to the railway stations 
the beans are examined and graded according to quality and 
size. A certifi cate issued to the depositor entitles him to draw 
from the mixed-storage depot at Dairen or Newchwang an 
equivalent amount of beans of the same quality and size. The 
bags used in packing are also examined, and when the grade 
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of bags deposited and that of the bags delivered is different 
the loss or gain thereon is adjusted by paying to or collecting 
from the depositor the difference in value. The new system 
saves the railway the trouble of transporting and storing each 
consignor’s cargo separately. It also saves the shipper from 
the risks attending delay in transportation and from searching 
for his goods after they have arrived at their destination.
 “Production of oil: The 60 bean mills at Dairen 
produce daily nearly 400 tons of oil and 3,700 tons of cake. 
Newchwang and Harbin are next in importance as oil-mill 
centers. The most widely used method of production is the 
expression system, by which one picul (133.33 pounds) of 
beans yields about 12 pounds of oil and 122 pounds of cake 
(in two equal pieces of 61 pounds each). By the chemical 
extraction system one picul of beans yields an average of 17 
pounds of oil and 116 pounds of meal. The specifi c gravity of 
the oil is from .922 to .930.
 “Sapan-wood, hemp seed, sesamum, and bean oil 
are being used by the Manchuria Paint Factory in Dairen, 
organized in February, 1920, with a capital of 1,000,000 
yen, to manufacture paints for the South Manchuria Railway 
Co. and for various markets. The daily output is about 7,000 
pounds, or 250 tins containing 28 pounds each. The colors 
produced include white, ‘iron rust’ red, and brown.
 “The Japanese initiated the export trade in soya 
beans from Manchuria and developed the business to its 
present proportions. These middlemen, conversant with 
oriental ways, studied occidental needs and learned enough 
about western business methods to deal successfully with 
American and European fi rms. their strong position is due 
to their control of railways, their banking connections, their 
oil mills, and, in general, their special organization in South 
Manchuria for handling the business. Eventually it may be 
possible by exporting beans and oil through Vladivostok 
for Chinese sellers and American buyers to deal directly 
with each other. Meanwhile the most effective methods to 
be employed involve the development of selling and buying 
organizations able to cope with the situation now existing.”
 “About two thirds of the population of Manchuria is in 
the Province of Fengtien, which composes, in general, South 
Manchuria.” Address: Trade Commissioner, Peking.

1725. Agricultural News (Barbados). 1921. The soya-bean 
problem. 20(492):73. March 5. [4 ref]
• Summary: Begins by summarizing articles from three other 
publications on the importance of having root nodule bacteria 
in the soil if the soybean plants are to bear root nodules and 
give a good yield of soybeans. Concludes by summarizing 
the many uses of the soybean, especially in Japan and China, 
including vegetable milk, oil, meal, and non-food industrial 
uses, as in the manufacture of linoleum, explosives, water-
proof goods, rubber substitutes, and printing inks. “If 
vegetable milk is kept for several days, it turns sour, and can 
be used as butter milk. One fi rm in England is engaged in the 

production of a vegetable condensed milk, which is prepared 
from soya beans.” Address: Barbados, West Indies.

1726. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Review of British trade for 
1920–Part III. 24(58):1414-27. March 12. See p. 1416.
• Summary: “Edible oils and grocers’ sundries: Edible oils, 
formerly [before World War I] made chiefl y in France and 
Germany, are being produced in increasing quantities by 
British fi rms, the principal descriptions including deodorized 
coconut, palm kernel, cottonseed, ground nut, and soy bean 
oils. In the manufacture of margarin [margarine] enormous 
expansion has occurred, the output having grown from over 
2,000 tons per week in 1916 to over 7,500 tons per week, 
while the quality has vastly improved.”

1727. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 1921. 
Soya bean oil: Characterization of–electrically (Abstract). 
40(5):153A. March 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the 
following Italian-language article: Dall’Acqua, G. 1920. 
[“Differentiation of soy-bean oil from others by the electrical 
method”]. Giornale di Chimica Applicata 1:48-53.

1728. Newhall, C.A. 1921. Identifi cation of soya bean oil. 
Analyst (London) 46(540):94. March. [1 ref]*
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of an 
English-language article: (J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1920, 12, 
1174-1175.)–”Five c.c. of the oil are shaken thoroughly 
with 5 c.c. of chloroform, a few drops of gum arabic 
solution, and 5 c.c. of 2 per cent, uranium nitrate or uranium 
acetate solution. Crude and refi ned soya bean oil yields a 
characteristic lemon-yellow emulsion, whilst earthnut oil, 
cottonseed oil, sesame oil, rape oil, coconut oil, etc., give a 
white or slightly coloured emulsion. The test will detect the 
presence of 5 per cent. of soya bean oil in these oils. With 
linseed oil the test is not so sharp, since linseed oil gives 
a slightly brownish emulsion. The yellow emulsion is not 
obtained with bleached and deodorised soya bean oil or soya 
bean oil fatty acids.”

1729. Grout, John H. 1921. Hull’s position as an oilseed 
center. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 24(83):227-33. April 11.
• Summary: It appears from statistics compiled by various 
authorities “that Hull, besides being the leading center of 
the seed-crushing and oil-extracting industry in the United 
Kingdom, is also the largest oil-crushing center of the 
world.”
 A table (p. 227) shows that Hull is the largest single 
city in the UK in oilseed receipts, followed by Liverpool, 
London, and Bristol. The receipts for each city are divided 
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into oilseeds, and nuts and kernels; the latter include palm 
kernels, groundnuts, and copra.
 Hull imported only 9,460 tons of soya beans compared 
with 43,099 tons last year. Refi ned oils are in demand for 
making margarine. Address: Consul, Hull, England.

1730. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and Trade 
Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce). 1921. Japanese trade and 
economic notes. 24(84):252-53. April 12.
• Summary: “Export of beans and bean products from 
Dairen during 1920:” A table shows the exports (in piculs) 
of [soya] beans, bean cake, and bean by destination. The 
three leading destinations are Japan, England, and Egypt. 
Others are Hongkong, Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Denmark, 
Holland, France, Korea, United States.

1731. Fryer, Percival J. 1921. Substitutes for linseed oil in 
the paint industry. Chemical Age (London) 4(98):496. April 
30.
• Summary: “The recent phenomenal fall in the price of 
linseed oil down to a level which is actually below the pre-
war average has for the time shelved the consideration of 
substitutes...” Yet it is generally agreed that a substantial 
price rise must eventually take place. “When this occurs the 
question of possible alternatives for linseed oil in the paint 
and varnish industries will be once again to the fore as in 
prewar times.
 “It has been customary in some quarters to regard 
linseed oil as the oil par excellence for paint and varnish 
manufacture, and to a certain degree this view is fully 
justifi ed.”
 Yet “for some classes of work linseed oil, by itself, is 
inferior to certain other oils and mixtures of such oils with 
linseed.” One such oil is Menhaden oil, made from a fi sh. Its 
advantages are discussed
 “Other oils are also held to effect a similar improvement, 
notably Soya oil, Lumbang oil and Perilla oil. The fi rst-
named oil would have been very largely employed in the 
paint industry during the war years had its use not been 
offi cially restricted to edible products owing to the scarcity 
of oils for margarine manufacture. When suitably treated, 
Soya oil may be made to dry almost as quickly as boiled 
linseed oil. The raw oil is preferably fi rst blown and then 
given a heat treatment, and a very successful drier had been 
found composed of manganese, lead and cobalt linoleates 
having approximately metallic contents of 0.03 per cent., 
0.02 per cent. and 0.01 per cent., respectively.”
 Also discusses Chinese wood (Tung) oil and Oiticica oil. 
Note: The latter, pronounced oi-tuh-SEE-kuh, is made from a 
Brazilian tree–Licania rigida. Address: F.I.C. [Fellow of the 
Inst. of Chemistry].

1732. Lea and Perrins. 1921. At the horse show (Ad). Times 

(London). June 10. p. 9, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “... you will fi nd the best people and the best 
horses. See that you get the best sauce when you go to 
lunch.” Below that is a large, bold signature: “Lea & Perrins’ 
Sauce.” Below that: “The original Worcestershire sauce.” At 
the left of this display ad is an illustration of the head of a 
horse with a bridle. Address: [England].

1733. Butler, Hugh D. 1921. British palm-kernel and edible 
oil industry. Commerce Reports [USA] (Daily Consular and 
Trade Reports, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, 
Department of Commerce) 24(166):338-42. July 19.
• Summary: In 1914 the capacity of the entire British oilseed 
crushing industry was about 1,500,000 long tons (of 2,240 
lb each) per year. “Under pressure of war demands the 
total capacity of British plants gradually increased until it 
stands to-day at a fi gure somewhere between 2,250,000 and 
2,500,00 tons per annum.”
 “The total consumption of oils by manufacturers of 
soap, paint, linoleum, varnish, lubricants, and burning oils 
[for illumination] among the technical trades, and of baking, 
frying, and cooking fat and margarine among the edible-
oil trades in Great Britain is estimated at 600,000 tons per 
annum.”
 “British stocks of oil seeds and nuts seldom exceed 
supplies suffi cient to operate the plants from four to six 
weeks.” A table shows that these stocks include 8,000 tons of 
soya beans and 3,000 tons of soya bean oil.
 Lever Bros. is moving to bulk handling of seeds and 
oil, including conveyors, elevators, and improved docks and 
warehousing.
 “Relative importance of oil and cake: J.W. Pearson, 
chairman of the British Oil & Cake Mills (Ltd.), states in a 
paper read before the Royal Society of Arts in December, 
1919: Up to the outbreak of the war the seed-crushing 
industry was carried on in this country principally for the 
sake of cake production, because as a nation we were a meat-
consuming people, and the principal business of the miller 
was to provide material to enable the farmer to turn out meat 
and milk. On the other hand the European seed crusher was 
in business mainly as an oil producer. There the number of 
cattle fed bore a very different ratio to the human population, 
and it was the requirements in the shape of oil for direct use 
and for the manufacture of edible fats that was really the 
basis of the existence of the extensive continental oil-milling 
industry.”
 A table shows the British oilseed trade in May, and 
for the 5 months ended in May. Soya beans are now rather 
unimportant compared with cottonseed and fl axseed.
 Note: Starting in Sept. 1921, major changes were 
made in this periodical. The height of each page increased 
to 28 cm. The title changed to Commerce Reports. It was 
published weekly rather than daily. The articles / reports 
were group by sector; soya beans were in “Foodstuffs.” The 
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quality, length and detail of the articles decreased markedly. 
Warren G. Harding was U.S. president when these changes 
took place (from March 1921 to Aug. 1923). Address: Trade 
Commissioner, London.

1734. Tropical Life (England). 1921. Vegetable oil notes. 
17(8):124. Aug.
• Summary: The price per ton of soya bean oil (Oriental, in 
barrels) from June 30 to Aug. 19 ranged from £33 0s. to £42 
0s. Other oils whose prices are given per ton are: coconut, 
castor fi rsts, ground-nut crude, palm kernel crude, cotton 
seed crude, and linseed.
 The price per ton of soya bean seeds (Manchurian) 
from June 30 to Aug. 19 ranged from £13 5s. to £16 10s. 
Other oilseeds whose prices are given per ton are: Linseed 
(Calcutta, La Plata), cottonseed, castor (Bombay), and 
ground-nuts (Hull).
 The section titled “Cake” gives the prices of linseed, 
cotton, coconut, and ground nut cakes–but not of soya beans.
 This section on prices continues throughout 1921 as 
follows: Sept., p. 134. Oct., p. 150. Nov., p. 164. Dec., p. 
179. Note: In 1921, these are the fi rst and only times that 
soybean / soybean oil prices are listed in the annual indexes. 
However, from May 1912 on, prices were usually given each 
month.

1735. Berczeller, Laszlo. 1921. “Manna” food. Products of 
the soya bean. Bread, fl our, and milk. Times (London). Sept. 
28. p. 11-12.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. Animal 
experiments. An ideal food. “Manna” milk. Children’s food.
 “We give below a statement which Dr. László 
Berczeller, a young Hungarian who was assistant to 
the late Professor Franz Tangl, has made to our Vienna 
Correspondent on the new foodstuffs which are being made 
from the soya bean. Dr. Berczeller is working in a laboratory 
specially placed at his disposal by the Austrian Minister of 
Public Health, and his studies are being watched with lively 
interest by the British Minister and the American High 
Commissioner in Vienna.
 “It was in 1913, in Berlin [Germany], that I fi rst turned 
my attention to the soya as a food. I was the guest of the 
Japanese Club and a Japanese professor showed me soya 
food and told me that a milk was made from the bean in 
Japan... Professor Riegler, also in Hungary, had invented a 
synthetic milk made from the gluten of wheat. I saw these 
products were not satisfactory as they only had qualities in 
the sense of the old theory of calories and protein value of 
foods.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) that contains the term “soya food” or the 
term “soya as food.”
 “We have fed white rats on beans, peas, and lentils, 
and we have found that animals fed on beans live shortest 

and those on lentils longest.” When animals are allowed to 
follow their instinct, and choose between “the several kinds 
of legumina... they eat most lentils, less peas, and least 
beans.”
 “It is well known that in the time of the Greeks men still 
used, of cereals, chiefl y barley. Barley was followed by rye, 
especially in the Middle Ages, and both barley and rye were 
supplanted by wheat, as in England, as is the case today on 
the Continent.”
 “An ideal food–We now endeavored to apply this 
knowledge to the soya bean with a view to the food shortage 
problem. In the chemical sense, the soya is an ideal food. 
It contains 40 percent albumen and 20 percent fat, and at 
the same time can be obtained very cheaply. In Japan and 
China the soya is worked up into a number of very valuable 
foodstuffs by small industrialists. These foodstuffs do not 
meet European taste. Probably the Mongolian race has 
accustomed itself to this food.
 “The European foodstuffs industry has made repeated 
efforts to produce out of the soya a good and palatable food, 
but every attempt has failed, because the biological factor 
has been ignored. We could show that most of the processes 
used for this purpose and for which patents were also taken 
out, such as for extraction and roasting, only lead to one 
result; the rats fed with this food have a much shorter life 
than even those fed with the raw soya.
 “We have been successful in creating three foods: 
bread, fl our and milk, in which these principles were taken 
into account. These foods have been tested not only in the 
laboratory, but also on man; man, because one does not even 
yet know to what extent of certainty one may conclude from 
animal experiments to human beings.”
 “The new ‘Manna’ bread which has been produced by 
Mr. Robert Graham and myself–Mr. Graham’s technical 
and scientifi c experience in bread making rendered it alone 
possible to work out this problem–is the solution of the old 
standard bread controversy. We do not use the bran, which is 
already disintegrated by the milling process. We use better 
proteids than those contained in the bran and we introduce a 
great quantity of fat into the bread. The bread is cheaper than 
any other at present on the market.”
 “Manna fl our contains 40 per cent proteid and 20 
percent fat. In the raw state it has a sweet and pleasant taste. 
It can be used for soups and cooking vegetables.”
 “’Manna’ Milk–If we give animals the choice between 
the best milk powder and manna fl our, their instinct leads 
them to eat largely of the later; and if we feed them on eggs 
or meat and manna fl our in a similar colloidal state, they 
consume more manna fl our and less eggs or meat. We deduce 
therefrom that human beings will fi nd it pays them better to 
use manna fl our. Manna milk is in its proteid, carbohydride, 
and fat contents, and in its colour, very similar to cow’s 
milk. It has an almond-like taste. Used with tea, cocoa, 
or puddings, ice creams and pastry, one cannot detect any 
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difference from fresh milk. It is now being manufactured and 
its cost in Vienna will be six times less than fresh milk. It is 
merely a question of scientifi c research and manna milk will 
be biologically perfect also.”
 “It is indisputable that the food of the white race is 
very costly, especially when one compares it with the 
food which the yellow race is accustomed to. We observe 
the evil consequences of this difference above all in the 
United States. It is therefore a matter of the highest political 
importance that the West should learn the lesson of cheaper 
living as taught them by the East in the adaptation of the 
soya bean as an article of food.”
 “For fi ghting the Russian famine the aforementioned 
foodstuffs commend themselves for widely different reasons: 
-
 “1. They can be produced very cheaply.
 “2. No other albuminous food can be transported in such 
concentrated form.
 “3. In the form of rusks it would obviate all diffi culties 
arising out of a shortage or stoppage of fuel.
 “4. To make a beginning, the foodstuffs could be very 
quickly produced in Vienna.
 “5. The diffusion of these foodstuffs would lead to the 
permanent cultivation of the soya bean in Ukraine. This 
would be of great importance to the future provisioning of 
the whole of Europe.”
 Note: “The Russian famine of 1921, also known as 
Povolzhye famine, which began in the early spring of that 
year and lasted through 1922, was a severe famine that 
occurred in Bolshevik Russia. The famine, which killed an 
estimated 6 million, affected mostly the Volga and Ural River 
region.
 “The famine resulted from the combined effect of 
economic disturbance, which had already started during 
World War I, and continued through the disturbances of the 
Russian Revolution of 1917 and Russian Civil War” (Source: 
Wikipedia, Russian famine of 1921, Nov. 2013). Address: 
Vienna, Austria.

1736. Times (London). 1921. “Manna” for the hungry. Sept. 
28. p. 11, col. 3.
• Summary: “A few months before the war attention was 
drawn in these columns to the wonderful food-producing 
properties of the soya bean. Since its fi rst importation to 
Europe from the Far East, in 1906, these properties have 
been closely studied by western chemists, and during the 
last few years the researches of Dr. László Berczeller, a 
young Hungarian scientist working in Vienna, have been 
especially useful in extending the possibility of their further 
development... Dr. Berczeller is particularly interested in 
its adaptability as the basis of human food. In this respect 
its virtues are even more remarkable than as a fodder. Soy 
bean has been used to produce not only milk, butter and 
cheese, but fl our and what is known as ‘manna’ bread. One 

part of the manna fl our has the same nutritive value as two 
parts of meat and one third part of wheat fl our. Manna milk, 
he says, is in its proteid, carbohydride, and fat contents 
and in its colour very similar to cows milk, over which... 
it has this advantage–that it is free from all suspicion of 
being contaminated by milk-borne diseases. It is now being 
manufactured in Vienna at on sixth of the cost of fresh milk. 
Dr. Berczeller’s whole account, reads almost like a fairy 
tale but it is a fairy tale with a moral. Dr. Berczeller believes 
that... these manna foodstuffs are admirably adapted for 
fi ghting the horrors of the Russian famine. The cheapness 
and quickness with which they can be produced in Vienna, 
the facility of their transport, and the fact that, when they 
are produced in the form of rusks, they need no cooking, 
combine to give them a special value possessed by no other 
food that can be imported into the famine regions. If these 
plans of his are carried out, he looks forward to the time 
when the soya bean will be permanently cultivated in the 
Ukraine, to the great advantage of the future provisioning of 
the whole of Europe.”
 Note: Writing in the The Illustrated London News (8 
Oct. 1921, p. 476), J.L. North, Curator of the Royal Botanic 
Society of London, and a pioneer in growing soybeans in 
England, notes that in this article of Sept. 28 about “Manna 
fl our, Manna bread, and milk substances from the Soya 
bean... there is no reference to the fact that all these ‘Manna’ 
or Soya bean products were fi rst made in England before the 
war. Samples of the fl our and biscuits are to be seen in the 
cases of the London Institute of Hygiene, and Manna milk 
has been for years–and, no doubt, still is–sold here under 
the name of ‘Solac’ at a price considerably lower than that 
charged for milk by dairymen. “

1737. Graham, Robert. 1921. “Manna” food. Times 
(London). Sept. 29. p. 11, col. 5.
• Summary: This letter to the editor concerns an article 
titled “Manna” Food in the Sept. 28 issue of The Times. “Dr. 
László Berczeller, whose account is given, is and has been 
for the last 18 months, solely employed by me in Vienna. 
The work being done there now and the discovery of the 
‘Manna’ Food are the result of experiments undertaken by 
me and my staff of chemists, of which Dr. László Berczeller 
is one, for the purpose of fi nding a nutritive, inexpensive 
food for the starving children of Austria and Central Europe.
 “I have spent the last 25 years in search of the most 
nutritious forms of food, and ‘Manna’ is the result. My desire 
is that ‘Manna’ should be made available for the starving 
millions in Russia, as it is the cheapest and most nutritive 
form of food procurable, and I am prepared to make a free 
gift of my invention to alleviate the distress in that country.
 “I have the honor to remain, Sir, your obedient servant.” 
Address: 168, Regent-street, W.1 [London, England].

1738. Times (London). 1921. “Manna” food. The soya bean 
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in England. Sept. 29. p. 7, col. 6.
• Summary: “Experiments in the growing of the soya bean–
the ‘manna food’ which formed the subject of an article in 
The Times yesterday–in this country have been made by the 
Board of Agriculture, but one of the varieties tried so far 
appears to be suitable for the English climate.”
 “The following is an account of the experiments of 
growing the bean in England given by the Ministry of 
Agriculture.
 “’Previous to 1909 a few attempts had been made to 
grow the crop in England, but without any success... With 
the object of securing the hardiest sorts in cultivation the 
Board of Agriculture obtained from an experimental station 
in North Japan seed of 16 varieties, together with a small 
quantity of the soil in which the crop had been grown. These 
were sown at the Midland Agricultural and Dairy College 
and on the Cambridge University Farm. At both centres the 
results were similar–many of the varieties grew well, but 
none formed fl owers. Where the Japanese soil had been 
applied, the nodule formation was all that could be desired, 
but where no inoculation had taken place no nodules were 
formed. In 1910 the Board obtained seeds of several varieties 
from Manchuria. These were grown at the same centres as 
before. At the Midland College the crop grew vigorously, 
but formed no seed, while at Cambridge the plants ripened a 
small quantity of seed. This seed was sown in 1911, but the 
crop made little growth, and in spite of the hot season, no 
seed was produced.’”
 “The conclusion come to from these experiments by the 
Ministry of Agriculture is that the Japanese and Manchurian 
varieties of the soya bean cannot be relied on to produce seed 
in this country. But it is admitted that, as the plant appears 
to be a very variable one, it is not impossible that a variety 
suited to the climate and agricultural conditions of this 
country may yet be produced.
 “Apart from the production of beans for use as human 
food, the plant might have some value in this country as a 
forage crop.”

1739. Grinenco, Ivan; Capone, Giorgio. eds. 1921. Produits 
oléagineux et huiles végétales: Etude statistique sur leur 
production et leur movement commercial [Oleaginous 
products and vegetable oils: Statistical study on their 
production and trade]. Rome, Italy: Institute Internationale 
d’Agriculture, Service de la Statistique Générale. xxxii + 
421p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 442-43, 480-81. Sept. 
15. Index in front. [Fre]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA (Institute Internationale 
d’Agriculture) published this monograph in French. Two 
years later, by popular demand, an updated English-language 
edition was published. Contents: Introduction. Northern 
hemisphere: Europe, America, Asia, Africa, Oceania 
(Hawaii, Guam). Southern hemisphere: America, Asia, 
Africa, Oceania. Recapitulative tables of commerce, 1910-

19. Note 1. All import and export statistics are given in 
quintals. 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 The soybean (introductory information, p. xxii-xxiii, 
xxxii). Northern hemisphere–Europe. Germany (imports of 
soybean and soy oil 1910-14, p. 4). Denmark (production 
of soy oil in 1917, p. 17; imports and exports of soybeans 
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 18-20). France (imports and exports 
of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 28-31). Great Britain 
and Ireland (treated as one country; imports, exports, and 
reexports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 32-35). 
Norway (imports of soybeans 1910-19, p. 47). Netherlands 
(Pays-Bas, imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 
1910-19, p. 49-52). Romania (In 1915 production of 
soybeans on 3 hectares was 3,600 liters). Russia (in Europe 
and Asia, imports of soy oil 1909-17, p. 70-71). Sweden 
(imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, p. 74-
76).
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for Eastern 
Europe.
 America: Canada (imports of coconut, palm, and soy 
oil {combined} for the production of soap {in hectoliters} 
1915-19, p. 88-89). Cuba (various attempts have been made 
to introduce the soybean, p. 94).
 United States (area and production in 1909 {659 ha}, 
then from 1917-1920, p. 97-98). An overview of soybeans 
in the USA (p. 103, 105) states that the soybean, known 
in the USA since 1804, has become of great economic 
importance during the past few years. It is becoming 
popular mainly as a forage plant, but also for its seeds, for 
extraction of oil, and for making other products. Statistics 
have been published regularly since 1917. The census for 
1909 showed 659 hectares cultivated in soybeans. During 
the years from 1917 to 1919 the cultivated area surpassed 
60,000 ha. The three main states for soybean cultivation are 
North Carolina, Virginia, and Mississippi, which in 1919 
cultivated respectively 33,185, 12,141, and 3,238 hectares; 
this was almost 75% of the total cultivated to soybeans in the 
USA. In 1910, the seeds were used for the extraction of oil 
in the USA, and for the fi rst time the seeds were imported 
from Manchuria. In 1915, domestically grown soybean were 
used as a source of oil. This industry is developing rapidly, 
because the extraction of the oil is easily adapted to existing 
facilities that press oil from cottonseed and linseed. A table 
(p. 106) shows production of 16 vegetable oils in the USA 
from 1912 to 1917. Soybean oil production (in quintals) has 
increased from 12,537 in 1914, to 44,996 in 1916, to 190,843 
in 1917. Figures are also given for peanut oil, sesame oil, 
etc. Other tables (p. 108-10) show imports, exports, and 
reexports of soybeans and soy oil from 1910 to 1919.
 Asia: China (exports of soybeans and soy oil 1910-19, 
p. 161-62). French Indo-China (overview, esp. Cambodia 
and Tonkin, p. 187). Japan (area planted and production of 
soybeans 1877-1919, p. 190; overview, p. 191; production 
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of soy oil 1909-18, p. 192; imports and exports of soybeans 
and soy oil 1910-19, p. 192-93). Korea (area planted and 
production of soybeans 1909-1918, p. 194; imports and 
exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-11, p. 195). Formosa 
[Taiwan] (area planted and production of soybeans 1901-06, 
p. 196; imports and exports of soybeans and soy oil 1909-
17, p. 197. In 1901 10,888 ha produced 8,056,400 liters of 
soybeans. In 1904 21,960 ha produced 24,401,700 liters of 
soybeans). Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2005) that gives soybean production or area statistics for 
Formosa (Taiwan; ceded to Japan in 1895 after Japan won 
the Sino-Japanese War).
 Kwantung [Kwantung Leased Territory in Manchuria] 
(area planted and production of soybeans 1911-17, p. 198. In 
1911 14,627 ha of soybeans produced 102,112 quintals. In 
1916 29,902 ha produced 153,995 quintals of soybeans).
 Africa: Algeria (in recent years, trials have been made to 
introduce soybean culture to Algeria, p. 238). Egypt (imports 
of soy oil 1919, p. 244-47).
 Southern hemisphere–America: (Note 4. Soy is 
not mentioned at Argentina, Brazil, or any other South 
American country). Asia: Netherlands Indies. (A) In Java 
and Madura, the area planted to soybeans was 162,800 ha 
in 1916, 175,696 ha in 1917, and 157,844 ha in 1918. Gives 
imports of soy oil (1,085 quintals in 1914) and exports of 
soybeans (46 quintals in 1913) (p. 297-98). (B) In outlying 
territories, gives imports of soybeans from 1913 to 1919 (p. 
299). Africa: Southern Rhodesia (attempts have been made 
to introduce soybeans and several other oil plants from 
temperate climates, p. 317). Oceania: Soy is not mentioned 
at Australia, New Zealand, British New Guinea, former 
German New Guinea [later Papua New Guinea], or any 
other country in southern Oceania. (p. 297). Recapitulative 
tables–Imports and exports from 1910-1919. Soybeans, p. 
368-69. Peanuts, p. 370-75. Sesame seeds, p. 376-79. Palm 
fruits (Amandes de palme, from which palm oil is obtained), 
p. 392-93. Peanut oil, p. 414-17. Corn oil, p. 416-17. Sesame 
oil, p. 418-19. Soy oil, p. 420-21. Other oils covered in detail 
by this book are: Cottonseed, hempseed, linseed, rapeseed 
(colza and navette), poppy (pavot or oeilette), castor, olive, 
coconut, palm, and other–non-specifi ed. Address: 1. Doctor 
of Agronomics; 2. Doctor of Economics. Both: IIA, Rome, 
Italy.

1740. North, J.L. 1921. To solve the cost-of-living problem? 
A magic bean. Illustrated London News (The). Oct. 8. p. 476-
77. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The leading article and letter in the Times of 
Sept. 28 from its Vienna correspondent about Manna fl our, 
manna bread, and milk substances made from the Soya bean, 
are likely to do good if they help us to realise how much we 
are losing by our neglect of this, the most valuable–for the 
uses to which it can be put–of all legumes.
 “In the letter giving the details of the researches of Dr. 

László Berczeller of Vienna, there is no reference to the 
fact that these ‘Manna’ or Soya bean products were fi rst 
made in England before the war. Samples of the fl our and 
biscuits are to be seen in the cases of the London Institute 
of Hygiene, and Manna milk has been for years–and, no 
doubt, still is–sold here under the name of ‘Solac’ at a price 
considerably lower than that charged for milk by dairymen. 
The appearance and rapid rise into importance of the Soya 
bean is one of the most remarkable commercial events of 
modern times.”
 “In 1790 the [soy] bean was brought to Europe when 
its cultivation was fi rst attempted by Young [Arthur 
Young, lived 1741-1820 in England], the father of British 
Agriculture, though without success. In 1878 an Austrian 
professor, Haberlandt, tried it, but failed [Note 1. Haberlandt 
did not fail; he successfully cultivated soybeans in Austria 
as early as 1875, and many times thereafter.] When the bean 
came here in 1908 there was an immediate rush to grow it 
both in Europe and America. Experiments were started by 
our Board of Agriculture, the Royal Agricultural Society, 
and many semi-public bodies. The early experiments failed 
completely, for the reason that they were made with seed 
whose climatic origin was unknown, as well as the orthodox 
Chinese methods of growing it. Later, this was remedied...”
 By 1918 Europeans were aware of 500 different soybean 
varieties that were growing experimentally at Arlington, 
Virginia.
 “My interest in the Soya bean began in 1913 with a 
visit from an agent of a German cultivator at the offi ce of 
the Royal Botanical Society at Regent’s Park. He was, he 
said, trying to form a syndicate to grow what he called an 
acclimatised Soya bean, brought from China in 1910, and 
already in cultivation in Germany. He refused seeds for 
testing, but sent from Hamburg a plant which had been 
carefully cleared of the seed, though the empty pods, nearly 
sixty in number, were left. The syndicate never materialised, 
and I thought no more of the matter, until later on, whilst 
examining the dried plant, I noticed a tiny pod, scarcely 
half an inch long, which contained a seed no bigger than a 
pin’s head. Going over the plant I found other pods which 
evidently had been thought too insignifi cant to be of use, 
and from these I obtained thirteen seeds. These were sown 
in 1914 and resulted in thirteen plants, which produced four 
hundred and forty seeds. From thirty-three plants in 1915 
one thousand seeds resulted, and in 1916 no less than twelve 
thousand. Many experiments as to the value of different 
methods of growing them were made in several countries, 
and with no less than twenty-one different foreign varieties. 
One thing came clear throughout the tests, and that was that 
the original variety started with was by far the best. It says a 
good deal for German astuteness that they should have gone 
to Manchuria and, from hundreds of varieties, chosen the one 
best for them and for us.”
 The future of the Soya bean in England is uncertain. 
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“Natural selection helps the plants that mature earliest 
produce most seed; those that mature late die out. It is 
noticeable that the plants experimented with in England fruit 
earlier now than they did at fi rst, and this is a very hopeful 
sign. Another satisfactory fact is that there is no lessening 
in the number of pods produced, but rather a gain. This year 
there are plants with three times the number of pods shown 
in a photograph of the best German-grown specimen of 
1912.”
 In China and Japan the Soya bean “enters into the 
composition of most dishes, and in one form or another, 
as Soy sauce, bean paste, bean cheese, bean curd, bean 
milk, bean wafers, bean cakes and confectionery, is used 
everywhere. For a hundred years Soy sauce has been 
imported–the principal ingredient in the well-known 
Worcester [Worcestershire] sauce.”
 Apart from its value as a food, it is used in the 
manufacture of glycerine, explosives, enamels, varnish, 
varnish, waterproofs, linoleum, paints, soaps, celluloid, 
printing inks, and as a lubricant.”
 Photos (all but #1 by Frank N. Meyer of the USDA) 
show: (1) A typical pod from a soya bean plant grown by 
Mr. J.L. North at Chiswick, England, in 1921. (2) Two large, 
thin “blocks of tofu (bean curd)” on a round, wooden table. 
“Soya bean cheese for human food... Ready to be cut up into 
squares for sale to the public. Tofu, or Soya bean curd, is 
made by adding magnesium or calcium salts (about a 1 per 
cent. solution) to hot Soya bean milk; the product is drained 
and pressed. (3) “Varieties of soya bean cheese on a bamboo 
tray. Tofu, or Soya bean curd, forms the basis of many 
fermented, smoked, and dried cheeses in China and Japan.” 
(4) “Soya bean cheese [fermented tofu] in preparation: A 
pile of wooden trays full of bean curd in a dark room of even 
temperature.” (5) “Used by the Chinese as a green vegetable: 
A basketful of sprouted soya beans.” (6) Soy bean plant with 
leaves, many pods and roots, grown at Chiswick.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2002) 
written by Mr. J.L. North, the pioneer in cultivating soybeans 
in England.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “soya bean cheese” or 
the term “soya bean curd” to refer to tofu.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that uses the term “magic bean” or with the 
term “magic bean” in the title, or that uses the word “magic” 
as an adjective to refer to the soybean.
 Note 5. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “sprouted soya beans” to 
refer to soy sprouts.
 Note 6. Concerning Arthur Young. He was the author 
of many books on agriculture, which were very infl uential 
in their day. He was an important advocate for the 
progressive agricultural practices of his time, advocating 
such innovations as the seed drill, improved crop rotations, 

the use of marl as fertilizer, and the enclosure of open fi elds. 
In 1767 he undertook the management of a farm in Essex. 
He conducted various experiments and published the results 
in A Course of Experimental Agriculture (1770). In 1784 
he began the publication of the Annals of Agriculture, a 
periodical which was continued for 45 volumes and had 
many contributors. Young traveled to France during 1787-89 
and in 1792 published an important book about his travels 
and observations there. The soybean was fi rst grown in Paris, 
France, perhaps as early as 1740, defi nitely by 1779. So he 
may have learned about soybean from fellow agriculturalists 
in Paris while on this trip. Address: Curator of the Royal 
Botanic Society of London.

1741. Brook, Harry Ellington. 1921. Care of the body. Los 
Angeles Times. Oct. 30. p. VIII-18. Sunday magazine.
• Summary: The section titled “The soya bean” states: 
“English and Hungarian agricultural chemists have 
collaborated in the production of a soya bean for which great 
things are promised. We are told that it is to take the place of 
bread, butter, fl our and milk. Nonsense.
 “The soya bean is largely used by the Chinese. The 
white cheeses you can see at Chinese stores are made of soya 
bean curd [sic, they are soya bean curd, or tofu].
 “In France, a liquid made from the soya bean has been 
used as a milk substitute. It is not good for that purpose 
because, like all beans, it is largely starch.
 “The soya bean is a valuable food, but it is inferior to 
peanuts. They contain much fat, which beans lack.”
 Note 1. Tofu was apparently sold at Chinese stores in 
Los Angeles by 1921. Note 2. The writer doesn’t realize that 
soya beans, unlike common beans, contain very little starch. 
Address: N.D. [Naturopathic Doctor].

1742. Graham, Robert. 1921. A new or improved bread 
and process for making same. British Patent 176,752. 3 p. 
Application fi led 12 Oct. 1921.
• Summary: The application for this patent was not accepted 
and has become void. “This print shows the Specifi cation as 
it became open to public inspection.”
 The new, improved bread contains “fl our from soya 
beans” also called “soya bean meal or fl our.” The addition 
of enzymes improves the fl avor of the bread and eliminates 
the “disagreeable fl avour” of the fl our. Address: Haymount 
House, Cupar, County of Fife, Scotland.

1743. Commerce Reports (U.S. Dep. of Commerce). 1921. 
Bean-oil shipments from Dairen. 24(10):583. Nov. 7.
• Summary: “Consul Max D. Kirjasoff, at Dairen, reports 
that for the fi rst six months of the current year there was a 
total of 61,839,000 pounds of bean oil shipped from that 
post. Of this amount, the United States received 15,507,000 
pounds; the Netherlands, 12,516,000 pounds; the United 
Kingdom, 6,336,000 pounds; Belgium, 5,136,000 pounds; 
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and Japan, 5,051,000 pounds.”

1744. Olien, Vetten en Oliezaden (Amsterdam). 1921. 
Wereldproductie van Sojaboonen [World production of 
soybeans]. 6(22):254. Nov. 26. [Dut]
• Summary: The most recent [1920] annual statistics for 
world production of soybeans are (in metric tons): China 
3,352,400. Japan 430,933. Korea 348,000. United States 
58,000. Total 4,189,333 tons.
 In 1918, Japan absorbed 77% of the Chinese production, 
American and Europe 7%, and China itself 16%.
 During the last 10 years the amount of soya oil exported 
from China has risen from 25,000 tons to about 400,000 
tons. Before the World War, this oil was sent to England, the 
United States, Belgium, Japan, and Russia. During this same 
decade, exports of soya-cake have increased from 400-500 
tons to over 1 million tons.

1745. Trans-Pacifi c. 1921. Making bread from Manchuria’s 
beans. 5(5):43-44. Nov.
• Summary: “In a recent speech in London Mr. Winston 
Churchill insisted that ‘it is a matter of the highest political 
importance that the West should learn the lesson of cheaper 
standards of living which is taught them by the peoples of 
the East in the adoption of the soya bean as an article of 
food.’ He then went on to say that in a recent statement to 
the Times’ Vienna correspondent by Dr. Berczeller, a young 
Hungarian, the latter professed to have succeeded in making 
both fl our and milk from the soya bean, and that the bread 
made from soya bean fl our is both palatable and easily 
digested and can be placed on the market at a price below 
that of any other kind.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mention’s 
Winston Churchill’s speech about the soya bean. Address: 
Tokyo.

1746. Furusawa, J. 1921. Present and future of bean milling 
industry in Manchuria. Light of Manchuria No. 16. p. 1-10. 
Dec. 1.
• Summary: “The Chinese have been accustomed from early 
times to use vegetable oils as food and also as a source of 
light. The expression of oil from soya beans has therefore 
been carried on practically throughout the whole country on 
a small scale, to meet local needs.”
 “About the time the South Manchuria Railway was 
placed under the present management, the port of Yingkow 
[Yingkou], or Newchwang, drew most of the Manchurian 
products, and it was the main entrepot of Manchurian trade. 
Consequently, the bean milling industry was fi rst established 
there and about the time of the Chino-Japanese War [Sino-
Japanese War, 1894-95], there were already more than 30 
mills at that place. But then donkeys were used to turn the 
stone mills for grinding beans, and the beans thus ground 
were steamed and then put under the hand press.

 “After the close of the war, Messrs. Butterfi eld & Swire, 
the British fi rm, foresaw a great future in bean milling. They 
installed a steam roller and expressed oil by means of a 
screw turned by hand. This was perhaps the fi rst mechanical 
appliance brought into use in Manchuria for the purpose.
 “Then came the Russo-Japanese War, and not a few 
Japanese visitors to Manchuria became interested in this 
industry. On the close of the war, Mr. F. Kodera, now on 
the directorate of the Kodera Bean Mill, Dairen, founded 
a bean mill worked by hydraulic pressure at Yingkow. He 
was the fi rst Japanese to start mechanical milling in South 
Manchuria.
 “As the railways passed under the management of the 
South Manchuria Railway Company, it planned to make 
Dairen the chief gateway of trade and has taken measures to 
execute its plan. It was under such circumstances that bean 
mills began to come into being at Dairen as well as in other 
places.
 “The fi rst local mill was the Shuanghochan Mill 
established at Hsiaokangtsu-Chinese Quarter of Dairen-in 
1906. In 1908, the railway company announced a system of 
specifi c tariffs to seaboard ports, and this induced a number 
of Japanese to follow suit. The Mitsui Bussan Kaisha 
organized the Santai Bean Mill conjointly with some Chinese 
capitalists. About the same time, Okura & Co., jointly with 
Mr. K. Matsushita of Yokohama, founded the Nisshin Oil 
Mills, Ltd. The Kodera Mill, at Yingkou, erected another 
factory at Dairen, followed by Mr. K. Saito with still another 
mill. In the course of a few years, the mills maintained by 
Japanese and Chinese numbered about 20. This industry has 
kept developing, and now the local mills total 60.”
 Also discusses industrial uses of soybeans. Photos 
show: (1) Piles of beans in sacks, covered with tarps, on 
Dairen wharves. (2) Loading of goods at Atung Wharves. (3) 
Exterior of good sheds and warehouses at Dairen Wharves. 
(4) Men loading round bean cakes and beans into a steamer 
ship on Dairen wharves. Address: Managing Director, 
Nisshin Oil Mills Ltd., Dairen.

1747. Oil and Colour Trades Journal (London). 1921. 
The soya bean industry of S. Manchuria: Consular news. 
60(1207):2080. Dec. 3.
• Summary: “The annual production of soya beans in 
Manchuria is estimated at 2,500,000 tons, of which about 
three-fourths is exported, 30 per cent. in the form of beans, 
and the balance in the form of bean cake or bean oil.” A table 
shows the weight (in piculs) of these three products exported 
in 1919 and 1920. For 1920: Beans 10,224,437. Bean cake 
21,479,033. Bean oil 1,805,107. The total value of exports in 
1920 was approximately 92,350,000 taels.
 Until the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 [soya] beans 
were only exported from South Manchuria in the form of 
bean cake and bean oil, and the sole market for them was 
in China, the cake being used as a fertiliser in the sugar-
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cane fi elds of the Canton and Fukien [Fujian] Provinces, 
and the oil chiefl y as a food and an illuminant. The valuable 
properties of bean cake as a fertiliser were then discovered 
in Japan, to which the market for the product extended, the 
demand from Japan soon exceeding that from China. In 1908 
a trial shipment of beans to England also opened the eyes of 
British oil-seed manufacturers to the value of the soya bean 
for the same purposes for which cotton and linseed oil were 
used, with the result that in that year 400,000 tons of beans 
were shipped to England. Since then the trade has never 
looked back. The demand soon extended to the Continent of 
Europe, and fi nally to America, which for a time became the 
chief market for bean oil, though the exports to that country 
have laterally declined.”
 A second table shows the destination and amounts 
of beans, bean cake, and bean oil exported from South 
Manchuria in 1920. The destinations (listed alphabetically) 
are: Denmark, Dutch Indies, Egypt, Germany, Great Britain, 
Hong Kong, Japan and Korea, Netherlands, United States, 
Chinese ports, other countries. The top four importers (in 
piculs) of soya beans are Japan and Korea (5,637,882), 
Chinese ports (2,490,727), Denmark (682,297), and Dutch 
Indies (546,186). The top four importers (in piculs) of bean 
cake are Japan and Korea (17,781,698), Chinese ports 
(3,430,483), United States (182,669), and Denmark (83,285). 
The top four importers (in piculs) of soya bean oil are 
Netherlands (616,204), United States (460,379), Japan and 
Korea (279,823), and Chinese ports (167,598).
 This “table includes the exports by steamer from Dairen, 
Newchwang, and Antung and across the Korean frontier 
through Antung, Hunchun, and Lungchingtsun, but excludes 
those by native jung which were also considerable and went 
almost entirely to South China. All the exports to Europe and 
America and the bulk of those to Japan were shipped from 
Dairen, while Newchwang was the chief port of shipment 
for the exports to Chinese ports. The export of bean oil to 
the Netherlands is a new trade. It is possible that the ultimate 
destination of the bulk of the oil was Germany.”
 Source: British Consular Report.

1748. Tschudy, E.A. 1921. Effect of variation in the 
analytical constants of linseed oil and soya bean oil on the 
estimation of these oils by means of the hexabromide and 
iodine values. Analyst (London) 46(549):513. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: “(J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1921, 13, 941-943).–The 
hexabromide method gives results differing by + 7 to–3 
per cent. from the actual amount of linseed oil in mixtures 
of linseed oil and soya bean oil containing oils having 
the widest range of analytical constants, when average 
constants are used as a basis for the calculation; including 
the experimental error of the hexabromide method, the 
results obtained may differ by +13 to–9 per cent. from the 
true fi gure; If the amount of linseed oil in such a mixture be 
calculated from the iodine value, the result may differ by +16 

to -17 per cent, from the quantity actually present.”

1749. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1921-1923. Chemical technology 
and analysis of oils, fats, and waxes. Edited by George H. 
Warburton. 6th ed. Entirely rewritten and enlarged. 3 vols. 
New York, NY and London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. Illust. 
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Volume 1 of this authoritative three-volume 
work was published in 1921 (xviii + 682 p.). Includes: 
Preface to the sixth edition, by George H. Warburton. Preface 
to the fi fth edition, by J. Lewkowitsch. In Chapter 1, titled 
“Classifi cation of oils, fats, and waxes–Physical properties of 
oils, fats, and waxes,” the section on “Phosphatides” (p. 38-
41) states that lecithin, having a composition very similar to 
that of egg-yolk lecithin, has been isolated from many plant 
seeds, especially those derived from the Leguminosæ, and 
the cereal grains.” This section also contains a subsection 
on “lecithin,” but soybeans are not mentioned. Generally 
speaking, oils are liquid at room temperature, whereas fats 
are solid.
 In the section on “Properties of natural oils and fats” is 
a subsection on “Behaviour with reagents” which includes 
a discussion of reactions with hydrogen gas (p. 60-62). 
“Sabatier and Senderens (1905, 1911), however, furnished 
by their general method of reducing unsaturated organic 
substances by means of hydrogen, in the presence of fi nely 
divided metals, especially of fi nely divided nickel, an easy 
means of converting the glycerides of unsaturated fatty 
acids into practically completely saturated glycerides. Thus 
linseed oil, whale oil, cotton seed oil, sesame oil, etc., can 
be reduced to hard tallow-like substances which practically 
absorb no iodine.”
 In Chapter 3, titled “Constituents of fats and waxes,” 
under “Acids,” in the section on “Acids of the oleic series” 
are subsections on Elaïdic (Elaidic) acid (p. 192-94), and 
Isoöleic (Para-oleic, solid oleic) acid (p. 194-96). In the 
subsection on “Acids of the linolic series” we read (p. 
201): “Linolic acid occurs in considerable proportions in 
drying and semi-drying oils, and is most readily obtained 
from poppy seed, soya bean, maize... and sesamé oils, 
by brominating their mixed fatty acids...” “Acids of the 
Linolenic series,” especially linolenic acid, are discussed on 
p. 210-14.
 Under “Alcohols,” in the section on “Alcohols of the 
cyclic series” is a subsection on “Phytosterols” (p. 280-82). 
The fi rst of these is Sitosterol, the “cholesterol of plants,” 
which is widely disseminated in the vegetable kingdom. 
Sojasterol is mentioned on p. 280.
 Other chapters include: 5. Physical methods of 
examining oils, fats, and waxes. 6. Chemical methods of 
examining oils, fats, and waxes. 7. Chemical methods 
of examining oils, fats, and waxes–qualitative tests. 8. 
Examination of mixed fatty acids. 9. Examination of 
unsaponifi able material. 10. Detection and quantitative 
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determination of rosin. 11. Application of the foregoing 
methods to the systematic examination of natural oils, fats, 
and waxes. 12. Examination by truly scientifi c methods.
 Volume 2 (xii + 959 p.) was published in 1922. Chapter 
13, titled “Commercial preparation of the raw material used 
in the oils, fats, and waxes industries” (p. 1-39) notes that the 
two main ways of obtaining vegetable oils is by expression 
(using pressure) or extraction (using volatile solvents).
 Chapter 14, titled “Technology of the natural oils, fats, 
and waxes: Methods of preparing, refi ning, and examining 
them and detecting adulterations,” is divided into two large 
parts: “A. Oils and fats–Glycerides” and “B. Waxes.” Part 
A is divided into two more large parts: “I. Oils or liquid 
fats” and “II. Solid fats.” Part I is divided into two more 
large parts: “1. Vegetable oils” and “2. Animal oils.” The 
vegetable oils are divided as follows, with examples given 
from each category in the order listed: (1) Drying oils–Perilla 
oil, linseed oil–fl ax seed oil, tung oil, hemp seed oil (p. 
93), soja bean oil (soy-bean oil, bean oil, Chinese bean oil; 
p. 113-20), poppy seed oil, Niger seed oil. Lesser known 
drying oils–Strawberry seed oil, oiticicia oil, black sesamé 
oil (from seeds of Thyptis Spicigera (Lamarck), p. 153), 
alfalfa seed oil. Semi-drying oils–Cotton seed oil group, the 
rape oil group, maize oil / corn oil, sesamé oil (beniseed oil, 
gingelli oil, teel oil; p. 215). Lesser-known semi-drying oils–
Laburnum seed, apple seed, etc. Non-drying oils–Quince 
oil, almond oil (p. 295), arachis oil (peanut oil, earthnut oil, 
ground nut oil; p. 305). Lesser-known non-drying oils–Horse 
chestnut, blue lupin, yellow lupin, white lupin.
 Volume 3 (viii + 508 p.) was published in 1923. On 
pages 6-7 is a large table showing imports of oils, fats, 
and oilseeds from 1898 to 1920, including margarine, 
oleomargarine, soya beans, etc. Similar tables (p. 10-18) 
shows exports and re-exports. Smaller tables (p. 19-22) 
show imports and exports of seeds and oils into France and 
Germany.
 In Chapter 15, titled “Technology of manufactured oils, 
fats, and waxes–Technical and commercial examination 
of the products...” under “Edible fats” are long sections 
on Butter substitutes (Margarine or “Oleomargarine” and 
vegetable butters; p. 31-58) and Lard substitutes (p. 58-
59). In this same chapter, in the section titled “Industries in 
which glycerides undergo a chemical change, but are not 
saponifi ed” is a long subsection on “Hydrogenated fats and 
oils” (p. 119-29). Another subsection, titled “Vulcanised 
oils, Rubber substitutes” notes (p. 202-04) that soya bean 
oil, sesamé oil, or arachis oil are suitable for making 
white rubber substitutes. The oil is dissolved in carbon 
tetrachloride in a suitable vessel; while the oil is agitated, 
sulphur chloride is run in and the agitation is continued until 
the mass has solidifi ed. A table in the appendix (p. 470) gives 
a detailed composition of arachis oil.
 Note: The fi rst edition was published in 1895, the 2nd 
ed. in 1898, the 3rd ed. in 1904, the 4th ed. in 1909, and 

the 5th ed. in 1913. Julius Lewkowitsch lived 1857-1913. 
Address: 71 Priory Rd., London, N.W., England.

1750. Bank of Chosen, Seoul, Korea. 1921. Economic 
history of Manchuria, compiled in commemoration of the 
decennial of the Bank of Chosen. Seoul, Korea: Bank of 
Chosen. x + 303 p. See p. 140. Illust. No index. 20 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Chapter 5, titled “Agriculture,” the section on 
“Population” (p. 140) notes that Manchuria has a population 
of 20,112,110, which averages about 53 per square over 
the whole country. A table compares this with population 
densities of 618 in England and Wales, 589 in Belgium, 
374 in Japan (Mainland), and 31 in the USA. However 
Manchuria’s population is growing rapidly; it increased by 
at least 6 million during the 10 years ending in 1916. A table 
(p. 135) shows that [soy] beans are typically used in the 
second year of a four-year rotation on large farms. In 1916 
and 1917 an experimental agricultural station of the South 
Manchuria Railway Company asked some “dozen farmers 
in the neighbourhood of Szupingchieh and Kungchuling to 
cultivate native seeds of soya beans according to the purely 
native method, and the result was in 1916, 4.104 bushels, 
and in 1917, 3.724 bushels per tan (0.245 acres). Now the 
average bean crop in Korea is about 2.978 bushels, and 
in Japan 4.02 bushels per tan...”–quite similar. In Japan, 
intensive methods are carried to the extreme, however “in 
Japan the farmer does not generally devote their best land to 
bean cultivation” (p. 135).
 The section on “Agricultural products” (p. 135) begins: 
“Of the cereals and pulse which Manchuria produces the 
principal are [soy] beans, kaoliang, and millet, and these 
are followed by maize, sorghum, buckwheat, wheat, rice, 
and peas.” Other products include sesamum seeds. A table 
(p. 136) shows the amount (in bushels) of each of these 
major crops produced in 1915 in Mukden, Kirin, Amur, 
and total. For soybeans this was 39.2, 17.6, 17.1, and 74.0 
million bushels, respectively. Exports of soybeans are 79.11 
million bu from South Manchuria, 29.67 million bu from 
North Manchuria, and 108.78 million bu total. Note: Chinese 
characters are given with every place name.
 The subsection titled “Soya Beans” (p. 137-48) has 
the following contents: The importance of beans and their 
products. Cultivation of soya beans. Amount of production. 
Different species [sic, colors, and varieties]. Composition 
of different varieties. Uses of the soya bean. Uses of beans, 
bean cake, and bean oil in the Far East. Uses of beans and 
their products in Europe and America.
 The section titled “Manufacturing products of 
Manchuria” contains a subsection (p. 183-87) on [soya] 
“Bean oil and bean cake” which begins: “The industry has 
a very remote origin and we have it on record that, as early 
as 1860, Swatow, a port in South China, imported from 
Manchuria bean cake to the amount of 379,009 piculs, 
valued at $783,762 (Chinese).”
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 The oil-mill (yufang) is found almost everywhere in 
Manchuria. The traditional method of making soya bean oil 
and cake involves steaming the beans then pressing out the 
oil. The modern method involves using a solvent, benzene. 
“Then, by heating the compound, the oil is separated from 
the benzene. By this method nearly all the oil in the beans 
is extracted, and not only is there no waste of oil, but the 
residue, in this case not in the form of cake but in bulk, 
is better fi tted for manure, since the small quantity of oil 
remaining in it makes its absorption underground so much 
the easier; moreover, the trouble of breaking it up into 
pieces before using it is spared. The drawbacks to the new 
method lie in its requiring a greater working capital, and 
the necessity for packing the residue for shipment, thereby 
greatly adding to the shipping expenses. The new method is 
at present employed by only one company in Dairen, Suzuki 
& Co., which fi rm by the way operates the largest bean-mill 
in Manchuria.”
 A table (p. 185) gives statistics for the following in 
four locations in Manchuria: No. of soya bean mills. Capital 
(1,000 yen). No. of workmen. Production of bean cake 
(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). Production of bean oil 
(1,000 pieces, value in 1,000 yen). The four locations are: 
Dairen, Kwantung Province (Dairen excluded), Railway 
Zone, Total of the above three. More than half of the 105 
mills are in Dairen.
 Photos (between p. 138-39) show: (1) A fi eld of soya 
beans. (2) Piles of soya beans in the open air, Kaiyuan. (3) 
Soya beans awaiting shipment at Dairen wharves. Tables 
show: (1) Composition of yellow and green soy beans (p. 
141). (2) Composition of bean cake based on analyses 
by laboratories in Japan, Scotland, and South Manchuria 
Railway Co. (p. 144). (3) Exports of soya beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from 1908 to 1917 from Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok, and total (p. 147-48).
 Photos (between p. 184-85) show: (1) The Suzuki 
Bean Oil Factory at Dairen. (2) Casks of bean oil awaiting 
shipment on Dairen wharves.
 Note: This book, like others in this series, was written by 
Mr. Tokuji Hoshino, manager of the Research Department, 
Bank of Korea; however his name does not appear on the 
title page, but only in the Foreword. Also published in 1920. 
Address: Korea.

1751. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1921. The soy bean. 
Composition of the soy bean (Document part). In: J.H. 
Kellogg. 1921. The New Dietetics: What to Eat and How... 
Battle Creek, Michigan: The Modern Medicine Publishing 
Co. 950 p. See p. 299-302. 24 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter on “Legumes,” the section titled 
“The Soy Bean” (p. 315-21) has the following contents: 
Introduction and history (incl. a long extract from a 
publication by W.J. Morse (1918), and discussion of soy 
beans and diabetic diets). Composition of the soy bean 

(according to Bailey and Street 1915). Soy bean milk. To 
fu (tofu). Soy sauce. Soy bean sprouts. Composition of soy 
bean sprouts compared with mung bean sprouts.
 The section begins: “The soy bean has been used in 
China since 2838 B.C. It was introduced into France in 1740, 
England 1790, and this country not until a century later. This 
bean requires a long season and does best in the Southern 
states on this account. It is quite hardy, however, and some 
varieties have been found which mature as far north as 
Canada.
 “The soy is the best of all beans. It differs decidedly 
from other beans in its composition. It contains 40% protein, 
practically no starch, and nearly 20 per cent fat, giving it 
characteristics approaching those of the peanut more closely 
than those of ordinary beans.
 “More than one thousand varieties have now been tested 
by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Twenty varieties are 
at the present time being handled by growers and seedsmen 
in this country. The green and yellow varieties are best 
adapted for food. The black and brown are chiefl y for forage.
 “In China, the soy bean is very little used in the manner 
in which beans are used in this country. Instead, according to 
W.J. Morse [1918], of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
‘the beans are soaked in water and roasted, the product being 
eaten after the manner of roasted peanuts.’” Dr. Kellogg 
then quotes two passages from Morse; one about roasted 
soybeans, and the other about soy beans which, when three-
fourths or more grown, can be used as “a most palatable and 
nutritious green vegetable.”
 “This bean not only contains a large amount of protein, 
more than is found in the same weight of beef, but its protein 
is of a particularly fi ne quality. Heretofore, the casein of 
milk has enjoyed a unique reputation as a protein of fi nest 
quality, but now ‘the protein of the soy bean appears to be 
as valuable as the casein of milk.’ In view of the shortage of 
milk, which is likely to increase, it is gratifying to know that 
a protein has been discovered equally valuable as casein, and 
one which may be produced in unlimited quantities.
 “For promotion of growth, it is not only necessary for 
the food to contain ‘complete’ protein in proper amount, 
but it must also contain a suffi ciency of the two vitamins, 
designated as fat-soluble A and water-soluble B. Osborne and 
Mendel demonstrated that the soy bean contains an adequate 
supply of both fat-soluble and of ‘water-soluble vitamins,’ in 
which respect it is superior to all seeds heretofore examined, 
with the possible exception of fl axseed and millet.
 “The soy bean is destined to become one of the great 
food staples, not only of this country but of the world. It is 
capable not only of supplying the essentials for growth and 
maintenance, but may also act as a complement to other 
imperfect foods, such as corn for example, in combination 
with which it has shown most excellent experimental results.
 Composition of the soybean: A table shows the 
composition of the soy bean, compiled from various sources. 
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“The above analysis clearly shows the soy bean to be a 
most remarkable food product. Its composition is in some 
respects more like that of a nut than that of other legumes. 
In this respect it very much resembles the peanut. Its protein 
content, nearly 40 per cent, is higher than that of any other 
foodstuff. Even lean meat affords but half as much. Its high 
percentage of fat gives it a very high food value and makes it 
a rich source of oil for various industrial purposes as well as 
for food.
 “The soy fi lls the place of meat as well as milk in the 
dietary of many millions of sturdy Orientals. Since the 
composition of the soy has been understood, it has been 
much used as a food for diabetics. It is evident from the 
above [table] that it contains little which can be objectionable 
in diabetes. The small amount of dextrin and sugar may be 
easily removed, when necessary, by parboiling.
 “Experiments by Holmes [1920], of the offi ce of Home 
Economics, U.S. Department of Agriculture, have shown that 
the well cooked soy bean (cooked for two hours under steam 
pressure) is very easily digestible, and is an exceptionally 
wholesome article of food, superior to most other legumes.
 “The soy bean may not become really popular until 
the pressure cooker comes into general use, which may 
be some time. In the meantime, while the patent pressure 
cooker is coming, any resourceful housewife may improvise 
a perfectly good and satisfactory pressure cooker from 
inexpensive materials close at hand. Get a stone jug or 
jar that can be hermetically sealed. The little stone jars in 
which apple butter is sometimes sold are well adapted to the 
purpose. After soaking the beans over night put [them] in the 
jug with a little salt and enough water to cover, seal up tight 
and secure the cover well, remembering that the pressure will 
be from within. Set the jug in a saturated solution of common 
salt, place over a smart fi re and boil for one to two hours. 
The salt solution boils at a temperature of 220ºF. and so the 
beans are exposed to a higher temperature than in ordinary 
boiling... Cooking at the higher temperature not only softens 
the cellulose and so renders the foodstuffs tender, but greatly 
improves the fl avor.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 1996) 
that uses the term “pressure cooker” in connection with soy 
beans. Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.

1752. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1921. Soy bean milk 
(Document part). In: J.H. Kellogg. 1921. The New Dietetics: 
What to Eat and How... Battle Creek, Michigan: The Modern 
Medicine Publishing Co. 950 p. See p. 302-03. 24 cm.
• Summary: “In Japan infants are sometimes nourished 
artifi cially on milk prepared from the soy bean by methods 
for a long time kept secret. Soy milk is now well known 
and quite extensively in use in France and England, and 
likely soon to be introduced into this country. The writer has 
prepared, experimentally, a quite palatable milk from the 
soy bean, and has for twenty-fi ve years made use of milk 

prepared from the almond and other nuts.
 “The beans may be prepared either by grinding to a 
fi ne fl our or by soaking over night and crushing to a pulp 
between rollers. The dry meal is most convenient. Add to 
the dry meal suffi cient water to a little more than saturate. 
Allow to soak for two hours. Add fi ve times the quantity of 
boiling water. Boil for ten minutes, stirring. Filter through 
a fi ne cloth. The milky liquid thus obtained has properties 
very closely resembling cow’s milk. It is rich in protein and 
fats. The fat is well emulsifi ed and easily digestible, and the 
protein very closely resembles that of milk, being what is 
known to chemists as a complete protein which may replace 
the casein of milk as food. The soy milk is rather defi cient in 
salts, both lime and iron. It contains vitamins but less than 
milk, and it contains no carbohydrates. To be used as milk 
it should be sweetened by the addition of 2 per cent of cane 
sugar or 4 per cent of milk sugar. To suit most palates a little 
salt should be added also. The fl avor is different from that 
of cow’s milk, but it is wholesome and not unpalatable and 
may to a considerable extent take the place of cow’s milk 
by persons who are sensitized to milk or when milk is not 
available. A similar preparation may be made from peanuts.
 “Soy bean milk, according to Adolf and Kiang, has the 
following percentage composition: Protein 4.22, fat 1.87, 
salts 0.40, water 93.51.
 “The composition of the milk will vary, of course, with 
the amount of water used in its preparation. It will be noted 
that soy milk contains no sugar and is very poor in salts, 
containing only half the amount of salts found in cow’s milk. 
All these may be easily added, however, and so soy milk 
is a possible resource for lacteal food in case of scarcity of 
the bovine product; but it seems to the writer doubtful that 
soy milk will ever be able to compete with cow’s milk as 
a nutrient for human beings, and especially the feeding of 
infants.” Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.

1753. McCallan, E.A. 1921. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1920. Reports of the Board and 
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1920. p. 
5-13.
• Summary: Page 5 states: “During the last 5 years it has 
been very diffi cult to purchase adequate quantities of stable 
manure, and the applications to the plots have been very 
light, and at times lacking altogether. A crop of legumes, 
either cowpeas or soy beans, has been plowed under each 
year, and the yields of potatoes which have been obtained 
have testifi ed to the high value of leguminous green manure. 
No failure of either cowpeas or soy beans has occurred.”
 “Mr. E.A. McCallan, First Agricultural Assistant, was 
appointed Director, with effect from 1st October [1920], but 
was not permitted to relinquish his duties as Acting Colonial 
Surveyor... until the 1st February, 1921.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2008) 
concerning soybeans in Bermuda, or the cultivation of 
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soybeans in Bermuda. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Bermuda, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Bermuda (1916 or 1917). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown. Address: Director of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1754. McCarrison, Robert. 1921. Studies in defi ciency 
disease. London: Henry Frowde; Hodder & Stoughton. xvi 
+ 270 p. Illust. 26 cm. Series: Oxford Medical Publications. 
Reprinted in 1945. [ soy ref]
• Summary: A nutrition classic. The author was born in 
1878. Page 12 states, concerning vitamin B: “Soya-bean 
is of particular value because of its content of both growth 
vitamins and of the high physiological value of its protein.” 
Concerning vitamin A, pages 15-16 note: “In grains–The 
seeds and resting tissues of plants contain less of this 
vitamin than the leaves; soya-bean, however, contains it in 
considerable quantity, as do linseed or millet seed and maize. 
It is present in germinated pulses or cereals...”
 The author drew attention to the good health of 
tribesmen in North India, which he attributed to the 
consumption of whole grains little tampered with by modern 
technology. He is cited as a pioneer in realizing the benefi ts 
of dietary fi ber. In Europe, “White bread has largely replaced 
wholemeal bread, and it is notorious that bread forms a high 
proportion of the dietaries of persons of limited means” (p. 
6).
 Pages 8-9: During World War I, the people of Denmark 
lived on an austere diet, and as a result of this, the death rate 
dropped as much as 34%. “Hindhede, therefore, concludes 
that ‘the principal cause of death lies in food and drink’; and 
few will be disposed to doubt the justice of this contention 
in the face of an experiment so unequivocal. My own 
experience provides an example of a race, unsurpassed 
in perfection of physique and in freedom from disease in 
general, whose sole food consists to this day of grains, 
vegetables, and fruits, with a certain amount of milk and 
butter, and goat’s meat only on feast days. I refer to the 
people of the State of Hunza, situated in the extreme 
northernmost point of India. So limited is the land available 
for cultivation that they can keep little livestock other than 
goats, which browse on the hills, while the food-supply is so 
restricted that the people, as a rule, do not keep dogs. They 
have, in addition to grains–wheat, barley, and maize–an 
abundant crop of apricots. These they dry in the sun and use 
very largely in their food. Amongst these people the span 
of life is extraordinarily long.” Dr. McCarrison spent about 
seven years in their midst. He concludes that “the enforced 
restriction to the unsophisticated foodstuffs of nature is 
compatible with long life, continued vigor, and perfect 
physique.” Address: M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of 
Physicians, London; Lieutenant-Colonel, Indian Medical 
Service.

1755. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1921. The trade and 
administration of China. 3rd revised ed. Shanghai, China: 
Kelly and Walsh. xv + 505 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important early books on this 
subject. The “Preface to the Third Edition” notes that “China 
is everywhere in a disturbed state, divided against itself, 
with a weak government dominated by a lawless soldiery;...” 
Contains much interesting information about Chinese history, 
including the complex history of the currency (taels) and 
weights (piculs, catties, and taels). The author (lived 1855-
1934) is an American, who was sometimes Commissioner 
of Customs in China. He arrived in China in about 1874 
with three friends, shortly after graduating from Harvard 
University (Massachusetts).
 Listed in the index under “Beans, bean-cake and 
bean-oil,” soybeans are discussed extensively–especially 
in Chapter 8, “The provinces and the treaty ports (p. 225-
296). “China Proper is divided into eighteen provinces, 
and to distinguish it from the rest of the Empire this part is 
commonly and even offi cially referred to by the Chinese as 
‘The Eighteen Provinces.’ The events of the last few years, 
since 1894, have brought into commercial and political 
prominence the region which we call collectively Manchuria, 
divided for administrative purposes into three provinces; 
these are called by the Chinese ‘The Three Eastern 
Provinces,’ lying east of the eastern end of the Great Wall, 
where it comes to the sea at Shanhaikwan [Shanhaiguan], 
built to protect the Eighteen Provinces forever from invading 
hordes from the north, whether Mongol or Manchu.” The 
population of the 18 Provinces is about 385 million. Most 
early trade with China was conducted at Canton. “The 
British Treaty of Nanking (1842) opened the fi rst “treaty 
ports,” fi ve in number: Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, 
and Shanghai. These fi ve ports have now grown to over 
forty...” (p. 226-27).
 Manchuria: Of the three eastern provinces, two, 
Heilungkiang and Kirin are not very important. “The 
southern province, Shengking [Lioaning], is the most 
important, and contains, probably, nine-tenths of the total 
population of Manchuria;” an estimated 10-25% of these 
people are the original stock of the conquering Manchus, 
but the great majority are “immigrants from Shantung and 
Chihli, and their descendants. The western part of this 
province is made up of the plain of the Liao and the valleys 
of its tributaries, and grows wheat and durra for food, and 
beans from which are made an esculent and illuminating oil, 
and bean-cake shipped to restore exhausted fertility to the 
fi elds of Japan and of Kwangtung.”
 Newchwang: “This port, situated 13 miles above the 
mouth of the Liao River, was opened offi cially in 1861, but 
actually in 1864, at Yingtze or Yingkow [Yingkou], 30 miles 
below the unimportant city of Newchwang. Recently the 
port has been distinguished as Yingkow, but Newchwang is 
and has been the name offi cially given to the Treaty Port, the 
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Custom House, and the Post Offi ce.” A table shows the value 
of its imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. “Of products 
of the district fi nding their outlet at Newchwang the principal 
are [soy] beans (value in 1904 Tls. [Haikwan or Custom 
taels] 6,577,000), bean cake (Tls. 4,589,000), bean-oil (Tls. 
2,133,000), silk (Tls. 2,005,000)...” (p. 230).
 “Moukden [Mukden] is the Manchu name of what in 
Chinese is known as Shengking (the Sacred Capital), and 
administratively was from A.D. 1625 called Shenyang, and 
is now offi cially termed Fengtien. The old capital of the 
Manchus before they marched to the conquest of China and 
migrated to Peking, it still (as of 1906) remains a sleeping 
capital...” It is situated in the heart of the plain of the Liao 
valley, 100 miles from Newchwang (p. 231). Note: As of 
Feb. 2000 it is offi cially called Shenyang.
 “Harbin, the junction of the railways from Irkutsk 
to Vladivostock [Vladivostok], and from Harbin to 
Kwanchengtze, where it joins the Japanese line to Dairen, 
has been made the seat of a Custom House to control the 
railway traffi c” (p. 231). Dairen has been under Japanese 
control since 1905, but a Chinese Custom House controls its 
trade under regulations similar to those in force at Tsingtau 
[Kiaochou] (q.v.) (p. 232).
 The major farm products of Shantung are [soy] beans, 
opium, silk, wheat, and millet (p. 241). Confucius was 
born in Shantung. “Within its limits are the treaty port of 
Chefoo and the foreign ‘leased territories’ of Kiaochow and 
Weihaiwei. Chefoo, “the treaty port, opened in 1863, is not at 
Chefoo, which is on the north side of its harbor, but at Yentai 
on the south side.” A table shows the value of its imports and 
exports from 1864 to 1918. Among the principal exports in 
1904 were [soy] beans and bean-cake (Tls. 2,794,000), wild 
silk (Tls. 4,803,000), straw braid, and vermicelli. Kiaochow 
is at the head of a wide, shallow bay. Among its important 
exports are yellow silk, bean-oil, and ground-nut oil. In Nov. 
1914 Japanese troops occupied the port and forts of Tsingtau 
(p. 245).
 In Hupeh (“North of the Lake”) province, Hankow 
opened as a treaty port in 1861; the British were given the 
original concession, 62 acres. A table shows the value of its 
imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. In 1905 the principal 
exports originating in Hankow were tea (Tls. 9,729,000), 
[soy] beans (Tls. 7,089,000), bean-cake (Tls. 868,000), 
wood-oil (from seeds of Aleurites cordata, Tls. 3,320,000), 
sesamum seed (Tls. 3,172,000), etc. “Of the steamers entered 
and cleared at Hankow during 1905, a total of 3,715,710 
tons, 50 per cent. was under the British fl ag,” 17% under 
the Chinese, 16% under the Japanese, and 13% under the 
German.” An important product of Kiangsi province is 
hemp. Important natural products of Kiangsu province 
are silk, rice, opium, and [soy] beans (p. 260). In Kiangsu 
province, Chinkiang was opened to foreign trade in 1861. A 
table shows the value of its imports and exports from 1864 
to 1918. The principal exports in 1904 were [soy] beans 

(Tls. 535,000), bean-cake (Tls. 781,000), ground nuts (Tls. 
1,804,000), ground nut-oil (Tls. 911,000), sesamum oil (Tls. 
876,000), etc. (p. 262).
 “Shanghai, ‘By-the-Sea,’ is now far removed from salt 
water, but is the fi rst point on entering the Yangtze at which 
a port can be established.” “Shanghai is mentioned in history 
2,150 years ago, and 900 years ago was a mart of suffi cient 
importance to be made a Customs Station. It was occupied 
in 1842 by the British forces on their way to Nanking, and, 
having been declared a treaty port by the Treaty of Nanking, 
was formally opened to trade on November 17th, 1843.” Not 
long thereafter, the French (1849) and Americans established 
foreign residences and settlements in Shanghai (p. 263-64). 
Address: LL.D., Camberley [England].

1756. Morse, Hosea Ballou. 1921. The trade and 
administration of China. 3rd revised ed.: Continued. 
Shanghai, China: Kelly and Walsh. xv + 505 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm.
• Summary: Continued (p. 270): In Chekiang province, 
Hangchow is the provincial capital. For a time the capital 
of the Southern Sung Empire (A.D. 1129-1280), it was 
opened as a treaty port in 1896. A table shows the value of 
its imports and exports from 1898 to 1918. Its main imports 
in 1904 included [soy] beans (Tls. 795,000), bean-cake (Tls. 
275,000), and bean-oil (Tls. 134,000).
 In Fukien [Fujian] province, Foochow was opened as a 
treaty port under the British treaty of 1842. During the year 
1904 the principal imports, by steamer or junk, included 
[soy] beans (Tls. 516,000), and bean- and tea-oil (Tls. 
475,000). Amoy is a city on an island. A table shows the 
value of its imports and exports from 1864 to 1918. Among 
its principal imports in 1904 were [soy] beans (Tls. 964,000) 
and bean-cake (Tls. 1,192,000). Its main exports are teas (p. 
277).
 In Kwangtung province, Swatow is an unoffi cial 
town. “The district is a large importer of [soy] beans and 
bean-cake.” A table shows the value of its imports and 
exports from 1864 to 1918. Among its principal imports 
in 1904 were [soy] beans (Tls. 2,525,000), bean-cake (Tls. 
5,432,000), and hemp (Tls. 696,000). Pakhoi produces 
ground nuts.
 A large fold-out color chart (facing p. 297) contains fi ve 
elaborate bar charts showing the course of trade in China 
roughly every 10 years from 1864 to 1911: (1) Tonnage 
of shipping entered and cleared. (2) Provenance of direct 
imports. (3) Destination of direct exports. (4) Classes of 
merchandise–foreign imports. (4) Classes of foreign imports.
 In Chapter 9, titled “Foreign Trade” (p. 297-329), in the 
section on Exports, the subsection on “Beans” (p. 324-25) is 
identical to that in the 1908 and 1913 editions, except for one 
sentence added at the end: “The chief source of production 
is Manchuria, next to that Shangtung, Hupeh, and the lower 
Yangtze; and from those provinces a large export to Europe 
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has been developed.”
 In Chapter 10, titled “Internal Trade” (p. 330-349), the 
subsection on “Beans” (p. 346-47) is identical to that in the 
1908 and 1913 editions. Also discusses internal trade of 
ground-nuts (p. 347) and hemp, jute, and ramie (p. 347-48).
 Chapter 11, “Opium” (p. 350-84) tells its long and 
twisting story in China.
 Concerning China and Tibet: During the reign of 
Kienlung [Ch’ien-lung], reigned 1736-1796, the Gurkhas 
invaded Tibet. He “dispatched an army into that country 
and drove them back to Nipal [Nepal], restoring Tibet to 
obedience to the Chinese rule.” “Kienlung abdicated in 1796, 
after a reign of sixty years, in order that he might not exceed 
the limits of the reign of his grandfather, Kanghi” (p. 16). 
Tibet, a Chinese province, contains one treaty port, Yatung, 
with no inhabitants and collecting no revenue. In 1904 the 
British Mission interrupted the substantial trade there (p. 
296).
 Concerning Peking: “The capital of the Empire was 
fi rst established at Peking (the Northern Capital) by Kublai 
Khan, when he initiated the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty, A.D. 
1260; the fi rst Ming Emperor, A.D. 1368, established himself 
at Nanking (the Southern Capital), but the third of that 
line transferred the capital in 1421 to Peking, which has 
remained the seat of government continuously since then. 
Peking is a quite unoffi cial and quasi-foreign designation, 
the Imperial name being King-shih (The Capital) and is 
name, as a unit of provincial administration, being Shuntien. 
In the same way it may be observed that the Empire has 
no name; it is designated as ‘The Empire’ or ‘(All within) 
The Four Seas’ or ‘(All beneath) The Canopy of Heaven,’ 
or, quite unoffi cially, ‘The Middle Kingdom’; it is true that 
the Republic has adopted the name Chung-hwa, ‘Middle 
Flowery,’ but the name ‘China’ is an old Buddhist name 
which has dropped out of use in the country which is 
designated by it, and is to-day, of all the countries using the 
Chinese ideograms, employed only by the Japanese. Peking 
is a camp, with the headquarters of the commander-in-chief 
in the middle, and the army encamped around...” (p. 233-34).
 An interesting history of Canton is also given (p. 279-
81). The Chinese name of Canton, the capital of Kwangtung 
Province, is Kwangchow. Canton is the Portuguese rendering 
of the name of the province. The population is currently 
estimated at 900,000. Address: LL.D., Camberley [England].

1757. Rouest, Leon. 1921. Le soja et son lait végétal: 
Applications agricoles et industrielles [The soybean and its 
vegetable milk: Agricultural and industrial applications]. 
Carcassone (Aude), France: Lucie-Grazaille. 157 p. Illust. 
No index. 25 cm. [42 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface, by Louis Forest. 
Introduction–What is soya? 1. History of the dissemination 
of soya: In 1712 the naturalist Kaempfer introduced soya, 
introduction of soya to France and Europe, soya is cultivated 

in Austria in 1875 by Prof. Haberlandt, soya is the object 
of many trials in France from 1876 to 1881, the study and 
acclimatization of soya becomes widespread, the causes of 
setbacks in the cultivation of soya.
 2. Cultivation of soya: Botanical characteristics of soya, 
the varieties of soya, Chinese varieties and soya in China, 
Japanese varieties and soya in Japan, American varieties 
and soya in America (varieties: Mammoth, Hollybrook, Ito 
San, Guelph, Haberlandt, Medium Yellow, Wilson, Peking, 
Tokio, Mandchu [Manchu], Black Eyebrow, Barchet), soya 
in Europe–France and Italy, seven varieties of soya tested 
in France, soya in the experimental farms for new crops 
(les Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture; Many varieties 
from the USA were tested, including Manchu, Wilson Five, 
Haberlandt, Tokio, Virginia, Hato [Hahto], Early Medium 
Green), the cultural and geographical appearance of soya, its 
production worldwide, planting soybeans, heat units (degré 
thermique) and the germination of soya, the importance 
of spacing between plants, number of seeds per hectare, 
soya during its vegetative stage, the vegetation of soya 
compared with that of the haricot at high altitudes, rolling 
the seeds and types of crop maintenance, growth of the plant, 
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acclimatization, the enemies of soya.
 3. Composition of the soybean plant. 4. Soya forage: 
Green soya forage, soya hay, soya as a plant for soil 
improvement. 5. Harvesting soybean seeds: Maturity of the 
seed, harvesting soya, the food value and composition of 
soya seeds. 6. Soya as an oil plant: Richness in oil, defatted 
soybean cake, imports and exports of soya cake from 1915 to 
1919 (Imports to: Sweden, Canada, Korea, Japan, Formosa. 
Exports from: England, China, Korea), production of soya 
cake from 1915 to 1919 (Denmark, Great Britain and 
Ireland, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, Japan, Formosa, Korea, 
Java and Madura).
 7. Soymilk: Its manufacture (in 1910-1913 Li Yu-ying 
installed a factory named “La Caséo-Sojaïne” at Vallées 
{Asnière-Seine} near Paris. Rouest visited this factory and 
saw them make soymilk, which was fi ltered using a fi lter-
press resembling those used in sugar refi neries), its properties 
and composition, composition compared to other types of 
milk, powdered soymilk, soymilk in the nursing and feeding 
of animals, soymilk related to tuberculosis in animals and 
in humans, soymilk would allow the milk and butter from 
animals to be reserved exclusively for human foods and 
could be used for raising many piglets, manufacture of non-
dairy milk in Canada (a factory is now under construction). 
8. Soya in Industry: Soymilk and soy casein, Sojalithe (like 
Galalithe).
 9. Soya in human nutrition: Soy fl our and its 
applications (incl. Li Yu-ying’s usine de la Caséo-Sojaïne, 
and bread made of soya and wheat), soya compared to dry 
legumes (such as lentils, haricots, peas, beans), soya used as 
a legume (whole soybeans), the food value of soy sprouts, 
preserves and confections made from soya, soya chocolate 
and coffee, the amount of nutrients produced by soya and 
other crops from a unit of land, a meal of soya served in 
France (prepared and served some years ago by Li Yu-ying’s 
soyfoods plant La Caséo-Sojaïne for the major print media, 
the medical press, the National Society for Acclimatization, 
etc.; it consisted of 2 soups {one with ‘soya meat’ and one 
with soymilk}, 2 entrees {an omelet with smoked soya ham, 
and fritters stuffed with soy meat}, soy [actually mung bean, 
lüdou] sprouts in a salad and sauteed, 3 desserts {soya cake, 
biscuits, and confection}, and soy coffee; a recipe for each is 
given; soya meat is smoked tofu).
 10. Use of soya in East Asia: Tofu (fromage végétal), 
soy-based condiments (such as natto {Ping ming Natto and 
Tokio-Natto}, miso, Chinese miso or tao-tjiung [doujiang], 
and shoyu {Soyou or Schozou}), making soy sauce in 
Kwantung, China (from Groff).
 11. The opinions of several authors concerning 
soya (from the French medical and hygienic press): 
Introduction–E. Maurel. Soya and soy bread in diabetic 
diets–Dr. Dujardin-Beaumetz, Dr. Bloch, Dr. J. Le Goff, L. 
Beille, M. Gautier. Soya used as a bean–M. Gautier. Soy 
sauce used in place of meat extracts. The state of cheese. The 

popularization of soya in Europe–A. Paillieux.
 Conclusions: The infl uence of cultural technology 
on variation. Appendix: Advice to experimenters on the 
acclimatization of soya in France. Other methods of 
obtaining early-maturing soybeans.
 The author concludes (p. 140): We must make every 
effort to acclimatize soya in France. We must develop the 
will and learn from past mistakes. Most soybean varieties 
now available in France are too late. We must get varieties 
from Manchuria, whose climate is similar to that of 
southeastern France, and from the northeastern USA. It is 
urgent that, in the near future, we start a Soybean Experiment 
Station to take responsibility for this work. The setbacks 
since 1830 can be overcome by present science and genetics. 
The fi rst step is to introduce better varieties.
 On the last page is a full-page advertisement for various 
seeds sold by Mr. Rouest, including 30 varieties of soybeans 
(Soja hispida); the names of the individual varieties are not 
given.
 Illustrations show: (1) A soy bean plant with many pods 
(title page). (2) Flowers and pods of the soy bean plant (p. 
29). (3) Soy pods and beans (p. 30). (4) A soy bean plant 
drawn by a Chinese artist (p. 32, from Li Yu-ying). (5) 
Pods of the Hato [Hahto] variety of soy bean (p. 51). (6) 
Germinating soy bean seeds (p. 54, from Li Yu-ying). (7) 
Soy bean roots with nodules (from a photo by Dr. Le Goff; p. 
73). (8) Soy bean pods, opened to show 3 beans in each (p. 
82).
 Tables show: (1) Production of soybeans by color 
in China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 35, in quintals, from the 
International Yearbook of Rome, Vol. 1, 1919): In 1917: 
Yellow 4,069,822. Other 953,012. Green 181,190. White 
71,234. Black 40,066. Total: 5,315,324.
 (2) Percentage composition of various oilseed cakes (p. 
95, from Kellner). (3) Imports and exports of soybean cake, 
by country, from 1915 to 1919 (in quintals, p. 96). Imports 
are given for Sweden, Canada, Korea (from 1916), Japan, 
and Formosa [Taiwan]. Exports are given for England (6 
quintals in 1915), China (including Manchuria, by far the 
biggest exporter, from 1916), and Korea (from 1916).
 (4) Production of soybean cakes, by country, from 
1915 to 1919 (p. 97, in quintals, based on statistics from 
the International Bureau of Agriculture, Rome, 1919). In 
descending order of production in 1915 (in quintals): Japan 
5,439,337. Korea 3,209,238. Great Britain and Ireland: 
1,513,059. Denmark 921,782. Java and Madura 503,025. 
Note that China is not listed. Netherlands 144,523. Formosa 
[Taiwan] 62,131. Sweden 1,733. USA 0, but 501,822 in 
1916.
 Note 1. When Alsace was occupied by the Germans 
during World War I, the Rouest family moved from Alsace to 
Paris. Mr. Rouest brought soybeans from Africa and adapted 
them to France. He paid for the publication of this book.
 Note 2. On the title page of this particular book is 
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the signature “L. Rouest” following the inscription “A M. 
Meuninier, Hommages de l’auteur.” Address: Directeur des 
Fermes Expérimentales de Néoculture, Carcassonne (Aude), 
France.

1758. Scherer, Robert. 1921. Casein: Its preparation and 
technical utilisation. Translated from the German. Third 
English edition, revised and enlarged. London: Scott, 
Greenwood & Son. 213 p. See p. 29. Third edition, revised 
and enlarged.
• Summary: Part I discusses the preparation of curd from 
milk, by decomposition of the suspended casein compound 
with acids or with rennet, and the purifi cation and drying 
of the precipitated casein. Following this, the composition, 
properties, and reactions of casein are touched upon; then 
follows a description of the use of casein in the manufacture 
of paints, distempers, putties, plastic masses, artifi cial ivory, 
and other materials; the modes of applying these and their 
special features. The use of casein as a dressing for paper 
and cloth and its employment for waterproofi ng and other 
purposes is also described, and fi nally there are chapters on 
the use of casein in nutrient preparations, and the compounds 
of casein employed for medicinal purposes.” Preface, p. iv.
 Chapter II, titled “Casein: its origin, preparation and 
properties,” has a section on “Vegetable Casein” (p. 29) 
which describes in detail a method for extracting casein from 
the soy-bean as presented in a paper by Dr. Oscar Nagel at 
the Chemists Club, New York. Address: London.

1759. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1922. 
Food for the million. Jan. 7. p. 4.
• Summary: “A Hungarian scientist, Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, 
recently gave an account of experiments he has made 
with the soya bean. The nutritive value of this bean has 
been known for centuries. It comes into prominence to-
day because from it can be made the cheapest and most 
sustaining food in the world. Great interest has been aroused 
in this Hungarian scientist’s discovery. Greater interest, will 
probably be aroused when it is known that Dr. K.R. Shaw, of 
Harley street, London, has been working out the problems 
of the food value of the soya bean from the point of view of 
European consumption for many years.
 “In an interview with a ‘Morning Post’ representative, 
Dr. Shaw told how he fi rst came to be interested in the 
soya bean and of the experiments he had made to produce 
foodstuffs from it. ‘I came across the soya bean in Mexico 
some 20 years ago,’ said Dr. Shaw. ‘I was interested in it 
because I found that when the natives went on long treks all 
they took with them were soya beans. These were suffi cient 
for all their wants. I watched how they prepared the beans, 
and found that all they did was to roast them before eating 
them. I began to eat the beans myself, and found them both 
palatable and nourishing. On returning to England I began 
to collect all the information I could about the soya bean. As 

my information grew I found that the natives of the various 
countries, China, Japan, Mexico, were all content to eat the 
bean as it was after roasting it. It was clear that for Western 
palates this method would not do. I was also curious to know 
why they roasted the bean. This I found out by eating the 
bean raw. I discovered that it contained a large quantity of 
volatile oil which made it quite unfi t for consumption in the 
raw state. Animals, as well as human beings, could not thrive 
on the bean until the oil had been taken away. After a number 
of experiments I discovered a new method for getting rid 
of the oil. It is simpler than roasting, and merely consists in 
treating the bean with a certain amount of alcohol. All the 
wonderful nutritive values of the bean are retained, and for 
some time now I have been able to produce foods from the 
bean in a variety of forms.
 “’These foods are perfectly palatable to Europeans 
(which has never been the case hitherto with any soya bean 
product either for animals or human beings). They can be 
produced in the form of bread, biscuits, or vegetables at 
prices much below any of those prevailing to-day for the 
staple articles of diet. A person can live on the soya bean 
food and be adequately sustained for far longer than on any 
European food. Children thrive on it, and it is particularly 
effi cacious in the case of those in any way affected by 
tuberculosis.
 “’The possibilities of this new bean food are boundless, 
particularly at a time when foodstuffs are so dear and 
some of the peoples of Central Europe are starving. I am 
convinced that the food now to be made from the soya bean 
will do something, at any rate, to solve the Russian famine 
problem.’”

1760. Thornett & Fehr. 1922. Review of the oil & fat 
markets for 1920 & 1921. Baltic House, Leadenhall St., 
London E.C. 3, England. 96 p. See p. 91-93. Similar reports 
were published in 1921, 1922, and 1923.
• Summary: Tables show: Average monthly price of soya 
bean oil in Hull, UK (per ton, 1911-1921). Exports of soya 
bean oil from the United Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1921). 
Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom (in tons, 
1913-1921). Monthly imports of soya beans into the United 
Kingdom (in tons, 1913-1921). Imports and exports of 
sesame oil, groundnut oil, soya bean oil, and maize oil into 
and from France (in tons, 1916-1921). Imports of sesame 
seed into France from Turkey, British Indies, and other 
countries (in tons, 1911-1921). Imports of soya bean oil into 
the United States (in tons, 1915-1921). Address: London, 
England.

1761. Tropical Life (England). 1922. Tropical Life 
“Friend.”–No. 199. Mr. J.L. North, Curator Royal Botanic 
Gardens, London. 18(1):8. Jan.
• Summary: Mr. North has been at his work since 1870, 
just over 50 years. In 1895 he became editor of the Botanic 
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Society’s quarterly publication. In 1900 he was appointed 
Curator of the Museum of the Botanic Society. “To the 
outside public ‘Our Friend’ is best known as the Soya-bean 
Sorcerer. What he has done in the way of experiment work 
with this useful crop within the precincts of his beloved 
garden is truly wonderful, mainly, we believe, out of his 
own pocket, except for £20 voted by the Council in 1918. 
This is truly the fate of those who serve this country most 
conscientiously.”
 Mr. North believes that “in addition to the Plant 
Breeding establishment at Cambridge, this country should 
have a Plant Acclimatization Institute similar to the New 
Plant Introduction Branch of the American Department of 
Agriculture, which is proving such a benefi t to the United 
States through the way it has enriched its agricultural 
industries.” In the U.K. “everything is left to the private 
individual...” Mr. Robert Marnock made the Gardens 81 
years ago; Mr. James de Carle Sowerby founded the Society.
 Mr. North’s recent article on soya bean cultivation in 
the Illustrated London News (8 Oct. 1921, p. 476-77) “has 
made London a little more aware what a ‘sticker’ [one who 
perseveres, or sticks faithfully to a task] we have in our 
midst.”
 A large, excellent portrait photo shows Mr. J.L. North.

1762. Tropical Life (England). 1922. Vegetable oil notes. 
18(1):5-6. Jan.
• Summary: The section titled “Prices” states: The price per 
ton of soya bean oil (Oriental, in barrels) from Jan. 4 to Jan. 

18 ranged from £35 0s. to £35 10s.
 The spot price per ton of soya bean seeds (Manchurian) 
from Jan. 4 to Jan. 18 ranged from £12 15s. to £13 0s.
 Corresponding prices for ground-nut oil (26% higher 
than soya oil) and ground-nut seeds (69% higher than soya 
oil) are also given.

1763. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1922. Growth of 
soya bean industry. 4(9):16. Feb.
• Summary: “Ten years ago the exports of bean cakes from 
Manchuria totaled 400,000 to 500,000 tons, but the latest 
reports show that these fi gures have been increased to over 
1,000,000 tons.
 “Bean oil exports totaled 20,000 to 30,000 tons a decade 
ago, but of late they have been increased to 400,000. Prior 
to the outbreak of the war Great Britain, America, Belgium, 
Japan and Russia divided the exports, but now America and 
Japan are the only two foreign buyers.
 “The following table of the last annual production of 
soya beans in the world is given by the Bankers’ Weekly 
(Chinese): 1918 (in piculs)–China 50,286,000. Japan 
6,464,000. Korea 5,220,000. United States of America 
870,000. Total 62,640,000.
 “According to the 1918 fi gures, Japan absorbed 77 
per cent of the Chinese soya beans available for export, 
American and European markets took 7 per cent and the 
remaining 16 per cent were distributed throughout the 
various provinces of China.”

1764. Trans-Pacifi c. 1922. C.E.R. [Chinese Eastern Railway] 
competes again for bean business: Railroad reported to be 
taking all possible steps to facilitate shipments–New storage 
tanks erected at Vladivostok. 6:88-89. Feb.
• Summary: “Harbin, one of the main soya bean purchasing 
centers and an important point for manufacture of bean oil 
and cake, has seldom witnessed as great a depression as that 
which has prevailed during the last few months.”
 “The situation in respect to bean oil presents quite 
a severe crisis... Export to the United States has been 
practically done away with owing to the high duty charged 
under the provisions of the Emergency Tariff, which remains 
effective.”
 “While exports to the United States have thus practically 
ceased since the end of the war, those to Europe, particularly 
such points as Genoa [Italy], Rotterdam [Netherlands], 
Hamburg [Germany] and London [England], suffer from 
lack of tank steamers.”
 “An interesting situation is being created by the revival 
of competition in the bean and bean products transportation 
business between the Chinese Eastern and the South 
Manchuria railways. Until recently most of the freight was 
shipped to Dairen, few caring to employ the Vladivostok 
route owing to the unsettled political conditions prevailing in 
the districts through which it passes.” Address: Tokyo.
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1765. Domaschintzky, Julius. 1922. Improvements in and 
relating to synthetic milk. British Patent 157,352. April 10. 2 
p. Application fi led 10 Jan. 1921. [Eng]
• Summary: About 0.07% of sodium nitrate (on the dry 
beans) is added to the alkaline washing liquid to decompose 
the amines present.
 “This invention relates to synthetic milk prepared from 
soya beans and comprises improvements in the invention 
described in Application No, 157,351 fi led concurrently with 
this application. In such application the manufacture of milk 
from soya beans comprises a process in which the shelled or 
unshelled beans are fi rst of all extracted with a solution of 
acids or acid reacting salts and thereupon with a solution of 
alkalis or salts having an alkaline reaction, so much of the 
second extracting agents having to be used that the mass will 
give a weak alkaline reaction.
 “The unpleasant odour attached to soya beans can, 
however, only be removed by a disproportionately long and 
continued application of the treatment described. Now it has 
been found that this odour is most largely due to the presence 
of amines, and that it can easily be removed if, prior to the 
acid or alkaline extraction (or during or after same), the 
soya beans be treated with substances which decompose 
the amines, and more especially for example, nitrites in 
diluted solutions, use being preferably made of ferrous 
salts as catalysts to effect the purpose in view.” Address: 1, 
Marokkassergasse, Vienna, Austria.

1766. Yamamoto, Yoshitaro; Mizusawa, Isoma. 1922. 
A process for preparing odourless and colourless oil and 
fl our from soya bean. British Patent 179,776. May 18. 2 p. 
Application fi led 1 April 1921.
• Summary: The raw bean, coarsely broken and deprived 
of its bran, is steeped in a weak solution of an organic acid, 
such as acetic acid, to remove the substances to which the 
odor and color are due. The beans are then washed free from 
acid and dried, the oil is extracted, and fl our is manufactured 
from the residue. The acid solution may be warmed slightly, 
and the washed beans may be treated with a dilute solution 
of sodium bicarbonate to neutralize any remaining acid. The 
pulverized bean, after the oil has been extracted, may be 
warmed with steam to a temperature below the coagulating 
temperature of the albumin contained in it. Address: 1. 
Miller, No. 22, Shyofuku-ji, Takata-mura, no-Uchi, Ako 
Gun, Hyogo Ken, Japan; 2. Banker, No. 8, Otani, Nishidai, 
Kobe-Shi, Japan.

1767. Ishikawa, T. 1922. Manufacture of hardened oil in 
Manchuria. Light of Manchuria. No. 23. p. 12-19. July 1.
• Summary: The manufacture of hardened [hydrogenated] 
oil has advanced the furthest in Great Britain and Germany. 
The industry in the United States made remarkable strides 
during the War, and American products dominated the oil 

market at London during the War.
 Although Manchuria is a major world center of 
vegetable oil production, it makes almost no hardened 
oil–largely because a lack of interest in chemical industry. 
Mr. T. Okada (formerly on the staff of the South Manchuria 
Railway Company Central Laboratory) applied to 
Manchurian Beans [soybeans] a chemical process developed 
by himself after years of research. In 1915 he decided to 
organize an enterprise on an industrial scale. In May 1916 a 
company was established for the manufacture of hardened oil 
on the basis of his investigations. This company is known as 
the Dairen Oil & Fat Industry Co. The factory was completed 
in December 1916 and was opened for trial operation in Jan. 
1917. However many technical problems were encountered. 
At present, the plant has a capacity of 400 tons/month of 
hardened oil. From March to July 1921 some 420,000 kin 
[1 kin = 1.323 lb] were exported to Europe for sale on 
commission, and 210,000 kin were shipped to Japan–where 
an import duty of 20% ad valorem is imposed. In Europe 
the business depression since 1920 has hurt exports. Yet in 
the long run there are many good reasons that an effi cient 
hydrogenation plant in Manchuria should thrive. Address: 
South Manchuria Railway Co., Commercial & Industrial 
Offi ce.

1768. Crevost, Charles; Lemarié, Charles. 1922. Catalogue 
des produits de l’Indochine [Catalog of the products of 
Indochina]. Bulletin Economique de l’Indochine (Hanoi) 
25(155):387-430. July/Aug. New Series. See p. 426-30. [9 
ref. Fre]
• Summary: In the section titled “Fats and vegetables” 
(Matières grasses et végétales) is a subsection titled “Soja–
Soja max” (p. 426-30). It contains a general overview of the 
soybean, drawing much information from the publications 
of Li Yu-Ying and Grandvoinnet, including the names of the 
soybean in Cochinchina, Annam, and Tonkin (dau nanh), 
Tonkin (dau tuong, dau xa), Cambodia (sandek sieng), Laos 
(mak toua kon, mak ta tone), China (teou, yeou-teou; ta-téou; 
sou; pai-lou; fan-tou), and Japan (daizu; mame; miso-mame; 
tsuru-mame; no-mame).
 Discusses the introduction by Li of soybean culture in 
the area around Paris, the laboratory and factory established 
by Li and its soy products, the characteristics of soy oil and 
its comparison with cottonseed oil, the use of soy oil in Great 
Britain to make soap and margarine, and the composition of 
soybeans cultivated in Laos, Tonkin, and Manchuria.
 Also discusses Perilla ocimoides (p. 407) and sesame 
(Sesamum indicum, 422-26). Crevost was born in 1858.
 On the inside front cover is a map of French Indochina.
 Note: in 1920 Crevost was inspector of the agricultural 
and commercial services, and director-conservator of the 
agricultural and cultural museum in Hanoi; Lemarié, an 
Ingénieur-Agronome, was director of the agricultural and 
commercial services of Tonkin, and laureate of the national 
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society for acclimatization. Address: 1. Inspecteur en 
chef des Services commerciaux, Directeur-Conservateur 
du Musée agricole et commercial de Hanoi; 2. Ingénieur 
agronome, Directeur-adjoint des Services économiques de 
l’Indochine, Lauréat de la Société nationale d’acclimatation.

1769. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1922. Food and fuel 
supplied by Eastern “magic bean”: Oil and dozen other 
articles obtained from useful plant. Sept. 25. p. 4.
• Summary: “London, Aug. 14–The ‘magic bean’ has 
been discovered, according to the Daily Mail [a British 
newspaper].
 “After eight years of effort to ‘tame’ the Soya bean–the 
natural home of which is in the Far East–Mr. J.L. North, 
curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, N.W. 
[London], has produced a variety which, it is claimed, is not 
only able to weather the very adverse climate of this country 
[England], but can be made to fl ourish.”
 Yesterday, Mr. North told a Daily Mail reporter that, 
upon request, he has sent seeds of his variety to many parts 
of the world. “’They are now being grown and tested in 
twenty-two countries in England, Scotland and Ireland, 
in the Channel Islands [in the English Channel, off the 
coast of Normandy; part of the UK], and in the Transvaal, 
Cape Colony [today’s Republic of South Africa], Ecuador, 
Brazil, the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Tasmania, 
Queensland [Australia], Spain, Portugal, Austria and Syria.”
 About 20 acres of soya beans are now in luxuriant 
foliage in and around London. “Soya bean fl our” can be 
made from soybeans after their oil is extracted.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning the cultivation of soya beans in Ireland (the Irish 
Republic). These soybeans were actually fi rst cultivated in 
1923–See: Eire Department of Agriculture Journal. 1939. 
“The soya bean.” 36(1):73-79. March.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybeans in the Channel Islands, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Channel Islands. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
the Channel Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Channel Islands (Sept. 1922). The source of these soybeans 
was Mr. J.L. North. The Channel Islands (incl. Jersey, 
Guernsey, Alderney, and Stark) are in the English Channel, 
just west of the northwest tip of France (Manche dept.). 
Part of the United Kingdom, they were once part of the 
ancient Dukedom of Normandy (France); today they are 
domestically independent, not controlled by the British 
government. The inhabitants are of part Norman descent 
(French), part English. Here the well-known Jersey and 
Guernsey breeds of cattle originated.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 
2011) concerning soybeans in Ecuador, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in the Ecuador. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Ecuador, or the cultivation 

of soybeans in Ecuador (Jan. 2011). The source of these 
soybeans was Mr. J.L. North.

1770. Nakayasu, K. 1922. Detection of soya bean albumin in 
cow’s milk. Analyst (London) 47(558):398. Sept. [2 ref]
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of a 
Japanese-language article: “ (J. Pharm. Soc. Japan, 1921, 
No. 476, 880-887; Chem. Abstr., 1922, 16, 1469.)–Soya 
bean albumin (or bean milk) is made in Japan by soaking the 
washed beans for 10 hours in water, then grinding them, and 
boiling and fi ltering the product. The fi ltrate of ‘soya bean 
albumin’ has a specifi c gravity of about 1.03, and a sample 
examined by Suda contained 10.57 per cent. of total solids, 
2.27 per cent. of fat, 4.88 per cent. of albumin, 2.72 per cent. 
of carbohydrates, 0.07 per cent. of fi bre, and 0.6 per cent, 
of ash. Unlike rice milk, the bean carbohydrates cannot be 
detected in milk by the iodine test. A sensitive test, however, 
has been based upon the fact that glycinine, the main 
constituent of soya bean protein, is soluble in alkali solution, 
and is then readily oxidised on exposure to the air, becoming 
yellowish-brown in colour, whereas casein and lactalbumin 
do not become yellow on similar treatment. If, on treating 
10 c.c. of milk with 4 or 5 drops of a 28 per cent, solution 
of potassium hydroxide a yellow coloration is produced, the 
presence of soya bean protein is indicated.”

1771. Smith, W.B. 1922. Composition of soya bean oil. 
Analyst (London) 47(558):400-01. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: (J. Ind. Eng. Chem., 1922, 14, 530-531.) “The 
composition of the mixed fatty acids obtained from soya 
bean oil having an iodine value of 134 was as follows: 
Linolenic acid, 2 to 3 per cent.; linolic acid, 55 to 57 per 
cent.; oleic acid, 26 to 27 per cent.; and saturated fatty acids, 
9 to 10 per cent.”

1772. Schou, Einar Viggo. 1922. Improvements in or relating 
to oleaginous emulsifying materials, and to the manufacture 
of edible substances. British Patent 187,298. Oct. 12. 2 p. 
Application fi led 12 July 1921. [3 ref]
• Summary: The inventor uses the term “oil soluble 
gelatinated oil” to refer to lecithin. To produce this: “I have 
found that I can use most fatty oils containing linolic, linoleic 
or linolenic acid, such as linseed oil, soya oil, cottonseed oil, 
sesame oil, groundnut oil or others, which through suitable 
treatment are made to gelatinate.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2004) that contains the term “linoleic acid” in 
connection with soya / soybean oil or other vegetable oils. 
Note that it also contains the term “linolic acid.” However, 
according the Oxford English Dictionary, the term “linoleic 
acid” was fi rst used in 1857. Address: Palsgaard, near 
Juelsminde, Kingdom of Denmark.

1773. Schou, Einar Viggo. 1922. Improvements in or 
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relating to the manufacture of emulsions or emulsifying 
ingredients or materials. British Patent 187,299. Oct. 12. 3 p. 
Application fi led 12 July 1921. [2 ref]
• Summary: The inventor uses the term “water dispersing 
medium” to refer to lecithin. This substance can be made 
from most fatty oils that contain linolic, linoleic or linolenic 
acid, such as linseed oil, soya oil, cottonseed oil, sesame oil, 
groundnut oil, etc. The emulsion is very stable and the water 
is dispersed into very tiny globules, from 1 to 5 microns 
in size. Address: Palsgaard, near Juelsminde, Kingdom of 
Denmark.

1774. Johnson, Otis. 1922. Adhesives and process of 
producing same. British Patent 203,969. Application fi led 11 
Dec. 1922. 2 p. Accepted 20 Sept. 1923.
• Summary: The base for an adhesive is obtained from soy 
beans or the seeds of other leguminous plants, by treating the 
beans or seeds so as to form a liquid pulpy mass from which 
the fl uid is extracted by pressure, separating the oil from this 
fl uid, curdling the residual fl uid, and drying and powdering 
the curd. Alternatively the liquid pulpy mass itself may be 
curdled after extracting the oil from it.
 “My invention relates in general to adhesives and 
processes of producing same, and has reference more 
particularly to a process of the kind wherein the base of the 
adhesive consists of the liquid part of the product remaining 
after the separation of the oily constituents from a watery 
digest of oleaginous seeds, such as soya beans, or the seeds 
of other leguminous plants.
 “It has already been proposed to make paste with the aid 
of a base extracted from the milk expressed from a watery 
digest of soya beans, said base being obtained by coagulating 
the milk and drying the coagulate, but according: to this 
invention I include the step of extracting the oily constituent 
in the milk obtained from soya beans, or the seeds of other 
leguminous plants before curdling same. Preferably also 
any acid constituents in the milk are also extracted after 
curdling. According to a modifi cation I may omit the step of 
expressing the milk from the watery digest or pulpy mass, 
which is directly curdled after the extraction of the oily 
constituents therefrom.” Address: 334 Eighteenth St., San 
Diego, San Diego County, California.

1775. Hosie, Alexander. 1922. Szechwan: Its products, 
industries and resources. Shanghai, China: Kelly & Walsh, 
Ltd. 185 p. See p. 31-32, 70, 178-79. Maps. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This book is based on Hosie’s 1904 report on 
Ssuch’uan. The Preface notes that on 13 Sept. 1876 Britain 
and China signed the Agreement of Chefoo, dealing with 
government relations and trade. This Agreement marked the 
beginning of an offi cial British connection with the Chinese 
province of Szechwan, for Section III provided that the 
British Government would be free to send offi cers to reside 
at Chungking to watch the conditions of the British trade in 

Szechwan. Edward Colborne Baber was the fi rst offi cer to 
take up residence there, and in 1881 Hosie was subsequently 
appointed to the post. During the three following years Hosie 
made three journeys through the provinces of Szechwan, 
Kweichow and Yünnan to study the conditions of trade in 
Western China. Reports of these journeys were issued as 
Parliamentary Papers at the time.
 In 1902 Hosie was appointed Consul-General for the 
province of Szechwan. His fi rst report on the province was 
issued as a Parliamentary Paper in Oct. 1904. In the second 
year he visited the Eastern Frontier of Tibet and a report of 
this journey appeared as another Parliamentary Paper in Aug. 
1905. In 1911 he again visited Szechwan as Special Opium 
Commissioner and during these later journeys he was able to 
collect information additional to that contained in his 1904 
report. He integrated this new information into the 1904 and 
had it published as this book.
 In Chapter 2, titled “Agricultural and horticultural 
products,” is a section on “Pulse” (p. 31-34) which begins 
with a lengthy discussion of the “Soy Bean (Glycine 
hispida, Max.).” The soy bean is not as important a crop 
in Szechwan as it is in northern China, and especially 
Manchuria. “The great oil yielding plant of Szechwan is 
rape, and although oil is extracted from the soy bean, it 
is as an article of food, whether cooked whole or in the 
form of resultant products, that the latter is appreciated in 
Western China. Three well-marked varieties, each with two 
or more sub-species, are cultivated.” I. Yellow soy bean: (a) 
“Pai Huang Tou,” or white yellow bean, is the lightest in 
color of the 3 sub-species. A bushel of 40 lb costs T. 0.8.8. 
[T. = Haikwan Tael], or about 2s. 1d. [2 shillings and one 
pence]. “The beans, which are ovoid in shape, are not much 
larger than the common pea, and weigh 150 to the ounce. 
As a rule, they are cooked whole and served as a vegetable 
condiment.” (b) “Ta Huang Tou,” or large yellow bean. 
Eaten like the white yellow bean but larger and heavier (122 
beans/ounce). It costs 2-3% more than the white yellow 
bean; (c) “Hsiao Huang Tou,” or small yellow bean. It is 
much smaller than the other two sub-species (266 beans/
ounce) and less expensive. For this reason it is in demand 
for the manufacture of “beancurd” in its various forms. Oil 
is extracted from (a) and (b), and to a much less extent from 
(c).
 II. “Ching Tou,” or green soy bean. In sub-species 
(a) the epidermis [seed coat] and inside [cotyledons] are 
both green, whereas in (b) the epidermis is green and the 
inside yellow. “The former is more commonly cultivated 
in Szechwan, and both are eaten and cooked as a vegetable 
[green vegetable soybeans]. They are also salted and put 
away in jars for winter use. This bean is the same size, shape, 
and weight as the white-yellow bean, and valued at T. 0.8.0 
a bushel of 40 lbs. The above green and yellow soy beans 
occupy the ground from April to August, whereas the next 
variety (black) takes a month longer to mature.”
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 III. “Hei Tou,” or Black Soy Bean. The fi rst sub-species 
(a) is much larger, rounder, and heavier than the yellow and 
green variety. Only 88 are required to make up an ounce. 
Like the green bean, it is used cooked in its fresh state 
as well as pickled. The second sub-species (b) is a small, 
fl attish bean; about 450 are required to make up one ounce. 
It is used in medicine and for food, principally the former. 
Both these sub-species are black outside and yellow inside, 
the epidermis of the former being readily detachable when 
crushed.
 In Section 11, titled “Varnish, tallow, soap, and oil 
plants,” the subsection on “Oil plants” includes a discussion 
(p. 70) of: (e) “Glycine hispida, Max.–In Szechwan, the soy 
bean or Northern China and Manchuria is replaced by the 
rape seed, and it is cultivated more as a vegetable [green 
vegetable soybeans] than for its oil. The production of the 
latter is insignifi cant from a commercial point of view.”
 Pages 173-80 give a detailed description of how salt is 
collected and refi ned in Szechwan. As part of this, pages 78-
79 describe how nigari (called “Tan Pa,”) is “used to cause 
coagulation of the legumine [legumin] in the manufacture 
of beancurd...” Address: M.A., LL.D., F.R.G.S., Formerly 
H.B.M. (His Britannic Majesty) Consul-General for 
Szechuan. Presently: Sandown, Isle of Wight.

1776. Martindale, William Harrison; Westcott, W. Wynn. 
1922. The extra pharmacopoeia of Martindale and Westcott. 
17th ed. (Reprint) 2 vols. London: H.K. Lewis & Co., Ltd. 
See vol. I, p. 568, 597, 824; vol. II, p. 369, 414-15. Index. 17 
cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: The Preface to volume I notes that the last 
edition was issued in Jan. 1915, shortly after the European 
war began. The war was caused by “Germany’s long 
conceived desire to ruin and destroy the British Empire–her 
best friend commercially...” During the war, brilliant German 
chemists and chemical factories quickly changed over “to 
the manufacture of explosives and poison gases”–such as 
mustard gas.
 In the long chapter titled “Materia Medica, Offi cial 
and Non-Offi cial, alphabetically arranged” is a section on 
“Nutrimenta” (p. 562-79) that describes foods which can be 
used as medicines. In the subsection on “Milk preparations” 
(p. 567-75) we read (p. 568): “Synthetic milk. Syn. *Solac 
(T.M. 346623) [Trade Mark, British registered]. Soya beans 
are ground to a coarse fl our and stirred vigorously in an 
alkaline solution to extract the soluble proteins. The oil, 
which is nauseous to the taste, is carefully removed. Finally 
Arachis and Sesame Oils, Dextrin and the remaining salts of 
milk are added; after emulsifying, B. Acid Lactic is added. 
The average fat content is 3.5%.
 “Melco is also made using Pea Nuts as the source of 
Albumin. The methods are subjects of patents by W.J. 
Melhuish, (The Practitioner {London}, Vol. 10, No. 115, p. 
80; Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist {London}, Vol. 

ii, 1916, p. 297; British Medical Journal, Vol. ii, 1915, p. 
646; Vol. 1/18/430).
 “D.F. Ritchie writes that he experimented in the matter 
some years ago and found that a milk can be made by 
grinding up Soya Beans with a small quantity of water, 
and then adding enough water to make an emulsion, but 
Soya Beans as such cause considerable gastric disturbance 
(Pharmaceutical Journal and Pharmacist {London}, Vol. ii, 
1916, p. 244; See also F. Golby, Pharmaceutical Journal and 
Pharmacist, Vol. ii, 1916, p. 214).
 The section titled “Oleum papaveris” (p. 597-98) is 
identical to that in the 1915 edition.
 In the chapter titled “Supplementary list of drugs” is 
a long section (p. 824) on “Soya Bean.–Glycine Hispida 
(Leguminosae).” It is identical to that in the 1915 edition.
 The next two sections (p. 824) state: “Synthetic Milk q.v.
has been made from the bean.
 “Sarton (T.M. 322562) is a preparation of the bean for 
use as a diabetic food.
 The next section, titled “Soya Oil” (p. 824) is almost 
identical to that in the 1915 edition.
 In Vol. II, the section titled “Lecithin” (p. 87-88) is very 
similar to that in the 1915 edition; soy is not mentioned. 
In the chapter on “Analytical memoranda,” the section 
on estimation of urea in the blood (p. 369) notes that 
“Urease contained in Soya Bean is used. It converts urea 
quantitatively into Ammonium Carbonate, but has no effect 
on other nitrogen constituents. (The hydrolysis is complete in 
15 minutes.)... Caprylic Alcohol is used in conjunction with 
the Soy Bean fl our. See for further details, pp. 414, 415.”
 The section titled “Urease method of estimating urea” 
(p. 414-15) begins: “Mix 25 Cc. of the urine with a pinch 
of powdered Soy Bean fl our (2 to 3 Gm.)... It must be 
remembered that the urease [in the soy bean fl our] attacks 
[hydrolyzes] only urea, 1 molecule of urea producing 1 
molecule of Ammonium Carbonate.” Details are given. can 
be used.
 William Martindale lived 1840-1902. Volume I also 
discusses: Gluten (p. 576-77–Synonym: Vegetable Albumin). 
Diabetic foods (p. 576-77, incl. starchless bread; soy is not 
mentioned). Oleum sesami / Sesame Oil (p. 603-04; also 
called Benné oil, gingelli oil, teel oil). Arachis Hypogæa. (p. 
780; also called Pea Nut, Ground Nut Goober Nut, Manilla 
grain [Manila grain], Chinese Almond).
 Volume II also discusses: Proprietary medicines (p. 562-
81, incl. Carter’s Little Liver Pills, Ovaltine, and Pinkham’s 
(Mrs. Lydia E.) Vegetable Compound, Woodward’s Gripe 
Water). Address: 1. Ph.D., F.C.S.; 2. M.B.Lond., D.P.H.

1777. McCallan, E.A. 1922. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1921. Reports of the Board and 
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1921. p. 
7-29.
• Summary: The section titled “Vegetable Experiments” 
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states (p. 9): “Hollybrook and Ito San soy beans were planted 
on eleventh July [1921], and the former especially gave a 
good crop of beans. The cultivation of the soy beans as a 
summer crop is strongly recommended. The green shelled 
beans are delicious for table use, the plant is an excellent 
fodder, and is a valuable nitrogenous green manure when 
the soil is inoculated with its bacteria. As a green manure it 
does not yield as heavily as the cowpea, but is more cheaply 
plowed under.”
 Page 12, under “Green and Stall Manuring,” notes: 
“Nearly all the vegetable plots were planted to Mammoth 
Yellow soy beans, after having received a moderate dressing 
of stall manure. Eight tons per acre was produced, the greater 
part of which was forked under for green manure, and the 
remainder fed to the stock.” Address: Director of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1778. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The 
soybean. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. 
xv + 329 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Reprinted unrevised in 
1943 by Peter Smith Publishers, New York. [563 ref]
• Summary: This is the fi rst comprehensive book about the 
soybean written in English, and the most important book 
on soybeans and soyfoods written in its time. Contains an 
excellent review of the world literature on soybeans and 
soyfoods with a bibliography on soy that is larger than 
any published prior to that time (563 references), a good 
description of the present status of the soybean worldwide 
based on the authors’ extensive contacts, and a great deal 
of original information. It quickly became a key source 
for people and organizations working with soybeans and 
soyfoods in all countries, and a major factor in the expansion 
of the soybean in the western world. Because of its scope 
and infl uence, Soyfoods Center considers the year of its 
publication to mark the end of the “Early Years” of the 
soybean worldwide. It remained in print until about 1986.
 Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction: Name of the plant, 
origin, literature, use by the Chinese and Japanese, present 
importance, future prospects in the U.S., recognition 
of the possibilities. 2. The commercial status of the 
soybean: Manchuria and China, Japan, Europe, U.S., other 
countries, summary of imports and exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil. 3. Botanical history of the soybean: History 
prior to Linnaeus’ “Species Plantarum” 1753, Linnaeus’ 
misunderstandings of the soybean, Prain’s elucidation, other 
and the correct botanical name.
 4. Agricultural history of the soybean: Vernacular 
names of the soybean, China, Korea, and Japan, India and 
neighboring regions, Cochin China, Malayan region, early 
introduction into the United States, later U.S. introductions, 
the early introduced varieties (grown in the USA by 
1898–Ito San, Mammoth, Buckshot, Guelph or Medium 
Green, Butterball, Kingston, Samarow, Eda, Ogemaw or 
Ogema), soybean in Europe, varieties grown in Europe 

and identifi cation, Hawaiian Islands, Australia, Africa, 
Argentina (p. 50), Canada (“Soybeans are grown in very 
small quantities in Canada and then usually as a forage 
crop”), Philippines, Egypt, Cuba (p. 52), British Guiana, 
Mauritius (p. 53), present culture distribution. 5. Culture of 
the soybean: Climatic adaptations, soil preferences, water 
requirement, preparation of seed bed, time of planting, 
methods and rate of seeding, seeding for pasturage, depth 
of seeding, inoculation, fertilizer reactions, cultivation, 
soybeans in mixtures (with cowpeas, sorghums, Sudan grass, 
Johnson grass, millet, corn, or sunfl owers and corn).
 6. Harvesting and storage of soybeans: harvesting 
soybeans for hay, silage, for the seed, seed yields, proportion 
of straw to seed, storing seed, separation of cracked from 
whole soybean seed, viability of soybean seed, pedigreed, 
inspected, registered, and certifi ed seed. 7. Composition 
of the soybean: Proportions of stems, leaves and pods, 
composition of plant and seed, nutritive and mineral 
constituents, forms of nitrogen in soybean nodules, factors 
affecting oil content of seed. 8. Utilization of the soybean: 
Diversity of uses (a chart, p. 129, shows 59 products that can 
be made from soybean seeds, and 6 more that can be made 
from soybean plants), soybeans for green manure, pasturage, 
soiling, ensilage, hay, straw.
 9. Varieties: Japanese classifi cation of varieties, 
classifi cation of varieties in Manchuria (3 yellow, 2 green, 
3 black), botanical classifi cations, vital characteristics, 
descriptions of important varieties (43 varieties and 
7 synonyms), key for identifi cation, breeding and 
improvement, genetic behavior, oil content.
 10. Structure of soybean seeds. 11. Soybean oil: 
Methods of extraction [Manchurian, and solvent], American 
oil mills, methods of shipping and marketing, prices, 
utilization in soap manufacture, food, paint manufacture, 
miscellaneous. 12. Soybean cake or meal: Feeding value, 
composition, use for feeding for dairy cows, cattle, swine, 
sheep, poultry, digestibility, injurious effects, fertilizer.
 13. Soybean products for human food: Food value of the 
soybean, digestibility of the soybean and its products, mature 
or dry soybeans, immature or green soybeans (a “nutritious 
green vegetable”), soybean fl our, digestibility of soybean 
fl our, soybean bran (p. 225-26), soybean sprouts, soybean 
coffee, soybean or vegetable milk [soymilk] (preparation, 
composition, residue from the manufacture of vegetable 
milk [okara], utilization of soybean milk, condensed 
vegetable milk, vegetable milk powder, fermented vegetable 
milk), vegetable casein, tofu or soybean curd (names and 
brief history, method of manufacture, coagulating agents, 
manufacturing yields, digestibility, utilization of bean curd 
and manufactured products, bean curd brains or tofu nao, dry 
bean curd or tofu khan, thousand folds {chien chang tofu}, 
fried bean curd {tza tofu}, Fragrant dry bean curd {hsiang 
khan}, frozen tofu {kori tofu}, Chinese preparation, various 
dishes), natto, hamananatto [hamanatto], yuba, miso, shoyu 
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[soy sauce], confections. 14. Table dishes of soybeans and 
soybean products: mature or dry beans, fl our, tofu, sprouts 
(86 recipes). 15. Enemies of the soybean: bacterial, mosaic, 
fungous [fungus], and nematode diseases, insects, rodents. 
This last chapter is a comprehensive review of the literature 
on soybean diseases and insects published before 1922.
 The Preface begins: “The soybean, also known as soya 
or soja bean, has assumed great importance in recent years 
and offers far-reaching possibilities of the future, particularly 
in the United States. It is, therefore, desirable to bring 
together in a single volume the accumulated information 
concerning this crop...
 “The aim has been to present the information so as 
to make it useful from both agricultural and commercial 
standpoints, not omitting, however, much that is mainly of 
historical or botanical interest...”
 The introduction begins: “There is a wide and growing 
belief that the soybean is destined to become one of the 
leading farm crops in the United States.”
 Note 1. C.V. Piper lived 1867-1926. Note 2. This is the 
earliest English-language document seen (July 2003) that 
uses the term “soybean bran” to refer to soy bran.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2003) 
in which Piper or Morse describe natto, Hamananatto 
[Hamanatto], yuba, or miso.
 Note 4. This book was published by March 1923 (See 
Ohio Farmer, 10 March 1923, p. 313).
 Note: The word “Russia” appears on 3 pages of this 
book in connection with soybeans: p. 18 (in 1912, 1913, 
and 1914 Russia imported soybeans, soybean cake, and 
soybean oil), p. 54 (cultivated in “southern Russia {Podolia, 
Samarow}”), p. 227 (“In Japan and southern Russia soybean 
coffee is prepared and put up in small packages for the 
market”).
 Note 1. The terms “Soviet Union” or “USSR” do not 
appear in this book–even though the Soviet Union was 
established in Dec. 1922.
 Note 2. Podolia is in today’s Ukraine. Address: 1. 
Agrostologist; 2. Agronomist. Both: United States Dep. of 
Agriculture, Washington, DC.

1779. Lea and Perrins. 1923. Lea and Perrins’ Sauce (Ad). 
Times (London). March 20. p. 16, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: At the top of this display ad is an illustration of 
Worcestershire sauce being poured from a Lea and Perrins’ 
bottle onto slices of bacon on a plate of bacon and eggs. 
Below that: “The eggs addressed the bacon thus:–’People 
hail the man who discovered that jelly went with a saddle of 
mutton, but some have not yet learned the joy of eating us 
with just a drop of Lea & Perrins’ Sauce.’”
 At the left in a sidebar: “Free. A cookery book that 
contains 150 delightful dishes. New ideas for soups, salads, 
curries and ragouts–new fi sh, egg and casserole dishes... 
Sent free on receipt of a penny stamp to cover postage. Lea 

& Perrins, 2 Midland Rd., Worcester.” An illustration shows 
the cover of the booklet titled “Kitchen Recipes for Lea & 
Perrins’ Sauce.” Across the bottom of the ad: “The original 
Worcestershire. ‘The fi rst thing to reach for.” Address: 
[England].

1780. Analyst (London). 1923. Bulgarian soya beans. 
48(564):125. March. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a summary of an article by Zlatarov 
and Trifenow titled “Bulgarian Soya Beans” published 
in Zeitschrift für Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und 
Genussmittel (44:214-14, Oct. 1922), which see.

1781. Baughman W.F.; Jamieson, G.S. 1923. Composition 
of Soya bean oil. Analyst (London) 48(564):126. March. [1 
ref]*

1782. Bidwell, Emelia. 1923. Kitchen recipes: The chef’s 
suggestions for seasoning over one hundred and fi fty dishes 
with Lea & Perrins’ sauce. Worcester, England: Lea and 
Perrins. 46 p. 18 cm. *
• Summary: A booklet of recipes advertising Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Address: [England].

1783. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Introduction 
of the soybean to Europe (Document part). In: Piper and 
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 
329 p. See p. 45-47.
• Summary: “The soybean has been grown experimentally 
at least in most of the European countries but in general the 
climatic conditions are not well suited to its culture. Some 
measure of success has been had however in south Europe, 
but the crop has never become of much importance.
 “France: Paillieux (1880) has traced in detail the records 
of early attempts to introduce the culture of the soybean 
into France. Packets of soybean seeds from missionaries in 
China were received at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris, in 1739 
and at frequent later dates beginning with 1834. The plants 
were very probably grown at the botanical garden since 
1740, certainly so in 1779, and from 1834 to 1880 without 
interruption. In 1821, an unusually warm season, a Chinese 
variety had matured seed at Champ-Rond near Etampes. 
Beginning with 1855 the Société d’Acclimatation distributed 
numerous packets of seed, but did not succeed in establishing 
a permanent culture of the plant. In 1868 M. Chauvin 
cultivated several varieties at Cote d’Or, and the culture there 
has since continued. In 1874 the Society of horticulture of 
Etampes began experiments that continued until 1880. In 
1879 a Chinese variety matured well at Marseilles. In 1880 
Vilmorin-Andrieux & Company introduced into France one 
of the varieties tested by Haberlandt in Austria, which variety 
has proven well adapted to French conditions. This variety is 
presumably that now known in France as ‘Yellow Etampes’ 
which is the same as that known in the United States as ‘Ito 
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San.’
 “The soybean is now rather widely grown in France but 
apparently is not an important crop. No defi nite statistics 
of its culture seem to have been published. Presumably it 
is grown more as a garden vegetable than as a fi eld crop. 
Apparently only four varieties were cultivated in France 
before 1910 namely: Yellow Etampes (= Ito San); Early 
Black from Podolia (= Chernie); Brown (= Ogemaw); and 
Extra Early Black (= Wisconsin Black). All of these are short 
season varieties, indicating that the later sorts will not mature 
in France.
 “Italy: The cultivation of the soybean in Italy dates from 
about 1840. [Question: What is the source of this date?] At 
the present time it is grown sparingly in the compartments of 
Liguria, Emilia, Marches, and near Naples. In no part of Italy 
does it seem to be a crop of prime importance.
 “Austria and Germany: A great impetus was given to 
the culture of the soybean in Europe by the experiments of 
Prof. Friedrich Haberlandt (1878) of Vienna, in 1875 and 
subsequent years. Haberlandt obtained seed of nineteen 
varieties at the Vienna exposition in 1873. These were as 
follows:” Five yellow-seeded, three black-seeded, three 
green-seeded, and two brown-red-seeded varieties from 
China. One yellow-seeded and three black-seeded varieties 
from Japan. One black-seeded variety from Trans-Caucasia. 
One green-seeded variety from Tunis.
 “Of these only four varieties matured at Vienna in 
1875, namely, two yellow-seeded, one black-seeded and one 
brown-red-seeded, all from China. The black-seed sort was 
so late that it matured but few seeds. Of the other varieties 
some did not even come into bloom, while the remainder 
produced blossoms or young pods too late in the fall to 
mature.
 “In 1876 the two yellow and the brown varieties were 
tested by cooperators in Hungary, Bohemia, Steirmark 
[Steiermark, Austria], Bukowina [an area divided between 
Romania and the USSR after 1945], Moravia, and Silesia, 
favorable results being secured in each case.
 “In 1877 seeds of all four varieties were distributed to 
148 cooperators, mostly in Austria-Hungary, but some in 
Germany and Russian Poland, and one each in Switzerland 
and Holland. Most of the tests gave promising results.
 “Haberlandt (1878) published the results of his 
investigations in much detail, and his results had great 
infl uence in stimulating further investigations. All of the 
varieties that Haberlandt was able to mature were short 
season varieties, which in general are far less productive than 
later sorts.
 “England: According to Aiton (1812) the soybean 
was grown as early as 1790 at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, but merely as a botanical curiosity. The soybean has 
apparently never been grown as a crop in England, where 
indeed only the earliest varieties would be expected to 
mature.

 “Investigations on the adaptability of the soybean have 
been carried on by Dr. J.L. North of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens during recent years. Early varieties were introduced 
from numerous sources. With careful selections two or three 
quite promising early strains have been obtained which 
mature fully and give good yields of seed under English 
conditions.”

1784. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans 
in Africa (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The 
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 49-51, 
53-54.
• Summary: “Africa: Although the soybean was successfully 
cultivated as a rotation crop with corn in the upland, midland 
and coast districts of Natal and throughout the Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Nigeria and Gold Coast Colony, it was not 
until about 1910 when everything pointed to a further 
advance in the price of all oil-seeds that special efforts 
were made to secure the adoption of the soybean as a South 
African staple. Previous to this time the prices for soybean 
seed offered little prospect of a remunerative crop except to 
the advantages as a rotation crop.
 “The fi rst trials of soybeans at Cedara, Natal, in 1903 
gave a maximum yield of 920 lb to the acre. It was found 
that imported seed for planting purposes gave very poor 
results whereas local grown seed resulted in satisfactory 
results. In West Africa the fi rst experiments gave from 6 to 8 
bu to the acre, the low yields being due to the low viability 
of the seed. The continued poor germination of imported 
seed in various parts of Africa led to experiments which have 
resulted in the establishing of strains giving very satisfactory 
results. Results from the extensive experiments point to the 
fact that the soybean is adaptable to a wide range of elevation 
and temperature. In general, the climate most suitable for 
corn seemed to furnish the required conditions for soybeans, 
although certain sorts gave most excellent results in the 
tropical conditions in the Gold Coast country. One of the 
greatest diffi culties encountered in the culture of soybeans 
has been the fi nding of a satisfactory method of harvesting.
 “Extensive investigations have been made with all of the 
Governmental Experimental farms in Africa in cooperation 
with English fi rms handling oil and oil-seeds. It was found 
that beans grown in South Africa yield 20 to 22 per cent 
oil, as against 15 to 16.5 for the same varieties grown in 
Manchuria.
 “Egypt: Tests with the soybean have shown that it 
succeeds as a summer crop. Seed was sown the latter part 
of June, and the crop harvested at the end of September. 
When cut for hay nearly 6 tons to the acre were obtained. 
It was found that cattle, sheep and goats ate the fodder, but 
that donkeys and mules would not do so. The following 
yields of seed in pounds per acre were obtained: Manchurian 
[Manchuria?], 1,257; Medium Yellow, 1,596; Elton, 1,061; 
Morse, 1,486.
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 “Mauritius: Trials with soybeans have not given very 
satisfactory results. If sown as early as May or June, the 
plants suffer from the effect of cyclones and torrential rains, 
whereas, if sown later in the year, they are liable to attack 
by the ‘haricot fl y’ and to destruction by birds and small 
mammals.”

1785. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybeans in 
Latin America (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. 
The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 
50, 53.
• Summary: “Argentina: Extensive experiments have been 
conducted with soybeans during recent years in Argentina, 
and the results have been such that many planters plan to 
grow the crop on a commercial scale in preference to linseed 
as a restorative crop in rotation with wheat. Tonnelier (1912) 
reports on the results of the work as to varieties, culture and 
analyses.
 “British Guiana: Soybeans have been cultivated 
experimentally in several districts in British Guiana. The 
varieties under test, however, did not give very successful 
results.”

1786. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Vernacular 
names of the soybean (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 
1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. 
See p. 35-36.
• Summary: Name–Locality.
 An-ing–Naga Hills, Assam.
 Bhat–United Provinces, India.
 Bhatmas–United Provinces, India.
 Bhatnas or Bhatwas–Nepal.
 Bhatwan–Ceylon.
 Bhatwas–United Provinces, India; Nepal.
 Bhetmas–Bengal, India.
 Bhut–Punjab, India.
 Botumash, Bhativas or Bhatmais–Buthia, India.
 Buncae–Ceylon.
 Cadelee–Amboina.
 Chlai–Bengal, India.
 Coffee Bean–United States.
 Dau nanh–Annam; Cochin China; Tonkin.
 Dau tuong–Tonkin, French Indo-China.
 Daidzu–Japan; Tonkin.
 Disomhorac–Santhal, India.
 Gari-kalai–Bengal, India.
 Hoam teu–Cochin China.
 Japan pea–United States.
 Kajuna–Nepal.
 Kajang koro–Celebes.
 Katjang boelec–Java; Sunda.
 Katjang-djepoen–Java; Sunda.
 Khujoon–N. W. [North-West] Provinces, India.
 Kije–Naga Hills, Assam.

 Lasi–Kachin, Burma.
 Lasi Shapre turu–Bhamo, Burma.
 Lasi N’Loi–Myitkyina, Burma.
 Lasi N’Hti–Myitkyina, Burma.
 Mame–Japan.
 Patani–India.
 Patani-jokra–Assam.
 Pe-kyat-pyin–Burma.
 Pe-nga-pi–Burma.
 Pois oléagineux de Chine–France.
 Ram kurthi–Bengal, India.
 Ryambai-ktung–Khasi Hills, Burma.
 Salyang (Selliyang)–Sikkim.
 San-dek-sieng–Cambodia, French Indo-China.
 Sandek an gen sar–Cambodia.
 Silliangdun–Sikkim.
 Soia–France; Italy.
 Soja–France; United States.
 Sojaboon–Holland.
 Sojabohn–Germany.
 Sou–China.
 Soy–United States.
 Soya–United States; England.
 Stock pea–United States.
 Sudza–Naga Hills, Assam.
 Ta teou–China.
 Teou–Tonkin.
 Tzuda–Naga Hills, Assam.
 Yeou–China.
 Geographical notes: Assam: A state in northeast India 
bordering to the north on Bhutan and Arunachal Pradesh.
 Bengal: A former province in northeast British India, 
now a region encompassing West Bengal (in India), and 
Bangladesh; the capital is Calcutta.
 United Provinces (in full United Provinces of Agra and 
Oudh) are now called Uttar Pradesh, a state in north India 
bordering to the north on Nepal.

1787. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. The 
commercial status of the soybean in Europe (Document 
part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: 
McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 16-19.
• Summary:  “While many earlier attempts had been made 
to introduce the soybean and its products into European 
countries, it was not until about 1908 that the bean received 
serious consideration as a product of economic importance. 
About 1900, however, soybeans were imported by an English 
fi rm as, on account of their being practically free from 
starch, it was thought they would make an excellent food for 
patients suffering with diabetes. Germany and Holland also 
imported small amounts of soybeans for the same purpose 
and many special food products were manufactured by fi rms 
in these countries.
 “Growth of the trade.–Owing to the inferior quality of 
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the product received, due principally to the poor shipping 
conditions, the fi rst attempts to introduce the soybean as 
an oil seed were generally unsuccessful. The fi rst large 
importation of beans, 400 to 500 tons, was made in 1907 
by a crusher at Liverpool, the beans being shipped from 
Hankow [China] and delivered at Liverpool at a cost of 
$50.00 per ton. It was found that an oil valuable to soap 
manufacturers could be produced and that the by-products, 
cake and meal, both high in protein, could be utilized by 
manufacturers of mixed feeds.
 “After 1907 importations gradually increased and the 
beans were received in much better condition than those of 
the fi rst trial shipment. At this time also, impetus was given 
to the manufacture of soybean products by a shortage of 
cottonseed and linseed. In February 1908, a cargo of 9,000 
tons of beans was received at Hull, the selling price of the 
beans being $32.00 per ton, C.I.F. It was found by importing 
in cargo lots, the price was lowered to $4.40 per ton. In June 
1909 beans sold for $28.75 per ton but by January 1910 had 
risen to $41.00 per ton.
 “At fi rst England enjoyed the monopoly of trade 
in soybeans. nearly all of the fi rst large importations of 
beans were taken by England where many of the large 
oil mills devoted their plants entirely to the crushing of 
soybeans. Several of these mills conducted series of tests, 

demonstrating the value of the cake, meal and 
oil.
 “Utilization of the soybean as an oil seed 
extended rapidly to other European countries. 
The fact that they were called beans, prevented 
them from having a wider market at the 
beginning of the large importations, since in 
Germany, France and Austria, oil seeds were 
on the free list, but beans were subject to a tax. 
These countries realizing the importance of 
the bean, soon placed it on the free list and the 
monopoly in the trade of soybean products was 
taken from England.
 “Extent of the trade.–The importations of 
beans from Manchuria and Japan soon reached 
enormous proportions. In 1909, 412,757 tons; in 
1910, 442,669 tons; and in 1911, 321,940 tons 
of beans were imported by European countries. 
That the soybean and its products became 
important competitors of other oil seeds and their 
products is shown in Table 11.
 “Utilization.–The principal use of soybean 
oil at fi rst was in the manufacture of soft soaps, 
as it was found that the oil did not chill easily 
and was diffi cult to handle in making hard soap... 
However, some European soap manufacturers 
soon claimed to have found a secret process by 
means of which they could utilize the oil in the 
manufacture of the best grades of hard soap. 
Other uses were found for the oil and it entered 

largely into the manufacture of butter and lard substitutes and 
edible oil.
 “Soybean cake or meal in the beginning of the trade 
found its largest outlet in Denmark, about 150,000 tons 
having been purchased from English oil mills in 1910. 
The trade in the cake or meal extended rapidly to Sweden, 
Norway, Holland and the northern part of Germany. The 
United Kingdom is not a large user of the bean cake. It is 
however used to a considerable extent by Scotch farmers and 
to a small extent by Irish [from Eire / Ireland] and English 
farmers. The cake manufactured into a fl our, has gradually 
assumed an important place as a foodstuff and as such is 
utilized in many European countries.”

1788. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Utilization 
of soybean oil in soap manufacture (Document part). In: 
Piper and Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-
Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 200.
• Summary: “Soybean oil was fi rst used in Europe and 
America in its crude state principally in the manufacture of 
soft soaps. As a soft soap material it has practically displaced 
linseed oil, and with the use of the hydrogenation process can 
serve in the manufacture of hard soaps in which it now enters 
in equal quantities with cottonseed oil. The soap industry 
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has been the largest single consumer of crude soybean oil. 
The quantity used increased from 1,182,000 lb. in 1912 to 
124,058,000 in 1917, in which year it was practically on 
a par with cottonseed oil as a soap-making material and 
represented 24 per cent of the total vegetable oils used in that 
industry.”
 A table shows the consumption of vegetable oils by 
the soap industry in the United States from 1912 to 1917, 
inclusive. In 1912 the 3 main oils (in million lb) were: 
cottonseed oil (132.3), coconut oil (78.8), and palm-kernel 
oil (20.8). In 1917 (after World War I started) the 3 main 
oils (in million lb) were: coconut oil (168.6), cottonseed oil 
(126.4), and soybean oil (124.1).
 “Soybean oil has been found especially suitable for the 
soap maker’s purpose on account of its low content of free 
fatty acids and unsaponifi able matter. In the latter respect it 
has proved superior to any other oils or fats of commerce, 
whether of vegetable or animal origin. When properly 
refi ned, soybean oil will yield about 10 per cent glycerine as 
a by-product in the manufacture of soaps. This glycerine has 
been found to be equal in value to that recovered from other 
soap-making fats such as tallow, cottonseed oil, coconut 
oil, etc. It is subsequently distilled for explosives such as 
dynamite, cordite, blasting gelatine, and for purposes in the 
arts.”

1789. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Soybean 
fl our (Document part). In: Piper and Morse. 1923. The 
Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 329 p. See p. 222-
25, 266-73.
• Summary: “Soybean fl our, though not as yet a common 
commodity, has been used for many years in America and 
Europe in invalid dietetics. This fl our which is made by 
grinding either the whole beans or the press cake remaining 
after the oil has been removed from the bean, is becoming an 
important article of food in America and European countries 
as it is of high food value and can be used as one of the 
ingredients of many palatable and nutritious dishes.
 “Utilization and products.–”Extensive investigations 
have been conducted by the United States Department of 
Agriculture and Domestic Science Schools relative to the 
utilization of soybean fl our. It has been found that this fl our 
can be successfully used as a constituent for bread, muffi ns, 
biscuits, crackers, macaroni, and in pastry. In these various 
food products about one-fourth soy fl our and three-fourths 
wheat fl our have been found to be the proper proportion. In 
some of the pastry products, however, as much as one-half 
soy fl our can be used. It will be found that in several dishes, 
as soybean mush, soy fl our can be used entirely.
 “In the United States soybean fl our in on the market, 
being put up like ordinary cereal fl ours; also in special 
packages for invalids. In England, manufacturers have 
placed on the market a so-called ‘soya fl our’ which is 25 per 
cent. soybean fl our and 75 per cent. wheat fl our. This soya 

fl our is being used by bakers in making a soy bread which 
is very palatable and is extensively used by the English 
bakers. A similar fl our is said to have been manufactured 
in Holland for 25 years. Soya biscuits and crackers are also 
manufactured from this fl our and constitute articles of export 
from England.
 “German millers have been experimenting to some 
extent with soy fl our in making brown bread by mixing with 
rye fl our... Soybean fl our enters largely as a constituent in 
many of the so-called diabetic breads, biscuits, and crackers 
manufactured as food specialties. It also is utilized in the 
manufacture of breakfast foods and can be used in the 
preparation of vegetable milk and bean curd.
 “Composition and value for invalids.–The soybean 
contains at the most but a slight trace of starch, and extensive 
experiments in American and Europe indicate that value of 
the bean and its products as the basis of foods for persons 
requiring a low starch diet.”
 A table (p. 224, from the USDA Bureau of Chemistry) 
compares the composition of two types of soybean fl our 
(made from whole soybeans, or from soybean cake), wheat 
fl our, corn meal, rye fl our, Graham fl our, and whole wheat 
fl our. The two types of soybean fl our contain by far the most 
protein (39.56% and 47.30% respectively), followed by 
Graham fl our (12.60%) and whole wheat fl our (12.00%). 
The two soybean fl ours also contain the least carbohydrates 
(26.63% and 33.85%).
 Also summarizes research on: (1): The value of soybean 
fl our for feeding infants and young children; (2) The nutritive 
value and digestibility of soybean fl our.
 Thirty-one recipes for soy fl our are given on pages 266-
73.

1790. Piper, Charles V.; Morse, William J. 1923. Solvent 
method of oil extraction (Document part). In: Piper and 
Morse. 1923. The Soybean. New York: McGraw-Hill. xv + 
329 p. See p. 197.
• Summary: “The solvent method of extraction, involving 
the use of benzine or gasoline, is used by many of the large 
oil mills in European countries, especially England. The 
beans are fi rst crushed fi nely and then treated directly by 
the fat solvent. The oil is taken out of the fat solvent by 
evaporating the latter, which is distilled and used over again. 
The residue is well dried and as a bean meal rather than cake 
is obtained, can be used without further treatment as fertilizer 
and also as a feedstuff where no prejudice exists against the 
use of chemically-treated beans. The chemical process can 
not be utilized when an edible oil is desired, as the solvent 
gives the oil an odor which can not be entirely removed.
 “It is contended that by the solvent process more oil of 
a better quality is extracted from the beans and the resultant 
meal is better suited for fl our or fertilizer, as it contains less 
oil. When the extraction process is used about 95% of the 
oil is obtained, the meal containing only about 1.5% oil and 
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43 to 45% protein. One of the solvent process mills recently 
erected in Manchuria has a maximum capacity of 80 tons of 
beans every 24 hours. However, only 50 tons of beans are 
crushed daily, producing about 7 tons of oil and 40 tons of 
meal, the 3 tons which were lost consisting of moisture, dust, 
and trash.”

1791. Zlataroff, A.; Trifonow, I. 1923. Bulgarian soya beans. 
Analyst (London) 48(564):125. March. *

1792. Peacock, H. Alan. 1923. Note on the presence of 
sulphur dioxide in cattle foodstuffs after fumigation. Analyst 
(London) 48(565):160-63. April. [8 ref]*
• Summary: This full-length article begins: “A sample of 
cattle cake which had been stored in a building fumigated 
by burning sulphur (following an outbreak of foot-and-
mouth disease) was submitted for analysis with a view to 
ascertaining if it had absorbed any sulphur dioxide. In this 
instance no sulphur dioxide was found.
 “The point was raised, however, as to whether some 
sulphur dioxide might not originally have been absorbed and, 
by the time the analysis was made, have disappeared.
 “Accordingly, as a preliminary experiment, various 
types of cattle cake, both in their original block form, and in 
a powdered condition, were placed in a closed cupboard and 
treated by burning sulphur...”
 “Examination of the cakes immediately after fumigation, 
and after prolonged standing, gave the following results:” A 
large table shows results for the cakes of coconut, Bombay 
cotton, Egyptian cotton, Semi-decorticated ground nut, 
linseed, and soya.
 For soya: Control–Reducing substances in terms of 
sulfur dioxide: 0.009. Sulfur dioxide present after exposure: 
Powders 0.075% after 2 days, 0.019% after 106 days. Blocks 
0% after 4 days, 0% after 108 days.
 “So far as the experiments have gone it may be 
concluded that: (1) Sulphur dioxide may be absorbed by 
cattle cakes and meals during fumigation, but that after about 
a week it disappears. (2) The amount of sulphur dioxide 
absorbed seems to depend on (a) the variety of cake; the 
harder cakes absorbing less than the softer varieties; (b) the 
condition of the foodstuff, i.e. whether in block or powder 
form.”
 Two pages of discussion follow the article. Address: 
B.Sc.

1793. Adam, J. 1923. Vue d’ensemble sur la production des 
oléagineux dans l’Afrique du Nord, dans les Établissements 
français de l’Oceanie et en Nouvelle-Calédonie [A general 
view of the production of oilseeds in North Africa, in the 
French territories of Oceania, and in New Caledonia]. 
Chimie & Industrie (Paris) Special number. p. 794-800. 
Proceedings of: Congrès et Exposition International des 
Combustibles Liquides. Held 4-15 Oct. 1922 in Paris, 

France, at Esplanade des Invalides. 847 + [v] p. Section on 
vegetable oils. [Fre]
• Summary: North Africa (olive oil, Tunisia, Morocco). 
French colonies / territories in Oceania (coconut). New 
Caledonia and New Hebrides. By countries: Countries 
where production of oilseeds greatly surpasses consumption 
(Great Britain and colonies, Malaysia, Dutch East Indies, 
Philippines). Countries with large production and roughly 
equal consumption (USA, Russia). By products: Coconut oil, 
cottonseed oil, linseed oil, peanut oil, rapeseed and mustard-
seed oil (le colza, la moutarde et la navette), others (sesame, 
soya {from China, Japan, etc.}, hemp, castor oil, olive). 
Comparison of production in France vs. the French colonies. 
How should France, with the aid of vegetable oil resources 
of its colonies, consider the problem of combustible liquids?

1794. Hamilton, T.S.; Uyei, N.; Baker, J.B.; Grindley, H.S. 
1923. The quantitative determination of amino acids of 
feeds. II. The amino acids of linseed meal, wheat bran, soy 
beans and red clover hay. Analyst (London) 48(566):234. 
May. [1 ref]*

1795. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Vegetable oil notes: 
Soya-bean oil for leprosy. 19(5):67-68. May.
• Summary: According to a paper read before the Royal 
Society of Arts (England), it is well known that chaulmoogra 
oil is likely to play an important role in the international 
struggle against leprosy. But “it is not so generally known 
that recent investigations lead one to believe that cod-liver 
oil and soya-bean oil will also play an important part in the 
warfare against this dread disease.”
 An article on p. 68 titled “The Philippines on the oil 
treatment of leprosy” also mentions soybean oil.

1796. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Vegetable oil notes. 
19(5):67-68. May.
• Summary: The section titled “Prices in May” states: The 
price per ton of soya bean oil (Oriental, in barrels) from May 
2 to May 16 ranged from £42 10s. to £40 15s.
 The price per ton of soya bean seeds (Manchurian) from 
May 2 to May 16 ranged from £12 0s. to £12 12s. and 6 
pence.
 Corresponding prices for ground-nut oil (15% higher 
than soya oil) and ground-nut seeds (90% higher) are also 
given.

1797. Maxwell, John Preston; Liu, J.L. 1923. A Chinese 
household manual of obstetrics [Ta Sheng P’ien]. Annals of 
Medical History 5(2):93-99. See p. 98. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is a summary of and commentary on 
the Ta Sheng P’ien, which “claims to have been written by a 
Chinese scholar at Nan-chang, Kiangsi, in the reign of Kang 
Hsi. This Emperor reigned in 1661 A.D.”
 “The book disclaims being a treatise on the principles of 
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obstetrics and is not a pharmacopeia, but lays especial stress 
on prenatal treatment.”
 “The best kinds of food are as follows: Pig’s stomach; 
pig’s lungs, chicken, duck, fi sh (carp), sea slugs, cabbages, 
spinach, bamboo sprouts; sesamum oil; skin of bean curd 
[yuba]; water lily seeds;... These foods are to be cooked by 
boiling and not fried in oil.
 “After the seventh month one should take as much 
sesamum oil and bean-curd skin as one can. The oil acts as 
an antitoxin and the bean-curd skin as a lubricant for the 
fetus, cleaning and toning it up.
 “The pregnant woman is to avoid the following things: 
Pepper; ginger; fried food; especially tasty articles; pig’s 
fl esh; dog’s fl esh; ass’ fl esh; horse’s fl esh... Do not drink 
too much wine. Do not take too much medicine.” Address: 
1. M.D., London; 2. Graduate, Shantung Christian Univ. 
Contribution from the Dep. of Obstetrics & Gynecology, 
Peking Union Medical College [China].

1798. Manchester Guardian (England). 1923. The winter 
hoard: Sauces and pickles. Aug. 27. p. 4.
• Summary: “At this time of year the wise housewife will 
see to the replenishing of the shelves in her store cupboard. 
Not only should jams and jellies be made, but various kinds 
of sauces, pickles, and chutneys...”
 After the recipe for “Tomato ketchup” is a recipe for 
“Worcester sauce” as follows: “1 pint Indian soy [sauce]. 
1 oz. ground black pepper. ½ oz. powdered mace. ½ oz. 
bruised cloves. ½ oz. cayenne. ½ oz. peeled garlics. 8 oz. 
shallots. 2 quarts vinegar.
 “Put the mixture into a large brown jar and let it stand 
for a fortnight, closely covered. At the end of the time turn 
the mixture into a large pan and simmer for three-quarters of 
an hour. Then strain and bottle for use.”
 Note: Soy sauce is the main ingredient in homemade 
Worcestershire sauce in a British newspaper.

1799. Naemura, Tokuji. 1923. Floor-cover composition. U.S. 
Patent 1,466,241. Aug. 28. 1 p. Application fi led 30 Nov. 
1921.
• Summary: “This invention relates to a fl oor cover 
something like linoleum, and consists of ordinary mat 
covered with a mixture of powdered soya bean or the like 
albuminous substances, ammonia, water, fi bres as binding 
material, and any desired pigment, and the object thereof 
is to obtain a covering for fl oor which is cheap, rich in 
elasticity and hard to burn.” Address: 138 Isobe-Dori, 
Sanchome, Kobe, Japan.

1800. Tropical Life (England). 1923. Billiard balls at present 
being grown at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, 
N.W. [Soya bean cultivation in London]. 19(8):119. Aug.
• Summary: This summary of an article in the Daily Mail 
(London) notes that the soya beans, which are growing 

nicely, could be made into billiard balls, knife- and umbrella 
handles, buckles and beads, cheese [tofu], fl our, table-
oil, cake, sauce, soap, lubricating and illuminating oil, 
glycerine, paint, varnish, celluloid, printing ink, waterproofs 
[waterproof gear and cloth], explosives, and linoleum.
 The soya beans are being grown by Mr. J.L. North, 
curator of the Royal Botanic Gardens (See “Our Friend” 
in the Jan. 1923 issue). North, who is known as London’s 
soy wizard, has been growing soya beans for 9 years [i.e., 
since 1914]. Since there is so little room for them in the 
Gardens, he is experimenting at Chiswick [in the Greater 
London borough of Hounslow] with 17 species from Europe 
and America. He believes they are of great importance to 
England–a country that grows no oil plants.

1801. Slosson, Edwin E. 1923. Catching up with China. 
Scientifi c Monthly 17:283-85. Sept.
• Summary: The soy bean “was fi rst introduced to America 
in 1804, but it was a hundred years before we could be 
induced to take it seriously... But in the last ten years it has 
rapidly come to the front as one of our major crops and is 
likely in the next ten years to go ahead of oats in acreage in 
some of our states... The latest bulletin of the Department 
of Agriculture lists fi fty different uses for soy products, and 
doubtless Yankee ingenuity can and will add more when we 
get our minds to working on it.
 “Even the Japanese have not exhausted their ingenuity 
in this fi eld, long as they have been at it. A Japanese scientist 
named Sato has invented a new plastic which he has called, 
according to American precedent, ‘Satolite.’ It is made by 
precipitating the protein with sulphite, hardening it with 
formaldehyde, and molding it under heat and pressure into 
combs, buttons and whatever we make from hard rubber or 
celluloid or the casein of milk.
 “The soy bean is rich in protein and fat, and lacking in 
starch; in that more like animal than like vegetable food. You 
can make a milk out of it by simply soaking the dried beans 
till soft, then crushing fi ne in a meat grinder, boiling in three 
times the volume of water for half an hour and straining 
through cloth. If you do not like the fl avor you can add 
vanillin or something else. This vegetable milk sometimes 
agrees with children when cow’s milk does not. It can also be 
used for cakes and custards.
 “The soy milk may be made into curds and cheeses of 
various sorts which form a large part of the diet of orientals, 
but for which we have not yet acquired a taste. Soy meal has 
come into common use in America, not only as a cattle food, 
but also for bread and pastry mixed with three parts wheat 
fl our.
 “Soy sauce has long been familiar but quite unknown 
to us. We did not recognize it under its aristocratic English 
name and its added fl avors. But when the high cost of living 
drove us to the chop sueys, we became acquainted with the 
cruet of brown salty sauce called ‘shoyu,’ and we found, 
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as the Chinese had found thousands of years before, that 
a sprinkling of it would make tasty a large lot of rice and 
serve as substitute for meat, both in taste and nutriment. 
Soy sauce is of several sorts. If you want it strong take the 
Korean. If you want it sweet take the Japanese. It is made 
by fermentation and the fl avor depends upon the way it is 
brewed and the length of time it is left to ripen. To suit the 
palate of a Korean connoisseur the jars must be exposed to 
the sunshine by day and covered by night for a period of 
thirty years. We Americans, when we get to making it, will 
undoubtedly speed up the process.
 “So far the oil is the most in demand of the soy products. 
The beans contain from 18 to 20 percent. of a fi ne palatable 
oil, which we have imported at the rate of a hundred 
thousand tons in a year, but which we are now growing for 
ourselves. It can take the place of cottonseed oil in vegetable 
substitutes for lard and butter, and of linseed oil in paints. 
Formerly the oil went mostly to Germany and England, but 
the war made a shift in the currents of Pacifi c trade, and we 
learned to appreciate its value. But we have a lot to learn yet 
before we catch up with the orientals in the utilization of this 
multifarious bean.”

1802. Halnan, E.T. 1923. Monthly notes on feeding stuffs: 
Soybean cake and soybean meal as a feeding stuff. J. of the 
Ministry of Agriculture (Great Britain) 30(9):865-68. Dec.
• Summary: Average analyses, nutritive ratio, and starch 
equivalent are given for soybean, soybean cake, and 
soybean meal, excerpted from the Ministry of Agriculture’s 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 32, “Rations for Live Stock.” 
Feeding trials with soybean cake and meal were carried out 
at various agricultural institutions in Great Britain during 
the years 1909-1911. “These trials were conducted using 
bullocks and dairy cows, comparing soybean cake or meal 
with decorticated cotton cake or linseed meal. The results of 
such trials led to the following conclusions: -
 “(1) At the Midland Agricultural College feeding trials 
with dairy cows in 1911 showed that soybean meal was 
equivalent to linseed cake for dairy cows, and gave a better 
quality milk judged on the fat and butter tests.
 “(2) At the Edinburgh and East of Scotland College, 
feeding trials with bullocks showed that soybean cake was 
a healthy cattle food, and a satisfactory beef producer, 
and could be used with safety up to 5 lb. per head per day. 
Weight for weight, it was not quite equal to linseed cake as a 
meat producer.
 “(3) Dairy trials at Offerton, under the Durham County 
Council, showed soybean cake to be an effective substitute 
for decorticated cotton cake. Owing to its rich protein 
character it should not exceed 6 lb. per head per day.
 “(4) Danish experiments have shown that soybean cake 
and meal give a fi rm butter, and are quite useful for inclusion 
in rations known to give a soft butter. German experiments 
have also shown that soybean meal is quite a useful stuff for 

feeding pigs. Nils Hansson, in experimenting with soybean 
cake, found that the use of more than 2 lb. of the cake per 
head caused taint to appear in the butter. French experience 
showed that the fresh, non-pasteurised milk from cows 
given soybean cake was quite sound and wholesome, but a 
taste resembling that of green peas developed after the milk 
had been kept for some time. This taint was traced to the 
development of micro-organisms, which, however, were 
killed by pasteurisation, and the tainting of butter referred 
to by Nils Hansson was doubtless due to the same cause.” 
Address: M.A., Dip. Agric. (Cantab. [Cambridge]), Animal 
Nutrition Inst., Cambridge Univ. [England].

1803. Ackermann, Alfred Seabold Eli. 1923. Popular 
fallacies explained and corrected (With copious references 
to authorities). 3rd ed. London: Old Westminster Press; 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Lippincott. xvi + 984 p. See p. 
287-88. Introduction by Richard Gregory. Index. 21 cm. [1 
ref]
• Summary: In the section titled “Fallacies connected with 
the animal kingdom. (c) Insects” is a subsection (p. 287-88) 
titled “That Soy is made from ‘Black-beetles.’” which states:
 “Sailors have a notion that soy [a kind of sauce prepared 
in the East from the soy-bean (Soja hispida)] is made from 
cockroaches; and, however absurd the belief may appear, the 
reason for it is worthy of investigation.
 “The Chinese at Canton have a large soy manufactory 
and they are particularly solicitous to obtain cockroaches 
from ships, from which circumstances sailors immediately 
conclude that it is for the purpose of making soy from them. 
But it is better established that cockroaches are used by the 
Chinese as a bait in fi shing. The infusion of cockroaches is 
also used in medicine, and Mr. Webster, surgeon of H.M.S. 
Chanticleer, states that common salt and water, saturated 
with the juices of the cockroach, has all the odour, and some 
of the fl avour and qualities, of soy; so that the sailors’ notion, 
after all, may not be far from the truth,”–J. Timbs, F.S.A., 
Popular Errors.
 “Sir,–Will you allow me to say a word upon the 
extraordinarily interesting article in your issue of to-day 
upon the wonder-working soya bean?
 “In these days, when each of one of us is concerned to 
get the greatest possible return in nourishment from the least 
possible outlay of cash upon food-stuffs, I think it ought to 
be far more widely known than it is that soya fl our–a staple 
food in the Far East these 2,000 years and more–is among 
the most highly nutrient products that the earth brings forth. 
Soya fl our is actually higher in protein value than the germ 
of wheat. Without suggesting any revolutionary changes 
in our national dietary–when even the hardened cynic will 
allow might be improved upon–I think all those in general 
who have the national welfare at heart, and in particular all 
thrifty housewives, might well ponder upon the following 
merits, all fully proven, of soya.
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 “An admixture of 5 to 10 per cent. of soya fl our to our 
ordinary wheaten fl our, baked in the customary manner, 
raises the nutritive value of the loaf from 10 to 25 per cent. 
above that of any bread–including wholemeal–ordinarily 
consumed by our British public. The soya bread is also 
delicious, most digestible, and retains its moisture far longer 
than our normal breads. I speak from fi rst-hand experience.”
 “H.C.M.”
 Note: Ackermann was born in 1867. Address: 17, 
Victoria St., Westminster, S.W. 1 [England].

1804. Beeton, Isabella Mary (Mayson). 1923. Mrs. Beeton’s 
cookery: Practical and economical recipes for every-day 
dishes, and general cooking instructions in marketing, 
trussing, cookery, etc., invalid cookery, labour-saving, 
carving, etc. New edition. London and Melbourne: Ward, 
Lock & Co., Ltd. 256 p. See p. 136. With 100 illust.
• Summary: Contains a recipe for Worcestershire Sauce (p. 
136), which reads: “Worcester Sauce. Ingredients–1 quart 
of best brown vinegar, 6 tablespoonfuls of walnut ketchup, 
5 tablespoonfuls of essence of anchovy, 4 tablespoonfuls of 
soy, ½ a teaspoonful of cayenne, 4 fi nely-chopped shallots, 
salt. Method–Put all these ingredients into a large bottle, 
and cork it closely. Shake it well 3 or 4 times daily for about 
14 days, then strain the sauce into small bottles, cork them 
tightly, and store in a cool, dry place. Time–2 weeks.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2012) 
that contains a recipe for Worcestershire sauce with soy 
sauce as an ingredient. Note also that vinegar is by far the 
most abundant ingredient.
 The author lived 1836-1865. Address: England.

1805. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia, 
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali 
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and 
industrial applications]. Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & 
Co. 243 p. Preface by Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università 
di Torino). With 34 illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Reason for the work; 
its scope and limits. Part I: The origin and history of the 
soybean. Reason for this history, the origin of the soybean 
and its early dissemination, soya (including production 
statistics) in Oriental countries (China, Manchuria, Japan, 
Formosa, Korea, French Indochina), how the soybean was 
introduced to Europe, the cultivation of soya in France, Soya 
in England, Austria, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Russia, 
Sweden, Alsace-Lorraine (now in northeast France), Spain, 
Italy, America, Conclusion.
 Part II: Cultivation of soya.
 Part III: Soya in the feeding and nutrition of humans and 
animals. 1. The analysis and physiology of metabolism as an 
element in the study of nutrition. 2. Soybean forage in the 
feeding of animals. 3. Soybeans (il grano di soja) and soy 
products in the feeding of humans and animals: Commercial 

and nutritional value and digestibility of the soybean, how 
to prepare and cook whole soybeans, soy broth, thick soups, 
salads, and meat dishes, soy purée (puré di soja), soybean 
cakes (torté di soja), soybean sprouts (germi di soja), roasted 
soybeans (grano di soja come frutta secca), soy coffee (caffé 
di soja), soy chocolate (cioccolata di soja), soy confections 
(confetture di soja), special soy sweets and chocolates for 
diabetics and tuberculosis patients, the soybean as a feed for 
animals.
 Note: This is the earliest Italian-language document seen 
(Nov. 2012) that mentions soy coffee, which it calls caffé di 
soja.
 4. Flour, pasta, and bread in feeding. 5. Soymilk (il latte 
di soja) and its use in the feeding of animals and humans. 6. 
Tofu (il formaggio di soja). 7. Soy oil and oil-cakes (panelli). 
8. Condiments and sauces: Natto, miso, soy sauce (le salse, 
called Schogon [sic] in Japan, Tsinag-Yeou [sic] or Tao-yu in 
China, Ketjap in Java, and Tuong in Annam). 9. Enzymes (I 
fermenti, incl. urease). 10. Conclusions.
 Part IV: Industrial applications of soya.
 Part V: General conclusions.
 The fi rst test of the lactation of calves with soymilk was 
conducted in the winter of 1916-17 by the Bonafous Institute 
in Turin. The results were splendid, and have encouraged 
eminent pediatricians such as Dr. Casalini, Prof. Dr. Alberto 
Muggia (teacher of clinical pediatrics at the University of 
Turin), and Dr. Enrico Gasca (vice director general of infants 
at Turin) to extend their experiments (p. 6).
 A table (p. 31) shows soybean and cotton hectarage and 
production in Korea from 1909 to 1917. Soybean hectarage 
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean 
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg 
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
 Page 35: “Prof. Rouest of Luxey (Landes) in France 
wrote us on 30 Nov. 1921. ‘I have fi nished only the period 
of acclimatization of the soybean. It remains for me to 
propagate it a little everywhere. The experiments of 1921 
were extended in all the Departments, being viewed from an 
industrial and commercial point of view. I must now study 
which variety adapts among those I am cultivating. Soy fl our 
will not be able to be made until we have many thousands of 
hectares under cultivation, and then we will be able to think 
of other applications as well... Actually the fi rm Hendebert 
de Lion sells its fl our, originating in China, at 10 French 
francs per kg, a prohibitive price.’”
 Page 206: At the pediatric congress held in Milan in 
Sept. 1922, the question of lactation (feeding children) with 
vegetable milk was discussed in a favorable way, proposed 
by Prof. Muggia and sustained by the illustrious Prof. 
Berghius, Director of the Pediatric Clinic of the University 
of Padua, and by Prof. Francioni of Bologna. We can also 
add that experiments on lactation are proceeding in Italy at 
the pediatric clinics of Turin, Bologna, Padua, Genoa, and 
Florence, and also at the Infant’s Dispensary in Turin.
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 Photos and tables are discussed in a separate record.
 A diagram (p. 227) compares the chemical composition 
of animal casein and vegetable casein.
 Note 1. Quite a bit of the historical and non-Italian 
information in this book comes from Léon Rouest’s 1921 
book Le soja et son lait végétal: Applications agricoles et 
industrielles.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that mentions natto, of which it says: “il 
Natto in Giappone che corrisponde al Tao-Teche della Cina.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest Italian-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that mentions soy sprouts, which it calls 
germi di soja. Address: Dr. of Economic and Commercial 
Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.

1806. Bottari, Fulvio. 1923. La soja nella storia, 
nell’agricoltura e nelle applicazioni alimentari ed industriali 
[The soybean in history, in agriculture, and in food and 
industrial applications (Photos and tables–Document part)]. 
Torino & Genova, Italy: S. Lattes & Co. 243 p. Preface by 
Prof. Oreste Mattriolo (R. Università di Torino). With 34 
illust. 22 cm. [25 ref. Ita]
• Summary: Photos show: (0) An infant fed soymilk in Turin 
in 1921, together with a table showing its weight gain from 
18 July 1921 until 14 Jan. 1922 (p. 7). (Figs. 1-3) Three 
different varieties of soybean plants (p. 70-71). (4) The 
leaves of 3 different varieties of soybean plants (p. 72). (5) 
Close-up of the stem and pods of a soybean plant (p. 73). (6) 
Beans and pods of soybeans (p. 74).
 (7-8) Different stages of germinating soybean seeds (p. 
75). (9) Close-up of soybean roots and nodules (p. 76).
 (10-12) Fields of soybeans at the “Istituto Bonafous” (p. 
106, 108, 113). (13-14) Field of soybeans grown with corn 
(p. 122, 123). (15-18) Cellular transverse section through a 
soybean (facing p. 152).
 (20-21) Soy fl our and wheat fl our, each in a sack and 
loose (p. 177). (22) Pasta made from soy (p. 181). (23-
28) Bread and baguettes / breadsticks made with various 
percentages of soy (Pane di soja) (p. 183-89).
 (29-30) Soy bran and wheat bran, each in a sack and 
loose (p. 191). (31) Two bottles of soymilk (p. 194). (32) 
Two bottles of soy oil (p. 214).
 Tables show: (1) Imports and exports of soybean seeds 
from 1910 to 1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe 
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, Norway, the 
Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg}, 
Sweden), into Asia (Netherlands Indies {today’s Indonesia}, 
Java & Madura, External Possessions, Japan, Formosa). 
Exports from Europe (France, Great Britain and Ireland, the 
Low Countries), from Asia (China, Japan, Formosa) (p. 3).
 (2) Imports and exports of soybean oil from 1910 to 
1919 by various countries, Imports into Europe (Denmark, 
Germany, Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland, 
the Low Countries {Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg}, 

Russia {both European and Asiatic} Sweden), into North 
America (Canada, United States), into Asia (Netherlands 
Indies {today’s Indonesia}, Java & Madura, Japan, 
Formosa), into Africa (Egypt). Exports from Europe 
(Denmark, France, Great Britain and Ireland {re-export}, 
the Low Countries, Sweden), from North America (United 
states, re-export), from Asia (China, Japan) (p. 4).
 (3) The weight gained by a baby fed soymilk at the 
dispensary of Lattanti at Torino. The trial ran from 18 July 
1921 to 14 Jan. 1922. The baby’s weight increased from 
3,000 gm to 6,140 gm (p. 7).
 (4) Production of soybeans in China in 1916 and 1917 
by color. And production of soybean cakes and soy oil in 
China in 1916 and 1917 (p. 21).
 (5) Exports of soybeans and soybean cakes from 
Manchuria yearly from 1905 to 1908 (data from Rouest) (p. 
23).
 (6) Area and production of oilseed plants (cotton, 
linseed, colza/canola, peanut, and soya) in Japan from 1877 
to 1920. Soy is by far the greatest, and both the area and 
production of soybeans increase during this time (p. 26).
 (7) Production of the principal vegetable oils (colza/
canola, sesame, cotton, linseed, soya, peanut, coconut) in 
Japan from 1886 to 1918.
 (8) Area and production of major oilseeds (cotton, soja) 
in Korea from 1909 to 1917 (p. 31). Soybean hectarage 
increased from 277,776 ha to a record 487,134 ha. Soybean 
production grew from 1,991,126 quintals (1 quintal = 100 kg 
or 0.1 metric tons) to a record 3,816,498 quintals.
 (9) Imports of soybean oil to England from 1910 to 1919 
(p. 38). (10) Imports of soybean oil to Denmark from 1910 
to 1919 (p. 46). (11) Imports of oilseeds (copra, soya, peanut, 
sesame, linseed, colza / canola & mustard seed) to Denmark 
in 1917 (p. 46).
 (12) Exports of soybean oil from Denmark from 1910 
to 1919 (p. 47). (13) Imports of soybean oil to the Low 
Countries from 1911 to 1919 (p. 47). (14) Imports of soybean 
oil to Russia from 1909 to 1915 (p. 48). (15) Imports of 
soybean oil and cottonseed oil to Sweden from 1912 to 1919 
(p. 48). (16) Imports of soybean oil to Alsace Lorraine from 
1913 to 1919 (p. 49). (17) Area of oilseeds and production 
of oil in Italy from 1909-1920 (p. 50). The area was about 
constant and the production of oil increased. (18) Median 
annual production of oil in Italy from 1870-1874 to 1920 
(p. 50). Production decreased. (19) Trial comparing the 
nutritional value of cow’s milk and vegetal milk (soymilk). 
The name of each of the 8 calves is given (p. 56-57). (20) 
Area and production of soybeans in the United States from 
1909, and 1917-1919.
 (21) Imports of various vegetable oils (olive, palm, 
coconut, soya) to the United States from 1910 to 1919 (p. 
63).
 (22) Cultivation of soybeans in Spain as described by 
Coll. D. Santiago Felice Valderrama of Montilla. The fi ve 
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columns are: (a) Classifi cation, from 0 to 10. (b) Provenance 
/ Source (China). (c) Seed color. (d) Development (large, 
medium, small). (e) Maturity date (Late, semi-late, early, 
etc.) (p. 85).
 (23) Fertilizer tests with Soja hispida, The fi ve columns 
are: (a) Parcel number, 1-9. (b) Fertilizers used and dosage. 
(c) Stems, kg per 50 square meters. (d) Production of pods, 
kg per 50 square meters. (e) Grain, kg per 50 square meters 
(p. 95).
 (24) Chemical composition of soybeans grown in 
Vienna, yellow from Mongolia, Yellow from China, reddish 
brown from China. Composition is given for both the 
original seed and for its progeny (p. 98).
 (25) Weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds of 
soybeans grown by Prof. Manvilli of the Bonafous Institute 
(p. 98).
 (26-28) Effect of planting distance and pattern on the 
weight of soybean stems, pods, and seeds (p. 102, 105).
 (29) Effect of place of origin and variety on the time to 
germination, time of fl owering and formation of the pods. 
The soybeans came from Tunisia, China, Ceylon, New 
South Wales, Podolia and Lithuania, France, Northwestern 
Italy (Piemonte, [Piedmont]), United States, Indochina 
[Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam, Burma, Siam, Peninsular 
Malaysia, Singapore], and India (p. 109).
 (30-31) The effect of applying electrical voltage to 
soybean plants on the yield of stems, pods, and seed (p. 110-
111).
 (32) Ito San Soybean production per ha in Connecticut 
from 1877 to 1918 (p. 120).
 (33) The yield of protein and oil from common beans, 
peas and soybeans (p. 121).
 (34) The yield of various minerals from the stem, leaves, 
pods, seeds and entire plant (p. 121).
 (35) Chemical analysis of the soybean plant, on both an 
“as is” and a dry basis, in the stem, foliage, pods, and entire 
plant (p. 141).
 (36) Composition of the soybean–various parts from 
various places. entire plant, forage after the plant blooms and 
sets pods, hay from Japan, hay from Massachusetts, straw 
from Massachusetts (p. 142).
 (37) Nutritive elements in hay from different types of 
plants, both green and dry, for crude substance and digestible 
portion (p. 143).
 (38) Distribution of the various nutritive components 
in the various parts of the soybean seed. The parts are entire 
seed, cotyledons, embryo, seedcoat (scorza) (p. 145).
 (39) Complex analysis of the seed of the soybean (in 
parts per 100) (p. 146).
 (40) Analysis of the seed of various colors of soybean by 
various researchers, incl. Dr. Emil Pott, Meissl & Böcker, & 
Pellet.
 (41) Nutritional composition, both crude substance and 
digestible portion, of various protein sources: beef, common 

beans, lentils, peas, broad/fava beans, soybeans (p. 149).
 (42) Protein content of various basic protein sources, 
incl. meat, peas, broad beans and soya (p. 155). (43) Bar 
graph. The soybean as a source of nutrients, compared with 
other legumes, wheat fl our, soy fl our, wheat pasta, soy pasta, 
75% wheat + 25% soy pasta, wheat bread, soy bread, 75% 
wheat + 25% soy bread, cow’s milk, soymilk, mother’s milk 
(p. 159).
 (44) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to 
Oscar Kellner 1885, p. 82 (p. 162).
 (45)
 (45) Chemical composition of soybean hay according to 
Emil Pott 1907 (Vol. 2, p. 3) (p. 163).
 (46) Composition of soybean straw, according to Emil 
Pott (p. 165).
 (47) Chemical composition of soybean pods according 
to Emil Pott (p. 165).
 (48) Nutritional composition of soy coffee from Tyrol 
and Dalmatia (p. 171).
 (49) Nutritional composition of soy jams (confetture di 
soja).
 (50) Nutritional composition of soy fl our compared with 
the fl our of various cereals (p. 176).
 (51) Nutritional composition of various types of soy 
pasta: 100% soy, 25% soy, pasta from Naples (p. 182).
 (52) Nutritional composition of soy bread, four analyses, 
compared with two analyses of wheat bread (p. 185).
 (53) Nutritional composition of soymilk made from 
whole soybeans or soy fl our (p. 195).
 (54-55) Nutritional composition of soymilk, 7 analyses, 
compared with mother’s milk, cow’s milk and goat’s milk (p. 
200-201).
 (56) Nutritional composition of okara (the residue from 
making soymilk), various analyses (p. 207).
 (57-58) Nutritional composition of soybean oil vs. 
cottonseed oil, and according to fi ve different analysts (p. 
213).
 (59) Nutritional composition of soybean cake according 
to fi ve different analysts (p. 215).
 (60) A diagram compares the chemical composition of 
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 227).
 (61) A table compares the chemical composition of 
animal casein and vegetable casein (p. 228). Address: Dr. of 
Economic and Commercial Science, Turin [Torino], Italy.

1807. Campbell, Persia Crawford. 1923. Chinese coolie 
emigration to countries within the British Empire. London: 
P.S. King & Son, Ltd. xxiii + 240 p. Preface by the Hon. W. 
Pember Reeves. 22 cm.
• Summary: Discusses the background of the terrible coolie 
trade and the use of indentured coolie servants and the credit-
ticket system. It was largely a veiled slave trade, and the 
traffi c was greatest from 1845 to 1877. Most of the migration 
was from Kwangtung province in southern China, an area 
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gripped by famine, feud, and economic hardship. The coolie 
trade was active in different countries at different times: 
British Malaysia (1877-1916), the USA (1850-1882), British 
Columbia, Canada (1880s), Australia (1855-1888), Cuba 
(1870s), British West Indies (1852-1860s), Transvaal, South 
Africa (1904-1909).
 Note: Though soybeans are not discussed in this book, 
some of these Chinese may have taken soybeans with them 
to foreign countries.
 The author was born in 1898. This is No. 72 in a series 
of monographs titled “Studies in Economics and Political 
Science” by writers connected with the London School of 
Economics and Political Science. Address: British Fellow 
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

1808. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan; Costa, Mario. eds. 
1923. Oleaginous products and vegetable oils: Production 
and trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. XX-XXI, 140-41, 144-47, 
442-43, 480-81. No index. 24 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: In Sept. 1921 the IIA published a monograph 
on this subject in French. By popular demand, this English 
edition was published 2 years later. Contents: Introduction 
(p. VII-XXXII): General scope, general survey of the 9 
principal crops (including soya beans) plus others, fi nal 
points of consideration. Part I (p. 1-402) is an analysis by 
region, and within each region by country, countries of 
vegetable oil production and trade. Regions are Europe, 
North and Central America, South America, Asia, Africa, and 
Oceania.
 Major countries: Denmark (p. 20-23; oil production 
1916-1921, oil imports 1910-1922). France (p. 26-34). 
Germany (p. 35-40). Great Britain and Ireland (p. 41-43). 
Netherlands (p. 65-68). Norway (p. 69-70). Russia–European 
and Asiatic (p. 84-93). Sweden (p. 100-03). Canada (p. 
111-15). United States (p. 131-47). Argentina (p. 179-85; 
no soy). Brazil (p. 187-90; no soy). Ceylon (p. 218-21; no 
soy). China (p. 222-26). Dutch East Indies (Java & Madura, 
Other islands; p. 229-33). Formosa (p. 238-39; gives soybean 
production and acreage from 1900 to 1921). Japan (p. 259-
64; gives Japanese soybean production and acreage from 
1877 to 1921, and production of soya oil from 1909 to 1920. 
Japan’s leading oil produced domestically from 1895 was 
rapeseed oil). Korea (Chosen, p. 265-67). Kwantung Leased 
Territory (p. 268). Hawaii (p. 388; Hawaii produced 17 long 
tons of soybeans on 20 acres in 1909, and 10 tons on 15 
acres in 1919).
 Part II (p. 403-506) is recapitulatory tables for both soya 
beans and soya bean oil: Area and production by crop (1909-
1922), Trade by crop (1909-1921). Cottonseed (p. 410-11). 
Linseed (p. 414-15). Soya beans (p. 442-43, 480-81).
 Pages XX-XXI state: “In the absence of data from 
China, the chief grower of soya beans, it is impossible to 
make even the roughest estimate of the world’s yield of 

this product. Among the few countries of any moment as 
producers of soya beans, we may mention: Japan, where 
this crop increased rapidly between 1877 and 1887 and 
then became nearly stationary at about 500,000 long tons 
[2,240 lb per long ton] per annum, although in the last few 
years some further increase has been noticeable; Korea, 
with a continuous increase in area and yield, from 1910 
onwards, (the crop of 1920 was about 600,000 long tons); 
and United States, where from 1909 to 1921, the area under 
soya beans increased from about 1,600 to 186,000 acres 
with a production of about 70 thousand long tons. It may be 
observed that the increase of this crop during the last twenty 
years is supplemented by attempts already made and in 
progress for its introduction into countries with a favourable 
climate, especially into Africa.”
 “Exports are exclusively from China and Korea. The 
Chinese exports have increased very greatly during the last 
thirty years. Before 1890 they were insignifi cant, in 1901 
they had reached a total of more than 100 thousand tons, and 
during the decade from 1909 to 1918 they averaged about 
600 thousand tons and reached their maximum in 1919 with 
about 1 million, declining in the two following years to 600 
thousand long tons.
 “With regard to Korea although we have not a complete 
series of data for the period 1909-1918, the ever-increasing 
importance of its exports of soya beans may be emphasized; 
during the last few years these have been double the average 
of the years 1909-1911, and in 1921 they already equalled 
one third of the Chinese exports.”
 “The chief importers, in Europe are Great Britain, 
Denmark, and Holland, and, in Asia, Japan, and the Dutch 
East Indies. To these must also be added Russia-in-Asia as 
the Chinese Customs register large exports destined for the 
Russian Pacifi c ports.”
 “England, which at one time constituted the greatest 
market for the soya bean, has continually reduced its 
imports: these were 420 thousand long tons in 1910, 76 
thousand in 1913, and about 60 thousand in the two years 
1921-1922... In the Asiatic market, represented in this 
case by Japan and the Dutch East Indies, imports have 
continuously increased especially in the last few years of the 
period under consideration.
 “The trade fi gures of soya oil (see tables on pages 480 
and 481) indicate that China is the principal exporter, having 
quadrupled its shipment during the period from 1914 to 
1919, attaining in the latter year a total of over 140 thousand 
long tons.”
 Other countries unrelated to soy (some no longer 
in existence): Europe: Esthonia [Estonia], Luxemburg 
[Luxembourg], Serb-Croat-Slovene State. North and Central 
America: British Honduras [named Belize after about 
1975]. South America: Curaçao [Curacao], Falkland Islands, 
British Guiana, French Guiana. Asia: Aden [became part of 
independent Yemen in 1967], Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
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Bahrein Islands [Bahrain], Borneo (British Protectorates), 
Dutch East Indies, Federated Malay States, Formosa, 
French Settlements in India, Indo-China, Persia, Portuguese 
India [annexed in 1962 by India; became Union territory 
of Goa, Daman, and Diu], Protected Malay States, Russia, 
Japanese Saghalin (Karafuto), Siam [later Thailand], Straits 
Settlements [later Singapore], Timor and Cambing, Wei-Hai-
Wei [Weihai, Wei-hai, or Weihaiwei; seaport in northeast 
Shandong province, northeast China]. Oceania: Australia, 
Fiji Islands, French Settlements in Oceania, Gilbert and 
Ellice Islands, Hawaii, Island of Guam, New Caledonia, 
New Hebrides, Papua, Samoan Islands (American Samoa), 
Solomon Islands, Territory of New Guinea (Later German 
New Guinea), Tonga, Western Samoa (Formerly German 
Samoa).
 Note 1. This document gives a clear defi nition of the 
geographical region named “Oceania.”
 Note 2. A “quintal” is probably 100 kg. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1809. Capone, Giorgio; Grinenco, Ivan. 1923. Great Britain 
and Ireland (Document part). In: G. Capone & I. Grinenco, 
eds. 1923. Oleaginous Products and Vegetable Oils: 
Production and Trade. Rome, Italy: International Institute of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics. 545 p. See p. 41-43. [Eng]
• Summary: Crop production: British government statistics 
contain data about only rape and fl ax. Rape is cultivated 
mostly in Great Britain and fl ax mostly in Ireland. Flax 
acreage grew when cottonseed was in short supply (1864, 
1917-18), and fell when it was abundant (1898). Note: 
Ireland was part of Great Britain until gaining independence 
between Jan. 1919 and Dec. 1922. For all soy statistics in 
this book, Great Britain and Ireland are treated as one nation. 
Thus, no soy-related statistics are given for Ireland alone.
 Imports of oleaginous products [oilseeds, in long tons; 
1 long ton = 2,240 lb]: In 1909 the main oilseeds imported 
by Britain were cottonseed (600,377 tons) and linseed 
(315,229 tons). Before 1910, soya beans were included in 
“other unspecifi ed seeds.” The fi rst separate statistics for 
soya bean imports are for 1910 when a record 421,531 tons 
were imported. This decreased to 222,157 tons in 1911, then 
180,760 tons in 1912, dropping to 76,452 tons in 1913, rising 
briefl y to 170,910 tons in 1915, falling to zero in 1918 during 
the German blockade of World War I, and fi nally leveling out 
at 59,537 tons in 1922.
 During this period, small amounts of soya beans were 
re-exported: The peak years were 8,264 tons in 1910, then 
9,392 tons in 1914 and 7,723 tons in 1920.
 Imports of vegetable oils: The main vegetable oils 
imported in 1909 were palm oil (91,064 tons), coconut oil 
(33,975 tons), linseed oil (21,621 tons), and cottonseed oil. 
Prior to 1917, statistics on imports of soya oil were included 
in “other unspecifi ed oils.” Imports of soya oil rose from 

3,502 tons in 1917 to 29,683 tons in 1919, falling to 20,357 
tons in 1922.
 Exports of vegetable oils and oilseeds: Exports of soya 
oil began in 1911 with 20,486 tons, decreasing to 17,327 tons 
in 1912, and 9,3,90 tons in 1913. In 1922 soya oil exports 
were 8,106 tons and re-exports were 183 tons. Address: 1. 
Doctor of Economics; 2. Doctor of Agronomics. Both: IIA, 
Rome, Italy.

1810. Chinese Eastern Railway, Economic Bureau. 
1923. The Chinese Eastern Railway and its zone. Harbin, 
Manchuria: C.E.R. Economical Bureau. 32 p. Illust. 27 cm. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Section III titled “Agriculture” contains a bar 
chart showing that [soy] beans comprise 20-30% of the total 
cultivated area in the seven districts along the rail lines; the 
30% is in the southern districts. Yellow [soy] beans yield 
22.2 bushels/acre or 90.0 poods per dessiat. 39% of the total 
cultivated area is taken up by marketable crops for export; 
22% by soybeans and 17% by wheat; the remaining 61% is 
taken up by Chinese native grains (p. 12).
 About half of all soybeans exported from North 
Manchuria go to Japan, where bean-cakes constitute one 
of the most popular fertilizers for fi elds. The remaining 
50% of these exported beans are either consumed in Asiatic 
markets (China, Netherlands East Indies) or shipped to oil 
mills in Europe (United Kingdom, Germany, Scandinavian 
countries). The demand for Manchurian [soy] beans is 
growing.
 Flour milling is the biggest manufacturing industry 
along the railway zone, followed by oil milling. “The value 
of the output from oil-mills equals about 1/2 value of the 
value of products of fl our mills. Bean oil and bean-cakes are 
in great demand on both the interior and the foreign markets. 
Exports of bean oil and bean cakes are made partly to Europe 
and mostly Japan.”
 Two graphs (p. 27) show transportation by the railway 
of [soya] “bean-oil” and [soya] “beancakes” (in 1,000 tons) 
from 1913 to 1922. Transportation of oil rose rapidly to 
a peak of 30,000 tons in 1919, dropped precipitously to 
6,000 tons in 1921 (after the Great War [World War I]), then 
jumped to 22,000 tons in 1927. Transportation of beancakes 
rose rapidly to a peak of 140,000 tons in 1917, fell to 80,000 
tons in 1918, then leaped to a record 230,000 tons in 1922. 
Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1811. Douglas, Carstairs; Barclay, Thomas. 1923. 
Supplement to dictionary of the vernacular or spoken 
language of Amoy. Shanghai, China: Commercial Press Ltd. 
276 p. See p. 221. 28 cm.
• Summary: This edition was found bound at the back (p. 
613) of the 1873 edition. See tâu (R. tô) = “pease or beans.” 
chiù tâu-hû “soured bean curd.” Address: 1. Rev., M.A., 
LL.D. Glasgow; 2. M.A., DD., Glasgow, Missionary of the 
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Presbyterian Church of England, Tainan, Formos.

1812. Kay, Herbert Davenport. 1923. The reversibility of the 
action of urease of soy bean. Biochemical Journal 17(2):277-
85. (Chem. Abst. 17:3679). [20 ref]
• Summary: In 1909 Takeuchi discovered that soy beans 
contain the enzyme urease in an easily available and very 
reactive form. Urea is produced in very small quantities 
during the action of urease on a mixture of ammonium 
carbonate and carbamate in strong solution in water at room 
temperature under conditions which preclude the formation 
of urea by any other means than enzymic synthesis. The 
action of urease is therefore reversible. The methods used for 
the estimation of the synthesized urea were the hydrolysis 
of the compound with urease and subsequent estimation of 
the hydrogen ion concentration, and the xanthydrol method. 
Address: Beit Memorial Research Fellow, Biochemical Dep., 
Lister Inst. [England].

1813. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1923. Butter substitutes–
Margarine, “Oleomargarine” (Document part). In: J. 
Lewkowitsch. 1923. Chemical Technology and Analysis of 
Oils, Fats, and Waxes. Edited by George H. Warburton. 6th 
ed. Entirely rewritten and enlarged. Vol. III. New York, NY 
and London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd. viii + 508 p. See p. 
31-54. [79 ref]
• Summary: An in-depth treatment of the subject. Margarine 
is called “Oleomargarine” in America, Margarine in 
French, Margarine or Kunstbutter in German, and Burro 
di margarina in Italian. Older English-language names 
suppressed by legislation are “butterine” and “Dutch butter.” 
“Margarine consists either of a mixture of animal fats alone 
or of animal and vegetable oils and fats churned with cow’s 
milk to a butter-like emulsion, and colored yellow (unless 
forbidden by law) with annatto, methylorange, etc. The 
cow’s milk is sometimes replaced by an emulsion prepared 
from the kernels of almonds [almond milk] (see Li Yu Ying, 
Belgian patent 231,588) or from soya beans, so that it is 
possible to prepare a margarine from vegetable products 
exclusively” (p. 32). In the UK it is prepared exclusively 
from beef fat (called “oleomargarine” in the UK or “oleo oil” 
in the USA).
 “Amongst the vegetable oils, cotton seed oil and cotton 
seed stearine, sesamé oil, arachis oil, and even soya bean oil 
take the most prominent place... Arachis oil (also olive oil) 
and sesamé oil are used to a greater extent in Europe than in 
the United States (p. 33).
 “A general recipe for the manufacture of margarine 
containing oleomargarine as a preponderant basis is as 
follows:–Mix 65 parts of oleomargarine, 20 parts of 
vegetable oils, and 30 parts of milk. The yield is 100 parts 
of fi nished product, 15 parts of water being eliminated in 
the course of manufacture. The more milk used, the better 
will be the fl avor of the margarine.” “For still lower qualities 

maize oil is said to be used in the United States... as it is 
extremely diffi cult to remove or to mask the peculiar fl avour 
of maize oil. Lard [pig fat] is not used so extensively in 
Europe as in the United States. In this country [England] 
oleomargarine is prepared exclusively from beef fat. Mutton 
fat, which imparts an unpleasant (“animal”) fl avour to 
the margarine, is, however, used in continental margarine 
factories. In Russia, sunfl ower oil is used in the manufacture 
of margarine... The use of soya bean oil has also been 
proposed” (Korentschewski and Zimmermann, Chemiker 
Zeitung, 1905, p. 777) for use in margarine (p. 37).
 At the end of this section is one titled “Vegetable 
butters” (p. 55-58). These include “fats or mixtures of 
fats... which are exclusively of vegetable origin, and have 
at the ordinary temperature a consistence approaching that 
of butter or lard.” They may be made from “cotton seed 
stearine,” coconut oil, or palm kernel oil. They are sold, for 
example, in “countries where the inhabitants are forbidden 
by their religious tenets to consume beef fat or hog fat (India, 
Turkey). In commerce such vegetable butters are known as 
‘vegaline,’ ‘cottolene,’ etc. The manufacturing processes 
for producing cotton seed stearine have been describe in the 
preceding chapter (Vol. II. Chap. XIV.).” Address: 71 Priory 
Rd., London, N.W., England.

1814. Lewkowitsch, Julius. 1923. Hydrogenated fats, 
hardened fats (Document part). In: J. Lewkowitsch. 1923. 
Chemical Technology and Analysis of Oils, Fats, and 
Waxes. Edited by George H. Warburton. 6th ed. Entirely 
rewritten and enlarged. Vol. III. New York, NY and London: 
Macmillan and Co., Ltd. viii + 508 p. See p. 119-29. [5 ref]
• Summary: A good discussion of the early history of and 
literature on hydrogenation. In modern hydrogenation 
industries, glycerides undergo a chemical change, but are 
not saponifi ed. This process “has grown enormously of late 
years, and a very large amount of oil is so hardened annually.
 “Prior to the publication by Sabatier and Senderens in 
1900 of their researches on the action of metallic catalysts, 
attention had been directed principally to the hydrogenation 
of the fatty acids as oleic acid, few attempts being made 
to hydrogenate the glycerides. Since, however, it has been 
shown that unsaturated fatty acids in the combined state 
will take up hydrogen in the presence of metallic catalysts, 
a great impetus has been given to this branch of technical 
chemistry, and a large number of processes and catalysts 
have been devised for this purpose.”
 “For the successful carrying out of the operation it is 
essential that the oil surrounding the catalyst be continually 
replaced, and also that a large surface of oil is exposed to 
the hydrogen. The rate of stirring and the pressure employed 
have a direct bearing on the speed with which hydrogen is 
assimilated.
 “Various types of machines have been used to ensure a 
thorough intermixture of gas, oil, and catalyst. In order that 
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the reduction may take place in the shortest possible time–a 
point of great importance in the preparation of edible fats, 
continued exposure of which to a high temperature tends to 
impair the taste–increased pressure is employed. Bergius 
(1914) states that the reaction can take place without the 
addition of a catalyst if the temperature and particularly the 
pressure are high enough. It is possible, however, that in his 
experiments the material of which the autoclave was made 
acted as an accelerator.”
 Among the earliest patents taken out in the UK was that 
of Normann in 1903 (English patent No. 1515).
 A table (p. 127-28) gives constants for many hardened 
fats, including arachis oil, sesamé oil, and soya bean oil 
(based on Mellana 1914). Address: 71 Priory Rd., London, 
N.W., England.

1815. McCallan, E.A. 1923. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1922. Reports of the Board and 
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1922. p. 
7-27.
• Summary: Page 10 states: “Green Manuring: Nearly 
all the experimental plots were sown to cowpeas and soy 
beans during the summer, but as the seedings were for the 
most part late, the crop plowed under as green manure was 
light. For the last ten years a part, if not all, of the plots 
have been thus treated, and the value of leguminous green 
manuring has been well established. The practice is very 
strongly recommended.” Address: Director of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1816. Steuart, Dan W. 1923. Some observations with regard 
to the unsaponifi able matter and sterols of edible fats. 
Analyst (London) 48:155-60. [6 ref]
• Summary: Read at the meeting on 6 Dec. 1922. The writer 
analyzed the sterols in a margarine and the composition of 
lecithin. “Hydrogenation (hardening) decreases the sterol 
content of an oil. “Lecithin is used in somewhat minute 
quantities in some margarines.” Soybean oil is mentioned 
only in a large, untitled table (p. 158), which gives constants 
for various animal and vegetable fats. “Soya bean oil (1918): 
Unsaponifi able matter 0.84%. Sterols 0.23%. Sterols in 
unsaponifi able matter 27%. Melting points of phytosterol 
acetates: 133, 132, 129ºC.
 Also gives the same constants for beef oleo, beef stearin, 
seal oil, whale oil, sesame oil, arachis oil, hardened arachis 
oil, and margarine. Address: B.Sc., Maypole Lab., Southall 
[England].

1817. Arkady Review. 1924-1974. Serial/periodical. British 
Arkady Co., Manchester, England. Vol. 1. Jan. 1924. Robert 
Whymper, editor. From 1925 it appeared 5 times a year. 
[Eng]
• Summary: British Arkady Co. 1938. Arkady. p. 6. “Not 
the least achievement of the Company is the publication of 

the Arkady Review. Originated by Mr. Robert Whymper, the 
fi rst number saw light in January, 1924; from 1925 it has 
appeared fi ve times annually. Its mission was to put before 
the baker articles in simple language, written by those best 
qualifi ed, on the subjects of wheat, fl our, yeast, etc. the raw 
materials of bread, the fermentation and manufacture of 
bread, and in general to keep the baker in touch with trade 
developments. Mr. F.E. Thomas, who has been the editor 
since the fi rst number, has been successful in securing many 
able writers.”
 Letter from Bill Pringle of British Arkady. 1990 May 
30. “I believe the Arkady Review started publication in 1923. 
Most of the issues for the early years have been lost. We do 
have various copies for the 1960s and 1970s. The magazine 
ceased publication around 1974.”

1818. Omega. 1924. Soya bean oil: Its production, 
properties, and applications. Chemical Trade Journal and 
Chemical Engineer (London) 74(1917):187-89. Feb. 15. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The extent of the soya 
bean industry: Japan, Manchuria, The United Kingdom 
trade: Imports of soya beans and soya bean oil, exports 
of soya oil and soya bean cake. Methods of production. 
Solvent extraction processes. Composition of soya bean oil. 
Properties of soya bean oil. Identifi cation of the oil. Uses and 
applications of soya oil. Future of the industry.
 Tables show: (1) Imports of soya bean oil to the USA 
(1918-1921). (2) Exports of soya beans, soya bean cake and 
soya bean oil from Manchuria (1915-1919). (3) Imports of 
soya beans to the UK from Russia, China, and Japan (tons 
and value, 1913, 1922, 1923) (4) Exports of soya oil from the 
UK (tons and value, 1913, 1922, 1923). (5) Exports of soya 
bean cake from the UK (tons and value, 1913, 1922, 1923). 
(6) Prices per ton of soya beans and soya bean oil in the UK 
(1914, 1920-24).

1819. Berczeller, L. 1924. Food for animals from soy beans. 
British Patent 234,202. March 1. (Chem. Abst. 20:787). *
• Summary: Soy beans are heated and then subjected to 
saturated steam for 10-12 minutes to remove objectionable 
constituents. Various details of treatment are given.

1820. Lea and Perrins. 1924. Lea & Perrins’ Sauce (Ad). 
Times (London). April 24. p. 5, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “... is half the battle in preparing delightful 
dishes–Never be without it in the kitchen.” At the left of this 
display ad is an illustration showing the cover of a booklet 
titled “Kitchen recipes for Lea & Perrins’ Sauce.” Across 
the bottom: “Free to housewives–The Lea & Perrins’ Recipe 
Book, containing over 150 suggestions for new dishes. Send 
½d. stamp for return postage with your name and address 
to Lea & Perrins, 2, Midland Road, Worcester.” Address: 
[England].
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1821. Tang, Chi Yu. 1924. An economic study of Chinese 
agriculture. PhD thesis, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York. 514 p. June. See p. 420-23. [2+ ref]
• Summary: In Part V, Chief Agricultural Enterprises, 
chapter 24 is titled “Soy beans.” It begins: “China leads the 
world in the production of soy beans. Statistics on acreage 
and production of soy beans in China proper are lacking. The 
soy beans acreage in Manchuria, however, was estimated 
at 7,200,000 acres, and production 3,700,000 tons” (see 
Chinese Economic Bulletin No. 156, p. 9 {16 Feb. 1924}). 
“During the period 1891-1904, exports of soy beans and soy 
bean products were almost entirely absorbed by Japanese 
markets. The Russo-Japanese war in 1904 and 1905 
stimulated the production of soy beans in Manchuria, After 
the war, the surplus beans had to be disposed of in some 
markets, and for the fi rst time trial shipments were made by 
Japanese fi rms to English mills in 1908... During the period 
1909-1922, acreage and production of soy beans increased 
by leaps and bounds” [in the USA].
 The chapter then lists fi ve major reasons that soy beans 
have become so important in China: “1. Soy beans thrive 
in a variety of climatic conditions. They do well in dry 
seasons and at the same time do not reduce greatly in yield 
in a wet season. 2. Since they are a leguminous crop, soy 
beans are grown to maintain soil fertility... 3. Soy beans 
have a high food value in comparison with other foods. They 
are especially rich in protein... 4. Many by-products are 
made from soy beans, including bean oil cake, bean meal, 
bean fl our, bean bran, bean sprouts, bean coffee, bean milk 
and bean curd. Because of the large range of by-products 
that have been made, the price of soy beans has become 
stabilized... 5. Further expansion of soy bean production 
possible when North Manchurian lands are brought under 
cultivation.”
 Table 45 (p. 422) shows China’s exports of soy beans, 
bean cake, and bean oil for the years 1913, 1920, 1921, and 
1922 in piculs (133.33 lb) and taels (a monetary unit). Each 
of the three increased during this period which included 
World War. I. In 1922 exports of bean cake were worth the 
most, followed by soy beans and bean oil. Soy bean exports 
grew from 7,419,511 piculs in 1913 to 12,462,350 piculs 
in 1922. [Soy] bean oil grew from 49,817 piculs in 1913 to 
12,294,006 piculs in 1922.
 Table 46 (p. 423) shows the weight and value of these 
three products exported to various countries. Beans are 
mostly exported to Russia, Japan, and the Dutch Indies (in 
that order). Bean cake is mostly exported to Japan (86% of 
the total) and Russia. Relatively little bean oil is exported: 
it goes mainly to the “Turkey, Persia, Egypt, etc.” [grouped 
as one unit] (380,000 piculs), Russia (250,000 piculs), Great 
Britain (246,000 piculs), the Netherlands (201,000 piculs), 
and the United States (116,000 piculs).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 

seen (June 2013) that uses the term “bean bran” to refer to 
soy bran. Address: Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York.

1822. Kodama, R. 1924. Nature of the oil of miso. Analyst 
(London) 49(580):344. July. [1 ref]*
• Summary: This is an English-language summary of an 
English-language article.

1823. Stockman, Stewart. 1924. Faelle von Vergiftung 
beim Rindvieh nach Fuetterung von mit Oel extrahiertem 
Sojabohnenmehl [Cases of poisoning in cattle by feeding on 
meal from soya bean after extraction of the oil]. Deutsche 
Tieraerztliche Wochenschrift 32(43):653-58. Oct. 25. [1 ref. 
Ger]
• Summary: This is a German translation of Stockman’s 
classic 1916 article titled “Cases of poisoning in cattle by 
feeding on meal from soya bean after extraction of the oil” 
in the Journal of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics, 
vol. 29, p. 95. Address: Board of Agriculture and Fisheries.

1824. Banks, H.P. 1924. Sampling of Oriental oil cakes, etc. 
J. of Oil and Fat Industries 1(2):53-55. Oct.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soya bean and linseed 
cake. Fish meal. Oriental seeds (in bags, such as linseed). 
Chinese shelled peanuts. Sampling in the Orient.
 “Soya bean and linseed cake. The method of sampling 
Soya Bean Cake depends on whether it is ‘Cartwheel’ or 
‘English’ style. Cartwheel Cake should be sampled by 
boring into the cakes several times with a 1-inch bit... This 
type of cake is also subject to mold, and if the shipment 
should be generally moldy, samples should be taken so that 
this condition may be noted when samples are brought to 
the laboratory for analysis and further examination. It is 
also essential that the sampler examine the shipment for 
the presence of vermin which might seriously affect the 
merchantability of the shipment.”
 “’English’ Style Soya Bean Cake, packed in bags, may 
be sampled in accordance with Rule 244 of the Interstate 
Cottonseed Crushers Association.”
 Linseed cake, being in the same form, may be sampled 
in the same way. Hair, which is often present from the press 
cloth used in pressing the cakes, should be noted when 
samples are taken as its presence is detrimental to the quality. 
Chinese Shelled Peanuts are mostly hand picked.

1825. Wallis, E.S.; Burrows, G.H. 1924. Composition of 
Soya bean oil. Analyst (London) 49(584):533. Nov. [1 ref]*
Address: Chemistry Lab., Univ. of Vermont, Burlington.

1826. Sheffi eld plate. 1924.
• Summary: During the 18th century, there was a demand for 
objects of beauty for the table that were less costly than solid 
silver and better in appearance than pewter. In 1742 Bolsover 
made a discovery that led to the manufacture of Sheffi eld 
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plate. He found a way to make an imitation silver by beating 
out a thin layer of silver, placing it on a copper foundation, 
then using heat to fuse the two metals. This soon became 
a great and prospering trade. This article concerns what is 
known as the “copper mount” period, which ended in about 
1790.
 Fortunately a few of the original manufacturers 
catalogues have survived. A very fi ne one, issued by 
Nathaniel Smith & Co., contains many illustrations showing 
the various objects made by this fi rm–including some 
“charming cruet-frames, and frames for soy bottles...”

1827. Aston, W.G. trans. 1924. Nihongi: Chronicles of Japan 
from the earliest times to A.D. 697. 2 vols. in 1. London: 
Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.; New York: E.P. 
Dutton & Co. xxiii + 443 p. See p. 32-33. Illust. Index. 24 
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: This is a reissue (two volumes in one) of 
the original 1896 edition published by the Japan Society. 
Address: C.M.G., England.

1828. Bolton, Edward Richards; Pelly, Russel G. 1924. Oils, 
fats, waxes, and resins. London: Ernest Benn, Ltd. vii-xx 
+ 275 p. Foreword by H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. 26 cm. 
Series: The Resources of the Empire, vol. IX. *
• Summary: Edward Richards Bolton lived 1878-1939. 
George Russell Pelly was born in 1883.

1829. McCallan, E.A. 1924. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1923. Reports of the Board and 
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1923. p. 
7-27.
• Summary: Page 10, under “Vegetable Experiments,” states: 
“Soy Bean.–This summer vegetable is deserving of general 
cultivation. As a green shelled bean it is of delicious fl avour 
and is an excellent keeper when dried. It should be planted 
in May and early June.” Address: Director of Agriculture, 
Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1830. Minami Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. 
[South Manchuria Railway Co., Industrial Div. Bureau of 
Agriculture]. 1924. Daizu no kakô [Soybean processing]. 
Dairen, Manchuria: SMRC. 777 p. 30 cm. (Sangyo Shiryo 
21). [250 ref. Jap]
• Summary: Name of company with diacritics is: Minami 
Manshû Tetsudô K.K. Kôgyô-bu. Nômu-ka. This important, 
major work was written by Yoshitane Satô. Contents: Photos 
(on unnumbered pages at the front of the book) show 16 
scenes of soybean transportation, storage, and processing 
in Manchuria, as follows: (1) Mule drivers whipping mules 
trying to pull carts loaded with large sacks of soybeans 
over muddy roads. (2) Cylindrical osier storage bins for 
soybeans. (3) Row upon row of sacks of soybeans piled 
high in storage near docks. (4) Soy sauce being made in a 

courtyard; each earthenware jar is covered with a woven 
conical lid. (5) The inside of a huge and modern soy sauce 
plant. (6) Wooden kegs and glass bottles of Yamasa shoyu. 
(7) Soy sprouts (daizu moyashi) growing in round woven 
baskets. (8-11) Soy oil being pressed using vertical screw 
presses [as an alternative to hydraulic presses]–four views. 
(12) Boilers used in a soybean mill. (13) A wooden barrel 
of soybean oil being sealed. (14) Soy oil packaged in many 
small containers, each surrounded by a wicker basket. (15) 
Round soybean cakes stacked high on railway fl atcars. (16) 
The inside of a modern soy oil factory.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term daizu moyashi to refer to 
soy sprouts.
 Contents: 1. Current status of soybean production 
and consumption: A. Production: Overview (p. 2), Japan 
(p. 4), Korea (p. 12), Manchuria (p. 16), China (except 3 
eastern provinces, but including Eastern Inner Mongolia, 
p. 31), USA (p. 34), British colonies (p. 37), European 
countries (p. 40). B. Consumption: Japan (p. 41), Korea (p. 
52), Manchuria (p. 57), China (p. 59), Dutch East Indies 
(Indonesia, p. 60), USA (p. 61), European countries (p. 63).
 2. Characteristics of soybeans: A. From a physical 
sciences viewpoint (p. 67): Structure (overview, cotyledons, 
hypocotyl, seed coat), contents of each system (p. 70), 
appearance (p. 73; color, gloss, shape, size, hilum (fusuma) 
color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of seed to seed coat). 
B. From chemical viewpoint (p. 82): General composition, 
structure of each component (p. 109; protein, oil, 
carbohydrate, ash/minerals, vitamins). C. Appearance and 
relationship between oil and protein content (p. 126): Oil and 
protein color related to color, glossiness, shape, size, hilum 
color, young plumule leaf color. D. Evaluating soybean 
quality (p. 140): Overview, key points (sizes, shapes, colors, 
glossiness, hilum color, young plumule leaf color, ratio of 
seed coat to seed, dryness of seed, volume, weight, smell, 
mixing of different varieties, ratio of imperfect seeds, 
amount of other types of seeds), collection of materials for 
testing, testing and evaluating commercial soybeans.
 3. Soybean usage and processing (p. 175). A. One 
view of main usage of soybeans. B. Nutritional value of 
soybeans as food (p. 183): Nutritional value of soy protein. 
C. Processed soyfoods (p. 208): Soy sprouts (p. 208), natto 
(itohiki nattô, p. 212, Hamanatto, p. 224), types of tofu 
(regular tofu [nama-dôfu, p. 226], kori-dofu or koya-dofu, p. 
240, aburaage, p. 245, tofu curds [tofu nô, p. 247], hard tofu 
[tofu-kan, p. 247], fragrant hard tofu [kô-kan, p. 248], senchô 
tofu, p. 249, fermented tofu [nyûfu or funyû, p. 249]), tofu-p’i 
or yuba (p. 256), soymilk and artifi cial cow’s milk, p. 259, 
soybean fl our raw, or roasted (kinako, p. 263), shoyu (p. 266; 
overview of miso and shoyu, Japanese traditional regular 
shoyu, p. 267, Japanese traditional special shoyu and tamari, 
p. 269, Chinese soy sauce, p. 272, recent shoyu research 
and development, p. 274), miso (p. 280; Japanese traditional 
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regular miso, Japanese traditional special and processed 
miso, p. 282, Chinese miso, recent miso research and 
development, p, 285). D. Soybeans as feed or fodder (p. 287; 
green soybeans as feed, p. 290): Fresh forage, dried forage or 
hay. E. Soybeans as manure or fertilizer (hiryô, p. 297; in the 
Kaijô area of Manchuria, have been roasted and steamed, and 
mixed with compost, and used for green manure (ryokuhi) or 
soybean cake (daizu kasu). This method has also been used 
in the northeastern provinces (Tohoku Chiho) of Japan in rice 
fi elds). F. Soybeans as oilseeds (p. 302). G. Use of soybean 
protein in industrial products (p. 304).
 4. The soy oil extraction industry (p. 305): A. Methods 
of removing the oil (origins, traditional methods, hydraulic 
pressing, extraction method, p. 340). B. Advantages and 
disadvantages of each method (p. 348). C. The soy oil 
industry in Manchuria (p. 357): History of development, 
important places for soy oil on the Manchurian Railway, 
economic condition of the Manchurian oil industry (p. 420), 
oil extraction in Japan (history, p. 437, commercial factories, 
p. 442, development of these factories, p. 451).
 5. Soybean meal or cake and its composition (p. 464). A. 
The varieties of soybean meal or cake and the composition 
of each. B. Evaluation of quality (p. 473). C. Soybean meal 
or cake as a fodder (p. 478): Feeding value and digestibility, 
incorrectness of the theory that there are bad effects from 
feeding soybean meal or cake (p. 479). D. Soybean meal or 
cake as a fertilizer (p. 490). E. Soybean meal or cake as food 
(p. 504): Use as a raw material for shoyu production (p. 506), 
use to make soy fl our (p. 509). F. Soybean meal or cake as a 
source of protein in industrial products.
 6. Soy oil and its processing (p. 526). A. Characteristics 
of soy oil: Composition, physical characteristics (p. 535), 
chemical characteristics, testing and evaluating soy oil (p. 
564), the quality of commercial soy oil products (p. 577). B. 
Refi ning soy oil (p. 587). C. The use and processing of soy 
oil (p. 631): Overview, refi ned soy oil as a food, substitute 
for salad oil, or for deep-frying oil, as an illuminant, as 
a cutting oil, lard substitute, margarine, in paints, soap, 
hardened oil, for waterproofi ng, substitute for petroleum oil, 
glycerin, fatty acids, stearine.
 7. Exports and imports of soybeans, soybean meal or 
cake, and soy oil (p. 708). A. Manchuria. B. Manchurian 
exports. C. China. D. Japan. E. Korea. Appendix: 
Bibliography of soybeans (Japanese-, German, and English-
language works; p. 748). List of photos.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that mentions fermented tofu, which it calls 
nyûfu or funyû.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Japanese-language document 
seen (Feb. 2012) that uses the term itohiki nattô to refer to 
natto. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1831. Myddleton, W.M.; Barry, T. Hedley. 1924. Fats: 
Natural & synthetic. London: Ernst Benn Ltd. xi + 182 p. 

See p. 109. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: On p. xi is a list of abbreviations of periodical 
titles. A table (p. 109) gives the composition of fatty acids 
in soya-bean oil, the iodine value of the oil (original 137.9; 
hydrogenated 58.01), and the “new acids of hydrogenation.”
 Also discusses arachis oil (“Also known as peanut oil, 
earth-nut oil, ground-nut oil”) (p. 92, 107, 112). Address: 
1. D.Sc. (Belfast), Lecturer in Chemistry, Birbeck College, 
London; 2. Chemist to Messrs. B. Winstone & Sons, Ltd. 
Editor, Journal of Oil and Colour Chemists’ Association.

1832. Review of the Oil and Fat Markets. 1925-1938. Serial/
periodical. Faure, Blattman & Co., Holland House (Ground 
Floor), Bury St., London E.C. 3, England. Published 
annually (except 1936) in January for the preceding year. 
106-116 pages.
• Summary: The cover of the Jan. 1925 issue states that 
Faure, Blattman & Co. is owned by Henry H.M. Faure and 
Richard T. Blattman. Telegrams: Faurecom, Ald, London. 
Cables: Faurecom, London. Telephones: Avenue 8626 (4 
lines) or 3893.
 In Review of the Oil and Fat Markets 1924 (Published 
Jan. 1925), for example, the information on soy is in the 
section titled “Linseed, linseed oil, cottonseed, cottonseed 
oil, soya beans, soya bean oil and olive oil (p. 83-105). 
Within that section, soy is on pages 101-04. Statistics are 
presented for average monthly price of soya bean oil (at 
Hull, in the United Kingdom, from Jan. 1910), monthly and 
annual imports of soya beans into the UK (from Jan. 1913), 
into Germany (from May 1921), into Holland (from 1921), 
and into Denmark (from 1924). Monthly exports of soya 
bean oil from the UK (from Jan. 1913), annual imports of 
soya bean oil into the USA (from 1915), monthly imports 
of soya bean oil into the USA (from Jan. 1921) and into 
Germany (from May 1921), annual imports of soya bean 
oil into France (from 1919), and into Holland (from 1920), 
shipments of soya beans and soya bean oil from Manchuria 
(from 1923, including total shipments and amount shipped to 
Europe). And a 1-page review of the past year for soya beans 
and soya bean oil. A graph (Jan. 1910 to Dec. 1914) of spot 
prices of soya bean oil at Hull, England, shows that they rose 
to a peak of 32 shillings per cwt [1 cwt = hundredweight = 
112 pounds] in about Jan. 1911, then steadily declined, to 
about 25 shillings in Dec. 1914. From Jan. 1910 until late 
1912 the price of linseed oil was higher (often much higher) 
than that of soy oil. Then from 1922 to 1925 prices of both 
generally rose.
 Earlier reports 1918-1922, containing similar material, 
may be found in Thornett & Fehr. Review of Oil and Fat 
Markets, 1918/19, 1920/21, and 1922. 3 volumes [London, 
England]. At DNAL 307 T39. Address: London, England.

1833. Lea and Perrins. 1925. A steak and–Lea & Perrins’ 
Sauce (Ad). Times (London). March 18. p. 5, col. 7.
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• Summary: “’What may I get you, Sir?’ The waiter turned 
to my friend.
 “’Tigers!’ replied the little man fi ercely, ‘Tigers! Why, 
I’ve killed scores of them. Shooting big game my dear 
fellow is a passion with me–I revel in it. I was born for it.’” 
The long dialogue ends with this: “The waiter interposed. 
‘Pardon me, Sir, but you said steak and -?’”
 Below this: “Lea & Perrins Sauce.” At the top of this 
display ad is a stylized illustration of a waiter, dressed in 
a black tuxedo, with a white napkin draped over his left 
forearm. Address: [England].

1834. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1925. Production of oil materials. 
10(14):360-95. April 6.
• Summary: This is a look at world production and trade. 
“Manchuria is by far the most important soybean producing 
region for which an estimate is available. An unoffi cial 
estimate for that part of China places the 1924 crop about 
equal to or slightly greater than the 1923 harvest.”
 “The most important oil imports are linseed and soybean 
from the United Kingdom and China respectively.”

1835. Crops and Markets (USDA). 1925. Foreign crops and 
markets: British oilseed, oil, and fat trade. 3(15):240. April 
11.
• Summary: “That the vegetable oil crushing industry of the 
United Kingdom has experienced a marked development 
since 1913 is evidenced by the increase in British imports 
of seeds, nuts, and kernels for crushing purposes. The oil 
crushed from such imports during 1924 amounts to 603,000 
short tons as compared with 434,000 tons in 1913. The 
principal items in the British import trade in seeds, nuts, and 
kernels are linseed from Argentina, palm kernels from West 
Africa, cottonseed from Egypt, and copra from the Straits 
Settlements and the Dutch East Indies.”
 “In addition to its imports of seeds, nuts, and kernels, 
the United Kingdom imports large quantities of refi ned and 
unrefi ned oil. Palm oil from Nigeria is the most important 
of such imports. Other oils imported in important quantities 
are soya-bean oil from Japan, coconut oil from Ceylon and 
the Netherlands, and cottonseed oil from Egypt.” Address: 
Washington, DC.

1836. Ito, Taro. 1925. The soya bean in Manchuria. Far 
Eastern Review (Shanghai) 21:236-37. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Production and trade of soya beans 
in Manchuria. Statistics on soya beans carried by the South 
Manchuria Railway (SMR), and export tonnage. Mixed 
storage system now in operation on railroads; adopted in 
1919. Examination and grading of soya beans by examiners 
appointed by the SMR. Details of grading. Method of 
packing and storing; projected elevator system.
 China now produces about 80% of the world’s soya 

beans, and 70% of China’s output is grown in Manchuria. 
Manchuria is therefore the world’s leading producer of 
soya beans, with annual production estimated at 3,500,000 
kilolitres. Note: 1 kilolitre = 1,000 litres.
 In 1923 the South Manchuria Railway (SMR) carried 
2,000,000 metric tons of soya beans. “Of this tonnage, 
400,000 tons were exported to Japan, 150,000 tons to China 
proper, 80,000 tons to the South Sea Islands and Australia 
and 1,000 tons to America, chiefl y to the port of Seattle 
[Washington] in the Pacifi c area, and 120,000 tons to Europe 
and Africa.” These exports, which total 751,000 tons, amount 
to about 37% of the soya beans carried by the SMR; they 
were shipped by steamers from Dairen, the southern terminal 
of the railroad.
 But what happened to the remaining 63%, or 1,250,000 
metric tons carried? “They were consumed in oil factories 
called by the Manchurians Yu-Fang, factories which fl ourish 
in Dairen and Yingkou for the manufacture of oil and cakes.” 
In 1923 about 140,000 metric tons of [soya bean] oil and 
1,300,000 tons of bean cake were exported. The oil went 
mainly to Europe and America, and the cake to Japan for use 
as fertilizer.
 The examination and grading of soya beans “is 
ordinarily carried on in the railroad yards by drawing a 
certain number of samples from one consignment which 
comprises 350 bags, each bag weighing not less than about 
85.2 kg. (142 kins). The method now in use is practical, 
based upon the appearance of the beans to the naked eye 
and their moisture content as estimated by chewing between 
the teeth. The authorities have under consideration the 
introduction of a more scientifi c method by which all the 
complaints arising from the examination and grading will be 
eliminated.
 “The standards are fi xed at a certain time of the 
year annually by experts in agriculture at the agricultural 
experimental station of the company, who collect beans from 
different parts of Manchuria and take into consideration 
many conditions necessary to the standardization. The 
standards now in operation have three grades, A.B.C. Beans 
which come below C are not to be accepted as freight under 
the mixed storage system... Bags used as containers of soya 
beans are gunny-bags, mostly imported from India–needless 
to say, some are imported from Japan. The annual import 
reaches 20 million bags on the average, comprising, of 
course, old ones as well as new.
 “The bags in which beans are packed are examined and 
graded together with the beans. The standards thereof are 
also three.”
 The SMR’s “mixed storage system” has resulted in 
improvement of quality and facilitated the sale of beans.
 Photos show: (1) South Manchuria Railway’s 
experimental bean mill. (2) Mukden railway station. (3) 
Acres of bean cake stored in the open on Dairen wharves. (4) 
Small part of Dairen wharves showing warehouses and open 
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storage. Address: Manchuria Railways Co., Manchuria.

1837. Hornemann, C. 1925. The vitamin content of soya 
beans. Analyst (London) 50(591):298. June. [1 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of the following 
German-language document: Hornemann, Curt. 1935. Ueber 
den Vitamingehalt der Sojabohne [On the vitamin content of 
soybeans]. Zeitschrift fuer Untersuchung der Nahrungs- und 
Genussmittel 49(3):114-20. March. (Chem. Abst. 19:2070).

1838. Horvath, A.A. 1925. Soybean oil as soap making 
material. J. of the Association of Chinese and American 
Engineers 6(7):65-69. July.
• Summary: “We differentiate between hard soaps (soda 
soaps) and soft soaps (potash soaps) according as to whether 
the base used for the saturation of the fatty acids be soda or 
potash.” The vegetable drying oils and semi-drying oils are 
best for making soft soaps. Solid fats are used mainly for 
making hard soaps.
 “In the manufacture of soft soap, soybean oil serves 
as an almost complete substitute for linseed oil. In the 
manufacture of hard soaps it can replace cotton seed oil to 
some extent only, as the soap is softer than one made from 
cotton seed oil.”
 “Most of the soybean oil which is exported from China 
to Europe, in particular to Great Britain, is now being 
imported again into the Orient in the form of soap. Lever 
Bros. (Port Sunlight) started in early years to use soybean 
oil, and the well known Sunlight soap contains a certain per 
cent of saponifi ed soybean oil.” This shows how backward 
the soap industries are in the Orient. “At the Lever Bros. 
soap factory at Amagasaki (Japan), soybean cake is crushed 
into powder, and the oil contained therein is extracted by 
means of benzine, using the oil so extracted as soap-making 
material. This soap is available on the market also as 
Sunlight soap and is of high quality.”
 Methods of making the various soaps from soybean oil 
and their characteristics are described. Note 1: This is the 
earliest document seen (Jan. 2001) that mentions Sunlight 
soap.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2011) 
by or about Dr. A.A. Horvath in connection with soybeans. 
Address: Peking Union Medical College.

1839. Evelyn, Mary. 1925. Strengthening foods. Manchester 
Guardian (England). Sept. 28. p. 6.
• Summary: “The following foods are useful in cases of 
debility and in convalescence from illness:–Almonds, meat 
(beef and mutton),... chestnut, chocolate, cream, eggs,... 
potatoes, raisins, salmon, soy sauce, sugar,...”
 Note: This is the earliest reference seen (Sept. 2008) 
to “soy sauce” (or “soya sauce”) in the Observer (London) 
(1791-2003) or the Manchester Guardian (1828-1959) as 
they have been digitized by ProQuest.

1840. Firth, Violet Mary. 1925. The soya bean: An appeal to 
humanitarians. London: C.W. Daniel Co., Graham House, 
Tudor St., London E.C. 4, England. 55 p. Oct. Reviewed in 
Russian by N.I. Morosoff in Manchuria Monitor. 1930. No. 
5. p. 104-05.
• Summary: Contents: Part I: An appeal to humanitarians. 
Introduction. 1. Practical application of idealism. 2. 
Economic considerations. 3. Milk is not a humane food. 4. 
The power of humane ideals in commerce. 5. The burden of 
the animal kingdom. 6. The freedom of the cattle.
 Part II: The making of soya milk. 7. The cultivation 
of the soya bean. 8. Early experiments with soya milk. 9. 
Process of manufacture. 10. The soya meal [okara]. 11. The 
soya bean industry. 12. The soya bean in the kitchen. 13. 
Medical and dietetic aspects. 14. The soya bean in national 
emergencies.
 The foreword begins: “The manufacture of a vegetable 
milk from the soya bean is a matter in which I was much 
interested during the war, and I think I may claim to be the 
fi rst person, in this country at any rate, who succeeded in 
making a cheese [tofu?] from vegetable casein.
 “Shortly after the war [World War I] the company 
that was making soya milk closed down, the milk was 
unobtainable, and I lost touch with the matter. During 
a recent visit to Letchworth, however, I found that the 
making of soya milk was again in full swing, and I was so 
impressed with the spirit of service and humane ideals in 
which the enterprise was being conducted that I suggested 
to the managing director of the company that if he would 
assist me with the necessary technical details, I would like to 
write a little book on the possibilities of the soya bean, and 
bring to the notice of humanitarians in general the work that 
has been going on so quietly in this little country town. All 
information was freely given to me...
 “I must express to the Garden City Pure Food Co. my 
thanks for their assistance and my admiration for the spirit 
in which their work is being carried on.” That company has 
neither commissioned, nor subsidized this book.
 This book is “written in an endeavour to make those 
who are “earnest for animal welfare realise that the 
exploitation of our younger brothers can be prevented more 
effectually from the commercial aspect than by individual 
abstention from fl esh-food...”
 “Over a hundred thousand pounds has been spent in 
England alone in experiments in making milk from the 
soya bean... The original company closed down during the 
post-war trade depression, and the wonderful soya milk was 
unobtainable; the work on the soya bean has been taken up 
again by a body of people actuated by philanthropic and 
humanitarian motives, whose names are well known among 
workers for human and animal welfare.
 “The dearly bought secrets of the soya bean must not 
again be lost to the world...”
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 Note: The author sometimes writes under the 
pseudonym of Dion Fortune. Address: Author [England].

1841. Johnson, Otis. 1925. Improvements in or relating to 
processes for treating soya beans. British Patent 241,249. 
Oct. 12. Application fi led 10 June 1925. *

1842. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey. New 
York, NY: Robert M. McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 
plates on unnumbered leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, 
p. 10). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Note: This book was written before the 
“Manchurian Incident” of Sept. 1931, which Japan used as 
a pretext to occupy all of Manchuria. Adachi’s viewpoint 
is that the Japanese are working hard to help transform 
Manchuria into a modern, economically powerful part of 
East Asia. The Japanese, he believes, are friendly investors, 
builders, industrialists, modernizers, transformers of chaos 
into order, and traders in a co-prosperity zone, not occupiers 
or colonists. It is one of the most comprehensive books 
written about Manchuria during the 1920s.
 The Foreword begins: “This is a story of what 
Manchuria has and what she is making of it,–a story of her 
crops, her mines, and her forest wealth.
 “It is also the story of what all this means to Nippon.”
 His basic goals are (1) To help Americans to see 
Manchuria as it really as. (2) To show how the question of 
war or peace will be settled in Manchuria. Japan lacks both 
food and raw materials; she will be able to obtain them (to 
a large extent) by trade from Manchuria. (3) To show how 
Manchuria is a great laboratory of feverish industrialization. 
At the center of it all is the “South Manchuria Railway 
Company, absolutely the biggest Japanese company ever 
organized.”
 The book contains only two bibliographic references: (1) 
The seven fat volumes called Man-Mo Zensho. and (2) The 
entire text of treaties and agreements with and concerning 
China, which he obtained from Hon. John V.A. MacMurray, 
and which are reprinted in the appendices of this book. 
His main other source of information was his personal 
observations and discussions while traveling up and down 
Manchuria.
 Contents: 1. Into Manchuria. 2. The land. 3. The people. 
4. Coming of the Russian: City of Harbin with map.
 5. Enter Japan (p. 74-113; Contents: Historic relations 
between Manchuria and Japan. Sino-Japanese War. Russo-
Japanese War. [E.H. “Ned”] Harriman [1848-1909] and 
the Manchurian Railways. Japanese traders’ entry into 
Manchuria. Kwantung Government-General and the South 
Manchuria Railway. Railway Zone favored by Chinese 
merchants. Change in the Russo-Japanese relations in 
Manchuria. Change in the Russian policy in Manchuria. 
Great Britain and Japan in Manchuria. Do the Japanese 
close the open door in Manchuria? Standard Oil Company’s 

concession cited. America and Japan in Manchuria. Secretary 
Knox’s plan for the “Neutralization” of the Manchurian 
railways. Count Komura’s reply to it. Twenty-one demands. 
Anti-Japanese propagandists. Capitalize it. Inside story of the 
Twenty-one Demands. New four power loan consortium and 
Manchuria. Manchurian railways built with Japanese loans).
 6. The South Manchuria Railway (p. 114-39; Contents: 
Seven hundred mile American show window in Manchuria. 
Railway empire builder. Magnitude of the company. 
Investments in railways. Its mining operations. Building 
Dairen and its port facilities. As builder of cities. S.M.R. 
more than a railway company. Looking after public health of 
the zone. Supplying gas and electricity. Iron and steel works. 
Its hotels. Research work of the S.M.R.).
 7. Agriculture. 8. Animals and animal products. 9. 
Forestry and forest products. 10. Mining and mineral wealth. 
11. Manufacturing industries and their products. 12. Trade 
routes and transportation. 13. Trade and trade tendencies. 
14. Government. Appendices: 28 treaties (1895-1918) and 
agreements, each reprinted in its entirety (106 pages). List of 
illustrations (62).
 Photos show: (1) “The eastern entrance to Dairen 
Harbor.” (2) “Central Plaza in Dairen from which the streets 
radiate like spokes of a wheel” (both facing p, 22). (3) 
“Map of the South Manchuria Railway System (facing p. 
114). (4) “Soya bean and bean-cakes on the pier at Dairen 
awaiting shipment” (facing p. 220). (5) “Suzuki bean-oil 
mill at Dairen” (top) and “Screw presses at a bean-oil mill in 
Dairen” (bottom, facing p. 224).
 Soybeans are discussed extensively. Pages 78-79. 
During the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95), in the treaty of 
Shimonoseki, which ended the war, China ceded to Japan, in 
perpetuity and with full sovereignty, a large southern portion 
of Manchuria known at the time as Fengtien (or Fengtian) 
province. The exact language of the treaty is given.
 “Right there, Russia, France, and Germany stepped in, 
presented Japan a little friendly advice, and committed a 
highway robbery in the noble name of the permanent peace 
of the Orient. Two days after the ratifi cation of the Treaty 
of Shimonoseki at Chefoo on May 8th, 1895, an Imperial 
rescript was published commanding the return of the above-
mentioned territory to China.
 “While the Japanese armies were in Manchuria, they 
met something much more serious than the Chinese forces–
something which in the end conquered not only the Japanese 
army but the Japanese market and the Japanese rice-fi elds–
namely Manchurian [soya] beans and bean cakes. Before 
the Sino-Japanese war [1894-1895], the export market for 
Manchurian beans was practically limited to south China. 
The sugar plantations in the South Seas took bean cake for 
fertilizer. Japanese armies came back from Manchuria with a 
keen appreciation of the food value of the Manchurian beans. 
And just about this time Japanese farmers had a troublesome 
time over the high cost of fertilizer. Fish manure, which 
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they had been using for generations past, was getting scarce. 
Why not try the virtues of the Manchurian bean cake on 
their paddy fi elds? They did. The result was sensational: it 
was free from the pest-breeding annoyance of fi sh manure. 
By 1899, as Alexander Hosie, who was British consul at the 
Newchwang port at the time, pointed out, Japanese purchases 
of Manchurian products ‘exceeded the total export to South 
China.’” [citation needed].
 The chapter on “Agriculture” contains a long section 
titled “Crops: Soya beans,” which states (p. 158-65): “The 
leading agricultural products of Manchuria are, in order of 
their importance: Soya beans, kaoliang, millet, corn, wheat, 
barley, rice, buckwheat, hemp, tobacco, cotton, sugar beets, 
and wild silk and other minor crops. They are not over-rich 
in variety, therefore.
 “Soya beans do not rank fi rst among Manchurian crops 
either as to the quantity produced or to the area devoted 
to their cultivation. In 1923, more than 4,727,800 tons of 
kaoliang were produced. The total crop of soya beans for 
that year was 2,385,230 tons. Therefore kaoliang outranked 
soya beans in quantity of production. The farm area devoted 
to kaoliang amounts to 27 per cent. of the total cultivated 
acreage of South Manchuria, and millet takes up 20.4. per 
cent. The soya bean takes up a little more than 19.2 per cent. 
So here it ranks third. Indeed a few years back the humble 
kaoliang used to occupy more than 50 per cent. of all the 
Manchurian farms. Soya bean, as an important Manchurian 
crop, is decidedly a newcomer. Yet no one disputes its 
premier rank among the crops of Manchuria to-day, for two 
principal reasons: 1. Its spectacular rise as an international 
trade commodity. 2. Its future possibilities both as food 
staple and as raw material for many lines of industry.
 “The story of soya beans has a touch of romance about 
it. For countless centuries they had sustained the ever-
increasing army of empty stomachs in the Immemorial East. 
They did it in all modesty and utterly unsung. Then came the 
wonder year of grace 1908. In that year a few commercial 
sharpshooters connected with Mitsui & Company shipped 
100 tons of humble soya beans to England. It was a trial 
shipment. That was the fi rst bow that the Manchurian beans 
made to Europe and to renown. Some time before that, to 
be sure, some individual Europeans like Alexander Hosie, 
who used to be the British Consul at Newchwang and later 
the commercial attaché at Peking, spoke handsomely of the 
humble pulse–”the wealth of Manchuria” he called it in 1899 
[sic, 1901; in his book Manchuria: Its People, Resources 
and Recent History, p. 245]. Before the fateful 100 tons 
made their journey to England, soya bean was shipped out of 
Dairen in modest quantities mostly to Chinese or Japanese 
ports and the bean cake to the sugar plantations of the 
Chinese Province of Fukien, to Java, and to Japanese rice 
fi elds; but that 100-ton shipment to England and what came 
out of it literally put Manchuria on the map of international 
trade.

 “In 1908, there were 182,629 tons of soya beans 
shipped out through the Port of Dairen. They went mostly 
to the Chinese and Japanese ports. By 1920, the fi gure 
rose to 567,129 tons; and a good deal of this found its way 
to Europe and America. The total amount of soya beans 
exported through the three principal ports of Manchuria, 
Antung, Dairen, and Newchwang, in 1922 amounted to 
11,259,899 piculs (one picul means 133.3 pounds) valued 
at more than 39,164,500 Hk. [Haikwan] taels. As for bean-
cake, the amount shipped out through the single Port of 
Dairen in 1908 amounted to 204,627 tons. By 1920, the 
amount rose to the tremendous fi gure of 1,131,208 tons. In 
1922, the total export of the bean-cake through the three 
ports. mentioned above amounted to 24,653,949 piculs worth 
more than 58,072,000 Hk. taels. The shipment of bean oil out 
of Dairen in 1908 is given by one writer at 10,208 tons. In 
1922, the total export of bean oil through the three ports of 
Manchuria amounted to more than 1,804,000 piculs, valued 
at more than 14,367,400 Hk. taels. As the total value of all 
the exports through the three ports for 1922 amounted to less 
than 207,268,000 Hk. taels, the soya beans and bean-cake 
and oil accounted for considerably more than half of the total 
export trade. All of which is quite a brave showing for the 
humble pulse.
 “The production fi gures of the soya bean tell the same 
sort of wonder tale. Before the Chinese-Japanese war, the 
bean was in such a humble position that few agricultural 
experts either offi cial or unoffi cial thought well enough of 
it to honor it in the list of statistical returns.” Continued. 
Address: Author.

1843. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey. 
The Liao River, Yingkou, and Newchwang (Continued–
Document part III). New York, NY: R.M. McBride & Co. 
xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 plates on unnumbered leaves. See p. 
240-45. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, p. 10). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Continued: Chapter 12, “Trade routes and 
transportation,” begins (p. 240-41): “We saw how the farmer 
immigrants from Shantung and from Chihli made their entry 
into Manchuria up along the valley of the Liao River from 
time out of mind. We have seen how these Chinese managed 
to smuggle themselves into the Land of Nucheng in spite of 
all the rigor of the exclusion policy of the Manchu Court at 
Peking since 1644.”
 This chapter then contains a long section titled “The 
Liao River: So the Liao became the fi rst great trade route of 
Manchuria on the west, and the Yalu followed it closely on 
the east.
 “The Liao is navigable up to Chengchiatun on the West 
Liao; and Chengchiatun, also called Liaoyuen, the present 
terminus of the Chengchiatun-Ssupingkai railway, is 536 
miles from the port of Yingkou and therefore 550 miles from 
the mouth of the river. The River Taitze and the Hunho, the 
two main branches of the Liao, are both navigable-140 miles 
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on the Taitze and 143 on the Hun River. That is 833 miles of 
navigable distance on the Liao system. The Liao is not quite 
as admirable as all this sounds. It is shallow, so shallow that 
only native junks drawing not more than a couple of feet can 
make the distance. It freezes up tight for four months at least 
out of twelve.”
 “In the fi rst place, there was no other way open into 
the heart of southwestern Manchuria and Eastern Inner 
Mongolia but the Liao. And this state of things had prevailed 
for centuries upon centuries, from pre-historic times until the 
Russians came down and built the present South Manchuria 
Railway line to Port Arthur. There were no roads.”
 Pages 242-45: “This explains the reason why the Liao 
played such an important role in the development of the 
richest section of Manchuria. In 1899 the British Consul at 
Yingkou estimated the number of boats engaged in the Liao 
traffi c at 20,000. No amount of color or rhetoric can bring 
out better the vital importance of the Liao as a trade artery 
than this single fi gure. The majority of these junks ranged 
from six to eighteen tons in their cargo capacity.
 “There were a number of larger two-masted boats, 
which the Chinese called pochuang, despatch boats, with the 
cargo-carrying capacity of forty tons. In the season of high 
water these two-masted junks went as far as sixty miles up 
the stream, but in other seasons they plied between Yingkou 
and Tiengtuantai, the distance of about twenty miles.
 “The Treaty of Tientsin of 1858 opened the port of 
Newchwang to foreign trade. In 1861 the British established 
a consulate at Yingkou under the name of ‘Newchwang 
Consulate.’ It was the only seaport opened to international 
trade in all Manchuria. From then on the Liao entered the 
period of its greatest glory and activity. The Yingkou of those 
days is described in a publication issued by the Maritime 
Customs of China [The Soya Bean of Manchuria, 1911, p. 
15] in the following glowing terms:
 “’River junks capable of carrying forty tons of grain, 
and drawing four feet, brought the beans down the Liao 
and loaded them into the great sea-going junks which, with 
cargoes of 100 tons and more, set sail for the coast ports 
of the southern provinces. The sugar plantations in the 
subtropical regions [of China] had for centuries drawn upon 
the northern bean cake for fertilizing, and beans were needed 
also for the southern mills where their oil was extracted and 
used as a substitute for ground-nut oil... In 1864 the import 
of beans from Newchwang to Swatow had risen to more 
than double that of four years previously... In 1861, the 
fi rst year in the port’s history, only thirty-four foreign ships 
visited Newchwang, but four years later 271–most of which 
were engaged in the pulse trade–entered and cleared. The 
diversion of the carrying trade from junks to the speedier 
sailing vessels or even steamers, under foreign fl ags, caused 
consternation among the owners of the native craft, and 
efforts were made to revive the prohibitory enactments; 
but without success, and in 1869 the prohibition till then in 

force against exportation [of pulse and bean cakes in British 
vessels] to foreign ports was withdrawn.’
 “In 1899 more than 550,700 tons of beans, bean cakes 
and bean oil were exported from the Port of Yingkou. But 
this amount was carried off in foreign-type vessels. In 
addition to this, in the same year and from the same port no 
less than 1,200 junks cleared laden with at least 72,000 tons 
of beans and other grains, of which beans amounted to at 
least 30,000. This would make 580,700 tons of beans and 
bean cakes and oil. Not a single ton of this amount came 
down to Yingkou by rail; practically all of it came down the 
Liao. Now compare this fi gure with the total exports of beans 
and bean cakes and oil out of the Port of Dairen in the year 
1908, and we shall begin to glimpse the meaning of what an 
astounding amount of Manchurian trade was coursing down 
the Great Liao. In 1908 Dairen exported 485,570 tons of 
beans, bean cake and bean oil. In other words, the amount of 
beans and their products which came down the Liao in 1899 
was bigger by nearly 100,000 tons than the export trade of 
the great port of Dairen in the same commodities, after more 
than ten years’ steady progress in both the production of 
beans and in the export of the pulse from Manchuria.
 “The beans, bean cakes, and bean oil which came down 
the Liao to be shipped out of the Port of Yingkou in 1899 
amounted in value to 16,685,792 Haikwan taels, or more 
than $12,555,000. The total exports of the port for the year 
were valued at more than 25,138,800 Haikwan taels, or more 
than $18,915,000. To put it in another way, the Manchurian 
bean and its products represented nearly two-thirds of the 
entire export value of Manchuria through Yingkou for that 
year.
 “But the Yingkou of to-day is not the Yingkou of the 
closing days of the Nineteenth Century. The great Port of 
Dairen has risen from forty-second to the rank of second 
among all the continental ports of China in these years. The 
South Manchuria Railway has taken away a large amount of 
the bean and grain shipments from the Liao. The building 
of the Ssupingkai-Chengchiatun line took a greater portion 
of the outward and inward trade of Eastern Inner Mongolia. 
The two-mile sandbar at the mouth of the Liao caused by the 
great fl ood of 1911 has added to the sorrows of Yingkou as 
a great port; and the advantage of Dairen being open all the 
year round has done much in enticing the ships away from 
Yingkou. The result of all this is but too painfully apparent 
in the decrease of both the junk and foreign-style tonnage 
entering and clearing at Yingkou. The 20,000 junks which 
fl oated upon the Liao in 1899 have gone their separate ways 
until there are less than 3,000 of them to-day. Nevertheless 
it takes the temerity of a sophomore to pronounce a funeral 
oration over the departing glories of the port of Yingkou. 
For in spite of all the unkindly blows from fate and from the 
hands of railway-builders, the tonnage fi gures of Yingkou for 
1922 show 153 ships of the total tonnage of 167,095 engaged 
in foreign trade, and 933 ships of the total tonnage of 
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828,752 in coastal trade. Her total import, export, and coastal 
trade amounted in value to no less than 59,505,820 Hk. taels 
that year.”
 Next come sections on: The Yalu river. The port of 
Antung [just upstream from the mouth of the Yalu]. The 
Sungari [river, which fl ows through Harbin]. No canals in 
Manchuria. Railways. Address: Author.

1844. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey 
(Continued–Document part IV). New York, NY: R.M. 
McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. Plus 62 plates on unnumbered 
leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 folded, p. 10). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Continued: Chapter 13, “Trade and trade 
tendencies” states (p. 258-59): “There are also eight articles 
on the list of her exports which put all the rest in the shade. 
They are in their order of importance:
 “Bean cake 58,072,138 Haikwan taels
 “Soya beans 36,164,538 Hk. taels
 “Kaoliang 23,664,024 Hk. taels
 “Bean oil 14,367,410 Hk. taels
 “Coal and coke 13,462,752 Hk. taels
 “Raw silk, wild (tussah) 11,242,321 Hk. taels
 “Millet 6,591,058 Hk. taels
 “Timber and bamboo 5,462,017 Hk. taels
 “All of these belong to the raw-material class except 
bean oil; and the Manchurian bean oil is not at all refi ned in 
the sense America or Europe understands the term. In short, 
the character of Manchurian trade is essentially of colonial 
type. The list of her exports paints her as a great agricultural 
state, as we have already seen; and the story of her export 
trade is largely the epic of her humble bean. No prophet 
or historian can correctly read the meaning of this simple 
statement, however, unless he can vision clearly to what 
extent [soya] beans enter into the food articles in the Far East 
in general and in Nippon and Chosen [Korea] in particular. 
This is the aspect which we have already treated at length in 
other chapters. From all of which it is not diffi cult to see why 
it is that Nippon places so much emphasis on the possibilities 
of Manchuria–on the economic development of that country. 
American and British writers who cannot see Manchuria 
except from a political angle miss the point entirely as far as 
the real meaning of Nippon’s activities in the Eastern Three 
Provinces is concerned.”
 Full-page photos show (1) “Beans and bean-cakes in 
the open storage ground at the Wharf compound at Dairen” 
(facing p. 258). (2) “Soya bean crowding into Kaiyuan from 
surrounding districts for shipment” (facing p. 270).
 Also in Chapter 13. “Trade and trade tendencies” is a 
section titled “Soya beans and the Manchurian trade” (p. 
270-72): “The prizes and honors the soya bean has won in 
the profi table arena of commerce are countless and old–
achieved long before the opening of the Port of Newchwang 
to foreign commerce. Like champions in any other fi eld, it 
rarely took a backward step on its way to triumph. For the 

period of thirty years from 1872 to 1901, when the port of 
Yingkou, known to all the outside world as Newchwang, 
was the only outlet for Manchurian goods, the annual 
average shipments of soya beans out of Manchuria amounted 
to 2,592,869 piculs (1 picul is 133.3 pounds) valued at 
10,222,471 Hk. taels. In the same thirty years the average 
annual export of bean cake amounted to 6,096,920 piculs 
worth 2,061,117 Hk. taels, and that of bean oil to 54,147 
piculs of the value of 255,221 Hk. taels. From that time 
on the progress has been marked: in the ten-year period 
from 1913 to 1922, when Dairen and Antung and other 
points of outlet in Manchuria were opened and operating, 
the average annual exportation of soya beans amounted to 
7,370,505 piculs valued at 21,050,937 Hk. taels; the average 
annual fi gures for the bean cake for the same period were 
18,672,447 piculs valued at 38,053,762 Hk. taels; and for the 
bean oil 1,688,163 piculs valued at 14,477,610.
 “One gets a hint of the giant step the soya bean has 
taken as the leader of international trade commodities in 
Manchuria by looking at the following two fi gures and 
noting the distance between them: The total value of bean, 
bean-cake, and bean-oil exports for 1907 through the Big 
Three of Manchurian ports amounted to 17,015,365 Hk. 
taels. In 1922 they were valued at 115,438,224. After the 
fi rst trial shipment of 100 tons to England in November, 
1908, which proved an instantaneous success, the fi rst 
regular shipment of 5,200 tons was landed in Hull in March, 
1909. That was the beginning. In the season of 1909-1910 
no less than 400,000 tons were shipped to England. Fifty 
steamers were chartered for the sole purpose of carrying 
beans from Dairen and Vladivostok to Europe. In the month 
of December, 1909, alone, 300,000 tons of new beans worth 
two million pounds sterling were contracted.
 “These fi gures are colorless, however, to any one who 
knows intimately to what extent the soya bean has leavened 
the life and activities of trade in Manchuria. More than 
a thousand mule- and donkey-power yufang [traditional 
Manchurian bean-oil mills] all over South and Central 
Manchuria would be without a job, as would be hundreds 
of banks which fi nance them, if tomorrow the bean were to 
disappear from the face of the country. More than 26,000,000 
yen of capital funds in 337 larger modern oil mills would be 
instantly idle. In 1922 more than 252,620,000 catties of bean 
oil and more than fi fty million pieces of bean cake came 
from the oil mills. Without them the market places would 
have been as lonely as lower Broadway at midnight.
 “Coal of course gave, in 1922 and in other years, the 
great South Manchuria Railway its heaviest freight tonnage; 
but the second ranking commodity in terms of railway 
tonnage was soya bean. Out of the 12,043,790 tons, the total 
tonnage of principal commodities carried over the South 
Manchuria line, the bean and bean oil accounted for more 
than 2,077,000 tons. Kaoliang, the biggest freight tonnage 
producer among Manchurian grains, could not provide 
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half of the bean tonnage; it was less than 912,200 tons. All 
other grains combined could give the railway no more than 
688,975 tons. When one comes to the export tonnage out of 
Dairen, respect for the humble bean increases mightily: out 
of the total of 4,081,431 tons exported, bean, bean cake, and 
oil made up pretty nearly half–to be exact, 1,927,803 tons.
 “And the most eloquent part of the story of the soya 
bean is that not half–not one hundredth–has ever yet been 
told.” Address: Author.

1845. Adachi, Kinnosuke. 1925. Manchuria: a survey. Map 
of Dairen (Dalny) with legend (Continued–Document part 
IV). New York, NY: R.M. McBride & Co. xvii + 401 p. 
Plus 62 plates on unnumbered leaves. Illust. Maps (many, 1 
folded, p. 10). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This detailed map of Dairen (2-page spread 
after p. 268) in about 1922 has a legend in the upper left 
corner which gives a reference number for each of 46 
importance places on the map.
 Numbers 1-11 run vertically down both sides of the 
map. Letters A-N run horizontally along the top and bottom 
of the map. The Reference Numbers are as follows.
 “1. Army Transport Dept. (Branch) K5
 “2. New S.M.R. Wharf Offi ce K5
 “3. Staple Produce Exchange J6
 “4. Dairen Trust Co. J6
 “5. Chien-shun tung Yufang & Yu cheng Yufang J6
 “6. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Co. Branch & Nippon Yusen 
Kwaisha (Branch) J6
 “7. Butterfi eld & Swire J6
 “8. Dairen Oil Industrial Co. H6
 “9. Roman Catholic Church H6
 “10. Independent Church (Japanese) H6
 “11. Standard Oil Co. H5
 “12. Yamaguchi Forwarding Co. G5
 “13. General Post Offi ce G6
 “14. Gendarmerie [Police] Station F6
 “15. To-a Tobacco Co & Mitsukoshi General Store 
(Branch) F6
 “16. S.M.R. Electric Offi ce F6
 “17. Liao-tung Hanaya Hotel F6
 “18. Iwaki Hotel F7
 “19. Dairen Saving bank F7
 “20. Christian Missions Presbyterian Church (Japanese) 
F7
 “21. Daisen Water Work Offi ce & Bank of Chosen 
[Korea] (Branch) G7
 “22. General Post & Telegraph Offi ce G7
 “23. Shôryû Bank G6
 “24. Telephone Exchange Offi ce G6
 “25. Dairen Hotel G6
 “26. Yokohama Specie Bank G7
 “27. Chamber of Commerce G7
 “28. Business Men’s Club & Lyôto Shinpô G6

 “29. Kabuki-za (Japanese Theatre) G6
 “30. Nisshin Oil Mills Co. Offi ce H6
 “31. Young Men’s Christian Association G6
 “32. Bank of Chinese G7
 “33. Cornabe, Eckford & Co. R6
 “34. Tompson Harram Co. H6
 “35. S.M.R.’s Library & Japan Tourist Bureau H7
 “36. Manshu Nichi-Nichi Shimbun H7
 “37. Army Accountant Offi ce H7
 “38. Dairen Municipality G7
 “39. Yamato Hotel G7
 “40. British Consulate G7
 “41. Civil Administration Offi ce G7
 “42. Salvation Army F7
 “43. Engei-kwan (Movie-show) F7
 “44. American Consulate F8
 “45. Kindergarten G8
 “46. Myôshô-ji & Joan-ji (Temple) G8” Address: 
Author.

1846. Buckley, Francis. 1925. A history of old English 
glass. London: Ernest Benn Limited. xxviii + 154 p. Plus 60 
plates on unnumbered pages at end. Foreword by Bernard 
Rackham. Illust. Index. 28 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: The foreword states: Following the pioneer 
work of the late Albert Hartshorne, Mr. Buckley has given 
long hours of toil to the patient exploration of written 
records; offi cial documents, newspapers and books of all 
kinds have yielded to a mass of information which has 
enabled him to make clear much that was obscure, and to 
add greatly to our knowledge and understanding of a worthy 
English art.” On p. xii is a list of titles and years of 18th 
century newspapers he has searched–a formidable job!
 Chapter XI, “The development of glass-cutting in 
England: Bottle forms,” includes a good discussion of cruets 
during the 1700s.
 Appendix I, well indexed, contains references and 
quoted text regarding the cut glass trade in England during 
the late 1600s and 1700s. They are listed by city, and within 
each city chronologically. The four earliest documents that 
mention cruets are dated 1702-17, 1706, 1710, and 1711 
(p. 143-44). The word is spelled cruets, cruits, crewits, and 
crewets.
 The two references to “Soy cruets” are as follows: (1) 
Bath and Bristol Chronicle. 1768. Oct. 20. “To be sold by 
hand at the Sadler’s Arms in Bath, the stock in trade from a 
glass cutter in London, consisting of a great variety of cut 
engraved and gilt glasses:” Incl. “Soy Cruets” (p. 122-23).
 (2) Bristol Journal. 1774. June 4. “Sale... crewet frames 
with ground glass castors and silver tops, Soy ditto” (p. 134).
 Two plates show cruet bottles in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum: (1) Plate XLI, four early cruet bottles, 1727-
1760. No. 4 is a silver mounted and mallet-shaped cruet, 
diamond faceted, of a type common in 1752 and later (see p. 
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xxiii for explanation). (2) Plate XLII, four later cut bottles, 
1760-1800. No. 1 is a silver-mounted cruet (London 1798). 
No. 4 is a Sheffi eld plate-mounted cruet, probably from 
Whittington 1775-1785. Address: England.

1847. McCallan, E.A. 1925. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1924. Reports of the Board and 
Department of Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1924. p. 
7-31.
• Summary: Pages 10-11 state: “Green Manuring.–The 
practice of planting practically all the experimental plots to 
cowpeas or soy beans for green manuring was continued 
during the year under report. It is a practice that would prove 
profi table to all farmers, and is strongly recommended.” 
Address: Director of Agriculture, Agricultural Station, 
Bermuda.

1848. Meharry History Committee. 1925. The history of 
the Meharry family in America: descendants of Alexander 
Meharry I... whose descendant Alexander Meharry III 
emigrated to America in 1794. Lafayette, Indiana: Lafayette 
Printing Company. 384 p. Illust. Index. of illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: Includes long sections on: William Meharry (p. 
93-112). Abraham Patton Meharry, by Charles L. Meharry 
(p. 171-87). William Meharry was born on 27 Aug. 1830 in 
Montgomery County, Indiana. He was the oldest son and 
second child of Thomas and Unity (Patton) Meharry–and of 
Scotch and Irish descent. Note: Thomas had settled this land 
in 1827-28. William remained in the parental home, working 
for his father, until he was age 27. In 1857 he located on 
(moved to) 320 acres of partly improved land which his 
father had purchased for him for $8 per acre. This land was 
near Attica, Indiana, not far from Shawnee Creek. William 
operated the farm for several years, sold it for $40/acre and 
in 1864 moved to Illinois, where he owned a section of land, 
which was part of 4,000 acres of Illinois land his father had 
previously selected and purchased from the government 
in 1852. This land was located in section nine, Crittenden 
Township. William located near Tolono, Champaign County, 
Illinois. The area was undeveloped prairie mud. In about 
1865 William purchased section 32 (640 acres) in Philo 
Township, Champaign County, Illinois, for $13.50 from 
the Illinois Central Railroad Co. He planted all of his land 
to wheat and, by hard work and good fortune, was soon a 
wealthy man. On 11 March 1869 William married Margaret 
Hannah McCorkle; he was age 39 and she was 26. They 
lived at the home in Philo Township, Illinois. Photos show 
William and Margaret (p. 92), and their spacious three-story 
home in Tolono, Illinois (p. 92, 95). In 1882 they moved into 
the village of Tolono, where they resided for the remainder 
of Mr. Meharry’s life. Like his forbears, William abstained 
totally from all forms of alcohol and tobacco. William died 
on 28 Oct. 1903.
 William and Margaret were the parents of three children: 

Anna Mae (born 25 May 1871). Lelia Alice (3 May 1879). 
And Charles Howard (3 May 1879). “This only son, on 
whom the parents built bright hopes, died Friday, February 4, 
1881, aged one year and nine months. He was buried in Mt. 
Hope Cemetery, Urbana, Illinois.”
 Abraham Patton Meharry (p. 171+) was born on 16 
Feb. 1842, on his parents’ farm near Wingate (then called 
Pleasant Hill), Montgomery County, Indiana. He and his 
twin, Isaac, were the youngest children of Thomas and 
Unity (Patton) Meharry–and of Scotch and Irish descent. 
Abraham was frail, weak, and awkward while his twin, 
Isaac, was vigorous, shapely, and athletic. Abraham grew 
up on his parents farm, and preserved through manhood 
a spirit of jovial youth and prankishness. The twins were 
the best of companions; in adulthood Abraham became 
the stronger of the two. When about 12 or 13 years old 
[ca. 1844-45] “Abraham accompanied his oldest brother, 
William, to Illinois, near Rossville, where he grazed a large 
herd of cattle on the wild grasses of the of the unbroken 
and almost unsettled prairie.” “These days together on the 
prairie seemed to knit the older brother William, and the 
boy, Abe, together with a bond of affection which was never 
broken. Later, after the two brothers moved to Illinois, and 
after William and his family moved from the farm into the 
village of Tolono, it was seldom that the brother William 
did not make it a point to pass the Methodist Church on 
his way home from service at the Presbyterian Church and 
invite the younger man and his family to dine with him. 
This attention was deeply appreciated by Abraham and his 
family...” During the Civil War, for one year, young Abraham 
attended Wesley Academy, a boarding school between 
Waynetown and Crawfordsville (p. 177). He was a bright 
and energetic student, who made splendid progress in his 
studies, but his bold pranks caused almost unlimited trouble 
for the keeper of the boarding house. The next year he was 
needed at home to help farm and raise livestock. An attempt 
to return to school the next fall was unsuccessful. His mind 
was constantly distracted by business matters. “About 1870 
Abraham Meharry joined his brother Jesse and made his 
home with the older brother and his wife on their farm in 
Philo Township, Champaign County, Illinois. The partnership 
thus formed lasted until Abraham’s marriage in 1879. Many 
cattle were fattened during those years and shipped mostly 
to Buffalo [New York], which was then the most important 
livestock market in the country.” A small oval photo (p. 180) 
shows A.P. Meharry, age 23 years. In August 1866 Abraham 
met his wife to be, Martha Jane McMillin, called “Mattie” by 
her friends. They were married on 3 June 1879 at the home 
of the bride’s parents in Lafayette, Indiana. Immediately 
afterward, “they left for their new home on a farm near 
Tolono, Illinois, which Abraham received as a gift from his 
father in 1868. Miss Martha Noakes, who had for years made 
her home with the McMillins, went with them.
 “Ambition, energy and perseverance during the 
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following years brought its compensation in the way of 
success, and with accumulating income the farm in Illinois 
was added to and other land was bought adjoining that in 
Tippecanoe County, Indiana (near Sugar Grove), given to 
Martha (McMillin) Meharry by her father in 1874.
 “On the Illinois farm much of the income for many 
years was spent in tile drainage and buildings. In the summer 
of 1887 the foundation of a new house was laid. This house 
was completed in the spring of 1888, and one of the earliest 
recollections of the son Charles is of moving across the 
Embarrass Creek to the new house. It was indicative of the 
progressive spirit of Abraham and Martha Meharry that this 
new home was provided with hot water heat, bathrooms on 
both fl oors, and gas lights–conveniences but rarely found on 
farms in those days.
 “Two sons were born to Abraham and Martha Meharry 
while they lived in the fi rst home on the east side of the 
Embarrass. The fi rst, born April 28, 1880, died unnamed 
at birth. The second, Charles Leo, was born Wednesday, 
March 11, 1885, only a few days after the death of Martha 
Meharry’s mother, which occurred at the Meharry home 
the latter part of February. Years later the father, John K. 
McMillin, died in the new home west of the Embarrass.
 At the age of three, Charles suffered an attack of 
diphtheria, from which he came near not recovering and 
which left him a rather frail child. He started school at a late 
age (eight) and missed many days of school because of poor 
health. But eventually he received an excellent education, 
including 3 years at the academy of the University of Illinois. 
He completed his course in the Agricultural College of the 
University of Illinois in June 1907. Note: The academy 
was preparatory school at the high-school level, affi liated 
with the University of Illinois and located on the university 
campus in Urbana, Illinois.
 Abraham Meharry died at his home on 30 January 1908. 
“It was decided to bury him in the beautiful family cemetery 
on the farm where he was born near Wingate, Indiana. This 
home had become the home of Mrs. Mary Meharry, the 
widow of Abraham’s twin, Isaac. There the funeral service 
was held on Sunday, February 1, 1908. He was buried at 
about noon near the graves of his parents.
 On account of the health of Abraham’s widow, “she 
and her son Charles decided to make their home in Attica, 
Indiana, and they moved there in October 1908. They still 
reside there, Martha Meharry sharing her home with Martha 
Ann Noakes, a companion since before her marriage. 
Adjoining her home is that of her son Charles and his 
family.” Written by Charles L. Meharry.
 There follows a genealogy of Martha Jane McMillen 
Meharry. Charles, his son, deeply regretted that his father did 
not live to see him married on 24 June 1908 to Clara Esther 
Burghardt, at the home of her mother, Margaret Burghardt, 
of Romney, Indiana; nor to see his granddaughter, Rachel 
Elizabeth Meharry, born on 7 August 1917.

1849. Morrell, Robert Selby; Wood, H.R. 1925. The 
chemistry of drying oils. New York, NY: D. Van Nostrand 
Co. 224 p. See p. 58-64. Illust. 25 cm. Series: Oil & Colour 
Chemistry Monographs. [20+ ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 2, “The composition of drying oils,” 
is a long section titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 58-64). In the 
same chapter, the use of soya oil in paints is discussed (p. 
81-82). “Many fi sh oils show iodine values from 132 to 151, 
but possess only slight drying properties, whereas vegetable 
oils with iodine values as low as 120-130 (cotton seed, soya 
bean, etc.) are capable of being dried in a relatively short 
period of time.”
 Chapter 9, “The analysis of drying oils,” contains a table 
that shows the percentages of insoluble bromides obtained 
from drying oils and their acids. For soya-bean oil, 3.7% 
comes from glycerides and 4.2 to 6.6% comes from the 
acids.
 Robert Selby Morrell lived 1867-1946. Address: 1. 
M.A., Ph.D., F.I.C., Research Chemist, Messrs. Mander 
Bros., Ltd., Wolverhampton; formerly fellow of Gonville & 
Caius College, Cambridge; 2. Messrs. Storry, Smithson & 
Co., Ltd., Hull, England.

1850. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1926. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1925. London. 116 p. See p. 102-05.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Monthly [and annual] imports 
of soya beans into the United Kingdom, in tons (from Jan. 
1914 to Dec. 1925). (2) Monthly [and annual] imports of 
soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (from May 
1921 to Dec. 1925). (3) Average monthly price of soya bean 
oil in Hull (England, per ton; from Jan. 1913 to Dec. 1925). 
(4) Monthly [and annual] exports of soya bean oil from the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from Jan. 1914 to Dec. 1925). (5) 
Annual imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in 
tons (1914 to 1925). (6) Annual imports of soya bean oil into 
the U.S.A., in tons (1915 to 1921). (7) Monthly and annual 
imports of soya bean oil into the U.S.A. (in tons) and into 
Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (Jan. 1922 to Dec. 1925). 
(8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 to 
1925). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1925). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (1923 to 1925).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
105) gives a summary and overview, largely of information 
in the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the 
past year. Crushers in Scandinavia and Germany continue 
to import soya beans. A large proportion of the “Bean Oil” 
shipped to Continental Europe was probably bought by soft 
soap makers. Address: Holland House, Bury St., London 
E.C. 3, England.

1851. Cottington-Taylor, D.D. comp. 1926. Subtle seasoning: 
A little book of recipes [1st ed.]. Worcester, England: Lea 
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and Perrins Ltd. viii + 54 p. Introduction by X. Marcel 
Boulestin. Illust. (by John Austen). Recipe index. 20 cm.
• Summary: A booklet of recipes that call for Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Contents: Introduction by X. Marcel 
Boulestin. Some domestic details of interest to the young 
hostess, Mrs. D. D. Cottington-Taylor. The recipes: Stocks 
and soups. Fish dishes. Egg dishes. Curries. Meat and 
entrées. Sauces. Salads.
 The Lea and Perrins’ sauce bottle, with its distinctive 
orange label, is shown on the front cover. Address: Director 
of Good Housekeeping Inst. [England].

1852. Minot, George R.; Murphy, William P. 1926. 
Treatment of pernicious anemia by a special diet. J. of the 
American Medical Association 87(7):470-76. Aug. 14. [36 
ref]
• Summary: This paper concerns the treatment, using a 
special diet, of 45 cases of pernicious anemia. It contains 
a detailed review of the literature from 1863. “While the 
problem of diet in the treatment of pernicious anemia is by 
no means new, in our opinion its possible importance has not 
heretofore been generally recognized.”
 Note: Darken (1953, p. 99) notes: “Interest in vitamin 
B-12 has its origin in 1926 when Minot and Murphy 
discovered the effectiveness of liver therapy for pernicious 
anemia... In 1948 the anti-anemia factor present in liver 
was isolated in crystalline form” independently and almost 
simultaneously by researchers in the USA and England. It 
was called vitamin B-12.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2005) that uses the word “pernicious anemia” in 
connection with what would later be called vitamin B-12. 
Address: Both: M.D., Boston, Massachusetts.

1853. Bollmann, Hermann. 1926. A process for the 
purifi cation of phosphatides. British Patent 259,166. Applied 
Aug. 9. 2 p. Complete accepted 7 Oct. 1926. Convention 
date (Germany): 6 Oct. 1925. [Eng]
• Summary: Phosphatides are “recovered from vegetable 
substances, for instance oil seeds, such as soya beans or 
other legumes, by lixiviation [extraction] with a mixture of 
alcohol and benzol and liberated from the main mass of the 
oil by the introduction of steam.” But the removal from these 
phosphatides of “bitter substances and other undesirable 
fl avouring materials dissolved in the said phosphatides, is 
attended by considerable diffi culties.” In the past, organic 
solvents have been used–especially acetone and alcohol. In 
this invention, the phosphatides are distilled under reduced 
air pressure–for example heated in a vacuum apparatus to 
60ºC.
 Note 1. At the top of the patent is written: Patent 
Specifi cation 259,166. Convention Date (Germany): Oct. 6, 
1925. Application Date (in United Kingdom): Aug. 9, 1926. 
No. 19,633/36. Complete Accepted: Oct. 7, 1926. Complete 

Specifi cation.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2001) that discusses the purifi cation of 
phosphatides. Address: 1, Alsterdamm, Hamburg, Germany.

1854. Observer (London). 1926. Soy fl our in bread. Oct. 17. 
*
• Summary: “Vienna, October 13. Several years ago the 
Austrian professor, Haberlandt, advocated the culture of the 
Soy bean, which is so largely used in China. The cultivation 
was successful, but the Soy was found unsuited to European 
taste, despite its high food value.
 “Now Dr. L. Berczeller, of the Vienna Physiological 
Institute, is reported to have produced a fl our from the Soy 
which has an immense value as a foodstuff, and contains the 
only plant albumen [protein] which is equal in value to the 
expensive animal albumen. Through adding fi ve per cent. of 
Soy to bread, the food value is increased considerably. Soy 
bread is said to be much more attractive than ordinary bread, 
and remains “new” [fresh] much longer.
 “It is calculated that by using Soy fl our Austria might 
save fi ve and a half million pounds a year.” Address: Vienna, 
Austria.

1855. Horvath, A.A. 1926. The soybean as human food. 
Chinese Economic Monthly 3(11):513-18. Nov. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean oil for food: Refi ned 
soybean oil, crude soybean oil. Refi ned soybean oil: As 
substitute for salad or frying oil, as substitute for hardened 
oil or lard (hydrogenation), in oleomargarine and vegetable 
butters.
 Until quite recently, the line between edible oils and 
industrial oils has been quite clear. “Originally soybean oil 
was used as an edible oil by the Chinese, but its strange 
smell has repelled Japanese and Western palates (Sato).” 
“The advance of science in recent times has quickened 
the development of methods of refi ning, deodorizing, 
decolouring, and hydrogenating oils. As a result, the 
partition that used to divide food oils from industrial oils has 
collapsed. Whale oil and fi sh oil, as well as soybean oil, are 
now in use in Europe and America as a regular constituent of 
edible oils and fats.”
 “The aggregate production of the bean mills in 
Manchuria is in the region of 200,000 tons of bean oil and 
over 50 million pieces of bean cake. All the bean mills in 
Manchuria, excepting the Suzuki Bean Mill, Dairen, which is 
worked on the so-called extraction system, are worked by the 
expression system.” The process of pressing, however, leaves 
about 45% of the soybean oil remaining unused in the bean 
cakes, each of which weighs 61 lb. In Europe, and especially 
in England, the solvent method is used. In the ‘Hanseatische 
Muhlwerke’ [Muehlenwerke], Hamburg, Germany, pressing 
and extraction methods are combined. Extracted soybean oil 
generally for ½ to 1 cent per pound less than the expressed 
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oil.
 Soybeans contain the highly valuable fat-soluble 
vitamin. “In 1925 Hornemann showed that if the oil is 
taken from the beans by pressure, all the fat-soluble vitamin 
remains in the cake and the oil is free from it... But in case 
the extraction method is used, the soybean oil contains, 
according to Hornemann, all the fat-soluble vitamin... 
Moderate hydrogenation of soybean oil does not destroy the 
fat-soluble vitamin. Rancidity destroys it.
 “Fresh soybean oil has a sweet smell, but, when the 
impurity is contained in a large quantity, it will emit a 
disagreeable odour. As time goes by, the change will grow 
more pronounced... In the case of the temperature being high, 
the same change occurs more quickly, and the colour of the 
oil becomes darker, the oil itself tasting also less palatable.” 
Filtered oil is more resistant to undesirable infl uences. “At 
the present time the Harbin market includes only the fi ltered 
oil produced by the Anglo-Chinese Company. All the other 
oils are merely such as have settled.”
 Soybean oil as a substitute for salad or frying oil. “The 
improved methods of deodorizing and bleaching soybean 
oil have tended to remove a former prejudice against its 
use as a table oil. Several fi rms in Europe and America are 
packing soybean oil for sale to the retail trade, and it is 
claimed that a satisfactory market has been found (Piper and 
Morse)... The Nisshin Oil Mills Company, Ltd., at Yokohama 
and Dairen, purchased some modern oil refi ning machines 
from the U.S.A. in 1921 and a refi ned bean oil (salad oil) is 
being made which is claimed by the Japanese to be better 
in quality than the European or American make, by means 
of improved scientifi c methods and special skill... It is said 
that about 20 tons of the refi ned bean oil (superior salad oil) 
is manufactured every day at Dairen. In 1923 the refi ning of 
special soybean oil was also successfully begun in Harbin by 
the Anglo-Chinese Eastern Trading Company, Ltd., which 
had installed special equipment. The resulting product, 
known as ‘Acetco,’ is sold to the local preserve factory, is 
exported to Transbaikal [Transbaikalia or Zabaikal; a former 
Russian government located east of Lake Baikal–which is 
in southern Siberia], which is adjacent to Manchuria, and 
gradually appears to be conquering the local market as a 
substitute for the more expensive vegetable oils and animal 
fats. Acetco salad oil has been used at the Peking Union 
Medical College Hospital for a year and has been found in 
quality to be equal to Wesson oil, being at the same time 
much cheaper” (costing only 60% as much).
 Frying oil is widely used in Japan to make “Tempura.” 
“Fried tofu especially is made everywhere. Sesame-oil 
or refi ned rape-oil was formerly used in Japan for frying 
purposes but a few years ago the demand for bean-oil began 
to increase as a substitute for the above mentioned oil. 
(Footnote: In China refi ned soybean oil partly replaces the 
very expensive sesame oil in the diet).” “It is partly because 
the soybean oil manufactured in Japan cannot compete 

with that made in Manchuria for purpose of export and, 
consequently, the Japanese are obliged to extend the market 
at home.”
 Concerning lard substitutes: “The commercial lard 
substitutes consist chiefl y of a mixture of lard or ‘lard 
stearine’ with ‘beef stearine’, cotton seed stearine and 
some vegetable oil... In the United States half of the total 
amount of all vegetable oils produced in that country is 
used as substitute for lard. Cotton-seed oil stands fi rst in 
this respect... In hydrogenation, deodorization is practically 
complete. Therefore, the product made from cotton-seed oil 
has no intrinsic superiority over that made from soybean oil. 
The hydrogenation of soybean oil has tended to remove a 
former prejudice against its use for the kitchen. In 1918 the 
consumption of soybean lard substitutes in the United States 
amounted to over 56 million pounds.”
 “In oleomargarine and vegetable butters: The industry 
of butter substitutes owes its origin to experiments made by 
Mege-Mouries which were worked out to a manufacturing 
process in Paris in 1870. This industry duly spread to Italy, 
England, Holland, and other countries in Europe... Cow’s 
milk is sometimes replaced by an emulsion prepared from 
the kernels of almonds or from soybeans, so that it is 
possible to prepare a margarine from vegetable products 
exclusively (Lewkowitsch).”
 Note 1. This is one of the most important, original, and 
creative publications on soyfoods written in English before 
World War II. It is especially unique and valuable for the 
information it presents about soyfoods in Europe.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2002) 
that refers to shortenings made with soy oil as “soybean lard 
substitutes.”
 Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph 
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China).
 Note 3. In Jan. 1927 this journal merged with and 
became the Chinese Economic Journal. Address: M.D., 
Peking Union Medical College, China.

1856. Pethybridge, G.H. 1926. Fungus and allied diseases of 
crops, 1922-24. Great Britain, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, Miscellaneous Publications 52:1-97. *
• Summary: Bacillus lathyri was isolated from soybeans.

1857. Elsdon, G.D. 1926. The chemistry and examination of 
edible oils and fats, their substitutes and adulterants. London: 
Ernest Benn, Ltd. 521 p. See p. 188-95. Chap. XI, Soya Bean 
Oil. Also p. 98, 150. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contains quotations from various writers on 
the uses of the plant (M. Toch), the commercial uses and 
methods for obtaining oil and protein (Satow), chemical 
composition of the oil, composition of hydrogenated oil, and 
the nature of “soy” and “saké” oils and of soybean miso oil. 
Additional references are grouped at the end of the article. 
Many of the references in the article are from the Journal 
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of the Society of Chemical Industry. Address: Lancashire 
County Analyst, England.

1858. McCallan, E.A. 1926. Report of the Director of 
Agriculture for the year 1925. Report of the Department of 
Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1925. p. 3-35.
• Summary: Pages 23-24, under “Soil Improvement by 
Green Manuring,” state: “Several leguminous green manure 
crops have been tested at the Station, and cowpeas and 
soy beans have to date proved the most suitable. Cowpeas 
possess two advantages over soy beans, namely, the 
attendant bacterium is present in most soils, and heavier 
crops generally secured. The soy bean, on the other hand, 
possesses the following advantages, the seed is cheaper, the 
plant is of erect growth and is thus more easily handled, it is 
more resistant to drought, and is far more readily eaten by all 
kinds of farm stock. When used as fodder 80 per cent of its 
manurial value may be returned to the soil.
 “The soy bean is the most valuable agricultural plant 
recently introduced into Bermuda. In addition to its high 
value as a soil renovator, it is an excellent fodder crop.”
 A table shows the digestible crude protein and the 
percentage of carbohydrates and fat in dried soy bean seeds, 
and soy bean hay (based on fi gures from W.A. Henry).
 “Soy beans possess a third use, namely, as a green 
table bean. Though diffi cult to shell, their fl avour is most 
excellent.
 “In conclusion, the benefi ts which follow leguminous 
green manuring are briefl y set down: (1) Addition of humus, 
(2) addition of nitrogen, (3) conservation of plant-food, (4) 
concentration of plant-food, (5) improvement of physical 
condition of soil, (6) control of weeds, (7) saving of labour 
and (8) more effective use of fertilisers.” Address: Director 
of Agriculture, Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1859. Ogilvie, Lawrence. 1926. Report of the plant 
pathologist for the year 1925. Report of the Department of 
Agriculture, Bermuda For the year 1925. p. 36-63.
• Summary: “Looper [Pseudoplusia includens]. A caterpillar 
very injurious to the leaves of soy beans and cowpeas during 
the summer months was bred out and proved to be the larvae 
of Phytometra oo Cram., common also on potato leaves.” 
Address: Plant Pathologist, Agricultural Station, Bermuda.

1860. Rout, Ettie A. (Mrs. F.A. Hornibrook). 1926. Native 
diet with numerous practical recipes. London: William 
Heinemann (Medical Books) Ltd. ix + 140 p. Plus 9 
unnumbered pages of plates. See p. 98-107. Preface by Sir. 
William Arbuthnot Lane. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: On page 98 is a letter to the London Observer 
(17 Oct. 1926) titled “Soy fl our in bread” about the work of 
Dr. L. Berczeller of the Vienna Physiological Institute.
 Chapter 13, “The soya bean” (p. 99-107) begins: “This 
book would be incomplete without a reference to the Soya 

(or Soy) Bean–one of the most valuable legumes in the 
world.” It discusses. Long use of the soya bean in China 
by the native races. Introduction into Europe at the end of 
the 18th century. Over 1,000 varieties have been tested by 
the USDA and some 20 selected for cultivation. How the 
Chinese soak, then roast soya beans to be eaten like pea-
nuts [peanuts]. How to cook whole dry soybeans. USDA 
experiments with cooking whole dry soya beans. Two ways 
of pressure cooking. Sprouting soya beans. “Vegetable milk 
and vegetable cheese [tofu] are made from the soya bean.” 
How to make milk from soybeans. “The properties of soya 
milk and curd are similar to those of the milk and curd 
obtained from cows,... Lactic ferments also act upon it in the 
same way, also the ferments of certain European cheeses.” 
Vegetable milk. Tofu. Suggestions for introducing soya beans 
to Europeans and Americans.
 Page 100 states: “Many authorities claim that the soy 
bean will soon become one of the great foods of the civilized 
world. It contains a large amount of protein of very fi ne 
quality–as valuable as the casein of milk. The soy bean, 
indeed, takes the place of meat and milk in the diet of many 
millions of people in different parts of the world.”
 Page 104-06: “Vegetable milk may be used in the 
same way as cow’s milk. In China this milk is drunk by the 
Chinese in the early morning, with sugar added; it is also 
eaten as a thin broth with salted pickles. Throughout China, 
vegetable milk is extensively used for infant feeding [sic], 
and it is bottled and delivered each day to regular customers.
 “Investigations in America and Europe indicate that 
vegetable milk can be successfully used to replace cow’s 
milk in numerous preparations–e.g., in bread, cakes, creamed 
vegetables, custards, chocolate, and cocoa. It has been used 
to check the spread of summer diarrhoea and other intestinal 
disturbances among babies. It was found that the milk was 
easily digested and easily excreted.
 “One form of soya bean curd is called Tofu. When a 
mineral salt or acid is added to soya bean milk, coagulation is 
produced, similar to the coagulation produced in animal milk 
by the same means. If the precipitated mass is allowed to 
drain, and is subsequently washed, a kind of white cheese or 
curd is produced. This cheese is called Tofu by the Japanese, 
Teou fu by the Chinese, and Dan Phu by the Annamites. It 
is said to have been originated by the Chinese philosopher 
Wha Nain Tze [Huai Nan Tzu; Liu An of Huai Nan] before 
the Christian Era, and introduced into Japan from China by 
the Buddhists. Ordinarily it has the consistency of cream 
cheese, but when subjected to pressure and allowed to dry it 
becomes much fi rmer, and can be rolled and cut into pieces. 
It is sometimes fried in oil, or used in omelettes, etc. Various 
kinds of fragrant dry curd (Hsiang Khan) are used sliced in 
soups and with vegetable dishes. Smoked curd, which keeps 
very well, is prepared by cooking the curd in soya sauce 
diluted with about 80 per cent. of water, and then smoking it 
in the same way as meat is smoked.*”
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 (Footnote: *”For fullest details of Soya Bean, see The 
Soybean by Piper and Morse (of United States Agricultural 
Department)).” Address: [England].

1861. Southcombe, James Edward. 1926. Chemistry of the 
oil industries. 2nd ed. Revised and enlarged. New York, 
Toronto and London: D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. xiii + 224 
p. See p. 115, 127. Illust. Index. 23 cm. Series: Outlines of 
Industrial Chemistry. 1st edition 1913. [25* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 7, titled “Composition and properties 
of the individual oils and fats of commercial importance,” 
the fi rst section is “Vegetable fats and oils. It is divided into 
non-drying, semi-drying, and drying oils. The best-known 
non-drying oils are olive, olive kernel, arachis or earthnut 
(p. 121-22), and castor oils. The semi-drying oils which fi nd 
industrial application are cottonseed, sesamé, soya bean and 
rape oils.
 Soya bean oil (p. 127): In Europe, this oil has 
been successfully obtained by expression or extraction 
with solvents; the result is a reddish colored oil with a 
characteristic odor. Although introduced only recently to 
the European market, soya oil has found wide and varied 
application in the making of boiled oils and soaps.
 A table gives physical and chemical constants based 
on published analyses: Specifi c gravity at 15ºC: 924 to 927. 
Solidifying point 8 to 15ºC. Saponifi cation value: 190.6 to 
192.9. Iodine value: 121.3 to 125.2. Address: M.Sc., Chief 
chemist of the Henry Wells Oil Co., Salford [England]; 
Lecturer on oils and fats, Royal Salford Technical Inst., 
Birkenhead.

1862. Takenobu, Y. 1926. Japan Year Book. Tokyo: Japan 
Year Book Offi ce. 626 + 162 p. See p. 447, 449, 514. 22nd 
annual issue.
• Summary: The total area of Japan proper is 147,652 square 
miles (382,861 square kilometers). Japan’s population (as 
of Oct. 1925) was 59,736,704. A large area of Japan is very 
mountainous, and it is estimated that the cultivated area is 
about 6 million hectares. According to Prof. Shimizu of Keio 
University the population density per square kilometer of 
cultivated area in Japan is much larger than various European 
countries. Japan 969. Belgium 394. Italy 305. Netherlands 
273. England 226. Germany 195. Switzerland 168. France 
108. Spain 90.
 In chapter 29, Agriculture, the section titled “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” (p. 449) begins with a table 
showing the production (in koku; 1 koku = 180 liters) 
of these crops from 1921 to 1923, inclusive. Soybean 
production decreased from:
 4.261 million koku in 1921
 3.628 million koku in 1922
 3.434 million koku in 1923.
 The text continues: “Among subsidiary farm crops 
there is perhaps nothing that plays so important a part in the 

Japanese kitchen as soy beans...”
 In the section on “Breweries” (p. 512+) the subsection 
titled “Soy” [meaning shoyu or soy sauce] (p. 514) states: 
“For soy the prefecture of Chiba, which is contiguous to 
Tokyo municipality, heads all other places on the list as 
to output. Parched wheat mixed with salt and beans is a 
principal ingredient. The process is still far from scientifi c, 
requiring about 12 months before the liquid is ready for 
sale. It is also costly, as it does not much admit labor-saving 
appliances. To obviate these disadvantages have been tried 
several patented processes, but most of them have failed. In 
1917 the leading soy manufactures of Chiba-ken combined 
and formed the Noda Soy Co., capital ¥7,000,000 p.u. with 
capacity of about 250,000 ‘koku’ i.e. about 60 per cent. of 
the total output of the Prefecture.”
 A table (p. 514) shows production of sake, beer, and soy 
from 1919 to 1922 (year ending in March). Production of soy 
(in 1,000 koku) grew from 2,940 in 1919 to 3,268 in 1922. 
Address: Prof. at the Waseda Univ. and late of the “Japan 
Times”.

1863. United States Tariff Commission. 1926. Certain 
vegetable oils. I. Costs of production. II. Economic study of 
the trade in and the prices and interchangeability of oils and 
fats. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 174 
p. See Part I, p. 55-71, 77; Part II, p. 114-17, 138-40, 159-61.
Tables. Diagrams. 31 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: This document gives the best picture of the 
soy oil industry and market in the U.S. and worldwide 
up to this time. Part 1. Costs of production, Section 4, 
titled “Soya-bean oil” has the following contents: Rates 
of duty. Uses. Raw material and its sources: Foreign 
production, domestic production. Joint products. Domestic 
production and consumption: History, production statistics, 
geographic distribution of mills, domestic consumption. 
Imports. Principal competing country (Manchuria). 
Exports of domestic and foreign oil. Foreign production 
and consumption: Production (China [Manchuria], Japan, 
Europe), consumption. Costs of production: United States 
(proportion of the industry covered, cost data by companies, 
shipping charges), China (Manchuria; Introduction, 
verifi cation of cost data, Dairen, shipping charges from 
Dairen to the U.S., Harbin, Newchwang, Antung), Japan, 
Great Britain, comparison of these cost data.
 The Act of 1921, an emergency tariff that went into 
effect on 28 May 1921, placed the fi rst tariff on soya-bean 
oil, at the rate of 20 cents per gallon (2.67 cents per pound). 
The Act of 1922 (which went into effect on 22 Sept. 1922) 
reduced this slightly to 18.75 cents per gallon (2.5 cents per 
pound). “For a number of years prior to 1921 soya-bean oil 
was used in the United States chiefl y in the manufacture 
of soaps, and to a lesser extent in paint, varnish, and lard 
compounds... Since 1921 the domestic consumption of soya-
bean oil has been chiefl y in the manufacture of paints and 
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varnishes and in foundry core oils. In lesser quantities it fi nds 
use in the manufacture of linoleum and of printing inks” (p. 
55)
 “Foreign production.–Chinese offi cial statistics estimate 
that the area under soya beans in the whole of China in recent 
years has been 12 million acres (Chinese Economic Monthly, 
June 1924). Generally accepted show that China produces 
about 80 per cent of the world’s production of [soya] beans, 
or from 3 to 4 short tons annually, of which Manchuria 
produces from 2 to 3 million tons. Japan and Chosen [Korea] 
grow the beans in about equal quantities, each producing 
approximately 600,000 tons per year or about 15 per cent of 
China’s production. Some soya beans are grown in Central 
European countries, but there, as in the United States, they 
are used mainly for forage. Japan, Chosen, and the interior of 
China consume practically all of the beans they produce, but 
Manchuria, which is less densely populated, exports in the 
raw state or as manufactured products about 60 percent of its 
production. It is from Manchuria that the other nations of the 
world obtain their supply for crushing.
 “Domestic production [USA].–The domestic soya 
bean crop is grown primarily for forage. The chief States 
harvesting soya beans in 1923 and 1924 were North 
Carolina, with 2,675,000 and 2,560,000 bushels, Illinois, 
with 1,722,000 and 1,548,000 bushels, and Indiana, with 
790,000 and 650,000 bushels, respectively. Sixteen other 
States, of which Ohio and Missouri were the most important, 
produced soya beans in much smaller quantities... The total 
harvest in the United States was 8,944,000 bushels (268,320 
short tons) in 1923 and 9,567,000 bushels (287,010 short 
tons) in 1924. Only about 20 per cent of the acreage planted 
is harvested, and of the quantity harvested less than 2 per 
cent is crushed for oil. This is because the seed necessary for 
the next crop of beans requires nearly all the beans that are 
harvested” (p. 55).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that 
gives total soybean production or area statistics worldwide. 
However the information lacks detail, except for the USA.
 Table 82 (p. 56) shows that the amount of soya beans 
crushed in the U.S. increased from 2,978 tons in 1922 
(1.70% of the total soya beans harvested), to 3,724 tons in 
1924 (1.3% of the total). Imported soya beans were fi rst 
crushed in about 1910 on the Pacifi c Coast.
 Table 83 (p. 57) shows that production of crude 
soya-bean oil in the U.S. rose from 751,108 lb in 1922 to 
1,406,112 lb in 1925. “Domestic production has at all times 
been small compared with imports. In 1923 the domestic 
output was 4 per cent of imports; in 1924 and 1925 about 8.5 
per cent.”
 The soy oil tariff of 1921 led to a rapid increase 
in soybean crushing in the U.S. “The commission’s 
investigators interviewed the managers of eight domestic oil 
mills–all that had produced soya-bean oil since 1921. Four 
of these mills were located in Illinois, three in Indiana, and 

one in North Carolina. Of these, two had used the benzine 
extraction process and after extracting a few tons of beans 
had closed down because of mechanical diffi culties, high 
cost of operation, and high cost of beans. Nearly all the other 
mills used Anderson expellers, although a few of them used 
hydraulic presses.”
 Table 86 (p. 58) shows imports of soya-bean oil into 
the U.S. by countries, 1918-1925. In 1918, the peak year for 
imports (335,984,143 lb), 68.7% came from the Kwantung 
Leased Territory (principally from Dairen on the southern 
tip of the Liaotung Peninsula in South Manchuria), 27.2% 
came from Japan, and 4.0% came from other parts of China. 
In Japan 19 mills are known to be crushing soya beans. Their 
production of soya-bean oil in 1922 was 44,714,000 pounds.
 Table 88 shows imports of soya beans into Germany, 
United Kingdom, Denmark, and Holland 1919-1925. In 
1925 Germany was by far the largest importer (370,585 short 
tons), followed by the UK (181,420), Denmark (121,389), 
and Holland (39,301).
 Part I, Section 5, titled “Interest on capital invested in 
crushing vegetable oils,” has a passage on soya-bean oil 
which gives that information for 1924.
 Part 2. Economic Study of the Trade in and Prices and 
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats, includes references to 
the domestic production of soybean oil, net imports of oils, 
including soybean oil, into the United States 1910-1924; 
and 1916-1924; international supply and consumption 
of soybeans and soybean oil; price changes of soybean 
oil and beans; statistics of these price changes. The 
Interchangeability of Oils and Fats in Consuming Industries 
has scattered references to soybean oil, and a special section 
on soybean oil giving data received from questionnaires on 
the interchangeability of oils and fats.
 This is the earliest document stating that soy oil, itself, is 
used in printing inks. Address: Washington, DC.

1864. Freud, John. 1927. La farine de soja [Soy fl our]. 
Presse Medicale 35(6):92-93. Jan. 19. Reprinted in: L. 
Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. 
I. [Fre]
Address: Physiological Laboratory, University College, 
Cork, Ireland.

1865. Lancet. 1927. The dietary value of the soy bean. 
i(5396):241. Jan. 29.
• Summary: For the past 2000 years the soy bean has been 
used in North China for making bean curd, a thick nutritious 
jelly consumed daily by all classes of people. A vegetable oil 
is also pressed from the soy bean and is widely employed; 
the refuse serves for cattle food and as manure for sugar 
plantations.
 About 100 years ago [i.e., about 1827] the soy bean was 
introduced into England but no attempt was made to cultivate 
it. Only during the present century have its remarkable merits 
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attracted attention.
 English fi rms have taken a large part in the export of 
soy beans from Manchuria and as early as 1911 the amount 
exported rose to about half a million tons annually.
 In 1910 experiments were begun which showed that 
the soy bean could be grown throughout South Africa, and 
this cultivation was strongly advocated. It was demonstrated 
that besides being useful as a feed for animals, it could form 
the basis of substitutes for fl our meat, chocolate, macaroni, 
cheese and coffee.
 A few years later there was much interest in the 
manufacture of a ‘synthetic milk’ from the soy bean, but 
it was found diffi cult to popularise this milk “owing to the 
disagreeable digestive disturbance to which it may give rise. 
Even under the stress of the late war its general adoption was 
found impossible in Germany.”

1866. Parsons, T.R. 1927. The use of the soy bean in human 
nutrition. Lancet i(5396):267-68. Jan. 29. Reprinted in: L. 
Berczeller. 1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. 
I. 4 p. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Source and properties of 
the bean. Its employment as food. Relative cost. Conclusion.
 A large-scale investigation of the possibilities of the 
soybean as an article of diet is suggested. Prof. Parsons 
shows that a new phase in soy bean utilization has been 
entered, owing to a discovery by Dr. Laszlo Berczeller in 
Vienna, showing that the undesirable constituents of the 
soy bean can be removed by special milling and fractional 
distillation without interfering with the high nutritional value 
of the resulting meal. Prof. Parsons bases on these facts a 
well-considered appeal for an investigation on a large scale, 
hazarding the opinion that Haberlandt’s prescience may yet 
be realised and the soy bean come to be extensively utilised 
in the diet of the masses to supply the proteins and fats 
needed in supplement of the abundant carbohydrate which 
they obtain from the potato. His facts and fi gures should 
certainly receive the attention of all who are interested in the 
feeding of men or animals.
 Tables show: (1) Percentage composition of Berczeller’s 
dried milled fl our. (2) Cost of manufacturing this fl our in the 
UK, where one ton of soy beans at Hulls costs £11 2s 6d. 
The retail price per ton of the fl our is estimated to be £20 4s 
1½d. (3) Cost per 1000 calories from various foods. Soya 
fl our, at just less than 1½d is the least expensive. (4) Cost 
of 30 gm of protein from various foods. Soya fl our, at about 
½d is the least expensive. Address: Asst. Prof. for Medical 
Research, The McGill Univ. Clinic, Royal Victoria Hospital, 
Montreal, Canada.

1867. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1927. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1926. London. 102 p. See p. 89-101.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans into the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from 1914 to 1926). (2) Imports 

of soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (1921 to 
1926). (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland, in tons (1921 
to 1926). (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark, in tons 
(1924 to 1926). (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil 
in Hull (England, per ton; from Jan. 1914 to Dec. 1926). (6) 
Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in tons 
(1914 to 1926). (7) Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom, in tons (1914 to 1926). (6) Imports of soya bean 
oil into the U.S.A., in tons (1915 to 1926). (7) Imports of 
soya bean oil into Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (1922 to 
1926). (8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 
to 1926). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1926). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (Season 1st Nov. to 
31st Oct.; in tons) (1922-23 to 1925-26).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
91) gives a summary and overview, largely of information 
in the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the 
past year. Crushers in Scandinavia and Germany continue 
to import soya beans. Italy imported large amounts of soya 
bean oil during 1926; unfortunately, this oil is not tabulated 
separately. Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 
3, England.

1868. Horvath, A.A. 1927. The soybean as human food. 
Chinese Economic Journal 1(2):175-92. Feb. [25 footnotes. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soybean cake, soybean meal, and 
soybean fl our for food: Soybean press cake, soybean 
extraction meal, soybean fl our (Berczeller, Soyama, 
Aguma, Ehrhorn), Sojawurze (Suppenwurze, Maggi cubes), 
digestibility of soybean fl our, value for infants, some medical 
aspects of the use of soybean fl our, soybean fl our in diabetes 
(incl. Sarton).
 Concerning soybean extraction meal (p. 177-79): This 
meal is shipped in bags and traces of benzine are easily 
removed. The process used at the Suzuki extraction plant in 
Dairen (the only extraction plant in Manchuria) is described; 
the solvent is benzine. “A new extraction plant (at the 
Borodin-Takata Alcohol Factory) is now under construction 
at Imienpo, in North Manchuria. By the new process, beans 
are fi rst pulverized, then operated upon with alcohol, for the 
extraction of the oil content... The owner claims that ‘there 
is no foreign taste left which would make the oil or the bean 
cakes unsuitable for human food.’” Analyses conducted at 
the S.M.R. Co. Central Laboratory, Dairen, show that this 
“bean meal” contains: water 7.90%, protein 57.04%, oil 
3.41%, carbohydrates 16.92%, coarse fi bre 8.63%, and ash 
6.69%.
 “The solvent method of extraction, involving the use of 
benzine or gasoline, is used by many of the large oil mills 
in European countries, especially England.” Mills in the 
USA do not yet use the solvent method; they use traditional 
hydraulic and expeller processes. “The new process used by 
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the Hansa Mill at Hamburg (Germany) called the Bollmann 
process, is so economical that the profi ts of bean milling can 
be enormously increased. By this process the beans are fi rst 
pressed and then extracted. The extracted meal is utilized 
for the manufacture of a highly valuable soybean fl our for 
food (Footnote: But extracted soybean meal (fl our) does not 
contain any fat soluble vitamin, as shown by Hornemann 
[1925]). The oil is submitted to refi ning, during which crude 
lecithin is extracted. It is purifi ed and sold in a form of pure 
lecithin.
 (Footnote: “The soybean contains 1.64 per cent lecithin 
(an organic phosphorus compound), the price of which in 
China is about $18.00 (Mex.) per pound. It shows that the 
value of the lecithin contained in soybeans is greater than 
the market price of the beans themselves. Extracted soybean 
meal is therefore deprived of lecithin, which is a highly 
valuable food constituent, especially for the nervous system. 
Ordinary beans (navy beans, etc.) contain only 0.81 per cent 
lecithin)” (p. 178).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2001) that contains the term “crude lecithin.”
 Page 182 states: “Soybean fl our is also utilized in 
the manufacture of breakfast foods and can be used in the 
preparation of vegetable milk and bean curd.”* (Footnote: 
*”In the United States some very good breakfast foods and 
an excellent fi nely powdered soybean milk powder “Soy 
Lac” is made by J.A. Chard, Soy Products, 263 W. 12th St., 
New York City, who has been experimenting for some time 
with soybeans.)” Note 3. This Soy Lac appears to be the fi rst 
commercial soymilk made in America.
 Berczeller (p. 183-84): “A few years ago the Hungarian 
food physiologist, Prof. L. Berczeller, elaborated a process 
for manufacturing a soybean fl our containing a large 
percentage of fat. This does not become bitter if kept for 
over a year, and has a very pleasant taste. The process is 
patented in nearly all the countries of the world. Its chemical 
composition is given in the above table and its food value 
in a previous chapter. This fl our contains the expensive fat-
soluble vitamin which is defi cient in the food of the white 
race. It is of yellow colour, has a sweet, agreeable nutty taste, 
and does not produce obesity, notwithstanding the fact that 
it contains a high percentage of fat. According to Berczeller, 
the uses of this soybean fl our “O” are as follows:
 “1. As roasted fl our, with an equal part of wheat fl our for 
soups or vegetables;
 “2. For pastry, 10-15 per cent soybean fl our is mixed 
with wheat fl our. In this case no eggs or only a few need 
be added. The soybean fl our gives to the dough a beautiful 
yellow colour;
 “3. As an addition to meat, 25-50 per cent of soybean 
fl our can be mixed with chopped meat for meat balls, 
sausage stuffi ng, etc.
 “4. All sorts of fl our dishes can be baked with the 
addition of soybean fl our. The taste of the dishes thus 

prepared becomes better and the nutritive value higher 
(besides the economy in butter, eggs and sugar);
 “5. The addition of even 5 per cent soybean fl our in 
making wheat bread causes a much longer keeping capacity 
of the bread in a fresh state, the fat preventing the bread from 
getting stale;
 “6. The soybean fl our can be used also on a large scale 
in the foodstuff industry, and in different ways; e.g., in the 
manufacture of paste products (as a substitute for eggs), 
cakes, biscuit products, milk-bread (10-16 per cent soybean 
fl our instead of milk), sausages and pastry products (as a 
substitute for meat).
 “Berczeller’s soybean fl ours can be manufactured 
with little trouble in rice mills or pea mills, where they are 
decorticated. Eighty-fi ve per cent of soybean fl our can be 
recovered from soybeans. The residue forms a valuable food 
for animals. According to Berczeller, the cost of production 
of soybean fl our in a European country is as follows:
 “One ton of soybeans: 245 shillings. Ten per cent milling 
expenses: 25 shillings. Total: 270 shillings. Subtracting the 
value of the bran: 20 shillings. Cost of 850 kg of soybean 
fl our: 250 shillings. Or one ton costs: 294 shillings.
 “According to Berczeller, soybean fl our is an ideal 
concentrated food for soldiers, sailors, tourists, etc., in the 
form of biscuits, etc., because it furnishes a substitute for 
animal foodstuffs which spoil easily. Berczeller points out 
that soybean fl our is not a substitute for wheat fl our but 
a natural vegetable complement to wheat fl our, and one 
which can be substituted for expensive animal foodstuffs 
for lowering the living rates [cost of living] of humanity to 
a degree that could not be reached either by potatoes, maize, 
or by intensive farming. Austria and Hungary are planning to 
start a very intensive utilization of Berczeller’s soybean fl our. 
This fl our, being cheap and easy to manufacture in native 
rice mills, may be of great importance to China.”
 Note 1. This is earliest document seen (May 2010) 
showing that Dr. A.A. Horvath was aware of the work of 
Prof. Berczeller, who patented a process for improving the 
fl avor / palatability of soya fl our.
 Page 185 states, in a discussion of soybean fl ours: “In 
Bollmann’s process the oil is completely removed from the 
soybean material and the fl our is therefore deprived of both 
the lecithin and the fat soluble vitamin.”
 Sojawurze (p. 187-88): “The profi t from Ehrhorn’s 
process could be much increased if part of the soybean fl our 
were used for the manufacture of products similar to beef 
extracts, called in German ‘Suppenwurze.’ They are able to 
give to soup the taste and fl avour of beef bouillon. They are 
used extensively in Germany, e.g., the well-known ‘Maggi’ 
cubes, and were manufactured in large quantities in pre-War 
and War time from soybean fl our at the Aguma factory under 
Ehrhorn’s supervision.”
 Reprinted in 1927 as part of an 86-page monograph 
titled “The Soybean as Human Food” (Peking, China). 
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Address: M.D., Peking Union Medical College, China.

1869. Rayner, M.C. 1927. Mycorrhiza–Chapter IX. New 
Phytologist (London) 26(1):22-45. March 4. Reprinted as a 
book in 1927 by Cambridge University Press.
• Summary: A good review of the early literature, although 
without a bibliography.
 Contents: “Mycorrhiza” in Bryophyta: fungus infection 
in Liverworts; Nemêc; Stahl; Gallaud; Cavers; Ridler; 
Bernard; Magrou; the characters of the fungi concerned–
Infection in Mosses–Mycorrhiza in the Pteridophyta; 
Equisetales–Lycopodiales–The gametophyte of Lycopodiuin; 
historical: Treub: Bruchmann: Lang–Psilotum: Shibata–
The Sporophyte of Lycopodium–Ophioglossales–Filicales; 
Marattiaceae–Filices; fungus infection in Osmundaceae, 
Gleicheniaceae and Cyatheaceae–The absence of mycorrhiza 
in Polypodiaceae–New records of its occurrence in Aspidium 
and Pteridium.
 Soybeans are not mentioned.

1870. Barry, D.T.; Frend, J. 1927. The advantages of growing 
soya bean in Ireland. Farmers’ Gazette (London) 86(10):297. 
March 5.
• Summary: “The economic crisis which has occurred 
in the various countries of Europe has been met by 
numerous methods of saving... From this point of view 
it is interesting and important to make a close study of 
the fl our of soya bean, both from biological and national 
economic standpoint.” The authors then give a detailed 
analysis of, followed by praise for, the whole (full-fat) soy 
fl our developed by Berczeller of the Institute of Physiology, 
Vienna. They discuss its nutritional value, many uses, 
and price (which on a per-calorie basis is 2/3 the price 
of ordinary fl our). Noting that “The cultivation of soya 
is possible in every country where maize grows,” they 
conclude: “It is our intention to make a trial in growing the 
bean on a small scale this year and to get the fl our milled in 
Ireland. We intend further to bring the project to the notice 
of the Minister of Agriculture, as we believe that intensive 
growth of the bean and manufacture of the fl our would be an 
invaluable asset and an enormous advantage to the country in 
general.”
 Note 1. The second author’s name is misspelled; it 
should be John Freud. Note 2. This is the earliest document 
seen (March 2007) concerning the cultivation of soybeans 
in Ireland (probably). Address: [University College, Cork, 
Ireland].

1871. Bleyer, B.; Mayer, K. 1927. Zur Frage der Ursachen 
der Duerener Rinderkrankheit [The causes of the Duren 
cattle disease]. Fortschritte der Landwirtschaft 2(6):173-78. 
March 15. English translation in Soybean Research Council. 
1951. The Duren Disease. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: The temporary appearance of the Duerener 

Cattle Disease in Germany was observed for the fi rst time 
in the year 1923, in which year Grebe, Unterhoessel and 
Eickmann tell about a new disease associated with fever. 
These authors and a number of others (Noeller, Frosch, 
Noeller and Sellemann) state that it is a new disease caused 
by the transmission of a germ. However when they tried to 
isolate and transplant this germ, they were unsuccessful.
 The idea of connecting the disease with the feeding of 
soya bean cake was fi rst mentioned by Stockman of Great 
Britain. He was also able to produce the same symptoms by 
feeding soya bean cake. However the compound, which was 
supposed to act as a poison in the food, cold not be found. 
In Germany, Eichmann and Stang produced the disease 
artifi cially.
 In a very thorough investigation by Profe and Gruettner, 
all the possible causes of the disease are investigated 
in an exhaustive manner. They found that the disease is 
mainly caused by the feeding of soya beans extracted with 
trichloroethylene. However, investigations to prove a specifi c 
poisonous effect of trichloroethylene and its decomposition 
products led to no results. Address: 1. Prof., Dr.; 2. Dr. Both: 
Chemisches Institut der Landwirtschaftlichen Hochschule 
(Agricultural College), Weihenstephan bei Muenchen, 
Germany.

1872. Times Trade Supplement (London). 1927. Soya beans 
and groundnuts. 20:11. May 21. *

1873. Times [London] Imperial & Foreign Trade & 
Engineering–British Empire Products Number. 1927. Soya 
beans and groundnuts. Commercial possibilities within the 
Empire. 20(463):11. May 21. Supplement. *

1874. Rayner, M.C. 1927. Mycorrhiza–Chapter X. New 
Phytologist (London) 26(2):85-114. May 23. Reprinted as a 
book in 1927 by Cambridge University Press.
• Summary: A good review of the early literature, although 
without a bibliography.
 Contents: Tuberisation: The association of root nodules 
or tubercles with fungus infection–Historica–Nodules of 
leguminous plants: early views–Root nodules of Alnus, 
Eleagnus, Myrica, Ceanothus: early observers; Bottomley; 
Spratt–The root tubercles of Cycads–Root nodules of 
Podocarpus and other Conifers: Spratt; McLuckie; Yeates. 
The tuberisation theory: Bernard; Magrou.
 Soybeans are not mentioned.

1875. Beaufour, H. 1927. Process of extraction of albumino-
caseins of vegetable origin and the separation of these 
albumens from amylaceous matters. British Patent 260,242. 
May 12. *

1876. Trabut, Louis. 1927. Le soja légume [The soya 
legume]. Comptes Rendus des Seances de l’Academie 
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d’Agriculture de France 13(18):611-13. Meeting of 1 June 
1927. [Fre]
• Summary: For 150 years the question of soybean 
utilization in the west has been discussed. However only 
in the United States is the cultivation of this legume 
practiced, and it is quite popular in certain states, such as 
Kansas, where the farmers use the soybean plant as forage, 
and reserve the seeds for feeding their hogs. In addition, 
American industries use large quantities of soya. The oil 
is even imported from Manchuria, where certain factories 
process 50 tonnes/day of soya. England, Germany, Holland, 
and Italy extract oil from soya and use the cake for feeding 
animals and even humans. At Trieste, the cake is converted 
into a fl our which, at the 10-15% level, fortifi es and 
improves bread.
 In China, for 50 centuries, soya has been used for the 
production of milk and cheese. Recently in Italy, soymilk 
has been made and used experimentally for the feeding of 
young infants at clinics in Turin, Bologna (Bologne), Genoa 
(Genes; Ital. = Genova), Padua (Padoue), and Florence.
 In France, soya has been recognized since 1855 as a new 
legume and a variety named Soja d’Etampes is now found in 
seed catalogs.
 In Algeria, for some years, a pressure cooker has been 
imported from Spain under the name “marmite espagnole.” 
Having observed that chickpeas, which ordinarily remain 
hard after several hours of cooking, become soft after 
15 minutes of pressure cooking, the author tried cooking 
soybeans (which had been soaked in water for 24 hours) the 
same way. The result surpassed his hopes, for by this rapid 
and economical process of cooking, the soybean becomes 
superior to the Haricot in many ways, including its high 
nutritional value. The author urges that more attention be 
paid to the soybean in France. Address: Directeur du Service 
botanique du Gouvernement général de l’Algéríe.

1877. Turner, A. Grenville. 1927. The useful soya bean. 
Commercial possibilities. Liverpool Trade Review 
26(12):245-47. Dec. 15. Compiled from a report prepared 
by Mr. A. Grenville Turner, of Messrs. Kelly & Company...
Liverpool.
• Summary: Describes the increasing importance and 
production of soybeans in the United States, and their food 
and industrial uses. Address: Messrs. Kelly & Co., 10 Irwell 
Chambers West, Liverpool, England.

1878. Turner, A. Grenville. 1927. A wonderful bean: 
Bounteous nature’s gift from the East. Manifold uses of the 
soybean. Milling (Liverpool) 69(25):695-96, 698. Dec. 17.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. How the bean and its 
oil can be used. The soybean as a seed crop. Methods of 
oil extraction. Includes uses for the bean and methods of 
extraction used in the United States. Photos show: (1) Three 
children playing in a fi eld of soya beans in Natal, South 

Africa. (2) A modern crushing machine. (3) A massive 
horizontal-axis granite roller for crushing the beans. (4) A 
native [Manchurian] bean press, showing cakes in receptacle 
and logs driven in to press out the oil. Address: England.

1879. DeTurk, E.E.; Bauer, F.C.; Smith, L.H. 1927. Lessons 
from the Morrow plots. Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin No. 300. p. 105-40. Dec.
• Summary: Cropping systems practiced: “Beginning in 
1901 a three-year rotation of corn, oats, and red clover 
was adopted and has been continued uninterrupted to the 
present time, except that where clover failed cowpeas were 
substituted in 1906 and soybeans in 1912 and 1915.”
 “Foreword: Whenever it develops that some one has 
been able to see across a half century to what facts are likely 
to be needed at that time, and patiently and painstakingly set 
about securing those facts, it should be noted. The history of 
the Morrow plots is the story of the results of such foresight.
 “The planning of these plots is all the more remarkable 
because it was done at a time when the Agricultural 
Experiment Stations of the country were young and the 
pressure was for investigations that would yield quick 
returns. Most intimately connected with the history of 
these plots are the names of Manley Miles, fi rst professor 
of agriculture; George E. Morrow, professor of agriculture 
from 1876 to 1894; Eugene Davenport, dean emeritus 
of the College of Agriculture and for twenty-eight years 
director of the Agricultural Experiment Station; and Cyril 
George Hopkins, who for twenty-fi ve years devoted 
himself untiringly to furthering the principle of a system of 
permanent soil fertility.
 “Begun fi fty-two years ago, these investigations on the 
Morrow plots throw light on fundamental questions of soil 
fertility as vital today as any which farmers are asking.”
 The records of the Morrow plots, covering 39 years, 
stand as a monument, marking the tragedy of soil exhaustion. 
The oldest fertility plots in the world at the Rothamsted 
Experiment Station in England, cover a period of 84 years. 
Both sets of records point to the possibility of maintaining 
crop production at an even higher level than that of virgin 
soil. Address: 1. Chief in Soil Technology; 2. Chief of Soil 
Experiment Fields; 3. Chief in charge of the publications of 
the Soil Survey.

1880. Stockman, Ralph. 1927. Soya meal as a cattle food. J. 
of Comparative Pathology and Therapeutics 40(4):266-73. 
Dec.
• Summary: Results of experiments in feeding solvent 
extracted soy meal to guinea pigs and rabbits, in an effort 
to see why cattle died upon being fed solvent extracted 
soy meal. Address: M.D. and Prof. of Materia Medica and 
Therapeutics, Univ. of Glasgow, Scotland.

1881. Powell, Fred Wilbur. 1927. The Bureau of Plant 
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Industry: Its history, activities, and organization. Baltimore, 
Maryland: The Johns Hopkins Press. 121 p. Index. 23 cm. 
Institute for Government Research (Washington, DC). 
Service Monographs of the United States Government No. 
47. [185 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. 1. History: Anticipatory 
period, prior to 1839, preliminary period 1839-1862, 
formative period 1862-1901, period of development, since 
1901.
 2. Activities: Plant nutrition investigations, seed 
introduction (new and rare seed distribution, seed testing), 
foreign plant introduction, plant breeding and selection, 
promotion of improved cultural methods, promotion of 
improved methods of handling of crops, promotion of 
utilization of plants and plant products, investigations in 
systematic botany, general physiological and fermentation 
investigations, ecological investigations, biophysical 
investigations, investigations in plant diseases.
 3. Organization: General administration, scientifi c 
offi ces (incl. seed laboratory, foreign plant introduction, crop 
physiology and breeding, horticulture, forage crops, drug, 
poisonous, and oil plants, plant geography and physiology, 
botany, nematology, biophysical laboratory, pathological 
laboratory, mycology and disease survey, vegetable 
and forage diseases, gardens and grounds, Arlington 
Experimental Farm).
 Appendix: 1. Outline of organization. 2. Classifi cation 
of activities. 3. Publications. 4. Field stations. 5. Laws. 6. 
Financial statements. 7. Bibliography.
 “History. The Bureau of Plant Industry, one of the 
scientifi c branches of the Department of Agriculture, was 
organized in 1901... through the combination of six divisions 
concerned with the problems of plant life in its relations 
to agricultural production and utilization... Following the 
example of [Benjamin] Franklin, who served in England 
from 1764 to 1775 as agent of the colony of Pennsylvania, 
American naval and consular offi cers adopted the practice of 
sending home seeds and cuttings of foreign plants with the 
idea of introducing new varieties in this country. This was 
left to the initiative of individual offi cials until 1819, when 
William H. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury, addressed 
a circular letter to American consuls, requesting them to 
send to collectors of ports, useful plants and seeds for 
distribution...
 “In 1836 the Commissioner of Patents, Henry L. 
Ellsworth, on his own initiative and independently of his 
offi ce, undertook to distribute seeds and plants of foreign 
origin to farmers throughout the country, using for the 
purpose the franks of certain Congressmen; and in his annual 
report for 1837 he urged the creation of an agency to receive 
and distribute such materials and the encouragement of 
agriculture in other ways...
 “The result of this suggestion was an act passed in 1839 
(Act of March 3, 1839) granting an appropriation of $1000 

‘out of the patent fund to be expended by the Commissioner 
of Patents in the collection of agricultural statistics and for 
other agricultural purposes.’ A part of this appropriation was 
expended in collecting and distributing seeds, a service for 
which Congress fi rst made specifi c provision in 1852...
 “In 1862 (Act of May 5, 1862) the Department of 
Agriculture was created as an independent establishment 
under a Commissioner reporting to the President and to 
Congress. The fi rst Commissioner of Agriculture was Isaac 
Newton of Pennsylvania...
 “In 1865 an experimental farm was established in 
Washington [DC] on a tract of approximately forty acres 
at Twelfth and B Streets, N.W... By act of March 3, 1899, 
the Secretary of War was authorized to grant from year to 
year, permission to the Department of Agriculture to use 
temporarily as testing grounds, a maximum area of seventy-
fi ve acres in Potomac Park. As early as 1890 (Act of July 14, 
1890), an appropriation had been granted for the preparation 
of such tract of not over eighty acres in the Arlington estate 
in Virginia... By act of April 18, 1900, Congress transferred 
to the Secretary of Agriculture about four hundred acres 
of this estate for use as ‘a general experimental farm in 
its broadest sense.’... About the end of the year [1900] the 
Offi ce of Seed and Plant Introduction was separated from the 
Division of Botany and made an independent offi ce.”
 “In his report for the fi scal year 1900 the Secretary of 
Agriculture stated that ‘four Divisions of the Department 
closely allied by the nature of their work, have become 
affi liated and have perfected arrangements for a close 
coöperation and union along the lines set forth. To this 
association I have given the name of the Offi ce of Plant 
Industry.’ This change received legislative sanction the 
following year, when in the agricultural appropriation act 
for 1902 (Act of March 2, 1901; 31 Stat. L., 922, 926), 
the Bureau of Plant Industry was created to centralize and 
develop the work which had been done by the Divisions of 
Botany, Pomology, Vegetable Physiology and pathology, 
Agrostology, Gardens and Grounds and Seeds. By executive 
order the Arlington experimental farm, the investigations in 
the production of domestic tea, the work on foreign seed and 
plant introduction, and the congressional seed distribution 
were incorporated in the new Bureau.”
 The section titled “Foreign plant introduction” (p. 
17) lists “soy beans” as one of the plants introduced. Also 
discusses: Arlington Experimental Farm (p. 9-10, 42, 75, 89-
90). Foreign seed and plant introduction (p. 1-4, 8-11, 16-18, 
38, 47-49, 80, 87, 92-94, 98-99). Address: Editor, The Inst. 
for Government Research, Washington, DC.

1882. Miller (The). 1928. The soya bean. 53(2555):832. Jan. 
9.
• Summary: Based on a publication by Messrs. Kelly & Co., 
Ltd. of Liverpool concerning soybean production and uses. 
Address: England.
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1883. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1928. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1927. London. 108 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans into the 
United Kingdom, in tons (from 1916 to 1927). (2) Imports 
of soya beans into Germany, in tons of 1000 kilos. (1921 to 
1927). (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland, in tons (1921 
to 1927). (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark, in tons 
(1924 to 1927). (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil in 
Hull (England, per ton; Jan. to Dec. 1914, and 1924 to 1927). 
(6) Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom, in tons 
(1914 to 1927). (7) Exports of soya bean oil from the United 
Kingdom, in tons (1914 to 1927). (6) Imports of soya bean 
oil into the U.S.A., in tons (1917 to 1927). (7) Imports of 
soya bean oil into Germany (in tons of 1,000 kilos) (1922 to 
1927). (8) Imports of soya bean oil into France, in tons (1919 
to 1927). (9) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland, in tons 
(1920 to 1927). (10) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean 
oil from Manchuria, to Europe and total (Season 1st Nov. to 
31st Oct.; in tons) (1923-24 to 1926-27).
 The section titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil” (p. 
96) gives a summary and overview, largely of information in 
the tables. Imports of both grew signifi cantly during the past 
year. Italy is now importing larger amounts of soya beans, 
largely because of the increase in the duty on soya bean oil. 
Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1884. Kinney, Henry W. 1928. Modern Manchuria and the 
South Manchuria Railway Co. Revised ed. Dairen [Tokyo: 
Printed by the Japan Advertiser Press]. viii + 91 p. Plus 48 
unnumbered pages of plates. Feb. Illust. Map (folded). 24 
cm. Original ed. 1927.
• Summary: This book basically praises the activities of 
Japan and the SMRC in South Manchuria, and views them 
as being very benefi cial to the local people and to the region 
itself. Japan is interested in trade, not in colonization–says 
the author.
 Contents: Introduction. Recent and current events: 
Immigration, how immigrants settle, new railways, protests 
and competition question, suffi cient traffi c for all, new 
railway development, the “Open Door,” the “Positive 
Policy,” economic drawbacks.
 Geography and climate. History: Advent of the Russian, 
causes of war, Russo-Japanese War, various treaties.
 Japanese activities and policies: Not conquest, but 
development, a civilizing force, political position.
 The South Manchuria Railway Co.: S.M.R. construction, 
Chinese railway lines, link in world travel, growth of traffi c.
 Town construction: Modern Facilities, Chinese follow 
example, Railway Zone popular.
 Dairen: Growth of population, harbor improvements, 
port facilities.
 Development of trade: Japan’s share in development, 
the “Open Door,” growth of commerce, international trade, 

distribution of trade.
 Agriculture: S.M.R. fosters industry, increase 
of production, Chinese principal gainers, trade, not 
colonization.
 Industries: Modern methods introduced, work of S.M.R. 
Laboratories, dark side of picture.
 Coal mines: Oil distillation. Anshan Iron Works.
 Education and health services: Hospitals and sanitation, 
cost of public services.
 Points of interest: Port Arthur.
 Dairen-Changchun Line–Chinchou–Pulantien, 
Hsiungyaocheng, Kaiping, Tashihchiao, Newchwang 
(Yingkou), Haicheng, Tangkangtzu, Anshan, Liaoyang, 
Mukden (Fengtien), Tiehling, Kaiyuan, Changtu, Ssupingkai, 
Kungchuling, Changchun.
 Mukden-Antung Line: Penchihu, Feng-Huang-Shan 
(Mt. Phoenix), Wulungpei, Antung.
 Connecting Lines: Changchun-Harbin Line, Harbin, 
Ssupingkai-Chengchiatun Payantala- Taonan-Tsitsihar Lines, 
Ssupingkai-Chengchiatun-Payantala, Chengchiatun-Taonan-
Tsitsihar, Changchun-Kirin Line.
 Page 59: At the time of the Russo-Japanese war the 
Japanese became aware of the value of the bean, especially 
of the bean cake for use as fertilizer, but the bean did not 
enter upon its career as an important factor in international 
trade until 1910, when Mitsui & Co. made a trial shipment 
of 100 tons to England. Since then, mainly through the 
continued experiments of the Central Laboratory, maintained 
in Dairen by the S.M.R., many new uses have been found 
for the bean until today the articles manufactured from 
beans, bean oil and bean cake include the following: soy 
and various sauces, soups, breakfast foods, condensed milk, 
casein, cheese, salad material, crackers, macaroni, fl our, 
confectionery, glycerine, explosives, enamels, varnishes, 
butter and lard substitutes, edible oils, salad oils, water-
proofi ng material, linoleum, paints, soap, celluloid, rubber 
substitutes, printing inks, lighting and lubricating oils etc. 
The bean cake is also used extensively for fodder and as 
fertilizer.”
 The word “beans” (or “bean”), referring to soybeans, 
appears on pages 37, 47, 54, 59, 60, 64-66, 68, 81 and 84.
 Note: Henry Walsworth Kinney was born in 1879. 
Address: Dairen.

1885. Sato, M.; Matsumoto, H. 1928. Preparation of fuel 
oil by dry distillation of the calcium soap of soya bean oil. 
IV. Comparison with magnesium soap. V. Hydrogenation of 
the distilled oil (Abstract). British Chemical Abstracts–B. 
47:179. March 16. [2 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of two Japanese-
language articles: (1) Sato, Masanori. 1927. “Daizu abura 
shibô-san sekkai no kanryû ni yoru nenryô yu no seihô 
ni tsuite. IV. Kudo sekken to no kanryû seiseki hikaku 
[Preparation of a liquid fuel resembling petroleum by 
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dry distillation of the calcium soap of soya bean oil. IV. 
Comparison with the magnesium soap].” Kogyo Kagaku 
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 
30(4):242-45. April.
 (2) Sato, Masanori; Matsumoto, H. 1927. “Daizu abura 
shibô-san sekkai no kanryû ni yoru nenryô yu no seihô ni 
tsuite. V. Kanryû yu no suiso tenka to seibun [Preparation 
of a liquid fuel resembling petroleum by dry distillation of 
the calcium soap of soya bean oil. V. Hydrogenation of the 
distilled oil].” Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. of the Society of 
Chemical Industry, Japan) 30(4):245-52. April. Address: 
Japan.

1886. Sato, M.; Ito, C. 1928. Preparation of fuel oil by 
dry distillation of the calcium soap of soya bean oil. VI, 
VII. Reaction mechanism of thermal decomposition of the 
calcium and magnesium salts of some higher fatty acids 
(Abstract). British Chemical Abstracts–B. 47:179. March 16. 
[2 ref]
• Summary: An English-language summary of two Japanese-
language articles: (1) Sato, Masanori. 1927. “Daizu abura 
shibô-san sekkai no kanryû ni yoru nenryô yu no seihô ni 
tsuite. VI. Sekkai-en yori keton e no bunkai kikô to ondo 
[Preparation of a liquid fuel resembling petroleum by dry 
distillation of the calcium soap of soya bean oil. VI. Reaction 
mechanism of thermal decomposition of the calcium and 
magnesium salts of some higher fatty acids].” Kogyo Kagaku 
Zasshi (J. of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 
30(4):252-60. April.
 (2) Sato, Masanori; Ito, C. 1927. “Daizu abura shibô-san 
sekkai no kanryû ni yoru nenryô abura no seihô ni tsuite. VII. 
Keton yori tanka suiso e no bunkai kikô to ondo [Preparation 
of a liquid fuel resembling petroleum by dry distillation of 
the calcium soap of soya bean oil. VII. Reaction mechanism 
of thermal decomposition of the calcium and magnesium 
salts of some higher fatty acids].” Kogyo Kagaku Zasshi (J. 
of the Society of Chemical Industry, Japan) 30(4):261-67. 
April. Address: Japan.

1887. Bacharach, A.L. 1928. The growth-promoting 
properties of vitamin D. Quarterly J. of Pharmacy and Allied 
Sciences (London) 1(1):49-60. Jan/March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Animal feeding tests showed that unhardened, 
refi ned soya bean oil is a good source of vitamin A, but not 
of vitamin D. The process of hardening [hydrogenation] has 
a destructive effect on the vitamin A, though the destruction 
is perhaps not complete.
 The author concludes by expressing his gratitude “to 
Messrs. J. Crosfi eld & Sons, Warrington, and especially 
to their Chief Chemist, Dr. C.W. Moore, for the various 
supplies of soya bean oil used for these experiments and 
for the information about the hardening of oils...” Address: 
Glaxo Research Lab.

1888. Agricultural Bulletin (Bermuda Department of 
Agriculture). 1928. Soy beans and cowpeas for soil 
improvement. 7(4):6-7. April.
• Summary: Soybeans and cowpeas are recommended for 
soil improvement and as a labor saver, and the advantages of 
soybeans over cowpeas are enumerated. “After many years’ 
experience, the Department recommends soy bean rather 
than cow peas for the following reasons: (1) as a rule the 
seed is cheaper, (2) the crop better withstands drought, (3) it 
is readily eaten by all farm live stock, and (4) because of its 
erect growth, it is much more easily handled at plowing time. 
Its one disadvantage is that its nitrogen-gathering bacteria 
are not present in agricultural soils to the same extent as are 
the bacteria of cowpeas, and it is usually found necessary 
to inoculate the soil... Mammoth Yellow is the variety of 
soybeans recommended...
 “Reference has been made to soybeans as feed for stock, 
and greater use should be made of the plant for summer 
feeding. All stock eat the crop with relish, and it is of very 
high feeding value.”

1889. Lea and Perrins. 1928. Fish, fl esh, fowl–With every 
course ask for Lea & Perrins Sauce (Ad). Times (London). 
July 19. p. 12, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: Printed in bold letters across the bottom of 
this display ad: “Make sure of the original Worcester [sic, 
Worcestershire] sauce! Say ‘Lea & Perrins, please.’” An 
illustration at the upper left shows a waiter (standing) 
looking down at a gentleman seated, with a table napkin in 
both hands. Address: [England].

1890. Buckley, Francis. 1928. Great names in the history 
of English Glass. V. Thomas Betts. Glass (Redhill, Surrey, 
England) 5(7):299-300. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Thomas Betts’ accounts show that in 1753 he 
made “1 Pr. [Pair] Cut Soy Cruits.” In 1755 he made “1 P. 
Cutt Soy Cruits” and “3 Soy Cruits Stopt [Stoppered].”
 Glass cutting and engraving was introduced to England 
in about 1718, and that business was fi rst conducted by 
expert Bohemians hired for that purpose by the London 
Glass-sellers. One of the fi rst Englishmen to gain fame as 
a glass-cutter was Thomas Betts of London. In 1738 we 
fi rst hear of him at a shop in Bloomsbury, where he started 
business as a glass polisher or grinder of glass for mirrors. 
Shortly after 1738 he took to the more delicate cutting of 
table glass using machines; we fi nd him at the King’s Arms 
Glass Shop, Charing Cross. At fi rst he wisely employed 
a Bohemian glass cutter, but by 1744, when this man 
unexpectedly deserted him, Betts had been initiated into the 
practical side of artistic glass-cutting. When he died in 1767, 
his reputation as a glass-cutter had already begun to spread.
 Note: This document contains earliest date seen (Feb. 
2004) for soy cruets. Address: [England].
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1891. Marakueff, A.V. 1928. The export of soya beans from 
Manchuria and its fi nancing. Chinese Economic Journal 
2(6):475-95. June; 3(1):567-89. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Post war changes 
in the oil markets of the world. 2. The world’s market for 
oil seeds and the place taken therein by the soya bean. 
3. China–One of the principal producers if oilseeds. 4. 
Soya bean crop in Manchuria. 5. The oil mill industry in 
Manchuria. 6. Calculation of factory costs of bean oil. 7. The 
future export of oil and bean cake. 8. The trade in beans. 9. 
Prices of beans, oil and bean cake. 10. Purchase of beans in 
northern Manchuria. 11. Quality and grade of Manchurian 
soya bean. 12. Beans free loading station. 13. Sale of railway 
way bills. 14. Beans FOB steamer. 15. Basic markets of 
consumption of soya bean and of its by-products. 16. Sale 
of soya beans CIF London. 17. Ocean freight on soya beans 
and their by-products. 18. Marine insurance of the beans 
and their by-products. 19. Minor expenses involved in the 
Manchurian bean trade. 20. Import duties on soya beans and 
bean products. 21. Currency question. 22. The eastern and 
southern routes for Manchurian bean export. 23. Financing 
soya bean export by Manchurian banking corporations. 
Address: Far Eastern Bank, Harbin.

1892. Prosco Oils Corp. 1928. Apparatus and countercurrent 
solvent system for extraction of oils and fats from cacao-
cake powder, soy bean fl akes or other materials. British 
Patent 324,681. Aug. 1. *

1893. Govier, Geoffrey E. 1928. European methods of 
crushing soya beans. Oil and Fat Industries 5(9):251-54. 
Sept.
• Summary: World War I gave the Soya Bean oil industry 
great momentum in both Europe and the Orient. A large 
proportion of the output of the European mills was “refi ned 
and hydrogenated and found its way into several edible 
products, such as margarine, lard substitute, suet substitute, 
etc.” One of the very prominent English oil mills “conceived 
of mixing the soya beans with cottonseed prior to processing. 
This produced an oil which was marketed as Soy-cot oil, and 
which, on refi ning produced a product of much lighter and 
more pleasing color than the straight soya bean oil, while 
it reacted very much more satisfactorily to hydrogenation.” 
The cake, marketed as Soy-cot cake and meal, “was much 
superior to neat cottonseed cake and became so popular, that 
Soy-cot products became one of the most important lines of 
this particular (at that time rated as the largest plant of its 
kind in the world).”
 “In Europe, the Hydraulic Anglo Oil Press is now almost 
entirely used for expressing oil from Soya Beans... The size 
of the fi nished cakes is usually 12 to 14 inches in width and 
30 to 32 inches in length... Very few soybeans are subjected 
to solvent extraction for it is found that the residual soybean 
meal is unsuitable for feeding purposes.”

 A photo shows huge numbers of stacked sacks of 
soybeans being loading into railroad cars at Dairen, South 
Manchuria.

1894. Musae, P.L. 1928. Bread, biscuits, and other food 
products containing fl ours of the carob or soy bean. British 
Patent 318,522. Sept. 4. *

1895. Dyson, G. Malcolm. 1928. Mould food of the Far East. 
Pharmaceutical J. and Pharmacist (London) 121:375-77. 
Oct. 20.
• Summary: Discusses Aspergillus molds, soya sauce or 
shoyu, shoyu-koji, tane-koji, the shoyu-yeast (a strain 
of Zygosaccharomyces), the sodium salt of glutamic 
acid (which imparts a meat-like fl avor to these purely 
vegetable preparations), aji-no-moto, red miso and white 
miso (shiromiso), natto, the protein-splitting powers of the 
enzymes secreted by the molds mentioned above.
 Red soya cheese is a type of tofu. The ripened curd is 
immersed in a brine and the maturing is fi nished by a purple 
mold–Monascus purpureus (Went.)–which imparts a red 
color to the fi nished tofu.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Red soya cheese” to 
refer to fermented tofu. Address: Ph.D., A.I.C.

1896. Drumm, Stella M. comp. 1928. The Kennerlys of 
Virginia. Missouri Historical Society Collections 6(1):98-
123. Oct.
• Summary: The Kennerly Collection is at the Missouri 
Historical Society. The immigrant ancestor is Samuel 
Kennerly, who settled in Virginia in 1735. His ancestors 
apparently came from Dumfries, Scotland. Genealogical 
entries are given for the following people closely related 
to the line of Samuel Bowen: Samuel Kennerly (p. 103-04; 
born 1755 in Virginia) and Mary Talbot (Hancock) Radford 
(born 1756). George Hancock Kennerly (p. 104, 108; born 
28 Jan. 1790) and Alzire Menard (born 30 Sept. 1804). 
Mary Lucretia Preston Kennerly (p. 108, 112; born 9 Jan. 
1834) and John S. Bowen (born 1830 in Savannah, Georgia). 
Menard Kennerly Bowen, Annie Bowen, and John Sidney 
Bowen (p. 113). Address: Missouri.

1897. “Pharmagans” Pharmaceutisches Institut Ludwig 
Wilhelm Gans A.G. 1928. Improved manufacture of 
phosphatides [from soya beans, etc.]. British Patent 285,417. 
Nov. 19. Application fi led 19 Nov. 1928. *

1898. Enzler, A. Bernard. 1928. Le soya: Son emploi et 
son pouvoir nutritif [The soybean: Its use and its nutritive 
power]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du 
Material Colonial 3(36):442-44. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The soybean (le soya) in France. 
The soybean in the Far East [East Asia]. A little alimentary 
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physiology. Soy fl our (La farine de soya [of Dr. Berczeller]). 
An ideal colonial food.
 The soybean is hardly known at all in France except by 
some rare importers of Asiatic seeds. In 1924 only 31 tonnes 
(metric tons) were imported, in 1925 only 8 tonnes, and in 
1926 only 6 tons, whereas in 1926 Great Britain imported 
46,000 tonnes and Germany imported 364,000 tons.
 These very modest French import fi gures are due to 
the fact that, even though they were not being consumed, 
soybean seeds (graines de soya) were categorized by our 
customs duty as edible seeds (and are therefore subjected to 
a duty of 2 francs [per kilo], and 50% ad valorum) (2 fr. 50% 
de la valeur) as opposed to the category of oleaginous seeds 
that includes peanuts, which we actually do often eat grilled. 
This is not the only consequence of our customs duty.
 Since seed importation is essentially banned due to 
a protectionist law, we are forced to import almost all 
of the soybean oil (huile de soya) that is used in soap 
manufacturing and in the production of edible oils and 
dietary fats. Protectionist policies have always been a 
double-edged sword! While the production of this oil is 
virtually nil in France, it reached 4,630 tons in Great Britain 
in 1926, and 36,420 tons in Germany. We imported 4,801 
tons almost exclusively from Germany in 1924, 6,437 tons 
in 1926, and 7,930 tons in 1927. Soybean oil use is therefore 
developing quickly in France. Moreover, for some time, this 
oil has even been added to meals at inexpensive restaurants, 
under other names, or added in large quantities to olive oils. 
And since soybean oil is not used or consumed under this 
name, or in its pure state, the general public is ignorant of 
all things soy, which has only been imported into Europe in 
large quantities since 1908.”
 A little nutritional physiology:
 Meanwhile, European physiologists have been 
recommending the consumption of soybeans for some time 
now.
 Towards the end of the last century, the German energy 
theory dominated nutrition physiology. This theory only 
considered measurable manifestations, disregarding the 
essential nature of things. It was the British physiologist 
Hopkins–the fi rst to our knowledge–who showed through 
experiments that there are more or less signifi cant 
physiological effects depending on the nutritional matter. 
His experiments with young animals proved that these 
animals will die if their food lacks specifi c nutritional matter, 
which we now know as vitamins. Vitamins are not defi ned 
chemically, but they are absolutely necessary for proper 
nutrition. Animals fed only wheat would slowly die, while 
the others, fed exclusively soybean seeds, would thrive.
 The “Chinese bean” (pois chinois) [soybean] contains 
an albumin that is as complete as albumin from animals. In 
addition, soy fat (graisse du soya) contains a vitamin that 
young animals in particular need for cell formation. Address: 
France.

1899. Bolton, E. Richards. 1928. Oils, fats and fatty 
foods; their practical examination; a handbook for the use 
of analytical and technical chemists and manufacturers; 
with a chapter on vitamins. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: P. 
Blakiston’s Son & Co. xiv + 416 p. See p. 204-07. [1 ref]
• Summary: Chapter VIII. Vegetable Oils and Fats, p. 144-
301, contains a section on Soya Oil, p. 204-207. In it is a 
brief discussion of the place of soybean oil and meal and 
beans on the European market, and a description of the oil, 
its possible adulterants, a proposed standard for valuation 
of the oil, uses of the oil, and uses of the bean and non-fatty 
portion. Address: UK.

1900. Freud, John. 1928. Berczeller’s soya fl our: An 
economic aspect of the alimentary problem. In: L. Berczeller. 
1928. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. I. 3 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: It is very diffi cult to introduce a new foodstuff 
into the general diet. “The history of nutrition gives few 
examples of this kind. In the pre-scientifi c era, 400 years 
ago, the potato was introduced in Europe. It took many 
decades, perhaps a couple of centuries, to make it popular. 
This is hardly surprising if we just remember that the means 
available at those times did not allow an exact scientifi c 
judgement [judgment] or commercial propaganda in favour 
of the new product.”
 Is there any necessity of dietary reform today? A careful 
review convinces us of the uneconomic way we obtain our 
food supply. “There will hardly be a possibility of reducing 
the expenses for vegetable foodstuffs. These contain almost 
directly the converted energy of the sun. Quite different is the 
outlook for the animal protein. Here the enormous waste of 
energy in the process of transformation of vegetable calories 
into animal calories is plainly visible. A simple illustration 
of this fact is yielded by the comparison of the prices of one 
vegetable with one animal calorie... we pay up to ten times as 
much for the animal calorie as we pay for the vegetable one. 
Here... the national economic necessity of the food reform 
is plainly demonstrable... The hygienic possibility of such a 
reform is the next problem. Medical Science has to reject an 
undiscriminating vegetarianism. We cannot dispense with 
the animal protein, without an equivalent substitute. Any of 
the vegetable proteins, now in general use, cannot possibly 
compete, in the sense of equivalence to meat, with the 
Protein of the Soya Bean.”
 The best way to consume soybeans is in the form 
of Berczeller’s Soya Flour. It retails for no more than 3 
pence a pound. “The ‘food reform’ might be perhaps the 
key to the problem of fi nancial struggle. Let us say to the 
shortsighted cautiousness that what appears today a private 
or national economic possibility, will become tomorrow 
a mathematically inevitable necessity of human nature.” 
Address: Asst. Physiologist, University College, Cork, 
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Ireland.

1901. Hawks, Ellison; Boulger, G.S. 1928. Pioneers of plant 
study. London: The Sheldon Press. 288 p.
• Summary: Includes a section on Linnaeus. Address: 
England.

1902. Marakueff, A.V. 1928. The export of [soy] beans 
from Manchuria and its fi nancing. Vestnik Manchzhurii 
(Manchuria Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 2. p. 
1-6; No. 4. p. 1-7. English ed. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Post-war changes 
in the oil markets of the world. 2. The world’s market for 
oil seeds and the place taken therein by the soya bean. 3. 
China–one of the principal producers of oil seeds. 4. Bean 
crop in Manchuria. 5. The oil mill industry in Manchuria. 6. 
Calculation of factory costs. 7. The future export of oil and 
bean cake. 8. The trade in beans. 9. Prices of beans, oil and 
bean cake. 10. Purchase of beans in Northern Manchuria. 11. 
Beans f.o.b. loading station. 12. Sale of railway freight bills. 
13. Beans f.o.b. steamer. Note: 1 picul = 3 poods 28 funts.
 14. Basic markets of consumption. 15. Sales of beans 
CIF London. 16. Freight rates to London. Rates to Dairen. 
17. Rates to Japan. 18. Insurance en route to London. 19. 
Insurance en route to Japan. 20. Import duties on beans and 
bean products. 21. Currency: Tayang, gold yen. 22. The 
two ports from which beans are exported from Manchuria: 
Vladivostock and Dairen. 23. Financing export by banking 
corporations. Address: Harbin, Manchuria.

1903. Neumann, R.O. 1928. Die Sojabohnen und ihre 
Verwertung im Organismus. Nach Stoffwechselversuchen am 
Menschen [The soybean and its utilization in the organism, 
according to metabolic studies on humans]. Archiv fuer 
Hygiene 99(1-2):1-51. (Chem. Abst. 23:417). [50+ ref. Ger]
• Summary: The author reviews the literature on the 
production and composition of soybeans, the manufacture 
of soybean fl our, and previous studies on its utilization as 
determined chiefl y by metabolism experiments on mice, 
and reports metabolism experiments conducted on human 
subjects with bread made from a mixture of rye-wheat fl our 
and soybean fl our, the latter comprising 20% of the bread... It 
is concluded that the soybean bread is less well utilized than 
rye-wheat bread.
 In rat experiments, the rats lived 50% longer on dehulled 
soybeans than on whole soybeans, and 50% longer on whole 
soy fl our than on defatted.
 An analysis of soybean meal conducted by Hansamuehle 
on 29 October 1920 shows that the oil content can be 
reduced to less than 0.1%. Other analyses show an oil 
content of from 0.46% to 0.8%. When soybeans are defatted 
the oil content of the meal rises to near 50% The above-
mentioned soybean meal made by Hansamuehle was found 
to contain 51.2% protein. The author found defatted soybean 

meal to contain 47.82% protein, and Fiehe (1925) found 
49.5% to 49.8% protein. Soybean fl ours of this type, a by-
product of soybean oil production, were already known 
before World War I, and their use was strongly encouraged 
during the war. By 1913 the Hull Oil Engineering Company 
in Stoneferry, England, was manufacturing a soybean fl our 
under the name “Homco.” As early as 1896, Timpe in 
Magdeburg introduced a commercial defatted soybean fl our 
containing 51.6% protein and 0.51% oil. By 1913 a fl our 
named Aguman had been introduced in Germany by the 
Agumawerke. It is not clear whether or not Agumamehle, 
which appeared later, was identical to Aguma. Agumamehle 
was widely used during World War I as a substitute and 
extender for rye- and wheat fl ours, which were is short 
supply. Stange reported in 1915 of a new fortifying fl our 
(Kraftmehl) named Ehrenpreis that was already on the 
market. During the 1920s in Germany, the two most popular 
soy fl ours in Germany were the defatted soy fl our made by 
Hansamuehle in Hamburg, and the whole soy fl our made by 
Berczeller. Berczeller sent Neumann samples of his fl our, 
starting in April 1923. Address: Direktor des Hygeienischen 
Staatsinstituts, Hamburg.

1904. Andre, E.A. 1929. Improvements in the treatment 
of oil seeds and the like. British Patent 279,122. Jan. 17. 
Application fi led 17 Oct. 1927. *

1905. Cronshaw, Dr. 1929. Soya products. Food 
Manufacture (London) 4:4. Jan. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 
Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 1 p.
• Summary: Briefl y discusses Berczeller’s new soy fl our. 
“For many centuries the Soya bean has been used as a food 
in China and Japan. The fi rst description of it dates back to 
2836 B.C. Nevertheless, it was not till the second half of the 
last century that a combination of circumstances arose which 
led to its more extended use. From 1870 onwards there set in 
a great stream of Chinese immigration into Manchuria, and 
from that time the cultivation of Soya increased enormously; 
large quantities were, and still are, exported from Manchuria 
into Japan, China and Europe.
 “In Europe the possibilities which it offered as a 
foodstuff of extraordinarily high value were not generally 
recognised until after the Vienna Exhibition of 1873. In 
view of the fact that, as compared with wheaten fl our, the 
bean is about four times richer in protein and nearly twenty 
times richer in fat, it is not surprising that many attempts 
were made to prepare from it a product, such as fl our, which 
would be acceptable to the European palate. But serious 
diffi culties were encountered owing to the rapid development 
of rancidity; hence it came about that complaints were made 
concerning the bitter taste of the products and their purgative 
powers. The result was that attention was directed to 
extraction methods, which aimed at the removal of the cause 
of rancidity, but these were doomed to failure for the simple 
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reason that the extraction of oil”–is in itself a nutritive and 
biological value of Soya products. Address: UK.

1906. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1929. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1928. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: Page 92: Tables show: (1) Imports of soya beans 
into the United Kingdom (In tons) (1919-1928). Increased 
from 61,565 in 1919 to 192,438 in 1928.
 (2) Imports of soya beans into Germany (In tons of 
1,000 kilos.) (1922-1928). Increased from 86,407 in 1922 to 
847,724 in 1928. (3) Imports of soya beans into Holland (in 
tons) (1922-1928). Increased from 5,022 in 1922 to 17,679 
in 1928. (4) Imports of soya beans into Denmark (in tons) 
(1924-1928). Increased from 154,253 in 1924 to 211,925 in 
1928.
 (5) Average monthly price of soya bean oil in Hull [UK] 
(Per ton) (1914-1928). The price increased from £26 in Jan. 
1914 to £33 in Dec. 1928.
 (6) Imports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom 
(In tons) (1916-1928). It fl uctuated with a small increase.
 (7) Exports of soya bean oil into the United Kingdom 
(In tons) (1915-1928). It increased from 13,472 in 1915 to 
21,865 in 1928.
 Page 93: (8) Imports of soya bean oil into U.S.A. (In 
tons) (1919-1928). Decreased from 87,415 in 1919 to 5,885 
in 1928.
 (8) Imports of soya bean oil into Germany (In tons of 
1,000 kilos) (1922-1928). Decreased from 42,475 in 1922 to 
1,118 in 1928.
 (9) Imports of soya bean oil into France (In tons) (1920-
1928). Decreased from 9,300 in 1920 to 8,820 in 1928.
 (10) Imports of soya bean oil into Holland (In tons) 
(1921-1928). Increased from 32,523 in 1922 to 40,562 in 
1928.
 (11) Shipments of soya beans and soya bean oil from 
Manchuria (Season 1st Nov. to 31st Oct.) (In tons). 1924-25. 
Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to Europe. 1925-
26. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to Europe. 
1926-27. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped to 
Europe. 1927-28. Total shipments of each. Of which shipped 
to Europe.
 Page 94: “Soya beans and soya bean oil: There has been 
a very marked increase in the quality of Soya Beans shipped 
from Manchuria during the season 1927/28, as compared 
with the season 1926/27.
 “The increase in the Soya Bean shipments and the 
decrease in the Oil shipments must be explained by the fact 
that the Mills which were crushing Beans in Manchuria 
practically ceased operating during 1928. Owing to the 
high price obtainable for Soya Meal in Germany, it was 
impossible for Mills in Manchuria to compete with the 
German Mills, and seeing that in the past the Manchurian 
Mills mainly disposed of their Cake for fertilising purposes 
to Japan, this transfer of the crushing industry from the 

East to Europe was inevitable. Big efforts are being made 
now by Mills in the East to fi nd a better outlet for their 
Cake and Meal by shipping it to Europe, and especially by 
turning out grades suitable for human consumption, and 
already great strides have been made in this direction. On the 
success of this movement will depend the extent to which 
the Manchurian Mills are enabled to resume operations.” 
Address: Holland House, Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1907. Arnot, R. 1929. Hydrolisation of casein or casein-
containing bodies [from soya-beans, etc.]. British Patent 
306,168. Feb. 12. Application fi led 12 Nov. 1927. *

1908. Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (The). 1929. 
British Industries Fair. Visit Stand No. L.1 and Taste Foods 
Made with Soyolk. The only soya fl our which contains 20% 
fat and will keep indefi nitely (Ad). Grocers’ Gazette. Feb. 
16. p. 495.
• Summary: This full-page black and white ad states: 
“’Soyolk’ contains 45% proteins, 20% fat, 24% carbo-
hydrates, 2% lecithin. Vitamins A, D&B. No starch. No other 
single food contains proportionately such large and varied 
quantities of the elements essential for human nutrition. 1-lb. 
of Soyolk equals in food value 2-lbs. of boneless meat, 30 
eggs, or 6 pints of milk.
 “The addition of a small percentage of Soyolk to 
Meat Extracts, Sausages, Cheeses, Pastes, Porridge, 
Breakfast Foods, Cakes and Confectionery gives them a 
vastly increased food value and the difference in cost is 
infi nitesimal.”
 “Soyolk is specially valuable to those catering for 
Hospitals, Nursing and Convalescent Homes, Public and 
Private Institutions, Schools, Canteens, etc., in Hotels and 
Restaurants and even in every Home kitchen.
 “Manufacturers of any foodstuffs are invited to get 
into touch with the sole Licensees for Great Britain and 
the Dominions, and to obtain, post free, further particulars 
together with detailed scientifi c reports. Telegrams: Soyolk, 
Fen, London. Telephone: Royal 7565 and 7566.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning the Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., which later 
became Spillers.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning Soyolk (whole soy fl our).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning the suitability of a soybean food for use in 
food service applications, such as hospitals, nursing and 
convalescent homes, restaurants, etc. Address: 7, Mincing 
Lane, E.C.3., London, England.

1909. Foa, Carlo. 1929. La battaglia della soja [The battle of 
the soybean]. Gerarchia 9(2):157-61. Feb. [Ita]*
• Summary: This article summarizes the contents of a book 
titled La soja e l’alimentatzione nationale, by V. Ducceschi 
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[Milan: Vallardi, 1928].
 On page 158, Prof. Carlo Foà provides fi gures for 
Italian nutrition in comparison with other countries: Italy 
has 909,750 calories available per person per year; France 
1,358,300; England 1,380,000; Belgium 1,432,500; the 
United States 1,866,250.
 The scientifi c Commission on Food has established 
that the minimum consumption for an average person is 
1 million calories per year. Italy’s national average falls 
short of this fi gure. One must remember that the available 
food is not distributed equally among individuals; rather, 
the distribution differs by social groups and by income. For 
example, landless peasants in southern Italy barely manage 
to get 400,000 calories per person per year, whereas the rich 
typically get signifi cantly more than the 1 million calories a 
year.
 Note: The story of Carlo Foà is similar to that of Laszlo 
Berczeller, but much less dramatic. He was a renown Italian 
physiologist of Jewish descent who lost his chair in medical 
school because of the anti-semitic policies of the Mussolini’s 
fascist regime.
 In 1938, Mussolini promulgated the Racial Laws, 
offi cially with the aim of safeguarding the purity of the 
Italian race in conquered African colonies. However, their 
true intent was to persecute the Italian Jewish community in 
agreement with the policy of Nazi Germany. In accordance 
with the Racial Laws, all non-Aryans were banished from 
professional activities and were evicted from public, social, 
and academic life. As a result, 98 full professors in Italian 
universities were removed from their academic positions. 
In medical schools, physiology, more than other discipline, 
lost the most prominent faculty members. Of the 17 full 
Professors of Human Physiology, fi ve were of Jewish 
descent, and all were evicted: Carlo Foà of Milan was one of 
these fi ve. He was forced to leave Italy and take refuge in a 
foreign country. At the end of World War II Foa returned to 
Italy and resumed his previous academic position.

1910. Food Manufacture (London). 1929. Soya fl our. 4:35-
36. Feb. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1930. Publications on 
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 2 p.
• Summary: The article begins: “It is not unlikely that the 
erection, now nearing completion, of a factory in North 
London to produce soya bean fl our by the Berczeller Process 
will mark the fi rst step in the founding of a new British 
industry.”
 “At present soya fl our is being manufactured at Vienna 
and Budapest, and the erection of another factory in the 
Hungarian capital is said to be necessitated by the large 
demand there... Soya is used to advantage as an ingredient of 
chocolate, replacing to some extent the relatively expensive 
cocoa-butter. A chocolate containing 10 per cent. soya, which 
was tested, had a slightly bitter, but quite attractive fl avour. 
Another sample, with 20 per cent. soya, had a milder taste. 

A cheaper chocolate, containing, for the fi rst time, neither 
cocoa-butter nor any substitute beyond 10 per cent. soya, 
had an extraordinarily agreeable fl avour. There can be little 
doubt that soya-chocolate will take its place amongst the 
concentrated foods used by explorers and others.
 “In Vienna, soya fl our is being used to an increasing 
extent in scones, biscuits, and other confectionery. It acts 
as an admirable shortening agent. As a binder and fi ller, it 
is also being used for sausage-making, replacing farina and 
other fi llers.
 “In this country, until the invention of the Berczeller 
Process, soya was only used as a source of cooking and 
margarine oils...”
 “In a recent interview given to Dr. Berczeller, Mussolini 
[of Italy] declared his intention of introducing legislation 
enforcing the use of a certain amount of soya fl our in the 
manufacture of polenta, the staple maize foods, and bread.”
 Photos show: (1) The outside front of the factory nearing 
completion for making soya fl our in England. (2) The 
equipment used for “treating soya beans by the Berczeller 
Process.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
that uses the term “soya” in connection with fl our.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
that mentions Benito Mussolini, the Italian fascist premier 
(1922-1943), in connection with soya or soya fl our.

1911. Product Name:  Soyolk (Whole Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  7 Mincing Lane, London, E.C.3, 
England.  Phone: Royal 7565, 7566.
Date of Introduction:  1929 February.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 45%, fat 20%, carbohydrates 24%, 
lecithin 2%, vitamins A, D, and B. No starch (Feb. 1929).
New Product–Documentation: Ad in The Grocers’ Gazette. 
1929. Feb. 16. p. 495. “British Industries Fair. Visit Stand 
No. L.1 and Taste Foods Made with Soyolk. The only soya 
fl our which contains 20% fat and will keep indefi nitely.” 
Food Manufacture (England). 1929. Feb. p. 35-36. “Soya 
Flour.” The Medical Press. 1929. Dec. 18. p. 506-07. Says 
Soyolk is made by the Berczeller process.
 Ad in British Baker. 1930. May 9. p. 31. “Soyolk. The 
Great New National Food. Pure soya bean fl our–the only 
pure edible product of its kind on the market–containing 
20% fat with very remarkable properties which make it 
invaluable to both Baker and Confectioner.”
 Ad in The National Baker. 1931. Aug. 22. “The 4 
reasons why Soyolk sales have increased 53% in the fi rst six 
months of 1931.”
 Berg and Toit. 1938. Farming in South Africa. Oct. p. 
392 “The soybean: Its production and industrial use.” A 
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black-and-white photo (p. 392) shows a 7 lb sack of Soyolk, 
near the top of which is a round yin-yang (t’ai chi) symbol.
 Ad in Confectionery & Baking Craft. 1941. Oct. & 
Nov. Soyolk. “The pioneer edible soya fl our.” Soybean Blue 
Book. 1953. p. 103. Soya Foods Ltd., 40 St. Mary Axe., 
London E.C. 3, England. Plant at Cardiff (Caerdydd), South 
Wales. Now an affi liate of Spillers, Ltd. Soyolk is still a 
“full-fat processed soya fl our.”
 Ad in Baker’s Review. 1957. Feb. 15. p. 284 (264?). 
“The Quality Twins”–pictures of helpfulness. Soyolk and 
Diasoy. Made by Soya Foods Ltd., 30-34 Mincing Lane, 
London, E.C.3. “I’m Soyolk–the original full fat, processed 
Soya Flour. Bakers rate me excellent for improving 
the quality and reducing the cost of cakes, biscuits and 
confectionery lines. I’m the improver backed by experts. Try 
me.”
 Ad in The Vegetarian (Wilmslow, Manchester). Jan/Feb. 
1953. p. vii. “For maximum nutrition and minimum cost, use 
Soyolk, full-fat processed soya fl our.” “The original brand 
and still the best. (Approximately 40% Protein; 20% Fat. No 
Starch). Packed in 1 lb grease-proof lined bags with Recipes 
for use. Made by Soya Foods Ltd., 40 St. Mary Axe., 
London, E.C. 3.
 Ad in The Vegetarian (Wilmslow, Cheshire). May/June 
1958. p. iv. The ad is almost identical but now the company 
is located at Colonial House, 30-4 Mincing Lane, London, 
E.C. 3.

1912. Chamber of Commerce Journal (London). 1929. World 
production of soya beans. 57(786):247. March 8.

• Summary: “Owing to the many new uses that are 
constantly being found for vegetable oils, and the ever-
increasing popularity of oil cake and meal as a stock feed, 
oilseeds are year by year assuming a more important place in 
the world trade.” Total world production of oilseeds in 1926 
was about 35,900,000 short tons, “of which about one-third 
was exported from the country where it was grown, either in 
the form of seed, or as oil and oil cake and meal. Cottonseed 
is by far the most important of all oilseeds, world production 
in 1926 having been nearly 14,000,000 short tons, or about 
40 per cent. of the total production of all oilseeds.
 “Other oilseeds, in order of their relative importance, 
are sesame seed, fl ax seed and soya beans (peanuts not being 
considered, as a comparatively small proportion of them are 
crushed). Soya beans are of Asiatic origin and have been 
raised in China for many centuries. That country is still the 
chief source of supply, and they play an important part in 
China’s foreign trade. Manchuria is the great [soya bean] 
producing area, supplying about 40 per cent. of China’s total 
crop.”
 The most extensive use of soya bean oil as an edible oil 
is in the manufacture of lard compounds and oleomargarine; 
a small amount is used in salad oil. It also “has the properties 
of a drying oil, which lends itself to the paint and varnish 
industry, and the manufacture of soap, linoleum and 
oilcloth, while small amounts are used for illuminating and 
lubricating purposes in its native country” (China).
 Note: Despite its title, this article gives no statistics for 
world production if soya beans, nor for leading soybean 
producing nations.
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1913. North, J.L. 1929. Plant and weather notes. Quarterly 
Summary and Meteorological Readings (Royal Botanic 
Society of London) No. 40. p. 7-9. April.
• Summary: The fi rst section, titled “The Soya Bean” begins: 
“The experiments to acclimatise the Manchurian Soya 
Bean begun in the R.B.S. [Royal Botanic Society] Gardens 
in 1914, have conclusively proved that there are certain 
varieties of Soya which can be depended upon to ripen seed 
and give a crop early enough to be harvested in September in 
this country.
 “As regards one brown variety the experimental stage 
has already been passed. Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, 
this year are growing a good many acres of the bean to 
meet a demand from agriculturists which could not be 
supplied from last season’s crop, and the National Institute of 
Agricultural Botany, at Cambridge, who tested it last season 
on a small scale, intend to plant three-quarters of an acre of 
the bean in 1929 for experimental purposes.
 “Other varieties are still under test for earliness, 
cropping and oil production, and these are being added 
to this year by a number of new varieties received from 
Professor McRostie, of Ontario, Canada.
 “The following article, which appeared in most of the 
agricultural papers last November, gives details of the fi rst 
attempt in this country to grow the Soya Bean commercially 
for seed: -”
 The article, titled “The Soya Bean Grown in England,” 
states: “An agricultural feat of some importance to British 
farmers has now been successfully performed. This is 
the acclimatisation of the soya bean, and this year for the 
fi rst time a fi ne crop has been grown for seed purposes in 
England.
 “The variety is a hybrid received in 1922 from Professor 
W. Southworth, of Manitoba Agricultural College, Canada, 
and in the course of seven years’ trials here proved to be not 
only the most reliable cropper, but the hardiest of any of the 
sixty varieties tested by me for growth in this country for the 
last fourteen years.
 “Sent to Messrs. Sutton for trial at Reading, it was son 
on May 2nd, and harvested in the middle of September.” 
Address: F.R. Met. Soc. [Fellow, Royal Meteorological 
Society], Curator R.B.S. [Royal Botanic Society, London].

1914. Times (London). 1929. Soya cultivation: Royal Empire 
Society’s offer. May 6. p. 22, col. 7.
• Summary: “As a result of two meetings held last month 
it was decided that the Royal Empire Society formerly the 
Royal Colonial Institute, should encourage soya cultivation 
in the British empire and a Soya Cultivation Committee 
was set up with Mrs. E.A. Hornibrook, Fellow of the Royal 
Empire Society as honorary secretary. Through the courtesy 
of Dr. L. Berczeller of Vienna, tubes of Soya bacteria 
are now available in London and soya seed in bacteria 

cultures may be obtained through Miss Hornibrook, at cost. 
Recognises the importance of inoculation. Entomology ‘The 
soya will grow well wherever.’ Through the discovery of a 
special process of fractional distillation the objectionable 
elements in the bean can now be cheaply removed and the 
meal [fl our] rendered fi t for human consumption. A factory 
has been established in England, and as soon as British beans 
are available preference will be given to these. An important 
consideration is that the tropical fl ours such as arrowroot, 
sweet potato canna tarro and banana fl our can now, by 
admixture with soya meal, be manufactured into wholesome 
and economical biscuits and cakes. Soya chocolate has 
already become popular on the continent and Empire cocoa 
producing countries should therefore benefi t greatly. Further 
information will shortly be available in the Journal of the 
Royal Empire Society.”
 Note: This is the second earliest document seen that uses 
the word “soya” as a noun.

1915. Femina. 1929. Woman in the West: A new food. 
Western Morning News and Mercury (Devon, England). May 
18. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “I expect that even the most effi cient housewife 
has experienced a feeling of intense apathy when she has 
to make and bake similar tarts and pies and cakes week 
after week, and longs to break the monotony of cooking 
by introducing some new food into her mundane menu. 
Luckily, there are always some clever people in this world 
who devote their lives to scientifi c research in the attempt to 
discover new and nutritious foods for humanity.
 “Science, after many efforts, has again triumphed, and 
has given a new fl our called ‘Soyolk,’ which is composed 
of soya beans. Undoubtedly many housewives have seen 
this fl our which has been exhibited during the week at the 
Food Reform Depot, Plymouth, and have hastened to try this 
new food, which is guaranteed to be a fi t substitute for eggs, 
milk, or meat. In mixing ‘Soyolk’ the housewife does away 
with milk and eggs, and by using water for mixing purposes 
considerably reduces expenses.
 “In addition to its inexpensive nature, ‘Soyolk’ products, 
such as bread, cakes, and buns, keep fresh for a long time. 
It was told at the exhibition that a sponge cake had been 
made of this fl our thirteen weeks ago, and it is still in 
perfect condition, and could be eaten with enjoyment, which 
certainly could not be done if it was an ordinary sponge cake, 
which is usually dry and uninteresting to the taste after it has 
been baked several days.
 “Even the most critical of housewives could not fail to 
enthuse over the brown and white loaves of bread and the 
golden-coloured cakes which were also exhibited, whilst the 
chocolate in which ‘Soyolk’ substituted cocoa butter, could 
vie with the best chocolate in the land.”

1916. Empire Production and Export (J. of the British 
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Empire Producers’ Organisation). 1929. Empire soya 
cultivation: Uses of the fl our. No. 153. p. 111-12. May. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Production–inoculated 
soil. Cultivation and manufacture. U.K. demand. “With a 
view to stimulating the cultivation of the Soya Bean in the 
British Empire, a movement has been inaugurated by Mrs. 
Ettie A Hornibrook. A meeting in London, organised by 
Mrs. Hornibrook, was recently addressed by Dr. Berczeller, 
a Hungarian scientist, who has devised a new process of 
manufacturing Soya fl our so as to render it fi t for human 
consumption.”
 Mr. Berczeller is willing to supply tubes of suitable 
strains of bacteria for inoculation of soybeans, plus 
directions, to any Bacteriological Laboratories requesting 
them. Mrs. Hornibrook’s address is given as c/o The 
Soya Cultivation Committee, Royal Empire Society, 
Northumberland Ave., London, W.C.
 “The demand for the soya bean and its products in the 
United Kingdom is shown by the fact that during the years 
1923-1927 the United Kingdom imported soya beans and 
products to the value of £12,767,092 from foreign countries; 
from British countries she imported only 533 tons of the 
Soya and its products, to the value of £6,556. Practically all 
this material was required for home consumption.”
 In closing his address, Dr. Berczeller stated: “To 
promote the consumption of soya fl our, a suitable 
organization is essential, the special object of which will be 
to teach the people the dietary value of the soya fl our and the 
proper household methods of using it. On these lines, soya 
fl our will surely become popular within a comparatively 
short time. People do not easily take up any food to which 
they are unaccustomed, but teaching will overcome their 
prejudices.
 “Especially for the native populations of the British 
Empire, soya fl our will be invaluable at the present time. 
The proper feeding of the native populations is not only a 
problem for the White Race, but it is an obvious duty. To 
help the natives on these lines, we must know far more of 
their food and nutrition than we know at present.” Address: 
Editorial and Publishing Offi ces: 3,5&7, Old Queen Street, 
Westminster, London, S.W.1.

1917. Senior Minister of Cuba in London, Subsecretario de 
Agricultura, Comercio, Y Trabaja. 1929. Re: All the nutrition 
that we need is found in the soybean. Letter to Sr. Director 
de la Estacion Experimental Agronomica, Santiago de las 
Vegas, Cuba, June 11. 1 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: This letter, which begins with the heading 
“Todo el alimento que nosotros necessitamos en la soya,” 
discusses Dr. James L. North of England, fresh soymilk, 
dry soymilk, soybean meal for use in bread, soy cheese, soy 
coffee substitute, and soy oil.
 This letter is located in fi le #363 in the archives, INIFAT, 

Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba. Address: London, England.

1918. Hornibrook, Ettie A. 1929. Native cookery (Letter to 
the editor). Times (London). June 14. p. 12, col. 3.
• Summary: The British must learn the value of foods from 
other countries. “Still another example is the establishment 
in England of a soya-fl our factory, where soya is so treated 
as to be fi t for human consumption (as it has been for many 
thousand years in the Far East). In this case the objectionable 
elements (ethereal oils, &c.) are distilled by heating the 
soya at a low temperature for a long time–a development 
from the ancient practice of parching pulse suggested by Dr. 
L. Berczeller, of Vienna.” The same treatment applied to 
groundnuts might make them more palatable and digestible. 
Address: The Royal Empire Society, Northumberland-
avenue, W.C.2.

1919. Shellabarger, W.L. 1929. Re: Enquiry concerning 
license to manufacture Soyolk soy fl our. Letter to Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 7 Mincing Lane, London, June 24. 1 
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Gentlemen: I have just had the privilege of 
reading your very interesting little booklet called ‘Soyolk’, 
and am writing you to request you to send me several copies 
of this pamphlet.
 “To explain, I am one of the stockholders in the 
Shellabarger Mills and Elevator Company, which concern 
has fl our mills and elevators throughout the state of Kansas 
and manufactures wheaten fl ours for domestic and foreign 
consumption. I am also the controlling stockholder and 
president of a new company called the Shellabarger Grain 
Products Company of Decatur, Illinois, whose chief business 
will be the manufacture of soya bean oil, and soya bean 
oil meal, also other products of the soya bean. Our family 
(the Shellabargers) have been fl our and grain millers in this 
country since the year 1775, and are of course, very much 
interested in anything new along our line.” He would like to 
license the rights to manufacture Soyolk.
 The response letter from CEF (Perhaps Christian 
Ferrée?), dated 6 July 1929 states: “We may mention that we 
are proprietors of the American Rights to manufacture this 
product, but are not yet in a position to discuss the question 
of establishing a factory there. We expect that in the near 
future two of our directors will be visiting America for the 
purpose of organising a Company for the manufacture and 
distribution of Soyolk, and when this time arrives we shall 
let you know of their arrival in plenty of time to arrange an 
interview with you.” Enclosures: Soyolk pamphlets. 1 lb of 
Soyolk under separate cover.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2005) 
that mentions Shellabarger Grain Products Company 
(Decatur, Illinois) in connection with soy. Address: 615 
South Sigel St., Decatur, Illinois.
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1920. Chemist and Druggist (London). 1929. The soya bean 
industry. An exhaustive survey dealing with the cultivation, 
production and commerce of the soya bean and its oil, 
cake meal and its applications to manufactured products. 
110(26):839-42. June 29. Special issue.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Brief history of soya 
bean exports from Manchuria to Europe. Soybean production 
and crushing in Manchuria. The South Manchuria Railway 
Co. (SMR). Current exports from Manchuria. The soya bean 
plant and its cultivation in Manchuria and Hokkaido, Japan. 
Chemical composition of the beans. Station Anda on the 
SMR. The soya bean industry in Dairen. The growth of soya 
bean consumption worldwide. Soya bean trade of the United 
Kingdom and the United States. Soya bean production in the 
USA. The uses of soya, both food and industrial.
 Photos show: (1) Soya beans transported in the interior 
of Manchuria in carts pulled by mules or horses. (2) Railway 
transport of bean cakes. (3) Oil pressing using hand-turned 
screw mills. (4) Hydraulic oil pressing. (5) Many paper lined 
bamboo baskets for carrying soya oil.
 Tables show: (1) Composition of soya cake, cotton cake, 
and linseed cake (which contains more protein than soya 
cake). (2) U.K. imports (1916-1922) of soya beans and soya 
oil, and exports of soya oil. (3) U.K. imports of soya beans 
(1923-1927) from Russia (actually Vladivostok, China, 
Japan, and other foreign countries). (4) U.K. imports of soya 
bean oil (1923-1927) from Russia, Holland, China (#2), 
Japan (#1), USA, other. (5) Imports of soya beans (1926-
1928) by Germany (#1), Holland, Denmark (#2), Sweden, 
Italy, Belgium, France. (6) Imports of soya bean oil (1926-
1928) by Germany, Holland (#1), Denmark, Sweden, Italy 
(#2), Belgium, France. (7) Imports of soya-bean oil, soya-
bean cake, and soya beans (1925-1928) into the USA. (8) 
U.S. production (crude or refi ned, consumption, imports and 
exports of soya bean oil). Address: UK.

1921. Sato, Masanori; Ito, Chiyomatsu. Assignors to Minami 
Manshu Tetsudo K.K. (South Manchuria Railway Co.) 
(Dairen, Manchuria, China). 1929. Extraction of oil, etc., 
from soy-beans. British Patent 336,273. June 10. (Chem. 
Abst. 25:2016). *
• Summary: Extraction with a solvent such as ethanol is 
done at a temperature above the boiling point of the solvent 
(preferably at about 85ºC) but below 120ºC. The mixture 
of solvent and oil [miscella] is drawn off and cooled to 
below 50ºC to separate the oil and obtain a liquid residue 
containing lecithin, coloring matter, and sugars. Address: 
Dairen, China.

1922. Sato, Masanori; Ishida, Y. Assignors to Minami 
Manshu Tetsudo K.K. (South Manchuria Railway Co.) 
(Dairen, Manchuria, China). 1929. Extraction of oil, etc., 
from soy-beans. British Patent 336,274. (Chem. Abst. 
25:2016). *

• Summary: The oil from soybeans can be extracted with 
a solvent such as alcohol mixed with benzine or benzene 
of such concentration and quantity that the water in the 
resulting liquor is less than 10%. The extraction temperature 
is above 65ºC and the oil is separated by cooling. Address: 
Dairen, China.

1923. Haworth, Robert Downs. 1929. The constitution of 
linolic acid. J. of the Chemical Society (London) 1929(Part 
II):1456-61. [6+ ref]
• Summary: It appears that at least two linolic acids are 
known: (1) Isolated from poppy-seed oil can be converted 
into sativic acid (tetrahydroxystearic acid). (2) Takahashi 
(1919, 1921) isolated a second linolic acid from soya-bean 
and rice-bran oils. The structures of these latter have been 
reinvestigated and were found to be identical. Address: 
Univ. of Durham, Armstrong College, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
[England].

1924. Rewald, Bruno. 1929. Lecithin and the aroma of butter 
and margarine. Food Manufacture (London) 4(7):189-90. 
July. [8 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from Margarine Industrie, 1928, 
No. 24. Various tests “that have been made to ascertain the 
amount of lipoid (phosphoric fatty compounds) in butter” 
show that it is strikingly small, “particularly since the 
amount of lecithin and phosphatides (lipoids) in milk is said 
to be relatively high... between 0.09 and 0.11 per cent. of 
organic phosphorus, corresponding to a phosphatide content 
of over 2 per cent.”
 Although phosphatide has a fatty nature, only about 30% 
of the phosphatide in milk goes into butter; the rest remains 
in the skim milk in colloidal form.
 In an early German patent (1908), Josef Müller showed 
that when 6 gm of lecithin (obtained from leguminous plants) 
are mixed into 250 gm of sweet fresh cream, and the cream 
left for 24 hours to acidify spontaneously at a temperature 
of 12-15ºC the cream will have a much stronger and more 
intense butter aroma that cream treated in the same way but 
without the addition of lecithin. Therefore this particular 
butter aroma is caused solely by the presence of the added 
lecithin.
 “Already, in many cases, lecithin and a special plant 
lecithin obtained from the soya bean are being largely used 
in the manufacture of margarine, although probably less from 
a desire to improve the aroma than for more purely physical 
reasons.” Perhaps in the future lecithin will also be added to 
give the margarine a more butter-like aroma.

1925. [Introduction of soybeans to Cuba from England on 
10 July 1929 (Document part)]. 1929. In: Introductiones, 
1928 to 1933-34. Unpublished register of seeds received by 
the Agricultural Experiment Station (Estacion Experimental 
Agronomica) at Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba. 134 p. See p. 
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13-14, no. 73. Unpublished manuscript. 41 cm. [Spa]*
• Summary: The Department of Agriculture experiment 
station at Santiago de las Vegas, Cuba, received 5 packets of 
soybeans from Prof. North, curator of the Royal Society of 
Botany, London. The varieties are: Brown variety C. Yellow 
variety A.K. Yellow variety I. Yellow variety A. Yellow 
variety B. Brown variety B. Address: Estacion Experimental 
Agronomica, Santiago de las Vagas, Cuba.

1926. Ford, W.P. 1929. Soya bean fl our: Its value to 
the British confectioner. Confectionery Craft. Aug. 4 
p. Reprinted in: L. Berczeller. 1930. Publications on 
Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 4 p. [Eng]*
• Summary: “A short article in last month’s issue outlined 
the value of the soya bean in its native home in the Eastern 
hemisphere, where it has been utilised for human food for 
centuries, and it is interesting to compare with this the uses 
to which it has been put by Western peoples.
 “The actual production of the soya bean is only in its 
infancy in Europe, but in the United States of America its 
cultivation is spreading, and probably now reaches one 
million tons of beans per annum. In America it has been 
almost entirely used for the oil which is extracted from it, 
and the residual cake is fed to dairy cows or to store cattle.
 “The same general lines of application have been 
exploited in European countries that have imported the 
soya beans from China, Japan, and Manchuria. The oil has 
a multitude of uses, being utilised in the manufacture of 
margarine, glycerine, soap, linoleum, paints and varnishes, 
etc., as well as being a constituent of salad and cooking oils, 
lubricating and lamp oils.
 “Of more particular interest to the manufacturer of 
foodstuffs, however, are the possibilities of the bean, after 
grinding to a fl our, as an addition to the cereal foods and 
confectionery of which we Western people are so fond. 
During the War the whole bean was ground up and added 
to bread in Germany, but was found to give rise to digestive 
troubles which more than outweighed the nutritional 
advantages which its chemical composition would lead one 
to expect.” Address: England.

1927. Feedstuffs. 1929. The demand still grows for soy 
beans. 1(20):12-13. Sept. 28. *
• Summary: Reprinted from Chemist and Druggist, London. 
Describes the history and development of the soybean 
industry in the U.S. and abroad.

1928. Tweedy, Lawrence. 1929. Re: Dr. C.E. Fearn, who is 
connected with the Soya Flour Manufacturing Company. 
Letter to Monroe C. Gutman, Esq., Messrs. Lehman 
Brothers, One William Street, New York, U.S.A., Oct. 17. 2 
p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Dear Monroe. This will introduce to 
you Dr. C.E. Fearn, who is connected with Soya Flour 

Manufacturing Company. This Company manufactures fl our 
from soya beans. The business has been developed in this 
country [England] and on the Continent, and Dr. Fearn is 
proceeding to New York with the idea of seeing what can be 
done there...”
 “I am not sure to whom I should send Dr. Fearn 
in America. If it were a question of going to a Milling 
Company, I had in mind to send him to fi rms interested 
in the Pillsbury Flour Mills. I do not know anyone in any 
way interested in the soya bean industry.” Mr. Tweedy then 
asks for Mr. Gutman’s assistance. Tweedy sent a similar 
but shorter letter the same day to Morton H. Fry of Scholle 
Brothers, New York.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2013) 
concerning Dr. Charles E. Fearn in connection with soy. 
Address: Director (USA), Bernhard, Scholle & Co., Limited, 
22 Austin Friars, London E.C.2 [England]. Phone: 7854 
London Wall.

1929. Food Manufacture (London). 1929. Lecithin. 
4(10):282. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: In view of several articles published in this 
journal on the lecithin content of dairy products it is 
interesting to “note that O.W. Chapman, in the Journal of 
Dairy Science (1928, 11, 429-35) gives average lecithin 
contents as follows: Milk, 0.0447, cream 0.1981, skim milk 
0.0165, butter milk 0.1302 per cent. The fat found in butter 
milk contains 13 per cent. of lecithin.”

1930. Yoshida, K. 1929. Extracting oils such as soybean oil 
by pressure. British Patent 341,079. Oct. 29. *

1931. Smith, W.L. 1929. Forty years of one man’s life 
[Charles Zavitz]. Canadian Countryman (The) 18:7, 36-37. 
Dec. 7.
• Summary: An excellent biography of Dr. C.A. Zavitz, 
covering the 41 years from June 1886 to June 1927.
 The Ontario Agricultural College (OAC) was still a 
small organization when Zavitz, “having just fi nished the 
two-year course at the College, was asked to take a junior 
position on the staff of the struggling institution. Previous to 
his elevation from the status of student, the staff consisted of 
seven, with Dr. Mills at the head, and the number of students 
who had taken the regular and special courses was 105. The 
structural equipment was in keeping, consisting as it did of 
the old main building, a frame barn, a small green house, and 
a brick building that served as creamery.”
 The students labored hard in the 1880s, “half of each 
day being spent on practical work on land or in buildings and 
half at lectures or studies... The members of the staff worked 
even harder than the students. Dr. Zavitz, for example, 
was required to assist both Prof. Brown in the agricultural 
and Prof. C.C. James in the chemistry department, the 
double duties covering such varied activities as fi eld work, 
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experiments in live stock feeding and dairying, as well as 
laboratory work in the chemistry building. Nor was that 
all. While carrying on these double duties he continued 
the studies which enabled him to take his degree in 1888, 
affi liation with Toronto University having meantime taken 
place. The examination for this degree brought honors in ten 
out of eleven subjects.
 “Dr. Zavitz’s real work began, however, when he 
was made head of a department which began the fi eld 
experiments and eventually included plant breeding as well. 
This department, like the College as a whole, commenced in 
a very modest way. A storage building back of the chemistry 
building served as an offi ce. Space for seeds to be used in 
experimental work was found among bottles and utensils in 
the basement... For the fi rst fi ve or six years, Zavitz himself 
performed all the work of seeding the plots and he also fed 
the miniature machine used in threshing the grain grown 
thereon.
 “There had been fi eld experiments at the college before 
the student days of Dr. Zavitz. Even the Experimental Union 
which grew out of these experiments had its birth as far 
back as 1879, Lewis Toole, of Mount Albert being father 
of the Union. It was under Dr. Zavitz, however, that the 
work on the experimental plots at the college farm, and the 
extension of that work on privately owned farms all over 
the Province, attained full development. In the course of 
time nearly 3,000 varieties of seeds for farm crops were 
obtained, including many from abroad, and from fi rst to last 
over 100,000 individual experiments were carried out for the 
purpose of determining which varieties were most suitable 
for reproduction on Ontario farms.”
 Describes how the complex Experimental Union 
system works; its farmer members grew from 12 the fi rst 
year to 3,000 or more later on. “Ultimately the work was 
not confi ned to testing existing varieties but extended to 
the creation of new ones, a much more diffi cult operation.” 
Dr. Zavitz consulted with Luther Burbank, the master plant 
breeder from California, when learning how to create new 
varieties.
 The work of Dr. Zavitz has been widely recognized 
at home and abroad. “By special invitation he has lectured 
before the British Association for the Advancement of 
Agriculture; the American Association for the same; 
the International Congress on Hybridization and Plant 
Breeding at London, England; and the British Association 
on Agricultural Education at Glasgow, Scotland. He has 
also been elected to honorary fellowship in the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science; Canadian 
Society of Technical Agriculturists; American Society of 
Agronomy; Canadian Seed Growers’ Association; and has 
been made honorary president both of the Canadian Seed 
Growers’ Association and the Ontario Experimental Union.”
 A large photo shows a painting of Dr. Zavitz in his 
academic robes by Charles MacGregor; it is hung in 

Memorial Hall, OAC, Guelph, Ontario.

1932. Medical Press. 1929. New preparations. Soyolk (Soya 
bean fl our). Dec. 18. p. 506-07.
• Summary: “Recently Dr. Berczella [sic, Berczeller] 
(Vienna) has discovered a method of treating the [soya] bean 
so that the bitter principles are neutralised, and the tendency 
to rancidity is overcome. The Berczella process produces a 
fl our containing the full content of fat protein and vitamins 
which keep perfectly under ordinary conditions. This 
fl our has now been marketed under the name of ‘Soyolk,’ 
and marks a welcome and notable advance in extending 
our food supply. ‘Soyolk’ is a pale-yellow fi nely-ground 
powder resembling household fl our in texture. The starch 
present is less than 1 per cent., and Kreiss’ test for rancidity 
gave negative results. It also contains a high proportion of 
valuable lipoids.
 “Investigations by Professor Richter, Dr. H. Wastle [sic, 
Wastl], Professor Leersum, Dr. Josef Srzanto [sic, Szanto], 
Dr. Ernst Kupelweiser [sic, Kupelwieser], and other eminent 
biochemists, prove that the soya proteins are of fi rst-class 
quality, approximating in their amino-acid derivatives in 
content and proportion to animal protein...”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the term “soya proteins” (or 
“soya protein”).

1933. Nayler, John. 1929. The wonderful soya bean. 
Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (Manchester, 
England). Dec. p. 301-02. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author begins with a brief discussion of 
growing world soybean trade, and a discussion of soybean 
production in the USA, based on articles in Country 
Gentleman. “The soya would not grow in the United 
Kingdom. To your readers the soya bean is of special interest 
on account of its high protein ratio, and its lack of starch, 
and the many uses to which portions of it may be put. It is 
particularly rich in protein and oil...
 “The commercial chemist has discovered that the bean 
is useful in the preparation of coffee substitutes, chocolates, 
soups, baked beans, confection, meat substitutes, vegetarian 
sauces, vegetable casein, vegetable milk and vegetable 
cheese.”
 “The meal prepared from the bean has also a long list of 
uses. We have mentioned its use to the farmer and his stock. 
As a diabetic preparation it is supplanting gluten fl our, as it 
has practically a no-starch content. It is used for infant foods, 
macaroni, breakfast foods, and in certain matters used by 
specialised trades.”
 “It appears to me that it is to the soya bean and the use 
which clever manufacturers may eventually make of it that 
the vegetarian may hopefully look forward to the day when 
really acceptable tasty substitutes will be on the market 
at a moderate price to take the place of present day dairy 
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supplies, namely, milk, butter and cheese–possibly eggs 
also. The essentials to be sought for are palatability, a low 
competitive price, and practical value to the human economy. 
I am not aware as to how far these points have been realised, 
so far, but there does not seem any insuperable diffi culty in 
achieving them all.” Address: J.P.

1934. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1929. The soya bean. Dec. p. 284. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Our esteemed contributor, Mr. John Naylor, 
in a communication appearing on a later page, has done us 
excellent service in drawing our attention to the potentialities 
of the soya bean. The vegetarian who bases his practice on 
the principle of humaneness is aware of his inconsistency 
when taking milk and milk products. To replace cow’s milk 
by a satisfactory milk made from the soya bean would be to 
replace a food that is provided at the cost of suffering with 
one free from that taint. The vegetarian strengthens his claim 
to be a humanitarian whenever he uses a vegetable substitute 
for an animal product and many have made the fi rst forward 
step by using only artifi cial leather. The soya bean makes 
it possible to advance still further by giving us not only 
milk, butter, cheese and meal, but many by-products which 
will satisfactorily replace by-products of meat. Statisticians 
have stated that before the close of the present century land 
will not be available to grow cattle for the meat and milk 
required, and Dr. Kellogg, of Battle Creek [Michigan], is of 
opinion that the soya bean will then become one of the great 
food staples of the world.
 “The Vegetarian Society allows members the use of 
milk, butter and cheese, and for the majority of vegetarians, 
during the present transitional period, the use of these animal 
products is both necessary and convenient. Milk and milk 
products have been aptly called ‘protective’ foods and it has 
been demonstrated that they have often made up what was 
lacking in the dietary of a vegetarian doing hard physical or 
mental work. The soya bean, however, promises the greatest 
of possibilities, for by its use the time is brought appreciably 
nearer when vegetarians will obtain all their food from the 
vegetable kingdom.” Address: The Vegetarian Society, 39 
Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme, Manchester, England.

1935. Product Name:  Super Arkady [Containing Enzyme-
Active Full-Fat Soy Flour].
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1929.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Peter 
Fitch. 1983. British Arkady Co. started doing business 
in 1921. In 1929 they introduced their fi rst food product 
containing soy as a major ingredient: Super Arkady, an 
ingredient for breadmaking containing enzyme active full-fat 

soy fl our. The company now also makes Ardex isolated soy 
proteins, Hi-Soy full-fat soya fl our, and Arkasoy, defatted 
soya fl our.
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made or sold by British Arkady.

1936. Richter, Victor F.A. 1929. White bread versus brown 
bread or the bread of to-morrow. Year Book of the Scottish 
Association of Master Bakers. p. 115-. Reprinted in: L. 
Berczeller. 1929. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. 
II. *
• Summary: Soy fl our improves the nutritional value of 
bread. “In adding 20 to 25 per cent. of Berczeller’s soya fl our 
to wholemeal fl our, the baker can produce a brown loaf equal 
in nourishment to the best beef. One pound of such bread is 
equal in food value to two lbs. of beef.”
 “May I quote once more the remarks made at a banquet 
a few years ago [before 1922] by Mr. Winston Churchill: 
‘It is of the highest importance that the West should learn 
the lesson of a cheaper standard of living which is taught 
them by the people of the East in the adoption of soya as an 
article of food.’” Address: Manager of Messrs Roman Uhl 
Nachfolger Josef M. Breunig, Vienna.

1937. White, Fabian. 1929. Flour production: Soya beans 
and a new process. Industrial World. 3 p. Reprinted in: L. 
Berczeller. 1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. 
III. 3 p. [3 ref. Eng]*
• Summary: The importance and food value of this soya 
bean fl our are described. “A company has been formed for 
the production of Dr. Berczeller’s Soya fl our in this country–
The Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of 7 Minding 
[sic, Mincing] Lane, London, E.C. 3–and a large and well-
equipped factory has been erected...”
 Note: This company was the Soya Flour Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd. Address: England.

1938. Chinese Eastern Railway. 1929. [Market for 
oleaginous products in England and the market share of 
soya beans]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria Monitor) 
(Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 11. p. 12-19. Russian edition. 
(According to data from Economic Bureau, Chinese Eastern 
Railway). [Rus; eng]
Address: Economic Bureau, Chinese Eastern Railway, 
Manchuria.

1939. Encyclopaedia Britannica (14th ed.): Soya bean oil. 
1929. New York & London: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 
See vol. 21, p. 104. [7 ref]
• Summary: This oil, also known as “Bean Oil” is obtained 
by expressing the ground seed of the soya bean in Anglo-
American presses. “The beans, which contain from 18% to 
20% of oil, yield by expression on the practical scale about 
13%. Damaged seeds are extracted with a volatile solvent, 
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whereby almost all the oil is recovered. The expressed 
meal is valued for its albumenoid content, and is especially 
suitable for feeding to dairy cattle, causing an increase in the 
secretion of milk fat. The oil expressed from sound seed is 
pale yellow in colour and only needs fi ltering over fuller’s 
earth to be fi t for edible purposes. Soya bean oil contains 
up to 6% of linolenic acid and therefore falls into the class 
of drying oils. In addition to its use as an edible oil, it fi nds 
extensive employment for soap-making; boiled with cobalt 
dryer it is used in the United States for the manufacture of 
paints.
 “In 1926 there were exported from Manchuria 1,423,000 
tons of beans and 165,000 tons of oil. Great Britain imported 
46,000 tons of beans and 43,000 tons of oil, while Germany 
consumed 370,000 tons of beans and 20,000 tons of oil.”

1940. Ferrée, Christian Johan; Tussaud, J.T. 1929. The soya 
bean and the new soya fl our. London: William Heinemann 
(Medical Books) Ltd. xi + 79 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm. 
Revised translation from the Dutch by C.J. Ferree and J.T. 
Tussaud of Die Sojaboon en Duurzaam Sojameel. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by Sir Wm. Arbuthnot 
Lane, President of The New Health Society. Preface, by C.J. 
Ferrée (London). 1. Introduction. Literature. Name of the 
plant. Origin. Botanical particulars. Assimilative power of 
the soya plant. Inoculation. Soil requirements. Production 
and cost. 2. General ingredients of the various Manchurian 
beans. Composition. The value of soya protein. Vitamin in 
the soya bean. Digestibility of the soya bean and its products. 
3. Use in China and Japan: Bean sauce, soy, or shoyu, 
Chinese chiang (paste), tou-fu or beancurd, beans consumed 
as a table vegetable, bean refuse and bean cake are used 
as a fertiliser and for fattening hogs, bean oil is used as an 
illuminant (where it has not been superseded by kerosene), 
as a substitute for lard in cooking, and as a lubricant for 
greasing axles and parts of native machinery, miso and natto. 
First imports into Europe. Exports during the last fi ve years 
from China and Japan. Imports during the last fi ve years into 
Europe and America. The increasing rate of its cultivation. 
Manchuria–Production. Estimate of the world’s production 
of the soya bean. London the principal market. Future 
importance.
 4. America. Australia. South Africa. Other British 
possessions and protectorates. Java (Dutch East Indies). 
Europe. 5. Unsuccessful experiments with soya fl our. 
Ordinary soya fl our. Extracted soya fl our. Dr. L. Berczeller’s 
discovery. The new soya fl our. Comparison with other cereal 
fl our and other foods. Comparison in price with other cereal 
fl our and other foods. Comparison in price of soya protein 
compared with other cereal foods. Comparative analysis of 
cereals. 6. Soya milk. Vegetable casein. Lecithin. 7. Increase 
in food value. Savings. Industrial application in foodstuffs. 
The importance of Dr. L. Berczeller’s soya fl our for the food 
industry. Soya fl our and the food laws. Uses of soya fl our 

in: Bread, pastry, cake, biscuits, confectionery, sausages, 
infant foods and food for invalids, cocoa, chocolate, soup 
cubes, pudding fl our. Uses in the kitchen. Soya fl our recipes 
(for fl our made using the Berczeller process), soya fl our for 
diabetics, recipes for diabetics.
 The Preface states: “In the following pages the writer 
has endeavoured to give an account of the numerous uses 
to which the soya bean has so far been put, and to visualise 
its future service to humanity through the means of a totally 
new and practical process by which this legume... may in 
future be used as an important article of food for general 
consumption throughout every quarter of the globe.
 “In compiling the details relative to the soya bean fl our, 
with which this brief summary principally deals, he trusts 
that he has succeeded in giving suffi cient data to enable 
the reader to fully realise its value as a staple food from the 
economic point of view, as well as from the more domestic 
standpoint, so that the important fact may be fully realised 
that a new foodstuff of a very valuable nature... has now 
been brought within the reach of all nations to serve them in 
a most practical manner as an economic article of food.”
 The book includes statistics on the imports and exports 
from 1923 to 1927 of “soya beans, soya oil, and soya cake in 
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various countries including China, Japan, England, France, 
Germany, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, and USA.
 The “new soya fl our” is that developed by Dr. 
Berczeller. This book repeatedly praises that fl our. “A few 
years ago Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian physiologist 
in Vienna, succeeded scientifi cally in fi nding a method 
which enables us to prepare from the soya bean a digestible 
and pleasantly fl avoured fl our without detracting from 
its nutritive value, and this method entirely succeeds in 
preserving all the good qualities contained in the bean itself. 
Physiological experts and analysts withhold no praise, as the 
following extracts will show: -” There follow words of praise 
from: (1) Dr. Alfred Schwicker, M.P., Royal Hungarian 
State Institute, Central Depot for Experimental Chemistry. 
(2) Dr. Stefan Weisser, King’s Counsellor, Royal Veterinary 
Physiological Experimental Station, Budapest. (3) Prof. A. 
Durig., The Physiological Institute, University of Vienna.
 Marakujew (1928) estimates the production of soya 
beans in “Manchuria at 6 million tons at the utmost, the 
production of the whole of China at 16 million tons, and 

he is led to this fi gure by the conclusions of the Economic 
Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which estimates 
that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to 37.1 million 
kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6 million tons 
originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million tons from 
North Manchuria” (p. 32). A table (p. 33) gives estimated 
world production of soya beans from 1923 to 1929 (6.6 
million tons, forecast). The leading producers in 1929 (in 
million tons) are: China 5.250. Japan 0.580. USA 0.250. Java 
and Dutch East Indies 0.120. Other Asiatic countries 0.400. 
A soya milk factory was recently established in Denmark 
(p. 54). Although this book contains a bibliography of 29 
references, most are very incomplete.
 Photos show: (1) A soybean plant with roots, pods, and 
leaves. (4) Nodules growing on soybean roots. (5) One pod 
and seed each from inoculated and uninoculated soybean 
plants. (7) An immense fi eld of soya beans in Manchuria. (8) 
Soya beans awaiting shipment, in house-shaped stacks under 
tarps, at Dairen. (13) Seeds of the most important varieties of 
soya beans now grown in the United States. (10) Two horses 
and a farmer cultivating a fi eld of soybeans. (11) Harvesting 
soya beans. (12) Well selected, clean soybean seeds.
 A map (frontispiece) shows where soybeans are 
cultivated worldwide. An illustration (facing p. 2) shows 
“Shen-Nung. Emperor [of China] in 2838 Before Christ, 
called ‘The Heavenly Farmer.’ Reproduced from a print in a 
Vienna museum.”
 One bar chart compares the nutritional composition 
of soya fl our with that of cereals and animal products, and 
other foodstuffs (p. 13), another compares the calories (p. 
46), and a third compares the cost of 1,000 calories (p. 48). 
Marakujew (probably spelled Marakiev or Marakuyev), in 
“The Export of Manchurian Soya Beans and its Finance” 
(1928, in Russian, probably an article rather than a book) 
“estimates the production of Manchuria at 6 million tons 
at the utmost, the production of the whole of China at 
16 million tons, and he is led to this conclusion by the 
Economic Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway, which 
estimates that the Manchurian crop in 1927 amounted to 
37.1 million kobu (5.88 million English tons), of which 2.6 
million tons originated from South Manchuria, 3.3 million 
tons from North Manchuria. According to the calculations 
of this bureau, the home consumption of North Manchuria 
is something like 40 per cent. of the production, viz., 1.3 
million tons; the remaining 2 million tons are for export. 
The exports of South Manchuria were estimated at 1 million 
tons” (p. 32). Address: London.

1941. Thorpe, W.A. 1929. A history of English and Irish 
glass. 2 vols. London: The Medici Society; Boston: Hale, 
Cushman & Flint. Illust. Index. 27 cm. [200+* ref]
• Summary: A superb book. Appendix II (p. 308-09) is titled 
“Thomas Bett’s Accounts: From the bills in the possession 
of Mr. Ambrose Heal, printed by Mr. Francis Buckley, in 
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Glass, Vol. V, p. 300 (July 1928).” Entries, starting in 1747, 
are listed chronologically. At 1752 is the fi rst mention of any 
cruets cut by Betts. At 1753 we read: “1 Pr. [pair] Cut Soy 
Cruits. 6 shillings.”
 At 1755 we read: “1 P. [pair] Cut Soy Cruits. 5 
shillings... 3 Soy Cruits Stopt. 7 shillings 6 pence.”
 On page 309 are some explanatory notes: In 1738 Betts 
is fi rst mentioned as a cutter of fi ne glass; he had a shop 
at Charing Cross [London] called the King’s Arms Glass 
Shop. He died in 1767. “Stopt = with stoppers.” “Soy cruits 
= bottles for soy, a sauce made from beans (Chin. shi = salt 
beans, yu = oil).”
 In 1677, the word “cruets” or “cruits” was spelled 
“crewitts” (p. 127).
 Volume II of this set consists entirely of glossy black 
and white photos with captions. Some show “cruet-bottles” 
(plates CLI = 151, CLIV = 154), but none show soy cruets. 
Address: The Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 
England.

1942. Economist (London). 1930. Japan.–Gold standard–
Prices–Foreign trade–Money. 110(4,506):23-24. Jan. 4.
• Summary: “From our correspondent. Tokyo, December 
10.” Japan is preparing to return to the gold standard. 
Wholesale prices continued to move downward last month. 
But Japanese prices are still about 20% higher than British 
or American prices. “The higher Japanese price level is 
accounted for largely by such ‘sheltered’ goods as red beans 
[azuki], miso, dried bonito, Japanese paper, mattings and 
tobacco (Government monopoly), prices of which, in most 
cases, are kept high for special reasons” (p. 24, col. 1).

1943. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1930. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1929. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1944. Food Manufacture (London). 1930. Nature of lecithin. 
5(1):3. Jan.
• Summary: Lecithin, a complex organic substance, is a 
glyceride in which one of the groups of fatty acids has been 
replaced by a complex acid containing phosphorus and 
nitrogen. Soluble in alcohol, it forms a colloidal solution 
in water and in oils or melted fat. In the human body, it is 
found in small quantities in the brain and nerve tissue. It is 
also present in egg yolk and plant seeds [such as soybeans]. 
It is generally widely distributed throughout the animal and 
vegetable kingdoms.
 Commercial lecithin has a waxy consistency, a bland, 
oily fl avour, and a faint odour; it is said to contain about 60% 
lecithin.

1945. Guardian (England). 1930. Miscellany: Chemical 
“meat.” Feb. 10. p. 7.

• Summary: A correspondent writes: The movements to “Eat 
more meat” and “Eat more fi sh” may soon be followed by an 
“Eat more monosodium glutamate” campaign. “A few years 
ago this queer chemical, made by hydrolysing gluten [sic] of 
soy beans with hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, was a mere 
academic fact.”
 Lately, however, it has come to be manufactured on a 
huge scale in China and Japan because of its meatlike taste. 
In Japan, where it is called “Ajinomoto” (the Element [Basis] 
of Taste) it has come to be used almost as commonly as 
sugar or salt. Restaurateurs in China fi nd they can substitute 
it for meat fl avoring or extracts (it is much cheaper) without 
diners knowing the difference. Perhaps the meatless sausage 
or the fi shless rissole have already begun to appear in our 
own teashops.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the word “meatlike.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) uses the word “meatless” to describe a 
meat alternative.

1946. Morse, W.J. 1930. Re: Exports of soybeans from 
Manchuria. Proposal of trip to Europe. Collecting soybean 
products in Japan. Letter to Mrs. Verna M. Donavan, Offi ce 
of Forage Crops, B.P.I., USDA, Feb. 15. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature on hotel letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mrs. Donavan: At the head offi ce of one 
of the large soybean oil companies in Tokyo we recently 
received considerable information concerning the export of 
soybeans from Manchuria to European countries, especially 
Germany, France, and England. It seems that these countries 
are taking so many soybeans that the Chinese government is 
considering the placing of an export duty on the seed in order 
to protect the soybean oil industry of Manchuria... we think 
it might pay us to return by way of Europe and look into the 
soybean industry.
 “In our soybean fi les and also in our general letter fi les, 
I think we have the names of fi rms and people interested 
in soybeans in several European countries. I wish that you 
would look up the names and addresses of such fi rms and 
persons so that I can write them and obtain some detailed 
information about the soybean situation in Europe.”
 “There is a Dr. J.L. North in London, England, with 
whom I have had considerable correspondence during the 
past several years.”
 Morse thinks that his collection of soybean products 
from Japan will number about 200 products ore more.
 “Received Mr. Lee’s letter recently which you typed for 
him in the winter and I am glad to hear that everything is 
going along so nicely. I feel now that the work is going along 
so fi ne that I can at least stay over here three or four more 
years. The soybeans are calling in the U.S. and I suppose 
that a year from now we will be on our way home or getting 
packed up to go.”
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 P.S. [handwritten]. It has occurred to me that the 
products being sent in should be placed in the large tin boxes 
in which we store seed to keep it away from the mice. If 
the mice are as bad as formerly, I am afraid that unless the 
products are stored in the tin boxes, the mice will play havoc 
with them...”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box 
93–Morse-Napier. Folder–Morse, W.J.-#4 F.C.I.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: The Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, 
Japan.

1947. Times Literary Supplement (London). 1930. New 
books and reprints–Agriculture: The Soya Bean and the 
New Soya Flour. By C.J. Ferrée. Revised translation from 
the Dutch by C.J. Ferrée and J.T. Tussaud. xi + 77 pp. 
Heinemann. 6s. 29(1465):167. Feb. 27. [1 ref]
• Summary: This brief book review begins: “Although 
the high nutritive value of the soya bean has long been 
recognized, efforts to popularize it among Western peoples 
have hitherto met with scant success, mainly because the 
bean itself is bitter and very diffi cult to cook. Also, soya 
fl our prepared by ordinary methods soon turns rancid, owing 
to the high percentage of fat that it contains. Quite recently, 
however, Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian physiologist 
in Vienna, has perfected a process which yields stable, 
pleasantly fl avoured and very nutritious soya fl our.”

1948. Prosco Oils Corp. 1930. Method of an apparatus for 
extracting materials. British Patent 324,681. Feb. 3. *

1949. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Re: There is just too 
much to do and see concerning soybeans in Japan. Letter to 
Mr. Knowles A. Ryerson, Principal Horticulturist in Charge, 
USDA, March 5. 3 p. Typed, without signature (carbon 
copy).
• Summary: “I have been kept rather busy writing up and 
packing the material that has been coming in from many 
sources in Japan, Hokkaido and Chosen (Korea) in spite of 
the opinion that the Japanese are better receivers than givers. 
We think... that exactly the opposite is true. If you do not 
think that we have been busy, please note the number of 
packages that have been sent in since the fi rst of the year. 
These are merely a start, for in winding up our work in 
Japan, we expect to send in quite a few packages.
 In regard to plans for the coming year,... So many 
new things keep coming up during the work in Tokyo and 
adjacent districts that our plans change almost daily in trying 
to get the most out of our work for the soybean industry in 
the United States... We simply can not do it all and to do the 
most important that is of the most value to the new soybean 

industry in our country, we must change our plans from time 
to time to meet the new conditions constantly arising.”
 “We think it would be well worth our time to return by 
way of the Trans-Siberian to Germany, France and England 
as a sort of clean-up of our Manchurian investigations.”
 “Mr. Lee, who is bearing the brunt of testing the new 
introductions, writes us to keep up the good work.”
 Location: National Archives, College Park, Maryland. 
Record group 54–Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and 
Agricultural Engineering. Subgroup–Div. of Forage Crops 
and Diseases. Series–General Correspondence, 1905-29. Box 
93–Morse-Napier. Folder–Morse, W.J.-#4 F.C.I.
 Sent to Soyfoods Center by Jacob Jones of Purdue 
Univ., Aug. 1998. Address: Tokyo, Japan.

1950. Morgan, R. Harold. 1930. Lecithin in industry. Food 
Manufacture (London) 5(3):75-76. March.
• Summary: “Although of universal occurrence, being 
present in almost every plant and animal cell, it is only 
recently that lecithin has been produced on a large 
commercial scale... Egg-yolk contains the largest amount of 
lecithin–viz., 8 to 10 per cent. It is for this reason that the 
lipoid obtained the name ‘lecithin,’ based on the Greek for 
egg yolk.
 “The soya bean, containing up to 2 per cent., comes 
next in importance as the source of the valuable compound. 
Owing to the prohibitive cost of lecithin when extracted 
from such an expensive raw material as egg-yolk, much 
work has been done on extracting the substance from soya 
beans. Based on alcohol and benzol extractions, a process 
is now in commercial operation producing lecithin in large 
quantities at a reasonable price. The commercial product is 
a dark brown paste containing about 60 per cent. lecithin, 
the remainder being pure soya oil with small quantities of 
phytosterol.”
 Discusses the use of lecithin in the margarine, chocolate, 
and cocoa industries. In margarine it binds the water and so 
prevents spitting when frying. In chocolate it helps to prevent 
“chocolate bloom” by reducing fat separation. In cocoa 
it helps to stabilise the emulsion, reducing the formation 
of sediment at the bottom of the cup. Address: Manager, 
Messrs. A.J. Caley and Son Ltd., Norwich.

1951. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. Soya fl our in modern 
baking. British Baker. May 9. p. 30.
• Summary: In 1924 Dr. Berczeller perfected a process for 
making soya fl our. “It has already come into general use on 
the Continent, particularly in Austria, where it is a regular 
ingredient of bread, rolls, cakes, and all forms of smalls. 
The use of Soyolk in the baking and confectionery trades is 
simplicity itself.” Gives details on incorporating Soyolk into 
baking recipes. It improves the fl avor and bloom of bread, 
the color and texture of the crumb, the keeping qualities, 
and above all the yield. Bread never “goes dry” when soy 
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fl our is used. Because soya fl our is a yeastfood, it livens up 
fermentation.
 “A special soya loaf containing 22 per cent. of the [soya] 
fl our and 78 per cent. of ordinary wheaten fl our, with the 
addition of 25 to 28 gallons of water per sack, has now been 
put on the market, and this loaf has the same nutritive value 
as the same weight of lean meat.” Address: Baking Expert, 
Nutrition Lab. of Vienna, Austria.

1952. Fortune. 1930. Soy beans: Which may be glue, milk, 
cheese, sauce, varnish, axle grease, fertilizer, soap, soup, 
buttons, artifi cial leather, enamel. 1(5):102, 104. June.
• Summary: Discusses the history of the soybean in various 
countries. Its uses in the United States are outlined. A 
plastic named Satolite is used to make combs and buttons. 
In “Paris there is a cheese factory that makes Rocquefort 
[Roquefort] from soy bean curd.” Soy bean “milk has more 
proteins than cow milk and little danger of contamination. 
Its fl our contains four and one-half times more fat, four 
times more proteins, half as much water, and nearly half as 
many carbohydrates as the fl our of wheat. These chemical 
ingredients make it a food, more interesting, perhaps, than 
palatable. Though the milk is supposed to be good for one (it 
arrests cases of retrogression, causes normal growth), it has 
generally to be drunk sweetened with sugar. Soy bean sauces 
are better spiced. (For the Chinese taste Lean & Perrins 
Worcestershire is too hot. The Chinese themselves make 
their sauces by exposing the crushed bean to sunlight and 
actually melting it. Certain Korean sauces are thus matured 
thirty years before they are considered palatable.) But if the 
bean’s chemical make-up only indirectly contributes to its 
success as human food, it is nevertheless the basis of the 
bean’s industrial importance. Because of its nitrogen, the 
bean is valuable as fertilizer and also as poultry and stock 
feed. And the bean’s hereinbefore mentioned oil has proved 
of value to many a manufacturer of paints, enamels, lacquers, 
and even explosives.”
 The Anglo-Chinese Company at Harbin and the 
Suzuki Mill at Dairen, both of which use chemical solvent 
extraction, have succeeded in extracting virtually all of the 
oil from the soybean; Manchuria’s traditional crude stone 
presses were able to extract only about half the soybean’s oil 
content.
 “Perhaps the greatest economic and industrial triumph 
of the soy bean occurred, oddly enough, in Denmark. Until 
some thirty years ago this pleasant country was more than 
self-supporting in the production of cereals, especially wheat. 
But U.S. mass production and low prices made for perilous 
and in some cases disastrous competition, even in Denmark’s 
home markets. The Danes bethought themselves of raising 
live stock, imported the soy bean (using the oil for its usual 
purposes), and used it as feed for their live stock and poultry. 
Today 70 per cent of Denmark’s export trade consists of live 
stock and animal products: milk, butter, cheese, bacon, ham, 

eggs, and the like. And for their country’s regained economic 
health Danes give thanks to the soy bean...
 “In the United States the paramount importance of 
soy bean is still its agricultural use. But it is signifi cant 
that 75 per cent of the soy bean oil consumed in United 
States is being used by paint and varnish industries and in 
manufacture of linoleum, oil cloth, artifi cial leather. Lesser 
quantities are utilized in printer’s ink, liquid soaps. Few soy 
beans are imported into this country.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
(Feb. 2007) seen that contains the term “mass production.”

1953. Bollmann, Hermann; Rewald, Bruno Albert. 1930. 
Improvements in and relating to the production of thickening 
materials for use in printing [from soya beans]. British 
Patent 333,959. Aug. 28. Application fi led May 28, 1929. *

1954. Sato, Masanori; Ito, Chiyomatsu. 1930. Method of 
extracting fatty oil [from soya bean]. British Patent 336,273. 
Oct. 10. *

1955. Stolk, C.C.C. van. 1930. Treatment of soy beans. 
British Patent 370,464. Oct. 11. *
• Summary: When the beans are ground in a drum provided 
with steel balls and cubes, all the cells are broken and no 
emulsifi cation is necessary when making a batter.

1956. Berczeller, Ladislaus. 1930. Process for working up 
natural materials containing lecithin. British Patent 361,956. 
Nov. 25. 2 p. Application fi led 25 Aug. 1930. Amended 25 
Nov. 1931 as “Process for the Manufacture of Soya Bean 
Flour.” Same number.
• Summary: Dr. Berczeller is “a Hungarian Subject.” “This 
invention concerns a process for treating soya beans and 
similar seeds containing lecithin for the purpose of obtaining 
therefrom residues free from undesirable substances of 
disagreeable taste.” After the lecithin is extracted with ethyl 
alcohol, the residue will be found to “possess a disagreeable 
bitter taste and nauseous odor.” To get prevent this, “the 
seeds are subjected to a distillation process with the aid 
of gases or steam before the extraction treatment with the 
solvent is effected.” The desired fi nal product is a light 
yellow powder. Address: PhD, Bleichergasse, Vienna IX, 
Austria.

1957. Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, W.J. 1930. Morse returns to 
Japan (Document part). In: P.H. Dorsett and W.J. Morse. 
1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, Chosen 
(Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), Singapore, 
Java, Sumatra and Ceylon. Washington, DC: Foreign Plant 
Introduction and Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA. 8,818 p. Unpublished log.
• Summary: Page 6825 (23 Dec. 1930). En route Kyoto to 
Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s notes: We left Kyoto on the 
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8:21 a.m. express for Tokyo arriving at the Tokyo Station at 
4:55 p.m.”
 Page 6830-6831. This is a letter dated 25 Dec. 1930 
from P.H. Dorsett in Peiping, China, to W.J. Morse [probably 
in Japan]. “I was surprised to learn of your trip to Harbin 
but glad to learn that you had a good time, saw a lot and 
got a lot of information and pictures even if you and Mr. 
Suyetake did almost freeze. I am especially glad that you 
saw Mr. Skvortzow and feel sure that you found him a most 
interesting fellow. I had not heard that he had dropped his 
research with soybeans.
 “I note that you say ‘I have now completed the movie 
story of soybeans in Manchuria.’ Of course in so far as the 
actual making of the movie negative is concerned, you are 
correct, but dear friend please allow me to suggest, that from 
my experience your trouble and work have just begun.”
 Page 6832-6833. This is a letter dated 10 Dec. 1930 
from W.J. Morse, c/o American Consulate, Dairen, 
Manchuria, to P.H. Dorsett, c/o Wagons-Lits Hotel, Peking, 
China. “We made a trip in North Manchuria and spent three 
days in Harbin (Suyetake and I nearly froze). We covered a 
lot of ground and saw and collected a nice lot of seed as well 
as some excellent pictures, both movies and stills. I have 
now completed the movie story of soybeans in Manchuria. 
Also secured an abundance of data on soys. Am just at the 
soybean saturation point and hope to clean up shortly and 
wend my way back collecting some stuff Mr. Saito put me in 
touch with after he spent a month of study of investigations 
in Japan on the utilization of soybeans and oil cake. Saw 
Prof. Skvortzow and he wished to be remembered to you. He 
dropped his work on soybeans about 2 years ago.”
 Page 6844-6845 (26 Dec. 1930). Tokyo, Japan. “Mr. 
Morse’s notes: We went to the offi ce of the S.M.Ry. with 
a letter from Mr. Sato of the Dairen offi ce to Mr. Ohbuchi, 
Director of the Tokyo offi ce... Mr. Matsuda stated that Japan 
imported Manchurian soybean oil cake to the value of about 
¥40,000,000 yearly. About 80 per cent of this cake is used for 
fertilizing purposes and the remaining 20 per cent for cattle 
and poultry feed, and a small amount for the manufacture of 
soy sauce and miso.
 “For the past two years the S.M.Ry. has encouraged 
experiments in the greater utilization of soybean oil cake 
for cattle, hogs and poultry with private concerns and 
experiment stations. Many such experiments have been 
carried on in the Tokyo and Chiba districts but as yet no 
offi cial results have been published. Mr. Matsuda advised he 
would write up data giving the ratio of the various ways in 
which soybean cake or meal is now used in Japan and also 
would put us in touch with animal industry experts who have 
been conducting extensive feeding tests with this product.
 “After lunch we visited the offi ce of the Honen Seiyu 
Co., Ltd., where we met the general manager, Mr. Shosaburo 
Ishii to whom we had a letter of introduction from Mr. Sato 
of Dairen. The Honen Co. is strictly a soybean oil milling 

concern using the German benzin [benzine] extraction 
process and has one mill at Dairen, Manchuria, one at 
Shimizu, Japan, and one at Narue [?] (near Osaka), Japan.”
 Note: An extensive search of the Web in both English 
and Japanese by a native Japanese speaker is unable to fi nd 
a place named “Narue” (or “Harue” or “Marue”) anywhere 
near Osaka.
 “The Honen Mills crush about 1,000 tons of Manchurian 
daily, producing nearly 8,000,000 sacks (84¼ lbs. per bag) 
and 3,000 cans of oil (½ gallon each)... Before the 1930 
U.S. new tariff much meal was shipped to the United States 
but none is shipped now. Considerable meal is shipped to 
England, Denmark and India.
 “The Honen Co. has issued several pamphlets giving 
directions for the use of the oil meal in manufacturing soy 
sauce and some kinds of miso, and also for the feeding of 
cattle, hogs, and poultry.
 “This company does not allow visitors in any of its 
mills. While at Dairen we tried to visit their plant near the 
S.M.Ry. storage yards, but were told that no one was allowed 
to go through the mill.”
 Page 7070 (31 Jan. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. Morse’s 
notes:... we met Professors Matsuzaki and Honda who gave 
us much information and some publications concerning 
wild legumes and grasses in the Japanese Empire. With 
reference to the wild soybean, both botanists stated that 
they knew of only one species, Soja ussuriensis. They had 
not found or heard of S. tomentosa or S. gracilis which 
Professor Skvortzow of Harbin, Manchuria, said occurred in 
Manchuria. They are inclined to believe that the two species 
are varieties of Soja ussuriensis.”
 Page 7138-7139 (9 Feb. 1931). Tokyo, Japan. “W.J. 
Morse’s notes: With reference to species of the wild soybean, 
Dr. Nakai stated that he knows of only one = Soja (Glycine) 
ussuriensis. He had never heard of S. tomentosa or S. 
gracilis which Prof. Skvortzow of Harbin stated are found in 
Manchuria. He is rather inclined to believe that such species 
are varieties or subspecies of Soja ussuriensis.” Address: 
Agricultural Explorers, USDA, Washington, DC.

1958. Tussaud, Gabriel Philip. 1930. Treatment of fat and 
oil-bearing seeds. British Patent 364,309. Dec. 16. *
• Summary: The seeds, especially soy beans or cereal grains, 
are soaked in water and treated with sulfur dioxide and steam 
at 110-140ºC until the seeds are dried out to less than the 
original natural water content; the fl avor and dietetic and 
keeping properties are improved.

1959. Adolph, William H. 1930. A 4000-year food 
experiment. Scientifi c American 143:425-28. Dec. [Eng]
• Summary: The average Chinese lives on only a few cents 
a day. “This is not a myth, nor is it a sign of poverty; it is a 
simple statement of an economic accomplishment of which 
China may justly feel proud.” Today the land feeds 400 
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million people.
 “The important place occupied by legumes (this means 
the soy bean) in China deserves more than passing mention. 
Of al the varieties of beans, it is nothing short of remarkable 
that the Chinese farmer-dietitian, thousands of years ago, 
chose to develop and retain in his agricultural repertoire just 
that one variety which contained the highest percentage of 
protein, and also the highest percentage of fat. The soy bean 
was the one vegetable product which could in any sense 
replace meat in his dietary. But the soy bean and its wonders 
is another story.
 “It is evident that China is not addicted to the meat 
eating evil” (see Table 2).
 “The peasant farmer consumes practically not meat at 
all, except for an occasional indulgence at the time of the 
Lunar New Year. It is probable that the Chinese approach 
as near to being a truly vegetarian people as is to be found 
anywhere on the earth’s surface.”
 In China only 9% of the protein consumed is of animal 
origin compared with about 80% in the USA. In making 
bread, “wheat protein should be supplemented with soy bean 
fl our.”
 Tables show: (1) Composition of the Chinese dietary 
(in percentages by weight); North China vs. United States. 
Cereals and beans: 65% vs. 25%. Vegetables and fruits: 27% 
vs. 20%. Butter, fats, sugar: 1% vs. 14%. Meat and fi sh: 4% 
vs. 18%. Eggs: 1% vs. 5%. Milk and cheese: 0% vs. 15%. 
Other foods: 2% vs. 3%.
 (2) Composition of the Chinese dietary (intake of 
nutrients per man per day for North China). Total food: 
1,188.0 gm. Total protein: 86.4 gm. Total fat: 34.1 gm. Total 
carbohydrate: 537 gm. Total energy value: 2794.0 calories. 
Weight of average man: 60.0 kg.
 (3) Meat consumption in the principal countries of the 
world (grams per capita per day): United States 149. Great 
Britain 130. France 92. Belgium and Holland 86. Austria-
Hungary 79. Spain 61. Russia 59. Italy 29. Japan 25. China 
(North) 15.
 Figures show: (1) The animal body as a converter of 
energy: One pound of cereal: Burned as fuel or eaten directly 
as food, 100% is recovered = 1,500 calories. Fed to a cow 
and recovered as milk: 17% is recovered = 255 calories. Fed 
to a beef steer and recovered as meat: 10% is recovered = 
150 calories.
 (2) How one dollar is used to purchase food–North 
China vs. United States. Pie charts show: North China: Bread 
and cereals 75 cents. Fruits and vegetables 10 cents. Meat 
and fi sh 7 cents. Eggs 3 cents. Fats 3 cents. Milk 0.1 cent. 
Other foods 2 cents. United States: Meat 33 cents. Fruits 
and vegetables 16 cents. Fats and sugar 16 cents. Bread and 
cereals 13 cents. Milk 10 cents. Other foods 7 cents.
 A small portrait illustration shows William Adolph. 
Photos show: (1) Plowing in North China. No draft animals 
are used. “A man is often a more economical draft animal 

than a mule.” (2) Two men with a hand-cart walking behind a 
cow. “A Chinese highway 18 inches in width effects a saving 
in land area available for cultivation, which means food for 
more mouths.” (3) “One effect of population pressure: a 
deforested mountain in North China.” Population pressure 
has also led to the discovery that hogs are the most effi cient 
source of meat. Address: PhD, Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry, 
Univ. of Nebraska. Recently appointed Prof. of Chemistry, 
Yenching Univ., Peking.

1960. Snodgrass, Katharine. 1930. Margarine as a butter 
substitute. Stanford, California: Stanford University Press/
Food Research Institute. 333 p. Index. 23 cm. Fats and Oils 
Studies No. 4. Dec. [255 footnotes]
• Summary: An excellent book, rich is historical background 
and statistics. Contents: 1. Introduction. Part I: History 
of legislation to control the manufacture of margarine. 2. 
Historical background. 3. Early margarine legislation. 4. 
Developments leading to the amendment of the federal act. 5. 
Enforcement and proposals for federal legislation since 1902. 
6. Recent developments in federal legislation. 7. Résumé of 
state legislation. 8. Prevention of fraud. 9. The tax feature of 
the law. 10. Foreign margarine legislation.
 Part II: Technological developments and dietary 
considerations. 11. The Mège-Mouriez process and the early 
manufacture of margarine. 12. The shift in raw materials. 
13. Mechanical and other improvements. 14. Dietary 
considerations. Part III: Economic analysis. 15. The rate of 
consumption of margarine in Europe and America: Wide 
variation among countries in the consumption of butter and 
margarine–Denmark, Norway, Holland, Germany, United 
Kingdom, Sweden, Belgium, France and Italy, United 
States. 16. The trend of production and consumption of 
butter and margarine in the United States and Europe. 17. 
Organization and location of the margarine industry. 18. 
Recent developments in the American butter industry. 19. 
The relation between the butter and margarine markets. 20. 
Further consideration of the margarine and butter markets. 
21. Butter in competition with the fats and oils. 22. The 
condition of the dairy industry. 23. Concluding remarks.
 Appendix. 1. Federal legislation on margarine in the 
United States. 2. Summary of state legislation on margarine 
in the United States. 3. Tables.
 “Two general types of margarine are recognized in this 
country: one a combination of animal fats and vegetable 
oils, in which oleo oil is predominant; the other, a strictly 
vegetable oil product, in which coconut oil is the principal 
ingredient. The fi rst type is generally termed oleomargarine, 
the second nut margarine, although to comply with American 
law all margarine must be labeled ‘oleomargarine’ regardless 
of the ingredients used in it.” Footnote 1 (p. 1) states: 
“According to American offi cial regulations, nut margarines 
must be made from the oil of nuts, such as coconuts, peanuts, 
palm kernels, rather than from the oil of seeds, such as 
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cottonseeds or soy beans.”
 During World War I, “as a result of the scarcity and 
high price of animal fats, nut margarines were introduced 
in increasing volume. Gradually this type of margarine has 
gained in popularity until now approximately two-thirds 
of the national output contains no animal fats at all. Such 
margarine is made chiefl y of coconut oil, with admixtures of 
other vegetable oils, principally peanut oil” (p. 2).
 “The foregoing statements indicate briefl y the principal 
or usual ingredients [coconut and peanut oils] of American 
margarine. Palm kernel, soy bean, and palm oil are other oils 
sometimes used... soy bean oil is a liquid oil, in that regard 
resembling cottonseed oil” (p. 3).
 Pages 33-42 discuss the Federal Margarine Act of 1886.
 In 1904 and 1909 two palm oil cases reached the 
Supreme Court. “The question at issue was whether the use 
of palm oil, an admittedly wholesome vegetable fat of a 
naturally deep orange color, constituted artifi cial coloring 
of the product under the terms of the law, and required the 
payment of a 10-cent tax on the fi nished commodity. The 
court ruled that it did, on the ground that the proportions 
of palm oil used were so small as to be unimportant except 
for coloring purposes.” As a result, manufacturers began 
experimenting with other coloring agents–such as peanut oil 
and soy bean oil–which could be used in suffi cient volume to 
constitute legitimate ingredients (p. 66).
 Lecithin: The addition of lecithin for the purpose of 
making margarine resemble butter more closely was fi rst 
patented in Germany in 1902 (Patent No. 142,379). “In the 
United States, the use of lecithin, if it occurs at all, is not 
extensive, despite the efforts of lecithin manufacturers to 
introduce it. Since it is now being manufactured cheaply on 
a considerable scale from soy beans, it is to be anticipated 
that it will fi nd its way before long into American margarine 
factories” (p. 154).
 Imported oils used in margarine include coconut oil, 
palm kernel oil, palm oil, peanut oil and soy bean oil (p. 
263).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2005) that contains the word “cottonseeds.” 
Address: Research Assoc., Food Research Inst., Stanford 
Univ., California.

1961. Hornibrook, Ettie. 1930. Diabetic foods: Soya. Empire 
Foods 1(1):1-7.
• Summary: The subtitle of this journal is: “A Journal 
of Household Hints and Practical Recipes for British 
Housewives.” On the title page: “The Object of this Journal 
is to promote the use of British Foods in British Homes. 
Nobody connected with this Journal has any commercial 
interest in the foods recommended.”
 Discussion of Soyolk soy fl our and its uses, with 
recipes. Contents: Editorial. What is soya? Soyolk scones. 
Importance of water-drinking. List of materials for Soyolk 

Scones. Spices. Recipes. Celery seed tea. List of diabetic 
fl ours. Acid and alkaline foods. Soyolk Advertisement. 
Heinemann’s health books.
 Note interesting etymology of “soya” almost equal 
“soyfoods.” Address: Fellow of the Royal Empire Society.

1962. Lubimoff, L.I. 1930. [Manchurian beans on the 
London market in 1929]. Vestnik Manchzhurii (Manchuria 
Monitor) (Chinese Eastern Railway) No. 4. p. 1-7. Russian 
edition. [Rus]*
Address: Manchuria.

1963. Prinz, H. 1930. Die Bedeutung des Berczeller’schen 
Sojamehles fuer Grossbritannien [The signifi cance of 
Berczeller’s soy fl our for Great Britain]. In: L. Berczeller. 
1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 7 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. [2 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Includes a discussion on the characteristics and 
nutritional value of soy fl our. Address: Vienna, Austria.

1964. Richter, Victor F.A. 1930. The Dr. Berczeller’s soya 
fl our in the Vienna and Continental bakery. In: L. Berczeller. 
1930. Publications on Berczeller’s Soy Flour. Vol. III. 7 p. 
Unpublished manuscript. [Eng]
• Summary: Contains 14 recipes for using Berczeller’s soya 
fl our to make: Rye bread (grey and dark), potato milk bread, 
Vienna imperial rolls, imperial rolls with over-night sponge, 
French and Vienna rolls with over-night sponge, mellow 
milk crescents and bread with over-night sponge, Vienna 
milk rolls and crescents, good rusks, sandwich loaves, bread 
for diabetics (with “2 lbs. of Berczeller’s Soya fl our” and 
“2 lbs. wet gluten”), cheap fermented continental goods, 
fancy milk tea bread dough for brioches, fl ans, coreaths, etc., 
almond stollen, and fruit stollen. Address: Bakery expert, 
Vienna, Austria.

1965. Stewart, C.L.; Whalin, O.L.; Rickey, L.F. 1930. 
Agricultural economics: Two developments of interest in 
soybean marketing. Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Annual Report 43:183-84. For the year ended June 30, 1930.
• Summary: “1. There is a prospect that higher import 
duties on soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean meal will be 
maintained for the protection of producers in the United 
States than have as yet been imposed by any of the leading 
countries using considerable amounts of these products. As 
indicated in Table 42, Great Britain has had no duties on the 
importation of these products. In Germany [law passed in 
1925] and France [law passed in 1928] the duties have been 
limited to soybean oil. In Denmark [law passed in 1924] 
small duties have been levied on soybeans [2 cents per 100 
lb] and upon the meal and related products [3 cents per 100 
lb], the oil being admitted free. The Netherlands [law passed 
in 1925] have the nearest approach to the United States in 
comparative height of a soybean tariff wall.” In the USA, the 
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Fordney-McCumber tariff law, “which was in effect from 
1922 to 1930, carried rates on each 100 pounds as follows: 
soybeans 50 cents, soybean oil $2.50, and soybean oil cake 
and oil-cake meal, free.” The new U.S. law [Smoot-Hawley 
Tariff Act of 1930, passed 17 June 1930, and effective 
immediately] is expected to carry the following higher rates 
per 100 pounds: soybeans $2.00, soybean oil $3.50 but not 
less than 45% ad valorem, and soybean oil cake and oil-cake 
meal $0.30. Note: A tariff is defi ned as a government tax 
on imports, designed either to raise revenue or to protect 
domestic industry for foreign competition.
 “2. Soybeans in Illinois have furnished a rather unique 
example of marketing practice. Some of the leading millers 
of the state put out contracts with farmers for the crops of 
1928 and 1929 which guaranteed a certain minimum price 
but left the farmer the option of selling for a higher price if 
it was obtainable. While these contracts had several faults 
from a practical point of view, they served the desired 
purpose of greatly stimulating the production of soybeans 
and establishing the industry of soybean processing on a 
fairly stable basis so far as a commercial supply of beans 
was concerned. Recently, however, market conditions and 
the development of a soybean marketing association have 
obviated the necessity for these contracts and they have been 
withdrawn by the millers.”
 Note: For more about this Soybean Marketing 
Association see Rickey (1930a, 1930b), Lloyd (1930), and 
Soybean Marketing Assoc. (1931). Address: 1-2. Agricultural 
Economics; 3. Grain Marketing.

1966. Hornibrook, Ettie. 1930? Soya and British Empire 
jams (Leafl et with recipes). London: Haymarket Stores. 2 
panels each side. Each panel: 22 x 14 cm. Undated.
• Summary: In this recipe leafl et Mrs. Hornibook gives 
recipes for the use of Soyolk soy fl our in jams. “The practice 
in Arabia, India, China and elsewhere of making jam and 
confectionery from peas and beans is sound dietetics; but the 
nicest vegetable protein meal to introduce into the British 
Empire Jams is ‘Soyolk’–the new soya fl our.”
 Contents (mostly recipes): Soya pineapple jam. Soya 
marmalade. Soya ginger. Soya melon cheesecake (with “12 
oz. Soyolk” soya fl our). Soya fi g confections. Soya almond 
honey. Soya maple syrup. Soya treacle. Cape gooseberry 
confection. Conclusion. Cost of ingredients (Soyolk in bulk 
is 6 pence per pound).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) 
that mentions the use of soy (in any form) as an ingredient 
in a cheesecake. Address: Miss, Fellow of the Royal Empire 
Society, London.

1967. Hornibrook, Ettie. 1930? Soyolk and arrowroot 
(Leafl et, with recipes). England. Undated. *

1968. Los Angeles Times. 1931. Why import soy? We can 

grow this bean to perfection. Jan. 11. p. J6.
• Summary: This article seems to be based on: Morse, W.J. 
1927. “Soy beans: Culture and varieties.” USDA Farmers’ 
Bulletin No. 1520. 34 p. April. It begins: “Californians are 
accustomed to thinking of the soy bean as a cover crop. It is 
interesting to note that in its native land, Manchuria, this use 
of the soy bean is of small importance.” There the soy bean 
is used mainly as a food product; only the by-products, such 
as bean cake and straw, are used as fertilizer.
 Food products include a paste [jiang], fermented 
for about 2½ months, soy [sauce], bean curd [tofu], dry 
bean curd cakes, bean curd wafers, fl our, and “milk.” The 
expressed oil is used locally mainly for illumination [in 
lamps]. The better grades are used for cooking and the poorer 
grades for lubricating, for making printer’s ink and varnish, 
and “as a waterproofi ng material in the manufacture of cloth, 
paper umbrellas, and lanterns.
 The bean cake is used to fatten pigs and cattle. In Japan, 
the cake is used as a fertilizer for mulberry trees and rice 
fi elds. “In Manchuria the cake is crushed and mixed with oil 
and arsenic and placed on the roots of trees to poison insect 
pests.” This insecticide is used to kill the pests that injure the 
wild trees where silkworms live.
 The soy bean was grown in the United States as early as 
1804, but only as a curiosity. In Europe it was mentioned as 
early as 1790. The soy bean fi rst became known worldwide 
during the war between Russia and Japan [1904-05]. During 
the war, the many troops quartered in Manchuria created a 
large demand for soybeans as food. Local farmers increased 
their acreage. But after the war they found they had a surplus 
that was for too great for the demand in the local market or 
the Orient. The price dropped and a trial shipment was sent 
to London. The timing was perfect, since English vegetable 
oil mills were running part time because of a small crop of 
cottonseed and the failure of linseed in the USA and the 
Argentine. For the rest of that season, the English mills ran 
full time on soy beans.

1969. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1931. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1930. London. 106 p. See p. 92-94.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1970. Buckley, Francis. 1931. Fine old English glasses. 
XIV.–Miscellaneous articles: Cruet bottles, plates, rummers, 
carafes. Glass (Redhill, Surrey, England) 8(2):65-66, 71. 
Feb.
• Summary: Only gradually were the old fashioned casters of 
silver displaced and superseded by glass cruet bottles. Even 
then, in the fashionable sets, the glass bottles were always 
“mounted with caps and handles of silver or Sheffi eld plate. 
It is this hybrid nature of the cruet bottle, the combination 
of silver and glass work, that is mainly accountable for its 
rejection by collectors of silver and glass alike.”
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 For cruet bottles, sets of silver casters in stands seem to 
have come into fashion in the early 1700s; “one of the fi rst 
sets that included glass bottles is dated 1719. Even then the 
two bottles in the set had little cutting on the sides. Perhaps 
the need for bottles of glass was occasioned by the inclusion 
on the caster stand of Vinegar, Oil and Soy, for which silver 
bottles were obviously unsuited. Eventually, the old casters 
for sugar, pepper and mustard (which was scattered in 
powdered form originally) gave way to glass casters and a 
glass mustard pot, restoring harmony to the contents of the 
cruet stand.”
 A photo shows two cruets, both in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum. Address: [England].

1971. A.A.R. 1931. What is soya bean fl our? (“The Soyolk”). 
China Weekly Review (Shanghai) 56(1):483. March 7.
• Summary: Dr. Berczeller, an Hungarian scientist, has 
modernized the traditional process for making soya fl our, He 
found that by distillation at a low temperature, the elements 
unfi t for human consumption can be removed. The resulting 
Soyolk fl our is very rich in protein and vitamins.
 Europeans have seen the commercial value of the new 
fl our and factories are being set up at important centers. 
Among the fi rst constructed are those located in Turin 
(Italy), Budapest (Hungary), Vienna (Austria), and London 
(England); all of them turn out Soyolk. Now there is great 
interest in cultivating the Soya Bean in Europe. Address: 
Mukden, Manchuria.

1972. South Manchuria Railway. 1931. Soya beans. Report 
on Progress in Manchuria. Second, to 1930. 307 p. See p. 4, 
5, 8, 40, 76, 137, 144, 152, 154-55. (Dairen, Manchuria). [1 
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “The soya bean, to-day commanding a world 
market, and kaoliang, used as the staple food of the native 
population and also as cattle fodder, are the most important 
among agricultural products. The production of soya beans, 
amounting at present to about 221,000,000 bushels, or 
5,300,000 tons, annually, has doubled during the last 14 
years... The commercial importance of the soya bean and its 
products–oil and cake–has made Manchuria famous. They 
are so predominant that they now constitute more than 60 
per cent. in value of the entire export trade of Manchuria. 
Of 4,721,000 tons of beans and bean products exported in 
1929, more than 41% went to Japan, about 44% to Europe, 
13% to China, and the rest to the United States and other 
countries. Next to beans, millet is now the most important 
crop producing 171,000,000 bushels every year.”
 “Manchuria is often described as the ‘granary of Asia,’... 
But its agricultural destiny was not generally realized 
until the South Manchuria Railway Company, running 
through the valley of the Liao River, brought large supplies 
of Manchurian [soy] beans to Dairen, whence they were 
shipped to waiting markets in Europe.

 Soya beans (Chapter 94) is one of ten chapters in section 
VII titled agriculture. “The story of the Manchurian bean is a 
striking romance in economic history. The Japanese, though 
naturally regretting the loss of the Liaotung, the ‘legitimate 
fruit’ of the Sino-Japanese war, found some compensation in 
the discovery of the Manchurian bean, which revolutionized 
the fertilizer industry and became a substitute in the Japanese 
rice-fi eld for the dry-herring fertilizer then extensively used. 
Ever since, the Japanese have been the heaviest purchaser of 
the Manchurian bean. The fi rst trial shipment of this legume 
was made in 1908 by the Mitsui Firm of Japan, being sent 
from Dairen to Liverpool, and this was the beginning of a 
new industry in England, Germany, Denmark and Holland. 
The major portion of the beans destined for Europe was 
for the mills at Liverpool and Hull, England; for those at 
Copenhagen, Denmark, and Rotterdam and Amsterdam, 
Holland. Germany’s consumption subsequently became 
greater than all, and this, though interrupted during the 
European war, is recovering. At the time of the universal 
shortage of food during the great war, the Manchurian bean 
played a very important part in the world’s food supply.”
 “The infl uence of the Manchurian bean on national 
economy is remarkable. Denmark was more than self-
supporting in the production of cereals, specially wheat, 
until 30 years ago. But Danish products found themselves 
unable to compete with American large-scale production, 
even in the home market. Aided by the Manchurian bean, 
the Danes turned extensively to stock breeding. The bean 
is imported, the oil extracted and used for manufacturing 
margarine (vegetable butter), soap, etc., while the residue of 
cake is extensively used as feed for live-stock, which totaled 
as many as 18,524,000 head in 1926, besides many million 
run of poultry. The consequence was the development of an 
enormous export trade in animal products, butter, cheese, 
bacon, ham, eggs, and also live-stock. The value of this great 
trade is some 1,027 million kroner [krone], or more than 
70% of Denmark’s total export. Holland, to some extent, is 
in a similar position.”
 Total world production of soybeans in 1928-29 was 
estimated at 353,842,000 bushels, of which Manchuria 
accounted for 63% (22 bushels/acre), China proper 25% (16 
bu/acre), Korea 6% (12 bu/acre), Japan 5% (19 bu/acre), and 
the USA 1% (16 bu/acre).
 Manchurian soya beans are divided into 4 classes 
according to color–yellow, white eye-brow [yellow with 
white hilum], green, and black. The chemical composition 
of these beans, according to analyses made in 1927 by the 
Central Laboratory at Dairen is: Yellow (18.19% crude 
fat/39.94% crude protein), black (14.74/41.00), green 
(18.96/40.12). Thus the green are highest in oil and the black 
are lowest. The black are highest in protein and the yellow 
are lowest. Address: Dairen, Manchuria.

1973. Bakers’ Review (Watford, England). 1931. Soy bean 
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bread. May. p. 49. *

1974. Nutrient, Ltd. 1931. Classifi ed ad: Wanted in all 
districts, experienced travellers or wholesalers... Times 
(London). July 23. p. 3, col. 3.
• Summary: “... with established Connexions amongst large 
Bakers and Provision Firms to sell excellent new make of 
Margarine, Compound Lard, Soya Flour, and Rice Flour.–
Apply by letter, giving fullest particulars and qualifi cations.” 
Address: Mark-lane Station buildings, London E.C.3.

1975. Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 1931. The 4 
reasons why Soyolk sales have increased 53% in the fi rst six 
months of 1931 (Ad). National Baker. Aug. 22.
• Summary: A graph shows Soyolk’s sales, but no units or 
statistics are given on either axis. The four reasons are: (1) 
“Soyolk saves eggs, milk, and fat, and improves the quality. 
These advantages alone more than pay for its use.” (2) 
“Soyolk contains 15 times as much fat as wheaten fl our and 
four times as much protein. Bigger yield is always assured.” 
(3) Soyolk increases volume and texture in sponge goods. 
(4) Soyolk gives yield and moisture retaining advantages in 
brown and wholemeal breads.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soy fl our by 
individual company. Address: 7, Mincing Lane, E.C.3. 
London, England.

1976. Horvath, A.A. 1931. Soya fl our as a national food. 
Scientifi c Monthly 33(3):251-60. Sept. [51 ref]
• Summary: During the past two decades a breakfast 
that used to be based on meat has been replaced by one 
consisting of cereals, sugar, milk, and fruit. “The experience 
of the Chinese people is a good example that even an entirely 
vegetarian diet is adequate in every respect if supplemented 
by the use of soybean products.”
 In Italy extensive studies feeding soybean bread to men 
were conducted by Prof. Ducceschi of the Committee for the 
Study of Soya, which was founded by order of Mussolini.
 Before World War I, the bakeries in Hamburg, Germany, 
used around two tons of solvent extracted soybean fl our 
(made by the Hansa Mill in Hamburg) to make bread. And 
since 1920 in Hamburg a bread containing 10% soybean 
fl our has been supplied to hospitals, asylums, and other 
public establishments. Prof. Neumann, director of the 
governmental Hygiene Institute in Hamburg (the largest 
institute of its kind in Germany) stated in 1928 that “The 
heads of the hospitals were unanimous in their praise of this 
bread...” The manufacture of a similar soybean bread was 
begun in 1920 in the coal mining and industrial districts of 
Bochum, Dortmund and Duesseldorf in the Ruhr (Germany).
 Also discusses at length Prof. Berczeller’s Soyolk fl our, 
which contains 42.5% protein and 20.24% fat. “Berczeller 
made a noble gesture in making a gift of his patented 

procedure in Hungary to the Children’s Welfare Society of 
that country. At present, factories manufacturing Berczeller’s 
fl our are also established in Austria, Germany and England, 
and the introduction of Soyolk fl our has met everywhere 
with great success. In the United States the building of a 
Soyolk factory is under way.”
 “Professor Moll, of the State Institute for Mothers and 
Children in Vienna (Austria), has obtained very satisfactory 
results with Soyolk fl our for weak and tubercular children.”
 “In Vienna, Mrs. Hess, the head of the Federal Institute 
of Home Economics, undertook the study of the application 
of the Soyolk fl our to cooking. Soon a large number of 
recipes were produced, the principal of which were soy-
soups, meat dishes, cakes, fi sh salads, pancakes, etc.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2010) by 
Dr. A.A. Horvath with the term “soya fl our” (or “soy fl our”) 
in the title. Address: M.D., Former head of the Soybean 
Research Lab. at Peking Union Medical College, then with 
Rockefeller Inst. for Medical Research, Princeton, New 
Jersey.

1977. Madison Survey (Madison, Tennessee). 1931. A 
valuable but neglected food. 13(41):163. Oct. 21.
• Summary: “About half of the people of the world obtain 
their protein from the soybean. The soybean protein is 
complete and superior in some respects to the protein in milk 
and fl esh foods. The protein of a pound of soybeans is equal 
in nutritional value to two pounds of beef and costs much 
less. It contains none of the objectional [sic, objectionable] 
features found in the protein of meat. The broken-down, 
worn-out dead matter–the result of metabolism–of fl esh 
foods is injurious to the liver, kidneys, and blood vessels.”
 “The Madison School family is enjoying the milk made 
from soybeans. Already the medical profession is realizing 
the value of this milk for infant feeding. The milk and cheese 
of the soybean is a wholesome, delicious food.”
 “It has been discovered that the average per cent of 
tuberculous milk in the great cities of England is 7.36. There 
are over a million tuberculous milk cows in England and 
Wales. And there are only four hundred dairies in all England 
and Wales that produce an A-grade milk.”

1978. Food Manufacture (London). 1931. Trade notes: 
Edible soya fl our. Soyolk in health drinks and foods. 
6(11):334-35. Nov.
• Summary: “The pure edible soya fl our (Soyolk) with a 
20 per cent. fat content, prepared from the soya bean by 
the Berczeller process, is meeting with a ready response 
from many of the leading food manufacturers in U.S.A. 
After importing Soyolk from the British company for just 
over a year, the American concessionaires operating this 
process, we are informed, have commenced milling activities 
in a large plant at Nutley, New Jersey, and are supplying 
numerous bakers, confectioners, and food manufacturers 
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with their product, known under the trade name of Soyex.” 
Discusses the many types of American foods in which Soyex 
is used.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) 
stating that the Soyex Company is located in Nutley, New 
Jersey.
 “A new fi eld which Soyolk is said to be invading is that 
of the ready-to-take health food drink... A breakfast food in 
which soya bean fl akes or puffed beans appear is one of the 
latest applications of this valuable food material, and salted 
soya beans promise to compete with salted almonds, the new 
invader being not only considerably cheaper in cost, but also 
easier to digest.
 “English manufacturers will not be slow to follow the 
lead given by those in the American food industry...”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term “salted soya beans” to 
refer to soynuts.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) 
that mentions soy fl our in international trade.
 Note 4. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains word “soya bean fl akes”–used 
to refer to a food. Address: UK.

1979. Craib, W.G. 1931. Flora Siamensis enumeratio. A list 
of plants known from Siam with records of the occurrence. 
Polypetale. Vol. 1. Bangkok: Siam Society. 809 p. See p. 
438. [7 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Glycine max... The common soy bean, 
frequent in cultivation. Local names: “Tua luang” or “Tua 
praluang. Siamese: “Tua nao, Lao, Chiengmai.” Address: 
Prof. of Botany, Univ. of Aberdeen, Scotland.

1980. Crowther, Charles. 1931. The work of the Harper 
Adams College Pig-feeding Experimental Station, 1926-
1931. J. of the Royal Agricultural Society of England 92:1-
43.
• Summary: During the years 1926 to 1931 a series of 
experiments in pig-feeding with rations including soya meal 
was conducted by this Experimental Station in Shropshire. It 
was found that when defi cient minerals were added, solvent-
extracted soya meal was fully as effi cient as fi sh meal or 
meat meal when added to the cereal ration. “An average 
proportion of about 8 per cent. of soya meal in rations is 
adequate. This is best secured by using about 12 per cent. in 
the ration for the newly weaned pig, and gradually reducing 
this to a minimum of about 5 per cent. at bacon weights. The 
only minerals required to be added to rations of cereal meals 
and soya meal are limestone and salt. An allowance of 1½ lb. 
limestone and ½ lb. salt per 100 lb. mixed meals is adequate. 
An even smaller allowance of salt is probably suffi cient.” 
Address: Harper Adams College, Newport, Shropshire, 
England.

1981. Howard, Albert; Wad, Yeshwant D. 1931. The waste 
products of agriculture: Their utilization as humus. London, 
New York, etc.: H. Milford, Oxford University Press. xiv + 
167 p. Illust. 22 cm. *
• Summary: Sir Albert Howard (born in 1873) criticizes 
chemical farming methods that were taking emphasis away 
from humus, which he demonstrated to be the foundation 
of fertile soil. This book was continued in 1940 by An 
Agricultural Testament. The two books founded the organic 
movement in the Western world. This book contains a 
detailed discussion of the Indore process for the manufacture 
of humus. The British Library Catalog lists the second 
author’s name as Yasvant D. Vad [Wad].
 About Albert Howard: “Albert Howard was born at 
Bishop’s Castle, Shropshire. He was the son of Richard 
Howard, a farmer, and Ann Howard, née Kilvert. He was 
educated at Wrekin College, Royal College of Science, 
South Kensington, and as Foundation Scholar, at St. John’s 
College, Cambridge. In 1896, he graduated in Natural 
Sciences at Cambridge, where he also obtained a Diploma 
of Agriculture in 1897. In 1899, he lectured in Agricultural 
Science at Harrison College, Barbados, and in 1899 and 
1902, was a Mycologist and Agricultural Lecturer at the 
Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies. 
From 1903-1905, he was Botanist to the South-Eastern 
Agricultural College, Wye; and from 1905-1924, he was 
Imperial Economic Botanist to the Government of India.
 “In 1914, he was created a Companion of the Indian 
Empire (C.I.E.), and received a Silver Medal of the 
Royal Society of Arts in 1920. From 1924-1931, Howard 
was Director of the Institute of Plant Industry, Indore, 
and Agricultural Adviser to States in Central India and 
Rajputana. He was made a Fellow of the Royal Asiatic 
Society in 1928, and in 1930 received the Barclay Memorial 
Medal of that society. He was knighted in 1934, and made 
an Honourable Fellow of the Imperial College of Science in 
1935.
 Howard worked in India as agricultural adviser and 
was in charge of a government research farm at Indore. He 
worked together with Gabrielle Matthaei (1876-1930), and 
her sister Louise (1880-1969). He married Gabrielle in 1905. 
After her death, he married Louise in 1931. Gabrielle was 
herself a professionally trained and competent botanist, and 
indeed the contribution of both women to organic farming 
is said to be underestimated (Source: Wikipedia, at Albert 
Howard, Jan. 2015).

1982. Mathews, R.H. comp. 1931. A Chinese-English 
dictionary: Compiled for the China inland mission. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Univ. Press. Published 
for the Harvard-Yenching Institute. xxiv + 1226 p. Index. 26 
cm. [3 ref]*
• Summary: This excellent dictionary, which romanizes 
Chinese words using the Wade-Giles system and arranged 
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them in alphabetical order by sound, is a condensed version 
of the multi-volume dictionary by Giles, and a revised 
version of Matthews’ 1931 dictionary. Address: China Inland 
Mission, Shanghai.

1983. Maughan, Cuthbert. 1931. Markets of London: A 
description of the way in which business is transacted in the 
principal markets and in many commodities. London, New 
York, etc.: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons (Ltd.). x + 208 p. Index. 
22 cm.
• Summary: In chapter 8, titled “Soya beans and ground 
nuts” (p. 35-38), the introduction states: “The third great 
market, in addition to the grain and freight markets, which 
is concentrated in the Baltic Mercantile and Shipping 
Exchange, is that for oil-seeds, oil, and tallow.”
 “The development of trading of some of these 
commodities, if not in all, is full of romance. Much 
individual effort and hard work have been called for in the 
cultivation of trades from very small beginnings to vast 
proportions. The trade in soya beans is an example. These 
beans have been used from time immemorial in the East as 
a food for human beings, but the European market in this 
important commodity dates from the Russo-Japanese War. 
The beans were used as a food-stuff for the troops, and 
when the war came to an end large stocks remained. Small 
shipments of the commodity were made by Japanese fi rms 
to this country in view, mainly, of its value to those who 
suffer from diabetes, since the beans contain no sugar. Now 
the quantities dealt with on the London market amount to 
about 1,000,000 tons a year. They are used largely in the 
manufacture of margarine.”
 The section titled “Cultivation of soya beans” notes: 
“The great ports of shipment are Dalny [in Manchuria] and 
Vladivostock [Vladivostok, USSR], and the beans, unless 
transported direct to the ships, are there put into warehouses. 
The fi rms who buy them either export the beans in ‘parcels’ 
by the regular liners or they may charter whole cargo 
vessels carrying some thousands of tons. The new harvest is 
gathered in autumn, but the shipments continue throughout 
the year.
 “Each day the London brokers get into touch, either on 
the Baltic Exchange or by telephone to the offi ces, with the 
representatives of the importers of the beans and prospective 
customers–i.e. crushers–in this country or on the Continent. 
The brokers naturally try to arrange business between the 
respective fi rms, and negotiations proceed respecting price.”
 The section on “Forms of contract” begins: 
“Transactions of nearly all kinds of oil-seeds take place on 
the basis of the contract forms of the Incorporated Oil Seeds 
Association, whose reputation is world-wide. The absolute 
impartiality of this body is recognized by all engaged in the 
trade in every producing, as well as in every consuming, 
country... The soya beans, like similar products, may be 
bought ‘for shipment,’ ‘afl oat,’ or ‘arrived.’ As a rule, the 

merchants prefer to dispose of their supplies before they 
have reached port.
 “When the beans are crushed oil is extracted, and the 
bulk of this is used in the manufacture of margarine. This oil 
is also dealt in on the Baltic Exchange.”
 Very considerable amounts of soya beans, soya bean oil, 
and some soya cake is exported from England to Germany, 
Holland, and the Scandinavian countries. In Germany, soya 
beans and wheat are used to make bread.
 Note: The fi sh market is at Billingsgate. Address: 
London: Author, “Trade Term Defi nitions” and “Commodity 
Market Terms”.

1984. Prentice, J.H.; Baskett, R.G. 1931. The role of 
separated milk, soya bean meal and minerals in the nutrition 
of the chick. J. of the Ministry of Agriculture for Northern 
Ireland 3:12-28.
• Summary: “Summary: (1) The best growth and rearing 
results were obtained when a mash of mixed cereal foods 
was supplemented with separated milk to drink. It is 
important that the supply of milk should not be restricted.
 “(2) Unsupplemented cereal foods when fed to chickens 
do not produce satisfactory growth or give economic returns 
and are conducive of high losses in rearing.
 “(3) In the nutrition of the chick mineral material plays a 
very important part and maturity is mainly a function of the 
mineral constituents and not the protein content of the ration.
 “(4) Provided that an adequate mineral supplement is 
added, vegetable protein gives as good growth and promotes 
as effi cient utilisation of the ration as animal protein and 
at less expense.” Address: Joint Committee on Poultry 
Research of Scotland and Northern Ireland.

1985. Wenham, Edward. 1931. Domestic silver of 
Great Britain and Ireland. New York, London, Toronto: 
Oxford University Press. xxiii + 186 p. Plus 95 plates on 
unnumbered pages at end. See p. 87, 142. Illust. Index. 26 
cm. [15* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 5, titled “Traditions of table silver,” in 
the section on “Standishes and inkstands” states (p. 87) that 
“no few snuffer-trays, soy-frames, and other like pieces have 
been adapted by the addition of bottles or silver holders.”
 Chapter 10, titled “Methods of forging old silver 
marks,” discusses genuine hall-marks and notes (p. 141-
42) that “snuffer-trays and soy-frames can be and are made 
into attractive inkstands,... so long as buyers fail to examine 
them...”
 Note 1. “Soy-frames” are holders for high-quality glass 
bottles containing soy sauce. Note 2. A “hallmark” (a word 
fi rst used in 1721) is derived from Goldsmith’s Hall in 
London, where gold and silver articles were assayed (tested) 
and stamped. A hallmark is this offi cial mark attesting to the 
purity of an article. A leopard’s head for London, a crown for 
Sheffi eld, etc. Address: Formerly editor of The Antiquarian 
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and of Arts and Decoration Quarterly, and managing editor 
of Arts and Decoration [England].

1986. Willis, J.C. 1931. A dictionary of the fl owering plants 
and ferns. 6th ed. Rev. London: Cambridge University Press. 
xii + 752 + liv p. Index. 19 cm. 1st ed. 1897.
• Summary: Soy is mentioned only briefl y. On page 294 
under Glycine L. gives three scientifi c names. “Glycine 
hispida Maxim. yield Soja beans, eaten in Japan &c., and 
used as green fodder. An oil is obtained from the seeds.”
 On page 614 we read: “Soy bean, Glycine Soja Sieb. et 
Zucc., Glycine hispida Maxim.”
 Anderson (1954, p. 199) writes that this little handbook 
is more inclusive than any other. “If, for instance, someone 
tells you that a fruit in a native market is a monkey apple, 
you can refer to Willis and learn that in the West Indies 
this name is applied to a species of Anona. By turning to 
the entry under Anona, one learns that four other species 
of Anona from the American tropics are widely grown as 
tropical fruits...” Address: Cambridge, England.

1987. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1932. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1931. London. 106 p. See p. 93-95.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

1988. Goessel, Fritz. 1932. Improvements in or relating to 
the treatment of soya beans and similar leguminous seeds. 
British Patent 367,082. Feb. 18. 2 p. Application fi led 11 
Dec. 1930.
• Summary: Soy beans (etc.) may be immersed in a hot oil 
such as paraffi n for 5 minutes at 100ºC. The beans will then 
husk easily and the products be free from objectionable 
fl avor. Other oils or fats may be used, with or without the 
addition of some hygroscopic salt such as calcium chloride. 
Address: Frankfurt, Germany.

1989. Berczeller, L. 1932. A process for preventing the 
oxidation of soya beans and bran obtained therefrom. British 
Patent 367,865. Feb. 25. *
• Summary: The development of rancidity in soy beans is 
prevented by a short steam-distillation treatment.

1990. Food Manufacture (London). 1932. Soyolk. 7(2):56. 
Feb.
• Summary: Soyolk soya fl our is being increasingly adopted 
in manufactured foods. “In wholemeal bread, where 5 per 
cent. of Soyolk can be used, crumbling is substantially 
reduced whilst at the same time defi nitely increasing the 
yield of a sack-mix.” In confections, it can be used to replace 
some of the eggs and milk. The “soya protein is notoriously 
‘thirsty’ and demands extra liquor [liquid] in all mixes 
where it is present. This added liquor naturally results in 
substantially increased yields, and is said to improve and 

extend keeping qualities of the manufactured article.” An 
excellent and inexpensive slab mix can be made without 
using either milk or eggs. Soyolk is also used in making 
chocolate to add nutrition; its lecithin reduces blooming or 
greying.

1991. Bollmann, Hermann; Rewald, Bruno Albert. 1932. 
Improvements in and relating to the manufacture of aqueous 
emulsions containing lecithin from soya beans. British 
Patent 369,990. March 18. *

1992. Dugard, Jean. 1932. La valeur alimentaire et 
industrielle du soja [The food and industrial value of soya]. 
Genie Civil (Le) 100(17):419-20. April 23. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. USDA Farmers’ Bulletin 
No. 1617, by W.J. Morse. Botanical characteristics of the 
soybean. Composition and food value of the soybean. 
Products derived from soya eaten by humans: Tofu, soy oil, 
shoyu [soy sauce] (called “soy” in English), soy fl our, soy 
sprouts, miso, natto. The use of soya as forage. Industrial 
uses of soy oil and cake. The soybean in western Europe: 
Hansamuehle in Hamburg, Germany; Englehardt & Cie. 
in Frankfurt, Germany (making powdered soymilk, soy 
caseine, soy lecithin, etc.); Soybean cake used for animal 
feed in England, Denmark, Holland, Sweden, and–above 
all–in Germany, where more than 2 million tons/year are 
consumed.

1993. South Manchuria Railway. 1932. Soya beans. Report 
on Progress in Manchuria. Third, 1907-32. 235 p. June. 
See p. 1-5, 35, 117-18, 130, 135-36, 141, 156, 159. (Dairen, 
Manchuria). [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Subtitle: “The 25th anniversary number 
containing a survey of the Manchurian Incident and League 
Council’s Proceedings.”
 Note: The “Manchurian Incident,” also called the 
“Mukden Incident” took place on the night of 18 September 
1931. A bomb exploded on the tracks of the Japanese railway 
north of Mukden. A Japanese Colonel ordered a full-scale 
attack against the Chinese troops in Mukden, and General 
Honjô, hearing of the crisis, called out the whole Kwantung 
Army–which proceeding to take over Manchuria. “By early 
1932 the conquest of all Manchuria had been completed. In 
March 1932 Manchuria was proclaimed an independent state 
under the last Ch’ing ruler (P’u-yi). The Lytton Commission 
of the League of Nations visited Manchuria in the spring 
of 1932 and condemned Japan as an aggressor. The report 
was adopted by the League of Nations, from which Japan 
withdrew in protest the following year. By this time the 
Japanese armies had already moved west from Manchuria 
to occupy about 5,000 square miles of the Inner Mongolian 
province of Jehol.” (Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig. 
1973. East Asia: Tradition and Transformation. p. 707-08). 
Address: Dairen, Manchuria.
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1994. Borth, Christy. 1932. “I have never worked so hard at 
anything”–Henry Ford: Modern Jack the Giant Killer hopes 
he has run the ogre of hunger to Earth in his experimental 
farm where he grows soy beans. Detroit Free Press. Aug. 21.

1995. Robertson, R. Gildea. 1932. Flour from the soya bean. 
Times (London). Dec. 19. p. 18, col. 6.
• Summary: In this letter to the editor, the writer asks why, 
in the midst of this great Depression, are the British not 
using soya fl our. “A few years ago Dr. Laszlo Berczeller 
succeeded in producing from the soya bean a digestible fl our, 
both palatable and nutritive for the Western races.” One table 
shows the chemical composition of Dr. Berczeller’s fl our 
compared with that of wheat, oatmeal and rye fl our. His soya 
fl our contains: 8.97% water, 41.50% protein, 20.36% fat, 
3.92% ash, and 470 calories per 100 gm. “From these fi gures 
it will be seen that the soya fl our contains about four times as 
much protein as the cereals and nearly twice as much fat as 
the legume fl our.”
 A second table shows the cost of 2 lb of digestible 
protein in Germany in 1930 from various sources: Soya 
beans, 8 pence [there are 12 pence per shilling]; beef, 15 
shillings; eggs, 21 shillings; milk, 7 shillings and 6 pence; 
wheat fl our, 4 shillings. The writer urges the national 
government to supply soya fl our to the unemployed this 
winter. Address: Ashtead, Surrey.

1996. Woodruff, Douglas. 1932. A gourmet’s tour around old 
England: Every part of the tight little isle has its own tasty 
dishes, some of which the holiday season recalls. New York 
Times. Dec. 25. p. SM8. Sunday magazine.
• Summary: Worcestershire: No other county in England 
has a china so delicate and popular. No other county has 
the tomb of the famous King John. “And no other county 
has invented and popularized such a sauce, an imperious 
blending of cayenne, anchovy, soy and vinegar and walnut 
ketchup that overpowers and obliterates the quiet fl avors of 
whatever may be eaten with it.”
 “It is even said, but not altogether truly, that 
Worcestershire sauce is the defensive mechanism of envious 
Worcester men driven mad by the odors of that [Shropshire] 
pie.
 A map shows England and its favorite regional or local 
foods–including Worcestershire Sauce. Address: London.

1997. Dysart, -. 1932. Flour from the soya bean. Times 
(London). Dec. 27. p. 15, col. 5.
• Summary: Sir,–With reference to Major R. Gildea 
Robertson’s letter [19 Dec. 1932] on fl our from the soya 
bean. I assure you and your readers that very substantial 
supplies of this most valuable soya fl our will be available 
within the next 3 months.
 “Mr. G.P. Tussaud, who has for several years made a 

special study of the bean and all its possibilities, and whose 
patented process ensures the fl our keeping in a fi t state for 
human consumption in any climate, has now arranged, in 
conjunction with British Soya Products, Limited, to equip a 
factory with up-to-date machinery for the production of soya 
fl our on a large scale as an all-British industry.
 “As the owner of considerable agricultural property, 
I intend to cooperate with Mr. Tussaud in the process of 
acclimatizing the soya bean in this country, which it is hoped 
will prove of great value to English farmers within the next 
few years. The varieties of this bean are such as to render 
careful and prolonged experiment most necessary in relation 
to climate and soil.” Address: Lord, Buckminster Park, 
Grantham.

1998. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Tables 20-49 (Document part). Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Tables show: (20) Total industrial utilization 
of soybean oil and percentages used in specifi ed industries, 
United States, 1916-1931. The total pounds used rose from 
143.34 million in 1916 to a peak of 335.44 million in 1918, 
then fell to a low of 7.53 million in 1924, rising slowly to 
35.50 million in 1931. In 1917 (the peak year) soybean oil 
comprised 10.3% of all oils used in soap industry. In 1918 it 
comprised 4.6% of all oils used in the lard-substitute industry 
and 2.6% of all oils used in the margarin industry.
 (21) Iodin [iodine] numbers, saponifi cation numbers, 
acid numbers, and uses of oils and fats (p. 471). Values are 
given for: Chinese tung or wood oil, coconut oil, corn oil, 
cottonseed oil, fi sh oil, linseed oil, palm oil, palm kernel oil, 
peanut oil, soybean oil, tallow, whale oil. For soybean oil: 
Iodin number 124-148. Saponifi cation number 189-194. Acid 
number 2-7. Uses: “Considerable quantities go into paint, 
varnish, enamel, linoleum, and waterproofi ng products. Used 
in soaps. Utilized in a large variety of food products. Used in 
core oils.”
 (22) Utilization of soybeans and soybean products by 
amounts, United States, 1930 crop: Beans (bushels)–Feed, 
seed, ground (for food {200,000 bu}, for feed), crushed, 
total (11.975 million bu). Oil (lbs): Edible purposes 
(Oleomargarine {750,000 lb}, lard substitutes {500,000 
lb}, other food products {4,750,000 lb}), paint and other 
industries (paint and varnish, linoleum and oil cloth, other 
uses), soap kettle, increased stocks including oil equivalent, 
total (37.2 million lb). Meal (tons): Feed (commercial feeds, 
other feeds), food (fl our {850 tons}, infant and diabetic foods 
{50 tons}), other uses including glue, total (110,000 tons).
 (23) Estimated distribution of gathered soybeans 
according to use, Illinois, 1926-1931 crops. The four 
categories for each year are (with fi gures for 1931): Used by 
oil mill and feed manufacturers (50%), used for seed in state 
(22%), used for seed outside state (13%), used for feed on 
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farm (15%).
 (24) Extent to which soybeans came from local sources 
or were shipped in from outside the locality, and extent to 
which beans sold went to local purchasers or were shipped 
out of the locality, 151 identical country elevators and local 
seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1926 crops. (25) Soybeans 
purchased by 151 country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, 1931 crop. Gives fi gures for 10 crop reporting 
districts. (26) Proportion of soybean crop leaving growers’ 
hands that was out of their hands by middle of November, 
December, and January, Illinois, 1922-1932 (crop storage). 
Typically about 60% (range 30-70%) was out of their hands 
by Jan. 15.
 (27) Estimated proportion of soybean seed shipped 
out of the locality by wholesale dealers and jobbers before 
specifi ed dates in January, selected states and United States, 
1919-1931 crops. The states are: Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, 
and North Carolina. For the USA, 38.9% on average had 
been shipped by Jan. 26. (27A) Soybean varieties marketed 
in different sections of Illinois, 1926 crop (11 localities) and 
1930 crop (13 localities). The leading varieties of soybeans 
marketed in Illinois are Illini, Manchu, Midwest, A.K., 
Virginia, and Ebony.
 (28) Estimated costs (cents per bushel) of handling 
soybeans for all purposes by 166 identical country elevators 
and local seed dealers, Illinois, 1930 and 1931 crops. For 
9 crops reporting districts gives the percentage recleaned 
(23-30%) and the costs of recleaning and other costs. (29) 
Costs of handling soybeans other than cleaning by identical 
country elevators and local seed dealers in leading producing 
counties, Illinois, 1926, 1930, and 1931 crops. Costs 3.2 to 
4.4 cents per bushel.
 (30) Costs of raw materials and other items of soybean 
oil production, United States and selected foreign countries, 
1923-1924 (per bushel of soybean crushed). The foreign 
countries are Manchuria (All Manchuria, Dairen only), 
Japan, Great Britain. The total cost is lowest in all Manchuria 
(6.26 cents) and highest in the USA (10.21 cents). (31) 
Estimated cost of handling soybeans used mainly for seed, 
151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, 1926 and 1930 crops. (31A) Cost per bushel of 
moving soybeans from central Illinois on board boat at New 
Orleans [Louisiana], 1931 crop.
 (32) Carloads of soybean federally inspected in leading 
soybean producing states, 1928-1932. The states are Illinois, 
Missouri, Indiana, North Carolina, Ohio, and Virginia. The 
most carloads were inspected in Illinois (in Peoria (2,412) 
and Chicago (1,284)). (33) Federal grade requirements for 
yellow, green, brown, black, and mixed soybeans (Grades 
1-4 plus sample grade and Extra No. 1).
 (34) Digestible nutrients in feed products of soybeans 
(soybean hay, seed, straw, seed and straw, oil meal; incl. 
yield per acre and digestible protein). (35) Digestible 
nutrients in soybean oil meal and other protein feeds (Incl. 

linseed meal {old process}, cottonseed meal {41%}, gluten 
meal, wheat middlings, wheat bran, tankage). Only tankage 
has a higher “feeding value” than soybean meal. (36) Total 
gross value of products obtained from a bushel of soybeans 
at different prices of oil and meal. Gives fi gures when the 
price of a pound of soybean oil ranges from 2½ cents to 10 
cents per pound, and the price of meal ranges from $15 to 
$40 per ton.
 (38) Average farm prices of soybeans by seven selected 
crop reporting districts, Illinois, January-May, 1925-1931. 
The average price over the years ranges from $1.70 to $2.07 
per bushel. The lowest price in one year was $0.97/bu in 
1931 in Champaign. (39) Average monthly farm prices 
of soybeans in three crop reporting districts important in 
soybean production, Illinois, October-June, 1925-1930 crops. 
The price is always lowest in October and highest in June. So 
storage pays.
 (40) Average prices paid to producers for soybeans 
by 151 identical country elevators and local seed dealers, 
Illinois, October-July, 1930 and 1926 crops (Dollars per 
bushel). (41) Average yearly wholesale selling prices of 
soybean seed, selected markets; quotations given for fi rst 
fi ve months of the following year, 1919-1931 crops. The 
places are: Chicago, Illinois; Louisville, Kentucky; Kansas 
City, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Baltimore, 
Maryland. The average price of the ten year period at various 
cities ranged from $2.25 (Baltimore) to $2.80 (Minneapolis). 
Prices were highest in 1920, lowest in 1932.
 (42) Retail selling price of good-quality soybean seed 
in selected states, March-May, 1926-1932. The states are: 
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, Tennessee. 
(43) Average prices paid to producers for thresher-run 
soybeans and average wholesale and retail selling prices, 
Illinois, 1925-1931 crops. Prices were highest in 1925, 
lowest in 1930. In 1925 the average price paid to farmers 
was 63.6% of the retail price, and the average wholesale 
price was 90.9% of the retail price.
 (44) Average advertised price of soybean seed offered 
for sale by producers, by varieties, Illinois, March-June 
1920-1930. The varieties are: Illini, Manchu, A.K., Midwest, 
Ebony, Virginia, Wilson, Black Eyebrow, Peking, Ito San, 
Ilsoy, Haberlandt, Ohio, Dunfi eld, Mansoy.
 (45) Exports of soybeans from eight selected exporting 
countries, 1923-1930. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, 
China, Japan incl. Chosen [Korea], and Netherlands. (46) 
Imports of soybeans into selected countries 1913, and 1919-
1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, Denmark, Japan incl. 
Korea, France, Germany, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
United States. Figures in footnote for Sweden and Italy. The 
leading importers are now Germany, Denmark, and United 
Kingdom.
 (47) Imports of soybean oil into seven selected 
countries, 1913 and 1919-1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) 
for total, Denmark, Japan (incl. Chosen), France, Germany, 
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Netherlands, United Kingdom, United States. Gives fi gures 
in footnote for Algeria, Austria, and Sweden. (48) Exports 
of soybean oil from eight selected countries, 1913 and 1919-
1931. Gives fi gures (1,000 lb) for total, China, Denmark, 
Japan incl. Chosen, France, Germany, Netherlands, United 
Kingdom, United States. Figures in footnote for Algeria, 
Sweden, Austria, and Italy.
 (49) Exports of soybean cake from Manchuria as a 
whole and from the port of Dairen, with destination of bean 
cake from Dairen, 1926-1931 (tons of 2,000 lb). Exports 
from Dairen to Japan, Korea, Europe, United States, China, 
Other destinations.

1999. Stewart, C.L.; Burlison, W.L.; Norton, L.J.; Whalin, 
O.L. 1932. Supply and marketing of soybeans and soybean 
products: Figures (Document part). Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 386. p. 425-544. Dec.
• Summary: Figures show: (1) Shaded map–Percentage of 
cultivated acreage in soybeans in Manchuria and in adjacent 
provinces of Inner Mongolia [both part of China]. The 
percentages for the three Manchurian provinces are: Kirin 
(eastern) 33.2%, Hailungkiang [Heilungkiang] (northern) 
30.7%, and Liaoning (southern) 22%. (2) Bar chart–Average 
acreage and value of soybeans compared on a percentage 
basis with selected harvested crops, Illinois, 1929-1931. The 
main crops are corn, oats, all wheat, and tame hay. Soybeans 
comprise only about 3.1% of total acreage and value.
 (3) The soybean plant (Soja max) at two stages of 
growth (photos). (4) Shaded map–Percentage of farms in 
the principal soybean producing areas in the United States 
growing soybeans, by counties, 1929. “Nearly all the 
soybeans grown in the United States in 1909 were found in 
the southern states.” By 1919 “soybeans had considerable 
prominence in New England and in Texas, Oklahoma, New 
Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Montana.
 (5) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans grown in principal 
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties, 
1929. Most soybeans are grown east of the Meridian 100. In 
the South, they are typically planted in a row alternating with 
a row of some other crop. (6) Dot map–Acreage of soybeans 
grown in principal soybean producing areas in the United 
States, by counties, 1924. In 1924 there was less acreage 
in the important regions of soybean production. (7) Dot 
map–Production of gathered soybeans grown in principal 
soybean producing areas in the United States, by counties, 
1929. “No state gathered as much as 50,000 bushels of 
soybeans in 1909. Two states, Virginia and North Carolina, 
produced more than 100,000 bushels in 1919, and the latter 
approached 500,000 bushels. By 1924 four states, Illinois, 
North Carolina, Missouri, and Indiana, produced more than 
500,000 bushels and two states, Illinois and North Carolina, 
produced more than 1,000,000 bushels each. By 1929 Iowa 
was producing 500,000 bushels, Indiana 1,000,000 bushels, 
and Illinois 3,250,000 bushels.”

 (8) Graph of production of gathered soybeans in 
six leading states, 1924-1931 crops. The states, listed in 
descending order of their production in 1931, are: Illinois, 
Indiana, North Carolina, Missouri, Iowa, Ohio. (9) Graph 
of total equivalent solid acreage of soybeans in fi ve leading 
states, 1922-1930 crops. The states, listed in descending 
order of their acreage in 1930 are: Illinois, North Carolina, 
Missouri, Indiana, Tennessee. (10). Map of acreage, yield, 
and production of soybeans in Illinois, by crop reporting 
districts, average of 1929-1931 crops. Gathered: 48.6%. Cut 
for hay: 51.4%. Yield: 17.2 bu/acre.
 (11) A fi eld of soybeans cut with a binder and threshed 
with a regular grain thresher (photo). This method makes 
straw available for feeding. (12) Harvesting soybeans with 
a combine (photo). “The combined harvester and thresher, 
or combine, has made great headway since 1927 as a means 
of harvesting the soybean crop, especially in Illinois.” This 
method of harvesting is usually less expensive that the use of 
both binders and threshing machines.
 (13) A large barn and other farm buildings covered with 
paint containing 25% soybean oil. The paint was not tacky, 
and was holding up well after one year. (14) Equipment and 
supplies in soybean paint tests.
 (15) Four soybean crushers of the expeller type. The 
oil is removed by pressure under very high heat. (16) Filter 
presses used after the expeller-type crusher. The oil goes 
through a fi ltration process to clarify it. (17) Four pie charts 
showing proportion of gathered soybeans utilized for seed, 
feed, and crushing in the United States and Illinois, 1926 and 
1930 crops. In 1930 in the USA and Illinois: Crushed: 38% 
/ 52%. Seed: 35% / 37%. Feed: 27% / 11%. A rapid increase 
in crushing (and decrease in percentage used for seed) took 
place between 1926 and 1930, and Illinois emerged as the 
leading state.
 (18) Four bar charts showing monthly movement 
of soybeans by local handlers in Illinois, 1920 and 1926 
crops. The four graphs show: Purchased locally, shipped in, 
shipped out, and sold locally. (19) Map of Illinois showing 
areas served by six leading receiving markets for soybeans 
produced in Illinois, determined mainly by freight costs. 
Illinois is well supplied with crushing mills. (20) Terminal 
storage elevator at Peoria, Illinois, used by the Soybean 
Marketing Association for the storage of soybeans (photo).
 (21) A ship loaded with soybeans for export movement. 
Shows the fi rst cargo of soybeans exported from Illinois by 
way of the Great Lakes. This cargo of 205,000 bushels left 
Chicago during April, 1932. (22) Soybean meal being fed to 
beef cattle (photo). (23) Graph of the average price of fi ve 
soybean varieties in Illinois, 1921-1930 crops: The varieties 
are Virginia, Midwest, Manchu, Ebony, and A.K. Prices 
dropped during this time. (24) Graph of prices of soybean 
oil and four other leading vegetable oils at New York, by 
months, 1920-1932. The other four are linseed oil, corn oil, 
coconut oil, and cottonseed oil. Prices dropped during this 
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time. (25) Four graphs showing the price of soybean oil 
compared prices of four other leading vegetable oils at New 
York, by months, 1920-1932. The other four are the same 
as above. (26) Graph of prices of soybean oil and fi ve other 
leading vegetable oils at important milling centers, 1928-
1932. Peanut oil is included. Linseed oil was generally the 
highest in price and cottonseed oil the lowest. (27) Graph of 
prices of soybean oil at Dairen (Manchuria), Hull (England), 
and New York, 1919-1932. The price was lowest at Dairen 
and highest at New York. (28) Graph of prices of soybean oil 
meal and two other leading vegetable meals at Chicago, by 
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The other two are linseed 
meal and cottonseed meal. Linseed meal was generally the 
highest in price and cottonseed meal the lowest. (29) Graph 
of prices of soybean oil meal at fi ve important markets, by 
weeks, April 1931 to Aug. 1932. The markets are Boston 
[Massachusetts], Minneapolis [Minnesota], Kansas City and 
St. Louis [Missouri], and Chicago [Illinois]. The price at 
Chicago is generally the lowest.

2000. Toa-Keizai Chosakyoku (East-Asiatic Economic 
Investigation Bureau). 1932. Manchuria year book 1932-33. 
Tokyo, Japan: Toa-Keizai Chosakyoku. 530 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The Preface begins: “Those who have been 
following the development of events in Manchuria since 
the fateful September of 1931 will not fail to understand in 
what circumstances we have compiled this volume... The last 
issue, which was the fi rst published, appeared in November, 
131, while Manchuria was in a chaotic condition, but the 
manuscripts for it were completed before the Sino-Japanese 
dispute over Manchuria occurred in September.” There was 
the establishment of Manchuokuo in March, the signing 
of the Japan-Manchuokuo protocol in September, and the 
despatch [dispatch] of the League [of Nations] Commission 
of Enquiry and the publication of its report.”
 Chapters 2 and 3 give a Japanese version of the history 
of Manchuria, in four periods, from 311 B.C. to the present, 
and of its administration.
 In Chapter 7, “Agriculture,” the section on “Agricultural 
products” contains tables: (2) Agricultural production of 9 
major crops in 1930 (incl. soya beans) in three provinces, 
total, Kwantung Leased Territory and South Manchuria 
Railway (S.M.R.) Zone, and grand total. (3) Cultivated area 
classifi ed by crops, 1930. (4) Production of ordinary crops, 
1924-1930. (5) Cultivated area of ordinary crops, 1924-
1930. (6) Production index of ordinary crops, 1924-1930. 
(7) Index number of cultivated area of ordinary crops, 1924-
1930. (8) Percentage of production and cultivated area of 
ordinary crops, 1924-1930. (9) Production and cultivated 
areas of ordinary crops classifi ed by districts, 1930. (10) 
Value of exports of agricultural products (Haikwan taels), 
raw products and manufactured goods. (11) Exports of 
agricultural products (metric tons and Haikwan taels), 
1921-1930. (12) Exports of principal agricultural products 

classifi ed by destination (metric tons and Haikwan taels), 
1930. (13) Amount of soya beans and cereals consumed 
in the three eastern provinces, 1930 (as food, fodder, or 
seed; in South and in North Manchuria). (14) Percentage 
of agricultural products shipped to the markets (in South 
and North Manchuria). Map of distribution of crops [and 
railways] in Manchuria (p. 111). Sub-section titled “Soya 
beans” (p. 110-12). A photo (facing p. 112) shows Soya bean 
at Tailai, piled in sacks near a railway. The soybean is the 
principal resource of Manchuria in terms of both production 
and acreage. In recent years, the annual production has 
reached more than 5 million tons, which is 60% of world 
soybean production.
 Chapter 12, “Industry,” includes table (6) Manufacturing 
production in the Kwantung Lased Territory and the S.M.R. 
Zone, 1926-1930 (both volume and value). Products include 
[soya] bean oil, [soya] beancakes, miso, and soy [sauce]. 
In Section 2, “Oil and fat industry” is a subsection (p. 188-
97) titled “Oil milling” with these contents: Introduction. 
Diagram of utilization of soya beans. History. oil extraction 
methods, table (7) “Beancake producing capacity of oil 
mills per 24 hours, 1925-1931” (in major cities), table 
(8) “Beancake production in Manchuria (1,000 pieces), 
1926-1930, in major cities and regions, table (9) “Exports 
of beans and bean oil from Dairen, Antung, Yingkow and 
Vladivostok, 1920-1931,” table (10) “Exports of soya beans, 
beancake and bean oil (1927-1931),” table (11) Exports of 
beancake classifi ed by ports, 1929-32,” table (12) “Export of 
beancake classifi ed by destination, 1929-1931” (Japan gets 
62%), table (13) “Export of bean oil, 1931, by destination, 
“Solidifi ed bean oil industry” [hydrogenated], table (14) 
“Production of solidifi ed bean oil (by the Dairen Oil Fat 
Manufacturing Co., established 1916).” Miso and soy [sauce] 
manufacture (p. 230).
 In Chapter 15, “Foreign trade, table (9) shows the 
“Quantity and value of exports at Manchurian ports (Value 
in H.K. taels). The main exports are soya beans, other 
beans, maize, kaoliang, and millet. The ports are Antung, 
Dairen [the main port for soya beans], Newchwang, Harbin, 
Aigun, Hunchun, and Lungchingtsun. The main destination 
countries are British Empire, USA, Germany, France, Russia, 
Other countries, Total, Chinese ports, Grand total. Note 
that Japan is not mentioned; it is probably concealed within 
“Other countries.” The source of the statistics in table 9 
is: Research Offi ce of S.M.R. Co. Trade Returns of North 
China, 1930 and previous issues.
 A large fold-out map at the end of the book shows all 
of Manchuria, incl. province boundaries, railways, steamer 
routes, and cables.

2001. Leplae, Edmond. 1932-1933. Traité d’agriculture 
générale et de cultures spéciales des pays tempérés, 
subtropicaux et tropicaux [Treatise on general agriculture 
and special crops for temperate, subtropical, and tropical 
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countries. 3rd ed. 2 vols]. Louvain, Belgium: Librairie 
Universitaire. Vol. 2, 796 p. See p. 306-07. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The author classifi es the soybean among the 
leguminous forage plants, among starchy (féculentes) plants, 
and among oilseeds. “Soybean seeds have a nutritive value 
for humans greater than that of all other seeds, except 
peanuts.” The peoples of East Asia prepare soybeans and 
their fl our in 100 different ways, many of which are now 
also known in Europe. The Chinese make from soybeans 
an artifi cial milk and a cheese [tofu]. Soy fl our is easy to 
digest and can be mixed with wheat in making bread and 
pastries. The soybean is used in the production of so-called 
“English sauces” [such as Worcestershire], which are widely 
consumed in Europe and America. Finally, soybeans are 
imported into Europe at the rate of 600,000 tonnes/year and 
the oil is used to make soap and margarine. Address: Prof. 
à l’Univ. de Louvain, Directeur général de l’Agriculture au 
Ministère des Colonies.

2002. Product Name:  Trusoy (Full-Fat Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Soya Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Standon, Hertfordshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1932.
New Product–Documentation:  Maud Baines. 1938. Health 
and Life (London). Nov. p. 414. “Attractive food reform. 
46. Ways of using soya fl our. Soya fl our is “supplied by 
health stores, either loose by the pound or in one or other of 
branded packets, of which Trusoy is one of the best.”
 Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report 
G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates 
from oilseeds.” p. 56. Trusoy is a full-fat soya fl our 
containing about 19-20% fat and 40-41% protein. The 
product sells for 89-91 £/ton, depending on the quantity 
purchased.
 Soya Bluebook. 1981. p. 63. Address is now Puckeridge, 
NR Ware, Hertfordshire, SG11 1RW, England.
 Newsletter (Spillers Premier Products Ltd.). 1984 
(undated). “New company formed.” “In 1932 a Gabriel 
Tussaud (his ancestor was indeed Madame Tussaud of 
waxwork museum fame) fi led a patent for the preparation 
of soya fl our in a form suitable for human consumption. 
This was the beginning of British Soya Products. Later 
in the same year he acquired a fl our mill at Standon in 
Hertfordshire and from there perfected the milling of full-
fat soya fl our, which he named Trusoy. This product is as 
popular today as it was then.”

2003. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce. Foodstuffs Div. 1932. The market in 
Germany and other European countries for American soya 
beans. Washington, DC: Foodstuffs Div. 9 p. Mimeographed 
unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This report is a revision of Special Circular 
#344, published in July 1932. Contents: Introduction. 

Importance of Hamburg and Germany as a Market for 
American Soya beans. German and European consumption 
of soya beans (1930-1931; and Germany 1927-1931). 
Disposition of United States crop of soya beans. United 
States exports of soya beans by month (1931-32). Quality 
standards and sale terms for American soya beans. Lower 
price for American beans because of bulk shipments. 
German market for soya bean cake. Other cattle feedstuffs 
not a serious competitor to soya beans. Increasing 
imports of soya beans [are taking market share] away 
from other oilseeds (table, 1913-1931). Capacity of the 
important European mills. Direct sales to German mills 
not recommended–Hamburg agents in better position than 
London to watch experimental shipments to German buyers. 
Exchange conditions affecting bean purchases. Bank credits 
more diffi cult. Speculation in the Hamburg trade. Unilever 
Group not dominant in the German market. (its affi liated 
mills consume about 200,000 tons/year). German efforts to 
cultivate soya beans from American stock not successful: 
Russia, Sweden, northern France (imports are increasing), 
United Kingdom (Unilever plays the major role), Denmark, 
Netherlands. Conditions in the producing areas: China 
(South Manchuria 2,163,527 tonnes; North Manchuria 
2,057,247 tonnes), Chosen [Korea; 1,982,084 acres].
 The estimated yearly capacity (in long tons) of major 
German mills for soybeans in 1931, ranked in descending 
order of size, was: 1. F. Thörl’s Oelfabriken, Harburg-Elbe, 
246,000. 2. Hansa Muehle, Hamburg, 197,000. 3. Stettiner 
Oelwerke A.G., incl. Toepfer’s Oelwerke GmbH, 197,000. 
4. Noblee & Thörl, Harburg-Elbe, 148,000. 5. Brinckman 
& Mergell, Harburg-Elbe, 128,000. 6. Henke & cie., C. 
Thywissen, Norddeutsche Oelwerke A.G., and P.J. Stahlberg, 
118,000.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) that 
contains the company names “Noblee” or “Noblee & Thörl / 
Thorl.”
 In Russia, according to reliable sources, the Soviet 
Government had a total of 1,088,000 acres of soybeans under 
cultivation in 1932 in the following areas: Ukraine 717,500 
acres, Russian Far East 247,000 acres, Northern Caucasus 
123,500 acres. Russia is making increasing use of the Trans-
Siberian Railroad in bringing soybeans into Russia for export 
via the ports of Leningrad and Murmansk. Why? The country 
is believed to be in great need of foreign exchange. From 
Jan. 1, to May 15, 1932 rail shipments were about 194,450 
tons.
 Unilever’s affi liated mills consume about 200,000 tons/
year of soybeans. “The British demand for soya beans is 
very largely in the hands of the Unilever organization which, 
with its Holland affi liations, owns or controls a number of 
the most important British, German, and Swedish crushing 
plants. It is known to be the general policy of the Unilever 
combine to purchase its oilseeds through a central buying 
committee, which not only contracts for the raw commodity, 
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but also apportions the amount to be crushed by each plant. It 
is estimated that Unilevers, including associated companies, 
do probably 75 per cent of the oilseed crushing of Europe 
and the United Kingdom.” Address: Washington, DC.

2004. Cottington-Taylor, D.D. comp. 1932. Subtle seasoning 
1932: A little book of recipes. 5th ed. Worcester, England: 
Lea and Perrins Ltd. 70 p. Illust. Recipe index. 20 cm. 1st ed. 
Feb. 1926.

• Summary: A booklet of recipes advertising Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. The sauce bottle, with its distinctive 
orange label, is shown on the front cover.
 Contents: Subtle seasoning: Introduction. Domestic 
details: Cooking terms explained, menu making, marketing 
guide, table appointments, hints on entertaining, a lesson in 
frying, cooking temperatures, some facts on Lea & Perrins’ 
Sauce. Recipes: Soups, fi sh dishes, vegetarian dishes, meat 
dishes and entrées, rechauffé [reheated] dishes, sauces, 
salads, snacks meals and sandwiches, sandwiches and 
rolls. Lea & Perrins’ Mayonnaise. Lea & Perrins’ Salad 
Cream. Handy household hints. Address: Director of Good 

Housekeeping Inst. [England].

2005. Lea & Perrins, Inc. 1932. Success in seasoning. New 
York, NY: Lea & Perrins. 49 p. Illust. (color). Index. 17 cm. 
Reprinted in 1934 and 1936.

• Summary: Recipes for using Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire 
Sauce. Contents: The art of serving appetizing meals. 
Appetizers. Soups. Fish. Meats. Eggs and cheese. Entrées. 
Sauces. Spaghetti and rice. Vegetarian dishes. Garnishes. 
Stuffi ngs. Salads and salad dressings. Sandwiches. Bridge 
party and Sunday night supper dishes. Vegetables. Hot dishes 
for cold days. Relishes. Dishes men like. Items–Small but 
important [kitchen tips].
 The inside front cover states: “Nearly a century ago, 
Lea & Perrins of Worcester, England, compounded a sauce 
from the recipe of an English nobleman, who had spent 
many years in India. They began production on a large scale, 
and its local importance was followed by ever increasing 
demand.
 “Where the fl ag of civilization went, Lea & Perrins 
Sauce, the Original Worcestershire, followed. Scarcely a 
ship left Britain without a supply among its stores. Soon the 
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great hostelries at the ports of call featured in their menu 
attractions. Branch distributing houses were established in 
all parts of the world, thus making it available at even the 
remotest points.”
 Note: Lea & Perrins, Inc., New York, NY, also issued 
the following leafl ets and booklets, all of which are owned 
by the Texas Woman’s University Library (Denton, Texas) 
and cataloged as Title: “Recipe leafl ets collection. Corporate 
author: Lea & Perrins, Inc. Publication: New York, NY: Lea 
& Perrins, Inc. Year: 1934.
 Success in seasoning (1934).
 Success in seasoning (1936).
 The secret of seasoning (1946).
 Dishes men like (1952).
 A guide to tempting dishes (n.d. [no date = undated]) 
[about 1950s].
 Exciting ideas cookbook (n.d.) [about 1960s].
 Light & elegant (n.d.) [about 1980s]. Address: 241 West 
St., New York, NY.

2006. Morse, W.J. 1932. Soybeans–Manchuria (Continued–
Document part II). Attached to: Dorsett, P.H.; Morse, 
W.J. 1928-1932. Agricultural Explorations in Japan, 
Chosen (Korea), Northeastern China, Taiwan (Formosa), 
Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Ceylon (Log of Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition). 181 p. Illust. 28 cm.
• Summary: Continued from page 80: (76) After cleaning, 
the seed is measured. (77) After cleaning and measuring the 
seed is often bagged ready for the market. (78) Home-made 
implements used in cleaning seed from threshed material 

(79) Rake commonly used in separating the coarser material 
in seed cleaning. (80) Broom made from kaoliang stalks used 
in scraping up seed on threshing ground. (81) Native cart 
used in transporting produce [including soybeans] to market. 
(82) Cartload of bags of soybeans in the yard of a Chinese 
inn, North Manchuria. (83) View of a Chinese inn on the 
outskirts of Harbin, North Manchuria. (84) Arrival of farmer 
with cartload of soybeans in a Chinese inn yard. (85) View of 
Chinese inn yard showing accommodations for horses. (87) 
Manchurian farmer at a Chinese inn near Harbin, North 
Manchuria. (86) Chinese storage merchants either purchase 
the soybeans direct from the farmers at the Chinese inns or 
arrange through the master of the inn for the purchase of 
seed as the farmer comes in from the country. (88) 
Manchurian farmers selling cartloads of soybeans in the open 
soybean market at Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (89) Soybean seed 
stored in sacks in open storage in railway yards in North 
Manchuria. (90) Unloading from farm carts and storing 
soybean seed in osier bins in Chinese merchant’s storage 
yard. Kungchuling, Manchuria. (91) Cartload of soybeans in 
storage yard of Chinese grain merchant. North Manchuria. 
(92) Soybeans lumped in piles in a railway yard in North 
Manchuria. (94) Uncovered rick of bags of soybeans in 
railway yards in North Manchuria. (93) Open storage in bulk 
of soybean seed in a railroad yard in North Manchuria. (95) 
Ricks of bags of soybeans covered with matting and 
tarpaulin in railway yards, North Manchuria. (96) Cartload of 
bags of soybeans in Chinese merchant’s storage yard, North 
Manchuria. (97) Beans are sometimes transported in bulk by 
the farmer. (98 & 99) placed in bags, and dumped in osier 
bins (100-105). (98) Measuring and bagging beans in 
Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard. (99) Wooden measure 
used for measuring beans by Chinese grain merchants. (100) 
Osier bin half fi lled with soybeans, North Manchuria. (101) 
Osier bins fi lled with beans. (102) Filling osier bins with 
beans. (103) Close-up view of osier bin just fi lled with beans. 
(104) Osier bin fi lled with beans and capped. (105) General 
view of Chinese grain merchant’s storage yard showing 
storage of soybeans in osier bins. Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (106) 
“River beans” at Tingkow, Manchuria, on the Liao River. 
(107) Manchurian farmers carting soybeans to Harbin across 
the frozen Sungari River, December 2, 1930. (108) “Train 
beans” stored in railway yards, Dairen, Manchuria. (109) 
“Cart beans” stored in osier bins in Chinese grain merchant’s 
storage yard. (110) Coolies unloading a car of soybeans in 
railway yards. (111) Bags of soybeans are shipped in open 
cars along the Chinese Eastern Railway in North Manchuria. 
(112) Train-load of sacks with soybean seed being moved 
from storage yards in North Manchuria over the Chinese 
Eastern Railway to Changchung, Manchuria. (113) Beans 
and bean cake being loaded in large freighter at Yingkow 
[Yingkou] for shipment to Japan. (114) Soybeans are shipped 
in closed box cars on the South Manchuria Railway. (115) 
The foundation of the osier bin consists of logs or heavy 
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pieces of timber over which is laid a matting of closely-
woven kaoliang stalks. (116) The sides of the osier bin of 
matting 15 inches wide, unrolled as the bin is gradually 
fi lled. (117) Filling osier bin with beans. (118) Osier bin half 
fi lled with beans. (119) Two osier bins nearly fi lled with 
beans. (120) Osier bin fi lled with beans. (121) Osier bin 
fi lled with beans and being capped with bundles of millet 
straw. (122) Filling osier bins with beans and capping a 
completely fi lled bin. (125) Side view of bags of beans 
stacked under matting cover in grain merchant’s storage 
yard, Harbin, Manchuria. (123) Soybeans stored in osier bins 
in the storage yard of a Chinese grain merchant. Kaiyuan, 
Manchuria. (124) Scene in the storage yards of a Chinese 
grain merchant during the soybean marketing season. 
Kaiyuan, Manchuria. (126) End view of stacks of bags of 
soybeans covered with matting. Harbin, Manchuria. (127) 
Stack of bags of beans completely covered with matting and 
tarpaulin. Harbin, Manchuria. (128) Sacks of soybeans stored 
under tarpaulin in a Chinese merchant’s storage yard. Harbin, 
Manchuria. (129) General view of sacks of soybeans stored 
under matting in a Chinese merchant’s storage yards. Harbin, 
Manchuria. (130) Bags of beans stored in warehouse of 
South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen, Manchuria. (131) 
Looking down aisle between stacks of soybeans in 
warehouse of South Manchuria Railway yards. Dairen, 
Manchuria. (132) Coolies unloading bags of soybeans for 
open storage in South Manchuria Railway yards, Dairen. 
(133) Covered stack of bags of beans in open storage. (134) 
Inspector drawing sample of beans for inspection in railway 
storage yard. (135) Inspecting soybeans in railway storage 
yards. (136) Weighing in bags of beans during inspection in 
railway storage yards. (137) Inspecting beans in storage 
yards of Chinese soybean oil mill. Dairen, Manchuria. (138) 
Wagon load of soybean oil cake on way from Chinese oil 
mill to oil cake warehouse. Dairen, Manchuria. (139) Coolies 
unloading wagons of oil cakes at one of the warehouses of 
the South Manchuria Railway. (140) Millions of soybean oil 
cakes are piled high in the warehouses of the South 
Manchuria Railway, Dairen. (141) Close-up view of soybean 
oil cakes in a warehouse, Dairen. (142) Coolie carrying 
soybean oil cakes from warehouse to fl at car, Dairen. (143) 
Loading fl at cars with oil cakes from warehouse for shifting 
to wharves. (144) Train of fl at cars loaded with oil cakes to 
be shifted to wharves for export. (145) Coolies unloading fl at 
cars of oil cakes at wharves for export. (146) Coolies 
unloading oil cakes from box cars at wharf warehouse, 
Dairen. (147) Oil cakes unloaded from wagons and stacked 
on wharf for export, Dairen. (148) Soybean oil cakes stacked 
under covering in storage yards of a soybean oil mill, Dairen. 
(149) Coolies stacking soybean oil cakes in railway storage 
yards. (150) Close-up view of coolies stacking soybean oil 
cakes in railway yard open storage. (151) Soybean oil cakes 
stacked under cover and in open wharf storage yard. (152) 
Soybean oil cakes stacked along wharf, Dairen, Manchuria. 

(153) Unloading and stacking soybean oil cakes at Chinese 
Junk Wharf, Dairen, Manchuria. (154) Stacks of soybean oil 
cakes awaiting shipment at Chinese Junk Wharf, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (155) Broken, molded soybean cakes are spread 
out on tarpaulin to dry, Dairen. (156) After broken, molded 
cakes are thoroughly dried in the sun, the material is bagged 
and sold for fertilizer. (157) General view of the soybean oil 
inspection laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway 
showing drums of soybean oil brought from Chinese oil 
mills for inspection and grading. (159) Drums of soybean oil 
being delivered at the oil testing laboratory of the South 
Manchuria Railway. (158) Chinese soybean oil mill with oil 
storage tanks and osier bins for storage of seed. 
Kungchuling, Manchuria. (160) Train of tank cars fi lled with 
soybean oil from points in North Manchuria. (161) Attaching 
pipe line from tank to freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (162) 
Filling the tanks of a freighter with soybean oil, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (163) Bundles of grass used in the pressing of 
soybean oil. (164) Screw type of press [manual] commonly 
used by Chinese oil mills in Manchuria. Said to have been 
fi rst used by the Tarkoyuan Mill, Yingkow (Newchwang) in 
1896. (165) Soybean fl akes being steamed over a vat in 
preparation for pressing. (166) Soybean oil cakes being 
carted from oil mills to warehouse in South Manchuria 
Railway Storage Yards, Dairen. (167) Unloading soybean oil 
cakes at the warehouse to which they have just been brought 
from the oil mills. (168) Loading bags of soybean on a 
German freighter at Dairen. (169) Bags of soybeans being 
loaded on a German freighter, Dairen, Manchuria. (170) 
Soybeans being loaded on a German freighter, Dairen, 
Manchuria. (171) Soybeans are exported to many Chinese 
ports by junk. (172) Loading Japanese freighter with bean 
cakes at Dairen, Manchuria. (173) Loading bean cakes on 
junks for export to Chinese ports. (175) Filling a tank on an 
English freighter with soybean oil. (174) View showing the 
fi lling of the oil tanks of a British freighter with soybean oil 
at the oil wharf in the South Manchuria Railway yards. (176) 
General view of Dairen wharves showing steel drums and oil 
paper lined baskets of soybean oil ready for shipment to 
Chinese ports. Address: USDA, Washington, DC.

2007. Toit, F.M. du. 1932. Soy beans in the Union. Union of 
South Africa, Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 107. 
22 p. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin of the soybean 
and its history in world commerce. Description and 
climatic requirements. Soil requirements. Cultural methods. 
Harvesting soy beans for hay. Harvesting soy beans for 
grain. Threshing. Storage. Soy bean varieties in the Union 
(grown at the present time). Value of soy bean products in 
commerce. Value of soy bean on the farm. Diseases of the 
soy bean. Conclusions. Literature cited. Acknowledgments.
 In 1910 there was a serious effort on the part of 
certain soap manufacturers to establish the soybean as a 
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commercial crop in South Africa. In that year, seed was 
distributed amongst farmers, particularly in Natal. Due to 
unremunerative prices for the grain, the crop has been grown 
in Natal since that time particularly for hay and forage 
purposes.
 During 1927 the London price for soy beans was in 
the neighborhood of £12 per ton and this was infl uential in 
stimulating renewed interest in the crop in South Africa.
 Soy bean varieties in the Union (p. 16-17): “At different 
experiment stations in the Union of South Africa, we have 
records of some 50 varieties which have been tested up to 
the present time... The following table [p. 17] gives some 
of the chief characteristics of the 10 [sic, 8] most important 
varieties so far tested in this country:–American Eyebrow, 
Morse, American White, Mammoth, Brown, Chinese White, 
Haberlandt, A.K.” For each variety is given the name, growth 
habit, height, seed colour, fl ower colour, days to maturity 
(Natal, Transvaal), oil content (analyses made in England), 
yields of hay in pounds and grain in bags per Morgen (Natal, 
and Transvaal–4 year average).
 Photos show: (1) A fi eld of soy beans at the Cedara 
School of Agriculture. (2) Soy bean roots (against a black 
background) showing the distribution and size of nodules. 
(3) Mammoth variety soy beans planted in November, 
1928. Photographed 15th March 1929. Peoria University 

Experimental Farm. (4) Pods of a non-shattering strain 
of “Mammoth” soy bean. Photographed against a black 
background four months after plants were pulled. (5) A 
man (wearing suspenders and a hat) standing in a fi eld 
of soybeans holding a measuring pole in March 1930 at 
Pretoria University Experimental Farm. The soy bean variety 
Mammoth is to the right of the pole and Brown is to the left. 
Address: M.Sc., Research Offi cer, Field Husbandry Section, 
Div. of Plant Industry.

2008. Photograph of Soyex Company Inc. 1932? Undated.
• Summary: This 6 by 9 inch black-and-white photo was 

sent to Soyfoods Center by Lou Richard of 
Fearn Soya Foods. Lou wrote: “Dear Bill:... 
The photo is from the Soyex Company in 
New York about 1920. I believe that Dr. 
Fearn is the one with the pipe.”
 We think the date must be after 6 March 
1931 when the New York Times announced, 
under “Corporate changes” (p. 43). “These 
notices of name changes were fi led today... 

Soyolk Company, Inc. to Soyex Company, Inc., New York, 
N.Y.
 The place was probably New York City, but it could 
have been Nutley, New Jersey. The man standing in the 
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middle of the three persons on the wooden balcony on 
the second story of a brick building (in the two-piece suit, 
wearing a striped necktie, holding a pipe in his left hand, and 
with a watch fob / chain across his chest leading to the left 
front pocket of his vest) is Charles Fearn.

2009. Times (London). 1933. Offi cial record of dealings. Jan. 
12. p. 19, col. 5.
• Summary: The section titled “Banks and discount 
companies” contains the following entry: “Indust. of Japan 
(SOY), 43/-++.” Note: The meaning of this is not clear. This 
entry last appeared on 22 June 1938 (p. 27, col. 5).

2010. Times (London). 1933. Law report. Companies: 
Offi cial receivers–Companies (Winding up). Jan. 24. p. 4, 
col. 2.
• Summary: “Meetings at 33, Carey Street.–At 11:30:–
The Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd., fi rst meeting of 
creditors. At 12:15:–The Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd., fi rst meeting of contributories.”
 A related follow-up notice appears in the Feb. 1 issue 
(p. 4, col. 6). “Chancery Division.–Companies Court 
(Registrar Stiebel).–In Chambers–Room 48.–At 11:–Ex parte 
applications. 11:15:... Soya Flour Manufacturing Co., Ltd.”

2011. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1933. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1932. London. 106 p. See p. 93-95.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

2012. Winkler, Egon Carl; Goller, Hubert. 1933. Process for 
disembittering and improving soya beans or like legumes. 
British Patent 385,657. Jan. 5. Application fi led 28 July 
1931. *
• Summary: The glucosides and galactosides, forming the 
bitter principle of soybeans, are removed by dialysis under 
pressure or in vacuum at 65-80ºC, the husks of the beans 
acting as semi-permeable membranes. Address: Austria.

2013. Mechanical Handling and Conveying (London). 1933. 
Mechanical extraction of vegetable oil from seeds. 20:47-48. 
Feb. *

2014. Novopan Studiengesellschaft, m.b.H. 1933. Bread for 
diabetics. British Patent 388,319. Feb. 23. *
• Summary: Made with soybeans.

2015. Eilertsen, Leo W.; Cone, Charles N.; Davidson, Glenn; 
Laucks, Irving F.; Banks, Harry P. Assignors to I.F. Laucks, 
Inc. (Seattle, Washington). 1933. Process of preparing soya 
bean protein containing material for the manufacture of an 
adhesive and the product thereof. U.S. Patent 1,903,172. 
March 28. 4 p. Application fi led 14 June 1926.
• Summary: Soy bean fl our prepared from “English-style” 

cake is heated under specifi ed carefully controlled conditions 
before mixing into adhesive pastes. Address: Seattle, 
Washington.

2016. Baker, Wilson; Robinson, Robert; Simpson, N.M. 
1933. 75. Synthetical experiments in the isofl avone group. 
VII. Synthesis of daidzein. J. of the Chemical Society 
(London) 1933. p. 274-75. March. [5 ref]
• Summary: “The monoglucoside daidzin was isolated 
in 1931 by Waltz (Annalen, 489, 118) from the bean Soja 
hispida and was found to yield the aglucone, daidzein...” 
Address: The Dyson Perrins Lab., Oxford Univ., England.

2017. L’Heureux, L. 1933. Le soja [Soya]. Congo: Revue 
Generale de la Colonie Belge 1(2):214-36. Feb.; 1(3):365-
83. March. (Bulletin de l’Offi ce Colonial, Bruxelles). [14 ref. 
Fre; eng+]
• Summary: This early publication on soyfoods in Africa 
describes food uses and methods of preparing soymilk, 
in both condensed and powdered forms. Tunisia was a 
French protectorate from 1881 to 1956, when it became 
independent. France grew soybeans there, apparently at 
about the same time it started growing them in Algeria (p. 
214).
 At the exposition of Nanking in 1910 some 400 varieties 
of soybeans were assembled (p. 214).
 In 1908 the fi rm of Mitsui was the fi rst to try to 
transport, by sea, soybean seeds from Dairen to Liverpool. It 
was the beginning of a new industry in England (Liverpool 
and Hull), in Germany, Denmark (Copenhagen), and Holland 
(Rotterdam & Amsterdam).
 A former Belgian missionary in Jehol (West Mongolia), 
Father De Preter (Le T.R.P. Fl. De Preter, Supérieur de la 
Maison des Pères de Scheut à Yvoir) has corresponded with 
the author about soybeans, tofu, and soybean cake in that 
city. Soybeans are not cultivated on the best soils, which are 
reserved for wheat. One of his colleagues at Jehol, Father 
Cyr. De Puydt has worked to improve the soybean crop (p. 
219).
 Father De Preter has often helped in making tofu 
(fromage de soja), using magnesium chloride as a coagulant. 
If one uses calcium sulfate, the tofu is softer and the taste 
seems better. Father de Puydt has improved the manufacture 
of tofu by using magnesium salts (probably Epsom salts) in 
place of magnesium chloride. The tofu is eaten after being 
boiled in water or fried in fat. It is best when fresh. In winter, 
it is allowed to freeze [frozen tofu in northeast China] so 
that it can be kept for a long time; it becomes spongelike. 
But fresh tofu has a special aftertaste to which the European 
palate fi nds it diffi cult to get accustomed. This taste does 
not come from the coagulant but from the soybeans. When 
one eats more than two pieces of tofu in succession, one 
experiences indigestion. It does not produce gas like the 
beans. Notes that the factory of the Caséo-Sojaïne near 
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Paris, of which Mr. Li Yu-ying is the director, makes tofu 
and various tofu products. Cooked with eggs, tofu makes 
an excellent omelet. Cooked with the juice of meat, it takes 
on entirely that fl avor. It can be used to make patés or 
smoked. Use fi rm tofu and cook in a mixture of 4:1 water to 
soy sauce. Then smoke it like meat. This can, for example, 
replace ham or bacon in an omelet. Tofu paté has much the 
same consistency and taste as paté de foi gras. Thus, there 
are many ways that tofu can replace meat (p. 221-24).
 Using caséine or légumine of soymilk, the French 
pioneered industrial soy protein isolates in 1911 (see 
Beltzer). They were used in various glues, and in coating 
paper (p. 224-25).
 The margarine industry employs only the fi nest quality 
oils. Soy oil was not introduced to margarine manufacture in 
Europe until about 12 years ago [i.e., 1921], but it has rapidly 
taken an important place on account of its good properties 
and low cost. Describes how to make synthetic rubber 
from soy oil. One of the main uses of soy oil in Europe is 
in making soaps. Some is also used to make explosives. 
Mr. Tihon is the distinguished director of the Laboratory of 
Industry and Commerce at Leopoldville, Belgian Congo (p. 
227-28).
 Soybean cake (Tourteau): Father de Preter in Jehol has 
assured me that soybean cake is used there to nourish and 
fatten beasts. For horses, this cake has a surprising effect. If 
a horse, returning from a trip lean and exhausted, is put on a 
regimen of soybean cake, it will return to normal in 15 days 
(p. 230).
 Just like the oil, the cake is more and more in demand 
in Europe, and in certain countries the effect of soybeans on 
the economy is quite remarkable. Until about 30 years ago, 
Denmark was a super producer of wheat. But Dutch products 
were defeated by the lower prices of American goods. Aided 
by soybeans, the Danes were able to expand their livestock. 
Soybeans are now imported, the oil is extracted and used to 
make margarine, while the cake is used to feed livestock–
some 18.5 million heads in 1926, not including poultry 
The result has been the development of an enormous trade 
in animal products, butter, cheese, ham, bacon, lard, eggs 
and even livestock–all accounting for about 70% of Danish 
exports. Holland is in a similar position (p. 230-31).
 In 1912 the “Dairen Mill Owners Association” was 
founded, By June 1923 all but 7 of the mills in Dairen were 
members of the association. The oil in the Suzuki mill is 
extracted using benzine solvent, the most modern method. 
32 of the mills, mostly owned by Japanese, use hydraulic 
presses, while those owned by the Chinese generally use 
hand-turned screw presses (p. 231-32).
 A large table (p. 323) shows exports of soybean 
seeds, cake, and oil from the ports of Dairen, Newchwang, 
Vladivostok, and total, from 1908 to 1917. During this time, 
because of Manchurian mills, the amount of seed decreased, 
while the exports of cake and meal increased.

 Condiments: Shoyu (shoyou) is the main one. Several 
processes for making soy sauce are described in detail. Lea 
& Perrins Worcestershire Sauce is nothing but a highly 
seasoned soy sauce (p. 234).
 Continued (p. 365): Mr. L. L’Heureux is director of the 
chemical service of the Belgian Congo. Let’s see what the 
soybean is doing in the Congo. M. Tihon of Leopoldville, 
said in an interesting report titled A propos du soja hispida: 
Encountered 30 years ago [i.e., about 1903] at Stanleyville 
by commander Lemaitre, it fi gured in the collection of the 
botanical garden of Eala and was the object of experiments at 
Sankuru in 1914-15 (p. 365).
 In this report, Tihon analyzed 3 varieties of soybeans 
from the plantations of Eala. The soybean would be good for 
all our [Belgian] colonies; it could replace meat and be used 
in the rations of black workers (p. 366-67).
 Soymilk: Describes how to prepare it and its properties. 
According to Prof. Laxa of Prague, fresh soymilk has an acid 
reaction. Mentions the work of Li Yu-ying. Notes that by 
adding lactose and a bacterial culture, Yogourth [yogurt] can 
be made from soymilk (p. 370).
 In Peking, soymilk is sold in small bottles of 200-220 
cc carrying the title Lait de pois–Un produit chinois. La 
nurriture la plus nourrissante. Préparé par ___. In 1925 
one bottle of soymilk daily cost 1 dollar Mex per month. In 
1919 in Shanghai, Peking and Dairen, Chinese companies 
furnished hospitals and private individuals 8-10 oz of 
concentrated soymilk in bottles (p. 371-72).
 A table (p. 373) compares the composition of 3 types 
of soymilk with mother’s milk, cow’s milk, and goat’s milk; 
all but the cow’s milk (87.00%) contain 90.71% water. The 
soymilks are: (1) From Tsinan fu, China. (2) From Peking, 
China. 3. From Japan. The soymilk from Peking was low in 
fat, so yuba had probably fi rst been removed from it (p. 372).
 In China, soymilk is habitually drunk sweetened 
with sugar. Li Yu-ying reports that one of his parents was 
nourished from birth with soymilk and for 37 years he has 
always been in excellent health (p. 374).
 A new method for making soymilk. In 1916 Prof. Laxa 
of Prague develop a method for making soymilk in homes 
in Europe. The cost of a liter of soymilk in Prague in 1916 
was estimated by Laxa as being about 40 centimes if it was 
homemade. Before the war, there was in London a soymilk 
factory which intended to place its products regularly on 
the market. Plans were made to construct two other plants, 
one in Manchester and one in Liverpool. The synthetic milk 
syndicate launched a soymilk on the market that was adapted 
to European tastes. The syndicate’s factory, established in 
Liverpool, used the method of F. Goessel to make 100 liters 
of soymilk using the following formula (which is given). A 
Dutch patent (No. 2122 of Sept. 1917) and a Japanese patent 
(No. 28346) are also cited (p. 375-77).
 A table shows the composition of 6 types of Soyama 
soymilk according to the analyses of Dr. G. Popp of 
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Frankfurt. The protein ranges from 2.5% to 3.77%. Normal 
soy cream contained 11.5% fat, whereas that which was extra 
rich for diabetics contained 30% fat. It is very diffi cult to tell 
the difference between tea, coffee or chocolate to which one 
has added Soyama soy cream compared with regular dairy 
cream (p. 379).
 In using the Soyama milk and cream, von Noorden 
confi rms the following statement of Fischer, who studied 
vegetable milks in general: 1. In the stomach, soymilk gives 
a fl occulent precipitate which is fi ner [smaller clumps] than 
that produced by cow’s milk. 2. The digestion of soymilk 
requires only a weak secretion of gastric juice; the period of 
secretion is therefore short. 3. The time that soymilk protein 
resides in the stomach is shorter than that of cow’s milk 
protein. 4. The peristaltic action of the stomach is less after 
ingestion of soymilk and better coordinated. Therefore, based 
on these observations, von Noorden recommended soymilk 
over cow’s milk (p. 380).
 Hatmaker made powdered soymilk. A table shows its 
composition, as analyzed by a laboratory in Paris (p. 380).
 Yu P’i and Yu Ba are the Chinese and Japanese names 
of yuba, respectively. Recently a new method for making 
yuba has been patented in Japan. It consists in the use of an 
electric ventilator [or fan] placed above the surface of the 
cooking pot containing soymilk that is not heated above 
90ºC. A table (based on analyses of the Tokyo Laboratory 
of Hygiene, of Embrey, and of Adolph) then gives the 
nutritional composition of 5 types of yuba, including Fu 
Chu (dried yuba sticks) which (surprisingly) contain 53.68% 
water.
 Note: Maybe this Fu Chu was either fresh or 
reconstituted yuba. Address: Directeur du Service Chimique 
du Congo Belge.

2018. Arnold, H.C. 1933. Salisbury Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Annual report, 1931-32. Rhodesia Agricultural 
Journal 30(6):475-500. June.
• Summary: The main object of these soya bean variety trials 
was “to obtain strains which, owing to their large quantities 
of vegetative growth, will be suitable for use as hay silage 
or green manure.” The best yields (in lb/acre) were obtained 
from the following varieties: Otootan (3,970 hay; 1,204 
seed), Selection No. 6 (one of the new varieties, 3,840 hay; 
1,280 seed), Selection No. 10 (3,520 hay; 1,254 seed) and 
Nyasaland Black (3,160 lb/acre). Soyolk, a yellow-seeded 
variety used in the United Kingdom for the manufacture of a 
number of foods [such as whole soya fl our], was also tested 
(1,576 hay; 596 seed). “The Herman [2,360 hay; 1,166 seed] 
is the only yellow-seeded variety whose seed production 
approaches that of the black-seeded kinds, but it is doubtful 
whether the fi ve or six bags per acre which it produces could 
be grown at a profi t...” Address: Manager, Salisbury Agric. 
Exp. Station.

2019. Asiaticus. 1933. Sojas de Mandchourie: Production–
exportation [The soybeans of Manchuria: Production and 
exports]. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux 
8(90):230-33. June. [Fre]
• Summary: Soymilk is made in Germany and 
Czechoslovakia.

2020. Berczeller, Laszlo. 1933. An improved process for 
treating soya beans. British Patent 393,146. June 1. 2 p. 
Application fi led 15 Sept. 1932.
• Summary: The keeping quality of soy beans or meal 
[whole soy fl our] is improved by alternate steam-heating and 
drying, coagulation of albumin being prevented by addition 
of aqueous ammonia, alkalis, or sugar. Address: Dr., V. Tisza, 
Istvan Ucca 22, Budapest, Hungary.

2021. Bonotto, Michele. 1933. Treating soybeans. British 
Patent 397,482. Aug. 21. Application fi led 17 Feb. 1930. *
• Summary: Soy beans are bleached and refi ned by 
immersion in a dilute solution of sulfur dioxide for 10 hours, 
the sulfur dioxide being subsequently removed by treatment 
with water at 60-80ºC for 20-30 minutes and fi nally with 
steam for 1-4 minutes.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2006) 
concerning Michelle Bonotto and soybean processing. 
Address: Turin / Torino, Italy.

2022. Shellabarger, W.L. Assignor to Shellabarger Grain 
Products Company. 1933. Manufacturing of soya bean fl our. 
British Patent 397,692. Aug. 31. Application fi led 17 Oct. 
1932. *
• Summary: See author’s 1932 U.S. Patent 1,867,541. 
Address: Decatur, Illinois.

2023. Abe, Zyubei [Jubei]. 1933. Bread and butter for 
Manchuria. Rotarian (The) 43:9-10. Sept.
• Summary: It was in the autumn of 1907, following the 
Russo-Japanese War (1904-06), that Mitsui & Co. made a 
trial shipment of several hundred tons of soybeans to Hull, 
England. So well received was it that in the following year 
the export increased to 500,000 tons at one bound. Recent 
yearly export of soybeans from Manchuria has been in the 
neighborhood of 2,500,000 tons, of which about 1,500,000 
tons are sent to Europe; while that of bean cake is about 
1,500,000 tons, Japan taking nearly two-thirds of it. Thus 
stimulated, the export of soybeans and cake, meal, and oil 
has become the most important business of Manchuria.”
 “Soybeans have high nutritive value, containing 38 per 
cent protein and 18 per cent fat. It was natural, therefore, 
that Orientals, who live chiefl y on vegetables, particularly 
the Japanese–in deference to the Buddhist doctrine, should 
regard soybeans with favor. They are prepared in various 
ways, and anyone who has lived in Japan must have had 
experience with bean curd, bean milk, soy (Japanese sauce), 
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fermented beans [natto], bean paste [miso], bean fl our 
[kinako], bean candy, and other foods in which this versatile 
legume is an ingredient.
 Photos show: (1) The writer, Mr. Jubei Abe, seated 
at his desk in Dairen. He says that Mitsui & Co. is the 
largest commercial enterprise [zaibatsu] in Japan. (2) Acres 
covered by bags of soybeans in open storage at Kaiyuang 
awaiting local consumption or export to foreign ports. (3) 
Soybeans stored in huge round storage bins, under conical 
tops, in the native manner at Kungchuling. (3) Batteries of 
giant [hydraulic] presses crushing the beans for their oil. 
The residue becomes the valuable meal or cake. Address: 
Manager of local branch, Mitsui and Co., Dairen, Manchuria.

2024. Bell, James. 1933. Soya fl our in breadmaking. Food 
Manufacture (London) 8(9):308-09. Sept.
• Summary: Tables show: (1) The nutritional composition 
(percentage) of soya fl our, fi nest wheat fl our, rye fl our, 
oat fl our, maize fl our, and bean fl our. (2) The nutritional 
composition of white bread, 10 per cent soya bread, and 22 
per cent soya bread.
 “In using soya fl our as a bread improver, two points 
must be carefully watched. Firstly, owing to the remarkable 
water absorbing capacity (thus giving a greater yield) 
additional liquor [milk or water] must be added at the 
doughing stage (about 2 lb. of extra liquor to every 1 lb. 
of soya fl our is quite a good guide). Secondly, as soya is 
an excellent yeast` food, the rate of fermentation will be 
accelerated, and this can be overcome by reducing the 
amount of yeast used.”
 Two recipes are given, the fi rst for “Square bread” with 
a sponge (with 6 lb. strong [wheat] fl our and 6½ oz soya 
fl our), and a the dough (with 26 lb. strong fl our, 6 lb. soft 
fl our, and no soya fl our).
 The second for “Pan bread” (with 8 lb. strong [wheat] 
fl our and 2½ oz soya fl our). Address: Royal Technical 
College, Glasgow, Scotland.

2025. British Arkady Co., Ltd (The). 1933. Arkady will be 
on the same Stand in the same place as last year (Ad). Food 
Manufacture (London) 8(9):iii. Sept.
• Summary: A full-page black-and-white ad. The title 
refers to the “Bakers’ and Confectioners’ Exhibition, Royal 
Agricultural Hall, London. Sept. 2nd to 8th.” Address: 
Skerton Road, Old Trafford, Manchester 16 [England].

2026. Chinese Medical Journal. 1933. Annotations: Soya-
bean milk in infant feeding. 47(9):943-44. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Long popular in the Orient where it occupies 
a prominent place in the dietary, the soya bean is not usually 
regarded in this country as an important foodstuff, still less 
as a possible source of material for the feeding of infants. 
Nevertheless it has been tried for the latter purpose with 
favourable results in certain centres in England, while in 

America many workers are now speaking well of the so-
called ‘vegetable milk.’”
 There follows a summary of an article by Rittinger and 
Dembo (American Journal of Diseases of Children, Dec. 
192, p. 1221-38). Note. This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soya-
bean milk,” which is used in both the title and the long 
summary.

2027. Bond, G. 1933. Transfer of fi xed nitrogen 
from bacterium to host in soy bean. Nature (London) 
132(3341):748-49. Nov. 11.
• Summary: “The two principal theories advanced to explain 
the transfer of fi xed nitrogen from bacterium to host in 
the bacterial symbiosis of the Leguminosae are, fi rst, that 
transfer results from digestion of bacteria by host enzymes, 
and secondly, that it arises from an excretion by the bacteria, 
into the host cytoplasm, of a part of their fi xed nitrogen.”
 Throughout practically the whole life cycle of the 
host, the rate of transfer of nitrogen is 80-90% of the rate 
of fi xation, and there is little tendency for the products of 
fi xation to be retained by the bacteria before becoming 
available to the host. This supports the view that transfer of 
nitrogen arises from excretion by the bacteria into the host’s 
cytoplasm in preference to digestion of the bacteria by the 
host’s enzymes. Address: Botany Dep., Univ. of Glasgow, 
Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

2028. Adler, Max. 1933. Manufacture of soy milk and its 
derivatives. British Patent 402,948. Dec. 14. Application 
fi led 12 Jan. 1933. *
• Summary: Objectionable fl avors are removed from 
soybean products by partial preroasting, extraction with 
ethanol, and heating an aqueous suspension while passing a 
stream of superheated steam or air.
 “The original harsh and bitter taste is changed to an 
almond-like sweetness by subjecting the beans in the fi rst 
place to a light roasting, followed by peeling and removal 
of the germ. Bodies imparting an astringent taste are 
dissolved out with the aid of alcohol or other suitable organic 
liquid. Not less than 10 minutes’ heating of the soy mass in 
aqueous suspension destroys the raw leguminosic taste. This 
operation is immediately followed by passage of a stream of 
superheated steam or other indifferent gas heated to the same 
temperature in order to drive off substances responsible for 
the characteristic odour of the raw beans. This last operation 
should not occupy more than 30 minutes at a temperature 
not exceeding 120ºC, so as to avoid decomposition of fats 
and albuminoids. The fi nal product can be incorporated 
with other ingredients or diluents and thereby rendered 
approximately equivalent to cow’s milk or human milk. 
Emphasis is laid upon the value of soy milk as a diet for 
diabetics.” (Quoted from Food Manufacture).
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2029. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1933-1966. Glycine soja–Foreign 
sources. Part I. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 3 
cards. Unpublished.
• Summary: Glycine soja is the scientifi c name for the wild 
soybean, an annual plant. This name has never been used for 
the cultivated soybean.
 These three hand-written index cards are in the Bailey 
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic 
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this 
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor 
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part 
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
 Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden, 
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which 
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog. 
For example “Buit 33” refers to the 1933 catalog from 
Buitenzorg, Java. [LR 1982] means that a list of seeds and 
plants (whether or not it contained soy) was “Last Received” 
from that source [Buitenzorg] in 1982. There are 72 listings 
for Glycine soja from foreign sources. As of Nov. 1997 most 
of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are available 
in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York.
 (1) Buit. 33–’s Lands Plantentuin Gov. Bot. Garden, 
Buitenzorg [later renamed Bogor], Java, Indonesia, 1933 [LR 
1977; now known as Botanic Gardens, Kebun Raya, Bogor, 
Indonesia]. (2) Saig. 36–Hortus Botanicus Saigonensis, 
Saigon, Vietnam, 1936 [LR 1964]. (3) Turc. 37–Hortus 
Botanicus Turcomanicus, Turkonen Botanical Garden, 
744012 Ashkhabad, Turkmen S.S.R. [later Turkmenistan], 
1937 [LR 1976]. (4) Wey. 38–Michael A. Weymarn, 20 
Grodekoosky Blvd., Harbin, Manchuria, 1938 [Later part 
of China]. (5) Lenin. 39–Botanical Garden (Botanitschesky 
Institut), Leningrad, Russia, USSR, 1939 [LR 1976].
 (6) Buc. 40–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Bucurestiensis “C.I. Parhon,” Sos. Cotroceni nr. 32, R.P.R., 
Bucharest 15, Romania, 1940. (7) Mort. 39–La Mortola 
(Giardino Botanico Hanbury), Ventimiglia 18036, Italy, 1939 
[LR 1975]. (8) Co. 41–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis, 
Coimbra, Portugal, 1941 [LR 1982]. (9) Port. 42–Estacao 
Agronomica Nacional, Oeiras (Lisboa), Portugal, 1942 [LR 
1982] (10) Dach. 43–All Union Scientifi c Research Institute 
of Medicinal Plants, Lenino-Dachnoe, Moscow District, 
Russia, USSR, 1943 [LR 1943]
 (11) Brux. 40–Nationale Plantentuin van Belgie 
(formerly named Hortus Botanicus Bruxellensis), Dienst 
Levende Verzamelingen, Domaine van Bouchot, B-1860 
Meise (Brussels), Belgium, 1940 [LR 1981]. (12) 
Gater. 49–Institut für Kulturpfl anzenforschung, DDR-
4325 Gatersleben, Kr. Aschersleben, Bezirk Halle, East 
Germany, 1949 [LR 1981]. (13) Camb. 48–University 
Botanic Garden (formerly named Horto Cantabrigiensis 
Academiae), Cambridge, England, 1948 [LR 1981]. (14) 
B.A. 51–Division de Exploraciones e Introduccion de 

Plantas, Ministerio de Agricultura de la Nacion, Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, 1951 [LR 1958]. (15) Jena 52–Botanischen 
Gartens der Friedrich Schiller Universitaet, Jena, Germany, 
1952 [LR 1977].
 (16) Modena 53–Istituto ed Orto Botanico [Botanical 
Garden] dell’Universita di Modena, Modena, Italy, 1953 [LR 
1979]. (17) Munchen 55–Botanischer Garten Muenchen-
Nymphenburg, Menzi ger Str. 63 BRD, D-8000 Muenchen 
[Munich] 19, Germany, 1955 [LR 1981]. (18) Tar. 56–Villa 
Taranto Gardens, Pallanza, Italy, 1956 [LR 1974]. (19) Berl. 
55–Botanischer Garten, Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, 1955 [LR 
1975]. (20) Ruzy. 57–Research Institute for Plant Production, 
Ruzyne at Prague, Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic 
since Jan. 1993], 1957 [LR 1957].
 (21) Kohr. 57–Gerhard Kohres, Bahnstrasse 101, 
D-6101 Erzhausen, Darmstadt, Germany, 1957 [LR 
1973]. (22) Szeg. 57–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Szeged, Szeged, Hungary, 1957 [LR 1976]. (23) Brno. 
58–Botanika Gardeno de Veterinara Universitato, Brno 12, 
Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic since Jan. 1993], 
1958 [LR 1968]. (24) Zurich 59–Botanischer Garten der 
Universitaet Zuerich (and Parco Botanico del Cantone 
Ticino, Isole di Brissago, Lago Maggiore), Zollikerstrasse 
107, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland, 1959 [LR 1977]. (25) 
Gott. 58–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Goettingen, 
Gottingen, Germany, 1958 [LR 1981].
 (26) Erl. 58–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet 
Erlangen, Schlossgarten 4, Erlangen, Germany, 1958 
[LR 1977]. (27) Hohen. 58–Botanischer Garten der 
Landwirtschaftlichen Hochschule Stuttgart-Hohenheim, 
Stuttgart-Hohenheim, Germany, 1958 [LR 1981]. (28) 
Kassel 58–Botanischer Garten der Stadg. Kassel, Bosestrasse 
15 (Park Schonfelf), Kassel, Germany, 1958 [LR 1965]. (29) 
Marb. 58–Botanischer Garten der Philipps-Universitaet, 
Auf den Lahnbergen, 3550 Marburg 1, Germany, 1958 [LR 
1981; Formerly located at Pilgrimstein 4]. (30) Bonn U. 58–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Bonn, Meckenheimer 
Allee 171, Bonn, Germany, 1958 [LR 1979].
 (31) Glasgow 60–Botanic Gardens, Glasgow W. 2, 
Scotland, UK, 1960 [LR 1982]. (32) Lond. 60–University 
of London, Botanical Supply Unit, Elm Lodge, Englefi eld 
Green, Surrey, England, UK, 1960 [LR 1981]. (33) Liv. 
61–University of Liverpool Botanic Gardens, Ness, Neston, 
Wirral, Cheshire, England, UK, 1961 [LR 1982]. (34) Kew 
61–Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 
3AB, England, UK, 1961 [LR 1982]. (35) Monpl. 62–Jardin 
des Plantes, Universite de Montpellier, Faubourg St. Jaumes, 
Montpellier, France, 1962 [LR 1978].
 (36) Komen. 62–Botanicka Zahrada Univerzity 
Komenskeho, Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 1962 [LR 1965; 
Bratislava has been the capital of Slovakia since 1992]. 
(37) Humb. 63–Institut für Botanik der Landwirtschaftlich-
Gaerternischen Fakultaet der Humboldt Universitaet zu 
Berlin, Invalidenstrasse 42, Berlin 4, Germany, 1963, [LR 
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1964]. (38) Hok. 64–Botanic Garden of the Faculty of 
Agriculture, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan, 1964 [LR 
1982]. (39) Padova 63–Istituto Botanico dell’Universita, Via 
Orto Botanico 15, Padova [Padua], Italy, 1963 [LR 1980]. 
(40) Kosice 63–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika, 
Kosice, Slovakia, 1963 [LR 1981].
 (41) Pal. 64–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Palackianae, 
Olomouc, Leninova 26, Czechoslovakia, 1964 [LR 1979]. 
(42) Cluj. 63–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas 
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca, 
Romania, 1963 [LR 1981]. (43) Pecs 63–Hortus Botanicus 
Pecs, Ifjusag Utja 6, Pecs, Hungary, 1963 [LR 1976]. (44) 
Vasak 63–Vladimir Vasak Agricultural Research Station, 
Sumperk-Temenice, Czechoslovakia [in the Czech Republic 
since Jan. 1993], 1963 [LR 1963]. (45) Bud. 64–Hortus 
Botanicus Universitatis Hungariae, Illes u. 25, Budapest 
VIII, Hungary, 1964 [LR 1981].
 (46) Trieste 64–Universita degli studi di Trieste, 
Trieste, Italy, 1964 [LR 1964]. (47) Nijm. 65–Hortus 
Botanicus Universitatis Noviomagensis, University of 
Nijmegen, Driehuizerweg 200, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 
1965 [LR 1981]. (48) Gob. 66–Prachi Gobeson, Narendra 
Nager (Dunlop Bridge), P.O. Belgharia, Calcutta-56, India, 
1966 [LR 1966; Formerly located at Anandrapuri, P.O. 
Barrackpore, Calcutta]. (49) Ferr. 65–Hortus Botanicus 
Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico dell’Universita di 
Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1965 [LR 1976]. (50) Rouen 66–
Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Rouen, 7 Rue de Trianon, 
Rouen, France, 1966 [LR 1981]. Continued. Address: L.H. 
Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-255-
7979.

2030. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1933-1982. Glycine max–Foreign 
sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 cards. 
Unpublished.
• Summary: These two hand-written index cards are in the 
Bailey Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/
or botanic garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. 
In this index system, there are eleven major cards and eight 
minor cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-
part coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
 Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden, 
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which 
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog. For 
example “Kew 33” refers to the 1933 catalog of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens at Kew, England. [LR 1982] means that a 
list of seeds and plants (whether or not it contained soy) was 
“Last Received” from that source [Kew] in 1982. There are 
55 listings for Glycine max from foreign sources. As of Nov. 
1997 most of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are 
available in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
 (1) Kew 33–Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 

Surrey TW9 3AB, England, UK, 1933 [LR 1982]. (2) Taih. 
34–Taihoku Botanic Garden, Taihoku, Formosa [Taiwan], 
1934. (3) Adel. 50–Adelaide Botanic Garden, Adelaide, 
South Australia, 1950 [LR 1982]. (4) Tar. 50–Villa Taranto 
Gardens, Pallanza, Italy, 1950 [LR 1974]. (5) Upps. 50–
Universitets Botaniska Tradgard, P.O. Box 123, Uppsala, 
Sweden, 1950 [LR 1979].
 (6) Port. 51–Estacao Agronomica Nacional, Oeiras 
(Lisboa), Portugal, 1951 [LR 1982]. (7) Camb. 51–
University Botanic Garden, Cambridge, England, UK, 1951 
[LR 1981]. (8) Copen. 50–Universitetets Botaniske Have 
Kobenhaven, ø Farimagsgade 2B, DK-1353, Copenhagen K, 
Denmark, 1950 [LR 1981]. (9) Wien 54–Botanischer Garten 
der Universitaet Wien, Rennweg 14, Wien III, Austria, 
1954 [LR 1976]. (10) Modena 53–Istituto ed Orto Botanico 
[Botanical Garden] dell’Universita di Modena, Modena, 
Italy, 1953 [LR 1979].
 (11) P.I. 53–Bureau of Plant Industry, Dep. of 
Agriculture, Manila, Philippines, 1953 [LR 1953]. (12) 
B.A. 55–Division de Exploraciones e Introduccion de 
Plantas, Ministerio de Agricultura de la Nacion, Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, 1955 [LR 1958]. (13) N.H.L. 56–National 
Institute of Hygienic Sciences (formerly: National Hygienic 
Laboratory), Kasukabe Experiment Station of Medicinal 
Plants, No. 30 Kasukabe-shi, Saitama-ken, Japan, 1956 
[LR 1963]. (14) Co. 57–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis, 
Coimbra, Portugal, 1957 [LR 1982]. (15) Gater. 56–Institut 
für Kulturpfl anzenforschung, DDR-4325 Gatersleben, Kr. 
Aschersleben, Bezirk Halle, East Germany, 1956 [LR 1981].
 (16) Prag. 56–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Carolinae 
Pragensis, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1956 [LR 1977]. (17) 
Hamburg 58–Botanischer Garten Hamburg, Jungiustr. 6, 
Hamburg 36, Germany, 1958 [LR 1973]. (18) Milan 58–
Hortus Botanicus Mediolanensis, Istituto Orto Botanico 
dell’Universita di Milano, Via Guiseppe Colombo 60, Milan, 
Italy, 1958 [LR 1980]. (19) Read. 59–Agricultural Botanic 
Garden, University of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, England, 
UK, 1959 [LR 1974]. (20) Rabat 63–Institut National de la 
Recherche Agronomique, B.P. 415, Rabat, Morocco, 1963 
[LR 1971; Formerly: 99 Avenue de Temara].
 (21) L’zig 63–Botanischer Garten der Karl Marx 
Universitaet, Leipzig, Germany, 1963 [LR 1976]. (22) Jena 
63–Botanischen Gartens der Friedrich Schiller Universitaet, 
Jena, Germany, 1963 [LR 1977]. (23) Tap. 63–Institutum 
Agrobotanicum, Orszagos Agrobotanikai Intezet, Tapioszele, 
Hungary, 1963 [LR 1978]. (24) Brux. 64–Nationale 
Plantentuin van Belgie (formerly named Hortus Botanicus 
Bruxellensis), Dienst Levende Verzamelingen, Domaine 
van Bouchot, B-1860 Meise (Brussels), Belgium, 1964 
[LR 1981]. (25) Berg 65–Hortus Botanicus Bergianus 
(Bergianska Tradgarden), Stockholm 50, Sweden, 1965 [LR 
1981].
 (26) Pecs 65–Hortus Botanicus Pecs, Ifjusag Utja 6, 
Pecs, Hungary, 1965 [LR 1976]. (27) Essen 66–Botanischer 
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Garten Essen, Hortus Botanicus Assindiensis, Essen, 
Germany, 1966 [LR 1977]. (28) Bonn U. 65–Botanischer 
Garten der Universitaet Bonn, Manesova ul. 13, 
Meckenheimer Allee 171, Bonn, Germany, 1965 [LR 1979]. 
(29) Kosice 68–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika, 
Kosice, Slovakia, 1968 [LR 1981]. (30) S.C. 68–Jardin 
Agrobotanico de Santa Catalina, Llavollol FNGR, Argentina, 
1968 [LR 1974].
 (31) Barc. 70–Institut Botanic de Barcelona, Av. 
Muntanyans, Parc de Montjuic, Barcelona 4, Spain, 
1970 [LR 1981]. (32) Munchen 71–Botanischer Garten 
Muenchen-Nymphenburg, Menzi ger Str. 63 BRD, D-8000 
Muenchen [Munich] 19, Germany, 1971 [LR 1981]. (33) 
Hohen. 72–Botanischer Garten der Landwirtschaftlichen 
Hochschule Stuttgart-Hohenheim, Stuttgart-Hohenheim, 
Germany, 1972 [LR 1981]. (34) Frank. 72–Botanischer 
Garten der Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universitaet, 
Siesmayerstrasse 72, 6 Frankfurt am Main, Germany, 1972 
[LR 1980]. (35) Oxf. 73–Botanic Garden, University of 
Oxford, Rose Lane, Oxford, England, UK, 1973 [LR 1981].
 (36) Koln 73–Botanischer Garten und Arboretum der 
Stadt Köln [Cologne], Ave. Botanischen Garten, 5000 Koeln 
60, Germany, 1973 [LR 1981; Formerly at Amsterdammer 
Strasse 36]. (37) Hal. 74–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Halensis, Halle, Germany, 1974 [LR 1982]. (38) Gen. 73–
Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de la Ville Geneve, Case 
postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy / Geneva, Switzerland, 
1973 [LR 1981]. (39) Zurich 74–Botanischer Garten der 
Universitaet Zuerich (and Parco Botanico del Cantone 
Ticino, Isole di Brissago, Lago Maggiore), Zollikerstrasse 
107, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland, 1974 [LR 1977]. (40) 
Amst. 73–Jardin Botanique de l’Universite Amsterdam, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1973 [LR 1975].
 (41) Bes. 73–Jardin Botanique de la Ville et de 
l’Universite (de Besancon), Place Marechal Leclerc, 25000 
Besancon, France, 1973 [LR 1981]. (42) Dijon 73–Hortus 
Botanicus Divionensis, Jardin Botanique, 1 Avenue Albert-
Premier, 21000 Dijon, France, 1973 [LR 1981]. (43) Wars. 
75–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, 
Poland, 1975 [LR 1981]. (44) Berl. 75–Botanischer Garten, 
Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, 1975 [LR 1975]. (45) Cluj. 76–
Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas “Babes-Bolyai,” 
Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca, Romania, 1976 
[LR 1981].
 (46) Glasgow 77–Botanic Gardens, Glasgow W. 2, 
Scotland, UK, 1977 [LR 1982]. (47) Monpl. 78–Jardin 
des Plantes, Universite de Montpellier, Faubourg St. 
Jaumes, Montpellier, France, 1978 [LR 1978]. (48) 
Erl. 77–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Erlangen, 
Schlossgarten 4, Erlangen, Germany, 1977 [LR 1977]. 
(49) Groz. 80–Hortus Agrobotanicus Instituti Agronomici 
“Dr. Petru Groza,” Cluj, Romania, 1980 [LR 1980]. (50) 
Duss. 79–Botanisches Institut der Universitaet Duesseldorf, 
Christophstrasse 82, Dusseldorf, Germany, 1979 [LR 1981].

 (51) Tubin. 80–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet 
Tuebingen, Tubingen, Germany, 1980 [LR 1980]. (52) Vac. 
82–Research Institute for Botany, Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences Botanical Garden, 2183 Vacratot, Hungary, 
1982 [LR 1982]. (53) Graz 82–Botanischer Garten der 
Universitaet Graz, Holtei-Gasse 6, A-8010 Graz, Austria, 
1982 [LR 1982]. (54) Jo. 81–Botanical Garden, Univ. of 
Joensuu, P.O. Box 111, SF-80101 Joensuu, Finland, 1981 
[LR 1981]. (55) Utr. 82–”Hortus Botanicus” Utrecht & 
“Cantonspark” Baarn of the State University of Utrecht, 
Utrecht, Netherlands, 1982 [LR 1982]. Address: L.H. Bailey 
Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New 
York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-255-
7979.

2031. Hunter, Herbert; Leake, Hugh Martin. 1933. Recent 
advances in agricultural plant breeding. London: J. & 
A. Churchill. x + 361 p. See p. 344-48. Foreword by Sir 
Rowland H. Biffen. Illust. Author index. Subject index. 21 
cm. [15 soy ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soy Bean (Glycine soja 
Sieb. et Zucc.)” gives a review of the literature concerning 
recent advances in breeding the soy bean, an annual 
belonging to the natural order Leguminosae. Address: 1. 
Plant Breeding Inst., School of Agriculture, Cambridge; 2. 
Formerly Director of Agriculture, United Provinces, India, 
and Principal of the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, 
Trinidad.

2032. Morgan, Evan. 1933. Tao–The great luminant: Essays 
from Huai Nan Tzu. With introductory articles, notes, 
analyses. Shanghai, China: Kelly & Walsh Ltd. xlv + 291 p. 
Foreword by John C. Ferguson, Ph.D.
• Summary: Dr. Morgan “has the reward of giving to our 
western world the fi rst adequate translation of the work 
of Liu An, the unhappy and ill-fated Prince of Huai Nan” 
(Foreword, p. iv). This book contains eight of the original 21 
essays in the Huai Nan Tzu.
 “The Tao Te Ching is hard to understand. But a study of 
it is fruitful. It is conceded that Lao Tzu must have been one 
of the most original thinkers of China.” Unfortunately there 
are no good translations of the Tao Te Ching. “The best two 
are those of Dr. James Legge and Mr. Spurgeon Medhurst. 
But often they contain passages as vague as the original! The 
meaning does not shine out from the words” (Preface, by 
Evan Morgan, p. v-vi).
 Note: Tofu is not mentioned. Address: Hon. D.D., Univ. 
of Wales, Order of the Double Dragon.

2033. Soya Foods Ltd. 1933. Soyolk: The most highly 
concentrated natural food. Springwell Lane, Rickmansworth, 
Herts., England. 20 p. 18 x 12 cm.
• Summary: At the top center of the cover is a circular yin-
yang symbol. Contents: Comparative analysis of principal 
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fl ours in everyday use (% composition): Soyolk, fi nest wheat 
fl our, rye fl our, oat fl our, maize fl our, bean fl our, pea fl our. 
Note: Soyolk is by far the highest in calories, protein, and 
fat.
 Soyolk (“It was only after years of research that the 
Soya Bean, thanks to the use of a special non-chemical 
process, yielded ‘Soyolk,’ a fi ne ivory coloured powder”).
 Soyolk: An ideally balanced food (“It must be specially 
emphasized that ‘Soyolk’ contains far more of the most 
expensive form of nourishment, protein and fat, than such 
costly foods as beef and eggs themselves”): Vitamins, 
proteins, fat, carbohydrates, starch, ash, lecithin, analysis by 
H.B. Cronshaw, London.
 The uses of “Soyolk.” Bread (as a yeast food and 
bread improver, 1½%). In brown bread and wholemeal 
breads (5-7½%). Soyolk bread (22%). Soyolk in cakes and 
confectionery (5-10%). Puddings. Porridge, oatmeal and 
breakfast foods (15-30%). Invalid and health foods. Baby 
foods. Vegetarian foods. Diabetic food. Tuberculosis. Minced 
meats, meat and fi sh pastes. Sausages. Chocolate. Cocoa. 
Hospitals, Sanatoria, etc. Competitive soya fl ours and meals. 
Table: Bar chart: Comparative table of cost of 1000 calories 
of the most current foodstuffs. Address: Rickmansworth, 
Herts. [Hertfordshire], England. Phone: Rickmansworth 468.

2034. Wong, Nellie C. 1933. Chinese dishes for foreign 
homes: A revised and enlarged edition of the popular 
“Chinese Recipes.” London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & 
Co. Ltd. xii + 98 p. Illust. 19 x 13 cm. Handsewn on exterior. 
Printed in Shanghai.
• Summary: This book contains 86 recipes. The Explanatory 
Notes (p. vii) begin: “Soy bean sauce and ginger are 
universally used in China for seasoning. Soy bean sauce in 
many instances takes the place of salt. Names and addresses 
of suppliers of Chinese foodstuffs in New York and London 
are given. Soy-related recipes include: Bean curd soup (p. 8). 
Shia-mi tao-fu (Fried shrimps with bean curd and soy bean 
sauce, p. 51). Soy bean sauce is also used to season Lobster 
chop suey, and Shrimp chop suey (p. 68-69).
 A 1932 edition of this book was published in Shanghai 
by Kelly and Walsh, Ltd. (xii + 87 p.; 19 cm).

2035. Hilditch, T.P.; Jones, E.C. 1934. Regularities in the 
glyceride structure of some technically important vegetable 
fatty oils. J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). 
Transactions and Communications 53:13T-21T. Jan. 19. [6 
ref]
• Summary: “In the majority of liquid fats (vegetable or 
animal, including such important fatty oils as olive, ground-
nut, cottonseed, soya-bean, linseed, whale, and many others) 
the total content of saturated acids is far below 60% and fully 
saturated glycerides are practically absent.”
 The section titled “Soya-bean oil” (p. 19T-20T) begins: 
“The specimen (and also the linseed, ground-nut, and 

tea-seed oils) used in these experiments was provided by 
Messrs. J. Bibby & Sons, Ltd., whose assistance we desire 
gratefully to acknowledge. The (expressed) soya-bean oil 
had saponifi cation equivalent of 291.5 and iodine value of 
129.0.” One table shows the fatty acid content of the oil by 
ester-fractionation method. The acids are myristic, palmitic, 
stearic, arachidic, oleic, and C-18 (unsaturated).
 The oil was alkali-refi ned then hydrogenated until its 
iodine value was 5.1. The product was then crystallised four 
times from ether. It gave fi ve fractions, shown in the 2nd 
table–which gives melting point, glycerides (saponifi cation 
equivalent, iodine value), corresponding acids (freed from 
unsaponifi able; saponifi cation equivalent, iodine value). 
Address: U.K.

2036. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1934. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1933. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

2037. Leverhulme, Viscount. 1934. Chemical engineering 
and the edible fat industry. Transactions of the Institution of 
Chemical Engineers (London) 12:9-15.
• Summary: The edible fat industry is essentially the creation 
of the modern chemical engineer. These edible products 
include margarine, cooking fats, bakery fats, and edible oils 
of various kinds. “In this country [UK] the principal one is 
margarine, and it is to this product that I shall mainly refer.
 “The connection between the soap trade and the edible 
fat trade lies in their using the same kind of raw materials–
namely, glycerides.” The advent of margarine forced 
soapmakers to look for other sources of supply. Margarine 
was developed by the French chemist Mège Mouriés. 
“During the years just before the Franco-Prussian War of 
1870, the shortage of butter had become so acute in many 
European countries that it had become almost a luxury... 
In France the shortage was particularly acute, and the 
Government looked round for an alternative to be used in the 
fi rst instance for her Army and Navy. They commissioned 
Mège Mouriés to carry out experiments in the hope of 
fi nding a way of producing an alternative to butter. In 1869 
his work had reached a stage that he applied for an obtained 
a concession to erect a factory near Paris.” The history of 
margarine in Europe is told from that point to 1934. The 
chemical engineering of the process is described.

2038. Griffi ths, H.N.; Hilditch, T.P. 1934. The oleic-elaidic 
acid transformation as an aid in the analysis of mixtures 
of oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids. J. of the Society of 
Chemical Industry–Transactions and Communications 
(London) 53:75T-81T. March 16. [32 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: (1) A method has been worked out 
whereby oleic acid, in admixture with linoleic and linolenic 
acids, can be determined by analysis of the mixed fatty acids 
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after treatment with oxides of nitrogen until the oleic-elaidic 
acid equilibrium has been reached.” Address: The University, 
Liverpool.

2039. Heymann, H.; Neufeld, M. 1934. Process of producing 
soybean fl our. British Patent 407,566. March 24. *

2040. Howell, G.C.L. 1934. The soy bean: A dietary 
revolution in China. China Journal (The) 20(3):140-46. 
March.
• Summary: A Chinese proverb states that “Bean-milk is the 
poor man’s milk, bean-curd is the poor man’s meat.” The 
Chinese “use practically no dairy products and the bulk of 
the nation eats little meat. The meat consumption of China 
is estimated at about 20 grams per head per day, as against 
149 grams in the United States of America, 130 in Great 
Britain, 92 in France, 29 in Italy, and 25 in Japan.” But the 
author contends that the Chinese have never learned to make 
sanitary products which keep well. “The fl our, oil, and milk 
made in China quickly become rancid and unpalatable.” 
Thus China is starving in the midst of plenty. No country in 
the world has had less benefi t from the soy bean as treated by 
modern methods as that of its origin. In northern China, soy 
fl our is used in a ratio of 2 or 3 to 8 with millet fl our to make 
wo-tou steamed bread, and in a ratio of 1:5 with wheat fl our 
to make man-tou steamed bread. A modern factory, such as 
the Aguma Works in Germany, could be established in China 
to make these products on a large scale at low cost. High 
quality soy-fortifi ed macaroni, rice fl our, soy oil and soya 
milk should also be produced. “Research has done its work. 
And China only awaits the pioneer, a commercial man, who 
will use the discoveries of science on a commercial scale. 
His coming is certain. The time of his coming rests on the 
knees of the gods.”

2041. Neufeld, E.; Heymann, H. 1934. Improvements 
relating to the process of producing soya fl our. British Patent 
407,866. March 29. Application fi led 20 July 1933. *
• Summary: Shelled or unshelled soy beans are soaked in 
acidulated water for a few hours, washed, and then soaked 
in water at 75ºC for about 2 hours. The beans are then 
dried, shelled, and ground to a fl our, which is heat-treated 
at various temperatures to produce a “biscuit,” “cocoa,” or 
“coffee” fl avor. Address: Germany.

2042. LeClerc, J.A. comp. 1934. Partial list of processes for 
removing the bitter taste from soybeans. Washington, DC: 
Food Research Div., Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, USDA. 
1 p. April 9. Revised 1938, 2 p. Unpublished manuscript. [22 
ref]
• Summary: This is a list of 21 patents and 1 article in 
Chemiker Zeitung on this subject related to production of soy 
fl our. The following countries have the following number 
of patents: USA 12, Britain 3, Austria 2, France 1, Japan 1, 

Switzerland 1, and Yugoslavia 1.
 Note: Joseph Arthur LeClerc was born in 1873. Address: 
Food Research Div., Bureau of Chemistry & Soils, USDA.

2043. Torres Herrera, José M. 1934. El haba soya, su cultivo 
y benefi cio [The soybean, its culture and benefi ts]. Boletin 
Agricola (Medellin, Colombia) 8(189):1180-92. April. [Spa]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Climatological 
conditions. Soils appropriate for this crop. Inoculation with 
bacteria. Preparation of the soil. Soya in crop rotations. 
Sowing the seeds. The work of cultivation. Calculation of the 
cost of production for 6,400 square meters (Data taken from 
the Palmira Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin No. 1; 
the cost is $0.45 per arroba = ca. 25 lb). Soybean varieties 
(“Agriculturists interested in planting this crop which has no 
equal, can obtain seeds free of charge from the Pamira [sic, 
Palmira] Agricultural Experiment Station or the Antioquia 
Agricultural Society [Sociedad Antioqueña de Agricultores, 
Colombia]”). Production of seeds. Yields of various varieties. 
Harvesting and threshing of the grain. The uses of soya (la 
soya).
 Utilization of the plant and seeds of the soybean (de las 
habas soyas): I. The plants as hay, pasture, green forage, 
ensilage, green manure. II. The seeds as: 1. Whole dry 
soybeans (habas secas, for making infant foods, fl our, soup, 
butter, diabetic foods and breads, cooked whole soybeans, 
confections, health foods (alimentos para sano): soymilk, 
soybean roasts or steaks, soy sprouts. Breakfast foods: 
Vegetable curd or cheese (cuajada o queso vegetal), soy 
sauce, malted milk, soy coffee cakes, fl our, livestock feed). 
2. Green vegetable soybeans (habas verdes). 3. Soy fl our 
(harina de habas). 4. Soy oil (aceite de habas).
 Soya as human food. The composition of various 
legumes. Soy fl our. Soy oil. Soy milk (leche de soya): 
Nutritional comparison of soy milk and cow’s milk, 
powdered soymilk, fermented soymilk, tofu (queso soya), 
soy casein (Caseína).
 Whole dry soybeans: Roasted soybeans (habas 
tostadas), soy coffee (café de soya), soy chocolate (chocolate 
de soya). Green-seeded soybeans (habas soyas verdes o 
legumbres): Soy sprouts, soy sauces. Edelsoya (soy fl our 
made by Berczeller).
 The value of soy forage. Soybeans in mixtures with 
other crops. Green manure. The concept of Dr. Uribe 
Echeverri, minister in Brazil.
 Page 1180 states: “Climatological conditions. The 
soybean is suited to the temperate zones but it can become 
acclimatized to warmer climates and it has succeeded at the 
agricultural experiment stations of Valle de Cuaca and of 
Tolima and in various regions of the Intendencia del Chocó. 
It is probable that some varieties from England and from 
the north of Canada can acclimatize themselves in good 
conditions in our cold lands.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
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concerning soybeans in Colombia, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Colombia. Note 2. No mention is made of soya 
in Nicaragua.
 Note 3. This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) that uses the term habas tostados to refer to 
soynuts.
 Note 4 This is the earliest Spanish-language document 
seen (June 2009) that uses the term habas verdes to refer to 
green vegetable soybeans. Address: Agrónomo Nacional de 
la Intendencia del Chocó [Colombia].

2044. Engelmann, Fredrich Wilhelm; Brinckmann, Max 
John; Mergell, Arnold; Brinckmann, August; Mergell, Fritz. 
1934. Process for the production of stable water-containing 
emulsions of vegetable lecithin [from soya beans]. British 
Patent 409,540. May 3. Application fi led July 26, 1933. *

2045. Etabissement, A. 1934. Apparatus and process for 
extracting solid materials, e.g., powdered peanuts, palm nuts, 
soybeans, cottonseed, copra. British Patent 410,301. May 17. 
*

2046. Noblee & Thörl G.m.b.H. 1934. Process for the 
production of storable mixtures of lecithin and oil. British 
Patent 410,357. May. 17. *

2047. Noblee and Thörl GmbH. 1934. Process for the 
production of storable mixtures of lecithin and oil. British 
Patent 410,357. Accepted May 17. *

2048. Woods, T.I. 1934. Ice cream powders. Food 
Manufacture (London). June. p. 201-02, 218.
• Summary: In order to make a batch of 100 lb of “cold mix” 
ice cream powder, the following recipe might be used: Sugar 
(fi nely milled) 70.0 lb, skim milk powder 17.5 lb, fi ller, say 
soya bean fl our 7.5 lb, colloid, say gum tragacanth 5.0 lb, 
plus fl avour to suit. From 1.5 to 1.75 lb of this mix is added 
to each gallon of cold milk in the “cold mix.” Soya fl our 
replaces the expensive powdered dried egg yolk.
 This is the earliest European document seen (March 
2007) that mentions the use of soy (in any form) in ice 
cream.

2049. Noblee & Thörl G.m.b.H. 1934. Verfahren zum 
Entwaessern von frischem Sojaschlamm [Process for 
dewatering of fresh soy oil sludge]. German Patent 599,639. 
July 6. Application fi led June 14, 1934. [Ger]*

2050. Hale, William J. 1934. The farm chemurgic: Farmward 
the star of destiny lights our way. Boston, Massachusetts: 
The Stratford Co. 201 p. Oct. No index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest document seen (June 2011) 
that contains the word “chemurgy” (pronounced KEM-ur-
jee), or the word “chemurgical”–for Hale coined these terms 

on page ii, where he states that chemurgy is derived from the 
Greek terms for chemistry (the black art of Egypt) plus work 
(ergon). Thus chemurgy “is that science concerned in the 
working with and for chemical compounds. The farm is the 
great chemurgical plant...” This is also the earliest document 
seen (June 2011) with “chemurgic” (pronounced kuh-MUR-
jik) in the title.
 The book, which became the manifesto for an 
independent chemurgic movement and organization (the 
Farm Chemurgic Council, formed in May 1935), begins 
with a history of the rise of the industrial revolution. It 
began with the mechanical revolution. “By the opening 
of the 19th century a mighty revolution had come upon 
western Europe. The direct cause of this upheaval was the 
invention of the steam engine by James Watt in 1769 [in 
England]. As precursors to this invention we note the rapid 
strides in metallurgy...” Soon machines were pumping water 
from mines and replacing hand labor in the textile mills of 
England. In 1804 the locomotive was invented by Trevithick, 
but it was not translated into a steam-powered train on tracks 
until 1825 by Stephenson. The steamboat of Fulton, however 
came into the picture as early as 1807 and the fi rst crossing 
of the Atlantic was accomplished by the S.S. ‘Savannah’ as 
early as 1819. Thus the mechanical revolution had struck” in 
England. The great coal beds in the British Isles contributed 
greatly to its progress. “The mechanical revolution 
brought man up to a new and higher plane of living. The 
great contribution of this revolution to mankind was the 
inauguration of our Industrial Era. This dates from 1856 with 
the invention of the Bessemer furnace for the production of 
steel. From that day on mass production and the introduction 
of replaceable units in manufacture have dominated all 
industry.”
 The chemical revolution, which started in 1850s, began 
with the manufacture of synthetic dyes such as mauve (from 
aniline), alizarin, and synthetic indigo. Earlier progress 
had been blocked by the “lack of a visual conception of 
the structure of the simplest types of organic chemical 
compounds. At last in 1865 Kekulé put forth his concept 
of the structural arrangement of the carbon atoms in the 
benzene ring. This was the key that unlocked the door to a 
room of transcendent beauty in color and splendor.”
 “The introduction of synthetic silk-like fi bre for natural 
fi bre constituted the second great conquest by the organic 
chemist. As early as 1889 in France we may record the fi rst 
successful attempts in this direction by Count Hilaire de 
Chardonnet. In 1905 Cross and Bevan in England introduced 
the viscose type of artifi cial silk, commonly called rayon. 
By 1910 at Markus Hook, New Jersey, our commercial 
production of viscose silk was under way. By 1926 our 
plants were producing 60,000,000 pounds of the world’s 
then 200,000,000 pound output of artifi cial silk. In 1931 we 
produced 144,000,000 pounds of the world’s 480,000,000 
pound output. In 1933 we manufactured 208,000,000 pounds 
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of artifi cial silk made up of 76 per cent viscose silk, 17 per 
cent acetate silk and 7 per cent other types. The world’s total 
output in 1933 was 650,000,000 pounds. The basis of silk-
like fi bre is alpha-cellulose.”
 Next came the production of synthetic plastics. By 1910 
a small plant in New York was making Bakelite, a resin 
capable of being molded to the desired form under heat. 
Synthetic plastics began to replace amber, bone, and horn.
 The most important date in the early chemical revolution 
is 1913, the year that Haber-Bosch plant at Oppau, Germany, 
began production of synthetic ammonia from hydrogen and 
atmospheric nitrogen at the rate of about 7,000 tons annually. 
This small plant [which produced explosives and fertilizer] 
made World War I possible. Without it and its enlargements 
there would have been no World War in 1914. By 1928 
Germany’s production of fi xed nitrogen exceeded 400,000 
tons per year which amount contains more fi xed nitrogen 
than is to be found in the total annual export of sodium 
nitrate from Chile... The Haber-Bosch process gives man 
unlimited command of explosives and fertilizer. Through it 
the naturally occurring nitrogenous fertilizers are rendered 
entirely superfl uous. This process opened up the air to 
chemical exploitation.
 So the fi rst four major products of the chemical 
revolution were dyes, artifi cial fi ber, synthetic plastics, and 
synthetic ammonia. The fi rst stage in the chemical revolution 
was World War I (1914-1918); the Germans led the world 
in chemical technology. The second stage was the period 
of recuperation (1919-23). The third stage was the period 
of phantom prosperity (1924-28). The fourth stage was the 
Great Depression (1929-32).
 “As Abraham Lincoln is known for the emancipation 
of the slave so shall Woodrow Wilson be known as the 
emancipator of American science and industry” (p. 22).
 We cannot omit mention of a fi ghting crusader who was 
“impressed with a vision of the might and limitless power 
that lay within a chemical nation.” He battled “in order 
that this nation might attain chemical independence. Upon 
Francis P. Garvan fell the mantle of American Chemical 
Leadership. It was he who sensed the subservience of our 
nation to foreign scientifi c mastery; it was he who spread 
before President Wilson the utter necessity of curbing foreign 
domination over our enterprises...
 “In the Act of November 4, 1918, Congress passed a law 
authorizing the seizure of patents, trademarks, and the like 
belonging to enemy countries. Following this came another 
Act of Congress authorizing the President to dispose of 
these patents to American citizens ‘at public auction, private 
sale, or otherwise.’ Shortly thereafter an executive order 
from the White House authorized the sale of these patents to 
the Chemical Foundation over which the President himself 
wisely designated that Francis P. Garvan be made president 
to serve without pay and without fi nancial interest in the 
chemical companies involved.

 Since those early days, Mr. Garvan, with unswerving 
purpose, has devoted his time and fortune to the 
advancement of chemical and allied science and industry in 
the United States” (p. 22-23).
 Note 1. The Chemical Foundation became the key 
source of early fi nancial support for the Farm Chemurgic 
Council (of which Garvan was elected the fi rst president) and 
the farm chemurgic movement.
 Note 2. Although Henry Ford’s work with chemurgy, 
and with plant-based synthetic fi bers and plastics is not 
mentioned in this book (which was published before Ford’s 
major work began), the book nevertheless gives a good 
understanding of the background for Ford’s work.
 Note 3. Soy is not mentioned in this book. None of 
the following words appear: Glycine, legume, legumes, 
soy, soya, soyabean, soyabeans. soybean, or soybeans. 
Address: Midland, Michigan. Research Consultant, The Dow 
Chemical Co.

2051. Times (London). 1934. Soya beans: An experiment in 
Essex. Harvesting a crop. Sept. 17. p. 16, cols. 2-3 (photo), 
18, col. 4 (article).
• Summary: “From our special correspondent–For the fi rst 
time in the history of British farming, a substantial crop 
of acclimatized soya beans has been successfully grown 
and brought to maturity in this country. The scene of this 
experiment is Fordson Estate, Boreham, near Chelmsford 
[Essex] belonging to Mr. Henry Ford and comprising some 
2,000 acres. Here about 20 acres of soya bean plant are now 
being harvested.
 “This is the outcome of a previous trial planting with 
a type of soy bean seeds supplied by Mr. J.L. North, late 
curator of the Botanical Gardens, Regent’s Park... There 
have been previous experiments in this country in growing 
soya beans but they were on a smaller scale and not entirely 
successful. Many attempts on the same lines were also made 
in Germany with like result. In each case failure was largely 
due to adverse climatic conditions. At present the principle 
source of supply to Great Britain is Manchuria, which sends 
considerable quantities of the soybean here and elsewhere, 
annually.”
 The soya beans on the Fordson Estate were planted 
last May. Four varieties were planted. It was thought that 
the English summer was neither long enough nor warm 
enough and the spring and autumn frost would kill the young 
soy beans. Varieties of soy bean seeds were obtained from 
America and planted on the estate but they did not mature. At 
the same time Mr. North who had long been experimenting 
with soybeans seeds supplied a type of his own collection 
and it was from these that the present crop had been 
obtained. [Note that North simply supplied the seed; he 
didn’t grow it.] A larger quantity may be cultivated next year. 
The rest of the estate is used to grow wheat, garden produce 
and fruit. A photo (p. 16) shows a man standing in a very 
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large experimental fi eld of soya beans grown this summer on 
the Fordson Estate at Boreham, Essex.
 Note 1. This is the earliest article seen concerning 
Henry Ford’s testing of soybean varieties in England. Note 
2. Boreham, which is about 35 miles northeast of central 
London, is located at 51º45.4’ north latitude.

2052. Wishart, George MacFeat. 1934. The effi ciency and 
performance of a vegetarian racing cyclist under different 
dietary conditions. J. of Physiology (London) 82(2):189-99. 
Sept. 19. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The results are recorded of 
ergometer experiments carried out on a fi rst-class long-
distance racing cyclist who subsisted on rigidly controlled 
vegetarian diets of different protein content. The best 
performance was obtained on high-protein diets although the 
gross effi ciency was then slightly lower than on diets poorer 
in protein.
 Diet No. IV consisted of 1 lb “Soyolk” [whole soy 
fl our], 3½ lb bananas, 5 oz tapioca, 6 oz sugar, and ½ lb 
apples. This was a very high protein that was “rigidly 
vegetarian” (i.e. vegan, since it contained no animal 
products). This diet caused the cyclist “acute discomfort.” 
The experiment with this diet “had to be abandoned owing to 
the extreme fl atulence caused by this bean-meal food.”
 The cyclist (initials C.F.D.) now age 48, has lived on a 
vegetarian diet for the past 23 years. From 1910 until 1926, 
when he gave up racing, he secured many records and prizes. 
He competed in the Olympic Games in 1912 and 1920.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2002) that uses the term “rigidly vegetarian” to 
refer to a vegan diet. Address: Inst. of Physiology, Glasgow 
Univ., Glasgow, Scotland.

2053. Chemical Trade Journal and Chemical Engineer 
(London). 1934. A British soya-bean crop. 95(2,470):201. 
Sept. 21.
• Summary: In England this year [1934] a crop of 20 acres 
of soybeans is being harvested on Mr. Henry Ford’s 2,000-
acre estate at Boreham near Chelmsford. This is the largest 
successful soybean experiment that has been made in 
England and promises a very satisfactory yield. It is reported 
that soya bean oil is used at Ford’s works in the United States 
to make a plastic of secret composition.
 Note: Soya bean protein, not oil, is used by Ford to 
make plastics in the USA.

2054. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1934. Display ad: Derive 
the great benefi t of the Soya Bean by adding Kikkoman, the 
sauce without vinegar, to your diet. Times (London). Oct. 10. 
p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary:  “Nature has given to the World in the Soya 
Bean a vegetable food that contains valuable and essential 
properties for counteracting digestive and gastric disorders. 

And in Kikkoman scientists have produced from this natural 
food a piquant sauce that immediately appeals to the palate 
and which can be used with great benefi t with your every 
meal. Get a bottle to-day and try it with Fish, Poultry, Joints, 
Savouries, Soup, etc. Kikkoman is highly concentrated and 
should, therefore, be used sparingly. Obtainable at all leading 
Grocers and Stores at 1/- [1 shilling] per bottle, or order 
direct, adding 3d. part postage [=for part of the postage]. 
Sole Distributors for U.K. (Trade enquiries invited).” A small 
illustration shows Kikkoman’s trade mark.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) in 
the Times (London) that mentions Kikkoman. A fairly similar 
ad appears in the 27 Feb. 1935 issue (p. 17, col. 1). Address: 
29, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2055. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1934. Display ad: The 
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sauce for epicures! Kikkoman, the sauce without vinegar. A 
product of the healthful soya bean. Times (London). Oct. 24. 
p. 17, col. 7.
• Summary: “Kikkoman is the only product of its kind in 
the world. Made from the wonderful Soya Bean, it is an 
important Health Food that should be included in everyone’s 
diet. Kikkoman is a real tonic, appetiser and stimulant, 
increases vitality and is decidedly nourishing. Kikkoman 
adds to Soups...” Address: 29, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2056. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1934. Display ad: The 
wonderful soya bean in its most delectable form. Kikkoman, 
the sauce without vinegar. Nature’s tasty tonic! Times 
(London). Nov. 8. p. 17, cols. 1-2.
• Summary: “Kikkoman is the only product of its kind in the 
world. Made from the wonderful Soya Bean,...” Address: 29, 
Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2057. Tussaud, Gabriel Philip. Assignor, by mesne 
assignments, to Arnold R. Boyd (New York, NY). 1934. 
Process of treating fat and oil-bearing seed products. U.S. 
Patent 1,980,838. Nov. 13. 4 p. Application fi led 27 June 
1931. 1 drawing. Application also fi led in Great Britain on 
16 Dec. 1930.

• Summary:  “According to my invention the new and 
improved process for treating fat and oil-bearing seeds 
broadly comprises subjecting the seeds to soaking in water 
and then subjecting the soaked seeds to the action of heat 

(for example to the 
action of a temperature 
between about 110º 
C. and 140º C.) and 
sulphur dioxide gas in 
the presence or absence 
of air, the treatment 
being so conducted that 
the bitter principles or 
other matters impairing 
the dietetic properties 
are removed or rendered 
innocuous, and also 
that the seeds on 
leaving the chamber 
or drum wherein 
the heat and sulphur 
dioxide treatment is 
conducted contain less 
moisture than in their 
natural state.” Address: 
Rickmansworth, 
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England.

2058. Baker, Ivan. 1934. Meet for the meatless: Four 
hundred meatless entrées, lunch and supper dishes. London: 
Ivor Nicholson & Watson Limited. xii + 340 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Beans,” the author notes 
that “the new Soyolk, fi ne meal of the soya bean, is now 
obtainable at all health food stores” (p. 143). Address: 
London.

2059. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1934. Classifi ed ad: 
Kikkoman.–The sauce for Christmas fare. Times (London). 
Dec. 12. p. 1, col. 6.
• Summary: “Made from the wonderful Soya Bean. No 
Vinegar. Aids digestion, assists appetite, nourishes and tones 
the system. Unrivalled with hot and cold joints. Poultry, 
Savouries, Soups, and Salads. 6s. per half-dozen bottles, or 
singly at leading Stores and Grocers.” Address: 29, Tooley 
St., London, S.E. 1.

2060. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1934-1976. Glycine hispida–
Foreign sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 
cards. Unpublished.
• Summary: Glycine hispida was an early scientifi c name 
for the soybean given by C.J. Maximowicz in 1873. It was 
superseded by Soja max Piper in 1914, and fi nally by the 
current name, Glycine max (L.) Merrill in 1917.
 These two hand-written index cards are in the Bailey 
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic 
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this 
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor 
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part 
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
 Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden, 
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which 
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog. 
For example “Will. 34” refers to the 1934 catalog of J.P. 
Williams & Bros., Colombo, Ceylon (Renamed Sri Lanka 
in 1972) [LR 1982] means that a list of seeds and plants 
(whether or not it contained soy) was “Last Received” from 
that source [J.P. Williams] in 1982. There are 34 listings for 
Glycine hispida from foreign sources. As of Nov. 1997 most 
of the catalogs and seed lists mentioned below are available 
in the Bailey Hortorium, located in Mann Library, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, New York.
 (1) Will. 34–J.P. Williams & Bros., 94 Wall St., 
Kotahena, Colombo, Ceylon, 1934. (2) Kirst. 37–National 
Botanic Garden Kirstenbosch, Private Bag X7, Claremont 
7735, South Africa, 1937 [LR 1983; Formerly in Newlands, 
C.P.]. (3) Alger 36–Jardin Botanique, Universite d’Alger, 
Algiers, Algeria, 1936 [LR 1956]. (4) Lenin. 40–Botanical 
Garden (Botanitschesky Institut), Leningrad, Russia, 
USSR, 1940 [LR 1976]. (5) Co. 41–Hortus Botanicus 
Conimbrigensis, Coimbra, Portugal, 1941 [LR 1982].

 (6) Brux. 40–Nationale Plantentuin van Belgie (formerly 
named Hortus Botanicus Bruxellensis), Dienst Levende 
Verzamelingen, Domaine van Bouchot, B-1860 Meise 
(Brussels), Belgium, 1940 [LR 1981]. (7) Kew 47–Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AB, 
England, UK, 1947 [LR 1982]. (8) Copen. 48–Universitets 
Botaniske Have Kobenhaven, ø Farimagsgade 2B, DK-
1353, Copenhagen K, Denmark, 1948 [LR 1981]. (9) Gand. 
52–Plantentuin der Rijksuniversiteit (formerly named 
Hortus Botanicus Gandavensis), K.L. Ledeganckstraat 35, 
B-9000 Gent, Belgium, 1952 [LR 1981]. (10) Munchen 53–
Botanischer Garten Muenchen-Nymphenburg, Menzi ger Str. 
63 BRD, D-8000 Muenchen [Munich] 19, Germany, 1953 
[LR 1981].
 (11) Gen. 58–Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de 
la Ville Geneve, Case postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy 
/ Geneva, Switzerland, 1958 [LR 1981]. (12) Basel 57–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Basel, Schonbeinstrasse 
6, Basel, Switzerland, 1957 [LR 1980]. (13) St. A. 57–
University Botanic Gardens, St. Andrews, Scotland, 
UK, 1957 [LR 1982]. (14) Ant. 58–Hortus Botanicus 
Antveroiensis Plantentuin, Gerard le Grellelaan 5, Antwerp, 
Belgium, 1958 [LR 1973]. (15) Kassel 58–Botanischer 
Garten der Stadg Kassel, Bosestrasse 15 (Park Schonfelf), 
Kassel, Germany, 1958 [LR 1965].
 (16) Erevan 58–Hortus Botanicus Academiae 
Scientiarum RSS Armeniae, Yerevan (Epebah), Kanaker, 
Armenia, 1958 [LR 1974]. (17) Torino 58–Hortus 
Botanicus Universitatis Taurinensis, Istituto ed Orto 
Botanico dell’Universita, Viale Matthioli 25, Torino [Turin], 
Italy, 1958 [LR 1978]. (18) Ferr. 61–Hortus Botanicus 
Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico dell’Universita di 
Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1961 [LR 1976]. (19) Zag. 61–
Botanicki VRT Univerziteta, Hortus Botanicus Facultatis 
Scientiarum Naturalium et Mathematicarum Universitatis 
Zagrabiensis, Marculicev TRG 9a, Zagreb, Yugoslavia 
[Croatia by June 1991], 1961 [LR 1961]. (20) Alma 61–
Hortus Botanicus Academiae Scientiarum RSS Kazachstan, 
Alma-Ata 480070, Kazakhstan, USSR, 1961 [LR 1976].
 (21) Cra. 61–Hortus Botanicus Instituti Agronomici 
Craiovensis, Strada Comuna din Paris no. 24, Craiova, 
Romania, 1961 [LR 1963]. (22) Wars. 62–Hortus Botanicus 
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1962 [LR 1981]. 
(23) Cluj. 62–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas 
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca, 
Romania, 1962 [LR 1981]. (24) U. Kiev 63–Hortus 
Botanicus Fominianus Universitatis Kioviensis, Kiev, 
Ukraine, USSR, 1963 [LR 1982]. (25) Kiev 63–Hortus 
Botanicus Centralis Academiae Scientiarum UCR, Via 
Timirjasevska 1, Kiev 14, Ukraine, USSR, 1963 [LR 1979].
 (26) Oslo 66–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis Osloensis, 
Oslo, Norway, 1966 [LR 1983]. (27) Gren. 69–Jardin de 
l’Institut Botanique Alpin du Lautaret, 9 Place Bir-Hakeim, 
Grenoble (Isere), France, 1969 [LR 1975]. (28) Stras. 69–
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Jardin Botanique de Strasbourg, 28 Rue Goethe, Strasbourg, 
France, 1969 [LR 1982]. (29) Pratap 68–Pratap Nursery & 
Seed Stores, P.O. Premnagar, Dehra Dun-6 [Uttar Pradesh], 
India, 1968 [LR 1971]. (30) Tubin. 69–Botanischer Garten 
der Universitaet Tuebingen, Tubingen, Germany, 1969 [LR 
1980].
 (31) Cluj. 70–Hortus Botanicus Clusiensis, Universitas 
“Babes-Bolyai,” Str. Republicii Nr. 42, 3400 Cluj Napoca, 
Romania, 1970 [LR 1981]. (32) Lyon 71–Jardin Botanique 
de la Ville de Lyon au Parch de la Tete-d’Or, Lyon, France, 
1971 [LR 1973]. (33) Mainz 74–Botanischer Garten der 
Johannes Gutenberg Universitaet, 6500 Mainz / Rhein, 
Germany, 1974 [LR 1977]. (34) Turc. 76–Hortus Botanicus 
Turcomanicus, Turkonen Botanical Garden, 744012 
Ashkhabad, Turkmen S.S.R. [later Turkmenistan], 1976 [LR 
1976]. Address: L.H. Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-
255-7981. Fax: 607-255-7979.

2061. Hanseatische Muhlenwerke, A.G. 1934. Improvement 
in and relating to the treatment of natural butter. British 
Patent 406,696. *
Address: Hamburg, Germany.

2062. Blunden, Edmund Charles. 1934. The mind’s eye: 
Essays. London: Jonathan Cape. 284 p. See p. 108-09. No 
index. 21 cm. Life and Letters series, no. 80.
• Summary: This book is divided into 4 parts. Part two, 
“Japan,” contains essays written during the 1920s and 1930s; 
most have been previously published in periodicals. The 
chapter titled “On some humorous prints by Hiroshige” 
(written in 1926), contains a description of two apprentices, 
one from a “fried-tofu shop” and one a fi shmonger’s boy, 
fi ghting each other in the street. One boy hits the other on the 
nose, while his opponent pulls out a handful of his hair. But 
“whichever wins, both have lost, for a dog is slinking away 
with the fi shmonger’s bonito, and two hawks have raided the 
tofu.” Address: [Sussex, England].

2063. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 1934. 
Imports into Canada for consumption, years ended 31 March 
1929 to 1933. Trade of Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 
1933.
• Summary: Under Imports–Sauces–Soy, Soya (Table 36, 
p. 285), statistics are given from 1929-1932 for gallons and 
dollar value from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, China, 
Japan, Syria, United States. Japan was the leading supplier 
for all four years. In 1929, the peak year, 104,606 gallons 
were imported worth $45,359. The leading supplier by far 
was the Japan (67,541 gallons), followed by Hong Kong 
(33,396 gallons). No statistics are given for soy sauce 
imports from Syria for 1929, 1930, 1931, or 1932. However, 
for total imports and for general tariff, under montant, a 
fi gure of 132 gallons is given for Syria.

 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil [grouped 
together as one, so we cannot tell how much was soya bean 
oil] (p. 300). The United Kingdom was the leading supplier 
for all four years. In 1931, the peak year, 197,753 gallons 
were imported worth $129,581. The leading supplier by far 
was the United Kingdom (118,480 gallons), followed by 
China (38,941 gallons).
 Imports of soya beans, soya bean cake and soya bean 
meal, for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food 
and of fertilizers (p. 338, in cwt = hundredweights; 1 cwt = 
112 lbs). China was the leading supplier for all four years. 
In 1933, the peak year, 46,129 cwt were imported worth 
$57,097. The leading supplier was China (25,491 cwt), 
followed by the United States (15,899 cwt).
 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil for the 
manufacture of soap, and peanut oil for canning fi sh 
[grouped together as one, so we cannot tell how much was 
soya bean oil] (p. 342). The United States was the leading 
supplier for all four years. In 1929, the peak year, 941,072 
gallons were imported worth $652,323. The leading supplier 
by far was the United States (743,866 gallons), followed by 
the UK (100,590 gallons) and China (96,616).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Syria. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Syria (1932); soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date. Address: Ottawa, Canada.

2064. Lee, Frank Herbert. 1934. A Tokyo calendar: with 
impressions of an impressionable. Tokyo: The Hokuseido 
Press. 288 p. Illust. 20 cm. 2nd ed. 1937 (290 p.).

• Summary: In the chapter titled “February,” Mamemaki is 
discussed on pages 42-45. In Japan, the Japanese people, 
regardless of socio-economic class, generally spend their 
holidays in the same way.
 “The most important event celebrated in February is the 
Setsubun, which falls on the third or fourth of the month. 
On this day takes place the household ceremony, known as 
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the mamemaki. About one thousand years ago, that is to say, 
in the Encho era, the ceremony was in great favour at the 
Imperial court. Devils were held to have a special aversion to 
beans and sardines (iwashi), so that by throwing showers of 
beans it was easy to expel any devils which might have taken 
up their abode in the house. As it was inadvisable to throw 
sardines on the spotless tatami, it became customary to place 
them just outside the entrance, together with a small holly 
tree, as an additional precaution against the possibility that 
the devils, having once been driven out by the beans might 
endeavour to return.
 “This old court ceremony has been extended to the 
general public and to-day in every house the head of the 
family takes a handful of beans and scatters them, with a 
downward motion of the arm, in each room, repeating in 
loud, commanding tones, ‘Fuku wa uchi, oni wa Soto,’ 
which apparently is an invocation to the spirit of happiness 
to enter and an order to the devils to depart. It is further 
customary for each member of the family to pick up and eat 
as many of the beans as are his or her years of age.
 “The mamemaki is also practised in the temples and 
in various streets by the ‘toshi-otoko’ many of whom are 
famous actors, and who wear on this occasion an old-
fashioned dress with wide shoulder pieces and long fl owing 
sleeves. Such then is the outward and visible ceremony in 
connection with the Setsubun, but that day has a far deeper 
inward and spiritual meaning. It is the day believed to mark a 
change in the lives of men and women.
 “There is something portentous about it, just as in the 
old days in Europe when the astrologer cast the horoscope of 
a child he marked down certain days in certain years, which 
he described as critical, so in the same way the Setsubun 
being the last day of winter in the lunar calendar, starts a 
critical new year, for a man in his 25th, 42nd, or 61st year 
and for a woman in her 19th, 33rd, and in her 37th. Such 
years are known as yakudoshi, or fateful years, and are 
so critical that there have been cases, so I have been told, 
where a cabinet has resigned when the premier reached his 
yakudoshi, and offi cials in the service of the government 
have been transferred to other posts under similar 
circumstances.
 “Anyhow, putting aside all these deeply-rooted 
convictions, the most that I can say is that in the calendar the 
Setsubun marks the ending of the daikan or great cold and 
ushers in spring, though I must also say, and I am sure no 
one will contradict me, that February is the coldest and most 
unpleasant month in the year.”
 An illustration (p. 42) shows a man scattering soybeans 
while a small devil fl ees.
 Note: The author is an Englishman who has lived in 
Japan since 1919 and taught English. Address: Kojimachi, 
Japan.

2065. Lochrie, J.V. 1934. Swaziland: Report on the work 

of the Cotton Experiment Stations at Bremersdorp and 
Ingwavuma for the season 1932-1933 and general review of 
results to date. Empire Cotton Growing Corporation, Reports 
Received from Experiment Stations (London) 1932-1933. p. 
135-48. See p. 137, 144-45.
• Summary: Bremersdorp (named Manzini by 1992) is a 
town in central Swaziland, and Ingwavuma is a town on the 
border between Swaziland and Zululand.
 Page 137 notes, under rotation crops for cotton, that “A 
yellow soya, which is not affected by C.M.R. beetle [Cape 
Mounted Rifl e; the beetle has the same coloring as the horse-
mounted military group. Scientifi c name: Mylabris oculata], 
has been most successful at Bremersdorf... Considerable 
increases in yield of soyas were made by drilling in 15-inch 
rows compared to 30-inch rows.”
 Pages 144-45 note, under beans as a rotation crop for 
cotton, that “On the Bremersdorp station, the most successful 
have been Soya, Tepary... Four plots of soya beans were 
planted, two at a row width of 2 feet 6 inches and two at 1 
foot 3 inches the spacing in the rows being 4 inches in each 
case. The closer rows gave defi nite increases, the average 
yields for the two treatments being 1,415 lbs. per acre as 
against 1,110 lbs.” Pests included Dysdercus and Heliothis 
zea (the corn earworm).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Swaziland, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Swaziland. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in Swaziland, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Swaziland (by 1933). The source of these 
soybeans is unknown. Address: Swaziland.

2066. Woodhead, Henry George Wandesforde. ed. 1934. 
China year book. Shanghai, China: North China Daily News 
& Herald. xxvi + 854 p. Vol. 16. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Chinese, the title of this book is Chung-hua 
nien-chien. In chapter III, “Soy-beans and bean products are 
discussed on pages 41-42.
 A table (p. 55) shows exports of vegetable oils from 
China in 1931. In descending order of weight (thousand 
piculs) they are: [Soy] bean oil 1,463. Wood oil 865. 
Groundnut oil 814. Unclassifi ed 36. Tea [seed] oil 21. Castor 
oil 14. Sesamum seed oil 3.
 The three most valuable oils in descending order of 
value (1,000 H. Taels) are: Wood oil 20,416. [Soy] bean oil 
16,991. Groundnut oil 12,734.
 In Chapter 5, a multi-paged table titled “Principal 
exports, 1932 and 1933,” shows (p. 129): Exports of yellow 
[soy] beans to Egypt (incl. Anglo-Egyptian Sudan), Formosa, 
Germany, Great Britain, Hongkong, Italy, Japan, Korea, 
Netherlands, Netherlands India [Dutch East Indies; Dutch: 
Nederlands-Indië], Philippine Islands, Straits Settlements 
and F.M.S. [Federated Malay States], U.S.S.R. [USSR] 
(Russia) Asiatic Routes, Other countries. The fi ve leading 
importers of yellow [soy] beans, in descending order of 
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weight imported (in million piculs), are: U.S.S.R. [USSR] 
(Russia) 4.479. Japan 3.331. Germany 3.222. Korea 0.759. 
Netherlands India 0.555. Total: 17.269.
 On the same page are exports of beancake to Japan, 
Korea, Norway, USA, U.S.S.R. (Russia) Asiatic Routes, 
Other countries. The three leading importers, in descending 
order of weight imported (in million piculs) are: Japan 5.854. 
U.S.S.R. (Russia) 2.119. Other countries 1.979.
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (July 2014) that contains the term “U.S.S.R.” 
in connection with soybeans–even though the Soviet Union 
was formed on 30 Dec. 1922.
 In Chapter 7, a table (p. 153) shows the foreign and 
domestic trade at seven major Manchurian ports: Aigun, 
Harbin, Hunchun, Lung-Chingtsun, Antung, Dairen, 
Newchwang. Dairen does by far the largest volume of trade, 
followed by Harbin, then Newchwang.
 On page 153 a table shows the quantity (piculs) of 
[soya] beans, bean oil, and beancake exported from (1) 
China including Manchuria, and (2) Manchuria alone. For 
each of the three products and two categories the amount 
sent to Japan, Europe, and Other countries is given. Europe 
imports almost all of the bean oil. Other countries get the 
largest amount of the beans and the beancake.
 Also discusses Mongolia: Religious organization 
(Chapter 4, p. 70-71), including Lamaist Buddhism and 
“Living Buddhas.” Also discusses Tibet (Chapter 4, p. 88-
91). This section begins: “Geography: Tibet, sometimes 
called the ‘Roof of the World,’ consists of (1) the Lama 
kingdom of Tibet with its provinces and dependencies; (2) 
the semi-independent native states of Kam, under Chinese 
protection; and (3) the Kokonor [Koko-nor / Koko Nur] 
Territory, under the control of the Chinese Amban [a 
Manchu word meaning “high offi cial”] residing at Hsi Ling, 
in Kansu. Note: Wikipedia states (June 2008): “The Qing 
Emperor appointed the amban in Tibet, who represented 
Qing suzerainty over the Buddhist theocracy of Tibet, and 
commanded over 2,000 troops stationed in Lhasa. The chief 
amban was aided by an assistant amban (Bangbàn Dàchén) 
and both of them reported to the Qing Court of Colonial 
Affairs. Their duties included acting as intermediary between 
China and the Hindu kingdom of Nepal (Ghorkhas Country); 
a secretary (Yíqíng zhangjing) dealt with native affairs. 
Three Chinese commissioners (liángtái), of the class of sub-
prefects, were stationed at Lhasa, Tashilumbo and Ngari.
 “The Qing imperial resident in Tibet was introduced 
in 1727 and most ambasa [high offi cials; A Manchu word, 
plural of amban] were appointed from the Manchu Eight 
Banners, a few were Han Chinese or Mongol. The Emperors 
used ambasa to infl uence Tibetan politics, and the Qianlong, 
Jiaqing and Daoguang Emperors each decreed that the 
Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama were bound to follow the 
leadership or guidance of the ambasa in carrying out the 
administration of Tibet.”

 A brief biography of Li Yu-ying (Courtesy name: Shih-
tseng) appears on p. 693. Address: 1. B.A., formerly editor 
of the “North-China Daily News”; 2. M.J.I., Editor of the 
“Peking and Tientsin Times”.

2067. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: For 
greater health benefi t from food–use Kikkoman, the sauce 
without vinegar. Times (London). Jan. 18. p. 15, col. 1.
• Summary: “Made from the wonderful Soya Bean, rich in 
the valuable vitamins A, B and D, and acclaimed by experts 
as the most valuable vegetable food known to mankind, 
Kikkoman is at once a tonic, digestive, appetiser and 
nourisher. Ordinary food assumes a new health value when 
Kikkoman is added.” An illustration to the right of the text 
shows a bottle of Kikkoman sauce. Address: 10, Tooley St., 
London, S.E. 1.

2068. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: Double 
the health value of food with Kikkoman, the sauce without 
vinegar. Made from the wonderful Soya Bean. Times 
(London). Jan. 31. p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary: “Nature has given to the World in the Soya 
Bean a vegetable that contains valuable and essential 
properties for counteracting digestive and gastric disorders. 
And in Kikkoman scientists have produced from this 
natural food a piquant sauce that immediately appeals to 
the palate...” An illustration shows a bottle of Kikkoman. 
Address: 14, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2069. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1935. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1934. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

2070. Gray, George Douglas. 1935. The soya bean in 
international trade. Foreign Affairs 13(2):340-42. Jan.
• Summary: This article begins: “The soya bean has been 
described as unquestionably the most important food plant 
in the world.” The soya bean is Manchuria’s principal crop. 
“Under Japanese management [in part, since shortly after 
1905], its culture has been developed and its uses extended. 
It has had a dominant part in drawing 30,000,000 Chinese 
to Manchuria, and it has aided them in building there a 
prosperous community. The profi t from its transport and sale 
has in large measure supported the Japanese adventures on 
the mainland of Asia.
 Table 1 gives “World soya bean production.” 
Manchuria, with 10,184,928 acres under cultivation produces 
208,298,428 bushels or 20.4 bushels/acre, which is 59.3% of 
world production. China proper, with 5,635,000 acres under 
cultivation produces 89,340,000 bushels or 15.8 bushels/
acre, which is 25.4% of world production. Japan, with 
913,836 acres under cultivation produces 15,238,873 bushels 
or 16.6 bushels/acre, which is 4.3% of world production. 
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Korea (a province of Japan since 1910), with 1,942,922 
acres under cultivation produces 20,431,754 bushels or 
10.5 bushels/acre, which is 5.8% of world production. The 
U.S.A., with 1,373,000 acres under cultivation produces 
18,146,000 bushels or 13.2 bushels/acre, which is 5.2% of 
world production. The world, with a total of 20,049,686 
acres under cultivation produces 351,355,046 bushels of 
soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) 
that gives detailed total soybean production or area statistics 
worldwide.
 Table 2, “Trade of Manchuria (in millions of Haikwan 
taels)” shows Manchuria’s imports, exports, total trade, and 
balance of trade for the years 1907, 1917, and 1927-1932. In 
1907 Manchuria had a negative balance (-8.6). In 1917 the 
balance began to be positive (+2.5), but by 1927 the balance 
was strongly positive (+139.0) rising to +255.0 in 1931.
 Table 3, “Exports of Manchuria (in millions of Haikwan 
taels)” shows Manchuria’s 5 main exports (both value and 
percentage of total) from 1927 to 1932. In descending order 
of value in 1932 they are soya beans, coal, kaoliang, millet, 
and pig iron. In 1927 soya beans, with a value of 219.5 
accounted for 54.5% of exports. In 1932 soya beans, with a 
value of 234.6 accounted for 60.8% of exports.
 Table 4, “Imports of soya bean and soya bean oil” [from 
Manchuria] shows the imports of each, in tons, in 12930 and 
1930, by the following countries: United Kingdom, United 
States, France, Holland, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Belgium, 
and Japan. In 1932 the world’s top 4 importers of soya beans 
were Germany (1,168,300), Japan (481,600), Denmark 
(288,864), and the UK (159,938). In 1932 the world’s top 
4 importers of soya bean oil were Japan (72,240), UK 
(27,343), Belgium (5,600), and Germany (3,739).

2071. Turner, F. 1935. Soya beans and soya bean oil. Oil and 
Colour Trades Journal (London) 87(1894):311, 313-14. Feb. 
1.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soya plant. The 
plant as a fertiliser (and green manure; enormous quantities 
of “soya bean cake are used as fertilisers for the sugar 
plantations of Southern China and rice fi elds of Japan”). 
Analyses of beans. Extraction of the oil. Crushing by Anglo-
American press. Solvent extraction processes. Separation of 
proteins. The protein and paints. Lecithin. The oil. As a paint 
oil. Fatty acids compared. Hydrogenated oil.
 Blowing of a stand oil is claimed to improve its drying 
properties. Address: England.

2072. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: There 
is no adequate substitute for Kikkoman, the sauce without 
vinegar. Times (London). Feb. 13. p. 15, col. 1.
• Summary: “Kikkoman is more than a condiment; it is an 
essential food item, made from the wonderful Soya Bean. 
Men-folk particularly appreciate its palate-freshening 

qualities.” An illustration shows a bottle of Kikkoman. 
Address: 14, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2073. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: Derive 
the great benefi t of the Soya Bean by adding Kikkoman to 
your daily food. Times (London). Feb. 27. p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary: “Nature has given to the World in the Soya 
Bean a vegetable food that contains valuable and essential 
properties for counteracting digestive and gastric disorders... 
Kikkoman contains no Vinegar,...” Address: 14, Tooley St., 
London, S.E. 1.

2074. Jennings, H.W.K. 1935. Treatment of soya beans. 
British Patent 432,694. Feb. 7. *
• Summary: Undesirable fl avors are removed by steeping the 
beans (deprived of some of the fat, if desired) in warm water 
until the water content is 20%, squeezing to 1 mm thickness, 
and drying in thin fi lms between heated rollers. Cereal 
products may be added in the steeping process.

2075. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1935. Commons agree 
to paddy duty: Benefi t to India. Preference for soya beans. 
March 3. p. 12.
• Summary: Britain’s House of Commons agreed to the 
budget resolution to withdraw soya beans from the free list–
the list of products which can be imported free of customs 
duty.
 Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister (whose photo is shown) said 
that removing soya beans from the free list would support the 
principle of imperial preference. “He emphasized that every 
colony producing palm kernels, ground-nuts or copra asked 
for this preference owing to the increasing competition from 
soya beans.”
 He said he hoped that the preference would stimulate 
commercial production of soya beans in the colonies and 
territories within the British Empire, where the future of this 
bean looked promising.
 Experiments with soya bean cultivation were being 
conducted in Nyasaland, Tanganyika, Kenya, some West 
Indian territories and British Guiana. The experiments in 
Nyasaland appeared to be the most promising.

2076. MacConkey, C.A. 1935. Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada: 
Div. of Research Information, National Research Council, 
Ottawa. 93 p. March. 28 cm. [152 ref]
• Summary: A very important and interesting book. In 1932 
the fi rst two sections of this report were prepared; in 1934 
the third section was added in order to bring it up to date. 
Contents: Summary of Part I. Summary of Part II. Summary 
of Part III. Part I (p. 14): Cultivation, utilization and trade. 
Introduction. Cultivation: Varieties, differences, maturity, 
hardiness, color of bean, climate, soil, seeding, harvesting. 
Production of oil and cake. Applications: Introduction, 
the plant (forage, hay, pasturage, silage, soilage, straw, 
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soil improvement and fertilizer), the bean (grain, fl our, 
soy sauce, bean curd [tofu], vegetable beans, other uses), 
the cake (cattle feed, fl our, fertilizer, other uses), the oil 
(general, the soap industry, the paint and varnish industry, the 
food industry). The soybean industry in the United States: 
Importance of the crop, history and development (incl. Henry 
Ford who is said to have 10,000 acres under cultivation), 
standards (classes of soybeans), production of oil and cake, 
consumption of soybean oil, export trade in soybeans. 
Statistics of world trade: Beans (production, exports, imports 
[statistics, pre-war average {1909-13} + 1926-1931 for 
Germany, Japan, Denmark, UK and British Empire countries, 
Dutch East Indies, Sweden, Italy, Formosa, and Holland], 
consumption [net imports], prices), oil (production, exports, 
imports, consumption, prices), cake (production, exports 
and imports). Statistics of the German oil seed industry: 
Oil seeds in Germany [by far the world’s largest soybean 
importing country and largest European producer of soybean 
oil] (imports and exports), vegetable oils (production, 
consumption and value), oil cake and meal (production, 
imports, exports, consumption and relative values), soybean 
experiment stations in Germany.
 Part II (p. 56): Development in Canada. The difference 
between growing soybeans for forage and for seed. 
Present status of soybean cultivation in Canada. The 
future for soybeans on the Prairies. Extent of Canadian 
Experimentation. Varieties suitable for Canada. The climates 
of Manchuria and Canada. Planning the development of 
soybeans in Canada. Consumption of vegetable oils in 
Canada by industries. Consumption of oil cakes in Canada. 
Firms engaged in the soybean industry in Canada. Casein in 
Canada.
 Part III (p. 69): Survey of the Literature, 1931-34. 
Cultivation. Green manure. Breeding. Germination of 
seeds. Diseases and parasites. Soil. Manufacture of oil cake. 
Composition of the soybean. Properties and composition 
of soybean oil. Feedstuffs. Edible products. Detection in 
food (e.g. detection of soybeans in wheat fl our, pasta, meat 
products, etc.). Inedible products. Economics. Table (p. 
79-80)–Imports of soy products into Canada: Soy sauces 
(1931-1933), edible peanut and soyabean oil, peanut and 
soyabean oil for the manufacture of soap and peanut oil for 
canning fi sh, soybeans, soyabean cake and soyabean meal 
for use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of 
fertilizers. References (102). Other references (Nos. 103-
117). References not consulted (35).
 The section titled “Development in Canada” (p. 56-62) 
states: “Soybeans are at present being grown for seed on a 
commercial scale in southern Ontario, chiefl y in Kent and 
Essex Counties [the Niagara Peninsula]. Prior to 1931 the 
acreage under soybeans was about 1000 or 1500. The efforts 
of persons interested in establishing oil mills increased this 
to about 5000 in 1931 and to 6000 or 7000 in 1932. The 
average yield of seed has been about 23 bushels per acre, 

which is quite equal to yields in the U.S., while another 
variety, the A.K., has yielded at the rate of nearly 40 bushels 
per acre during a six-year test at Harrow, Ontario.”
 “T.B. Macaulay, President of the Sun Life Assurance 
Company of Canada has been experimenting for a number of 
years on the growing of soybeans in the hopes of being able 
to make the western farmer more free from his dependence 
on wheat, and believes that he is near to discovering suitable 
varieties...
 “A statement appearing in the Montreal Financial Times 
(Nov. 18, 1932) reports that a number of varieties introduced 
from Urbana [Illinois] and tried in various parts of Alberta 
made an excellent growth of forage...
 “The work being carried out at T.B. Macaulay’s 
experiment farm at Hudson Heights, Quebec, is particularly 
worthy of mention. Here the testing of varieties has been in 
progress for 8 years. Mr. Macaulay’s method of approaching 
the problem consists in obtaining samples of hitherto untried 
varieties from the most northerly regions where soybeans 
grow and the earliest varieties from Asia and elsewhere... 
Mr. Macaulay has a new variety which he calls Toyanaga. 
It matures 5 days to a week earlier than the variety called 
Manchu, which is being grown to a small extent in southern 
Ontario.”
 “Varieties suitable for Canada: Besides O.A.C. 211 
which is the one outstanding variety that has shown itself 
suitable for cultivation in Canada albeit only in southern 
Ontario, a number of other varieties have been tried and 
experimented with such as Mandarin, Manchu, Wisconsin 
Black, Quebec 92, Quebec 537, Early Yellow, Early Brown, 
and Manitoba Brown, but none of these have been very 
satisfactory.”
 Table 29 (p. 60) gives a summary of current (1932) 
Canadian experiments with soybeans: Ontario Agricultural 
College (Guelph), grown for 39 years (i.e. since 1893), tested 
125 varieties. Dominion Experimental Farms (Ottawa and 
Harrow, Ontario), 9 years, 100 varieties. Macdonald College 
(Quebec), 20 years, 16 varieties. Manitoba Agricultural 
College (Winnipeg), 10 years, 12 varieties. University of 
Alberta, Edmonton, 3 years, 7 varieties. Brooks (Canadian 
Pacifi c Railway Irrigation Experimental Station, Alberta), 
unknown number of years and varieties. Pointe Platin 
(Quebec, by J. deLothinière [deLothiniere]), unknown 
number of years and varieties. Hudson Heights (Quebec, 
by T.B. Macaulay), 8 years, 100 varieties. University of 
Saskatchewan, 10 years, 25 varieties.
 Page 65 lists “Firms Engaged in the Soybean Industry 
in Canada.” The Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative 
Company of Canada, Ltd., Chatham, Ontario; Canadian 
Soyabeans Ltd., Milton, Ontario; The Vitone Co., Hamilton, 
Ontario; Dominion Soya Industries, 355, Place Royale, 
Montreal, Quebec.
 Note 1. In Shepherd’s City of Chatham (Ontario) 
Directory 1934-35 (p. B-166) we read: “Soyabean Oil & 
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Meal Co-operative Co Ltd, G E Biles, mgr, Colborne n, w 
cor Adelaid.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
that mentions Dominion Soya Industry, Ltd. (Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada) in connection with soybeans.
 Table 33 (p. 67) gives “Consumption of oilseed 
cake and meal in Canada” for the calendar years 1926 to 
1931. Figures (taken from Trade in Canada) are given for 
cottonseed, linseed, palm nut, soya and total. Consumption 
of soya cake and meal (in tons) were: 200 in 1926 (0.6% 
of total); 680 in 1927; 560 in 1928; 1,560 in 1929 (5.0% 
of the total); 1,190 in 1930; and 2,500 in 1931. The value 
in dollars role from $8,000 in 1926 to about $50,000 in 
1931. Apparently all of this soyabean cake and meal was 
imported.
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2005) that uses the term “soyabean meal” 
to refer to ground, defatted soybeans. Address: Div. of 
Research Information, National Research Council, Canada.

2077. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: The 
healthful Soya Bean in Kikkoman. Doubles the value of 
your daily food. Times (London). April 11. p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary:  “Nature has given to the World in the 
Soya Bean a vegetable food that contains valuable and 
essential properties for counteracting digestive and gastric 
disorders... Kikkoman contains no Vinegar,...” Address: 14, 
Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2078. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya 
bean mystery: Surprise at unexplained new duty. April 16. 
p. 11.
• Summary: A new tax on soya beans was strongly 
condemned last night by Mr. Arthur Holgate, of Moreton 
Hall, Whalley, in an interview with the Manchester 
Guardian. Mr. Holgate “is associated with the fi rm of 
Messrs. Holgate, corn millers and cattle food manufacturers, 
Liverpool.”
 Mr. Holgate believes that the only reason for such a 
tax is to raise government revenues. However soya beans 
form the basis of one of today’s most important cattle 
feeds. So this tax will raise the price of cattle food, which 
will ultimately hurt the farmer, because the price of milk 
is fi xed, and thus he cannot pass on the fi xed cost. This the 
government that says it wants to help the farmers is actually 
hurting them. “Soya beans are imported in very large 
quantities and are crushed.” There is no substitute for soya 
beans grown in Britain and soya beans do not compete with 
any crop grown in the British empire.
 Importers at Hull, England, were also at a loss to 
account for the tax on soya beans. Last year 177,00 tons of 
soya beans (worth about £3 million) were imported to the 
UK; of these, Hull took about 72,000 tons (41%).
 An offi cial of the National Farmers Union deplored the 

tax, adding that as far as he know, cultivation of soy beans in 
the UK was still purely experimental.

2079. Times (London). 1935. Imports of soya beans. April 
16. p. 10, col. 3.
• Summary: Last year 177,000 tons of soybeans were 
imported to the UK from Manchuria.

2080. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya bean 
mystery: New tax explained. Helping West Africa. April 20. 
p. 7.
• Summary: Sir John Sandeman Allen, M.P., suggested on 
Wednesday in the House of Commons that Mr. Camberlain’s 
Budget takes soya beans off the free list and imposes a 10% 
duty on them in order to help Britain’s West African colonies 
by taxing the products of Japan and Manchukuo.
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 A fuller explanation is given by the Liverpool Chamber 
of Commerce, which has issued the text of a letter sent on 
March 19 by its West African trade section to the Board of 
Trade. The text of the letter is published.
 Note: For more details, see the article on page 10 of this 
issue.

2081. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya 
bean. April 20. p. 10.
• Summary: The new Budget puts a 10% duty on soya beans, 
which were previously on the free list. Mr. Chamberlain 
[Neville, Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1931-37] has not 
given an explanation. In Feb. 1932, when the tariff was 
being debated, “the Government accepted the pleas of the 
agricultural members that the soya bean should be put on the 
free list because they are used in the feeding of stock.”
 Last month, however, the Liverpool Chamber of 
Commerce argued that the reasons for opposing a duty are 
no longer valid. They contend that the increasing imports 
of soya beans from Manchuria, China, and Japan have 
decreased the use in Britain of palm oil and groundnuts, 
which come from Britain’s West African colonies.
 If the government agrees with Liverpool, then this 
new tariff “is nothing but a roundabout way of helping 
British West Africa by punishing Japan and her puppet State 
Manchukuo, to say nothing of China. If in the process the 
British Farmer fi nds himself squeezed he should be the last 
person to complain.”

2082. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. The soya 
beans duty: “Great alarm” in Hull. April 25. p. 10.
• Summary: Alderman F. Till, at a meeting of the Hull 
Development Committee yesterday, notes that 100,000 tons 
per year of soya beans are crushed by Mills in Hull, and that 
the new import duty would negatively affect employment 
in the seed crushing industry. The matter was viewed with 
“great alarm.”

2083. More, Eben J. 1935. The soya bean (Letter to the 
editor). Observer (London). May 12. p. 13.
• Summary: “Sir.–Your article on Glycine Hispida Max 
(soya bean) in The Observer of April 21, merits great 
interest.” It shows that plants that are not indigenous to 
this country can benefi t us materially when imported here. 
Address: 4, Duke-street, Adelphi, W.C.2 [London].

2084. Bowdidge, Elizabeth. 1935. The soya bean: Its 
history, cultivation (in England), and uses. London: Oxford 
University Press. xii + 83 p. Foreword by Sir John T. Davies 
(Director, Ford Motor Co., Ltd.). Illust. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The soya bean 
in the East: Europe, United States, Canada. 3. Description 
of the plant: Results of experiments in England, the 
1934 experiment in Essex, yields from the four varieties, 

description of the four varieties, composition of English 
and other varieties. 4. Culture of the soya bean: Soil 
requirements, inoculation of the seed, preparation of soil, 
rates of seeding, sowing seed, cultivation, fertilizers, 
harvesting the crop, threshing, storage, yields in various 
countries, soya bean prices. 5. Soya bean hay: Feeding 
values, time of cutting, soya straw, soya in the mixed crop 
(in mixed cropping plans with sorghum, maize, etc.). 6. 
Soya beans for soil improvement. 7. By-products of the soya 
bean: Oil and its uses, notes on experiments in breeding for 
oil, methods of extraction, soya cake and meal, results of 
comparative feeding tests. 8. Food products of the soya bean.
 This book describes the successful introduction and 
cultivation of soybeans in England. The Foreword notes (p. 
v): “In past years no sustained effort has been made to grow 
the plant on a large scale in England. The Royal Agricultural 
Society devoted several years to experiment at Woburn, but 
in 1914 they reported that the plant was quite unsuitable for 
growth in this country as it required more warmth than could 
be obtained here. The British Board of Agriculture reported 
in 1916 that ‘the Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto 
tested cannot be relied upon to produce seed in this country.”
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 In the Preface (p. ix) Ms. Bowdidge acknowledges: 
“That very able and unique work The Soybean, by 
Messrs. Piper and Morse, has been my principal source of 
information.”
 “Efforts to introduce the [soy] bean to English 
agriculture were begun in 1909 and given up in 1914, and 
except for the work of Mr. J.L. North nothing further has 
been done” (p. 9).
 The section titled “Results of experiments in England” 
(p. 15-17) states: “One of the fi rst attempts to acclimatize the 
soya bean in England began in 1914 at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Regents Park, when it was shown by Mr. North that 
certain varieties could be ‘advanced’ suffi ciently to produce 
a mature crop towards the end of September. Many years 
devoted to careful selection of seed from the varieties in 
his collection had resulted in several early strains. In 1928, 
a hybrid was received from Canada which, on passing the 
experimental stage, was planted out on a number of small 
plots in various parts of the country. It proved to be a very 
reliable cropper and matured earlier than any of the sixty 
varieties previously under test. Planted in the fi rst week 
in May it was harvested at the beginning of September, 
and reports of good results came from Middlesex, Essex, 
Berkshire, Oxfordshire, and Hampshire.
 “The largest experimental test ever conducted in this 
country took place in 1933 at Boreham, Essex, when forty-
seven different varieties of the soya bean originating from 
North America, Canada, Manchuria, and Japan were grown 
under observation. The selection included four varieties 
which had been acclimatized by Mr. North. Mr. North was 
engaged to supervise operations, and 50 lb. of his special 
seeds was purchased. The results obtained were most 
interesting.”
 “There is no doubt at all that the four varieties 
acclimatized by Mr. North were a great success; two reached 
maturity on September 1st and two on September 6th. In 
many cases plants bearing between 300 and 400 seeds were 
harvested.”
 “It has been found by Mr. North in the course of more 
than twenty years’ study of the subject, mainly with foreign 
beans grown in various parts of the country, that no variety 
of soya bean has any chance of success in England unless it 
matures in less than 100 days in America. Varieties requiring 
this length of time in America need nearly a month more 
in this country and, owing to our colder spring weather, no 
advantage is gained by earlier sowing. Mr. North’s seeds 
require 124 to 127 days to reach maturity in England but, if 
grown in America, they would only require 85 to 90 days.
 The section on “The 1934 Experiment in Essex” (p. 
17-23) notes: “The result of the 1933 experiment was so 
encouraging that it was determined that a further attempt 
should be made in 1934 to ascertain whether it would be 
possible to grow the plant profi tably as a fi eld crop and, with 
this in view, a fi eld of nearly 20 acres was specially prepared 

for the acclimatized seeds from the 1933 crop.”
 Joseph Bramah, an English engineer, invented the 
hydraulic press in 1796, leading to a “great advance in the 
oil-extraction industry.” All “old methods in the western 
world immediately gave place to the new appliance.” 
More recently the method of solvent extraction has been 
developed; it is now used throughout the world and removes 
nearly all the oil from the seeds (p. 69).
 “There is plenty of evidence as to the effi ciency of soya 
meal in live-stock feeding, yet it does not appear to be used 
in this country as widely as its feeding value merits. The 
prejudice formed when it was fi rst introduced in England as 
dairy food seems still to exist. It was thought at that time that 
the use of the meal might affect the taste of milk and butter; 
but, although this was disproved later, England remains a 
small user” (p. 72).
 Food products of the soya bean (p. 80-83): “It is 
unfortunate that the inherent conservatism of English people 
to anything new has been the cause of past failures to 
popularize soya bean food products for consumption in this 
country. The bean contains iron, magnesium, calcium, and 
other mineral salts; phosphorus in the form of lecithin makes 
it valuable in cases of nervous disorders...
 “Soya ‘sprouts,’ which have been grown and used for 
centuries in the East, have recently been introduced as a 
green vegetable. The beans gathered before ripe and prepared 
in the same manner as green peas are a very satisfactory 
vegetable and the dried beans, if soaked for forty-eight 
hours, may be cooked like haricot or butter beans and make a 
most delicious and nutritious vegetable dish.”
 There is no doubt that soybean products are gradually 
becoming established in Western countries. We sometimes 
eat soybeans without knowing it. “The bean, when 
properly prepared by roasting, makes an excellent cereal 
beverage which looks, smells, and tastes like coffee; a 
sauce, appropriately seasoned with spices, is the so-called 
‘Worcester Sauce’, and soya soups made from the bean taste 
like beef extract. During the late war, when Germany found 
herself on the verge of starvation, glutamic acid, produced 
from the soya bean, was used in German hospitals to form 
the basis of beef-tea, and it is said that the ground bean also 
was used at that time for the making of bread. Soya bread, 
made from properly prepared fl our, is obtainable in England 
and is stated to be of high nutritive value” (p. 81).
 Soya fl our has long been used in foods for diabetic 
persons requiring a low starch diet. “The fl our contains more 
protein and fat, and less carbohydrates than ordinary cereal 
fl ours, and a certain variety manufactured in England is 
stated by the proprietors to contain 42 per cent. protein and 
20 per cent. fat, having good keeping qualities, 0.13 per cent 
lecithin phosphoric acid and the vitamins A, B, D, and E. 
There are many food products on the London market under 
the names that conceal their soya bean origin. Just before 
the late war [World War I] an enterprising English fi rm was 
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making great strides with soya products. Vegetable butter, 
biscuits, cocoa, milk chocolates and other confectionery, 
cream, cakes, bread, &c., proved quite a success until a war-
time embargo placed upon the importation of soya beans 
put a stop to the business; the organizers eventually went to 
America!” (p. 82).
 The author concludes (p. 83): “The soya bean is by far 
the most valuable of all known beans and our farmers ought 
to make a serious effort to grow it. It has already been shown 
that the acclimatized bean will grow in this country, and if 
crops can be raised profi tably and on a commercial basis, a 
service will be rendered both to the farmer himself and to the 
country.”
 Excellent photos show (see p. xiii): (1) A typical 
example of the soya bean plant grown at Boreham, County 
of Essex, in 1933. (2) The soya bean plant in full maturity. 
(3) Bags of English acclimatized soya beans harvested on 
Fordson Estates, Boreham, Essex, in 1933. Left to right: 
Brown ‘C,’ yellow ‘J,’ black ‘O,’ and green ‘Jap.’ (4) A 
sturdy specimen of the ‘Jap’ soya bean plant grown at 
Boreham, Essex in 1934. (5) The ‘J’ variety. (6) The ‘O’ 
variety (for hay) at the seed stage. (7) Aerial view of the soya 
bean fi eld as it appeared on 29 Aug. 1934. (8) Soya beans 
inoculated the previous day being fed into the horse-drawn 
drill prior to sowing. (9) A man seated on an ordinary horse-
drawn grain-drill, planting soya beans in rows wide enough 
to enable cultivation later on. (10) Six men stooping in a 
fi eld, planting small quantities of different varieties of soya 
beans by hand in 30-inch rows. (11) A man walking beside 
a horse pulling a cylindrical roller, which helps to give the 
seeds a better growth and even stand. (12) Harvesting soya 
beans with a reaper and binder pulled by a tractor. (13) 
Threshing soya beans in 1934 with a mechanical ‘Ruston’ 
Thresher; many beans were split. (14) Loading sacks of soya 
beans onto an open-bed truck for conveyance to storage 
barns. (15) The fi rst English rick of soya hay, grown in 1933. 
(16) Baled and trussed soya bean straw being ricked; a man 
is shouldering a bale atop the rick with a ladder propped 
against one side. (17) Heated cakes of crushed soya beans 
ready for hydraulic pressing at Erith Oil Mills, Ltd. (18) 
Soya bean cakes, after leaving the press, are passed through 
a paring machine where the edges are trimmed at Erith Oil 
Mills. Address: England.

2085. Borth, Christy. 1935. Henry Ford, economist: Beans, 
Britain, and an experiment in national independence. Detroit 
Free Press. June 2.
• Summary: “William Bushnell Stout, the automotive and 
aviation engineer, once said: ‘Posterity will honor Henry 
Ford less as an industrialist than as the foremost economist 
of his time... Henry Ford stands almost alone in the 
understanding of the economics of plenty, which in the past 
quarter of a century have smashed into obsolescence all the 
academic theories based on the belief that permanent want 

must prevail.’” The author pursues this idea on discussing 
Ford’s work with soybeans and with Mr. J.L. North at 
Boreham, England as described in a new book by Elizabeth 
Bowdidge titled “The Soya Bean,” which Oxford University 
Press has just published.

2086. Notes and Queries. 1935. [Soya beans]. 168:398. June 
8. 14th Series. [Eng]
• Summary: “The Oxford University Press are publishing 
this season a book on ‘The Soya Bean: Its History, 
Cultivation and Uses,’ by Elizabeth Bowdidge. Experiments 
have shown that this bean can be grown as a fi eld crop in 
Great Britain, and within recent years it has proved a success 
in the United States. The author discusses its use as a soil 
improver for the benefi t of succeeding crops. It is not like 
fl ax, which, though an essential commodity in England, was 
for many years in bad repute as an impoverisher of the soil, 
and consequently had, as Fuller complained in his ‘Worthies 
of England,’ to be procured from foreign countries. In the 
East Soya beans have long been used both as human food 
and as green fodder, and they are an ingredient in sauces 
familiar with us. They should prove a valuable addition to 
the food we can procure at home, which since the war has 
been a subject of frequent comment.” Address: England.

2087. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. London). 
1935. Soy fl our in human dietary (Abstract). 4(47):451. Aug. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: This is a review and summary of a booklet titled 
“Some Recent Views About Soya Flour” by A.A. Horvath.

2088. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. Changes of 
food: Soya beans. Sept. 13. p. 6.
• Summary: Soya beans have long been advocated, but few 
people realise how good they are to eat. After cooking, they 
can be served hot or cold. They are also sold in tins. Served 
by themselves, soya beans are delicious, and about the size 
of lentils.
 Children usually like tarts at home on a holiday. Crisp 
pastry, with plenty of treacle [molasses] well mixed with 
breadcrumbs makes a delicious tart fi lling, as do any fresh 
fruits, sliced and sugared.

2089. Times (London). 1935. Soya beans. Sept. 30. p. 22, col. 
1.
• Summary: “Many attempts have been made to grow soya 
beans in England but with little success until Mr. F.L. North, 
curator of the Royal Botanical Society of London, succeeded 
in acclimatizing the soya bean by careful selection and 
patient research. His varieties were grown at Boreham in 
1933 and 1934 and, at the suggestion of Fordson Estates Ltd. 
250 farmers in all parts of the country have grown trial plots 
of soybeans this season.”
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2090. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Display ad: 
Kikkoman shoyu: Doubles the health value of your food. 
Made from the healthful soya bean. Times (London). Oct. 31. 
p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary: “If you have a poor appetite or poor digestion, 
take this piquant Health Sauce with your food. Kikkoman 
contains no Vinegar and promotes naturally a free fl ow 
of the digestive juices, essential for correct assimilation. 
Kikkoman in a tonic nutrient with an appetising saline 
fl avour and is Unrivalled for Children and Invalids... the 
basis of the perfect Tomato Cocktail!” Illustrations show: 
(1) The Kikkoman trade mark, (2) A large slanting bottle of 
Kikkoman Shoyu Sauce, with the image on Mt. Fuji on the 
label. Address: 14, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2091. Stegman, Henry M. 1935. Wide usefulness of the soy 
bean. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan) 70(10):315. 
Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The advantages of the soy bean are so 
manifold and manifest that its cultivation is sure to spread. 
In the United States the demand for it grows steadily... After 
twenty years of experimentation it has been acclimatized in 
England. Henry Ford now grows it there on his two thousand 
acre farm in Essex, as well as in Michigan.” Many food and 
industrial uses of the soy bean are given.

2092. Manchester Guardian (England). 1935. Mould and 
foodstuffs: Research work on activities of fungi. Dec. 7. p. 
17.
• Summary: The section title “Ripening cheese” states: 
Moulds “were widely used in Japan and China for 
the conversion of starch into sugar before alcoholic 
fermentation, and in the fermentation of soya bean during the 
manufacture of soya sauce.”

2093. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1935. Classifi ed ad: 
Kikkoman shoyu.–Excellent for Christmas fare. Times 
(London). Dec. 21. p. 1, col. 7.
• Summary: “Made from the wonderful Soya Bean. No 
Vinegar. Appetising saline fl avour. Aids digestion, nourishes 
and tones the system. Unrivalled for fl avouring, cooking 
and table use. 6s. per half-dozen bottles, or singly at leading 
Stores and Grocers.” Address: 14 Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2094. Product Name:  Granose Rissol-nut: Savoury Nut 
Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1935.
Ingredients:  Cashew nuts, wholewheat fl ake, wheatmeal 
fl our, rusk, onion, soya nuts, salt, herbs, spices.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 

1960. Sept/Oct. p. 249. Granose produces Rissol-Nut in 
packets, and this can be quickly made up into savouries, 
roasts, and pasties.
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. “A ground mixture 
which with the addition of water is ready for making into all 
types of rissoles, grills, roasts, and pasties.”
 Note: Pasty (plural = pasties) is a British term 
(pronounced like the word nasty) that refers to a small meat 
pie or turnover. The term, fi rst used in the 14th century, is 
derived from the word paste meaning dough.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced 
in 1935. But a note says “Not Applicable.” This product 
does not contain any soy products and is still on the market. 
The ingredients are now peanuts, rusk, Wholewheat (wheat, 
sugar, salt, malt), wheat fl our, salt, onions, herbs, spices. 
Label sent by Granose. 1990. July 11. Red, yellow, black, 
and white box. Soynuts are no longer an ingredient.
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made by Granose Foods Ltd., which is presently (Dec. 2013) 
owned by the Haldane Foods Group Ltd.

2095. Imperial Institute, Annual Report. 1935. Soya beans. *
• Summary: “In connection with an investigation into the 
possibilities of creating a market in the United Kingdom 
for Indian soya beans, three varieties of soya beans–viz.: 
Pusa White, Manchurian and Punjab White–were received 
through the Indian Trade Commissioner and were found to 
contain respectively 16.2, 18.8 and 15.6 per cent. of oil. The 
oils were on the whole of normal character and the residual 
meals contained satisfactory amounts of protein. All three 
varieties would be readily saleable in the United Kingdom, 
the Manchurian type commanding a slightly higher price 
than the others on account of its higher oil content.”

2096. Merrill, E.D. 1935. A commentary on Loureiro’s 
“Flora Cochinchinensis.” Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society 24(Part II):1-445. See p. 208 (Glycine 
soja). [9 ref]
• Summary: “Loureiro clearly described the soy bean. 
Cadelium Rumph (Herb. Amb. 5:388. pl. 140) is correctly 
placed as a synonym. A specimen from Loureiro is preserved 
in the herbarium of the British Museum. Piper claims that the 
specifi c max is the oldest valid one for the species whether 
considered under Glycine or Soja. However it has only page 
priority which is not recognized by the International Code 
of Botanical Nomenclature.” Merrill suggests why he uses 
an artifi cial device to keep the soybean in the genus Glycine, 
where it has been for the past 150 years. In 1917 Merrill 
suggested the name Glycine max for the soybean.

2097. Product Name:  Floya (Defatted Soybean Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nutrient Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Mark Lane Station Buildings, 
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London, E.C. 3, England.
Date of Introduction:  1935.
New Product–Documentation:  MacConkey 1935, p. 
77. Floya (see endnote #83) “is a soybean fl our containing 
only 0.1% fat. The claims made for this product are that 
it blends easily with other fl ours, dissolves and emulsifi es 
well, needs no sifting, is better than dried milk as a moisture 
absorber and retainer, carries twice its own weight of 
liquid, regenerates weak fl ours by strengthening the gluten, 
improves the cutting properties of bread, increases food 
value, accelerates fermentation and is yeast food.”

2098. Rewald, Bruno. 1935. Chemical, physical and 
colloidal properties of lecithin. J. of the Society of Leather 
Trades’ Chemists 19:220-25. Read before a meeting of the 
British Section at Leeds, 9 March 1935. [Eng; fre]
• Summary: Lecithin extracted from soya beans is about 
50% of the cholin type and 50% of the colamin type. In 
this lecithin, roughly 25% of the phosphatides are in a “free 
state” and 75% are bound with protein or sugar. If about 
20% of alcohol is added to the solvent, the remainder of the 
phosphatides can be extracted. “Soya bean lecithin” which, 
from a technical standpoint, is the only lecithin that can be 
used in the leather industry, is not an absolutely pure product.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2001) that uses the term “soya bean lecithin.” 
Address: PhD, Germany.

2099. Burkill, I.H. 1935. A dictionary of the economic 
products of the Malay Peninsula. 2 vols. Published for the 
Malay Government by Crown Agents, London. 2,400 p. See 
p. 1080-86.
• Summary: These two densely-written volumes might be 
described as updates to the works of Sir George Watt. In 
the Malay peninsula, the soy bean is generally known as 
Kachang bulu rimau or Kachang jepun [the Japan bean]. In 
Java it is called Kachang kedele, Dele, Gadele, Dekeman, or 
Dekenan; in Sundanese, Kachang bulu, Kachang jepun, or 
Kedele; in Sumatra, Kachang rimau or Kachang ramang; 
and in Siam, Tua luang or Tua praluang [accents are 
included by Burkill].
 “The word ‘soy’ came from a Japanese name for this 
plant, through the Dutch, who made it [the word ‘soy’] 
known to Europeans. The fi rst account was a result of the 
residence of their embassy surgeon, Kaempfer, in Japan, 
in 1691 and 1692; the second of the long service of their 
merchant, his contemporary, Rumpf, in Amboina.”
 The soy bean “is frequently cultivated in Siam, and 
seems to be a familiar plant in Kelantan [a state of Malaysia 
bounded on the north by Thailand]. Repeated experiments 
have been made with it elsewhere in Malaya; the Chinese, 
indeed, continually make them, usually without success, their 
failure being conspicuous when any available seed is used, 
instead of seed of races known to stand more or less tropical 

conditions. In 1918 advantage was taken of experiments 
in the Philippine Islands, to try, in Singapore, races which 
succeeded there and grew well. Races from the warmer parts 
of the United States were on trial in Selangor [Malaysia] in 
1922. In 1924 a Chinese race was successfully grown by 
settlers in villages in the southern parts of Pahang [a state of 
Malaysia, bounded on the north by Kelantan and Trengganu].
 “The soy bean has long been cultivated in Java, and in 
recent times this cultivation has become almost universal 
except at the western end of the island, where the climate is 
most uniformly humid. Probably it came to Java from India, 
for the name by which it is most known is Tamil and the seed 
is fl attened as are North Indian races, while the Manchurian 
races have round seeds.”
 Note: Roxburgh (1832), in discussing the earliest known 
date for cultivation of soybeans in India states: “Reared 
in the Honourable Company’s Botanic garden [across the 
Hooghly / Hugli River from Calcutta] from seeds received 
from the Moluccas [in today’s Indonesia] in 1798.
 “In Java a soy crop immediately follows rice, and this 
was the rotation apparently which Spring found the Chinese 
to use in Pahang.”
 The seed of the soy bean is rich source of nutrients. 
It “replaces meat very largely among the Chinese; and as 
rations for Japanese troops has played a large part.” Because 
the ripe seed contains little or no starch, it is widely used in 
diabetic diets. “A kind of artifi cial milk can be made from 
the seed, and is in common use in Japan and China... This 
milk has only three-quarters of the full nutritive value of 
cow’s milk.” Soy-bean coffee, made from roasted soy beans, 
“is sold regularly in Japan, and into the coffee can be put 
soy-bean milk. The Chinese germinate the beans and eat the 
seedlings.
 Legumin, or vegetable casein is best made commercially 
from defatted soy beans. The casein is precipitated from the 
milky fl uid [soy-bean milk] by calcium sulphate. “The liquor 
is strained through muslin, and the precipitate treated with 
soda lye, which dissolves the casein; fi ltering gets rid of the 
impurities and acetic acid precipitates the casein from the 
fi ltrate in a more or less pure state. This casein is fi t for use in 
all the industrial processes for which casein from cow’s milk 
is used.”
 Soy beans can also be fermented to make témpé or 
“fl avourings used in small quantities to make uninteresting 
dishes appetizing... Témpé is a food product made in Java 
from soy beans. It occupies a very important place in the 
diets of those who live in central and east Java.” Detailed 
descriptions are given of two methods of preparation. (1) 
Initially, the seeds are parboiled then left soaking in water 
for 2-3 days. The “mush” [sic, cooked beans] is spread 
upon frames in fl at cakes and inoculated with the fungus 
Aspergillus oryzae by the addition of some of the previous 
preparation. The cakes are wrapped in banana leaves; (2) 
This method requires greater care and time. “Meanwhile, 
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a preparation of the fungus has been made in a somewhat 
elaborate manner, as follows: a portion of an older 
preparation is wrapped in a rather young teak leaf freely 
punctured with holes; this preparation is allowed to dry for 
two days, during which the fungus spreads to the teak leaf. 
Next, the soy-kernel mush [sic, the cooked soybeans] being 
ready, the teak leaf is emptied of its contents and sprinkled 
over the mush in order to convey the fungus. The mush is 
now put up in packets in banana leaves, heaped together, and 
covered up for twenty-four hours, after which it is exposed 
again to the air and cooled; the packets are then ready for 
sale.” Note: This is the second English-language work to 
contain information about tempeh.
 “The Chinese, throughout their own country and 
those domiciled in Malaysia, make a yet greater variety of 
preparations. Chief among these is teou-fu [tofu, usually 
precipitated with imported calcium sulphate]. “The ‘teo-fu’ 
does not keep well in a moist state, but can be treated for 
preservation. First, the cakes are colored yellow by a solution 
of turmeric or Gardenia fl owers, then they are wrapped in 
cotton cloth and submitted to pressure. Thus made drier, they 
keep better. The use of this preparation is spreading.”
 The Chinese also make tao-cho and soy kechap (each 
fermented with an Aspergillus mould). K. Heyne describes 
how kechap is made in Java using black soy beans, hibiscus 
leaves, and Aspergillus oryzae mold. Finally the sauce is 
boiled with Arenga sugar, star anise, and other fl avourings 
until the solution is so thick that the salt begins to crystallize.
 Large amounts of soy-bean oil (“kachang oil” [perhaps 
soy sauce]) are imported to Malaya. “In the East [East 
Asia] it is used chiefl y as food, but has other uses such 
as lubricating, varnish-making, making printer’s inks, 
waterproof goods (Chinese umbrellas and lamps) and also 
for illumination. A process was patented 20 years ago 
for making artifi cial rubber, starting with soy oil. Note: 
Burkill was a British authority on the fl ora of southern and 
southeastern Asia.
 “Criminal use: The hairs on the pods seem to be capable 
of causing a certain amount of irritation within the digestive 
tract. Gimlette (Malay Poisons, ed. of 1929 p. 169) records 
a case of administration of them with food in a criminal 
attempt to poison. He calls them a substitute for bamboo 
hairs in such circumstances.
 “Joss-sticks: Ash of the stem, mixed with resin of 
Canarium, is said to make joss-sticks in Indo-China (Crevost 
and Lemarié, Cat. Prod. Indochine, 1917 p. 106).”

2100. Kellogg, John Harvey. 1936. Improvements in or 
relating to preparation of natural or artifi cial milk containing 
Bacillus acidophilus. British Patent 441,574. Jan. 22. 
Application fi led 16 Nov. 1934. *

2101. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: 
Kikkoman shoyu: The sauce for epicures! Made from the 

healthful soya bean. Times (London). Jan. 24. p. 15, col. 1.
• Summary:  “Free recipe book, edited by Elizabeth Craig, 
obtainable from all Grocers and Stores or direct for 1½d. 
in stamps to cover postage, etc.” A large illustration shows 
a slanting bottle of Kikkoman Shoyu Sauce. Address: 14, 
Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2102. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1936. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1935. London. 106 p. See p. 94-96.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

2103. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: 
Kikkoman shoyu: For keener appetite & better digestion. 
Made from the nourishing soya bean. Times (London). Feb. 
14. p. 17, col. 1.
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• Summary: “Free recipe book,...” A large illustration shows 
a slanting bottle of Kikkoman Shoyu Sauce. Address: 14, 
Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2104. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: ‘Oui 
madame!’ Kikkoman: Unrivalled for fl avouring, cooking and 
table use. Times (London). Feb. 28. p. 19, col. 1.
• Summary: “’Eet ees marvellous, zis Kikkoman. I use heem 
zo many ways. And see guests zey considaire my dishes zo 
pairfect.’” Free recipe book. An illustration shows a French-
looking chef with a pointed mustache, goatee, and white top 
hat (toque). Address: 14, Tooley St., London, S.E. 1.

2105. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1936. 
Increasing use of the soy bean. 71(2):50-51. Feb.
• Summary: “Henry Ford has aided in the development of 
the soy bean industry, having urged the planting as a new 
opportunity for farmers.
 “Manchukuo still produces the world’s largest crop of 
soy beans. The culture of this bean is spreading as people 
come to know its value for food and many other purposes. 
Various attempts have been made to grow them in England, 
Germany, and other parts of Europe with poor success. But 
the London Times records the harvesting of twenty acres of 
soy beans on the Fordson estate, near Chelmsford [England]. 
Here Henry Ford has a farm of about two or three thousand 
acres. His direct interest is due to the fact that he uses this 
product in his automobile industry.
 “Four years ago Dr. Kellogg discovered that milk made 
from the soy bean made a remarkable culture medium for 
protective bacteria or so-called ‘friendly germs.’ In soy milk 
more than twice the number of these germs can be made 
to grow than in cow’s milk. Remarkable results have been 
obtained in cases of intestinal disorders through the use of 
this milk. The Canadian quintuplets are protected against 
bowel trouble by the constant use of soy acidophilus milk.”

2106. Kanga, D.D. 1936. The soya bean: An ideal foodstuff 
for India. Vegetarian News (London). Feb. p. 46-49. [3 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the many food and industrial uses of 
the soya bean. “Millions of people in India live on a purely 
vegetarian diet.” “Hardly one person in a thousand even 
amongst our educated people has heard about this important 
foodstuff, much less seen or handled it.”
 “From several experiments made in private families, and 
public institutions like the Sir Ratan Tata Industrial Home 
and the Bengali Girls’ School, and from the fact that soya 
bean preparations were made at the Soya Bean restaurant 
in the H.O.H. Fête held in Bombay and sold to the visitors, 
it seems that a number of table preparations can be easily 
made from the soya beans and soya bean products suitable 
to the varied tastes of our countrymen, such as coffee, cocoa, 
chocolates, biscuits, cakes, pastry, sandwiches, custard, 
pudding, soup, bread, milk, cheese, sauce, salad, macaroni, 

margarine, all sorts of sweets, puri, ganthia, sev, bhajis, 
papads, vada, chevdo, etc.”
 “If Mother India wishes to have a race of strong, healthy 
and virile sons and daughters she must see that soya bean is 
grown most extensively in the different parts of our country* 
and that it becomes a household word in every home and 
is included in the dietary of every family.” (Footnote: *”It 
is gratifying to note that experiments carried out in Sindh, 
Poona, etc., show that the soya bean can be successfully 
grown in our country. It is also gratifying to note that the 
Saurastra Seva Samiti Ranpur, Kathiawad, is doing some 
good solid work in popularising and distributing soya beans 
among the cultivators of its own province. It is equally 
gratifying to note that the Baroda State has also begun the 
cultivation of the soya bean in its territories.–Footnote in the 
‘Indian Humanitarian’”).
 Note 1. This article was reprinted from the Silver Jubilee 
Number of the Indian Humanitarian (Bombay). Note 2. The 
Vegetarian News was published by the London Vegetarian 
Society from 1921 to 1958. Address: Gujarat College, 
Ahmedabad, India.

2107. Laming (W.C.) & Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: Add 
‘palate appeal’ to very meal. Add Kikkoman: Appetising–
nourishing. Times (London). March 3. p. 17, col. 1.
• Summary: Free recipe book. A horizontal illustration 
shows a hand pouring Kikkoman from its bottle into a 
steaming bowl of soup. Address: 14, Tooley St., London, 
S.E. 1.

2108. J.G.C. 1936. The soya bean: Remarkable progress in 
cultivation. Manchester Guardian (England). April 27. p. 6.
• Summary: The soya bean is a major crop in Asia; about 
25% of the area of Manchuria is used for growing it. The 
Japanese, like the Chinese, eat “soya bean foods” in their 
daily diet.
 The soya “bean did not appear as a commodity in the 
Western world until 1907.”
 In 1910 in the United States, 2,000 acres of soybeans 
were grown; by 1920 the acreage had grown to 950,000 and 
today it is about 5,000,000. In 1931 the U.S. began to export 
soybeans to Europe.
 In Soviet Russia, similar advances in the cultivation and 
utilization of soya beans have occurred recently.
 Mr. Henry Ford has cultivated soya beans at Detroit, 
Michigan. During the past few years he had begun their full-
scale cultivation in England, on the Fordson Estates near 
Chelmsford.
 A list of the many industrial and food uses of soya beans 
is given.
 An interesting account of the Fordson experiments 
appears in the book The Soya Bean, by Elizabeth Bowdidge.
 Mr. J.L. North, former curator of the Royal Botanical 
Society of London, during 20 years of breeding experiments 
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in Regent’s Park and elsewhere, has developed four soya 
bean varieties capable of maturing in England’s climate. The 
Fordson Estates obtained these seeds and Mr. North’s advice. 
In 1933 they did experimental plantings of about 50 soybean 
varieties collected from various parts of the world. In 1934 
they planted about 20 acres of the most promising varieties.
 Westerners obtain most of their fat and oil from 
meat, milk, eggs and bread. But these foods are relatively 
expensive, and many [especially in 1936 in the midst of 
the Great Depression] cannot afford them. The people of 
north China, who consume very little dairy products or 
meat, obtain an inexpensive, balanced diet from soya beans. 
Moreover, Chinese make a soya milk from soya beans. 
Although it is unpalatable to Western tastes, more refi ned 
processes can produce a palatable soya milk with good 
nutritional value.
 Conclusion: “The soya bean provides a remarkably 
effi cient method of providing supplies of food and raw 
materials.”

2109. Chase, Herbert. 1936. Soya-bean plastics. British 
Plastics and Moulded Products Trader 7:516-21. April. *

2110. Law, H. Drake. 1936. The properties of processed 
soya. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. London) 
5(55):269-72. April. For responses, see the May, June, and 
Aug. issues of this journal.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Analysis (of whole 
soya fl our made by Soya Foods Ltd.). Preparation. Lecithin. 
General food value. Proteins (effect on growth of pigs). 
Mineral matter. Alkali balance (Soyolk is alkali; wheat 
fl our is acid). Vitamins. Preserving action (whole soya fl our 
prevents rancidifi cation due to its antioxidant action). “Soya, 
without a doubt, possesses many notable attributes, but too 
much over-statement has been associated with its possible 
use in industry. It appears desirable, therefore, to place on 
record an accurate account of facts, rather than a view based 
on excessive enthusiasm.” Feeding tests on pigs show that 
20% soya added to the mash is equivalent in protein to 10% 
fi sh meal. Address: D.Sc., F.I.C., England.

2111. Russell, John. 1936. The culture of the soya bean in 
England. J. of the Ministry of Agriculture (Great Britain) 
43(1):24-30. April. [4 ref]
• Summary: Cultivation of maize and the soya bean in 
England began at a relatively late date. “Much important 
work on selection and hybridization of these crops has 
been done by Professor W. Southworth, formerly of the 
Manitoba Agricultural College [in Canada], and now of 
the Rothamsted Experimental Station.” Some 30 years ago 
[about 1906-10] Professor [James] Hendrick tried to grow 
the soya bean at “Aberdeen [Scotland], using Manchurian 
seed; in the greenhouse a few plants grew and even fl owered, 
but they never produced seed, while in the open the seeds 

hardly germinated.
 “Further south, at Kingston and Kegworth in the 
Midlands, Mr. Golding obtained better results with 
Japanese seed, and indeed he used the plant for some of his 
pioneering investigations on nitrogen fi xation by leguminous 
plants, working with a culture supplied by Hiltner, then of 
Munich [Germany]. Although it was useful for laboratory 
investigations the crop held out little promise to the 
practical farmer. Similar negative results were obtained 
by Sir Rowland Biffen at Cambridge. A summary of these 
tests was given in this Journal in April, 1912 (p.33). A 
little later in the summer of 1912 and 1913, soya bean was 
tried at the Woburn experimental farm, but although the 
seed germinated satisfactorily and the plant grew, as in Mr. 
Golding’s experiments, only a few pools were produced, 
and it was clear that the varieties tested were useless to 
this country. Still further south, in the old Royal Botanic 
Society’s Gardens, Regent’s Park, Mr. J. L. North, the 
Curator, was more successful than any of his predecessors: 
he began in 1914 and within a few years was growing a 
number of varieties and found some that ripened seed ready 
for harvesting in September. A brown variety seemed so 
promising that by 1929 it was taken up for further trial by 
the National Institute of Agricultural Botany and by Messrs. 
Sutton and Sons. Meanwhile Mr. North received other 
varieties from Professor McRostie, of Ontario [Canada], and 
these were included in his trials-but they all failed.
 “This brown variety had been obtained by Professor 
Southworth about 1916 at the Manitoba Agricultural College, 
and was fully tested and ready for distribution by 1922. It 
was a selection from Ogemaw, a hybrid between an early 
black and a dwarf brown variety produced by E.E. Evans 
at West Branch, Michigan, in the opening years of the 
present century. Like all hybrids, it is variable, and Professor 
Southworth’s selection differed in such important respects 
from the parent material that it was issued as a distinct 
variety under the name Manitoba Brown. This was sent to 
Mr. North and grown by him: he described it in the Quarterly 
Summary of the Royal Botanic Gardens, for April, 1929, as 
having ‘in the course of seven years’ trials here proved to 
be not only the most reliable cropper, but the earliest of any 
of the sixty varieties of soya tested by me for growth in this 
country for the last fourteen years.’ Although Mr. North gives 
no estimate of yields he quotes Messrs. Chivers’ estimate 
of 12 to 15 cwt. [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] of 
grain per acre, and soya beans sold at that time at £13 per 
ton. Mr. North states also that the soya bean has been grown 
successfully in the Home Counties, Oxfordshire, Hampshire 
and the Channel Islands, but gives no fi gures of yields in any 
of these places. The National Institute of Agricultural Botany 
grew it in 1924, 1925, and 1926 from Mr. North’s seed, 
and each year had a fair crop of seeds: in 1928 large plots 
were grown and the yield was estimated at 900 lb. per acre 
without inoculation and 1,150 lb. per acre with inoculation. 
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The results seemed so promising that half an acre was sown 
in 1929, but the plants ripened irregularly and produced little 
seed. The trial was then discontinued.”
 Mr. North continued his trials and “was fortunate in 
enlisting the sympathy of Mr. Henry Ford, who in 1932 
had purchased some 2,000 acres of agricultural land at 
Boreham in Essex and proceeded to sow some Michigan 
varieties of soya bean. These failed, but in the meantime 
Mr. Ford discovered Mr. North, who furnished him with the 
above variety and three others, and these have been grown 
since 1933... Meanwhile in 1932 Professor Southworth, 
the originator of the most successful of these varieties, had 
retired from the Manitoba Agricultural College and joined 
the Rothamsted Staff. He started growing his best selection 
at the Woburn Experimental Farm... Professor Southworth 
himself has been growing the crop both at Rothamsted and at 
Woburn since 1934.” Cultures for inoculating soya beans are 
obtainable from Messrs. Allen and Hanbury, 3 Colts Lane, 
Bethnal Green, London, E.2.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen stating that 
the soya bean was grown at Rothamsted, the world’s fi rst 
agricultural experiment station, established in 1843.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Scotland, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Scotland (About 1906-1910). The source of these soybeans 
is unknown (One of two documents).
 Note 3. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybeans in the Channel Islands, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Channel Islands. This 
document contains the 2nd earliest date seen for soybeans 
in the Channel Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Channel Islands (April 1936). The source of these soybeans 
was Mr. North. Address: Sir, D.Sc., F.R.S., Director, 
Rothamsted Experimental Station [England].

2112. Times (London). 1936. Future of the soya bean: Not an 
economic crop. May 4. p. 20, col. 3.
• Summary: “Briefl y, the growing of the crop as a seed crop 
[in Britain] is not an economic proposition under existing 
conditions, although the prospect of an oil seed industry 
being ultimately established cannot be ruled out. The 
possibility of growing the crop for hay or for ploughing in as 
green manure is worth consideration.”
 “Certain names are worthy of record for the work 
being done in bringing the soya bean to public notice and in 
investigating its economic possibilities on a fi eld scale. Mr. 
J.L. North, when curator of the old Royal Botanic Society’s 
gardens, Regent’s Park, was trying, over 20 years ago, to 
secure varieties which ripened early enough for harvesting 
under English conditions. In spite of discouragements he 
persevered and eventually found a brown variety which 
offered promise. Messrs. Sutton, of Reading, made efforts 
to introduce this variety into farming and carried out patient 
work for several years. Four years ago Mr. Henry Ford 

visualised the possibilities of the crop and was responsible 
for the starting of the large-scale experiments at Boreham, 
where critical fi eld tests have been in progress for the 
last three years, and from which, seed has been widely 
distributed. The four varieties grown at Boreham included 
at least two of Mr. North’s selection. At about this time 
Professor Southworth, who was originally responsible, when 
working at the Manitoba Agricultural College, Canada, for 
the production of the brown variety, subsequently found by 
Mr. North to be a likely possibility in this country, had joined 
the staff of the Rothamsted Experimental Station, and was 
investigating the soya bean at the station’s Experimental 
Farm at Woburn.
 “The general results of these various investigations are 
summed up by Sir John Russel, the director of Rothamsted, 
in an article which appears in the Journal of the Ministry 
of Agriculture. The Fordson Estates, Limited, have also 
prepared a leafl et for free distribution which deals with the 
widespread investigations which they have successfully 
carried through.
 “On the economic side the position is that under 
favourable conditions, such as obtained in 1934, a yield of 
about half a ton [of seed] from each acre may be expected 
in the South of England from a variety such as the brown 
bean ‘C,’...” This “would bring in, at present prices, a return 
of about £3 to £5 an acre and the value of the straw. This 
compares unfavourably with the return from fi eld beans or 
peas,...”

2113. Dimmock, F. 1936. Division of Forage Plants: A report 
on the present status of the soybean industry, particularly in 
western Ontario. In: National Research Council of Canada. 
1936. Proceedings of the Second Conference on Soybeans. 
Ottawa, Canada. 18 p. See Appendix B, p. B1-B6. Held on 
4 May 1936 in the National Research Building, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. [4 ref]
• Summary: An excellent insight into early soybean crushing 
operations in Canada. “During the year 1935 it has been 
estimated that approximately 10,000 acres were devoted 
to soybeans in Canada. This acreage was located almost 
entirely in western Ontario where the comparatively long, 
warm season provides excellent conditions for the production 
of this crop.
 “Of the 10,000 acres it is unlikely that more than half 
of 5,000 acres was harvested for seed. At an average of 20 
bushels per acre this would mean a total seed production of 
about 100,000 bushels. Possibly 50 percent of this quantity 
will be used for feed and to supply seed for the present 
season’s crop, leaving approximately 50,000 bushels of 
beans available for disposal for commercial purposes...
 “As the centre of soybean production is located in 
western Ontario, it is only natural that the mills for utilizing 
the crop should be located there also. The one exception is 
the plant of the Dominion Soya Industries, 2049 Harvard 
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Avenue, Montreal, Quebec.
 “During the fall of 1929 the fi rst oil mill for processing 
soybeans was established at Milton, Ontario, under the name 
of the Milton Oil Refi neries, Limited. This mill got off to a 
poor start, and for various reasons such as poor management, 
poor machinery, and probably poor fi nancing, has never 
operated with any degree of success. It has changed hands 
several times but is not operating at present. It uses the 
hydraulic press method of extraction.
 “The next effort to start a mill was made at Chatham, 
Ontario, in 1932 by a farmer’s co-operative under the name 
of the Soybean Oil and Meal Co-operative Co. of Canada, 
Limited. Farmers secured membership in the company by the 
purchase of a share valued at $50 and this gave the purchaser 
prior rights to sell beans to the company. The number of 
members was said to have reached from 700 to 800 farmers. 
Under an agreement with the Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (one of the largest millers 
of soybeans in the United States), this company installed 
the machinery and provided a manager, Mr. B.E. Biles, to 
run the mill. In return for these services the Archer-Daniels-
Midland Company was to receive 5 cents for every bushel 
of beans milled. The mill was of the Anderson expeller type 
and had a total capacity of about 20 tons of beans a day (24 
hours). Unfortunately during the fi rst year of operation the 
prices of soybean oil and meal dropped to their lowest point, 
and as a result the price paid for beans was only about 50 
cents per bushel. The mill operated at intervals for a few 
months, but crushed only 22,000 bushels of beans. The fi rst 
year’s results were disappointing to the company and the 
growers alike.
 “In 1933 the price of soybean products rose considerably 
(meal from $21 to $36.50 per ton) but while the mill handled 
something over 50,000 bushels of beans the price paid 
the farmer averaged only 65 to 70 cents per bushel. This 
continued low price had a very discouraging effect upon the 
growers and while they continued to produce soybeans they 
preferred to use them for feeding to livestock rather than 
sell them to the mill. Much diffi culty was encountered in 
purchasing beans for the mill from the 1934 crop–farmers 
were beginning to appreciate the value of soybeans for 
feeding purposes. The price offered, 70 to 75 cents per 
bushel, brought in very few beans. The fi nal blow came 
when Mr. Biles, the manager, disappeared with about $7,000 
of the company’s funds. The plant is now idle and did not 
open for the 1935 crop.
 “The plant of the Dominion Soya Industries, Montreal, 
P.Q. [Quebec], commenced operations in the spring of 1935. 
This mill uses the solvent process and has a single unit 
extractor built by the Ford Motor Company. Besides oil and 
meal, soybean fl our is also produced... This plant is now 
operating and has a capacity of about 100 to 150 bushels of 
beans a day. Only about 25 percent of the beans processed 
during the past year have been of Canadian origin, the 

remainder having been imported from the United States.
 “A new mill was established in Stratford, Ontario, 
during the late fall of 1935 under the name of Soya Mills 
Limited. Mr. T.D. Bell, Toronto, is the president of this 
company and Mr. H.P. Trickey, vice-president and plant 
manager. An entirely new and up-to-date mill of the 
hydraulic press type was brought from England and installed 
so as to be ready to handle the 1935 crop. About 30,000 
bushels of Ontario beans were bought and paid for at 95 
cents per bushel f.o.b. Stratford. Additional beans were 
purchased in the United States. The beans were stored in 
the plant elevators and the plant commenced operating at 
about the beginning of January 1936. After the mill had run 
for some time and several thousand bags of meal had been 
produced, analysis showed that the press was incapable 
of extracting the oil below 10 to 11 percent. The feed 
companies demanded that the meal not carry more than 5 
percent of oil. This unfortunate experience has given the 
company a serious setback. Orders are on hand for every 
pound of oil and meal that can be produced–oil at 7 to 8 
cents per pound and meal at $30.00 per ton by carlots, at 
the mill–and not a single pound has been sold due to the 
unsatisfactory nature of the product. Mr. Bell, the president, 
was interviewed in Toronto and stated that in all probability 
the present mill would have to be taken out and returned to 
England and the regular type of mill (as recommended in 
the fi rst place by the manufacturers) installed in its place. 
It is the intention of the company to go right ahead as the 
management has every confi dence of ultimate success.
 “At Belle River, Ontario, an entirely new mill is now in 
the course of construction. Mr. James Edgar, of Edgar Sugar 
House, Detroit, Michigan, is building this plant under the 
name of the Edgar Soya Products, Limited. The intention is 
to produce oil, meal and fl our. The mill is to consist of two 
Ford solvent extractors manufactured by the Ford Motor 
Company... This company intends to contract with growers 
for acreage. Although no attempt has been made to canvas 
the farmers contracts for more than 400 acres have already 
been secured. It is expected that this mill will have no 
diffi culty in obtaining suffi cient acreage to provide for its 
requirements.”
 “The Dominion Linseed Oil Company plant at Baden, 
Ontario... is operating a press of the expeller type at this 
point and is said to have been processing soybeans for 4 to 
5 years” [i.e. since about 1931 or 1932]. “Mr. Livingstone, 
president of the Dominion Linseed Company, was 
interviewed in Toronto and states that in addition to soybean 
oil and meal his company is producing soybean fl our at its 
plant in Owen Sound. This fl our has been made by a special 
process and retains the entire oil content of the bean. It is 
of excellent quality, having been thoroughly tested at the 
University of Illinois in comparison with other soybean 
fl ours of United States origin and declared as equal or better 
than most of them for cooking purposes. This company is 
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prepared to produce in addition a low oil content fl our and 
plans to do so in the near future. The company is having 
considerable diffi culty in marketing its soybean fl our. Mr. 
Livingston claims that the large wheat milling companies 
control the bakeries and are strongly opposed to an additional 
fl our being placed on the market, especially when there is 
any possibility of such fl our being used in bread-making. He 
also claims that before he can defi nitely establish the value 
of this fl our, both from the standpoint of nutrition and use, it 
will be necessary to show results that have been obtained in 
baking tests conducted by an impartial authority, such as the 
Dominion Department of Agriculture...
 “The Christie Brown Company, biscuit manufacturers, 
Toronto, have been large buyers of soybean fl our and 
have expressed a preference for the Dominion Linseed 
Oil Company’s product over soybean fl ours which have 
been previously imported. The price of 6 cents per pound 
is considerably lower than 9 cents per pound, which was 
formerly paid for the imported fl ours.”
 Tables on page B-5 show that the amount and value of 
soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean cake or meal imported to 
Canada have increased dramatically during the past 2 years. 
For example, during the one year from 1 April 1934 to 31 
March 1935 some 4,325 bu of soybeans worth $7,822 were 
imported. 64% of these soybeans were subject to a tariff 
totaling $2,488.80. Yet during the 10 months from 1 April 
1935 to 31 Jan. 1936 some 12,416 bu of soybeans worth 
$13,918 were imported. Only 19% of these soybeans were 
subject to a tariff totaling $2,242.74. “The imports of the last 
10 months period represent the product of about 10,000 acres 
which might easily have been produced in Canada.” Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) that gives 
soybean production statistics for Canada. Address: Div. of 
Forage Plants, Dominion Experimental Farms.

2114. Ferree, J.C. 1936. The properties of processed soya. A 
few comments on Dr. Drake Law’s article and a rejoinder: 
Soya in sausages. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. 
London) 5(56):313. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author gives examples of the effi cacy of 
soya fl our in inhibiting rancidifi cation in stored sausages. 
Address: Soya Foods, Ltd. [England].

2115. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin 
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute 
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):180T-84T. May.
• Summary: “3. Argentina. The fi rst trials in acclimatisation 
of soya in Argentina were carried out, it appears, in 1908 at 
the Experimental Station of Córdoba. It was not, however, 
until 1924 that trials of any real economic importance 
were made. At that time the Seed Section, dependent on 
the Division of Experiment Stations, purchased seed of 15 

varieties of soya from the United States and distributed it 
among agricultural schools, experiment stations and about 
6,000 farmers throughout the principal parts of the country. 
From this distribution a considerable amount of information 
may be obtained on the adaptation of the various varieties 
to the different zones of the country... The chief results were 
obtained at the Experiment Station of Puerta de Diaz [which 
is situated in the valley of la Lerma], Department of Salta, 
and Loreto, Department of Misiones.
 “4. Bermuda. Soya has been cultivated here for several 
years. The Department of Agriculture has recommended its 
use as green manure and as a feed for livestock. There are 
no native varieties. The only variety introduced is Mammoth 
Yellow, the growth period of which allows sowing to take 
place at the beginning and harvesting at the end of summer.
 “5. Brazil. Investigations on the adaptation of different 
varieties of soya to the particular conditions of Brazil were 
and are carried out at the Experiment Station of Sao Simao. 
Trials were made with the following varieties a detailed 
description of which will be found under the heading of the 
United States...
 “As a result of the fi rst investigations it was possible to 
classify all these varieties into 5 groups according to their 
precocity. They were also divided into: (1) tall varieties (1.30 
to 1.50 meters) yielding a large quantity of green material 
and suitable for forage production; (2) medium tall varieties 
(0.50 to 0.80 meters); (3) dwarf varieties (0.20 to 0.40 
meters).
 “The principal varieties are:–Very early varieties 
(duration of growth period: 80 to 90 days): Artolfi , Arlington, 
Aksarben, Easycook, Hamilton and Hoosier. Early varieties 
(growth period: 90 to 100 days): Austin, Ebony, Hahto, 
Ilsoy, Goshen Prolifi c, and Virginia. Semi-early varieties 
(growth period: 100 to 110 days): Barchet, Chiquita, Dixia 
[sic, Dixie], Dunfi eld, George Washington, and Wilson 
Five. Semi-late varieties (growth period: 120 to 130 days): 
Herman, Medium Green, Mammoth Yellow, Merko and 
Sherwood. Late varieties (growth period: 130 to 150 days): 
Biloxi, Tarheel Black, Ito San, Minsoy, Old Dominion and 
Mikado.
 “The varieties particularly recommended by the 
Experiment Station of Sao Simao are as follows:–For seed 
production: Artolfi , Aksarben, Chiquita, Herman, Tarheel 
Black, Hamilton and Haberlandt. The seeds of these 
varieties are very rich in oil. For forage production: Biloxi, 
Wilson Five, Mammoth Yellow, Goshen Prolifi c, Ebony 
and Virginia. For human consumption: Easycook, Hahto 
and Hoosier. A table (p. 183) gives the composition of the 
principal varieties of soya cultivated in Brazil: Peking, 
Wilson Five, Minsoy, Dunfi eld, Mandarin, Haberlandt, 
Virginia, Habaro, Dixie, Mammoth Yellow, Chiquita, Tarheel 
Black.
 “6. Chile. The fi rst trials in soya acclimatisation in Chile 
date back to 1934. In 1934 this cultivation emerged from 
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the experimental into the practical stage. Investigations on 
the acclimatisation of various introduced varieties were 
carried out chiefl y by the Experiment Station of the National 
Agricultural Society. These trials were made with 27 
varieties. At present 4 of these varieties are recommended for 
cultivation, namely: Ito San, Dunfi eld, Illini and Manchu.”
 “Ito San.–The variety is the most wide-spread and the 
most adaptable... The growth period, at the Experiment 
Station, is from 110 to 120 days. In many parts of the 
country this period is prolonged to as much as 150 days. This 
variety gives good results from Anconcaga to Bio-Bio. It is 
most suitable for the regions of Maule, Nuble and Bio-Bio 
on account of its hardiness. It, however, has the disadvantage 
of having pods which open” [shatter]... Dunfi eld and Illini 
give very good results in the regions of Curico and Talca. 
Manchu matures a little later than Dunfi eld and Ito San. It is 
particularly suitable for the central zone.
 “In general, these 4 varieties yield seed of excellent 
quality and a high oil content. When sown and grown under 
favourable conditions, the growth period allows harvesting 
to take place in March. The average yield in seed per hectare 
on the farms is 16.1 quintals. In the course of trials carried 
out by the Experiment Station of the National Agricultural 
Society at Santiago, Chimbarongo, San Fernando and Talca, 
these varieties gave a yield of 33.6, 24.2, 30.2, and 37.7 
quintals, respectively. The yields in oil vary round about 
19%; at times as much as 22.5% has been obtained.”
 Note 1. 1 quintal = 100 kg. Note 2. This is the earliest 
document seen (May 2009) concerning soybeans in Chile, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in Chile. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in Chile, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Chile (1934). The source of these soybeans is 
unknown. See also a French version of this document by the 
Institut International d’Agriculture (1936) which gives 1924 
as the date of the fi rst soybean trials in Chile; we think the 
1934 date is more likely to be correct. Address: Rome, Italy.

2116. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Latin America (Document part). Monthly Bulletin 
of Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute 
of Agriculture, Rome) 27(5):187T-89T. May.
• Summary: “14. British Guiana [Guyana]. Soya growing 
was introduced in 1927. Trials in acclimatisation were 
carried out by the Agricultural Experiment Stations. There 
is no cultivation on a commercial scale. Only introduced 
varieties are grown, the best being Caracas White [perhaps 
from Venezuela?]. Efforts have been directed towards fi nding 
a variety adapted both to forage and seed production. Soya 
is grown in places where the soil is light. The yields in seeds 
vary from 1,500 to 2,500 lb per acre.
 “15. Dutch Guiana [Suriname]. Soya is grown here 
solely by farmers from Java. It is not a commercial product 
and is generally consumed by the producers. The variety 

grown is one with black seeds which was imported in 1905 
by Mr. Van Hall. It is grown in light, sandy soils. An average 
yield is obtained of 6 to 12 quintals of seed per hectare. 
Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 “The Experiment Station of Paramaribo imported, 
several years ago, numerous varieties from the United 
States and Java. The trials in cultivation carried out in the 
Experiment Garden have shown that none of these varieties 
give as good results as the variety imported in 1905.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen 
(March 2001) for soybeans in Suriname, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Suriname (1905). The source of these soybeans 
is unknown, but it may well have been Java.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 2001) 
concerning the work of Indonesians (farmers from Java) with 
soybeans overseas.
 “16. Mexico. The fi rst trials in soya growing date back 
to 1925. Investigations in acclimatisation are now carried 
out by the Direction of Agriculture in the states of Vera Cruz 
and Mexico, at the Agricultural School of Ciudad Juarez 
and in the region of Tuxtepec, State of Caxaca [sic, Oaxaca, 
in southeast Mexico].” The following varieties have been 
introduced to Mexico: Virginia, Laredo, Hollybrook, and 
Mammoth. The fi rst two have given the best results.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico (one of 
two documents). This document contains the third earliest 
date seen for soybean in Mexico (1925), and the second 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in Mexico 
(1925). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
 “17. Peru. Trials in acclimatising soya were fi rst started 
in Peru in 1928, and have not yet passed the experimental 
stage. These trials are carried out chiefl y by the Experiment 
Stations of Moquega, Ancash, Piura, Lambayeque and La 
Molina, at Lima.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (May 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Peru. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Peru, or the cultivation of soybeans in Peru 
(1928). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
 “18. Porto Rico [Puerto Rico]. An attempt was made to 
introduce soya growing into Porto Rico in 1912. Different 
trials were carried out for establishing this crop, but without 
success as farmers were not interested in this plant.
 “19. Salvador [El Salvador]. In 1932, the government of 
Salvador imported soya seeds from Brazil for the purpose of 
acclimatisation. Up to the present the results have not been 
suffi ciently defi nite for any deductions to be made. In fact, 
these results are sometimes positive and sometimes negative, 
without discovering any reason for the lack of success. 
interesting commercial information on the soybean.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in El Salvador. This document contains the earliest 
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date seen for soybeans in El Salvador, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in El Salvador (1932). The source of these 
soybeans was Brazil.
 “20. Uruguay. On account of the economic importance 
soya might have for this country, the Industrial and Forage 
Plants Section, from the date of its foundation in 1929, 
undertook an extensive study of this plant. As a point 
of departure, abundant material was assembled for the 
purpose of study from all parts of the world. The fi rst trials 
in cultivation were made with two varieties, Biloxi, which 
originated from trials carried out in 1925-1926; and a yellow 
variety of soya which was subsequently recognised to be 
the variety Mammoth. The Section received, in November, 
1929, a large collection from the Plant Production Institute 
of Leningrad, including 66 varieties. This collection was 
afterward completed by other varieties from North America 
and other parts of the world, so that at present the Section 
has 233 varieties available. In the spring of 1929, the section 
undertook trials in cultivation and adaptation,... in 1933-1934 
of the 233 varieties cultivated, only 28 were retained, so that 
up to the present, 205 varieties have been eliminated. Of the 
varieties retained, only 10 appear to be very promising;... 
all the soya from seed obtained from Brillmayr [Brillmayer] 
in Austria and large quantities from the Industrial Plants 
Institute at Leningrad and from Germany, proved to be 
quite unsuitable for cultivation in Uruguay. All this shows 
the fundamental importance of the biological problem of 
adaptation.
 “It may be said that, at present, the varieties of soya 
best adapted to cultivation in Uruguay are the following: (1) 
Varieties cultivated for industrial purposes.–These are almost 
all varieties with light coloured seeds, with the exception 
of 3 varieties in which the colour of the seeds is entirely 
different from that required by industry, namely, the varieties 
Biloxi, with brown seed; Hispida Moench Baird with brown 
seed; Hispida Moench Ednce, with black seed [Note 6. Is this 
Edna, which had black seed?]. (2) Varieties suitable only for 
forage production.–Laredo and Otootan. Generally speaking, 
it may be said that according to the investigations carried out 
by Professor Henry, Chief of the Industrial and Forage Plant 
Section of Estanzuela, the 4 most important varieties of soya 
best adapted to environmental conditions in Uruguay, are as 
follows: Mammoth, Laredo, Linea genetica 4-a, Japonesa.” 
Address: Rome, Italy.

2117. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical 
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 
27(5):165T-89T. May.
• Summary: Contents: Part 2. IV. Varieties cultivated in the 
different countries. A. America (continued): United States 
(conclusion). Principal states of the Union where soya is 
grown (conclusion: Gives a little history and lists the most 

popular varieties and how/where grown): Massachusetts, 
Ohio, Mississippi, Iowa, Maryland, New York, Wisconsin. 
Canada. Argentina. Bermuda. Brazil. Chile. Colombia. 
Costa Rica. Cuba. Dominican Republic. Equator [Ecuador], 
Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British Guiana, Dutch Guiana 
[Suriname], Mexico, Peru, Porto Rico [Puerto Rico], 
Salvador, Uruguay.
 Varieties grown in Massachusetts (p. 166T): Minsoy, 
Mandarin, Wisconsin Black, Soysota, Chestnut, Habato, Ito 
San, Pinpu, Wea, Manchu, Black Eyebrow, Dunfi eld, Illini, 
Mansoy, Harbinsoy, Medium Green, Wilson 5 [Wilson-Five], 
Ilsoy, Peking, Virginia.
 Varieties grown in Ohio (p. 167T): Dunfi eld, Illini, 
Kingwa, Manchu, Peking, Pekwa, Manchuria, Manchuria 
13177, Mukden, Muksen, Mandell.
 Varieties grown in Mississippi (p. 169T-172T): Table 
IV (p. 170T) shows “Production (in bushels per acre) 
of soya varieties, studied at the Experiment Station of 
Delta, Stoneville, compared with 5 standard varieties (in 
1934). Biloxi, White Biloxi, Coker’s 31-15, Coker’s 31-9, 
Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, Ebony, Goshen, Kingwa, Laredo 
(Southern), Lexington, Looney No. 1, Looney No. 2, Looney 
No. 3, Loxitan, Mamloxi, Mammoth Brown, Mammoth 
Yellow, Mammoth 01, Mamotan, Mamredo, Manchu, 
Matthews J.P., Midwest, Otootan, Peking, Sable, Sable 
Selection, Tanloxi, Tarheel Black, Tokio, Virginia, George 
Washington, Wilson.
 Varieties grown in Iowa (p. 172T): Hamilton, Black 
Eyebrow, Dunfi eld, Midwest, Mansoy, Wilson, Manchu, 
Illini, Mukden.
 Varieties grown in New York (p. 173T): Hamilton, Black 
Eyebrow, Dunfi eld, Midwest, Mansoy, Wilson, Ito San, 
Haberlandt, Illinois 13-19.
 Varieties grown in Wisconsin (p. 173T-174T): Black 
Eyebrow, Early Green, Ito San, Manchu, Midwest. Address: 
Rome, Italy.

2118. Kirk, L.E. 1936. Memorandum on soybeans: Varieties, 
introduction, selection, breeding, variety testing and other 
experimental work–of the Division of Forage Plants, Central 
Experimental Farm, Ottawa. In: National Research Council 
of Canada. 1936. Proceedings of the Second Conference on 
Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 18 p. See Appendix A, p. A1-
A5. Held on 4 May 1936 at the National Research Building, 
Ottawa. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Varieties. Introduction. Selection. 
Breeding. Variety testing. Other experimental work.
 Details (including seed color, maturity, and yield) 
are given on the following soybean varieties produced in 
Canada in commercial quantities: O.A.C. 211 (by the Ontario 
Agricultural College), A.K. (Harrow strain), Mandarin 
(Ottawa strain), Manitoba Brown (or Ogema [Ogemaw]; 
introduced many years ago from the USA), Wisconsin Black 
(introduced from Wisconsin), Manchu (Hudson).
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 “Introduction: Large numbers of soybean introductions 
have been tested at Harrow since 1923, and at Ottawa since 
1928. These have come mainly from Manchuria either 
directly or indirectly through the United States Department 
of Agriculture, or Mr. J.L. North, Royal Botanic Gardens, 
London, England. Others were sent to us by Mr. R.R. 
Kabalkin of London, England. In some cases we were able 
to obtain seed samples from districts well to the north of 
Harbin. Nearly all of our best selections have been made 
from material introduced directly from Manchuria or that 
obtained from Mr. J.L. North.”
 “As the result of an extended trip through Manchuria, 
occupying two years, Dr. [sic] W.J. Morse, in charge of 
soybean investigations for the United States Department 
of Agriculture, brought back about 8,000 seed samples of 
soybeans. These were grown and classifi ed according to 
maturity. We were supplied with a complete set comprising 
the earliest maturity group. Not one of these lots matured 
as early as our own strains and the great majority did not 
ripen at all. Nearly all developed a bad attack of Mosaic, 
which was introduced with the seed. None of the U.S. strains 
proved to be of any value.”
 Breeding: “In 1936, about 30 of the best strains will 
be subjected to a thorough strain test at Ottawa, and at six 
branch farms, namely, Nappan [Nova Scotia], Fredericton 
[New Brunswick], Lennoxville [Quebec], Harrow [Ontario], 
Brandon [Manitoba] and Lethbridge [Alberta]. One very 
early strain is being increased at Lennoxville, and a majority 
of them are being multiplied in a small way at Ottawa.”
 “Variety testing: A standardized test of soybean 
varieties for seed production, and also for hay production, 
is conducted each year at Ottawa,” at the six branch farms 
listed above, and at Kentville (Nova Scotia), Morden 
(Manitoba), Summerland (BC), and Agassiz (BC). “The 
results of these tests have shown that, with the exception 
of Ontario, all other provinces require varieties for seed 
production that are earlier than Mandarin in maturity. The 
Mandarin variety, however, has produced excellent crops 
of mature seed in some years in Quebec and the Maritime 
Provinces; at Brandon, Manitoba, and at Summerland, B.C. 
Generally speaking, however, there is no yellow seed variety 
available commercially with a suffi cient margin of safety 
under practical farm conditions to enable the beans to fully 
mature with reasonable certainty at any of the above places.”
 Other Experimental Work: “Valuable information on 
varietal adaptation has been obtained each year from farmers, 
especially in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, to whom 
we have supplied seed for small tests.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009) 
that contains the term “maturity group.” However the 
meaning is not the same as that which emerged after about 
1946. Address: Dominion Agrostologist, Canadian Dep. of 
Agriculture, Ottawa, Canada.

2119. Law, H. Drake. 1936. The author’s reply: To the Editor 
of Food. [Concerning criticisms of his article titled “The 
Properties of Processed Soya.”]. Food (Processing, Packing, 
Marketing. London) 5(56):315-16. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author responds to three comments on his 
original article. Soya is unsuitable for bacon pigs since it 
produces a soft fat. The amount added to bread should be 
not greater than 3%, otherwise the color is affected. For 
sausages it is essential that the soya should be correctly 
processed and should not exceed 5%. “Processed soya has 
now been fi rmly established as an inhibitor against the 
rancidity of fats... Many sausage makers have made soya 
fl our a standard ingredient of their mixtures, and have found 
it to be advantageous in many respects. It not only increases 
the life of their product, but it improves the meaty fl avour 
and the dietetic properties of the chopping. The bloom is also 
enhanced, provided always that the prescribed limits of 3 to 
5 per cent. of the mixture are not exceeded.”

2120. Morgan, R. Harold. 1936. In couverture: To the editors 
of Food. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. London) 
5(56):315. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Sir, I was interested to read the article 
on soya, particularly as reference is made in it to the paper 
I published, with the assistance of my former colleague Mr. 
Avent, in the journal of the Society of Chemical Industry. 
Our work showed that lecithin does not affect the viscosity 
of cocoa butter as gauged by the usual viscometer test, but 
that a marked reduction takes place in the interfacial tension 
between cocoa butter and water.” The effect of lecithin in 
improving the consistency of chocolate couverture mixtures 
by reducing the thickening infl uence of water is attributed to 
emulsifi cation of water in the fat. Address: Croft House Lab., 
Dollis Ave., N.3.

2121. The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly Letter, April 
1936. 1936. In: National Research Council of Canada. 1936. 
Proceedings of the Second Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, 
Canada. 18 p. See Appendix C, p. C1-C2. Held on 4 May 
1936 in the National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. [1 ref]
• Summary: An overview of the rapid growth of soybeans 
in the United States, and their potential as a crop in Canada. 
“To many people, the soybean has an oriental fl avour; they 
know it as the basic ingredient in some of the most famous 
English meat sauces [Worcestershire, etc.] and have heard 
that it is an important Manchurian export. Against this 
background it is something of a surprise to learn from the 
Wall Street Journal of February 17, 1936, that in the previous 
year it had become, from the viewpoint of cash return to the 
farmers, the fourth most important cereal crop in the United 
States. The crop of 1934 was about 50 per cent larger than 
that of 1933 and the crop of 1935 was doubled that of 1934.”
 The many uses of the soybean are discussed, including 
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soybean fl our (with and without the original oil content of 
the seed), soybean milk, butter, cheese [tofu], and coffee. 
Among industrial uses, in 1934, 10 million lb of soybean 
oil were used by the paint industry in the USA. “In varnish 
and lacquers soybean oil is the principal base. The Ford car 
is fi nished with a soybean lacquer and the Ford Company is 
erecting a $5,000,000 plant in Detroit [Michigan] to make 
soybean products. In soaps, glues, linoleums and rubber 
substitutes, the ingredients of the soybean have come to be of 
predominant importance.”

2122. Van der Lande, G.V.L. 1936. The properties of 
processed soya. A few comments on Dr. Drake Law’s article 
and a rejoinder: In bread. Food (Processing, Packing, 
Marketing. London) 5(56):314. May. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author, whose company makes a product 
named Novadelox that competes with soya fl our, argues 
that soya fl our is defi cient as a bread “improver.” His tests 
indicate that the addition of 5% soya fl our to a bread gives 
bread an unfavorable color, and creates a smaller, tighter loaf 
whose fl avor is adversely affected. The make-up and crumb 
of the loaf was distinctly harsher to the touch and much 
less inviting. “It is quite evident from the above that soya 
fl our has no practical use in the baking of bread...” Address: 
Novadel, Ltd. [England].

2123. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Picturing its multiple industrial and economic uses. Article 
II. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. 
June 4. p. 11.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and early history in 
China. Teaches proper methods. Clipper fi rst to export 
soybeans. Civil war “coffee.” Introduced as a legume. Extra 
dividend.
 “How far back man began to cultivate the soybean 
plant no one knows–one authority estimates 25,000 years. 
Ethnologists tell us that the original Chinese wandered down 
from the Tarim basin and settled in the fertile valleys of 
the Yangtze and Huai rivers. There, where wild soybeans 
grew in abundance, fl ourished for centuries a family type of 
civilization which consistently repelled the attack of hungry 
barbarians from the south and north.
 “This fact alone typifi es the breadth of soybean usage.
 “The ‘little honorable plant,’ in which Chinese legend 
places one of the invisible Gods, provided food products 
to serve all the needs of the family group and made it 
possible for the Chinese to enter into agricultural society 
without going through a pastoral stage of development. 
Chinese students tell us their civilization was in existence 
for centuries before Sin Jen, the ‘fi re-producer’ who learned 
to kindle fi re from watching a bird make sparks by pecking 
at a tree (and by the discovery got himself accepted as king 
about three thousand years before Christ), began to teach his 
people the arts of pastoral life–hunting, fi shing, gathering of 

fruits and domestication of animals.
 “About two hundred years later Emperor Shen Nung, 
the third of a line fi rmly seated in the king’s chair through 
a series of inventions (as musical instruments, a system of 
writing, a counting method and a calendar), branched out 
a bit to write the fi rst Chinese remedy book. This materia 
medica contained over 300 remedies made from soybeans 
and is the earliest written record of the soya max.”
 “Clipper First to Export Soybeans: In 1804, a wandering 
New England clipper ship, whose Presbyterian master 
canvassed the Chinese sea coast for a return cargo without 
success, bunkered several bags of soybeans for a coffee 
substitute and a food reserve. This was the fi rst time the 
soybean went abroad. Note: This is the earliest document 
seen (Aug. 2002) that embellishes the myth of the “clipper 
ship” with phrases like “Presbyterian master” “canvassed 
the Chinese coast for a return cargo” “bunkered several bags 
of soybeans for a coffee substitute and a food reserve”–
all supposedly in connection with the introduction of the 
soybean to the United States.
 “The seeds found their way into the hands of botanists 
who were very much interested in the trifoliate leaves of the 
plant. Soon every self-respecting botanical garden–which 
were the fad of those days–exhibited at least one ‘oriental’ 
plant. Apparently, no interest was taken in the cultivation 
of the soybean, which is not surprising, for the American 
pioneer was ever reluctant to experiment with new crops. 
Several of the plants indigenous to the Americas were fi rst 
cultivated in Europe and the seeds imported years later when 
the crop began to fi nd acceptance in its homeland.
 “When, following the religious missionaries, traders 
came looking for the products which only China then could 
produce, as tea, opium and silk, the soybean was completely 
overlooked.
 “Two years after the fi rst group of foreign treaties were 
signed, near the middle of the last century, an English captain 
of a Danish tramp freighter, fi lled the voids in his hold with 
a few bags of beans and a quantity of soybean cakes, then a 
commodity regularly traded in the street markets of China.”
 “No one in England would take any interest in the meal 
much less in the yellow beans and the captain set about 
planting some of the beans with, as it has been reported, a 
Scottish oath to demonstrate the merits of the crop to all 
England. But his garden was gone for decades before any 
real interest was taken by Englishmen.”
 “Civil War ‘Coffee’: During the Civil War, Union 
soldiers were fed a coffee which they disliked. It tasted 
like coffee but did not stimulate or keep them awake as 
the black coffee which they had back home. The substitute 
coffee was made from soybeans smuggled through the lines 
of a blockade by the English who, through their shipping 
facilities, then controlled the movement of coffee from South 
America.
 “Most of the Union soldiers returned from the war with 
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a hatred of the ‘so-so’ beans which was only exceeded by 
their dislike of the quarter-master’s department. A Union 
veteran, now ninety-four years old, recently said, when asked 
about the soybean, ‘I won’t have them on my farm. I still can 
taste that darn coffee we had to drink in the army.’
 “When the Japanese, just newly initiated to western 
methods and under the press of food needs, invaded the 
Asiatic continent near the end of the last century, one of 
the fi rst spoils of war sent home, consisted of quantities of 
soybean seeds and the food products of the plant.
 “The production of soybeans in Japan rose so rapidly 
that, by the time of the Boxer uprising and the crash of 
the Manchus, the versatile bean was one of the principal 
food crops of the island empire and exports of the derived 
products had absorbed enough of the foreign market to bring 
hard times to Chinese farmers.” Address: Staff member, 
Chicago Journal of Commerce.

2124. Smallwood, H. St. Clair. 1936. The romance of 
the soya bean. Great Britain and the East (London) 
46(1307):752. June 4.
• Summary: Briefl y traces the history of the soybean, its 
food value, its importance to Manchuria, and the recognition 
it has obtained in the United States, India and Germany. 
Address: Lt.-Col.

2125. Calkin, D.L. 1936. Report by Dr. Whitby of interview 
with Mr. D.L. Calkin of the Dominion Soya Products 
Company, Montreal. In: National Research Council of 
Canada. 1936. Proceedings of the Third Conference on 
Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 34 p. See Appendix B, p. 
B1-B10. Held on 30 June 1936 in the National Research 
Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. [2 ref]
• Summary: Note: In several subsequent interviews in 
this report, the company name is given as Dominion 
Soya Industries Limited. Based on a phone conversation 
of 24 April 1936. Dominion Soya Products Co. uses an 
inexpensive solvent extraction plant developed by the 
Ford Motor Co. Aviation gasoline is used as the solvent, 
but it is not entirely satisfactory, since it leaves an odor in 
the fi nished product. Most of the plants processing soya 
beans in Canada are apparently using solvent extraction. 
Exceptions are (1) Soya Mills Co. (Mr. Tricky) [sic, Trickey; 
at Stratford, Ontario], using English-built oil expeller 
equipment, and (2) Dominion Linseed Oil Company, making 
whole-oil fl our.
 Soybean oil: The chief outlets for soya bean oil are to 
the paint manufacturers and the packers (including Canada 
Packers), which use it for the production of shortening, or 
of a refi ned, bland salad or cooking oil. “It is understood 
that the Ford Motor Company is now using soya bean oil 
exclusively for its car enamels.”
 Soybean fl our: The Ford Motor Co., in co-operation with 
the Bakelite Co., has developed a successful plastic from 

soya bean meal. Soya bean fl our is being used in England 
for making sausages; it is claimed to have the advantage 
of holding the meat juices and of acting as an antioxidant 
(preventing rancidity). Dr. Rabinovitch of Montreal is in 
favor of using soy “fl our in sausages, especially in the low-
grade type known as ‘hot dogs.’ Dr. Rabinovitch on his trip 
to the north last summer took considerable quantities of soya 
bean fl our and oil for use of the Eskimo. Canada Packers 
think well of its use in sausages... Brown of Bradley Foulds 
in England used soya fl our for fi nishing light textiles with 
good results, but found that in the case of heavy goods and 
fi nishes the fl our tends to produce a slimy feel on the goods. 
Experiments on the use of soya fl our in water paints were 
made by the Sherwin-Williams Co., Montreal. The objection 
was raised, however, that the solutions stank. In experiments 
in England in this connection the chief point stressed was 
the diffi culty of getting the fl our into solution... Experiments 
are in progress in Canada on the use of soya fl our in the 
manufacture of explosives, presumably after nitration. Soya 
bean fl our used as a glue in the manufacture of plywood 
from soft wood has the advantage of being more waterproof 
than any other glue known. On account of this property it 
was used for all walls and fl oors exposed to the weather at 
the Century of Progress Exhibition in Chicago [Illinois]. 
Soya bean glue is being made in Canada by the Hercules 
Glue Company and a small quantity by the Bulldog Grip 
Cement Co.”
 “Mr. Calkin’s experience with Ontario beans has been 
that they have often been contaminated with shells, small 
stones, clay, etc. Furthermore, U.S. beans could be bought 
for 90¢–$1.00 a bushel at a time when $1.50 was being 
asked for Ontario Beans.
 “The Co-operative Soya Bean plant in Ontario (at 
Milton) in which the Archer Daniels Midland Company is 
also interested is not now apparently operating. It appears 
that the secretary of the Co-operative decamped with the 
funds.”
 Also describes (p. B5-10) several experiments 
conducted by J.B. Phillips, MSc, PhD (July 1933 in 
Montreal) on “beating experiments with sulphite pulp and 
soya fl our” using Dominion Soya Powder as a fi ller and size 
for paper. And “Utilization of Dominion Soya in coatings 
for papers.” Address: Dominion Soya Products Company, 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

2126. Calkin, D.L. 1936. Statement by Mr. Calkin. In: 
National Research Council of Canada. 1936. Proceedings 
of the Third Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 34 
p. See Appendix G, p. G1-G4. Held on 30 June 1936 in the 
National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. [2 ref]
• Summary: Mr. Calkin has done considerable pioneering 
work in an attempt to introduce soya fl our to industrial 
concerns in Great Britain, especially for use as a sizing in 
making paper, in adhesives, and in plastics. The product 
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is named Dominion Soya Powder (oil and starch freed, 
technical). The results were mixed. Address: Dominion 
Soya Industries Ltd., 2049 Harvard Ave., Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada.

2127. Green, F.G. 1936. Meeting with Mr. Calkin of 
Dominion Soya Industries Limited, July 24, 1936. In: 
National Research Council of Canada. 1936. Proceedings 
of the Third Conference on Soybeans. Ottawa, Canada. 34 
p. See Appendix H, p. H1-H3. Held on 30 June 1936 in the 
National Research Building, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. [2 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Chataway, Dr. Hopkins, and Dr. Malloch 
met with Mr. Malkin in Mr. Green’s offi ce. Mr. Calkin’s 
plant in Montreal had not resumed operation, but the 
company’s “sales of soya fl our were increasing to a very 
gratifying extent. One fi rm alone in Montreal is taking one 
ton weekly and may double this amount while a sale of 
about one hundred tons had been arranged in Great Britain. 
They had just taken on a master baker–a Mr. Doig–who had 
previously worked on the introduction of Best Yeast. With 
a thorough understanding of the baking trade and problems, 
Mr. Doig had, in the week or so he had been with them, been 
able to secure trial orders from many fi rms. At fi rst a general 
discussion of milling equipment took place.”
 Although soya fl our costs more than wheat fl our, Mr. 
Calkin feels that it more than “this was almost entirely 
made up for by the extra amount of water which the soya 
fl our carries through the oven. The slower staling attained 
was a decided advantage and would, he believed, result in 
increased bread consumption. While there was very little 
positive proof of this to date, he referred to one baker in 
Vankleek Hill whose bread sales had increased by 20%. In 
loaves of the French type, soya fl our gave a crust that was 
of better fl avor and less rubbery. “Some whole meal [soya] 
fl our was being sold at 9 cents, but not by his fi rm. The chief 
selling point of this latter fl our was that less shortening was 
required.” Another use for fl our was in cake icing.
 “Oil so far produced in Canada has not been refi ned 
prior to sale. It is easy to decolourize the oil but more 
diffi cult to deodorize it. For paint use it is decoloured. 
Sherwin-Williams do this at their own plant using Frankonite 
sold by Chapman of Toronto [Ontario province]. Crude oil 
can be sold for paint or shortening for 6½–7½ cents per lb. 
Canada Linseed had investigated the possibility of putting in 
a soya bean extraction plant but decided against it because, 
while their interest lay primarily in oil production, it would 
be necessary for them to market the 75% residue besides 
making allowance for the 10% processing loss. Dominion 
Linseed is putting whole meal [soya] fl our on the market.”
 “Mr. Calkin did not think that the recovery of lecithin 
was of immediate importance to the industry although it 
might well become so later.”
 Some soya fl our had been sent to Erinoid Limited of 
England. Standards and solvents were also discussed. The 

aviation spirits in solvents were unsatisfactory and could 
be detected by consumers in cooked products. Mr. Calkin 
“mentioned that they were required to charge sales tax on the 
fl our sold to bakers whereas no sales tax is charged on wheat 
fl our sold to them.” Address: Dominion Soya Industries Ltd., 
2049 Harvard Ave., Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

2128. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries. Monthly Bulletin of Science and Practical 
Agriculture (International Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 
27(6):216T-33T. June.
• Summary: Contents: Part 3. IV. Varieties cultivated in 
different countries (Continued). B. Europe. 1. Germany. 
2. Austria. 3. France. 4. Great Britain (and Colonies). 5. 
Hungary. 6. Italy. 7. Netherlands. 8. Poland. 9. Rumania. 10. 
Switzerland. 11. Czechoslovakia. 12. Turkey. 13. U.S.S.R. 
Address: Rome, Italy.

2129. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Western Europe (Document part). Monthly 
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(6):216T-28T. June.
• Summary: “1. Germany. In spite of numerous attempts 
extending over a long period of time, and particularly since 
1920, soya cultivation in Germany has remained in the 
experimental stage. From a practical standpoint it cannot be 
said that economic cultivation of soya exists...
 “All the varieties introduced for trial have failed as they 
were not adaptable to the climatic conditions of the country. 
Certain growers, however, (Schurig at Stedten; Brandt at 
Gierdorf; Heinemann; Winkler, etc.) and several professors 
of State Institutions (Professor Riede of the Bonn University; 
Professor Sessous of the Giessen University; Professor 
Berkner of the Breslau University; Dr. Heinze of the 
Chamber of Agriculture of Halle) have carried out breeding 
work and have obtained lines superior to the varieties which 
were used as the point of departure. These lines are at present 
being tested in various regions in Germany.
 “Several varieties have been obtained by the botanical 
station of the Higher School of Agriculture of Bonn-
Poppelsdorf:
 “Yield per hectare of Bonn 373 is 20.9, and yield per 
hectare of Bonn 456 is 19.1.
 “2. Austria. Soya cultivation was introduced in 1870 
by F. Haberlandt. Since that time breeding work and tests in 
acclimatisation have been carried out at various times. The 
most important work of this kind was started in 1923 by Dr. 
Fritz Drahorad and his assistant M.F. Brillmayr [Brillmayer]. 
Trials were made with 28 varieties in various parts of the 
country and the results centralized at Platt (Lower Austria) 
at the Leguminous Plant Breeding Station dependent from 
the Federal Station of Plant Cultivation and Seed Selection. 
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In this way early varieties were bred at Platt with a growth 
period of 110-125 days.
 “The principal varieties bred are: Platter Schwarze Soja, 
Platter Kleine Gelbe Soja, Platter Gelbe Riesen.
 “In Austria the only varieties that may be cultivated 
with success are those selected in the country which have a 
growth period of from 130 to 145 days at the most.
 “3. France. Soya was introduced into the Botanical 
Garden at Versailles in 1740. Several trials in cultivation 
have been made since 1855. L. Rouest in Aude and Charles 
de Carbonnières, in Tarn, carried out test of some importance 
from 1918 to 1925. But it was not until 1932 that the fi rst 
scientifi c investigations were made on the possibilities of 
acclimatising soya in France. These researches were carried 
out chiefl y by M.H. de Guerpel, in Basse-Normandie. The 
results obtained in the fi rst year were so encouraging that 
it was decided to sow 5 hectares of soya in ten communes 
in Normandy, the principal being: Cagny, Saint-André-sur-
Orne, Vieux-Fumé, Percy-en-Auge, Villons-le-Buissons, 
Saint-Contest, Beny-sur-Mer. The seed was taken both from 
the harvest of the previous year and also from seed from 
Poland... Yields varied from 1400 to 1800 kg per hectare.
 “Another trial was made with a variety with yellow seed 
from Manchuria.
 “In 1934 trials were made in the Department of Eure 
with the variety Tokio with black seeds.
 “4. Great Britain (and Colonies). One of the fi rst tests 
in acclimatisation of soya in Great Britain took place at the 
Royal Botanical Garden, Regents Park, in 1914. During these 
tests Mr. North found that certain varieties were suffi ciently 
early to mature at the end of September. By careful selection 
with these varieties for several years lines were obtained 
which were particularly early. In 1928, a hybrid was 
introduced from Canada which proved to be earlier than any 
of the 60 varieties tested up to that time. By sowing the seed 
the fi rst week in May it was possible to harvest the beginning 
of September. Good results were obtained in Middlesex, 
Essex, Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Hampshire.
 “The most important researches were made at Boreham 
in Essex in 1933 where 47 varieties were grown originating 
from North America, Canada, Manchuria and Japan. Trials 
were also made with the varieties already bred by Mr. North. 
Interesting results were obtained.
 “The investigations were continued in 1934 with the 4 
best varieties acclimatised, known as Jap, ‘C,’ ‘O,’ and ‘J.’
 “6. Italy. Sporadic trials in soya growing were made in 
Italy from 1740 to 1880, but it was chiefl y at the beginning 
of this century that an attempt was made to introduce this 
crop into the national economy. Soya has been the object of 
patient and continuous research at the Bonafous Institute in 
Turin, where two varieties were selected, well adapted to 
the region, one with yellow and the other with green seeds, 
large and spherical in shape. In the district of Spoleto, the 
Marquis G. Marignoli obtained good results, in 1926, with 

this plant and is of the opinion that soya cultivation for seed 
production would be completely successful in Puglia and the 
South. He found that the American variety Mammoth Yellow 
is easily acclimatised in Central Italy and he has undertaken 
mass selection of this variety which is of great importance 
on account of its precocity and yields. In respect of forage 
production, he has successfully experimented with a variety 
with green seeds which, owing to its great development, 
is doubtless the same as the variety that gave good results 
in Piedmont. According to information received from the 
Director of the Travelling Chair of Agriculture of Cagliari, 
similar trials have been made in the Sanluri farm and certain 
other private farms. In 1928, a Yellow Japanese variety gave 
3.3 quintals of seed per hectare at Sanluri. This same variety, 
grown at Santa Margherita di Pula, only gave 2.3 quintals. At 
Simacis, in 1919, a light coloured variety of soya yielded 3 
quintals per hectare. In the experimental plots of the Faculty 
of Agriculture of the Perugia University, small trials have 
been made with 4 varieties of soya which had already been 
tried and selected before the war by Professor Bottari at the 
Bonafous Agricultural Institute. Note: 1 quintal = 100 kg.
 “Soya was grown for the fi rst time at the Agricultural 
Station of Bari in 1921. Seeds obtained from Professor 
Borzi were used. This variety proved to be very productive, 
but rather late. In the following years Professor Pantanelli, 
Director of the Station, procured 45 varieties from the United 
States and India.
 “7. Netherlands. Soya growing is not widespread in 
the Netherlands and only small trials in acclimatisation are 
carried out. It is not yet known whether soya can be grown 
on a remunerative basis in the humid climatic conditions of 
this country.
 “10. Switzerland. The fi rst trials in soya growing in 
Switzerland date back to the time of the Universal Exhibition 
of Vienna in 1873, in fact, a great quantity of soya seeds 
belonging to different Manchu varieties were shown. In 
1878, Professor Haberlandt, who had carried out cultivation 
trials in various countries in Europe, made a few tests in 
the town of Coire [Chur]. A little later, Professor Kraemer 
made a few trials in Zurich for three years and published a 
pamphlet in 1880 giving the results obtained. In practice, 
soya growing had not developed and it is only recently that 
further efforts in soya cultivation have been made.
 “At present trials are carried out solely by the 
Establishment of Agricultural Research of Oerlikon-Zurich, 
foreign varieties being the principal object of study. There 
are no native Swiss varieties. The fi rst varieties tried were 
those obtained by the German breeder Dieckmann at 
Hamburg. Late an Austrian variety was introduced: Platter 
Gelbe Riesen, and a whole series of American varieties 
obtained from Professor Wiggans of the Cornell University, 
Ithaca. Finally, 3 Polish varieties from Vilna were introduced 
which, it appears, came from the Botanical Garden of Basle 
[Basel, Switzerland]...
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“Soya grown for seed: There are also wide variations in 
seed yields. With the 22 varieties tested in 1935, they varied 
from 1.5 to 16.5 quintals per hectare.
 “In Switzerland, forage production is the principal 
object of soya growing. There are, however, factories which 
are interested in soya for the production of foods for persons 
suffering from diabetes. Local production of soya cannot 
compete with the present imports from abroad.” Address: 
Rome, Italy.

2130. Breedlove, L.B. 1936. Soy bean–The magic plant: 
Grower, elevator, transportation and processing cost. Article 
XVI. Chicago J. of Commerce and La Salle Street Journal. 
July 9. p. 14.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (profi tability and acreage 
expansion from 1921 to 1930). Costs of soy bean production. 
Elevator costs. Transportation costs. Cost of processing. 
Capital costs of plant.
 “From 1921 to 1930 soy beans were less profi table on 
the better land of the corn belt than were corn, wheat, alfalfa, 
or red clover...
 “During the 20’s the expansion in soy bean acreage 
occurred largely at the expense of the two less profi table 
crops–timothy and oats...
 “Since 1930 the mill demand for soy beans steadily has 
grown. The fall in farm labor and power costs, the decline 
in land values, the use of higher yielding varieties and 
improvement in cultural methods have combined to reduce 
the costs of production suffi ciently to make soy beans for the 
crushing or commercial market profi table to the farmer even 
in the face of the tremendous increase in acreage due largely 
to federal limitations of acreage for the growing of our usual 
grain crops.”
 “Cost of processing: Cost of processing a bushel of 
beans was reported by the United States tariff commission to 
be in 1923-1924 27.1 cents (factory costs 17.1 and general 
expense 10.0 cents). The processing cost in the Japan mills 
was 17.8 cents, at the mills of Great Britain 15.3 cents and at 
the mills of Dairen, Manchuria, 8.5 cents [by far the lowest, 
and only 31% of the U.S. processing cost]. The import duties 
of $6 per ton for meal, $1.20 a bushel for beans and $0.03½ 
a pound for oil, established by the traffi c law of 1930 have 
been continued in the latter traffi c schedules.” Address: Staff 
member, Chicago Journal of Commerce.

2131. Nature’s Path to Health (Melbourne, Australia). 1936. 
Soya Bean growing for the Australian garden. July 15. p. 35-
36.
• Summary: Written by F.G. Roberts, pioneer of soyfoods 
and soybean cultivation in Australia. “Regarding the future 
of Soya Beans in Australia, the following may be quoted 
from an English contemporary: ‘The seeds will soon be 
acclimatized to produce good crops in England. Besides 
proving a delightful new vegetable, the seeds saved should 

pay for all the trouble, and you will be able to say, “I grew 
them before the British farmer thought of doing so.”’
 “The two harvests that have since taken place have 
turned the above prophecy into accomplished facts.
 “There appears to be no reason why every enthusiastic 
food reformer with a small garden should not try his, or her, 
hand at growing Soya Beans. The offering of acclimatized 
seeds, green, yellow, and brown, by the ‘Pitman’ Health 
Food Co., for the fi rst time in their March, 1935, catalogue, 
resulted in their supplying a hundred packets within a few 
days, the demand continuing up to planting time, May 1st, 
when supplies were exhausted.”
 The soya bean should eventually provide “the farmer 
with an additional profi table crop for the oil crushers and a 
large number of other important purposes. The writer, who 
has made a hobby of gardening for more years than he cares 
to count, considers that his 1935 crop of soya beans is the 
fi rst thing he has ever grown that has paid him fi nancially...
 “Four varieties were planted on May 1st, 1935, one row 
of black” (93 seeds) and fi ve rows each of brown, green, 
and yellow (372 seeds each). Details of planting and growth 
are given. The whole patch was about 45 feet by 27 feet. On 
August 4th the different varieties were all healthy and of 
different heights: yellow 30-34 inches, green 12-18 inches, 
brown 20-24 inches, and black 18-24 inches. At the end of 
August the plants were all very strong but at different stages 
of fl owering and bearing fruit. The black and brown varieties 
gave the best yields, increasing 56 fold and 50 fold in weight 
respectively. Green increased 35 fold and yellow 34 fold.
 “The Soya Bean has been very successfully grown 
in Australia. There is a sample at ‘Kalimna,” Melbourne 
from Mrs. Drury’s garden at Murrumbeena [a suburb in 
Melbourne, to the south east, in Victoria]. Others, too, have 
had equal success, which goes to show that Soya beans can 
be grown just as successfully in Australia in as Overseas. 
Remarkable success has also been obtained in England with 
the growing of the Soya Bean.
 “As the Soya Bean is such a wonderful food, we feel 
sure it would be a very good food to encourage the growth 
of in Australia, therefore we will send to any subscriber a 
packet of beans on the receipt of 3d. in stamps to defray 
postage on the same–Editor.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest article on soybeans seen 
(July 2007) in Nature’s Path to Health. Paul Smith of Soy 
Products of Australia (Pte.) Ltd. has examined issues dating 
back to Oct. 1932, and as late as Feb. 1950. The magazine 
was published by F.G. Roberts, a naturopath living in 
Melbourne.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) 
concerning Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater, 
Victoria, Australia), formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food 
Products (Melbourne).
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) 
concerning F.G. Roberts’ and soybeans or soyfoods.
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 Note 4. This article was reprinted in the 1 Oct. 1938 
issue of this magazine (p. 38-39).

2132. Bond, George. 1936. Quantitative observations 
on the fi xation and transfer of nitrogen in the soya bean, 
with especial reference to the mechanism of transfer of 
fi xed nitrogen from bacillus to host. Annals of Botany 
50(199):559-78. July. [18 ref]
• Summary: A large proportion (probably 80-90%) of the 
nitrogen fi xed by nodule bacteria diffuses into the host 
cytoplasm and is translocated to other parts of the plant. 
Storage of nitrogen by the organisms is small. Fixation of 
nitrogen is regarded as a form of respiratory activity rather 
than a stage in the synthesis of bacterial protein. The decline 
in nitrogen-fi xing activity with advancing growth of the 
plant may result from diminished supply of carbohydrate to 
the bacteria or to the accumulation of inactive organisms. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of Glasgow.

2133. Tropical Life (England). 1936. The soya bean: Review 
of “All About the Soya Bean” by Lt.-Col. Geo Douglas Gray. 
32(369):70-72. June/July. [1 ref]
• Summary: “This book has appeared at the moment when 
it is most wanted. The air is full of cries for more food of a 
nourishing character than we are blessed with at the moment 
or, if foodstuffs are there, they are mere fl ummeries in far 
too many cases; attractive to eye and palate but of no use, if 
not actually harmful, to the mechanism below. Had we got a 
Hitler in this country in charge of our Ministry of Health, he 
would must certainly insist on everyone buying Sir Daniel 
Hall’s book ‘The Improvement of Native Agriculture in 
relation to Population and Public Health,’ for it is packed 
with information showing how all foods (like all grasses for 
stock) do not nourish and why and how certain crops should 
be and must be cultivated if people are to be healthy, strong, 
useful and decent members of the community. Having said 
this, one fi nds, of course, on pp. 77-78, that soya beans are 
given prominence. ‘The soya bean,’ we are told, ‘is one 
of the most valuable food plants of the world, for its seeds 
contain an exceptional proportion of oil of excellent value 
and a protein content quite out of the ordinary. Moreover, 
the protein belongs to the casein group and possesses a high 
biological value.’ If therefore Sir Daniel’s book should be 
read by all, the book under review, ‘All About the Soya 
Bean,’ should be ordered by law to be given to those not 
already owning a copy, as a present from the earliest period, 
as a christening gift for instance, as prizes at school, at 
coming of age celebrations, and so on...”

2134. Great Britain and the East (London). 1936. Soya bean 
product: Will British imports cease? 47(1317):250. Aug. 13.
• Summary: “A short time ago the duty on Soya Bean and its 
products was increased from ten to twenty per cent.; whether 
this was a wise increase time will show, but the import of 

this valuable food product shows an astonishing decrease.
 “In March, 1935, some 72,600 metric tons were 
imported, in January, 1936, 30,000 and in April, 1936, under 
9,000. This drop in imports, which is partly seasonal, has not 
resulted in a drop in price, just the reverse. There has been a 
rise of 25 per cent. in the past few months and £9 l0s. per ton 
are being asked for old crop beans in the East. British buyers 
say they cannot pay this price, so no purchases take place at 
that fi gure.”

2135. Nature’s Path to Health (Melbourne, Australia). 1936. 
“Whatsoever a man soweth...” Aug. 15. p. 26.
• Summary: “On Grower St., near the University of London, 
where I studied food-chemistry in middle-life, after my 
health broke down, was a famous boarding-house. There I 
daily bored the guests with the newer knowledge of nutrition 
I was acquiring.” The author (presumably F.G. Roberts) then 
urges his readers to eat more salads, green vegetables, and 
fresh fruits to avoid the “danger of acidosis. By that term 
we really mean a shortage of alkalies. If the blood actually 
contained more acids than bases, death would immediately 
occur. Nature continually struggles to prevent such a 
catastrophe.”

2136. Ferrée, J.C. 1936. The properties of processed soya: 
A further comment. Food (Processing, Packing, Marketing. 
London) 5(59):442-43. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a rebuttal of the claims made by G.V.L. 
van der Lande in the May issue of this journal. The author’s 
tests show that the addition of Soyolk, a proprietary soya 
fl our product made by his company, to wheat fl our resulted 
in an improvement in baking quality and increased water 
absorption. Address: Soya Foods Ltd., Rickmansworth, 
England.

2137. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Burma (Document part). Monthly Bulletin of 
Science and Practical Agriculture (International Institute of 
Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):284T-85T. Aug.
• Summary: “4c–Burma. The soya plant is very well known, 
but is not cultivated on a large scale. The variety grown in 
the plains of Pe-Ngapi tend to be forked and to resemble 
the wild form. The varieties cultivated in the hill regions 
(Shan States) have an erect growth habit and resemble the 
types grown in China. Soya is grown in Burma only for local 
consumption.
 “The Experiment Station of Mandalay-carried out work 
in pure line breeding from 1915 to 1919 and from 1924 to 
1928 and similar work is now in progress at the Agricultural 
Station of Tatkon. Samples of the varieties Pekyat-pyin, 
Behrum and Santonauk, analysed at the Imperial Institute, 
London, had the following characteristics: these soyas 
resemble commercial soyas in respect of composition; 
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they have a very high protein content; Pe-kyat-pyin and 
Santonauk contain less oil than the Chinese and Japanese 
varieties; Bechrum is the variety resembling most closely the 
standard commercial types.
 “Regions of cultivation.–This plant is grown on the river 
banks and islands after the subsidence of the fl oods, also on 
sandy up-land soils and in the hill regions and sometimes in 
rice nurseries after the young rice plants have been removed. 
Trials in introducing foreign varieties have not been 
successful. There are three principal native varieties, namely:
 “(1) A variety with yellow seed shading to brown in 
the region of the hilum, round or oval. The unripe seed is 
greenish. This variety includes 3 sub-varieties; one large, one 
medium and one small. (2) A variety with greenish yellow 
seeds shading to brown in the region of the hilum. Green 
seeds are generally unripe. (3) A variety with dark brown 
or olive brown seeds shading to black in the region of the 
hilum.
 “Cultivation.–In Burma no crop rotation exists in 
which soya is included though it is sometimes grown in 
biennial rotation instead of Mat-pe (Phaseolus Mungo) or 
Pe-yin (Phaseolus calcaratus Roxb. [Roxburgh]). The seed 
is generally sown broadcast from July to December when 
climatic conditions are favourable. After sowing, very little 
attention is given to the crop. When the young plants are 10 
to 15 cm high the soil is hoed in two directions to remove 
weeds and clear the crop. On inundated land no manure is 
applied; on other land farm manure is sometimes used. The 
harvest is cut with the sickle 90 to 100 days after sowing, the 
seed is trodden out by cattle, the yields are from 200 to 670 
lb per acre.
 “East central region of Burma.–This region includes, 
inter alia, the Southern Shan States where soya is 
extensively grown. The area cultivated in 1935 amounted to 
about 50,000 acres.
 “Varieties.–There are two distinct varieties; an early 
variety called Hto-nang and a late variety called Hto-nao. 
Both varieties have small seeds, yellow and brown. Varieties 
from China, Manchuria and India are now being introduced.
 “Cultivation.–No precise crop rotation is practised and 
manure is rarely used. The entire plant is harvested and 
threshed immediately afterwards. The average yield in the 
Southern Shan States is about 1000 lb per acre. In the plain 
of Burma it is 850 lb.
 “Circle of Myingyam (Province of Burma).–The 
cultivation of soya is of no importance and no work of 
investigation has been undertaken up to the present. Soya is 
grown chiefl y on the banks of the Irrawaddy and Chindwin 
rivers. The only cultivated variety is a native one, greenish 
yellow in colour. It occupies no defi nite place in crop 
rotation. The seed is sown broadcast on land which has 
been dug and sometimes harrowed. The yields are about 
200 to 250 lb of seed per acre and 1500 to 2000 of forage.” 
Address: Rome, Italy.

2138. Kaltenbach, D.; Legros, J. 1936. Soya: Selection, 
classifi cation of varieties, varieties cultivated in various 
countries: Africa (Continued–Document part II). Monthly 
Bulletin of Science and Practical Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture, Rome) 27(8):293T-95T. Aug.
• Summary: Continued from page 293T. “7. Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan: Trials in acclimatisation are carried out chiefl y at 
the Experiment Station of Gezira and by the Agricultural 
Research Service of Wad-Medani.
 “Trials carried out at Gezira: Soya growing was fi rst 
introduced at the Gezira Station in 1931-1932. No native 
varieties are grown, all have been introduced either from the 
United States, the Union of South Africa or India...
 “In general, the following observations may be made: 
The Indian types of soya grow better than the American or 
South African. The variety Poona Black is the best, followed 
by Kalimpong Brown Small. The variety Barberton showed 
very poor growth. Among American varieties Otootan was 
the best, then Biloxi and Virginia. The varieties Mammoth 
Yellow, Mammoth Brown, Illini and Haberlandt gave fairly 
good results. Mansoy and Easycook 17 failed completely. 
The others gave very mediocre results.
 “Trials carried out by the Agricultural Research Service 
of Wad-Medani [a city located in East Central Sudan on the 
Blue Nile River, as of Aug. 2009]: Trials carried out since 
1912 have shown that the climate of the central region of the 
Anglo Egyptian Sudan is completely unfavourable to soya 
cultivation.
 “The following varieties were introduced during the 
course of trials: In 1912 varieties were introduced from 
India and South Africa... In 1916 varieties were introduced 
from the United States:... In 1931 varieties were again 
obtained from America:... As has already been said, all the 
trials showed that this region was not at all suitable for soya 
cultivation.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Sudan (1912). The source 
of these soybeans was India and South Africa.
 “8. Tripolitania [later part of Libya]: Soya growing has 
not yet emerged from the experimental stage. Investigations 
have been made at the Royal Experimental Agricultural 
Institute of Sidi Mesri. It may be said, however, that soya 
growing for seed production will not be practised generally, 
as this is only possible in irrigated regions involving high 
costs.” Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen 
(Aug. 2009) concerning soybeans in Libya, or the cultivation 
of soybeans in Libya. The earliest is by Vivenza (1928).
 “9. Tunisia: Trials with varieties of soya have only been 
made with a view to cultivation for forage. At present soya 
growing is of no practical importance in Tunisia.
 “10. Union of South Africa: The various Agricultural 
Experiment Stations in the Union of South Africa have tested 
about 50 varieties of soya introduced from the East and 
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United States. The differences between these varieties lie 
chiefl y in the following characters: Colour of the seed coat, 
colour of the fl ower, existence or absence of pubescence, 
colour of the cotyledons, shape of the seeds, size and colour 
of the hilum, characters of the pods, duration of growth 
period (varying from 100 to 150 days), height and growth 
habit of the plant, size and shape of leaves.
 “It was observed that two varieties gave entirely 
different results and that, consequently, there was a 
possibility of obtaining a variety adapted to the particular 
climatic conditions and to the utilisation required. Table 
XXVIII, taken from the publication of F.M. Du Toit, on 
soya growing in the Union of South Africa (Soy Beans in the 
Union, Pretoria, 1932) gives the characteristics of the 8 most 
important varieties in the Union.” Address: Rome, Italy.

2139. Ramsbottom, J. 1936. The uses of fungi. British 
Association for the Advancement of Science, Annual Report. 
Sept. 9-16. p. 189-218. See p. 206-08, 212. 106th year.
• Summary: This was an address to Section K (Botany) of 
the British Association for the Advancement of Science at 
Blackpool, Sept. 10, 1936. Discusses: Koumiss (effervescent 
drink), Egyptian Leben, Arrack, Japanese koji, shoyu, tamari, 
and miso, fermented tofu.
 “There is a wide range of oriental foods produced by 
fermentation with Aspergillus. Chinese curd, To-fu, is made 
from soy-bean milk fermented with mould and ripened 
in brine. The curd is cut into squares which soon become 
covered with fungus. They are then placed in brine for 
further ripening. The curd is canned as white or red squares 
in a salty liquid.”
 In Japan, four large industries are built on the use of 
Aspergillus oryzae. Their approximate total yearly output 
is as follows: Saké (rice wine) 812,000 kiloliters, shoyu 
(soy sauce) 902,000 kiloliters, miso (soy cheese) 1,690,000 
kilograms, and shocho (distilled alcoholic liquor) [sic, 
shochu or shôchû, cheap spirits] 39,700 kiloliters. The annual 
value of all the fermentation industries is approximately 
£40,000,000.
 “Molds of the genus Penicillium play a large part in 
the ripening of the Camembert-Brie, and the Roquefort-
Gorgonzola-Stilton series of cheeses. Milk is fi rst coagulated 
with rennet or dried calf-stomach linings.” Also: Mycorrhiza, 
Takadiastase, production of glycerin and yeasts in Germany 
during World War I. Address: O.B.E., President of the 
Botany Section.

2140. Detroit News. 1936. Houses from beans. Sept. 22. p. 3, 
col. 1.
• Summary: London. A material for building houses has 
been developed in England from soy beans, and experiments 
are now being conducted to fi nd out how they may be turned 
into other building materials. They are already used to make 
certain new plastic materials.

2141. Johnson, E.F. “Soybean.” 1936. Export demand for 
soybean products. Proceedings of the American Soybean 
Association p. 53-54. 16th annual meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. 
in Iowa.
• Summary: “In considering European markets for soybean 
products, soybeans and soybean oilmeals or cakes seem to 
deserve major attention.
 “The possibilities of exporting American No. 2 yellow 
soybeans depends upon the following conditions:
 “1. Manchuria with an average soybean production of 
twenty times our 1936 commercial crop will control the 
world price in all important countries.
 “2. Although the quality of our soybeans is superior to 
the Manchurian shipments of the past, our soybeans do not 
show as high a protein content, forcing foreign processing 
plants to reduce the guaranteed protein content of the meal 
manufactured.
 “3. Labor is so cheap in China and Manchuria (about 
one-tenth of our average wage) that all Manchurian soybeans 
are exported in bags. Many processing plants in Europe do 
not have facilities for unloading bulk soybeans.
 “4. Until our American crop reaches a size much larger 
than at present, it seems uneconomic to export soybeans 
and import, over present duties, vegetable oils which can be 
replaced by domestic soybean oils.
 “European countries are large buyers of soybeans, with 
Germany leading and England, Belgium, Holland, France 
and Denmark following in that order. The total import of 
soybeans to the above countries approximated 100,000,00 
bushels annually.”
 “Practically all European countries import tremendous 
quantities of vegetable protein, either in the form of 
oilseeds or oilmeals. Germany, due to the constant shortage 
of vegetable and animal fats, is a typical illustration of a 
country importing oilseeds. The fi rst six months of 1936 
fi nds Germany importing approximately 1 million tons of 
oilbearing seeds, with soybeans making up the largest item, 
with a little over one-third of the total tonnage.
 “Denmark, on the other hand, is a typical example of 
an importing country that imports both oilbearing seeds 
and large quantities of oilmeals. Denmark imports annually 
over one million tons of oilbearing seeds and vegetable 
oilmeals–650,000 tons of oilcakes and oilmeals, and 470,000 
tons of oilseeds. Of this, we fi nd 9,000,000 bushels of 
soybeans and 35,000 tons of soybean cakes and oilmeal, 
making a yearly total consumption of 260,000 tons of 
soybean oilmeal and cakes.”
 European rations are very fl exible. Examples are given 
(ranging from 57% to 5%) of the combined percentage of 
protein and fat from different oilseeds such as cottonseed 
cake, sunfl ower cake, groundnut cake, soybean cakes, copra 
cakes, or rapeseed cakes.
 “European standards for vegetable oilmeals are much 
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more specifi c than American standards. It is practically 
impossible to sell a soybean cake or oilmeal of less than 
48% combined protein and fat (or 44% for solvent extracted) 
analysis, and a 51% combined protein and fat is very much 
preferred and constantly offered by Manchurian mills.
 “Our most diffi cult problem of exporting American 
soybean oilmeals or oilcakes involves fi rst, producing 
a higher protein and fat analysis meal than is sold 
domestically; second, packaging it in the size and type of 
package desired by the trade; and third, solving the problem 
of having almost no processing plants located to work meal 
to the seaboard economically.
 “European countries are much interested in our soybean 
oilmeal. They like the uniform, high quality of the shipments 
that have been made this past year. We also have a distinct 
advantage in that Manchurian shipments require six to eight 
weeks on the water, while ours require three to four weeks. 
In addition, our shipments are not subject to the extreme 
temperature variations enroute that Manchurian shipments 
must encounter.
 “Aside from the matter of world prices, none of the 
other matters are diffi cult of solution, and the future holds 
plenty of excellent possibilities for a steady movement of 
soybean oilmeal and cake to the Scandinavian and northern 
European countries.” Address: Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri.

2142. Morse, W.J. 1936. Soybeans in the United States: 
In relation to world production and trade. Proceedings of 
the American Soybean Association p. 55-64. 16th annual 
meeting. Held 14-16 Sept. in Iowa. [2 ref]
• Summary: The slow advance of soybean “cultivation 
in Western Countries was undoubtedly due to the lack of 
adapted varieties for various soil and climatic conditions. 
Increase of acreage and production in the United States is 
closely correlated with the introduction of varieties from 
the Orient. In less than thirty years the acreage of soybeans 
in the United States has increased a hundred fold–from 
about 50,000 acres in 1907 to nearly 5½ million acres in 
1935. During this period the United States Department 
of Agriculture has brought about 10,000 introductions of 
soybeans from the soybean regions of the Far East and the 
culture of the crop has spread from a few states in the early 
days to twenty-seven states at the present time.
 “In Manchuria, often called ‘the land of beans,’ the 
soybean is grown to a greater extent than in any other 
country. It occupies about 25 per cent of the cultivated area 
and is relied on by the Manchurian farmer as a cash crop. 
With its rise as an international trade commodity, it is truly 
the ‘Wealth of Manchuria.’ Chosen [Korea] and Japan are 
large producers and southward from China the soybean 
is cultivated to some extent in India, Siam [later renamed 
Thailand], the Philippines, Cochin China, and during the past 
decade the production has nearly doubled in the Dutch East 

Indies. In Siberia extensive experiments have been under 
way to extend the cultivation of the crop but progress has 
been slow and Siberian beans have not yet been a factor in 
international trade.
 “The production of soybeans in the Western World is 
concentrated largely in the Corn Belt States of the United 
States. Beginning with the experiments of Haberlandt in 
Austria in 1877, the soybean has been grown experimentally 
in most of the European countries but in general the climatic 
conditions are not well suited to its culture with the possible 
exception of certain regions, such as the Ukraine in the 
U.S.S.R. Varying degrees of success have been obtained in 
different regions of Africa, especially South Africa where 
yields of 25 to 35 bushels per acre have been obtained. 
Experiments in nearly all South American countries 
and Mexico have shown some successful results [as] in 
Argentina and Cuba but acreage is not extensive. In Canada, 
considerable interest had been shown in the crop but its 
culture–about 15,000 acres–is confi ned chiefl y at present 
to the Province of Ontario. The future trend of the crop for 
commercial purposes undoubtedly will be concentrated 
largely in the United States, Canada, and certain regions of 
the U.S.S.R.”
 A table (p. 56) shows the increase in production of 
soybeans (in million bushels) during the 10-year period from 
1925 to 1935 in the world’s top fi ve producing countries: 
Manchuria 92.67 -> 140.4. United States 5.190 -> 39.64. 
Chosen (Korea) 18.72 -> 21.96. Japan 18.31 -> 13.31 (1933). 
Netherland India [later Indonesia] 3.536 -> 6.676 (1934).
 “Bean trade was an ancient and fl ourishing institution 
when the ports of China were fi rst opened to the commerce 
of the Western World. In 1835, Newchwang (Yingkow, 
Yingkou), in South Manchuria, was an important port of 
shipment for the great coastal trade in beans, bean cake, and 
bean oil to the ports of southern Chinese provinces and other 
oriental regions. Manchuria is still the chief source of world 
trade in soybeans and from here the beans and bean products 
oil and cake move principally to other provinces of China, 
Japan, the Philippines, the East Indies, and to other countries 
of Northwest Europe. In 1908, about 7,000,000 bushels of 
beans were shipped out through the port of Dairen, chiefl y 
to Chinese and Japanese ports. For the period 1925-1929, 
the average annual shipments to China, Japan, and European 
countries were 62,353,566 bushels. The fi rst successful 
shipment from Manchuria to Europe was made to an English 
oil mill in 1907, and as an important source of vegetable 
oil and animal feed the beans soon found a market not only 
in English oil mills but in other European countries and 
America. Since 1931, when American-grown soybeans were 
fi rst exported to European markets, chiefl y to the oil mills 
of Germany, there has been an open European market to the 
American farmer. With economical methods of production 
and high quality beans, America is in a position to compete 
for the 50,000,000-bushel trade in European markets.”
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 Two tables (p. 58) show international imports and 
exports of soybeans by major trading countries for an 
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading 
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million 
bushels) are: Germany 33.57. Japan 20.29. Denmark 9.910. 
United Kingdom 6.615. Netherlands 4.695. Sweden 3.426. 
Italy 0.739. United States 0.006. The leading exporters in 
1934 are: Manchuria 44.21 (down from 62.35 in 1925-29). 
Japan 0.025. Netherlands 0.0009.
 “In recent years, the oil milling industry of Manchuria 
has declined quite markedly. During the height of processing 
beans for oil and cake, more than 90 mills were in operation, 
while late in 1930 not more than 25 mills were crushing 
beans. The decline in this industry has been due chiefl y to a 
decreased demand for bean cake as fertilizer, the low price 
of silver, and almost the entire suspension of bean oil export 
due to the development of the oil extraction industry in 
Europe. In European countries it has become more profi table 
to import soybeans than to import bean oil.”
 Two tables (p. 59) show international imports and 
exports of soybean oil by major trading countries for an 
average 5-year period (1925-29) and for 1934. The leading 
importers in 1934 (preliminary, with imports in million lb) 
are: Netherlands 44.00. Belgium 27.60. United Kingdom 
24.13. Austria 22.07. Morocco 20.28. Sweden 12.55. 
Also listed are: Norway 8.701. Algeria 0.004. The leading 
exporters of soybeans in 1934 (preliminary, with imports 
in million lb) are: Manchuria 122.6. Denmark 41.80. 
Netherlands 26.05. Germany 24.99. Sweden 8.98. Japan 7.95 
United States 2.040.
 “Practically all exports of soybean cake and meal have 
originated in Manchuria and average about 1,375,000 tons 
for the fi ve-year period 1926-31. About 70 per cent of this 
exportation went mainly to Japan, Chosen, and China. Cake 
and meal shipments to European countries went chiefl y to 
Germany, although considerable quantities were exported 
to Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands, and Finland. The 
average importation of soybean meal and cake into the 
United States for the fi ve-year period 1930-1935 was 31,726 
tons.”
 “The rise of the soybean to a crop of special importance 
in the world’s commerce and in the industry of the 
United States is one of the most remarkable agricultural 
developments of recent times.” Address: Bureau of Plant 
Industry, USDA, Washington, DC.

2143. Foreign Crops and Markets (USDA Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics). 1936. Trends in British agricultural 
policy. 33(16):459-65. Oct. 19.
• Summary: “The British free-trade policy, adopted with the 
repeal of the Corn Laws nearly a century ago, persisted until 
1932, when the general ad-valorem duty of 10 percent was 
imposed on all goods, not specifi cally exempted, imported 
into the United Kingdom... Important agricultural imports 

exempted from the 10-percent duty were wheat, corn, broken 
rice, practically all raw fi bers, and oil seeds.”
 A table (p. 465) shows that the import duty on soybeans 
from foreign countries is 10% ad valorum. Source: Compiled 
from “Customs and Excise Tariff of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland in operation on August 1, 
1936.”

2144. Chrzaszcz, Tadeusz; and Janicki, Jozef. 1936. Recent 
advances in the fermentation industries (Translated from 
the German text by Miss M. Shaw, B.Sc.). Chemistry and 
Industry (London) 55(45):884-91. Nov. 6. [134* ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Pressed yeast” states: “To 
increase the yield of yeast, K.v. Gebsattel recommends 
the addition to the mash or wort of ground soya beans, 
previously freed of bitter principles. In this way the yield 
from 10 kg molasses can be increased from 29 to 33 kg of 
yeast, and from 20 to 26 litres of spirit.
 The British Arkady Co. also obtains a nutrient 
preparation which promotes yeast growth using legumes, etc. 
Address: Inst. for Agricultural Technology, Univ. of Poznan, 
Poland.

2145. Lehmann (R.) Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: The fi nest 
appetiser you can include in any meal: Kikkoman. Observer 
(London). Nov. 22. p. 21.
• Summary: “A product of the wonderful Soya Bean, rich 
in Vitamins A, B and D. Kikkoman assists the gastric juices 
in correct assimilation of food. It induces healthy appetite, 
nourishes the blood stream, and tones up the system...”
 Note: This is the last mention of Kikkoman seen (Sept. 
2008) in the Observer (London) or Manchester Guardian  
until Nov. 1981. Address: Peninsular House, Monument St., 
London, E.C. 3.

2146. International Institute of Agriculture (IIA). 1936. Use 
of leguminous plants in tropical countries as green manure, 
as cover and as shade. Villa Umberto 1, Rome: IIA. 262 p. 
See p. 124-25, 130-31, 209-10. Index. 24 cm. [50+* ref]
• Summary: In the Belgian Congo, Lupins and Soja hispida 
are practically the only plants used in Kivu as soil improvers 
in coffee plantations. “Soja hispida was introduced in 1931, 
it gives very good results in the coffee plantations as green 
manure. This plant yields 25,000 kg. of green material per 
hectare, and sows itself in such a degree as to ensure the 
establishment of the crop. It gives results even in districts 
where the lupin will not grow” (p. 124-25).
 Page 131 notes, in the chapter on “Tea,” that in about 
1905, on the suggestion of Dr. H.H. Mann, the fi rst Scientifi c 
Offi cer employed by the India Tea Association, Mr. Claud 
Bald of Tukvar Tea Estate, Darjeeling [as of 1994 in West 
Bengal, India], introduced Glycine soja as a green crop in 
the hill districts. It is listed as one of the leguminous plants 
(ground crops) now commonly used for shade and green 
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manure in tea cultivation.
 Pages 209-10 describe the use of Glycine max Merr. 
in 10 tropical countries: “India: In Assam, it is grown as a 
garden crop in the hills, has been tried as a green manure for 
sugarcane in limed soil with success. It is used as a rotation 
crop with sugarcane, and also as a green manure in Bihar. 
In Patna, it is cultivated as a fodder crop and green manure 
plant, grown in rotation with spring cereals. In the United 
Provinces, it is sparingly cultivated for its pods which are 
used as green vegetable. Introduced within comparatively 
recent times into Bombay; not used as a green manure, 
established in an acclimatisation station, but has not got 
beyond that stage of introduction. Only sparingly cultivated 
in Punjab for its fruit, not used in any other way. Grown 
only for seed in Burma, never as a cover or green manure 
plant, date of introduction unknown, probably indigenous. 
Used for green manuring of tea in the Darjeeling districts. 
At Tocklai, the plant was found to do best in shady places; 
it is considered very effective in keeping down weeds and 
preventing soil erosion.
 “Ceylon: A white-seeded variety is reported to have 
made good growth at Peradeniya, but on another occasion, 
the crop was completely destroyed by Kalutara snails.
 “Netherlands Indies: Has long been cultivated in Java, 
and is now almost universally grown in the drier parts of 
the island. It is to be recommended as a green manure for 
rubber and also for perennial plants. Experiments are being 
carried out on its use as a green manure for irrigated rice at 
high altitudes, where other green manure plants (Crotalaria 
juncea, C. anagyroides, Tephrosia candida) have not such a 
vigorous growth. It is too soon to obtain any results.
 “Philippines: It has long been grown in the Batangas 
Province and is of considerable local value as a food. Its use 
as a green manure and as a temporary cover crop is of recent 
date. When grown on rich soils, covers spacings of 60 cm. 
The crop was found very productive in Bukidnon and Lanao, 
below 700 metres altitude.
 “Mauritius: Introduced many years ago, but not much 
grown in the island; not utilized as a green manure.
 “Nyasaland: Used as a rotation crop with tobacco and 
cereals, and also in various other ways; good results are 
obtained.
 “Sierra Leone: It was introduced from Russia in 1913 
and from England in 1928, but without success. Note: This 
document contains the earliest clear date seen for soybeans 
in Sierra Leone, or for cultivation of soybeans in Sierra 
Leone (1913) (one of three documents). The source of these 
soybeans was Russia.
 “Belgian Congo: Introduced into Kivu in 1931; gives 
very good results when utilized as a green manure for coffee. 
It furnishes about 25 tons of green material per hectare; it 
is self-sowing; results are obtained where even the lupin 
will not grow. At Uele, it was found to be of little value, 
being too susceptible to disease and it is also a host plant for 

Helopeltis.
 “Trinidad: Occasionally cultivated as pulse, but is not 
used at all for other purposes.
 “Peru: Experiments are now being carried out for the 
acclimatisation of this species.”
 At the end of this book is an excellent “Index of 
leguminous plants” with scientifi c names only listed 
alphabetically. Includes: Arachis hypogea Linn, p. 155, 
178. Psophocarpus tetragonolobus D.C., 237. Pueraria 
Thunbergiana Benth, see P. hirsuta Schneider. p. 238. 
Address: Rome, Italy.

2147. Lehmann (R.) Co., Ltd. 1936. Display ad: The fi nest 
appetiser you can include in any meal: Kikkoman. Times 
(London). Dec. 4. p. 19, col. 1.
• Summary: “Produced from the wonderful Soya Bean, 
Kikkoman aids digestion, nourishes the system and 
stimulates appetite. Kikkoman contains no Vinegar... 
Delightful as a nightcap with hot or warm milk.” Free recipe 
book. Illustrations show: (1) The Kikkoman trade mark. (2) 
A hand holding up a bottle of Kikkoman.
 Note: This is the last mention of Kikkoman seen (Dec. 
2005) in the Times (London) until June 1980. Address: 
Peninsular House, Monument St., London, E.C. 3.

2148. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1936-1980. Soja hispida–Foreign 
sources. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 2 cards. 
Unpublished.
• Summary: Soja hispida is an early scientifi c name for the 
soybean given by Konrad Moench in 1794; it was superseded 
/ replaced by the current scientifi c name Glycine max (L.) 
Merrill in 1917.
 These two hand-written index cards are in the Bailey 
Hortorium’s index system of nursery catalogs and/or botanic 
garden seed lists developed by Ethel Zoe Bailey. In this 
index system, there are eleven major cards and eight minor 
cards related to the soybean. On each card are two-part 
coded entries referring to botanic gardens or nurseries.
 Part 1 is the code for the name of the botanic garden, 
and part 2 is the last two letters of the earliest year in which 
the plant for that card appeared in this garden’s catalog. 
For example “Gen. 36” refers to the 1936 catalog of the 
Botanical Garden in Geneva, Switzerland. [LR 1982] means 
that a list of seeds and plants (whether or not it contained 
soy) was “Last Received” from that source [Geneva] in 
1982. There are 38 listings for Soja hispida from foreign 
sources. As of Nov. 1997 most of the catalogs and seed lists 
mentioned below are available in the Bailey Hortorium, 
located in Mann Library, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York.
 (1) Gen. 36–Conservatoire et Jardin Botaniques de 
la Ville Geneve, Case postale 60, CH. 1292 Chambesy / 
Geneva, Switzerland, 1936 [LR 1981]. (2) Alger 36–Jardin 
Botanique, Universite d’Alger, Algiers, Algeria, 1936 [LR 
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1956]. (3) Stain. 37–Jul. Stainer, Wiener-Neustadt, Austria, 
1937 [LR 1967]. (4) Wien 1937–Botanischer Garten der 
Universitaet Wien, Rennweg 14, Wien III, Austria, 1937 
[LR 1976]. (5) Co. 39–Hortus Botanicus Conimbrigensis, 
Coimbra, Portugal, 1939 [LR 1982].
 (6) Tez. 48–Tezier Freres, Valence sur Rhone, France, 
1948 [LR 1948]. (7) Zem. 48–Federal Institute for Plant 
Breeding and Plant Introduction, Zemun, Yugoslavia, 1948 
[LR 1948; called Semlin in German; as of 1997 located 
in the Vojvodina autonomous region of Serbia in northern 
Yugoslavia]. (8) Ans. 54–Arturo Ansaloni, Bologna, 
Italy, 1954 [LR 1963]. (9) Wars. 54–Hortus Botanicus 
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1954 [LR 
1981]. (10) Rabat 56–Institut National de la Recherche 
Agronomique, B.P. 415, Rabat, Morocco, 1956 [LR 1971; 
Formerly: 99 Avenue de Temara].
 (11) Dijon 57–Hortus Botanicus Divionensis, Jardin 
Botanique, 1 Avenue Albert-Premier, 21000 Dijon, France, 
1957 [LR 1981]. (12) Fi. 57–Hortus Botanicus Florentinus, 
Via Lamarmora n. 4, Firenze [Florence], Italy, 1957 [LR 
1981]. (13) Pavia 57–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Papiensis (Ticinensis), Botanical Institute and Garden of the 
University, P.O. Box 165, Pavia, Italy, 1957 [LR 1974]. (14) 
Lyon 57–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Lyon au Parch de 
la Tete-d’Or, Lyon, France, 1957 [LR 1973]. (15) Roma 58–
Istituto e Orto Botanico, Universita di Roma, Rome, Italy, 
1958 [LR 1977].
 (16) Liege 58–Jardin & Institut de Botanique de 
l’Universite de Liege, 3 Rue Fusch, Liege, Belgium, 1958 
[LR 1975]. (17) Monpl. 59–Jardin des Plantes, Universite de 
Montpellier, Faubourg St. Jaumes, Montpellier, France, 1959 
[LR 1978]. (18) Poznan 58–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Posnaniensis, Dabrowskiego 165, Poznan, Poland, 1958 
[LR 1961]. (19) Caen. 59–Jardin Botanique de la Ville et 
de l’Universite, 5 Place Blot, Caen (Calvados), France, 
1959 [LR 1979]. (20) Kiev 61–Hortus Botanicus Centralis 
Academiae Scientiarum UCR, Via Timirjasevska 1, Kiev 14, 
Ukraine, USSR, 1961 [LR 1979].
 (21) Rouen 63–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Rouen, 
7 Rue de Trianon, Rouen, France, 1963 [LR 1981]. (22) 
Komen. 62–Botanicka Zahrada Univerzity Komenskeho, 
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, 1962 [LR 1965; Bratislava 
has been the capital of Slovakia since 1992]. (23) Ferr. 
62–Hortus Botanicus Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto 
Botanico dell’Universita di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1962 
[LR 1976]. (24) Nijm. 62–Hortus Botanicus Universitatis 
Noviomagensis, University of Nijmegen, Driehuizerweg 
200, Nijmegen, Netherlands, 1962 [LR 1981]. (25) Ans. 63–
See (8) Ans. 54 (Arturo Ansaloni, Bologna, Italy).
 (26) Koln 64–Botanischer Garten und Arboretum 
der Stadt Koeln [Cologne], Ave. Botanischen Garten, 
5000 Koeln 60, Germany, 1964 [LR 1981; Formerly at 
Amsterdammer Strasse 36]. (27) Saig 64–Hortus Botanicus 
Saigonensis, Saigon, Vietnam, 1964 [LR 1964]. (28) Kassel 

64–Botanischer Garten der Stadg Kassel, Bosestrasse 
15 (Park Schonfelf), Kassel, Germany, 1964 [LR 1965]. 
(29) Mort. 66–La Mortola (Giardino Botanico Hanbury), 
Ventimiglia 18036, Italy, 1966 [LR 1975]. (30) Padova 
66–Istituto Botanico dell’Universita, Via Orto Botanico 15, 
Padova [Padua], Italy, 1966 [LR 1980].
 (31) Koln 67–See (26) Koln 64 (Koeln, Germany). (32) 
Nancy 63–Jardin Botanique de la Ville de Nancy, 100 Rue du 
Jardin Botanique, 54600 Villers-les-Nancy, Nancy, France, 
1963 [LR 1981]. (33) St. A. 71–University Botanic Gardens, 
St. Andrews, Scotland, UK, 1971 [LR 1982]. (34) Howell 
73–Major V.F. Howell, Fire Thorn, 6 Oxshott Way, Cobham, 
Surrey, England, UK, 1973 [LR 1983]. (35) Bord. 74–Hortus 
Botanicus Burdigalensis, Jardin Botanique de la Ville de 
Bordeaux, 33000 Bordeaux, France, 1974 [LR 1974].
 (36) Graz 75–Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Graz, 
Holtei-Gasse 6, A-8010 Graz, Austria, 1975 [LR 1982]. (37) 
Nantes 77–Service des Plantations de la Ville de Nantes, 
Nantes, France, 1977 [LR 1977]. (38) M.F. 79–Hortus 
Botanicus Massiliensis, 48 Avenue Clot-Bey, Marseilles, 
France, 1979 [LR 1981]. (39) Urb. 80–Hortus Botanicus 
Universitatis Urbinatis, Via Bramante 28, Urbino, Italy, 1980 
[LR 1981]. (40) Kosice 80–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. 
Safarika, Kosice, Slovakia, 1980 [LR 1981].
 Eight cards, all listing only foreign (European) sources, 
contain the supposedly scientifi c names (listed here 
alphabetically) of the following subspecies or varieties of 
Soja hispida; none of these names, however, appear in the 
SoyaScan database (May 1997).
 (1) Soja hispida alba (1 source; Fi. 57–Hortus Botanicus 
Florentinus, Via Lamarmora n. 4, Firenze [Florence], Italy, 
1957). (2) Soja hispida brunnea (1 source; Tubin. 64–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet Tübingen, Tubingen, 
Germany 1964).
 (3) Soja hispida Dickmana (1 source; Ferr. 60–
Hortus Botanicus Ferrariensis, Istituto ed Orto Botanico 
dell’Universita di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy, 1960). (4) Soja 
hispida japonica (2 sources; (1) Deb. 39–Horto Botanico 
Universitatis Debreceniensis, Debrecen, Hungary, 1939; 
(2) Kosice 80–Botanicka zahrada University P.J. Safarika, 
Kosice, Slovakia, 1980).
 (5) Soja hispida lutea (3 sources; (1) Heid. 36–
Botanischer Garten der Universitaet, D-6900 Heidelberg, 
Germany, 1936; (2) Ferr. 61–Ferrara, Italy, 1961 (See above); 
(3) Tubin. 64–Tubingen, Germany, 1964 (See above)). (6) 
Soja hispida nigra (4 sources; (1) Heid. 36–Heidelberg, 
Germany, 1936 (See above); (2) Fi. 57–Firenze [Florence], 
Italy, 1957 (See above); (3) Ferr. 58–Ferrara, Italy, 1958 
(See above); (4) Tubin. 64–Tubingen, Germany, 1964 (See 
above)).
 (7) Soja hispida ochroleuca (1 source; Deb. 39–
Debrecen, Hungary, 1939 (See above)). (8) Soja hispida 
vilnensis (2 sources; (1) Wars. 58–Hortus Botanicus 
Universitatis Varsaviensis, Warsaw, Poland, 1958; (2) Ferr. 
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60–Ferrara, Italy, 1960 (See above)). Address: L.H. Bailey 
Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New 
York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-255-7981. Fax: 607-255-
7979.

2149. Annual Report for the Minister for Agriculture (Irish 
Free State / Ireland). 1936. Seed propagation division. 5:71-
74. For 1935-36.
• Summary: The subsection titled “Soya Beans” (p. 74) 
states: “Experimental sowings of four varieties of Soya 
Beans–Green Jap, Brown C, Yellow J, and Black O, were 
made at eight centres in 1935. The seed, portion of which 
was inoculated, was sown about the 1st of May in rows 
approximately 3 feet apart. All four varieties germinated 
evenly and quickly, and grew freely throughout the summer. 
Two of the varieties, Green Jap and Brown C, ripened in 
reasonably good season. The other two varieties, however, 
were very slow in maturing.”
 Note 1. We read in 1939 (in a later Irish report) that 
the seed of these “four varieties, acclimatised in England, 
was obtained through the courtesy of Fordson Estates Ltd., 
London.”
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Dec. 
2009) concerning the cultivation of soya beans in Ireland 
(the Irish Republic).
 Note 3. At the top of the title page is written: “Saorstat 
Eireann:
 “An Roinn Talmhaiochta–Department of Agriculture.”

2150. British Standards Institution, Report. 1936. British 
standard specifi cation. B.S. 653 : 1950. Crude soya bean oil. 
No. 653. 52 p. See p. 23-24. [1 ref]
• Summary: Scope and Description: 1. This British Standard 
applies to crude soya bean oil. The oil shall be the product 
obtained by expression or extraction from soya beans, and 
shall be free from admixture with other oils or fats.
 “The oil, when maintained at a temperature of 15ºC. to 
20ºC. for a period of 24 hours, shall be clear and free from 
sediment or other insoluble matter.
 “Volatile Matter: 2. The oil shall not contain more than 
0.2 per cent of total volatile matter when determined by the 
method described in Appendix B a.
 “Colour: 3. The colour of the fi ltered oil, when measured 
through a 1-inch cell, shall be not deeper than a colour 
equivalent to at combination of 60 yellow units and 6 red 
units, on the Lovibond colour scale.
 “Specifi c Gravity: 4. The specifi c gravity of the oil at 
15.5ºC/15.5ºC. shall be not lower than 0.924 and not higher 
than 0.928.
 “Refractive Index: 5. The refractive index of the oil, 
for the D line at 20ºC. shall be not lower than 1.473 and not 
higher than 1.477 when determined by the method described 
in Appendix D.
 “Iodine Value: 6. The iodine value of the oil shall be not 

lower than 129 and not higher than 143 when determined by 
the method described in Appendix E.
 “Saponifi cation Value: 7. The saponifi cation value of 
the oil shall be not lower than 190 when determined by the 
method described in Appendix F.
 “Acidity: 8. The oil shall be free from mineral and added 
extraneous organic acids. The acidity, when determined 
by the method described in Appendix G, shall not exceed, 
unless otherwise agreed between purchaser and vendor, the 
equivalent of 3 milligrams of potassium hydroxide per gram 
of oil, or 1.5 per cent of free fatty acid calculated as oleic 
acid.
 “Unsaponifi able matter: 9. The oil shall not contain more 
than 1.2 per cent of unsaponifi able matter when determined 
by the method described in Appendix H.
 “Sampling and Size of Sample: 10. Representative 
samples, each measuring not less than 400 millilitres 
(approx. 3/4 pint) shall, wherever possible, be taken in 
triplicate from original containers or from the bulk, and shall 
be packed in clean, dry, air-tight, non-absorbent containers 
(glass or metal containers are preferred) on which the sample 
has no action. The containers shall be of such size that they 
are nearly fi lled by the sample. Each container so fi lled shall 
be marked with full details and date of sampling.
 “Recommended methods for sampling are given in B.S. 
627 (Sampling of fats and fatty oils in packages or in bulk).
 “Preparation of Sample: 11. The sample shall be 
prepared for examination by the methods described in 
Appendix A.” Address: British Standards Institution, 24/28 
Victoria St., London, S.W.1.

2151. Product Name:  Soy Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dietetic Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  124, Victoria St., London, 
S.W.I., England.
Date of Introduction:  1936.
New Product–Documentation:  G.D. Gray. 1936. All 
About the Soya Bean. p. 126. Two leading fi rms who make 
soy fl our in England and who also incorporate it in various 
products are: Soya Foods, Ltd., Rickmansworth, Herts, and 
Dietetic Foods Ltd. 124 Victoria St., London, S.W. 1. “The 
latter fi rm are the sole distributors in Great Britain of the 
well-known ‘Heudebert’ Dietetic Food products, a French 
concern which makes different kinds of diabetic breads.”

2152. Product Name:  [Heudebert soya fl our].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Heudebert Dietetic Food Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  France.
Date of Introduction:  1936.
New Product–Documentation:  G.D. Gray. 1936. All About 
the Soya Bean. “Messrs. Dietetic Foods, Ltd., London, make 
Heudebert Soya Flour” (p. 50). “Dietetic Foods Ltd. 124 
Victoria St., London, S.W.I.,” England, is a manufacturer 
of soya fl our. They are also “the sole distributors in Great 
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Britain of the well-known ‘Heudebert’ Dietetic Food 
products, a French concern which makes different kinds of 
diabetic breads” (p. 126). A recipe titled “Soya Soup à la 
Reine” (p. 129) calls for the use of 1 oz. of “Heudebert soya 
fl our.”

2153. Cheng, Shao-ching. 1936. Shanghai Restaurant 
Chinese cookery book. London: Published by the proprietors 
of The Shanghai Restaurant. 4 + 102 p. 19 cm.
• Summary: The recipe for “Dow see jeung (Salted black 
bean paste)” states (p. 5): “Dow See (salted black beans). 
Small piece garlic.
 “(a) Soak the salted black beans in warm water for 10 
minutes. (b) Pound the salted black beans and the garlic 
together into a fi ne paste.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2011) that uses the term “Dow See” to refer to 
Chinese-style fermented black soybeans.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2013) that contains the term “black bean paste” or 
the term “Salted black bean paste.” It appears to be a paste 
made from fermented black soybeans.

2154. Fordson Estates Ltd. 1936. English acclimatized soya 
beans. Boreham House, Boreham, Essex, England. 4 p. [2 
ref]
• Summary: Fordson Estates in Boreham, Essex, England, 
began to grow soya beans in 1932. The fi rst attempt was 
a failure since the varieties matured too late, but a second 
attempt in 1933 met with more success, as 47 different 
varieties from Manchuria, Japan, Canada, and North America 
were tested. Among these varieties were four that had been 
acclimatized by Mr. J.L. North, late Curator of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Regents Park. The only plants to reach 
full maturity in September were Mr. North’s four varieties. 
Many of the foreign varieties, though not suitable for seed 
production, could be grown quite satisfactorily for hay which 
is cut about 4-6 weeks before the seed stage is reached. In 
1934, a successful attempt was made to grow soya beans 
for seed on a fi eld scale; the acclimatized seem of the 1933 
crop was used. The plants were sown during the fi rst week 
in May and harvested during the fi rst 2 weeks in September. 
A illustrated article appeared in the Times of London on 29 
Aug. 1934 showing the fi eld at maturity. “This was the fi rst 
time in agricultural history that soya beans had been grown 
as a fi eld crop in Great Britain. The seeds were judged to 
be as good as any grown in other parts of the world... The 
successful harvesting of the 1934 crop was followed by an 
enormous demand for English seed from all parts of the 
United Kingdom, Europe and the Colonies. Most of the 
seed was sold for trial purposes in different localities and, 
in 1935, soya beans were grown in practically every county 
in England.” There follows a description of available seed 
varieties, recommended cultural practices, and references to 

several books on the subject.
 Note: Much of the information in this booklet fi rst 
appeared in Elizabeth Bowdidge’s The Soya Bean (1935). 
At the end of page 3 is a statement: “Soya Foods, Ltd., 
Rickmansworth, Herts, have arranged to buy available 
supplies of soya beans grown in England and the Empire at 
market prices, if in dry and sound condition. Supplies not 
exceeding 1,000 pounds may be sent freight paid without 
notifi cation.” On the last page is a price list for four varieties 
of soya beans that have been acclimatized to England by 
Mr. North. Named Green “Jap,” Yellow “J,” Black “O,” and 
Brown “C,” they are sold in weights of 75 lb. or less. Prepaid 
orders are to be sent to Fordson Estates Limited, Boreham 
House, Boreham, Essex.

2155. Gray, George Douglas. 1936. All about the soya bean: 
In agriculture, industry and commerce. London: John Bale, 
Sons & Danielsson Ltd. ix + 144 p. Introduction by James L. 
North. Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, 
London. Index. 28 cm. [19 ref]
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• Summary: A comprehensive, early work on the soybean. 
Gray was a Scotch physician. Contents: 1. Introducing the 
soya bean. 2. The soya bean plant and its cultivation. 3. 
The soya bean as food: Dietetics, immature green beans, 
mature dried beans, soya bean coffee, soya bean chocolate, 
soya bean sprouts, soya bean milk, soya bean fl our (incl. 
Berczeller fl our, Soyvita bread made by Messrs. Wm. 
Beattie, Ltd., Glasgow), bean curd [tofu], soy (also called 
soya bean sauce, Chinese bean sauce, or shoyu), miso, 
fermented bean curd (p. 66-67). 4. Soya bean oil. 5. Soya 
bean trade. 6. The soya bean in agriculture.
 Addenda: Soya bean products in the USA. Dieting and 
recipes. Statistics. India. Bibliography.
 In the chapter on “Soya bean oil” we read (p. 75): “In 
England, the bean oil trade is carried on by the following 
fi rms:–The British Oil and Cake Mills Ltd., the ordinary 
shares of which are held by Lever Bros., Ltd., so that they 
are a branch of Unilever, Ltd.
 “The Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Hull, now 
merged in the foregoing concern.
 “The Premier Oil Extracting Mills, Ltd., Hull.
 “Messrs. Wray Sanderson & Co., Hull.
 “The Medina Refi nery Ltd., Deptford, London.
 “Messrs. J. Bibby & Sons Ltd., Liverpool.
 “The Erith Oil Works Ltd., Erith” [Kent].
 The fi rst addendum, titled “Soybean products exhibited 
by the American Soybean Association” (at Washington, DC, 
p. 120-24) lists the following companies and each of the soy 
products that they manufacture: American Lecithin Corp. 
(Atlanta, Georgia), Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. (Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin), Armstrong Paint and Varnish Works (Chicago, 
Illinois), Battle Creek [Food] Factory (Battle Creek, 
Michigan), The Blanton Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Cereo 
Co. (Tappan, New York), The Davies-Young Soap Co. 
(Dayton, Ohio), Detroit Graphite Co. (Detroit, Michigan), 
Eastern Health Food Stores Association (Washington, DC), 
Funk Brothers Seed Company (Bloomington, Illinois), 
Harshaw Essential Foods, Inc. (Cleveland, Ohio), Keystone 
Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Lebanon, Pennsylvania), Kloss, 
Jethro (Takoma Park, Maryland: Fresh [soybean] milk. 
Pumpkin pie [soybean milk and soybean fl our]. Soybean 
cheese. Soybean bread [20% soybean fl our]. Soybean 
buns. Soybean sprouts. Soybean cake), Laucks, I.F., Inc. 
(Bloomington, Illinois–home offi ce, Seattle, Washington), 
Madison Food Company (Madison, Tennessee; Vigorost, 
Cheese [Tofu], Soybeans canned with Tomato, Soybeans 
canned plain, Dixie Fruit Crackers), Mead Johnson and 
Co. (Evansville, Indiana; Makes Sobee [Infant Formula]), 
Oriental Show-You Co. (Columbia City, Indiana), Paintcraft 
Co. (Galesburg, Illinois), Prince Macaroni Mfg. Co. (Boston, 
Massachusetts), Purina Mills (St. Louis, Missouri; makes 
Cresol disinfectant, Purina turkey and growing fattening 
chow, Purina lay chow, Purina egg chowder, Purina breeder 
egg chowder, Purina fi tting chow, Purina rabbit chow, 

Purina chick Growena chow, Purina 34% cow chow, Purina 
chowder, Purina bulky cow chow, Purina 24% cow chow, 
Purina pig and hog chow, Protena all mash starting and 
growing food), Shellabarger Grain Products Company 
(Decatur, Illinois), Soyex Company, Inc. (Nutley, New 
Jersey), Staley Sales Corporation (Decatur, Illinois), The 
Stamford Rubber Supply Company (Stamford, Connecticut), 
Dr. Roy Monier, President, Board of Managers, State 
Hospitals (Jefferson City, Missouri), United Drug Company 
(Boston, Massachusetts), Vi-tone Company (Hamilton, 
Canada), Woolsey Paint and Color Co., C.A. (Jersey City, 
New Jersey), Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Department 
of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.). Page 120 adds: “The 
exhibit also contained some 200 soybean products, mostly 
foods, brought from the Orient by Mr. W.J. Morse, Senior 
Agronomist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, DC, 
U.S.A.” Note 1. Morse and P.H. Dorsett were in East Asia 
from 1929 to 1931, when they collected many samples of 
soybeans and soyfoods.
 In the second addendum, recipes, the author notes that 
soy fl our is widely used in diabetic diets. Two leading fi rms 
who make soy fl our in England and who also incorporate it 
in various products are: Soya Foods, Ltd., Rickmansworth, 
Herts, and Dietetic Foods Ltd. 124 Victoria St., London, 
S.W. 1. “The former specialize in Soyolk which is fl our 
prepared on the principles laid down by Professor Berczeller; 
it is a mealy powder, fatty to the touch. The latter fi rm are 
the sole distributors in Great Britain of the well-known 
‘Heudebert’ Dietetic Food products, a French concern which 
makes different kinds of diabetic breads.” The following 
recipes are then given; * = Calls for Soyolk soy fl our: 
Soybeans, southern style. Soybean salad. Roasted soybeans 
[like dry-roasted peanuts]. Soybean croquettes. Soybean 
souffl é. Stuffi ng for baked fi sh*. White sponge pudding*. 
Shortbread*. Madeira cake*. Soya soup à la Reine (uses 
Heudebert soya fl our). Soya chocolate (with soya fl our). 
Soya vegetable soup (with soya fl our). Soya bean sprout 
salad.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2013) that uses the term “soya bean sprouts” to 
refer to these sprouts. Address: M.D. (Scotch physician), 
C.B.E., England. Late medical offi cer to H.B.M. Legation, 
Peking, China. Lieut.-Colonel, Retired.

2156. Hanseatische Muhlenwerke Akt. 1936. Improvements 
in and relating to the production of casein. British Patent 
446,967. *

2157. Institut International d’Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Amérique [Soybeans in 
Latin America (Document part)]. In: Le Soja dans le Monde 
[The Soybean in the World]. 1936. Rome: Imprimerie de la 
Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo. viii + 282 p. See p. 
38-100. [Fre]
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• Summary: The following information is not contained 
in the 1936 English-language translation/edition of this 
document by Kaltenbach and Legros: Chile: The fi rst trials 
in soya acclimatization in Chile date back to 1924 [the 1936 
English edition says 1934, which is probably correct]; since 
1934 this crop has left the experimental stage and entered 
the practical stage. Note: This document contains the second 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Chile, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Chile (1934; 1924 would be the earliest date by 
9 years). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
 Cuba: Soya was cultivated for the fi rst in 1917 at the 
agronomic experiment station of Las Vegas.
 “Jamaica: This legume has never been grown 
as a commercial crop in Jamaica. However, several 
experimental plots have been cultivated with success. 
The fi rst experiments go back to the year 1905. There are 
no indigenous varieties, and the varieties that have been 
introduced are not identifi ed. Research has been focused on 
resistance to the warm climate. Soybean culture in Jamaica 
could be extended, for the country does not presently 
produce any foods having a high protein content. In 1934 the 
Department of Agriculture published a brochure on soybean 
culture targeted at the agriculturists and farmers of the 
island.”
 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen 
(Dec. 2008) for soybeans in Jamaica, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Jamaica (1905). The source of these soybeans is 
unknown.
 Martinique: This is an island in the Windward Islands of 
the eastern West Indies. No attempts to introduce soybeans 
have been made in Martinique.
 Montserrat: This is an island in the Leeward Islands 
of the British West Indies. Soybean culture has never been 
able to be established with success. Sporadic trials were 
conducted in 1913 and 1915, but these trials had to be 
abandoned since the crop is not economical under local 
conditions. Note: This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Montserrat or other British Dependent 
Territories in the Caribbean, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Montserrat or other British Dependent Territories in the 
Caribbean (1913 or before) (one of two documents). The 
source of these soybeans is unknown, but it could have been 
Trinidad.
 Soybean culture is not known to be practiced in the 
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British 
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and 
Tobago. Address: Rome, Italy.

2158. Institut International d’Agriculture (International 
Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja dans le monde [The 
soybean in various countries of the world]. [The soybean 
in various countries of the world]. Rome, Italy: Imprimerie 
de la Chambre des Deputes, Charles Colombo. viii + 282 p. 
Bibliography, p. 276-82. No index. 25 cm. [90 ref. Fre]

• Summary: A superb early work, containing extensive 
original information, looking at developments with soybeans 
and soyfoods country by country, worldwide. Contents. 
Preface (p. 1). A. Cultivation of soy (soja; p. 4): 1. Botanical 
description, selection, classifi cation of the varieties. 2. 
Cultivation properly said. 3. Enemies and illnesses.
 4. Cultivation in the various countries: 4a. The Americas 
(p. 38): Antigua, Argentina, Bermuda, Brazil, Canada, Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
USA (gives details on all varieties grown, and describes 
production, history, varieties, and cultural practices in North 
Carolina, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Ohio, West Virginia, 
Wisconsin, Conclusion), Guadeloupe, Guatemala, British 
Guiana, Dutch Guiana, British Honduras [Belize], Jamaica, 
Barbados, Martinique, Mexico, Montserrat, Peru, Puerto 
Rico, El Salvador, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay.
 4b. Europe (p. 101): Germany, the Danubian countries, 
Austria, Spain, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, 
Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, 
Turkey, USSR.
 4c. Asia (p. 128): Ceylon, China and Manchuria, 
Cyprus, Federated States of Malaysia, British India (incl. 
Punjab, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Berar, Madras Presidency, 
Bombay Presidency, Bengal (incl. Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim, 
and the district of Darjeeling), Assam, North-West Frontier 
Province, United Provinces), Netherlands Indies, Indochina 
(incl. Tonkin, Annam, Laos, Cambodia, and Cochinchine), 
Japan, Palestine, Siam.
 4d. Africa (p. 146): French West Africa, Algeria, Belgian 
Congo, Cyrenaica, Egypt, Eritrea, Madagascar, Morocco, 
Mauritius (Ile Maurice), Reunion (Réunion), Rhodesia, 
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Tripolitania, Tunisia, Union of South 
Africa.
 4e. Oceania (p. 153): Australia, Fiji Islands, Hawaii, 
New Caledonia, New Zealand, Philippines.
 B. Utilization of soya (p. 158): 1. The soybean in human 
nutrition and in industry: Whole soybeans, chart of the uses 
of whole soybeans, use of soya in the green state (green 
vegetable soybeans), soy sauce (dau-tuong of the Annamites, 
or toyo, named shoyu by the Japanese, or chau-yau or chiang 
yoo by the Chinese), condiments and sauces based on soya 
in the Netherlands Indies (tempe, ontjom, tempemori and 
tempe kedele [various types of tempeh and onchom, p. 168-
70]), tao tjo [Indonesian-style miso], tao dji [fermented 
black soybeans], ketjap, ketiap benteng [Indonesian-style 
soy sauce], soymilk (le lait de soja), yuba (crème de lait 
de soja), tofu (le fromage de soja) and fermented tofu (des 
fromages fermentés, made by Li Yu-ying near Paris), soymilk 
casein (caséine du lait de soja, for industrial use, including 
vegetable albumin, or galalithe [galalith]” [isolated soy 
protein], and artifi cial wool), soy lecithin (lécithine de soja), 
soy fl our (la farine de soja, incl. soy bread, soy pastries, and 
soy cocoa).
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 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
that uses the term benteng or ketiap benteng to refer to an 
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
 2. Soy oil (p. 194): Food uses, industrial uses (including 
soaps, products resembling petroleum, paints, varnishes, 
linoleum, and artifi cial rubber), extraction, directory of 
U.S. manufacturers of materials and equipment for soybean 
processing, directory of U.S. and Canadian manufacturers 
of food products based on soya (produits alimentaires à 
base de soja, p. 205-06), directory of U.S. manufacturers of 
industrial soy products (p. 206-07).
 3. Soybean in the feeding of domestic animals (p. 207): 
Forage, hay, silage, pasture, soybean seeds, the minerals in 
soybeans, soya as a feed for dairy cows, cattle, buffaloes, 
sheep, hogs, horses and mules, poultry.
 4. Use of soya as fertilizer (p. 257). C. The trade of soya 
and of its by-products (p. 363): Production of soybeans in 
the principal countries, economic importance of soybean 
cultivation in the USA, soybean trade/commerce including 
tables of the major importers and exporters, and amounts 
traded annually in 1931-1934, price of soybeans, cost of 
production.
 List by region and country of people and organizations 
that responded to a questionnaire sent by IIA (p. 273-76). 
Bibliography of main publications consulted, listed by region 
and country of publication.
 Reunion (Ile de la Réunion): “The soybean (Le Soja) 
is only cultivated as an experimental crop, on a few square 
meters at the agronomic station” (p. 148).
 Fiji (Iles Fidji): Soybean cultivation is not yet practiced 
in this colony; however soybean seeds are currently being 
imported in order to conduct a trial.
 New Caledonia: In 1928 soybean cultivation was 
introduced to New Caledonia.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) 
concerning soybeans in Bhutan, Costa Rica, Dominican 
Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, Jamaica, 
Madagascar, Morocco, New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or 
Réunion, or the cultivation of soybeans in Bhutan, Costa 
Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Israel, 
Jamaica, Madagascar, Mexico, the Middle East. Morocco, 
New Caledonia, Palestine, Peru, or Réunion. It is also the 
earliest document seen (Dec. 2007) concerning soybeans 
in connection with (but not yet in) Cyprus; it is stated that 
soybeans are not grown on the island of Cyprus. Soybean 
cultivation is not practiced in the Italian colonies of Eritrea 
(Erythrée, now part of Ethiopia) or Cyrenaica (Cyrénaïque, 
now part of Libya).
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Bhutan, New Caledonia, or Réunion, or the 
cultivation of soybeans in New Caledonia (1928), or Bhutan 
or Réunion (1936) (One of two documents).
 Note 4. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) that mentions tempeh, which it calls 

“tempe” (p. 168). It notes that, in general, the indigenous 
people of the Netherlands Indies use soybeans mainly to 
make tempe, a product which, throughout central and eastern 
Java, takes the place reserved for ontjom in western Java. 
Tempeh is found in two forms: either in large fl at cakes 
which are cut at the time of sale into small square morsels, 
or wrapped in folded banana leaves. A detailed description of 
the preparation of each of these two types of tempeh is given 
as well as another type of tempe, called tempemori, which is 
made with soybeans and coconut presscake.
 Soybean cultivation is not known to be practiced in the 
following countries or colonies: Antigua, Barbados, British 
Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975), Trinidad and 
Tobago.
 Note 5. The name “Georges Ray” is mentioned in this 
book on an unnumbered page. Address: Rome, Italy.

2159. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1936. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. xii + 1258 p. Index. 26 
cm. Third annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. On the title page, just below the 
title but in small letters we read: “Cyclopedia of General 
Information on the Empires of Japan and Manchoukuo. 
Appendices: Who’s Who Business Directory.” Below that is 
a small map showing the Japanese empire, circled, as part of 
East Asia–under which is printed: “Neither is Understandable 
Without the Other.” Below that are listed the cities and 
names of 18 agents worldwide. This book was published in 
late-December 1935.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.
 Page 359: A large table gives the yield of rice and other 
cereals in koku per tan from 1904-08 to 1933. For soya beans 
the yield in 1933 was 0.86.
 Page 364: Table 29 shows production of “Beans, 
potatoes and sweet potatoes” in hectolitres from 1929 to 
1933. 1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels 
(USA). For soya beans:
 4.789 million hectoliters in 1929
 5.473 million hectoliters in 1930
 4.481 million hectoliters in 1931.
 4.352 million hectoliters in 1932.
 5.053 million hectoliters in 1933.
 Page 767: A large table shows “Crop output” (metric 
tons) in Manchoukuo yearly from 1922 to 1935* (* = 
estimate). For soya beans:
 3.088 million metric tons in 1922
 3.262 million metric tons in 1923
 3.448 million metric tons in 1924
 4.174 million metric tons in 1925
 4.776 million metric tons in 1926
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 4.817 million metric tons in 1927
 4.834 million metric tons in 1928
 4.849 million metric tons in 1929
 5.298 million metric tons in 1930
 5.227 million metric tons in 1931
 4.268 million metric tons in 1932
 5.205 million metric tons in 1933
 3.500 million metric tons in 1934
 3.995 million metric tons in 1935
 The other principal crops shown in the table are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, and other crops 
(incl. groundnuts).
 Page 788: A large table gives a crop forecast for 1935. 
Production of soya beans is expected to increase 17%.
 On p. 788-89 is a long section of text on “Soya beans” 
identical to that in the 1935 Year Book. Soybean production 
in Manchoukuo in 1933 was 4.601 million metric tons on 
3.747 million hectares.
 Page 717: Export of soya beans in 1932 was 42.536 
million piculs [1 picul = 133.33 lb weight Avdp] worth 
144.304 million Hk. Tl. [Haikwan taels]. Export of soya 
beans in 1933 was 39.111 million piculs worth 169.095 My 
[Million yen? / Manchoukuo yen?].
 A large table (p. 717) shows “Staple exports as classifi ed 
by destinations in 1932 (in piculs). Soya beans were exported 
to the following countries–in descending order of amount 
exported:
 Germany 10.474 million piculs
 Soviet Russia 7.520 million piculs
 China 7.246 million piculs
 Egypt 6.997 million piculs
 Japan 5.568 million piculs
 Great Britain 1.348 million piculs
 Chosen [Korea] 0.905 million piculs.
 Netherlands India [today’s Indonesia] 0.849 million 
piculs
 Netherlands 0.369 million piculs
 Hongkong 0.355 million piculs
 Denmark 0.340 million piculs
 Italy 0.212 million piculs
 Belgium 0.145 million piculs
 Central America 0.125 million piculs
 France 0.030 million piculs
 Straits Settlements 0.022 million piculs
 Philippines 0.0088 million piculs
 Norway 0.0082 million piculs
 British India 0.0028 million piculs
 Sweden 0.0024 million piculs
 United States 0.0012 million piculs
 Siam [today’s Thailand] 0.00028 million piculs.
 Other major export crops were kaoliang, maize, millet, 
groundnuts, wheat and buckwheat.
 Page 714 is all about “Soya beans” which are the most 
important staple product of the country and has been grown 

for many years before the opening of Newchwang while 
some had been exported to the ports of South China. At 
the time of the Russo-Japanese war (1904-05) the Japanese 
became aware of the value of the bean, especially of the bean 
cake for use as fertilizer, but the article did not enter upon its 
career as an important factor in international trade until 1910 
when the Mitsui Bussan Co. made a trial shipment of 100 
tons to England. Since then, mainly through the continued 
experiments of the Central Laboratory, maintained in Dairen 
by the S.M.R. [South Manchuria Railway], many new 
uses, have been found for soya bean until today the articles 
manufactured either wholly or partially from beans, bean oil 
and bean cake include more than thirty items, among which 
the following may be mentioned: soy [sauce], sauces, soups, 
condensed milk, casein, cheese, salad oil, crackers, macaroni, 
fl our, confectionary, glycerine, explosives, enamels, 
varnishes butter and lard substitutes, edible oils, salad oils, 
water-proof material, linoleum; paints, soap, celluloid, 
rubber substitutes, printing-ink, lighting and lubricating oils, 
etc. Bean cake is also used extensively for fodder and as 
fertilizer.
 “The S.M.R. Agricultural Experiment Station at 
Kunchuling [Kungchuling] and elsewhere have through 
continuous experiments and distribution of superior seeds 
to Manchurian farmers increased the crops by 10 to 20 
percent ‘while the oil content of such improved beans 
have been increased by more than ten percent. The use 
of these improvements is being advocated by means of 
poster campaigns and other forms of propaganda, while 
demonstrations are being carried out to instruct the farmers 
in new methods. At the same time a new industry of 
manufacturing beans into oil and cakes has sprung up, the 
modern methods rapidly replacing the old-fashioned presses.
 “Soya bean output in 1934 is as follows:
 A large table (p. 718) titled “Output of soya bean” [in 
Manchoukuo, according to districts] is divided into South 
and North Manchuria. It shows the following for each district 
in 1934: Cultivated area (hectares). Output per hectare (kgs.). 
Output in 1934 (metric tons). Actual output in 1933 (metric 
tons). Increase or decrease (metric tons). Rate of increase 
(1933 = 100).

2160. Kale, F.S. 1936. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. Baroda State, India: 
F. Doctor & Co. xxxi + 375 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed. 
1937.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Defi ciencies in the Indian 
diet and soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of 
the origin and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 
4. World trade in soya bean. 5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 
6. Classifi cation of soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. 
Diseases and pests of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean 
in India. 10. The constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean 
milk. 12. Soya bean fl our. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 
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14. Enriching soil by addition of nitrogen and use of soya 
bean as fodder. 15. Food requirement of the human body. 
16. European and American soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic 
dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s experiments at Magan Wadi and 
opinion of scientists on soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese 
soya bean dishes. 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani 
dishes, Moglai dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, 
Bengali dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendix.
 For a more detailed table of contents and summary of 
the work, see the 2nd edition (1937).
 Photos on unnumbered pages show: (1) H.H. the 
Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda, the fi rst Indian ruler to 
inaugurate the soya bean planting ceremony in his state–24 
Nov. 1933. (2) H.H. The Maharaja of Baroda, seated in a 
chair, lecturing on the dietetic and industrial importance 
of soya bean. (3) The mature soya bean pods of Mammoth 
Yellow variety grown in Baroda territory. (4) Map of Baroda 
state showing areas of soya bean cultivation. (5) Map of 
Baroda state showing local distribution of soya bean. (6) 
A fi eld of soya bean in rows grown by Patel Hargovan 
Bavabhai of Achisara Baroda District (with two white 
bullocks) who has been awarded the fi rst prize for his good 
cultivation. 
 (7) Bavabhai B. Patel, a farmer age 65 who is interested 
in cultivation of soya bean; dressed in white, he is standing 
in a fi eld of soya beans behind two large white bullocks. (8) 
The author’s own child, three months old, fed on soya bean 
milk. 
 (9) Mahatma Gandhi who uses soya bean at 
Maganwadhi; he is seated in a chair reading.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “soya bean” in a new 
way–as a singular noun, like the words “corn” or “wheat,” 
not preceded by “the.” Examples: “2. History of the origin 
and growth of soya bean. 3. The use of soya bean. 4. 
World trade in soya bean... 6. Classifi cation of soya bean. 
7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests of soya 
bean.” This usage originated in developing countries.
 Note 2. This book was written as the princely state of 
Baroda was studying the possibility of growing the soya 
bean plant for food, feed, and fodder. It looked promising, 
but little headway was actually made in either production 
or utilization. Address: Food Survey Offi cer, Baroda State, 
India.

2161. Lever Brothers Ltd. 1936. The story of Port Sunlight: 
A souvenir for visitors during coronation year 1937. Port 
Sunlight, Merseyside, England: Lever Brothers Ltd. 44 p. 
Illust. Index. 24 cm. *
Address: Merseyside, England.

2162. North, James L. 1936. Introductory chapter. In: 
G.D. Gray. 1936. All About the Soya Bean: In Agriculture, 
Industry and Commerce. London: John Bale, Sons & 

Danielsson Ltd. 144 p. See p. 1-9.
• Summary: This is the story of early attempts by Dr. North 
and others to grow soybeans in England. “In 1913 chance put 
in my hands thirteen small seeds of a variety of soya bean 
said to have come from North China in 1910 and to have 
ripened pods in Germany for two successive years. Sown by 
me the following May the plants grew to a height of 1½ feet 
and ripened seed in October. This took place at the Gardens 
of the Royal Botanic Society, of which I was then Curator. I 
was aware that of the many attempts to grow soya which had 
taken place in this country, all had failed, also that no others 
were being attempted, since it was the considered opinion 
of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Royal Agricultural 
Society that the soya bean was quite unsuited for growth 
here, as it required heat that would ripen maize.
 “The podded beans were brought to the notice of 
Professor Bottomley, of King’s College, and Professor 
Greenish, of the Pharmaceutical Society, and both considered 
the matter to be important. They pointed out that this 
country possessed no oil plant and was importing soya from 
Manchuria to the extent of half a million tons per annum... 
They advised me to increase my stock as rapidly as I could.
 “The result of the fi rst year’s crop was four hundred 
seeds from the original thirteen seeds; the second year four 
thousand and the third twelve thousand. In 1917 it became 
a question of fi nding space to grow them and it was decided 
to have part grown by a fi rm of market growers at Uxbridge, 
Middlesex and the rest on a farm at Manningtree, Essex, 
belonging to Mr. C.P. Ogilvie. Both were failures.” The fi rst 
crop failed because the land had been too heavily manured 
and the seeds were sown too far apart. The second crop, 
sown in the middle of a fi eld of wheat, had been eaten by 
rabbits. Rabbits are still a major pest for soya beans.
 Since little was known about the soya bean, Mr. North 
tried to gain experience by sending seeds to the Chelsea 
Botanic Gardens, the Horticultural Society at Wisley, the 
Cambridge Botanic Gardens, Messrs. Sutton and Sons, 
Reading, and to a friend in Hampshire. But the reports 
received were not encouraging. “That same year I got in 
touch with the United States Department of Agriculture at 
Washington [DC], I received from it not only soya bulletins 
and seeds of a number of American soya varieties for trial in 
England, but the promise of further assistance. I owe a very 
great debt of gratitude to that department and to Dr. W.J. 
Morse, its agronomist and soybean expert, the man who, 
more than any other, has made the United States the soya 
bean centre of the world and now a growing competitor with 
Manchuria as world exporter.
 “The results of 1917 were better than those of the 
previous year and in 1918 I had suffi cient seed of my one 
variety to plant half an acre on land lent by Mr. Clark at 
Virginia Water. These were sown in company with 12 
American varieties, half being inoculated with a nodule 
culture supplied by Professor Bottomley.”
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 Following some poor years, 1921, a drought year, was 
the best year to date. “Accounts of my success appeared 
in the Press and I wrote an article which came out in the 
Illustrated London News in October. As a result many 
applications for seed reached me and I sent samples to over 
one hundred places, among others to Professor Southworth 
of Manitoba College, Winnipeg [Canada]. He found my 
variety better than anything he had had there, both for fodder 
and seed, but not early enough in seasons with early frost. In 
return he sent me seed of a brown variety ‘Manitoba Brown,’ 
a selection from a well-known American variety ‘Ogemaw.’”
 1922 was a wet year and at his plot and not one person 
to whom North had sent seed reported success. On his own 
plot at Chiswick, where he had twenty varieties under test, 
only one, “Manitoba Brown,” succeeded.
 “In 1923 appeared Messrs. Piper and Morse’s 
encyclopædic work, ‘The Soybean,’ in America; it solved 
a good many of my problems and I determined to follow 
American practice in future. From it I learned that two-thirds 
of the American crop was consumed as fodder upon the 
farm; that every variety had a fi xed time ranging from 80 to 
160 days for maturing; that in industry the chief value of the 
bean rested upon its oil content; and that the plant possessed 
what is now called ‘local limitations,’ meaning that a variety 
that grew well in one place could not be depended upon at 
another and that in American agricultural practice it was 
usual to test two or more varieties before growing it as a 
crop. This last was particularly interesting to me because it 
explained the erratic behaviour of some of my varieties when 
sent to other places.
 “Convinced by the failure of my 1922 trials that soya 
was not yet ready to put forward as a crop plant, I extended 
my search to new sorts and with the help of friends abroad 
obtained many varieties from China, Manchuria, Japan, 
South Africa and India.” North then began to specialize in 
short season varieties. “My friend Dr. Morse approved the 
plan and from then onward sent me only varieties which in 
America took less than one hundred days to mature... Using 
Manitoba Brown Soya as a standard I was able to select 
several varieties as early or even earlier than it.” In 1930 
Messrs. Sutton and Sons of Reading [seedsmen] decided to 
put the variety Brown C in their catalogue.
 “In 1931, Mr. A.F. Secrett, a Twickenham market 
grower, offered the use of a piece of land at Brentford, 
Middlesex; it enabled me to grow on a larger scale than 
had been possible previously. In September the same year 
a photograph of the crop appeared in the Evening News. 
By chance it was seen by Sir John Davis, a Director of the 
Ford Motor Co. and manger of the Ford Estate at Boreham, 
Essex, who at the request of Henry Ford had tried to grow 
soya with American seed and had failed. At his request I 
agreed to supply acclimatized seed and to superintend its 
growing. All my four varieties of soya were used and under 
fi eld conditions the crop was a success. From 2 acres the 

fi rst year it was increased to 12 acres in 1934 and to 20 in 
1935, the last two crops being grown without assistance. The 
Boreham trials were visited by farmers from every part of the 
United Kingdom and visitors from America pronounced the 
crops to be as good as any grown in that country. The seed 
was distributed in 1935 and that year saw it being grown in 
quantity in some hundreds of places throughout the British 
Isles.”
 A photo facing page 1 shows Mr. J.L. North standing in 
a fi eld with soya bean plants which he has grown. Address: 
60, Grove Park Terrace, Chiswick, London, W.4, Engalnd. 
Late curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent’s Park, London.

2163. Sampson, Hugh Charles. 1936. Cultivated crop plants 
of the British Empire and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (topical 
and sub-tropical): Based on information which has been 
supplied by the Departments of Agriculture concerned. Kew 
Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information, Additional Series 
XII. vii + 251 p. See p. 85, 201. (London: H.M. Stationery 
Offi ce). [5 ref]
• Summary: “The information furnished in this Inventory 
of Cultivated Crop Plants, which was asked for by the 
Conference of Colonial Directors of Agriculture held in 
1931, is based on the replies to a questionnaire issued by the 
Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, and forwarded 
by the several Departments of State concerned to all Tropical 
and Sub- Tropical countries of the British Empire and to 
the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. A copy of this questionnaire, 
together with the explanatory notes and covering letter, is 
printed as Appendix B to this publication. The information 
thus furnished has of necessity had to be condensed. There 
may be, and probably are, numerous errors. The offi cers who 
have made these returns may not in some cases have had the 
necessary facilities to enable them defi nitely to determine 
the species of the plant referred to, nor have they always the 
knowledge requisite for the task.”
 “Where the actual date of an introduction, and the 
country from which the plant was introduced are known, 
these are shown in brackets after the name of the country 
concerned.”
 A major part of the book is titled “List of Cultivated 
Crop Plants,” arranged by Genus name. Pages 85-86 discuss 
Glycine Linn. Leguminosae.

Glycine javanica Linn. Tropical Africa and Asia. 
‘Rhodesian Kudzu Vine.’ A fodder plant. An indigenous 
or early introduction in Southern Rhodesia. Note 1. This is 
the earliest document seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the name 
“Rhodesian Kudzu Vine.”

Glycine max (Linn.) Merr. Known as “Gari kalai” in 
Bengal, “Pe-ngapi” in Burma, “Vilayati Chowra” in Sind, 
and “Kachang sapon” in Malay. “There appear to be two 
types; the northern type whose seeds are rounded in shape 
and often light colored and which grow on an erect plant, and 
the more tropical type which has a fl attened seed, often dark 
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colored, on a plant with a defi nite trailing habit.
 (a) Indigenous or an early introduction in Burma, 
Sarawak [joined Malaysia in 1963], and the United Provinces 
[became a state of India, Uttar Pradesh, in 1947].
 (b) Successfully introduced in Assam, Bahamas, 
Bengal (many varieties), Bihar & Orissa, Fiji, Hyderabad, 
North-West Frontier [became part of Pakistan in 1947], 
Queensland, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, S.S. & 
F.M.S. [Straits Settlements & Federated Malay States; 
later Singapore and Malaysia] (by Chinese), Uganda 
(occasionally), W. Australia (occasionally). Note 2. This is 
the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000) that clearly refers to 
soybeans in Southern Rhodesia or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Southern Rhodesia.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
that clearly refers to soybeans in Fiji or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Fiji.
 (c) Still under trial or established on an acclimatisation 
station in Baroda [India], Bermuda (as a green manure), 
Bombay, British Guiana [later renamed Guyana] (1905; 
Venezuela, 1913; Trinidad, 1927), Central Provinces [India], 
Cyprus, Grenada, Kenya, Madras, Mauritius, Mysore (2 
varieties from Java are promising), New Guinea (black 
and white seeded kinds), Nigeria (from U.S.A. and Fiji), 
Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Punjab, St. Kitts, St. Lucia 
(Trinidad, 1925), St. Vincent, Seychelles, Sind [became 
part of Pakistan in Aug. 1947; capital is Karachi], Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan, Tanganyika Territory, Trinidad.
 Note 4. The meaning of “St. Lucia (Trinidad, 1925)” 
is unclear. As of 2009, St. Lucia is an island nation, one of 
the Windward Islands, in the eastern Caribbean Sea. About 
250 miles to its south is Trinidad and Tobago, a completely 
different, separate, and much larger island nation. Moreover, 
there is no city or town named “St. Lucia” on Trinidad and 
Tobago.
 (d) Introduced, but the cultivation has subsequently 
disappeared or has been abandoned, in Basutoland 
(abandoned as the seed shatters badly), Ceylon, Dominica.
 (e) Introduced but has failed to become established 
in Antigua, Gambia, Gold Coast [Ghana] (Russia, 1929), 
Montserrat, North Borneo, Palestine, Sierra Leone (S. 
Russia, 1913; Botanic Garden, Regent’s Park, England, 
1928).
 Pages 201-04 give a detailed description of Glycine 
max including: Introduction, plant habit, leaves, fl owers and 
fertilisation, fruit, seeds, conclusion.
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in The Bahamas, Basutoland (later 
renamed Lesotho), Palestine, the Seychelles, or Saint Vincent 
and the Grenadines, or the cultivation of soybeans in The 
Bahamas, Basutoland, Palestine, the Seychelles, or Saint 
Vincent and the Grenadines. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in the Bahamas, Basutoland, 
the Seychelles, or Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, or the 

cultivation of soybeans in The Bahamas, Basutoland, the 
Seychelles, or Saint Vincent and the Grenadines (1936 or 
before). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 6. This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybeans in Cyprus, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Cyprus. This document contains the earliest date 
seen for soybeans in Cyprus, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Cyprus (1936). The source of these soybeans is unknown. 
However another document published the same year 
contradicts this claim: Institut International d’Agriculture 
(International Institute of Agriculture). 1936. Le soja 
dans le monde [The soybean in the world] (which see). 
Unfortunately, Sampson gives no details about the soybeans 
said to be cultivated in each country.
 Note 7. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Guyana, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Guyana (1905). The source of these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 8. This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
concerning soybeans in New Guinea, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in New Guinea. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybeans in New Guinea, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in New Guinea (1936 or before). However New 
Guinea is an island (the second largest in the world, after 
Greenland), which (as of 2007) is administratively divided 
into Western New Guinea, a province of Indonesia (formerly 
known as Irian Jaya and formerly part of the Dutch East 
Indies) on the West and the independent country of Papua 
New Guinea (formerly British New Guinea) on the east. 
Since this is an article about plants of the British Empire, 
the soybeans were almost certainly grown in what is today 
Papua New Guinea.
 Note 9. This document contains the earliest clear date 
seen for soybeans in Sierra Leone, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Sierra Leone (1913) (one of three documents). 
The source of these soybeans was probably South Russia via 
Great Britain.
 Note 10. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2006) that clearly refers to soybeans in Northern Rhodesia 
(later Zambia), or the cultivation of soybeans in Northern 
Rhodesia. This document contains the earliest clear date 
seen for soybeans in Northern Rhodesia, or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Northern Rhodesia (1936 or before). The source 
of these soybeans is unknown.
 Note 11. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Venezuela, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Venezuela (1913). The source of these soybeans is unknown. 
Soybeans were probably being cultivated in Venezuela in 
1913, but we cannot be certain from this document.
 In 1905, Jos. Burtt-Davy, government agrostologist 
and botanist in Transvaal, South Africa, notes (p. 261): “On 
January 1st Mr. H.C. Sampson, B.Sc., was transferred from 
the Education Department to be my assistant for Seed and 
Plant Introduction.” Address: Economic Botanist, Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew; Indian Agricultural Service, Retired.
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2164. Schoenfeld, H. 1936. Chemie und Technologie der 
Fette und Fettprodukte [Chemistry and technology of 
fats and fat products]. Vienna, Austria: Verlag von Julius 
Springer. xviii + 917 p. Vol. 1 of Chemie und Gewinnung der 
Fette [Chemistry and Extraction of Fats]. [100* ref. Ger]
• Summary: Soy is mentioned as follows: The development 
of solvent extraction and the growing production of oils 
using the extraction process is very closely related to 
the rising growth of soybean oil extraction. In 1913 only 
250,000-300,000 tonnes (metric tons) of all oilseeds were 
processed by solvent extraction, rising to more than 1 million 
tons in 1928, then 2 to 2.5 million tons at present (p. 2). 
Table of classifi cation of fats according to their main fatty 
acids (p. 10). Table of leguminous oilseeds (semi-drying 
oils): Percentage of the main fatty acids in each (p. 77). 
Saponins in soybean oil (p. 144). Distribution of saturated 
and unsaturated fatty acids in seeds, table (p. 210-11, 
Sojaöl). Liquid oils from seeds (p. 220). Effect of seed oil 
on milkfat and distribution of the fatty acids, two tables (p. 
227, 229, Sojaölkuchen, Sojaöl, Sojaölsäuren). Umesterung 
(p. 284). Physical properties of fats: Fluorescence, 
luminescence, and absorption spectrum: Fluorescence of 
soybean oil is dark green (p. 313). Saponifi cation (p. 321). 
Pyrolysis (p. 328). The role of oxygen; table of oxygen 
values (Sauerstoffzahlen) from Gruen 1925 (p. 341, 363-
64). Fat metabolism and synthesis (p. 385). Plant lipases 
(p. 401). Ketones (p. 439). Phosphatide content of seeds, 
table (p. 469). Isolation of phosphatides (p. 480). Obtaining 
phosphatides from by-products of the oil milling industry 
(p. 505). Obtaining plant oils (p. 519). Oil content of 
important oilseeds, percentage, table (p. 520, soybeans from 
Manchuria). Weight of 100 liters of important oilseeds, table 
(p. 552; soybeans are 69.5 to 71 kg). Obtaining fats through 
solvent extraction (p. 677, 679-81; Solvent extraction was 
patented in England in 1856. The solvent benzin is the 
same as today’s hexane). Trichloroethylene, soybean meal 
(Sojaschrot), Avitaminosen and Dürener Rinderkrankheit (p. 
685). Pre-processing (p. 690). Solvent extraction itself (p. 
695). Composition of oilseed presscake and solvent extracted 
meal, table (p. 770-71). Oilcakes a feeds (p. 772, 774-75, 
777; Sojakuchen, Sojaschrot).
 Note: The title pages states that in 1943 this book was 
“Published [reprinted] and distributed in the Public Interest 
by Authority of the Alien Property Custodian under License 
No. A-143,” by Edwards Brothers, Inc., publishers (Ann 
Arbor, Michigan). Address: Vienna, Austria.

2165. Green, T.G.; Hilditch, T.P. 1937. Studies on the nature 
of antioxygens present in natural fats. III. The occurrence of 
antioxygenic compounds in extracted soya-bean oilcake. J. 
of the Society of Chemical Industry (London). Transactions 
56:23T-26T. Jan. (Chem. Abst. 31:2458). [8 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Solvent extracted soya bean meal can be made 

to yield a viscous gum which possesses marked antioxygenic 
properties.
 The antioxygenic concentrate is similar in chemical 
and physical properties to the materials obtained by Olcott 
and Mattil (J. of Biological Chemistry, 1931), and this study 
generally confi rms their fi ndings. Address: The University, 
Liverpool, England.

2166. Yoshida, S. 1937. Method of manufacturing a crayon. 
British Patent 461,109. Feb. 10. *

2167. Mundy, C.W.A. 1937. Perilla oil. Oil and Colour 
Trades Journal (London) 91(2005):917-20. March 19. [24* 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. U.S. economics 
and statistics. Botanical data (the two species are Perilla 
acymoides and Perilla nankinensis (Linn.)). Oil content. 
Countries of origin. Specifi cations. Composition, chemical 
constitution, etc. Properties of perilla oil: Drying time, heat 
treatment. Empire cultivation.
 Imports of perilla oil, a drying oil, to the USA rose from 
76,000 lb in 1913 to 72,000 lb in 1935. In 1934 and 1935 
more perilla oil than soya oil was imported into the USA. For 
4 out of the 6 years from 1931 to 1936 perilla oil was less 
expensive in the USA than soya oil.
 In the USA it is a common and economic practice to 
heat treat mixtures of 2 parts perilla and 1 part soya bean oil; 
the mixture appears to dry as rapidly as linseed oil.
 Co-polymerization of 2 parts of perilla and 1 part of 
soya bean oil yield an oil equal in drying properties to 
a corresponding linseed stand oil. The ester interchange 
occurring during the process is essential, since simple 
mechanical mixtures of perilla stand oil and soya bean stand 
oil do not exhibit the same drying properties.

2168. Isaacs, M.R. 1937. Improvements in adhesive, coating, 
moulding, sizing, binding and the like compositions. British 
Patent 463,725. March 31. *

2169. Contemporary Manchuria. 1937. Bean oil industry in 
Manchuria. 1(1):15-42. April.
• Summary: Contents: Methods of oil extraction: Wedge 
system (round cake), screw system (round cake), hydraulic 
system (round cake or plate cake; the plate cake system, 
which is the most advanced method of pressure extraction, 
is used only by Nisshin Oil Mills at Dairen and Anglo-
Chinese Trading Company {Kabalkin Oil Mills} at Harbin), 
benzine-benzol system, alcohol system (recently developed 
by Central Laboratory of the SMRC and now utilized by 
the Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Company at Dairen). 
Characteristics of the various extraction methods (merits and 
demerits): The hydraulic system is gradually displacing the 
screw system, the alcohol extraction system is the best and 
it produces priceless lecithin as a by-product, most of the 
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soybean oil mills in Europe use the benzine system. Varieties 
of bean cake: Round cake (6 types), plate cake, fl ake cake 
[soybean meal], refi ned bean cake (Soyalex; extracted with 
pure alcohol. Its use as a raw material for shoyu, miso, 
candy, or noodles adds a high degree of nutritive value). 
Utilization of soya beans (a chart on page 27 shows many 
uses): Uses of soy beans, uses of bean cake (as fertilizer, for 
manufacturing shoyu, for making bean fl our {kinako}, as 
raw material for Ajinomoto, in making liquid paint {Solite as 
invented by Mr. Yosei Suzuki and manufactured by the Solite 
Company at Dairen}, as a raw material for various protein 
products {including sizing for paper}), uses of bean oil 
(food oil, lard substitute, butter substitute or margarine, paint 
diluent, soap, glycerine and fatty acid, waterproof material 
{Tantalus}, petroleum substitute, gum substitute and other), 
lecithin. Factory construction expenses.
 In the Far East, the solvent extraction system is used by 
only 3 fi rms: (1) The Honen [Hohnen] Oil Manufacturing 
Company with mills at Dairen (capacity 200 tons/day), 
Naruo (200 tons), and Shimizu (610 tons); (2) the Nikka Oil 
Manufacturing Company with its mills at Wakamatsu (200 
tons); and (3) the Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Company 
with its mills at Dairen (100 tons). The total capacity of 
these 3 companies is 1,310 tons/day, of which Honen has 
77%. Their combined annual production of Flake Cake 
[soybean meal] is about 270,000 tons, which is negligible in 
comparison with the total amount of round-cake production 
in Manchuria.
 The latest method of extracting oil from soya beans is 
by the use of benzine or benzol as chemical solvents. The 
Honen Oil Mills at Dairen is the only one which uses this 
method at present.
 Candies and noodles are already being manufactured 
from soybean fl our. An experimental station of the 
Department of Agriculture and Commerce has experimented 
with the use of Flake Cake in the manufacture of shoyu and 
obtained encouraging results in terms of cost and quality.

2170. South Manchuria Railway Co. 1937. Bean oil industry 
in Manchuria. South Manchuria Railway Co., English 
Section. 37 p. April. 29 cm. See also original 1936 edition 
with same author and title. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: I. Methods of bean oil extraction: 
Wedge system (round cake; the most primitive and small 
scale but still extensively used in remote interior districts), 
screw system (round cake; the most widely used method 
in Manchuria), hydraulic system (round or plate; the latter 
allows application of much greater pressure. Used only by 
the Nisshin Oil Mills at Dairen [capacity 150 tons/day of 
soybeans] and the Anglo-Chinese Trading Co. [Kabalkin 
Oil Mills] at Harbin, capacity 220 tons/day), benzine-benzol 
system (only used by Honen [Hohnen] Oil Mills at Dairen), 
alcohol system (a new process discovered by the Central 
Laboratory of the South Manchuria Railway Co. and now 

used by the Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Company at 
Dairen).
 II. Characteristics of various extraction methods: 1. 
Comparison of wedge, screw, and hydraulic systems. 2. 
Comparison of round cake (hydraulic), plate cake, benzine 
extraction, and alcohol extraction systems: Constituent 
elements of bean cakes, merits and demerits of each type. 
Alcohol is considered the best. It gives the best quality oil 
and meal, and is the only system that “produces priceless 
lecithin as a by-product. The only demerit of this system at 
present is the high cost of production as compared with other 
systems. This is due to the large amount of capital required 
in the installation of machinery and plant and the necessity of 
using expensive alcohol as solvent.” p. 5.
 III. Varieties of bean cake. 1. Round cake: This is 
the original Chinese bean cake, which comes in several 
specialized forms: Fodder bean cake used as feed, “Pien 
Ping” (untrimmed cake), “Kuang Ping” (junk wharf cake), 
dried round cake (patented by the Dairen Soya Bean Industry 
Research Inst.), crushed cake, miscellaneous cakes. 2. Plate 
cake (rectangular). 3. Flake cake (from solvent extraction). 
In East Asia only 3 companies and 5 mills use solvent 
extraction. Daily capacity of these mills is as follows: Honen 
[Hohnen] Oil Manufacturing Co.–Dairen 200 tons, Naruo 
200 tons, Shimizu 610 tons. Nikka Oil Manufacturing Co.–
Wakamatsu 200 tons. Manchuria Soya Bean Industry Co.–
Dairen 100 tons. The total annual production of fl ake cake 
is about 270,000 tons and is negligible in comparison with 
round cake production. 4. Refi ned bean cake (“Soyalex”). 
Resulting from alcohol extraction, it is considered to be the 
best quality for use in foods (shoyu, miso, candy, noodles) or 
feeds.
 IV. Utilization of soya beans. 1. Uses of soya beans (a 
chart shows many uses): Foodstuff, animal feed, refi ned 
oil, lecithin. 2. Uses of bean cake: Directly as fertilizer (it 
contains nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potassium, put is 
being replaced by ammonia sulphate), and as or animal 
feed. Processed for making foods such as shoyu, miso, bean 
fl our (“kinako”). To make Ajinomoto, Solite liquid paint, 
and various protein products such as paper sizing, celluloid 
substitute, or medicine. 3. Uses of bean oil: “The bean oil 
was used originally by the Chinese people for cooking, 
lighting, and lubricating (carts) purposes and the demand was 
limited within China. In less than 30 years, however, it began 
to occupy an important place in the world market.” The chief 
reasons are its relatively low cost and many potential uses for 
foods (lard substitute, butter substitute) or industrial products 
such as soap or paint, glycerine or fatty acids, waterproof 
material, petroleum substitute, gum substitute, etc. 4. 
Lecithin: Used for making leather, margarine, or restoratives. 
The alcohol extraction process produces lecithin, vitamins, 
and saponins as by-products. The yolk of an egg contains 
7-10% lecithin. “The soyalex lecithin, obtained through the 
alcohol extraction method, is the most excellent lecithin 
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produced through applied chemistry. It contains 3 to 10 times 
more lecithin than egg yolk and is more economical for 
general use.
 V. Factory construction expenses: Machinery, 
installation, and building for a plant that can process 100 
tons of soya beans per 24 hours. Screw system round cake, 
102,880 yen. Hydraulic system round cake, 111,856 yen. 
Alcohol or benzine extraction, 719,365 yen.
 Tables of statistics: Exports of soya beans, bean cake, 
and bean oil from 1926-1935: A. From individual ports 
(Dairen [by far the largest], Yingkou, Antung, Vladivostok, 
total). B. To various countries (Japan, Europe, China, 
USA, others, total). Value of exports in 1935 (M. yen; p. 
36): Soya beans 130,053,055, beancakes 51,370,086, bean 
oil 20,132,208. Soya bean crop area and production in 
Manchoukuo, 1924-1935 based on statistics compiled by the 
Manchoukuo Dept. of Industry.
 On the last page is written, Dr. Roy H. Akagi, S.M.R. 
Co., as if he were author.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2002) that uses the word “beancakes” to refer to 
ground, defatted soybeans.

2171. Thomas, F.E. 1937. Pioneers. Robert Kennedy 
Duncan. Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 14(2):37-40. 
April.
• Summary: A detailed history, with a photo, of the 
American man from whom the trade name Arkady was 
derived (from R.K.D.). Of Irish stock, he was born on 1 
Nov. 1868 and died in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on 18 Feb. 
1914. He developed Industrial Fellowships, working with 
the Mellon brothers of Pittsburgh. Duncan was a scientist to 
whom Mr. George S. Ward brought his bakery problems for 
solution, with the happy result that the Arkady formula was 
worked out.

2172. Fearn, Charles E. 1937. Re: Mr. Paul Richard of Oak 
Park, Illinois. Letter to Dr. A.W. Stokes, 4755 Fullerton 
Ave., Chicago, Illinois, May 3. 1 p. Typed, without signature 
(carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Stokes, I had a call from an old friend 
of mine, Mr Paul Richard of Oak Park to-day and he tells 
me you are interested in the possible use of Soya in infant 
feeding, and especially so in cases that are Allergic to milk 
protein. It so happens that I have had quite a considerable 
experience of these, and the results have invariably been 
satisfactory. Some years ago in London (England) I treated a 
large number of these allergy cases with Soya as a substitute 
for milk, but I found it was essential to prepare it from 
a blend of beans, as these vary very considerably in the 
Amino-Acid values of the protein; since doing this there 
have been no diffi culties whatever, and all cases progressed 
very favorably.”
 Dr. Fearn recommends use of “the cereal I make here, as 

to my mind it is probably the best way possible to use Soya 
in the ordinary cases, and particularly in Pre and Post natal 
ones.
 “With this I am sending you samples of the Soya Milk 
which I suggest you try in these allergic cases, leaving out 
milk entirely of course.”
 It “is not possible to make this Soya Milk entirely 
soluble without robbing it of its most important constituents, 
so the milk when fed to the baby should be shaken 
occasionally to prevent any settling.
 “Directions. Use fi ve heaping teaspoonfuls to a pint of 
water and boil gently for 15 minutes, adding sugar and salt as 
desired.” Actually, Dr. Fearn usually starts with 3-4 heaping 
teaspoonfuls, then increases the amount “as the infant 
becomes used to it, but it depends somewhat on the age and 
the number of feedings. It occasionally takes a few days for 
the child to get used to this diet, but in most cases there is not 
the least trouble even at the start.”
 “This particular product is not yet on the market.” Dr. 
Fearn is no longer practicing medicine. “Believe me my Dear 
Dr Stokes, Very Sincerely Yours... M.D. Eng. [England] late 
Royal Army Medical Corps.”
 Note: Dr. Fearn had known Paul Richard well since the 
mid-1930s. Address: M.D. [Fearn Soya Foods Co., 355 West 
Ontario St., Chicago, Illinois].

2173. Times (London). 1937. Soya beans increased drawback 
rates. May 12. p. 19, col. 2.
• Summary: “The Treasury, on the recommendation of the 
Import Duties Advisory Committee, have issued Import 
Duties (Drawback) (No. 4) Order, 1937... increasing the rates 
of drawback in respect of soya beans used in the manufacture 
of soya bean oil and soya bean fl our. The increases are 
consequent upon the rise of imported soya beans, and take 
effect from May 14.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2013) in 
the Times (London) that contains the term “soya bean fl our.”

2174. Fearn, Charles E. 1937. Re: Interest in and work 
with soya beans. Letter to Dr. Charles H. Mayo, c/o Mayo 
Brothers Sanitarium, Rochester, Minnesota, June 8. 1 p. 
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Mayo: I was much interested in 
your article in the Rotarian magazine, and more especially 
in your reference to Soya beans. Since the war I have been 
engaged principally in research work on nutrition, and 
became particularly interested in the Soya bean through 
my association with Dr. Berczeller in Vienna, together with 
Professor Durig.
 “Since then I have collaborated at various times with 
Sir Arbuthnot Lane, Van Leersum, Plimmer, Mellanby, 
Pritchard, and others, and in the U.S. with late Lafayette 
B. Mendel, Horvath, and Dr. Le Clerc of the food research 
division of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, on 
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the nutritional value of the Soya bean.
 “I fi nd that in the U.S. much of the research work has 
been done with a soya product made from the residues of the 
oil-extracting mills, and the results were often mis-leading 
on that account; the very methods used in the extraction of 
the oil spoiled or seriously impaired much of the food value 
originally present, and another objection is that no attempt 
was made to select the beans by varieties, and they vary 
quite amazingly, especially in the Amino-Acid values of the 
protein.
 “In England I did a good deal of work on the oil 
extracted type of fl our made by the Hansa Muller [sic. 
Muehle] Co. of Hamburg [Germany], but results were not 
particularly encouraging until we tried the product made 
by the Berczeller process, when a quite different story was 
unfolded, and all interested became very elated with the tests 
we made.
 “Briefl y I am of opinion that extracted soya should be 
used for cattle feeds and commercial uses, but for foods, 
none of the essentials should be removed from the bean, 
except of course the husk.”
 Dr. Fearn’s company now sells Soy-O cereal, a cooked 
cereal “made with a special type of wheat plus the Soya 
product” [full-fat soy fl our]. He closes: “With apologies for 
the long screed. Believe me. Yours Very Truly... Late Royal 
Army Medical Corps (Eng).” Note 1. The last word probably 
stands for “England” rather than “Engineers.”
 Note 2. As of March 2000, British Army records are kept 
in two locations in England: For those persons discharged 
before 1914 contact: Keeper of Public Records, Public 
Record Offi ce, Ruskin Ave., Kew, Surrey, TW9 4DU, UK. 
For those discharged in 1914 of after contact: Ministry of 
Defense, CS(RM)2B, Bourne Ave., Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 
1RF, UK. Address: M.D., Fearn Soya Foods Co., 355 West 
Ontario St., Chicago, Illinois.

2175. Chibnall, Albert Charles; Bailey, Kenneth; Astbury, 
William Thomas. 1937. Improvements in or relating to the 
production of artifi cial fi laments, threads, fi lms, and the like. 
British Patent Specifi cation 467,704. June 22. 6 p. 5,797. 2 
p. Applications fi led 22 and 24 Oct. 1935 and 28 July 1936. 
193. Complete specifi cation left, 22 Oct. 1936. Specifi cation 
accepted 22 June 1937.
• Summary: In the application of 22 Oct. 1935 the protein 
fi laments are made from 43.5 gm of urea and 8 gm of 
edestin (the protein from hemp). The protein is denatured, 
then dissolved in a solvent. “The solution is forced through 
a capillary orifi ce into a large bulk of cold water. A silky 
fi lament is obtained... [which has] many of the properties of 
natural silk and wool.
 In the fi nal specifi cation of 22 Oct. 1936, page 4 states: 
“Any vegetable globular protein capable of degeneration 
and/or denaturation may be employed in the present 
invention. The strongest fi laments, threads and the like 

will be obtained if during the process of manufacture the 
change through degenerate to denatured protein is made as 
complete as possible, so that when stretched, the fi laments, 
threads and the like show a typical Beta-keratin structure 
on X-ray analysis (cf. Astbury, Dickinson and Bailey. 1935. 
Biochemical Journal. Vol. 29, pages 2351-2360). We have 
obtained the most consistently good results from vegetable 
proteins of the globulin class e.g. ground-nut globulin, 
edestin, soya bean globulin and castor-bean globulin...”
 In example 1 (p. 5), the main ingredients are 35 parts 
of air-dried ground-nut seed globulin, 25 parts of crystalline 
urea, 5 parts of crystalline thiourea, and 1 part of sorbitol. 
“For spinning the fi laments or fi bres the ripened solution is 
transferred to a spinneret immersed in a bath containing the 
following solution:...”
 Note 1. This work was done in England before similar 
work at the Ford Motor Co. in the USA.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2009) that uses the word “spinneret” (or “spinnerets”) in 
connection with spinning plant protein fi bers. It is also the 
earliest document seen (Aug. 2000) that contains the word 
“thiourea,” which is a bitter crystalline compound, analogous 
to urea with the oxygen replaced by sulfur; it resembles urea 
in chemical properties.
 Moncrieff (1950, p. 182) notes that in 1935 Professors 
Astbury and Chibnall did pioneering work on the 
development of Ardil, a vegetable protein fi ber made from 
ground-nuts [peanuts]. They communicated their fi ndings 
to I.C.I. Ltd., and in 1938 the fi rst fi laments were spun at 
I.C.I.’s Ardeer factory in Scotland.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the term “artifi cial fi laments” 
(or “fi lament”) to refer to spun soy protein fi ber used like 
a textile fi ber. Address: 1-2. Imperial College of Science & 
Technology, South Kensington, London S.W. 7, England; 3. 
189, Kirkstall lane, Leeds, Yorkshire, England.

2176. Glidden Company (The). 1937. Improvements in or 
relating to methods of producing sizing compositions and 
the improved composition produced thereby. British Patent 
468,889. July 14. *

2177. Gouin, Raoul. 1937. Le soja dans l’alimentation du 
bétail [Soybeans in animal feeds]. Revue de Zootechnie (La) 
(Paris) 16(7):36-40. July. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: “In about 1909 the question of soya was raised 
anew, and for the fi rst time one sees soybeans fi guring 
in the nomenclature of tariffs; on the initiative of Zoi Yu 
Yin, attaché at the Chinese embassy in Paris, Mr. Sagnier 
communicated to the Academy of Agriculture (the National 
Society of Agriculture during that era). A discussion 
commenced involving Monsieurs Schribaux and Lindet, 
during the course of which the Prince of Aremberg informed 
his colleagues that in 1908, 38 million kilograms of seeds 
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and grains of Manchurian origin were transported through 
the Suez Canal destined principally for England.” Address: 
Ingénieur agronome.

2178. True, Alfred Charles. 1937. A history of agricultural 
experimentation and research in the United States 1607-
1925, including a history of the United States Department 
of Agriculture (Continued–Document part II). USDA 
Miscellaneous Publication No. 251. 321 p. For soybeans, see 
p. 91, 94, 100, 115, 146, 222, 227. July. [327* ref]
• Summary: Continued: In 1863 about 1.2 million 
packages of seed and 26,000 bulbs, cuttings, and vines 
were distributed. Appropriations for a USDA library 
were approved in 1864, and the fi rst brick building was 
occupied in 1865. In 1867 seed distribution was still the 
department’s main activity, accounting for 58% of the total 
budget of $199,100 (p. 47). In 1868 the USDA’s fi rst new 
main building was completed and occupied. It “gave the 
Department much better quarters and opened the way for 
reorganization and enlargement of its work. The grounds 
about this building were too small for an experiment farm. 
(p. 46, with photo).
 “In 1873 the lot which had long been used as a 
propagating garden was exchanged for about 4 acres of land 
on the north side of the Department grounds,” which had 
formerly been connected with a canal (p. 50). Commissioner 
William Gates LeDuc (1877-81) “advocated the purchase of 
a farm of 1,000 acres near Washington [DC] and at one time 
suggested the Arlington Estate. In addition he desired 8 or 
10 stations in different parts of the country” to ensure proper 
testing and propagating of plants and seeds (p. 55).
 “In 1901 the Arlington Farm, a tract of over 300 acres on 
the Virginia side of the Potomac River opposite Washington, 
was added to the material equipment of the Department” (p. 
190).
 By the 1860s, several states had their own agricultural 
colleges. The fi rst of these was the Michigan Agricultural 
College, which began operation in May 1857, near Lansing, 
Michigan; it was the fi rst agricultural or industrial school on 
this continent–and the fi rst to offer a practical (non-classical) 
education. The Kansas State Agricultural College began in 
1863.
 In 1877 some 2.3 million packets of seed were sent 
out, rising to 2.5 million in 1883. The term “Secretary of 
Agriculture” was fi rst use in 1885. Galloway began as Asst. 
Pathologist in 1887 and by 1890 the Section of Vegetable 
Pathology was under his leadership.
 Under the provisions of the Hatch Act, the Offi ce of 
Experiment Stations was established in 1888. In 1889 the 
Secretary of Agriculture (head of USDA) was given a seat in 
the president’s cabinet.
 “Interest in the applications of science to agriculture 
was greatly increased by the publication of Liebig’s work on 
Chemistry and its Applications to Agriculture and Physiology 

in 1840, and Boussingault’s account of his agricultural 
experiments in Economie Rurale in 1844. The experiments 
of Lawes and Gilbert in England took a more organized form 
in 1843, and an agricultural experiment station was begun at 
Moeckern in Saxony in 1851.”
 In the USA, from 1840-1875 there was a movement 
among the states to establish institutions for agricultural 
research. State agricultural experiment stations operated 
without federal aid from 1875 (starting with Connecticut 
{Middletown}) to 1888. These were usually connected with 
state agricultural colleges. Other early state agricultural 
experiment stations: North Carolina: March 1877. New 
York (Cornell, at Ithaca): Feb. 1879. New Jersey (Rutgers 
College, New Brunswick): March 1880. New York (Geneva): 
Aug. 1881. Ohio (Columbus): April 1882. Massachusetts 
(Amherst): May 1882. Tennessee: June 1882. Alabama: 
1883. Accounts of the agricultural experiments at the 
University of Illinois from 1875-1899 were published in the 
biennial reports of the board of trustees. Soon many states 
had two colleges–an academic and an agricultural one, e.g. 
Univ. of Kansas (Lawrence, 1863) and Kansas State Univ. 
(Manhattan, 1863). Colleges with the word “State” at the end 
of their names were usually agricultural colleges (Ohio State, 
Michigan State, Oregon State, etc.). But other agricultural 
colleges had names like Purdue (West Lafayette, Indiana, 
1869).
 The Hatch Experiment Station Act. of 1887 established 
agricultural experiment stations in each state, funded by 
the federal government. The idea was stimulated by similar 
European stations. From 1852 to 1877 more than 2,000 
books and pamphlets were published by the experiment 
stations. Prior to the passage of the Hatch Act, the U.S. 
federal government had appropriated money for agricultural 
research only to the patent offi ce and its offshoot, the USDA. 
The Hatch Act established a new relationship between the 
federal government and the states by granting money to the 
states for agricultural experiment stations that were to be 
distinctly state institutions. When the Act passed, experiment 
stations connected with land grant colleges were operating 
in eight states. More or less systematic work was being done 
in 13 other states. Most of the experiment stations published 
periodic bulletins and less frequent annual reports.
 The Adams Act (p. 165) increased federal aid for 
agricultural research.
 “The act of May 15, 1862, creating the Department 
of Agriculture, was a compromise measure, which left 
the department as an independent establishment with 
a commissioner at its head.” Starting in 1876, various 
national and state farm organizations (such as the National 
Agricultural Congress and the Grange) adopted resolutions 
asking Congress to create the offi ce of Secretary of 
Agriculture–for the benefi t of American farmers and 
“agriculturists.” On 9 Feb. 1889 the USDA was elevated to 
cabinet rank (p. 175-77). By then, the organized system of 
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agricultural research in the USA was put on an organized 
and permanent basis The state and national agencies were 
linked together to the USDA Offi ce of Experiment Stations. 
The passage of the Morrill Act of Aug. 1890 ensured further 
endowment of the land-grant colleges with federal funds. 
Thus within the short period of 3½ years, three great acts 
of congress became law, and fi xed in a large and permanent 
way the general policy to be pursued by the U.S. regarding 
the maintenance of public institutions for agricultural 
research. The fi rst Secretary of Agriculture was James 
Wilson (1897-1913); his was a long and very active tenure.
 In 1901 the Arlington Farm, a tract of over 300 acres 
on the Virginia side of the Potomac River, was acquired by 
the USDA. A farm of 475 acres in Beltsville, Maryland, was 
purchased for the use of the Bureau of Animal Industry.
 The USDA library grew from 59,000 books and 
pamphlets in 1897 to 122,000 in 1912.
 In 1901 the USDA’s work on plants was consolidated 
in the Bureau of Plant Industry. This led to great expansion 
of such work in many different lines. Beverly T. Galloway 
was in charge of this Bureau; he had formerly been Chief of 
the Division of Plant Physiology and Pathology (p. 197). For 
details on the history of the Bureau of Plant Industry see p. 
(221-24).
 “The plant-introduction work, inaugurated in 1898, 
developed into a system of world-wide agricultural 
exploration, through which over 34,000 plant varieties 
and species were brought in the United States. These were 
propagated at Washington or at outlying fi eld stations, and as 
far as possible their progeny was distributed to experiment 
stations and private experimenters and plant breeders in the 
States and tropical possessions. A historical record of all 
these introductions and distributions was kept.”
 In 1915 the USDA Offi ce of Home Economics was 
established. It became a Bureau in 1923. The Bureau of Plant 
Industry did much of its work at the Arlington Farm. The 
Bureau of Chemistry (1913-1921) studied the composition 
of soybean varieties and soy oil. There was an agricultural 
depression in the USA from 1921 to 1925.
 Also discusses: Alfalfa, John and William Bartram (p. 
3), Chinese sugarcane (i.e., sorghum, p. 31), chufa (p. 31), 
cowpeas, fl ax, hemp, lupines, maize, peanuts, velvetbean 
[velvet bean], wheat gluten.
 A photo shows Justin S. Morrill. Address: USDA, 
Washington, DC.

2179. Salgues, René. 1937. Étude agronomique et chimique 
de quelques Sojas cultivées en France [Agronomic and 
chemical studies on some varieties of soybeans grown in 
France]. Revue de Botanique Appliquee & d’Agriculture 
Tropicale 17(194):724-37. Oct. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The author has conducted soybean trials with 
various varieties since 1921 in the region of Brignoles, 
France. Some of the best studies on soya in France have 

been written by Mlle. Marie-Thérese François, Professor at 
the Faculty at Nancy, France. They appeared during 1935-
36 in the Actes et Compte-rendus de l’Association Colonies 
Sciences. A table gives statistics for the world’s principal 
countries importing and exporting soybeans and soy oil, 
during 1925-29, 1932, 1933, and 1934.
 Details are given on soybean trials conducted in the 
region of Brignoles. Eleven varieties were grown, obtained 
from various locations. For each variety is given: Variety 
names or numbers. Germination percentage. Density. Weight 
of 100 seeds. Plant habit. Flowering (usually none). The date 
obtained, varietal names, and seed weights, when given, 
are shown in parentheses. The locations are: 1. Botanical 
Garden of Eala, Belgian Congo (3 numbered varieties; 100 
seeds weigh 28.6, 27.9, and 31.4 gm). 2. Botanic Gardens, 
Peradeniya, Ceylon (23.5 gm). 3. State Botanical Garden, 
Buitenzorg, Java (2 numbered varieties; 29.1 and 15.5 gm). 
4. Botanic Gardens, Singapore, Straits Settlements [incl. 
Malaya] (22.3 gm). 5. Botanic Gardens, Sibpur, Calcutta, 
British India (22.3 gm). 6. Agricultural Service, Beirut, 
Lebanon (Service de l’Agriculture, Beyrouth; Etat du 
Grand Liban) (1924; 35.6 gm). 7. Botanical Garden, Tabor, 
Czechoslovakia (1924; 18.4 gm). 8. Technische Hoogeschool 
Culturtuin voor Technische Gewassen, Delft, Netherlands 
(4 varieties–alba 34.3 gm, nigra 26.5 gm, ochroleuca 23.8 
gm, Sangora 21.2 gm). 9. Bureau of Plant Industry, USDA, 
Washington, DC, USA (2 varieties–alba 27.8 gm, nigra 
24.3 gm). 10. College of Agriculture, Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, USA (3 varieties–Mandarin 54 23.6 
gm, Manchu Ped. 3 19.6 gm, Ito San 57 27.3 gm). 11. Dr. 
Trabut, then Pr. Maire, Direction du Service Botanique, 
Algers, Algeria (4 or 5 varieties–Haberlandt 1929 19.8 gm, 
Black No. 6 (black eye) 23.7 gm, Précoce 1 1922 23.9 gm, 
Mamouth [Mammoth] 26.7 gm.).
 An analysis of the chemical composition of the seeds 
of most of these varieties is given on p. 722, and a detailed 
analysis of the oil of six varieties is given on p. 733.
 Details on large scale cultivation of 11 other varieties of 
soybeans at Vaucluse are also given (p. 734-36). The variety 
names (in French) are: Jaune de Pologne, Soja brun, Soja 
saumon, Mandarin, Hato tacheté noir, Vert monstre, Hato 
noir, Tokyo noir, Sun Yat Sen, Mandchou [Manchu], 206 
vert. For each is given: Color of the seeds, color of the pods, 
density, yield in 100 liters per hectare, yield in kg/ha (ranged 
from a high of 2,870 for Hato tacheté noir to a low of 1,530 
for Soja brun). weight of 1000 seeds in grams, number of 
seeds per kg, seeding rate (kg/ha), number of times the seeds 
were harvested.
 A fi nal section on soymilk gives the composition of 
soymilk made by the author from 5 varieties of soybeans.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 
2007) concerning soybeans in Lebanon, and (probably) 
the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Lebanon, or 
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the cultivation of soybeans in Lebanon (1924, probably). 
The source of these soybeans is unknown. Large green 
soybean seeds were sent from Beirut to France in 1924. 
Address: Fondation Salgues de Brignoles (France) pour le 
developpement des sciences biologiques.

2180. Gray, George Douglas. 1937. Brown bread versus 
white (Letter to the editor). British Medical Journal ii:996-
97. Nov. 13.
• Summary: The writer acknowledges the nutritional 
defi ciencies of white bread then goes on to state: “May I 
enter a plea for closer consideration of the benefi ts which can 
be gained from adding 20 per cent. fl our milled form soya 
beans to 80 per cent. wheat fl our? This mixture possesses all 
the physiological characteristics of dark whole-meal fl our, 
and bread made from it surpasses the nutritive value of bread 
made from whole wheat as well as being more palatable and 
tasty. These qualities are due to the large amount of soya 
protein (glycinin), which is a complete protein containing 
all the essential amino-acids necessary for the building up 
of proteins of the human organism. In the above proportions 
of soya fl our with white fl our the protein of ordinary bread 
is increased by over 60 per cent.” Soy fl our is also a good 
source of vitamins A and B, and of lecithin.
 “The ash of soya is alkaline while that of cereals is acid; 
the ash is rich in phosphorus, calcium, and magnesium. 
Because of this alkaline value, soya fl our is especially useful 
in combating the fatigue of muscular exertion, and herein lies 
the Oriental’s ability to do a long day’s work at low cost. The 
yield of protein pound for pound is more than twice that of 
beefsteak; four times that of eggs, wheat, and cereals; twice 
that of lima beans; and twelve times that of milk.
 “The soya fl our most commonly used in England is 
made in accordance with the formula of Professor Berczeller 
of Vienna [Austria]... The widespread use of soya food in 
Japan and China down the ages, and the example of other 
countries that consume it in annually increasing quantity, are 
factors that should lead us to a better appreciation of the high 
nutritional qualities of this legume.” Address: Edinburgh 
[Scotland; M.D., Scotch physician].

2181. Hilditch, Thomas Percy; Pedelty, William Hopper. 
1937. The component fatty acids of the phosphatides of soya 
bean and rape seeds. Biochemical Journal 31(11):1964-72. 
Nov. [22 ref]
• Summary: This paper begins: “The fatty acids present in 
combination in phosphatides from the vegetable kingdom 
have received less notice hitherto than those from animal 
sources.” The authors divide soya bean phosphatides into 
alcohol-insoluble and alcohol-soluble. Table IX (p. 1971) 
shows the component fatty acids of soya bean and rape 
seed glycerides and phosphatides (mol. %). Those present 
in soya bean phosphatides are palmitic, stearic, arachidic, 
hexadecenoic, oleic, linoleic (by far the most abundant), and 

linolenic. Address: Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of 
Liverpool.

2182. Bailey, L.H. 1937. The standard cyclopedia of 
horticulture. Vol. 2: Peter Henderson, by Wilhelm Miller. 
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. See p. 1578-79.
• Summary: “Peter Henderson, leading market-gardener, 
fl orist, seedsman and author, was born at Pathhead, near 
Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1822, and died in Jersey City, [New 
Jersey] January 17, 1890. He was trained in Old World 
methods of gardening, came to America in 1843, worked 
under Thorburn and Robert Buist, and then in 1847 began 
business in Jersey City as a market-gardener, with a capital 
of $500, saved by three years’ hard work. He continued to 
live there until his death. The publication of ‘Gardening 
for Profi t’ in 1865 marks an era in American horticulture. 
It was the fi rst American book devoted entirely to market-
gardening, and it helped to induce many persons to enter the 
business. By the time of his death about 150,000 copies of 
the book are said to have been distributed. It was written in 
an aggregate of 100 hours, when the author was working 16 
hours a day, largely at manual labor. At the noon intervals 
and late at night he wrote this work lying on his back, with 
a pillow under his head. The secret of its success and of 
the author’s, was the invention of new methods adapted to 
operations on a large scale. The second edition in 1874, and 
the third in 1887, are both thorough revisions.
 “’Henderson’s Practical Floriculture,’ 1868, was an 
epoch-making book in commercial fl oriculture. Up to this 
time most works on fl ower-gardening had been written for 
the amateur. This point of view is necessarily the commoner 
one, and Henderson’s contribution to it was ‘Gardening for 
Pleasure,’ 1875. In the compilation of ‘The Handbook of 
Plants,’ in 1881, he was largely aided by C.L. Allen, and 
in the second edition, 1890, by W.J. Davidson. ‘Garden 
and Farm Topics’ was issued in 1884, and in the same year 
appeared ‘How the Farm Pays,’ a stenographic report of 
conversations between Wm. Crozier and Peter Henderson. It 
is said that nearly a quarter of a million copies of his various 
works have been sold. His seed business was founded at 
New York in 1865.
 “Few men, if any, have done so much to simplify 
and improve methods of handling plants for commercial 
purposes. His greenhouses were an object lesson to many 
visitors, his methods were widely copied, and his business 
successes were the goal of ambitious market-gardeners 
and fl orists, among whom he was for many years the most 
commanding fi gure. He was a frequent contributor to the 
horticultural and agricultural magazines, and during his 
forty-two years of business life is supposed to have written 
or dictated at least 175,000 letters. Two-thirds of these letters 
were written with his own hands, and he always replied 
promptly to inquiries about methods of cultivation. An 
account of his life is published in a memoir of forty-eight 
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pages by his son, Alfred Henderson.”
 An illustration (engraving) shows Peter Henderson. 
Note: From about 1869 to 1871 Henderson was in business 
with J. Fleming. “In 1871 the fi rm split, Henderson going on 
and on for himself.”

2183. Bailey, L.H. 1937. The standard cyclopedia of 
horticulture. Vol. 2: Grant Thorburn, by L.H. Bailey. New 
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. See p. 1600.
• Summary: “Grant Thorburn, founder of the seed house of 
J.M. Thorburn & Co., New York, and horticultural author, 
was born in 1773 in Dalkeith, Scotland, and early came to 
New York to seek his fortune. His father was a wrought-nail 
maker, and he son engaged in the same trade in this country. 
He soon married, and his wife attended a store which he 
established in Nassau Street, near Liberty, for the selling 
of ‘tape, ribbons, thimbles, thread, scissors, and Oxbery’s 
needles.’”
 “The introduction of cut-nail machines deprived young 
Thorburn of his trade, and the establishment of a pretentious 
grocery business on the corner of Nassau and Liberty streets 
took away his customers. He therefore gave attention to 
other means of livelihood. The women of the city had begun 
to show a taste for fl owers. These were grown in pots, and 
the pots were sold by grocers. In the fall of 1802, there 
being various pots in his stock, Thorburn thought to attract 
the attention of purchasers by painting the pots green. Four 
pots were fi rst painted. They sold quickly. Then he painted 
twelve. They sold; and thus the pot business grew. Thorburn 
had been in the habit of buying his meat at the Fly Market, 
at the foot of Maiden Lane. In April, 1803 he bought a rose 
geranium there, thinking to be able by its means still further 
to advertise his pots. But the next day a customer bought 
both pot and plant; and Thorburn quickly returned to the 
market and bought two more plants. These sold; and thus the 
plant business grew.
 “The man, George Inglis, of whom Thorburn bought 
the plants, was also a Scotchman, and it was soon agreed 
that one should grow the plants and the other sell them. But 
the customers also wanted to grow plants, and they asked 
for seed; and, as there was no seedstore in New York, it was 
arranged that Inglis should grow seeds also. This was in 
1805; and in that year Inglis, as an experiment, had grown a 
lot of seeds. Thorburn bought these seeds for $15; and thus 
arose the fi rst regular seedstore in New York, and one of the 
fi rst in the United States.
 “The seeds and plants continued to sell, and Thorburn 
was obliged to import seeds. In 1805 or 1806 he obtained 
a catalogue of William Malcolm & Co., London, the fi rst 
plant catalogue he had ever seen, and he then published one 
of his own. This led to more pretentious writing, and ‘The 
Gentleman and Gardener’s Kalendar’ was the fi rst outcome. 
The third edition of this, in 1821, by ‘Grant Thorburn, 
Seedsman and Florist,’ contains the advertisement of ‘G. 

Thorburn & Son,’ dealers in seeds, implements and rural 
books.
 “Grant Thorburn was a prolifi c writer for the current 
press on a variety of topics, under the nom de plume of 
Laurie Todd. He was a unique character, and his history,–
’mixed with much fi ction,’ as he himself says,–was the 
basis of John Galt’s tale in three volumes (London, 1830) 
of ‘Lawrie Todd, or Settlers in the Woods.’ Thorburne left a 
most interesting autobiography, which was published in New 
York in 1852. He died in New Haven, Connecticut, January 
21, 1863, at the age of 90.”
 An illustration (portrait, engraving) shows Grant 
Thorburn reproduced from his autobiography.

2184. Descartes de Garcia Paula, Ruben. 1937. A soja 
como materia prima para industria [The soybean as a raw 
material for industry]. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil: Instituto 
Nacional de Technologia (Ministerio do Trabalho, Industria e 
Commercio). 21 p. 24 cm. [4 ref. Por; fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Names of the soybean in 
different languages. Table showing production of soybeans 
in leading countries: Manchuria, China, Japan and Korea, 
United States, Russia, Netherlands Indies. Chemical 
composition of soybeans in China and Japan, Russia, 
Hungary, England, and USA (tables {p. 9-11} showing 
chemical composition, based on research in USA and 
Brazil); for each variety is given the percentage composition 
of water, oil, protein (proteinas), carbohydrates, cellulose, 
and ash. Analyses of 7 soybean varieties (made in the USA 
by USDA): Austin, Ito San, Kingston, Mammoth, Guelph, 
Medium Yellow, Samarow. Analysis of 11 varieties grown in 
Sao Paulo, Brazil: Peking, Wilson Five, Minsoy, Dunfi eld, 
Mandarin, Haberlandt, Virginia, Habaro, Dixie, Mammoth 
Yellow. Analysis of 6 varieties grown in Parana (Aksarben, 
Edano, Hermann, Mammoth Yellow, Mammoth Brown). 
Brief studies of the chief soybean products: oil (oleo), cake 
(torta), fl our (farinha de soja), lecithin (lecithina), and casein 
(caseina de soja). List of potential industrial products. List of 
food products. French summary.
 Highlights the importance of the soybean in the general 
economy and especially as a raw material for industry. The 
possibilities of the crop for Brazil are considered.
 Note 1. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Sept. 2006) that mentions soy oil, which it 
calls oleo.
 Note 2. This is the earliest Portuguese-language 
document seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term caseina de 
soja or proteinas to refer to protein in connection with 
soybeans. Address: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

2185. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 
1937. Imports for consumption: Agricultural and vegetable 
products. Trade of Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 
1936. See p. 283, 289, 299, 335, 340. [Eng; Fre]
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• Summary: Table No. 37 (p. 283) gives fi gures (gallons 
and dollar value) for imports of soy sauce to Canada each 
year from 1932 to 1935 from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, 
China, Japan, Syria, and the United States. Total soy sauce 
imports (in gallons) were as follows: 1932 = 78,581. 1933 = 
72,389. 1934 = 89,249. 1935 = 79,321.
 Page 289 shows imports of soya beans in 1935 only 
from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Japan, and United 
States. Some 259,460 lb of soybeans were imported worth 
$7,822. The main source country was Japan, followed by the 
USA.
 Page 299 gives import fi gures for soybean oil in 1934 
and 1935 from United Kingdom, China, Germany, Japan, 
Netherlands, and the USA.
 Page 335 shows imports of soya bean cake and meal 
from 1932 to 1935 from United Kingdom, China, and USA.
 Page 340 shows imports of soya bean oil (and peanut 
oil) for the manufacture of soap in 1934 and 1935 from the 
United Kingdom, China, Denmark, Germany, Netherlands, 
and United States. Address: Ottawa, Canada.

2186. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Baroda State, 
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of 
plates, described in a separate record). Index. 22 cm. 2nd ed. 
1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Defi ciencies in the Indian diet and 
soya bean as a means to rectify them. 2. History of the origin 
and growth of soya bean: Derivation of the word soya bean, 
origin of soya bean, literature, primitive man and soya bean, 
name of the plant, home of soya bean and its expansion, 
varieties of soya bean, the culture of soya bean is very 
remote (It “has been the chief article of diet in China for over 
7,000 years.”), reference of soya bean in old Chinese records, 
how and when soya bean became known to Europeans, soya 
bean in England (from 1890; J.L. North and Henry Ford), 
soya bean in France (from 1739), soya bean in Italy, soya 
bean in other countries of Europe, soya bean in United States 
of America, India and soya bean.
 3. The use of soya bean: Importance of soya bean, 
dietetic importance, industrial importance, agricultural 
importance (Russia, Mussolini in Italy), medical importance, 
soya bean is alkalising in its effect (“Soya bean milk as well 
as its fl our is used in foods for invalids and infants, like 
Nestle’s food”), longevity and soya bean.
 4. World trade in soya bean: Imports to Europe, 
production of soya bean in Manchuria (58% in North 
Manchuria), exports from Manchuria, oil and cake industry 
in Manchuria, soya bean production in Japan, in America, 
in Africa, in Australia, in Europe, in Java, in India, in 
other British possessions, estimate of world production 
of the soya bean, the desirability of the expansion of soya 
bean cultivation, imports and exports of soybeans, soya 
bean oil, and soya cake–1913-1927: Denmark, Holland, 

United States, Great Britain, Japan, France, Russia, China, 
Germany, Norway, Korea. Source: International Institute of 
Agriculture, Bureau of Statistics, 1921, p. 420-21. A table 
(p. 38) shows statistics for world production of soybeans “as 
estimated by the leading fi rm of London soya bean dealers” 
for various years from 1923 to 1929. This includes individual 
statistics each year for China [incl. Manchuria], Japan, and 
USA. The world totals in tons are: 3,095,000 (for 1923-25). 
3,397,000 (for 1926). 4,325,000 (for 1927). 6,000,000 (for 
1928), and 6,570,000 (for 1929; incl. China 5,250,000; Japan 
550,000; USA 250,000; Java & Dutch East Indies 120,000; 
Other Asiatic countries & Africa 400,000).
 5. Botany of the soya bean plant. 6. Classifi cation of 
soya bean. 7. Cultivation of soya bean. 8. Diseases and pests 
of soya bean. 9. Cultivation of soya bean in India. 10. The 
constituents of soya bean. 11. Soya bean milk. 12. Soya bean 
fl our. 13. Industrial uses of soya bean. 14. Enriching soil by 
addition of nitrogen and use of soya bean as fodder. 15. Food 
requirement of the human body. 16. European and American 
soya bean recipes. 17. Diabetic dishes, Mahatma Gandhi’s 
experiments at Magan Wadi and opinion of scientists on 
soya bean. 18. Chinese and Japanese soya bean dishes: 
Toffu [tofu] or soya bean curd: Digestibility, utilization, 
toffu khan, toffu nao [doufu nao], tze toffu (fried bean curd), 
chien chang toffu (thousand folds), hsiang khan, kori toffu 
(frozen toffu), preservation of toffu. Natto. Tokio natto and 
Kyoto natto etc. Hamanan natto [Hamanatto]. Yuba. Misso 
[miso]. Soya sauce. Soya bean confectionery. Roasted beans 
(Chinese).
 19. Indian soya bean dishes: Hindustani dishes, Moglai 
dishes, Gujarati dishes, Maharashtrian dishes, Bengali 
dishes, Goa dishes, Tanjore dishes. Appendixes. 1. Acreage 
of soya bean in Manchuria during the last 5 years. 2. Total 
fi gures of export during last 5 years. 3. Bibliography. 4. 
Some opinions about the fi rst edition of this book.
 The preface begins (p. iii): “This little book is written 
in response to innumerable inquiries I have had from time 
to time after the inauguration of the plantation ceremony of 
Soya Beans at the State Agricultural Experimental Station by 
H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda in November 1933.
 “A few months after this a food exhibition was held in 
Baroda where many Soya Bean dishes–Indian, European and 
Chinese–were exhibited. The leading papers and journals all 
over the country spoke in very glowing terms about the Soya 
Bean dishes that were exhibited... Later on at the request of 
Messrs. Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd., a leading Japanese Firm 
in Bombay, a Soya Bean Exhibition and Restaurant were 
run in the Japanese village at the H.O.H. fete. So keen was 
the interest and enthusiasm evinced by the cosmopolitan 
public of Bombay that seats in the restaurant had to be 
reserved in advance. The presence of H.E. the Governor and 
Lady Brabourne and many Indian princes was an additional 
evidence of the ever growing popularity of the tasty Soya 
Bean dishes served there.
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 “At the closing of the H.O.H. fete many prominent 
people of Bombay requested me to continue the restaurant 
at a convenient place in the city, and asked me to open soya-
bean milk centres for the children of the poor who could not 
afford to buy cow’s milk. Many were ready to fi nance any 
scheme that I would propose, but unfortunately my time was 
not my own as I had to attend to my duties in the State and 
could not take advantage of their generous offer.
 “The Departments of Agriculture of the various 
provinces of India as well as many Indian States asked me to 
supply them with literature regarding the cultivation and the 
uses of this most useful bean. The Department of Commerce 
and Industry of the Government of Bombay inquired if I 
could furnish them with information about the machinery for 
the extraction of Soya-bean milk. Letters of inquiries from 
private individuals kept pouring in daily from all parts of 
India. All this has induced me to undertake the preparation 
and the publication of this book...
 “From the number of experiments carried on in the 
Baroda territories and outside it, I feel sure that the Indian 
soil is most suitable for the cultivation of soya bean...
 “The leading thought of the day in India is, ‘Village 
uplift,’ and ‘Rural reconstruction.’
 “Baroda, 7th January 1936, F.S.K. (p. iv)
 “Preface to the Second Edition: I feel grateful to the 
public for having given such a hearty reception to the fi rst 
edition of my book. It is running into a second edition within 
a year...
 “Now, Soya Bean Bakeries and Restaurants have been 
started in the city of Bombay and in many other towns in 
India, and Soya Bean products are exhibited in almost all the 
exhibitions...
 “I feel highly thankful to His Highness the Maharaja 
of Baroda who gave me an opportunity last year of visiting 
Russia, where I have seen that seven to ten per cent. of Soya 
Bean fl our was being added to the wheat fl our in order to 
enhance the nutritive value of the bread. The Soya Research 
Institute at Moscow is making researches into the nutritive, 
industrial and economical values of Soya Bean. I have seen 
there the actual working of the Soya-bean milk extracting 
plant. They make casein out of Soya-bean milk. Soya-bean 
cream is sold in the market.
 “I visited the dietetic clinics in England, France, 
Germany, Austria and other European countries, where 
doctors prescribe Soya Bean bread for diabetic patients. 
In Russia, rickets and consumption are treated by Soyolk 
extracted out of Soya Bean...
 “France is growing Soya Bean on côlt de jura [sic, Côte 
d’Azur, on the Mediterranean?]. In England, through the 
efforts of Mr. J.L. North, Soya Bean is realised as a fi eld crop 
for the last two years.
 “Paris, 3rd April 1937. F.S.K. (p. ix).” Address: Food 
Survey Offi cer, Baroda State, India.

2187. Kale, F.S. 1937. Soya bean: Its value in dietetics, 
cultivation and uses. With 300 recipes. 2nd ed. Photos and 
illustrations (Continued–Document part II). Baroda State, 
India: Baroda State Press. xxx + 375 p. Illust. (35 leaves of 
plates). 22 cm. 2nd ed. 1937. [66 ref]
• Summary: Photos (mostly original) show: (1) “H.H. 
the Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda the fi rst Indian Ruler 
to inaugurate the soya bean plantation ceremony in his 
State 24th November 1933” (frontispiece, facing the title 
page). (2) “Dedicated to my noble master, His Highness 
the Maharajah Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., 
Farzande-Khas-e- Daulate-Englishia (p. 1). (3) Soya bean 
ready for shipment at port Dairen, South Manchuria (p. 28). 
(4) View of Dairen harbour with bags of soya bean ready for 
shipment (p. 30). (5) Transport of soya beans [on sleds] on 
the frozen Liao-ho River near New-chwang [Newchwang, 
later Yingkou], North Manchuria (p. 31). (6) The Maharaja 
of Baroda seated in a chair, lecturing on the dietetic and 
industrial importance of soya bean (p. 37). (7) The Indian 
method of interculturing; two bullocks in a fi eld (p. 80). 
(8) Bavabhai B. Patel, 65-year-old farmer interested in the 
cultivation of soya bean, in a fi eld of soya beans with two 
bullocks (p. 82). (9) A fi eld of soya beans grown [in 1934 
or 1935] by Hargovan Bavabhai Patel, of Achisara, Taluka 
Sinor, Baroda District; he has been awarded the fi rst prize 
for his good cultivation (p. 84). (10) A soya bean plant 
having more than 500 pods, fodder type variety grown at 
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 86). (11) 
Poona fodder type green variety grown at the Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Baroda (p. 89). (12) Bags of soya bean 
seeds grown as Baroda State crop of 1935 (p. 91). (13) The 
luxuriant growth of the fodder type variety at the Baroda 
Agricultural Experiment Station (p. 103). (14) “The biggest 
soya bean milk factory at Moscow (Russia).” Four small 
photos show the plant at work, “Milking the earth” (p. 138). 
(15) “The author’s own child 3 months’ old fed on soya bean 
milk” (p. 144). (16) “Soya bean oil pressing mill worked by 
hydraulic power” (p. 158). (17) The Palace Bakery–”The 
fi rst soya bean Bakery in India” (p. 196). (18) “Mahatma 
Gandhi who uses soya bean at Maganwadi” (p. 251). (19) 
Many people seated at tables in the “Soya Bean Preparation 
Restaurant” at the H.O.H. Fete, Bombay (p. 278). (20) Many 
Indian men standing at the “Soya Bean Restaurant at the 
Rural Life Exhibition, Baroda, on the occasion of H.H.’s 
Diamond Jubilee, 7 Jan. 1936 (p. 332).
 Illustrations show: (1) “Shen-Nung. The Chinese 
emperor 2838 B.C. called ‘the heavenly farmer.’ He used to 
plant Soya bean every year with great ceremony” (p. 17). (2) 
A plant with branches showing the various ways in which 
the soya bean plants and seeds are used (p. 23). (3) Cartoon 
(from the American Medical Assoc. cartoon series) of a 
skeleton raising a glass of milk in one hand; he is standing 
behind a table on which is a bowl labeled “impure milk.” 
The caption: “’I drink to the death of the whole table’–the 
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dangers of contaminated milk” (p. 132). Address: Paris, 
France; Formerly: Food Survey Offi cer, Baroda State, India.

2188. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in 
soybeans. Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For 
the year 1937. [67 ref]
• Summary: Contents: History of the soybean. World 
distribution and production. Utilization of the soybean 
(with chart). Improvement of soybean varieties. Methods 
in breeding: Natural and artifi cial crossing, mutations. 
Inheritance studies and cytology: Plant characters (fl ower, 
stem, pubescence, and foliage; height of plant and maturity; 
pod-bearing habit and pod characters; sterility, growth habit), 
seed characters (color of seed coat, hilum, and cotyledon; 
other seed characters), yield of seed. Disease resistance. 
Identifi cation of genes and chromosomes. Selected 
references on genetics of the soybean. Appendix: 1. Workers 
identifi ed with soybean improvement: United, States, foreign 
countries. 2. List of soybean genes (table). 3. Linkage of 
soybean characters (table). 4. Soybean varieties: Origin and 
varietal characteristics (table listing 101 named soybean 
varieties; for each is given the place and date of introduction 
or origin, days to mature, fl ower color, pubescence color, and 
seed characters {coat color, germ color, hilum color, seeds 
per pod, seeds per pound}, uses {dry-edible beans, forage, 
green-vegetable beans, grain}).
 The section titled “History of the Soybean” states: “The 
early history of the soybean is lost in obscurity. Ancient 
Chinese literature, however, reveals, that it was extensively 
cultivated and highly valued as a food for centuries before 
written records were kept. It was one of the grains planted 
by Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture. The fi rst record of the plant 
is contained in a materia medica describing the plants of 
China, written by Emperor Sheng Nung [sic, Shen Nung] in 
2838 B.C. The crop is repeatedly mentioned in later records 
and it was considered the most important cultivated legume 
and one of the fi ve sacred grains essential to the existence of 
Chinese civilization. Seed of the plant was sown yearly with 
great ceremony by the Emperors of China, and poets extolled 
its virtues. The records of methods of culture, varieties for 
different purposes, and numerous uses indicate that the 
soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by man.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) which states that: (1) The soybean was 
one of the “fi ve sacred grains.” (2) “The early history of the 
soybean is lost in obscurity.” (3) The soybean was planted 
at an early date by “Hou Tsi, a god of agriculture.” (4) 
The “soybean was perhaps one of the oldest crops grown 
by man.” It is also the earliest document seen (May 2014) 
in which William Morse mentions the mythical Chinese 
emperor “Sheng Nung” in connection with soybeans.
 More broadly, this entire story linking Shen Nung with 
the earliest written record of the soybean, is completely 
incorrect. Yet because the story was written by Morse (highly 

regarded as America’s leading authority on the soybean) in 
a USDA publication, it has unfortunately been repeated, and 
this source cited, again and again down to the present day 
(see Hymowitz 1970; Hymowitz and Shurtleff 2005).
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2014) in which the emperor’s name is spelled 
“Sheng Nung.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007) 
in which William Morse tries to write an early history of 
the soybean in China. Unfortunately, he does not cite his 
sources.
 The section titled “Improvement of soybean varieties” 
states: “In the United States, more than 50 percent of the 
acreage devoted to soybeans is used for forage and pasture; 
breeding work, therefore, has tended largely toward the 
development of varieties for hay, silage, and pasture. The 
development of such varieties as Virginia, Laredo, Otootan, 
Wisconsin Black, Manchu, Wilson-Five, Kingwa, Peking, 
and Ebony by selection from introductions has been the 
principal factor in the increased use and acreage.
 “Beginning with 1929, the use of soybean seed by oil 
mills has led to a demand for yellow-seeded varieties of high 
oil content. Agronomists and plant breeders have attempted 
to meet this demand by making large numbers of selections 
from foreign introductions and locally grown varieties 
and by analyzing these for oil content. This has brought 
about the development of several superior oil varieties and 
has resulted in a large increase in production of beans for 
milling purposes. The most popular of these varieties are 
Illini, Dunfi eld, Mukden, Mandell, Scioto, Mansoy, Manchu, 
Mamredo, Delsta, and Mandarin. Results of analyses with 
more than 1,000 selections and varieties have shown a range 
of from 12 to 26 percent in oil content. From studies of the 
oil content of varieties grown in a given locality, it seems 
possible, from the breeding standpoint, to produce varieties 
high or low in oil, at least within the known ranges of 
variation exhibited by common varieties.” (p. 1161-62).
 Soybean varieties that have excellent fl avor and become 
soft in less than 2 hours of cooking include Easycook, 
Bansei, Rokusun, Jogun, Chusei, and Sousei. These are 
“now in the hands of growers and seedsmen. Experiments 
by commercial fi rms have shown that these varieties are 
superior to commercial varieties for the manufacture of food 
products, such as bean fl our, roasted beans, bean milk, and 
bean curd [tofu].
 “In Japan, certain varieties of soybeans were found that 
were used solely as green shelled beans. Ranging in maturity 
from 75 to 170 days, many of these introductions, and 
selections from them, have been found especially promising 
for the various sections of the United States. The vegetable 
soybean offers an excellent food of high nutritional value, 
especially in the fall when other green beans are lacking 
and in sections where the Mexican bean beetle prohibits the 
growing of garden beans. As a result of selection, cooking 
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tests, and adaptation studies, eight green vegetable varieties–
Hahto, Kura, Kanro, Hokkaido, Higan, Chusei, Sousei, 
and Jogun–have been introduced in various sections of the 
country” (p. 1163).
 Photos show: (1) “The late Charles Vancouver Piper, 
agronomist, United States Department of Agriculture, 1902-
26. Pioneer in the introduction and development of soybean 
varieties for United States conditions.” (2) “Storage yard of a 
Chinese grain merchant near Kungchuling, Manchuria. More 
than 80 osier bins, each holding four cartloads of soybeans, 
were in this yard.” (3) A Manchurian farmer and how he 
harvests, threshes and cleans soybeans by methods learned 
from his ancestors; comparison with modern U.S. machine 
harvesting. (4) “Millions of soybean oil cakes are stored 
in warehouses in Manchuria awaiting shipment to Japan, 
Chosen, China, and the East Indies, where they are used 
for fertilizing purposes and for cattle feed.” A person looks 
up at the towering stacks. (5) Coolies loading large sacks 
of soybeans on a freighter for shipment to the oil mills of 
Europe. One man has hoisted a huge sack onto his back. (6) 
Five Manchurian farmers who have been awarded certifi cates 
and prizes for producing high-quality soybeans. (7) Twenty 
seeds of a natural soybean hybrid showing peculiar types 
of coloration. (8) Illustration (line drawing) of a soybean 
fl ower and its parts enlarged. Front view, side view, parts of 
the corolla (standard, wing, one of the keel petals), stamens, 
pistil. (9) A. Stems and pods of fasciated soybean plants; B. 
Determinate pod-bearing type; C. Indeterminate pod-bearing 
type. 10. Chromosome chart showing four groups of linked 
genes in soybeans.
 A table (p. 1157) shows: “Increase in production 
of soybeans over an 11-year period, 1924-25 to 1935-
36, inclusive, in the principal producing countries of the 
world” (Manchuria, Chosen [Korea], Japan, United States, 
Netherland India).
 Soybean seed size (p. 1177): “The range in size of 
soybean seed varies according to the variety, each variety 
having its own typical seed size. Varieties and introductions 
tested at the Arlington Experiment Farm ranged in average 
weight of 100 seeds from about 4 grams for the smallest 
to about 40 grams for the largest.” Address: 1. Senior 
Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. of Forage 
Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry [USDA, 
Washington, DC].

2189. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1937. Improvement in 
soybeans: Appendix 1–Workers identifi ed with soybean 
improvement in the United States and abroad (Document 
part). Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 1154-89. For the 
year 1937. See p. 1184-85.
• Summary: In the United States: (1) USDA Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Division of Forage Crops and Diseases: 
W.J. Morse, Washington, DC. W.M. Stuart, Jr., and C.H. 
Brinkley, Arlington Experimental Farm, Arlington, Virginia. 

J.L. Cartter, Urbana, Illinois. M.G. Weiss, Ames, Iowa. 
J.L. Stephens, Tifton, Georgia. T.F. Akers, West Point, 
Mississippi. R.E. Stitt, Statesville, North Carolina. H.A. 
Schoth, Corvallis, Oregon.
 (2) State agricultural experiment stations (32): Alabama, 
Auburn: H.B. Tisdale. Arkansas, Fayetteville: C.K. 
McClelland. Stuttgart: G.C. Banks. California, Berkeley: 
W.W. Mackie. Colorado, Fort Collins: D.W. Robertson, 
A. Kezer. Delaware, Newark: G.L. Schuster. Florida, 
Gainesville: G.E. Ritchey. Belle Glade: A. Daane. Quincy: 
J.D. Warner. Georgia, Athens: J.R. Fain. Experiment: R.P. 
Bledsoe. Illinois, Urbana: C.M. Woodworth, W.L. Burlison, 
J.C. Hackleman, L. F. Williams. Indiana, La Fayette: G.H. 
Cutler, R.R. Mulvey, K.E. Beeson, A.H. Probst. Iowa, Ames: 
H.D. Hughes, J.B. Wentz. Kansas, Manhattan: J.W. Zahnley. 
Kentucky, Lexington: E.J. Kinney. Louisiana, Baton Rouge: 
J.P. Gray. Maryland, College Park: J.E. Metzger, R.G. 
Rothgeb. Michigan, East Lansing: C.R. Megee. Minnesota, 
St. Paul: A.C. Arny, W.M. Myers.
 Mississippi, State College: W.R. Perkins, J.F. O’Kelly. 
Stoneville: H.A. York. Poplarville: J.C. Robert. Missouri, 
Columbia: W.C. Etheridge, C.A. Helm, B.M. King. 
New Hampshire, Durham: F.S. Prince. New Jersey, New 
Brunswick: H.B. Sprague. New York, Ithaca: R.G. Wiggans. 
North Carolina, Raleigh: C.B. Williams, R.L. Lovvorn. North 
Dakota, Fargo: A.F. Yeager. Ohio, Columbus: J.B. Park, P. 
Preston. Wooster: L.E. Thatcher. Oklahoma, Stillwater: B.F. 
Kiltz. Pennsylvania, State College: C.F. Noll, C.E. Myers. 
South Carolina, Florence: E.E. Hall. Tennessee, Knoxville: 
H.P. Ogden. Texas, College Station: E.B. Reynolds. Virginia, 
Blacksburg: M.S. Kipps. Williamsburg: R.P. Cocke. West 
Virginia, Morgantown: J.A. Rigney. Wisconsin, Green Bay: 
E.J. Delwiche. Madison: G.M. Briggs, B.D. Leith.
 Foreign countries (6):
 Australia (4): Department of Agriculture, New South 
Wales: Glenn Innes, S.L. Macindoe. Traftor: W.H. Darragh. 
Richmond: N.S. Shirlow. Sydney: H. Wenholz.
 Canada (3, all in Ontario province): Central 
Experimental Farm, Ottawa: F. Dimmock. Dominion 
Experiment Station, Harrow: C.W. Owen. Agricultural 
College, Guelph: O. McConkey.
 England (1): Royal Botanic Gardens, London: J.L. 
North.
 Germany (3): Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, Manchberg: W. 
Rudorf. Südd. Soya-Institut, München: K. Baumeister. Soya-
Institut, Mannheim: L. [Lene] Mueller.
 Japan (Incl. Chosen/Korea) (6 stations): Imperial 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Tokyo: H. Terao. Hokkaido 
Imperial Agricultural Experiment Station, Kotoni: V. Fujine 
and T. Hoshino. Saitama Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Ageo: T. Hasegawa. Central Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Suigen (Chosen [Korea]): I. Nagai. Central Agricultural 
Experiment Branch Station, Shariin (Chosen [Korea]): Y. 
Takahashi. Akita Agricultural Experiment Station, Akita: K. 
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Adachi.
 Manchuria (6 workers at 3 South Manchuria Railway 
Agricultural Experiment Stations). Kungchuling: Y. 
Nakamoto, S. Tsuda, M. Ishikawa, and K. Adachi. 
Hsiungyocheng: K. Hisatake. Kaiyuan: S. Kofuku. Address: 
1. Senior Agronomist; 2. Assoc. Agronomist. Both: Div. 
of Forage Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry 
[USDA, Washington, DC].

2190. Schaefer, Victor A. 1937. Aperçu des bibliographies 
courantes concernant l’agriculture et les sciences connexes 
[A survey of current bibliographies on agriculture and allied 
subjects]. Rome, Italy: International Institute of Agriculture. 
84 p. Index. 24 cm. Imprimerie de la Chambre des députés. 
[Fre; Eng]
• Summary: This book, written equally in French and 
English, won the Oberly Award for Bibliography in 
Agricultural Sciences in 1937. The author was born in 
1906. The bibliographies are arranged by country, and 
within country alphabetically by title. Each work cited is 
accompanied by a summary/abstract, 3-17 lines long, in 
both French and English. The countries represented are 
listed alphabetically in French: Allemagne–Germany (52 
citations), Argentina (2), Austria (1), Belgium (3), Bulgaria 
(1), Canada (1), China (1), Denmark (2), Egypt (2), Etats-
Unis–United States (24), Finland (1), France and Colonies 
(24), Great Britain and Colonies (26), Hungary (2), India (2), 
Italy (8), Lithuania (1), Norway (1), Pays-Bas et Colonies–
Netherlands and Colonies (6), Peru (1), Poland (4), Romania 
(3), Sweden (5), Tchécoslovaquie–Czechoslovakia (5), 
U.S.S.R. (15), Yugoslavia (2), International Institutions (16).
 The top 6 countries in terms of the number of citations 
listed are: Germany 52, Great Britain and colonies 26, France 
and colonies 24, United States 24, International institutions 
16, USSR 15. Address: USA.

2191. Woertge, Karl Heinz. 1937. Entwicklung und 
weltwirtschaftliche Bedeutung der Sojabohnenerzeugung 
und -verarbeitung [Development and international economic 
signifi cance of soybean production and processing]. Thesis, 
Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen, Coburg, Germany. 
119 p. 28 cm. [112 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Part I: History and 
culture of the soybean. 1. History, natural requirements and 
technology of soybean production; chemical composition 
of the soybean. 2. Occurrence of the soybean and methods 
of production in various countries: Asia (Manchuria and 
China, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Dutch East Indies, other 
Asian countries incl. British India, Cochin China, Ceylon), 
America, Europe (Southeast Europe, Austria, USSR, France, 
Italy, England, Poland, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, 
Germany), Africa and Australia.
 Part II. Scale and global economic signifi cance of 
soybean production in the main producing areas. 1. General 

overview of world soybean production: Production for seeds, 
for fodders. 2. Scale of soybean production in the main 
producing areas: Asia (Manchuria, Japan, Korea, Formosa, 
Dutch East Indies [Java and Madura/Madoera]), America, 
Europe (Southeast Europe, USSR).
 Part III. Development and global economic signifi cance 
of soybean processing. 1. Soybean processing possibilities: 
A. Processing soybeans to make foods: Asia (general, 
methods used in China and Japan to make vegetable-type 
soybeans and salads, koji, soymilk, shoyu [soy sauce], 
miso, natto, tofu, methods used in the Dutch East Indies), 
Europe (general overview, preparation of soybean meal, 
soymilk, coffee- and chocolate substitutes). B. The soybean 
as an oilseed: General, methods of obtaining the oil (in 
Asia, Europe, USA), use of soy oil (as human food, other). 
C. Obtaining lecithin from the soybean. D. Use of soybean 
press-cake for livestock feed. E. Use of the soybean meal for 
fertilizer. 2. World trade in soybeans, soy oil and soybean 
cake/meal (Sojakuchen/Sojaschrot): World trade in soybeans 
(Manchuria, Asia, Europe, USA), world trade in soy oil, 
world trade in soybean meal.
 Closing remarks: The state of the world soybean market 
with special consideration for the current German conditions. 
Appendixes and tables. Address: Nuernberg [Nuremberg], 
Germany.

2192. Fearn, Charles E. 1937? Infant foods (Leafl et). 
Chicago, Illinois: Fearn Soya Foods. 2 p. Typed on 
letterhead. Undated.
• Summary: This leafl et, which begins “Dear Doctor,” 
promotes a food named Solac which Dr. Fearn is now 
selling. “The contents of Solac are half cream dried milk 
made by the roller process, Soya [Flour] made by my 
own special process–which retains all the food values 
unimpaired–and with added values in Di-Calcium Phosphate, 
Sucrose, Lactose and Dextrose. It contains no starch or cereal 
of any kind, and you will be quite amazed at the growth, 
strength, fi rmness of tissue, and freedom from digestive 
troubles of infants on SOLAC...”
 A table shows a nutritional analysis of the soya fl our 
used in Solac. Dr. Fearn now also makes “a Soya Cereal 
which contains about 25% of Soya.” He signs the letter 
“Believe me to be, Yours very truly, Charles E. Fearn, 
M.D., late Royal Army Medical Corps (Eng.).” The “Eng.” 
probably stands for “England.” Address: M.D., Fearn Soya 
Foods, 355 West Ontario St., Chicago, Illinois. Phone: 
DELaware 7889.

2193. Times (London). 1938. Production of soya beans. Jan. 
17. p. 20, col. 1.
• Summary: “At the fi rst meeting of the committee of 
management of The British Soya Bean Growers’ Research 
and Development Society, held in London... the committee 
expressed the opinion that further experiments are necessary 
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to ascertain whether the yield per acre can be increased, as 
only in this way can the soya bean be grown in England at a 
cost which would enable it to be sold at the world’s market 
price. The Chairman said the object of the society was to 
investigate the possibilities of expanding the acreage of soya 
beans, which have already been acclimatized to the soil and 
climate of Great Britain, and to conduct research into the 
value and uses of the by-products of the bean both as to food 
value and for industrial purposes.”

2194. Faure, Blattman & Co. 1938. Review of the oil and fat 
markets, 1937. London. 114 p. See p. 100-02.
• Summary: See the 1929 volume. Address: Holland House, 
Bury St., London E.C. 3, England.

2195. Institute of Paper Chemistry. 1938. Method of 
preparing stable emulsions. British Patent 480,097. Feb. 14. 
*

2196. Times (London). 1938. Drawback on soya beans. 
March 7. p. 20, col. 5.
• Summary: This Order further amends “the scheme in 
respect of soya beans used in the manufacture of soya bean 
fl our. The Order comes into operation to-day. Its effect is to 
extend the drawback to fl ours to which in manufacture it is 
the practice to add a limited quantity of bleaching materials 
[enzyme-active soya fl our]. The object is to assist British 
manufacturers to compete in certain overseas markets where 
whiteness of the fl our is a factor of increasing importance in 
sales.”

2197. Hilditch, T.P.; Jasperson, H. 1938. The occurrence of 
traces of hexadecenoic (palmitoleic) acid in vegetable fats. 
J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London) 57(3):84-87. 
March. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Hexadecenoic acid has recently been shown to 
be present in very small amounts (not exceeding 1% of the 
total fatty acids) in ground-nut, olive, and teaseed oils. Using 
the special fractionating column which has been employed in 
these cases, the unsaturated acids of soya-bean, cottonseed, 
and palm oils have now been similarly examined.”
 Soya-bean oil was found to contain about 1.5% of this 
fatty acid. Address: The University, Liverpool, U.K.

2198. Lager, Mildred. 1938. The House of Better Living 
Catalog: Finer natural foods. Los Angeles, California: 
Published by the author. 36 p. March. 23 x 10 cm.
• Summary: The single most important document showing 
the creative development of commercial soyfoods in 
California in the late 1930s. This catalog contains a large 
section on Diabetic Foods, consisting mostly of soyfoods, 
and an even larger section titled “Soy Bean Products.”
 The Foreword (p. 1) begins: “The House of Better living 
is as unusual as its name. Its aim is to teach better living, and 

has made possible Mildred Lager’s free educational program 
by radio and class work. Become a member of our ever-
growing family. Secure one of our creed cards–Realize life 
can be a game and not a battle, and if you give to the world 
the best you have, the best will come back to you.
 “The House of Better Living has grown in four years 
from what was called a brain storm to an institution. It is 
outstanding, unique, and built on the ideals of sincerity 
and service. It is teaching the ounce of prevention–the 
health insurance that pays dividends in years of health and 
happiness. It carries for you, Finer Natural Foods, selected 
by Mildred Lager.”
 A full page of delivery and order information (p. 2) 
shows that Mildred was shipping foods (such as California 
nuts and fruits, fresh and dried) all over the United States.
 This catalog contains a total of 42 soyfood products, 
including 26 such products not found in the 1936 catalog. 
Soy (and other interesting) products are listed as follows 
(prices and weights are given for each): Beverages–Coffee 
substitutes: Radcliff’s soy bean, Soy-Co. Other beverages: 
Dr. Fearn’s Proteinized Cocoa, Radcliff’s Malted Soya 
Milk, Radcliff’s Soya Bean Cocolette, Soy-Malt (plain 
or chocolate). Sugars and syrups: Radcliff’s Golden Soya 
Honey Spread (4-oz. glass). Natural sweets–Candies: 
Carque’s health candies, bar, 5¢, Halvah bars, Sesame brittle, 
Soya candy sticks, 1¢ each, Soy milk “chocolate” bars, in 
Bavarian, cocoanut, mint, cherry, pineapple, and creme de 
mint fl avors, Soy milk “chocolates,” ½-lb. box or 1-lb. box, 
Soy chocolate, 1¢ square, ½-lb, 1 lb, 60¢, or bulk.
 Desserts: Agar–Parfait mix, Agar–Hain Vege-Jell, 
Agar–Sanitarium vegetable gelatin. Diabetic foods: Gluten 
fl our, Soy bean fl our, 10¢ lb, Soy Bean Pancake and Waffl e 
Flour (Bill Baker’s Prepared; 2-lb. pkg. 30¢), Dr. Fearn’s 
Soya Cereal, Dietetic Soyrina Cereal, Dr. Fearn’s Soya-
Date Breakfast Food, Battle Creek Dietetic Bran, Battle 
Creek toasted gluten bran fl akes, Soy breakfast food, 
Cubbison’s soy-gluten crackers, Soy-gluten wafers, Loma 
Linda soy bean wafers, Bill Baker’s 100% soy-fruit slices, 
Bill Baker’s soy bean bread, Olson’s soy bread, Soy bean 
macaroni, spaghetti and noodles, Soy beans–imported, Soy 
beans–cracked, Soy beans–red, Soy beverages (without 
sweetening), Bill Baker’s soy melba toast, Cubbison’s soy 
melba toast.
 Nut butters: Almond butter, Almond meal, Cashew 
butter, Peanut butter (dextrinized or raw), Pecan butter, Soy 
bean butter (lb or 8-oz. can). Whole grain fl ours, meals, etc.: 
Lima bean fl our, Soy bean fl our (1 lb, 3 lbs, or 10 lb), Soy 
bean pancake and waffl e fl our (Bill Baker’s prepared), Soy 
bean pancake and waffl e fl our (Mrs. Hauser’s), Whole wheat 
fl our, wheat germ. Breakfast cereals (to be cooked): Mildred 
Lager’s quick cooking cracked soybeans, Dr. Fearn’s soya 
cereal, Dietetic Soyrina Cereal. Breakfast cereals (ready 
to eat): Battle Creek Zo, Dr. Fearn’s soya-date breakfast 
food, Soya breakfast food, Bill Baker’s 10% soya cereal. 
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Melba toast, crackers, cookies: Cubbison’s soy toast, Bill 
Baker’s soy toast, Cubbison’s Soy-Gluten crackers, Soy-
gluten crackers, Loma Linda soy bean wafers, Cookies: 
Cubbison’s soy cookies, Bill Baker’s 100% soy fruit slices. 
Bread: Olson’s soy bean bread (sliced loaf), Bill Baker’s 
soy bean bread (unsliced loaf 16¢). Macaroni noodles: 
Soy bean macaroni, spaghetti and noodles. Legumes: Soy 
beans–imported, Soy beans–cracked, Soy beans–red. Meat 
substitutes: Nuteena (7 oz. can 15¢), Nut Meat, Nuttose 
(Battle Creek), Proteena, Protose, Soy bean butter (30¢ lb.), 
Soy mince sandwich spread, Soy bean spread, Soy bean 
ravioli (12¢ and 20¢ can).
 Soy bean products (40 products; those mentioned 
above may be omitted here): Loma Linda soy beans (plain 
or tomato fl avored, No. 1 can), Loma Linda soy beans with 
Proteena (No. 1 can), Dry soy beans (quick cooking red), 
Soy bean spread, Soya bean honey spread, Loma Linda soy 
mince sandwich spread, Soy bean sauce (5 oz for 18¢ or 
2 oz bottle for 10¢), Soy bean oil (45¢ pint bottle), Soyco 
(Soy coffee), Soya bean milk powder, Milk of soya bean (6 
oz or 12 oz can), Soy-Malt, Proteinized cocoa, Radcliff’s 
100% soya bean beverage (1 lb package), Cubbison’s soy 
bean cookies, Cubbison soy-gluten crackers, La Sierra Soy 
breakfast cereal, Diamel Soyarina cereal, Diamel breakfast 
cereal. Salad dressings: Imitation Worcestershire sauce 
(Carque’s, 5 oz bottle for 25¢). Powdered dry vegetables: 
Dulse, Dulse leaf, Irish moss, Kelp, Kelp–fancy, Sea 
lettuce (leaf or powdered), Soy-banana powder. Laxative 
foods: Agar, Psyllium, Swiss Kriss, Sym, Tam (laxative 
jam). Natural aids: Savita yeast tablets, Sesame seeds, 
Theradophilus (4 oz bottle 75¢, 8 oz bottle $1.25). Electric 
appliances: Electric juicers are not yet on the market. Index 
(p. 36).
 There are ads for the following: Battle Creek Sanitarium 
Foods (p. 5; ask for literature). Ficgo coffee substitute 
(display ad, p. 6). Racliffe’s Soya Products (p. 9, 21). 
Mildred Lager’s quick cooking family (incl. cracked soy 
beans), Bill Baker’s soy and lima bean products (photo 
display, p. 16). Therapy, Ltd.–Foods for Better Living 
(Theradophilus, soy bean milk, p. 19, 29).
 A photo (p. 1) shows Mildred Lager.
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “soya bean 
beverage,” which probably refers to powdered soya milk. 
Address: 1207 West Sixth St., Los Angeles, California.

2199. Extractol Process Ltd. 1938. Improvements in process 
and apparatus for extraction of oils, fats and other soluble 
constituents from materials containing the same. British 
Patent 484,117. May 2. *

2200. Stegman, Henry M. 1938. Bread of soybean and 
wheat. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan) 73(5):137. 
May.

• Summary: Dr. G. Douglas Gray, a Scotch physician, argued 
recently in the British Medical Journal that British bread 
should be made from 20% soybean fl our and 80% whole 
wheat fl our. The mixture contains 60% more protein than 
ordinary bread. “The ash of the soybean is alkaline, which 
that of cereals is acid. The ash is also rich in phosphorus, 
calcium, and magnesium. This alkaline value aids in 
combating the fatigue of muscular exertion, and herein lies 
the ability of the Oriental to do a long day’s work at small 
cost.”
 “The soybean fl our commonly sold in England is made 
in accordance with the formula of Professor Berczeller, of 
Vienna [Austria]. In this process the objectionable fl avor 
of the bean is removed by chemical solvents. This is 
objectionable for the reason that chemical solvents are likely 
to impair the nutrient qualities of the bean by removing 
useful elements. Processes devised and used in this country 
are not open to this objection, the use of chemical products 
being avoided.”

2201. Malis, Oskar. 1938. Pestovani soje v Anglii 
[Cultivation of soybeans in England]. Ceskoslovensky 
Zemedelec (Czech Farmer) 20(23):183. June 10. [Cze]
Address: Dr. V. Praze, Czechoslovakia.

2202. Times (London). 1938. New Treasury orders. July 5. p. 
10, col. 2.
• Summary: This order further increases “the rates of 
drawback in respect of soya beans used in the manufacture 
of soya bean oil and soya bean fl our. The increases are 
consequent upon the rise in the average price of imported 
soya beans.”

2203. United Press (UP). 1938. Chinese dump Japan soy 
beans in water. Los Angeles Times. July 5. p. 3.
• Summary: “Penang (Straits Settlements) July 4.” The 
Chinese are having a soy bean party, their equivalent of the 
Boston Tea Party in the British colonies of North America.
 “While a crowd of cheering Chinese lined a wharf 
here today, demonstrators seized a cargo of Japanese soy 
beans and dumped it into the harbor as a protest against the 
Japanese invasion of China.”
 Note: Penang, an island near Singapore, was the fi rst 
British settlement in Malaya, acquired in 1786 by the East 
India Company from the sultan of Kedah. In 1826 the British 
combined Penang, Melaka and Singapore to form Straits 
Settlements.

2204. Laucks, I.F., Inc. 1938. Improvements relating to the 
gluing together of the surfaces of porous materials. British 
Patent 488,889. July 15. (Chem. Abst. 33:278). *
• Summary: A porous surface is pattern-printed with a 
semifl uid aqueous protein adhesive in multitudinous small 
areas separated by intervening spaces, whereby on placing 
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this surface against another surface and applying pressure 
the adhesive is distributed to the uncoated spaces to form a 
continuous fi lm. The glue may comprise oilseed fl our, casein, 
glue and blood albumin. Alkalies may be added and also 
sodium silicate, carbon disulfi de, carbon tetrachloride and 
pine oil. The materials treated may be paper, paper board, 
asbestos paper and wood plies.

2205. Walton, John. 1938. The fuel possibilities of vegetable 
oils: An examination of the technical problems associated 
with bean and seed oils. Gas and Oil Power (London) 
33:167-68. July.
• Summary: “The development of the internal combustion 
engine has proceeded along two defi nite channels, viz., spark 
ignition and compression ignition” [diesel].
 Vegetable oils are currently expensive, even though 
it may be possible to split off their glycerine content and 
credit the oil cost with the extra cash available from selling 
or using the glycerine. The following vegetable oils have 
been closely investigated by both the author and by technical 
organizations on the Continent: Castor oil, ground nut oil, 
grape seed oil, hemp oil, linseed oil, maize oil, cameline oil, 
chestnut oil, pumpkin seed oil, sunfl owerseed oil, beechnut 
oil, palm oil, rape oil, olive oil, lupin oil, soya bean oil, pea 
oil, cotton seed oil, poppy seed oil, shea butter.
 In Germany, Dr. Kurt Gaupp, in tests on metals used in 
the construction of diesel engines, “found that soya bean oil 
had no effect whatever on sections of polished copper, brass, 
aluminium, steel, galvanised sheet iron, nickled sheet iron or 
tin.” However photo-micrographs show that the formation of 
oxidation products is generally greater when using soya bean 
oil than when using gas oil.
 “To get the utmost value from vegetable oils as fuel it is 
academically necessary to split off the glycerides and to run 
on the residual fatty acid. Practical experiments have not yet 
been carried out with this; the problems are likely to be much 
more diffi cult when using free fatty acids than when using 
the oils straight from the crushing mill. It is obvious that the 
glycerides have no fuel value and in addition are likely, if 
anything, to cause an excess of carbon in comparison with 
gas oil.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2007) that uses the word “sunfl owerseed.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2007) that uses the word “micrographs” (or 
“micrograph”) or “photo-micrographs” in connection with 
soy.
 Note 3. Knothe (2005, p. 10), in a section titled “The 
fi rst ‘biodiesel,’” observes: “Walton’s statement points 
in the direction of what is now termed ‘biodiesel’ by 
recommending the elimination of glycerol from the fuel, 
although esters are not mentioned. In this connection, some 
remarkable work performed in Belgium and its former 
colony, the Belgian Congo (known after its independence for 

a long time as Zaire), deserves more recognition than it has 
received.” See G. Chavanne’s 1937 Belgian patent.

2206. Sargent, Edward Henry George. Assignor to Reckitt 
& Sons, Ltd., Hull, England. 1938. Molding composition. 
U.S. Patent 2,129,749. Sept. 13. 1 p. Application fi led 5 June 
1936.
• Summary: “The present invention relates to the production 
of synthetic resin molding compositions which are capable 
of being converted into powder for use as molding powders.” 
“The preferred protein employed is that obtained from 
rice, but proteins obtained from soya bean, wheat, maize, 
milk, glue, or other materials may be used.” Address: Hull, 
England.

2207. Esselen, Gustavus J.; Scott, Walter M. 1938. Modifi ed 
plastics 1918-1938. Chemical Industries 43(3):258-59, 261-
63, 265-67. Sept. [29 ref]
• Summary: “The public has become plastic conscious 
within the last few years and many writers have made the 
statement that we are now entering upon an Age of Plastics.”
 “Bitumen or pitch holds the undoubted distinction 
of being the oldest known plastic. Students of our early 
civilizations have discovered that bitumen was used as a 
plastic many years before Christ in ancient Babylon.”
 “Casein as a plastic material dates to 1897, when 2 
Germans, W. Krische and A. Spitteler, working at fi rst 
independently and then together upon the problem of 
waterproofi ng casein coatings, discovered the casein-
formaldehyde reaction. A patent was granted in Oct. 1897 
and attention was then given to the production of plastic 
casein in the form of masses, rather than as protective 
coatings. The process was soon acquired by the Galolith 
[Galalith] Company, and commercial development [of 
Galalith] was started in Germany.”
 “Estimates of the output of casein plastics in various 
countries of the world for selected years from 1913-1935, 
inclusive are given in Table V.” The leading producers of 
casein plastics in 1935 (in million lb) were thought to be 
France (7.7), Germany (4.5), England (3.7-4.5), Japan (1.5), 
and Italy (1.3). World production in 1930 was about 22 
million lb.
 “The protein material from soybeans is analogous in its 
properties to casein and to zein. Soybean meal, from which 
the oil has been extracted, can be used as the basis for plastic 
molding material. If plasticized with 5% or more of water it 
behaves in a similar manner to casein, but it is necessary to 
modify the casein procedure somewhat and the product is not 
as good... It appears that the best plastic material is obtained 
by removing all moisture and plasticizing the soybean 
protein with some anhydrous organic agent.
 “Plastics from soybean meal or protein have not yet 
been marketed on any large scale in this country. However, 
it has been stated (Science News Letter 33, 302, 1938) 
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that in 1937, 400,000 lb of soybean meal were used in the 
manufacture of parts for motor cars, probably largely as 
fi ller.” Address: Consultants, Boston, Massachusetts.

2208. Berg, D.J. v.d.; Toit, F.M. du. 1938. The soybean: 
Its production and industrial use. Farming in South Africa 
13(151):391-93. Oct.
• Summary: Part I, by Berg, is titled “Soybean production 
in South Africa.” It discusses adaptation, uses of soybeans 
as a fodder crop, for industrial purposes, and for human 
consumption, cultural practices, and soybeans in diversifi ed 
farming systems. Concerning use in human foods, the author 
notes: “But it is in the meal, after the oil is extracted, that its 
greatest value lies. The meal contains nearly 43 per cent. of 
protein, an ingredient so often absent from the diet of a very 
large proportion of South Africa’s population. The value that 
this meal, judiciously mixed with maize meal, would have in 
the feeding of the working classes and the native population 
of South Africa cannot be overemphasized.”
 Part II, by Toit, is titled “The importance of the soybean 
in industry.” Fig. 2 (photo) shows ten soybean food products, 
including soybean fl our (Soyolk, 7 lb), Worcestershire 
sauce (Lea and Perrins), soybean biscuits, soybean cocoa, 
soybean chocolate (Eden Chocolat au Soja), soft soap, 
laundry soap, invalid and diabetic food, soybean meal, and 
compressed soybean cake for stock feed. With the exception 
of the chocolate and cocoa which originated in France, all 
of these products were made in England. Fig. 3. shows auto 
parts made of soybean protein and oil made at the Ford 
River Rouge plant. “One fi rm in this country is treating and 
milling soybeans and preparing a meal which is becoming 
increasingly popular as a source of protein in the rations of 
mine natives. This fi rm is to-day forced to import a large 
proportion of its requirements owing to the low production 
of soybeans in the Union.” Address: 1. Research Offi cer and 
Superintendent, Summer Cereal Station, Kroonstad; 2. Field 
Husbandry Section, Div. of Plant Industry.

2209. Health and Life (London). 1938. Health services. Oct. 
p. 330.
• Summary: This ½-page listing of companies and products 
includes “Vi-Tone: The lecithin nerve-food beverage with 
Soya Milk basis.”
 Note: In 1929 Vi-Tone Company in Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada, made Soybean Malter Milk, and Chocolate Malter 
Milk. It is not clear if the Canadian company is related to this 
product in England.

2210. Olier, A. Assignor to Societe Anonyme des 
Etablissements. 1938. Improvements in extraction columns. 
British Patent 494,540. Oct. 27. (Chem. Abst. 33:2780). *

2211. Atlas Powder Company. 1938. Improvements in or 
relating to coating base materials, coated articles and coating 

compositions therefor. British Patent 495,352. Nov. 11. 
(Chem. Abst. 33:3035). *

2212. Hewitt, Harry. Assignor to Standard Brands Inc. (New 
York, NY; a corporation of Delaware). 1938. Preparation or 
treatment of cereal fl our. U.S. Patent 2,138,062. Nov. 29. 3 p. 
Application fi led 10 Feb. 1938.
• Summary: “The invention relates to a process for the 
preparation of an enzymatic material adapted to effect the 
bleaching of cereal fl our... More particularly it relates to a 
bleaching agent for decolorizing the carotin in fl our... and 
specifi cally the soy bean.” He extracts the bleaching enzyme 
from soy beans at low temperature. Soy beans are washed 
then ground with 5-10 times their weight of cold water, or 
the legume fl our may be mixed or ground with 5-10 times its 
weight of cold water. The aqueous mixtures is then fi ltered 
under pressure. Address: Manchester, England.

2213. Baines, Maud. 1938. Attractive food reform. 46. Ways 
of using soya fl our. Health and Life (London). Nov. p. 414.
• Summary: There is an increasing interest in soya fl our in 
England. “Soya fl our is quite different in food-value from 
fl our made from wheat and other grains. It has very little 
starch, a very high protein value and a fair amount of fat, as 
well as mineral salts. Also it can be eaten uncooked, as will 
be seen from the recipes for salad cream and soya sweet. It 
is supplied by health stores, either loose by the pound or in 
one or other of branded packets, of which Trusoy is one of 
the best.” Two recipes are given: Soya cheese sauce. Savoury 
soya pie.

2214. Royal Horticultural Society. 1938. Index to journal 
and proceedings 1838-1935, and list of awards 1859-1935. 
London: Royal Horticultural Society. ix + 1678 p.
• Summary: This is an index to the J. of the Royal 
Horticultural Society (London). Copied index entries for 
Bean, Soya (p. 203) and Glycine (p. 711). Address: Vincent 
Square, S.W. 1, London, England.

2215. Product Name:  Soya Cream Cheese.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wigmore Health Shop., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  89 Wigmore St., London W.1, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1938 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Box. Retails for 9 pence (11/38, 
London).
New Product–Documentation:  Health and Life (London). 
1938. Nov. p. 365, 363. “Recommended health and remedial 
foods.” “Soya Cream Cheese (Wigmore Health Shop). Can 
be cut like cheese or spread like paste. Boxes 9d.”
 Note 1. This is the world’s earliest known commercial 
soy-based cream cheese.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “Soya Cream Cheese” to 
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refer to soy cream cheese.
 Note 3. Note: This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (March 2007) that contains the term “Health 
Shop” (or “Health Shops,” regardless of capitalization).

2216. Manchester Guardian (England). 1938. In today’s 
Manchester Guardian Commercial -. Dec. 2. p. 18.
• Summary: “2. Commercial uses of the soya bean.”
 Note: In the October issue of the Manchester Guardian 
Commercial (Vol. 12, No. 767) there is supposed to be 
another article about the soya bean.

2217. Weizmann, Charles. 1938. Process of degrading 
protein products. U.S. Patent 2,141,455. Dec. 27. 6 p. 
Application fi led 18 July 1935.
• Summary: “This invention relates to yeast preparations 
and to processes involving plasmolysis and autolysis of 
yeast with the object of preparing enzyme mixtures, more 
especially mixtures rich in proteolytic enzymes and protein 
degradation products, with the ultimate object of obtaining 
from yeast in an economical manner valuable substances 
rich in enzymes and/or vitamins, suitable for nutritive and/or 
medicinal uses.” Plasmolysis is a liquefaction process, which 
is followed by autolysis. The process can also use “vegetal 
protein.”
 Example I consists of three steps: (1) Preparation of 
soy meal (extracted with acetone to remove the oil). (2) 
Preparation of autolyzed yeast. (3) Hydrolysis of the soy 
proteins by the autolyzed yeast. In Examples III and IV, soy 
meal is the main substance used in the fi rst step. Address: 
London, England.

2218. du Pont, E.I. 1938. Improvements in or relating to 
protein compositions. British Patent 483,550. *

2219. Imperial Economic Committee. 1938. Vegetable oils 
and oilseeds. London: H.M. Stationery Offi ce. *
• Summary: The world’s leading soybean exporters in 1937 
(in million lb) were: Manchuria 3,350, Korea 343, Other 
countries 179. The world’s leading soybean importers in 
1937 (in million lb) were: Japan 1,670, Germany 1,324, 
Denmark 542, Sweden 258, and Netherlands 220.

2220. British Arkady Co. Ltd. 1938. Arkady: A collection 
of articles treating mainly of scientifi c research in pursuit 
of the “Better Loaf,” contributed by various investigators 
and reprinted from “The Arkady Review.” Skerton Rd., Old 
Trafford, Manchester, England. 385 p.
• Summary: Preface: “The word ‘Arkady’ was coined by 
Mr. Geo. Ward of The Ward Baking Company, New York, 
as a lasting tribute to the memory of Robert Kennedy 
Duncan–his initials R.K.D. suggesting the name. Why a 
tribute? Was it necessary? The answer is the world-wide 
reputation of Arkady, the most skillful and complete piece 

of research undertaken or completed for the baking industry. 
This work was undertaken and carried out by the staff of the 
Mellon Institute under the directorship of R.K. Duncan. War 
conditions gave Arkady its greatest opportunity in the U.S.A. 
and it played its part both in the U.S.A. and on the French 
front.
 “It was, however, not until 1920 that the manufacture 
of Arkady in this country began in a tiny section of the 
Willesden Works of Baker Perkins Ltd. Being in need of 
more space, in July 1923 the fi rst building was completed 
and occupied in Manchester. In 1929 the size of the works 
was doubled, and in 1936 redoubling became necessary.” 
Address: Manchester, England.

2221. Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada. 1938. 
Imports into Canada for consumption, years ended March 31, 
1933 to 1937: Agricultural and vegetable products. Trade of 
Canada. Fiscal year ended March 31, 1937.
• Summary: Table No. 37, titled “Imports into Canada for 
consumption, Years ended March 31, 1933 to 1937, shows: 
Imports of soy sauce–from United Kingdom, Hong Kong, 
China, Japan, Syria, United States (p. 287). It shows that 133 
gallons of soy sauce with a value of $15 were imported from 
Syria in 1933, but none in 1934, 1935, or 1936.
 Imports of soya beans (Fèves de soja, p. 288). Imports 
of peanut oil (Huile d’arachide, p. 303). Imports of soya 
bean oil (Huile de soja, p. 300).
 Imports of soya bean cake and soya bean meal, for 
use exclusively in the manufacture of cattle food and of 
fertilizers (Included “Soya Beans” prior to April 1, 1934; to 
April 1936, p. 339.7).
 Imports of soya bean oil meal, for use exclusively in the 
manufacture of cattle food and of fertilizers (From May 1, 
1936, p. 339.8).
 Imports of soya bean oil meal (Tourteaux d’huile de 
fèves de soja) and soya bean fl our (Farine de fèves de soja), 
when imported by manufacturers of glues or adhesives for 
use exclusively in the manufacture of such glues or adhesives 
(From May 1, 1936, p. 339.9; Note: 5,600 cwt was imported 
from the USA only) [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds].
 Imports of peanut oil and soya bean oil for the 
manufacture of soap, and peanut oil for canning fi sh (p. 
344.1). Imports of soya bean oil for the manufacturing of 
soap (p. 344.5). Address: Ottawa, Canada.

2222. Lea, Colin Henry. 1938. Rancidity in edible fats. 
London: H.M. Stationery Offi ce. vi + 230 p. 25 cm. *

2223. Thomson, Jessie Robertson; Thomson, J. Eva. 1938. 
Food for health: The Kingston recipes based upon food 
reform. London: Thorson Publishers. 71 p. 19 cm. Rev. ed. 
1942. Reprinted in 1947. *
• Summary: This is a vegetarian book which advocates two 
meals a day, the fi rst being at around 11 o’clock, including 
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only fruit and wholemeal bead. Children could have fruit and 
cereal, such as Force or Shredded Wheat. The second meal 
to be eaten around 6 o’clock basically included anything in 
the book, the likes of Westmoreland soup, wholemeal nut 
loaf, walnut mince and pineapple cream. The use of Nutter, 
Yeastrel and Marmite was fi ne, but pepper is not to be used 
and the use of peas, beans and lentils should be sparing, as 
they were classed as ‘clogging.’ Soya fl our was also used if 
available.

2224. Wrench, G.T. 1938. The wheel of health. London: 
The C.W. Daniel Co., Ltd. 147 p. Reprinted 1954 by Lee 
Foundation for Nutritional Research, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
[12+* ref]
• Summary: An English physician, Dr. Wrench focuses 
on the subject of health–rather than sickness–among the 
Hunzas, a tribe occupying the Kulu Valley, a small valley in 
Kashmir on the border between India and Tibet. He found 
them to be among the world’s healthiest people, and much 
of his book examines the reasons for their good health and 
well-being. He concluded: “Diseases only attack those whose 
outer circumstances, particularly food, are faulty...” Address: 
M.D. (London).

2225. Institute of Paper Chemistry. 1939. Improvements in 
hosiery. British Patent 498,771. Jan. 13. *

2226. Revue Internationale des Produits Coloniaux et du 
Material Colonial. 1939. L’extraction des dérivés du Soja 
[The extraction of soy derivatives]. 14(158):76-77. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: This communication from the French 
commercial attaché in Tokyo describes the activities 
of several large, modern Japanese soybean processing 
companies in Manchuria. The modern soybean crushing 
mills use solvents, such as benzol or ethyl alcohol. The latter 
process, studied since 1926 by Dr. Masayasu Sato of the 
Central Laboratory, South Manchuria Railway Company 
(SMRC), is patented in England, Japan, France, Italy, and 
Denmark. The Sato process is used commercially by the 
Manchuria Soya Bean Engineering Co., a private company 
with capitalization of 1.5 million yen subscribed by the 
SMRC and by the Nippon Food Stuff Engineering Co., an 
affi liate of Nippon Sangyo K.K. The factory / mill, which 
processes 80 metric tons (tonnes) per day of soybeans, 
and has the capacity to be within 300 tonnes, is located on 
the outskirts of Dairen, Manchuria. The company has also 
studied the processes for extracting from the oil a number 
of special products such as lecithin, vitamin B, a food 
condiment, saponins, and sugars. The residual cake, which 
is in the form of fl akes named Soya Rex Flakes, would be 
of great food value. These products are to be produced by 
an affi liate, with capitalization of £200,000, the Manchurian 
Society for Soya Products, which is presently constructing a 
factory at Kawasaki, near Yokohama.

 The sodium glutamate which is extracted from the cake 
could rival a condiment widely used in Japan under the 
name Aji-no-moto. The Society for nitrogen based fertilizers 
created this last April an affi liated fi rm with a capital of 
£10,000,000, a fourth of which is paid out, called “the 
Soya Bean Chemical Engineering Co.” that will produce, 
exclusively a dozen products all derived from the soy oil 
or soya cakes in a factory currently being built at Konan 
(in Korea), where the master company already owns a very 
important group of chemical industries. Among these new 
products, we quote: amino-acid, oil based paints, boiled oil 
and lecithin used in tanning hides.
 Several factories, among them Honen, Nisshin, and 
Nikka, that up until now were just producing soja oil, will 
now start outputting derivatives. Mentioned are substitutes 
for butter, wheat fl our, soap, oil for human consumption, 
boiled oil for the printing industry.
 The Japanese chemical industry, as is being done 
in Germany, is thus throwing itself systematically into 
the exploitation of this very complex raw material, the 
soybean, that it will fi nd at its door step, on the Manchukouo 
[Manchurian] territory.

2227. Eire Department of Agriculture Journal. 1939. The 
soya bean. 36(1):73-79. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Trials with soya beans 
in Ireland. Experiments in 1935. Experiments in 1936. 
County variety experiments with soya beans [in 1936]. 
Experiments in 1937. Experiments in 1938. Summary.
 “Trials with soya beans in Ireland: Experiments in the 
growing of soya beans in this country were commenced at 
the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin [suburb of Dublin], in 1923. 
A number of varieties were included in these trials, one being 
a variety acclimatised in England by the Curator of the Royal 
Botanic Society, London [J.L. North], and kindly supplied 
by him. From 1923 to 1928 the varieties tested gave poor 
results. In some instances the number of seeds harvested 
were less than the actual number sown.
 “In 1929, small samples of seven varieties were obtained 
from the Curator, Royal Botanic Society. Of the seven 
varieties, four had been grown in England the previous year 
and the remaining three were obtained from Canada. The 
seed was sown in the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, and about 
40 per cent. germinated. All varieties produced seed. Two 
of the Canadian varieties produced about the same number 
of seeds as were sown, while the third one produced only 
about one-eighth of the quantity of seed sown. The English 
varieties did better, but even the best of these produced only 
four times the quantity of seed sown.
 “Seed selected from each variety of the 1929 crop was 
sown at the Botanic Gardens in 1930. The results were 
disappointing; none of the Canadian and only two of the 
English varieties produced seed... This result might be 
attributed to the season which was wet and unfavourable.
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 “In 1931 two varieties were obtained from the Curator, 
Royal Botanic Society. These were grown at the Munster 
Institute, Cork [about 200 miles to the south], and at the 
Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin. At the latter centre, one of the 
varieties produced about 50 per cent. more seed than was 
sown. The other variety was a failure and produced only a 
few ripened seeds. At the Munster Institute, although both 
varieties grew vigorously no seeds ripened.
 “In 1932 a number of different varieties were sown at 
the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevein, but only two produced 
seeds, the others being complete failures.
 “Trials were again conducted at the Botanic Gardens in 
1933, but owing to the prolonged drought experienced that 
year the plants made little progress and failed to produce 
seeds.
 “Experiments in 1935. In 1935, seed of four varieties 
acclimatised in England, was obtained through the courtesy 
of Fordson Estates Ltd., London. The four varieties, Black 
‘O,’ Brown, ‘C,’ Green ‘Jap’ and Yellow ‘J’ were grown 
at each of the following centres:–The Agricultural School, 
Athenry, The Agricultural School, Clonakilty, The Cereal 
Station, Ballinacura, The Munster Institute, Cork, and at 
two centres selected by the County Dublin Committee of 
Agriculture.
 “Half of the area under each variety was sown with seed 
inoculated with a culture of nitrogen-fi xing bacteria. Note 1. 
Is this the fi rst year that the soya beans grown in Ireland were 
inoculated?
 The varieties were sown on May 2 at all centres. 
Details of planting and fertilizer use are given. All varieties 
germinated well. A frost in late May, just as some of the 
seedlings were breaking ground, checked the growth in some 
centres and killed the young plants in County Dublin. Cold 
weather in May and June led to slow growth.
 “All varieties were harvested between 18th September 
and 19th October. The varieties Brown ‘C’ and Green ‘Jap’ 
ripened earlier than Black ‘O’ or Yellow ‘J.’ No difference 
was apparent at any centre with inoculated seed and those 
which were sown with untreated seed.
 “The yields from all varieties were very low and showed 
considerable variation at the different centres. The variety 
Brown ‘C’ gave the highest average yield, 2 3/4 cwt per 
statute acre.” Note 2. 1 cwt is a hundredweight, usually 112 
lb. Thus Brown ‘C’ yielded 308 lb/acre.
 “Experiments in 1936.” The varieties Green ‘Jap’ and 
Brown ‘C’ were tested at most of the same centres as in 
1935 so as “to provide information as to the effect on time 
of ripening and yield of seed of:–1. Dates of sowing. 2. 
Manurial [fertilizer] treatments. 3. Distance between rows. 
Details are given. “The yields obtained at all centres and 
from all plots were again very low; the highest average yield 
obtained did not exceed 5 cwts. per statute acre. The variety 
Green ‘Jap’ gave a higher average yield than Brown ‘C’ at all 
centres. The early sowings of both varieties gave the better 

result.”
 County variety experiments in 1936 with the basic four 
varieties in Counties Dublin and Wexford gave very poor 
results. The “highest average yield did not exceed 1 cwt. per 
statute acre at any centre.”
 “Experiments in 1937.” The variety Green ‘Jap’ was 
tested at the same four centres as in 1936. “The object of the 
experiments was to ascertain the effect on time of ripening 
and the yield of seed of:–1. Dates of sowing. 2. Inoculation 
of the4 seed. 3. Manurial treatments.” Details are given. 
“The returns from all plots were again very low; the highest 
got [gotten] at any centre was slightly under 3 cwts. per 
statute acre... The sowings from May 10th to May 20th were 
the most successful.” Inoculation seemed to increase foliage 
which appeared to delay pod formation and harvesting, “with 
consequent damage to the produce” [soya bean production]. 
“The manurial treatments showed no material difference at 
any centre,...”
 Experiments in 1938. Details are given “Yields from 
all plots were very low; the average yield was equivalent to 
about 1½ cwts. per statute acre.”
 “Summary. Trial with soya beans have been in progress 
in this country during the past sixteen years. During the 
course of the trials a number of acclimatized varieties were 
tested under varying conditions of soil and climate and 
with different manurial and cultural conditions. None of 
the varieties produced anything approaching an economic 
yield of beans, and the results of the experiments, in which 
the average yield was under 2 cwt. per statute acre, clearly 
indicate that the growing of soya beans in this country must 
be regarded as very far removed from being a profi table 
undertaking, and as offering no commercial possibilities in 
the future.
 Note 3. This is best and most detailed document seen 
(Sept. 2014) on the cultivation of soya beans in Ireland.
 Note 4. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
the cultivation of soybeans in Ireland (1923, at the Botanic 
Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin, 3.5 km / 2.2 miles north of 
Dublin’s city center). The source of these soybeans was the 
Curator of the Royal Botanic Society, London.

2228. Nihon Kari Kogyo, K. K. 1939. Process for 
manufacturing artifi cial fi bre from protein contained in 
soybean. British Patent 502,047. March 10. *

2229. Nihon Kari Kogyo, K. K. 1939. Process for 
manufacturing artifi cial fi bre from protein contained in 
soybean. British Patent 502,048. March 10. *

2230. Reitlinger, Gerald. 1939. South of the clouds: A winter 
ride through Yün-nan. London: Faber and Faber. 327 p. 
March. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Yunnan is a province in southwestern China. 
The northwest tip borders on Tibet, while the long western 
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side borders on Burma. The capital is Kunming.
 A breakfast of several courses “included a dish of toh 
fu [tofu], a curd or junket made from cattle-beans [sic, 
soybeans]. Bean-curd is eaten all over southern China and 
may be tasted in Cantonese restaurants in London. The Yün-
nan kind has a sly [slight?] taste of burnt milk,...” (p. 64).
 At the start of Chapter 6, they are apparently in western 
Yunnan (p. 114-15). “We were into their country, extending 
north up the Mekong and Yangtze to independent Tibet.
 “The place was full of bright copper bowls of a dark-
green viscous substance like engine lubricant. but it was 
made from the universal substance, bean-curd, which we had 
been trying to like for some days. We watched the people 
in the shop cut it up in this slices like noodles and fry them 
without any oil or fat. One of the chief joys of travel is to 
eat everything. I found it had a burnt taste like a bad caramel 
custard. In the higher parts of Yün-nan bean-curd does all 
the work of barley or millet fl our, including cakes, macaroni, 
porridge, bread, and soup. This is great ingenuity, but it is 
very nasty. There is one variant of bean curd which I shall 
never try. It is cut into white squares and grows a downy 
beard of mildew all over it. At fi rst sight it looks like Turkish 
delight.” Note: It is a type of fermented tofu.
 “The landlord had set out a table in the courtyard at 
which Ho was entertained as an honored guest on butter-tea 
and bean curd” (p. 184).

Suahn is a fat, fl uted bulb, certainly of the tulip family, 
pickled in sweet vinegar and tasting of garlic... Suahn was 
eaten with lu fu’an, another by-product of bean-curd; the 
curd was set into a kind of butter and was mashed with hot 
red peppers and other herbs; the taste of the two together is 
so extraordinary that one can imagine oneself dining out on 
one of the rings of Saturn” (p. 197-98).
 At the rear of the book is a fold-out map that shows the 
route traveled.

2231. Showa Sangyo, K.K. 1939. Process for producing 
protein coating or fi lm upon fi bre, textile material, or the 
like. British Patent 502,364. March 16. *

2232. G. 1939. Germany and the soya bean: Building 
up reserves (Letter to the editor). Manchester Guardian 
(England). April 6. p. 20.
• Summary: This letter (dated April 4) begins: “Sir.–It is 
reported that last year exports of Manchurian soya beans to 
Europe totalled 1,370,000 tons, divided as follows” (in tons):
 “Germany 790,000. Denmark 195,000. Sweden 165,000. 
Holland 90,000. Britain 75,000. Norway 25,000. Italy 
20,000. France 10,000.”
 Observe Germany’s immense imports. “The soya bean 
is clearly being used (1) as a concentrated food reserve, (2) 
for present food supply, (3) in the preparation of synthetic 
products such as oils and fats (especially for adulterating 
butter, which in Germany is half synthetic [margarine] at the 

present time), tinned ‘milk.’ paints, synthetic rubber, and so 
on. This, I suggest, is an interesting sidelight on what is now 
happening in Germany.” Address: Manchester.

2233. Hutchinson, C.M. 1939. Home-grown food in war 
time: A direct method of production (Letter to the editor). 
Times (London). May 16. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: In Japan, the peasant has long “been largely 
dependent on the soy bean as his principal source of protein 
food, and his relative physical energy and powers of 
endurance as compared with the natives of other Oriental 
countries, such as India, who are also largely vegetarians, 
are well known. This difference is not due to the absence of 
legumes in India nor because the soy bean is not cultivated 
in the latter country, but to the fact that the Japanese are 
acquainted with a method of preparing this vegetable for 
human consumption in a manner which not only renders its 
palatable but highly digestible and nutritious.
 “In place of cooking in the ordinary manner of the bean 
it is boiled and crushed and the resultant mash inoculated 
with a ferment which in the course of a few days converts 
it into a vegetable cheese, known as natto; this process 
of fermentation is actually one of predigestion which 
peptonizes and thus renders assimilable the whole of the 
vegetable protein in the bean so that no strain is thrown upon 
the digestive processes of the consumer.”
 There is no reason why this fermentation process should 
not be applied to beans grown in England.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
that mentions soy beans during World War II. This war 
would have a huge impact on production and utilization of 
soybeans worldwide.
 Note 2. Aldeburgh is on the east coast of England, 
northeast of London, about midway between Lowestoft and 
Harwich. Address: Alde End, Aldeburgh.

2234. Donagemma, G. 1939. Improvements in or relating to 
artifi cial nitrogenous textile fi bers. British Patent 505,757. 
May 12. (Chem. Abst. 33:9671). *

2235. Hilditch, T.P.; Jasperson, H. 1939. The occurrence and 
structure of hexadecenoic (palmitoleic) acid in soya-bean oil. 
J. of the Society of Chemical Industry (London) 58(5):187-
89. May. [6 ref]
• Summary: Complete analysis of a mixed fatty acids of a 
large quantity (1.14 kg) of soya-ban oil shows that delta-9 
hexadecanoic acid (accompanied by a little hexadecadienoic 
acid) is present to the extent of about 0.5%. It is shown 
that the hexadecanoic acid of the seed fat is identical with 
that present in the fats of animals and fi shes. Address: The 
University, Liverpool, U.K.

2236. Black, M.A. 1939. Soya beans. New Zealand J. of 
Science and Technology 21(1A):46a-60a. June. [23 ref]
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• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Description. Chemical 
composition. Utilization: Human food, stock food, industrial 
uses (paint, soap, glue, plastics). Production: General, 
agriculture, effect of temperature on yield, vernalization, 
acclimatization, soils and manures, inoculation, seeding, 
cultivation, harvesting, storage, conclusion. Appendices: A. 
Soya-bean oil. B. Soya-bean varieties tested in New Zealand. 
C. Prices. D. Average analysis of soya beans grown in new 
Zealand.
 “Summary: Under existing conditions the growing 
of soya beans in New Zealand cannot be recommended 
because–(1) The climate is generally unsuitable. (2) The 
potential market for human food is negligible. (3) There is no 
internal commercial market, and no possible export market 
in competition with the main soya-bean growing countries. 
(4) For stock feed other cheaper and more certain supplies of 
forage and concentrates are available.”
 “Widespread interest has been aroused from time to 
time in New Zealand by reports of the amazing variety 
of products derived from soya beans... As long ago as 
1915 the Department of Agriculture conducted successful 
experiments on the growing of soya beans, but the crop has 
not found favour with New Zealand farmers... In Western 
countries the chief food use of soya-oil is in the manufacture 
of margarine... In New Zealand some 27,000 gallons of 
decoloured and deodorized oil are used annually by bakers 
for shortening, and for greasing baking tins. For the latter 
purpose it is of value because it does not change colour 
under baking temperatures... Curiously enough, there is a 
soya-milk factory in Denmark, a great dairying country. Note 
1. This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug. 
2013) that contains the term “soya-milk.”
 Industrial uses: “The chief industrial uses of soya-bean 
oil are in paint, varnish, soaps, linoleum and oilcloth, and 
printing ink. In paints the essential disadvantage of soya-
oil is that it is a poor-drying oil, especially in comparison 
with linseed, perilla, and tung oils. This drawback can 
to a large extent be overcome by the use of cobalt driers, 
which, however, considerably increase the cost of the paint. 
Promising blends are being obtained with blends of perilla 
and soya oil...”
 Tables 5 and 7 shows the average and range in the 
number of days to maturity, and the yields (1935-1938) 
for 14 soybean varieties tested in three seasons, two at 
Palmerston North, three at Ruakura, in New Zealand. In 
table 7, they are listed in ascending order of days to maturity: 
Manitoba Brown (128 days), Wisconsin Black (128), Cayuga 
(133), St. Annes (141), Mandarin, Manchu, O.A.C. 211, 
Black Eyebrow, Early Yellow, A.K. (Harrow), Henry Ford 
(a selection of A.K. grown at Ford’s estate in England), 
Black Ontario, Laredo, Virginia (186 days). For each variety 
is given the days to maturity (average and range), yield in 
bushels per acre (average and range), and number of trials.
 Appendix B lists the following 34 soya-bean varieties 

tested in New Zealand: A.K., Auburn, Biloxi, Bilton, Black 
Beauty, Black Eyebrow, Black Ontario, Cayuga, Chernie, 
Dixie, Early Brown, Early Yellow, Harbinsoy, Herman, 
Hollybrook, Illini, Ito San Laredo, Mammoth Yellow, 
Manchu, Mandarin, Manitoba Brown, Mikado, Morse, 
O.A.C. 211, Ogemaw, Otoxi, Sable, St. Annes, Tashing, 
Tokio, Virginia, White Non-shatter, Wisconsin Black. Of 
these, 13 selections were sent by Mr. N.P. Neal of Wisconsin, 
as being likely to suit New Zealand conditions. Also four 
English acclimatized varieties, known as Jap, C, J, and O, 
have been grown.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that contains the term “soya-oil.” Address: 
Agronomy Div., Plant Research Bureau, Dep. of Scientifi c 
and Industrial Research, New Zealand.

2237. Brewer and Wine Merchant (The). 1939. Brewing in 
Worcester. June. p. 48. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The Worcester News and Times recently 
contained a well produced industrial supplement, in which 
were described the many and varied industries of Worcester. 
One is apt to look upon Worcester merely as an old quiet 
cathedral city. It is true the cathedral was one of its principal 
charms...”
 After a section on “Vinegar brewing in Worcester” 
comes a section titled “The Origin of Worcestershire Sauce” 
which quotes from the News and Times: “The origin of the 
fi rm is based like all romantic histories, on tradition. The 
great grandfather of the present managing director, Capt. 
J.A. Dyson Perrins, was in partnership with a brother in 
a chemist’s shop at Evesham. On October, 1828, a split 
occurred for some unknown reason, and Mr. William Perrins 
went into business with Mr. John Wheeley Lea in the shop 
at present occupied by Mr. A.E. Coverdale in Broadstreet, 
Worcester.
 “Here, it is supposed, one day Sir Marcus Sandys, who 
had held many offi ces out East, including that of Governor of 
Bengal, came in with the recipe of a certain sauce to be made 
up. The two partners worked on this recipe and in due course 
brought forth ‘Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce, made 
from the recipe of a nobleman in the Country.
 “In 1897 Mr. C.W. Dyson Perrins built the present 
factory in Midland-road, and the whole business was 
transferred from Broad-street.
 “In 1930 the fi rm was amalgamated [merged] with H.P. 
Sauce, but the two ventures were kept quite distinct. There is 
also a Lea & Perrins, Incorporated, in New York, and Lea & 
Perrins (Australia) Ltd., in Sydney.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) that 
uses the word “Bengal” in connection with Lea and Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. It is also the earliest document 
published in England that mentions “Sandys” or “Sir Marcus 
Sandys” (Governor of Bengal) in connection with this sauce. 
Address: England.
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2238. Hanseatische Muhlenwerke A.G. 1939. Improvements 
in methods and apparatus for the continuous extraction of 
solids by liquids. British Patent 507,465. June 15. (Chem. 
Abst. 34:656). *

2239. Bee World (The) (England). 1939. Press mirror. 
20(7):77-78. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: E. Valenta (writing in Sudeten-Imker, May 
1939) states that he had a very diffi cult spring in his district 
in 1938. After May 1, there was only one day on which the 
bees could fl y. “He gave his stocks ‘Good’s candy’ made 
with ‘Sojasan’ (soya bean fl our), honey, and castor sugar. 
The bad weather stopped the queens laying; and, even 
though they started again, the soya bean fl our was evidently 
inadequate as a pollen substitute, for he found eggs only and 
not a single cell of unsealed brood, on inspecting early in 
May. He is trying cocoa in place of soya bean fl our this year.
 “The editor adds a note that the reports on soya bean 
fl our differ widely.”

2240. Bee World (The) (England). 1939. Research notes. 
20(7):82, 84. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: V. Peterka (writing in the March 1939 issue of 
Schweizerische Bienenzeitung) describes his investigations of 
soya bean meal as a pollen substitute. He found that Sojasan 
brand meal (which had been freed of the bitter substances in 
soya beans that bees will not take), when mixed with honey, 
was capable of acting as a pollen substitute thought it was 
not as good as real pollen. Bees fed Sojasan built queen 
cups but they did not lay eggs in them as did bees on normal 
pollen.

2241. Binsted, Raymond H. 1939. Pickle and sauce making. 
London: Published by the author (Food Trade Press). 128 p. 
July. Illust. 22 cm. *
• Summary: A second edition (128 p.) was published in 
1944.

2242. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1939. Green 
soybeans growing in favor. 74(7):219. July. [1 ref]
• Summary: Originally the soybean varieties planted in the 
United States “were best adapted for forage and for industrial 
uses, but the Federal authorities have been distributing seed 
for raising edible types. Tests of eighteen kinds of soybeans 
have been made at the University of Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station.” Through the cooperation of many 
people, a large body of practical information has been 
gathered.
 “To cook the green beans, add a cup of boiling water and 
three-quarters of a teaspoon of salt. Cover and cook for 10 
minutes after boiling starts. Drain or season with butter or as 
desired.
 “The Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review reports 

that the consumption of the soybean is increasing in Great 
Britain; the importation amounted to 98,916 tons in 1937... 
Germany, being highly scientifi c, has recognized very 
clearly the qualities of this crop and imported 591,376 tons 
in 1937... Russia has a soy institute in which the beans are 
converted into milk and milk products.”

2243. Times (London). 1939. Import duties orders. Aug. 22. 
p. 18, col. 7.
• Summary: This Treasury order reduces “the rates of 
drawback in respect of soya beans used in the manufacture 
of soya bean oil and soya bean fl our. The reductions are 
consequent upon a fall in the price of imported soya beans, 
and take effect from August 23.”

2244. Bee World (The) (England). 1939. Press mirror. 
20(8):91. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: R. Jorden (writing in Sudeten-Imker, July 1939) 
defends Sojasan as a pollen substitute and states that the bad 
results others have had are due to mixing powdered sugar 
with the substance and feeding it to the colonies in the open 
instead of from a feeder in the hive.

2245. Boiscorjon d’Ollivier, Andre. 1939. La production 
métropolitaine des oléagineux: “Le soja” [French production 
of oilseeds: Soya]. Revue des Combustibles Liquides (la) 
17(167):225-35. Aug/Sept. (Chem. Abst. 34:3937). [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: The agricultural situation in France. 
Heavy motor oils and vegetable oils. The production of oils 
in France. Soya (Le Soja). The cultivation of soya in France. 
Soya from the oil / lipid point of view. Possibilities of 
production of soya in France. Conclusion.
 Tables show: (1) Area planted to major crops (in 
hectares) in 1910 and 1935, and the change in area. The 
two main crops in 1935 are wheat and oats; soya is not 
mentioned. (2) Area (ha) and production (metric tons) of 
soybeans in Manchuria, 1924-1933. (3) Exports (in metric 
tons) of soybeans from Manchuria and their value (in Hai 
Kwan [Haikwan] Tael), 1922-1931. (4) Imports (in piculs) 
of soybeans to England, Germany, Holland, and France in 
1931, and their value in Hai Kwan Tael. Holland imported 
6.3 million, England 2.3 million, Germany 0.593 million, 
and France 0.024 million piculs. (5) Imports (in metric 
quintals = Q.M.) of soybeans to Germany in 1936 and 1937 
from Bulgaria, Rumania, and Manchuria. (6) Imports of 
soy oil (huile de soja) to Germany (in metric quintals) in 
1936 and 1937 and its value each year in Deutschmarks. 
(7) The countries supplying that soy oil (in metric quintals) 
to Germany in 1936 and 1937: Denmark 1.7, Holland 1.2, 
Manchuria 34.8 in 1937. (8) Area and production of soybeans 
in Bulgaria, 1933-1937, by La Société Anonyme Bulgare 
pour l’exportation et la production de graines oléifères Soja, 
at Sofi a. (9) Exports of soybeans from Bulgaria, 1935-1937. 
(10) Quantity of soybeans purchased by Germany from 
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Bulgaria, 1935-1937. (11) Area and production of soybeans 
in Romania, 1936-1937, by two fi rms: (12) Société Soia, 
of German origin, and Société Planta, of Czech origin. (13) 
Production of soybeans in France, by region (in kg): Landes 
2,000. Saône-et-Loire 1,800. Seine-et-Oise 2,000. Massif 
Central 2,500. Soybean culture in France was started by 
Mr. Rouest, but the total is still tiny. (14) Cost of soybean 
cultivation in each of the above regions plus Seine-et-Marne. 
(15) Cost details per hectare. (16) Nutritional composition 
of Broad beans (Vicia faba; féverolle), soya, and corn, incl. 
nutritive units (Unités nutritives) per 100 kg. (17) Yields of 
oil and protein from soybeans per hectare in seven different 
regions of Germany, by Prof. Dr. W. Riede and W.V. Haken. 
(18) Soy oil constants for soybean oil from France and from 
Manchuria. (19) Acidity of soya, peanut, and palmetto oils. 
Address: Secrétaire Général du Syndicat National pour 
le Développement de l’Utilisation des Huiles Végétales 
Combustibles.

2246. Morse, W.J. 1939. Soybeans–The world around. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 39-
44. 19th annual meeting. Held 11-12 Sept. at Madison, 
Wisconsin.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Asia: China, 
Manchoukuo [Manchuria], Chosen (Korea), Japan, 
Netherlands Indies [Indonesia], Philippine Islands. Europe. 
Rumania. North and South America. Africa. Australia.
 In Europe, production is presently “confi ned largely to 
European Russia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and 
Rumania. In Europe as a whole, slightly more than 3 million 
bushels of seed were produced in 1938, 80 per cent of which 
was produced in Bulgaria, Rumania, and Yugoslavia. The 
largest increase has been in Rumania, due chiefl y to the fact 
that Germany, by guaranteeing purchases, has given a certain 
stability to cultivation... Russian scientists have for the past 
several years carried on extensive experiments with the 
soybean. At the present time the principal areas of cultivation 
are the Ukraine and certain regions in northern Caucasus.
 “Previous to the World War, Europe absorbed about 
50 per cent of the exports of soybeans from Asiatic 
countries, the largest of the imports being taken by the 
United Kingdom, with Denmark and the Netherlands taking 
the remainder. In the post-war period [after World War I] 
important changes took place, Germany taking fi rst place as 
an importer and other nations entering into the international 
trade in the bean and its products. At present Germany still 
holds fi rst place as an importer of soybeans, followed by 
Denmark, England, Sweden, and the Netherlands. Among 
other countries that have increased their imports are France, 
Norway, Latvia, and Italy...
 In South America, soybeans are at the experimental 
stage. “Successful results have been obtained in Cuba, 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, and in some parts of Mexico.”
 “Africa: Extensive experiments have been conducted 

with the soybean in various parts of Africa for many years 
but as yet it is an unfamiliar crop to the majority of African 
farmers. It has been successfully cultivated in the upland, 
midland, and coast districts of Natal and throughout Gambia, 
Sierra Leone, Nigeria, and the Gold Coast Colony. In the 
cotton and corn growing districts of Belgian Congo the 
soybean has been grown successfully for forage and food 
purposes. Results in all cases, however, indicate that more 
and better varieties, and improved methods of culture and 
harvesting are essential before the soybean becomes a factor 
of much economic importance in African agriculture. The 
crop is advised more as a crop for domestic use than the 
European market. It is of interest to note that in 1938 nearly 
4 million pounds of soybean meal were used in native rations 
in the mine compounds of South Africa.
 “Australia: Successful results have been obtained with 
a few American varieties in Victoria and Queensland, but 
thus far efforts to establish the soybean as a commercial 
crop have been disappointing. At the present time, however, 
more extensive tests are being conducted to obtain adapted 
varieties in order to produce beans on a commercial scale.”
 A table (p. 43) gives “Acreage, production, and imports 
of soybeans by countries (Compiled from offi cial sources),” 
based largely on 1938 statistics. The countries are: Austria, 
Belgo-Luxembourg [Belgium], British Malaya, Bulgaria, 
Canada, China, Chosen (Korea), Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Estonia, France, Germany, Hongkong, Italy, Japan, 
Kwantung, Latvia, Manchoukuo, Netherlands, Netherlands 
Indies, Norway, Poland-Danzig, Rumania, Sweden, Taiwan 
(Formosa), United Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R. 
(Russia), Yugoslavia.
 Leading soybean producers are: China 217,192,000 
bushels (1936), Manchoukuo 170,269,000 bushels, United 
States 57,665,000 bushels, Chosen 18,480,000 bushels, 
Japan 13,473,000 bushels (1937), Netherlands Indies 
9,873,000 bushels (production minus seed for planting), 
U.S.S.R. 2,502,000 bushels, Rumania 1,804,000 bushels.
 Leading soybean importers include: Germany 
28,766,356 bushels (the world’s largest soybean importer), 
Japan 27,796,787 bushels (#2 worldwide), Estonia 195,475 
bushels, Latvia 86,347 bushels, and Poland-Danzig 
19,106 bushels. Address: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, 
Washington, DC.

2247. Detroit News. 1939. War demand for soy beans 
shatters U.S. export record. Oct. 30. p. 27, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: European demand for American soybeans, 
stimulated in part by the war, is breaking all U.S. export 
records. The main foreign buyers of U.S. soybeans, all in 
Europe, have been Denmark, the United Kingdom, Norway, 
Sweden, Holland, and Belgium. Before the war, these 
countries relied on Manchuria for much of supplies.
 In 1937 the U.S. exported about 1.3 million bushels, and 
in 1938 approximately 2.6 million bushels. Estimates for 
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1939 soy bean exports run as high as 15 million bushels.

2248. Fricke, E.F. 1939. Soya beans: Recent Tasmanian 
trials. Tasmanian J. of Agriculture 10:197-98. Nov. 1. Also in 
Plant Science Literature 11(1):19 (1940).
• Summary: Over the last few years there have been 
numerous enquiries as to whether the Soya bean crop could 
be grown in Tasmania. “Some twenty-fi ve years ago [i.e., in 
about 1914] attempts were made to introduce Soya beans by 
the Department of Agriculture, but without success. Since 
that time many new varieties have become available and we 
read of crops being successfully grown in England.
 “In 1931 an attempt was made to grow the Mammoth 
Yellow variety by the Department, in co-operation with Mr. 
G.S. Parsons, in the Scottsdale district [of Tasmania]. The 
crop promised well in the early stages, but was later ruined 
by frost.
 “The Van Diemen’s Land company has been conducting 
experiments with Soya beans at Ridgley since 1935. The 
Company’s Directors in London sent out in that year a bushel 
of seed grown on the Fordson Estates in Essex [England].” 
The results have been disappointing. Address: Agronomist.

2249. Bond, G. 1939. Utilization of carbohydrates in 
leguminous symbiosis. Nature (London) 144(3656):906-07. 
Nov. 25. [1 ref]
• Summary: Bacteria on the nodules of soybean plants 
consume carbohydrates for their respiration. With nodulated 
plants, the rate of carbon dioxide given off is approximately 
2.5 cubic centimeters per hour per gram dry weight. Address: 
Botany Dep., Univ. of Glasgow [Scotland].

2250. Bergen, Werner von. 1939. Soya bean fi ber and its 
identifi cation. Rayon Textile Monthly 20:633-35. Nov.
• Summary: “That the soya bean is not only an excellent 
food, and one of the best sources of oil, but that its protein 
can be converted to fi brous form, was brought home to 
the American people by the Ford exhibit at the New York 
World’s Fair.
 “The Glidden Company of Cleveland [Ohio] is 
preparing to set up a pilot plant for the experimental 
production of fi bers from the soya bean. This was made 
known by W.J. O’Brien, Vice-President of the concern.” 
Glidden now “produces the isolated soya bean protein in a 
plant in Chicago [Illinois], under the trade name of ‘Alpha’ 
protein. Its present production is about 7½ tons per day, with 
a future potential capacity of 15 tons per day. At present 
this protein is mainly used as a raw material for paints and 
plastics. It has also found an outlet for paper board coating 
and as a sizing agent for rayon and cotton.”
 “The soya bean fi ber produced on the preliminary 
machinery built by Glidden, is about in the same place 
that rayon was 15 years ago. But many improvements are 
expected from the new pilot plant.”

 The product’s main problem is that it is weak in strength 
compared with wool. Lanital, made from casein, had about 
the same weakness when it was fi rst introduced in 1935. 
The soy fi ber “shows the same defi ciency in tensile strength, 
approximately four times weaker than wool in the dry state 
and approximately eight times weaker in the wet state.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the term “isolated soya bean 
protein” (or “isolated soya bean proteins”).
 Note 2. Talk with Ed Meyer who worked at Glidden 
in 1939. 1993. May 10. The Glidden Company may have 
planned to set up a pilot plant making soy protein fi bers, but 
they never did so.

2251. Hennefrund, Helen E. comp. 1939. The peanut 
industry: A selected list of references on the economic 
aspects of the industry, 1920-1939. USDA Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Economics 
Bibliography No. 80. viii + 238 p. Nov. 28 cm. [641 ref]
• Summary: This bibliography was compiled under the 
direction of Mary G. Lacy, librarian at the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics. Contents: Foreword, by Mary 
Lacy. Sources consulted. General. United States: General, 
Agricultural Adjustment Program, cost of production and 
labor requirements, grading and standardization, legislation, 
markets and marketing, mechanization, periodicals, 
Philippine Islands, statistics, storage, utilization (general, 
feed and its nutritive value, peanut butter, peanut oil).
 Foreign countries: General, Algeria, Argentina, 
Australia, Belgium and Belgian Congo, Brazil, British 
Empire, British East Africa, British West Africa, Bulgaria, 
Canada, Ceylon, China, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Egypt, 
France, French West Africa (incl. Senegal, French Guinea), 
Germany, India, Indo-China, Italy, Japan and Manchuria, 
Malaya, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands and Dutch East 
Indies, Palestine, Poland, Portugal and Colonies, Rhodesia, 
South Africa, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Thailand (Siam), Tunis 
[Tunisia], Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
Uruguay, West Indies (British), Yugoslavia.
 Pages 1-145 contain 641 bibliographic references 
(partially annotated), arranged by subject as shown above. 
Pages 146-238 are indexes.
 The Foreword notes: “This bibliography supersedes and 
brings up to date a typewritten list by Vajen E. Hitz issued 
in 1931 entitled ‘The peanut industry: Selected references 
on the economic aspects of the industry... 1920 to date.’ 
It contains references to books, pamphlets, and periodical 
articles relating to the economic aspects of the peanut 
industry in the United States and in foreign countries from 
1920 through the fi rst fi ve months of 1939... Call numbers 
following the citations are those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Library, unless otherwise noted. ‘Libr. Congr.’ 
preceding a call number indicates that the publication is 
in the Library of Congress.” Address: USDA Bureau of 
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Agricultural Economics.

2252. Morse, W.J.; Cartter, J.L. 1939. Soybeans: Culture and 
varieties. Farmers’ Bulletin (USDA) No. 1520 (Revised ed.). 
39 p. Nov. Revision of April 1927 edition, further revised in 
1949.
• Summary: Contents: History. Description. Distribution and 
production. Climatic adaptations. Soil preferences, Varieties 
(classifi ed by length of growing season into 7 groups, 
and divided within each group into “Seed, forage, green 
vegetable, and dry edible” types). Description of varieties 
(describes 125 varieties). Preparation of the seedbed. 
Fertilizers and lime. Inoculation. Time of seeding. Methods 
of seeding. Rate of seeding. Depth of seeding. Cultivation. 
Soybeans in rotations. Soybeans in mixtures. Soybeans 
drilled in small grains. Cost of production. Insect enemies of 
soybeans. Soybean diseases. Other enemies of soybeans.
 “History: Ancient Chinese literature reveals that the 
soybean was extensively cultivated and highly valued as 
a food centuries before written records were kept. The 
fi rst record of the plant is contained in a materia medica 
describing the plants of China, written by Emperor Sheng 
Nung in 2838 B.C. Methods of culture, varieties for different 
purposes, and numerous uses are repeatedly mentioned in 
later records, indicating the soybean to be of very ancient 
cultivation and perhaps one of the oldest crops grown by 
man. It was considered the most important cultivated legume 
and one of the fi ve sacred grains essential to the existence 
of Chinese civilization. Soybean seed was sown yearly with 
great ceremony by the emperors of China, and poets through 
the ages have extolled the virtues of the plant in its services 
to humanity.
 “The soybean was fi rst made known to Europeans by 
Engelbert Kaempfer, a German botanist, who spent 2 years, 
1691-92, in Japan. Seed sent by Chinese missionaries was 
planted as early as 1740 in botanic gardens in France...”
 “Distribution and production: The soybean is grown 
to a greater extent in Manchuria than in any other country 
in the world. It occupies about 25 percent of the total 
cultivated area and is relied upon by the Manchurian farmer 
as a cash crop. China, Japan, and Chosen [Korea] are large 
producers and the soybean is cultivated more or less also 
in the Philippines, Siam, Cochin China, Netherland India 
[later Indonesia], and India. In other parts of the world, 
particularly Germany, England, Soviet Union, France, 
Italy, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Mexico, Argentina, Cuba, 
Canada, New South Wales, New Zealand, Algeria, Egypt, 
British East Africa, South Africa, and Spain, various degrees 
of success have been obtained.”
 The section on diseases discusses the following: Purple 
spot of seeds, bacterial blight, bacterial pustule, mosaic, wilt, 
brown spot, sunburn or aphid injury, downy mildew, pod and 
stem blight, anthracnose, sclerotial stem rot, frog-eye spots, 
and Pythium root rot.

 A table (p. 6-7) shows different varieties of soybeans 
recommended for four different uses (seed, forage, green 
vegetable, or dry edible), classifi ed by the length of the 
growing season. Green vegetable–Very early (100 days or 
less): Agate, Sioux. Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei, 
Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days): Fuji, 
Hakote, Hiro, Hokkaido, Jogun, Kura, Osaya, Sato, Shiro, 
Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi. Medium (121 to 130 days): 
Chame, Funk Delicious, Imperial. Medium late (131 to 140 
days): Aoda, Hahto, Higan, Rokusun. Late (141 to 160 days): 
Nanda.
 Dry edible–Early (101 to 110 days): Bansei, Chusei, 
Goku, Kanro, Waseda. Medium early (111 to 120 days): 
Hokkaido, Jogun, Osaya, Sousei, Suru, Toku, Willomi. 
Medium (121 to 130 days): Funk Delicious, Imperial. 
Medium late (131 to 140 days): Easycook*, Haberlandt*, 
Higan, Rokusun, Tokyo*. Late (141 to 160 days): Nanda. 
Note: All dry edible varieties except three (Easycook, 
Haberlandt, and Tokyo–which are followed by an asterisk 
(*)) are also included in the green vegetable group. But many 
in the green vegetable group are not included in the dry 
edible group.
 Detailed descriptions of the following 125 varieties 
are given (p. 7-17): Agate, A.K., Aksarben, Aoda, Arksoy, 
Avoyelles, Bansei, Barchet, Biloxi, Black Beauty (same 
as Ebony), Black Eyebrow, Cayuga, Chame, Charlee, 
Chernie, Chestnut, Chiquita, Chusei, Clemson, Columbia, 
Creole, Delnoshat, Delsta, Dixie, Dunfi eld, Early Green 
(same as Medium Green), Early Virginia Brown (same as 
Virginia), Early Wilson (same as Wilson), Early Wisconsin 
Black (same as Wisconsin Black), Early Yellow (same as 
Ito San), Easycook, Ebony, Elton, Fuji, Funk Delicious, 
George Washington, Georgian, Goku, Guelph (same as 
Medium Green), Habaro, Haberlandt, Hahto, Hakote, 
Harbinsoy, Hayseed, Herman, Higan, Hiro, Hokkaido, 
Hollybrook, Hongkong, Hoosier, Hurrelbrink, Illini, 
Ilsoy, Imperial, Indiana Hollybrook (same as Midwest), 
Ito San, Jogun, Kanro, Kingwa, Kura, Laredo, Large 
Brown (same as Mammoth Brown), Large Yellow (same 
as Mammoth Yellow), Late Yellow (same as Mammoth 
Yellow), Lexington, Macoupin, Mamloxi, Mammoth 
Brown, Mammoth Yellow, Mamredo, Manchu, Mandarin, 
Mandell, Mansoy, Medium Early Green (same as Medium 
Green), Medium Early Yellow (same as Ito San), Medium 
Green, Medium Yellow (same as Midwest), Midwest, 
Minsoy, Missoy, Monetta, Morse, Mukden, Nanda, Nanking, 
Norredo, Northern Hollybrook (same as Midwest), Ogemaw, 
Old Dominion, Oloxi (formerly Coker’s Black Beauty), 
Osaya, Otootan, Ozark, Palmetto, Pee Dee (Coker’s 31-15), 
Peking, Pine Dell Perfection, Pinpu, Richland, Rokusun, 
Sato, Scioto, Shiro, Sioux, Sooty, Sousei, Southern Green, 
Southern Prolifi c, Soysota, Suru, Tarheel Black, Toku, 
Tokyo, Virginia (selection {19186-D} from the Morse 
variety at Arlington Experiment Farm in 1907), Waseda, 
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Wea, White Biloxi, Willomi, Wilson, Wilson-Five, Wisconsin 
Black, Woods’ Yellow, Yelredo (a nonshattering selection, 
Coker’s 319), Yokoten. Address: 1. Senior Agronomist; 2. 
Assoc. Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and Diseases; 
Both: USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.

2253. Bee World (The) (England). 1939. Research notes. 
20(12):142. Dec. [1 ref]
• Summary: R. Jorden (writing in Sudeten-Imker, Aug. 1939) 
reports that he experimented “with a small nucleus of bees 
supplied with sugar-honey and soya bean meal, and allowed 
to fl y only late in the evening and when there were restless 
bees present (needing a cleansing fl ight), showed that brood 
can be reared on soya meal and that the resulting bees can do 
all the work of a normal bee and live as long.”
 The editor notes: “The only possible gap in the 
experiment is, that the combs of sugar honey were fi lled by 
other colonies–and may just possibly have contained some 
pollen, in honey or otherwise.”

2254. Redfarn, C.A. 1939. Education in plastics. British 
Plastics and Moulded Products Trader 11:192. *

2255. Thomas, H.A. 1939. New synthetic textiles in relation 
to wool. Society of Dyers and Colourists Journal 55:57-68. 
(Chem. Abst. 33:3163). *

2256. Wada, N.; Takaki, Y. 1939. Formation of plastics from 
soya bean protein. British Plastics and Moulded Products 
Trader 11(131):490. *

2257. Abend, Hallett. 1939. Chaos in Asia. New York, NY: I. 
Washburn, Inc. 313 p. See p. 29. Illust. (map). 22 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 2, “How Japan carries on” (p. 26+) 
is about conditions inside Japan, since the Manchurian 
“incident” of 7 July 1937, as it fi ghts a war in China. 
Gasoline is rationed to 12 gallons/month. Gaiety is strictly 
banned and dance halls are closed. Taxes are high and the 
country’s gold reserves have been exhausted. Wages are sky-
high and the “pinch of the unoffi cial American and British 
boycotts of Japanese-made goods is making itself felt.” In 
short, the island nation is in dire straits.
 “The Army is so much better fed, these days, than the 
civilians that Japanese informants say a marked change is 
noticeable in all the conscripts before they have been three 
months in uniform. They fi ll out, they broaden, their color 
improves, their eyes have new luster. For the conscripts get 
meat once each day, they are fed eggs, they are given raw 
fi sh in plenty, and they get all the nourishing soya bean curd 
that they can eat.” Address: Author of books on East Asia.

2258. Bailey, L.H. 1939. The standard cyclopedia of 
horticulture. 3 vols. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co.
• Summary: This is a reprint of the 1935 edition. On page 

3199 is the entry for “Soybean (Glycine Soja, formerly called 
G. hispida) is a legume, long a staple crop in Japan, but 
somewhat recently cultivated more or less extensively in the 
United States. (Figs. 479, 483). In its native country, Japan, 
the seed is an important food product, but in the United 
States its principal use at present is as a forage plant for farm 
live-stock and as a soil renovator.”

2259. Fifty years of progress on Dominion experimental 
farms, 1886-1936. 1939. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada: J.O. 
Patenaude. 158 p. See p. 19-20, 80-81.
• Summary: The Dominion Experimental Farms System 
was inaugurated in 1886. Credit for the inception of the 
system goes largely to two men from London, Ontario, 
Hon. (afterwards Sir) John Carling, Minister of Agriculture 
(whose photo is shown), and Prof. (afterwards Dr.) William 
Saunders, the fi rst Director. In 1884 Canada was facing the 
need of recasting her agriculture.
 Institutions for agricultural service were already in 
existence. One at Rothamsted, England, called the “Mother 
of Experimental Stations,” had been founded by Sir John B. 
Lawes as a private enterprise. [Note: It still exists in 1990 
as Rothamsted Experimental Station, AFRC (Agriculture 
and Food Research Council) Inst. of Arable Crops Research, 
Harpenden, Herts. AL5 2JQ, England.] Field experiments 
commenced there in 1843. In Germany, “experimental 
farms began in Saxony in 1852 through the banding 
together of farmers to have plants and animals tested on 
a particular farm at less expense of time and money than 
by individual trial. They engaged a manager and when the 
work grew extensive asked for government aid. The German 
government investigated, approved and furnished aid not 
only for that enterprise but for others of a like nature. Within 
30 years there were more than 80 German stations, nearly all 
of them more or less supported by government funds. France 
investigated the German system, reported favourably, and by 
1878 had established 43 subsidized stations of her own.”
 The personnel has grown to some 1,400 employees.
 “The United States had a system of land-grant 
agricultural colleges (some with experiment stations), 
established under the Morrill Act passed in 1862, though the 
Hatch Act, providing specifi cally for land grants to a system 
of state experiment stations, was not passed until 1887. 
Several states had acted before the passing of the Morrill 
Act, Michigan having the oldest agricultural college, dating 
from 1857.
 “An institution built at Cirencester, England, in 1845, 
was in 1880 named by Her Majesty, Queen Victoria, ‘The 
Royal Agricultural College.’ The Downton Agricultural 
College, near Salisbury, was established in 1880.”
 “Beginnings in Canada: In Canada a school of 
agriculture, now affi liated with the faculty of Arts of Laval 
University, was established at Ste. Anne de la Pocatière in 
1859. Experimental work was carried on in connection with 
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the Ontario Agricultural College, founded in 1873.”
 An early strain of Mandarin soybeans is yellow-seeded 
and very productive. “More than 500 bushels of registered 
seed were produced in the Ottawa valley in 1935 and about 
1,600 bushels in 1936. Numerous tests in Quebec and the 
Maritime Provinces have been conducted, many of which 
were successful, but still earlier varieties are required to 
provide a margin of safety. A new Ottawa selection ten days 
earlier than Mandarin, will soon be ready for distribution.
 “Large numbers of soybean introductions have been 
tested at Harrow (Ontario) since 1923 and at Ottawa 
(Ontario) since 1928. Approximately 600 hybrid strains are 
grown at Ottawa annually... All are yellow-seeded.”
 An excellent map (p. 6), shows all the farms, stations, 
sub-stations, etc. in Canada. These include: In British 
Columbia–Saanichton, Smithers, Windermere, Agassiz, and 
Summerland. In Alberta–Lethbridge, Manyberries, Lacombe, 
Beaverlodge, Fort Vermillion. In Saskatchewan–Regina, 
Indian Head, Swift Current, Scott, Rosthern, Melfort. In 
Manitoba–Brandon, Morden. In Ontario- Harrow (very 
far south), Ottawa, Kapuskasing. In Quebec–Ste. Anne, 
Lennoxville, Normandin, Cap Rouge. In Nova Scotia–
Nappan, Kentville. In New Brunswick: Fredericton. In 
Prince Edward Island: Charlottetown. Address: Ottawa, 
ONT, Canada.

2260. Granhall, I. 1939. Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande 
sojaböna, lin m.m.i Östersjöländerna och Mellaneuropa 
[Plant breeding studies on the soybean, fl ax and other 
plants in the Baltic countries and Central Europe]. Sveriges 
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49(2&4):161-79, 336-50. [Swe]
• Summary: In February and March the author visited a 
number of countries, namely Finland, Esthonia [Estonia], 
Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, to study the results of 
cultivation and variety trails. A brief account of his 
experiences is given. Summarized in Herbage Abstracts 
(March 1940, p. 25).

2261. International Institute of Agriculture. 1939. Oils and 
fats: Production and international trade. Studies of Principal 
Agricultural Products on the World Market No. 4. Part I. 345 
p. See p. 59-76. [Eng]
• Summary: Nine major oilseed crops and their respective 
oils are discussed: cottonseed, groundnut, linseed, soya beans 
(p. 59-76), sunfl ower seed, colza seed–rapeseed–mustard 
seed, sesame seed, castor seed, perilla seed, others (hemp 
seed, poppy seed, maize/corn). I. Grinenco wrote section 
IV titled “Soya beans and soya bean oil.” Contents: I. 
Production (p. 59-68). Areas of production: Table 18 shows 
“Areas cultivated for soya.” Average 1924-1928, 1929, 1930, 
1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, in China, Manchukuo, 
Chosen [Korea], Japan, Netherlands Indies [Indonesia], 
United States, U.S.S.R. [USSR, p. 61-62] (Territory in 

Europe and Asia), Europe.
 Table 19 shows “Areas cultivated for soya” during 
the same time periods shown above. In 1936 the world’s 
leading soybean producing countries (in 1,000 metric tons) 
were: China 5,911.0, Manchukuo [Manchuria] 4,175.5, 
United States 816.0, Chosen [Korea] 487.1, Japan 339.8, 
Netherlands Indies (Java and Madura) 247.4, U.S.S.R. 
[USSR] 44.3, Kwantung 17.7, Taiwan 4.4.
 Table 20 shows “Area and production of soya in China 
by provinces (average 1931-1935).” The leaders in total 
production are (in 1,000 metric tons): Shantung 1,980.7, 
Kiangsu 1087.4, Honan 765.0, Szechuan 517.0.
 Table 21 shows “Production of soya in Manchukuo 
by provinces in 1936 (in 1,000 metric tons):” Northern 
provinces: Pinkiang 1,083.9, Kirin 980.8, Lungkiang 464.9, 
Sankiang 260.6, Chientao 91.4, Heiho 2.7. Total north: 
2,884.3. Southern provinces: Fengtien 985.4, Antung 154.7, 
Chinchow 151.1. Total south: 1,291.2.
 Table 22 shows “Area cultivated for the production 
of soya bean in the United States (in 1,000 ha):” Figures 
are given for Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Ohio, North Carolina, 
Mississippi, Missouri, Other states. Total.
 II. Trade (p. 68-76). Principal countries exporting 
soya beans: Manchukuo, Chosen [Korea], The United 
States. Principal countries importing soya beans: Germany, 
Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, France, Norway, Latvia, 
Italy, Japan, Chosen, Netherlands Indies. Principal countries 
exporting and importing soya oil: Manchukuo, Japan, 
United Kingdom, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Finland, French 
Morocco, Hong Kong. III. Conclusion (p. 76).
 Concerning Norway: Table 24 (p. 71) shows “Net world 
imports of soya beans (in 1,000 metric tons),” yearly from 
1929 to 1936, plus average 1909-1913, and average 1924-
1928. A footnote shows that in 1910-11 Norway imported 
700 tonnes of soybean oil, followed by an average of 100 
tonnes in 1924-28. Norwegian imports of soybean oil were 
zero from 1929 to 1932, then 2,200 tonnes in 1933, rising 
to 15,300 tonnes in 1934, then 15,700 tonnes in 1935, and 
22,900 tonnes in 1936.
 Concerning Finland: Pages 74-75 state that Finland 
imports soya oil. Finland’s fi rst recorded imports were in 
1931, when 684 metric tons (tonnes) were imported. By 1936 
Finland was importing 2,565 tonnes of soya oil a year. Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (May 2002) concerning 
soybean products (soy oil) in Finland; soybeans as such have 
not yet been reported. This document contains the earliest 
date seen for soybean products (soy oil) in Finland (1931).
 Concerning Latvia: Page 72 states: “Among the 
countries that have increased their imports of soya beans are 
France, Norway, and Latvia, although the quantities imported 
up to the present are relatively small.” They are so small that 
no statistics are given. Address: Villa Umberto I, Rome, Italy.

2262. International Institute of Agriculture. 1939. Oils and 
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fats: Production and international trade. Studies of Principal 
Agricultural Products on the World Market No. 5. Part II. 
423 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Section II. Land animal fats. Butter. 
Pig fats. Beef and mutton fats. Trends in world production 
of and world trade in fats of land animals. III. Marine animal 
oils and fats. IV. Production and consumption of fats and 
oils in certain countries. V. Utilisation of fats and oils. VI. 
Prices of fats and oils (with graphs). Address: Villa Umberto 
I, Rome, Italy.

2263. Lea, Colin Henry. 1939. Rancidity in edible fats. 
Brooklyn, New York: Chemical Publishing Co. vi + 230 p. 
25 cm. [2 soy ref]
• Summary: Table 3, “The component fatty acids of some 
vegetable fats” (p. 7), includes fi gures for 19 vegetable oils, 
including “Soya-bean oil.” Its approximate iodine value is 
125-40. Of fatty acids, it contains: 8% palmitic, 5% stearic. 
28% oleic, 54% linoleic, and 4% linolenic.
 The soya bean (p. 53) contains an enzyme, that produces 
oxidative (tallowy) spoilage.
 Section 6, part 5, “Deterioration of fats by atmospheric 
oxidation,” contains a subsection titled “Stabilisation [of 
oils and fats] by the use of natural antioxidants” (p. 169-
71). Finely divided (ground or pulverised) soya-bean fl our 
or soya-bean presscake can be used as natural antioxidants; 
they are most effective when used with animal fats. Address: 
B.Sc., Ph.D., Low Temperature Research Station, Cambridge 
[England].

2264. Saxon, Edgar J. 1939. Sensible food for all in Britain 
and the temperate zones. London: The C.W. Daniel Co. Ltd. 
135 p. Illust. No index. 23 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: About vegetarianism. On p. 110 a table titled 
“Simple guide to fat (or oil) in foods” notes that soya fl our 
contains 20% oil. On p. 112 a table titled “Simple guide to 
starch in foods” notes that soya fl our contains 20% starch.
 On p. 113 a table titled “Guide to alkaline minerals 
in foods” states that the alkaline minerals are potassium, 
sodium, calcium, magnesium, and iron. The foods richest in 
these minerals, in milligrams per 100 gm of dry substance 
are: Irish moss (carrageen) 6,479, dried fi gs 1,482, almonds 
1,370, Brazil nuts 1,350, spinach 1,271, sultanas 997, dates 
886, potatoes 607, and chicken 485.
 Foods lowest in these minerals are white sugar or 
tapioca 0, honey 2, polished rice 2, cornfl our 3, Barbados 
sugar 8, wholemeal bread 9, oatmeal 9, eggs 21, cow’s milk 
34. Address: Editor of Health and Life, London.

2265. True, Rodney Howard. 1939. Sketch of the history of 
the Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture: Prepared 
for the celebration of the 150th anniversary of its foundation. 
Memoirs Vol. 6. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Philadelphia 
Society for Promoting Agriculture. ix + 228 p. Illust. No 

Index. 25 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: The Philadelphia Society for Promoting 
Agriculture was founded on 11 Feb. 1785, by John Beale 
Bordley (1727-1804). It was the “fi rst Agricultural Society 
organized in the western world [America]... which became 
the fertile mother of all other Agricultural Societies 
since established in America (p. 95). Society for the 
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures & Commerce (p. 5). 
1805. Dr. James Mease, secretary (p. 19). 1844. Dr. James 
Mease, president (p. 21). Oval portrait of “James Mease, 
M.D.” (facing p. 29). In Jan. 1838, Dr. James Mease was one 
of two vice-presidents (p. 85). In 1844 Dr. James Mease was 
chosen president (p. 87). 

 History of agricultural societies: A paper read in 1885 
on the centennial anniversary of The Philadelphia Society for 
Promoting Agriculture (p. 95-105). “The fi rst Agricultural 
society of which there is any record was founded in the north 
of Italy about 1705, but it lasted only a few years. Southern 
Europe was also fi rst in systematic agricultural education, a 
Farm School having been founded at Hojwye in Switzerland 
in 1706. It is claimed that three thousand peasants were 
instructed in the higher systems of farming during a period of 
thirty years following.”
 In 1723 the second Agricultural society was founded 
in Scotland, and named the “Society of Improvers in the 
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Knowledge of Agriculture for Scotland.” This society existed 
for only a few years, but was reorganized in 1735 and 
continued to hold meetings for a brief period thereafter.
 “In 1731, the Dublin Agricultural Society was founded 
under the title of ‘The Dublin Society for the Improvement 
of Husbandry.’ After this, in 1737, was organized the 
Yorkshire Agricultural Society [in northeast England]. 
During the early 1700s, many important advances in 
agricultural methods, machines, and crops were developed 
(Jethro Tull, turnips and mangel-wurzel cultivated, Short-
Horn cattle bred). “Philadelphia was a fi tting place to 
organize the fi rst [American] Agricultural Society; it was the 
largest and most wealthy city” [in British North America]. 
And there had been a long interest in agriculture. In 1728 
John Bartram started to make his Botanic Garden and 
Arboretum in Philadelphia, the fi rst in the United States. “In 
1748, Peter Kalm, a pupil of the immortal Linnaeus, settled 
in Philadelphia and did much to extend the range of botanical 
research. Dr. Adam Kuhn, another pupil of Linnaeus, also 
settled in Philadelphia in 1768, and was the fi rst professor 
of Botany in America, In 1773, the second Botanical 
Garden was established a few miles out of Philadelphia 
by Humphrey Marshall, and his example was followed by 
John Jackson... In 1785 Humphrey Marshall published at 
Philadelphia the fi rst American botanical work, one of credit 
to his attainments and enterprise.”
 George Washington was one of the leading farmers 
in America. He was in constant communication with 
the leading farmers of Europe, and “on every occasion 
demonstrated his conviction that upon the farmer depended 
the wealth and prosperity of the nation.” On 5 Dec. 1796 
Washington recommended to Congress the establishment of 
a National Board of Agriculture. Thus was the idea of the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture born. (p. 100-01).
 Dates that individuals became members of the 
Society: Dr. Benjamin Franklin (President of the State of 
Pennsylvania)–7 Nov. 1785. Dr. James Mease–14 May 1805 
(p. 213). Thomas Nuttall (Cambridge, Prof. of Botany to the 
Massachusetts Agricultural Society)–18 Jan. 1825 (p. 213). 
Not listed: John Bartram. Samuel Bowen.
 Note: Rodney Howard True lived 1866-1940. Address: 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

2266. Watson, Stephen John; Nash, Michael John. 1939. 
Soyabeans and cowpeas. London: Oliver and Boyd. 758 p. *

2267. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1939? Stolen secrets 
of old Chinese soybean culture. Savannah, Georgia. 15 p. 
Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: “Stolen secrets of old Chinese soybean culture 
and sago manufacture, which were brought to Colonial 
America, was a romantic episode of interest at the present 
day because of the co-incidence of the immense interest 
which soy and sago now occupy in the United States wealth, 

and the world events which are transpiring in that part of 
China from whence those commodities were introduced.
 “An adventurous young Englishman, Samuel Bowen, 
in the employ of the British East India Company, brought 
the secreted knowledge of soy and sago out of old China to 
Savannah, Georgia, about 1764; and before the American 
Revolution the products of his experiments had entered the 
realms of American exports in regular listing through the 
Custom Offi ce at the port of Savannah.
 His knowledge of the secrets of soy and sago were 
obtained during the four years he was a prisoner of the 
emperor of China and his travels into 2,000 miles of the 
interior of that mysterious country. It was a period brimful of 
romance, and exciting pursuit after wealth; and the East India 
Company to which Bowen belonged was the most amazingly 
powerful trading concern that the world then had ever seen. 
That gigantic corporation of immense political power offered 
opportunity to the call of adventure that summoned young 
men to the Orient, with the object of acquiring wealth in the 
trade with the strange people of the magnetic East.
 “The East India Company’s headquarters in China, 
where young Bowen was located in the 1750’s, was at 
Macao [Macau] on the coast of China at the mouth of the 
Canton River, near Hongkong and Canton–an area of China 
which today fi gures in the theater of the war of Japanese 
aggression to drive the whites out of Asia and seize control 
of that Oriental commerce which had grown through Macao, 
the oldest European outpost in the China trade.
 “Oriental restrictions on the European trade with China 
in Bowen’s day, confi ned all such activity to the peninsula of 
Macao with only an annual seasonal appearance at the city 
of Canton. On a hillside of that peninsula overlooking a fi ne 
bay was the picturesque city of Macao with its multitudinous 
buildings quaintly combining Oriental and European 
features. Dominating the scene were the spreading buildings 
of the ‘factory’ of the East India Company, providing living 
quarters for its employees, counting offi ces for its fi nance, 
and storage for its wealth of goods. The bay itself was an 
integral part of the Macao scene with its array of Chinese 
junks in all manner of size and pattern, and the contrasting 
European East Indiamen, the spectacular great sailing ships 
used in the carrying trade between the Orient and Europe, 
and in which young Bowen voyaged between England and 
China.
 “In the dull season at Macao between times of the 
restricted trading to Canton, employees of the East India 
Company indulged in all manner of disappation [sic, 
dissipation] afforded by an 18th century far eastern seaport. 
But outstanding among those Europeans who kept their 
wits in that atmosphere were Samuel Bowen and another 
employee of the East India Company, James Flint, whose 
adventures together lasted even to their appearance at 
Savannah, the capital of the province of Georgia, in Colonial 
America. At Macao, however, in the dull season of the year 
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1759, Bowen and Flint, chaffi ng [sic, chafi ng] at in-action of 
commerce, and cursing the stupidity of Chinese obstruction, 
engaged themselves in an adventure contrary to restrictions 
imposed upon Europeans, and immediately ran afoul of 
Chinese law.
 “The nature of Bowen’s adventure at Macao which 
brought him into trouble with Chinese offi cials is not 
disclosed in available records other than that he entered 
upon some form of risk to obtain information about matters 
Chinese. Therefore it remains a question whether it was some 
escapade, just for the fun of it, prompted by the monotony 
of idleness, or some serious movement to obtain matters 
about matters Chinese. In the light of subsequent knowledge 
of his inquisitive and practical character, it would seem that 
the latter supposition was the likely motive of that adventure 
which had as its outcome the discovery of the Chinese secret 
method of soybean culture and uses and manufacture of sago 
which, today, have made the United [States] a rival to China 
in those commercial products.
 “Bowen’s offense seems to have been of serious import 
as deduced from offi cial British documentary statement 
that it was “by order of the Emperor” that he was made 
prisoner. K’ien-lung [Ch’ien-lung] of the Manchu dynasty 
was emperor at that time, and was the ruler of China 1735-
1795; and it was during his reign that commerce between 
Europe and Canton–the only Chinese port open to foreign 
trade–reached proportions, with the British holding a 
monopoly of the East India Company. That trade was 
mostly in opium, tea, and silk, but was subject to many 
exactions and restrictions by K’ien-lung, and consequently 
Englishmen were often subjected to acts of gross injustice. 
Finally matters became so bad, that in 1793, the British 
sent an embassy to Peking to treat with that emperor, but no 
concessions were obtained. [Encyclopaedia Brit., 11th ed. 
article “China.”] Hence it may be seen that Bowen’s arrest 
had signifi cant importance for him to have come to the direct 
notice of K’ien-lung.
 “Bowen’s confi nement in China as a prisoner lasted 
nearly four years, during which time, according to his 
own statements, he was ‘carried two thousand miles from 
place to place, through the interior parts thereof.’ [Georgia 
Gazette, Sept. 17, 1776, p. 2, cols. 1-2.] From Macao near 
Canton where Bowen was located, a distance of 2,000 miles 
into the interior of China would range as far westward 
as into the Himalayas and Tibet, Mongolia and the Gobi, 
and northerly beyond K’ien-lung’s capital, Pekin, into 
Manchuria. Documents in ‘The Case of Samuel Bowen’ 
stated that the length of time and distance of his travel 
during his imprisonment in China ‘gave him both leisure 
and opportunity to consider the improvements and manner 
of living, of that wise and industrious People.’” Continued. 
Address: Savannah, Georgia.

2268. Armstrong, E.F.; Williams, K.A. 1940. The 

development of the technical applications of hydrogenation. 
Chemistry and Industry (London) 59(1):3-9. Jan. 6. [2 ref]
• Summary: Reprinted from the August issue of Chimie 
et Industrie. In the early 1800s illumination was provided 
by candles and oil lamps. Whale oil was largely used in 
the lamps, and whale hunting was an important, though 
hazardous, occupation.
 In 1792 the use of gas for lighting was invented. In 1812 
the fi rst gas company was founded in London, followed a 
few years later by one in Paris, both being the enterprises of 
the same man, F.A. Winsor [Freidrich Winzer]. Twenty year 
later, gas lighting must have largely displaced whale oil in 
the cities. Note: This history is out of date.
 Catalytic hydrogenation was developed by Sabatier. 
In seeking to fi nd an application, the most successful 
researcher “was Normann and it is now a matter of history 
how, in the works of Joseph Crosfi eld & Sons at Warrington 
in Lancashire, the conversion of liquid whale oil into a 
hard white fat of the consistency of tallow became an 
accomplished technical and economic achievement.”
 Today many fatty oils–besides whale oil–are 
hydrogenated, including soya bean oil, cotton-seed oil, 
arachis oil and others.

2269. Toronto Daily Star (Canada). 1940. The beans which 
sank a ship. Jan. 22. p. 6.
• Summary: One of the most unusual stories to come out of 
the present war [World War II] is told in a dispatch from San 
Francisco, California, about a ship which burst open because 
its cargo became wet.
 A Danish liner, named the Canada, struck a mine then 
sank off the coast of England. “But it could have limped to 
port if its cargo of 8,000 tons of soya beans had not begun 
to swell with the inrush of water. They burst open the steel 
plates and the ship went down.
 “The soya, or soya, or soja bean is one of the most 
remarkable plants known to man...”
 In 1893 the soybean was fi rst tested in Ontario at the 
Ontario Agricultural College (O.A.C.); in 1901 it was fi rst 
distributed to Ontario farmers for co-operative tests. But only 
recently has it become an important crop in Ontario.
 A soaked soybean weighs about 2.25 times as much as a 
dry one.
 Note: The article mentions “Q-boats” used during the 
Great War [World War I]. Q-boats, also known as Q-ships, 
Decoy Vessels, Special Service Ships or Mystery Ships, were 
heavily armed merchant ships with concealed weaponry, 
designed to lure submarines into making surface attacks. 
This gave Q-boats the chance to open fi re and sink them. 
The basic ethos of every Q-boat was to be a wolf in sheep’s 
clothing.

2270. Soysein Processing Company. 1940. An improved 
protein material and process of making same. British Patent 
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516,340. Jan. 1. *

2271. Resume de la question du Soja: Par rapport à la 
Défense Nationale [Summary of the soy question: In 
regard to the national defense]. 1940. Paris: Ministère de 
l’Education Nationale, Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifi que, Section de la Recherche Appliquée. 1 p. 
Unpublished typescript on letterhead. Feb. 21. 30 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. For Germany. 
Possibilities of a blockade. Possibilities of utilization in 
France and England. Summary. Address: 13, Quai d’Orsay, 
Paris (7eme), France. Phone: Invalides: 45-95 & 45-96.

2272. Bass, Lawrence W.; Olcott, H.S. 1940. A chronology 
of cottonseed technology. Chemical and Engineering News 
18(4):139-42. Feb. 25. [8 ref]
• Summary: From ancient times to the present: Here are a 
few samples (no sources are given):
 “Prehistoric–Cottonseed oil was obtained by primitive 
grinding and cooking methods in China.
 “1607–The fi rst cotton crop in North America was 
grown in the Colony of Virginia...”
 “1730 (?)–A cotton oil mill was reported in operation in 
England.
 “1733–The fl ying shuttle was invented by John Kaye. 
This development and the invention of the spinning jenny 
(Hargreaves, 1764), the spinning frame (Arkwright, 1769), 
the spinning ‘mule’ (Crompton, 1779), and the power loom 
(Cartwright, 1785) made possible the growth of the cotton 
textile industry” [and the 1st industrial revolution, powered 
by water].
 “1796–The hydraulic press was invented by Joseph 
Bramah in England.
 “1799–A screw press for extracting oil from cottonseed 
was patented by Whiting...”
 A large photo shows a horse pulling a high wagon fi lled 
with cotton, with a man riding on top and holding the reins. 
Note: The previous title of this periodical: Industrial and 
Engineering Chemistry, News Edition. Address: Mellon Inst., 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

2273. United Press. 1940. Nazis outbid British for beans. 
New York Times. Feb. 26. p. 23.
• Summary: Tokyo. Feb. 25. British agents, working 
through neutrals, have tried to buy up export surpluses of 
soya beans in Manchukuo to prevent these supplies from 
reaching Germany, according to the Domei news agency. 
The British purchased 100,000 sacks offered at Yingkow 
[pinyin: Yingkou, in today’s Liaoning province at the mouth 
of the Liao River] “before German exporters in Manchukuo 
discovered their activities and outbid them on additional 
offers, Domei said.”

2274. Ozouf, René. 1940. Le soja [The soybean]. Journal 

des Instituteurs et des Institutrices (France) 86(12):47. 
March 2. [2 ref. Fre]*
• Summary: This article appears in the section of this 
issue titled “Partie Scolaire,” in the subsection titled 
“Pour les Grandes et les Adultes.” Contents: Introduction. 
Its cultivation (one of the oldest cultivated plants in the 
world, widely cultivated for ages in East Asia (especially 
Manchuria)), it is an annual, which prefers temperate 
climates, there are more than 1,200 varieties, cultivated in 
the Corn Belt of the USA, and in Korea, Japan, Java, the 
USSR, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and France 
(but yields here are low).
 Its utilization: The bacteria in the nodules on its roots 
are a source of nitrogen fertilizer. It can be used as a green 
forage crop, like lucern / alfalfa. If this is dried, it can be 
made into hay or silage. Pigs can be raised on soybean 
pasture in the open air. It is much appreciated as a green 
manure. Because the seeds are rich in nitrogen, protein and 
oil, it is utilized in the form of beans or of oilseed presscake 
for the feeding of all farm animals. It also has many uses as 
an industrial product. Above al, it is used as a source of oil 
and cake / meal.
 The modern soybean utilization industry is most highly 
developed in Manchuria, where the principal centers are (in 
order of importance) Dairen, Harbin, Antung and Yingkou 
(W.-G. Ying-k’ou; formerly Newchwang or Niuchwang); 
in China, above all in Nanking and Shanghai; in Korea at 
Konan (in today’s North Korea) and in the ports of Seishin 
(Ch’ongjin, Chongjin, in today’s North Korea), and Rashin; 
in Japan at Kobe-Osaka and Tokyo-Yokohama; in Siberia, in 
the Russian Far East at Khabarovsk and Vladivostok.
 In Europe, Germany is in fi rst place in the various 
soy industries, and especially of oil, lecithin, and cakes. 
Hamburg and its surroundings are the leading center, 
followed by Bremen, Stettin [Szczecin, in Poland as of July 
2014], Berlin, etc. In the years immediately preceding the 
war of 1939, the Reich imported 40-50% of the soybeans 
produced in Manchuria. Hull is the principal soybean 
crushing center in England. Throughout Scandinavia the 
soybean is transformed into cake and margarine, as well as in 
the Netherlands and in Belgium. In France, two factories that 
make oil and lecithin are in operation near Arras and Lille.
 In the United States soybean processing industries are 
developed everywhere, particularly in Chicago [Illinois] and 
Milwaukee [Wisconsin] and in the towns of Illinois and New 
York. Ford automobile factories use soybeans to make plastic 
accessories.
 Soybean trade and commerce.

2275. Bean-Bag (The) (Lansing, Michigan). 1940. Soy 
bean export records shattered by war demand. 22(7-10):12. 
March.
• Summary: “European demand for American soy beans, 
stimulated partly by the war, is shattering all United States 
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export records, grain men say.
 “Traffi c in soys, until a few years ago a minor American 
crop, is expanding rapidly as farmers in the middle west 
send the biggest harvest they’ve ever produced to market. 
The 1939 soy bean crop has been valued at approximately 
$75,000,000.
 “In the month of October almost 3,000,000 bushels 
were cleared in lake vessels from the Chicago [Illinois] area, 
in which soy bean marketings from the rich middlewestern 
belt are centered. Two boatloads carrying 109,000 bushels 
were booked directly to Norwegian ports. Direct shipments 
abroad are rare, most of the cargoes being transshipped from 
Canadian ports.
 “Exporters say the war has cut off supplies from 
Manchuria, which for centuries has been the world’s 
principal soy bean producing area, and Europe has been 
forced to depend more on the United States for supplies.”
 “Principal foreign buyers of United States beans have 
been Denmark, the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, 
Holland and Belgium. United States producers estimated 
a crop in excess of 80,000,000 bushels, compared with 
57,600,000 the preceding crop year. Prior to 1934 domestic 
production of soy beans never exceeded 20,000,000 
bushels.”

2276. Granhall, I. 1940. Plant breeding studies on the 
soybean, fl ax and other plants in the Baltic countries and 
Central Europe (Abstract). Herbage Abstracts 10:25. March. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: “In February and March the author visited a 
number of countries, namely Finland, Esthonia [Estonia], 
Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Germany, Austria, Hungary, 
Rumania, and Czechoslovakia, to study the results of 
cultivation and variety trails. A brief account of his 
experiences is given.” A translation is available from the 
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops, Aberystwyth, 
Great Britain.
 Note: This summary does not state which countries 
were testing or growing soybeans. The original article was 
titled “Växtförädlingsstudier beträffande sojaböna, lin m.m.i 
Östersjöländerna och Mellaneurope,” published in Sveriges 
Utsaedesfoerenings Tidskrift 49:161-79, 336-50.
 Herbage Extracts is published in the U.K. by the 
Imperial Bureau of Pastures and Forage Crops (its name 
from 1938-46). A translation is available.

2277. Times (London). 1940. Soup for four for threepence: 
Centralized cooking experiment. April 20. p. 4, col. 4.
• Summary: “A new idea for war-time centralized cooking 
and preparation of food in poor districts has been launched 
at the Easiwork Stew Shop,... Shepherd’s Bush. Appetizing 
soups and stews are prepared in the Easiwork Health Cooker, 
which is a fool-proof pressure cooker...”
 “An ‘economy’ lunch for those who had visited 

the depôt was served at the Clarendon Restaurant, 
Hammersmith.” It included potato fritters, “prepared in a 
batter of soya fl our, which adds protein.”

2278. Times (London). 1940. A vital German supply: The 
magic bean. Soya food for man and beast. April 23. p. 7, col. 
6; p. 8, col. 1.
• Summary: “From a correspondent. Since the war began 
there have been frequent references in the Press to soya 
beans, mainly in relation to the Trans-Siberian railway 
transport of raw materials to Germany and the so-called 
‘Nazi food pills.’ Few people noticing these references 
will have appreciated the extent to which Germany is now 
making use of the soya and the importance of the part it 
plays both in the Nazi food economy and in the general 
economic structure of the Reich. The soya has become 
vitally important to Germany from the food, the economic, 
and the military standpoints.”
 “It has been described as ‘unquestionably the most 
important food plant in the world.’ Its chief economic 
importance lies in an oil with various industrial applications 
and in a special fl our... But it has also a multitude of 
industrial applications. With good reason the Germans have 
called the soya ‘the magic bean’.
 Note the use of the term “magic bean” in the title to 
describe the soybean.
 “A substitute for meat: As for the food aspect, one of 
the greatest weaknesses of Germany is the relative lack of 
foodstuffs of animal origin (meat, milk, eggs). The Germans 
are facing this weakness by developing from the soya a fl our 
called Edelsoja, which, because of its high content of good 
proteins (40 to 45 per cent.) and of fats and carbohydrates, 
can completely replace meat or the other animal foodstuffs. 
This fl our is introduced in the traditional prepared foods and 
culinary dishes (soups, sausages, bread, biscuits, macaroni) 
in such a way that the taste is unimpaired, the protein content 
greatly increased, and through a daily arrangement of diet the 
individual receives, without reliance on meat, the minimum 
ration of proteins, fats, and mineral salts indispensable for 
human nutrition. This soya fl our is not an Ersatz, not a ‘food 
pill,’ but a new and superior foodstuff with the experience 
of centuries in the Far East to confi rm its nutritive value. 
We cannot afford to smile indulgently on German efforts 
to develop its consumption. The United States cannot be 
called a starving country, yet, according to offi cial fi gures, 
the Americans produce and consume over 300,000 tons 
of soya fl our annually and more than forty concerns there 
are manufacturing soya fl our and soya food products. In 
Germany the beans are also used for the production of 
margarine, soya oil being the basis of the fi nal product; and 
before the war 400,000 tons appear to have been annually 
applied as cattle feed.
 “Germany built up huge reserves of soya beans in view 
of the war. It is believed that these amounted to 2,000,000 
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tons, suffi cient to provide the whole German population with 
the equivalents of animal food for fi ve months.” Soya beans 
can be imported into Germany from countries like Rumania, 
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary, by barter.
 “The military aspect: The military importance of the 
soya is due as much to the food products as to the explosives 
and other war chemicals which can be manufactured from 
it. The fl our and prepared products are the ideal military 
foods, and are now an established part of the German Army’s 
war-time diet... The German soldier can easily carry in 
his haversack a three-day ration... At the end of the Polish 
campaign Nazi offi cial circles were boasting in Berlin, that 
without the soya it would not have been possible for the 
German Army to advance so quickly as it had done.
 “Germany has always been the largest soya importing 
country in the world. From 1928 to 1933 she imported over 
1,000,000 tons annually, according to offi cial fi gures, but 
these dropped to about 500,000 tons in 1935-36 and then 
rose to 800,000 tons in 1938, and 500,000 tons for the fi rst 
six months of 1939. The greater part of these imports came 
from Manchuria, but in 1937 and 1938 about 50,000 tons 
are said to have been admitted annually from Rumania. It 
seems clear, however, that the fi gure for Rumania cannot be 
correct. In 1937 the Rumanian production was estimated at 
150,000 to 250,000 tons. No soya is retained by Rumania; it 
is known to be all exported to Germany. From this it would 
follow that the German import fi gures deliberately understate 
the true position. As long ago as 1933 the Germans realized 
that dependence on Manchurian soya, which was almost 
entirely brought by sea to German ports, would be dangerous 
in time of war and that reliance on Trans-Siberian railway 
consignments, even assuming Russia to be bienviellant 
[benevolent, friendly], would be precarious. For this reason 
immediately Hitler came into power the Germans took 
steps to develop the production of the soya in Rumania 
and other Balkan countries. The large chemical group I.G. 
Farben Industrie, with the full support and encouragement 
of the Reich Government, began preparations in 1933 to 
promote the cultivation of the soya in Rumania. Thousands 
of tons of seed were taken into the country. A Rumanian 
company, the Soja S.A.R., was incorporated with German 
capital for producing and trading in the beans. The company 
provided the Rumanian peasants with seed and bacteria; it 
made the necessary advances against future delivery; and 
it looked after technical instruction in soya cultivation. Its 
activities reached into almost every village in those districts 
where production was possible. Further, by guaranteeing 
a minimum purchase price to the peasant, the company 
encouraged him to concentrate on soya rather than on the 
more uncertain maize or wheat which market fl uctuations 
made less profi table.
 “In Germany itself a subsidiary company, the Deutsche 
Olsaat Verwertungs, was set up to import from Rumania. 
Payments for the soya were to be effected within the ambit 

of a clearing system, and by virtue of this arrangement, inter 
alia [among other things], the I.G. Farben Industrie was to 
export its chemical and other industrial products in return. As 
the price paid to the peasants amounted to only 60 per cent. 
of the export price, the result of this ingeniously planned 
system was to provide Germany with secure and accessible 
source of supply on the cheapest possible terms, and without 
risk of losing foreign exchange. A similar story may be told 
in regard to Bulgaria. In 1934 two companies with German 
capital were set up there, having the same range of activities 
as the Rumanian. A clearing system to pay for the soya 
was likewise developed, and minimum prices guaranteed 
to the peasant. In Yugoslavia also efforts were made by the 
Germans to encourage production, but the possibilities there 
were less favourable in view of transport diffi culties.
 “Silos in Austria: Precise fi gures are diffi cult to obtain of 
the quantity of soya produced in the Balkans under German 
promotion. The largest production is certainly in Rumania, 
and must certainly have greatly increased since 1937. In the 
autumn of last year [1939], it was reported on good authority 
that Germany had appropriated 5,000 railway wagons for 
the transport of soya from Rumania; and that in addition 
200 barges were waiting at the port of Braila to pick up soya 
beans. Large silos have been constructed in Austria for the 
storage of the soya as it comes up from the Balkans by rail or 
by the Danube. It is probable that an estimate of 500,000 tons 
for the annual Rumanian production would not be an outside 
fi gure. Latest reports say that production is still further to be 
increased. The most recent development is the creation of a 
new Germano-Rumanian company to operate from February 
1 of this year [1940], its object being expressly to increase 
production in Rumania. Apart from Rumania, efforts are now 
being made by the Germans to promote soya cultivation in 
Hungary.
 “As we have said, Russian and Trans-Siberian railway 
transport is precarious in any event. It is estimated that with 
the present railway material 500,000 tons of soya at most 
could be carried annually from Manchuria across Siberia, 
and the cost of the product when it reached Germany would 
be almost prohibitive. So far as is known, little or no soya 
has come during the war by the Trans-Siberian route. 
Germany cannot afford to lose her soya supplies, from 
whatever quarter they come. The soya has become for the 
Germans a vital sinew of the ‘total war’ which they have 
conceived, prepared, and developed.”
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2003) with the term “soya food” in the title.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (March 2003) 
that describes the use of government policies (guaranteed 
minimum prices) to promote soybean production.
 Note 4. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
that gives soybean production or area statistics for western 
Europe.
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2279. Hankey, Adeline A. 1940. Changes in diet: An eight 
years’ test and its results. Times (London). April 25. p. 9, col. 
6.
• Summary: Letter to the editor. “For nearly eight years 
my husband and I have applied the advice given by Dr. 
Drummond for our everyday meals.” She then describes the 
foods eaten in their largely vegetarian diet, which includes 
plenty of raw vegetables, milk or cream for breakfast. Lunch 
includes “potatoes cooked and eaten in their skins, and 
wholemeal bread or biscuits and butter.” Dinner includes 
vegetable soups, “hot vegetables conservatively cooked, 
with fi sh, or eggs or cheese or soya beans or poultry in some 
form... Soya bean fl our is invaluable for using in wholemeal 
fl our for cakes, biscuits, and pastry and makes excellent 
sauces.
 “The results have been astonishing in the permanent 
improvement in health, in increase of vigor, in freedom 
from minor ailments, and our dentist scarcely recognizes 
our teeth! It simplifi es life, is most economical, and leaves 
one practically unconcerned with [wartime] rationing 
restrictions.” Address: 56, St. James’s St., S.W.1 [London].

2280. British Medical Journal. 1940. The soya bean in 
dietetics. i(4145):982-83. June 15. [2 ref]
• Summary: The article begins: “The soya bean has 
been described as vitally important to Germany from the 
nutritional, the economic, and the military standpoint.” A 
fl our made from the soya bean, containing 40-45% protein, 
is being incorporated into many basic foods in Germany to 
supply the protein in a diet in which foods of animal origin 
are likely to be defi cient.
 Dr. Helen Mackay has recently (1940) published an 
interesting account of the use of soya bean fl our in infant 
feeding. In her investigation, the soya fl our was mixed with 
equal parts by weight of full-cream dried milk. This mixture 
was well accepted, nutritious, and economical.
 The article concludes: “It is to be hoped that someone in 
the Ministry of Food is interested in the soya bean.”

2281. Weizmann, Charles. 1940. Process of degrading 
protein products. U.S. Patent 2,206,622. July 2. 4 p. 
Application fi led 12 July 1937. [1 ref]
• Summary: This invention is concerned with the autolysis 
of yeast. Defatted soya meal is used in the process. Address: 
Kensington, London, England.

2282. Lancet. 1940. The soya bean. July 6. p. 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: The soya bean is “the richest in food value of 
all vegetable substances. It assimilates more nitrogen from 
the air and extracts its sustenance from the air with greater 
economy than any other plant. It contains more nitrogenous 
matter than beef-steak.” Soya bean fl our contains 40% 
protein, 20% fat and 20% carbohydrate.
 The soya bean has been used as a food in China for 

thousands of years, but Europeans “have only recently 
become aware of it. Germany imported 800 tons of it in 
1908, 80,000 tons in 1923, and 800,000 tons in 1928. Since 
then they have laid up vast reserves by encouraging its 
cultivation in Rumania and Bulgaria. Its fl our [Edelsoya, rich 
in iron] feeds their soldiers and its oil feeds their machines.”
 After the German invasion of Poland [which began on 
1 Sept. 1939], German offi cers in Berlin were boasting that 
without soya, the German army would not have been able to 
advance so rapidly.
 Dr. Helen Mackay has been working with soybeans 
in the UK in the fi eld of pædiatrics (Footnote: Archives of 
Disease in Childhood, 1940, p. 1). “She has fed 48 babies on 
a milk made from equal parts of soya fl our and dried milk 
powder,” and she has found that despite minor disadvantages 
“this mixture may be an inexpensive and effi cient substitute 
for breast milk or cow’s milk.”

2283. Morse, W.J. 1940. Soybeans around the world. 
Proceedings of the American Soybean Association p. 72-
74. 20th annual meeting. Held 18-20 Aug. at Dearborn, 
Michigan.
• Summary: The areas where soybean production has 
recently increased are the East Indies, Rumania, Austria, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia. “Soybean 
production in the Danube Basin in 1939 amounted to 
approximately 5 million bushels. The acreage in Bulgaria, 
Hungary, Rumania, and Yugoslavia increased more than 
60% in 1940, this being attributed to the activities of two 
German companies which distributed selected seed and 
inoculation culture, and contracted in advance for taking the 
entire production at increased prices. The Greek government 
planned extensive cultivation of soybeans in 1940, providing 
for importation of seed, requiring compulsory cultivation of 
the crop, and the purchase of the entire crop from farmers at 
remunerative prices.”
 The increase in production has been largely due to the 
development of adapted soybean types through introduction, 
selection, and hybridization. “Soybean breeding programs 
have been carried on extensively in Germany, Russia, 
Netherland Indies, Rumania, Japan, Manchuria, South 
Africa, Canada, and some of the Balkan countries, and to 
a lesser extent in Sweden, England, Holland, France, Italy, 
Poland, Australia, India, and the Philippines.”
 “The outbreak of hostilities in Europe and the resulting 
interference with the fl ow of Manchurian soybeans into 
European markets brought about a rather critical situation 
to the producers in that part of the Orient. Moreover, 
Manchurian authorities on November 1, 1939, set up a 
soybean monopoly whereby the government purchases 
all soybeans for sale, fi xes the price, and makes all export 
sales... Soybean exports from Manchuria for the fi rst 
8 months of the 1939-40 marketing year amounted to 
approximately 24 million bushels as compared with 59 
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million bushels for the corresponding period last season. 
Exports to Europe during the 8 months of this season were 
estimated at about 4 million bushels as compared with actual 
exports of 32 million bushels for the same months in 1938-
39. About one million bushels were exported this year to 
Germany via Trans-Siberian Railway, and over 2.5 million 
bushels to Europe by sea, a major portion of which went to 
Italy.
 “With practical cessation of direct shipments to 
European countries, Japanese and Manchurian offi cials 
began concentrating on the development of new industrial 
outlets for soybeans. The process of making usable protein 
from soybean material as a substitute for imported milk 
casein has been widely studied by government and industrial 
agencies in Manchuria and Japan. At present the principal 
ways in which soybean protein is substituting for milk casein 
are as glue for wooden articles, furniture, veneer, plywood, 
etc., paper sizing, as the adhesive element in insecticides and 
water paints, and as material for artifi cial wool and plastics. 
In 1938 more than 22 million pounds of soybean glue were 
used. A few Japanese companies have industrialized the 
manufacture of protein on rather an extensive scale. In 
Japan only one fi rm is reported to be producing soybean 
plastics, and these are not entirely satisfactory. Soybean 
fi ber, or casein fi ber as it is known in Japanese trade circles, 
is manufactured exclusively by one concern which sells its 
products to a spinning fi rm for making into yarn and cloth. 
The present capacity of the factory is about 22,000 pounds 
per day although actual daily production is said to be only 
about 13,000 pounds. The fi ber known as ‘Silkool’ has not 
yet been exported. The domestic prices range from 33 to 35 
cents per pound.
 “A sample of ‘Soyalex’ recently received from Japan 
was said to contain not less than 60% pure lecithin. This new 
soybean product may be used in making butter, chocolate, 
for dressing of leather, making of shoe polishes and toilet 
foods such as face creams and soaps, for cooking, making 
noodles and macaroni, and in the preparation of valuable 
chemicals.”
 A portrait photo shows W.J. Morse.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2000) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Sweden.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the term “soybean fi ber” to refer 
to spun soy protein fi ber used like a textile fi ber. Address: 
USDA Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, DC.

2284. A.C. 1940. La culture de la fève soja [Cultivation of 
the soybean]. Croix (La) (Paris). Sept. 7. p. 2, col. 2. [Fre]
• Summary: Would this not be the moment to introduce into 
France the cultivation of this Oriental legume?
 For 5,000 years the soybean has constituted a substantial 
prepared dish for the Chinese, and for the last 30 years 
its renown has become international. It has been exported 

in bulk and in sacks from all the ports of Manchuria and 
mainly from Dairen, the terminus of the “South Manchuria 
Railway.” Among the farm products sent from Manchuria, 
whose value is about $500 million a year, the soybean 
occupies by far the fi rst place.
 The Japanese are also interested in this crop. Millions of 
immigrants from the provinces of Shantung and Zhili (Chili, 
Chihli; dissolved in 1928) come to harvest it.
 In their laboratories at Dairen, Japanese chemists have 
discovered numerous ways of utilizing the soybean: not only 
for feeding man and beast, but it can also be used for making 
soap, cheese [tofu], varnish and paints, ink for printing, 
enamel, linoleum, explosives and motor fuels, and lubricants. 
It is made into bread; the fl our is used in Italy for macaroni 
as well as for biscuits. An exquisite table oil is extracted 
from the soybean. Some fl avors in a bowl of soup give the 
aroma and the taste if true bouillon. Japan must nourish a 
constantly increasing population with the products of its 
old, exhausted fi elds. The waste products from the soybeans 
[i.e., from pressing out the oil], pressed into large cakes, 
make an excellent fertilizer and contribute largely to the 
solution of the problem. The Japanese continue their research 
into obtaining a more abundant harvest and improving the 
soybean oil.
 I believe that the soybean is cultivated in Ireland. Why 
is the cultivation of this modern manna not introduced into 
France?
 Note: Amazing that by Sept. 1940 the writer is unaware 
of all the work since 1855 to introduce the soybean to 
France!

2285. Good Health (Battle Creek, Michigan). 1940. Food 
and the war. 75(9):125. Sept.
• Summary: “The soybean has come to have a prominent 
place in the military dietetics of Germany.”
 In the British Medical Journal “Dr. Josiah Oldfi eld (of 
England) urges the British to learn from Hitler and Mussolini 
about diet. In Germany the populace has been put on two 
or three meatless days a week. Italy has decreed that the 
wealthy shall live two or three days a week on the peasant 
diet of corn, oil, chestnuts, raisins, macaroni, maize porridge, 
milk and cheese.” “The Indian armies in the World War [I] 
surprised Lord Roberts when they marched and fought better 
on vegetable foods than the English Tommies on a heavy 
meat ration.”

2286. Weizmann, Charles. 1940. Protein preparation. U.S. 
Patent 2,217,264. Oct. 8. 6 p. Application fi led 11 Oct. 1938. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: Examples I-III discusses enzymatic hydrolysis 
(with papain or pepsin) of soya meal. Yeast autolysate is 
added. Address: London, England.

2287. Ferretti, Antonio. 1940. Improvement in or relating 
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to the manufacture of artifi cial textile fi bres. British Patent 
528,428. Oct. 29. 3 p. Application fi led 6 May 1939.
• Summary: “This invention relates to processes for the 
manufacture of artifi cial textile fi bers from vegetable 
albumin.” “The vegetable albumin may be derived from 
any vegetable source containing it. A suitable source and of 
which there is a plentiful supply throughout the world, is the 
soya bean (glycine hispida) from which casein is derived 
which is so similar to casein obtained from whey as to be 
universally known as soya-casein. Soya-casein can be used 
without diffi culty in the process according to the present 
invention, either by itself or mixed with whey casein.”
 Equal parts of soya-casein and whey-casein are 
mixed with water and various chemicals, then the matured 
solution is passed through a spinning nozzle immersed in a 
coagulating bath containing an aqueous solution of sulphuric 
acid and other salts. As soon as the fi bers have coagulated 
they are collected in a continuous ribbon and are conveyed, 
preferably under tension, through a sodium chloride bath, to 
which aluminum salts or other salts can be added. The fi bers 
are then rendered insoluble.
 Note: Antonio Ferretti was an Italian who conducted the 
fi rst investigations, from 1924 to 1935, in an attempt to make 
fi bers from casein. In 1935 he succeeded in making pliable 
fi bers with certain wool-like characteristics. The Italian 
rayon producers, Snia Viscosa, purchased Ferretti’s patents 
and undertook large-scale production of casein fi ber from 
milk. They called this fi ber Lanital (lana is Latin for wool), 
and in 1937 some 1,200 tons of this fi ber was made. Address: 
16 Via Benedetto Marcello, Milan, Italy.

2288. Product Name:  Granose Protose (Formerly named 
Nutmeat).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1940.
Ingredients:  Wheat protein, cashew nuts, peanuts, wheat 
fl our, soya fl our, yeast, salt, hydrolised vegetable protein.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1940. It has been discontinued.

2289. Product Name:  Granose Saviand (A Meatless 
Savoury).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1940.
Ingredients:  Wheat protein, cashew nuts, soya fl our, yeast, 
salt, hydrolised vegetable protein, onion, caramel.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  284 gm (10 oz) can.

New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1960. Sept/Oct. p. 249. Granose produces Saviand, 
containing wheat gluten, ground nuts, yeast extract, onion, 
and caramel.
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. “A product similar 
to Protose but with the addition of onion fl avouring.”
 Form fi lled out and Label sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by Granose, 
was introduced in 1940. Label. 1990. 8.5 by 3.75 inches. 
Orange, black, and yellow on white. Two color illustrations 
of a Savoury (like a U.S. turnover, with a crust) on a plate 
with a spatula underneath it. “A blend of wheat protein and 
nuts. Contains no animal products. Saviand is a delicious 
savoury which is ready to serve either cold with salads or 
hot in pies, hot pots, etc. Slice or dice it. Ingredients: Wheat 
protein, water, peanuts, soya fl our, yeast, salt, hydrolysed 
vegetable protein, onion powder, caramel. Dietary analysis 
upon request.” This canned product is similar to Spam or 
Nuttolene. It is not sold in the pastry crust.

2290. Aslin, Mary S. 1940. Library catalog of printed books 
and pamphlets on agriculture published between 1471 and 
1840. 2nd ed. Aberdeen, Scotland: Aberdeen University 
Press. 293 p. Illust. 26 cm. [35350* ref]
• Summary: This is a list of the early books in the Library of 
the Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, England 
(25 miles north-northwest of London). The station founded 
in 1843, is noted for its biological and agricultural research. 
In 1471 the fi rst printed book on agriculture–Crescentius’ 
well-known treatise–was sent out from Augsburg [30 miles 
west-northwest of Munich, in Bavaria, Germany]; prior to 
that there were only manuscripts. The fi rst English book on 
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agriculture, commonly called The Book of Husbandry by 
John Fitzherbert, was not published until about 1523, and 
the fi rst book in French (apart from translations) appeared 
in 1564. “The year 1840 marks a milestone in agricultural 
history. Up until then agriculture and agricultural books 
were almost exclusively empirical. But increasingly 
writers strove to get beyond the empirical facts and to 
discover the underlying principles. Their efforts, small and 
disconnected at fi rst, can be traced like a growing stream 
throughout the long period to the closing forty years in 
which were crowded the achievements of the Geneva School 
of plant physiologists: de Saussure, Senebier and others; 
the application of chemistry to agriculture by the English 
chemist Davy; the wider application of science to farm 
problems, and, still more important, the development of 
experimental methods of studying agricultural problems by 
the founder of modern agricultural science, Boussingault. 
Finally, with dramatic suddenness, all this work burst into 
fruition when, in 1840, Liebig brought together the results of 
the earlier workers and deduced from them the simple laws 
of husbandry with which his name will always be associated; 
at the same time Lawes made the pot experiments which, 
within the next three years, were to lead to the founding 
both of the Rothamsted Experimental Station and of the 
artifi cial fertilizer industry. Up to 1840 agriculture has been 
based on empirical rules; after 1840 it was developed on 
scientifi c principles... ‘No idea,’ said Comte, ‘can be properly 
understood apart from its history.’”
 Note: Rothamsted is the world’s oldest agricultural 
experiment station. It was formally established in 1843, 
eight years before the fi rst German experiment station was 
started at Moeckern (near Leipzig) in 1851. Actually, some 
experiments had been conducted at Rothamsted as early as 
1837, and more extensive fi eld experiments were begun in 
1840. “The published records report all of the crops grown 
on Broadbalk fi eld since 1839, and the exact yields of 
produce are recorded since 1844... It was in 1843 that John 
Bennet Lawes, the proprietor of the Rothamsted estate and 
founder of the experiment station, secured the services of 
Doctor Joseph Henry Gilbert; and this association, which 
continued to the end of the century, made the names, Lawes 
and Gilbert, almost synonymous with Rothamsted...
 “Lawes and Gilbert did not concur in Liebig’s theory so 
far as concerns the element nitrogen, and the central plan in 
most of the Rothamsted fi eld experiments is based upon this 
difference of opinion.”

2291. Davis, Adelle. 1940. Optimum nutrition. London. 247 
p. *
Address: Los Angeles, California.

2292. Hilditch, T.P. 1940. The chemical constitution of 
natural fats. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. xiii + 554 
p. General index of subjects. Index of individual fats and 

waxes. Index of plant families. Index of individual fatty 
acids. Index of individual glycerides. 26 cm. 2nd ed. 1947. 
554 p. [1528* ref]
• Summary: One of the most important books in its fi eld. 
It is extremely detailed and well documented. Chapter 4, 
“The component acids of vegetable fats” (p. 134-223), for 
example, has 630 references at the end, including a reference 
for every value in every table.
 By this time in the history of research on the chemical 
constitution of oils and fats, the terminology has become 
so complex that a well-educated layman who is not a 
specialist in this fi eld will be unable to understand the basic 
vocabulary.
 “Soya oil” is discussed on the following pages: p. 13 
(hexadecenoic acid is found in very small proportions in 
various seed oils, incl. soya bean. There are remarkable 
parallels between fat types and evolution in the animal 
kingdom), p. 99-100 (infl uence of ingested fats, incl. from 
soya beans alone, on the composition of pig body fats. 
Excessive fat in the diet cannot be dealt with by an animal in 
the same way as the fat which its body normally produces), 
p. 120-22 (effect of soya bean cake added to the diet on the 
composition of milk fats), p. 163 (soya bean and saffl ower 
oils are sometimes classed as “drying” and sometimes as 
“semi-drying” types of oils. In non-drying oils, linoleic acid 
does not comprise more than 20% of the mixed fatty acids), 
p. 187-90 (focus on the component acids of groundnut and 
soya bean oils, incl. a 2-page table), p. 205-08 (component 
acids of seed phosphatides; lecithin), p. 228 (fractional 
distillation of brominated glycerides from liquid fats), p. 
238-39 (the general glyceride structure of seed fats in which 
oleic and linoleic acids are the chief component acids) 243-
44 (applications of the acetone crystallization procedure to 
solid and liquid fats; attempted separation of glycerides by 
the “molecular still”), p. 277-78 (the component glycerides 
of liquid soya bean oil), p. 298-99 (the component glycerides 
of land animal fats; infl uence of adding soya bean cake to 
the diet), 306-07 (effect of specifi c fatty oils in the diet on 
the composition of cow milk fats), 326-31 (the component 
glycerides of cow milk fats; infl uence of adding soya bean 
cake), p. 345 (comparison of the proportions of protein, 
fat, and phosphatide in the growing part of the plant with 
that in the beans during the ripening period), p. 370-71 
(assimilation of fats by animals), p. 392-93, 412 (palmitic 
{n-hexadecanoic} acid is the characteristic saturated fatty 
acid of natural fats), p. 413-14 (11-octadecenoic {vaccenic} 
acid), p. 420-21 (cis-cis 9, 12 octadecadienoic acid or 
linoleic acid).
 Also discusses these seed oils: Almond, alfalfa, 
cottonseed, groundnut, hempseed, linseed, sesame. Address: 
D.Sc. (Lond.), F.R.S., F.R.I.C., Campbell Brown Prof. of 
Industrial Chemistry, Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of 
Liverpool, England.
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2293. Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book. 1940. Tokyo, Japan: 
Japan-Manchoukuo Year Book Co. Index. 26 cm. Seventh 
annual issue. [Eng]
• Summary: Each year’s book is divided into two main parts: 
Japan, and Manchoukuo. This book was published in late 
1939.
 In the Japan and Manchoukuo parts of the book, soya 
beans are most widely discussed in the respective chapters 
on Agriculture. In each case, information given the previous 
year is updated one year.
 Page 290-91: In the chapter on “Agriculture and 
stockbreeding” in Japan, Table 19 shows “Production of 
various grains, potatoes, etc.” in koku from 1927 to 1938. 
1.80391 hectolitres = 1 koku = 5.11902 dry bushels (USA). 
For soya bean:
 2.700 million koku in 1938
 Table 19B gives the value of each crops (in yen) from 
1927 to 1938. Other crops in this table are oats, millet, 
barnyard millet, proso millet, maize, buckwheat, red bean, 
sweet potato, and Irish potato.
 Page 391: In the chapter on “Chemical industry” Table 
3 shows the “Production of chemical fertilizers” (in metric 
tons) from 1926 to 1937. The quantity (in metric tons) and 
value (in yen) of each is given. These fertilizers are: Sulphate 
of ammonia [ammonium sulfate], calcium cyanamide, 
superphosphate of lime, and muriate of potash [potassium 
chloride].
 Table 5, “Imports of commercial fertilizers” from 1931 
to 1938 include “Bean-oil cake,” the imports of which 
steadily decreased from 1.032 million metric tons in 1931 to 
0.623 million metric tons in 1938.
 Page 403: In the same chapter Table 38 shows 
“Vegetable oil production” with quantity in metric tons and 
value in yen, from 1930 to 1937. Soya bean oil production 
increased from 36,977 metric tons (mt) in 1930 to 65,455 
metric tons in 1937–making it the leading vegetable oil 
produced in Japan. The other leading vegetable oils made in 
Japan in 1937 were:
 Rapeseed 28,893 metric tons
 Perilla 23,206 metric tons
 Cottonseed 23,154 metric tons
 Coconut 16,112 metric tons
 Peanut 7,648 metric tons
 Sesamum [Sesame] 6,653 metric tons
 Linseed 4,254 metric tons
 Hempseed 329 metric tons
 Paulownia 76 metric tons
 On the same page, Table 39 shows exports and imports 
of vegetable oils from 1933 to 1938. Exports of soya bean 
oil decreased from 2.242 million kin in 1933 (1 kin = 0.6 
kg) to 1.795 million kin in 1938. Imports of soya bean oil 
increased from 128,000 kin in 1933 to 321,000 kin in 1938. 
The three main vegetable oils imported into Japan in 1937 
were cottonseed oil (10.324 million kin), coconut oil (2.400 

million kin), and paulownia oil (1.439 million kin).
 Page 444: In the chapter on “Commerce,” Table 13 
shows the “Average wholesale price of staple commodities 
in Tokyo” in yen per koku, average December each year 
from 1934 to 1938. The brand of soya beans was “Manchu 
White.” The price dropped from a high of 19.37 yen in 1936 
to a low of 7.70 yen in 1937.
 Page 453-54: In the chapter on “Foreign Trade,” Table 
B, “Imports,” shows trade of “Oil cake” from 1927 to 1938.
 Pages 470-71 in the same chapter contain a very large 
table titled “Imports by countries of origin” in yen from 1937 
to 1938. Categories include “Beans & Peas,” “Oil yielding 
materials” and “Oil cake.” For each of the three categories, 
Manchoukuo is the main country of origin, followed by 
Kwantung Province, then China, then British India, then 
D.E.I. [Dutch East Indies].
 Page 714: In the chapter on “Agriculture” in 
Manchoukuo, a large table shows “Output of principal of 
crops (metric tons)” from 1924 to 1938. For soya beans: 
4.612 million metric tons in 1938.
 The other principal crops shown in the tables are other 
beans, kaoliang, millet, maize, wheat, rice, upland rice, and 
other cereals.
 Page 715: The text about “Soya beans” is repeated on 
this page.
 Page 739: In the chapter on “Commerce,” Table 12 
shows “Wholesale prices of principal staple commodities in 
Hsinking [Changchun, in Jilin province] from 1934 to July 
1939 in M¥ [million? yen]. The price of 1st grade soya beans 
went from 3.36 per 100 kin in 1934 to 7.76 per 100 kin in 
July 1939. That of bean cake rose from 0.90 per piece in 
1934 to 2.68 in July 1938. The wholesale price of bean oil 
increased from 10.50 per kin in 1934 to 20.88 per kin in July 
1939.
 Page 779-80: The chapter on “Manufacturing 
industries,” has a long section “IV. Bean oil & cake.” The 
four principal cities of manufacturing in Manchoukuo are 
Dairen, Yingkow, Antung, and Harbin. Table 22 shows 
“Output of bean oil at the principal cities” in 1,000 kin [1 
kin = 0.6 kg] from 1932 to 1938. The leading city by far 
was Dairen. The total bean oil produced decreased at the 
four centers decreased from 221.061 million kin in 1932 to 
97.255 million kin in 1938.
 The text below this table states (p. 779-80): “At fi rst the 
main business of the industry was the extracting of linseed 
oil. The primitive linseed oil extraction method was applied 
to soya beans in Tiehling and Changchun (present Hsinking) 
districts, important market of beans, some sixty years ago. 
As the result obtained was satisfactory, the bean oil industry 
commenced. At that time, the bean oil was directed for local 
consumption alone, and was used for cooking, lighting, and 
other domestic purposes.
 “The original method of pressing oil out of beans was 
very simple and primitive, only hand or mule operated 
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wedge or screw system being used. But with the rapid 
progress made in the utilization of bean oil and the 
increased demands abroad, the method of oil extraction 
was improved. Hydraulic power came to be used in place 
of human labour or mule power, in operating the presses. 
Then a more scientifi c method of extraction by means of 
chemical solvents was discovered by the Central Laboratory 
of the South Manchuria Railway Company. Under this new 
extraction method, benzine, benzol or alcohol is used to 
extract and dissolve oil contained in beans.
 “Uses of Bean Oil.–The uses of soya bean oil have 
increased markedly in the last three decades. At present they 
are used for such diversifi ed purposes as the manufacture 
of soap, as a lard and butter substitute, as a constituent of 
paint, varnish and shellac, glycerine, water proofi ng, and as 
substitutes for rubber and petroleum.
 “Bean Cake.–Soya bean cake is used for various 
purposes, the principal uses being fertilizer and animal 
feed, while with further processing it is manufactured into 
a celluloid substitute, medicine, sizing for paper-making 
and for Ajinomoto. It is also used extensively for the 
manufacturing of sauce material, bean fl our and shoyu and 
miso.
 Below this (p. 780) is a large Table 23 “Output of bean 
cake in the principal cities” from 1932 to 1937 in 1,000 
pieces (1 piece weighs 27.6 kg). Again, Dairen is by far the 
leading city. The total decreased from 44.744 million pieces 
in 1932 to 20.585 million pieces in 1938.
 Below this (p. 780) is a large Table 24 “Number of 
bean-cake mills and productive capacity” in major South and 
North Manchuria [customs] districts from 1923 to 1937.
 Page 782: In the same chapter, Table 29. “Production, 
etc. of soy and miso (bean paste) in Kwantung” gives values 
from 1931 to 1937. The number of plants increased from 
16 in 1931 to 22 in 1937. The volume of miso increased 
from 646,691 kwan in 1931 to 1,485,739 kwan in 1936. The 
volume of soy sauce increased from 20,950 koku in 1931 to 
116,734 koku in 1936.
 Above this table is a brief section on “Soy” sauce: “In 
sympathy with the rapidly increasing number of Japanese 
residents since the foundation of the country, the soy 
industry has made marked developments. The output of soy 
was 44,253 koku in 1937. Imports of soy were valued at 
¥1,564,000 in 1938.”
 Page 798: In the chapter on “Foreign trade” we read: 
“Soya beans constituted in 1938 the most important export 
article, representing 32% of the total export value, and 44% 
if other varieties of bens and derivatives are included. The 
most important customer for beans was Japan, followed by 
Egypt and Germany. In bean cakes and oil, Japanese imports 
concentrated on cake whilst European countries such as 
Germany, the Netherlands, and Great Britain mostly bought 
oil.”
 On the same page (p. 798) Table 4, “Volume of principal 

articles imported and exported” from 1934 to 1938 gives 
values for soya beans (decreased), bean cakes (decreased), 
and bean oil (decreased).
 Page 800: In the same chapter, Table 6, “Exports of 
principal commodities” 1934-1938 by country of destination 
shows that the total increased from 160,349 million yen in 
1934 to 234,363 million yen in 1938.
 Page 801: A similar table for bean oil appears.
 Page 803. A similar table for bean-cake appears.

2294. Mackay, Helen M.M. 1940. Soya bean fl our with 
dried milk: A cheap and effi cient substitute for breast milk. 
Archives of Disease in Childhood 15:1-26. Summarized in 
Soybean Digest, May 1941, p. 8. [45 ref]
• Summary: Research was conducted on 225 babies in 
London, but only 150 were available for the fi nal statistical 
comparison. Of these 150, 48 were fed yolac (a mixture 
of dried milk and Soyolk whole soya fl our), and 102 were 
controls, 49 of these latter getting iron-containing dried milk 
with cod-liver oil, and 53 the same dried milk and iron with 
vitamin D and no supplement of vitamin A. Over 75% of 
the children were under 3 months of age when fi rst seen. All 
children participated for at least 5 weeks, and the average 
time was 9 months.
 Note: This is the 3rd earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
that contains the word “soymilk,” spelled as one word (see 
pages 2 and 8). Address: M.D., F.R.C.P., Member of the 
Staff of the Medical Research Council, and Physician to the 
Queen’s Hospital for Children, London.

2295. Saris, John. 1940. The fi rst voiage of the English to 
the islands of Iapan... Tokyo: Toyo Bunko. [123 p.] 31 cm. 
Facsimile of the original ms. in the Toyo Bunko, Tokyo.
• Summary: This is a facsimile reprint of Saris’ handwritten 
log. On 29 Aug. 1613, while in Japan (near Shizuoka), Saris 
wrote (Toyo Bunko transcription): “Of Henns they haue 
greate store, as likewise of Deere, both redd and fallowe 
wilde bores, hares Goates Kyne etc. Of theese they haue 
plentie, butter they make none, Neither will they eate any 
Milke, because theie hould it to be as bloode, nor tame 
beasts.”
 Note 1. The word transcribed from the original 
manuscript as “Cheese” by Satow in 1900 is transcribed here 
by the Japanese as “theese.” To us the word looks more like 
“theese,” but we are not sure.
 Note 2. John Saris died in 1646. Address: [Captain of 
the fi rst British to Japan in 1613].

2296. Soybean collection at the N.I. Vavilov All-Russian 
Research Institute of Plant Industry (VIR) based on the log 
book of 1940. 1940.
• Summary: This list of soybean accessions at the VIR (St. 
Petersburg, Russia) in 1940 was sent by Irina Seferova, 
Soybean Collection Curator at the VIR. Based on that year’s 
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log book, it shows that the VIR had 4,014 accessions of 
various types (landrace, breeder resource, primitive line, 
advanced Cultivar, and a few wild forms) which are not 
individually designated. These come from 35 different 
countries, regions, etc. as follows: Africa 1. Africa, Congo 
2. Africa, South Africa 6. Austria 1. Canada 14. Caucasus, 
Abkhazia (USSR) 21. Caucasus, Georgia (USSR) 31. 
Caucasus, North Caucasus (USSR) 9. Central Asia (USSR) 
5. Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 2.
 China 2,347.
 China, Manchuria, Experimental Station Echo 547. 
Cuba 1. France 9. Germany 11. Guatemala 2. Hungary 4. 
India 37. Iran 1. Ireland 1. Italy 7.
 Japan 171. Korea 49. Latvia 2. Lithuania 6. Mexico 1. 
Netherlands 1. Poland 4. Russia, European part (USSR) 29.
 Russia, Far Eastern Region (USSR) 421. Russia, Siberia 
(USSR) 13. Ukraine (USSR) 14.
 USA 233. Uzbekistan (USSR) 9. West Asia 3.
 Total 4,014.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (July 2014) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Latvia. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in Latvia (1940). The source of these soybeans is 
unknown.
 A separate table sent by Irena on 30 Nov. 2010 shows 
13 major collections of soybeans, They are ranked on the 
table by number of soybean accessions. All of the entries are 
dated and some have multiple dates. Moreover, it is not clear 
whether that soybeans were collected during an expedition 
or whether they were sent to VIR for some reason. We will 
assume an expedition only when its leader is named.
 (1) 1,859 accessions from Experimental Station Echo, 
Manchuria (China), Donor: A.D. Woeikoff [Aleksandr 
Dmitrievich Voeikov (1879-1944)- LC transliteration]. Years: 
1923, 1929, 1931.
 Note: According to a USDA periodical in March 
1926, Woeikoff was director, Experimental Station, 
Echo” at “Tiehlingho, Kirin Province, Manchuria.” This 
“Experimental Station. Echo” in Manchuria was operated by 
the old Chinese Eastern Railway.
 (2) 529 accessions from Echo Experimental Station, 
Manchuria (China). Years: 1923, 1924, 1927, 1928, 1929, 
1932.
 (3) 232 accessions. VIR Expedition to Far East Region 
(USSR), led by Trofi m Jakolevich Zarubajlo [Trofi m 
IAkolevich Zarubailo] (born 1906). Year: 1932. Note: A 
post-graduate student of the VIR in 1932, he then became 
an employee of the VIR and was the leading expert in the 
genetics of cereal crops.
 (4) 194 accessions. VIR Expedition to USA, led by D.N. 
Borodin, Head of the Division, Dep. of Applied Botany and 
Plant Breeding. Accessions from USA, Japan, China, Korea, 
and Russia. Years: 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 
1928.

 (5) 171 accessions. from Manchuria, Agronomical 
Department of the Chinese Eastern Railway, Vrachinskij 
[Vrachinskii]. Year: 1929. Vrachinskij is the family name of 
a person. Nothing more about him is known.
 (6) 79 accessions. VIR Expedition to Japan led 
by Evgenija Nikolaevna Sinskaja [Eveniia Nikolaevna 
Sinskaia–LC transliteration] (Sinskaya). Year: 1928. Note: 
An employee of the VIR, Sinskaya (a woman) was one of 
the most talented botanists and plant breeders in Russia. 
She created her own scientifi c schools. An exceptional 
fi eld researcher, experimenter and theorist, botanist, 
geographer, ethnobotanist, and environmentalist, Evgenia 
Nikolaevna was not only a good friend and active adherent 
of N.I. Vavilov, who selfl essly helped him in carrying out 
his scientifi c and institutional programs, but she was also 
an outstanding follower, playing a signifi cant role in the 
development of his ideas and concepts.
 (7) 74 accessions from Manchuria Agricultural Society, 
China. Year: 1925, 1926.
 (8) 66 accessions. VIR Expedition to Far East Region 
(USSR), led by M. Tchenkova. Year: 1929.
 (9) 62 accessions from the Moscow Agricultural 
Exhibition, Russia. These accessions came from Russia, 
Ukraine, Caucasus, Central Asia. Year: 1923.
 (10) 87 accessions. Expeditions to Italy (1927), China, 
Japan, and Korea (1929) led by N.I. Vavilov (See separate 
record for 1929).
 (11) Other, 661 accessions (1921-1940).
 Photos show: (1) E.N. Sinskaja / Sinskaia (1889-1965).
 (2) Trofi m Jakelovich Zarubajlo / Zarubailo (born 1906).
 Note: “Today, the N.I. Vavilov Institute of Plant 
Industry in St. Petersburg still maintains one of the world’s 
largest collections of plant genetic material. The Institute 
began as the Bureau of Applied Botany in 1894, and was 
reorganized in 1924 into the All-Union Research Institute 
of Applied Botany and New Crops, and in 1930 into the 
Research Institute of Plant Industry. Vavilov was the head 
of the institute from 1921 to 1940. In 1968 the institute 
was renamed after him in time for its 75th anniversary” 
(Source: Wikipedia, at Nikolai Vavilov, Dec. 2010). The VIR 
celebrated its 100th anniversary in 1994–www.vir.nw.ru. 
Address: St. Petersburg, USSR.

2297. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1940. Soya 
bean oil. In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. 
Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. 
London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See 
vol. IV, p. 84-85. [4 ref]
• Summary: This section, which appears in the chapter titled 
“Drying Oils,” discusses mostly the use of soya bean oil in 
paints, linoleum, and other uses for its drying properties.

2298. Pornin, Pierre. 1941. Le marché allemand du soja 
[The German soybean market]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
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1(1):27-29. Feb. Also in Revue Internationale des Produits 
Coloniaux, No. 14. Feb. 1939. [Fre]
• Summary: Soybeans were only introduced in Europe 
around 30 years ago. In 1908, a Japanese company sent its 
London-based correspondent a test shipment of a few tons of 
soybeans (fèves de soja). A 5,200-ton order was then placed. 
The merchandise had garnered interest. In December 1909, 
sales in Europe reached 300,000 tons, for a total of 2 million 
pounds.
 It was in 1910 that Germany really began importing 
soybeans (graines de soja). Up until this time, these oilseeds 
were subject to a customs duty of 20 or 40 marks per ton, 
depending on whether or not the soybeans were imported 
from a country that had concluded a trade treaty with 
Germany. Since soybeans were primarily used to extract oil, 
the German Federation of Oil Mills (Fédération des Moulins 
à Huile Allemande) asked the Reichstag for an exemption 
from entry taxes. This request was granted, and the infl ux of 
soybeans into Germany increased. In December 1910, the 
fi rst freight of soybeans to benefi t from the lack of customs 
duty was brought to Hamburg on a Swedish steamship, with 
a total of 4,600 tons. Large shipments quickly followed. 
The fi rst, largest soybean seed shipper was Mandschurische 
Export Comp. G.m.b.H., with its headquarters in Hamburg. 
Another large company that dealt in these goods was Henry 
P. Newmann & Co. from Hamburg. But in reality, these two 
companies were simply branch offi ces of parent companies 
that were established in other countries. It was Thörl’s 
Vereinigte Oelfabriken from Hamburg that can be considered 
the fi rst German factory to work with soybeans.
 Before the war, these beans from Manchuria were 
exported almost equally via Vladivostok and Dalian. 
Vladivostok is about one-third closer than Dalian to the place 
where soybeans are assembled, which makes transport to 
Vladivostok signifi cantly less expensive. Vladivostok is also 
a more protected port, and is accessible to all types of ships. 
For these reasons, it was preferred for exporting to Japan and 
Europe, while Dalian shipped primarily to China.
 After the war, Germany became more specialized in 
working with soybeans, and its imports increased more 
or less steadily until around 1932-1933, a time when they 
reached almost 1,200,000 tons annually. First and foremost, 
these soybeans provided Germany with oils and fats. The 
press cakes were used as livestock feed. Perfectly equipped 
factories, in particular Hansa-Mühle (which could process 
up to 1,200 tons of soybeans per day) and Thörl’s Vereinigte 
Oelfabriken A.G., pressed soybeans, extracting and refi ning 
their oil. A signifi cant portion of this oil was exported to 
numerous European countries, and even to French Morocco 
and Tunisia. Annual exports surpassed 30,000 tons in 1932 
and 1933. It is true that Germany also imported soy oil (huile 
de soja), particularly by way of the Hamburg-America Line, 
but the quantities never surpassed ten thousand tons per year.
 During recent years, Germany has markedly reduced its 

soybean imports, which only reached 515,000 tons in 1935, 
485,000 tons in 1936, 600,000 tons in 1937 and 705,000 
tons from January to November in 1938. Germany’s soy oil 
imports have mostly held steady, but exports, on the other 
hand, have almost stopped altogether. Of course, the Far East 
remains the main soybean supplier for Germany. In 1935, 
out of the 515,000 tons imported, 494,000 tons came from 
the Far East. For several years, the Balkans have provided 
an increasingly large portion of Germany’s supplies, but this 
amount has not surpassed 70,000 tons per year.
 The average purchase price for a ton of soybeans was 
set at 94 reichsmarks in 1933, 93 reichsmarks in 1937 
and 99 reichsmarks in 1938. This price has therefore held 
remarkably stable for several years.
 Germany’s main port of entry for soybeans is Hamburg, 
where, for example, from August 1937 to May 1938, no 
fewer than 378,000 tons were unloaded, of which 357,000 
tons came from Dalian and Korean ports. As a percentage, 
Hamburg receives more than 60% of German imports.
 Germany never had an actual market for soybeans. 
An autonomous body of importers never existed: shippers’ 
representatives would sell their merchandise directly to oil 
mills through brokers or other intermediaries.
 This situation has changed, in that for several years now, 
the government has exercised its policy of economic control 
and fi xed soybean prices, along with the operational profi ts 
that the mills are authorized to receive.
 Even brief studies on soybeans in Germany would be 
gravely lacking if they did not cover the work that has been 
carried out in the Balkans to introduce soybean cultivation in 
these regions, in a way that created powerful economic ties.
 The large chemical products group, I.G. Farbenindustrie, 
took the initiative to address the problem around 1932. 
Facing fi nancial diffi culties due to the collapse of the Vienna-
based banking establishment Osterreichische Kreditanstalt 
in 1931, I.G. Farbenindustrie was seeking a way to access 
its assets that were frozen in the Balkans, which amounted 
to no less than 600 million lei [a unit of Romanian currency] 
in Romania alone. The group decided to introduce soybean 
cultivation to the region, as Germany was a signifi cant 
importer. First, it was important to select the species that 
were best suited to Balkan soil, and to procure certain 
bacteria that play an important role in cultivating soybeans.
 In 1934, I.G. Farbenindustrie was able to bring 
42,000 tons of seeds to Romania, along with the necessary 
inoculation bacteria. In 1936, it decided to create the 
public Romanian company Soja S.A.R. This company has 
an extremely broad fi eld of activities. It provides farmers 
with seed and bacteria, and gives them advance payment 
as necessary; it provides them with technical instruction; 
in some districts of northern Bessarabia [in today’s 
Moldova and Ukraine], along the Moldova River and in 
Bucovina [modern day Romania and Ukraine], it created an 
organization that has ramifi cations in every village. Finally, 
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it guarantees farmers a fi rm price, which is currently 5 lei per 
kilo, from the nearest railway station.
 At the beginning of December 1938, Soja S.A.R. held 
an extraordinary meeting during which it decided to increase 
its capital stock from 3 to 50 million lei. This increase in 
capital refl ects the considerable growth soybean cultivation 
has made in Romania over four years. It appears that the 
company’s balance sheet total, which reached a total of 
approximately 600,000 lei in 1937, will reportedly be around 
1 billion in 1938.
 The efforts of I.G. Farbenindustrie have thus proved 
successful. There were more than 100,000 hectares of sown 
areas in 1937, but they were reduced to around 65,000 in 
1938, since the company did not renew the contracts of 
the more irresponsible farmers. In all likelihood, however, 
soybean cultivation will continue to develop in Romania 
over the coming years.
 Production per hectare in Romania is around 1,500 kilos 
for average harvests, but it can be higher, and exceptional 
harvests have yielded up to 2,500, or even 3,000 kilos.
 Almost all Romanian soybeans go to Germany (11,297 
tons in 1936, 43,489 tons in 1937, and around 50,000 tons 
in 1938). The soybeans are imported into Germany by 
Deutsche Ölsaat-Verwertungs- G.m.b.H., a subsidiary of I.G. 
Farbenindustrie.
 Germany is also trying to encourage Bulgaria and 
Yugoslavia to grow soybeans, but the results so far are not 
yet on par with those from Romania.
 Finally, attempts have long been made to introduce 
soybeans within Germany itself. Tests in Bonn-Poppelsdorf, 
Hamburg-Wohldorf, Giessen, Delitzsch, and other areas, 
have led to the selection of species [sic, varieties] that–even 
in the German climate–ripen and produce a good yield. To 
encourage these efforts, the Reichsnährstand (corporative 
food organization) guaranteed producers a fi rm price of 32 
reichsmarks. That price is at least three times higher than 
global soybean prices.
 Translated by Elise Kruidenier.

2299. [Letzgus, E.V.; Vergnaud, Henri]. 1941. But de la 
Revue [Objectives of the International Soya Revue]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 1(1):1-3. Feb. [Fre]
• Summary: Throughout the ages, no plant has sparked as 
much curiosity and roused as much passion as the soybean 
(le soja).
 Along with rice, the soybean has been grown for 
thousands of years in the Chinese Empire, and would have 
likely remained an “unremarkable vegetable product” if it 
were not for the Japanese, who were struck by the marvelous 
possibilities of this legume (légumineuse-papilionacée) and 
carried out the systematic scientifi c research with which we 
are now familiar.
 The laboratories set up in Dairen by the South 
Manchuria Railway Company developed many methods for 

using soybeans, particularly in the form of oil, fresh milk, 
casein, and their derivatives. 6,000,000 tons of soybean seeds 
(graines de soja) are now being produced in Manchukuo.
 The future prospects of Japanese research attracted 
the attention of neighboring countries, and after the Soviet 
Union, soybean cultivation was developed on a large scale 
in the United States, a place where unprofi table ventures are 
generally short-lived.
 In 1935, the gross crop in the U.S. reached 
approximately 1,120,000 tons, and yielded 990,000 tons of 
seeds. That same year, Germany imported more than 500,000 
tons of seeds and 76,000 tons of oil.
 In 1938, Henry Ford devoted 11,000 ha to soybean seed 
production, and harvested 161,000 hl.
 These fi gures are indicative of our current interest in the 
soybean (haricot oléagineux chinois), a plant that has been 
adopted in numerous countries.
 A recent presentation given at the Academy of Sciences 
(Académie des Sciences) showed that one particular plant–
matricaria discoidea [commonly known as pineappleweed, 
wild chamomile, and disc mayweed]–took one hundred years 
to spread around the world.
 It has already been two centuries since the soybean 
took its own “trip around the world.” If, unlike matricaria 
discoidea, it did not become established more quickly in 
our country, it was due to man’s negligence or carelessness 
in deciding to grow only eight to ten main plants, as Milton 
Whitney argued.
 Nonetheless, the soybean appeared for the fi rst time in 
France in 1740, and then successively in 1855, 1897, 1901, 
1918, 1925 and 1932.
 Likewise, the soybean fi rst appeared in Italy 1740, USA 
1804 (incorrect, 1765), Austria-Hungary 1870 (incorrect, 
1860), Switzerland 1873 (incorrect, 1861), Poland and 
Czechoslovakia 1890 (incorrect 1876), Argentina 1904, 
Jamaica 1905, Romania 1910 (incorrect 1878), Porto Rico 
1912 (incorrect, 1903), Great Britain 1914 (incorrect, 1861), 
Cuba 1917 (incorrect, 1904), Germany 1920 (incorrect, 
1794), Mexico 1925 (incorrect, 1911), USSR 1927 
(incorrect, Russia, 1833), British Guyana 1927 (incorrect, 
1905), Peru 1928, El Salvador 1932.
 Note 1. The source of many of these dates was probably 
Kaltenbach and Legros (1936), or Le Soya dans le Monde 
(1936).
 Note 2. The term “(incorrect)” after a date indicates that 
subsequent research has shown the date to be substantially 
incorrect, usually too late.
 Note 3. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Argentina, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Argentina (1904). The source of these soybeans is unknown. 
The source of this date is also unknown–and suspect. The 
earliest date we have seen for soybeans in Argentina is 1908.
 Léon Rouest and Henry de Guerpel, whose memories 
we honor in passing, were signifi cant players in introducing 
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and acclimatizing the soybean in France. The names of 
these two agronomists are synonymous with the soybean 
in mainland France, and it is only right that one day these 
apostles receive the public tribute they are due.
 We would also like to mention Amédée Matagrin in 
passing, for the highly remarkable work that he did for our 
country, which we continue to reference for information on 
the soybean’s industrial aspects.
 But while all past works were intended to educate the 
general public–and particularly those we have referred to as 
soybean planters and industrialists–we felt that the soybean 
deserved “its own review,” which would act in part as a 
repository for worldwide information and documentation, as 
well as a means of contact and close, fruitful collaboration 
between all those who participate directly or indirectly in 
soybean cultivation and industry.
 It was easy to come up with a name for this review. The 
“International Soy Review” (Revue Internationale du Soja) 
has thus come at an opportune time.
 First, because our country can no longer remain 
indifferent to the developments in soybean cultivation and 
industry throughout various countries in recent years.
 Next, because real achievements have never been so 
necessary, at a time when France must strive get the most out 
of its land in order to fulfi ll its most basic food requirements.
 The “International Soy Review,” in close collaboration 
with the Agricultural and Industrial Soy Institute (Institut 
Agricole et Industriel du Soja), would also like to focus its 
efforts on popularizing, encouraging and developing soybean 
growth throughout the French Empire.
 The review’s sections will inform readers about all soy-
related problems and aspects.
 The documentation aims to be scientifi c, agronomical, 
industrial and economic.
 Finally, like any large-scale, respectable review, it plans 
to cover corporate life, international news, bibliographies, 
offers and requests, as well as all pertinent correspondence 
from our subscribers.
 It is this goal of popularization and circulation to which 
the creators of the “International Soy Review” wish to 
devote themselves. No doubt that with the knowledge of 
some, the experience of others, and the dedication of all, we 
can produce timely and encouraging results that are in our 
country’s best interest–The editorial board (La rédaction). 
Address: Paris.

2300. MandRailCom. 1941. Sojas de Mandchourie [The 
soybeans of Manchuria]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
1(2):69-73. March. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Largely a discussion of soybean production and 
exports by the Japanese, who now control Manchuria. The 
soybean has a very important place among the grains and the 
grain exports of China.
 Since 1908 when Mitsui, for the fi rst time, exported 

soybeans [from Manchuria] to Europe, the trade with 
Europe has only grown. Actually, Europe alone, during 
1932, imported nearly 2,000,000 metric tons of soybeans (de 
sojas) of which the immense majority is from this Chinese 
province.
 Note: Japan denies that Manchuria is a Japanese colony. 
Japan pretends that she has been simply administering 
Manchuria (since 1931 when she grabbed it) for the good of 
all.
 A table (p. 72-73) shows: Imports into Europe of 
soybeans from Manchuria during the years 1930, 1931, and 
1932 (in metric tons). The leading importers (countries) in 
1932 were:
 Germany 1,139,383
 Denmark 199,772
 Great Britain 161,481
 Italy 36,000
 Netherlands (Pays-Bas) 23,493
 France 14,512
 Sweden 9,007.
 Near the end (p. 73) is a separate section titled 
“Strengthening governmental control in the trade of soybeans 
and cereal grains in Manchuria.” It justifi es the strict 
Japanese controls, and refers to soybeans as haricots soja. 
On 10 Feb. 1940 the Ministry of Economy of Manchuria has 
promulgated a new decree concerning the terms by which 
soybeans and their derivatives, with the exception of soy oil, 
are the object of a state monopoly and which concerns their 
buying, the transport and distribution.
 The same also applies to Manchuria’s main cereal grains 
such as all species of kaoliang, wheat, all species of millet, 
as well as all the derivatives of kaoliang, maize, millet, and 
wheat.
 The price of the soybean is now excessively high; the 
new decree will make it more affordable to all. However, 
opinions are sharply divided concerning the new monopoly–
just like everything else which is attributed to the state of 
Manchuria concerning the country’s production, commerce 
and industry.

2301. Royds, E. 1941. Soya beans. Times (London). April 7. 
p. 5, col. 5.
• Summary: This letter to the editor states: “Sir,–Mr. Hudson 
tells us to expect further reduction in rationing of livestock 
and cutting down in number–and Lord Woolton warns us of 
future food restrictions. Has it not now become imperative 
to grow The Magic Bean in this country?–food for man and 
beast and unquestionably the most valuable food plant in the 
world.
 “Sir John Russell in a recent letter to The Times says 
this could be done–but that the yield of the crop would from 
Rothamsted experiments probably be only 6cwt. or 7cwt. 
[1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 lb] of grain an acre against 
a yield of 18cwt. or 20cwt. an acre of wheat or oats. This 
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being so, even at this low level the nutritive value an acre of 
the bean crop would well exceed the value an acre of wheat 
or oats.” [Note: 6½ cwt = 728 lb/acre = 12.1 bushels/acre or 
818 kg/ha.]
 “My society–formed for research and development on 
a non-profi t basis–as a result of several years’ experience 
confi rms Sir John Russel’s opinion, and thinks that suitable 
areas for a soya bean crop in this country could easily 
be found and that an extended area grown, coupled with 
continued and more intensive research, should result in an 
increased crop yield comparable with that in Canada where 
much the same methods have been adopted.” Address: 
Chairman, British Soya Bean Growers Research and 
Development Society.

2302. Mann, H.H. 1941. Soya bean culture in Great Britain. 
Nature (London) 147(3735):660-62. May 31. [5 ref]
• Summary: The author is interested in knowing if it is 
possible to grow soya beans successfully on a commercial 
scale in Great Britain. All early experiments indicated 
that most of the available types of soya beans were of no 
use for seed production in Britain. “Attempts have been 
made, at least since 1914, to select suitable varieties, and 
the work of J.L. North at the old Royal Botanic Society’s 
gardens in Regent’s Park resulted in the production of types, 
several of which ripened in September or the beginning 
of October... Further, W. Southworth, previously of the 
Manitoba Agricultural College [Manitoba, Canada], settled at 
Rothamsted in 1932, bringing with him a type derived from 
the well-known American soya bean ‘Ogemaw’ and some 
others, and under his general supervision several of these 
and North’s also have been grown almost every year since 
then at Rothamsted and Woburn. The results of these trials 
with some of the most promising types in existence have 
not been encouraging for the prospects of the soya bean as a 
commercial crop.”
 The soybean seems to demand three conditions which 
are not readily found in Great Britain: (1) The soya bean 
cannot be sown until serious danger of frost is over; (2) The 
soya bean crop seems to require a ‘continental summer,’ i.e. a 
period of high temperature while it is growing; (3) The time 
of ripening should not be later than the fi rst week of October, 
preferably the last week in September.
 “The possibilities for the future seem to depend on 
the development of types which yield more heavily in our 
climate than any of those tried hitherto and which are still 
early enough to ripen at least by the fi rst week in October, 
and on fi nding cultivation methods that will give again a 
larger yield than those I have hitherto adopted. I am not 
unhopeful of the chances in both these directions, but a very 
great deal of work will be required before the cultivation 
of the soya bean can take a large part in ordinary farming 
practice, even in the South of Great Britain.” Address: Dr., 
Woburn Experimental Station, Bletchley, England.

2303. Boutroux, A. 1941. Le soja et ses applications 
diététiques [The soybean and its dietary applications]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 1(3):94-101. May. [23 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses: The nutritional composition of the 
soybean. The Chinese emperor, Shen Nung, who introduced 
the soybean in 2838 B.C. Henry Ford. Nitragin inoculant. 
Whole soybeans are not suited to European foods and tastes. 
Soy fl our is well suited and inexpensive. The factory at 
Colombes [established by Li Yu-ying] that made soymilk, 
tofu, and various condiments. Berczeller’s soy fl our. Soja-
Soyolk and its nutritional composition. Lecithin. Soy protein 
is high in quality. John Ruhrah in Baltimore, Hermann and 
Neumann in Germany, and Sinclair in America. Soy fl our 
is rich in protein and contains little starch. Address: Former 
head of the Laboratory at the Faculty of Medicine of Paris 
(ex-chef de Laboratoire à la Faculté de Médecine de Paris).

2304. Ferree, J.C. 1941. British to get soybeans. Soybean 
Digest. July. p. 1.
• Summary: In a letter dated 13 June 1941 to G.G. McIlroy, 
president of the American Soybean Assoc., the writer notes: 
“I have pleasure in advising that we had news from the 
Ministry of Food yesterday to the effect that soya beans and 
soya bean fl our had been placed on the Priority List and that 
shipments of both will take place next month onwards under 
the Lease and Lend Bill” [Lend-Lease].
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2010) 
concerning Lend-Lease (Public Law 77-11). It was signed 
into law on 11 March 1941, over 18 months after the 
outbreak of the European war in September 1939, but before 
the U.S. entrance into the war in December 1941. It was 
called An Act Further to Promote the Defense of the United 
States. This act also ended the pretense of the neutrality of 
the United States. Hitler recognized this and consequently 
had submarines attack US ships such as the SS Robin Moor, 
an unarmed merchant steamship destroyed by a German 
U-boat on 21 May 1941 outside of the war zone (Source: 
Wikipedia, Sept. 2010). Address: Director, Soya Foods Ltd., 
Springwell Lane, Rickmansworth, Herts. [Hertfordshire], 
England.

2305. Science News Letter. 1941. Soybean protein to replace 
milk casein. 40:89. Aug. 9.
• Summary: “Soybean protein is scheduled to replace milk 
casein as paper sizing, as an adhesive in making plywood, 
as an ingredient in water paint, and in many other industrial 
uses, chemists of the U.S. Department of Agriculture state. 
Freeing milk casein from industrial demands will aid 
national defense as well as the aid-to-Britain program, for 
casein is the raw material from which cheese is made, and 
more cheese is one of the prime needs of the food-export 
program...
 “It is estimated that 10,000 tons of soybean protein will 
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be required annually, on the basis of present needs, to make 
up for casein shortage.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “replace milk” or the 
term “replace milk casein.”

2306. Times (London). 1941. Stricter control of food traders: 
Licensing system extended. Aug. 22. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “In order to strengthen his hand in dealing 
with the black market and other abuses, the Minister of 
Food recently announced that he had extended the policy of 
requiring food traders to be licensed...”
 The specifi ed foods include: “... soya fl our,...”

2307. Balzli, Jean. 1941. Le soja à travers le monde [The 
soybean around the world (Continued–Document part II)]. 
Revue Internationale du Soja 1(5):187-93. Sept. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued: Switzerland: In Germany, two fi rms 
have launched commercial soyfoods: 1. Hensel-Werke, 
of Stuttgart-Cannstatt and of Magstadt (Wuerttemberg); 
2. The Neue Edelsoja Gesellschaft, of Berlin. But it is in 
Switzerland that we fi nd the record number of companies 
making soyfoods. Each of these is named and described. (1) 
The house of Morga S.A., of Ebnat-Kappel (near Saint-Gall), 
headed by M.E. Lieberherr, who was Swiss consul in East 
Asia. (2) The large fi rm of Conservenfabrik Lenzburg, of 
Lenzburg (between Zurich and Berne), client of the house 
of Morga S.A., sells a delicious spread named “Hero-Soto” 
composed of tomato puree thickened with soybean puree. (3) 
M.A. Niklaus de Bienne...
 Note. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions Hensel-Werke in connection with soyfoods, 
or that states that Hensel-Werke has launched a commercial 
soyfood.
 Germany: It was a German naturalist who introduced the 
soybean to Europeans. Englebert Kaempfer (1651-1716), a 
native of Westphalia (German: Westfalen), was in Japan from 
1691 to 1692, and in 1712 his book entitled Amoenitatum 
exoticarum politico-physico-medicarum was published; it 
mentioned the soybean. In particular two varieties; kuro 
mame, which had black seeds, and daidzu sinku, a dwarf 
soybean with blackish seeds. From that moment on, the 
soybean gained a foothold in German literature; even 
novelists and poets became attached to it.
 In the 19th century, the soybean started to be cultivated 
in Germany and Austria (in southern Tyrol and Istria).
 During the war of 1870, the captain of the saxon 
artillery, Othon Wehrhan, discovered in the botanical garden 
of Montigny-les-Metz (in Moselle [in the department of 
Lorraine in northeastern France]) an unknown plant which 
was identifi ed as the soybean. He took some seeds which he 
planted, in the spring of 1872, in his fi eld, near to Meissen 
in Saxony [in central eastern Germany]. Although the 
germinative power of the seeds was diminished, Wehrhan 

obtained a satisfactory harvest. He continued his trials for 
several years with success.
 The great impulse was given by the agricultural 
Friedrich Haberlandt (born 21 Feb. 1826 at Pressburg 
[Bratislava, capital of today’s Slovakia], died 2 May 1878 
at Vienna). Having seen soybeans, at the World Exposition 
which, in 1873, took place at Vienna, Haberlandt became 
interested in them. He acquired 20 varieties which originated 
in the Far East [East Asia], Transcaucasia, and Tunisia. With 
the assistance of intelligent and studious farmers (eventually 
they numbered 148), he conducted trials for several years. In 
1876 he obtained a chair at the Royal College of Agriculture 
of Vienna, but he died suddenly and prematurely, two years 
later.
 The early varieties had given Haberlandt full 
satisfaction; the results were unexpected. He reported all his 
fi ndings in his book The Soybean (Die Sojabohne...) (Vienna, 
1878). The seeds harvested were heavier than the seeds 
planted. In addition, their protein and fat content increased. 
Haberlandt concluded: Farmers see their own interest in 
adopting this miraculous among foreign plants entrusted to 
their care. In addition to their own advantage and they will 
increase the welfare of all people and the happiness of their 
homeland. Prophetic words!
 At that time, we were still far from being able to predict 
the most unexpected gifts of the soybean: artifi cial wool, 
synthetic rubber, artifi cial silk, plastic materials, alternatives 
to metal, and explosives.
 Later, another Austrian, Maurice Fürstenberg, who 
resided at Frohnleiten (Upper Styria [today’s northwest 
Austria]), was well versed in the cultivation and selection of 
soybeans. He left us two great works, which I class among 
the best treatises of soyism (sojaïsm): Die Einfuehrung 
der Soja, eine Umwaelzung der Volksernaehrung (Berlin, 
1916) and Die Soja: eine Kulturpfl anze der Zukunft und ihre 
Verwertungsmoeglichkeiten (Berlin, 1917). The fi rst of these 
two works had a preface written by the son of Friederich 
Haberlandt, the scientist Gottlieb Haberlandt.
 In 1908, the cotton harvest having been very bad and 
the oil of the cotton seeds being defective, Great Britain 
began, with the assistance of the Japanese fi rm Mitsui & Co., 
to import soybean seeds. Germany followed this example 
starting in 1910. The defeat of Germany in 1918 [World 
War I] gave her time to pause and refl ect. The lack of lipids 
and of proteins having greatly contributed to the defeat of 
the Central Powers [Axis], Germany any, anxious to get up 
and recover its greatness, began to study soy in a variety 
of different ways. After Hitler came to power, this research 
was intensifi ed and deepened. Hitler surrounded himself 
with specialists of every type. Starting in 1933, the soybean 
was methodically cultivated in Germany. The Reich also 
bought up a large proportion of the soybeans produced in 
Manchukuo [Manchuria]. And it also began to cultivate 
soybeans in Romania and in Bulgaria. The Völkischer 
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Beobachter (main edition) of 17 Dec. 1917 had revealed 
how, why, and to what end the Reich had started to cultivate 
soybeans in the Balkans. It was the well-known I.G. Farben-
Industrie, of Frankfurt-am-Main, which had incited the 
Balkans to produce soybeans, and good soybeans, on behalf 
of the Reich. It is said that poverty and famine make men 
creative. That is true. But these were not the only things that 
made the Reich to act.
 Germany’s Hitlerite leaders started with an idea that 
was above all creative, a great refl ection in the vein of those 
that lead to great discoveries and reformist inventions. 
These fertile inspirations led the German leaders to see 
that acclimatizing soybeans in Europe would modify the 
continent in a great way, and stimulate and improve our 
industrial lives to a considerable degree.
 An interesting detail: the scandalous collapse of the 
Viennese bank Osterreichische Kreditanstalt played greatly 
into I.G. Farben’s decision to invite the Romanians and 
Bulgarians to produce soybean seeds. In this way, the fi rm 
I.G. Farben, great creator of the touring bank, was able to 
recover its money, not to mention generate concomitant and 
consecutive profi t.
 Currently, Germany has highly experienced plant 
breeders who are worthy of our attention and emulation. As 
soon as the Nazi Party came into power, the Reichsnährstand 
(Agricultural Production Corporation) guaranteed a fi rm 
price to producers, three to four times higher than global 
soybean prices. At the same time, in France, Daladier, 
Monnet, Louis-Dreyfus [French politicians] and all the rest 
threw a wrench in the gears. In their hatred of soybeans, they 
went as far as to denounce me as a “bad French person,” 
subject to tight surveillance.
 In many state establishments, the Reich directs 
soybean breeding. Moreover, soybeans are studied by the 
Wehrmacht’s agricultural schools. Agricultural unions are 
also involved in this endeavor, and university botanical 
institutes contribute as well to better understanding soybeans. 
There are thus many individual groups that have achieved 
very encouraging successes.
 Professor Guillaume Riede, director of the Agricultural 
Botanical Institute (Institut de Botanique agricole) at the 
University of Bonn (Rhineland), is a fervent supporter of 
soybean cultivation, and the inoculation of all legumes.
 Mr. A. Dieckmann, from Heimburg (in Harz), is a 
skilled soybean breeder.
 Inoculation, the technique of applying the appropriate 
bacterial cultures to legume seeds, was fully studied and 
refi ned in Germany. To all readers, I recommend multiple 
readings of the remarkably well-illustrated short work edited 
by the Radicin-Werk company, from Westerrade (Holstein), 
titled Impf-Fibel: Worte und Bilder zur Stickstof-frage beim 
Anbau kleeartiger Gewächse und Hülsenfrüchte. [Inoculum 
Primer: Words and Pictures about the Nitrogen Question 
When Growing Clover-like Plants and Legumes].

 German housewives are very familiar with non-defatted 
soybean fl our, this reinvigorating and analeptic product that 
acts as a mixture of milk, eggs and sugar, and can be used 
advantageously in many dishes. This fl our is sold not only in 
pharmacies, but also at the grocer’s, because in Germany, it 
is not considered a diet product for weaklings: it is seen as 
a food. I know of two very high-quality brands of this fl our. 
They are produced by Hensel-Werk, from Stuttgart-Cannstatt 
and Magstadt (Württemberg), and by Neue Edelsoja-
Gesellschaft, from Berlin.
 The Wehrmacht was able to use many soy products 
and derivatives. This is so well known that I will not even 
discuss it here. But what will we–the French–do? We had soy 
advocates, but they were ignored. The eternal tragedy of the 
French innovator! In France, the most deserving of people 
fought their entire lives without achieving victory. Often, 
too often, as in the Arab legend of Antar, it is only through 
death that victory is achieved. Let us not forget Léon Rouest 
(1872-1938) who desperately fought for the French soybean 
and whom the corrupt government let die in destitution!
 Romania: Bessarabia [modern day Moldova and 
Ukraine] specializes in cultivating and exporting industrial 
plants, in particular, the soybeans that it sold to Germany.
 In 1937, this province alone was responsible for 78.3% 
of all Romanian production. Address: Dr., France.

2308. Burns, W. 1941. The soybean–Its politics, 
performances and possibilities. Indian Farming 2(9):451-57. 
Sept. [7 ref]
• Summary: The author contends that soybeans should be 
cultivated and used on a large scale in India. Contains an 
excellent, early review of the history and past agronomic 
investigations of the soybean in India. Contents: 
Introduction. Wide range of uses. Soybean production. Iron 
ration. Spread in the U.S.A. Commercial exploitation. In 
the British Empire. Soybeans in Germany. Nutritive value. 
A strange fact. Comprehensive tests. Doubtful palatability. 
Points for consideration. Preparation of recipes (Note: No 
actual recipes are given). Cultivation of soybean in India. 
Cultivation procedure. Some non-offi cial experience.
 “In the British Empire: In 1908 when the fi rst large-
scale importations began to be made into Europe, soybean 
was admitted into England without tariff, while other 
countries imposed an import duty. When the other countries 
recognized the disadvantages of this imposition they 
cancelled it and England then lost its premier place as a 
soybean importer. England withdrew soybean from its free 
list in 1935 in order to give effect to the principle of Imperial 
preference. Sir Philip Cunliffe-Lister, then Secretary of State 
for the Colonies, emphasized that every colony producing 
palm kernels, groundnuts or soya beans had asked for this 
preference owing to the increasing competition in soybeans. 
He hoped that the preference would stimulate the production 
of soybeans in the territories concerned. There was certainly 
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ground for hope that there might be commercial production 
of soybeans within the Empire.
 “The story of the successful introduction and cultivation 
of soybean in England is told by Elizabeth Bowdidge in a 
book The Soya Bean (Oxford University Press, London, 
1935). This success was obtained by Mr. North on the Ford 
Company’s farm at Boreham in Essex in 1933 and 1934. 
Soil inoculation and plant acclimatization were necessary 
but success was obtained and yields of from 15 to 25 bushels 
were got. Soybean cultivation has not yet, however, spread 
in England. As an imported crop it has been used as a food 
for farm animals, and until the outbreak of the present war a 
large part of the imports was converted into fl our, oil, etc. as 
well.
 “Soybeans in Germany: Under the auspices of the 
Forschungsdiest (the All-Germany Agricultural Research 
Organization) research on soybean in Germany was much 
speeded up in the years 1934-37. Attempts to introduce 
soybean into German cultivation had up till then been 
a failure, mainly for the same reason that keeps it from 
spreading in India, i.e. its low price on the world market. 
The fi xing of a more attractive price for soybeans grown in 
Germany and a greater appreciation of their nutritive value 
put a different complexion on the matter. Scientifi c work has 
been mainly in the direction of plant breeding, one institution 
dealing with no less than 30,000 single plant cultures. The 
plant breeding work has shown that the supposed antagonism 
between high fat and high oil content does not always exist, 
and that it may be possible to breed varieties that are high in 
both.
 “On the agricultural side the following are some of the 
results obtained [in Germany]: (1) Drill sowing is better than 
broadcasting. (2) Thick sowing accelerates maturity. Breadth 
between rows should not exceed 50 cm. (= 20 inches). The 
lighter the soil, the smaller the space between the lines, 
but not less than 35 cm. (= 14 inches). In the rows the best 
distance between plants is 10 cm. (= 4 inches). (3) Seed 
rate should not be less than 15 kilograms per ¼ hectare (67 
lb. per acre). (4) Soybeans can be successfully grown as a 
mixed crop with early potatoes. It is to be noted that these 
recommendations are for German conditions and might not 
suit India.”
 The author recently received a letter from an agricultural 
chemist who noted a strange fact: “’I fi nd that the 
explanation of why soybeans are not more widely grown 
than they are, in India, is because there is no market for 
them. Now in these days of defi cient dietaries, fi nancial 
stringency and other economic factors connected to the 
War, it does seem to me to be a very strange fact that there 
is no market for one of the most nutritious foodstuffs both 
for humans and animals in this country... Here is a produce 
which can be easily grown, easily transported, without 
deterioration, and for which in these days there ought to be 
an almost unlimited demand and yet it is not grown because 

we are told there is no market for it. I myself take soybean 
in vegetable curry two or three times a week and it is a most 
excellent food... We ought to be supplying this to the army 
in large quantities. In addition there are many industrial 
products which can be manufactured from the soybean and 
which are manufactured in other countries but not in India. I 
suggest that we ought to consider the soybean for India and 
get down to the problem of propaganda and the production of 
the soybean and soybean products on a considerable scale.”
 “Preparation of recipes: There are two ways by which 
soybean could be introduced into the Indian dietary. The 
bean might be prepared and cooked by domestic methods 
and consumed as an alternative or addition to other pulses... 
Alternatively, soybean fl our of neutral taste could be 
manufactured [using the Berczeller process], as in Germany, 
and used as an ingredient in biscuits, cakes, etc.” The author 
doubts that either approach would succeed. “In addition to 
the Darjeeling district of North Bengal, soybean is grown 
also in Nepal, Bhutan and Sikkim, the total area in all these 
places being probably about 20,000 acres. It is also grown 
in the Kumaun hills. In addition there has been experimental 
cultivation in almost every part of India and soybean has 
been grown in the Punjab, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Assam, 
the Central Provinces and Berar, Madras, Bombay, Baroda, 
the United Provinces, Sind, Mysore and Kashmir. The 
Agricultural Departments of several of these provinces 
and states have issued leafl ets giving directions for its 
cultivation.”
 “Some non-offi cial experience: Mr. M.R. Dokras, LL.B., 
of Chandur, Berar, published a small pamphlet in which he 
gave his experience of growing soybean since 1916.” Seed 
yields ranged from 500 to 2,000 lb/acre. “Mr. George A.C. 
Hearsey has, since 1936, grown soybeans on his place–Palia 
Ranch, near Palia Kalan Station, R. & K. Railway, Oudh. In 
1937 he harvested 185 maunds from 45 acres, an average 
of just over 4 maunds (330 lb.) per acre... His dairy cows 
ate greedily the dried soybean plants and soybean bhusa. 
“In 1940 Dr. W. Thompson, of St. Luke’s Hospital, Chabua, 
Upper Assam, grew for the fi rst time soybean supplied by 
the Assistant Director of Agriculture, Shillong. Two sowings 
done in August ripened together and gave a heavy yield.
 “Economics: In 1934 a Crop Planning Conference 
was called in Simla by the Government of India, when 
consideration among other things was given as to what 
new or substitute crops should be encouraged. Notes were 
submitted by various Directors some of which reported 
that soybean could be grown quite well in their provinces 
or states but that the price was so low that it was not 
worth while to try to produce it.” In 1934 the Director of 
Agriculture from Sind (Karachi), and from Punjab each made 
such a statement. “It is not an impossibility to introduce a 
new crop into India (the history of groundnut in India shows 
this) but the new crop must put more money in the pocket of 
the cultivator than the crop it is going to replace.” Address: 
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C.I.E., D.Sc., I.A.S., Agricultural Commissioner with the 
Government of India.

2309. Cummings, Richard Osborn. 1941. The American 
and his food: A history of food habits in the United States. 
Revised ed. Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press. 
xii + 291 p. See p. 43-52. Illust. Sept. 21 cm. 1st ed. 1940 (xi 
+ 267 p.). [100+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Food on the farm 
(1789-1840). 3. Menus in the city (1789-1840). 4. Prejudices 
and Reformers (1830-1840). 5. Health by rail (1841-80). 
6. “And roast beef” (1841-80). 7. The fi ght against germs 
(1881-1916). 8. An indefi nable loss (1881-1916). 9. The 
concept of scientifi c eating (1881-1916). 10. Waging a war 
(1917-29). 11. Unequal degrees of protection (1917-29). 12. 
Depression and nutrition (1929-39). 13. Education and food 
costs (1929-39). 14. Federal feeding programs (1935-40). 15. 
Nutrition for defense (1940-41).16. Conclusion. Appendixes.
 Soybeans are mentioned briefl y in the chapter titled 
“Nutrition for Defense (1940-41) on p. 235 (considered 
a nutritious, low-cost food in 1941), and p. 247 (their 
production was encouraged during World War II).
 Chapter 4, “Prejudices and Reformers (1830-1840)” 
(p. 43-52) is a sympathetic history of the early 19th century 
vegetarian food reform movement. The author praises 
the work of Sylvester Graham, starting in the 1830s, to 
encourage the consumption of more fruit and “less meat and 
white fl our. His argument centered about what in modern 
parlance has been called ‘lazy colon.’ City dwellers, who 
did little exercise, were in the habit of taking their food in 
too concentrated a form. Heavy use of the concentrated 
foods, meat and bread made from bolted wheat fl our, caused 
indigestion and other ills which in turn called for the use of 
condiments and alcoholic stimulants as aids to the digestive 
process. Bulk, he pointed out, was as necessary as nutriment; 
and if meat were used sparingly, and unbolted fl our 
substituted for bolted fl our, the diet would furnish suffi cient 
bulk, make for temperance, and help to sustain the ‘highest 
and best physiological and psychological interests of human 
nature.’
 “This major aim of a plainer diet was summed up by 
Graham in the statement that the simpler, plainer, and more 
natural the food of man is, ‘the more perfectly the laws of 
his constitution are fulfi lled... the more health will be in his 
body... the more perfect his senses... and the more powerful 
may his intellectual and moral faculties be rendered by 
suitable cultivation.’
 “In this emphasis on the necessity for food in a condition 
approximating its natural state Graham was far ahead of his 
time. He particularly expressed the belief that the bolting of 
bran from fl our–that is, sifting it through very fi ne cloths–
robbed it of vital elements. Instead he recommended that 
bread be made from unbolted fl our according to a recipe 
given by Professor Thompson of Edinburgh” [Scotland] (see 

Lectures on the Science of Human Life, 1839, p. 533).
 Also discusses: Dr. William Alcott, Prof. Reuben 
Mussey of Dartmouth College (who advocated vegetarianism 
and invited Sylvester Graham to address the students of 
Bowdoin College and also to speak at Dartmouth College in 
Hanover, New Hampshire), early health reform periodicals, 
the American Health Convention of 1838 (which passed a 
resolution endorsing a vegetable diet), and the American 
Physiological Society.
 Chapter 9. “The Concept of ‘Scientifi c’ Eating” 
discusses the early efforts to establish the protein 
requirement for a moderately active man by Voit in Germany 
(118 gm/day), Wilbur O. Atwater (Prof. of Chemistry at 
Wesleyan Univ.; 125 gm/day), Russell Henry Chittenden 
(Prof. and head of the Sheffi eld Scientifi c School at Yale; 60 
gm/day), Henry Sherman (Prof. of chemistry at Columbia 
Univ.; 75 gm/day). Atwater worked to teach people how to 
get adequate nutrition at the lowest possible cost.
 Appendix A is a League of Nations (1937) classifi cation 
of foods into “highly protective foods” (milk, cheese, eggs, 
liver, fat fi sh, green vegetables, raw fruits, butter, and cod-
liver oil), less protective foods (yeast, meat [muscle], root 
vegetables), and nonprotective foods (legumes, cereals, nuts, 
sugar, jam, honey, margarine, and vegetable oils).
 Appendix B shows that annual per capita consumption 
(actually disappearance) of meat (excluding poultry) 
decreased from a peak of 183.9 lb in 1850-59 to 138.9 lb in 
1918-19 (a 24.5% decline), down to 125.8 lb in 1937-38. 
Sugar consumption rose from 13.1 lb in 1830-39 to 85.4 
lb in 1918-19, up to 96.1 lb in 1938-39. Address: Chicago, 
Illinois.

2310. Ferree, John Christian. 1941. Improvements relating 
to the production of foaming substances suitable as a 
substitute for egg white. British Patent 539,579. Sept. 17. 6 
p. Application fi led 23 Aug. 1939.
• Summary: Uses a simple [soy protein] isolate, extracted 
with water. “Soya bean fl our, when whipped with water, 
shows little if any tendency to foam, but if the fat is removed 
from the fl our by extraction with a solvent, e.g. hexane or 
petroleum ether (boiling between 30 and 60ºC.), the residue 
remaining after the extraction shows some foaming power.
 “It has now been found that it is possible to extract 
from this residue by means of water a substance having a 
very high foaming power when whipped with water.” The 
resulting product is claimed to be suitable as a substitute 
for egg white. No enzyme modifi cation is used. Address: 
Springwell Lane, Rickmansworth, County Hertford, 
England.

2311. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1941. Le soja dans les 
recettes culinaires: Diverses recettes pour cuisines collectives 
[Cooking with soy: Various recipes for communal kitchens]. 
1(5):194-200. Sept. [Fre]
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• Summary: These recipes have been communicated to us 
by the Society named Les Aliments de Régime, 25, rue Cavé, 
Levallois-Perret (Pereire 23-80).
 The use of Soyolk (Soja-Soyolk) signifi cantly reduces 
the cost of the actual nutrients received.
 Potato soup (with and without Soyolk). Vegetable soup 
(with Soyolk). Omelette No. 1 (with and without Soyolk). 
Omelette No. 2 (with and without Soyolk). Mayonnaise 
sauce (with and without Soyolk). Hamburger (Hachis de 
viande) (with and without Soyolk). Meat croquettes (with 
and without Soyolk). Fish croquettes (with and without 
Soyolk). Spinach (with and without Soyolk). Crepes (for 5 
persons) (with and without Soyolk). Bread-pudding (with 
and without Soyolk).

2312. Manchester Guardian (England). 1941. Food plans 
in case of invasion: Local rationing after shops have taken 
stock. Oct. 29. p. 6.
• Summary: Yesterday Lord Woolton described plans to 
secure proper allocation and distribution of food in the event 
of an invasion of England by Germany. More than 1,100 
companies and individuals have requested application forms 
to manufacture food substitutes, but only 255 forms have 
been fi lled in and returned. Of these 255 applications, 176 
have been granted.
 “Great care has been taken to limit the price of articles 
containing soya fl our which came to Britain under the Lend-
Lease Act.”

2313. Business Week. 1941. A point for soya: Millers cheered 
as their fl our wins place in Army’s new “para-ration” but 
price and supply problems persist. Nov. 1. p. 32, 36.
• Summary: The Army’s new vest-pocket “para-ration, 
which contains 3,726 calories (see Business Week, 25 Oct. 
1941, p. 24) has made the millers of soya fl our happy. 
Exactly 975 of the calories in the compact super-diet are 
supplied by a new biscuit which contains soya fl our, and 
to which the military has given the time-honored name of 
pemmican.
 Note: Pemmican is a concentrated mixture of fat and 
protein used as a nutritious food. The word comes from the 
Cree word pimîhkân, which itself is derived from the word 
pimî, “fat, grease”. It was invented by the native peoples of 
North America, by combining dried meat with berries and 
nuts (Source: Wikipedia, Nov. 2013).
 “The soya millers, always looking for something to 
boost their product from the status of a health food to that of 
a grocery-store staple, think that this is just the recognition 
they have been waiting for.”
 Three manufacturers have been working on the biscuit: 
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co., National Biscuit Co., and Miller-
Parrot Co. of Terre Haute, Indiana.
 The ingredients for one bakery batch are: 103 lb. 
wheat fl our, 73 lb. whole-wheat fl our, 100 lb. low-fat soya 

fl our, 112 lb. whole eggs, 114 lb. shortening, 70 lb. fi ne-cut 
oatmeal, 32 lb. gelatine, 70 lb. dried skim milk, 24 lb sugar, 
12 lb. molasses, 3 lb. ammonium bicarbonate (used like 
baking soda {sodium bicarbonate} as a raising agent for fl at 
baked goods), 3.75 lb salt, and 9 oz. cinnamon.
 In recent years, the total U.S. demand for soya fl our has 
averaged about 25 million lb. a year. This year lend-lease for 
Britain is taking 3-4 million lb. every month, which is 150-
200% of total previous output.

2314. Soybean Digest. 1941. Soybean trials in Ireland 
(Abstract). Dec. p. 9.
• Summary: Trials with soybean varieties, which have been 
in progress for the past 16 years [actually since 1923], “have 
shown that the growing of soybeans is not economic–Jour. 
Dept. Agric. Eire. 36. 1939.”
 This is a summary of: Journal Eire Department of 
Agriculture. 1939. “The soya bean.” 36(1):73-79. March.

2315. Leitch, I.; Godden, W. 1941. The effi ciency of 
farm animals in the conversion of feeding-stuffs to food 
for man. Imperial Bureau of Animal Nutrition, Technical 
Communication (Scotland) No. 14. Rowett Inst., Bucksburn, 
Aberdeen, Scotland. *
• Summary: The effi ciency with which animals convert 
vegetable protein to meat protein is of the order of 10-20%. 
Address: Aberdeen, Scotland.

2316. Becker, Joseph A.; Froulich, Paul; Jackson, D.; et al. 
1941. Agricultural statistics, 1941. Washington, DC: U.S. 
Government Printing Offi ce. 731 p. For soybeans and soy 
products see p. 7, 299-305, 490, 494, 496, 519, 523.
• Summary: “This volume presents information formerly 
published (until 1935) in the statistical section of the 
Yearbook of Agriculture” (p. 1). “Export and import statistics 
of the United States include trade with the Philippine Islands. 
They also include any trade between foreign countries 
and Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, but do not include 
shipments between continental United States and these 
possessions. Prior to January 1, 1935, the Virgin Islands of 
the United States were treated in the same manner as the 
Philippine Islands, but since that date the Virgin Islands are 
treated in the same manner as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto 
Rico.” (p. 5). A bushel of soybeans weighs 60 lb and a 
gallon of soybean oil weighs 7.5 lb (p. 7). Note: No separate 
statistics are given for soybeans or soybean products grown 
in or exported to or from Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or the 
Virgin Islands.
 Table 392 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean acreage statistics 
for the years 1924-1940, including: Acreage grown alone for 
all purposes, total acreage (incl. half the interplanted acres), 
acreage harvested for beans, yield per acre, production, price 
(dollars/bushel), farm value (in 1,000 dollars), foreign trade 
(imports and exports, year beginning in July). In 1924 for 
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soybeans: Acreage grown alone for all purposes: 1,567,000. 
Total acreage: 1,782,000. Acreage harvested for beans: 
448,000. Yield per acre: 11.0 bushels. Production: 4,947,000 
bushels. Average price per bushel received by farmers: $2.46.
 The corresponding fi gures in 1928 were: Acreage grown 
alone for all purposes: 2,154,000. Total acreage: 2,439,000. 
Acreage harvested for beans: 579,000. Yield per acre: 13.6 
bushels. Production: 7,880,000 bushels. Average price per 
bushel received by farmers: $1.88.
 Table 393 (p. 299) gives U.S. soybean production and 
farm disposition statistics for the years 1924-1940, including: 
Total production, used for seed (total, or home grown), fed to 
livestock, sold.
 Table 394 (p. 300) gives U.S. soybean statistics for 
acreage, yield, production, and season average price received 
by farmers, by States, average 1929-38, annual 1939 and 
1940. The states are: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Delaware, Maryland, 
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and USA total.
 Table 395 (p. 301) gives soybean statistics for acreage 
and production in specifi ed countries, average 1930-34, and 
annual 1935 to 1940. The countries are China, Manchuria, 
United States, Chosen [Korea], Japan, Taiwan, Netherlands 
Indies, Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, and 
estimated world total.
 Table 396 (p. 302) gives the average price per bushel of 
soybeans received by U.S. farmers each month and season 
average from 1930 to 1940.
 Table 397 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for seed” gives 
the average wholesale price per bushel at Baltimore and 
St. Louis, 1931-1941, each month from Jan. to May and 
average.
 Table 398 (p. 302) titled “Soybeans for crushing” 
gives the average price per bushel, U.S. No. 2 Yellow, bulk, 
carlots, net track Chicago, 1933-40, each month from Oct. to 
Sept.
 Table 399 (p. 303) gives statistics on amount of 
soybeans crushed, and production, imports, and exports of 
soybean oil (crude basis), and soybean cake and meal, USA, 
1930-1940.
 Table 400 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound of 
soybean oil (domestic crude) in tank cars, midwestern mills, 
1929-1940, each month and yearly average.
 Table 401 (p. 303) gives the average price per pound 
of soybean oil (domestic crude) in drums, New York, 1931-
1940, each month and yearly average.
 Table 402 (p. 304) gives the average price per ton of 
soybean meal (41% protein), at Chicago, 1930-1940, each 
month and yearly average.
 Table 403 (p. 305) for soybeans and soybean oil, 
gives international trade (exports and imports), averages 

1925-1934, annual 1938, 1939. For soybeans: Principal 
exporting countries–China, Manchuria, United States, total. 
Principal importing countries–Germany, Japan, Denmark, 
United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, Netherlands, Canada, 
total. For soybean oil: Principal exporting countries–China, 
Manchuria, Denmark, Japan, Sweden, total. Principal 
importing countries–Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy, 
Germany, United States, Belgium, Chile, France, Morocco, 
Norway, Algeria, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Canada, Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, total.
 Table 659 (p. 490) gives U.S. exports (in pounds) of 
vegetable oils (incl. corn, cottonseed, linseed, cocoa butter, 
coconut, peanut, and soybean oil) from 1914 to 1939.
 Table 617 (p. 455) gives statistics on oleomargarine–
materials used in manufacture, USA, 1924-1940. Concerning 
soybean oil: Less than 500 lb were used in 1924 and 1925, 
but 33,000 lb were used in 1926. The fi rst signifi cant amount 
was used in 1930: 2.25 million lb. Note: Additional statistics 
on oleomargarine production and consumption in the USA 
are given on p. 454-57.
 Table 660 (p. 494) gives U.S. imports (in pounds) of 
oilseeds (incl. soybeans {but no data given for 1918-1926}, 
sesame seeds, rapeseed) and vegetable oils (incl. olive oil, 
palm oil, palm kernel oil, peanut oil, perilla oil, rapeseed oil, 
soybean oil, and tung oil) from 1914 to 1939.
 Table 662 gives imports of principal agricultural 
products (incl. soybean and soybean oil) into the United 
States, by countries, each year 1932-1940. The source 
countries for soybean (p. 519) are: Kwantung, Japan, 
China, Germany, other countries, total. The source countries 
for soybean oil (p. 523) are: Kwantung, Japan, China, 
Netherlands, other countries, total. Address: U.S. Dep. of 
Agriculture, Yearbook Statistical Committee, Washington, 
DC.

2317. Fallon, F. (Baron). 1941. Le soja [The soybean]. 
Belgique. Ministere des Colonies. Direction Generale de 
l’Agriculture et de l’Elevage. Propagande et Vulgarisation 
Agricoles No. 21. 39 p. Bruxelles: Impr. Industrielle et 
Financiere. [17 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Botanical description: Introduction, 
the plant’s needs, varieties. Soybean cultivation in Europe: 
Introduction (for some countries preferred early, medium, 
and late varieties are listed), France, Great Britain, Hungary, 
Poland (selection has been done at the Wilna experiment 
station using varieties imported from Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia), Romania (About 30,000 ha are devoted 
to soybeans, primarily in Bessarabia [Besarabia], Dobrouja 
[Dobrudja, Dobrogea], Bukovina [Bucovina], Walachia or 
Wallachia or Valachia [now called Muntenia, a fertile belt 
across southern Romania], and Moldavia. Most of these 
varieties came from Austria), Switzerland, USSR (the main 
soybean regions are all warm ones–the Caucasus, Ukraine, 
and Transcaucasia). Soybean cultivation in America. 
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Soybean cultivation in Africa (especially in South Africa, 
mainly for forage in the Natal and Transvaal). Soybean 
cultivation in Asia: China and Manchuria, Malaysia, British 
Indies, Dutch Indies, Indochina, Japan. Soybean cultivation 
in Oceania (mainly Philippines).
 Cultivation: Crop rotation, inoculation, planting 
and propagation, maintenance and manuring the land, 
harvest, seed storage, yield, selection of varieties. Soybean 
utilization: As human food (dry soybeans, soy sauce, soy 
fl our, soymilk, tofu, soy oil), industrial uses (soy oil, refi ning 
and use, soymilk casein). Soya as a fertilizer: Green manure, 
or soybean cakes. Soya as a feed for domestic animals: 
Green forage, hay, silage, pasture, seeds, cakes. Soybean 
cultivation in the Belgian Congo. Soybean trade.
 In the Congo various soybean trials have been 
undertaken since 1936 at the stations of the National Institute 
for Agronomic Study of the Belgian Congo (l’Institut 
National pour l’Etude agronomique du Congo Belge). 
Numerous varieties from the USA and Manchuria have 
been tested. Address: Directeur au Ministere des Colonies, 
Professeur a l’Institut Agronomique de Gembloux [Belgium].

2318. Saris, John. 1941. The fi rst voyage of the English to 
Japan. Transcribed and collated by Takanobu Otsuka. Tokyo: 
Toyo Bunko. xxxii + 266 p. 26 cm. Supplementary volume. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: A transcription of the original manuscript, 
which was published in a facsimile edition in 1940. The 
original manuscript has the title: The fi rst voyage of the 
English to the islands of Japan.
 On 29 Aug. 1613, while in Japan (near Shizuoka), Saris 
wrote: “Of Henns they haue greate store, as likewise of 
Deere, both redd and fallowe wilde bores, hares Goates Kyne 
etc. Of theese they haue plentie, butter they make none, 
Neither will they eate any Milke, because theie hould it to be 
as bloode, nor tame beasts.”
 Note 1. The word transcribed from the original 
manuscript as “Cheese” by Satow in 1900 is transcribed here 
by the Japanese as “theese.”
 Note 2. John Saris died in 1646.

2319. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1941? Miscellaneous 
notes, including “Sea going terms to use,” and notes on six 
3-by-5 cards. Savannah, Georgia. 4 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: Part I–Two pages of miscellaneous notes state: 
“Sea going terms to use and data for [Samuel] Bowen’s 
ship at Macao [Macau] leaving there bound for Deptford 
at London [England] and arriving there: on ship board at 
Macao, impatient to be off on the voyage home to England. a 
dead calm kept the ship rolling and wallowing.
 “A strong wind, and then away, forging through 
boisterous seas in the homeward course. Keeping the wet 
from ship bread. Arrived at the haven at Deptford & settled 

into her berth there with sails furled.
 “Bowen’s costume & cue & beard a la Chinois, struck a 
false note with his English hair, features & speech.
 “down the companion away into the shelter of the cabin 
away from the wet of the sea swept deck. heavy squalls 
swept through the rigging.
 “buffeted the qualls [sic] vibration from the quiver of 
masts, fl oor planking, deck planking, discharging cargo, 
ship’s hands on deck.”
 Part II–Notes on 3 by 5 cards starting “New light on the 
introduction of soy beans into United States! 50 years before 
the captain of the New England clipper ship bought brought 
a small sack of soy beans from China, soy had been secreted 
from China and planted at Savannah, Georgia and became 
a regular article of export before Am. Rev. [the American 
Revolution].
 “For introduction to Bowen’s secret, begin article with 
correcting idea about New England ship captain; & follow 
that statement with saying it all happened like this; picturing 
Bowen with his hand on treasures of soybeans in his pocket 
talking about it to [James] Flint, both on ship leaving harbor 
at Macao. Then cut back and tell about Bowen in China. 
Model idea suggested in article.
 “Also hang, or ‘peg’, Bowen’s story on his practical 
knowledge of food on long sea voyages because of his fi rst 
hand information from his travels by ship to China. Open his 
story on an East Indiaman ship leaving Macao & close with 
his leaving Savannah by ship.” Note: An East Indiaman is 
a large, fast sailing ship formerly running to the East Indies 
and back to Europe.
 “Soy and sago–Stolen secrets of Old China Brought to 
English Colonial America.
 “Greenwich where an experiment was made with stolen 
secrets of China.
 “Soy entered the realms of American export before the 
American Revolution; regularly listed in Custom Offi ce of 
Savannah.”
 Note 1. This unpublished manuscript is in the collected 
papers of Marmaduke H. Floyd and Dolores B. Floyd, which 
is collection No. 1308 at the Georgia Historical Society, 
Savannah, Georgia. This manuscript is in Box 48, folder 
#647 titled “Bowen and Flint.” Dolores B. Floyd died in 
1966. This undated manuscript may have been written during 
the 1940s, or perhaps as early as the late 1930s.
 Note 2. The author does not seem to realize that Bowen 
exported soy sauce, not soy beans, from Georgia to England. 
Address: Savannah, Georgia.

2320. Pirie, N.W. 1942. The direct use of leaf protein in 
human nutrition. Chemistry and Industry (London) 61(4):45-
48. Jan. 24.
• Summary: “This article is published as a contribution to 
the discussion on ‘Green Leaves as a Source of Proteins and 
other Nutrients,’ arranged by the Nutrition Panel of the Food 
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Group for Wednesday, Feb. 11...” There are four ways that 
the amount of food produced in England could be increased. 
The fourth is to use existing crops in a more economical and 
effi cient way. Under “certain circumstances it would be more 
effi cient to carry out the conversion part of the protein in 
leaves into human food by industrial chemical methods and 
equipment than by the ruminant. For simplicity, only protein 
will be considered here...
 Three problems must be solved if leaf protein is to be 
used as human food: Flavor, fi ber, and high water content. 
The history of interest in these problems is reviewed, 
starting in 1926 with Ereky, who fi ltered off the fi ber and 
concentrated the liquor. Slade (1937) pointed out that an acre 
of grassland would provide 4.4 people with enough protein 
for a year and would provide cattle feed as well.
 Pasture can provide about 285 lb/year of nitrogen. 
“Crude leaf protein, under peace time conditions,” could be 
produced for less than protein from conventional sources 
such as fi sh, cheese, milk, and meat. More research is needed 
in two main areas: “(1) the maintenance of a supply of leaf 
material of high nitrogen content during several months of 
the year, and (2) the design of a suitable macerating plant. 
The amount of research needed on the separation of protein 
from the leaf sap is probably small,...”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
concerning “leaf protein” as an alternative source of human 
food protein.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “leaf protein” (or 
“leaf proteins”). It is used to refer to these proteins as an 
alternative source of food protein for humans. Address: 
Rothamsted Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts. 
[Hertfordshire], England.

2321. Warden, Philip. 1942. Shipment of soy beans to British 
plants planned: Domestic supply double year ago total. 
Chicago Daily Tribune. April 11. p. 25.
• Summary: The U.S. government plans to start soon 
shipping soy beans to England. “Lend-lease buyers have 
been purchasing soy bean fl our for England and have been 
shipping some edible oils.”
 Yesterday the Commodity Credit corporation began to 
buy soy beans from farmers under a previously announced 
program.

2322. Dies, Edward J. 1942. Americanizing soy foods 
(Document part). In: E.J. Dies. 1942. Soybeans: Gold from 
the Soil. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. 122 p. See 
Chap. 13, p. 90-94. April. 21 cm.
• Summary: The soybean, used as a food, got off to a bad 
start during World War I. In those patriotic days of food 
substitutes, some misguided scientist ground whole soybeans 
into a fl our and promoted its use as a replacement for wheat 
fl our in bread. But the fl avor was terrible and the fl our got a 

bad reputation.
 Later it was realized that the key to Americanizing soy 
fl our was to remove its strong “beany” fl avor. This was fi rst 
achieved by removing the hulls then processing the dehulled 
soybeans with heat and steam to carry off the odors and leave 
the mild, nutty fl avor of the fl our intact. By 1926 soy fl our 
was sold as a health food fl our. By 1935 it was shown to be 
a truly acceptable product with a variety of food uses. The 
amount of soy fl our made in the USA increased from about 
25 million pounds a year before 1940 to about 100 million 
pounds in 1942–and growing.
 Soy fl our is used in a big way by Germany in its army 
rations and recipes–to extend the protein of meat and bread. 
German “fi eld kitchens started into the war with more than 
two hundred soy recipes.”
 The British, understanding the value of soy fl our, 
promptly requested it from Lend-Lease. “American meat 
packers provided sausage for the British army containing 20 
percent soy fl our or grits to increase the protein content in 
the can and prevent the loss of fats fried away.”
 Makers of soy fl our in the United States include: (1) 
Allied Mills Inc., Chicago, Illinois. (2) Archer-Daniels-
Midland Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota; (3) Central 
Soya, Inc., Fort Wayne, Indiana. (4) The Glidden Company, 
Chicago, Illinois. (5) I.F. Laucks, Inc., Portsmouth, Virginia. 
(6) Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc., Decatur, Illinois. (7) 
A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company, Decatur, Illinois.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) with the term “soy foods” in the title; it is a 
book chapter.
 Note 2. Most of these 7 companies are soybean crushers, 
and probably therefore make defatted soy fl our for food use. 
Address: USA.

2323. Soybean Digest. 1942. In Glidden kitchens. May. p. 11.
• Summary: This photo (courtesy Chicago Daily News) 
shows large trays of cooked soybeans, beef, and pork, in 
front of containers of tomato puree, salt, and seasoning; each 
is labeled. The caption reads: “The ingredients are on the 
table, and another Glidden food product is on its way to the 
consumer. This product will emerge in cans–a delicious, high 
protein product. The Glidden company has pioneered with 
scores of food products utilizing the soybean. Right now, 
the company is busy with ‘defense biscuits’ (S.D. March 
‘42) and pork soya link for shipment to Great Britain, in 
addition to the hundreds of soya products which it ordinarily 
manufactures.”

2324. Rouest, Antoine. 1942. Le Soja dans l’alimentation 
humaine [The soybean in human nutrition]. Revue Horticole: 
Journal d’Horticulture Pratique (Paris) 114(2089):112-14. 
June 1. (New Series, Vol. 28, No. 5). [Fre]
• Summary: Discusses the reasons that soya has a poor 
image as a food. Discusses individually: Soymilk, soy oil, 
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lecithin, soybean cake, whole soy fl our, soya coffee, and 
soy sauce (which forms the base of Worcestershire sauce 
from England). Address: In 1946: Professeur d’Agriculture, 
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers, France.

2325. Sawyer, Roland. 1942. Bumper crops in U.S. contrast 
with scarcity in Reich–Problem of labor everywhere. 
Christian Science Monitor. June 13. p. 1.
• Summary: “An American mission to Britain found that 
the British, making close to maximum use of all available 
supplies, including lend-lease foods, are maintaining a safe 
nutritional standard.” But any further cut in those supplies 
would risk serious effects on the vitality of the British 
people. A list of the carefully planned and prepared food 
items shipped under lend lease includes soya beans and 
soya fl our. These foods have now been shown to have been 
essential “in helping the British to maintain the stamina to 
carry them through 1941 and the early months of 1942 to the 
strong position they are in today.”

2326. Food Industries. 1942. Pushes research on soy, peanut 
fl ours. 13(6):84. June.
• Summary: The Surplus Marketing Administration, now 
operating as a division of the newly created Agricultural 
Marketing Administration, has been engaged in research and 
development work on soybean and peanut fl ours.
 “The work on soy fl our, already widely available, has 
been principally along lines of most effective utilization, 
partly to augment food shipments to Britain. One of the most 
successful results so far has been the development of a meat 
sausage containing about 20 percent soy fl our, which, with 
its 50 percent protein content, raises the sausage protein 
to a more concentrated food level. Much of the sausage 
now eaten in the British Isles contains only about 5 percent 
protein from its meat content. Addition of this soy fl our does 
not change the sausage fl avor or appearance, but would mean 
a better balanced protein diet.”

2327. British Plastics (London). 1942. Prosein [Soybean 
Protein]. 14:133. Aug. *

2328. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (England). 
1942. Soya upholstery. Aug. p. 147. [1 ref]
• Summary: The following is summarized from an article 
in Bus and Coach, June 1942. “One prominent transport 
engineer in this country has long advocated the operation of 
diesel engines on oil extracted from the soya bean. Another 
use of this accommodating vegetable product has been 
developed by the Ford Company in America, and is a link in 
Henry Ford’s efforts to bring agriculture and industry into a 
closer relationship. From the soya bean is prepared a protein 
fi bre which is at present 80 per cent. as strong as sheep wool, 
and it is hoped to improve still further on this.
 “The fi bre can be used in the same way as wool, being 

suitable for felting as well as weaving. Though primarily 
intended for the production of upholstery for Ford cars, it 
can also be made into suitings, heavy clothing materials or 
carpets, and as either clothing or furnishing material it hangs 
and drapes well.”

2329. Washington Bureau of Chicago Sun. 1942. Soybean 
sausages to form links in chain of victory: ‘Wurst’ is yet to 
come. Washington Post. Sept. 22. p. 1.
• Summary: “A new ‘victory sausage’ to help alleviate the 
meat shortage and at the same time keep sausage lovers 
satisfi ed–will be offered to the American public within a few 
weeks.”
 “The product is already being consumed with relish by 
the British under the label ‘pork-soya links.’ Large amounts 
of it have been shipped to Britain in recent months under 
lend-lease and it as caught on quickly.”

2330. Payne, Donald S. 1942. Soybeans in Lend-Lease. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 8.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Introduction of soys. 
School Lunch Program. The new program (formulated by 
Roy F. Hendrickson of USDA’s Agricultural Marketing 
Administration). Soya fl our industry’s future.
 “The Agricultural Marketing Administration has 
inaugurated a new program to stimulate and foster the use of 
soya products... and to make this low-cost food available to 
people throughout the United States as soon as possible.
 A table titled “Lend-Lease purchases, July 1941 to 
August 1942, has 3 columns: Item purchased, quantity 
(pounds), and amount of soy fl our and grits represented 
(pounds). The items are listed below in descending order 
of amount of soy fl our and grits represented. Thus, the 
main use of soy fl our is in the fi rst item: (1) Soya fl our–
full fat, 29,115,000, 29,115,000. (2) Pork and Soya Links, 
92,623,016, 20,377,060 (So soy fl our comprises about 
22% of this sausage). (3) Soya fl our–low fat, 3,420,000, 
3,420,000. (4) Soya grits–coarse–low fat, 3,420,000, 
3,420,000. (5) Soya grits–fi ne–low fat, 3,420,000, 3,420,000. 
(6) Dehydrated soups, 2,594,000, 650,000. (7) Dry soup 
concentrate, 1,990,000, 600,000. (8) Cereal concentrates, 
901,920, 180,384.
 A portrait photo shows Donald Payne.
 Note: On 11 March 1941 the USA ended its neutrality in 
World War II by signing Lend-Lease.
 “Lend-Lease (Public Law 77-11) was the name of the 
program under which the United States of America supplied 
the United Kingdom, the Soviet Union, China, France and 
other Allied nations with vast amounts of war material 
between 1941 and 1945 in return for, in the case of Britain, 
military bases in Newfoundland, Bermuda, and the British 
West Indies.
 “It began in March 1941, over 18 months after the 
outbreak of the war in September 1939. It was called An Act 
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Further to Promote the Defense of the United States. This act 
also ended the pretense of the neutrality of the United States. 
Hitler recognized this and consequently had submarines 
attack US ships such as the SS Robin Moor, an unarmed 
merchant steamship destroyed by a German U-boat on 21 
May, 1941 outside of the war zone.
 “This program was a decisive step away from American 
non-interventionism since the end of World War I and 
towards international involvement. The Americans demanded 
that this rent be settled, and it took until 2006 for the UK 
government to settle its debt to the USA” (Source: Wikipedia 
at Lend-Lease, May 2010). Address: Senior Technologist, 
Agricultural Marketing Administration (AMA), Washington, 
DC.

2331. Bunnell, D.J. 1942. Soybean oil in the war time 
economy. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: Germany has long needed to import large 
amounts of edible oils. Anticipating war, Germany prepared 
for the time when she would be cut off from world trade. A 
program was instituted to build stock-piles and plans were 
made to increase production within her zone of infl uence. In 
1937 Germany imported 21½ million bushels of soybeans 
from Manchuria, up from 16 million bushels in 1936. 
Indications of stock-piling were fi rst apparent in 1937, and 
increased progressively up until the war started in 1939.
 After extensive experiments, Germany found that 
she was not well suited to large production of oil-bearing 
seeds. Her best potential source of new supply was from 
corn-growing countries within her zone of infl uence in 
southeastern Europe. Germany’s Ministry of Agriculture 
worked out a plan in which Bulgaria and Romania were 
guaranteed 10% better return per acre, independent of yield, 
if they would convert corn acres to growing soybeans. 
The results were not large, yet several million bushels 
of soybeans were grown to add to Germany’s oil supply. 
“During the present growing season, soybeans have been 
planted in the conquered territory of the Ukraine.”
 In the spring of 1940 when Germany invaded Norway, 
the 60-70 million pounds/year of mostly fi sh oil that the USA 
imported from Norway were cut off. When Germany moved 
into Spain, southern France, Italy, and Greece, American 
imports of about 100 million pounds/year of olive oil were 
cut off. Yet as long as the war was confi ned to Europe, the 
USA was not seriously handicapped. Our total imports 
of edible oil had amounted to 1½ to 2 billion pounds/
year before the war; so we had lost only about 10% of our 
imports.
 The picture changed abruptly in Dec. 1941 when Japan 
invaded the Philippines and the South Pacifi c. That area had 
been supplying us with well over one billion pounds/year of 
edible oils–mainly coconut oil from the Philippines, palm 
and palm-kernel oil from the Netherlands East Indies and 
Malaya, tung oil from China, and perilla oil from Japan. The 

USA now faced severe oil shortage within months.
 To aggravate this situation, our domestic consumption 
had increased in 1941 to almost 11 billion pounds, from 9.7 
billion in 1940. In addition, our allies needed oil from us; 
Russia had lost her main source (the Ukraine) and we were 
already supplying England and the other United Nations 
under the Lend-Lease Act. In early 1942, U.S. government 
offi cials awoke to the fact that she would have to be the 
world’s largest exporter of edible oils for the duration of the 
war.
 Our domestic production had to be sharply increased if 
shortages were to be avoided. American farmers were asked 
to sharply increase their acreages of soybeans, peanuts, and 
fl ax. The soybean current soybean harvest is estimated at 
211 million bushels, up from 106 million one year ago. Also, 
peanut acreage doubled. A portrait photo shows D.J. Bunnell. 
Address: Vice-President, Central Soya Co., Chicago, Illinois.

2332. Sonnedecker, Glenn. 1942. Soybean boom: Armed 
forces and Lend-Lease buy soy products in great quantities. 
Science News Letter 42:362-63. Dec. 5.
• Summary: From soybeans we can make rubber substitutes, 
cloth, high-protein foods, plastics, and vegetable oils. 
Over 600 million pounds of soya fl our and grits have been 
purchased by the Agricultural Marketing Administration for 
shipment to our allies and for school lunches. “Overseas, soy 
is used in meat products, baked goods, soups, ice cream and 
milk substitutes.”
 “In Army rations: The U.S. government is also adopting 
soybean products as part of the rations for the armed forces. 
So far, Army purchases have been confi ned to fl our. The 
Marines are also using it in this form. Wider usage has 
been hampered, asserted Colonel Rohland A. Isker of the 
Quartermaster Corps Subsistence Research Laboratory, 
because manufacturers threw soy products on the market that 
had not been scientifi cally prepared. This situation is being 
remedied.”
 Breakfast foods containing up to 20% soya fl our and 
fl akes “are being shipped by lend-lease to Russia and other 
allied countries.” The British are also buying large quantities 
of soybean fl our sausages and grits.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
concerning the use of soy in school lunches or a school lunch 
program.

2333. Hilditch, Thomas Percy; Zaky, Youssef Abdel Hamid. 
1942. The component fatty acids of some vegetable seed 
phosphatides. Biochemical Journal 36:815-21. [13 ref]
• Summary: In 1937, Hilditch and Pedelty determined 
the component fatty acids of phosphatides present in soya 
beans and rape seeds. This study is based on specimens of 
phosphatide concentrates prepared from four other vegetable 
oils, groundnut, cottonseed, sunfl ower, and linseed, supplied 
to the writers by “Messrs. J. Bibby and Sons, Ltd., of 
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Liverpool.” Address: Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of 
Liverpool.

2334. Plimmer, R.H.A.; Plimmer, V.G. 1942. Food, health, 
vitamins. 9th ed. London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, 
Green and Co. vii + 193 p. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: This edition was published for use during 
World War II when it was important in England to maximize 
nutritional value at the lowest possible cost for available 
foods. Whole foods (such as wholemeal bread) are 
emphasized. The section titled “A square meal” states that 
“meat is interchangeable with fi sh, eggs, cheese, or soya 
bean” (p. 14).
 The chapter on “Protein” (p. 25+) notes that, unlike 
most beans, soya beans are a complete or fi rst-class protein 
or good biological value. They differ from other legumes in 
containing protein whose composition is very similar to that 
of two proteins found in milk. Soyolk brand soya bean four 
contains about 40% protein and is valuable as an addition to 
fl our of cereal grains. “Soya beans have long been used by 
the Chinese and Japanese as a source of complete protein 
and are now extensively used by the Germans as a meat 
substitute.” Soya beans cannot be grown economically 
in England; they grow in warmer climates [sic] such as 
Nyassaland and in the south of Europe (p. 26).
 Table 9 (p. 77) shows the vitamin B-1 content of foods; 
soya beans are a good source, containing 390 I.U. per 
100 gm. Soya beans are of little or no value in preventing 
pellagra since they are a poor source of vitamin G or B-2 
(p. 98) and of adermin (p. 105). During wartime when fl esh 
foods, eggs and milk are rationed, soya beans plus cereals 
compensate for a lack of animal protein (p. 145). Address: 1. 
D.Sc. (Lond.), Formerly Prof. of Chemistry in the Univ. of 
London at St. Thomas’s Hospital Medical School.

2335. Manchester Guardian (England). 1943. American 
cotton: Trade notes. Jan. 2. p. 2.
• Summary: The U.S. government has had to buy cotton on 
the open market in order to obtain the quantities required for 
lend-lease shipments in certain directions. There is also a 
growing belief that, beginning this year, considerable areas 
of land in the southern States which were formerly used to 
grow cotton will be converted to growing peanuts and soya 
beans because of the call for increased domestic production 
of vegetable oils.

2336. Trussell, C.P. 1943. Wickard says U.S. faces British 
diet: Soy bean fl our and other substitutes to rise. New York 
Times. March 9. p. 14, col. 2.
• Summary: Americans are going to have to learn to use 
their food more effi ciently. The weekly U.S. adult ration for 
one week is itemized; it includes 1 lb of meat, 2 oz of butter, 
4 oz of margarine, 2 oz of cooking fat, 8 oz of sugar, 4 oz of 
cheese, etc. Claude R. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture and 

Food Administrator told a Senate subcommittee investigating 
food and manpower shortages: “We are going to use our 
peanuts and soy beans increasingly, it seems to me, for 
human food. I have asked that our production capacity of 
soy bean fl our for edible consumption be increased from 
400,000,000 pounds to 1,400,000,000 pounds by the end of 
this year, because a large part of that is going into human 
consumption, as a substitute for meat... And we are going 
to have to start with some of those grains, eating them 
ourselves, rather than feeding them to animals and eating the 
animals.”

2337. Washington Bureau of the Sun. 1943. Dehydrated food 
display slated: Diplomats to view new compressed variety at 
capital tomorrow. Sun (Baltimore, Maryland). March 10. p. 
1.
• Summary: Dehydration (removing the water from a food) 
dramatically decreases the weight of that food; compression–
after dehydration–dramatically decreases its volume, leading 
to major savings in shipping space. Dehydration is an old 
process, but compression is quite new.
 “Government offi cials and foreign envoys will be 
served a luncheon of dehydrated foods of the type now 
being shipped abroad. E.R. Stetinius, Jr., Lend-Lease 
Administrator... will speak.
 “Dehydrated foods served at the luncheon will include 
soya soup, made from soybeans...”
 John C. Donnelley, of the Auto Ordnance Company 
(which makes guns) was one of the pioneers of compression.

2338. Los Angeles Times. 1943. President extends life of 
lend-lease: Bill signed on [2nd] anniversary of act; Allies on 
offensive, says executive. March 12. p. 3.
• Summary: “Two years ago, on March 11, 1941, the 
Lend-Lease Act was approved.” At a luncheon to mark the 
anniversary, “soya soup” was one of the foods served.

2339. Western Daily Press and Bristol Mirror (Bristol, 
England). 1943. Mrs Pepys’s diary. April 10. p. 5, col. 2.
• Summary: “Thursday, April 8th: I have discovered a 
wartime recipe for imitation marzipan, which I quote here. 
It should be followed exactly if the results are to be really 
excellent. Melt two ounces of fresh margarine in a little 
saucepan (not letting it brown). Stir in four ounces of white 
sugar, two tablespoonfuls of water, and one and a half 
teaspoons of almond essence, and, still stirring, heat very 
slowly for one minute. Remove from heat and beat in four 
ounces of ‘Soyolk’ Soya fl our. Turn out and knead for two or 
three minutes. It is now ready to shape into a covering for the 
cake. Or, if you want to make it into sweets add colouring 
with the essence and shape as soon as you have fi nished 
kneading.
 Note: This is the most recent document seen (April 
2014) in a British popular newspaper that contains the word 
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“Soyolk.”

2340. Agricola, J. 1943. Utilisations pratiques du Soya 
[Practical uses of soybeans]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
3(17):42-43. March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: 1. Why is soy (defatted soy fl our) used in the 
food of aviators and parachutists?
 2. Soymilk in England. 2. Soymilk for infants (by Lucie 
Yeu).

2341. Times (London). 1943. News in brief. June 23. p. 2, 
col. 3.
• Summary: “Under a Ministry of Food Order the pre-
packing of soya fl our will be prevented after June 30. Soya 
fl our will in future be used primarily by manufacturers, but 
to assist vegetarians, &c. a quantity will be available at a 
price not exceeding 5d. a lb.”

2342. Thadani, K.I.; Mirchandani, R.T. 1943. Studies on 
soybeans in Sind. Madras Agricultural Journal 31(6):167-
73. June. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Cultivation method. 
Description of varieties tested: Indian varieties (spreading 
vs. erect), foreign varieties (lists 13 varieties obtained from 
USA, United Kingdom, and South Africa). Acclimatization. 
Maturity. Natural cross pollination. Genetic behaviour of the 
fl ower color.
 Introduction: “There is suffi cient evidence to show that 
soybean has been cultivated in Northern India and Burma 
since a long time. Major T.E.T. Aitchison (1881) found 
the soybean largely cultivated in the Kuram valley, North-
west Frontier Province, especially in the Kuram district, 
occasionally in Hariabab and also frequently as a weed in 
the cultivated fi elds. Hooper (1911) in his investigations on 
soybeans has recorded seeds aggregating perhaps into nine 
distinct varieties, collected from Burma and from places 
situated on the lower slopes of the Himalayas extending 
from Kashmir to Darjeeling. Woodhouse and Taylor (1913) 
describe nine Indian varieties secured from Darjeeling, 
Bankipur and Bhagalpur. Most of the Indian varieties have 
slender twining stems, small pods, and small seeds. They 
resemble the wild soybeans much more closely than do the 
varieties of China and Japan. The existence of different local 
names for soybeans in Bengal, Assam, Nepal and the North-
west Frontier Province is also an evidence of its ancient 
culture in India.
 “With the opening of the Lloyd Barrage in Sind, 
investigations into the possibilities of cultivation of soybean 
in Sind under the perennial irrigation system, were started at 
the Agricultural Research Station, Sakrand, in the year 1929; 
but all attempts failed until 1931 when for the fi rst time a 
successful crop was grown for seed. Several varieties of 
soybeans obtained from abroad and from various provinces 
of India have been tested. The small seeded and late-

maturing varieties have succeeded fairly well under Sind 
conditions.”
 “The Indian varieties have small seeds with oil content 
varying from 13 to 16 percent while the exotic [foreign] 
varieties have big seeds with oil content varying from 16 
to 21 percent.” The Indian varieties, obtained from Pusa, 
Punjab, Madras, and Ranchi, are mostly (75%) spreading 
types.
 Note 1. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Pakistan, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Pakistan (1929, at Sakrand)–even though the cultivation was 
not successful until 1931. The source of these soybeans is 
unknown.
 Note 2. In 1929 (when the fi rst trials were conducted) 
the Sind or Sindh constituted the northern part of Bombay 
presidency in British India. It became an autonomous 
province in India on 1 April 1937, and that was its status 
in 1943, when this paper was published. In August 1947 it 
became part of Pakistan; the capital is Karachi. Its provincial 
status was abolished in 1955, but restored in 1970. The 
region was generally fl at, lying on both sides of the Indus 
River, and the chief occupation was agriculture. It is bounded 
on the east and south by India and on the southwest by the 
Arabian Sea.
 Note 3. In 1992 Sakrand is a city in the Sindh province 
of Pakistan, near the Indus River north of Hyderabad. 
Address: 1. Director of Agriculture, Sind; 2. Agriculturist, 
Agricultural Research Station, Dokri.

2343. Eads, Jane. 1943. Diet troubles ahead! Ability to 
do good work at stake in selection of food substitutes. 
Washington Post. July 4. p. S5.
• Summary: “Despite increasing shortages of certain popular 
foods such as meat, potatoes and butter, there are many 
available foods such as soy beans, cereals and eggs that 
contain the same vital elements”–especially vitamins of the 
“B” complex.
 Nutritionally, soy fl our is very similar to meat. And 
production of soy fl our is increasing at a dramatic rate.
 “Most of the soy products have gone into lend-lease 
foods–as a component in highly concentrated dried soups, 
concentrated meat and cereal products.”
 Soya sausage [soya fl our used as an extender for pork 
sausage], made in the USA, is popular in England. Liver 
pate, which contains soy, is being bought for the French 
by the Red Cross. The Russians like a soy-supplemented 
meat product named tushonka–made in the USA. Address: 
Associated Press Staff Writer.

2344. Associated Press. 1943. Wider use of soy bean 
foods aimed: Sharp expansion planned in production of 
‘soya,’ peanut substitutes for next year. Hartford Courant 
(Connecticut). Aug. 9. p. 3.
• Summary: “Anticipating reduced civilian supplies of such 
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important animal protein foods as eats, dairy products and 
eggs next year, the War Food Administration is taking steps 
for a sharp expansion in the production of substitute foods 
processed from vegetable products.
 “Soya beans and peanuts will be the raw material base 
for the substitutes.”
 The WFA said that soybean products or “soya” will 
be included in bread, soup powders, macaroni, breakfast 
cereals, and in pancakes and similar mixes–as well as in the 
form of fl our and grits for household use as protein fortifi ers 
in breads, meat loaves, pastry, cakes, pancakes and other 
dishes. These foods are expected to be available nationwide 
by October or November.
 The government will also soon require that all white 
fl our for human consumption be enriched vitamin B1, niacin, 
and iron–some of the most valuable nutrients that are lost in 
milling.
 The WFA said the production of soya products during 
the period ending July 1 [1943] was expected to total 
1,350,000,000 pounds. American civilians were allocated 
362,500,000 pounds [26.8%] compared with 30,000,000 
pounds consumed last year. Of the remainder [73.2%], 
744,000,000 pounds were allocated for foreign relief and 
rehabilitation, 240,000,000 pounds for the lend-lease 
program, and 4,000,000 pounds for other uses.
 In many war-torn areas overseas, the soya products 
serve as complete substitutes for animal products. Address: 
Associated Press Staff Writer.

2345. Wall Street Journal. 1943. War and business: Soya 
products allocation. Aug. 9. p. 3.
• Summary: This is a condensed version of the Associated 
Press story that ran on this same date in the Hartford 
Courant. Address: Associated Press Staff Writer.

2346. Wall Street Journal. 1943. WFA plans to increase 
soybean, peanut products to substitute for lower supplies of 
meat, eggs. Aug. 9. p. 7.
• Summary: This is basically the same Associated Press 
story that ran on this same date in the Hartford Courant. 
Address: Associated Press Staff Writer.

2347. Auphin, L.-F. 1943. De Parmentier a Rouest [From 
Parmentier to Rouest]. Action Francaise (L’) (Edition de 
Lyon). Aug. 10. p. 1. Tuesday. [Fre]
• Summary: The fi rst half of this article is about Antoine-
Augustin Parmentier (1737-1813) and how he used very 
skillful means to introduce the potato to France and to 
promote its use. Thanks largely to his efforts, the Paris 
Faculty of Medicine declared potatoes edible in 1772. He 
won a prize for his work with potatoes in 1773.
 Note: In 1748 the French Parliament had actually 
forbidden the cultivation of the potato (on the grounds that it 
was thought to cause leprosy among other things), and this 

law remained on the books in Parmentier’s time.
 Yet even after 1773 resistance to eating potatoes in 
France continued. Parmentier therefore began a series of 
publicity stunts for which he remains notable today, hosting 
dinners at which potato dishes featured prominently and 
guests included luminaries such as Benjamin Franklin and 
Antoine Lavoisier, giving bouquets of potato blossoms to 
the King and Queen, and surrounding his potato patch at 
Sablons with armed guards to suggest valuable goods–then 
instructing them to accept any and all bribes from civilians 
and withdrawing them at night so the greedy crowd could 
“steal” the potatoes. (These 54 arpents of impoverished 
ground near Neuilly, west of Paris, had been allotted him by 
order of Louis XVI in 1787).
 The rest of the article is about Leon Rouest.
 Around 1920, a French agronomist named Léon Rouest 
made it his mission to acclimatize soybean cultivation in 
France–this same plant that Mr. Paillieux had drawn attention 
to in the agricultural community forty years earlier.
 In Asia, the soybean (le soja) has been grown and used 
since time immemorial as human food and animal fodder. It 
is a legume, a type of bean with hairy leaves and pods and 
fl at or round seeds.
 It is remarkable for its extraordinary productivity. 
Depending on the variety, one seed can produce from 100 to 
500 seeds, which makes it easy to breed.
 It is also noteworthy for its signifi cant protein, mineral 
and oil content.
 Soybeans can be used to make a plant-based / vegetal 
milk (lait végétal), which can be added to the diet of young 
animals.
 Soybean seeds and forage can be a part of the general 
diet of domesticated animals, and when they are transformed, 
of man’s diet.
 As a leading British fi gure declared, “Soy has become 
vitally important. With its wealth of protein and fat, it can 
be substituted for meat, milk and eggs. It is not an `ersatz,’ 
but rather an extremely valuable supplementary food, whose 
nutritive value has been recognized for centuries in the Far 
East.”
 Soy has countless industrial applications: the plant oil 
industry, and all of its sub-products: the production of soap, 
stearin, glycerin, paint, varnish, linoleum, waterproofi ng 
agents, synthetic fuel, synthetic rubber; the lecithin industry, 
and casein industry: glue, paper, paint, plastic materials, 
artifi cial wool, and so on.
 Léon Rouest came up against greater diffi culties than 
those Parmentier faced one hundred and forty years earlier. 
He not only had to struggle against the status quo, but also 
against powerful interests, particularly the “trusts” that hold 
and wish to monopolize the market of industrial fats and oils.
 Like Parmentier, he had unshakable faith. He also 
looked for protection on high, but there was no longer a king, 
so he went to those who had ostensibly replaced the king. 
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He went from the legislature to the senate. He went from one 
minister to the next, and knocked on all doors, to no avail.
 Finally, he understood. There is nothing to gain from 
the authorities. He had to rely on himself, and himself alone. 
And he had none of the fi nancial resources he needed to get 
his project off the ground.
 But he was determined to fi nd these resources. And 
as it happened, Russian representatives offered him the 
directorship of the Moscow Soy Institute (Institut du soja à 
Moscou).
 While he felt some distaste for the Soviet regime, he 
accepted it, and left France with his son. In Russia, he found 
excellent agrological and climatic conditions.
 He put together a collection of more than two hundred 
and twenty soybean varieties, which he himself created or 
improved.
 He also saved up almost one hundred thousand francs.
 He decided it was time to return to France to spread 
soybean cultivation.
 However, he had not anticipated the criminal nature of 
the Soviet leaders. Counter to their initial agreement, they 
would not let him take his money back with him to France. It 
was the French consul in Moscow who gave Rouest the fi ve 
hundred francs he needed to return to France with his son.
 No matter.
 He could still bring back his two hundred and twenty 
varieties of soybean seeds. With them, he would try his luck; 
he was convinced he could succeed and disseminate soybean 
cultivation in France. He was full of hope. However, he 
soon became disillusioned. He went from disappointment 
to disappointment, until the day he was literally stripped of 
everything. He died in Chartres in a state of utter destitution 
on February 27, 1938.
 As he was dying this miserable death, shameless 
speculators were selling off seeds that were over two years 
old, or that were not acclimatized, thus increasing the 
negative preconceptions of farmers towards this plant.
 In the catastrophic times we are now facing, soy would 
be of great value if it were being grown on every farm, as 
Rouest advised.
 Our readers may compare Parmetier’s resounding 
success and Léon Rouest’s sad string of bad luck and draw 
the necessary conclusions.
 These two situations are a refl ection of two regimes.

2348. Kishlar, Lamar. 1943. Mr. grower, you’re not just 
raising beans: You are in the oil business now! Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 16, 40.
• Summary: The author, who is chairman of the Soybean 
Nutritional Research Council and president of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society, delivered this speech before the 
War Conference. In 1942, 82.5% of the soy oil in America 
was used in food where it commanded the best price; only 
17.5% was used in soaps, paints, linoleum, printing inks, 

core oils and similar industrial uses. This calendar year 
approximately 400,000 lb of soy fl our will be produced. As 
late as 1940 only 2% of the U.S. soybean crop was used for 
food purposes, but this fi gure is now increasing. Margarine 
offers great opportunities for soy oil. “It was not until 1902 
that Norman, an English chemist, made the fi rst commercial 
application of hydrogenation, which is the combining of 
hydrogen gas with vegetable oils to harden the liquid oils 
into solid or semisolid fats. At about the same time, David 
Wesson, an American, was developing his epoch making 
process for the vacuum deodorization of edible fats and oils. 
Without this, hydrogenation would have been impractical for 
food because the hydrogenation process produced a strong 
unpleasant fl avor which had to be removed. It was not until 
the fi rst World War that shortenings which had a neutral 
fl avor, odor, and color were produced solely from vegetable 
oils.”
 Only “prime beans can be used in soy fl our and other 
soy foods.” A portrait photo shows Lamar Kishlar. Address: 
St. Louis, Missouri.

2349. Lant, R. 1943. Improvements in and relating to the 
treatment of vegetable seeds and particularly the treatment of 
soybeans. British Patent 555,636. Sept. 1. *
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol.

2350. Planiol, Maurice. 1943. Vue d’ensemble sur la culture 
du soya [Overview of the culture of soybeans]. Revue 
Internationale du Soja 3(20):104-36. Sept/Oct. [12 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Much of this long, detailed article consists 
of quotations from other publications, many of them from 
the USA. Contents: A word of introduction (including 
important books about soy). The soybean around the world. 
The climate. Acclimatization: America, Central Europe, 
France, England (J.L. North, Royal Botanical Society of 
London, Henry Ford). Characteristics and varieties. The 
soil. Preparation of the soil. Fertilizers. Inoculation. Date of 
planting. Method and details of planting. Crop maintenance 
(weeding and dealing with disease). Date of harvest. 
Method or practice of harvesting. Soybean yields (17-27 
quintals/ha is considered good). Storage and conservation. 
The soybean as a food (in East Asia, in Europe). Forage 
and pasture. Soybean hay and how to produce it. Soybean 
hay–consumption. Mixed forages. The soybean for silage / 
ensilage. Soybean plants with their beans intact as feed for 
animals (e.g. hogging off). Soybean straw. The fertilizing 
effect of soybeans (by fi xing nitrogen in the soil). Soybeans 
in crop rotation. Enemies of the soybean (including rabbits). 
The selection of soybeans according to Léon Rouest (his key 
book is Le Soya française. Rouest also discusses Le Jardin 
Potager, by Pierre Joigneaux, which does not mention the 
soybean). Photoperiodism and its discovery. Views of the 
future. Henry Ford and soybeans.
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2351. Walker, Robin. 1943. Palatable and meaty: Sausages in 
Britain. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 5.
• Summary: As of 27 July 1943 the content of British 
sausages will be standardized to contain 37.5% meat, 
“the balance being made up of soya grit fl our, water, 
seasonings and fl avourings.” The soya mixture has also 
been standardized at 7.5% The resulting sausages are “very 
palatable and meaty.” Address: Great Britain.

2352. Bulletin Agricole du Congo Belge. 1943. L’importance 
du commerce du soja en Belgique [The importance of 
soybean commerce in Belgium]. 34(3/4):553. Sept/Dec. 
[Fre]
• Summary: A table shows yearly imports of soybeans from 
1935 to 1938 for Germany (770,566 tonnes in 1938, by far 
the biggest importer), Denmark, Great Britain, Sweden, 
Holland, and Belgium (22,047 tonnes, the smallest importer). 
Most of the soy oil in Belgium before the war was used to 
make soap, with some used to make margarine. A second 
table shows imports of soy oil to Belgium from 1935-1939, 
and its price at Antwerp (Anvers). The imports of soy oil 
were 4,141 tonnes in 1935, 4,935 tonnes in 1936, 3,808 
tonnes in 1937, a peak of 6,987 tonnes in 1938, and a low of 
1,237 tonnes in 1939.

2353. Billard, Juan J.; Aiub, Alberto. 1943. La soja; estudio 
económico posibilidades de su cultivo en la Argentina 
[The soybean: Economic studies on the possibilities of 
its cultivation in Argentina]. Universidad Nacional de 
Buenos Aires, Instituto de Economia y Legislacion Rural. 
Publicacion 4(5):150-273. [37 ref. Spa; eng; por]
• Summary: Most of the contents is taken from a 1936 
report by the International Institute of Agriculture in 
Rome. Contents: Prologue. Introduction. 1. Utilization. 
2. Development of soybean cultivation worldwide: By 
continent, by country, importance of soya worldwide 
compared with other major crops. 3. International commerce: 
Soybeans (importing countries, exporting countries), oil 
(importing countries, exporting countries), soybean cakes 
and meal (tortas y harina de tortas), world exports compared 
with other vegetable products. 4. Prices: European markets, 
U.S. markets, correlation. 5. Possibilities of soybean 
cultivation in Argentina. 6. Conclusions. 7. Summary. 
Address: Buenos Aires, Argentina.

2354. Lee, M.P. 1943. Chinese cookery: A hundred practical 
recipes. London: Faber and Faber. 74 p. With decorations by 
Chiang Yee. 20 cm. Published in the USA in 1945 in New 
York, NY, by Transatlantic Arts, Inc. (74 p.).
• Summary: The Introduction (p. 12-13) notes: “The third 
important factor in Chinese cooking is the seasoning... There 
is an erroneous idea that soy bean sauce is indispensable 
to every dish of Chinese food. Soy bean sauce is only 
essential in braising, but Bovril, Oxo or Marmite, which has 

a vegetable basis, can be a good substitute when soy bean 
sauce is unobtainable. Soy bean sauce is not used in stewing 
at all. In semi-frying there are two styles, namely, the ‘white’ 
in which salt is used, and the ‘brown’ for which soy bean 
sauce is required. The most satisfactory way of applying 
soy bean sauce is to coat the meat slightly with very thin 
cornfl our paste fi rst and to apply the sauce in small doses 
a few minutes before serving. Soy bean sauce has a strong 
fl avour of its own and would destroy the original taste of 
food if it were applied too liberally.”
 Page 69 gives a recipes for Bean curd with mushrooms 
and spring onions, seasoned with soy bean sauce. Page 72 
lists the names and addresses of 7 Chinese restaurants and 2 
Chinese food shops in London. Address: London.

2355. Mathews, R.H. comp. 1943. A Chinese-English 
dictionary. Revised. American ed. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard Univ. Press. Published for the 
Harvard-Yenching Institute. xxiv + 1226 p. Index. 26 cm. [3 
ref]
• Summary: This excellent dictionary, which romanizes 
Chinese words using the Wade-Giles system and arranged 
them in alphabetical order by sound, is a condensed version 
of the multi-volume dictionary by Giles, and a revised 
version of Matthews’ 1931 dictionary. Soy-related characters 
include:
 Chiang (No. 661, p. 90)–Soy [sauce], pickled 
vegetables, pickled bean curd (chiang toufu) [fermented 
tofu].
 Fu (No. 1930, p. 285)–Tofu.
 Ju (No. 3144, p. 473)–Milk. The breasts; a teat, a nipple. 
To suckle. Fuju (“rotten milk”)–A milky preparation from 
beans. [Note: Probably fermented tofu].
 Shih (No. 5805, p. 813)–Cantonese soy [sauce], salted 
beans [fermented black soybeans] eaten with rice, gruel, etc.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that contains the term “Cantonese Soy,” 
which apparently refers to soy sauce made in Canton, China.
 Tou (No. 6478, p. 939-40)–See No. 6481.
 Tou (No. 6481, p. 940)–Beans, oil expressed from 
beans, young bean plants, bean stalks, bean fl our, bean 
curd, dried cakes of bean curd usually fl avored with soy, 
underlings = bean curd offi cials, soft hearted, bean sprouts 
[mung]–used as a vegetable, bean pods, soy [sauce], bean-
cake, four kinds of soya beans (ta-tou, hei-tofu, huang-tou), 
(Glycine hispida).
 Note: At Mao (No. 4357, p. 614, meaning “hair”) there 
is no entry for Mao tou = “green vegetable soybeans.” 
Address: China Inland Mission, Shanghai.

2356. Year Book of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Denomination. 1943. Washington, DC: Review and Herald 
Publishing Assoc. 397 p. See p. 72, 292-93. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Partial contents: Institutions: Educational (p. 
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208-250). Publishing houses (p. 251-62). Periodicals issued 
(p. 263-76). Sanitariums (p. 277-88). Dispensaries and 
treatment rooms (p. 289-91). Food companies (p. 292-93).
 The section titled “Food companies” includes: Boulder-
Colorado Sanitarium Food Company (established 1895). 
Buenos Aires Food Company (Alimentos Granix, Sociedad 
Anonima, est. 1938 [Argentina]). Copenhagen Food Factory 
(Denmark). Food Factory “Pur Aliment” (Paris, France). 
German Health Food Factory (Hamburg; De-Vau-Ge 
Gesundkostwerk Vollmer & Lühr (formerly: Deutscher 
Verein für Gesundheitspfl ege Hamburg {e.V.})). Granose 
Foods, Ltd. (British Health Food Factory; Stanborough Park, 
Watford, Herts, England. Est. 1899). Gland Hygienic Food 
Factory (Fabrique de Produits Alimentaires Hygeniques 
“Phag,” Gland, Switzerland. Est. 1896). Loma Linda Food 
Co. (Arlington, California. Incorporated 1935). Sanitarium 
Health Food Company (Head Offi ce, “Mizpah,” Fox Valley 
Road, Wahroonga, NSW, Australia).
 “Wholesale food branches” (of Sanitarium Health 
Food Company, in Australia and New Zealand; each has 
a manager): Adelaide, South Australia–151 Gouger St. 
Brisbane, Queensland–Garrick St. Melbourne, Victoria–118 
Union St., Windsor. Newcastle, New South Wales–Tudor St. 
(Hamilton). Papanui, New Zealand–P.O. Box 11. Perth, West 
Australia–240 Lake St. Sydney, New South Wales–Brown St. 
(Lewisham).
 Cafes and retail food stores (in Australia and New 
Zealand; the fi rst two have a manager): Auckland, New 
Zealand–174 Queen St. Brisbane, Queensland–138 Adelaide 
St. Camberwell, Victoria–791 Burke St. Christchurch, 
New Zealand–698 Colombe St. Dunedin, New Zealand–8 
George St. Hobart, Tasmania–43 Elizabeth St. Laucestan, 
Tasmania–82 Charles St. Melbourne, Victoria–293 Little 
Collins St. Newcastle, New South Wales, 14 and 18 The 
Arcade. Perth, West Australia–757 Hay St. Sydney, New 
South Wales–13 Hunter St. Wellington, New Zealand–83 
Willis St.
 On p. 72 is a directory of in “Health food factories” 
in the Austral-Asian Union Conference. All but one have 
the same name: “Sanitarium Health Food Co.” They are 
located at: (1) Cooranbong, NSW. (2) 62 Randolph St., 
Auckland, New Zealand. (3) Papanui, Christchurch, New 
Zealand. (4) Sanitarium Buyers and Packers, Sydney, NSW. 
(5) Warburton, Victoria. (6) Carmel, West Australia. (7) 
Brisbane, Queensland. (8) Adelaide, South Australia. (9) 
Lewisham, Sydney, NSW. “Sanitarium Health Food Co.” 
Address: Battle Creek, Michigan.

2357. Andersen, Aage Jorgen Christian. 1944. The 
manufacture of margarine. London: Harrison. 11 p. From a 
paper presented on 11 Jan. 1944 in London. [12 ref]
• Summary: A table (p. 11) compares consumption of 
margarine and butter in 1913 and 1938 in nine countries: 
United Kingdom, Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, 

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and USA. Address: London, 
England.

2358. Walker, Robin. 1944. [Soya] In Britain. Soybean 
Digest. Jan. p. 9, 17.
• Summary: “When soya grit was fi rst made a compulsory 
ingredient some months ago Glasgow butchers hailed it 
as a satisfactory addition to the list of ingredients and in 
some cases indicated that they had already used the fl our 
as a binder and fi ller with satisfactory results.” In Scotland, 
satisfi ed users contend that problems with the product lie 
in the method of usage, not in the product itself. Address: 
Kyleakin, Fife, Scotland.

2359. Argus (The) (Melbourne, Victoria, Australia). 1944. 
Try this recipe from China. Feb. 3. p. 6.
• Summary: “The British Ministry of Food has culled the 
cook-books of the world to bring tasty and economical 
recipes to the British housewife, and her Australian sister 
now coping with rationing will also fi nd them of great value. 
Try this interesting recipe:
 “Chop Suey (Tsap Sui, Chinese origin).” After cooking, 
“add the gravy mixture. A few drops of Worcester sauce 
would be an improvement to the gravy, and would take the 
place of the Soya bean sauce, so much used in China. Stir the 
gravy in well...”

2360. Holman, Ross L. 1944. Know your soybeans. 
American Mercury 58:177-79. Feb.
• Summary: Used as a raw material in industry, the soybean 
can provide automobile bodies, steering-wheels, paints, 
buttons, rubber, candles, linoleum and explosives. It makes 
excellent wool for clothing when spun into fi ber. Future uses 
as a plastic include: clocks, chairs, houses, fountain pens, 
and all the other synthetic industrial products devised by 
modern chemistry.
 Soy fl our is mixed with bread, cereals, doughnuts and 
cakes. “Oil extracted from the bean is made into margarine, 
and in its pure form has helped replace the imported oils and 
fats lost to us when the Japanese overran Malaya and the 
Netherlands’ Indies.” Soy sausages are 25% cheaper than 
those made from pork and “are an important item in our 
lend-lease supplies to Great Britain.” Robert Boyer, Henry 
Ford’s engineer at Highland Park, perfected a method of 
making soy fi ber which can be manufactured into a cheaper 
textile than yet produced in America. It yields a wool which 
costs less than half as much as sheep’s wool. Ford’s pilot 
plan went into production several months ago and produces 
1,000 pounds of soy fi ber daily. 2 acres of land used for 
sheep grazing will produce 8 to 10 pounds of wool a year. 
The same acres planted to soybeans will produce 400 pounds 
of protein suitable for fi ber, according to Boyer. Address: 
Tennessee.
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2361. Soybean Digest. 1944. Lend-lease takes soya to 
starving peoples. Feb. p. 10-11.
• Summary: “Millions of pounds of American-produced soya 
products are being shipped overseas to lend fi ghting strength 
to Allied armies and to help mend the broken health of 
subjugated peoples as Nazi occupied countries are liberated.”
 “Soya goes with the Red Cross, with lend lease, into so 
many parts of the world that its name has to be spelled in 15 
languages.
 “The soya products section of War Food 
Administration’s Offi ce of Distribution, which plans soya 
procurement programs, advises on purchases, and knows 
more about soya than anyone else in Washington [DC], gives 
these fi gures on total soya purchases (exclusive of army) for 
overseas shipments:
 “Concentrated cereal foods containing soya, 19,199,520.
 “Dry soups containing 20 to 30 percent soya, 56,504,000 
pounds.
 “Dry cheese mix, 6 million pounds.
 “Dry stew mix with 20 percent soya, 4,032,000 pounds 
at the rate of approximately 672,000 pounds a month for the 
last six months.
 “Soya fl our, most of which is destined for Great Britain 
and Russia, 211,328,000 pounds–purchased since the fall of 
1941.
 “Soya grits, 108,580,000 pounds.
 “Soybeans, mostly for Great Britain, 104, 463,000 
pounds–purchased since July 1941.
 “And the comparatively new, high protein spaghetti, 
destined for the spaghetti-eating countries of southern 
Europe, more than a million and a half pounds.”

2362. Prinz, Martin V.H. 1944. It began in Vienna: The 
dramatic story of soy fl our. Soybean Digest. March. p. 4.

• Summary: Dr. Laszlo 
Berczeller, a young Viennese 
physiologist, developed a 
process for making soy fl our by 
which not only the bitter taste 
was removed, but the fat was 
also prevented from turning 
rancid. He obtained his fi rst 
patent in 1922. He “wanted 
his new food adopted at once, 
all over the world. He started 
bombarding governments, 

scientifi c institutions, prominent men all over Europe, and 
even the League of Nations, with letters and scientifi c papers 
and pamphlets, describing the extraordinary nutritional value 
of the soybean and of his new, durable soy fl our...
 “He found people with money who formed companies 
for manufacturing and selling his soy fl our, fi rst in 
Austria and Hungary, then in Holland, England, Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, and fi nally the United States.”

 “Shortly after Hitler came to power in Germany, 
however, something very signifi cant happened. The huge and 
powerful I.G. Farben-trust, a company which controls most 
of the chemical industry in Germany and was interconnected 
with most of the chemical industry all over the world, 
acquired the license of the Berczeller patents for Germany, 
Austria and possibly some other countries. Nobody seemed 
to pay any particular attention at that time, or to realize what 
this meant.
 “It meant simply and plainly that Hitler was preparing 
for war, and was getting ready on the food front as well as 
on all other fronts. This was made abundantly clear by the 
business policy of the new licensees.” I.G. Farben moved 
slowly and started no huge publicity campaign to create 
a market for the new product. But the company did begin 
promoting the cultivation of soybeans in southeastern 
Europe.
 “Now price was no object. Through an agreement 
between the Hitler government and the governments of 
some of the Balkan countries, particularly Rumania, the I.G. 
Farben-trust undertook to supply machinery and instructors, 
and obtained the exclusive right to purchase the entire crop 
of soybeans. During the following years most of the crop 
was used for seed and the acreage multiplied every year.”
 So when World War II “broke out, Hitler had a large 
supply of soybeans growing right in his back yard.” The 
supply was large enough to “provide every soldier in his 
armies with suffi cient soy fl our each day to maintain health 
and strength even if he had to go without meat, eggs, and 
dairy products. A special Army Soya Cook Book was issued 
by the German Army High Command, containing hundreds 
of recipes which provide for the addition of soy fl our to 
every dish, from soup to nuts.” The author then reprints a 
long extract from an article published in the Times (London) 
on 23 April 1940, about soybeans and Edelsoja in Germany. 
He notes: “I might remark here that even the name ‘Edelsoja’ 
was invented by Dr. Berczeller. It is an intentional analogy to 
the German words ‘Edelmetall,’ meaning precious metal, and 
‘Edelstein,’ meaning precious stone.”
 Portrait photos show Dr. Berczeller and Dr. Prinz. 
Address: PhD, Omar, Inc., Omar, Nebraska.

2363. Ministry of Food. 1944. Food facts–No. 197. Do come 
on. Mummy! Times (London). April 11. p. 3, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: A box titled “Soya fl our,” contains a long 
paragraph about storing and using it.

2364. Faure, J.C.A. 1944. Post-war supplies of oil, oilseeds 
and fats: an estimate of the quantities required to provision 
Europe and the world, and a survey of likely sources. 
Colonial export products. Crown Colonist (The) 14:241-43, 
259-63. April.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Europe’s requirements: 
Whale oil, olive oil, animal fats, copra, palm kernels, 
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groundnuts, Indian rapeseed, fi sh oils (herring, sardine, 
pilchard). Palm oil from Far East: Palm oil, cottonseed, 
sesame seed (or gingelly seed), linseed. Conclusion. 
Illustrations on pages 259-263.
 Page 241: To meet its requirement of oils, Europe “will 
require, as far as possible, importation of oils and fats or 
high-yielding oilseeds, such as copra, palm kernels and 
groundnuts. The reason for this preference for high-yielding 
seeds is that the reduction in the head of cattle and poultry 
decreases the outlet for the cakes and meal which are the by-
products of oilseed crushing. It therefore follows that articles 
like soya beans and cottonseed, yielding only 15 to 17 per 
cent. of oil and 85 to 83 per cent. of cake or meal, could 
hardly be economical for the European crushing industry.
 “Account must also be taken of the likely destruction of 
a number of Continental crushing mills. This requirement of 
‘straight’ oils or high oil-bearing seeds is a diffi cult problem, 
for such materials will probably be in short supply, while the 
low oil-bearing seeds and beans will form a large percentage 
of available supplies.”
 Europe will also need oils for technical purposes, 
mainly soap, but also paints. Modern technical research has 
made possible the use of “soya oil–mainly an edible oil–for 
paints.”
 Page 242” Much will depend on when the Armistice is 
signed. If it is signed early in the “Summer, Europe would 
be almost entirely on imports until her own crops could be 
harvested and turned into oil, which is not likely to be much 
before October. If, on the other hand, hostilities should 
cease towards the end of the Summer, the European crops 
will just have been harvested. This, again, depends on the 
development of the war and the extent of destruction.
 A portrait photo (p. 241) shows J.C.A. Faure.
 “Noted in Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin 
No. 30, p. 15. April 15, 1944.” Address: Chairman and 
managing director, H.M.F. Faure & Co., London; Vice 
president, International Assoc. of Seed Crushers [IASC], 
London.

2365. Hedge, Porter M. 1944. Soya food is here to stay. 
Soybean Digest. April. p. 19.
• Summary: “Special to the Soybean Digest. Recent reports 
indicate that the American people have gone for soya protein 
in a big way. Average per capita consumption is one pound 
per person of this highly concentrated protein food. All signs 
indicate that this is only the beginning. But it is six or eight 
times more than the per capita consumption two or three 
years ago.
 “Soya foods have been purchased by the public in the 
open competitive market because of the better fl avor, better 
color, and better general appearance of products in which 
the protein was included. Leading domestic products in 
this category include soy pancake mixes, doughnuts, bread, 
cakes, pies, meat loaves, candy and soups. Authorities 

indicate that when the present temporary pork feast is 
over the public may look to a greater number of such soya 
products to cover their protein requirements.
 “Realistic Russians and the British have used much 
American soybean protein which they could import in 
extremely concentrated cargo space. It is declared here that 
American relief agencies, while fully appreciative of the 
high nutritional value of soy protein, have delayed much of 
its effective use for relief purposes by fastidiously searching 
for the most attractive food fl avors aimed to please the 
recipients.”
 “Vegetable proteins, such as soya proteins and cereal 
proteins, are right now coming into greater attention since 
War Food Administrator Marvin Jones expressed less 
confi dence in the elasticity of other standard proteins. 
The problem of supply has been solved. At the request of 
government offi cials, the soy fl our industry did a remarkable 
job of expansion to a processing capacity of one and half 
billion pounds of soy fl our a year. Much of this capacity will 
be idle if government agencies continue to export the large 
quantities of poultry, dairy and meat products which are 
included in the standard proteins. Administrator Jones is said 
to have had some such thoughts in mind when he warned 
that we could not continue to be the food supplier of the 
world.
 “Offi cials here generally agree that soya foods will play 
a large part in the relief program of Europe when conquered 
countries are released from the enemy. They agree, too, that 
soya foods are in the domestic market to stay and that the 
future outlook is bright. Packaged soy fl our should gradually 
gain a substantial permanent market.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2011) in Soybean Digest with the term “Soya 
food” in the title. Address: Washington Correspondent for 
The Soybean Digest.

2366. Bergen, Werner von. 1944. The soybean fi ber as seen 
by a wool man. Rayon Textile Monthly 25(5):225-26. May. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Manufacturing 
process. Properties of soybean staple fi ber: Microscopical 
characteristics, fi neness measurements, tensile strength, 
moisture content. Chemical properties: Caustic soda 
reaction, swelling characteristics, carbonizing and dyeing. 
Conclusions.
 “In December 1943, H.R. Drackett, president of the 
Drackett Company announced that his company had acquired 
from the Ford Motor Co. their soybean process including the 
equipment of the pilot plant and personnel. Robert Boyer, 
who was chief research chemist of the Ford Motor Co., has 
joined the Drackett Company in the capacity of Director of 
Research. The commercial production of the new soybean 
fi ber started in Cincinnati on December 2, 1943, in the new 
plant of the Drackett Company. This company has pioneered 
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in soybean development and originally supplied the Ford 
Motor Co. with the soybean protein ‘alysol.’”
 “In its general appearance such as lustre, touch, and 
crimp, it [The Drackett soy protein fi ber] very closely 
resembles rayon staple fi ber, but it has a poor light tan 
color... In the dry state the soybean fi ber is approximately 45 
per cent weaker than a corresponding grade of wool and 76 
per cent weaker in the wet state than a corresponding grade 
of wool...
 “In its present form, soybean fi ber still has a low tensile 
strength, especially when wet. The only improvement which 
can be noted over the 1939 product, is its higher resistance to 
alkali, but in achieving this, part of its resistance to acid was 
sacrifi ced. The fi ber, in its present form, may be suitable for 
blends with rayon and cotton, but certainly not with wool.” 
Address: Director of Research Labs., Forstmann Woolen 
Mills.

2367. Pellett, Kent. 1944. Say “soybean.” Soybean Digest. 
July. p. 6-7.
• Summary: “It’s about time we overhauled the vocabulary 
of our industry. The managing editor presents the terms 
that seem to be most generally acceptable. If others have 
differing ideas, the editors invite their comments.
 “The soybean industry has come of age but scarcely 
talks like an adult. The man in the street–perhaps older heads 
in the industry as well–is bemused by the babel of tongues. 
If he consults the press he will even wonder how soybean 
should be written. Is it soy bean, soyabean, or perhaps soja 
bean? Why not just plain bean?
 “A certain amount of confusion is to be expected in a 
new industry. As new situations develop and new products 
are manufactured, new terms to describe them must be 
improvised. Several terms may spring up to cover the same 
item, and a period of time is required in which to determine 
which will be most acceptable.
 “But the industry has now reached the time when it 
should bring order out of chaos.
 “The National Soybean Processors Association and 
the Soy Flour Association have adopted their own standard 
of usage for the trade. Usage of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture is somewhat different, perhaps mainly in being 
more fl exible, since the Department in its publications uses 
a wide variety of terms. The Soybean Digest, as the offi cial 
organ of the American Soybean Association, has been 
wandering, not always too happily, midway between the two 
groups.
 “A few months ago Whitney Eastman, of General 
Mills, Inc., sent this publication a memorandum which he 
had prepared for use by his fi rm. The short vocabulary of 
soybean terms which follows is mainly his material, with 
some amendments and additions as suggested by various 
people in the industry and the Department of Agriculture. It 
is published here in the hope that a more uniform adoption of 

soybean terms that are generally acceptable may be secured, 
and to call attention to such confl icts as exist. It is tentative 
and far from complete.
 “Soybean terms readily fall into two different groups, 
those pertaining to food products for human consumption 
and those dealing with livestock feed and industrial uses. 
In the United States the soybean has become generally 
associated with livestock feed in the public mind. Food 
specialists have maintained that the word soybean grates 
on the ear and that it does not bring up the most pleasant 
associations in the mind of the average person. For this 
reason, it has seemed desirable to employ somewhat different 
terms when speaking of human foods, and the use of “bean” 
is gradually being eliminated in connection with soy foods.
 “The U.S. Department of Agriculture prefers ‘soya’ as 
a food term. It is used in its booklet, ‘Cooking with Soya 
Flour and Grits,’ and in similar publications, On the other 
hand, the Soy Flour Association uses both ‘soy’ and ‘soya.’ 
‘Soy’ has the advantage of being more compact, more 
easily pronounced and of sounding less affected–at least to 
my uncultivated ears. If this rule of omitting “bean” from 
food terms is followed we will have soy (or soya) fl our, 
soy sprouts, soy meat, milk and butter, not soybean fl our, 
soybean sprouts or soybean milk.
 “Of course it might not be desirable to eliminate the use 
of ‘bean’ entirely from food terms. After all, corn is still corn 
whether used as a breakfast food, hog feed or employed in 
explosives.
 “Soy oil or soybean oil seem to be equally acceptable, 
but bean oil, like bean meal, is frowned upon and is used 
only by a few brokers.
 “Sidebar at top right of article: Terms of the soybean 
industry:
 “Soybean–not soy bean, soya bean or bean.
 “Soy oil or soybean oil–not soyabean oil or bean oil.
 “Soybean oil meal–not oilmeal or bean meal.
 “Soy sprouts–not soybean sprouts or bean sprouts.
 “Soy fl our or soya fl our–not soybean fl our.
 “Soybean processor–not crusher or miller.
 “Soybean grower–not soybean farmer.
 “Soybean–Accepted as standard in the United States. It 
is incorrect to spell as two words or to use the word ‘bean’ 
when referring to soybeans.
 “Soybean processor–Adopted by the industry in 
preference to older terms applied to various branches of the 
vegetable oil processing industry, such as crushers, pressers 
and millers. Three processes are employed in the U.S. in 
obtaining oil from soybeans, as follows:
 “Hydraulic process–Hydraulic equipment is utilized 
in this process, the oldest employed in the vegetable oil 
processing industry. It is often referred to as the ‘old process’ 
and the products, such as oil cake and oil meal, as ‘old 
process’ products.
 “Expeller (or Screwpress) process–In this process the 
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screw press is utilized and is sometimes referred to as the 
mechanical screw press. The term ‘expeller’ is a copyrighted 
trade name.
 “Continuous solvent extraction process–The most 
recently developed process. It is referred to as the 
‘extraction’ process or the ‘solvent’ process. The products are 
known in the trade as extracted products, for example, soy 
oil and extracted soybean oil meal.
 “Soy oil or soybean oil–There are several types which 
might be broadly classifi ed as follows:
 “Crude raw soy oil–This is sometimes correctly referred 
to as crude soybean oil. The unrefi ned crude oil produced 
by any one of the three processes. It is customary to fi lter 
and/or settle the oil after it has come from the process as the 
standard trade specifi cations exact this procedure.
 “Edible refi ned soy oil–Sometimes incorrectly referred 
to as refi ned soybean oil. Edible refi ned soybean oil is 
presumed to have been refi ned by a three-step refi ning 
process, i.e., alkali refi ning, bleaching and deodorizing.
 “Hydrogenated soy oil–An edible refi ned soy oil which 
has been hydrogenated.
 “Soybean oil meal–This has been adopted as the 
standard terminology for this product for trade usage and for 
the adoption of standards, specifi cations and state and federal 
control regulations. The several types of soybean oil meal 
include hydraulic, expeller or screw press, and extracted 
soybean oil meal.
 “Soy fl our–There are several types of soy fl our being 
produced at the present time by a wide variety of processes, 
but which may be broadly classifi ed as follows:
 “Full fat soy fl our–Contains the full fat content of the 
soybean.
 “Low fat soy fl our (expeller process)–Contains 
anywhere from 4 percent to 8 percent fat.
 “Low fat soy fl our (extraction or solvent process)–
Contains less than 1 percent fat.”
 Note: The “enzyme-active soy fl our,” so widely used for 
making bread in the UK, is not considered a type of soy fl our 
in the USA.
 “Soy meats and grits–Meats correspond to full fat soy 
fl our and grits to low fat fl our, except that they are coarsely, 
not fi nely ground.
 “Soy fl akes–Produced by the extraction process. The 
particle size can be varied within production limits to meet 
specifi cations and trade demands.
 “Ground soybeans–Designates whole ground soybeans. 
Sometimes the term ‘soybean meal’ is used, but the objection 
is made that it may be confused with the oil meal.
 “Soybean hulls–These are removed from the soybean 
by soy fl our processors. The term ‘soybean millfeed’ is also 
used, when offered on the market.”

2368. Soya Foods Ltd. 1944. New soya fl our recipes 
(Leafl et). Hertfordshire, England. 1 p. July 6.

• Summary: Stretching the butter ration: Beat together 2 oz. 
each butter and margarine, 1 heaped dessertspoonful Soya 
Flour, and 2 tablespoons top of Milk [cream]. Store in a cool 
place. Also contains a recipe for a Bakewell Tart.
 Telegrams: Soyolk Elstree. Address: Head offi ce: 
Boreham Holt, Elstree, Herts. [Hertfordshire]. Factory: 
Rickmansworth, Herts, England.

2369. Soy Flour Association. 1944. Soya in rehabilitation 
food programs. Chicago, Illinois. 15 p. Aug. [2 ref]
• Summary: Discusses what soy fl our is and how it can 
and should be used, especially in Europe. Members of the 
association are ADM, Central Soya Co., The Glidden Co., 
Honeymead Products Co., Shellabarger Soybean Mills, 
Spencer Kellogg and Sons, Inc. and A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. 
Address: 3818 Board of Trade Building, Chicago, Illinois.

2370. Soybean Digest. 1944. Grits and fl akes from the 
industry: Robert Graham, 89, soy fl our pioneer, died in 
Scotland. Aug. p. 15.
• Summary: Robert Graham, age 89, a pioneer in soy fl our 
development, is reported dead in Glasgow, Scotland. “Mr. 
Graham founded the Veda Bread Co. in 1900. His travels 
took him all over the world and led him in America to 
carry on research and marketing work in fl our and bread.” 
In “Austria he introduced soy fl our into a bread named 
‘Manna.’”

2371. Ministry of Food. 1944. Food facts–No. 227. 
November scrap-book. Times (London). Nov. 6. p. 6, cols. 
6-7.
• Summary: The fi rst section begins: “Soya fl our:... is 
something about which every housewife should know, for it 
provides another good way of adding extra nourishment to 
the family’s meals. Many shops have it, or will be glad to get 
it for you, and the price is 5d. a lb. Use it to thicken soups, 
stews, and sauces, eke out the milk with it, add it to your 
biscuit and batter mixtures, and make attractive sweets and 
savouries with it.
 Describes how to use it in cakes, biscuits and pastries, 
and for thickening soups, gravis, etc.

2372. Burnley Express (Lancashire, England). 1944. Food 
facts: Soya fl our. Nov. 11. p. 5, col. 8.
• Summary: “Soya fl our is something about which every 
housewife should know, for it provides another good way 
of adding extra nourishment to the family’s meals. Many 
shops have it, or will be glad to get it for you, and the price 
is 5d. a lb. Use it to thicken soups, stews, and sauces, eke out 
the milk with it, add it your biscuit and batter mixtures, and 
make attractive sweets and savouries with it.”
 “In cakes, biscuits and pastries: Use 1 oz. soya fl our to 
each 7 oz. of fl our and proceed according to the usual recipe, 
mixing soya with the fl our, or creaming it with the fat. Soya 
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fl our cannot be used alone in cakes, biscuits or pastry, for, by 
itself, it neither rises nor binds well.
 “For thickening soups, gravies, etc.: Mix soya with 
plain fl our in the proportion of half much soya as fl our and 
proceed as usual. Soya fl our used alone will not thicken in 
the same way as wheat fl our or cornfl our.”

2373. Goss, W.H. 1944. Processing soybeans. Soybean 
Digest. Nov. p. 6-9.
• Summary: An interesting, in-depth treatment of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction (Dairen, Manchuria; Hull [England] 
and Hamburg [Germany] in Europe; Consumers Cooperative 
Union at Karlshamn, Sweden). American industry. Screw 
presses. Processing research.
 Table 1 shows the installed soybean crushing capacity 
in leading states, excluding temporary and part-time mills. 
The leaders are: Illinois (34 mills with an in stalled capacity 
of 59.0 million bushels per 346-day year), Iowa (36 mills, 
21.4 million bu), Ohio (16 mills, 16.4 million bu), Indiana 
(14 mills, 14.4 million bu), Missouri (7 mills, 4.5 million 
bu), other states (46 mills, 21.5 million bu). Total USA: 153 
mills, 137.2 million bu capacity. 34.7 million bu capacity 
under construction.
 Table 2 shows the estimated capacities of leading but 
unnamed American soybean processors: A–11.8% of total 
industry capacity, B–10.7%, C–9.5%, D–6.8%, etc. The top 
4 processors have 38.8% of total industry capacity. The next 
4 processors have 18% of total capacity. Approximately 100 
other operators have 44% of total capacity.
 Table 3 shows that Anderson expellers have 44.0% of 
total industry installed capacity, solvent extractors 28.6%, 
French screw presses for 23.9%, unclassifi ed expellers and 
screw presses 2.1%, and hydraulic presses 1.4%.
 “Last season for the fi rst time, processors purchased 
their soybeans on an oil-content basis. Such a procedure, 
being new to the industry, severely taxed the facilities 
available for determining the oil content by chemical 
analysis... It is probably true that, without the assistance of 
the Northern Laboratory [NRRL] during the past year of 
war-time shortages, the trial of oil-content trading would 
have proved a failure.”
 Photos show: (1) Steamed beans are crushed under a 
huge millstone pulled around a circle by an ox in Manchuria; 
(2) Cross section of the Bollmann or “paternoster” system 
of solvent extraction, courtesy Hansa Muehle, A.G.; (3) 
Old, wedge, Chinese oil presses used in remote villages 
of Manchuria; (4) Close-up of the cage of a screw press in 
action. Oil may be seen oozing from between the bars; (5) 
Anderson Supreme-Duo expeller, with each part labeled in 
detail, courtesy V.D. Anderson Co.; (6) A hydraulic press, 
courtesy French Oil Machinery Co.; (7) An installation of 
the Bollmann system of solvent extraction, courtesy Hansa 
Muehle. Address: Engineering and Development Div., 
NRRL, Peoria, Illinois.

2374. Soybean Digest. 1944. British boost soy fl our. Dec. p. 
13.
• Summary: “The British Ministry of Food in November 
featured soy fl our as a product that every British housewife 
should know and use. This despite the fact that distribution is 
by no means perfect and despite the fact that some enquiries 
have failed to fi nd supplies in their retail shops.”
 “It is nevertheless pleasant to fi nd soya being given so 
much prominence as to be starred in the current Food Facts 
campaign series.” Address: Scottish Amalgamated Trade 
News Agencies Boreland, Dysart, Fife.

2375. Soya Foods Ltd. 1944. Soya fl our: Make your dishes 
more nutritious (Leafl et). Elstree, England. 2 panels each 
side. Each panel: 20 x 12 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. How you should use it. 
Recipes for household use [of soy fl our]. Child and infant 
feeding.
 At the bottom of panel 3 we read: “A section on soya 
fl our, including further recipes, can be found in ‘Food 
Without Fuss’ [1944], by Josephine Terry, the well-known 
Daily Mirror cookery expert (Publishers, Faber & Faber, 
price 4/6).” Address: Boreham Holt, Elstree, England. 
Phone: 2421.

2376. Bordas, Jean. 1944. Le Soja: Agronomie du soja, 
utilisations agricoles et alimentaires, usages industriels, 
économie du soja, état actuel de la question en France. 
Dieuxème ed. [The soybean: Agronomy, agricultural and 
food uses, industrial uses, economics, and present status in 
France. 2nd ed.]. Montpellier, France: Dubois et Poulain. 32 
p. The 1st edition (36 p.) was published in 1937. [39 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction (he notes that 
World War II is “the war we have just lost”). 2. Soybean 
agronomy: Botanical characteristics, varieties (in Japan, 
China, Manchuria, USA), acclimatization trials in 
Europe, soybean cultivation (incl. inoculation), 3. Food 
and agricultural uses of soya: Chemistry of the soybean, 
alimentary physiology, as a feed for animals (soybean cake, 
forage, soybean seed and fl our, soymilk mixed with 25% 
animal milk), other agricultural uses, as a human food (soy 
sprouts, tofu, fermented tofu, smoked tofu, how to make 
tofu), condiments–sauces (soy sauce, miso, tuong of the 
Annamites, soy coffee, provisions / rations), human therapy 
(incl. infant foods).
 4. Industrial uses: Soybean oil, casein, plastic materials 
(Sojalithe), vegetable lecithin, cellulose, sterol.
 5. Soy in the economy: Production, imports and exports.
 6. The present state of the soybean question in France–
Conclusion.
 A full-page table (p. 7) shows varieties developed and 
acclimatized to various countries. France: Rouest 29. Rouest 
250. Rouest 104. Rouest 14. Rouest 71. Rouest 60. Rouest 
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178. Rouest 16. Rouest 36. Rouest 85. Rouest 6. Rouest 67. 
Rouest 40. Rouest 500 M. Rouest 13. Vilnensis.
 Russia: Schribaux (Rouest). Lawes et Gilbert (Rouest). 
Miège (Rouest). Staroukrainskaya. Halton 502/2. Kouben 
0.354. Kouben 0.375. Kharbinskaya 190.
 Germany: Früheste Mittelhôhe gelbe. Mittel Frühe. 
Mitteleurope. Diekmanns frühgelbe. Diekmanns hel’gelbe. 
Diekmanns grungelbe. Platter silo. 236 Pappelsdorf. 238 
Pappelsdorf.
 England: Green Jap. Brown C. Yellow J.
 United States: Cayuga. Manchu. Illini. Tokio noir 
[Tokyo Black]. Mandell. Black Eyebrow. Wisconsin. 
Chestnut. Mandarin. Lisbonne.
 On page 8 is an interesting map of France which shows: 
(1) Twelve centers of agronomic research. (2) A shaded 
zone which is the area of optimal production of soybean 
seeds. It is in the southeast of France and along the eastern 
side of France all the way to the northern border. This zone 
includes (from southwest to northeast) the following centers: 
Toulouse, Montpellier, Avignon, Antibes, Clermont, Dijon, 
and Colmar (in Alsace).
 Pages 5-6: The fi rst trials made by the agronomic 
stations in France date from 1901. Mr. Lechartier, director 
of the station at Rennes, concluded at the end of his 
observations, that the production of soybean seeds would be 
more advantageous in a climate that was drier and warmer 
than that of Brittany (Bretagne).
 These were the same conclusions that Mr. Brioux, 
director of the agronomic station at Rouen, arrived at some 
years later.
 Starting in 1924 the agronomic station at Avignon, the 
central station for plant improvement at Versailles, in 1935 
the stations at Colmar, Clermont-Ferrand and Dijon, and in 
1940 the School of Merle (Bouches-du-Rhône), established 
soybean [germplasm] collections which originated in 
many different places, in order to test the earliest and most 
productive varieties that were adapted to each region.
 Rouest and Rondet in the south of France, Dr. Balzli 
in Alsace and de Guerpel in Normandy were the main 
agronomists and selectionists who were passionately 
interested in the cultivation of Soya in France.
 Note: Rouen is the historic capital city of Normandy, 
in northern France on the River Seine. Address: Ingénieur 
Agronome, Directeur de la Station Régionale de Recherches 
Agronomiques d’Avignon, France.

2377. Capital: New Canadian domestic soybean variety. 
1944. Seed color: Yellow (straw), hilum pale.
• Summary: Sources: Dimmock, F. 1945. “Soybean growing 
in Canada.” Soybean Digest. June. p. 8-9. “More recently 
new varieties made available through breeding work in 
the Dominion are Pagoda, Goldsoy, Kabott, Capital and 
Harmann.”
 Dimmock, F. 1948. “Soybean breeding at Ottawa.” 

Soybean Digest. March. p. 18.
 “More recently a new variety, Capital, has been added to 
the group. Capital originated from a cross between strain 171 
x A.K. (Harrow) made in 1935. Strain 171 was a selection 
obtained from a mixed lot of seed received by the Division 
of Forage Plants, Ottawa, in 1931 from J.L. North, Royal 
Botanic Garden, London, England and was collected in the 
vicinity of Sochentze, east of Harbin, Manchuria.”
 Morse, W.J. 1948. “Soybean varietal names used to 
date.” Washington, DC: Appendix to the mimeographed 
report of the Fourth Work Planning Conference of the North 
Central States Collaborators of the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. RSLM 148. 9 p. May 26. See p. 
2. “Capital–Central Experiment Farm (Canada).”
 Dimmock, F. 1948. “Soybeans.” Canada. Department of 
Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 149. p. 1-19. June. Also 
called Canada. Dept. of Agriculture, Publication No. 807 
(Actually 808). A map (p. 13) shows that Ontario is divided 
into 5 climatic zones for soybeans, with each zone having 
earlier and later areas. The varieties best suited for each zone 
and area are given. Capital is best suited for zones 3 and 4.
 USDA Production and Marketing Administration [Grain 
Branch]. 1948. “Soybean varieties: Descriptions, synonyms 
and names of obsolete or old and seldom grown varieties.” 
Washington, DC. 25 p. Aug. See p. 3. “Capital–Selection 
from a cross between strain No. 171 and A.K. (Harrow) by 
the Central Experiment Farm, Ottawa, Canada. Maturity, 
very early; pubescence, gray; fl owers, white; pods, two- to 
three-seeded; shattering, medium; seeds, straw yellow with 
pale hilum, about 3,800 to the pound; germ, yellow; oil, 19.7 
percent; protein, 39.3 percent; iodine number, 137.”
 Weiss, M.G.; Stevenson, T.M. 1955. “Registration of 
soybean varieties, V.” Agronomy Journal 47(11):541-43. 
Nov. See p. 542. Capital (Registration No. 16) “originated as 
an F8 selection from the progenies of a cross between Strain 
171 and AK (Harrow) in the soybean breeding program of 
Forage Crops Division, Central Experimental Farms, Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada. Strain 171 is an early maturing selection 
from a mixed seed lot obtained in 1931 from J.L. North, 
Royal Botanic Gardens, London, England, the germ plasm of 
which had been collected in the vicinity of Sochentze, east of 
Harbin, Manchuria. AK (Harrow) is a selection made at the 
Dominion Experiment Station, Harrow, Ontario from the AK 
variety.
 “Capital is a moderately tall variety with erect, 
determinate growth and numerous short side branches. It has 
purple fl owers, tawny pubescence, brown pods at maturity, 
and predominantly 2 to 3 beans per pod. The beans are small, 
round in shape and have yellow cotyledons, and yellow seed 
coat color with a light brown hilum and a distinctly dark spot 
at the micropyle. Capital is classifi ed as Group 0 maturity, 
ripening approximately 3 days earlier than the Ottawa strain 
of Mandarin when grown at Ottawa and approximately the 
same date at more southern locations. Its region of adaptation 
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extends laterally through central Minnesota and Wisconsin, 
Northern Michigan, and southeastern Ontario.
 “Capital has been tested since 1941 at Ottawa and since 
1946 in the Group 0 Regional Tests in the North Central 
States.”
 “Capital was licensed as a new variety in Canada in 
1944 and released for production the same year.”
 USDA Agricultural Marketing Service. 1957. “Soybean 
variety names.” Washington, DC. 31 p. Nov. Supplement 1 to 
Service and Regulatory Announcements No. 156 “Rules and 
Regulations Under the Federal Seed Act.” See p. 6.
 Bernard, R.L.; Juvik, G.A.; Nelson, R.L. 1987. “USDA 
soybean germplasm collection inventory.” Vol. 1. INTSOY 
Series No. 30. p. 8-9. Capital is in the USDA Germplasm 
Collection. Maturity group: 0. Year named or released: 1944. 
Developer or sponsor: F. Dimmock, Dep. of Agriculture, 
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 
Literature: 13, 14. Source and other information: Selected 
from ‘No. 171’ (introduced in 1931 from Sochentze, east of 
Harbin, Heilongjiang, China, via the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
London, England) x ‘A.K. (Harrow)’. Prior designation: 
None. Address: USA.

2378. Chatfi eld, Herbert Walter. 1944. Varnish constituents. 
London: Leonard Hill Ltd. xvi + 496 p. See p. 21-22. 22 cm. 
A second edition was published in 1947, and a third edition 
in 1953. [967* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 1 titled “Varnish oils” discusses the 
source, composition, properties, and uses of soya bean oil. 
“In paint media, small additions of soya bean oil (15-20 per 
cent) can be made without seriously affecting the dry but 
to improve the fl exibility. With perilla oil mixtures larger 
additions are possible. Small additions of the oil to tung oil 
or oiticica varnishes which tend to become exceptionally 
brittle on exposure, will minimise this tendency and improve 
the durability without hindering other properties seriously. 
Soya bean oil has outstanding colour retention both on 
exposure and stoving. For this reason it is included in air 
drying and stoving white enamels and in alkyd resins.”
 Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 
(1963) defi nes stoving (derived from the verb “to stove”) as 
“subjecting to heat; drying in or as if in a stove.” Address: 
Varnish research chemist and departmental manager, Messrs. 
Jenson & Nicholson Ltd., Stratford, London.

2379. International Institute of Agriculture. 1944. 
Agricultural commodities and raw materials produced and 
consumed in the different parts of the world 1934-1938. Villa 
Umberto, Rome, Italy: IIA. 229 p. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Concerning world soya production (worth 
$184 million gold), Asia [mainly China, Manchuokuo 
[Manchuria], Chosen [Korea], Netherlands Indies (Java and 
Madura), Japan, Kwantung, and Taiwan; based on 1939 IIA 
studies of world market #4] produces 89.6% (393.5 million 

bu of 60 lb each, worth $165 million), North America 9.4% 
(41.2 million bu, worth 17 million), USSR 0.6% (2.6 million 
bu, worth $1 million), and Europe 0.4% (1.8 million bu, 
worth $1 million).
 Concerning world soya consumption (worth $184 
million gold), Asia consumes 78.4% (worth $145 million), 
Europe 11.6% (worth $21 million), North America 9.3% 
(worth 17 million), USSR 0.7% (worth $1 million).
 Between 1934 and 1938 soya production has increased 
greatly, rising 90% in Asia, 9% in North America, and 1% in 
the USSR and Europe. The biggest soya exporting continent 
is Asia, and the biggest importer is Europe. In Europe, 
Germany (at 24.3 million bushels, each 60 lb) imports more 
than all other European countries combined, followed by 
Denmark (8.8 million), the UK (4.8), Sweden (4.4), and 
Netherlands (3.7). Address: Rome, Italy.

2380. McCarrison, Robert. 1944. Nutrition and national 
health: Being the Cantor Lectures delivered before the Royal 
Society of Arts, 1936. London: Faber & Faber. 75 p. Illust. 
Index. 23 cm. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. Food, nutrition, and health: The 
cell, food, nutrition, health, the experimental method 
in research on nutrition, food and physical effi ciency 
(comparison of diets of various peoples of India), freedom 
of well-fed animals from disease, a good diet and a bad one, 
food and peptic ulcer, experimental beri-beri and ‘stone,’ 
variety of disease in improperly fed animals.
 II. Relation of certain food essentials to structure and 
function of the body: Oxygen and water, proteins, mineral 
salts–calcium, phosphorus, iron, iodine; the vitamins–A, B-1, 
B-2, C, D, vitamins in general.
 III. National health and nutrition: Defi ciency diseases 
in India, diet and incidence of disease, partial degrees of 
vitamin insuffi ciency, national ill health, the death-rate 
and national health, effects of improved diets, chief faults 
of British diets, prevention of disease by diet, maternal 
mortality, building an A1 nation, education, conclusion. 
Index. The section titled “Food and physical effi ciency” 
(p. 18-24) is largely a comparison of the diets of various 
peoples / races of India. Those in the northwest region 
of the Punjab (Maharatta, Sikh, Pathan, Hunza) consume 
good diets and are of fi ne physique. As we move “down the 
Gangetic plain to the coast of Bengal, there is a gradual fall 
in the stature, bodyweight, stamina, and effi ciency of the 
people.” The strong races of northwest India eat whole wheat 
as their main food, followed by milk and milk products, 
dhal (pulse, legumes), and vegetables and fruit. The weaker 
races of Bengal and Madras eat white rice, little milk or milk 
products, and not many fresh vegetables or fruits. White rats 
fed the diets of each race ended up looking like that race.
 The section on “Proteins” (p. 32-33) states: “Much 
greater use should also be made of the better class vegetable 
proteins, such as those of soya bean, legumes, and nuts, and 
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much less of the fl esh of animals.”
 On p. 67 we read: “A notable attempt has been made in 
Bombay to improve the diet of the common people... This 
has been achieved by inclusion in it of whole cereal grains, 
dried skim milk, soya bean, ground-nut, pulses and green-
leaf vegetables.”
 Sir Robert McCarrison made a thorough study of the 
Hunza people and spent considerable time performing 
various experiments with their soil and food. He stated 
elsewhere: “These people [the Hunzakuts] are unsurpassed 
by any Indian race in perfection of physique. They are long-
lived, vigorous in youth and age, capable of great endurance, 
and enjoy a remarkable freedom from disease in general.”
 Note 1. A full-text search of the HathiTrust library 
shows the following number of different spellings (Sept. 
2013): Hunzakut 134 total (122 in English). Hunzakuts 284 
total (266 in English). Hunzukut 72 total (62 in English). 
Hunzukuts 252 total (210 in English).
 McCarrison, a northern Ireland physician and 
nutritionist was made a Companion of the Indian Empire 
(C.I.E.) in 1923, received a knighthood in July 1933, and 
was appointed as Honourable Physician to the King in 
1935. Address: Major-General, Sir, C.I.E. [Companion of 
the Indian Empire], M.D., D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.C.P., Formerly 
Director of Research on Nutrition, India.

2381. Stettinius, Edward R., Jr. 1944. Lend-Lease, a weapon 
for victory. New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. xiv + 358 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: This book was written by the head of Lend-
Lease during World War II. He was appointed “Administrator 
of the Lend-Lease program” on 28 Aug. 1941. On 11 March 
1941 Lend-Lease was enacted, appropriating $7 billion for 
aid to countries resisting Axis aggression. Specifi cally it 
permitted the President of the United States to “sell, transfer 
title to, exchange, lease, lend, or otherwise dispose of, to any 
such government [whose defense the President deems vital 
to the defense of the United States] any defense article.” 
Lend-Lease began over 18 months after the outbreak of the 
European war in Sept. 1939, but before the U.S. entrance 
into the war in December 1941. It was called An Act Further 
to Promote the Defense of the United States. Lend-Lease 
was a critical factor in the eventual success of the Allies in 
World War II. Settinius later served as Secretary of State 
from 1944 to 1945–under presidents Roosevelt and Truman. 
The Lend-Lease program was a decisive step away from 
American non-interventionism since the end of World War I 
and towards international involvement.
 Contents: Part I. Pattern for victory. Part II. Vital to our 
defense. Part III. Arsenal of democracy. Part IV. The United 
Nations. Part V. Weapon for victory. Appendices: 1. The 
Lend-Lease Act of 11 March 1941. 2. Russian Master Lend-
Lease Agreement. 3. Reciprocal Aid Agreement with the 
United Kingdom.

 Note: Even though soy fl our and soy oil were major 
commodities sent to U.S. allies during and after World 
War II, soy is not mentioned in the index of this book. Yet 
soybeans are mentioned on p. 102.
 In 1941 Hitler was trying to starve Britain into 
surrender–and he almost succeeded in the spring of 1941. 
By the spring of 1941 there was terrible shortage of food. 
On 16 April 1941 the fi rst Lend-Lease transfer of food was 
authorized when President Roosevelt directed Secretary of 
Agriculture Claude R. Wickard to transfer to Britain 100,000 
cases of evaporated milk, 11,000 tons of cheese, and 11,000 
tons of eggs. When the fi rst U.S. ships docked there were 
only a few weeks of food reserves in the U.K. By Christmas 
1941 arrivals of Lend-Lease foodstuffs had just passed the 
million ton mark.
 The Lend-Lease program increased the U.S. capacity to 
produce food. On 3 April 1941 the USDA announced that its 
“ever-normal granary” program was to be greatly expanded. 
The Department told U.S. farmers that the Government 
would support prices of pork, dairy products, eggs, and 
poultry and other such needed foods “at levels remunerative 
to producers.” In 1941 U.S. farm production set a new 
record.
 For 1942 much more ambitious goals were set. In Sept. 
1941 Secretary Wickard told farmers in a nation-wide radio 
broadcast that “for the fi rst time in the history of agriculture 
in this country production goals for all essential farm 
commodities have been established. Wickard called it the 
“Food for Freedom” program. These goals called for record 
farm production:
 “9 billion more pounds of milk, 500 million dozen more 
eggs, 10 million more hogs, 2 million more head of cattle, 
1½ million more acres of soybeans, and 3 million more acres 
of peanuts.” And all this was before Pearl Harbor (7 Dec. 
1941).
 The farmers responded magnifi cently. Despite shortage 
of farm labor and machinery, “they succeeded in producing 
12% more food in 1942 than 1941.” This made it possible 
in 1942 to send 3,750 million pounds of Lend-Lease food 
to Britain and Russia, “while still providing Americans with 
more food to eat than they had ever had before.” (p. 101-02).
 On 6 May 1941 China, which was fi ghting Japanese 
aggression, was declared eligible for Lend-Lease aid. “Soon 
afterward Belgium, Norway and Poland were brought under 
the program, and so was the Netherlands...”
 “The event which had the greatest effect upon the 
planning and administration of the Lend-Lease program, 
however, was the Nazi attack of 22 June 1941 on the Soviet 
Union.” This caused a major revision of the Lend-Lease 
program and greatly expanded its horizons.
 At the time this book was written, the U.S. had spent 
$12.9 billion dollars on the Lend-Lease program. All of this 
money had been appropriated by Congress, one year at a 
time, in Lend-Lease Appropriation Bills. Of this, $1.9 billion 
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was for food and other agricultural products. By far the 
biggest category was “$6.2 billion for planes, tanks, guns, 
ammunition, ships, trucks, and other fi ghting supplies” (p. 
323).
 In March 1943 Lend-Lease was extended by votes of 
407-6 in the House and 82-0 in the Senate.
 A photo (facing the title page) shows Edward R. 
Stettinius, Jr. in 1942 discussing the Seventh Lend-Lease 
Report to Congress with President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
 Note: A total of $50.1 billion (equivalent to $759 billion 
at 2008 prices) worth of supplies were shipped: $31.4 billion 
to Britain, $11.3 billion to the Soviet Union, $3.2 billion to 
France and $1.6 billion to China. Address: Head of the Offi ce 
of Lend-Lease Administration.

2382. Terry, Josephine. 1944. Food without fuss: 200 new 
recipes and a few thoughts. London: Faber & Faber Ltd. 148 
p. Illust. by Joy Batchelor. Index. 19 cm. *
• Summary: This creative and practical little cookbook was 
published during World War II, when food was scarce in 
England. Apparently the only soyfood available was whole 
(full-fat) soy fl our. The inside front dust jacket begins: 
Can you make pastry without touching the fat ration–or 
sweets without any sugar? Are you successful with Soya 
fl our? These and many other useful matters are discussed in 
Josephine Terry’s invaluable little book, Food Without Fuss.
 One chapter (p. 39-48), titled “Soya” starts with general 
rules, mostly about soya fl our: “Always bear in mind that 
soya fl our has no starch. If your dish requires a binding or 
stiffening agent, add a small proportion of something starchy. 
Flour or cornfl our (custard powder) or ground rice, or potato 
fl our, or raw grated potatoes with their juice.
 “A dish which contains a fair amount of soya fl our is 
more sustaining than any other vegetable dish. The main 
complaint about a vegetable or fi sh meal is that it does not 
satisfy for long. This is not the case if a meal contains 1-2 oz. 
soya fl our per person. We should take this into consideration 
when preparing a dish for which we have to economize 
severely with meat, fi sh or the like. Soya fl our blends well 
with anything savoury. It does not go well with tomatoes.”
 It then contains the following recipes (typically for 
4 persons) each of which calls for the use of soya fl our: 
Breakfast fry. Soy en cocotte (with “2 oz {2 heaped 
tablespoonfuls} soya fl our”). Soups. Cream of soy (soup). 
Lentil or pea soup. Onion soup. Mock chops [meatless]. 
Savoury pie. Sandwich fi lling. Sausages (with meat scraps). 
Meat loaf (“You can give the illusion of an extra joint by this 
dish.” With 1½ lb raw minced meat (any kind)). Noodles. 
Savoury roly poly. Pickled poly. Root roly poly. Meat roly 
poly. Fish roly poly. Creamy mashed potatoes. Making good 
for lack of milk. Soy béchamel (sauce). Soy fl ips (Making 
good the lack of milk. “We seem to need milk most in those 
months when it is most scarce”). Cocoa fl ip (2 glasses). 
Coffee fl ip, winter fl ip, cinnamon fl ip (2 glasses). Savoury 

breadspread. Chocolate spread. Salad cream. Golden pudding 
(less fat, no eggs, no milk). Address: Cookery expert for the 
Daily Mirror.

2383. Soya Foods Ltd. 1944? Soya fl our in large scale 
catering (Leafl et). Elstree, Herts., England. 2 panels each 
side. Each panel: 20 x 12 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: “Make your dishes more nutritious” 
(Introduction). General directions, canteen recipes, 
miscellaneous recipes. “Soya Flour is a natural product, 
milled from the wonderful Soya Bean imported under the 
Lease and Lend [Lend-Lease] Act... Soya fl our never goes 
lumpy in cooking as it contains no starch... Soya fl our gives 
the best food value at the lowest possible cost.”
 The company’s head offi ce is at Boreham Holt; the 
factory is at Rickmansworth, Herts. Note: The term “Soyolk” 
is not mentioned in this leafl et. Address: Boreham Holt, 
Elstree, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England. Phone: Elstree 
2421.

2384. Soya Foods Ltd. 1944? Soya fl our: The most highly 
concentrated natural food. Boreham Holt, Elstree, England. 
16 p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Comparative analysis of [whole, full-
fat] soya fl our and common cereals (soya fl our contains 3 
times as much protein, 3-13 times as much fat, 4-10 times 
as much iron, and 4-9 times as much calcium). Introduction. 
Soya fl our–An ideally balanced food: Vitamins, proteins, fat, 
carbohydrates, starch, alkalinity (soya fl our very alkaline at 
11.0; acid foods include eggs at 3.1, beefsteak at 3.0, white 
bread at 2.0), lecithin. Report from a medical offi cer of 
health: Feeding trial with 40 children fed 10% soya bread, 
tuberculosis, nutritional analysis (1 lb of soya fl our is equal 
in protein values to 26 eggs or 9 pints of milk or 2¼ lbs. of 
lean meat).
 General application: In wheat and wholemeal bread 
(dietetic), soya fl our bread (22½%), soya fl our in cakes and 
confectionery (12½ to 20%), puddings, porridge, oatmeal 
and breakfast foods, invalid and health foods, baby foods, 
vegetarian foods, macaroni, spaghetti, etc., diabetic food, 
meat and fi sh pastes, minced meats, pie crusts, short pastry, 
etc., soups, cake and fl our mixtures, chocolate, cocoa, 
hospitals, sanatoria, etc., schools, British restaurants, 
canteens, etc. “A book of recipes for ordinary, diabetic 
and vegetarian dishes for use in the home will be posted if 
stamped enveloped is sent.”
 Note: No mention is made of the word “Soyolk” 
except that the company’s “telegraphic address” is “Soyolk, 
Elstree.” Address: Offi ces: “Boreham Holt,” Elstree. Works: 
Rickmansworth, Herts [Hertfordshire], England. Phone: 
Elstree 2421-2-3.

2385. Soya Foods Ltd. 1944? Soya fl our. Make your dishes 
more nutritious (Brochure). Boreham Holt, Elstree, England. 
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4 p. Undated.
Address: Boreham Holt, Elstree, England.

2386. Times (London). 1945. Better pork sausages. Jan. 31. 
p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “Pork sausages will regain more of their 
peacetime fl avour when the present soya content is removed 
while the pork content remains at half. A new order prohibits 
the use of low fat soya in making pork sausages and sausage 
meat after March 31st 1945.”

2387. Schofi eld, Maurice. 1945. The amazing soya bean. 
Contemporary Review (London) 167:48-51. Jan. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good but brief history of the 
soybean, including the history of its cultivation in Britain. 
Samuel Dale, the British botanist, probably thought of 
soybean cultivation long ago. The “Royal Botanical 
Gardens at Kew saw some specimens in 1790. But it was 
the awakening in the West which stirred up the ground 
at Woburn, where prior to 1914 the Royal Agricultural 
Society had several years’ experimenting with it before 
concluding that soya needed a warmer climate than ours. In 
1916 the Board of Agriculture, though maintaining that the 
Japanese and Manchurian varieties hitherto tested would not 
produce seed in economic amounts in Britain, suggested the 
possibility that varieties more suitable might be bred...
 “After Mr. Henry Ford’s success with thousands of 
acres of soya near Detroit [Michigan], it was not surprising 
in 1933 to hear of part of the Fordson Estate at Boreham, 
Essex, being turned over to soya cultivation. A six-acre 
fi eld was prepared, 47 varieties of soya from North 
America, Manchuria and Japan being sown. Despite very 
good weather in that year, the initial fast-growing period 
(experienced in the hot season of Manchuria) was not good 
enough: our merry month of May was not so merry for soya. 
By September many plants had very small pods; others had 
not got beyond the fl owering stage; others yet again had not 
bloomed at all. A year later a twenty-acre fi eld was prepared 
to utilise what was hoped to be acclimatised seed from the 
previous year. There was a good race to maturity between 
‘green Jap,’ ‘brown C,’ and ‘black O,’ with the ‘Jap’ variety 
winning...
 “That there is still a case for soya in England is the 
belief of enthusiasts like J.L. North, of the Royal Botanic 
Society, Miss Elisabeth Bowbridge, who was connected 
with the Essex experiments, and Dr. H. Hunter, director of 
the National Institute of Agricultural Botany at Cambridge. 
Dr. Hunter, after twelve years’ experience, holds that only 
varieties like ‘Jap’ and ‘brown C’ have a tolerable chance 
of full maturity in this country, yet soya cultivation is 
still worthy of a place in British agriculture because of its 
superior qualities.” Address: England.

2388. Times (London). 1945. Classifi ed ad: Firm in N.W. 

now manufacturing soya fl our. Feb. 8. p. 1, col. 3.
• Summary: “Full fat debittered and at present time limited 
in sales and production, require to hear from a fi rm or 
member of fi rm of the very highest standing, capable of 
selling total output of 100 tons per week post-war.–Write 
Box G.1216, The Times, E.C.4.”

2389. Nicholls, Lucius. 1945. Tropical nutrition and 
dietetics. 2nd ed. London: Baillière, Tindall and Cox. xii + 
370 p. Feb. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [30+* ref]
• Summary: This 2nd edition, which contains more than 
twice as many pages as the 1st, is extremely clear and well 
written, especially for beginners. Both books were written 
when the knowledge of nutrition was undergoing rapid 
development. It contains new information on major vitamins 
(nicotinic acid, vitamin K), several minor vitamins, several 
minerals including “trace” elements, much recent knowledge 
on the constituents of foodstuffs, foodstuffs more or less 
peculiar to the warm climates, diets suitable for hospitals, 
prisons and other institutions and for labourers at large, 
public health activities related to nutrition, food poisoning, 
insect pests of grain foods. The great progress in parasitology 
and nutrition has led to the lowering of death rates, especially 
infantile mortality; this “is producing such an increase in 
the numbers of the populations of the tropics that one may 
wonder what will be the nature of the end of it, for an end 
there must be.” There is “growing acceptance that all persons 
have a right to diets adequate for good growth and health, as 
in another sphere, it has long been accepted that all children 
have a right to primary education” (p. v-vi).
 Fats and lipoids (p. 4-8): “The fats and lipoids may be 
defi ned as substances which are soluble in ether, chloroform 
or benzene, but insoluble in water, and can be used as food 
by living organisms.” Edible oils include olive, coconut, and 
sesame (gingelly) oil. “The fats are compounds of glycerol, 
which is trihydric, and fatty acids, which are monobasic, 
hence on hydrolysis the fats split up into three molecules of 
fatty acids and one of glycerol.” An example is given. The 
naturally occurring fats are made up of many triglycerides 
plus various acids. There are two categories of fatty acids: 
Saturated and unsaturated. In saturated fatty acids (which 
contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen), the number of 
hydrogen atoms is twice the number of carbon atoms. The 
names and formulas of 8 saturated fatty acids are given. In 
unsaturated fatty acids, the number of hydrogen atoms is less 
than double the number of carbon atoms. These include oleic 
acid, linoleic acid, linolenic acid (fi rst found in linseed oil), 
and arachidonic acid. “The unsaturated fatty acids can take 
up iodine (or other halogen) by addition to form saturated 
compounds. The amount of iodine taken up by a fat is more 
or less characteristic of that fat, and is known as the iodine 
number, and this number roughly indicates the amount of 
unsaturated fatty acid in the composition of the fat. Table III 
(p. 6) gives the iodine numbers of 13 vegetable oils and 5 
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animal fats. The highest iodine numbers are found in linseed 
oil (175-205), soya bean oil (137-41), and maize [corn] oil 
(113-25). The lowest iodine numbers are found in coconut oil 
(9), butter (26-28), palm oil (20-56) Chinese “tallow” (30), 
margarine (50), shea butter (56), and lard (60-70).
 “Soft fats or oils, which are rich in unsaturated 
fatty acids, can be hardened to a desired consistency by 
hydrogenation, by which they are saturated with hydrogen by 
the aid of a catalyst, such as powdered nickel. The process 
has been widely used for the production of margarine and 
lard substitutes from vegetable and whale oils.” “Human 
needs for fat. Fats are deposited in the subcutaneous tissue as 
a protection against cola and injury, and in the abdomen as 
a padding and support for the viscera. Their light, compact 
and soluble nature enables the storage of them to take place 
without the addition of water, and this can occur with no 
other substance. The fats are composed of the same three 
elements as the carbohydrates, but they are superior to 
them as a supply of energy because they have less oxygen 
in proportion to the carbon and hydrogen, and hence on 
complete combustion produce more energy [more than twice 
as much per gram]. Any normal deposit of fat is a reserve 
store for the production of heat and work.”
 Lipoids fall into three groups: Sterols, phospholipides 
(incl. lecithin), and glycolipides.
 Chapter 4, titled “Vitamins: History, animal 
experiments, etc.,” contains an excellent history of the 
subject. “The history may be considered to have started 
with the slow realization that the disease scurvy was due 
to a dietary error.” Doubtless in ancient times it had been 
common in besieged towns, but it was not mentioned in 
the literature until Europeans began to take long ocean 
voyages. In 1498 Vasco da Gama lost 100 of his 160 men to 
scurvy. In 1535 Jacques Cartier fi rst used a fresh vegetable 
preparation (a decoction of spruce tree needles, on the 
recommendation of Red Indians in Newfoundland) to 
effectively treat scurvy. “Two names stand out in connection 
with the dietetic treatment of scurvy in the 18th century.” 
An Austrian army doctor, Dr. J.G.G. Kramer, (Physician to 
the Imperial Armies of Hungary, 1720-1730) wrote at that 
time: “3 or 4 ounces of orange or lime juice will cure this 
dreadful disease without other help.” In 1747 James Lind, 
a British naval surgeon, performed a famous experiment on 
12 men who were severely ill with scurvy. He divided them 
into 6 groups and tried six therapeutic measures of which the 
only successful one was two oranges and a lemon daily. In 
1757 his famous Treatise on Scurvy as published. In 1795 the 
British Admiralty fi nally adopted Lind’s recommendation–
after 100,000 lives had been lost to scurvy. Similar histories 
of beriberi and rickets are given.
 There is a small section on “Roughage” (p. 162). In 
Chapter 11, “Analyses of foodstuffs,” the information on 
the same 14 pulses, including Soya bean (p. 184), is slightly 
more detailed. Under nuts and seeds (p. 192-93) are: Coconut 

milk. Gingelly seeds. Mustard seeds, Brassica juncea. Rape 
seed, Brassica napus. See also: Adlay (Job’s tears), Coix 
lachryma (p. 182, 214). A good section on “Pulses, dhals, 
and beans” (p. 215-17), includes the soya bean. “The beans 
and peas fall under the general term pulses. Split peas are 
called dhals in Southern India, and dried peas, especially the 
smaller kinds, are called grams.” “Unfortunately the pulses 
are not very digestible and do not fi nd a prominent place 
in the diets of the well-to-do.” The commonest of the dhals 
is the lentil, sometimes called Massur dhal. There are two 
methods of making dhal: dry and wet. The best dhals are 
prepared by the dry method. The dhals are more digestible 
than the grams. Beans are “pulses with seeds more or less 
kidney shaped... The dried beans are the least digestible of 
the pulses.”
 The section on “Nuts and oil seeds” (p. 227) has much 
about coconuts, coconut oil and coconut milk. The section on 
“Fluorosis” (p. 306-09) notes: “When the amount of fl uorine 
in the water exceeds one part per million some degree of 
mottling of the teeth usually occurs among the children 
drinking it.
 The section on “Saponins in foodstuffs” (p. 309-10) lists 
the many foodstuffs in which they are found, including the 
soya bean.
 Lucius Nicholls was born in 1884. Address: M.D., B.C., 
B.A. (Cantab.), Colombo, Ceylon.

2390. Burnley Express (Lancashire, England). 1945. Soya 
fl our and cookery lectures. March 1. p. 6, col. 3.
• Summary: “Gas Showrooms, 66, St. James’s St., Next 
Tuesday, March 6th, to Friday, March 9th, 3 p.m.”

2391. Ministry of Food. 1945. Chocolate cake made with 
dried eggs: Rich and chocolatey, it’s a sure favorite! Times 
(London). March 21. p. 3, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: Two level tablespoons of soya fl our are used in 
the icing. Address: London, W.1.

2392. Product Name:  Pitman Nutmeats [Soya, Savoury, 
and Nuto Cream].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Pitman Health Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Vitaland, Four Oaks, Sutton 
Coldfi eld, England.
Date of Introduction:  1945 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Hermetically sealed tin. Retails 
for £1/- to £1/11 (4/45, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (half page) in 
Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review (Manchester, 
England). 1945. April. Opposite inside front cover. “Pitman 
Nutmeats are still available to all who enjoy a tasty and 
palatable dish. In three varieties: Soya, Savoury, and Nuto 
Cream. Ask your Health Food Store for these grand foods.” 
Note: It is not clear whether these are soynuts, or tree nuts 
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seasoned with soy sauce. And it is not clear what Nuto 
Cream is made of.
 Ad in Vegetarian Messenger. 1946. Nob. p. iii. “Pitman 
Nutmeats” The Soya is £1/1 per tin.

2393. Ministry of Food. 1945. Food facts–No. 261. Keeping 
food fresh in warm weather. Times (London). July 9. p. 3, 
cols. 6-7.
• Summary: The section titled “Suggestions for week-end 
meals” contains a recipe for Soya bakewell tart, which calls 
for 2 oz. soya fl our. Address: London, W.1.

2394. Ministry of Food. 1945. Food facts–No. 265. Making 
the most of fats: Some fat-saving recipes. Times (London). 
Aug. 6. p. 3, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: A sidebar titled “Sweet sandwich spreads” 
contains a recipe for Chocolate and date spread, which calls 
for 1 tablespoon soya fl our. Address: London, W.1.

2395. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1945. Soya bean protein. Aug. p. 
145. [1 ref]
• Summary: This summary of an article from the Journal of 
the American Medical Association (3 Feb. 1945) compares 
the digestibility and biological value of three sources of 
soybean protein with that of egg protein. The results are: 
soybeans (90.5 / 94.5%), soy fl our (94 / 91.7%), and soybean 
milk (89.6 / 89.6%).
 “Apart from these tests which give results in 
mathematical terms, the centuries of experience in parts of 
China, where soya bean protein has been the principal, and in 
some cases, the only protein available in adequate amounts, 
amply confi rms the value of this legume as a body-building 
food.”

2396. Wormell, Robert Lewis; Knight, Claude Leonard. 
Assignors to Courtaulds, Ltd. (London, England). 1945. 
Manufacture and production of artifi cial threads, fi laments, 
and the like. U.S. Patent 2,385,674. Sept. 25. 2 p. 
Application fi led 22 Sept. 1942. Filed in Great Britain 27 
May 1941.
• Summary: This invention relates to the production of 
threads “from solutions of caseins, for example animal 
casein from milk, [or] vegetable seed proteins such as those 
obtained from soya beans or peanuts.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
Courtaulds’ work with plant protein fi bers, or with soya 
beans. Address: 1. Coventry, England; 2. Rugby, England.

2397. Times (London). 1945. No bread or fl our rationing: 
Less zoning in March. Oct. 31. p. 4, col. 3.
• Summary: Sir Ben Smith, Minister of Food, stated 
yesterday: “On March 2 [1946] the zoning scheme will end 
for preserves, soya fl our, pickles and sauces, chocolates and 

sugary confectionery,...” Address: London, W.1.

2398. Boyd, J. 1945. Soya fl our confectionery. Arkady 
Review (Manchester, England) 22(4):52-55. Oct. *

2399. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1945. Health foods, natural 
remedies, vegetarian footwear, etc. Oct. p. 204.
• Summary: This is a directory of stores where these 
products may be purchased. The Imperial Stores and Health 
Centre, 14 & 15 High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks, carries 
various vegetarian health foods, including “Soya Nut Meats 
1/3, and Soya Flour 5d/lb.”

2400. Goss, W.H. 1945. Germany: Fats, oils, and oilseeds. 
Toeppfer’s Oelwerke G.m.b.H. Hamburg. Washington. 4 p.
• Summary: On 17 Aug. 1945 the author visited Toeppfer’s 
Oelwerke, which had been a target bombed during 
World War II. He interviewed Director G. Saltzwedel, 
Superintendent Habert, and Chemist Schrader.
 “Toeppfer’s Oelwerke G.m.b.H. is an affi liate of the 
Stettiner Oelwerke in Stettin, both fi rms being owned 63% 
by the East Asiatic Co. which is a large Danish trading fi rm 
with head offi ces in Copenhagen. Prince Axil of Denmark 
is the present head of the East Asiatic Co., which is said to 
be worth 50,000,000 kronin. The Stettiner Oelwerke was 
established in 1910 by the East Asiatic Co., for that concern 
was a big shipper of Manchurian soybeans and felt that it 
could profi tably engage also in processing them. In 1915 the 
Stettiner Oelwerke bought the premises in Hamburg now 
known as Toepffer’s [sic, Toeppfer’s] Oelwerke, and the 
two fi rms have subsequently specialized in the processing 
of soybeans for the East Asiatic Co. The English branch of 
the parent organization is the East Asiatic Co. Ltd., with 
offi ces in London. Another affi liate of Toeppfer’s Oelwerke 
and Stettiner Oelwerke is Stettiner Oderwerke, a large wharf 
in Stettin which normally handles 60,000 tons of soybeans 
per year... The present director of Toepffer’s [sic] is the 
son-in-law of the Dr. Toeppfer who was Germany’s Foreign 
Minister until the end of the war.
 “The plant was equipped to extract 300 to 350 tons 
of soybeans per day and to refi ne 40 tons of oil per day, 
but it has been idle throughout most of the war because 
no soybeans were available. It suffered only minor bomb 
damage...”
 Note: By the 1980s, Toeppfer’s Oelwerke had become 
Alfred C. Toepfer International, partly owned by ADM. 
Address: USDA, New York.

2401. Darlington, Cyril Dean; Janaki Ammal, E.K. 1945. 
Chromosome atlas of cultivated plants. London: George 
Allen & Unwin Ltd. 397 p. Index. 19 cm. 2nd ed. 1955 
[1956]. [200+* ref]
• Summary: The genus Glycine is listed on p. 170. Glycine 
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gracilis is said to have 40 chromosomes (Fukuda 1933). 
Glycine max is said to have the following number of 
chromosomes: 40 (Fukuda 1933, Veatch 1934, Karasawa 
1936), or 38 (Yamaha & Suematsu 1936), or 80 (Tsang & 
Loo 1940).

Glycine ussuriensis is said to have 40 chromosomes 
(Tschechow & Karataschowa 1932a). The number of 
chromosomes in Glycine javanica, the Rhodesian kudzu 
vine, is unknown. Address: 1. FRS; 2. DSc. Both: John Innes 
Horticultural Institution, Merton, SW19 [England].

2402. Lager, Mildred. 1945. The useful soybean: A plus 
factor in modern living. New York and London: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc. xii + 295 p. Illust. General index. 
Index of recipes. 22 cm.
• Summary: One of the most important and innovative 
books on soyfoods ever written. Contents: Preface. 1. 
Agriculture’s Cinderella: America discovers the soybean, 
our wonder beans, soy as a food in the United States, soy 
in rehabilitation food programs, soybeans as an emergency 
crop, soybean terminology. 2. World-wide use of soybeans: A 
real antique, monarch of Manchuria, soybeans in mechanized 
warfare–Germany, soybeans in other countries (USSR, 
Italy, Spain, Belgium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, 
Great Britain, Canada), soybeans in Lend-Lease and United 
States Agricultural Marketing Administration, Food for 
Greece, soybeans and the Mexican Indian, soybeans in 
Hawaii (Mr. C.G. Lennox). 3. Soybeans and industry: The 
versatile soy, uses of soybean in industry, soybean paint 
(from soy oil, incl. Duco fi nishing), soybean protein (used in 
making plywood, plastics, water paints, paper sizing, leather 
fi nishes, and insecticide sprays), Henry Ford and soybeans, 
soybean glue (I.F. Laucks and the fi rms he has licensed turn 
out some 30,000 tons of soybean glue annually), rubber 
substitute (Norepol), paper industry (Glidden), plastics, soy-
cotton helmets, fi refi ghting compounds, lecithin, fertilizers. 
4. Nutritional nuggets: Food value of soybeans and soy 
products (vegetable or edible types of soybeans, protein, fat 
& carbohydrate, minerals, vitamins, lecithin, alkaline ash, 
economy, exaggerated claims), principal uses of soybeans 
and soy products (meat substitutes, meat enrichers, fortifying 
foods with soy fl our). 5. From soup to nuts: Green beans, dry 
beans, frozen beans, roasted soybeans, sprouted soybeans, 
the cow of China–soy milk, the meat without a bone–tofu or 
soy cheese, the little giant among protein foods–soy fl our, 
soy grits, puffed grits, soy oil, miscellaneous soy products 
(soy butter [soynut butter, p. 99-100], sandwich spreads, 
malts, coffee substitutes, soy sauce, soy albumen–a new 
product, greatly improved during the past two years, is now 
used to “replace egg albumen in candy manufacture” [as in 
marshmallows]).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2001) that refers to tofu as ‘the meat without 
a bone.’ In 1938 Horvath called tofu ‘the meat without the 

bones.’ Note 2. This is the second earliest document seen 
(Aug. 2002) in which the soybean is called the “cow of 
China.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term “soy albumen” (or “soy 
albumens”) to refer to isolated soy protein as a product.
 6. The blazed trail: Introduction (history and pioneers), 
our tardy acceptance, food pioneers (health-food stores, 
Dr. W.D. Sansum of Santa Barbara and soy bread, allergy 
studies, vegetarians, Seventh-day Adventist food companies, 
meatlike products, Madison College of Tennessee, Loma 
Linda Food Co., the International Nutrition Laboratory and 
Dr. H.W. Miller, special dietary concerns and diabetic diets), 
establishing soybeans in the kitchen (The Edison Institute 
and Henry Ford, the USDA and the U.S. Bureau of Home 
Economics, the Agricultural Marketing Administration, U.S. 
railroads, the Soy Products Division of the Glidden Co., the 
Soy Flour Association). 7. The challenge of nutrition: The 
dangers of hidden hungers, nutrition and health, corrective 
nutrition, starch-restricted diets, meatless diets, allergy 
diets, bland diets, building diets, reducing diets, acidophilus 
culture, lecithin. 8. Our wonder crop: Jack and the beanstalk, 
early history, new varieties, aids to the industry (Regional 
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory, American railroads, 
American Soybean Association, Fouts Brothers of Indiana, 
Soybean Digest and George Strayer in Hudson, Iowa, Soy 
Flour Association with Edward Kahl as fi rst president, Soya 
Kitchen in Chicago (Illinois) opened in Jan. 1943, National 
Soybean Processors Assoc., National Farm Chemurgic 
Council), educational program, restrictive regulations. 9. 
Soybeans and the farmer: Varieties, sources of information, 
seeding and inoculating, harvesting, grading, soybean 
diseases, crop rotation, damaged beans. 10. Tomorrow: 
Acreage and production, soybeans on the farm, soybeans 
in nutrition, postwar industrial uses, future improvements. 
11. A few suggestions for better living: Kitchen diplomacy, 
personal opinions, soybeans for everyone. Recipes: Green 
soybeans, dry soybeans, sprouted soybeans, roasted or 
toasted soybeans, meat-substitute dishes, soy-enriched meat 
dishes, soy noodles, macaroni, spaghetti, sauces and gravies, 
soups, salads, dressings, soy spreads, soy milk, tofu or soy 
cheese, soy butter, soy cereals, soy desserts, soy candies, soy 
beverages, soy-fl our recipes, bread and muffi ns, pancakes 
and waffl es, soy gluten recipes, baking-powder biscuits, 
pastry, cookies and doughnuts, cakes.
 Contains recipes for “Soy milk molasses shake (p. 
238). Soy puddings. Soy ice cream (p. 250; “Soy milk may 
be used in place of regular milk in ice-cream recipes... 
adding whipped cream”). Soy fruit ice cream. Soy chocolate 
dessert (Eggless) (p. 250-51). Soy shake “(p. 254, made in a 
“liquefi er or mixer”).
 The story of Allied aid to Greece [p. 24-26] is one of the 
great mercy stories of World War II. Starting in March 1942, 
as many Greeks were starving, the fi rst mercy ship sailed to 
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Greece with food and medicine. Up to Nov. 1943, the United 
States through Lend-Lease sent 82 million pounds of food to 
Greece. A number of these foods (including soup powders, 
stew mixes, and spaghetti) were based on soy fl our and grits, 
and specifi cally developed to suit Greek tastes.
 Concerning Henry Ford (p. 35-38), his “fi rst 
experiments were made in a laboratory in connection with 
the Edison Institute in 1930. In these experiments, several 
tons of wheat were used, also several thousand bushels of 
carrots; sunfl ower seeds, which have a high oil content; 
cabbages; onions; and cornstalks. It was not until December, 
1931, after a long series of experiments with the soybean, 
that Mr. Ford and his chemists felt that they were at last 
approaching a solution to the problem of fi nding a basic farm 
material from which the ordinary farmer could develop a 
commercially profi table product.”
 Note 4. This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Sept. 2013) that uses the term “Soy ice 
cream” (p. 250).
 Note 5. This is the earliest document seen (July 2007, 
one of two) that uses the word “Cinderella” in connection 
with the soybean. The author, however, does not elaborate on 
this idea.
 Note 6. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term “soy-fl our”–however 
it is used as an adjective. Address: Southern California.

2403. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1945? Notes for a play 
about the life of Samuel Bowen in 12 scenes. Savannah, 
Georgia. 2 p. Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Introduction: Erroneous idea about New 
England sea captain & his bag of beans as a curiosity. 50 
years before that date soy was brought to Savh. [Savannah] 
not as a curiosity but objectively for cultivation for food 
value & as an article of commerce & export. The story of its 
introduction romantic, the Marco Polo-like adventure of its 
beginning.
 Scene I–Macao [Macau]. English East India Company’s 
factory. Bowen’s arrival there from Canton after four years 
absence, dressed in faded worn Chinese clothing with hair 
and bear in Chinese style. Seeks his friend James Flint who 
is on board East Indiaman about to [depart] for England. 
Persuades Flint to accompany him from England to go to 
America to make fortune out of Chinese secrets he has 
discovered. Bowen obtains passage on same ship which 
is in Macao harbor waiting for a favorable wind to sail for 
England. Side notes: Mean no refl ection on U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture, but intention only to show how widespread 
(?) is unknown. Make the article take a slant that helps the 
advertisers in Saturday Evening Post who advertise goods 
made from soy & sago. Kidnapped Bowen. Show Bowen 
just released through efforts of company in the Indies with 
Chinese infl uence. Show Bowen with a fi xed idea & as 
tenacious of it as a Frenchman with an idée fi xée. Show him 

energetic, adventurous, inquisitive, indefatigable.
 Scene II (cutback). On shipboard Bowen describes 
to Flint his travels in China. On long voyage wet bread 
& mouldy med. [medicine] illustrate Bowen’s idea for 
improvement.
 Scene III. Arrival of East Indiaman at Deptford [on the 
River Thames near London] with Bowen & Flint on Board.
 Scene IV. Bowen & Flint go to East India Company 
offi ces in London to get discharge from company’s service in 
order to go to America on their own.
 Scene V. Having learned from inquiries about botanists 
familiar with America, visit [Dr. John] Fothergill ? or [Peter] 
Collinson ? & are told about Savannah.
 Scene VI–Savannah. Bowen having purchased 
Greenwich, is practical and acquires a wife to preside there, 
is even more practical in marrying daughter of British 
collector of customs at Savannah. That he became acquainted 
with customs collector natural course of events because of 
his interest in trade. Side notes: It would seem that Bowen 
was among the East India Company’s servants who in 
addition to salary had made some profi ts on his own, & had 
acquired a small fortune.
 Scene VII–Savannah: Bowen’s plantation. Successful 
cultivation of soy. Starch making apparatus. Training Negro 
slaves. Acquires Macao island. Side notes: Tattnall neighbor 
plantation. Tattnall & China. Deptford plantation & Deptford 
England wharves of East India Company.
 Scene VIII. Demonstration of his soy and sago 
to members of the Georgia legislature & their offi cial 
recommendations to British government to give him a patent.
 Scene IX–London: Royal Society. Bowen contacts his 
former patron Fothergill ? or Collinson, & their tests of his 
products bring medal from Royal Society & patent from 
King. His father’s death. Side notes: Royal Gov’t has just 
taken over Province & impetus is given to silk culture–a fact 
which brings Ga. [Georgia] to mind of the botanists- Georgia 
& Chinese silk.
 Scene X–Savannah. Bowen’s shipments of soy & sago 
& development of his industries. Side notes: Death (?) of 
[Count Casimir] Pulaski. Count d’Estang’s (?) re-incarnation 
(?). Feeling of mice & men. Tattnall’s grave.
 Scene XI. Bowen’s last voyage on eve of Revolution & 
his disappearance.
 Scene XII. Bowen’s heirs. Son named James Flint. 
Daughter married English doctor who acquired Greenwich 
& continued the sago starch making. The French traveller’s 
comments. The secret recipe content divulged. Sago palms 
at Greenwich. Macao island. Bowen’s untimely death. What 
must have developed (?). Side notes: Untimely death of 
Bowen. How his efforts might have naturally affected U.S. 
economics. Tattnall tomb. Macao Island. Conclusion.
 Note 1. This unpublished manuscript is in the collected 
papers of Marmaduke H. Floyd and Dolores B. Floyd, which 
is collection No. 1308 at the Georgia Historical Society, 
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Savannah, Georgia. This manuscript is in Box 48, folder 
#647 titled “Bowen and Flint.” Dolores B. Floyd died in 
1966. This undated manuscript may have been written during 
the 1940s, or perhaps as early as the late 1930s.
 Note 2. This story was uncovered independently, and 
in more detail, by Prof. Theodore Hymowitz and Prof. J.R. 
Harlan and published by in Dec. 1983 them as “Introduction 
of soybean to North America by Samuel Bowen in 1765” in 
Economic Botany 37(4):371-79. Address: Georgia.

2404. Doig, James L. 1946. Canadian Navy adopts high 
protein bread. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 16.
• Summary: “The interest of the [Canadian] Navy 
nutritionists in soy fl our dates back to 1917, to the hectic 
days of unrestrained submarine warfare. Captured German 
submarines were found to be carrying concentrated 
emergency rations containing roughly 50 percent soy, in the 
form of a dry biscuit. They were not particularly palatable, 
but the physical condition of the men left little doubt of their 
nutritional value. Experiments were undertaken in Britain 
with the object of supplying our ships with a similar ration... 
around 1924 a very palatable high fat soy fl our named 
Soyolk was produced in Britain. The fi rm producing it sent 
over one of the best salesmen I have ever met. He succeeded 
in selling this new soy fl our to practically every large baking 
unit between Halifax and Vancouver.”
 From this soy fl our Moirs Limited of Halifax, Canada, 
developed a commercial high-protein bread named Soyota. 
The ingredients were 98 lb wheat fl our, 9 lb high-fat soy 
fl our, 3 lb shortening, 2 lb each sugar and salt, 1 lb 12 oz 
shortening, 1.5 lb each skimmed milk powder and malt fl our, 
3 oz. mineral salt, and 62 lb water. Although practically 
unadvertised, Soyota soon became a good selling bread.
 After World War II began, the author and several 
Canadian fi rms developed a ration biscuit which contains 
50% soy fl our and is part of the emergency ration kits carried 
by all Canadian Naval Units. See also “Life Raft Ration,” by 
Doig in Soybean Digest, March 1943.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) that contains the term “high-fat soy fl our.” 
Address: Canadian Representative, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., 
Montreal, P.Q.

2405. Henderson, F.K. 1946. Substitutes for dairy produce. 
Vegetarian News (London) 24:96-97. Spring. *

2406. Society of Dyers and Colourists. 1946. Symposium 
on fi brous proteins. England. n.p. Held 23-25 May 1946 
at the University of Leeds, England. Uncorrected proof. 
Unpaginated. *
• Summary: M. Harris and A.E. Brown (p. 203-06) have 
discussed synthetic proteins is terms of the “wool model” 
and the “silk model.”

2407. Soybean Digest. 1946. United States now has fats, oils 
leadership. June. p. 6.
• Summary: “Technological leadership in production of 
fats and oils has passed from Germany to England and 
the United States, according to a report on the fat and oil 
industry in Germany and northwestern Europe, released by 
the Department of Commerce. The report was made by K.S. 
Markley, for the Joint Intelligence Objectives Agency.”
 “To offset the lack of imported oils during the war, 
the Germans subsidized cultivation of rape and mustard in 
northern Europe, and soybeans and sunfl owers in central and 
southern Europe. Hazelnuts, walnuts, corn, wheat and rye 
germs were also used as oil sources.”
 “The report describes in detail European methods for 
oilseed processing, refi ning and hydrogenation, prevention 
of reversion of soybean oil, use of ethyl esters in margarine, 
production of margarine, synthetic fatty acids and fats, 
industrial proteins, soaps, and detergents.”

2408. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1946. Cookery demonstration. June. 
p. 115.
• Summary: On May 6 a public cookery demonstration was 
given at Croyden by Mrs. Fay K. Henderson of London. She 
prepared four nutritious savouries without meat and three 
sweets without eggs or milk. Of the latter 3 dishes, one was 
a Semolina Mold in which soya fl our was whisked to a milk 
in a pint of warm water, and another was Date Cake which 
contained 2 oz of soya fl our.

2409. Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review 
(Manchester, England). 1946. Soya bean in bread. July. p. 
131.
• Summary: “It is of interest to learn that in the Kenya 
Colony it is proposed to incorporate 10 per cent. of soya 
bean fl our into their wholemeal loaves.” This fortifi cation 
will make the bread more nutritious, and is expected to make 
each loaf less expensive. The soybeans will be sent from 
Uganda, where they are grown, to Kenya.
 “In view of the widespread use of the soya bean during 
the recent war we may expect many countries will be 
planting considerable acres of a legume the valuable uses 
of which have only been fully appreciated during the past 
decade.”

2410. Lancet. 1946. Soya bean again. Aug. 17. p. 245. [6 ref]
• Summary: From time immemorial, the soya bean has 
been cultivated in China, Manchuria, and Japan. Recently 
it has become an important crop in the United States and in 
Canada. “though rather for industrial than dietetic purposes. 
In Europe it has been increasingly used as food, especially in 
war-time, and has acquired a position of esteem.”
 The nutritional composition of the soya bean is unique. 
Its protein content (N x 6.25) ranges from 33% to 47%, 
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whereas the pulses generally have but 20-23%. Indeed “no 
foods except cooked lean meat, or a hard cheese made from 
skimmed milk, come anywhere near it in protein content.” It 
also contains a high percentage of oil, with much unsaturated 
fatty acid in its triglycerides. No ordinary pulse contains 
much fat, although the peanut resembles the soya bean in this 
characteristic. Its carbohydrates are mostly in the form of 
dextrins rather than starch, and it contains more calcium and 
iron than other pulses. From its composition, the food value 
of the soya bean appears beyond doubt. Although the quality 
of its protein is low, it makes up for that by its high protein 
quantity.
 But its big disadvantage is its bitter taste which, 
fortunately, can be eliminated.
 There follows a review of the literature concerning the 
protein quality of soybeans, including: Osborne and Clapp 
(1907); Jones and Waterman (1921); Czonka and Jones 
(1933); Barnes and Mack (1943). Although the amino acids 
cystine and methionine are limiting in soya bean protein, it 
does contain all the essential amino acids known to date.
 Such arguments based on the soya bean’s composition 
have led Henry Ford to cultivate it at Dagenham [a large 
suburb in East London] and Hitler (it is said) to give it to his 
storm troops. Unfortunately when we turn to well designed 
experiments on animals and humans, the case falls to the 
ground. Aykroyd and Krishnan (1937) showed that the 
addition of soya beans to the diet of mission school-children 
did not improve their growth rate at all, whereas skim-milk 
powder improved it signifi cantly. “And now the whole 
subject has been reinvestigated by a subcommittee of the 
Nutrition Advisory Committee of the Indian Research Fund 
Association (1945).” In experiments feeding soya beans 
to young and adult rats and human beings, the biological 
value of soya beans was compared with that of other Indian 
pulses at the Universities of Dacca and Lahore, the Seth 
G.S. Medical College, Bombay, and the Nutrition Research 
Laboratory, Coonoor. The results were in agreement and led 
to the conclusion that “although soya bean contains more 
of fat, minerals, vitamins and ‘available proteins than other 
pulses, it has, for some unknown reason, not proved itself 
superior to other pulses within the range of experiments 
reported... Taking the results so far into consideration, 
the subcommittee is of the opinion that as a supplement 
to typical Indian diets based on cereals, but adequate in 
quantity, soya bean has no special advantage over common 
Indian pulses.”
 With this report, the soya bean lost a little of its prestige.
 Note: The Indian researchers failed to realize that 
throughout East Asia soya beans are almost never eaten as 
whole beans except at the green vegetable stage. Rather 
they are made into other foods, both fermented (such as soy 
sauce, miso, and natto) and nonfermented (such as tofu, 
soymilk, roasted whole soy fl our, yuba, etc.).

2411. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The 
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale du Soja 
5(29-30):111-13. July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Canada. China. United States. Great 
Britain. Hawaii. Greece. Mexico. Philippines. Switzerland 
(Mr. Walter Flückiger of Basel has planted soybeans in 
Switzerland, in Alsace, and in Italy. For the past few years he 
has obtained very good results in Switzerland).
 Sweden (Mr. Sven A. Holmberg of the House of 
Holmberg & Sons of Norrköping, writes us that the 
cultivation of soybeans continues to give him satisfaction 
and that he hopes to be able to present several interesting 
varieties at the World Soybean Congress {Congrés Mondial 
du Soja}). Note: This congress, Europe’s fi rst, was held in 
Paris on 16 March 1947 at the City University. Many of 
Europe’s greatest soy luminaries were there, including Li 
Yu-ying. For details see the March/April 1947 issue of this 
periodical.
 USSR. Yugoslavia (Dr. Louis Gutschy). Address: Dr., 
France.

2412. Balzli, Jean. 1946. Le soja à travers le monde [The 
soybean around the world]. Revue Internationale des 
Produits Coloniaux et du Material Colonial 21(204):134-35. 
Sept. [1 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Discusses soybean developments in the 
following countries: Canada, China, USA, Great Britain, 
Greece, Mexico, Philippines, Hawaii, Switzerland, Sweden. 
Address: PhD.

2413. Chick, Harriette; Slack, E.B. 1946. Malted foods for 
babies: Trials with young rats. Lancet ii(6426):601-03. Oct. 
26. [7 ref]
• Summary: “A malted food for infants to provide a 
supplement or substitute for milk, when this is very scarce, 
was [developed] by Dr. G. Caprino in the laboratories 
of Peroni’s brewery in Rome and was called by him 
‘Maltavena.’” Two types of Maltavena preparations were 
supplied to the European Regional Offi ce of UNRRA. 
One contained (on a solids basis) about 80% malt extract, 
10% wheat fl our (80% extraction of the grain), and 10% 
skimmed-milk powder. The other contained 10% soya fl our 
in place of the milk powder. “Both the wheat fl our and the 
soya fl our had also been subjected to digestion with the 
enzymes of malt extract for a short time.” These and closely 
related products were tested on growing rats as sources 
of proteins and B vitamins. It was found that a formula 
containing 70% malt extract, 10% wheat fl our, 10% soya 
fl our, and 10% skimmed-milk powder was the best, being 
equal in growth promoting value to a mixture of proteins in 
milk when fed in a diet of equal protein content.
 Note: The Lister Institute of Preventive Medicine was 
established in 1891 to support biomedical research. As of 
1994 it was located at Brockley Hill, Stanmore, Middlesex, 
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England. Address: Lister Inst. of Preventive Medicine, 
London, England.

2414. Product Name:  Proton (Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe, London, 
E.C.3., England.
Date of Introduction:  1946.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. I.B. 
MacKay. 1983. May 24. “Proton appeared in advertising in 
1946 as a processed powder for foodstuffs, ice cream, etc.”

2415. Cruickshank, Ernest William Henderson. 1946. Food 
and nutrition: the physiological bases of human nutrition. 
Edinburgh: E. & S. Livingstone, Ltd.; Baltimore, Maryland: 
Williams. vii + 326 p. Illust. Plates. [200+ ref]
• Summary: This book was written shortly after World War 
II, when hunger and malnutrition were still prevalent in Great 
Britain. The Preface notes: “A strong belief in the value of 
historical knowledge in understanding the development and 
signifi cance of modern scientifi c investigation...”
 Chapter 6, “The protein requirements of the body” is 
based on the belief that “the proteins animal foods are better 
than those in foods of plant origin. The best proteins are 
obtained from milk, eggs and glandular tissues (kidney, liver, 
pancreas, etc.).” Table 9 mentions soya bean, but not Table 
11, “Foods rich in protein.”
 Chapter 13, “Protein rich foods” (p. 193-203) is about 
cheese, eggs, meat and fi sh (9 references at the end).
 Chapter 14, “Vegetarianism” (p. 204-14; 2 refs) states: 
“Vegetarianism generally refers to a diet from which fi sh, 
fl esh and fowl have been excluded; more particularly it 
demands the further exclusion of milk, eggs and cheese.” 
“There are few races and religious sects who live upon such 
a strict diet; high caste and strictly orthodox Hindus and 
Trappist Monks are amongst them. “True vegetarianism 
demands that nothing that is of animal origin be eaten” 
The “chief diffi culty associated with a vegetarian diet... is 
to secure an adequate amount of calcium and iron, the fat 
soluble vitamins and complete proteins... With regard to the 
proteins, the vegetables richest in these are the legumes, 
i.e. peas, beans and lentils... but many of their proteins are 
incomplete, they are not of such high quality nor are they so 
easily digested as the animal proteins” (p. 204-05).
 Also in this chapter. Table 37, “The comparative value 
of certain vegetables, fruits and nuts” (p. 212-13) mentions 
“Soya bean.”
 On pages 307-08 we read: “The fi rst United Nations 
Conference on Food and Agriculture was held at Hot 
Springs, Virginia, U.S.A., from 18th May to 3rd June 1943. 
Representatives of all the United Nations, 44 in number, with 
an observer from Denmark, representing 75 per cent of the 
total population of the world, met together to discuss plans 

for the production, distribution, transport and consumption 
of food all over the world.” The conference was called by 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt of the United States.
 Note: Ernest Cruickshank was born in 1888. Address: 
M.D. (Aberdeen), D.Sc. (London), PhD (Cambridge), Regius 
Prof. of Physiology, Marischal College, Aberdeen, Scotland.

2416. Lea & Perrins, Inc. 1946. The secret of seasoning: 
With illustrated lessons in carving. New York, NY: Lea & 
Perrins. 96 p. Illust. Index. 18 x 10 cm.

• Summary: Mostly recipes for using Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Contents: The Englishman’s secret. 
Preparing fl avorful meals. The table trio. Appetizers. Soups. 
Fish and sea food. Meats and entrées. Stuffi ngs. Stews and 
hashes. Eggs and cheese dishes. Tempting sauces. Spaghetti 
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and rice. Savory vegetables. Garnishes and relishes. Salads 
and salad dressings. Sandwiches. Party and snack dishes. 
Lessons in carving. Pages 87 to the end, titled “Recipe 
scrapbook: Notes,” are blank pages. The fi rst section, titled 
“The Englishman’s secret,” begins (p. 4): “Over a hundred 
years ago an English nobleman who had spent many years in 
India returned to England.
 “He carried with him a treasure from the Orient. Not 
gold or jewels but a recipe: the recipe for a marvelous Sauce, 
a secret blend of rare spices and seasonings that lent to food 
a new savor and delight.
 “From this recipe, a Sauce was compounded by Lea & 
Perrins, of Worcestershire, England.”
 “Many have tried to imitate the Original 
Worcestershire... of course. But the blend remains a secret. It 

is easy to tell the genuine; just be sure that the name ‘Lea & 
Perrins’ is written diagonally across the label.”
 The front and back covers are color; the inside photos 
and line drawings are black and white / monocolor. On the 
front cover is a plump, smiling chef wearing a toque and 
holding a frying pan. On the rear cover is a large photo of 
a bottle of Lea & Perrins Sauce: The Original and Genuine 
Worcestershire–wrapped in tan paper with red writing. 
Address: 241 West St., New York 13, N.Y.

2417. Platt, B.S.; Webb, R.A. 1946. Fermentation and human 
nutrition. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society (London) 
4(1):132-40. [15* ref]
• Summary: Fermented soy and cereal-soy products found 
in East Asia may have special nutritive properties as a result 
of microbial action and they may fall into the group of 
products of the process which the author calls “biological 
ennoblement.” Table 1 includes various fermented soy 
protein foods from Asia: Soya sauce, fermented whole soya 
beans, and fermented bean curd. Address: Medical Research 
Council Human Nutrition Research Unit, National Hospital, 
Queen Square, London, W.C.1, EnglandEngland.

2418. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1946. Lard 
substitutes. Shortenings: Frying fats. In: J.F. Thorpe and 
M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied 
Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. London, New York, Toronto: 
Longmans, Green & Co. See vol. VII, p. 193-94. [22 ref]
• Summary: The “manufacture of lard substitutes (cooking 
fats, shortenings and ‘compound’) for confectionery or for 
frying, which had its origin in the production of ‘refi ned’ 
or ‘commercial’ lards (i.e. adulterated lards) is now an 
important industry in most industrial countries. The products, 
which may be broadly differentiated from margarines and 
butter substitutes by the absence of more than traces of 
water, fall into two main classes: they may be mixtures of 
lard and/or lard stearin (with or without beef stearin) and 
vegetable fats such as cottonseed oil, cottonseed-oil stearin, 
or hydrogenated cottonseed, ground-nut, soya bean or other 
oils, or they may consist entirely of vegetable fats and oils, 
including hardened oils. Hardened whale oil is a further 
possible ingredient. In Western Continental Europe, however, 
cooking fats consisting mainly of coconut or palm-kernel oils 
have been much used.”
 Various patents (especially U.S. Patents issued to 
Lever Bros. Co.) describe the process for making lard 
substitutes “so as to prevent the growth of coarse crystals 
and to produce the smooth, greasy plastic texture and 
opaque white appearance associated by the consumer with 
pure lard.” Lecithin may be used as an anti-oxidant to 
delay the onset of rancidity. A good product is judged by 
its smoke-point, relative shortening power (ability to give 
tenderness to cooked pastry samples), creaming power 
(ability to incorporate and retain air in the dough), and 
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keeping properties (stability, resistance to rancidity) of both 
the fat and the commercial baked or fried goods made from 
it. In accelerated rancidity tests, deterioration is hastened 
by bubbling air through the heated fat, or by exposing it to 
intense light. Yet such tests appear to be useless as a guide to 
the probable shelf life of the cooked products under normal 
storage conditions.

2419. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1946? Notes about 
Samuel Bowen and proposed cemetery at “Greenwich” (in 
2 columns). Savannah, Georgia. 2 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: Recently in public notice for a cemetery was a 
colonial plantation where a great agricultural experiment was 
accomplished by the owner from old Chinese secrets which 
he learned while a prisoner of the great emperor K’en-chung 
[Note: Ch’ien-lung, reigned 1736-1795, during the Ch’ing 
dynasty.]
 Samuel Bowen colonial owner. As young Englishman. 
In Orient in employ of East India Company in 1750’s. East 
India Company’s headquarters in China–Macao [Macau]. 
Oriental restrictions on the European trade. Political 
conditions in China: Reign of Emperor K’en-Chung. 
Curiosity of young Bowen got him in trouble? His friend 
James Flint with him in China. Arrest of Bowen & Flint. 
Carried 2,000 miles in interior of China–a radius of where 
they could have been taken. Length of time a prisoner. What 
Bowen saw the Mandarins use. Guarded his secrets.
 Bowen releases, hurries back to London. His inquiries 
in London, contact with botanists. Learns (?) about Georgia. 
Comes to Colony of Georgia. His brother here already. Lands 
granted them by Satilla (?). Samuel Buys (?) Land from Grey 
Elliott. Was it named Greenwich before? Did Bowen give 
it this name? Macao Island. Also bought plantation at Half 
Moon and on Pipe Maker’s Creek.
 Samuel Bowen marries daughter of Customs Collector 
& settles down at Greenwich to raise family and experiment 
with his secrets from China. Success at once with 
experiments.
 Offi cial endorsement of his work by Gov. Legislature & 
Merchants. Armed with letter to Franklin ? goes to London 
& obtains King’s patent.
 His success in London. Dr. Fothergill and others 
experiment & endorse. Royal Society honors. Presented to 
the King. Receives medal, patent & contracts.
 Returns to Georgia. Thanks Assembly and obtains (?) 
his notice of patent & recipe in newspapers. First shipment. 
Voyages to & from Ga. Whole shipload sago, soy, benny, 
peanuts. Death of Samuel Bowen. Death of his wife.
 The Revolution. Lynch (?) operations (?) there, 
Burial of Pulaski [Count Casimir Pulaski fought with the 
Loyalists in the American Revolution. Some think he was 
buried at Greenwich; others think he died in 1801 and was 
buried at sea]. Sale of Greenwich. Subsequent owners. Dr. 

[Samuel] Beecroft inherits secret receipt [sic, recipe] for 
sago and manufactures it. La Rachipencuillods (?) account. 
Inventory of Beecroft Estate. Account of sago in Southern 
Agriculturist.
 Beecroft’s heirs. Subsequent owners of Greenwich. 
Cemetery project.
 Note 1. This unpublished manuscript is in the collected 
papers of Marmaduke H. Floyd and Dolores B. Floyd, which 
is collection No. 1308 at the Georgia Historical Society, 
Savannah, Georgia. This manuscript is in Box 48, folder 
#647 titled “Bowen and Flint.” Dolores B. Floyd died in 
1966. This undated manuscript may have been written during 
the 1940s, or perhaps as early as the late 1930s.
 Note 2. This story was uncovered independently, and 
in more detail, by Prof. Theodore Hymowitz and Prof. J.R. 
Harlan and published by in Dec. 1983 them as “Introduction 
of soybean to North America by Samuel Bowen in 1765” 
in Economic Botany 37(4):371-79. Address: Savannah, 
Georgia.

2420. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1946? A saga of sago 
and soy. Savannah, Georgia. 15 p. Undated. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: These are handwritten notes, in outline form, 
for an article about the life of Samuel Bowen in 15 scenes. In 
notes written shortly before these, Mr. Floyd had suggested 
to himself: “Make the article take a slant that helps the 
advertisers in Saturday Evening Post who advertise goods 
made from soy & sago.”
 Introduction: 1. Erroneous idea prevailing about New 
England sea captain and his bag of beans as a curiosity, 
in 1804. 2. About 40 years before that date soy had been 
brought to this country, not as idle curiosity but objectively 
for cultivation for food value. 3. During the whole decade 
before the American Revolution was an article of regular 
export annually through the port of Savannah in the British 
province [not colony] of Georgia. 4. Not, as a refl ection 
on U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, but cited only to show 
how generally unknown are the facts. 5. Romance of its 
introduction & the Marco Polo-like travels that brought 
about its introduction into this country.
 Scene I–Macao [Macau]. 1. English East India Company 
ship in harbor with Bowen on board. Year 1763. 2. Reverse 
of adventure stories introducing hero on an East Indiaman 
outward bound from England on adventure. Bowen, a 
young man in the employ of the East India Company, is 
homeward bound after an astounding adventure in the depths 
of China where no Englishman had ever been before, and 
where he came upon knowledge of certain Chinese secrets 
of inestimable value. 3. Describe Bowen’s view from the 
ship of the harbor. a. Contrast size structure of the East 
Indiaman with Chinese junks engaged in the China trade. b. 
The cresent [sic, crescent] shaped prada (?). c. The factories 
of the merchants with the hills of the peninsula rising above 
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the town. The buildings of the town quaint combination 
of Oriental and European features. d. Beyond the town the 
barrier wall of China. All of this familiar ground to him he 
was seeing now for the last time for he was being forever 
banished by imperial decree of the Manchu emperor Chi’en 
Lung. (Note: Ch’ien-lung, reigned 1736-1795, a long and 
very infl uential reign during the Ch’ing dynasty {early 
1600s to 1911}, when China was controlled by the Manchus, 
who came from Manchuria). 4. Relate Bowen’s recent 
emergence through the great gate of that wall into Macao, 
describing the unique dress and haircut in which he appeared 
upon his arrival there at the English factory, after 4 years 
imprisonment, unrecognized, and asking for James Flint. 
Learns that Flint, also banished, has departed from China, 
and that he too must leave at once on the East Indiaman 
in the harbor which is on the point of sailing. 5. Here on 
shipboard, outfi tted in European dress by friendly persons at 
the English factory in Macao. Winds & tide right, sails set & 
ropes adjusted, the East Indiaman getting under way to sea. 
Laden with cargo of produce of China, mainly bales of silk; 
& from the hold come wafts of aromatic goods; teas, crude 
camphor, rhubarb and the like. 6. Bowen as an employee 
of the East India Company, was conversant with details of 
the China trade, had been allowed personal trade during the 
years of his service, and his gains totaled a worthwhile sum. 
However, even though the China trade was now closed to 
further profi t, his spirit was buoyant over the old Chinese 
secrets he was carrying away and his expectation of the 
greater wealth that they would eventually bring to him.
 Scene II (cutback)–Bowen’s adventure with Flint 
in China. 1, It was directly due to the absolution of the 
powerful Chinese emperor Ch’ien Lung that Bowen became 
another Marco Polo in China and obtained these old Asiatic 
secrets which he was now carrying away to the New World. 
2. From Macao four years before Bowen had sailed with 
James Flint on an offi cial mission to the northern port of 
Tien Tsin [Tientsin, pinyin: Tianjin] to present to the emperor 
a petition from the Court of the East India Company. The 
outcome became the mid-century [?] historic ‘incident’ in the 
relations of the East India Company’s China trade. It created 
a political farore [sic, furor] throughout the length of China, 
involving offi cials from the emperor down to minor offi ce 
holders, and brought tragedy to the East India Company’s 
employees at Macao, and especially to Bowen and Flint. 
3. James Flint, who he was: a. nationality. b. his youth in 
China. c. his travels in India etc. d. his position in 1759 with 
Company. e. his character evidenced by trust placed in him 
to go on errand to emperor. 4. Year 1759. Arrival of Bowen 
& Flint at Tien Tsin [Tientsin / Tianjin]: a. encounter with 
port authorities. b. Flint threatens to go to foot of great wall. 
c. port authority names price for his bribe. d. Bowen consents 
because of necessity: (1) having come this far, (2) need of 
relief from merchants oppression at Canton, (3) need for plea 
to open other ports. e. Explanation of conditions at Canton 

and its relation to Macao. 5. Bowen & Flint taken to custom 
house at Tien Tsin & its Joss House [Note: a Chinese temple 
or shrine]. a. visits of important offi cials. b. hospitality of 
Chinese. c. Week’s delay for emperor’s answer. d. Soldiers 
kept [?] away. e. Flint notifi ed of land trip to be taken. f. Flint 
sends order to captain of ship before he sets out overland. 
g. Ch’ien Lung, who he was & his works. 6. Bowen & 
Flint’s travel from Peking to Canton. a. route by Canal, river, 
& roads: (1) Tien Tsin by grand canal to Nanking. From 
Nanking by river Yangtze Kiang [Chang] to either: (a) about 
Kiukiang [Jiujiang] where the tributary Kan River [Gan] 
could be followed southward, & from there overland through 
the Mei-ling Pass, to the valley of the Pei-ho River, & by that 
river into Canton, or (b) to Hankow [Han-k’ou / Hankou] 
where tributary Siang [Xiang] could be followed, & from 
it overland through Cheling Pass, through the Nanling, to 
valley of Pei-kiang, the river Pei-kiang [Pei / Bei river] into 
Canton. This more probable because it is the ‘easiest route’ 
through the Nang-ling [Nan Ling or Nan Shan, a mountain 
system in southern China roughly separating Guangdong 
province and Guangxi Zhuangzu from Hunan and Guizhou 
provinces]. Address: Savannah, Georgia.

2421. Floyd, Dolores Boisfeuillet. 1946? A saga of sago and 
soy (Continued–Document Part II). Savannah, Georgia. 15 p. 
Undated. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Continued: Scene III (cutback)–Bowen on 
board East Indiaman en route home to England: 1. Perils 
of voyage (the route, length of time, bad food & attendant 
disentery [dysentery] or fl ux). 2. The wet and mouldy bread 
& meat illustrate Bowen’s idea for alleviating this condition, 
& spurs him on in his eagerness to develop his scheme. 3. 
Bowen in advance of his age. It was in days before vitamins 
were known. 4. Food values of soy & sago as balanced 
rations.
 Scene IV–Deptford. 1. Arrival of the East Indiaman 
at dockyard where East India Company maintaining its 
wharves for unloading cargoes of the China trade. 2. Bowen 
setting out for London.
 Scene V–London: 1. Bowen at East India Company’s 
House (Location of House, description of House, uses of 
the house). 2. Bowen gets release from company’s employ 
in order to follow his scheme for soy & sago. 3. Settles his 
accounts with company: (a) How employees of company 
had salary, perquisites & private trade. Often to extent 
where they could buy ships of their own for investment & 
charter them to the company, (b) Bowen’s idea was to put his 
investment into soy & sago, and they would bring wealth, 
(c). Consults Dr. Fothergill about agricultural site in British 
American colonies. Decision about Georgia reached by: 
(1) Comparison of latitude of China, (2) Consultation of 
Samuel Bowen senior’s map & who he was, (3) Silk culture 
fl ourishing in Georgia, (4) Recent treaty with Spain a safety 
to commerce.
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 Scene VI–Savannah. 1. Arrival of Bowen accompanied 
by his brother William, a fat purse, and supply of soybeans 
and plant from which to produce sago. 2. Customs offi cers 
at Port of Savannah naturally his fi rst contact upon arrival 
by ship; & Bowen had much knowledge of the customs 
offers. [offi cers?]. 3. Personal intimacy develops with 
customs collector. 4. Practical and energetic Bowen promptly 
invests part of his small fortune acquired [from] the China 
trade of the East India Company in purchase of a plantation 
and six negro slaves; and acquires as his father-in-law the 
Collector of the Port of Savannah. 5. Bowen’s marriage & 
its advantage (a) Name of his wife and date of marriage, (b) 
who his father in law was (biographical), etc., (c) father in 
law in position to expedite matters in Bowen’s export of soy 
& sago, (d) father in law as part of offi cial force at Savannah, 
was a recommendation for recognition of Bowen in the 
community, (e) Bowen gets commission of lieutenant in 
militia, (f) Bowen thus a member of port collector’s family, 
settled as a planter with his background of experience in 
British commerce brought him to the forefront as a person 
of consequence at his outset at Savannah. 6. The port of 
Savannah, in which Bowen was to contribute an epochal 
phase of American commerce, was also capital of the 
Province of Georgia. The crown offi cers and other leading 
men in public offi ce there followed the more gainful pursuits 
as planter-merchants, and into their acquaintance Bowen was 
readily introduced. They promptly took cognizance of the 
value to the port that would be derived from his scheme for 
the production and exportation of soy and sago.
 Scene VII–Greenwich: 1. Bowen’s plantation where 
historic experiment was made. 2. Its location in relation 
to Savannah. 3. Date & other details of its purchase. 4. 
Description of site. 5. Co-incidence of neighboring plantation 
being named Deptford, & other Tattnall & the Tattnall 
incidence [incident] in China. 6. Origin of name Greenwich 
for plantation?
 Scene VIII–Macao: 1. Bowen adds island to his land 
holdings at Greenwich & names it Macao. 2. What fancied 
resemblance had it for him to place of that name in China?
 Scene IX–Coastal Georgia: 1. Bowen & brother 
William apply for lands far down coast. Bowen’s other land 
transactions.
 Scene X–Greenwich plantation: 1. The experiment 
with soy & sago. 2. The planting. 3. Erecting starch making 
apparatus and oil pressing machine. 4. First harvest of soy 
beans and plant for sago making. 5. Son born, named James 
Flint Bowen. 6. Slaves trained in: (a) pressing oil from soy 
beans, (b) making starch from sago, & by-products: tapioca 
& vermicelli.
 Scene XI–Savannah: 1 Bowen exhibits his produce 
of soy and sago before Sir James Wright, governor, other 
offi cials, and merchants. 2. Their public endorsement of 
his experiment: (a) Wright’s sworn testimony, (b) sworn 
testimony & signature of merchants, (c) who some of those 

merchants were. 3. Offi cial legislative recommendations of 
him to the Lords of Trade & Plantations to secure a patent for 
him for his process: (a) the legislative document.
 Scene XII–Bowen sails from Savannah for England: (a) 
Triumphant with his soy & sago, (b) offi cial documents from 
Georgia, (c) Father-in-law speeds him on errand.
 Scene XIII–London. 1. Arrives to obtain King’s patent. 
2. Bowen introduced to Lord–by Grey Elliott. 3. Bowen 
contacts Fothergill. 4. Experiments of Society of Arts with 
Bowen’s sago. 5. Society’s endorsement. 6. Medal from 
Society. 7. Granted patent. 8. Presented to king & receives 
award from king’s privy purse. 9. Awarded contracts to 
supply navy & merchant ships.
 Scene XIV–Sails for home: 1. Loss of father while in 
England. 2. Who his father was & his work as having bearing 
on Georgia & perhaps maps of China?
 Scene XV–Savannah–Triumphant return. 1. Father in 
law’s pride over success of son in law. 2. Bowen thanks 
Georgia assembly & others. 3. Newspaper account of patent. 
4. First shipment of soy & sago. 5. So after all, it was due to 
the Chinese emperor Ch’ien Lung [Ch’ien-lung].
 Note 1. This unpublished manuscript is in the collected 
papers of Marmaduke H. Floyd and Dolores B. Floyd, which 
is collection No. 1308 at the Georgia Historical Society, 
Savannah, Georgia. This manuscript is Box 48, folder #647 
titled “Bowen and Flint.” Dolores B. Floyd died in 1966. 
This undated manuscript may have been written during the 
1940s, or perhaps as early as the late 1930s. Mrs. Floyd was 
apparently the fi rst person to discover that Samuel Bowen 
introduced the soybean to Georgia and North America in 
the 1760s. She gives the date of introduction as “about 
1764.” Unfortunately, she never published her fi ndings. She 
also never mentions Henry Yonge, who fi rst grew Bowen’s 
soybeans in Georgia in 1765.
 Note 2. This story was uncovered independently, and 
in more detail, by Prof. Theodore Hymowitz and Prof. J.R. 
Harlan and published in Dec. 1983 them as “Introduction 
of soybean to North America by Samuel Bowen in 1765” in 
Economic Botany 37(4):371-79.
 Talk with Prof. Ted Hymowitz. 1999. Sept. 18. He 
looked at all issues of the Saturday Evening Post from July 
1935 to March 1953; this article was never published in that 
magazine. The name of the property adjacent to Greenwich 
was Bonaventure, not Deptford; both properties are now 
cemeteries. The two ports near London (London, on the river 
Thames, is not a port) where the British East India Company 
ships docked are Downs and Cowes (pronounced KO-wass), 
not Deptford. In 1765 in Georgia there were 12 parishes, 
not counties. The Bowen who made maps was Emmanuel 
Bowen, and he had a son who followed him in the map-
making business. Neither of them was related to Samuel 
Bowen. Tattnall is the name of an old Georgia family; they 
were there before Samuel Bowen. Ted has never heard of 
the Tattnall incident in connection with China. Address: 
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Savannah, Georgia.

2422. Soybean Digest. 1947. Grits and fl akes... from the 
world of soy: Staley ships soy fl our to Britain. Jan. p. 30.
• Summary: The A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. has sold and 
shipped 2.9 million pounds of full-fat soy fl our to the British 
Ministry of Foods. The shipment left New York harbor 
January 7 on the “S.S. Fort Miami.”
 During World War II, Staley sold soy fl our to UNRRA 
for distribution throughout Europe. Earlier in the war, Staley 
made large shipments of Lend-Lease soy fl our to Great 
Britain and Russia.
 China, Greece, Italy, Poland, Austria, Jugoslavia 
[Yugoslavia] and Czechoslovakia were the principal nations 
receiving soy fl our from UNRRA during the fi rst 9 months of 
1946, when UNRRA shipped 170 million pounds of it from 
the United States.
 “Russia has not obtained any soy fl our from the United 
States since the war ended, apparently getting her supply 
from Manchuria, most of which she occupied until recently. 
Several European countries in the non-Russian sphere of 
infl uence recently have received shipments of soybeans, 
presumably from Manchuria.”

2423. Food Industries. 1947. Large soy fl our sales made by 
A.E. Staley. 19(2):209-10. Feb.
• Summary: A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. of Decatur, 
Illinois, has announced that it has sold 2,900,000 lb of full 
fat soy fl our (containing 20-22% oil) to the British Ministry 
of Foods.
 Staley sold soy fl our to UNRRA during World War II 
for distribution throughout Europe. Earlier in the war, Staley 
made large shipments soy fl our to Great Britain and Russia.
 The main recipients of soy fl our from UNRRA during 
the fi rst 9 months of 1946 were China, Greece, Italy, Poland, 
Austria, Jugoslavia [Yugoslavia], and Czechoslovakia; some 
170 million lb. of soy fl our, made in the USA, were shipped 
by UNNRA during this 9-month period.
 Since the war ended, Russia has apparently gotten all its 
soy fl our from Manchuria.
 During the past year, large shipments of soy fl our were 
made to Germany by USDA, which purchased the fl our 
from U.S. manufacturers to be distributed by U.S. Army 
occupation forces.

2424. Gazette Apicole. 1947. Prime de Mars: Une boîte 
de “Farine de Soja” pour compléter les apports de pollen 
[March bonus / premium: A box of soy fl our to complement 
the contributions of pollen (Ad)]. 48(484):Inside front cover. 
March. [Fre]
• Summary: In Canada, soya fl our is currently used by 
apiculturists (beekeepers).
 In England it is used not only as a substitute for pollen 
but to provide nourishment from March to May.

 In Scotland, Mr. Jeffrée, of the Scottish Agriculture 
College at Craibstone, mixed 1,600 gm of sugar into 400 gm 
of water, heated and stirred it until it came to a boil, removed 
it from the heat and added 500 gm of soy fl our (farine de 
soja), while continuing to stir, until it was totally blended. He 
then spread this hot mixture onto fi ve squares of oiled paper, 
which he placed on the honeycombs with the paper facing 
upwards, naturally.
 In Germany, during the war, when soy fl our was 
rationed, beekeepers would receive 250 gm per beehive as a 
pollen substitute.
 In France, some beekeepers have obtained good results 
using defatted soya fl our which contains no more than 5% 
oil. This product is not sold commercially. We offer it at the 
good price of 60 French francs per 4/4 can [800-850 gm] 
to those who want to try it. To use, simply mix the fl our 
with honey to make a solid paste; do not cook. Send your 
order to La Gazette Apicole, Service des Primes, Montfavet 
(Vaucluse), France.
 A comical illustration shows 4 bees stirring a pot.

2425. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Le soja à travers 
le monde [The soybean around the world 7(37-38):44. 
March/April. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: French West Africa (AOF; In 1946 
all these territories sent 388 metric tons of soybeans to 
Continental France). French Equatorial Africa (AEF; total 
production of soybeans here was about 100 metric tons in 
1946). Bulgaria. Switzerland, Great Britain. USA. Austria 
(Prof. Wilhelm Halden, at the University of Graz, continues 
to study soybeans. Dr. Kupelweiser of Vienna has nothing 
new to report). Germany (Dr. Othon Knapp, who, having 
lost all in Hungary, is now established in Wachenheim 
{Palatinate region}). USSR (To our great regret, Prof. 
Muszynski of the University of Wilno, was assassinated). 
Sweden. Yugoslavia.
 Note: French West Africa (AOF) was a federation 
of eight French colonial territories in Africa: Mauritania, 
Senegal, French Sudan (now Mali), French Guinea, Côte 
d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast), Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso), 
Dahomey (now Benin) and Niger. The capital of the 
federation was Dakar. The federation existed from 1895 until 
1960.
 French Equatorial Africa: Established in 1910, the 
federation contained fi ve territories: French Congo, Gabon, 
Oubangui-Chari, Chad, and French Cameroon (after World 
War I), although the last was not organized as a separate 
entity until 1920.

2426. Times (London). 1947. Soya fl our dearer. May 13. p. 9, 
col. 4.
• Summary: “An order by the Minister of Food, effective 
immediately, raises the maximum prices of soya fl our from 
£61 7s. 6d. to £79 10s. a ton on a sale of 28 lb. or more and 
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from 8½d. to 10½d. a lb. for less than 28 lb. The increases 
are due to the higher cost of soya beans.”

2427. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in 
Oesterreich [The cultivation of soybeans in Austria]. Vienna, 
Austria: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. Scholle-Buecherei, Bd. 80. 
With 33 illust. and 16 tables. 22 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (written in May 1947 
at Braunsdorf-Wien). 1. The origin of the soybean and 
how it spread throughout the world. 2. The history of its 
introduction into Europe: Into Austria, into Germany, into 
France, into Poland, Hungary, and the Balkans. 3. Botanical 
information about the soybean: Its morphology, physiology, 
Austrian varieties, European varieties, diseases and pests, 
nodule bacteria and hormones. 4. Breeding, the goals of 
breeding, and conduct of investigations (Versuchswesen). 5. 
Climate and suitable varieties. 6. Culture: Soil, preceding 
and subsequent crops in rotations, preparation of the soil, 
fertilizing the soil, time of seeding, inoculation, seeds, 
scarifi cation (Beizung) of the seeds [to “wound” or scratch 
the seed coat so that the seeds imbibe water and thus 
germinate better], plant spacing and density of planting, 
amount of seeds and depth of planting, damage done by wild 
animals (game), care of the crop, harvest, threshing, storage.
 Note: Throughout this book, the author uses the word 
“Soja” to refer to the soybean. Occasionally he also uses the 
German words Sojafrucht (for the bean / seed).
 During the summer months, the days grow longer the 
further north you go and the closer you get to the summer 
solstice (p. 33-34).
 Soybean varieties in Austria (p. 41-43): Soybean 
breeding in Austria began with the small-seeded black Platter 
SS 14; the weight of 1,000 seeds was 65 gm. But from it 
large-seeded varieties were developed with a 1,000 seed 
weight of 160 gm. The yield of SS 14 was low. In the 1929 
seed catalog from Platt the following new soybean varieties 
appeared for the fi rst time: Platter gelbe Riesen (Platt Yellow 
Giant). Platter gelbe (Platt Yellow). And on the price list the 
following varieties appeared: Frühe Braune (Early Brown). 
Braungelbe I und II (Brownish Yellow I and II). Fruhwirth’s 
Black Eyebrow. Schwarze von Rastatt (Black from Rastatt 
[in Baden-Württemberg]).
 In 1927 twenty varieties were received from the USA; 
the names and days to maturity are given.
 In 1937 in Austria the Soya Ring (Sojaring) was 
founded. Growing contracts were signed with industry and 
prices agreed upon. The processing industry was built mainly 
on processing imported soybeans, but it was soon agreed 
that with the import license a part of the duty could be used 
to buy a certain amount of domestic soybeans and process 
them.
 European varieties (p. 45-47): A List of 10 German 
varieties, two Polish varieties, eight Austrian varieties, one 
Hungarian variety, and 20 French varieties is given. In 1947 

most of the French varieties were developed by Rouest. A 
report by H. Gay in Tunisia reports on various U.S. soybeans 
grown there. When Henry Ford went to Europe, he fi rst tried 
growing soybeans he brought from Michigan. But when 
they didn’t ripen, he began to work with Mr. J.L. North. Two 
Yugoslavian and two Romanian varieties are mentioned.
 The Romans understood that growing legumes improves 
the soil for later crops. The Chinese probably understood 
that too. But Hellriegel was the fi rst to clearly understand the 
nature and function of root bacteria. (p. 50-51).
 Soybean breeding in central Europe started in about 
1927 (p. 54). The soybean is a plant that prefers warmth (p. 
65).
 Illustrations show: (1) Exports of soybeans from Asia 
to Europe, 1908-1933 (p. 7). (2) Soybean growing areas in 
Asia, Africa, and Europe (p. 8). (3) Soybean growing areas 
in the USA (p. 9). (4) The four stages of a soybean seed as 
it sprouts in the soil (p. 26). (5) A young soybean plant. (6) 
The main axis of a soybean plant (p. 27). (7) Three soybean 
plant growth types (p. 28). (8) Growth of the plant’s root 
systems (p. 28). (9) The shape of two different sets of leaves. 
(10) Pods fi lled with seeds on a stem (p. 30). (11) Empty 
pods on a stem. (12) Vegetative and reproductive of the 
soybean plant (p. 31). (13) Development of the underground 
portions of the plant with time. (14) Graph of day length in 
Vienna. Maximum length on June 20 (p. 34). (15) Graph 
of day length in Vienna and Lamagistere (shorter days than 
Vienna). (16) Relationship between planting date and yield 
of seeds and straw (p. 41). (17) Damage by rabbits to young 
soybean plants (p. 49). (18) Development of the vegetative 
phases of the soybean plant with time (p. 55). (19) Vegetative 
development of a late variety. (20) Vegetative development 
of a very late variety. (21) Vegetative development of an 
ideal variety (p. 56). (22) Shortening of the vegetative 
period. (23) Map of Europe showing where large-scale 
cultivation of soybeans is possible (p. 63). (24) Map of 
Austria showing three zones where large-scale cultivation of 
soybeans is possible; most are in eastern Austria (p. 64). (25) 
The soybean root system needs deep penetration of the soil 
(p. 67). (26) A crust on the soil surface reduces water loss 
from sun and wind (p. 68). (27) One ha of soybeans takes 
from the soil: 80 kg water, 130 kg nitrogen, 120 kg lime / 
calcium, 80 kg silicon, 56 kg potassium, 40 kg phosphorus, 
40 kg magnesium. (28) Record the dates of soybean planting 
and harvest (p. 70). (29) How to store soybeans: right way 
and wrong way. (30) Different distances between seeds in 
a row: 5, 7¼, 10 and 15 cm. (31) Widths between rows. 
(32) Planting rows for mechanical harvest. (33) Square, 
rectangular and triangular planting patterns (p. 76).
 The 33 interesting photos at the back of the book 
include: (1) A single soybean plant of the variety Platter 
gelbe Riesen [Platt Giant Yellow] with pods. (2a) A plant of 
the fi rst acclimatized soybean variety, SS 14. (2b) A soybean 
plant of the variety Pfl anze gelbe Riesen in Lamagistere, 
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heavy with pods growing close to the stem. (3a) The fi rst 
soybean fi eld in 1924 growing the variety Platter SS 14. (3b) 
The same fi eld one year later.
 (4a) A soybean breeding nursery in Platt: In the 
foreground, early, low soybean varieties. In the background, 
late fodder varieties. A man is standing in the middle of the 
fi eld. (5a) A soybean breeding nursery in southern France (at 
Lamagistere). A man is standing in the middle of the fi eld. 
(5b) In April 1937 the best Austrian soybean varieties being 
planted at St. Sylvain d’Anjou. Five people are involved 
with planting at the front of the fi eld, and two are standing 
in the distant background. (6a-b) Already in France, soybean 
varieties harvested in Austria are being planted in the 
breeding nursery, above at Lamagistere, below at St. Sylvain.
 (7a) Preparing the soil for planting in a soybean fi eld in 
Austria using a team of bullocks; behind them 3 people are 
standing in the fi eld.
 (7b) Threshing the cream of the crop of Platter gelbe 
Riesen varieties harvested in Casablanca, Morocco. (8a) A 
fi eld of Austrian soybean varieties in Marrakech (Marakesh), 
French Morocco. (8b) Storing threshed elite soybeans in a 
light rectangular wooden box (with two narrow cross-pieces 
across the top) in Casablanca. Three men on bended knees, 
looking happy, are just behind the box with their hands in the 
clean soybeans–which will later be used for seed.
 (10a) Marcel Blanchard with a breeding nursery of 
Austrian soybeans at Agen (Garonne), France. (10b) Close-
up of soybean seeds from Platt. (11a). Soybean nodules 
inoculated with Radicin. (11b). Inoculating the sterile agar 
nutrient solution with pure culture at the Radicin factory. 
The Radicin factory. (12a) Propagation / multiplication of 
the bacteria in the incubation room. A scientist in a white lab 
coat, is standing in front of fl oor-to-ceiling cubbyholes for 
inoculant in test tubes stoppered with a plugs of cotton. (12b) 
A man, standing by a planter as he inoculates the soybean 
seeds in the seed box (Säkasten).
 (13a-b) a fi eld where investigations of hormone- and 
vitamin use on soybean seeds is taking place in Braunsdorf, 
Lower Austria. (14a) The fi rst hoeing of emergent soybean 
seedlings using a hoeing machine. (14b) Trials with varieties, 
row width, and time of planting in Casablanca, Morocco. 
Two white houses (one having two stories) are visible behind 
the fi elds of soybeans. (15a) Elite plants in the soybean 
breeding nursery at Platt. (15b) Two stoppered test tubes. 
Results of inoculation trials with Radicin in Rumania. (16a). 
The soybean breeding plots at Platt, Lower Austria. (16b) A 
soybean plant heavy with the pods of a new variety, Platter 
Gelbe [Platt Yellow].
 A ¼-page ad on page 79 states: Seed breeding 
enterprise. F.A. Brillmayer. Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, 
Nieder Oesterreich [Lower Austria]. High quality varieties 
of the following: Soybeans, bush beans, red beetroots, 
sunfl owers, polebeans, carrots, fl at millet, Kolben millet. 
Address: Braunsdorf, Post Roseldorf, Niederoesterreich 

(Lower Austria), Austria.

2428. Brillmayer, Franz A. 1947. Geschichte der 
Einfuehrung der Soja in Oesterreich [History of the 
introduction of the soybean to Austria. I. (Document part)]. 
In: F.A. Brillmayer. 1947. Die Kultur der Soja in Oesterreich. 
Vienna: Scholle-Verlag. 97 p. See p. 11-14. [Ger]
• Summary: Starting in 1920 again, for the second time, 
Austria promoted the production and utilization of soybeans, 
and with this the impulse for a new “soya wave,” which 
now went all over Europe, was unleashed. Here in Vienna 
a soya industry also began with the production of Edelsoja. 
Assistant Professor Kupelwieser used it to demonstrate the 
outstanding signifi cance of soya as a protein source, going 
against the then current opinion that soya was primarily 
an oilseed. From my soybean breeding location at Platt in 
Lower Austria, Austrian cultivars spread all over Europe and 
even overseas.
 Why should it not be widely known that valuable 
pioneering work was performed in Austria? The line of 
soybeans bred in Platt went to Poland, the Balkans, to 
Hungary, Belgium, Holland, and Greece, to Turkey, to Persia, 
Canada, England, Germany, Dutch Guiana [later renamed 
Suriname], Hindustan/the Indian Peninsula [Vorderindien, 
incl. India, Sri Lanka, and parts of Pakistan and Burma], 
China, Java, Tanganyika, to French Morocco, and Bessarabia 
[now part of the Moldavian S.S.R. in the USSR]. It was not 
only new breeds of soybeans that spread out from Austria but 
a rekindling of the “soya idea” that had its origin here. This 
led to a change of opinion and the soybean came to be seen 
as a world power factor (Weltmachtfaktor), as is already well 
known today.
 According to Dr. [E.C.] Winkler’s patented process 
for debittering soya, a very modern factory was erected in 
Vienna XX. In it, a part of the oil was expressed, leaving 
a meal with only half its original fat content. Dr. Winkler 
achieved, through prior debittering of the soybeans, an 
excellent food and salad oil that did not need to be further 
refi ned. Also, the production of unrefi ned salad oil from 
Edelsoja originated in Austria.
 History of the introduction of soya to Austria (p. 11): 
On the occasion of the Vienna World Exhibition of 1873, 
Japan exhibited soybeans and awakened a great interest for 
this Asian plant throughout Central Europe. This was mainly 
because of the fact that in the Exhibition attention was 
called to the value of the soybean. The Viennese university 
professor Friedrich Haberlandt took the matter into his 
own hands. Through the agency of the imperial embassy 
/ legation he had the Ministry of Agriculture acquire 20 
soybean samples from Japan and China. The tests were done 
in the warmer provinces of the Monarchy. There were 148 
agronomic trials introduced in Hungary, Dalmatia [a former 
region on the Adriatic coast of what is now Croatia; formerly 
an Austrian crownland], Kärnten [Carinthia, today a state 
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in southern Austria bordering on Italy and Yugoslavia], 
Steiermark [Styria, a state in the mountainous part of 
central and southeast Austria], Istrien [Istria, in Slovenia 
since June 1991], and Mähren [Moravia, a region in central 
Czechoslovakia]. In 1877 Haberlandt had already gathered 
so much experience that exact guidance for cultivating 
soybeans could be given. At this time the fi rst composition 
analyses were undertaken, so exact knowledge of the value 
of soybean seeds was obtained. Likewise, through Steuf 
and Wolker, experience was gained in pressing oil from 
the seeds, and selections were undertaken in the Botanical 
Garden at Vienna. The highest yielding types were called 
“Haberlandt” and these fi rst appeared in the seed catalog of 
the great seed company Vilmorin Andrieux & Co. in 1880.
 Haberlandt pointed out the value of the soybean as food 
and recommended a diet of soybeans and potatoes, which 
contained all nutrients necessary for human life. It was also 
recommended that the soybean be incorporated into the 
commissary provisions of the army, and in this process that 
peas in the popular pea sausage ‘Erbswurst’ be partially 
replaced by soybeans.
 At that time, the soybean could not stand on its own. It 
remained strong for a long time in the peasant agriculture of 
Krain [Carniola; now in Slovenia] and Istrien, and served 
as a ‘coffee bean’ (Kaffeebohne) in the preparation of a 
breakfast drink. There were two conditions which stood 
in the way of the spread of soybeans. First, the soybean 
is a foreign food to us. When cooked, it remains hard and 
has an after-taste, an off fl avor that is bitter. The very thin 
layer under the seed coat of the bean is the source of this 
after-taste. In addition, it was said that Asian soyfoods 
have no taste. What is more, there was plenty of food in the 
Monarchy, so there was no need for a new, foreign food.
 The soybean completely disappeared from memory in 
Austria. It was only kept in a few botanical gardens as a 
curiosity.
 In 1920 I began breeding soybean lines with the goal 
of getting ones that would ripen in our climate and give 
reasonable yields. Conditions for soybean culture became 
ripe after World War I due to the general lack of food. My 
starting material was a matchbox full of soybeans that a 
prisoner of war had brought with him from Siberia. After a 
long delay, the solution to the soybean problem was begun 
in Platt in lower Austria, near Zellerndorf in the district of 
Hollabrun. Some of the seeds ripened and in the next year 
those that ripened earliest were selected. In 1924 I was 
able to announce to Dr. Markus Brandl (the top agricultural 
offi cial in the area) that I had a fi eld of soybeans that matured 
in mid-September. Immediately Dr. Fritz Drahorad was sent 
to Platt to inspect and report on the soybean plant. Drahorad 
was the current top ranking agronomic offi cial in Vienna in 
charge of plant cultivation and seed testing (Oberkommissär 
der Bundesanstalt für Pfl anzenbau und Samenprüfung) 
and the assistant to Privy Councillor (Hofrat) Professor 

Dr. Tschermak von Seysenegg, who had been involved 
with soya at Royal College of Agriculture (Hochschule für 
Bodenkultur) in Vienna. He wrote a confi rming report, that a 
good yielding, early maturing variety was now at hand. This 
fi rst domestic variety was small seeded and black. It was 
called Platter SS (Black Seeded) 14.
 Using newspaper articles and a small price list, I 
propagated soybean culture. I pointed out its signifi cance 
as human and animal food, established connections with 
central authorities in China, and exchanged experiences and 
breeding material with research stations in Manchuria. The 
Chinese Eastern Railway soybean station in Harbin, which 
then employed a staff of 20 scientists, published annually a 
hefty volume with research results dealing with all questions 
of culture, breeding and utilization. In this way, Austria 
received new breeding material from Manchuria–over 80 
soybean varieties. But in Platt they failed to perform up to 
our expectations because of the longer vegetation period.
 Meanwhile, from the small-seeded SS 14 a very large 
seeded strain was selected. In the price list of 1929, eight 
lines appeared, with maturity times ranging from 114 to 128 
days. One thousand seeds weighed 158 to 170 gm. Yields 
steadily improved throughout 1929. In the same year, the 
new varieties of Platt Yellow and Platt Yellow Giant were 
made available in small quantities for research. A table (p. 
14) shows that 100-gm packets of mixed types were sold, 
including many black types and Professor Früwirth’s Black 
Eyebrow, all prefaced by the word ‘Platter.’
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Oct. 2007) 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in Persia [renamed 
Iran in 1935]. Address: Braunsdorf–Vienna, Austria.

2429. MacGee, A. Ernest. 1947. Vegetable oil extraction 
solvents; History and general chemical composition. Oil Mill 
Gazetteer 52(1):17-21. July; 52(2):35-43. Aug. [53 ref]
• Summary: The growth of the vegetable and animal 
oil extraction industry since 1930 has been rapid and 
astonishing. Many parallels can be found with George 
Stephenson’s invention and persistent development of the 
locomotive in England in the early 1800s. In 1930 Clarence 
F. Eddy predicted a bright future for larger oil mills using 
continuous, counter-current solvent extraction. In 1933 
David Wesson recounted the history of his work with 
cottonseed oil (from 1889) and with solvent extraction of 
cottonseed oil (from about 1900 to 1917), using benzine 
and low end point-high test gasoline. A mill in New Orleans 
(Louisiana) ran from 1917-1919, fi rst using aviation type 
gasoline, later using benzol.
 Concerning early solvent extraction of soybeans: Piatt 
County Soybean Cooperative Co., Monticello, Illinois, 
operated a batch plant with a capacity of 8 tons/day for about 
6 months in 1923-24 using benzol as a solvent. In 1924 the 
Eastern Cotton Oil Co., Norfolk, Virginia, used a continuous 
extractor of about 80 tons/day capacity.
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 Solvent extraction was apparently patented in England 
in 1856 and had become fairly well established in Europe by 
about 1870. However these early solvent extraction plants 
were of the “batch” type and had fairly small capacities, 
with no means of agitation. In about 1900 the solvent 
countercurrent principle was introduced in Europe by 
combining several consecutive batch extractors. Next came 
the introduction of the “continuous” type extractor. The fi rst 
two successful continuous extraction plants processing large 
volumes in the 1920s were: (1) The Hansa-Muehle, A.G., 
Hamburg, Germany, using the “Bollmann” extractor, and (2) 
the Extractochemie, A.G., Zurich, Switzerland (but originally 
of Harburg, Germany) using the “Hildebrandt” extractor. At 
Hansa-Muehle in 1928 the central plant, consisting of four 
extractor units with a combined capacity of over 1,000 tons/
day, was put into operation. By 1934 a number of continuous 
solvent plants were operating in Europe.
 In the USA, the fi rst large-scale plant of this type was 
that of the Archer-Daniels-Midland Company, Chicago, 
Illinois. In March 1934 it began operating using a 
“Hildebrandt” extractor to process 100 tons/day of soybeans. 
The solvent was petroleum naphtha of the hexanes type. As 
of 1947, this plant is still in operation.
 The ADM plant in March 1934 represented a “turning 
point and marked the beginning of the large scale edible 
oil extraction industry as it is known today.” Installations 
of other large-capacity continuous solvent extraction plants 
followed in rapid succession:
 1934 Nov.–The 100 tons per day soybean plant of The 
Glidden Company, Chicago, Illinois, began operating.
 1937 Nov.–the 400 tons per day plant of the Central 
Soya Co., Decatur, Indiana, began operation.
 1938 Oct.–The 100 tons per day soybean plant of 
Honeymead Products Co. (Cargill, Inc. by Aug. 1947), 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, began operation. By 1947 an estimated 
33% of the soybean processing capacity operating in the 
USA used the solvent extraction process. Schiffman (1945) 
reported that of the estimated 4.25 million tons soybean 
processing capacity on 1 Oct. 1945, only 27% of the capacity 
in operation was of the solvent type, but 64% of the total 
capacity under construction on that date was of the solvent 
type.
 Table 1 shows the tonnage and percentage of soybeans 
processed by expeller, solvent and hydraulic methods 
from 1936 to 1940. Expeller increased from 68.5% to 
74.2%. Solvent increased from 13.2% to 23.1%. Hydraulic 
decreased from 18.5% to 2.7%.
 The largest soybean solvent plant in the USA today 
is that owned by A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, 
Illinois. Costing $2 million and having a capacity of 650 tons 
per day, it went on stream in March 1945. The extraction 
tower was supplied by French Oil Mill Machinery Co. and it 
used a “petroleum hexane-type solvent of 146 to 156 degrees 
F. general boiling range.”

 Two events that occurred during the 1930s were of vital 
importance to the rapid growth and widespread application 
of the solvent extraction process in the oil and fat industries: 
(1) The perfecting of large volume, continuous processing 
equipment, and (2) the development of light petroleum 
naphthas of the hexane and heptane types. Address: Manager 
Skellysolve Sales, Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Missouri.

2430. OPCO Chemical Company. 1947. Improvements in 
or relating to the production of antioxidants from vegetable 
meals. British Patent 591,511. Aug. 20. *
• Summary: Describes solvent extraction using ethyl alcohol.

2431. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Le soya à travers 
le monde. [The soybean around the world]. 7(41-42):94-95. 
July/Aug. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Germany (Several months ago a 
brewery in Dortmund was developing a synthetic milk 
composed of extracts of wheat malt and soybeans. This milk 
was sent to several regions of Germany where the famine 
was acute; it enabled infants to survive. This new milk, 
made according to the formula of the Italian doctor Iaprino, 
was called Maltavena. The results very much interested 
the occupation authorities. In England, laboratories of the 
Luster Institute had previously done experiments on the 
same subject. Newborn rats drank the English Maltavena 
[Lactovena] and developed magnifi cently). United States. 
The prolonged shortage of linseed oil during the war. Soya 
Corporation of American (in New York; Mr. Burke). USDA. 
American stocks of soybeans. Canada. China. Indonesia. 
Manchuria.

2432. Ericson, George. 1947. How justify current curbs on 
margarine? Christian Science Monitor. Oct. 4. p. 17.
• Summary: Increasing costs of living, and especially rising 
butter prices to almost $1 a pound, have revived the long-
running battle between the butter and margarine forces.
 Introduced to the U.S. in 1873, margarine has waged 
an uphill fi ght against its “more aristocratic opponent.” U.S. 
consumption of oleomargarine totaled 230 million lb in 
1931, rising to 367.6 million lb in 1941, and 570 million lb 
in 1946, or about 4 pounds per person. Before World War 
II, there was a general prejudice against margarine and only 
about 20% of U.S. families reported using it. “But the war 
modifi ed the public’s buying habits, and today probably 
more than 75 per cent of families buy some margarine.”
 Margarine has a big price advantage, selling for less 
than half the price of butter (80 vs. 31-35 cents/lb today in 
eastern markets). The quality and packaging of margarine 
have steadily improved, and Americans have made a steady 
shift from animal fats to vegetable oils. In England, France, 
and Denmark, margarine manufacturers are free to produce 
and market their product. But in the U.S. margarine is 
opposed by such powerful organizations as the National 
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Milk Producers Co-operative Federation, the American 
Dairy Institute, and the American Butter Institute. “Naturally, 
the opposition to margarine is strongest in butter and dairy 
states, like Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, and Iowa.”
 Margarine also faces fi nancial barriers: 34 states restrict 
its sale to restaurants or hotels, 8 states impose an excise 
tax of 5-15 cents/pound, nine states collect manufacturers’ 
license fees ranging from $1 to $1,000, 14 states levy similar 
fees on wholesalers, and 12 states impose license fees of 
$0.50 to $400 a year on retailers of margarine.
 But most burdensome to margarine makers is the 10 
cents a pound imposed by the federal government on colored 
margarine, vs. a federal tax of only ¼ cent a pound on the 
uncolored product. Clearly the price of margarine would 
drop even more if such taxes, fees, and restrictions were 
removed.
 The butter people “claim the yellow or golden color of 
butter as their own, and resent the appearance in the market 
of a food product that is visually indistinguishable from their 
own. They conveniently ignore the fact that butter has to be 
artifi cially colored yellow nine months in the year, whereas 
much of margarine is naturally yellow but has to be sold in 
an unnatural white state to accord with Federal regulations.” 
Only in the summer when cows are pasture fed is butter 
naturally yellow.
 Housewives defi nitely want yellow margarine. But 
farming interests are about equally divided on the subject. 
Most margarine today comes from soybean and cottonseed 
oils. There are about 2.3 million cotton and soybean farmers 
vs. 2.6 million farmers who sell dairy products.
 The American Soybean Association is advocating the 
removal of restrictions on margarine to both the public and 
the lawmakers. These restrictions raise the cost of living to 
everyone who uses margarine. Address: Editor, fi nancial 
pages, CSM.

2433. Hilditch, T.P.; Meara, M.L.; Holmberg, J. 1947. The 
component glycerides of soya bean oil and of soya bean 
oil fractions. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
24(10):321-25. Oct. [11 ref]
• Summary: The glyceride structure of soya bean oil has 
previously been studied by indirect methods. This study 
found that the mixed glycerides of soya bean oil consist of 
almost 60% of mono-saturated di-unsaturated glycerides and 
about 40% of tri-unsaturated glycerides; two polyethenoid 
groups (mainly linoleic) are present in almost 70% of the 
tri-glycerides...
 Contains 5 tables. Address: 1-2. Dep. of 
Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of Liverpool, England; 3. 
Forskninglaboratoriet, LKB, Appelviken, Sweden.

2434. Goss, Warren H. 1947. The German oilseed industry. 
Washington, DC: Hobart Publishing Co. 248 p. Illust. 28 cm. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Nov. 1947, p. 24.

• Summary: This excellent book, based on fi eld visits in 
about Aug. 1945, gives a deep insight into the German 
oilseed industry at the time of World War II. The author 
is now associate director of research and development for 
Pillsbury Mills, Inc. Until recently he was assistant to the 
director of Northern Regional Research Laboratory, Peoria, 
Illinois.
 The volume is a compilation of reports prepared by Goss 
immediately after the collapse of Germany. He conducted 
an investigation of the German oilseed processing and 
refi ning industries for the Technical Industrial Intelligence 
Committee, which was part of a larger Allied intelligence 
effort. He examined nearly all the important industrial plants 
in Germany where oilseeds or vegetable oils were processed, 
and prepared detailed descriptions of the equipment and 
processes employed.
 Contents of Part I–Summary of fi eld investigations 
(p. 11-14): Organization of the German oilseed industry. 
Methods of processing oilseeds. Methods of refi ning. 
Production of lecithin. Margarine. Reversion of soybean 
oil. Use of fatty ethyl esters in margarine. Synthetic fats. 
Industrial proteins. Soaps. Soy fl our. Damage through 
military action. Conclusion.
 “Germany was once a leader in the development of 
oilseed technology, but the processes used and products 
made in American mills at the present time appear vastly 
superior to those observed in German factories... A 
strict comparison is not justifi ed in every case, however, 
because the consuming markets are vastly different in the 
two countries. An attempt has been made to explain the 
differences and reasons therefore between the German and 
American practices. Some of these comparisons, particularly 
in the case of soybean oil, seem to deserve consideration by 
American operators. The chief reason for the superiority of 
American methods and products is the vastly greater quantity 
and quality of scientifi c research conducted on fats and oils 
in the U.S.”
 The German people consumed very little fat during the 
war. The weekly ration per normal consumer dropped from 
270 gm/week at the start of the war to about 200 toward 
the end of the war, and it is presently only 50 gm/week, 
half butter and half margarine. One source of oil during the 
early part of the war was the much-discussed shipment of 
Manchurian soybeans across Russia. Reports received in the 
United States to the contrary, these shipments were delivered 
on schedule and amounted to approximately 200,000 tons. 
The wartime oilseed industry was administered by a Nazi 
institution named the Reichstelle für Fette und Eier. The 
man in charge was Walther Huebner, who is said to have 
been a faithful Hitler follower. To combat the oppression of 
the Reichstelle, the oilseed processing, margarine, and soap 
industries formed “Fachgruppen” (subject groups) which 
represented them in dealings with the government. Much of 
the German fat and oil industry is controlled by very large 
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companies, the largest of which is Lever Bros. and Unilever 
Ltd.
 This book gives a detailed description of Germany’s 
19 largest oilseed crushers. Table I (p. 4) gives details on 
Germany’s 40 leading oilseed and vegetable oil refi neries. 
These companies include: 1. Hanseatische Muhlenwerke 
(Hansa-Muhle), A.G. (Hamburg. 1,000 tons/day of soybeans 
capacity. Refi nery for 30 tons/day of oil). 2. Harburger 
Oelwerke Brinckmann und Mergell (Harburg. 1,000 tons/
day of soybeans. Refi nery for 350-400 tons/day of oil 
and hardening plant with 220-ton capacity). 3. F. Thörl’s 
Vereinigte Harburger Oelfabriken A.G. (Harburg. Owned 
by Unilever. Three large plants. “Citadelle” plant has batch 
extractors for 500 tons/day of soybeans). 4. Noblee und 
Thörl (Harburg. Two plants at Harburg, one on Moorstrasse 
with batch extractors for 150 tons/day of soybeans, 
and a very large one at Dritterhafen with batch solvent 
extractors for 450 tons/day of soybeans). 6. Toeppfer’s 
Oelwerke GmbH (Hamburg. Owned by East Asiatic Co. 
Batch extraction plant for 300 tons/day of soybeans). 7. 
Norddeutsche Oelmuehlenwerke A.G. (Hamburg. Owned 
by Hugo Stinnus. Extractors for 300 tons/day of soybeans. 
Refi nery for 50 tons/day of oil). 12. Stettinger Oelwerke 
(Stettin. Owned by East Asiatic Co. Large soybean mill 
using both batch and continuous Hildebrandt extractors). 
16. Hubbe und Farenholz (Magdeburg. Bollman [Bollmann] 
continuous extractor for 100-120 tons/day of rapeseed and 
soybeans. Also makes soap and synthetic fatty acids). 27. 
Henkel und Co. GmbH (Dusseldorf. The largest soap and 
detergent company in Germany, controlling 70-75% of 
the market. At Dusseldorf are batch extractors for 300 to 
400 tons/day of soybeans or palm kernels). 32. Neusser 
Oelwerke Walter Rau (Neuss. Expellers and plate presses for 
processing 150 tons/day of soybeans, rapeseed, copra, etc.). 
37. Verein Deutscher Oelfabriken (Mannheim. Owned by 
Unilever. Batch extractors for 400 tons/day of soybeans).
 Most German mills process many different oilseeds. 
Soybeans are almost always processed by solvent extraction 
without forepressing. In very rare instances, soybeans are 
forepressed in expellers and fi nished in plate-type (Anglo-
American) or cage presses. German expellers, entirely 
different from American continuous presses such as the 
Anderson expeller or the French screw press, are high-
capacity, low-pressure presses whose sole function is to 
reduce the oil content of “high-oil” seeds suffi ciently to 
permit solvent extraction. During World War II, especially 
since 1941, German mills processed very little of any oilseed 
other than rapeseed.

2435. Goss, Warren H. 1947. Report of investigation of 
target: Toeppfer’s Oelwerke GmbH, Hamburg (Document 
part). In: W.H. Goss. 1947. The German Oilseed Industry. 
Washington, DC: Hobart Publishing Co. 248 p. See p. 62-65.
• Summary: Contents: Offi cial description of target. Period 

of investigation: 17 Aug. 1945. Names of participants in 
investigation: W.H. Goss. Names of persons interviewed. 
Presentation of intelligence obtained: General, expeller mill, 
extraction plant, refi nery, miscellaneous.
 This company is an affi liate of the Stettiner Oelwerke 
in Stettin, both fi rms being owned 63% by the East Asiatic 
Company, which is a large Danish trading fi rm with head 
offi ces in Copenhagen. Prince Axil of Denmark is presently 
the head of the parent company, which is said to be worth 
50 million kronin. The Stettiner Oelwerke was established 
in 1910 by the East Asiatic Co., which was a large shipper 
of Manchurian soybeans and thought that it could also 
engage profi tably in processing them. In 1915 the Stettiner 
Oelwerke bought the site in Hamburg now occupied by 
Toeppfer’s Oelwerke, and the two fi rms have subsequently 
specialized in the processing of soybeans for the East Asiatic 
Co. The English branch of the parent company is named East 
Asiatic Co. Ltd., with offi ces in London. Another affi liate of 
Toeppfer’s Oelwerke and Stettiner Oelwerke is the Stettiner 
Oderwerke, a large wharf in Stettin which normally handles 
60,000 tons of soybeans per year. The present director of 
Toeppfer’s in the son-in-law of Dr. Toeppfer who supposedly 
was Germany’s Foreign Minister until the end of World War 
II.
 The plant was equipped to extract 300 to 350 tons/day 
of soybeans and to refi ne 40 tons/day of oil, but it was idle 
during most of the war since no soybeans were available. It 
suffered only minor bomb damage.

2436. Revue Internationale du Soja. 1947. Le soja à travers 
le monde [The soybean around the world]. 7(45-46):135. 
Nov/Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Contents: England. Canada. China. United 
States. Hindustan (India). Indonesia. Philippines. Tunisia. 
Switzerland.

2437. Hilditch, Thomas Percy. 1947. The chemical 
constitution of natural fats. 2nd ed., revised. London: 
Chapman and Hall; New York: J. Wiley. xiii + 558 p. 1st ed. 
1940. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [1550+* ref]
• Summary: This very important book is very similar to the 
1940 fi rst edition; it contains only 4 more pages. Address: 
Dep. of Industrial Chemistry, Univ. of Liverpool, England.

2438. Kent-Jones, Douglas William; Amos, Arthur J. 1947. 
Modern cereal chemistry. 4th ed. Liverpool, England: The 
Northern Publishing Co., Ltd. vii + 651 p. See p. 89, 109-
113, 118, 150, 302, 349, 376, 568-69. 20 cm. [3 soy ref]
• Summary: The fi rst edition of this book was published in 
1924 in Liverpool. Chapter 4, titled “Rye, oats, maize, rice, 
soya and potato,” contains details on the soya bean from 
various sources (p. 109-13) including: Production in major 
countries (1934-39), chemical composition, amino acids, 
constants of soya oil, fatty acids of soya oil, carbohydrates of 
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soya bean, mineral content of selected foods, composition of 
various milks, and uses of soya fl our.
 Page 150 discusses soya lecithin, gluten, baking, and 
fl our strength. Page 302 discusses the benefi ts of soya 
fl our in making less expensive forms of cakes and various 
confections.
 Chapter 14, “Cereal and balanced rations for livestock” 
(p. 349-) contains a short section on soya bean cake (p. 
376). “At one time a mixture of soya bean and cottonseed 
cakes were sold as ‘Soycot Cake’ and attained considerable 
popularity.”
 Tables on p. 568-69 show the contribution of soya 
bean cake and soya bean meal (extracted) to mixed feeds. 
Address: Analytical and consulting chemists, England.

2439. FAO Trade Yearbook. 1947--. Serial/periodical. Rome, 
Italy: Food and Agricultural Organization of the United 
Nations. Yearly. ca. 350 p. Supersedes the Yearbook of Food 
and Agricultural Statistics, Part II.
• Summary: The 1964 Yearbook contains information 
available as of 31 Oct. 1964.
 The 1964 Yearbook was the fi rst to break out “Soybean 
cake and meal” as a separate category from “Oilseed cake 
and meal.” From 1964 on, data is given on: (1) Soybean cake 
and meal. (2) Soybeans (whole). (3) Soybean oil. Similar 
data is also given in 1964 on groundnuts, palm nuts, palm 
kernel, linseed, rapeseed, sunfl ower, castor, rape, colza and 
mustard seed, olive, and tung.
 Ireland’s soybean imports: In 1965 imported 1,160 
tonnes (metric tons) worth US$110,000 (See 1970 Trade 
Yearbook, p. 342).

2440. Soybean Digest. 1948. Noted chemist dies suddenly 
[Dr. Bruno Rewald]. Jan. p. 29.
• Summary: Dr. Rewald died in Minneapolis, Minnesota on 
3 Oct. 1947 of a heart attack at age 65. He was a chemist 
who was “actively interested in soybeans in three countries, 
Germany where he was born, and the United States and 
England.
 “He became interested in soybeans in the early 20th 
century in Germany, when he helped to purify extracted 
soybean oil. One of the impurities was lecithin, which 
has become one of the most valuable byproducts of the 
soybean industry. From that time on he made lecithin and 
phosphatides his life work. He had a hand in all the industrial 
uses to which lecithin is put–margarine, chocolate, leather 
and as an emulsifi er in general.
 “Dr. Rewald became interested in soybeans in general, 
and made himself familiar with their growth and cultivation. 
At that time all soybeans came to Germany from Manchuria. 
Efforts to cultivate them in the Balkans met with little 
success.
 “In 1928 he fi rst came to America on a coast-to-coast 
lecture tour trying to interest Americans in the soybean, then 

relatively unknown by the public. During the trip he made 
many contacts in the U.S.
 In 1933 Dr. Rewald made his permanent home in 
England and helped to establish the fi rst lecithin factory there 
during the war. He came to this country for a short visit in 
1946 and again in 1947.

2441. Soybean Digest. 1948. Plan production of soys in East 
Africa. Feb. p. 21.
• Summary: “The Soya Overseas Development Company 
Ltd., composed of most of Britain’s soya manufacturers, is 
seeking to stimulate large-scale soybean production in Kenya 
and Uganda, East Africa, reports USDA’s Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations. Special seed is to be obtained from 
the United States...
 “The Company has expressed the hope that East Africa 
will produce 100,000 tons of soybeans within the next 3 
years, and has offered to pay growers a guaranteed minimum 
price in 1948, or the United States market price in sterling on 
the day of the sale, whichever is higher.
 “Advocates of the soybean project say it would create 
a valuable East African export trade, and ease Britain’s 
tight fats and oils situation, and that if soya fl our can be 
introduced into local diets, it will greatly increase the 
economic effi ciency of the East African natives...
 “A British program calling for the clearing of 3,210,000 
acres for production of peanuts to relieve the fats and 
oils shortage began last year in East Africa, but has been 
hampered by diffi culty in obtaining delivery of tractors and 
farm machinery, and other factors.”

2442. Ministry of Food. 1948. Food facts–No. 401. An 
Easter treat for the family: Delicious, easy-to-make chocolate 
cake. Times (London). March 25. p. 7, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: 2 level tablespoons of soya fl our are used in the 
chocolate cream icing. Also: Please remember to return your 
empty jam jars and milk bottles. Address: London, S.W.1.

2443. Dimmock, F. 1948. Soybean breeding at Ottawa. 
Soybean Digest. March. p. 18.
• Summary: “Breeding work with soybeans was begun at 
the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Ontario, in 1928. 
The main objectives of the program were to develop early 
maturing high yielding varieties of desirable plant type, 
suitable for production in eastern Ontario and southern 
Quebec and other short seasoned areas throughout Canada... 
The earliest variety secured was Manitoba Brown, a selection 
made at the Manitoba Agricultural College, from Ogemaw. 
Others included Wisconsin Black, Mandarin, Ito San, 
Manchu, together with collections from the United States 
Department of Agriculture, the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
London, England, and several private sources.”
 “By 1934 suffi cient progress had been made to request a 
license for the sale of a selection from Mandarin, which was 
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named Mandarin (Ottawa). It was accepted for registration 
by the Canadian Seed Growers Association in the same year. 
Mandarin (Ottawa) remains the most popular variety in 
eastern and central Ontario and is still the standard used by 
many growers to judge the merits and value of more recent 
varieties.
 “As the years passed additional new varieties have 
been developed and made available to growers. In 1937 
the variety Kabott was released. It was 10 days earlier in 
maturity than Mandarin (Ottawa) and originated from a 
mixed lot of seed obtained in 1933 through R. R. Kabalkin, 
London, England and collected in the district of Ninguta, 
Manchuria. In 1939, seed of Pagoda was made available 
to growers. This variety ripens about 10 days earlier than 
Kabott and represents one of the progenies from a cross 
made in 1930 between Manitoba Brown and a selection from 
Mandarin. Pagoda combines the early maturity of Manitoba 
Brown with the greater growth, increased yield, absence of 
shattering and yellow seed of Mandarin.”
 “More recently a new variety, Capital, has been added to 
the group. Capital originated from a cross between strain 171 
x A.K. (Harrow) made in 1935. Strain 171 was a selection 
obtained from a mixed lot of seed received by the Division 
of Forage Plants, Ottawa, in 1931 from J.L. North, Royal 
Botanic Garden, London, England and was collected in the 
vicinity of Sochentze, east of Harbin, Manchuria.” Address: 
Ottawa, ONT, Canada.

2444. O’Hare, George A. 1948. Vegetable drying oils in the 
fl oor covering industry. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 25(3):105-07. March.
• Summary: The fl oor covering industry makes both “soft 
goods” (carpets, rugs, etc.) and smooth surface fl oorings 
(such as linoleum, printed felt base, asphalt, rubber, ceramic, 
and plastic tiles). Only linoleum and printed felt base use 
signifi cant amounts of vegetable drying oils.
 “Linoleum in its simplest form is a plastic composition 
made from oxidized linseed oil, natural gums and resins, 
pigments, and organic fi llers such as ground cork or wood 
fl oor. The composition has a base of woven or felted fabric 
and is usually made in thickness up to about 0.25 inch.”
 The word “linoleum” is derived from the Latin words 
linum (fl ax) and oleum (oil). In 1863 linoleum was fi rst made 
in England by Frederick Walton. In 1874 the fi rst linoleum 
plant in the United States began operations on Staten Island, 
New York.
 Any oil used to make linoleum must be readily 
oxidizable, with or without resins, to give a tough, rubbery 
gel. Many oils have been used for complete replacement of 
linseed oil.
 “Soybean oil gives a more fl exible, softer end product 
with excellent color. The serious objection to soybean oil” 
is the long time required to make the cement and seasoning. 
However, partial replacement of linseed oil by soybean oil 

gives linoleum of excellent quality. Preliminary research 
using chemically treated or segregated soybean indicates that 
these oils give improved processing and seasoning times.
 A table from the Bureau of Census on oil consumption 
(in millions of pounds) gives statistics for 1938, 1945, 1946, 
and 1947 (1st half) for linseed oil / soybean oil.
 1938–Paint and varnish 216 / 15. Floor covering and 
oilcloth 55 / 3.5.
 1946–Paint and varnish 362 / 25. Floor covering and 
oilcloth 66 / 6.5. Address: Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearny, 
New Jersey.

2445. Smith, E. Lester. 1948. Purifi cation of anti-pernicious 
anæmia factors from liver. Nature (London) 161(4095):638-
39. April 24. [3 ref]
• Summary: “We have now prepared from ox liver two red 
pigments both highly active in pernicious anæmia.”
 Addendum: “Since this letter was written [on April 9] 
we were privileged, through the courtesy of a confi dential 
disclosure... by Merck and Co., Inc., Rahway, New Jersey, 
to read prior to publication the article by E.L. Rickes...” 
which will appear in Science (in press) “on the isolation of 
crystalline vitamin B-12, which appears to be the pure anti-
pernicious anæmia factor.” Address: Research Div., Glaxo 
Laboratories, Ltd., Greenford [Middlesex, England].

2446. Soybean Digest. 1948. MPF [Multi-Purpose Food] use 
spreads. May. p. 19.
• Summary: “Over 10 million meals of Multi-Purpose 
Food have been shipped to the hungry in this country and 
abroad, reports Meals for Millions Foundation, Inc., 648 S. 
Broadway, Los Angeles 14, California, which is in charge of 
distribution.”
 “Distribution is worldwide, and has included, according 
to the Foundation, ‘The Arctic to the Congo, from the 
bombed out East End of London to fareastern Korea, from 
the Navajo hogans of New Mexico and Arizona to the 
Villages of India.
 “’A boxcar of a half-million meals of MPF rode the 
Friendship Train to Italy and France; 200,000 meals sailed 
on the California ‘mercy ship,’ the Golden Bear, to the 
Mediterranean;...’”

2447. Smith, E. Lester. 1948. Presence of cobalt in the 
anti-pernicious anæmia factor (Letter to the editor). Nature 
(London) 162(4108):144-45. July 24. [5 ref]
• Summary: Independent investigations in the UK and the 
USA have recently led to the isolation of the anti-pernicious 
anæmia factor as red needle-shaped crystals. Examination of 
its ash unexpectedly revealed the presence of cobalt–detected 
by the characteristic cobalt blue borax bead.
 Note: This factor was later renamed vitamin B-12. 
Address: Glaxo Laboratories, Ltd., Greenford, Middlesex 
[England].
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2448. Soybean Digest. 1948. Publications–Oilseeds: Oilseed 
cultivation in Britain. July. p. 30.
• Summary: “Report of a talk by Prof. C.E. Blackman, 
director of research on new crops and methods of weed 
control, department of agriculture, Oxford University, before 
Farmers Club. Oil and Colour Trades Journal.
 “A number of oil crops including soybeans were 
discussed. Professor Blackman said over 60 varieties from 
the U.S., Canada, Sweden, Poland and Germany have been 
tested in England since 1942. Several have been found that 
would ripen in England.
 “But these early varieties that would ripen there belong 
to the dwarf type with pods set close to the ground. They 
could not be cut with a binder without much loss, and do not 
dry out enough most seasons to be combined.
 “There is also the problem of weeds in the seedling 
stage in England. There is a slow rise in temperature in May 
so that soybeans germinate and grow slowly, allowing weeds 
a head start.
 “Before soybeans can be regarded as even a probable 
crop in England, in Professor Blackman’s opinion new 
varieties will have to be found which are earlier, taller, more 
productive, and have the lower pods set well off the ground. 
And some means of overcoming the weed problem must be 
found.”

2449. Walley, Ersel. 1948. Soybeans in the European 
recovery program. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26, 58, 68-70.
• Summary: The author, who is president of the American 
Soybean Association, spent most of the summer of 1948 
in Europe securing fi rsthand information on European 
agriculture and food and observing “at grassroots the general 
economic conditions of those countries in order to evaluate 
the likely effect of those factors on American farm business.
 “Having learned of my plans, our aggressive secretary 
[George Strayer] and several members of the board of 
directors of the American Soybean Association urged me to 
make a study of the place that soybeans might play in the 
rehabilitation and postwar economy of Europe. In fact our 
secretary wrote letters to many contacts which his offi ce has 
throughout Europe, so many in fact, that time and conditions 
did not permit me to visit all the people to whom he had 
written.” Paying all of his own expenses, Walley conducted 
in-depth investigations in France, Italy, Germany, Holland 
and England. He discovered a “big potential market for 
American soybeans abroad.”
 “Soy in France: An important group of food industries 
has made a valiant effort to popularize soy products. This 
campaign has been slowed up due to the fact that various 
industries hesitate to put more money into it until they have 
some assurance that they will be able to receive adequate soy 
supplies, including whole beans.
 “The unfavorable reports on the use of soy products in 

France arose from the use of soya fl our with corn fl our alone 
during the emergency of 1947. The bread was evidently very 
bad and aroused some opposition to soya fl our due to the 
misuse of it.”
 “One must remember that the new Germany is not the 
old Germany. Cut off in the Russian zone is only one-third 
of the original population but with that population there went 
at least one-half of the original food production, and worse 
than that, considerably more than one-half of the valuable 
proteins and fats. This means that a completely new appraisal 
and shift must be made in the German food economy. 
Before the war, Germany had a very adequate diet but to 
attain a satisfactory standard it had for many years imported 
considerably more than 20 million bushels of soybeans each 
year in addition to liberal imports of soybean oil. This means 
that Germany is thoroughly familiar with the use of soybean 
products. The work which they are doing with soybeans in 
meeting the present deplorable food problem there is, in my 
opinion, very outstanding... Soybeans, with their high edible 
protein and fat content, immediately occupy the spotlight 
of that country. It would be impossible in this brief report 
to elaborate on the benefi cial results which I saw in railroad 
canteens, hospitals and many other places which I visited 
in Germany where their present meager diet, consisting 
principally of carbohydrates, has been supplemented with 
additions of full fat soy fl akes.
 “I was particularly impressed with the fi ne work 
being done by CRALOG (Christian Relief Organizations 
Authorized to Operate in Germany), cooperating with 
German food manufacturers in preparing soybean products in 
the most palatable form. I was pleased at the large shipments 
of soy fl our being fl own into Berlin over the blockade and 
was reliably informed that the addition of soy fl our to wheat 
fl our in the Berlin area has been generally satisfactory and 
successful...
 “I visited three experimental stations where German 
agronomists are working with soybean varieties...
 “We must... recognize the fact that prewar Europe 
imported 30 to 40 million bushels of soybeans a year, mostly 
from Manchuria, a source of supply not now available. 
Today the mills which used those beans are idle. They are 
going to fi ght for oilseeds to process and the American 
soybean grower must decide whether or not he wants to get 
into that market now.” A portrait photo shows Ersel Walley.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2009) 
concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Europe, or overseas (worldwide)–not 
including earlier ASA meetings in Canada.
 It is also the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
describing a trip overseas by an offi cer or member of the 
American Soybean Association to study market conditions 
and potential, or to investigate the possibility of a postwar 
market for American soybeans.
 It is also the earliest document seen (March 2008) 
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concerning ASA interest in soyfood products (soy fl our) 
overseas. Address: President, American Soybean Assoc., 
Hudson, Iowa.

2450. Madison Health Messenger (Madison, Tennessee). 
1948. King Cotton welcomes King Soybean: American 
soybean convention highlights. Fall. p. 1-2, 5-6.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association held its 
28th annual convention on 13-15 Sept. 1948 in Memphis, 
Tennessee (on the banks of the Mississippi River in 
southwestern Tennessee) at the historic and famous Peabody 
Hotel. Nearly 1,000 people attended, representing 28 states 
and 9 foreign countries. Madison College is in Tennessee, so 
representatives attended.
 Memphis became the largest spot cotton market in the 
world, the largest cotton seed products market in the USA, 
and (at one time) the largest mixed feed center. In 1884 the 
Memphis Merchants Exchange was organized.
 “Early in the twentieth century, experiments were made 
in this market in the use of blackstrap molasses, then a 
worthless by-product, mixing it with alfalfa hay and grain. It 
proved to be an excellent animal feed and was placed on the 
market as commercial mixed feed. Memphis can probably 
claim the honor of originating the mixed feed business that 
was the forerunner of the scientifi cally prepared stock feeds 
that now comprises one of our nation’s largest industries.” 
The feed industry created an enormous demand for protein 
which was largely derived from cottonseed meal. That 
source, however, proved inadequate, and so ‘Necessity 
being the mother of invention’ the soybean was introduced 
into American agriculture and began to be produced in 
considerable quantities about 1920.
 “Having about the same protein content as cottonseed 
meal it has practically doubled the supply of protein 
available for mixed animals feeds. Geographically 
Memphis is the center of the production of high protein 
vegetable meals. The crops of cottonseed and peanuts of the 
Mississippi Valley in the South, blend here with The soybean 
crops of the North Mississippi Valley states. Memphis, 
therefore, is the natural location for the world’s only 
protein futures market. The price of cottonseed meal and 
soybean meal established by this open market is recognized 
throughout this country, as well as abroad, as the basis price 
for trading in both commodities.
 “Barge lines on the Mississippi River now handle a vast 
tonnage of merchandise and bring millions of bushels of 
grain and soybeans to Memphis for distribution throughout 
the South and for export via barge to the Port of New 
Orleans. So important is the Port of Memphis that millions 
of dollars are being spent to improve and enlarge its facilities 
for handling an ever increasing tonnage while ‘Old Man 
River He Just Keeps Rolling Along.’
 “Convention highlights: The Soybean Conventioners 
were welcomed royally by Mayor Pleasants, President 

Williams of the Memphis Commercial Exchange, and the 
friendly staff of Peabody Hotel. Ladies of the Memphis 
Commercial Exchange entertained the ladies attending the 
convention and it seemed from the gardenia corsages given 
to all the ladies (100 attending) by the Memphis Commercial 
Exchange, the luncheons, parties, tours. and the annual 
banquet, planned for the guests, that King Cotton himself 
and all Memphis bent their efforts to make Kong Soybean 
their honored guest. The conventioners were profoundly 
impressed with the beautiful city of Memphis and its never-
to-be-forgotten genuine warm hospitality. With every 
exhibit space in the large hall taken with interesting displays 
of soybean products, machinery, supplies, and technical 
services offered, it was obvious that the industry was well 
organized and integrated to meet the heavy demand put upon 
its young shoulders.
 “Effi cient President Walley and aggressive Secretary 
Strayer of the American Soybean Association gave every 
evidence of providing the unusual leadership required for the 
development of a national organization to serve the soybean 
industry in the United States.
 “President Walley reported fresh from his summer 
stay in Europe where he studied conditions relating to 
the interest and needs of the people with respect to the 
potential possibilities of supplying soybeans to aid in the 
recovery program. He said in part, ‘From The best available 
information, France could use oilseeds equivalent to at 
least 10 or 15 million bushels of soybeans per year at the 
present time... soybeans have become more popular and 
more appreciated by the French.’ In Italy it is about the 
same story. ‘I was particularly impressed with the fi ne work 
being done by CRALOG (Christian Relief Organizations 
Authorized to Operate in Germany), cooperating with 
German food manufacturers in preparing soybean products 
in the most palatable form.’ Large quantities of soy fl our are 
being fl own to Berlin over the blockade. Belgium processors 
were pleased with the quality of America soybean varieties. 
‘In England I found many friends of soybeans and much 
progress has been made in the use of soy products in food.’ 
‘One of the principal paint companies of England is very 
enthusiastic about the use of soybean oil in paint and is doing 
everything it can to encourage the growing of soybeans in 
South Africa in order to augment its needed supplies.’
 “’... let us take the cost of protein for human 
consumption in Germany. At the time I was there 40 grams 
of protein purchased at the store in the form of full fat soy 
fl akes cost only one-third to one-sixth as much as 40 grams 
of protein secured through any animal product and that cost 
was fi gured on the basis of soybeans being worth between 
$8 and $10 a bushel in Germany.’ Here is a large fertile 
opportunity market that can mean much to the American 
soybean grower.
 “’Gentlemen, in my opinion, this “cold war” is hotter 
than you think. Today national security is our most important 
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business.”
 “’As producers of a potent weapon in that war 
[soybeans] let us carry on, keeping this in mind: a continued 
and assured production of soybeans in the United States 
can have much to do with the preservation of individual 
liberty here and abroad–a treasure more important than any 
immediate consideration of price or profi t.’
 “Two fi lms, Progress in Products, the margarine fi lm 
produced jointly by the American Soybean Association and 
the National Cotton Council, and the Allis-Chalmers fi lm, 
The Soybean Story, were shown and, as you might surmise, 
Madison Foods comprised a part of the section of the story 
on the screen showing foods produced from soybeans.
 Soybean milk experiment: Dr. Sasanka S. De of the 
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India, and now a 
research fellow in the Department of Food Technology, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), reported on 
his experimental work with soybean milk. He found “that it 
was possible to prepare a fortifi ed soya milk that would have 
a high supplementary value in the Indian diet comparable to 
that of cow’s milk and without increasing the cost greatly... 
In the human experiments, nearly 6,500 infants, children and 
youth were used as subjects in Welfare Centers, Orphanages, 
and Schools.”
 “Visit to the world’s largest cotton plantation: The last 
day of the conference was set aside for a fi eld day in the 
rich Arkansas delta at the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Clarkedale, Arkansas, and at Wilson, Arkansas, 
to see the world’s largest cotton plantation. In this rich 
northeastern section of Arkansas the fl ooding mighty ‘Old 
Man River’ deposited layer upon layer of black loam silt 
until it reached the incredible thickness of 1,200 feet (the 
average topsoil depth around the world is seven inches).
 “At the Clarkedale experiment station the staff 
prepared test plots for this fi eld day showing all the named 
commercial varieties of soybeans in the U.S. Flame weeding 
was also demonstrated...”
 Over 500 guests attended the Soybean Banquet in the 
Ball Room of the Peabody Hotel. Madison Stakelets and 
Zoy-Koff were served. “Dr. Morse, father of the soybean, 
Chief Agronomist of the Department of Agriculture said, ‘I 
always enjoy Madison Soybean Foods, especially Zoy-Koff 
for it takes the place of coffee which I do not use.’ Dr. De of 
India, previously mentioned, said ‘I liked your Stake-Lets 
very much and ate them with intense interest. Both the fl avor 
and texture are so much like meat.’”

2451. Blackman, G.E. 1948. The future of oil seed crops. 
Farming (Norwich, England) 2:205-07. *
• Summary: Soybeans will ripen in England, but those 
that have been grown are all dwarf types with clusters of 
pods set so low to the ground that they cannot be harvested 
mechanically. If soybeans are to have a future in England, 
improved taller varieties suitable for mechanical harvesting 

must be developed. Address: Oxford Univ.

2452. Product Name:  Bredsoy (Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Soya Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Standon, Hertfordshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1948.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1981. p. 
63. Address is now Puckeridge, NR Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England. Newsletter (Spillers Premier Products 
Ltd.). 1984 (undated). “New company formed. When 
Bredsoy was introduced–having been developed for the 
bakery trade–it was so successful that the whole of the 
production capacity at Standon was taken up with this 
product!
 “In 1960 additional facilities were acquired at Royston, 
still in Hertfordshire, to meet the growing demand for their 
products. However this was still not adequate to satisfy 
demands and in 1980 new warehousing and production 
facilities were built at Standon.”
 Letter from J.C. Wood, Chairman of British Soya 
Products Ltd. 1984. Feb. 14. Bredsoy was introduced in 
1948.
 Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 88. Company now owned by 
Spillers Premier Products Ltd. See also: 1986. p. 85. Food 
Manufacture (London). 1986. June. p. 45, 47. Spillers has 
two plants in Hertfordshire. The facilities at Standon and 
Royston were formerly part of the British Soya Products. 
Bredsoy was developed for use in the bakery trade.

2453. Product Name:  Granose Sausalatas (Meatless 
Sausages Canned in Brine) [Plain, or Smoked].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1948.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  See next page. The 
British Vegetarian. 1960. Sept/Oct. p. 249. Granose makes 
Sausalatas, which contain wheat protein, mixed nuts, rusk, 
wholemeal fl our, vegetable oils, yeast extract, onion, and 
seasoning.
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April.
 By 1980 the product had been reformulated to include 
textured soy fl our.

2454. Harley, J.L. 1948. Mycorrhiza and soil ecology. 
Biological Reviews 23:127-58. *

2455. Product Name:  Soylac (Powdered Spray-dried 
Mixture of Soyolk and Cereal Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe, London, 
E.C.3., England.  Phone: AVEnue 4971.
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Date of Introduction:  1948.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 26%, fat 11%, total sugars 26%.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Confectionery 
News (England). 1948. Began March 5th and ran at two-
week intervals to Oct. 1, then at different intervals until 4 
March 1949. “The ideal ingredient for all Ice-Cream mixes. 
Complete recipes available from the manufacturers.”
 Staines. 1950. Ice-Cream Making and Selling. p. 21. 
“There is also a proprietary powder on the market based 
on soy fl our. Known as ‘Soylac,’ it is specially prepared, 
pasteurized and spray dried and is treated to increase 
solubility.” Soybean Blue Book. 1953. p. 103. Soy Flour 
Mixes. Soya Foods Ltd, 40 St. Mary Axe., London, E.C. 3, 
England. Plant at Cardiff, South Wales. Affi liate of Spillers 
Ltd. States that Soylac is a spray-dried mixture of Soyolk 
and cereal fl our.
 Indian Council of Medical Research, Special 
Report Series No. 31. 1955. p. 3. Based on a personal 
communication (in which the product name is given as 
Soyalac) from S.S. Bhatnagar and F.G. Donnan. “Early in 
the twenties, Donnan and Bhatnagar processed soya-bean 
to yield a product which was subsequently marketed in the 
United Kingdom under the name ‘Soylac.’ This type of 
product is still being produced, though on a relatively small 
scale, in the U.K.”
 Letter from Mrs. I.B. MacKay. 1983. May 24. “Soylac 
was a milk-like powder for use in cakes and confectionery. It 
was last produced in 1952.”

 Note: This is the earliest known soy protein product 
used in making ice creams.

2456. Product Name:  Vitasoy.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe, London, 
E.C.3., England.  Phone: AVEnue 4971.
Date of Introduction:  1948.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. I.B. 
MacKay. 1983. May 24. “Vitasoy, mentioned in the 
advertising in 1948, was a dehydrated, pasteurized, and 
vitaminized infant and vegetarian food.”

Vegetarian Messenger and Health Review. 1950. May. 
p. 148. Among the vegetarian health foods listed for sale is 
“Vitasoy 3/-.”

2457. Hess, Katharine Paddock. 1948. Textile fi bres and 
their use. 4th ed. Chicago, Philadelphia & New York: J.B. 
Lippincott Co. xvii + 599 p. See p. 370-75. 22 cm.
• Summary: In Unit Six, titled “Synthetic fi bers: Science in 
competition with Nature,” the author discusses Rayon, and 
synthetic fi bers made from protein, resin, glass, and metal. 
The most important synthetic fi bers made from a protein base 
are casein azlon fi bers, for which the casein of skimmed milk 
is the raw material. The fi rst fi ber of this type was made in 
Italy and is known as Lanital. Similar casein fi bers are called 
Tiolab in Germany, Polan in Poland, Cargau in Belgium, 
Casolana and Lactofi l in Holland, Cortauld’s casein fi ber in 
England, and Aralac in the United States. The process for 
making this fi ber is similar to that of viscose.
 Soybean azlon fi bers: “The commercial production of a 
textile fi ber from soybeans began in 1943 [at The Drackett 
Co., in Cincinnati, Ohio]. The raw material for this fi ber is 
the meal that remains after the oil has been extracted from 
soybeans. The powderlike protein removed from the meal 
is liquefi ed and formed into a mass of the consistency of 
molasses. This liquid is forced through a spinnerette by 
processes similar to those used in the production of other 
synthetic fi bers. The fi laments are stretched and hardened 
during carefully controlled chemical treatments... The 
soybean staple fi ber is similar in luster, touch, and crimp 
to a rayon staple fi ber but it is light tan in color. Dry soya 
fi ber is approximately 45 per cent weaker than wool of the 
same grade and the wet fi ber is 76 per cent weaker than the 
corresponding wool fi ber.” A photo shows the longitudinal 
and cross section of soybean fi bers.
 “Ardil azlon: A British vegetable protein fi ber produced 
from peanuts or groundnuts is called Ardil.” Address: Assoc. 
Prof. of Clothing and Textiles, Kansas State College of 
Agriculture and Applied Science.

2458. Lear, Edward. 1948. The complete nonsense book: 
Containing all the original pictures and verses, together with 
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new material. New York, NY: Dodd, Mead & Co. xv + 430 
p. See p. 74.
• Summary: The original edition of this book was published 
in 1862, in London (which see). This edition, edited by Lady 
Strachey, was copyrighted in 1912. Address: London.

2459. Sherman, Henry Clapp. 1948. Food products. 4th ed. 
New York, NY: The Macmillan Co. vii + 428 p. Illust. Index. 
22 cm. [400+* ref]
• Summary: The author is one of America’s leading 
nutritionists. The dry residue of foods consists of 
combustible matters (organic substances) and ash (non-
combustible, the “so-called mineral elements)” (p. 1). 
The fats are all glycerides, i.e., substances consisting of 
combinations of glycerol with fatty acids. As the molecular 
weight of fats increases, so does their boiling or melting 
points, while their solubility decreases. Butter is the only 
fat that contains all the fatty acids. Seed oils used for food 
include cottonseed oil, soybean oil, peanut oil, corn oil, 
etc. After food fat is digested and absorbed by the body, it 
appears in the blood in the form of “glycerides collectively 
called neutral fat” (p. 810).
 The three basic types of proteins are: Simple 
proteins (albumins, globulins, glutelins, etc.), conjugated 
proteins (nucleoproteins, glycoproteins, phosphoproteins, 
lecithoproteins, etc.), and derived proteins (primary 
{proteans} or secondary {proteoses, peptones, peptides}) (p. 
11-13).
 Children from ages 3 to 13 should drink a quart of milk 
a day (p. 82-83). Pork is the main meat produced in America, 
followed by beef. Veal is mainly a by-product of the dairy 
industry. In the USA, veal calves must be at least 3 weeks 
old when slaughtered; in most parts of Europe they may be 
younger. The term “meat packing” derives from the “early 
days of the industry when farmers or local butchers cured 
and smoked surplus meat, packing it largely in barrels, for 
local use, for supplying ships, and for export trade.” This 
industry began in about 1830, with companies packing pork 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, which was the center of the corn belt.” 
For a full account of the history of the industry see American 
Livestock and Meat Industry, by Clemens. (p. 137-39). Table 
13 shows the percentage of free, bound, and total purines in 
different meats (p. 155).
 In Chapter 9, titled “Vegetables,” the section on 
“legumes” (p. 233) states: “Soybean fl our and related 
products (“soya”) constitutes in the United States a ‘new’ 
addition to the dry-legume food group; but one of great 
potential importance. As yet this important potential resource 
has been given but slight and slow recognition as human 
food by the peoples of either the United Kingdom or the 
United States.” Soybean fl our typically contains 30-45% 
protein. The “chemical composition or amino-acid make-up 
of soybean and peanut proteins is much like that of meat 
proteins...” Table 26 shows the “Percentages of individual 

amino acids in legume proteins” including glycinin 
(soybean). The large increase in soybean production in the 
USA during World War II “has shown that our supply of 
mature legumes and their products as human food can readily 
be increased several-fold whenever this seems likely to meet 
the needed support of consumer demand.” In 1946 soybean 
fl our was recognized by the Food and Drug Administration 
as an alternative to added wheat gluten, “gum gluten,” in 
macaroni products.
 A major theme of this book is the “balance of acids and 
bases” or of “acid-forming and base-forming elements,” 
however it is given less space than in the 1917 edition. The 
base-forming elements are sodium, potassium, calcium, 
and magnesium (p. 76). Eggs have a “considerable 
preponderance of the acid-forming elements...” (p. 128). 
“Meats contain a decided excess of the acid-forming over 
the base-forming elements” (p. 156). Fruits and vegetables 
“render the body two important services in helping it to 
maintain a good intestinal hygiene and a wholesomely liberal 
level of alkaline reserve (or surplus of potentially base-
forming mineral elements) (p. 281-82).
 Oils can be classifi ed according to the way they are 
pressed. Peanut oil is prepared from the less choice nuts and 
from the germs, which are a by-product of making peanut 
butter. “In the expeller press, the nut meats are only slightly 
heated in the conveyor which carries them to the press. The 
meats are run through rolls which crush them and release 
the oil from the oil cells. By this method there is produced 
a small quantity of high quality oil known as cold-press or 
virgin peanut oil which when fi ltered is suitable for table 
purposes without any drastic refi ning treatment. With the 
hydraulic press, the ground nuts are heated thoroughly 
to facilitate expulsion of the oil.” Peanut butter was fi rst 
produced commercially in about 1907 (p. 293).
 Chapter 12, “Edible fats and oils” notes that “peanut 
(arachis) oil and soya bean oil” come from the seeds of 
leguminous plants (p. 303). Before the war, cottonseed 
oil and coconut oils were the vegetable oils most use in 
margarine manufacture in the USA. “During the Second 
World War the supply of coconut oil was almost entirely 
cut off, while our domestic production of peanut oil was 
notably increased and that of soybean oil was very greatly 
accelerated.” In fact more than 3 times as much soybean oil 
was used on average each year during 1943-46 as in 1937-
41 (p. 312). Important edible vegetable oils in the USA are 
the oils of coconut, corn, cottonseed, olive, peanut, sesame 
seed, palm kernel, poppy seed, rape seed, soybean, and 
sunfl ower. There follows a long discussion of only two of 
these oils: olive oil then of cottonseed oil. The term “salad 
oil” when used alone is understood by law to mean olive 
oil. Under cottonseed oil: The two main types of expression 
equipment in general use in this country are the hydraulic 
press and the Anderson expeller. “The latter is more modern 
and is continuous in operation. It depends for its action on 
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a spiral screw...” “The so-called cold-pressed or expeller oil 
differs mainly for the hot-pressed (hydraulic presses) oil in 
that the former requires longer agitation with caustic soda 
solution before heating in the subsequent refi ning operation.” 
Refi ning, wintering, and hydrogenation / hardening are then 
described (p. 314-16). Table 45 (p. 408) gives the thiamine 
content of various foods, including soybeans.
 Also discusses: Peanuts, peanut butter, and peanut oil 
(p. 291-96, 299-301). Almonds. Margarine (p. 310-12). 
Shortenings (p. 317). Address: PhD, ScD, Mitchill Prof. 
Emeritus of Chemistry, Columbia Univ. [New York City].

2460. Field Crop Abstracts. 1948--. Serial/periodical. 
England: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux.
• Summary: An excellent, early abstracting periodical, 
published in England, with four indexes: Authors, crops, 
subjects, and geographical names.

2461. Soybean Digest. 1949. Conducts soybean trials in 
Britain. March. p. 34. [3 ref]
• Summary: J.C. Ferree, director of Soya Foods, Ltd., 
London, believes that the question of growing soybeans in 
the British Isles should be reconsidered.
 He has been growing a number of varieties 
experimentally; they come from Yugoslavia, Manchuria, 
Canada, the USA, etc.
 Henry Ford’s Fordson Estates grew soybeans in Essex, 
England, in the early 1930s on a signifi cant scale. “The crop 
was successful agriculturally but not economically.”
 Photos show: (1) A Yugoslavian variety that matured 
and produced small yellow seeds in 1948; it was suggested 
for forage and silage. (2) Canadian Mandarins, which also 
matured in 1948; a 100-day variety in Canada, they took 160 
days to mature in England.

2462. Wakelam, J.A. 1949. Diseases in dairy cows attributed 
to feeding with trichloroethylene extracted soybean meal. J. 
Bibbly & Sons, Ltd., Technical Report No. 69. April 6. *
Address: England.

2463. Lawrence, George H.M. 1949. New and adopted 
names: Discussions in botanical names of cultivated plants. 
Gentes Herbarum (Ithaca, New York) 8(1):3-76. May. See p. 
45-49. [8 ref]
• Summary: In a section titled “Nomenclature of the 
Soybean,” the author presents detailed analyses to support 
the contention that the legitimate name of the soybean 
is Glycine max (L.) Merrill. Thus, he agrees with the 
conclusion of Ricker and Morse (1948) as to the name of 
the soybean, but for different reasons. “Confusion may have 
been injected into the understanding of the nomenclature of 
the plant Linnaeus named Dolichos Soja by Piper’s paper of 
1914 [J. Am. Soc. Agron. 6:75-84], for in it Prain [the late Sir 
David Prain, once eminent Regius Keeper of the Edinburgh 

Botanical Garden in Scotland] is quoted to have stated 
‘Dolichos Soja though written about by Linnaeus in 1753 
was not seen by him until he grew specimens of it in Hort. 
Upsal. [Uppsala], which specimens he recorded the existence 
of, for the fi rst time, in 1767.’ In his original diagnosis 
Linnaeus cited as a supplementary reference ‘Fl. zeyl. 534.’ 
This refers to the Flora Zeylanica published by Linnaeus in 
1747, a work made possible through his receipt of fi ve tomes 
from a Danish pharmacist, August Gunther. The fi rst three of 
these volumes contained pressed dried plant specimens from 
the Orient, the fourth an admixture of specimens from South 
Africa and the Orient, while the fi fth comprised original 
drawings of many of these same plants. Linnaeus perceived 
quickly that all were the collections and drawings of a Paul 
Hermann, prepared during his travels in 1670-77 in the areas 
concerned. The fl ora written by Linnaeus and based on these 
collections is sometimes referred to as Hermann’s Flora 
Zeylanica. In it (page 222) Linnaeus described a Dolichos 
(no. 534) based on one of the plants collected by Hermann. 
The description is identical with that published fi ve years 
later by Linnaeus as Dolichos Soya in Species Plantarum. 
According to Savage’s Catalogue of the Linnaean Herbarium 
(1945) a specimen labelled Dolichos Soja in Linnaeus’ hand 
is in his herbarium. There seems no doubt that Linnaeus 
knew the plant and had seen a specimen of it prior to 
1753. Evidence for Prain’s statement to the contrary is not 
available, whereas reliable data refuting it is in the record.
 “In 1767 Linnaeus published two works; his Mantissa 
Plantarum, which in effect was a supplement to the Species 
Plantarum, Edition 2 (1764), and a Systema Naturae, Edition 
2. In the Mantissa (page 101) he published as new the name 
Phaseolus Mungo. In his Systema (ii. 482) he accounted for 
Phaseolus Max and P. Mungo (citing the Mantissa reference 
under the latter). Furthermore he continued to recognize 
Dolichos Soja as a valid and distinct entity (page 483). No 
Linnaean specimen is now known to exist for P. Mungo, 
but we know it to be the Urd bean of India. For reasons not 
clear to me, and despite the evidence cited above, Prain is 
quoted by Piper to have asked rhetorically, ‘why, in 1753, 
did Linnaeus use Max in preference to Mungo and why 
in 1767 did he drop Max and use Mungo instead?’ I fi nd 
no evidence that Linnaeus ever ‘dropped’ the epithet Max 
or treated the name as a synonym of Phaseolus Mungo 
or that he considered the two to be conspecifi c. This has 
little pertinence to the nomenclature of the Soybean and is 
presented here only in an attempt to clarify the record and 
to show that Linnaeus did not abandon the name Phaseolus 
Max for the Soybean as is alleged.
 “Linnaeus’ specimens comprising the types of 
Phaseolus Max and Dolichos Soja are of cultivated plants 
(Hermann’s collection of the latter is credited by Linnaeus, 
1747, to be ‘Habitat in zeylona culta’). As Piper pointed 
out, Moench in 1794 was the fi rst to differentiate the wild 
indigenous prototype of the Soybean from the cultivated 
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counterpart; he named the indigen Soja hispida, a name 
later (1873) transferred by Maximowicz as Glycine hispida. 
However, prior to Maximowicz’s action, Siebold and 
Zuccarini described this same wild form as Glycine Soja, 
indicating that it was not based on the type of Dolichos 
Soja of Linnaeus. In creating their Glycine Soja, Siebold 
and Zuccarini also considered Soja hispida to be distinct 
generically as well as specifi cally, and treated Dolichos Soja, 
L., as a synonym of it.”
 Note: George Hill Matthewson Lawrence was an 
American botanist from Cornell Univ. Address: Bailey 
Hortorium, Cornell Univ.

2464. Schwitzer, Matel Karol. 1949. Eighty years of 
margarine. Industrial Chemist and Chemical Manufacturer 
25(294):349-58. July.
• Summary: Eighty years ago, on 17 July 1869, “the fi rst 
British Letters Patent, No. 2157, were granted for an artifi cial 
‘butter.’” This is a history of the development of processes 
for producing margarine from the fi rst patents up to modern 
continuous production methods. Contents: Introduction 
and early history. Margarine fats to-day. Refi ning of oils. 
Continuous refi ning. Deodorising. Margarine fi nishing 
processes. Continuous margarine making. Household 
margarine, cooking fats and shortenings. Dietetic values of 
margarine.
 Fig. 1 (p. 349) shows a facsimile of page 1 of the fi rst 
British patent for a butter substitute, issued in 1869.
 Hippolyte Mège-Mouriés, a French scientist, invented 
margarine. “His invention was the result of several years of 
experiments at the Imperial farm at Vincennes near Paris. It 
had earned Mège-Mouriés also a prize in 1867 [sic, 1869; 
see Schwitzer 1956, p. 59], offered by Napoleon III, for 
‘an artifi cial butter substitute which should be cheaper and 
keep better than natural butter.’” The inventor had suffi cient 
confi dence in his invention to ask permission to build a 
‘butter’ factory at Poissey.
 The next commercial development took place in the 
Netherlands, in the village of Oss, where two families of 
butter merchants had lived since about 1800. In 1871 the 
brothers Johannes and Anton Jurgens, from one of these 
families, obtained the rights from the inventor to establish 
a margarine factory at Oss. Soon afterwards, Simon and 
Henry Van de Bergh of the other family, also started making 
margarine at Oss. Other manufacturers quickly entered the 
fi eld: the French fi rm Pellerin, and the Danish Firm of Otto 
Monsted.
 Soon margarine was being exported to England, where 
it was initially sold under the name of “Butterine.” But in 
1887 Parliament passed a Bill decreeing that the new product 
be called “Margarine.” That was the fi rst Margarine Act. 
The obscure reasons for choosing the name “Margarine” are 
discussed.
 In 1889 Otto Monsted of Denmark opened the fi rst 

margarine factory in England. During World War I (1914-
1918) diffi culties of importing margarine form Holland 
increased, so the British Government asked the two Dutch 
fi rms to open factories in England. By 1918 Jurgens Ltd. 
had opened a factory at Purfl eet and Va den Burghs Ltd. had 
started one in Fulham. Planters Food Limited (a subsidiary 
of Lever Brothers Ltd.) had meanwhile taken over from 
Otto Monsted, and they also opened a new factory at 
Bromborough Port, Cheshire. In 1927 Van den Berghs and 
Jurgens amalgamated to form the Margarine Union Ltd., 
which also acquired substantial interests in continental 
margarine fi rms. Two years later The Margarine Union 
Limited merged with Lever Brothers and formed Unilever 
Limited. This is the biggest margarine manufacturer in 
the country [UK] and produces about half of the nation’s 
margarine requirement at one of their factories alone: the 
Stork Margarine Works at Bromborough.”
 Hundreds of patents have been issued related to 
margarine. “The most outstanding events in the history of 
the industry are the introduction of the drum cooling system 
(1907), the application of oil hydrogenation (1912), and the 
emergence of automatic packing and wrapping machines in 
1924 which can work at the rate of 90 packets a minute.”
 Table 1 (p. 350) shows the amounts of 7 different 
vegetable oils and 3 animal fats used in the production 
of margarine in the United Kingdom from 1937 to 1946. 
The leading vegetable oil is groundnut oil, followed by 
coconut oil and palm kernel oil. In the USA cottonseed 
oil and soyabean oil are the chief materials used for 
making margarine and shortenings. In Eastern Europe 
“sunfl owerseed oil” is largely used.
 Continuous refi ning of oils was started about 20 
years ago thanks to the Sharples Corporation. The great 
advantage of the continuous process is the large saving of 
oil. The lecithin content varies with the type of oil. “Of the 
commercial oils, it is highest in soyabean oil (2-3 per cent.). 
Groundnut oil, maize germ oil, linseed oil and other oils 
contain also valuable amounts of lecithin.”
 Note: This is the earliest document (Sept. 2007) seen 
stating that Napoleon III offered a prized for the invention of 
a butter substitute. Address: A.M.I. Chem E. [UK].

2465. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1949. Obituary: Death notices. 
Aug. 3. p. 20.
• Summary: “Fearn–Dr. Charles E. Fearn, dear brother of 
Mrs. E. Hewitt of Leyland, Preston, Lancashire, England, 
and of Mrs. Ada Minshall of St. Anne’s on the Sea, 
Lancashire, England. At funeral home, 17 Madison street, 
Oak Park. Funeral Wednesday, August 3, 9:30 a.m. Interment 
Oak Ridge cemetery.”
 Note: Charles Fearn died on 31 July 1949.

2466. Peat, Stanley; Whelan, W.J.; Pirt, S.J. 1949. The 
amylolytic enzymes of soya bean. Nature (London) 
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164(4168):499-500. Sept. 17. [4 ref]
• Summary: “We are forced to conclude that preparations 
of soya bean enzyme which in the past have been used as 
sources of beta-amylase are, in fact, mixtures of a beta-
amylase of the Balls’ type and a factor Z which is probably 
an enzyme since it is heat-labile.” The nature and function 
of the factor Z are at present unknown. Address: University 
College of North Wales, Bangor [Wales, UK].

2467. Soybean Digest. 1949. Profi teering? Oct. p. 22.
• Summary: “The British Ministry of Food is making a 
fat profi t out of its purchases of U.S. soybeans that may 
eventually run to 500,000 pounds, according to the London 
Daily Telegraph.
 “The Ministry of Food has bought about 25,000 tons of 
soybeans this year at from 28 to 34 pounds a ton, and resold 
them to soy fl our manufacturers at 59 pounds a ton. The soy 
fl our eventually reaches the public at the controlled price of 
98 pounds a ton, about twice what it would cost on a free 
market, according to the Daily Telegraph.
 “’Before the war Britain imported about l00,000 tons of 
soybeans a year,’ states the British newspaper. ‘The limited 
allocations now made by the Ministry go entirely for human 
consumption. The fl our is used for a variety of foods and 
is an important ingredient in confectionery, cakes and ice 
cream.’”

2468. Bailey, Sydney D. 1949. Dr. Wang’s treatment centre. 
Manchester Guardian (England). Nov. 28. p. 3.
• Summary: While playing bridge with Dr. Wang and two 
of his friends in China, during World War II, the writer 
discovered that they were involved in a racket and a sort of 
smuggling ring. “Wang was opening the tins [of milk from 
Hanoi, Vietnam], mixing the contents with soya bean curd 
and buffalo milk, canning the resulting mixture, and selling it 
to the missionary community in Chunking.”

2469. Fritz, James C. 1949. Animal protein factor: Here’s 
what you can believe and what not to believe about the 
much-talked-of APF. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “’Animal Protein Factor’–or vitamin B-12 
have been recently discovered. “The two may not be–and 
probably are not–synonymous.”
 “It has long been recognized that animal protein 
concentrates are often more valuable in the diet than 
vegetable protein concentrates. Not all the difference 
could be explained on the basis of the amino acids which 
such products contain.” The term “Animal Protein Factor” 
was developed to “explain the unknown element which 
contributed so much to the nutritional value of such 
ingredients as fi sh meal, dried skim milk, etc.”
 Cary and Hartman of the USDA were among the 
earliest researchers who attempted to identify this unknown 
factor. “They found their ‘Factor X’ to be essential for 

normal growth and reproduction in the laboratory rat.” 
“An extensive test program was carried on by the Poultry 
Nutrition group at Beltsville [Maryland], and their fi ndings 
were reported in a series of scientifi c papers by Titus, Bird, 
Hammond, Nestler, Rubin, Groschke, and others... It was 
clearly demonstrated that growth and hatchability could be 
increased by adding such materials as cow manure, fi sh meal, 
or liver meal to all vegetable diets. Added impetus was given 
to this work by the shortage of animal protein concentrates 
during the war [World War II]. It was urgently necessary that 
a source of the unidentifi ed factor be added to rations which 
relied largely on soybean meal for their protein content. It 
was during this period that large-scale use of fi sh solubles 
was started. Work by Carrick and his associates at Purdue 
[Univ., Indiana], by Halpin and Cravens at the University 
of Wisconsin, and numerous others, clearly demonstrated 
the effectiveness of condensed fi sh solubles when added to 
vegetable protein diets.”
 “While this poultry work was in progress, other workers 
were searching for the anti-pernicious anemia factor. At least 
as early as 1926 it was known that pernicious anemia could 
be treated by feeding the patient large quantities of liver. 
Certain animal disorders were noted to be markedly similar 
to human pernicious anemia.”
 “Early in 1948 the isolation and identifi cation of vitamin 
B-12 was announced by Ricks and co-workers of Merck and 
by the Glaxo Laboratories in England.”
 “Whether or not vitamin B-12 represents all the activity 
generally attributed to ‘Animal Protein Factor’ is a debatable 
point.” Yeast is almost completely devoid of APF.
 In summary: APF is not new. “2. It is a vitamin of the 
water-soluble B complex, and cannot serve as a protein 
or replace protein in the ration. 3. Vitamin B-12 is an 
important part of the ‘Animal Protein Factor’ but probably 
not the entire factor of value to poultry. 4. Vitamin B-12 
concentrates may be used to standardize or augment natural 
sources, but they should not be expected to produce results 
superior to those which can be obtained with natural 
ingredients which contain the ‘Animal Protein Factor.’”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2005) that uses the abbreviation “APF” to refer 
to “animal protein factor.” Address: Member, Soybean 
Research Council.

2470. Strayer, George M. 1949. To raise nutritional levels–
Germans need U.S. soya: ASA [American Soybean Assoc.] 
secretary says Germany cannot grow soybeans economically 
in near future. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 5, 44.
• Summary: This is a long summary of the report submitted 
by Cartter and Strayer to the German Food Ministry in mid-
Nov. 1949. There is also some new information.
 “Few people realize that all of the present Germany 
lies between 47 and 57 degrees latitude, which is north of 
the Canadian boundary of the United States. The soybean 
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production areas of this country [USA] lie between 35 and 
45 degrees north latitude.
 “Swedish breeders, notably Sven Holmberg of 
Norrkoping, together with some German breeders, have 
produced soybean varieties which will mature in Germany. 
Daylight hours during summer months are longer, 
temperatures are cooler, rainfall distribution is different. 
These factors all combine to make lower yields and 
consequent uneconomical production.”
 The “German economy will be far better off to produce 
maximum supplies of cereal crops and buy the necessary 
soybeans from outside sources. Foods Ministry offi cials are 
convinced this is the course to follow. Even with maximum 
crops the German population is so dense that 5 to 6 million 
tons of bread grains from outside sources will be required 
each year, along with 500,00 to 600,000 tons of oilseeds.
 “Approximately two-thirds of the people of old 
Germany are now concentrated in one-third of the area, 
and that one-third of the area is the least production of the 
sections. The [most fertile] black land sections of the old 
Germany [now] all lie in the Russian zone [which soon 
came to called East Germany]. West Germany as it exists 
today can never hope to be anything but a heavy importer of 
foodstuffs.”
 “Countries visited on the ECA project in addition to 
Germany include France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, 
Denmark, Sweden and England.” Address: ASA Secretary, 
Hudson, Iowa.

2471. Product Name:  Colmiks (Soy Powder for Use in Ice 
Creams).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe, London, 
E.C.3., England.  Phone: AVEnue 4971.
Date of Introduction:  1949.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. I.B. 
MacKay. 1983. May 24. “Colmiks, ice cream powder, 
appeared in 1949.”

2472. Irwin, Rachel. 1950. A pair of shoes. Manchester 
Guardian (England). Jan. 12. p. 3.
• Summary: Old Mrs. Kao was puzzled as she tried to make 
sense of the day’s events. “Her son, who was a laboratory 
technician, had come in at dinnertime, hastily swallowed 
a bowl of millet and bean curd, changed his Western-style 
clothes for an old cotton gown, and rushed off again carrying 
a spade.”

2473. Nicholls, Lucius. 1950. Production of milk substitutes. 
Food Manufacture (London) 25:95-97. March.
• Summary: Throughout most of the tropics, little or no milk 
is available for the poorer classes. The soya bean is good for 
making milk substitutes because of its high biological value. 

“The bulk of milk substitutes might well be prepared from 
rice and soya bean.” Addition of vitamins may be desirable. 
The Chinese have long made “soya bean emulsions. Being 
rich in proteins, these make good supplements in diets 
consisting to a large extent of rice or other cereals; yet the 
nutritive value of soya bean preparations is far from being 
equal to cow’s milk because they lack several vitamins and 
are defi cient in calcium.
 “A ‘soya milk’ factory has been operating in Hong Kong 
for several years, the emulsion of the beans being prepared 
under sanitary conditions and issued in hermetically sealed 
milk bottles...
 “Several soya bean preparations have been placed on the 
American and European markets. One of these is Soyalac, 
a spray-dried emulsion, which is claimed to be an almost 
complete infant food lacking only vitamin C.
 “Considerable work has been done in war-devastated 
Italy and Germany to fi nd a milk substitute for infants 
and children. One such substitute, called Maltavena, was 
produced early in 1945 by Dr. Caprina, chemist to the Perani 
brewery, Rome. It consisted of an emulsion prepared from 
a cereal [probably oats] which had been malted in the usual 
manner of brewers; later malted soya bean was included 
as well as the cereal. The idea was taken up by a British 
Medical Unit working in Germany, and a modifi ed product 
was used with considerable success in feeding infants 
and children. This product has been developed on a small 
commercial scale under the name Lactavena.” Address: 
England.

2474. Soybean Digest. 1950. Norton’s survey. April. p. 46-
48.
• Summary: Dr. L.J. Norton of the University of Illinois has 
completed an eight-country survey on the supply of food fats 
in Europe for the Offi ce of Foreign Agriculture Relations. 
He found that the “acute shortage of food fats in Western 
Europe has ended. Most countries have less available for 
consumption than prewar. But supplies are reasonably 
adequate in relation to consumer purchasing power... The 
eight countries studied are the United Kingdom, France, 
Belgium, The Netherlands, Western Germany, Denmark, 
Czechoslovakia, and Italy.”

2475. Soybean Digest. 1950. Canadian margarine decision is 
upheld. Nov. p. 24.
• Summary: “The Canadian Supreme Court, in Dec. 
1948, declared that the legislation that had banned the 
manufacture and sale of margarine in Canada for many years 
was invalid.” The Privy Council in London, England, has 
upheld the Canadian margarine decision, and confi rmed that 
“the responsibility for regulating the sale and manufacture 
of margarine in Canada rests with the various provinces 
themselves, rather than the Dominion Government.”
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2476. Goss, Warren H. 1950. Factors affecting the choice of 
a soybean processing method. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 16-
20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Solvent methods. Meal 
quality. Cost difference. Forepressing. Trichloroethylene 
plants.
 The screw press or Expeller process is now being 
replaced by a new one–solvent extraction–especially in 
the American soybean industry. This process is hardly 100 
years old. “The records are not entirely clear as to whether it 
originated in England or Germany.” In the period preceding 
World War II, it was developed to its highest perfection in 
Germany, and certain types of German solvent extraction 
equipment were imported into the USA during the mid-
1930s.
 “My personal understanding is that the trichloroethylene 
processes now being offered for sale owe their origin to 
a couple of disastrous explosions in soybean extraction 
plants during 1934 [sic, 1935], one in Chicago and one at 
Momence, Illinois [22 Oct. 1935]. These attracted great 
publicity and stimulated many people to thinking about 
non-fl ammable solvents. One of the large producers of 
chlorinated hydrocarbons reportedly fi nanced a research 
project at the Engineering Experiment Station of Iowa State 
College in order to determine which of the non-fl ammable 
solvents offered the most promise for commercial use. The 
answer appeared to be trichloroethylene.”
 The Dextrex extractor, developed by the Dextrex Corp., 
has been installed and operated at several locations. “Other 
extractors were built at Hiawatha, Kansas, and Plainfi eld, 
Iowa, and embodied certain of the principles developed in 
the Iowa State program. More recently, the manufacture of 
small extractors, based on the Iowa State design, has been 
undertaken by Crown Iron Works in Minneapolis.” The big 
advantage of trichloroethylene is that it is not fl ammable. 
The extractors can be built in small sizes for operation by 
relatively untrained personnel. However it is much more 
expensive than naphtha.
 “It has been amply demonstrated that trichloroethylene 
can be used very satisfactorily as a solvent for soybean oil, 
and there are no insurmountable obstacles to such use. A 
very large extraction plant in England used it throughout the 
war to minimize the danger of fi re during bombing attacks.” 
Photos show: (1) Delta Products Co., Wilson, Arkansas 
(exterior of plant). (2) Warren H. Goss standing at a lectern 
in Peoria, Illinois, presenting this paper. Address: Pillsbury 
Mills Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2477. Soybean Digest. 1950. Golden Mix: Winner from the 
start. Dec. p. 14.
• Summary: “Back in 1942 Chicagoans were intrigued by 
attractive and arresting advertising about a new wheat-soy 
fl our for griddle cakes and waffl es.
 “The copy appeared in newspapers, trade publications, 

and in striking color designs on billboards and whetted the 
appetite for a stack of yellow cakes or a crisp brown waffl e 
dripping with syrup.
 “Golden Soy (later changed to Golden Mix) more 
than backed up all advertising claims with delightful taste 
and high quality and soon carved a permanent niche in the 
breakfast-food market.
 “Golden Mix is a blend of top-run wheat fl our, soy fl our 
and other ingredients.
 “This blend was developed by Dr. Charles Fearn 
who came to Chicago from England and who has been an 
incurable, uncompromising advocate of soy protein as a part 
of the public diet. He won considerable fame in his research 
on soy products, and was one of the fi rst to develop methods 
of removing the bitter taste and replacing it with a pleasing 
palatable fl avor.
 “Through health stores in various states Dr. Fearn had 
sold a product somewhat similar to Golden Mix for a number 
of years.
 “His formula was purchased 8 years ago by the fi rm now 
known as Soya Food Mills, Inc., of Chicago, of which R.H. 
Thomas (his portrait photo shown) is president.
 “The formula was used for making Golden Mix Pancake 
Flour. Dr. Fearn was retained as the company chemist.
 “At the outset the product was introduced in six primary 
American markets, including Chicago and New York. 
It received almost instant acceptance, particularly in the 
Chicago area where it was backed by a sizeable and well 
thought out advertising campaign. The percentage of soy 
fl our to be used in the formula was determined only after 
long and minute experimentation. Results have proved 
that the combination was just right, judging from public 
acceptance and its continued and growing popularity. The 
product has a lightness, a pleasing nut-like fl avor, and a 
degree of digestibility rarely found in fl our mixes. This 
seems to be the consensus of a great many able nutritionists.
 “At the present time Golden Mix has excellent 
distribution in the Middle West and in the northwest section 
of the country. Distribution is more limited in some of the 
east central states.
 “In the promotion of this product the company has 
followed a sound policy of pressing into new areas one by 
one only after the product has been thoroughly stabilized 
from an acceptance standpoint in other areas.
 “Golden Mix is one of the products which a mission 
from the Soya Food Research Council brought to the 
attention of food offi cials and nutritionists in a series of 
lectures and demonstrations throughout Western Germany in 
the Spring of 1950. Everywhere it received an enthusiastic 
stamp of approval.
 “In the September issue of the magazine Food 
Industries Theodore Soloski and Charles McWilliams of the 
Quartermaster offi ce in Chicago stressed the popularity with 
the armed forces of breakfast cereals and such-like dishes. 
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If Golden Mix ever got a toehold in the armed services its 
future would be still brighter.
 “Third in a series of articles by the Soya Food Research 
Council.”

2478. Product Name:  Soyzipan.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe, London, 
E.C.3., England.  Phone: AVEnue 4971.
Date of Introduction:  1950.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. I.B. 
MacKay. 1983. May 24. “Soyzipan, cake topping and 
ingredient for making macaroons etc., appeared in 1950.”

2479. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and 
trade. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. I. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-108. [17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Historical summary. 2. The 
Far East: China, Manchuria, Korea, Japan, Netherland 
Indies, other countries of Asia, net foreign trade of Asia. 3. 
Europe: Production, foreign trade. 4. United States: Varietal 
development, trends in planted acreage, soybeans for seed, 
acreage and production of soybeans for hay, vegetable-
type soybeans, growth of the soybean-processing industry, 
soybean oil production, trade, and utilization, production and 
utilization of soybean oil foots (the residue from refi ning), 
soybean meal and other soybean protein products (incl. 
soybean fl our, soybean glue, and other industrial soybean 
products). 5. Minor world areas.
 Tables: (2) Soybean production in leading countries 
and estimated world total, 1922-1948. Statistics are given 
for China (excluding Manchuria), Manchuria, Korea, Japan, 
Formosa [Taiwan], Netherlands Indies [Dutch East Indies, 
later Indonesia], United States, Canada (1936 on), USSR 
(1928-1938), 5 Danubian countries (Austria, Yugoslavia, 
Hungary, Rumania, and Bulgaria, 1934 on, partly estimated 
by author).
 (3) Net exports or imports of soybeans (million bushels) 
by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-1913 and 
1922-1948. China and Manchuria (combined) dominate 
world soybean exports from 1910 to 1940, with the peak 
year being 1929 (100 million bushels) and with more than 
50 million bushels being exported every year from 1926 to 
1939. But by 1941 exports as fallen to almost zero. The only 
other exporter was the USA, which had its fi rst net soybean 
exports in 1932 (4.2 million bu); this rose to a peak of 10.5 
million bu in 1939 then dropped to almost zero during World 
War II. Europe was the largest a net importer of soybeans 
from 1910 to 1948; the peak years were 1929 and 1933, 
when 62.6 million bushels were imported. Japan was the 
second largest net importer of soybeans from 1910 to 1948; 
the peak year was 1938, when 29.8 million bushels were 

imported. The Netherland Indies (today’s Indonesia) is the 
only country from Southeast Asia in this table. The country 
imported 2.0 million bushels in 1913. Imports steadily 
decreased from 4.2 million bushels in 1922 to less that 
50,000 bushels in 1936. Then the country switched to being 
an exporter, with 400,000 bushels in 1937, and averaging 
about 300,000 bushels per year from 1937 to 1941. Trade 
stopped during World War II (1942-1947) then resumed 
again in 1948 with 200,000 bushels of exports.
 (4) Net exports or imports of soybean oil (million 
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-
1913 and 1922-1948. (5) Net exports or imports of soybean 
cake and meal (thousands of metric tons) by major exporting 
and importing countries, 1929-1948. (6) Net exports or 
imports of soybean oil and soybean in terms of oil (million 
pounds) by major exporting and importing countries, 1909-
1913, 1922-1948.
 (7) Net exports or imports of soybean cake and meal 
and soybeans in terms of meal (thousands of metric tons) 
by major exporting and importing countries, 1929-1948. (8) 
Apparent consumption of soybean oil and soybean cake and 
meal by principal European countries, 1929-1938 (based on 
tables 3-7). (9) Soybean acreage grown in the United States 
for all purposes (equivalent solid acreage), by states and 
groups of states, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres).
 (10) Soybean acreage harvested for beans in the United 
States, 1924-1948 (1,000 acres). (11) Soybean production in 
the United States, by states and groups of states, 1924-1948 
(1,000 bushels). (12) Soybean supply and disposition in the 
United States, 1924-1948 (1,000 bushels).
 (13) Acreage and production of soybeans, soybeans 
processed for oil and meal, and soybean oil produced in 
the United States, 1924-1948. (14) Soybean oil production, 
trade, (imports and exports), stocks (crude basis), and 
domestic disappearance in the United States, 1910-1948 
(1,000 pounds; compiled from reports of the Bureau of the 
Census). (15) Soybean oil utilization by classes of products 
in the United States, 1931-1948. Food products: Margarine, 
shortening, other, total. Nonfood products: Soap, paint 
and varnish, other drying oil products, miscellaneous non-
food products, loss, incl. oil in foots, total. Total domestic 
disappearance. One table is in 1,000 lb.; a 2nd is in per cent 
of total.
 (16) Supply and utilization of soybean protein products 
(meal basis) in the United States, 1921-1947 (1,000 metric 
tons). For each year is given: Estimated production, imports 
or soybean cake and meal, total supply, exports of soybean 
cake and meal. Domestic utilization in: Full-fat soybean 
fl our, low- and medium-fat soybean fl our, soybean glue for 
softwood plywood, soybean glue for hardwood plywood, 
other uses (largely feed for livestock).
 A map (p. 90) shows soybeans harvested for beans in the 
USA, 1944. Each dot represents 2,000 acres.
 A graph (p. 105) shows tonnage of high-protein feeds 
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fed to livestock, 1926-1947. Within this are four graphs for: 
Soybean cake and meal, other oilseed cake and meal (mostly 
cottonseed), tankage and meat scraps, fi sh meal, dried 
milk products, gluten feed and meal, and (beginning 1935) 
brewers’ and distillers’ dried grains, and total.
 A graph (p. 66) shows world soybean production from 
1922 to 1949. The data is from Table 2. Within this are 
graphs for USA and for East Asia (incl. China, Manchuria, 
Korea, and Japan).
 One bar chart (p. 73) shows domestic consumption 
and net exports of soybeans and soybean oil, in terms of 
oil (million lb.), by principal consuming countries, annual 
average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2-4. Oil equivalent of 
soybeans calculated at 8.4 pounds per bushel). By far the 
biggest consumer is China. By far the biggest exporter is 
Manchuria. Others: Japan, Germany, United States, Korea, 
Netherlands Indies, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Denmark, 
Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.).
 Another bar chart (p. 74) shows domestic consumption 
and net exports of soybeans and soybean meal, in terms of 
meal (1,000 metric tons), by principal consuming countries, 
annual average, 1929-1938 (Based on tables 2, 3, 5, and 
7. Meal equivalent of soybeans calculated at the rate of 
0.02117 metric tons per bushel). The biggest consumer is 
China, followed by Japan. By far the biggest exporter is 
Manchuria. Other small exporters: Germany, United States, 
Korea, Formosa, Netherlands Indies, Denmark, United 
Kingdom, Other Europe (except U.S.S.R.). Address: Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.

2480. Burtis, E.L. 1950. World soybean production and 
trade: Historical summary (Document part). In: K.S. 
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. 
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. 
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 61-63. [17 ref]
• Summary: “World soybean production and trade have 
passed through three major stages of development. In the fi rst 
phase, extending from prehistoric times to 1908, soybean 
production and trade were confi ned almost exclusively to 
eastern Asia. Uncultivated species of soybeans still grow 
wild in North China, Manchuria, and Korea. Apparently 
culture of soybeans as an agricultural crop originated in that 
area, and spread fi rst to Japan, Formosa, southern China, 
Indo-China, Siam, the northern border districts of India, and 
the Netherland Indies.
 “In North China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan, 
soybeans have long been a major crop. They are mentioned 
in ancient Chinese writings as one of the fi ve sacred grains. 
Farther south, soybeans are less important both in agriculture 
and in the diet.
 “A lively coastwise trade in soybeans, soybean cake, 
and soybean oil was carried on between Manchurian and 
southern Chinese ports for centuries before Chinese ports 
were opened to foreign ships in the mid-1800’s. Exports of 

soybeans and soybean products from Manchurian ports to 
Japan increased rapidly in the late 1800’s, especially after 
China made special trade concessions at the end of the 
Sino-Japanese war in 1895. Japanese import demand for 
soybeans and soybean cake was strong, and the population 
of Manchuria was growing rapidly. Opportunities in 
Manchuria attracted a steady stream of agricultural workers 
from northern China after restrictions on immigration to 
Manchuria were relaxed by the Chinese government in the 
third quarter of the 19th century.
 “The second stage of development in soybean 
production and trade, extending from 1908 to 1939, was 
marked by large exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
from Manchuria to Europe. The beginning of this trade 
was an indirect result of the Russo-Japanese War in 1904-
1905. Food requirements for Japanese troops stationed 
in Manchuria had led to an increase in production of 
soybeans. When these troops were withdrawn, a surplus 
of soybeans developed. At the same time, the Japanese 
acquired a substantial interest in the Manchurian export trade 
through their lease of the South Manchurian Railway and 
development of the port of Dairen at the southern end of the 
railway.
 “Japanese fi rms in 1908 made several shipments of 
Manchurian soybeans to England, where the soybeans were 
found to be a suitable source of oil for soap manufacture 
and meal for use in mixed feeds for livestock. Nearly all 
previous shipments of soybeans from the Orient to Europe 
had arrived in an unsatisfactory condition largely because of 
poor shipping practices. Exports of Manchurian soybeans to 
Europe increased rapidly after 1908. At fi rst these shipments 
went to England, but by 1910 to other European countries 
also, especially Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands. 
After an interruption during World War I, trade with Europe 
continued to grow, reaching a peak in the late 1920’s and 
early 1930’s. Soybeans were one of the leading materials 
processed by the expanding oilseed-processing industry in 
Europe.
 “Large exports of soybean oil from Manchuria to Europe 
also developed, beginning about 1910 and reaching a peak 
in 1926. Soybean-processing capacity in Dairen grew along 
with this trade; the oil mills in Dairen produced largely 
for export and by 1924 accounted for about half the total 
soybean-processing capacity located along Manchurian 
railroads. Exports of Manchurian soybean cake also were 
large in the 1920’s and 1930’s, but the cake was too high 
in oil and water content to stand the tropical sea voyage to 
Europe and therefore went mainly to Japan, Formosa, and 
Korea.
 “The growth of imports of Manchurian soybeans and 
soybean oil into Europe was the natural consequence of an 
active European import demand for fats and oils and protein 
concentrates, and a vast immigration from China into the 
relatively empty but fertile Manchurian farmlands during the 
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1920’s.
 “The third and present stage in the world history of 
soybeans is marked by the pre-eminence of the United States 
in production and processing of soybeans for oil and meal. 
This phase began in 1940 when war disrupted the trade 
between Manchuria and Europe. Exports of soybeans from 
Manchuria to Europe had not been resumed by 1948, except 
for small quantities moving through northern China ports.
 “Soybeans were very little grown before 1910 as an 
agricultural crop in the United States. Production fi rst began 
to assume commercial importance during World War I; it 
showed a steady upward trend in the 1920’s and early 1930’s, 
expanded rapidly after 1936, and in 1942 rose sharply to a 
new high level in response to strong wartime demand for 
domestic sources of fats and oils and oilseed meal. Soybean 
acreage and production were well maintained through 1948. 
Soybeans are well adapted to the climate and soils of the 
Corn Belt and to the crop rotations and mechanized farming 
practiced in the Corn Belt.
 “Since the early 1920’s the soybean-processing industry 
in the United States has actively carried on research to 
improve methods of processing soybeans and soybean 
products and to develop new uses and markets. Mill capacity 
has always been ample for the increasingly large output 
available for processing, except early in World War II, 
when steel and other materials needed for new additions 
were reserved for more urgent war uses. The United States 
soybean-processing industry now stands fi rst in the world 
in size and in technical knowledge and ability.” Address: 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, USDA, Washington, DC.

2481. Hedrick, U.P. 1950. A history of horticulture in 
America to 1860. New York: Oxford University Press. xiii + 
551 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [213* ref]
• Summary: Concerning the soybean, page 90 notes that 
Benjamin Franklin, who had corresponded with John 
Bartram, sent him various seeds in 1769. In 1770 Franklin 
sent him some “some Chinese Garavances, with Father 
Navaretta’s [Navarrete’s] account of the universal use of the 
cheese made of them, in China.”
 Hedrick then observes: “’Garavance’ is a Spanish name 
for the chick pea [or garbanzo bean], but it is doubtful if the 
Chinese had the chick pea, Cicer arietinum, from Spain; 
however, it is well known that they long have made a sort 
of cheese out of the soybean, Glycine Max. Can it be that 
Benjamin Franklin introduced the soybean, now of so great 
value, in America?”
 Also contains information on the following: Johnny 
Appleseed (born Jonathan Chapman in 1774 in Leominster, 
Massachusetts; p. 310-11), John Bartram (1699-1777, 
Darby, Kingsessing, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; see 
index), William Bartram (son of John Bartram, 1739-
1823, Pennsylvania; see index), Samuel W. Cole (Chelsea, 
Massachusetts; 247, 489), Peter Collinson (1694-1760, FRS, 

gardener and botanist of England, p. 85-89, 112, 153), Henry 
Leavett Ellsworth (1791-1858, 1st U.S. Commissioner of 
Patents, started seed distribution; p. 254, 371), Andrew H. 
Ernst of Ohio (1796-1860, German-born nurseryman and 
pomologist, who conceived the plan of the Spring Grove 
Cemetery in Cincinnati, p. 314), John Fothergill (1712-1780, 
English physician and botanist, patron of William Bartram; 
p. 91), Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790; p. 81-83, 86, 90, 117, 
149, 468, 472, 499, 511).

2482. Klose, Nelson. 1950. America’s crop heritage: 
The history of foreign plant introduction by the federal 
government. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State College Press. x + 156 
p. See p. 11-15, 119, 134-36. Illust. Portraits. Maps. 24 cm. 
[34* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword, by David G. Fairchild 
(The Kampong, Sept. 1949). Preface. 1. Early American 
agriculture: Methods and terminology, colonial introductions, 
introductions of the eighteenth century, contributions 
of individuals, public experimentation and exploration 
(Trustee’s Garden of Georgia in Savannah laid out in 1733 
by General James Oglethorpe to grow silk, rice, and indigo, 
contribution of Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew–founded 
in 1760, Sir Joseph Banks director for 48 years, sends fi rst 
professional plant hunter, Francis Masson, to Africa in 1772 
for 3 successive years, plant explorer David Nelson, Captain 
William Bligh and the mutiny on the Bounty intended to 
introduce the seedless breadfruit tree into the West Indies as 
a food for slaves, the work of John Ellis). 2. Search for new 
crops 1770-1840: Introductions by statesmen (Benjamin 
Franklin, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson), work 
of agricultural societies, Dr. Henry Perrine. 3. Federal 
promotion of crops: The Treasury Circular of 1819, the 
Treasury Circular of 1827, assistance of the Navy (The 
Perry Expedition to Japan and James Morrow), Diplomatic 
assistance. 4. Leadership of the Patent Offi ce 1836-62: 
First agricultural appropriation (Oliver Ellsworth, head of 
the Patent Offi ce during this period, was instrumental in 
securing the appropriation of $1,000 in 1839), work of the 
Patent Offi ce (and Commissioner Ellsworth), agriculture 
under the Department of the Interior (Ellsworth, Charles 
Mason, D.P. Holloway, D.J. Browne, distribution of 
seeds incl. supply of foreign seeds from the seed fi rms 
of Vilmorin-Andrieux in Paris [France], Charlwood and 
Cummings in London [England], Ernst Von Spreckelsen 
and Co. in Hamburg [Germany], and William Skirving in 
Liverpool [England], seed distribution curtailed), separate 
crop histories (tea and Robert Fortune, sorghums for sugar), 
miscellaneous introductions. 5. The commissionership 
1862-69: Aims and methods of the commissioners (Isaac 
Newton, Horace Capron, Frederick Watts, William Le 
Duc, Norman Colman), international exchange of plants. 
6. Main importations: Wheat and small grains, oats, fi ber 
crops, grapes, citrus fruits, tea. 7. Lesser importations: Sugar 
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crops, fruits, vegetables, tropical plants, pasture and forage 
crops, trees. 8. Plant introduction under Rusk and Morton: 
Distribution of seeds and plants, promotion of special crops, 
the division of pomology, fi ber and forage crops. 9. Bonanza 
years: Problems facing agriculture, work of plant explorers 
(Fairchild and Lathrop, Niels Hansen, Mark Carleton, 
Seaman Knapp). 10. Plant introduction of the twentieth 
century: Search for new crops, introductions by Meyer, 
signifi cant introductions 1901-13, the war years [World War 
II], looking to the future.
 Benjamin “Franklin’s name is linked with the history 
of three fi eld crops which achieved economic importance: 
upland rice, broom corn [broomcorn], and soybeans... He 
became enthusiastic over the soybean as a result of his 
membership in the French Academy of Sciences. Soybeans 
sent from China to France as early as 1740 were grown 
after 1779 in the famous Botanic Garden of Paris. From 
France, Franklin sent some of the seeds to the United States, 
but the soybean did not fi nd a favorable reception until the 
technology of the twentieth century demanded it” (p. 14).
 “O.F. Cook, in 1898, began the ‘Inventory of Plants 
Introduced” in which numbers were assigned to each new 
item and information given on its origin, nature, value, and 
cultivation” (p. 110).
 Chapter 10–”Introductions of the twentieth century. 
David G. Fairchild took charge of the Offi ce of Foreign 
Seed and Plant Introduction in 1897, and held that post, 
except for tours of exploration, for twenty-seven years. 
Under his leadership the Offi ce set up an effi cient system 
for disseminating plants, and experts in different parts of 
the country were employed to locate new plant materials. 
In 1902 Fairchild’s division came under the jurisdiction of 
the new Bureau of Plant Industry. Three other divisions–
the Arlington Experimental Farm, Congressional seed 
distributions, and tea investigations–were established at the 
same time. When the Bureau of Plant Industry was organized 
in 1900, it was the fi rst offi cial agricultural organization of 
its kind devoted exclusively to plant introduction. In addition 
to the four branches listed above, there were divisions 
concerned with physiology and pathology, botany, grass 
and forage plants, pomology, and the experimental gardens 
and grounds. Under Beverly T. Galloway, the Department’s 
leading plant pathologist, more than two hundred employees 
were engaged in plant work... The Arlington Farms and 
Potomac Flats were located in Washington, DC, and an 
eighty-acre garden at Chico, California” (p. 120).
 One of America’s outstanding plant explorers, Frank 
N. Meyer, made four trips to Asia over a period of 12 years 
(1905-1918) and sent back more than 2,500 introductions. 
His four trips and important plant discoveries on each are 
summarized. “On his last trip to China in 1918, Meyer 
disappeared from the deck of a steamer plying the Yangtze 
River. There is some indication that he may have committed 
suicide, for his letters reveal that the mental and physical 

hardships of his lonely existence may have broken his will to 
live” (p. 122-23). An excellent photo (facing p. 124) shows 
Frank Meyer.
 There was a shift in emphasis from introduction to 
breeding, hybridization, and selection after William A. Taylor 
succeeded Galloway in 1913 and during the 1920s.
 “Soybeans from Asia are probably the most outstanding 
plant introductions since the Kharkov and durum wheats. 
Economic products of the soybean plant, now a major fi eld 
crop, include hay, forage, food and feed products, and oil for 
many industrial uses. Recent introductions of the soybean 
have been merged by breeding, into new, superior plants with 
little resemblance of the original.
 “Interest in the soybean as a commercial crop began 
with the introduction of three varieties from Japan in 1900. 
Nearly three hundred varieties were obtained in China, 
Japan, and India in 1909. The Department recommended 
soybeans as a crop that could be substituted for cotton in the 
South.
 “In 1910, twenty soybeans from a group of 350 under 
test were selected for wide distribution. Three hundred 
varieties received from Korea and northern Manchuria in 
1914 were expected to extend soybean cultivation northward 
in America...
 “The distribution of soybeans was a prominent feature 
of crop seed distribution after 1914, Estimated value of 
the crop of 2,500,000 acres was $23,917,500. Because of 
its contributions to the new industry, the Bureau of Plant 
Industry claimed credit for half its value. Ryerson, in 1933, 
stated that all but three of the twenty varieties of soybeans 
then in cultivation were found by the Offi ce of Plant 
Introduction.
 “When it became clear that the soybean would be a 
major crop, the Department decided to send two explorers 
to search the soybean areas of Japan, Sakhalin, Manchuria, 
Korea, and China to make sure our farmers would have 
the best varieties. After two years of work, P.H. Dorsett, 
of the Division of Plant Exploration and Introduction, and 
W.J. Morse, of the Division of Forage Crops and Diseases, 
returned with almost three thousand varieties” (p. 135).
 Table 1 (p. 57) shows seed distributed by the federal 
government 1862-89. The number of packets grew from 
306,304 packets in 1862, to 1.2 million in 1863, to 2.22 
million in 1975, to 3.62 million in 1884, to a peak of 4.667 
million in 1885. The annual appropriation to fund this 
distribution work, which began with $25,000 in 1870, grew 
steadily to $100,000 in 1885. Address: Assoc. Prof. of Social 
Sciences, Central State College, Iowa.

2483. Moncrieff, R.W. 1950. Artifi cial fi bres. New York, NY: 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. x + 313 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. [4 
soy ref]
• Summary: Part III of this book, titled “Regenerated Protein 
Fibres,” contains 4 chapters (13-16), one each on fi bers made 
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from casein (Lanital, Aralac, Fibrolane), peanuts (Ardil), 
soybeans, and corn protein (zein, Vicara). Chapter 13, titled 
“Casein Fibres–Lanital, Aralac, Fibrolane” notes that the 
early attempts to make fi bres from casein were unsuccessful, 
and it was not until 1935 that the problem was really solved. 
An Italian, by name [Antonio] Ferretti, carried out a series 
of researches in 1924-1935 and succeeded in making pliable 
fi bres with certain wool-like characteristics. The Italian 
rayon producers, Snia Viscosa, purchased Ferretti’s patents 
and undertook large-scale production of casein fi bre from 
milk. This fi ber they called ‘Lanital’ (lana is Latin for wool), 
and in 1937 some 1,200 tons of this fi ber was made. In the 
U.S.A. the Atlantic Research Associates, Inc., carried out 
research independently, and in 1939 undertook production 
of a casein fi bre, to which they gave the name ‘Aralac’. The 
company which manufactured this material is named Aralac 
Inc., and in 1943 the production was about 5,000 tons. 
However, in 1948, Aralac Inc. sold their entire plant and 
property [in Taftville, Connecticut] to the Virginia-Carolina 
Chemical Corporation [of Richmond, Virginia], who are 
using it to make ‘Vicara’ fi bre from corn protein. ‘Aralac’ is 
not at present (1949) being manufactured.” Fibrolane is the 
name of a fi bre made from casein in the UK by Courtaulds 
Ltd.
 Chapter 14, titled “Ardil,” notes that “’Ardil” is a 
vegetable protein fi bre made from the proteins in ground-
nuts or ‘monkey nuts’. It is a product of research carried 
out by I.C.I. Ltd., and was developed at their Ardeer factory 
in Scotland, from which its name is derived.” Research on 
the product was begun in 1935 by Professors Astbury and 
Chibnall, and in 1938 the fi rst fi laments were spun at Ardeer. 
Plans were made to construct a pilot plant, but due to the 
intervention of World War II, the plant was not established 
until 1946. Its output in 1948 was half a ton per week. Also 
discusses the development, chemical structure, manufacture, 
properties, dyeing, and uss of Ardil–with a photo and 3 
references.
 The contents of chapter 15, titled “Soybean Fibres” is 
as follows: Introduction. Manufacture. Properties. Dyeing. 
Uses. The chapter begins: “The Ford Motor Co. carried out 
research on the separation of proteins from the soy bean and 
their solution and regeneration as fi bres. The fi bres, which 
came into production in 1939, were spun and woven to make 
upholstery for motor-cars. In 1942 about half a ton a day 
of fi bre was being produced. The process was taken over 
by the Drackett Products Co. of Cincinnati [Ohio] in 1943. 
Considerable earlier work had been done in England and 
Japan, and it is possible that in the latter country production 
anticipated that of the Ford Motor Co... A new plant for the 
commercial production of Azlon is now (1949) being built 
[by Drackett].
 Chapter 15, titled “Zein Fibres–’Vicara,’” begins: “The 
production of a fi bre from zein or maizin, the protein of 
corn, has been developed by the Corn Products Refi ning Co. 

of Illinois and by du Pont de Nemours and Co. The former 
company patented in 1939 a process for the production of 
zein from corn protein, but afterwards little more was heard 
of fi bre production until 1948. Probably the hiatus was 
due to the world shortage of corn; but despite the shortage, 
research was carried on by the Virginia-Carolina Chemical 
Corporation of Richmond, Virginia, so that production 
could be started when the supply of corn permitted. In 
1948 this organization purchased the fi bre plant in Taftville 
[Connecticut] which had formerly been used [by Aralac 
Inc. and Atlantic Research Associates] for the production 
of ‘Aralac,’ the casein fi bre. The factory was re-tooled and 
re-designed, and the production of ‘Vicara,’ which is an 
attractive fi bre, is now a commercial undertaking.
 Chapter 8 (p. 86-126), titled “Viscose, is about viscose 
rayon, a regenerated cellulose. “Development of Viscose: 
The greatest single factor in the development of the viscose 
process has undoubtedly been the support given to it by 
Courtaulds, Ltd., although there have naturally there have 
naturally appeared other viscose producers. The pioneer 
work was undoubtedly carried out by Courtaulds, who not 
only founded and developed an important new industry, 
but also introduced it to America under the name ‘The 
American Viscose Co.’ During the 1939-45 War this 
American company was sold to American interests in order 
to provide dollars for Britain... The present happy position 
of the viscose industry not only in this country [England], 
but throughout the world is undoubtedly due to the industrial 
genius of the late Mr. Samuel Courtauld.” World production 
increased from 1,000 tons in 1900 to 8,000 tons in 1910, to 
15,000 tons in 1920, to 200,000 tons in 1930, to 1,100,000 
tons in 1940.
 Note: The book is dedicated “To my father, William 
Moncrieff (1875-1954), a pioneer in the weaving of artifi cial 
fi bres.” A second edition was published in 1954, and a third 
edition in 1957.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that refers to 
“regenerated protein fi bers.” Address: B.Sc., F.R.I.C., F.T.I.

2484. Morse, W.J. 1950. History of soybean production: 3A. 
Modern history in Asia and Europe (Document part). In: K.S. 
Markley, ed. 1950. Soybeans and Soybean Products. Vol. I. 
New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & Sons. 
xvi + 1145 p. See p. 6-9.
• Summary: “The origin of soybean culture in Manchuria is 
not defi nitely known, but it is supposed to have been brought 
from central China many centuries ago. At fi rst soybeans 
were grown only for food but when they became a source 
of oil, production gradually increased. No mention has been 
found of soybean oil in ancient Chinese literature, so it is 
concluded that the crushing of soybeans for oil occurred in 
comparatively recent times. The production of soybeans, 
however, was more or less localized until after the Chinese-
Japanese War (1894-1895), when Japan began to import 
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the soybean oil cake for fertilizing purposes, resulting in 
a sudden expansion of demand for this product. Soybean 
cake became the chief end product of the oil mill industry. 
The Russo-Japanese War brought about a wider interest 
in the soybean and its products; shipments were made to 
Europe about 1908 and the soybean assumed worldwide 
attention. Acreage and production increased rapidly and the 
soybean became one of the most staple crops and exports of 
Manchuria.
 “The soybean was fi rst brought to the attention of 
Europeans in 1712 by Engelbert Kaempfer, a German 
botanist, who spent two years, 1691-1692, in Japan. 
Although Kaempfer discussed in detail the various food 
products prepared from the soybean by the Japanese, 
little interest was taken in the crop. According to Dale’s 
Pharmacologiae, it is evident that European pharmacologists 
were familiar with the Japanese soybean and its medicinal 
uses in 1751. Soybean seed sent from China by missionaries 
was planted as early as 1740 in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris. 
The plant was experimented with at various times after this 
date and in 1855 the Société d’Acclimatation distributed 
seed but did not succeed in establishing a permanent culture 
of the plant. The soybean was grown in 1790 in the Royal 
Botanical Gardens, Kew, England, but apparently no effort 
was made toward its culture as a crop. The greatest impetus 
given soybean cultivation in Europe was the work in 1875 
and subsequent years of Friedrich Haberlandt of Vienna, 
who published the results of his work in much detail. 
Haberlandt obtained seed of nineteen varieties–Chinese 
and Japanese–at the Vienna Exposition in 1873. Only four 
of these varieties matured and in 1877 seed was distributed 
to various co-operators throughout Europe. Although most 
of the tests gave fairly promising results, and Haberlandt 
strongly urged the use of the soybean as a food plant for 
both man and beast, the soybean failed to obtain any great 
importance until about 1909. Previous to this time efforts 
had been made to introduce the soybean and its products–oil 
and oil meal–from the Far East into European markets in 
competition with similar products manufactured from other 
oleaginous seeds, but they were generally unsuccessful, 
chiefl y because of the inferior quality of the meal and oil, 
and unfavorable shipping conditions for the seed. Although 
attempts to grow soybeans in European countries have 
extended over many years, in general, the climatic conditions 
are not well suited to the successful culture of the crop. At 
present, production is largely confi ned to parts of European 
U.S.S.R., Austria, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, and 
Rumania.” Address: 6809 Fifth St. N.W., Washington, DC; 
formerly Principal Agronomist, Div. of Forage Crops and 
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural 
Engineering, USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

2485. Staines, Godfrey. ed. 1950. Ice-cream making and 
selling. London: Heywood & Co. Ltd. 310 p.

• Summary: In the chapter on “Materials and Recipes,” in 
the section on “Fillers,” pages 20-21 discuss “Soya Flour.” 
“The fi ller provides the extra solids needed in the post-war 
mix...” Soya fl our, “while providing a different type of 
fi ller, has quite a distinct place in ice-cream. Not only does 
it contain oil, but its high protein content gives it a good 
nutritional value. It is well worthy of consideration when 
planning to produce an ice-cream with good food value.”
 “The product sold to-day is practically free from of 
fl avours, and used as a proportion of the fi llers, will not 
give any trouble.” One proprietary powder on the market 
based on soya fl our is named Soylac. It is specially prepared, 
pasteurized, and spray dried to increase solubility “Used in 
conjunction with lactose, it can replace, in part or whole, the 
solids-not-fat of milk in a mix.”
 Soya fl our is also discussed briefl y on pages 33 and 146. 
Address: F.I.C.D. Editor, Confectionery News and Ice-Cream 
News.

2486. Wood, Andrew Dick; Linn, Thomas Gray. 1950. 
Plywoods: Their development, manufacture and application. 
Revised ed. Edinburgh and London: W & A.K. Johnston, 
Ltd. xvi + 547 p. Foreword by Norman L. Wright, London. 
1st ed. 1942.
• Summary: Soya-bean glue is mentioned on pages 87-88, 
185, 201, 238, 249, and 308. Address: [England].

2487. Nicholls, Lucius. 1951. Tropical nutrition and 
dietetics. 3rd ed. London: Baillière, Tindall and Cox. ix + 
476 p. Feb. Illust. 24 cm. [40+* ref]
• Summary: Table XI (p. 22), “Chemical and biological 
evaluation of proteins for growing rats,” contains 6 columns: 
Foodstuff, digestibility, Biological Value, Net Utilisation 
[NPU], Protein effi ciency ratio, chemical score, and limiting 
amino-acid. “There is agreement in all methods of the high 
value of milk, eggs, and other foods of animal origin, and 
among those of vegetable origin, the proteins of soya bean 
fl our hold a high place.” Values for soya bean curd [tofu] are 
also included. The next section is on supplementing proteins.
 The long section titled “Pulses (legumes)” (p. 219-35) 
has this contents: Introduction. Dhals (Dals; peas which 
have been shelled, split and polished). Peanut. Bambara 
earth pea (Voandzeia subterranea). Soya bean: Importance 
in Asia, used in may forms: Nearly-ripe seeds [edamamé or 
green vegetable soybeans], dry seeds, soya bean emulsion 
(‘Milk’–contains a detailed description of how soya milk 
[Vitasoy] is made in Hong Kong, including exact amounts 
of all ingredients for 800 oz and the nutritional composition 
(%)), soya bean curd (may be smoked or dried), fermented 
curds [fermented tofu], fermented beans (témpé), soya bean 
sauce, sprouted soya beans, soya bean fl ours, mixtures of 
soya beans and cereals, milk substitutes (for infant feeding 
in China). The genus Phaseolus may be divided into two 
types: Those of Asian origin and those of New World origin 
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(Americas). Cow pea (Vigna sinensis, V. unguiculata, 
V. sesquipedalis). Egyptian kidney bean (Dolichos 
lablab). Horse gram. Chick pea. Cluster bean (Cyamopsis 
psoralioides). Four-angled bean or Goa bean (Psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus). Locust bean (Ceratonia siliqua). African 
locust bean (Parkia biglobosa, P. fi licoidea). Sword bean 
(Canavalia gladiata). Jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis). 
Velvet bean (Mucuna spp.). Honey locust (Prosopis 
julifl ora). Garden pea (Pisum sativum). Broad bean (Vicia 
faba–not a tropical plant). Yam bean (Pachyrrhizus erosus). 
West Indian locust (Hymenæa courbaril). Madras thorn 
(Pithecellobium dulce).
 Phaseolus–Asian: Phaseolus aureus: green gram [mung 
bean]. Phaseolus mungo: black gram. Phaseolus calcaratus: 
rice bean. Phaseolus actinifolius: moth bean. Phaseolus 
angularis: adzuki bean. New World: Phaseolus lunatus: 
lima bean. Phaseolus vulgaris: kidney bean. Phaseolus 
multifl orus: scarlet runner. The subsection titled “Substitutes 
for milk” (p. 231-35) discusses soya milk. Goitrogenicity 
of [raw] soya beans (p. 376). Saponins in foodstuffs (incl. 
soya bean; p. 385). Table 62 (p. 404-05) gives the botanical 
name and composition of pulses, incl. soya bean, soya bean 
curd, soya bean milk, carob bean, Goa bean, tepary bean. 
Table 66 (p. 410-11) does the same for fresh legumes, incl. 
broad bean, French beans, pea, pea nuts, and sprouted soya. 
Table 67 does the same for nuts, oil seeds, and miscellaneous 
seeds, incl. almonds, coconut, coconut “water,” coconut 
“milk,” linseed, pumpkin seed, sesame (gingelly), sunfl ower 
seed, and sunfl ower seed (kernel).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “fermented curds” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 2. The title C.M.G. (Companion of St. 
Michael and St. George) is an honor conferred upon 
those for distinguished service in the British colonies or 
commonwealth.
 Also discusses: Marmite (autolysed yeast, p. 158, 302). 
Fluorine in teeth and fl uorosis (p. 170, 38). The many species 
of millet and sorghum (p. 216-18). Coconut, coconut milk, 
palm oil, red palm oil benniseed of Nigeria, gingelly oil, 
sesame, sim-sim, til (p. 254-60). Yeast (dried; Torula utilis, 
Brewers’ yeast, Bakers’ yeast, Marmite) (p. 302-03).
 Lucius Nicholls was born in 1884. Address: C.M.G., 
M.D., B.C., B.A. (Cantab.). Late Director of Bacteriological 
and Pasteur Institutes, and Director of Div. of Nutrition, 
Ceylon; Lecturer in Nutrition, Ceylon Univ.; Late Lecturer 
on Tropical Medicine, Ceylon Medical College; Nutrition 
Adviser to Commissioner General, South East Asia. 
Presently at Cookham Dean [just west of London, England].

2488. Bening, W. 1951. First published report on soybeans: 
It was written in Germany in 1712. Soybean Digest. March. 
p. 20-22.
• Summary: This book was the Amoenitatum Exoticarum 

(“Exotic Novelties”) by Engelbert Kaempfer. The book, 
itself, is located in a locked glass case at the Engelbert 
Kaempfer Museum, in the dreamy medieval town of Lemgo, 
Germany, where Kaempfer was born on 16 Sept. 1651. When 
he died, he left behind his extensive diaries, drawings, and 
manuscripts, some of which are still among the rare materials 
of the British Museum in London. Kaempfer had a lifelong 
desire to travel abroad and an “unbelievable capacity for 
learning foreign languages... An amateur in almost all fi elds 
of science, with profound knowledge in medicine, botany, 
and pharmaceuticals, at the age of 32 Engelbert managed 
in 1713 to be engaged as secretary to the Royal Swedish 
Ambassador Extraordinary on a special mission to Persia. 
And some years later, after many story book adventures, 
he was assigned as surgeon in the colony of the Dutch East 
India Company in Japan.”
 The author then gives an English-language translation 
of what Kaempfer wrote about the soybean. “This [Dutch 
East India] company operated at that time the only European 
colony in Japan. It was licensed by the emperor of the 
country. The colony was hermetically sealed from the 
country and its inhabitants. Laws were extremely severe on 
foreigners as well as the natives.
 “Kaempfer, whose only wish was to study the country 
and its population, despaired. Yet under these hard 
circumstances, he wrought the masterpiece of his life. His 
open character and untroubled friendliness to all, and his 
extraordinary gift of learning languages overnight, opened to 
him the minds and hearts of the Japanese people...
 “Engelbert Kaempfer in those prison years on the little 
island of Deshima, laid the foundation of western science in 
Japan.
 “When Engelbert returned to Lemgo 10 years after he 
had left home, he wrote his Amoenitates Exoticae in the 
diffi cult Latin language of those times.”
 Photos show: (1) Kaempfer’s book, opened to the 
illustration of a soybean plant. (2) Dr. W. Bening, “a German 
nutritionist and soya expert, who has been connected with 
the program for improvement of the German diet with soy 
foods.” (3) The outside front of the Engelbert Kaempfer 
Museum near Lemgo. (4) Page 840 of Kaempfer’s book, 
which contains a brief discussion of Siuku, or Kuro Mame 
[black soybeans]. Address: PhD, German nutritionist and 
soya expert.

2489. Carpenter, K.J. 1951. The relative nutritional values 
of animal and vegetable proteins for animals. British J. of 
Nutrition 5(2):243-49. April. [28 ref]
• Summary: Figure 1 (a graph) gives a “Correlation diagram 
of the biological value and chemical score of 16 animal and 
vegetable sources.” The data is from 3 previous studies. 
There is “a high degree of correlation between the two 
methods of evaluation.”
 The 5 foods with the highest ratings are all animal 
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products: fi sh, milk, egg albumen, liver, and meat. The 
plant food with the highest biological value (for rats) is 
“soya bean.” “Only soya-bean meal, toasted to destroy the 
trypsin inhibitor it contains, is within the range of the animal 
proteins.”
 Cattle and sheep are ruminants. Moir and Stewart (1947, 
unpublished results) “showed that legume seeds low in 
sulphur amino-acids are of low value in promoting heavy 
wool growth,...”
 Pigs and poultry are both monogastric species. Since 
they “cannot tolerate the high level of fi bre in a ration 
composed mostly of grass, cereal grains and offals form the 
major source of energy in their rations.” Address: Rowett 
Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeenshire.

2490. Learmonth, E.M. 1951. A new anti-proteolytic factor 
in soya beans. Nature (London) 167(4255):820. May 19. [5 
ref]
• Summary: “With a gelatin substrate, I found in 1944 a 
marked inhibiting power in aqueous soybean extracts not 
only on trypsin but also in papain. Subsequent work has 
confi rmed this fi nding, in contradiction of the results of Read 
and Haas, and has extended it to the proteolytic enzymes 
of malt fl our. More recently, a certain amount of evidence 
has been obtained that the inhibiting factor is effective on 
papain and the proteolytic enzymes of wheat fl our, acting on 
a gluten substrate.
 “The anti-papain factor is heat labile, and apparently 
more so than the anti-tryptic factor which has been examined 
in detail by Ham (1944), Kunitz (1945, 1946), Bowman 
(1946), and others. The existence of an anti-papain factor in 
raw soya beans appears not to have been noticed before.” 
Address: British Soya Products, Ltd., 150/2 Fenchurch St., 
London, E.C. 3, England.

2491. Heywood, C.G. 1951. Britain’s oil and fat position. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 55-56, 58.
• Summary: Discusses the unsuccessful East African ground 
nut scheme in the Kongwa area. Soybean experiments in the 
area were not successful, probably because the varieties were 
unsuited to the climatic conditions. “I have seen the work 
done by the plant breeders in Potchefstroom, in the Transvaal 
[South Africa], and at Gwebi in Southern Rhodesia, and 
varieties have been evolved to suit the South Africa and the 
Rhodesian climates and, unquestionably, I believe varieties 
could be evolved to suit the more equatorial parts of Africa. I 
have a great belief that the soybean, in time, will become the 
staple foodstuff of the black populations of Africa, which, at 
present, are short of protein.” Address: London, England.

2492. Warington, Katherine. 1951. Some interrelationships 
between manganese, molybdenum and vanadium in the 
nutrition of soybean, fl ax and oats. Annals of Applied Biology
38:624-41. Sept. [28 ref]

• Summary: “Recent advances in knowledge regarding 
the effect of trace elements on plant growth show that the 
question is more complex than was originally thought, and 
that interrelationships between the various major and minor 
elements are of paramount importance in maintaining the 
plant in a healthy condition.” Address: Rothamsted Exp. 
Station, Harpenden, Herts. [Hertfordshire, England].

2493. Learmonth, E. Mitchell. 1951. The infl uence of soya 
fl our on bread doughs. I. A papain-inhibiting factor in soya 
beans. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
2(10):447-49. Oct. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Aqueous extracts of raw soya beans are 
shown to exhibit the action of papain on a gelatin substrate. 
The strength of the inhibiting effect is compared to that 
of peroxide. Heating the extract weakens the inhibitor.” 
Address: British Soya Products Ltd., 150/152 Fenchurch St., 
London, E.C. 3, England.

2494. Bailey, Alton E. 1951. Industrial oil and fat products. 
2nd ed. New York, NY: Interscience Publishers, Inc. 967 p. 
1st ed. was 1945. For third ed, see Swern, D. 1964. [1173* 
ref]
• Summary: This is the second edition of this excellent book. 
Contents related to soy oil: Chap. 2. Reactions of fats and 
fatty acids: Interesterifi cation (p. 40). Flavor reversion (p. 
67-68). Chap. 5. Sources, utilization, and classifi cation of 
oils and fats: Estimated world production (in million pounds) 
of different fats and oils in 1949 (table, p. 116; soybean oil 
is 7th after butterfat 6,186, lard 5,460, tallow and greases 
4,440, peanut oil 3,932, rapeseed oil 3,383, cottonseed oil 
3,200, soybean oil 2,980, coconut oil 2,600, linseed oil 
2,374).
 Chap. 6. Composition and characteristics of individual 
oils and fats: Linolenic acid oils: Soybean oil (p. 171-73). 
“Soybean oil has a typical ‘beany’ odor and fl avor. Like that 
of other linolenic acid oils, the odor and fl avor of soybean 
oil is inclined to return after the oil has been rendered 
completely odorless and fl avorless by high-temperature 
steam deodorization.”
 Chap. 7. Cooking and salad oils, salad dressings: 
Introduction, olive and other naturally fl avored oils, 
neutral cooking oils, neutral salad oils, salad dressings 
(Mayonnaise...) (p. 199-201).
 Chap. 9. Butter and margarine. Concerning margarine: 
Historical. Margarine legislation. Flavor. Consistency. 
Ingredients. The history section begins: “Margarine was 
invented during the Franco-Prussian War by the French 
chemist, Mége-Mouriés. It won for the inventor a prize 
offered by Napoleon III for a satisfactory butter substitute. 
The award of the prize was made in 1870. By 1872 the 
product appears to have attained commercial importance in 
France.”
 Chap. 11. Soap and other surface-active agents. Section 
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10, titled “Natural fatty surface-active agents” (p. 401-02) 
discusses phosphatides and soya lecithin.
 Chap. 15. Extraction of fats and oils: Brief history of 
pressing oilseeds, basket-type extractor, Blaw-Knox Rotocel 
extractor.
 Chap. 17. Hydrogenation. The modern hydrogenation 
process had its origin in the classical research of Sabatier and 
Senderens conducted in about 1897-1905. Actually Sabatier’s 
experiments studied hydrogenation in the vapor phase only. 
A process for hydrogenation of liquids (triglycerides) was 
patented by Normann in 1903. “Title to the Normann patent 
passed to the British fi rm of Joseph Crossfi eld [sic, Crosfi eld] 
& Sons, and hydrogenation is said to have been employed 
on a limited scale in the treatment of whale oil in England in 
1906 or earlier. Potentially, however, the greatest use for the 
process lay in the United States, where a vast production of 
cottonseed oil awaited technical developments which would 
permit its conversion to the plastic edible fat demanded by 
American tradition and custom.” In 1909 Procter & Gamble 
Co. acquired the American rights to the Crossfi eld patents, 
and 1911 introduced Crisco, its hydrogenated cottonseed 
oil shortening. Later a court decision invalidated the 1915 
Burchenal patent, under whose broad claims the Procter & 
Gamble shortening was the manufactured. This cleared the 
way for other companies to manufacture similar products.
 The hydrogenation process is of great importance in 
modern oil and fat technology. It is used on a vast scale in 
both the soap and edible fat industries for hardening liquid 
oils and for improving the resistance of fats and oils to 
deterioration through oxidation or fl avor reversion. To a 
much greater extent than any other process it has contributed 
to the present high degree of interchangeability among a 
wide variety of fats and oils.
 Chap. 18. Deodorization: Historical, nature of 
deodorization process... “The fi rst use of steam deodorization 
in the United States is attributed to Henry Eckstein. The 
process was improved by David Wesson, who introduced the 
European practice of using vacuum-producing equipment in 
conjunction with steaming, and fi nally brought the process 
to its modern state of perfection by the combination of high 
vacua with high temperatures... Deodorized cottonseed 
oil was soon used on a huge scale as an ingredient for lard 
substitutes or ‘shortenings,’ and to a lesser extent as a salad 
or cooking oil. Large quantities of soybean oil and other 
vegetable oils are now consumed in these products.”
 Chap. 19. Fat splitting and esterifi cation (p. 813-14). 
The “interesterifi cation” refers to “that class of reactions in 
which a fat or other material composed of fatty acid esters 
is caused to react with fatty acids, alcohols, or other esters, 
with the interchange of fatty acid groups.” Address: Director 
of Research, The Humco Co., Memphis, Tennessee.

2495. Burnett, R.S. 1951. Soybean protein food products. 
In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean Products. 

Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John Wiley & 
Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 949-1002. [125 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Soybean fl our, grits, and fl akes: 
Introduction, early history, types of soybean fl our–standard 
defi nitions, amount of soybean fl our and related products 
produced, methods of manufacture, soybean fl our in 
bread, soybean fl our in other baked goods, soybean fl our 
in the meat industry, soybean fl akes in breakfast foods, 
soybean fl akes and derived peptones as brewing adjuncts, 
miscellaneous uses of soybean fl our. 2. Isolated and modifi ed 
soybean proteins: Aerating agents for confections and related 
products, neutral spray-dried soybean protein [isolates], 
soybean protein in [whipped] toppings, soybean protein and 
fl our in confections, soybean protein and fl our in ice cream, 
soy sauce, monosodium glutamate from soybeans, soybean 
vegetable milk, tofu, miso, yuba, and other Oriental soybean 
foods (incl. natto and Hamanatto).
 The soy fl our industry in the U.S. has grown steadily in 
recent years. Deliveries of soy fl our “from the years 1930 
to 1940 averaged about 25 million pounds annually. The 
deliveries have increased considerably since 1940 partly 
as a result of an increase in domestic use and partly as a 
result of deliveries of soybean fl our to various government 
agencies, largely for export. In 1941, Federal purchases 
amounted to about 10 million pounds of soybean fl our. In 
1943, the amount increased to 170 million pounds when 
large shipments were made to Great Britain and the U.S.S.R. 
under lend-lease. Purchases of soybean fl our by the Federal 
government decreased for several years, but increased in 
1946 to an estimated 200 million pounds under the UNRRA 
[United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration] 
program. Total soybean fl our deliveries for 1946 were 
approximately 380 million pounds. In the domestic market 
the bakery industry was the largest consumer. About 40% 
of the domestic sales of soybean fl our were for bakery use. 
Since the Bureau of Animal Industry has legalized the use 
of soybean fl our as a binder in meat products, about 20% 
of domestic sales are to the sausage industry. The balance 
is used in prepared dough mixes, macaroni, candy, and in 
institutional feeding.
 “In 1947, domestic sales of soybean fl our were over 60 
million pounds. This amount, plus government purchases and 
exports, amounted to about 415 million pounds. Two-thirds 
or more of the present domestic consumption of soybean 
fl our is by the bakery, meat processing, and pet foods 
industries.”
 Table 155 (p. 953) shows Bushels of soybeans used 
for U.S. soy fl our production (1942-1947). In 1942-43, 
the amount of full-fat soy fl our produced in the USA was 
roughly 40% of the amount of defatted. In 1944-45 it was 
about 49%, but thereafter the percentage dropped rapidly to 
only 5% in 1946-47.
 Note: These statistics relate to Soya Corporation of 
America, Dr. Armand Burke, and Dr. A.A. Horvath.
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 Concerning soybean fl akes and derived peptones as 
brewing adjuncts (p. 974-77): “Soybean fl akes and grits have 
been employed by the brewing industry to improve the body 
and fl avor of beer, to increase foam stability, and to stimulate 
yeast growth.
 “Improvement in foam stability and fl avor can also be 
attained by adding directly to the fi nished beer a hydrolyzed 
soybean protein which has been broken down to the peptone 
and proteose stage...
 “The early history of the use of soybean products as 
whipping agents is of interest since this work stimulated 
the development of processes which eventually led to the 
production of the present soy albumens. In 1939, Watts and 
Ulrich pointed out that an active whipping substance could 
be prepared from solvent-extracted soybean fl our in which 
the protein had not been heat denatured, by leaching it at 
the isoelectric point of the protein. This extract was found 
to whip more readily and to a much greater volume than 
suspensions of the original fl our... The active principle in 
the whipping substance prepared by Watts and Ulrich was 
probably the nonprotein nitrogenous material present in the 
soybean fl our which is soluble at the isoelectric point of the 
protein.”
 Tables show: (155) Soybeans used in the production 
of low-fat and full-fat fl our and grits (1942-1947, 1,000 
bushels). (156) Peroxide value of fat extracted from pastries 
stored at -17.8ºC. (0ºF.), containing different percentages 
of soybean fl our for periods of 0-6 months. (157) Analysis 
of uncooked liverwurst emulsion and of processed (water-
cooked) sausage containing added soybean fl our and water. 
(158) Losses in cooking liverwurst containing added soybean 
fl our and water. (159). Analysis of frankfurter emulsion and 
of smoked sausage made with 3.5% of various binders. (160) 
Losses in smoking frankfurters made with 3.5% of various 
binders and after consumer cooking. (161) Effect of the 
addition of soybean peptone on volume and life of foam on 
beer. (162) Composition and pH of soybean albumens. (163) 
Composition of ice creams containing soybean fl our. (164) 
Comparison of soybean milk with cow milk. One sample 
of cow’s milk is compared with 4 samples of soybean milk 
(probably Oriental) and 3 samples of modern U.S. soybean 
milk reconstituted (Soyalac for infants, all purpose Soyalac, 
Soyagen canned from Loma Linda Food Co., California).
 Figures show: (199-201, p. 981) Comparison of 
whipping ability of egg albumen and soybean albumen in 
different proportions and combinations. (202) Flow sheet 
for the acid hydrolysis process used in making HVP soy 
sauce. Address: Protein By-Products Research, Research and 
Technical Div., Wilson & Co., Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

2496. Dean, R.F.A. 1951. The nutritional adequacy of a 
vegetable substitute for milk. British J. of Nutrition 5(2):269-
74. [11 ref]
• Summary: “The problem of supplying a substitute 

for milk can be resolved into the separate problems of 
fi nding substitutes for the various components: minerals, 
carbohydrate, fat, protein and vitamins.” The writer intends 
to fi nd a good diet from plant sources alone, and in this 
area most of the literature (which he reviews) is about soya 
beans or cereal-soya diets. However the soya bean is not 
universally available.
 Soya preparations are widely used in the USA for 
feeding children who cannot tolerate cow’s milk, but when 
Stoesser (1944) conducted a clinical trial using one of the 
most widely advertised of these, “his results were very poor.”
 Conclusion: “We know there are millions of 
undernourished children. We believe they could be better 
nourished if we used our plant resources more perfectly. We 
must fi nd means of translating our belief into fact.” Address: 
Dep. of Experimental Medicine, Univ. of Cambridge and 
Medical Research Council.

2497. Haloun, G. 1951. Legalist fragments. Part I: Kuan-Tsï 
55 and related texts. Asia Major: A British Journal of Far 
Eastern Studies 2(1):85-120. New series. [50+ ref]
• Summary: The Kuan Tzu states that in the 7th century 
B.C., Lord Huan of Ch’i led an expedition to the territory 
of the Mountain Jung and brought back “winter onions 
and soybeans (jung shu) for dissemination throughout the 
various states” (P.T. Ho 1975, p. 78). Address: PhD, Univ. of 
Cambridge [England].

2498. Jordan, Louis Arnold. ed. 1951. Oils for the paint 
industry: A comprehensive review of the natural drying and 
semi-drying oils for use in paint manufacture, including 
new experimental studies. Teddington, Middlesex, England: 
Research Association of British Paint, Colour and Varnish 
Manufacturers. 264 p. See p. 63. Illust. *
Address: England.

2499. Law, James Thomas. 1951. Law’s grocer’s manual. 
4th ed. Edited and revised by W.G. Copsey. London: William 
Clowes and Sons, Ltd. xv + 814 p. See p. 467, 510. Illust. 22 
cm. With a foreword by W.R. Austen Hudson, M.P., F.G.I.
• Summary: Page 467, under the heading “Soy bean,” 
discusses soy sauce, tofu, natto, miso, and soy milk. Page 
510 gives more details on tofu and describes (quaintly and 
inaccurately) how to make this “fresh bean cheese.” “The 
beans are soaked in water for 3 or 4 hours, cooked, and 
reduced to a paste. The milky fl uid is strained through a 
coarse cloth to remove stalk and fi bre [okara], and when 
cooled is precipitated by the addition of crude salt. The 
precipitate, which is rich in protein and fat, is then kneaded 
and pressed into cakes called fresh Tofu. They are then 
dipped into a solution of curcuma.” Address: W.G. Copsey 
is Secretary of the Inst. of Certifi ed Grocers; Hudson is 
President of the National Assoc. of Multiple Grocers.
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2500. Orton, Mildred Ellen. 1951. Cooking with 
wholegrains. New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Young, Inc. 
64 p. Illust. Recipe index. Introduction by Vrest Orton.
• Summary: “In 1946, Vrest and Mildred Ellen Orton opened 
the Vermont Country Store in Weston, stocking it with foods 
and specialized goods that had largely disappeared from 
modern stores.”
 The introduction, titled “The mystery of the mill,” 
by Vrest Orton discusses: (1) Meaning of the words 
“wholegrain” and wholewheat” and their shrewd 
manipulation by millers, bakers, and their advertising agents. 
(2) The decline of the French Buhr mill (with a pair of 
slowly turning granite stones) and the rise of the high-speed, 
automatic roller mill (consisting mainly of a pair or fl uted or 
grooved metal rollers; introduced in Scotland in 1872, and in 
the United Kingdom at Dublin in 1878). (3) The new roller 
mills produced fl our about 100 times as fast as the old stone 
mills. “Yet the very slowness of the stone mill constituted 
its chief value as a food producing tool. The rich germ of 
the grain kernel has an oil that is susceptible to rancidity 
when heated in grinding, and if so heated clogs up grinding 
surfaces.” So the millers sifted it out, and soon discovered 
“that fl our from which the live and perishable germ was 
screened out would keep indefi nitely on store shelves.” The 
milling trade has been very successful in keeping these facts 
from the public. Even the Encyclopedia Britannica blurs the 
facts. (4) The low nutritional value of germless refi ned white 
bread. The present “wholegrain revival.” (5) The strange 
concept of “enriched bread.” (6-8) Possible explanations for 
the popularity of white breads and other baked goods.
 Soy-related recipes include (page nos. in 1995 North 
Point Press ed.): Oatmeal and soy fl our quick bread (p. 36). 
Soy fl our muffi ns (p. 41). Soy fl our and wheat biscuits (p. 
45-46). Address: Weston, Vermont.

2501. Ray, Georges. 1951. Technologie laitière. 2e éd. [Dairy 
technology. 2nd ed.]. Paris: Ed. Dunod. vii + 743 p. See p. 
703-09. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [Fre]
• Summary: The chapter on “Milk substitutes” (p. 696+) 
contains a subchapter titled “Soymilk (Lait de soya)” (p. 
703-09), which has the following contents: Introduction. 
General rules to follow in the preparation of soymilk. 
The North Vietnamese (Tonkinoise) method. Method of 
preparation used in dairies in the Far East: Castagnol 
process. Modern methods for the preparation of soymilk. 
Composition of soymilk. Properties of soymilk. Fermented 
soymilk (using Bacillus acidophilus, British patent No. 
441,574, 22 Jan. 1936). Concentrating / condensing and 
drying soymilk (including yuba). Soymilk curds (Caillebotte 
de soya). The future of soymilk.
 Contains two full-page ads by Alfa-Laval for dairy milk 
equipment.
 Vegetable milks have certain advantages over animal 
milks. They are easily made in a state of microbial purity, 

free of tuberculosis bacteria. Their casein precipitates more 
rapidly than that of cow’s milk and does not coagulate in the 
same manner in the stomach. And it can be sold at a lower 
price. Later: It contains no cholesterol, and makes better 
use of world food supplies. Disadvantages: It has a lower 
calcium content and many Westerners prefer the fl avor of 
animal milks.
 Here is a quick review of the processes for making 
soymilk, described at length in a monograph (written under 
the direction of G. Ray) by D. Kaltenbach and J. Legros 
[1936]. Precise information about the soya industry is 
assembled is a more recent work by A. Matagrin. Soymilk 
pioneer in France were [Li Yu-ying], L. Rouest, and H. de 
Guerpel (p. 703).
 The Castagnol process was developed by Ray at the 
agronomic research Institute in Indochina (p. 704).
 Starting in 1910, a Franco-Chinese society was founded 
for the study of the utilization of artifi cial milk from the 
soybean. The experiments were abandoned in 1912. In 1916 
Prof. O. Laxa of Prague recommended for making soymilk 
on a small scale. Note: It is not important (p. 705).
 In London, before World War I, a synthetic milk 
syndicate launched a type of [soy] milk adapted to European 
tastes. It applied the process of F. Goessel [of Germany]; 
100 liters of soymilk were obtained from 10 kg of ground 
soybeans, 5 gm of sodium phosphate, 2.4 kg of lactose [milk 
sugar], 2 kg of sesame oil, 6 gm of salt, and 60 gm of sodium 
bicarbonate [also known as baking soda or bicarbonate of 
soda]. Melhuish, an Englishman, patented a process for 
enriching the [soy] milk with various oils that did not change 
its taste. Some years after World War I, Bertrand received a 
patent for the manufacture of deodorized soymilk. Among 
the American processes are those of Horvath and Kloss (p. 
705).
 In Germany, the Soyama factory in Frankfort makes a 
fresh soymilk very similar to cow’s milk but with a different 
fl avor. A table shows the nutritional composition of three 
different types of milk. After standing, the cream of Soyama 
soymilk separated. This soymilk has a more neutral and 
softer fl avor than that of cow’s milk. Bread made with this 
soymilk is excellent. In 1932 the French engineer Max Adler 
patented a process for soymilk without the characteristic 
fl avor and odor (p. 706).
 In China during World War II, soymilk was used 
extensively in refugee camps and saved many lives, 
especially those of children (p. 708).
 The Annamites are fond of soymilk during the hot 
season. Each morning soymilk merchants can be seen 
circulating through the streets of the native villages of Hanoi. 
The product is consumed sweetened or unsweetened, cooked 
with rice, or added to various soups (p. 708).
 Fermented soymilk: John H. Kellogg received a British 
patent for acidophilus soymilk. No. 41,574. 22 Jan. 1936. 
Yuba is the concentrated fi lm of dried soymilk lipo-proteins 
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(p. 708).
 In France, Rene Jarre is specializing in the preparation 
of soyfoods (produits alimentaires à base de soja). Monahan 
and Pope (1915) added to powdered soymilk malt, cacao and 
chocolate–U.S. patent 1,165,199 of 21 Dec. 1915 (p. 709).
 The future of soymilk: The main challenge now is to 
fi nd a way to deodorize soymilk. Note: And to remove the 
fl atulence factors (p. 709). Address: Honorary Prof. (Tunis, 
Rennes, Grignon), former Head of Technical Services, 
International Institute of Agriculture, Rome (Ex-Chef du 
Service Tecnique, a l’Institut d’Agriculture de Rome).

2502. Smith, Dean A.; Woodruff, M.F.A. 1951. Defi ciency 
diseases in Japanese prison camps. Medical Research 
Council (London), Special Report Series No. 274. p. 192. 
(HMSO Privy Council, G.B.).
• Summary: This comprehensive report discusses the effects 
of an inadequate, unbalanced, and unaccustomed diet, 
maintained over a period of years, on thousands of men, 
women and children, prisoners in the hands of the Japanese 
in Hong Kong and Singapore.
 One section is titled “Preparation of Tempe.” British 
and Dutch prisoners of war in Changi, a Japanese prisoner 
of war camp in Singapore, survived on tempeh. “Soya 
beans fi rst appeared in Changi in May, 1943, as a purchase 
by the Camp Messing Fund; from December of that year 
onwards, they were occasionally issued to the camp by 
the Japanese in place of a certain amount of rice... The 
beans were fi rst simply boiled, but in this form they were 
rather unpalatable and exceedingly indigestible, and many 
men passed unaltered beans in their stools. Some Dutch 
prisoners of war suggested that this diffi culty could be 
overcome by converting the beans into a substance known 
in the Netherlands East Indies as tempe, a product which... 
occupies a very important place in the diets of those who 
live in central and east Java.” A description of the tempeh-
making process is given. “The original culture of fungus 
was obtained from the withered petals of the Hibiscus 
plant... At Changi, tempe was made part of the general issue 
when available and was used to treat protein and vitamin 
defi ciencies, and was given to diabetics for whom the 
ordinary rice diet was unsuitable.”
 Note: According to The Defi ning Years of the Dutch 
East Indies, 1942-1949, by Jan A. Krancher (McFarland & 
Co. 1995), upon their invasion of Java in 1942, the Japanese 
began a process of Japanization of the archipelago. Over the 
next 3 years, more than 100,000 Dutch citizens were shipped 
to Japanese internment [prisoner of war] camps, and more 
than 4 million romoeshas, forced Indonesian laborers, were 
enlisted in the Japanese war effort. The Japanese occupation 
stimulated the development of Indonesian independence 
movements. Headed by Sukarno, nationalist forces declared 
their independence on August 17, 1945. For Dutch citizens, 
Dutch-Indonesians or “Indos,” and pro-Dutch Indonesians, 

Sukarno’s declaration marked the beginning of a new wave 
of terror.

2503. Stanley, Joseph. 1951. Production and utilization of 
lecithin. In: K.S. Markley, ed. 1951. Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. Vol. II. New York: Interscience Publishers or John 
Wiley & Sons. xvi + 1145 p. See p. 593-647. [162 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Occurrence and composition: 
Occurrence, structure and composition, nomenclature. 2. 
Manufacture. 3. Commercial lecithins. 4. Physical properties. 
5. Chemical properties. 6. Utilization of lecithin: Margarine, 
chocolate (measurement of viscosity of chocolate), 
confectionery and ice cream, baked products (bread, cakes, 
biscuits, cookies, and crackers), macaroni, edible oils and 
fats, antioxidants, pharmaceuticals, paints and printing inks, 
rubber and petroleum, leather and textiles, cosmetics, soaps, 
and miscellaneous applications. 7. Synthetic substitutes and 
other lecithins. 8. Analysis of lecithin: Rapid volumetric 
determination of phosphorus (standardization of 0.1 N uranyl 
nitrate, determination), determination of small amounts of 
lecithin. 9. Statistical and market analysis.
 Originally soybean lecithin was considered to be an 
undesirable sludge, because the hydrated form tends to 
ferment producing bad-smelling substances. Thus, the main 
problem was to dispose of it without creating a nuisance. 
In Manchuria and Germany, where expeller and solvent 
extraction plants were installed, it was decided to dry under 
vacuum the hydrated substance which had been removed 
from the oil using a centrifuge. This dried residue was 
named “soybean lecithin,” and initially no uses for it could 
be found. Researchers began to look for new applications, 
and initially they thought it could be used in nerve tonics 
like sodium phosphates and phytin, but such applications 
would consume very little lecithin. Over the last 20 years, 
thousands of commercial applications have been discovered, 
yet these use less than 20% of the lecithin that is potentially 
available.
 The total production of soybean lecithin in the USA was 
estimated at 8 million lb in 1948, while about 40 million 
lb which could be produced is not recovered. About 94% 
of the lecithin recovered in the USA comes from soybeans. 
Soybean oil yields an average of 2.65% commercial 
lecithin; other vegetable oils yield on average only about 
0.5% lecithin. The large present and potential production of 
lecithin has caused the price per pound to drop from about 75 
cents 20 years ago to about 15 cents in 1950 (p. 593-94).
 Historically, the manufacture of soybean lecithin began 
in the late 1920s in Germany with its recovery from expeller 
soybean foots, which were composed of phosphatides, 
phytins, sterols, glycerides, carbohydrates, gums, water and 
some soybean meal. After dehydrating the sludge at low 
temperature under vacuum, it was extracted with various 
solvents such as methanol, ethanol, benzene, etc. The extract 
was purifi ed by re-extraction with acetone to remove the 
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nonphosphatides. Then the residue was redissolved in an 
appropriate glyceride carrier to make commercial soybean 
lecithin. This process made a good, stable lecithin, but the 
various steps made it expensive.
 The installation in Germany of solvent extraction plants 
for processing soybeans offered a convenient method of 
separating and purifying the lecithin without the use of 
solvents. The fi rst good process was developed by Bollmann 
of the Hanseatische Muehlenwerke, A.G., in Hamburg, and 
patented in Germany on 8 Oct. 1923 (No. 382,912) and later 
in the USA on 12 June 1928 (No. 1,673,615). A detailed 
description of process is given (p. 601).
 World soybean lecithin production in 1948 is estimated 
at 10 million lb. Another 2 million lb of vegetable lecithin 
was recovered worldwide, including corn lecithin in the 
USA, peanut lecithin in England, and rapeseed lecithin in 
Germany and elsewhere in Europe. During the period 1934-
1938 soybean lecithin was produced in the USA, Germany, 
Japan, Denmark, and Norway. “It can safely be said that 
during 1934-1938 the world utilized only about 4% of its 
potential production of soybean lecithin, and it is doubtful 
whether more than 10% was utilized even in 1948.”
 “The lecithin that is not recovered is left in emulsion 
form or in the foots, and is either thrown away or at best is 
mixed with the press cake or sold for soap stock. At least 
96% of the potential production of vegetable lecithin of 
the world suffers this fate.” Address: Joseph Stanley Co., 
Chicago, Illinois.

2504. Waterman, H.I.; Boelhouwer, C.; Revallier, L.J. 1951. 
Hydrogenation of fatty oils. New York, Amsterdam, London 
and Brussels: Elsevier Publishing Company. ix + 254 p. 
Illust. Author index. Subject index. 24 cm. [259* footnotes]
• Summary: The following are discussed: Soybean oil, p. 
20, 91. Hydrogenation of soybean oil, p. 161, 166, 173, 185, 
210. Soya lecithin, p. 56, 69. Oleomargarine, p. 58, 188, 231. 
Shortenings, p. 27, 208, 229.
 Groundnut oil and its hydrogenation, p. 21, 161, 173, 
181. Sesame oil, p. 25, 115. Address: 1. Prof. of Chemical 
Technology, Delft Technical Univ. (Netherlands).

2505. Learmonth, E. Mitchell. 1952. The infl uence of soya 
fl our on bread doughs. II. The inhibition of the proteolytic 
enzymes of malt and wheat fl ours. J. of the Science of Food 
and Agriculture (London) 3(2):54-59. Feb. [14 ref]
• Summary: In some raw soya beans a factor inhibits the 
proteinases of the type present in wheat and malt. The 
presence of such a factor in soya is perhaps part of the 
reason for its success as a bread improver. Address: British 
Soya Products Ltd., 150/152 Fenchurch St., London, E.C. 3, 
England.

2506. Soybean Digest. 1952. Grits and fl akes... from the 
world of soy: J.C. Ferree leaves Soya Foods Ltd. April. p. 38.

• Summary: “Soya Foods Ltd., London, England, announces 
that J.C. Ferree, who was one of the pioneers of the soy fl our 
industry in Great Britain and the past 19 years chairman and 
managing director of Soya Foods Ltd., has left that company. 
He has formed a new company, Soya and Protein Products, 
Ltd., at Duke Street House, 415-17 Oxford St., London.”

2507. Times (London). 1952. Spillers Limited: Effect of 
infl ated price levels on industrial operations. Controls: 
Need for restoration of incentives... Mr. Arthur Whittaker’s 
statement. June 17. p. 11, col. 2.
• Summary: In the section titled “New works,” Whittaker 
states: “I am also sorry to have to report that although we 
have virtually completed a new factory at Cardiff for the 
processing of soya beans, it will be impossible for the time 
being to operated it on more than a very limited scale, if at 
all, by reason of the Government’s decision to restrict the 
import of the necessary raw material because of the adverse 
balance of payments situation.”

2508. Nickerson, Jane. 1952. News of food: Introduction of 
new anchovy catsup recalls U.S. ruling on sauce names. New 
York Times. July 31. p. 26.
• Summary: There is an old saying that the French have 
many sauces but only one religion, whereas Americans have 
many religions and only one sauce. When most Americans 
cooked at home, that sauce was white sauce. But now that 
they no longer cook so much, that sauce has become the 
ready-prepared catsup.”
 A new kind of catsup is now on the market–an anchovy 
catsup–made by J. Ossola Co., a maker of Italian foods. The 
U.S. Food and Drug Administration has ruled that catsup 
(also spelled ketchup or catchup) must be made largely 
from tomatoes–and indeed the new type is. But that was not 
always the case.
 “Until a few years ago any relish or sharp sauce 
could be, and was, called catsup. We had walnut catsup 
and mushroom catsup...” But the FDA found all this very 
confusing, so it found that manufacturers could use the 
words “ketchup,” “catsup” or “catchup” only for a product 
made predominantly from tomatoes. “Americans love 
uniformity.”
 So what used to be called “walnut ketchup” is now 
called “walnut sauce.” This product “is a mixture of walnut-
fl avored malt vinegar, soy sauce, spices and what not. Malt 
vinegar is also the basis for the mushroom sauce. Both are 
prepared in England and bottled here.”

2509. Faure, J.C.A. 1952. American soybeans in Europe. 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 34, 36-38.
• Summary: The International Association of Seed Crushers 
(London) started in 1911 under the name of the International 
Seed Crushers’ Committee to enable the crushers in the 
various European countries to get together periodically 
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to discuss the various diffi culties arising in the course of 
business. The organization was resuscitated after World War 
I and the present name was adopted. In June of 1951 Mr. 
Kretzchmar, representing the crushing industry in “Holland” 
gave a full report on the quality of American soybeans 
that had arrived in Holland during 1949 and 1950. The 
“experience of Holland was shared by crushers in Germany 
and other countries. The main cause for complaint was the 
high percentage of foreign matter found in the beans on 
arrival in Europe. After a very full discussion the following 
resolution was carried unanimously by the Congress.”
 Although there was extensive correspondence with the 
American Soybean Assoc. and USDA, and articles appeared 
in the April and June 1952 issues of Soybean Digest, there 
has been no noticeable improvement in the quality of U.S. 
soybeans arriving in Europe. Europeans would prefer to 
buy U.S. soybeans on the same basis as beans from other 
countries. “It is an established fact that the Manchurian 
soybean is a much better bean than we are getting from the 
United States... What we cannot understand however is why 
the United States soybeans cannot be as good and as clean 
and free from foreign matter as the beans that are shipped by 
the Chinese and the Russians.”
 A portrait photo shows J.C.A. Faure. A cartoon titled 
“We are outsmarted” (p. 36) shows a Manchurian walking 
away with European soybean markets. Little ASA says he 
feels like a dunce! He grows, harvest, stores, and ships by 
modern methods, yet Manchurian exports are taking away 
more of his business every day. Address: Vice president, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers [IASC], London.

2510. Learmonth, E.M. 1952. Soya in Britain. Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 30-32, 42. [4 ref]

• Summary:  
“Ignorance, 
prejudice, and 
the well-known 
conservatism of the 
British public mean 
that the development 
of soya as a protein 
food is a long 
and arduous task. 
Nevertheless we have 
made some progress. 
The post-war 
production of full-
fat soya has ranged 
around 23 million 

pounds per annum with a peak in 1947-48 of 31 million 
pounds.” All of soya produced in Britain after World War II 
has been full fat. Most is “debittered full-fat fl our and meal 
though there is a small but persistent demand for enzyme-
active soy fl our for bread making.” An estimated 50% of the 

debittered product goes into baked goods (cakes, biscuits, 
bread), and 20% goes to grocery products (soup powders, 
canned goods, salad creams). Recently the government 
restriction on the use of soya in manufactured meat products 
was removed so demand is growing in this area. Smaller 
quantities are used in the sugar confectionery industry and in 
ice creams.
 In the early days the soybean was acclaimed as the 
wonder bean, and many falsely infl ated claims were made. 
This has hurt the soya industry. “The true merits of the soya 
bean are still not widely recognised.” Soya fl our sells well to 
the bakery industry because it confers 3 types of advantages 
on baked goods: technical (protection against oxidative 
rancidity), commercial (it extends the shelf life of baked 
goods), and organoleptic. American bread contains much 
more fat and sugar than its British counterpart.
 Before World War II full-fat debittered soya, made in 
England, was becoming increasingly popular as a high-
protein binder in sausages and butchers’ small goods. 
During the war, as meat became less available to sausage 
manufacturers, a government regulation required that every 
sausage had to contain 7½% of soya grits. The British 
soya industry was unable to produce enough grits, so large 
quantities were imported from the USA. “The quality of 
those soya grits has done more harm to the name of soya 
in the United Kingdom than anything in the history of the 
industry... What an opportunity was lost to the soya industry 
by the fi asco of soya grits.”
 A portrait photo shows E.M. Learmonth. Address: 
British Soya Products, Ltd., London.

2511. Cobie, D.C. 1952. Editor’s desk: An open letter to 
American Soybean Association members from your director 
of circulation. Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 4.
• Summary: “Dear Member: Your secretary, George Strayer, 
left Sept. 19 on a fl ying trip to European countries. He went, 
at his own expense, to talk with buyers and users of soybeans 
in those countries.
 “George was worried about the huge shrinkage of 
exports of our soybeans during the past year. He is fearful 
of the effect of that shrinkage on soybean prices as paid 
to the grower over a period of time. While there he hopes 
to uncover fi rst hand information that will be useful to the 
Association in regaining those markets.”
 A large photo shows Mr. and Mrs. George Strayer at 
the door of the Soybean Digest offi ce in Hudson, Iowa, just 
before they fl ew to Europe on a business trip Sept. 18. They 
planned to visit France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany, 
England, and Switzerland. George was in Europe in 1949 on 
an ECA technical assistance trip together with J.L. Cartter.
 “Before George left we discussed the fact that our 
Association represents only 1 percent of the growers of 
soybeans. We are doing the legislative, promotional and 
educational work for the other 99 percent. Our great need is 
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for more membership among the growers and the handlers of 
the crop.”
 “... But you need only ask them and they will gladly 
pay $3 for a year’s membership, including a subscription to 
the Soybean Digest (I am sure you’ll agree this publication 
alone is well worth the price of a year’s membership fee.)” 
Address: Hudson, Iowa.

2512. Strayer, George M. 1952. Editor’s desk: U.S. standards 
not liked abroad. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: “The federal grading standards under which we 
are now selling soybeans were developed for carbohydrate 
grains. They were not, at fi rst, intended for oilseeds. No other 
oilseeds [except soybeans] are traded under them. Not even 
fl axseed,...
 “It was the good fortune of your editor to spend a 
half day in the offi ces and laboratories of the Incorporated 
Oilseed Association in London in October. There I saw 
samples of soybeans originating all over the world. There I 
was allowed to learn, fi rst hand, the system of trading which 
was described by J.C.A. Faure at the September convention, 
and which has been developed through many years of 
experience.
 “European nations have been buying Manchurian 
soybeans for long periods of years. They were doing 
extensive trading in the commodity before most of the men 
in our American soybean industry knew there was such a 
crop. They have handled the production of good years and 
bad. They have bought from good traders and bad, and over 
this period of years have evolved a system of grading which 
gives them, as buyers, a measure of protection and security. 
That system recognizes that the crop varies with different 
years, that arbitrary standards which will fi t all conditions are 
diffi cult or impossible to draw. It establishes a fair average 
quality of crop, uses it as the basis of trading, and individual 
shipments are then compared with that fair average quality 
and priced accordingly. Settlement is based on the soybeans, 
or other oilseed, actually delivered to the buyer.”

2513. Harley, J.L. 1952. Associations between 
microorganisms and higher plants (mycorrhiza). Annual 
Review of Microbiology 6:367-86. [96 ref]
• Summary: “The work done in recent year upon the 
association between the roots of higher plants and 
microorganisms has proved to be of fundamental importance 
in various branches of botanical study,” including plant 
pathology, and soil activity. Address: The Queen’s College, 
England.

2514. Markley, K.S. 1952. Oil processing through the ages. 
Yearbook of Agriculture (USDA) p. 497-503. For the year 
1950-51. Crops in Peace and War.
• Summary: An excellent history by an expert in the subject. 
The fi rst fats used by man were probably of animal origin–

tallows and greases–which were separated from other tissue 
simply by heating or boiling with water. Extraction of oils 
from fruits and seeds was more complex and diffi cult, yet 
vegetable oils were used from the time of the earliest records, 
so methods for their separation must have been developed 
before the dawn of recorded history.
 “The ancient Egyptians and Phoenicians used vegetable 
oils for food and for anointing their bodies, but not for 
illumination. The Egyptians used olive oil as a lubricant 
in moving large stones, statues, and building material. As 
early as 1400 B.C., Egyptian chariot wheels were lubricated 
with axle greases consisting of fat and lime. Earthen vessels 
predating the First Dynasty [2920-2770 B.C.] have been 
found which contained several pounds of oxidized palm oil. 
From the Egyptians and Phoenicians, knowledge of how to 
apply fats and oils spread to the Hebrews, and thence to the 
Greeks.
 “The Hebrews had oil mills powered by treads that were 
usually operated by prisoners. Pliny [Roman, 23-79 AD] 
left the earliest description of an oil mill, which was used 
to crush olives. It resembled the ordinary edge runner, the 
stones being fl at on the inner side and convex on the outer 
side. The Greeks and Romans are said to have employed 
screw presses, similar to wine presses for recovering olive 
oil.”
 “The wedge, edge-runner, and screw press were used 
in Europe for oilseed processing until the invention of the 
hydraulic press. Their effi ciencies were increased somewhat 
by precrushing and heating the seed in the presence of 
moisture, a practice in use today.
 “The development of the hydraulic press in 1795 made 
possible a marked increase in the recovery of oil... By 1815, 
improved forms of the hydraulic press were introduced in 
France and Germany, where their use spread rapidly.” Bags 
were soon replaced by press cloths.
 In the 20th century, the continuous screw press or 
expeller was invented in the Unites States; it is still in use 
(see p. 504). “The rise of the soybean processing industry 
in the United States in the 1930s created a further demand 
for these presses. Effi ciency, as well as capacity increased 
until it became possible to process soybeans so as to reduce 
the residual oil content of the cake to 3.5 or 4.5 percent.” 
But “oil technologists were not satisfi ed to leave even this 
amount of oil in the extracted cake.”
 “The fi rst practical process for the solvent extraction 
of oil from oilseeds was developed by Jesse Fisher in 
Birmingham, England, in the 1840s, but no patent for the 
solvent extraction of fatty oil was granted until 1856... 
Solvent extraction has been practiced on a fairly large scale 
in Europe since 1870. The fi rst extractors were single-unit, 
unagitated, batch vessels. Soon multiple unit, agitated, 
counter-current extractors appeared. Many attempts were 
made to develop a continuous solvent-extraction process, 
and about 1920 Hermann Bollmann in Germany developed 
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an extractor that was especially adapted to the recovery of oil 
from soybeans. This extractor and its operation are discussed 
in detail in the next chapter.”
 Soon Karl Hildebrandt in Germany developed another 
type of continuous solvent extractor. It “is a combination 
of two vertical enclosed screw conveyors connected at the 
bottom by a cross conveyor so that the whole forms a U. The 
previously rolled or fl aked oilseed moves in one leg in the 
same direction as the fl ow of the solvent, and in the other leg 
in the opposite direction.
 “This type of extractor was introduced in the United 
States for processing soybeans in 1934 [By ADM, began 
operation in April and by Glidden in Nov.] and was followed 
very shortly by the Bollmann, or paternoster, extractor” [By 
Central Soya, began operation in Nov. 1937]. Somewhat 
later, an extractor of American design–the rotating plate, 
vertical gravity extractor–was introduced [in late 1937 to 
American Soya Products Corp. Evansville, Indiana, by 
Allis-Chalmers & Michelle Bonotto]. It was followed by 
a modifi ed type known as the stationary-place [plate?] 
extractor.
 “The rapid adoption of continuous solvent extractors for 
processing soybeans resulted from the fact that such plants 
are almost completely automatic and yield a meal containing 
only 0.6 to 0.8 percent of oil, or a recovery of about 97 
percent.”
 There follows a good history of refi ning crude oils. “The 
earliest methods consisted simply of settling and fi ltering out 
the solid or gummy materials. Later certain earths or clays 
were added before fi ltering to help remove solid impurities 
and also some of the pigments., thereby imparting a clear and 
bright appearance. One of the most important in the refi ning 
process consists in removing the free fatty acids naturally 
present in the oil.” Address: Head, Oil and Oilseeds Div., 
Southern Regional Research Lab., New Orleans, Louisiana.

2515. Petelot, Alfred. 1952. Les plantes médicinales du 
Cambodge, du Laos et du Vietnam [The medicinal plants 
of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. Vol. 1]. Archives des 
Recherches Agronomiques au Cambodge, au Laos et au 
Vietnam No. 14. 408 p. See p. 276-81. [20 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The section on the soybean (Soja hispida 
Moench, p. 276-81) includes the vernacular names: 
Vietnamese: Dau nanh. Dau tuong, Dau hon, Dau xa. 
Cambodian: Sandek sieng. Laotian: Mak toua kon, Ta ton.
 Discusses: Whole dry soybeans, green vegetable 
soybeans (Elles peuvent... être consommées à l’état jeune à 
la façon des fl ageolets,...), soymilk (elles donnent une sorte 
de lait mousseux et crémeux,...), nutritional composition, tofu 
(le graines sont utilisées pour la préparation d’un fromage, 
le Teau-fou des Chinois, le dau-phu des Vietnamiens), 
composition of fresh and moisture-free tofu, soy oil and its 
properties (In Europe, above all in England, this oil is used 
to make soap and margarine. Its drying properties enable 

it to be used to make paint), soybean cake (used as animal 
feed; it is rich in lysine), lecithin, vitamin B, the Agronomic 
Institute of Ankara, Turkey, has found soya to be superior 
as an animal feed to all other legumes cultivated in Turkey, 
defatted soybean meal, useful in diabetic diets, Haberlandt of 
Vienna suggests use as human food, fermented soy products 
and rice koji, natto, miso, shoyu, Tsao Yu of China and Japan 
(and widely used in Europe), tuong dau of Vietnam, Japanese 
natto, MSG.
 Pages 279-280: In Asia, there are many fermented soy-
based imitations (imitations à base de Soja fermenté), and 
they come in many different varieties. Chief among these 
is Tsao Yu, which is very common in Chinese and Japanese 
cuisines, and also consumed by Europeans. It is prepared 
using black seeds that are cooked and dried, which are then 
placed under Hibiscus leaves to spontaneously grow mold. 
When they take on a greenish-brown color, due to the fungus 
spores, they are added to a concentrated brine and exposed to 
the sun for a week. The liquid is collected and drained until 
the mass is no longer salty. The liquors are mixed together, 
with palm sugar, star anise, or other aromatics known as 
“soy herbs” (herbes à Soja). This mixture is then boiled and 
evaporated until salt crystals appear. The resulting sauce is 
black, with a pleasant smell, and is clear or thick depending 
on the level of evaporation. In Vietnam, soybeans (soja) are 
used in the preparation of a sauce called tuong dau, which 
comes in two varieties: tuong nep, or tuong with glutinous 
rice, and tuong bap, or tuong with corn. The fi rst is prepared 
with an infusion of grilled and ground soybeans, which are 
placed in earthenware jars for one week. The paste turns 
black, and moldy rice is added, with 6 parts rice to 5 parts 
soybeans. 15 days of fermentation produces a reddish sauce, 
which is then lightened with a heavy addition of salt. Tuong 
bap is prepared by mixing grilled soybeans with lightly 
moldy corn; it is moistened with salty water and fermented 
for two weeks, with stirring and sun exposure from time to 
time. It is the poor man’s nuoc mam: inexpensive, but with 
the same nutritive value as true nuoc mam made from fi sh.
 Note. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term Teau-fou to refer to tofu.
 Paul Alfred Pételot lived 1885 to 1940. Address: Chargé 
de Cours à la Faculté Mixte de Médecine et de Pharmacie de 
Saigon [Vietnam].

2516. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1952. Soya-
bean oil. In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. 
Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. 
London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See 
vol. IX, p. 27, 29, 53, 55. 23 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: This semi-drying oil can also be used as is as a 
margarine fat. When partially hydrogenated, it is used both 
in margarine and cooking (“shortening”) fats, as well as in 
soaps. Table XVII (p. 27) gives the composition of 13 drying 
and semi-drying oils, including soya bean oil. Table XIX (p. 
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29) gives the component fatty acid content of the body fat of 
pigs fed on various fatty diets, including soya beans alone.
 Page 53 has a table of tests of special value in dealing 
with specifi c oils. “Soya oil: Insoluble bromides test, 
determination of lecithin.”
 Table IV (p. 55) gives key constants for 16 vegetable 
oils, including almond, arachis, apricot kernel, castor, cotton, 
hemp, kapok, linseed, maize, oiticica, olive, perilla, poppy, 
rape, sesame, and soya.

2517. Wokes, Frank. 1952. The direct use of plant materials 
by man. British J. of Nutrition 6(1):118-24. [20 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the amount of land required to 
support various diets, the protein and other nutrients in 
vegetarian diets, and aspects of vegetable substitutes for 
animal products. Address: Ovaltine Research Laboratories, 
King’s Langley, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England.

2518. Vegetarian (The) (Manchester, England). 1953-1958. 
Serial/periodical. Bank Square, Wilmslow, Manchester, 
England: The Vegetarian Society (Est. 1847). Vol. 1, No. 
1. (10th Series). 105th year. Jan/Feb. 1953. Frequency: 
Bimonthly.
• Summary: Continues: The Vegetarian Messenger and 
Health Review. Continued by The British Vegetarian. The 
title page of issue No. 1 (Jan/Feb. 1953) states that this is the 
offi cial magazine of The Vegetarian Society, Bank Square, 
Wilmslow, Manchester. Address: Wilmslow, Manchester, 
England.

2519. Deck, E.M. 1953. Another outlet for vegetable oils 
from American farms: Mellorine, a nutritious new product 
made with soybean and cottonseed oils, can become another 
major market after clarifying legal action. Soybean Digest. 
March. p. 14-16.
• Summary: The annual production of ice cream in America 
is approximately 600 million gallons, and it contains about 
270 million lb of butterfat–which is a little less than 10% of 
all butterfat produced in the USA. During the last 4-5 years 
the price of butterfat has been so high it has seemed to be 
pricing quality ice creams out of the market. Manufacturers 
sought various methods to hold down costs, such as making 
ice creams low in butterfat (where their state laws would 
allow it), or making ice milks, frozen novelties, frozen 
custards, or sherbets.
 In about 1947-48 in Texas a few ice cream makers 
started to make frozen dessert using hydrogenated vegetable 
fats (soybean and cottonseed oils, sometimes mixed with 
imported coconut oil) to replace the butterfat in their ice 
cream formulas. “This was not a new invention at all, 
because some vegetable fat had been used during the war, 
and vegetable fat ice creams have been made for years in 
other countries, such as England.”
 These frozen desserts made with vegetable fats got 

started under such names as “Frosty Kreme,” “Mello 
Kream,” etc. The new products were well accepted by 
consumers. The Texas Dairy Products Institute then wrote 
a standard of identity for this type of product and gave it 
the generic name of “Mellorine.” The minimum fat content 
of Mellorine is 6% while the minimum butterfat content of 
ice cream is 8%. America’s large national manufacturers of 
frozen desserts (such as National Dairies, Borden, Carnation, 
Foremost, and Beatrice Foods) are now making this new 
product in the states where it has been legalized or where it is 
not prohibited. The vegetable fats used in Mellorine cost, on 
average, less than one-fourth as much butterfat (18-25 cents/
pound versus $0.80-$1.15/pound). Mellorine retails for about 
26% less than ice cream.
 The author then argues that increased use of Mellorine 
will benefi t soybean and cotton growers, as well as dairy 
farmer. Address: Manager, Products Service Dep., Mrs. 
Tucker’s Foods, Inc., Sherman, Texas.

2520. Wareing, P.F. 1953. A new photoperiodic phenomenon 
in short-day plants. Nature (London) 171(4353):614-15. 
April 4. [4 ref]
• Summary: Studies on Biloxi soybeans suggest that the 
length of the limiting photoperiod varies with the length of 
the dark period. A table and a graph summarize the results. 
Maximum fl owering occurred with a cycle of 12 hours light 
and 12 hours dark. The fl owering response was reduced 
in all treatments in which the dark period was greater than 
12 hours. Flowering was completely inhibited when the 
following combinations were used: 15 hours of light and 21 
hours of dark; 12 hours of light and 24 hours of dark.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (July 2010) with the term “short day” or “short-day 
plants” in the title. Short-day plants fl ower when the night 
is longer than a critical length. Address: Botany Dep., 
University, Manchester [England].

2521. Pirie, N.W. 1953. Food of the future: Part 3 (A.): The 
effi cient use of sunlight for food production. Chemistry and 
Industry (London) No. 19. p. 442-45. May 9.
• Summary: This is a paper read before the Food Group 
(Nutrition Panel) on Wednesday, 25 March 1953. “Our 
income of sunlight is the present source of our food 
supplies... and plants are the chief intermediary making it 
available to us” (p. 442).
 Plants are generally poor sources of protein, with two 
outstanding exceptions: “the seeds of many legumes and the 
young leaves in most species.” The latter is not generally 
recognized. Young, vigorously growing leaves often contain 
30-40% of protein and little fi ber. “If suitably selected they 
would be a valuable food for people and research should be 
directed towards establishing the conditions under which 
leaves of this very high quality could be produced regularly. 
They could be used as food either directly or after suffi cient 
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treatment to remove unattractive fl avours. But only a few 
plant species will stand up to continuous cropping of very 
young leaves and even if they survive they have their growth 
seriously impaired.”
 “The fl uid cell contents, after liberation, bring out with 
them most of the leaf protein... The separation of protein 
has been carried out on a laboratory scale with varying 
degrees of effi ciency for 180 years [i.e., since 1773], and 
several attempts have been made during the last quarter 
century to do it commercially. So far these have not been 
an unqualifi ed success” (p. 444). The term “leaf proteins” is 
used repeatedly. Address: Rothamsted Experimental Station, 
Harpenden, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England.

2522. Holm, Glenn C.; Eveleth, D.F.; Dinusson, W.E. 1953. 
Trichloroethylene soybean meal poisoning in sheep. J. of the 
American Veterinary Medical Association 122(914):380-82. 
May. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Reports of cattle losses from feeding 
trichloroethylene soybean meal were published as early as 
1916 in Scotland. The condition was later called ‘Duren 
disease’ when it was observed in Germany in 1923. More 
than 40 other reports of losses were made in Europe before 
this method of processing soybeans was discontinued.”
 “During the past 2 years, extensive investigation 
into cattle losses from trichloroethylene soybean meal 
yielded some evidence of sheep losses. The sheep affected 
were being fed toxic meal prior to and during lambing. 
Postmortem fi ndings were characteristic of those observed 
in cattle.” Note: This is the earliest document seen on the 
deaths of sheep fed trichloroethylene-extracted soybean 
meal. Address: Depts. of Veterinary Science and Animal 
Husbandry, North Dakota Agric. Exp. Station, Fargo, North 
Dakota.

2523. Dean, R.F.A. 1953. Plant proteins in child feeding. 
Medical Research Council (London), Special Report Series 
No. 279. viii + 163 p. (Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce, 
London). [307 ref]
• Summary: Contains extensive information on the use 
of soya in feeding infants and children, including: The 
direct improvement of proteins by heat. Removal of the 
trypsin inhibitor. The trypsin inhibitor in human nutrition. 
Milk substitutes based on the soya bean. Disadvantages of 
soya preparations. The preparation of soya for food. The 
supplementation of plant proteins–Isolated proteins–The 
effects of supplementing whole foods. Human experiments 
in protein supplementation. Recommendations for future 
work.
 Dean investigated diets in post-war Germany. He found 
that as much as 50% of the total protein in diets of children 
of roughly 1-2 years of age were derived from soya. His 
conclusions are (a) that cereal and soya bean mixtures can 
probably be prepared which would take the place of most 

of the milk in children’s diets and might even replace it 
entirely; (b) that for children from one to two years old, at 
least two of the mixtures (used in feeding German children) 
may be almost perfect substitutes for all the milk in the diet 
there were, however, a number of mixtures that had to be 
discarded. Dean’s work in Germany was done in 1946 to 
1949. Address: Medical Research Council, 38 Old Queen St., 
London S.W.1, England.

2524. Greenberg, Samuel M.; Frazer, A.C. 1953. Some 
factors affecting the growth and development of rats fed 
rancid fat. J. of Nutrition 50(4):421-40. Aug. 10. [17 ref]
• Summary: Rancid soybean oil was prepared by bubbling 
air through the oil, which was heated to 50ºC. It was 
reported that the presence of rancid fat in the diet of Wistar 
rats increases the protein requirement for optimal growth. 
However a diet containing 10% rancid soybean oil supported 
almost normal growth in rats when all essential nutrients 
were supplied in large amounts and protein constituted 30% 
of the diet. Under these conditions the only organ weight 
seriously affected by the presence of rancid fat was that of 
the intestinal tract. Address: Dep. of Pharmacology, Medical 
School, Univ. of Birmingham, England.

2525. Times (London). 1953. Substitutes for milk in 
children’s diet: Use of plant proteins. Aug. 11. p. 8, col. 3.
• Summary: A summary of: Dean, R.F.A. 1953. “Plant 
proteins in child feeding.” Medical Research Council 
(London), Special Report Series No. 279. viii + 163 p. 
Address: London, W.1.

2526. Vegetarian (The) (Manchester, England). 1953. Soya 
debittered. 1(4):133-34. July/Aug.
• Summary: “The soya bean contains 40 per cent. protein 
and 20 per cent. fat and is without starch.
 “During the war its nutritive value was recognised and 
food manufacturers were compelled to use it as a substitute 
for meat protein in various proportions. Sausage makers, 
for instance, were allowed 37½ per cent. fresh meat plus 7½ 
percent. soya thus giving the nutritional value of 60 per cent. 
meat–a striking tribute to the properties of soya.
 “The bitter taste, however, was unpopular so after 
the war this valuable food was dropped by the authorities. 
Experimental work has solved the problem of debittering 
soya and recent taste tests showed that 75 per cent. of votes 
were cast in favour of sausages containing the new product. 
It is hoped that soya will again be recognised as an important 
source of human nutrition.”

2527. British Medical Journal. 1953. Feeding children 
without milk. ii(4841):874. Oct. 17. [2 ref]
• Summary: “In many Oriental and tropical countries, 
however, cows’ milk in any form is either scarce or absent. In 
order to bridge the gap between the end of breast-feeding and 
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the development of digestive powers strong enough to cope 
with the normal local diet, vegetable substitutes for cows’ 
milk are urgently needed. Countless lives are being lost 
because in many areas no suitable alternative is available.”
 “In 1944 Italian workers in Rome found that foods 
made from mixtures of malted cereals were useful for infant 
feeding at a time of acute food shortage.” The quality of 
these foods could be increased by the inclusion of soya fl our. 
Research work by Dr. Harriette Chick (Lancet 1946) and by 
Dr. R.F.A. Dean (in German orphanages and schools, 1953) 
has shown that mixtures of soya and cereals can be used as 
effective yet imperfect substitutes for cow’s milk.
 “The results seem hopeful, although it is clear that a 
perfect vegetable substitute for milk has still to be devised. 
For infants up to 1 year old about half of the milk in the diet 
could be replaced by some of the mixtures. For children from 
1 to 2 years old at least two mixtures seemed nearly perfect 
substitutes for all the milk in the diet. For children aged 
between 2 and 11 years almost all the mixtures gave good 
results, but for optimum growth a small allowance of [cow’s] 
milk was necessary.”
 Care must be taken to inactivate trypsin inhibitors and to 
minimize carbohydrates that cause fl atulence.

2528. Biester, Charlotte E. 1953. The story in the American 
cook book. J. of the American Dietetic Association 
29(10):988-92. Oct. [60* ref]
• Summary: The Compleat Housewife, by E. Smith, 
available in England in 1727, and printed again in the 
American Colonies in 1742 (72 pages), is thought to be the 
fi rst cookbook ever published in what is now the United 
States.
 The fi rst American cookbook (“printed compilation of 
recipes”) written by an American was Amelia Simmons’ 
“American Cookery” (1796). Fannie Farmer came later. 
Address: Ed.D., Prof. of Home Economics, Santa Barbara 
College, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, CA.

2529. Nichols, Andrew J. 1953. The soya wurst program: A 
case study. Washington, DC: USDA/FAS. 17 p. Oct. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is “A case study of the attempt to introduce 
a new food item in West Germany.”
 Contents: Introduction. Development of a program. 
Appearance of obstacles and opposition groups. Factors in 
the outcome. Repercussions in the United States. Retrospect–
Through the eyes of a military government offi cer. Lessons 
for the future. Future possibilities of the program.
 A German law of 1887 forbade the mixing of meat and 
other ingredients without declaring it. Some German states 
had even older laws that specifi ed what could or could not be 
added to meat in manufacturing sausages. During the 1930s, 
before World War II, Germany “had ‘bratlings,’ meatless 
hamburgers, which the soldiers and population had relished. 
They were vegetable hamburgers made from cereals, yeast, 

and full-fat soya fl our. But by 1941 [Germany’s] soybean 
stocks were exhausted and the ‘bratlings’ had to be made 
without soya fl our. The people did not like the taste of these 
nonsoya hamburgers and blamed their unpalatability on the 
soya content, not realizing that the problem was the lack of 
soya” [p. 14].
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2014) that contains the term “meatless 
hamburgers” (or “meatless hamburger”).
 German consumers had their next unfortunate 
experience with soya during the early years of World War II, 
when the German army had experimented on a large scale 
in the use of a product made of soya fl our mixed with meat. 
During the course of these experiments, large numbers of 
German men had been fed various soya-meat products, none 
of which they found particularly palatable.
 A third negative experience had come when the Military 
Government and the German administration of food and 
agriculture tried to improve the bread supply by adding soya 
fl our and corn meal to wheat and rye fl our. This effort also 
ended in failure. Thus, by 1948 the word “soya” was very 
unpopular with many German consumers.
 In the early spring of 1949 a new soya product, named 
Soya Wurst, appeared on the market in Western Germany. 
It was the result of a project that for months had joined 
the efforts of the offi cials of the German Administration 
of Economics and Food, Agriculture and Forestry, and the 
Allied Military Government. The primary objective of the 
project was to correct a serious protein defi ciency in the 
German diet. The plan was to extend meat sausage with 
high-quality vegetable proteins.
 Five people came to play leading roles in the soya wurst 
program: Gwynn Garnett, F.D. Mitchell (Mr. Garnett’s 
assistant and an Englishman), Heinrich Hensen, William 
Bening (head of the German Soybean Institute, and also a 
representative of the American Soybean Association, which 
was trying to increase exports of soya fl our to Germany), and 
Karl Nerger (of Kellinghausen, near Hamburger, a leading 
German meat manufacturer).
 At the beginning of the program 3,000 butchers were 
participating; a year later, in early 1950, only 100 were 
selling the product. In that year less than 30,000 tons of soya 
worst had been made and sold. By the summer of 1950 the 
program had completely collapsed. This program analyzes 
the complex reasons for its failure.
 Mr. Nerger “fi nally succeeded in getting a proper 
product, which he called Soya Fleisch [Soya Meat], and this 
he mixed with meat to produce the soya wurst. The soya 
wurst could contain various amounts of Soya Fleisch, up to 
90% of its composition.
 “After some diffi culties Mr. Nerger succeeded in 
developing a soya wurst of excellent quality” (p. 4).
 “Best of all the new product was cheap; a pound of 
regular liver sausage retailed at 2.40 DM (Deutsche Marks); 
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the soya sausage could be sold for 1.60 DM” (p. 4-5). 
Footnote: One DM is approximately 24 cents.

2530. Dunning, J.W. 1953. History and latest development in 
expeller and screw press operations on cottonseed. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 30(11):486-92. Nov. [7 ref]
• Summary: 1600s–The fi rst modern press is the manual, 
vertical single-screw press. The cottonseeds are wrapped in 
cloth and placed between the plattens of the press. 1795–
Joseph Bromah obtains an English patent for a mechanical 
hydraulic press. Many improvements were made, and the 
hydraulic press remained the major machine for pressing oil 
from cottonseeds until the early 1900s.
 1876–V.D. Anderson conceives of the mechanical screw 
press. 1900–Anderson makes the fi rst successful mechanical 
screw press, called an Expeller. 1906–The fi rst order for 
Expellers is delivered to a fl axseed mill. 1908–Expellers 
are fi rst used for pressing the oil from whole cottonseeds. 
The seeds can be pressed cold and without grinding, but 
the maximum oil yield was obtained by crushing the seed 
between two rolls in a mill then warming the meal slightly 
(to 140ºF) before introducing it into the Expeller. The 
Expeller saves labor, uses no press cloths, and crushes 
seeds on a small scale with limited capital investment and a 
relatively low manufacturing cost.
 1910–The Krupp Works in Germany is licensed by V.D. 
Anderson to manufacture a mechanical screw press. This 
press in Germany was called an “Andersonpresse” and later 
a “Schnekenpresse” [sic, Schneckenpresse = worm screw 
press]. In Europe, this press was used mainly as a forepress 
or prepress ahead of hydraulic presses, in a two-step 
operation.
 1926–Model “RB” Expeller is fi rst made by Anderson; 
it has a much heavier build and is equipped with roller 
bearings, hence its name.
 1933–The French Oil Machinery Company introduced 
a mechanical screw press. Presently, there are two leading 
manufacturers of mechanical screw presses in the USA–
Anderson and French.
 Photos show: (1) J.W. Dunning. (2) An Oriental stump 
press. (3) Anderson’s original “Model No. 1 Expeller.” (4) 
Model “RB” Expeller. (5) Duo Expeller. (6) Super Duo 
Expeller with 14-inch conditioner. (7) Four section French 
mechanical screw press. (9) Choke jaw mechanism for 
large Anderson presses. (10) Assembly of bars in barrel bar 
frame. (12) Five-high roller mill. (13) Flaking mills used for 
rolling cottonseed. (14) Four-section stacked cooker. (15) 
Horizontal cooker. (16) Oil screening tank with fi lter press in 
background.
 Illustrations show: (Fig. 2) A single screw press. (8) 
Three different Anderson worm arrangements. (11) Flow 
diagram of expeller plant for cottonseed.
 Note: The Anderson Expeller was also widely used to 
crush soybeans, starting in about 1916. Address: The V.D. 

Anderson Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

2531. Takeda, Yûkichi. ed. 1953-1957. [Kôtei] Nihon Shoki 
[Nihon Shoki: Chronicles of Japan from the earliest times 
to A.D. 697]. In: Nihon Koten Zenshu. 6 vols. Tokyo: Asahi 
Shinbun-sha. See vol. 1, p. 86-87. [Jap]*

2532. Product Name:  Hi-Whip (Vegetable Albumen 
Whipping Agent).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya & Protein Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  8/9 Great Pulterey Str., 
Piccadilly, London, W.1., England.
Date of Introduction:  1953.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Blue Book. 1953. 
p. 103. This may be the earliest commercial modern soy 
protein product in Europe, or outside the USA.

2533. Product Name:  Neolac (Soymilk Powder).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya & Protein Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  8/9 Great Pulterey Str., 
Piccadilly, London, W.1., England.
Date of Introduction:  1953.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Blue Book. 1953. 
p. 103.

2534. Chatfi eld, Herbert Walter. 1953. Varnish constituents. 
London: Leonard Hill Ltd. 898 p. Illust. 22 cm. The fi rst 
edition was published in 1944. *

2535. Warington, Katherine. 1954. The infl uence of iron 
supply on toxic effects of manganese, molybdenum and 
vanadium on soyabean, peas and fl ax. Annals of Applied 
Biology 41(1):1-22. March. [26 ref]
• Summary: Addition of 2.5 ppm of vanadium to plants in 
which iron chlorosis was already established, either due 
to lack of iron or excess manganese, failed to counteract 
the condition, and caused toxic symptoms. Yield fi gures 
for soybeans and fl ax indicated an interaction between 
manganese with both molybdenum and vanadium if the 
iron supply was low, but none between molybdenum and 
vanadium. Address: Rothamsted Exp. Station, Harpenden, 
Herts. [Hertfordshire, England].

2536. Hartley, Dorothy. 1954. Food in England. London: 
Macdonald and Jane’s. xii + 676 p. Plus 21 unnumbered 
pages of plates. Illust. Portraits. Index. 25 cm. Reprinted in 
2009 by Piatkus Books. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Meat” (p. 60-180). Page 
95: “Indian soy: This dates from the East India Company 
days. Soy [sauce] is the fungoid product of the soy bean (see 
Fungi).”
 Page 96: “Worcester sauce. Yorkshire relish. Both of 
these sauces are of ancient ancestry and were served in Inns 
and Post Houses.
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 “Nun’s sauce (a Convent recipe): This very old form of 
relish was made by nuns in a Yorkshire convent more than 
80 years ago. Most of the large farms in the north made their 
own relish to eat with their beef.
 “3/4 oz. of cayenne pepper, 2 tablespoons of soy, 3 
cloves of garlic, 1 tablespoonful of anchovies (these came in 
barrels and the scraping of the barrel was used),...”
 Page 262: “1 spoonful of soy” is used in a general recipe 
for cooking fi sh.
 Page 304: “Soy: Soy is a fungoid growth on the soya 
bean. Soy appears after the seventeenth century, fi rst as a 
condiment, and next as a fl avouring in the kitchen. Like 
anything that showed an overseas connection with the new 
East India ventures, soy became ‘a fashion’ and permeated 
everything. It was a convenient gift to bring home. Sailors 
abroad having learnt to like it, glass bottles of all types were 
fi lled with the rich dark juice.”
 Pages 460-61: “Almonds: Almond butter made with 
fi ne sugar and rosewater and eaten with the fl ower of many 
violets is a commendable dyshe–specially in lent when 
Vyolets be fragrant”–1700 MS.
 Almond milk (medieval) “In the old recipes of the 
fourteenth century (and earlier) much cooking is done with 
‘milk of almonds.’”
 “One pound of sweet almonds and a few bitter ones 
among them. Pound them up, adding water up to 3 pints. Stir 
this into about a gallon of thick barley water, sweeten and 
boil. This thick creamy almond fl uid is, I believe, the early 
‘almond milk’. It can be used in milk puddings.”
 The chapter on “Seaweeds” (p. 285-91) discusses 
purple laver [Porphyra laciniata, unprocessed nori], green 
laver (Ulva Latissima), Irish moss (Chondrus Crispus) or 
Dorset Moss (7 recipes), sloke (Porphyra palmata), dulce 
(Rhodomenia palmata), samphire, glasswort. Address: 
England.

2537. Strayer, George M. 1954. Editor’s desk: Good export 
demand for 1954 crop. Soybean Digest. May. p. 4.
• Summary: “Brussels, Belgium–It has become a standing 
joke with members of the Agricultural Foreign Trade 
Mission of which I am a member that whenever we go into 
another country the one commodity they want in quantity 
is soybeans. Wheat, cotton, corn, the other commodities we 
have in surplus are also in plentiful supply over here. Fats 
and oils and proteins are not in plentiful supply.”
 “Protein meals are becoming more and more of a factor 
in their livestock feeding operations... Soybeans produce 
more high quality per tons of raw material than anything 
else they can buy. They like it for feeding. The crushers like 
soybeans because they supply work for their plants in greater 
tonnages before they reach saturation of the oil markets.”
 “London, England–England and the United Kingdom 
have made remarkable strides down the comeback trail in 
recent years. A nation which was the world’s largest creditor 

nation when she entered the war was the world’s largest 
debtor nation when the war ended. The British people 
accepted austerity,...
 “My observations lead me to believe that a rapidly 
increasing market for our soybeans is being established here 
in Britain. They want our oil and they want our meal. What 
more can we ask?
 “We have only two things that can stand in our way.” 
High prices and low quality. Address: Executive vice 
president, American Soybean Assoc.

2538. California Research Corp. 1954. Oil-modifi ed alkyd 
resins. British Patent 796,355. June 11. (Chem. Abst. 
52:21236b). *
• Summary: 60 parts alkali-refi ned soybean oil, 500 
parts litharge (lead monoxide), and 15.4 parts anhydrous 
glycerol were heated for 0.5 hour at 230ºC under nitrogen, 
cooled to 180-90ºC, 46.5 parts 5-tert-butylisophthalic acid 
added, the temperature raised during 2 hours to 230ºC and 
maintained an additional 9.5 hours, water being evolved 
during the heating steps. The air-dried fi lms had drying 
times of 1.33 hours (set to touch), 1.75 hours (dust-free), and 
3.5 hours (tack-free); Sward hardnesses of 12, 17, and 27, 
corresponding to 1, 2, and 5 days, respectively; and alkali 
resistances of 1. An alkali resistance of 1 is assigned to fi lms 
which required 15 minutes or longer to disintegrate in 3% 
sodium hydroxide.

2539. Berger (Lewis) & Sons Ltd. 1954. Vinyl copolymers. 
British Patent 711, 538. July 7. (Chem. Abst. 49:4306b). *
• Summary: In one example, 680 parts of soybean oil, 300 
parts of China wood oil, and 283 parts of pentaerythritol are 
heated under carbon dioxide to 400ºF, and 1 part of litharge 
(lead monoxide) is added. The mixture is heated to 440ºF 
and held at this temperature for 1 hour, after which 0.35 
part of anthraquinone and 537 parts of phthalic anhydride 
are added. The mixture is cooled to 350ºF and 980 parts 
of styrene are added portionwise over a 5 hour period. The 
mixture is cooked for an additional 2 hours at 340ºF. When 
the resin has an 11-second cure, the batch is cut back to 
a 60% solids content with xylene to yield a clear varnish, 
having an E-F Gardner-Holdt viscosity. Applications of the 
copolymer include coatings, impregnating varnishes, printing 
inks, linoleums, plasticizers, and adhesives.

2540. Henkel & Cie G.m.b.H. 1954. Alkali soaps of 
unsaturated fatty acids. British Patent 713,257. Aug. 11. 
(Chem. Abst. 49:2762c). *
• Summary: Unsaturation is eliminated by heating alkali 
soaps of unsaturated fatty acids with aqueous caustic alkalies 
at 350-450ºC in the presence of at least 20% water based on 
the weight of fatty acids. Fish-blubber and soybean-oil fatty 
acids were treated. The treatment in the presence of water 
permits use of higher temperatures and longer reaction times 
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and improves the color.

2541. Wilson, Charles H. 1954. The history of Unilever: A 
study in economic growth and social change. Vol. I of II. 
London: Cassell & Co. 335 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [276* ref]
• Summary: Book I. Lever Brothers. Book II. Jurgens’ and 
Van den Bergh’s. Book III. Unilever–The last twenty years. 
Contents of Book I. Part I: An age of new customers, 1851-
1906. 1. The social setting. 2. The British soap industry 
before the rise of Lever. 3. Mr. Smiles’s discipline. 4. 
Limited liability and a national market. 5. Competition 
and combination in the soap trade up to 1906. 6. The 
crisis of 1906. 7. Overseas developments: From export 
to manufacture, the new factories, summary. Part II: The 
diffi cult years, 1906-14. 8. The war in the soap trade, 
1906-14. 9. The confl ict with Brunner Mond, 1911-14: 
Hydrogenators Limited, the new alliance and the export 
trade. 10. The enlightened capitalist: Port Sunlight, co-
partnership. 11. In search of new materials: Pacifi c prelude, 
Africa, the Belgian Congo, British West Africa, policy and 
profi ts in the Tropics. 12. Overseas factories. 13. Promise 
and performance in 1914. Part III: Business in wartime, 
1914-1918. 14. Introduction. 15. The soap business. 16. 
The margarine business. 17. Raw materials. Part IV: Crisis 
and reconstruction, 1919-29. 18. Meridian frenzy and its 
aftermath. 19. The fi rst phase of recovery, 1925-29: The 
threefold problem, development of business, William 
Lever–a summing up. 20. The second phase of recovery: 
Consolidation, 1925-29. Appendixes: 1. Diagram: The soap-
making process. 2. Graph: Lever Group soap trade in the 
United Kingdom, 1900-29. 3. Statement: Capital employed 
in Lever Brothers Limited, 1894-1929. 4. List: The directors 
of Lever Brothers Limited, 1894-1929.
 This is a magnifi cent history, scholarly and very 
readable. The Prologue begins: “On the 2nd of September 
1929 an agreement was signed which was to create what 
the Economist described as ‘... one of the biggest industrial 
amalgamations in European history.’ This was the fusion 
between the group of companies of Dutch origin known as 
the Margarine Union in Great Britain and the Margarine 
Unie in Holland, and the group of companies controlled by 
the British fi rm of Lever Brothers. Union and Unie supplied 
a large part of the edible fats market in Europe and Great 
Britain: Lever Brothers had a large share of the soap market 
in Britain and the Empire, as well as a sizable share of 
the soap trade elsewhere... The corporate structure which 
emerged from the transaction of 1929 was legally a dualism: 
there were two parent companies–Unilever Limited in Great 
Britain and Unilever N.V. (Naamlooze Vennootschap or 
limited liability company) in Holland.” The name of the two 
new companies was Unilever.
 “The manufacturing activities of Unilever fell into four 
main groups: detergents and toilet preparations; margarine 
and edible fats; food products; oil milling with its ancillary 

industries. Of the value of total produce, soap, margarine, 
and oil milling accounted for 87 percent.” The 600 odd fi rms 
controlled by Unilever generally “used the same raw and 
refi ned materials: the oils of the coconut, palm, palm kernel, 
cottonseed, groundnut, and soya bean, together with whale 
oil and animal fats” (p. xviii). Pages 112-15 discuss the early 
history of fat hardening and hydrogenation, starting with 
the research of Guido Goldschmidt of Vienna (Austria) and 
Paul Sabatier of Toulouse (France) during the 19th century. 
These pages also mention Dr. Wilhelm Normann, Crosfi eld’s 
of Warrington (England) and their work with Normann from 
1905, the meeting of George Crosfi eld and Anton Jurgens 
in Hamburg (Germany) in 1909, Moses Wilbuschewitz 
(the Russian chemist who had once been Normann’s 
assistant), Procter & Gamble, the Testrup patent judgement 
[judgment] of March 1913 which destroyed the attempt to 
set up a master patent for fat hardening, the formation of 
two powerful groups in Europe struggling for control of 
the hydrogenation process (The Normann group contained 
Crosfi eld’s and Jurgens; the Wilbuschewitz-Testrup group 
contained Lever and Van den Bergh).
 On page 226 is a quotation by Lord Leverhulme (23 
May 1918) of how the company drifted into the margarine 
business. “The idea of going into margarine had been in the 
minds of Lever’s directors for a year or two before 1914; the 
outbreak of war gave the necessary impetus to it. For nearly 
half a century the food consumed by the British people had 
come increasingly from overseas. The growth of the German 
navy constituted a threat to these supplies which could 
not be ignored. Butter from Denmark and margarine from 
Holland were amongst the supplies likely to be cut off fi rst. 
The Government, therefore, inquired at once whether Lever 
would manufacture margarine and by October 1914 plans 
were well in hand.”
 Pages 356-57 discuss Unilever’s attempt to break 
into the American shortening market in the mid-1930s: 
Margarine manufacture... was not a conspicuously attractive 
proposition in the United States. The relatively well-to-do 
ate butter and the poor used mostly liquid oils. Curiously, 
America’s greatest consumption of margarine took place in 
the north central region–the heartland of butter production. 
The manufacture of lard substitutes, on the other hand, 
offered much greater possibilities. Even in the late 1920s the 
volume of lard substitutes sold amounted to about two-thirds 
of the volume of real lard. Profi ts from Crisco, Procter & 
Gamble’s branded shortening, accounted for nearly half of 
that company’s total profi ts in the early 1930s. Unilever’s 
Countway felt sure that a well-timed attack could break into 
this market. Therefore in 1930 he cautiously entered the 
trade in substitute lard, selling only to the bakery industry 
in bulk. But when the worst phase of the depression arrived 
soon thereafter, prices for both butter and lard fell, hurting 
the substitute products. It was 1936 before Countway judged 
the time ripe for his new retail product, for now the U.S. was 
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faced with a severe shortage of real lard. His new shortening, 
brand-named Spry, was an immediate success. By 1939 some 
50,000 tons of Spry were sold in the USA, accounting for 
7.5% of the U.S. market for edible fats, and some 75% of the 
sales of Crisco, which Procter & Gamble had been selling 
since 1910. Address: Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, 
England.

2542. Wilson, Charles H. 1954. The history of Unilever: A 
study in economic growth and social change. Vol. II of II. 
London: Cassell & Co. 480 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [276* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Book II: Jurgens’ and Van den 
Bergh’s. Part I: From butter to margarine, 1854-1906. 1. 
The economic revival of the Netherlands, 1815-70. 2. The 
Anglo-Dutch butter trade. 3. From butter to margarine, 
1870-1906: The Jurgens business (manufacture and raw 
materials, the markets, organization and fi nance), the Van 
Den Burgh business (manufacture and raw materials, the 
markets, organization and fi nance). 4. The order of battle 
in 1906. 5. The order of battle in 1906. Part II: The uneasy 
partnership, 1907-14. 5. The Pooling agreement of 1908. 
6. The revolution in raw materials: The changing pattern of 
the trade, an essay in colonial development, hydrogenation 
and its policies, whaling and whale oil. 7. Competition in 
an expanding market: Jurgens’ trade in Great Britain, Van 
den Bergh’s trade in Great Britain, Jurgens’ and Van den 
Bergh’s in Germany, the smaller markets. 8. Pools, profi ts, 
and policies. 9. A general view in 1914. Part III: Between 
belligerents, 1914-1918. 10. Raw materials and war. 11. 
Markets under siege: Great Britain, Germany, Holland, the 
United States. 12. The war in retrospect. Part IV: War and 
peace, 1919-29. 13. A sellers’ market and how it ended, 
1918-21. 14. Schicht’s of Aussig: The link with the Central 
European market. 15. The quest of equilibrium, 1921-7: 
Problems of management and organization, Germany: The 
great money muddle, Holland: Quotas and quandaries, Great 
Britain: The battle for the shops, the fi ght for the smaller 
markets. 16. Union in Europe, 1927-9.
 Book 3: Unilever–the last twenty years. 1. The new 
confl uence. 2. The concern in the crisis of the thirties: 
Controlling the new concern, raw materials and the United 
Africa Company, Europe–edible fat products, Europe–soap 
products, the overseas markets, the currency problem. 3. The 
war years [World War II] and after. Epilogue.
 Appendixes: 1. Diagram: The margarine-making 
process. 2. Graph: Jurgens group margarine production from 
1891 to 1926. 3. Graph: Van den Bergh group margarine 
production from 1906 to 1926. 4. Graph: Unie-Unilever 
group world edible fats trade from 1927 to 1938. 5. Graph: 
Export of margarine from Holland from 1893 to 1939. 6. 
Diagram: Estimated per capita margarine consumption 
in the United Kingdom, Germany, Holland and Denmark 
from 1900 to 1938. 7. Graph: The retail price of butter and 
branded margarine in Holland from 1900 to 1939. 8. Graph: 

Prices of four margarine-making raw materials from 1881 
to 1939 together with a graph showing the average annual 
retail price of branded margarin in Holland from 1900 to 
1939. 9. Graph: Prices of four soap-making raw materials 
from 1885 to 1939, together with a graph showing the retail 
price of Sunlight soap from 1896 to 1939. 10. Diagram: 
Estimated total soap consumption in the United Kingdom 
and Eire and the share of the Lever group from 1900 to 
1938. 11. Graph: Lever group soap trade in the United 
Kingdom form 1900 to 1940. 12. Graph: Long-term trends 
in the United Kingdom soap trade form 1900 to 1940. 
13. Graph: Lever-Unilever group world soap trade from 
1913 to 1939. 14. Statement: Capital employed in Van den 
Berghs Limited from 1897 to 1927. 15. Statement: Capital 
employed in N.V. Hollandsche Vereeninging tot Exploitatie 
van Margarinefabrieken (HOVEMA) from 1912 to 1927. 
16. Statement: Capital employed in Van den Bergh’s 
Fabrieken N.V. from 1919 to 1927. 17. Statement: Capital 
employed in Jurgens Vereenigde Fabriekend N.V. from 1906 
to 1927. 18. Statement: Capital employed in Margarine 
Union Limited, later Unilever Limited, from 1928 to 1936. 
18a. Statement: Capital employed in Lever Brothers & 
Unilever Limited from 1937 to 1949. 19. Statement: Capital 
Employed in Margarine Unie N.V., later Unilever N.V., 
later Lever Brothers & Unilever N.V., from 1928 to 1949. 
20. List: Directors of Van den Bergh’s Margarine Limited, 
later Van den Berghs Limited, form 1895 to 1927. 21. List: 
Directors of N.V. Hollandsche Vereeniging tot Exploitatie 
van Margarinefabrieken (HOVEMA) from 1912 to 1927. 22. 
List: Directors of Van den Bergh’s Fabrieken N.V. from 1919 
to 1927. 23. List: Directors of N.V. Ant. Jurgens’ Margarine 
Fabriek, later Anton Jurgens Vereenigde Fabrieken N.V., 
from 1902 to 1927. 24. List: Directors of Margarine Union 
Limited and Margarine Unie N.V. from 1927 to 1929. 25. 
List: Directors of Unilever Limited and Unilever N.V. 
from 1930 to 1937. 26. List: Directors of Lever Brothers & 
Unilever Limited from 1937 to 1949. 27. List: Directors of 
Lever Brothers & Unilever N.V. from 1937 to 1949. A note 
on the statistical material used in the appendixes to volume 
II. Bibliography to volumes I and II. Address: Fellow of 
Jesus College, Cambridge, England.

2543. Smith, Allan K. 1954. Isolation and utilization of 
vegetable proteins. Economic Botany 8(4):291-315. Dec. 
[161 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable protein 
sources. Raw materials for protein isolation. General 
procedures for protein isolation. Flax seed (Linum 
usitatissimum L.). Sunfl ower seed (Helianthus annuus L.). 
Soybean seed (Glycine max (L.) Merrill). Castor-beans 
(Ricinus communis L.). Seed of peanuts (Arachis hypogaea 
L.). Seed of cotton (Gossypium sp. L.). Corn (Zea Mays L.). 
Literature cited.
 The lengthy subtitle reads: “Among these proteins, those 
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of soybean are isolated in the United States to the extent of 
about 30 million pounds annually, more than half of which 
are used in pigment coating of paper. Others, also discussed 
in this article, are derived from the seed of fl ax, sunfl ower, 
castor, peanut, cottonseed, and corn.”
 “Introduction: Vegetable protein isolation on a 
large scale for use in industrial processing operations is 
comparatively new, having its beginnings in 1935 in a small 
plant in Chicago [run by the Glidden Co.]. The development 
of a process for vegetable protein isolation was preceded by 
the use of vegetable protein concentrates for plywood glue 
[by I.F. Laucks Co.], in the form of soybean meal containing 
40 to 50 percent protein, by the Douglas fi r plywood industry 
of the Northwest in the early 1920s... Looking backward it is 
easy to see that the slow development of protein utilization, 
even in recent history, is attributable to the highly complex 
structure of the protein molecule... The chemistry of protein 
lags far behind the chemistry of the other two classes of 
major agricultural chemicals produced in such abundance 
by nature, namely, the carbohydrates and fats.” The “process 
of building one pound of animal protein requires six to ten 
pounds of vegetable protein...” (p. 291).
 Worldwide, the soybean is by far the largest oilseed 
crop, followed by peanuts, then cottonseed. Before the 
soybean became a major crop in the USA, peanuts led all 
other oilseeds in world production. (p. 292).
 “Soybean protein is the only industrial protein isolated 
from oilseeds in the U.S.” Soy protein has a higher yield and 
better color.
 “The largest potential use of soybean protein is for 
textile fi bers, but this use has not yet been developed. Fibers 
comparable to the casein fi ber, Aralac, which was produced 
during World War II, have been made experimentally by 
the Ford Motor Co. (1937), The Drackett Company (1940), 
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (1942). The great 
weakness of Aralac was its wet strength, and commercial 
production did not prove feasible. The Japanese, who 
were experimenting with soybean fi bers before the war, 
have resumed their research. The British development of 
a commercial fi ber from peanut protein and the American 
development of a protein from zein support the belief that 
a successful fi ber can be made from soybean protein. Such 
a development might very well double the present rate of 
soybean protein production.”
 Soybean meal, when dehulled, contains about 50% 
protein and has several industrial uses including plywood 
glue, wallpaper coating, and adhesive formulations for 
the manufacture of paper products. A 1951 survey stated 
that 51.5 million lb of soybean meal were used in such 
industrial products. The largest single use, 35 million lb, was 
for plywood glue in Douglas fi r plywood. Recent reports 
indicate this application has increased to 60 million lb.
 Large amounts of wheat gluten and some corn gluten 
are used to make monosodium glutamate (MSG), which 

originated in Japan under the name “ajinomoto.” The MSG 
shaker is rapidly fi nding a place in American homes next to 
the salt and pepper shakers. Smaller amounts of wheat gluten 
are used to make a taste product somewhat resembling pork 
chops.
 Table I (p. 293) shows U.S. production of 7 oilseeds 
(soybeans, cottonseed, fl ax, peanut, castor bean, saffl ower, 
and sunfl ower) and protein concentrates made from them in 
1951-52. Apparently soybean meal is considered a protein 
concentrate, since 5,704,000 tons were made in 1951-52. By 
far the largest amount of “protein concentrate” is made from 
soybeans, followed by cottonseed (2.5 million tons), fl ax 
(495,000 tons), peanut (150,000 tons), and saffl ower (6 tons). 
Address: Northern Utilization Research Branch, Peoria, 
Illinois.

2544. Needham, Joseph. 1954-1986. Science and civilisation 
in China. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. 
11 volumes. See especially Vol. 6, Part II: Agriculture, by 
Francesca Bray.
• Summary: Dr. Needham is interested in the development 
of science in China before the impact from the west. His 
research extends up to about the 17th or 18th century. 
Address: Cambridge, England.

2545. Product Name:  Defatted Soya Flour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe., London, 
E.C.3, England. Plant at Cardiff, South Wales.
Date of Introduction:  1954.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Blue Book. 1954. 
p. 107.

2546. Product Name:  Soya Lecithin 60/40.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  40 St. Mary Axe., London, 
E.C.3, England. Plant at Cardiff, South Wales.
Date of Introduction:  1954.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Blue Book. 1954. 
p. 105.

2547. Andersen, Aage Jorgen Christian. 1954. Margarine. 
London: Pergamon Press Limited. New York: Academic 
Press. viii + 327 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. 2nd ed. 1965. [213* 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. Introduction and history: 
Invention, development, nutritional aspects, statistics. 2. 
Raw materials: Fats and oils (incl. soyabean oil, p. 30-31), 
milk and other aqueous ingredients, ingredients and auxiliary 
materials (incl. soya lecithin, p. 112-14, 124). 3. The process: 
Churning and emulsifi cation, cooling and crystallization of 
the emulsion, post-cooling treatment (tempering), kneading 
and rolling of margarine, continuous process, packing and 
wrapping, special types of margarine (incl. Vanaspati or 
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Indian margarine). 4. Storage and preservation of margarine: 
Warehousing, preservation, storage, effect of composition, 
effect of processing and cleaning. 5. Process control: 
Chemical, bacteriological, and yield control. 6. Margarine 
legislation. 7. Factory plans.
 An excellent book with a good history of margarine. The 
section on “Special types of margarine” has a subsection (p. 
216-66) titled “Vanaspati, Indian margarine.” “Vanaspati is 
the offi cial Indian designation of a 100 per cent vegetable 
fatty product, made as a substitute for the Indian type of 
indigenous butter, Ghee.” The warm climate in and around 
India make traditional butter too perishable. The butterfat 
is therefore separated from the rest of the milk of cows or 
buffalos and the clarifi ed solidifi ed fat is called Ghee in 
India. Several processes for making Ghee are described in 
detail. Cow ghee, when fresh is yellow, whereas buffalo 
ghee is nearly white, harder of grain, and melts at a higher 
temperature. Because of the relatively high price and 
increasing shortage of ghee, much adulteration with other 
fats took place. Then, about 30 years ago (i.e., about 1924) 
the manufacture of a modern substitute using hydrogenation 
began on a commercial scale in India and Pakistan. Output 
of Vanaspati, which was about 90,000 tons/year just before 
World War II is now about 250,000 tons/year. In 1947 the 
Indian government established detailed specifi cations; 
Pakistani regulations are slightly different. Sesame oil 
(5%) should be added to give a reddish color. In India, 
hydrogenated ground nut [peanut] oil is preferred, whereas 
in Pakistan it is cottonseed oil. Rapeseed and mustardseed oil 
are sometimes used. Soy oil is not mentioned. The process 
and packaging are described in detail.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
that mentions “Vanaspati.” Most subsequent publications 
describe vanaspati as a type of shortening rather than a type 
of margarine.

2548. Anderson, Edgar. 1954. Plants, man & life. London: 
Andrew Melrose Ltd. 208 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [10* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 10, titled “A roster of our most 
important crop plants and their probable origins” (p. 133-59) 
includes the following sections: Fibres and oil plants–Cotton 
(various species of Gossypium, incl. Old World cultivated 
species G. arboretum and G. herbaceum, and New World 
cultivated species G. hirsutum and G. barbadense; See 
key monograph by Hutchinson et al. 1947), fl ax (Linum 
usitatissimum), and weed fl ax (Linum angustifolium), 
Hemp (Cannabis sativa), olive (Olea euorpaea), peanut 
(Arachis hypogaea), sesame (Sesamum orientale), sunfl ower 
(Helianthum annuus). Forage plants–Alfalfa (Medicago 
sativa), bluegrass (Poa pratensis), cowpea (Vigna sinensis.), 
Vegetables–Broad bean (Vicia faba), cabbage (Brassica 
oleracea; the cabbage vegetables {kohlrabi, caulifl ower, 
kale, Brussels sprouts, etc.} are the European counterpart of 
the Asiatic mustards. They were originally grown for their 

oily seeds), chick-pea (Cicer arietinum, called “garbanzo” in 
America), jack bean, sword bean and various other species 
of Canavalia beans, common or kidney beans (Phaseolus 
vulgaris), lentil (Lens esculenta), lima bean (Phaseolus 
lunatus), mung bean (Phaseolus aureus), the mustards 
(several species and varieties of Brassica, Eruca sativa), pea 
(Pisum sativum; the garden pea and closely related fi eld pea 
are known only as cultivated plants), pigeon pea (Cajanus 
cajan), scarlet runner (Phaseolus coccineus L.; Phaseolus 
multifl orus Lam.), soybean (Glycine max; “Of great 
antiquity in the Orient. The commonly cultivated sorts have 
a malformation of the stem and infl orescence which changes 
them from a trailing vine to a stiff upright plant. Varieties 
with the original trailing habit are still grown for forage and 
food in India and Java”), squashes and pumpkins (various 
species of Cucurbita), tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), 
turnip (Brassica rapa), urd bean (Phaseolus mungo; Another 
common pulse of India, where it is grown in great variety 
and is an important element in the daily food of the common 
people. Probably originated in India).
 Chapter 11, titled “Sunfl owers–the one native American 
crop” gives a fascinating, in-depth discussion of this plant’s 
origins. “No world crop originated in the area of its modern 
commercial importance.” This is mainly because, in the area 
of its origin and domestication, “there are the maximum 
number of pests and diseases which have evolved to prey 
upon that particular kind of plant” (p. 160-61). An illustration 
(p. 166) shows a sunfl ower from the herbal of Mattiolus, 
1586.
 Chapter 3, “The greater paradox,” discusses the 
surviving fact that “the commonest plants are the least 
known... Most taxonomists do next to nothing with cultivated 
plants; many deliberately studying or even collecting 
them.” The herbarium method works very well with most 
plants except those cultivated by man. The most eminent 
American taxonomist is Dr. E.D. Merrill, “a scholar of great 
ability and world-wide reputation.” The only professional 
taxonomist to concentrate on cultivated plants and to urge 
that their taxonomy be studied is Liberty Hyde Bailey. At 
Cornell University (New York) he has developed (almost 
singlehanded) the Bailey Hortorium, an “herbarium devoted 
to the classifi cation of cultivated plants.”
 Cytologists, whose main tool is the microscope, have 
also found new evidence by studying cultivated plants. They 
have helped us to understand the complex history of cotton.

2549. Cross, Marion E. 1954. From land, sea, and test 
tube: The story of Archer-Daniels-Midland Company. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota: ADM. 88 p. Illust. Index. 28 cm. 
Second revised edition, Jan. 1957.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Flax comes to America. 2. The 
Daniels Linseed Company. 3. The Archer-Daniels Linseed 
Company. 4. Eastward ho! 5. Archer-Daniels-Midland 
Company is formed. 6. Formula for growth. 7. A depression 
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is fruitful. 8. Animal, vegetable and chemical. 9. The 
soybean–Jack of all trades. 10. New products from research. 
11. New horizons. 12. Directors and elected offi cers.
 “For many years the lion’s share of fl axseed crushing 
had been handled by 4 fi rms, and then, after the merger of 
Archer-Daniels and Midland, by 3: ADM, Spencer Kellogg 
and Sons, Inc., of Buffalo, and the American Linseed 
Company... By a contract signed July 20, 1928, ADM and 
Spencer Kellogg agreed to a joint purchase of America’s 
linseed interests.”
 “During 1929 ADM took two more extremely signifi cant 
steps toward diversifying its manufacturing activities. 
Converting the Toledo and Chicago plants to the crushing of 
soybeans did not seem momentous at the time because the 
United States was just becoming aware of the potential value 
of the soybean” (p. 40). A photo (facing p. 40) shows the 
ADM Soybean Processing Plant in Chicago, Illinois.
 Chapter 9, titled “Soybean–Jack of all trades” (p. 56-63) 
begins with an overview of soybean history worldwide, with 
emphasis on the USA. “Until 1935 the supremacy of the 
hydraulic press was unchallenged, but within a few years, 
it was well on its way to becoming obsolete. An improved 
expeller press came on the market in 1935 that gave better 
results on soybeans than the hydraulic press” (p. 60).
 “When ADM fi rst started to process soybeans in 1929 
at its Toledo and Chicago plants, the hydraulic presses that 
had been used for fl axseed were used for soybeans... ADM 
took a bold step in deciding to install a solvent extraction 
unit for soybeans at its Chicago plant. In this country 
solvent extraction, never used for volume production, had 
made very little headway because no satisfactory solvent 
had been found. The soybean industry was still in its early 
stage of development and there was no certainty that it was 
just on the verge of enormous expansion. Furthermore, it 
was still the depth of the depression and in 1933 ADM’s 
net sales were the lowest they had ever been. At this time 
plant superintendent E.W. Schmidt was sent to Europe to 
make a study of solvent extraction and bring back the best 
equipment available. Solvent extraction had originated in 
Europe, having been introduced by an Englishman in 1843; 
but only in recent years had the process been perfected to the 
point where it had come into wide use.
 “The Hildebrandt unit that Mr. Schmidt selected in 
Germany consisted of a U-shaped tube about three feet in 
diameter. The soybeans, having been crushed and rolled 
into paper-thin fl akes, entered one end of the tube through 
which they were propelled by revolving screws. The solvent, 
hexane, entered the other end of the tube and moved in the 
opposite direction while it extracted the oil from the fl akes. 
The oil and solvent mixture came out one end of the tube 
and the meal came out the other. After the solvent had been 
removed by distillation, the oil was ready to be refi ned and 
the solvent was available for re-use. This process was so 
effective that only one per cent of the oil was left in the 

meal. The lower oil content made solvent extracted meal 
very hard to sell at fi rst, even though feed purchasers were 
being offered a protein concentrate that contained 44 per 
cent protein as compared with the 41 per cent produced by 
hydraulic or expeller presses.
 “After the extraction unit had been installed in June 
1934, ADM started to produce lecithin, which is derived 
from crude soybean oil. Like the soybean itself, lecithin has 
a wide variety of uses for edible, industrial, and medicinal 
purposes. It is an important ingredient in bakery products, 
ice cream, and candy, being particularly valuable as a 
preservative coating for chocolate. Its industrial use ranges 
from anti-knock gasoline to the textile fi eld and its medicinal 
uses include cosmetics and pharmaceuticals” (p. 60-61). 
Address: ADM, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2550. Malnutrition in African Mothers, Infants and Young 
Children: Report of the Second Inter-African Conference 
on Nutrition. Held under the auspices of the Commission 
for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara 
(C.C.T.A.). 1954. London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce. 
398 p. Held 19-27 Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia. Illust. 
Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contains 5 papers about food uses of soya in 
Africa, each cited separately. Address: Gambia and London.

2551. Platt, B.S. 1954. Some nutritional implications of 
the mother-infant relationship. In: Malnutrition in African 
Mothers, Infants and Young Children: Report of the Second 
Inter-African Conference on Nutrition. London: Her 
Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce. 398 p. See p. 285-89. Held 19-
27 Nov. 1952 at Fajara, Gambia, under the auspices of the 
Commission for Technical Cooperation in Africa South of 
the Sahara (CCTA). [8 ref]
• Summary: “Most workers engaged in nutritional or 
paediatric studies in tropical countries have early in their 
careers an urge to produce a substitute for human or cow’s 
milk. It would, in my view, be much more desirable to devote 
attention to two other problems: fi rstly, the study of how the 
mother should be fed so as to enable her to feed her infant 
adequately from her breasts, and secondly, the determination 
of the value of foods suitable for continuing the practice of 
mixed feeding.” On the latter subject, the author favors the 
use of soya bean curd [tofu] rather than of the “milk” [soya 
milk] made from these beans. Address: Prof., Director of 
Medical Research Council’s Human Nutrition Research Unit 
and of the Applied Nutrition Unit, and Head of the Dep. of 
Human Nutrition, London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine, London, W.C.1., England.

2552. Smith, Henry. 1954. Classical recipes of the world, 
with occasions for their use and master culinary guide. New 
York, NY: The Macmillan Co. vii + 631 p. 20 cm.
• Summary: This is a sort of encyclopedia, with the entries 
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listed alphabetically and no index. Under China (p. 165) 
is a list of “Some popular Chinese dishes” including 
“Nan Yoy Kow Yok–Broiled pork stewed with Chinese 
cheese.” Address: F.H.C.I., M.C.F.A., author, Retford in 
Nottinghamshire, England.

2553. Thorpe, Jocelyn Field; Whiteley, M.A. 1954. Soya 
bean. In: J.F. Thorpe and M.A. Whiteley. 1937-1956. 
Thorpe’s Dictionary of Applied Chemistry. 12 vols. 4th ed. 
London, New York, Toronto: Longmans, Green & Co. See 
vol. XI, p. 46-48. 23 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: The section titled “Soya Bean” has the 
following contents: Introduction. Composition of soya beans. 
Soya-bean products: Oil, cake and meal, fl our, milk, soy 
sauce (“known in Japan as ‘Shoyu’ and in the west under 
such names as ‘Worcester Sauce,’...”), miso, tofu, immature 
soya beans, roasted soya beans (eaten like peanuts), coffee 
substitute, chocolate substitute. Agricultural uses (green 
fodder, hay, silage, bean pods and straw). Sir Jocelyn Field 
Thorpe lived 1872-1940.

2554. Thorpe’s dictionary of applied chemistry. 4th ed. 
Revised and enlarged. Vol. XI. Soil–Z. 1954. London, New 
York, Toronto: Longmans, Green and Co. x + 1145 p. See p. 
46-48. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [16 ref]
• Summary: The entry for “Soya bean” (p. 46-48) was 
written by A.W. Marsden, M.Sc., D.I.C., A.R.C.S., F.R.I.C., 
Director, Commonwealth Bureau of Dairy Science, 
Shinfi eld, near Reading, England. Contents: Introduction. 
Composition of soya beans. Soya-bean products: Oil, meal, 
fl our, soya-bean “milk,” soy sauce, Worcestershire sauce, 
miso, tofu, immature soya beans (eaten, after shelling and 
cooking, just like green peas), sprouts, roasted soya beans 
(eaten like peanuts), coffee substitute, chocolate substitute. 
Agricultural uses. Soya bean oil (see Vol. IX, 27a, 29a, 53c, 
55c). Address: London, England.

2555. Trowell, H.C.; Davies, J.N.P.; Dean, R.F.A. 1954. 
Kwashiorkor. London: Edward Arnold. xii + 308 p. Illust. 22 
cm. [625* ref]
• Summary: This is the classic book on kwashiorkor, which 
is severe malnutrition, especially in infants and children, 
that is caused by a diet high in carbohydrate and low in 
protein. Contents: 1. Reports of kwashiorkor in children 
and a discussion of terminology (p. 1-11). 2. The history 
of kwashiorkor (p. 12-46). 3. Kwashiorkor in children. 4. 
Protein malnutrition in adults. 5. Implications of kwashiorkor 
in children and of protein malnutrition in adults.
 In the chapter on “Kwashiorkor in Children,” in the 
section titled “The Treatment of Kwashiorkor,” there is 
lengthy discussion of the treatment with plant protein 
diets, including those containing soybeans. At Kampala, 
Uganda, rats and then children with kwashiorkor were 
fed a diet of sweet bananas and a paste of cooked whole 

soybeans, sucrose, and vitamins. “A day’s food for a child 
weighing 6 to 8 kg. might consist of 300 to 400 gr. of the 
mashed banana, 300 gr. of the soya preparation, 25 gr. 
sugar (sucrose) and 2.0 gr. of the vitamin mixture. This diet 
provided a little more than 500 gr. protein, and about 1000 
calories. It also provided nearly 25 gr. fat, but apprehensions 
of the danger of giving so much fat, based on some 
unfortunate experiences with full-cream milk that had shown 
only too clearly the fat intolerance of severe kwashiorkor, 
proved to be largely unjustifi ed: the soya fat, possibly 
because its fatty acid composition was very different from 
that of milk fat, seemed to be easily absorbed and did not 
cause any gastro-intestinal upsets, even in moderately severe 
cases.” The banana-soya diet was low in cost and results 
were satisfactory. Address: 1. O.B.E., M.D. (London), 
F.R.C.P., Physician, Mulago Hospital, Uganda Medical Dep., 
and Dep. of Medicine, Makerere College Medical School, 
Kampala, Uganda; 2. M.D., Prof. of Pathology, Makerere 
College Medical School, Kampala; 3. Ph.D. (Cambridge), 
M.R.C.P., Medical Research Council, Group for Research in 
Infantile Malnutrition, Kampala, Uganda.

2556. Wareing, P.F. 1954. Experiments on the ‘light-break’ 
effect in short-day plants. Physiologia Plantarum 7(1):157-
72. [17 ref]
• Summary: “It is well know that a short interval of 
light (‘light-break’) given during the dark period has a 
profound effect on the photoperiodic responses of many 
species. Flowering in ‘short-day’ plants depends on their 
being exposed to cycles which include a certain minimum 
period of darkness (‘critical dark period’) and is partially 
or completely inhibited if the dark period is interrupted by 
a short light-break... In ‘long-day’ plants the position is 
reversed...”
 The effects of light breaks given during very long 
dark periods were investigated in the Biloxi soybean and 
Xanthium pennsylvanicum, in relation to various lengths 
of photoperiod and to total cycle-length. Address: Dep. of 
Botany, The University, Manchester, England.

2557. Hughes, G. Bernard. 1955. Old English cruets. 
Country Life (London, England). Jan. 20. p. 178-80.
• Summary: An excellent history of early records of food-
related domestic cruets in England: 1459–The Paston Letters 
state that the majority of cruets are made of glass.
 1521–Dame Hungerford’s inventory includes a set of 
“cruettes of sylver, parcel gilte.” These were matching pairs 
of fl asks for serving oil and vinegar, used to enhance the taste 
of the preserved foods of the period.
 1611–Cotgrave defi nes the domestic cruet as “a Violl 
wherein Oyle or Vinegar is served to the Table.” 1675–
George Ravenscroft introduces glass-of-lead under the name 
of “improved fl int glass.” He soon made fl int-glass cruets in 
3 sizes. 1690–Cruet frames appear; they are silver frames for 
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carrying pairs of cruets, thus simplifying passing at the table.
 1760–”At about this time began the half-century vogue 
of soy [sauce] as a relish with food. Soy was described in 
1776 as ‘a sauce as thick as treacle, and of a clear black 
colour.’ It was prepared from the beans of the soja hispida 
and salt mixed with ground barley or wheat. This created a 
demand for special soy frames complete with silver-mounted 
cut-glass bottles hung by silver bottle tickets on chains. Such 
a cruet frame might contain six to ten sauce bottles and a 
pair of pepper casters. The bottle tickets might number many 
more than the bottles, each being named differently, such as 
soy, catsup, anchovy, lemon, tarragon, kyan, chili vin and so 
on.”
 1765-1773–”The trade-card of Thomas Heming, 
goldsmith to the king” [London]... “illustrates an example 
with three glass cruets, their necks and bodies cut with 
shallow diamonds. The third bottle was for soy. This card, 
issued between 1765 and 1773, is in the collection of Sir 
Ambrose Heal.”
 1820s to 1830s–”In a range of two, four, six, seven, and 
eight containers they were catalogued as ‘Cruet and Soy 
Frames.’”
 Contains many large photos but none showing a soy 
cruet. Address: [England].

2558. Naismith, W.E.F. 1955. Ultracentrifuge studies on soya 
bean protein. Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 16(2):203-10. 
Feb. [9 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: This paper begins: “Osborne and Campbell 
(1898) proposed the name glycinin for the protein fraction 
which precipitated when a solution of soya bean protein in 
10% sodium chloride (NaCl) extract was dialyzed against 
water. From a 10% NaCl extract of the meal Jones and 
Csonka (1932) claimed to obtain fi ve protein fractions by 
ammonium sulphate precipitation. The fraction precipitating 
at 55% saturation with ammonium sulfate resembled the 
glycinin of Osborne and Campbell.”
 The author isolated and examined the “cold precipitated 
fraction of Briggs and Mann” in a Spinco ultracentrifuge. 
He drew numerous “sedimentation diagrams” and studied 
the effects of ionic strength variation and pH variation. 
The numbers above each peak in these diagrams refer to 
“rounded sedimentation constants in Svedberg units.”
 “At least four sedimenting components were present 
with s constants of 15, 11, 7 and ca [about] 2 S.” The same 
components in the same relative proportions were obtained 
irrespective of the meal: liquor ratio” (p. 204).
 Thus: “A species of sedimentation constant 11 
Svedberg units is termed the s11 [S11] component.” The s11 
component constituted the major part, followed by the s7 
[S7] component. Summary: “Examination of the fractions 
in the ultracentrifuge at I = 0.5 pH = 7.8 has revealed the 
presence of at least fi ve sedimenting components. Two of 
these components have been obtained in a reasonable state of 

purity... The glycinin of previous workers has been shown to 
contain at least four sedimenting components.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2008) 
that classifi es soy proteins according to ultracentrifugal 
analysis into s11 and s7 sedimenting components. These 
would soon be expressed as “11S” and “15S” fractions; two 
other components would be added later. Address: Imperial 
Chemical Industries Ltd., Nobel Div., “Ardil” Fibre Factory, 
Dumfries, Scotland.

2559. Times (London). 1955. Ah Luk: From China to 
England and back. May 3. p. 12, col. 5.
• Summary: “From a correspondent.” Ah Luk is a Chinese 
woman. “She derived much pleasure from serving visitors 
with Chinese ‘chow’ and merriment from watching them 
use chopsticks more often as instruments of chase than of 
capture. Guests, for their part, liked the chicken and pork, 
served with rice and soya sauce, and fried lettuce, which had 
become her main food in this country.”
 Note: This is the 2nd earliest English-language 
document seen (Dec. 2005) in the Times (London) that 
contains the term “soya sauce.” The fi rst was in 1905 in a 
letter from a Japanese man, Mr. C. Kadono.

2560. Green, J.; Marcinkiewicz, S.; Watt, P.R. 1955. The 
determination of tocopherols by paper chromatography. J. of 
the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 6(5):274-82. 
May. [16 ref]
• Summary: The “Soya-bean” is mentioned in Table II (p. 
279) titled “Tocopherol assays of vegetable oils.” Soya-bean 
oil has a total tocopherol content of 1.18 mg/gm, the 3rd 
highest after wheat bran oil (3.20) and wheat germ oil (2.55). 
The same table shows the percentage of total tocopherols 
that are of six types: alpha, beta, gamma, delta, epsilon, 
and zeta. Soya-bean oil is 59.0% gamma tocopherol, 27.5% 
delta, and 13.5% alpha.
 “With the introduction of paper chromatographic 
methods, the problem of vitamin E assay appears to 
be nearing solution” (p. 280). Address: Walton Oaks 
Experimental Station, Vitamins Limited, Tadworth, Surry.

2561. McKinney, Leonard L.; Uhing, E.H.; White, 
J.L.; Picken, J.C., Jr. 1955. Autoxidation products of 
trichloroethylene. J. of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 
3(5):413-19. May. [50 ref]
• Summary: “Trichloroethylene has been tried during 3 
different periods in the past 45 years, on a commercial basis 
as a solvent for extracting oil from soybeans. Each time 
its use has been abandoned because of the toxicity of the 
resultant defatted meal to cattle. These commercial ventures 
have included 17 different plants.”
 “Trichloroethylene-extracted soybean oil meal has been 
associated with a refractory, hemorrhagic, aplastic anemia 
when fed to cattle.” In 1912 the fi rst poisoning of cattle 
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occurred in Scotland. In 1923-1925, widespread and severe 
outbreaks of the same cattle poisoning occurred in Germany 
and Holland. The source of the meal, a soybean oil extraction 
plant using trichloroethylene in Düsseldorf, Germany, 
converted to benzene extraction in 1925.
 In 1938 in the USA, feeding experiments were initiated 
by L.A. Maynard of Cornell University [Ithaca, New York]; 
they were subsequently interpreted (Sweeney & Arnold 
1949) as demonstrating that trichloroethylene-extracted 
soybean oil meal was nontoxic to cattle when processed at 
higher temperatures (120ºC for 30 minutes).
 During the period 1947-1952, widespread outbreaks 
of this disease occurred in cattle fed trichloroethylene-
extracted soybean oil meal produced in plants located in 
the United States (3 references), Italy (1 reference), and 
Japan (1 reference). Address: 1-3. NRRL, Peoria, Illinois; 
4. Veterinary Medical Research Inst., Iowa State College, 
Ames, Iowa.

2562. Soybean Digest. 1955. Canadian imports set record. 
June. p. 25.
• Summary: In October 1953 Canada exported its fi rst 
soybeans. During 1954 approximately 650,770 bushels were 
shipped overseas, largely to the United Kingdom.
 Tables show: (1) Canada–Soybean crushed (bushels), 
soybean oil production (short tons), and soybean oilcake and 
meal production (short tons) (1945-1954). Soybeans crushed 
increased from 973,178 bu in 1945 to a record 9,438,795 bu 
in 1954. (2) Canadian imports–Soybeans (bushels), edible 
soybean oil, and inedible soybean oil (short tons). Soybean 
imports increased from 1,311,417 bu in 1945 to a record 
6,873,965 bu in 1954.

2563. Times (London). 1955. Limehouse nights in the 1930s: 
Chinatown of romance and fable receives its death blow 
from the planners. Aug. 31. p. 10.
• Summary: From a correspondent. He and his party would 
visit a little Chinese restaurant in Limehouse Causeway [in 
London’s Chinatown]. Most ordered ham and eggs but some 
“were daring enough to order noodles..., but never dried 
seaweed, dried fi sh, soya bean sauce, bamboo shoots, or 
other of the delicacies favoured by Chinese customers.”

2564. Logan, J.L.; Learmonth, E. Mitchell. 1955. Gluten 
oxidizing capacity of soya. Chemistry and Industry (London) 
No. 39. p 1220-21. Sept. 24. [4 ref]
• Summary: Raw soybean added to unbleached white fl our 
increased the strength of the dough. Address: British Soya 
Products Ltd., 150-152 Fenchurch St., London, E.C.3, 
England.

2565. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under grain 
standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And they 

deteriorate in transit. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 
38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: “I have called this paper ‘The Market for Soya 
Products in Europe,’ but I suppose my main assignment is 
to tell you whether there is still anything wrong about your 
soybean trade over there and, if so, what is wrong.
 “As the tonnage fi gures show, the position is not a 
depressing one. Undoubtedly you people produce soybeans 
which, although they may vary in quality, are second to 
none in the world. But, in some cases, by the time they have 
reached us, there have been causes for complaint and there 
have been complaints, and it is my purpose to endeavor to 
put before you as clearly as possible a picture of the position 
to date.
 “Your executive vice president, Mr. Strayer, has told 
me he wants me particularly to give you a frank appraisal 
of the value attached in Europe to the U.S. Federal Appeal 
Certifi cates which involves the question of grading and 
analysis, following which I propose to stress again the 
objections we have in Europe to what we regard as the ‘take 
it or leave it’ attitude of shippers over here. They expect 
to win the preference of European buyers for your beans, 
while insisting on methods of trading which are tolerable 
only during the temporary absence of other and more 
accommodating sources of supply. I thought I would fi nish 
by saying something about the demand for soya products in 
Europe as a whole and what prospects of development there 
may be in the future.
 “I suppose there is no oilseed in the world from any 
source which has a 100 percent record for perfection of 
quality. In the case of your soybeans there have certainly 
been some very bad shipments according to the fi gures 
of analysis and no doubt there always will be exceptional 
cases. The matter has now been discussed at our last three 
congresses and it was acting on the advice of Paul Quintus 
that European buyers decided in 1952 to have recourse to 
Federal Appeal.
 “Since then there has been some improvement but we 
do have to face the fact that diffi culties still exist and that 
damage has been done to good will which it will take time 
and a consistently high reputation for quality to repair, 
especially as no such complaints appear to have arisen in 
connection with Manchurian beans in the past.
 As I see the position, there are still fundamental 
diffi culties which have nothing whatever to do with 
the quality of your product. They arise rather from the 
application of an American standard for grain to an article 
which the European importer regards and buys as an oilseed. 
I can see two special points of incompatibility.
 “Firstly, whatever may happen in practice, this grain 
standard which you apply to soybeans allows, according to 
the defi nition of ‘soybeans,’ for the inclusion of up to 10 
percent of cereals, such as corn or barley (and even wild 
oats!) which, to the European importer, are useless materials 
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and are regarded as a form of adulteration.
 “If you were to import lead and you found that there 
was 10 percent of iron in it, you would be annoyed. If the 
exporter said that, according to the standard in his country 
up to 10 percent of iron is allowable as lead, what would you 
say?
 “I am afraid that I am not familiar with current 
derogatory expressions over here, but, judging by American 
fi lms, you would probably say, ‘Nuts! Iron isn’t lead!’
 “If you tell oil millers that 10 percent of maize is to 
be regarded as soybeans, you must pardon them if they 
say, “Nuts! Maize isn’t soybeans! Let’s get back to the 
Manchurians!”
 “Secondly, according to the American standards, splits 
or broken particles are in certain circumstances recorded 
as impurities. If the beans are relatively dry owing to low 
moisture content, say 13 percent, which is what we prefer, 
they may break up further enroute and analysis on American 
basis may show the amount of so-called foreign material to 
have increased by the time the consignment arrives at the 
port of destination.
 “To what extent these factors may affect the situation 
I am not sure, because arrival fi gures showing details of 
how much of the foreign material is stalks and pods and 
oddments, how much is cereals, such as maize or barley, and 
how much is soya particles are often lacking.
 “May Prefer Manchurian: As the matter seems to me, 
so long as a domestic grain standard is applied to a product 
which the foreign importer buys as an oilseed, and, so long 
as payment is not settled on the basis of the actual quantity 
of processable soya material ascertained on arrival by 
independent sampling and analysis, the importer is liable 
to be dissatisfi ed and to give preference to Manchurian 
beans purchasable under the established c.i.f. terms of 
the Incorporated Oil Seed Association, which provide the 
assurances he requires. Under I.O.S.A. arrangements, a 
standard sample representing all the shipments in any month 
of each description of beans is agreed on the basis of sealed 
samples drawn at the time of discharge.
 “These standard samples are established by the 
appropriate standards committee of the association, 
consisting of an equal representation of shippers and crushers 
under an independent chairman. This decides the fair average 
quality for the month of shipment for each description and 
in case of arbitration no allowance would be made for splits 
or particles of beans unless the parcel in dispute showed a 
much greater content of splits or particles than the standard. 
All foreign material other than soybeans is classifi ed under 
I.O.S.A. rules as such, but split beans are not objectionable 
to seed crushers because they are processable and do not 
cause an increase in acidity as happens, for instance, in the 
case of peanuts.
 “But, in order to give you a full picture, let me fi rst 
say something about the complaints and I would like to 

quote from what one of the continental seed crushers said at 
Baden-Baden in June of this year.
 “’For years American shippers have persisted in their 
refusal to meet the wishes of the soybean processors of 
Europe. Observations made last year have shown, as we 
have established from all the countries concerned, that there 
has been a slight improvement but there have still been 
defi cient shipments. We shall have to wait to see whether 
the recent reduction of 1 percent in the admixture will mean 
an improvement. In many instances we found the Federal 
Appeal Certifi cate to be completely useless.
 “’There has been a case in Germany where soybeans 
have shown 10 percent admixture of maize. Compensation 
was refused by pointing out that the Federal Appeal 
Certifi cate had established an admixture of under 3 percent. 
This shipment was No. 2 Yellow beans and that was that.
 “’In another case different parcels of soybeans, for 
which different certifi cates had been issued, have been 
mingled, thus making it impossible for the consignee to 
establish to whom the parcel with the better certifi cate and 
to whom the one with the less favorable certifi cate belonged. 
Several cases have occurred where, on arrival, the admixture 
turned out to be over 3 percent and up to 11 percent, 
although the Federal Appeal Certifi cate showed an admixture 
of under 3 percent. We have been told that the beans are 
being delivered by the farmers and dealers to the elevators 
at the port of shipment in good condition with an admixture 
never exceeding 2 percent. It is only at these elevators that 
there is subsequent deterioration by admixture of foreign 
matter to an extent which is just suffi cient for a certifi cate in 
the corresponding grade.
 “’If this is so, these practices can hardly be altered by 
talks with individual sellers, for the reason why we receive 
bad shipments lies in the entire organization and in the 
wording of the contracts from which, as I pointed out earlier, 
the U.S. appears unwilling to depart. If the conditions in the 
U.S.A. in relation to the shipping of soybeans do not change, 
many European buyers will no doubt resume purchasing 
Manchurian and Chinese beans. The extent to which 
these are delivered relatively free of admixture is really 
noteworthy. The same is true of soybeans of various origins 
which come from Africa, whether East African, Nigerian or 
South African beans. The same applies to Brazil. They are 
mostly loaded on a pure basis with 1 percent admixture and 
one bean looks like another.
 “’This seems to be suffi cient evidence that, provided 
there is good-will, a substantial improvement in the export 
quality can be achieved in the U.S. as well. We must reiterate 
at this congress our opinion that the Americans should 
devote greater care to these matters, as a failure to do so will 
cause serious disadvantages to their export prospects.’
 “That is what a continental processor had to say” 
(Continued). Address: President, International Assoc. of Seed 
Crushers, London, England.
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2566. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under grain 
standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And they 
deteriorate in transit (Continued–Document part II). Soybean 
Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: Continued: “Now let me quote from an earlier 
report of a prominent fi rm of cargo superintendents in 
England, who have operated for 50 years or more and have 
the full confi dence of soybean importers there. This report 
related to 2,500 tons of beans from Mobile. Federal Appeal 
claimed 2.9 percent of foreign matter. The Incorporated Oil 
Seed Association of London, on whose contract the beans 
were fi nally purchased, showed 6.1 percent of impurities. 
The mill outturn showed 5.5 percent. The I.O.S.A. sample 
was rescaled and returned to America and was found by the 
Board of Grain Supervisors in Chicago to contain 8 percent 
of impurities.
 “’It was very obvious,’ wrote the cargo superintendents 
in their report, ‘that the consignment throughout contained 
a very high percentage of extraneous matter such as stalks, 
dry pods, foreign seed and dust. As the beans were weighed 
out in the elevator clouds of dust arose and at one period the 
elevator became clogged, bringing it to a stop. The stalks, 
pods, etc. had jammed it.’
 “The buyers remarked, and this was in May last year:
 “’The Department of Agriculture believes that the 
solution will be found in the method of sampling and 
they suggest that the sampling adopted at Mobile is more 
satisfactory than the method by which the samples were 
drawn on arrival. The Department of Agriculture, however, 
appears to overlook the mill report which showed 5.5 percent 
of impurities and it seems very doubtful whether the beans at 
the time of shipment contained only 2.9 percent.
 “’It is hardly surprising in such circumstances if 
European buyers lose confi dence in U.S. sampling and 
analysis.’
 “Can Produce Quality: As I have said, you are producers 
of fi rst quality soybeans. I daresay there is no reason at all 
why beans should not leave your farms with a maximum of 
1 percent impurities and why they should not arrive at the 
elevators in the port of shipment in that condition. But the 
buyer in Europe is not concerned with their condition at that 
stage, nor is he primarily interested in what shippers claim 
is the percentage of impurities in the soybeans which he 
imports. What concerns him is the actual quality and quantity 
of processable beans which he receives.
 “I have studied a good deal of information on the subject 
and I have been glad to note the improvement indicated 
by some of the fi gures: For instance, 30,000 tons shipped 
to Rotterdam for Germany showed 2.4 percent impurities 
according to Federal Appeal, against 3.3 percent on arrival; 
54,000 tons processed in the Netherlands showed 2.5 percent 
Federal Appeal against 4.14 percent on arrival.

 Another 30,000 tons shipped there early this year 
showed an average of 2 percent as per Federal Appeal 
certifi cates against 2.8 percent on arrival.
 “A further 42,000 tons which arrived at Rotterdam 
between November last year and June this year showed 2.1 
percent average according to Federal Appeal against 2.73 
percent average on arrival.
 It should be noted, however, that, whereas Federal 
Appeal showed a maximum of 2.8 percent, the Dutch fi gures 
showed cases of 7.4 percent, 6.1 percent and 5.2 percent, all 
from New Orleans, while several shipments, mostly from 
Atlantic ports, showed less than 1 percent. I do not wish to 
infer, however, that there are invariably these differences 
between the Gulf and the Atlantic ports.
 “In the case of Great Britain, I received the following 
fi gures: 24,000 tons shipped to Cardiff processors over 
12 months ending February this year showed impurities 
averaging 2.49 percent according to Federal Appeal against 
2.34 percent average analysis on arrival; 27,000 tons bought 
through London merchants on I.O.S.A. c.i.f. contract terms 
showed an average of 2.48 percent admixture as per I.O.S.A. 
analysis.
 “Bearing in mind the new standards coming into force, 
it does look as though we are at last getting somewhere and 
we in the International Association of Seed Crushers will 
continue to do our best to cooperate with your association 
and with all others interested in establishing the export trade 
in your beans on a sound competitive basis. We will do 
everything we can to help tackle any diffi culties which arise.
 “You will appreciate, of course, that overseas buyers 
are not going to regard your Federal Appeal certifi cates as 
being like Caesar’s wife just because they are government 
sponsored. I have no doubt, however, that those who are 
responsible for that service will themselves keep check 
on its effi ciency and investigate impartially any criticisms 
from those making use of it. I have no doubt either that they 
will continue to give careful consideration to any recurring 
impediments to the smooth conduct of this export business.
 “As regards what happens prior to shipment, I was 
interested to hear some comments made by Julius Mayer of 
the Chicago Board of Trade at Baden-Baden:
 “It is necessary,’ he said, ‘to remember that the 
processors as well as the grain trade in the U.S. who 
purchase these beans from a farmer or dealer, buy them 
at country stations, in truck loads or car loads, or in boat 
loads at central or terminal markets or the point at which 
the processing takes place and will accept any grade lower 
than No. 1. However, settlement is based on No. 1 with 
an appropriate discount calculated from the discounts 
announced annually by the interested associations. I would 
like to repeat that the beans arrive at the elevators by truck, 
car or barge and that is where the trouble starts.
 “’Due to the long haul a lot of these beans have to travel, 
the fi ne material sifts to the bottom of the cars. It is not 
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unusual for the admixture by the time the beans go into the 
bin to be 2½ percent, and sometimes more, because with the 
fast handling at the time of harvest, a lot of breakage occurs 
and it is noteworthy that beans with a moisture content of 
10-11 percent break up much more than if they contain 14 
percent moisture. Last year I would say that the average 
moisture content must have been above 13 percent and for 
that reason there was less trouble than formerly when the 
average was down to as little as 11 percent.’
 “There appear to me to remain two sets of diffi culties. 
Firstly, those diffi culties arising from the application of a 
domestic grain standard to an article which the overseas 
buyer regards and purchases as an oilseed for processing as 
an oilseed. Secondly, those diffi culties arising from possible 
deterioration in analysis in transit. These include the effect 
of transport and handling between the time the beans leave 
the farm and the time they are shipped; the possibility of 
further breaking up before they reach the port of destination; 
and the effect of mixed shipments where the Federal Appeal 
certifi cate may well be accurate in respect of the whole 
shipments but, in course of delivery, one unlucky recipient 
may receive the bulk of the impurities.
 “In this connection, German buyers reported that they 
paid a premium of 1½ percent for beans on the basis of 
identity and origin preserved, but, owing to consignments 
being mixed in transit, the certifi cate in respect of their 
purchases proved to be useless.
 “Except perhaps for the complication of mixed 
shipments, all these diffi culties could be removed overnight 
by meeting the perfectly reasonable wish of the European 
processors that they should be able to buy your beans on the 
terms which have been established and accepted for their 
seed purchases for half a century or more. There just are not 
any reasonable grounds why American soybeans should not 
be offered to European importers on level terms with beans 
from other sources.
 “On the subject of sampling at the port of arrival and 
the nature of the impurities discovered, you may like to hear 
the following report dated July 18 this year from important 
Dutch seed processors and I would mention that I have the 
samples A to D, which they refer to, here for your inspection:
 “’We have every confi dence in the method of sampling 
applied at Rotterdam. The material out of which the samples 
are composed, is collected by taking, at frequent intervals, 
a shovelful of the stream of beans coming from the spout of 
the elevator during transshipment from ocean steamer into 
barge for further transport. Thus about 500 kilos of sampling 
material are collected out of every 500 tons of beans.
 “’The sampling material so collected is thoroughly 
mixed together; four sample bags of about fi ve kilos each 
are fi lled and sealed, and the remaining sampling material 
returns to the relative parcel.
 “’One of these samples, i.e. one sample out of each 
500 tons, is separately analyzed by our own laboratory 

and the foreign matter is determined in accordance with 
the regulations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The 
percentage is calculated on the basis of the weight of the 
original sample.
 ‘Our works recently started cleaning the cargoes of 
soybeans in a special installation by means of series of 
sieves, prior to their passing them on to the extraction plant, 
and we are forwarding to you a specimen of what is removed 
from the soybeans at each stage of that sifting procedure, 
enabling you to form an idea of the nature of the foreign 
matter:
 “’A–Removed after 1st sifting: twigs, stalks, pods of 
soya beans, seed coats, string, paper, rubber, stones.
 “’B–Removed after 2nd sifting: chiefl y skins of soya 
beans, maize, oats, wheat and small pieces of all foreign 
substances mentioned in A.
 “’C–Removed after 3rd sifting: mainly husks, whole or 
bits.
 “’D–Removed after 4th sifting: When looking at this 
sample through a magnifying glass you will notice that this 
sifted matter consists for the greater part of innumerable 
kinds of foreign seeds, including perhaps also those of 
poisonous plants. Furthermore, very small pieces of soya 
beans and other elements” (Continued). Address: President, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers, London, England.

2567. Chipperfi eld, G. 1955. Market for soya products in 
Europe. Chief diffi culties: U.S. soybeans are sold under 
grain standards but Europeans regard them as oilseeds. And 
they deteriorate in transit (Continued–Document part III). 
Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 30, 32, 35, 36, 38-39, 41-42.
• Summary: Continued: ‘During the cleaning procedure 
outlined above, about 80 percent of the total content of 
foreign matter present in the beans is removed.
 “’We need hardly add that the foreign matter stated in 
A is not found in Manchurian soybeans, while in beans of 
that origin the impurities as per B and C are met with in a 
much smaller measure than in the case with U.S. soybeans 
and the presence of impurities in Manchurian beans as per D 
is negligible. All this results in Manchurian soybeans having 
the advantage that they need not be cleaned, to the effect 
that their processing costs are lower and there is no loss on 
account of worthless admixture. Moreover, the oil obtained 
from beans of this origin is of a much better quality than that 
of U.S. soybeans.’
 “Mixed Shipments: With regard to the diffi culty of 
mixed shipments, I consulted a well-known fi rm of cargo 
superintendents in London and you may like to hear some of 
their comments:
 “’1–Regarding the mixing of parcels sold separately 
in vessel’s hold at time of shipment, we see no reason why 
separate sales should not be stowed separately in vessels’ 
holds, thus preserving identity for all practical purposes. It 
is quite common in the bulk grain trade to separate parcels 
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in bulk stowage. This is achieved by using tarpaulins for 
horizontal separation and separation boards and/or bag walls 
if vertical separation is required.
 “’It is necessary for the contracting parties to notify the 
ship owners or agents of this requirement and to insist that 
the instructions be carried out.
 “’There may be some slight seepage between separations 
on voyage which would call for weight adjustment, as is 
common in the trade, but there would be no signifi cant effect 
on the admixture content of the whole parcel.
 “’2–It is desirable to ascertain exactly at which point the 
samples are drawn, which go for Federal Appeal test. If the 
certifi cates are to be of any use to the buyer, then they should 
be issued on a sample drawn of each parcel, as loaded to 
export vessel. We are not at all clear on this point at present. 
It is obvious at time of discharge that the admixture is not 
uniformly spread throughout ship’s stowage, and presumably 
the same conditions apply in storage elevators.
 “’3–”Admixture” should be quite clearly defi ned in 
any selling contract–preferably as “all matter other than 
soybeans,” or at least a very small allowance of other seeds 
or grains.
 “’We understand that in the U.S.A. defi nition 
of soybeans a very high percentage of other grain is 
permissible. This is obviously of no use to a European buyer 
of soybeans who wants soybeans only.
 “’4–It is signifi cant that Manchurian soybeans have 
never contained a high percentage of admixture and that 
even a country such as Nigeria, with relatively primitive 
cultivation methods, can produce regularly shipments of 
soybeans with admixture never exceeding 1 percent, and 
almost always less than 0.5 percent.
 “’5–The remarks of Julius Mayer were mainly 
concerned with broken soybeans, but on this side we are 
concerned with excessive percentages of stalks, pods, chaff, 
corn cobs, dried leaves and dust. None of these arise from 
excessive handling; they may be due to bad threshing or even 
deliberate adulteration.
 “’6–Much depends on the methods of sampling used 
at either end. In Europe bulk grains and oilseeds have been 
constantly passing through the main ports for the past 
50 years, all on strict contract terms for quality. We feel 
that the methods used must be reasonably correct, or they 
could never have stood up to the daily test of competitive 
trade. Certainly they have not been changed for American 
soybeans.
 “’If doubt is felt on either side as to the sampling, then 
why not allow say two European sampling experts jointly to 
sample a series of test shipments with the U.S.A. authorities 
at time of loading? Two U.S. sampling experts could then 
attend at the sampling of the same parcels on discharge in 
Europe. It seems that a practical demonstration is the only 
solution, if doubts are felt as to the effi ciency of sampling 
methods at either end.

 “’7–You mentioned occasions when large parcels 
are split to several buyers. The trouble is not due, in our 
opinion, to one man getting the last delivery, but rather 
to one man getting a part of the stowage where the beans 
have a particularly high admixture. This is due either to 
inconsistent admixture content at time of loading, or to 
deliberate additions of admixture during or before loading. 
A reasonably uniform admixture content at time of loading 
would obviate this trouble.’
 “Before I comment further on the conditions of sale, 
there is one point which I would like to mention. An 
American speaker at Baden-Baden this year expressed 
surprise that European buyers do not buy No. 1 yellow 
beans. J.C.A. Faure replied that he had tried very hard to buy 
them but had never been successful. He thought the reason 
was that the elevator companies at the ports were opposed 
to selling No. 1 for export and therefore made it impossible. 
What I want to do is to confi rm that European buyers 
defi nitely do want to buy No. 1 yellow beans and pay the 
correct and proper premium for them. Therefore, any shipper 
willing to export No. 1 yellow is invited to make offers to 
European buyers accordingly. We are quite willing to pay the 
right price for what we want. What we object to is paying 
any price for what we do not want.
 “Coming now to the question of terms of shipment, 
I would like to refer to a letter to the Incorporated Oil 
Seed Association dated Apr. 15, 1954, in which the North 
American Export Grain Association Inc. wrote as follows:
 ‘It has been decided that the principle of selling 
soybeans on the basis of quality and analysis guaranteed on 
arrival cannot be accepted by this Association, inasmuch as 
it is entirely incompatible with the grain trading practice and 
offi cial grain standards structure exclusively used throughout 
the United States.’
 “Personally, I doubt whether that is the best way to 
foster and develop an export trade and I wondered what had 
happened to the American sales slogan that the customer is 
always right! I was also surprised to read that Mr. Strayer 
said at Memphis last year, ‘Once a cargo is delivered to a 
foreign port the shipper is at the mercy of the buyer.’ That 
suggests some misconception of the whole principle of 
sampling on arrival.
 “The Incorporated Oil Seed Association is an impartial, 
nonprofi t earning international trade body which has enjoyed 
the complete confi dence of European oilseed shippers and 
importers for years and continues to do so, and rightly so. 
It is one of those trade bodies which specializes in giving 
impartial service to seller and buyer, and all your European 
customers have complete confi dence in its impartiality 
whether in connection with the analysis of samples submitted 
to it or such functions as arbitration or appeal.
 “There may be differences of opinion about methods of 
sampling, which can no doubt be compared and reconciled, 
but no fi rm of cargo superintendents worthy of the name 
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would last very long if any doubt arose as to its reliability 
in establishing true samples of the commodities it handles. 
The North American Export Grain Association said in the 
same letter, ‘With soybeans being used more and more for 
crushing purposes, rather than for milling, there is no reason 
why they should not be transacted on an I.O.S.A. contract 
form. Such amended contract form would, of course, be 
required by the association to provide for quality and 
condition to be fi nal at the time and place of shipment, as 
explained above.’
 “Raw Materials: The demand in Europe is for what 
comes within the general term ‘oilseeds’ (be it seed or nuts or 
beans); in other words, raw materials for those who process 
oilseeds and, whatever classifi cation may be used exclusively 
throughout the United States in respect of grain, to attempt to 
impose it on overseas buyers of oilseeds may prejudice your 
chances of displacing the trade in beans from other sources 
which existed before the war, and I have in mind, of course, 
the large quantities exported from Manchuria or Manchukuo 
before the war.
 “I do not quite understand why your exporters should 
appear to be so reluctant with all the existing safeguards 
even to make the experiment of establishing impartially the 
quality of the beans as they arrive at the port of destination, 
rather than prefer to impose their wishes on reluctant buyers 
on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis. Undoubtedly, one of these days 
the present barriers will disappear and trading between all 
the countries of the world will be resumed, for civilization 
can hardly endure indefi nitely with the world divided into 
two camps and, sooner or later, political and racial problems 
will have to be solved sensibly. In fact, many people believe 
that one of the big infl uences for peace is international trade.
 “We cannot take it for granted that every simple Chinese 
farmer or Ukranian peasant is a political communist. We 
shall expect to trade again with such peoples, and once 
the diffi culties between China and what is known as ‘the 
West’ are eventually overcome, there are many products of 
industrial countries which will be needed by the Chinese 
people. How are they going to pay for them? Obviously 
they will need to export commodities...” Address: President, 
International Assoc. of Seed Crushers, London, England.

2568. East, June. 1955. The effect of genistein on the fertility 
of mice. J. of Endocrinology 13(1):94-100. Oct. [15 ref]
• Summary: Synthetic genistein (5:7:4’-trihydroxy-
isofl avone) proved to be oestrogenic (estrogenic, i.e. 
produced vaginal cornifi cation) when included in the 
normal diet of immature, spayed, and intact female mice in 
amounts calculate to give daily intakes of 2, 10, and 15 mg 
respectively. Consumption of genistein also precipitated 
vaginal opening in immature mice.
 “The fertility of adult male mice fed 15 mg genistein 
daily for 22-25 days was more severely affected than that of 
adult females similarly treated for 31-55 days. Of ten males, 

fi ve were rendered sterile and the fertility of three others was 
impaired. Two of ten females did not mate and abnormal 
numbers of still-born young were produced by the remaining 
animals. Four males and one female did recover fertility 
when transferred to normal rations.” Address: National Inst. 
for Medical Research, Mill Hill, London, N.W. 7 [England].

2569. Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation. 1955. 
Epoxidizing organic esters. British Patent 739,609. Nov. 2. 
(Chem. Abst. 50:9765i). *
• Summary: Soybean oil and butyl cottonoate (butyl ester of 
cottonseed oil fatty acids) yielded epoxidized organic esters.

2570. International Minerals & Chemical Corporation. 1955. 
Tyrosine recovery from protein hydrolyzates. British Patent 
740,722. Nov. 16. (Chem. Abst. 50:9696h). *
• Summary: Tyrosine (T) is recovered from protein 
hydrolyzates in yields at least twice as large as in previous 
methods. The humin is fi ltered off at pH 0.5-4.0 and 40-
100ºC, the hydrolyzate is adjusted to pH 5.5-6.5, and 
the T-containing mixture is crystallized at atmospheric 
temperature in 8-16 hours and fi ltered. The fi ltrate is 
concentrated and cooled, additional T-containing crystals 
being obtained to give a total of 80-85% of the T originally 
present. Glutamic acid may be recovered from the fi nal 
liquor if the humin is removed at pH 0.5-2.0. The process 
is applicable to hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid 
hydrolyzates of corn and wheat glutens; of peanut, soybean, 
and cottonseed meals; and of zein and casein.

2571. Warington, Katherine. 1955. The infl uence of high 
concentrations of ammonium and sodium molybdates 
on fl ax, soyabean and peas grown in nutrient solutions 
containing defi cient or excess iron. Annals of Applied 
Biology 43(4):709-19. Dec. [14 ref]
• Summary: Temporary darkening of the green color of 
the shoots was produced by 40 parts per million (ppm) of 
molybdenum (Mo) in iron-defi cient soybean plants, but 
was soon followed by more severe chlorosis. Symptoms 
of Mo toxicity always developed when 40 ppm Mo were 
given, whether or not the intensity of chlorosis was reduced. 
With an increase in iron supply, a reduction in Mo toxicity 
symptoms was confi rmed in soybeans and peas. High iron 
reduced the Mo content of both shoot and root in soybeans. 
Address: Rothamsted Exp. Station, Harpenden, Herts. 
[Hertfordshire, England].

2572. Warington, Katherine. 1955. Interaction between iron 
and other micronutrient elements in fl ax, soyabeans, and 
peas. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden, 
Great Britain) 242 p. For 1954. See p. 64-65. *
• Summary: The divergent effects of molybdenum (Mo) 
on chlorosis were shown to be dependent on the form 
and concentration of the Mo supplied, as well as on the 
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nature and age of the plants. The reduction of vanadium 
toxicity by iron (Fe) in soybeans depended on the form and 
concentration of the iron used, and appeared to be mostly 
through an internal interaction.

2573. Darlington, Cyril D.; Wylie, A.P. 1955. Chromosome 
atlas of fl owering plants. 2nd ed. London: George Allen & 
Unwin. xix + 519 p. *
• Summary: The fi rst edition was titled Chromosome Atlas 
of Cultivated Plants (1945, London) by C.D. Darlington and 
E.K. Janaki Ammal.

2574. Miller, D.S.; Bender, A.E. 1955. The determination of 
the net utilization of proteins by a shortened method. British 
J. of Nutrition 9(4):382-88. [18 ref]
• Summary: Various methods have been developed for 
measuring the nutritive value of proteins [also called 
protein quality]. “One of the more valuable of these is 
the measurement of biological value by the balance-sheet 
procedure of Thomas (1909) and Mitchell (1923-24), 
although a considerable drawback to its use is the time and 
labour required.”
 This paper describes a shorter method, the measurement 
of net protein utilization (NPU), whereby (for example) 
seven proteins can be tested simultaneously in 10 days using 
32 rats and involving no estimates of nitrogen other than on 
the food. The method is based on the formula of Bender & 
Miller (1953). “In principle, the values obtained are the same 
as those obtained by the Thomas-Mitchell procedure, being 
a measure of that portion of the food N [nitrogen] eaten 
retained by the test animals.”
 Page 384 gives the net protein utilization of 14 animal 
proteins and 12 plant proteins. The highest NPU is for whole 
egg, 91.0. The NPU of selected plant proteins is: Wheat germ 
67.0, cottonseed meal 58.8, soya fl our 56.0, groundnut meal 
42.8, wheat gluten 37.0. Address: The Crookes Laboratories 
Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W. 10.

2575. Oliver, Frank. 1955. Chinese cooking. London: André 
Deutsch. 232 p. Series: Andre Deutsch Cookery Books. *

2576. Fearn Soya Foods. 1955? Recipes for Dr. Fearn’s 
Edible Soy Beans organically grown (Leafl et). Melrose Park, 
Illinois: Fearn Soya Foods. 12 panels. Front and back. Each 
panel: 9.5 x 21 cm. Undated.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on light green paper, 
this leafl et opens like a road map. The fi rst 3 panels contain 
recipes: Sprouts for salad. Sprout casserole. Sprout tomato 
sauce. Bean sprout and chicken souffl e. Meatless chop suey. 
Soy loaf. Chop suey with meat. Sprouted soybean casserole. 
Sprouted soybeans au gratin. Scrambled eggs with sprouted 
soybeans. Salted soybeans. Oven-roasted soys. Ground 
toasted soybeans. Soy toppings. Cereals. Soy nuts. Soy 
omelet. Cooked ground soybeans. Vegetized ground soys. 

Soyburgers.
 Then if you open the leafl et again, you fi nd 6 panels of 
text ad recipes. Across the top: “Add High Grade Protein 
to Your Diet.” The top half of the top left panel, is titled 
“Soy Beans: The ‘Miracle in Food. begins: “Dr. Fearn was 
recognized as the fi rst to produce an edible soybean Flour 
and his patented process is used in producing Dr. Fearn’s 
Pure Soya Bean Powder used in other Dr. Fearn products. 
Dr. Fearn was recognized as the outstanding authority in the 
World and he was selected by President Wilson in 1917 to 
come to the United States and get the soybean started, as a 
war measure to combat the German U-boat warfare, which 
was sinking our ships faster than we could build them. The 
Soybean offered many times the food value of wheat, corn 
and other cereals we were sending to our allies, friends and 
displaced peoples of Europe, and would require much fewer 
ships than other foods. Dr. Fearn was a surgeon Major in the 
British army and he accepted President Wilson’s invitation 
to come and promote the soybean in the U.S.A. The war 
ended in 1918, before the program was well under way so 
Dr. Fearn turned his attention to promoting the soybean as a 
commercial venture.
 “He organized and started the fi rst Soybean processing 
plant in the U.S.A. in 1920 in New York City and it was 
called The Soyex Company. It was far ahead of it’s time 
and doomed to failure, because people would not believe 
miraculous truth about the soybean. Dr. Fearn then came to 
Chicago in 1923 and started the Fearn Laboratories which 
prospered and was sold to other interests and is making 
excellent progress under another name. He then started the 
Fearn Soya Foods in 1935 the present company. Dr. Fearn 
died in 1949 at the age of 70.”
 The rest of the six inside panels, and the leftmost of the 
back 3 panels, contain more recipes.
 The back panel, titled “Other Dr. Fearn Foods” lists nine 
food products: Dr. Fearn’s Wholewheat & Soya Pancake 
Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Regular Pancake Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Wheat 
Cereal & Soya. Dr. Fearn’s Pure Soya Bean Powder. Dr. 
Fearn’s Soya Granules. Dr. Fearn’s High Lecithin Soya 
Powder. Dr. Fearn’s Low Fat Soya Powder. Dr. Fearn’s Corn 
Bread & Muffi n Mix. Dr. Fearn’s Wheat Germ Powder.
 Note: Although this leafl et is undated we can guess the 
date from the text at the bottom of the back panel: “Several 
of the recipes shown here were taken from Mildred Lager’s 
Great New Book ‘How to Use the Soybean’ 350 recipes, 115 
pages of useful information on the soybean with all kinds of 
special diets. Price $2.75 at your health food store or from 
the author directly at 4118 Warner Blvd., Burbank, Calif.” 
This book was published in 1955.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2015) 
that tells the basic story of Dr. Fearn’s life with dates, or that 
mentions “President Wilson,” etc. Address: 1206 N. 31st 
Ave., Melrose Park, Illinois.
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2577. Woodford, E.K.; Kasasian, L. 1956. The control of 
weeds in cereal crops in Europe by chemical methods. Field 
Crop Abstracts 9(1):1-8. Feb. [82* ref]
• Summary: Contains an excellent history of weed control 
by the use of chemicals in Europe. Chemical methods were 
fi rst used to control weeds in cereals in about 1896. Copper 
sulfate was the chemical most widely used initially, followed 
by copper nitrate and cupric chloride. For the next 40 years, 
the history of chemical control was concerned almost 
entirely with cereals. In 1911 Rabaté showed that sulphuric 
acid was effective.
 The next important advance came in 1932 when Truffaut 
and Pastac showed that yellow dye-stuffs such as 2,4-dinitro 
phenol (DNP) and 3,5-dinitro-o-cresol (DNC) effectively 
controlled a wide range of weeds in cereal crops.
 In 1941 the fi rst chemicals were discovered that are 
selectively toxic to weeds mainly because they affect the 
metabolic processes of the weed and not the crop (Sexton et 
al. 1941). “The discovery reported by Slade, Templeman, and 
Sexton (1945) that certain plant growth regulating substances 
killed some plants and not others started a completely 
new era in the use of chemicals for weed control. It led to 
the development of the two most important weedkillers 
yet discovered: 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid 
(MCPA); and 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D).” The 
discoveries, made fi rst in Europe then made independently 
in the USA a little later (Hamner and Tukey 1944; Marth 
and Mitchell 1944), could not be disclosed until after World 
War II. Consequently, much of the European work, apart 
from that carried out in Great Britain (Blackman 1945; 
Templeman 1946) was not started until 1946.
 These two chemicals, MCPA and 2,4-D, were superior 
to any that had previously been used for cereals. Address: 
Agricultural Research Council, Unit of Experimental 
Agronomy, Dep. of Agriculture, Oxford Univ.

2578. Cross, Leslie J. 1956. A Veganmilk Association. Vegan 
(The) (England) 9(8):2. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Provided suffi cient support is forthcoming, an 
effort will be made as early in 1956 as possible to form an 
organization with the above suggested title, for the following 
purpose: To produce and make available to the general public 
in Great Britain a milk. the ingredients of which would be of 
plant origin; which would satisfy nutritional requirements; 
and which would be palatable, attractive, and simple to use 
for the purposes of which dairy milk is now used.
 “The Association would probably function in three main 
stages: (1) It would conduct an enquiry into progress made 
in this and other countries in the manufacture of non-animal 
milks [Note: see Harry W. Miller, 1944. “The Story of Milk 
from the Soya Bean,” 37 p.]. (2) Based upon information 
thus collected and collated, it would consider the problems 
connected with the successful manufacture and sale of such 
a milk upon the general market in this country, including the 

question of scientifi c research and experiment. (3) Upon the 
successful manufacture on a small scale of an acceptable 
milk, the association would consider the question of large-
scale manufacture and sale, including the organization 
required to promote such manufacture and sale; such, for 
example, as the formation of a Limited Company.
 “While the work of the Association would be largely 
motivated by the ideals of vegetarianism and veganism, 
it would nevertheless function as a body with a precise 
practical job to do, and membership would be open to 
anyone prepared to support its work.
 “The work would take a number of years and require 
considerable fi nancial support. It would call for sustained 
and high endeavour, and though diffi cult, would be by no 
means impossible to achieve. Its successful outcome would 
be of immense value in many ways.
 “Any persons interested in the proposal should send 
their name and address to Leslie J. Cross, Uxbridge, Middx. 
[Middlesex], who will, if support is suffi cient act as convener 
of an inaugural meeting.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
that uses the word “Veganmilk” to refer to plantmilk. 
Address: Vice-President, The Vegan Society.

2579. Sinclair, H.M. 1956. Defi ciency of essential fatty acids 
and atherosclerosis, etcetera. Lancet i(6919):381-83. April 7. 
[28 ref]
• Summary: A very important change in the dietaries of the 
more civilised countries has been occurring in recent decades 
with increasing intensity. This is a chronic relative defi ciency 
of the polyetyhenoid essential fatty acids (EFA). The 
author believes that this defi ciency may bear an important 
relationship to the rising rates of lung cancer, coronary 
thrombosis, and leukemia. The most important EFA is the 
vitamin arachidonic acid, and its defi ciency may lead to 
atherosclerosis when diets are high in cholesterol or saturated 
fats.
 “Vegetable oils, in many cases rich in EFA, are hardened 
by hydrogenation: margarine and shortenings are produced 
by hydrogenation of cottonseed and soybean oil, some 
peanut-oil, and certain other oils; during this hydrogenation 
much of the EFA are destroyed and unnatural trans fatty 
acids are formed.” Address: Oxford [England].

2580. Learmonth, E.M. 1956. Soya in the fi eld of nutrition. 
A review of existing knowledge. Chemistry and Industry 
(London) No. 18. p. 360-67. May 12. [54 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Present day sources and 
end products. The carbohydrates of soya. Soya as a source of 
fat. The protein of soya. Accessory food factors. Conclusion. 
Address: British Soya Products Ltd., London, E.C. 3, 
England.

2581. Heron, John. 1956. Editorial: Vegetable milk. Vegan 
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(The) (England) 9(8):1. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: “There can be few vegans, particularly vegan 
parents, who would not welcome the appearance of a 
nourishing and workable vegetable milk, ready-made and 
suitable for a wide variety of uses. Yet no such product is at 
present marketed in this country.
 The use of a vegetable milk is not to be disparaged on 
the grounds that it is an aping of the animal milk habit. Like 
the compound solid vegan protein savoury, a compound 
liquid vegan protein food would be a valuable adjunct in 
broadening the scope and range of vegan catering. And it 
would undoubtedly have its place in providing quickly and 
conveniently for the needs of the growing vegan family.
 “Such a product would also prove helpful and attractive 
to vegetarians and others wishing to make the change over to 
a vegan diet with the minimum of diffi culty.
 “Those with electric mixers can certainly make highly 
nutritious milks from nut creams, raw nuts, or soya fl our, 
etc. But there is still room for a compound product of 
standardized vitamin, mineral and amino acid content. It 
is not that it is essential: but it would certainly be highly 
convenient.
 “Is the time and are circumstances ripe for the 
marketing of such a product? Mr. Leslie J. Cross intends 
to fi nd out. He has proposed an entirely independent body, 
the Veganmilk Association, in no way connected with any 
existing organisation, to determine the response of vegans, 
vegetarians, food reformers and those of orthodox dietary 
habits to the idea of getting a good non-animal milk on to the 
market. His announcement appears in this magazine. What is 
your response?” Address: Editor, The Vegan: Journal of the 
Vegan Society.

2582. Riley, E.A. 1956. A preliminary list of plant diseases 
in Northern Rhodesia. Mycological Papers No. 63. 28 p. 
June 27. See p. 11. (Commonwealth Mycological Inst., Kew, 
Surrey, Great Britain). [19 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Annotated list of plant 
diseases [listed alphabetically by the Latin name of their 
host plant; a vernacular name is given after the Latin name, 
if available]. List of pathogens and physiological disorders. 
Index of vernacular names. Bibliography.
 Pages 11 states: “Glycine max (L.) Mey–Soy-bean.
 Leaf spot: Pyrenochaeta sp. E.P. [Eastern Province].
 “Mosaic: Soy-bean mosaic virus, Gardner & Kendrick 
C.P. [Central Province, including Lusaka].” Address: Plant 
Pathologist, Dep. of Agriculture, Northern Rhodesia.

2583. Jogaratnam, T. 1956. The marketing of soybeans in 
Ontario 1945-1954. MSc thesis in agriculture, University 
of Ontario. Published by the Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, Chatham, Ontario, Canada. iv + 122 p. 
June. 28 cm. [12 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The world situation 

in fats and oils: Edible vegetable oils, palm oils, industrial 
oils, animal fats, marine oils. 3. Canadian production of 
fats and oils: Edible vegetable oils, industrial oils, animal 
fats, marine oils. 4. Canadian trade in fats and oils: Edible 
vegetable oils, industrial oils, palm oils, animal oils, marine 
oils, tariffs, on fats, oils and oilseeds. 5. Grades and grading 
of soybeans in Ontario. 6. Utilization of soybeans in Canada: 
Utilization of soybean oils, utilization of soybean oilcake 
and meal. 7. The prices of soybeans in Ontario: Basis for the 
establishment of prices, marketing and processing margins, 
seasonal variations in soybean prices, hedging and the 
effectiveness of hedging. 8. Transportation of soybeans in 
Ontario: Road transportation, water transportation, railroad 
transportation, transit privileges and benefi ts to growers, 
local freight rates to Toronto. 9. The Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Scheme. 10. Summary and conclusions.
 Contains the following 31 tables: 1. Fats, oils, and 
oilseeds: Estimated world production, average 1935-
39, annual 1946-1954. 2. Fats, oils, and oilseeds: World 
exports, average 1935-39, annual 1947-1954. 3. Fats and 
oils used in shortening in U.S.A. & U.K. 4. Fats and oils 
used in margarine in U.S.A. 5. Percentage distribution of 
consumption of fats and oils in all drying oil products, by 
kind of oil, in United States, 1931-1954. 6. Utilization of 
fats and oils in drying oil products, by type of product, in 
United States, 1932-1953. 7. Production of fats, oils and 
oilseeds in Canada, 1945-54. 8. Oilseed crushings and 
production of oil, and oil cake and meal in Canada, 1945-54. 
9. Production of soybeans in Elgin, Essex, Kent, Middlesex 
and Lambton counties, 1945-54. 10. Imports of fats, oils and 
oilseeds into Canada, 1945-54. 11. Exports of fats, oils and 
oilseeds from Canada, 1945-54. 12. Customs tariff on fats, 
oils and oilseeds imported into Canada. 13. Tariffs levied on 
Canadian exports of fats, oils and oilseeds by some of the 
principal markets. 14. Comparison of Canadian and United 
States grading standards for soybeans. 15. Apparent domestic 
disappearance and quality of soybeans crushed in Canada, 
average 1945-1949, and annually 1950-1954. 16. Apparent 
domestic disappearance of soybean oil in Canada, average 
1945-1949, and annually 1950-1954. 17. Total domestic 
disappearance of soybean oil, and its utilization in margarine 
and shortening in Canada 1950-1954. 18. Utilization of 
oils and fats in margarine and shortening in Canada, 1950-
1954. 21. Total domestic disappearance of soybean oils and 
its utilization in the manufacturing industries in Canada, 
1948-1954. 22. Utilization of industrial oils in the paints and 
varnishes industry in Canada, 1948-1954. 23. Production, 
trade and apparent domestic disappearance of soybean oil 
cake and meal in Canada, 1950-1954. 25. The average cost 
per pound in Canada of digestible protein from different 
sources, 1948, 1951, 1953. 26. Utilization of soybean meal, 
linseed meal and meat meal in the feeds industry in Canada, 
1948-1953. 27. Average annual prices and marketing margins 
of soybeans in Ontario, 1948-54. 28. Changes in cash 
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prices of Ontario soybeans over 8 week periods, by years, 
1951-1954. 29. The number of effective and ineffective 
eight week hedges on near or second near month futures at 
Chicago [Board of Trade, Illinois] having various degrees of 
effectiveness, by years, 1951-1954. 30. Amounts by which 
gains or losses were decreased or increased by using the 
hedge over not using the hedge, at Chicago over 8 week 
periods, by years, 1951-1954. 31. Freight rates on soybeans 
and soybean meal from points in S.W. Ontario to Toronto, 
Montreal and St. John, New Brunswick–1956.
 Production of margarine in Canada has been permitted 
only since Jan. 1949. Table 18 (p. 62) shows that the amount 
of soybean oil used in margarine has increased steadily 
(mostly at the expense of cottonseed oil) from 9,093 tons 
in 1950 to 22,009 tons in 1953–at which time it was by far 
the most widely used oil or fat used in Canadian margarine, 
accounting for 49.1% of all oils used. The amount of soy oil 
used in shortening in Canada has likewise increased from 
16,943 tons in 1950 to 22,744 tons in 1954–at which time 
it was also by far the most widely used oil or fat used in 
Canadian shortening, accounting for 28.9% of all oils used.
 The volume of soybean oil used in industrial, non-food 
products is relatively small, but increasing. The volume 
used in paints and varnishes rose from 266 tons in 1948 to 
3,440 tons in 1954. The volume used in the primary plastics 
industry rose from 748 tons in 1951 to 1,746 tons in 1954.
 “The Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Scheme 
for regulating and controlling the marketing of soybeans in 
Ontario was established in 1949 under the Farm Products 
Marketing Act of Ontario 1946. The Act created a Farm 
Products Marketing Board with powers to regulate or enter 
into the actual marketing or regulated farm products.” 
Under the Marketing Scheme “was established a local 
producer board known as the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board. The Board as it operates today consists 
of eleven members who are elected annually by the District 
Soybean Growers Committee. Growers producing soybeans 
are divided into six districts, comprising the counties of 
Essex, except Pelee Island; and the counties of Elgin, Kent, 
Lambton and Middlesex. Growers of soybeans who do not 
belong to any of the above districts may become members 
of the district that is closest to their places. Growers 
belonging to each district elect members annually to the 
District Soybean Growers’ Committee on the basis of one 
representative for every 250 growers” (p. 112-13).
 “The Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board has, since its 
formation, entered into yearly agreements with the dealers 
and processors. These agreements have mainly concerned 
themselves with minimum prices, moisture contents and 
cleaning, handling, storage and selling charges and have 
differed very little from year to year. The minimum price for 
soybeans produced in Ontario have been set at the trading 
price for each day on an open market basis. The maximum 
discounts for soybeans containing over 14 percent moisture 

content have been set at 1½ cents per bushel for each ½ 
percent of moisture content over 14 percent. It has also been 
agreed that dealers should charge a maximum of 10 cents per 
bushel for cleaning, handling, and selling soybeans” (p. 114).
 “The activities of the Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board would thus seem to be mainly limited to negotiating 
prices, dealers’ commissions and storage charges. No 
attempts have been made to handle the product and engage 
directly in marketing activities. Even in negotiating prices, 
it is interesting to note that in no year has any defi nite 
minimum price been set” (p. 115).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2000) 
that mentions the “Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board” (see title page) or the “Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board” (slightly different spelling, see p. 112). 
Mr. Kenneth Standing is Secretary of the Board. Address: 
Ontario, Canada.

2584. Coates, M.E. 1956. Soya in animal nutrition. 
Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 32. p. 833-34. Aug. 
18. [3 ref]
• Summary: Soy proteins supplemented with vitamin B-12 
and methionine used as a major ingredient in synthetic milk.
 “Soya is not widely used in animal foods in Great 
Britain because in normal times ample stocks of fi sh meal are 
available.”
 “In considering the substitution of animal proteins by 
soya, it must be remembered that the latter is defi cient in 
certain essential growth factors that normally accompany 
proteins of animal origin... It is now generally accepted 
that the ‘animal protein factor’ (APF) is a complex and that 
although vitamin B-12 is an important member of it there 
are further components still to be identifi ed.” Address: Great 
Britain.

2585. Platt, B.S. 1956. The soya bean in human nutrition. 
Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 32. p. 834-37. Aug. 
18. [25 ref]
• Summary: The author worked in China during the period 
in 1933-37, and there had “some experience of preparations 
made from the soya bean in infant feeding; also rarely a day 
passed in that period when I did not eat something of one 
or more of the Chinese soya bean food products–sauce, oil, 
bean curd or sprouts.”
 The author gives fi gures to refute the common 
misconception that “millions of Chinese have lived for 
centuries on a diet of rice and soya beans. For example 
(according to Buck 1938) in northeast China (Manchuria) 
where soya beans were used most, “very little rice was eaten, 
25% of the calories in the diet came from wheat, and 5% 
from the soya bean... Only 2% of the calories in the Chinese 
farm diet were derived from vegetable oils which included 
oils from groundnuts, rape seed, sesame, and soya bean; 
the fi rst three together occupy rather more than the acreage 
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under soya bean crops. Learmonth (1956, p. 360) has stated 
that the soya bean has only been grown as an oil-bearing 
crop since the 19th century. There is, however, a Chinese 
work dated A.D. 1637 called ‘The exploitation of the works 
of nature,’ the second volume of which is devoted to oils 
and fats. From this work it may be deduced (according to 
information supplied by Dr. G.D. Lu) that the soya bean was 
grown for its oil as early as the third century A.D. According 
to Buck’s data on most frequent yields, broad beans and fi eld 
peas yield on average 18 bushels per acre compared with 14 
bu/acre for soya beans. Peanuts or groundnuts give 64 bu/
acre but it is not clear whether they are shelled or not.
 “Anyone who, at a Buddhist feast, has eaten the 
delectable dishes made from the soya bean cannot but agree 
that, gastronomically, the merits of a wide range of soya bean 
products are outstanding. The ‘vegetable’ varieties of soya 
bean are, in fact, often simply immature ones. They are green 
and look like young lima beans but they have a richer and 
a distinctive and more delicious fl avour... Soya bean curd 
(tou fu) is used in a variety of dishes. It is prepared from the 
mature beans, not usually in the home, but by the village 
‘specialist.’... With appropriate culinary treatment, it can be 
made to imitate a variety of meat dishes; traditionally it is 
given to young Chinese children.”
 The author also discusses soy sauce, tempeh, soy oil, 
and soya “milk”.
 “I recently had a visit from a professor of pediatrics at a 
hospital in Djakarta [Jakarta], Indonesia, who reported that 
about 50 infants put on a soya milk preparation, all, after 
two months, had some gastro-intestinal disturbances; none of 
them was thriving. In my view, it is still too early to replace 
human milk for infants and certainly not by a vegetable 
substitute for animal milk...
 “In my own experience soya bean curd is a suitable 
product for feeding young children and I suggest that its 
superiority over soya milk may be the separation in the 
‘whey’ of substances that have been shown to be toxic for 
animals.
 The contents of this paper were fi rst presented as a 
contribution to the discussion on “Soya in the Field of 
Nutrition” by E.M. Learmonth, published in Chemistry and 
Industry on 12 May 1956. The author mentions an ad for 
“Sun Spot” soya milk.
 The article begins with a poem written by “a medical 
nutritionist and his wife”: “’Little Soybean who are you / 
From far off China where you grew?’ / I am wheels to steer 
your cars, / I make cups that hold cigars. / I make doggies 
nice and fat / And glue the feathers on your hat. / I am very 
good to eat, / I am cheese and milk and meat. / I am soap to 
wash your dishes, / I am oil to fry your fi shes, / I am paint 
to trim your houses, / I am buttons on your blouses. / You 
can eat me from the pod, / I put pep back in the sod. / If by 
chance you’re diabetic / The things I do are just prophetic. / 
I’m most everything you’ve seen / And still I’m just a little 

bean.’”
 Note: This poem, written by Dr. and Mrs. J.W. Hayward, 
was fi rst published in the Proceedings of the American 
Soybean Assoc. 1940. Aug. p. 6. Address: C.M.G., Ph.D., 
M.B., Ch.B., Human Nutrition Research Unit, Medical 
Research Council Laboratories, Holly Hill, London, N.W. 3.

2586. Manchester Guardian (England). 1956. Advertising 
soya beans. Aug. 24. p. 7.
• Summary: The U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA] 
plans to launch an advertising campaign to make U.S. soy 
beans and soya bean products popular in Europe. Soya beans 
are grown mostly in China and Japan [sic, USA] and are 
used for sauces as well as other purposes–British United 
Press.

2587. Strayer, George M. 1956. Europe: Multi-million dollar 
market. But it will take a strong program of sales and service 
to hold it. Soybean Digest. Aug. p. 18, 33.
• Summary: In southern Europe, extremely cold weather 
during the past two years has sharply cut olive production 
and killed some olive trees. Spain and Italy, both olive 
growing countries, are now importing soybean and 
cottonseed oil in large quantities. In both countries there is 
interest in importing whole soybeans to be crushed locally. 
Italy already has modern facilities adapted to crushing 
soybeans. Spain has only one such plant.
 Austria also offers a market for some quantities of edible 
oils. “Unlike the Mediterranean countries, Austria uses lard 
and solid fats along with liquid oils.” Austria has crushing 
facilities for oilseeds which are now used only on domestic 
rapeseed and sunfl ower seed, then stand idle most of the 
year.
 In northern Europe the market is much different. 
Rapeseed is the most important oilseed crop. Most countries 
(Germany, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
Belgium, France, and England) have large oilseed crushing 
industries. Our major problem is still that of low soybean 
quality. “Every buyer readily acknowledges that the change 
in Federal Grade Standards on Sept. 1, 1955, brought 
considerable improvement.” But the major problem of 
foreign material still exists. We must sell buyers the product 
they want.
 A photo shows a ship unloading soybeans in Hamburg, 
Germany. Floating elevators lift beans from the ship’s hold 
and deposit them in river lighters.

2588. Union Carbide & Carbon Corporation. 1956. Vinyl-
compatible polyester resins. British Patent 755,176. Aug. 15. 
(Chem. Abst. 51:7764f). *
• Summary: Polyesters of 2,4-dimethyl-4-
(hydroxyethoxymethyl)-1,5-pentanediol (DHP) with a 
mixture of mono- and dibasic carboxylic acids or anhydrides 
increase the fl exibility, adhesion, etc., when incorporated 
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into vinyl resins. Ordinarily alkyds have only limited 
compatibility with vinyl resins. Soybean fatty acids are used 
with phthalic anydride, DHP, and xylene to yield an alkyd 
compatible with a vinyl resin in a ratio of 4:1 (alkyd:vinyl).

2589. Kenney, Harry C. 1956. Exquisite Japanese display 
woos trade on New York’s Fifth Avenue: Tokyo bids for 
global markets. Christian Science Monitor. Nov. 17. p. 17.
• Summary: At the Japanese Trade Center on Fifth Avenue 
you fi nd an exquisite display of the products of postwar 
Japan. Japan, whose economy is now making real growth, 
is working to develop long-term overseas markets. The man 
the New York offi ce is Masato Yamamoto, an executive in 
the Japan External Trade Recovery Organization (JETRO). A 
quiet man, he told the writer the remarkable story of Japan’s 
10-year recovery since the end of World War II.
 Japan is, in many ways, like Britain in that both are 
islands which must import raw materials and export fi nished 
products. The key to survival is trade and exports.
 Japan has a population of 90 million on an area about 
the size of Montana, only about 17% of which is arable.
 “As I took leave of Mr. Yamamoto he handed me a 
bottle of shoyu, or Japanese soy sauce, from a display of 
about 50 other Japanese food products.”
 He explained that the Japanese have been making this 
sauce for about 1,000 years. Address: Staff correspondent.

2590. Times (London). 1956. The plant-hunter in Britain: 
How his wife looks upon his alarms and excursions. Dec. 17. 
p. 8, cols. 6-7.
• Summary: “Housewives will remember the use that was 
made of soya fl our during the time of food rationing [in 
World War II]. The soya beans were imported from America 
and with them came seeds of other plants.”

2591. Vegan (The) (England). 1956. The Plantmilk Society. 
10(3):14-16. Winter. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Editor’s Note: We have great pleasure in 
including in this issue the full text of the Report of the fi rst 
Annual General Meeting of the Plantmilk Society, held at 
Friends House, Euston Road, London, N.W.1, on October 
6th, 1956. The aims and endeavours of this new Society are 
held by the Vegan Society in high esteem; the manufacture 
and sale of a fi rst-grade plantmilk in this country would 
greatly assist in a practical way an increased adoption of the 
vegan diet. We are glad also to announce that three members 
of the Vegan Society Committee–Mrs. M. Drake. Miss C. 
Harvey and Mr. J. Sanderson–have been appointed to the 
Committee of the Plantmilk Society. We take this opportunity 
to wish the new Society an early and fruitful harvest to its 
labours, and to assure it of our wholehearted support.
 “Mr. C.A. Ling (Chairman) was in the chair. After his 
opening remarks he called upon the Secretary for his report 
on progress since the inauguration, on June 23rd this year.

 “The Secretary stated that the Society was now well 
established and was served by a number of persons whose 
qualifi cations would prove of considerable value. In addition, 
the general support and interest which the Society was 
attracting was a source of considerable encouragement.
 “As an example of the interest being shown, the 
Secretary stated that almost every post continued to bring 
inquiries or other matters to be dealt with. He had kept in 
fairly regular contact with the Society’s Chairman, and with 
the Chairman and Secretary of the Research Committee, 
and some other members, both by correspondence and by 
personal visits.
 “The Society welcomed and was grateful for publicity 
which it was receiving in the Press. The vegetarian 
magazines and an animal welfare magazine had published 
good notices of the inaugural meeting. A report which 
appeared in the London Evening News (“Now your milk may 
come from a plant”) had resulted in a number of inquiries 
for information, following which the Society had gained 
several new members, some with valuable qualifi cations. 
Inquiries for information were also received from journals 
which cater for the dairy trade, and from one which caters for 
the food trade in general. Two national weekly publications. 
with large circulations, had also made inquiries. Reports had 
appeared in the foreign Press, following which inquiries had 
been received from business fi rms in Spain and Portugal 
concerning the possibility of manufacturing plantmilk in 
those countries. An organisation on the Gold Coast had 
ordered from the Society a supply of plantmilk–but they had 
had to be informed (regretfully!) that their order was a little 
premature.
 “Further correspondence had taken place with the 
Californian company [Loma Linda Foods, Riverside, 
California] which manufactured and sold plantmilk in 
America. This company had sent a gift of two tins of one 
of their general-purpose plantmilks. This particular kind 
was a double-strength plantmilk, being mixed with an equal 
amount of water before use. In appearance, it is not unlike 
dairy milk, and it has a pleasant taste. It is suitable for use 
in tea, coffee and other beverages and for general domestic 
uses. It conforms to American standards of nutrition and 
hygiene.
 “The Secretary continued by saying that an application 
to the Board of Trade made on behalf of a British company, 
for a licence to import this plantmilk had been refused on 
the grounds of the government’s balance of payments policy. 
An application was to be made for an import licence for the 
special type of soya bean which is the basis of the American 
plantmilk. Should this be granted, the company concerned 
would consider the possibility of erecting a pilot factory 
for the manufacture of plantmilk in this country upon an 
experimental scale. The company would have available to it 
both the formula and the details of the manufacturing process 
involved in the production of the American milk. Knowledge 
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gained during many years of research and experience in 
America would thus be available as the starting point for 
the production of plantmilk in Britain. The plan, however, 
depended upon certain preliminary factors, such as the 
import licence, and for these reasons optimism must for the 
moment be restrained.
 “With regard to the function of the Society now and in 
the future, the Secretary said that it had brought together 
several qualifi ed persons, who would not otherwise have 
come together, who would give the Society the scientifi c 
and practical backing which was necessary for the success 
of its work. In a general sense, the Society had acted as a 
focus, and had injected life into an idea which had existed 
theoretically in a number of places for a number of years. 
With regard to the future, the Society would, of course, 
pursue by every means available to it the object for which 
it was formed. It would co-operate with manufacturers 
interested in the plantmilk project and give them every 
possible encouragement. It would also keep alive the 
underlying humanitarian motive which had been the main 
cause of its formation.
 “The Secretary concluded by saying that the future 
might see the growth of a quite novel partnership–that of the 
manufacturers on the one hand and the Society on the other, 
each working in their own way for a common end. Such a 
partnership would indeed be a partnership of principle and 
practice, and an effective instrument for the achievement of 
the Society’s aim.
 “The meeting appointed the following Offi cers and 
Committee to serve until the next Annual General Meeting:–
Chairman: Mr. C.A. Ling; Secretary and Treasurer: Mr. L.I. 
Cross; Committee: Dr. B.P. Allinson, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Mr. 
E.T. Banks, Mrs. J. van Brugen, Mr. D. Fairclough, Mr. W.S. 
James, M.Sc., Dr. D. Latto. M.B., Ch.B., M.R.O.G., Mrs. 
Claire Lowenfeld, Mr. W. Ninniss, Mr. G.E. Norris. Dr. C.V. 
Pink, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Mr. J. Sanderson, Dr. F. Wokes, 
Ph.D., B.Sc., F.P.S., etc., Mrs. M. Drake, Miss C. Harvey, 
Mr. W. Holttum. (The fi rst twelve Committee members 
mentioned constitute the Research Committee, of which 
Dr. Wokes and Mr. Norris were re-elected as Chairman and 
Secretary.)
 “It was also agreed that Dr. Franklin be approached with 
an invitation to serve upon the committee.
 “A fi nancial statement presented to the meeting showed 
that income up to October 6th was £227, with a balance at 
the Bank of £208. The majority of those who had originally 
expressed interest in the formation of the Society had now 
paid their subscriptions for the year ending September 1st, 
1957. The amount of the balance at the Bank now made it 
possible for a number of matters to be considered by the 
Committee, notably the drafting and printing of literature, the 
need for which was becoming increasingly apparent.
 “At the conclusion of the general meeting, a meeting 
of the Committee was held. Consideration was given in 

detail to the draft of a statement concerning the Plantmilk 
Society for issue to a food trade magazine which had 
requested such a statement for possible publication. The 
draft was fi nally approved. (In addition to the journal 
concerned, the statement has been supplied to two other trade 
journals whose Editors have applied to the Secretary for 
information.) A Literature sub-Committee was appointed by 
the Committee to consider the drafting of general literature. 
The sub-Committee consists of Mr. Fairclough, Mr. Ling, Dr. 
Wokes and the Secretary.
 “At both the General meeting and the Committee 
meeting, several members expressed the view that the 
progress made during the few months since the Society’s 
inauguration was encouraging. This view was endorsed 
by the Chairman, who also pointed out that the need for 
the Society would continue for some time even after a 
plantmilk industry had been established in this country. He 
asked members to continue to give the Society the sustained 
support which it would need in order to achieve the task it 
had set itself.
 “The object of the Plantmilk Society is to promote 
the manufacture and sale of a satisfactory alternative to 
dairy or other animal milk used for human consumption, 
the ingredients of such alternative to be of exclusively 
plant origin. Any person willing to support the object of 
the Society is eligible for membership on payment of an 
annual subscription of not less than fi ve shillings payable on 
September lst of each year. Subscription,... to be sent to the 
Secretary, Mr. Leslie J. Cross, Uxbridge, Middlesex.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning Plantmilk News or The Plantmilk Society.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that contains the word “plantmilk” 
(regardless of capitalization) or that uses that word to refer to 
soymilk.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions C.A. Ling [Arthur Ling] in connection with 
plantmilk. “Ling” is an old English surname.

2592. British Guiana Dep. of Agric., Annual Report of the 
Director of Agric. (Georgetown). 1956. Spacing trials with 
soyabean. 45 p. For 1953. See p. 16. *
• Summary: The soybean variety Ringgit gave higher yields 
and better ground cover at a spacing of 9 inches by 9 inches 
than at 24 inches by 9 inches.

2593. Warington, Katherine. 1956. Interaction between iron 
and other micronutrient elements in fl ax, soyabeans and peas. 
Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden, Great 
Britain) 256 p. For 1955. See p. 70-71. *

2594. Garrett, S.D. 1956. Biology of root-infecting fungi. 
London: Cambridge University Press. 293 p. Index. 22 cm. 
[502* ref]
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• Summary: This book is mostly about plant pathology. Only 
one chapter (Chap. 5, p. 92-106), titled “Parasitic growth 
habit: Mycorrhizal fungi” discusses mycorrhizal fungi. This 
chapter gives a good review of the literature, but the soybean 
is not mentioned. Mycorrhizal fungi are also discussed 
briefl y on pages 33, 37, and 131. Chapter 5 is divided into 
two parts: Ectotrophic mycorrhizal fungi, and endotrophic 
mycorrhizal fungi. The chapter begins by noting that ever 
since the mycorrhizal association was fi rst defi ned and 
named by Frank (1885), the fi rst intense interest generated 
by this symbiotic association between fungi and the roots 
of higher plants has been maintained. Historical accounts 
of earlier work on mycorrhizal fungi have been written by 
Rayner (1927) and Kelley (1950). Three excellent surveys by 
Harley (1948, 1949, 1952) have covered the entire subject in 
a critical evaluation of early as well as more recent fi ndings.
 The soybean is discussed on pages 120-23, and 129 (in 
a review of 4-5 other publications) as a plant that can be use 
for biological control of root diseases.
 Note: Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary 
(1998) defi nes (1) endotrophic, a word fi rst used in 1899, 
“of a mycorrhiza: penetrating into the associated root and 
ramifying between the cells;” (2) ectotrophic, a word fi rst 
used in 1889, “of a mycorrhiza: growing in a close web on 
the surface of the associated root.” Address: Sc.D., Director, 
Sub-Dep. of Mycology, Univ. of Cambridge. Past President, 
British Mycological Society.

2595. Needham, Joseph; Ling, Wang. 1956. Science and 
civilisation in China. Vol. 2. History of scientifi c thought. 
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. xxiv + 
696 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: Dr. Needham is interested in the development 
of science in China before the impact from the West. His 
research extends up to about the 17th or 18th century.
 Concerning Liu An, the King / Prince of Huai Nan (p. 
36, 83-84, 127, 341, 477, 482): He died in 122 B.C. He liked 
to surround himself with magicians who had psychic powers. 
He was interested in alchemy and immortality. A body of 
legends grew up in later ages about the King of Huai Nan 
and his magicians. See Doré (I), Part I, Vol. 9, p. 582, 604. 
And Maspero (1932), The Mythology of Modern China.
 Concerning the Taoists and Taoism (p. 33+) Needham 
some very interesting things to say: Taoism is the only 
system of mysticism which the world has ever seen which is 
not profoundly anti-scientifi c.
 Taoism had two origins: First there were the 
philosophers of the Warring States period (480-220 BCE) 
who followed a Tao of Nature rather than a Tao of Human 
Society; they withdrew into the wilderness, forest and 
mountains, there to meditate on the Order of Nature and 
to observe its countless manifestations. “They attacked 
`knowledge,’ but what they attacked was Confucian 
scholastic knowledge of the ranks and observances of 

feudal society, not the true knowledge of the Tao of Nature. 
Confucian knowledge was masculine and managing: the 
Taoists condemned it and sought after a feminine and 
receptive knowledge which could arise only as the fruit of 
a passive and yielding attitude in the observation of Nature. 
These differences we shall shortly analyse.
 “The other root of Taoism was the body of ancient 
shamans and magicians which had entered Chinese culture 
at a very early stage from its northern and southern elements 
respectively (cf. Sect. 5b).” Address: Univ. of Cambridge, 
Cambridge, England.

2596. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and other food 
fats: Their history, production and use. New York, NY: 
Interscience Publishers, Inc. 385 p. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. List of tables. 
Preface. 1. Food fats: Defi nitions, types of margarine and 
related products. 2. Margarine and cooking fats: Their 
history and world trade. 3. Fats used in margarine and 
cooking fats. 4. Processing fats for margarine and cooking 
fats. 5. Theoretical aspects. 6. Margarine manufacture. 
7. The manufacture of cooking fats and related products. 
8. Wrapping, packing, and preserving. Industrial uses of 
margarine and cooking fats. 10. Dietary and legal aspects.
 Page 43 states: “Soyabean oil is not used a great deal in 
the manufacture of cooking and table oils, due to its tendency 
to develop an unpleasant fl avour.”
 Page 50 discusses “vanaspati ghee,” which it describes 
as “a cooking fat produced entirely from vegetable fats to 
replace natural clarifi ed buffalo or cow butter. This cooking 
fat is called vanaspati ghee or vegetable ghee in India where 
it replaces natural ghee. Since before the last war when 
production in India was negligible, many factories have 
been installed for the manufacture of vanaspati ghee... The 
raw materials used are mainly groundnut, cottonseed, and 
sesame fats as well as smaller quantities of other vegetable 
fats. There are two ways of making vanaspati ghee: either 
a hydrogenated fat is mixed with a soft fat or a single fat is 
hydrogenated in a not too selective way.” The latter method 
makes a better product, with much better keeping quality and 
a smoother texture. The melting point of vanaspati ghee in 
India is fi xed by law between 31º and 37ºC. “Vanaspati ghee 
is not used for spreading like butter or margarine in the West. 
It is consumed in a heated liquid form, or in the preparation 
of curries, sweets and other foods.”
 Soyabean oil is discussed on the following pages: Fats 
used in margarine and cooking fat (p. 88-89, 91-92), incl. 
groundnut oil (p. 97-98). Soyabean oil (p. 98-105): The 
soyabean–The universal crop. The plant. Handling soybeans. 
Fat extraction. Soyabean oil and lecithin. A full-page 
illustration (p. 96) shows the soybean processing plant of 
Victory Oil Mills at Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
 Use of lecithin in margarines (p. 142-43). Tocopherols 
and vitamin E (p. 146). Continuous deodorization (p. 181). 
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Typical composition of fat blends of some margarines (p. 
241). Address: Highgate, UK.

2597. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and cooking fats: 
Their history and world trade. I (Document part). In: M.K. 
Schwitzer. 1956. Margarine and Other Food Fats: Their 
History, Production and Use. New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. 385 p. See p. 59-78. Chap. 2. [52 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The invention of margarine in 
France. Other countries follow. The coining of a new word. 
The history of cooking fat [shortening]. Impact of fat 
hydrogenation. Recent expansion in margarine consumption. 
Consumption levels of margarine (per capita). Present 
world trade in margarine. The production of cooking fats 
(shortenings).
 Margarine was invented in France in 1869 by the 
French chemist-turned-business man, Hippolyte Mège-
Mouriés. Production started at Poissy in about 1872-73. In 
other European countries, margarine production started as 
follows: Netherlands in 1871, by the Jurgens and Van den 
Berghs in the little village of Oss; Denmark 1870-71, by Otto 
Monsted, Denmark soon had the highest per capita margarine 
consumption; Austria-Hungary 1873-74, in Liesing near 
Vienna; Germany 1875; United Kingdom 1889–Otto 
Monsted established England’s fi rst margarine plant in an 
old hat factory in Godley, Manchester. Demand was so great 
that he had to erect a new factory in Southall near London. 
Production began in March 1895 at the rate of more than 
1,500 tons/week. The word ‘margarine’ was fi rst used by 
Mège’s teacher, Michel Eugène Chevreul, around 1813. At 
a meeting of the French Academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul 
reported on a fat-like substance that he had prepared and 
which he named margarine or margaric acid
 Page 59 states: “When Napoleon III had offered a prize 
in 1869 for a butter substitute that would be cheaper and 
would keep better than cows’ butter, Mège was an easy 
winner, as by then he had produced a satisfactory product. A 
factory was installed in Poissy, but manufacture did not get 
under way until after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71 [in 
which France under Napoleon III was defeated by Prussia 
under Bismark]. The way was not clear, however, until Félix 
Boudet, a distinguished chemist retained by the French 
health authorities for the purpose, had reported favourably 
on the new product. On 12th April, 1872, a regulation was 
passed permitting the sale of margarine, but it was not to be 
called butter. Mège promptly formed the ‘Société Anonyme 
d’Alimentation’ with a capital of 800,000 francs. Large scale 
production started in 1873.”
 The Mège patent in the USA, issued in May 1874, was 
purchased by the United States Dairy Co., which hired Henry 
A. Mott to improve on Mège’s method. A number of U.S. 
margarine patents were issued in the following years. Many 
of these suggested the use of lard or vegetable fats instead 
of oleo oil. One of the improved methods was used by the 

Commercial Manufacturing Co. in New York, which soon 
became America’s largest margarine manufacturer.
 Margarine was introduced to the USA after the Civil 
War, when the country was undergoing profound economic 
changes. Farmers strongly resisted the introduction of 
margarine, believing that it would compete with the butter 
made on their farms.
 The word “margarine” was coined by Mège’s teacher, 
Michel Eugène Chevreul, in about 1813. At a meeting of 
the French academy on 13 July 1813 Chevreul reported on a 
fat-like substance that he had prepared and which he named 
margarine or margaric acid. The name was derived from 
the Greek word for pearl (margarites) He gave its chemical 
formula as C17H34O2. What Chevreul thought to be a new 
substance was, in fact, a mixture of palmitic and stearic 
acids.
 Since Mège’s crystalline substance had a pearly luster, 
he gave the soft portion of the tallow, expressed after 
digestion, the name oleo-margarine, since he believed it to be 
a mixture of oleine and margarine.
 As in the Greek root the g is pronounced hard like the g 
in garlic; it is incorrect to pronounce margarine as marjarine, 
as if the g were replaced by j.
 In England, margarine (imported from Holland) was fi rst 
sold under the name of Butterine. This name was dropped in 
1887 after Parliament passed the fi rst Margarine Act (p. 63).
 The histories of margarine and cooking fat [shortening] 
are closely connected. “Whereas all the important 
developments in the early history of margarine took 
place in Europe, the fi rst signifi cant pages in the history 
of cooking fat were written in America. It is ironical that 
one of the largest lard-consuming and exporting countries 
[USA] should have been the fi rst to turn to an alternative. 
There is here a parallel with Denmark, which as the biggest 
exporter of butter had the highest par caput consumption of 
margarine. The new lard substitute was called ‘compound’ 
lard or ‘shortening’ in the United States; both were 
misnomers. There was often very little or no lard present, nor 
was the new product used only for baking purposes where 
‘shortness’ was required. Compound fat or cooking fat are 
more correct designations” (p. 63).
 “The introduction of hydrogenation into fat technology 
can be regarded as the re-birth of the margarine and cooking 
fat industries... No more was it necessary to rely on animal 
fats which were available only as by-products of the meat-
packing and dairy industries.” In 1902 Normann announced 
that he had hardened a liquid fat by hydrogenating it with 
a catalyst. Early commercial success was expected. Patents 
were applied for in Germany by a plant engineering fi rm 
(Leprince and Sivke; German Patent No. 141,029, of 1902) 
and by Normann himself in the United Kingdom (No. 1,515, 
or 1903). Normann’s work was based on earlier experiments 
by Varentrapp (1840), Sabatier, Senderens, and others. 
The fi rst large-scale hydrogenation plant began operations 
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in 1906 in England, at Crosfi eld’s factory in Warrington. 
In Germany the Oelwerke Germania, at Emmerich on the 
Rhine, started a plant for hydrogenating whale and linseed 
oils. Several years later, Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 
Ohio, began commercial hydrogenation in the USA.
 Canada: Recent developments with margarine in Canada 
have followed those in the USA. In 1948 the Supreme 
Court rules that the provisions of 1935 Dairy Industry Act 
relating to margarine were invalid; in 1949 margarine was 
fi rst produced in Canada. By 1952 margarine production 
had reached 47,000 tons, making Canada the second largest 
margarine producer in the British Commonwealth, after 
Great Britain. Address: Highgate, UK.

2598. Schwitzer, M.K. 1956. Margarine and cooking fats: 
Their history and world trade. II (Document part). In: M.K. 
Schwitzer. 1956. Margarine and Other Food Fats: Their 
History, Production and Use. New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. 385 p. See p. 59-78. Chap. 2. [52 ref]
• Summary: Tables: Table 8 (p. 67) shows margarine 
production in major countries worldwide in 1938, and 1946 
to 1953. The countries are: United Kingdom, Australia, 
Canada, South Africa, British Caribbean, Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Israel, Japan, 
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Soviet Union, Sweden United 
States. Production in these countries totaled 1,350,000 
tons in 1938, dropping to 949,000 tons in 1946, then rising 
steadily to 2,618,000 tons in 1953. In 1938 Germany was 
by far the leading producer (439,000 tons), followed by 
United Kingdom (208,000), and USA (172,000). In 1953 the 
three largest producers were USA (577,000 tons), Germany 
(573,000), and United Kingdom (406,000). Holland was the 
world’s largest margarine exporter.
 Page 69: Graph of per capita consumption of margarine 
and butter in the UK and USA, 1938-1953. During this time, 
butter consumption decreased and margarine consumption 
increased in both countries. In the UK, per capita 
consumption of both margarine and butter are higher than in 
the USA, and margarine consumption passed that of butter in 
the mid-1940s.
 Page 70: Estimated per caput consumption margarine 
in major countries worldwide in 1938, and 1946 to 1953. 
The countries are: United Kingdom, Australia, New 
Zealand, Canada, Norway, Netherlands, Sweden, USA, 
Finland, Denmark, Western Germany, and Belgium. Clearly 
Europeans, and especially those in Scandinavian or northern 
European countries, are the leading margarine consumers. In 
1938 the leading countries were Denmark (47.4 lb/capita), 
Norway (141.2), and Sweden (10.5); USA was 2.9. In 1953 
the leaders were Norway (51.1), Netherlands (40.8), and 
Denmark (40.1); USA was 7.9.
 Page 71. Fats used in the production of margarine in the 
United Kingdom (1937-1953; soy oil started in 1951 and 
is insignifi cant). In 1938 UK margarines were made from 

53% vegetable oils (groundnut was the leader, followed by 
coconut), 41% marine oils, and 6% animal fats. In 1953 UK 
margarines were made from 91% vegetable oils (groundnut 
was still the leader, followed by coconut), 8.8% marine oils, 
and 0.2% animal fats.
 Page 72: Fats used in the production of margarine in the 
USA (1938-1953; soybean oil passed cottonseed oil in 1951). 
In 1938 U.S. margarines were made from 93.6% vegetable 
oils (cottonseed was the leader, followed by coconut then 
soybean oil), and 6.3% animal fats. In 1953 U.S. margarines 
were made from 98.9% vegetable oils (soybean oil was now 
the leader, followed by cottonseed), and 1.1% animal fats.
 Page 73: Fats used in the production of margarine 
in certain countries (1937-1952) In 1951-53 soybean oil 
comprised the following percentage of all oils used to make 
margarine is these countries: Australia 0%, Canada 50%, 
Denmark 5%, Netherlands 5%, Norway 3%, Sweden 0%.
 Page 75: Production of cooking fat (shortening), 1938, 
and 1946-53, in the UK, Canada, Germany, and USA. World 
production of “lard substitutes” is considerably smaller than 
that of margarine, and the USA and the UK are the only 
major manufacturers. Total production in these countries 
grew from 868,000 tons in 1938 to 1,075,000 tons in 1953. 
In 1953 the leading producers were USA (748,000 tons), 
United Kingdom (209,000 tons), and Canada (61,000 
tons). In Germany shortening is called Plattenfett and 
Kunstspeisefett.
 Page 76. Fats used in the production of cooking fat in 
the UK (1937-1953; soy is not mentioned).
 Page 76: Fats used in the production of cooking fat 
in the United Kingdom (1937-1953; soybean oil is not 
mentioned).
 Page 77: Fats used in the production of cooking fat 
in the USA (1938 and 1946-1953; soybean oil had passed 
cottonseed oil by 1946). In 1938 U.S. shortenings were made 
from 91.7% vegetable oils (cottonseed was by far the leader, 
followed by soybean then palm oil), 8.2% animal fats, and 
0.1% marine oils. In 1953 U.S. shortenings were made from 
18.6% vegetable oils (soybean oil was now by far the leader, 
followed by cottonseed), and 16.2% animal fats (mostly 
lard). Address: Highgate, UK.

2599. Waley, Arthur. 1956. Yuan Mei: Eighteenth century 
Chinese poet. London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 227 p. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [140* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. 1. At Hangchow, 1716-1736. 
2. At Peking, 1736-1743. 3. Prefect, 1743-1749. 4. At the 
Sui-yuan, and journey to the northwest, 1749-1752. 5. The 
Sui-pi and the Ghost Stories, 1752-1782. 6. Journeys, 1782-
1786. 7. The poetry talks and the cookery book, 1787-1797.
 Appendixes: I. Anson’s dealings with the Chinese at 
Canton. II. After Yuan Mei’s death. III. The Macartney 
Mission [to the Qianlong Emperor, 1793] and Yuan Mei’s 
works. IV. Rules observed.
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 Yuan Mei (1716-1797), born in Hangchow, was the best-
known poet of his time. An illustration (facing the title page) 
shows Yuan Mei at age 50. A map (p. 10) is titled “Provinces 
of China in the 18th century.” It also shows Korea, and the 
cities of Hangchow, Nanking, and Peking.

2600. Times (London). 1957. And spice and all that’s nice. 
Jan. 21. p. xvi, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: Spices were fi rst used to disguise the fl avour of 
meat. Eventually it was found that thin sauces, “made with 
spices and vinegar, would keep and could be used from meal 
to meal. These were the fi rst sauces to be manufactured. 
Perhaps the oldest fi rm of ‘oilmen,’ or ‘oilermen’ as they 
were then known, was founded in 1706. The fi rm–then 
West and Wyatt, some years later to become Crosse and 
Blackwell–produced their sauces in china containers of rare 
beauty. Some of their sauces were issued in containers of 
Wedgwood china.
 “These thin sauces were mostly designed to hide 
rather than to enhance the fl avour of meat. But early in the 
nineteenth century the fi rst of the piquant sauces, Lea and 
Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce, was produced. Mr. William 
Perrins and Mr. Wheeley Lea, a chemist who founded the 
fi rm in 1838, were asked by Lord Sandys, of Ombersley 
Court, who had returned to England from his Governorship 
of Bengal, to make a sauce from (presumably) an Indian 
recipe, for use at his table. A four-gallon jar of the sauce was 
fi rst made, but the demand was so great that the next brew 
was made in a 25-gallon container. Lea & Perrins still use 
the original recipe, a closely guarded secret, for their sauce, 
which matures is vats for a long time before being bottled. 
They now export over a million bottles a year, about 50 per 
cent of their production, to all countries except Russia and 
her satellites.
 “The sauce list of Crosse and Blackwell of 1838 shows 
that they were producing 38 different types of sauces...”
 Alexis Soyer, inventor of the Soyer stove, was one of the 
most famous chefs of his time and maitre de cuisine of the 
Reform Club.

2601. Plantmilk News (England). 1957. Serial/periodical. 
England. No. 1 is Feb. 1957 *
• Summary: The Vegan, 1957 spring, p. 16. An article titled 
“Plantmilk News” (p. 15-16) ends by citing its source: “From 
‘Plantmilk News,’ No. 1, February 1957. The Plantmilk 
Society is an organisation to promote the manufacture and 
sale for human consumption of a satisfactory non-animal 
alternative to dairy milk. General Secretary: 39 Willow 
Crescent, Uxbridge, Middlesex” [England]. Address: 
England.

2602. Miller, R.A. 1957. Medical memoranda: Treatment of 
ammoniacal dermatitis with folic acid and soya-bean. British 
Medical Journal i(5017):503. March 2.

• Summary: Five infants aged between 3 and 16 months, 
who had suffered from severe ammoniacal dermatitis, were 
fed folic acid. After an unsatisfactory response, folic acid 
was withheld and soya-bean milk was given. “The milk 
consisted of 1½ oz. (42 gm) of soya-bean fl our added to 
a pint (570 ml) of water. This was used to replace half the 
quantity of cow’s milk normally taken daily, so that patients 
consumed 10 to 20 oz. (285 to 570 ml.) of soya-bean milk 
each day.”
 Within 5 days of starting treatment, all the infants 
had shown some improvement. “Within two weeks the 
appearance of the skin was normal in all cases. During 
the third and fourth weeks of treatment there was no 
deterioration, though very transitory erythema of the skin in 
the napkin area was sometimes noted.”
 In view of these promising results, further research 
would be useful. “Soya-bean fl our can be obtained from 
Soya Foods, Ltd., London, E.C.3, and possibly from 
grocers.” Its food value compares favourably with that of 
cow’s milk, so that it is possible to rear infants from birth 
on this food. The cost of soya-bean milk is approximately 
twopence a pint.
 Note: F.R.C.P.Ed stands for Fellow of the Royal College 
of Physicians Edinburgh. It was established in the 17th 
century. Address: M.D., Ph.D., F.R.C.P.Ed., Consultant 
Paediatrician, Royal Hospital for Sick Children, Edinburgh.

2603. Sokolsky, George. 1957. These days: The China trade. 
Washington Post, Times Herald. March 20. p. A19.
• Summary: “There use to be a commercial attache in China, 
Julean Arnold, who tried hard to push American products. He 
tried to get the Chinese to like raisins.”
 Today the Chinese market has grown to 600 million 
people, who have a low standard of living. The Japanese, 
British and Germans would like to do more business with 
China. “The Japanese, particularly, are bound to fi nd a way 
to barter manufactured goods for foodstuffs, especially the 
soybean, which is a staple of the Japanese cuisine and which 
grows plentifully in Manchuria and areas of North China.”

2604. Vegan (The) (England). 1957. Plantmilk News. 
10(4):15-16. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: Plantmilk tests. In the Western hemisphere at 
least three, possibly more, companies produce plantmilk 
commercially, One in Spain bases its product upon almonds, 
the other two (in America) use soya as a base. One of the 
American companies has recently made a gift to the Society 
of a small supply of various types of its plantmilk. Some 
are for general purposes and some for infant feeding, and 
both types are available either as a powder or a liquid. 
The gift was made so that we could test their qualities. For 
domestic purposes they have been found to be satisfactory. 
An advantage which they possess over plantmilks produced 
in England some years ago is that they may be successfully 
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heated and brought to the boil. They are excellent for use in 
making white coffee, and entirely satisfactory for use in tea. 
For successful use in tea, the powder variety needs thorough 
emulsifi cation, and for this an electric mixer is desirable. We 
understand that the manufacturers are considering processing 
the powder variety to make it instantly soluble. The liquid 
varieties require no preparation, except for the double-
strength variety, which merely needs mixing with an amount 
of water equal to the amount of milk in the sealed tin. 
These plantmilks have also been tested for other domestic 
uses, and have been found to be satisfactory for making 
rice puddings, custard and blancmange. On the question 
of nutritional qualities, one sample of liquid plantmilk has 
been assayed and found to contain the amount of vitamin 
B-12 which was claimed. Further tests will be necessary to 
establish uniformity of the vitamin B-12 content throughout 
a series of samples, also the stability of the vitamin under 
different storage conditions. The question of assimilation of 
the vitamin in the liquid plantmilk, from the intestinal tract, 
will, of course, have to be settled before the plantmilk can be 
accepted as being equivalent to animal milk in this respect.
 “Production. A British company was refused a license to 
import American plantmilk on the grounds of dollar policy. 
Since then, the company has given consideration to the 
question of plantmilk production on an experimental scale 
in this country. The board of directors has now decided not 
to proceed with this proposal, and the position so far as the 
Society is concerned is now therefore an open one. It will 
be necessary for the committee to consider what action the 
Society should now take to further its object, and a meeting 
will be called in the near future. Meanwhile, the Society has 
been going into the question of the special type of soya bean 
used as a plantmilk base, and again we are indebted to the 
American company for valuable advice. It should be stated 
that this company has no pecuniary interests at stake, but its 
directors are in agreement with the principles that led to the 
formation of the Society. It may be possible to arrange for 
experiments to be made in this country in growing some of 
the suitable types of bean. The proprietor of a small site in 
France, north-east of Paris, states that during the war [World 
War II] he successfully grew one type of soya bean on the 
site.
 “From ‘Plantmilk News,’ No. 1, February 1957. 
The Plantmilk Society is an organisation to promote 
the manufacture and sale for human consumption of a 
satisfactory non-animal alternative to dairy milk. General 
Secretary: 39 Willow Crescent, Uxbridge, Middlesex” 
[England].

2605. Chester, Allan E. Assignor to Poor & Company. 1957. 
Oxyalkylated fatty amine salts. British Patent 772,104. April 
10. (Chem. Abst. 51:11741i). *
• Summary: Trifl uoroacetic acid is added to a soybean amine 
oxyethylated with a 20-carbon ethylene oxide. The acid 

is added until a pH of approximately 7 is reached at room 
temperature. The resultant product, a cationic wetting agent, 
was unusually stable in acid solutions.

2606. Roach, Howard L. 1957. Soybean Council of America, 
its aims and its achievements. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 26-
27.
• Summary: “The aims of the Soybean Council of America 
are to bring together growers, handlers, processors and 
manufacturers, with common interests in soybeans or 
soybean products, in order that the soybean crop may 
continue to expand under free economy.
 “Now let us look at what has just been said, ‘To bring 
together growers, handlers, processors and manufacturers.’ I 
am glad to report that this has been partially accomplished. 
The growers, the processors, many manufacturers and 
many handlers are now giving wholehearted support to the 
Soybean Council of America.
 “There are some, of course, who have not yet been 
told the story and others who would rather wait and see 
how successful this operation will be before pledging their 
support, but every mail brings new individuals, companies 
and organizations pledging support to the Soybean Council 
of America.
 “Next, when we say ‘continue to expand,’ we do not 
know in just what proportion this expansion will continue. 
Certainly the expansion in the last 25 years has been 
phenomenal but so too have been phenomenal the many and 
varied uses found for soybean products.
 “With the growing population of the world and of our 
own United States, it is anybody’s guess as to what the 
soybean business will be 25 years from today.
 “Third, let us look at the last part of the statement 
of aims of the Soybean Council of America under a free 
economy. Soybeans have won their place in the agricultural 
economy today, not through the incentive of high support 
prices, but rather through an active merchandising or 
marketing program. In order to keep expanding we must 
keep moving our annual soybean crop into consumptive 
channels, both home and abroad, and always remember that 
crops are grown to be consumed, not to be stored.
 “The Soybean Council of America is embarked on two 
programs, one having to do with domestic economy at home, 
and the other with the exportation of soybeans and soybean 
products to overseas markets.
 “Active programs: First, I would like to speak of some 
of the programs now underway within our own country. 
The research committee of the Soybean Council is watching 
carefully and giving support to research that may provide the 
answer to the great saturated and unsaturated oil controversy 
that has been given so much publicity. Coordinating of 
research already being encouraged by the American Soybean 
Association, the National Soybean Processors Association 
and private companies among our various land grant 
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colleges and with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
private research institutions, is going forward. Studies are 
being made as to additional avenues of research that seem 
desirable, and ways and means of having same instituted are 
being investigated by the research committee of the Soybean 
Council.
 “Your merchandising committee has been most active. 
Last winter, Ed M. James, oil consultant, was hired to make 
studies for the Council of all aspects of the soybean oil 
industry. His services were made available to the users of 
soybean oil, both at home and abroad. Food packers such 
as the sardine people, the tuna fi sh packers and others have 
been contacted, offering the services of Mr. James when 
needed. Many manufacturers of livestock feeds have been 
contacted and the merchandising committee is considering 
the advisability of engaging the services of a nutritionist to 
be of service to this segment of the industry.
 “Your committee has also contacted manufacturers 
of soy food products and is serving as a liaison committee 
between inquiries originating by the American public for 
certain soy products.
 “The industrial fi eld has not been forgotten. Contact 
has been made with the National Paint, Varnish and Lacquer 
Association and many other industrial users of soybean 
products.
 “In other words, the merchandising committee is looking 
to every avenue where the future of soybean products can be 
expanded.
 “Your education committee has been instrumental in 
telling the story about the Soybean Council to the various 
members and to the public. They are also compiling a library 
of reference material for use both at home and abroad as well 
as a morgue of pictures that will be available to those people 
desiring to use pictures of soybeans and their various uses. 
Only the lack of suffi cient staff curtails the activity of the 
education committee.
 “Less than a year ago, the Soybean Council of America 
wrote a contract with Foreign Agricultural Service to do 
market development work in certain areas of the world, 
principally Western Europe. I would now like to report 
on some of the developments of the Soybean Council’s 
activities in overseas places.
 “Your president made a survey of Spain, Italy and the 
United Kingdom in December of 1956 and while in these 
places made plans for further market development activity. 
Returning to Europe in February of this year, I spent much 
time in contacting business organizations and government 
offi cials in Spain. An offi ce was opened in Madrid and 
placed under the supervision of Mr. Javier de Salas, a 
Spanish national who has been working in the past for the 
American Embassy. Mr. de Salas is advisor to the newly 
formed extension director for agriculture and is an author, 
writing articles for one of the leading Spanish agricultural 
magazines.

 “Your president has become well acquainted with 
Mr. Navarro, head of the olive oil syndicate, and a 
working arrangement has been perfected between the 
Soybean Council of America and the olive oil syndicate. 
Parenthetically, I would like to state that the olive oil 
syndicate is probably the most powerful of all Spanish 
agricultural organizations, being semi-offi cial as far as 
government is concerned.
 “Dr. Fred R. Marti, who was assistant agricultural 
attache for Spain, was hired by the Council to head the offi ce 
for Europe which is located in Rome.
 “Miss Audrey M. Capes was engaged as administrative 
assistant and the Rome offi ce is now functioning under the 
direction of Miss Capes.
 “Plans were made for a display of American soy 
products with the emphasis on soybean oil at the Fair in 
Barcelona which was held June 1 to 20.
 “Ed James, oil consultant, arrived in Spain in the month 
of May and your president and Mr. James spent some time in 
fi eld trips and interviewing various oil refi ners in Spain.
 “Barcelona Fair: At the Barcelona Fair, arrangements 
were made with four Spanish companies that were engaged 
in the business of making potato chips, to make potato chips, 
frying same in pure soybean oil. These potato chips were 
given away at the Fair to all visitors and were received with 
great enthusiasm.
 “After the Fair, request was made by companies 
producing potato chips, for permission to use soybean oil 
exclusively in the manufacture of potato chips in the future. 
The Council also provided soybean oil as the medium for 
cooking fried chicken at the exhibit sponsored by the poultry 
people.
 “Many important contacts were made at the Barcelona 
Fair, with important business concerns that can use and will 
use quantities of soybean oil.
 “Also contact was made with many people and 
companies interested in importing and using soybean meal as 
a source of protein for livestock and poultry feeds.
 “Your president attended an Agricultural Fair at Verona, 
Italy on March 10 to March 19. Dr. James W. Hayward of 
Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., was also present to serve as 
nutritional advisor at this Fair. Many important contacts were 
made at the Verona Fair that can lead to extremely good 
markets for soybean meal.
 “The Council also cooperated with Foreign Agricultural 
Service in a Fair at Palermo, Sicily, May 24 to June 10. Dr. 
K.N. Wright of the A.E. Staley Co., was the nutritionist 
furnished by the industry through the Soybean Council to 
the Palermo Fair. Dr. Wright succeeded in making additional 
important contacts in south Italy.
 “The Soybean Council is participating in an Agricultural 
Fair at Salonika, Greece, beginning Sept. 1 and running 
through Sept. 12. Dr. Edward L. Stevenson of the University 
of Arkansas will represent the Council at the Salonika Fair 
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and serve as nutritionist there.
 “A Fine Foods Fair will take place in Cologne, 
Germany, Sept. 28 to Oct. 6. Your president has agreed with 
Foreign Agricultural Service to be present at this Fair to 
represent soybean interests there. Much time and effort has 
been spent in planning for this Fair and materials are now 
aboard ship and on the way to Germany.
 “I want to take this opportunity to thank all industry 
people for the splendid cooperation given the Soybean 
Council as requests have been made for services and 
materials in carrying out the Fair operations this past year. 
The Council had but to ask and everyone pitched in to see 
that all road blocks were cleared and it indeed has been a 
pleasure for your president to work with such a group of 
cooperative people.
 “I could go into great detail regarding ramifi cations of 
the activities as plans are being laid and dreams realized 
both domestically and in Europe. This report to you today 
is like trying to make a report on a horse race that has not 
yet reached the quarter post. I learned a long time ago that 
you can’t spit in the ocean and create a tidal wave but I do 
sincerely believe that the program of the Soybean Council 
is sound and will have a great effect on the marketing of 
soybeans and soybean products. It can do one more thing. It 
can serve as a pattern for other commodity groups to come to 
the realization that crops are produced to be consumed, not 
stored.
 “Surely we have an ambitious pro- gram. Given a 
staff and time, we can make good on the old saying, ‘The 
impossible takes just a little longer.’”
 A portrait photo shows Howard Roach. Address: 
President, Soybean Council of America, Plainfi eld, Iowa.

2607. Vegan (The) (England). 1957. Plantmilk News. 
10(6):15. Autumn. [1 ref]
• Summary: “An extract from “Plantmilk News,” No. 
2, September, 1957, published by the Plantmilk Society. 
“A small but possibly signifi cant factor has occupied the 
attention of the Society’s offi cers in recent months: a limited 
but defi nite medical need for plantmilk in this country. A 
few inquiries have been received for a supply of plantmilk 
for infants suffering from a disease which prevents them 
from being able to metabolise lactose. These infants are 
therefore unable to utilise either animal or human milk, 
and a satisfactory plantmilk might thus result in saving 
the lives of some babies, One baby was given some of the 
American plantmilk donated by the American company for 
this purpose. Other babies have received an experimental 
plantmilk made by another British company. Although in its 
present form this experimental plantmilk is not suffi ciently 
attractive for general use, it may prove suitable for medical 
requirements. This is a development which if pursued could 
possibly lead to plantmilk being prescribed also in cases of 
allergy and near-allergy to animal milk found among certain 

infants, who may amount to some thousands in this country, 
and who are particularly liable to be found among the babies 
of vegetarian parents...”
 “The Plantmilk Society: The second Annual General 
Meeting will be held at Friends House, Euston Road, 
London, N.W.1, at 2.30 p.m., on Saturday, October 12th, 
1957, at which meeting members and others interested 
will be welcome. The Plantmilk Society is an organisation 
recently formed to promote the manufacture and sale for 
human consumption of a satisfactory non-animal alternative 
to dairy milk. General Secretary: Mr. Leslie I. Cross, 
Uxbridge, Middlesex [England].

2608. Warington, Katherine. 1957. The infl uence of the pH 
of the nutrient solution and the form of iron supply on the 
counteraction of iron defi ciency in peas, soybean and fl ax by 
high concentrations of molybdenum. by high concentrations 
of molybdenum. Annals of Applied Biology 45(3):428-47. 
Sept. [15 ref]
Address: Rothamsted Exp. Station, Harpenden, Herts. 
[Hertfordshire, England].

2609. East, Edward; Green, Edward. Assignors to Lever 
Brothers Company (New York, NY; a corporation of Maine). 
1957. Extruding protein solutions. U.S. Patent 2,809,090. 
Oct. 8. 6 p. Application fi led 18 Aug. 1953. 1 drawing. [2 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to the extrusion of 
protein solutions into a coagulating bath to form products 
such as, for instance, fi laments.” Hereinafter, these protein 
solutions will be “termed ‘spinning solutions,’ prepared 
from globular proteins,...” The spinning solution is generally 
made of oilseed proteins, of which soya bean and groundnut 
protein are of particular importance. When the fi laments are 
to be used in food products, the solution should be aged for 
only a short period of time. The viscosity, pH, and protein 
concentration and temperature of the solution each effect 
the fi nal product. A diagram shows the process by which the 
fi laments are produced.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the word “spinning” or the term 
“spinning solution” in connection with edible spun soy 
protein fi ber. Address: 1. Harrold, England; 2. St. Albans, 
England.

2610. Learmonth, Eric M. Assignor to British Soya Products 
Ltd. 1957. Inhibitions of proteolytic enzymes such as papain. 
British Patent 784,831. Oct. 16. (Chem. Abst. 52:4063c). *
• Summary: The proteolytic action of enzymes of the papain 
class is controlled or inhibited by addition of raw soybeans 
or other raw leguminous seeds or an aqueous extract of these 
beans. This factor is concentrated in the germs and husks of 
the bean. The use of this inhibitor improves the quality of 
bread made from chemically untreated wheat fl our in much 
the same way as the addition of chemical oxidizing agents. 
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Better volume and improved crumb, texture, and color are 
obtained. Finely ground germ or husks are added to the fl our 
before use in an amount of 0.01-1.0% by weight or added 
to the dough after a part of the normal fermentation time 
has elapsed. (See Learmonth, 1957, British Patent 784,832). 
Address: British Soya Products Ltd.

2611. Learmonth, Eric M. Assignor to British Soya Products 
Ltd. 1957. Activation of proteolytic enzymes such as papain. 
British Patent 784,832. Oct. 16. (Chem. Abst. 52:4063d). *
• Summary: The cotyledons of raw leguminous seeds 
contain a “papain-activating” factor. The quality of bread 
prepared from doughs made from cereal fl ours which 
remain tough and resist expansion of the gas cells during 
fermentation and baking is improved by addition of papain 
and fi nely ground cotyledons. (See Learmonth, 1957, British 
Patent 734,831).

2612. Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Research. 1957. 
Sixth annual report of the Agricultural Research Service, 
Deir Alla Research Service. Amman, Jordan. 60 + [4] leaves. 
[Eng]
• Summary: In the introductory section, page 2 states: “The 
continuing high world prices for the oil and oilseeds of 
castor, saffl ower, sunfl ower, and soya bean were incentives 
to test several varieties of each in preliminary trials.” The 
opening paragraph (p. 1) notes that this report concerns 
activities at the Deir Alla Farm from Oct. 1956 to September 
1957. Most of the work was done at Deir Alla, “but where 
possible trials were also made in the uplands of Jordan.”
 Note 1. This is the only place that the soya bean is 
mentioned in this report. On page 60 we read: “Deir Alla–8th 
March, 1958. Alan Goodman. Director of Agricultural 
Research.” Page 2 states that Goodman, who has an M.Sc. 
degree and is from London (England), was appointed 
director on 10 Jan. 1956.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
concerning soybeans in Jordan, or the cultivation of soybeans 
in Jordan. This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Jordan, or the cultivation of soybeans in Jordan 
(1957). The source of these soybeans and the exact date of 
their cultivation are (unfortunately) not given. More details 
are given in next year’s report, which states that soybeans 
were sown on 14 Nov. 1957. Address: Deir Alla, Jordan.

2613. Learmonth, E.M. 1957. Advocates promotion of full 
fat soya (Letter to the editor). Soybean Digest. Oct. p. 19.
• Summary: “Those of us who are interested in promoting 
the consumption of soya as a human food are naturally 
interested in Harry C. Andrews’ article in the July issue 
of the Soybean Digest. In our small way in this country 
we have been pushing the virtues of the protein in soya as 
a component in human food for a good many years, and 

we should naturally welcome any attempts anywhere in 
the world that will increase world consciousness of the 
importance of protein.”
 “Rightly or wrongly, we have the impression over here 
that you are always pushing defatted soya for human diet. 
Our experience is that this is quite the wrong line to take. 
Admittedly, defatted soya can show a higher percentage of 
protein content than full fat soya but the difference is small 
in terms of the contribution to the actual food eaten since 
soya can, in any case, rarely exceed 20% of the foodstuff of 
which it is a component. Admittedly, defatted soya is cheaper 
than full fat soya; but does that matter, if it spoils the eating 
qualities of the foodstuffs?
 “Over here, defatted soya has been pushed–and pushed 
hard–as an ingredient in bread. It was a fl op. It has been 
pushed–and pushed hard–as an ingredient in sausages. 
It was a fl op. It has been pushed–and pushed hard–as an 
ingredient in cakes. It was a fl op. And every time it was a 
fl op because it did not improve the eating qualities of these 
well-established articles of diet.
 “Full fat soya, on the other hand, is being increasingly 
accepted as an ingredient in all these foods because it is 
acceptable as an ingredient from the customers’ point of 
view. It improves the acceptability of the product. In fact, it 
is being used not so much because it improves the nutritive 
quality of the food, as because it improves the appearance, 
eating qualities, storage life.
 “Surely, it is better to get the protein into the diet in this 
way than to tell the public that they need protein and try to 
persuade them to eat it in forms that they dislike.
 “Much of the publicity and technical literature coming 
from the United States still talk about ‘soy fl our’ without 
making clear whether it is full fat or defatted soya fl our that 
is under discussion. Often it is diffi cult from the context 
to fi nd out which is meant, but sometimes a reader with 
suffi cient technical knowledge realizes that it is defatted 
soya. The general impression created by this sort of 
publicity is that there is no great difference in appearance or 
performance between these two products. In my view they 
are as different as chalk and cheese.
 “The full fat soyas I saw in the United States 5 years ago 
were extremely good quality products and a good publicity 
program designed to promote the usage of your full fat 
soyas is, I am sure, much more likely to be successful and 
to achieve the end put forward by Mr. Andrews without any 
attempts to create ‘a whopping big market for more soybean 
oil meal.’” Address: Director, British Soya Products, Ltd., 
London, England.

2614. Manchester Guardian (England). 1957. Bean curd 
maker sentenced. Nov. 2. p. 5.
• Summary: Ipoh [Malaysia], Nov. 1–”Chay Mun (64), 
a bean curd maker, was to-day sentenced to fi ve years’ 
imprisonment for having coffee powder ‘which raised a 
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reasonable presumption that it was intended for terrorists.’”
 Mr. Justice Shepherd in the High Court told him he was 
an enemy of society. The coffee powder was found wrapped 
in paper inside a bucket of cement on his bicycle–Reuter.
 Note: Malaysia attained independence from British 
colonial rule in 1956-45. The terrorists referred to here were 
the Communists.

2615. Standard Pharmaceutical Works. 1957. Process and 
nutrient medium for penicillin. British Patent 789,117. Nov. 
13. *

2616. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Report (Harpenden, 
Great Britain). 1957. Soyabeans. 280 p. For 1956. See p. 
209. *
• Summary: Page 209 states that the soybean crop did 
not bear seed in 1956 and confi rmed the conclusion that 
soybeans seem to have little future in Britain.

2617. Product Name:  Diasoy (Enzyme-Active Full-Fat 
Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  30-34 Mincing Lane, London, 
E.C.3, England.  Phone: MAN 9052/3.
Date of Introduction:  1957.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Baker’s Review. 
1957. Feb. 15. p. 284 (264?). “The Quality Twins”–pictures 
of helpfulness. Soyolk and Diasoy. Made by Soya Foods 
Ltd., 30-34 Mincing Lane, London, E.C.3. “I’m Diasoy–the 
enzyme-active, full fat Soya Flour. I make better bread with 
improved yield, volume, crumb colour and texture. People 
say that I’m the Natural Bread Improver and a First Class 
Bleaching Agent that shows the greatest profi t margins. Try 
me.”

2618. Waterlow, J.C.; Stephen, J.M.L. eds. 1957. Human 
protein requirements and their fulfi llment in practice. 
Proceedings of a conference in Princeton, 1955. Bristol, 
England: John Wright & Sons. 193 p. *
• Summary: There is a serious shortage of protein foods in 
some areas of the world, and this shortage is expected to 
intensify with population growth. Address: Dep. of Human 
Nutrition, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 
London, UK.

2619. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of 
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1957. Section III–Work of the 
Department. For the year 1957. See p. 8, 13.
• Summary: Under “Demonstration farms” we read (p. 13): 
“65. Legumes. Yield of up to 15 cwt. [1 cwt = hundredweight 
= 112 pounds] per acre of peanuts (Spanish bunch) have 
been obtained... Melanesians fi nd them very palatable. Soya 
beans introduced from Fiji failed to germinate...”

 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybeans in the Solomon Islands, or 
the cultivation of soybeans in the Solomon Islands. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in 
the Solomon Islands, or the cultivation of soybeans in the 
Solomon Islands (1957). The source of these soybeans was 
Fiji.
 Note 2. The British Solomon Islands Protectorate 
consists of six large islands or island groups, four smaller 
islands, and a few outlying islands. They are located due 
east of Papua New Guinea and northeast of Australia. The 
total land area is about 11,500 square miles. The population 
consists mainly (95%) of Melanesians, plus Polynesians, 
Micronesians, Chinese, Europeans, and others. Includes the 
islands of Guadalcanal, Malaita, San Cristóbal, Choiseul, 
Santa Isabel, and Florida.

2620. University of St. Andrews. 1957. List of seeds 
collected in the botanic garden during 1957. St. Andrews, 
Scotland, UK. 23 p. 22 cm. [Eng; Lat]
• Summary: Plants are listed by family. Under the 
Leguminosae, plants are listed alphabetically by genus, 
including * Glycine hispida. (p. 15).
 A note at the beginning of the catalog states: “* Denotes 
seeds collected from plants grown under glass” [probably 
in a greenhouse]. Address: St. Andrews, Scotland [United 
Kingdom].

2621. Product Name:  Soypro (Fat-Reduced Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  30-34 Mincing Lane, London, 
E.C.3, England.
Date of Introduction:  1957?
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. I.B. 
MacKay. 1983. May 24. The company made this product.

2622. Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics & 
Statistics (FAO). 1958. Trade: Table 9–Soybeans and oil: 
Trade by quarters, 1953-57. 7(1):28. Jan.
• Summary: This full-page table is divided horizontally 
into exporting countries and importing countries, for the 
years 1953 to 1957. Of the exporting countries–In Europe: 
Belgium-Luxembourg, Netherlands, and the United 
Kingdom all export oil (O).
 In the Americas: Canada exports soybeans (SB). United 
States is a huge exporter of oil and soybeans. Brazil exports 
soybeans.
 In Asia: Hong Kong exports soybeans and Japan exports 
soybean oil
 Importing countries–In Europe: Austria O. Belgium-
Luxembourg SB & O. Denmark SB. France SB & O. 
Germany, Western SB & O, Greece O. Italy SB & O. 
Netherlands B & O. Norway SB, Spain O. United Kingdom 
SB. Total SB & Oil. The Americas: Canada SB. Cuba O. 
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Netherlands Antilles O. Asia: China (Taiwan) SB. Hong 
Kong SB & O. Israel SB. Japan SB. Malaya-Singapore SB. 
Africa: Morocco (former French zone) O. World total SB, O, 
Oil equivalent.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
concerning soybeans in Luxembourg. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in Luxembourg 
(1953), when Belgium-Luxembourg exported 5,800 metric 
tons of soybeans (and 100 metric tons of soybean oil. Also 
in 1953 Belgium Luxembourg exported 900 metric tons of 
soybean oil).

2623. Rohm & Haas Company. 1958. Epoxidizing esters 
of unsaturated fatty acids. British Patent 790,063. Feb. 5. 
(Chem. Abst. 52:14218g). *
• Summary: Such esters, useful as plasticizers and stabilizers 
for poly(vinyl chloride), etc., are prepared by reaction of an 
ester of an unsaturated, water-insoluble, monocarboxylic 
aliphatic acid with an aqueous mixture having a pH of at 
least 0.5 and containing hydrogen peroxide, acetic anhydride, 
and a basic or neutral ionizable salt of a metal of group 
IA of IIA. Peracetic acid is formed and is assumed to be 
responsible for the epoxidation. The process is particularly 
suitable for use with the fatty acids (oleic, linoleic, and 
linolenic) of vegetable oils, such as soybean oil.

2624. Rushman, D.F. 1958. Die Wirkung von 
Gammastrahlen auf trocknende Oele und verwandte 
Produkte [The action of X-rays on drying oil and related 
products]. Fette, Seifen, Anstrichmittel 60(3):185-89. March. 
[8 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Treatment produces lighter color in soybean oil 
and shorter drying time. Address: Paint Research Station, 
Teddington, England.

2625. Vegan (The) (England). 1958. Plantmilk for infant 
feeding. 10(8):17-18. Spring. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Plantmilks of different kinds have been used 
during the last few months for the treatment of a number 
of infants suffering from galactosæmia, which has been 
receiving some publicity in the medical and national Press.
 In this disease there is lack of an enzyme needed for 
one stage of the metabolic pathway by which galactose is 
converted into glucose. If the baby’s diet contains lactose 
(sugar of milk), which is a source of galactose, there is an 
accumulation in its tissues of a toxic substance. In severe 
cases this results in rapid wasting, with damage to the 
kidneys and especially to the liver, which can rapidly lead to 
death.”
 “In one instance, an American manufacturer of plantmilk 
kindly donated, through the Plantmilk Society, twelve 
pounds of plantmilk powder to meet an emergency. The 
Society has also been able to make available some further 
supplies as the result of a gift from one of its American 

sympathisers.
 “The staff at one hospital considers that plantmilk has 
helped to save the life of a particular baby.”

2626. Times (London). 1958. New mystery in evolution of 
the sausage. April 15. p. 6, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: During World War II in England, as little as 
25% meat “was accepted as adequate for a Grade C sausage 
and no one seemed to question the content of the remaining 
75 per cent. People almost welcomed the nutritional virtues 
of soya fl our, even at the risk of meeting a sausage with an 
unusual fl avor.”
 Today there is a need for a defi nition [standard of 
identity] of a sausage, as high-speed disintegrators “are now 
being applied to meat offals, including bone, cartilage, and 
who knows what else to produce the latest ingredient for the 
sausage.”

2627. Blain, J.A.; Todd, J.P. 1958. Lipoxidase activity 
by cup-plate techniques. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 9(4):235-41. April. [12 ref]
• Summary: Conditions for the assay of soya lipoxidase 
by cup-plate techniques were examined using a linoleate-
carotenoid system. Address: Dep. of Food Science, The 
Royal College of Science and Technology, Glasgow 
[Scotland].

2628. Carter, C.F.; Cuthbert, N. 1958. World commodity 
survey. Times Review of Industry (London). April. p. 89, 91-
92. [1 ref]
• Summary: A large table of commodity prices (p. 89) gives 
prices for “Soyabean oil” (in £/ton; 2 ton lot ex mill) in the 
UK at various dates: 1934-1938 average: £20. March 1937: 
£133. 14 Feb. 1958: £115. 21 March 1958: £109.
 The section titled “Fats and oils” states that world 
production of fats and oils is a little more than 29 million 
metric tons, or about 5% per capita more than before 
World War II. Edible vegetable oil production increased by 
almost 10% during the past year. “The 1957 increase was 
well spread; there were large crops of peanuts in French 
West Africa and in India, and good crops of soyabeans in 
the United States, of sunfl ower seed in Argentina and the 
U.S.S.R., of rapeseed in China and Canada, and of olive oil 
in the Mediterranean countries. The output of cottonseed oil, 
on the other hand, declined...”

2629. N.V. de Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij. 1958. 
Epoxy compounds. British Patent 794,373. April 30. (Chem. 
Abst. 53:3065a). *
• Summary: Reduction in cost and operating hazards is 
claimed for a multistage counter-current epoxidation process 
in which the liquid reactants are incompletely miscible. 
Soybean oil is epoxidized in 2 stages using either performic 
or peracetic acid.
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2630. Union Carbide Corporation. 1958. Plasticized, heat 
and light stabilized vinyl halide polymers. British Patent 
793,595. April 16. (Chem. Abst. 52:21246g). *
• Summary: The addition of 0.1-15.4% RCH2O2CR, where R 
= 3,4-epoxy-6- methylcyclohexyl, or epoxidized soybean oil 
increases the heat- and light-stability of vinyl halide resins 
and permits a reduction in the amount of plasticizer used.

2631. Learmonth, E.M. 1958. The infl uence of soya fl our 
on bread doughs. III. The distribution of the papain-
inhibiting factor in soya-beans. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 9(5):269-73. May. [13 ref]
• Summary: The papain-inhibiting factor of soya is 
concentrated almost entirely in the germ (hypocotyl). 
Address: British Soya Products Ltd., 150/152 Fenchurch St., 
London E.C. 3, England.

2632. Parekh, H.V. 1958. Solvent extraction of vegetable 
oils. Hyderbad, India: Indian Central Oilseeds Committee. xi 
+ 210 p. May. Illust. No index. 29 cm. [250* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Preface. 1. Review of 
different methods of production of vegetable oils. 2. Solvent 
extraction of vegetable oils. 3. Solvent extraction process 
and machinery. 4. Application of solvent extraction process 
to various oilseeds: Introduction, groundnut, cottonseed, 
soyabean, castor bean, fl axseed, sesame, copra, mowrah 
(from the tree Madhuca longifolia), rice bran, okraseed 
[okra seed], gokhru (Xanthium strumarium), pilu (Khakan) 
(Salvadora oleoides), miscellaneous oilseeds (neem seed, 
kardi seed, niger seed, maize germ, tobacco seed, tea seed, 
rubber seed, karanja seed, kamala seed, tamarind seed, 
bhilawan seed, cashewnut shell [cashew nut], guar seed, 
watermelon seed).
 5. Solvents. 6. Economic aspects of the solvent 
extraction process. 7. Review of solvent extraction industry 
in India. 8. Application of solvent extraction process to 
village ghani [traditionally powered by bullock]. 9. Recent 
researches and lines of future development. Bibliography.
 Appendices: I. List of manufacturers of solvent 
extraction plants. II. Conditions of special license in India for 
solvent extraction plant. III. Quotations for solvent extraction 
plants received from foreign countries. IV. Solvent plant 
licence [license] holders. List of plates (14 photos).
 Chapter 7, “Review of solvent extraction industry in 
India,” notes (p. 144-51) that the solvent extraction industry 
in India had to struggle for half a century to establish itself. 
“The fi rst solvent extraction plant was imported into India 
in the year 1905, but it was only after 1950 that the solvent 
extraction industry was recognised in its proper perspective.” 
The solvent extraction industry is still poorly understood 
in India. “The layman has no idea at all that further oil can 
be recovered from the ordinary bazar [bazaar] oilcake, and 
when he is told the story of the solvent extraction process, he 

feels that the deoiled cake is rendered useless as cattle feed... 
and can only be used as a cheap fertilizer for the soil.”
 A brief chronology:
 1905–The fi rst solvent extraction plant is imported 
into India by a petroleum company. It was installed at 
Narkeldana, Calcutta. Little is known of this plant.
 1927–The plant was moved from Calcutta to Kanpur 
[Cawnpore, in Uttar Pradesh], where it was installed at 
Juhi Oil Mills. It was used for only a few months for the 
extraction of mohwa cake buts its operation had to be 
discontinued, mainly because a suitable solvent was not 
available. The plant was ultimately scrapped and sold off in 
parts.
 1928?–A solvent extraction plant began operation at 
Kalyan, near Bombay.
 1929–The fi rst modern batch solvent extraction plant in 
India, made by Bamag A.G., Berlin, Germany, was imported 
by the fi rm of Ramdas Mahadeo Prasad, Calcutta, and was 
installed in their Swaika Oil Mills, Lilloah, near Calcutta. 
It failed within a year’s time for a variety of reasons. This 
proved to be a disaster for the future of the solvent extraction 
industry India. From about 1931 to 1945 there was a virtual 
taboo on use of the solvent process in India.
 1949–The modern era of solvent extraction in India 
may be considered to have started from this year with the 
installation of a semi-continuous solvent plant (designed 
and supplied by Bamag (U.K.) Ltd.) at Bhavnagar Chemical 
Works Ltd., Vartej, Saurashtra, a region in western India. The 
plant’s capacity was 50 tons per day.
 1957 May–Nine solvent extraction units, with a 
capacity of slightly more than 400 tons per day, are presently 
operating in India. Seven solvent extraction plants, with a 
capacity of about 300 tons per day, are now being erected 
and it is hoped that they will all be on stream before the end 
of 1957. Address: B.Sc. (Tech., Bombay), M.Ch.E. (USA). 
Chief Chemist and Chemical Engineer, Bhavnagar Chemical 
Works (1946) Ltd., P.O. Vartej, Saurashtra, India.

2633. Socony Mobil Oil Company. 1958. Lubricating 
greases. British Patent 794,882. May 14. (Chem. Abst. 
52:21053b). *
• Summary: Improved antiwear and load-carrying properties 
are obtained if lubricating greases are formed by thickening 
oleaginous liquids with a combination of lithium soap and 
hydrophilic clay. Hydrogenated soybean fatty acids and 
lithium hydroxide are used to form the lithium soap.

2634. Vegan (The) (England). 1958. Plantmilk News. 
11(1):16-17. Summer. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Reprinted, by kind permission, from Bulletin 
No. 5 (May, 1958) of the Plantmilk Society.
 “The fi rst British infant plantmilk: By the time of the 
next Annual General Meeting of the Plantmilk Society on 
October 4th, a pioneer British plantmilk may be on the 
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market.”

2635. Badische Anilin & Soda-Fabrik Akt.-Ges. 1958. 
Stabilized aqueous protein preparations. British Patent 
797,526. July 2. (Chem. Abst. 53:616f). *
• Summary: Soybean proteins can be used in this preparation 
to make fi bers, fi lms, lacquers, and impregnating agents.

2636. Aelony, David. Assignor to General Mills. 1958. Esters 
of phenol-formaldehyde resins. British Patent 800,998. Sept. 
3. (Chem. Abst. 53:7674gi). *
• Summary: Phenol-formaldehyde resins were prepared and 
reacted with 18-carbon acids of soybean oil, as well as other 
fatty acids such as linseed oil, dehydrated castor oil, or tall 
oil. Films were obtained from these esters.

2637. Product Name:  Do-Soy (Enzyme-Active Full-Fat 
Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd., Arkady 
Soya Mills.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester 16, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1958 September.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Dawes, R. 1958. “Why 
not use soya fl our in breadmaking?” Arkady Review 
(Manchester, England) 35(3):45-46. Sept. Discusses the 
benefi ts of “Do-Soy” at length.

2638. Dawes, R. 1958. Why not use soya fl our in 
breadmaking? Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 
35(3):45-46. Sept. [Eng]
• Summary: Commercial products used in breadmaking 
and made by British Arkady include Do-Soy (soy fl our, 
sold in bags) and Super Arkady. Arkady has published a 
pamphlet titled “The value of Do-Soy in Breadmaking,” 
which advises: “1. Use Do-Soy at the rate of 2 lbs. per sack.” 
2. It has good food value, with natural oil and lecithin. 3. It 
carries extra moisture in the dough, and in the bread as well. 
“The extra protein in the Do-Soy holds twice its own weight 
of water, whereas the bulk of white fl our is starch and this 
only holds its own weight of water. 4. The dough is more 
mellow and moulds up better, consequently a better texture 
results. 5. The colour of the bread is affected outside and in. 
On the outside the crust has a richer bloom and inside the 
crumb is usually bleached white by the enzyme action of the 
Do-Soy. (6) The bread keeps better.
 It doesn’t “cost anything to put Do-Soy in, as the extra 
yield of bread covers the cost of the Do-Soy itself.”
 Note: By June 1916 “Arkady Yeast Food,” a product 
protected by a U.S. patent, was on the market in the United 

States; it consisted mostly of mineral salts. Ward Baking Co. 
used Arkady Yeast Food in their bread (Jenkins, W.C. 1916. 
“The Bread We Eat.” National Magazine (The). 44(3):467+, 
June). National Magazine. Address: England.

2639. Roach, Howard L. 1958. Program of the Soybean 
Council of America: Export market development activities 
of the Council now include European and Asiatic continents, 
Central and South America. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 28-29.
• Summary: The Soybean Council of America, born in 1956, 
is fi nanced by voluntary contributions of 1/10¢ per bushel on 
soybeans grown in the United States; one half of this amount 
or 1/20¢ per bushel to be contributed by the processing 
industry, and the growers share, 1/20¢, to be collected by 
the handlers from the growers. “Over 80% of the processing 
industry is now voluntarily contributing 1/20¢ per bushel to 
fi nance the Council...”
 “The activities of the Council are controlled by a board 
composed of growers, processors, and handlers, this board 
carefully allocating a budget of $130,000 during the current 
year.”
 The Council, which is working to create new markets, 
has established an overseas offi ce in Rome, Italy, for the 
direction of our European activities. “Under the supervision 
of the European offi ce is an offi ce for Italy and an offi ce 
for Spain. These offi ces are possible through cooperation 
with the USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service, and part of 
their costs are paid for through the use of counterpart funds 
generated through the sale of commodities under Public Law 
480.”
 The Council presently has a technical representative, 
accompanied by a representative from the Foreign 
Agricultural Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
making a survey of market possibilities in the Caribbean 
area, starting at Bermuda, and going through the Bahamas, 
Greater Antilles, Lesser Antilles, Leeward Islands and 
Windward Islands.
 “In September another technical representative will visit 
Chili, Peru, Equador, and Colombia to survey the possibility 
of increased markets in that area for soybeans and soybean 
products.”
 A portrait photo shows Howard Roach.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 
2001) concerning the activities of the American Soybean 
Association in Latin America, in the Caribbean, or in South 
America. Address: President, Soybean Council of America, 
Plainfi eld, Iowa.

2640. Carlisle Chemical Works. 1958. Halogen-containing 
synthetic resin compositions and their stabilization. British 
Patent 803,082. Oct. 15. (Chem. Abst. 53:8704c). *
• Summary: A heat-resistant resin composition consists of a 
halogen-containing synthetic resin and a halogenated organic 
phosphorus acid ester as a stabilizer. The stabilizers can be 
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prepared by treating a phosphorus trihalide with an epoxide, 
such as epoxidized soybean oil.

2641. Rohm & Haas Company. 1958. Acetoxy derivatives of 
unsaturated esters. British Patent 805,367. Dec. 3. (Chem. 
Abst. 53:12180e). *
• Summary: Soybean oil is used in an improved process 
for the preparation of water-insoluble esters, useful as 
plasticizers, containing 1 or more pairs of acetoxy groups 
attached to adjacent carbon atoms originally joined by 
double bonds in either the alcohol moieties of the ester or the 
acid moieties, or both.

2642. Badische Anilin- & Soda-Fabrik Akt.-Ges. 1958. 
Unsaturated polyester resins and copolymers therefrom. 
British Patent 806,730. Dec. 31. (Chem. Abst. 53:9727b). *
• Summary: Excellent lacquer resins are prepared by the 
polymerization of -unsaturated polycarboxylic acids and 
polyhydric alcohols, plus reaction products of rosin or of 
abietic acid and -ethylenically unsaturated monocarboxylic 
acids at a melt temperature of 140-250ºC in an inert 
atmosphere.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen that mentions 
unsaturated polyesters in connection with soy oil.

2643. Soybean Digest. 1958. British Soya Products moves 
head offi ces. Dec. p. 27.
• Summary: “E. Mitchell Learmonth has moved from 
Charwood, Surrey, and his present address is Prouds, 
Thaxted, Essex. Mr. Learmonth is a director of British 
Soya Products Ltd., who on November 3 transferred their 
head offi ces and laboratories from London to the Grange, 
Puckeridge, Hertfordshire.”

2644. Rothamsted Experimental Station, Annual Report 
(Harpenden, Great Britain). 1958. Chelated iron complexes 
as sources of iron in solution culture. 316 p. For the year 
1957. See p. 83-84. *
• Summary: To prevent iron-defi ciency symptoms in 
soybean shoots, 0.5 parts per million (ppm) of iron in the 
form of ethylenediamine NN’bis (hydroxyphenyl acetic acid) 
was necessary compared with 1 ppm of iron in either of 3 
other forms.

2645. Soya Foods Ltd. 1958. Soyolk: The pioneer edible 
soya fl our (Brochure). London. 4 p. *
Address: UK.

2646. Anson, M.L.; Altschul, A.M. 1958. Introduction. In: 
A.M. Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. 
New York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 1-11. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Contents of the book. Nutrition. 
Technology. Availability and cost. The future.
 There is evidence for radical changes in the processing 

of plant protein to form isolated protein for direct utilization 
by man and young mammals. “Soybeans, so plentiful in the 
United States, are not raised and are not widely used in the 
main tropical areas of the world.” Address: 1. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts (Present address: 100 Eaton Square, London, 
S.W. 1, England); 2. USDA, New Orleans, Louisiana.

2647. Baker, E. Alan; Foskett, D.J. 1958. Bibliography of 
food: A select international bibliography of nutrition, food 
and beverage technology and distribution, 1936-1956. New 
York, NY: Academic Press, Inc. London: Buttersworth 
Scientifi c Publications. xii + 331 p. Author and subject 
indexes. 26 cm.
• Summary: The citations are arranged under 30 broad 
subject heads. Publications related to soybeans are cited 
under Cereals and Cereal Products (p. 168-75), Edible Oils 
and Fats (185-86), Fruits and Vegetables (189-219, esp. 201, 
213). Address: 1. Librarian, Ministry of Food, 1949-1955; 2. 
Information Offi ce Research Dep., The Metal Box Co. Ltd., 
1948-57. Both: England.

2648. Hallsworth, E.G. ed. 1958. Nutrition of the legumes: 
Proceedings of the University of Nottingham Fifth Easter 
School in Agricultural Science, 1958. London: Butterworths 
Scientifi c Publications. 359 p. [359* ref]
Address: Prof. of Agricultural Chemistry, Univ. of 
Nottingham School of Agriculture, Sutton Bonington, 
Loughborough.

2649. Henry, Kathleen M.; Kon, S.K. 1958. The nutritive 
value of proteins: General considerations. Proceedings of the 
Nutrition Society (London) 17(1):78-85. Presented 12 Oct. 
1957. [55 ref]
• Summary: “Earlier concepts of nutrition divided proteins 
into those of fi rst and those of second class, the former being 
of animal and the latter of vegetable origin. With increasing 
knowledge it became evident that the differences between 
foods as protein sources were refl ecting differences in 
amino-acid composition and also that the superiority of `fi rst 
class’ protein was often partly due to accompanying vitamins 
or minerals. We now know that this distinction between 
animal and vegetable proteins is neither rigid nor always 
justifi ed.” Address: National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld near Reading, Berkshire, England.

2650. Stokes, J.L. 1958. Microbial proteins. In: A.M. 
Altschul, ed. 1958. Processed Plant Protein Foodstuffs. New 
York: Academic Press. xv + 955 p. See p. 789-804. Chap. 29. 
[56 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Yeasts: Composition, 
amino acid composition, feed yeasts, food yeasts. Molds: 
Composition, amino acid composition, molds as animal food, 
molds as human food. Bacteria: Composition, amino acid 
composition, bacteria as food. Summary and conclusions.
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 Concerning molds as human food (p. 797): “Only a 
few attempts have been made to supplement human food 
with mold protein. Most of these experiments took place 
in Germany during World War II and are described by 
Robinson (1952). Preparations of Fusarium and Rhizopus as 
well as several yeasts were fed to human beings. The general 
health of the people to whom the molds were fed was better 
than that of those acting as controls; the Fusarium strain, 
which was grown on whey, was the most satisfactory of the 
organisms tested. The strains of both Fusarium and Rhizopus 
were high in cystine, methionine, and glutathione and were 
therefore especially suitable for feeding and superior in this 
respect to the general run of yeast strains.”
 “Another possibility for use of molds as human food is 
to grow them on soybeans or oilseed press cakes. A product 
called tempeh, formed in this manner, is described in Chapter 
9, page 218.” Address: USDA, Albany, California.

2651. Chicago Daily Tribune. 1959. Costly gospels. Jan. 21. 
p. 16.
• Summary: Sotheby’s of London held a notable auction 
in October, 1958. “This time some books and manuscripts 
collected by the late C.W. Dyson Perrins [of Lee {sic, 
Lea} & Perrins’ Worcestershire sauce] were for sale. Fifty 
lots brought almost a million dollars, said to be the largest 
amount ever realized in a single auction of literary property.”
 Later a 12th century Latin gospel on vellum was sold for 
£39,000 (about $109,200). Note: 1 British pound sterling is 
worth about $2.80.

2652. Times (London). 1959. Ordeal by razor: But happily 
this Red Army man was not comrade Todd. Jan. 23. p. 12, 
cols. 6-7.
• Summary: During World War II this British writer 
“volunteered to join the Naval Mission in Moscow.” He 
describes the diffi cult train trip from Murmansk. However 
he suffered fewer hardships than most. “I even had hot food, 
thanks to the British Army, who supplied me with enormous 
quantities of soya sausages and bully beef, together with 
solid paraffi n fuel.”

2653. General Electric Company. 1959. Oil-modifi ed 
polyester resins for wire coating. British Patent 808,102. Jan. 
28. (Chem. Abst. 55:2140g). *
• Summary: Soybean oil fatty acids are used to make a 
product for insulating magnetic wire to be used at high 
temperatures.

2654. Winter, Ella. 1959. Lambs’ tails and goats’ horns. 
Manchester Guardian (England). Feb. 23. p. 3.
• Summary: In China she enjoyed “bean curd spices such as 
min seeh (soya-bean jam) and mei jing, a shorter name for... 
monosodium glutamate.”

2655. Sinclair, H.M. 1959. Supply and dietary use of fats 
(Letter to the editor). Lancet i(7070):474-75. Feb. 28. [2 ref]
• Summary: The writer argues that there are two classes 
of essential fatty acids. Class I includes linoleic acid and 
arachidonic acid. Class II includes linolenic acid and some 
highly unsaturated fatty acids found in certain fi sh oils; these 
permit growth in rats on a fat-free diet. Certain other highly 
unsaturated fatty acids, such as the trans or conjugated 
isomers, neither permit growth nor prevent dermatitis. At 
least some of these isomers raise serum cholesterol and 
produce atherosclerosis in rats under conditions in which the 
fatty acids of classes I and II lower serum-cholesterol and do 
not produce atherosclerosis. Yet what is true for rats may not 
be true for humans. Address: Oxford [England].

2656. Bayly, M. Beddow. 1959. Food and culture. British 
Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 11-12.
• Summary: “Scientifi cally it is acknowledged by all leading 
biologists that man belongs to the frugivorous (fruit-eating) 
and not to the carnivorous (fl esh-eating) type of animals.” 
In proof of this they cite the evidence of anatomy (form) 
and physiology (function), both of which show quite 
unmistakably to which category man should be assigned. 
Address: M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

2657. British Vegetarian. 1959. The heart of a hearty 
breakfast: Give your child delicious Ovaltine. The vitamin-
fortifi ed food beverage (Ad). Jan/Feb. p. xiv.

2658. British Vegetarian. 1959. Flowers–Flour (Photo 
caption). Jan/Feb. p. 10.
• Summary: This photo shows: “The Lord Mayor of Leeds 
(Alderman Mrs. Mary Pearce), receiving a bouquet at the 
Queen’s Hotel, Leeds, on November 24th, from Mrs. C.P. 
Allinson, wife of the Managing Director of Allinson Ltd., 
millers of wholewheat fl our, whose mills are at Castleford, 
Yorkshire. The occasion was a reception to mark the 
centenary of the birth of the founder of the fi rm, Dr. T.R. 
Allinson.”
 Note: Dr. Allinson was the author of many books about 
both vegetarianism and wholemeal bread in the late 1800s 
and early 1900s. Address: M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

2659. Dowding, Lady. 1959. Challenges. British Vegetarian. 
Jan/Feb. p. 13-14.
• Summary: “Becoming a vegetarian is a step in the right 
direction from three angles, humanitarian, spiritual and 
physical, but it is not the end of the road. Already I can see 
the next challenge awaiting us, for to supply milk, butter and 
cheese nearly all the young bullocks must be slaughtered. 
There is a plant milk, I hope shortly coming on the market 
which should ease the next step for many of us.”
 A photo shows the lovely Lady Dowding, seated, 
holding a dog by her side. Address: Wife of Air Chief 
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Marshal Lord Dowding.

2660. Granose Foods Ltd. 1959. Fine foods for physical 
fi tness (Ad). British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. xi.
• Summary: This half-page black and white ad shows 
packages of the following: In cans: Meatless Steaks, Saviand, 
Nuttolene, Sausaltas. In glass bottles: Yex (Yeast Extract), 
Kwic-Bru, Peanut Butter. In paperboard cartons: Rolls 
(starch reduced), Sunnybisk (breakfast cereal), Granobisk. 
Address: Stanborough Park, Watford, Hertfordshire.

2661. Rudd, Geoffrey L. 1959. Vegetarianism must be 
recognized: The British Vegetarian editorial. British 
Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 1-6.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The point of crisis. Facts 
which are ignored. Points which indicate vegetarianism. 
Summary and suggestions.
 “That the development of plant-milks should be actively 
encouraged, since these can be more closely adapted to 
human needs than animal milks, will have a longer shelf life, 
and be free from several health hazards inseparable from 
animal milk” (p. 5-6).
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “plant-milks” 
(or “plant-milk”–hyphenated). Address: Secretary of the 
Vegetarian Society.

2662. Vegan (The). 1959. Plantmilk News. 11(4):19. Spring.
• Summary: “No. 8, February, 1959, reprinted by kind 
permission of the Plantmilk Society.

“Plantmilk News takes pleasure in announcing that 
retail distribution of the fi rst British plantmilk is planned to 
begin within a few weeks. Details of this product, which has 
been conceived and developed since the formation of the 
Plantmilk Society in June, 1956, are given below.”

2662a. Hughes, Therle, 1959. Cruets for collectors: Treen 
cruet vessels in the collection of E. Pinto. All other examples 
illustrated on these pages in the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
Homes and Gardens (London). 40(9):102-03. March.
• Summary: Page 103: “Some of the most richly laden 
frames were known as soy frames, with as many as ten 
bottles and a pair of pepper castors, labelled with silver 
tickets.” \ “... but to-day the appeal lies less in the silver-
capped glass cruet bottles than in the frames themselves.”

2663. Vegan (The). 1959. Soya-based plantmilk. 11(4):19-20. 
Spring.
• Summary: “The successful results obtained on a number 
of babies who have been receiving this plantmilk during 
the last year have encouraged the manufacturers to make 
arrangements for large-scale production.
 “It is hoped that the product will be put on the market in 
a few weeks’ time under the name ‘Wanderlac,’ although this 

is not yet fi nally decided. The cost will be 6s. 8d. [6 shillings, 
8 pence] for a tin containing one pound of the powder.
 “When re-constituted with water, this will make about 
six pints of a liquid food closely resembling cows’ milk in 
appearance, fl avour, and nutritive value.
 “The content of nutrients will in general closely 
resemble that of cows’ milk, but in certain respects will be 
superior to cows’ milk and more closely resemble that of 
human milk.
 “Wanderlac can be used as a drink or as an ingredient in 
puddings and other dishes, replacing cows’ milk for infants, 
children and adults. It should be available from health food 
stores in a few weeks’ time.
 “Further details can be obtained from A. Wander 
Limited, 42 Upper Grosvenor St., Grosvenor Square, 
London, W.1., who are already supplying Wanderlac to 
babies urgently needing it: or from Dr. Frank Wokes, King’s 
Langley, Herts.
 “The Plantmilk Society has taken a keen interest in 
the development of Wanderlac from its fi rst conception. 
In the early days, the Society was able to give some 
practical assistance to meet an emergency, in a case of a 
baby who was unable to tolerate cow’s milk. Supplies of 
American plantmilk were made available by the Society to 
supplement Wanderlac, then without any name and in its fi rst 
experimental form
 “Considerable credit is due to Dr. Frank Wokes for his 
skilful, persistent, and painstaking work on this piece of 
original research and development. In his turn, Dr. Wokes 
has acknowledged the value of the moral support and interest 
which the Society has been more than glad to afford him in 
his work.
 “To date Wanderlac has been available only in cases 
of special need, for the feeding of infants unable to tolerate 
animal milk. There is evidence that in one case at least 
its use resulted in the saving of a baby’s life. Once the 
product becomes available more generally, the reactions 
of consumers will be awaited with interest. Wanderlac is 
primarily intended to meet the nutritional needs of those who 
for various reasons would prefer not to include animal milk 
in their diet.
 “The Plantmilk Society will retain considerable interest 
in the future development of Wanderlac. It is pointed out, 
however, that in future all enquiries concerning this product 
should be directed as overleaf, and not to the Plantmilk 
Society.
 “It merely remains to wish Wanderlac every success, and 
to express the pleasure which every member of the society 
must feel in the fact that this product, so much in line with 
the Society’s object, is about to become generally available.”
 The next article, titled “Leaf protein research,” explains 
that the Plantmilk Society has been involved in this work 
since October of this year, when it granted Dr. Franklin a 
commission to proceed with research.
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2664. Bataafsche (N.V. de) Petroleum Maatschappij. 1959. 
Curing compound having internal epoxy groups. British 
Patent 812,735. April 29. (Chem. Abst. 53:14589e). *
• Summary: Compounds having internal epoxy groups, such 
as epoxidized soybean oil, can be cured and resinifi ed with 
an acid anhydride and a curing agent in the presence of an 
amine activator to form hard, fl exible products.

2665. British Vegetarian. 1959. Soya-based plantmilk. 
March/April. p. 65.
• Summary: This half-page article, reprinted from Plantmilk 
News (Feb. 1959), states: “The successful results obtained on 
a number of babies who have been receiving this plantmilk 
during the last year have encouraged the manufacturers to 
make arrangements for large-scale production.
 “It is hoped that the product will be put on the market in 
a few weeks time under the name ‘Wanderlac,’ although this 
name is not yet fi nally decided. The cost will be 6s. 8d. for a 
tin containing one pound of the powder.
 “When reconstituted with water, this will make about 
six pints of a liquid food closely resembling cows’ milk in 
appearance, fl avour, and nutritive value.
 “The content of nutrients will in general closely 
resemble that of cows’ milk, but in certain respects will be 
superior to cows’ milk and more closely resemble that of 
human milk.
 “’Wanderlac’ can be used as a drink or as an ingredient 
in puddings and other dishes, replacing cows’ milk for 
infants, children and adults. It should be available from 
health food stores in a few weeks’ time.
 “Further details can be obtained from A. Wander Ltd., 
42 Upper Grosvenor Street, Grosvenor Square, London, W.1, 
who are already supplying ‘Wanderlac’ to babies urgently 
needing it; or from Dr. Frank Wokes, King’s Langley, Herts.”

2666. Cornes, Leslie G. Assignor to Foundry Services. 
1959. Organic binders for exothermic liners of feeding-head 
cavities in foundry molds. British Patent 812,583. April 29. 
(Chem. Abst. 53:13972h). *
• Summary: Solid shapes resistant to water and not requiring 
baking for use as exothermic linings for the riser or shrink-
head cavities of molds, are composed of fi ne granular 
aluminum, an oxidizer such as manganese dioxide or iron 
oxide, possibly a fl uoride, a fi ller such as sand or crushed 
bricks, and a water-insoluble infusible polymeric binder. The 
binder may be 5-8% phenol-formaldehyde resin; 10% of a 
65% solution of a glycerol phthalate alkyd resin in oil; or 
3-6% of a drying oil such as linseed, soybean, or castor oil, 
with 3-10% by weight of oil of an oxidizing accelerator such 
as a perborate, persulfate, or naphthenate.

2667. Dow Chemical Company. 1959. Phenolic-resin 
drying oils. British Patent 311,568. April 8. (Chem. Abst. 

53:14544b). *

2668. Haldeman, Robert C. 1959. Potential effects of St. 
Lawrence Seaway on costs of transporting grain. Marketing 
Research Report (USDA Agricultural Marketing Service) No. 
319. 149 p. April. [80 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Introduction. Grain 
production–Great Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway tributary 
area: Wheat, corn, barley, soybeans (p. 5), other grains. 
Characteristics of inland grain movements to interior and 
port destinations. Export grain movements: Wheat, corn, 
barley, soybeans and soybean oil, other grains. Potential 
export volume via the St. Lawrence Seaway. The Great 
Lakes–St. Lawrence waterway. Physical limitations of the 
waterway: Season of navigation, capacity of the Welland 
Canal, relationship of estimated traffi c volume to capacity, 
capacity of the St. Lawrence Seaway locks, other physical 
limitations. Enabling legislation and seaway tolls: The 
Wiley-Dondero Act of May 13, 1954, The St. Lawrence 
Seaway Authority Act (of Canada), December 21, 1951. 
Grain handling expenses. Transportation costs and charges: 
motortrucks, railroads, inland waterways, Great Lakes, ocean 
transportation, liberty-type vessel, lake-ocean bulk carrier, 
comparative costs and charges. Summary of computed costs 
and charges on grain from interior points to foreign ports. 
Summary of computed costs and charges on grain to Atlantic 
Coast ports and tributary areas. Appendix.
 Maps show: The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence 
River and the Seaway (p. 2). An outline map of the United 
States with the areas where white wheat, hard red spring 
wheat, hard red winter wheat, and soft red winter wheat are 
grown (p. 4).
 Illustrations show: A grain elevator truck dump, raised, 
with a truck in dumping position (p. 27).
 Photos show: Grain fl owing from the rear of a truck 
into a hopper-conveyor for movement into a grain elevator 
(p. 28). Automatic boxcar unloader with a boxcar being 
unloaded as it is gently oscillated; it can empty 5 cars per 
hour (p. 29). A Tennessee River tow, which is over 1,300 
feet long and includes 21 bargeloads of grain. Pushed by a 
tugboat, the cargo totals 33,429 tons, or the equivalent of 
over 500 loaded railroad cars (p. 30). Unloading grain using 
fl oating pneumatic grain elevators, widely used at Antwerp 
and Rotterdam (p. 38).
 Tables show: (1) Grain production (incl. soybeans) in 
selected states, average 1945-1954, 1955 and 1956 (p. 61). 
(14) Soybeans and soybean oil: U.S. exports by country of 
destination, averages 1945-49, 1945-54, 1950-54; annual 
1955 and 1956. Figures are given for: North America–
Canada, Cuba, Other, Total. South America–Chile, Other, 
Total. Europe–Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark, 
Finland, France, West Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United 
Kingdom, Yugoslavia, Other, Total. Asia–Japan, Taiwan 
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(Formosa), Other, Total. Africa. Australia and Oceania. 
Other. Grand Total. Soybean oil is converted to bushels of 
soybeans. The exports are on a calendar year basis. The units 
are 1,000 bushels.
 In 1945-49 U.S. exports of soybeans and soybean oil 
were largest to: West Germany (and Austria) 3,345. France 
2,100. Italy 1,745. Japan 1,548. Grand total: 21,219.
 In 1956 (preliminary) U.S. exports of soybeans and 
soybean oil were largest to: Spain 36,630. Japan 19,148. 
West Germany (and Austria) 12,524. Netherlands 11,311. 
Grand total: 131,226–a remarkable 6.2-fold increase over 
1945-49. Address: Transportation Economist, Marketing 
Research Div., Agricultural Marketing Service, USDA, 
Washington, DC.

2669. Rohm & Haas Company. 1959. Epoxidation of esters. 
British Patent 811,852. April 15. (Chem. Abst. 54:2355g). *
• Summary: Soybean oil is used as a major ingredient to 
make water insoluble esters, which are epoxidized. The 
resulting compounds are useful as stabilizers and plasticizers 
in a variety of polymers.

2670. Product Name:  Wanderlac. Renamed Velactin by 
1961.
Manufacturer’s Name:  A. Wander Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  42 Upper Grosvenor St., 
Grosvenor Square, London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1959 May.
Ingredients:  Incl. soybeans.
New Product–Documentation:  Plantmilk News. 1958. 
May. No. 5. The “makers have decided to give it a trial on 
the market in powder form.”

Plantmilk News. 1959. Feb. A number of babies have 
been receiving this plantmilk during the past year with good 
results. The manufacturers hope to launch the product as a 
powder in a few weeks under the name Wanderlac, although 
the name has not yet been fi nalized. A tin containing 1 pound 
of the powder will retail for about 6 shillings, 8 pence. When 
reconstituted with water, this will make about 6 pints of a 
“liquid food closely resembling cow’s milk in appearance, 
fl avour, and nutritive value.” For details contact A. Wander 
Ltd., 42 Upper Grosvenor St., Grosvenor Square, London, 
W.1. (the company is already supplying Wanderlac to babies 
who need it urgently), or contact Dr. Frank Wokes, King’s 
Langley, Herts.

The British Vegetarian. 1959. July/Aug. p. 139. One 
outcome of the work of Dr. Frank Wokes with vitamin B-12 
was the development of a new soymilk product, fortifi ed 
with vitamin B-12 and launched recently under the name 
Wanderlac by A. Wander Ltd., which also makes Ovaltine.

The British Vegetarian. 1959. July/Aug. p. 153. 
“Plantmilk is here!” This product, made by A. Wander Ltd., 
has been in existence for some months, but only limited 
quantities are available, solely for the treatment of sick 

children.
 Note 1. When exactly was Wanderlac fi rst sold 
commercially?
 Note 2. Was the soymilk made from whole soybeans or 
from soy protein isolates?
 Note 3. It is hard to say if Wanderlac was conceived 
to be purely an infant feed, but that is certainly how it was 
initially used before being launched commercially, and 
how it was referred to by third parties (i.e., The Plantmilk 
Society).

2671. Rohm & Haas Company. 1959. Improving the 
plasticizing properties of epoxidized esters. British Patent 
815,301. June 24. (Chem. Abst. 53:23074h). *
• Summary: Modifi ed epoxidized esters are described for use 
as plasticizers and stabilizers in the manufacture of curtains, 
draperies, upholstery, handbags, and luggage. Epoxidized 
soybean oil containing 6.2% oxirane (epoxide) oxygen (1000 
gm) and 200 gm acetic anhydride were heated together to 
144ºC for 65 minutes, held at 144-150ºC for 1.5 hours, and 
stripped of volatile materials to give a product containing 
5.13% oxirane oxygen which was useful as a plasticizer for 
polyvinyl compounds.

2672. Rohm & Haas Company. 1959. Polyesters and amine 
modifi ed polyester coating compositions. British Patent 
815,179. June 17. (Chem. Abst. 53:20840d). *
• Summary: Improved coating compositions result from 
condensation of polyesters and amines or amine resins.

2673. Fairweather, Harold G.C. Assignor to General 
Aniline & Film Corporation. 1959. Quaternary ammonium 
polyoxyalkylenated amino diamide corrosion inhibitors 
and surface-active agents. British Patent 816,617. July 15. 
(Chem. Abst. 53:21583d). *
• Summary: A corrosion inhibitor and surface-active 
agent composition containing a predominant amount of 
a quaternary ammonium derivative of an alkoxylated 
amino diamide is prepared by reaction at 130-200ºC of 
1 mole of polyalkylene polyamine with at least 2 mole 
equivalents of unsaturated fatty acids of 8-22 carbon atoms 
to produce an amino diamide. For example, soybean oil and 
diethylenetriamine were mixed and heated for 5 hours at 
140ºC, and the product polyoxyethylated with ethylene oxide 
with sodium hydroxide catalyst. To this product were added 
benzyl chloride, isopropyl alcohol, and potassium iodide, to 
give conversion to compounds with 1 quaternary nitrogen 
atom. Corrosion test data for oil-brine samples containing 
0.007% and 0.0014% inhibitor are given.

2674. British Vegetarian. 1959. A vegetarian research centre. 
July/Aug. p. 138-40.
• Summary: A vegetarian research laboratory is being 
established in the Science Department of Stanborough 
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School, Watford, Herts., England. Seventh-Day Adventists, 
who administer the Stanborough School, are making great 
efforts to raise funds to support the research. The laboratory 
will conduct nutritional investigations, focusing particularly 
on vegetarianism. Dr. Frank Wokes has been invited by the 
school board to organize the research. A life-long vegetarian, 
he is well known for his nutritional research during the last 
18 years at the Ovaltine Research Laboratories. He has been 
a pioneer in showing the importance of vitamin B-12 in 
vegetarian diets and in improving the quality of vegetable 
protein. One outcome of this work was the development of 
a new soyamilk product, fortifi ed with vitamin B-12 and 
launched recently under the name Wanderlac by A. Wander 
Ltd., which also makes Ovaltine. “This fi rst British plantmilk 
has been used with success to replace milk in various 
allergic conditions, including the disease galactosaemia” 
[galactosemia].
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “replace milk” in 
connection with soyamilk.
 Stanborough School provides a particularly suitable site 
for the research center, in part because it was the site, 27 
years ago, of the fi rst Experiments in Great Britain on the 
basal metabolism of vegetarians. The results were published 
in the Journal of Biological Chemistry (1932).
 A photo shows the new laboratory at Stanborough Park. 
Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes galactosemia (a term fi rst 
used in 1934) as “an inherited metabolic disorder in which 
galactose accumulates in the blood due to defi ciency of an 
enzyme catalyzing its conversion to glucose.”

2675. British Vegetarian. 1959. Plantmilk is here! July/Aug. 
p. 153.
• Summary: Vegetarians in Britain will be glad to know 
that “the fi rst step towards overcoming dependence on dairy 
produce has been achieved with the of ‘Wanderlac’ to the 
market, to take the place of cow’s milk.” This product is 
made by A. Wander Ltd., manufacturers of the well-known 
Ovaltine. Though it was introduced some months ago, only 
very limited quantities have been available, solely for the 
treatment of sick children, “with such marked success in 
certain cases that the medical profession has become very 
interested indeed in its remedial uses.”
 The protein in Wanderlac is derived entirely from 
soyabeans, and its amino acid pattern is said to be similar 
to that of cow’s milk. D.L.-Methionine, a limiting essential 
amino acid, and vitamin B-12 are added to increase the 
protein quality.
 A table compares the nutritional composition of 
Wanderlac (reconstituted), cow’s milk, and human milk. 
Wanderlac and cow’s milk both contain 3.3% protein, vs. 
only 1.0% in human milk. Wanderlac contains 2.6% fat vs. 
3.7% in cow’s milk and 3.8% in human milk. Appreciation 
is expressed to the Plantmilk Society, to Dr. Frank Wokes, 

and to Messrs. A. Wander Ltd. “whose concerted efforts 
have resulted in this achievement, which brings vegetarians 
another step nearer to their fi nal goal of a completely humane 
way of life.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (May 2015) that contains the term “Plantmilk Society.”

2676. Learmonth, E.M. 1959. Standards for processed soya. 
Food Manufacture (London) 34(8):314-17. Aug. [2 ref]
• Summary: A general standard of quality is proposed for 
full fat processed soybeans covering enzyme activity, husk 
content and granularity. This paper was the key cause of the 
general improvement in soy fl ours in England after World 
War II. Address: British Soya Products, Ltd., Puckeridge, 
Herts. [Hertfordshire].

2677. Armour & Company. 1959. Diamine hydrohalide salts 
as fungicides. British Patent 820,676. Sept. 23. (Chem. Abst. 
54:11367c). *
• Summary: Soybean ingredient in fungicide.

2678. Wokes, Frank. 1959. Vegetable diets and nutrition 
(Letter to the editor). New Scientist 6(150):595-96. Oct. 1. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “Plantmilks based on soya are being used in 
America to treat milk allergies in infants. The fi rst British 
plantmilk, Wanderlac, has just been put on the market, after 
two years’ trial on infants suffering from such allergies, 
especially galactosaemia...” (p. 596, col. 1). Address: 
Vegetarian Nutritional Research Centre, Stanborough Park, 
Watford, Herts. [England].

2679. Blain, John A.; Styles, Edward C.C. 1959. A 
lipoperoxidase factor in soya extracts. Nature (London) 
184(4693):1141. Oct. 10. Supplement. [4 ref]
• Summary: Most studies on lipoxidase have been carried 
out using soya extracts. “Lipoxidase catalyzes the oxidation 
of pentadiene fatty acids such as linoleic acid forming 
conjugated diene hydroperoxides.” The authors are interested 
in determining whether the extracts of soya bean and other 
plant materials owe some of their unsaturated-fat oxidase 
activity to the presence of hæmatins [haematins] as well as 
to lipoxidase. They test this by measuring the percentage of 
Beta-carotene destroyed by various extracts.
 The results suggest that there are two factors in soya: 
One predominating in water extracts is little affected by 
preformed diene; the other in buffer extracts is more active 
in the presence of preformed diene. The water extracts 
appear to bleach carotene mainly by concurrent oxidation 
of linoleate. The buffer extracts of soya have a pH optimum 
between 5 and 6 in the system.
 Note: Enzyme-induced off fl avors in soya milk can be 
prevented by heat inactivation of the lipoxidase enzyme. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, The Royal College of 
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Science and Technology, Glasgow [Scotland].

2680. Chatfi eld, Herbert Walter. Assignor to A. Boake, 
Roberts & Company Limited, London, England. 1959. 
Drying oils. U.S. Patent 2,909,537. Oct. 20. 2 p. Application 
fi led 4 Nov. 1957. [2 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to compounds obtained 
from drying oil acids having improved properties over drying 
oils when used in coating compositions.
 “In our co-pending application No. 8540/56 coating 
compositions are described having corrosion inhibiting 
properties which are obtained by adding to an oleoresinous 
coating composition an epoxidised oil or by reducing the 
unsaturation in the drying oil component used in making the 
oleo-resinous composition by forming epoxy groups across 
the double bonds of said drying oil component.
 “Epoxidised oils are defi ned in our co-pending 
application as meaning oils which have an iodine value not 
less than about 80 or the acids derived from the said oils in 
which the unsaturation has been partly or wholly removed 
by the formation of epoxy groups across the double bonds. 
Preferably the oils employed are those which do not contain 
a high proportion of conjugated double bond constituents 
because these constituents are not so easily epoxidised.”
 Soy appears 8 times in this patent, mainly in the forms 
of “soya bean oil,” or “epoxidised soya bean oil.” The latter 
is a basic ingredient in such compounds. Address: Croydon, 
England.

2681. Botanic Gardens, Glasgow. 1959. List of seeds offered 
for exchange. Glasgow, Scotland. 14 p. 21 cm. [Eng; Lat]
• Summary: Plants are listed alphabetically by genus, and 
within genus by species. On page 5 we fi nd “412. Glycine 
soja Sieb. & Zucc. This is the wild soybean.
 At the top of page 1 is written: “Delectus seminum 
et sporarum–Hortus Botanicus Glasuensis pro mutua 
commutatione offert.”
 Page 12 states: December, 1959. E.W. Curtis, Curator. 
G.H. Garside, J.P., Director.
 Pages 13 and 14, titled “Desiderata,” are fi lled with 
numbers from 1 to 995, typeset neatly in rows and columns. 
Each number has a corresponding number written before 
the name of a seed or plant. To request a seed or plant, circle 
its number on the last page. Address: Botanic Gardens, 
Glasgow, W.2, Scotland.

2682. Puri, B. (Miss). 1959. A comparison of the 
supplementary effects of various soybean products on the 
protein values of a poor Indian diet. Indian J. of Medical 
Research 47(6):683-91. Nov. [24 ref]
• Summary: “Since it may be considered desirable to attempt 
to popularize soybean in India, as an item of diet, it seemed 
advisable to introduce the methods of preparation (Platt, 
1956) which have stood the test of time over many centuries 

in such countries as China, Japan and Indonesia. Hence, in 
the present investigations the bean has been processed into 
ordinary boiled bean, soybean sprouts and soybean curd 
or ‘tofu, and their supplementary effects on a low-protein 
tapioca diet consumed by the cultivators of Travancore State, 
South India, have been investigated.”
 “Tofu-soybean curd which is described in Chinese 
literature as ‘meat without a bone’–has a protein of very high 
biological value. All the toxic and anti-growth substances 
are either removed or inactivated in preparing the bean curd” 
(p. 690). Address: Dep. of Human Nutrition, London School 
of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, Univ. of London, London. 
Present address: Head, Nutrition Dep., Lady Irwin College, 
New Delhi.

2683. Glidden Company (The). 1959. Esters of epoxidized 
hydrocarbon drying oils. British Patent 874,868. Dec. 21. 
(Chem. Abst. 56:7465d). *
• Summary: Unsaturated soybean fatty acids may be used to 
make a prime coat for metal.

2684. Product Name:  Granose Soya Beans in Tomato 
Sauce (Canned).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.  Phone: 0923-672281/2.
Date of Introduction:  1959.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, tomato puree, brown sugar, onion 
oil, soya fl our, salt, maize starch, soya oil, yeast, hydrolised 
vegetable protein, mixed spice, autolised protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1960. Sept/Oct. p. 249. Granose makes Soya Beans, 
containing soya beans, tomato puree, brown sugar, vegetable 
shortening, onion, yeast extract, wholemeal fl our, and 
seasoning. Note: This is the earliest commercial soy product 
seen made by Granose Foods.
 Ad in The British Vegetarian. 1962. July/Aug. p. 5. 
“If he likes ‘beans on toast’–he’ll love these new wonder 
beans!” “Granose Soya Beans are truly ‘The Wonder Beans 
of Health.’” A boy is carrying a large can of the beans, 
showing the label, in a wheelbarrow. They are made by 
Granose Foods Ltd., Watford, Herts.
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. p. 3. “Soya Beans 
have a high balanced protein content. Can be used as an extra 
vegetable or as a nutritious snack.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1981. States that 
the company fi rst started to make foods of any kind in 1899. 
Their fi rst food product containing soybeans was Canned 
Soya Beans in Tomato Sauce, introduced in the late 1950s. 
The company presently produces the following foods that 
contain soy, listed in descending order of popularity and each 
starting with the brand name Granose: Sausaltas, Saviand, 
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Soyabean in Tomato Sauce, Soy Beans in Brine, Goulash, 
Curry, Bolognese Sauce, Chicken Pie Filling. A descriptive 
brochure is enclosed.
 Shurtleff. 1981. Overseas Adventist Food Companies. p. 
6.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product was introduced in 1959. It has been 
discontinued.

2685. Biggers, J.D. 1959. Plant phenols possessing 
oestrogenic activity. In: J.W. Fairburn, ed. 1959. The 
Pharmacology of Plant Phenolics. New York: Academic 
Press. See p. 51. *
• Summary: Genistein, genistin, and daidzein were isolated 
from soybeans. Like all isofl avones, these compounds are 
weak estrogens.

2686. Cook, J. Gordon. 1959. Handbook of textile fi bres. 
Watford, Herts., UK: Merrow Publishing Co. Ltd. xxv + 422 
p. Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Contents: I. Natural Fibres: A. Natural fi bres 
of vegetable origin. B. Natural fi bres of animal origin. C. 
Natural fi bres of mineral origin (asbestos). Part II: Man-made 
fi bres. A. Regenerated fi bres (Rayons, cellulose ester fi bres, 
protein fi bres [incl. casein fi bres and soya-bean fi bres]), B. 
Synthetic fi bres (Polyamides [incl. Nylon], Polyesters [incl. 
Dacron], Polyvinyl derivatives [incl. Orlon, Saran, Tefl on], 
Polyolefi nes, Miscellaneous synthetic fi bres).
 Page 227 states that the Ford Motor Co. has pioneered 
in the spinning of soy protein into fi bers. Production was 
begun in 1939 and reached more than 3 tons a week by 1942. 
The fi ber was used for making car upholstery. Production 
was taken over in 1943 by The Drackett Products Co. 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, but discontinued after a few years. 
Address: Ph.D., F.R.I.C., England.

2687. Harley, J.L. 1959. The biology of mycorrhiza. London: 
Leonard Hill [Books] Ltd.; New York, NY: Interscience 
Publishers, Inc. xiv + 233 p. Series: Plant Science 
Monographs, edited by Prof. Nicholas Polunin. [424* ref]
• Summary: This book is divided into three parts: I–General 
considerations. II–Ectotrophic mycorrhizas. III–Endotrophic 
mycorrhiza. In Part III, in chapter 12, titled “Mycorrhizas 
caused by aseptate mycelia,” the section on “Leguminosae 
(Papilionatae)” (p. 188-90) consists entirely of a discussion 
of a 1924 article by F.R. Jones, in which he investigated 
plants of this family including the genus Soja (containing the 
soybean). This is the only reference to soybeans in this book.
 The name “mycorrhiza” ought to be reserved for 
structures composed of fungal hyphae and actual roots–not 
rhizomes or thalli. Address: PhD, Fellow of Queen’s College, 
Oxford, and University Demonstrator and Lecturer in 
Agriculture.

2688. Hutchinson, John. 1959. The families of fl owering 
plants. Vol. I. Dicotyledons: Arranged according to a new 
system based on their probable phylogeny. 2nd ed. Oxford, 
England: Oxford University Press (At the Clarendon Press). 
xi + 510 p. See p. 155-56. Illust. No index. 24 cm. [2 ref]
• Summary: Lacking an index, this book is very hard to use; 
try to fi nd Leguminosae (mentioned on page 155), or the 
genus Glycine.
 The genus Glycine consists of 10 species that grow 
in tropical and warm temperate regions of the Old World. 
“Perennial, twining, climbing or procumbent, very rarely 
erect annual herbs; leaves pinnately trifoliate, rarely digitate; 
stipules small; stipels present; fl owers very small, inaxillary 
solitary racemes, rarely in terminal panicles or in a sessile 
fascicle in the lower axils...”
 Synonyms of Glycine: Soja Moench (1794). Johnia 
Wight & Arn. (1834). Notonia Wight & Arn. (1834). Bujacia 
E. Mey. (1835). Leptolobium Benth. (1838). Soya Benth. 
(1838). Leptocyamus Benth. (1839). Kennedynella Steud. 
(1840). Chrystolia Montr. (1901).
 Note: Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 
(1963) defi nes stipel (pronounced STAI-pul) as “the stipule 
of a leafl et.” Address: Formerly Keeper of Museums of 
Botany, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England.

2689. Soybean Digest. 1960. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: Council-FAS in fi rst global contract. Jan. p. 24-25. 
Cover story.
• Summary: “The fi rst export market development 
project ever written on a global basis for any commodity 
organization was approved and signed by USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service and the Soybean Council of America, 
Inc., in Washington the last of January.
 “Considered a major breakthrough for the soybean 
industry, the agreement designates over 40 countries for 
market development work utilizing foreign currencies 
acquired by USDA.
 “The agreement gives the Council the mechanism with 
which to use foreign currency, obtained through the sale of 
surplus U.S. agricultural commodities, to develop markets 
for U.S. soybeans and soybean products in all parts of the 
globe. Regional offi ces will be established in South America, 
India and Italy and other possible locations.
 “Signing the contract were Howard L. Roach, Soybean 
Council president, and Max Myers, FAS administrator.
 “Basically, the agreement calls for 16 areas of 
exploratory work looking toward expansion of markets for 
soybeans and soybean products in the countries where the 
project will operate. Included will be studies and surveys to 
determine the factors restricting U.S. exports. Regulations 
of the various countries which affect the sale of oilseed 
products will be published. Foreign buyers will be assisted 
in obtaining soybeans and soybean products of the quality 
desired and in solving technical and sales problems in 
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utilizing U.S. beans. Usage will be promoted at the consumer 
level through such efforts and demonstrations and seminars. 
Exchange of ideas, knowledge and technical information 
and experience between U.S. and foreign industries will be 
encouraged. There will be close coordination between the 
Council and FAS on all projects.
 “Countries in which market development work will be 
permitted using foreign currencies under the new global 
contract include Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Guiana, 
Burma, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Denmark, Ecuador, 
Egypt, Finland, France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Iran, 
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Malaya, Mexico, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Portugal, 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, Surinam, Sweden, Thailand, 
Turkey, United Kingdom, Venezuela, West Germany, West 
Indies Federation and Yugoslavia.
 “The signing of the global contract is the culmination 
of 5 years of pioneering work in developing export markets 
by the American Soybean Association and the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. During the past year the Council 
has been making intensive surveys of the market potentials 
for U.S. soybeans and products in many parts of the world, 
looking toward market development programs in many of the 
countries. The fi rst export market program on oilseeds ever 
undertaken jointly by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and 
a commodity group was sponsored by FAS and the American 
Soybean Association in Japan, beginning early in 1956. The 
program is still active with the Japanese American Soybean 
Institute as the operating agency. Japan is the leading foreign 
market for U.S. soybeans, and imported over 36 million 
bushels in the last marketing year.
 “The Soybean Council of America was organized in 
1956 to further expand the markets for soybeans and soybean 
products. The fi rst market development projects under the 
sponsorship of the Council and FAS followed the next year, 
in Spain and Italy.
 “The Council now has active market development 
projects in Israel, Germany, Egypt, Chile, Ecuador and 
Colombia, in addition to Spain and Italy.
 “The Cover Picture: The men in the picture were present 
at the signing in Washington, D.C., of the historic global 
contract that assures market development projects for U.S. 
soybeans and soybean products in 42 countries.
 “Standing left to right, John Sawyer, London, Ohio, 
Council director and past president of the American Soybean 
Association; Volorus H. Hougen, director foreign marketing 
branch, fats and oils division, Foreign Agricultural Service; 
Carle G. Simcox, Assumption, Illinois, Council director and 
president of the American Soybean Association; Robert G. 
Houghtlin, Chicago, Council secretary; and Geo. M. Strayer, 
Hudson, Iowa, executive director of the Council.
 “Seated, left to right, Max Myers, administrator FAS; 
Howard L. Roach, Plainfi eld, Iowa, Council president; and 
Walter W. Sikes, director fats and oils division, FAS.

 Photos show: (1) At the New Delhi World Agricultural 
Fair (India), visitors learn how shortening is made in a U.S. 
plant from Javier de Salas, of Madrid, Spain. De Salas, 
who is assistant director for Europe and the Near East for 
the Soybean Council of America, Inc., was in charge of the 
Council’s booth at the fair. A model of a U.S. vegetable oil 
refi nery and processing plant is in the foreground. (2) C.R. 
Weber, in charge of New Delhi exhibit. (3) R.G. Spears, in 
charge of Council’s exhibit in Bombay. (4) Don E. Edson 
will represent U.S. soybean industry at Verona, Italy, fair. 
(5) Mrs. Indira Gandhi, daughter of India’s Prime Minister 
Nehru, is shown the U.S. soybean exhibit by Javier de Salas 
of the Soybean Council.

2690. Aitken, R. Aitken; Dadson, Lawrence M. Assignors to 
Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 1960. Poly(vinyl chloride) 
compositions. British Patent 830,810. March 23. (Chem. 
Abst. 54:16024a). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soybean oil can be used as minor 
ingredient in plasticized PVC compositions.

2691. Learmonth, E. Mitchell; Wood, J.C. 1960. The 
infl uence of soya fl our on bread doughs. IV. Alpha-amylase 
of soya. Cereal Chemistry 37(2):158-69. March. [13 ref]
• Summary: Raw soya fl our contains a starch-liquefying 
enzyme that is chiefl y alpha-amylase. The activity of soya is 
only about 1% that of ordinary wheat malt and it decreases 
rapidly with rising temperature and with falling pH, in 
contrast with that of wheat malt. The “alpha-amylase activity 
of raw soya is not signifi cant in commercial breadmaking.” 
Address: British Soya Products, Ltd., Puckeridge, Herts. 
[Hertfordshire], England.

2692. Riepma, Siert F. 1960. Margarine in Western Europe. 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-80. 16 p. May. 
[14 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword (This study was written 
in 1958. Western Europe is the largest market for U.S. 
vegetable oils). Invention and defi nition. Fats and oils 
ingredients. Consumption. Prices. Production and production 
operations. National margarine requirements. Comparison 
with U.S. practices. Outlook.
 “The margarine industry of Western Europe is the 
world’s largest, and it is one of the most important users of 
fats and oils. Last year’s production totaled about 4 billion 
pounds of crude fats and oils. Most of this is vegetable oil, 
and nearly all of it has to be imported. Coconut and palm oils 
are the most widely used, although... peanut, soybean, and 
cottonseed and cottonseed are well liked too.”
 “Western Europe is margarine’s homeland. It was 90 
years ago that the notable French chemist, Hippolyte Mège-
Mouriez, completed his initial researches for a satisfactory 
spread that would serve the purposes of butter. What was 
needed was a food that would be readily available through a 
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controllable production system, and at an economical price. 
For Europe had suffered an increasingly severe shortage 
of fats since the Napoleonic wars. The rapid expansion 
of population, the growth of industrial areas with their 
new large working classes, the advent of gradually rising 
standards of living based on machine technology, and, 
perhaps the disruption of older butter sources by wars and 
social changes all contributed to the shortage.
 “It was the Emperor Louis Napoleon III who asked the 
new chemical science and technology to invent a new kind 
of “butter.” He did so by way of a competition authorized 
in 1869, and Mège-Mouriez won the award with his 
‘oleomargarine’ product. French and English patents were 
issued in July of that year.
 “One reason the inventor called his mixture 
‘oleomargarine’–after the Greek word ‘margarites,’ meaning 
pearl-like–was that he believed its glistening appearance was 
due to what was then called margaric acid. The ‘oleo’ came 
from the Latin ‘oleum’ for the strained beef fat that was then 
the principal component.”
 “As early as the 1870s, Europe could not provide 
enough fats and oils for the growing margarine industry.”
 “The introduction after 1907 made all edible vegetable 
oils, and also whale oil, available for margarine on a much 
wider scale than before... By 1907 vegetable oils made up 
perhaps one-third of the total vegetable fat ingredients of 
margarine in Western Europe; in 1914 the ratio was around 
four-fi fths. Coconut and palm kernel oils accounted for about 
two thirds of this, and came mostly from the colonies of 
European countries.”
 Table 2 (p. 5) gives estimated per capita consumption 
of all food fats and of margarine in each country of Western 
Europe and in the USA in 1938, 1956, and 1957: Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. Countries with the 

highest per capita consumption of margarine in 1957 were: 
Norway (38.2 lb). Denmark (35.8 lb). Netherlands (34.0 
lb). Sweden (29.0 lb). Note that all of these countries are 
located in northern Europe. Countries with the lowest capita 
consumption of margarine in 1957 were: Italy (1.3 lb). 
Switzerland (3.1 lb). France (3.7 lb). Austria (6.7 lb). The 
USA was one of the lowest at 6.9 lb per capita in 1957.
 Table 6 (p. 11) gives estimated margarine production 
by region and world total, selected years, 1900-1958. The 
regions are: Western Europe, United States, Eastern Europe, 
India (includes vanaspati, starting in 1956), other, and world. 
Address: Director, National Assoc. of Margarine Mfgrs., 
Washington, DC.

2693. Soybean Digest. 1960. International Crushers will 
meet in London. May. p. 20.
• Summary: “The 1960 Congress of the International 
Association of Seed Crushers will be held at Grosvenor 
House, Park Lane, London, England, July 19-22, A.E. Peel, 
the secretary, has announced.
 “A reception by the Incorporated Oilseed Association 
at Guildhall and a golf competition for delegates and 
their ladies sponsored by the UK National Seed Crushers’ 
Association will precede the event. Also excursions to 
various points are being arranged.
 “For information concerning the conference contact 
International Association of Seed Crushers, 1, Watergate, 
London, E.C. 4.
 “The International Association met at Cannes, France, in 
1959.”

2694. Argus Chemical Corporation. 1960. Poly(vinyl 
chloride) stabilizer. British Patent 841,890. July 20. (Chem. 
Abst. 55:4054a). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soybean oil is a minor ingredient in 
this stabilizer. The main ingredient is a resin containing 96% 
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vinyl chloride.

2695. Lewis, John R. Assignor to Imperial Chemical 
Industries Ltd. 1960. Copolymers of oil-modifi ed alkyd 
resins and vinyl compounds. British Patent 841,700. July 20. 
(Chem. Abst. 55:1089g). *
• Summary: A dehydrated alkyd resin made of castor oil and 
soybean oil was copolymerized.

2696. Burtis, Edgar L.; Quinones, Edward. 1960. The fats 
and oils economy of India. USDA Foreign Agricultural 
Service. FAS-M-89. 38 p. July.
• Summary: “India has become a small net importer of 
vegetable oils in the last few years, reversing its prewar 
position as a major world exporter. This has come about 
despite the fact that India is the world’s fourth largest 
producer of fats and oils. Sharply rising consumption has 
exceeded the rate of increase in production. The rising 
demand for oils in turn refl ects India’s rapidly expanding 
population and, in the 1950’s a moderate increase in per 
capita income... The population of India is rising at an 
increasing rate and will total about 480 million by 1966.”
 “The [fi ve] major sources of edible oils in India are 
peanuts, rapeseed and mustardseed, sesameseed, copra, 
and linseed (fl axseed). Ghee (clarifi ed butter) and butter 
constitute about a quarter of India’s total consumption of 
oils and fats.” Peanut acreage and production in India have 
been increasing for many years. Soy is not mentioned. The 
area planted to the fi ve major oilseeds (see above) in recent 
years has fl uctuated around 9% of the total acreage of crops 
in India and around 20% of crop acreage in the States of 
Bombay and Uttar Pradesh. These percentages are similar to 
those in the United States.
 The section titled “Vanaspati consumption and 
production rising rapidly” notes that production in India has 
grown from 300 long tons [1 long ton = 2,240 lb] in 1930 
to 66,000 tons in 1940, 172,000 tons in 1950, and 300,000 
long tons in 1957. “Vanaspati is used as a cooking medium 
all over India, but more especially in the north and, since it 
is a commercial product, in towns and cities rather than in 
villages.”
 Vanaspati is usually composed of about 90% peanut oil, 
and legislation requires that it contain at least 5% sesame oil. 
It is illegal to add vanaspati to ghee. “In addition to peanut 
and sesame oils, cottonseed oil has been used in recent years, 
and occasionally small quantities of coconut and linseed oils. 
At present the government permits only peanut, cottonseed, 
and sesame oils to be used.”
 “In addition to vanaspati itself, the vanaspati industry 
itself produces from 10,000 to 20,000 tons a year of inedible 
hydrogenated oil as an ingredient in soap and sizing for 
textiles.”
 Before World War II, India was one of the world’s 
leading exporters of fats and oils, including the oil equivalent 

of oilseeds. Exports in the 1930s totaled nearly 500,000 
long tons in terms of oil. “Well over half of this consisted of 
peanuts; linseed and castorbeans were the other major items. 
Nearly all exports went to Western Europe, particularly the 
United Kingdom, Germany, and France.” Today India is a 
net importer of oils.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Feb. 2000) that uses the word “sesameseed” to refer 
to sesame seeds. Address: Fats and Oils Div., USDA/FAS; 
Mr. Burtis is now with the Food and Agriculture Organizaton 
(FAO), Rome.

2697. Giddey, Claude. Assignor to F.P. Research Limited 
(Mobray, England). 1960. Artifi cial fi bers. U.S. Patent 
2,947,644. Aug. 2. 4 p. Application fi led 4 March 1958. [5 
ref]
• Summary: “These artifi cial fi bers consist predominantly of 
protein.
 “In the conventional processes for the production of 
protein fi bres, a relatively concentrated aqueous solution of 
protein is aged to increase its viscosity to a value suitable for 
spinning, and is then spun, i.e. extruded through a spinneret, 
into a coagulating bath.”
 Soy is mentioned 5 times in this patent, as “soya 
protein” or “isolated soya protein.”
 Note: Surprisingly, Robert Boyer is not cited as a 
reference. Address: Carouge, Geneva, Switzerland.

2698. Chemurgic Digest. 1960. The global market for 
soybeans. Sept. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “A ready market for $367 million worth of 
U.S. soybeans and soybean products is ours for the taking. 
That was the message that Howard L. Roach, president of 
the Soybean Council of America, Inc., delivered to offi cials 
of USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service and others in the 
Department of Agriculture after his last trip abroad in behalf 
of soy products markets... Mr. Roach presented a carefully 
documented report, country by country, following a 70-day 
trip covering 16,000 miles through Europe, the Mid-East, 
India and Pakistan. He left the United States Jan. 23 and 
returned April 4...
 “The international marketing program is being 
developed under P.L. 480 on a 42-nation contract between 
FAS and the Council signed last January.” In the report, 
Mr. Roach discussed the present and/or potential status of 
soybeans in Egypt, Greece, Israel, Lebanon, India, Pakistan, 
Iran, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Spain, Germany, Netherlands, 
Belgium, France, the United Kingdom, and Ireland. A photo 
shows Howard Roach and FAS administrator Max Myers.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2009) 
concerning the activities of the Soybean Council of America 
or the American Soybean Association in Africa or the Middle 
East, or (by country) in Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, or Iran.
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2699. British Vegetarian. 1960. Vegetarian foods. Sept/Oct. 
p. 248-49.
• Summary: The main protein foods used by vegetarians 
are nuts, cheese and pulses. In addition, all Health Food 
Stores sell a wide variety of tinned nutmeats, including the 
following:
 Granose Foods Ltd. makes: Nuttolene (peanuts and 
cashew nuts). Sausalene (wheat protein, mixed nuts, 
etc.). Saviand (Wheat gluten, ground nuts, etc.). Meatless 
steaks (wheat gluten, etc.). Savoury Pudding (wheat 
protein, wheatmeal fl our, groundnuts, etc.). Nutmeat 
(wheat gluten, cashew nuts, wheat fl our, etc.). Sausalatas 
(wheat protein, mixed nuts, etc.). Soya Beans (soya beans, 
tomato puree, brown sugar, vegetable shortening, onion, 
yeast extract, wholemeal fl our, seasoning). Peanut Butter. 
Cashew Nut Cream. Granose was founded in 1898 under 
the name International Health Association Ltd. and is now 
at Stanborough Park, Watford. Note: This is the earliest 
document seen (July 2000) concerning the work of Granose 
Foods Ltd. with soya beans.
 Mapleton’s Nut Food Co. Ltd. makes: Maplemeat 
(cashew nuts, wheat risk, etc.). Savormix and Frittermix 
(incl. groundnuts); these are in packets for making savouries. 
They also make numerous tinned nutmeats, plus a wide 
range of nut and soya butters [probably margarines], 
savoury spreads and pastes, nut creams, fruit and Dundee 
cakes. Mapleton’s was started in 1897 by the two Mapleton 
brothers who were processing cracked nuts in a large house 
on Dolphin Street, Manchester. By 1907 Mapleton’s had 
become a public limited company and occupied a mill at 
Wardle, Lancashire, later moving to Garston, near Liverpool. 
The company opened a second factory in Hamburg, 
Germany, which fl ourished until 1914, when it was 
confi scated. A fi re gutted the their Garston mills in 1932 but 
in 1933 the factory and offi ces were rebuilt.
 Many tons of organically grown produce are grown in 
the UK and overseas using compost.

2700. Product Name:  Soya Butters.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Mapleton’s Nut Food Company.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction:  1960 October.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1960. Sept/Oct. p. 249. Mapleton’s makes “a wide range of 
nut and soya butters, savoury spreads and pastes, nut creams, 
fruit and Dundee cakes.”

2701. Hosking, Alida Helena; Lambourne, Ronald. Assignors 
to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. 1960. Drying oils. 
British Patent 854,231. Nov. 16. (Chem. Abst. 55:13873b). *
• Summary: Soybean oil is heated with additives. The 
resulting modifi ed oil, when treated in a dryer, dried to a 
hard, tough fi lm.

2702. Fysh, Derick. Assignor to A. Boake Roberts & 
Company, Ltd. 1960. Reaction products of epoxidized oils. 
British Patent 854,961. Nov. 23. (Chem. Abst. 55:10927g). *
• Summary: Organic compounds from epoxidized soybean 
oil are used as intermediates in the production of paints, 
textile fi nishes, and synthetic resins.

2703. Malyan, C.R. 1960. The methyl ester route. Paint, Oil 
and Colour Journal 138(3241):1228-30. Nov. 25. (Chem. 
Abst. 55:5985d).
• Summary: For the utilization of glyceride oils including 
soybean oil. “Partial esters, e.g. monoglycerides, and alkyd 
resins are prepared by two main routes–from the fatty 
acid(s) or from the triglycerides (linseed oil, etc.).” Address: 
Younghusband, Stephens & Co. Ltd.

2704. Ohsawa, G. 1960 Zen macrobiotics: The art of 
longevity and rejuvenation. New York, NY: Ohsawa 
Foundation. Printed in Japan. 218 p. Undated. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest known printed edition of 
Zen Macrobiotics. The cover is gray. The author is George 
Ohsawa. The content is basically the same as the original 
mimeograph edition, however it has been edited and several 
of the parts have been rearranged and renamed to create 
a Forward [sic] (p. 3-5), a Preface (p. 6-8), and Chapters 
1-3 (p. 15-43). At the end are two appendixes: One, which 
was titled “The Case of Mr. E,” appeared at the end of the 
mimeograph edition. The second, which has been added is 
titled “The Pro-Forma Death Certifi cate of the American 
World Empire and its Gold Dynasty.”
 Concerning the date of publication: Although the date is 
not given in or on the book, the periodical Macrobiotic News 
announced it as being available in November 1960.
 Distinguishing marks of this printing: Page 3: “Forward” 
is misspelled. Page 7: “... hundreds of ways of cookin [sic] 
and eating. They are all aim [sic] to create...” Page 62: “The 
yellow part is most yound [sic, yang],...”
 These four errors were corrected in the next printing.
 Both printings have 218 pages. However, pages 217 and 
218 are different in the two books.
 At least two printings were done in Japan. As of April 
2011, Carl Ferré, President, George Ohsawa Macrobiotic 
Foundation (Chico, California) has one original of each.
 Carl adds (e-mail of 30 April 2011): “Page 218 of the 
book you have (Macrobiotics: The Art of Longevity and 
Rejuvenation, by G. Ohsawa) appears to be exactly the 
same as the second Japan printing. It seems to confi rm my 
hypothesis of a fi rst printing in Japan in 1960, a second 
printing in Japan around 1962, and a third printing of the 
same edition in the U.S. after the 1962 Japan printing (and 
might even be the 1964 book referred to in Yin Yang). 
I believe the fi rst reference in Macrobiotic News to a 
printed book is November 1960. Because editions of Zen 
Macrobiotics may have been printed at the same time as 
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Philosophy of Oriental Medicine, we may need to look 
into that title as well in order to determine the full story.” 
Address: Ohsawa Foundation: 331 Riverside Dr., New 
York City. Secretary Aihara, 44 W. 96th St., New York City, 
U.S.A.

2705. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr. 
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr. 
Berczeller and soyfoods]. Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine 
Hebraique 13(4):153-68. Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Note: This is the best biography seen of Dr. L. 
Berczeller. It is also the earliest French-language document 
seen that uses the term “le soja alimentaire” in the title to 
mean “soyfoods.” Contents: 1. Introduction: Dr. Berczeller. 
Our relationship with Dr. Berczeller. His diffi culties. His 
place of burial. The divisions of this paper. Remarks.
 II. Soya as a food: The composition of soya. Nutritional 
problems in using soya. The Berczeller process. Related 
technical questions. Matters of medical interest. Cuisine. 
Practical advantages.
 III. The big questions and projects: The problem of 
protein nutrition worldwide. Statistical and econometric 
studies. The International Laboratory for Nutrition. New 
protein foods.
 IV. The life of Dr. Berczeller: Documents and testimony. 
Chronological resume. Dr. Berczeller in France. The attitude 
of C.N.R.S. (Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifi que 
= National Center for Scientifi c Research). The Quakers. At 
the Maison de Santé in Saint-Maurice. V. Dr. Berczeller’s 
personality: A remarkable personality. Curiosity. His 
publications. Biometrics. The general organization of the 
sciences. International affairs. His Jewish origins and his 
former wife, Mme. Selma Berczeller. In Great Britain. His 
rights in Germany. Collaborators and friends.
 Dr. Laszlo Berczeller, a Hungarian biochemist and 
physician, of Jewish origin, was born in Budapest in about 
1885. He died at the Maison de Santé Nationale de Saint-
Maurice, near Paris, in 1955 [Nov. 14]. In 1922 Berczeller 
discovered a physico-chemical process for treating the 
soybean (Haricot de Soja) which permitted the introduction 
of this legume, very rich in high-quality protein, into the 
foods of the western world. He dedicated his entire life to 
this great question and he must be considered as one of the 
principal scientifi c founders–perhaps the main founder–of 
the soyfoods industry (de l’industrie du soja alimentaire). 
He was also a pioneer in the statistical and quantitative study 
of the agricultural and food economy of various countries. 
He wanted to treat the problem of world protein shortages 
scientifi cally, and its fullness.
 In 1932 Dr. Berczeller asked us to present his works 
to various scientifi c organizations. One of the principal 
objectives of the development of food uses of the soybean 
would be the introduction of 5% soy fl our into the bread of 
the French army. Since that time we have kept in close touch 

with him. In 1939-40 we studied with him the questions 
about soy for the CNRS (Centre Nationale de la Recherche 
Scientifi que) [a very prestigious and serious organization in 
France] and the military commissariat (Intendance Militaire). 
In 1945 we took up these questions again. We are familiar 
only with those activities of Dr. Berczeller’s which pertained 
to France, so we have been able to give only a partial 
account of his life. Hopefully this will inspire others to write 
the complete story of his life.
 Dr. Berczeller encountered many human diffi culties in 
his work of developing soy fl our. He had to undergo very 
severe battles for his patents, being victorious before 1934 in 
Central Europe and in Germany. But he lost his rights to this 
process in Great Britain, the Netherlands, and the USA. At 
that point his name and his scientifi c titles were practically 
smothered by his industrial adversaries who, by now, had 
become very powerful. He died completely unknown. He 
received a temporary burial at the cemetery of Saint-Maurice 
near Paris until 17 November 1960. The author is working 
to get him a decent place of burial by contacting people 
worldwide. That is one purpose of this article.
 II. Soya as a food: The light toxicity of soybeans has 
been the main cause of the numerous setbacks suffered 
by soyfoods in Europe, for example in the British army in 
1917. In 1922 Dr. Berczeller discovered a physico-chemical 
process, based on the action of steam and temperature, which 
resolved in one stroke all of the diffi culties: toxicity, fl avor, 
taste, digestibility, stability / storage life, etc. He perfected 
this process in the following year up until 1936. The author 
then lists 11 European and U.S. patents concerning soybeans 
issued to Berczeller from 1921 to 1932. Worn out by sterile 
fi ghts over patents, he did not publish his later discoveries 
[for improving soy fl our processing] but kept them secret.
 He studied and resolved a number of technical problems 
connected with soy fl our production: Special milling 
techniques, nutritional studies, studies on the psychology 
of fl avor, utilization of by-products, and non-food uses of 
soy proteins (especially adhesives). He launched factories 
for the production of this fl our in Hungary, Germany, the 
Netherlands, Great Britain, etc.
 He was interest in medical uses of soy fl our, which he 
found to be excellent for growing infants, and diabetics. Prof. 
Gounelle of Val-de-Grace showed in 1944 that 1 kg of soy 
fl our will cause an undernourished person to gain about 1 kg 
in weight. These medical advantages were known for a long 
time but because of the diffi culties in using soya as food, 
they were not carefully studied until Berczeller’s soy fl our 
became available.
 For ‘Kwashiorkor,” the modern name for symptoms 
and syndromes of undernutrition in warm climates / tropical 
countries he had a direct and complete remedy: use of the 
soybean and soyfoods. Berczeller understood this as early as 
1932, and perhaps even before that.
 For soya to be used rapidly and on a large scale, it must 
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be included directly in commonly used foods. Berczeller 
studied methodically European foods adapted to soy fl our. 
With the help of specialists he developed recipes for many 
food items and dishes. Most of these recipes could be made 
into industrial / commercial food products such as bread, 
biscuits, macaroni, chocolate, pastries, tidbits, sausages, 
soups, sauces, mustard, etc.
 His sales and marketing organization in Berlin, “Edel 
Soja” (Noble Soya) was supplying such products as early 
as 1932 and perhaps even before. Their excellent quality 
was recognized by all. The American food industry supplied 
them in large quantities, and since World War II, worldwide. 
Continued.

2706. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr. 
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr. 
Berczeller and soyfoods (Continued–Document part II)]. 
Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine Hebraique 13(4):153-68. 
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 159. Soy fl our has 
numerous practical advantages. Its adds stability and shelf 
life to breads. Containing very little water, it is lightweight 
and easy to transport. It is extremely versatile, for use in 
many foods and dishes. It also has special uses, in war 
provisions and relief foods for refugees. Because of its light 
weight and nutritional density, it was used as a foodstuff by 
German skydivers / parachutists.
 III. The big questions and projects: Berczeller was 
interested in the problem of world protein shortages. 
Germany had long had a serious defi ciency of protein and 
fat, which could be corrected by soy. Germany imported 
about 1 million tons of soybeans before the war, and these 
soybeans were largely treated by the Berczeller process–
which was a triumph. Russia experienced grave famines 
in about 1926, as well as at other times. So Russia turned 
to the soybean and cultivated it on large expanses of land. 
Dr. Berczeller traveled to Russia in about 1927 to create a 
modern soya industry there. North Africa and black Africa 
suffer from undernutrition and protein malnutrition. Soybean 
cultivation and a soyfoods industry would offer a solution to 
the problems of the entire continent.
 In 1936 the Maharaja of Baroda [Maharaja Sayajirao 
Gaekwad III] well understood India’s protein problem and 
had a book published on soya by Indian physicians. But 
they ignored the decisive progress made by Berczeller, so 
they were not able to develop utilization of soya that was 
properly treated. Berczeller was thinking as early as 1932 
that introducing the food use of soya to India would be the 
main human goal of his life.
 Even before 1932 Dr. Berczeller saw–at an early 
date–the great question of world protein supply and 
undernutrition. He studied the problem of the balance 
of nutrition and food in Germany scientifi cally. In 1932, 
Dr. Berczeller met F. Arnould because he took interest in 

the general econometric studies done by F. Arnould; this 
became the basis of their relationship [thus F. Arnould seems 
to have been an economist]. Thus Dr. Berczeller was a 
pioneer or precursor of in the fi eld of agricultural and food 
econometrics.
 He was very interested in various international 
organizations. He foresaw the need for an organization 
or international laboratory for the study of nutrition and 
food. From 1932 he told us that he would like to donate his 
fortune–which was very large–to such an organization.
 His ideas and goals were a perfect match with those 
of existing organizations, the International Institute of 
Agriculture (Rome) before 1939, and the Food and 
Agriculture Organization [FAO] after World War II. 
Particular circumstances–and perhaps even occult 
occurrences–impeded the development of his works under 
this normal framework. He was interested in new protein 
sources, such as yeasts, and in the synthesis of amino acids 
and even poly-peptides.
 IV. The life of Dr. Berczeller. We knew only a part 
of Dr. Berczeller’s life and work. We would like to gather 
documents, testimonies, opinions, even criticisms from 
the many people who knew him. Dr. Berczeller explained 
to us that the idea of studying soya came to him in 1912 
after attending a soyfoods dinner at the Japanese embassy 
in Berlin. He had been indisposed with a headache. So the 
slight toxicity of seemed to him to be a question of great 
importance. Already specializing in food questions, he had 
been an expert in the Austro-Hungarian government in this 
fi eld during World War I (1914-1918). In about 1918-1920 
he worked in the laboratory of Dr. Wasserman studying the 
proteins in blood. In 1921-22 he invented his process for 
treating soya. He was aided by the laboratories of the Skoda 
Foundation in Czechoslovakia.
 In about 1924 Winston Churchill wrote a favorable 
article about food uses of soya in the London Times. A 
soyfoods dinner was given by the British Empire League in 
London; Winston Churchill attended.
 In 1926 Dr. Berczeller went to Russia to organize a 
soya industry. He was considered to be named “Honorary 
General of the Red Army.” He returned in 1930. In Germany 
his patents were used or exploited by Hansa Muehle of 
Hamburg, a huge milling enterprise. His products based on 
soya fl our were sold by the Edel Soja Society in Berlin.
 In England his soy fl our was produced by the company 
named Soyolk in Rickmansworth near London. But a lawsuit 
(procès) opposed Soyolk to Dr. Berczeller. He later lost this 
lawsuit in about 1930.
 A factory for making soy fl our was also started in the 
Netherlands.
 As early as 1929 Dr. Berczeller presented to the French 
government a proposal to introduce soy fl our into human 
feeding. When we went to Quai d’Orsay [headquarters of 
the French government] in the company of Dr. Berczeller in 
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1932, we reminded our audience of our earlier proposal.
 To discuss the introduction of soy fl our in the food of 
large organizations, and of armies / militaries in particular, 
he went to see many important persons–Joseph Stalin, B. 
Mussolini, Miss Dorothy Thompson, secretary to President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt, etc. From 1929 to 1939 Dr. Berczeller 
travelled extensively in Europe to study on location the food 
of various countries: Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Italy, 
Portugal, etc. He often traveled to Great Britain, where he 
studied the countries of the British Empire.
 Dr. Berczeller in France: In 1932, when Dr. Berczeller 
asked us to present his work on soy in France, the 
agricultural situation in France was not favorable to the use 
of this progressive item, agriculture being then in the mist of 
a crisis of overproduction, with too much wheat, too much 
meat, too much milk, etc.
 Those in charge were told to keep his ideas on fi le and 
reopen them when the next war broke out. This actually 
happened. In Oct. 1939 we asked CNRS, the National Center 
for Scientifi c Research, to invite Dr. Berczeller to come to 
France. He arrived in Paris via Geneva with an introduction 
from the secretary general of the League of Nations. We 
worked at Toulouse in 1939-40 on a program of soybean 
cultivation in southern France. During that time he stayed 
in Paris, at CNRS, working on introduction of soya into 
the army’s food. But in June 1940 the defeat of France by 
Germany interrupted our work. Dr. Berczeller retreated to 
Toulouse.
 After the armistice, soy fl our could have been able to 
render a great service to France for feeding children. Some 
of it could have been imported from the United States, but 
human and political considerations impeded the realization 
of this.
 Dr. Berczeller departed for Marseilles. We lost track 
of him, but we re-established contact after the Liberation 
(spring 1945). We tried to import some soy fl our from 
the USA to feed undernourished people returning from 
the German camps. But incredible blunders on the part of 
the State’s relevant departments caused our efforts to run 
aground. Several ‘Liberty Ships’ loaded with soja beans 
arrived in France but the knowledge as to what to do with 
these products was not on hand. Finally, they were given to... 
hogs.
 Dr. Berczeller encountered diffi culties of all types 
in France after the Liberation. Ruined, unknown, poorly 
received, old and sick, he fi nally lost his equilibrium and was 
no longer able to conduct his complex affairs and delicate 
studies. He was hospitalized at the hospital Lariboisière, 
then sent to various psychiatric hospitals. In this unfortunate 
evolution, CNRS has taken a very heavy responsibility 
by its incomprehension and by the false information that 
it gave. One could write an entire book recounting these 
misadventures of Dr. Berczeller in the French scientifi c 
milieux.

 In 1940 Dr. Berczeller, working with a Quaker group 
near Toulouse, studied the importation of a soy-based infant 
formula made in the USA. The Quakers later helped him 
greatly in trying to rectify injustices, but without success. 
In 1952 Prof. Veznar of Zurich, Switzerland, helped arrange 
for Dr. Berczeller to be placed in the Maison de Santé 
Nationale de Saint-Maurice. The chief medical offi cer of this 
establishment, Prof. H. Baruk, cared for him with the greatest 
devotion. But he was not able to stop the development of an 
old heart malady. Dr. Berczeller died at Saint-Maurice on 14 
Nov. 1955.

2707. Arnould, Francis. 1960. La vie et l’oeuvre du Dr. 
Berczeller et le soja alimentaire [The life and works of Dr. 
Berczeller and soyfoods (Continued–Document part III)]. 
Revue d’Histoire de la Medecine Hebraique 13(4):153-68. 
Dec. [Fre]
• Summary: Continued from page 164. Dr. Berczeller was 
certainly a very remarkable person both intellectually and 
morally. His large-scale programs for the scientifi c study of 
food proteins and economies were but a projection of his 
personality on the social reality of the vast world. In this 
domain he succeeded technically, scientifi cally and also 
practically. He foresaw the future clearly. He was a sort 
of hero and prophet in the drama of underdeveloped and 
undernourished countries, and in supplying one of the keys 
to solve these problems. His breadth of knowledge was vast 
both in his area of specialty and also in many of the great 
human questions such as history, politics, and art. He had an 
insatiable curiosity. He read a lot, and swiftly. In addition to 
Hungarian, he spoke German, English, and also French, but 
with some diffi culty. We have a list of the titles of articles 
and other document published by Dr. Berczeller (about 280); 
this is available upon request.
 Until 1923 he did research in biochemistry. Thereafter 
he devoted himself primarily to questions of soya. But he 
also conducted many other studies, and worked on inventions 
that have not been published. Starting in 1932 he developed 
an interest in biometrics, and in the general organization 
of scientifi c knowledge and international affairs. To the 
end, he maintained a faith in the potential of international 
organizations, and the fecundity of the international point of 
view over that of individual nation states.
 We did not learn until June 1940, when Dr. Berczeller 
withdrew to Toulouse at the moment of the armistice, that 
he was from a rich Jewish medical family from Budapest, 
benefactors of the hospital. In 1934 he separated from his 
wife, Mme. Selma Berczeller, who was German “Aryan” and 
pro-Nazi. He never spoke of Judaism.
 Dr. Berczeller lived a long time in London. In 1932 he 
had had contact with many members of the conservative 
party, who dreamed of a food policy and politics for Europe.
 His rights in Germany: In 1947 Dr. Berczeller explained 
to us that the patent rights on the soy treated in Germany by 
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his process were very considerable. He estimated them at 5 
million pounds sterling. Hitler had completely robbed him. 
But after Hitler’s fall, he could have recouped these right 
completely, as an Israelite.
 He searched in Paris for lawyers to uphold these rights, 
but without success.
 As he was single and without children, he wanted 
to donate his fortune to his project of an international 
laboratory. We do not have very considerable proof of this 
fact. The state of his mental health led us to doubt a little the 
reality of these affi rmations, but since he always told us the 
truth, they are probably true.
 He had various collaborators and friends. In Budapest: 
The University of Budapest, where he had been a professor. 
Royal Hungarian Institute of Chemistry–Prof. Alfred 
Savacker [Schwicker?]. Budapest experiment station of 
veterinarian physiology–Dr. Stephan Weiser. Vienna: 
Food Institute of Vienna–Victor F.A. Richter. Institute of 
Physiology–Pr. A. Durig and Dr. H. Wastl. Institute of 
Pharmacology: Pr. Wasicky, Dean Ernest Kupelweiser [sic, 
Kupelwieser], Pr. Zederbauer, Dr. Hugo Glaser, Dr. Harnish, 
Dr. H. Prinz, Dr. Alfred Schneiker [Schwicker?], Frau Herta 
Spring–president of the Bundes Oesterreichische Frauen 
vereine. Frau Olga Hess, director of the Bundeslehranstalt 
für wirtschaftlicher Frauenberufe. Dr. Leopold Mall, director 
of the Reichanstalt fur Mutter und Saeuglingsfursoge. P. 
Frankfurter, expert in bread baking. Prague: Pr. D. Stoklasa, 
Pr. Mayerhoffer, Skoda Foundation. British Empire: Royal 
Empire Society–Miss Eddie A. Hornibrook. John Freud, 
physiologist at University College, Cork, Ireland. Pr. T.R. 
Parsons, Prof. of Medical Research, McGill University 
Clinic, Montreal [Quebec], Canada.

2708. Hopf, P.P.; Sully, B. Dudley. 1960. Some polyvinyl 
chloride resin systems containing epoxidized oil. J. of 
Polymer Science 48(150):367-70. Dec. [1 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Describes rigid resin systems containing 
epoxidized soybean oil. Epoxidized oils, such as epoxidized 
soya bean oil, are manufactured on a large scale for use as 
stabilizers in polyvinyl chloride. Address: A. Boake, Roberts 
& Company, Ltd., London, England.

2709. Brace, Harold W. 1960. History of seed crushing in 
Great Britain. London: Land Books Ltd. 172 p. Forward by 
Guy Chipperfi eld. See p. 57-79. Index. [18 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Preface. 1. Early 
production (before 1700). The eighteenth century. 3. The 
nineteenth century. 4. Growing pains. 5. Hydraulic press at 
its zenith. 6. Solvent extraction. 7. Compounding [for feeds, 
incl. “soya cake”]. 8. Expelling. Appendices: A. Location of 
known oil mills. B. Patents relating to the industry. C. Short 
bibliography.
 1381–Earliest known reference to oil milling in England.
 1572–A bill is introduced for the making of oils in 

England, to compete with high-priced foreign oils, probably 
for use in soap. The earliest seeds crushed were probably 
coleseed / rapeseed, hempseed, or linseed. Of these three, 
only rapeseed is indigenous to Britain and “the seed was 
valued for its oil, which was used for lamps and in the 
preparation of wool... Some linseed would certainly be 
available also, for, in 1533, the cultivation by farmers of a 
certain quota of fl ax was made compulsory. The act fell into 
disuse but was revived in 1563 and ultimately repealed in 
1593. Hemp too was grown widely at the time but seems to 
have been a cottager’s rather than a farmer’s crop. In any 
case, both were primarily fi bre crops with seed distinctly 
secondary, the spinning and weaving of hemp and fl ax 
being subsidiary occupations to agriculture in most rural 
households.
 “On balance, therefore, the probabilities seem to point to 
rapeseed as the early crushing material.” “In contemporary 
law reports, the only case mentioning oil relates to a parcel 
of rape oil which had been wrongfully detained. From a 
crusher’s point of view, yield of oil is all-important and this 
too would favor rape...” In 1593 rapeseed is mentioned as an 
export to Zealand.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2005) that uses the English word “coleseed” or 
the term “coleseed oil” to refer to rapeseed or to rapeseed oil, 
respectively.

2710. Hayward, Helena. ed. 1960. The connoisseur’s 
handbook of antique collecting: A dictionary of furniture, 
silver, ceramics, glass, fi ne art, etc. New York, NY: Hawthorn 
Books Inc. 320 p. See p. 261. Illust. 22 cm. [110* ref]
• Summary: The purpose of this book is to provide a 
glossary of terms used by antique collectors. On page 261 we 
read: “Soy frame: silver or plated oblong or oval stand with 
ring frame for holding soy or sauce bottles. Introduced in 
the late 18th century. Found en suite with larger cruet (q.v.) 
frames.”
 At “Cruets” (p. 89) we read: “(1) the vessels containing 
the wine and water for use at the Eucharist... (2) bottles for 
condiments, contained in cruet frames.” They typically held 
fi ne glass bottles containing oil and vinegar. An illustration 
shows two cruets (glass bottles) in a cruet frame.

2711. Leach, Bernard. 1960. A potter in Japan, 1952-1954. 
London: Faber and Faber Ltd. 246 p. Frontispiece. Illust. 
Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The author (1887-1979) is as fi ne a writer as 
he is a British potter and artist. Regarded as the “Father of 
British studio pottery,” he was born in Hong Kong and spent 
his early years in Japan before returning to England in 1920.
 On Feb. 16, 1953, he arrived in Japan at Tokyo Airport, 
an 18-hour’s fl ight from Honolulu (including a hour stop at 
Wake Island) by Pan American Clipper. He went to Japan to 
study Japanese pottery-making with traditional masters–not 
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long after the end of World War II. Each entry is dated.
 June 15, 1953 (p. 98). Near the great extinct volcano 
of Daisen on the borders of Tottori Province, the author and 
friends climbed up the old rough stone-paved pilgrims’ way 
to the Kongoin temple. “There we were served the best meal 
I have eaten in Japan, vegetarian priests’ food, over which 
infi nite pains had been taken... strange fungi, mountain 
potatoes, crisp fried bean curd and some soft curd mixed into 
a paste with crushed sesame seed.”
 June 30, 1954 (p. 104). Met with Robert Blythe at a 
supper party. “We sat and talked for fi ve hours. Zen, Haiku, 
crafts, Japan and life. I was delighted to meet an English poet 
who knows the inside of the East. We just fl owed... Blythe 
lived for years in a Zen temple in Corea and has drunk deep 
from that source.”
 July 1, 1953 (p. 105): “A great feed of Continental 
sausages and Chinese riceballs stuffed with mincemeat 
and ‘Funiu.’ The last is a strange and fascinating decoction 
of fermented bean curd [fermented tofu] something like a 
smoky Camembert in taste and texture.”
 August 19, 1953 (p. 132). In Nagano, Japan, the author 
and friends visited the very large and famous temple of 
Zenkoji. They noted “all the commercialized signs of 
Buddhist decadence, as far from Sakya Muni [Shakyamuni, 
the Buddha] as Rome from Christ... the vulgarized business 
of popular religion is equally sickening, East or West.
 After that they made their way to a soba shop and the 
author ordered Soba Gaki which was not on the menu. “This 
was a kind of porridge no longer in fashion... We ate it fi rst 
with shoyu sauce and then with sweet adzuki beans.”
 Oct. 22, 1953 (p. 166). In Toyama the author and his 
friends had “lunch at a Buddhist vegetarian restaurant 
[probably serving shojin ryôri] which made me wish once 
again that I could share the meal and its setting with artist 
and craftsman friends in the West. The manner of serving 
surpassed all, it was the service of the heart. There is a 
saying that the Chinese eat with their stomachs and the 
Japanese with their eyes. The sheer beauty of each tray or 
dish of food, the quiet discretion. This represents a peak of 
culture and its home is in Japan.”
 Facing the title page (frontispiece) is a portrait photo of 
Bernard Leach, whose sketches are scattered throughout the 
book.
 Note: Edmund de Wall wrote a “de-mystifying” 
biography of Bernard Leach, published in 1998. He says that 
Leach spoke little or no Japanese. He wrote: “The great myth 
of Leach is that Leach is the great interlocutor for Japan and 
the East, the person who understood the East, who explained 
it to us all, brought out the mystery of the East. But in fact 
the people he was spending time with, and talking to, were 
very few, highly educated, often Western educated Japanese 
people, who in themselves had no particular contact with 
rural, unlettered Japan of peasant craftsmen.” Address: 
Japan.

2712. Meals for Millions Foundation. 1960. Friendship Food 
for a Hungry World: Distribution summary. Los Angeles, 
California. 29 p. Undated. 28 cm.
• Summary: “The world-wide travels of the ‘3 cent meal’ 
of Multi-Purpose Food, September 1946 to June, 1960 [13 
years and 9 months]: 62 million meals [distributed] including 
3,429 relief shipments to 127 countries through 210 
cooperating agencies.”
 This 29 page typewritten booklet contains a complete 
listing of all the shipments of MPF over 14 years, from 
September 1946 through June 1960. However no dates are 
given for shipments to individual countries.
 Contents: What is the Meals for Millions Foundation? 
Multi-Purpose Food (MPF): What it is, what it does. Index 
of countries. Distribution totals (Sept. 1946–June 1960). 
Acknowledgment.
 The index of countries lists the “Country,” the 
“American Agencies or Denominations Cooperating and/
or Served,” the “Number of Lbs.” and the “Distributing and 
Recipient Agencies.” Under each country is the number of 
shipments and the number of pounds shipped.
 In the Index, the countries are listed alphabetically by 
region and within each region alphabetically by country, as 
follows (however in the body of the booklet they are listed 
alphabetically by country name). Countries receiving more 
than 50,000 lbs. (25 tons) will be noted: Africa: Angola, 
Belgian Congo (52,657 lb), Camerouns [Cameroon], Egypt, 
Eritrea, French Equatorial Africa, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, 
Libya, Mauritius Is., Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria, 
Republique du Congo [Congo-Brazzaville], Rhodesia, Sierra 
Leone, South Africa, Tanganyika, Tunisia, Uganda.
 Asia–Near East: Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon 
(56,910 lb), Oman, Persian Gulf, Turkey.
 Asia–Far East: Afghanistan, Borneo, Burma, Cambodia, 
Ceylon, China (358,957 lb; 1946-1951), Goa, Hong Kong 
(238,760 lb), India (1,394,707 lb; 742 shipments. Note: 
Indian MPF became available in 1956, and shipments from 
the USA were discontinued; 558,072 lb of Indian MPF were 
made; 410 shipments), Indonesia, Japan (535,250 lb), Korea 
(1,254,225 lb; 489 shipments), Laos, Macao, Malaya, Nepal, 
Okinawa (20,616 lb), Pakistan (83,292 lb), Philippines 
(122,103 lb), Taiwan (46,089), Thailand, Vietnam.
 Asia–Pacifi c Islands: American Samoa, Caroline Islands, 
Fiji Islands, Guadalcanal, Hawaii, Marshall Islands, New 
Hebrides.
 Europe: Austria (82,159 lb), Belgium, Czechoslovakia, 
England, Finland, France (124,996 lb), Germany (206,185 
lb), Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg [Luxembourg], 
Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Spain, Switzerland, Trieste, 
Yugoslavia.
 Europe–North Atlantic Islands: Cape Verde Islands, 
Madeira Island.
 Latin and Central America: British Honduras, Canal 
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Zone, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama.
 South America: Bolivia, Brazil (198,581 lb), Chile, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela.
 Caribbean Area: Cuba, French West Indies, Haiti 
(110,231 lb), Jamaica, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia, Virgin Islands.
 North America: Alaska and Aleutian Islands, Canada 
(51,836 lb), United States (146,635 lb; American Indian 
relief, Migrant relief, School lunch and institutional projects 
{Clifton’s Golden Rule Cafeteria donated 12,500 lbs}, 
Miscellaneous).
 Additional countries reached through overseas parcels 
only: Argentina, Cyprus, Denmark, Malta, New Zealand, 
Norway, Nyasaland, Pitcairn Island, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, 
Sudan, Sweden, Trinidad.
 At the end of all the countries (p. 28) is a box titled 
“Total Relief Distribution”: 3,249 shipments [or perhaps 
3,429], 6,412,256 pounds [3,206 tons, or 229 tons a year 
average for 14 years], 51,298,048 “meals” of MPF. On the 
next page are the details of the “Distribution totals.”
 There is also a special acknowledgment at the back to 
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Naval Air Reserves “for their 
cooperation in transporting approximately 200,000 lbs. of 
M.P.F. during 1959-1960. Operation Handclasp, a people-
to-people project of the U.S. Navy, originating in San 
Diego, has carried shipments to the Far East and to South 
America. Planes of the U.S. Naval Air Reserves have carried 
emergency supplies of MPF to disaster areas, such as fl ood 
victims in Nagoya, Japan, and to earthquake victims in 
Agadir, Morocco.”
 Note: The countries receiving the most MPF by weight 
are (in descending order of amount) are: India, Korea, Japan, 
China, Germany, France, Philippines, and Haiti.
 A photo shows the cover of the 29-page summary 
document. This photo and photocopy of the document were 
sent to Soyinfo Center by Chris Dodson of Freedom from 
Hunger Foundation, Davis, California (Nov. 2010). Address: 
Los Angeles, California.

2713. Soybean Council of America Inc. Israel Offi ce. 1960. 
The story of Eliahu Navot: The soybean pioneer of Israel. 
Jerusalem, Israel: SCA. 36 p. Undated. Portrait. Many 
photos. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The life of E. Navot: 
“Eliahu Lipovitsky, as he was called before he adopted 
the Hebrew name Navot, was born in 1894 at Uman in 
the Ukraine. He immigrated in 1912 and, like all other 
youngsters who came to Palestine–then part of the Ottoman 
Empire–he became a hired labourer and guard.” At that time 
the kibbutz (the communal settlement typical of Israel) was 
beginning to take shape, and various organizations, such as 
the World Zionist Federation, were founding agricultural 
farms.
 Shortly after World War II he obtained his fi rst soybean 

seeds from Mr. Mason (then Director of the Dept. of 
Agriculture in the British Mandatory Administration). He 
met Prof. Haim Weizmann, the fi rst President of Israel and 
in 1949, with his encouragement, left on a study trip around 
the world, collecting seeds, living with soybean farmers, and 
learning how to prepare soybeans for human consumption. In 
Asia, he fi rst saw soybeans grown on a large scale. He visited 
Malaya, Singapore, Australia, Fiji, Hawaii, and California.
 In 1950 he returned to Israel with scores of varieties 
of seeds and proceeded to plant them in his experimental 
plots near his home in Herzlia [Herzliya / Herzliyya]–
located just north of Tel Aviv. A soybean variety named 
Ogden [later renamed Herzlia] performed the best. His 
goal was fi nding ways to feed the people, and he developed 
and served many recipes. His work received widespread 
publicity. One especially gratifying article was published 
in the offi cial organ of the Israel army; it called him the 
“Father of the Israel Soybean” and included a photo of him 
dancing the hora (a circle dance). Another fascinating report 
was published in “Eitanim,” an important monthly devoted 
to health and hygiene. Soon Navot began lecturing on his 
pet crop, extolling its many virtues. “When the American 
Soybean Council began to operate in Israel, Navot was one 
of the fi rst to offer his services.”
 The private war of Eliahu Navot: “As early as 1953, 
Navot published in Hassadeh, the major Hebrew journal 
devoted to agriculture, a technical article summing up his 
own experiments aimed at the acclimatization of the soybean 
in Israel. That article evoked great interest, but Navot was 
not satisfi ed with the opportunities provided by the press and 
other public bodies and launched a private campaign aimed 
at that bastion of conservatism, the kitchen. By means of 
pamphlets, circulars and manifestoes he was out to convince 
his fellow-citizens that the soybean well deserves a place of 
honour among the staple foods of the Israeli family.
 “Some of the mimeographed pamphlets written by 
Navot in the course of his campaign are given below:”
 The soybean in Israel and the world. The nutritive 
value of the soybean. The soybean–Food for millions. 
The soybean–A source of nutrition for millions (discusses 
Clifford Clinton and Meals for Millions). The cultivation 
of soybean in Israel. Soybean sprouts (variety Herzlia). 
Soybean drinks (soy coffee). Remarkable achievements of 
the “Herzlia” soybean.
 Photos show: (1) Eliahu Navot (full page portrait photo). 
(2) E. Navot with four of his grandchildren. (3) E. Navot 
riding on his horse during the 1936-1939 disturbances. (4) 
Navot’s fi rst prize certifi cate as a cattle grower received at 
the 1936 Levant Fair. (5) Navot wearing a hat, sunglasses, 
and medals, and smoking a pipe. (6) Navot dancing the 
“hora.” (7) Navot’s medals. (8) Navot among the founders of 
the “Histadrut”–the General Federation of Labour in Israel. 
(7) A smiling girl with a plate of soyfoods. (8) Navot with 
cupped hands holding soybeans he has grown. (9) Navot in 
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Herzlia holding a bunch of soybean plants, heavily laden 
with pods, grown in Israel. (10) A wedding feast where all 
the dishes served were made with soybeans. (11) Navot 
standing behind a table as he preaches at one of his soya 
dinners to a group of agricultural school teachers at Kfar Ata. 
(12) Navot distributes his soya felafels to a group of children 
with outstretched arms. (13) Navot, the soybean pioneer in 
Israel, shakes hands with Ogden Reid, U.S. Ambassador to 
Israel, as George Strayer looks on. (14) Navot seated next to 
the mayor of Herzlia. In the background are several soybean 
plants in jars atop a bookshelf. (15) Mr. Navot with a group 
of young people, enjoying a soya meal. (16) Participants 
seated at a seminar in Israel from Ceylon, Ghana, and 
India, invited to a “soya dinner” at Mr. Navot’s home. (17) 
Navot standing at a dinner party behind Mr. Itzhak Ben-Zvi, 
President of State. (18) Navot shaking hands with and talking 
to Supreme Court Justice, E. Sussman. (19) Navot shaking 
hands with and talking to Minister of Development, Mr. M. 
Ben-Tov. Between them is the Mayor of Tel Aviv, Mr. M. 
Namir. Address: Jerusalem, Israel.

2714. Bataafse Petroleum Maatschappij N.V. 1961. Alkyd 
coating resins from epoxy resins. British Patent 858,827. 
Jan. 18. (Chem. Abst. 55:12888i). *
• Summary: A mixture of soybean oil, epoxy resin, and 
soybean oil fatty acids can be used to make alkyd resins 
suitable as a base for paints, lacquers, or varnishes.

2715. Chatfi eld, Herbert Walter. Assignor to A. Boake, 
Roberts & Company, Ltd. 1961. Reduction of free acidity in 
surface coating materials. British Patent 859,466. Jan. 25. 
(Chem. Abst. 55:20456d). *
• Summary: Heated epoxidized soybean oil is used to reduce 
the free acidity or acid value of varnishes, oil, and resins.

2716. Cross, Leslie J. 1961. The Plantmilk Society. British 
Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 37-38.
• Summary: The Secretary’s report for 8 Oct. 1960 states 
that this meeting marks the 4th anniversary of the Plantmilk 
Society. The fi rst year [Oct. 1957–Oct. 1958] was spent 
establishing the organization, collecting information, “and 
in abortive attempts to arrange for the manufacture in this 
country of an American plantmilk.” As a result of the failure 
of these attempts, the Society decided three years ago to try 
to develop a plantmilk from green leaves. This project is now 
at least three-fourths of the way toward a successful product 
at the laboratory level. The research is carried out under the 
direction of Dr. H.B. Franklin in London. He is now Director 
of Research and a small pilot plant has been established at 
his premises. Comfrey leaves are now being tested.
 This year the society has established a plantmilk 
company, which (it is hoped) will eventually make and sell 
the product. Address: General Secretary.

2717. Swift & Company. 1961. Polyepoxide-thermoplastic 
compositions. British Patent 861,971. March 1. (Chem. Abst. 
55:20507h). *
• Summary: A mixture of poly(vinyl chloride) and 
epoxidized soybean oil is used to make insoluble, infusible, 
fl exible resins.

2718. Economist (London). 1961. Unbridled growth: 
Soyabeans. April 29. p. 478.
• Summary: World output of soybean oil doubled from 1950 
to 1960. Starting in mid-1958 a prolonged drought in the 
coconut producing countries of East Asia made coconut oil 
so scarce and expensive that western Europe cut is purchases 
to little more than half and margarine manufactures used 
hydrogenated soyabean oil to make up part of the defi ciency.

2719. British Vegetarian. 1961. Soya milk for household use. 
March/April. p. 93.
• Summary: Granose Foods will soon be in a position to 
supply two varieties of spray-dried soya milk, Soyalac and 
Soyagen, made by one of their associated companies, Loma 
Linda Food Company in Arlington, California. Soyalac 
is specially prepared for infants, whereas Soyagen is for 
general use. A table compares the nutritional composition of 
the two products in both powdered and reconstituted forms. 
Reconstituted, Soyalac contains 2.85% protein and 3.39% 
fat vs. 2.80% and 2.80% for Soyagen. Sold in 16-oz. tins, 
Soyalac retails for 10 shillings 6 pence, and Granogen for 9 
shillings 6 pence.

2720. Evans, G. 1961. Spray-drying of tomato puree, 
groundnut and soyabean proteins and sugar-gelatine 
solutions. J. of Biochemical and Microbiological Technology 
and Engineering 3(1):65-77. April. [15 ref]
• Summary: The temperature of the spray-drier is the major 
factor affecting the quality of the fi nal powder. Address: 
Unilever Limited, Food Research Dep., Colworth House, 
Sharnbrook, Bedford, England.

2721. Soybean Digest. 1961. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc. to open four more Council offi ces. Establish test kitchen 
for soy foods in Israel. June. p. 51.
• Summary: “The Council will establish an offi ce for the 
United Kingdom in London, England. Reginald I. Wood, 
Weybridge, Surrey, England, has been named UK director 
for the Council.
 “There will be an offi ce at Ankara, Turkey, with Vasfi  
Hakman, Ankara, director for Turkey.
 “An offi ce will be opened in Karachi, Pakistan, with 
Atta Hasan the Council’s Pakistan director.
 “The Council will open an offi ce in Lima, Peru, in 
August, with Dr. William O. Ivanissevich in charge. Dr. 
Ivanissevich is a graduate of the College of Medical Sciences 
and a large-scale farmer.
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 “A Council offi ce in Iran is also under consideration.
 “The Council now has area offi ces in Rome, Italy; 
Madrid, Spain; Jerusalem, Israel; Bombay, India; Rotterdam, 
Netherlands, Cairo, Egypt; Hamburg, Germany; and 
Copenhagen, Denmark.
 Establish Test Kitchen For Soy Foods in Israel: An 
agreement to establish a test kitchen for the development 
of soy foods was concluded between the Soybean Council 
of America and the school of nutrition of the Ministry of 
Education of Israel during the recent visit of Howard L. 
Roach, Council president, and J. VL. Krider, vice president.
 “The test kitchen will serve as a center of training in 
the preparation of soy dishes not only in Israel but also 
for countries with which Israel is in close contact, in the 
Mediterranean, Asia and Africa.
 “Mr. Roach and Dr. Krider met with representatives of 
the Israel oil crushers and mixed feed manufacturers and the 
Israel branch of the World Poultry Science Association, when 
plans were worked out for exchange of technical assistance 
and for an international symposium to be held in Israel in 
July.
 “The two Council offi cials also attended a 1-day 
symposium on soy protein at the Weizmann Institute of 
Science at Rehovot.
 “A highlight of the visit of Mr. Roach and Dr. Krider to 
Israel was a visit with David Ben-Gurion, Prime Minister of 
Israel, at his home. Mr. Ben-Gurion expressed considerable 
interest in the work of the Council.”

2722. Chayen, I.H.; Smith, R.H.; Tristram, G.R.; Thirkell, 
D.; Webb, T. 1961. The isolation of leaf components. I. J. of 
the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 12(7):502-12. 
July. [10 ref]
• Summary: Protein can be isolated from leaves as well as 
seeds. Soya bean is one of the vegetable proteins included 
in Table 1. Table 2, titled “Effi ciency of domestic animals 
in the conversion of vegetable protein to animal’s protein” 
(from Leitch & Gooden 1952) ranges from a low of 8.7% for 
a fat bullock, to 18.1% for milk, to a high of 26.4% for eggs 
(200 eggs/year). Address: British Glues & Chemicals Ltd., 
London, W.C.1, and Dep. of Biochemistry, The Univ., St. 
Andrews [England].

2723. Miller, D.S.; Payne, P.R. 1961. Problems in the 
prediction of protein values of diets: The use of food 
composition tables. J. of Nutrition 74(4):413-19. Aug. [21 
ref]
• Summary: “Until recently the only means of assessing the 
protein value of human diets has been by biological assay 
of net dietary protein value which is equal to net protein 
utilization operative (NPU (op)) multiplied by the protein 
content of the diet, and is a measure of utilizable protein.
 “Miller and Payne (1961) proposed an equation for the 
prediction of protein values from chemical data:”

 “NPU may be defi ned as ‘standardized’ or ‘operative’ 
according to whether the measurements are made below 
or above maintenance (Miller and Payne, 1961).” Address: 
Human Nutrition Research Unit, National Inst. for Medical 
Research, London, NW7, England.

2724. Robitschek, P.; Schoepfl e, B.O. Assignors to Hooker 
Chemical Corporation. 1961. Weather resistance of 
unsaturated halogen-containing polyester resins. British 
Patent 874,546. Aug. 10. (Chem. Abst. 55:10963i). *

2725. Scott, Walter M. 1961. Current status of soybean 
research under P.L. 480. Soybean Digest. Sept. p. 39-43.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Approved grants [for 
soybean research under P.L. 480 which is either under way or 
in the planning stage]: Finland, France, Israel, Italy, Poland, 
Spain, United Kingdom.
 For each country is given: The title of the research 
project, name of the organization doing the research, the 
amount of the grant in the local currency and U.S. dollars, 
the month and year of approval.
 A small portrait photo shows Walter M. Scott. Address: 
Asst. Director, Foreign Research and Technical Programs 
Div., ARS, USDA, Washington, DC.

2726. Richard, Elwood E. 1961. Re: Negatives of Dr. Fearn 
and his home in England. Letter to Mrs. Ada Fearn Minshall, 
25 Rowsley Rd., St. Annes on Sea, Lancs. [Lancashire], 
England, Dec. 27. 1 p. Typed with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mrs. Marshall: In going through some of 
the papers of my late father, Paul A. Richard, I noticed some 
negatives that seemed to be of Dr. Fearn and his home in 
England and his travels around the world.
 “I am enclosing a few of them–there must be one 
hundred or so. If you or another relative of his would like to 
have these, I would be happy to send them to you.
 Sincerely... ER:oe. Note: The letter was returned 
to sender undelivered. “Not known at this address.” A 
photocopy of the envelope, with printed address and 11 
cents postage, is fi led with the letter. Address: Fearn Soya 
Foods, 1206 North 31st Ave., Melrose Park, Illinois. Phone: 
Fillmore 5-3427.

2727. Chambers, John A. 1961. Soya–The meal in a bean. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 38(4):50-53. Dec.
• Summary: “Soya beans fi rst made their appearance in 
this country in 1908 [sic] and over the years the volume 
of imports has steadily increased.” From these beans was 
extracted soya oil and protein.
 “Another large soya bean usage in this country is in 
the form of fl our, milled from the whole, full-fat soya bean. 
Raw soya bean endosperm when milled produces an enzyme 
active fl our having a characteristic fl avour. This type of 
fl our has an extensive use in bread baking, because of its 
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effect on the keeping qualities of bread. The characteristic 
fl avour present in the raw beans can be removed by effi cient 
processing, and the resultant fl our produced from these 
beans has a pleasant, bland taste.” Address: B.Sc., Research 
Chemist, British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, 
Manchester 16, England.

2728. Williams, G.T.; Cox, P.D. 1961. An investigation into 
drying phenomena experienced with alkyd resins based on 
soya bean oil. J. of the Oil and Colour Chemists’ Association 
44(12):851-68. Dec. (Chem. Abst. 56:7460g). [6 ref]
• Summary: “The problem of variable drying, particularly 
with regard to the variation in the length of induction period 
experienced with long oil pentaerythritol soya alkyds, is 
examined with a view to establishing its cause and how it 
can be resolved.” Address: Beck Koller & Co. (England) 
Ltd., Edwards Lane, Speke, Liverpool, 24, England.

2729. Product Name:  Velactin (Soy-Based Non-Dairy 
Infant Formula).
Manufacturer’s Name:  A. Wander Ltd. By 1967 made for 
Wander Pharmaceuticals by Promo Ltd. of Abergavenny, 
England.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1961.
Nutrition:  Protein 21%, fat 18%, available carbohydrate 
52%, ash 3%, moisture 5%.
New Product–Documentation:  The Vegan magazine. 1961. 
Spring. “Wanderlac is soon to be changed to Velactin.”

The British Vegetarian. 1963. March/April. p. 73. “New 
sources of protein in a hungry world.” Velactin (A. Wander 
Ltd.) has already proved its worth in various clinical trials in 
America, Germany, and the UK.

The British Vegetarian. 1963. March/April. p. 89. “Stop 
press news.” “The directors of A. Wander Ltd. have just 
generously offered to supply free of charge to the Vegetarian 
Nutritional Research Centre suffi cient Velactin for a 
comprehensive study of the effect of using this vegetable 
milk as a sole dietary source of vitamin B-12 for vegans with 
B-12 defi ciency.”
 Isabel James. 1964. The British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 
39. “Domestic Science Bureau.” “Velactin is now available 
from Health Food Stores, made by Messrs. A. Wander Ltd.”
 Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report 
G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates 
from oilseeds.” p. 57, 71-72. Gives a description of the 
Promo Process, operated by Promo Ltd., Abergavenny, 
England, for producing a full-fat soya fl our. “The Promo 
soya fl our is made into a soya milk, marketed under the 
brand name of Velactin by the Wander company. The 
process used by Promo to make Velactin is a modifi cation 
of that used to make full-fat soya fl our in that dehulled soya 
beans are used and carbohydrates, groundnut oil, vitamins, 
minerals, and amino acids are added. Velactin is sold as a 

powder, to which water is added to make the beverage. A 
nutritional analysis is given (see above).
 Leslie Cross. 1978. Alive. May. p. 6. “Free Plant Milk.” 
Cross states (incorrectly) that Wander Pharmaceuticals made 
the fi rst British plantmilk, Velactin.

2730. Chiu, Wen-Chiang Liang; van Duyne, Frances. 1961. 
Soybean curd: Preparation, calcium content, and palatability. 
Waterloo, Iowa: Soybean Council of America. 17 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: “Reprinted from Illinois Research, Fall, 1961. 
published quarterly by the University of Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station,... Urbana, Illinois.”
 Page 17 lists the offi ces and address of the Soybean 
Council of America, Inc. The home offi ce is in Waterloo, 
Iowa. The main international offi ce is in Rome, Italy. 
Other overseas offi ces are in Antwerp, Belgium; Bogota, 
Colombia; Copenhagen, Denmark; Cairo, Egypt; Paris, 
France; Hamburg, Germany; New Delhi, India; Teheran, 
Iran; Jerusalem, Israel; Karachi, Pakistan; Lima, Peru; 
Madrid, Spain; Ankara, Turkey; London, United Kingdom.
 Note: Why would the Soybean Council of America 
publish a booklet on soybean curd? Perhaps they thought it 
could become part of the American diet. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

2731. Clair, Colin. 1961. Of herbs & spices. London, New 
York: Abelard-Schuman. 275 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [40* 
ref]
• Summary: Anise is used to make “the condiment Soya 
sauce” (p. 113).

2732. Deutsch, Ronald M. 1961. Snap! Crackle! Enter Dr. 
Kellogg. The Battle of Battle Creek. From Pillar to Postum. 
Kickapoo and Kellogg, Too (Document part). In: R.M. 
Deutsch. 1961. The Nuts Among the Berries: An Exposé of 
America’s Food Fads. New York, NY: Ballantine Books. 224 
p. See p. 54-94.
• Summary: This is a largely unsympathetic and satirical 
treatment of the health reform work of Dr. John Harvey 
Kellogg. Page 63 notes that “In 1879 he married Ella Eaton, 
of Alfred Center, New York. Within ten years, from the 
burgeoning sales of his books and the food products he 
was developing, he had earned enough money to build Ella 
a twenty-room Queen Anne mansion close to the [Battle 
Creek] Sanitarium grounds. It was a lavish residence...” Dr. 
Kellogg drew no salary from the Sanitarium.
 “Ella Kellogg kept busy around the Sanitarium. 
There was not much for her to do around the house, for 
two reasons. First there were any number of servants. 
And second, there were no children; Dr. Kellogg had 
stated publicly that sex bred evil diseases in young men, 
and therefore he was determined to live without sex as 
a demonstration that it could be done. Whatever the real 
reason, John Harvey Kellogg and Ella occupied separate 
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apartments in their home. They were always good friends, 
and later they adopted a total of forty-two children...
 “We have seen Dr. Jackson’s water-cure establishment 
offer the fi rst cereal product in Granula, crumbled bits of 
baked wheat. Kellogg had come up with much the same 
thing. He called it Granola. He was sued and changed the 
name to Granose.”
 Charles W. Post, a Texan, went to Battle Creek to be 
cured. After 9 months at the San, Post gave up. He turned 
to studying the power of the mind, of mind over matter, 
Christian Science, and the like. Before long he got out 
of his wheelchair, declared that he was well, and went to 
work. Before he left the San, he offered to join forces with 
Dr. Kellogg in making breakfast cereals, but was rejected. 
In 1892 Post established La Vita Inn on 10 acres in Battle 
Creek; here the curative forces of both diet and mental 
healing were combined. Although meat was allowed, the 
other poisons were not (p. 59).
 Post cured people by telling them they were well–
and wrote a book about it. He also wrote “The Road to 
Wellville,” a pamphlet that he gave away. In 1895 Post 
started to make Postum Cereal Food Coffee–just add water 
and serve as a hot drink in place of coffee. He fi rst sold it in 
paper bags from a handcart in Battle Creek. Then he began to 
advertise the product widely and his sales soared. Eventually 
his ads focused on the ability of Postum to prevent “coffee 
nerves.” In 1898 he launched Grape Nuts, which he also sold 
as a health food. By 1901 Post had net income of a million 
dollars from his food business. “Imitators fl ocked to Battle 
Creek to stake their claims.” Before long, it was a boom 
town. Address: Popular scientifi c and medical reporter.

2733. Platt, B.S.; Miller, D.S.; Payne, P.R. 1961. Protein 
values of human food. In: J.F. Brock, ed. 1961. Recent 
Advances in Human Nutrition. London: Churchill. xi + 454 
p. See p. 351-74. [64 ref]
• Summary: “The singular and plural of the term ‘protein’ 
are often used indiscriminately. Breese Jones (1939) has 
pointed out that ‘The term “protein”, used as a class name 
to differentiate it from other substances,` does not signify an 
individual compound. In fact, there are innumerable proteins 
differing from one another chemically and physically. 
They may have identically the same percentages of carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur and still have very 
different properties.’ Proteins have, however, one feature in 
common; they all contain nitrogen–from 15 to 18 per cent. 
Much of the work done on total protein metabolism is indeed 
largely a study of the metabolism of nitrogen.
 “The special place of proteins in the diet was recognized 
by the Dutch chemist, Gerrit Jan Mulder, when he gave the 
name to this group of nutrients in 1839. The word is derived 
from the Greek proteios meaning ‘primary’ or ‘fi rst’. Mulder 
wrote: ‘Without it (protein) no life appears possible on our 
planet. Through its means the chief phenomena of life are 

produced.’ Nearly half the dry matter of adult man is protein 
and next to water it is the most abundant material in the 
human body.” Address: 1. Prof. of Human Nutrition, Univ. of 
London; 2-3. Human Nutrition Research Unit., National Inst. 
for Medical Research, London.

2734. Tiling, Wolfgang; Ehring, A.M.; Stewart, C.P. 1961. 
The use of soya-based foods in infant feeding. Nutritio et 
Dieta (European Review of Nutrition and Dietetics) 3(2):89-
104. [2 ref. Eng; ger; fre]
• Summary: A note on the fi rst page states: “Dr. Wolfgang 
Tiling died suddenly at the time when he was about to 
prepare a preliminary report of his observations on the use 
of soy-based foods in infant feeding.” Though his results are 
incomplete, his colleagues feel they are suffi cient to justify 
publication.
 The section titled “Development of a soy-based infant-
food” states that this material, which had been supplied by 
Dr. Ebermann to Dr. Tiling, and was one of the soya foods 
used by Dean, had been modifi ed until the “formulation 
ultimately adopted and used in the later trials at the 
Kinderkrankenhaus Rothenburgsort gave excellent results 
in rat feeding tests, both short and long-term. This material 
is termed Wanderlac in Dr. Tiling’s case records, but it will 
be referred to as Velactin in this paper since it is shortly to 
be marketed in the United Kingdom under this name by A. 
Wander Ltd. who kindly provided the considerable quantities 
used in these trials.”
 Clinical trials were conducted on over 40 children, most 
suffering from various allergies, with good results.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (April 2010) 
that mentions Velactin–though it is not yet on the market. 
Address: 2. Kinderkrankenhaus Rothenburgsort, Hamburg; 
(3) Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Royal Infi rmary, Univ. of 
Edinburgh, Scotland.

2735. Binsted, Raymond; Devey, James D.; Dakin, John C. 
1962. Pickle and sauce making. 2nd ed. Revised. London: 
Food Trade Press. viii + 274 p. Jan. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Soya is discussed only in chapter 5, titled 
“Thick and Thin Sauces.” “Worcester sauce is traditionally 
a thin sauce, very spicy in fl avour and made so that a 
sediment is present in the bottle” (p. 88). Many of these 
sauces use 20’s vinegar as the main ingredient. In England, 
this means normal malt vinegar. “The vinegar should be 
of approximately 20’s strength, i.e., contain about 5 per 
cent of acetic acid” (p. 89). Soy (i.e. soy sauce) is used as 
a relatively minor ingredient in various thick fruits sauces 
which also contain many other minor ingredients: With 
mango chutney and dates (p. 96). With tomato puree, mango 
chutney and dates (p. 97). With tomato puree (p. 98). As a 
major ingredient with garlic and sugar (p. 99). With vinegar, 
molasses and onions (p. 99). With syrup and tomato puree (p. 
105). In Mushroom Ketchup, soy [sauce] is the second most 
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predominant ingredient after mushrooms in brine. In Walnut 
Ketchup, soy [sauce] is the third ingredient after walnuts in 
brine and 20’s vinegar.
 Concerning thin sauces (p. 108-23), “By far the most 
popular of thin sauces on the market is Worcester sauce, so 
much so that when a reference is made to thin sauce it is 
often assumed that Worcester sauce is referred to” (p. 108). 
“Recipes are legion and are jealously guarded by the leading 
manufacturers of the product, but general principles may 
be considered. Soy [sauce] tamarinds, anchovies, garlic and 
spices are basic ingredients, while some sauces contain, in 
addition, citrus juices, wines and meat extract” (p. 111).
 Four recipes for Worcester Sauce are given, with the 
leading ingredients (in descending order of predominance) 
as follows: Good quality: Vinegar 17 gallons, walnut catsup 
11 gallons, mushroom catsup 10 gallons, sherry wine 5 
gallons, soy sauce 4½ gallons, ground hogs livers 21 lb, 
salt 11 lb, tamarinds 10 lb, plus ground cayenne pepper, 
black pepper, allspice, and coriander, plus mace and brandy. 
Medium quality: Vinegar 198 gallons, walnut catsup 1¼ 
gallons, soy sauce 1 gallon, sugar 25 lb, salt 7½ lb... Cheap 
quality: Vinegar 15 gallons, soy sauce 3½ gallons, water 2½ 
gallons, salt 2 lb... Basic Worcestershire Sauce: 20’s vinegar 
35 gallons, tamarinds 30 lb, walnut ketchup 6 gallons, soy 3 
gallons, lemon pulp 2 gallons, anchovies 10 lb, sugar 10 lb, 
etc. The complex method is then given.
 The section on fl avorings in sauces (p. 121) lists “Soy, 
a fermented soya bean and wheat liquor produced in the Far 
East, is a dark brown liquid with a piquant and salty fl avor.” 
Address: 2. A former pickle and sauce factory chief chemist; 
3. Head of Dep. of Pickle and Sauce Products, British Food 
Manufacturing Industries Research Assoc., Leatherhead, 
Surrey, England.

2736. Hosking, A.H.; Lambourne, R. Assignors to 
Imperial Chemical Industries. 1962. Film-forming 
dehydrocopolymers. British Patent 889,792. Feb. 21. (Chem. 
Abst. 56:11747i). *

2737. Kantha Joseph, M.; Narayanarao, M.; Swaminathan, 
M.; et al. 1962. The supplementary value of certain 
processed protein foods based on blends of groundnut, soya-
bean, sesame, chick-pea (Cicer arietinum) fl ours and skim-
milk powder to a maize-tapioca diet. British J. of Nutrition 
16(1):49-57. Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Study of four processed protein foods on the 
growth of albino rats. The foods were blends which included 
soya-bean fl our, groundnut fl our, chick-pea fl our and sesame 
fl our “Soya-bean fl our was prepared as follows. Soya-bean 
dhal (split beans, free from husk) was damped in water, and 
the excess water was drained off. The wet material was then 
left for 1 hour, so that adhering water was absorbed by the 
dhal. The material was steamed at 10 lb. pressure for 30 
minutes to inactivate the tryptic inhibitor present, dried in 

a current of air at 45º to 50º and powdered to pass through 
a 40-mesh sieve.” Address: Central Food Technological 
Research Inst. (CFTRI), Mysore, India.

2738. Chambers, John A. 1962. Tom, Soya and Harry. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 39(1):8-9. March.
• Summary: British Arkady makes “full-fat processed soya 
fl our.” Gives two typical bread recipes that call for 9 lb 8 oz 
of wheat fl our, 8 oz of processed soya fl our, plus lard, cold 
water and salt. Address: B.Sc., Research Chemist, British 
Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester 16, 
England.

2739. Chaplin, J. 1962. Preparation of soyabeans for direct 
solvent extraction. A useful reference. Milling (Liverpool) 
138(14):355-56, 358. April 6.
• Summary: Discusses cleaning, premilling, conditioning, 
and fl aking. Details are given on roller, cracking, and fl aking 
mills. Address: A.M.I. Mech. E.

2740. Dorst, Willem. 1962. Glossy coatings from aqueous 
dispersion of alkyd resins. British Patent 896,743. May 16. 
Netherlands application fi led 11 Aug. 1958. 3 p. (Chem. 
Abst. 57:8692c). *
• Summary: A baking enamel is made from soybean fatty 
acids.

2741. Scott, Walter M. 1962. Current status of soybean 
research under P.L. 480. Soybean Digest. May. p. 44, 46-48.
• Summary: Gives a summary of progress on grants 
approved prior to Sept. 1971 in Finland, France, Israel, Italy, 
Japan, Poland, Spain, and the United Kingdom. There are 
now additional proposals under consideration in France, 
Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Japan, and Spain. For each project, 
the size of the grant in that country’s currency is given.
 In Finland, for example, a grant has been approved for 
an “Investigation of continuous multistage countercurrent 
crystallization of linseed and soybean fatty acids as a 
practical method of producing pure unsaturated fatty 
acids,” by the University of Helsinki, Viik, Malmi. Amount: 
$70,500. Approved Feb. 1960. Address: Asst. Director, 
Foreign Research and Technical Programs Div., ARS, 
USDA.

2742. Mathieson (O.) Chemical Corporation. 1962. 
Thixotropic agents for paints. British Patent 897,994. June 6. 
(Chem. Abst. 57:8690g). *

2743. Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation. 1962. 
Thixotropic agents for paints. British Patent 897,993. June 
6. U.S. application fi led 2 Aug. 1957. 7 p. (Chem. Abst. 
57:8690g). *
• Summary: Bodied soybean oil is used to make these 
agents.
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2744. Soybean Digest. 1962. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: The Second Annual Staff Conference. July. p. 18-20.
• Summary: A large photo shows the entire staff of the 
Soybean Council of America at Waterloo, Iowa, June 4-15, 
standing in four rows. “Since the Council was formed a 
little over 5 years ago, business and market development 
has increased to where exports [of soybeans and products] 
amount to over $1.5 billion per year from the United States. 
The International Operations Offi ce of the Soybean Council 
is now operating in over 42 countries throughout the world. 
For each person is given the name, position, country, and 
city. These include: Andre Tawa of Egypt. Dominic Marcello 
and Dr. Fred Marti, international relations, Rome, Italy. 
Howard L. Roach, SBC president, Waterloo, Iowa. Dr. 
James W. Hayward, SBC director of nutrition, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. Dr. Carlos Giraldo, Columbia. Reginald L. 
Wood, United Kingdom. Vasfi  Hakman, Turkey.
 Dr. Adolino DiGiorgio, Italy. Dr. Guillermo 
Ivanissevich, Peru. Alfred S. Kohl, Region III, Rome. R.W. 
“Robert” Fischer, assistant to the president, Waterloo. Paul 
D. Vermette, manager, SBC plans and evaluation div., Rome.
 Rustom S. Patel, Pakistan. Maharajkumar Virendrasingh, 
India. Elvind Sondergaard, Denmark. Roger Campbell, 
budget and fi nancial assistant.
 Juan de Madariaga, France. Javier de Salas, region II, 
Rome. Gonzao Riviera, Spain. Frank W. McWalters, Rome. 
William A. Luykyx, Belgium. Karl W. Fangauf, Germany. 
Volorus H. Hougen, FAS, Washington, DC. Dr. Reynold P. 
Dahl, special consultant on the Common Market to SBC, 
Brussels, Belgium.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2010) that 
mentions the new [European] Common Market or any other 
early organization linked to what later became the European 
Union–in connection with soy.
 In addition, there is a full page of candid photos from the 
conference and a half page of photos of the SBC’s activities 
in Italy, Spain, England, Norway, and Pakistan.

2745. GMS. 1962. Re: Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
Letter published in England by SFMC, Aug. 28. 1 p. Typed.
• Summary: See R.F. Page (29 Aug. 1962). Address: 
England.

2746. Guardian (Manchester). 1962. Milk made from 
vegetables may be on sale soon. Aug. 27. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “Milk made from outer cabbage leaves, pea 
pods, and other greenstuffs may soon be on sale as a result 
of experiments by scientists working in the Vegetarian 
Nutritional Research Centre, Garston, Watford.” Dr. Frank 
Wokes, director of the research center, believes that there 
will never be enough cow’s milk to supply all the world’s 
children or to meet all the protein defi ciencies. Before the 
end of this year, the Centre hopes to open a pilot plant for the 

process; large scale production would start later.
 Related experiments have been made since before World 
War I, and “a plantmilk, made from cereals and pulses, has 
been on sale for some years.”

2747. Page, R.F. 1962. Re: Early history of Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Letter to Elwood E. Richards at 
Fearn Soya Foods, 1206 North 31st Ave., Melrose Park, 
Illinois, Aug. 29. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “We in Soya Foods Ltd. had no knowledge of 
Dr. Fearn amongst our own records. Our parent company, 
Messrs. Spillers Ltd. looked back through their records, 
and I am enclosing a brief summary of the Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., which was fi nally dissolved on 27 
Oct. 1942.” The company was purchased by Messrs. Spillers 
Ltd. Note: The telegram code is “Soyolk.” Directors are 
N.A.H. Kitchener, and R.F. Page.
 “Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd.: This private 
limited company was formed on 21 Sept. 1928 with an 
authorised capital of £5,000, of which £2,000 each was 
allotted to J.C. Ferree and C.J. Ferree, both described as 
Rubber Merchants of Dutch Nationality. They, with Dr. Hans 
Pick, an Austrian analytical chemist of Vienna, formed the 
original board.
 The following is handwritten in pen: “Berzelsius [sic, 
Berczeller] of Austria (?) started fi rst soybean process.”
 “The authorized capital was increased in April 1929 
to £10,000, and in March 1930 to £25,000. In the return 
dated 31st December, 1930 the name of Dr. C.E. Fearn, 
18 Talbot Road, London. W.2., appears as a director, 
apparently in place of Dr. Pick. In a subsequent document 
Dr. Fearn, a doctor of medicine, was described as ‘Technical 
Manager,’ but his address was given as 523 East Sixteenth 
Street, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A. He had been allotted 
100 shares, but by 31st December, 1931 his name has 
disappeared from the list of directors, which then comprised 
only the two Ferree brothers, each holding 9,000 shares.
 “The Registered Offi ce was moved in June 1932 to 
Springwell Flour Factory, Springwell Lane, Rickmansworth, 
Herts, and a series of First Debentures began to be 
issued, totalling £2,500 eventually. By October 1932 a 
fi rm of chartered accountants D.C. Evans of 44 Gresham 
Street, E.C.2. were appointed Receiver and Manager for 
the Debenture Holders, and on 12th December, 1932 a 
Compulsory Winding-up Order was made on the petition 
of Southgate Brokerage Co. Inc. of Norfolk, Virginia, 
U.S.A. J.R. Stephens of 4 London Wall Avenue, E.C.2., 
was appointed liquidator and fi led annual accounts of the 
progress of the liquidation. The Receiver and Manager for 
the Debenture holders ceased to act on 14th October, 1935, 
and the company was fi nally dissolved on the 27th October, 
1942.” Address: Director, Soya Foods Ltd., Colonial House, 
30/34 Mincing Lane, London, E.C. 3, England. Phone: 
Mansion House 9052/3.
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2748. Dowding, Muriel (Lady). 1962. Why I am interested in 
plantmilk. British Vegetarian. July/Aug. p. 188-89.
• Summary: This famous woman and vegetarian (head of 
the Beauty Without Cruelty campaign) is speaking at the 
[Vegetarian Nutritional Research] Centre located at the 
Stanborough School, Watford, Herts., England. The school 
is run by Seventh-day Adventists. She speaks of the cruelty 
involved when cows are made to give milk and dairy 
products, and looks forward to the alternate milk that this 
centre will provide, at the beginning of a new age–the Age of 
Aquarius.

2749. Knopf, H. 1962. Soya beans: Notes on their uses and 
the world market. Rhodesia Agricultural Journal 59(4):221. 
July/Aug.
• Summary: This is the summary of a lecture given by Mr. 
Knopf at a fi eld day for soya beans at Bauhinea Farm. He 
urges Rhodesian farmers to familiarize themselves with the 
world market and prices for soya beans. “The Canadian soya 
bean, enjoying Imperial preference of 5 per cent over beans 
from non-Commonwealth countries, is greatly favoured 
in the market in Britain due to its reputation for purity and 
consistently high quality.”
 “While we are gaining experience in handling the crop, 
soya beans which cannot be used locally for stock feed and 
seed, may be sold on the London or Liverpool markets, 
provided they are clean, sound, of good quality, and of 
suffi cient quantity.”
 Negotiations are now being conducted to establish a 
modern and effi cient solvent extraction plant in Rhodesia, 
in which Rhodesian Producer Farmers would provide the 
bulk of shareholders. By the use of solvent extraction, 1,000 
tons of beans would yield about 170 tons of crude oil and 
800 tons of meal with a residual oil content of only 1%. 
This meal can serve as an excellent stock feed or it may be 
refi ned and processed into a high protein fl our for human 
consumption, and used for fi lling sausages and meat loaves, 
in baby foods and in the bakery trade. It is used as a nutrient 
in the manufacture of yeast, antibiotics, beer and ale. Isolated 
protein is used in the confectionery trade...
 “The refi ned oil is making an excellent cooking oil and 
is also used pharmaceutically; in salad oils, mayonnaise, 
margarine, sandwich spreads, and special varnishes.” 
Address: Chairman, Glendale Intensive Conservation Area, 
Rhodesia.

2750. Boinville, C.A.C. de. 1962. Europe within the IASC 
[International Assoc. of Seed Crushers]. Soybean Digest. 
Sept. p. 62-64, 66-68.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Guy Chipperfi eld was 
a former president of the IASC). European scope for soy. 
Edible oils, etc. Animal feedstuffs.
 Tables show: (1) 1961 U.S. consumption of edible oils 

and fats (1,000 metric tons): The top fi ve are soya oil 1,522, 
cotton oil 659, lard (used as a raw material) 272, maize 
oil 164, groundnut oil 46. (2) 1961 W. European supplies 
of edible oils–seed and oil in oil terms: For each type of 
oil gives net imports, estimated domestic production, and 
apparent consumption. The top fi ve are: Olive oil 1,116 
(almost entirely consumed in the four producing countries 
of Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Greece), coconut oil 634, 
groundnut oil 630, marine oils 604, soya oil 516. (3) 1961 
consumption of margarine in Europe by country (1,000 
metric tons): The top three countries are West Germany 581, 
U.K. 330, Holland 229. (4) 1961 cattle, hogs, and poultry 
produced in EEC and UK, by country (1,000 metric tons): 
UK 7,885, Holland 4,500, Germany 3,774. (5) Soybean oil 
price indices (Rotterdam and Chicago). (6) Per capita animal 
food consumption in USA and Europe–1960. (7) Degree of 
self suffi ciency in selected agricultural produce 1959-1960, 
by commodity (such as wheat, coarse grains, rice, sugar, beef 
and veal, pig meat). A photo shows C.A.C. de Boinville.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2010) 
that mentions the EEC [European Economic Community] in 
connection with soy. Address: President, International Assoc. 
of Seed Crushers, London, England.

2751. Chambers, John A. 1962. Soya as a foodstuff. Arkady 
Review (Manchester, England) 39(3):39-41. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses briefl y soy oil, defatted soya fl our, 
American Multi-Purpose Food (50% protein, 1% fat, 
31% carbohydrate), soy sauce, tempeh, and tofu. Address: 
Research Chemist, British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old 
Trafford, Manchester 16, England.

2752. Wanamaker, George E. 1962. Marketing soybean oil, 
soybeans, and soybean meal in Cyprus, Lebanon, and Malta. 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-141. 43 p. Sept.
• Summary: Discusses U.S. foreign trade with these 
three countries. Contains an appendix on Jordan–but soy 
is not mentioned in it. Malta, an area within the British 
Commonwealth, has a general economy that is closely tied 
to military and naval expenditures of the United Kingdom. 
Malta’s excellent deep seaport of Valletta has port-handling 
and bulk facilities for grains and vegetable oils. Malta 
imports each year with free currency over 3,000 tons of 
crude degummed soybean oil in bulk, and about 2,000 tons 
of margarine and shortening. From its excellent, relatively 
new refi nery, Malta re-exports fully refi ned soybean oil to 
neighboring countries. “U.S. crude soybean oil was exported 
directly to Malta for the fi rst time in 1960... Following a 
gradual introduction of 500 to 1,000 tons of soybean meal, 
import requirements for this high-amino-acid meal could 
average 5,000 tons a year by 1965, especially if the planned 
30,000-unit poultry farms are set up. The United States, 
which is currently delivering bagged soybean meal to 
Greece, can export soybean meal to Malta at a per-protein-
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unit price that is competitive with other proteins now being 
imported.
 “Imports of crude soybean oil, begun in 1958, have 
now all but replaced other seed oil imports. Refi ned soybean 
oil has been supplied primarily by Denmark, the United 
Kingdom, Japan, and the Netherlands. Crude degummed 
soybean oil is currently being imported from Denmark and 
the United States, but in earlier years it had originated from 
Israel and Japan.
 Table 10 (p. 33) shows Malta’s imports of selected 
animal fats and vegetable oils, 1957-1961. In 1957 Malta 
imported 1,228 tonnes (metric tons) of refi ned soybean oil 
and no crude soybean oil. In 1958 the country imported 
1,440 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 1,446 tonnes of 
crude soybean oil. In 1961 (preliminary fi gures) Malta 
imported 43 tonnes of refi ned soybean oil and 3,186 tonnes 
of crude soybean oil.
 Page 35 states: “The vegetable oil industry of Malta 
is represented by The Edible Oil Refi ning Company, Ltd., 
with its plant at [72 Merchants Street] Marsa, a suburb of 
Valletta. The refi nery has always concentrated on the refi ning 
of crude degummed soybean oil, imported primarily in bulk 
from Western Europe.” Photos show the refi nery. Soybean 
cultivation in Malta is not mentioned. Address: Fats and Oils 
Div.

2753. Borsook, Henry. 1962. Plain talk about nutrition. 
Engineering and Science 26(1):9-14. Oct. Reprinted in 
California Institute of Technology Quarterly 4(2):2-7. Winter 
1962-63.
• Summary: The subtitle reads: “What is a ‘good’ food? Will 
any single food substance supply all the essential nutrients? 
How many calories do you need? Some straight answers by 
an expert in the fi eld of nutrition.” The article begins: “One 
of the greatest biological discoveries of this century was the 
separating out of the essential from the accidental in food... 
The next great discovery in the fi eld and it is the discovery 
from which all the future promise comes, was the proof that 
the source of an essential nutrient is immaterial. It may come 
from food which is grown, it may be mined, or it may come 
from a factory.”
 “How much protein do we really need, allowing a factor 
of two for safety? If all of our protein were meat, the most 
expensive source, it would be a surprisingly small amount–
about two ounces. Most of us eat more than twice that. If 
only a fi fth of the protein in our diet was meat and the rest 
was in a mixture of bread or beans, we would do very well.”
 During World War II “the British government, in order 
to save ship tonnage, since all the wheat had to be brought 
in by ship, made the British people eat whole wheat bread 
made of 85 percent extraction fl our. Children soon began to 
show signs of calcium and iron defi ciencies. This came about 
because of a material in the branny layers of the wheat berry 
which forms insoluble salts with calcium and iron; not only 

are the iron and calcium in the wheat berry not usable, but 
the berry robs iron and calcium from the other foods that are 
eaten. The British government then added powdered chalk 
and an iron salt to the fl our to make good the defi ciencies 
that this noxious material in the branny layers had induced.”
 The author then describes how Mr. Clifford Clinton, of 
the Clifton’s cafeterias in Los Angeles, offered free meals 
then 5-cent meals at his cafeterias, then pioneered the 
development of Multi-Purpose Food, based on soy protein–
and the principles described above. “Mr. Clinton made a 
grant to Caltech to develop this food, and in the course of a 
year it was done... A foundation was then formed, Under Mr. 
Clinton’s leadership–the Meals for Millions Foundation–to 
raise money to make this food and give it away.”
 A photo shows Borsook, “the man responsible for the 
development of Multi-Purpose Food.” Address: Prof. of 
Biochemistry, Caltech (California Inst. of Technology), 
California.

2754. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen. 1962. Hygiene and 
preventive medicine in ancient China. J. of the History of 
Medicine 17:429-78. Oct. [49 ref]
• Summary: Pages 460-61 note: “A fascinating chapter of the 
Wai T’ai Pi Yao is entirely devoted to washing and cosmetic 
preparations for personal hygiene under the rubric of tsao 
tou (bath beans).” The author, Wang T’ao, records about 220 
recipes involving many kinds of saponin detergent. There are 
two especially for face washing, fi ve for hair washing, and 
eight for bath soap. Some of these probably contain saponins 
in a suffi ciently active form. Other vegetable products which 
are used in these detergents are “a powder, tou mo, prepared 
from soya bean (Glycine soja) in which saponins must 
certainly have been contained.” Address: Caius College, 
Univ. of Cambridge, England.

2755. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen. 1962. Hygiene and 
preventive medicine in ancient China. J. of the History of 
Medicine 17:429-78. Oct. [49 ref]
• Summary: Pages 460-61 cite ancient Chinese documents 
that discuss the use of saponins from beans (including 
soybeans) in detergents. Address: Caius College, Univ. of 
Cambridge, England.

2756. Product Name:  Granose Soya Beans in Brine.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1962.
Ingredients:  Incl. soybeans, water, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Canned.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Granose. 1981. 
Lists products they are presently producing that contain soy.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
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1962. It has been discontinued.

2757. Platt, B.S. 1962. Tables of representative values of 
foods commonly used in tropical countries. Privy Council, 
Medical Research Council, Special Report Series (London, 
HMSO) No. 302. v + 46 p. (Revised edition of Special 
Report No. 253). *

2758. Anson, M.L. 1962. Oilseed proteins in foods. Archives 
of Biochemistry and Biophysics. Supplement 1. p. 68-77. [23 
ref]
• Summary: “A major occupation of man is to feed plant 
materials to animals and to use the animals as a source of 
animal protein foods. It is now possible, by applications 
of modern biochemistry and technology, to feed oilseed 
materials into a factory and to come out with protein foods 
similar to animal protein foods in nutritional value, taste and 
texture.
 “Protein technologies were developed in the Orient 
thousands of years ago to produce products such as soybean 
curd and fermentation foods which still play a big role in 
the protein economies of hundreds of millions of people. 
The modern oilseed meals now produced at very low price 
give promise of being very useful in the fi ght against protein 
malnutrition in poor countries.”
 “During World War II, Henry Ford, who had the soybean 
religion, made large amounts of good ‘ice cream’ entirely 
from soy protein and fat, until he was stopped. The Chinese 
have a variety of cheese made from soybeans.”
 In the section titled “Ancient foods based on oilseeds,” 
the author discusses soy milk and bean curd (tofu) in detail. 
He notes that traditional fermented foods serve primarily as 
a source of fl avor, and perhaps of vitamins. “In Japan today 
scores of thousands of factories, big and little, make the 
traditional soy foods. These factories use up not only local 
soybeans but almost 10% of the huge American crop. The 
Japanese eat much more soy protein than meat protein.” 
Address: 100 Eaton Square, London, S.W.1, England.

2759. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of 
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1962. Appendix IV–Results of 
rice and soya bean experiments, 1962. For the year 1962. See 
p. 10-11.
• Summary: Table IV, titled “Dry season:–Soya bean 
experiments” (p. 11) gives the variety name, yield (in lb/
acre), and number of days to maturation for the following 
12 soybean varieties: Hernon 237, HLS 147, HLS 154, HLS 
167, HLS 219, HLS 239, HLS 241, HLS 263, HLS 273, 
Light speckled, Mis 28 E.B., and R184.
 The mean yield of the experiment was 1,505 lb/acre. 
The variety HLS239 had the highest yield (1,744 lb/acre) 
and the shortest maturation period (88 days). None of the 
varieties lodged badly.
 “A further bulk planting of soya was made at a rate of 

63 lbs of seed to the acre drilled in 14-inch rows. The crop 
closed its canopy quickly and no weeding was required. As 
was to be expected under these conditions the plants grew 
tall and lodged. However, no great diffi culty was experienced 
in combining it and test areas yielded 2,810 lbs to the acre.”
 Note: The many successful Hernon varieties were fi rst 
developed in [Salisbury] Rhodesia by H.C. Arnold in about 
1940-41, then shared with Nyasaland (1943), Uganda (1946), 
and Tanganyika (1956). The HLS varieties were developed 
in Nyasaland as a cross between “Hernon” and “Light 
Speckled.” Yet this is the earliest document seen (May 
2007) that mentions HLS soybean varieties. According to 
Holsheimer (1966): “In 1961, small quantities of seeds of 12 
varieties were imported from Tanganyika, as a rotation crop 
with rice...”

2760. Cummins, J.S. ed. 1962. The travels and controversies 
of Friar Domingo Navarrete 1618-1686. Works Issued by the 
Hakluyt Society (Cambridge, England) No. 118. cxx + 475 p. 
Series 2. 2 vols. See Vol. 2, p. 195-96. Index. 28 cm. [273* 
ref]
• Summary: This work contains the “earliest accurate 
description by a European of food use of soybeans” (T. 
Hymowitz). The author, Domingo Fernández de Navarrete, is 
referred to as “Navarette” throughout this book. For details, 
see Navarrete’s 1665 journal entry. Cummins states (p. 
cxix): “This edition is not a translation of the Tratados, for 
it is limited to the sixth book, namely the autobiographical 
section of the Tratados. Yet the section on tofu is almost 
identical (except in capitalization, italics, and punctuation) 
to the fi rst English translation published in 1704 by 
Churchill and Churchill. The title page notes that this work 
was “Edited from manuscript and printed sources by J.S. 
Cummins.”
 At the very end of Chapter XIII, titled “My journey to 
Che Kiang and stay there till the persecution,” the author 
describes tofu in China. Note that Chekiang is today the 
name of a coastal province in eastern China, bounded on 
the north by Kiangsu province, on the south by Fukien 
[Fujian] province, and on the east by the East China Sea. 
Writing in the year 1665, Navarrete says (p. 195-96): “16. 
Before I proceed to the next Chapter, because I forgot it in 
the fi rst Book, I will here briefl y mention the most usual, 
common and cheap sort of Food all China abounds in, and 
which all Men in that Empire eat, from the Emperor to the 
meanest Chinese; the Emperor and great Men as a dainty, 
the common sort as necessary sustenance. It is call’d Teu 
Fu, that is, Paste of Kidney Beans.* I did not see how they 
made it. They drew the Milk out of the Kidney-Beans, and 
turning it, make great Cakes of it like Cheeses, as big as a 
large Sive [Sieve], and fi ve or six fi ngers thick. All the Mass 
is as white as the very Snow, to look to nothing can be fi ner. 
It is eaten raw, but generally boil’d and dress’d with Herbs, 
Fish, and other things. Alone it is insipid, but very good 
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dress’d as I say and excellent fry’d in Butter. They have 
it also dry’d and smok’d, and mix’d with Caraway-seeds, 
which is best of all. It is incredible what vast quantities of 
it are consum’d in China, and very hard to conceive there 
should be such abundance of Kidney-Beans. That Chinese 
who has Teu Fu, Herbs and Rice, needs no other Sustenance 
to work, and I think there is no body but has it, because they 
may have a Pound (which is above twenty Ounces) of it any 
where for a Half-penny. It is a great help in case of want, 
and is easy for carriage. It has one good Quality, which is, 
that it causes the different Airs and Seasons, which in that 
vast Region vary much, to make no alteration in the Body, 
and therefore they that travel from one Province to another 
make use of it. Teu Fu is one of the most remarkable things 
in China, there are many will leave pullets for it. If I am not 
deceiv’d, the Chinese of Manila [Philippines] make it, but 
no European eats it, which is perhaps because they have not 
tasted it, no more than they do Fritters fry’d in oil of Ajonjoli 
(a very small seed they have in Spain and India, which we 
have not**) which the Chinese make in that City, and is 
an extraordinary Dainty, of which Europeans do deprive 
themselves.”
 Footnotes: “*To fu, or beancurd, is made of the soya 
beans which were familiar to the servicemen in the East 
during the Second World War; few of them would ‘leave 
Pullets for it (see Couling 46). **Ajonjoli, oil extracted from 
sesame (Sesamum indicum), used as an olive-oil substitute, a 
hair-dressing, and for medicinal purposes.”
 Near the end of Chapter 14, titled “My journey to the 
Imperial City, and residence there,” Navarrete writes (p. 
242-43, concerning the period 1666-1669): “19... My two 
Companions, three Servants and I continued in the Imperial 
City from the 28th of June till the 13th of September. During 
this time, bating Fish, Flesh and Wine, the Emperor allow’d 
all our Expence, as well as theirs; so that we had Rice, Wood, 
Herbs, Oil, and what they call Teu Fu [tofu] in abundance 
brought in to us; so that when we went away the Fathers of 
the Society that remain’d behind were stock’d for a great 
while with Rice, Wood, Oil and Vinegar.” Note: The tofu, 
being a perishable food, would have been consumed within a 
day or two.
 This fi rst part of this book (p. xix–cxx) gives a detailed 
biography of Fernández Navarette. It begins: Few men have 
had more literate enemies and as many inventive biographers 
as Domingo Fernández de Navarrete (1618-86)...” The best 
of his life was spent working as a missionary in China, where 
he was a determined opponent of the evangelical methods 
of the ‘Jesuit Mandarins.’ On his return to Europe he wrote 
an account of China, the Tratados... de la monarchia de 
China. This is an enthusiastic compendium of contemporary 
knowledge of the Empire, which Navarrete constantly exalts 
as a Utopian state fi t to be imitated by Europe... the author, 
wherever he went, had an observant eye, an open ear, and 
an ever ready pen... This edition of Navarette’s travels is 

based on all of [his] writings, but principally upon the sixth 
book of the Tratados” an autobiographical account of his 
travels. Navarrete was born in 1618 in Castrogeriz, Spain 
(he was Castilian), and he died in 1686 on the island of 
Santo Domingo, where he was Archbishop and Primate of 
the Spanish Indies. In 1635 he became a Dominican friar in 
Peñafi el, Spain. In July 1645, at the age of 27, he volunteered 
for the Philippine mission. En route he spent 2 years in 
Mexico, from Aug. 1646. Landing in the Philippines on 23 
June 1648, he did mission work among the Filipino Indians, 
then taught at the University, where his brilliant, curious 
mind was recognized. He then joined the Dominicans in 
China, arriving in Macao in 1658. “From the very beginning 
he seems to have fallen in love with China and its people,” 
among who he now remained working until the outbreak of 
the persecution of 1664. He learned the Chinese language 
well–and loved it. He became very critical and accusing of 
the Jesuit missionaries in China–which later embroiled him 
in controversies with them. He reached Canton in March 
1666, and spent the next 4 years under house arrest until 
Dec. 1669. Subsequently he travelled in many countries 
and underwent frightening adventures, fi nally arriving 
back in Spain in Dec. 1674. There, in Madrid, he wrote 
extensively–starting with his Tradutos [sic, Tratados] 
historicos, politicos, ethicos y religiosos de la monarchia de 
China (518 pages, divided into 7 Treatises) in the fi rst half 
of 1675. In 1677 he was nominated Archbishop of Santo 
Domingo, where he arrived on 20 Sept. 1677. He died there 
of an illness in Feb. 1686. Address: King’s College, Univ. of 
London.

2761. Hilbert, G.E. 1962. Foreign research program of U.S. 
Department of Agriculture on soybean protein products 
under Public Law 480 (Continued–Document part II). In: 
USDA Northern Regional Research Laboratory, ed. 1962. 
Proceedings of Conference on Soybean Products for Protein 
in Human Foods. Peoria, IL: USDA NRRL. iii + 242 p. See 
p. 93-98.
• Summary: Continued: A related project on miso is under 
consideration in Israel. This is based upon producing a miso-
type product from controlled amounts of oil ranging from 
none to that originally present in the bean. Japanese miso 
contains all the oil present in the bean.
 “We are negotiating one other project with the Food 
Research Institute in Tokyo. This project deals with 
the development of procedures for producing a yogurt-
type product from soy milk, and obtaining information 
on the changes that occur in the soybean components 
in the transformation. It is planned to have cooperative 
investigations on the nutritional value of the fermented soy 
milk conducted at the Institute of Nutrition Research under 
Dr. Arimoto. Although soy milk has been used for many 
years in the Orient as an infant food, the expansion of its use 
has been very slow, particularly in the underdeveloped areas 
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of the world. At times, diffi culties have been encountered 
in its large-scale production due either to lack of technical 
knowledge or to inadequate control methods. Soy milk may 
cause diarrhea or fl atulence in some infants.
 “It is possible that fermented soy milk may have 
advantages over soy milk. One potential advantage of 
fermented soy milk is that the acid may destroy undesirable 
microorganisms that too often occur under unsanitary 
conditions in underdeveloped areas of the world. The 
widespread use of yogurt in the original primitive areas 
of Northeastern Europe and Northern Asia may well have 
resulted from the comparatively greater safeness and stability 
of this product over milk. At the present time, 45 percent 
of all milk consumed in the USSR is in the form of yogurt, 
attesting its popularity and the fact that a taste for it can 
be acquired. Nutritional studies conducted in Europe have 
shown that yogurt is a highly nutritious product, and that 
digestibility is increased during the fermentation. Likewise, 
the fermentation of soy milk may lead to an improvement in 
its food value. At any rate, our hopes are high on this project.
 “Fermented proteinaceous foods are produced and used 
in Indonesia. Three types are tempeh, ontjom, and ragi. 
Tempeh was just discussed by Dr. Steinkraus. Onjom is made 
by fermentation of peanut press cake with molds, probably 
the genus Neurospora. It is a popular food in West Java. Ragi 
is produced by a yeast-mold fermentation of rice fl our and 
sugar. Little is known about the micro organisms effecting 
this fermentation. Ragi is not served as food. It is used in 
recipes for the preparation of other foods.
 “More information on the microorganisms used in 
the fermentations to produce ontjom and ragi, and on the 
composition of these products, is needed. Similar types 
of products might be produced using other raw materials 
abundant in other underdeveloped countries. Knowledge 
on the quality of protein produced would be helpful in 
determining the usefulness of such products in upgrading the 
protein level of the diet.
 “A grant is being negotiated with the Bandung Institute 
of Technology, Indonesia, on the isolation of pure cultures 
of microorganisms present in tempeh, ontjom, ragi, and 
other Indonesian fermented foods produced by different 
manufacturers in different parts of Java, as well as other 
islands of Indonesia. Variations of species used by different 
manufacturers and in different regions for the same type of 
food fermentation will be investigated under this grant also.
 “Studies will be made of the chemical changes and 
physical transformations brought about by the pure cultures. 
This will involve an investigation of the products produced 
in the fermentations including the proteins elaborated in all 
except the tempeh fermentation which already is receiving 
a great deal of attention. Pure cultures of the isolated 
microorganisms will be studied further and characterized 
at the Northern Utilization Research and Development 
Division.

 “A number of grants on soybean protein have been 
executed or are being negotiated with research institutes in 
Israel.
 “One of these deals with the effect of processing 
conditions on the yield and quality of isolated protein. 
This grant is being negotiated with Professor Zimmerman, 
of the Israel Institute of Technology. A great deal of work 
has been done in the United States and Japan on the 
commercialization of soy products. Large quantities are 
being produced, and some are being used for food purposes. 
However, there is need for more information on processing 
and drying of soy proteins, and the effect of processing 
conditions on fl avor and nutritive value. This is the kind of 
research to be carried out in Dr. Zimmerman’s laboratory. 
Also, he will study the fl avor and acceptability of isolated 
soy protein when used in various Israeli-type foods. The 
effect of processing on the nutritive value of isolated soy 
protein will be determined by animal feeding tests.
 “Although much information has been obtained by 
Dr. Allan K. Smith and others in the United States on the 
physical and chemical properties of soy protein, little is 
known about the complexes of protein in the bean or in 
the meal. There has been neglected the problem of protein 
complexes in the native state or formed in soybean oil meal 
processing operations. Whether protein-phytate complexes 
exist in the bean or result from interaction during processing 
operations is unknown. No information is available as to 
whether nucleoproteins, lipoproteins, and mucoproteins 
exist in soybeans. we have no knowledge, either, as to 
the interaction with protein of pigments, metal ions, and 
carbohydrates during processing of the beans.
 “However, these changes affect the color, fl avor, and 
(in view of the sensitivity of lysine) the nutritive value of 
the protein. This problem on the chemical, physical, and 
biochemical properties of protein complexes in soybeans 
will be studied under a grant which is being negotiated with 
Dr. Katchalski at the Weizmann Institute of Science. Dr. 
Katchalski’s team has a worldwide reputation for the fi ne 
work they have done on the structure and modifi cation of 
proteins. It is an ideal group to investigate this diffi cult and 
very important problem, the solution of which may lead 
to the enhancement of the food value of soy fl our and soy 
protein.
 “A grant is being negotiated with Dr. Guggenheim, 
at Hebrew University, on the development and biological 
evaluation of protein-rich foods from vegetable sources. 
Various mixtures of cereals with combinations of soya, 
sesame, sunfl ower, and chick peas will be studied. The 
nutritive value of different combinations of proteins will be 
assessed on growing rats. In vitro methods of measuring the 
essential amino acids will be made, also, and compared with 
levels of amino acids present in the blood of the portal veins 
of rats following a protein meal. Nutritional evaluation of 
the protein mixtures on humans will be carried out at a later 
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stage.
 “There has been a real need for the development of a 
rapid chemical method for measuring the biological value 
of proteins. Such a test would be very helpful in measuring 
change in nutritive value of proteins, including soy protein or 
fl our, during processing and on storage. we are fi nancing two 
studies on the development of such a method. One line of 
work is being carried out at the Israel Institute of Technology 
under Dr. Zimmerman, and the other at the University of 
Cambridge, England, under Dr. K.J. Carpenter.
 “We are fi nancing three basic investigations on 
certain minor components of soybeans which may 
affect the nutritive value of soy products. One of these 
is a comprehensive study of the simple sugar and 
oligosaccharides in soybeans. This work is being done at 
the University of Caen, France. Another investigation deals 
with a detailed study of the polysaccharides of soybeans, 
and is being carried out at the University of Edinburgh, 
Scotland, under Professor Hirst. The third deals with the 
isolation and characterization of saponins in soybeans and 
various processed soy products. This study also will include 
the exploration of methods for inactivating saponins in 
the processing of soybeans. This work is being done by 
Professor Bondi, Hebrew University, Israel.
 “In this discussion I have summarized, briefl y, the 
various lines of activity we are sponsoring abroad under 
Public Law 480 on soy protein and proteinaceous soy foods, 
and related investigations affecting the food value of soy 
products. It is hoped these investigations in countries where 
no work on soybeans has been done previously will stimulate 
additional research on soybeans, and lead to an increased 
recognition of the importance of soy products in the diet. 
It is believed these investigations will provide information 
that should be helpful in guiding efforts to upgrade the diet 
in protein defi cient areas of the world.” Address: Director, 
Foreign Research and Technical Programs Div., USDA, 
Agricultural Research Service, Washington 25, DC.

2762. Ohsawa, G. 1962? Zen macrobiotics: The art of 
longevity and rejuvenation. New York, NY: Ohsawa 
Foundation. Printed in Japan. 218 p. Undated. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: This is the second printed edition of Zen 
Macrobiotics. The cover is gray. The author is George 
Ohsawa. The content is basically the same as the fi rst printed 
edition, except that (1) Typographical errors on pages 3, 7, 
and 62 have been corrected; (2) A folded, undated insert, 
titled “Dictionary of Macrobiotic Terms” was found in this 
printing between pages 216 and 217 (for details, see below). 
The insert is 17.0 cm / 6.69 inches high by 30.0 cm / 11.81 
inches wide. Folded crosswise into thirds, it fi ts perfectly 
into these books; (3) The information on pages 217 and 218 
is different and updated. The following appears on page 
218: Brazil (Casa Longavida, Sao Paulo), Sweden (Miss 
Ilse Clausnitzer, Stockholm), U.S.A. (Ohsawa Foundation, 

61, W. 56th St., New York; Ohsawa Foundation, P.O. Box 
238, Chico, California; Chico-San, Inc., 64, 5th Ave., Chico, 
California; Musubi, 61, W. 56th St., New York–Macrobiotic 
Restaurant).
 Concerning the date of publication: Although the date is 
not given in or on the book, Carl Ferré (who owns an original 
of this 2nd Japan printing) notes (8 May 2011): “Chico-San 
is listed. This means it was after Nov. 1961 at the earliest and 
most likely very early in 1962. I say this because the address 
given is not the Mangrove Ave. one.” “There is no ‘Printed 
in Japan’ in this book either but it is so similar to the earlier 
one that it has to be printed in Japan. It is also undated. It is 
not ‘revised’...”
 In the 3-column “Dictionary of Macrobiotic Terms” 
(insert), for each entry there is the word or term, its 
defi nition, and one page number on which that word appears. 
Because the page numbers refer to pages in this edition, the 
dictionary was probably published at about the same time 
as this book–or at the time of the previous edition in 1960. 
The following is a selection from the Dictionary, with pages 
given for soy-related words: Aduki: Japanese red bean. Ae: 
Dressing (vegetables) with soy bean paste [miso], orange 
juice, etc. (p. 96). Aemono: Japanese salad (p. 88). Age: 
Fried bean curd. An: Red [aduki] bean jam. Ankake: Pouring 
[aduki] jam. Bancha: Coarse green roasted a few minutes. 
Bansho: Bancha with soy sauce (p. 152). Daikon: Long, 
white Japanese radish. Dango: A dumpling. Dentie: Head of 
eggplant salted, kept, dried and then burned into a powder. 
Egoma: A type of sesame seed–most yang. Gobo: Burdock. 
Gomashio: Sesame salt. Goma Tofu: Sesame curds (p. 87). 
Goziru [gôjiru, gojiru]: Soup made of grated soy beans and 
vegetables (“Ziru” means soup in Japanese) (p. 84). Gyoza: 
A Chinese food–vegetable mixture wrapped in pieces of 
thin dough. Hako: A mold or box in Japanese. Haru Tea: A 
very yang herb beverage. Hiziki [Hijiki]: Spindle-shaped, 
small, black seaweed. Jinenjo: A wild potato or a Japanese 
yam. Karinto: A kind of deep-fried cookie. Kasha: Russian 
buckwheat grain preparation. Kayu: Thin rice preparation 
[porridge]. Kinpira: Burdock and carrots preparation. Kitune 
[Kitsune]: Boiled rice or noodles cooked with thin fried 
bean curds [agé] (p. 68). Kobu (or Konbu): A (sea) tangle 
coming from deep ocean waters. Kobu Maki: Kobu stuffed 
with vegetables. Koi-Koku: A special carp and miso soup 
(p. 109). Kokkoh: A creamed blended cereal. Konnyaku: 
A paste made from fl our of this Japanese tuberose [tuber]. 
Kuzu: Powdered plant-gelatine obtained from kuzu plant. 
M.U. tea: A tea made of 15 blended herb’s roots. Matuba 
[Matsuba]: Pine leaves. Miso: Soy bean paste (p. 65). Miso 
Ae: Boiled vegetables served with miso cream (p. 96). 
Misoni: Carrots and onions cooked with miso (p. 129). 
Mochigome: Glutinous rice. Moti [Mochi]: Rice cake. 
Musubi: A knot. Nisime [Nishime]: Same as Nituke. Nituke 
[Nitsuke]: Vegetables sauteed. Nori: Laver or sloke–a kind 
of seaweed. Ogura: Aduki (red bean) preparation. Omedato: 
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Dessert made of roasted rice and red beans. Originally 
Japanese word for congratulation. Oshitashi: Boiled 
vegetables, served with Tamari (p. 97). Ransho: Egg–Tamari 
preparation. Renkon: Lotus root. Sashimi: Sliced raw fi sh. 
Sarashina: A kind of buckwheat dish. Originally it means 
the name of a place famous for producing good buckwheat. 
Siitake [Shiitake]: A kind of Japanese mushroom. Sio 
[Shio]: Salt. Sio Kobu [Shio Kombu]: A kobu (seaweed) 
preparation. Soba: Buckwheat. Sukiyaki: Fish (or beef) and 
vegetables cooked a la japonaise. Sushi: A rice preparation. 
Syo-ban [Sho-ban]: Coarse green tea with soy sauce (p. 
101). Tahini: Sesame butter. Tai: A red snapper [fi sh]. 
Tamari: Traditional soy sauce (p. 62). Tekka: A preparation 
of minced lotus root, burdock root, carrot, ginger, and miso 
(p. 96). Tempura: Japanese process of deep-frying in oil. 
Tofu: White soya bean cheese (p. 134). Tororo: Wild potato 
[wild yam]. Udon: Wheat vermicelli or noodle or macaroni. 
Umeboshi: Japanese plum salted and conserved for years. 
Ume-sho-ban: Medicinal beverage [containing umeboshi and 
shoyu] (p. 156). Yannoh (Ohsawa coffee): A cereal coffee 
made of roasted rice, wheat, aduki, chick peas and chicory. 
Yomogi: Mugwort (or wormwood). Yuba: Soybean protein 
prepared into transparent paper-like sheets (p. 77). Zosui: A 
rice preparation. Zaru: A bamboo basket. Address: Ohsawa 
Foundation: 331 Riverside Dr., New York City. Secretary 
Aihara, 44 W. 96th St., New York City, U.S.A.

2763. Berger, Jensen & Nicholson Ltd. 1963. Multicolor 
paint. British Patent 916,496. Jan. 23. U.S. application fi led 
21 April 1958. 8 p. (Chem. Abst. 58:10402c). *
• Summary: Soybean oil can serve as the main ingredient in 
these oil-in-water emulsions.

2764. Senti, F.R. 1963. Soybeans–Their future as a food and 
feed crop. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 16-20.
• Summary: “A thorough survey of the present and potential 
markets for both the oil and meal fractions of the soybean.” 
Discusses food uses of soybean oil, fats and oils used 
in margarine (1946-61; graph), sources of high-protein 
concentrates or livestock and poultry feeds (1937-61; graph), 
polyunsaturated fatty acids in the U.S. diet, feed and food 
uses of soybean meal, growth in oilseed meal consumption, 
tofu, miso, tempeh, UNICEF’s clinical trial with soy 
beverage for infants in Taiwan, Public Law 480 and soya. 
To date 12 projects sponsored by the NRRL and funded by 
P.L. 480 on various food aspects of soybean utilization have 
been activated in Italy, Spain, Scotland, Finland, Israel, and 
Poland.
 Figure 1, “Fats and oils used in shortening (1946-61)” is 
a graph showing that in 1945, soybean oil was the main oil 
used, followed by cottonseed oil, with animal fats a distant 
third. In 1961 soybean oil is still the leader (47.6% of total 
fats used), followed by animal fats (33.3%), then cottonseed 
oil (16.7%).

 Figure 2 is a graph showing that per capita consumption 
of liquid edible oils increased from about 6.2 lb in 1945 to 
11.2 lb in 1961.
 Figure 3, “Fats and oils used in margarine (1946-1961)” 
is a graph showing the total increasing from about 450 
million lb in 1946 to about 1,350 million lb in 1961. In 1946 
soybean oil and cottonseed oil each accounted for about 50% 
of the total oil. In 1961 soy oil accounted for about 78% of 
the total, followed by cottonseed oil and corn oil. Address: 
Director, NRRL, Peoria, Illinois.

2765. Tawn, Alec R.H.; North, Albert G. Assignors to 
Coates Brothers & Company Ltd. 1963. Thixotropic coating 
compositions. British Patent 915,702. Jan. 16. Application 
fi led 6 March 1958. 4 p. (Chem. Abst. 58:8143a). *
• Summary: Soybean oil fatty acids are used in these paints.

2766. British Vegetarian. 1963. Society reports: Fruitarian 
discussion group. Jan/Feb. p. 22-23.
• Summary: On 5 Nov. 1962 Dr. Franklin spoke on “Plant 
Milk and Protein.” He fi rst discussed the changes taking 
place in scientifi c views on the amount of protein required 
by a healthy body. Then he said that “the transition from 
the animal protein of dairy products to the less concentrated 
plant protein of leaves (plus about 10% soya milk) 
comprising plant milk, must be made slowly. Samples of 
the milk were tested and found very pleasantly sweet and 
smooth to the palate.”
 Dr. Franklin said that preparations for large-scale 
factory production were well in hand. Supplies for Health 
Food Stores and for export to undernourished peoples were 
expected in 3 to 4 months.

2767. Cross, Leslie. 1963. The Plantmilk Society: Progress 
report. British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 7-8.
• Summary: Recent samples of the Society’s leaf 
protein plantmilk “have shown a marked improvement 
in appearance, fl avour, and palatability.” The Society is 
working to raise money to set up a commercial-scale pilot 
plant to produce this “Milk of Human Kindness.” The fi rst 
samples of plantmilk were extracted from an exclusively 
leaf-protein base, with the protein being coagulated by 
heat. In later experimental samples, small amounts of soya 
or other vegetable protein were added. Current work is 
on extracting some of the protein from the leaves by slow 
enzymic digestion. The fat content of Plantmilk presently 
consists of soy oil and maize oil, but in the future some of 
the fat in the leaf may be used.

2768. Levy, Leonard A.; Moss, John G. Assignors to Kelsey 
Industries Ltd. and Levy West Laboratories Ltd. 1963. Epoxy 
resin for metal fi lling. British Patent 918,373. Feb. 13. 
Application fi led 11 May 1960. 3 p. (Chem. Abst. 59:4139e). 
*
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• Summary: Epoxidized soybean oil can be used to make a 
thermosetting composition; when applied to a steel panel and 
heated, it sets to a resin that can be fi led and feather edged.

2769. Soybean Digest. 1963. Demonstrate soy foods in many 
countries. March. p. 31.
• Summary: Miss Elizabeth Klagg (member of the American 
Dietetic Association) and Dr. Madge Miller (of the food and 
nutrition department, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa) 
visited the offi ces of the Soybean Council of America in 
England, Denmark, Italy, and Israel.
 They “observed the activities of the staffs in these 
countries; toured food processing plants manufacturing 
foods using soy products; toured home economics colleges, 
university research departments, high school economics 
departments, clinics, hospital diet kitchens, school lunch and 
commercial food service departments an test kitchens.
 “For 10 days, they assisted at the catering exhibition of 
American foods at the U.S. Trade Center in London.” And 
they “observed the work of the Soybean Council in Common 
Market countries when they spent a week in Brussels,” 
Belgium.

2770. Bird, Desmond. 1963. More feeding stuffs than ever. 
Times (London). April 3. p. iii, cols. 1-7.
• Summary: Protein cakes and meals (including “groundnut, 
soya, cotton, etc.) from seed crushing” are used in balanced 
animal feeds. “The compound industry’s roots were fi rst 
established at the beginning of the [20th] century around 
the great ports, often as a sideline to other activities such as 
crushing and fl our milling. Today seed crushing companies 
like Bibby and Unilever and fl our milling companies like 
Ranks [RHM], Spillers and S.W.S. still have a big stake in 
the compound industry. The original location of the mills at 
the ports was largely determined by the industry’s almost 
total dependence at the time on imported raw materials.” 
Today the 200 mills located at the main ports produce about 
68% of Britain’s compound feeds. Address: Compound 
Animal Feeding Stuffs Manufacturers’ National Assoc. 
[England].

2771. British Vegetarian. 1963. Plant proteins and vegetable 
milks. March/April. p. 87-89. [1 ref]
• Summary: Discusses mostly leaf protein. Nutritionists 
agree that leaf protein should not form more than half of the 
total protein intake, and preferably much less. Amino acid 
defi ciencies can be overcome by mixing the leaf protein with 
an equal amount of soya or groundnut protein and fortifying 
with vitamin B-12.

2772. James, W.S. 1963. New sources of protein in a hungry 
world. British Vegetarian. March/April. p. 69-77.
• Summary: The world population is now doubling roughly 
every 40 years and by the end of this century it is expected to 

reach 6,000 million. A new source of protein has been found. 
Scientists have discovered ways of separating protein from 
the indigestible cellulose and fi bre of waste vegetable matter, 
including leaves, grass, etc. One of the pioneers in this basic 
research is N.W. Pirie, F.R.S., head of the Biochemistry 
Department at Rothamsted Experimental Research Station, 
Herts. Pirie and his colleagues have developed a small 
“Village Unit” machine for extracting protein from vegetable 
matter. The leaf protein from these machines is a dark green 
cheeselike substance.
 A chemical company has recently put up the necessary 
capital to form a subsidiary company named International 
Protein Products, Ltd., which has built a factory costing 
£300,000 at Plymouth, England, for extracting protein from 
various vegetable sources using I.H. Chayen’s “Impulse 
Process.” The protein concentrate now produced at Plymouth 
has been given the trade name Lypro; it consists of about 
65% protein and 35% oil loosely combined. It looks very 
much like fl our, has a very pale cream color, and a faint 
attractive nutty fl avor.
 The low biological value of some leaf proteins can be 
greatly improved by mixing them with equal weights of soya 
protein, in the form of commercial food products such as 
Soyalac (Loma Linda Foods) or Velactin (A. Wander Ltd.). 
Address: M.Sc.

2773. Harburger Fettchemie Brinckman & Mergell GmbH. 
1963. Catalytic isomerization of compounds of unconjugated 
polyethenoid acids. British Patent 925,148. May 1. German 
application fi led 2 Dec. 1959 and 16 April 1960. 8 p. (Chem. 
Abst. 59:11267c). *
• Summary: Distilled Me [methyl] ester of soybean oil acids 
(fatty acids) is used.

2774. Barrett, Keith. 1963. Britain: Major growth market? A 
British economist’s view. Soybean Digest. May. p. 39-40.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (Three reasons for the 
writer’s intense interest in American soybeans and products 
markets; great potential in the UK). Present handicaps. 
Import duty structure, Effects of Commonwealth Preference 
System (soybeans grown in Canada, Nigeria, etc. are 
preferred). Effects of a change in the preference system. A 
dilemma for U.S. policy.
 “Where the Commonwealth has an overall defi cit of 
an item, Commonwealth production tends to command a 
premium over the world price, nearly equivalent to the duty 
preference it enjoys. Soybeans fall within this category. U.K. 
does import them from Canada and Nigeria but the overall 
Commonwealth availability is inadequate and the British 
buyer has also to purchase dutiable non-Commonwealth 
beans, mostly from the United States.” Address: Raw 
Materials Economist, J. Bibby and Sons Ltd., Liverpool, 
England.
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2775. Evans, N.T.S.; Ebert, M.; Moorby, J. 1963. A model 
for the translocation of photosynthetic in the soybean. J. of 
Experimental Botany 14(41):221-231. May. [11 ref]
Address: 1-2. M.R.C. Experimental Radiopathology 
Research Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, London, W.12; 3. 
A.R.C. Radiobiological Lab.; Letcombe Regis, Wantage, 
Berks.

2776. Foreign Agriculture. 1963. Ireland alters soybean-meal 
import rules. 1(18):16. May.
• Summary: No raw or partly cooked soybean oil meal is to 
be imported for use in livestock feed.

2777. Meals for Millions. 1963. Friendship food for a 
hungry world. Distribution of relief shipments, September 
1946–May 15, 1963. 215 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 14, 
California. 4 p. Undated. [2 ref]
• Summary: Total distribution of MPF (Multi-Purpose Food) 
up to 15 May 1963 was 12,830,416 pounds, comprising 
102.6 million meals. Countries receiving over 20,000 
pounds, in descending order of amount received, were: India 
(1,979,748 lb), Korea (1,356,110), Japan (541,102), Hong 
Kong (394,259), China (358,957, stopped in 1951), Brazil 
(312,244), Germany (206,185), United States (183,366), 
Philippines (146,943), Haiti (139,823), France (126,022), 
Pakistan (101,041), Congo (86,101), Austria (82,159), 
Tanganyika (77,997) Mexico (65,722) Burma (63,554), 
Taiwan (58,639), Lebanon (56,910), Canada (51,836), 
Ceylon (38,428), Israel (38,280), Jamaica (38,171), Greece 
(38,133), Vietnam (37,524), Italy (36,768), Indonesia 
(35,873), Jordan (33,375), Hungary (33,165), New Guinea 
(31,535), Gabon (27,704), Liberia (27,187), Okinawa 
(23,640), Malaya (23,454), Morocco (22,736), Chile 
(22,721), Iran (21,482), Peru (21,374), Honduras (21,168), 
Bolivia (20,860), Nepal (20,626), Borneo (20,053).
 The following countries (listed alphabetically) were 
early recipients of soy-based Multi-Purpose Food from 
Meals for Millions, and were late in introducing soybeans to 
the country: Bahamas (received 6 shipments totaling 2,079 
lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Basutoland 
[Lesotho] (received 2 shipments totaling 1,539 lb between 1 
July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Bolivia (received 2 shipments 
totaling 1,634 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
British Honduras (received 5 shipments totaling 11,319 lb 
between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed Belize in 
about 1975). Cape Verde Islands (received 1 shipment of 
2,007 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; independent 
since 1975). Caroline Islands (received 2 shipments totaling 
2,008 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960; renamed 
Federated States of Micronesia in 1986). Central African 
Republic (received 1 shipment of 2,025 lb between 1 July 
1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Eritrea (received 1 shipment 
totaling 2,025 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969). 
Fiji Islands (received 2 shipments totaling 2,052 lb between 

Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1969). Finland (received 1 shipment 
of 2,040 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Gabon 
(received 3 shipments totaling 17,660 lb between Sept. 
1946 and 30 June 1960). Guam (received 3 shipments 
totaling 4,995 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). 
Guadalcanal ([later part of the Solomon Islands] received 1 
shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
Iraq (received 3 shipments totaling 8,122 lb between Sept. 
1946 and 30 June 1960). Jordan (received 9 shipments 
totaling 28,839 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
Liberia (received 10 shipments totaling 21,949 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Luxemburg [Luxembourg] 
(received 1 shipment of 5,130 lb between Sept. 1946 and 
30 June 1960). Marshall Islands (received 1 shipment of 
739 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Mozambique 
(received 3 shipments totaling 7,641 lb between Sept. 1946 
and 30 June 1960). New Hebrides [later Vanuatu] (received 
1 shipment of 513 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). 
Oman (received 4 shipments totaling 10,659 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Panama (received 1 shipment 
of 96 lb between Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Samoa 
(American) (received 6 shipments totaling 6,480 lb between 
Sept. 1946 and 30 June 1960). Somali (received 1 shipment 
of 270 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Swaziland 
(received 1 shipment of 621 lb between 1 July 1960 and 31 
Dec. 1962). Tonga Islands [Kingdom of Tonga, independent 
since 1970] (received 5 shipments totaling 6,723 lb between 
1 July 1960 and 31 Dec. 1962). Virgin Islands [USA] 
(received 2 shipments totaling 2,113 lb between Sept. 1946 
and 30 June 1960). Western Samoa [independent since 1962] 
(received 1 shipment of 1,026 lb between 1 Jan. 1963 and 15 
May 1963).
 Other countries which received MFM shipments by 
15 May 1963 are: Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Argentina, 
Basseterre [Probably refers to the island, Basse-Terre 
(or Guadeloupe proper) which is the western half of 
Guadeloupe, separated from the other half, Grand-Terre, 
by a narrow channel. As of 1994 Guadeloupe is a French 
Overseas Department. Probably not the seaport on St. 
Christopher Island, capital of St. Christopher-Nevis–since 
that is not a country], Belgium, Cambodia, Republic of 
Cameroun [Cameroon], Canal Zone, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Dominica, Dominican Republic, 
Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, England, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 
French West Indies, Gambia, Ghana, Goa [former Portuguese 
possession; annexed by India in 1962; became a state of 
India in 1987], Grenada, Guatemala, Haute Volta [Upper 
Volta, later Burkina Faso], Iraq, Kenya, Laos, Libya, Macao, 
Madeira Islands [autonomous region of Portugal in east 
Atlantic Ocean, 600 miles due west of Casablanca, off the 
coast of Morocco], Mauritius Islands, Montserrat [island in 
the West Indies], Netherlands, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Northern 
Rhodesia [later Zambia], Nyasaland [later Malawi], Oman, 
Paraguay, Persian Gulf, Poland, Puerto Rico, Ruanda Urundi, 
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Rumania [Romania], Ryukyu Islands, American Samoa, 
Santa Lucia [probably Saint Lucia island in the Caribbean], 
Sicily, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia 
[later Zimbabwe], Spain, Surinam [Suriname], Switzerland, 
Thailand, Trieste [Italy], Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Uruguay, 
Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
concerning soybean products (soy fl our in MPF) in British 
Honduras [Belize], Cape Verde, Caroline Islands, Eritrea, 
Iraq, Lesotho, Liberia, Macao (May 1963), Marshall Islands, 
New Hebrides [Vanuatu], Oman, Samoa (American), Tonga, 
or Western Samoa. Soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported in these countries.
 This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybean products (soy fl our in MPF) in Bolivia (June 1960), 
British Honduras (June 1960), Cape Verde (June 1960), 
Central African Republic (Dec. 1962), Eritrea (June 1960), 
Iraq (June 1960), Lesotho (Dec. 1962), Liberia (June 1960), 
Marshall Islands (June 1960), New Hebrides (June 1960; 
Vanuatu), Oman (June 1960), Samoa (American) (June 
1960), Tonga (Dec. 1962), or Western Samoa (May 1963). 
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in 
these various countries. Address: Los Angeles, California.

2778. Moorby, J.; Ebert, M.; Evans, N.T.S. 1963. The 
translocation of 11C-labelled photosynthate in the soybean. J. 
of Experimental Botany 14(41):210-20. May. [7 ref]
Address: 1. A.R.C. Radiobiological Lab., Letcombe Regis, 
Wantage, Berks.; 2-3. M.R.C. Experimental Radiopathology 
Research Unit, Hammersmith Hospital, London, W. 12.

2779. Head, M.J.; Coppock, J.B.M. 1963. The future of 
soybean meal in animal feedstuffs in the UK. Soybean 
Digest. June. p. 14-15.
• Summary: “In the United Kingdom the bulk of the 
soybean meal used is solvent extracted and has a protein 
content of about 44%. But there are limited quantities of the 
50%-protein type also in use. Normally, however, in this 
article, we refer to the former.
 “At present the soybean meal inclusion in animal 
feeding in the U.K. is almost solely restricted to poultry 
and pig feeds. Little fi nds it way into cattle feeds, but this 
may be for economic reasons which might very well alter at 
any time. Soy meal is also used in a variety of other animal 
rations, but the total quantity involved is relatively small.
 “In poultry rations the average inclusion rate is (a) 15-
20% in broiler and turkey rations and (b) in layers rations 
roughly half this amount. In pig rations, where the total 
protein level is, however, lower than in poultry rations, 
approximately half the oilseed portion of the protein may be 
in the form of soybean meal.
 “It is clear, therefore, that many other ingredients are 
used by the British feedstuffs manufacturer, particularly fi sh 
meals. These choices are governed by either geographical 

factors or economic factors or both. The data in Table I 
indicate the relative value of various protein sources in terms 
of the price per unit of two important constituent amino 
acids, lysine and methionine, in the London market during 
November 1962. The relatively favorable position which 
soya meal has in this table should be noted. Therein lies very 
much the key to its future use.
 “It will be observed that the order of the various 
ingredients included in Table I is in decreasing cost of the 
lysine component. The position of soya, when tabulated in 
this way can vary, depending on market conditions and the 
chemical composition of the consignments of soybean meal 
reaching the market. It must be realized in this connection 
that both processed meal and beans for conversion into meal 
are imported into the U.K. In, therefore, such a traditionally 
importing country of many protein sources as the United 
Kingdom, price per ton of soybean meal will always remain 
the most signifi cant factor in determining its future usage. 
Nevertheless, variations in quality are of considerable 
importance and will probably become more so in the future.
 “In attaining the best food conversion effi ciency for 
any class of stock at the most economic level, feedstuff 
manufacturers are becoming increasingly aware that similar 
protein sources can have wide variations in usefulness. 
Consequently great interest has `been shown in measurement 
of the comparative biological value of the several protein 
sources economically available. The recent survey of 
Duckworth, Woodham and McDonald indicates the extent 
of the variations in gross protein value (G.P.V.) of several 
meals, including soya, and incidentally underlines how little 
signifi cance can be attached to protein content measured 
chemically as an index of biological worth. Table II 
summarizes some of their data.
 “It will be seen that in the majority of cases the 
maximum gross protein value are obtained at the lower 
protein content.
 “This emphasizes that protein quality is highly 
important, more so than quantity, although it will take much 
education to get this idea across to (a) the farmer who sees 
the chemical declaration of his feeds expressed in terms of 
quantity and (b) the grower and processer who have not yet, 
like the farmer, fully understood that the protein constituents, 
and their maintenance in good condition, are more important 
than just quantity of protein.
 “The data in the table also shows the wide variation 
in biological value that can occur between proteins of the 
same type. The authors of the work summarized in Table II 
observe that among the highest ranking materials, namely 
fi sh meals, dried skimmed milk and soybean meals, the 
greater proportion of the samples examined (e.g. soybean 
meals 14 out of 19) tend towards the maximum in gross 
protein value. This then is a real advantage possessed by 
soybean meals. It means their feeding value is likely to be 
consistently better than the poorer protein sources.
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 “Consistency has been emphasized because many regard 
this factor as being of equal importance to quality. Some 
would argue of greater value because of the paramount 
need of maintaining rations at a given nutritional standard.” 
Address: 1. Research Controller, Animal Nutrition Research 
Lab., Spillers Ltd., Middle Aston, Oxon [Oxfordshire], 
UK; 2. Director of Research, Spillers Ltd., and Associated 
Companies, Old Change House, London.

2780. Allied Chemical Corporation. 1963. Epoxides. British 
Patent 933,697. Aug. 8. U.S. application fi led 22 June 1960. 
10 p. (Chem. Abst. 60:1700g). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soybean oil is used.

2781. Burke, Oliver W., Jr. 1963. Pigmented polymers. 
British Patent 937,971. Sept. 25. U.S. application fi led 20 
Nov. 1958. 20 p. (Chem. Abst. 60:738e). *
• Summary: Bodied soybean oil is used.

2782. Arkady Review (Manchester, England). 1963. HI-SOY 
in confectionery. 40(3):42-46. Sept.
• Summary: Hi-Soy, is a processed [full-fat soya] fl our. 
Recipes are given for cake, general-purpose mix and pies.

2783. Chambers, John A. 1963. Soya in nutritional foods. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 40(3):47-50. Sept.
• Summary: Soybeans which are high in protein and low 
in carbohydrates lend themselves to both specialty diets 
(slimming foods) and to food for those suffering from milk 
allergies, coeliac disease [celiac] and phenyl ketonuria. 
A photo (p. 49) shows “Some specialty foods containing 
soya.” These include Metercal [spelled Metrecal in the USA] 
powder and wafers (made by Mead Johnson), Ovaltine, 
Farley’s Gluten Free Biscuits, and Limmits (“The meal in 
a biscuit that helps you slim”). Address: BSc, Research 
Chemist, British Arkady Co., Ltd.

2784. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation. 1963. 
Finishing compositions for glass fi bers. British Patent 
938,642. Oct. 2. U.S. application fi led 24 Feb. 1961. 5 p. 
(Chem. Abst. 60:714f). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soya oil is used in making fi brous 
glass materials.

2785. Tonner, Francis Ian; Dison, Gordon Frank. Assignors 
to The Glidden Co. (Cleveland, Ohio). 1963. Curable and 
cured resinous products combining epoxy resin esters and 
acidic acrylate ester copolymers. U.S. Patent 3,107,226; Oct. 
15. 8 p. Application fi led 15 Jan. 1960. [9 ref]
• Summary: “This invention relates to cured and curable 
products prepared from a mixture of two different types of 
resinous products, one type consisting of esters of complex 
epoxy resins illustrated by but not confi ned to esters of the 
complex resinous products prepared from bisphenol and 

epichlorhydrin. The other type of resinous product which 
is combined with said epoxy esters is an acidic copolymer 
of ethylenically-unsaturated monocarboxylic acids such 
as methacrylic or acrylic acid, and acrylate type esters, 
said copolymer preferably but not necessarily including 
mononuclear vinyl aromatic monomers.”
 Soy is mentioned 3 times in this patent, as “soya oil,” 
“soya oil acid esters” or “methyl esters of soya oil acids.” 
Address: 1. Cleveland, Ohio; 2. Bodfari, near Denbigh, 
Wales.

2786. Union Carbide Corporation. 1963. Thermosetting 
compositions from polyesters and diglycidyl ethers. British 
Patent 939,358. Oct. 16. U.S. application fi led 21 June 1960. 
7 p. (Chem. Abst. 60:8204d). *
• Summary: Dimerized soybean acid was used is making 
fl exible thermosetting resins which retain their properties at 
elevated temperatures.

2787. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1963. Western Europe, a 
growing market for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal. USDA 
Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-153. iv + 145 p. Oct. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1963, p. 27. 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Summary. West 
Germany. France. United Kingdom. Denmark. Italy. The 
Netherlands. Belgium. Spain.
 Within each country, the situation is discussed under the 
following headings: Demand for soybeans and soybean cake 
and meal, soybean crushing industry, soybean meal in mixed 
feed and other uses, soybean oil uses and demand, marketing 
and government controls, summary. Address: USDA.

2788. Spilsbury, Calvin C. 1963. Western Europe, a growing 
market for U.S. soybeans and soybean meal: United 
Kingdom, soybean crushing industry (Document part). 
USDA Foreign Agricultural Service. FAS-M-153. p. 57. Oct.
• Summary: “The oilseed crushing industry in the United 
Kingdom crushes around 1.1 million tons of oilseeds 
each year, and it is entirely dependent upon imported raw 
materials. The industry is concentrated in the hands of 11 
large processing mills, most of which are located along the 
coastal areas where imported oilseeds are easily handled. The 
majority of existing mills are now concentrated around Hull, 
Liverpool and London. Continuous solvent extraction mills 
have been constructed in the United Kingdom since the war.
 “Crushing mills are located mainly at Bristol, Glasgow 
[Scotland], Hull 3, Liverpool 3, London 1, and Manchester 
1... Soybeans are crushed in the United Kingdom at 6 plants 
with a capacity varying from around 150 tons a day to that of 
one large plant with capacity varying from 500 to 700 tons. 
The following extraction mills are now crushing soybeans 
regularly in the United Kingdom (their capacity is given in 
tons per 24 hours.):
 J. Bibby & Sons, Ltd., Liverpool, 500 to 700 tons.
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 British Extraction Co., Bromborough (Liverpool), 200 
tons.
 Clyde Oil Extraction Ltd., Glasgow, 180 to 200 tons.
 British Oil & Cake Mills (batch solvent), Erith, 200 tons 
[on the River Thames just east of London].
 Premier Oil & Cake Mills Ltd., Hull, 150.
 The combined soybean solvent crushing capacity of 
these 5 mills is 400,000 to 450,000 tons/year. Two other 
British mills that crush soybeans, each with unknown 
capacity, are African Oil Mills (Cooperative Wholesale 
Society), and British Oil and Cake Mills, Selby. Total 
estimated oilseed crushing capacity in the UK: Solvent 
extraction 400,000 to 500,000 tons. Expeller 900,000. Total: 
1,300,000 to 1,400,000. Address: USDA.

2789. Polymer Corporation. 1963. Resinous coating 
materials suitable for the fl uidized-bed process. British 
Patent 941,066. Nov. 6. U.S. application fi led 13 March 
1959. 3 p. (Chem. Abst. 60:4342h). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soybean fatty acids are used.

2790. Bostik Ltd. 1963. Adhesives for bonding cardboard 
trays. British Patent 941,387. Nov. 13. U.S. application fi led 
14 Jan. 1959. 6 p. (Chem. Abst. 60:8202d). *
• Summary: Soybean oil is used in the preparation of 
polyamide resin.

2791. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. 1963. Drying oil–
maleic anhydride aqueous coatings. British Patent 941,425. 
Nov. 13. (Chem. Abst. 60:4344c). *
• Summary: Water-soluble resins can be prepared from 
adducts of drying or semidrying oils (including soybean oil) 
with maleic anhydride by neutralizing to pH 7.5. The baked 
coatings are hard and water-resistant.

2792. Richard, Elwood E. 1963. Re: Request for information 
about the work of Dr. Charles E. Fearn with soya fl our in 
England. Letter to E.M. Learmonth, British Soya Products 
Ltd., 3 High St., Puckeridge, Great Britain, Nov. 15. 1 p. 
Typed, without signature (carbon copy).
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Learforth [sic, Learmonth]: After 
noticing your recent article in Soybean Digest [Nov. 1963, p. 
14-16], our fi rm would like to know if you were acquainted 
with Dr. Charles E. Fearn who according to the limited 
original records still available from our fi les, was connected 
with the Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. (now Soya Foods 
Ltd.) and was a member of the board of directors there in the 
year of 1930.
 “My father who was an intimate friend of Dr. Fearn 
constructed the following summary of his work on the 
development of the soybean industry in this country. Since 
my father and Dr. Fearn passed away some time ago, and we 
have been trying to reconstruct a history of our fi rm from the 
limited records available.

 “If you were acquainted with Dr. Fearn or know of 
anyone who was acquainted with him in England, we would 
especially appreciate this information and would like to fi ll 
in some of the missing information from our fi les. We would 
send a few brief questions, if this were the case.
 “Soya Foods Ltd. was not able to furnish us with other 
information than to confi rm that Dr. Fearn had been briefl y 
associated with them.
 “Sincerely... ER:oe.” Address: Fearn Soya Foods, 1206 
North 31st Ave., Melrose Park, Illinois. Phone: Fillmore 
5-3427.

2793. Grace (W.R.) and Company. 1963. Plasticizer-
stabilizer compositions for vinyl chloride polymers. British 
Patent 942,619. Nov. 27. Application fi led 11 Oct. 1960. 20 
p. (Chem. Abst. 60:8198g). *

2794. Hayashi, Shizuka. 1963. Meal market grows in Japan. 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 20.
• Summary: “Japan produced 14,500 million eggs during 
1962. This pushes up Japan to the second largest producing 
country in the world, the fi rst being the United States, with 
64,000 million. The third is England with 11,500 million. 
The livestock industry in Japan, especially the poultry 
industry, is rapidly expanding in these last few years as 
indicated below (a table shows the number of chickens and 
livestock produced in Japan each year from 1958 to 1962).
 “In parallel with the expansion of the livestock industry, 
the demand for feeds is increasing. As statistics indicate, 
total mixed feed production came up to nearly 5 million 
metric tons in 1962...”
 A photo shows the inside of the JASI offi ce in Chiyoda-
ku, Tokyo. Address: Managing Director, Japanese American 
Soybean Inst., 410 Nikkatsu International Bldg., No. 1, 
1-chome Yurakucho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

2795. Learmonth, E.M. 1963. The future of soya as human 
food in the United Kingdom. Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 14-16.
• Summary: “Soya was put on the market as human food 
some 40 years ago... It is nearly 30 years since I fi rst met this 
magic morsel. As a young graduate employed by one of the 
largest groups in the food industry I was charged with the 
development of new products... There were at that time three 
fi rms selling soya. None of them came to see me.
 “The soya offered was a full-fat product. I would 
hesitate to call it a fl our and it certainly wasn’t a powder. 
Coarse, gritty, laden with soil and sand, it must have 
contained most of the husk of the original bean as well. 
Described as debittered, its fl avor was revolting, ranging 
from raw to rancid.”
 “Advantages of shortages: War and postwar rationing 
gave soya a chance to sell. It sold. It sold as a substitute for 
almost everything edible–from meat to molding starch, from 
dried egg to dusting powder. Whatever the maiden prayed for 
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in those days and could not have, she could use soya instead.
 “This ersatz connotation was, of course, a bad augury 
for the future. Witty journalists in Sunday papers used the 
word soya as a synonym for phony. The anti-soya fans in 
the food industry (and there were plenty of them) gleefully 
forecast the death of the soya industry as soon as rationing 
ended.
 “But it was not all bad. Mocked at as substitution-
mongers, the soya companies were quietly learning a lot that 
would be useful later on. The very breadth of scope that soya 
showed as a substitute was an indicator of the part it could 
play as a basic ingredient.
 “Before the war soya had been recommended on reasons 
why (Because it’s cheap... because it’s so rich in protein... 
because the Chinese...) These were not enough. Now the 
chance occurred to learn how to use it wisely, successfully, 
profi tably. And having learned, to teach.
 “When rationing did end, about 10 years ago, the 
prophets of doom were confounded. There was, admittedly, 
an awkward lull. But before long soya was beginning to sell 
again and this time on its own merits; not as a substitute, but 
as a basic ingredient of manufactured foods; a necessary, 
functional component playing an essential, natural role in a 
slowly widening range of products. It may be worthwhile to 
consider in detail how this has come about. The subject falls 
easily into two sections.
 “Quality of the product: At the end of the war no soya 
manufactured in the U.K. was above criticism. Neither the 
commercial climate, the government’s fi scal policy nor the 
sheer availability of material permitted much investment in 
research or new equipment until 1948 or thereabouts. From 
then onwards the quality has steadily improved. In the late 
forties a frequent comment among food technologists was 
that soya might be useful but was always unreliable. One 
consignment might be very good. The next would be terrible. 
Such remarks are not heard now.
 “Standards of quality for processed soya have been 
proposed and are gradually gaining acceptance. The process 
is slow. Many potential users of soya still know little about 
it. Analysts and quality controllers in food fi rms consider 
their job done when they have found moisture, protein and 
fat values at about the right level. Less crude–and perhaps 
more important–criteria of suitability for the job are outside 
their ken.
 “Having spent large sums (relatively large; the 
industry can never be large enough to support really 
heavy expenditure) on improving their products the soya 
manufacturers are now spending more on educating their 
potential customers to appreciate the signifi cance of the 
improvement. Sometimes we seem to be chasing our own 
tails for the sole benefi t of the consuming public and the soya 
farmer.
 “The quality of the fi nal product must depend to some 
extent on the quality of the raw material. This is where we 

fi nd cause to grumble at our friends in the USA. The story is 
an old one and need not be rehearsed here. What it amounts 
to is that the small and highly competitive market for soya 
as a human food in this country will not bear the higher 
cost of ‘selected’ or ‘identity preserved’ beans or the losses 
incurred in purifying the ordinary commercial grades that are 
acceptable (with grumbles) to oil crushers.
 “Functional performance: The other leg with which 
forward steps are being made might be called the technology 
of application. The food industry in the U.K. is rapidly 
becoming a highly technical one. The change is refl ected in 
the establishment of college and university departments of 
food science and technology, and in the recent decision to 
establish a new professional body devoted to the interests of 
those qualifi ed in these branches of knowledge.
 “This trend helps the innovator. When a process is 
governed by tradition and rule-of-thumb any deviation from 
customary practice leads into a no man’s land of uncertainty 
and grief. Sound knowledge and proper understanding of 
the basic chemistry and physics involved in food processing 
enable the processor to make changes with confi dence and 
profi t.
 “To keep abreast of this fl uid situation and to take 
advantage of the technological strides made by the food 
industry has required three things of the soya manufacturer: 
an intimate acquaintance with traditional British food 
processing methods and of the habit of mind of the 
traditional processor; an up-to-the-minute appreciation 
of technological changes in the food industry and of their 
signifi cance for soya; and of course a constant search for 
functional properties in his own soya products that will be of 
commercial value.
 “For it is no longer merely as a cheap source of protein 
that soya can command a sale–if it ever could. It is no longer 
because of the hallowed traditions of the Chinese that soya 
may become an acceptable ingredient to the English food 
manufacturer. It is simply and solely because soya can be 
proved to make a useful, practicable, profi table contribution 
to the process or the product.
 “To cater to this kind of market is a costly business. 
Though food processing is becoming more of a technique 
and less of an art it is not, as yet in the U.K., becoming 
completely standardized and uniform. The spirit of 
independence that informed the traditional craftsman is just 
as strong in his technological successor. The tastes of the 
Yorkists and the Lancastrians are as different from each other 
as from those of London, Birmingham or Glasgow.”
 A portrait photo shows E.M. Learmonth smiling. 
Address: British Soya Products, Ltd.

2796. Toyo Spinning Company Ltd. 1963. Protein-
acrylonitrile graft copolymers. British Patent 943,171. Dec. 
4. 8 p. Japanese application fi led 9 Feb. 1961. (Chem. Abst. 
60:12166e). *
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• Summary: Acrylonitrile is polymerized with a protein 
(such as soybean protein) to give a homogeneous, spinnable 
solution. The resulting fi bers are white, glossy, and readily 
dyed.

2797. Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Company. 1963. 
Ethylenically polymerizable long-chain compounds. British 
Patent 944,322. Dec. 11. U.S. application fi led 18 March 
1959. 8 p. (Chem. Abst. 61:794d). *
• Summary: Epoxidized soybean oil used.

2798. Arkady Review (Manchester, England). 1963. Robert 
Whymper [obituary]. 40(4):58-59. Dec.
• Summary: “Robert Whymper was the man who spotted 
Arkady as a winner for British bread. Robert Kennedy 
Duncan, after whom Arkady is named, formulated Arkady as 
a completely new type of ingredient for bread in the U.S.A. 
but it is Robert Whymper who was mainly responsible for its 
introduction to Britain.
 “Whymper was one of a small band of chemists in the 
food industry in Great Britain prior to World War I.”
 “Mr. Whymper was one of the original directors of the 
British Arkady Co. Ltd. when it was formed in 1921 and 
remained on the Board until his death, i.e. for more than 40 
years.
 “The Arkady Review, which commenced publication in 
1924, was Mr. Whymper’s idea and in its early years he was 
a frequent contributor.”
 “Another activity which was a ‘must’ to a man of 
Mr. Whymper’s outlook was scientifi c research for better 
products for making better bread. With this end in view a 
laboratory and test bakery were included as an integral part 
of the fi rst small Arkady factory and have remained a vital 
part of the Arkady Company’s activities ever since.
 “It was at the instigation of Mr. Whymper that much 
research was devoted to the preparation of soya fl our for 
breadmaking. Soya fl our of the processed type had been 
sold for some years in Great Britain but the special value of 
the enzyme-active fl our which we now call Do-Soy was not 
appreciated by the baking trade until 1937 when we put it 
on the market. The usefulness of enzyme-active soya fl our 
in bread is borne out by the estimate that 75% of the bread 
made in Great Britain to-day contains soya fl our.”
 “He retired to Italy several years ago and he died in 
Rome in October. He will be kindly remembered as an 
adventurous spirit always looking for progress.”

2799. Chambers, J.A. 1963. Some thoughts on soya in cake 
coverings. Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 40(4):59-
62. Dec.
• Summary: Hi-Soy is a full-fat soya fl our. Note: The 
previous article states (p. 59) that an estimated 75% of 
the bread made in Great Britain today contains soya fl our. 
Address: B.Sc., Research Chemist, British Arkady Co. Ltd., 

Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester 16, England.

2800. Product Name:  Hi-Soy (Full-Fat, Heat-Treated Soya 
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd., Arkady 
Soya Mills.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester 16, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1963.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 41.0%, oil 20.0%, phosphtides (lecithin) 
2.0%, sugars 10%, other carbohydrates 13.7%, cellulose 
2.3%, ash 4.5%, moisture 6.5%.
New Product–Documentation:  Arkady Review 
(Manchester, England). 1963. “’HI-SOY’ in Confectionery.” 
40(3):42-46. This is a processed soy fl our. Recipes are 
given for cake, general-purpose mix, and pies; Ad in Food 
Manufacture (London). 1967. Ingredient Survey. Jan. p. 13. 
“Would Mrs. Johnson connect high jinks with Hi-Soy?” This 
section bound after Jan. 1967 issue (Vol. 42).
 Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report 
G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates 
from oilseeds.” p. 56. Hi-Soy is a full-fat soya fl our 
containing 20% fat and 40% protein. Isabel James. 1972. 
Vegetarian Cookery. p. 78. Soya sausage roll fi lling uses Hi-
soy soya fl our.
 Form fi lled out by Peter Fitch of British Arkady. 1983. 
He says Hi-Soy is a full-fat soya fl our. It has no enzyme 
or urease activity. The particle size is 100 mesh. Soya 
Bluebook. 1986. p. 85. Now spelled “Hisoy.”

2801. Anson, M.L. 1963. The future of isolated oilseed 
proteins in foods. In: A.M. Altschul, K.F. Talluto, and B.A. 
Sharer, eds. 1963. Proceedings. Seed Protein Conference. 
New Orleans, LA: USDA Agricultural Research Service. iv 
+ 292 p. See p. 281-84.
• Summary: “Although Aaron Altschul is a very old friend 
of mine, he has asked me to predict the future of isolated 
oilseed protein in foods. This is the second time I have been 
asked to indulge in such prophecy in public. The fi rst time 
was for a Symposium on post-war trends in food technology 
which the I.F.T. rather boldly held in 1944 (Footnote: Proc. 
Inst. Food Technologists, 5th Conference, Chicago [Illinois], 
1944, p. 131).
 “The predictions of 1944 have turned out to be correct, 
luckily... Since 1944, however, a lot of work has been done, 
which I shall try to summarize briefl y.
 “First, the commercial production of isolated soy 
protein.” Millions of pounds are produced each year at the 
fairly reasonable price of 35 cents a pound. With an adequate 
supply at a reasonable price, large food companies can 
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safely go ahead, and have gone ahead, with research on food 
products based on isolated protein. Secondly, researchers 
have learned how to create desirable structures resembling 
those of animal products, such as chewy gels and fi bers. And 
there have been discoveries on how to produce desirable 
fl avors cheaply. Thirdly, it has proved possible to make 
desirable foods from isolated oilseed protein. “Some of these 
will soon face the trials of the marketplace.”
 Now for predictions. “The production of isolated 
protein, I feel sure, will go up to a hundred million pounds a 
year, or to hundreds of millions of pounds. The price will go 
down, perhaps to 25 cents a pound... The quality will become 
better, and there will be a greater variety of forms.”
 “To summarize, I feel sure we are at the take-off stage 
not of the creation of a few new grocery items but of the 
creation of a new, revolutionary and major sector of the 
food industry. Man instead of feeding plant materials into 
an animal and using the animal as a source of protein foods 
will, in some measure, feed plant materials into a factory 
and come out with foods that fulfi ll the functions of animal 
protein foods, without necessarily being imitations. Man 
is now in a technical position to replace processing in the 
animal with processing of human design.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
that contains industry and market statistics for soy protein 
isolates (or concentrates, or textured soy protein products) by 
geographical region. Address: Consultant, London, England.

2802. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of 
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1963. Section VIII–Research 
and special projects. For the year 1963. See p. 7-8.
• Summary: Under “Rice investigation” we read (p. 8): 
“58. Simple variety and spacing trials were conducted with 
soya beans. Encouraging results were obtained and useful 
knowledge gained under Solomon Islands conditions. 
Mean yields ranging from 1,071 to 2,092 lbs per acre were 
achieved under experimental conditions which compare 
favourable with yields in other tropical countries. Private 
enterprise has shown interest in the progress of the trials and 
one potential investor is arranging for further experiments 
and trials to be undertaken. Soya beans could become an 
important economic crop.”
 Note: The rice research was conducted at Ilu, 
Guadalcanal. The context seems to indicate that the soya 
bean trials were conducted at the same location.

2803. Howard, H.D. 1963. Fats and fatty oils: Supply of 
oilseeds, oil milling and solvent extraction. Reports on the 
Progress of Applied Chemistry 48:131-136. (Society of 
Chemical Industry, London). [57 ref]
• Summary: “World production of oils and fats for 1962 
was 33.8 million metric tons, an increase of 0.8 million tons 
over 1961. There was a crop of 18 million metric tons of 
U.S. soya-beans, ample crops of West African groundnuts, 

Argentine groundnuts and sunfl ower seed, and of Russian 
sunfl ower seed and cottonseed. European rapeseed crops 
were 33% higher than in 1961,...”
 In 1962, the total U.K. crush was 1,027,000 metric tons, 
an increase of 8% over the relatively low crush of 1961. 
Address: A.M.I. Mech. E.

2804. Mansfi eld, T.A. 1963. Length of night as a factor 
determining stomatal behaviour in soybean. Physiologia 
Plantarum 16(3):523-29. [9 ref]
• Summary: “It has been known for many years that plants 
sometimes exhibit a rhythm of stomatal movement even in 
continuous light of constant intensity.” These experiments 
show that stomatal opening in Biloxi soybean is infl uenced 
by length of night. Address: Univ. of Reading Horticultural 
Research Laboratories, Shinfi eld Grange, Shinfi eld, 
Berkshire, England.

2805. Moncrieff, R.W. 1963. Man-made fi bres. 4th ed. 
London: Heywood & Co. Ltd. x + 742 p. See p. 287-95.
• Summary: Part II of this book is titled “Fibres made from 
natural polymers.” Within Part II, chapter 18, titled “Ardil, 
Vicara, Soybean,” notes that Ardil fi ber, made from peanut 
(groundnut) protein, was fi rst spun at Ardeer [Scotland] in 
1938 and after World War II was manufactured at Dumfries 
[Scotland] until 1957, when it was discontinued. Vicara was 
made from corn (maize) protein, named zein, by the Virginia 
Carolina Chemical Corporation from 1948 until 1957.
 The contents of the section titled “Soybean” is as 
follows: Introduction. Manufacture. Properties. Protein fi bres 
and body comfort: Low stiffness for small stretches or bends, 
compliance, frictional coeffi cient of the fi bre, resilience, 
loftiness, moisture absorption, heat of wetting (protein fi bres 
generally give out heat when they are wetted), thermal 
conductivity, static, fi lament cross section.
 “For short periods several manufacturers have made 
fi bre from soybean protein. At one time the Ford Motor Co. 
made it and used it for car upholstery; it was once made in 
Japan under the name Silkool. The attraction of soybean as 
raw material for a fi bre lies in its high protein content (35 
per cent) compared with groundnuts (25 per cent) and maize 
(10 per cent). Furthermore the beans which look like light 
brown peas grow prolifi cally in the East and in America.” 
The manufacturing process and properties are then discussed 
briefl y. The main disadvantage of soy protein fi ber is that it 
loses strength when it gets wet. Its main attraction lies in the 
abundance and low cost of soybeans.
 Note: The fi rst edition of this book, published in 1950, 
was titled Artifi cial Fibres. Address: BSc, F.R.I.C., United 
Kingdom.

2806. Richard, Paul; Richard, Elwood E. 1963. History of 
Fearn Soya Foods. Melrose Park, Illinois: Fearn Soya Foods. 
1 p. Undated. Unpublished typescript.
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• Summary: This was an attempt to compile, with relatively 
little information, dates, or original documents, a brief 
biography of Dr. Charles Fearn and a brief history of Fearn 
Soya Foods–to help promote the company and its products.
 “In 1917 President Wilson summoned Charles E. Fearn, 
M.D. to the United States to help develop a soybean industry 
here as part of our war effort. Dr. Fearn was a surgeon major 
in the Royal Army Medical Corps and had been in charge 
of a hospital in England prior to his coming to the U.S. He 
was recognized as a world authority on the soybean and in 
addition was the fi rst to discover that vitamin B was not a 
single vitamin but a group of complex vitamins.
 “Dr. Fearn was granted U.S. Citizenship by Act of 
Congress and after the war he turned his attention to 
promoting the soybean as a commercial venture. In 1920 
he started the Soyex Company in New York–the fi rst soy 
processing plant [sic] in the U.S. However, the public did not 
seem ready for the new soya foods and did not understand 
the nutritional benefi ts. Soyex Company failed and Dr. 
Fearn moved to Chicago in 1923 where he began the Fearn 
Laboratories. Here he developed the formulas for many of 
the well known soya products in use today.
 “Viana–the fi rst liquid diet formula. Solac–an all 
soybean infant formula. Pure Soya Powder–The Fearn 
process for pure soya powder (now called Soya Powder–Full 
Fat) was perfected about 1930. The major improvements 
were: (1) The heating process (needed to inactivate the anti-
trypsin factor present in all uncooked soybeans) was carried 
out in an inert atmosphere to prevent destruction of vitamin 
values; (2) Selected varieties of soybeans were blended to 
achieve the best amino acid balance and nutritional value.
 “In 1925 Dr. Fearn established the Fearn Soya Foods 
Company and developed the processing and formulas for 
a series of products sold within the health food industry. 
Soy-O Wheat Cereal & Soya, Soy-O Pancake Mix, and Pure 
Soya Powder were some of the fi rst products introduced by 
Dr. Fearn. Thirty years later these foods are still produced 
according to the original formulas.
 “Dr. Fearn was well known to every major fi rm and 
researcher in the soybean industry. Through Dr. Fearn 
and his friend Dr. J.A. LeClerc of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, the soybean industry began to grow and prosper. 
Dr. Fearn died in Chicago in 1949.
 “Paul Richard who had been a close friend of Dr. 
Fearn for many years took over the business and gradually 
expanded the operation through new products and effective 
sales programs.
 “In 1961 the Fearn Chart listing composition of over 300 
foods was published and made available to the Health Food 
Industry.
 “In 1963 The American Mount Everest Expedition 
selected three Fearn Products; High Protein Food, Soy-O-
Snaks, and Soy-O Wholewheat Pancake Mix. These products 
helped the team to conquer the world’s highest peak and set 

several records.
 “Today Fearn Soya Foods practices the highest standards 
of food manufacture. Bleaches, preservatives, and harmful 
chemicals are never used. Fearn Soya Foods is growing 
rapidly because more and more people are discovering that 
‘the soybean leads in nutrition, and Fearn is the leader in 
soya foods.’” Address: Fearn Soya Foods, Melrose Park, 
Illinois.

2807. James, Isabel. 1964. Domestic science bureau. British 
Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 37-39.
• Summary: The article begins with a question from a reader: 
“Can you please tell me something about the value and use 
of soya bean and soya fl our?” The author gives a Bircher 
Benner recipe for Soya Pancakes (with soya fl our), and notes 
that Soyolk and Hi-Soy soya fl ours are sold in Health Food 
Stores. The latter product is made by The British Arkady Co. 
Ltd. and is good for use in confectionery.
 She then discusses soya milk and tofu. In the UK, Dr. 
Frank Wokes, of the Nutritional Research Centre, has done 
a great deal of work on the “preparation of a soya based 
vegetable “milk” that would be a suitable substitute for 
cow’s milk and acceptable to children who could not take 
cow’s milk. Largely as a result of this work Velactin is now 
available from Health Food Stores, made by Messrs. A. 
Wander Ltd.” She then gives a recipe for home-made Soya 
Cheese (also known as Soybean Curd or Tofu), made from 
full-fat soya fl our and coagulated with lemon juice.
 She also mentions soya sauce and gives details on 
growing soya beans in England. “If the crop matures 
some of the green beans may be used in salads or as green 
vegetables.” Address: B.A.

2808. Guardian (England). 1964. Company affairs: Hohnen-
Lever. March 5. p. 14.
• Summary: “Negotiations for Unilever’s joint project 
with the Hohnen Oil Co. of Japan, to manufacture and sell 
margarine and other edible fats, have been completed, and 
the inaugural meeting of Hohnen-Lever, in which the United 
Kingdom concern will have a 45 per cent stake, is expected 
to take place on March 26.”
 A factory with a capacity of 26,000 tons per year will be 
built at Shimizu, southwest of Tokyo; it is expected to start 
operating in Aug. 1965.

2809. Schering, A.-G. 1964. Polyamidopolyesters for 
thixotropic agents. British Patent 952,987. March 18. 
German application fi led 29 July 1959. 4 p. (Chem. Abst. 
61:3308a). *
• Summary: Contains soybean alkyd resin.

2810. Armour & Company. 1964. Inhibitors. British Patent 
951,729. March 11. U.S. application fi led 5 April 1961. 3 p. 
(Chem. Abst. 61:5302h). *
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• Summary: Quaternary ammonium compounds derived 
from soybean oils remove scale and oxide from metal 
surfaces.

2811. Chambers, J.A. 1964. The bleaching action of soya. 
Arkady Review (Manchester, England) 41(1):3-6. March.
• Summary: “An examination of the patent literature of 
1930 reveals some of the very early work done in the Arkady 
laboratories to effect the natural bleaching of fl our through 
the agencies of high speed mixing and enzyme-active soya 
fl our. The relevant [British] patent numbers covering this 
work are B.P. 342,697; 343,193 and 343,677. Enzyme-active 
soya fl our, or an aqueous extract of this fl our, was added at a 
level of up to 2% of the wheat fl our weight, to a dough made 
from bleached or unbleached fl our. A dough so made was 
subjected to a fast mixing action which continuously exposed 
varying parts of the dough to the oxygen of the atmosphere. 
Oxygen was transferred to the wheat fl our, via the soya fl our, 
bringing about the necessary bleaching effect.” Address: 
B.Sc., Research Chemist, British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton 
Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester 16, England.

2812. Miller, T.B.; Rains, A.B.; Thorpe, R.J. 1964. The 
nutritive value and agronomic aspects of some fodders in 
Northern Nigeria. III. Hays and dried crop residues. J. of the 
British Grassland Society 19(1):77-80. March. [11 ref]
• Summary: Digestibility data is given for soybeans as 
fodder. Address: Regional Research Inst., Ministry of 
Agriculture, Samaru, Zaria, Northern Nigeria.

2813. Archer-Daniels-Midland Company. 1964. Slowly 
soluble fertilizers. British Patent 954,555. April 8. 13 p. U.S. 
application fi led 13 Oct. 1959. (Chem. Abst. 61:1224b). *
• Summary: Soy alkyd used in the preparation of the 
fertilizer.

2814. Product Name:  Granogen (Powdered Soymilk for 
Adults).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Importer-
Marketer). Made in the USA by Loma Linda Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.  Phone: 0923-672281/2.
Date of Introduction:  1964 April.
Ingredients:  Soya bean solids, corn syrup, soya oil, sugar, 
salt, lecithin, vitamins.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb can. Retails for 9 shillings 
6 pence (4/64, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 22.5%, carbohydrate 46.8%, fat 22.6%, 
ash 4.2%, moisture 3.9%.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1961. March/April. p. 93. “Soya milk for household use.” 
Granose Foods will soon be in a position to supply two 
varieties of spray-dried soya milk, Soyalac and Soyagen, 

made by one of their associated companies, Loma Linda 
Food Company in Arlington, California. Soyalac is specially 
prepared for infants, whereas Soyagen is for general use. 
A table compares the nutritional composition of the two 
products.

The British Vegetarian. 1964. March/April. “Granogen: 
Soya Bean Milk Now Available.” “Readers will be glad 
to know that a really delicious general purpose soya bean 
milk is now available in Britain and will shortly be on 
sale in Health Food Stores.” Made in America, Granose is 
imported and distributed to the trade by Granose Foods Ltd., 
Stanborough Park, Watford, Herts. Fortifi ed with vitamin 
B-12, this fi ne white powder is sold in a 1-lb can for 9 
shillings 6 pence.
 Orr and Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute Report 
G-31. “The production of protein foods and concentrates 
from oilseeds.” p. 72. Soyalac is made in both liquid and 
powder form by Loma Linda Foods. The powder is imported 
into the U.K. by Granose Foods Ltd. and sold under their 
brand name of Granogen. A nutritional analysis is given.
 Leah Leneman. 1971. The British Vegetarian. Jan/
Feb. p. 6. “Plantmilk and sex!” The author (and many other 
people she knows) prefers the taste of Granogen to that of 
Plamil as an alternative to cow’s milk. Granogen, however is 
not made in Britain.
 Listing in The Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 
1974. p. 155. “Granogen Soya Milk by Granose Health 
Foods Ltd.” Note the new company name.
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. “Soya milk for 
adults with added vitamins and minerals. Of great value to 
those with milk allergies.” Purves. 1981. Nutrition and Food 
Science. Jan/Feb. p. 5-6.
 Letter from Adrian Peck, production manager at Granose 
Foods. 1990. July 11. This product has always been imported 
as a powder. Granose has never sold a liquid Granogen. 
Before 1988 it was named Granogen and made in the USA 
by Loma Linda Foods. From 1988 on it was renamed 
Soyagen and made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE.

2815. Platt, B.S. 1964. Biological ennoblement: 
Improvement of the nutritive value of foods and dietary 
regimens by biological agencies. Food Technology 18(5):68-
73, 75-76. May. [34 ref]
• Summary: The most common vitamin defi ciency 
worldwide is probably ribofl avin (B-2). The amount 
of ribofl avin is increased in the preparation of various 
fermented foods. Ribofl avin is synthesized by a wide 
variety of microorganisms, notably by a yeastlike organism, 
Eremothecium ashbyii, which has been grown with a high 
yield on wheat bran and on the refuse (tou cha [okara]) from 
the manufacture of soy bean curd (toufu).
 “Ribofl avin is also increased in the fermentation of a 
variety of seeds, notably the seed of the African locust bean 
(Parkia fi licoidea).” Boil the seeds for 24 hours to soften the 
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seed coats, then remove the coats. Boil the kernels again for 
about 2 hours, then set them aside, cover with leaves, and 
allow to ferment for 2-3 days. Pound the fermented mass into 
a paste, form it into small balls, then dry these in the sun. 
The resulting product, “which is found widely throughout 
West Africa, is known as dawadawa or uri, keeps well if 
properly dried, and may contain 0.2 to 0.8 mg ribofl avin and 
37% of protein” (Platt, 1962).
 Note: No mention is made of soybeans being used 
to make dawadawa. Address: Prof. of Human Nutrition, 
London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, London, 
W.C. 1, England.

2816. Savage, Jack. 1964. The UK market for oils and fats: 
There’s an increasing need to import oilseeds for their animal 
feeding value. Soybean Digest. May. p. 34-36.
• Summary: A graph shows imports of oilseeds to the 
UK from 1913 to the present. In 1913 the main oilseeds 
imported were cottonseed and linseed. Today they are soya, 
groundnuts, and palm kernels. Address: Economist, Unilever, 
Ltd.

2817. Allied Chemical Corporation. 1964. Oil-modifi ed 
alkyd resins. British Patent 963,969. July 15. 3 p. U.S. 
application fi led 19 March 1962. (Chem. Abst. 61:12158h). *
• Summary: Soybean oil is used, and its unsaturated fatty 
acid esters are epoxidized to make these resins.

2818. Becker, Ewald G.; Wieske, Theopil. Assignors 
to Unilever Ltd. 1964. Vinyl derivatives. British Patent 
964,669. July 22. Application fi led 18 March 1960. 2 
p. (Chem. Abst. 61:9635h). A division of British Patent 
964,571. *
• Summary: The condensation product of isomerized 
soybean oil can be used to make these polymers.

2819. Product Name:  Emsoy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Eustace Miles Foods Co., Ltd. 
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Colnbrook, Bucks. 
[Buckinghamshire], England.
Date of Introduction:  1964 August.
Ingredients:  HVP, sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bottle.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The British 
Vegetarian. 1964. July/Aug. p. xv. “Eustace Miles: 
Specialists in Foods.” This is a “piquant liquid seasoning 
made from hydrolised vegetable protein, extract of soya 
beans, and genuine sea salt.” Add to stews, pies, and 
savouries.

2820. Smith, A.K. 1964. The Mount Fuji meeting. An 
international symposium on oilseed protein foods. Soybean 

Digest. Aug. p. 18-20.
• Summary: The symposium, sponsored by the International 
Institute of Food Technology, was held on May 11-15 
at the Mt. Fuji Hotel, Lake Yamanaka, Japan. “The 85 
technologists participating in the program represented 20 
countries and included 30 from Japan and 20 from the United 
States. An additional 26 technical observers represented the 
Japanese food industry.” “The Mount Fuji symposium was 
a historic occasion for the advancement of oilseed protein 
foods, being the fi rst time an international conference was 
devoted solely to this subject.”
 “Dr. Y. Sakurai of Tokyo University and George F. 
Stewart of the University of California, Davis, were co-
chairman for the meeting. Dr. T.M. Anson, assisted by others, 
developed the program. Dr. Masahiro Nakano was chairman 
of a committee to collect and display oilseed protein foods.”
 “Soybeans, peanuts, cottonseed, sesame, and coconut 
were the fi ve oilseeds included in the program as sources of 
food proteins. Because of their long history and extensive 
use for food, soybeans were the topics of a major part of the 
papers and discussion.”
 “Among the newer developments in the Orient, K.S. 
Lo of Hong Kong reported on his successful commercial 
operation in the daily production of 24,000 cases of soybean 
milk in his two plants. His milk is made from well-washed 
and dehulled soybeans. It contains about 3% protein, 
2-3% fat, and 5-7% carbohydrates, with added vitamins 
and calcium. Mr. Lo’s methods for marketing soymilk are 
unique; he is also a large dealer in bottled soft drinks, and he 
markets soy milk as a soft drink. His milk competes with soft 
drinks rather than with other forms of milk or other health 
foods. Regardless of his method of marketing, he feels that 
the product is serving an important nutritional function in the 
Hong Kong area.” Note: Vitasoy is once again being fortifi ed 
with vitamins and calcium.
 Dr. Tokuji Watanabe of the Food Research Institute 
reported on new ways of making tofu, such as “packed or 
bagged tofu” which is increasing in popularity. The soymilk 
is coagulated with calcium sulfate inside a polyethylene 
or vinylidene chloride plastic bag followed by heating in a 
water bath. This new process saves time and labor. Several 
plants are now producing 20,000 bags per day. Tofu is now 
also being freshly prepared in the home from spray-dried soy 
milk, coagulated with calcium. “More than 285,000 metric 
tons of soybeans and 65,000 metric tons of soybean meal 
are consumed annually for making fresh tofu in Japan, and 
because of low cost and high food quality, its consumption is 
said to be increasing.
 Concerning miso, koji is now being made by a 
continuous method in 20-inch deep metal trays. Miso soup 
is now sold in a dried form. Shoyu production consumes 
250,000 metric tons of soybeans of the equivalent as meal.
 “The use of soy fl our and grits in the United States for 
edible purposes was estimated at 200 million pounds and in 
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England at 40 million pounds. The largest use of soy fl our 
in the United States was estimated at 50 million pounds for 
bread and other baked products. In England, most soy fl our is 
the full fat, enzymatic active type and is used at about 0.75% 
for improving color and fl avor of baked goods.”
 “While isolated soybean protein for industrial uses has 
been produced since 1937, the production for food protein 
dates only from 1959. The production of industrial protein is 
carried on by two U.S. producers and annual production was 
estimated to be in the range of 40-50 million pounds. Four 
U.S. companies were reported to be producing or engaged 
in extensive research on isolated protein for food uses. 
The newest to be manufactured is referred to as a protein 
concentrate. It is prepared by washing soy fl akes either with 
80% alcohol or with water at the isoelectric point of the 
protein (pH 4.5). The concentrates must contain 70% protein 
whereas the isolate is 95% or more. The largest use of the 
isolate and concentrate is in comminuted or ground meat 
products, also referred to as sausage-type meats. Soy protein 
concentrate can be legally used in sausage-type meats up 
to 3.5% of the fi nished product.” Address: NRRL, Peoria, 
Illinois.

2821. Joslyn, Maynard A. 1964. Basic to food progress: 
Developments in food science. Food Technology 18(9):54-
58. Sept. [51* ref]
• Summary: When the fi rst number of Food Technology 
appeared, in January, 1947, the term “food science” was 
unknown. The term was fi rst used in Great Britain in 1948. 
The Journal of the Science of Food and Agriculture fi rst 
appeared in England, in 1950. It was not until 1961 that the 
fi rst issue of the Journal of Food Science appeared, as a 
replacement for Food Research. Address: Dep. of Nutritional 
Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA.

2822. Foreign Agriculture. 1964. Soybean Council 
announces changed overseas operations. 2(47):11. Nov. 23.
• Summary: Major changes are planned for the soybean 
market development program in a move to consolidate 
and strengthen overseas operations. Effective December 
31, soybean promotion will be administered from a new 
Washington, DC, headquarters, replacing that in Waterloo, 
Iowa. The European headquarters in Rome will be closed, 
along with all country offi ces except those in Spain, West 
Germany, and Belgium–with the latter to handle promotion 
in the Benelux countries, Denmark, France, Greece, Israel, 
Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. A 
South American offi ce in Bogotá, Colombia, will direct 
activities in Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Venezuela.

2823. Soybean Digest. 1964. Reorganization by the Soybean 
Council. Nov. p. 11.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council of America, Inc., in 
late October announced major organization changes both 

overseas and in the United States in a move to consolidate 
efforts toward developing markets for soybeans and soybean 
products.
 “Changes include: Closing of the Waterloo, Iowa, main 
offi ce and movement of the main offi ce to Washington, 
D.C., soon after Nov. 1; and consolidation of eight overseas 
offi ces.
 “The Council will maintain currently existing country 
offi ces in Colombia, Egypt, Germany, India, Iran, West 
Pakistan, Spain, and Turkey.
 “The Council will establish an offi ce in Brussels, 
Belgium, to be responsible for market development activities 
in the Benelux countries, Denmark, France, Greece, Israel, 
Italy, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
 “A new offi ce will be opened in Morocco, to also be 
responsible for limited activities in Algeria and Tunisia.
 “The November [sic, October] Soybean Digest 
announced the election of Glenn Pogeler as president of the 
Soybean Council.”

2824. Aspinall, G.O.; Whyte, J.N.C. 1964. Polysaccharides 
of soy-beans. I. Galactomannans from the hulls. J. of the 
Chemical Society (London) 1964:5058-63. Dec. [10 ref]
• Summary: Two galactomannans have been isolated 
from soybean hulls by extraction with water. The two 
polysaccharide fractions contain D-galactose and D-mannose 
residues in the proportions of 1:1.4 and 1:2.35. Address: 
Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland].

2825. Allred, J.B.; Kratzer, F.H.; Porter, J.W.G. 1964. Some 
factors affecting the in vitro binding of zinc by isolated 
soya-bean protein and by -casein. British J. of Nutrition 
18(4):575-82. [10 ref]
• Summary: It is well established that soya-bean protein 
contains some compound that renders zinc in the food 
unavailable and increases the turkey’s apparent requirement 
for it.
 Summary: “5. The amount of Zn bound by isolated 
soya-bean proteins and by alpha-casein was relatively low at 
pH 4 but increased markedly as the pH was increased to 5.3.
 “6. The amount of Zn bound by ADM assay protein and 
by alpha-casein increased markedly, particularly at pH values 
below 4.5, in the presence of sodium phytate.
 “7. ADM assay protein from which part of the phytic 
acid had been removed bound less Zn than the original 
protein.
 “8. The signifi cance of these fi ndings is discussed in 
relation to the availability of Zn in diets for chicks and turkey 
poults.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Poultry Husbandry, Univ. of 
California, Davis; 3. National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.

2826. Aykroyd, Wallace R.; Doughty, Joyce. 1964. Legumes 
in human nutrition. FAO Nutritional Studies No. 19. xi + 138 
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p. Reissued by FAO in 1982 (152 p.). [119 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. History of 
legumes. Production and consumption. Composition and 
nutritive value. Methods of processing and cooking: Soybean 
preparations in East Asia (p. 48-52)–Germination (sprouted 
soybeans), soybean curd (tofu, incl. chou tofu or “stinking 
soybean curd”), soy sauce (shoyu), soybean paste (miso), 
tempeh, natto, hamanatto, soybean “milk,” fermented 
preparations from groundnuts. Groundnut fl our.
 Effects of processing on nutritive value: Soaking, 
decortication, heating, germination, fermentation (mentions 
tempeh), effects of storage.
 Toxic substances. Legume proteins. Observations on the 
value of legumes in human feeding. The place of legumes 
in human diets. Appendixes: (1) Legumes eaten by man. 
(2) Nutritive value of important legumes. (3) Amino acid 
content of legumes. (4) Account of lathyrism in central 
India by General Sleeman. (5) Bibliography of soybean (11 
references). Some legume recipes. References.
 Soybeans are also mentioned on: Page 15: Table 1, 
“Important legumes.” Page 23: Indonesia, soybean curd, soy 
sauce, tempeh. Pages 23-24: Japan, miso, shoyu, natto, tofu, 
Korea, Taiwan. Pages 39-40: Carbohydrates in soybeans 
include “galactans, pentoses, and hemicelluloses which are 
poorly utilized.” Fats: only the groundnut and soybean are 
important sources of it.
 Page 55: Heating and trypsin inhibitor, methionine 
and cystine, raw unheated soybean meal, saridele. Page 58: 
fermentation, tempeh, PER. Pages 75-76: Protein values.
 Page 81: Dean used soybeans to treat a protein 
defi ciency. Page 84: Soybeans in India. Page 97: Soybean 
curd.
 Appendix 1, titled “Legumes eaten by man” (p. 101-14), 
lists the various legumes by their Latin names. The entry for 
Psophocarpus tetragonolobus gives its vernacular names 
as “Goa bean, asparagus pea, winged pea, winged bean, 
sesquidillas.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2007) that uses the word “sesquidillas” to refer 
to the winged bean. Address: 1. Dep. of Human Nutrition, 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Former 
Director, Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

2827. Fliess, Walter; Fliess, Jenny. 1964. Modern vegetarian 
cookery. Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin 
Books. 240 p. Illust. 19 cm. Series: Penguin Handbooks, no. 
PH104.
• Summary: The frontispiece notes: “Walter and Jenny 
Fliess were both born in Germany in 1901 and have been 
living in England for the last thirty years. Before 1933 they 
owned two restaurants in Cologne and have become well 
known here as founders of the internationally reputed Vega 
restaurant. They have now retired from this work having 
served more than fi ve million meals ‘without a casualty’. 

Their autograph book is packed with the names of famous 
politicians, writers, actors, sportsmen, and others.
 “Jenny Fliess got her training under Dr. O.M. Bircher-
Benner at his famous sanatorium in Switzerland. Walter 
Fliess studied restaurant management in the U.S.A. In 1954 
at Hotelympia he won in the vegetarian class the silver 
challenge trophy and gold medal for culinary art.
 “Both have travelled widely, and have gathered recipes 
for new vegetarian dishes in four continents. This book 
contains, in compressed form, a good slice of their lives’ 
work.”
 This is a lacto-ovo vegetarian cookbook. Pages 13-15 
gives the authors views on fats and oils (“There are good 
vegetarian margarines on the market: Tomor, Golden Block, 
Gala, and others”), milk, cheese, eggs (“If you prefer not to 
use eggs at all, soya fl our is usually the best substitute. Some 
recipes for this are given in the book...”), fl our (wholemeal 
bread is best), nuts, etc. Page 131 contains a recipe for Soya 
pancakes, made with 4 oz. fl our and 2 tablespoons soya fl our. 
Address: England.

2828. Goldblith, Samuel A.; Joslyn, Mayard A. eds. 1964. 
Milestones in nutrition. An anthology of food science. Vol. 2. 
Westport, Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. xv + 797 p. Illust. 
Portraits. No index. 24 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: Facsimile reprints of historically important 
articles on nutrition. Much of the early research on vitamins 
was done not at medical research centers as might be 
supposed, but at agricultural colleges and their experiment 
stations, such as those at the University of Wisconsin, site of 
much pioneering work in the fi eld of vitamins.
 Jack C. Drummond (of the Institute of Physiology, 
University College, London) did much to clarify and unify 
the system of vitamin nomenclature by suggesting that the 
terminal “e” be dropped from the word “vitamine” and 
by using simple alphabetical letter such as A, B, C, etc. in 
place of the often cumbersome nomenclature such as “water 
soluble B” or “fat soluble A.”
 In 1929 Burr and Burr demonstrated that there must be 
one or more essential fatty acids in the diet, but they did not 
show which ones these were.
 The late 1700s saw a revolution in the science of 
chemistry that later revolutionized the science of nutrition. 
Men like Henry Cavendish (1731-1810, noted for his 
discovery of hydrogen or what he called “fl ammable air”), 
Joseph Priestly (1733-1804, usually credited with the 
discovery of oxygen), and Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794; he 
recognized and named oxygen {1778}, hydrogen {1783}, 
abolished the phlogiston theory, wrote the fi rst extensive list 
of elements, and helped to reform chemical nomenclature); 
they introduced careful measurement and unifi ed the work 
of their predecessors. Their research was essential to a 
nutritional theory of metabolism.
 Note; Phlogiston was a hypothetical substance once 
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believed to be present in all combustible materials and to be 
released during burning / combustion.
 In 1823 the French chemist Michel E. Chevreul (1786-
1889) announced the chemical composition of fat. His work 
with fatty acids led to early applications in the fi elds of art 
and science.
 Justus von Liebig (1803-1873) applied chemistry to 
physiology. Liebig, like Lavoisier and Carl von Voit (1831-
1908, a German physiologist and dietitian), was a major 
fi gure in the fi eld of nutrition.
 The science of nutrition, formerly the property of 
Europe (primarily England, Germany, and France), partially 
passed to the United States in the early 1900s with the work 
of Thomas B. Osborne and Lafayette B. Mendel (of Yale 
University, Connecticut); they did extensive work isolating 
proteins (incl. from the soybean), feeding these isolated food 
substances to animals, and conducting nitrogen-balance 
experiments.
 One could say that the science of nutrition was fi rst 
centered in Italy, then England, then France (1700s), then 
Germany (1800s). Famous early U.S. nutritionists (mainly 
in the 20th century) were Chittenden, Mendel, Osborne, 
Atwater, Sherman, McCullum, Steenbock, and Rose. 
McCullum was a pupil of Mendel, and Steenbock a pupil of 
McCullum.
 Casimir Funk (1884-1967) was a Polish biochemist. 
He is generally credited with the fi rst formulation of the 
concept of vitamins in 1912; he called them “vital amines” or 
“vitamines.” His key 1912 paper in this fi eld was titled “The 
etiology of defi ciency diseases.”
 Note: Casimir Funk was not the discoverer of vitamins. 
Many researchers went before him, including James Lind 
(1716-1794; he was a pioneer of naval hygiene in the 
Scottish and Royal navies. By conducting the fi rst ever 
clinical trial, he developed the theory that citrus fruits cured 
scurvy) and Christiaan Eijkman (1858-1930; was a Dutch 
physician and professor of physiology whose demonstration 
that Beriberi is caused by poor diet led to the discovery of 
vitamins. Together with Sir Frederick Hopkins, he received 
the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine).
 Historically it was chiefl y the researches in beriberi (by 
Eijkman), and this discovery of vitamins, that put an end to 
the former classical theory of nutrition.
 In 1584 Ronsseus, a Dutch physician, was the fi rst 
to recommend oranges as the antiscorbutic for sailors. 
Unfortunately, it was to be over 200 years before this 
addition to the diet of sailors became mandatory. James 
Lind’s monumental A Treatise of Scurvy was published 
in 1753, based on one of the fi rst modern nutritional 
experiments. Yet it took another 50 years before his 
recommendations were widely adopted.
 Pages 541-52 contain short bibliographies and photos 
of Thomas B. Osborne, L.B. Mendel, and William C. 
Rose. Address: 1. Dep. of Nutrition & Food Science, MIT, 

Cambridge 39, Massachusetts; 2. Dep. of Nutritional 
Sciences, Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA.

2829. Longman, G.F. 1964. The analysis of monoglyceride 
and related emulsifi ers. In: Hendrik Albert Boekenoogen, 
ed. 1964. Analysis and Characterization of Oils, Fats, and 
Fat Products. 2 vols. New York and London: Interscience 
Publishers. Vol. 1, xii + 421 p. Vol. 2, ix + 681 p. See p. 233-
80. 24 cm. [21 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Chronological survey of 
methods of monoglyceride determination. Methods for the 
analysis of related emulsifi ers. Procedures for the analysis 
of monoglyceride and related emulsifi ers. Examples of 
recommended procedures.
 Soybean oil is discussed on pages 116, 139, 143, 168, 
232, 234, 238-39, 289, 356, 457, 485-86, 493, 502, and 
509-10. Soya lecithin is discussed on p, 112, 199. Address: 
Unilever Research Lab., Port Sunlight, Cheshire, Great 
Britain.

2830. McGovern, George S. 1964. War against want: 
America’s Food for Peace program. New York, NY: Walker 
and Company. xix + 148 p. Forward by President Lyndon B. 
Johnson. Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This good history and analysis of the U.S. Food 
for Peace Program (Public Law 480) is greatly weakened by 
lack of an index.
 Contents: Prologue. Acknowledgments. 1. The challenge 
of hunger. 2. Tools for the attack. Serving the Food for Peace 
table. 4. Food: Instrument of economic development. 5. 
Alianza para el Progreso (Alliance for Progress, proposed by 
President Kennedy on 13 March 1961). 6. Food and the India 
way. 7. Freedom from hunger. 8. Victory in the war against 
want. Appendix I: The Food for Peace Program. Appendix II: 
A partial list of voluntary participants in the Food for Peace 
program.
 The Food for Peace program began in 1954. Senator 
McGovern was born in 1922. On 16 Dec. 1960 President-
elect Kennedy asked him to serve as director of a newly 
proposed White House Offi ce of Food for Peace. In the 
opening hours of his administration, on 24 Jan. 1961, 
President Kennedy issued an Executive Order creating the 
Offi ce of Food for Peace; Senator McGovern was its fi rst 
director.
 Chapter 2 includes a history of U.S. relief feeding 
programs, the work of Herbert Hoover, and the Lend 
Lease Act of March 1941 (in which the USA procured vast 
quantities of food for our fi ghting overseas Allies such as 
Britain and the USSR), and the Marshall Plan (which sent 
$13,000 million in American resources into Western Europe 
over 4 years). But after the Korean Confl ict (1950-1953) 
farm surpluses began to accumulate in America at the same 
time there were chronic food shortages in many parts of the 
world. So in 1954 Congress enacted legislation designed to 
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utilize U.S. food surpluses in less-developed countries. “This 
was the very important Agricultural Trade Development and 
Assistance Act of 1954, Public Law 480. Known around the 
world as ‘PL 480’ it was an ingenious combination of self-
interest and idealism.”
 Title I of PL 480 consists of foreign currency sales. Title 
II is outright grants of food in times of emergency or disaster. 
Title III authorizes distribution abroad of surplus food by 
private voluntary agencies, such as CARE and many church-
connected agencies. In 1959 a new provision was added to 
PL 480–the extension of long-term credit at low interest rates 
on dollar sales of surplus food and fi ber. The total of U.S. 
food assistance since 1948 is over $20,000 million.
 Chapter 7, titled “Freedom from hunger,” focuses 
on FAO (The Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations) and its forerunners. FAO was born out 
of the Hot Springs Conference held by forty-four nations 
at the Homestead Hotel, Hot Springs, Virginia, from 
May 18 to June 3, 1943. President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
issued an invitation to this conference at the peak of World 
War II, on 30 March 1943, to countries associated with 
the United States in the war, to discuss world problems 
of agriculture, nutrition an food. “This fi rst World Food 
Congress established an interim commission with an offi ce 
in Washington, D.C., which functioned until” FAO was 
formally established as an agency of the United Nations on 
16 Oct. 1945 in Quebec, Canada, to assume the work of the 
International Agriculture Institute and is presently governed 
by the U.N. Conference of Member Nations. FAO’s 
headquarters was transferred from Washington to Rome, 
Italy, in early 1951 (p. 101).
 “In July 1960, FAO, with the approval and cooperation 
of the United Nations system, launched the fi ve-year, 
worldwide Freedom from Hunger Campaign.” The 
message of this campaign “to the more affl uent nations has 
concentrated on arousing public awareness of the danger 
which global hunger and malnutrition pose to the peace 
and progress of mankind. It has also sought to encourage 
international cooperation in facing up to the solution of these 
problems.”
 “Every nation has been urged to establish a Citizens’ 
Freedom from Hunger Foundation to raise funds for the 
campaign. In this way private individuals, women’s clubs, 
religious groups, civic organizations, and commercial fi rms 
can participate through contributions of money or materials.
 “The American Freedom from Hunger Foundation 
Campaign was named by President Kennedy on November 
22, 1961, the day before Thanksgiving.” A ceremony in 
the White House launched the U.S. phase of the campaign. 
Alvin Shapiro of Washington, DC, was the fi rst head of 
the American Foundation (p. 103-04). A photo (facing p. 
15) shows the people present at the launching of the FFH 
Campaign in the Fish Room of the White House (left to 
right): Marian Anderson, Senator George McGovern, 

President John F. Kennedy, German Chancellor Konrad 
Adenauer, and Mrs. Woodrow Wilson.
 “A highlight of the campaign was the World Food 
Congress in Washington, D.C., June 14-18, 1963, timed to 
commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the Hot Springs 
World Food Conference” [in Virginia]. President Kennedy 
opened the conference with a memorable speech (p. 106). 
The United States pledged $40 million in commodities, as 
part of a program to reduce U.S. food surpluses and also feed 
the hungry (p. 108).
 Note: In March 1979 The American Freedom from 
Hunger Foundation merged with the Meals for Millions 
Foundation to become the “Meals for Millions / Freedom 
from Hunger Foundation.”
 The World Food Program was fi rst established at the 
1960 Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) Conference, 
when George McGovern, director of the US Food for Peace 
Program, proposed establishing a multilateral food aid 
program. WFP was formally established in 1963 by the FAO 
and the United Nations General Assembly on a three-year 
experimental basis. In 1965, the program was extended to a 
continuing basis.
 Chapter 8, “Victory in the war against want, begins: On 
23 Sept. 1959 Soviet premier Nikita Khruschev, at the start 
of his visit to the United States, visited the farm of Roswell 
Garst near the city of Coon Rapids, Iowa. He wanted to learn 
more about modern agriculture. In the Soviet Union nearly 
50% of the entire labor force was involved in producing 
food, compared with only 8% in the United States. Yet 
the remaining 92% of Americans are better fed than is the 
Russian populace, and the USA has surplus food which it 
uses to feed the hungry overseas (p. 113-14).
 “The great changes in American agriculture came at 
an accelerating pace after 1915 with the sharply increased 
demands for food of World War I serving as a catalyst. In 
the half century since then the American farm has been 
transformed. Every phase of the farm operation is heavily 
assisted by machinery. Rural electrifi cation not only lights 
the farmhouse but runs everything from water pump to 
milking machine, hybrid seed, chemical fertilizer, pesticides, 
livestock feed supplements, soybean products, and a host of 
other developments, including the cooperative movement, 
have changed the face and form of rural America.”
 In 1862, under Abraham Lincoln and during the Civil 
War, three historic acts “laid the institutional foundation of 
American agriculture: The Homestead Act, the Morrill Act, 
and the creation of the Department of Agriculture (p. 115-
16).
 In the last half of Chapter 8 McGovern suggests “a ten-
point battle plan against hunger led by the American people, 
which I am convinced will end in victory.” These are largely 
McGovern’s opinions about how the Food for Peace program 
could be improved and expanded. Four example, No. 4 is to 
“eliminate the political restrictions on our Food for Peace 
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(FFP) program.” He advocates that surplus American food 
be sent to hungry people (especially children) living in 
Communist countries, such as the USSR, China, or Cuba.
 Appendix I gives 4 pages of statistics about the FFP 
program, including a graph showing the dollar value of FFP 
shipments to 5 different regions of the world from 1955 to 
1963. Shipments to Europe peaked in 1957 at $850 million 
and decreased sharply thereafter. Shipments to the Near East 
and South Asia peaked in 1961 at $700 million and have 
decreased since then but were still the largest in 1963.
 Appendix II includes directories of: (1) The executive 
committee of the American Food for Peace Council. Many 
of the members of the Executive Committee are private 
citizens. Mr. Dwayne O. Andreas, an Executive Vice 
President, is from Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association 
(FUGTA). (2) The American Freedom From Hunger 
Foundation, Inc., divided into offi cers, executive committee, 
and board of trustees (incl. Dwayne Andreas). (3) American 
Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, Inc. (4) 
United States trade groups cooperating in foreign market 
development (incl. Soybean Council of America, and 
American Soybean Association). Address: Senator, South 
Dakota.

2831. Schwarz, Richard William. 1964. John Harvey 
Kellogg: American Health Reformer. PhD thesis in modern 
history, University of Michigan. vi + 504 p. 23 cm. [234 + 
1,308 footnotes]
• Summary: This is one of the fi nest examples of recent 
Adventist scholarship. John Harvey Kellogg was born on 
26 Feb. 1852 in rural Tyrone Township, Livingston County, 
Michigan. His parents were John Preston Kellogg and 
Ann Stanley, his second wife. His birth was spaced almost 
midway between those of his seven half- and eight full 
brothers and sisters. Contents: Preface. 1. The making of 
a health reformer. 2. “What manner of man.” 3. Biologic 
Living: The Kellogg “Gospel of Health.” 4. Kellogg and the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. 5. Lecturer, author, publisher. 6. 
Surgeon and inventor. 7. His brother’s keeper. 8. Kellogg’s 
break with the Adventist church. 9. Food manufacturer 
and eugenist. 10. Concluding years. Bibliography: Primary 
sources (Manuscript collections, books by John Harvey 
Kellogg, articles by John Harvey Kellogg, newspapers and 
periodicals, offi cial reports and records, interviews, other 
primary sources, secondary sources).
 Concerning the invention of peanut butter: (p. 283-
84): “Another important item in the modern American diet 
fi rst introduced by Dr. Kellogg was peanut butter. Shortly 
after 1890, John Harvey had a quantity of roasted peanuts 
ground up into a paste for use by patients who had diffi culty 
in masticating nuts well enough to digest them properly. 
Later the doctor decided that roasting caused the fat content 
of the nuts to begin to decompose and that this irritated the 
digestive organs. From that time forward Sanitarium peanut 

butter was made from nuts which had been steam-cooked 
rather than roasted. Kellogg devised a variety of other nut 
butters which he claimed were ‘sweeter, more palatable, and 
more digestible’ than regular butter. He directed that these 
nut butters be used as shortening in the preparation of all 
baked goods produced at the Sanitarium. John Harvey made 
no attempt to control through patents the production of either 
peanut butter or any of his other nut butters. He announced 
that he believed that these were products that ‘the world 
ought to have; let everybody that wants it have it, and make 
the best use of it.’” Address: Univ. of Michigan.

2832. Ohsawa, G. 1964? Macrobiotics: The art of longevity 
and rejuvenation. New York, Paris, Brussel [sic], Tokyo: 
Ohsawa Foundation. Printed in the U.S.A. by Eastern 
Technical Publications (Boston & New York). 218 p. 
Undated. Index. 17 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest known American printing of 
“Zen Macrobiotics.” The word “Zen” was removed from the 
title at Michio Kushi’s suggestion. The cover is yellowish 
tan. The author is George Ohsawa.
 Contents: Foreword: Two ways to happiness through 
health. Preface: Health to peace. Books by the same author (7 
in French, 9 in Japanese, one in English, plus 4 periodicals). 
Table of contents. 1. Macrobiotics and Oriental medicine. 
Why I have written this book. What is the philosophy of 
the Far East? 2. What is my therapy? Unhappiness, illness, 
crime. Incurable disease. Three categories of cure. What we 
must not cure. Satori. Courage, honesty justice. Tolerance. 3. 
The six main conditions of health and happiness. 4. Nothing 
shall be impossible to you. You should have infi nite freedom. 
You must be your own doctor. 5. Ohsawa’s macrobiotic 
cuisine. 6. Principal foods: Rice, buckwheat, udon etc., 
millet, raw rice etc. (p. 62-71, with recipes). 7. Secondary 
foods (p. 72-103, with recipes): Nituke, soup (lotus root 
ankake, kuzu gruel, cracknel yuba), pie, gyoza (piroshiki), 
chapati, jinenjo (wild potato, tororo). Egyptian beans (chick 
peas, pois chiche), beans (boiled soy beans with miso, 
gomoku beans, goziru [gojiru] soup, aduki beans), corn, 
aduki (ogura vermicelli), goma-tohu [sesame tofu], aemono 
(salads), varieties (chou farci, buckwheat crepe), wild 
vegetables, seaweeds (shi kobu [shio kombu], kobu maki, 
fried kobu, musubi kobu, kobu soup, matsuba kobu, salmon 
head kobu-maki, hiziki with lotus root, hiziki nitsuke, hiziki 
with “age,” hiziki and soyabean, gomoku hiziki, hiziki 
rice), wild plants (dandelion leaves or root, aozu {wild 
spinach}, fuki), miso and tamari preparation (sauce miso, 
miso cream, muso [miso with tahini and orange peel], miso 
soup, carrot and onion au miso, vegetable au miso, oden au 
miso, buckwheat dango au miso, miso ae, tekka no. 1 and 2), 
syoyu [shoyu] (sakura rice, sauce au shoyu, sauce au sesame, 
bouillon au shoyu, ositasi [ohitashi], oatmeal cream, potage 
oatmeal, sauce bechamel a la sauce shoyu, mayonnaise a la 
sauce shoyu, sauce Lyonnaise; “Shoyu diluted with a little 
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water is very good for Sasimi [Sashimi = raw fi sh] and fried 
oyster, tempura, fi sh Sukiyaki, tofu {vegetable cheese of 
soya beans}, etc.”), beverages (rice tea, wheat tea, dandelion 
coffee, Ohsawa Coffee {Yannoh; incl. roasted and ground 
rice, wheat, aduki, chick peas, and chicory}, Kokkoh {incl. 
roasted rice, glutinous rice, oatmeal, soya beans, and sesame 
seeds}, Mu tea, syo-ban {coarse green tea with soy sauce}, 
kuzu [cream, with shoyu] {“A good drink for everyone”}, 
aduki juice, radish [daikon] drink no. 1 and 2, ransyo {one 
beaten egg + 50% of traditional Ohsawa shoyu}, soba tea, 
umeboshi juice, ume-syo-kuzu, special rice cream).
 8. Special dishes. Desserts. 9. Yin and Yang. 10. 
Macrobiotic suggestions for various symptoms of disease 
(p. 131-36, with recipes): General suggestions (by disease), 
macrobiotic external treatment (tofu plaster, soya bean 
plaster, Dentie). 11. Specifi c curative dietary suggestions: 
Examples of diseases and their macrobiotic treatments. 12. 
Kokkoh: Macrobiotic food for baby. 13. On cooking. Salt. 
Folk medicine. Your history. Appendix: The case of Mr. 
E. (Cure in 10 hours). “Pro-forma death certifi cate of the 
American World Empire and its Gold Dynasty.”
 Ohsawa centers and friends (p. 217-18): England 
(Trustin Foods, London; Mrs. R. Takagi, London), France 
(Centre Ignoramus, Longue Vie, Guenmai [Genmai = brown 
rice], Yamato, Ohsawa-France; all in Paris). Germany 
(Miss M. Arnoldi, Heidelberg; Dr. P. Martin, Munich; Dr. 
Henning, Hamburg), Italy (Miss H. Onoda, Rome; Mrs. 
Baccolis, Rome), Japan (Nippon Centre Ignoramus, 8 
Kasumi-cho, Minato-ku, Tokyo; Shinsekai, Osaka), Brazil 
(Casa Longavida, Sao Paulo), Sweden (Miss Ilse Clausnitzer, 
Stockholm), U.S.A. (Ohsawa Foundation, 61, W. 56th 
St., New York; Ohsawa Foundation, P.O. Box 238, Chico, 
California; Chico-San, Inc., 64, 5th Ave., Chico, California; 
Musubi, 61, W. 56th St., New York–Macrobiotic Restaurant).
 This book is undated, but it contains clues as to when 
it was published. On page 190 is reference to an article 
in Time magazine dated 7 March 1960 about the sad state 
of health in the United States. Then on page 189, Ohsawa 
states: “Upon my arrival in the United States last November, 
I began my lectures on the philosophy and medicine of 
the Orient. I gave some in Los Angeles and San Francisco 
[California], but mostly in New York institutes and schools 
such as the Universalist Church, The New School for Social 
Research, Columbia University, New York City College, 
and the American Buddhist Academy. I have postponed my 
departure twice. But I am very happy as I have confi rmed 
my assumption: marriage between paradoxical philosophy 
of the Orient and the materialistic techniques of precision 
of American science, which must be realized for the infi nite 
freedom of Man and for world peace” (p. 189).
 Concerning the date of publication, which is not given 
in or on the book. One guess is about 1964, because when 
you do a printing of a book, you want to print enough to last 
for at least two years. This 1962 + 2 = 1964. A pretty weak 

reason! Carl Ferré (6 and 8 May 2011) states: I’ve done 
enough printing to know that the book printed in the USA 
uses the same plates as the second printing in Japan except 
for two changes. They added “Printed in the USA by...” 
(in a different type face) to the back side of the fi rst page, 
which is blank; and, they whited out “Zen” and the smaller 
“Macrobiotics” on the cover and title page and replaced both 
with one word: “Macrobiotics” (again, in a different type 
face). The rest of the book appears to be exactly the same as 
the second printing from Japan.”
 “My thinking is that 1964 is a pretty good guess 
because I believe it may have been arranged by the East 
Coast Group–thus, the word ‘Zen’ was off the title and it 
was printed by a printer in Boston and New York. This 
would be about the time Michio Kushi was getting settled in 
Massachusetts.”
 Note 1. These lines almost certainly describe Ohsawa’s 
fi rst visit to the United States. He arrived in November 1959 
and stayed well into 1960.
 Note 2. All recipes in this book are numbered, from 
No. 1 (Unpolished rice, p. 162) to No. 816 (Rice plaster, p. 
136). The recipe numbers are identical to those published 
in the mimeograph edition of Zen Macrobiotics (also titled 
Macrobiotics–The Biological and Physiological Foundation 
of Zen Buddhism), published in early 1960.
 Note 3. The contents of this book is very similar to that 
of the earliest published edition of Zen Macrobiotics, which 
was printed in Japan and was 218 pages long.

2833. Soybean Digest. 1965. Soybean Council of America, 
Inc.: Changes in the Council setup. Jan. p. 15.
• Summary: “The Soybean Council completed moving its 
U.S. offi ce to Washington [DC] on Dec. 1. The new address 
is: Soybean Council of America, Inc., 1401 Wilson Blvd., 
Arlington, Virginia 22209. The international operations 
offi ce of the Soybean Council at Rome was closed as of Dec. 
31.
 “Under the new setup the offi ce in Brussels, Belgium, 
will be responsible for market development activities in the 
United Kingdom, Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, France, Italy, and Greece. The 
work in these countries will be headed by Jack Ward, who 
has been area supervisor for Northern Europe, and Rex 
Wood, who has been the Council’s director for the UK in 
London. Mr. Wood will move from London to Brussels.
 “The Hamburg, Germany, offi ce under Dr. Karl W. 
Fangauf, will be responsible for the program in Germany, 
Austria, and Switzerland. And market development work in 
Spain and Portugal will be under Director Gonzalo Rivera in 
Madrid.
 “Glenn Pogeler, president of the Soybean Council, 
has been visiting the country offi ces in Madrid [Spain], 
Hamburg [West Germany], Rome [Italy], Cairo [Egypt], 
Ankara [Turkey], Tehran [Iran], Karachi [Pakistan], and 
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New Delhi [India]... Mr. Pogeler participated in the Fats and 
Oils Symposium at New Delhi, India, Dec. 18 and 19. After 
completing his itinerary, he will return to the Washington 
offi ce to resume activities there.”

2834. British Vegetarian. 1965. Salad and cooking oils. Jan/
Feb. p. 50.
• Summary: The makers of 16 different vegetable oils, 
and the names of their products are listed. These include 
Dietade’s Soya Oil, and London Health Centre’s Soya Oil.

2835. James, W.S. 1965. The Vegetarian Nutritional 
Research Centre, 1959-1964. British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 
29-32.
• Summary: Discusses the history and activities of the 
Centre, Wanderlac and Velactin, Frank Wokes, N.W. Pirie, 
Cyril Vesey, vitamin B-12, leaf proteins, etc.
 The article begins: “Since the Research Centre was 
inaugurated in Stanborough Park near Watford in 1959, I 
have, as a member of its scientifi c sub-committee, been in 
close contact with its activities of which the following is a 
brief summary.
 “Scientifi c investigations must be based on much 
previous experience. The Research Centre was fortunate 
in starting in 1959 under the guidance of Dr. Frank Wokes 
with over thirty years’ experience of nutritional research 
especially on vegetarian foods. In 1958 [sic, 1959] this 
culminated in the marketing of the fi rst British vegetable 
milk Wanderlac, now called Velactin (A. Wander Limited). 
At the inaugural meeting of the Research Centre there were 
several vegetarian experts whose investigations during the 
previous ten to fi fteen years had done much to help directly 
or indirectly in the development of Wanderlac. These 
included Dr. W.W. Payne and Dr. Cyril Pink, who carried 
out clinic trials on babies at Great Ormond Street Children’s 
Hospital and at the Vegetarian Nursing Home, Blackheath, 
respectively. Dr. Lester Smith, F.R.S., whose discovery 
of vitamin B-12 in 1948 gave a clue to the successful 
use of vegetable protein, was also present. As the Royal 
Society’s adviser to the research project on vitamin B-12 
in Stanborough School, in which the Research Centre has 
played a leading part, Dr. Lester Smith has taken increasing 
interest in its work.
 “In October, 1959, the Research Centre helped to 
arrange a meeting in Manchester on leaf proteins, addresses 
being given by the leading expert Mr. N.W. Pirie, F.R.S., 
and by Dr. Wokes, who had for some years previously been 
studying these problems with Mr. Pirie.”
 “When the Research Centre started in 1959 its 
administrative headquarters were at Stanborough School 
where the headmaster, Mr. Richard Syme, its chairman until 
February, 1961, and his colleagues gave great help. Mr. Cyril 
Vesey, B.Sc., head of the school’s science department, fi rst 
functioned as Secretary and as Treasurer, but towards the 

end of 1960 handed the latter duties over to Mr. Ted Cox. 
Mr. Vesey, as well as taking an active part with Dr. Wokes 
and his son Richard in establishing the research laboratory, 
remained Secretary until 1964, when his secretarial duties 
were taken over by Mr. Ronald Luxton, another member of 
the school science department. Mr. Harry Leonard, B.A., 
a third member of the school staff, served as Committee 
Chairman in 1961 and again in 1963-1964.
 “Steady increase in the Research Centre’s activities 
showed the need for its own headquarters. In 1961 these 
were established at Dr. Wokes’ residence, on the outskirts 
of Stanborough Park, close to the research laboratory. They 
contain the registered offi ce of the Centre, also a library 
housing its books and records, providing a unique collection 
of information on vegetarian nutrition.” Address: M.Sc., 
Chairman.

2836. Bird, Desmond. 1965. Mixed feeds: Future prospects 
in the UK. Soybean Digest. May. p. 50-52.
• Summary: “Farmers in the United Kingdom spend about 
320 million pounds each year on buying mixed feed. This 
is the biggest single item of expenditure in the budget of 
the national farm. In fact it is as much as the combined 
expenditure for machinery and fertilizers. The tonnage 
of compounds consumed represents no less than 60% of 
total farm usage of concentrated feedstuffs. The only other 
country in the world which, to my knowledge, exceeds this 
level is the Netherlands, with a fi gure of 80% or more.
 “Between 1957 and 1962 output of compound feedstuffs 
rose by more than 30%.” Address: Public Relations Offi cer, 
Compound Animal Feeding Stuffs Manufacturers National 
Assoc., Ltd., London.

2837. Dawes, Michael. 1965. Britain has chicken feed with a 
vengeance. Soybean Digest. May. p. 56-57.
• Summary: “Barely more than 10 years ago Britain had 
no broiler industry worthy of the name. There were dual-
purpose layer-and-roaster birds; there was also a huge layer 
population, concentrated in the main on general farms and in 
garden fl ocks throughout the country. The majority of fl ocks 
were numbered in mere hundreds.
 “In the years since 1953 a tremendous revolution has 
swept through the henyards and henhouses of the British 
Isles. Today there is a highly specialized broiler industry 
yielding 140 million table chickens a year, serving a 
population of 53 millions. There is a replacement chick 
program of some 51 million day-olds a year for the egg 
production trade and a turkey industry yielding some 6 to 7 
million birds every year.
 “In terms of feed consumption, this booming poultry 
industry is second only to the dairy industry. Now that red 
meat prices are, for the best steaks, higher than the best 
chickens, weight for weight, the prospects look good for 
continued growth on the poultry front.
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 The fi rst nutrition research goes into ration production. 
Huge quantities of animal-feed grains are imported annually. 
Additional home-grown grains are also used to compound 
with the imported grains to manufacture specialized feeds for 
all stages of growth and all types of poultry production.
 “In an industry reputed to have an annual turnover in the 
250 to 300 million pound bracket, this is chicken feed with a 
vengeance.
 “A signifi cant feature in the development of the British 
poultry industry has, of course, been the export from and 
import to of know-how from the United States of America. 
Everyone acknowledged the immense assistance of 
American technical people in the development of this vital 
industry. Many owe a debt to Geoffrey Sykes, that prophet 
of the UK industry, for charting the path we should follow in 
our postwar poultry industry restoration.
 “Today the British poultry industry is acknowledged 
one of the fi nest in the world. It has become a focal point for 
international visitors. It is recognized for its tremendously 
high overall standards of management, its attitude toward 
disease control and research, its lead in housing, particularly 
in controlled environment, ventilation and insulation.
 “Trial and Error: Trial and error has played a large part 
in the UK development. Success has not been won easily. 
Businesses have boomed–and gone bust. Lessons have 
been learned–and applied. Prosperous companies have 
mushroomed, only to be taken over as slump followed boom. 
In broilers, for example, the major organizations may now be 
numbered on one hand.
 “Egg producers’ tally is around the 300,000 mark, but 
45,000 of these are now producing some 60% of the nation’s 
egg needs. There are some 400 broiler growers and around 
600 turkey producers.
 “Without a doubt, the UK poultry industry is Big 
Business. Yet, contrary to the USA, much of the control has 
remained in farmers’ hands. Even integration has been of a 
horizontal nature with the feed compounders taking a distinct 
back seat. But the situation is changing. The trend now is not 
so much towards vertical integration in the American sense, 
but towards more cooperative contractual arrangements. In 
this way it is hoped that more farmers may stay in the egg 
business without losing their individual freedom of decision 
taking.
 “Industry Organizations: During the past 10 formative 
years, a prime factor in the industry’s development has been 
the creation and functioning of a whole family of industry 
organizations. For broilers we have seen the growth of the 
British Chicken Association, closely allied to a parallel 
organization, the processors, the National Association of 
Poultry Packers.
 “For turkeys we have witnessed the growth of the 
British Turkey Federation to one of preeminent stature.
 “In the egg industry there has been the statutory creation 
of the British Egg Marketing Board, and the more recently 

created British Egg Association.
 “In breeding we have had twin organizations, the Chick 
Producers Association and the Accredited Poultry Breeders’ 
Federation. On the egg processing and marketing side there 
have been the trade associations, the National Egg Packers 
Association and the London Egg Exchange.
 “Allied to all these services–and to the farmer–has 
been the immense task of the Ministry of Agriculture in 
bringing technical progress to the farm through the National 
Agricultural Advisory Service.
 “One must not forget the National Farmers Unions 
in this development. For in all its aspirations, the poultry 
industry in Britain has acknowledged the great help of 
the NFU in its position as direct representative between 
agriculture and government.”
 A small portrait photo shows Michael Daws. Address: 
Editor, Poultry Farmer and Packer, London.

2838. Pogeler, Glenn H. 1965. Soybean Council of America: 
Year saw major changes in the Council program. Soybean 
Digest. May. p. 66.
• Summary: “During this past year, the program of the 
Council has been completely evaluated and changes have 
been made by closing a number of offi ces and adding one 
new country offi ce and expanding another one. The present 
Council has been completely evaluated and changes have 
been made by closing a number of offi ces and adding one 
new country offi ce and expanding another one. The present 
Council offi ce setup includes offi ces in the following: 
Brussels, Belgium; Bogota, Colombia; Cairo, Egypt; 
Hamburg, Germany; New Delhi, India; Tehran, Iran; 
Casablanca, Morocco; Karachi, West Pakistan; Madrid, 
Spain; and Ankara, Turkey.
 “The basic objective of the Soybean Council is to 
continue to promote the sales of soybeans and soybean 
products in the overseas markets. To do so, the country 
offi ces listed above will engage in activities in many 
additional areas. It is planned to continue programs in 
Ireland, England, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, France, 
Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Tunisia, Greece and 
East Pakistan.
 “In South America the Bogota offi ce will be in charge 
of Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.” “The Soybean 
Council was organized in 1956 and began its operations that 
year with its home offi ce located at Waterloo, Iowa.” A list of 
the offi ces established since 1956 is given.
 “The Soybean Council’s home offi ce was moved from 
Waterloo, Iowa, to Washington, DC, on Dec. 1. The new 
address is 1401 Wilson Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 
22209.” A portrait photo shows Glenn H. Pogeler. Address: 
President, Soybean Council of America, Inc.

2839. Wood, Reginald I. 1965. Soybean Council exhibit at 
London fair drew big crowds. Soybean Digest. May. p. 73.
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• Summary: “In October 1964 the far-reaching changes in 
the organization of the Soybean Council were announced, 
and on Dec. 31 the London offi ce of the Council closed. 
The country director continues to further the interests of the 
Council in the UK, Scandinavia and Southern Ireland.
 “In effect, we are passing through a period of change–
change in the management structure, in the marketing 
approach and in our very philosophy of market development. 
The program continues but at a lower plane of activity.
 “In August 1964 a liaison and contact visit was made 
to the three Scandinavian countries [Norway, Sweden, 
Denmark]. The promise of cooperation in future market 
development work was obtained in each country, and 
we were particularly pleased to establish a rapport with 
Margarine A/S of Copenhagen for the very fi rst time. In 
Sweden AB Karlshamns Oljefabriker purchased a 5,000-ton 
shipment of American soybeans, the fi rst for many a long 
year.
 “Problems concerning the production of soy fl our 
in Denmark have been dealt with and a visit to the three 
countries by one of our technical men–James Turner–helped 
to solve a number of soybean extraction and soy oil refi ning 
problems.
 “In the UK, a visit by the FAS market development team 
headed by Francis Harrell was of immense value and helped 
us to understand the reasoning behind the regulations. We 
look forward to further visits by this alert team which we 
feel will add a leavening to our own thinking as they acquire 
deeper experience of world markets.
 “The Council participated in two fairs under the 
sponsorship of the FAS Trade Fairs Division. The fi rst 
directed at the catering trade in the Blackpool area in the 
north of England was rather disappointing. The U.S. exhibit 
was well-designed and effi ciently run, but we just didn’t get 
the right visitors along. The whole of March was taken up 
by the Ideal Home Exhibition at London’s Olympics. During 
this time nearly 1½ million people clicked through the 
turnstiles, and many important and celebrated people visited 
the USA stand. In spite of the fact that over 900 separate 
fi rms, organizations and countries were occupying stands 
and competing for the public’s attention, we received more 
attention than most.
 “The Soybean Council stand ran continuous 
demonstrations of foods cooked in soy oil and soy fl our. 
Many thousand samples were appreciated by the general 
public. Nearly 2 tons of soy oil and 1 ton of soy fl our were 
given away or sold. Over 15,000 recipe leafl ets were given 
away, and over 36,000 soy-raisin loaves sold at cost.
 “The writer is at present being inundated with letters 
from members of the public who want to know more about 
soy in home cooking. But what we expect to achieve by 
participation in this Fair is to encourage a wider sales effort 
on soy oil and soy fl our to make it more readily available. 
The market has a great potential, at least double that of its 

present size.” Address: Director for the United Kingdom, 
Soybean Council of America.

2840. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department 
of Agriculture, Annual Report (Honiara). 1965. Policy. 
Research and special projects. 108 p. June. For the year 
1964. See p. 2, 10.
• Summary: Section II, titled “Policy” states (p. 1-2): 
“Research, both agronomic and entomological, on coconuts, 
rice and soya beans continued throughout the year...”
 In Section VIII, titled “Research and special projects,” 
the subsection on “Rice investigations” (p. 10) notes 
that when rice was grown in rotation with soya beans or 
Crotolaria species, yields declined less than when it was 
grown continuously, but lodging was greater. Address: 
Honiara.

2841. Times (London). 1965. Eating Japanese. July 26. p. 13, 
cols. 6-7.
• Summary: From a correspondent. Interest in things 
Japanese is waxing strong in Britain, “stimulated, perhaps, 
by last year’s Tokyo Olympics. Several small shops 
selling solely Japanese goods have opened in London... 
On the subject of Japanese food, however, most people 
would confess their complete ignorance. In the whole of 
Britain there is not one restaurant specializing in Japanese 
meals, compared with thousands of Indian and Chinese 
establishments that have shot up since the war.”
 Contains 3 recipes. For sushi: “Brush each one lightly 
with shoyu (soy bean sauce), using a pastry brush.” Mizutaki 
calls for 1 teaspoon of shoyu as an ingredient.

2842. Blain, J.A.; Shearer, G. 1965. Inhibition of soya 
lipoxidase. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 16(7):373-78. July. [14 ref]
• Summary: The enzyme lipoxidase catalyzes the oxidation 
of unsaturated fatty acids or esters containing the pentadiene 
group. “The association between lipoxidase and both 
rancidity of fats and carotene destruction has led to interest 
in compounds which might inhibit this enzyme.”
 “Certain long-chain polyacetylenic fatty acids prove to 
be more potent competitive inhibitors of lipoxydase than any 
of the compounds which have been examined previously.” 
Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology and Biology, Univ. 
of Strathclyde, Glasgow [Scotland].

2843. Kushi, Michio; Fulton, Robert E.; Blum, Cecil. 
eds. 1965. Macrobiotics study report: The way of life 
according to the order of the universe. Vol. 1. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. East-West Institute. 41 p. 27 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Seven principles of the order of the 
universe. Twelve theorems of the unifying principle (both- 
inside front cover). Editorial, by the 3 editors. Cigarettes 
and cancer, by George Ohsawa (age 73), founder, world 
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macrobiotic movement [Conclusion: smoking cures cancer]. 
The new discovery of the transmutation of the atom, by 
Michio Kushi, Director, East West Institute [he has given 
numerous lectures for the past 8 years in New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia [Pennsylvania], and Washington, DC; discusses 
Louis Kervran and Sanehide Komaki]. My conclusions in 
biological research, by Kikuo Chishima, M.D., Prof., Gifu 
Univ., Japan. Thoughts of man, by Michio Kushi. Love, by 
George Ohsawa.
 What is macrobiotics?, by Roger E. Fulton, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. Order of the macrobiotic diet (from No. 7 to 
No. -3). One week’s menu (No. 7) for health and happiness, 
by Aveline Kushi (p. 29-30); includes miso soup, azuki 
beans, bulgur with tahini sauce, and sesame rice. Sakura 
meshi (rice with tamari). “1. Grain: Brown rice, whole 
wheat, buckwheat,... azuki beans. “2. Seasoning: Sea salt, 
tamari (soy sauce), miso (soy bean paste), gomashio (roasted 
sea salt and sesame seeds mixed), kuzu, umeboshi (salted 
plums), sesame oil, corn oil. 3. Beverage: Grain coffee, 
bancha tea, mu tea, dandelion tea, etc.” Note 1. This is a 
vegan menu. Note 2. This is the earliest English-language 
document seen (Dec. 2006) that uses the term “salted plums” 
to refer umeboshi salt plums.
 EWI news (a chronology of events from Sept. 1964 to 
the present). Miraculous events [and cures]. Leprosy cured in 
Argentina. Testimonials. Open letter to Dr. Frederick Stare, 
Harvard School of Public Health, by Simone Billaudeau. 
George Ohsawa’s schedule (May to Aug. 1965). Literary 
contributions. Financial contribution and subscription. 
Announcement: 1965 Macrobiotic summer camp. Useful 
addresses: USA, Brazil, Argentina, Sweden, Belgium, 
France, Germany, England, Spain, Italy, India, Japan. Key 
CI = Centre Ignoramus. E = Editor. R = Restaurant. MC 
= Macrobiotic Camp. MF = Macrobiotic Foods. MFF = 
Macrobiotic Foods Factory. OC = Ohsawa Center. OF = 
Ohsawa Foundation. Classifi cation of yin and yang (inside 
rear cover). Poem titled “Wind chimes” by Cecil Blum on 
rear cover (11 June 1965).
 EWI News: 1964 Sept.–After the Macrobiotic Summer 
Camp on Martha’s Vineyard, Michio Kushi and his family 
moved from the Island to Cambridge, Mass. For the previous 
year, Mr. Kushi’s lectures were conducted almost every 
month in Boston at the Mattson Academy of Karate. George 
Ohsawa was also in Boston and Martha’s Vineyard in 1964. 
In Sept. 1964, East-West Institute was incorporated as a non-
profi t educational establishment. Mr. David Levin and Mr. 
Ramsay Wood initiated it with several others. Address: East-
West Institute, 101 Walden St., Cambridge, Massachusetts.

2844. Findlay, W.P.K. 1965. Fermented foods. British 
Vegetarian. July/Aug. p. 282-83. [1 ref]
• Summary: In 1964 at the Botanical Congress in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, an American mycologist, Dr. C.W. Hesseltine, 
gave a fascinating account of the studies he has made of 

foods fermented with molds. A full account of his work has 
just been published in Mycologia. 1965. 57(2): March/April. 
This is a summary of that article, focusing on tempeh, sufu 
or Chinese cheese, miso, and shoyu or soy sauce. Address: 
D.Sc.

2845. Product Name:  Plantmilk (Soymilk. Renamed Plamil 
by Oct. 1966. Called Soya Plantmilk in Feb. 1979. Later 
renamed Soya Milk).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd. (Renamed Plamil 
Foods Ltd. in 1972).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 
Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1965 August.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya protein isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1965. July/Aug. p. 316. “Availability of Plantmilk.” “Our 
private carrier service makes deliveries to the London and 
Birmingham areas, and to most towns in the following 
counties:-” Seventeen counties are listed. “Plantmilk may, 
therefore be obtained from your nearest Health Food Store 
in the above defi ned areas... Those living outside these 
counties may obtain supplies by mail order service from: 
‘Healthiways’, 5 Tranquil Passage, Blackheath, London, S.E. 
3.”

The British Vegetarian. 1966. Jan/Feb. p. 34-38. 
“The development of Plantmilk.” Plantmilk is sold in 
cans as a liquid, concentrated to twice the recommended 
concentration. “The protein content of plantmilk is higher 
than human milk and about the same as cow’s. It is derived 
from two sources–leaves and soya.”

The British Vegetarian. 1966. Sept/Oct. p. 444. 
“Plantmilk News.” “The availability of ‘Plamil’ and 
other products made by Plantmilk Ltd. is now improved 
by the recent extension of our distribution service to 
Staffordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire, Derbyshire, 
Northamptonshire, Leicestershire, Bedfordshire, Hunts. [sic, 
Hampshire], Rutland, and North Norfolk. From 1st October 
supplies of our lines will be available to Health Food Stores 
anywhere in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

The British Vegetarian. 1967. March/April. p. 147. 
“Attractive new label for ‘Plamil’” Cans of liquid Plamil 
plantmilk will soon be appearing in Health Food Stores with 
a more attractive label, bearing a pleasant scenic design in 
white and green, giving a fresh, country appearance.” On 
p. 180, in a letter from C.A. Ling, we learn that Plantmilk 
Ltd. is located at Langley, Buckinghamshire, England. In 
the May/June 1967 issue, p. 246, we learn that the protein in 
Plamil “now comes mainly from soya (one of the best plant 
proteins nutritionally).”
 Ad (full-page) in The British Vegetarian. 1968. Jan/
Feb. p. 5. “The milk of tomorrow, today!” The label reads: 
“Plamil- Use like milk. Delicious used neat as a cream.”
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The British Vegetarian. 1969. Sept/Oct. p. 461-63. 
“Plantmilk.”
 Letter to The British Vegetarian. 1970. May/June. p. 
206. “Cost of Plantmilk.” The writer complains that at 3/4d. 
per tin it is too expensive.
 Ad (¼-page) in The British Vegetarian. 1970. May/June. 
p. 207. “Meat and Milk.” “You can’t have one without the 
other!” Letter to The British Vegetarian. 1970. July/Aug. p. 
290, 290. “Plantmilk” It is too expensive. “After all, 2s. 6d. 
per pint for Plamil against 11d. per pint for cow’s milk is a 
big difference. [Note: Since 12d. = 12 pence = 1 shilling, 
Plamil costs 2.7 times as much as cow’s milk.] Letter from 
Frank Wokes to The British Vegetarian. 1970. Sept/Oct. p. 
462. It would be easier and cheaper to prepare plantmilk in 
India from soya beans grown domestically using Dr. Harry 
Miller’s original method. The product would be cheaper than 
cow’s milk.

Alive magazine. 1978. June. p. 14-15; Ad in Alive 
magazine. 1979. Jan/Feb. p. 19. Letter from Plamil Foods 
Ltd. They were the pioneers in liquid soya milk in England 
in 1965.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry & Market. 
p. 118. “One of the fi rst successful soymilks in Europe after 
World War II.” The fi rst soymilk made or sold in England 
after the war.

2846. Soybean Digest. 1965. Changes in structure of 
Soybean Council. Aug. p. 38.
• Summary: The new offi ce in Madrid, Spain, will be headed 
by Ferenc Molnar, who moved to Madrid with his family on 
June 1. “The Council will continue to maintain an offi ce at 
Rome [Italy] which will supervise market development work 
in Italy, Greece, France, Holland. Belgium, the Scandinavian 
countries, and the United Kingdom.
 “Dr. K.W. Fangauf at Hamburg, Germany, will continue 
in charge of programs in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
 “The market development program in South America 
will be directly under the main SBC offi ce at Arlington, 
Virginia.”

2847. Times (London). 1965. Delegates taste plantmilk: New 
liquid food. Sept. 1. p. 6, col. 6.
• Summary: “From our correspondent. Derby, Aug. 31. 
Drinka pinta milka day but make it plantmilk, Dr. Alan 
Stoddard advised delegates at the International Vegetarian 
Union’s world congress at Swanwick, Derbyshire, today.
 “Dr. Stoddard, a medical practitioner, is chairman of 
Plantmilk Ltd., a society founded to produce liquid food that 
is a commercial substitute for milk. Delegates were offered 
drinks for plantmilk: about 10 per cent of those who are 
vegetarians never drink cow’s milk.”

2848. Greenwood, C.T.; Macgregor, A.W.; Milne, E.A. 1965. 
Studies on starch-degrading enzymes. II. The Z-enzyme 

from soya beans; purifi cation and properties. Carbohydrate 
Research 1(3):229-41. Nov. [31 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction: Z-Enzyme was fi rst found to 
be associated with soya-bean beta-amylase when amylose, 
which was incompletely hydrolysed by crystalline sweet-
potato beta-amylase was completely degraded into maltose 
by the ‘purifi ed’ soya-bean enzyme” (Peat et al. 1949; Peat et 
al. 1952).
 This article describes a method for the isolation and 
purifi cation of the Z-enzyme in soya-beans. This procedure 
involves the formation of the glycogen-enzyme complex. 
Address: Dep. of Chemistry, The University, Edinburg 9, 
Great Britain.

2849. Greenwood, C.T.; Macgregor, A.W.; Milne, E.A. 1965. 
Studies on starch-degrading enzymes. III. The action pattern 
of soya-bean Z-enzyme. Carbohydrate Research 1(4):303-
311. Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: This is the fi rst report of the action pattern of 
this alpha-amylolytic enzyme. Linear amylose has been used 
as the substrate for these investigations. Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, The University, Edinburg 9, Great Britain.

2850. Andersen, Aage J.C.; Williams, Percy N. 1965. 
Margarine. 2nd revised ed. Oxford, England: Pergamon 
Press and New York: Academic Press. xi + 420 p. Illust. First 
ed., by Anderson only, was 1954; 327 pages. [310* ref]
• Summary: Mostly technical aspects of margarine 
production. Address: 1. UK.

2851. Burke, Helen; Tong, Fu. 1965. Chinese cooking for 
pleasure. London: Paul Hamlyn Ltd. 151 + 5] p. Illust. (some 
color). Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: Preface, by Fu Tong (“Food is my whole 
life”). Introduction, by Helen Burke. The recipes are largely 
Cantonese, and fermented black soybeans (dow see) appear 
in quite a few: Pacifi c prawns and black soya beans (with 
“2 tablespoons canned black soya beans,” p. 40). Duck with 
black beans (with “1 tablespoon canned black [soya] beans,” 
p. 65). Chicken and black beans (with “1 tablespoon canned 
black beans,” p. 73). Soya eggs (with “2 tablespoons dark 
soy sauce,” p. 138).
 The “Glossary” (p. 150-51) includes: “Red bean curd;” 
comes in 6-oz cans. “Yellow and black soya beans;” sold in 
6-oz. cans.
 Note: Many recipes call for “Ve-Tsin or monosodium 
glutamate.” It is known under many brand names; Accent 
(made in USA), Aji no Moto (made in Japan). Mei Yen 
(made by the Spice Islands Co. of California), Stress (made 
in Great Britain) and Ve-Tsin (made in Hong Kong). “Home 
cooks, in the wake of food manufacturers, are realising, more 
and more, the virtue of ‘M.S.G.’ under whatever name it is 
bought and it is growing in popularity. Like all seasonings 
and fl avourings, ‘a little goes a long way.’” Address: 1. Food 
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writer, London, England, and, British Columbia, Canada; 2. 
Owner of four Chinese restaurants in Europe.

2852. Howard, A.N.; Gresham, G.A.; Jones, D.; Jennings, 
I.W. 1965. The prevention of rabbit atherosclerosis by soya 
bean meal. J. of Atherosclerosis Research 5:330-37. [17 ref]
• Summary: Dietary casein was replaced with “whole soya 
fl our” or hexane-extracted soya bean meal; this was found to 
be effective in preventing hypercholesterolemia in rabbits. 
The authors concluded that the natural rabbit diet “contains 
a nutrient which prevents atherosclerosis and which is also 
present in extracted soya bean meal. Preliminary attempts 
to isolate this factor show that it is not purifi ed soya protein, 
phospholipid, or triglyceride.”
 Heated soya fl our (Soyolk), soya protein (99% pure) 
and extracted soya bean meal were supplied by Soya Foods 
Ltd., London. Soya sitosterol was supplied by Eli Lilly, Ltd. 
Address: Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge 
(England).

2853. Needham, Joseph; Wang, Ling. 1965. Science 
and civilisation in China. Vol. 4: Physics and physical 
technology. Part II: Mechanical engineering. Cambridge, 
England: Cambridge University Press. lv + 759 p. See p. 
206-210, plus Fig. 463. Illust. Index. 26 x 20 cm. [500* ref]
• Summary: The Chinese pattern of presses was quite 
different from that used to press olives and grapes in Europe. 
“In China the most important type of press has probably 
always been the one which uses wedges driven home 
vertically or horizontally with hammers or a suspended 
battering-ram (cf. Fig. 463, facing p. 210). This it is, at any 
rate, which is described in the Nung Shu [pinyin: Nongshu] 
at the beginning of the +14th century.” Chinese horizontal 
presses, used for obtaining the large variety of vegetable oils 
(such as soya-bean oil) “were and are contrived from great 
tree-trunks slotted and hollowed out” (p. 206).
 “The other main type of Chinese indirect lever beam 
press is distinctly different from any European form (see Fig. 
462, 1c). Since this is used in a typically Chinese industry, 
the pressing of soya-bean curd, it is unlikely to have been 
an importation” (p. 209). Address: East Asian History of 
Science Library, Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, 
England.

2854. Needham, Joseph. 1965. Science and civilisation in 
China. Vol. 4, Physics. Part II: Mechanical engineering. 
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. See p. 
206-210.
• Summary: Concerning oil mills (p. 206-10): In Greece and 
Roman Italy (see Fig. 462), “after the -1st century, the large 
presses for olive pulp and grapes were equipped with screw 
mechanisms rather than the winding gear and weights which 
had before been used. Although the wedge press was known, 
ancient authors do not describe it, and it seems to have been 

used rather for the preparation of pharmaceutical products, 
essential oils, and papyrus.”
 “The Chinese pattern was quite different from this. 
In China the most important type of press has probably 
always been one which uses wedges driven home vertically 
or horizontally with hammers or a suspended battering 
ram” (see Fig. 463). This type of press was described in the 
Nongshu by Wang Zhen (1313). “But while the relatively 
small upright wedge-presses of Europe were constructed of a 
framework of beams, the Chinese horizontal oil-presses, used 
for obtaining a large variety of vegetable oils characteristic 
of that culture (e.g. soya-bean oil, sesame-seed oil, rape-seed 
oil, hemp oil, peanut oil), were (and are) contrived from great 
tree-trunks slotted and hollowed out. In these is placed the 
material to be pressed, made into discs ringed with bamboo 
rope and bound with straw (see Fig. 462, 4b); then the blocks 
are placed in position and the pressure increased from time 
to time by the wedges. This method takes advantage of the 
high tensile strength of the natural wood. It would seem to be 
ancient, indigenous, and without many parallels in the West.”
 The Chinese also use an “indirect lever beam press” 
which is distinctly different from any European design (see 
Fig. 262, 1c). “Since this is used in a typically Chinese 
industry, the pressing of soya-bean curd [tofu], it is unlikely 
to have been an importation” (p. 209). Address: Cambridge, 
England.

2855. Research Assoc. of British Paint, Colour and 
Varnish Manufacturers. 1965. Development of new uses 
for soya beans and linseed oils through investigations of 
organometallic derivatives and complexes as components 
of protective coatings having improved properties. Paint 
Research Station, Teddington, Middlesex, England. 195 p. 
Final Technical Report to U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Agricultural Research Service. Project Number: UR-E29-
(40)-29. May 6, 1960–May 6, 1965. [38 ref]
• Summary: The principal investigator was L.A. O’Neill. 
Contents: Summary. Introduction. Results. Part I: Surface 
coating applications of fatty substituted organometallic 
derivatives. Part II: Metal substrate/medium interaction. Part 
III: Pigment/medium interaction. Discussion. Conclusions. 
Experimental. References. Address: Teddington, Middlesex, 
England.

2856. Richmond, Sonya. 1965. International vegetarian 
cookery. London and Glasgow: Collins. 192 p. Index. 22 cm. 
Published in the USA by Arco in 1967.
• Summary: This book, dedicated to the author’s yoga 
pupils, arranges recipes (mostly entrees and soups) by 
country. The only Asian countries included are China and 
India; Japan is not. The author, who appears to be British, 
has collected these recipes from other vegetarians during 
her travels. The only soy-related recipe in the book is “Soya 
Bean Noodles,” listed under China (p. 49). The introduction 
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to the recipe reads: “This is a most useful recipe for the 
vegetarian because it requires soya bean fl our. As I have 
said before [where?] soya bean is one of the most valuable 
sources of protein known to man. It is easy to buy soya 
beans, both whole and cracked, in health-food shops and 
delicatessens. It is equally easy to obtain soya bean fl our 
which is yellow in colour. Do not attempt to use it like 
ordinary fl our for it contains no starch and therefore is not 
a thickening agent. It has to be cooked according to its 
own nature. This Chinese recipe makes excellent use of it, 
and this recipe is also extensively used in Japan.” The only 
ingredients are: 1 lb. soya bean fl our, 2 egg yolks, 1 tsp. salt, 
and cold water as required. No wheat fl our is used.

2857. Sweet-Escott, Bickham. 1965. Baker Street irregular. 
London: Methuen & Co., Ltd. 278 p. See Chap. 7, p. 200. 
Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a book personal account of fi ve years 
(from April 1940) the author spent in the S.O.E. (Special 
Operations Executive), a secret British paramilitary 
organization organized to fi ght World War II. The 
organization’s headquarters was at No. 64 Baker Street 
from Nov. 1940 until the end of the war. In Jan. 1943 the 
author traveled from Cairo (Egypt) to various North African 
Airports (such a Casablanca, Fez, Rabat, and Marrakesh [all 
later in Morocco]), then fi nally to London, where he enjoyed 
being home again.
 “By the middle of February [1943] I was back once 
more in Cairo with an even wider knowledge of North 
African cities and an unrivalled experience of the various 
methods of cooking that unspeakable dish, the soya link, the 
staple diet of the British in the Mediterranean campaign.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that uses the term “soya link” to refer to a 
soy sausage. Address: [England].

2858. Work, John L. 1965. Cargill beginnings... an account 
of early years. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Cargill Inc. [viii] + 
154 p. Illust. (black and white photos). Maps. Portraits. 24 x 
24 cm.
• Summary: Cargill was founded as a frontier grain business 
in 1865; this book was published to coincide with the 
company’s 100th anniversary. Yet it is not simply a history 
of Cargill; this history ends by about 1930. The book is had 
to read because the print is too small; it is set in small type. 
The story of Cargill is largely the story of two families: The 
Cargills and the MacMillans. The Cargill name comes from 
Scotland. As far as we know, all its present day bearers have 
their roots there, in the midland county of Perth (see map, 
p. 13). Donald Cargill achieved martyrdom in July 1681 
when he and a group of some 80 Covenanters proclaimed 
revolution. He was hanged in Edinburgh.
 Contents: 1. Origins in Scotland: Recent factual failings, 
Donald the martyr, Clan MacMillan, verifi able ancestries, 

MacMillan contingent to the U.S., Orkney Island Cargills. 2. 
Captain’s [William Dick Cargill’s] maritime years, 1829-58: 
James Cargill’s 1849 letter, the captain’s kin, the captain’s 
life in brief, recent riverboats and early ships, offi cial ships’ 
name sources, ships probably British, voyage farthest north, 
some unmatched pieces, why U.S. became home, lure of 
America, shift to U.S. of English talent, China voyage [not 
related to grain trade], U.S. ship registries, foliage on family 
tree, the earliest thread, named Smith, the artist-brothers 
Mount, Cargill legacy from Mounts, children born to the 
Captain and Edna, a catalog of ships. 3. Ties to the sea in 
Wisconsin: Pressure of panic of ‘57, underlying panic, 
Edna’s infl uence, Cargill-Baker stories mix, fragments 
of Barker maritime background, religious affi liations. 4. 
Landlocked in Janesville: The Cargill farm, the Barker farm, 
a distant war, return to isolationism, farming in the war 
years, agriculture’s hub in Wisconsin, school and church, 
those who remained in Janesville. 5. Will and the farming 
frontier: Boom town at Conover, alternatives to Conover, 
obscurity of Iowa years, the one-crop economy, early 
tendency to monopoly, growth in Iowa; Sylvester’s start, 
Iowa’s elevators’ worth.
 6. Marriage and the move to Minnesota: Couldn’t 
say no?, mostly about Sam, Albert Lea begins Minnesota 
expansion, panic and partnerships, mule farm experiment. 7. 
The view from LaCrosse: Expansion of the Line, northerly 
swing: mainly about Jim, back in LaCrosse. 8. In LaCrosse–
the two families: The house itself, the LaCrosse MacMillans, 
the MacMillan and Cargill relationship, the young lions, 
John D. and William S. 9. The time of troubles: Prior to 
1903, 1903, fi rst of the critical years, father and son, after 
1903, the black sheep role of William S., in conclusion. 
10. Death and reorganization: The estate and its handling, 
corporate reorganization.
 Genealogical table–William Dick Cargill descendents. 
Genealogical table–predecessors of William Dick Cargill 
and Edna Davis. Barker maritime references by C.C. Culter. 
Cargill elevators in Minnesota 1882-1886; in North and 
South Dakota 1887-1909. Genealogical table–Duncan D. 
MacMillan descendents. Accountant’s report–Cargill, 1935.
 On p. 13 are maps of Scotland and the Orkney Islands. 
On p. 20 is a family tree, the descendants of William Dick 
Cargill and Edna E. Davis, down to the 1940s. On p. 35 is a 
family tree, the ancestors of William Dick Cargill and Edna 
E. Davis, back to the 1600s.
 Note: “The History of Cargill” (a paper-bound, brown-
covered pamphlet) was printed in 1945 [sic, 1946] (see p. 
2, 148, and record in this book). Address: Minneapolis, 
Minnesota.

2859. Times (London). 1966. Happy Chinese cooking talk. 
Jan. 17. p. 11, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: A new book, Chinese Cooking for Pleasure, 
by Mr. Fu Tong and Miss Helen Burke has been published 
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by Paul Hamlyn. A recipe is given. The book lists three 
establishments in London that specialize in Oriental supplies: 
Bombay Emporium (largest selection), Chinese Emporium, 
and Hong Kong Emporium. To the inexperienced, the 
bewildering array of new foods include “red bean curd 
[fermented tofu], black bean [black soya bean], yellow soy 
bean, and sesame oil.”

2860. Verdcourt, B. 1966. A proposal concerning Glycine L. 
Taxon 15(1):34-36. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: In this paper Verdcourt proposes renaming 
Glycine javanica to Glycine wightii. His proposal was 
accepted. The full name is Glycine wightii (R. Grah. ex 
Wight & Arn.) Verdcourt comb. nov.
 While examining legumes for his book Flora of Tropical 
East Africa the author “had occasion to examine the type 
of Glycine javanica L. This name is at present in use for a 
common polymorphic climber occurring in India and Africa, 
and it was a shock to discover that the type specimen did 
not agree with this common interpretation but was in fact 
a Pueraria. Since Glycine javanica has been chosen as the 
type of the genus Glycine and thus of the tribe or subtribe 
based on that name, it is evident to follow this discovery to 
its logical conclusion would lead to far-reaching changes in 
the nomenclature of two well-known and important genera. 
None of the other 7 species referred to Glycine by Linnaeus 
is now available for an alternative type selection without 
causing equal confusion, since all have been referred to 
different general long ago. The historical type of Glycine 
would be Glycine apios since when Linnaeus introduced 
the generic name (Gen.: 349(1737)) he based it on Apios 
Boerhaave i.e. the plant now known as Apios americana 
Medik. The matter has been discussed by Rickett and Stafl eu 
(Taxon 8:297 (1959)).
 “Another matter to be considered is whether Glycine 
auctt. [auctt. is a Latin abbreviation meaning “authors”] 
is a natural genus. Hermann has divided it into three 
subgenera...”
 Is there any way to conserve the traditional and well-
known genus Glycine? “L.F. J. Hermann in his revision of 
Glycine auctt. and its allies includes ten species under the 
genus Glycine, and the oldest name proposed consisting of 
a specifi c epithet combined with the generic name Glycine 
and which is accepted as a species of Glycine by Hermann, is 
Glycine clandestina Wendl., 1798. Unfortunately Wendland 
gives no description of the genus; neither is it really suitable 
to conserve Glycine from Bentham 1837 with Glycine 
bujacia Benth. as the type because, although the latter is 
a synonym of Glycine javanica auctt., Bentham distinctly 
defi nes the genus as having alternate anthers sterile, in other 
words, his conception of Glycine mainly refers to Teramnus 
P. Br.
 “A more suitable course is to conserve the name from 
Willdenow, Species Plantarum 3(2):1053 (1802) with 

Glycine clandestina as its type. Since it is not possible to use 
specifi c epithets proposed in conjunction with the generic 
name Glycine prior to this date the following change in 
author will have to be made–Glycine clandestina will have 
to date from Willdenow, tom. cit.: 1054 (1802) and not from 
Wendland (1798).” Address: Kew, England.

2861. Stoddard, Alan. 1966. The development of plantmilk. 
British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 34-38.
• Summary: The article begins: “In 1847 the Vegetarian 
Society was founded. In 1944 the Vegan movement was 
started. In 1956 the Plantmilk Society was inaugurated. 
These are the historical dates of progressive humanitarian 
ideas in this country.”
 A number of nutritious alternatives to cow’s milk have 
been put on the market: Velactin, Wanderlac, Soyalac, and 
Almondlac. The latest product is called Plantmilk. It is 
sold as a liquid, concentrated to twice the recommended 
concentration. “The protein content of plantmilk is higher 
than human milk and about the same as cow’s. It is derived 
from two sources–leaves and soya. The fat is derived from 
the soya bean and palm oil, the carbohydrate from cane sugar 
and soya, the minerals from leaves and soya. Calcium is 
added to bring the level near to human milk and vitamins A 
and D and B-12 are also added.” Vitamin B-12 is added at 
the level of 0.5 microgram per 100 gm of Plantmilk.
 About £20,000 has already been spent on the research, 
development and production of Plantmilk. “Further 
improvements will be made until a perfect food is evolved.
 “Most of the research into the formulation of the milk 
has been in the extraction of protein from leaves, cabbage, 
caulifl ower, pea pods, etc.,” and the greatest diffi culty 
has been to separate the chlorophyll–the green part of the 
leaf–from the protein. It has fi nally been accomplished with 
activated carbon.
 “First of all the cleaned cabbage leaves are broken down 
by an apparatus called a ‘food Tec’ which has large numbers 
of sharp blades which divide the cabbage into minute pieces. 
Water is added to carry the product to the next stage which is 
that of the separation of the chlorophyll by charcoal from the 
protein. This gives an almost clear fl uid which is then heated 
to precipitate the protein. The fi ltrate is then concentrated to 
form what is now called the ‘curd.’ This vegetable protein 
has most of the amino-acids contained therein, but as it is 
lacking in two essential ones–methionine and cystine, we 
now have to add soya protein necessary for maintaining life.
 “Complete analysis of protein into its component 
amino-acids is a complex and costly procedure. We have 
as yet, not had a quantitative analysis of the amino-acid 
content of Plantmilk but we do know that the sources–viz., 
the combination of leaf protein and soya protein contain the 
complete range of known amino-acids, and we are satisfi ed 
that Plantmilk alone would sustain healthy life from the 
protein point of view.”
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 “A small amount of starch comes from the soya protein 
‘isolate.’” The various ingredients are placed in a mixer 
and then de-aerated before being fed into a Fryma, which 
homogenizes them.
 Unfortunately reconstituted Plantmilk costs twice as 
much as cow’s milk. And even at this price, the company is 
operating at a loss. The author urges all vegetarians to buy 
and use the product. The company’s fi rst goal is to make 
and sell 5,000 cans of Plantmilk a week. By comparison, 
50 million pints of cow’s milk are consumed each day in 
Britain. However its present plant and machinery is capable 
of producing only 2,000 cans/week. So they need bigger 
machinery and more staff.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the term “soya protein 
isolate” (or “soya protein isolates”). Address: Chairman, 
Plantmilk Ltd.

2862. Fottrell, P.F. 1966. Dehydrogenase isoenzymes from 
legume root nodules. Nature (London) 210(5032):198-99. 
April 9. [9 ref]
• Summary: During studies of the enzymes in the root 
nodules of three different legume species (including the 
cultivated soybean), multiple forms of lactase dehydrogenase 
were observed when the soluble proteins were separated 
by starch-gel electrophoresis. “The plants–Glycine max, 
Medicago sativa [alfalfa / lucerne] and Trifolium repens 
[white clover]–were grown in quartz and supplied with a 
modifi ed Crone’s nitrogen-free solution and suitable strains 
of nodule bacteria. After 7 weeks the nodules were removed 
and crushed... After electrophoresis, the dehydrogenases 
were located on the gels...” A chart shows dehydrogenase 
zymograms from legume root nodules. The soybean 
had three isoenzymes: lactate dehydrogenase, malate 
dehydrogenase, and glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase. 
Address: An Foras Talúntais (Agricultural Institute), 
Johnstown Castle, Wexford, Ireland.

2863. James, Isabel. 1966. The use of whole foods. British 
Vegetarian. March/April. p. 141-48.
• Summary: This is the revised text of a lecture given by the 
author at the 18th International Vegetarian Union Congress at 
Swanwick in 1965. After defi ning whole foods she discusses 
vegetarian protein foods, including nuts, pulses, and yeast. 
Under Pulses, the main variety discussed is the soya bean. 
“This is truly a Wonder Bean!” It can be used to make fl our, 
milk, curds and cheese [tofu], and soy sauce. Or the beans 
themselves can be soaked and cooked for a long time. “The 
by-products of the bean are also valuable for pasturage, dry 
fodder and silage. It seems a pity that such a valuable food 
should also be used for the production of soap, paint and 
high explosives!” Address: B.A.

2864. Brown, M.A. 1966. Soy fl our in the modern U.K. 

bakery. Soybean Digest. May. p. 62-64.
• Summary: Regardless of the type or scale of bakery, soy 
fl ours have a vitally important role to play. In the U.K., 
the term “soy fl our refers to the milling of whole, dehulled 
soybeans to a fi ne fl our. The resultant soy fl our therefore 
“retains all the natural protein, fat, and lecithin and these 
constituents are largely responsible for the properties 
displayed by the product as a whole.
 “The term ‘soy fl our’ is further qualifi ed by either 
‘enzyme-active full-fat’ or ‘full-fat processed,’ and here we 
have the difference between the two types of soya [fl our] 
found in bakeries throughout the U.K.”
 The naturally occurring enzymes in enzyme active full-
fat soy fl our are used for their natural bleaching properties.
 Full-fat processed soy fl our is produced from soybeans 
that have undergone a steam heat treatment. This inactivates 
the enzymes and debitters the fl our. A table compares the 
chemical composition of the two fl ours.
 “Let us now look at the uses and functions of enzyme-
active full-fat soy fl our in the modern bakery. This product 
has been used extensively in bread and yeast-raised goods 
for many years and it is therefore true to say that it has stood 
the test of time. It has in fact become so widely accepted that 
it is no longer regarded as an additive as it once was, but as 
a basic ingredient. This may not always be readily apparent 
if one studies a written formula as used by any given bakery, 
for several proprietary products are regularly and widely 
used which are in fact based on enzyme-active soy fl our.
 “As previously stated, this grade of soya contains 
enzymes useful to the bread-making process, principally 
diastase (beta amylase), peroxidase and lipoxidase, and these 
are closely bound with the protein.
 “The product is thus an aid to gas production, resulting 
in livelier doughs which handle and machine better while the 
bleaching enzymes act as a natural bleacher of the dough, 
giving an improved crumb color in the bread. There is also 
some proteolytic activity which helps in the mellowing and 
ripening of the gluten structure.
 “Handling qualities: The natural fat and lecithin content 
also contributes to improvement in handling and machining 
qualities of the dough and makes for an improvement in 
crumb quality, as well as prolonging the softness of the 
bread.
 “This latter point allied to the economy in use is possibly 
the most common reason why many large bakeries use this 
very nutritious and inexpensive product.
 “Usually from 0.75% to 1% soya calculated on the 
wheat fl our weight is included in normal bread formulation. 
These fi gures may be greatly exceeded for specialty breads, 
but these instances are rare.
 “The water content of the formula is also increased by 
the use of soya, usually by one and one-half times the weight 
of soya used. In fact, this additional water is very necessary 
if best results are to be obtained and it does also, of course, 
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give maximum economy.” Address: F. Inst. B.B., Technical 
Service, Soya Foods Limited, London.

2865. Today’s Food (Loma Linda Foods, Riverside, 
California). 1966. Celebrating our 60th anniversary [Loma 
Linda Foods]. 11(1):5 (back cover). Spring.
• Summary: Loma Linda Foods has been guided by the wise 
counsel of Ellen G. White, who began discussing healthful 
nutrition in 1863. “Actually, the nutrition work of Seventh-
day Adventists, who own and operate Loma Linda Foods, 
began 100 years ago at Battle Creek Michigan... But the 
denominational affi liation with the old Battle Creek San 
breakfast foods ended in 1903 and it was not until 1906 
that it was reactivated at the Loma Linda Sanitarium in 
California. Here stoneground wheat bread and healthful 
cookies and fruit crackers were made in the sanitarium 
bakery, and in 1907 demand for the products from residents 
of the growing community forced the construction of a 
separate building. Here in a combination bakery and store, 
the business thrived for 30 years.
 “Now known as Loma Linda Foods, the new factory 
continued making fi ne bread and cookies but added high 
protein products perfected to take the place of meat in 
vegetarian menus; whole grain breakfast foods; Breakfast 
Cup cereal drink [coffee substitute]; and about 1930, began 
making the fi rst soy milk.
 “Demand for Loma Linda Foods quickly outgrew the 
small delivery truck service developed within a 125 mile 
area, and when land for a new plant was offered by what was 
then La Sierra Junior College, ten miles west of Riverside, 
the move was made.
 “Our present plant and Western Division general 
offi ces opened in 1938, and in 1951 the Eastern Division 
headquarters opened in Mount Vernon, Ohio. Developed for 
25 years under the leadership of George T. Chapman from 
Australia, and now managed by Charles P. Miles, Loma 
Linda Foods is one of 30 food factories owned and operated 
by Seventh-day Adventists in Australia, New Zealand, South 
America, England, France, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, 
Africa and Japan.
 “Some 300 workers, plus nearly 100 salesmen, are 
dedicated to the production and distribution of more than 
three dozen tasty products bearing the Loma Linda Foods 
label...”
 Color photos show: The general offi ces and main Loma 
Linda Foods plant at Riverside. Sales representatives and 
management personnel of the Western Division of Loma 
Linda Foods.

2866. Rock, H.; Sipos, E.F.; Meyer, E.W. 1966. Soy protein–
Its role in soy processed meat production. Meat (London) 
32(6):52-54, 56, 85. June.
• Summary: “Advances in soy food technology now provide 
the meat processor with three principal classes of protein 

products for use in manufacturing meat products. These are 
soy fl our and grits, soy protein concentrates and soy protein 
isolates, with each class differing as to protein content along 
with other chemical and physical characteristics.”
 This article discusses their composition, functional and 
nutritional properties, and fl avor contribution to the end 
product–with emphasis on formulation of sausages. Contains 
6 tables and 4 fi gures. Address: Research and Development 
Dep., Central Soya Co., Chemurgy Div.

2867. Soybean Digest. 1966. Rose of British Soya Products 
has passed. June. p. 34.
• Summary: R.H. Rose, chairman of British Soya Products 
Ltd., Hertfordshire, died on 7 April 1966. Mr. Rose, age 64, 
was joint managing director with E. Mitchell Learmonth. 
Mr. Learmonth has been appointed chairman and managing 
director to succeed Mr. Rose.
 In Oct. 1933 Mr. Rose joined the company as sales 
manager not long after it had been in incorporated. In 1937 
he was appointed a director and in 1943 he succeeded G.P. 
Tussaud as managing director. In 1953 he became chairman 
when R.W. Smith retired.
 In 1946 Mr. Learmonth joined the company; he is a 
Fellow of the Royal Institute of Chemistry. In 1949 he was 
elected to the board as director in charge of research and 
development.
 Small portrait photos show Learmonth and Rose.

2868. Boinville, Charles de. 1966. Increasing dependence on 
U.S. beans. Soybean Digest. July. p. 16-18.
• Summary: Discusses a recent FAO study on oilseed 
crushing in developing countries such as Philippines, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia, etc. A photo shows Charles 
de Boinville. Address: Chairman, British Oil & Cake Mills, 
and President, International Assoc. of Seed Crushers.

2869. British Vegetarian. 1966. Science Council of the 
International Vegetarian Union: SCIVU Abstract Service. 
July/Aug. p. 325-27. [9 ref]
• Summary: The Science Council has started an international 
service to collect and summarize scientifi c information 
about vegetarian nutrition from journals published around 
the world. The information is recorded in abstracts. Nine 
examples follow; three of them are about soya bean milk.

2870. British Vegetarian. 1966. “Soya Steaks.” Sept/Oct. p. 
411. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is excerpted from SCATS Sentinel, 
Journal of the Southern Counties Agriculture Trading 
Society, June 1966.
 A recent technical report from Trouw & Co., N.V., of 
Amsterdam, states that products resembling steaks, chickens, 
and ham are now being made from soya, using spun soy 
protein fi bers. In the USA, General Mills, Ralston Purina 
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Co., and Worthington Foods (Ohio) are working on spinning, 
and in England Unilever is reported to be interested. 
Worthington Foods has developed a full line of products that 
look, taste, and chew like chicken, beef, and pork products. 
Wham is a ham-like product and White Chic is simulated 
chicken. A photo shows a label of Worthington Soyameat 
Salisbury Steak Style.

2871. British Vegetarian. 1966. Plantmilk news. Sept/Oct. p. 
444.
• Summary: “The availability of ‘Plamil’ and other products 
made by Plantmilk Ltd. is now improved by the recent 
extension of our distribution service... From 1st October 
supplies of our lines will be available to Health Food 
Stores anywhere in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland.”
 Note. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2013) that contains the term “Plamil.” Address: 
England.

2872. Product Name:  Plamil Fudge.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd. (Renamed Plamil 
Foods Ltd. in 1972).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 
Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1966 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. Plamil plantmilk (made with soya protein 
isolate), chocolate, sweetener.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Half-pound block, ready cut for 
ease of breaking, fi lm wrapped.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1966. Sept/Oct. p. 444. “Plantmilk News.” “Jack 
McClelland, the well-known swimming champion, has been 
acting as dietetic advisor to a number of athletes who are 
competing in the Commonwealth Games in Jamaica; and 
priority of place has been given to Plamil Fudge. It provides 
the easily assimilated energy needed by those undertaking 
long endurance races. Plamil Fudge has therefore become an 
integral part of the ‘equipment’ taken to Jamaica.”

The British Vegetarian. 1967. Sept/Oct. p. 456. “Plamil 
Fudge Goes Mountaineering.” “The Midlands Hindukush 
Himalayan Expedition (1967), now in the Himalayas, has 
taken a supply of Plamil Fudge as part of its food supplies... 
All Plamil Products (Plamil Plantmilk, Chocolate and 
Fudge)” contain no animal products.

The British Vegetarian. 1969. Sept/Oct. p. 463. “Plamil 
Fudge” is now available in a 2-color carton with an inner 
wrapping of white waxed paper. Each half-pound block, as 
before, is ready cut for easy breaking.

2873. Product Name:  Plamil Chocolate.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd. (Renamed Plamil 
Foods Ltd. in 1972).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 

Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1966 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya protein isolate.
New Product–Documentation:  The British 
Vegetarian. 1967. Sept/Oct. p. 456. “Plamil Fudge Goes 
Mountaineering.” “All Plamil Products (Plamil Plantmilk, 
Chocolate and Fudge)” contain no animal products.
 Ad in The British Vegetarian. 1969. May/June. p. 219. 
“The vegetarian chocolate is Plamil Chocolate.” It is made 
by Plantmilk Ltd., Tithe Farm, High Street, Langley, Slough, 
Bucks. [Buckinghamshire], England. “This chocolate is also 
intriguingly different, and has just the kind of velvet-smooth 
taste that just asks for more... and more...”

2874. Chambers, John A. 1966. What is soya? Arkady 
Review (Manchester, England) 43(4):54-59. Dec. [2 ref]
• Summary: Includes recipes for Madeira slab cake and 
chocolate slab. Address: Development Manager, British 
Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester 16, 
England.

2875. Hesseltine, C.W.; Shotwell, Odette L.; Ellis, J.J.; 
Stubblefi eld, R.D. 1966. Afl atoxin formation by Aspergillus 
fl avus. Bacteriological Reviews 30(4):795-805. Dec. [39 ref]
• Summary: Introduction. Fungi producing afl atoxins and 
other toxins of A. fl avus. Natural occurrence of afl atoxin. 
Factors affecting afl atoxin formation in nature. Production 
of afl atoxin in culture. Afl atoxin studies at the Northern 
Regional Research Laboratory.
 The occurrence of mycotoxins has been known for 
several decades. In 1913 Alsberg and Black of the USDA 
studied the biochemistry of toxins of certain molds isolated 
from corn meal. Penicillium puberulum was found to 
produce penicillic acid which was toxic. Interest in afl atoxins 
arose after the death of a large number of young turkeys 
in Great Britain in 1960. At least 4 afl atoxins are known to 
exist, produced by certain strains of Aspergillus fl avus Link, 
A. parasiticus Speare, and Penicillium puberulum Bainier.

“Aspergillus oryzae and its near relatives are widely 
used in the preparation of koji for such food fermentations 
as shoyu (soy sauce), miso, black beans [fermented black 
soybeans / fermented black soybeans], and sake” (p. 802). A. 
oryzae is a close relative of A. fl avus; they are distinguished 
on the basis of minor morphological characteristics. 
Afl atoxin has been found on only two commercial 
commodities: Peanuts and cottonseed cake. Although A. 
fl avus can be made to grow on soybeans, none of the strains 
produced much afl atoxin regardless of the conditions. 
Afl atoxins have not been found in commercial soyfoods 
produced by Aspergillus oryzae.
 The authors obtained very low toxin production (0.03 
micrograms/milliliter) on pearled soybeans (Hawkeye 
variety) using a strain of Aspergillus fl avus. Address: NRRL, 
Peoria, Illinois.
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2876. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dragon & Phoenix Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Kings Cross, 172 Pentonville 
Rd., London, N1, England.  Phone: 018-370-146.
Date of Introduction:  1966.
New Product–Documentation:  Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1978, 
Dec. The Book of Tofu (Ballantine pocketbook edition). 
“Appendix B: Tofu Shops and Soy Dairies in the West.” p. 
400. Phone: 01-837-0146. Owner: Unknown.
 Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1981. 
Jan. 22. Address is now Kings Cross, 172 Pentonville Rd., 
London, N1, England. Owner: Mr Lyen.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods Industry: Directory 
& Databook. p. 3. Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing 
List. 1983. June 20. The address is now 15-18 White Lion 
St., London N19 PD, England.
 Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe with American 
Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished manuscript. p. 27. 
“Dragon & Phoenix in London makes a couple of tons of 
tofu a day. They are the biggest manufacturer in the country 
and they distribute all over England.”
 Interview with Donald Lyen, owner. 1988. He founded 
the company 22 years ago. They are still the biggest in 
England.

2877. Aspinall, G.O.; Hunt, K.; Morrison, I.M. 1966. 
Polysaccharides of soy-beans. II. Fractionation of hull cell-
wall polysaccharides and the structure of a xylan. J. of the 
Chemical Society C: Organic (London) 1966:1945-49. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Extraction of soy-bean hulls with water at 
room temperature and at 60º furnishes two galactomannan 
fractions which differ only in the proportions of the two 
constituent sugars.”
 Such extraction also furnishes several acidic 
polysaccharide fractions in addition to the galactomannans 
and the xylan whose structures have been established. 
Address: Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland, 
UK].

2878. Burkill, I.H. 1966. Dictionary of the economic 
products of the Malay Peninsula, 2nd ed. 2 vols. Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia: Ministry of Agriculture and Co-
operatives. xiv + 2444 p. See vol. 1 (A-H), p. 1098-1103. 
Index. 24 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Information on the soy bean (Glycine max) is 
found under Glycine. Contents: Origin. Man has selected 
the more tropical races and is still selecting. Search for a 
race suitable for Malaya. Java, long ago, found one suitable 
for the drier parts of the island. Secondary uses as fodder, 
a cover crop, and green manure. High food-value of the 
seed. The seed, ripe or nearly ripe, as food. Its special use 
in diabetes. Artifi cial milk. Vegetable casein [for industrial 
uses]. substitute for coffee. Seedlings [sprouts] eaten. Sauces, 

&c., from the bean. Témpé made in Malaysia with the aid 
of a fungus. Teou-fu [tofu] prepared by the Chinese. Tao-
cho prepared [in Java] with the aid of fungus. Sho-yu or soy 
kechap. Miso, a Japanese preparation. The making of soy 
kechap in Java. Organisms in fermentation. Oil [soy-bean 
oil, or kachang oil]. Criminal use (hairs on the pods cause 
irritation within the digestive tract). Fibre (in the stem). Joss 
sticks (Ash of the stem is said to be used in joss-sticks in 
Indo-China). The soybean is frequently cultivated in Burma 
and Siam.
 A photo (frontispiece) facing the title page shows Isaac 
Henry Burkill (1870-1965). This second edition is only 
slightly different from the original 1935 edition of which 
2,000 copies were sold. This edition was published on 
behalf of the governments of Malaysia and Singapore by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. Address: Director of Gardens, Straits Settlements 
(Singapore; 1912-1925).

2879. Neufeld, Don F.; et al. ed. 1966. Seventh-day 
Adventist encyclopedia: Granose Foods Limited. 
Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing Assoc. 1640 
p. See p. 527-28.
• Summary: “A health-food factory situated in Stanborough 
Park, Watford, Hertfordshire, England, manufacturing 
several kinds of nut foods and breakfast cereal biscuits, one 
of the latter being called Granose. In 1962 business volume 
[sales] totaled £250,000.
 “The SDA [Seventh-day Adventist] health food work in 
Great Britain was begun by a group of laymen who, under 
the name The London Health Food Company, purchased 
health foods from Dr. J.H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, 
Michigan, and distributed them to the public. After a few 
years SDA leaders in Great Britain sent J. Heide, a master 
baker, to Battle Creek to learn how to make the foods. In 
1899 a manufacturing company was formed under the name 
The International Health Association Limited, changed in 
1926 to Granose Foods Limited. The company purchased 
a fl our mill in Salford, near Redhill, Surrey, to serve as the 
factory. Disused plant equipment obtained from Battle Creek, 
together with machinery purchased in Great Britain, formed 
the nucleus from which the present business has grown. W.T. 
Bartlett was the fi rst manager and secretary and A. Rodd was 
the fi rst factory superintendent.
 “Before electricity was available, candles were often 
used, a practice that led to a fi re that burned the factory to the 
ground in [Aug.] 1900. Health foods were again temporarily 
imported from America, but gifts and loans from SDA’s re-
established the company, in Birmingham.
 “In 1907 all SDA institutions in England, including the 
food factory, were centralized at Stanborough Park, Watford. 
The factory has grown until in 1963 it had a fl oor space of 
approximately 25,000 square feet, and still further extensions 
were planned.
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 “Former managers included H. Osborne, J. Rigby, and 
George Adair. Joint managers in 1963 were George Norris 
and B. Goulstone.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (June 2009) 
that mentions the “London Health Food Company” or that 
explains its work importing health foods from Dr. Kellogg 
in Battle Creek, Michigan, and “distributing them to the 
public.” Presumably the foods were sold.
 Note 2. Concerning the term “Granose”: Richard W. 
Schwarz in his book John Harvey Kellogg, M.D. (1970) 
discusses Granose Flakes on pages 119-20, and 209-10. The 
fi rst fl aked breakfast cereals were developed from wheat 
jointly by Dr. J.H. Kellogg and his brother Will, in about 
1894. Dr. Kellogg named their fi rst successful wheat fl akes 
product Granose Flakes, and on 31 May 1894 he applied for 
a U.S. patent on “Flaked cereal and process for preparing 
same.” But in 1903 courts declared the doctor’s patent 
invalid. Will Kellogg developed the product into a great 
commercial success, in part by adding sugar to the malt 
and corn combination from which he made the fl akes. “The 
sugar greatly enhanced the cereal’s taste appeal, and, as a 
result, the Corn Flakes business was booming by late 1905.” 
The term “Granose” appears in 1904 in a “Chart of Food 
Elements” in the magazine Good Health (Jan. Insert after 
p. 48) published by John Harvey Kellogg in Battle Creek 
Michigan. It appears to be a grain-based breakfast cereal. 
Address: Washington, DC.

2880. Spencer, F.M. 1966. Policy. Marketing. Extension 
services. Research and other projects. British Solomon 
Islands Protectorate, Department of Agriculture, Annual 
Report. For the year 1965. See p. 1-10.
• Summary: Section II titled “Policy” mentions (p. 1) that 
agronomic research on rice, cocoa, and soya beans continued 
throughout the year.
 In Section IV titled “Marketing” the subsection on 
“Other produce” (p. 3) notes that “soya beans were sold 
both locally for pig food and overseas.” A small quantity of 
groundnuts was sold in the Honiara market.
 In Section VII, titled “Extension services” under “Food 
and other crops” we learn (p. 6): “Groundnut and soya 
bean seed were distributed on the islands of Choiseul and 
Kolombangara... On the Guadalcanal plains... soya beans... 
were grown under mechanised conditions.”
 In Section VIII, titled “Research and special projects” 
the subsection on “Rice investigations” (p. 9-10) notes that 
soya bean trials were conducted. “Of the various rotation 
crops tried during the year, soya beans continued to show 
most promise...” Address: Director of Agriculture, Honiara.

2881. Stanton, W.R. ed. 1966. Grain legumes in Africa. 
Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations. viii + 183 p. See p. 10-12, 99-105. Illust. 
Subject index. Author index. 23 cm. [7 soy ref]

• Summary: Contents of the section on Glycine max: 
Introduction. Origin. Breeding and selection. Physiology and 
development. Pests. Diseases. Place in the cultural system. 
Soil requirements. Soil preparation. Fertilizer. Rhizobia. 
Planting. Cultivation. Harvesting. Storage. Future prospects.
 Contains chapters by Joyce Doughty and R. Orraca-
Tetteh, and W. Steele. “Further, there may have been 
many attempts, dating from the early part of this century, 
at introduction and preparation as human food, including 
soybean bread (an early reference to the Gold Coast: 
Tropical Life, 1929).” Footnote 14 (p. 99): (1) OFC Trials, 
Tanganyika 1948-49; East Africa 1955; Angola 1936; van 
den Abeele & Vanderput 1956; INEAC reports 1960. INEAC 
is the Institut National pour l’Etude Agronomique du Congo, 
active from the 1930s and 1960s.
 Note: The OFC (Overseas Food Corporation) was 
set up under the Overseas Resources Development Act in 
February 1948, for the purpose of producing foodstuffs and 
other agricultural products in British Colonies. It promoted 
mechanized agriculture and was quite active in Tanganyika. 
Its “groundnuts scheme” was seen as a football in domestic 
politics since its inception.
 “Origin: The soybean is a very ancient cultigen of 
China and Japan and its early development is wrapped in 
obscurity... Cultivars can be divided into those with erect and 
those with reclining stems, but both types can have short or 
long internodes... According to Sapin (1959) cultivars grown 
for seed can be classifi ed according to the length of their 
growth period...”
 “Breeding and selection: Soybeans are adaptable to a 
wide range of climatic conditions, to which cultivars respond 
by considerable changes in growth habit... In the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (formerly Belgian Congo) selection 
started as early as 1936, mainly with varieties from the 
United States, Indonesia, and Manchuria, and many cultivars 
have been developed... Recommended cultivars for Zambia, 
Copperbelt Province, are H 273, H 237, and Geduld” (p. 
101).
 Note 1. This book is poorly edited. It gives many author/
year citations in text but no corresponding bibliographic 
entry for most!
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 1999) that uses the word “cultivar” (or 
“cultivars”) in connection with soybeans.

2882. Aspinall, G.O. 1966? A quantitative study of the 
polysaccharides in fat-free soybean meal to provide 
information needed to improve the processing of meal 
for foods and feeds, thereby contributing to its expanded 
utilization. Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh. 1 volume. 
Undated. Various pagings. Final report of research. P.L. 
480 Project no. E29-(40)-50. Grant no. FG-UK-128. Period 
covered Dec. 1960–Dec. 1965. *
Address: Edinburgh Univ., Scotland.
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2883. Fujii, Hisao; Oki, Kuniko; Makihara, Miyoko; 
Keshino, Junko; Keshino, R.; Takeya, Ryuko. 1967. Nattô-
kin ni yoru nenshitsu-butsu no seisei ni kansuru kenkyû. VII. 
Nattô-kin faaji no bunrui to sono ippan teki seishitsu [On the 
formation of mucilage by Bacillus natto. VII. Isolation and 
characterization of a bacteriophage active against “natto”-
producing bacteria]. Nippon Nogeikagaku Kaishi (J. of the 
Agricultural Chemical Society of Japan) 41(1):39-43. Jan. 
(Chem. Abst. 67:8826). [15 ref. Jap]
• Summary: “A new bacteriophage was isolated from an 
abnormally fermented ‘natto’ and named phage PN-1... The 
phage had a hexagonal head about 75mμ in diameter and a 
tail with a swollen end.” The tail was about 240 mμ long, 
10 mμ wide in the middle, and 25mμ at the swollen end. 
This phage was found to attack 9 strains of the 23 tested, all 
belonging to the Bacillus subtilis group.
 The 9 susceptible strains were all characterized by their 
ability to produce natto and had been named Bacillus natto 
(Table 2).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2012) that contains the word “phage” or the word 
“bacteriophage” in connection with natto.
 Note 2. The word “phage” derives from the Greek, “to 
devour.” A bacteriophage is any one of a number of viruses 
that infect bacteria. They do this by injecting genetic material 
(in either a circular or linear arrangement), which they 
carry enclosed in an outer protein capsid. Bacteriophages 
are among the most common and diverse entities in the 
biosphere. The term is commonly used in its shortened 
form, “phage.” (Source: Wikipedia, at Bacteriophage). An 
illustration at this Wikipedia entry is titled “The structure of 
a typical myovirus bacteriophage.” Myovirus bacteriophages 
use a hypodermic syringe-like motion to inject their genetic 
material into the cell.
 Bacteriophages (and their ability to kill harmful 
bacteria) were discovered independently in 1915 by British 
bacteriologist Frederick Twort (in London) and in 1917 by 
French-Canadian microbiologist Félix d’Hérelle (working at 
the Pasteur Institute in Paris). Address: Faculty of Home Life 
Science, Fukuoka Women’s Univ., Fukuoka, Japan.

2884. Pusztai, A. 1967. Trypsin inhibitors of plant origin, 
their chemistry and potential role in animal nutrition. 
Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews 37(1):1-9. Jan. [169* ref]
• Summary: A review of the subject, with emphasis 
on research conducted during the last 20 years, and a 
good analysis of soybean trypsin inhibitors. Contents: 
Introduction. Soya bean trypsin inhibitors. Lima bean 
inhibitors. Phaseolus aureus [mung bean] inhibitors. Trypsin 
inhibitors from other beans. Trypsin inhibitors from other 
sources. The distribution of trypsin inhibitors in the plant. 
Physiological and nutritional effects ascribed to trypsin 
inhibitors. Conclusions.

 “Ever since the demonstration of the benefi cial effect 
of heat treatment on the nutritive value of soya beans by 
Osborne and Mendel (1917), a great deal of effort has 
been directed to the identifi cation of the factor or factors 
responsible for the deleterious and growth-retarding effects 
of some raw foods of plant origin. Even before the actual 
discovery of trypsin inhibitors there was some evidence that 
certain plant proteins were digested by pancreatic enzymes 
at a slower rate than were animal proteins like casein 
(e.g. Bhagvat, 1937). When a trypsin inhibitor of protein 
nature in unheated soya bean fl ours was fi rst described by 
Read and Haas (1938) and rediscovered independently by 
Bowman (1944) and Ham and Sandstedt (1944), it seemed 
to offer a perfect explanation for the observed improvement 
in nutritional quality on heating. The confl icting results 
of the numerous studies conducted in the ensuing 22 
years, however, have not supported this rather optimistic 
expectation.” “By far the most extensively studied inhibitors 
of plant origin are the trypsin inhibitors obtained from soya 
beans.” Much of the early work on the proteinase inhibitors 
of plant origin concentrated almost exclusively on the 
inhibitors of trypsin an important serine protease of the 
digestive tract of animals. It soon became apparent however 
that many of the so-called trypsin inhibitors were also 
inhibitory to the related enzyme chymotrypsin.
 Note: Serine is an amino acid. Webster’s Dictionary 
defi nes serine, a word fi rst used in about 1909, as “a 
crystalline amino acid C3H7NO3 that occurs as a structural 
part of many proteins or cephalins.” Address: The Rowett 
Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland.

2885. Wood, J.C. 1967. Soya fl our in food products. Food 
Manufacture (London) Ingredient Survey. Jan. p. 11-12, 15. 
Bound after the Jan. 1967 issue of Food Manufacture (Vol. 
42). [6 ref]
• Summary: “Traditionally fermented bread: The effects 
of soya fl our in fermented bread are that it: conditions the 
gluten to give a maximum softness of crumb; bleaches the 
wheat fl our pigments to give a whiter crumb colour; reduces 
the rate of staling; gives increased fl avour; gives a better 
bloom and brighter crust colour; and reduces production 
costs. How does soya fl our produce these six effects?
 “Soya is a rich source of certain enzymes which play an 
important part in bread making. The development of gluten 
and the bleaching of the wheat pigments are both due to an 
enzyme called lipoxidase. The action of lipoxidase is very 
complicated but, in essence, it oxidises both the gluten and 
the pigments so that the bread has a fi ne, white crumb.
 “It is now a well-known fact that soya fl our reduces the 
rate of staling. There are several reasons why this is so, the 
most important being its high protein content. Our work has 
indicated that the soya protein retains water after baking, 
thereby keeping the loaf soft and fresh longer.
 “Soya fl our imparts a pleasant, nutty fl avour to bread 
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due to the natural fl avouring ingredients and also to the 
enhanced fermentation. Soya is a very effective emulsifi er. 
This ensures that any fat added to a dough is more effectively 
utilised when soya fl our is present, as demonstrated by 
the sheen and bloom on the fi nished bread. Crust colour is 
also enhanced by the reaction of the soya protein and fl our 
carbohydrate.
 “Finally on the question of a reduction in production 
costs, production in our customers’ bakeries over many years 
has demonstrated that doughs containing soya fl our and extra 
water have the same baking loss as doughs without these 
additions. It is therefore quite clear that the addition of soya 
fl our results in increased yield.
 “The recommended level of addition of soya fl our 
is from 2 lb. to 3 lb. per sack of fl our together with once 
and a half to twice its weight in extra water. There are 
commercially available complete bread improvers based on 
soya fl our incorporating yeast foods and crumb softening 
agents.” Address: British Soya Products Ltd., Ware, 
Hertfordshire.

2886. Dewar, W.A. 1967. The zinc and manganese content 
of some British poultry foods. J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture (London) 18(2):68-71. Feb. [18 ref]
• Summary: “A series of foods used in poultry feeding in the 
United Kingdom was analyzed and the zinc and manganese 
contents are reported.” Address: Agricultural Research 
Council Poultry Research Centre, King’s Buildings, West 
Mains Road, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2887. American Soybean Association. 1967. Soybean Digest 
Blue Book Issue. Hudson, Iowa: American Soybean Assoc. 
170 p. Index. Advertisers’ index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The title page of this year’s Blue Book states: 
“Blue Book issue. Vol. 27. March, 1967. No. 6.”
 A table (p. 26) gives world soybean production by 
continent and country, from 1955-59 to 1966 (preliminary) 
as follows: North America: Canada, United States, Mexico. 
South America: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay. 
Europe: Italy, Romania, Yugoslavia, Other Europe (excluding 
U.S.S.R.). USSR (Europe and Asia). Africa: Nigeria, 
Rhodesia, Tanzania. Asia: Turkey (Europe and Asia), China–
Mainland, Cambodia, China–Taiwan, Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea–South, Thailand. Total #1. Total #2.
 Soybean production in Mexico increased from about 
39,000 bu in 1955-59, to 1,315,000 in 1964, to 2,205,000 in 
1965 to 4,410,000 (preliminary) in 1966.
 Soybean production in “China, Mainland” [including 
Manchuria] decreased from about 344,000,000 bu in 1955-
59, to 255,000,000 in 1964, to 250,000,000 in 1965, and 
250,000,000 in 1966 (preliminary).
 Soybean production in “China, Taiwan” increased from 
about 1,248,000 bu in 1955-59, to 2,117,000 in 1964, to 
2,414,000 in 1965.

 A table (p. 29) gives U.S. exports of soybeans, oil and 
meal from 1962 to 1965 (preliminary) to the following 
regions and countries (for marketing years beginning Sept. 
1; in bushels): North America: Canada, Mexico, other, 
total. South America: total. Western Europe: Belgium & 
Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany–West, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, other, total. Eastern Europe: 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, USSR (Europe and Asia), Poland, 
other, total. Africa, total. Asia and Oceania: Hong Kong, 
Israel, Japan, Korea–South, Philippines, Taiwan, other, total. 
Grand total.
 Exports of U.S. soybeans to Mexico increased from 
33,000 bu in 1962 to 177,00 in 1964. Note: This is the 2nd 
earliest document seen (Feb. 2009) that gives statistics for 
trade (imports or exports) of soybeans, soy oil, or soybean 
meal to Mexico or Central America. Address: Hudson, Iowa.

2888. Deveza, Manuel Carneiro. 1967. A cultura da Soja no 
mundo e o comércio internaiconal desta oleaginosa: Situaçao 
de Moçambiqe como produtor [World soybean cultivation 
and international trade in its oil. Mozambique’s situation as a 
producer]. Gazeta do Agricultor (Mozambique) 19(214):66-
72. March. [Por]
• Summary: Contents: General considerations. Soybean 
producing countries and continents and their production 
in tons (1948-1965). International commerce: importation 
of soybeans, soy oil, and soybean meal by countries and 
continents (in 1963 the 5 largest importers of soy oil were 
Spain, Pakistan, Turkey, Morocco, and Yugoslavia; the 5 
largest importers of soybean meal were France, Canada, 
Germany, England, and Denmark). Value of the seeds, meal, 
and oil. Uses of the soybean. Cultivation of the soybean in 
Mozambique. Potential for soybean culture in Mozambique. 
Address: Engenheiro agrónomo, Director Serviços de 
Agricultura, Província de Maçambique, Serviços de 
Veterinária, Mozambique.

2889. Fischer, R.W. 1967. The use of soy in food products. 
Oil Mill Gazetteer. March. Also published in Soybean Digest, 
May 1967, p. 29-38. Translated into Spanish by Polaquimia, 
S.A., Ciudad, Mexico. *
Address: Soypro International Inc.

2890. Ling, C.A. 1967. More about milk in our diet. British 
Vegetarian. March/April. p. 179-80. [1 ref]
• Summary: The author and many Britons believe that “from 
a humanitarian point of view the consumption of animal 
milk by human beings is wrong. This conviction follows 
from a realisation that the slaughterhouse and dairy products 
are interlinked and inseparable.” Address: Plantmilk Ltd., 
Langley, Bucks., England.

2891. Offi ce of the Chief Economist, Resources and 
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Transportation Studies Section, Ontario. 1967. Soybeans 
in Ontario: Production, utilization and prospects. Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada. 40 p. April 25. 36 cm. [10+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Soybeans and alternative sources of 
vegetable oil. 2. Soybeans and soybean products production, 
consumption and utilization. 3. Soybean varieties and 
techniques of production. 4. Economic aspects of soybean 
production. 5. Possibilities of increasing soybean acreage 
in Ontario. 6. Areas with potential for increased soybean 
production. 7. Possible effects on soybeans of increasing 
rapeseed utilization. 8. Conclusion.
 Total soybean acreage in Ontario has increased from 
154,973 in 1951 to 265,000 in 1965. The two regions of 
production are the Lake Erie Region (which produced 
12.71% of the provincial total in 1965; the largest soybean 
producing county is Elgin) and the Lake St. Clair Region 
(which produced 86.38% of the provincial total; the largest 
producing counties were Kent [94,700 acres], Essex 
[85,500], and Lambton [48,700]).
 “About 70-75% of total Canadian soybean supply 
is imported (almost entirely from the United States); 
approximately 80-90% of the supply is crushed domestically, 
the rest is exported mostly to the United Kingdom” (p. 7).
 “The greater part of the crop is sold to the three crushing 
plants in Toronto (Victory Mills Ltd., Maple Leaf Mills 
Ltd., and Canadian Vegetable Oils Processing Ltd.). The 
balance is exported to the United Kingdom where it is 
accorded preferential tariff treatment... Ontario’s production 
is insuffi cient to meet the needs of Canadian processors, and 
large quantities [of soybeans] (65-70 per cent of their total 
requirements) are imported duty free from the United States” 
(p. 21-22).
 “Conclusion: Ontario has a potential for increasing its 
soybean acreage, provided that (a) a gradual change in the 
pattern of crop production will be brought about (reduction 
of oats and mixed grain area); (b) research will provide 
higher yielding varieties especially for the area between the 
2,500-2,700 heat unit lines; (c) reliable, cheap herbicides 
will be available; (d) large scale drainage and pasture 
improvement programs will be carried out; (e) extension 
efforts will concentrate on disseminating knowledge on 
adequate methods of soybean growing.
 “The striking success of the Corn-Plan launched by 
the Ontario Government and O.A.C. [Ontario Agricultural 
College, Univ. of Guelph] indicates that a ‘Soybean Plan’ 
might lead to similar results.” Address: Toronto, Ontario.

2892. Fischer, R.W. 1967. The use of soy in food products. 
Soybean Digest. May. p. 29, 31-32, 35-36, 38.
• Summary: An excellent overview, with considerable 
history. Contents: Introduction. Grisly hand of hunger. 
Soybean oil. Oriental soy foods. Soy fl our and grits (with a 
good history of Berczeller, A.E. Staley, Shellabarger, Allied 
Mills, J.R. Short Milling Co. and Wytase). Isolates and 

concentrates. The war years (during and immediately after 
World War II, soy fl our and grits come to be widely disliked). 
New products and know-how.
 “Oriental soy foods:... In the Orient soybeans have, for 
centuries, played an important part in human diets as soy 
milk for infants, shoyu, or soy sauce as we call it, miso, tofu, 
tempeh, kinako, natto, yuba, etc.”
 “Isolates and concentrates: In the mid-1930’s processes 
for further refi ning the protein factors of soy began to 
appear. The fi rst 70% soy protein concentrate was turned 
out by Mead Johnson Co. using the Bonato process of sulfur 
dioxide and sulfurous acid extraction, but was discontinued 
for lack of adequate markets for the product. In 1936 the 
Glidden Co. began working on the production of an isolated 
protein [90-100% protein] from extracted soy fl akes for 
industrial uses. Glidden, as a major manufacturer of resin, 
wanted the isolate as a stabilizer for the resin used in 
sizing paper to provide wet strength. By 1939 Glidden was 
producing an enzyme hydrolyzed isolated protein to be used 
with egg albumen for its whipping capacity in producing 
food toppings... Over the years soy protein isolates have 
found their greatest application in the industrial fi eld, 
particularly as paper coatings for high gloss products.”
 A photo shows cans of Worthington Choplets, Soyameat 
(3 varieties), and Numete–all made from spun soy protein 
fi bers. Address: Soypro International Inc.

2893. Aspinall, G.O.; Begbie, R.; McKay, J.E. 1967. 
Polysaccharide components of soybeans. Cereal Science 
Today 12(6):223, 226-28, 260, 261. June. [14 ref]
• Summary: Contents. Polysaccharides from soybean 
hulls: Galactomannans, acidic polysaccharides, xylan. 
Polysaccharides from soybean cotyledons: Arabinogalactan, 
acidic polysaccharide complex. Quantitative analysis of 
polysaccharide components of soybeans. Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh, Scotland.

2894. Orr, Elizabeth; Adair, David. 1967. The production 
of protein foods and concentrates from oilseeds. Tropical 
Products Institute Report No. G31. 104 p. June. Also titled 
T.P.I. Report (London). [44 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Acknowledgements. 
Introduction. 1. The use of oilseeds as a source of protein. 
2. Oilseed resources. 3. The manufacture of protein fl ours 
by standard oil milling processes. 4. Some cost aspects of 
the manufacture of protein fl our by standard oil milling 
processes. 5. Examples of the use of edible fl ours made by 
standard oil milling processes. 6. Full fat soya fl ours. 7. 
Oriental methods of processing soya. 8. Other processes 
for making protein products. 9. The distribution of protein 
products. 10. Current experience of making protein fl ours 
and foods from oilseeds. 11. The initiation of protein food 
programmes with particular reference to the role of the 
administrator. Appendices. 1. Protein nutrition. 2. Oilseed 
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statistics. 3. Toxic hazards. 4. P.A.G. Guides [PAG]. 5. 
Afl atoxin. 6. Questionnaire. 7. Some examples of the cost 
of packaging oilseed-based protein foods. 8. Prices of edible 
oilseed products and protein fl ours and foods made from 
oilseeds. Bibliography. Chapters 6 and 7 are especially 
relevant to soyfoods.
 “Full fat soya fl our (FFSF) is manufactured in the USA 
by Archer Daniels Midland Co. and Central Soya, and in 
the UK by 3 fi rms: British Arkady Co. Ltd., Soya Foods 
Ltd., and British Soya Products Ltd. There are no offi cial 
statistics for production in either country. A trade source of 
information has estimated UK usage of soya fl our at 30,000 
tons per annum, but this fi gure includes defatted soya fl our 
made from meal imported from the USA. Full fat soya 
fl ours can be divided into 2 main categories: (a) fl ours used 
primarily for bleaching purposes in bread, and (b) general 
purpose fl ours. When the fl our is to be used mainly for 
bleaching it is made from uncooked beans, since the natural 
enzymes in the bean must remain active until the bleaching 
process has been completed. It is estimated that about half 
the full fat soya fl our made in the UK is used in bread 
manufacture.”
 A table lists all known commercial full-fat soy fl ours, 
their composition and prices. Describes the Promo Process 
and Wenger Process for making FFSF, with cost data. Gives 
case histories for Pronutro in South Africa and Nutresco in 
[Southern] Rhodesia.
 Chapter 7. Oriental methods of processing soya beans: 
Kinako (“a fl our made from ground toasted [soy] beans, 
used in making cakes”). Fermentation products: Soya 
sauce (shoyu), miso, natto, tempeh. Developing the use of 
fermented products. Aqueous extracts: Soya milk and tofu, 
kori-tofu. Soya milk as a substitute for cow’s milk. The 
package soy milk shop (including Tetra Pak and Prepac 
packaging; the Prepac system, developed by the S.E.A.B. 
Co., Villejuif, France, has a capacity of 1,500 packs/hour). 
Case histories for soya milk: Rural cooperatives in Taiwan, 
Saridele in Indonesia, and Vitasoy in Hong Kong. Soya milk 
made from soya fl our: The 4 known manufacturers of soya 
milk are Promo Ltd. of the U.K. (“The product made by 
Promo is marketed under the brand name of ‘Velactin’ by the 
Wander company.”), and Loma Linda Foods (Soyalac and 
Granogen), Mead Johnson (Sobee or Soybee), and Borden’s 
Soy Processing Co., all of the USA. Promo and Loma Linda 
use the traditional Oriental method rather than using soy 
fl our.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
concerning Tetra Pak and soy. Address: TPI, 56/62 Gray’s 
Inn Road, London WC1.

2895. Plantmilk Ltd. 1967. Feeding baby on Plamil 
plantmilk: Up to 12/15 months. British Vegetarian. May/
June. p. 245-48.
• Summary: The protein in Plamil comes mainly from soya. 

A table shows a baby feeding guide. Address: England.

2896. Spencer, F.M. 1967. Marketing. Extension services. 
Research and special projects. British Solomon Islands 
Protectorate, Department of Agriculture, Annual Report. For 
the year 1966. June. See p. 3, 6, 10, 11.
• Summary: In Section IV, titled “Marketing,” under “Other 
produce” (p. 3) states: “18... soya beans were sold both 
locally for pig food and overseas.”
 Section VII, “Extension services,” under “Food and 
other crops” (p. 6) notes that Guadalcanal Plains Ltd. planted 
588 acres of soya beans, which yielded 840 lbs/acre. “Soya 
bean yields were low because of severe drought conditions 
experienced between June and October.”
 Section VIII, “Research and special projects,” under 
“Rice investigations” (p. 10) states that further trials of rice 
and soya beans were conducted.
 Also discusses: A small quantity of local groundnuts, 
which were sold readily at the Honiara market (p. 3). 
Address: Director of Agriculture.

2897. Tombs, M.P. 1967. Protein bodies of the soybean. 
Plant Physiology 42(6):797-813. June. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Some microscopic observations of the protein 
bodies of the cotyledon cells of the soybean (Glycine max) 
are described, together with changes in their appearance 
which occur on germination.”
 Note: This is the third earliest document seen that 
describes the use of an electron microscope (in this case 
a transmission electron microscope) to examine soybeans 
or soyfoods. Address: Unilever Research Lab., Colworth 
House, Sharnbrook, Bedford, England.

2898. Kapsiotis, G.D. 1967. A list of protein food mixtures. 
PAG Bulletin (Protein Advisory Group, WHO / FAO / 
UNICEF) No. 7. p. 71-73. Oct.
• Summary: For each product, the following information is 
given: Product name, country, composition, protein content 
(percentage), and price (in US$/kg) and packaging. Of the 18 
products listed, the following 8 contain soya. Incaparina in 
Colombia and Mexico. Fortifex in Brazil. Pronutro in South 
Africa. Saridele in Indonesia. Prolo in the UK. CSM and 
CEPLAPRO in the USA.
 Several interesting products do not contain soya: 
Peruvita in Peru contains quinua. Bal-Ahar in India (made by 
CFTRI) contains mixed wheat fl our, vegetables and defatted 
oilseed fl our, vitamins, calcium. Address: Food Science and 
Technology Branch, Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

2899. Soybean Digest. 1967. Extensive broiler operation by 
Marubeni. Nov. p. 31.
• Summary: “Marubeni-Iida Co. of Osaka, Japan, has 
entered the broiler business with a tie-up with Sterling 
Poultry Products, Ltd., Norfolk, England, according to the 
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Japan Economic Journal...
 “Four other Japanese fi rms are already in the broiler 
business. Mitsui & Co. and C. Itoh & Co. are producing 
broilers in tie-ups with U.S. interests. Mitsubishi Shoji 
Kaisha is preparing to launch a similar venture in 
cooperation with Nippon Ham Co. of Osaka and Swift & Co. 
of the United States. Kanematsu-Gosho, long experienced in 
broiler trading, has agreed with Peterson Farms, Inc., to start 
a similar integrated chicken venture...
 “The Japanese Ministry of Agriculture has approved 
establishment of a joint egg-processing venture–Shosan 
Seymour–by Showa Sangyo Co. of Tokyo in cooperation 
on a 50-50 basis with the Seymour foods division of Norris 
Grain Co. of the United States. Shosan Seymour will be the 
fi rst joint venture with foreign capital in this fi eld in Japan 
since World War II.”

2900. Bailey, Ethel Zoe. 1967-1981. Glycine soja–Foreign 
sources. Part II. Ithaca, New York: L.H. Bailey Hortorium. 3 
cards. Unpublished.
• Summary: Continued: (51) Oslo 67–Hortus Botanicus 
Universitatis Osloensis, Oslo, Norway, 1967 [LR 1983]. 
(52) Frank. 66–Botanischer Garten der Johann Wolfgang 
Goethe Universitaet, Siesmayerstrasse 72, 6 Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany, 1966 [LR 1980]. (53) Heid. 66–Botanischer 
Garten der Universitaet, D-6900 Heidelberg, Germany, 
1966 [LR 1981]. (54) Angola 68–Instituto de Investigacao 
Agronomica de Angola, Caixa Postal 406, Nova Lisboa, 
Angola, 1968 [LR 1975]. (55) Nancy 64–Jardin Botanique 
de la Ville de Nancy, 100 Rue du Jardin Botanique, 54600 
Villers-les-Nancy, Nancy, France, 1964 [LR 1981].
 (56) Liege 63–Jardin & Institut de Botanique de 
l’Universite de Liege, 3 Rue Fusch, Liege, Belgium, 1963 
[LR 1975]. (57) Oxf. 68–Botanic Garden, University of 
Oxford, Rose Lane, Oxford, England, UK, 1968 [LR 1981]. 
(58) Read. 71–Agricultural Botanic Garden, University 
of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, England, UK, 1971 [LR 
1974]. (59) Kosice 70–See (40) Kosice 63 (Slovakia). (60) 
K.S.F. 72–Kerteszeti es Szoleszeti Foiskola (Inst. Bot. Acad. 
Horti- et Viticulture), Novenytami Tanszeke, Menesi-ut 44, 
Budapest xi, Hungary, 1972 [LR 1982].
 (61) Ruhr 71–Ruhr–Universitaet Bochum, Botanische 
Garten, Postfach 2148, D-4630 Bochum, Germany, 1971 
[LR 1980]. (62) Ant. 72–Hortus Botanicus Antveroiensis 
Plantentuin, Gerard le Grellelaan 5, Antwerp, Belgium, 1972 
[LR 1973]. (63) Pecs 73–See (43) Pecs 63 (Hungary). (64) 
Toh. 74–Hortus Botanicus Tohoku Universitatis Sendaiensis, 
Sendai, Japan, 1974 [LR 1982]. (65) Bol. 73–Istituto 
Botanico dell’Universita di Bologna, Via Irnerio 42, Bologna 
40126, Italy, 1973 [LR 1981].
 (66) Barc. 77–Institut Botanic de Barcelona, Av. 
Muntanyans, Parc de Montjuic, Barcelona 4, Spain, 1977 
[LR 1981]. (67) Lugd. 78–Hortus Botanicus Academicus 
Lugduno-Batavus, Nonnensteeg 3, Leiden, Netherlands, 

1978 [LR 1981]. (68) Purw. 79–Purwodadi Botanic Garden, 
Lawang, East Java, Indonesia, 1979 [LR 1979]. (69) Oxf. 
79–See (57) Oxf. 68 (Oxford, England). (70) Hohen. 79–See 
(27) Hohen. 58 (Hohenheim, Germany).
 (71) Delft 80–Technische Hogeschool Delft, Julianalaan, 
Delft, Netherlands, 1980 [LR 1980]. (72) Gand. 81–
Plantentuin der Rijksuniversiteit (formerly named Hortus 
Botanicus Gandavensis), K.L. Ledeganckstraat 35, B-9000 
Gent, Belgium, 1981 [LR 1981].
 On a separate card is one entry for Soja Glycine (which 
should probably be Glycine soja): St. A. 71–University 
Botanic Gardens, St. Andrews, Scotland, UK, 1971 [LR 
1982]. Address: L.H. Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-
255-7981. Fax: 607-255-7979.

2901. Aspinall, G.O.; Hunt, K.; Morrison, I.M. 1967. 
Polysaccharides of soy-beans. V. Acidic polysaccharides 
from the hulls. J. of the Chemical Society C: Organic 
(London) 1967:1080-86. [13 ref]
• Summary: “The results of partial hydrolysis and of 
methylation of some of the fractions indicate that the acidic 
polysaccharides comprise a group of structurally related 
polysaccharides of the pectic acid type.” Address: Dep. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Edinburgh [Scotland, UK].

2902. Berg, Sally; Berg, Lucian. 1967. New food for all 
palates: A vegetarian cook book. London: Victor Gollancz 
Ltd. 192 p. 23 cm. [10 ref]
• Summary: The glossary of ingredients (p. 17) discusses 
soy sauce and recommends Kikkoman for dipping. Page 85 
gives a recipe for watercress cooked in soy sauce.
 Gluten is mentioned repeatedly. Granose Meatless 
Steaks are made of wheat gluten (p. 15-16). Klops, a typical 
Russian-Jewish savoury, can easily be prepared with a can 
of wheat gluten (meatless steaks; p. 62-63). There are also 
gluten recipes for: Fried gluten and eggs (p. 80). Homemade 
gluten. Breaded gluten sweet and sour. Breaded gluten 
pineapple. Cold breaded gluten (p. 85-87; all in the chapter 
on China). Curried gluten (p. 109; India). Burgers (p. 116-17; 
America). Protein sources (p. 178). Address: England.

2903. Commonwealth Economic Committee. 1967. 
Vegetable oils and oilseeds. A summary of fi gures of 
production and trade... London: HMSO. *
• Summary: This is a series of reviews of production, 
trade, utilization, and prices relating to cottonseed, linseed, 
rapeseed, sesame seed, soya beans, ground nuts, copra, palm 
kernels, palm oil and olive oil, etc. Previous summaries were 
published by the Empire Marketing Board as part of the 
series “Series of Commodity Reports.” Address: England.

2904. Cornelius, J.A.; Raymond, W.D. 1967. Some oilseeds 
from tropical herbaceous crops. Tropical Science 9(2):75-89. 
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See p. 86-88. [37 ref]
• Summary: Includes a description of the history of oilseed 
crushing, from early times. The hydraulic press, invented 
and patented in 1795 by Joseph Bramah of England, created 
a great revolution in the oilseed industry. This press was 
used almost exclusively in Europe for seed crushing until 
the introduction after World War I of the continuous high-
pressure screw press or expeller which was invented and 
patented by Valerius D. Anderson in 1900. Both were 
eventually largely replaced by solvent extraction.
 Table 1 shows the estimated world supply of tropical 
vegetable oils in 1958, 1964, and 1965. (Thousand tons, 
oil equivalent). In 1965 the leading oilseeds are: Soya bean 
3,892. Groundnuts 3,392. Cottonseed 2,244. Coconut 2,154. 
Palm 704. Sesame 588. Palm kernel 402. Castor 282. Total, 
all kinds 19,685. Address: Tropical Products Inst.

2905. McKinnell, Joyce. 1967. The minus meat cook book. 
London: George Allen & Unwin Ltd. 207 p. 23 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: In the introduction, the section on “pulses” (p. 
16) states: “Soya beans and soya fl our too (good mixed in 
with a mashed potato), are very rich in needed protein, and 
the other pulses also contain protein and minerals.”
 The fi rst American edition of this vegetarian cookbook 
was published in 1968 in South Brunswick, New Jersey by 
A.S. Barnes [copyrighted 1967]. Address: Swansea, Bangor 
and SouthPort, England.

2906. Richmond, Sonya. 1967. International vegetarian 
cookery. New York, NY: Arco Publishing Co. 192 p. Index. 
22 cm. First published in 1965 in the UK.
• Summary: For details, see the original 1965 edition.

2907. SoyaScan Notes. 1967. Chronology of Arran 
Stephens: Early years in preparation for work with natural 
foods, vegetarianism, and Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. 
(Vancouver, then Richmond, BC, Canada). Part I (1944–
1967). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The focus of Arran’s life has been his spiritual 
practice; his work with food has taken an important 
supporting role as service to others. He has written his 
autobiography, published as Journey to the Luminous: 
Encounters with Mystical Adepts of our Century (Seattle, 
Washington: Elton Wolf Publishing. 1999. 380 p. with 70 
black and white photos). An expanded version, titled Moth 
& The Flame: Adventures with Spiritual Adepts of Our 
Time is now available free of charge on the Web at www.
ArranStephens.com.
 1944 Jan. 6–Arran Blackburn Stephens is born in 
Duncan, on southeast Vancouver Island, British Columbia, 
Canada–at King’s Daughter Hospital, about 10 miles from 
the family farm. He is the youngest of three brothers, the 
others being John Rutherford Jamieson (Gwen’s son from 
her fi rst marriage. John was born on 20 Sept. 1931 in 

New Zealand, the son of William John Jamieson, a New 
Zealand sheep farmer) and Godfrey (born on 28 Oct. 1939). 
Arran’s father, Rupert Edward Cripps Stephens, was born 
on 4 April 1896 in or near Plymouth, UK. Arran’s mother, 
Gwendolyn Minnie Elise Hopkins was born on 4 Nov. 
1909 in Kent, King Co., Washington. Arran’s parents run 
Mountain Valley Farm, the family farm of 89 acres of hard 
living they inherited from Rupert’s father; there they grow 
fi eld berries. Rupert had been a captain in World War I and 
saw some brutal action in Belgium and Germany; he would 
never talk about it. Rupert’s father, “Surgeon Commander, 
Dr. Harold Frederick Dale Stephens,” was in the Royal Navy 
and saw action in the Boer War in South Africa. Arran’s 
paternal grandmother (his father’s mother), Agnes Grace 
Cripps, daughter of Lieut.-General J.M. Cripps and Agnes 
Grace Cripps, had been born in about 1857 in Peshawar, in 
India’s North-West Frontier (in today’s Pakistan). Agnes 
married Lt. General J.M. Cripps, who had lived in colonial 
India from 1839 to 1878. General Cripps wrote a book 
titled Recollections of My Indian Career, illustrated with 25 
exquisite original watercolors by his wife, Agnes. Aaron later 
wrote: “In my child’s mind’s eye, India’s mystery beckoned, 
like a distant voice from a faded dream.”
 At Mountain Valley Farm, the Stephens family lives in a 
“hand-hewn log-house, overlooking the Goldstream Valley,” 
surrounded by natural beauty, a waterfall, and wilderness.
 1947–When Arran is age 3, the family sells Mountain 
Valley Farm and moves to Goldstream, about 40 miles 
south, closer to Victoria, where they wrest Goldstream 
Berry Paradise farm from the forest. Arran’s parents have 
renounced modern chemicals and mechanization, fi nding 
simple, economical methods (such as sawdust mulch and 
earthworms) to strengthen soil fertility and the health of 
plants, Rupert’s credo is: “Always leave the soil better than 
you found it.” They establish a roadside “berry stand” from 
which to sell their berries and other produce directly. 
 1951–Rupert’s treatise Sawdust is My Slave, is published 
extolling the methods he had discovered. When not working 
the land, Rupert wrote the lyrics for hundreds of songs, 
poems, and articles.
 1955–After attending a Christian Bible camp Arran’s 
interest in God begins to awaken. He feels called to the 
ministry. His dad takes him to a pristine forest behind their 
farm and tells him: “Arra-boy, this is our church; this is our 
cathedral.”
 1957 Jan.–The family (with Arran age 13) sells the farm 
(Goldstream Berry Paradise) and moves from Vancouver 
Island to Southern California. “The songwriter in Rupert’s 
heart was restless for fame and Hollywood.” The family 
settled in a “rented palm-shaded hacienda in the Hollywood 
Hills.” Arran quickly learned to his dismay that violent gangs 
controlled the schools and streets. This urban concrete jungle 
was a different world.
 1959–At age 15, Arran’s “secure, trusting world abruptly 
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ended: mum and dad separated” (temporarily). Brother 
“Godfrey roared off on his Harley motorcycle for New 
Orleans [Louisiana] and high adventure;” he later became 
a renowned artist. Confused and desperate, Arran decided 
to become an artist and poet. He encountered the Beat 
generation and the counterculture of the 1960s.
 1961–Arran (now 17) has one of his poems published in 
the Mendicant Poetry Journal. He struggles to navigate the 
psychedelic 1960s, becomes a spiritual seeker, reads books 
of many spiritual traditions, meets Eden Ahbez, the fi rst 
vegetarian he had ever met, “part of a handful of health and 
fi tness devotees from the Hollywood Hills, including well-
known Gypsy Boots and Al Jacobson. But every hope, each 
oasis, turned into an empty mirage.” “Often broke, I slept 
on the beach, drunk or high on cheap wine or high on drugs, 
sometimes crawling into a cardboard box to mitigate the 
winter cold. When hungry, I ate discarded food or begged. 
When I could I painted. Misery was my companion,... a 
course which took but two years to break mind, body, and 
spirit.” By age 17 he “was a haggard alcoholic and drug-
dazed atheist railing against the Author of pain.” One day 
he tried to end it all in the Ocean waves off Venice Beach in 
California. But after a momentary experience of serenity, he 
pulled back from the brink.
 Then he heard of a monastic retreat named Fountain 
of the World in the hills above smoggy Los Angeles. 
One week after his arrival he had an experience that 
profoundly changed the course of his life. During an evening 
group Concentration, he experienced brilliant light and 
“intoxicating waves of Unconditional Love... This was 
my fi rst taste of a state of Reality–something beyond the 
senses; something beyond intoxication; perhaps something 
I had always been blindly hoping and groping for.” Similar 
experiences returned repeatedly but were not encouraged 
by his fellow monastics. After two months, and increasing 
pressure to “renounce the world and become a full-fl edged 
monastic brother,” he decides to leave.
 1963–In San Francisco, Arran experiences how this 
spiritual light can miraculously save the life of a person 
about to be run over by a bus. He “never hesitated to 
investigate any teacher, religion or teaching.” “From 1961 
to 1964, with one or two exceptions, the springs of Divine 
Light all but dried up as this prodigal profl igate wandered 
and squandered the spiritual capital we all come into the 
world with.”
 1964 April–Arran’s parents, now back together, move 
back to British Columbia from southern California. They 
now live in Victoria on Vancouver Island.
 1964–Arran (now 20) has several one-man shows of 
paintings under his belt. He leaves San Francisco for lovely 
Mendocino County, then, en route to Tangiers, he arrives 
in New York’s Greenwich Village–almost broke. He paints 
and reads spiritual books. After a two-year lapse he starts 
daily sitting meditation again. Many brief and isolated 

inner experiences of light and peace lifted him “above an 
otherwise sordid existence.” Craving discipline and order, 
he joins a group and for 9 months studies Gurdjieff whose 
“principal teaching was that we are all ‘asleep,’ and must 
awaken in a higher sense through various esoteric practices, 
including self remembering and sacred dance.” He earns 
money at odd jobs, including as a waiter in a macrobiotic 
restaurant, the Paradox (owned by Richard Lane). Arran 
becomes interested in the vegetarian aspect of macrobiotics. 
He recalls (2006): I “largely ate macrobiotic for years at a 
stretch, but I also experimented with various diets, such as 
vegan, mucusless (Arnold Ehret), fruitarian, raw foods, and 
some fasting.” But increasingly he yearns to meet a living 
perfect master and experience mystical union with God. 
After reading about Sri Ramakrishna, he gives up his bad 
habits and returns to being a vegetarian.
 “From 1964 to 1965 my life revolved around art and 
the inner quest. One day, when shown photos of Hazur Baba 
Sawan Singh (1858-1948) and his disciple, Kirpal Singh 
(both great Sikh masters), and given a book by the latter, he 
is deeply moved. When he learns that Kirpal Singh is alive, 
he knows has almost found what he has been looking for. 
Meeting the Master in person became his passion. He writes 
Kirpal Sing (in India) asking for initiation.
 1965 March 28–Arran receives a written reply, with 
instructions. “I was accepted for initiation... My feet were 
on the Path at last.” He meditates, keeps a diary, and writes 
questions to his Master. Written answers return. He returns 
to Vancouver and opens the East West Gallery, eager to save 
enough money to go to India.
 1967 Jan. 20–He departs for India, welcomed by his 
Master. He stays at the Master’s Sawan Ashram, in Shakti 
Nagar, near Delhi, and has many wonderful experiences, 
beautifully and humbly described in detail. Most important 
are love, attending satsang, practicing meditation, not 
creating either bad or good karma, and weeding out personal 
shortcomings. Part of the practice is to eat a vegetarian 
diet and avoid all intoxicants. After exactly 7 transforming 
months in India he returns home. “Before leaving India, the 
Master authorized me to begin work as his representative 
in Western Canada.” Continued. Address: Vancouver, BC, 
Canada.

2908. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lung Kee.
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Wharf, Fermoy Rd., 
Paddington, London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1967?
New Product–Documentation:  Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. 
The Book of Tofu. p. 314. Talk with Craig Sams. 1991. Aug. 
24. Starting in late 1967 or early 1968, his macrobiotic 
natural foods restaurant named “Seed” purchased fresh tofu 
and [mung] bean sprouts from a Chinese company named 
Lung Kee on Fermoy Road, Paddington, London, right on 
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the banks of the canal. It was run by one Chinese man who 
employed about 15 West Indian/Jamaican women who made 
the foods. Bean sprouts accounted for most of Lung Kee’s 
business. Craig has no idea when Lung Kee started making 
tofu. Call telephone operator in London. 1991. Aug. 26. Has 
no phone number listed for Lung Kee in London.

2909. Product Name:  Prolo (Fortifi ed Full Fat Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Promo, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Abergavenny, England.
Date of Introduction:  1967?
Ingredients:  Soya fl our, DL-methionine, minerals, vitamins 
A, B-1, B-2, PP.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Moisture 5%, fat 22%, protein 49%, crude fi ber 
5.0%, carbohydrate (by difference; considered to be 75% 
available) 21%, calories per 100 gm 460.
New Product–Documentation:  Orr and Adair. 1967. 
Tropical Products Institute Report G-31. “The production 
of protein foods and concentrates from oilseeds.” p. 57-58. 
Gives a description of the Promo Process, operated by Promo 
Ltd., Abergavenny, England, for producing a full-fat soya 
fl our. Soya beans (with hulls on) are cleaned by washing in 
a conventional pea cleaning machine, cooked in water under 
steam pressure, then dried and ground. The plant capacity is 
3-4 cwt/hour [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds]. Export 
sales have been mainly to voluntary agencies such as Oxfam 
and the Save the Children fund. The product has been widely 
distributed in developing countries and appears to be highly 
acceptable.
 G.D. Kapsiotis. 1967. PAG Bulletin No. 7. p. 71-73. 
Oct. “A list of protein food mixtures.” Retails for $0.42/kg.

2910. Plant Foods for Human Nutrition. 1968-1972. Serial/
periodical. Elmsford, New York: Pergamon Press. 1(1968, 
May)-(1972, March). [Eng]
• Summary: Continued by Qualitas Plantarum–Plant Foods 
for Human Nutrition in Sept. 1973.

The British Vegetarian. 1968. July/Aug. p. 308-310. 
“Plant Foods for Human Nutrition offi cially launched.” 
The offi cial launch of this periodical, which has a 
strong vegetarian orientation, was on 2 May 1968 at the 
Commonwealth Institute, Kensington, London. Address: 
Elmsford, New York.

2911. Wokes, F. 1968. Proteins. Plant Foods for Human 
Nutrition 1(1):23-42. May. [19 ref]
• Summary: Almost half of the plant proteins consumed by 
humans come from cereal grains. Address: The Vegetarian 
Nutritional Research Centre, Watford, Herts. [Hertfordshire], 
England.

2912. Wokes, Frank. 1968. Our aims [in starting publication 
of the journal Plant Foods for Human Nutrition]. Plant 

Foods for Human Nutrition 1(1):3-6. May. [5 ref]
Address: The Vegetarian Nutritional Research Centre, 
Watford, Herts [Hertfordshire], England; Editor of the new 
journal.

2913. Pirie, N.W. 1968. Use of plant protein concentrates as 
human food. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 26. p. 
864-66. June 29.
• Summary: As population rises, the world will be forced 
to start using plant protein concentrates as food. Table II 
shows the percentage composition of the edible parts of 
some plants, including soybean fl our (defatted). However 
the author is talking about the protein that can be extracted 
from many species of leaf. Table 4 lists sources of leaves for 
protein production. “During the past 25 years, equipment 
for making protein from leaves has gradually improved.” 
Address: MA, FRS, Rothamsted Experimental Station, 
Harpenden, Herts. [Hertfordshire], England.

2914. Ribbons, D.W. 1968. Potential of microbiological 
protein. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 26. p. 867-70. 
June 29. [4 ref]
• Summary: Four microbial types are considered: 
Algae, fungi, yeasts, and bacteria. Nine advantages of 
microorganisms over green plants are given. Also discusses: 
PER of whole egg, whole milk, chlorella, and soya fl our. 
Protein from petroleum. Microbial growth on methane. 
Digestibility of microorganisms (the cell walls are not easily 
digested). Cell walls of bacteria. Address: Milstead Lab. of 
Chemical Enzymology, ‘Shell’ Research Ltd., Sittingbourne, 
Kent, England.

2915. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of 
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1968. Marketing. Agricultural 
production. Research and special projects. For the year 1967. 
June. See p. 3, 5, 12.
• Summary: In Section IV, titled “Marketing,” under “Other 
produce” (p. 3) states: “20... soyabeans were sold both 
locally for pig food and overseas.”
 Section VI, “Agricultural production,” under “Other 
crops” (p. 5) notes: “Commercial crops of rice and soyabeans 
grown on the Guadalcanal Plains by a local company 
[Guadalcanal Plains Ltd.] were harvested during the year and 
produced 203 tons of rice and 440 tons of soyabeans.”
 Section VIII, “Research and special projects,” under 
“Rice investigations” (p. 10-11) states: “100. In the 
dry season three soyabean variety trials were planted. 
Unfortunately very wet conditions occurred soon after 
planting leading to very uneven establishment of the trial 
plots. Mean yields varied from 1,917 lbs/acre to 771 lbs/
acre.”

2916. British Vegetarian. 1968. The Macrobiotic Restaurant. 
May/June. p. 239.
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• Summary: This new restaurant has “just opened at 
136a Westbourne Terrace, W.2, a few minutes walk from 
Paddington Station, where Westbourne Terrace crosses 
Bishop’s Bridge Road (the entrance is on Bishop’s Bridge 
Road). “Mr. Gregory Sams, who runs it, is a vegetarian 
and makes a specialty of vegetarian and vegan meals. The 
recipes are based on organically grown foods, with rice, 
soya, and sesame the features in a varied menu with an Asian 
infl uence; they offer a luxuriously gingery Japanese drink 
called ume-syo-kuzu [with umeboshi, shoyu, and kuzu]. The 
menu is a la carte. Phone: 01-723-7367. See also an almost 
identical article in the July/Aug. issue of this magazine on 
page 338. “The Macrobiotic Restaurant” is referred to again 
by this name in the Nov/Dec. 1968 issue of this periodical 
(p. 529); it is no longer serving lunches. And again in the 
May/June 1969 issue (p. 290). The name and address are 
unchanged. 1969
 Note: The name of this restaurant was apparently 
changed to “Seed” shortly after this article was written.
 Not in the article is a “Seed” restaurant card and menu 
from late 1969 or early 1970 sent to Soyfoods Center by 
Greg Sams, founder.

2917. Hull, R.; Adams, A.N. 1968. Groundnut rosette and 
its assistor virus. Annals of Applied Biology (England) 
62(1):139-45. Aug. [19 ref]
• Summary: Groundnut rosette disease was not aphid-
transmitted from soybeans to groundnuts. Discusses Aphis 
craccivora, A. gossypii. Address: 1. Agricultural Research 
Council, Virus Research Unit, Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, 
England; 2. Agricultural Research Council of Central Africa, 
Lilongwe, Malawi.

2918. Times (London). 1968. Proteins help slimmers. Sept. 3. 
p. 2, col. 2.
• Summary: “People who ate special, high-protein bread as 
part of a diet in a slimming experiment lost, on average, 50 
per cent more weight in eight weeks than those who ate the 
same amount of brown bread,” says the current issue of The 
Practitioner.
 The modern view “is that obesity results more from 
over-consumption of calories from carbohydrate than those 

from protein or fat.” “The high protein bread 
was made from wheat germ, wheat protein 
[gluten], and soya fl our.”

2919. Research Committee. 1968. 
Controlled trial of soya-bean oil in 
myocardial infarction. Report of a research 
committee to the Medical Research Council. 
Lancet ii(7570):693-700. Sept. 28. [13 ref]
• Summary: Reports on the value of 
diet designed to lower serum cholesterol 
and prevent relapse in men under age 60 
who have recently recovered from a fi rst 

myocardial infarction and been discharged from four district 
hospitals in London. Some 199 men were randomly allocated 
to the experimental group and given a diet low in saturated 
fats and containing 85 gm of soybean oil daily. The test diet 
lowered the serum cholesterol from a mean initial fi gure 
if 272 to 213 mg per 100 ml at 6 months (22% decrease), 
compared with a decrease of only 6% in the control diet. 
Address: UK.

2920. Miller, D.S. 1968. The nutritional evaluation of protein 
supplements to diets. In: Symposium on Evaluation of Novel 
Protein Products. Stockholm. See p. 129-42. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: An examination of various national 
diets and comparison with protein requirements expressed 
as a percentage of the diet indicates that the defi ciency of 
calories is at least as serious as that of protein.
 “The effect of supplementing various whole human diets 
with protein sources has been measured by rat assay and the 
results compared with standard human requirements.”
 “Much of the biological evaluation of protein over the 
past 50 years has been academic and unrelated to practical 
problems.”
 At the end of this conference paper is a long discussion 
(p. 138-42). As part of this discussion, Gugenheim says (p. 
141): “I want to make a few comments on fl our enrichment 
with amino acids, based on experiments carried out in 
our laboratory and on our experience in Israel. We enrich 
all fl our with calcium and ribofl avin... What benefi t can 
we expect from fl our enrichment with amino acids or any 
protein source. Some years ago we studied the possible 
effect of enrichment with soybean fl our on the nutritional 
health of the population. We chose for this study two groups 
of approximately 120 adolescents living in two agricultural 
schools. All bread provided to one school was dark (87% 
extraction) enriched with 5% heat-processed soybean 
fl our whereas that of the second school was white (72% 
extraction) and non-enriched. The study lasted one scholastic 
year. Bread consumption in both schools was large, since 
the students were engaged in heavy physical work. No 
difference was found in increase of weight and height, 
skinfold thickness, clinical signs, haematological values, 
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and biochemical tests (except urinary excretion of thiamine) 
between the two groups. The reason is probably that the rest 
of the diet provided enough nutrients so that soybean fl our 
and extraction rate had no effect.”
 “We are now in the paradoxical situation that effective 
fl our enrichment is possible only in countries with 
strong administration, where the population subsists on a 
satisfactory diet and where only minor nutritional benefi t can 
be expected from it, whereas in countries which probably 
would derive much nutritional benefi t, it seems to be not 
feasible.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Queen Elizabeth 
College, London, W8, England.

2921. Stanton, W.R.; Brook, E.J.; Wallbridge, A. 1968. 
Fermentation methods for protein enrichment of cassava. 
Presented at the Third International Fermentation 
Symposium. Held in Sept. at New Brunswick. *
Address: 1. PhD, Head, Microbiology Section, Tropical 
Products Inst., London, England. Later: Prof. of Botany, 
Univ. of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

2922. Schnittker, John A. 1968. The supply-demand 
imbalance of soybeans. Foreign Agriculture. Oct. 14. p. 4-5.
• Summary: Discusses the world abundance of soybeans 
and the opportunities and responsibilities which fall on 
producing countries. Trade in oilseeds was freed somewhat 
in the Dillon Round of negotiations back in the early 1960’s. 
The trade door was opened wider in the Kennedy Round 
of discussions which ended in 1967, when the United 
Kingdom agreed to completely eliminate the import duty on 
soybeans and Japan, our major market, agreed to a 50% cut 
in the import duty on soybeans. Address: Undersecretary of 
Agriculture.

2923. Sinclair, Hugh. 1968. Soya-bean oil in myocardial 
infarction (Letter to the editor). Lancet ii(7573):877. Oct. 19. 
[4 ref]
• Summary: “In this study, which started in 1958, middle-
aged men in a mental hospital had their diet altered so that 
the main effect was almost totally to replace the milk fat in 
the original diet with vegetable oils, mostly soya-bean oil. 
In a second mental hospital no intentional change in the 
diet was made. The incidence of coronary heart-disease, 
assessed on the basis of either electrocardiographic changes 
or coronary heart disease mortality, was signifi cantly lower 
in the experimental hospital; the authors concluded ‘that the 
lower incidence in the experimental group was primarily due 
to the cholesterol-lowering special diet’.” Address: Oxford 
[England].

2924. Harmony: Macrobiotics. 1968. Contents. Vol. 1, No. 1. 
24 p. [3 ref]
• Summary: The originator, editor and publisher of this early 
macrobiotic magazine is Greg Sams. Each magazine costs 

2/6 (two shillings and 6 pence).
 Contents: Twelve theorems of the Unique Principle. 
Editorial. George Ohsawa 1893-1966 (As a teenager he 
contracted tuberculosis, but he cured himself by “embracing 
and living according to the Unique Principle of Yin and 
Yang...”). Preview of the Death Certifi cate for a World 
Civilization. The Art of life. Poetry. Health. Yoke yoga. 
Grains. The harmony of man and woman. Vegetable 
preparation. Basic recipes (including one for boiled short-
grain brown rice and one for “Sesame-Soy Bread Spread” 
with “miso (soya bean paste) and tahini (creamed sesame 
seeds) or soya sauce and tahini”). Macrobiotic meanderings. 
Books for sale (by georges ohsawa, lima ohsawa, or L. 
Kervran).
 “Twelve theorems of the Unique Principle:
 “1. Yan and Yang are the two poles of the infi nite pure 
expansion.
 “2. Yin and Yang are produced infi nitely, continuously, 
and forever from the infi nite pure expansion itself.
 “3. Yin is centrifugal; Yang is centripetal. Yin, 
centrifugal. produces expansion, lightness, cold, etc. Yang, 
centripetal, produces constriction, weight, heat,, light. etc.
 “4. Yin attracts Yang; Yang attracts Yin.
 “5. All things and phenomena are composed of Yin and 
Yang in different proportions.
 “6. All things and phenomena are constantly changing 
their Yin and Yang components. Everything is restless.
 “7. The is nothing completely Yin or completely Yang. 
All is relative.
 “8. There is nothing neuter. There is always Yin or Yang 
in excess.
 “9. Affi nity or force of attraction between things is 
proportional to the difference of Yin and Yang in them.
 “10. Yin expels Yang; Yang expels Yin. Expulsion or 
attraction between two things Yin or Yang is in inverse 
proportion to the difference of their Yin or Yang Force.
 “11. Yin produces Yang; Yang produces Yin in the 
extremity.
 “12. Everything is Yang at its center and Yin at its 
periphery (surface).
 “reprinted from Zen Macrobiotics by georges ohsawa.”
 “Editorial: Health foods no longer bring to mind the 
image of the eccentric lady living on honey and celery 
juice, nor are health foods thought of as vitamin tablets and 
elixirs of life. Food for health is food which can transform 
the abnormal human being into a normal functioning, free 
creature–a healthy person. Within the natural order of the 
universe we have been provided on earth with foods that 
allow human being to live in this way.
 “Why is it that we turn our back on these nourishments 
and live in unhappiness with mental illness and incurable 
disease running rampant through our population? As with 
any problem or question, once the nature of this phenomena 
is fully understood the question is answered and the problem 
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solved. With Harmony we humbly attempt to increase our 
own understanding and that of others as to why man chooses 
to live in unhappiness and how this unhappiness can be 
transmuted into the infi nite joy and freedom that is natural to 
mankind.”
 As of June 2015, this entire magazine was online at 
gregorysams/harmony1.pdf, as were the next two issues 
(/harmony2.pdf and /harmony3.pdf). Address: 136a 

Westbourne Terrace, London W.2, England.

2925. SoyaScan Notes. 1968. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1968 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1968, March. Saci, a liquid soymilk in chocolate 
and caramel fl avors, launched by Coca-Cola Industrias Ltda. 
in Brazil. Indicates growing interest in commercial soy 
beverages in Third World countries.
 1968, April. First Workshop on Soybean held in New 
Delhi by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research.
 1968, April. Aerobics by Dr. Kenneth Cooper published. 
The book soon becomes a major force in America’s new 
wave of interest in health, fi tness, and jogging.
 1968, May. Conference on Protein Rich Food Products 
from Oilseeds held by the USDA in New Orleans, Louisiana. 
Oilseed proteins are increasingly seen as the answer to the 
“protein crisis.”
 1968, May. Ten Talents self-published by Frank and 
Rosalie Hurd of Chisolm, Minnesota. An early vegan 
cookbook (using no meat, eggs, or dairy products) with 
many innovative soy recipes.
 1968. International Action to Avert the Impending 
Protein Crisis, a United Nations publication, recommends 
soybeans as the single most promising protein source to 
close the “protein gap.”
 1968, Aug. Erewhon starts importing foods from Japan, 
initially from Muso Shokuhin, then later by correspondence 
with Mr. Akiyoshi Kazama, who worked for an import/
export company named Mitoku, which sold no food at that 
time. The initial orders include red miso (made by one 
of George Ohsawa’s cronies) and natural shoyu made by 
Marushima. These soon become high-volume items.
 1968. Plant Foods for Human Nutrition, a scientifi c 
journal, starts publication from the Vegetarian Nutritional 
Research Centre, Watford, Herts, England. Runs many 
articles on soy nutrition and on vegan diets.

2926. Pickles, H. 1968. Are traditional fermented foods and 
lactic acid nutrition out of date? British Vegetarian. Nov/
Dec. p. 520-25.
• Summary: Includes a discussion of soy sauce, Worcester 
Sauce, and miso, and of the writings of Dr. Johannes Kuhl 
(Professor, the Nuclear Research Institute in Rome), and O. 
Warburg (the Nobel Prize winner).
 “In Asia, mould-enzymes are used to break down soya-
beans rich in proteins, when making the spicy sauces [i.e., 
soy sauce]. The well-known Worcester Sauce is made from 
a Japanese recipe from the enzymes of soya beans with 
the same mould Aspergillus orsae [sic, oryzae] that is also 
present in correctly-prepared muesli.”
 Note: The last sentence is largely inaccurate. Worcester 
sauce is not made from a Japanese recipe–although it 
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traditionally contained soy sauce.

2927. Product Name:  Plamil Pease Pudding.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd. (Renamed Plamil 
Foods Ltd. in 1972).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 
Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1968 December.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya protein isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  15½ oz can or 7.75 oz can.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1968. Nov/Dec. p. 533. “New Products by Plantmilk Ltd.” 
This vegan product is available at “Health Stores” in two 
sizes of cans. The Family Size (15½ oz) retails for 1 shilling 
7 pence, and the Picnic Size (7.75 oz.) retails for 11 pence.

2928. Hahn, Emily. 1968. The cooking of China. New York, 
NY: Time-Life Books. 206 p. Illust. (many color photos). 
Index. 28 cm. Series: Foods of the World.
• Summary: Another superb work in this superlative series 
from the editors of Time-Life Books. This book is about 
cooking in China, where the author lived (in Shanghai), 
before the 1949 Communist revolution.
 Contents: Introduction: The cooking of the world’s 
oldest civilization. 1. An ancient and honorable art. 2. 
“Chinese cooking” in your own kitchen. 3. Secrets of savor 
and spice. A reverence for good food. 5. Oriental staff of life. 
6. Gentle teas and strong spirits. 7. Feasts for festivals. 8. A 
cuisine for all continents.
 China, the world’s oldest existing civilization, has the 
world’s most ancient cuisine–as well as one that is both 
great and profound (p. 6). When the Red Guards of China’s 
Cultural Revolution appeared in the 1960s, they “attacked 
every symbol of what they regarded as bourgeois culture. 
Among the targets in Peking were the city’s fi ne restaurants.” 
In the process they destroyed much of China’s culinary 
heritage–but only inside of China (p. 7). An article by Peggy 
Durdin in the New York Times was titled “Mao’s great 
crime against cuisine” (p. 184). Chinese food is, of course, 
about life, but it is also about health, and it can resonate on 
numerous symbolic levels (p. 7).
 The southern provinces of China, Fukien, Kwantung, 
Yunnan, and Kwangsi, enjoy tropical temperatures year 
round and more than 80 inches of rain. Here rice is the main 
crop. Yet China is a mountainous country, with 60% of its 
land at elevation 6,500 feet or higher; only 11% of its land 
can be cultivated (compared with 80% in the USA) (p. 10). 
Fukien, a coastal province to the south, makes the best soy 
sauce in China, and stewing is called “red cooking” because 
of the color imparted by the soy sauce (p. 16, 42).
 Vegetable oil is very important in China because the 
Chinese rarely use butter (p. 29). “For protein the Chinese 
depend heavily on the soybean, which has for this reason 
been called the cow of the East.” Soybean oil is used for 

cooking. Soybean milk is a good substitute for cow’s milk. 
And “doctors, even Western doctors–prescribe it for babies 
who cannot get mothers milk and are allergic to cow’s 
milk” [sic]. From soymilk one can make “bean curd, an 
exceptionally high-protein food known in China as ‘the meat 
without bones.’” Bean curd is made by curdling soybean 
milk with gypsum, then pressing the curds into pieces about 
3 inches square by ½ inch thick. “The thickened curd skin 
[sic, yuba] is a food by itself, with a more concentrated 
fl avor. Fermented bean curd [fermented tofu] tastes much 
like cheese.” Both soy and mung-bean sprouts are used in 
China, “In one form or another the soybean can be found in 
dishes eaten at every meal” (p. 29).
 A two-page color photo spread and legend (p. 61-63) 
shows (numbered) basic Chinese ingredients, incl. “13. 
Fresh bean curd. 14. Dried bean-curd skin” [yuba]. Buddhist 
monks and nuns in China are strict vegetarians; special foods 
that simulate meat have been developed for them. The main 
ingredients in these dishes are bean curd and gluten. These 
include vegetarian “duck made from crisp bean-curd skin, 
colored and shaped to look like the bird’s fl esh” and “chicken 
roll in hoisin sauce, the ‘chicken’ made of soft soybean curd” 
(p. 64, 67, 70).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that uses the term “beancurd skin,” 
apparently to refer to yuba.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2014) 
that describes the use of yuba, or of tofu, to make meat 
alternatives.
 A full-page color photo and legend (p. 74-75) shows 
(numbered) Chinese sauces and condiments, incl. “1. Hoisin 
sauce. 3. Soy sauce. 8. Yellow-bean paste, or thick bean 
sauce. 11. Fermented black beans. 14. Red bean [azuki] 
paste.” “Among the best known of Chinese seasonings is soy 
sauce, which was mentioned in several Confucian classics 
as early as the Fifth Century B.C.” [sic]. Other condiments 
made from soybeans are bean paste (for preserving and 
fl avoring meat) and hoisin sauce (widely served with Peking 
duck). “It is said that the best grades of soy sauce can take as 
much as six to seven years of aging to reach perfection, and 
that the making of superb soy sauce requires ‘as much art in 
its preparation as good French wines”’ (p. 74-75, 77).
 The controversy over M.S.G. is discussed. “A really god 
Chinese chef considers it a questionable shortcut for giving 
taste to second-rate foodstuffs, but most Chinese cooks admit 
that its use in certain dishes is perfectly valid” (p. 77-78).
 The emperor Chien Lung (1735-1796), 4th ruler in the 
Manchu [Qing] dynasty, wrote an Ode to Tea (p. 91). In 
China there is an intimate association between eating and 
health (p. 91).
 Recipes: “Steamed bass with fermented black beans 
Tou-shih cheng hsien yu (with “2 teaspoons fermented black 
beans,” soy sauce, Chinese rice wine, and shredded fresh 
ginger root, p. 104).
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 Most festivals (each with a feast) in China are based on 
events of agricultural importance; the two most important 
are New Years and the Moon Festival (p. 155, 162, 164-65). 
A Peking duck is “brought to the exact degree of plumpness 
and tenderness through force-feeding,” then roasted slowly, 
suspended by hooks, in a mud-lined oven “until the thick, 
fat skin becomes golden in color. This crackled skin is 
the choice part of the dish.” The skin, a piece of the meat, 
a spring onion, and thick, sweet hoisin sauce are served 
enfolded in a thin wheat-fl our “pancake” (p. 158, 15).
 The history of chop suey (unknown in China) and chow 
mein (had an honorable origin in China) are discussed (p. 
178-79).
 The fi rst wave of Chinese to America came with the 
gold rush and transcontinental railway. Most were laborers 
from southern China. The fi rst Chinatown in the USA was 
established in San Francisco (1850s), followed by New York 
City (Manhattan, 1870s). Most early American Chinese 
restaurants refl ected their social status, serving inexpensive 
foods. In the early 20th century, as China’s Republican 
revolution was gaining momentum, a second wave arrived to 
study. These young people, also mostly from southern China, 
came from far more prosperous backgrounds than those in 
the 1st wave and they wanted better food. Restaurants were 
started or upgraded to suit their tastes. Thus, it “was the 
southern school of cookery that fi rst spread over the world 
outside China” (p. 179).
 China has three great regional cuisines: Cantonese 
(southern), northern, and Szechuan (p. 179). Six photos 
show “The Americanization of the fortune cookie: Assembly 
line at a factory in New York City’s Chinatown.” A two-
page spread shows many of the “fortunes” found in fortune 
cookies (p. 195-97).
 “A guide to ingredients in Chinese cooking” (p. 198-
99) includes: Bean curd, fresh: Square. Bean-curd skin 
[yuba] (“Thin stiff sheets of dried bean curd. Sold by 
weight... {5 to 6 sheets weigh about 1 ounce”}). Bean 
sprouts (“Young sprouts of the mung bean”). Black beans, 
fermented (“Strongly fl avored, preserved black soybeans.” 
Sold in cans or plastic bags). Brown bean sauce (“Thick 
sauce made from fermented yellow beans [huang dou = 
yellow soybeans], fl our and salt. Sold in cans of 1 pound 
or more”). Hoisin sauce (“Sweet, brownish-red sauce made 
from soybeans, fl our, sugar, water, spices, garlic and chili for 
use in cooking. Sold in 1-pound cans and up”). Oyster sauce 
(“Thick brown sauce with a rich fl avor, made from oysters, 
soy sauce and brine”). Red bean paste (“Thick, sweet paste 
made from red soybeans” [sic, azuki beans]). Salted eggs and 
thousand-year eggs. Sesame seeds and sesame seed oil. Soy 
sauce (“Pungent, salty, brown liquid made from fermented 
soybeans, wheat, yeast [sic, mold] and salt”). Vegetable steak 
(“A vegetarian food that looks like a small beefsteak but is 
made from wheat gluten. Sold in cans”). Address: Author, 
lives in England with her husband.

2929. Hahn, Emily. 1968. Recipes: The cooking of China. 
New York, NY: Time-Life Books. 119 p. Illust. (many color 
photos). Index. 23 cm. Series: Foods of the World. Revised 
ed. 1973, 1980, 1981. [1 ref]
• Summary: A recipe for “Shua-yang-jou–Mongolian fi re pot 
(rinsed lamb)” (p. 28-29) calls for “1 tablespoon fermented 
red bean curd, mashed.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that contains the term “red bean curd” or 
that uses the term “fermented red bean curd” (or “fermented 
red beancurd”) to refer to red fermented tofu.
 The excellent “Guide to ingredients used in Chinese 
cooking” (p. 115-19) is identical to that found in the larger 
companion volume, The Cooking of China (Hahn 1968, p. 
198-99). Address: Author, lives in England with her husband.

2930. Podmore, J. 1968. Oil refi ning and hydrogenation. 
Reports on the Progress of Applied Chemistry 53:434-40. 
[41* ref]
• Summary: By carrying out determinations on colour, 
acidity, peroxide value and refi ning loss on soyabean oil, 
stored over a period of four years, it was shown once again 
that crude oil gave most resistance to oxidation. Address: 
A.R.I.C., The Peerless Refi ning Co, Ltd., Liverpool, 
England.

2931. Wilson, Charles H. 1968. The history of Unilever: A 
study in economic growth and social change. 3 vols. London 
and New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers. Illust. 24 
cm. [276* ref]*
• Summary: Volumes 1-2 were fi rst published in 1954. 
Volume 3 continues the history, 1945-1965. Book I. Lever 
Brothers. Book II. Jurgens’ and Van den Bergh’s. Book 
III. Unilever–The last 20 years. Address: Fellow of Jesus 
College, Cambridge, England.

2932. General Foods Corp. (White Plains, New York; a 
corporation of Delaware). 1969. Whippable composition and 
manufacture thereof. British Patent 1,140,937. Application 
fi led 30 June 1967. Accepted 22 Jan. 1969.
• Summary: This invention relates to a dried emulsion or 
powdered fat composition especially adapted for use in 
preparing whipped toppings and to a method of making 
such toppings. The main ingredients in this composition 
are fat (25-60 parts by weight), carbohydrate (combination 
of sugars; 20-75 parts by weight), protein (5-15 parts), 
emulsifi er (5-15 parts), lecithin (0.5 to 1.5 parts) plus small 
amounts of fl avoring agents, acid, vitamins, minerals, and 
dyes or colorants. Sodium caseinate (10 parts by weight) 
is the protein source used in the two examples, but other 
proteinaceous materials can also be used, including “soy 
protein derivatives.” Hydroxylated soy lecithin (1.1 parts by 
weight) is used in both examples, as is hydrogenated coconut 
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oil (39.6 parts), sucrose (28 or 35 parts), and propylene 
glycol monostearate (approximately 45% mono-esters). 
Address: 250 North Street, White Plains, New York.

2933. Harmony: Macrobiotics. 1969. Contents. No. 2. 24 p. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Twelve theorems of the Unique 
Principle. The seven principles of the order of the universe. 
The winter. Change, The diet of the Viet Cong (their main 
food is organically grown dry-roasted brown rice; they 
also eat red rice). From the country. O-sushi (ingredients 
include brown rice, “2 blocks daya tofu (dried soya bean 
curd), quality soya sauce (Tamari or Kikkoman),” etc.). 
About the foods of the Viet Cong. Some recipes made with 
mainly wheat. The way of eating (one’s principal foods 
should be grains and vegetables. Balance is essential). A 
couple of random pieces and a piece of poetry. A rather 
lurid article about sugar. A copy of the Macrobiotic menu 
(The macrobiotic restaurant is located at 136a westbourne 
terrace, london, w.2. tel: (01)-723-7367. entrance around 
corner in Bishop’s Bridge Road. The basic menu is divided 
into Meal 1. Meal 2. Today’s special meal. A la carte. Drinks 
(Green tea–bancha. Grain coffee. Mu tea. Lotus root tea 
with ginseng and ginger). Items on the menu include brown 
rice, mixed vegetables, “Bean Cake [tofu] with frosting of 
hummus tahini,” Red beans [azuki] and rice). Literature for 
sale (all macrobiotic).
 “The seven principles of the order of the universe.
 “1. That which has a front has a back.
 “2. That which has a beginning has an end.
 “3. There is nothing identical in the universe.
 “4. The bigger the front the bigger the back.
 “5. All antagonisms are complementary.
 “6. Everything changes.
 “7. Yin and Yang are the two arms of Infi nity.”
 The editor and publisher is Greg Sams. Address: 136a 
Westbourne Terrace, London W.2, England.

2934. International Food Information Service (IFIS). 
comp. 1969--. Food science and technology abstracts 
(Computerized bibliographic database). IFIS, Lane End 
House, Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9BB, England. [7287 ref]
• Summary: This is the printed and indexed version of the 
computerized database. First available: Jan. 1969. Earliest 
records: Jan. 1968. Contains 7,287 soy-related records as of 
Oct. 1985. Total records (March 1986): 292,000. Monthly 
printed journal format available from the start. Address: 
England and West Germany.

2935. Mann, Ernest J. 1969. IFIS [International Food 
Information Service]–Food Science and Technology 
Abstracts. Food Manufacture (London) 44(2):47-51. Feb.
• Summary: Food Science and Technology Abstracts is being 
published monthly from 1969 onwards, and is the objective 

of the International Food Information Service (IFIS) founded 
in Feb. 1968. It contains about 1,000 abstracts each month of 
the world’s food science and technology literature, covering 
some 1,000 primary journals, patents from 18 countries, and 
textbooks. Each issue contains detailed subject and author 
indexes. This article by the editor of FSTA describes the 
history, development and operations of IFIS and outlines 
additional services provided.
 “It was not long after that excellent journal produced 
by the Department of Scientifi c and Industrial Research, 
Food Science Abstracts, ceased to be published in 1957, that 
efforts began to provide a comprehensive information service 
in this fi eld.
 “As early as 1960, the Commonwealth Agricultural 
Bureaux Review Conference in London recommended 
that ‘the Executive Council investigate the possibility of 
providing abstracting services for scientifi c and technological 
literature on products of animal and plant origin...’” 
Address: IFIS, Commonwealth Bureau of Dairy Science and 
Technology, Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.

2936. Binding, George J. 1969. The soya bean–a vegetable 
full of body-building protein. British Vegetarian. March/
April. p. 155-57.
• Summary: The “soya bean has the highest protein content 
of any vegetable. As such it is God’s gift to man and is a 
must for vegetarians. In the Far East it is known as ‘the 
meat of the soil.’” The author spent many years in East Asia, 
where he studied the foods of the region. Soya beans can 
be used to make a wide variety of foods; the author briefl y 
describes the following: Bean shoots [soy sprouts], soya 
bean milk, bean curd or vegetable cheese [tofu], yuba, natto, 
miso, soy sauce, and boiled whole soybeans.
 Since World War II, America has become the largest 
producer of soya beans. Before that war, England was one 
of the largest importers of soya beans in the world. “All 
vegetarians should make certain of a suffi cient daily intake 
of protein. There’s no more effective and satisfying way of 
doing so than eating soya beans.” Address: M.B.E.

2937. Stanton, W.R.; Wallbridge, A. 1969. Fermented food 
processes. Process Biochemistry 4(4):45-51. April. [34 ref]
• Summary: “Fermentation of starch tubers such as cassava 
with fungal organisms such as Rhizopus can result in a food 
product with signifi cant increases in protein content.” The 
cassava dough is inoculated then extruded (like noodles) into 
fermentation trays.
 Table 1 shows many different “vegetable cheeses and 
related fermented foods.” The fi rst such food mentioned 
is minchin, made from wheat [gluten] in China. The 
microorganisms used are Paecilomyces, Aspergillus, 
Cladosporium, Fusarium, Syncephelastrum, Penicillium, and 
Trichothecium species. This is an anaerobic fermentation of 
wheat gluten for 2-3 weeks at room temperature during the 
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winter, with 10% salt added. The product is cut into strips 
and used as a condiment. Eaten as a meat substitute, it is rich 
in protein, nutritious, and healthy.
 Fermented soy products include sufu, tempeh, meitauza, 
Hamanatto, shoyu, miso, and natto. Address: 1. PhD, Head, 
Microbiology Section, Tropical Products Inst., London, 
England; 2. Parke Davis Co.

2938. Savage, Jack. 1969. World markets for fats and oils: 
Some problems. Soybean Digest. May. p. 24-25.
• Summary: The U.S. soybean crop estimate of Nov. 1, 1968 
was 1.066 million bushels or about 20 million tons.
 “What is the world production of oils and fats? This 
year it could reach 40 million tons. Just over 30 years ago, 
it was some 21 million tons. Of this 40 million tons, soya 
contributes over 5 million. The production of vegetable oils 
in the world reached 24 million tons last year, of which some 
19 million consisted of the liquid oils including soya. The 
industrial-type oils such as linseed and castor totaled about 
1.75 million tons. The remainder of world production comes 
from animal fats, some 10 million tons of butter and lard 
together and nearly 5 million tons of tallow. Marine oils, 
mainly fi sh, total some 1.4 million tons.
 “All these fi gures include estimates for China and the 
Communist bloc but, as readers of the Soybean Digest will 
know, to miss out the production of sunfl ower oil in the 
USSR is to ignore one of the factors which, during recent 
months, has been very important in world markets. I refer, of 
course, to the exports of sunfl ower oil from Russia last year.
 “Export market: For several years world exports of fats 
and oils have been some 25% of the world’s production, a 
high proportion compared with some other commodities. 
In 1968 world exports of oils and fats reached 10.8 million 
tons, including the oil content of oilseed exports, and of this 
soybeans contributed 2 million tons or 20%.
 “The export availability of soybean oil in 1969 will be 
a record and well above the actual exports of 2 million tons 
in terms of oil in 1967. It looks as if soy oil will be more 
competitive on the world market than it has been for some 
time.
 “Thus, although world export supplies of cottonseed 
oil are larger than in 1968, it is doubtful whether groundnut 
(peanut) oil availabilities will reach last year’s, and one 
expects sunfl ower oil export availabilities to show a 
reduction on those of the last 2 years.
 “Even if the relatively large sup- plies of fi sh oil of 
the last 2 years continue, there is some doubt whether this 
production will be fully maintained in the next year or two.
 “To some extent this might be counterbalanced by 
increased palm oil supplies from new Malaysia plantings but, 
even so, world exports of oilseeds and oils used primarily for 
food may not greatly exceed last year’s shipments.
 “The European dairy problems: There are, however, one 
or two clouds on the soybean horizon. Some 21 years ago I 

remember reading an excellent article in Fortune magazine 
entitled, ‘The cow versus the soybean.’ It showed that the 
yield per acre of soybeans was a much more remunerative 
one than the yield per acre of dairy cows. Events have 
confi rmed this diagnosis. Today the number of dairy cows in 
the U.S. is only half of what it was 20 years ago.
 “Milk production has been maintained as a result 
of increased milk yields per cow, but the residual use of 
milk for butter production has been halved. Thus, butter 
consumption now is 5.5 lb/caput compared with 11.2 pounds 
in 1947. In contrast per-caput margarine consumption has 
risen from 5 to 10.5 pounds, refl ecting the remarkable 
growth in U.S. soybean oil supplies.
 “In some respects, therefore, a modus vivendi has been 
achieved between these two sectors of U.S. agriculture. 
However, the same problem and economic pressures that 
faced the U.S. dairy industry 20 years ago face the European 
industry today. High-cost butter surpluses are piling up and 
the problem of disposal looms large in the thinking of the 
Council of Ministers in the European Economic Community.
 “Where disposal of this high-cost butter means increased 
consumption within Europe by subsidy or other measures, 
so must this situation affect European demand for imported 
vegetable oils.
 “Adjustments faced by developing countries: I would 
like now to turn to what seems to me a very important 
underlying factor in the world oils and fats situation. I have 
tried to illustrate it visually on the chart. You will see that 
an increasing tonnage of the world’s exports is coming from 
the developed countries, which are in the more temperate 
regions of the world.
 “To some extent these supplies are a byproduct of crops. 
As a result, there is not the same degree of adjustment as 
between production and consumption. Thus, production of 
soybeans is considerably affected by the basic demand for 
protein rather than demand for oil.
 “The net result of all this is that, with world production 
increasing and effective demand for oils not rising at quite 
the same rate, there is a depressive effect on prices.
 “I have made the graph as simple as possible but you 
will see that as exports have gone up the price line has 
declined. In other words, there is an average downward 
trend in prices due to increased agricultural effi ciencies 
in developed countries and the byproduct nature of their 
production.
 “This highlights the problem of developing countries, 
particularly those which produce tropical oils and fats. Their 
own agricultural effi ciencies are growing at a slower rate; 
the very fact that they are tropical areas means that the oil 
content of their crops is higher, so that their remuneration 
comes mainly from oil, and of course the interchangeability 
of oils and fats means that the same long-term price decline 
effect becomes their problem.
 “There seem to be no simple solutions. International 
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commodity agreements have hardly had a glorious history.
 “There are some doubts whether viable or workable 
schemes can be devised in the oils and fats sphere at 
the international level. Probably the only solution is for 
developed countries to give real access to their markets, and 
with developing countries being aided as far as practicable to 
change their agricultural setup and increase their agricultural 
effi ciencies.” Address: Unilever Ltd., London, England.

2939. Davison, A.G. 1969. Soyabean and groundnut 
proteins, nutritional value, application, acceptability. Voeding 
30(6):286-96. June 5. [11 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Groundnuts and soybeans are two of the major 
oilseed crops produced today. “Of the so-called ‘new protein 
sources’ for human food these were the fi rst to receive 
serious attention.” However, in many parts of the world 
they are now new. In some parts of the world where they 
are indigenous, they are part of the traditional diet although 
any contribution they make to protein nutrition may well be 
accidental. Methods of preparation were probably designed 
mainly to increase their palatability, with no conscious 
consideration of their nutritional contribution.
 In East Asia, for soybeans have been have long been 
used, in both fermented and unfermented forms, as a part of 
the daily diet of all classes of people.
 After World War I an increase in vegetable oil 
production gave rise to an increased availability of the 
oilseed cake by-products, particularly those derived from 
groundnuts and soybeans. Since World War II an awareness 
of the nutritional needs of people in many developing 
countries has increased. The idea of producing protein foods 
directly from the soil, without fi rst running them through 
livestock, has become popular. “It is not surprising that 
agriculturists and food technologists turned to the oilseeds, 
and in particular, groundnut and soy as a protein source for 
human feeding.” Soy protein is superior to groundnut in 
terms of amino acid content.
 They key points are:
 1. Appeal and acceptability of the foods is of 
fundamental importance.
 2. Cereals will remain the staple in most countries which 
have a nutritional for a long time to come.
 3. In some cases there has been a preoccupation with 
high protein foods which is not warranted on practical 
grounds–except for nursing mothers and pre-school children. 
But as D.S. Miller (1968) has suggested, in populations that 
suffer from malnutrition, the need for calories is often at least 
as great as the need for protein.
 4. The long term success of a feeding program will 
only be realised when the food products can be made and 
“distributed at a cost which is acceptable to the consumer, 
and when product appeal is such that the consumer accepts it 
as a way of life, and is prepared to pay for it.”
 Tables show: (1) World soybean and groundnut 

production, by region and country, in 1964/65. The USA 
produces 60% of the world’s soybeans. (2) Composition 
and uses of the basic components of soybeans and 
groundnuts (whole seeds, full-fat fl our, defatted fl our, protein 
concentrate, and protein isolate). For example, the whole 
seeds can be used to make traditional foods, milk, curds, 
fermented foods, and snacks.
 Figures show: (1) The basic process for making full-fat 
fl our, defatted fl our, protein concentrate, and protein isolate 
from oilseeds (especially soybeans and groundnuts). (2) 
Pre-pressing combined with solvent extraction. Four main 
operations are involved: (a) Cleaning and breaking the seeds. 
(b) Low pressure expulsion. (c) Solvent extraction. (d) 
Desolventization. Address: Unilever Research Lab., Bedford, 
England.

2940. British Honduras, Department of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, Annual Report (Belize City, Belize). 1969. 
Soyabeans. 45 p. For the year 1968. See p. 24-28. Undated.
• Summary: This report was written by the Chief 
Agricultural Offi cer, whose name is not given. In Part VIII, 
titled “Research and investigations” (p. 8+), Section 1 is 
titled “Crops” (p. 9+). In this section is a subsection titled 
“Soyabeans” (p. 24-28). Contents: Soybean (Glycine max) 
variety and time of planting trial (at Riverside Area, Central 
Farm; 6-8 varieties were planted on the 16th of each month). 
Soybean trial–April: Results and discussion, conclusion. 
Results and discussions–Soybean May planting. Results 
and discussions–June planting. July planting. Results and 
discussions–August planting. Results and discussions–
September planting. Results and discussions–October 
planting. General discussion. Conclusion.
 Table XI, titled “Average yield of dry soy beans” (in 
cwt./acre) [1 cwt = hundredweight = 112 pounds] gives 
the yield for six months from April 1968 to Oct. 1968 of 8 
varieties: Improved Pelican, Blanca, San Pablo, Hampton, 
Hill, Lee, Davis, Coker 240. Improved Pelican gave the 
highest cumulative yield, followed by Blanca. The highest 
seed yields were obtained by planting in October and 
harvesting in Jan. or Feb.
 Note 1. Information on p. 28 indicates that this report 
was published before June 1969.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest document seen (Feb. 
2009) concerning cultivation of soybeans that matured 
seed in British Honduras (renamed Belize in about 1975). 
This document contains the 2nd earliest date seen for 
the cultivation of soybeans that matured seed in British 
Honduras (April 1968). The source of the soybeans fi rst 
planted in April was as follows: Lee, Hampton, Davis, and 
Hill were obtained from the USA. Blanca, Improved Pelican, 
and San Pablo were obtained from Guatemala. In April, 
Hampton gave the highest yield (5.2 cwt/acre), followed by 
San Pablo (5.0). Address: British Honduras.
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2941. Folman, Y.; Pope, G.S. 1969. Effect of norethisterone 
acetate, dimethylstilbesterol, genistein and coumestrol on 
uptake of [3H] oestradiol by uterus, vagina and skeletal 
muscle of immature mice. J. of Endocrinology 44(2):213-18. 
June. [8 ref]
• Summary: Alcohol extraction of soy protein concentrates, 
and some soy protein isolates, depending on the method of 
processing, may cause them to lose as much as 90% of their 
isofl avones.
 “Both norethisterone acetate and coumestrol enhanced 
uptake of [3H] oestradiol by the uterus and vagina measured 
1 hour after injection of the two compounds; the effect 
was, however, transient. Otherwise all the weak utero-
vaginotrophic compounds markedly inhibited uptake of [3H] 
oestradiol by the uterus and vagina.” Address: National Inst. 
for Research in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading RG 2 9 AT, 
England.

2942. Guardian (England). 1969. Japan: Sculptures from a 
hard-boiled egg. July 16. p. 16.
• Summary: A recipe for Sukiyaki calls for “½ lb tofu 
(bean curd) in 1-in. cakes.” The dipping sauce includes 
“12 tablespoons shoyu.” Three suppliers of Japanese food 
products in London are listed. Mikadoya has two locations 
and Cydilda has one.

2943. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of 
Agriculture, Annual Report. 1969. Marketing. Research and 
special projects. For the year 1968. Aug. See p. 3, 9.
• Summary: In Section IV, titled “Marketing,” under “Other 
produce” (p. 3) states: “19... soyabeans were sold both 
locally for pig food and overseas.”
 Section VIII, “Research and special projects,” under 
“Rice investigations” (p. 9) states: “96. Yields, bean size 
and oil content of the locally produced soyabeans have been 
disappointing.” Use of urea, sulphur, and inoculant treatment 
increased yields by 94% over the control.

2944. Product Name:  Protoveg (Meatlike Products Based 
on TVP) [Flavors are Ham, Beef, Bacon, and Unfl avored. 
Textures are mince, and chunky. Also Smokey Snaps (which 
resembled bacon bits)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Greatham, Liss, Hampshire, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1969 August.
Ingredients:  TVP (made by ADM) plus fl avoring.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  5 oz or 10 oz double cellophane 
bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Mail-order catalog and 
price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 1969. “The Protoveg Food 
Range.” The company address is Copse House, Greatham, 
Liss, Hants. 6 panels. Dark green and yellow on light green. 

Flavors are ham, beef, bacon, or unfl avoured. Pack sizes are 
standard or large. Textures are mince or chunky. There are 14 
products total.
 Export price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 1974. Oct. 1. 
Protoveg comes in beef, ham, pork, or natural fl avors. Sizes 
are 5 oz, 10 oz, 10 lb, or 50 lb. 10 products total.
 Ad in The Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 
1974. p. 88. “Born free? Probably not.” An illustration of 
a bull is shown. “Now you can eat beef without butchery. 
Protoveg brings you a complete range of meat fl avour foods. 
Protoveg is a natural food made from soya beans.” Direct 
Foods Ltd. is located at Bedford Rd., Petersfi eld, Hampshire. 
Phone: (0730) 4911 / 2.
 Eva Batt. 1976. What’s Cooking, rev. ed. p. xvi, xviii. 
This is a soya-based meat-like product. The unfl avoured 
variety contains added vitamin B-12.
 Trade catalog and price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 
1977. April 25. Protoveg comes in beef, ham, pork, or 
natural fl avors, plus Smokey Snaps. Sizes are 5 oz, 15 oz, 
and 10 lb (catering size). 14 products total.
 Interview with Peter Roberts, founder of Direct Foods 
Ltd. 1990. Dec. 12. This was Direct Foods’ fi rst product, 
based on ADM’s TVP purchased from British Soya Mills 
(British Arkady). BSM offered to supply Peter but would not 
offer any exclusive arrangement. BSM agreed not to compete 
with Peter, saying they were interested only in selling to 
food manufacturers, not to the retail market. Peter accepted 
and in 1969 placed a trial order of about 10 lb of beef 
chunks or mince. The Roberts called their product Protoveg 
(pronounced PRO-toe-vej, a registered trademark), and sold 
it in 9 different fl avors and textures (see above): They packed 
it in 4.5 oz. double cellophane bags with a label between 
the two bags, developed a recipe leafl et and order form, and 
distributed it via their Compassion in World Farming and via 
Beauty Without Cruelty (Lady Dowding’s anti-fur-trapping 
group). The 4.5 ounces yielded 1 pound of hydrated product; 
the mince hydrated in 2 minutes and the chunks in 15-20 
minutes. By the mid-1970s a typical label read: Protoveg: 
Textured Soya Protein. Beef-Style Chunks.* *Contains no 
meat. Vegetarian.

2945. Economist Intelligence Unit. 1969. Demand for 
soya-based high protein food in Uganda. EIU Ltd., Spencer 
House, 27 St. James’s Place, London, S.W.1, England. v. + 
192 p. Sept. 28 cm.
• Summary: This study was commissioned in April 1969 by 
UNICEF following a request by the Ministry of Planning and 
Development, Government of Uganda. The purposes of the 
study are: (1) to determine the market potential in Uganda 
for protein enriched foodstuffs, and (2) to determine the best 
methods of encouraging low income groups to purchase high 
protein foods. The study deals extensively with the company 
Africa Basic Foods Inc. Production of soy products for Jan-
June 1969 were: Soya Flour (full-fat) 28,920 kg, School 
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Porridge 14,310, Soya Porridge 2,970, Soya Maize 2,430, 
Soya Nuts 1,820 kg.
 Contents: Preface. A. Background: Introduction, cash 
income by district, socio-economic and medical background, 
distribution system. B. Market for soya-based products: 
General analysis of the markets for soya, demand from 
educational institutions, demand from hospitals, demand 
from canteens and other institutions, demand for bakery 
products, demand for an infant food, other products. C. 
Promotion: Institutional promotion, promotion through 
health education, commercial promotion, packaging, 
distribution of soya-based products. D. Conclusions and 
recommendations.
 The Preface expresses thanks to many organisations and 
individuals who assisted the E.I.U. team in its study: “We 
particularly wish to thank the Ministries of Education and 
Health and the individual hospitals and schools interviewed. 
We greatly appreciate the assistance rendered by Miss 
Pollard of the School Meals Section, Ministry of Education, 
Dr. Church and Mrs. Stokes of Mwanumugimu Clinic, 
Mulago Hospital, Mr. Belshaw of Makerere University 
College, and Mrs. Macrae, who kindly allowed us to quote 
extensively from her MSc Thesis. We also wish to thank Dr. 
Harrison of Africa Basic Foods for the very full co-operation 
he gave the team.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest publication seen (Dec. 2013) 
that mentions Africa Basic Foods of Uganda, or its founder 
Dr. D.W. Harrison.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2001) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soynuts by 
individual companies. Address: London, England.

2946. British Vegetarian. 1969. Plantmilk. Sept/Oct. p. 461-
63.
• Summary: In 1956 when the Plantmilk Society was 
formed, one of its main objectives was to try to fi nd a 
humane alternative to cow’s milk, so that vegetarians 
could be “released from association with the slaughter and 
unpublicised suffering caused by dairy farming... Put the 
bull to the cow, and when the calf comes, kill it–so we can 
have the milk.” After years of research, with the guidance of 
nutritional experts, Plantmilk Ltd. was formed to make this 
milk, and in 1965 it made and sold its fi rst cans of Plantmilk. 
Now, four years later, what is the status of the company and 
its products?
 First, distribution of plantmilk has been extended 
throughout the UK and a start has been made on exports. 
Second, the taste and acceptance of the product have been 
improved by stages. Third, the medical value of using 
plantmilk to treat children or adults with allergies to cow’s 
milk is becoming more widely recognized. However it is the 
ethical question which must most appeal to the convinced 
vegetarian–especially in this age of factory farming. A 
“meat-milk complex” has developed.

 “Plantmilk Ltd. is a tiny, embryonic organisation which 
needs the help of every vegetarian if it is to survive.” Three 
television documentaries have featured plantmilk, and it 
has been the focus of articles in newspapers and magazines 
worldwide. “What is missing so far is suffi cient support from 
a suffi cient number of users.” Sales during the fi scal year just 
ended are up 30% over the previous year. This growth rate 
must be maintained and increased.
 Photos: Inside the plantmilk factory, where a gleaming 
pile of cans is ready for the next batch of milk. Mr. William 
Stark, Production Manager, examines the color of the milk 
while Mr. John Cross watches the “mechanical cow.” Mr. 
Leslie Cross, Managing Director of Plantmilk Ltd., and 
William Stark drink a toast, each holding high a glass of 
plantmilk.

2947. Harrison, D.W. 1969. Analysis of the Uganda 
experience based on Africa Basic Foods Inc. Paper presented 
at United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
Expert Group Meeting on Soya Bean Processing and Use. 43 
p. plus 6-page summary. Document: ID/WG.45/4. Held 17-
21 Nov. 1969 at Peoria, Illinois.
• Summary: Africa Basic Foods (ABF) Ltd. was established 
in Uganda to develop soybeans as a food cash crop with 
small farmers, to produce and market low-cost soyfoods, 
and to educate the people about their value for good 
health. In 1965 ABF asked the Ministry of Agriculture at 
the Department of Agriculture at Makerere University to 
do research on soybean production. The company built a 
food factory 4 miles from Kampala, and by May 1966 was 
producing various soy-based foods, and marketed them 
throughout Uganda, especially to hospitals, schools, the 
government, and various institutions.
 “The soya bean was introduced in Uganda from America 
and South Africa in 1938. Within a few years various 
varieties were tested and the crop distributed to the farmers. 
The crop increased in production as the demand from 
overseas grew during the wartime shortage of proteins in 
England.
 “The highest acreage achieved during the Second World 
War was about 35,000 to 40,000 acres. After that time (about 
1948) the acreage gradually dropped, due to lack of demand, 
to only a few thousand acres under cultivation by 1965.
 “Since 1965, ABF Ltd. has been actively promoting 
the growth of soya beans. First, the Ministry of Agriculture 
initiated variety trials. Then in 1966 the University of 
Makerere Department of Agriculture started variety trials 
with over 50 varieties available. The crop production has 
grown very rapidly as the farmers heard of a local demand, 
and the price of 25 cents per pound (US¢ 3½). In 1968 about 
12,000 to 15,000 tons were produced. A large share of this 
was used locally by the oil milling industry...
 “Aside from the oil millers, there is an animal feed plant 
now operating in Uganda since about 1967, as well as our 
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human food plant. The consumption from these two plants is 
small, about 352 tons and 120 tons respectively...
 “Over 50% of the local production is perhaps exported.”
 By 1969 ABF was making the following (for each 
is given processing details, and the name and brand of 
equipment used): Roasted soybeans ground to a fl our, soy 
milk sterilized in bottles (adapted from Dr. Harry Miller’s 
method), soy cheese (tofu mixed with a little nonfat dry 
milk, curry, sage, and salt, packed into 1-inch diameter 
casings, pasteurized at 190ºF for 20 minutes, then cooled and 
refrigerated, p. 16-17), soy butter (like peanut butter, from 
soy fl our, oil, sugar, and salt), soy bread mix (wheat fl our 
fortifi ed with 20% soy fl our, plus sugar, nonfat dry milk, 
salt, and yeast), soy fortifi ed maize fl our (25% soy), school 
porridge, and soy porridge (soy fortifi ed corn porridge).
 Note: This is the earliest published English-language 
document seen (Oct. 2013) that uses the term “soy cheese” to 
refer to a Western-style soy cheese.
 In Dec. 1964 Dr. Harrison was hired by the government 
of Uganda, Buganda region, to serve as Director of Nutrition 
and Health Education, with emphasis on local, commercial 
production of high-protein foods (p. 28). Then ABF was 
registered in Uganda as a nonprofi t corporation. Dr. Harrison 
and two of his government departmental employees “operate 
the entire scheme.” Their salaries come entirely from the 
Uganda Government, so the government is to some extent 
helping to fi nance the project. The company has hired 3 other 
persons full time and one part time. They receive salaries 
from sales income. Address: President, Africa Basic Foods 
Inc., Kampala, Uganda.

2948. Product Name:  Delicia Soya Beans in Tomato Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Eustace Miles Foods Co., Ltd. 
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Colnbrook, Buckinghamshire, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1969 December.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, tomato, raw sugar, soya fl our, sea 
salt, onion, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  10 oz can. Retails for 1 shilling 
11 pence (12/69, London).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The British 
Vegetarian. 1969. Nov/Dec. p. 539. “Delicia Soya Beans 
in Tomato Sauce not only give extra protein and extra 
goodness... they’re also extra delicious.” A photo shows a 
young man seated at a table eating beans from a bowl. “He’s 
not bothered about protein and goodness... he just loves 
beans.” Note: This product may have been made by Granose 
for Eustace Miles Food Co. since Granose previously made a 
very similar product.

2949. Holsheimer, J. 1969. Experimental growing and 
bulking of rice, soyabeans, sorghum, and cotton. British 

Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department of Agriculture, 
Rice Report (Honiara) 17 p. For the Second crop 1968. 
April/Dec. See p. 2-3, Appendix I and II.
• Summary: The section titled “Soyabeans” (p. 2) notes that 
some 132 observation plots were planted. Each soyabean 
variety was planted twice. 24 varieties had been planted 
previously and 42 varieties had been recently imported from 
Zambia, Southern Rhodesia, and Fiji. The seed of many of 
the newly introduced varieties had a low germination rate. 
The varieties that gave the best yields are listed. Only one 
(Wilson Black) has a name; the others are designated by 
initials or numbers. The yields are not given.
 The next section titled “Fertilizer trials” (p. 2) begins: 
“Yields, bean size, and oil content of the locally produced 
soyabeans have been disappointing. Private enterprise has 
found the growing of soyabeans to be uneconomical and 
has ceased growing them. It was thought that with improved 
cultural methods, yields and quality may be improved.”
 Experiment II was conducted on land at Okea. Urea (200 
lb/acre) and elemental sulphur (100 lb/acre) were applied and 
not applied. The variety was Light Speckled. Soybeans were 
inoculated or not. The highest yield (2,744 lb/acre or 45.7 
bushels/acre) came from inoculated soybeans with the urea + 
sulphur treatment. These results were considered excellent.
 Appendix I, titled “Soyabean observation plots I and II” 
has 126 entries and one column for each of the following: 
No. CSIRO No. Name [of variety] (incl. HLS, Seminole, 
Wilson Black, Yellow Kedele, CNS, Hernon, Palmetto, 
Sangalo, Hood, Hill, Gedulo, Hardee, Yellow Avoyelles, 
Halesog, Pelican). Origin (Tanganyika, Israel, Sudan, Congo, 
Southern Rhodesia, British Honduras). Planting date. Bean 
color. Time to maturity in days. Plant length in inches. 
Pods off the ground in inches. Lodging. Shedding leaves. 
Shattering. Yield (lbs per acre). Ripening. Remarks (esp. 
poor germination).
 Appendix II, titled “Soyabean observation plots III 
and IV” has 110 entries and the same column headings. All 
came from Tanzania. Address: Agricultural Offi cer, Rice 
Experiments.

2950. Product Name:  Harmony Foods Miso, and Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Harmony Foods (Importer-
Distributor). Made in Japan. Imported from Muso Shokuhin.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ladbroke Rd., London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1969.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Imported nulk, in wooden kegs. 
Miso repacked in plastic bags. Tamari in glass bottles.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Interview with Bill Tara. 
1991. Aug. 18. Among the early Japanese foods imported 
by Harmony Foods were bulk miso and “tamari” (actually 
shoyu), imported from Muso in wooden kegs. They 
repackaged the miso in plastic bags and the shoyu in glass 
bottles under the Harmony Foods label in London. This was 
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the fi rst Japanese miso and shoyu sold in England.
 Listing in The Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 
1974. p. 173. “Tamari Soya Sauce, and Miso (Soya Bean 
Sauce) by Harmony Foods.”

2951. Harmony: Macrobiotics. 1969. Contents. No. 3. 22 p. 
[3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Twelve theorems of the Unique 
Principle. The seven principles of the order of the universe. 
We are what we eat. Recipes for aduki (azuki) beans, hiziki, 
daya tofu [dried frozen tofu], miso soup, and apple jelly. 
Erewhonian history, by George Ohsawa. The seven levels of 
eating. Oats. Oriental medicine, by Michio Kushi. Yin and 
Yang. A few suggestions, by Greg Sams. A poem, by rick 
dawe. From The Aquarian Gospel.
 Ceres (“... the name which we have given to the new 
macrobiotic food shop which we have opened in the Notting 
Hill area... at 8a All Saints Road, London W.11.” “We will 
be offering the whole range of health foods which fi t into the 
macrobiotic diet such as wholemeal fl ours and fl akes of as 
many grains as possible, whole rice, oats, millet, buckwheat, 
barley, and wheat, most of the lima products, etc. We also 
offer a wide range of Japanese and Chinese products, such 
as seaweeds, dried vegetables, bean curd, etc. We have 
just received a load of top quality products produced at the 
macrobiotic factory in Japan. We will be offering miso, mu 
tea, tamari, umeboshi, and kuzu arrowroot at unheard of 
prices... We have a mail order service” and “Some literature 
is on sale at the shop as well as free recipe sheets”). A map 
shows the location on All Saints Road near Portobello Road.
 “Seed, the macrobiotic restaurant. 136a Westbourne 
Terrace, London W.2 Tel: 723-7367. open 6:30 to midnight, 
six days a week (closed Monday) (entrance on Bishop’s 
Bridge Road).
 Literature for sale (by George Ohsawa and Michio 
Kushi).
 The editor and publisher is Greg Sams. No month of 
publication is given for this last issue. A possible 4th issue is 
mentioned on the rear cover but it never happened. Address: 
136a Westbourne Terrace, London W.2, England.

2952. Brissenden, Rosemary L. 1969. South East Asian food: 
Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. Baltimore, Maryland, 
USA, and Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin 
Books Ltd. 262 p. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. A note on this 
American edition. Weights and measures. 1. Introduction to 
South East Asian Food. 2. Utensils, methods, ingredients, 
glossary. 3. Indonesia. 4. Malaysia and Singapore: Malay, 
Chinese, Indian, Miscellaneous Malaysian. 5. Thailand.
 The glossary of ingredients contains descriptions 
of: Soya bean curd (fresh or dried), Soya sauce, and 
monosodium glutamate (also known as Ve-Tsin, Ajinomoto, 
Mei Ching, Taste Powder, Gourmet Powder, Accent, P’sst!, 

etc.). The 3 kinds of soya sauce used in this book are light 
soya sauce, dark soya sauce (which is thicker and heavier; 
these two kinds are available at Chinese grocers), and 
Javanese soya sauce, which is sweet and very thick. The 
latter is available in bottles named Ketjap Manis or Ketjap 
Benteng, under the Conimex label. To make your own 
“Javanese soya sauce,” combine 1 cup dark soya sauce, ½ 
cup molasses, and 3 tablespoons brown sugar in a small 
saucepan over medium heat. Stir until the sugar melts. Keep 
in a covered jar.
 Note 1. This is earliest English-language document seen 
(April 2012) that contains the term “Javanese soya sauce.”
 Note 2. This is earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that contains the term “Ketjap Manis” 
(regardless of capitalization) used to refer to sweet, thick 
Indonesian-style soy sauce.
 This book has a disproportionate number of recipes 
based on meat, fi sh, and poultry. Soy-related recipes include 
the following. From Indonesia: Ikan semur Djawa (Fish in 
soya sauce, p. 69, Java). Ajam semur Djawa (Chicken in 
soya sauce, p. 76-77, Java). Semur daging (Beef in soya 
sauce, p. 94). Tahu goreng ketjap (Fried bean curd with soya 
sauce, p. 105). Tahu pong (Bean curd omelette, p. 111).
 From Malaysia and Singapore: Fried fi sh with soya 
beans (p. 149-50). Stirred tomatoes or silver beet with black 
beans (with Chinese black beans [fermented black soybeans], 
p. 169). Baked bean curd (p. 181). Steamed, dressed bean 
curd (p. 181-82). Address: Melbourne, Australia.

2953. Brothwell, Don; Brothwell, Pat. 1969. Food in 
antiquity: A survey of the diet of early peoples. New York, 
NY: Frederick A. Praeger. 248 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm. Series: 
Ancient Peoples and Places. [117 ref]
• Summary: This comprehensive book is arranged by food 
type. Contents: List of illustrations. Acknowledgments. 
1. Introduction. 2. The vertebrates. 3. The invertebrates 
(mollusks, insects). 4. Sugars. 5. Fungi. 6. Cereal crops. 7. 
The vegetables (incl. pulses). 8. Fruits and nuts. 9. Olives, 
oils, herbs, and condiments. 10. Drinks. 11. Diet and disease. 
The plates. Notes on the plates.
 In the chapter on “Vegetables,” the section titled 
“Pulses” (p. 105-07) mentions the soy bean. “Not only is it 
eaten as a vegetable [green vegetable soybeans] but, having 
a high oil content, butter oil [sic, margarine?] and cheese 
of a kind [tofu] can be prepared from it.” It still grows wild 
in China. “There is a reference to the soy bean in Chinese 
literature which takes its history back at least as far as 2800 
B.C.” [sic].
 The authors conclude that primitive diets consisted 
primarily of animal products.
 There have been two great population explosions in 
human history: The Agricultural / Neolithic revolution began 
about 10,000 years ago, and the Industrial Revolution began 
about 200 years ago (p. 14-16).
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 Also discusses sesame seeds (p. 146, 159), and 
peanuts (p. 151). Address: 1. Senior Scientifi c Offi cer, 
Sub-Department Anthropology, British Museum of Natural 
History, London; 2. His wife.

2954. Day, Harvey. 1969. About yoga diet. London: 
Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 64 p. 19 cm. The “About” Series, 
no. 37.
• Summary: The yoga diet is a vegetarian diet. Chapter 3 
titled “Vegetarians Need Protein,” notes that soya beans 
contain 34% protein, and that the Chinese, “who live mainly 
on the soya bean,” are among the toughest and hardiest of 
nations, noted for their stamina. The same chapter has a long 
section titled “Mahatma Gandhi–Food Reformer” (p. 20-28) 
which notes (p. 27) that Gandhi experiments with using soya 
beans as an article of diet.
 Page 47 notes that London restaurants such as Cranks 
and The Vega serve delicious vegetarian food. Pages 47-
48 have a section about the soya bean (p. 47-48) which 
states: “Major-General Sir Robert McCarrison said that if 
only Indians could be induced to make the soya bean their 
national food all their nutritional problems would vanish; and 
Dr. McCollum of Johns Hopkins University maintained that 
if Americans tempered their diet with soya beans there would 
be a drop of at least 20 per cent in their mortality rate.” 
Pages 48-49 has a section on “Bean Curd” [tofu] which 
describes incorrectly how it is made (by adding gelatine from 
seaweed).

2955. Frazer, Alastair. 1969. Nutritional and dietetic 
aspects. In: J.H. van Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. Margarine: 
An Economic, Social and Scientifi c History, 1869-1969. 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press. xxiv 
+ 342 p. See p. 123-66. Chap. 4. [43 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Historical Development of the 
nutritional sciences: The chemistry and physics of raw 
materials and of food, the basis for specifi cations for 
raw materials or foods, the development of food from 
raw materials, digestion and absorption, metabolism and 
utilization, food safety. The composition of margarine. 
The nutritional properties of fats and oils: The digestibility 
and assimilability of fats, metabolism, transport, disposal 
and utilization of fats, the effects of fats on the body, the 
importance of the chemical and physical characteristics of 
fats in determining biological effects (chain length, degree of 
saturation of fatty acids, polyunsaturated fatty acids–siting 
of double bonds and confi guration), the effects of processing 
or storage on the chemical and physical properties of fats 
(refi ning, fractionation, hydrogenation, oxidative rancidity, 
effects of heating), oils and fats chosen as raw materials 
for margarine manufacture, the nutritional signifi cance 
of the fats and oils in margarine (the nutritional value of 
margarine as an energy source, the nutritional signifi cance of 
margarine as a source of cis cis linoleic acid). Ingredients of 

margarine other than oils and fats: Some general principles 
governing the use of food additives, assessment of safety-
in-use, vitamins in margarine, food additives (preservatives, 
anti-oxidants, colouring agents, fl avours, dispersing agents, 
emulsifi ers, stabilizers and fi lters, anti-spattering agents, 
indicators). Summary of the over-all nutritional signifi cance 
of margarine: Digestion and assimilability, energy 
production, vitamin content, polyunsaturated fatty acid and 
linoleic acid content. Address: Director-General, British 
Foundation Ltd., London, England.

2956. Hawkes, J.G. 1969. The ecological background of 
plant domestication. In: Peter J. Ucko and G.W. Dimbleby, 
eds. 1969. The Domestication and Exploitation of Plants 
and Animals. Chicago: Aldine Pub. Co. xxvi + 581 p. See 
p. 17-29. Proceedings of a meeting... held at the Institute of 
Archaeology, London University. Illust. 26 cm. [25* ref]
• Summary: The key to solving problems of domestication 
lies in taking an ecological approach and building on the 
work of Vavilov. The section titled “Primary and secondary 
crops” states: “Vavilov (1926) has shown that a number of 
domesticated plants were not cultivated directly from the 
wild but arose in a rather different manner at a later stage as 
weeds of cultivation. He thus divides cultivated plants into 
two distinct groups of crops.
 “1. Primary crops, comprising all of those ancient crops 
that, so far as we know, were domesticated directly from 
wild plants (even though the wild plants possessed strong 
weedy tendencies). Examples of this group are wheat, barley, 
rice, soyabean, fl ax and cotton, To those we could add maize 
and potatoes.” Address: Botany Dep., Univ. of Birmingham, 
England.

2957. Hoffmann, Walther G. 1969. 100 years of the 
margarine industry. In: J.H. van Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. 
Margarine: An Economic, Social and Scientifi c History, 
1869-1969. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto 
Press. xxiv + 342 p. See p. 9-36. Chap. 1. [34 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The reasons for the emergence of 
the industry in the nineteenth century. The beginnings 
of the industry and its regional development after 1870. 
The world-wide expansion since the end of the nineteenth 
century. Economic structure and economic changes in 
relation to development. Locations and forms of enterprise. 
The industry in the light of political intuition and scientifi c 
research.
 A very interesting table (p. 22-23) shows margarine 
production from 1874 to 1967 in eight countries: 
Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, Norway, 
Sweden, USSR, and USA. The only fi gures available from 
1874 to 1884 are for the Netherlands, which was producing 
25,100 tons in 1984. In 1885 the fi rst fi gures for the USA 
show it was producing 20,000 tons. Germany was apparently 
the world’s leading margarine producer from 1895 (90,000 
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tons) until some time during World War II. By 1950, the 
fi rst year for which statistics are available for all 8 nations, 
the USA is the world’s largest manufacturer (425,000 tons), 
followed by Germany (387,000 tons) and Great Britain 
(380,000). Address: Prof., Univ. of Muenster, Germany.

2958. Hunt, Kenneth Edward. 1969. Raw materials. In: J.H. 
van Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. Margarine: An Economic, Social 
and Scientifi c History, 1869-1969. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: 
University of Toronto Press. xxiv + 342 p. See p. 37-82. 
Chap. 2. [30 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The organization of the 
industry: Production and procurement (coconuts, oil palm, 
cottonseed, peanut or groundnut, soya bean, sunfl ower, other 
vegetable oil-bearing plant materials, animal fats, marine 
oils), structure and organization of production, marketing 
organization. Infl uences on raw material production: 
Infl uences on the raw material economy, infl uence of 
technological advances. The role of the government. 
Location of the oil-seed crushing industry. The outcome. 
Address: Agricultural Economics Research Inst., Univ. of 
Oxford, England.

2959. Knapp, Joseph G. 1969. The rise of American 
cooperative enterprise, 1620-1920. Danville, Illinois: 
Interstate Printers and Publishers, Inc. [xviii] + 532 p. Index. 
24 cm. [952 ref]
• Summary: This is widely viewed as the best history of the 
early U.S. cooperative movement. It may be considered the 
fi rst of a two-volume set. Its successor is The Advance of 
American Cooperative Enterprise, which examines the great 
expansion of cooperative development from 1920-1970.
 Contents: Part I: Probings [1620-1896]. 1. Early 
exploration. 2. Urban experimentation. 3. The agrarian 
groundswell. 4. Growth of the independent agricultural 
cooperatives. Part II: Formative forces [1897-1920]. Part 
III. Cooperative marketing progress [1920+]. Focuses on 
California, especially the Southern California Fruit Exchange 
(formed in 1893, incorporated Oct. 1895), which became 
the California Fruit Growers Exchange (in 1905 when it had 
5,000 members; adopted the brand name “Sunkist” in 1908 
for its highest quality oranges, and so was the fi rst to brand 
fruit), which became Sunkist Growers, Inc. Part IV: The 
development of cooperative purchasing [1920+]. Part V: The 
expanding cooperative universe [1920+].
 Joseph Knapp is considered America’s foremost 
authority on farmer cooperatives. Gives a very good 
background of how and why cooperative associations were 
established, particularly in the post Civil War period, as 
the economic response by such farm groups as the Grange, 
Alliance, and Farmers Union, to what they viewed as an 
inadequate, even exploitive service provided by private 
companies at the time. The book is dedicated to Edwin 
G. Nourse, Dean of Scholars in American Cooperative 

Enterprise, and Knapp’s mentor.
 The foreword is a brief biography of Knapp from 
1920 to the present and some cooperative milestones of 
the period. In the mid-1920s, agricultural cooperation was 
in the national spotlight; it was the beginning of what was 
later called “The Golden Age of Cooperation in America,” 
by Charles W. Holman. In 1925 the American Institute 
of Cooperation was founded, as a national forum for 
cooperative discussion and planning under the intellectual 
leadership of Dr. Edwin Nourse, chair of its program 
committee. In 1926, the Division of Cooperative Marketing 
was established by the Cooperative Marketing Act of 1926. 
Its gifted chief was Chris L. Christensen, who knew well 
the long history of Danish cooperation. In 1929 the National 
Marketing Act of 1929 was passed; it led to a all-out effort 
to fashion strong national marketing cooperatives with the 
support of the Federal Farm Board.
 The Great Depression of the 1930s gave further 
momentum to the cooperative movement in America; 
cooperatives were seen as the solution to many economic 
problems of the era.
 From 1953-1966 Knapp was administrator of USDA’s 
Farmer Cooperative Service. A portrait photo of Knapp, 
holding a pipe (for smoking) appears on the rear dust jacket. 
His brief biography appears on the inside rear dust jacket.
 In 1620 the Pilgrims were a cooperative organization, 
joined by the Mayfl ower Compact. Cooperation as a form of 
business enterprise fi rst arose in the fi eld of fi re insurance. 
In 1736 Benjamin Franklin and others “founded the pioneer 
Union Fire Company as an association for mutual assistance 
in fi ghting fi res. In Feb. 1750 it expanded into America’s 
fi rst mutual fi re insurance company. In March 1752, based 
on an idea proposed [in Pennsylvania] by Franklin, the 
Philadelphia Contributorship for the Insurance of Houses 
from Loss by Fire was established. The basic organization 
of the Contributorship was patterned on “The Amicable 
Contributorship, and Hand-in-Hand Fire Offi ce,” which were 
established in London in 1696. In 1806 the fi rst experiment 
in industrial cooperation began when the Journeyman 
Cordwainers of Philadelphia [shoemakers] “became their 
own employers by opening a warehouse to market at 
wholesale and retail the boots and shoes manufactured by the 
organization’s members.”
 In 1785 the fi rst agricultural society was founded, again 
in Philadelphia by Franklin–the Philadelphia Society for 
promoting Agriculture. Soon many such societies, dominated 
by “gentleman farmers, were formed mainly to improve 
agricultural techniques through agricultural education.
 On page 193 is a half-page history of the Missouri 
Farmers Association (MFA), which was founded in 1917 by 
William Hirth.
 Pages 216-17 describe the rise of cooperative creameries 
and dairies and the movement “toward the formation of a 
state-wide federation of cooperative creameries,...” In “1921 
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the Minnesota Cooperative Creamery Association–later 
to be known by its Land O’Lakes brand- was formed with 
over one-half of the 645 cooperative creameries in the state 
enrolled as stockholder members.” Address: [USDA].

2960. Rubaihayo, P.R. 1969. Investigations into some 
aspects of the production of genetic improvement of 
soyabean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) in Uganda. MSc thesis, 
University of East Africa (Makerere University College), 
Kampala, Uganda. *
• Summary: Between 1913 and 1960 fi fty-three soybean 
cultivars were introduced to Uganda from the United States, 
South Africa, Nigeria, and Trinidad. Past information on 
research and development is presented. According to Uganda 
Department of Agriculture records, experimental yields of 
the order of 1,100 kg/ha were being obtained in 1955 without 
the use of fertilizers. Soybean exports between 1944 and 
1952 rose to a peak of 4,314 tons valued at £38,799 before 
declining. These soybeans were grown as part of Uganda’s 
contribution to Britain’s war-time and post-war needs. 
Thereafter the market collapsed and production fell to a low 
level but persisted nevertheless over large areas of Uganda.
 Renewed interest in the crop in Uganda developed in 
about 1965 in response to three factors: 1. Recognition of the 
need for agricultural diversifi cation. 2. Interest in potential 
production by European buyers. 3. Pressure from groups 
primarily interested in the problems of human malnutrition.
 Serious work was restarted with cooperation between 
the Uganda government at Kawanda Research Station at 
1965 and the Faculty of Agriculture at the University Farm, 
Kabanyolo with the support of the Rockefeller Foundation in 
1966.
 The author carried out a number of agronomic 
investigations and studied such factors as spacing, fertilizer 
response, planting date, the effect of weed competition, and 
the response of the crop to weed-control measures, both 
mechanical and chemical. Several seed yields in excess of 
2,530 kg/ha were recorded, and these performances led to 
increased optimism about the crop.
 Note 1. During the 1960s and part of the 1970s, 
Makerere University in Uganda was also called (sort of 
as an administrative title) the University of East Africa. It 
was supported by the 2 other countries in the East African 
Community (Kenya and Tanzania) and accepted a quota of 
students from each country. The Community was formed in 
1967 and disbanded in 1977. When the other countries built 
their own universities, the name “University of East Africa” 
stopped being used. But Makerere Univ. still exists.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Uganda, or the cultivation of soybeans in 
Uganda (1913; one of two documents). The source of these 
soybeans was probably one of the four countries listed 
above. Address: Kampala, Uganda.

2961. Schettler, F.G.; Boyd, G.S. eds. 1969. Atherosclerosis: 
Pathology, physiology, aetiology, diagnosis and clinical 
management. Amsterdam, London, and New York, NY: 
Elsevier Publishing Co. xx + 1029 p. Foreword by Dr. Paul 
Dudley White (Boston, Massachusetts). Illust. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Surface-Active 
Substances” by Schettler, pages 883-87 state that lecithin or 
phospholipids appear to have medicinal properties.
 “The most common action in the conservative therapy 
of occlusive vascular disease consists in the prescription of 
vasodilator drugs” [vasodilators]. Address: 1. Medical Univ. 
Clinic, Ludolf-Krehl Clinic, Heidelberg, Germany; 2. Dep. 
of Biochemistry, The Univ. of Edinburgh Medical School, 
Edinburgh [Scotland], Great Britain.

2962. Stuyvenberg, J.H. van. ed. 1969. Margarine: 
An economic, social and scientifi c history, 1869-1969. 
Liverpool, UK: Liverpool University Press; Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press. xxiv + 342 p. 
Illust. Index. 25 cm. [215* ref]
• Summary: Contains seven excellent chapters on margarine 
by various authors, each with an historical perspective 
and cited separately. Also discusses the development of 
research on oils and fats, and their industry. Address: Prof. of 
Economic History, Univ. of Amsterdam.

2963. Stuyvenberg, J.H. 1969. Introduction. In: J.H. van 
Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. Margarine: An Economic, Social and 
Scientifi c History, 1869-1969. Toronto, Ontario, Canada: 
University of Toronto Press. xxiv + 342 p. See p. 1-3.
• Summary: The process of industrialization began in 
England in the late 1700s and eventually brought a great 
increase in prosperity. Three phases in its development can 
be recognized: (1) Growth of the cotton and iron industries, 
and construction of railways; (2) Starting in about 1870 an 
emphasis on new industries, including chemical, electrical, 
and steel; (3) Starting in the early to mid-1900s the 
manufacture of durable consumer goods such as cars and 
television sets.
 “The rise of the margarine industry belongs to the 
second phase of the industrialization process.” Though 
governments encouraged and promoted the growth of most 
industries, creating a climate conductive to their expansion, 
they generally hampered the growth of the margarine 
industry by restrictive legislation. “I know of no other 
industry which had to swim so much against a tide of adverse 
government policy and which nevertheless succeeded in 
becoming one of the great modern industries. Seen in this 
light, the development of the industry has been unique.” 
Address: Prof. of Economic History, Univ. of Amsterdam.

2964. Stuyvenberg, J.H. 1969. Aspects of government 
intervention. In: J.H. van Stuyvenberg, ed. 1969. Margarine: 
An Economic, Social and Scientifi c History, 1869-1969. 
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Toronto, Ontario, Canada: University of Toronto Press. xxiv 
+ 342 p. See p. 281-328. Chap. 7. [71* ref]
• Summary: Contents: The background. The United States: 
The crusade begins, the federal law of 1886, more far-
reaching discriminations–1902 and 1931, out into the open 
sea. Germany: Introduction, the fi rst acts of parliament, 
uncertainties arising from legislation, legislation during the 
depression, during and after the Second World War. The 
Netherlands: The legislation and its motives, the fi rst acts of 
parliament, voluntary butter inspection–the indicator confl ict, 
the wars and the depression, the position consolidated. The 
United Kingdom: Introduction, legislation up to 1914, the 
First World War and after, during and after the Second World 
War. Russia. The European Economic Community. Some 
other countries: New Zealand, South Africa, Italy, Denmark, 
Norway, France. Address: Prof. of Economic History, Univ. 
of Amsterdam.

2965. Ucko, P.J.; Dimbleby, G.W. eds. 1969. The 
domestication and exploitation of plants and animals: 
Proceedings of a meeting of the Research Seminar in 
Archaeology and Related Subjects held [18-19 May 1968] 
at the Institute of Archaeology, London University. Chicago, 
Illinois: Aldine Publishing Co.; London: Gerald Duckworth 
& Co. Ltd. xxvi + 581 p. Illust. General index. Index of sites 
and localities. Index of authors. 26 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: One goal of this seminar is to gain an “insight 
into modern man’s relationship to his habitat. In the last 
decade or two a change in methods of investigating these 
events has taken place, due to the mutual realization by 
archaeologists and natural scientists that each held part of 
the key and neither alone had the whole. Inevitably, perhaps, 
the fl oodgate which was opened has resulted in a new spate 
of knowledge...” “This meeting was called so that workers 
in the archaeological, anthropological, and biological fi elds 
could bridge the gap between their respective disciplines...” 
(p. ix).
 “Mankind took an immensely long time to learn how 
to gain food by any other means than hunting, fi shing and 
gathering. Our record of manufactured tools goes back over 
one million years but evidence of domesticated animals and 
plants only starts at a date somewhere near the end of the 
European Ice Age, i.e. after ca. 10,000 BC” (p. xvii).
 While archaeology is presently best suited to study 
domestication, a movement is taking place in archaeological 
thought which recognizes the essential unity of the 
ecological approach; man is increasing being viewed as part 
of an ecosystem in which he has played a signifi cant, if not 
dominant, role for some millennia. Increasingly man is seen 
as “another animal in the world of nature” (p. xxiii).
 One cannot solve a problem unless one asks the right 
questions. And to ask the right questions one must look at 
the problem from a particular viewpoint. “That viewpoint, 
so far as the origin of domesticated plants is concerned, is, 

I am convinced, the ecological one... we must look at wild 
and cultivated plants associated with man as an ecological 
complex and view this in relation to the ecology of man 
himself.” Scientists must search for exact “archaeobotanical 
data.”
 Vavilov considered the soyabean a primary crop 
(Hawkes, p. 25). In Indonesia, “fermented cakes of soya 
beans and groundnut [tempeh and onchom] provide 
about one-third of the total crude protein requirement of 
the population...” (Stanton, p. 464). In Japan, advanced 
fermentation processes are used to make miso and shoyu. 
Today these fermentations take place under highly 
controlled, industrial conditions in highly specialized 
environments (Stanton, p. 467).
 This book shows clearly that many crops were 
domesticated before the soybean. In China, foxtail millet 
(Setaria italica var. germanica), broom corn millet (Panicum 
miliaceum), rice (Oryzae sativa), and wheats (Triticum spp.) 
have been identifi ed in neolithic contexts (Watson, p. 398-
99). In Tehuacan, Mexico, radiocarbon datings for common 
beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) have been reported from 5,300 
B.P. [before the present] (Smartt, p. 452-53). Chili peppers 
(Capsicum annuum) share with Phaseolus beans and the 
Cucurbits (squashes) the distinction of being among the fi rst 
plants cultivated in the New World (Americas). Chili peppers 
have been found in early sites in both Middle and South 
America. In Mexico, they have been dated back to about 
7,000 BC. “This antedates the development of agriculture 
and implies that wild plants were being exploited.” The fi rst 
plants cultivated in Peru appear to be gourds and squashes, 
but by 2,000 BC peppers were grown in the Ancon area on 
the central coast (Pickersgill, p. 443, 446-47). Address: 1. 
Dep. of Anthropology, University College, London; 2. Dep. 
of Human Environment, Inst. of Archaeology, London.

2966. Wason, Elizabeth (Betty). 1969. The art of vegetarian 
cookery. London: George Allen & Unwin. 165 p. 23 cm.
• Summary: The author’s name on the title page is written 
Betty Wason. She was born in 1912. First published in the 
USA in 1965 by Doubleday. Later published in the USA in 
1970 by Ace (paperback).
 Book Review in The British Vegetarian. 1969. Nov/Dec. 
p. 618. “Not very long ago there was some justifi cation for 
the complaint from the outsider that vegetarian meals were 
lacking in variety and tended to be monotonous. During 
the last fi ve years however there has been such a spate of 
vegetarian recipe books published, and most of them by 
experts in this fi eld, that there is no excuse whatever now for 
vegetarians, or others interested in this kind of food, to put 
up with a lack of variety.”
 Soy beans are mentioned on page 70, and soy fl our is 
used in a recipe for Soy Muffi ns (p. 111).

2967. Richard, Elwood E. 1970. Re: Second request for 
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information about Dr. Fearn in England. Letter to Mrs. 
Marshall, 25 Rowley Rd., St. Annes on Sea, Lancashire, 
England, Jan. 21. 1 p. Typed with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mrs. Marshall: In going over some old 
correspondence, I noticed a letter to Dr. Fearn from you. 
We are in the process of writing our company’s history for 
some of our sales literature, and would appreciate any brief 
summary which you could develop about the life of Dr. 
Fearn before he came to the United States.
 “In particular we have been told that Dr. Fearn was a 
surgeon major in the British Army in World War I and that 
he had charge of a large hospital at that time. Apparently the 
records of the War Offi ce were destroyed during the second 
World War and we have not been able to confi rm this. We 
also are advised that Dr. Fearn was on the board of directors 
of Soy Foods Limited in about 1929, but they do not have 
more information than this at this time.”
 Sincerely... Note: Elwood Richard wrote a similar 
request for information to Mrs. Marshall in Dec. 1961. It 
was returned to the sender undelivered. Address: Fearn Soya 
Foods, 1206 North 31st Ave., Melrose Park, Illinois. Phone: 
Fillmore 5-3427.

2968. Product Name:  Tamari (Soya Sauce), Miso (Soya 
Bean Paste), Daiya Tofu (Bean Curd).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hunzana Foods Limited (Importer-
Marketer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  34 Dryden Chambers, 119 
Oxford St., London, W.1, England.
Date of Introduction:  1970 January.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (full-page) in The 
British Vegetarian. 1970. Jan/Feb. p. 9. Hunzana imports 
these health foods from Japan. ½ litre of “Tamari (Soya 
Sauce)” sells for 6 shillings 9 pence (6/9). 1 lb of “Miso 
(Soya Bean Paste)” sells for 5/6. 188 gm of “Daiya Tofu 
(Bean Curd)” sells for 6/6. Hunzana also imports other foods 
from India, North Ireland, Eire, Germany, and Greece.

2969. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1970. Foreign futures 
markets. Feb. 24. p. 7.
• Summary: The names of each futures market and the crops 
which are traded are listed for the USA (15 such markets), 
Japan (20), Brazil (1), Pakistan (1), and the United Kingdom 
(12). Seven other European countries also have futures 
markets but only the country names are given–no details.
 In the USA, soyabean futures contracts are traded 
on: (1) Chicago Board of Trade (also oil and meal). (2) 
Chicago Open Board of Trade. (3) Memphis Board of Trade 
Clearing Association [Tennessee] (only soyabean meal). (4) 
Minneapolis Grain Exchange [Minnesota].
 Japan: (1) The Hokkaido Grain Exchange (also trades 
red bean [azuki] futures). (2) The Osaka Grain Exchange 
(soyabean, red bean, American soyabean). (3) The Tokyo 
Grain Exchange (soyabean, red bean, American soyabean). 

(4) The Kobe Grain Exchange (soyabean, red bean, 
American soyabean). (5) The Nagoya Grain Exchange 
(soyabean, red bean, American soyabean). (6) The Kammon 
Commodity Exchange [Shimonoseki] (soyabean, red bean, 
American soyabean).
 United Kingdom: (1) The London Vegetable Oil 
Terminal Market Association, London (soyabean oil only).
 Source: Forward Markets Bulletin, Oct. 1969.

2970. Coppock, J.B.M. 1970. Food protein prospects: a 
philosophical essay. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 9. 
p. 292-296. Feb. 28.
• Summary: The amount of soy protein production in the 
world is about the same as that of animal protein. Address: 
Spillers Ltd., Old Change House, Cannon Street, London 
E.C.4, England.

2971. Elliot, Rose. 1970. Cooking with Protoveg (TVP). 
British Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 154-57.
• Summary: Made from soya protein and highly nutritious, 
Protoveg “brings a new dimension to vegetarian cooking 
because it can be used for so many dishes where nuts 
would be unsuitable, or as a change from nuts.” Protoveg 
can be obtained by mail order from Direct Foods Ltd., 
C.I.W.F. [Compassion in World Farming], Copse House, 
Liss, Hants. [Hampshire, England]. It is also for sale at the 
Beauty Without Cruelty Boutique, 49 Upper Montagu Street, 
London, W.1.
 Gives recipes for Protoveg Bechamel and for Protoveg 
Roast with Lemon and Parsley Stuffi ng.

2972. Amey, Leonard. 1970. Statistician looks at the future: 
Farming topics. Times (London). April 20. p. 14, col. 5.
• Summary: About the National Farmers’ Union conference 
last week. Mr. A.W. Ashby, a leading Unilever statistician, 
predicted that per capita pork consumption in Britain 
would rise from 23.2 lb in 1968 to about 30 lb., and poultry 
consumption from just over 20 lb. to 30 lb. He expects 
Britain to be completely self-suffi cient in pork, poultry, eggs, 
milk, and cream.
 The high cost and growing scarcity of imported proteins 
has led to an interest in domestic production of proteins for 
animal feeds by various microorganisms such as yeasts, 
bacteria, and fungi. Trials by R.H.M. with “yeast and fungus 
protein in their own laboratories showed that liveweight 
gains in turkeys and pigs fed 5 or 10 per cent new protein 
were as good as those with fi shmeal or soya” [defatted 
soybean meal].

2973. British Solomon Islands Protectorate, Department 
of Agriculture, Annual Report. 1970. Research and special 
projects. For the year 1969. May. See p. 9.
• Summary: Section VIII, “Research and special projects,” 
under “Cash and subsistence crop trials” (p. 8-9) states: “93. 
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Observations continued on 152 soyabean cultivars, twenty-
two of which are being bulked up and tested further. A 
considerable number of promising varieties are available to 
growers.
 “94. This year no major or economic responses to 
fertilizers were recorded on soyabeans. The yields of control 
plots indicated a high level of soil fertility with no important 
limiting factors.”
 A groundnut variety trial is also mentioned (p. 9).

2974. Elliot, Rose. 1970. Cooking with Protoveg (TVP). 
British Vegetarian. May/June. p. 256-57.
• Summary: Gives recipes for Protoveg Slices, Protoveg 
Fritters, and Protoveg Stew.

2975. Plantmilk Ltd. 1970. Meat and milk (Ad). British 
Vegetarian. May/June. p. 207.
• Summary: “You can’t have one without the other. A 
cow can’t make milk without fi rst making a calf, for each 
lactation. She is robbed of her calf so that we can have her 
milk. The calf? More and more are imprisoned in factory 
farms. Every time you use milk, think of the baby calf in the 
factory farm. Plamil liquid plantmilk, from Health Stores, 
replaces milk.” Address: Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 
Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.

2976. Plantmilk Society. 1970. The cruel cost of milk (Ad). 
British Vegetarian. May/June. Rear cover.
• Summary: A large photo shows calves in a British factory 
farm, where they are “imprisoned for life in pens 2-feet by 
5-feet” and are not allowed to turn around. They are put 
in the pens when they are about 5 days old. Most cows are 
made pregnant by artifi cial insemination.
 After the age of about 3 weeks, most young milk cows 
are unable to turn around in their pens. In centered, bold 
letters: “Calves for rearing into meat come from dairy farms, 
whose products are: (1) calves, taken from their mothers 
so that we can have the milk, (2) milk, (3) worn out cows, 
slaughtered for beef.”
 “The nutritious plantmilk alternative to milk, made 
entirely from non-animal ingredients, has given you the 
opportunity to release yourself from supporting the vicious 
circle of the meat-milk complex. Plantmilk is obtainable 
from most Health Food Stores. Please support this humane 
effort.”
 Note: Plantmilk is now made largely from soybeans. 
This is the earliest English-language document seen (Aug. 
2013) that uses the term “alternative to milk” to refer to 
soymilk. Address: 39 Willow Crescent, Exbridge, Middlesex, 
England.

2977. Roy, J.H.B. 1970. Protein in milk replacers for 
calves. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
21(7):346-51. July. [39 ref]

• Summary: The protein fraction of milk replacer diets is 
important not only because of its major contribution to the 
growth of the calf, but also because minor aberrations in 
protein quality and changed in concentration may have a 
profound infl uence on the health of the calf.
 “The substitution of expensive milk protein by vegetable 
protein in the diet of pre-ruminant calves has not been very 
successful.” Most experiments have been conducted using 
soyabean protein, which has a reasonably well-balanced 
amino acid composition. Address: National Inst. for Research 
in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.

2978. Ashton, Maureen R.; Burke, Carole S.; Holmes, 
A.W. 1970. Textured vegetable proteins. British Food 
Manufacturing Industries Research Association, Scientifi c 
and Technical Surveys No. 62. 36 p. Aug. [92 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Protein sources. 
Extraction. Spinning. Extrusion. Gelation. Other methods 
for generating texture. Commercial aspects. Nutritional 
aspects. Legal aspects. References. Appendix. The appendix 
contains an extensive list of patents (mostly British and U.S.) 
on textured vegetable proteins grouped by the company 
assigned to or inventor. For each patent, the inventors, 
country, patent number and year are given, with a brief 
description of the subject. No patent titles are given in either 
the appendix or bibliography. The companies/inventors are 
Archer Daniels Midland Co. (2 patents), R.A. Boyer (3), F.P. 
Research Ltd (1), General Foods Corp. (7), General Mills 
Inc. (23), C. Giddey (1), J.H. Kellogg (2), Lever Bros. and/
or Unilever (20), G.K. Okumura and J.E. Wilkinson (1), 
Ralston Purina (4), Swift & Co. (4, including 2 listed for 
R.A. Boyer), Dr. A. Wander A.-G. (2 Swiss), Worthington 
Foods Inc. (2), C.L. Wrenshall (1). Address: 1-2. BSc; 3. 
PhD, FRIC. All: British Food Manufacturing Industries 
Research Assoc., Randalls Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, 
England.

2979. Dinshah, Freya. 1970. The vegan kitchen. 6th ed. 
Malaga, New Jersey: The American Vegan Society. 44 
p. Illust. Recipe index. Sept. Saddle stitched. 21 cm. The 
Ahimsa book series No. 2.
• Summary: With a bonus chapter: Why veganism? by Eva 
Batt. Page 6 notes that soya beans can be sprouted. The 
authors believe that the best way to eat cereal grains is to 
sprout them. In a section titled “About Vitamins” we read: 
“Some people, at least in the transition period, may wish 
to supplement the menus given, with a glassful of B-12 
fortifi ed soya-milk. In the USA, Loma Linda Soyagen and 
Worthington Soyamel are marketed in various fl avors. In 
England there is Granogen, Velactin, and a leaf-protein milk 
known as Plantmilk or Plamil. (Plamil is now also being 
made available in North America).” Soy-related recipes 
include: Soya patties (with soya meal or fl our, baked in 
an oiled dish, p. 20). How to shell green soya beans (p. 
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21). Soya loaf (with cooked soya beans, baked, p. 23). 
Soya milk (with soya powder/fl our and dates, p. 24). Soya 
cheese Americana (tofu made with soya powder/fl our and 
coagulated with lemon juice, p. 25). Australian soya cheese 
(tofu made with soya powder, coagulated with orange and 
lemon juice, jelled with agar-agar, p. 25). British Plantmilk 
cheese (tofu made with Plamil and lemon juice, p. 25). Vegan 
“mayonnaise” II (with soya milk and mashed potatoes, p. 
26).
 A lifetime vegetarian, the author has been a vegan since 
1959, and the Secretary of the American Vegan Society 
since 1960. Married to AVS President H. Jay Dinshah, she 
is an accomplished author, lecturer, and teacher. Address: 
The American Vegan Society, 501 Old Harding Highway, 
Malaga, New Jersey 08328.

2980. Harmony Foods. 1970. Harmony Foods case prices. 
London, England. 1 p. Sept. 30 cm.
• Summary: A table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents 
of each case. (3) Price of each case.
 Products: Whole rice [brown rice]. Buckwheat fl our. 
Tamari. Miso. Sesame seeds. Aduki beans. Umeboshi plums. 
Patchouli [an essential oil from a member of the mint family, 
Pogostemon cablin]. Unleavened bread.
 Note 1. This is the earliest known existing price list from 
Harmony Foods.
 Note 2. The word “organic” does not appear on this 
price list.
 Note 3. An inventory taken on 3 Feb. 1971 showed the 
value of the stock to be £6,607.83. Address: 8a All Saints 
Rd., London W.11. Phone: (01)-229-5571.

2981. Hughes, G. Bernard. 1970. Bristol blue glass. 
Canadian Antiques Collector 5(9):17-19. Oct.
• Summary: Bristol, England, was long known for its 
beautiful blue (from cobalt), semi-transparent fl int glass. 
“Bristol-blue” (as was called) was in continuous production 
at Bristol from about 1763 to 1799, but little if any was made 
from about 1800 until 1820, during the Napoleonic wars 
which blocked supplies of Saxon smalt. In 1821, a lavish set 
was presented to George IV at his coronation; thereafter it 
came into vogue under the name of “king’s blue.”
 “Label cruet sets, gilded with lettering and scrollwork, 
were advertised in 1764, soy and sauce bottles shortly 
afterwards. Cruet frames in Sheffi eld plate were fi tted 
throughout with Bristol-blue oil and vinegar bottles and three 
casters, and soy frames with three to six gold-labeled bottles. 
They continued in production until the 1830s, little variation 
being found...”
 Photos show: (1) A collection of Bristol-blue glass on 
three shelves, ranging in tint from deep cobalt blue to smoky 
greyish-blue. “The pair of sauce bottles (top left) are cut 
with hollow diamond facets and are engraved “Soy” and 
Elder” (p. 17). (2) “Two sets of spirit decanters labelled [gin, 

brandy, and rum] and decorated in gold, with four 12-sided 
soy bottles with shoulder bands of diamonds cut in high 
relief.” The soy bottles are less than half the height of the 
decanters, and much smaller in diameter (p. 18).

2982. Wokes, Frank. 1970. Plantmilk (Letter to the editor). 
British Vegetarian. Sept/Oct. p. 462.
• Summary: During his tour of research centers in 
India, his stock of Plamil samples was eagerly tasted by 
colleagues who wished such a product were available in 
India. Discussions with industrialists and research workers 
showed him that it would be easier and cheaper to prepare 
a plantmilk in India from soya beans grown domestically 
using Dr. Harry Miller’s original method, which calls for 
wet-grinding soaked soya beans, then processing them into 
a vegetable milk. “The product would be cheaper than cow’s 
milk, which in India is relatively scarce and expensive... In 
Hong Kong Dr. Miller’s efforts have led to the production 
of a soya milk cheaper than the equivalent amount of cow’s 
milk...”
 Margarine would not be available today in the UK “at 
prices lower than that for butter if it had not been bought by 
vegetarians who helped Hugh Mapleton in his pioneer efforts 
on its production.” Address: V.N.R.C. [Vegetarian Nutrition 
Research Centre], Watford, Herts., England.

2983. Lansing, Elizabeth. 1970. The move to eat natural: 
New converts to organic food are sprouting up all over. Life. 
Dec. 11. p. 45-50, 52. Cover story. [2 ref]
• Summary: Headline on the cover: “Organic food: New and 
natural.” A full-page photo shows model Gunilla Knutson, 
who owns a health food store. The blonde-haired young 
lady is wearing blue jeans and toting a large knapsack, 
overfl owing with fresh vegetables and ears of wheat.
 A growing number of people–most of them young, 
believe that we eat too much, and mostly of the wrong 
things. That “our food comes to us not as nature intended, 
but altered by man during both growth and processing; and 
this tampering has produced increasingly bad effects on 
man and the ecology.” Many make every effort to insure 
that all their food is grown organically–without pesticides 
or chemical fertilizers–and that it contains no chemical 
additives. A new industry is growing up in America to 
meet these demands. Photos: A colorful array of loaves of 
whole-grain breads, leavened and unleavened, some with 
sesame, poppy, or sunfl ower seeds. Most of these come from 
a commercial bakery in Berkeley, California. (2) Top view 
of natural food staples in crocks, incl. black beans, millet, 
azuki beans, soy beans, unsulphured apricots, toasted kasha 
[buckwheat], sunfl ower seeds, red lentils. (3) A self-serve 
cafeteria at U.C. Santa Cruz where students may choose an 
organic vegetarian menu–including bean curd [tofu].
 Other two-page spreads are titled: Filling the gap from 
earth to table. Photos show: (1) Saturday morning meeting of 
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leaders of the Food Conspiracy in Berkeley, California. (2) 
Inside of Wholly Foods’ store in Berkeley. Four proprietors 
under age 30 say success of the store has put them “on a 
capitalist trip.” (3) Jim Baker’s The Source restaurant in 
Los Angeles. His wife carries a tray of tall glass of juices. 
(4) Model Gunilla Knutson on a ladder in the store Nature’s 
Children, of which she is part owner.
 Composting and ladybugs make it work. (1) Aerial view 
of the Garden Project on a 4-acre plot at the University of 
California at Santa Cruz. (2) Leaves collected by the city of 
Allentown, Pennsylvania, on their way to the Rodale Farm 
compost heap. (3) Organic rice plants in the fi eld (600 acres) 
at Wehah Farms in Chico, California. A key part of organic 
gardening and farming is composting. For ages it has been 
a hit-or-miss process, but in the 1930s, Sir Albert Howard, 
an Englishman, turned it into a science, which he described 
in detail in An Agricultural Testament and elsewhere. 
Howard inspired J.I. Rodale and Rodale’s magazine, Organic 
Gardening and Farming, started the organic movement in 
the USA. An estimated 5,000 farmers are now growing crops 
for sale organically, and the number is steadily increasing.
 A handful of natural starters: Photos show and recipes 
tell how to make: (1) Unleavened soaked-wheat bread, and 
Corn pones. (2) Six beverages without added sugar, incl. 
Carob milk. (3) Meaty soups for the pot: Vegetable bean 
soup, and Egg and lemon soup. (4) Organic rice with ‘bite’: 
Skewered shrimp with rice.
 An image to shed, more food to grow. The writer says 
that “a large part of the public believes” that the natural 
foods movement “is just wheat germ and molasses all over 
again, ingested chiefl y by body builders and other exotics. 
Or worse–that natural foods and macrobiotic diets are 
synonymous. Agricultural colleges may be sympathetic 
to organic methods but they seldom teach them–probably 
because so much of their research is subsidized by the 
chemical industries.
 Note: It looks like the natural foods movement has 
started to go mainstream.

2984. Holmes, W. 1970. The future of animals as sources of 
human food. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society (London) 
29(2):237-44. Dec. Presented at a symposium titled “The 
future of animals as sources of human food.” Held 25 April 
1970 at Glasgow, Scotland. [34 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the effi ciencies of protein and energy 
conversion in animals. For each type of animal food 2 fi gures 
are given: 1. The percentage of energy consumed in feed 
that is returned as food energy. 2. The percentage of protein 
consumed in feed that is returned as food.
 Lamb 3.0/3.0. Beef 7.0/6.0. Pork 23.0/12.0. Eggs 
15.0/18.0. Poultry 13.0/20.0. Milk 21.0/23.0. Thus a milk 
cow must consume 100 lb of protein from feed to produce 23 
lb of protein in milk; only 21% of the energy consumed in 
the feed was returned in the milk.

 The author concludes: “Unless population growth can 
be halted all will be required. The situation when man might 
be obliged to eradicate all animals is still far in the future if 
it ever does occur (Harsany, 1967). The gradual expansion 
of animal production in conditions where climate and 
economic environment are favourable will therefore almost 
certainly contribute to human well-being and be of benefi t 
to the community at large.” Address: Wye College (Univ. of 
London), Ashford, Kent, England.

2985. Product Name:  Plamil Delice (Cream Alternative): 
Dessert and Fruit Dressing.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Tithe Farm, High St., Langley, 
Slough, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1970 December.
Ingredients:  Sunfl ower oil, raw sugar, soya fl our, soya 
lecithin, cellulose fl our, carrageen extract [carrageenan], 
natural vanilla essence.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  6 oz (169.5 gm) Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in The British 
Vegetarian. 1970. Nov/Dec. p. 560. “Use instead of cream.” 
The manufacturer is Plantmilk Ltd. Made with pure 
vegetable oil, protein, and natural vanilla, it is sold in 6 oz. 
cans.
 Ad in Alive magazine. 1979. Jan/Feb. p. 19. “Delice 
(cream replacement).” This is a soya dressing with sunfl ower 
oil & raw sugar. Label for a can. 1980, undated. 2.25 by 9.5 
inches. Yellow and blue on white. “Use instead of cream. 
A quality dessert & fruit dressing. High in polyunsaturates. 
Contains no cholesterol.” Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. 
Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. “Suitable for those allergic 
to cows milk.”
 Discontinued by 1990.

2986. Akinrele, I.A.; Adeyinka, O.; Edwards, C.C.A.; 
Olatunji, F.O.; Dina, J.A.; Koleoso, O.A. 1970. The 
development and production of soy-ogi (a corn based 
complete protein food). Federal Institute of Industrial 
Research, Research Report No. 42. Published by the Federal 
Ministry of Industries, Lagos, Nigeria. 63 p. 28 cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: “This report presents the series of investigation 
carried out in the Institute to establish the technological 
specifi cations for the manufacture of soy-ogi. Corn fl our 
and soya fl our are mixed in a proportion of 70 to 30 parts 
respectively and fermented anaerobically in a slurry 
inoculated with a 24 hour corn steep liquor. The sour product 
is fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals and spray dried. 
Feeding tests have shown that soy-ogi is nutritious, compares 
very well with infant milk foods, well tolerated and accepted 
by adults and children alike. Data obtained from pilot 
plant production of soy-ogi indicate that a commercially 
viable project can be established with a capital investment 
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of £132,000, assuring a return of 36% on investment. It is 
estimated that Soy-Ogi could be produced at one-third the 
cost of the branded infant foods commercially available in 
Nigeria.
 “The product and the process of its manufacture are the 
subject of a United Kingdom patent No. 1,193,135 and will 
be registered in Nigeria.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2012) that contains the term “soy-ogi.” Address: 
Federal Inst. of Industrial Research.

2987. Binding, George Joseph. 1970. About soya beans: 
Wonder source of protein and energy. London: Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. 64 p. No index. 18 cm. About series, no. 35.
• Summary: A superfi cial introduction containing many 
errors. Contents: 1. Beans in general. 2. History of the soya 
bean. 3. Content of soya beans. 4. About lecithin–vital for 
retaining youth. 5. The soya bean in the Far East: Cooking in 
China, soya sauce, bean curd or tufu [sic, tofu], bean sprouts, 
soya bean milk, candied beans, Japan, natto, miso, Japanese 
soya sauce. 6. American infl uence on the soya bean. 7. 
Industrial uses in America. 8. The soya bean and world food 
shortage. 9. Soya bean recipes.
 On page 10 we read: “For over 5,000 years this tiny 
seed has been the staple food of certain parts of the East, 
including North China, Japan, Korea, and some areas of 
India. The ancient Yogis, who were among the world’s 
fi rst vegetarians, placed great faith in the soya bean as a 
supplement to their meatless diet.”
 Note: Soyfoods Center has been unable (Aug. 2004) to 
fi nd any documentation for the statement that the ancient 
yogis consumed soya beans. The earliest date we have 
seen (Aug. 2004) for the soybean growing in India is 1798 
(Roxburgh 1832). The earliest document we have seen 
concerning the soybean in India is by Beckmann (1798). The 
earliest document seen (Aug. 2004) for soy products in India 
(soy sauce) is by Locke (1679). Address: England.

2988. David, Elizabeth. 1970. Spices, salt and aromatics in 
the English kitchen. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books. 279 p. 
See p. 10-13, 89-91, 249-53. Index. 20 cm. [80 ref]
• Summary: The period of the late 1600s and early 1700s 
gave rise to the English interest in Indian chutneys and 
pickles, brought to England by East India merchants. After 
that, together with the establishment of curry dishes as 
part of England’s national cookery, “came the relishes, 
the ketchups and sauces which were the forerunners of 
the bottled sauces today. They too came to us via the East 
India Company and its traders, and like so many 18th- and 
19th-century foods owe their development to the need for 
products which would stand up to long sea voyages and help 
to relieve the monotony of the food available both to the 
crews of ships and their passengers. The old ‘store sauces’ 
based on vinegar and horse-radish, soy and garlic, on pickled 

walnuts, oysters, cockles, mushrooms, lemons, anchovies, 
and onions gradually became known either as catsups (the 
word seems to have derived from caveach, a form of spiced 
vinegar pickle in which cooked fi sh was preserved. In 
different forms, such as scabeche, caviche, and so on, the 
term occurs throughout European cookery, and turns up in 
Mexico and Japan) or by the name of some individual who 
was thought to have originated a particular blend. By the 
mid-19th century, hundreds of British families must have 
had their own–or what they thought was their own–formula 
for some such sauce. Some of these sauces were regarded as 
particular to fi sh, some to grilled meat, others to roast game, 
others again were hailed as ‘universal sauces.’ One such, 
which appears to have been commercialized in the late 18th 
century was Harvey’s. A recipe for this sauce, mentioned 
in cookery books and lists of necessary stores throughout 
the nineteenth century, is given in a cookery dictionary of 
1832 (Footnote: The Cook’s Dictionary by Richard Dolby, 
late cook at the Thatched House Tavern, St. James St. New 
edition, 1832). Ingredients were anchovies, walnut pickle, 
soy and shallots, plus a whole ounce of cayenne, three heads 
of garlic, a gallon of vinegar and cochineal for colouring. 
The whole lot was mixed together, stirred two or three times, 
every day for a fortnight, strained through a jelly bag until 
perfectly clear, bottled and corked down. Harvey’s, like its 
rival Worcestershire sauce commercially launched in 1838, 
was used as a condiment to fl avour other less ferocious 
compounds.”
 There follows a list of sauces that were popular in the 
late-Victorian era. Elizabeth Lazenby had a range of sauces; 
Harvey’s was among them.
 “The all-conquering tomato sauces and ketchups of 
today were little known before 1900. The fi rst recipes had 
appeared in English cookery books during the fi rst years of 
the 19th century.”
 The author gives a recipe for a Piquant Sauce (p. 91) that 
comes from a “modest little manuscript cookery book” in 
her possession. “The date of the manuscript is probably early 
Victorian [Queen Victoria reigned 1837-1901]. The recipe 
reads: “½ oz. of Mace, 1 oz. of Ginger, ½ oz. of Piminto 
(Allspice berries of Jamaica pepper), ¼ oz. of Chillies, ½ 
oz. of Mustard seed, 1 oz. of Long Pepper (Piper longum, 
a variety used in Indian cookery), ¼ pint Soy, 1 quart of 
Vinegar. Bruise the spice and simmer them in the vinegar 
a few minutes. Strain it, afterwards add the Soy. Excellent. 
Address: 24 Halsey St., London SW3, England.

2989. Hughes, George Bernard. 1970. Sheffi eld silver plate. 
New York and Washington, DC: Praeger Publishers. 303 p. 
Illust. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: The best treatment of the subject seen to date–
especially as it relates to soy. Chapter 19, titled “Cruets and 
soy frames” (p. 197-202) begins: “Contemporaneous with 
the Georgian cruet frame was the soy frame.” Note: George 
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II of Great Britain ruled from 1727 to 1760.
 Early in his reign the British East India Company began 
to import a new seasoning “known as soy, described in 1776 
as ‘a sauce as thick as treacle and of a clear black colour.’” 
Note: No source is given for this quotation, nor have we ever 
been able to fi nd one.
 “The vogue for soy, fi rst served from shallow saucers of 
silver or porcelain, created a demand for specially designed 
silver-mounted bottles of fl int-glass. By the 1750s soy bottles 
were tabled in special frames with two or three other sauces. 
At fi rst these were differentiated by gilding or engraving a 
label upon each bottle: from the 1770s the bottles could carry 
silver or Sheffi eld plate tickets suspended by chains around 
their necks–miniature versions of contemporaneous wine 
labels (Chapter 12).
 “In the nineteenth century a soy frame might 
accommodate as many as six, eight or ten matching bottles 
each containing a different sauce such as soy, kyan, chili, 
anchovy, catsup, quin, lemon juice, tarragon, harvey and 
innumerable others including the Indian sauces mogul, 
nepaul and carrache. Quin was a sauce evolved by the actor 
James Quin, its ingredients including walnut pickle, garlic, 
mushroom catsup, horseradish, anchovies and cayenne. 
The basic fl avour of kyan was derived from the smooth red 
seedheads of the South American cayenne pepper known 
contemporaneously as garden coral and today as capsicum.
 “The earliest soy bottles, dating to the 1740s, were 
tabled on a graceful frame of silver. A fl at circular or 
quatrefoil platform supported three or four cast scroll 
brackets attached by soldering and topped by circular guard 
rings shaped from drawn silver wire to contain the bottles. 
The brackets also extended downward from the platform as 

short legs terminating in spreading feet to provide stability. 
From the centre a standing loop handle rose above the 
bottles. These were of fl int-glass, their long slender necks 
fi tted with silver covers and handles. The fashionable design 
was ewer shaped with spout and graceful handle curving 
upward and downward from a silver mount. Richard Boult’s 
trade card of the late 1740s illustrates such a soy frame.
 “Thomas Heming, goldsmith to George III, at the 
King’s Arms, Bond Street, illustrated on his trade card the 
fashionable soy frame of the late 1760s. A row of three 
soy bottles with shallow diamond-cut necks and bodies are 
shown set in pierced galleries standing in a rococo canoe-
shaped dish. This design with and without uprising ends 
continued fashionable until the Victorian period, usually with 
a row of four bottles and less frequently with six or eight. 
These were generally facet cut, but the pattern included a 
narrow plain reserve to be engraved with the name of the 
sauce. The pantry usually contained several spare bottles 
inscribed with the names of fashionable sauces. Sometimes 
eight bottles were offered, six engraved with the sauce names 
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and two carrying silver bottle tickets which could be selected 
from a set of six bearing the names of unusual sauces.
 “Late Georgian silversmiths and Sheffi eld platers 
produced many costly conceptions of canoe-shaped soy 
frames, ornately enriched with cast and chased decoration 
and containing superbly cut bottles of the fi nest fl int-glass 
made specially in the glass-man’s piling pots.
 “By the early 1770s Tudor & Leader, Sycamore Hill, 
Sheffi eld, were manufacturing light-weight soy frames, the 
platform usually of heavy wood such as Spanish mahogany 
to ensure stability. The upper surface and edges were 
concealed beneath thinly rolled silver plate or Sheffi eld plate 
silvered on one side only. The gallery of an example made 
by this fi rm in 1776 was pierced with vertical pales, ovals 
and lozenges and accommodated six cut-glass soy bottles 
with loosely fi tting lift-off silver caps. Claw and ball feet 
continued fashionable, but foliage and bracket feet were 
more common. Soy bottles were now short-necked, deep 
diamond-cut and might be footed, round or square. They 
were fi tted with glass stoppers, usually with ball fi nials and 
cut ornament.
 “By the end of the 1780s cruets and soy bottles might be 
brought together to form a single unit placed conveniently in 
the centre of the formal or semi-formal dining table. At fi rst 
the bottles were placed in guard rings fi tted to a revolving 
stand of mahogany, its surface covered with a sheet of 
silver or Sheffi eld plate. Such pieces were catalogued by 
the Sheffi eld platers as ` cruet and soy frames ‘. Soon this 
device was enlarged into an unwieldy epergne with branches 
spreading from a decorative pierced ring supported on stays 
extending from the guard rings encircling the edges of the 
revolving stand. Each branch terminated in a silver or cut-
glass saucer with another set high in the centre. Several 
elaborate variants were made: in some examples the epergne 
was hung with gilded baskets for pickles.
 “A catalogue of about 1850 illustrates 27 examples 
of combined cruet and soy frames, the number of bottles 
ranging from fi ve to eight and each with four cruet bottles. 
These are shown set in circular frames with very deep 
galleries elaborately pierced with festoons; in so-called 
Gothic patterns; with vertical pales below shaped and 
festooned rims; and in ovals with substantially moulded 
uprights at the ends and sides supporting plain guard rings. 
Examples of the so-called crescent may be noted too, 
containing three vessels, the central one projecting in front 
of the others, with an elaborate near-horizontal scroll handle 
at the back rising appreciably above the guard rings. At this 
time, too, there was a fashion for a soy frame consisting of 
four conjoined cylinders elaborately pierced and set around 
a central standing handle and each containing a cut-glass 
bottle.
 “Although the majority of soy bottles were blown from 
clear fl int-glass of varying qualities, there was a fashion for 
opaque white glass enriched with decorations and labels in 

coloured enamels, from about 1770 to the early 1790s, and 
again in the mid-nineteenth century when the inscription 
was usually black. Typically these bottles were pear-shaped. 
Bristol blue glass was a satisfying alternative, lettered in 
gold. Green soy bottles achieved some popularity in the mid-
nineteenth century.”
 Photos show: (179) “Soy frame, 1780.” (180) “Soy 
frame, 1790.” Address: England.

2990. Lawrie, R.A. ed. 1970. Proteins as human food. 
London: Butterworths; or AVI Publishing Co. in USA and 
Canada. 525 p. Proceedings of the Sixteenth Easter School in 
Agricultural Science, Univ. of Nottingham, 1969.
• Summary: See p. 42-43, 54, 57, 143-46, 247, 346-60. 
Address: Prof. of Food Science, Univ. of Nottingham School 
of Agriculture, Sutton Bonington, Loughborough, England.

2991. Schwarz, Richard W. 1970. John Harvey Kellogg, 
M.D. Nashville, Tennessee: Southern Publishing Assoc. 
256 p. Illust. Index. 22 cm. See p. 44, 120-23, 243. Also 
published in 1970 by Andrews Univ. Press (Berrien Springs, 
Michigan).
• Summary: This excellent biography of Dr. J.H. Kellogg 
was originally written as a 1964 PhD thesis at the University 
of Michigan. Although it contains no references or footnotes, 
and thus lacks the documentation and completeness of the 
dissertation, it is still (March 2009) the best biography of Dr. 
Kellogg. The author is a Seventh-day Adventist.
 Contents: Preface. 1. The boy foreshadows the man. 2. A 
convert (the early health reform and vegetarian movements 
in America). 3. From teacher to doctor. 4. A man is what 
he eats. 5. Changing American habits. 6. Developing the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium. 7. Sanitarium ups and downs. 8. A 
torrent of words. 9. Variations on a boyhood dream. 10. The 
unwilling surgeon. 11. Products of an active mind. 12. All 
work, but little play. 13. What manner of man. 14. Father of 
forty-two children. 15. His brother’s keeper. 16. The ties of 
fi fty years are broken. 17. Food manufacturing and family 
quarrels. 18. New outlets for promoting an old program. 19. 
The last battles. 20. An epilogue.
 Concerning meat substitutes [meat alternatives] (p. 121-
23): “During the years in which he directed the experiments 
which led to the production of fl aked cereals, Bromose, 
and Malted Nuts, Dr. Kellogg also attempted to develop a 
substitute for meat from plant sources. He traced his interest 
in such a product to conversations with Dr. Charles W. 
Dabney, noted agricultural chemist and former president 
of the University of Tennessee. When Dabney was serving 
as President Cleveland’s Assistant Secretary of Agriculture 
[probably about 1893-1897], he had discussed with Kellogg 
the problem of supplying adequate protein for the world’s 
rapidly expanding population. The men agreed that it was 
better economics to use grain for human food than to feed 
it to animals and then use them for food. The problem, as 
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Dabney saw it, was to produce a grain product which would 
have all the nutritional value and taste appeal of meat.
 “In 1896 Kellogg announced that he had perfected the 
ideal substitute for meat in Nuttose, a nut product which 
he could prepare to taste much like beef or chicken... The 
doctor’s interest in new vegetarian meatlike protein foods 
continued active until shortly before his death. Among 
some of the more popular creations later developed in his 
laboratories were Protose, Battle Creek Steaks, and Battle 
Creek Skallops. Various combinations of nuts and wheat 
gluten composed the principal ingredients in the imitation 
meats...
 “Kellogg’s last major food discovery was an artifi cial 
milk made principally from soybeans. He was particularly 
enthusiastic over soy milk because it proved an excellent 
host for the acidophilus bacteria which the doctor believed 
needed to be implanted in the intestinal tract in order for it to 
function perfectly. Shortly after Kellogg had developed soy 
acidophilus milk, he chanced to read that Marie, smallest of 
the Dionne quintuplets, was suffering from bowel trouble. 
Immediately wiring the quints’ physician, Dr. A.R. Dafoe, he 
announced he was sending him a supply of soy acidophilus 
milk, which he was certain would cure Marie’s problem. 
About ten days later he received a letter from Dafoe which 
indicated that the soy acidophilus milk had indeed corrected 
the situation and asked that a continuous supply be sent to 
Callander, Ontario [Canada], for the fi ve little girls.”
 In summarizing Dr. Kellogg’s major accomplishments, 
the author notes (p. 243): “His introduction of peanut butter 
added another widely accepted item to the American diet, 
and it probably did more to provide a market for peanuts 
than did the efforts of any other person, with the possible 
exception of George Washington Carver. John Harvey’s 
development of meatlike products from nuts and legumes 
combined with wheat gluten has not only helped to enrich 
the dietary of thousands of persons who for ethical, health, 
or religious reasons choose to be vegetarians, but such high-
protein foods also hold possibilities for supplementing the 
diet in countries where the supply of meat is insuffi cient to 
provide enough protein for a rapidly expanding population.”
 Concerning Granola: In the early 1860s, Dr. James 
Caleb Jackson of Dansville, New York, developed Granula, 
America’s fi rst successful cold breakfast cereal, made 
solely from wheat. For 40 years, Dr. Jackson operated “Our 
Home on the Hillside,” probably the most successful of the 
“water-cure” institutions that blossomed in the 1850s. “In 
an atmosphere approaching that of a European spa, Jackson 
provided hydropathic treatments and a special diet for as 
many as a thousand patients a year.” In about the 1870s, at 
the Battle Creek Sanitarium, John Harvey Kellogg developed 
a similar product, which he named Granola. It differed from 
Jackson’s Granula in that it consisted of several grains, and 
longer baking dextrinized the starch more thoroughly. “At 
fi rst he apparently had no thought of selling it. He intended 

it solely for sanitarium patients. Gradually, however, as 
former patients and others interested in dietetic improvement 
sent to the sanitarium for Granola, a small commercial 
business developed, and Battle Creek thus took its fi rst 
step toward becoming the ‘Breakfast Food Capital of the 
World.’... Shortly after the production of Granola for patients 
at the sanitarium began in 1877, Dr. Kellogg organized the 
Sanitarium Food Company as a subsidiary of the Battle 
Creek Sanitarium. Operated as an adjunct to the sanitarium 
bakery, for more than a decade it marketed a variety of 
oatmeal, graham, and fruit crackers and whole-grain cooked 
cereals–all originally devised to provide variety in the 
menu of sanitarium patients.” All products were made from 
whole grains without artifi cial additives, and all underwent 
prolonged high-temperature baking designed to dextrinize 
their starch. “By 1889 the Sanitarium Foods had become 
popular enough to warrant the establishment of a separate 
factory; Granola alone sold at the rate of two tons a week.” 
But when Dr. Kellogg wanted to expand the business, other 
sanitarium doctors refused to vote the funds. So Dr. Kellogg 
launched the private Sanitas Food Company, relying heavily 
on his younger brother, Will Keith, who had served as his 
personal accountant and business manager since 1880. John 
Harvey’s new fl aked cereals and vegetable meats became 
the property of the Sanitas Company. In mid-1906 Dr. 
Kellogg decided to change Sanitas’ corporate name to the 
Kellogg Food Company. Then: “In the spring of 1921, to 
avoid further diffi culties with Will Kellogg’s manufacturing 
business [Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Company], Dr. 
Kellogg changed his concern’s name to the Battle Creek 
Food Company.”
 Concerning fl aked breakfast cereals: The fi rst ones were 
developed from wheat jointly by Dr. J.H. Kellogg and his 
brother Will, in about 1894. Dr. Kellogg named their fi rst 
successful wheat fl akes product Granose Flakes, and on 31 
May 1894 he applied for a U.S. patent on “Flaked cereal and 
process for preparing same.” But in 1903 courts declared the 
doctor’s patent invalid. Will Kellogg developed the product 
into a great commercial success, in part by adding sugar 
to the malt and corn combination from which he made the 
fl akes. “The sugar greatly enhanced the cereal’s taste appeal, 
and, as a result, the Corn Flakes business was booming by 
late 1905.” Will convinced his brother, John Harvey, to 
relinquish Sanitas’ rights to Corn Flakes, and in early 1906 
Will established a separate Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake 
Company with outside fi nancing. John Harvey agreed not 
to take an active part in the new company’s management. 
Six months later John Harvey decided to change Sanitas’ 
corporate name to the Kellogg Food Company. The new 
company “began operating in July 1908, with Dr. Kellogg 
owning all but two of its fi fteen thousand shares of stock. 
Not only did the new company absorb the old Sanitas 
Company, but it also leased the entire plant, machinery, 
goodwill, and business of the Battle Creek Sanitarium Food 
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Company, thus bringing the manufacture and distribution of 
all the food products with which Dr. Kellogg was associated 
into one organization. By then John Harvey had decided that 
it would be a good thing to put out all company products 
under the trade name ‘Kellogg’s.’”
 Will became very upset when Dr. Kellogg attached 
the family name to his new food company and products. 
Eventually a series of legal battles developed between the 
two brothers over this and other products. Will Keith Kellogg 
is discussed on pages 64, 118-20, 122, 144, 148, 192, 210-
18, 224, 237-38.
 On pages 193-208 are 16 pages of excellent black-and-
white photos from the life of Dr. Kellogg, starting with a 
portrait of him and his wife in 1884.
 Reprinted in 2006 by Review and Herald Publishing 
Association (Hagerstown, Maryland)–but with the new 
subtitle: “Pioneering health reformer.” Adventist pioneer 
series. On the new cover, on a snipe in the upper right corner: 
“Father of the health food industry.” Address: Andrews 
Univ., Berrien Springs, Michigan.

2992. Stobart, Tom. 1970. The International Wine and Food 
Society’s guide to herbs, spices and fl avourings. Newton 
Abbot, England: David & Charles. 262 p. See p. 236-37. 
Illust. by Ian Garrard. 26 cm. 1977 ed.–International Wine 
and Food Publishing Co. Penguin Books ed.
• Summary: In the Acknowledgments, the author includes 
thanks to “Mr Lea of Lea and Perrins Ltd., Worcester, 
England;”
 “Worcestershire sauce (Worcester sauce): This bottled 
commercial sauce is so famous and so worldwide in its use 
in every country outside the Iron Curtain that it deserves 
to be mentioned. The story of its origin is probably this. 
About 1837, the year Queen Victoria came to the throne, 
a retired governor of Bengal [Sir Sandys or Lord Sandys] 
went to his local druggists in Worcester, one of several shops 
belonging to two pharmacists by name Lea and Perrins, 
and ordered that a recipe he had brought back from India 
be made up. This was done but it did not pass muster with 
the ex-governor and he rejected it. The matter was forgotten 
until some years later when Mr. Lea and Mr. Perrins were 
turning out the cellar and the barrel came to light. On tasting 
it they found it was now quite superlative. Unlike O. Henry’s 
tale of the Apollinaris water, they still had the recipe, and 
began to make it up for local consumption. The sauce so 
rapidly became popular that ten years later it was used in 
the household of many noble families, and the druggists had 
even begun to export it. Its fame was quickly spread around 
the world by the pursers [those responsible for the comfort 
and welfare of the passengers] of the early steamships. For 
instance, in June 1843, it was recorded [no source is given] 
that ‘The cabin of the Great Western had been regularly 
supplied with Lea and Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce which 
is adapted for every variety of dish–from turtle to beef, from 

salmon to steaks, to all of which it gives a famous relish. I 
have great pleasure in recommending this excellent sauce 
to captains and passengers as the best accompaniment of its 
kind for any voyage.’ Not only does Worcestershire sauce 
come into most bar cures for a hangover, but it helps to 
soften the sight of salt pork when one is seasick.
 “Worcestershire sauce is now manufactured in many 
countries and the same old recipe is used. Indeed, the Lea 
and Perrins factory in Worcester still uses the same splendid 
Victorian cast iron and wood machinery which, together, 
with vaults full of barrels of maturing sauce, convey the 
atmosphere of a winery, belied only by the smell of vinegar 
and spices.
 “Worcestershire sauce is a thin piquant sauce of a 
general type popular in the days of the East India Company. 
It is based on vinegar, soy and molasses and contains the 
juice of salt anchovies together with red chilli, ginger, 
shallots and garlic; in all, over twenty different tropical 
fruits and spices. It is not a cooked sauce but is a product 
of maceration and is matured in oak hogsheads for a long 
period as it was in the pharmacists’ cellar.
 “Probably the greatest international use of ‘Worcester’ 
is in bars for fl avouring tomato juice, and, as already 
mentioned, for reviving people with a hangover (e.g. prairie 
oyster). But a look through old correspondence shows that 
Worcestershire has been used by a surprising number of great 
chefs as one of their ‘secrets’. It is clear that whilst nothing 
is worse than the excessive use of Worcestershire sauce to 
disguise bad cooking, it is a valuable fl avouring when used 
with skill and moderation. There is someone to advocate 
its use in almost any dish: soups, fi sh, shellfi sh, meat and 
game and poultry, eggs, cheese, salad dressings and sauces. 
Cooks do better to steer clear of made-up fl avourings, but 
an item which has been popular and unchanged for over a 
century and is used by chefs in so many countries must be an 
exception. Indeed, one could almost say that it has graduated 
as a basic natural ingredient.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2012) 
that tells the story about Lea and Perrins and the barrel of 
sauce, based on a recipe from India, being left in the cellar 
and forgotten, only to be later discovered and found to be 
delicious. Thus Mr. Lea of Lea and Perrins told Tom Stobart 
a tall tale (embellishing the history of his company), Mr. 
Stobart carefully recorded it as if it were true, and (as of Dec. 
2008) it has been passed down through history as if it were 
actually true! Address: England.

2993. Stobart, Tom. 1970. The International Wine and Food 
Society’s guide to herbs, spices and fl avourings. New York, 
NY: McGraw-Hill. 261 p. Illust. (part color). Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: For a book published in 1970, this book 
contains a great deal of original and useful information. 
Note that the word “seasoning(s)” does not appear in the 
title or the index. For many entries, the equivalent word in 
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various European languages is given. In addition, for plants, 
the botanical name and family are usually given. Contents: 
Black and white illustrations. Colour plates. Introduction: 
The history of fl avourings, the importance of fl avourings, the 
origin of this book (“I come to this subject as a traveller who 
has lived in a number of different countries”), the scientifi c 
basis of fl avouring, scientifi c, popular and foreign names, 
synthetic and harmful fl avourings, fl avouring in practice, 
growing herbs. An alphabet of herbs, spices and fl avourings 
(The entries are in alphabetic order). Appendix.
 Soy related entries: Harvey’s sauce: “One of the old 
English sauces... In 1870, the courts decided there was no 
exclusive commercial right to the name ‘Harvey’s Sauce’, 
as there are recipes for it dating back to at least the 17th 
century.
 “Though there are many formulae, it is, in general, 
based on walnut and mushroom ketchup–fl avoured with 
anchovy, garlic, and often soy sauce and vinegar. It has the 
appearance of Worcestershire sauce, but is not hot although it 
does contain some chilli.”
 Soy [sauce]–Soya bean: “The soy bean is undoubtedly 
the world’s most important legume.” It can be eaten as a 
fresh bean [green vegetable soybeans], as a dried bean and 
as soybean fl our. It is a leading source of cooking oil “much 
used as a substitute for olive oil in Spain.” From it one can 
make a kind of milk [soymilk]. “In the East [East Asia], it 
is also fermented to make various kinds of curd and bean 
cheese. The soy product which concerns us is soy sauce.”
 It originated in China and “is thought to have been 
brought from China to Japan by a Buddhist priest about A.D. 
500. In the West it became well known during the nineteenth 
century. It is one of the ingredients of Worcestershire sauce 
and Harvey’s sauce.”
 Worcestershire sauce (p. 236-37): See also the original 
1970 ed. published in England.
 Also discusses: Ketchup, M.S.G., oil (“The word ‘oil’ is 
derived from ‘olive’”), sesame (incl. tahina. “The pure oil is 
almost without taste or smell and does not easily go rancid 
in hot countries, which is one reason for its popularity”). 
Address: England.

2994. Verdcourt, B. 1970. Studies in the Leguminosae-
Papilionoideae for the ‘Flora of Tropical East Africa’: II. 
Kew Bulletin 24(2):235-307. See p. 256. Continued from 
Kew Bulletin 24:70 (1970). [8 ref]
• Summary: Contains a brief history of the changes in the 
scientifi c name of the soyabean and the wild soybean, with 
key citations. “The names of the soya bean and its allies 
have always given much trouble. There are two Linnaean 
names which refer to the soya bean, namely Phaseolus max 
and Dolichos soja, both dating from 1753. Merrill made a 
new combination for the fi rst under Glycine in 1917 and this 
name has mostly been followed, e.g. by F.J. Hermann in his 
monograph of the genus. A few years later, however, when 

discussing Loureiro’s Fl. Cochinch. he refutes his own new 
combination and uses Glycine soja (L.) Sieb. and Zucc. Even 
if this were correct the name Glycine max (L.) Merr.* would 
still be the valid one since Merrill was the fi rst to choose 
between two names of equal date; it is not, however, correct 
since Siebold & Zuccarini’s name is not based on Dolichos 
soja L. but is a new name, hence no combination of Dolichos 
soja can be made in Glycine. This is clear since Siebold & 
Zuccarini cite Dolichos soja L. in synonymy when dealing 
with the next species in their account. F.J. Hermann has used 
the name G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack for the plant called 
G. soja by Siebold & Zuccarini but I would agree with Ohwi 
that there seems to be no bar to the use of their name. In this 
discussion I willingly agree to the proposal made by Burtt 
about the retention of early authors’ names in cases where 
genera are conserved from a later date with a different type 
(Taxon 15:307 (1966)).
 A footnote reads: * “I defi nitely do not support Paclt’s 
proposal (1969) to reject this name as a confused name. After 
Piper & Prain’s careful detailed typifi cation (Piper 1914, 
p. 75-84) whereby a Cliffortian specimen in the Linnaean 
Herbarium was chosen as the lectotype, it is a mischievous 
act to upset it. Incidentally Piper considered G. max and G. 
soja to be cultivated and wild forms of one species.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes lectotype (derived 
from the Greek lektos = chosen), a word fi rst used in about 
1905, as “a specimen chosen as the type of a species or 
subspecies if the author of the name fails to designate a 
type.”
 The azuki bean is discussed in part IV of these studies 
24:507-69.

2995. Webster, John. 1970. Introduction to fungi. Cambridge, 
London, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press. 
viii + 424 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [974* ref]
• Summary: This book offers a good introduction to 
mycology and to the taxonomy / classifi cation of fungi–with 
many excellent, original illustrations. The classifi cation of 
the genus Rhizopus, the molds used to make tempeh are as 
follows: Division: Eumycota. Subdivision: Zygomycotina 
(which reproduce asexually by non-motile spores contained 
in sporangia). Class: Zygomycetes. Order: Mucorales (which 
reproduce asexually my non-motile spores contained in 
globose sporangia borne at the tip of a sporangiophore, 
carried passively by wind, rain splash, insects, or other 
animals. Sexual reproduction is by conjugation to form a 
zygospore). Family: Mucoraceae: Rhizopus and its species 
are discussed on pages 108, 110-11, 114-15, and 119-23. Yet 
tempeh is not mentioned.

Aspergillus oryzae is discussed on pages 203-04; it is 
used in the manufacture of diastase. Miso and shoyu are not 
mentioned. Aspergillus tamarii is discussed on pages 158-
59. Yet tamari soy sauce is not mentioned. Address: Prof. of 
Biological Sciences, Univ. of Exeter [England].
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2996. Product Name:  Ranch House Vegetable Mince, 
Bolognese, Curry, Stew, Goulash.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Petersfi eld, Hampshire, GU32 
3EW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1970?
Ingredients:  Macaroni Mix: Wholemeal macaroni, textured 
soya protein. dehydrated onions, green bell peppers, peas, 
mushrooms, vegetable oil, sea salt, corn fl our, raw sugar, 
yeast extract, spices, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Macaroni: 141 gm plastic bags 
for ½ pound.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Brochure (4-panel color) 
from Direct Foods Ltd. 1970? “Protoveg Meat Substitute 
and Ranch House Convenience Meals.” “Reduce your meat 
bill using Direct Foods.” The company address is now 
Petersfi eld, Hants. GU32 3EW. Phone: Petersfi eld 4911/2. 
Contents: What is Protoveg? How is it used? How is it 
made? How is it sold? Is it as good for you as meat? Typical 
analyses.
 Export price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 1974. Oct. 1. 
Ranch House Meals (each 112 gm) include Vegetable Mince, 
Vegetable Bolognese, Vegetable Goulash, Vegetable Stew, 
Vegetable Curry. There is also a catering pack consisting 
of 50 lb of any fl avour. Sosmix–meatless sausage mixture 
(13 oz). is also listed. The company address is now Bedford 
Road, Petersfi eld, Hants.
 Trade catalog and price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 
1977. April 25. The product line is the same as in 1974 
except for the addition of: 10 lb sizes for each fl avor, and 
Sizzleberg.
 Food Report (Lehmann). 1982. Jan.
 Talk with Peter Roberts. 1990. Dec. 12. In about 1970, 
Direct Foods Ltd. introduced a line of about 20 vegetarian 
protein products, all replacements for meat and all sold under 
the Ranch House brand.

2997. Product Name:  Sosmix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1970?
Ingredients:  Macaroni Mix: Wholemeal macaroni, textured 
soya protein. dehydrated onions, green bell peppers, peas, 
mushrooms, vegetable oil, sea salt, corn fl our, raw sugar, 
yeast extract, spices, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Macaroni: 141 gm plastic bags 
for ½ pound.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1982. Jan. Talk with Peter Roberts. 1990. Dec. 12. In the 
early 1970s British Arkady was making a product named 
Banger Mix (a “banger” is a sausage), made with soya 

protein and pig fat. Peter asked them to replace the pig 
fat with a hardened vegetable oil. The Roberts named the 
resulting product Sosmix. Introduced in about 1970, it was a 
dry sausage mix and soon became Direct Foods’ best-seller. 
To prepare the product, you mix the dry product with water, 
let it hydrate for about 2 minutes, roll it into sausage shapes 
(or croquette shapes), then fry it. Or you can put it around an 
egg to make a Scotch egg.
 As Peter Roberts tells the story: Once the labeling 
division of the county public analyst’s department threatened 
a lawsuit if Direct Foods did not change the product’s name. 
They felt that the name implied that the product name was a 
“phonetic crib on the word sausage, which suggests that the 
product is a sausage with a meat content, and as such should 
come under the sausage regulations.” Peter Roberts politely 
explained that “the term Sosmix had an entirely different 
origin. Down in the West Country around Devon and 
Cornwall there is an old country tradition of ‘sosing,’ which 
means to swill a food around in the frying pan as its frying. 
The authorities took on a glazed look in their eyes and went 
away. They didn’t bother us after that.”
 Letter from Peter Roberts. 1991. Oct. 15. Sosmix was 
not part of the Ranch House line. It stood on its own.

2998. Randolph, Chet. 1971. Chicken is becoming the 
universal food. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 24, 28-31.
• Summary: Randolph has just returned from a trip to 
Europe and Iran, where the demand for vegetable oils and 
meals is expected to grow rapidly. “Livestock production, 
most often poultry and hogs, is increasing rapidly in many 
countries as the standard of living rises and people demand 
more meat at the table.” “There is a tremendous increase 
in broiler production... all over the world.” Soybean oil is 
facing competition from sun oil and palm oil.
 Discusses: United Kingdom, Italy, France, Germany, 
The Netherlands, Belgium, Yugoslavia, Russia, China, Iran. 
A small photo shows Chet Randolph. Address: American 
Soybean Assoc. Director of Market Development.

2999. Gunderson, Gordon W. 1971. The National School 
Lunch Program: Background and development. FNS Notice 
No. 218. Feb. 22. [65* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Early European experience (with 
school food services): Count Rumford (1790 in Munich 
by American-born Benjamin Thompson / Count Rumford, 
later in London 60,000 people were fed daily from 
Count Rumford’s soup kitchen), Germany (1875 by The 
Philanthropic School Society in Hamburg, 1880 in Dresden, 
1890 in Leipzig, government report of 1896, expansion), 
France (1865 in Guernsey [Channel Island] by Victor Hugo, 
1891 by the Society for People’s Kitchens in the Public 
Schools in Angers, 1849, 1862, and 1867 law in Paris, 1877 
Paris school canteens, in 1908-09 there were 853 canteens 
in the schools of Paris supplying meals to 588 schools with 
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38,531 children–68% were served free and 32% were paid 
for by participating children; outside of Paris, 2,867 canteens 
served free lunches to 147,949 children), England (In Dec. 
1905 the passage of the Education {Provision of Meals} Act 
was the culmination of the efforts of 365 private charitable 
organizations to provide meals at school for needy children), 
Holland (1900 royal decree), Switzerland (1903), Other 
European cities (by the early 1900s school feeding had 
spread to most of Europe).
 Early programs in the United States (1904 key book 
titled Poverty, by Robert Hunter published): Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania (1894, 1909, 1912, 1915), Boston, 
Massachusetts (1908, 1910), Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
(1904), school feeding supported (1905 second key book, 
The Bitter Cry of the Children, by John Spargo published, 
with Introduction by Robert Hunter; estimates after very 
careful study that “not less than 2,000,000 children of 
school age in the United States are the victims of poverty 
which denies them the common necessities, particularly 
adequate nourishment. Such children are in very many 
cases incapable of successful mental effort, and much of our 
national expenditure is in consequence an absolute waste”), 
New York (1853 Children’s Aid Society, 1908 Dr. William 
H. Maxwell, until Jan. 1920, lunches in the elementary 
schools of New York had been supported by volunteer social 
organizations), Cleveland (Ohio, 1909), Cincinnati (Ohio, 
1909), St. Louis (Missouri, 1911), Chicago (Illinois, 1910), 
Los Angeles (California, 1918, 1921), rural schools (all had 
problems, since there was no room for setting up a kitchen 
and dining area).
 State legislation and programs (by 1937 some 15 states 
had passed laws specifi cally authorizing local school boards 
to operate lunchrooms. Most laws authorized the serving of 
meals at cost, and only 4 states made special provisions for 
needy children–Indiana, Vermont, Missouri, Wisconsin). 
Early federal aid (started with loans in 1932 and 1933 from 
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation). Commodity 
donation program (Public Law 320 of 24 Aug. 1936). 
W.P.A. assistance. N.Y.A. assistance. Effects of World War 
II. Authorization of federal funds. National School Lunch 
Act approved. Additional commodities authorized. National 
School Lunch Act amended. Special food assistance to 
needy schools. 1962 amendments. National School Lunch 
Week established. Authorization to buy dairy products. Child 
Nutrition Act of 1966. Special Milk Program extended. 
Pilot Breakfast Program. Nonfood assistance funds. State 
administrative funds. Centralized school food programs 
authorized. 1968 amendments. Public concern. National 
nutrition status. Action demanded. Action by the president. 
Nutrition, behavior, and learning. Malnutrition a national 
problem. School Lunch Program a remedy. Technical 
developments in School Food Service. Engineered foods. 
Equipment and service. Congressional action. Free and 
reduced-price lunches. Public review. Uniform criteria. 

Monthly reports. Section 11 revised. Planning for annual 
expansion. Appropriations. Nutrition education and 
research. Special developmental projects. State Matching 
Requirement. National Advisory Council. School Milk 
Programs.
 Announces approval of textured vegetable proteins 
(especially textured soy fl our, TVP) for use in the National 
School Lunch Program.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2005) 
concerning USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service (FNS). 
Address: USDA Food and Nutrition Service (FNS), 
Washington, DC 20250.

3000. Burke, Carole S. 1971. Textured vegetable proteins. II. 
Survey of the U.K. and U.S. patent literature. British Food 
Manufacturing Industries Research Association (BFMIRA), 
Scientifi c and Technical Surveys No. 68. 35 p. Feb. (Ardland 
& Son, Ltd., Bartholemew Press, Dorking, Surrey, England). 
[51 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Protein 
sources. Extraction of protein. Spinning. Extrusion. Gelation. 
Other methods for producing texture: Beating, fi lm drying, 
autoclaving. References. Appendix.
 This survey was originally conducted for J. Bibby Food 
Products Ltd. as a non-confi dential sponsored project. It is 
now being published as a follow-up to Scientifi c & Technical 
Surveys No. 62 titled “Textured Vegetable Proteins.” 
Address: BSc.

3001. Leneman, Leah. 1971. Plantmilk and sex! British 
Vegetarian. Jan/Feb. p. 6.
• Summary: The author (and many other people she 
knows) prefers the taste of Granogen to that of Plamil as an 
alternative to cow’s milk. Granogen, however is not made in 
Britain.
 On a different subject, she fi nds sex outside of marriage 
to be a glorious and rewarding experience. Address: St. 
Pancras, London, W.C.1, England.

3002. Anderson, Earl V. 1971. The new priorities. Food: 
Preventing hunger and malnutrition. Chemical and 
Engineering News 49(10):19-22. March.
• Summary: This special report looks at new opportunites for 
chemists and chemical engineers in three areas: food, shelter, 
and health. Technology can help in solving the problems of 
world hunger and malnutrition. FAO “estimates that 2 billion 
people are hungry or undernourished, including several 
million Americans.” USDA’s Aaron M. Altschul believes 
that food technology, properly directed, can help solve these 
problems. In addition to the Green Revolution, there has 
been “the other Silent Revolution of this century,”... the 
explosive growth in our knowledge of foods and nutrition, 
and in the ability to engineer foods.
 The emphasis has been on protein foods “because 
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protein defi ciency is the most universal nutritional problem... 
Of the 82 million tons consumed in the world, only 25 tons 
[31%] come from animal sources.” Most of the animal 
protein is consumed by the 1 billion people in developed 
countries.
 Protein defi ciencies can be overcome by fortifying 
grains or natural protein concentrates–as from soybeans–with 
amino acids such as lysine. Or we can use new techniques 
for converting “inexpensive vegetable proteins into textured 
foods that look and taste much like the more expensive 
animal foods. Products have been made from vegetable 
protein that closely resemble beef, chicken, seafood, ham, 
and bacon. They cost less than the real thing yet they are 
nutritious and attractive. Such products from textured soy 
already are being widely marketed in the U.S., western 
Europe, and Japan. In time they may become new protein 
sources in the less-developed countries.
 “In fact, AID now is sponsoring studies of textured 
products in less developed countries. Archer-Daniels-
Midland is conducting one in Thailand and General Mills in 
Pakistan.”
 But what should we call these new products? You 
can’t call it meat because it isn’t. “You can call it soybeans 
because nobody would buy it. These products have been 
called animal protein food analogs... But that’s not a 
marketable name either. The name that industry and the 
Government seem to be settling on is textured protein 
products (TPP).” The FDA has proposed a standard for TPP.
 “Vitasoy, a soybean soft drink that has been sold in 
Hong Kong for 25 years, has captured 25% of the soft 
drink market there.” Based on that success, “Monsanto is 
marketing a soy protein beverage called Puma through a 
franchiser in Guyana. It is now the second most popular soft 
drink in the country (Coke is fi rst). Coca Cola, meanwhile, 
is marketing a fruit-fl avored beverage, Samson, in Dutch 
Guiana (Surinam).
 “So far, soybeans are the major source of vegetable 
proteins used in food fortifi cation and TPP products.”
 Also discusses: Cottonseed protein, proteins from 
peanuts, sunfl ower, and saffl ower seeds, fi sh protein 
concentrate (FPC), and single-cell protein from petroleum, 
computer controlled food processing lines, etc.
 Photos show: (1) A line spinning soy protein fi bers in a 
liquid bath, tended by a man in a white hard hat. (2) A black 
boy drinking Puma in Guyana. (3) “British Petroleum’s 
protein-from-petroleum plant at Grangemouth, Scotland.” 
It produces 4,000 tons/year of animal-grade protein by 
fermentation of Candida yeasts on a petroleum substrate. 
Address: Senior Editor, New York City.

3003. Hughes, George. 1971. The economical Georgian 
cruet. Country Life (London, England). July 15. p. 183-84. *
Address: [England].

3004. Foreign Agriculture. 1971. U.K. fats and oils imports 
up as Britain buys more soybean oil. July 19. p. 6-7.
• Summary: Imports of soybean oil as oil in 1970 reached 
the very high level of 60,500 tons. As usual, most of it came 
from Canada, with shipments totaling 25,900 tons. Second 
most important supplier of soybean oil in 1970 was Spain, 
with 16,400 tons. Direct soybean oil imports from the U.S. 
totaled 1,600 tons.

3005. Changing Times. 1971. The story behind Lea & 
Perrins Sauce–The Original Worcestershire. July. p. 24.
• Summary: “Most of the history of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce is right there on the label. John 
Wheeley Lea was a druggist in the English market town of 
Worcester. William Perrins ran a chemist shop in the nearby 
town of Evesham. On January 1, 1823, they organized Lea & 
Perrins, a Worcester chemist shop that was also a distribution 
center for pharmaceuticals, toiletries and food products 
concocted on the premises.

“From a recipe of a nobleman in the county (inscribed 
on either side of the shield) refers to Lord Sandys, native 
of Worcester, ex-governor of the Indian state of Bengal and 
a connoisseur of exotic eastern sauces and spices. In 1835 
Lord Sandys returned from Bengal with a recipe for what 
became the fi rst Worcestershire Sauce–hence the words the 
original to distinguish it from the multitude of imitators.

“Worcestershire translates to ‘county of Worcester,’ and 
the shield emblazoned on the label is the ancient coat of arms 
of the county. Lord Sandys’s recipe, calling for tamarinds, 
garlic, eschalots, onions and molasses, almost turned out 
to be a catastrophe. The initial batch was unpalatable. Lord 
Sandys rejected it, and crocks of the stuff sat unused in Lea 
& Perrins’s basement, where, like old wine, it mellowed.
 “Sometime later someone had the temerity to try another 
lick. It was delicious. How long did the mixture age? The 
company isn’t telling.
 “The recipe, too, is top secret and has never been 
changed. Neither has the shape of the bottle or its wrapping... 
After all, why change something that’s been a best-seller for 
136 years?”

3006. Spicer, A. 1971. Synthetic proteins for human and 
animal consumption. Veterinary Record 89(18):482-87. Oct. 
30.
• Summary: Microbial protein can be textured into meat-
like strands. “As regards the Eastern world, microfungi are 
extensively used in the processing of soya beans to make 
them suitable human food products. Miso and tempeh are but 
two examples. The average Indonesian eats 154 gm per day 
of tempeh, thus consuming several grams of Rhizopus in his 
daily diet.” Address: The Lord Rank Research Centre, High 
Wycombe, Bucks, England.

3007. Fischer, R.W. 1971. Plans for developing world 
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markets for U.S. soybeans and soybean products. Cedar 
Falls, Iowa. 322 p. Nov. Prepared for the American Soybean 
Association, Hudson, Iowa.
• Summary: Contents: Summary: World Market 
Development Plan for Soybeans and Soybean Products. 1. 
The World Situation for Marketing Soybean Products 2. 
Objectives of the Long Range Market Development Program 
3. Outline of Market Development Activities and Methods 4. 
Requirements for the Market Development Program
 5. Market Development Plans by Area and by Country.
 West Europe: Austria, Belgium / Luxemburg, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom.
 East Europe: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary, Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia.
 Far East: Australia, Hong Kong / Singapore, Japan, 
Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand.
 Others: Iran, Israel, Mexico, North Africa, Southeast 
Asia.
 6. Details of Certain Key Marketing Programs, 
Operations and Methods. 7. The Market Development Staff: 
Responsibilities and Qualifi cations. 8. Market Development 
Program Budgets. 9. Appendices.
 Note: This table of contents was accompanied by a letter 
on Soypro International, Inc. letterhead signed by Linda 
Schipper, Secretary to R.W. Fischer. Address: President, 
Soypro International Inc., 314 Main St., Cedar Falls, Iowa 
50613.

3008. Kubota, Hayato; Nakayama, S.; Tateishi, T. Assignors 
to Fuji Oil Company Ltd. 1971. Fat compositions and 
processes for making whipping topping. British Patent 
1,256,053. Dec. 8. 3 p. Application fi led 20 Jan. 1970. 
(Chem. Abst. 76:125630). [Eng]*
• Summary: Soybean oil, lecithin, and milk were used in the 
topping.

3009. Gillett, J.B.; Polhill, R.M.; Verdcourt, B. 1971. 
Leguminosae (Part 4), subfamily papilionoidae (2). In: 
E. Milne-Redhead and R.M. Polhill, eds. 1971. Flora of 
Tropical East Africa. London: Crown Agents for Oversea 
Governments and Administrations. See p. 528-33. Dec. 14. 
[10+ ref]
• Summary: The section on Leguminosae lists one main 
species of Glycine, G. wightii. Variations within this species 
include: (1) subsp. wightii. Cultivated in Kenya and said 
to originate from Rhodesia. (2) var. longicauda. The type 
species was found on the Ethiopia/Sudan boundary. Found 
in Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika, and Zanzibar. Synonyms 
may include: Bujacia anonychia (E. Mey., Comm. Pl. Afr. 
Austr., p. 127, 1836) found in South Africa at Port Natal 
near Durban; Glycine bujacia Benth. Comm. Leg. Gen. p. 62 
(1837); Glycine micrantha A. Rich, Tent. Fl. Abyss. 1:212 

(1847). Type species found in Ethiopia; Glycine moniliformis 
A. Rich, Tent. Fl. Abyss. 1:211 (1847). Type species found 
in Ethiopia; Glycine longicauda Schweinfurth in Verhandl. 
Zool. Bot. Ges. Wien 18:658 (1868)... etc. (3) subsp. 
pseudojavanica. Type species found in Tanganyika. (4) var. 
pseudojavanica. Found in Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika. (5) 
subsp. petitiana. Type species found in Ethiopia. (6) var. 
petitiana. Found in Kenya, Tanganyika, Ethiopia. (7) subsp. 
petitiana var. mearnsii. Type species found in Kenya. Also 
found in Uganda. Many synonyms for each are given.
 Concerning the soybean: “G. max (L.) Merrill, the 
soya bean, belonging to the subgenus Soja (Moench) F. J. 
Herman, has been cultivated in Kenya (Kitale, 14 Sept. 1962, 
Bogdan 5546 !) and in Tanganyika (Lushoto District, Amani, 
11 Sept. 1907, Stuhlmann 7143 !, 4144 ! & 5 July 1938, 
Greenway 5888 !), but it is of little importance as a crop 
plant in East Africa. G. tabacina (Labill.) Benth. has been 
grown experimentally at Kitale, Kenya (Knight in Bogdan 
4677 !).
 Note: The various numbers followed by an exclamation 
point refer to the numbers assigned to specimens examined 
by the authors. The place and date that the specimen was 
collected, and the person who collected it are given before 
the specimen number. This book contains no bibliography. 
Address: The Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AE, England; 2. Missouri 
Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

3010. Ainsworth, G.C.; Bisby, Guy Richard. 1971. 
Ainsworth & Bisby’s dictionary of the fungi. 6th ed. 
Farnham Royal, England: Commonwealth Agricultural 
Bureaux [for the] Commonwealth Mycological Institute. x + 
663 p. Illust. 19 cm. 1st ed., 1943; 5th ed., 1961. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Chinese cheese” [fermented tofu] is mentioned 
on p. 104 and p. 569 (at Sufu).

3011. Binsted, Raymond Horatio; Devey, James D.; Dakin, 
John C. 1971. Pickle and sauce making. 3rd ed. Revised and 
enlarged. London: Food Trade Press. xi + 332 p. Illust. 23 
cm. *

3012. Blunt, Wilfrid. 1971. The compleat naturalist: A life of 
Linnaeus. New York, NY: The Viking Press. 256 p. With the 
assistance of William T. Stearn. Index. 26 cm. [63* ref]
• Summary: Part I: The years of struggle, 1707-1735. 
Carl Linnaeus was born on 23 May 1707 in Sweden. He 
developed a love of fl owers, his father’s garden, and natural 
history from an early age. He studied botany; in those days 
all doctors were botanists. He decided to study medicine 
and in 1727 he enrolled at the university at Lund. Then he 
studied natural history at Uppsala University, writing his 
thesis on plant sexuality. He taught at the Botanic Garden, 
developed a new classifi cation of plants, then traveled 
in Lapland in 1732, returned to Uppsala, and traveled to 
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Dalecarlia in 1734. In early 1735 he proposed to his bride-
to-be Sara Elisabeth (Sara Lisa) Morae, 18-year-old daughter 
of Falun’s Town Physician, Dr. Johan Moraeus. The girl’s 
parents agreed, but only on the conditions that the marriage 
should not take place for 3 years and that Linnaeus should 
abide by his plans to go abroad. Linnaeus found he was short 
on money.
 Part II: In search of fame, 1735-1738. Linnaeus traveled 
with friend Sohlberg to Germany, especially Hamburg, 
and then to Amsterdam, Holland where he met Johannes 
Burman, a brilliant young botanist, who was now at work 
on a Flora of Ceylon, Thesaurus Zeylanicus, using primarily 
a herbarium which had been formed in the 1670s by Paul 
Hermann. This was Linnaeus’ fi rst sight of tropical plants. 
After meeting Albert Seba, he visited Harderwijk, known for 
“selling degrees... The whole procedure of graduation could 
be completed within a week.” At age 28 he became a doctor 
of medicine. In Leyden he met Dr. Herman Boerhaave, 
the famous physician and teacher of medicine. The latter 
recognized Linnaeus as a man of great talent. With his funds 
running low, Linnaeus published his Systema Naturae in 
1735. In this work he fi rst used the so-called “sexual system” 
of plant classifi cation, based on the stamens (male organs) 
and pistil. Also in 1735 Linnaeus decided to settle down for a 
stay at Burman’s house. Shortly thereafter, on 13 Aug. 1735, 
he met the “man who was to become his greatest patron and 
benefactor in Holland: George Clifford. Clifford was an 
enormously rich, fi fty-year-old Anglo-Dutch fi nancier and 
a director of the Dutch East India Company... He was also 
an enthusiastic horticulturist and zoologist, and his garden 
and private zoo at the Hartecamp, his country estate about 
fi ve miles from Haarlem on the way to Leyden, were famous 
throughout Holland.” Boerhaave was Clifford’s doctor. The 
splendors of Hartecamp surpassed anything that Linnaeus 
had been able to imagine. Through the intermediary of 
Gronovius, Linnaeus was invited “to live with Clifford, who 
was something of a hypochondriac, in the double capacity 
of house physician and superintendent of his garden (with 
full access to his fi ne library and herbarium). He moved 
in on 24 Sept. 1735. “It was agreed that he should be paid 
a thousand fl orins a year, with free board and lodging; his 
principal duties would be to supervise the hot-houses and 
classify and put into order the specimens in the herbarium, 
to prepare an account of the latter and of the plants which 
Clifford grew, and to keep a watchful eye on the health of his 
patron. Linnaeus pledged himself to stay through the winter; 
as things turned out he was to remain at the Hartekamp for 
more than two years. He lived there ‘like a prince’, with a 
free hand to buy what books were needed for the library and 
what plants he coveted for the garden and hot-houses; he 
had leisure for his own work and access to all the reference 
books that were necessary for it. At last he was–to use a 
botanical metaphor–’in clover.’”
 In July 1736 Linnaeus left Clifford’s home and spent 

a month in England, in part collecting plants for Clifford. 
There he visited Sir Hans Sloane (the doyen of British 
naturalists), and had a run-in with Philip Miller (in charge 
of the Apothecaries’ Garden at Chelsea and author of the 
celebrated Gardener’s Dictionary). Miller, a disciple of 
Ray and Tournefort, resisted changing to the new Linnaean 
system of classifi cation until the 7th edition of his book 
(1759), and in his 8th and last edition (1768) he adopted the 
Linnaean binomial nomenclature for species.
 In 1738 (though it is dated 1737) the most handsome 
of all Linnaeus’ many books, Hortus Cliffortianus, 
was published. Illustrated by Georg Ehret (without 
acknowledgment) and Jan Wandelaar, it described and 
cataloged all of the plants growing at Hartecamp. It marked 
the beginning of a new era of botanical illustration, since 
most of the plates gave dissections of the fl owers as well 
as portraying their habit of growth. Unfortunately the 
illustrations were not colored. The splendid frontispiece 
shows that it was Linnaeus, not Celsius who invented the 
thermometer in which the freezing pint of water is zero 
degrees and the boiling point 100. Also in 1737 the fi rst 
of many editions of Genera Plantarum was published it 
used Linnaeus new sexual system for classifying plants. 
He felt obliged to change or abolish more than half the 
generic names established by earlier author, based on his 
examination of more than 8,000 fl owers.
 By the autumn of 1737 Linnaeus was so exhausted 
through overwork and so run down in health that he decided 
to return home to Sweden from Holland. Clifford was 
very sad to see him go. On the way home to Falun and his 
patiently waiting bride-to-be he visited Leyden and Paris 
(where he met the three Jussieu brothers and visited the 
Jardin du Roy / Jardin des Plantes).
 Part III: The prince of botanists 1738–1778. In 
Stockholm, Linnaeus set up shop as a physician in order to 
earn money. Then he found a patron and benefactor, Count 
Carl Tessin. In June 1739 he was married. On 20 Jan. 1741 
his fi rst son, Carl, was born in Falun. In 1741 the King 
appointed him professor of medicine and botany at Uppsala 
University, this releasing him from the wretched drudgery 
of being a medical practitioner in Stockholm. In Oct. 1741 
he and his family moved to Uppsala, where he was to live 
for the rest of his life. Then he botanized in Oland and 
Gotland, two Baltic islands, in 1741. Chapter 5 contains 
character sketches of Linnaeus by those who knew him. 
He had many great students and apostles, who brought him 
plants from the ends of the earth. Those who traveled to East 
Asia and described soybeans included Per (Pehr) Osbeck 
(lived 1723-1805; traveled 1750-52 in China and the East 
Indies) and Carl Peter Thunberg (pronounced tuen-BAER-
uh; lived 1743-1828; in Asia 1775-76, especially Japan). In 
1753 Species Plantarum, one of Linnaeus’ most infl uential 
works was published. Also in 1753 Linnaeus was created a 
Knight of the Polar Star, and in 1761 (antedated 1757) was 
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ennobled, taking the name of von Linné, by which he is still 
generally known on the Continent. In 1758 he bought three 
small country estates, including Hammarby, near Uppsala. 
Hammarby became his beloved retreat in the summer and is 
today a place of pilgrimage for all who revere him. Linnaeus 
died in 1778. After his death, the Linnaean mantle fell upon 
Thunberg. In Uppsala Linnaeus’ house and his country house 
at Hammarby with garden are still famous. Linnaeus’ main 
collections were sold by his widow in 1784; they are now 
in the keeping of the Linnaean Society of London. Some 
of his works are in the huge Carolina Rediviva in Uppsala. 
For details on the Appendix “Linnaean classifi cation, 
nomenclature, and method,” see W.T. Stearn (1971). 
Address: Curator of the Watts Gallery at Compton, near 
Guildford, England.

3013. Brissenden, Rosemary L. 1971. Joys and subtleties: 
South East Asian cooking [1st American ed.]. New York, 
NY: Pantheon Books. A Div. of Random House. 262 p. 
Index. 19 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. A note on this 
American edition. Weights and measures. 1. Introduction 
to South East Asian food. 2. Utensils, methods, ingredients, 
glossary. 3. Indonesia. 4. Malaysia and Singapore: Malay, 
Chinese, Indian, Miscellaneous Malaysian. 5. Thailand.
 Ingredients include (p. 35-36): Monosodium glutamate 
(use sparingly), soya bean curd (incl. “dried bean curd 
[yuba], used only in Chinese cooking, comes in fl at sheets 
or in twists”), soya sauce (the 3 types used in this book are 
light, dark {which is thicker and heavier}, and Javanese 
{which is sweet and very thick}. It is “sometimes available 
in bottles called Ketjab Manis [Ketjap Manis], or Ketjap 
Benteng, under the label of Conimex”). A recipe (p. 36) is 
given for “Javanese soya sauce” containing dark soya sauce, 
molasses, and brown sugar.
 A table (p. 40) gives the name for 3 soyfoods in English, 
Indonesian, Malay, Chinese, and Thai, respectively. (1) Soya 
bean curd, tahu, tauhu, tow fu, taw hu. (2) Soya sauce (dark), 
ketjap, kichup or tauyu, see you, nam pla siiw. (3) Soy sauce 
(light), -, -, sung chow, nam pla siiw.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “tow fu” to refer to tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2012) that uses the term “See you” to refer to a 
type of soy sauce.
 Soy related recipes include: Ikan semur djawa (Fish 
in soya sauce, with “2 tablespoons Javanese soya sauce,” 
p. 69). Ajam semur djawa (Chicken in soya sauce {Java}, 
with “dark soya sauce,” p. 76-77). Saté ajam (Chicken saté, 
with “dark soya sauce,” p. 77-78). Semur daging (Beef in 
soya sauce, with “2 tablespoons dark soya sauce,” p. 94). 
Tahu goreng ketjap (Fried bean curd with soya sauce, with 
“6 squares soya bean curd,” p. 105). Tahu pong (Bean 
curd omelette, with “3 cakes soya bean curd,” p. 111-13). 

Fried fi sh with soya beans (with “2 oz. yellow soya beans 
{available at Chinese groceries in cans}, p. 149-50).” Baked 
bean curd (with “8 squares soft bean curd,” p. 181). Steamed, 
dressed bean curd (with “1 lb. soft bean curd, roughly 
chopped and drained,” p. 181-82). Address: Melbourne, 
Australia.

3014. Crawfurd, John. 1971. A descriptive dictionary of the 
Indian islands & adjacent countries. With an introduction 
by M.C. Ricklefs. Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, London, New 
York & Melbourne: Oxford University Press. vii + 459 p. 
Index. 26 cm. Series: Oxford in Asia Historical Reprints.
• Summary: This book is about the region now (Feb. 2004) 
known as Southeast Asia, and especially about the Malay 
Archipelago (today’s Indonesia and Malaysia). It was 
originally published in 1856 in London by Bradbury & 
Evans–which see. Address: F.R.S. [London, England].

3015. Fussell, G.E. 1971. Crop nutrition: Science and 
practice before Liebig. Lawrence, Kansas: Coronado Press. 
232 p. [360* ref]
Address: Sudbury, Suffolk, UK.

3016. Godin, V.J.; Spensley, P.V. 1971. Oils and oilseeds: 
Soyabean. TPI Crop and Product Digests No. 1. p. 148-51. 
[19 ref]
• Summary: World soybean production has been increasing 
at the rate of 2.3% per annum from 1959 to 1968. World 
production has grown from an average of 19,724 tonnes in 
1959-63 to an average of 38,405 tonnes in 1964-68. The 
three leading producing countries are USA (24,789,000 
tonnes average 1964-68), China (10,978,000), and Brazil 
(559,000). The major importing countries are Japan (347,000 
tonnes average 1964-1968), West Germany (262,000), Spain 
(136,000), Netherlands (97,000), Italy (93,000), Canada 
(83,000). Fluctuating prices and major infl uences affecting 
the basic trends are discussed. Address: TPI (Tropical 
Products Inst.), 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1X 8LU, 
England.

3017. Stearn, William T. 1971. Linnaean classifi cation, 
nomenclature, and method (Document part). In: Wilfrid 
Blunt. 1971. The Compleat Naturalist: A Life of Linnaeus. 
New York: The Viking Press. 256 p. See p. 242-51. 
Appendix. [63* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Natural and artifi cial 
classifi cation. Linnaeus’s botanical classifi cation. 
Key to the classes of the Linnaean system. Linnaeus’s 
zoological classifi cation. General of plants. Generic names. 
Differentiation of species. Botanical Latin and terminology. 
Binomial nomenclature. The Linnaean protologue. 
Linnaeus’s collections. Some sources of further information. 
The principal works of Linnaeus published in his lifetime.
 Linnaeus’ greatest contribution was the successful 
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introduction of consistent binomial nomenclature for 
plants and animals. In all he coined Latin or Latin-form 
internationally usable names for roughly 7,700 species of 
plants and 4,400 species of animals, linking these names 
with descriptions, diagnoses, and illustrations which made 
evident and stabilized their application. Linnaeus fi rst used 
binomial names (though for a limited number of plants) 
in 1745 in his Olandska och Gothlandska Resa before 
applying it to the whole vegetable kingdom in his Species 
Plantarum (1753) and to the whole animate world in his 
Systema Naturae (10th ed., 1758-59). His Species Plantarum 
together with his General Plantarum (5th ed., 1754) has 
been accepted by international agreement among botanists 
as the starting point for botanical nomenclature in general. 
The most important of his predecessors were the Englishman 
John Ray (1628-1705) and the Frenchman Joseph Pitton de 
Tournefort (1656-1708). “Before Linnaeus’s introduction of 
consistent binomial nomenclature for species in 1753 and its 
general adoption during the next 25 years, there existed no 
single accepted method of naming species. Hence pre-1753 
nomenclature, though by no means as chaotic as sometimes 
stated, tended to be awkward, unstable, and inconsistent.”
 Linnaeus carefully examined the sexual organs (stamens 
and pistil) of every fl ower he could fi nd. “The great diversity 
in the number of these organs led him to base upon them 
his so-called ‘sexual system.’ This was fi rst published 
in his Systema Naturae (1735) and adopted as the basic 
arrangement of all his botanical works. He divided all 
fl owering plants (angiosperms or phanerogams) into twenty-
three classes based on the male organs, i.e. according to the 
number, relative lengths, etc. of the stamens, as Monandria 
with one stamen (exemplifi ed by Canna and Salicornia), 
Diandria with two stamens (exemplifi ed by Salvia and 
Veronica), Triandria with three stamens (exemplifi ed by 
Cyperus and Iris), and so on. His twenty-fourth class, the 
Cryptogamia, included plants which seemed to be fl owerless, 
such as the mosses. These classes were in turn divided 
into Orders based on the female organs, as Monogynia 
with one style or sessile stigma (exemplifi ed by Lilium and 
Campanula), Digynia with two styles or sessile stigmas 
(exemplifi ed by Bromus and Gentiana).”
 The soybean was assigned to the class XVII, Diadelphia. 
The plant had conspicuous fl owers, the stamens and pistils 
were in the same fl ower. The union of stamens occurred 
in the fi laments, and the stamens were in two phalanges 
(bundles).
 After his death, “Linnaeus’s main collections were 
sold by his widow in 1784 to James E. Smith and were 
purchased from the latter’s widow in 1829 by the Linnean 
Society of London, in whose keeping they have remained. 
They include Linnaeus’s botanical and zoological library, 
with manuscripts, correspondence and annoted copies, his 
herbarium...”
 Note: A few defi nitions may be useful. Stamen: The 

organ of a fl ower that produces the male gamete, and consists 
of an anther and a fi lament (masculine organ). Pistil: The 
ovule-bearing organ of a seed plant that consists of the ovary 
with its appendages (feminine organ). Anther: The part of 
a stamen that develops and contains pollen and is usually 
borne on a stalk. Filament: The anther-bearing stalk of a 
stamen. Stipe: A prolongation of the receptacle beneath the 
ovary of a seed plant. Diadelphous: United by fi laments 
into two fascicles–used of stamens. Corolla: The petals of 
a fl ower constituting the inner fl oral envelope surrounding 
the sporophylls. Address: Botanist, British Museum, Natural 
History.

3018. Winstedt, Richard Olof. 1971. An unabridged 
English-Malay dictionary. 6th ed., enlarged. Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia: Marican. 390 p. 23 cm. *
• Summary: States that the Indonesian word kedelai, 
meaning “soybean” comes from the Tamil language of 
southern India. Sir Richard Olof Winstendt was born in 
1878. Address: [British Orientalist and colonial administrator 
with expertise in British Malaya].

3019. Yong, F.M. 1971. Studies on soy-sauce fermentation. 
MSc thesis, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland. *
Address: Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3020. Jones, David. 1972. Synthetic foods: North Sea steak 
comes that much nearer. Times (London). Feb. 25. p. 23, 
cols. 1-3.
• Summary: The race to produce large amounts of protein 
from petroleum is on. High-protein microorganisms (such 
as yeast) which consume petroleum or natural gas are 
harvested. ICI announced it is spending £1 to build a pilot 
plant in Billingham [north England]. BP [British Petroleum] 
is a leader in the fi eld; it has a plant in France with a capacity 
of more than 16,000 tons of yeast and one in Scotland with 
some 4,000 tons [per year?]. The yeast, used as an “animal 
foodstuff, will save the EEC on imports.
 “RHM (formerly Ranks Hovis McDougall) grow 
fungus on starch”–such as rice or bananas to produce a sort 
of porridge which, when dried, can be dressed up to have a 
fi brous, meaty texture and fl avor.
 “Again Courtaulds are in the spun steak business. The 
textile group has worked with RHM to turn a type of soya 
bean into protein powder, which can then be spun (rather 
as rayon is produced) into a meaty fi bre [spun soy protein 
fi ber].
 “When people throw up their hands in horror at the 
very thought of ‘plastic’ foods, it is worth remembering that 
the RHM and Courtaulds process [sic] are only extracting 
and concentrating protein from basic foods that we already 
eat but at an unnatural speed. The petrochemical routes of 
ICI and BP, on the other hand, start with hydrocarbons that 
do not form part of most people’s diet; so far production is 
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being confi ned to animal feedings stuffs. The longer-term 
implications of attacking world hunger hardly need spelling 
out...” These new technologies for producing “protein-
concentrate economically” seem to hold promise.
 Note 1. A brief chronology of RHM: 1885/86–Joseph 
Rank built his fi rst roller mill in Hull, England.
 1889–Joseph Rank Ltd. is formed.
 1933–Joseph Rank Ltd. becomes a publicly owned 
company named Ranks Ltd. It became the UK’s largest fl our 
producer.
 1962. Ranks Ltd. acquires the Hovis McDougall 
company to become “Ranks Hovis McDougall.”
 1964 Dec.–The Ranks Hovis McDougall Group now 
has a logo with the white letters “rhm” against a black 
background.
 1967 Jan.–The company now uses the names “RHM” 
and “Ranks Hovis McDougall” interchangeably. Mr. A.H. 
Hunt is chairman of “RHM Agricultural Industries Limited,” 
which bills itself as “Partners in British farming.”
 1992–RHM is acquired by Tomkins plc and 
subsequently delisted from the London Stock Exchange.
 2005 July–After several changes of ownership, RHM 
plc is relisted on the London Stock Exchange with a market 
capitalisation of £958 million.
 Note 2. A brief chronology of Courtaulds, a leading 
world producer of fi bres. Samuel Courtauld & Co. Ltd. 
was a leading silk weaver in the 19th century; success and 
profi tability had been built on the fashion for black silk 
mourning crepe. In 1906 the company began spinning 
Viscose, an early artifi cial silk. The fi rst fabrics were woven 
in March 1906 at Courtauld and Co.’s Halstead Mill in 
Essex. Gradually the company got into the business of 
producing man-made fi bers. They were among the fi rst to 
spin soy protein into fi bers for food use.

3021. Hudson, B.J.F. 1972. New protein foods in the U.K.: A 
Delphi forecast. Chemistry and Industry (London) No. 6. p. 
251-54. March 18. [5 ref]
• Summary: Since its inception in 1964 by Gordon and 
Helmer, the Delphi technique has been used to make long-
range technological forecasts. The method of enquiry is 
described. The article concerns the markets in the UK for 
meat, for daily products, and animal feeds.
 Question: What kinds of new protein? A table shows the 
forecast for protein sources in 1981; in order of importance 
they are soybeans, unicellular proteins (fungi and yeasts), 
wheat gluten, fi eld beans and casein, fi sh protein concentrate, 
other oilseed proteins (cottonseed, groundnut, rapeseed),and 
leaf protein.
 Question: By what year will this protein source be 
offi cially approved from human consumption? Soya and 
wheat are fi rst, by 1970, leaf and unicellular are last, before 
1980.
 Question: By what date (year) will the following be 

generally considered acceptable for human consumption 
from a sensory point of view? Wheat gluten and soya are 
fi rst (by early 1970s); unicellular and leaf protein are last (by 
about 1990).
 Question: By what date (year) will the following become 
economically competitive in the UK? Soya and wheat gluten 
are fi rst (by 1970); unicellular and leaf protein are last (by 
about 1990).
 General conclusions: “Although novel proteins of 
the kind considered in the present study are at present 
insignifi cant in terms of the total edible protein market in 
the UK, rapid growth and acceptance is expected to take 
place during the forthcoming decade. By 1980 they will 
have captured 10 per cent of the meat and meat products 
market, 5 per cent of the dairy products market, and 10 per 
cent of the animal feeds market. By 1990, corresponding 
fi gures are expected to be 25 per cent, 10 per cent and 25 
per cent respectively.” Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. 
of Reading, London Road, Reading RG1 5AQ, Berkshire, 
England.

3022. Caterer and Hotelkeeper (UK). 1972. The story of a 
brand leader... and how it found its way to the U.K. May 11. 
p. 34, 36, 38.
• Summary: The story begins: “Almost 50 per cent of all 
North Americans who used to like cream with their coffee no 
longer take it.” Instead they use a “coffee-whitener” such as 
Coffee Rich, a non-dairy product is made by Rich Products 
Corp. of Buffalo, New York. It has captured 90% of the U.S. 
coffee whitener market. This is the story of Rich Products, 
of the company’s fi rst product, soya-based whip topping, and 
how Rich learned that he could freeze it, and of Coffee Rich 
in England.

3023. Farmilant, Eunice. 1972. Macrobiotic cooking. New 
York, NY: New American Library. 224 p. Foreword by 
Herman Aihara. May. Index. 18 cm. [31 ref]
• Summary: This pocketbook has a color (beige) photo on 
the cover of ears of wheat, one wooden spoon fi lled with 
soybeans and one fi lled with unpolished rice. It is “A basic 
introductory guide to cooking and eating the macrobiotic 
way.” The author’s interest in macrobiotics began in April 
1968. Basic information on soyfoods (especially miso, 
tamari, and tofu) is given on pages 29, 33-38, 213-14. Soy-
related recipes include: Wheat berries and black beans (i.e. 
black soybeans, p. 78). Sprouts (incl. soy sprouts, p. 82-83). 
Miso pickles (p. 124-25). Miso soup (p. 128-29). Cream of 
miso soup (p. 135). Black beans and wheat berries (p. 139).
 There is an entire chapter on miso and tofu (p. 142-46) 
including: What makes miso so benefi cial? Barley miso 
(nutritional analysis). Miso-vegetable stew. Miso-rice. 
Miso stew with vegetables. Miso-vegetable spoon bread. 
Homemade tofu (curded with fresh lemon juice).
 Pizza–Macrobiotic style (with miso, p. 149). Chop suey 
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(with tofu and miso, p. 151-52). Miso bechamel sauce (p. 
159). Miso gravy. Simple tahini and tamari sauces (p. 160). 
Tempura dip (with tamari). Simple miso spreads (p. 161). 
Miso-vegetable spread. Miso-watercress spread.
 There is a directory of macrobiotic stores and restaurants 
in the U.S. (p. 191-203, subdivided alphabetically by state, 
and within each state alphabetically by city). The following 
states have the following number of stores and restaurants: 
Alaska 1, Arizona 4, Arkansas 1, California 32, Colorado 4, 
Connecticut 18, District of Columbia 3, Florida 14, Georgia 
7, Hawaii 2, Illinois 7, Indiana 2, Iowa 5, Louisiana 4, Maine 
14, Maryland 7, Massachusetts 51, Michigan 12, Minnesota 
3, Mississippi 2, Missouri 3, Nevada 1, New Hampshire 20, 
New Jersey 9, New Mexico 3, New York 61, North Carolina 
5, Ohio 14, Oklahoma 3, Oregon 2, Pennsylvania 8, Rhode 
Island 5, South Carolina 1, Texas 4, Utah 1, Vermont 26, 
Virginia 4, Washington 3, Wisconsin 2.
 There is also a directory of stores, restaurants, and 
centers outside the U.S. (p. 204-07, subdivided by country). 
The following countries have the following number of 
stores, restaurants, or centers: Australia 1, Belgium 2, Brazil 
2, Canada 15, Denmark 4, France 29, Germany 1, Holland 
(Netherlands) 2, India 1, Italy 1, Japan 3, Portugal 1, Puerto 
Rico 1, Spain 1, Sweden 1, Switzerland 2, United Kingdom: 
England 13, Scotland 1, Vietnam 2.
 A list of wholesale distributors in the U.S. (p. 208-09) 
includes Shiloh Farms (Route 59, Sulfur Springs, Arkansas; 
[Warren Clough]), Erewhon Trading Co. (8003 W. Beverly 
Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048), Chico San Foods 
(1262 Humboldt Ave., Chico, California 95926), Erewhon 
Trading Co. (33 Farnsworth St., Boston, Massachusetts 
02210), Deer Valley Farms (Guilford, New York 13780), 
Infi nity Food Co. (171 Duane, New York, NY 10013), Mottel 
Foods (451 Washington, New York, NY 10013), Juniper 
Farms (Box 100, Sugar Loaf, NY 10981), Pioneer Specialty 
Foods (Fargo, North Dakota 58100), Merit Food Co. (Pill 
Hill Lane, Box 177, Bally, Pennsylvania 19503), Essene 
(58th & Grays Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19143).

3024. Adams, A.N.; Hull, R. 1972. Tobacco yellow vein, a 
virus dependent on assistor viruses for its transmission by 
aphids. Annals of Applied Biology (England) 71(2):135-40. 
July. [7 ref]
• Summary: In research conducted at the Agricultural 
Research Council of Central Africa (Lilongwe, Malawi; 
as of 1972 A.R.C. of Malawi) a virulent isolate of tobacco 
yellow vein virus (TYVV) infected soybeans, groundnuts, 
and several solanaceous species. Discusses Aphis craccivora, 
Myzus persicae. Address: 1. East Malling Research Station, 
Maidstone, Kent; 2. John Innes Inst., Colney Lane, Norwich, 
Norfolk. Both: England.

3025. Kirby, R.H. 1972. Agricultural trade of the People’s 
Republic of China, 1935-69. USDA Economic Research 

Service, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 83. 95 p. 
Aug. Summarized in Soybean Digest, Dec. 1972, p. 20.
• Summary: Two graphs (p. 43) show “U.S. agricultural 
exports to China and the Far East, 1935-1969.” The top 
graph is in billions of dollars, the bottom graph in percent 
of U.S. worldwide exports. Both graphs follow the same 
patterns. To the Far East: Decreasing from 1935 to 1942, 
then increasing thereafter. To China: Very small from 1935 
to 1938, rising to 1940, falling to zero from 1940 to 1942, 
rising from 1944 to 1946 (remember, China was a key 
U.S. ally against Japan during World War II), then falling 
after 1946 to zero in 1951 as the Chinese Communists took 
control.
 Table 57 (p. 73) shows “China: Exports of soybeans by 
country of destination, 1951-1969,” in 1,000 metric tons. The 
countries are: Total, Belgium-Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, 
Denmark, Finland, France, West Germany, Hong Kong, 
Hungary, Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway, 
Poland, Singapore, United Kingdom, USSR, Yugoslovia, 
Other.
 The main destination countries were USSR (1955-1961) 
and Japan (1955-57, 1962-69). Address: USDA.

3026. Orr, Elizabeth. 1972. The use of protein-rich foods for 
the relief of malnutrition in developing countries: an analysis 
of experience. Tropical Products Institute Report No. G73. 
71 p. Aug. Summary in PAG Bulletin (1973) 3(2):59. 28 cm. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Acknowledgements. Foreword. I. 
Introduction: the protein problem and approaches to it. 
II. Protein-rich food schemes (69 schemes are described): 
Introduction, schemes no longer in operation–and which 
ceased within a year of inception or after a market trial 
period, schemes no longer in operation–but which ran for 
more than one year before termination, schemes operating 
irregularly, schemes currently in regular production 
(beverages, other products), schemes at exploratory 
stages. III. Some aspects of protein-rich food schemes: 
Location, source of the idea, ownership of the enterprise, 
characteristics of the products (ingredients, composition, 
type of product), promotion, external assistance. IV. 
Evaluation of the protein-rich food approach: Summary of 
the outcome of the various schemes: Operational status, 
sales volume (the largest are Bal-Ahar, Vitasoy, and 
Pronutro), sales trend, distributive outlets. Reason for the 
outcome (success or failure). Impact on the protein problem: 
Production capacity, sales of Incaparina in Guatemala, 
income levels, prices of protein-rich foods (Bal-Amul is the 
most expensive since it is canned, followed by Pronutro), 
prices in relation to incomes, prices of competing products, 
distribution of protein-rich foods in rural areas. Impact 
made by protein-rich food schemes on the protein problem: 
Summary (very small). Future contribution of protein-rich 
foods to the protein problem. V. Initiation of protein-rich 
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food schemes: guidelines for Government Administrators. 
References. Statistical appendix.
 List of tables: Text: I. Daily protein requirements. II. 
Protein contents and protein biological values. III. Protein 
products/enterprises. IV. Cost of product allowances per 
child at retail prices. Appendix: I. Ownership of enterprise. 
II. Ingredients of protein-rich foods. III. Composition of 
protein-rich foods. IV. Outlets for protein-rich foods. V. 
Capacity of plant/sales. VI. Retail prices/protein prices. VII. 
National income in selected countries.
 The following foods containing soya are discussed (see 
Table II, p. 66, for full list of ingredients, and Table III, p. 
67, for nutritional composition). The percentage of soya in 
the product, when known, is shown in parentheses: Brazil: 
Incaparina (38%), Golden Elbow Macaroni (30%), Fortifex 
(47.5%), Solein, Cerealina, Saci (3% protein). Colombia: 
Incaparina Blanca (30%), Colombiharina (30%), Incaparina 
(20.9%), Duryea, Pochito (20.0% protein). Ethiopia: Faffa 
(18%). Guyana: Puma. Hong Kong: Vitasoy (3% protein). 
India: Bal-Amul (20-25%). Indonesia: Saridele (18-19% 
protein). Madagascar: Weaning Food (38%). Malaysia: 
Vitabean (2.75% protein). Mexico: Conasupo products 
(30%), Protea (24.0% protein). Mozambique: Super Maeu 
(10%). Singapore: Vitabean (2.75% protein). South Africa: 
Kupangi Biscuits, Pronutro. Taiwan: Weaning Food (30%). 
Thailand: Noodles, Poluk, Kaset Cookies, Kaset Protein. 
Turkey: Weaning Food (20%). Uganda: Soya Porridge 
(38%; 21.0% protein), Soya Maize (16.0% protein), School 
Porridge (15.0% Protein). U.S.A.: WSB (Wheat-soya 
blend, 20%), CSM (Corn-soya milk, 25%). Venezuela: 
Incaparina (19%). Zambia: Milk Biscuit (7.1%). Address: 
Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce (Overseas Development 
Administration), TPI, 56/62 Gray’s Inn Rd., London WC1 
8LU, England.

3027. Baker, Bruce. 1972. U.S. soybean complex exports top 
$2 billion in fi scal year 1972. Foreign Agriculture. Sept. 18. 
p. 5, 12.
• Summary: For the fi rst time, the U.S. soybean crop has 
become the Nation’s leading cash crop. In fi scal year 1972, 
U.S. farmers reported higher cash receipts for soybeans 
than for corn, which has long been the leading cash earner. 
The soybean crop also reached another important milestone 
when it became the fi rst agricultural commodity to have 
total annual exports valued at more than $2,000 million; the 
total export value of soybeans and soybean production hit an 
all-time high of $2,004 million. The devaluation of the U.S. 
dollar lowered the price of U.S. soybeans in terms of many 
foreign currencies. The price was reduced most for Japan 
and the European Economic Community–which together 
take 65% of total U.S. soybean exports. Within the EC, 
the Netherlands was the leading market for U.S. soybeans. 
Japan is the second largest market for U.S. soybeans, Spain 
the third. Address: Fats and Oil Div., Foreign Agricultural 

Service.

3028. Harmony Foods. 1972. Harmony Foods case prices. 
London, England. 1 p. Sept. 18. 30 cm.
• Summary: A table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents 
of each case. (3) Cost [Price] of each case. (4) S.R.P. 
[Suggested retail price].
 Product categories: 1. Cereal Foods: 11 products incl. 
Organic whole rice [brown rice]. Roasted buckwheat. Whole 
wheat grain (organic). Organic rice fl our.
 2. Pulses: 3 products incl. Soya beans (special quality). 
Aduki beans. Chinese lentils.
 3. Sesame and soybean foods: Tamari soya sauce. Miso 
soya puree (dark [Hatcho]). Miso soya puree (lighter “mugi” 
type miso). Dark tahini. Light tahini. Sesame seeds.
 Note 2. This is the 2nd earliest known existing price list 
from Harmony Foods. Address: London.

3029. Norman, Barry. 1972. Meat on his feet. Guardian 
(England). Sept. 18. p. 13.
• Summary: The quality of life seems to get better and 
better: “how does Kesp grab you, for a start–ready-spun, 
machine-women, pre-shrunk meat made of beans. Eat it or 
wear it, presumably the choice is yours.”
 Courtaulds says that spinning protein “’gives the product 
a fi brous texture not unlike meat or chicken.’”
 The other night on television, Professor Jacques Monod 
and colleagues “were discussing the attractions of genetic 
engineering,...” Ah, the future is beginning to take shape. 
Before long we will be sitting down to enjoy “roast sirloin 
of bean, leg of bean, and fi llet of bean au poivre. Or, to put it 
another way, delicious, mouth-watering Kesp.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2014) that mentions Kesp, a meat alternative 
made by Courtaulds–probably from spun soy protein fi bers 
made from soy protein isolates.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 
2014) that mentions Courtaulds in connection with Kesp. 
Courtaulds is a pioneering British spinning company, 
founded in 1794 as George Courtauld & Co. that initially 
spun silk and made crepe and textiles in north Essex. In 1909 
Courtaulds entered the market of cellulosics (man-made 
fi bers such as viscose and acetate) in North America with the 
setting up of the American Viscose Corporation. Kesp is also 
made from man-made fi bers.
 Note 3. We are not told from what kind of bean Kesp is 
made, nor whether it is being sold commercially. Actually, it 
is made from spun soy protein fi bers.

3030. Times (London). 1972. Synthetic foods ‘watchdog’ 
established. Sept. 22. p. 2, col. 4.
• Summary: Britain’s Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food has established “an intelligence unit to watch over the 
research and manufacture of synthetic and unconventional 
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protein foods for people and animals...
 “The unit, part of the ministry’s London-based food 
science division, will report on new processes for converting 
natural vegetable products and industrial residues and 
materials [such as petroleum] into food protein.
 “Kesp, a man-made ‘meat’ with a sponge texture based 
on soya protein, is being launched next month by Courtaulds 
and RHM (Rank Hovis McDougall) to caterers in the North-
west.”
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
that mentions RHM (Rank Hovis McDougall) in connection 
with Kesp, a meat alternative.

3031. P.A. 1972. This homes-spun steak never chewed the 
cud! Irish Times (Dublin). Sept. 29. p. 1.
• Summary: Starting next month, edible spun protein (“mock 
meat for the uninitiated”) is expected to appear on the menu 
of factory canteens.
 Courtaulds, the fi bre giant, has spent three years 
perfecting the techniques of spinning a steak from vegetable 
protein. The product is named Kesp and it will be available 
to hundreds of industrial workers in the north-west of 
England–as they join the “eating revolution.” The word 
“Kesp” is derived from Courtaulds edible spun protein.
 Yesterday, Courtaulds held their fi rst public tasting 
session in Coventry and opinions of Kesp varied widely; 
some thought it was a very acceptable alternative to beef 
and chicken. The menu included: “Kesp apple salad; Kesp 
mushroom vol-au-vent; Kesp stockholme (home spun meat 
balls); Kesp cutlets and Kesp Kromeskies, which are a sort 
of sweet and sour” Kesp. Kesp can be deep fried, and it 
often relies heavily on the use of sauces. Most recipes can be 
prepared in about ten minutes.
 “And, assured the Kesp man, it will not cause nylon 
hairs to grow on your chest.”
 Note: Apparently either testing or test marketing is 
scheduled to start in Oct. 1972. Again, we are not told from 
what Kesp is made.

3032. Cockburn, Claude. 1972. That immanent catastrophe. 
Irish Times (Dublin). Oct. 6. p. 12.
• Summary: “Experts at Courtaulds have, it is reliably 
reported, at length found practical means to by-pass the 
cow.” The new, nutritious stuff is named Kesp. Experts say 
it will take some time “before it gets from the laboratories’ 
mass production and thence to the corner kesp-shops and 
super-kesperies.”
 By that time farmers will hopefully fi nd “gainful 
employment in other spheres of useful activity,” and society 
will fi nd some way of preventing “some powerful group or 
groups of kesp-tycoons” from cornering the marketing and 
driving up prices until they guarantee a 25% return on their 
investment.

3033. Product Name:  Kesp (Meat Alternative Made from 
Spun Soy Protein Fibers).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Courtaulds.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1972 October.
Ingredients:  Based on Soy protein.
New Product–Documentation:  Norman, Barry. 1972. 
“Meat on his feet.” Guardian (England). Sept. 18. p. 13. 
Discusses Kesp.

Times (London). 1972. “Synthetic foods ‘watchdog’ 
established.” Sept. 22. p. 2, col. 4. “Kesp, a man-made 
‘meat’ with a sponge texture based on soya protein, is being 
launched next month by Courtaulds and RHM (Rank Hovis 
McDougall) to caterers in the North-west.”

3034. Times (London). 1972. Mechanical milkman by-passes 
the cow: Philip Howard looks at London–Non-bovine dairy 
producer. Nov. 1. p. 3, cols. 1-4.
• Summary: “There are men alive who can remember when 
cows were tethered in the parks of London, and small boys 
being taken for a walk, could buy a glass of milk, tepid from 
the udder, for a penny.”
 But Dr. Hugh Franklin has taken his “mechanical cow” 
from London to the countryside. A chemical engineer and 
nutrition consultant, Franklin has spent the past 8 years 
“in a poky Heath Robinson laboratory in darkest Fulham, 
developing an “artifi cial milk without the help of a cow.
 “He has succeeded so well that he has removed his 
factory to Folkestone, where it produces three tons of 
Plantmilk a day. Today Dr. Franklin, who claims to be the 
fi rst [sic] non-bovine industrial producer of milk in the 
world, is closing the Fulham laboratory where he invented 
the philosopher’s stone that can turn old cabbage leaves into 
milk.”
 “Dr. Franklin has made Plantmilk from almost 
everything from pea pods to lucerne to pine needles and 
bracken, Jerusalem artichokes are particularly satisfactory 
milk producers; he has plans to extrude his milk from sugar 
cane leaves in Mexico and rice stalks and soya beans in 
India.” The process is described in detail. He hopes to be 
producing “’instantizable’ powder in 2-3 months.
 Note: Fulham is in central London. Folkestone is on 
the English Channel, near Dover, southwest of London. 
Plantmilk Ltd. also came to be located in Folkestone, Kent, 
England.

3035. Lancet. 1972. Synthetic foods. ii(7785):1012-13. Nov. 
11. [12 ref]
• Summary: To make soy protein isolates, soya beans are 
“pulverised, extracted with hexane (a petroleum fraction), 
dissolved at pH 8, precipitated with food-grade hydrochloric 
acid, dispersed with sodium hydroxide, and spray-dried 
into a powder. This powder [according to Central Soya 
sales material] can be used for many purposes–including 
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sausage manufacture... Courtaulds Edible Spun Protein 
(‘Kesp’) is made from [soy] beans, and is being introduced 
quite honestly as an ‘alternative to meat.’” Over 60% of the 
calories in Kesp come from animal fat.
 The British diet is not defi cient in protein. A 1969 food 
survey showed an average at-home protein consumption 
of 74 gm per person per day–193% of the minimum 
requirement.
 For single-cell proteins the “problems of toxicity are 
far more direct. First, one has to be sure that there is no 
contamination of the product by microbial toxins or heavy 
metals, solvents, and carcinogenic hydrocarbons from the 
growth and extraction media. Furthermore, the high nucleic-
acid content of these microorganisms means that one should 
not eat too much; and individuals liable to gout could be 
particularly at risk.” Address: England.

3036. Parsons, A.L.; Lawrie, R.A. 1972. Quantitative 
identifi cation of soya protein in fresh and heated meat 
products. J. of Food Technology 7(4):455-62. Dec. [5 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: A method based on laser 
densitometry of polyacrylamide electrophoretograms 
of proteins extractable in 10 M urea is described for the 
quantitative identifi cation of soya protein in fresh meat 
products and in those heat processed at 100ºC for over 1 
hour.”
 “An application of electrophoresis for distinguishing 
non-meat proteins in a mixture with meat has previously 
been described by Olsman, Houtepen & van Leeuwen 
(1969)...” Address: 1. Robert Gordon’s Inst. of Technology, 
School of Nutritional Science; Queens Rd., Aberdeen, 
Scotland 2. Food Science Labs., Dep. of Applied 
Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Nottingham, Sutton 
Bonington, Loughborough, Leicestershire.

3037. Product Name:  Protoveg Pork Chunks (Meatlike 
Products Based on TVP).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Greatham, Liss, Hampshire, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1972.
Ingredients:  TVP (made by ADM) plus fl avoring.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  5 oz or 10 oz double cellophane 
bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Rose Elliot. 1972. Not just 
a load of old lentils. p. 151. Recipe for “Vegetarian Pork 
Chunks in Ginger Cream Sauce” calls for “1 cup Protoveg 
pork chunks.”
 Export price list from Direct Foods Ltd. 1974. Oct. 1. 
Protoveg comes in beef, ham, pork, or natural fl avors. Sizes 
are 5 oz, 10 oz, 10 lb, or 50 lb. 10 products total.

3038. Joyce, M.J.B.; Gordon, I. 1972. Artifi cial rearing of 

early-weaned autumn lamb: some preliminary results. J. of 
the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Irish Republic 
69:63-68. Published 1974. *
• Summary: Lambs born in mid-November were weaned 
abruptly at an average age of 30 days and reared on a 
barley-soyabean diet. Address: Dep. of Farm Management, 
University College, Lyons, Newcastle, County Dublin, Irish 
Republic.

3039. Product Name:  Vitpro Soya Protein Food [Mince, or 
Pieces, Brown, or Natural].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marigold Health Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  2d Lindfi eld Gardens, London 
NW3 6PU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1972.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Rose Elliot. 1972. Not just 
a load of old lentils. p. 151. Recipe for “Textured Vegetable 
Protein Curry” calls for “1 cup of reconstituted Protoveg or 
Vitpro chunks.”
 Eva Batt. 1976. What’s Cooking, rev. ed. p. xvi, xviii. 
This is a new soya-based meat-like product. The unfl avoured 
variety contains added vitamin B-12.
 Listing in International Vegetarian Health Food 
Handbook (UK). 1979-80. p. 165, 199.

3040. Rollier, Michel; Obaton, Michel. 1972. Quelques 
aspects techniques des possibilités de culture du soja dans le 
midi de la France [Some technical aspects of the possibilities 
of soybean culture in the south of France]. Bulletin des 
Recherches Agronomique (Gembloux, Belgium) H Series. p. 
422-39. [Fre]
• Summary: Here the authors (who are probably French, 
since they used to work at INRA and CETIOM) describe in 
great detail the situation with soya in France at the beginning 
of the 1970s. Contents: Introduction. Climatic needs of 
the soybean. Varietal needs: L. Rouest selected many new 
varieties, but these have been largely surpassed in yield by 
American varieties. Cultural techniques. Inoculation of the 
seeds. Economic aspects
 Tables show: (1) European importation of soybeans in 
1969. The top importing countries are: Germany 1,960,000 
tonnes (metric tons). Spain 902,000 tonnes. France 845,000 
tonnes. Italy 740,000 tonnes. Holland [Netherlands] 626,000 
tonnes. Great Britain 396,000 tonnes, and Belgium 322,000 
tonnes.
 (2) Price of crude protein from different sources: Beef 
49.58 FF. Porc: 46.35 FF. Poultry: 16.17. Reconstituted 
powdered milk: 4.40 FF. Average leguminous seeds: 3.78 FF. 
Soybeans: 1.49 FF.
 Figures show: (1) Map of the parts of southern France 
where soybeans will grow with and without irrigation. (2) 
Consumption of soybean meal in France. (3) Expansion of 
soybean area and yield in the USA, 1924-1968. In 40 years, 
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soybean area has been multiplied 24-fold, and the yield 2.4 
fold. (8) Yield of soybean seeds obtained in two trial fi elds 
as a function of the richness of inoculation. (9) Yield of corn 
and soybeans at critical temperatures of 90, 100, and 110ºC. 
(10) Yield of corn and wheat at critical temperatures of 90, 
100, and 110ºC.
 Hervé Berbille, who kindly sent this document to 
Soyinfo Center adds (5 March 2014): “So far as I know, this 
is just about the best document describing the situation of 
the soya in France at the beginning of 1970s. However, this 
document makes me also very sad because its confi rms (see 
page 428, 2. Études Variétales) that all of Léon Rouest’s 
work was defi nitively lost just as I feared: a hard life of 
labour and relentless work wasted because of the egoism of 
some.”
 “Léon Rouest’s work was denigrated in particular by 
the French colonial traders of peanuts imported from the 
French Empire (Sénégal). They strove to discourage the 
culture of soya with the French farmers. As a result, in the 
1970s, the delay of France in varietal selection is huge, 
since the selection was interrupted after work Rouest and 
Christian Schad in the 1920s and 1940s. That’s why Rollier 
and Obaton write they are ‘widely overtaken’ (largement 
dépasses). Nevertheless, Léon Rouest had developed very 
successful varieties for their time. If his works had been 
pursued, France would have benefi ted from successful 
varieties in 1970. An immense waste in the end.
 “Today, the southwest of France still provides 70% 
of the French production of soybeans. However they are 
also grown in Burgundy (east-central France) and Alsace 
(northeast France).” Address: 1. C.E.T.I.O.M.; 2. I.N.R.A. 
Both: France.

3041. Tombs, M.P. Assignor to Unilever Ltd. 1972. Protein 
products. British Patent 1,265,661. *

3042. University of Rhodesia, Department of Agriculture, 
Occasional Paper. 1972. Agricultural research and 
development in Southern Rhodesia under the rule of the 
British South Africa Company. No. 4. *
• Summary: Early trials with soybeans in Southern Rhodesia 
were unsuccessful.

3043. Binding, G.J. 1972. Everything you want to know 
about soya beans: Wonder source of protein and energy. 
New York, NY: Pyramid Books. viii + 64 p. March. 19 cm. 
Preface by Carlson Wade. Pyramid Healthful Living Series.
• Summary: This pocketbook, which retails for $0.75, was 
fi rst published in March 1972. It is basically a reprint of the 
original 1970 edition, published in London by Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. However it has a new Preface by Carlson 
Wade, and the title is slightly different. Address: England.

3044. Brissenden, Rosemary. 1972. South East Asian 

food: Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex, England; Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books. 
264 p. 18 cm. A Penguin handbook.
• Summary: After a three-month stay in Indonesia as a 
member of a student delegation from Melbourne University, 
Rosemary “realized that she could not live without 
Indonesian food. So she set about learning as much as she 
could from Asian students in Melbourne.” In 1964 she was 
invited to write a weekly column in the Australian on South 
East Asian food. She is married and has three children.
 “A note on this American edition. This book has been 
especially adapted for the American audience. British 
weights and measures have been converted into their 
American equivalents. Sources for obtaining unusual 
products mentioned in the recipes are given for most large 
American cities.”
 Note: This book is almost identical to the edition 
published in 1969 in the USA and England by Penguin 
Books. This American edition was published in 1972 by 
Penguin Books, Inc. Address: Australia.

3045. Elliot, Rose. 1972. Not just a load of old lentils. Liss, 
England: White Eagle Publishing Trust. vii + 216 p. Portrait. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Soy-related recipes 
include: Soya mayonnaise (with soya fl our, p. 73). Soya 
bean and sultana curry (p. 110-11). Nuttolene with lemon 
mayonnaise sauce (with nuttolene, or a 13 oz can of chicken 
fl avoured soya protein, drained and rinsed, p. 150). Textured 
vegetable protein curry (with Protoveg or Vitpro chunks, p. 
151). Vegetarian pork chunks in ginger cream sauce (with 
Protoveg pork chunks, p. 151). Address: England.

3046. Hosking, Richard. 1972. A dictionary of Japanese 
food: Ingredients & culture. Boston: Tuttle Publishing. 239 
p. Illust. by Richard C. Parker. Index. 19 cm. *
• Summary: An excellent, accurate book. The basic entry 
for each word is given under its Japanese name (thus daizu 
rather than soybeans). Each entry includes the Japanese 
term in kana (usually hiragana) and (usually) kanji (Chinese 
characters). One hundred small illustrations are very helpful. 
Address: Prof. of Sociology and English, Hiroshima Shudo 
Univ., Japan [British].

3047. James, Isabel. 1972. Vegetarian cookery. London: 
Corgi. 128 p. Illust. by Geoffrey L. Rudd. Index. 14 cm. 
Series: Corgi mini-books.
• Summary: Soy-related recipes include: Soya sausage roll 
fi lling (with Soyolk or Hi-soy soya fl our, p. 78). Quick bean 
pie (with whole soybeans, p. 79).

3048. Lo, Kenneth H.C. 1972. Chinese food. 
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Books. 270 
p. Index. 18 cm.
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• Summary: A fi ne book by a gourmet cook who offers many 
deep insights into Chinese cooking. On pages 82-84 is a 
discussion of and recipe for “Chopsuey.”
 Appendix 1. “Dips and mixes,” includes: Soya-chilli 
dip, Soya-garlic dip, Tomato-soya-chilli dip, Soya-sherry 
dip, Soya-mustard dip, Sweet and sour sauce.
 Appendix 2, “Chinese ingredients and possible 
substitutes,” contains entries for bean curd (tofu), bean curd 
cheese (fermented tofu), bean jam or sweetened bean paste 
(“Brownish-black paste, normally used in desserts as fi lling 
or spread. Can be made by frying 4 tablespoons unsalted 
bean paste with 1½ tablespoons sugar, 1½ tablespoons lard 
and 1 teaspoon sesame oil. Stir over low heat for 4-5 minutes 
until mixture is smooth”), bean paste, black beans (salted and 
fermented black soybeans), soya sauce. Address: London.

3049. Nihongi: Chronicles of Japan from the earliest times to 
A.D. 697. Translated from the original Chinese and Japanese 
by W.G. Aston. 1972. Rutland, Vermont and Tokyo, Japan: 
Charles E. Tuttle Co. 443 p. Two volumes in one. See p. 
32-33. With an introduction to the new edition by Terence 
Barrow.
• Summary: This book is also called the Nihon Shoki. The 
text and pagination are identical to those found in the 1924 
edition of the Nihongi, by Aston. Address: England.

3050. Patten, Marguerite. 1972. Health food cookery. 
London, New York, Sydney, Toronto: Paul Hamlyn. 80 p. 
Illust. (some color). Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Pages 65 and 66 note 
that soya fl our, an excellent source of protein, is good for 
enriching breads. Use ¼-½ cup of soy fl our for every 4 cups 
(1 lb) of whole wheat fl our.

3051. Quick, Graeme Ross. 1972. Historical perspective 
(Document part). In: G.R. Quick. 1972. Analysis of the 
Combine Header and Design for the Reduction of Gathering 
Loss in Soybeans. PhD thesis, Iowa State University, Ames, 
Iowa. 282 p. See p. 6-13. [83 ref]
• Summary: Patrick Bell in England (1826), and the 
McCormicks (1816-1850s; Cyrus Hall McCormick, lived 
1809-1884 was an American inventor) and Hiram Moore 
(1838) in the U.S. developed and used cutting reapers. 
Shortly thereafter (in 1842) Australian inventors initiated 
the development of the “header-stripper” for standing cereal 
crops.
 “The American horse-drawn machines probably evolved 
out of Cyrus Hall McCormick’s 1831 reaper. They employed 
a cutterbar reciprocating through guards, conveying canvas 
and the bat reel. The fi rst successful Australian machine, 
John Ridley’s, used a stripping comb over which revolved 
a set of beaters to knock off” the heads, thresh them, and 
“deliver them to a box. There was no knife and the full straw 
was left standing.”

 “A 22-foot wide platform, side-fed harvester, with a 
steam engine replacing the horse team, was probably the 
fi rst self-propelled machine. This was built by Wm. Berry in 
California in 1887 and was capable of harvesting 50 acres 
of wheat in a day. By 1893, Benjamin Holt had built and 
operated a 50-foot cut combine in California (Nyberg 1957). 
Daniel Best of San Leandro was credited with having built 
the fi rst combine which replaced ground wheel drive power 
with an auxiliary steam engine drive (Caterpillar Tractor Co. 
1954). The need for traction and fl otation for these enormous 
combine harvesters led to the development of the fi rst 
successful crawler track. Best and Holt later merged their 
interests to form the Caterpillar Tractor Company in 1925.”
 In Australia, by 1884, Hugh Victor McKay had added a 
winnower cleaning section to the basic Ridley-type, and in 
1909 McKay built a 24-foot self-propelled stripper-harvester 
with an internal combustion engine side-mounted on the 
chassis. A market was growing for the stripper-harvesters 
made at McKay’s “Sunshine” factory and, between 1895 
and World War I, the company even exported 10,000 of 
its machines. This huge volume of exports caused North 
American harvester manufacturers to take note, and one 
result was that in 1901 Massey-Harris of Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, began production of stripper-harvesters, followed 
in 1904 by International Harvester Co. of Chicago. Neither 
company sold these machines on their domestic markets 
(Baker 1961).
 The Australian-born “stripper-harvester revolutionized 
the harvest operation by combining the gathering and 
threshing operations into one machine, but the [Ridley-
type] stripper-beater, with its knifeless long tooth comb 
had severe limitations in wet or down and tangled crops. 
Grain loss was also high in sparse crops. The challenge to 
produce a machine in Australia which could cope with these 
conditions was partially met by some farmers in New South 
Wales. They worked with Massey-Harris representatives, and 
adopted the knife into their ‘reaper-thresher’ (Wheelhouse 
1966). By 1910 the Canadian fi rm was manufacturing 
this long tooth combed machine specifi cally for export to 
Australia. It was another New South Welshman, Headlie 
S. Taylor, who fi nally overcame the problem of harvest 
lodging with the long toothed comb, after several years of 
development of his header-harvester. He installed augers 
over the comb. This development attracted the interest 
of machinery manufacturer, H.V. McKay, who became 
impressed with the possibilities. McKay bought the 
manufacturing rights and then employed Taylor to work at 
the Sunshine factory in Victoria. In 1920, after a wet season 
in the Eastern Australian wheatbelt, the Sunshine header 
had won a wide reputation.” Five reasons are given for the 
success of the twin-auger-header over the stripper-harvester.
 “In 1924 Taylor produced the fi rst Sun Auto-Header, a 
12-foot self-propelled combine ‘with the comb front forming 
the widest part of the machine.’ The Tee-shaped combine 
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confi guration had arrived! This concept was patented and no 
other make of self-propelled combine with full-width header 
was commercially released until the patent expired 17 years 
later. In 1938 a Sun Auto-Header harvested 3,300 bu of 
wheat in one day–a record that was unsurpassed during the 
next 33 years.
 The pioneering research on combine design and 
manufacture in far-away Australia, conducted between the 
1880s and 1924, was about to have a major and direct effect 
(via Canada!) on soybeans in America.
 “Elmer J. Baker, ‘the Refl ector,’ of Farm Implement 
News fame (later Implement and Tractor Magazine), was to 
be instrumental in directing the Massey-Harris Company 
to deliver a combine for soybean harvesting to a subscriber 
in Illinois. The subscriber was an International Harvester 
dealer who was disgruntled because his company refused to 
ship him a combine for sale to the Garwood Brothers–clients 
who were growing soybeans near Stonington, Illinois. There 
is no record of a combine having been tested in any crop in 
Illinois to that date, 1924. The Refl ector referred his reader 
to Massey-Harris at Toronto, with full knowledge that they 
had no sales facilities in the U.S. What followed is history.” 
Baker wrote about what happened in the 20 Nov. 1924 issue 
of Farm Implement News (which see).
 “The success of the combine in the Illinois soybeans 
was followed by intensive breeding trials for the Garwood 
farms. The increase in plant size and yield led to a preference 
for the wide cylinder type combine. Several other harvesters 
were developed concomitantly for soybeans, but none could 
even approach the effi ciency of the combine header (Sjogren 
1939). No other method succeeded as well. The American 
self-propelled and pull-type combines of this era continued 
to use the draper-conveyor and side feeding.
 “The ‘straight-through’ or ‘scoop’ design, with full-
width threshing cylinder, made its appearance around 1935 
and in 1938 Massey-Harris released the fi rst self-propelled 
version, the ‘Clipper’ (Massey-Ferguson Inc., 1964). In 
1939, coincident with the expiration of Taylor’s patent, 
Massey-Harris offered the Model 21 combine of Tee-
confi guration” which now competed with McKay’s Auto-
Header made in Australia.
 “Possibly the fi rst U.S. combine to employ the auger 
was Curtis Baldwin’s ‘Gleaner.’ Baldwin’s earliest machines 
anticipated the ‘Unisystem’ approach to farm machinery 
design, whereby the same power system is used for a 
variety of fi eld machines. Baldwin mounted his machine 
on a Fordson tractor in 1923. His concept of mounting the 
threshing-cylinder on the header still lingers in the modern 
‘down-front’ Allis-Chalmers combines. All U.S. combines 
now utilize the auger conveyor for header cross-feeding.”
 “Combine sales did not increase signifi cantly until 
World War II when wartime shortages of manpower and 
grain spotlighted the need for more effi cient harvesting. 
Today an estimated 3 million combines are in use throughout 

the world.
 “The present day version is more versatile than ever–the 
same machine can harvest a 5000-fold range of seed sizes–
but it is also more complicated, containing an estimated 
35,000 parts in one machine. It is more effi cient, but it is 
more expensive than ever.”
 An illustration (p. 7) shows landmarks in the history of 
the harvester and header. Address: Iowa State Univ., Ames, 
Iowa.

3052. Sams, Craig. 1972. About macrobiotics: The way 
of eating. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: 
Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 61 p. No index. 18 cm. [7* ref]
• Summary: Chapter 5, titled “Other Important Foods,” 
introduces miso and tamari, and gives recipes for: Miso 
soup. Miso spread (with tahini). Miso gravy. Tamari broth. 
Tamari spread. Black soybeans are discussed on page 35, and 
a recipe for their use is given. The tenth printing appeared in 
1985. A Spanish-language edition was published in 1983 in 
Madrid. Address: (London).

3053. Smith, A.K.; Circle, S.J. 1972. Protein products as 
food ingredients. In: A.K. Smith and S.J. Circle, eds. 1972. 
Soybeans: Chemistry and Technology. Westport, CT: AVI 
Publishing Co. xiii + 470 p. See p. 339-88. Chap. 10. [180 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Flavor: Taste panel results, 
fl avor components, plastein formation and fl avor, plastein 
formation and nutrition, some food uses tolerant of soy 
fl avor. 2. Bread and pastries: Soy fl our history, effect of soy 
fl our on baking characteristics, soy protein isolate in bread, 
soy fl our and fl avor, enzyme active soy fl our, soy fl our in 
Britain, detecting of soy fl our in wheat fl our. 3. Other baked 
goods: General, doughnuts, snack products. 4. Breakfast 
cereals. 5. Macaroni products. 6. Dairy-type products: 
Imitation milk, soy milk, fi lled milk, soybean cheese, 
imitation cream cheese, coffee whiteners, whip toppings, and 
frozen desserts, yogurt type products. 7. Comminuted meat 
products and meat analogs: Comminuted meat products, 
meat analogs, spun fi ber type meat analog, extrusion-cooked 
type meat analog, heat-gelled type meat analog, meat fi bers 
in heat-gelled protein matrix, assay of soy protein products 
in meat-type foods. 8. Gelling and aerating agents: Gelsoy as 
gelling agent, soy protein isolate as gelling agent, soy protein 
isolate as aerating agent, soy whey protein as aerating agent, 
enzyme modifi ed isolates as aerating agent, foam-mat drying 
adjunct, foaming agent for soda water. 9. Miscellaneous 
food applications: Brew fl akes, soups, gravies and sauces, 
confections, imitation nut meats, and [soy] nut butters, spray 
drying adjunct. 10. Nonfermented Oriental soybean foods: 
Introduction, Chinese soy milk, dried soybean whole and 
defatted milks, tofu (fresh tofu, bagged tofu, dried tofu, fried 
tofu), yuba, kinako (“The Japanese have a product which is 
similar to full-fat soy fl our except that it is made from whole 
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roasted soybean and this contains the seed coat”), soybean 
sprouts (compositional changes).
 Concerning Brew Flakes (p. 373): “Soy fl akes, grits, 
and peptones have been used since about 1937 or earlier 
(Burnett 1951) as adjuncts in brewing beer. Grits and ground 
meal from screw press processing were the fi rst products 
used in brewing but later they were replaced by solvent-
extracted fl akes. The best results are obtained with fl akes or 
fl our having a high NSI (nitrogen solubility index) with a 
minimum of heat treatment in processing. Up to 0.75 lb. of 
fl akes per barrel of beer has been recommended by Hayward 
(1941).
 “The fl akes may be used in the normal mashing 
operation to provide amino acids, peptides, minerals, and 
vitamins as nutrients for the yeast. It was reported by 
Wahl (1944) and Wahl and Wahl (1937) that addition of 
hydrolyzed soybean protein directly to the beer improves 
foam stability, fl avor, and body of the beer.” Address: NRRL, 
Peoria, Illinois.

3054. Spicer, A. 1972. Fungi as protein for food use. 
In: Proceedings of the [Sixth] International Symposium 
on Conversion and Manufacture of Foodstuffs by 
Microorganisms. Tokyo: Saikon Publishing Co. viii + 297 p. 
See p. 221-23. Held 5-9 Dec. 1971 at Kyoto, Japan. [Eng]
• Summary: Discusses: Incaparina, miso, tempeh. Address: 
The Lord Rank Research Centre, High Wycombe, Bucks, 
U.K.

3055. Symons, Leslie. 1972. Russian agriculture: A 
geographic survey. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. A 
Halsted Press Book. 348 p. See p. 99-100, 107, 198-99, 272, 
277.
• Summary: The main vegetable oil in the Soviet Union is 
from the sunfl ower; oils are also obtained from cotton, fl ax 
and hemp.
 “The soya bean is a possible competitor with the 
sunfl ower in the warm, dry steppes but is not widely 
cultivated because, with limited drought resistance, it needs 
moist soils, especially in summer. Yield is reduced by 
low night temperatures, and furthermore it is frost-tender. 
Nevertheless, it is a valuable source of protein as well as of 
vegetable oil, and will probably spread further. Total soya 
area was expanded from 290,000 hectares in 1940 to 848,000 
hectares in 1965, of which 844,000 were in the” Russian 
S.F.S.R.–nearly all in the Far East, particularly in the Amur, 
Khanka-Ussuri and Zeya-Bureya lowlands. Three-quarters 
of the area was on state farms. Most of the non-Russian 
S.F.S.R. sowings are in Georgia and Moldavia (p. 198-99). 
Address: Dep. of Geography and Centre of Russian and East 
European Studies, Univ. of Swansea, Wales, UK.

3056. Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux (CAB) 
International. 1972--. CAB Abstracts (Computerized 

bibliographic database). CAB International, Farnham Royal, 
Slough SL2 3BN, England. [2435880 ref]
• Summary: Earliest records: 1972. Total number of records 
(1/90): 2,435,880. CAB Abstracts is a comprehensive fi le 
of agricultural and biological information containing all 
records in the 26 main abstract journals published by CAB. 
Over 8,500 journals in 37 different languages are scanned 
for inclusion, as well as books, reports, theses, conference 
proceedings, patents, annual reports, and guides. About 
130,000 new records are added each year. Signifi cant papers 
are abstracted, while less important works are reported with 
bibliographic details only. Dialog File 50 contains records 
from 1984 to the present. File 53 contains records from 
1972-1983. This is generally thought to be the world’s best 
database on soybean production. Address: Slough, England. 
Phone: Farnham Common 2281.

3057. Parkin, Michael. 1973. A committee test for Kesp. 
Guardian (England). Jan. 24. p. 7.
• Summary: “Secrecy was lifted yesterday from trials at 
three Leeds schools where Kesp, a vegetable protein made 
by Courtaulds, has been substituted for meat in school 
meals.” But the children were not told of the substitution or 
of what they were eating.
 The chairmen of two committees decided that the 
children should be informed when Kesp was included in their 
meals. “If parents objected, the children would be offered 
another dish.” The experiment ids scheduled to continue until 
the end of February.
 Kesp, which is made from fi eld beans, “has occasionally 
been included in meals at a junior high school, a middle 
school, and a high school in recent weeks. It was well 
disguised in made-up dishes described as cottage pie or 
savoury pie.”
 A table shows that Kesp contains more protein, fat, and 
calcium, and less carbohydrate than steak. It also is said to 
cost about half the price of meat.
 Note: Leeds is in northern England; historically it was 
part of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

3058. Rowe, Philip. 1973. Learning from silkworms: 
Textiles. Guardian (England). Jan. 29. p. 20.
• Summary: Less than 100 years, humans started copying the 
silkworm and the spider, by extruding viscous substances to 
make fi laments for textile industry. The carbon fi bers, based 
on a tow of acrylonitrile, were fi rst introduced to combine 
strength and lightness in critical aircraft parts.
 Kesp, an “alternative to meat” made by Courtaulds in 
the UK, also starts life as a continuous extruded tow. It is 
based on protein extracted from fi eld beans. “Coming from 
a fi bre-oriented research organisation, Kesp appears to differ 
from any of the other meat alternative protein products:...” 
It has a texture that is remarkably similar to that of meat, in 
part because of its short staple fi bres about half an inch in 
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length.

3059. Harmony Foods. 1973. Harmony Foods case prices. 
London, England. 3 p. Jan. 30 cm.
• Summary: A table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents 
of each case. (3) Cost [Price] of each case. (4) S.R.P. 
[Suggested retail price].
 Product categories: 1. Cereal Foods: 10 products incl. 
Organic whole rice [brown rice]. Roasted buckwheat. Whole 
wheat grain (organic). Organic rice fl our.
 2. Pulses: 2 products incl. Soya beans (special quality). 
Aduki beans.
 3. Sesame and soybean foods: Tamari soya sauce. Miso 
soya puree (dark [Hatcho]). Miso soya puree (lighter “mugi” 
type miso). Dark tahini. Light tahini. Sesame seeds.
 4. Drinks: Mu tea (with Ginseng). Twig tea (3-year old 
tea).
 5. Sea vegetables: Wakame. Hiziki [hijiki]. Dulse. 
Kombu.
 6. Specialties. Honey (from non-sugar fed bees). Wild 
ginseng root. Wild ginseng powder (for teas). Umeboshi 
plums. Kuzu arrowroot. Dentie toothpaste.
 7. Literature: Seed: The Journal of Organic Living. 
Macrobiotics: An Invitation to Health and Happiness. Zen 
Macrobiotic Cooking, by Michelle Abehsera. Macrobiotic 
Cooking, by E. Farmilant. Tassajara Bread Book, by Edward 
Brown. Address: 191 Freston Rd., London W.10.

3060. Grocer (The) (London). 1973. Vegetable proteins: 
Will there be a harvest for the supermarkets [in the U.K.]? 
194(6069):38-39. Feb. 24.
• Summary: With the “move by Courtaulds to sell 
Kesp vegetable protein pies, reported last week, there is 
speculation on the future of this type of food in the grocery 
trade. It is thought that it will be at least a year or so before 
this type of food will be available in any large quantity for 
retail sale... Of course vegetable protein products are already 
selling in health food stores with a range of brands offering 
meat substitutes.”

3061. Simkowitz, Howard J. 1973. Vegetarian and 
macrobiotic guide: Europe, 1973; or, The great European 
health food trip. Craftsbury Publishers, Craftsbury, VT 
05826. 111 p. March. 21 cm.
• Summary: The majority of this book is a directory and 
often detailed individual description (including address, 
nearest public transport station, hours) of European 
restaurants that serve vegetarian and/or macrobiotic food. 
Also includes food shops, spiritual centers, maps, vocabulary 
(in English, French, German, Spanish, and Italian), useful 
phrases (such as “I would like brown rice with carrots and 
soy sauce”), and exchange rates It is arranged by country, 
and within each country by major cities, and within 
larger cities by districts. For example, in the British Isles, 

under London, the author states: “I counted 44 vegetarian 
restaurants in London. Two of these [Wheat, and Chelsea 
House] are excellent, and seven others [incl. Cranks, and 
Cyranos] are quite good.”
 See ad in Useful Names and Addresses. 1973. p. 
49 (Published by GOMF, Chico, California). Address: 
Craftsbury, Vermont.

3062. Brunt, A.A.; Kenten, R.H. 1973. Cowpea mild 
mottle, a newly recognized virus infecting cowpeas (Vigna 
unguiculata) in Ghana. Annals of Applied Biology (England) 
74(1):67-74. May. [26 ref]
• Summary: Discusses Acyrthosiphon pisum, Aphis 
craccivora, A. fabae, Myzus persicae. Address: 1. Glasshouse 
Crops Research Inst., Littlehampton, Sussex; 2. Rothamsted 
Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts.

3063. Kadane, V.V. 1973. Vegetable proteins. Paper 
presented at Symposium on “Protein Utilization in Meat 
Products in Europe.” Held spring 1973 in Denmark, Poland, 
France, and the U.K. *
Address: Central Soya.

3064. Business Week. 1973. Dwayne Andreas’ affair with the 
soybean. June 2. p. 54.
• Summary: Andreas has great interest in and hopes for 
TVP, though it presently accounts for only a tiny fraction 
of ADM’s total sales. “Andreas believes its potential as a 
food extender and meat substitute in the U.S. could lead 
to sales of 2.7 billion pounds by 1980. Now ADM has an 
estimated 60% of the business, with the rest produced under 
license. Talks are also under way for ADM to construct TVP 
plants in Brazil and Yugoslavia, an ADM TVP plant is under 
construction in Great Britain and one is in the planning 
stages in Australia.
 “The 55-year-old Andreas seems the very antithesis 
of an entrepreneur... His father, Reuben P. Andreas, was 
farming at Lisbon, Iowa, near Cedar Rapids, when he took 
over a bankrupt country elevator during the Depression and 
ran it as a family enterprise with his four sons. Honeymead 
Products Co. [sic, R.P. Andreas & Son], as it was called, 
bought processed soy meal until 1938, when the 20-year-
old Dwayne persuaded his father to buy the machinery to 
process its own. Honeymead built the plant in Cedar Rapids.
 “In 1945, the Andreases sold the family-owned business 
to another private company, the giant Cargill, Inc., in 
Minneapolis [Minnesota]. For seven years Andreas ran 
Cargill’s soybean business.
 “In 1952, he left Cargill and again set up Honeymead [in 
Mankato, Minnesota], which promptly reentered the soybean 
business in competition with his former employer. Andreas 
and his brothers, Lowell, Albert and Glenn, sold Honeymead 
to the Grain Terminal Association, which operated the 
soybean business of Farmers Union, a large farmer-owned 
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co-operative...
 “In 1966, Minneapolitans were startled to learn that he 
had bought an interest in Archer Daniels Midland, an old-line 
family-controlled grain company. With a foothold in ADM, 
which Andreas says he was ‘invited’ to take by the Archer 
family, Andreas began buying ADM stock on the open 
market. Andreas was invited to sit on the board, and became 
chairman of the executive committee in 1968. ‘I knew that 
ADM was a dozen years ahead of everyone else in textured 
vegetable protein research, and I believed that was where 
the important action was going to be,’ Andreas recalls. ‘One 
of the fi rst things I did was to take the edible soy out of the 
lab and construct a plant in Decatur to make all the grades of 
edible soy protein in 1969. When we fi rst built it, we thought 
we had the capacity to make all the product we could sell 
through 1976. We have already doubled production, and are 
short.’”
 A photo shows Dwayne Andreas.

3065. New York Times. 1973. How families abroad are 
coping at the market: Some Japanese changing diets. Aug. 
28. p. 37.
• Summary: In Tokyo, there is a widespread awareness that 
fi sh is too contaminated with mercury to eat safely. The other 
traditional source of protein, soybean products, have jumped 
in price because of the U.S. soybean embargo. In the last two 
months, the price of “tofu (bean curd or bean pudding)” has 
gone up 13 cents to 19 cents; a bottle of soy sauce 51 cents to 
64 cents; cooking oil 55 cents to 70 cents,...”
 Despite the rise in prices, tofu and miso soup are still 
regular parts of the diet for most Japanese.
 A bar graph shows the percentage of income spent for 
food in 1971 in various countries: U.S. 17.6%. Germany 
21.9%. Britain 22.3%. France 26.5%. Japan 30.7%. India 
60.0%. Africa (various) 70.0. Source: Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. Grocery Manufacturers of America.

3066. Lanier, Verle E. 1973. Soybeans: Feed today, food 
tomorrow. Foreign Agriculture. Oct. 15. p. 8-9.
• Summary: Refl ecting the soybean’s changing role, U.S. 
fi rms this year have exhibited prepared soy foods in both 
the UK and Italy, with much favorable reaction. Canada has 
begun importing U.S. soy protein for use in ground beef, 
called “superburgers,” and Sweden recently relaxed trade 
restrictions to allow imports of textured soy products. This 
rising interest in soybean food uses is part of the concern 
worldwide over the inability of traditional industries to meet 
rapidly expanding protein needs.
 Current trade estimates indicate that use of U.S. 
soybeans in protein products for human consumption in both 
domestic and foreign markets is running about 16 million 
bushels a year–hardly a dent in a 1,000 million-bushel 
crop. This amounts to only about 3% of total soy protein 
produced in the U.S., compared with the 85% that goes 

into animal feeds and 13% into industrial uses. However, 
a much brighter future is in prospect, with some experts 
predicting that the U.S. soy protein market might reach 
$2,000 million by 1980, contrasted with $75 million or so 
today. It took modern technology to develop soy products 
into desirable food items. One example of the possibilities is 
the growing acceptance of soy-extended ground beef, which 
is increasingly being seen in supermarkets at prices below 
those for the all-meat products.
 In addition, the institutional trade already is using soy 
protein to a considerable degree, not only in ground beef, but 
also in other meat dishes. The major breakthrough here was 
made in 1971, when the USDA authorized use of textured 
vegetable protein, fortifi ed with vitamins and minerals, in the 
Type A School Lunch Program and in lunch or supper of the 
Special Food Service Program for Children. Textured soy 
protein can now make up as much as 30% of meat patties, 
stews, sauces, and similar meat, poultry, or fi sh dishes. The 
article defi nes soy fl our and grits, soy protein concentrates, 
isolated soy proteins, textured soy proteins, extruded soy 
protein products, spun soy protein products, and soy protein 
concentrate products. Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

3067. Huxley, P.A.; Summerfi eld, R.J. 1973. Some effects of 
climatic factors and nitrogen nutrition on fl owering and plant 
yield in soya and cowpea. In: International Inst. of Tropical 
Agriculture. Proceedings of the First IITA Grain Legume 
Improvement Workshop. See p. 115-21. Held 29 Oct.–2 Nov. 
1973 at Ibadan, Nigeria. [11 ref]
• Summary: “This paper gives a general account of selected 
aspects of a program commenced in 1971, to study the 
physiology of some tropical grain legumes. The research 
is sponsored by the Overseas Development Administration 
of the British Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce and 
it is run co-operatively with IITA [International Inst. of 
Tropical Agriculture]. The investigations commenced with 
experiments on soybean but, for the last 2 years, work has 
concentrated on the cowpea.” Address: Reading Univ., 
Reading, Berkshire, England.

3068. Product Name:  Arkady T.V.P. Textured Vegetable 
Protein (Textured Soy Flour) [TVP Mince 120, Mince 240, 
and Chunk 10].
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872-7161.
Date of Introduction:  1973.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 51.5 gm, fat 1.0 gm, 
moisture 6.5 gm, ash 6.0 gm, crude fi bre 3.0%, total 
carbohydrate 32.0 gm, dietary fi bre 19.0 gm, calories 250.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from W. Pringle of 
British Arkady. 1990. May 30. “British Arkady began to sell 
T.V.P. in 1965, but we did not produce on this site until 1973. 
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The product we sold was ADM’s, and we were their agent in 
the UK.”
 Manufacturer’s brochure. 1989? T.V.P. Textured 
Vegetable Protein: Quality, Nutrition, Economy. 4 p. 
Discusses: How the product is made into chunks, strips, 
granules, and mince. Applications: Meat products, catering, 
vegetarian dishes. Methods of use. Nutritional analysis. 
Packaging (in 5 kg and 25 kg multi-ply paper sacks) and 
storage.
 Interview with Peter Roberts, founder of Direct Foods 
Ltd. 1990. Dec. 12. British Arkady had tried to sell their 
Arkady TVP to the retail trade through the Cash and Carry 
chain but had failed–at considerable expense to Arkady. In 
1985 Arkady bought Direct Foods Ltd.

3069. Batt, Eva. 1973. What’s cooking? A guide to good 
eating. Enfi eld, England: The Vegan Society. xxxii + 96 p. 
Illust. 21 cm. *
• Summary: This work has become widely accepted as the 
classic work on vegan cookery. In 1988 the address was: 
Vegan Society, 33/35 George St., Oxford OX1 2AY England. 
The society had 4,500 members. After Aug. 1990 the address 
became: 7 Battle Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex 
TN37 7AA, England. Address: UK. Phone: 865 722166.

3070. Cox, Christopher Barry; Healey, I.A.; Moore, P.D. 
1973. Biogeography: An ecological and evolutionary 
approach. New York, NY: John Wiley & Sons. viii + 184 p.
• Summary: Chapter 6 (p. 109-28) discusses “The Distant 
Past,” including the geologic time scale and continental 
drift. The idea of continental drift gave birth to the fi eld 
of biogeography. “Several scientists in the early years of 
the 20th century had noticed the great similarity between 
the outlines of the continents on either side of the Atlantic, 
and had suggested that they had once been joined and later 
moved apart. In 1910 the American geologist F.B. Taylor, for 
example, suggested that movements of this kind might have 
been responsible for the formation of the major mountain 
ranges of the world.” The German scientist Alfred Wegener 
(who was primarily a meteorologist and astronomer) had 
made similar observations but in the autumn of 1911 he 
found fi rm evidence in the literature of palaeontology 
and geology of this connection. Wegener’s theory, fi rst 
published in 1915, demanded radical changes in the beliefs 
of geologists, and was slow to catch on. Only since about 
1953, when a variety of new lines of evidence emerged, have 
Wegener’s ideas gradually become accepted. One of these 
new lines was paleomagnetism, the study of the direction 
of magnetization of rocks. Originally there was a land mass 
named Pangaea. It split into two connected supercontinents, 
Laurasia and Gondwanaland. About 70 million years ago 
they split into continents that began to drift apart at the rate 
of 5-10 cm/year. The collision of India with Asia threw up 
the Himalayan Mountains. The largest land vertebrate ever 

known was the herbivorous dinosaur Brachiosaurus, which 
weighed close to 75 tons. It had an air hole in the top of its 
head to breathe while standing in water.
 Chapter 7, titled “The Shaping of Today,” discusses how 
continental drift infl uenced the fl ora, fauna, and climate of 
today’s world. In the 70 million years between the Lower 
Cretaceous (about 120 million years ago) and the Eocene 
(about 50 million years ago), the world changed from a 
single land-mass dominated by gymnosperms and reptiles 
to a pattern of separating continents dominated by fl owering 
plants and mammals. Because the rise of the fl owering 
plants took place in the early Cretaceous, before that of 
the mammals in the Paleocene, the effects of continental 
drift upon the distributions of these two groups were rather 
different.
 “Continental drift facilitated the development of 
separate, distinctive faunas and fl oras, not merely because 
of the physical separation of the new continents by ocean 
barriers, but in other ways also. The climates of land areas 
newly bordered by seas became milder and less variable.”
 Concerning the rise of fl owering plants: Perhaps 
the most basic fact about the distribution of fl owering 
plants, or angiosperms, is that almost everywhere in the 
world, four families are among the six most numerous–the 
Compositae, Graminae (grains), Leguminosae (legumes) 
and Cyperaceae. “Similarly, dicotyledonous angiosperms 
are almost everywhere more abundant and diverse than the 
monocotyledonous types.” The Australian Floral Region is 
unique and distinct from those around it. “The Australian 
fl ora appears as an intrusive element in an otherwise uniform 
southern Pacifi c fl ora.” A host of facts “clearly suggest that 
angiosperms spread through the world at a time when the 
continents had not yet split apart, so that a fl ora of fairly 
uniform composition (at family level) spread everywhere.” 
It is clearly possible that angiosperms spread throughout the 
supercontinent of Gondwanaland before its breakup during 
the Cretaceous (65 to 136 million years ago).
 Mammals supplanted reptiles during this process. 
“Though the earliest mammals appeared in the Triassic 
[190 to 225 million years ago], long before the earliest 
angiosperms, it was not until the late Cretaceous [about 65 
million years ago] that they became more varied, while their 
differentiation into the many orders seen today took place 
only after the extinction of the dinosaurs at the very end of 
the Cretaceous [about 65 million years ago].” Marsupials 
may have been the earliest mammals, before placentals. 
Australia still has a rich diversity of marsupials.
 Note: All of this relates to the mystery of how wild 
soybeans and wild perennial Glycine species (relatives of 
the soybean) arrived in Australia and are now found there in 
such abundance and diversity. Address: School of Biological 
Sciences, King’s College, London.

3071. Encyclopedia Britannica: International Institute 
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of Agriculture. 1973. Chicago, London, Toronto...: 
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. See vol. 12, p. 419. [1 ref]
• Summary: “International Institute of Agriculture, a 
clearinghouse of world agricultural information in the 
international sphere whose functions included the collection, 
analysis, and publication of facts about crop and livestock 
production, trade, prices, and related subjects ‘for the 
protection of the common interests of the farmers’ of all 
nations. The institute was founded in Rome in May 1905. It 
was disbanded and its activities were transferred in 1946 to 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United 
Nations, which had superseded it.
 “The idea of the institute was proposed by David 
Lubin, a merchant of Sacramento, California. King Victor 
Emmanuel III of Italy called the fi rst conference at Rome 
in 1905. The convention treaty establishing the institute 
was later ratifi ed by the governments of 77 nations. The 
convention provided for a staff of experts to be directed 
by a permanent committee consisting of one delegate of 
each country. The institute was fi nanced by contributions of 
the member nations according to the class of membership 
chosen.
 “The technical staff eventually grew to about 100 men 
and women of more than 30 nationalities. They assembled 
one of the largest agricultural libraries in the world, housed 
in the building donated to the institute by the king of Italy; 
later a special library building was erected, aided by a grant 
of funds by the International Education Board.
 “The institute published several series of journals, 
monographs, yearbooks, and special reports in both 
French and English. The fi rst attempt to make a worldwide 
agricultural census was begun for the years 1930 and 1940. 
Much of the work of the staff was done in connection 
with the biennial general assemblies held at Rome as well 
as hundreds of special meetings throughout Europe. The 
institute collaborated with the League of Nations, with the 
International Labour Organisation, and with the economic 
conferences of 1927, 1933, and 1939, and also participated 
in the organization of world congresses on forestry, wheat, 
poultry, and dairying.
 “During World War II the international character of the 
institute was recognized by the belligerents and its work 
continued on a reduced scale. When the FAO was started in 
1943, the member nations of the institute decided to dissolve 
it and turn its archives and staff over to the new organization. 
The staff was either retired or employed by the FAO, and the 
work of the institute terminated on July 31, 1946. The library 
of the institute, designated as the David Lubin Memorial 
Library, was transferred to the FAO headquarters building in 
Rome, which had been provided by the Italian government.”

3072. Eno, David. 1973. The little brown rice book. 2nd ed. 
Launceston, England: Juniper Press. 31 p. Illust. by David 
Eno. Calligraphy by Jenny Ivermee. No index. 15 cm.

• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook entirely hand-lettered 
in calligraphy. A list of basic items for the stove cupboard 
(p. 8-9) includes “Soya beans–important source of protein. 
Tamari–the real soy sauce from fermented soya beans... 
Red beans [azuki].” Cooked soya beans and red beans are 
recommended as salad ingredients (p. 20).

3073. George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation. 1973. Useful 
names and addresses. 1471–10th Ave., San Francisco, CA 
94122. 55 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: This macrobiotic directory lists names and 
addresses of macrobiotic people, organizations, food stores 
and restaurants, and bookstores in the United States (each 
category broken down by state), Canada, and abroad. The 
leading states for individuals are California (7.3 pages), New 
York (1.5 p.), and Massachusetts (1 p.).
 There are listings for the following foreign countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Costa 
Rica, Denmark, England, France, Germany, India, Ireland, 
Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, South Vietnam.
 There are ads for the following companies: Sunfl ower, 
The Queensberry Bakery (112 Queensberry St., Boston 
02215), East West Foundation Center, Sanae Inc. at 2 
locations (Sanae Restaurant at 272A Newbury St., Boston, 
and The Seventh Inn at 288 Boylston St. in Boston), Prasad 
(1956 University Ave., Berkeley, California) (p. 0). Eden 
whole earth grocery and delicatessen, and Sun Bakery (330 
Maynard St., Ann Arbor, Michigan) (p. 18). Janus Natural 
Foods (712 7th Ave. South, Seattle, Washington 98104. 
Phone: 206-MA4-1084) shows that they distribute (import) 
tamari and miso, as well as sea vegetables. They carry the 
following brands: Erewhon, Spiral Foods, Deaf Smith, Pure 
& Simple, Chico-San, Arrowhead Mills (p. 27). Cliffrose 
(129 Coffman, Longmont, Colorado). Ceres Harvest Natural 
Foods (3632 W. Colorado Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 
80904; wholesale and retail) (p. 39). The Good Karma Cafe 
(501 Dolores St., San Francisco), and The Good Earth (123 
Bolinas Rd., Fairfax, CA 94930) (p. 50). Greenberg’s Natural 
Foods, Inc. (125 1st Ave., New York, NY 10003).
 Individuals and organizations interested in macrobiotics 
in the United States (arranged by state): Massachusetts: 
James Silver, Seventh Inn, 288 Boylston St., Boston, 02116. 
Erewhon Trading Co., 33 Farnsworth St., Boston, 02210. 
Michio Kushi, 440 Boylston St., Brookline, 02146. John 
Deming, c/o Kushi, 440 Boylston St., Brookline, 02146. Nik 
& Joanne Amartseff, Top of the Harbor, Gloucester, 01930. 
Ken & Ann Burns, 22 Knoll St., Roslindale, 02131.
 Michigan: Mr. and Mrs. Michael Potter, #1169, 1407 
Charlton Ave., Ann Arbor, 48103. Judith A. Bolduc, 822 
Brookwood Rd., Ann Arbor, 48104.
 The George Ohsawa Macrobiotic Foundation is a non-
profi t organization located at 1471–10th Ave., San Francisco, 
California 94122. It was founded in 1971. The aim of the 
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Foundation is to spread the teaching of the unifying principle 
and its practical applications in daily life. Address: San 
Francisco, California.

3074. Li, Shih-Chen. comp. 1973. Chinese medicinal herbs. 
Translated and researched by F. Porter Smith, M.D. and G.A. 
Stuart. San Francisco, California: Georgetown Press. 467 + 
[41] p. See p. 189-96, 411. Index. 24 cm. [1 ref. Eng]
• Summary: This paperback book, which has an orange 
and yellow cover, is a reprint, published without proper 
explanation or credit. It is a facsimile copy of Rev. G.A. 
Stuart’s fi ne book, titled Chinese Materia Medica (1911), 
which is based on the famous Pen-ts’ao kang-mu and (as the 
title page of Stuart’s work states) “Extensively revised from 
Dr. F. Porter Smith’s Work” titled Contributions towards the 
materia medica & natural history of China. For the use of 
medical missionaries & native medical students (1871).
 The preface to this 1973 reprint is by Beatrice Bliss, in 
whose name the book is copyrighted. On the rear cover, Bliss 
notes: “For over 4500 years Chinese scholars have been 
compiling medical treatises. The greatest and most complete 
of all was published in 1578, after 26 years of labor, by Li 
Shih-chên. American physicians in China, long impressed 
with the effi cacy of organic medicine, translated, researched, 
and updated his herbal Pên Ts’ao, now published for the 
fi rst time in the United States.” The preface continues: 
“Unlike the Western world, China has been fl ooded since 
time immemorial with medical treatises. While the fi rst 
English-language pharmacopoeia was published in London 
in 1618, the earliest Chinese treatise still in existence 
is attributed to the Yellow Emperor who, according to 
legendary history ascended the throne of China in the year 
2698 B.C... The complete Pên Ts’ao comprises 1,892 species 
of drugs, animal, vegetable and mineral, and includes 8,160 
prescriptions.”
 The plants discussed are listed alphabetically by 
scientifi c name. The sections on soybeans, which have many 
uses as medicinal herbs, are identical to those found in Stuart 
(1911).
 Also discussed are: Kudzu vine, ko, or pueraria 
(Pachyrhizus thunbergianus; p. 299). Azuki bean or Ch’ih-
hsiao-tou (Phaseolus radiatus; p. 316. “It is considered to 
be good food for donkeys, but is too heavy and heating for 
mankind. Medicinally, it drives away dropsy and scatters 
carcinomatous and purulent swellings.”).
 Wheat Gluten (Mien-chin; p. 445-46). “This is prepared 
by washing out the starch, and when a small quantity is 
wanted for catching birds, it is only necessary to masticate 
the wheat until nothing else is left. It is used as a nutritious 
article of diet, and is also considered to be antifebrile.”

3075. Mosse, B. 1973. Advances in the study of vesicular-
arbuscular mycorrhiza. Annual Review of Phytopathology 
11:171-95. [154* ref]

• Summary: A good review of the literature. Soy is 
mentioned on p. 172-73, 175-76, 179, 181, 195. Address: 
Dep. of Soil Microbiology, Rothamsted Experimental 
Station, Harpenden, Herts., AL5 2JQ, England.

3076. Porter, J.W.G.; Rolls, B.A. eds. 1973. Proteins in 
human nutrition. London: Academic Press. xi + 560 p. No 
index. 24 cm. [500+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are mentioned on pages 383-95, 407-
420. These two chapters are cited separately.
 See also: Pronutro (South Africa, p. 89). Protein 
Advisory Group (United Nations, p. 131). Address: National 
Inst. for Research in Dairying, Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, 
England.

3077. Rosen, G.D. 1973. Factors governing the use of soya-
bean and other oilseed proteins. In: J.W.G. Porter and B.A. 
Rolls, eds. 1973. Proteins in Human Nutrition. London and 
New York: Academic Press. xi + 560 p. See p. 383-95. Chap. 
25. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: The importance of economic factors. 
Production infl uences. Protein-containing derivatives of 
oilseeds. Non-protein factors affecting utilization. New 
specialty products. Current and future competition for 
oilseed proteins.
 Table IV on p. 292 lists the “Use of some soya-bean 
specialty products in the USA in 1969-70.” Figures are in 
tons. Values in parentheses are in million dollars: Products: 
Coffee whiteners 35,000 ($63.0; Relatively little soya-bean 
material is used as yet in these materials due to inadequate 
functional and fl avor properties), Industrial isolates 26,000 
($12.5), Protein concentrates 18,000 ($7.5), Edible isolates 
16,000 ($11.5), Textured soy fl ours 13,000 ($7.5), Soya-bean 
milk products 6,000 ($?), Soya-bean isolate meat analogs 
1,500 ($3.2), Whipping isolates 600 ($1.0).
 Applications: Pet foods 100,000, Industrial applications 
70,000, Food aid programs 50,000, Baked goods 40,000, 
Meat products 20,000, Other food uses 18,000, Calf-milk 
replacers 10,000, Fermentation processes 6,000. The author 
concludes: “Table IV refers to approximately 400,000 tons 
of soya-bean-based specialty products in the USA, and 
this should be compared with 17½ million tons of soya-
bean cakes and meals used in animal feeding.” Address: 
Birchwood Lodge, The Birches, Farnborough, Kent, 
England.

3078. Willcox, William B. ed. 1973. The papers of Benjamin 
Franklin. Vol. 17. January 1 through December 31, 1770. 
New Haven, Connecticut, and London: Yale University 
Press. See p. 22-23. [4 ref]
• Summary: According to Roy Goodman (Curator of Printed 
Materials, American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania) this is the most authoritative compilation of 
Benjamin Franklin’s letters.
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 On pages 22-23 is Franklin’s letter to John Bartram from 
London, England, dated Jan. 11, 1770. It is reprinted from 
William Darlington, ed., Memorials of John Bartram and 
Humphry Marshall (Philadelphia, 1849), pp. 404-05. For 
details see Franklin 1770.
 There are fi ve footnotes to this letter. No. 2 states 
correctly that “runnet” refers to “rennet, used in the generic 
sense of a curdling agent.”
 In footnote No. 3 the editor identifi es Father Navaretta 
as “Domingo Fernandez Navarrete (1618-86), a Jesuit [sic, 
Dominican] missionary to China who published his work in 
Spanish in 1676. It was translated into English by Awnsham 
and John Churchill, published in 1704, and subsequently 
republished; BF probably encountered it in the third edition: 
A Collection of Voyages and Travels... (6 vols., London, 
1744-46), Vol. 1, p. 1-113.
 Also in footnote No. 3, however, the editor is 
very confused about what Franklin means by “Chinese 
Garavances” (soybeans) and Tau-fu (tofu). The editor says 
that “BF’s [Benjamin Franklin’s] description of garavances 
and their use is, to put it mildly, misleading. He was not 
referring to cheese but to a vegetable paste; and the paste was 
not made of garavances, or chick peas, but of beans... Tau-fu 
or teu-fu was there described (p. 252 [in the third edition of 
English translation of Navarrete’s book]) as a paste of kidney 
beans, as it was in the original Spanish; where BF got hold of 
garavances we have no idea.”
 If the editor, Willcox, had understood soybeans and their 
uses he might have said: “In 1770, ‘Chinese Garavances’ was 
a fairly well known name for soybeans. The cheese made 
from them was tofu. We still do not know where Franklin got 
his soybeans.”

3079. Product Name:  Oil Roasted Soynuts.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Arkady Soya Mills, Old 
Trafford, Manchester, M16 0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872-
7161.
Date of Introduction:  1973?
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Peter Fitch. 1979. Journal 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):304-05. March. 
“Vegetable proteins in snacks.”
 Shurtleff. 1981. Makers of Soynuts.
 Letter from W. Pringle. 1990. May 30. “British Arkady 
had a patent on the production of a type of soya nuts, dating 
back to the early 1970s. The product was sold through 
various health food outlets. The most popular brand was 
“Noots.” It disappeared from the market about 5 years ago.”

3080. Times (London). 1974. Saturday reviews: The Magical 
City, by Jonathan Raban. Jan. 26. p. 8.
• Summary: A long extract from the book Soft City, by 
Jonathan Raban (published this week by Hamish Hamilton). 

“The streets are crowded with evident isolates... macrobiotic 
devotees with transparent parchment faces,... everywhere 
one sees evidence of a growing devout irrationalism. Little 
bookshops sell the I-Ching, packs of tarot cards... and the 
macrobiotic foodshop on Portobello Road, Ceres, gravely 
turns the consumption of vegetables into a mystical religion.” 
At Ceres, the author bought Macrobiotics: An Invitation to 
Health and Happiness, by George Ohsawa.”
 A new emphasis on “individuality leads us to the fact 
that we are living by ourselves and we are creating our life 
by ourselves.
 “The girls who drift about the store [Ceres], fi lling 
wire baskets with soya beans, miso, and wakame seaweed” 
will later feed “their immaculate insides on harmoniously 
balanced amounts of yin and yang foods.”
 Among the few paperbacks in Annette’s scented room 
are Steppenwolf, The Macrobiotic Way, and The I Ching.

3081. Baruk, Henri. 1974. Berczeller et le Soja: Le problème 
des famines [Berczeller and the soybean: The problem of 
famine]. Histoire des Sciences Medicales 8(2):235-39. April/
June. [5 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This paper was presented on 26 Jan. 1974 at a 
meeting of the French Society for the History of Medicine. 
Soya has long been used in China but its application as food 
is thanks to a process discovered by Ladislaus Berczeller, 
a scholar of Jewish origin, born in 1885 in Budapest. The 
idea to study soy came to him in 1912 following “dinner of 
soya” at the Japanese embassy in Berlin. In about 1918-1920 
Berczeller was working at the laboratory of Dr. Wasserman 
on the proteins in blood. He had been a professor on the 
faculty of medicine in Budapest and a director of the food 
institute in Vienna. He had many diffi culties in disseminating 
his discoveries. In 1926 he traveled to Russia for the soy 
industry and was named an “honorary General of the Red 
Army.” In Germany his patents were used by Hauser [sic, 
Hansa] Muehle in Hamburg. In England his soy fl our was 
produced by the Soyolk Society. In 1924 a soyfoods dinner 
was given in London; Winston Churchill attended.
 Berczeller traveled widely in Europe to study this 
question and larger questions of food in Romania, Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia, Portugal, Italy, etc. He made proposals 
concerning soy to the French government as early as 1929. 
In October 1939 Mr. Arnould asked C.N.R.S. to invite Dr. 
Berczeller to come to France. He arrived in Paris via Geneva 
under the auspices of the League of Nations, and worked 
with Mr. Arnould on the introduction of soybean growing 
into the region around Toulouse and of soyfoods into the 
French army.
 The defeat of France in 1940 stopped his work. Trapped 
and hunted as a Jew by the Germans during their occupation 
of France (from June 1940) he lived clandestinely and 
underground. Then in 1949, undernourished and exhausted 
by cachexia (physical wasting and malnutrition) and attacks 
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of asthma, he was hospitalized after fainting in the Paris 
subway. He was sent to various hospitals, fi nally arriving in 
1951 at Clairfontaine, a psychiatric hospital in Saint Remy.
 During the war we, in our Department at Saint-Maurice 
Hospital, were able to observe the good effects of soy 
thanks to professor Gounelle, who put us in touch with his 
collaborators: R. Mande J. Marche, Professor Dumas, of the 
Pasteur Institute, and M. Saunier, as well as M. Raoul, who 
worked on proteins, lipids, and vitamins. Our intern, Mr. 
Bachet, studied these problems in depth. The numerous and 
important works of Prof. Gounelle and his co-workers have 
clarifi ed many nutritional and medical problems. We were 
able to confi rm the remarkable effects of soya on edema and 
other manifestations of undernutrition.
 In 1953 Prof. Veraz, of the Institute of Physiology at 
the University Basel (Bâle, Basle, Switzerland), moved by 
the sad condition of Dr. Berczeller, asked us to take him into 
our department. We promptly installed him in a good room 
at Saint-Maurice, where he entered on 20 June 1953. The 
certifi cates transmitted to us gave the impression that Dr. 
Berczeller was seen sometimes as a megalomaniac, or one 
with mental disequilibrium or paranoid tendencies.
 Upon joining us, Dr. Berczeller spoke very freely in both 
French and English of many ideas about feeding people and 
animals. He complained above all at being without a country, 
suspected on all sides, and rejected by all offi cial paying 
jobs. He had been divorced before the war, and he had 
already stayed in Switzerland for 4 months in the clinic of 
Dr. Mueller. He had had an operation for pulmonary fi stula, 
following a thoracic traumatism originating in his asthma 
and then complicated by important cardiac troubles.
 During his stay he was visited by Mme Rousselin of 
Val Fleury and by Mme de Bissingen of Neuilly-sur-Seine. 
Finally we received extensive information from Mme 
Koechlin, Emigration Aide, which confi rmed that he had 
been professor of biochemistry at the University of Budapest 
and director of the institute of food research in Vienna in 
about 1920. He left Austria in 1939 and was able to come to 
Paris to see Prof. Cliouard of the Ministry of War, where he 
had been appointed.
 During the occupation he was aided by an American, 
Mrs. Rousselin, who worked at the American embassy. In 
1945 he came to the Offi ce of Emigrants, suffering from 
bronchitis and asthma. He was then hospitalized at various 
places. Everyone considered that Dr. Berczeller would have 
been better placed in a rest home in Switzerland than in a 
psychiatric hospital. In June 1950, during his stay at Sainte-
Anne, a note was written to this effect by Dr. Bressières, who 
noted that he was very calm and did not have tuberculosis.
 To this end we tried to contact the American companies 
who were producing or had produced his soy products in 
order to raise a little money to send him to Switzerland. 
Professor Verzar helped. Prof. McCay, a professor of 
nutrition at Cornell University [New York], assisted with 

a plea for help that was published in Soybean Digest (May 
1953, p. 31). Dr. McCay and his wife visited Dr. Berczeller 
in a French mental hospital.
 Mr. Keinewalter sent 50 letters to soy processors but 
received only one response for $10, which arrived on the 
eve of Dr. Berczeller’s death at the Establishment of Saint-
Maurice on 14 Nov. 1955. He was buried free of charge for 
5 years at the Establishment’s graveyard, then transferred on 
24 Oct. 1967 to a place acquired for 10 years by Mr. Francis 
Arnould who lived at 97 avenue Emile-Zola in Paris. In 
1974 the city of Paris was looking for a permanent resting 
place. “May the scientist Dr. Berczeller rest in peace. One 
of the men who as contributed most to the easing of misery 
and hunger in the world has died disowned and himself 
in misery.” Address: Prof., Paris (Member ‘Académie de 
Médecine).

3082. Baruk, Henri. 1974. Communication. Berczeller 
(1890-1955) et le soja: Contribution à l’étude des famines 
[Communication. Berczeller (1890-1955) and the soybean: 
Contribution to the study of famine]. Bulletin de l’Académie 
Nationale de Médecine 158(1):46-52. Meeting of 22 Jan. 
1974. [9 ref. Fre]
• Summary: This paper was presented on 22 Jan. 1974 
at a meeting of the National Academy of Medicine. The 
presentation and bibliography end several inches from the 
bottom of page 50. The rest of the article (2¼ pages) is 
discussion.
 This article is similar (but not identical) to one presented 
4 days later by the name author to the French Society for the 
History of Medicine–which see for details. Address: Prof., 5, 
quai de la République, 94410 Saint-Maurice, Paris [Member 
Académie de Médecine].

3083. Coppock, John. 1974. Soy proteins in foods: 
Retrospect and prospect. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):59A-62A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Retrospect. Prospects. 
References. Address: Spillers Ltd., London Univ. of Surrey, 
England.

3084. Dendy, Dav. 1974. Soy products in composite fl ours 
and protein-rich foods. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):185A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy Protein 
Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Soy fl our is the most suitable oilseed fl our 
which can be used as a protein supplement in a composite. 
Address: Tropical Products Inst., Culham Abingdon Berks., 
Berkshire, England.

3085. Pringle, William. 1974. Full-fat soy fl our. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 51(1):74A-76A. Jan. 
Proceedings, World Soy Protein Conference, Munich, 
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Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Production. 
Enzyme active soy fl our. Heat processed full-fat soy fl our. 
Uses. Address: The British Arkady Co. Ltd., Arkady Soya 
Mills, Old Trafford, Manchester M16 0NJ, England.

3086. Ward, A.G. 1974. The U.K. legislative approach to the 
use of soy proteins in food. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 51(1):107A-109A. Jan. Proceedings, World Soy 
Protein Conference, Munich, Germany, Nov. 11-14, 1973. [3 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. General 
control. Nutritional considerations. The food label and 
identity of the product. Meat products. Catering and the law. 
Food standards committee review. References. Address: 
Procter Dep. of Food & Leather Science, Univ. of Leeds, 
Leeds, LS2 9JT, England.

3087. Gaston, W.W. 1974. Trends in soybean production. 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Bulletin Y-69. p. 10-16. March. 
Soybean: Production, Marketing, and Use.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. First crushing in 
England. Breeding emphasis. World production: U.S. and 
Brazil lead in expansion. United States production: Factors 
associated with soybean trends. Production in the South: 
Good potential in South. Summary.
 “The fi rst soybean crushing mill, constructed at Hull, 
England, in 1908, marked the beginning of the modern 
soybean era. After the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 and 
acquisition by the Japanese of an interest in the Manchuria 
soybean industry, the Manchuria railway, and the port of 
Darien, 9,000 tons of soybeans were shipped to England in 
1908. Larger quantities were imported to European mills 
from Manchuria from 1908 to 1926. After the importance 
of soybean oil as a soap ingredient and soybean meal as a 
protein feed was demonstrated, soybeans were imported 
from Japan and Manchuria for crushing in England, 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Holland” (p. 10).
 “Breeding emphasis: Emphasis has been placed on 
breeding three major types of soybeans in the United 
States. Early interest was on forage varieties and until 
1940 production of soybeans for forage exceeded their 
production as an oilseed on an acreage basis. More recent 
research efforts emphasized high yields of beans with more 
oil content and characteristics suitable for mechanical 
harvesting” (p. 11).
 Table 1 shows Soybean production in the world, U.S., 
and southern U.S. states from 1962 to 1973 (estimated). The 
U.S. share of world production was 64.88% in 1962, rising 
to a peak of 76.14% in 1969, then falling to about 74.26% in 
1973.
 “The loan rate for soybeans was found not to have a 
signifi cant infl uence on changes in acreage planted. This was 
expected, because the price received for soybeans exceeded 

the loan rate by more than 5 cents per bushel in 17 of the 24 
years included in the analysis. If the loan rate moves closer 
to the actual soybean price during subsequent years, it could 
be expected to have a signifi cant effect on soybean acreage” 
(p. 14). Address: Senior Vice President, Gold Kist, Inc., 
Atlanta, Georgia.

3088. Grocer (The) (London). 1974. There will be a very real 
place for meat like substitutes [in the U.K.]. April 13. *

3089. Elliot, Rose. 1974. Simply delicious. Revised ed. Liss, 
Hampshire, England: The White Eagle Publishing Trust. v + 
165 p. Portrait. 22 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. The section titled 
“Main Protein Foods” states that “Meat, fi sh, poultry, 
luncheon meats, fi sh and meat pastes are replaced in the 
vegetarian diet by” nuts, pulses, yeast, dairy produce...
 Under “pulses,” the author notes: “Soya beans, unlike 
other pulses, are rich in protein, but have a distinctive 
fl avour not always acceptable to the Western palate. They 
are however delicious served in a richly fl avoured sauce. 
They need to be soaked for 24 hours followed by long, slow 
cooking. It is possible to buy canned soya beans in tomato 
sauce* and these make a quick protein-rich savoury course. 
(Footnote: *Soya fl our can be used to add protein to all kinds 
of dishes. It is best to buy this in small quantities as it tends 
to go sour once opened.)”
 Soy-related recipes include: Savouries on toast (with 
2 large cans soya beans in tomato sauce, p. 29). Potato and 
soya bean fry (also with 2 large cans soya beans in tomato 
sauce, p. 98). Address: England.

3090. Product Name:  Yin Yang Soyang [Savoury 
Vegetable, Savoury Onion, Curry], and Fermented Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Yin Yang Natural Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  45 Chalton St., London NW1 
1HY, England.  Phone: 01-387-0456.
Date of Introduction:  1974 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 4. “Yin Yang-Soyang: 
A new wholesome high protein vegetarian food.” Photos 
show the lid of a product named Soyang, and the side of 
a product named Yin Yang Fermented Soya. These two 
fermented products are rich in protein. “Organically grown 
sesame seeds perfectly combined with the soya give a very 
well balanced amino acid pattern, as well as a good source 
of calcium. Wheat germ provides an extra source of protein 
and creates youthful energy. To this basic product Yin Yang 
add Onion, Mixed Vegetables and Curry to make three very 
different, interesting and exciting meals. There are NO 
animal fats, no preservatives, and no artifi cial colourants or 
fl avours.”
 The company also sells Yin Yang skin conditioner, 
precious earth face pack, and skin cleanser.
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 Listing in The Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 
1974. p. 176. “Soyang (Savoury Vegetable, Savoury Onion, 
Curry), and Sesame Sowan by Yin Yang Natural Products 
Ltd.”

3091. Wanamaker, George E. 1974. Price incentives for 
soybeans could boost EC’s production. Foreign Agriculture. 
May 20. p. 2-4.
• Summary: The European Community (EC)–leading 
market for U.S. soybeans- is considering a proposal to 
include soybeans in its common farm support program. A 
revised proposal recommending a Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP) for soybeans was submitted to the Council 
of Ministers by the EC Commission on April 18, 1974. An 
earlier Commission proposal was approved “in principle” 
by the EC Council in early 1974. The EC’s common farm 
policies were initiated in 1962. Oilseeds, particularly 
soybeans and meal, remain one of the most important 
agricultural commodities not subject to the EC’s variable 
levy. Duty-free bindings on soybeans were negotiated by 
the U.S. in 1961, well before the EC oilseed CAP of 1967. 
The EC Commission indicated that the proposed support 
system could expand EC production of soybeans to 100,000 
tons annually by 1978. Last year, the Community’s total 
soybean output amounted to an insignifi cant 800 tons from 
about 9,900 acres [0.08 tons/acre or 2.7 bu/acre yield], 
predominantly in France, and probably only for seed.
 The stated purpose of including soy-proteins in a 
CAP is to decrease the Community’s growing dependence 
on imports, particularly of soybean meal for livestock 
feeding. Experimental production of soybeans has already 
been undertaken on 1,000 acres in southwest France. The 
projected rise in EC soybean acreage would probably occur 
largely in France, replacing corn area. Although Japan 
remained the leading market for U.S. soybeans and meal 
in 1973, the four next most important markets were West 
Germany, France, Denmark, and the UK. This large U.S. 
market share is a result of booming demand for livestock 
products in the EC. Address: Fats and Oils Div., Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

3092. Tisdall, Patricia. 1974. Advertising & marketing: 
Soya-based protein launched by RHM. Times (London). June 
12. p. 20, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: The RHM [Rank, Hovis, McDougall Ltd.] 
“fl our and bakery products group yesterday became the fi rst 
of the big food companies to launch a branded soya-based 
protein product in the United Kingdom. Initially the new 
product, Protena, will be marketed to meat processors and 
caterers as an additive to minced meat, curried, stews and the 
like.”
 As soon as possible, RHM plans to launch in the product 
in the consumer retail fi eld. There are two reasons for the 
delay: (1) A forthcoming report of the Food Standards 

Committee will determine how soya proteins can be used 
and described. (2) The “strong consumer resistance which 
RHM has built up about such products after an unsuccessful 
promotion of soya fl our during the war” [World War II].
 Mr. T.S. Howden, director of RHM Flour Mills, said 
Protena was “a product to be used with meat and not as a 
‘meat replacer,’ a ‘meat analogue,’ or a ‘knitted steak.’” He 
emphasized that soya proteins are not artifi cial in any way. 
Relative to meat, Protena is relatively low in cost and high in 
protein.

3093. Harvey, Brett. 1974. Vegetable protein: is it about to 
replace meat [in the UK]. Meat (London). June. *
Address: Oppenheimer Casing Co.

3094. Hayes, N. 1974. Assessment of soya ingredients for 
use in meat products [in the UK]. Meat (London). June. *
Address: Oppenheimer Casing Co.

3095. Iammartino, Nicholas R. 1974. Fabricated protein 
foods. Chemical Engineering 81(16):50-52, 54. Aug. 5. [2 
ref]
• Summary: New sources of protein for human food are 
emerging as one way to relieve the growing protein crunch. 
Soy-based protein products are expected to maintain a lion’s 
share of the expansion, with cottonseed a distant second. 
A spokesman for General Mills predicts that the market for 
textured vegetable proteins will double during the rest of the 
1970s from a 1973 demand of 110 million lb (nearly all soy). 
Initial advances have been mostly in institutional “captive 
feeding” programs, such as school lunch and hospital 
feeding programs. Few household consumers have tried the 
product. A report titled “Engineering protein foods: What’s 
happening” published by Business Communications Co. 
(Stamford, Connecticut; $400) predicts a less bullish but still 
hefty growth of 56% a year during 1973-1980. And a Cornell 
University [New York] study predicts that “vegetable analogs 
and extenders will constitute 10% of the U.S.’s total ‘meat’ 
diet by 1985.
 The two main companies making “textured protein 
products based on spun soy fi bers” are General Mills and 
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
 One table on page 52 (from Frost & Sullivan’s “The 
Fabricated Foods Market”) shows estimated growth of the 
fabricated foods market ($ million) in 1972, 1976, and 1980 
for 12 categories of human food. Vegetable protein products 
are expected to grow from $82 million in 1972, to $316.5 
million in 1976, to $1,513.9 million in 1980.
 Another table on page 52 (from Business 
Communications Co.) shows “Projected use of textured 
vegetable-protein, by market” (million lb) in 1975, 1980, 
1985, 1990, and 2000. The markets are school lunch, public 
eating, federal institutions, and commercial & others. For 
each of these 5 years, the total is also divided into extruded 
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type and spun type, in both pounds and dollar value. The 
totals and largest segments are as follows: In 1975–188 
million lb of which 60% is school lunch. 62% extruded type 
by weight. Sales value is $111 million, of which 58% is 
from spun type. In 1980–1,807 million lb of which 69% is 
commercial & others. 59% extruded type by weight. Sales 
value is $1,093 million, of which 61% is from spun type. 
1985–4,484 million lb of which 70% is commercial & others. 
In 1990–9,719 million lb of which 76% is commercial & 
others. 60% spun type by weight. Sales value is $6,801 
million, of which 77% is from spun type. Year 2000–12,212 
million lb of which 77% is commercial & others.
 A sidebar titled “Single-cell protein may hold a 
long-term answer to the protein crisis” discusses several 
approaches: 1. Amoco Foods Co. (Chicago, Illinois) is 
building a plant in Hutchinson, Minnesota, expected to be 
completed next year. It will produce about 10 million lb/
year of Torula yeast from a substrate of ethylene-derived 
ethanol. 2. Rank, Hovis, McDougall Ltd. (RHM, London) 
and Du Pont (Wilmington, Delaware) have a joint venture 
in the form of a 150 ton/year pilot plant that uses RHM’s 
continuous-fermentation process to grow fungi on such 
substrates on such carbohydrates 
as beans, molasses, or cassava. The 
combine admits the product is a long 
way from being commercialized. Fungi-
type protein “has a texture that makes 
for easy fabrication into meat analogs.” 
3. A team of Exxon Corp. (New York) 
and Nestlé (Vevey, Switzerland) has a 
pilot plant that is growing yeasts and 
bacteria on a petroleum substrate (that 
is neither gas oil nor paraffi ns); But will consumers eat 
“petroprotein”?
 Also discusses proteins from cottonseed, rapeseed, 
sunfl ower seeds, alfalfa (leaf protein concentrate), 
fractionated whey, and fi sh protein concentrate.
 Although leaf protein concentrate was proposed at least 
30 years ago, the fi rst plant has been running only since mid-
1970. It makes 10 tons/day for animal feed and is operated 
by Batley-Janss Enterprises (Brawley, California).
 In 1973 researchers at USDA’s Western 
Regional Research Lab. in Albany, California, 
originated the alfalfa technique (Chemical 
Engineering, Jan. 22, 1973, p. 76-77). The 
quality of the concentrate is too poor for human 
consumption, mainly because of fl avors and 
colors from the alfalfa chloroplasts. Now, 
however, USDA has two new processes that 
yield a bland, white concentrate. The fi rst 
process removes the chloroplasts by coagulation 
and centrifuging, the second by ultrafi ltration. 
Last summer leaf protein began to be produced 
commercially in Tamasi, Hungary, under the 

name Vepex.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 1997) 
that mentions the work of Rank Hovis McDougall with 
fungal protein. Address: Assoc. editor.

3096. Shepherd, Ian S. 1974. Re: Request to visit Northern 
Regional Laboratories. Letter to Dr. A.I. Wolff, USDA, ARS, 
Northern Utilization Research & Development Division, 
Peoria, Illinois 61604, Aug. 6. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: Shepherd plans to visit the USA for 2 weeks 
later this year. He requests permission to visit the “Northern 
Regional Laboratories” to discuss areas of mutual interest.
 Page 2 is a “Career summary” (resumé). The Colworth/
Welwyn Laboratory in which he works “employs about 
1,300 people and is the largest food laboratory in Western 
Europe.” Address: PhD, Unilever Research, Colworth/
Welwyn Lab., Unilever Ltd., The Frythe, Welwyn, Herts. 
AL6 9AG, UK. Phone: Welwyn 5121.

3097. Harmony Foods. 1974. Trade price list / Order form. 
London, England. 2 p. Sept. 30 cm.

• Summary: VAT [Value Added Tax] Reg: 240/2679/77.
 A table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents of each 
case. (3) Cost [Price] of each case. (4) S.R.P. [Suggested 
retail price].
 Product categories: 1. Grains & cereal products: 12 
products incl. Brown rice, superb quality. Brown rice, Short 
grain, new. Better quality. Millet. Roasted buckwheat. Wheat 
grain, whole organic. Brown rice fl our. Note: Only wheat is 
listed as organic
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 2. Beans, seeds, & nut products: 13 products incl. Tahini 
sesame cream. Crunchy peanut butter. Creamy peanut butter. 
Tamari soya sauce. Soya beans, yellow. Aduki beans. Miso, 
light Mugi type. Miso, dark Hatcho type.
 3. Special lines: 9 products incl. Ginseng chips. Ginseng 
roots. Mu tea (retail pack). Apple juice, concentrate. 
Sunfl ower seed oil, cold-pressed and refi ned. Sesame oil, 
virgin cold-pressed. Corn germ oil, unrefi ned. Red wine 
vinegar, natural. Umeboshi pickled plums.
 4. Seaweeds & specialties: Wakame. Hiziki [hijiki]. 
Kombu. Irish dulse. 3-year tea [Bancha]. Kuzu arrowroot. 
Dentargile toothpaste–Anise.
 5. Books: 7 books. Address: 1, Earl Cottages, Earl Road, 
London, S.E.1. Phone: 01-237-8396/7.

3098. Brown, Lester R.; Eckholm, Erik P. 1974. Our dietary 
habits: Should they be changed? For what reasons? Vital 
Issues 24(2):104. Oct. [1 ref]
• Summary: This Vital Issue is drawn from the authors’ 
forthcoming book By Bread Alone (Praeger 1974). “Since 
the time of Malthus, the world food problem has been seen 
as a food-population problem. Currently population growth 
continues to generate demand for more food, but, in addition, 
affl uence has emerged as a major claimant on world food 
resources.” It examines the encouraging shift from beef and 
animal products to vegetable sources of protein, and the 
economy, ecology, health issues, ineffi ciency, and waste in 
beef production. A chart gives per capita meat consumption 
(including poultry but not fi sh) for various countries in 1960 
and 1972, and the percentage increase during that time as 
follows (pounds per year): USA (208, 254, +22%), Australia 
(234, 235, 0%), France (168, 212, 26%), Canada (167, 211, 
26%), United Kingdom (158, 171, 8%), West Germany (144, 
192, 33%), Sweden (109, 112, 3%), USSR (80, 104, 30%), 
Italy (70, 136, 94%), Yugoslavia (62, 75, 21%), Spain (51, 
96, 88%), Japan (14, 41, 364%). Address: 1. Senior Fellow; 
2. Associate Fellow. Both: Overseas Development Council, 
Washington, DC.

3099. Direct Foods Ltd. 1974. Export price list–1 October 
1974. Petersfi eld, Hants [Hampshire], England. 1 p. 33 cm.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on legal-size white paper 
it gives details on two product lines: Protoveg and Ranch 
House Meals. At the top center is a circular yin-yang logo 
with a naked woman in the top half and a soybean plant 
with pods in the bottom. To its left is written: “Convenience 
protein direct from the plant.” Address: Petersfi eld, Hants 
[Hampshire], England. Phone: Petersfi eld 4911 / 2.

3100. Fölsch, U.R.; Wormsley, K.G. 1974. The pancreatic 
secretion of enzymes in rats treated with soybean diet. 
Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 9(7):679-83. Oct. [17 
ref]
• Summary: Administration of diets containing raw soya 

fl our for 20 days resulted in marked hypertrophy and 
hyperplasia of the pancreas of rats and in the development of 
hyperplastic nodules and adenomas.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes adenoma (a term fi rst 
used in 1870) as “a benign tumor of a glandular structure or 
of glandular origin.” Address: 1. Div. of Gastroenterology 
and Metabolism, Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Goettingen, 
Goettingen, West Germany; 2. Ninewells Hospital, Dundee 
DD2 1UB, Scotland.

3101. Huxley, P.A.; Summerfi eld, R.J.; Hughes, A.P. 1974. 
The effect of photoperiod on development of soyabean 
and cowpea cultivars in the U.K. in summer. Experimental 
Agriculture (England) 10(4):225-40. Oct. [8 ref]
• Summary: “Various sequences of different daylength 
regimes were given to fi ve potentially tropically-adapted 
soyabean and three cowpea cultivars, to establish the 
duration of the photoinductive period which is necessary for 
their subsequent satisfactory development for experimental 
trials in the U.K. in long summer days.” Address: Univ. 
of Reading, Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, Plant 
Environment Lab., Shinfi eld Grange, Reading [England].

3102. Product Name:  Sunwheel Organic Hatcho Miso, 
Mugi Miso, Tamari, and Shoyu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sunwheel Foods (Importer-
Distributor). Made in Japan. Imported from Muso Shokuhin.
Manufacturer’s Address:  London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974 November.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  CSP form fi lled out by 
Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction 
as 1974. In 1984 Sunwheel divided and sold its Sunwheel 
brand to Northumbrian Fine Foods. Its high quality Japanese 
products are now imported by Clearspring Natural Grocer. 
Peter Bradford is the contact person. Japanese agent is 
Mitoku. Various Japanese manufacturers.
 Interview with Bill Tara, founder of Sunwheel. 1991. 
Aug. 18. By late 1974 Sunwheel Hatcho Miso, Mugi Miso, 
and Tamari were on the market, imported from Muso (Yuko 
Okada) in Japan. By 1979 Sunwheel was sold to a larger 
health food company.

3103. Predicasts, Inc. 1974. World manufactured soybean 
foods. Special Study No. 108. Predicasts, Inc., 200 
University Circle Research Center, 11001 Cedar Ave., 
Cleveland, OH 44106. vi + 93 p. Dec. 24. No index. 28 cm. 
Research Analyst: Frederick M. Ross.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Summary. 3. 
Economics of Soybean Foods: Soybeans, soy fl our, meat 
extenders (based on extruded textured soy fl our), synthetic 
meat (based on spun isolates). 4. Industry structure: General, 
$1,000 million food and feed giants (ADM, Cargill, 
Central Soya, General Mills/Takeda Chemical, Nabisco, 
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Ralston Purina/Fuji Oil, and Esmark [Swift]), other major 
manufactured soy food companies (Unilever, General Host 
[New York], Miles Laboratories/Worthington & Kyowa 
Hakko Kogyo, A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Stange [Chicago, 
Illinois], Chambers & Fargus [Humberside, England]), 
food industry structure. 5. Demand for manufactured 
soybean products: Demand for meat & substitutes, supply 
of natural meat, demand for meat substitutes, demand for 
soy fl our. 6. North America: United States, Canada. 7. Latin 
America: General, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Other Latin 
America (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, 
Peru, Uruguay). 8. West Europe: General, France, West 
Germany, Italy, Spain, United Kingdom, Other West Europe. 
9. East Europe: General, Hungary, Poland, USSR, Other 
East Europe. 10. Africa: General, Egypt, Nigeria, South 
Africa, Other Africa & Mideast. 11. Asia: General, China, 
India, Indonesia, Japan, Pakistan, Other Asia. 12. Oceania: 
Australia, New Zealand, Other Oceania.
 Most sections contain numerous tables, mostly on 
meat and meat substitute consumption, and raw protein 
consumption, by country. Address: 200 University Circle 
Research Center, 11001 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106. 
Phone: 216-795-3000.

3104. Predicasts, Inc. 1974. Unilever (Document part). In: 
World Manufactured Soybean Foods. Special Study No. 
108. 1974. Predicasts, Inc., 200 University Circle Research 
Center, 11001 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, OH 44106. See p. 12.
• Summary: “Unilever, the European manufacturing, 
chemicals, drugs and food conglomerate with 1973 sales of 
almost $11 billion, is the largest fi rm in the world currently 
involved with soy-derived protein foods. Unilever is the 
European pace setter in soy protein food research. Although 
proposed joint venture plans with Archer-Daniels-Midland 
and Cargill have been denied, Unilever is proceeding with 
its own plans to build a 30,000 ton-per-day soy protein food 
plant of its own at Zwijndrecht, Netherlands, via its Unimills 
subsidiary. The fi rm already maintains soy food research 
facilities in the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and 
elsewhere in Europe.” Address: Cleveland, Ohio.

3105. Ralston Purina Co. 1974. Ralston Purina vignettes 
(News release). Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, MO 63188. 
9 p. Dec.
• Summary: Highlights from the history of Ralston Purina 
Co. In 1893 a fi nancial panic gripped America. Having just 
graduated from Washington University in St. Louis, William 
H. Danforth was seeking to launch his career in some St. 
Louis business. Two church associates, George Robinson and 
William Andrews, suggested a business making horse and 
mule feed. In those days horses and mules ate only hay, corn, 
and oats. The two men convinced young Danforth to join 
them in the new feed manufacturing business. Thus in 1894 
the Robinson-Danforth Company was formed with a capital 

of $12,000. “Cheaper than oats and safer than corn” was the 
slogan of their new product, which they mixed with shovels 
on the fl oor of a back room.
 After 2 years the little feed business was thriving. 
They moved to new headquarters to Eighth and Gratiot in 
St. Louis, the present site of company headquarters. There 
milling machinery was installed. By March 1896 Will 
Danforth had become president of the company. On May 26 
of that year, Andrews sold his share in the company to Will, 
making Will the majority stockholder. The next day, the mill 
was completely destroyed by the worst tornado in St. Louis 
history. Though Danforth had no collateral, Mr. Walker Will, 
president of a local bank, loaned him $25,000 to rebuild the 
mill at its former location.
 In 1898, on a buying trip to Kansas, Danforth met 
a miller who had discovered a way to prevent cracked 
wheat from becoming rancid without removing the germ. 
Danforth, who was convinced that food had a big effect 
on health, packaged the miller’s cracked wheat and sold it 
to St. Louis grocers under the name Purina Whole Wheat 
Cereal. The word Purina had been coined from the company 
slogan–”where purity is paramount.” After only 4 years, the 
company had diversifi ed into the food business.
 “At the same time the fame of Dr. Ralston’s health 
ideas was spreading. Clubs of his followers boasted 800,000 
members. In his book, “Life Building,” he recommended 
a whole wheat cereal similar to Purina’s product. Danforth 
approached Dr. Ralston, who agreed to endorse the Purina 
cereal provided it was renamed Ralston Wheat Cereal. The 
arrangement benefi ted both, and the name stuck. By 1902, 
the names Ralston and Purina had become so widely known 
that the name of the fi rm was changed to Ralston Purina 
Company.” That same year the red and white checkerboard, 
once worn by every person in the Brown family that Will 
had known as a kid, became the company’s trademark. 
Since that time the Checkerboard trademark has been used 
with a consistency unique in American business. Even the 
company’s headquarters in St. Louis is named Checkerboard 
Square.
 By 1904, in time for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition 
in St. Louis, the company had added two new food products 
packaged in checkerboard bags: Purina Whole Wheat Flour 
and Purina Pancake Flour. Distributed to fair visitors, each 
of these products won fi rst prize in its category–helping the 
young company to share the spotlight at the Exposition.
 Wanting to do his part in World War I, Danforth left his 
burgeoning business in 1914 and went to France as YMCA 
secretary for the troops of the Third Army Division. “After 
noting the enthusiastic way soldiers responded to the word 
‘chow,’ he replaced the word feed with ‘Chow’ on all Purina 
animal rations.”
 “While visiting England after the war, Danforth was 
introduced to a form of feed which contained several 
ingredients pressed into small cubes. In 1921, he tried the 
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cube form in Purina Chows and the innovation caught on. 
Soon the entire American feed industry was manufacturing 
pellet-form feed. Danforth insisted on a distinctive name for 
his and ‘Checkers’ entered the Purina vocabulary.”
 In 1920 Will’s son, Donald, joined the company. In 1926 
he convinced his father to start an experimental farm for 
testing products. The company bought 300 acres of land at 
Gray Summit, Missouri, and research began. Not only feed, 
but management and sanitation experiments were conducted. 
Today the farm uses 820 acres and approximately 50,000 
people tour it each year.
 In 1950 set out to develop a dog food to be sold through 
grocery outlets. After successful test marketing, Purina 
Dog Chow entered national distribution in April 1957. 
“Advertising stressed the food’s palatability with an Eager 
Eater theme. Gaines was then the total sales leader in dry 
dog foods. By December of that year, Purina had captured 
14.8 per cent of the market. August, 1958, saw Dog Chow 
pass Gaines and become the nation’s leading dry dog food, a 
position it has held ever since.”
 On 10 January 1962 company offi cials in New York 
were celebrating the listing of Ralston Purina stock on the 
New York Stock Exchange. But that afternoon “the worst 
disaster in Purina’s history took place” when a “violent dust 
explosion followed by a fi re demolished the St. Louis Chow 
manufacturing elevator. Two workers were killed and 25 
were hospitalized with severe injuries. One fi reman suffered 
a heart attack while battling the fl ames.” It took 3 days to put 
out the fi re. Fortunately the company’s main offi ce building 
nearby, which housed 1,000 employees, was not seriously 
damaged. Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

3106. Ryan, Eamon; Fottrell, Patrick F. 1974. Subcellular 
localization of enzymes involved in the assimilation 
of ammonia by soybean root nodules. Phytochemistry 
13(12):2647-52. Dec. [27 ref]
• Summary: This paper was received by the journal for 
publication on 9 April 1974. “Experimental (p. 2651): Plants. 
Soybeans (Glycine max var. Kent; seeds obtained from 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland) were 
grown in nitrogen free medium and inoculated as described 
previously (Fottrell 1966) with Rhizobium japonicum strain 
392.
 “Nodule fractionation: Nodules were removed after 6 
weeks growth, crushed and extracted...”
 “Ammonia, the primary product of nitrogen fi xation, 
causes repression of nitrogenase synthesis. Therefore to 
maintain a high rate of nitrogen fi xation over extended 
periods of time, as in nodulated legumes, it is obvious 
that an effi cient system must exist in legume nodules 
for assimilation of ammonia.” In fact, this ammonia is 
rapidly incorporated into a number of amino acids such as 
glutamate and aspartate. “A novel enzyme system glutamine: 
2-oxoglutarate aminotransferase oxidoreductase, which 

probably has an important role in ammonia assimilation has 
been detected, in the present studies, in the rhizobial fraction 
of the soybean root nodules and in Rhizobium japonicum 
grown in culture.” The role of this latter enzyme and other 
enzymes such as glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH), aspartate 
aminotransferase (AAT), and alanine aminotransferase 
(GPT) in ammonia assimilation by soybean nodules is 
discussed.
 Other abbreviations used: glutamine 2-oxoglutarate 
aminotransferase oxido-reductase (GOGAT), pyridoxal-5’- 
phosphate (PLP). Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, University 
College, Galway, Ireland [Irish Republic], Ryan’s present 
address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Purdue Univ., Lafayette, 
Indiana 47907.

3107. Product Name:  Tow Fu (Bean Curd).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Amoy Canning Corp. (Hong Kong) 
Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hong Kong.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 175. Amoy imported 
this canned product to the UK from Hong Kong.

3108. Product Name:  Bespro (Textured Soy Proteins).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Soya Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, NR Ware, 
Hertfordshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
New Product–Documentation:  Horan. 1974. Meat analogs. 
p. 401. The company name is given as “British Soy Protein” 
in England. The product name is simply “Bespro.” It is made 
from a soy protein product containing 75% protein. No 
address is given.
 Soya Bluebook. 1981. p. 58. This product is listed in 
the category “Meat analogs, binders, including texturized 
soy proteins.” The company name is given as British Soya 
Products Ltd. and the product name as “BESPRO textured 
proteins.”

3109. Butler, T.M. 1974. Protein supplementation of 
grass silage for dairy cows. Irish Grassland and Animal 
Production Association Journal 9:101. *
• Summary: Concentrate rations based on barley and soya 
bean meal, formulated to contain 12%, 15%, and 18% 
crude protein, were fed at 3, 5.5, and 8 kg/day to lactating 
cows for 8 weeks. Increasing the concentrate protein to 
15% from 12% resulted in an increased milk yield at the 3 
levels of feeding, but increasing the protein to 18% from 
15% increased milk yield only at the higher level of feeding. 
Protein content of the concentrate had no consistent effect 
on milk fat or protein content. Address: Agricultural Inst., 
Moorepark, Fermoy, County Cork, Irish Republic.
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3110. Crowhurst, B. 1974. Making soft-serve ice cream. Ice 
Cream and Frozen Confectionery 26(12):814, 816. *
• Summary: The principles of formulating soft-serve ice 
cream mixes are given. One recipe uses soy fl our.

3111. Duda, Zbigniew. 1974. Vegetable protein meat 
extenders and analogs; with special emphasis on proteins of 
soybean origin. Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Div. of 
the United Nations. Animal Production and Health Div. vii + 
89 p. No index. 27 cm. [214 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Author’s preface. Acknowledgements. 
Foreword. Introduction. Raw materials: Soybeans, other 
raw materials. Defi nitions: Meat extenders, meat analogues. 
Protein rich products originating from soybeans: Soy fl our 
and grits, food utilization of soybean fl ours and grits, soy 
protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, texturized soy 
protein. Technological and functional properties of vegetable 
protein. Market considerations. A random selection of 
T.V.P. extenders and analogues with their characteristics and 
uses: Miles Laboratories, Inc., Marschall Division, Elkhart, 
Indiana, USA, Vegetable protein food products (Temptein 
TM spun textured vegetable protein, vegetable protein 
meat analogues, bacon-like fl avoured chips, dehydrated 
ham-like fl avoured cubes, R pepperoni-like fl avoured 
links, Pro-lean 45 TM, Maxten textured vegetable protein, 
Morningstar Farms–breakfast links, patties, slices), Swift 
food protein, General Mills, Inc.–textured vegetable protein 
foods, Worthington Foods, Inc.–textured vegetable protein 
foods, Archer Daniels Midland Co.–textured vegetable 
protein products, Purdy Steak Corp.–textured vegetable 
protein products, A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co.–textured 
and untextured vegetable protein products (200 series 
textured vegetable protein products, 400 series), Ralston 
Purina Company–textured soy protein products, Central 
Soya International Inc.–soy protein products, Nabisco, Inc. 
Protein Food Division–textured vegetable protein products, 
Lucas Meyer–soy protein products. Possible sources of 
meat substitutes other than soybeans: Protein from beans, 
from rapeseed, from sunfl ower seed, from cottonseed, from 
peanuts, other sources of proteins. General technological 
considerations. Projected consumption and market 

penetration. Cost considerations: The scale of production, 
the degree of processing, the price of raw materials. 
Conclusions. Selected Bibliography. Appendix I: USA 
soybean processors and products manufactured. Appendix 
II: Selected recipes using TVP for type A school lunches. 
Appendix III: Addresses of some companies making soy 
protein products. Appendix IV: Soybean utilization chart.
 This book is compiled from a British viewpoint and 
cites many British journal articles, thus making it a nice 
complement to the American articles and bibliographies on 
this subject. Its bibliography is excellent. Address: Meat and 
Milk Service, Animal Production andf Health Div., FAO, 
Rome, Italy.

3112. Product Name:  Soya Beans in Tomato Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Eustace Miles Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 176.

3113. Goel, S.K.; Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J.B. 1974. Soy sauce 
production. British Provisional Patent. *
• Summary: The authors applied for a patent on a quick 
method of making soy sauce, but cost prevented them from 
taking it to fi nalization–so it was never issued.

3114. Product Name:  Granose Soya Bean Pâte (Gluten 
Free). Later renamed Soya Bean Paste.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Denmark by Nutana Helsekost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, onion, egg, textured soya protein, 
soya oil, yeast, salt, hydrolised vegetable protein, spices, 
monosodium glutamate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  205 gm (7 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1981. Nutana Helsekost. 19 p. Contains a photo of and 
detailed information about every product. Label. 1980?, 
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undated. 9.5 by 2 inches. Green, black, yellow, and white. 
Text only “Granose soya bean pate makes delicious 
sandwiches with mushrooms, tomato, cucumber, etc.” Labels 
in Danish, Dutch, and Finnish.
 Form fi lled out and Labels sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by Nutana, was 
introduced in 1974. It is now named Soya Bean Paste. Label. 
1990. 9.5 by 2.25 inches. White, yellow, and black on green. 
Photo of a slice of bread spread with the paste garnished with 
a slice of tomato, avocado and a sprig of green. “Low calorie 
value. Gluten free. Ingredients: Textured soya protein, 
soya beans, water, onion, egg, soya bean oil, yeast extract, 
vegetable stock, leek extract. Directions for use: Soya Bean 
Paste is a delicious sandwich spread, which can be decorated 
with cucumber, tomato or mushroom.”

3115. Product Name:  Soyapro (Canned Texturised 
Vegetable Protein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Denmark by Nutana.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Clare Bryant. 1974. 
Everyday Vegetarian and Food Reform Cooking. p. 137. The 
following is included in a list of meat substitutes. “Soyapro: 
A tinned [canned] texturised vegetable protein. Many other 
brands of TVP will appear on the market in the years to 
come.” Neither the name or address of the maker is included.

3116. Product Name:  ‘Lima’ Tamari (Soya Bean Sauce), 
and Miso (Soya Bean Paste).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hofels Pure Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 174.

3117. Huxley, P.A.; Summerfi eld, R.J. 1974. Effects of night 
temperature and photoperiod on the reproductive ontogeny 
of cultivars of cowpea and of soyabean selected for the wet 
tropics. Plant Science Letters 3(1):11-17. [13 ref]*

Address: Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, Reading 
Univ., UK.

3118. Product Name:  Plamil Veg-eez (Soya Based Cheese 
Substitute).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd. (Renamed Plamil 
Foods Ltd. in 1972).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Iver, Buckinghamshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 176.

3119. Product Name:  Plamil Salad Dressing.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plantmilk Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in The Vegetarian 
Health Food Handbook (UK). 1974. p. 174.

3120. Rosen, Gordon D. 1974. Current status of specialty 
soya protein products in the U.S.A. Part III. Hudson, Iowa. 
Summarized in Soybean Digest, Feb. 1974, p. 32. *
Address: Kent, England.

3121. Product Name:  Spillers NewPro (Dry Textured Soy 
Flour Meat Extender).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1974.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Horan. 1974. Meat analogs. 
p. 401. This product is made of soy fl our (50% protein).

3122. Winson, Abraham; Hampson, Ernest J. Arkady 
New Foods Ltd. 1974. Protein-containing foods [cheese-
like products]. British Patent 1,356,363. (Chem. Abst. 
81:103474j). *
• Summary: Soymilk was subjected to a 3-stage lactic 
fermentation (e.g. with Streptococcus cremoris or S. 
diacetilactis) and the resultant curd pressed, then either 
salted and stored to produce a cheese-like product or treated 
with beef or fi sh fl avors.
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3123. Wood, B.J.B.; Cardenas, O.S.; Yong, F.M.; McNulty, 
D.W. 1974. Lactobacilli in the production of soy sauce, sour 
dough, and Parisian barm. In: The Lactic Acid Bacteria. 
Proceedings of 4th Long Ashton Research Conference, 1973. 
See p. 325-335. *

3124. Ali-Bab. 1974. The encyclopedia of practical 
gastronomy. Translated by Elizabeth Benson. New York, NY: 
McGraw-Hill. vii + 471 p. Illust. 24 cm.
• Summary: This is a translation of Gastronomie pratique. 
In the fi rst section, titled “Gastronomy through the ages,” the 
subsection on “Great Britain” (p. 20) states: “The inferiority 
of English cooking manifests in its sauces and ragoûts. 
The English use too many aromatic herbs, condiments, and 
pickles. Under the pretext of cooking simply they often use, 
instead of our sauce bases made from broths or our simmered 
sauces, very strong industrially prepared sauces such as 
ketchup, soy sauce, Worcestershire sauce, and Harvey sauce. 
Englishmen use them in such quantities that they end up by 
completely smothering the taste of the original preparation.”
 Page 44: “83. The catjang is a fermented bean curd.” 
See p. 31.
 Soy related recipes: Potage crème veloutée de soja aux 
perles (Cream of soya bean soup velouté with tapioca, with 
“2 lbs. soya bean sprouts,” p. 103.
 A note just below this recipe reads: “Soja or Soya 
hispida, which originates in the warm regions of Asia, is 
still known under the name of Glycine hispida, colloquially 
called Chinese peas. This is a legume of the Phaseolae 
family. In China and Japan it is used a great deal, especially 
among the poorer classes. These vegetables are mainly used 
in the preparation of pasta, sauces, and a type of cheese 
[tofu]. Only recently introduced into Europe, only the sprouts 
are in general use”).
 Soja au jus (Soy bean sprouts with meat broth, with “2 
lbs. soya bean sprouts,” p. 341).
 Inside front dust jacket: The author, whose real name 
was Henri Babinsky, was of Polish ancestry, born in 1855 in 
Paris and died in 1931.
 Note: The 1st edition was published in 1907 in Paris. 
The 2nd edition was published in 1912.

3125. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co. 1974. In: Moody’s 
Industrial Manual. See p. 100.
• Summary: Contains an excellent, detailed history of each 
of the company’s acquisitions and sales. “Incorporated in 
Delaware, May 2, 1923 to acquire (1) the linseed oil plants at 
Minneapolis [Minnesota], St. Paul, Toledo [Ohio], Chicago, 
Buffalo and Edgewater (N.J.) of Archer-Daniels Linseed 
Co., formed in 1902 as Daniels Linseed Co. and the name 
changed several years later to Archer-Daniels Linseed Co. 
(2) the entire capital stock of The Toledo Seed & Oil Co. of 
Toledo, manufacturers of linseed and castor oils, and (3) the 

entire capital stock of The Dellwood Elevator Co., operating 
a 1,500,000 bushel elevator adjacent to the linseed oil plant 
at Buffalo.
 “On July 1, 1923 acquired the properties of Midland 
Linseed Products Co. for $3,175,000. This company formed 
in 1898 operated linseed oil mills adjoining those of Archer-
Daniels Linseed Co. at Minneapolis, Toledo and Edgewater.
 “On Feb. 1, 1928 acquired the entire property and assets 
of William O. Goodrich Co. of Milwaukee [Wisconsin], 
manufacturers of highly specialized and refi ned qualities of 
linseed oil.”
 In 1968 ADM acquired Ross & Rowe, Inc. for 6,000 
shares. In Jan. 1973 [actually Jan. 15] ADM acquired 50% of 
British Arkady Holdings Ltd. which subsequently [actually 
simultaneously] acquired [its subsidiary] British Arkady Co. 
Ltd.
 “In Jan. 1974, Co. purchased a soybean processing plant 
and edible oil refi nery at Araraquara, State of Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. The purchase was from Industrias Reunitas Marilu 
S/A of Rio de Janeiro. Co. was to begin a major construction 
and renovation program immediately to install facilities to 
produce textured vegetable protein, a line of full fat and 
defatted soy fl ours and specialty protein products.”
 Note: On 31 Dec. 1987 ADM acquired the rest of 
Arkady Holdings Ltd. so that it now owned 100%. Both 
dates (15 Jan. 1973 and 31 Dec. 1987) were confi rmed by 
Dick Burket of ADM on 25 April 1991. Arkady Holdings 
Ltd. is the important company because it is the parent 
company for all of the different Arkady companies such as 
the Haldane Group, etc.

3126. Bryant, Clare. 1974. Everyday vegetarian and food 
reform cooking. Shaldon, England: Keith Reid Ltd. 143 p. 
Illust. by Graham Searle. 23 cm. Recipe index.
• Summary: Soy-related recipes include: Miso soup (p. 19). 
Soy bean cake (made with whole soy beans, p. 45). Miso 
wakame soup (p. 90).
 Page 137 lists “Meat Substitutes” including “Protoveg: 
Texturised vegetable protein made to look and taste like meat 
in several fl avours.” “Soyapro: A tinned [canned] texturised 
vegetable protein. Many other brands of TVP will appear on 
the market in the years to come.”

3127. Butler, W.H. 1974. Afl atoxin. In: I.F.H. Purchase, 
ed. 1974. Mycotoxins. Amsterdam, Netherlands: Elsevier 
Publishing Co. xiii + 443 p. See p. 1-28. Chap. 1. [145 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the literature and history 
of the discovery of afl atoxin. Although the biological activity 
of the afl atoxins was not recognized until 1960-61, there is 
evidence that these compounds produced liver disease before 
that time. There are numerous reports from the 1950s on 
similar liver disease in guinea pigs, rats, and dogs fed toxic 
groundnut meal. “There have been many reports since 1935 
of high incidence of hepatomas in hatchery-raised trout from 
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Italy, France, Japan, and the United States. Although it is not 
possible to attribute this directly to afl atoxins it would appear 
that these compounds are the most likely causative agents” 
(p. 2).
 Afl atoxins are most widely found on peanuts and peanut 
meal. Yet it has been found that Aspergillus fl avus does not 
invade groundnuts to any signifi cant extent prior to harvest 
(Austwick & Ayerst 1963). “Afl atoxin has been found as a 
natural contaminant in many types of food including peanut, 
cottonseed meal, corn, cassava, rice, soya beans, wheat, 
sorghum, and barley” (Wogan 1968).
 Austwick & Ayerst (1963) “demonstrated that the most 
important factor in the growth and production of afl atoxin 
by A. fl avus was the relative humidity surrounding a natural 
substrate. At a humidity at less than 70% very few fungi will 
grow on stored foods but with a relative humidity of 85% 
and a moisture content of 30% within the groundnut A. fl avus 
is able to produce afl atoxin.”
 Table 1 shows the chemical properties of ten different 
afl atoxins; for each it gives the name, molecular formula, 
molecular weight, melting point, 362-363 nm absorption 
(e), and fl uorescence emission (nm). Figures 1 and 2 show 
the chemical structures of the ten afl atoxins. Address: MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Toxicology Unit, Medical 
Research Council Labs., Woodmansterne Rd., Carshalton, 
Surrey (Great Britain).

3128. Corlett, Jim. 1974. Super natural cookery: Recipes 
for vegetarian gourmets. Newton Abbot, Devon, England, 
London, and Vancouver: David & Charles. 96 p. Illust. by 
Dave Colin. Index. 21 cm. [10+ ref]
• Summary: Among the “New Words” (p. 8) are miso and 
tekha [sic, tekka] powder (made from miso). Soy-related 
recipes include: Lentil, carrot and soy soup (p. 17). Soybean 
sprouts (p. 38). Gluten (Seitan, p. 56). Soy bean fl ours (p. 
56). Soy sweet (dessert with soy fl our. p. 56). Gluten cutlets 
(. 64). Soy bean cheese (to fu, p. 67). Soy sprouts (p. 67). 
Sakura’s vegetable sukiyaki (with tofu, p. 69).
 An identical 1975 edition was published in Washington, 
DC, by Acropolis Books. Address: England.

3129. Goel, S.K. 1974. Studies on microbiological and 
biochemical aspects of soy sauce fermentation. PhD thesis, 
Dep. of Applied Microbiology, University of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland. *
Address: Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3130. Hsiao, Liang-lin. 1974. China’s foreign trade statistics, 
1864-1949. Cambridge, Massachusetts: East Asian Research 
Center, Harvard University. Distributed by Harvard 
University Press. xvi + 297 p. 29 cm.
• Summary: Table 3 (p. 80-82) shows “Principal exports of 
China 1867-1941, 1945-1948,” tracks “Beans and peas,” 
“Bean cake” and “Yellow bean.” For each of these three it 

gives statistics for quantity (in piculs) and value (before 1874 
in taels, 1874-1932 in Haikwan taels, 1933-1947 in dollars, 
1948 in gold yuan. 000 omitted). The defi nitions of the three 
basic products, which change frequently, are explained in 
detail at the bottom of each page.
 The peak year for exports of “Beans and peas” was 1929 
(45,588 piculs), with a collapse in exports of “Beans and 
peas” in 1933.
 Statistics for “Bean cake” exports started to be recorded 
in 1894 and the peak year was 1926 (26,055 piculs), with a 
collapse in bean cake exports in 1933.
 Statistics for “Yellow bean” [soybean] exports started 
to be recorded in 1913 and the peak year was 1929 (41,015 
piculs), with a collapse in yellow bean exports in 1933.
 Similar tables show: Kaoliang, millet, wheat, wheat 
fl our (p. 83). Groundnuts, groundnuts–shelled, sesamum seed 
(p. 99-100).
 “China’s imports and exports by principal countries 
1864-1941, 1946-1948,” shows imports, exports and total for 
Italy, Japan, Korea (p. 152-53).
 “China’s imports and exports by principal ports 1867-
1941, 1946-1948,” shows imports, exports and total for 
Antung, Canton, Dairen, Hankow, Harbin and Tsingtao” (p. 
168-73).
 “Foreign exchange rates 1862-1941 (Equivalent of one 
Haikwan tael before 1933, one dollar from 1933 to 1941)” 
shows rates for the British pound (from 1862), American 
dollar (from 1868), French franc (from 1868), Reichmark 
(from 1886), Hong Kong dollar (from 1881), Japanese yen 
(from 1903), Mexican dollar (from 1881), Russian ruble 
(from 1913), and Indian rupee (from 1895).

3131. Lo, Kenneth H.C. 1974. Chinese vegetable and 
vegetarian cooking. London: Faber & Faber, Ltd. 172 p. 
Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This original edition, published in London, is 
smaller in height, has no illustrations, and 13 fewer pages 
than the American edition published the same year. The 
recipes are the same, but on slightly different pages; For 
details, see the American edition (1974).

3132. Lo, Kenneth H.C. 1974. Chinese vegetarian cooking. 
New York, NY: Pantheon Books (Div. of Random House). 
185 p. Illust. by Tom Funk. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Originally published in 1974 in London, 
England, as “Chinese Vegetable and Vegetarian Cooking” by 
Faber & Faber, Ltd. However that book is smaller in height, 
has no illustrations, and 13 fewer pages than this American 
edition. The entire text has been lightly edited and re-set for 
American cooks and readers. The recipes are basically the 
same, but on slightly different pages, and with some titles 
slightly changed (e.g., from “sesame jam” to “sesame paste,” 
p. 133).
 In the Introduction, under “Flavoring,” the following 
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soybean products are listed: Soy sauce, black beans (salted), 
soybean paste (yellow and black), bean-curd cheese (red and 
yellow). Soy-related recipes include: Steamed bean curd with 
peanut butter sauce (p. 50). Hot-marinated bean-curd sticks 
[dried twisted yuba sticks] with quick-fried [mung] bean 
sprouts (with “yellow bean-curd cheese” [fermented tofu], 
p. 60-61). The Lo Han dish of the monks’ mixed vegetables 
(with tofu, and “red bean-curd cheese” [fermented tofu], p. 
72-73). Hot assembly of shredded bamboo shoots and bean 
curd... (with tofu and “bean-curd cheese [fermented tofu], 
p. 74). Hot assembly of chestnuts, sliced lotus root, gingko 
nuts, peanuts, Chinese mushrooms, and bean curd (with tofu 
and “white bean-curd cheese” [fermented tofu], p. 75). Hot 
black bean and tomato sauce (Ratatouille Chinoise; with 
salted black beans and soybean paste, p. 82-83). Basic bean-
curd soup (p. 105). Enriched bean-curd soup (p. 105). Soy 
eggs (with soy sauce, p. 125).
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the terms “yellow bean-curd 
cheese” or “red bean-curd cheese” or “white bean-curd 
cheese” to refer to fermented tofu.
 There is an entire chapter titled “Bean Curd” (p. 135-
48), with an introduction and the following recipes: Cold 
bean curd (with soy sauce and peanut oil). Cold bean curd 
with sesame paste or peanut butter (“Use 1½ tablespoons 
sesame paste,” p. 136). Hot-and-savory bean-curd pudding 
(with salted black beans). Hot-and-pungent bean-curd 
pudding. Red-cooked bean curd with bean-curd sticks [yuba] 
(with soybean paste and soy sauce; the sticks are about 20 
inches long). Stir-fried bean curds. Bean curd stir fried with 
[mung] bean sprouts or spinach. Bean curd stir fried with 
green beans. Deep-fried bean curd stir fried with duck eggs 
and cucumber skins. Deep-fried bean curd stir fried with 
eggs, mushrooms, and wood ears. Stir-fried shredded bean 
curd with dried bamboo shoots, dried mushrooms, lily-bud 
stems, and seaweed. Clear-simmered bean curds. Clear-
simmered bean curd with lettuce and cellophane noodles. 
Clear-simmered bean curd with [mung] bean sprouts, water 
chestnuts, and sliced cucumbers.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (June 2003) that uses the term “sesame paste.”

3133. Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1974. 
25th anniversary, 1949-1974. Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. 32 p. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A mark in time (History of soybeans 
in Ontario). For each year from 1949 to the present, a 
summary of the year’s major events and activities related to 
the board and to soybeans, a photo of the chairman of the 
board with the names of the directors from the 6 districts: 
Elgin, Essex, Pelee Island, Kent, Lambton, and Middlesex. 
Elected county committeemen in 1974 from the 6 districts. 
Soybean variety development through the years. Extension 
programs benefi cial to all. Table: Estimated acreage and total 

production of Ontario soybeans–1973 (Total Ontario soybean 
production in 1973: 14,753,000 bushels from 475,200 acres. 
Leading counties: Kent 5,348,000 bu. Essex 4,234,000 bu. 
Lambton 3,383,000).
 Examples of some early history: 1949–”The fi rst board. 
Provisions under the newly created soybean marketing plan 
regulations specifi ed eleven directors to represent some 
6,000 soybean growers in six districts. John H. Wilcox is 
chairman. The fi rst offi ce of the board was located in the 
offi ce of the Ag. Rep. in Essex, and Angus McKinney was 
the fi rst secretary. K.A. Standing acted as assistant on a part-
time basis. Board operations were fi nanced during the 1949-
1950 crop year by a one-half cent per bushel license fee.” In 
1950, the license fee was increased from one-half cent to one 
cent per bushel, the level at which it remained until 1959. In 
1960 the license fee was reduced by the board from one cent 
to one-half cent per bushel.
 1951–The fi rst annual convention of soybean growers 
was held February 15-16, 1951 at Community Hall, 
Chatham. Canadian soybean acreage in 1951 reached a high 
of 155,000 with an average yield of 24.8 bushels per acre. 
Production was a record 3.8 million bushels, while soybean 
imports from the USA were about 5 million bushels per year.
 1952–K.A. Standing was appointed full-time secretary-
manager, and in 1973 he became general manager of the 
soybean and wheat boards. In 1952 the board established its 
offi ce in Chatham, Ontario, sharing facilities and staff of one 
secretary with the Ontario Seed Corn Marketing Board on 
Market Street. Expansion of offi ce requirements resulted in a 
move to new quarters on Fourth Street in 1953.
 1954–The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board organized the fi rst export of Canadian soybeans in 
1954. The shipment was made from Port Stanley to interests 
in the United Kingdom. Initiated to generate competition 
in the domestic market, exports were to continue in every 
succeeding year. Some 1,492,000 bushels were exported 
during the 1954-55 crop year.
 1958–This year the board was successful in having 
soybeans brought under the Agricultural Stabilization Act. 
The crop was supported at $2.10 per bushel. The average 
price to growers was $1.90, resulting in a defi ciency payment 
of 19.6 cents per bushel for a total of $1,200,000 paid to 
soybean growers. Also in 1958 the offi ce was moved from 
Fourth Street to Wellington Street West. Joint offi ce and staff 
arrangements were made with the newly established Ontario 
Wheat Board, and Otis McGregor was appointed assistant 
secretary-manager.
 Licensed varieties developed at both Canada and 
Ontario government research stations are: A.K. (Harrow) 
(licensed in 1931-33), Mandarin (1934), Harman (1944), 
Capital (1944), Harly (1948), Blackhawk (1950), Harosoy 
(1951), Hardome (1953), Acme (1953), Comet (1953), 
Crest (1957), Merit (1959), Harosoy 63 (1962), Chippewa 
64 (1964), Vansoy (1970), Harwood (1970), Amsoy (1971), 
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Wells (1972), Steele (1972), XK 505 (1973), Evans M61-96 
(1974), Harlon OX 643 (1974). Address: Chatham, ONT, 
Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

3134. Passmore, Reginald; Nicol, B.M.; Narayana Rao, M.; 
Beaton, G.H.; DeMayer, E.M. 1974. Handbook of human 
nutritional requirements. FAO Nutritional Studies (Rome, 
Italy). No. 28. vii + 66 + 14 p. Also: WHO Monographic 
Series No. 61.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Recommended intakes 
of energy and nutrients. Energy. Proteins. Vitamins (incl. 
Retinol = A-1; Cholecalciferol = D-3). Calcium. Iron. Iodine. 
Fluorine. Other trace elements essential for human nutrition 
(zinc, magnesium, copper, chromium, selenium, cobalt, 
molybdenum, conclusion). Tables. Address: 1. Reader in 
Physiology, Univ. Medical School, Edinburgh, Scotland.

3135. Quick, Vivien; Quick, Clifford. 1974. Everywoman’s 
wholefood cook book. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, 
England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 128 p. Illust. Index. 21 
cm. [16 ref]
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. The Preface contains 
a nice statement by Bill Pickering, one-time holder of the 
world swimming record for the English Channel, on the 
importance of a vegetarian diet.
 Soy-related recipes include: Soya bean savoury (p. 
52). Nut savoury (with soya fl our and Nutmeat Mixture, p. 
56). Soya fl our noodles (p. 57). Baked soya beans (p. 58). 
Protoveg (TVP) and recipes for using it. “Protoveg is in our 
opinion one of the nicer textured protein foods on the market 
at the moment. It is made by Direct Foods Ltd., which is 
licensed for the benefi t of Compassion in World Farming 
(a Public Trust). All profi ts will be recycled for further 
development of protein direct from the growing crop.
 “There is an unfl avoured pack and various specifi c 
fl avours–all of which are of 100 per cent vegetarian 
origin.” Note: Barmene and Vecon are used occasionally as 
seasonings (e.g., p. 58). Barmene is a yeast extract which, by 
1976, contained vitamin B-12. Address: Elmer, Middleton-
on-Sea, Sussex, England.

3136. Radley, R.W. 1974. Soya bean adaptation to the cool, 
maritime climates of Northern Europe, with special reference 
to the U.K. Outlook on Agriculture 8(1):3-9. [15 ref]
• Summary: “Sharp increases in soya bean prices, and 
restrictions on US exports, have stimulated interest 
in the possibility of growing this crop in NW Europe. 
The principal limitations are temperature–especially at 
night–and daylength. One variety has often yielded well, 
experimentally, in Southern England, but in general yields 
are at present too uncertain and the lowest pods too near the 
ground. Development of better-adapted varieties would call 
for substantially increased research effort.”
 Table 1 shows that during the period 1961-70 the UK 

imported about US$50 million worth of soybeans and 
soybean products each year. Imports of whole soybeans 
decreased from a peak of 294,000 tonnes in 1964 to only 
38,000 tonnes in 1970–worth $6.2 million. Imports of soya 
oil rose from 18,000 tonnes in 1961 to 61,000 tonnes in 1970 
(worth $17.2 million) and imports of soya cake and meal 
rose from 142,000 tonnes in 1961 to 248,000 tonnes in 1970 
(worth $28.5 million). A shortfall in Peruvian fi shmeal from 
March 1972 onwards increased the demand for soybeans and 
soy products.
 Production of soybeans in Europe is largely confi ned to 
Romania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia which together in 1972 
produced no more than 188,000 tonnes on about 169,000 
ha (average yield = 1.11 tonnes/ha). The location and extent 
of soybean production in Japan is of real signifi cance for 
northern European countries. Japan cultivates about 90,000 
ha/year of soybeans, largely on the northernmost island of 
Hokkaido, which, as Sven Holmberg (1956) writes “is the 
only country in the world where soya beans are grown as a 
major crop in a relatively cool and partly marine climate.”
 In 1973 Dr. E.S. Bunting of the Plant Breeding Institute, 
Cambridge, sowed several varieties of soybeans at Oxford; 
these included Fiskeby V (bred by Algot Holmberg & 
Soner A B in Sweden), Altona (the earliest of the varieties 
commercially available in Canada), and two Russian 
varieties grown in Eastern Siberia–Saliut 216 and Amurskaja 
41 (both reputed to be cold-tolerant). Fiskeby 5 gave the 
best grain yields. Also on 21 May 1973 the author planted 
110 varieties of soybeans (including Fiskeby V) at Silsoe, 
Bedfordshire, and showed how critical the planting date is 
in terms of germination. In 1974 Summerfi eld conducted 
controlled environment studies at Reading University.
 “Eleven year (1960-70) growth and yield data for 
Fiskeby V grown at Norrköping, Sweden (latitude 58º 
36’N), supplied to Bunting (1973, private communication) 
by Holmberg, indicate that the variety requires a ‘heat-
sum’ of approximately 825 degree-days above 0ºC to bring 
about fl owering and between 1,880 and 2,000 degree-days 
for completion of its growth cycle. The mean number of 
days from planting to harvest in the eleven year period was 
133 but, perhaps more important, the range was from 115 
to 165, refl ecting to some extent the seasonal variation in 
temperature... (see also Holmberg 1956).”
 “Fiskeby V would appear to be the only variety worthy 
of serious consideration in Britain at the present time... 
[but] for the crop to be a contender for a place in British 
agriculture, the variety will need further improvement 
through breeding.”
 “The real question is whether or not there is suffi cient 
evidence at this stage for a higher level of research resources 
to be channelled into the crop.” Address: National College of 
Agricultural Engineering, Silsoe, Bedford, England.

3137. Read, Hadley. 1974. Partners with India: Building 
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agricultural universities. Urbana, Illinois: University of 
Illinois College of Agriculture. 160 p. Illust. No index. 29 
cm. [60 ref]
• Summary: A superb book, telling the story of how 
American Land-Grant colleges and universities, starting 
in the 1950s, helped India to establish similar agricultural 
universities in India. A number of these Indian organizations 
did pioneering research on soybeans in India.
 On the page facing the start of the Preface is a map 
of India titled “The nine U.S. university-assisted Indian 
agricultural universities.” The names of nine Indian states 
are on the map. Within each state is a number, keyed to 
the names of the universities below. The main work with 
soybeans was done in: (3) Uttar Pradesh, at the G.B. Pant 
University of Agriculture and Technology, Pant Nagar, by 
the University of Illinois. (5) Madhya Pradesh, at Jawaharlal 
Nehru Krishi Vishwa Vidyalaya, Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh 
Agricultural University), again by the University of Illinois.
 Contents: Part 1: A distinctive spirit. 1. Universities 
serving two democracies: An overview. 2. We, to, were 
a developing nation. 3. A new democracy must serve its 
people. 4. A partnership for progress in education. 5. The 
shift toward agricultural university development. “Part 
1 establishes the historical setting for the partnership. It 
reviews the origin of the U.S. land-grant universities, relates 
this origin to the strikingly similar needs of India after her 
independence, and traces the creation and early progress of 
the AID-university technical assistance efforts in India.”
 Chronology of key early events in the USA: “1850 
May–Jonathan Baldwin Turner addressed the Illinois 
Teachers Institute at Griggsville, Illinois, calling for a new 
kind of university for the industrial classes that would stress 
the teaching of agriculture and other ‘vocational’ subjects.” 
At this time, all American universities (such as Harvard, 
Princeton, Yale, etc.) offered a “classical education” which 
included the study of Latin and Greek so that students 
could read the Classics of Western Civilization. They taught 
logic, rhetoric (debate and composition), grammar, history, 
mathematics, astronomy, music, philosophy, and the like.
 “1857 Dec.–Congressman Justin Smith Morrill [a 
Republican from Vermont] introduced a bill that would grant 
public lands to the various states to endow a college for 
teaching subjects related to agriculture and the mechanical 
arts.
 “1858 April–Congressman Morrill made his fi rst major 
speech in Congress supporting has ‘land-grant bill.’ The 
House of Representatives passed Morrill’s bill two days later 
and referred it to the Public Lands Committee of the Senate.
 “1859 Feb.–The Senate passed Morrill’s bill, including 
two amendments which the house had accepted earlier. 
President James Buchanan vetoed the bill...
 “1862 June–The Senate passed a revised version of 
Morrill’s land-grant bill, introduced by Senator Benjamin 
Franklin Wade [Republican from Ohio]. The House approved 

the Senate’s version of the bill
 “1862 June–President Abraham Lincoln signed the 
Land-Grant Act.
 Note: This Act ushered in a new era of higher education 
in the United States. Under the act, each eligible state 
received a total of 30,000 acres (120 square km) of federal 
land for each member of congress the state had as of the 
census of 1860. This land, or the proceeds from its sale, was 
to be used toward establishing and funding the educational 
institutions described above.
 1887 March–The Hatch Act was approved. Introduced 
by Congressman William H. Hatch of Missouri, it provided 
federal money for the support of agricultural experiment 
stations at colleges and universities endowed under the Land 
Grant Act of 1862.
 1887 Oct.–Delegates from the established land-grant 
colleges and universities met in Washington, D.C., and 
formally organized the Association of American Agricultural 
Colleges and Experiment Stations.
 1914 May–The Smith-Lever Act was approved. 
Sponsored by Congressman Ashbury F. Lever of South 
Carolina and Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia, the act 
provided federal funds for cooperative agricultural extension 
work by the established land-grant colleges and universities.
 Part 2: From concept to reality. 6. Translating the 
Illinois blueprint to two states: Introduction, Uttar Pradesh 
Agricultural University (From jungle swamp to state farm, 
the race to be fi rst, from state farm to college campus, 
a clear-cut mandate, a hostile [physical] environment 
for growth, the Tarai heritage, drastic action is needed 
{D.P. Sinhg is appointed vice chancellor}); Jawaharlal 
Nehru Agricultural Agricultural University (The need for 
consolidation, eight colleges into one university, a research 
team, “pulled by our dreams,” concept is crucial, pride in 
research, less push for extension, different versions of one 
model)... 13. U.S. Foundations: Catalysts for progress (Ford 
and Rockefeller foundations).
 Part 3: The road taken and the road ahead. 14. The 
dimensions of our effort. 15. Profi les of progress. 16. An 
author’s perspective.
 Chronology of signifi cant events in India: 1947 Aug. 
15–India wins independence from Great Britain; a new 
democracy is born. However the country is suddenly and 
violently split into two countries: the Republic of India 
(with a Hindu majority) and Pakistan (itself divided into 
East and West, located far apart, with a Muslim majority). 
India has 21 universities, but they were not well suited to 
address India’s social, economic, or agricultural needs. At 
this time, India urgently needs to increase food production 
and fi nd homes for the millions of displaced persons, many 
of whom had fl ed from West Pakistan at the time of partition. 
Approximately 8.6 million Hindus and Sikhs fl ed from 
Pakistani territory, and about 7.9 million Muslims fl ed from 
Indian territory. It was one of the largest and most sudden 
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human migrations in world history.
 1948 Nov.–The Government of India establishes the 
University Education Commission under the chairmanship 
of S. Radhakrishnan, to recommend improvements in 
university education to serve the future needs of the nation. 
Commission members included Americans Arthur Morgan 
and John Togert.
 1949–Three historical events converge in a common 
cause that will profoundly affect the direction and structure 
of higher education in India.
 1949 Jan.–U.S. President Harry S. Truman, in “Point 
Four” of his inaugural address, promises to share U.S. 
technical knowledge with the “peace-loving peoples” of 
developing nations of the free world.
 1949 Feb.–The National Association of State 
Universities and Land Grant Colleges pledges to help in 
achieving the Point Four objectives.
 1949 Aug.–India’s University Education Commission 
issues its report calling for reforms in higher education, 
including the establishment of new “rural universities.”
 1951 Nov.–India’s state ministers of agriculture, 
university vice chancellors, and deans of the faculty of 
agriculture issue a resolution urging “sisterhood relations” 
between Indian and U.S. universities.
 1951 Nov.–Douglas Ensminger arrives in India to had 
the Ford Foundation’s program to assist India’s Community 
Development Program.
 1952 Jan.–The United States signs a formal agreement 
to provide India with technical assistance in the fi eld of 
agriculture.
 1952 June–The University of Illinois signs a contract 
with the U.S. Technical Cooperation Administration, 
predecessor of the Agency for International Development 
(AID) to assist India’s Allahabad Agricultural Institute in 
improving its educational programs.
 Frank Parker arrives in New Delhi as chief 
agriculturalist for the USAID mission and advisor to the 
Indian Minister of Food and Agriculture.
 1955 April–The fi rst of fi ve two-man survey teams from 
the University of Illinois etc. leave for India to study Indian 
agricultural colleges. All fi ve teams complete their 4-6 week 
study trips between April 1 and Oct. 1.
 1955 Sept. The Joint Indo-American Team submits 
its study report which contains 118 recommendations for 
improving agricultural research and education in India and 
urging consideration of new rural universities. Address: Prof. 
and Head of Agricultural Communications, Univ. of Illinois.

3138. Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J. 1974. Microbiology and 
biochemistry of soy sauce fermentation. Advances in Applied 
Microbiology 17:157-94. [259 ref]
• Summary: The best review of the literature on soy sauce 
available in English. Superb! Contents: Introduction. 
Fermented soy products. History of soy sauce products. 

Chemical composition of soy sauce. Raw materials: 
Soybeans, wheat, ratio of soybeans to wheat, salt, substitute 
raw materials. Treatment of raw materials. Koji. Culturing 
the Koji. Mash (Moromi): Preparation (mashing), control 
of the mash, aging, microbiology of mash. Pressing. 
Pasteurization. “Chemical” soy sauce. Semichemical soy 
sauce, or shinshiki shoyu. Future development in the soy 
sauce industry. Conclusions. References. Address: Dep. 
of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland.

3139. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Food prices: Meat market stays 
steady as fi rm plans to market substitute. Times (London). 
Jan. 24. p. 4, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: Crosse & Blackwell, one of the UK’s largest 
food companies, “has decided to sell a product that it says 
does as good a nutritional job as minced beef, for two thirds 
of the price. The product looks like a light brown sugar, 
smells like commercial seasoning, and is based on imported 
soya beans.”

3140. Grocer (The) (London). 1975. C&B [Crosse & 
Blackwell] move into the TSP [textured soya protein] 
market. 196(6167):23-25. Jan. 25. See also p. 4.
• Summary: Mince Savour is designed to be added to minced 
meat “to make it more tasty and go further.” The product 
comes in two sizes, 1 oz and 2.125 oz, ready seasoned and 
expected to retail at 7p and 13 p. respectively. C&B are 
processing the protein at their Aylesbury factory. One ounce 
added to water and mixed with 8 oz. mincemeat produces 12 
oz. before cooking.
 The brief introduction on p. 4 notes that Mince Savour 
“is being launched in London and the South and is being 
backed with a £250,000 campaign... While there are soya 
protein lines being used in catering and Standard Brands 
have a hamburger type product in the grocery trade,” this 
appears to be the fi rst meat extender of its type on the 
market. “Of course, Courtaulds have already tested their 
Kesp pies through the trade and are now on sale through 
selected Sainsbury stores.” Address: England.

3141. Grocer (The) (London). 1975. Kesp on test in 30 
Sainsbury stores. 196(6167):23. Jan. 25.
• Summary: “Kesp soya protein pies from Courtaulds are 
being sold by Sainsbury in a test operation through 30 
stores. The 1 lb pies sell for 25 pence each from refrigerated 
cabinets.” Address: England.

3142. Product Name:  Kesp Soya Protein Pies (Meat 
Analog Based on Spun Soy Protein Fibers Chunks and 
Mince in Gravy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kesp Protein Foods, Courtaulds 
Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 16, Coventry CV6 
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5AE, England.
Date of Introduction:  1975 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb. Retails for 25 pence (1/75, 
London).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (London). 
1975. Jan. 25. p. 23. “Kesp on test in 30 Sainsbury stores.” 
Kesp soya protein pies from Courtaulds are being sold by 
Sainsbury in a test operation through 30 stores. The 1 lb pies 
sell for 25 pence each from refrigerated cabinets.

3143. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Independent watch on new 
protein food urged. Times (London). Feb. 6. p. 4, col. 5.
• Summary: “Independent scrutiny of foods from sources as 
yet untapped for mass consumption, including grass, moulds 
and animal waste, was called for yesterday by the Foods 
Standards Committee of the Ministry of Agriculture. It also 
issued guidelines for tighter rules... for the labeling of such 
foods.”
 “Already the market for protein foods based on soya 
beans was worth £1 million a year in the United Kingdom.”
 Source: Novel Protein Foods, Stationery Offi ce, 75p. 
Address: Agricultural correspondent.

3144. Product Name:  Mince Savour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Crosse & Blackwell. Div. of 
Nestle.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1975 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 oz and 2.125 oz packets.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (London). 
1975. Jan. 25. p. 4, 23-25. This textured soy protein product 
is designed to be used with minced meat. Supermarketing. 
1971. Oct. 13-14. “Crosse and Blackwell savours soya 
sales.” R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented Aug. 1978). Marketing 
plant protein in Europe. p. 397. Shows a black-and-white 
photo of each product in its can.
 W. Pringle. 1991. “Soya protein, past experience & 
future potential.” In: Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. 
Hamburger Soja-Tagung. p. 156. Nestlé’s Mince Savour was 
launched in Feb. 1975. It consisted of extruded soya with 
fl avours, sold as a dry mix.

3145. Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J.B. 1975. Sucrase from soy 
sauce moulds. Transactions of the British Mycological 
Society 64(1):143-46. Feb. [11 ref]
• Summary: The production of enzymes from fi lamentous 
fungi that hydrolyse molds has been reported by many. 
Most previous reports have related to enzymes found in cell 
extracts or to enzymes released as spores germinated. “We 
wish to report on an enzyme produced as part of the complex 
of extracellular enzymes released into the environment by 
growing vegetative hyphae of Aspergillus oryzae (sojae) 

strains used in the production of soy sauce.” Address: Dep. 
of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow G1 
1XW, Scotland.

3146. Ashaye, T.I.; Asenime, I.O.E.; Afolabi, N.O.; Van 
Rheenen, H.A. 1975. Soybean production in Nigeria. 
INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 223-26. D.K. Whigham, ed. 
Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: Proceedings 
of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the Middle East, and 
South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). [13 ref]
• Summary: “Areas of production: Benue Province in 
Benue-Plateau State is a center of production, followed by 
the Abuja area in the North Western State and Southern Zaria 
Province in North Central State as minor production areas. 
The crop is produced in small holdings of 1 to 2 hectares per 
farmer, with an average yield of 600 to 800 kg/ha...
 “Most of the crop is sold to United Kingdom consumers. 
Italy, Hungary, and Western Germany are other markets for 
Nigerian soybeans.
 “Most of the soybeans produced in Nigeria are exported 
as a cash crop, except for a few that are used for human 
consumption in some parts of the northern states. Yuwa (13) 
stated that the Gwarrin Genge around Diko have discovered 
that soybeans can be used for making ‘daddawa’ [dawadawa] 
in place of the usual locust bean. Also the Koros around 
Ija pound it into powder and use it in place of melon seed 
to thicken their soup. Recently, however, because of the 
prevalent kwashiorkor (acute protein defi ciency syndrome) 
in many poor Nigerian children, there appears to be 
stimulated interest in the use of soybean for human food.” 
Address: 1&3. Inst. of Agricultural Research and Training, 
Univ. of Ife, Ibadan, Nigeria.

3147. Mercer-Quarshie, H.; Nsowah, G.F. 1975. Soya bean 
in Ghana. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 200-08. D.K. Whigham, 
ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and Utilization: 
Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of Africa, the 
Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric., Univ. of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). [3 ref]
• Summary: “Introduction of soya bean into Ghana through 
offi cial channels began in 1909. The aim was to get farmers 
to grow the crop as an additional food item and also as a 
possible export item. Between 1909 and 1956, seventeen 
annual trials, spread over 12 locations stretching from 
Asuansi on the coast to Tono on the northern border of 
Ghana, were conducted with about 40 varieties. The initial 
results of trials up to 1942 were discouraging, but later, 
probably as the trial offi cers learned to handle the crop better, 
yields began to rise. In the early 1950s yields of 1,457 kg/ha 
could be recorded in some trials.
 “Among the problems that frustrated the attempt to 
introduce soya beans into Ghana in the early 1900s was 
the complaint by growers that soya beans took too long to 
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cook and also that their taste was unappealing. The aim of 
the investigations now is to develop soya beans for meal to 
be used in feeds, and for oil for various cooking purposes. 
Therefore nothing is being done now in determining the 
acceptability of the soya bean seed as food for humans. This 
is not to say this will not be done in future.”
 Note: This document contains the earliest date seen for 
soybeans in Ghana, or the cultivation of soybeans in Ghana 
(1909). The source of these soybeans was probably England. 
Address: 1. Senior Research Offi cer, Crops Research Inst., 
Kumasi, Ghana; 2. Lecturer, Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. of 
Science & Technology, Kumasi, Ghana.

3148. Mmbaga, E.T. 1975. Highlights of soybean 
production in Tanzania. INTSOY Series No. 6. p. 252-53. 
D.K. Whigham, ed. Soybean Production, Protection, and 
Utilization: Proceedings of a Conference for Scientists of 
Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia (College of Agric., 
Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: “Soybean... was fi rst introduced at Amani, 
Tanga [region of today’s Tanzania], in 1907 by the Germans, 
and during the second World War (1939-1947) the British 
tried to grow soybean in the West Lake Region but their 
efforts were in vain. The yields were terribly low due to poor 
varieties.
 “The potential of soybean was realized later and a 
breeding program was initiated in 1955 and completed 
successfully in 1963 at Nachingwea, which was a good target 
for soybean improvement after the failure of a groundnut 
scheme. Nachingwea varieties proved suitable for low 
altitudes...
 “General Agricultural Products Export Corporation 
(GAPEX) and National Milling Corporation are the two 
agents that buy all seed crops. These corporations are 
extremely dependable and, as a result, the farmers’ interest in 
going into soybean production has been accelerated to some 
degree...
 “Village soybean projects, United Nations Children’s 
Fund, and nutrition extension services are the three main 
bodies involved in a campaign for better nutrition levels 
for the whole nation... Soy fl our is at present being used 
in making porridge, at a ratio of one part soy fl our to three 
parts maize fl our. Breads of 10 percent soy fl our and 90 
percent wheat fl our are common, especially in the Morogoro 
region. Porridge and soymilk are generally used extensively 
in school feeding programs and the acceptability of these 
products is very high.
 “The processing of soybeans to soy fl our is 
accomplished by using the locally existing mills...
 “Future prospects for the soybean in Tanzania are 
absolutely bright.” Address: Agricultural Research Inst. 
Ilonga, Private Bag, Kilosa, Tanzania.

3149. Moore, John R. 1975. The United Kingdom market for 

soybean oil. Maryland Agricultural Experiment Station. MP-
861. 43 p. March. [5 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Tables. Figures. Summary. 
Introduction. Characteristics of edible oils: General 
characteristics, characteristics of specifi c edible oils and fats: 
soybean oil, coconut oil, palm oil, rapeseed oil, cottonseed, 
peanut, sunfl ower, saffl ower, sesame, corn oil, marine oils. 
Market structure and marketing channels: For vegetable 
oil, sales contracts. Demand for edible oils and fats: Total 
demand, changing quantities demanded of various fats 
and oils, changing consumer tastes for edible oil products, 
changing technology, steps in edible oil processing, 
comparison of U.S. and U.K. processing (cost, blending, 
product quality), future innovations, prices...
 Table 8 (p. 28) gives “United Kingdom: Quantity and 
percentage utilization of soybean oil by type of product, 
1965-1972.” The types are:
 (1) Margarine, increased from 31,500 to 69,800 metric 
tons (43.8 to 47.3%).
 (2) Compound cooking fat, decreased from 11,200 to 
11,100 metric tons (15.6 to 7.6%).
 (3) Other edible types, increased from 29,200 to 65,800 
metric tons (40.6 to 45.1%).
 (4) Total, increased from 71,900 to 146,100 metric tons.
 “Conclusion: It has been shown that soybean oil is 
enjoying increasing sales (127 per cent increase between 
1967 and 1973) and an increasing share of the U. K. edible 
fats and oils market (from 3.6 percent in 1967 to 7.6 percent 
in 1973). It has also been shown that the increasing sales 
of soybean oil in the U. K. has been due to increasing 
population, changing tastes, changing technology, declining 
relative prices and relative abundance of supply. Future 
consumption of soybeans in the U.K. will also be affected 
by the same basic factors, and it appears they will continue 
favorable for soybean oil sales in the U. K. Population will 
continue to increase, taste trends will likely continue to favor 
soybean oil type products (soft margarine and liquid oils), 
and soybean oil prices will likely decline relative to other oil 
prices. Wider adoption of the latest soybean oil technology 
will also favor soybean oil use.
 “Several steps might be taken to further increase the 
use of soybean oil in the U.K. They include promoting the 
wider adoption of the best known soybean oil technology 
in the U.K., promoting the sales of an identifi ed soybean 
oil product in the U.K., and maintaining seasonable prices 
and assured supplies of soybeans and soybean oil in the 
U.K. by producing adequate amounts for the world market 
and maintaining adequate reserves.” Address: Agriculture 
Experiment Station, Univ. of Maryland, College Park.

3150. Payne, P.R. 1975. Safe protein-calorie ratios in diets. 
The relative importance of protein and energy intake as 
causal factors in malnutrition. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 28(3):281-86. March. [16 ref]
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• Summary: “Abstract: There has been up to now at lack 
of agreement as to the way in which protein and energy 
requirements could be combined in give estimates of 
adequate dietary protein-energy ratios.
 “The method based on minimum maintenance 
requirements offers the further advantage that it allows an 
assessment of protein energy malnutrition; those situations 
in which protein defi ciency is a secondary consequence of a 
low energy intake are differentiated from those in which the 
primary cause is an inadequate level of protein in the diet. 
The adequate ‘safe’ level of protein-energy ratio in the diets 
of 2- and 3-year-old children is close to 5% and since most 
varieties of cereal grains appear to provide utilizable protein 
levels of close to this amount, this lends further support 
to the view that primary protein defi ciency is unlikely to 
be the main factor causing protein-energy malnutrition in 
communities for which cereals are the cheapest source of 
energy.”
 Note: This is an extremely important and infl uential 
paper. P.R. Payne destroyed the myth that protein was the 
nutrient is shortest supply, and the most expensive one 
as well. He bolstered this argument in another even more 
famous paper titled “The Protein Gap” published in the 
prestigious journal Nature in November 1975. Address: Dep. 
of Human Nutrition, London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine.

3151. Walker, N. 1975. What price soya bean and barley for 
fi nishing pigs? Agriculture in Northern Ireland 49(12):444-
46. April.
• Summary: “Extracted soya bean meal” was used to replace 
some of the barley meal in a fi nishing ration fed to pigs in 
Northern Ireland. Address: Agricultural Research Inst. of 
Northern Ireland, Hillsborough.

3152. Product Name:  Country Meadow (Canned Mince).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Brooke Bond Oxo.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1975 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  W. Pringle. 1991. “Soya 
protein, past experience & future potential.” In: Soja in 
Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. Hamburger Soja-Tagung. p. 156. 
Brooke Bond OXO’s Country Meadow was launched in May 
1975 as a “canned mince and many more.”

3153. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Why the meat lobby needn’t 
worry about soya yet. Times (London). June 13. p. 7, cols. 
5-7.
• Summary: The article, written in a negative tone, begins: 
“There is nothing new about eating soya; it is just that food 
processors have found new ways of selling it. That is why 
enthusiastic vegetarians have predicted joyfully that it will 
make livestock, broiler houses and abattoirs redundant 

while farmers and butchers have begun to condemn it as a 
despicable and inferior substitute for fresh meat.
 “It has been used in processed foods for years... But in 
its latest guise it comes in small, gritty lumps, coloured beef-
brown by the processor, accompanied by recipe leafl ets in 
which it replaces meat in shepherd’s pie, curry and spaghetti 
bolognese.
 “Its promoters say it can do everything for the diet that 
meat can do, only more cheaply, with less fat and without 
the agony of the slaughterhouse. This may turn out to be 
the most misconceived marketing campaign of the decade 
since the ability of soya to disguise itself as meat is severely 
limited.”
 Direct Foods sells soya protein. “Craigmillar, which 
makes Country Farm vegetable protein for caterers, is part 
of the Unilever empire, which also embraces Birds Eye 
beefburgers and Walls sausages. RHM, which makes a soya 
product called Protena, also manufacturers pig feed.” Crosse 
& Blackwell is the only large company that sells its product, 
soya mince, in retail shops.
 Earlier this year “the Government Food Standards 
Committee recommended that processors should be allowed 
to replace up to 30 per cent of the authorized minimum meat 
content of processed foods with vegetable protein as long 
as the substitution was admitted on the label. Beef sausages 
must have half their weight in beef...” The main problem is 
that vegetarian meat substitutes are much too expensive.

3154. Irish Times (Dublin). 1975. Winged bean that may feed 
the hungry. July 28. p. 7.
• Summary: An international panel of eminent biologists 
and agricultural researchers “are recommending a major 
development effort to turn Psophocarpus tetragonolobus, or 
the winged bean, into a main crop.”
 “Existing knowledge of the winged bean and its varieties 
is about that of the soybean 60 years ago at the time of its 
commercial introduction into the U.S.A.”

3155. Tara, René. 1975. Re: Interest in making miso. Writing 
European macrobiotic cookbook. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at New-Age Foods Study Center, Aug. 17. 2 p. Handwritten, 
with signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: “I was so happy to see your note in the East-
West Journal as I have for a long time wanted to learn more 
about miso making and different uses of the soybean. Do you 
have completed books that I might buy from you and if so 
how much?
 “I am in the process of writing a European Macrobiotic 
Cook Book and would like to discover how to do it in this 
country... We live in a small town more or less in the country. 
I am sorry I missed your article on miso & tofu but it is not 
always so easy to get E.W.J. here. Please let me know about 
the books. Do you know Bev & Nahum Stiskin? Thank 
you.” Address: 30 B Market St., Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts. 
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[Wiltshire], England.

3156. Klemsrud, Judy. 1975. World vegetarians meet to talk–
and eat. New York Times. Aug. 22. p. 37.
• Summary: About the World Vegetarian Congress, held 
at the University of Maine in Orono, Maine. Some 1,500 
people from 30 countries attended the 12-day meeting. 
According to Jay Dinshah, president of the North American 
Vegetarian Society (which is host to the conference) most 
people are here for 3 reasons: (1) They think meat-eating is 
harmful to their health; (2) They came for ethical reasons, 
because they believe it is wrong to slaughter animals for 
food; and (3) They believe that vegetarianism would help 
solve the world food crisis.
 According to Mr. Dinshah, about 50% of the worlds 
nearly four billion people are already vegetarians, many of 
them for religious reasons or because they have no choice. 
In the United States about 10 million people are said to be 
vegetarians.
 “Soya milk and cow milk are available at all times as are 
fruit juices, spring water, and herb tea.” Attendees include 
Dr. Gordon Latto (a retired London naturopath, elected 
yesterday as president of the International Vegetarian Union), 
Helen and Scott Nearing (the reigning celebrities; he is age 
92 and they own a farm nearby), comedian Dick Gregory, 
and author Nathaniel Altman.
 Photos show: Dr. Gordon Latto, president of the 
International Vegetarian Union. A woman (Alexandra Lonc 
of Detroit, Michigan) in a t-shirt that states: “Be kind to 
animals–Don’t eat them.” Address: Special to the New York 
Times.

3157. Dinshah, Freya. 1975. XXIII World Vegetarian 
Congress cook book. Malaga, New Jersey: North American 
Vegetarian Society. 40 p. Illust. No index. 27 cm. Spiral 
bound. Introduction by H. Jay Dinshah.
• Summary: This is a vegan cookbook. This congress is a 
milestone of the vegetarian movement both in North America 
and worldwide. “The International Vegetarian Union, 
founded in 1908, had held 22 previous Congresses from 
1908 to 1973, each in the British Isles, continental Europe, or 
India.” A congress is held every 2 years. The North American 
Vegetarian Society was created with two goals: (1) To bring 
about a complete renaissance of the vegetarian movement in 
the United States and Canada, and (2) To organize the 23rd 
Congress, which was held 16-28 Aug. 1975 at the University 
of Maine, Orono, Maine. Daily menus served at the Congress 
are listed on pages 7-8. Soya milk, and Willow Run Soya 
Lecithin Spread were available at each breakfast. Willow 
Run Spread, Soy Mayonnaise, Tamari Soy Sauce, Soya Milk, 
and Roasted Soya Beans were available at each lunch and 
dinner. Soy-related recipes include: Soya sprouts (p. 14-15). 
Soya butter (made with 3/4 cup soya powder, and ½ cup each 
soy oil and water, p. 16). Soy mayonnaise (with soya powder 

and Soyagen powder). Soya beans (boiled, then baked, p. 
17). Soya peanut savory (with cooked soya beans, p. 20). 
Soya rounds (with cooked soya beans, baked, p. 20). Several 
tablespoons to 2/3 cup of Soyagen powder (powdered 
soymilk) or soya powder are used in many of the dessert 
recipes (p. 30-36). Soya milk (from soya powder, p. 32). 
Bread pudding (with soya milk, p. 32). Granola (with soya 
powder, p. 39). Page 40 lists 34 vegetarian societies affi liated 
with NAVS in the USA. Address: North American Vegetarian 
Society, 501 Old Harding Highway, Malaga, New Jersey.

3158. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Agriculture: Making soya taste 
like cherries. Times (London). Sept. 15. p. 14, cols. 6-8.
• Summary: The International Food Industries Conference 
will open tomorrow in London. New and potential sources 
of food will be discussed, including vegetable protein, 
microbial protein and energy from wastes, bacterial and 
fungal protein produced by fermentation (and now used 
mainly to feed animals), extraction of leaf protein, and soya 
protein.
 “Staff of Soya Foods, a Spillers company, will 
contribute a paper and demonstration which will include a 
recipe for raspberry pie fi lling which includes as well as 2 
lb. of fruit ‘4 oz dry brown-coloured mince textured soya 
protein.’”
 Mr. J.A. Church, commercial development manager 
with Spillers, states: “Just as bread is a textured form of 
wheat fl our, so textured vegetable protein is a similar form 
of soya fl our.” With the proper herbs and seasonings “’it is 
possible to use textured proteins in their own right in savoury 
dishes which do not contain meat... High meat replacement 
levels can already be achieved in traditional meat dishes, 
but I believe more attention should be given to developing 
new foods which rely on using textured protein as a basic 
ingredient in its own right, using it with or without meat.’”
 Mr. G.H. Harrington, marketing manager with RHM 
Flour Mills, is vice-chairman of the Vegetable Protein 
Association.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) that 
mentions a “Vegetable Protein Association” in Europe.

3159. Food Systems Branch and Research Branch, 
Agriculture Canada; Grain Marketing Offi ce. Industry, Trade 
and Commerce. 1975. Plant proteins in Canada: Utilization 
for human food. Canada. iii+ 163 p. Sept. 28 cm. [25+ ref]
• Summary: The title page depicts this as “An assembly of 
information describing protein crops, status of ingredient 
manufacturers and marketing, potential markets, research 
effort, government incentives and regulations, protein status 
reports, and sources of information.”
 Contents: Introduction. Protein crops: 1. Trends in 
breeding Canadian protein crops. 2. Statistical summaries, by 
crop, of production area, yield, production, farm price, farm 
value and protein yield.
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 Manufacturing: 1. Manufacturers, distributors, and 
vegetable protein associations in Canada, U.S.A., United 
Kingdom, Australia and Japan (incl. Canadian Vegetable 
Protein Association, Don Mills, Ontario; Food Protein 
Council (USA)). 2. Extraction processes for broad bean 
protein, oilseeds, soybean protein, rapeseed protein, wheat 
gluten, oat protein, corn refi ning, alfalfa protein.
 Markets: 1. Canada’s position in world plant protein 
markets. 2. Canada’s position in world gluten markets. 3. 
Projected growth of plant protein food ingredients.
 Tariffs: 1. Tariff description, by country and BTN 
number. 2. Canadian tariffs on vegetable fl ours, protein, 
oilseeds, oilcake and meal. 3. Countries entitled to British 
Preferential Tariff, Most Favoured National Customs Tariff, 
General Tariff, General Preferential Tariff.
 Regulations: 1. Status of plant protein under Canadian 
Food and Drug Regulations. 2. Canadian regulations–protein 
and fat content in simulated and extended meat products. 3. 
Problems in evaluating protein quality. 4. Aspects of current 
U.S. legislation. 5. Proposed revised regulations for plant 
protein in U.S.A.
 Government incentives: 1. Federal government 
assistance programs. 2. Provincial government assistance 
programs. 3. POS Pilot Plant Corporation.
 Research effort: 1. Estimate of research effort, in man-
years, on utilization of plant protein in Canada. 2. Non-
exhaustive list of research topics on plant protein in Canada.
 Status of Canadian plant protein development: 
1. Canadian role in development of plant proteins. 2. 
Production and utilization of sunfl ower. 3. Current status of 
leaf protein. 4. Status of rapeseed protein. 5. SCP status. 6. 
Review of buckwheat as a potential source of human food. 7. 
Status of oat protein.
 U.S.A. situation: 1. Review of “U.S. Plant Protein 
Situation.” 2. Non-conventional food sources. Major sources 
of information on plant proteins. Address: Canada.

3160. Food Systems Branch and Research Branch, 
Agriculture Canada; Grain Marketing Offi ce. Industry, Trade 
and Commerce. 1975. British vegetable protein producers 
and distributors (Document part). In: Plant Proteins in 
Canada: Utilization for Human Food. 1975. Canada. iii+ 163 
p. See p. 51. Sept. 28 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: The following British companies (all but 1 of 
the 17 listed) make or distribute soya protein products: 1. 
British Soya Products Ltd., Ware, Herts. 2. Rank, Hovis 
McDougall Agricultural Industries Ltd., London. 3. Messrs. 
Courtaulds, Manchester. 5. Spillers Ltd., Liverpool. 6. 
Chambers & Fargus Ltd., Hull. 7. Christian Salvensen Ltd., 
Grimsby. 8. British Arkady Ltd., Manchester. 9. Soya Foods 
Ltd., Barking, Essex. 10. Amsal Ltd., London. 11. Bush 
Boake Allen Ltd., London. 12. Oppenheimer Casing Co. 
(UK) Ltd., Edinburgh. 13. Griffi th Laboratories (UK) Ltd., 
Summercotes, Derby. 14. Miles Laboratories, Bridgend, 

Glamorgan. 15. Croda Premier Ltd., Hull. 16 Crosse & 
Blackwell Ltd., Croydon. 17. Unilever Raw Materials Ltd., 
London.
 Source: Grain Marketing Offi ce, Trade Commissioner 
Service of I.T. & C. [Department of Industry, Trade and 
Commerce]. Address: Canada.

3161. Soybean Digest. 1975. Honorary life memberships 
[American Soybean Assoc.]: Frank Hoxie and Johannes E. 
Th. M. Randag. Sept. p. 24.
• Summary: Hoxie, from Shenandoah, Iowa, is a pioneer of 
the soybean industries of Iowa and the U.S. His family began 
experimenting with soybeans in 1916. As a senator in the 
Iowa legislature, he introduced Iowa’s fi rst soybean checkoff 
bill.
 Randag, in his capacity as head of the Oilseeds and Fats 
Buying Div. of Unilever, Rotterdam, the Netherlands, has 
favored the increased use of U.S. soybeans in his company 
by enlarging the crushing capacity of Unilever crushing 
plants in Germany, the UK, and the Netherlands. Another 
plant is under construction in Switzerland. He has been 
president of the International Assoc. of Seed Crushers since 
1970. Photos show Hoxie and Randag.

3162. Grocer (The) (London). 1975. Processing industry 
awaits the green light on textured proteins [in the U.K.]. 
197(6203):83-84, 86, 96. Oct. 4.
• Summary: At a recent Food Industries conference in 
London, Gordon Harrington, vice-chairman of the Vegetable 
Protein Association and marketing manager for RHM 
Flour Mills, discussed the legal implications and legislation 
concerning these new food sources. “Mr. Harrington said the 
guidelines in the recent Food Standards Committee report 
on Novel Proteins are likely to be relevant to the EEC in 
general.” Details are given. It is widely agreed that the future 
of textured protein products will depend on their quality. 
Mr. J.A. Church, commercial development manager of Soya 
Food (Spillers) discussed developments in textured proteins. 
Microbial proteins and leaf proteins were also discussed by 
other speakers.

3163. Rector, Robert. 1975. Vegetable proteins have an 
exciting future [in the U.K.]. Grocer (The) 197(6205):66. 
Oct. 18.
• Summary: Today, most textured soy protein is used as a 
meat extender.
 A sidebar notes that the American Soybean Association 
is sponsoring and organising a two-day conference and 
exhibition on “Soyprotein” in association with the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture at the Cunard Hotel, London, on 
Tuesday and Wednesday next week. The conference will 
feature major speakers from the US, Europe and the UK, 
with a “wide range of topics to interest users of Soyprotein in 
all sectors of catering and the food processing industry.”
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 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Aug. 2003) that contains the word “soyprotein” (or 
“soyaproteins”). Address: Managing Director for the UK and 
Europe, Griffi th Labs.

3164. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Avoiding the uniformity of bread 
and Eurojam. Times (London). Oct. 21. p. 3, col. 7.
• Summary: The Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
warned yesterday “against stifl ing enterprise in the food 
industry” by making laws “so extensive, rigid, or detailed 
that development of new techniques is inhibited.” He spoke 
at a conference in London that marked the centenary of the 
fi rst Food and Drugs Act [Sale of Food and Drugs Act 1875].
 An undersecretary at the ministry said that if a 
“processor replaced part of the meat in a prepared dish such 
as shepherd’s pie with textured soya protein it might have to 
be labelled ‘shepherd’s pie with added soya.’ Manufacturers 
did not favour such a rule since it might make shoppers 
reluctant to buy the product.
 “The development of novel proteins, including textured 
vegetable products and microbial proteins, has reduced the 
risk of world food shortages. But most of the novel foods 
were likely to be restricted to animal feeds for some time.” 
Address: Agricultural correspondent.

3165. Finey, David John; Ravenhill, J.R.; Tait, M.J. 
Assignors to Lever Brothers Company (New York, NY). 
1975. Ice cream. U.S. Patent 3,914,441. Oct. 21. 5 p. 
Application fi led 7 Dec. 1973. [4 ref]
• Summary: Discusses the manufacture of ice cream having 
a low pH, which may contain soya protein. Soya protein, 
which has an isoelectric point of about pH 4.6, is (like 
casein) acid-precipitable; it can be used either by itself or 
in a protein combination, for example with milk protein. 
Preferred stabilisers include microcrystalline cellulose, 
propylene glycol alginate, and dextran. In Example 8, soya 
protein is used in place of casein. Address: Stevenage, 
England.

3166. Singer, Peter. 1975. Animal liberation: A new ethics 
for our treatment of animals. New York, NY: New York 
Review. Distributed by Random House. xix + 301 p. Oct. 
Illust. Index. 18 cm. Paperback edition published Sept. 1977 
by Avon Discus. [200* ref]
• Summary: This book, a milestone in and “bible” of the 
animal rights movement worldwide, fi rst popularized the 
concepts of animal rights and speciesism (pronounced SPEE-
shees-iz-um, a term fi rst used in 1973) as logical extensions 
of human rights and racism. It helped to make 1975 a year 
that saw explosive growth in the animal rights and vegetarian 
movements. Singer is an Australian academic.
 The author, an Australian philosopher, argues for an 
end to oppression and exploitation of non-human animals, 
discusses animal experimentation and factory farming, and 

presents vegetarianism as an opportunity to take a political, 
economic, and moral stance in our daily lives.
 Contents: Preface (It begins: “This book is about the 
tyranny of human over nonhuman animals. This tyranny 
has caused and today is still causing an amount of pain and 
suffering that can only be compared with that which resulted 
from the centuries of tyranny by white humans over black 
humans. The struggle against this tyranny is a struggle as 
important as any of the moral and social issues that have 
been fought over in recent years”). Acknowledgments. 1. All 
animals are equal... or why supporters of liberation for blacks 
and women should support animal liberation too. 2. Tools for 
research... or what the public doesn’t know it is paying for.
 3. Down on the factory farm... or what happened to 
your dinner when it was still an animal. 4. Becoming a 
vegetarian... or how to reduce animal suffering and human 
starvation at the same time.
 5. Man’s dominion... a short history of speciesism. 6. 
Speciesism today... defenses, rationalizations, and objections 
to animal liberation.
 Appendices: Cooking for liberated people (incl. 
Seventh-day Adventists, bread, peanut butter, tahini, miso, 
hummus, and Tartex, Chinese recipes, mung bean sprouts 
and tofu, Indian recipes, Middle Eastern recipes, fl at Arabian 
bread, chickpeas and felafel, Italian recipes, macrobiotic 
recipes {incl. soy sauce, soybeans}, meat substitutes {incl. 
TVP, Granburger, Protoveg, Itona, Vitpro, Loma Linda 
meatless frankfurters, imitation bacon bits}, and milk 
substitutes–often made from soybeans), further reading, 
organizations.
 Singer’s book was not just a philosophical treatise. It 
was a call to action. Invoking the concept of speciesism, 
Singer deplored the historic attitude of humans toward 
non-humans as a “form of prejudice no less objectionable 
than racism or sexism,” and urged that the liberation of 
animals become the next great cause after civil rights and 
the women’s movement. Singer’s popular book produced 
two important effects. First, it reintroduced to the anti-
vivisectionist cause an intellectual basis, a philosophical 
orientation, and a moral focus. Second, it attracted to the 
animal rights cause a host of new activists who started many 
new organizations. The most active and visible of these has 
been PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, 
in Washington, DC), which by 1988 was thought to have 
200,000 dues paying members in the USA.
 Singer maintains that: “to treat animals as resources and 
argue about when use is sustainable, is a classic example of 
economic rationalism running heedlessly over non-economic 
values. We should no more hand our wild animals over to 
the tender mercies of the market than we should hand our 
children over to the same market forces. Neither children nor 
wild animals are a ‘product’ or a ‘resource’ at all.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions Itona, a British maker of soymilk and meat 
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alternatives. Address: Australia.

3167. Clayton, Hugh. 1975. Cost of meat dishes ‘could be 
cut by tenth.’ Times (London). Nov. 13. p. 2, col. 3.
• Summary: “... if meat was replaced by vegetable protein 
to the maximum permissible extent, Mr. Eric Learmonth, 
chairman of the Vegetable Protein Association, said 
yesterday. The government-appointed Food Standards 
Committee has recommended that up to 30 per cent of meat 
in such dishes could be replaced by vegetable protein.
 “Vegetable protein based on North American soya 
beans costs only a fi fth or a sixth of the price of cuts of meat 
such as stewing steak that were popular with caterers, Mr. 
Learmonth said.”

3168. Soybean Digest. 1975. Soya Protein Conference 1975. 
Nov. p. 25.
• Summary: “The Soya Protein Conference and Exhibition 
1975 was held at the Cunard International Hotel in London, 
England, on Oct. 21-22. The fi rst of two regional soy 
protein conferences, it was cosponsored by ASA [American 
Soybean Assoc.] Brussels [Belgium] and USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service... The 2-day program brought together 
numerous authorities on soy protein and the soy foods 
industry.”

3169. Badley, R.A.; Atkinson, D.; Hauser, H.; Oldani, D.; 
Green, J.P.; Stubbs, J.M. 1975. The structure, physical 
and chemical properties of the soy bean protein glycinin. 
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 412(2):214-28. Dec. 15. [38 
ref]
• Summary: “The major storage protein of the soybean, 
glycinin, has been prepared in a homogeneous form and 
examined by a variety of techniques. It has been found that 
the protein has a molecular weight of 320,000 and contains 
two sizes of subunits with different isoelectric points.”
 It contains six acidic subunits of about 35,000 and 
six basic of about 20,000. This investigation showed three 
different kinds of acidic subunits and probably three kinds of 
basic ones as well. These twelve subunits are packed together 
to form two identical hexagons, placed on top of one another, 
to create a hollow oblate cylinder of 110 x 110 x 75 angstrom 
units. Some or all of these subunits are not spherical, which 
results in a partial blocking of the central hole. Information 
about the forces stabilizing the native structure is also given.
 There is widespread interest in the water-extractable 
proteins from soy beans since they are widely used for 
human and animal nutrition. Address: Business Div., 
Unilever Research Lab., Colwarth/Welwyn, The Frythe, 
Welwyn, Herts., UK.

3170. Product Name:  Cadbury’s Soya Choice (Canned 
Meat Substitute) [Mince, or Casserole Chunks].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cadbury Typhoo Ltd.

Manufacturer’s Address:  Franklin House, Bouvinville, 
P.O. Box 171, Birmingham B302NA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1975 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  Archer Daniels Midland 
(ADM) Annual Report. 1977. “What’s new: A 75 year report 
from Archer Daniels Midland Company.” p. 8. “Who needs 
high priced foods? Not the British. Cadbury’s Soya Choice 
fi lls the bill. Based on TVP, these products are a raging 
success. It has the good fl avor and nutrition of meat. At half 
the price. A color photo shows two cans of Cadbury’s Soya 
Choice (Casserole Chunks, and Mince).
 Cummings. 1979. Food Manufacture (London). 
54(1):49-51. Jan. The product was launched in Dec. 1975.

Food Engineering. 1979. Jan. “Marketing Soy 
Products.” A photo shows four cans of Cadbury’s Soya 
Choice (Curry, Mince Italian Style, Casserole Chunks, and 
Mince).
 Cummings. 1979. Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ 
Society 56(3):400-03. March. “Launching a successful 
product on the consumer market.” Development of the 
product by Cadbury Schweppes started in 1973 at a time 
when meat prices in the UK has started to rise and the 
economy was in one of its periodic downturns. “The fi nal 
product was launched in December 1975. The brand name 
chosen was Soya Choice... We originally launched in blue 
cans but have since changed to discriminate between the 
mince and the chunk form.”
 Jenny Botsford. 1980. Soya. p. 50. Shows a black-and-
white photo of two cans of Cadbury’s Soya Choice, one in 
Casserole Chunks and one in Mince texture. The photo on 
the can shows the product in a pie. The text on the front 
bottom of the can reads: “Textured soya casserole chunks (or 
mince) with onions in beef gravy.”
 R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented Aug. 1978). Marketing plant 
protein in Europe. p. 395-97. Shows a black-and-white photo 
of each product in its can. States that test marketing of the 
product in London began in Jan. 1976. Describes how the 
product and marketing strategy was developed.
 W. Pringle. 1991. “Soya protein, past experience & 
future potential.” In: Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. 
Hamburger Soja-Tagung. p. 156. Cadbury Soya Choice was 
launched in Jan. 1976. It consisted of extruded textured soya 
in gravy. There were three different products in cans. All 
of the meat extenders or meatlike products launched in the 
UK during 1975 and 1976 enjoyed real success for a period 
of time. “In particular Cadbury’s Soya Choice sold well for 
about three years in every area of the U.K. Sad to relate, 
however, all of them quietly and gradually lost sales and 
fi nally disappeared from the market.”

3171. Soybean Digest. 1975. Regional conferences geared to 
specifi c needs. Dec. p. 14.
• Summary: One conference, held in London in October and 
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keynoted by Dr. Max Milner, was designed “to bring the soy 
food story to the institutional market primarily in the United 
Kingdom and secondarily in Europe.” It attracted well over 
400 registrants.
 The other conference, held in Latin America (in Mexico 
City) on November 9-12, was designed to bring information 
to a market that was much more basic in its needs. The 
offi cial language was Spanish, and the great majority of 
speakers, including many experts from the U.S., spoke in 
Spanish. The estimated attendance was over 300 people 
from 22 countries. Most of these people were high level 
decisionmakers responsible for the nutritional and mass 
feeding programs of the area. Both conferences were held as 
a follow-up to the Munich Soy Protein Conference of 1973.

3172. American Soybean Association. 1975. Soya Protein 
‘75 Conference papers. London, England. *

3173. Kuitunen, P.; Visakorpi, J.K.; Savilahti, E.; et al. 
1975. Malabsorption syndrome with cow’s milk intolerance: 
Clinical fi ndings and course in 54 cases. Archives of Disease 
in Childhood 50:351. *

3174. Ayemou, Assa. 1975. Agro-pédologie: 1. L’analyse des 
sols. 2. Production et protection de Soja. 3. Comportement 
de six varieties de Soja (Glycine max L. Merril) [Agro-
pedology, or soil science. 1. Analysis of soils. 2. Production 
and protection of soybeans. 3. Performance of six varieties 
of soybeans in the Ivory Coast]. Universite d’Abidjan, 
Departement des Sciences de la Terre No. 12. 63 p. (Ivory 
Coast). [7 ref. Fre]
• Summary: The soybean was introduced to Europe in 1712 
and to the USA in 1804. The fi rst factory to crush soybeans 
in Europe or the Western world was located at Hull, England. 
The year 1908 marked the start of the modern era for 
soybeans when this mill began processing soybeans. After 
the Russo-Japanese war of 1905 and the acquisition by the 
Japanese of a part of the soybean industry of Manchuria, the 
Manchurian railway, and the port of Dairen, 9,000 tons of 
soybeans were sent to England.
 Three uniform trials (following a protocol supplied by 
the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, IITA), 
were conducted in the Ivory Coast at Abidjan (southern 
region), Bouaké (central region), and Dekokaha (northern 
region). The goal of these trials was to obtain information 
on the interactions of genotype x environment, to identify 
soybean varieties that would give good yields in the Ivory 
Coast, and to determine what these yields might be under 
eventual conditions of production. Six varieties were tested: 
Bossier, Kent, Improved Pelican, Jupiter, CES 486, and 
IGM–280–3.
 In the 3 sites, the time from planting to harvest varied 
from 89 to 116 days, the height of the plants from 26 cm 
(Bossier) to 81 cm (Jupiter). The majority of varieties 

showed resistance to lodging, shattering, and diseases and 
insect pests. Address: Maître-Assistant, Faculté des Sciences, 
Univ. of Abidjan, Dep. of Soil Science, Ivory Coast.

3175. Bragg, Paul; Bragg, Patricia. 1975. Hi-protein meatless 
health recipes: With history and reasons. Desert Hot Springs, 
California: Health Science. 184 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Whereas Paul Bragg 
used to advocate moderate amounts of meat and fi sh in the 
diet, he now advocates a meatless / vegetarian diet. These 
recipes are free of salt and sugar. On the cover the word 
“Meatless” appears in large bold letters.
 Contents: Total health for the total person. Food for 
thought (sayings). Introduction, by Patricia Bragg (p. 1-9. 
Strongly advocates a vegetarian diet. Your health food store 
can substitute for your meat market. Cured meats may cause 
cancer. Animal fats can be harmful. Vegetarian gourmet 
cookery). Abundant protein without meat: An arduous 
journey without meat (Guatemala), health and vitality in 
Africa’s Atlas Mountains [Berbers in Morocco, Algeria, 
and Tunisia], Arab vegetarians in the Sahara desert, India 
produces many strong people on a vegetarian diet (incl. 
Gandhi, yogis. Paul was Gandhi’s friend, and they hiked 
together over miles of hot, dusty roads in India), 175 years 
of vegetarianism in England (George Bernard Shaw, Bragg’s 
personal friend, lived into his 90s), great vegetarians of the 
past, fruitarians–a type of vegetarianism, vegans–another 
type of vegetarian, lacto-vegetarians–the most popular 
type, vegetarians excel as athletes, degenerative diseases 
in an affl uent society, animal proteins and fats connected 
with cancer, our malnourished youth, young people are 
awakening to the importance of good nutrition, a meatless 
diet must avoid protein defi ciency, human individuality, 
300,000 retardants born each year in the U.S., how to solve 
your nutritional problems, how much protein does the body 
need, protein-hungry hair, sprouts a tremendous source of 
vegetable protein (incl. soybean sprouts), you must have 
all the amino acids, vegetarian foods that are rich in amino 
acids (incl. peanuts, soy beans), B-12 supplement essential 
in vegetarian diet (soy beans have traces), raw fresh wheat 
germ also essential in a vegetarian diet, how I discovered the 
nutritional value of raw wheat germ, combine good nutrition 
with exercise, brewer’s yeast as a vegetable protein–plus, 
buckwheat leads all grains in protein, buckwheat also rich 
in minerals and vitamins, here’s how to serve buckwheat, 
use no salt!–its harmful, herbs and garlic add nutrition plus 
beautiful fl avors, the Chinese Restaurant Syndrome, no 
nutritional value in MSG, Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 44; 
many of the recipes in this book call for Bragg Aminos).
 Mushrooms an ancient nutritional delicacy. Mushrooms 
and mushroom recipes. Sesame seeds and recipes. Tahini 
and recipes. Hulled millet and recipes. Barley and recipe. 
Chinese yogurt or tofu (and 4 recipes). Suggestions for using 
Bragg Liquid Aminos (ad, p. 66).
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 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2011) 
that contains the term “Bragg Liquid Aminos.” Mexico 
gives us delicious meatless protein dishes. History of corn. 
Soybeans. Appetizers. Salads and dressings. Soups important 
in vegetarian diet. Vegetables. Casseroles. Entrees (incl. 
Soybean loaf). Egg and cheese dishes. Health beverages. 
Pineapple holds the secret of protein-digesting enzymes 
(smoothie recipes). Breads and grains. Sandwiches and 
fi llings. Spreads. Health desserts (incl. Zesty protein 
confection {with 2/3 cup soy powder [protein isolate]}). Hi-
protein carob brownies (with ½ cup soybean powder).
 The Bragg travel diet (he takes along his own meatless 
food). Sickness is expensive (between 1950 and 1979, 
medical costs in the USA increased 1,568%). Very little 
money spent on preventive medicine. “Getting old”–True 
or false? (False, no part of the human body is more than 7 
years old, and our blood is replaced every 90 days). When 
you are healthy–you are happy! Individuals can extend 
their lives by natural living (examples of Vilcabamba in 
Ecuador, the Hunza in West Pakistan, and people in the 
highlands of the Soviet Caucasus; all eat very little meat). 
Natural diet and exercise the secret of agelessness. Exercise 
improves circulation to all parts of the body. Why should 
man die? Man is not originally carnivorous (physiology and 
anatomy of the human body). The meatless way of eating 
is simple. What is a balanced diet? Easy method to balance 
your nutrition. Modern nutrition confuses even so-called 
experts (but is basically simple. Paul was “born and reared 
on a large farm in Virginia.” They grew practically all their 
own foods and had their own gristmill). Health is easiest and 
safest way. Your body is your closest companion (Be careful 
about what you eat. The greatest thing in life is energy). Our 
personal message to you. Protein research data. Protein and 
calorie counter (a table showing calories, protein, and usable 
protein for many basic foods). Life’s greatest treasure is 
radiant health. Your health food store: The specialist that is 
different (list incl. 3 Bragg products). Let your health food 
store be your meatless butcher shop. Food for thought (p. 
182-84; quotations, most have the author given). From the 
authors (“This book was written for You... We Professional 
Nutritionists join hands in one common objective... Scientifi c 
Nutrition points the way–Nature’s Way–the only lasting way 
to build a body free of degenerative diseases and premature 
aging...”). My favorite recipes (mostly blank page).
 Advertisements: (1) Send for important free health 
bulletins. (2) Bragg live longer, live stronger self-
improvement library (list of 25 books by Bragg, with prices).
 From the authors. Brief biography of Patricia Bragg (on 
unnumbered page at end of book), Ph.D., Nutritionist, beauty 
and health consultant. Advisor to world leaders, glamorous 
Hollywood stars, singers, dancers, athletes. Lecturer and 
author (She says she is the daughter of Paul C. Bragg. An 
accomplished musician, dancer, tennis player, swimmer, 
and mountain climber. The youngest woman to ever have 

been granted a U.S. patent. Graduate of the University of 
California. Lists her famous clients).
 The section on “Chinese yogurt or tofu” (p. 61-65) notes 
that many years ago, while Bragg was an associate editor of 
Bernarr MacFadden’s famous Physical Culture Magazine, 
he “made one of the greatest nutritional discoveries” of 
his life. Macfadden asked Bragg to travel to Manchuria, a 
long and arduous trip, to study these people well known for 
their tremendous vitality, energy and health. He was well 
rewarded, for there he “discovered the magic of the soybean, 
the most potent of vegetable high-protein foods.” He found 
that Manchurians eat low on the food chain, make soy milk 
and tofu. Tofu is sold in food stores throughout Hawaii, 
where he lives. Tofu is related [sic, unrelated] to spun soy 
protein. He gives recipes for: Chop suey with tofu. Vegetable 
casseroles using tofu. Tofu casserole supreme. Tofu & 
scrambled eggs.
 The section titled “Soybeans” (p. 73-81) has the 
following contents: Herbs to savor soybeans (21 herbs). 
Soybeans (introduction). How to make soybean sprouts. 
Soybean recipes. Green soybeans. How to cook dried 
soybeans. Method for cooking beans. Soy milk. Soybean 
cheese (made by allowing soy milk to curdle in a warm 
place, without using a coagulant). Soybean casserole. 
Soybean and vegetable stew. Sauteed soybean sprouts 
and onions. Boston baked soybeans. Stuffed peppers with 
soybeans. Soybean sprouts en casserole. Soybean-rice loaf. 
Baked soybean croquettes. Soybean patties with tomato 
sauce. Soybean loaf (with soybean pulp [ground, cooked 
soybeans]). Stuffed soybean peppers.
 Photos show: (1) Jack LaLanne, Patricia Bragg, Elaine 
LaLanne, Paul Bragg, standing together. (2) “Paul C. Bragg, 
N.D., Ph.D., Life Extension Specialist,” in Hawaii, standing 
and smiling in front of tropical plants (facing p. 1). Note: 
This is the earliest document seen (April 2010) in which it 
is claimed that either Paul C. Bragg or Patricia Bragg have 
Ph.D. degrees. When and from where did they get them?
 (3) “Paul C. Bragg and daughter Patricia” (p. 1). (4) 
Paul Bragg with the members of the “Longer Life, Health 
and Happiness Club” at Fort DeRussy on Waikiki Beach, 
Honolulu, Hawaii (p. 89). (5) “Paul Bragg and daughter 
Patricia” standing by the railing of a ship. They travel the 
world gathering health recipes (p. 156). (6) Paul Bragg and 
his daughter, Patricia, dressed in workout suits, running in 
place. and looking very healthy, happy, and energetic. They 
“carry out a vigorous morning exercise program every day 
and keep in peak physical condition” (p. 160). (7) Paul 
C. Bragg and Duncan McLean, age 83, England’s oldest 
champion sprinter, running together in London’s Regent’ 
Park (p. 162). (8) Paul Bragg standing on Waikiki Beach 
with six female members of the Longer Life, Health and 
Happiness Club; all have both hands raised high (p. 171). 
Address: Health Science, Box 477, Desert Hot Springs, 
California 92240.
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3176. Gray, Roy Burton. comp. 1975. The agricultural 
tractor: 1855-1950. Revised ed. St. Joseph, Minnesota: 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE). 91 + 
60 p. Illust. Index of manufacturers. Index of brand names. 
28 cm.
• Summary: First published in 1954 under the title 
Development of the Agricultural Tractor in the United States. 
In this 1975 edition, the original format was completely 
revised. The text, however, remains true to the original, 
except where altered to fi t the new format. One substantial 
change was made, with the addition of two indexes 
(Manufacturers, and brand names) following Part II.
 Contents: Part I–1855-1919: Introduction. The 
beginnings of mechanical power (1705+). Self-propelled 
steam engine (traction engine). Some steam tractors 
(1877-1919, with photo and year of introduction of 
each). Functional units of steam traction engines. Early 
internal combustion engines and tractors. V. Early tractor 
development (1889+). Some early gasoline tractors (year by 
year from 1889, with photos): Ignition systems, lubrication, 
governing and carburetion, cooling, clutches, transmissions, 
wheels and tracks (type and arrangement), miscellaneous. 
VI. Track-type tractors.
 Part II–1920-1950. Introduction. Tractor development in 
the 1920’s (year by year from 1920, with photos). Table 1 (p. 
1) shows the number of tractor companies, tractors produced, 
and number of horses and mules on farms, 1904-1920. The 
number of tractors produced jumped from 2,000 in 1909 to 
62,742 in 1917, to 203,207 in 1920. This table is continued 
(Table 2, Part II, p. 21) for the years 1921-1930. The number 
of horses on farms peaked in 1919 at 26.436 million. The 
number of tractor companies peaked in 1921 at 186. Table 
3 (p. 21) shows the U.S. Census of tractors on farms in 
1920, 1925, and 1930. In the latter year, the top fi ve states 
were Illinois (69,628), Kansas, Iowa, Ohio, and Wisconsin 
(50,173). Table 4 (p. 29) shows number of tractors on farms 
from 1925-1935.
 The word “tractor” fi rst appeared in 1890, in U.S. 
patent No. 425,600 issued on a tractor invented by Geo. H. 
Edwards of Chicago. It next appeared in 1906 as a popular 
replacement for the longer expression “gasoline traction 
engine,” in an ad for a tractor made by the Hart and Parr 
Co. of Charles City, Iowa. This company is credited with 
having built the fi rst successful internal combustion engine 
tractor and founding the gasoline tractor industry. In 1907 
the Ford Motor Company of Detroit, Michigan, produced 
an experimental tractor using some of the parts from a Ford 
car and a binder (p. 23). A photo of the 1906 Ford tractor 
and a 1906 International Harvester tractor appear on p. 25. 
In 1917 the Ford Motor Co. introduced its Fordson tractor; it 
was not called a “Ford” because that name had already been 
preempted by a competing fi rm, the Ford Tractor Company 
of Minneapolis, Minnesota (p. 50, 52).

 “In 1918, the United States, in its second year of war, 
was faced with an acute shortage of labor and work animals. 
The farm tractor played an important part in meeting the 
situation and that year 132,000 tractors were produced.” The 
Fordson accounted for more than 25% of all these tractors. 
In 1918 Ford announced that its Fordson tractors would be 
sold only to state and national governments. But some were 
also sold through Ford auto dealer agencies. By August 1920 
Ford claimed that 100,000 Fordsons had been sold (p. 53). 
A nationwide depression in 1921 reduced the demand for 
tractors. In 1921 the low-priced Fordson accounted for about 
50% of U.S. tractor production; and in 1923 and 1925 more 
than 100,000 Fordson tractors were produced each year, or 
60 to 75% of the tractors produced by all companies. “After 
1925 with returning normalcy augmented by the infl uence 
of the general purpose tractor, Fordson production decreased 
and its manufacture was fi nally discontinued in this country 
in 1928.” It continued to be made at the Ford plant in Cork, 
Ireland (until about 1931), and imported to the USA. General 
purpose tractors were produced by International Harvester 
Co. (their important Farmall 20 line was launched in 1922), 
Oliver Farm Equipment, Massey-Harris, Minneapolis-
Moline, Case, and Allis-Chalmers.
 Based on the number of entries in the Manufacturers 
Index, the most important tractor makers (listed 
alphabetically) were: Allis-Chalmers Co. (2.6 lines of 
entries), Avery Farm Machinery Co. (2.4), J.I. Case Co. 
(3.1), Caterpillar Tractor Co. (1.5), Cleveland Tractor Co. 
(1.8, Cletrac), John Deere Tractor Co. (2.0). Ford Motor 
Co. (1.5, Fordson). Hart-Parr Co. (1.7), Huber Mfg. Co. 
(1.6), International Harvester Co. (3.2, Farmall), Massey-
Harris Co. (1.5), Minneapolis-Moline Co. (2.7, Universal), 
M. Rumely & Co. (1.5), and Russell Tractor Co. (1.7 
lines). Address: Former Head, Farm Machinery Section, 
Agricultural Engineering Research Branch, USDA.

3177. Lea & Perrins. 1975. Appetizer, soup, main dish, 
vegetable, and salad cookbook. New York, NY: Supermarket 
Book Company. 128 p. Illust. (color). Index. 22 cm.
• Summary:  See next page. A book of recipes that call for 
Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce. Contents: Starters 
and snacks. Savory soups. Meat main dishes. Poultry main 
dishes. Seafood main dishes. Beans and rice. Eggs and 
cheese. Vegetable variety. Refreshing salads. This and that. 
Contains many full-page color photos of prepared dishes. 
Address: Worcester, England.

3178. Moncrieff, R.W. 1975. Man-made fi bres. 6th ed. New 
York and Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. A Halsted Press 
Book. 9 + 1094 p. See p. 289-90. 23 cm.
• Summary: Today, the nylons, the polyesters, and the 
acrylics are the dominant fi bers, having replaced large 
amounts of cotton and wool. In part 2 of this book, titled 
“Fibres Made from Natural Polymers,” chapter 8, “The 
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fi rst rayons” (p. 157-61) notes that the fi rst rayons were 
developed, starting in the 1830s, as “artifi cial silk” from 
natural sources of cellulose, especially wood-pulp. The 
fi rst practical process for making artifi cial silk (later called 
rayon) was invented by Count Hilaire de Chardonnet and 
patented in 1885; large amounts of Chardonnet silk were 
fi rst produced starting in the 1880s. The process for making 
viscose rayon was discovered in 1891 by C.F. Cross and E.J. 
Bevan, then patented in 1892. “The greatest single factor in 
the development of the viscose process has undoubtedly been 
the support given to it by Courtaulds, Ltd. The pioneer work 
was undoubtedly carried out by Courtaulds, Ltd., who not 
only founded and developed an important new industry, but 
also introduced it to America under the name “The American 
Viscose Co.” In 1900 world production of viscose rayon was 
about 1,000 tons. In 1920 it as 15,000 tons and in 1940 it 
was 1,100,000 tons. Note: Courtaulds, Ltd. was a pioneer in 
making a spun soy protein fi ber named Kesp for food uses in 
the UK, starting in 1973.
 Chapter 17 in Part 2, titled “Casein fi bres” (p. 307-09) 
discusses Lanital, Aralac, Fibrolane, and Merinova. In 1904 
Todtenhaupt disclosed a method of making casein fi laments, 
but they were brittle and lacked suffi cient resistance to water 
to withstand wet processing. Early attempts by him and 
others to make a commercially successful casein fi bre were 
unsuccessful, and it was not until 1935 that the problem was 
really solved by an Italian named Ferretti, who conducted his 
research from 1924 to 1935. He succeeded in making pliable 
fi bres with certain wool-like characteristics. The Italian 
rayon manufacturer Snia Viscosa purchased Ferretti’s patents 
and began large-scale production of casein fi bre, named 
Lanital (lana means “wool” in Latin) from milk. In 1937 
they made 1,20 tons Lanital.
 Chapter 18 in Part 2 is titled “Ardil, Vicara, Soybean.” It 
is very similar to the same chapter in the 1963 edition. Ardil 
fi ber is made from peanuts (groundnuts), and Vicara from 
corn (maize) protein.
 Chapter 19 discusses nylon, which was a product of 
the genius of Wallace H. Carothers. This brilliant organic 
chemist left his academic life at Harvard University to 
undertake fundamental research work in 1928 with the huge 
American chemical combine of E.I. du Pont de Nemours 
& Co. He was interested in fi bers made of polyesters and 
polyamides. By 1938 the du Pont Co. was making nylon 
at a small pilot plant in Wilmington, Delaware. In the UK 
this fi ber is spun by I.C.I. Ltd. (the huge chemical combine) 
at Doncaster, Pontypool, and Gloucester. Address: United 
Kingdom.

3179. Pirie, Norman Wingate. ed. 1975. Food protein 
sources. Cambridge, London, New York, Melbourne: 
Cambridge University Press. xx + 260 p. Index. 24 cm. 
Series: International Biological Programme 4.
• Summary: Includes 26 chapters by various authors, 

including: Contents: List of contributors. Preface, by N.W. 
Pirie. Part I: Sources edible after minimal processing. 4. The 
Spirulina algae, by N.W. Pirie. 6. Green micro-algae, by H. 
Tamiya.
 Part II: Concentrates made by mechanical extraction. 8. 
Soybeans and soybean products, by S.J. Circle & A.K. Smith 
(cited separately). 10. Sunfl ower, saffl ower, sesame and 
castor protein, by A.A. Betschart, et al. 11. Groundnut, by 
O.L. Oke, et al. 12. Broad bean, by A. Hagberg & J. Sjödin. 
14. Leaf protein, by N.W. Pirie. 15. Industrial production of 
leaf protein in the USA, by G.O. Kohler & E.M. Bickoff.
 Part III: Concentrates made by biological conversion. 
23. Yeasts grown on hydrocarbons, by C.A. Shacklady. 
24. Variation in the composition of bacteria and yeasts and 
its signifi cance to single-cell protein production, by C.L. 
Cooney & S.R. Tannenbaum.
 Part IV: The use of novel foods. 25. Quality standards, 
safety and legislation, by F. Aylward. 26. Acceptance of 
novel foods by the consumer, by R.P. Devadas.
 Note: With advice from M.S. (Monkombu Sambasivan) 
Swaminathan, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New 
Delhi, India. Address: Rothamsted Experimental Station, 
Harpenden, Herts., AL5 2JQ, England.

3180. Smith, J.E.; Berry, D.R. 1975. The fi lamentous fungi. 
Vol. 1. Industrial Mycology. New York, NY: Wiley & Sons. 
xi + 336 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This book contains 16 chapters by various 
authors. A number of these are cited separately. Drs. John E. 
Smith and David R. Berry did pioneering work with fungi at 
the Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Strathclyde University, 
in Glasgow, Scotland. Dr. B.J.B. Wood greatly benefi ted 
from their work. All fi lamentous fungi appear to be strictly 
aerobic.
 Although it was the fi lamentous fungi which provided 
us with penicillin, the fi rst clinically useful antibiotic, in 
the subsequent search for other antibiotics, the fi lamentous 
fungi have proved a less prolifi c source than the bacteria, 
especially the Actinomycetales. Thus by 1967 over 600 
antibiotics have been isolated from bacteria and about 150 
from fungi.
 The penicillins are the most important compounds that 
have been isolated from fungi. Their discovery marked the 
beginning of a new era in the treatment of infectious diseases 
and they have been of enormous commercial importance. 
The history of the development of penicillin, from Fleming’s 
fi rst observation of the antagonism between Penicillium and 
Staphyloccus, to the large-scale production of penicillin 
G during World War II, makes fascinating reading. The 
cephalosporins are an antibacterial agent related to the 
penicillins. From fi lamentous fungi we get commercial 
organic acids, enzymes, antibiotics, edible mushrooms, 
mycelial biomass, and Oriental foods [such as miso, shoyu, 
and saké]. The commercial production of organic acids 
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is generally limited to members of the genus Aspergillus, 
which give citric acid (from A. niger), D-gluconic acid, and 
oxalic acid. In terms of tonnage, citric acid is the leading 
commercial product made by fi lamentous fungi; in 1975 an 
estimated 90,000 metric tons were produced worldwide. The 
main producers of industrial enzymes are Aspergillus oryzae 
and A. niger. Gluconic was fi rst reported as a by-product 
of fungal metabolism by Molliard in 1922, and was fi rst 
produced by surface culture in 1928. Fungal proteases are 
now being used increasingly in cheesemaking as a substitute 
for natural rennet. The enzymic material obtained from 
the stomach of calves is of limited supply and subject to 
fl uctuating prices.
 Concerning mushrooms: The fi rst attempts to cultivate 
mushrooms in the Western world are known to have taken 
place in France during the lifetime of Louis XIV (1683-
1715) in underground caves in Paris. During the past 
decade, the art of mushroom cultivation has given way to a 
sophisticated technology, which has transformed mushrooms 
from a luxury food to one available at reasonable prices to 
all. Most of the important edible species are members of the 
genus Agaricus and industrial exploitation is confi ned almost 
entirely to the species A. bisporus. Address: Dep. of Applied 
Microbiology, Strathclyde Univ., Glasgow, Scotland.

3181. Vegan Society. 1975. First hand, fi rst rate: Five dozen 
hints, ideas and recipes for an economical diet. Leatherhead, 
Surrey, England: Vegan Society. 21 p. Foreword by K. 
Jannaway. Illust. No index. 21 cm. 4th ed. 1979. [7 ref]
• Summary: The subtitle continues: “Economise by eating 
‘fi rst hand’ foods that are grown in your own garden and 
locality and that have not passed through animals!” Contains 
guidelines and recipes for a healthful and economical vegan 
diet.
 Small amounts of “soya” or “soya fl our” (typically 2 
oz.) are added to most recipes on pages 5-12; 1-2 teaspoons 
Barmene are often used as a seasoning. Soy-related recipes 
include: Parsnip roast (with “2 ozs. soya” [probably whole 
dry soybeans]). Stuffed marrow. Vegetable hot-pot (with 
“2 ozs. soya fl our”). Baked soya and nut roll. Nut rissoles. 
Savoury pancakes. Chestnut and tomato savoury. Mushroom 
and oat savoury. Soya gravy. Vegetable stew. Onion goulash. 
Savoury potato drop cakes. Clear soup with dumplings. 
Thick soup with croutons. Parsley peas. Wholemeal bread. 
Yeasty buns.
 Other publications of the Vegan Society include: What’s 
Cooking, by Eva Batt. Vegan Mothers and Children (a 
symposium by ten vegan mothers). Introduction to Practical 
Veganism. Also, a quarterly journal and a variety of free 
leafl ets including: Summary of the Case for Veganism. The 
Health of Vegans. Two Population Explosions (humans 
and animals; on the relevance of veganism to the world 
food situation). What Happens to the Calf? (on the cruelty 
inherent in the dairy industry).

 Vegans live entirely on the products of the plant 
kingdom. They base their lives on the ethic of reverence 
for life. They work to end all cruelty and exploitation. They 
are aware of man’s responsibilities to his environment and 
seek to promote the right use of the resources of the earth. 
Address: 47 Highlands Rd, Leatherhead, Surrey, England.

3182. Wood, B.J.B.; Yong, Fook Min. 1975. Oriental food 
fermentations. In: J.E. Smith and D.R. Berry, eds. 1975. The 
Filamentous Fungi. Vol. 1. Industrial Mycology. New York: 
Wiley & Sons. xi + 336 p. See p. 265-80. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Koji. Soya sauce (koji). 
Soy milk, tofu and sufu (Chinese cheese). Miso. Other 
Oriental food fermentations (tempeh, ontjom, Hamanatto, 
Ang-kak and Lao-chao). Conclusions.
 Most people in the West are now familiar with soya 
sauce. For most Westerners, the growth of mould on a food is 
generally associated with the deterioration of that food–with 
only a few exceptions, such as England’s Blue Stilton cheese, 
or Roquefort, Brie, or Camembert cheeses from France.
 Note: “Molds of the genus Penicillium play a large part 
in the ripening of the Camembert-Brie, and the Roquefort-
Gorgonzola-Stilton series of cheeses.”
 “Koji is the central feature in most fungal food 
preparations.” Traditionally, koji was made in baskets made 
of woven bamboo, which provided very good aeration. 
How non-toxic molds came to be used for koji in humid 
sub-tropical or tropical regions remains a mystery. In Japan, 
the seed-koji (tané koji) is “made by growing Aspergillus 
soyae or A. oryzae on steamed polished rice, while in China, 
a mixture of wheat bran and soyabean fl our is the preferred 
substrate” (p. 265, 268).
 To make Hamanatto, soyabeans are initially fermented 
with Aspergillus oryzae. “A Malayan dish called Tao-Cho 
and one from the Philippines called Tao-Si seem to be 
somewhat similar...” Address: Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland.

3183. Wright, Louise. 1975. The road from Aston Cross: An 
industrial history, 1875-1975. Imperial House, Leamington 
Spa, Warwickshire, England: Smedley–HP Foods Ltd. 84 p. 
Illust. 25 x 19 cm. No index.
• Summary: This book was published on the centenary of 
the HP Foods Co. The story begins in 1875 when Edwin 
Samson Moore bought land in Tower Road, Aston Manor, 
and built his vinegar brewery, registered as the Midland 
Vinegar Company. He is believed to have taken up agencies 
for Mellors Sauce and Banquet Sauce. In 1886 the wheat 
sheaf was registered as the company’s trade mark. In 1901 
The Moores registered the offi ces of F.G. Garton Sauce 
Manufactory at Tower Road. In 1903 H.P. Sauce was 
launched and sold in Canada. Today it contains soy sauce. In 
1902 adjacent Vulcan Brewery was acquired by the Moores. 
In 1904 the name H.P. was re-registered by the Midland 
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Vinegar Co. In 1906 hundreds of donkey carts toured Great 
Britain to introduce H.P. Sauce. In 1913 H.P. Sauce was 
sold in the USA, and by 1917 in France and South Africa. 
In 1924 the Midland Vinegar Co. was sold to the British 
Shareholders’ Trust, then fl oated as a public company named 
HP Sauce Ltd.
 In 1930 HP Sauce Ltd. acquired Lea & Perrins Ltd. of 
Worcester by an exchange of shares. Lea & Perrins Inc. of 
New York remained a separate entity. Three members of the 
Perrins family (Dyson, Capt. Allan, and Col. Charles) joined 
the board of HP Sauce Ltd. Captain Alan Perrins visited 
Australia to arrange for the manufacture of HP Sauce and 
Lea & Perrins Sauce there. In 1931 manufacture of HP Sauce 
started in Sydney, Australia.
 In 1940 bottling of Lea & Perrins Worcester Sauce 
was moved to Tower Road. In 1942 because of shipping 
losses, HP Sauce was manufactured by E.D. Smith and 
Sons at Winona, Ontario, Canada. In 1945-46 the bottling of 
Worcester Sauce was transferred back to Worcester.
 In 1950 the purchase of market research data from A.C. 
Nielson started. In 1957 J.E. Lea was appointed managing 
director of Lea & Perrins. In 1966 fi rst computer was 
installed.
 In 1967 HP Sauce Ltd. was acquired by the Imperial 
Tobacco Co. In 1969 H.P. Fruity Sauce (which now contains 
soy sauce) was launched.
 In 1972 the company was renamed Smedley-HP Foods 
Ltd. (Smedley-HP for short) and the company offi ces were 
moved in phases to Imperial House, Leamington Spa.
 Note: In 1916 the Dyson Perrins Laboratory was 
established at Oxford University. Founded with an 
endowment from Charles Dyson Perrins, heir to the Lea 
& Perrins Worcestershire sauce company, it was the main 
centre for research into organic chemistry at Oxford from 
1916 to 2003, when it was retired. “During its 87 year 
working life, the laboratory had an extremely distinguished 
career; it can claim a stake in shaping the scientifi c careers 
of two Nobel Laureates, namely Lord Todd (1957) and Sir 
John W. Cornforth (1975) who passed their formative years 
as young chemists in the laboratories” (Source: Wikipedia). 
Address: Warwickshire, England.

3184. Wright, Louise. 1975. History of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce (Document part). In: Louise Wright. 
1975. The Road from Aston Cross: An Industrial History, 
1875-1975. Imperial House, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, 
England: Smedley–HP Foods Ltd. 84 p. See p. 30-37. 25 x 
19 cm.
• Summary: Continued (p. 30): “Another important matter 
was on the move: A merger between HP Sauce Ltd. and 
the world famous makers of Worcestershire sauce, Lea & 
Perrins. Mr. John Wheeley Lea and Mr. William Perrins 
went into partnership in 1823. Mr. Lea was druggist in 
Worcestershire; his friend had a chemist’s shop in Evesham. 

Over their Christmas festivities, they decided two heads 
were better than one and on New Year’s Day [1823] pooled 
their resources to develop the Worcester business as Lea 
& Perrins. They set up as wholesalers and retailers of 
pharmaceuticals, toiletries, cosmetics and groceries. Long 
before the days of ice-cream parlours and Coca-Cola, their 
shop on Broad Street, Worcester, became the precursor of the 
modern American drug-store.
 “Both men were analytical chemists. Both were aware 
of the advantages of marketing their own products and their 
fi st catalogue listed more than three hundred items. Although 
trading from a quiet country town, they kept themselves 
informed and studied world trade. Aware of the rapid growth 
of Queen Victoria’s empire, they also realised that the 
industrial revolution was rapidly altering Birmingham and 
the Black Country. Soon their medicinal products were in 
great demand throughout the Midlands. Later they opened a 
chemist’s shop in London, patronised by Queen Adelaide.
 “Their concentrated Essence of Sarsaparilla was 
recommended for scorbutic affections (scurvy), cutaneous 
(skin) diseases and for freeing the system from the ill-
effects of taking mercury. They recommended Taraxacum 
(dandelion coffee) for liver complaints because of its gentle 
diuretic and diaphoretic effects. Presumably their customers 
were suffi ciently conversant with medical terms to know that 
a diuretic excites the discharge of urine and a diaphoretic 
produces perspiration.
 “Mr. Lea & Mr. Perrins were perfecting their medicines, 
hair lotions and marrow pomades when Marcus, Lord Sandys 
visited the shop in Worcester. Late Governor of Bengal, 
he had retired to his country estate at nearby Ombersley 
Court, and would be obliged if they would make up one of 
his favourite Indian sauces. They obliged. Having already 
arranged their own supplies of spices and dried fruits, from 
Asia and the Americas, they had the ingredients to hand. 
Scrupulously following his lordship’s recipe, they made the 
required quantity, plus some for themselves. One taste was 
enough. The sauce was ghastly: an unpalatable, red hot, fi re 
water. His lordship was entirely satisfi ed. The remainder 
however was consigned to a cellar below the shop and there 
it stayed until the annual spring cleaning and stocktaking.
 “It was on the point of being poured away when Mr. Lea 
and Mr. Perrins detected its appetising aroma. Tasting it once 
again they discovered it had matured into a rare and piquant 
sauce. The sauce was saved, more was made. Customers 
were persuaded to try the new Worcestershire Sauce, and 
did not need more persuasion: the sauce was an instant 
success. Sales rose. In 1842, Lea & Perrins sold 636 bottles. 
In 1845, a manufactory was set up in Bank Street, Worcester. 
Ten years later the yearly sales were up to 30,000 bottles of 
Worcestershire Sauce. Travellers covered Great Britain and 
there were agencies in Australia and the United States. As 
well as sauce, they found a steady export market for their 
medicines. No sensible traveller left England without a Lea 
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& Perrins medicine chest.”
 “By 1862, the fi rm’s international trading had become an 
extensive two-way traffi c. An American fi rm in New Jersey 
was asking them to fi nd an English market for hermetically 
sealed 3 lb cans of fresh fruits, tomatoes, green corn and 
oysters.
 “When it became necessary to build a new factory in 
Midland Road, Worcester in 1897, Mr. Lea & Mr. Perrins 
used the latest steel girder construction. The factory rises 
over vast cellars, which house hundreds of casks of maturing 
sauce and maturing raw materials. No anchovy is allowed 
into the cellars under a year old. It matures for at least 
another year before being used in the sauce manufacture. 
The steel girders of the cellar roof, which supported the 
circular yard and its traffi c of one ton drays in 1897, are now 
having to be re-inforced to take 32 ton freight-liners. A royal 
warrant was granted to the fi rm by Edward VII in 1904 and 
has been proudly held ever since. It helped alleviate trouble 
with imitations of their sauce. In the High Court of Justice in 
1906, Mr. Justice Swinfen Eady decreed that no fi rm other 
than Lea & Perrins be allowed to call their Worcestershire 
Sauce, ‘The Original’ or ‘The Genuine’.
 “In 1823, William Perrins’ son married Sarah Dyson of 
Huddersfi eld. Their grandson christened Charles William 
Dyson, was known as Dyson Perrins. A benefactor to the 
City of Worcester, to his home town of Malvern and to his 
old University of Oxford, where he developed his great 
love for the earliest printed books... He also inaugurated the 
Dyson Perrins Porcelain Museum at Worcester.
 “After the First World War, Lea & Perrins rapidly 
expanded. When the merger with HP Sauce Ltd. was settled 
by mutual agreement in 1930, it had been a private limited 
company for some time. The branch in the United States, 
Lea & Perrins Inc., was not offi cially brought into the new 
company until a year later, but a gentleman’s agreement 
between the two boards had suffi ced while the trans-Atlantic 
marriage was being formally established. The amicable 
relationship dated back to Mr. Lea and Mr. Perrins.
 “The believed in having friendly dealings with their 
overseas agents. Foremost among them were their New 
York agents, John Duncan & Sons. Established since 1819 
as importers of wines, quality foodstuffs and preserves, 
they began to handle Worcestershire Sauce in 1840. Soon, 
they were handling ever-increasing amounts. During the 
succeeding forty years, close friendship developed between 
the two family businesses; indeed, the Duncans have adopted 
Dyson as one of their own family names.
 “By 1875, the demand for Worcestershire sauce had 
spread throughout the United States. It was agreed to 
import the sauce in casks and bottle in New York. On the 
personal side the friendship between the families became 
so strong that the secret formula was divulged and the 
rights of manufacture granted to the Duncans. After eight 
years of manufacture in their various New York factories, 

they acquired in 1910 a nine storey building in West Street. 
Following their partnership with HP Sauce Ltd., they 
remained in West Street until expansion forced them to move 
to the Industrial Park at Fair Lawn, New Jersey.” Continued. 
Address: Warwickshire, England.

3185. Wright, Louise. 1975. History of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce (Document part–Document part II). 
In: Louise Wright. 1975. The Road from Aston Cross: An 
Industrial History, 1875-1975. Imperial House, Leamington 
Spa, Warwickshire, England: Smedley–HP Foods Ltd. 84 p. 
See p. 30-37. 25 x 19 cm.
• Summary: Continued: Fair Lawn, near Route 4 out of New 
York, is an industrial park. Behind the lawns and dignifi ed 
facades “Lea & Perrins Inc. alone produce 500 bottles of 
sauce every minute of every working day. The company is 
now a member of the Imperial Foods Group, but retains its 
American identity, with its own board of directors and its 
own purchasing and marketing procedures. The company has 
been marketing HP Sauce for some years.” It is known as HP 
Steak Sauce.
 An early engraved advertisement titled “The First 
Introduction” (facing p. 32; see next page) shows an 
innkeeper or restaurateur introducing Lea & Perrins’ Sauce 
to three well-dressed gentlemen at a table. Two photos 
(facing p. 33) show: 1. A view of the front of the Lea & 
Perrins factory, built at Midland Road, Worcester, in 1897. 
2. “The disastrous fi re in 1964, which destroyed much of 
the building. With fi ne cooperation by management and 
employees, the sauce manufacture was held up for a mere 10 
days.”
 In the New Zealand town of Te Wairoa, destroyed by 
a volcanic eruption in 1886, an undamaged bottle of Lea & 
Perrins Worcestershire sauce was found preserved by the 
volcanic dust. It is on display in the museum there (p. 34).
 Plate 51 shows three ads published in 1871 by Lea 
& Perrins in three Australian newspapers (the Coulburn 
Herald, Bathurst Free Press, and the Manaro Mercury) to 
caution people against purchasing fraudulent imitations of 
their “celebrated Worcestershire Sauce.” The two agents in 
Australia were Montefi ore, Joseph & Co. (Sydney), and John 
Lee & Co. (Maitland). The sauce was exported by Lea & 
Perrins (Worcester) and by Crosse and Blackwell (London); 
it was sold by “Grocers and Oilmen universally.”
 Plate 54 states: “Lea & Perrins have been exhibiting 
since the historic Chicago Exhibition [in Illinois] in 1876, 
which celebrated the fi rst hundred years of American 
Independence. The vase and bottled where were displayed 
there, are on permanent exhibition in the entrance hall of the 
offi ces of Lea & Perrins Inc., New York.” Plate 55 shows 
the products of HP Sauce Ltd. and Lea & Perrins Ltd. on 
display at the British Industries Fair of 1949. Pages 42-
43 discuss problems faced by Lea & Perrins in Worcester 
during World War II. “An army medical unit had taken over 
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their factory, leaving only a small, sealed section in which 
to continue the highly secret process of making the sauce... 
One sniff was enough; there is no mistaking a cask of fi ve-
year-old anchovies.” Lea & Perrins soon moved its bottling 
machinery from Worcester to Aston Cross. Plate 59 shows a 
empty glass bottle of Lea & Perrins sauce from 1880.
 Plate 60 shows seven old Lea & Perrins Worcestershire 
sauce bottles. The oldest two, made of green glass with 
glass stoppers, were both fi lled in 1866. Two others are from 
about 1870. The earliest one with a label is from 1920. Plate 
83 shows old bottles (with labels) of Worcestershire Sauce 
made by other manufacturers in Kobe, Japan; Cardiff, Wales; 
Hamburg-Altona [Germany; Altona became part of Hamburg 
in 1937]; the United Kingdom, and Portugal. Address: 
Warwickshire, England.

3186. Wynne-Tyson, Jon. 1975. Food for a future: The 
ecological priority of a humane diet. London: Davis-Poynter 
Ltd. 183 p. Index. 23 cm. [48 ref]
• Summary: One of the most important books on 
vegetarianism written during the 1970s. The Times (London) 
commented on Wynne-Tyson: “Perhaps his most subtle 
achievement is the slow revelation that the arguments 
for meat-eating are in fact those that are emotional and 
irrational.”
 Contents: 1. A vegetable love. 2. The social obligation. 
3. The aberrant ape. 4. To the cradle from the grave. 5. 
Pathology or hygiene? 6. Values in perspective. 7. The 
further step. 8. Human or humane? 9. As old as man. 
Appendices.
 Pages 94-95 and 100 discuss the nutritional value 
of soya beans, dried soya bean powder (soy fl our), and 
Granogen powdered soya milk. Address: Fontwell, Sussex, 
England.

3187. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wong Chung.
Manufacturer’s Address:  34 Cleveland Ave., Chiswick, 
London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1975?
New Product–Documentation:  Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1975. 
The Book of Tofu. p. 314.

3188. Grocer (The) (London). 1976. S. Daniels–A year on. 
Record turnover is achieved and they enter the TVP [textured 
vegetable protein] market. 198(6217):60-61, 64. Jan. 17.
• Summary: S. Daniels & Co. is a London importing 
house widely known for their Danoxa brand. This year the 
company’s biggest new product launch will be Danoxa Kesp 
Curry in a joint venture with Courtaulds Protein Foods. 
A photo shows a can of the product. “It is better than any 
ready-to-serve meat curry on the market. It is cheaper... We 
will be backing the launch with the heaviest advertising 
campaign ever undertaken by the company.”

 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
that mentions Courtaulds Protein Foods in connection with 
Kesp, a meat alternative.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2014) 
that mentions S. Daniels & Co. or their Danoxa brand 
in connection with Kesp, a meat alternative made by 
Courtaulds.

3189. Grocer (The) (London). 1976. Daniels sell Kesp curry. 
198(6217):23. Jan. 17.
• Summary: “S. Daniels & Co., the London food importing 
and distributing house, have entered the textured vegetable 
protein consumer market with 15½ oz Danoxa Kesp Curry. 
Daniels have been talking with Courtaulds for two years and 
say this will be the forerunner of many more Kesp products 
under the Danoxa label.”

3190. S. Daniels & Co. Ltd. 1976. Danoxa Kesp Curry: A 
great new curry experience. A great new way to spice up 
your profi ts (Ad). Grocer (The) (London) 198(6217):46-47. 
Jan. 17.
• Summary: This cartoon shows a housewife serving her 
husband Danoxa Kesp Curry, tender chunks of spun soy 
protein fi bers in a spicy sauce. He loves it and keeps calling 
it “Kesp beef.” She replies: “But its not beef. It’s Kesp soya 
protein.” “It’s NOT beef, cloth ears, it’s Kesp. That’s why 
it’s tender. No gristle, no fat, no waste... It’s Kesp soya 
protein.” Kesp is a registered trademark of Courtaulds Ltd. 
S. Daniels & Co. are the sole distributors. Photos show: (1) 
The can of Danoxa Kesp Curry, subtitled “Tender chunks 
of soya protein in a rich curry sauce.” (2) The curry served 
over a dish of rice. Address: Wilec House, 82-100 City Road, 
London EC1Y 2BU, England. Phone: 01-253-9013.

3191. Grocer (The) (London). 1976. Good start for Kesp. 
198(6218):5. Jan. 24.
• Summary: “The fi rst retail selling operation for Kesp–
the vegetable protein food from Courtaulds–has exceeded 
expectations. In the fi rst 4½ days of a special promotion at 
Burton’s of Smithy Row, Nottingham–part of Fine Fare–
5,500 Kesp pies were sold. Courtaulds hope to have the 
product in the retail market proper within 18 months to two 
years.”

3192. S. Daniels & Co. Ltd. 1976. Danoxa Kesp Curry: A 
great new way to spice up your profi ts (Ad). Grocer (The) 
(London) 198(6218):78. Jan. 24.
• Summary: This cartoon shows how people really go for 
Danoxa Kesp Curry, tender chunks of spun soy protein 
fi bers in a spicy sauce. Kesp is a registered trademark of 
Courtaulds Ltd. S. Daniels & Co. are the sole distributors. 
Address: Wilec House, 82-100 City Road, London EC1Y 
2BU, England. Phone: 01-253-9013.
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3193. Food News. 1976. Scope for using “novel” proteins in 
manufactured items [in the U.K.]. Jan. 9. *

3194. Product Name:  Kesp (Meat Analog Based on Spun 
Soy Protein Fibers Chunks and Mince in Gravy) [5 Canned 
Products].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kesp Protein Foods, Courtalds Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 16, Coventry CV6 
5AE, England.
Date of Introduction:  1976 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  Soybean Digest Blue 
Book. 1977. p. 36. Maureen Byrne. 1988. Oct. p. 53. A spun 
soy protein brand-named Kesp was originally developed 
by Courtaulds, which sold the technology to Master Foods 
(formerly Dornay Foods) in the early 1980s, but products 
containing Kesp have now been discontinued.
 W. Pringle. 1991. “Soya protein, past experience & 
future potential.” In: Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 
2. Hamburger Soja-Tagung. p. 156. Cortaulds Kesp was 
launched in Sept. 1976. It consisted of spun soya fi bre 
chunks and mince in gravy. There were 5 different products, 
all canned.

3195. Ryerson, Knowles A. 1976. Plant introductions. 
Agricultural History 50(1):248-57. Jan.
• Summary: The earliest known record of plant introduction 
“is a Sumerian inscription of around 2500 B.C. concerning a 
plant exploration expedition to Asia Minor... It is noteworthy 
and fortunate that in the later colonial and federal periods 
many high offi cials were personally interested in plant 
introduction. Best known among many were Benjamin 
Franklin, agent for Pennsylvania in Europe before 
independence then ambassador to France for the new nation, 
and Thomas Jefferson, fi rst ambassador to France and later 
President. Both had special interest in sending back seeds, 
cuttings, and plants for trial in the new country...
 “An early botanic garden, established by John Bartram 
in Philadelphia in 1731, began systematic introduction 
and distribution of plants. This was nearly twenty years 
before Kew Gardens was established in England to become 
an infl uential world center of plant introduction and 
experimentation that continues today...
 “Agricultural societies had been organized throughout 
the new nation, beginning with the Philadelphia Society 
for Promoting Agriculture in 1785 and followed by similar 
organizations in Massachusetts, Virginia, South Carolina, and 
elsewhere. Plant introduction was one of their activities...
 “The picture of plant introduction in the decades 
following the War of Independence and the War of 1812 
is primarily of strong interested individuals rather than the 
government. Though there was no Department of Agriculture 
in the new government nor any provision for agriculture 
as such, the Treasury Department fortunately had a plant-

minded secretary, William H. Crawford. He issued a circular 
to all American consuls abroad in 1819 requesting them to 
send possible useful plants to customs collectors at U.S. 
ports for distribution. This was the beginning of direct U.S. 
government participation in plant introduction... Commodore 
Perry’s precedent-making expedition to Japan had as one of 
its important objectives the collection of indigenous crops 
and carried an agricultural representative on its staff.
 “Formal organization for handling incoming 
introductions was slow in developing. The appointment 
of Henry Ellsworth in 1836 as head of the Patent Offi ce 
brought fresh vigor and a new point of view to plant 
introduction. Ellsworth succeeded in getting approval for 
use of Patent Offi ce funds for the collecting and distribution 
of seeds, plants, and agricultural information. President 
Van Buren supported him and an allocation of $1,000 was 
made by Congress in 1839, the fi rst ever made in support of 
agriculture by the federal government. In 1849 the Patent 
Offi ce became part of the Department of the Interior and its 
agricultural section was reorganized...
 “During the mid 1850s pressure from farmers, 
agricultural societies, and the rural press urged the 
establishment of a Department of Agriculture which became 
a reality in 1862... The Morrill Act provided a nation-wide 
system of educational centers in each state. A subsequent 
series of federal acts, beginning with the Hatch Act, greatly 
augmented the state and federal cooperative research work...
 “From 1898 to 1903 David Fairchild was engaged in 
round-the-world studies under the guidance of world traveler 
Barbour Lathrop... By 1912, the Department had twelve 
stations for its new plants. Fairchild returned to head the 
Offi ce of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction for nearly a 
quarter of a century. It was my good fortune but diffi cult 
assignment to succeed him in 1928...
 To insure a permanent source of breeding material, 
a germ plasm bank and seed collection was set up by the 
USDA, working with foreign and domestic cooperators. 
“This bank had been fi rst recommended by the National 
Research Council in the early 1940s and was supported by 
many scientifi c, technical, and professional organizations, 
and farmers’ and growers’ groups. Congress appropriated 
$450,000 in 1956. It was designated the national Seed 
Storage Laboratory, built at the Colorado State University, 
and began operation in September 1958, a milestone in 
cooperative plant introduction...
 “Benjamin Franklin, while ambassador to France, sent 
back soybean seed in 1780. It was not to succeed as a major 
crop until over a century later” (p. 256). Address: Dean, 
Emeritus, Univ. of California College of Agriculture.

3196. Product Name:  Danoxa Kesp Curry: Tender Chunks 
of Soya Protein in a Rich Curry Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  S. Daniels & Co. Ltd. (Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Wilec House, 82-100 City Road, 
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London EC1Y 2BU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1976 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (London). 
1976. Jan. 17. Article on p. 60-61, 64. “S. Daniels–A year on. 
Record turnover is achieved and they enter the TVP [textured 
vegetable protein] market.” S. Daniels & Co. is a London 
importing house widely known for their Danoxa brand. 
This year the company’s biggest new product launch will 
be Danoxa Kesp Curry in a joint venture with Courtaulds 
Protein Foods. A photo shows a can of the product. “It is 
better than any ready-to-serve meat curry on the market. It 
is cheaper... We will be backing the launch with the heaviest 
advertising campaign ever undertaken by the company.” 
Ad on p. 46-47. “Danoxa Kesp Curry: A great new curry 
experience. A great new way to spice up your profi ts.”

3197. Woollen, Anthony. 1976. The secret of solnuts. [A nut 
analogue from soybeans made by Solnuts BV of Tilburg]. 
Food Manufacture (London) 54(1):55, 57. Jan. [1 ref]
• Summary: This “nut analogue from soybeans has 
tremendous possibilities in bakery and confectionery 
products.” The plant, very similar to one operating in the 
USA, was built in Tilberg under the supervision of Mr. Jim 
Becker and was originally scheduled to come on stream in 
August 1977. But initial teething troubles delayed the start 
and it was not until November 1978 that the plant began 
to produce Solnuts of the quantity required. Now, after an 
investment approaching £1M, the plant is producing about 
1,600 tons/year. When designed capacity is eventually fully 
utilised, production is expected to be between 8,000 and 
10,000 tons/year.
 Jim Becker, an American, developed/invented a method 
of preparing and roasting soya beans. The company director 
is Mr. F. van der Marel. Several important contracts have 
been obtained to supply major food manufacturers in 
Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Greece and 
the UK, including in the last-named Kelloggs and Granose 
Foods. Holland and Germany are where the company’s main 
markets are at present. The fi nal composition of the product 
is: fat 19%, protein 47.4%; carbohydrate 3.7%, fi bre 3.6%, 
ash 3.6%, and moisture 2%. The big advantage of Solnuts 
over any other soya product is their texture. The fi rst Solnuts 
became available in the course of 1978.

3198. Financial Times (London). 1976. Ingelcoat 1050 is 
a soy based protein found to have adhesive applications. 
March 16. p. 10. *
• Summary: Made by Bjurman & Co., AB (Malmo, 
Sweden), the adhesive is stable in price and quality, and 
capable of replacing traditional glues used in tube winding.

3199. Clayton, Hugh. 1976. Vegetable protein: A new 

ingredient in the British diet. Times (London). March 19. p. 
19, cols. 4-8.
• Summary: “Students of propaganda will fi nd an interesting 
fi eld for study in the debate about the use of textured soya 
protein where only meat was used before. Farmers and 
butchers are pursuing a loud campaign against ‘moc meat’ 
[mock meat] and appear to be winning the argument.”
 Representatives of the National Farmers’ Union (NFU) 
have “spoken darkly about the ‘disquieting reports’ about 
the long-term effects of using” textured vegetable protein 
(TVP). “The soya lobby is less vocal but no less infl uential.” 
Since 30% TVP is now allowed as a meat extender, some 
of Britain’s largest meat processors, such as Unilever and 
Spillers, now sell catering packs of TVP.
 The retail market was harder to crack. Nestlé, the fi rst 
to jump in, “used the prestigious and long-standing Crosse 
& Blackwell label as a vehicle for a meat extender.” A table 
shows companies that followed Nestle’s lead with tinned 
[canned] products: Cadbury Schweppes (Cadbury’s Soya 
Choice, canned chunks in beef gravy, 15 oz for 30p. The 
product contains 6% by weight of beef fat). S. Daniels, 
a distributor of Danoxa hams, sausages, and tinned stew 
(Danoxa Kesp Curry, 15¼ oz for 30p. Based upon the 
Cortauld spun protein product Kesp). Spillers (Tyne, large 
stewed steak, 43½ p.). Unilever (Walls 15 oz stewed steak 
with gravy, 46 p.). RHM (Chesswood 15 oz curry with beef, 
38p.). Allied Breweries (Appleford, 15 oz meatless steak, 
36p.)
 Two companies sell canned, precooked beans in sauce: 
Allied Breweries (Delicia 10 oz soya beans in tomato sauce, 
24 p.). Heinz (Heinz 20 oz baked beans in tomato sauce, 
19½ p.). Miles Laboratories, which markets TVP in Britain, 
sells an imitation bacon in the USA. Address: Agricultural 
correspondent.

3200. Clayton, Hugh. 1976. Firm tries to get milkmen to sell 
soya bean rival. Times (London). April 3. p. 2, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: Itona Products from Wigan, Lancashire, makes 
canned soya “milk” from soya fl our. Mr. Hampson, sales 
director, said at the International Health Foods Fair in 
London that his company’s product was meant for “those 
who object to the exploitation of animals or are allergic 
to cow’s milk or believe that there is or will be an ever-
increasing world food shortage.”
 Itona “has met dairy men in Lancashire to discuss 
selling it on the daily milk round.” Meanwhile the EEC 
struggles to reduce its huge surplus of dairy products.

3201. Product Name:  Spillers Economince (Dry Textured 
Soy Flour Meat Extender).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1976 April.
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How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  W. Pringle. 1991. “Soya 
protein, past experience & future potential.” In: Soja in 
Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. Hamburger Soja-Tagung. p. 156. 
Spillers Economince was launched in April 1976. It was “a 
dry textured protein to be blended with meat.”

3202. Fuji Oil Company, Ltd. 1976. Improvements in and 
relating to cheese. British Patent 1,434,298. 5 p. Application 
fi led 23 Oct. 1973. Complete specifi cation published 5 May 
1976.
• Summary: This invention relates to “methods of making 
fi rm, cutable, processed cheese-like, products from soy 
cheese as a part or the major ingredient thereof.” It is a fact 
that “natural soy cheeses are not readily adaptable as a raw 
material in conventional processes for making processed 
cheese.”
 Various soy cheeses are described. Some are fermented, 
made with soymilk extracted from defatted soybean protein. 
Some are non-fermented, engineered soy-based cheeses 
made with soy protein isolate and carrageenan. Address: 
Azuchimachi 2-12, Higashiku, Osaka, Japan.

3203. Bank of London & South America Review. 1976. An 
18 million cruzeiro soy protein factory in Araraquara, Brazil, 
will be built jointly by Nestlé (Switzerland) and Archer 
Daniels Midland (U.S.). May. p. 266. *

3204. Mann, Ernest J. 1976. The International Food 
Information Service: Past, present, and future. Food 
Technology 30(5):54, 56, 58. May.
• Summary: This paper is from a “Symposium: Information 
and Documentation in the Food Industry” held at IFT’s 35th 
Annual Meeting held June 8-11, 1975, in Chicago.
 1957–The British journal Food Science Abstracts ceased 
publication. Meetings in 1962 and 1966 and a comprehensive 
survey in 1967 confi rmed the need for a broadly-based 
information service. So in 1968 IFIS was formed within the 
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux (CAB). In Jan 1969 
the fi rst issue of Food Science and Technology Abstracts was 
produced.
 This article describes how FSTA is produced, what 
FSTA contains, other services offered, and closing the 
information gap. Table 1 shows the classifi cation of abstracts 
in FSTA; the most common category is “Milk and dairy 
products (including butter), comprising 12.49% of all FSTA 
abstracts in volumes 1-6. Some 16,000 to 17,000 abstracts 
from nearly 1,300 journals are published each year in 
FSTA. Approximately 47% of all papers abstracted in FSTA 
were originally published in English, followed by 14.5% 
in German, 11.5% in Russian, 5.9% in Japanese, 5.4% in 
French, 2.75% in Italian, etc.” Therefore much translation 
is required. Address: Editor, IFIS, Commonwealth Bureau 
of Dairy Science and Technology, Shinfi eld, Reading, 

Berkshire, England.

3205. Clayton, Hugh. 1976. Acquiring a taste for meals 
without meat. Times (London). June 11. p. 8, cols. 4-5.
• Summary: The article, written in a negative tone 
throughout, begins: “If some farmers and butchers had their 
way, meat-like groceries made from soya beans would be 
banned from shops and the catering market. They condemn 
such products as undesirable and possibly unsafe substitutes 
foisted upon the public by unscrupulous food companies that 
make them masquerade as meat.”
 “Soya fl our and other derivatives” have long been used 
in meat products, “but products based on soya and containing 
little or no meat are new to shops in this country. Here is a 
guide to some of them:
 Name, description, use, price and packaging is given 
for each. Crosse & Blackwell Mince Savour. Appleford’s 
Meatless Stew, Goulash and Curry. Cadbury’s Soya Choice. 
Danoxa Kesp Curry. Delicia Soya Beans in Tomato Sauce. 
Meat Extenders Coloured Mince and Coloured Flakes, from 
A.E. Staley (Decatur, Illinois). Unfl avored soya protein 
supplied by The British Arkady Co. of Old Trafford.
 The article concludes: “The great obstacle is fl avouring. 
A mouthful of soya protein fl akes tastes very much as this 
page probably would.” So highly-fl avoured sauces must be 
used. “The great advantage” is “that soya beans do not have 
to be slaughtered before we eat them.”

3206. Harmony Foods. 1976. The bulk price list. London, 
England. 8 p. Sept. 16 by 20 cm. Stapled.
• Summary: Printed with black ink on light yellow paper. On 
the bottom half of the cover is a photo of two people and a 
horse walking along a trail in some woods.
 A running table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents 
of each case. (3) Cost [Price] of each case. (4) Unit.
 Newstime (page 2 & 7). Product categories: 1. Whole 
cereals: 11 products. 2. Cereal products: 9 products. 3. Seeds 
and pulses: 10 products, incl. Aduki beans. Soybeans, No. 
10. Soybeans, yellow No. 1. Roasted peanuts, Bombay or 
Natal. 4. Sauces and spreads: 6 products incl. Peanut butter, 
crunchy. Tahini sesame cream, dark. Tamari soy sauce. Miso 
soy puree, mugi. Miso soy puree, Hatcho.
 5. Seaweeds: Wakame. Hiziki [hijiki]. Kombu. 6. 
Ginseng and teas. 7. The rest. 8. Cases and books: Incl. 
“Seed” magazine (monthly).
 On the rear cover: “The History of Harmony: We 
actually began in 1967 deep in a sprawling basement in 
Paddington with a restaurant called Seed. It was here that 
natural foods were fi rst offered to a select group of the 
British public, the fl ower power followers of 1967. A typical 
daily menu (“Tomorrow’s You”) featured the Special of 
bean salad, whole oat groats, rice fritters, and carrot sesame, 
followed by apple cake and a cup of bancha–all at 7/6 (that’s 
37p).
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 “By 1970 we’d also opened a small shop in All Saint’s 
Road called Ceres which was the fi rst place to carry under 
one roof all the cooking elements of a wholefood diet. What 
we couldn’t get from local ethnic food merchants we had 
to import ourselves–things such as good Tamari and Miso, 
organic brown rice, and patchouli oil.
 “Of course, buying in shipments from Muso and 
importing A fi ve tons of rice for one little shop proved 
unwieldy and expensive, The answer seemed to be to share 
what we brought in with other shops and this is how, in 
1971, Harmony Foods was born; Our fi rst ever list had ten 
products: whole rice, buckwheat fl our, tamari, miso, mu tea, 
sesame seeds, aduki beans, umeboshi plums, patchouli, and 
unleavened bread. As there weren’t any natural food-shops 
besides Ceres we sent it out by BRS to health shops, As this 
side of things got under way a few more pioneers opened 
up shops like Infi nity, Harvest, Acorn, Community, On the 
8th Day, and Arjuna. These shops buy in bulk and sell at 
low prices. Since you’re getting this list you’re probably one 
of the hundreds of others who have opened up across the 
country in the last fi ve years.
 “At Harmony we’ve been fl at out for these fi ve years 
trying to keep up with this growth. We’ve had to become 
stone millers, bakers and peanut butter makers. Others 
have opened up wholesale outlets to help fi ll this demand 
and many shops have organized into local groups to share 
information on buying and availability of quality foods,
 “We’re here because of you and our major priority will 
always be to service your needs with the fi nest foods at the 
best prices we can manage. Because of this we always value 
your comments and advice on the products we carry and we 
should be carrying.
 “Keep in touch,...” Address: 1-19 Earl Cottages, Earl 
Road, London, S.E.1. Phone: 01-237-8396/7.

3207. Rothwell, J. 1976. Ice cream–Its present day 
manufacture and some problems. J. of the Society of Dairy 
Technology 29(3):161-66. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: Preliminary trials on use the use of dried whey 
and soy fl our in the production of ice cream show promising 
results. Acceptable products have been made using 7.5% 
solids-non-fat, plus 2.2% demineralized dried whey, plus 
1.5% soy fl our–in place of 11.2% milk solids-non-fat, or 
by replacing up to 50% of the sucrose with a glucose syrup 
suitably selected for the type of ice cream being made. 
Address: Dep. of Food Science, Reading Univ., Reading, 
Berkshire, England.

3208. Grocer (The) (London). 1976. Vegetable proteins guide 
[for the U.K.]. Aug. 3. *

3209. Times (London). 1976. The Times diary: Upgrading 
the labourer’s patch. Sept. 9. p. 14, cols. 1-8.
• Summary: The Haverhill factory of International Flavours 

and Fragrances (IFF) has “a small machine called a votator 
allegedly making meat fl avor out of soya bean fl our.” Plant 
offi cials said: “The things you can do with soya beans are 
practically limitless. But restrictions on synthetic food 
fl avours are getting tighter and tighter. Still we can make 
cheese without milk.”

3210. European Chemical News. 1976. A new steam-
texturizing process for reconstituting dehydrated soya protein 
will be used in a General Mills/Bush Boake Allen joint 
venture, GMB Proteins Ltd. Sept. 24. p. 35. *
• Summary: A plant at Witham, Essex, England, has opened 
and the company plans 3 further plants elsewhere in Europe.

3211. Bailey, Francis J. 1976. A novel approach to the 
determination of soya proteins in meat products using 
peptide analysis. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture 
(London) 27(9):827-30. Sept. [12 ref]
• Summary: Analysis of trypsin treated extracts from cooked 
meat products can be used to assess their soya protein 
content. Address: Unilever Research, Colworth/Welwyn 
Lab., Unilever Ltd., Colworth House, Bedford MK44 1LQ, 
England.

3212. Zandi, Parvin; McKay, James E. 1976. Determination 
of tocopherols in soybean oil using fractional crystallisation. 
J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
27(9):843-48. Sept. [17 ref]
• Summary: Crystallization can be substituted for 
saponifi cation in the determination of tocopherols in soybean 
oil. Since the discovery of vitamin E some 50 years ago (in 
1922), there has been considerable interest in the activity of 
this vitamin in foods and in the determination of chemical 
compounds which display this activity. Vegetable oils are 
particularly good sources of the tocopherols. Address: 
Procter Dep. of Food and Leather Science, The Univ. of 
Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, England.

3213. Supermarketing. 1976. Crosse and Blackwell savours 
soya sales. Oct. 13-14. *

3214. Stein, M. 1976. Natural toxicants in selected 
leguminous seeds with special reference to their metabolism 
and behaviour in cooking and processing. Qualitas 
Plantarum–Plant Foods for Human Nutrition 26(1/3):227-
43. Oct. 15. [65 ref. Eng; ger]
• Summary: Discusses the most relevant heat labile and 
heat stable natural toxicants soybeans and dry beans 
(Phaseolus vulgaris). Contents: Introduction. Feeding 
of animals on raw legume meals. Protein proteinase 
inhibitors. Haemagglutinins. Physiological and nutritional 
considerations. Other heat-labile factors: Goitrogenic 
factors and cyanogenic glycosides. Miscellaneous 
toxicants: Lathyrogens, favism, fl atulence factors. How 
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to remove natural toxicants: Breeding, heat inactivation, 
extraction. Address: Food Science Laboratories, Dep. of 
Applied Biochemistry and Nutrition, Univ. of Nottingham, 
Nottingham, England.

3215. O’Donovan, J.T.; Prendeville, G.N. 1976. Interactions 
between soil-applied herbicides in the roots of some legume 
species. Weed Research 16(5):331-36. Oct. [8 ref. Eng; fre; 
ger]
• Summary: Various herbicides (trifl uralin or nitralin 
combined with simazine, atrazine, prometryne, or linuron) 
were applied to the upper 5-cm root region of soybeans 
(cultivar S1474), vetch (Vicia sativa), and peas. The seeds 
of these three plants imbibed water for 12 hours and were 
then germinated in the dark for 16 hours prior to planting in 
herbicide-treated soil. This paper was received by the journal 
on 19 Nov. 1975. Address: Dep. of Botany, University 
College, Cork, Irish Republic.

3216. Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J.B. 1976. Microbial succession 
in experimental soy sauce fermentations. J. of Food 
Technology 11(5):525-36. Oct. [6 ref]
• Summary: Describes small-scale production of soy sauce. 
The process involves a two-stage fermentation. In stage 1 the 
mould Aspergillus oryzae is grown on a mixture of soy beans 
and wheat fl our. In the second stage, the moromi or soy 
mash stage, lactic acid bacteria begin the process, followed 
by yeast. However good yeast growth in the very salty mash 
depends on providing acidic conditions.
 For a recent review of the long and interesting history 
of fermented soy sauce in East Asia, see Yong & Wood 
(1974). Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, George Street, Glasgow G1 1XW [Scotland]. 
Yong’s present address: Singapore Inst. of Standards and 
Industrial Research, 179 River Valley Rd., Singapore 6, 
Republic of Singapore.

3217. Times (London). 1976. Unilever moves into vegetable 
protein market. Nov. 16. p. 24, col. 2.
• Summary: Although Unilever is the largest food processing 
group in Britain, both Nestlé and Cadbury Schweppes have 
entered the British retail market fi rst with “TVP foods made 
from north American soyabeans.”
 However in Holland, Unilever has already sold a rissole 
made from meat and TVP and in West Germany Unilever has 
a spaghetti sauce containing TVP.
 Dr. J.G. Collingwood, Unilever’s director of research, 
said that in 10-20 years “between 5 and 20 per cent of 
the meat eaten in Britain might be replaced by vegetable 
protein.”

3218. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1976. For the world of 
foods, and foods of the world: ADM soy proteins (Ad). 
Soybean Digest. Nov. p. 76.

• Summary: Shows a map of the world with fl ags at major 
ADM locations. World headquarters are at Decatur, Illinois, 
with a plant at Fredonia, Kansas. European headquarters at 
222 Ave. Louise B-1050 Brussels, Belgium, with plants at 
Rotterdam, Netherlands, and Manchester, England. Latin 
America headquarters is Nestle / ADM at Caixa Postal 632, 
Campinas 13.100, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
 “Development of soy protein ingredients for use in foods 
for people has been the chief mission of ADM for more 
than thirty years.” TVP is The Original Textured Vegetable 
Protein. U.S. Patent 3,488,770. Address: Decatur, Illinois.

3219. Fisher, Chirstopher E.; Leach, I.B.; Wilding, P. 1976. 
Improved separation of the major water-soluble proteins of 
soya meal by a single-step chromatographic procedure. J. of 
the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 27(11):1039-
43. Nov. [15 ref]
• Summary: The major water-soluble proteins of soya meal 
are the storage globulins (glycinin and gamma-conglycinin) 
and the anti-nutritional factors (Kunitz trypsin inhibitor and 
soya bean haemagglutinin). The material used was Central 
Soya Soyafl uff 200W, a defatted soya bean meal. Address: 
Unilever Research, Colworth/Welwyn Lab., Colworth 
House, Sharnbrook, Bedford MK44 ILQ.

3220. INTSOY Series. 1976. Conference delegates. No. 10. p. 
xii-xv. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of Soybeans 
(College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign).
• Summary: The following number of participants came 
from the following countries: Australia (3). Bangladesh (4). 
Hong Kong (1). India (4). Indonesia (20). Iran (6). Iraq (1). 
Japan (6). Malaysia (12). Pakistan (1). Philippines (9). Puerto 
Rico (4). Saudi Arabia (3). Singapore (2). South Korea (3). 
Sri Lanka (5). Switzerland (1). Taiwan (8). Thailand (120). 
United Kingdom (2). USA (17).
 Ten patrons of the conference are also listed.

3221. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Minchin, F.R. 1976. An integrated 
strategy for daylength and temperature-sensitive screening 
of potentially tropic-adapted soyabeans. INTSOY Series No. 
10. p. 186-91. R.M. Goodman, ed. Expanding the Use of 
Soybeans (College of Agric., Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign). [31 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Predictive schemes and 
screening techniques. Experimental background. Integrated 
screening strategy. Discussion. Acknowledgments.
 “It has long been recognized that appropriate adaptation 
to daylength is important in soyabeans. Indeed, scores of 
scientists... have written about the effects of photoperiod on 
fl oral induction... As Howell noted in 1960, ‘There appears 
to be no case in which a soybean variety is indifferent in 
its response to day length.’ Howell again made a similar 
observation in 1963 and Weber in 1968. More recently, day 
neutrality with respect to the onset of fl owering, especially 
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for varieties from early maturity groups, has been reported 
by Criswell and Hume (1972) and Polson (1972), among 
others.
 “Unfortunately, research related to the effects of 
temperature on fl owering has been markedly neglected 
despite early observations by Steinberg and Garner (1936) 
and Parker and Borthwick (1943) that cool temperatures, 
particularly at night, can reduce the response of soybeans 
to inductive photoperiods. Too often neither day not night 
temperatures have been precisely controlled (Polson, 1972) if 
at all (Byth, 1968).”
 The paper then discusses a new integrated approach 
in which both daylength and temperature are carefully 
controlled. Address: Reading Univ., Shinfi eld, England.

3222. Food Processing Industry (UK). 1976. Essex soya 
plant starts operations. 45(541):48. Dec.
• Summary: GMB Proteins Ltd. is a joint venture of General 
Mills, Inc. and Bush Boake Allen Ltd., a division of Albright 
& Wilson. The new plant is at Whitham, Essex. The protein, 
called Bontrae, is produced by soya fl our being exposed to 
high-pressure steam, which both cooks and puffs the product 
instantaneously. As the water content is low, no subsequent 
drying stage is required. Two photos show the inside of the 
plant.

3223. Llewellyn, J.W.; Flaherty, B. 1976. The detection and 
estimation of soya protein in food products by isoelectric 
focusing. J. of Food Technology 11(6):555-63. Dec. [18 ref]
Address: Lab. of the Government 
Chemist, Cornwall House, Stamford St., 
London SE1 9NQ [England].

3224. Product Name:  Granose 
Soyapro Wieners. Later renamed Soya 
Wieners.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose 
Foods Ltd. (Distributor). Made in 
Denmark by Nutana.
Manufacturer’s Address:  
Stanborough Park, Watford, Herts., 
WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1976.
Ingredients:  1980: Soya protein, 
vegetable oil, egg albumin, oats, salt, 
glucose syrup, vegetable stabilizer.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  385 gm 
can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate 
after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  
Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. 
“Soya sausages. Serve as frankfurters. 
Can be broiled, grilled or fried.”

 Form fi lled out and Labels sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made in Denmark 
by Nutana, was introduced in 1976. It is now named 
Soya Wieners. Can Label. 1990. 9.5 by 4 inches. Photo 
of the prepared dish, three wieners on a plate with rice 
and vegetables against a brown background. Vegetarian. 
Ingredients: Water, soya bean oil, egg white powder, textured 
soya protein, tomato puree, onions, soya protein isolate, salt 
dextrose, spices, soya sauce, oatmeal, guar gum (E412), 
sodium alginate (E401), hydrolized vegetable protein, smoke 
fl avor. Serving suggestion: Heat or roast Soya Wieners 
and serve with spaghetti or mashed potatoes. Sliced Soya 
Wieners are delicious in salads. Ideal for lunch and dinner. 
Dietary analysis available on request.

3225. Product Name:  Granose Soyapro {Canned Slices} 
[Beef Like, Chicken Like, or Ham Like].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Denmark by Nutana.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1976.
Ingredients:  1980: Soya protein, vegetable oil, egg 
albumen, hydrolised vegetable protein, salt, fl avourings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Slices of fl avoured soya protein fi bre canned in 
sauce. May be used hot or cold as slices or added in pieces 
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to pies, casseroles, etc. Beef like fl avour only contains in 
addition, wheat protein.”
 Form fi lled out and Labels sent by Granose Foods 
Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product was introduced 
in 1976. Made by Nutana. Subtitle is now, for example, 
“Chicken Like Flavour Soya Fibre in Brown Sauce.” Can 
Label. 1990. 9.5 by 4 inches. Photo of the prepared dish on a 
plate with rice and vegetables against a brown background. 
“Ingredients: Water, textured soya protein, soya bean oil, egg 
white powder, starch, hydrolysed vegetable protein, yeast 
extract, vegetable stock, wheat fl our, celery powder, salt, 
stabilizer. Serving suggestion: Cut into shreds and place in 
a stew of carrots and peas, sprinkle with parsley, serve with 
potatoes and a salad. Ideal for lunch and dinner.”

3226. Ainsworth, G.C. 1976. Introduction to the history 
of mycology. London, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge 
University Press. 359 p. [900* ref]
• Summary: A very useful and interesting book with a superb 
bibliography. Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. 1. 
Introduction. 2. The origin and status of fungi. 3. Form and 
structure. 4. Culture and nutrition. 5. Sexuality, cytology, and 
genetics. 6. Pathogenicity. 7. Poisonous, hallucinogenic, and 
allergenic fungi. 8. Uses of fungi. 9. Distribution of fungi. 
10. Classifi cation. 11. Organisation for mycology. Epilogue. 
Notes on the text. Chronology and bibliography. Names 
index. Subject index.
 The chapter on “Uses of Fungi” (p. 210+) includes food 
fermentation, food yeast, cheese, in medicine, etc. On page 
214 is a brief discussion of “miso (soybean paste), shoyu 
(soy sauce), sake (rice wine),... Aspergillus oryzae, and koji.
 The “Chronology and Bibliography” is a bibliography 
organized chronologically starting in the 1400s. Address: 
Formerly Director of the Commonwealth Mycological Inst., 
Kew, England.

3227. Axford, Lavonne B. comp. 1976. English language 
cookbooks, 1600-1973. Detroit, Michigan: Gale Research 
Co. ix + 675 p. Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: In the main body of this hefty book (following 
the introduction), the cookbooks are listed alphabetically by 
title; there the complete bibliographic record will be found. 
There is also an author index and a subject index. In the latter 
there is only one for “soybeans” but fi ve for “Macrobiotic,” 
51 for “Natural foods” and 118 for “Vegetarian.”
 Note: We have been unable to fi nd how many entries are 
contained in this bibliography.

3228. Batt, Eva. 1976. What’s cooking? A guide to good 
eating. Revised ed. Enfi eld, Middlesex, England: The Vegan 
Society. xxxii + 100 p. Introductions by Gordon Latto, and 
by Muriel Dowding. Portrait. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: A vegan cookbook, the fi rst edition of which 
was published in 1973. The author has been a vegan for the 

past 16 years. She was the secretary of the Vegan Society for 
5 years and has been the vice-president for the past 7 years.
 The acknowledgements contains a poem which ends 
with the verse: “Old Mother Hubbard’s sweet smelling 
cupboard, Has no meat for the doggie to chew; But he’s 
happy to eat Vegetarian eat, Now she puts TVP in the stew.” 
Page v. recommends Delice (non-dairy frozen dessert). Page 
x features a half-page section titled “Soya” focuses on soya 
fl our and recommends the Soyolk brand, which has been 
heat treated. The section titled “Milk” (p. xv) notes that 
“The fortifi ed vegetable milks such as Plamil, Granogen and 
Granolac are useful sources of all of these nutrients [found 
in cows milk] and a daily glass of one of these is a very good 
habit. Page xvi discusses Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP) 
and notes that the brands Vitpro and Protoveg also contain 
added vitamin B-12 in the unfl avoured types. Soyanutta is a 
vegetable oil product that is praised for being “entirely free 
of any hydrogenated oils or fats.”
 On pages xxix to xxxii is 4-page advertorial titled 
“Why Plamil?” by Leslie J. Cross [Secretary, The Plantmilk 
Society, Uxbridge, England]; it talks about the suffering that 
dairy milk consumption by humans causes to calves and 
cows, gives a history of the Plantmilk Society (founded in 
June 1956 in London as a registered charity), the company 
named Plantmilk Ltd. (founded in 1961), and the production 
of its fi rst non-dairy milk in 1965 at Langley, Bucks. (It 
as initially sold under the name Plantmilk, but later for 
legal reasons the brand was changed to Plamil). In 1972 
the plantmilk factory at Langley was closed and moved to 
Folkestone, Kent–the very town where the idea of making 
such a milk fi rst crystallized. Plamil, sold in 2 sizes of cans, 
is now extracted from the soya bean and contains added 
vitamins, including B-12. “In addition to plantmilk, the 
company also makes a non-animal replacement for dairy 
cream: this is sold in cans under the brand name of Plamil 
Delice. There is also a chocolate bar–Plamil Chocolate.
 Soy-related recipes include: Junket (made with Plamil, 
p. 62). Frozen fruit nog (made with Granogen). Banana ice 
cream (with Plamil). Plamil ice cream (p. 63). Vegetable 
cream cheese (made with Plamil, Granogen, or Velactin, p. 
82). Soya cheese (Cheddar style, made with Soyolk soy fl our 
and margarine, p. 82). Soya compote (with Plamil and soya 
fl akes, p. 82). Onion soup (with soya fl our, p. 83).
 Page 101 is about The Vegan Society, founded in 1944, 
and located at 47 Highlands Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, 
England. Mrs. K. Jannaway is Secretary. Address: England.

3229. Bell, Whitfi eld J., Jr. 1976. American Philosophical 
Society (Document part). In: Dictionary of American 
History. Rev. ed. 1976. New York, NY: Charles Scribner’s 
Sons. 502 p. See vol. 1, p. 110-11. [1 ref]
• Summary: “The American Philosophical Society is the 
oldest learned society in America. The proposal for a general 
scientifi c society in Philadelphia was fi rst made by the 
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botanist John Bartram in 1739; but Benjamin Franklin issued 
a public call to found a society of ‘Virtuosi or ingenious 
Men,’ offering himself as secretary. Several meetings were 
held in 1743; members were elected from neighboring 
colonies, learned papers were read and plans were made to 
publish them.” But the society languished and by 1746 it was 
dead.
 In 1766, a similar society was formed in Philadelphia, 
by younger men, many of Quaker background and, in politics 
belonging to the Assembly Party; it was named the American 
Society for Promoting Useful Knowledge.
 Then survivors of the 1743 group and some others, 
Anglican and Proprietary [anti-Quaker party] in sentiment, 
then revived the “dormant” American Philosophical Society.
 In 1769 the two societies wisely merged as the 
“American Philosophical Society, Held at Philadelphia, 
for Promoting Useful Knowledge.” In a contested election 
Franklin, then in London, England, was chosen president.
 “The society’s fi rst important scientifi c undertaking was 
to observe the transit of Venus (3 June 1769). Its reports were 
fi rst published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society...”
 Contains a good history of the society. The society 
languished during the 100 years prior to 1942, but in that 
year “private bequests and gifts produced striking changes. 
While retaining its old organization and traditional practices, 
the society extended its activities in several directions. It 
expanded its scholarly publications program, inaugurated 
a program of research grants to individuals (406 grants 
amounting to $344,202 were made in 1973), and developed 
its library into one of the principal collections on the history 
of science in America.” Address: Librarian, American 
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.

3230. Bowyer, D.E.; Davies, P.F. 1976. Effect of EPL 
[essential phospholipids] on the metabolism of lipids in the 
arterial wall. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. Phosphatidylcholine: 
Biochemical and Clinical Aspects of Essential Phospholipids. 
Berlin & New York: Springer-Verlag. See p. 160-86. [41 
ref]*
Address: Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, England.

3231. Cameron, Margaret; Hofvander, Yngve. 1976. Manual 
on feeding infants and young children. 2nd ed. New York, 
NY: Protein-Calorie Advisory Group of the United Nations. 
xii + 184 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. 3rd ed. was 1983. [57 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 6, “Nutrient contributions of various 
foods” contains a section on Legumes (p. 54-55) which 
states: “Soybeans contain nearly 40 percent protein, which is 
similar in value to protein from some animal sources. They 
also contain a large proportion of unavailable starch, which 
is disposed of by various processing and cooking methods 
developed centuries ago in Far-Eastern countries. These 
methods also remove the natural toxins, the bitter taste, and 

the unattractive gray color that results if the beans are only 
boiled. Many soy products, such as curds [tofu] and cheeses 
[fermented tofu?], have a higher water content and, therefore, 
less protein than cooked beans. Nevertheless, they are useful 
supplements in a rice diet.” Groundnuts are also mentioned.
 Table 19, “Analysis fi gures used in calculations” (p. 
171) gives fi gures for the soybean.

3232. Friedlander, Barbara. 1976. The Findhorn cookbook: 
An approach to cooking with consciousness. New York, 
NY: Grosset & Dunlap. xv + 264 p. Introduction by David 
Spangler. Index. 23 cm. [20+ ref]
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook created by this famous 
spiritual community at Findhorn, in northeastern Scotland, 
on a sandy, barren piece of land on a peninsula between the 
Firth of Moray (part of the North Sea) and Findhorn Bay. 
In 1962 Peter and Eileen Caddy, their three young sons, and 
a friend, Dorothy Maclean, came to live there (see photo, 
p. 76)–following spiritual guidance. Peter and Eileen are 
British.
 Barbara fi rst arrived at the Findhorn Caravan Park in 
Feb. 1974; she stayed for only 4 days. She returned later that 
year to live for 6 months, working primarily in the kitchen, 
to write this book. The fi rst part of the book (to p. 21) is 
about the spirit and inspiring basic principles of the Findhorn 
community.
 Soyfoods are mentioned occasionally throughout the 
book. Tamari may be used as a seasoning during sauté-
steaming (p. 66). Tofu (bean curd) can be added to a variety 
of dishes (p. 72). Soy-related recipes: “Soy bread” (made 
with soy fl our plus wheat fl our, and miso, p. 151). Baked 
soybeans (p. 164. “There are never enough recipes for this 
valuable bean”). Baked soyburgers (with cooked, mashed 
whole soybeans and miso, p. 164-65). Fried soyburgers (with 
cooked, mashed whole soybeans, soy oil, tamari, and miso, 
p. 165). Tamari ginger sauce (p. 220-21). Homemade tofu 
(makes 10 pints, p. 224-25. Curded with vinegar or lemon 
juice. Tofu can be added, cubed, to miso soup, used in tofu 
and scrambled eggs, or made into salad dressing).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2013) 
that contains the term “Baked soyburgers” (or “Baked 
soyburger,” regardless of capitalization), or the term “Fried 
soyburgers.”

3233. Hodgson, Vere. 1976. Few eggs and no oranges: 
A diary showing how unimportant people in London and 
Birmingham lived through the war years 1940-1945, written 
in the Notting Hill area of London. London: Dennis Dobson. 
480 p. See p. 380. Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: In the author’s diary, the entry for 7 May 1944 
states (p. 379-80): “Meat ration lasts only for three evening 
meals. Cannot be made to go further... I have an order 
with the Dairy for a pound of sausage. These make-do for 
Thursday, Friday and part of Saturday. No taste much of 
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sausage, but are of soya bean fl our. We just pretend they are 
the real thing. A little fi sh would help, but there are queues 
for it. All rather monotonous, but we are not hungry, and the 
authorities have done well for us, we consider.”
 This book also contains an excellent chronology of the 
main events of World War II, and several detailed maps of 
London and its environs. Address: England.

3234. Howard, A.N.; Patelski, J. 1976. Effect of EPL 
[essential phospholipids] on the lipid metabolism of the 
arterial wall and other tissues. In: H. Peeters, ed. 1976. 
Phosphatidylcholine: Biochemical and Clinical Aspects 
of Essential Phospholipids. Berlin & New York: Springer-
Verlag. See p. 187-200. [27 ref]*
Address: 1. Univ. of Cambridge, England; 2. Medical 
Academy, Poznan, Poland.

3235. Koepf, Herbert H.; Pettersson, Bo D.; Schaumann, 
Wolfgang. 1976. Bio-dynamic agriculture: An introduction. 
Spring Valley, New York: The Anthroposophic Press. x + 429 
p. Illlust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This excellent new English-language edition of 
the basic book about Bio-Dynamic agriculture, was formerly 
available only in German. The German edition, Biologische 
Landwirtschaft appeared in 1974. Bio-Dynamics is a method 
of growing that is biological at its root and metaphysical 
at its crown. There is no incompatability with organic 
methods, but there are many additional considerations. 
“The Bio-Dynamic folks are the wizards of the biological 
agricultulture movement and, as anyone who has visited a 
Bio-Dynamic garden [or farm] can attest, they get results.”
 “The bio-dynamic movement proceded from a cycle 
of eight lectures given by Rudolf Steiner at the farm of the 
Koberwitz estate in Silesia in 1924” [June 7-16]. Note: As of 
Feb. 2015 Silesia is located mostly in western Poland.
 Contents: 1. Bio-Dynamic agriculture today: A new 
way of thinking is gaining ground, emancipated agriculture, 
organic movements, what do we mean by “natural”?, a short 
history of the bio-dynamic method, understanding the bio-
dynamic method, a brief description of the bio-dynamic 
method, confl icts of interests and unsolved questions, 
population growth and bio-dynamic agriculture, what is the 
difference between organic and bio-dynamic agriculture?
 2. Farm organism and landscape. 3. Plant life, soils, 
fertilizing. 4. Practical aspects of the bio-dynamic principle. 
5. Practical experiences on bio-dynamic farms. 6. Animal 
husbandry and food production. 7. The sick animal. 8. 
The bio-dynamic method in garden, orchard and vineyard. 
9. Quality through growing methods. 10. Bio-dynamic 
production and the consumer. 11. Conclusion and future 
prospects. Address: 1. Prof., Dr. agr., Emerson College, 
Forest Row, Sussex, England; 2. Lic. agr., Jarna, Sweden; 3. 
Dr. med. vet., Bad Vilbel, West Germany.

3236. Neufeld, Don F.; et al. ed. 1976. Seventh-day 
Adventist encyclopedia, 2nd ed.: Granose Foods Limited 
(British Health Food Factory). Washington, DC: Review and 
Herald Publishing Assoc. 1640 p. See p. 527-28. Or. p. 624.
• Summary: “A health-food factory situated in Stanborough 
Park, Watford, Hertfordshire, England, manufacturing 
several varieties of vegetarian protein foods and breakfast 
cereal biscuits, one of the latter being called Sunny Bisk. In 
1973 business volume totaled £400,000, made possible by 
updating the processes with modern machinery.
 “The SDA [Seventh-day Adventist] health food work in 
Great Britain was begun by a group of laymen who, under 
the name The London Health Food Company, purchased 
health foods from Dr. J.H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, 
Michigan, and distributed them to the public. After a few 
years SDA leaders in Great Britain sent J. Heide, a master 
baker, to Battle Creek to learn how to make the foods. In 
1899 a manufacturing company was formed under the name 
The International Health Association Limited, changed in 
1926 to Granose Foods Limited. The company purchased 
a fl our mill in Salford, near Redhill, Surrey, to serve as the 
factory... A fi re burned the factory to the ground in 1900. 
Health foods were again temporarily imported from America, 
but gifts and loans from SDA’s re-established the company in 
Birmingham.
 “In 1907 all SDA institutions in England, including the 
food factory, were centralized at Stanborough Park, Watford. 
The factory has grown until in 1973 it had a fl oor space of 
approximately 44,000 square feet, and still further extensions 
were planned.” Address: Washington, DC.

3237. Roberts, Anna; Fevre, Jean Le. 1976. The earth shall 
feed us: Cooking for the New Age using textured vegetable 
proteins instead of meat. Copse House, Greatham, Liss, 
Hampshire, England: Published by the authors. 84 p. Illust. 
by Joanna Hicks. Recipe index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword by Peter Roberts, NDA, 
NCA (Greatham). Notes and guidance. Editorial/biographies. 
Protoveg hydration times, abbreviations, measures. Analysis 
of Natural Protoveg, and Ranch House Foods Vegetable 
Stew, Vegetable Bolognese, Vegetable Curry, Vegetable 
Mince, and Vegetable Goulash. Recipes: Snacks ‘n starters. 
Supers ‘n suppers. Sweet indulgences.
 All the recipes in this book (with the exception of the 
last section) are based on Protoveg and Ranch House Foods 
brands of textured vegetable proteins sold by Direct Foods 
Ltd. This is a vegetarian cookbook; dairy products (milk, 
cream cheese, double cream, evaporated milk, whipped 
cream, cheese, cottage cheese, butter) and Free Range eggs 
are included in some recipes. Photos (p. 11) show Anna 
Roberts and Jean Le Fevre (both authors are women), 
accompanied by brief biographies.
 The Foreword begins: “It was during our years at Little 
Barnett Farm in the Hampshire village of Froxfi eld, when 
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Anna and I suddenly realised, with something of a shock, 
the depth of that unfaltering, absolute trust which our farm 
animals put in us. It was a trust that in the end we knew 
we could not honour unless we were to turn the farm into 
a sanctuary, for farm animals are bred to make a living for 
the farmer–in our case via their milk–and when they can no 
longer contribute, they must die, and the farmer must look 
away. In the eighth year at Little Barnett we knew we could 
look away no longer. It seems hard and it is hard that farming 
should be like this, yet it has been so for thousands of years 
ever since our ancestors fi rst employed animals to convert 
the fi brous grasses into meat and milk. In the main, the farm 
animals have benefi ted from their association with man–that 
is, while they were allowed to orientate to the natural world 
and while farming was a way of life. The age of technology 
came and relentlessly pressed the animal deeper and deeper 
into the production-line until exploitation took over from 
husbandry...
 “Finally, it is the health of the consumer that is the 
crux of the matter, and rightly so. Serious reservations arise 
concerning the health-risk of factory farm products due to 
the build-up of disease in intensive animal units and the 
antibiotics, growth promoters and hormones used.” Address: 
Hampshire, England.

3238. Simmonds, N.W. ed. 1976. Evolution of crop plants. 
London and New York: Longman. xii + 339 p. See p. 159-
62. Illust. Index. 26 cm.
• Summary: This interesting and authoritative book treats 
concisely, but in some detail, the evolution of each of 
the world’s major economic crops; it also provides brief 
summaries of many minor ones. “It presents a synoptic view 
of crop history, linking studies of origin and early evolution 
with recent and even possible future trends in breeding” 
(from the rear cover).
 Chapters 42-52 are devoted to the Leguminosae: 41. 
Groundnut–Arachis (by W.C. Gregory and M.P. Gregory, 
North Carolina Agric. Exp. Station, Raleigh). 43. Pigeon 
pea–Cajanus. 44. Chickpea–Cicer. 45. Soybean–Glycine (by 
T. Hymowitz, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois). 46. Lentil–
Lens. 47. Alfalfa–Medicago. 48. Beans–Phaseolus. 49. Pea–
Pisum. 50. Clovers–Trifolium. 51. Broad bean–Vicia. 52. 
Cowpea–Vigna.
 Also: 2. Grain amaranths: Amaranthus spp. 
(Amaranthaceae) (by J.D. Sauer, UCLA). Address: Director, 
Scottish Plant Breeding Station, Pentland Roslin Midlothian, 
Scotland.

3239. Smartt, J. 1976. Tropical pulses. London: Longman. 
348 p. Index. [275* ref]
• Summary: In the chapter on “Pulses in human nutrition,” 
soya beans are mentioned (p. 92-95) under: Germinated seed. 
Fermented products: Soy sauce, soya bean paste, tempé, 
natto and Hamanatto. Extracted pulse proteins: Soya bean 

curd (‘tofu’), soya bean ‘milk.’ Address: PhD, Senior lecturer 
in Biology, Univ. of Southampton.

3240. Unilever Education Section. 1976. Plant protein foods. 
London, England. 21 p. 30 cm. A Unilever Educational 
Booklet. Advanced Series No. 11. [20 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Introduction. Protein 
requirements. Biological assessment of nutrient protein 
sources. Novel protein sources for foods and feedstuffs. 
Processing of vegetable protein sources. Utilization of plant 
protein. Safety of novel protein foods. Address: P.O. Box 86, 
Unilever House, London EC4P 4BQ, England.

3241. Muso Shokuhin. 1976? Distributors of Muso foods 
in Canada, South America, Europe, and Australia (Leafl et). 
Osaka, Japan. 1 p. Undated.
• Summary: The name, address, and phone number of each 
company is given. Canada: Lifestream Natural Food, Inc. 
(British Columbia). Manna Foods, Inc. (Ontario).
 South America: Zentro Macrobiotico de Venezuela.
 Europe: Societe Traplun (France). Unimave S.C.A.R.L. 
(Portugal). Urtekram (Denmark). V.Z.W. Voedselcollektief 
(Belgium). Manna (Holland). Centro Dietetico Macrobiotico 
Italiano (Italy). Centro Macrobiotico Italiano (Italy). 
Harmony Foods (England). Kameo (France). P.V.B.A. Lima 
(Belgium). Moder Jord & Söner (Sweden). Reformhaus 
Rahlstedt (West Germany). Schwarzbrot (West Germany). 
Dr. Naturopata SER (Spain). Eduardo Galamba De Sa Pires 
(Portugal).
 Australia: True Health Aides Pty. Ltd. (Sydney). 
Address: 1-43 Otedori, Higashi-ku, Osaka, Japan. Phone: 
(06) 945-0511.

3242. Walsh, E.J. 1976? Preliminary evaluation of soybeans 
under Irish conditions–1974. University College, Dublin, 
Faculty of General Agriculture, Research Report For the 
year 1974-75. See p. 80-82. Undated.
• Summary: This article appears in the section on crop 
breeding. In 1974, 129 soybean varieties were grown at 
Lyons [near Dublin, at 54º 48.7’north latitude] in the Irish 
Republic. These soybeans were collected from breeders in 
fi ve countries as follows: USA (48 varieties), Bulgaria (42), 
Poland (31), Japan (7), and Sweden (1 variety, Fiskeby V). 
“The objective of this study was to determine which, if any, 
of these varieties had potential for improving plant protein 
production in Ireland.” A single plot (1-2 rows about 6 feet 
in length) of each variety was planted on 14 May 1974. 
On October 12, approximately 150 days after planting, all 
varieties were examined and pod development noted. Table 
54 (p. 81) gives a summary of the results. Only 19 varieties 
produced fl owers and only 12 varieties produced pods. Of 
those 12 varieties, 8 were from Poland, two from Japan 
(Okura I and Tenpoku wase), and one each from Sweden 
(Fiskeby V) and the USA (Pando). The number of days from 
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planting to fl owering, if detected, ranged from 91 to 102.
 Conclusions: “(a) No variety worthy of serious 
consideration exists within the broad array of varieties 
evaluated. (b) The twelve varieties which produced pods may 
have potential as parents in a breeding programme geared 
towards the development of adapted varieties.”
 Note 1. These soybeans were tested near Dublin which 
is about 100 miles (1.5º) north of Cork.
 Note 2. Will soybeans grow in Ireland? Probably! 
Southern Ireland (e.g. Cork) is at about 52º north latitude 
and the northern tip of Ireland is at 55º 20 min. The Kalmar-
Oland region of Sweden, where the Fiskeby varieties of 
soybeans were grown commercially, is at 56º-57ºnorth 
latitude, though it enjoys a longer frost-free season than 
many soybean growing areas in Hokkaido. A large number 
of strains ripen in Sweden as far north as Norrköping, 58º30’ 
north latitude. Starting in 1934, fairly large areas of soybeans 
were grown on Henry Ford’s Fordson Estate at Boreham, 
Essex, England, which is about 35 miles northeast of central 
London, at 51º45.4’ north latitude, i.e. at about the same 
latitude as southern Ireland. Address: M.Agr.Sc., PhD, Dep. 
of Farm Management, University College, Dublin, Irish 
Republic.

3243. Wilson, Barry. 1977. Soya meat on the threshold of a 
boom. Agra Europe (London) No. 706. p. M/3-M/8. Jan. 7.
• Summary: By “soya meat” or “vegetable meat” the writer 
means “TVP (textured vegetable protein)” which is actually 
textured soy fl our (defatted). A good history of TVP in 
Britain and Europe; it was launched in Britain three years 
ago at a time when the UK and most of western Europe was 
beginning an unprecedented beef glut. With beef prices low, 
TVP struggled.
 During the second half of 1976 TVP sales began to 
increase and they are expected to increase even faster in 
1977.
 The launch of Kesp (a spun soy protein product) by 
Courtaulds in 1973 was a fi asco.
 Manufacturers of TVP in the UK include: (1) British 
Arkady, Old Trafford, Manchester. (2) Spillers (Lucas 
& Co.), Kingswood, Bristol. (3) British Soya Products, 
Puckeridge, Herts. [Hertfordshire]. (4) Courtaulds, Kesp 
Protein Foods, Coventry. (5) GMB Proteins, Blackhorse 
Lane, London. (6) Miles Laboratories, Slough, Bucks.
 The names of six distributors and fi ve users are also 
given.
 “There is no doubt that British Arkady has the lion’s 
share of the British TVP human consumption market.” The 
best guess is that British Arkady now has about 40-50% 
of the UK market, followed by Spillers, then British Soya 
Products.
 It is clear that all the raw material for the TVP [defatted 
soy fl our] sold in the UK is imported from the United States. 
Briefl y describes fi ve commercial products that are on the 

market. Address: London.

3244. Sunwheel Foods Ltd. 1977. Importers and distributors 
(Ad). Spiral (London, England). Winter. p. 24-25. Jan.
• Summary: Sunwheel Foods Ltd. are importers and 
distributors of six varieties of Sea Vegetables, Tamari Soya 
Sauce, and three varieties of Naturally Fermented Miso Soya 
Bean Paste. This is ad is part of an article titled “Vitamin 
B-12 and the vegetarian,” by John Jenks. Address: 12 
Orpheus St., London SE5 8RR, England.

3245. Product Name:  Itona T.V.P. Food Mix: Tonabanga 
Sausage Style (Meatless Sausage Mix).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1977 February.
Ingredients:  TVP, vegetable fat, rusk, binder, salt, dextrose, 
spices, permitted coloring, vitamins and minerals.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in New Vegetarian 
magazine (UK). 1977. Feb. p. 26. A full-page ad. “Banga 
or Burga? Itona do both! Tonabanga and Tonaburga.” 
“Tonabanga is an exciting new TVP Food Mix from Itona. 
Made from textured vegetable protein (without Monosodium 
Glutamate) and fl avoured specially with selected spices it is a 
completely vegetarian replacement for sausages and sausage 
meat.” A photo shows a woman holding up a meatless burger 
in a bun and a sausage (banga) on a fork.
 Ad in Alive magazine (UK). 1978. May. p. 2. “Banga 
or Burga? Itona do both! Tonabanga and Tonaburga.” 
“Tonabanga is an exciting new TVP Food Mix from Itona. 
Made from textured vegetable protein (without Monosodium 
Glutamate) and fl avoured specially with selected spices it is a 
completely vegetarian replacement for sausages and sausage 
meat.” A photo shows a woman holding up a meatless burger 
in a bun and a sausage (banga) on a fork.
 Itona Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. Add water, 
allow to stand for 10 minutes. Shape, grill or fry.

3246. Product Name:  Itona T.V.P. Food Mix: Tonaburga 
Sausage Style (Meatless Burger Mix).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1977 February.
Ingredients:  TVP, vegetable fat, rusk, binder, salt, dextrose, 
spices, permitted coloring, vitamins and minerals.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Each pack makes 1 lb.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in New Vegetarian 
magazine (UK). 1977. Feb. p. 26. A full-page ad. “Banga 
or Burga? Itona do both! Tonabanga and Tonaburga.” 
“Tonabanga is an exciting new TVP Food Mix from Itona. 
Made from textured vegetable protein (without Monosodium 
Glutamate) and fl avoured specially with selected spices it is a 
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completely vegetarian replacement for sausages and sausage 
meat.” A photo shows a woman holding up a meatless burger 
in a bun and a sausage (banga) on a fork.
 Ad in Alive magazine (UK). 1978. May. p. 2. Itona 
Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. Add water, allow to 
stand for 10 minutes. Shape, grill or fry.

3247. Plantmilk Foods. 1977. Which is the substitute? (Ad). 
New Vegetarian (England). Feb. p. 21.
• Summary: A 1/8 page ad. “(1) Cow milk? (meant only 
for the calf) or (2) Plamil soya plantmilk? (formulated for 
human nutrition).
 “Plamil products available from progressive Health 
Stores.
 “Literature (sae [self addressed envelope] please) from: 
Plantmilk Foods,...” Address: Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent [UK].

3248. Soybean Digest. 1977. Soy meat makes new inroads in 
U.K. and parts of Europe. Feb. p. 45.
• Summary: “Sales of soy meat, or textured vegetable 
protein (TVP), are making new inroads in the United 
Kingdom (U.K.) and parts of Europe with U.K. sales 
growing 30% in the last quarter of 1976 and a further 
increase of 50% expected in 1977 and 1978. TVP use has 
been boosted as red meat prices surged late last year. Further 
consumption may be encouraged by expanded school lunch 
programs in view of government expenditure cuts in the 
U.K. and new offi cial rules on the use of TVP. It was noted 
that the meat market situation has changed since TVP hit the 
European market 3 years ago. At that time beef prices were 
low and the market glutted with red meat.”

3249. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1977. Solvent 
extraction still growing. 54(3):205A. March.
• Summary: A brief but good history and industry study of 
solvent extraction worldwide. Since 1963, a dramatic surge 
in the use of solvent extraction has taken place. This article 
contains fi gures from 8 major manufacturers of solvent 
extractors: Construzioni Meccaniche Bernardini. Crown 
Iron Works, EMI, Extraction De Smet, French Oil Mill 
Machinery, Krugg Industrie und Stahlbau, Lurgi Apparate-
Technik GmbH, and Simon-Rosedowns.
 According to fi gures provided by these 8 companies, 
by 1945 they had made only about 6 continuous solvent 
extractors. Between 1945 and 1950 they made 30. By 1955 
they had made 97. Between 1955 and 1960 they made 91. 
Between 1960 and 1965 they made 156. Between 1965 and 
1970 they made 159. Since 1970 they have made 218.
 “And as the numbers have increased, so has the capacity. 
Some units can now process up to 3,000 tons of soybeans a 
day. The number of extractors listed above does not include 
more than 160 Rotocels that Dravo has sold for which no 
year-by-year totals are available.

 Several of the 8 companies have entered the fi eld since 
world War II. The oldest manufacturer, Simon-Rosedowns 
of England, has been at the same location in Hull, England, 
since 1777; it may be the world’s oldest oil mill machinery 
manufacturer. Hull “was an early center for linseed crushing. 
In 1868 the fi rm shipped an hydraulic oil mill to China.” 
The plant was viewed by workmen and citizens with such 
amazement and fear that it “had to be moved from Chefoo to 
Newchwang [today’s Yingkou] before it could be operated.”
 Rosedowns, in Hull, began producing batch solvent 
extraction equipment in 1898; in 1949-50 its fi rst continuous 
solvent extractor was built. Rosedowns has made about 50 
continuous solvent extraction plants since 1957.
 Krupp Industrie und Stahlbau in Harburg, Germany, 
traces its entry into oil extraction to the fi rm G. Koeber’s 
Eisenhutte, founded in 1855 in Harburg. Koeber’s began 
producing installations and machinery for palm oil 
production in 1870. Since 1961, Krupp has made 33 Rotocel-
type continuous solvent extraction plants worldwide.
 “Extraction De Smet S.A. was founded in 1946 by J.A. 
De Smet, at that time an engineer and manager for a large 
Belgian oil mill.” De Smet offered a process that was more 
fl exible mechanically and consumed less solvent than others 
available at that time. The fi rm sold plants mainly in Europe 
until 1952, when it began selling worldwide. It has made a 
total of 263 plants since 1945.
 Lurgi began making oilseed extractors in 1946. 
“Through 1955 it supplied 35 solvent extraction plants with 
Bollmann extractors as a licensee of Hansa Muehle.” Now 
the company markets the Lurgi frame belt extract; since 1955 
it has supplied about 125 plants. “Lurgi Apparate-Technik 
GmbH is the Lurgi division handling oilseed extraction 
equipment.
 EMI, a U.S. fi rm headquartered in Des Plaines, Illinois, 
was founded in 1957 and began building solvent extractors 
in 1959. The plants are sold with extractors of various 
designs and types. EMI has built, sold, or helped design 
and install 10 extractors and “has completed more than 500 
projects in various oil extracting and refi ning plants, many of 
these associated with operations improvements in operating 
extractors.
 Crown Iron Works Co. of Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
entered the extractor fi eld after World War II [in about 1948-
1950] and has now sold or built 59 of its unique extractors.
 French Oil Mill Machinery Co., whose entry into the 
fi eld is described in another article in this issue, “has built 
143 continuous solvent extractors through this year.”

3250. Richardson, M. 1977. The proteinase inhibitors of 
plants and micro-organisms. Phytochemistry 16(2):159-69. 
March. [159 ref]
• Summary: A review of post-1972 advances in knowledge 
of the proteinase inhibitors of plants and microorganisms. 
Much of the early work on the proteinase inhibitors of plant 
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origin concentrated almost exclusively on the inhibitors of 
trypsin, an important serine protease in the digestive tract of 
animals. It soon became apparent however that many of the 
so-called trypsin inhibitors also inhibited the related enzyme 
chymotrypsin.
 The fi rst details of the primary structures of the plant 
proteinase inhibitors started to appear in 1971 with the 
sequences of the lima bean inhibitor and the soybean 
(Kunitz) inhibitor. Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of 
Durham, Science Laboratories, South Rd., Durham City, 
DH1 3LE, England.

3251. Product Name:  Ranch House Sizzleberg, Savoury 
Macaroni with TVP (Mix), Soysage, Seasavour.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bedford Rd., Petersfi eld, 
Hampshire, GU32 3EW, England.  Phone: Petersfi eld 4911/2.
Date of Introduction:  1977 April.
Ingredients:  Macaroni Mix: Wholemeal macaroni, textured 
soya protein. dehydrated onions, green bell peppers, peas, 
mushrooms, vegetable oil, sea salt, corn fl our, raw sugar, 
yeast extract, spices, herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Macaroni: 141 gm plastic bags 
for ½ pound.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Trade catalog and price list 
from Direct Foods Ltd. 1977. April 25. The product line is 
the same as in 1974 except for the addition of: 10 lb sizes for 
each fl avor, Sizzleberg (1 lb yields 2 lbs), and New Savoury 
Macaroni with TVP.
 Food Report (Lehmann). 1982. Jan. Talk with Peter 
Roberts. 1990. Dec. 12. In about 1970, Direct Foods Ltd. 
introduced a line of about 20 vegetarian protein products, all 
replacements for meat and all sold under the Ranch House 
brand.

3252. Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J.B. 1977. Biochemical changes 
in experimental soy sauce koji. J. of Food Technology 
12(2):163-75. April. [25 ref]
• Summary: “Changes in the levels of major enzymes 
and in amounts of principal groups of compounds, during 
the growth of three strains of the mould Aspergillus 
oryzae on a mixture of soy beans and wheat fl our, under 
laboratory conditions designed to approximate as closely as 
possible those found in practical soy sauce production are 
described. Evidence for the presence of lipase and sucrase is 
presented.” Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, Royal College Building, Glasgow [Scotland].

3253. Harmony Foods. 1977. Bulk price list. London, 
England. 8 p. May. 16 by 20 cm. Folded (not stapled).
• Summary: Printed with black ink on light green paper. On 
the bottom half of the cover is an illustration of a big-bellied 
Buddha (or perhaps Bodhidharma) walking with both hands 

resting on a rod behind his neck.
 A running table shows: (1) Product name. (2) Contents 
of each case. (3) Cost [Price] of each case. (4) Unit. Product 
categories: 1. Whole cereals. 2. Cereal products. 3. Seeds and 
pulses 4. Sauces and spreads: 6 products incl. Peanut butter, 
crunchy. Tahini sesame cream, dark. Tamari soy sauce. Miso 
soy puree, mugi. Miso soy puree, Hatcho.
 5. Oils. 6. Drinks and ginseng. 7. Specialties, salt, 
and apricots. 8. No-foods. 9. ‘Harmony’ packets and jars. 
Seaweeds: Wakame. Hiziki [hijiki]. Kombu. 6. Ginseng. 
Note: No books or magazines. On the rear cover is an aerial 
map of Harmony Foods. Address: 1-19 Earl Cottages, Earl 
Road, London, SE1 5HG. Phone: (01) 237-8396/7.

3254. Product Name:  Plamil Rice Soya Plantmilk Pudding 
With Sultanas (Later renamed Plamil Soya Milk Rice 
Pudding with Sultanas) [Sweetened with Sugar].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent, CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1977 June.
Ingredients:  Water, unpolished rice, soya protein isolate, 
sunfl ower oil, raw sugar, sultanas, natural vanilla essence, 
sea salt, emulsifi er: soya lecithin, stabiliser: carrageen extract 
[carrageenan].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  439 gm (15.5 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1979. Jan/Feb. p. 19. Label for a can. 1980, undated. 
4 by 9.5 inches. Yellow and white on brown. Reprinted 
in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods Center. 
“Suitable for those allergic to cows milk.” Brochure. 1990. 
Gives name as Plamil Soya Milk Rice Pudding.
 Letter and Label sent by Arthur Ling, Managing 
Director of Plamil Foods. 1990. July 24. “The sweetened 
version of our soya milk Rice Pudding was introduced in 
June 1977.” Label. 9.5 by 4.25 inches. Blue, yellow, white, 
green on brown. Color photo of a blue bowl containing 
the pudding and sultanas (raisins). “Organically grown 
unpolished rice. Gluten free. Suitable for those allergic 
to dairy milk. Contains no animal fats or other animal 
ingredient. Protein is from soya protein isolate which has far 
higher protein content pro rata than soya fl our.”

3255. Yong, F.M.; Wood, B.J.B. 1977. Biochemical changes 
in experimental soy sauce moromi. J. of Food Technology 
12(3):263-273. June. [7 ref]
• Summary: The moromi or mash stage is the 2nd stage in 
the traditional two-stage soy sauce fermentation. “Despite 
the high temperature (40ºC) and salinity (18% salt w/v) 
employed, and the low pH (4.5) which developed, amylase 
and proteinase activity from fungal enzymes present at 
the beginning of the fermentation, remained detectable 
throughout the thirty-day incubation period. Considerable 
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increases in reducing sugar, total dissolved nitrogen and 
amino nitrogen levels occurred, despite active growth 
of yeast and Lactobacillus.” Address: 1. Presently: 294F 
Whampoa Dr., Block 83, Singapore 12; 2. Dep. of Applied 
Microbiology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Royal College Building, 
George St., Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland.

3256. Morgan, Reginald G.H.; Levinson, D.A.; Hopwood, 
D.; et al. 1977. Potentiation of the action of azaserine on 
the rat pancreas by raw soya bean fl our. Cancer Letters 
(Shannon, Ireland) 3(1/2):87-90. July. [6 ref]
• Summary: Raw soy fl our consumption potentiates 
the effect of pancreatic carcinogens. Note: Azaserine 
(pronounced ay-zuh-SEER-een) is a modifi ed amino acid. It 
is a mutagen, and sometimes a carcinogen. Address: Univ. 
Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Ninewells Hospital, 
Dundee DD2 1UB, Scotland.

3257. Prendeville, G.N.; Warren, G.F. 1977. Effect of four 
herbicides and two oils on leaf-cell membrane permeability. 
Weed Research 17(4):251-58. Aug. [22 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: Soybean seeds were planted at Purdue 
University in Indiana in pots in a potting mix and maintained 
in a growth chamber at 20ºC during the day, 21ºC at 
night, with a 16 hour photoperiod, and light intensity of 
35 K lux. The soybean was a hybrid that segregates 1:2:1 
(yellow:greenish yellow:green leaves).
 Paraquat and oxyfl uorfen caused a greater increase 
in leaf-cell permeability of a soybean mutant with yellow 
leaves as compared with normal green leaves.
 Note: This work was done while the senior author was 
on leave from University College, Cork, Ireland. Address: 
1. Botany Dep., University College, Cork, Ireland [Irish 
Republic]; 2. ep. of Horticulture, Purdue Univ., West 
Lafayette, Indiana.

3258. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1977. Annual report. 
Decatur, Illinois. 33 p. 27 cm.
• Summary: Net sales in 1977 were $2,114 million, up from 
$1,647 million in 1976. Net earnings in 1977 were $61.4 
million, down from $65.2 million in 1976. ADM’s protein 
specialty division successfully introduced Ardex 700, a 
new soy protein concentrate, and Nutrisoy Fiber. A new 
light colored TVP was developed for extending fi sh. The 
company’s TVP brand of textured vegetable proteins remains 
the largest selling textured product, both in the USA and 
worldwide (p. 5).
 Textured soy protein concentrate products are called 
TVP/2. A new class of products designated as a soy beverage 
base are now being evaluated in dairy-type applications, such 
as milk replacers, cheese, and dessert bases (p. 11).
 British Arkady Co.: Sales of TVP, now in its second full 
year of manufacture in Manchester, England, were up. Im 
memoriam: Thomas L. Daniels, died 23 May 1977. He was 

the son of John W. Daniels who founded Daniels Linseed Co. 
in 1902. Address: P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, Illinois 62525.

3259. Roy, J.H.B.; Stobo, I.J.F.; Shotton, Susan M.; 
Ganderton, P.; Gillies, Catherine M. 1977. The nutritive 
value of non-milk proteins for the preruminant calf. The 
effect of replacement of milk protein by soya-bean fl our or 
fi sh-protein concentrate. British J. of Nutrition 38(2):167-87. 
Sept. [36 ref]
• Summary: Up to 360 gm/kg of milk protein could be 
replaced by protein from thermo-alkali-treated soy fl our, 
and up to 610 gm/kg of milk protein from fi sh-protein 
concentrate (FPC) without markedly affecting performance, 
especially if an effective growth promoter is included in 
the diet. Benefi cial effects result from the reduction in the 
fermentation of the oligosaccharides of soy fl our, which 
is refl ected in higher digestibility particularly of fat and 
absorption of calcium and in reduced thickness of the 
intestines. Address: National Inst. for Research in Dairying, 
Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9AT, England.

3260. Soybean Digest. 1977. What is the competition up to? 
Sept. p. 14h-14j, 14l.
• Summary: Discusses the grain (mostly wheat) and oilseed 
(mostly soybean) marketing systems in the following 
countries (summarized from a report by the U.S. Comptroller 
General’s offi ce): Canada, Australia, Argentina, Brazil, and 
the European Community.
 Brazil currently produces about one-third as many 
soybeans as the USA. Cooperatives dominate the national 
marketing system in Brazil. Though the government has 
set minimum price levels (announced 2 months before 
planting time) high enough to guarantee producers a profi t, 
world prices have been such that support prices have been 
unnecessary. Credit is available from the government up to 
80% of the support price. Even though Brazil’s export and 
domestic soybean trade is in private hands, the government 
exercises strong regulatory power over the trade.
 “The European Community was fi rst formed in 1957 
with Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands 
and Luxembourg agreeing to integrate their agricultural 
community programs. In 1973, Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom also became members.
 “The agricultural goal for the European Community is to 
stabilize commodity prices at levels that afford producers fair 
returns while assuring adequate supplies at reasonable prices 
for consumers. It is nearly impossible to have an agriculture 
program that will satisfy both producers and consumers; in 
the European Community countries the bias is in favor of 
the producer. There are many complaints by consumers that 
the price supports are too high, the program too costly and 
that the program fosters ineffi cient production. The domestic 
price is protected by levies and duties on imports.
 “The agriculture policy is fi nanced through a European 
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community guarantee fund fi nanced by the levies and duties 
collected and by assessments... The European Community, 
even with the intra-European Community trade, still imports 
about 25% of its agricultural commodities and products. The 
European Community is the largest importer of agricultural 
commodities in the world and the largest U.S. customer.”

3261. O’Donovan, J.T.; Prendeville, G.N. 1977. Uptake 
patterns of soil-applied 45Ca and 32P in some legume species 
as infl uenced by differential trifl uralin placement. Weed 
Research 17(5):311-14. Oct. [9 ref. Eng; fre; ger]
• Summary: In soybean (cultivar S1474), vetch, and pea 
plants, the effect of localized placement of trifl uralin on 
uptake patterns of 45Ca was investigated in two soil zones 
in the roots and in the shoot zone before and after plant 
emergence. The seeds of these three plants imbibed water for 
12 hours and were then germinated in the dark for 16 hours 
prior to planting in herbicide- and/or nutrient-treated soil.
 This work was supported in part by a grant to G.N. 
Prendeville from the Irish Agricultural Institute. Address: 
Dep. of Botany, University College, Cork, Irish Republic.

3262. Ingham, John L.; Keen, N.T.; Hymowitz, T. 1977. A 
new isofl avone phytoalexin from fungus-inoculated stems of 
Glycine wightii. Phytochemistry 16(12):1943-1946. Nov. 3. 
[29 ref]
• Summary: The ability of a legume to produce phytoalexins 
may provide useful chemotaxonomic information. There is 
controversy as to whether Glycine wightii is a member of 
the genus Glycine or not. The cultivated soybean, Glycine 
max, is known to accumulate 3 isomeric 6a-hydroxylated 
pterocarpans, now termed glyceollin 1, 2 and 3. The 
authors report that G. wightii does not produce pterocarpan 
phytoalexins after fungal inoculation of treatment with 
aqueous CuCl2; instead this species produces 3 isofl avone 
derivatives. One of these is 6-Isopentylgenistein 1 
(wighteone). Address: 1. Phytochemical Unit, Dep. of 
Botany, Univ. of Reading, Reading RG6 2AS, England; 2. 
Dep. of Plant Pathology, Univ. of California, Riverside, CA 
92502; 3. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.

3263. Coombs, C.W.; Billings, C.J.; Porter, J.E. 1977. The 
effect of yellow split peas (Pisum sativum) and other pulses 
on the productivity of certain strains of Sitophilus oryzae 
Coleoptera Curculionidae and the ability of other strains to 
breed thereon. J. of Stored Products Research 13(2):53-58. *

3264. Dewdney, P.A.; Meara, M.L. 1977. Natural fat-
soluble antioxidants. British Food Manufacturing Industries 
Research Association, Scientifi c and Technical Survey No. 
96. 52 p. *

3265. Product Name:  Granolac Infant Soya Milk 

(Powdered).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Health Foods Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in the USA by Loma Linda Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
Ingredients:  Soya bean solids, corn syrup, soya oil, sugar, 
salt, lecithin, vitamins.
New Product–Documentation:  The British Vegetarian. 
1961. March/April. p. 93. “Soya milk for household use.” 
Granose Foods will soon be in a position to supply two 
varieties of spray-dried soya milk, Soyalac and Soyagen, 
made by one of their associated companies, Loma Linda 
Food Company in Arlington, California. Soyalac is specially 
prepared for infants, whereas Soyagen is for general use. 
A table compares the nutritional composition of the two 
products.
 Listing in International Vegetarian Health Food 
Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 189. “Granolac Infant Soya 
Milk by Granose Health Foods Ltd.” Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Infant formula soya milk. As near to the taste, 
texture and nutritional value of mother’s milk as is possible. 
Basic ingredients similar to Granogen, with modifi cations. 
Full analysis available.”
 Dorothy E.M. Francis. 1984. “Alternatives to Cow’s 
Milk: Comparisons.” p. 147-48. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. 
Health Hazards of Milk. London, Philadelphia, Toronto, 
etc.: Ballière Tindall. Granolac Infant, from Granose, is for 
infants older than 3 months.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product was introduced in 1980. It is no longer 
on the market, and no label is available.

3266. Product Name:  Maplemince TVP.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Mapletons Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 183. 
Note: This company is a very old manufacturer and supplier 
of vegetarian foods in England.

3267. Product Name:  Pro-Vita Textured Soya Protein 
[Mince, or Chunks].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nicholas Krohn Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 184.

3268. Product Name:  TVP Curry with Vegetables, TVP 
Savoury with Vegetables, TVP Breyani Rice with Vegetables.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Pakco (Pty) Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 184.

3269. Product Name:  Solus (Textured Soya Protein) 
[Natural, or Beef-Flavoured].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  St. Giles House, 1 Drury Lane, 
London WC2B 5RD, England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 185.

3270. Product Name:  TVP [Hamburger Style, Bacon Style 
Bits, Beef, Chicken, Ham Style Chunks].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Stow Away Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1977.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1977-78. p. 185.

3271. David, Elizabeth. 1977. English bread and yeast 
cookery. London: Allen Lane. xxii + 591 p. Illust. by Wendy 
Jones. Index. 22 cm. [161* ref]
• Summary: The section on “Miscellaneous bread fl ours” 
(p. 72-73) mentions soya fl our, which can be used in much 
the same way as malted meal “and is regarded as a valuable 
enriching agent in bread dough.” It can be purchased from 
health-food stores. “An emulsifi ed form of soy bean extract 
is used in the bakery trade as a dough improver.” Also 
mentions chickpea fl our and buckwheat fl our.
 Olive oil is considered best for making bread or pizza. 
Alternatives are “sesame-seed, sunfl ower-seed, and tasteless 
arachide or peanut oil. Corn oil has its adherents” (p. 131).
 Some wholewheat loaves sold in English health-food 
stores are decorated with sesame seeds (p. 146), but no 
sesame seeds or poppy seeds are called for in recipes in this 
book.
 In the section on “Toast” (p. 540-45) is a long quotation 
from César Ritz, Host to the World, by Marie Ritz (1938, 
London: Harrap), which describes the origin of Melba Toast–
about which Elizabeth David is skeptical for two reasons: (1) 
Escoffi er did not invent, and never claimed to have invented, 
the method of slicing a piece of toast in half then toasting the 
untoasted sides. Miss Marian McNeill described the process 
in 1929. (2) Melba toast is now usually understood to consist 
of very thin slices of bread toasted or dried in an oven until 
they begin to curl. That is surely a much easier and better 
method “than all that slicing business.”
 Contains an excellent bibliography. Address: 24 Halsey 
St., London SW3, England.

3272. Finan, T.; Dunican, L.K. 1977. Factors infl uencing in 
vitro nitrogen fi xation (acetylene reduction) by Rhizobium 
japonicum 61A76 in semi-solid media (Abstract). 
Proceedings of the Society for General Microbiology 
4(2):104-05. [1 ref]
• Summary: Rhizobium japonicum 61A76 nodulated 
soybeans effectively. Acetylene reduction activity varied 
signifi cantly between 9 isolates from nodules. Nodulation 
tests on 3 of these isolates resulted in the formation of 
effective nodules on soybean plants. It was concluded 
that the semi-solid agar technique offers a simple and 
reproducible method for assessing in vitro nitrogenase 
activity in R. japonicum. Address: Dep. of Microbiology, 
University College, Galway, Irish Republic.

3273. George, Susan. 1977. How the other half dies: The real 
reasons for world hunger. Montclair, New Jersey: Allanheld, 
Osmun & Co. xxix + 308 p. Index. 21 cm. [500+* ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed in several places: 
Between 1972 and 1973 U.S. soybean production increased 
by 25% (p. 9).
 Chapter 4, titled “Technology: Now who pays to do 
what to whom?” shows that no new technology, not even a 
new crop is neutral in the effects it has on different classes 
of people. A report on soybeans in Brazil commissioned by 
the French Government Center for External Trade showed 
that they are becoming an increasingly important crop there. 
Since Brazil can produce and sell its crop between the two 
U.S. soybean harvests, the government’s offi cial agricultural 
policy encourages Brazilian farmers to grow more soybeans 
since they are a profi table export crop. The price of soybeans 
is attractive, so farmers have abandoned corn, a traditional 
crop, as well as wheat (to a lesser extent) because soybeans 
demand less fertilizer. Since soybean production is easily 
mechanized, fewer Brazilians need be employed. Soybeans 
are usually crushed to make oil and meal. This complex 
processing technology is being taken over by the world’s 
most competent processors–large multinational agribusiness 
fi rms, such as Cargill and Bunge. Small Brazilian processors 
are going bankrupt. Since Brazil’s infrastructure for 
transporting and loading the soybeans is substandard, the 
World Bank has been kind enough to contribute half the 
price of new private export corridors to the seaports, which 
the Brazilian government has kindly declared necessary for 
the multinationals. No doubt the Brazilian soybean industry 
will be profi table for multinational agribusiness, but what 
will be the consequences for ordinary Brazilians. From 1970 
to 1972, the price of corn, a traditional staple food and feed, 
has risen 60%, while the price of chicken has gone up 33%. 
Soybeans have drastically decreased the amount of land 
previously used for growing the feijao or black bean–another 
staple crop and key human protein source; during this period 
its price jumped by 275%. Rice production also suffered 
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from the soybean competition. All of these developments 
hurt average Brazilians, and especially the poor.
 In addition, real estate prices is areas best suited to 
soybean production have risen dramatically; one hectare in 
Rio Grande do Sul, which sold for 1,500 cruzeiros in 1972, 
sold for less than 10,000 cruzeiros less than a year later. 
Thus, smaller farmers with less mechanization are losing out 
to those who can afford to buy more than and agricultural 
equipment. Soybean production in Brazil directly counteracts 
the efforts of the Brazilian government to limit infl ation (p. 
67-69).
 Chapter 6, titled “Planned scarcity,” notes that in the 
USA, one acre in 6.5 is now planted to soybeans. Europe 
is only 2% self-suffi cient in plant protein production. After 
World War II, Europe introduced American hybrid corn 
to replace local varieties; though the yield was higher, the 
protein content was lower. Thus a new protein source had 
to be found for feeding livestock, and U.S. soybean meal 
seemed to be the most rational and inexpensive solution. 
Export of soybean meal from the U.S. to Europe jumped 
from only 47,000 tons in 1949 to nearly 5 million tons in 
1972-73. Major U.S. processors set up crushing mills in 
Europe. In short, the entire post-war European livestock 
industry has been developed on the basis of extensive use 
of low-price soybean meal. The U.S. established a “near-
monopoly position for supply not only of Europe but of 
Japan and other nations.”
 Discusses the 1973 U.S. soybean export embargo, 
which began in June and sent prices soaring to $12 a bushel, 
from $2. The embargo was removed 3 months later and 
at year’s end it became clear that the scare over shortages 
was unwarranted. The Food for Peace program introduced 
soya oil into countries like Spain and Tunisia that had 
never before tasted anything but their own olive oil. Even 
the butter-rich Netherlands now consumes more imported 
soy margarine than butter. “Far be it from me to suggest 
collusion I can’t prove, but it is at least evident who profi ts 
from higher prices and who suffers. A futures market in soya 
meal was opened in London in April 1975 as a measure 
that might check price fl uctuations.” Yet the key fact is 
that European countries do not produce soybeans, nor any 
alternative protein crop.
 Discusses the new effort to extend the use of soya 
beyond feeding animals by promoting TVP, and the 
international conference held at Munich, Germany, in 
Nov. 1973. Earl Butz (U.S. Secretary of Agriculture) led 
the American delegation; Hubert Humphrey stated: “Food 
is a new form of power. Food is wealth. Food is an extra 
dimension in our [U.S.] diplomacy.” “Americans presented 
24 out of the 38 papers (including 13 by agribusiness 
representatives and 10 by USDA people). Only one was by a 
nutritionist. “One sees absolutely no alternative to continued 
US MNC (multinational corporation) control of the world 
plant-protein production and prices.” “The only rational 

way to offset price and foodstock manipulation by the giant 
traders would be to have grain stocks held in government 
hands, to be released or held back as the market situation 
demanded.” The grain traders are “frantically opposed to any 
reserve system...” (p. 122-25).
 Chapter 8, titled “Food aid?... Or weapon,” discusses: 
Importance of feedgrains exports, Soybean Council of 
America, American Soybean Association, PL 480, promotion 
of soybean exports to Spain, Iran, and Korea, Ralston Purina 
and Cargill, Food for Peace counterpart funds used to fi nance 
research in recipient countries, “common defense” military 
expenditures (p. 172, 176).
 Chapter 11, titled “What can ‘they’ do?” discusses 
alternative food sources, single-cell protein (SCP), America’s 
energy-devouring food-production system which could 
exhaust U.S. fossil fuel reserves within 25 years, research 
by DuPont showing that when soybeans are experimentally 
fl ooded by carbon dioxide, they quadruple yields and 
fi x more nitrogen (p. 239-40). Address: A Smith College 
graduate now studying at the Sorbonne. Fellow of the 
Transnational Inst.

3274. Hunt, Janet. 1977. A vegetarian in the family: 
Meatless recipes for the odd one out. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 96 p. 
Illust. by Dinah Cohen. Index. 18 cm.
• Summary: Soy-related recipes include: Soya ‘meat’ stew 
(with soya ‘meat’ chunks, p. 59). Soya bean casserole (with 
cooked soya beans, p. 67). Enriched wholemeal bread (p. 81; 
In the basic recipe for Quick Wholemeal Bread, substitute 3 
oz soya fl our for 2 oz of wholemeal fl our and 1 teaspoon oil). 
Address: England.

3275. Irish University Press Area Study Series, British 
Parliamentary Papers: China. 42 vols. 1977. Shannon, 
Ireland: Irish University Press. *
• Summary: All British Consular Reports from at least 1868 
are reprinted in this multivolume monograph.

3276. Kargon, Robert Hugh. 1977. Science in Victorian 
Manchester: Enterprise and expertise. Manchester, England: 
Manchester University Press. xi + 283 p. 24 cm. *
• Summary: See Joseph Brotherton (p. 20).

3277. Orr, Elizabeth. 1977. The contribution of new food 
mixtures to the relief of malnutrition: A second look. Food 
and Nutrition (U.N.) 3(2):2-10. [4 ref]
• Summary: This is an update of the 1972 Tropical 
Products Institute study. A table lists products by continent 
and country, and categorizes them as exploratory stage, 
production terminated, production irregular/position not 
known, and in regular production, each with its year of 
introduction. Soy products terminated include Saci (1968) in 
Brazil and Saridele (1957) in Indonesia.
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 Soy products with production irregular or position not 
known include Soya Products in Mexico (introduced by 
Conasupo in the early 1960s) and Solein (1963) in Brazil.
 Soy products in regular production include Puma (1969) 
in Guyana, Pronutro (1962) in South Africa, Soya Products 
(1968) in Uganda, Vitasoy (1940) in Hong Kong, Vitabean 
(1952) in Malaysia and Singapore, and Soya Products (1963) 
in Thailand. Other soy products discussed include Superchil 
and Fortesan in Chile, Bienestarina in Colombia, Incaparina 
in Guatemala, Maisoy in Bolivia, Leche Avena in Ecuador, 
Nutri Nugget, Protesnac, Protein Plus, Shaktiahar, and 
Paushtikahar (all from Soya Production and Research Assoc., 
Bareilly) in India, and Thriposha in Sri Lanka.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Nov. 2010) 
that mentions Thriposha. Address: Head, Marketing and 
Industrial Economics Dep., Tropical Products Inst., London.

3278. Payne, P.R. 1977. Protein requirements of man. In: 
Jens Adler-Nissen et al., eds. 1978. Biochemical Aspects of 
New Protein Foods. New York: Pergamon Press. ix + 218 p. 
See p. 193-201. FEBS Federation of European Biochemical 
Societies, 11th meeting Copenhagen 1977, Vol. 44, 
Symposium A3. [22 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction (“Usage falls under 
two distinct categories, diagnosis and prescription). 
The estimation of protein requirements. Protein: Energy 
relationships. Future developments: Individual variation and 
adaptability. Criteria of adequacy.
 Figures show: (1) Recommended dietary protein 
requirements (large black dot) and estimated minimal 
protein requirements (large white dot) for a 65 kg man. 
The x-axis (vertical) shows protein (grams per day); the 
y-axis (horizontal) shows time from 1880 to 1980. Protein 
requirements have decreased sharply during this period.
 Tables show: (1) Estimates of protein and energy 
requirements at one year of age, from 1948 to 1974, by 
various authoritative organizations. The number of grams 
of protein per kg of body weight have decreased from 3.3 
gm in 1948 to 1.35 gm in 1974, both estimates made by the 
prestigious National Research Council (USA).
 (2) Ratio of human protein requirement to energy 
requirement with increasing age. It generally decreases with 
age. It is highest at 6-9 months: 6.9. It is lowest in an adult 
female: 4.2. For a pregnant woman: 4.8. For a lactating 
woman: 5.2.
 (3) Utilisable protein content of cereals measured in 
children (using NPU). For maize, millet, rice, and wheat, the 
utilisable protein content ranges from a high of 6.1% for rice 
to a low of 4.8% for maize.
 (4) Utilisable protein content of some common staple 
foods (uses NPU). Ranges from a high of 8.6 for soya beans 
(followed by 7.9 for oats and 7.8 for peas) to a low of 0.3 for 
sago (next to lowest is 0.9 for cassava, then 1.6 for plantain, 
then 4.6 for yam). Address: London School of Hygiene and 

Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London, U.K.

3279. Thesaurus: Food Science and Technology Abstracts. 
1977. Shinfi eld, Reading, England: IFIS (International Food 
Information Service). 2nd edition, 1981. [Eng]*
Address: IFIS (International Food Information Service), 
Lane End House, Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9BB, England.

3280. Whisker, Ray G.; Dixon, Pamela. 1977. The soybean 
grow-and-cook book. London: Gerald Duckworth & Co. 64 
p.
• Summary: Mr. Whisker is a soybean breeder and Mrs. 
Dixon is the author of countless books and articles. Address: 
1. East Molesey, Surrey, England; 2. 24 West Drive, Marrow 
Weald, Marrow, Middlesex, England.

3281. Wood, B.J.B. 1977. Oriental food uses of Aspergillus. 
In: J.E. Smith and J.E. Pateman, eds. 1977. Genetics and 
Physiology of Aspergillus. New York: Academic Press. x + 
552 p. See p. 481-98. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Koji. Tamari. Miso. 
Tempeh. Sake. Some minor fermentations. Fermented foods 
and mycotoxins. Acknowledgments. References. Address: 
Dep. of Applied Microbioloby, Univ. of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow [Scotland], U.K.

3282. University Microfi lms International. 1977--
. Dissertation Abstracts (Computerized bibliographic 
database). 300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. 
[1043613 ref]
• Summary: This database contains virtually every American 
PhD dissertation accepted at an accredited institution since 
1861, when academic doctoral degrees were fi rst granted 
in the United States. Masters theses have been selectively 
indexed since 1962, and abstracts are included from spring 
1988 to the present. Abstracts are included for a large 
majority of PhD dissertations after Jan. 1980. It also contains 
many Canadian dissertations and a small but increasing 
number from institutions abroad. British and European 
dissertations are included in the database from Jan. 1988 
forward. First available for use in computerized form: 1977. 
Earliest records: 1861. Total records (9/90): 1,100,000. 
Address: Ann Arbor, Michigan. Phone: 800-521-3042.

3283. Vegetarian (England). 1977--. Serial/periodical. *
• Summary: Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory 
1990-91 says of “Vegetarian”: Started in 1977. Published 6 
times/year by E S G Publishing Ltd., c/o Nicola Graimes, 
Ed., 58 High St., 3rd Floor, Sutton, Surrey SM1 1E2, 
England. Phone: 01-770-7337. Does book reviews. 
Circulation: 52,000. Former titles: Alive, New Vegetarian, 
Vegetarian, The British Vegetarian. Description: Covers all 
aspects of vegetarianism, diet, health and ethics. Address: 
England.
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3284. Soyabean Abstracts. 1978--. Serial/periodical. 
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, Farnham Royal, 
Slough SL2 3BN, England. Vol. 1 Jan. 1978. Extracted 
from Food Science and Technology Abstracts. Published in 
collaboration with International Food Information Service. 
Editor: R.J. Lewington.
• Summary: Soyfoods Center has a good collection of early 
issues: Jan. 1978 (Vol. 1, No. 1) to end of 1982 (Vol. 5, No. 
12) including annual indexes, except issues of March 1981 
and Jan. 1982. Address: England.

3285. Villa-Abrille, Carlos. 1978. Marketing of extended 
meat products in Third World countries. In: American 
Soybean Assoc., ed. 1978. International Soya Protein Food 
Conference, Proceedings. Hudson, Iowa: ASA. 136 p. See p. 
110-15. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Statement of the problem. 
Applications. Case studies: Ralston Purina (reasons for 
developing the product, quantifi cation and qualifi cation 
of demand, determination of product type and form, 
communicating the value, conclusion), Pure Foods 
Corporation (reasons for developing the product, 
quantifi cation and qualifi cation of demand, conclusion). 
Summary.
 Per capita consumption (kg/person) of total red meat in 
specifi ed countries in 1975, in descending order of amount 
is: Uruguay 104, Australia 101, Argentina 98, New Zealand 
95, United States 83, Canada 73, Belgium-Luxembourg 73, 
West Germany 68, France 67, United Kingdom 57, USSR 
45, Taiwan 20, Japan 16. Address: Pure Foods Corp., Manila, 
Philippines.

3286. Atherton, D.J.; Soothill, J.F.; Sewell, M.; Wells, R.S.; 
Chilvers, C.E.D. 1978. A double-blind controlled crossover 
trial of an antigen-avoidance diet in atopic eczema. Lancet 
i(8061):401-03. Feb. 25. [4 ref]
• Summary: Note: Vegetarian Times (March 1995, p. 85) 
defi nes a double blind study as one in which “Neither the 
subjects nor the researchers are aware of the treatment being 
used. Provides the greatest precision because it removes any 
possibility of experimental bias.”
 A crossover design is defi ned as follows: “At different 
periods during the experiment, all subjects receive all 
possible treatments. For example, during a 10-week study 
of the effectiveness of a diet pill, researchers give half the 
subjects the pill and the other half a placebo. At week six, 
the treatments are switched. This design often gives more 
reliable data because the effects of the treatment and placebo 
are recorded for every subject.” Address: 1-4. Hospital for 
Sick Children, Great Ormond St., and Inst. of Child Health, 
Guilford St.; 5. Dep. of Medical Statistics and Epidemiology, 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel 
St. All: London WC1, England.

3287. Times (London). 1978. Business diary: Cornish pasties. 
March 3. p. 21, cols. 1-6.
• Summary: The North West Surrey Consumer Group has 
voted Marks and Spencer’s pasties as their favorite in a test 
tasting recently. These Cornish pasties “are made with soya 
fl our, baking powder, monosodium glutamate, edible gums 
and dextrose, as well as more traditional ingredients such as 
meat and potato.”

3288. Flint, F.O.; Meech, M.V. 1978. Quantitative 
determination of texturised soya protein by a stereological 
technique. Analyst (London) 103:252-58. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Proposes a technique for quantitative 
detection of texturised soya proteins in meat products. The 
microscopical technique described is stereological and uses 
a 42-point Weibel graticule on 10 micrometer sections of 
meat-soya mixtures stained with toluidine blue contained in 
an aqueous mountant.
 “Stereology is the term given to a collection of methods 
that enable information about three-dimensional qualities, 
including volume ratios, to be obtained from the study 
of two-dimensional sections. The particular stereological 
technique chosen was the two-dimensional systematic point 
count, fi rst used by Glagolev in 1933 and described in a 
recent paper” [1977]. Address: Procter Dep. of Food and 
Leather Science, Univ. of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT.

3289. Fumagalli, R.; Paoletti, R.; Howard, A.N. 1978. 
Hypocholesterolaemic effect of soya. Life Sciences 
22(11):947-52. March. [16 ref]
• Summary: “A group of rabbits were given in sequence 
a laboratory stock diet (I), a semi-purifi ed diet containing 
25% casein (II), and a similar diet in which soya bean meal 
replaced casein (III) On changing from diet I to II, plasma 
cholesterol rose four-fold after 16 weeks, but fell 50% after 
12 weeks on changing from diet II to III. Replacement of 
casein with soya bean meal in the semi-purifi ed diet caused 
an increased faecal excretion of sterols but not of bile acids... 
It is concluded that the hypocholesterolaemic effect of soya 
bean meal is probably due to its action in increasing the 
excretion of faecal neutral sterols.” Address: 1-2. Instituto 
di Farmacalogia, Inst. di Farmacologia e Farmacognosia, 
Milan, Italy; 3. Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Cambridge, 
England.

3290. Claiborne, Craig. 1978. The saga of a sauce 
[Worcestershire]. New York Times. April 19. p. C1, C8. 
Living section. Wednesday.
• Summary: An interesting, supposedly in-depth history 
of Lea and Perrins and their famous Worcestershire sauce, 
said to have been on the market by the 1830s. Much of the 
information in this article fi rst appeared in the Worcester 
News and Times in 1939.
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 Like Cross and Blackwell, the names Lea and Perrins 
are inextricably linked in the world of food and beverages. 
Lea and Perrins are makers of the original Worcestershire 
sauce, and a label states: “the original and genuine, from the 
recipe of a nobleman in the county.” The county is, of course, 
Worcestershire, England, but to this day the manufacturers 
will not reveal the name of the nobleman.
 The story of this sauce is said to date back to the early 
1800s, when the governor general of Bengal returned from 
his colonial post to his native land, England. He brought with 
him a formula for a sauce that had been created in India, one 
which he had enjoyed at his home and offered to his guests. 
John Lea and William Perrins, chemists in the Midlands of 
England at the time, were partners in a “chain” of chemists 
shops. Their association had begun in the 1820s and their 
main offi ce was in the town of Worcestershire in the shire 
or county of the same name. The governor general is said to 
have taken the recipe to the two chemists and to have asked 
them to try to reproduce it as closely as possible. It is said 
that they did so, but that the resulting product smelled and 
tasted bad–so they stored it in a cellar and forgot it.
 Some months or year later they sampled it again and 
found the fl avor and aroma to be not only acceptable, but 
haunting. Soon they were bottling the brew and before long 
it came to be known and coveted in kitchens throughout the 
world. The governor general’s family, not invited to join in 
the production and marketing, was upset and refused to allow 
the family’s name to be used in connection with the product.
 The great haste with which the reputation of 
Worcestershire sauce spread is often accredited to the fact 
that the manufacturers had cases of the sauce loaded on most 
of the ocean liners that came in and out of England’s ports. 
The stewards were “encouraged” with a few pounds and 
shillings now and then to offer the sauce to the passengers. 
Passengers were invited to buy samples to take with them 
when the embarked.
 The author traveled to Fair Lawn, New Jersey, where 
Lea and Perrins’ sauce is manufactured and aged. He spoke 
with Ransom Duncan, age 40, the technical director of the 
American fi rm and the great-great grandson of the original 
American importer of the sauce from England. In the lobby 
of the building where the sauce is aged and bottled is an 
antique display case, which had been built for the Exposition 
of the Industry of All Nations in New York in 1853, and was 
used again for the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia 
[Pennsylvania] in 1876. Displayed in this case were 20-30 
of the earliest bottles of Lea & Perrins available in the USA. 
One label reads: “Butlers in the best families... tell you that 
soups, fi sh, meats, gravy, game, salads and many other dishes 
are given an appetizing relish if fl avored with Lea & Perrins 
sauce.” Another: “Club men and all good livers appreciate 
the appetizing relish given to Oyster cocktails, Welsh 
rarebits, Lobster Newburgh [also spelled Newburg, meaning 
served with a sauce made of cream, butter, sherry, and egg 

yolks] and all dishes fl avored with this sauce.”
 The fi rst American importer of the sauce, John Duncan, 
had a small business in Manhattan, New York, named John 
Duncan and Sons, which imported liquors and wines from 
Europe, and preserves, jams, and jellies from England. He 
learned or Lea & Perrins’ sauce in the 1830s and ordered a 
small shipment. Imports grew rapidly and soon salesmen 
were peddling the product across America. “Demand became 
such that he opened a processing plant using the exact 
English formula and using English imports.”
 Since his childhood, Ransom Duncan has enjoyed 
reading the bottles labels. The ingredients (tamarind, 
anchovies, shallots, garlic, molasses, soy, cloves, 
peppercorns, etc.) reminded him of exotic things and far-
away places. Unpeeled red-skinned onions are one of the 
few domestic ingredients. The author noted a pleasant smell 
around the 35 giant wooden curing vats–each holding a total 
of 6,000 gallons. No one would tell him how long the base 
for the sauces is aged, but he estimated a minimum of two 
years.
 There follow six recipes that use Worcestershire sauce. 
Photos show: Ransom Duncan, an executive in his ancestor’s 
company. A man standing among six huge aging vats. 
Address: New York.

3291. Ward, A.G. 1978. Commercial development of soya 
bean protein products in the EEC. In: Commission of the 
European Communities. Agriculture. 1978. Report of the 
Study Group on Vegetable Proteins in Foodstuffs for Human 
Consumption, in Particular in Meat Products. See p. 83-85. 
Appendix IV. April.
• Summary: “The soya bean is the main source of 
specialized vegetable protein products for human 
consumption within the EEC. Wheat gluten is also used but 
only to a very limited extent.” It is diffi cult to estimate the 
current scale of usage for human consumption.
 “Belgium: N.V. Vamo Mills produces toasted defatted 
fl our and grits. No extruders known to occur in Belgium. 
Production of isolates being undertaken by Purina Protein 
Europe (associate of Ralston Purina Company USA).
 “Denmark: Aarhus Oliefabrik A/S produces defatted 
fl our, soya concentrate (Danpro) and textured soya 
concentrate. The company operates the only extruder in 
Denmark. Dansk Sojakagefabrik A/S produces defatted soya 
fl our and grits as well as full fat soya fl our.
 “France: Société Industrielle des Oléagineux 
produces defatted soya fl our and grits as well as full fat 
soya fl our. Rhône Poulenc is reported to be working with 
an experimental soya protein spinning plant (not yet 
commercial). No information has been received about 
extruders functioning in France.
 “Germany: Ölwerke Noury and Van Der Lande, 
Ölmühle Hamburg A.G. and Holtz and Willemsen all 
produce defatted soya fl our and grits and the fi rst two also 
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produce full fat soya fl our and grits. No information has been 
received about extruders functioning in Germany.
 “Netherlands: Cargill Soja Industrie B.V. (associated 
with Cargill Inc., USA) produces defatted fl our and grits. The 
company has three extruders for textured soya products, each 
with a capacity of about 7,000 to 10,000 tons per annum. 
These are not thought yet to be working to capacity. Unimills 
B.V. produces defatted soya fl our, soya concentrate and 
products textured by extrusion with a single extruder. ADM–
De Ploeg B.V. produces defatted soya fl our and grits and also 
textured soya fl our. The company has a single extruder of 
capacity 7,000 to 10,000 tons per annum, and is an associate 
of Archer Daniels Midland Co., USA.
 “United Kingdom: British Soya Products produces 
defatted soya fl our and grits as well as full fat fl our. 
The company also produces by its own techniques (not 
conventional extrusion) the “Bespro” range of textured 
products. These may include gluten with the soya material. 
Spillers Ltd (Soya Food Ltd and Lucas Ltd) produces 
defatted fl our and grits as well as full fat fl our. Soya 
concentrate (Newpro) and textured soya fl our are also 
produced. It is believed that the company now has the 
production capacity of two extruders (14,000 to 20,000 
tons per annum). GMB (Proteins) Limited (jointly owned 
by General Mills Inc., USA and Bush, Boake Allen Ltd) 
produces a textured soya product (“Bontrae”), not by 
conventional extrusion. It is thought the current production 
capacity is a few thousand tons per annum. Miles 
Laboratories (U.K.) is linked to Miles Laboratories Inc., 
USA. Information is lacking as to whether the company 
has production capacity in the U.K. for textured products, 
as well as importing U.S. products. Courtaulds Limited 
produces a range of spun soya protein products (Kesp), 
some of which may incorporate gluten. Annual production 
is not known. The British Arkady Co. Ltd is associated with 
Archer Daniels Midland Co., USA. Defatted soya fl our 
and grits, full fat soya fl our and textured soya products (by 
extrusion) are produced. The single extruder has a capacity 
of 7,000 to 10,000 tons per annum. Extensive research and 
development has been carried out by Unilever Ltd. (in close 
association with Unilever in the Netherlands) to develop 
the “mesophase” process for the preparation of soya protein 
products and to utilize them in foods. The processes have not 
yet been commercially exploited.
 “No information has been received concerning the 
production of soya protein products for human consumption 
and in particular textured products from Ireland, Italy and 
Luxembourg but Italy has very substantial capacity for 
the production of oil and meal from soya beans.” Address: 
Procter Dep. of Food and Leather Science, Univ. of Leeds, 
Leeds.

3292. Alive (England). 1978-1980. Serial/periodical. 
Altrincham, England: Vegetarian Society (UK). Vol. 1, No. 1. 

May 1978. Frequency: Bimonthly then Monthly.
• Summary: Supersedes: New Vegetarian. Continued by: The 
Vegetarian (Altrincham), which began in Sept/Oct. 1980. 
“The offi cial journal of the Vegetarian Society (UK) Ltd.” In 
Vol. 1, No. 1 (May 1978) we read (p. 2). “Alive... follows an 
unbroken publishing history of 130 years.” It “has been in 
continuous publication since 1848. It is published monthly 
by The Vegetarian Society (UK) Ltd.” However: “The 
Publications Committee of The Vegetarian Society (UK) Ltd. 
may not agree with opinions expressed in Alive but allows 
publication as a matter of interest.” Address: England.

3293. Clayton, Hugh. 1978. Soya takes over from the cow. 
Times (London). May 23. p. 3, cols. 6-8.
• Summary: The article, written in a negative tone, begins: 
“Soya technology, which has already brought us beefl ess 
steak pudding and meatless mince, has taken another step 
forward.” The International Health Foods Exhibition in 
London opens today. Itona Products, of Wigan, Lankashire, 
has a stand where they are sampling: Milkless rice 
pudding, “made from brown rice, unrefi ned sugar, and a 
milklike liquid made from soya-beans.” It retails for about 
28p. for a 10 oz. tin, or about twice as much as its dairy 
milk counterpart. Sold in health food shops instead of 
supermarkets, it “conjures up instant memories of bleak 
school meals.” Mr. Jeff Hampson, managing director of 
Itona, was present at the company’s stand “amid soya 
biscuits, soya milk ‘that has never even seen a cow’ and 
packets of soya that can be used to make something that 
looks and tastes like a fi shcake.” It is called “C Food.” 
Itona “also introduced a small packet of roasted and salted 
soyabeans for sale as a casual snack,” as well as a coffee 
substitute.
 Itona now produces about “2,000 gallons a week of 
‘milk’ made from soya fl our,” a tiny amount compared with 
the millions of gallons of real milk from Britain’s cows. “Yet 
the health business remains one of the most buoyant in the 
food industry because of the new interest in unprocessed 
food...”

3294. Bellicchi, Kathy. 1978. Cook it with seaweed! East 
West Journal. May. p. 68-72.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nori. Hiziki [Hijiki]. 
Arame. Wakame. Kombu. Dulse. Irish moss. Agar agar 
kanten. Variations on the basic hiziki recipe call for tofu, 
whole soybeans, and tamari. Wakame is used in miso soup, 
and in Ojea stew with miso and aduki [azuki] beans. Kombu 
is used in a broth with tamari, and in Oden with natto miso 
and tofu.

3295. Belton, Elizabeth A.; Truswell, A.S. 1978. Effect of 
casein compared with soya-bean protein isolate on plasma 
cholesterol in the rabbit. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 
(London) 37(1):12A. May. [3 ref]
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• Summary: Casein raised the cholesterol level in rabbits. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Queen Elizabeth College, 
London W8 7AH.

3296. Cross, Leslie. 1978. Free plant milk. Alive (England). 
May. p. 6.
• Summary: “The Australian Govt. as long ago as 1965 
empowered doctors to prescribe–at subsidised rates–soya 
milk to any child considered reactive to cowmilk...”
 Wander Pharmaceuticals made the fi rst British 
plantmilk, Velactin. The Plantmilk Society, formed in 1956, 
is a Registered Charity. Address: Secretary, The Plantmilk 
Society, Uxbridge, England.

3297. Direct Foods Ltd. 1978. Come and see us @ the [2nd] 
Festival for Mind & Body (Ad). Alive (England). May. p. 35.
• Summary: A vertical 1/3 page, handwritten ad. “Where 
you can try our new T.V.P. & Onion. It’s S-s-scrumptious. 
Other new surprises include Jumbo Slices and a completely 
new Burgamix. Cut out the coupon and bring it with you to 
save 10% off any of our products.” Address: Bedford Road, 
Petersfi eld, Hants [Hampshire, England]. Phone: Petersfi eld 
(0703) 4911.

3298. Product Name:  T.V.P. & Onion.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bedford Rd., Petersfi eld, 
Hampshire, GU32 3EW, England.  Phone: Petersfi eld 4911/2.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 35. “Come and see us @ the [2nd] 
Festival for Mind & Body... where you can try our new 
T.V.P. & Onion. It’s S-s-scrumptious.”

3299. Product Name:  Burgamix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bedford Rd., Petersfi eld, 
Hampshire, GU32 3EW, England.  Phone: Petersfi eld 4911/2.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 35. “Come and see us @ the [2nd] 
Festival for Mind & Body... where you can try our... 
completely new Burgamix.”

3300. Granose Foods Limited. 1978. Now our range is even 
more wholesome (Ad). Alive (England). May. p. 28.
• Summary: “We’ve added fi ve exciting new products to our 
range of healthier wholesome foods.
 “Sausfry, the versatile soya-based sausage mix.”
 “Vegex Chunks, delicious spun soya protein for 
casseroles and pies.
 “Vegex Mince for Moussaka, Lasagne or Cornish 

Pasties.”
 “See us at Helfex, London.”
 An illustration shows a basket fi lled with each of the 
new Granose products. Address: Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts WD2 6JR [England].

3301. Product Name:  Granose Sausfry: Seasoned Soya 
Protein Sausage Like Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in the UK by British Arkady.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
Ingredients:  1980: Vegetable fat, textured soya protein 
[textured soy fl our], rusk, glucose, stabiliser, salt, herbs, 
spices, colouring, added vitamins.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 gm (1.1 lb) bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 28. “Now our range is even more 
wholesome.” “Sausfry, the versatile soya-based sausage 
mix.”
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. “Textured soya 
protein in a beef sausage like fl avour which only requires 
the addition of water to make it usable in any of the ways in 
which sausage meat can be used.”
 Form fi lled out and Label sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by British 
Arkady, was introduced in 1980. Address on bag is now 
Newport Pagnell. Label. 1990. 3.5 by 8 by 2 inch white 
coated paper bag. Red, yellow, brown, and black on white. 
An illustration (line drawing) on front panel shows a 
woman standing behind a table of baked goods. “Healthier 
wholesome food.” Pack panel: “Make it plain... Add 750 ml 
(1.33 pints) of cold water to contents and leave the mixture 
for fi ve minutes. Divide and form into sausage shapes, fry 
gently until golden brown.
 “Make it fancy... Cook Sausfry shapes in hot batter for 
a tasty toad-in-the-hole or wrap in pastry to make savoury 
Sausfry rolls. Add onion, tomato, sage–any of your favourite 
fl avours–and create exciting new ways to serve Sausfry.
 “Note: Sausfry contains no animal matter and no 
Monosodium Glutamate.
 “Ingredients: Textured defatted soya fl our (defatted soya 
fl our, iron, thiamin, ribofl avin, vitamin B-12), hydrogenated 
vegetable oil, rusk, stabiliser (Methyl Cellulose, of plant 
origin), sea salt, hydrolysed vegetable protein, herbs, spices, 
colour (beetroot red).”
 Color photo of package in Linda McCartney’s Home 
Cooking. 1990. p. 18.

3302. Helfex. 1978. Helfex ‘78. Royal Lancaster Hotel, 
London (Ad). Alive (England). May. p. 27-28.
• Summary: “International Health Food Exhibition. 23 May–
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24 May.” “Helfex is an exhibition sponsored by the British 
Health Food Trade Association.”
 “This year’s exhibition will be opened by Lord 
Mountbatten at midday on Tuesday, 23 May. It is believed 
to be the fi rst time a member of the Royal Family has so 
honored the health food industry.”

3303. Product Name:  Granny Ann Noots: Roasted Salted 
Soya Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in the UK by British Arkady Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, vegetable oil, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 oz (113.6 gm).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.

New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine. 
1978. May. p. 2. “Noots... Roasted Salted Soya Beans. The 
newest thing in nibbling! Packed with protein and very, very 
tasty. A nice change from nuts and a whole lot cheaper too. 
In 4 oz. packs.” Label. 1981, undated. 2.5 by 2.5 inches. 
Brown and white on yellow. “A natural tasty and nutritious 
snack. Free from synthetic additives. Pat. No. 1,453,438.” 
Itona Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. 4 oz. retails for 
£0.28. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 83.
 Letter from W. Pringle. 1990. May 30. “British Arkady 
had a patent on the production of a type of soya nuts, dating 
back to the early 1970s. The product was sold through 
various health food outlets. The most popular brand was 
“Noots.” It disappeared from the market about 5 years ago.”

3304. Product Name:  Golden Archer Brown Rice Pudding 
(Non-Dairy Eggless Pudding).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
Ingredients:  Brown rice, soya fl our, unrefi ned sugar, 
vegetable oil, sodium phosphate.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine. 
1978. May. p. 2. “Made from whole brown rice with Soya 
Plantmilk and Unrefi ned Sugar.”
 Label. 1981, undated. “Itona Health Food. Soya 
‘Beanmilk’ Rice Pudding. 100% non-animal. For use instead 
of milk rice pudding by vegans, vegetarians, as a health food 
and by people who are opposed to cruelty to animals.” Itona 
Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. 15 oz. retails for 
£0.54. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 102.

3305. Product Name:  Itona T.V.P. (Textured Soy Flour) 
[Beef Flavoured Mince, Beef Flavoured Chunks, Ham 
Flavoured Chunks, Natural Unfl avoured].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
Ingredients:  Ham fl avor: Defatted soy fl our, salt, caramel, 
HVP, spices, fl avorings of vegetable origin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 oz packs.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Minced, unfl avored, colored: 90 calories per 100 
gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 2. Ad (Half-page) in Alive magazine. 
1979. Nov/Dec. p. 25. “Itona TVP more nutritious than 
meat–and it costs a whole lot less.”
 Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 88. Itona Products Ltd. retail 
price list. 1980-81. 4 oz. retails for £0.51. Mix equal volumes 
of TVP and water; let stand for 5 minutes. For the ham-
fl avored chunks, let stand for 35 minutes.

3306. Product Name:  Golden Archer Soya Plantmilk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 2. “New lines from Itona: Milk that’s 
never even seen a cow! It’s 100% vegetable, made from soya 
and packed with protein and goodness. Keeps in the can as 
long as you want to keep it... A wonderful food and its made 
without any exploitation of animals! Golden Archer Soya 
Plantmilk, the milk that’s 100% non-animal.”
 Also in Alive. 1979. March/April. p. 2. “Milk that’s 
never even seen a cow.”
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 Soyfoods Center. 1980. Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies 
in the West (2 pages, typeset). “Itona Products Ltd., Wigan, 
England. Golden Archer Soyabean Milk.”

3307. Product Name:  Granny Ann High Fibre Biscuits 
(Cookies with Soya Fibre).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
Ingredients:  Wholemeal fl our, unrefi ned sugar, soya fi bre, 
vegetable fat, molasses, soya fl our, ginger, salt, baking 
powder.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine. 
1978. May. p. 2. “New lines from Itona: The most special 
biscuit you’ve ever seen.” “Made with Soya Fibre [probably 
okara] which is far more effective than wheat fi bre (bran) as 
a dietary supplement.” Ad in Alive magazine. 1979. Jan/Feb. 
p. 9. Itona Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. 100 gm 
retails for £0.28.

3308. Itona Products Ltd. 1978. Banga or Burga? Itona do 
both! Tonabanga and Tonaburga. Great meal by Itona (Ad). 
Alive (England). May. p. 2.
• Summary: Full-page ad. “Tonabanga is an exciting new 
TVP Food Mix from Itona. Made from textured vegetable 
protein (without Monosodium Glutamate) and fl avoured 
specially with selected spices it is a completely vegetarian 
replacement for sausages and sausage meat.”
 The right 1/3 of this ad, titled “New lines from Itona, 
lists many Itona vegetarian products: Granny Ann High 
Fibre Biscuits made with Soya Fibre. Golden Archer Soya 
Plantmilk (100% vegetable; “Milk that’s never seen a cow”). 
Tona “C” Food–Fish Cake Style. Ito–Instead of coffee. 
Golden Archer Brown Rice Pudding with Soya Plantmilk. 
Noots–Roasted Salted Soya Beans. Basic TVPs–Flavoured 
and natural (in 4 oz packs; all fl avors are given).
 A photo shows a woman holding up a meatless burger in 
a bun and a sausage (banga) on a fork.
 This same ad appeared in the Aug. 1978 issue (p. 2). 
Address: Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan [Lancashire, England].

3309. Product Name:  Lotus Soya Grits.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lotus Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  29-31 St. Lukes Mews, London 
W11 1DF, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 May.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. Aug. p. 11. “Nitty gritty.” “Back to soya protein. 
The latest Lotus Foods are Soya Grits which are quick 
cooking and available for the fi rst time in this country, but 
often mentioned in American cook books–see some recipes 
in Diet for a Small Planet–available from the Vegetarian 

Society, Soya Grits 46 pence for 500 gm size.
 “Lotus are also preparing a variety of tasty stocks, 
batters and a sausage seasoning...”

3310. Fussell, B.H. 1978. A tiny hamlet is vegetarians’ hub. 
New York Times. June 11. Section 11. p. 16-17. Sunday. [2 
ref]
• Summary: A profi le of Jay and Freya Dinshah, founders 
of the North American Vegetarian Society and the American 
Vegan Society in Malaga, New Jersey. They also launched 
the North American affi liate of the International Vegetarian 
Union. “Everyone knows that vegetarianism in the United 
States is on the rise.” There are now 60 to 70 vegetarian 
societies in America; the largest are in Washington, DC, 
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York City.
 “Mr. Dinshah and his wife, Freya, who is from 
Epsom, England, are both ‘life vegetarians’ (they were 
born into vegetarian families and have never tasted meat). 
Mr. Dinshah’s father, Dinshah Ghadiali, was a prominent 
vegetarian teacher in the 1920’s and 1930’s, along with 
people like Bernard McFadden.
 “Known also for inventions, including the ‘Dinshah 
engine-tester,’ which was used by American fi ghter planes 
in World War I, Dinshah Ghadiali came to the United States 
from Bombay [India] in 1905 and eventually settled in 
Malaga to raise his eight children.”
 A photo shows Jay and Freya. Recipes are given for 
Carobanana Ice Cream (with ½ cup soy powder) and Miami 
Coconut Pie.

3311. Direct Foods Ltd. 1978. Take fi ve: New products to 
include on your shopping list (Ad). Alive (England). June. p. 
39.
• Summary: A vertical 1/3 page, handwritten ad. “Jumbo 
Grills: Yields 22 ozs. Large soya slices & a sachet of savoury 
fl avoring, Grill, Roast, Casserole, or Fry. 69 pence.
 “T.V.P. & Onion. Yields 1¼ lb. Use as an alternative to 
mince in your favorite recipes. 38 pence.
 “Burgamix. Yields 1 lb. An entirely new mix with an 
irresistible fl avor. 54 pence.”
 “Orders under £3 please add 50 pence toward post and 
backing.”
 At bottom of ad is the Direct Foods logo, two cupped 
hands pointing upward, with a stylized seedling growing up 
between them.
 A similar ad, titled “One over the eight! Eight new food 
products plus Sosmix in a new size” appeared in the August 
issue (p. 11). Address: Bedford Road, Petersfi eld, Hants 
[Hampshire, England]. Phone: Petersfi eld (0703) 4911.

3312. Goel, S.K.; Wood, B.J.B. 1978. Technical note: 
Cellulase and exo-amylase in experimental soy sauce 
fermentations. J. of Food Technology 13(3):243-47. June. [13 
ref]
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• Summary: Previous reports have dealt with the production 
of various enzymes by Aspergillus oryzae during the koji 
stage of soy sauce production. These include sucrase, endo-
amylase (-amylase), proteinase, lipase, and tyrosinase. The 
research shows that exo-amylase and cellulase can be added 
to the list of carbohydrate-hydrolyzing enzymes present 
in soy sauce fermentations conducted under the controlled 
conditions employed in the authors' work. Cellulase degrades 
the cell walls of intact soybeans. The levels of both enzymes 
increase rapidly starting about 24 hour after inoculation 
of the koji. Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Univ. 
of Strathclyde, Glasgow G1 1XW Scotland; Goel now in 
Maharashtra, India.

3313. Kamat, V.B.; Graham, G.E.; Davis, M.A.F. 1978. 
Vegetable protein:lipid interactions. Cereal Chemistry 
55(3):295-307. May/June. [28 ref]
• Summary: Native soybean globulins do not form 
lipoproteins unless they are dissociated with urea or 
other denaturing agents. It appears that subunits having 
an increased surface area and a greater proportion of 
hydrophobic residues are necessary to form lipoproteins of 
characteristic buoyant densities. Address: Unilever Research 
Lab., Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford, United 
Kingdom.

3314. Llewellyn, J.W.; Dean, A.C.; Sawyer, R.; Bailey, F.J.; 
Hitchcock, C.H.S. 1978. Technical note: the determination of 
meat and soya proteins in meat products by peptide analysis. 
J. of Food Technology 13(3):249-53. June. [4 ref]
• Summary: Many different methods of analysis of soya 
protein in meat products have been investigated. “In 
general, they depend on differences in the physical and 
chemical properties of meat and soya protein molecules, 
such as electrophoretic mobility, molecular weight and 
immunochemical response. Denaturation of the proteins 
by heating, either during cooking or production processes, 
substantially alters their physical and chemical properties 
and consequently the sensitivity and accuracy of methods 
depending on these properties is greatly diminished.”
 Thermal denaturation rarely changes the sequence of 
amino acids but, usually, causes aggregation of individual 
protein molecules into large groups which are then diffi cult 
to dissolve, and hence are not amenable to many analytical 
techniques. These problems can be overcome by hydrolysis 
of the proteins to peptides or amino acids, which can be 
dissolved more readily. Address: Lab. of the Government 
Chemist, Cornwall House, Stamford St., London SE1 9NQ.

3315. Plantmilk Ltd. 1978. Alternative infant feeding: A 
survey of Plantmilk case histories. Alive (England). June. p. 
14-15.
• Summary: Contains a table prepared by Plantmilk Ltd. 
summarizing the health records of 31 children introduced to 

Plamil soymilk at ages ranging from a few days to 2 years. 
Information on each child is: name, reason for introduction 
to Plamil, Condition at time of introduction to Plamil, 
Weight, Age, Present Condition, Weight, Age. Concludes 
that Plamil can be used successfully in infant feeding. Arthur 
Ling is the managing director of Plantmilk Ltd.

3316. Product Name:  Granose Curry Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soya protein, sultanas, wheat fl our, 
starch, salt, pineapple, onion, sugar, tomato powder, apple 
fl ake, coconut, spices, herbs.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Spiced curry sauce with textured soya protein 
and fruit. Serve with rice.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
July 1978. It has been discontinued.

3317. Product Name:  Batchelors Chopped and Shaped 
Stewed Steak & Onions (Pie Filling, in Gravy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Batchelors.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of the product in its can.

3318. Product Name:  Birds Eye 4 Beef Burgers: Contain at 
Least 80% Beef with Onion.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Birds Eye.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of the product in its package.

3319. Product Name:  Soya Mince [In Bolognese Sauce 
with Onion, or In Mild Beef-Curry Sauce].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Brooke Bond Oxo.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of each product in its 
package.

3320. Product Name:  Findus: 4 Crispy Pancakes with 
Minced Beef Filling.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Findus.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of the product in its package.

3321. Product Name:  Tofu, and Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  97 High St., Lewes, East Sussex, 
BN7 1XH, England.  Phone: 079-16-2627.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by John 
and Sarah Gosling. ca. 1982. They started in Aug. 1978. 
Now make regular and fi rm pressed tofu. Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. Owners: John & 
Sara Gosling.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods Industry: Directory 
& Databook. p. 3. Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 107. Address is 
now 96-97 High St.

3322. Product Name:  Danoxa Hot Dog Sausage, or Kesp 
Pie Filling with Kidney.
Manufacturer’s Name:  S. Daniels & Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Wilec House, 82-100 City Road, 
London EC1Y 2BU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of each product in its can. 
The subtitle of the Kesp product reads: “Tender chunks of 
soya protein with succulent kidney in a rich gravy.”

3323. Product Name:  Sainsbury’s Soya Granules: Textured 
Soya Protein Food. Vitamins and Iron Added.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sainsbury.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978 August.
New Product–Documentation:  R.A. Sair. 1981 (presented 
Aug. 1978). Marketing plant protein in Europe. p. 397. 
Shows a black-and-white photo of the product in its package.

3324. Davidson, Gordon; McLaughlin, Corinne. 1978. A 
time for alternatives: New Age communities. Alternatives 
(Miami, Florida). Nov. p. 58-60, 80.
• Summary: Discusses: Findhorn in Scotland. Ananda 
Community in California. The Lama Foundation in New 
Mexico. The Sufi  Community at The Abode of the Message, 
New York. The Farm in Summertown, Tennessee (headed 
by Stephen Gaskin, a former English professor and “hippie” 
philosopher in San Francisco). Sunburst Farms in California. 
The Fellowship of the Inner Light in Virginia.
 The Farm “serves through their ‘Plenty Network’ which 

does relief work in disaster areas such as Guatemala and 
Bangladesh. Farm members share the agricultural skills 
they’ve learned with the peasant farmers as well as teaching 
basic medical skills. In addition they bought and repaired old 
ambulances for a midwifery program as a free service for the 
local townspeople. The Farm also accepts unwanted babies 
and now has about 450 children.”

3325. Direct Foods Ltd. 1978. There are four good reasons 
why you should buy Ranch House convenience meals (Ad). 
Alive (England). Nov/Dec. p. 28.
• Summary: A ¼-page ad. “1. They are 100% vegetarian and 
vegan. 2. They save money. 3. They save time. 4. Um-m-
m-m!
 “20 minutes simmer: Bolognese, Goulash, Mince, Stew, 
Curry, TVP and Onion.
 “5 minutes then fry or grill: Sosmix, Burgamix.
 “At all leading health shops or, if in diffi culty, write for 
Mail Order Form to the Protoveg people.”
 “The fi rm run by vegetarians for vegetarians. With meat 
eaters in mind.”
 This ad also appeared in the Jan/Feb. 1980 issue (p. 
12). Address: 20 Lavant St., Petersfi eld, Hants [Hampshire, 
England]. Phone: Petersfi eld (0703) 4911.

3326. Product Name:  Beanfeast (Dried TVP-based Product 
with Meat) [8 varieties].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Brooke Bond Oxo.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Maureen Byrne. 1988. Oct. 
p. 52. Launched in 1978 in 8 varieties, the product did not 
fare very well for 2 reasons: (1) It contained meat, which 
made it unacceptable to vegetarians; (2) It contained artifi cial 
additives, which made it unsuitable to those seeking healthy 
foods. The product was re-launched last year without meat or 
artifi cial additives in 4 varieties.
 Note: In 1975 Rose Elliot of the UK wrote a vegetarian 
cookbook titled Beanfeast: Natural foods cook book 
published in Liss, England.

3327. Fuji Oil Company. 1978. Improvements in and relating 
to cheese. British Patent 1,518,952. *
• Summary: A non-fermented, engineered cheese made with 
both soy protein isolate and milk proteins.

3328. Product Name:  Granose Vegex [Beef-Flavoured 
Chunks, or Mince].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in the UK by Courtaulds.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
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Ingredients:  Soya protein, vegetable oil, edible starch, salt, 
fl avouring, natural colour.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine 
(UK). 1978. May. p. 28. “Now our range is even more 
wholesome.” “Vegex Chunks, delicious spun soya protein for 
casseroles and pies.”
 Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. April. “Textured spun 
protein which has a similar texture to meat. Beef like fl avour. 
It has a long shelf life, and is a balanced protein.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 
13. States that the product, made by Courtaulds UK, was 
introduced in 1978. It has been discontinued.

3329. Product Name:  Granose Ravioli (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
Ingredients:  Durum wheat fl our, tomato paste, vegetable 
oil, bread crumbs, salt, corn starch, spices, textured soya 
protein (textured soy fl our), groats, yeast extract, mushroom, 
egg albumen, carrot, onion fl akes, egg whole powder, 
caramel.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Traditional Italian style pasta fi lled with 
savoury soya protein in a spicy tomato sauce. Serve hot on 
toast or with potatoes or other vegetables.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1978. But a note says “Not Applicable.”
 Label sent by Granose. 1990. July 11. The soy is 
textured soy fl our.

3330. Product Name:  Granose Cannelloni.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
Ingredients:  Durum wheat fl our, tomato puree, vegetable 
oil, sugar, textured soya protein (textured soy fl our), onion, 
carrots, salt, celery, oats, cornstarch, mushroom, spices, yeast 
extract, egg albumen, egg whole powder, caramel.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Traditional Italian style Cannelloni fi lled 
with spicy soya protein in a tangy tomato sauce. Heat in 
ovenproof dish topped with grated cheese.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1978. It has been discontinued.

3331. Product Name:  Granose Vegetarian Goulash.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.

Date of Introduction:  1978.
Ingredients:  1980 and 1990: Water, textured soya protein, 
maize starch, hydrolised vegetable protein, tomato puree, 
wheat fl our, salt, yeast, carrot, onion, potato, leek, capsicum, 
mushroom, sugar, paprika, spices, herbs, vegetable oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  425 gm (15 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.

New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Soya protein and vegetable stew in a sauce 
fl avoured with paprika. May be heated as in the can or have 
added vegetables.”
 Form fi lled out and Labels sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by Granose, was 
introduced in 1978. Label. 1990. 8.5 by 4.25 inches. Photos 
on front and back panels show a kettle or wok full of the 
ready-to-serve product, which resembles a meat casserole. 
“Textured soya protein and vegetables in a savoury sauce... 
A traditional stew with soya protein and vegetables in a tasty 
sauce seasoned with paprika and tomato. Contains no animal 
products.”

3332. Product Name:  Golden Archer Concentrated Soya 
Plantmilk: Soya “Beanmilk.” (Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan, 
Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
Ingredients:  Soya fl our, vegetable oil, unrefi ned sugar, 
lecithin, sodium phosphate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  15 fl uid oz 426 cc. can. Retails 
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for 48 pence.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Label for a can. 1978, 
undated. 9.5 by 4 inches. Blue, yellow and black on white. 
“Itona Health Food. Soya ‘Beanmilk.’ Made from 100% non-
animal sources. For use instead of milk custard by vegans, 
vegetarians, as a health food and by people who are opposed 
to cruelty to animals. Uses: As a protein/energy drink straight 
or fl avoured. In tea or coffee. In custards and milk puddings, 
etc. It can be used to replace milk in most recipes.”
 Ad in Alive magazine. 1979. May/June 1979 and July/
Aug. p. 2. Itona Products Ltd. price list. 1980-81. Listed as 
“Soya Beanmilk, 15 oz of this product retails for £0.57.” 
Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. “Itona Health Foods take the 
biscuit.” A black-and-white photo shows the label. “Milk 
that’s never seen a cow! It’s 100% vegetable, made with 
soya and packed with protein and goodness... A wonderful 
food and its made without any exploitation of animals.” Soya 
Bluebook. 1986. p. 103.

3333. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Musubi Foods (Paul’s Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Address:  155 Archway Rd., Highgate, 
London, N6 4NA, England.  Phone: 013-481-192.
Date of Introduction:  1978.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center. 1980. 
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages, 
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone 
number. Owner: Paul Jones.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. Soyfoods Industry: Directory 
& Databook. p. 3. Letter from Sjon Welters. 1982. April 16. 
“I only know of one tofu maker in Britain, Paul Jones (Tofu 
Shop), 155 Archway Rd., London N19.”
 Leafl et titled “Paul’s Tofu” (undated, but sent in 

1982). Address: The Old Brewery, Wheathampstead 
House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, UK. Phone: 
Wheathampstead (058283) 4241. 3 panels on each side. 
Each panel: 21 x 10 cm. Printed brown ink on beige paper. 
Contents: Introduction to tofu. For whom is tofu intended? 
The qualities of tofu. Suggestions for use. Storage. Try these 
recipes with your tofu (5 recipes from The Magic of Tofu, 
by Jane O’Brien; Thorsons Publishers). Community Health 
Foundation (188-94 Old Street, London EC1V 9BP). “Paul’s 
Tofu Burgers are made from organically grown soya beans, 
whole grain cereals, vegetables and herbs...”
 Soyfoods Center Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 
20. The company is now listed as Paul’s Tofu, with a second 
location at Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, St. 
Albans, Hertfordshire, England. This latter address is also 
listed at the First European Soyfoods Workshop, Sept. 1984.
 E-mail from Paul Jones, founder. 2011. June 6. Q1. On 
what date did you make your fi rst commercial tofu? Ans: It 
must have been 1977/78–I was already in production when 
we came to ‘Soyfoods Comes West’ in 1979. Peter Bradford 
might remember for it was he who gave us the Chinese 
stone grinder to make the ‘Go.’ Q2. Was the address at that 
time you started commercial production: 155 Archway Rd., 
Highgate, London, N6 4NA, England? Ans: Yes.
 Letter (e-mail) from Paul Jones in England in reply to 
questions. 2013. March 25. (1) What was the name of your 
company when it started making tofu? Ans: “I was called 
‘Musubi foods’ (made by bringing yin & yang together), but 
people called me Paul Tofu as they had previously called 
me Paul the baker.” (2) Where did you fi rst learn about tofu 
and tempeh? Ans: “I learned about tofu & tempeh from 
Macrobiotics–Chris Dawson (Mitoku / Clearspring) & others 
at East West / Community Health Foundation.”
 “Peter Bradford might remember when he gave us 
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the Chinese quern for making the ‘go’. I did all this at 
155 Archway Rd but on a small scale. The macrobiotic 
community were the customers in 1979/80. We moved to 
Wheathampstead House Herts, home of Murphy & Son 
where they had a former brewery which we occupied until 
we set up in Melton Mowbray.” Letter (e-mail) from Peter 
Bradford. 2013. March 29. “I too have no records going as 
far back that far but I think that Paul is correct. We must have 
supplied him with his quern for making tofu sometime mid/
late 1970’s.
 “Paul was as far as I know the fi rst person in the UK 
to make tofu using organic soybeans and Japanese nigari. 
Before that from when we started our wholefood shops in the 
early/mid 70’s we used to buy in fresh tofu from London’s 
Chinatown for resale. In those early days I also remember 
that people also used to make homemade tofu using kits that 
we imported from Japan.”

3334. Commission of the European Communities. 
Agriculture. 1978. Report of the study group on vegetable 
proteins in foodstuffs for human consumption, in particular 
in meat products. Luxembourg. v + 150 p. (EUR 6026). [20+ 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary of conclusion and 
recommendations. Introduction: Origin, terms of reference 
and composition of the Study Group, mode of operation 
of the study group and the form of its report, scope of the 
report. Sources of vegetable protein foods: Vegetable protein 
foods and the farming community. Vegetable protein foods 
and the consumer: Nutrition, safety, acceptability. Current 
technology and commercial development: Legislation, type 
(a), (b), (c), and (d) products. Enforcement. Other foods.
 Appendixes. I. Membership of the Study Group and the 
Commission Secretariat. II. Part 1. The nutritional situation 
in the EEC, by A. Ferro-Luzzi and A. Mariani. Part 2. Note 
on the methods for the evaluation of protein quality, by A. 
Ferro-Luzzi and A. Mariani. Part 3. Amino acid composition 
of some traditional foodstuffs and of potential sources of 
proteins for human consumption, by T. Staron. III. Part 1. 
Existing and new sources of plant proteins suitable for use 
in human nutrition, by T. Staron. Part 2. Toxic substances 
contained in potential sources of proteins for human 
consumption, by T. Staron. IV. Commercial development 
of soya bean protein products in the EEC, by A.G. Ward. V. 
Potential vegetable protein sources for human consumption 
from within the EEC, by T. Staron. VI. Summaries of 
existing legislation concerned with the use of vegetable 
protein foods in meat products and the meat product 
regulations of the EEC countries, Canada and USA, by A. 
Brincker.
 Page 102 states that in Luxembourg “The addition 
of vegetable protein products to meat products is not 
permitted.” Address: Luxembourg.

3335. Duff, Gail. 1978. Gail Duff’s vegetarian cookbook. 
London: Macmillan. 374 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Pages 14-15 note that: “Products made from 
soya beans are very important in meatless diets...” She uses 
tamari, miso, whole dry soybeans, and soya fl our, but has 
an intense dislike of TVP (textured vegetable protein). Soy-
related recipes include: Soya mayonnaise (made with soya 
fl our, p. 81-82). Barbecued soya bean and tomato spread (p. 
246). Crunchy soya bean sandwich spread (p. 247). Miso, 
onion and parsley sauce (p. 319). Basic soya bechamel (p. 
319).
 The section titled “Soya beans” (p. 190-97) has a nice 
introduction followed by recipes for: Salted soya beans. 
Basic method for soya beans. Soya bean hot pot. Soya 
bean blanquette. Soya bean goulash. Soya bean and tomato 
casserole. Spiced lemon soya beans. Barbecued soya beans. 
Soya beans with cucumber–Chinese style.

3336. Farwagi, Peta Lyn. 1978. Full of beans. New York, 
NY: Harper & Row. London: Pierrot Publishing Ltd. 158 p. 
Illust. Index. 19 x 19 cm.
• Summary: The author, while British Vogue’s travel editor, 
collected more than 150 bean recipes from around the 
world–from family fare to feasts. Soya beans are called “The 
most nutritious of all beans. Weight for weight with steak, 
soya beans have more proteins. Also discusses and defi nes: 
“Bean curd: “Fresh, custard-like cakes of pressed, pureed 
soya beans. Sold by the cake which is usually ½ inch thick 
and 3 inches square, in Oriental provision stores.” Fermented 
black beans (black soya [fermented black soybeans]). Soya 
bean sprouts. Soya oil.
 Contains recipes for: Duck and soya beans (China, p. 
68). Soya beans & potato salad (p. 146).

3337. Ford, Barbara. 1978. Future food: Alternate protein 
for the year 2000. New York, NY: William Morrow and 
Company, Inc. 300 p. Index. 22 cm. [40+ ref]
• Summary: The author concludes that soybeans are most 
likely to be the protein source of the future. Chapter 2, “The 
Cinderella Bean” (p. 32-53) and Chapter 3, “Soybeans, 
Oriental Style” (p. 54-71) both discuss the benefi ts of 
soybeans. Pages 37-38 note that soybeans were once called 
“haybeans” and their hay was called “haybean hay.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that which uses the term “haybean” or 
“haybeans.”
 The work of the USDA Northern Regional Research 
Lab. (NRRL) with soyfoods is described at length. While at 
the NRRL she fi rst encountered “sufu.” In “Chinese markets, 
sufu is not called sufu but ‘bean curd’ or ‘bean cake.’ As 
soon as I saw sufu I realized it has an image problem–not 
as unappetizing as natto, but distinctly unpleasant. Picture 
grayish chunks of some odd-looking material fl oating in a 
murky liquid, like biology specimens in a bottle, and you 
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have a typical bottle of sufu.
 “Sufu looks so bad that my husband, who has faithfully 
eaten a number of odd-looking sources of protein that I have 
purchased over the years, refused it. It took a little courage 
for me to tackle one of the grayish lumps myself but I fi nally 
ate one. To my surprise, it was good, rather like a tangy dairy 
cheese but with a distinctive, nonbeany fl avor of its own” (p. 
60-61).
 Chapter 6, “It Ain’t (Just) Hay,” is about alfalfa leaf 
protein and leaf protein concentrate. Research on leaf protein 
“really started during World War II, when British scientist 
N.W. Pirie suggested the use of leaves to augment dwindling 
meat supplies... Pirie’s proposal never got underway during 
the war because of the costs involved, but after the war he 
was given a laboratory where he carried out most of the 
pioneering work on leaf protein.”
 Chapter 9, “SCP: Promises, Promises,” is about 
single-cell proteins such as the bacteria Cellulomonas and 
Pseudomonas (the champion, which can double its weight 
in 9 minutes). A probable culprit in SCPs is “nucleic acids, 
which have been shown to cause elevated uric acids in 
humans if used over an extended period of time. Raised uric 
acid levels lead to gout, kidney stones, and gallstones. Some 
bacteria contain from 15 to 16 percent nucleic acids, a fairly 
high level. Yeasts and fungi contain from 6 to 11 percent, 
still a high level. Algae have less.” It is recommended that 
humans not consume more than 2 grams (0.7 ounces) of 
nucleic acids per day. Address: USA.

3338. Goldstein, Jonathan. 1978. Philadelphia and the China 
trade, 1682-1846: Commercial, cultural, and attitudinal 
effects. University Park, PA, and London: Pennsylvania State 
University Press. xii + 121 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. Based on 
the author’s PhD thesis, The China Trade from Philadelphia, 
1682-1846, Univ. of Pennsylvania (1973). [308* ref]
• Summary: The author traces the history of the trade 
between China (primarily Canton) and North America to a 
much earlier period than was previously known. The port 
city of Philadelphia was founded in 1682 by English Quakers 
led by William Penn. In 1846 the fi rst Sino-American 
treaty went into effect and fundamentally restructured the 
evolving relationships. The book is based on extensive 
archival research, and especially on the then recently opened 
Stephen Girard papers. By the 1830s homes in Boston, 
Salem, and Philadelphia (Pennsylvania) contained a large 
number of goods made in China, both works of art, and 
common artifacts such as porcelain, ginger, textiles (called 
Nankeen), clothes, umbrellas, and fans. The craftsmen 
of Canton, produced, in the opinion of one expert “more 
goods of consistently high quality and good taste, of greater 
variety over a longer period of time, than any other artisan 
community the world has ever known.
 Philadelphia was the capital of the United States from 
1790 to 1800, the largest port, the intellectual center, and 

the most populous (from 1785), most cosmopolitan, and 
most important city in the United States during much of the 
nation’s early history and into the early 1800s. It was the 
fi nancial center of the U.S. until 1836, a leader in the anti-
slavery movement, and a major overseas trading center–with 
an extensive trade with China.
 Most historians agree that until the outbreak of the 
Opium War in 1839 excellent business and personal 
relationships existed between Americans and Chinese. There 
was great mutual respect and even, in many cases, affection. 
Anti-Chinese prejudice, contempt, and legislation began only 
after 1839. This book also supports that view. The Chinese 
Exclusion Act was passed in 1882.
 Much of the early interest in China originated in an 
organization bearing the formidably self-explanatory title 
“American Philosophical Society Held at Philadelphia 
for Promoting Useful Knowledge.” Approximately 20 
members of this group took a serious interest in China. 
These “orientalists” included the organization’s founder, 
Benjamin Franklin, as well as Humphrey Marshall, a botanist 
concerned with the development of American agriculture 
through the importation of new breeds and grafts. The two 
most outstanding Philadelphia seafarers interested in China 
were Benjamin Wilcocks (1776-1845) and John Latimer 
(1793-1865). Both men of substantial means, they spent 
extensive periods of time as resident merchants in Canton, 
handling that end of Philadelphia’s China trade. Two of the 
major fi gures who stayed in Philadelphia and fi nanced the 
China trade were Robert Morris (1735-1806) and Stephen 
Girard (1750-1831).
 During the colonial period the “merchants of British 
North America were not permitted, under the terms of the 
1651 Navigation Act and subsequent legislation, to sail 
their own ships to the Orient. Rather they were obliged to 
purchase Chinese goods on the London market, where the 
goods were deposited by the British East India Company... 
From about 1750 on, the merchants of Colonial Philadelphia 
seem to have had the mercantile and navigational expertise, 
and the necessary capital, to embark on such direct voyages 
themselves, but were restrained by the bans of British 
mercantilist legislation.” But Philadelphia merchants 
smuggled in tea and porcelain (“China”) from Europe 
and exported ginseng to China. But it was not until 1784, 
following a treaty in 1783 between Britain and the U.S., that 
the fi rst direct trade between Philadelphia and China began. 
The fi rst ship to sail to Canton was The Empress of China, 
loaded with 30 tons of Appalachian ginseng and 2,600 furs. 
It left New York on 22 Feb. 1784, returning in May 1785, 
loaded with teas, silk, cotton fabrics including nankeen 
cloth, and Chinese cinnamon and porcelain. This voyage 
inaugurated America’s direct involvement in the China trade. 
It was a huge fi nancial success, so many other voyages 
followed. “Between 1784 and 1804, as many as seven ships 
a year went from Philadelphia to China, and as many as 
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thirty-one per year from the entire United States. After 1804, 
until the end of the old China trade in 1846, the number of 
American voyages leveled off at about thirty or forty per 
annum, with Philadelphia ships comprising about one-third 
of these passages.”
 In the section titled “The utilization of Chinese 
technology: Agriculture, architecture, and landscaping” 
(p. 73-77), the author observes that “one of the primary 
derivative benefi ts of the China trade... was to be the 
improvement of American agriculture and industry.” Page 
74 states that “By 1800, the APS [American Philosophical 
Society] was involved in the propagation of Chinese vetches 
and soybeans.” Note: “Chinese vetches” and “soybeans” are 
different names for the same plant. Address: Pennsylvania.

3339. Shihani, S. 1978. Microbiology of the soy sauce 
and tempeh fermentations. MSc thesis, Dep. of Applied 
Microbiology, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland. 
*
Address: Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3340. Truswel, A. Stewart. 1978. Effect of different types of 
dietary fi bre on plasma lipids. In: Kenneth W. Heaton, ed. 
1978. Dietary Fibre: Current Developments of Importance to 
Health. Kellogg Symposium, December 1977. London: John 
Libbey; Westport, Connecticut: Technomic Publishing Co., 
Inc. 158 p. See p. 105-12. [57* ref]
• Summary: Short term experiments on humans have 
shown that wheat fi bre (bran) does not effect total plasma 
cholesterol. However pectin and guar gum lower plasma 
cholesterol in humans.
 The section on legumes (p. 109) states that Temptein is 
a soy protein concentrate, not an isolate. Address: Head of 
Nutrition & Food Science Dep., Queen Elizabeth College, 
Univ. of London, W8 7AH, England.

3341. Cummings, W.A.W. 1979. How Cadbury’s succeeded 
with Soya Choice [a vegetable protein product]. Food 
Manufacture (London) 54(1):49, 51. Jan.
• Summary: A summary of a paper presented at the World 
Conference on Vegetable Food Proteins in Amsterdam. 
Address: Cadbury Typhoo’s technical director.

3342. Darrington, Hugh. 1979. Soy protein comes to Ypres 
[Ralston Purina’s new isolated soy protein plant opens in 
Belgium]. Food Manufacture (London) 54(1):61-62. Jan.
• Summary: A large photo shows the new Belgian plant, 
which is said to be the fi rst of its kind in Europe. It was built 
at a cost of 19 million British pounds by Ralston Purina 
Europe, a company started by Ralston Purina in 1972 to help 
them enter the European market. Ralston Purina’s vegetable 
protein story really began 20 years ago, when they began 
researching alternative methods of supplementing meat, 
milk and egg proteins with proteins from oil seeds. The new 

Belgium plant at a cost of £10M was built by Purina Protein 
Europe, a company started by Ralston Purina in 1972 to help 
them enter the European market. The isolate is available 
in 9 different forms, depending upon application, ranging 
from Purina Protein A, a simple acidifi ed protein and Purina 
Protein 500E (general purpose) to Purina Protein 200–a fi bre 
version. It is being used now in French pate, ham products, 
poultry roll, Scandinavian fi sh balls, and protein enriched 
pasta.
 The new plant was offi cially opened by Belgian Prime 
Minister Leo Tindemans and will employ around 100 people. 
Products from Ypres will be distributed in the UK and 
Ireland by McAuley Edwards Ltd, 9 High Street, Baldock, 
Herts, which is a joint venture company with Ralston Purina. 
They also operate a Protein Application Laboratory now 
being expanded and relocated at St. Albans, which developed 
the application of Purina’s products for the entire European 
market.

3343. Plamil Foods. 1979. Turn over to Plamil fare (Ad). 
Alive (England). Jan/Feb. p. 19.
• Summary: An 1/8 page ad. A cherub holds a heavenly 
scroll that announces: “Soya Plantmilk, Delice (cream 
replacement), Savree, Rice Pudding with Sultanas.”
 “Send for literature (sae [self addressed envelope]) 
please.” Address: Plamil House, Bowles Well Gardens, 
Folkestone, Kent [UK].

3344. Pyler, Ernie. 1979. Editorial: Protein supplementation. 
Baker’s Digest 53(1):6. Feb.
• Summary: “The consumer has become so used to the 
physical quality characteristics of conventional white 
bread that he tends to reject out of hand any product that 
deviates in color, texture, fl avor, etc., from his preconceived 
ideal. However, that he can be persuaded, with nutritional 
information or convincing health arguments, to accept 
bread products that are darker in color, harsher in grain and 
texture, and of greater fi rmness, is amply demonstrated by 
the growing popularity of the numerous whole-grain, high-
fi ber and high-protein bread varieties that are invading the 
marketplace.
 “Bakers would do well to keep informed about the 
continuing developments in the area of supplementation 
of bakery foods with plant proteins, both for reasons of 
economy and nutritional improvement. Who knows, the day 
may come when fl ours and protein concentrates obtained 
from glandless cottonseed, sunfl ower seed, fababean, 
soybean and peanut may become standard adjuncts to 
wheat fl our in bread production in the interest of improved 
nutritional value, greater product variety and increased 
profi ts.”

3345. Turner, R.W.D. 1979. Vegan diet and health. British 
Medical Journal i(6163):613. March 3. [8 ref]
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• Summary: This letter, by a non-vegetarian physician, 
recounts numerous health, ethical, and economic advantages 
of a vegan diet. “It seems that plant (soya) milk is 
satisfactory for the infants of the few mothers who do not 
breast-feed their infants for nine months, as it is for adults. 
It has potential advantages over cows’ milk, and further 
research is being undertaken in London. Meanwhile it is 
being used by hospitals for babies who are intolerant to 
cows’ milk.” Address: Dep. of Medicine, Univ. of Edinburgh, 
Edinburgh, Scotland.

3346. Anderson, Frank S. 1979. Labeling of foods containing 
vegetable protein. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):240-41. March.
• Summary: Manufacturers provide information about a 
product on the label to infl uence the consumer’s choice. It 
is the legislator’s task to ensure that this information also 
informs the consumer. A label can mislead both by means of 
what is there and by what is absent, “and it can–with a purely 
factual statement or by implication–suggest that a food has 
a special value or quality which need not necessarily be 
present.”
 An example is given of four ways a meat pie containing 
vegetable protein might be labeled. A key question is how 
far legislators out to go in trying to give exact labeling rules. 
Address: Food Standards’ Div., Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, London, England.

3347. Anderson, Frank S. 1979. Is special legislation for 
vegetable protein really necessary? J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):238-39. March.
• Summary: “There is no simple answer to this question. It 
needs to be viewed against the background of a country’s 
food law.” Address: Food Standards’ Div., Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, London, England.

3348. Brincker, A. 1979. Review of European legislation on 
vegetable protein in meat products. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):211-23. March. [33 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Comparison of 
compositional requirements for meat products, comparison 
of labeling requirements for meat products, comparison of 
provisions on vegetable proteins in meat products, vegetable 
protein in traditional meat products, vegetable proteins as 
binders, vegetable proteins as substitute for meat, vegetable 
protein in nontraditional meat products, prospects for the 
future (binders, substitutes for meat, limitations on the 
amount of vegetable protein, fortifi cation of vegetable 
proteins, labeling).
 Appendix I discusses the following countries: Austria, 
Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, 
France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, 
Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. 
Within each country, any or all of the following topics 

are discussed: General compositional and labeling 
requirements, specifi c requirements for vegetable proteins 
in meat products, specifi c requirements for vegetable 
protein products, regulations concerning permitted nonmeat 
ingredients and raw chopped meat products, guidelines on 
analytical composition and raw meat materials, composition 
of traditional meat products, composition of nontraditional 
products, existing provisions concerning vegetable proteins 
in meat products, proposed provisions concerning vegetable 
proteins in meat products.
 Appendix II gives a comparison of the basic approach 
to compositional requirements for meat products in these 
countries.
 Appendix III gives the requirements for cooked Vienna 
sausages (not canned) in these countries.
 Appendix IV gives a comparison of labeling 
requirements for meat products in these countries.
 Appendix V gives a comparison of provisions of 
vegetable proteins in meat products in these countries. A 
photo shows A. Brincker. Address: Danish Meat Products 
Lab., Ministry of Agriculture, Howitzvej 13, DK-2000 
Copenhagen F, Denmark.

3349. Cummings, W.A.W. 1979. Launching a successful 
product on the consumer market. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):400-03. March.
• Summary: The product is Soya Choice, based on extruded 
textured soy fl our in gravy, sold in cans. Development of 
the product by Cadbury Schweppes started in 1973 at a 
time when meat prices in the UK has started to rise and the 
economy was in one of its periodic downturns. “The fi nal 
product was launched in December 1975. The brand name 
chosen was Soya Choice... We originally launched in blue 
cans but have since changed to discriminate between the 
mince and the chunk form.” A photo shows Cummings. 
Address: Technical Director, Cadbury Typhoo Ltd., Franklin 
House Bouvinville, P.O. Box 171, Birmingham, B302NA, 
England.

3350. Fitch, Peter. 1979. Vegetable proteins in snacks. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):304-05. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Product 
applications.
 Key issues concerning snacks are a high degree of 
convenience (ready to eat/serve), nutritional value, and 
consumer appeal. One soybean snack [oil-roasted soynuts] 
is made by subjecting whole soybeans to a patented fl ash-
frying technique, which causes them to expand and change 
texture so that they are virtually indistinguishable from 
roasted nuts. “By selection of cooking oil, process time, and 
postfl avoring, it is possible to arrive at a highly acceptable 
quality snack with novelty appeal and excellent nutritional 
properties. The protein content of the product is in the order 
of 35%. Antioxidants and suitable packaging ensure adequate 
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shelf stability for the 25% oil content, most of which is soy 
origin and present in the bean prior to processing.
 “Such a product is currently on sale in a limited section 
of the British Retail Market, where it is in the form of the 
whole bean. For manufacturing purposes, a kibbled or 
particulate material would probably be more desirable.”
 Soy proteins can also be added to expanded snacks. In 
Britain, textured soy proteins are used in snacks such as a 
meat pie and pizza. Cakes, biscuits, and breads are enriched 
with soy fl our. A photo shows Fitch. Address: The British 
Arkady Company Ltd., Arkady Soya Mills, Old Trafford, 
Manchester M16 0NJ, England.

3351. Grose, D.H. 1979. International policy developments 
for vegetable protein foods: The consumer perspective. J. of 
the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):230-32. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Current developments in 
protein food regulations: Priorities, toxicological safety, 
nutritional assessment, what sort of food, fortifi cation, 
functional properties, labeling, restaurants, enforcement, 
nutritional information. A photo shows Grose. Address: 
Head, International Org. of Consumers, 14 Buckingham St., 
London, UK.

3352. Levison, D.A.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Brimacombe, 
J.S.; Hopwood, D.; Coghill, G.; Wormsley, K.G. 1979. 
Carcinogenic effects of di(2-hydroxypropyl)nitrosamine 
(DHPN) in male Wistar rats: Promotion of pancreatic cancer 
by a raw soy fl our diet. Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 
14(2):217-24. March. [19 ref]
• Summary: Administration of diets containing raw soya 
fl our resulted in marked hypertrophy and hyperplasia of 
the pancreas of rats and in the development of hyperplastic 
nodules and adenomas. Enhanced pancreatic acinar cell 
carcinogenesis was demonstrated in rats fed diets containing 
a high proportion of raw soya fl our concurrently with 
a carcinogen. “We conclude that a diet of raw soy fl our 
augments the carcinogenicity of pancreatic carcinogens 
in the rat.” Address: Depts. of Pathology, Chemistry, and 
Therapeutics, Univ. of Dundee, Dundee, Scotland.

3353. McAuley, B.J. 1979. Marketing vegetable proteins: 
The need for a technical understanding of these new food 
ingredients. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
56(3):407-08. March.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History. Soy food 
ingredient production. Marketing or application. A photo 
shows McAuley. Address: McAuley Edwards Ltd., 9 High 
St., Bladock, Herts 5G7 6AZ, England.

3354. Simpson, D.S.B. 1979. A case study of the introduction 
of vegetable protein into school meals. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 56(3):192-94. March.
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Initial 

considerations: Nutrition, why introduce vegetable protein 
into school meals at all?, fi nancial economies, publicity. 
Committee approval. Selecting a brand of vegetable protein: 
Formulation of recipes, nutritional analysis. Training of staff: 
The module and training pack, ‘climate of acceptability’, 
practical experience for kitchens in the use of vegetable 
protein, television fi lm, planned savings, ‘customer’ reaction. 
A photo shows Simpson. Address: Principal Education 
Catering Organizer, Inner London Education Authority, 
Ethlin House, Cornwall Rd., London SR1, England.

3355. Ward, A.G. 1979. Basic principles underlying a 
legislative framework for vegetable protein. J. of the 
American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(3):196-200. March. [8 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. The consumer. 
The manufacturer. The government. Enforcement agencies. 
Observations and recommendations. A photo shows Ward. 
Address: Procter Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Leeds, 
Leeds, England.

3356. Borsook, Henry. 1979. Henry Borsook–How it was: 
Oral history. Engineering and Science (Caltech). March/
April. p. 23-39.
• Summary: This outstanding interview by Mary Terrall 
covers a wide variety of subjects, including the early 
history of multi-purpose food and Meals for Millions. 
“Borsook, noted for his work in protein synthesis and for his 
contributions to the fi eld of nutrition, was born in London, 
England, in 1897, and came to Caltech in 1929. After 
retirement from Caltech in 1968, he continued his research 
until 1978 at the University of California at Berkeley. The 
Borsooks are now living in Santa Barbara.
 MT (p. 27): Let’s go back to the 1940s when you started 
to develop multipurpose food. HB: Yes, and the beginning 
of that story is really about Clifford Clinton, who was the 
son of missionary parents. In “China, as a child, he had seen 
famine, and he’d made a boyhood resolve that if he could 
ever do anything about helping hungry people, he would. 
So it was not surprising that when he grew up he went into 
the restaurant business.” During the depression, starting in 
1931, “he advertised that anyone who came to his cafeteria 
between 2:00 and 4:00 [in the afternoon] could get a free 
meal.” Later he felt the offer was being taken advantage of, 
“so he charged a nickel for a meal. The last time I ate there, 
which was more than ten years ago, the menu said, ‘You can 
order what you like–and you can pay what you like.’
 “When the war came, with the enormous expansion 
of the armed forces from a couple of hundred thousand to 
twelve million, the army needed advice on how to feed a lot 
of people in camps quickly. And so they called in consultants 
from the restaurant business, and Clinton was one of those 
consultants.
 “Then, one afternoon in early 1945–he’d phoned 
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fi rst–he and his wife and his public relations man [Ernest 
Chamberlain] came to see me. And before he began to talk 
his wife intervened and said, ‘I want to apologize because 
my husband is coming here with a perfectly ridiculous 
proposal. I tried to dissuade him from coming but he’s 
very stubborn, and so I want you to know that I feel a bit 
ashamed.’ So I said, ‘Well, you needn’t be. You’re here. 
Make yourselves comfortable and let’s listen.’
 “So Clinton began to talk, and he said that anybody 
who thought about it could see the war coming to an end, 
that in the countries where the war had been going on a lot 
of people were going to be hungry, and that there was going 
to be a shortage of food in Europe and Asia, and he wanted 
to do something about it. And he said he wanted me to do 
this–I was to devise a food where a meal would provide one-
third of the Recommended Daily Allowances of everything, 
but it was to weigh not more than two ounces and it was 
to cost not more than three cents, it was not to offend any 
religious taboo, there should be an abundant supply of all 
the ingredients, and it wouldn’t draw on the kinds of food 
Americans are accustomed to eat. (I said, ‘You needn’t 
worry–at that price.”). Also it had to have an indefi nite shelf 
life, be possible to eat in a variety of ways, and not take 
any special equipment to cook–a can of water and a stick of 
wood underneath should do it.
 “And so we went on. I turned to his wife and I said, 
‘Well, it’s not so wild as you may think, but there are two 
restrictions I would put on it. It’s scientifi cally impossible to 
provide a third of the Recommended Daily Allowances in 
two ounces of anything. It is just not possible. We need about 
700 or 800 calories as a minimum, and the most that two 
ounces would supply would be about 140 or 150 calories.’ 
Secondly, I said, “I don’t think it would be practical to put 
vitamin C in because we really don’t know how to keep 
it.’ At that time we didn’t. But I said, ‘Otherwise we could 
provide protein that’s as good as meat or milk, and we could 
add all the vitamins and minerals that they need in two 
ounces, and I don’t think it need cost more than about 3 cents 
a meal.’ So he agreed and gave Caltech the sum of $5,000, 
which I was to use to develop this food.
 “The food itself was no problem. I had a pretty good 
idea how to do it. It had to be a vegetable protein; animal 
proteins were too dear [expensive]. The best vegetable 
protein was soybean protein, and I knew that during the war 
we–the government–had greatly expanded the growth of 
soybeans for their oil. But after the oil was extracted, what 
was left over [the cake or meal] was thrown down the sewer. 
It was just wasted. So I knew this would be very cheap, and 
I knew it was available in large quantities. The vitamins and 
minerals I knew were also very cheap and there would be no 
problem about adding them.
 “What I wanted the money for was to hire a cook who 
could develop recipes on how to use the food, how it should 
be cooked in different ways. And that was done. At the end 

of a year it was all ready, and we had a whole lot of recipes. 
One of the fruit and vegetable dehydrator companies in 
Los Angeles undertook to make it according to the recipe 
I had drawn up, and that was done. We decided to call it 
‘multipurpose food’: MPF.
 “Neither Clinton nor I wanted to patent this food, and 
we agreed that we would give the information to anybody 
who asked for it. But that wasn’t going to get the food to 
hungry people, so Clinton, who was a religious man, set up 
this Meals for Millions Foundation, a nonprofi t organization. 
I was one of the cofounders with two or three others. He 
hired a woman by the name of Florence Rose and his 
publicity man, Ernest Chamberlain, was the other, who really 
were the foundation. They sent out the appeals for money, 
they raised the money, bought the food, and so on.
 MT: “So they raised the money from other sources. It 
wasn’t just his money?
 HB: “No, I don’t think he put in much money after that, 
but it was certainly his idea, both to get such a food and 
then to set up the Foundation to give the food to people who 
needed it. And I know that when we had the food ready we 
thought it would be useful if the Food and Nutrition Board 
[of the National Academy of Sciences] would approve of it. 
We sent some to them, and they said, ‘No, we believe that a 
good diet consists of meat, milk, fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, 
and this is not that.’ So for more than ten years [1946-
1956], we had no government support–in fact, government 
opposition. So the money was raised from private groups. 
Two large charitable organizations very soon began to give 
us large sums of money–$50,000 to $100,000 at a time–and 
we would send the food where they told us to. They were 
Catholic World Relief and Church World Service.”
 MT: “So other organizations made the arrangements 
with countries where the food was going?”
 HB: “Yes, After we had the food, we arranged for the 
shipping.” It was a very gratifying experience. “From the 
beginning I had insisted... that the formula was only one 
example.” Other nutrients, such as peanut meal, could be 
used in countries were soybeans are not available. “The 
actual director of the Foundation was Florence Rose, and 
we sent her around the world. She had no trouble getting the 
Japanese to make a Japanese equivalent, and they did a very 
good job. And then in India she got the head of their Central 
Food Technological Research Institute to put together an 
Indian version of MPF, and he [V. Subrahmanyan] did a fi rst-
class job.
 “I think we gave this man about $5,000 and he put 
together–out of peanut meal and chick pea meal, adding 
vitamins and minerals–a food that was every bit as nutritious 
as ours. He did a very good job of testing fi rst on mice and 
rats, then on children who were malnourished. Then he 
persuaded an Indian businessman who had some money to 
put up a pilot plant near Madras [in southeast India; renamed 
Chennai in 1996], and the city of Madras undertook to buy 
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the whole production for use in their school lunch program. 
They got going, and the Minister for Agriculture for India 
from New Delhi told people from the provinces [states] to 
come down to Madras, look, and copy it.
 Then along came some representative from CARE, who 
said to the City Council of Madras, ‘Look, we’ll give you all 
the dry skim milk you want for nothing. Why do you spend 
your money on this food?’ That killed the project for quite 
a long time, but it has started up again. Two missionaries in 
northern India, where they have soybeans, have arranged for 
the manufacture, and they’re beginning to get it used and 
widely distributed.’
 MT: “Now?”
 HB: “Yes, they did this entirely on their own, without 
any connection with us at all. But now, to come back a little, 
it was clear that charity would only go so far, and it would be 
much better if these people learned how to help themselves. 
So we set up a school at the Meals for Millions Foundation 
in Santa Monica, where we teach three classes a year. It runs 
for 12 weeks with about a dozen students from different parts 
of the world, on scholarships of one kind or another, and they 
learn how to make food like MPF from what they have. We 
do more than that...”
 MPF was always made with soy grits as the main 
ingredient, not with soy fl our. Grits are a better material and 
a better word.
 “The Meals for Millions Foundation was founded in 
1946 and miraculously is still going, stronger than ever, 
really.” Address: Prof. of Biochemistry, Emeritus, Caltech.

3357. Itona Products Ltd. 1979. Milk that’s never seen a cow 
(Ad). Alive (England). March/April. p. 2.
• Summary: “Golden Archer” Soya Plantmilk. The milk 
that’s 100% non-animal.
 The right 1/3 of this ad, titled “New lines from Itona, 
lists many Itona vegetarian products: Granny Ann High 
Fibre Biscuits made with Soya Fibre. Golden Archer Soya 
Plantmilk (100% vegetable; “Milk that’s never seen a cow”). 
Tona “C” Food–Fish Cake Style. Ito–Instead of coffee. 
Golden Archer Brown Rice Pudding with Soya Plantmilk. 
Noots–Roasted Salted Soya Beans. Basic TVPs–Flavoured 
and natural (in 4 oz packs; all fl avors are given).
 A photo shows a smiling woman pouring soymilk from 
a can into a cup in her left hand. Address: Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan [Lancashire, England].

3358. Ahmad, M.M.; Priestley, T.M.; Winterbottom, J.M. 
1979. Palladium-catalyzed hydrogenation of soybean oil. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 56(5):571-77. May. 
[15 ref]
• Summary: Palladium catalysts gave rise to more trans-
fatty acids than nickel, especially under conditions normally 
employed with the latter. However at low temperatures, if 
diffusion limitation was avoided, palladium gave less trans-

acid than nickel. Address: 1. PAK-American Fertilizers 
Limited, N.F.C., Iskanderabad-Dist.: Mianwali, Pakistan; 
2-3. England.

3359. Mann, Ernest. 1979. IFIS [International Food 
Information Service]–The fi rst 10 years. Food Manufacture 
(London) 54(5):53, 55. May. [10 ref]
Address: IFIS, Shinfi eld, Berks., England.

3360. Horan, F.E. 1979. Corporations and the world food 
problem. Paper presented at World Game ‘79, New York 
University, Loeb Student Center, New York City, NY. July 
18. 20 p.
• Summary: Focuses on ADM, vegetable proteins, TVP, 
cereal-soy blends, and the Food for Peace Title II program. 
Figure 1 shows percentage of after-tax income spent on food: 
Canada 14.8, France 16.5, UK 16.6, Netherlands 16.9, USA 
17.0, West Germany 21.2, Korea 46.8, Philippines 50.8.
 In the period 1963-65, the percentage of total protein 
obtained from vegetable and from animal sources was: 
Developing regions: 81/19. Developed regions 46/54. World 
68/32. Address: Vice President, R&D Div., Archer Daniels 
Midland Co., Decatur, Illinois.

3361. Soycraft (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts). 1979. “Tofu 
shops have sprung up like mushrooms all over North 
America.” A conversation with Bill Shurtleff. 1(1):58-59. 
Summer.
• Summary: “Among many of the people I know today, the 
beginning of a change in lifestyle and a new way of thinking 
about one’s own life, about one’s planet, is somehow 
inaugurated by a change in diet. Why should it be diet? Why 
shouldn’t it be clothing? I changed my way of eating and 
suddenly my way of looking at the world began to change. 
Gandhi is interesting in this sense. Gandhi set out to become 
an Englishman but at the height of his depression about 
becoming an Englishman in India, he suddenly changed his 
diet and that was the fi rst step in the total transformation 
of himself as the person who went on to change the whole 
complexion of the world. The change seems to be healthy, 
a change towards a simpler lifestyle, a spiritual or religious 
attitude, a more compassionate stance. I feel diet is the very 
substance of our senses and brains and bodies and that by 
having a healthy body and clear mind, we really begin to see 
everything in a more sane, more real, light. I never would 
have believed that until I had actually experienced it for 
myself, having grown up on a standard American diet.
 “When I went to Japan, I went as a poor student and 
I discovered tofu shortly after arriving there. I felt it was 
a delicious food. I knew it was nutritious and considered 
that anything that played such an important role in my diet 
would be of great importance, great potential interest, to the 
majority of people on this planet who were even poorer than 
I was. I felt I wanted to share what I thought was a discovery 
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and I would share that by writing a small book, and that 
book, which I imagined would take six months to write, 
ended up taking over fi ve years.
 “How do I approach people reluctant to try tofu? I guess 
I approach it in a pragmatic way. I just like to serve people 
our favorite recipes and most people try them, like them. 
They say, ‘That’s great! What is it?’ and I say, ‘Oh, its made 
from tofu, a staple food made from soybeans.’ ‘Oh, that’s 
interesting. I’ve never tasted that before.’ It’s the same way 
Italian entrepreneurs introduced people to pizza. They didn’t 
introduce them philosophically or nutritionally; people just 
like pizza and pizza caught on. I’m enough of a pragmatist 
to know that’s the best way to introduce people to soyfoods 
in America–to introduce foods they like, and, after that, to 
explain to them, for instance, to those watching their weight, 
that soyfoods are low in calories, or to those watching their 
cholesterol, that all soyfoods contain no cholesterol, and 
to those watching their pocketbooks, that all soyfoods are 
relatively inexpensive. Actually, I don’t ever like to convince 
people at all because I think the foods speak for themselves, 
the same way pizza does. What we’re seeing now is that all 
over America, tofu shops last year experienced a growth rate 
of about twenty-fi ve percent, which is very healthy for an 
industry; and that just indicates that people are discovering 
these foods and enjoying them.
 “In the U.S. a lot of people are discovering for the 
fi rst time how they can make the different soyfoods part 
of their daily American diets, and I want to underline the 
word ‘American.’ Today we went out to lunch and we had 
tofu burgers and eggless egg salad, both made from tofu 
and invented by the guy who runs a little restaurant here in 
Greenfi eld. People are fi nding ways of using soy products 
to make foods just like what they’re used to using, except 
that they are free of cholesterol, low in cost, high in protein. 
And people somehow get an experimental sense as they 
tune in with tofu and that’s a key part of the enjoyable thing 
that’s happening–people have a sense of developing things 
themselves.
 “The success continues to surprise me. We had hoped 
our ideas would catch on in the West, but we never imagined 
they would take root as quickly as they have. I think the 
times were ripe for this type of effort and there were many 
people who shared the same consciousness that I did about 
food; they were ready and saw the relationship between 
diet and world hunger, diet and health, diet and the need 
for simpler, lower-cost lifestyles, and all those ideas fi t 
in beautifully with soyfoods. So, in fact, tofu shops have 
sprung up like mushrooms all over North America. People 
connect with this personally, they’re taking the message to 
heart, going beyond what we have done. We fi nd ourselves 
once again in the position of being students, learning from 
the people who maybe have gained some of their original 
inspiration from us and done a great deal of researching on 
their own.

 “There is a very defi nite relationship between the way 
people eat and hunger on planet earth. In the U.S. today, fi fty 
percent of the farmland is used to grow food for animals. 
In a world in which fi fteen million people die each year of 
starvation, a country that has the capacity to produce food 
the way we do, is using fi fty percent of its land to grow food 
for animals. The crops being used are corn, soybeans, oats, 
and wheat, in that order. This pattern of food misuse is a 
pattern that was pioneered in America and today America is 
still the world’s leading developer of this wonderful way of 
turning abundance into scarcity.
 “When did it start? Basically, it started during the 
1950’s when American farmers had huge surpluses of basic 
agricultural crops. People began to ask, what can we do with 
these surpluses that will convert them from a problem into an 
asset? and they developed what is called the feedlot system. 
This means you take cattle off the rocky hillsides and hill 
tops–places where crops couldn’t be grown yet cattle made 
good use of the land by converting grass into food–and put 
them into huge feedlots, or corrals. You begin taking all 
the extra soybeans, corn oats, and wheat and feeding them 
to the livestock. But in this process, it takes eight pounds 
of grain protein to produce one pound of livestock protein; 
basically, you’re converting grain protein at only twelve 
percent effi ciency, or at an eighty-eight percent loss. The 
most ineffi cient of all processes is raising the feedlot steer, 
the prime candidate of the American Steak Religion. In order 
to produce one pound of feedlot steer protein, you have to 
feed the animal fi fteen to twenty pounds of grain. That means 
ninety-fi ve percent of the earth’s bounty is being wasted.
 “The point is that in a world where hunger is becoming 
more and more a grim reality in the lives of many people, 
we have to return to the traditional pattern of eating directly 
the food Mother Nature provides us with. The problem is 
not that the earth is unable to provide humans with enough 
food. The problem is that humans have developed a system 
that makes gross misuse of the food and one of the best 
examples in the U.S. is the misuse of the soybean. We have 
never really learned all the wonderful things you can do 
with soybeans and, in a sense, I felt like I was discovering 
this fi rst hand when I went to Japan. Other people have felt 
the same thing and all of us are working to introduce these 
soyfoods to Americans. In using soybeans directly as food 
rather than running them through animals, we simply liberate 
ninety-fi ve percent more food.”

3362. Mann, Ernest J. 1979. Digest of international 
dairy publications: Ice cream (part 1). Dairy Industries 
International 44(8):11-13. Aug. [28 ref]
• Summary: This is a review of world literature on ice 
creams. Includes general, stabilizers and emulsifi ers, 
ingredients, soya protein, and a source list. Address: 
England.
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3363. Product Name:  Plamil Carob-ean (Carob Soymilk).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bowles Well Garden, 
Folkestone, England.
Date of Introduction:  1979 August.
Ingredients:  Incl. soymilk, carob powder.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Alive magazine. 
1979. July/Aug. p. 5.
 Letter from Arthur Ling, Managing Director of Plamil 
Foods. 1990. July 24. The Carob-ean has been discontinued 
for lack of sales.

3364. Tripp, J.H.; Francis, D.E.M.; Knight, J.A.; Harries, J.T. 
1979. Infant feeding practices: a cause for concern. British 
Medical Journal. ii(6191):707-09. Sept. 22. [24 ref]
• Summary: In recent years, cases of infants with life-
threatening nutritional defi ciencies due to certain strict 
macrobiotic or vegetarian diets have been reported. It has 
even been suggested that, in some cases, this should be 
considered a form of child abuse.
 During the past 12 months, nine such cases have 
presented to the Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond 
Street, and six to the Queen Elizabeth Hospital for Children, 
Hackney Road, London. These cases almost never occur 
when the infants are breast-fed.
 One of the soya-based milks highlighted in this report 
is Plamil, which “is recommended without qualifi cation 
for infant feeding by the Vegan Society.” In a leafl et titled 
Is Cow Milk Good Food emphasis is admirably placed on 
the advisability of breast feeding infants. However this 
recommends Plamil as being much better than cow’s milk 
for the few infants who cannot have their mother’s milk. 
Likewise, in a recently published answer by a doctor to 
a parent’s inquiry, Plamil was again recommended as an 
alternative to cow’s milk.
 A table shows the composition of human milk, Premium 
(Cow and Gate), Prosobee (Mead Johnson), Goats’ milk, 
and Plamil (Plant Milk Ltd.). We see from this composition 
that Plamil is a soymilk, not an infant formula. Address: 1-2. 
Senior Registrar and Group Chief Dietitian (respectively), 
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street; 3. 
Veterinary Offi cer, Zoological Society of London, Regent’s 
Park; 4. Inst. of Child Health and Hospital for Sick Children. 
All: London, England.

3365. Smartt, J. 1979. Interspecifi c hybridization in the grain 
legumes–a review. Economic Botany 33(3):329-37. July/
Sept. [63 ref]
• Summary: “The taxonomy of this genus has been revised 
and reviewed recently (Hermann, 1962; Verdcourt, 1970). 
No hybrids have been reported between members of the 
different subgenera (Hymowitz, 1976). In the subgenus 
SOJA which includes the cultivated soyabean, the cultivated 
form G. max can be crossed easily with G. soya and there 

are apparently few, if any, cytogenetic barriers to gene 
fl ow (Hymowitz, 1976). These 2 forms can justifi ably be 
regarded as conspecifi c, true interspecifi c hybridization 
does not appear to occur between the cultigen and more 
distantly related wild forms.” Address: Dep. of Biology, The 
University, Southampton, England.

3366. Abiose, Sumbo Henrietta. 1979. Studies on miso 
fermentation. PhD thesis, University of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland. Oct. *
• Summary: Letter from Dr. Brian J.B. Wood. 1983. March 
16. “Sumbo Henrietta Abiose is a beautiful and charming 
Nigerian lady. She came to do a PhD here on some aspect of 
food microbiology and was assigned to me. I chose the topic, 
she accepted it, and Mr. Mark Allen and I supervised it. She 
is now lecturing in: Dep. of Food Science & Technology, 
University of Ife, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. She worked with us while 
her husband qualifi ed for his fellowship at the Royal College 
of Dental Surgeons.”

3367. Frazier, P.J.; Brimblecombe, F.A.; Daniels, N.W.R.; 
Russell Eggitt, P.W. 1979. Besseres Brot aus schwaecherem 
Weizen–rheologische Ueberlegungen [Better bread from 
low-protein wheat–rheological refl ections]. Getreide, Mehl 
und Brot 33(10):268-71. Oct. [5 ref. Ger]
• Summary: Adding soy fl our to wheat fl our with a 
low gluten content increases its strength in baking. The 
lipoxygenase in enzyme-active soy fl our also has a bleaching 
effect. Address: Spillers Ltd., Research & Technology 
Centre, Station Road, Cambridge, CB1 2JN, England.

3368. Food Trade Review. 1979. Soya isolates in Europe. 
49(11):644-46.
• Summary: In 1972 Ralston Purina “formed Purina Protein 
Europe and began organizing a marketing function. This was 
followed by a technical service organization which operated 
from a laboratory at West Haddon in the UK. This laboratory 
was known as the Purina Protein Application Laboratory, 
but it quite rapidly outgrew these premises and a new larger 
laboratory has been opened at St. Albans, Herts, about 40 
minutes by road from London’s Heathrow airport, to service 
the requirements of Europe.”
 In late September 1978 Ralston Purina opened Europe’s 
fi rst plant manufacturing isolated soy proteins at Ieper 
(Ypres), Belgium. Total budgeted cost of the new plant is 
approximately £10 million. An aerial photo shows the nearly 
completed factory.

3369. Dussaigne, A.; Dronne, Yves. 1979. Les protéines 
nouvelles en alimentation humaine [The new proteins in 
human nutrition]. Rungis, France: Institut National de la 
Recherche Agronomique (INRA). 111 p. Dec. [97 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. List of 30 tables. Part 
I: The protein industry. Defi nition and characteristics of 
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proteins. The quantitative structure of the protein industry 
(the world protein industry, the French protein industry). 
Qualitative aspects of the protein industry. Energy problems 
in the protein industry.
 Part II: New proteins in human nutrition. Supply and 
demand. Products derived from soya: Powdered products, 
textured products. The domains of utilization: Restaurants, 
the food industry. Regulations that are in force: In the 
USA, in Europe (France, Britain, European Union). The 
structure of the supply: Overview, manufacturers (American, 
European, Japanese, those in other countries). Development 
of consumption in the principal markets: The American 
market, European, Japanese.
 Part III: Perspectives on development of new 
proteins. The nature and present utilization of new 
proteins: Importance of terminology, characteristics of 
the potential markets (Third World countries, developed 
countries). Consumption of new proteins and the economic 
environment. Bibliography (in chronological order). Address: 
France.

3370. Frazier, Peter J. 1979. Lipoxygenase action and lipid 
binding in breadmaking. Baker’s Digest 53(6):8-10, 12-13, 
16, 18, 20, 29. Dec. [60 ref]
• Summary: Reviews the literature on the important role 
that enzyme-active soya fl our can play in breadmaking, 
and the complex interactions of chemical and enzymic 
bread improvers, “examining in particular the breadmaking 
function of soya lipoxygenase enzymes and the lipid-protein-
air system in which they operate.” Address: Spillers Limited, 
Research & Technology Centre, Cambridge, England.

3371. Gibney, M.J.; Pathirana, C.; Gallagher, P.J.; Taylor, 
T.G. 1979. Soya saponins and serum cholesterol. In: 1979. 
Proceedings of the Fifth International Symposium on 
Atherosclerosis. Held at Houston, Texas. [9 ref]*
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of Southampton, 
Southampton S09 5NH, England.

3372. Product Name:  Granose Dinner Balls: Savoury 
Protein Balls in Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Distributor). 
Made in Denmark by Nutana Helsekost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1979.
Ingredients:  Textured soya protein, wheat protein, soya 
oil, bread crumbs, oat fl akes, egg white powder, vegetable 
margarine, wheat fl our, maize starch, salt, yeast, hydrolised 
vegetable protein, onion powder, herbs, celery powder, 
spices, monosodium glutamate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm (14 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 

1981. Nutana Helsekost. 19 p. Contains a photo of and 
detailed information about every product. Label. 1980, 
undated. 9.5 by 4.25 inches. Full color, mainly beige, blue, 
and white. Photo shows balls in a casserole. “Ready to serve. 
Heat in a pan and serve with potatoes and other vegetables, 
or make into a casserole.” Labels in Danish, Dutch, and 
Finnish.
 Form fi lled out and Label sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by Nutana, 
was introduced in 1979. Can Label. 1990. 9.5 by 4 inches. 
Photo of the prepared dish with many meatlike balls on a 
plate atop a bed of rice, surrounded by green beans, against a 
brown background. Ingredients: Water, gluten, textured soya 
protein, vegetable margarine, soya bean oil, oat meal, wheat 
fl our, egg white powder, vegetable stock, modifi ed starch, 
union powder, celery powder, curry, marjoram, peanuts, 
rolled barley, sweet basil, sea salt. Serving suggestion: 
Granose Dinner Balls are ready to serve. Heat in a pan and 
serve with potatoes and other vegetables, or make into a 
casserole. Ideal for lunch and dinner. Send 9”x6” SAE for 
FREE recipe book.

3373. Product Name:  Granose Frikaletts. Soya Rissoles in 
Onion Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Denmark by Nutana Helsekost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1979.
Ingredients:  Rissoles: Textured soya protein (textured 
soy fl our), oat fl akes, onion, egg white powder, hydrolised 
vegetable protein. Sauce: Onion, soya oil, wheat fl our, maize 
starch, soya sauce, salt, hydrolised vegetable protein, yeast, 
spices, monosodium glutamate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  425 gm (15 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  See next page. 
Manufacturer’s catalog. 1981. Nutana Helsekost. 19 p. 
Contains a photo of and detailed information about every 
product. Label. 1980, undated. 9.5 by 4.25 inches. Full 
color, mainly beige, blue, and white. Photo shows 2 burgers 
or rissoles with peas and carrots. “Ready to serve. Granose 
frikaletts need only to be heated in their own sauce. Serve 
with potatoes and other vegetables for an easily prepared 
meal.” Labels in Danish, Dutch, and Finnish.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Nutana, was introduced in 
1979. It has been discontinued.

3374. Product Name:  Lotus TVP [Flavoured, or 
Unfl avoured] Chiplets [Natural, or Brown], Chunks, Slices.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lotus Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  29-31 St. Lukes Mews, London 
W11 1DF, England.
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Date of Introduction:  1979.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Listing in International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook (UK). 1979-80. p. 165, 
199.

3375. Aidoo, K.E. 1979. Studies on the koji process in soy 
sauce fermentation with mechanised solid state fermentation. 
Thesis, Dep. of Applied Microbiology, University of 
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland. *
Address: Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3376. Berry, Mary. 1979. Lea and Perrins Barbecue 
cookbook. Cambridge, England: Martin Books. 96 p. 
Foreword by Julian Lea, Marketing, Sales, and Distribution 
Director, Lea & Perrins Ltd. Illust. (color). 22 cm.
• Summary: A book about barbecuing (more than you 
could want to know) and Worcestershire Sauce. Contents: 
Acknowledgements. Introducing barbecues: What is 
barbecuing all about, how to build your own barbecue, 
barbecues to buy, fuel for the barbecue, lighting the fi re, 
cleaning and caring for the barbecue, safety fi rst, barbecue 
extras, planning a party, how to buy and cook the basic meat 
and poultry.
 Variety recipes: 28 recipes all of which call for meat, 
fi sh, or poultry.
 Bastes, sauces, dips, marinades, and savoury butters: All 
recipes call for “Worcestershire sauce.”
 Good things to go with barbecues: Soups, salads 
and vegetables, sweets, and drinks. All recipes call for 
“Worcestershire sauce.” Address: TV personality and 
cookery expert.

3377. Burkitt, Denis P. 1979. Eat right to keep healthy and 
enjoy life more: how simple diet changes can prevent many 
common diseases. New York, NY: Arco Publishing, Inc. 126 
p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [43* ref]
• Summary: This book is about the importance of fi ber in a 
healthy and balanced diet.
 Fiber is not a nutrient; it is the skeleton of plants. 
Legumes are considered an excellent source of fi ber.
 A full-page table (p. 111) shows the fi ber content of 
many different foods, which are grouped into types, such 
as cereals, bread, breakfast cereals, legumes, etc. Under 
“cereals” is: Soya fl our (low fat) 14.5% fi ber. Rice, white 
polished, boiled 0.8%. Rice, brown unpolished, boiled 5.5%.
 In the Acknowledgements (p. 116) we read: “I am 
greatly indebted to Dr. Hugh Trowell, former Senior 
Consultant Surgeon Physician at Makarere University 
Teaching Hospital, Kampala, Uganda, He helped write the 
section on coronary heart disease, diabetes and obesity.” 
Address: M.D., FRCS [Fellow of the Royal College of 
Surgeons], FRS, England.

3378. Burnett, John. 1979. Plenty and want: A social history 
of diet in England from 1815 to the present day. Revised 2nd 
ed. London: Scolar Press. 387 p. Index. 21 cm. 1st ed. 1966, 
published by Thomas Nelson. [100+* ref]
• Summary: This is the best history seen to date of food and 
nutrition in England after 1815. Chapter 14 (the last chapter), 
titled “Since 1945” states (p. 365-66) that it is now “actually 
possible to convert high-protein vegetables into synthetic 
‘meat’. To date, the most used vegetable is soya, which can 
be turned either into soya fl our, soya concentrates, or soya 
protein isolates spun or woven to produce meat ‘analogues’. 
The last technique, which allows the resulting fi bres to 
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be given any colour, texture, fl avour and nutritional value 
desired, has been commercially exploited jointly by Rank 
Hovis McDougall and Courtaulds since 1972 in the product 
‘Kesp’, which can be used as a total replacement for meat in, 
for example, pies, or as a partial substitute in many dishes. 
So far, its acceptability has not been very high, and outside 
the school meals programme the impact of the analogue 
has not been signifi cant, but potentially the possibility of 
extending the world’s scarce protein resources by the use 
of vegetables [plants] and, even, micro-organisms such as 
bacteria and fungi, all of which can produce food far more 
rapidly than animals do, is of extreme importance.
 “In Britain, the adoption of such novel foods is likely to 
be very slow.” Address: [England].

3379. Christie, J.E.; Blackburn, I.M.; Glen, A.I.M.; Zeisel, 
S.; Shering, A.; Yates, C.M. 1979. Effects of choline and 
lecithin on CSF choline levels and on cognitive function 
in patients with presenile dementia of the Alzheimer 
type. Nutrition and the Brain 5:377-87. (A. Barbeau, J.H. 
Growdon, and R.J. Wurtman, eds. Vol. 5. Choline and 
Lecithin in Brain Disorders. New York: Raven Press). [39 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Methods: Diagnosis 
of Alzheimer presenile dementia, choline and lecithin 
administration, plasma and CSF choline levels, nurses’ 
ratings, psychological testing, clinical global assessment. 
Results: Serum and CSF choline levels, nurses behavioral 
ratings, psychological testing. Discussion. Address: MRC 
Brain Metabolism Unit, Thomas Clouston Clinic, Edinburgh, 
Scotland EH10 5LG.

3380. Grigson, Jane. 1979. Jane Grigson’s vegetable 
book. New York, NY: Atheneum. 607 p. Illust. (by Yvonne 
Skargon). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: “Combines recipes and cooking tips with 
information on the history and lore of every kind of 
vegetable from artichokes to yams.”
 The recipe for Mongolian fi re pot (Shua yang jou) (p. 
224-25) calls for (in the “Sauce”): “5 teaspoons canned 
fermented red bean curd.”
 The section titled “Soya beans, mung beans, and bean 
sprouts” (p. 459-61) notes that bean sprouts are easily grown 
at home. Soya beans have been grown in China since at least 
the Western Chou dynasty (1027-770 B.C.).
 During the Tang dynasty [618-906 AD] in China, 
Buddhist vegetarians, in their temple kitchens, “were the 
fi rst to turn soya bean-curd [sic, yuba] into imitation meats, 
imitation poultry and imitation fi sh, which they prepared 
with great tastiness.” The practice continues in China to this 
day.
 Recipes are given for: Stir-fried bean sprouts. Chop 
suey. Note: When speaking of “bean sprouts” she does not 
distinguished between soy sprouts and mung bean sprouts. 

Address: Broad Town & Trôo, England.

3381. Hasegawa, Takezi [Takeji]. 1979. An historical view 
of the development of Japanese industrial culture collections. 
In: P. Matangkasombu, ed. 1979. Proceedings of the Fifth 
International Conference on Global Impacts of Applied 
Microbiology. Bangkok: GIAM V Secretariat. xxxviii + 
535 p. See p. 488-90. Held 21-26 Nov. 1977 in Bangkok, 
Thailand. [3 ref]
• Summary: The history of modern microbiology in Japan 
began with three key publications by foreign scientists who 
were studying sake in Japan. The fi rst two, by the German 
scientist Korschelt, were published in 1876 and 1878. The 
third, by R.W. Atkinson, an professor from Britain, was 
published in 1881. These works aroused the interest of the 
Japanese government in the scientifi c administration of 
traditional fermentation industries. “Government interest in 
these industries led to the founding of the National Brewing 
Research Institute in 1904. One of its main research project 
was the microbiological study of sake brewing. To this end, 
numerous strains of microorganisms were collected for 
study in close cooperation with the University of Tokyo. 
In its fi rst several years, the institute retained two excellent 
microbiologists, K. Saito and R. Nakazawa.” A brief 
biography of each is given.
 A chart shows the complex genealogy of Japanese 
culture collections. Japan’s earliest culture collection began 
in the early 1890s at the Faculty of Agriculture, University 
of Tokyo. The second started at the Faculty of Agriculture, 
Hokkaido University in about 1920. In 1951 the Japan 
Federation of Culture Collections (JFCC) was founded. 
Today it is comprised of the 7 main culture collections in 
Japan: 1. The Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido Univ. 2. Inst. 
of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of Tokyo. 3. The Faculty of 
Agriculture, Univ. of Tokyo. 4. Inst. of Fermentation, Osaka. 
5. Faculty of Technology, Hiroshima Univ. 6. Nagao Inst., 
Tokyo. 7. Faculty of Technology, Osaka Univ. Address: Inst. 
for Fermentation, Osaka Univ., Japan.

3382. Heaton, Kenneth W. ed. 1979. Dietary fi bre: current 
developments of importance to health. Kellogg Symposium, 
December 1977. Westport, Connecticut: Technomic 
Publishing Co., Inc.; London: John Libbey. 158 p. Index. 30 
cm. [600+* ref]
• Summary: “The contents of this book are the edited 
proceedings of the third Kellogg Nutrition Symposium 
presented at the Royal Society of Medicine, London, by 
Kellogg Company of Great Britain Limited.” This same book 
was published in 1978 in London by Libbey.
 The fi rst Kellogg symposium was held in 1974. Contains 
17 papers by various authors. Editor’s preface. Recent 
developments in dietary-fi bre hypotheses, by H.C. Trowell. 
The defi nition, analysis and properties of dietary fi bre, by 
D.A.T. Southgate. Critical evaluation of some suggested 
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methods of assay of dietary fi bre, by N-G. Asp. The 
digestion and metabolism of polysaccharides by man and 
other animals, by J.S.D. Bacon. Mechanical effects of fi bre, 
with reference to appendicitis, hiatus hernia, haemorrhoids 
and varicose veins, by D.P. Burkitt. Dietary fi bre from 
cereals and incidence of coronary heart disease, by J.N. 
Morris, Jean W. Marr and D.G. Clayton. Dietary fi bre and 
asymptomatic diverticular disease of the colon, by J.S.S. 
Gear. The treatment of diverticular disease with dietary fi bre, 
by A.J.M. Brodribb. Epidemiology of diverticular disease, by 
Martin Eastwood. Diet and transit through the gut, by J.H. 
Cummings. Effect of bulk additives on constipation and in 
diverticular disease, by A.N. Smith. Effect of different types 
of dietary fi bre on plasma lipids, by A. Stewart Truswell 
(discusses soy). The effects of dietary fi bre on mineral 
availability, by N.T. Davies. Maintenance of remission in 
ulcerative colitis with sulphasalazine or a high-fi bre diet: a 
clinical trial, by P.S. Davies and J. Rhodes. Effects of dietary 
fi bre on intestinal absorption, by M.S. Losowsky. Fibre, 
satiety and insulin–a new approach to overnutrition and 
obesity, by K.W. Heaton. Practical experience in fi bre, by C. 
Latto. Address: Consultant Senior Lecturer, Univ. of Bristol; 
Honorary Consultant Physician, Bristol Health District, 
Bristol Royal Infi rmary, Bristol BS2 8HW, England.

3383. NV Vandemoortele. 1979. Soyamel: A new source 
of proteins. NV Vandemoortele, Protein Division, Prins 
Albertlaan 12, B-8700 Izegem, Belgium; NV Befi co, 
Marsveldplein 5–bus 28, B-1050 Brussels–Belgium. 9 p. 30 
cm. [Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Soya: A source of proteins. Agronomy 
of soya (a hectare of land planted to soya will yield 500 kg 
of protein; this is more than any other plant or animal. Beef 
makes least effi cient use of the land). Nutrition (soy proteins 
are high in quality). Soyamel: A new protein source (“The 
industrial process developed by the Vandemoortele Group 
yields as high-quality soya bean-based drink” containing 
3.3% protein and 44 calories per 100 gm. An illustration 
(line drawing) shows imaginary (never commercially 
produced) 1-liter and 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons 
of Famalac energy drink in chocolate and vanilla fl avors. 
A child is shown drinking the product from a glass with a 
straw). Soyamel: A reliable production process (shows the 
equipment and a fl owchart of the process).
 Vandemoortele, your partner: “The industrial concept 
of the Soyamel processing plant has been developed by the 
Protein Division of the Vandemoortele Group. Established in 
1879, the Belgian Food Group Vandemoortele ranks among 
the most important food processing industrial companies 
of Europe in the fi eld of edible oils and fats, and protein 
foods. The Group operates wholly-owned manufacturing and 
marketing subsidiaries in Belgium, the Netherlands, France, 
Great Britain, and the Federal Republic of Germany... The 
group employs over 1,700 persons and achieved a total 

turnover of $600 million (US) in 1978.” Photos show three 
large Vandemoortele plants.
 A foldout on the last page shows a cutaway view of a 
large soymilk plant. “Standard production capacities: 4,000 
liters/hour or 20 million liters/year; 6,000 liters/hour or 30 
million liters/year; 8,000 liters/hour or 40 million liters/
year. The Vandemoortele Group has developed a compact 
installation.
 “Yield: 1 kg soya beans produces an average of 5 to 8 
liters [= 6½ quarts] soya bean milk and some residues for 
animal feeding. Vandemoortele is also willing to assume the 
technical management of the plant for a limited period of 
time. In this way Vandemoortele will be able to guarantee the 
best plant start-up in relation to local circumstances.”
 Note 1. Talk with Philippe Vandemoortele. 1990. June 
4. This booklet, published before Alpro was established, was 
designed to sell turnkey soymilk plants. The protein division 
of N.V. Vandemoortele started the company’s soymilk 
research. As long as it was only doing research and losing 
money there was no need to start a new company. Alpro 
started when it was clear that there would be income from 
the sale of the fi rst turnkey plant. At that time, the protein 
division of N.V. Vandemoortele turned into Alpro, and the 
former then ceased to exist. Soyamel was a term that was 
coined for future soymilk products. Alpro fi rst began to 
actually sell Soyamel in March 1981. In about 1983 it looked 
as if a company named Soyamel Nigeria Ltd. would buy a 
turnkey plant, but the deal never went through.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (July 2013) 
concerning Alpro or its predecessors in Belgium.
 Note 3. The term Soyamel, a registered trademark of 
Worthington Foods Inc., was fi rst used in about 1954 to 
refer to a powdered soymilk made by Worthington. Address: 
Izegem, Belgium. Phone: (051) 30 22 22.

3384. Ridgway, Judy. 1979. The vegetarian gourmet. 
London: Ward Lock Ltd. 167 p. American ed. published in 
1981. [11 ref]
• Summary: Page 72 contains a recipe for Asparagus and 
soya bean salad. Address: England.

3385. SoyaScan Notes. 1979. Consumption of dairy milk in 
EEC countries in 1979 (Overview). Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Figures in kg per capita per year. In descending 
order:
 Ireland 190.6.
 Denmark 138.2.
 UK 136.5.
 Netherlands 109.1.
 France 83.5.
 Italy 79.0.
 Belgium / Luxembourg 74.4.
 Germany 73.6.
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 Main source: AID–Verbraucherdienst 26(1981), Heft 8.

3386. Steiner, Stan. 1979. Fusang: The Chinese who built 
America. New York, NY: Harper & Row. 259 p. Index. 20 
cm. [80* ref]
• Summary: Contents: I. The Chinese who discovered 
America. II. The Chinese who built America. III. The 
Chinese who became America. Epilogue. Bibliography.
 “On a bold voyage in the fi fth century [458 A.D.], 
several Buddhist missionaries may have landed on the shores 
of America by mistake...” One of the priests, named Hui 
shen, told of the Kingdom of Fusang [America?] located 
20,000 li (about 7,000 miles) east of Tahan. His account 
appears in the 41st Book of Chüan, in the 230th volume of 
the Great Chinese Encyclopedia, compiled by Liang court 
historians from 502 to 556 A.D. He wrote that the people of 
Fusang were civilized, could write, made paper from the bark 
of a tree, domesticated cattle with very long horns and drank 
their milk. In 1716 the fi rst European scholar translated 
the story of Hui shen, In 1885 Edward Vining published 8 
translations of Hui shen’s texts and related works; this plus 
the analysis totaled nearly 800 pages. They key question is 
“Where was Fusang?” Some say off Japan, where the Ainu 
live. Some say Sakhalin (p. 3-9).
 In 138 B.C. the Emperor Wu Ti of the Han dynasty sent 
an ambassador / minister, Chang Ch’ien, to the West. Now 
called the Marco Polo of China, he was gone for 12 years, 
and wandered into the empire of Alexander the Great. Joseph 
Needham, the great British authority on Chinese history, 
wrote: “We did not discover China; on the contrary, China 
discovered us...” Chang Ch’ien traveled to the West more 
than 1,500 years before Marco Polo traveled to China.
 Fa Hsien, a Chinese Buddhist monk, traveled to India in 
399 A.D.
 “It was the English addiction to tea that led to the 
Chinese addiction to opium and to the trade that was the 
harbinger of the collapse of both their empires. In 1666 
the East India Company imported a mere 23 lb of tea to 
England; by the late 1600s it was importing 20,000 lb 
annually. England’s insatiable thirst for tea became a severe 
drain on Britain’s royal exchequer and it had to be paid for 
in millions of pounds of silver sterling. So opium poppies 
were grown in India under the supervision of the British 
government, the opium (much stronger than the traditional 
Chinese kind) was manufactured by the East India Company 
under a royal charter of the British government, and the 
opium was shipped to China–in violation of Chinese law–
under the protection of the British fl eet. The revenues were 
used to pay for Britain’s tea. In 1773 the East India Company 
was granted the monopoly of the opium trade and in 1779 it 
was granted the monopoly of its manufacture. It was during 
those years that smuggling opium into China increased 
dramatically. It was the American colonist’s rejection 
of Chinese tea that increased England’s need for opium 

revenues. All this led to the Opium Wars. England invaded 
China and won the right to free trade in opium.
 Of the Chinese who came to America, almost all came 
from Kwangtung province in the south, and almost all of 
those came from a handful of counties around Canton, 
especially Chung-shan and Toishan. The emigration began 
amid the despair and defeat of the Opium Wars, and amid 
the triumphant, rising hopes of Chinese nationalism in the 
Taiping Rebellion.
 In 1519 Ferdinand Magellan (lived ca. 1480-1521), a 
Portuguese navigator sailing under the fl ag of Spain, landed 
in the Philippines. That started the triangle of trade between 
China, the Philippines, and Mexico. The fi rst Chinese came 
to Mexico on Spanish galleons in 1565 from Manila, in 
the Philippines. Most of these galleons were built by the 
Chinese, especially the Cantonese, based on their great sea-
going junks of the Ming dynasty [see Zheng He], some of 
which weighed 10 times as much as Columbus’ fl agship. 
They landed in Acapulco (a port 200 miles south of Mexico 
City and later called “ciudad de los Chinos”), and by 1635 
there was a large Chinese population in Mexico, especially 
in Acapulco, Mazatlán, and Mexico City. This China Trade 
ended in 1815.
 Manila was the gateway to America. “In 1586 there 
were said to be ten thousand Chinese in Manila, a majority 
of the city’s population.” By 1636 it was almost 30,000 and 
by 1749 it was 40,000. In all those years there were not more 
than a few hundred Spaniards in the entire city. The men of 
Canton largely built the city of Manila.
 In 1788 some 50-70 Chinese built one of the fi rst 
English forts on the pacifi c coast of America (p. 93). More 
than 100 pioneers from China were settled on the northwest 
Pacifi c coast by the late 1700s. They preceded by almost 2 
decades the famed Lewis and Clark expedition, which set 
forth to “discover” the Pacifi c in 1804. In Jan. 1848, when 
gold was discovered at John Sutter’s sawmill (“Sutter’s 
Mill” at Coloma) located 45 miles northeast of New Helvetia 
(Sutter’s Fort) in Sacramento, there were only a few hundred 
Chinese in California. In 1852 the Chinese joined the Gold 
Rush. They called California the Golden Mountain. By 
1852 there were 20,000 or more Chinese in California, and 
by 1860 there were 30-50,000, mostly young men from 
Kwangtung and comprising 10% of the state’s population. 
Some came as merchants to sell goods to the gold miners, 
some as coolies or contract laborers. The 1870 census 
counted 34,933 Chinese miners, or 25% of all miners in 
the state. The Chinese built the railroads in the West. They 
were considered very strong, hard workers. Many became 
fi shermen and farmers. In 1886 the California Bureau 
of Labor estimated that 87.5% of “all labor on farms” in 
California was Chinese.
 “In the late 1880s there were said to be nearly 110,000 
Chinese residents on the sparsely populated frontiers of 
the West. But 30 years later there were barely more than 
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60,000. Nearly half of the western pioneers had been 
terrorized into leaving their homes. Many were massacred 
and excluded by harsh, discriminatory laws. In 1882, fi ve 
years after accepting as a gift the statue of liberty that 
welcomed European immigrants, the U.S. Congress enacted 
the Exclusion Act, which prohibited any Chinese man who 
worked with his hands or was a laborer from coming to the 
USA. All Chinese who were already residents were forever 
barred from becoming citizens.
 The Chinese were the single largest nationality in the 
West in the frontier days, comprising at least one-quarter of 
the population of California and a greater part of many of the 
remote western territories.
 One large California town populated only by Chinese 
was Locke. Founded in 1912, it had 1,500 residents by 1915.

3387. Theobald, Robin. 1979. The Seventh-day Adventist 
movement: A sociological study with particular reference to 
Great Britain. PhD thesis, University of London (School of 
Economics). 437 p. *

3388. Tuohy, J.J.; Burgess, K.J.; Lambert, I. 1979. 
A comparison of the texture of soya and milk based 
meat extenders (Abstract). Irish J. of Food Science and 
Technology 3(1):71-72.
• Summary: Numerical values were calculated to compare 
the texture of “6 commercial T.V.P. products” and a spun soy 
protein. Address: An Foras Taluntais, Moorepark Research 
Centre, Fermoy, County Cork, Irish Republic.

3389. British Medical Journal. 1980. How necessary are 
elimination diets in childhood? 280(6208):138. Jan. 19. [8 
ref]
• Summary: Discusses part of the controversy on the value 
of soy in elimination diets.

3390. Harmony Foods. 1980. Price list. London, England. 9 
p. Jan. 30 cm.

• Summary: The catalog is divided into Case Prices and 
Bulk Prices. Too many new categories to count, but the same 
soy products and grains are (as always) available, although a 

few names have changed: Shoyu soy sauce. Miso soy puree 
genmai. Hatcho Miso.
 One page near the rear starts with this: “On November 
5th 1979 after a jam and marmalade breakfast attended by 
members of the press, we faced Hammersmith Council at the 
West London Petty Sessions charged with having inadequate 
sugar content in Whole Earth Jams. After a long and at times, 
amusing hearing we were found guilty of a technical breach 
of jam legislation and given a conditional discharge. The 
jams which were the subject of the prosecution bore a label 
which we stopped using in March 1979 and the labels on all 
Whole Earth Jams now contain a consumer notice advising 
purchasers that they will be getting more fruit and less sugar 
than they would normally expect. Herewith a collage of our 
press clippings on the case.
 “Bureaucrats put food fi rm in a jam. Makers of a new 
natural jam were ordered to take their product off the market 
because it doesn’t contain enough sugar.” “Pure jam that 
broke the law.” “Jam caught in a sticky position.”
 Note: This jam went on to become the company’s fi rst 
big hit, being sold in supermarkets throughout the UK and 
continental Europe.
 Gregory K. Sams was managing director. Address: 
Cobbold Road, London N.W.10. Phone: 01 451 3111/2.

3391. Soothill, J.F. 1980. Elimination diets in childhood. 
British Medical Journal 280(6211):401-02. Feb. 9. [2 ref]
• Summary: Part of the controversy on the value of soy in 
elimination diets. Address: Dep. of Immunology, Inst. of 
Child Health, London WC1N 1EH, England.

3392. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1980. Plamil (Ad). Alive (England). 
Jan/Feb. p. 16.
• Summary: An 1/8 page ad. “For health’s sake, make sure 
you have the right fats. Plamil soya plantmilk & derivative 
products are rich in polyunsaturates. Send for literature 
(s.a.e. please).” Address: Bowles Well Gardens, Folkestone, 
Kent [UK].

3393. O’Neill, Kevin. 1980. Tempe: A traditional food 
for tomorrow. Indonesia Circle (Univ. of London) No. 21. 
March. p. 54-59. [13 ref]
• Summary: An interesting introduction to tempeh. “Nothing 
certain is known of its introduction into Indonesia but one 
might guess that it was during the time of regular trade 
between South China and Indonesia starting about A.D. 
1000. One Sundanese name for soya-bean is kacang jepun 
(Japanese bean) which might be signifi cant.”
 “Pure culture fermentation of Rhizopus [to make tempe] 
was developed in the United States early in the 1960s.
 “Editor’s note: It has recently come to our attention 
that Dr. J. Hedger and Mr. T. Basuki of the Department of 
Botany and Microbiology, University College of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, have been experimenting with tempe 
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production and, indeed, plan to start a tempe factory 
in Britain. Mr. Basuki has produced a four-page roneo 
[mimeograph] leafl et, Tempe–an Indonesian fermented 
soybean food, which provides a clear and concise guide for 
the home tempe-maker, and Professor Hedger wrote a script 
for the BBC2 program “Tomorrow’s world”, on tempe which 
was broadcast in the summer of 1979...
 “Finally, readers will be interested to know that ready-
made tempe can sometimes be bought at Lee’s Emporium, 
Dyne Road, off Kilburn High Road, in north-west London. 
I.C. Glover.” Address: American Indonesian Chamber of 
Commerce.

3394. Spencer, Colin. 1980. Food: Black marks. Guardian 
(England). April 18. p. 10.
• Summary: Chinese stores stock most of the fl avourings 
[and seasonings] used in restaurants and for home cooking, 
such as “satay, fi ve spices powder, sesame paste, yellow bean 
paste, black bean paste,” or hoisin sauce.

3395. Granose Foods Ltd. 1980. Granose–Britain’s leading 
health foods: Product information. Stanborough Park, 
Watford, Herts., WD2 6JR, England. 5 p. April. Unpublished 
typescript.
• Summary: The name of each product is given, usually 
with a basic description and ingredients. Product categories 
include: Breakfast cereals. Protein foods–soya based: Soya 
beans in tomato sauce, Goulash, Curry sauce, Bolognese 
sauce, Chicken fl avoured pie fi lling, Chicken fl avoured 
savoury pudding, Ravioli, Cannelloni, Soyapro wieners, 
Soyapro slices, Beef like, Chicken like, Ham like. Dried 
foods–soya based: Vegex (Chunks and Mince), Sausfry, 
Granogen, Granolac. Dried foods–nut based: Rissolnut 
(with soya nuts). Address: Watford, Hertfordshire (Herts.), 
England.

3396. Ling, C.A. 1980. Time catches up with Plamil. Alive 
(England). March/April. p. 15.
• Summary: This year is the 15th anniversary of Plamil 
Foods Ltd. (formerly named Plantmilk Ltd.), “as it celebrates 
15 years of marketing the well-known Plamil soya plant 
milk,” which is sold in virtually every health food store in 
the country.
 Plamil Delice is a replacement for dairy cream. Plamil 
Rice Pudding was made to replace its dairy counterpart. 
Address: Managing director, Plamil Foods Ltd., Bowles Well 
Garden, Folkestone, England.

3397. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1980. Plamil (Ad). Alive (England). 
March/April. p. 7.
• Summary: An 1/8 page ad. A cartoon (by Artie) shows a 
cow and her calf standing in front of a huge billboard on 
which is written “Plamil” (in black letters on white). The 
mother cow says: “That is for humans, dear.”

 Below the cartoon: “Send for literature on all our 
non-dairy products (s.a.e. please).” Address: Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent [UK].

3398. Owen, Sri. 1980. Tempe: A Javanese health food 
comes West. PPC (Petits Propos Culinaires, London) No. 5. 
p. 13-18. May. [Eng]
• Summary: Describes how the author (a woman) grew up 
in Padang Panjang (West Sumatra), then central Java (during 
World War II), her interest in tempeh there and in London. 
“Tempe is becoming in Britain one of those things of which 
people have vaguely heard but which remain teasingly 
mysterious. Even in Holland, where it is quite easy to buy, 
and in North America, where making tempe at home is a 
popular hobby for health-food lovers, it cannot yet be called 
a household word... A few people are now making tempe in 
Britain, and anyone who is seriously interested should write 
Dr. John Hedger, Department of Botany and Microbiology, 
The University College of Wales, Aberystwyth. Ready-
made tempe can sometimes be bought at Lee’s Emporium, 
Dyne Road, off Kilburn High Road in North West London.” 
Tempeh recipes follow, starting with Tempe Goreng Bacem. 
Address: 96 High St., Wimbledon Village, London, SW19 
5EG England. Publisher is Prospect Books, 45 Lamont Rd., 
London SW10 0HU.

3399. Richard, Lou. 1980. Fearn Soya Foods: History, 
activities and products (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, June 3. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: This interview was conducted when Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi visited the Fearn Soya Foods plant in Illinois 
while on a tour of the USA. They were given a complete 
tour of the plant and a sample of many products. Fearn is 
now basically a blending and packaging company that sells 
convenience natural foods. To keep their products fresh, 
Fearn has developed and uses a nitrogen fl ush process with 
special foil or laminated packages to keep out oxygen. 
The company was started in 1925 by Dr. Charles Fearn, a 
British physician (he was not a vegetarian), who traveled 
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to China, saw the value of soy as human food, and came to 
the USA in the early 1920s. He started Soyex Co. in New 
York to make full-fat soy fl our (FFSF) for use in breads. The 
business failed. Then he started a soup company in Chicago, 
and fi nally he started this company in about 1925. His fi rst 
product was full-fat soy fl our. He got the Spencer Kellogg 
company in Decatur, Illinois, to make it; they continued to 
make it until 1962. The process is described.
 Lou’s father bought the business shortly after Dr. Fearn 
died in 1947 [1949?], then ran it until 1960–when he died. 
Elwood Richard ran the business until 1970, now Lou runs 
it. Lou abstains from junk food. He believes that people who 
are happy and exercise plenty usually live long. Address: 
President, Fearn Soya Foods, a Div. of Richard Foods Corp., 
4520 James Place, Melrose Park, Illinois 60160. Phone: 312-
345-2335.

3400. Bu’Lock, J.D. 1980. Such a tasty dish (Letter to the 
editor). Times (London). June 4. p. 19, cols. 5-6.
• Summary: In reply to a letter about “ergot” by Dr. Alan 
Long. “The traditional oriental fermentations of soya and 
the like work reliably in their places of origin because those 
places are so heavily ‘infected’ with the correct mould 
species that other microorganisms–including some real 
nasties–have no chance to gain a foothold. By the same 
token, anyone trying to introduce them in the West had 
better employ some trained microbiologists. The Kikkoman 
company has manufactured fermented soya products in 
Japan for over 300 years, but the factory they recently [1973] 
established in the United States had to conform to the very 
highest standards of food microbiology. A start along similar 
lines is already being made in Britain, but I am fearful that 
amateur enthusiasms will do such ventures more harm than 
good.” Address: Weizman Microbial Chemistry Lab., Dep. of 
Chemistry, The Univ. of Manchester, Manchester [England].

3401. Le Claire, J.-M.; Le Meter, L. 1980. 1.–Sur la route du 
soja [1.–On the route of soybeans]. Ouest-France. June 9. 
[Fre]
• Summary: Part one in a series on “Strategies concerning 
proteins,” this article discusses how and from where 
soybeans get to France.
 Two companies have a quasi-monopoly: (1) Soja-
France, owned by the American multinational Cargill, owns 
two solvent extraction plants–at Saint-Nazaire and at Brest. 
(2) Archer-Daniels Midland (ADM), also of the USA.
 Tables show: (1) French consumption of soybean meal 
in 1978. That year some 595,515 tonnes (metric tons) of 
soybeans were crushed in France using solvent extraction. 
These soybeans were imported from the following counties–
in descending order of amount (tonnes): Brazil 1,197,281. 
USA 372,000. Belgium 325,045. Netherlands 176,740. 
Germany 88,253. Argentina 78,430. United Kingdom 
18,290. Other 18,320. Total: 2,274,889. Exports: 10,413. 

Used / consumed in France: 2,860,000.
 (2) Imports of soybean meal to France through various 
seaports in 1978. For each port is given the total amount 
imported, and how much of that total came from which 
countries. In descending order of total (in tonnes): 1. Lorient 
500,572 (83.2% from Brazil). 2. Bordeaux 375,606 (77% 
from Brazil). 3. Brest 210,159 (84% from Brazil). 4. Saint-
Nazaire 164,230 (55% from Brazil). 5. Nantes 67,476 (69% 
from USA). 6. Caronte 61,687 (100% from Brazil). 7. Rouen 
32,256 (68% from Argentina). 8. Saint-Brieuc 17,136. 9. 
Saint-Maio 14,510. Address: France.

3402. Alive (England). 1980. Dogfi ght at the R.S.P.C.A. 
[Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals]. 
May/June. p. 4.
• Summary: This society was formed in 1824 “’to promote 
kindness and suppress cruelty to animals... The term ‘animal’ 
was to be interpreted from the start in its widest sense, 
including birds, reptiles and fi sh. But concern was also felt 
for cruelly treated children and this led to the formation of 
the NSPCC [National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Children], which was run from the RSPCS’s offi ces for 
many years.
 Note: On a trip to New York in 1881, Liverpool 
businessman Thomas Agnew (1834-1924) visited the New 
York Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. He 
was so impressed by the charity, that he returned to England 
determined to provide similar help for the children of 
Liverpool. In 1883 he set up the Liverpool Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Children (LSPCC). Other towns and 
cities began to follow Liverpool’s example, leading in 1884 
to the founding of the London Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children (London SPCC) by Lord Shaftesbury, 
Reverend Edward Rudolf and Reverend Benjamin Waugh. 
After fi ve years of campaigning by the London SPCC, 
Parliament passed the fi rst ever UK law to protect children 
from abuse and neglect in 1889. The London SPCC was 
renamed the National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty 
to Children in 1889, because by then it had branches across 
Great Britain and Ireland. The NSPCC was granted its Royal 
Charter in 1895, when Queen Victoria became its fi rst Royal 
Patron. (Source: Wikipedia, at NSPCC, July 2013).
 For the RSPCA: “Originally, the areas of concern 
revolved around horses, dogs, and cattle... In 1885 there 
were only 797 animals used in experiments; today there are 
5,500,000 so used every year.”
 “The RSPCA has devoted the greater part of its efforts 
and its fi nance to the welfare of domestic pets...”

3403. Consumer Reports. 1980. Vegetarianism: Can you get 
by without meat? 45(6):357-61. June.
• Summary: Large sidebars include “Soybeans–the ‘meat’ 
that grows on vines,” two sample menus for one day–one 
vegan and one with milk and eggs, and “The vitamin B-12 
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brouhaha” (tempeh is listed as a source). See also “Meatless 
meats” in this same issue.
 “According to a recent survey, some seven million 
people in the U.S. now consider themselves vegetarians–
nearly three times the number estimated a generation ago.” 
Health is the reason most often cited by U.S. vegetarians. 
They believe that foregoing meat is better for them. 
The word “vegetarian” was coined in 1842 by English 
vegetarians to describe people, such as themselves, who ate 
no meat, fi sh, or fowl. Address: Mt. Vernon, New York.

3404. Product Name:  Granose Sausalatas (Meatless 
Sausages Canned in Brine) [Plain, or Smoked].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980 June.
Ingredients:  1980: Water, wheat protein, rusk, peanuts, 
soya fl our, vegetable fat, onion, hydrolised vegetable protein, 
spices, herbs, oat fl our, textured soya protein comprising 
defatted soya fl our, niacin, calcium pantothenate, iron, 
vitamins B-6, B-2 and B-12, salt, yeast, soy isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. Shurtleff. 1981. “Delicious when fried, grilled, 
or baked.”
 Form fi lled out and Label sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 
1990. June 13. States that the product, made by Granose, was 
introduced in 1948. It is still on the market. Label. 1990. 8.5 
by 4 inches. Brown, beige, and black on tan. Color photo 
of three sausages on a dish with vegetables. “Vegetable 
protein sausages containing no animal products whatsoever. 
Delicious when grilled, baked or fried. Ingredients (1990): 
Water, wheat protein, rusk, peanuts, soya fl our, vegetable 
shortening, seasoning (comprising dehydrated onion, 
hydrolised vegetable protein, spices and herbs), oat fl our, 
textured soya protein (comprising de-fatted soya, niacin, 
calcium, pantothenate, iron, vitamin B-6, B-2 and B-12), salt, 
yeast, soy isolate.” Address is now Newport Pagnell, Bucks.
 Color photo of package in Linda McCartney’s Home 
Cooking. 1990. p. 18. The label is black, brown, and white 
on tan.
 Note: This product was fi rst introduced in 1948, but did 
not contain textured soy protein at that time.

3405. Long, Alan; Ling, Arthur. 1980. Plant milks and 
infant feeding. Infant feeding practices: A cause for concern. 
Clarifi cation and facts: A reply by Arthur Ling of Plamil 
Foods. Alive (England). May/June. p. 18. [1 ref]
• Summary: Within the last year 15 severely ill babies have 
been treated at 2 London hospitals because the parents have 
fed them alternative milks “in good faith on the basis of 
publications or on the recommendations of those providing 

advice” (see British Medical Journal). The report mentions 
Plamil, which is said to be low in calcium, vitamin D, and 
potassium. Plamil should not be used as the sole food for 
babies. Ling replies that Plamil contains at least 80 mg of 
calcium per 100 gm, compared with 33 mg in human milk 
and 125 mg in cow’s milk, as well as 70 mg of potassium 
per 100 gm. Vitamin D levels have always been adequate. 
Address: 1. M.D., England.

3406. Whisker, Ray. 1980. English soybeans survive (Letter 
to the editor). Soybean Digest. May/June. p. SID-8.

• Summary:  “I just read through your February issue, kindly 
sent me by a soybean friend in Canada, and would like to tell 
you about growing soybeans in Surrey.
 “As an amateur, I have been concerned with soybeans 
since 1968, trying to fi nd and develop strains of vegetable 
soy for other home gardeners in the South of England.
 “The photograph (see above) is part of my garden 
harvest of 3 years ago. It depicts four varieties (two West 
German, one Bulgarian and one Soviet) totaling 153 plants, 
which yielded 167 ounces of excellent quality seed. The 
plants shown were grown in about 8 square yards of garden 
soil. The plants averaged 94 pods per plant.
 “At East Molesey (Britain’s answer to Illinois) we 
average 2,340 heat-units from May 1 through September 30 
and 954 hours of sunshine coupled with 244 millimeters of 
rainfall. The mean temperature for our warmest month (July) 
is 17.3 degrees Celsius (or about 63 degrees Fahrenheit).
 “The English climate and environment has absolutely 
nothing to offer the soybean, and it can never be a viable 
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commercial proposition in our country; but if it is tackled as 
a high-protein vegetable for home gardeners, then we have 
an entirely different ballgame.
 “My soybean strains–many of which result from natural 
cross pollination made in our garden–have greatly improved 
in recent years. It is 4 years since we had a spring, and 
3 since we enjoyed a summer. The heat-unit totals from 
1977/78/79 were 2,183, 2,183 and 2,209. Such poor seasons 
have helped sort the men from the boys.
 “The soybean seldom enjoys publicity from the British 
media. My own small efforts to make the public aware of 
the value and versatility of the soy have hardly set the world 
straight: co-author of The Soybean Grow And Cook Book, 
several articles and radio broadcasts and a few newspaper 
and magazine write-ups.
 “During the last 12 years I have been blessed with 
wonderful help from professionals in North America, Asia 
and other parts of the world. Over 200 varieties and strains 
from 19 countries have been accorded small-scale trials in 
our garden since 1968.
 “I am now restricted to about 20 square yards in which 
to cultivate soybeans, but in 1980 and 1981 I hope to 
increase my seed stock to try a one-acre yield trial in 1982. 
The results will hardly shake the world, but we are confi dent 
they will exceed most people’s idea of a harvest of soybeans 
in Surrey.
 “Our garden has grown wild and cultivated soy from 
China and many of my East Molesey soy seeds have been 
sent to Peking. I have even written a paper for the Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences. It was 
rewarded with a soybean textbook and fi ve cultivated 
varieties of soy.
 “I greatly enjoyed the Soybean Digest, especially the 
feature on narrow rows (“Skip A Row With Narrow Rows,” 
page 12, February 1980). My rows are 14 inches apart, 
with three seed per foot. Our plants grow in poor soil, but 
all nodulate very well. Most years we do not fertilize. We 
believe that strugglers breed survivors–and we all struggle to 
survive in Britain.
 “By your standards, my seed is somewhat small but of 
excellent quality. Germination is almost 100% every year. 
As an amateur, my unscientifi c work does not qualify me for 
anything, but I would like to think my efforts during the past 
12 years have earned me a farmer’s cap.
 “Many world-famous soybean men in the United States 
were kind enough and big enough to help me get started. I’d 
like them to know we’re still in there pitching. If I get an 
acre of ground for my 1982 yield trial, please tell the boys in 
Illinois to be on their toes.
 “Ray Whisker, 17 Summer Road, East Molesey, Surrey 
KT8 9LX, England.”
 A photo shows Ray Whisker examining a pile of 
soybean plants that he has grown in southeastern England at 
about 51.6º north latitude. By comparison, Chicago, Illinois 

is 41.8º north latitude and Montreal, Quebec, Canada is 
45.5º north latitude. Address: 17 Summer Rd., East Molesey, 
Surrey KT8 9LX, England.

3407. Drane, H.M.; Patterson, D.S.P.; Roberts, B.A.; Saba, 
N. 1980. Oestrogenic activity of soya-bean products. Food 
and Cosmetics Toxicology 18(4):425-27. Aug. [16 ref]
• Summary: This is an early report showing that “soya meal” 
has oestrogenic activity. Ethyl acetate extracts of the meals 
also had oestrogenic activity. Genistein and daidzein were 
present in the extracts. Address: Central Veterinary Lab., 
Weybridge, Surrey, KT15 3NB, England.

3408. Health Foods Retailing. 1980. Part I. 44(8):1-98. Aug.
• Summary: Selected full-page ads and articles: (1) 
Norganic–Wheat pilaf (Anaheim, CA, p. 7). (2) “Health 
Valley’s great pasta dinners,” from Health Valley Natural 
Foods. Whole wheat pasta, tomato sauce and raw milk 
(Montebello, CA 90640, p. 11). (3) “Richlife natural protein 
drink a meal.” Each can (11.5 oz) “contains a balanced 
formula of vitamins and minerals with over 20 grams of 
protein from nonfat dry milk, peanuts, soy and whole milk 
(Anaheim, CA, p. 15). (4) Hain specials for September 
include 15% off Natural Teriyaki Marinade and Tenderizer 
Mix (p. 17). (5) Solgar Co.–Lecithin granules, Formula 
VM-75 (Lynbrook, New York, p. 29, 33). (6) Tiger’s Milk 
Nutrition Boosters, come in colorful new packaging and four 
fl avors: Unsweetened Plain, Carob, Vanilla, or Cocoa. In 12, 
24, or 36 oz. cans. From Plus Products (Irvine, California 
92714, p. 43).
 (7) “Federal court issues injunction against FDA protein 
regulations.” “The regulations, which were to go into effect 
Aug. 4, would require that warning labels be put on certain 
food products deriving 50% or more of their caloric value 
from protein; the warning required varies according to the 
use for which the product in question is promoted, but in 
the case of protein products promoted for use in weight 
reduction, the warning includes the statement that “Very low 
calorie protein diets... may cause serious illness or death” (p. 
50).
 (8) “Lectures boost business,” by Mary Conte. Photos 
show: (a) A hugely muscled man in a tiny swim suit, with 
the caption: “Dr. Franco Columbu, a former Mr. Universe, 
lectures on body building.” (b) Jack LaLanne, “a famous TV 
personality,” dressed in a striped suit and lecturing. (c) Dr. 
Robert C. Atkins on the cover of his book “Dr. Atkins Diet 
Revolution.” (d) Dr. Allan D. Cott (p. 51).
 (9) “Europe’s Helfex attracts U.S. trade.” Helfex is 
“Europe’s International Health Food Exhibition, held from 
May 18 to 21 in Brighton, England,” the historic seaside 
town (p. 67, 228). (10) Naturade–Elastin (p. 82). (11) Alta-
Dena Dairy, which was established in 1945, sells kefi rs, 
youghurts, frozen youghurts, and Golden Honey ice creams, 
ice milks, and cheeses (City of Industry, CA, p. 83). (12) 
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The Pavo Co., Inc.–Distributor since 1931 (Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, p. 96). (13) American Dietaids–Papaya enzyme 
with chlorophyll (p. 97).

3409. Ling, C.A. 1980. Plamil steps ahead. Alive (England). 
July/Aug. p. 12.
• Summary: Dairy milk is subsidised by a price support 
system in England; this enriches the dairy industry. Factory 
farms are exempted from a tax rate. Soybeans are subject to 
an import tax. Address: Managing director, Plamil Foods, 
England.

3410. Pathirana, Chitra; Gibney, M.J.; Taylor, T.G. 1980. 
Effects of soy protein and saponins on serum and liver 
cholesterol in rats. Atherosclerosis 36(4):595-96. Aug. [9 ref]
• Summary: Although the cholesterol-lowering effect of 
soy protein has been consistently demonstrated in rabbits, 
its role in rat and human cholesterol metabolism is less 
conclusive. This study reports that the addition of saponin 
to the diets of non-cholesterol-fed rats has no infl uence on 
serum cholesterol. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of 
Southampton, Southampton S09 5NH, England.

3411. Blix, Glen. 1980. Soymilk and soy-based infant 
formula in America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 26. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1979 Loma Linda made 2.24 million gallons 
of ready-to-use Soyalac infant formula, and 1.0 million 
gallons of Soyagen (soymilk for adults, plus small amounts 
[400-500 per year] of Granolac and Granogen which are sold 
in the United Kingdom), for a total of 3.24 million gallons. 
Some of the Soyalac (named i-Soyalac) is made with isolated 
soy protein. In 1979 Loma Linda used 1.5 million lb of 
soybeans to make soymilk, working 190 days a year.
 Only two companies in America make soymilk for 
adults. Loma Linda has 60% of the market and Worthington 
Foods has 40%.
 Market shares in the soy-based infant formula market 
are approximately: Ross Laboratories 50% (Isomel; 
14,720,000 gallons ready to serve), Mead Johnson 
40% (Prosobee; 14,080,000 gallons), Loma Linda 7% 
(Soyalac; 2,240,000 gallons), and Wyeth Laboratories (in 
Pennsylvania) 3% (Nursoy; 960,000 gallons). Syntex is 
now out of business. Note that Worthington Foods does not 
make any infant formula. Ross and Mead Johnson originally 
entered the infant formula market with dairy-based products, 
then later added soy-based products. Glen thinks that 
ProSobee, which is made in the USA, is a powdered product 
sold only outside the USA. Loma Linda sells infant formula 
in a 32-ounce can. It is given a UHT short time sterilization 
at Pet Milk in Coldwater, Ohio, then packed. Address: Loma 
Linda Foods, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

3412. Wood, P.S. 1980. Recent advances in bread improvers. 

Process Biochemistry. Aug/Sept. p. 12, 14-16, 32. [1 ref]
• Summary: Since the 1920s, bread improvers (premixes 
of essential ingredients) have been available in one form or 
another. The early improvers consisted mainly of mixes of 
yeast foods with potassium bromate and were often carried 
on soya fl our. “With the introduction of high-speed dough 
mixing processes, such as the Chorleywood Bread process, 
dough production became a highly mechanized process with 
doughs being produced every few minutes.”
 Soya fl our has long been used as a dough conditioner. 
Perhaps its main function is to bring about a whitening of 
the bread crumb, caused by the presence of an enzyme, 
lipoxygenase, in the soya fl our. Address: PhD, Head, R&D, 
Soya Foods Ltd.

3413. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Yu’s Tofu Shop.
Manufacturer’s Address:  21 Langley Ave., Surbiton, 
Surrey KT6 6QN, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980 September.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center. 1980. 
Sept. Tofu shops and soy dairies in the West (2 pages, 
typeset). Gives the company’s name, address, and phone 
number. Owner: Joseph Yu. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1982. 
Soyfoods Industry: Directory & Databook. p. 3.

3414. Johnstone, Bill. 1980. Scots fi nd source for soy 
dressing: Microbiology cuts two years’ work to four weeks. 
Times (London). Oct. 7. p. 15, cols. 3-4.
• Summary: The fi rst batches of fermented soy sauce made 
at Strathclyde University in Scotland have been delivered 
to health food distributors in England and Scotland. The 
process was developed at Strathclyde with the help of a 
£90,000 grant from the Wolfson Foundation. The sauce is 
said to be as good as the best available from East Asia.
 Each year 100,000 tons of soy sauce, worth £5 million, 
are imported for use into the UK; another 200,000 tons are 
imported and re-exported. The researchers at Strathclyde 
plan to produce 2,000 litres a week by the end of next year.
 “Soy sauce consumption has been steadily growing 
recently mainly because of the increasing popularity of 
oriental food ad the demand for ‘health foods.’”

3415. Boyer, Robert A. 1980. Work with Henry Ford and 
soybeans. III (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center, Nov. 3. 3 p. transcript.
• Summary: Floyd Radford was head of Ford’s soy farms. At 
the Chicago World’s Fair the Ford exposition was producing 
soybean oil by solvent extraction of soybeans. The soybean 
oil was the sole fuel used to power a diesel engine, which ran 
an electric generator, which produced all of the electricity for 
the exhibit. It was very neat.
 Boyer developed the fi rst plant protein fi ber in about 
1938. That year the Ford Motor Co. had a machine to 
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spin soy protein fi bers at the World’s Fair in New York. 
He was aware of work in Italy spinning casein into fi bers 
from reading technical journals prior to 1936. He used 
the term “spinning” because the textile industry uses that 
term to describe how rayon is produced. In both cases, a 
more correct term would be “extruding,” since the dope is 
extruded through spinnerettes.
 Ford’s soybean fi ber spinning pilot plant had a capacity 
of 1,000 pounds of fi ber a day, but they probably produced 
less than that. They would send the fi ber to the mill, where 
1 part of soy fi ber would be blended with 3 parts wool to 
make sidewall (not seat) upholstery, which got less wear and 
wouldn’t mark like cotton.
 When making soy protein isolates, the fi ber (insoluble 
cellulose) is removed during clarifi cation by centrifugation; 
no one had ever been successful in removing it by fi ltration, 
which would be better. After dissolving the soybean meal 
in alkali, it is clarifi ed by centrifugation, then precipitated. 
Practically the same process is still used to make soy protein 
isolates.
 Just a few plastic trunk lids were ever made, and they 
were used only on demonstration or experimental cars; they 
were never part of commercial Ford vehicles.
 When Boyer left Ford Motor Co. he went to work 
for The Drackett Co., which bought Ford’s soy protein 
operations. Mr. Drackett sold [actually shut down] his soy 
fi ber spinning operation in 1949. Drackett later sold all its 
soybean operations to ADM. After Boyer left Drackett in 
1949 he fi led for his fi rst edible soy fi ber spinning patent the 
same year; it may have been granted in 1951. He applied 
for a new, expanded patent, with much broader claims to a 
food product manufactured form man-made protein fi bers, in 
1951; it was granted in 1954.
 In Aug. or Sept. 1949 Boyer paid his fi rst visit to 
Worthington Foods. Worthington was the fi rst company to 
whom he disclosed what he was doing, and showed a sample 
of a prototype product (pork chops) made from spun soy 
protein fi ber. He did not go to Swift initially because he had 
been advised to keep away from meat companies, which 
might buy then bury his patents. If Worthington hadn’t 
been interested in his spinning process when he fi rst visited 
them, he might have just given up then. He wasn’t sure if it 
was a screwball idea or not. Moreover, he had been out on 
his own for almost a year and was running out of money. 
Worthington was excited with Boyer’s idea but they needed a 
source of fi ber.
 So Boyer went to the Virginia Carolina Chemical Co. 
(VCCC) in Taftville, Connecticut. They were spinning fi bers 
for cloth and they allowed him to use their spinning pilot 
plant in 1949 to produce the fi rst edible spun soy protein 
fi bers for research purposes and prototypes; he was not 
employed by them. VCCC was interested enough to call in 
Corn Products Corp. (CPC), which was interested–but they 
said they wanted to use corn gluten instead of soy protein. 

Boyer said “Fine.” After the fi rst successful run, using the 
VCCC pilot plant, CPC got very interested. Fibers were 
spun from casein, corn gluten, and soy. CPC bought the 
fi rst license to his soy fi ber spinning process for food use 
in 1949. They took an exclusive option on the license for 
9 months. The fi rst sale of edible protein fi ber was made 
by CPC to Worthington Foods; the fi ber was made of corn 
gluten. After working for a year with CPC, everyone in the 
project realized that the fl avor of corn gluten was so horrible 
that it would never work in foods. So CPC converted to a 
non-exclusive license. Boyer, now a bit desperate and against 
the advice he had been given, decided to approached a meat 
company. He chose Swift & Co., which took an option 
immediately; they were the second company to license 
his patent and from 1950 to 1954 they retained exclusive 
rights to his patent. In about 1955 Swift converted to a non-
exclusive, and Boyer immediately went back to Worthington 
to see if they were interested in a license yet. They were.
 So after having waited 7 years, Worthington fi nally 
purchased a spinning license in 1956. At that time, Boyer 
began to spend 50% of his time at Worthington for a year 
after they took the license. Initially Worthington did not spin 
their own soy fi bers since it was too expensive for them and 
they did not have much money at the time. Ralston Purina 
was well equipped to make these fi bers for them. It was not 
until the mid-1960s that Worthington started to spin their 
own fi bers.
 By 1977 seven large food companies had licenses on the 
patent: Swift & Co., Unilever/Lever Brothers in England, 
General Foods, Nabisco, General Mills, Ralston Purina, and 
Worthington.
 The original Bac*O’s were made from spun soy protein 
fi bers. Today he thinks they are made from textured extruded 
soy fl our. General Mills took a license from Boyer. They 
got 25% of his consulting time, Ralston Purina got 25% and 
Worthington got 50%. Bac*O’s came on the market in about 
1965 and were a real sensation. It was the biggest thing that 
had happened with Boyer’s idea to date.
 Loma Linda is now spinning soy protein fi bers, as is 
some company in Japan–or at least they used to be.
 How big is the market for foods made from spun soy 
protein fi bers? Boyer would guess at least $30 million a year. 
Worthington’s total sales was $20 million including gluten. 
Miles got Worthington a new plant shortly after they bought 
Worthington. Now Bayer owns Miles and Worthington. The 
Morningstar Farms line is not making the profi ts they would 
like it to make.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2004) that uses the term “spin soy protein fi bers.” 
Address: 632 Edgewater Dr., Apt. 731, Dunedin, Florida 
33528. Phone: 813-734-2415.

3416. Esko, Edward; Esko, Wendy. 1980. Macrobiotic 
cooking for everyone. Tokyo: Japan Publications, Inc. 272 
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p. Nov. Foreword by William Tara, Director, Community 
Health Foundation, London, England. 26 cm. [50 ref]
• Summary: The authors studied in Japan (mostly Kyoto), 
from Sept. 1978 to May 1979, at which time they returned 
to Boston. In the summer of 1979 “more than 100 delegates 
from various regional centers throughout the United States 
and Canada met in Boston for the fi rst North American 
Congress of Macrobiotics.” Part I of this book discusses 
the theory of macrobiotics and Part II gives recipes. 
Unfortunately, the book has no index, and the bibliography 
gives no years of publication. There are chapters on: Seitan, 
fu, and noodles (incl. soba), and Sea vegetables.
 Soy-related recipes include: Brown rice and soybeans 
(p. 90). Miso soft rice (p. 96). Somen with deep-fried tofu (p. 
118). Kenchin soup (with deep-fried tofu cubes and tamari, 
p. 130). Okara soup (p. 132). Miso soups (p. 137-143; 12 
recipes are given plus a long letter from Jan Belleme, about 
how she and her husband, John, who arrived in Japan in late 
October 1979, are now living with the Onozaki family and 
studying miso-making there–p. 138-39). Sauteed cucumbers 
and miso (p. 154). Boiled cabbage, sweet corn, and tofu (p. 
155). Udon-vegetable bane (with deep-fried tofu, p. 159). 
Steamed kale and tofu (p. 161). How to make sprouts (incl. 
soybean sprouts, p. 177).
 Chapter 5 is titled “Bean dishes, including tofu and 
natto.” It states (p. 178-79, without citing the source) that 
“In China and Japan there is a proverb, ‘A man who eats too 
many beans becomes a fool.’... Lima beans and soybeans are 
both very yin, and require thorough chewing. They should be 
eaten only on occasion and in small quantities... Kombu can 
be placed on the bottom of the pot when cooking chickpeas, 
soybeans, lima beans or kidney, pinto and navy beans. I 
have found that kombu defi nitely improves their fl avor, and 
because of its high mineral content, creates a very balanced 
dish.” To pressure cook soybeans so that they do not clog 
the steam escape valve, fi rst boil them for 30 minutes. Skim 
the foam off the top as it rises, and when no more foam 
rises to the surface you may place them in a pressure cooker 
and continue cooking until done. Recipes include: Japanese 
black beans (black soybeans). Soybeans with kombu and 
burdock. Soybeans with lotus root and salmon. Following a 
long discussion of tofu, Homemade tofu. Tofu with scallions. 
Tofu with bonito fl ake broth. Baked tofu with miso/lemon 
sauce. Broiled tofu. Tofu loaf. Steamed tofu rolls. Deep-fried 
tofu cakes. Aburage (Age or deep-fried tofu). Stuffed age 
pouches. Okara. Okara croquettes. Sautéed natto. Natto rice 
or noodles. Natto tempura. Dried natto.
 Note 1 This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term “broiled tofu” to refer to 
grilled tofu.
 Hijiki with soybeans (p. 193). Hijiki and deep-fried 
tofu (p. 194). Tempuraed tofu-nori rolls (p. 198). Koi-koku 
(Carp miso soup, p. 220). Daikon and tamari. Scallion 
miso. Green peppers and miso (p. 224). Miso condiments 

(p. 226). Tamari. Moromi (p. 227). Rutabaga-tamari pickles 
(p. 233). Quick miso pickles (p. 234). Tofu tamari dressing 
(p. 236). Tofu-sesame dressing. Shiro-miso-tofu dressing. 
Miso dressing (p. 237). Tamari-lemon dressing. Tamari-rice 
vinegar dressing. Miso-tahini dressing (p. 238). Miso-rice 
vinegar dressing. Miso walnut dressing. Miso-tahini spread. 
Sesame miso spread. Miso-nut spread (p. 239). Lentil-miso 
spread. Lima bean miso spread (p. 240). Tofu dip (p. 243). 
Amazake (p. 247-48). Clear broth soup with tofu & scallions 
(p. 253). The glossary lists many soy products plus azuki 
beans, sea vegetables (many types), gluten, koji, kuzu, 
mochi, natto, nigari, okara, seitan, tekka, tempeh, umeboshi, 
unohana (okara), and yuba.
 Macrobiotic periodicals include: East West Journal 
(Brookline, Massachusetts). Kushi Institute Study Guide 
and Kushi Inst. Newsletter (Brookline, MA). The Order of 
the Universe (East West Foundation, Brookline, MA). The 
Macrobiotic Review (East West Foundation, Baltimore, 
Maryland). Spiral (Community Health Foundation, London). 
Le Compas (Paris). Note: The date each periodical began 
publication is not given.
 The lengthy section on seitan (p. 110-13) gives a 
detailed recipe for making seitan at home using the short 
method and 3½ lb hard spring wheat fl our or hard red winter 
wheat fl our. The broth is made with kombu and tamari. 
Seitan recipes include: Seitan stew. Seitan fried rice. Stuffed 
mushrooms (with sauce). Stuffed squash or Hokkaido 
pumpkin. Address: Boston, Massachusetts.

3417. Pinthong, R.; Macrae, R.; Rothwell, J. 1980. The 
development of a soya-based yoghurt. I. Acid production 
by lactic acid bacteria. J. of Food Technology 15(6):647-52. 
Dec. [11 ref]
• Summary: Graphically presented results show production 
of titratable acidity in soy milk by Lactobacillus bulgaricus 
and Streptococcus thermophilus, alone or in combination, 
with or without supplementation with yeast extract and/
or glucose. L. bulgaricus did not produce acidity without 
supplementation; optimum conditions for this organism 
where 0.1% (weight/volume) yeast extract + 1% (weight/
volume) glucose, under which conditions 0.84% acidity 
(as lactic acid) was developed after 24 hours at 43ºC. 
Corresponding conditions for S. thermophilus were 0.1% 
yeast extract +0.5% glucose, producing 0.56% acidity; the 
same conditions were optimal for the combination of the 
2 microorganisms, producing 0.68% acidity. The product 
produced by L. bulgaricus alone had suffi cient acidity and a 
pH of 3.8.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that uses the term “soya-based yoghurt” to refer to soy 
yogurt. Address: Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Reading, 
London Rd., Reading RG1 5AQ, Berkshire, UK; and 
Chiang-Mai Univ., Thailand.
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3418. Pinthong, R.; Macrae, R.; Rothwell, J. 1980. The 
development of a soya-based yoghurt. II. Sensory evaluation 
and analysis of volatiles. J. of Food Technology 15(6):653-
59. Dec. [8 ref]
• Summary: Soy milk was fermented with Lactobacillus 
bulgaricus (BULG) and Streptococcus thermophilus 
(THERM) alone or singly, with appropriate supplementation 
with yeast extract and glucose, and the products were 
evaluated organoleptically. Volatiles were collected from 
products by distillation with nitrogen at 40 mm mercury 
at 37ºC and analyzed gas chromatographically. The 
organoleptic results showed that fermented soy milk was 
rated signifi cantly higher than soy milk (acidifi ed to pH 
4.1), and that fermented cows’ milk was rated higher than 
all fermented soy milks. The different fermented soy milk 
samples were ranked for preference in the order BULG 
alone, the combination, THERM alone. Further studies 
with the apparently preferred BULG and BULG + THERM 
samples showed that BULG was preferred to BULG + 
THERM, but that addition of strawberry fl avor did not 
improve acceptability. Addition of 5% sugar + banana fl avor 
is stated to produce an acceptable BULG product. Amounts 
of volatiles in soy milk and the 3 (unfl avored) fermented soy 
milks, BULG, BULG + THERM, and THERM are tabulated, 
including (relative amounts): n-hexanal 10.48, 4.47, 6.63 
and 6.25, respectively; and n-pentanal 1.45, 2.42, 26.99 
and 34.10. High levels of these compounds in soy milks 
fermented by THERM may explain their less acceptable 
taste; decrease in n-hexanal in fermented milks vs. soy milk 
may explain improvement in taste on fermentation. Contents 
of acetaldehyde, acetone, methanol and ethanol also differed 
between products. Address: Univ. of Reading, Reading, 
Berkshire, UK, and Chiang-Mai Univ., Thailand.

3419. Pinthong, R.; Macrae, R.; Dick, J. 1980. The 
development of a soya-based yoghurt. III. Analysis of 
oligosaccharides. J. of Food Technology 15(6):661-67. Dec. 
[9 ref]
• Summary: Oligosaccharide utilization by a number of 
lactic acid bacteria was studied in soy milk; tabulated 
data show contents of stachyose, raffi nose and sucrose 
(determined by HPLC after Carrez treatment of ethanol 
extracts) after fermentation of soy milk to pH 4.0-5.8 under 
various conditions. Contents of stachyose and raffi nose 
in soy milk were 438 and 114 mg/100 ml respectively: 
corresponding contents after fermentation were with 
Lactobacillus fermenti 351, O; L. fermentus 336, 37; L. 
delbrueckii 411, 93; Pediococcus pentosaceus 410, 93; L. 
acidophilus 442, 113; L. bulgaricus (in supplemented soy 
milk) 438, 105; and L. fermenti + L. bulgaricus (under 
optimum fermentation conditions) 385, 0. Decrease in 
oligosaccharide content was small, and inclusion of L. 
fermenti solely for this purpose would not be justifi ed. 
Changes in starter preparation method and supplementation 

levels may also affect oligosaccharide consumption. Address: 
Univ. of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, UK, and Chiang-Mai 
Univ., Thailand.

3420. Product Name:  Granose Chicken Flavoured Savoury 
Pudding.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980.
Ingredients:  Wheatmeal fl our, vegetable fat, textured soya 
protein, maize starch, soya fl our, salt, onion, hydrolised 
vegetable protein, milk powder, leek, mushroom, yeast, 
vegetable oil, herbs, silica, spices, natural monosodium 
glutamate.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Chicken fl avoured pie fi lling in the same 
delicious pastry case as the original Granose Savoury 
Pudding.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1980. This product has been discontinued.

3421. Product Name:  Granose Soya Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980.
Ingredients:  Soya oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bottled.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “High grade, 100% Soya oil suitable for all 
culinary purposes.”
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1980. It has been discontinued.

3422. Product Name:  Granose Chicken Flavoured Pie 
Filling.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980.
Ingredients:  Textured soya protein, maize starch, wheat 
fl our, salt, onion, hydrolised vegetable protein, milk powder, 
leek, mushroom, yeast extract, vegetable oil, herbs, silica, 
spices, monosodium glutamate.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “A tasty soya protein pie fi lling fl avoured with 
mushrooms and other vegetables. Bake in a pastry case, or 
serve as a casserole with other vegetables or as a snack on 
toast.” Shurtleff. 1981. Overseas Adventist Food Companies. 
p. 6. They imported some of these meat analogs under their 
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own brand from Nutana, and also imported soymilk from 
Loma Linda in Ohio, and packaged it under their Granose 
brand.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1980. It has been discontinued.

3423. Product Name:  Granose Bolognese Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1980.
Ingredients:  Tomato puree, textured soya protein, maize, 
starch, onion, hydrolised vegetable protein, salt, wheat fl our, 
oregano, garlic, bay.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. April. “Italian style Bolognese sauce with seasoned, 
minced soya protein. Serve hot with spaghetti or vegetables.”
 Rombauer’s “The Joy of Cooking” (1975 ed., p. 
353) has a recipe named Bolognese Pasta Sauce, which 
contains the following ingredients in descending order 
of predominance: Chopped lean beef, beef stock, dried 
mushrooms, dry white wine, and butter.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
1980. It has been discontinued.

3424. Itona Products Ltd. 1980. The story of a milk that isn’t 
(Leafl et). Wigan, England. 4 panels each side. Each panel: 23 
x 10 cm.
• Summary: Other products include brown rice pudding, 
soya custard, Granymels, Noot Bar. Address: Leyland Mill 
Lane, Wigan, England.

3425. Itona Products Ltd. 1980. Itona health foods take the 
biscuit! (Catalog). Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan, Lancashire, 
England. 6 p.
• Summary: The following soyfoods are listed with photos 
of most labels: Golden Archer brand Soya Plantmilk, Brown 
Rice Pudding, Beanmilk Custard. Granny Ann brand High 
Fibre Biscuits, Noots (roasted salted soya beans), Noot Bar, 
Beanmilk Chunky Bar. Itona TVP, Beef fl avoured mince, or 
chunks, Natural chunks, Tonabanga, Tonaburga, Tona ‘C’ 
Food (like seafood). Address: Wigan, England.

3426. Whisker, Ray G. 1980. The great bean of China. SHE. 
p. 60-63.
• Summary: “Extracted from The Soybean Grow and Cook 
Book by R.G. Whisker and Pamela Dixon.” A photo shows 
Ray Whisker with some soybean plants.

3427. Aihara, Herman. 1980. Learning from salmon. 
Oroville, California: George Ohsawa Macrobiotic 
Foundation. xiii + 156 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm.

• Summary: This is a collection of Herman Aihara’s 
writings, over the past 20 years, compiled by Sandy 
Rothman, editor of GOMF. Each article or essay is dated. 
Contains a good early history of macrobiotics in the USA, 
and of Chico-San (p. 26-35).
 Herman was born Nobuo Nishiyama on 28 Sept. 1920 in 
Arita, Kyushu, Japan. In about 1940 Herman started to attend 
George Ohsawa’s lecture meetings. He was fascinated by 
the philosophical part of Ohsawa’s teaching (yin and yang) 
but showed little interest in the food, which was cooked by 
Ohsawa’s students. These meals consisted of brown rice, 
hijiki seaweed, carrots, burdock and red beans [azuki beans]. 
Herman was in college where his classmates laughed at him 
for his interest in yin and yang, which were considered old, 
obsolete ideas in Japan. His classmates were busy digesting 
20th century Western science–on their way to becoming the 
future engineers of Sony, Toyota, Datsun, and Toshiba (p. 2).
 During his fi rst year in college, Herman was chosen 
for the crew of a rowboat race representing his class. He 
was the heaviest among the crew, so he was positioned as 
number one. He trained every day during the summer. In the 
hot weather he ate shaved ice with sugar syrup. His stomach 
cramped. Since he thought he understood macrobiotics, he 
ate salt to balance the yin of the ice and sugar. “What a silly 
mentality.”
 After graduating from college, he began to cook for 
himself–but he became weak and skinny. His friend became 
worried, since he was “one of the most athletic students” 
(p. 4). But the real cause of his sickness was arrogance; he 
thought he understood macrobiotics but his practice was 
unwise. During World War II he worked at his father’s 
factory. When the war ended in 1945 he lived at home. Since 
food was very scarce in those days (they had to buy foods 
on the black market) he ate whatever his mother cooked–
including white rice and sugar.
 He started to learn social dancing in the newly opened 
dance halls. “Social dance was a new fashion after American 
forces occupied Japan. When people were starving to death 
just after the war, I was a playboy, chasing sexy girls at 
various dance halls.
 “My father worried about my behavior and hurried my 
marriage. I married because my parents were agreed, but I 
myself was not much attracted to her. My wife committed 
suicide before our marriage passed one year. It was the end 
of autumn. She climbed a mountain alone, drank poison, 
and died without giving anyone her reasons.” Herman was 
shocked and depressed for a long time. He lost his mind for a 
month. “How pitiful a man I was. My wife could not rely on 
me” (p. 5).
 Herman decided to become an independent man and 
he chose George Ohsawa as his life’s teacher and he asked 
Ohsawa if he could stay at his unique school. Ohsawa’s 
teaching was about how to understand and acquire infi nite 
freedom, absolute justice, and eternal love. He inspired 
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his students greatly, and told them it was their own fault if 
they were not happy. The food you eat is one of the most 
important factors that infl uences a person’s health and 
happiness.
 Herman landed in San Francisco in 1952 at age 32 to 
start a new life. His wife was sick, and two of their babies 
died.
 Before March of 1961 Ohsawa visited Europe and 
saw many beautiful macrobiotic restaurants and clinics in 
Belgium, France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, and England. 
The Lima factory in Belgium produces macrobiotic foods. 
Macrobiotic restaurants include Au Riz Dore, and Longue 
Vie.
 Like the salmon, Ohsawa took his most adventurous trip 
late in his life (p. 77). He held his fi rst American macrobiotic 
lectures in 1960 on Long Island, New York. They lasted 
for 2 months. At that time Herman was manager of the 
fi rst macrobiotic food store in the USA, in New York City 
[Named Ginza, it had been started by Herman in 1960.] In 
1960 Herman went to Europe to solve visa problems, then 
in about late 1960 he returned to New York and started 
publication of Macrobiotic News, a magazine that contained 
mostly Ohsawa’s lectures. In 1961 Ohsawa returned to New 
York for a summer camp in the Catskill Mountains. After 
the camp he said that followers of macrobiotics should leave 
New York because nuclear war was immanent. 36 people, 
including 15 families, decided to move to Chico, California, 
which they had calculated was the safest place from nuclear 
fallout. Arriving in Sept. 1961, they soon founded Chico-
San, which was the fi rst macrobiotic food production and 
distribution company in the USA. The fi rst store was in the 
basement of a small shop. Herman began to import miso, 
tamari, and other traditional, natural foods from Japan (p. 
31).
 Some followers of macrobiotics stayed in New York 
to keep up the Ohsawa Foundation and food store. One 
customer got sick and died [Beth Ann Simon died in Nov. 
1965]. The FDA came in and closed the store. Bob Kennedy 
became president of Chico-San and soon began America’s 
fi rst successful production of Rice Cakes.
 Herman moved to San Francisco in about 1971 (p. 
35). At the end of 1970, John Deming Jr. had given him 
some land in Mendocino. In Sept. 1972 a fi re, started by a 
rice-cake machine, burned down the Chico-San factory (p. 
34) and most of its inventories of food. Chico-San started 
making money in about 1978.
 Western medicine is interested only in treating 
symptoms. Medical professionals are largely ignorant of the 
infl uence of diet on health, and even block the development 
of the dietary approach to healing.
 Page 155: “The author: Herman Aihara was born in 
Arita, a small town in southern Japan, on September 28, 
1920. The town is famous for its production of porcelains 
called Imari-ware or Kakiemon-ware. Imari is the name 

of the port from which Arita porcelains were shipped to 
Europe... His birth family was too poor to support ten 
children, and so at the age of nine Herman was adopted into 
his uncle’s home in Tokyo. His family name was changed 
to Aihara. He grew up without knowing his actual mother... 
His ‘stepfather’ owned a factory that produced iron materials 
for the national railways and telephone companies, and 
Herman chose metallurgical engineering as a life work. He 
was accepted by the school of engineering at the reputable 
Waseda University.” Address: Oroville, California.

3428. Binding, G.J. 1980. About soya beans: Wonder source 
of protein and energy. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, 
England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. and New York: Pyramid 
Books. 64 p. 18 cm. 1st ed. 1970. About series, no. 35.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Beans in general. 2. History of the 
soya bean. 3. Content of soya beans. 4. About lecithin–vital 
for retaining youth. 5. The soya bean in the Far East. 6. 
American infl uence on the soya bean. 7. Industrial uses in 
America. 8. The soya bean and world food shortage. 9. Soya 
bean recipes.
 A section titled “Wonder food–God’s gift to man” (p. 
10) states: “For over 5,000 years this tiny seed has been 
the staple food of certain parts of the East, including North 
China, Japan, Korea, and some areas of India. The ancient 
Yogis, who were among the world’s fi rst vegetarians, placed 
great faith in the soya bean as a supplement to their meatless 
diet.” On the cover is a color photo showing TVP, lecithin, 
soymilk, soy sauce, miso, soya bean oil, soya fl our, and soya 
sprouts.
 Note 1. The copyright page states: “First published 
1970. Second impression 1971. Third impression 1977. 
Second Edition, revised and reset 1980.” Note 2. This book 
has no preface by Carlson Wade. Address: F.R.H.S., England.

3429. Botsford, Jenny. 1980. Soya. Hove, England: Wayland 
Publishers Ltd. 70 p. Illust. Index. 20 x 22 cm. World 
Resources Series.
• Summary: This brief introduction to soybean history, 
production, and processing contains many black-and-white 
photos and illustrations (line drawings). The author is a 
public relations consultant and also represents the Vegetable 
Protein Association (6 Catherine Street, London, WC2B 5JJ; 
represents leading manufacturers and suppliers).
 Contents: What is soya?: The gold that grows. The 
beginnings of soya: Soy in ancient China, from East to West, 
the start of soya processing. Growing soya: The soya plant, 
planting, soya’s enemies (insects, rabbits, wood chucks, 
nematodes, diseases, weeds), harvesting, threshing and 
storage. At the processing plant: Cleaning and cracking, 
extracting the oil, refi ning vegetable oil, hydrogenation, 
making margarine, animal feed. Soya as food: Animal 
or vegetable?, ‘You are what you eat,’ soya and the food 
industry, soya protein concentrate and isolate, textured 
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vegetable protein. Industrial uses of soya. Soya as a world 
resource: Where is soya grown?, the world’s marketplace. 
The future of soya. Glossary. Further information. 
Acknowledgements.
 Photos show: Two cans of Cadbury’s Soya Choice, 
one in Casserole Chunks and one in Mince textures (p. 50). 
A Gerber High Protein Cereal for Baby, and a Cheesecake 
(illegible brand) in a box (p. 51). Three fl avors of Soya 
Mince (in foil packets) Brooke Bond Oxo (p. 53). Address: 
England.

3430. Boyle, P.J.; Lewington, R.J. 1980. Information sources 
for soybean research (Abstract). In: F.T. Corbin, ed. 1980. 
World Soybean Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, 
Colorado: Westview Press. 124 p. See p. 112.
• Summary: “After an introductory survey of the 
development of published research on soybeans, the range 
of aspects needing to be covered by information services 
and the main forms in which the primary literature on 
soybeans is published are surveyed and estimates of the 
number of literature records in each of the main subject areas 
given. This is followed by accounts of the main secondary 
information sources and services, including the development 
of on-line services.” Address: Commonwealth Bureau of 
Pastures and Field Crops, Hurley, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 
5RL, United Kingdom.

3431. Brown, Pamela. 1980. The wholefood freezer book: 
The fi rst freezer book for wholefooders and vegetarians. 
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. 160 p. Illust. by Clive Birch. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Chapter 8, titled 
“Soya Protein” (p. 67-72) contains fi ve recipes for “textured 
vegetable protein” including: Casserole of vegetables 
with soya protein (with chunky soya protein). Caulifl ower 
casserole (with soya protein, mince type). Chunky almond 
pie. Cider savoury. Village pie. Plus Soya bean stew (with 
cooked soya beans, p. 81).

3432. Corbin, Frederick T. ed. 1980. World Soybean 
Research Conference II: Abstracts. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. 124 p. Conference held 26-29 March 1979 
at North Carolina State Univ. Author index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The World Soybean Research Conference II 
was held on 26-29 March 1979 at North Carolina State 
University. This volume contains summaries of the more 
than 200 papers, both invited and contributed, presented at 
that meeting. The full proceedings contains 74 of the invited 
papers in full.
 Contents: Keynote addresses. Mineral nutrition. 
Engineering. Nitrogen fi xation. Entomology. Utilization. 
Breeding. Physiology. Production. Protein and oil. 
Plant pathology. Modeling soybean systems. Regional. 
Agribusiness. Marketing, transport and storage. Weed 

control. Research techniques. Addendum. Address: Prof. of 
Crop Science; North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh.

3433. Cox, Michael; Crockett, Desda. 1980. The subversive 
vegetarian: Tactics, information, and recipes for the 
conversion of meat-eaters. With recipes by Desda Crockett. 
Santa Barbara, California: Woodbridge Press Publishing Co. 
128 p. Illust. by Clive Birch. Index of recipes. 22 cm. [15 
ref]
• Summary: This witty and amusing book explains how 
to nicely convert meat-eaters to vegetarianism. It contains 
recipes and much nutritional information. This book was 
fi rst published in the United Kingdom in 1979 by Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd.
 A section titled “Soya Protein (p. 18-19) notes that “the 
great soya revolution has not materialized, even though 
Ralston Purina and other giant food producers have put 
money as well as faith soya products.” The reason: Most 
Britons still believe in “the regenerative power of blood,” 
and this believe that they need to consume meat. “More 
textured soya protein is sold in pet foods in Britain than in 
food for human consumption.”
 An interesting table on p. 31 outlines the main 
physiological differences between carnivorous and 
vegetarian animals in Nature. The author attempts to 
refute what he calls the “three vulgar errors” about 
vegetarianism” 1. That meat is essential to a proper diet. 
2. That vegetarianism is an expensive alternative to eating 
meat. 3. That vegetarian cooking is boring and uninteresting. 
Address: United Kingdom.

3434. Hague, N.G.M. 1980. Nematodes of legume crops. In: 
R.J. Summerfi eld and A.H. Bunting, eds. 1980. Advances in 
Legume Science. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey, England. xvi + 668 p. See p. 199-205. [34 ref]
Address: Univ. of Reading, England.

3435. Hanssen, Maurice. 1980. Country kitchen recipes with 
soya beans. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: 
Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 32 p. Illust. 14 x 14 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Plain cooked soya 
beans. Tofu. Serving tofu. Cheese ‘n beans. Soya bean 
sprout soup. Double blessing soya eggs. Soya bean omelette. 
Sprouts and scrambled eggs. Soya suey. Soya soup. Cocktail 
soya beans. Soyaburger. Chilli con carne. Potato and soya 
bean salad. Soya milk. Soya bake. Soya salads. Spiced soya 
beans. Address: Northamptonshire, England.

3436. Leneman, Leah. 1980. Slimming the vegetarian way. 
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons 
Publishing Group. 96 p. *
Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, 
Scotland.
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3437. Lu, Gwei-Djen; Needham, Joseph. 1980. Celestial 
lancets: A history and rationale of acupuncture and moxa. 
Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, 
Sydney: Cambridge University Press. xxi + 427 p. Illust. 
Index. 26 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. List of tables. 
List of abbreviations. Authors’ foreword. 1. Introduction. 2. 
The ching-lo system and its classical theory. 3. Historical 
growth of the system. 4. Moxibustion. 5. Therapy and 
analgesia; physiological interpretations. 6. Infl uences on 
other cultures. 7. The lore of vital spots. 9. Conclusions. 
Bibliographies.
 This is a wonderful, scholarly study of two of the 
most ancient therapeutic techniques of Chinese medicine. 
“Acupuncture is the implantation of very thin needles into 
subcutaneous connective tissue and muscle at a great number 
of different points on the body’s surface: moxibustion is the 
burning of Artemisia tinder (moxa) either directly on the 
skin or just above it. For 2500 years the Chinese have used 
both techniques to relieve pain and to heal a wide variety of 
illnesses and malfunctions.
 “Dr. Lu and Dr. Needham, in this preview of an 
important section of Science and Civilisation in China, give 
a full historical account of acupuncture and moxibustion in 
the theoretical structure of Chinese medicine, and combine 
this with a rationale of the two techniques in the light of 
modern scientifi c knowledge. The book is in no sense a 
clinical manual: rather is it a contribution, judicious and 
enlightened, to that oecumenical medicine which will 
eventually combine all the true powers discovered in China 
and Europe.”
 Authors’ Foreword: “Many conclusions which had 
formerly to based on philological arguments about the 
dating of texts, have now received dazzling confi rmation 
from archaeological discoveries, as for example the four 
manuscripts on silk which contain descriptions of the acu-
tracts and were recovered only very recently from the Han 
tombs of the -2nd century at Ma-wang-tui. These scrolls 
reveal a development of acupuncture a good deal earlier than 
the Nei Ching. And from that same -2nd century there are 
the acupuncture needles found among the grave-goods of 
the Prince of Chung-shan, Liu Shêng. Or one could instance 
the acupuncture texts intended to accompany those life-
size bronze fi gures demonstrating acu-points which were 
introduced fi rst in the +11th century, texts which were later 
discovered inscribed on stone tablets that had been buried in 
the gate bastions of a city wall. It is to be expected that future 
archaeological fi nds will throw much further light on the 
development of Chinese medicine as a whole.”
 “The Huang Ti Nei Ching (Yellow Emperor’s Manual 
of Corporeal Medicine) is the oldest and most famous of 
the Chinese medical classics... We date the Su Wên part of 
it (Questions (and Answers) about Living Matter) in the 
-2nd century, and the Ling Shu (Vital Axis) in the -1st.” 

Acupuncture is fi rst discussed in this remarkable book.
 Concerning moxa, page 171 states that it was often 
desired to apply the stimulus of a heat treatment only, 
without actual cautery. This was called wên chiu (warming 
moxibustion) or “moxa that left no scar on the skin. The 
classical way of doing this was to use a layer of some 
vegetable substance between the skin and the burning 
incense-like cone. One technique was to have it burn down 
on a layer of soya-bean paste (tou chiang chiu); or else a 
slice of garlic, or a slice of ginger could be interposed.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (March 2009) that uses the term “soya-bean paste” to 
refer to miso–in this case tou chiang / doujiang (Chinese-
style miso).
 Pages 268-69 state: “It was throughout the second half 
of the +17th century that information about acupuncture 
began to attract the attention of Europeans. The very fi rst 
writer, so far as we can see, who spoke about acupuncture 
was the Dane Jacob de Bondt (1598-1631) who in his 
capacity as surgeon-general for the Dutch East Indian 
Company at Batavia had come into contact with Chinese and 
Japanese physicians.” The fi rst illustrations (four) of the acu-
points in the Western world appeared in Willem ten Rhijne’s 
book of +1683. Andreas Cleyer in his Specimen Medicinae 
Sinicae (1682) gave detailed illustrations of acupuncture (p. 
276-83). The German naturalist Englebert Kaempfer (1651-
1716) gave the clearest account to date of acupuncture which 
he observed among the Japanese (p. 287-92). Address: 1. 
Assoc. Director; 2. Director. Both: East Asian History of 
Science Library, Cambridge, England.

3438. McGuinness, E.E.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Levison, D.A.; 
Frape, D.L.; Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 1980. The 
effects of long-term feeding of soya fl our on the rat pancreas. 
Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 15(4):497-502. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Rats were fed raw and heated soya fl our for 
up to 2 years. The rats fed raw soya fl our all developed 
pancreatic hypertrophy and hyperplastic and adenomatous 
nodules. Four of 26 rats fed raw soya fl our continuously and 
1 of 5 rats fed raw soya fl our for 2 days each week developed 
pancreatic cancer. Preheating the soya fl our seemed to 
protect against the pancreatic hyperplastic and neoplastic 
changes.”
 In summary: Pancreatic acinar cell adenomas and 
adenocarcinomas were observed in rats which were not 
treat with carcinogens after long-term feeding of raw soya 
products. Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, 
Univ. of Dundee, Scotland; and Kennet Nutritional Centre 
& Pet Care Unit, Spillers Ltd., Kennet near Newmarket, 
Suffolk, England.

3439. Munns, D.N.; Mosse, B. 1980. Mineral nodulation of 
legume crops. In: R.J. Summerfi eld and A.H. Bunting, eds. 
1980. Advances in Legume Science. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
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Kew, Richmond, Surrey, England. xvi + 668 p. See p. 115-
25. [103 ref]
• Summary: Members of the Leguminosae, including 
those species important as crops, share with most other 
green plants an ability to improve their nutrient uptake 
by mycorrhizal associations between their roots and soil 
fungi. They also have the virtually unique potential for 
assimilation of dinitrogen through symbiosis with species of 
the bacterium Rhizobium. Address: 1. Univ. of California, 
Davis, California; 2. Dep. of Soil Microbiology, Rothamsted 
Experimental Station, Harpenden, Herts., AL5 2JQ, England.

3440. Pinthong, R. 1980. Fermentation study in soy milk. 
PhD thesis, Reading, England. *
Address: Reading, Berkshire, England.

3441. Roberts, E.H.; Ellis, R.H. 1980. Seed physiology and 
seed quality in soyabean. In: R.J. Summerfi eld and A.H. 
Bunting, eds. 1980. Advances in Legume Science. Royal 
Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, England. xvi + 
668 p. See p. 297-311. [62 ref]
Address: Univ. of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, England.

3442. Seal, R. 1980. Industrial soya protein technology. In: 
R.A. Grant, ed. 1980. Applied Protein Chemistry. London: 
Applied Science Publishers Ltd. x + 332 p. See p. 87-111. 
Chap. 4. [56 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Processing technology: 
Oil extraction–defatted meal, soya concentrates, soya 
protein isolates, full fat soya products, texturising–extrusion, 
texturising–spinning. The nutritional value of soya protein 
products. The functional value of soya protein products. 
The utilisation of soya products–some specifi c examples. 
Commercial considerations. Address: T. Lucas & Co. Ltd., 
Bristol, UK.

3443. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Bunting, A.H. eds. 1980. Advances 
in legume science. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey, England. xvi + 668 p. Volume 1 of the Proceedings of 
the International Legume Conference. Held 31 July–4 Aug. 
1978 at Kew, England. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [448 soy ref]
• Summary: Volume II will be titled “Advances in Legume 
Systematics.” Volume 1 contains the following sections, after 
the list of contributors and preface: 1. Diversity, adaptation 
and yield. 2. Rhizobium, nitrogen metabolism and plant 
nutrition. 3. Biochemical composition and nutritional factors. 
4. Pests, diseases, resistance and breeding. 5. Glycine 
(contains extensive information on soybeans). 6. Phaseolus 
and Psophocarpus. 7. Vigna. 8. Arachis. 9. Fodder, forage 
and cover legumes. 10. Other taxa (Lupinus, Cicer, Lens, 
Vicia faba, Pisum). Address: 1. Univ. of Reading, Dep. 
of Agriculture & Hort., Shinfi eld Grange, Cutbush Lane, 
Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9AD, Berkshire, England.

3444. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Wien, H.C. 1980. Effects of 
photoperiod and air temperature on growth and yield of 
economic legumes. In: R.J. Summerfi eld and A.H. Bunting, 
eds. 1980. Advances in Legume Science. Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, England. xvi + 668 p. See 
p. 17-36. [94 ref]
• Summary: “Grain legume crops are affected more than 
most others by the vagaries of weather and climate. Seasonal 
variations in, and interactions between, photoperiod and air 
temperature, coupled with different diurnal thermal regimes 
which depend not only on latitude but also on altitude, are 
the major environmental factors that regulate the rate and 
duration of vegetative growth and the realisation of the 
consequent yield potential.” Address: 1. Univ. of Reading, 
England; 2. IITA, Ibadan, Nigeria.

3445. Widdowson, E.M.; et al. 1980. Foods which simulate 
meat: The nutritional aspects of vegetable protein foods 
which are meat analogs. Report of the Panel on Novel Foods. 
Committee on Medical Aspects of Food Policy. Department 
of Health and Social Security (Great Britain), Report on 
Health and Social Subjects No. 17. 20 p. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Membership of the panel. 
Introduction: Background information, terms of reference, 
acknowledgments. General considerations. Textured 
vegetable protein foods which simulate meat. Water content. 
Protein and amino acids: Protein content, protein quality. Fat. 
Vitamins. Minerals: Introduction, iron, zinc. Consideration 
of the use of textured vegetable protein foods in 
institutional catering. Use of non-textured vegetable protein. 
Recommendations. References. Appendix–Guidelines for 
caterers. Address: Univ. of Cambridge, Dep. of Medicine.

3446. Vegetarian (The): Offi cial Journal of the Vegetarian 
Society (UK). 1980--. Serial/periodical. Altrincham, 
Cheshire, England: VSUK. Frequency: Bimonthly. 27 cm.
• Summary: Continues: Alive (Altrincham, Cheshire). ISSN 
0260-3233. Published in Sutton, Surrey, by ESG on behalf of 
the Vegetarian Society, UK. Article in Alive. 1980. May/June. 
“The Vegetarian makes a come-back.” Address: Altrincham, 
Cheshire, England.

3447. Product Name:  Kesp (Spun Soy Protein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Master Foods (formerly called 
Dornay Foods).
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1980?
New Product–Documentation:  Maureen Byrne. 1988. Oct. 
p. 53. A spun soy protein brand-named Kesp was originally 
developed by Courtaulds, which sold the technology to 
Master Foods (formerly Dornay Foods) in the early 1980s, 
but products containing Kesp have now been discontinued.

3448. Root, Waverley. 1981. A cordial bow to the byproducts 
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of the soybean. Los Angeles Times. Jan. 15. p. J42.
• Summary: This article is indebted to: Simonds, Nina. 1979. 
“Chinese cuisine: Bean curd.” Gourmet. Sept. p. 28-29, 84-
91.
 The soybean, which offers extraordinary versatility as 
a human food, can be transformed into soybean milk, “the 
soybean milk skin [yuba] derived from the milk, the bean 
sticks [dried yuba sticks] made from the milk skin, the also 
edible sediment given off by the milk [okara], untreated 
bean curd [regular tofu and perhaps silken tofu], pressed 
bean curd which produces bean curd noodles [pressed tofu 
noodles], more tightly compressed bean curd cakes, and 
frozen-and-thawed bean curd [dried frozen tofu].” Note: This 
is the earliest English-language document seen (April 2013) 
that uses the term “frozen-and-thawed bean curd” to refer to 
dried-frozen tofu.
 In the process of making “pressed bean curd, another 
soybean food is created–bean curd skin [pai yeh, pressed 
tofu sheets], which should not be confused with soybean 
milk skin [yuba]. Dried bean curd skin,” which needs 
no refrigeration and is often stuffed, for example with 
chopped meat, is sold by weight by Chinese specialty shops 
throughout the world; fi ve or six sheets weigh one ounce.
 “There is a whole family of foods made from fermented 
bean curd” [fermented tofu]. Bean curd can be fermented in 
various ways. Bean curd loaves, for example, can be stored 
for the winter in a cool dark place; micro-organisms from 
the air cause fermentation. “The loaves acquire a fungoid 
coating, which has to be scraped off, and as far as I know is 
not used for food,...” Fermented bean curd, which has been 
called “soybean cheese,” is easier to digest than unfermented 
bean curd. Bean curd can also be marinated in rice wine, 
fl avored with spices, and then allowed to ferment. A most 
unusual type of fermented tofu is stinky bean curd (sh’ou tou 
fu), a favorite Chinese snack. In Taipei [Taiwan], there are 
many street vendors who ply the streets with their portable 
deep fryers. This fermented tofu is usually deep-fried and 
usually eaten with one’s choice of soy sauce, vinegar, 
mashed garlic, and chili paste.
 Other fermented foods include miso, natto, hamanatto 
(which is of Korean origin), tempeh (of Indonesian origin), 
and shoyu (Soybean sauce, soy sauce).
 “It is said that the best grades of soy sauce can take as 
much as six to seven years of aging to reach perfection, and 
that the making of a superb soy sauce requires ‘as much art 
in its preparation as good French wines.’”
 Flavorings are added to some Chinese soy sauce 
“various herbs, especially citronella; spices (ginger); 
aromatic vegetables (onions); and not only fermented fi sh, 
but even fermented chicken meat. To produce three liters (3.1 
quarts) of sauce requires on kilogram (2.2 pounds) of beans.
 “Fukien has the reputation of producing the best soy 
bean sauce in China and consequently stews many foods 
in it, giving them a color which has caused the culinary 

techniques of this region to be called ‘red cooking.’”
 Soybean sauce is “often an important ingredient in many 
more complicated sauces–for instance Hoisin sauce in China 
and Worcestershire sauce in England.”

3449. Poole, Shona Crawford. 1981. The Times cook. Times 
(London). Jan. 22. p. 10.
• Summary: A recipe for Stir-fried spring onions calls for “1 
tablespoon soy or tamari sauce” and “2 tablespoons peanut 
oil.” Also mentions “bean sprouts” and “beansprouts.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Dec. 2005) in 
the Times (London) that uses the word “tamari” to refer to a 
type of soy sauce.

3450. Product Name:  Granose Soya Milk (Plain, or with 
Carob).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. July 20. STS. 1985. 
Containers for Soymilk. Shows color photo of 500 ml Tetra 
Brik carton. Orange and green on white. “100% Vegetable. 
Rich in protein. High in polyunsaturates.” Use by 7/84.
 Form fi lled out by Alpro. 1990. May 30. Alpro began 
making this product (2 fl avors) in Jan. 1981 in 500 ml 
cartons. Granose stopped buying it from Alpro in Dec. 1984; 
DE-VAU-GE became the new source.
 Note: This is the earliest product seen in Britain that 
uses “Soya Milk” as the product name.

3451. McGuinness, E.E.; Morgan, R.G.H.; Levison, D.A.; 
Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 1981. Interaction of azaserine 
and raw soya fl our on the rat pancreas. Scandinavian J. of 
Gastroenterology 16(1):49-56. Jan. [15 ref]
• Summary: Enhanced pancreatic acinar cell carcinogenesis 
was demonstrated in rats fed diets containing a high 
proportion of raw soya fl our concurrently with a carcinogen. 
Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Univ. of 
Dundee, Scotland.

3452. Ball, A.; Hampson, David J.H. 1981. Re: Sending 
you leafl ets, retail price list, and samples. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 6. 1 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Thank you for your letter of Dec. 29. “We have 
great pleasure in enclosing our leafl ets, technical information 
sheet and current retail price list along with a profi le of our 
company which we hope you will fi nd of interest.
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 “We are also sending, under separate cover, a sample of 
each of our foods [products] for your evaluation.”
 Note: Accompanying this letter are several photocopies 
of unciteable ads and articles about the company.
 The brown letterhead states: “Manufacturing Chemists. 
Health Food and Home Brewing Specialists.” Directors–E.J. 
Hampson. M. Armitage. D.J. Hampson. J.T. Hampson. 
Address: 2. Sales Director, Itona Products Ltd., Itona Works, 
Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan, WN1 2SB, England. Phone: 
Wigan 34761/2.

3453. Howse, Eric. 1981. Seventh-day Adventist work with 
soyfoods worldwide (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Feb. 12. 2 p. transcript.
• Summary: Howes was the International Director at the 
General Conference in Washington, DC, until he retired. 
Soyfoods are a rapidly growing component of Adventist 
food work worldwide. Discusses: Sanitarium Health Food 
Co. in Australia, DE-VAU-GE in West Germany, Granose 
Foods in England. A major new component is low-cost 
extruders making TVP. Address: 6471 Penn National Drive, 
Fayetteville, Pennsylvania 17222. Phone: 717-352-7239.

3454. Whisker, Ray G. 1981. Re: Breeding and growing 
soybeans in soybeans in the U.K. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 21. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Dear Bill, Thanks for your letter.
 “The soy seldom gets publicity in the U.K., and this is 
usually confi ned to its use in tvp products which are not too 
popular. Soybeans can never become a viable farm crop in 
U.K. as climatic conditions are generally unfavorable. But 
is has potential as a home-garden high protein vegetable 
and, perhaps, as a supplemental feed crop for very small-
scale farmers. I am thinking primarily of certain small-leaf 
overseas strains which cannot fl ower in Britain, and thus 
make extra foliage as compensation for lack of fl owers.”
 “Found your catalog most interesting and hope your 
work and literature will continue to fl ourish and prosper. I 
make soymilk from a 1940 Canadian recipe, and we use the 
leftover mesh in cakes and stews etc. It must be the most 
versatile vegetable on earth. Where else can you fi nd a plant 
which provides `meat’ ‘milk’ ‘Cheese’ and Oil.” Address: 
Soybean Breeder, East Molesey, Surrey, England.

3455. Hewsom, David. 1981. Tucking into the pot snack 
market. Times (London). Feb. 24. p. 21, cols. 3-7.
• Summary: A ‘pot snack” seems to refer to a hot snack sold 
in a small cup [like instant ramen noodles or Cup Noodles]. 
The article begins: “Most Chinese cookery books would not 
include the following recipe for chow mein: antioxidants, 
preservative, yeast extract, inosine monophosphate, fruit 
acids, spices, colour, emulsifi er, fl avouring, garlic, sugar, soy 
sauce, monosodium glutamate, hydrolysed vegetable protein, 
soya fl our, mushroom, salt, mixed peppers, starch, green 

beans, edible fat, carrot, onion, and noodles.
 “The know-how behind the instant snack market is 
Japanese...” A bar chart shows the growth of Britain’s instant 
hot snacks market from 1978 to 1981 (estimate). For each 
year is given the number of units sold and their value in 
British pounds sterling.

3456. Hitchcock, Christopher H.S.; Bailey, F.J.; Crimes, 
A.A.; Dean, D.A.G.; Davies, P.J. 1981. Determination 
of soya proteins in food using an enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay procedure. J. of the Science of Food 
and Agriculture (London) 32(2):157-65. Feb. [21 ref]
• Summary: The ELISA assay is used to detect soybean 
proteins in meat products. Address: 1. Unilever Research, 
Colworth Lab., Sharnbrook, Bedford, UK.

3457. John, Harrison W. 1981. Adventist food industries: 
Recent developments. Spectrum: Journal of the Association 
of Adventist Forums 11(3):28-36. Feb.
• Summary: One of the most informative articles ever 
written about Seventh-day Adventist food companies 
worldwide. “Ever since Ellen G. White’s health reform 
message of 1863, Seventh-day Adventists have had a 
‘theology’ of nutrition.” In 1979 food sales for Adventist 
manufacturing and marketing companies totaled $188 
million, up 95% over 1974 sales of $96 million, and up 3.68 
times over 1970 sales of $51 million. The most successful 
company is Sanitarium Health Food Company in Australia. 
Sales for the 5-year period 1975-75 totaled $400 million. 
Their most popular product is read-to-eat “Weet Bix,” a 
breakfast cereal that outsells Kellogg’s Corn Flakes.
 In Europe: Earned income fi gures for 1978 were 
impressive. DE-VAU-GE’s income was $12.2 million 
(second only to Sanitarium Health Foods in Australia). 
Nutana’s was $7.6 million ($10 million in 1979), and 
Granose’s was $1.8 million. Nutana showed an impressive 
tenfold sales increase from 1973 to 1979.
 Profi t fi gures, however, were not impressive. In 1978 
Granose lost about $295,000 and Nutana $5,903. DE-
VAU-GE’s profi ts were unknown. Granose had been a 
consistent money looser; between 1975 and 1978 it lost an 
average of $101,000 a year and its net worth decreased from 
$331,902 in 1975 to $113,515 in 1978. Thus in October 1979 
Sanitarium Health Foods of Australia was asked to take over 
the management of ailing Granose. Loma Linda Foods in the 
USA has also had problems. Though 1978 sales were $11.7 
million, they lost $390,000. In April 1980 management and 
control of LLF was transferred to Sanitarium of Australia. 
In about 1978 Granix in Argentina and Superbom in 
Brazil entered the vegetable protein market with TVP and 
are currently producing 700 tons/year. In 1976 a “World 
Foods Service Expansion Program” was started to fi nance 
expansion of food production into countries having serious 
nutritional problems. Low-cost extrusion cookers making 
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TVP were a key part of this program. Address: Rockville, 
Maryland.

3458. Purves, Rebecca. 1981. Vegan diets for young 
children. Nutrition and Food Science. Jan/Feb. p. 4-6. [8 ref]
• Summary: In 1944 a group of strict vegetarians formed 
the Vegan Society and called their diet a vegan diet to 
distinguish it from an ordinary vegetarian diet. Vegans 
are people who do not eat any food of animal origin. In 
recent years vegetarian and, to a lesser extent, vegan diets 
have increased in popularity. The usual reason is ethical: a 
distaste for eating animal fl esh and the abhorrence of animal 
suffering. The children’s diet contained soya milks (Plamil 
and Granogen). There are hazards of a vegan diet though: 
Bulkiness (especially for children), monotony, defi ciency 
of vitamins B-12 and D. Conclusion: The anthropometric 
measurements made indicated that the children were growing 
normally, although there was a tendency for them to be 
shorter in stature and lighter in weight when compared with 
standards. Address: Nutrition Dep., Queen Elizabeth College, 
Univ. of London, England.

3459. Annan, W.D.; Manson, W. 1981. The production of 
lysinoalanine and related substances during processing of 
proteins. Food Chemistry 6(3):255-61. March. [21 ref]
• Summary: Focuses on milk. Address: Hannah Research 
Inst., Ayr KA6 5HL, Great Britain.

3460. Itona Products Ltd. 1981. Retail price list. Itona 
Works, Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan, WN1 2SB, England. 1 p. 
Undated.
• Summary: The list of all-vegetarian products includes: 
Minced beef. Beef chunks. Ham chunks. Unfl avoured 
mince. Minced beef. Beef chunks. Ham chunks. Tonabanga. 
Tonaburga. Tona ‘C’ food fi sh cake mix. Golden Archer 
Soya Beanmilk. Golden Archer brown rice pudding. Granny 
Ann high fi bre biscuits. Ito coffee substitute. Noots. Noot 
bar. Granymels. Golden Archer Beanmilk Custard. Beanoot 
butter. Super soya lecithin powder 500.
 The company’s directors are: E.J. Hampson, M. 
Armitage, D.J. Hampson (sales director), and J.T. Hampson. 
Address: Wigan, England. Phone: Wigan 34761/2.

3461. Richardson, M. 1981. Protein inhibitors of enzymes. 
Food Chemistry 6(3):235-53. March. [100* ref]
• Summary: Proteins with the peculiar property of forming 
stoichiometric protein- protein complexes with various 
enzymes resulting in the competitive inhibition of their 
catalytic functions are known to be extremely widespread in 
the plant kingdom. The existence of such inhibitory proteins 
was initially discovered by Weinland in 1903. He used 
the term ‘antienzymes’ to explain the resistance of certain 
nematodes to digestion by the enzymes of the alimentary 
canal. The occurrence of similar chemical compounds in 

plant tissues was suspected for a number of years and fi nally 
confi rmed in the 1940s when Kunitz isolated and purifi ed a 
heat-labile protein from soybeans which inhibited trypsin. 
The best known of these protein inhibitors are those affecting 
the activities of the proteinase enzymes. The large body of 
research literature has been extensively reviewed in recent 
years (Ryan, 1973; Fritz et al., 1974; Tschesche, 1974; 
Marshall, 1975; Saunders, 1975; Buonocore et al., 1979; 
Richardson, 1977).
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes Stoichiometry, from 
Greek stoicheion = element, a term fi rst used in 1807, as a 
branch of science that deals with the applications of the laws 
of defi nite proportions and the conservation of matter and 
energy to chemical activity. Specifi cally with quantitative 
relationship between constituents in a chemical substance, 
or between two or more substances especially in processes 
involving physical or chemical change. Address: Dep. of 
Botany, Univ. of Durham, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, 
Great Britain.

3462. Levy, Paul. 1981. Eastward advance: Paul Levy’s not 
so dim Chinese summing up. Guardian (England). April 5. 
p. 36.
• Summary: Near Harvard University in Massachusetts was 
a Chinese restaurant named Peking on the Mystic, located in 
Medford, a dismal suburb of Boston, on the Mystic River.
 The key to turning a Chinese restaurant meal into a feast 
is to order the meal in advance. Give the chef a budget but 
leave the details of the menu up to him.
 One of the writer’s “fondest memories of Chinese meals 
is of the crabs in black bean and ginger sauce eaten...” in a 
tiny restaurant on Lisle Street in London.

3463. Aidoo, Kofi  E.; Hendry, R.; Wood, B.J.B. 1981. 
Estimation of fungal growth in a solid state fermentation 
system. European J. of Applied Microbiology and 
Biotechnology 12(1):6-9. April. [23 ref]
• Summary: Of 4 chemical methods for estimating mycelial 
biomass in koji fermentation which were examined, the 
modifi ed method of Ride and Drysdale, was found to be most 
suitable. Address: Biotechnology Unit, Univ. of Strathclyde, 
George St., Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland.

3464. Food Engineering. 1981. Food from a fermenter looks 
and tastes like meat. 53(5):117-18. May.
• Summary: “A food based on Fusarium fungus is expected 
to be tested in British supermarkets later this year. The 
fungus is produced continuously in a 100-ton-per-year pilot 
plant” by British food manufacturer Rank Hovis McDougall 
(RHM), Europe’s fourth largest food manufacturer. The UK 
government has given the company the go-ahead to test 
market the product even though it still wants animal trials 
carried out on the food’s safety. The new food is called 
“mycoprotein” and its main advantages are that it has a meat-
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like texture (lacking in other single cell proteins such as 
bacteria), its mushroom-like fl avor is more acceptable than 
the beany taste of textured soya, and since it grows more 
slowly than yeasts or bacteria, it contains less ribonucleic 
acid (RNA). “RHM has managed to reduce the nucleic acid 
content of mycoprotein to below the acceptable upper limit 
of one percent. With bacteria, RNA levels have reached 
as high as 25 percent and with yeasts up to 15 percent.” 
Mycoprotein is also not defi cient in essential amino acids. 
On a dry-weight basis it contains 45% protein. “’The fungal 
protein thus represents in nutritional terms the fi rst vegetable 
protein with the biological value of animal protein,’ said 
Professor Arnold Spicer, former RHM research director who 
was responsible for launching the mycoprotein project.” 
Three important things have happened to mycoprotein during 
the past decade. First, continuous fermentation has become 
a reality and process effi ciency is high. It takes only 2-3 
pounds of carbohydrate to produce 1 pound of protein by 
the RHM process. Second, RHM has learned how to turn 
the slurry of mycoprotein fi laments that comes from the 
fermenter into a very convincing replica of meat, poultry and 
fi sh; these are physical, not chemical, treatments. Third, there 
is an increasing body of knowledge confi rming the safety 
and nutritional value of mycoprotein. Its NPU is 70 to 75 
and supplementation with 0.2% methionine raises it to 100 
which is equal the standard of protein quality–namely the 
egg. A photo shows a chicken analog that has been battered 
and fried.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2004) 
that contains the word “mycoprotein.”

3465. Rice, R.D.; Wei, L.S.; Steinberg, M.P.; Nelson, A.I. 
1981. Effect of enzyme inactivation on the extracted soybean 
meal and oil. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
58(5):578-83. May. [22 ref]
• Summary: Steam heat treatment of soybeans prior to 
extraction was benefi cial to quality of both oil and fl ake. 
Address: 1. Marfl eet Refi ning Co., Ltd., Hull, England HU9 
5NJ; 2-3. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Illinois.

3466. Hale, William C. 1981. Re: Etymology of the terms 
soy and soya. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
June 2. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead (photocopy).
• Summary: “English borrowed the words soy and soya 
from the Dutch around the end of the seventeenth century. 
The Dutch, as merchants, had direct contact with the 
Japanese at this time, which is why we borrowed our words 
from their word soja. The Dutch word is probably from 
Japanese shôyu, soy. It is really impossible to tell at this 
point what is the relationship between Japanese shôyu and 
Chinese (Pekingese, Pinyin transcription) jiànyóu. Some of 
our sources indicate that the compound shôyu was formed 
in Japanese fi rst and that the Chinese formed their own 
compound (in characters) on the model of the Japanese.” 

Address: Etymologist, G.&C. Merriam Co., 47 Federal 
Street, Springfi eld, Massachusetts 01101. Phone: 413-734-
3134.

3467. Product Name:  Bibbysoy [Full Fat Soya Meal for 
Use in High-Energy Poultry and Livestock Feeds].
Manufacturer’s Name:  J. Bibby & Sons, Edible Oils Div.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Liverpool, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Agricultural Supply 
Industry (UK). 1981. June 5. p. 2. “J. Bibby launches a full 
fat soya meal.” This product, named Bibbysoy, contains on 
average 38% protein and 19% oil. The meal “is produced 
by a carefully controlled process which is claimed to ensure 
that protein and amino acid availability are not affected. It 
has a linoleic acid content of over 9% while the high oil level 
makes it particularly suitable for high energy poultry, pig and 
ruminant diets. Bibbysoy is made from whole soya beans 
which are toasted and dried before being ground into a free-
running meal for easy mixing into compound feeds.”

3468. Spencer, Colin. 1981. Protein shelter: Food. Guardian 
(England). July 31. p. 9.
• Summary: A good introduction to miso and to The Book of 
Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, “the defi nitive work on the 
subject.” Contains recipes for: Miso spread. Miso vegetable 
soup. Miso eggs with courgettes [zucchini]. Miso sauce for 
pasta.

3469. Brown, Shannon R. 1981. Cakes and oil: Technology 
transfer and Chinese soybean processing, 1860-1895. 
Comparative Studies in Society and History (University of 
Michigan) 23(3):449-63. July. [53 ref]
• Summary: Following China’s “loss in the second Sino-
British War in 1860, China’s economy became, against the 
wishes of its leaders, more open to foreign infl uence. In 1860 
there were 15 Chinese ports where foreign businessmen were 
allowed to reside and do business, and by 1895 this number 
had grown to 22.”
 In the middle of the 19th century the foreigners sought 
to enter the soybean trade and, through their superior 
technology, to dominate it. But trade in commodities such as 
soybeans, bean oil, and bean cake “was strongly dominated 
by a variety of craft guilds and regional merchant guilds, 
or landsmanschaften. The purchase of soybeans from the 
peasants and their resale to bean mills or to exporters was 
controlled by the soybean guild, whose headquarters were 
in Shenyang and which was dominated by merchants from 
Shansi. The transporting of beans from Shenyang, their 
major market, to Newchwang was dominated by a cart guild 
that, like the soybean dealers, set a common price each 
day. The native mills in Newchwang were also organized 
in a guild, most of whose members and employees came 
from Chefoo. The Chinese fi rms that exported the soybean 
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products were members of a guild dominated by merchants 
from Swatow, while the junk owners who carried the 
products were members of the Shanghai junk guild. The 
presence of such a pervasive system of trade guilds and 
landsmanschaften meant that would-be entrants would have 
to come to terms with the existing organizations or face 
heavy opposition.”
 So the foreigners began by transporting bean cake from 
Manchuria, where it was made, to south China where it was 
used as a fertilizer for sugar cane. By 1867 westerners had 
completely dominated this trade because of the superiority 
of steamships in handling this commodity, their operation as 
common carriers, and the insurability of Western ships and 
cargo.
 In 1866 westerners fi rst tried to enter the soybean 
crushing business, producing soybean cakes and oil. In the 
port of Newchwang Thomas Platt, a British merchant, chose 
his location and ordered his machinery (incl. horizontal 
rollers and hydraulic presses) from England. Part of the 
fi nancing for this equipment was advanced by Jardine, 
Matheson and Company, the largest British trading fi rm 
in China. The machinery arrived in Aug. 1867, but Platt 
defaulted on his loan so Jardine took possession of Platt’s 
land and assets and began construction of the mill. Trial 
production of the coal-fi red steam mill began in Oct. 1868, 
and recommenced in the spring of 1869, but the results were 
unsatisfactory and the plant was closed in the summer of 
1870. The capacity of the mill was 1,728 bean cakes per 
day but output never exceeded 1,440. Charles E. Hill, an 
American, was the manager of the mill. His main problems 
were with the laborers. A detailed analysis is given of the 
reasons for the mill’s failure.
 The next attempt to establish a soybean mill using 
western technology was in Swatow, in 1880. It was smaller, 
with initial production of only 200 bean cakes per day, but 
rising to 600 cakes/day in 1884, and about 850 by 1893. 
This steam-powered mill, which probably used equipment 
purchased from the failed Newchwang mill, was probably 
less mechanized. But it grew slowly and was apparently 
successful fi nancially. A controversy that arose in 1881 
concerning the right of foreigners to establish businesses 
in treaty ports may explain why similar mills were not 
established at this time.
 The Treaty of Shimonoseki in 1895 gave foreigners a 
clear right to establish factories in treaty ports. After 1895, 
foreign-run factories using Western technology rapidly 
increased in number as, revealingly, did privately owned 
Chinese factories using Western technology.
 In 1896 in Newchwang, Butterfi eld and Swire (B&S; 
second only to Jardine, Matheson and Co. among British 
fi rms in China) fi nally opened the steam-powered bean mill 
that they had been considering since 1893. The Imperial 
Maritime Customs Decennial Report for 1892-1901 reported 
that “The mill is worked by Chinese only, and is practically 

Chinese owned.” “So successful was the mill that imitators 
quickly followed–one each in the summer of 1899, the fall 
of 1900, and the fall of 1901. By the latter year, the modern 
factories of Newchwang, using a technology quite similar 
to that of the original foreign mill [started 1868-69] had a 
combined capacity of 15,600 bean cakes per day. This fi gure 
represented most of the port’s total output of bean cakes. 
Furthermore, the costs per cake were about 20% less in the 
new mills and the yield of oil higher. This cost advantage 
enabled them ‘to make a profi t at prices which caused a loss 
to the old-style mills.’”
 Note: Much of the original information in this paper 
comes from the Jardine, Matheson Archive, Cambridge 
Univ. Library, Unbound Correspondence, Newchwang. 
Address: Assoc. Prof., Economics Dep., Univ. of Maryland, 
Catonsville, Baltimore County, Maryland 21228. Phone: 
301-455-1000.

3470. Shurtleff, William. 1981. Soynut butter–Economical 
soy spread. Soyfoods No. 5. p. 22-23. Summer.
• Summary: “The heat waves and drought of the summer of 
1980 devastated peanut crops across America and especially 
in the Deep South where most of the crop is grown–the 
leading states being Georgia, Alabama, and Texas in that 
order.
 “The American peanut harvest was down almost 
50 percent (from 2.0 to 1.1 million tons), the price of 
unprocessed peanuts leaped from $455 to $1510 a ton 
(up 332 percent) and the price of peanut butter roughly 
doubled. A creamy sunfl ower spread, selling for 49 cents a 
jar less than peanut butter, was quickly put on the shelves 
at Star Markets, a New England grocery store chain, and 
was reported to be selling ‘very well.’ Yet as of April 1981 
not a single soyfoods processor had grasped this golden 
opportunity to put a tasty, low-priced soynut butter on 
the market; and to once again demonstrate the soybean’s 
amazing versatility.’
 “The peanut, as everyone knows, is not a nut; like the 
soybean it is a legume and an oilseed. The soybean, like 
the peanut, when roasted, makes a delectable soynut butter. 
The tastiest product is made by oil-roasting the soybeans. 
But a good product can also be made from dry-roasted soy 
fl our (called kinako in Japanese). The addition of peanut oil 
to soynut butter or dry roasted soy fl our gives a fl avor very 
close to that of peanut butter. Or soynut butter can be mixed 
with peanut butter as a lower-cost extender.
 “While peanut butter is a surprisingly new food, soynut 
butter is surprisingly old. Both products were fi rst developed 
in America. Peanut butter was fi rst produced about 1890 
by the remarkable Seventh-day Adventist health reformer 
Dr. John Harvey Kellogg of Battle Creek, Michigan. He 
chose not to patent the product, believing it was a product 
that ‘the world ought to have; let everybody that wants it 
have it, and make the best use of it.’ As mentioned above, 
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the fi rst soynut butter was patented by another Kellogg (no 
relation) John L. Kellogg, in 1915. Piper and Morse in their 
classic The Soybean (1923) described the production of 
soynut butter (including the suggested addition of peanut oil) 
and commented that it had ‘much the same appearance as 
peanut butter and a very agreeable fl avor.’ In 1927 Mr. T.A. 
Van Gundy, a Seventh-day Adventist and father of Dorothea 
Van Gundy Jones (author of The Soybean Cookbook) made 
America’ fi rst commercial soynut butter at his La Sierra 
Industries in La Sierra, near Riverside, California. He sold 
the product through health food stores. In 1967 Pichel and 
Weiss took out America’s second patent for soynut butter; 
and in 1971 Badenhop and Hackler suggested grinding 
soynuts with oil to make a peanut butter analog. In 1972 
Herbert Horn, a student in the Department of Food Science 
at the University of Illinois, wrote an excellent master’ 
thesis entitled Quality of Soybean Butter as Determined 
by Processing Variables. The key step in his process 
was inactivation of the beany fl avor in soybeans by a 
bicarbonate blanch, which also removed fl atulence-causing 
oligosaccharides. He ground his oil roasted soynuts with 8% 
oil, plus salt and dextrose.
 “Horn mentioned that there was a commercial soynut 
butter on the market in 1972 but he did not mention the 
name of the manufacturer. Subama Food Company in 
Iowa started to make soynut butter commercially in 1973; 
unsalted and made from oil roasted soynuts, it was sold only 
in bulk (30-pound pails), mostly to local food co-ops. As 
of 1981 the world’s best selling soynut butter was probably 
produced by Itona Products Ltd. in Wigan, England. Called 
Beanoot Butter and sold as a dry mix in a plastic bag, this 
product consists of roasted soy fl our, malt extract (a natural 
sweetener), vegetable oil, and salt. To serve, mix with a 
small amount of water and use like peanut butter.
 “To make soynut butter on a commercial scale according 
to the method developed by Horn, a company would need a 
blancher (steam-jacketed kettle), an oil roaster (deep-frying 
unit), and a colloidal mill (which both grinds the soynuts 
and homogenizes them with the added oil to prevent oil 
separation). The oil-roasting process is much faster than a 
dry roast: three minutes at 190ºC versus 35 minutes at 400ºC. 
If it is desirable to simulate the consistency of peanut butter, 
soynut butter should contain about 50 percent oil. Horn 
found that oil-roasting dehulled soybeans increased the oil 
content from 20 to 42 percent; thus 9 percent of the oil was 
added afterwards. Grade A peanut butter contains 1.0 to 1.8 
percent added salt and not more than 55 percent total oil. 
Peanuts typically contain 46 percent protein as compared 
with 20 percent oil and 38 percent protein for soybeans.
 “Horn’s process, slightly modifi ed by Dr. L.S. Wei, is 
as follows: clean, dry and dehull fi ve pounds of (Corsoy) 
soybeans. Drop the dry dehulled cotyledons into boiling 
solution of water and 0.25 percent by weight of sodium 
bicarbonate (baking soda). Return to the boil and blanch 

(simmer) for 30 minutes. Drain well. Oil-roast (deep-
fry) at 190ºC (375ºF) for three minutes. Combine the 
oil-roasted soynuts (1610 gm.) in a large container with 
the following ingredients and mix thoroughly: 274 gm. 
each liquid vegetable oil and hydrogenated vegetable oil, 
110 gm. dextrose (a sweetener), 26 gm. salt, and 15 gm, 
monodiglyceride [hydrogenated oils]. Using a stone-type 
colloid mill with a No. 120 corundum stone, grind one or 
more times until the desired consistency is attained; fi rst 
grind at 0.8 mm. setting, second at 0.4 mm., third at 0.2 
mm., etc. For a very smooth texture; run through a minisonic 
homogenizer. Run into jars at approximately 55ºC (130ºF), 
cure for 24 hours at 1ºC (34ºF) to allow for setting, then 
store at 21ºC (70ºF). Some producers interested in natural 
foods will want to reduce or eliminate the dextrose and 
the monodiglyceride emulsifi er. As little a as 1 percent 
hydrogenated oil is suffi cient to prevent oil separation.
 “To make soynut butter from dry-roasted soy fl our, mix 
with each cup of the dry-roasted soy fl our: 5 tablespoons 
oil, 1/3 teaspoon salt or 2 teaspoons miso (red, barley, 
or Hatcho), 2 tablespoons honey or other sweetener of 
equivalent sweetness, and 3 to 4 tablespoons water. For best 
fl avor, heat while mixing.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Dec. 2012) with the term “soynut butter” in the title. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, California.

3471. Wagner, Martha. 1981. Soy down under. Soyfoods No. 
5. p. 11-12. Summer.
• Summary: First discusses the work of Marcea Weber and 
Debbie Schmetzer in Australia. Marcea Weber owns The 
Soybean Factory located just outside of Sydney, Australia. 
Debbie, formerly a tofu maker at Surata Soyfoods in Eugene, 
Oregon, is now living in New Zealand, where she plans to 
start a soyfoods business. “Marcea, originally from New 
York, began her tofu business three years ago, about a year 
after arriving in Australia from England where she operated 
a small natural foods bakery. Koreans and Chinese were 
already producing large volumes of tofu in Australia but her 
business was the fi rst to produce a nigari tofu. After three 
years, tofu is still quite foreign to Australians, Marcea says...
 “The Soybean Factory sells to natural food stores, 
restaurants, and juice bars. It produces only 600 half-
pound blocks a week. Using simple Takai machinery with 
a 45-gallon Australian pressure cooker, only 30 pounds 
are produced in each batch so the selling cost is high, 
about double U.S. prices, and much higher than Korean 
and Chinese tofu sold in Australia.” “The factory employs 
three production workers and a manager. Marcea does the 
promotion. She also spends much of her time teaching 
cooking and nutrition classes at the East-West (Macrobiotic) 
Center, which she and her husband, Daniel, an acupuncturist, 
established when they arrived in Australia.”
 In New Zealand, “no one outside the Chinese 
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community had even heard of tofu until an Auckland health 
food store, Harvest Whole Foods, began producing it in a 
backroom kitchen last October [1980]. The enthusiasm for 
tofu was shown by several restaurants doing an alternative 
lifestyle festival, which featured tofu burgers, has produced 
healthy sales for the shop. The three owners, Greg and Ricky 
Chalmers and Ricky’s wife, Elizabeth, are producing about 
170 to 299 kilos (374 to 440 pounds) of tofu a week. They 
expect sales to grow and are planning to expand production 
facilities.”
 Debbie Schmetzer arrived in New Zealand in Jan. 1981 
with her husband, Peter (who was born in New Zealand) and 
their young son. She describes the process and ingredients 
used to make tofu at Harvest Health Foods, then notes 
that “Even in the Chinese community, only two Chinese 
restaurants are making tofu. Harvest’s main customers are 
Indonesians, vegetarians, people switching from dairy to soy 
on the advice of naturopathic doctors, and spiritual seekers 
such as Hare Krishna and Divine Light people.” On the 
Run is a fast food deli that makes excellent tofu dishes in 
Auckland, including tofu burgers, curried tofu salad in pita 
bread, and tofu tacos with locally made tortillas.
 Letter from Martha Wagner. 1981. July 24. “Before this 
article went to press I learned that Debbie and her husband 
had become disillusioned with attitudes in New Zealand 
toward food and organic agriculture, red tape, and toward 
setting up business–especially concerning a mold to make 
tempeh. So they took off for greener pastures in Australia. 
They are now mulling over the scene in the Melbourne are 
and may well do a bagel business combined with a soy deli. 
She would be a good person for a soyfoods information 
center there. Address: 35 Flower Street, Essendon 3040 
Victoria, Australia.
 “For the addresses of the Koreans and Chinese making 
lots of tofu in Australia, contact Marcea Weber, 29 Belmore 
St., Rozelle 2039, NSW.
 “Did you meet the Australian couple Fred and Radhika 
Koch at the SANA conference? They are planning to set 
up a good size tofu operation as a support for a 26-person 
community in the country.” Address: USA.

3472. Woodfi eld, Roger. 1981. Re: Recent developments 
at Soya Foods Limited, British Premier Products, and 
Spillers Premier Products, Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Aug. 12. 1 p. [1 ref]
• Summary: Dalgety acquired the Spillers Group in 1980, 
and British Soya Products in November 1983. Spillers 
Premier Products (SPP), being the amalgamation of Soya 
Foods Ltd., British Soya Products, and Slimcea, was 
launched in June 1984 [Note: Other company publications 
say July 2]. SPP’s head offi ce was initially located at 
Puckeridge (the former British Soya Products company). In 
August 1987 the company moved its headquarters to Station 
Rd., Cambridge.

 The formation of SPP involved the rationalisation of the 
soya product ranges for both Soya Foods and BSP. In June 
1984 the SPP soya range was launched as Trusoy (Soyolk 
was deleted), Bredsoy, Trugran, Soya Bran, and Soyex. Sales 
literature is enclosed for each of these products, along with 
an SPP product brochure. Address: Spillers Premier Products 
(A member of the Dalgety Group), Station Rd., Cambridge 
CB1 2JN, England. Phone: 0223 460666.

3473. Spencer, Colin. 1981. Food: Bean feast. Guardian 
(Manchester). Aug. 14. p. 7.
• Summary: A recent cartoon in the New Yorker showed a 
wife serving a suckling pig, as her husband sourly remarked, 
“Not tofu disguised again.” “Tofu is a soybean curd” that has 
been made in China more 2,000 years. In the 6th century, 
Buddhist monks made elaborate imitations of fi sh and 
poultry out of tofu. “In the United States, thanks to the moral 
health movement, tofu has become an ‘in’ food.”
 Although Americans constitute only 6% of the world’s 
population, they consume 30% of its meat and dairy 
products. “The vegetarian minority–estimated at 10 million–
are blazingly articulate in their diatribes against this injustice.
 “William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi have again written 
the defi nitive work, The Book of Tofu [Autumn Press] £4.50, 
available at Cranks and all health stores which stock a wide 
range of publications.”
 In England, Granose Foods Ltd. makes soya milk; it is 
delicious and such a book for vegans and children allergic to 
dairy milk. A new brand of tofu is now available. Sunwheel 
Foods, whose products are always impeccable in quality, are 
selling a tofu made by Morinaga and imported from Japan. 
It retails for 60 pence for 297 gm. Contains 4 recipes using 
Morinaga [silken] tofu: Stir-fried tofu. Sesame tofu. Tofu 
salad dressing. Tofu-stuffed pancakes. Address: [England].

3474. Spencer, Colin. 1981. Mean bean. Guardian 
(England). Aug. 28. p. 7.
• Summary: Ironically, the protein-rich soy bean is the 
dullest of all the dried peas and beans. Few of the soy-bean 
recipes in cookbooks sound even vaguely appetising. Soy 
beans were fi rst grown in England at Kew in the late 1700s. 
Most soy beans stocked in wholefood shops are round and 
beige, but some are small and black; they both taste about 
the same. Describes how to soak, then cook whole soybeans 
so as to inactivate the “’trypsin inhibitor,’ which blocks an 
trypsin enzyme essential for the digestion of protein.” They 
should be cooked for 4-5 hours or pressure cooked for 25 
minutes. After cooking, the whole soy beans can be crushed 
(with a potato masher) or pulped in a blender to yield a 
thick grainy puree. Describes various ways of preparing 
the cooked pulp. “Served with a miso sauce, these soy bean 
croquettes can be far more delicious than they sound.”
 In the USA, small “packets of dry roasted soy beans, 
salted like peanuts,” are sold in plain, salted, garlic, and 
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barbeque fl avors. Describes how to roast your own at home, 
using an oiled baking tray. “Toss the roasted beans in a 
fl avoured salt.” Or you can grind the unsalted roasted beans 
to make kinako. “In Japan they sweeten kinako and use it 
to coat confectionery. It must be the only example of chewy 
treats which could be good for you.”
 Gives recipes for: Sesame dry soybeans. Soybean 
Russian salad. Soy bean fritters. Black soy bean casserole.

3475. Price, Charlene C.; Brown, Judy. 1981. Organic 
certifi cation programs. National Food Review. Summer. p. 
31-32. NFR-15.
• Summary: “In 1941, Robert Rodale, a prominent fi gure in 
the health food movement, pioneered America adoption of 
organic farming practices patterned after organic farming 
research in Britain.
 “In the early 1970’s, he introduced standards for 
certifying organic foods... The farmer was visited personally 
by a Rodale representative, and technicians from an 
independent testing laboratory tested soil samples, water 
supplies, and plant tissue. If qualifi ed, the farmer was 
permitted to use the label ‘Certifi ed by Organic Gardening 
and Farming.’ Although Rodale’s program ended in 1973, his 
standards are the basis for several current programs.
 “Regional organic certifi cation organizations began 
to develop in 1973. Currently, there are about 22 active 
U.S. private organic farming organizations to provide 
informational exchange among members, certify and inspect 
organically produced crops, and help market and distribute 
organic crops throughout the Nation.
 “The International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM), formed in 1972, serves as an 
international promoter of the aims and principles of organic 
agriculture, as well as a coordinator of organic farming 
developments. It is comprised of 80 member groups in 30 
nations.
 “Attempts to enact Federal legislation on organic foods 
have been unsuccessful... The Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) began a full-scale review and analysis of organic and 
natural advertising claims in 1974...
 “Although no standards exist for organic foods on a 
national level, California and Maine have recently passed 
legislation patterned after the Oregon Food Rule, which 
establishes standards for foods that are advertised and/or 
labeled ‘organic.’ Oregon, in enforcing the rule which has 
become a model by many private farming organizations, has 
enforcement powers, regularly tests produce during store 
inspections or on request, and mediates disputes concerning 
‘organic’ claims.”

3476. Wallace, Dick. 1981. Re: History of ADM. Questions 
answered on Soyfoods Center letterhead (dated 11 Sept. 
1981) and returned to SC on 3 Dec. 1981. 2 p.
• Summary: The largest ADM crushing plant at Decatur has 

a capacity of 4,000 tons of soybeans a day. ADM Foods was 
formed in 1980. British Arkady fi rst produced TVP in 1965, 
and was acquired by ADM in 1974.
 Dates when ADM fi rst started producing certain soy 
products: Edible soy oils, 1930; Food grade lecithin, June 
1934; Full-fat soy fl our, 1935 (still producing); Cereal soy 
blends such as CSM, WSB, 1965-66 (CSM production has 
been discontinued); Soy protein concentrate, 1976; Textured 
soy concentrate, 1977; Bacon-fl avored TVP, 1970.
 Midland Linseed Oil Co. was incorporated in 1902, 
then reincorporated as Midland Linseed Products Co. in 
1912. William O. Goodrich Co., located in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, was acquired by ADM in 1928. Dr. J. Hayward 
began employment with ADM in Sept. 1935 and worked 
as Director of Nutritional Research until 1956, when the 
position of Director of Nutrition was created for him. He 
worked in this position until the late 1950s. In the early 
1960s he worked as a consultant for the company. On 1 July 
1957 ADM acquired a soy protein isolate plant from The 
Drackett Co. Note: That plant, located in Evendale [near 
Cincinnati] Ohio, made only industrial (not edible) soy 
protein isolates. Address: Decatur, Illinois.

3477. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1981. Li Yu-ying 
and Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine, Paris: History of work with 
soyfoods. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 13 p. Sept. 15. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction: Contribution. Early life and work: 
Birth date and place, 1905 soymilk paper at Second 
International Dairy Congress in Paris, 1908 establishment 
of laboratory for soymilk studies in Paris. Early soyfoods 
patents: Description of fi ve British patents applied for in 
1910 and granted by 1912, U.S. patent for “Method of 
Manufacturing Products from Soja” applied for in 1911 
and granted in 1913. Major books and articles: First book 
Dadou in 1910 written in Chinese, 1911-1912 article series, 
published 1912 as book La Soja, basic concept and contents. 
Introduction of soyfoods in Paris: Start of Usine de la 
Caséo-Sojaine northwest of Paris, products made, serving 
products to distinguished groups, presentation of food at 3 
international expositions, trip to Nanking Exposition 1911, 
decline in popularity by 1916. Effects of Li’s work: Infl uence 
on books, fears of products, Soyama-Werke in Germany. 
Work with soy in China after 1927. Address: Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3478. Inkson, Ms.; Mann, E.J. comp. 1981. Thesaurus: 
Food Science and Technology Abstracts. 2nd ed. Shinfi eld, 
Reading, England: IFIS (International Food Information 
Service). 238 p. No index. 30 cm. First edition, 1977. [Eng]
• Summary: The Introduction states: “The original IFIS word 
list, issued in 1970, did not attempt to give more than the 
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barest outline of the relations between the terms encountered. 
In 1977, therefore, an FSTA Thesaurus was published, in 
which the basic structuring of the material found in FSTA 
was set out. The Thesaurus was designed to give maximum 
compatibility with the EEC Multilingual (English / French 
/ German / Italian) Food Thesaurus, published in 1979 (and 
itself based largely on the FSTA system for the English 
version), and to take into account the needs of on-line users.”
 The terms are divided into headings (main terms or 
descriptors), which are printed in capital letters, and lead-in 
terms (non-descriptors) printed in lower case. Additional 
information is included in square brackets. The following 
abbreviations show the types of relationship between terms: 
BT = broader terms. NT = narrower terms. RT = related 
terms. UF = used for. lead-in term followed by “see” heading 
(e.g. bean curd see TOFU).
 Soy-related terms: Beverages: UF soy milk. Lecithins: 
BT Emulsifi ers, Phospholipids. UF phosphatidylcholine. 
Legumes: NT Soybeans. Miso: BT Soy Products. natto: see 
Soy Products. Sauces: NT Soy Sauces. soy fl our: see Soy 
Products. soy milk: see Beverages; Soy Products.
 Soy Products: BT Soybeans, Vegetable Products, 
Fermented Products. NT Miso, Soy Proteins, Soy Sauces, 
Soybean Oils. UF natto, nyufu, soy fl our, soy milk, sufu, 
tempeh, tofu, tsukudani, vital.
 Soy Proteins: BT Protein Products, Soy Products, 
Proteins Vegetable. RT Textured Vegetable Proteins. UF 
okara protein, Promine [Central Soya Co.], Supro 620, yuba.
 Soy Sauces: BT Fermented Products, Sauces, Soy 
Products. UF moromi, shoyu.
 Soybean Oils: BT Oils Vegetable, Soy Products. 
Soybeans (Glycine max): BT Legumes, Oilseeds. NT Soy 
Products.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2003) 
that is a thesaurus containing terms related to soybeans and 
soy products. Address: IFIS (International Food Information 
Service), Lane End House, Shinfi eld, Reading RG2 9BB, 
England.

3479. Product Name:  Tempeh, and Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Teac Bán Macrobiotic Center–Fad 
Saol Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  6 Parnell Road, Harold’s Cross 
Bridge, Dublin 6, Ireland.  Phone: 01-543943.
Date of Introduction:  1981 September.
Ingredients:  Tempeh: Organic soybeans, rice, Rhizopus 
oligosporus culture.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter concerning an 
interview with owners and founders Ann Currie and Patrick 
Duggan conducted by Anthony Marrese. 1993. March. This 
organization was founded in 1985 or 1986. “They say they 
were the fi rst in Ireland to make tempeh in any quantity 
and to sell it commercially. The name “Fad Saol Foods” is 
used for their products; It means “Long Life,” or, for them, 

macrobiotics. Their fi rst contact with tempeh was through 
the Community Health Foundation in England. They were 
given the fi rst tempeh hand grinder that was used by the 
Foundation, and they say it was the fi rst organization in 
England to make tempeh. Since tofu and tempeh were 
generally not available for their needs in macrobiotics and 
dietary counseling, they started making these foods. They 
supplied most of Dublin with tempeh at that time, and their 
fresh tofu was sold at health food shops. There are Chinese 
shops that produced their own tofu at that time and still do. 
Ann and Patrick use nigari to make their tofu. They also 
run tofu-making classes and tofu cookery courses. They 
presently sell most of their tofu and tempeh through only one 
retail shop. They have little desire to supply more because of 
their current focus on courses and teaching. At present they 
make about 35 lb/week of tempeh (sold frozen) and 70 lb/
week of tofu. Patrick produces both these soyfoods on his 
own. In the future they are open to increasing production 
if people from their courses come in to help. Once a week 
they serve a meal prepared by their cooking class and 
explain the signifi cance of the foods, their preparation, 
etc. Approximately 15 people can be served and they are 
generally sold out.
 In a letter of 12 May 1994 Anthony Marrese also sends a 
business card for the Macrobiotic Centre, a tempeh label, an 
issue of Teac Ban News (Vol. 7, No. 3, Autumn/Winter 1992; 
the Centre offers shiatsu treatment and classes, macrobiotic 
consultations, and courses in alternative medicine [10 
sessions] and wholefood cookery [8 sessions, including tofu 
and tempeh]), and 2 pages of tofu recipes (from The Magic 
of Tofu and The Book of Tofu).
 Tempeh Label. 4 by 6.75 inches. Blue on beige. Printed 
on both sides–with 6 recipes or recipe suggestions on 
the back. “Gluten free. No cholesterol. High protein. No 
preservatives.”
 Form fi lled out by Patrick Duggan and Ann Currie. 
2001. May 29. Their food company is named Fad Saol 
Foods. They started making tempeh in Sept. 1981. They also 
send their tempeh label, a one-panel tempeh leafl et, and a 
6-panel brochure describing “Teac Ban: The home of healthy 
living, macrobiotic cooking, feng shui, and shiatsu.”
 Note: These are the earliest known commercial soy 
products made in Ireland.

3480. Boyer, Robert A. 1981. Development of meatlike 
products based on spun soy protein fi bers. Part II (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Now somewhat desperate, Boyer decided to 
try a meat company anyway. He went to Swift & Co. in 
Chicago, Illinois, in 1950 and they immediately liked these 
ideas and bought exclusive rights to the patent from 1950-
1954 (in 1955 they converted to nonexclusive). In 1950, the 
war scarcity psychology still prevailed. American consumers 
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and food produces had watched in astonishment during the 
war as meats became so scarce and expensive that only a 
few could afford them. Thus it was easy to sell the notion 
that even after the war, as world population continued to 
rise, plant proteins would play an increasingly important 
role in diets throughout the world. Boyer worked with Swift 
for fi ve years, but in considerable secrecy. Swift told him 
that if their Livestock Relations Department found out that 
Swift was doing research on meat analogs, “all hell would 
break loose.” Eventually Swift made and test marketed 
new soy protein products. However in 1952-53 livestock 
producers in America were in such bad shape economically 
that they marched on Washington, DC, demanding a better 
price for their products. Swift, fearing the possibility that 
the media might get word of their new project and come out 
with headlines reading “Swift Making Synthetic Meats from 
Soy Protein,” decided to shut down the project. None of the 
products was ever marketed commercially.
 In 1951-52 Unilever bought a license from Boyer for 
spun protein isolate production throughout the rest of the 
world. Boyer went to England and worked with Unilever 
in their peanut protein isolate plant and research labs near 
Liverpool. Here, for the fi rst time, his process was used in 
the making of sausages containing fi bers of peanut protein 
isolate.
 In 1956 Boyer returned to America and went 
immediately to Worthington, who had now been thinking 
about taking a license on Boyer’s spinning patent for seven 
years. The fi rst food-grade soy protein isolates were just 
becoming available, so the company bought the patent rights 
for the health food industry and asked Boyer to work with 
them as a consultant. Worthington eventually did more with 
Boyer’s discovery than any company in America.
 After Worthington purchased Boyer’s license (for the 
health food trade), other large food companies followed suit: 
Ralston Purina, General Mills, and Nabisco. General Foods 
developed their own related process. In 1962 Boyer joined 
the research staff of Ralston Purina as a Protein Scientist; he 
worked there until his retirement in 1971, at which time he 
became a Protein Consultant for Miles/Worthington.
 After General Mills took a license on Boyer’s product, 
they built a commercial-sized fi ber spinning plant at Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, and developed their Bontrae line which 
featured Bac-O’s, a spun fi ber analog resembling cooked 
bacon bits and launched in 1965. The venture was impressive 
in scope and the product was a real sensation, the biggest 
thing that had happened to Boyer’s idea to date. (The product 
is now made with extruded soy fl our.) The whole venture 
had a profound effect on the thinking of other large food 
producing companies concerning soy protein foods. Boyer 
was now spending 50% of his time with Worthington and 
25% each with General Mills and Ralston.
 Boyer’s years of research eventually began to pay off 
in terms of handsome royalties from his patents, of which 

he now had more than thirty, some shared with Ford. These 
lasted until the patent expired in 1971. Now any company 
can use the protein spinning process without having to buy 
a license or pay fees. In 1981 the main American companies 
using spun protein fi bers in foods were Worthington 
Foods, Dawson Mills in Minnesota (which bought General 
Mills’ equipment), Loma Linda Foods in California, and 
Ralston Purina. In Europe there are two companies in the 
Netherlands, one in Denmark (Nutana), and one in Belgium 
using food-grade spun protein fi bers. In Japan, Nisshin Oil 
Mills Ltd. built the fi rst plant to spin edible soy protein fi bers 
in 1968. In 1976 Fuji Purina Protein Ltd., a subsidiary of Fuji 
Oil Co. and Ralston Purina, introduced Fujipur SP-90 spun 
soy protein fi bers.
 Most manufacturers of meat analogs in the U.S. agree 
that the general market has been disappointing, but that the 
idea is simply ahead of its time, which will inevitably come 
as meat prices continue their rapid rise. The vegetarian 
or “motivated” market (and especially the Seventh-day 
Adventist sector) showed a steady increase each year. No 
sales fi gures are available on the total market size.
 When asked in 1980 how he liked the newest 
generation of meat analogs, Boyer replied that he found 
the quality disappointing, since the producers have to make 
compromises in equipment and processing to keep costs 
down. A researcher can get much better textures and fl avors 
in his lab working by hand. Another problem is the subtle 
beany fl avors that result from isolates and from typical 
defatted soy meal rather than specially defatted soy meal 
that can be made to contain almost no beany fl avor. Boyer 
eats store-bought meat analogs (including bacon bits) from 
time to time but not as a regular part of his diet. He prefers 
Worthington products to Loma Linda. He likes meat, too, 
and also uses tofu quite a bit.
 How about the future? Harkening back to the years of 
his work with Ford, Boyer said in 1981, “We’re at the Model 
T stage right now with analogs. I’m impatient to get to the 
Lincoln Continental stage.” He feels that the products still 
have a very bright future, and that when the price of meats 
rises to 10 or 20% above those of the analogs, sales will start 
a period of steady growth. Address: 632 Edgewater Dr., Apt. 
731, Dunedin, Florida 33528. Phone: 813-734-2415.

3481. Aidoo, K.E.; Hendry, R.; Wood, B.J.B. 1981. 
Amyloglucosidase and maltase activities in soy sauce 
fermentations. J. of Food Technology 16(5):543-48. Oct. [22 
ref]
• Summary: “Despite the problems associated with 
distinguishing between two enzyme activities in a complex 
mixture, it seems clear that both are present and that maltase 
increases in concentration throughout the fermentation 
whereas amyloglucosidase concentrations declined in 
fermentations conducted for more than 64 hr.” Address: 
1. Present address: Dep. of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
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Science & Technology, Kumasi, Ghana; 2. Dep. of Chemical 
& Process Engineering; 3. Dep. of Applied Microbiology, 
Univ. of Strathclyde, Royal College Building, George St., 
Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland.

3482. Bacon, D.M.; Brear, F.; Moncrieff, I.D.; Walker, K.L. 
1981. The use of vegetable oils in straight and modifi ed 
form as a diesel engine fuels. In: R.A. Fazzolare and C.B. 
Smith, eds. 1981. Beyond the Energy Crisis: Opportunity 
and Challenge. Vol. III. Third International Conference on 
Energy Use Management. Oxford & New York: Pergamon 
Press. xl + p. 1241-1978. See p. 1525-33. Held 26-30 Oct. 
1981 in Berlin (West).
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Vegetable oil diesel fuels. 
Vegetable oil structure. Fuel quality standards. Vegetable 
oil performance testing. Injector nozzle coking. Thermal 
polymerisation. Oxidative polymerisation. Engine test 
results. Alcoholysis. Discussion of fuel coking performance.
 Tables: (1) 1979 world production of 7 major vegetable 
oils: Soya is No. 1 by far with 15.3 million tons, followed 
by groundnut (5.8), sunfl ower (5.1) and rapeseed (4.2). (2) 
Fuel vegetable oils–Principal constituent acids [fatty acids 
+ carbon number and double bonds] (for 13 vegetable oils, 
incl. soya, saffl ower (high oleic), and rapeseed, low erucic).
 Figures: (1) Combustion noise vs. cetane no. (2) Fuel 
loop at 2600 RPM (for diesel vs. ethyl / sunfl ower). Photos: 
(1-2) Nozzle tip (sunfl ower oil). (3-8) Nozzle tip coking from 
different fuels.
 The section titled “Alcoholysis” begins: “One 
promising area in the modifi cation of vegetable oils for 
use as diesel fuel is the reduction of the molecular weight 
of the triglycerides by the substitution of glycerol by a 
monohydric alcohol such as methanol or ethanol. This 
results in a fuel with physical characteristics very closely 
resembling conventional gas oils, but with better combustion 
characteristics due to the absence of aromatic compounds.” 
“Ethyl ester of sunfl ower oil” was tested. There was a 
“reduction in smoke emission due to the absence of aromatic 
compounds.” “The production of monoesters from vegetable 
oils [involves]... large excesses of esterifying alcohol.”
 Note: The following terms do not appear in this paper: 
“fatty esters” or “transesterifi cation.” Address: Perkins 
Engines Ltd., Eastfi eld, Peterborough [Cambridgeshire] PE1 
5NA, UK.

3483. Spencer, Colin. 1981. Slip out of the gastronomic strait 
jacket with a large leek. Guardian (England). Nov. 20. p. 12.
• Summary: There are now more brands of naturally 
fermented soy sauce on the market. “Apart from those called 
shoyu or tamari, there is a Japanese brand called Kikkoman. 
All of these make excellent sauces.”
 A recipe for Caulifl ower pie calls for “2 tablespoons 
natural fermented soy sauce.”

3484. Caloussis, Mr. 1981. Nestle’s work with soymilk 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 27. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: Nestle is now making and marketing soymilk 
in Malaysia and Singapore. The Singapore venture started in 
1979; it is doing well. Nestle owns the controlling interest, 
with minority local ownership. They are now test marketing 
their soymilk in Thailand. Nestle is also test marketing a 
powdered soymilk to health food markets in the Philippines. 
Named “Vita,” it is made at a pilot plant in Japan. Nutrend is 
a weaning food product made in the Philippines from locally 
grown soybeans and wheat.
 Thimonnier in Lyons, France, makes Flexi-pouch, but 
it is more expensive [than aseptic packaging] when you take 
into consideration the cost to deliver one unit.
 Maggi is owned by Nestle; seasonings are their main 
products. Maggi really grew on its dehydrated soups–an 
instant food at the start of the industrial revolution. Kempthal 
is near Zurich, and Maggi is still located there. The original 
owner was Julius Maggi in Switzerland. This story is told 
in a book on the history of Nestle, which Mr. Caloussis will 
send. The man in charge of Nestle public relations is Mr. 
Edward Fasel in Vevey, Switzerland.
 Concerning Nestle and infant formulas: In the late 
1900s Mr. Nestle started making infant weaning foods out 
of cow’s milk and cereal. Today each country has its own 
independent marketing program. The problem for Nestle 
started in England with a book titled The Baby Killers. Then 
another group in Nestle spoke out against Nestle, and Nestle 
sued them. This got big, negative press coverage. Infant 
formulas are only 3-4% of Nestle’s business. The company’s 
best-selling products are Nescafe (coffee) and various milk 
products.

3485. Wood, Brian J.B. 1981. Re: Dr. Yong Fook-Min in 
Singapore. Soy sauce in Scotland. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, Dec. 14–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Contains a bibliography of 5 theses, 3 
dissertations, and 17 papers published by Yong, Wood, and 
their students. Address: Centre for Industrial Innovation, 
Univ. of Strathclyde, 100 Montrose St., Glasgow, G4 G4 
0LZ, Scotland. Phone: 041-552 4400.

3486. Bray, Francesca. 1981. Select bibliography on Chinese 
agricultural history. Journal d’Agriculture Traditionelle et de 
Botanique Appliquee 28(3/4):369-74. July/Dec. [38 ref. Eng; 
chi]
• Summary: This annotated bibliography is divided as 
follows: 1. Bibliographical works (4). 2. Classical Chinese 
works [modern editions] (14. “In the 1950s and early 
1960s the Chinese published modern editions of a great 
many Chinese agricultural classics, most of which are now 
virtually unobtainable; however since 1976 this publishing 
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tradition has been re-established”).
 3. Historical studies (14). 4. Modern works on 
agricultural methods (7).
 On pages 373-74 the titles of all 38 of these works 
are handwritten using Chinese characters. Address: 
Research Associate, East Asian History of Science Library 
[Cambridge, England].

3487. Hill, L.D.; Paulsen, M.R.; Mounts, T.L.; Heakin, A.J.; 
List, G.R. 1981. Changes in quality of corn and soybeans 
between United States and England. Illinois Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Special Publication No. 63. 16 p. Dec. 
[14 ref]
Address: Illinois.

3488. Product Name:  Tofu, Tofu Burgers, Okara Cakes.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  75 Chandos St., Leicester, LE2 
1BU, England.  Phone: (0533) 549839.
Date of Introduction:  1981 December.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by John 
Holt. ca. 1982. The company opened in Dec. 1981. He now 
uses 50-100 lb/day of dry soybeans to make regular tofu 
(vacuum packed), tofu burgers, and okara cakes. Letter 
from John Holt. ca. May 1982. “Having used your book to 
learn how to make tofu, we now have a small business here 
making about 700 lb/week of tofu and about 2,500 tofu 
burgers per week. We give our okara to a pig farmer... We 
sell the nigari tofu vacuum packaged.” Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17. Owner: John 
Holt.

3489. Product Name:  Soy Beverages [Raspberry, Banana, 
Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolates.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. March 4. Soya Bluebook. 
1982. p. 63; 1986. p. 102. Now a subsidiary of Archer 
Daniels Midland Co.
 Richard Leviton. 1983. Nov. p. 22. At Anuga, British 
Arkady received lots of interest in their isolate soymilk. It 
was sold in Tetra Pak in raspberry, banana, and strawberry 
fl avors.

3490. Product Name:  Do-Soy (Full-Fat, Enzyme Active 
Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 

0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 41.0%, oil 21.0%, carbohydrate 24.0%, 
crude fi bre 2.5%, ash 4.5%, moisture 7.0%.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1981. 
p. 63. 1986. p. 85. Company is now an affi liate of Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. Ltd. Product information sheet. 1983. 
Do-Soy has strong enzyme activity. Add it at 7.0% on fl our 
weight and with it an equal weight of extra water.

3491. Product Name:  Arkasoy 50 (Toasted Defatted Soya 
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 50.0%, oil 1.0%, carbohydrate 32.0%, 
crude fi bre 3.0%, ash 6.0%, moisture 8.0%.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1981. 
p. 63. 1986. p. 85. Company is now an affi liate of Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. Ltd. Product information sheet and 
form fi lled out by P. Fitch of British Arkady. 1983. Arkasoy 
is a defatted soy fl our. Enzyme activity is negative. P.E.R. is 
2.1. Total plate count 20,000/gm (max.). Escherichia coli and 
Salmonella are absent.

3492. Product Name:  Arkady Grits 55 (Defatted Soya 
Grits).
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872-7161.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply sacks with a 
protective moisture-proof layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Protein 55.0%, fat 1.0%, fi bre 3.0%, ash 5.5%, 
moisture 9.0%.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1981. 
p. 63. 1986. p. 85. Company is now an affi liate of Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. Ltd. Product information sheet. 1983. 
Total plate count 20,000/gm (max.). Yeasts and moulds 200 
per gm (max.). Escherichia coli and Salmonella are absent.

3493. Product Name:  Granose Soya Dessert (Vanilla, 
Chocolate, Strawberry, or Banana).
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Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Germany by DE-VAU-GE.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
New Product–Documentation:  Lindner. 1987. The World 
Soymilk Market.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 
13. States that the product, made by DE-VAU-GE, was 
introduced in 1981 in Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, and 
Banana fl avors. The desserts were made by Alpro in Feb. 
1984.
 Form fi lled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro. 
1991. Sept. 4. The desserts were fi rst made for Granose by 
Alpro in Feb. 1984 in Vanilla and Chocolate fl avors.

3494. Product Name:  Beanoot Butter (Soynut Butter Dry 
Mix).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Roasted soya beans [actually roasted soy 
fl our], malt extract (a natural sweetener), vegetable oil, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 oz dry mix in plastic bag. 
Retails for £0.35.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Shurtleff. 1981. Soyfoods. 
Summer. p. 23. Itona Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. 
Based on roasted soy fl our (kinako). Mix with water and use 
like peanut butter.

3495. Product Name:  Golden Archer Soya Plantmilk 
Custard (Non-Dairy Eggless Custard Made from Soya 
Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Unrefi ned brown sugar, food starch, soya fl our, 
vegetable oil, sodium phosphate, natural fl avour and colour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  14.5 fl uid oz (412 cc). Can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Label. 1981, 
undated. “Itona Health Food. Made with ‘Beanmilk.’ A non 
animal Plantmilk made into a custard. All the goodness 
of soya plus the wholesome food value of starch. For use 
instead of milk custard by vegans, vegetarians, as a health 
food and by people who are opposed to animal cruelty. Also 
suitable for people who are allergic to cow’s milk.” Itona 
Products Ltd. retail price list. 1980-81. Soya Bluebook. 
1985. p. 102. Note: This fl our was probably made by British 
Arkady Co.

3496. Product Name:  Itona Super Soya Lecithin.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soya lecithin, soya fl our, malt extract, calcium 
carbonate.
New Product–Documentation:  Itona Products Ltd. retail 
price list. 1980-81. Super Soya Lecithin Powder 500–8 oz. 
retails for £2.38. Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 77.

3497. Product Name:  Granny Ann Noot Bar.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Raw sugar, vegetable fat, roasted soya beans, 
soya fl our [used to make beanmilk], cocoa, lecithin, natural 
fl avour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  80 gm.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Itona Products Ltd. 
retail price list. 1980-81. Manufacturer’s catalog. 1980. 
“Itona Health Foods take the biscuit.” A black-and-white 
photo shows the label and ingredients. “With Beanmilk. 
Completely Natural. A tasty and nutritious snack free from 
animal or synthetic additives. Roasted soya beans in a raw 
sugar, cocoa, plant milk, and vegetable fat base.”

3498. Product Name:  Granny Ann Beanmilk Chunky Bar.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan WN1 
2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Raw sugar, vegetable fat, soya fl our, cocoa, 
lecithin, natural fl avour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  80 gm.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s catalog. 
1980. “Itona Health Foods take the biscuit.” A black-and-
white photo shows the label and ingredients. “Completely 
Natural. A tasty and nutritious snack free from animal or 
synthetic additives–made from a blend of raw sugar, cocoa, 
plantmilk in a vegetable fat base.”

3499. Product Name:  Plamil Soya Plantmilk 
(Concentrated).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
Ingredients:  Soya protein [isolate], sunfl ower oil, raw 
sugar, calcium phosphate, sea salt, soya lecithin, carrageen 
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extract [carrageenan].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  410 ml (14.4 fl uid oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.

New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. Label 1981. 9.5 
by 4 inches. Paper on can. Red, blue, yellow and white on 
green. Picture of table with pouring can and pitcher of Soya 
Plantmilk into glass, cake, cereal, cup and teapot. “Suitable 
for those allergic to cows milk. High in polyunsaturates. Free 
from animal fats. Simply dilute with equal volume of water.” 
Reprinted in Soyfoods Marketing. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods 
Center. “Suitable for those allergic to cows milk.”
 Color photo on cover of Journal of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. Dec. 1984. The product name is now 
Plamil Soya Milk: Concentrated. Red, white, blue, and 
green. On the left side of the front panel is an illustration 
(line drawing) showing the contents of a Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton of the product being poured over strawberries. The 
text reads: “Use concentrated as a dessert dressing.” The 
right side shows the same contents plus a measuring cup of 
water being poured into a glass. The text reads: “Dilute with 
equal volume of water to replace cow’s milk.”
 Ad in The Vegan. 1987. p. 6. “Sugar free. Concentrated. 
Excellent source of protein. 100% non-dairy. Salt free.” Its 
counterpart is “Ready to Use.”
 Ad (half page, black ad white) in The Vegan. 1989. 
Spring. p. 28. “Did you know that vitamin B-12 is far more 

easily assimilated from Plamil Soya Milk than from a 
tablet... and that a survey taken from medical reports by our 
half-marathon contestants as many consume Plamil Soya 

Milk because of its vitamin D-2 content 
than for any other nutrient.” Note: This was 
the earliest known liquid soymilk made in 
Europe for adults that was fortifi ed with 
calcium.

3500. Siddiqi, M.R. 1981. Six new genera 
of dorylaimid nematodes. Nematologica 
27(4):397-421. [22 ref. Eng; ger]*
Address: Commonwealth Inst. of Parasitol., 
St. Albans, Herts AL4 0XU, UK.

3501. Product Name:  Soyolk, and Diasoy 
Full-Fat Soy Flours.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  New Malden 
House 1, Blagdon Rd., New Malden, Surrey 
KT3 4TB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1981.
New Product–Documentation:  Orr and 
Adair. 1967. Tropical Products Institute 
Report G-31. “The production of protein 
foods and concentrates from oilseeds.” p. 
56. Soyolk is a full-fat soya fl our containing 
about 19% fat and 41% protein. The product 
sells for 89-91 £/ton, depending on the 
quantity purchased. Soya Bluebook. 1981. 

p. 63.

3502. Wood, Brian J.B.; Hounam, Laura. 1981. Dairy 
products from soy beans. In: 1981. Proceedings of Dairy 
Symposium at the Food Industries Exhibition, London. See 
p. 19-23. [16 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History (of soy milk). 
Preparation and nature of traditional soy-milk and tofu. 
Practical aspects of soy milk and tofu. Products derived from 
tofu (salted tofu, smoked tofu, spiced and fl avored tofu, tofu 
burgers, Sufu {resembling Camembert cheese}). Economic 
considerations. Address: 1. Dep. of Applied Microbiology; 2. 
Centre for Industrial Innovation. Both: Univ. of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland.

3503. Bunting, E.S. ed. 1981. Production and utilization of 
protein in oilseed crops. Boston and the Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff Publishers. 382 p. Proceedings of a seminar in 
the EEC Programme of Coordination of Research on the 
Improvement of the Production of Plant Proteins organized 
by the Institut fuer Pfl anzenbau und Pfl anzenzuechtung at 
Braunschweig, West Germany, 8-10 July 1980. [15 soy ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: In Volume 5 (p. 227-37) is a chapter titled 
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“Yield stability in soybean in northeastern Italy,” by L. 
Toniolo and G. Mosca. Address: Plant Breeding Inst., Maris 
Lane, Trumpington, Cambridge, UK CB2 2LQ.

3504. Carpenter, Kenneth J. ed. 1981. Pellagra. Stroudsburg, 
Pennsylvania: Hutchinson Ross Publishing Co. 393 p. 
Benchmark Papers in Biochemistry / 2. [250+* ref]
• Summary: Facsimile reprints of important works on the 
subject, with a strongly historical orientation. Address: Univ. 
of California, Berkeley.

3505. Daniels, N.W.R. 1981. Utilization of oilseed proteins. 
In: D.W. Stanley, E.D. Murray, and D.H. Lees, eds. 1981. 
Utilization of Protein Resources. Westport, CT: Food & 
Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. See p. 188-207. Chap. 9. [45 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Oilseed production: 
Economic aspects, geographical distribution, indigenous 
crops. Protein production: Evolution of an industry [soy oil 
and meal in America], constitution of the soybean, available 
technology, protein purifi cation, protein texturization. 
Basic research: Chemical changes during processing 
(fi bre spinning, thermal texturization, scanning electron 
microscopy [SEM]). Research priorities and conclusions. 
Address: Spillers Limited, Research and Technology Centre, 
Station Road, Cambridge, England.

3506. Duthie, Iain F. 1981. Protein utilisation in feeds and 
milk replacers. In: D.W. Stanley, E.D. Murray, and D.H. 
Lees, eds. 1981. Utilization of Protein Resources. Westport, 
CT: Food & Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. See p. 303-27. Chap. 
16. [53* ref]
• Summary: Page 316 notes under Milk Replacers: “During 
the fi rst few weeks of life, amylolytic enzyme activity in the 
calf’s digestive system is low and it develops slowly, and 
so the calf is unable to digest and tolerate natural starches, 
or only small quantities of starch in the diet, until ruminant 
function takes over from monogastric digestive function 
at about 6 to 8 weeks of age... It was only comparatively 
recently, in the mid-1950’s, that it was found possible to 
rear calves on milk substitutes based on dried milk products, 
except for access to colostrum for the fi rst few days of life.”
 Soy protein concentrates give considerably better results 
than soybean fl our in calf feeding. Toasted concentrates work 
better than untoasted ones. “Reports from the fi eld suggest 
that users are not particularly happy with the performance of 
soybean products when substituting for all or a major part of 
dried skim milk, tending to restrict levels of incorporation 
according to the type of product employed.” Address: 
Consultant, Cobham, Surrey, KT11 2QW, England.

3507. Forster, Dorothy. 1981. Cooking with Tvp: Exciting, 
nutritious and economic dishes using textured soya protein. 
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. 96 p. Recipe index. 18 cm.

• Summary: Contents: Introduction. 1. Soups. 2. Sea food 
favorites [vegetarian, with dulse often used as a seasoning]. 
3. Main meals with mince. 4. Main meals with chiplets. 
5. Main meals with chunks. 6. Main meals with slices (or 
chunks). 7. Some dishes with soya grits.
 Tvp is made from de-fatted soya fl our which is extruded 
through a die, under pressure, to make the different sizes of 
particles. “There are several varieties and we suggest you 
experiment until you fi nd the type you are happy with... 
When reconstituted, Tvp can absorb twice its own weight in 
liquid. Thus 150g (5 oz) will be equal 450g (1 lb) of meat, 
when soaked.”
 Soya grits (with 2 recipes) and soya milk are also 
discussed. “There are several makes of soya milk on the 
market in either liquid or powder form as a useful alternative 
to milk.” Miso is mentioned as a seasoning for TVP.
 Suppliers of Tvp in the UK are: Lotus Foods Ltd. in 
London (formed by the author, Dorothy Foster), Direct 
Foods Limited in Petersfi eld, Hampshire (Proto-veg Tvp), 
Itona Products Ltd. in Wigan, Lancs., Life and Health Foods 
in Norwich, and Marigold Health Foods Ltd. in London 
(Vitpro Tvp). Address: England.

3508. Francke, A. 1981. Plant proteins, the European 
experience. In: D.W. Stanley, E.D. Murray, and D.H. Lees, 
eds. 1981. Utilization of Protein Resources. Westport, CT: 
Food & Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. See p. 362-69. Chap. 19.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetable protein 
sources. Production technology–soy. Application 
technology–soy. Market situation. Consumer acceptance. 
Legal acceptance. Conclusions.
 “Unilever has played an active role in both the 
production and application of soy protein materials... In 
Europe the major source for the production of vegetable 
protein for human consumption is still the soybean...
 “Production of soy protein materials in Western Europe 
is concentrated in Denmark, The Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom. France and West Germany produce only small 
amounts... Some producers are U.S. fi rms (e.g. Cargill, 
ADM) or their European subsidiaries; others are European 
companies. Typical European producers are Aarhus 
Oliefabriek (Denmark), Unimills (The Netherlands), Spillers 
and British Soya Products (United Kingdom) and Edelsoy 
[Edelsoya?] (West Germany)...
 “Typical European producers of isolates are 
Oppenheimer (England) and Edelsoy (West Germany). 
Fibre spinning is still being studied, e.g. by Rhône Poulenc, 
France, although it has not made a real break-through. The 
protein department of Courtaulds (United Kingdom) who 
until recently, was the sole European manufacturer and 
supplier of spun soy fi bres has been taken over by Mars...
 “The whole current range of soy protein materials is 
being used in Europe. The best information is available for 
the United Kingdom. There, in 1972, 90% of the 45,000 tons 
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of soy food ingredients used was accounted for by full-fat 
fl our in bakery products and, to a lesser extent, in baby and 
health foods. Only 2,000 tons of soy materials, textured and 
non-textured fl ours and isolates, were used in meat products, 
mainly in institutional feeding and in the catering sector. 
This amount has increased to 5,000 tons in 1975. In 1977, 
the total consumption of soy materials amounted to 50,000 
tons; thus no great change had occurred.” Address: Unilever 
Research Duiven, Zevenaar, The Netherlands.

3509. Gunn, Charles R. 1981. Seeds of leguminosae. 
In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. Advances 
in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 913-25. Part 2. [14 ref]
• Summary: “Seed characters support the concept of one 
family as advocated by de Candolle (1825) over 150 years 
ago. The family is characterized by seeds with testae [seed 
coats] composed of usually seven layers.” Figure 1 (after 
Polhill 1976) shows that in the papilionoid testa, the layers 
(starting on the outside) are cuticle, epidermis (Malpighian 
layer), hypodermis (sclereid layer), parenchyma, remanat 
layers, endosperm, and cotyledon. Each layer contains cells 
of different shapes. Address: U.S. National Seed Herbarium, 
Plant Taxonomy Lab., USDA, Beltsville, Maryland.

3510. Hawthorne, J.N.; Hoccom, M.; O’Mullane, J.E. 1981. 
Soya lecithin and lipid metabolism. In: M. Cairella and D. 
Lekim, eds. 1981. Soya Lecithin: Nutritional and Clinical 
Aspects. Proceedings of the First International Colloquium 
on Soya Lecithin in Nutrition and Dietetics. Rome, Italy: 
Società Editrice Universo. 123 p. See p. 67-73. [8 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. The removal of cholesterol 
from the body. Dietary linoleic acid and blood lipoproteins. 
Acknowledgment. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. 
of Nottingham Medical School, Queen’s Medical Centre, 
Nottingham, England.

3511. Ingham, John L. 1981. Phytoalexin induction and its 
taxonomic signifi cance in the Leguminosae (subfamily of 
Papilionoideae). In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. 
Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 599-626. Part 2. [77 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Phytoalexin variation at 
the family level. Phytoalexins of the Leguminosae: Induction 
and isolation, chemical variation, tribal distribution, 
taxonomic application. Conclusion. Acknowledgments. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, The University, Reading, England.

3512. International Organization for Biological Control of 
Noxious Animals and Plants. 1981. Conference on Future 
Trends of Integrated Pest Management. London: Centre for 
Overseas Pest Research. 75 p. Held 30 May to 4 June 1980 at 

Bellagio, Italy. IOBC Special Issue. 30 cm. [100+* ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Accomplishment and 
promise: Developed countries in general, accomplishments 
in Europe, accomplishments in the USA, accomplishments 
in the developing world. Research and development needs 
(including “An agrochemical industry view”). Special 
problems facing the introduction of IPM in developing 
countries. Conclusions. List of participants. Background 
papers (13 papers by different authors).
 One interesting background paper is “Current status of 
integrated pest control in the United States, by R.F. Smith, 
Univ. of California, Berkeley, USA (p. 19-22; 9 refs).
 “Conference was convened by IOBC with the support of 
the Rockefeller Foundation and was held at the Rockefeller 
Conference Center. This report was produced by the Centre 
for Overseas Pest Research, London, UK.”

3513. Matthews, D.J.; Hayes, P. 1981. The yield of soybeans 
under Northern Ireland conditions. Record of Agricultural 
Research (Belfast, Northern Ireland Dep. of Agriculture) 
29:23-27. [7 ref]
• Summary: In 1979 three Swedish and two Canadian 
soybean varieties were grown at Newforge Lane, Belfast, 
Northern Ireland; their growth and yield were compared. The 
performance of 25 other soybean varieties of various origins 
were also evaluated using 20 plants of each variety. Of the 
35 varieties used, only 11 fl owered and 10 set pods. Only 
the three Swedish varieties produced a signifi cant yield and 
only one, Traff, fully matured by late October. Yields were 
low, the highest yielding variety, Bravalla, producing 844 
kg/ha of seed. Seed quality was low with a high proportion 
of abnormal seeds. The existing soybean varieties are not 
considered suited to the conditions of Northern Ireland. 
Address: 1-2. Dep. of Agricultural Botany, Queen’s Univ., 
Belfast BT7 1NN, United Kingdom. Hayes’ additional 
address: Field Botany Research Div., Dep. of Agriculture for 
Northern Ireland, Newforge Lane, Belfast BT9 5 PX.

3514. McCallum, Cass. 1981. The real food guide. Vol. 2: 
Pulses, grains and seeds. Glasgow, Scotland: The Molendinar 
Press. 196 p. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: The section on “Anti-nutritional factors in 
pulses” discusses those found in many legumes (such as 
haemagglutinins, trypsin inhibitors, phytic acid, fl atulence 
factors) and those of importance in specifi c legumes; 
for soybeans, only heat-resistant trypsin inhibitors are 
mentioned. The section on “Basic bean cookery” gives 
general guidelines and tips (never add salt until beans are 
cooked tender). A table (p. 54) shows that soybeans require 
the longest cooking time of any bean listed.
 The section titled “A-Z pulses” gives details (incl. 
the scientifi c name) concerning many legumes listed 
alphabetically. Includes adzuki, kura mame [sic, kuro 
mame = black soybeans] (p. 65), and winged beans. By far 
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the longest section is on soy beans (p. 71-82). Contents: 
Introduction. Nutritional values. Dried soy bean products: 
Soy grits, soy coffee, soy fl our (full fat, medium fat, fat free), 
soy nuts, soy milk, soy yolk (a concentrated form of soy 
fl our), textured vegetable protein, soy splits, tofu powder. 
Fermented soy bean products: Black beans–fermented, 
chao, chee-fan, chiang (Chinese miso), Hamanatto, ketjap, 
koji, meitauza, miso, mame miso, Hatcho miso, kome miso, 
mugi miso, natto, okara. Soy sauces: Introduction, Chinese 
soy sauce, ketjap, synthetic sauce, tamari. Sofu [sic, sufu], 
tahuri, tamari, tao-cho, taokoan or tao koan, taotjo or tao dji 
[sic, taotjo is Indonesian-style miso; tao dji are Indonesian 
fermented black soybeans], tempeh, tofu. Tofu from whole 
beans (homemade recipe). Tofu from powdered [soy] milk.
 The part titled “Recipes” (p. 129-92) is divided into 
three sections. Soy-related recipes in each are listed here: (1) 
Soups and starters: Iced tofu (p. 134). Miso soup (p. 138). 
Adzuki bean soup (p. 141). (2) Main dishes: Deep-fried tofu 
(p. 167). Szechuan bean curd (p. 168). (3) Bread, side dishes, 
sauces and desserts: Miso lemon sauce (p. 186). Miso ginger 
sauce (p. 187). Peanut butter (homemade recipe, p. 191).
 The rear cover states: “These books fi ght a war against 
junk food–and win.” The author is a woman.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the word “tao koan” (or “tao-
koan”) to refer to tofu. Address: United Kingdom.

3515. Murphy, J.J. 1981. A comparison of additives for 
silage for dairy cows. Irish J. of Agricultural Research 
20(1):53-59. [16 ref]
• Summary: Unwilted silage was supplemented with 5 
kg/day of a barley and soybean meal concentrate and fed 
to dairy cows. Address: An Foras Taluntais, Moorepark 
Research Centre, Fermoy, County Cork, Irish Republic.

3516. Polhill, R.M.; Raven, P.H. eds. 1981. Advances 
in legume systematics. 2 parts. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AE, England. Ministry or 
Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food. xvi + 1049 p. Volume 2 of 
the Proceedings of the International Legume Conference, 
held 24-29 July 1978 at Kew, England.
• Summary: Contents: Contributors. Preface. Introduction: 
Evolution and systematics of the Leguminosae, by R.M. 
Polhill, P.H. Raven and C.H. Stirton. Biogeography of the 
Leguminosae, by P.H. Raven and R.M. Polhill. Evolutionary 
relationship of the Leguminosae, by W.C. Dickison.
 Taxonomic part: Supplement to Hutchinson’s ‘The 
Genera of Flowering Plants... [The following chapters 
contain material on the genus Glycine]: Phaseolae, by J.A. 
Lackey.
 Special aspects: Cytology and phylogeny of the 
Leguminosae, by P. Goldblatt. Non-protein amino acids in 
the Leguminosae, by E.A. Bell. Serological systematics of 
the Leguminosae, by G. Cristofolini. Protease inhibitors in 

the Leguminosae, by J.K.P. Weder. Lectins in Leguminosae, 
by G.C. Toms. Phytoalexin induction and its taxonomic 
signifi cance in the Leguminosae (subfamily papilionoideae), 
by J.L. Ingham. Terpenoids in the Leguminosae, by J.H. 
Langenheim. Functional evolution in some papilionoid root 
nodules, by J.I. Sprent. Sieve-element plastids and crystalline 
P(hloem)-Protein in Leguminosae: Micromorphological 
characters as an aid to the circumscription of the family 
and subfamilies, by H.-D. Behnke and L. Pop. Breeding 
systems and pollination biology in Leguminosae, by 
M.T. Kalin Arroyo. Anatomical studies of legume pods–a 
possible tool in taxonomic research, by J.S. Pate and J. Kuo. 
Seeds of Leguminosae, by C.R. Gunn. Cotyledons of the 
Leguminosae, by D.L. Smith.
 “The Leguminosae (or Fabaceae) comprise 650 genera 
and 18000 species and are the largest family of fl owering 
plants after the Compositae and Orchidaceae.” Address: 1. 
The Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey TW9 3AE, England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, 
P.O. Box 299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

3517. Polhill, R.M.; Raven, P.H.; Stirton, C.H. 1981. 
Evolution and systematics of the Leguminosae. In: R.M. 
Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. Advances in Legume 
Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 parts. See p. 
1-26. Part I. [24 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The main radiation. 
Constraints. Canalisation of the fl ower structure. Canalisation 
of other parts: Root nodules, fruits, seeds, seedlings, defence 
systems, chromosomes. Rates of evolution and extinction. 
Systematic implications.
 “The Leguminosae (or Fabaceae) comprise 650 genera 
and 18,000 species and are the largest family of fl owering 
plants after the Compositae and Orchidaceae. Compared 
with those families and many others, the Leguminosae are 
notably ‘generalists’, ranging from forest giants to tiny 
ephemerals... In general the evidence of this volume would 
seem to support the concept of a single family” within the 
Leguminales, rather than three or two.
 The legumes seem to have evolved in three major 
phases of evolution. The surviving genera of legumes 
have developed “complex chemical and biological defence 
systems, sophisticated symbiotic relationships with 
Rhizobium and ectotrophic mycorrhizae, and elaborate 
mechanisms to make and break dormancy of hard seeds” (p. 
21).
 Note: With respect to mycorrhiza, ectotrophic means 
growing in a close web on the surface of the associated 
root. Address: 1. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Missouri, 
USA; 3. Botanical Research Inst., Pretoria, South Africa.

3518. Raven, Peter H.; Polhill, R.M. 1981. Biogeography of 
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the leguminosae. In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. 
Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 
parts. See p. 27-34. Part I. [14 ref]
• Summary: “The legumes of Australasia are of particular 
biogeographical interest. New Guinea has a relatively rich 
fl ora of legumes consisting of 80 native genera and about 
370 species (about 180 endemic), with a strong development 
of species in genera such as Archidendron, Maniltoa and 
Mucuna, but no endemic genera (Verdcourt, 1979). Its 
legume fl ora is largely derived from tropical Asia. Southern 
New Guinea shares 34 species with tropical Australia, mostly 
ruderal herbs, but a few forest trees and lianes of widespread 
genera, and a few elements clearly derived from Australia: 
Vandasia (monotypic, also Queensland), Gompholobium 
nitidum (1 of 25 species, also known from Queensland), 
and seven species of phylodic Acacia (all common to 
Australia, out of a total of some 800 species there). The 
entire legume fl ora of New Guinea probably entered from the 
Miocene onward, following the collision of the Australian 
Plate with Asia some 15 m.y. BP [million years before the 
present] (Raven & Axelrod, 1974). The very few legumes 
of Australian derivation in New Guinea, on the other hand, 
probably arrived there during or after the Pleistocene, when 
direct overland connections existed.”
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes ruderal (an adjective 
derived from the New Latin ruderalis, which is from the 
Latin ruder- rudus = rubble), a word fi rst used in about 
1858, as “growing where the natural vegetational cover 
has been disturbed by man (ruderal weeds of old fi elds and 
roadsides).” Address: 1. Missouri Botanical Garden, St. 
Louis, Missouri, USA; 2. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
Richmond, England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, St. 
Louis, Missouri, USA.

3519. Ridgway, Judy. 1981. The vegetarian gourmet. 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 188 + 
4 p. Color illust. Index. 25 cm. Series: A Spectrum Book. 
Original London ed. published in 1979. [10+ ref]*

3520. Sair, R.A. 1981. Marketing plant protein in Europe. 
In: D.W. Stanley, E.D. Murray, and D.H. Lees, eds. 1981. 
Utilization of Protein Resources. Westport, CT: Food & 
Nutrition Press, Inc. 403 p. See p. 391-98. Chap. 22.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Unrealized expectations 
for vegetable proteins (due to): Social habits, health, attitudes 
of food processors, attitudes of protein processors, legislation 
of protein products, revised marketing goals. Case history 
I–A commercial canned product (made by Cadbury in the 
UK; test marketing began in Jan. 1976). Case history II–Soy 
concentrates and isolates as ingredients (in meat products 
made by Griffi th Labs). Conclusion.
 “In the U.K. it was forecast that the use of vegetable 
proteins would increase from 1500 tons in 1972 to 60,000 

tons in 1980. More recent fi gures (1976) suggested U.K. 
production of textured vegetable protein of 6,000 to 
8,000 tons increasing to 30,000 tons by 1981 and a total 
consumption of all protein in the EEC of 23,000 to 32,000 
tons with vegetable proteins representing 4,500 to 5,000 
tons. New factories were built, marketing programs launched 
and research programs initiated; in short, the Western world 
mobilized its resources to cope with the expected demand for 
vegetable proteins. Europe generally followed the optimism 
concerning new proteins...
 “It is now 1979 and, theoretically, the world should be 
in the midst of a protein revolution. Obviously, the forecasts 
made earlier this decade did not materialize. In retrospect, 
there appears to be several reasons why Europe has not met 
these expectations... Soy protein was perceived as imitation 
meat, inferior nutritionally and used only to feed school 
children...
 “It became obvious in 1975-76 that the forecasts made 
previously for soy sales in Europe were not accurate. This 
forced a reexamination of marketing goals. Tariffs were 
a problem since the tariff on concentrates is higher than 
the tariff on isolates (20% versus 8%) and this made the 
competition of U.S. concentrates against isolates produced in 
Europe more diffi cult.”
 On page 397, black-and-white photos show the labels of 
12 products that contain soy introduced in the UK: Cadbury’s 
Soya Choice (mince or casserole chunks). Danoxa Hot Dog 
Sausages or Kesp Pie Filling with Kidney (made in Holland). 
Clover Beef Steak & Kidney. Brooke Bond Oxo Soya 
Mince (in Bolognese sauce with onion, or in mild beef-curry 
sauce). Crosse & Blackwell Mince Savour. Sainsbury’s Soya 
Granules. Batchelors chopped and shaped Stewed Steak & 
Onions (Pie Filling). Birds Eye 4 Beef Burgers (Contain at 
least 80% beef with onion). Findus 4 Crispy Pancakes with 
Minced Beef Filling. Address: Vice-President–Technical, 
International Operations, Griffi th Laboratories, Alsip, 
Illinois.

3521. Sprent, Janet I. 1981. Functional evolution in some 
papilionoid root nodules. In: R.M. Polhill and P.H. Raven, 
eds. 1981. Advances in Legume Systematics. Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 
1049 p. 2 parts. See p. 671-76. Part 2. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Characteristics to 
be considered: Growth form, structure of infected cells, 
nature of export products. Comparison of nodules of the 
Vicieae and Phaseoleae. Evolution from galegoid ancestors. 
Concluding remarks. Acknowledgments. Address: Dep. of 
Biological Sciences, Univ. of Dundee, Scotland.

3522. Stobart, Tom; Owen, Millie. 1981. The cook’s 
encyclopedia: Ingredients and processes. New York, NY: 
Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. xii + 547 p. Illust. 25 cm. [20 
ref]
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• Summary: Soy related entries include: Bean curd (incl. 
tofu). Bean-curd cheese [fermented tofu]. Bean paste and 
bean sauce (incl. Red bean paste) is sweet and made from 
adzuki beans. Yellow bean paste is made from soybeans and 
is salty and pungent. “Fermented salted black beans” is made 
from a black variety of soybeans; these salted black beans 
can be used to make “black bean sauce” which can be used 
as a fl avoring in fi sh, lobster, chicken, and pork dishes.
 Soybean (incl. soya bean, soja bean, fl our {“pork soya 
links” used in Britain during World War II}, sprouts, soy oil, 
soy sauce, soymilk, vegetable yogurt [soy yogurt], vegetable 
cheese [soy cheese], tempeh, bean curd skin [yuba], miso, 
tamari, soy sauce, soy protein isolate, soy granules or grits, 
textured plant protein [textured soy protein]). The name in 
four European languages is given.
 Soy sauce or shoyu (It “is said to be one of the 
ingredients of Worcestershire sauce.” Incl. the “very heavy 
Indonesian ketjap {ketjap manis or ketjap benteng}, which 
is a type of soy sauce,...”). The name in four European 
languages is given.
 Textured plant protein (a high-protein foodstuff 
manufactured from plants (soybeans, peanuts, wheat, 
cottonseed, etc.). “Originally it was aimed at the vegetarian 
market.” Also called “textured vegetable protein” in the 
USA. Incl. textured soy fl our, textured soy protein gel and 
fi bers).
 Worcestershire sauce: Begins with a history (starting in 
1837) based on the fanciful story so widely known. “Thus 
was born what is probably the world’s best-known and most 
ubiquitous bottled sauce, one which has become a standard 
ingredient.” Note: How about soy sauce? “The exact formula 
is secret. Although it is much imitated, nobody seems to be 
able to get quite the taste of the original.”
 Also contains entries for adzuki, ketchup (“Javanese 
katjap [ketjap], for example, is a very sweet soy sauce”), 
peanut (groundut or monkey nut), pulses, seaweed, sesame 
seed, tahini.
 Note: Millie Owen prepared the American edition of this 
book. Address: 1. Hassocks, Sussex, England; 2. Northfi eld, 
Vermont.

3523. Toms, G.C. 1981. Lectins in Leguminosae. In: R.M. 
Polhill and P.H. Raven, eds. 1981. Advances in Legume 
Systematics. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, 
Surrey TW9 3AR, England. xvi + 1049 p. 2 parts. See p. 
561-77. Part 2. [71 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Occurrence and 
functions: Plant haemagglutinins, function in the plant. 
Problems in the use of plant haemagglutinins as possible 
taxonomic markers: Techniques, haemagglutination reactions 
of seed extracts of some species of Macroptilium, Phaseolus 
and Vigna, additional observations. Summary. Address: 
Dep. of Pharmacognosy, School of Pharmacy, Leicester 
Polytechnic, Leicester, England.

3524. Wood, B.J.B. 1981. Introduction of new fermented 
foods into Western culture. Advances in Biotechnology 
2:467-72. Also in Proceedings of the VIth International 
Fermentation Symposium; London, Ontario. Academic 
Press, New York, pp. 467-472. [6 ref]
• Summary: Discusses soy sauce, shoyu, miso, tempeh, sake, 
and soy milk. Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Univ. 
of Strathclyde, George Street, Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland.

3525. Young, Mala. 1981. Main dishes. Newton Abbot, 
Devon, England: David & Charles. 48 p. Illust. No index. 21 
cm. Series: Health Food Cooking.
• Summary: Page 8 notes that miso and tamari, both 
fermented soya products, are useful ingredients–as are aduki 
beans and seaweeds. Soy-related recipes include: Mixed 
bean and grain stew (with miso and tamari, p. 20). Soya 
beans and vegetables in miso sauce (p. 22-23). Aduki pâté 
and salad (p. 24-25). Winter vegetable and miso pie (p. 38).

3526. [Japan miso export statistics]. 1981. In: 1981. Okura-
sho Yushutsu Tsukan Tokei-hyo. Tokyo, Japan.
• Summary: Gives miso export statistics for 15 countries. 
For each country gives: 1980 weight and 1981 weight 
(in kg). Percentage increase. 1980 and 1981 price in yen. 
Percentage price increase. The top countries, in descending 
order of amount exported are (with the 1981 weight in kg for 
each): USA 834,303. Singapore 94,988. Netherlands 67,767. 
Canada 46,178. England 40,371. West Germany 39,966. 
Australia 39,432. Iraq 34,509. Indonesia 30,620. Hong Kong 
28,940. France 27,959. Belgium 26,625. Taiwan 25,238. 
Italy 18,755. Saudi Arabia 18,627. Total for all miso exports 
to all countries 1,524,008. Address: Tokyo, Japan.

3527. Fangauf, K.W. 1981? Soy oil in Germany: Success in 
marketing a good product. Paper presented at a Symposium. 
7 p. Undated. [Eng]
• Summary: This speech covers the period 1977-1980. “The 
efforts to concentrate on soy oil are bearing excellent fruits... 
During the four years of promotional activities the total 
consumption of soy oil rose from 367,000 MT [metric tons] 
in CY [calendar year] 1977 to 550,000 MT in CY 1980,” 
an increaser of 50%. “Regarding the EC, the four countries 
Germany, Italy, UK, and the Netherlands consumed 83% of 
the total EC soy oil consumption in 1980.” “This increase 
is due partly to the growing number of identifi ed soy oil 
products which are now sold on the German market.” In 
1977 only 3 identifi ed soy oil products were for retail and 
wholesale customers; that number has now increased to 10. 
Tables show:
 (1) EC: Changes in consumption of soy oil by countries, 
1977-80. The countries, in descending order of soy oil 
consumption in 1980 are: Germany, Italy, UK, Netherlands, 
France, Belgium/Luxembourg, Denmark, Ireland, total.
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 (2) EC: Total consumption of soy oil by countries, 1977-
80.
 (3) Northern European Countries: Changes in 
consumption of soy oil, 1977-80.
 (4) Germany: Identifi ed soy oil products in the retail 
and wholesale trade. In 1970–Retail: Blauband, Delio. 
Wholesale: Delio. In 1981–Retail: Blauband, Delio, Sojola, 
Salador, 3x Gold. Wholesale: Delio, Sedina, Sojador, Brölio, 
Delikatess. Wholesale margarine: Velveta, Velva. Address: 
PhD, American Soybean Assoc., Pelzerstrasse 13, 2000 
Hamburg 1, West Germany.

3528. Gibney, M.J. 1982. Hypocholesterolaemic effect of 
soya-bean proteins. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 
(London) 41(1):19-26. Jan. [42 ref]
• Summary: The prevailing interpretation of the literature 
suggests that in controlled studies, soy protein depresses 
serum cholesterol in hypercholesterolemic subjects. Those 
studies which revealed a hypercholesterolemic effect of soy 
protein with hyperlipidemic patients were distinguished 
by (1) a high proportion of dietary energy from protein 
and a low proportion from fat; (2) the use of diets in which 
the fat was higher in polyunsaturation; and (3) generally 
tested patients with high initial levels of serum cholesterol. 
Address: Dep. of Nutrition, Univ. of Southampton, 
Hampshire, England.

3529. Soyfoods Center. 1982. Tempeh shops in the West. 
Lafayette, California. 2 p. Jan. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Lists the name, address, and phone number of 
41 tempeh shops in the USA, 3 in Australia, 3 in Canada, 1 
in England, 5 in the Netherlands, and 1 in West Germany. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3530. Wood, Brian J.B. 1982. Soy sauce and miso. Economic 
Microbiology 7:39-86. Jan. A.H. Rose, ed. Fermented Foods. 
[50 ref]
• Summary: Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. The preparation 
of soy sauce: Introduction, preparation of raw materials (the 
beans, wheat), mixing, koji, moromi. 3. Of beans, microbes, 
and miso: Beans, microbes, miso. 4. Trade in soy sauce: 
Introduction, statistics. Table 1 (p. 64-66) shows exports of 
soy sauce in 1978, in tonnes (metric tons) from Hong Kong, 
Korean Republic, Singapore, Japan, and total, to almost 
every country in the world (with each country’s population in 
millions), grouped by region as follows:
 1. North America: Canada, USA (#1)–Regional total 
imports: 6,052.3 tonnes.
 2. South and Central America [and Caribbean]: 
Argentina (#3 in region), Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa 
Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Honduras, 
Mexico (#2), Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Surinam, 
Venezuela (#1), Granada, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, 
total. Former Dutch West Indies–Regional total imports: 

1,046.4 tonnes.
 3. Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 
Finland, France (#4 in region), Germany (West #3), Greece, 
Italy, Netherlands (#2), Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, UK (#1), USSR–Regional total imports: 3,017.7 
tonnes.
 4. Near and Middle East: Bahrain (#3), Egypt, India, 
Iran (#2), Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia 
(#1), United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab Republic–Regional 
total imports: 1,193.5 tonnes.
 5. Far East and Western Pacifi c: Brunei, Hong Kong 
(#3 in region), Indonesia, Japan, Korea (South), Macao, 
Malaysia (#2), Philippines, Sabah (#1; A state of Malaysia 
from 1963; Formerly British North Borneo), Sarawak (A 
state of Malaysia from 1963), Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand–
Regional total imports: 3,139.4.
 6. Pacifi c and Australasia: Australia (#1 in region), Cook 
Islands, Christmas Islands, Fiji, Guam (#2), Nauru, New 
Caledonia, New Hebrides, New Zealand, Oceania n.c.s. (#3), 
Papua New Guinea, Portuguese Timor, Samoa and Tonga, 
Solomon Islands, Tuvalu (Ellis Island), U.S. Oceania–
Regional total imports: 1,647.5 tonnes.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 
2010) concerning soybean products (soy sauce) in Kiribati 
(Christmas Islands), in Nauru, in Qatar, in Portuguese Timor 
(later renamed Timor-Leste [East Timor]) or in Tuvalu. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Kiribati (Christmas Islands), in Nauru, in Qatar, 
Portuguese Timor, or in Tuvalu (1978); soybeans as such 
have not yet been reported.
 7. Africa: Algeria, Canary Islands, Ethiopia, Gambia, 
Ghana, Kenya, Libya, Malagasy, Malawi, Mauritius (#2 
in region), Nigeria, South Africa (Republic of, #1), Sudan, 
Réunion Islands (#3), Tanzania, Zaire. Other African 
countries–Regional total imports: 365.7 tonnes. World total 
imports: 15,731.5 tonnes, of which 6,192.8 tonnes from 
Hong Kong, 1,233.5 tonnes from South Korea, 1,713.6 
tonnes from Singapore, 6,591.6 tonnes from Japan. The 
value in pounds sterling and in pounds sterling per tons of 
soy sauce is given for each exporter.
 Other tables show: (2) Soy sauce exports (in tonnes 
and value) each year from 1976 to 1976 from Hong Kong, 
South Korea, Singapore, and Japan. A large percentage of 
Hong Kong’s exports are re-exports (probably from China). 
(3) Total soy sauce exports from Japan, 1976-1978, by 
container type, with amount and value. (4) Soy sauce and 
miso production in Japan every 5 years from 1965 to 1978 
(in tonnes). (5) Soy sauce and miso production in Japan for 
export in 1976, 1977, and 1978. Miso production (in tonnes) 
averaged about 40% of soy sauce production, and miso 
exports (in tonnes) averaged about 13% of soy sauce exports. 
(6) Imports of soy sauce into Hong Kong, Singapore, and 
the USA from exporting countries in 1978 (with fi gures for 
exports from China in 1976 and 1977). (7) Re-exports of soy 
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sauce (made in China) from Hong Kong and Singapore in 
1978 to major importing countries worldwide, by region, by 
country. Small countries that are the destination of this soy 
sauce include: Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Venezuela, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Former Dutch West Indies [also called 
Netherlands Antilles; they are part of the Lesser Antilles 
and consist of two groups of islands in the Caribbean Sea: 
Curaçao and Bonaire, just off the Venezuelan coast, and 
Sint Eustatius, Saba and Sint Maarten, located southeast of 
the Virgin Islands. The islands form an autonomous part of 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands], Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, 
United Arab Emirates, Brunei, Sabah, Sarawak, Fiji, Nauru, 
Oceanea (non-U.S.), Oceanea (U.S.), Papua, Samoa and 
Tonga, Solomon Islands, Ghana, Malagasy Republic, Togo. 
Total from Hong Kong: 2,945.3 tonnes, and from Singapore 
109.5 tonnes.
 (8) Exports of miso (in tonnes) from South Korea and 
Japan in 1978 to major importing countries worldwide, 
by region, by country. The leading importers are: USA 
(622), Saudi Arabia (353), Singapore (66), Bahrain (64), 
Netherlands (38), Iran (29), Iraq (29) France (28), German 
Federal Republic (23), Smaller importers include: Chile, 
Guyana, Surinam, Bangladesh, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Quatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Yemen Arab 
Republic, Sabah, Fiji, Guam, New Hebrides, Papua New 
Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Algeria, Canary Islands, 
Ghana, Kenya, Libya, Mozambique, South Africa Republic, 
Zaire.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2007) 
concerning soybean products (miso) in Quatar. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean 
products in Quatar (1978); soybeans as such have not yet 
been reported.
 (9) Exports of miso from South Korea and Japan in 
1976, 1977, and 1978 (quantity and value each year; no 
importing country names are given).
 5. Tour of South East Asia: Technical and scientifi c 
aspects, trade aspects. 6. Acknowledgments. References
 The chapter on Trade states: Soy sauce and soy paste 
(miso) are traded between all countries of South East 
Asia. The Korean Republic’s exports nearly quadrupled 
in tonnage. The Kikkoman Company’s production facility 
in Wisconsin produced 21,6000 tonnes of soy sauce in 
1978. This was equal to 3 times the total exports from 
Japan in the same year. Japan’s total share of the world soy 
sauce market remains very healthy. Miso exports are still 
small in comparison with soy sauce. On a rising market 
Japan’s exports still only represent 0.2% of its annual miso 
production; “clearly there is considerable room for expansion 
here.”
 Miso is of greater relative importance to Korea than it 
is to Japan. Among the European countries, Belgium and 
Holland import the greatest amount of miso on a per capita 
basis. Spain imports a fair amount of miso. The U.S.A. and 

Canada had total miso imports totaling about 10% of their 
soy sauce imports.
 “In Thailand, there are about 50 soy sauce factories, 
the majority of which are small, producing less than 100 
kilolitres per year, although it should be noted that most 
of them also produce soybean paste and soybean cheese 
[probably tofu]. The total annual consumption of soy sauce 
in Thailand is estimated at about 6,000 kilolitres (about 7,200 
tonnes).
 “In Malaysia, there are about 140 soy sauce factories 
producing in total an estimated 5.5 million gallons of soy 
sauce per year according to the proprietor of a leading 
brewery in Kuala Lumpur. This is about 21,000 tonnes per 
annum” (p. 84). Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, 
Univ., of Strathclyde, Glasgow [Scotland], U.K.

3531. Midwinter, R.E.; Moore, W.J.; Soothill, J.F.; Turner, 
M.W.; Colley, J.R.T. 1982. Infant feeding and atopy (Letter). 
Lancet i(8267):339. Feb. 6.
• Summary: This British group claims a benefi cial effect of 
feeding soy protein, but their data has not yet been published. 
Address: Dep. of Immunology, Inst. of Child Health, London 
WC1N 1EH, England.

3532. David, Elizabeth. 1982. Re: Early references to soy 
sauce in British publications. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Feb. 8. 2 p. Typed, with signature. [4 ref]
• Summary: Elizabeth has a large collection of very early 
British cookbooks. She cites three (published in 1786, 1821, 
and 1829) that mention soy sauce. She has never made a 
study of the early uses and/or sale of soy sauce in England. 
However “soy must have been reasonably popular by the 
mid-18th century, since I remember seeing a silver soy label 
for hanging around a bottle, c. 1740, in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum.” She thinks the best places to fi nd very 
early references “would be diaries, letters, memoires and 
so on, rather than cookery books... There must also be trade 
references in the East India Company archives. I believe 
these are now housed in the India Offi ce Library, Orbis 
House, 197 Blackfriars Road, London, S.E. 1.”
 By the “end of the 19th century, soy would appear to 
have taken the place of the walnut, mushroom, and other 
ketchups which had formerly been the vital ingredients of 
both home-made and the earlier commercial bottled sauces. 
As you well know, there were of course various imitation 
soys on the English market.” Address: 24 Halsey St., London 
SW3, England.

3533. O’Brien, Jane M. 1982. Re: Re-thinking starting a tofu 
and soymilk factory in Ireland. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Feb. 17. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “We have had to backpedal a bit on any plans 
for a tofu and soymilk factory for many reasons–there is just 
not presently enough demand to warrant such a venture, but 
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the time will come eventually.
 “My book is coming along midst all the other things that 
are happening which have to do with family life, Baha’i life, 
and my interest in the many aspects of health and healing.” 
Address: 7 Woodside Drive, Rathfarnham, Dublin 14, 
Ireland. Phone: 909-769.

3534. Product Name:  Tofu: Soy Bean Curd.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Sunny Bank, Chapel Lane, Fish 
Ponds, Bristol 16, England.  Phone: 858-881.
Date of Introduction:  1982 March.
Ingredients:  Soy beans, water, nigari, magnesium chloride.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owners: Philip 
Marshall and Peter Fagan. Original address: Sunny Bank, 
Chapel Lane. Later: 4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley Rd., St. 
Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
 Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe with American 
Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished manuscript. p. 26-
28. See history of the company. Philip Marshall and Peter 
Fagan started their partnership in Cauldron Foods in Sept. 
1981. Philip was previously a partner with Paul Jones, and 
at the time he joined with Peter he was already a Bristol tofu 
maker selling some tofu in bulk to the converted. They now 
make 1,200–1,500 lb/week of tofu, all in one day. They are 
planning to do a fermented tofu spread.
 Labels. 1983. 4 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Blue and 

green on white. Bean vine drawing. “Soy Bean Curd. All 
Natural Ingredients. High Protein. Cholesterol Free. Low 
Calorie.” Label. 1983, undated. 3 by 4 inches. Self adhesive. 
Red, beige, green, and white. “Soy Bean Curd. High protein 
9.3%. Cholesterol Free. Low Calorie 85Kcal per 100 grams. 
All Natural Ingredients.” Address: 4, Conduit Place, St. 
Paul’s, Bristol, BS2 9RL.
 Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 100. Ad in The Vegan. 1986. 
Summer. p. 4. “Cooking with tofu? Look for the mark of 
quality. Tofu and smoked tofu.” Address: 149A South Liberty 
Lane, Ashton Vale, Bristol, England.
 Letter from Neil Robinson. 1989. Aug. 7. The three 
major tofu products in Britain, as far as I know, are (1) 
Tofeata Tofu by Haldane Foods (Hera), Leicester, England; 
(2) Cauldron Foods, Bristol, England; (3) Truehealth Tofu by 
Birchwood Foods, Wrexham, Wales.
 Talk with Philip Marshall, founder. 1990. March 29. 
Cauldron Foods was founded in 1980 and began to produce 
tofu in late 1981 in Bristol. This was a pioneer tofu company 
in England.
 Note: This is the earliest record seen (June 2015) in 
connection with Cauldron Foods Ltd.

3535. Product Name:  The Bristol Vegetable Burger 
(Meatless Tofu Burger).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Sunny Bank, Chapel Lane, Fish 
Ponds, Bristol 16, England.  Phone: (0272) 554780.
Date of Introduction:  1982 March.
Ingredients:  Tofu, brown rice, textured soy fl our, tomatoes, 
shoyu (soybeans, wheat, water, salt), soy, oil, herbs and 
spices, salt, yeast extract, onion extract, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  85 and 100 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1983. 5.5 by 7 
inches and 5.5 by 8.5 inches. Plastic. Green, brown, tan 
and white. “Pre-cooked–Eat cold, or warm under grill. Low 
calorie: 172 calories per 100 gm.” Poster. 1983, undated. 
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6 by 8 inches. Red and blue on white. “The Bristol Burger 
range of natural convenience foods are now available 
in 3 varieties. Ready cooked. Can be eaten cold or hot. 
Low calorie and high protein.” Richard Leviton. 1983. 
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. 
Unpublished manuscript. p. 26-27. Spot in The Vegan. 1988. 
Summer. p. 17. “There is a new Vegetable & Tofu Burger 
from Cauldron Foods.”

3536. Product Name:  The Bristol Chilli Burger (Meatless 
Tofu Burger).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Sunny Bank, Chapel Lane, Fish 
Ponds, Bristol 16, England.  Phone: (0272) 554780.
Date of Introduction:  1982 March.
Ingredients:  Tofu, brown rice, textured soy fl our, tomatoes, 
shoyu (soybeans, wheat, salt), soy oil, herbs, chilli spices, 
salt, yeast extract, onion extract, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  85 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1983. 5.5 by 
8 inches. Plastic. Brown, red, yellow and white. “Low 
calorie–172 Kcal per 100 gram.” Poster. 1983, undated. 6 
by 8 inches. Red and blue on white. “The Bristol Burger 
Range of Natural Convenience Foods are now available 
in 3 Varieties. Ready Cooked. Can be eaten Cold or Hot. 
Low Calorie and High Protein.” Richard Leviton. 1983. 
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. 
Unpublished manuscript. p. 26-27.

3537. Product Name:  The Bristol Nut Burger (Meatless 
Tofu Burger).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Sunny Bank, Chapel Lane, Fish 
Ponds, Bristol 16, England.  Phone: (0272) 554780.
Date of Introduction:  1982 March.
Ingredients:  Tofu, brown rice, textured soy fl our, peanuts, 
shoyu (soybeans, wheat, water, salt), soy oil, salt, hydrolysed 
vegetable protein, onion extract, citric acid, garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  85 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1983. 5.5 by 7 
inches. Plastic. Dark brown, light brown and white. Poster. 
1983, undated. 6 by 8 inches. Red and blue on white. “The 
Bristol Burger Range of Natural Convenience Foods are now 
available in 3 Varieties. Ready Cooked. Can be eaten Cold or 
Hot. Low Calorie and High Protein.” Richard Leviton. 1983. 
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. 
Unpublished manuscript. p. 26-27. This company was built 
on the burger, which contains TVP (purchased from British 
Arkady) to add chewiness.

3538. McGuinness, E.E.; Hopwood, D.; Wormsley, K.G. 
1982. Further studies of the effects of raw soya fl our on the 

rat pancreas. Scandinavian J. of Gastroenterology 17(2):273-
77. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: “Rats were fed partial diets of raw soya fl our. 
The full pancreatic effects of soya fl our, including the 
development of pancreatic cancer, were observed with diets 
containing only 25% raw soya fl our or when soya fl our was 
restricted to 2 days per week. Soya fl our appears to promote 
pancreatic cancer induced by an exogenous carcinogen.” 
Address: Depts. of Therapeutics and Pathology, Univ. of 
Dundee, Dundee, Scotland.

3539. Times (London). 1982. Commodities. April 14. p. 11, 
col. 1. Business section.
• Summary: The Falklands crisis is underway. “Traders in 
Rotterdam [Netherlands], however, said that post sunoil, 
linoil and soyaoil prices appeared to be rising in response to 
the EEC embargo on imports from Argentina, which is an 
important supplier of vegetable oils to the Community [EEC] 
at this time of year.”
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen that contains the word “soyaoil” (Sept. 2006) or the 
word “sunoil” (Oct. 2007) or “linoil” (Sept. 2006).

3540. Welters, Sjon. 1982. Re: Recent developments with 
soyfoods in Europe, and ties with macrobiotics. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 16. 6 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead (photocopy).
• Summary: This letter, whose letterhead reads “Manna 
Natuurlijke Levensmiddelen,” contains names and addresses 
of many new soyfoods companies, many of them started by 
people interested in macrobiotics. Names and addresses of 
the following companies are given:
 Tofu Denmark (in Valby, run by Per Fruergaard, a 
macrobiotic), Bernard Storup, Ab & Paulien Schaft (Dutch, 
setting up a small shop in Baillestavy, France, to make 
miso, shoyu, natto, and koji), Traditions du Grain (Jean 
Luc Alonso is setting up a macrobiotic tempeh shop in Ivry 
France; they will start this summer), Paul Jones (Tofu shop 
in London), Saskia de Jong (may make miso in Ireland), 
de Brandnetel (tofu shop in Antwerp, Belgium), Jonathan 
(makes tofu, ganmo, seitan, mochi in Ekeren, Belgium. Run 
by J. v. Ponseele), Seven Arrows (Leuven, Belgium; making 
tofu), Lima Foods (now sell miso made at their plant and 
farm in France), Witte Wonder (Den Haag, Netherlands), 
De Morgenstond (Bakkeveen, Netherlands), Jakso 
(Heerewaarden, Netherlands. Run by Peter Dekker. The fi rst 
and only shop making tempeh from organic soybeans), Firma 
Lembekker (Amsterdam), Unimave (Lisbon, Portugal), Jose 
Parracho (Setubal, Portugal), Swame [sic, Swami] Anand 
Svadesha (Furth im Wald, West Germany), Bittersuess 
(Cologne, West Germany. Attn: Thomas Kasas/Karas). Three 
distributors of soyfoods and natural foods in Germany are 
YinYang (Berlin), Rapunzel (Heimraadshofe), and Mutter 
Erde (Werbelen). In Finland: Luonnonruokakauppa AUMA 
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(Helsinki). In Switzerland: Verena Krieger of Sojalade 
(Engelberg, tofu shop), Hans Rudolph Opplinger (Cham, 
tofu shop), Marty Halsley (Nyon, tofu & tempeh), Restaurant 
Sesam (Bern). P. Ton van Oers is a Dutch priest who works 
in Kananga, Zaire. The natives have grown soya for 10 years 
and he is thinking of making tofu and soymilk from them.
 “In Great Britain the East West Centre is very active in 
promoting soyfoods. As a part of the Kushi Institute program 
they have home-scale processing, in which tofu, tempeh, 
and miso-making are taught by Jon Sandler [Sandifer?]. He 
is the tempehmaker of the EWC too at Community Health 
Foundation, 188 Old St., London EC1. In the Netherlands, 
a great deal of soyfoods promotion is done by the East West 
Center and Manna. As you probably know, Manna was the 
fi rst to introduce miso, tamari, shoyu, tempeh, tofu and koji 
to the larger public and we are still the main promoters of 
soyfoods as part of a more natural, vegetarian, and economic 
diet. Manna has been followed by a lot of other distributors 
of natural and health foods. We have two competitors in the 
tofu business: Witte Wonder and De Morgenstond.
 “At the moment I’m the only teacher giving lectures 
on homescale miso-, tofu-, tempeh-, shoyu-, tamari-, natto-, 
and koji-making in the Netherlands. Mainly at the East West 
Centre and sometimes at different places in the country. 
People are starting to get interested.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
concerning the work of Swami Anand Svadesha of West 
Germany.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen concerning 
the work of Thomas Karas of Bittersuess (Cologne, West 
Germany). Address: Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam, 
Meeuwenlaan 70, 1021 JK Amsterdam-N, Netherlands. 
Phone: 020-323977.

3541. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History of 
yuba. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 
15 p. April 26. Unpublished typescript. Available online at 
www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction, defi nition. Etymology. Part I: History 
of yuba in East Asia. China and environs. Japan. Part II: 
History of yuba in the West. Europe. United States.
 Japan: There has been considerable speculation about 
when and how yuba was introduced to Japan. Some have 
said that it was brought by Chinese Buddhist monks as 
early as the 10th century, others that it was brought back 
by Japanese monks visiting China in the 13th century. It is 
also said that Masashige Kusunoki, a famous samurai, used 
it as provisions during the siege of Chihaya castle during 
the 14th century. Yet the earliest known written reference 
to the food appears in the Wakan Sanzai Zukai (1711), with 
the next known references being in the Isei Teikun Ourai (c. 
1730), Kyonan Rubetsu-shi (1813), and Kotto-shu (Santo 
1815). Japan’s oldest existing yuba shop started in 1716, 

so it is quite likely that yuba existed on a commercial scale 
by the late 1600s, if not earlier. It may well have been used 
from time to time as a food in Buddhist temples centuries 
earlier. As noted at Etymology above, it was probably 
introduced from China, but it may also have been developed 
independently in Japan.
 Japan’s earliest center of yuba production and utilization 
was in Kyoto, the ancient capital, which remained the center 
during the 1980s. Yuba has the strongest gourmet image 
of all Japanese soyfoods, and Kyoto yuba soon developed 
strong associations with both the vegetarian cuisine of 
the Buddhists and with the elegant cuisine of the nobility 
and aristocracy. It soon became one of the indispensable 
delicacies in both Zen Temple Cookery (Shojin Ryori) and in 
the exquisite Tea Ceremony Cuisine (Kaiseki Ryori). In the 
Shojin Ryori Kondate-shi, published between 1818 and 1830, 
about half the recipes included yuba in one form or another, 
eloquently attesting to its popularity. A children’s song 
(whose date or origin is probably in the early 1800s) sung 
in Kyoto near the base of Mt. Hie, the home of a famous 
complex of Buddhist temples, asks “What do the monks 
eat on Mt. Hie?” The response is “Yuba no tsukeyaki,” the 
name of a yuba preparation. During the 1970s and 1980s in 
Kyoto, in restaurants serving Shojin or Kaiseki cuisine, yuba 
might well appear in more than half the dishes in a typical 
six-course meal. Some Japanese restaurants, such as the 
beautiful Sorin-an near Kyoto, specialize in yuba cuisine. 
Gradually the Japanese developed many unique forms and 
ways of folding yuba, plus a number of ready-to-eat yuba 
delicacies (deep-fried chips, pouches, and rolls) that were 
unknown in China and which have become popular tourist 
items in Kyoto. Shurtleff and Aoyagi (1975) have given 
illustrated descriptions of each of these types.
 The Kyoto yuba industry traces its origins to at least the 
early 1700s. The four oldest existing yuba shops started in 
1716, 1791, 1804, and 1833. The owner of the oldest shop is 
now the ninth generation. A picture of one of the oldest and 
most beautiful shops, Yuba Han, appears on the cover of The 
Book of Tofu (Shurtleff and Aoyagi 1975). Kyoto’s yuba 
shops have always been small, family-run operations, often 
connected with the family home. Of the 20 shops existing in 
1981, 4 started during the Edo period (1600-1868), 5 during 
the Meiji period (1868-1912), 4 during the Taisho period 
(1912-1926), and only 6 started after 1926. Thus the industry 
is old and well established. In 1874 the German Ritter gave 
a nice 85-word description of how yuba was made in Kyoto, 
noting that a little wood ash was added to the soymilk to 
raise the pH.”
 “The number of yuba shops in Kyoto has gradually 
decreased from the peak of 67 in 1911. It fell to 35 in 1919, 
then climbed to 55 in 1929, and fi nally decreased slowly 
to 20 in the late 1970s. Number of employees ranged from 
172 in 1911 to 71 in 1925, then back up to 151 in 1955, the 
last year for which we have data. Sales reached a peak of 
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183,506 yen in 1929 and were 52,433 yen in 1955 (Tanaka 
1955). By the 1970s the Japanese yuba industry used less 
soybeans than any other Japanese soyfood industry, only 
several hundred metric tons a year (Watanabe 1969). And 
a typical shop used only 50-150 pounds of dry soybeans a 
day to make 400 to 1,200 sheets of yuba. One pound of dry 
soybeans yields about 0.5 pounds of yuba on a dry weight 
basis. Partly because it is still made on a very small scale by 
slow, traditional, labor-intensive methods, and partly because 
of its image as a gourmet food (rather than a food for the 
people, as it is in China), yuba in Japan in 1975 sold for 
about 15 times as much per pound (fresh or dry) as it did in 
China. Starting in the mid-1970s some modernization of the 
small shops (especially heating the soymilk with pressurized 
steam) took place, but most traditional yuba craftsmen prefer 
their traditional and very beautiful methods. In 1982 there 
were two yuba trade associations in Kyoto. One, consisting 
of the six oldest companies, was the Kyoto Yuba Kumiai; 
the other, consisting of 10 shops in Kyoto and one in 
nearby Otsu was the Kyoto Yuba Seizo Hanbai Jigyo Kyodo 
Kumiai. The two do not cooperate much with each other.
 “In 1980, in addition to the 20 yuba shops in Kyoto, 
there were 3 in Utsonomiya and Nikko (the other main yuba 
center, 60 miles north of Tokyo), 1 in Otsu (just east of 
Kyoto), and an estimated 7 elsewhere in Japan, for a total of 
31. Gross net sales of the yuba produced in Kyoto were 520 
million yen, or about $2.3 million. This was estimated to be 
80% of the total sales and production of all yuba in Japan.” 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3542. Product Name:  Notz: Dry Roasted Soya Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Reindeer Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1982 April.
Ingredients:  Roasted soybeans, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm plastic tub. Retails for 
49 pence.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 40 gm, fat 20 gm, calories 
455.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (1/3 page, black and 
white) in Here’s Health (England). 1982. July. p. 93. “An 
alternative to peanuts: dry-roasted soyabeans.” A black-and-
white photo shows the label. “Notz, introduced to health 
food shops in April, make a tasty snack on their own, or 
can replace nuts in salads or as a topping for ice-cream or 
cakes. Notz have a mild cheese fl avor and a minimum of salt 
(2%) to bring out the taste. A nutritional analysis of Notz 
shows it has 40% protein, vs. 29% for peanuts; and just 20% 
fat vs. 43%. Notz also has 455 calories per 4 oz (100 gm), 
compared to 570 for peanuts, 621 for cashews and 687 for 
pecans.”

3543. Product Name:  Whole Earth VegeBurger (Dry Mix) 

[Herb & Vegetable, Chili, No-Salt (Aug.)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Yin-Yang Ltd. [Whole Earth]. 
Renamed The Realeat Company in June 1982.
Manufacturer’s Address:  London NW10, England.
Date of Introduction:  1982 April.
Ingredients:  1982: Sesame seeds, rolled oats, wheat gluten, 
textured soya fl our, wholewheat rusk, dehydrated onion, 
dried mixed vegetables, yeast extract (Seasoning and seasalt 
vary between the 3 varieties).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm foil sachet, makes 4 x 
70 gm burgers. Retails for 59 pence.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Contains more protein, half the fat, and less 
calories than an average beefburger. Cooked product: Protein 
19%, carbohydrate 17%, vegetable fat 6%, dietary fi bre 5%, 
calories 190/100 gm when fried.

New Product–Documentation:  Low, Robert. 1983. “And 
here comes... the VegeBurger.” Observer (The) (London). 
Feb. 27. p. 4. Sunday. This meatless burger, which was 
created by Gregory Sams, was launched nationally last week.
 Leafl et. 1986. VegeBurger. “Realeat made the 
VegeBurger famous in 1982...” But in other Realeat 
publications the year of introduction is given as 1983. Note: 
It was sold locally in 1982, then launched nationally in Feb. 
1983. “You just mix it with water and egg (optional), wait for 
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15 minutes, and shape into burgers for frying.”
 Ad in The Vegetarian. 1984. May/June. p. 12. “Vege 
Burger by Realeat. The alternative that works. From health 
and natural food stores everywhere.”
 Letter from Gregory Sams. 1988. March 30. Says the 
product was introduced in 1982. Leafl et, undated. “A Recipe 
for success.” Gives detailed product information. “Realeat 
made the VegeBurger famous in 1982 with the launch of the 
fi rst all-natural meat alternative that tasted better, cost less, 
and did you good–with convenience. It proved a powerful 
combination and paved the way to a new market in meatless 
foods.”
 Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods Ltd. 1990. 
July 9. This is probably the Haldane Food Group’s best-
selling soy product. Greg and Craig Sams are brothers, and 
both American. Philip does not know if they still work with 
Haldane or if they are retained as consultants. Both are very 
talented guys, excellent at marketing, and probably made 
their money quite nicely. One is in a wheelchair, paralyzed 
from the waist down. In the early days, both were involved 
with Whole Earth and the early events at Portobello Road. 
Whole Earth became Harmony Foods, a large health food 
wholesaling company.
 Color photo of package in Linda McCartney’s Home 
Cooking. 1990. p. 18. “Realeat Vege Burger Mix. Herb & 
Vegetable Style.” The package is orange, yellow, and brown. 
“All natural–All vegetable.” A large color illustration shows 
a burger between buns.
 Letter (e-mail) from Greg Sams, originator of the 
VegeBurger–in response to questions from William Shurtleff. 
2007. Feb. 8, 9 and 12. “The initial VegeBurger was 
launched as a Whole Earth branded product when I was still 
running Whole Earth, located in London at NW10. That was 
in April 1982. The VegeBurger was launched in two fl avours: 
Herb & Vegetable, and Chili. A No Salt variety came out 
in Aug. 1982. The Offi cial name of the company was still 
Yin Yang Ltd. VegeBurger and I went solo as The Realeat 
Company in June 1982. Whole Earth was in deep fi nancial 
trouble and our investors and bankers had no faith in the 
product which I’d created to help save us. I had faith and was 
happy to pass the reins over to my brother Craig and to go 
off and work from home (at 2 Trevelyan Gardens, London, 
NW10 3JY–where I had been living since Feb. 1980) with 
my new baby [VegeBurger]. It was our joint rescue plan, and 
the backers and bankers bought it. It worked for both of us. 
By early 1983, VegeBurger was a best seller in health food 
shops throughout the country. The article by Low on the 
VegeBurger in The Observer (London; Feb. 27. p. 4. Sunday) 
was prompted by my press release, which tied into the 
launching of the frozen VegeBurger in Feb. 1983. In 1988 
The Realeat Company moved from my home to a serviced 
location at Acorn House in Nearby Acton for six months 
prior to my sale of the company.” “Yes, those are the original 
ingredients. The base of the VegeBurger mix was virtually 

equal parts of the fi rst four ingredients. The secret was the 
texture obtained from the combination of wheat gluten and 
soya protein.”
 2015 May 31. “The Vegeburger–Gregory’s story.” from 
www.chaos-works.com. “The VegeBurger was, actually, 
prompted by a case of hepatitis that had me house-bound for 
the last few months of 1981. For the fi fteen years prior to 
that, in conjunction with brother Craig, I had been running 
various natural foods businesses, each one the fi rst of its kind 
in the country. It started when I opened Seed Restaurant in 
1968 at the age of 19, progressing to CERES natural food 
store on the Portobello Rd. This then led to the importation, 
manufacture, and distribution of natural products through 
Harmony Foods–which evolved into Whole Earth Foods. 
Publishing and cafes, a bakery and a bookshop, pop festival 
catering and all sorts were included in the mix over the years. 
Mom helped cook in the very fi rst days of the restaurant 
and dad published Seed, the Journal of Organic Living for 
six years. All of this set the scene for the VegeBurger to be 
such an instant success. In 1982, I was in charge of Harmony 
Foods/Whole Earth with my brother Craig doing the 
marketing. We sold hundreds of tons of natural foods every 
week but were in dire fi nancial straights. Our equal shares 
had a negative value, and the investors who owned nearly 
half of the company were very upset about it all.
 “In 1981 I returned from a trip to Colorado’s Rocky 
Mountains and came down with hepatitis. The only way to 
cure it was an enforced stay-at-home rest from the frenzy 
of keeping up with the relentless demands of Harmony 
Foods. With this enforced ‘free’ time I decided to work on 
something that could breathe new life into the company, 
without being a drain on its resources. I wanted something 
unlike our huge range of grains and beans and seeds and 
basic products, but still appealing to the same market.
 “I had been vegetarian from the age of 10, at a time 
when I knew of no other vegetarians in any of the subsequent 
four schools I attended. Having been brought up by a health-
conscious mother in a pre McD era, I had never even tried 
a hamburger. The idea of creating an alternative to the 
hamburger with an easy-to-make mix appealed to me as 
being quite unlike bagging up beans (there will always be 
somebody who can put a pound of beans in a bag for less 
than you). I spent about four months experimenting with 
different ingredients and mixes, working on texture fi rst, and 
then the vegetables, herbs and seasoning. It was after about 
three months that I knew I was getting close when my long-
suffering wife, Sandy Sams, asked for a second bite of the 
latest sample forced upon her.
 “There was nothing on the market then that provided 
a natural alternative to the hamburger, and the product 
needed a name. I wrote out a list one evening of the 
options, including Plantburger, Sesameburger, Vegeburger, 
Earthburger and Greenburger. They all sounded strange at 
the time but after a few days ‘VegeBurger’ came to the fore. 
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As a brand new word, which did not seem descriptive at the 
time, it was not a problem to register it as the trade mark 
VegeBurger. Vegetarians were not yet termed Veggies.
 “The VegeBurger was launched in March 1982 under 
the Whole Earth label and much as I extolled its virtues, 
our bankers and backers were not impressed, pointing out 
that 90% of all new food product launches fail. I wanted to 
devote myself to this new ‘baby’ and, by the 18th of June 
1982, I had negotiated myself a resignation as Chairman 
and M.D. of Whole Earth Foods. I gave my shares to 
brother Craig who gradually developed the company into 
a solvent Whole Earth Foods and later launched Green & 
Blacks chocolates with wife Josephine. I set up my dream 
business, trading as The Realeat Company. It was all 
managed on my Apple IIe computer from an in-house offi ce 
conversion, utilizing reliable outside contractors and having 
no employees. This is now called a “virtual company” and it 
allowed me to spend my time demonstrating, promoting and 
marketing. I had no bureaucracy, no fi xed overheads, and it 
was a joy to run this free-fl owing enterprise.
 “The VegeBurger quickly became a nationwide 
success, especially boosted by the press coverage it 
received following release of the fi rst Realeat Survey in 
1983, commissioned to tie in with the launch of the frozen 
VegeBurger. I commissioned Gallup to conduct a poll of 
public attitudes to meat consumption, getting the fi rst ever 
vegetarian head-count. It was news, with more of a move 
away from red meat consumption than anybody had realized. 
VegeBurger was on television, radio and newspapers to such 
a degree that, when I wasn’t being interviewed on radio or 
responding to a press query, all my time was spent keeping 
retailers stocked with the new hit. The survey brought a huge 
number of latent vegetarians ‘out of the closet,’ especially 
young women who realized they were not alone in their 
aversion to meat.
 “The secret of the VegeBurger was simple in retrospect. 
It had a better fl avour than your average beefburger, cost you 
less, didn’t kill cows, and made you feel a whole lot better–
all done with natural ingredients.
 “By 1988 things were getting a bit too complicated to 
keep on running by the seat of one’s pants. It was clear that 
I could either get out of the business now while it was all 
going well, or start wearing suits, and employing them, in 
order to eventually have loadsa money, while risking it all 
going down the drain if I screwed it up.
 “So I sold the Realeat Company on the 8th August 
`88 and left the food industry altogether. One of my most 
treasured “pay-offs” from all those years is the ability to 
easily buy healthy organic foods that I once had to import, 
pack, sometimes manufacture, and always introduce, if I 
wanted to include them in my own diet–which I did.”

3544. Holt, John. 1982. Re: New developments at The 
Regular Tofu Co. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 

Center, May 1. 1 p. Handwritten, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “Having used your book to learn how to make 
tofu, we now have a small business here making about 700 
lb/week of tofu and about 2,500 tofu burgers per week. We 
give our okara to a pig farmer... We sell the tofu vacuum 
packaged. As yet we don’t have a means of packaging soya 
milk. It is sold over here in Tetra Briks and is very expensive. 
We want to expand the business to make larger quantities of 
tofu (regular and silken if possible) and to sell soymilk more 
cheaply... At present, our equipment is very similar, I should 
imagine, to a small Japanese tofu shop. We use nigari.
 An accompanying form states that this company started 
business in Dec. 1981 and now uses 50-100 lb/day of dry 
soybeans. Address: 75 Chandos St., Leicestershire LE2 1BU, 
England. Phone: (0533) 549839.

3545. Agricultural Supply Industry (UK). 1982. Continental 
London Ltd... 12(21):15. May 21.
• Summary: “... are to carry out a substantial expansion of 
their soya bean processing plant operated by the Contisoya 
Division in Liverpool. Eventual processing capacity of the 
plant will rise from the present 500,000 tonnes [metric tons]/
year to 900,000. Capacity will rise from 2,000 tonnes/day 
to 2,400 tonnes/day on completion of the fi rst phase by 1 
Oct. 1982, and will rise to 3,000 tonnes/day in 1983. The 
extended plant will manufacture high protein (50%) as well 
as the 44% low protein meal that is currently produced. 
Continental London is an affi liate of Continental Grain 
(U.S.A.).
 “Plans for the original plant which cost £6M were 
fi rst announced in 1975. At the time it was the fi rst major 
investment by Continental Grain in the UK.
 “Announcement of the Contisoya expansion follows the 
decision announced earlier this year by Unilever to mothball 
the Unimills soya bean processing plant at Erith [on the 
River Thames just east of London] which until recently has 
been estimated to supply some 60% of home- produced soya 
bean meal.”

3546. Product Name:  Bean Products Japanese-Style Soy 
Sauce, Bean Products Chinese-Style Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  42 Telford Rd., Eastlenziemill 
Industrial Estate, Cumbernauld, Dunbartonshire G67 2AX, 
Scotland.  Phone: 02367 38310.
Date of Introduction:  1982 May.
New Product–Documentation:  Letters from Brian 
J.B. Wood. 1983. March 16 and 30. “The company was 
established in April 1982. It is currently producing only soy 
sauce, but plans to diversify into miso, tofu, etc., as soon 
as possible. We are trying to produce (a) a Japanese style 
shoyu to ‘wholefood’ specifi cations; (b) a Chinese-style 
sauce intended mainly for the food manufacturing industry. I 
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say ‘trying’ because of the diffi culty of tying down potential 
customers to precise specifi cations.”
 Letter from Brian J.B. Wood. 1983. April 25. “There 
is no one person in overall charge... Christopher Corden 
looks after production; Michael Riddle is fi nance and offi ce 
administration; Nigel Patch is sales and also electrical 
and plant maintenance. We estimate we can produce up 
to 600 tonnes of soy sauce a year before needing to make 
substantial changes to the factory.
 Display ad by Scottish Development Agency in the 
Economist (London). 1984. June 9. p. 62. “Scotland’s answer 
to Japanese whiskey.”
 Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 106; 987. p. 94.
 Interview with Brian J.B. Wood. 1994. April 1-2. In May 
1984 the company was sold to Nestle (for a relatively low 
price), and it was renamed Nestle Foods–Cumbernauld.
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made in Scotland.

3547. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History 
of fermented black soybeans (formerly soy nuggets) (shih 
or chi, douchi or doushi, hamanatto, Daitokuji natto). 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 27 p. 
June 4. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction. Etymology. How fermented black 
soybeans are made. Part I: History of fermented black 
soybeans in China. Early developments; Han Dynasty 
(206 B.C.-229 A.D.). Developments from the third to the 
16th century. The P’en-tsao Kang-mu (1578). 17th to 20th 
century.
 Part II: History of fermented black soybeans in Japan. 
Early developments (746-1700’s). Daitokuji fermented black 
soybeans in Kyoto (Daitokuji natto). Savory fermented black 
soybeans in Hamamatsu (hamanatto). Modern developments 
with fermented black soybeans (1900-1982).
 Part III: History of fermented black soybeans in 
Southeast Asia. Philippines (tausi or tao-si). Malaysia (tao 
si).
 Part IV: History of fermented black soybeans in the 
West. Europe. United States.
 2011 Dec. For updated and greatly expanded free 
information on this subject, on our website go to “Historical 
Bibliographies and Sourcebooks on Soy,” then click on the 
corresponding subject. A lengthy digital book will appear in 
PDF format. It is searchable using Adobe Acrobat or Adobe 
Reader. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-
2991.

3548. India Today. 1982. Vittal Mallya: Empire builder. July 
31. p. 101-02.

3549. Product Name:  Tempeh.

Manufacturer’s Name:  Community Health Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address:  c/o Community Health Centre 
/ Foundation, 188 Old Street, London EC1V 9BP, England.  
Phone: 01-251-4076.
Date of Introduction:  1982 July.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. July 23. The tempeh 
makers are Jon Sandifer and Andrew Leech.
 Talk with Thomas Andersen of Thomas Tempeh. 1990. 
May 24. In about 1985, he learned how to make tempeh at 
this Centre, which is a macrobiotic education and natural 
healing/therapy center. There were two tempeh makers at the 
time. One was Roger Green.

3550. Itona Products Ltd. 1982. Dairy replacement foods 
(Ad). Here’s Health. July. p. 94.
• Summary: This full-page black-and-white ad also appeared 
in The Vegetarian. 1984. May. p. 2. “These are important and 
very special health foods. Foods sold under the Granny Ann 
and Golden Archer brands all have one thing in common–
they don’t contain cow’s milk or any other animal ingredient. 
This is important for a variety of reasons. Many people are 
allergic to dairy milk whilst others are rightly concerned 
about the ethical, medical, and social considerations.
 “The ‘Milk’ and ‘Milk-Base’ ingredients in Granny Ann 
and Golden Archer foods are derived from the soya bean. 
Not from cows.
 “These Dairy Replacement Foods also have further, 
decided advantages. The fl avours are quite excellent and the 
nutritional values are very high. They are exceptionally good 
foods which you really should try–whatever reason you may 
have.”
 Photos show 11 of the company’s products: Itona TVP 
(chunks, ham fl avor). Itona TVP food mix: Itonaburga 
(burger style). Itona Tonabana: Sausage Style. Granny Ann 
Noots. Granny Ann Grannymels: Caramels. Granny Ann 
Noot Bar (with “Roasted, salted beans. Handy packets”). 
Granny Ann Beanmilk Chunky Bar (“A thick Beanmilk bar 
but without the Noots”). Golden Archer Soya Beanmilk 
(“From soya not cows”). Golden Archer Brown Rice 
Pudding (“Whole brown rice with Beanmilk and unrefi ned 
sugar”). Golden Archer Custard (“Made entirely from 
non-animal ingredients”). Golden Archer Beancream (“A 
wonderfully rich cream made from Beanmilk”). Granny Ann 
High Fibre Biscuits (“A convenient and tasty way to take 
your daily fi bre. Made with soya fi bre–better than bran”).
 Note: It is unclear whether this “soya fi bre” is okara or 
soy bran (ground soybean hulls). Since Itona is also selling 
soymilk, of which okara is a byproduct, okara seems more 
likely.
 “’Granny Ann,’ ‘Golden Archer’ and ‘Itona’ foods are 
made by Itona Products Limited, Leyland Mill Lane, Wigan. 
Send large SASE for leafl et.”
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3551. Product Name:  Hera Meatless [Hamburgers, 
Croquettes, Goulash Mix, Chili Mix, Stroganoff Mix, 
Goulash, Tomato Soup, Vegetable Soup].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Pharma Food (Distributor). Made 
in England by Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Netherlands.
Date of Introduction:  1982 July.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1982. July. The hamburgers and croquettes in 200 gm cartons 
retail for Hfl . 5.95. The goulash mix, chili, and stroganoff 
also in 200 gm boxes for Hfl . 2.95. The goulash, tomato 
and farmers vegetable soup in 125 gm packs, suffi cient for 
making 1 liter of soup, at Hfl . 2.85.

3552. Parker, Joyce. 1982. Re: Soyfoods and soybeans in 
Nepal. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Aug. 
28. 3 p. Handwritten with signature on letterhead of the 
Britain Nepal Medical Trust (Koshi Anchal).
• Summary: Joyce is a Peace Corps volunteer living in the 
eastern middle hills of Nepal, eating the local food, and 
going crazy. Nepal is extremely diverse culturally, so what 
is done in one part of the country may not be true of other 
parts. Tofu is made in Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, 
but only on a very small scale. In the eastern middle hills, 
soybeans are used mostly for a snack (khaajaa) in the early 
afternoon, often with tea–to sustain people until the evening 
meal. “The snack I’m familiar with is called Bhatmas ani 
chiuraa... and is made with soybeans and beaten rice. The 
mature soybeans are roasted over an open hearth, usually in 
a heavy cast iron wok–stirred with a stick continuously (the 
pan is dry but well seasoned) for 5-10 minutes. Remove from 
heat–put into a jato (primitive grinding stone) only to split 
the soybeans in half. A small amount of mattitel (mustard 
oil) is heated until the smoke rises (otherwise the taste is 
foul)–pyaaj (green onion–chopped fi ne) and jursaani (chili 
pepper also chopped fi ne) and fresh ginger are added, and 
next the bhaatmas–stir until they are covered with the oil 
mixture–salt is also added. It is then served hot or cold over 
the beaten rice. Its delicious–a real favorite with me–puts a 
bit of crunch into your diet.
 “Soybeans are usually grown in a companion planting 
system with the makai (corn) or along the borders of the rice 
khets (irrigated fi elds). I have never seen the soybean grown 
in a bari (dry fi eld) as a main crop. Main crops include rice, 
wheat and corn. Soybeans are always an afterthought. There 
is a British Aid Agricultural Farm at Pakhribas (in the Kosi 
Zone of eastern Nepal, 3 hours from Dhankuta) working on 
soybean trials.” They came up with 3 varieties of soybeans 
which will grow in different terrains. More technical 
information can be gathered from them.
 The Limbu live in the high hills and are “junglely 
types.” “One of my co-workers is of Limbu origin and was 
the only one that knew about kinema or kenima (couldn’t 
get the correct spelling but will keep trying). It seems it is a 

good trekking food. They make a soup of it and pour it over 
rice–keeps well–easy to cook. Lentils, a much preferred 
food, take too long to make on the trail. After my trip to 
Ilam–investigating the Limbu land–I’ll write more specifi c 
details. From what I could gather:” Boil soybeans until they 
are soft. Grind to a mush with a local mortar and pestle. Add 
ashes (kharain) from the cooking stove (chulo) and mix with 
the soybeans. Place in a bamboo basket (dhahi), cover, and 
leave for 24 hours. Remove from basket, place on a bamboo 
mat, and dry in the sun. Recipes vary. “I have never tasted 
any but it sounds awful. More research is required. I’ll keep 
you informed.”
 Newsfl ash–the SCF clinic is looking into using soymilk 
as a substitute food for babies–only when the mother is 
unable to breast-feed. We have also discussed possible 
weaning foods. One problem–soymilk is not high in calories; 
both calories and protein are rare commodities. “The value 
of the soybean’s body building protein would be lost and 
just burned off as energy.” The biggest problem here is just a 
lack of food. The Nepali diet is healthy but too many mouths 
to feed. Address: c/o U.S. Peace Corps, P.O. Box 613, 
Kathmandu, Nepal.

3553. BBC of London. 1982. U.S. tofu industry. Television 
broadcast. Aug. 30-minutes. *

3554. Lucas Meyer GmbH. 1982. Re: Lecithin. Form fi lled 
out and returned to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center; 
undated. 1 p. Questions are numbered and typed. But 
answers are handwritten and unsigned.
• Summary: To answer your questions: “1. Lecithin was fi rst 
used in commercial margarine in 1925/26, experimentally 
by small margarine manufacturers in Hamburg, Germany. 
4. Approximately 6% lecithin is found in egg yolk. 7. The 3 
largest manufacturers of lecithin in Europe, in order of size, 
are: By quantity, Unimills, Div. of Unilever N.V., is largest. 
Lucas Meyer is second. And N.V. Vamo Mills is third.
 “Lucas Meyer is number 1 by product range and 
worldwide sales. Lucas Meyer is producing lecithin in 
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, France, Spain, the U.K., 
and in Decatur, Illinois.” Address: Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62, 
D-2000 Hamburg 28, West Germany. Phone: 78-1701.

3555. Vinall, Geo. H. 1982. The processing and marketing of 
oil seeds in Ontario. Notes on Agriculture (Guelph, Ontario) 
18(1):24-27. Aug.
• Summary: Begins with the early history of Canadian 
Vegetable Oil Processing (CVOP, the writer’s company) in 
Hamilton, Ontario. Oilseed processing in Ontario started 
during World War II.
 Note: Documents show that six companies started 
crushing soybeans to make oil and meal before 1940: (1) 
1930 March–Milton Oil Refi neries, Ltd., Milton. (2) 1932–
Dominion Linseed Oil Co., Baden. (3) 1932–The Soya 
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Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative Company of Canada Ltd., 
Chatham. (4) 1936–Edgar Soya Products, Ltd., Belle River. 
(5) 1936–Soya Mills Ltd., Stratford. (6) 1938–Toronto 
Elevators Ltd., Toronto.
 From 1940 to 1942 Canada was fi nding it diffi cult to 
obtain enough vegetable oil to satisfy growing domestic 
demand. A good supply of ground nuts [peanuts] was located 
in India, Canada’s war-time government then negotiated 
with an Australian (Sir Walter Carpenter) to move a small 
expeller (oil seed) processing plant from British Columbia 
to Ontario. In 1942 this plant, which had been processing 
copra (coconut) on a Vancouver dock side, was moved to the 
Hamilton harbour waterfront. Canada’s federal government 
then arranged to have thousands of tons of peanuts (in jute 
bags) delivered to Hamilton for processing. From 1943 
to 1948 peanut deliveries were intermittent and this other 
oilseeds such as sunfl owers, fl ax, palm kernel and copra were 
crushed in Hamilton. After the war, the Hamilton plant began 
looking for a more local source of oilseeds and in 1948 
began crushing American-grown soybeans.
 “G.S. Boulter was the prime person in the transfer of 
the oilseed processing plant from Vancouver to Hamilton. 
In 1944 he left W.R. Carpenter and, starting that same year, 
was instrumental in building another oilseed crushing plant 
(Victory Mills Ltd.) in Toronto. Later in the 1940s a third 
plant was built by Toronto Elevators Ltd. (later Maple Leaf 
Mills Ltd.) in the Toronto harbour.
 The plants that processed oilseeds during the 1940s used 
expellers to separate the oil from the seed.
 In 1979 Maple Leaf Mills closed their Toronto Plant and 
relocated in Windsor, increasing their capacity by 1,200 tons 
per day.
 “In 1967 the United Kingdom [UK] joined the E.E.C. 
which effectively cut off a market for Canadian soybean oil 
and meal. Up to that time Ontario crushers always had an 
alternative to the domestic market... Thus the application 
of duties by the UK effectively restricted soybean products 
(except in dire situations) to Canadian markets.”
 Tables show: (1) Current daily capacities (tonnes per 
day) for Ontario oilseed processors: Victory Mills Ltd., 1,360 
soybeans. CVOP 1,200 soybeans + 600 soft seed. Maple 
Leaf Monarch 1,100 soybeans + 280 soft seed.
 (3) Production of soybean oil and rapeseed oil, 1976-
1981. Rapeseed oil fi gures were was always larger. (4) 
Consumption of soybean and rapeseed oils, 1976-1981–
for margarine, shortening, salad oils and total. Address: 
Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing, Hamilton, ONT, Canada.

3556. Marshall, Philip. 1982. Re: The establishment of 
Cauldron Foods Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Sept. 8. 3 p. Handwritten.
• Summary: Cauldron Foods was formed in Nov. 1981 as a 
partnership between Philip Marshall and Mr. Peter Fagan. 
They began tofu production in March 1982. They now have 

a “cauldron shop” type tofu plant presently producing 200 
lb. of fi rm tofu (9.3% protein) 3 to 4 times weekly. “Sales of 
tofu itself may not have risen very dramatically, but public 
awareness concerning tofu and related products is growing 
steadily. A local television station fi lmed the process of tofu 
being made at our plant, to be included in a program on 
nutrition later this year... We have had more success perhaps 
with our burger containing tofu and grains, vacuum packed 
giving it a shelf-life of 3 weeks. Our turnover is rising at 
a good pace, and we are introducing new products to our 
range as we improve production methods. We would like to 
move into sterilized tofu creams and spreads... We would 
like to keep informed of new developments in the industry in 
America...” and to establish contact with similar American 
businesses.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015) 
that mentions Cauldron Foods. Address: Chapel Lane, 
Sunnybank, Fishponds, Bristol 16, England.

3557. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1982. History 
of soybean crushing: Soy oil and soybean meal. Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 157 p. Sept. 
16. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction: Description of soybeans are 
transformed into oil products and meal. Etymology. Basic 
concepts. Terminology. Processing (brief description of 
modern hexane solvent extraction and refi ning). History 
of soybean crushing worldwide: Oil and meal production 
and trade. History of soybean crushing in China (to 
1949): Origins and early references, early observations by 
foreigners, the crush-stone mill and wedge press, uses of soy 
oil in China. History of soybean crushing in Manchuria (to 
1949). History of soybean crushing in the People’s Republic 
of China (1949-1980’s). History of soybean crushing 
in Japan. History of soybean crushing in Europe: Early 
references and research (1855-1909), introduction of soy oil 
and meal to Europe (1907-1919), the interwar period (1920-
1939), the war and postwar period (1940-1959), the modern 
era (1960-1982). History of soybean crushing in the United 
States–oil and meal: Early references and research (1893-
1909), introduction of soy oil and cake to America (1910-
1919), establishing America’s soybean crushing industry 
(1920-1929), takeoff of the U.S. soybean crushing industry 
(1930-1939), soybean oil and meal during World War II 
and the 1940’s, modern soybean crushing and oil refi ning 
processes, developments during the 1950’s (oil), soybean 
meal and the American meat-centered diet, 1960-1982, 
problems with the meat centered diet and feedlot system, 
changes in meat and poultry consumption, new protein 
models, the future. History of soybean crushing in Third 
World countries: Third World–three routes to soy oil use, 
Brazil, Mexico and Argentina, India, Sri Lanka. Address: 
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Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3558. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Hong Kong Supermarket.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Shaftsbury Ave., London, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1982 September.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1982. Sept. 17.

3559. Spencer, Colin. 1982. Food... and don’t rely on 
sympathetic waiters. Guardian (England). Oct. 1. p. 10.
• Summary: Today’s column is about vegetarianism. “The 
Vegetarian Society has recently come up with a new symbol, 
a green V for restaurants, pubs, eating houses and snack bars 
to display.”

Vegetarian Restaurants in England, compiled by Leslie 
Nelson (published by Penguin) is a useful guide.
 “The Seven Sheaves in the East West Centre 
[macrobiotic] (188 Old Street, London, EC1) is another 
remarkable restaurant, where I ate my fi rst bowl of tempeh–a 
fermented tofu [sic] high in protein. It tasted of fi eld 
mushroom, white truffl e and–dare I say it?–grouse.”
 Note: Tempeh, which is a cake of fermented soybeans, is 
completely different from tofu, which is not fermented. And 
fermented tofu is much different from regular nonfermented 
tofu.

3560. Product Name:  Plamil Non-Dairy Carob, Fruit & 
Nut Bar [Apple].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1982 October.
Ingredients:  Raw sugar, apple, molasses, carob fl our, 
peanuts, mixed peel, currants, vegetable fat, soya fl our, sea 
salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  50 gm bar in plastic wrapper.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Plamil. Sell 
by 7 Nov. 1982. Brown and green on yellow. “Send for list 
(s.a.e. please) of our range of non-dairy foods.”

3561. Hymowitz, Ted. 1982. How, whence and when was 
the soybean disseminated to India (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Nov. 23. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: How did Ted get interested in soybeans? While 
in India, Ted was looking for references to soybeans at the 
same time he was looking for references to guar. He was 
looking for all sorts of things in India during his document 
searches. He’s got “piles of stuff.” On his assistantship at 
Oklahoma State Univ., he was growing out soybeans as well 
as guar. That is where he met Dr. Hartwig.

 The following discussion relates largely to the 1981 
paper in Economic Botany titled “Soybean seed protein 
electrophoresis profi les from 15 Asian countries or regions: 
Hypotheses on paths of dissemination of soybeans from 
China,” by Hymowitz and Kaizuma.
 Soybeans were introduced to India by two paths: By the 
Silk Road (or Silk Routes), and by direct migration down 
through China. See maps on pages 17 and 21. The black 
soybeans in the Kumaon Hills of northern India probably 
came via the Silk Route, which means through Kashmir 
and down from the northwest. Soybeans have been found in 
Afghanistan. Soybeans in the Manipur Hills probably fi ltered 
down (perhaps brought by traders) from China via Burma 
and down the Brahmaputra River valley.
 Note 1. A color map on the Wikipedia entry for “Silk 
Road” (Nov. 2010) shows the Silk Road entering India 
overland in two places, widely separated by the towering 
Himalayas. One branch of the Silk Road enters eastern 
India (from the northeast) down along the Brahmaputra 
River valley toward today’s Dhaka and the port of Kolkata 
(formerly Calcutta). The other enters northwestern India 
(from the northeast) in the area of the Kumaon hills, then 
proceeds southward into today’s Gujarat, to the area around 
what became the port of Surat.
 Ted’s article states that “Central India may be considered 
a recent or tertiary soybean gene center.” By “recent” Ted 
means a time frame of 800 to 900 years. Within the last 100-
200 years it was missionaries who brought soybeans to India, 
and that was in central India–purely missionary activity. The 
British set up a station at Nagpur in central India, then many 
British missionaries went to work in the Jabalpur area (in 
central Madhya Pradesh, central India). Soybeans brought 
by those missionaries (a lot of whom were agricultural 
missionaries) have been in Central India for about 100 years. 
But Ted is sure soybeans fi rst arrived there much earlier, 
since the Chinese were trading there.
 One key fact is that the germplasm in the northern India 
group of soybeans is completely different from that in the 
central Indian group. One is clearly from north China and the 
other is procumbent (creeping along the ground, viny); two 
separate groups.
 Note 2. The map on page 19 in Ted’s 1981 article 
shows four different groups. A. Assam and Punjab. B. Uttar 
Pradesh. C. New Delhi. E. Madhya Pradesh (central India).
 Note 3. The German terms “Seidenstrasse” and 
“Seidenstrassen”- ‘the Silk Road(s)’ or ‘Silk Route(s)’ were 
fi rst used in 1877 by Baron Ferdinand von Richthofen, who 
made seven expeditions to China from 1868 to 1872. The 
English term “The Silk Road” has come into general use 
in spite of the fact it was a network of routes, few of which 
were more than rough caravan tracks, and silk was by no 
means the only item traded along them. China traded silk, 
spices, teas, and porcelain; while India traded ivory, textiles, 
precious stones, and pepper (Source: Wikipedia at Silk Road, 
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Nov. 2010). Address: Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois.

3562. Taitz, L.S. 1982. Soy feeding in infancy. Archives of 
Disease in Childhood 57(11):814-15. Nov. [20 ref]
• Summary: “Growing concern over intolerance of cows’ 
milk protein is leading to more frequent diagnosis of the 
condition... Intolerance of cows’ milk can be divided into 
2 major types. The fi rst is gastrointestinal intolerance 
associated with diarrhoea [diarrhea]... The second comprises 
the more common forms of atopy. In infancy eczema is 
the usual manifestation... Estimates of the incidence range 
widely, varying from 0.1% to 8%. A reasonable working 
fi gure would be that of the order of 0.5%.”
 “The basic assumption underlying the use of soy as a 
substitute for cows’ milk is that it is less allergenic. There 
are 2 main reasons for its use: (1) as a replacement for milk 
feeds where proved or putative milk protein intolerance or 
allergy exists; (2) used prophylactically in infants who are 
considered to be at high risk of allergy, particularly those 
with a family history of atopy.”
 “Conclusions: (1) There is confl icting evidence on 
whether soy formula feeding will lead to a lower incidence 
of allergy in infants predisposed to atopy. It may benefi t 
some infants with atopic eczema. (2) The occurrence of 
soy intolerance in at least some infants with milk protein-
induced gastro-intestinal damage, calls into question its 
use in this disease. Proved cows’ milk protein intolerance 
should be treated with formulae consisting of protein 
hydrolysates. The diagnosis of this condition should not be 
made without careful evaluation by an expert in the fi eld. (3) 
The indiscriminate use of soy formula for vague symptoms 
and signs not proved to be due to cows’ milk intolerance is 
to be avoided. (4) Soy feeds should not be freely available 
without prescription and should only occasionally need to 
be prescribed.” Address: Dep. of Paediatrics, The Children’s 
Hospital, Western Bank, Sheffi eld S10 2TH, England.

3563. SoyaScan Notes. 1982. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1982 
(Continued) (Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued. July. Turtle Island releases liquid 
tempeh starter to industry.
 July. Soyfoods magazine No. 7 published by Richard 
Leviton, with 4-color cover (brown border) and glossy paper.
 July. Bean Machines introduces its new Continuous 
Pressurized Slurry Cooker. July. Tofu: Einladung ins 
Schlaraffenland (Tofu: Introduction to the Land of Milk and 
Honey), by Walter Daenzer published by Verlag Bewusstes 
Dasein in Zurich, Switzerland (in German). Europe’s third 
tofu book.
 July. Using Tofu, Tempeh & Other Soyfoods in 
Restaurants, Delis & Cafeterias, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi 
published by The Soyfoods Center.

 July. Soyfoods Come West, the Fifth Annual Soyfoods 
Convention and Expo, in Seattle draws 250 people from 12 
nations and makes a profi t. Plans are made for a new tofu 
trade group to represent the larger manufacturers. Gary Barat 
of Legume and Steve Snyder lead this effort to break away 
from SANA.
 July. Diet for a Small Planet, by Frances Moore Lappe, 
a completely revised edition, published by Ballantine Books. 
Over 2 million copies of the book have been sold since 
1971. The new edition contains many new soyfoods recipes, 
including 8 tofu and tempeh recipes submitted by Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi as part of a recipe contest.
 Aug. The BBC of London, England, runs a 30-minute 
program on the U.S. tofu industry and market.
 Aug. “Why Are Soyfoods Catching On?” by Judy 
Brown published in Whole Life Times.
 Aug. Soy Protein Council in Washington, D.C. releases 
fi lmstrip on soy proteins.
 Aug. Tofu, Tempeh, Miso & Other Soyfoods, by Richard 
Leviton published by Keats. 32 p., 15,000 copies printed.
 Aug. Mexico announces that it can no longer meet its 
foreign debt repayment obligations. The fi rst major debtor 
nation to do so.
 Sept. New England Soy Dairy launches herb and spice 
prefl avored tofu in colorful boxes. This is an important 
innovation in tofu packaging.
 Sept. Miyako / Cold Mountain Miso in Los Angeles 
moves into new plant, has $15,000 reopening party.
 Sept. Dr. C.W. Hesseltine, at USDA Northern Regional 
Research Lab., receives $50,000 research grant to study shelf 
life of tofu, tempeh, miso.
 Sept. Soyfoods Labels, Posters, and Other Graphics, 
compiled and edited by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, published by 
Soyfoods Center. 185 p.
 Sept. Soyfoods Unlimited runs full-page color ads for 
tempeh burgers in national magazines: Vegetarian Times and 
New Age.
 Sept. Richard Leviton plans to move to Ann Arbor. 
Steve Fiering offers to recapitalize Soyfoods magazine 
and buy typesetting equipment. Plan dropped by Fiering in 
October.
 Oct. Legume Inc. has its fi rst of many public stock 
offerings; raises $100,000 from sale of stock plus $100,000 
from a loan. Legume thus becomes the fi rst of the new wave 
of soyfoods companies to be publicly owned. In Nov. 1983 
Legume raised $600,000 more, two-thirds from sale of stock 
and one-third from debt.
 Oct. Richard Leviton does “Soyfoods in the Heartland” 
nationwide tour with 13 programs, 11,000 miles. Net loss of 
$300 but lots of fun.
 Oct. Tofu Cookery, by Louise Hagler published by The 
Farm’s Book Publishing Co.
 Oct. Tofu Cookery by Fusako Holthaus published by 
Kodansha, New York. Japan’s fi rst tofu book aimed at the 
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American market. Both this and the Farm’s tofu book are 
America’s fi rst tofu books with color plates.
 Oct. Beatrice Wittels’ CSC sponsors World Food Day in 
Philadelphia, with speech by Richard Leviton and soyfoods 
banquet. 200 people, including a Pennsylvania senator, 
attend.
 Oct. South River Farm Miso Co. opens in Massachusetts 
as the nation’s second Caucasian-run miso manufacturer. It 
was formerly Ohio Miso Co.
 Oct. “The Hilton Hotel’s Gourmet Tofu Dishes” by 
Clare Barrett published by Vegetarian Times. Dishes made 
from Dieter Hannig’s tofu recipes are shown in full color.
 Nov. Unicorn Restaurant in Miami prepares three tofu 
turkeys for Thanksgiving Day.
 Nov. Restaurant Business magazine praises Legume 
products as “tasty, superb.”
 Nov. Whole Life Expo held in New York. Farm Foods 
gives speech on soyfoods.
 Nov. “Mainstreaming Soyfoods” by Richard Leviton 
published by Vegetarian Times.
 Nov. Campbell Soup makes offer to buy Legume 
stock. Quaker Oats is reported to make tender to buy any of 
America’s largest tofu makers. But nothing happens.
 Nov. Pacifi c Tempeh introduces nitrogen-fl ush vacuum 
packaging for tempeh.
 Nov. Well Bean Soy Deli in Santa Cruz changes its 
image to “Fast Natural Foods” after soy deli sales sag.
 Nov. East West Journal publishes article on The Bridge 
tofu company in Connecticut.
 Nov. Lane County Natural Foods Assoc. sponsors large, 
Natural Horizons Expo in Eugene, Oregon. Richard Leviton 
gives speech. Surata Soyfoods and Devi’s Country Soy 
Sausages have exhibits.
 Nov. Quick & Easy Tofu Cookbook, by Yukiko 
Moriyama published by Joie in Japan. Aimed at American 
market; over 400 full-color photos but poor English 
translation.
 Nov. La Magie du Tofu (The Magic of Tofu), by 
Tremblay and Boyte published by Stanke in Montreal. 
Canada’s fi rst original tofu cookbook. It becomes a best-
seller.
 Nov. Le Plaisir de la Cuisine au Tofu by Marie Poirier 
published by Unisoya in Quebec, Canada.
 Nov. Cooking with Tempeh, by Claire Seguin published 
by Higher Ground Press. America’s second tempeh 
cookbook.
 Dec. Robert Davis of Light Foods helps establish a soup 
kitchen in St. Louis; will provide okara and tofu scraps free 
of charge to the city’s indigent.
 Dec. Nasoya restyles their tofu dips as “Vegi-Dips” in 
new containers.
 Dec. Soyfoods of America runs $2,800 large display ad 
in Los Angeles Times (circ. 1 million) with tofu recipes.
 Dec. Washington Post, in the Style section, says frozen 

yogurt is “Out” and frozen tofu desserts are “In.”
 Dec. Swan Gardens, Miami, after 3 years of R&D, 
announces informally that it has three fl avors of “meltable” 
cheeselike tofu. It is introduced as Soya Kaas in Feb. 1986.
 Dec. Le Tofu dans le Cuisine Macrobiotique, by Eddie 
H. Hara published in France by Editions de la Maisnie.
 Dec. Since 1974, 25 books on tofu have been published 
in the U.S. In 1981 and 1982 publication of books on tofu 
in North America and Europe reaches its peak, with 12 
published each year.
 Dec. There are seven brands of tempeh burgers on the 
market; four brands of frozen tofu ravioli; 8 brands of soy ice 
creams.

3564. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Drink [Choco 
{Chocolate}, or Plain {With Sugar}].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1982 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.

New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Alpro. 
1990. May 30. Alpro began making this product (2 fl avors) 
in Dec. 1982 in 500 ml cartons. The Provamel line is sold in 
health food stores in Europe, whereas the Alpro line is sold 
in supermarkets.

3565. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Dessert [Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.
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Date of Introduction:  1982 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Alpro. 
1990. May 30. Alpro began making this product in Dec. 
1982 in 500 ml cartons.
 Form fi lled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro. 
1991. Sept. 4. The fi rst soya dessert made by Alpro under the 
Provamel label was launched in Dec. 1982. It was originally 
sold in choco and plain (with sugar) fl avors.

3566. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  45 Maes Ingli, Newport, 
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, Wales, UK.  Phone: 
820-896.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: 
Zorah Groom. Richard Leviton. 1983. Trip to Europe 
with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. Unpublished 
manuscript. p. 29. Bean Machine is a 12-member co-op in 
Wales using someone’s kitchen. Their best-seller is soysage. 
Cauldron Foods in Bristol invited them to move to Bristol 
and consolidate. Jon and Zorah Groom. 1985. La Lettre de 
L’ARTS. No. 3. p. 8. “Bean Machine story.”
 Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. Soyfoods (ESFA). “The 
Bean Machine story” The tofu is made largely by hand at 
the rate of 60 lb every 2 hours. The soymilk is curded with 
calcium sulfate. The company presently makes a range of 
three fl avors of tofu, plain, chives, and garlic. The tofu is put 
into round presses and cut into two sizes, 227 gm and 454 
gm, then vacuum packed in bags.
 Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Ceased 
trading.

3567. Product Name:  Soysage [Regular, Tomato, or Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  45 Maes Ingli, Newport, 
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, Wales, UK.  Phone: 
820-896.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
Ingredients:  Incl. okara, tofu, spices, and fl avors.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  213 gm or 426 gm sausage 
shaped casing.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Zorah 
Groom.
 Jon and Zorah Groom. 1985. La Lettre de L’ARTS. No. 
3. p. 8. “Bean Machine story.”
 Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. Soyfoods (ESFA). “The 
Bean Machine story.” Soysage is made with okara, a by-
product of tofu. Flavors and spices are added. Tofu is also 

a main ingredient. They now make a range of 3 fl avors: 
regular, tomato (with added tomato puree), and spices (with 
added spices and chili). They are sold in 213 gm and 426 gm 
packages. The packages are sausage shaped.
 Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Ceased 
trading.

3568. Product Name:  Soyannaize or Soyanaise [Garlic, 
Mint, or Parsley].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  45 Maes Ingli, Newport, 
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, Wales, UK.  Phone: 
820-896.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya milk, soy fl our, fl avorings.
How Stored:  Refrigerated, 10 day shelf life.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Zorah 
Groom.
 Jon and Zorah Groom. 1985. La Lettre de L’ARTS. No. 
3. p. 8. “Bean Machine story.”
 Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. Soyfoods (ESFA). “The 
Bean Machine story.” Soyanaise is a vegan mayonnaise. It 
comes in 3 fl avors: garlic, mint, and parsley. “The only real 
problem we are fi nding is separation during sterilization. We 
hope to bring it to the market as soon as we perfect it. We 
had to take it off the market due to short shelf life.”
 Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Ceased 
trading.

3569. Product Name:  Ardex Soya Protein Isolate, and 
Arcon Soya Protein Concentrate.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1982. p. 
66. Form fi lled out by P. Fitch of British Arkady. 1983. He 
calls it “isolated soy protein.”
 Manufacturer’s brochure. 1990. Ardex SP6 Soya Protein 
Isolate. “Applications include cooked meats, powdered 
beverages, dairy type products, and dietetic foods requiring 
a low sodium content.” Note: All Arkady isolates contain a 
minimum of 90% protein on a dry basis.
 Manufacturer’s brochure. 1990. Ardex F Soya Protein 
Isolate. “Ideal for all dairy applications including soya 
beverages, high protein drinks, frozen desserts and ice 
creams because of its low fl avor profi le and excellent 
dispersibility properties... It contains a minimum of 90% 
protein (on a dry weight basis).”
 Manufacturer’s brochure. 1990. Ardex DHV Soya 
Protein Isolate. “Can be used in many meat applications 
requiring emulsifi cation of fat and water, stabilization of 
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comminuted meat products, water binding, cohesion and 
formation of heat stable gels.”
 Manufacturer’s brochure. 1990. Ardex D Soya Protein 
Isolate. “Is suitable for all applications including cooked 
meats, powdered beverages, dairy type products, and dietetic 
foods requiring a low sodium content.”

3570. Product Name:  Lecithin.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1982. p. 
58; 1986. p. 81. Now an affi liate of Archer Daniels Midland 
Co., Decatur, Illinois. W. Pringle, Sales Director.

3571. Product Name:  Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Castle Precincts, Castle Ditch 
Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 1XH, England.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 
95. Form fi lled out by John & Sarah Gosling. 2001. June 11. 
Company name: Full of Beans. Address: The Old Bottling 
Store, Castle Ditch Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 1YT, 
England. Phone: 01273-47267. They have been making 
tempeh since 1982.

3572. Product Name:  One World Foods Tempeh: Cultured 
Soya Beans.
Manufacturer’s Name:  One World Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  188 Old St., London EC1V 9BP, 
England.  Phone: 01-490 0749.
Date of Introduction:  1982.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, vinegar, Rhizopus oligosporus, 
rice fl our.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz poly bag.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label for 1984 product sent 
by Anthony Marrese. 1992. March 28. “One World Foods 
Tempeh.” 4 inches square. Glossy paper. Dark blue and 
white on light blue.
 Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-
Based Products.” A photo shows the Label. “Now Organic.” 
CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. The 
contact here is Josef Simpson. This company was formerly 
Community Health Foundation.
 Interview with Joe Simpson, the owner, conducted 
by Anthony Marrese. 1992. March 28. The company 
was founded in 1984 and that year started commercial 
production of tempeh. The location has not changed. 
The East West Center in London is a large building of 5 
fl oors with several rooms per fl oor. One World Foods has 
2 rooms, each approximately 30 ft. by 30 ft. One room is 

for tempeh production and the other is for the offi ce and 
secondary processing. In 1982 at the same address Joe 
started producing tempeh for the Clearspring Restaurant, at 
the East West Center, London. As the amount of tempeh used 
by the increased, one World Foods was founded in 1984. Joe 
was one of the fi rst to introduce organic tempeh in London 
and to promote its use. In 1987 the shop expanded from one 
room to two at the same address. Success has been based 
on a quality product with good customer service, quality 
packaging and labeling, plus personal dedication by Joe. 
The company’s fi rst product was named Canadian Organic 
Soya Tempeh, launched in 1984 and still on the market in 
8 oz poly bags. In 1985 the company launched Tempeh 
Sandwiches, plainly wrapped with no individual labels. One 
World Foods presently makes 600 x 8 oz packages of tempeh 
per week. The sandwiches were discontinued in 1989 due 
to Joe’s lack of interest in doing more secondary production 
and distribution. Joe (the full owner) and one helper are the 
only two employees. Sales growth has been slow and steady, 
about the same as the 2-3 other tempeh producers in London. 
One World Foods also produces some other non-soya 
products such as sesame-peanut bars, and seitan. Anthony 
closes by noting that Joe is a very dedicated person, willing 
to share all he has and knows if it will help others.
 New label for “Organic Tempeh Soya: Traditionally 
Cultured Soy Beans” sent by Anthony Marrese. 1992. 
March 28. 4 inches square. Brown, green, and red on yellow. 
Illustration of a wok fi lled with vegetables and tempeh. 
“Frozen. Simple to prepare. Low in saturated fats. High 
protein. Salt free.
 Leafl et (8½ by 11 inches). 1992. “Nourishing delicious 
tempeh: The organic soyafood.” Green, red, blue, and brown 
on beige. Illustration shows a wok fi lled with vegetables.
 Leafl et. 1992. Tempeh: The cultured soyfood. Dark blue 
and light blue on white.

3573. Wiles, T.L.; Hayward, D.M.; Vedoato, R.A.; White, 
J.G. 1982. Interacao de 2, 4-D, Diuron e metribuzin com 
paraquat no controle de plantas daninhas em plantio direto 
de soja (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) no Brasil e em cultures 
perenes na America Central [Interaction of 2, 4-D, diuron 
and metribuzin with paraquat in weed control in direct-
drilled soyabeans (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) in Brazil and in 
perennial crops in Central America]. In: Abstracts of the XIV 
Brazilian Congress on Herbicides and Herbaceous Weeds 
(SBHED) and the VI Congress of the Latin American Weed 
Association (ALAM). Sau Paulo, Brazil: Campinas. See p. 
177-78. [Por]*
Address: ICI PLC., Plant Protection Div., Haslemere, Surrey 
GU27 3JE, UK.

3574. Abiose, Sumbo H.; Allan, M.C.; Wood, B.J.B. 
1982. Microbiology and biochemistry of miso (soy paste) 
fermentation. Advances in Applied Microbiology 28:239-65. 
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[135 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Fermented soy products. 
Fermented rice products. History of miso production. Types 
of miso. Raw materials for miso production: Soybeans, 
rice, barley, salt. Ratio of raw materials. Treatment of raw 
materials. Koji. Moromi. Chemical composition of miso. 
Future developments of miso production.
 The fi rst author, a woman, acknowledges the generous 
support given to her by the Government of Nigeria. Address: 
Dep. of Applied Microbioloby, Univ. of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland.

3575. Agnew, C.T. 1982. Water availability and the 
development of rainfed agriculture in south-west Niger, 
west Africa. Transactions, Institute of British Geographers 
7(4):419-457. *
• Summary: This study, which focuses on the development 
of food crops in southwest Niger, is based on the premise 
that water is a major factor limiting agricultural production. 
Water availability in the dry-land farming systems is 
investigated by means of a water-balance model, which 
shows that traditional millet cultivation could expect serious 
yield reduction during 2 years in every 10. The model is 
also used to examine the potential of new crops, such as 
sunfl owers and soybeans, which are found to be under 
severe moisture stress most of the time. Address: Geography 
Department, University College London, UK.

3576. Aidoo, K.E.; Hendry, R.; Wood, B.J.B. 1982. Solid 
substrate fermentations. Advances in Applied Microbiology 
28:201-37. [144 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History of solid-
substrate fermentations: Pre-Pasteur period, post-Pasteur 
period and current developments. Design considerations 
and types of solid-state fermentors. Characteristics of solid-
state fermentations: Physiological aspects of microbial 
growth on solid substrates. Advantages and disadvantages of 
solid-state fermentation. Future developments of solid-state 
fermentation systems. Conclusions. Address: Biotechnology 
Unit, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3577. Aykroyd, Wallace R.; Doughty, Joyce. 1982. Legumes 
in human nutrition. 2nd ed. Revised by Joyce Doughty and 
Ann Walker. Rome, Italy: Food and Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO). viii + 152 p. Illust. 28 cm. The 
original edition was 1964. [293* ref. Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Introduction. History of 
legumes. Production and consumption. Composition and 
nutritive value. Methods of processing and cooking. Effects 
of processing on nutritive value. Toxic substances. Legume 
proteins. Observations on the value of legumes in human 
feeding. The place of legumes in human diets. Appendixes. 
References.
 On pages 49-51 are sub-sections on: Traditional 

fermented soybean products (methods of home preparation 
are detailed in Appendix 5, p. 120-22): Soy sauce (shoyu), 
soy paste (miso), tempeh, natto, Hammanatto. Protein 
separation and other extraction techniques. Soy-milk. 
Soybean curd (tofu). Modern products from soybeans. 
Soy fl our and grits. Soy protein concentrates. Isolated soy 
protein.
 Under tofu (p. 50): “The curd may also be fermented to 
make soy-cheeses, which resemble the more highly fl avoured 
European cheeses. These are known in China as chou tofu, 
which means stinking bean curd.” See also p. 120, where 
yuba is mentioned.
 Note: This 1982 edition was made by revising the 
original 1964 edition. Ann Walker is from the Dep. of Food 
Science, University of Reading. Dr. Wallace Aykroyd died 
in Feb. 1979 just as he was taking the fi rst steps toward this 
revision. Address: 1. Dep. of Human Nutrition, London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine; Former Director, 
Nutrition Div., FAO, Rome, Italy.

3578. Barker, Randolph; Sinha, Radha; Rose, Beth. 1982. 
The Chinese agricultural economy. Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press. xiii + 266 p. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contains twelve chapters and two appendixes 
by various authors; three of these, which contain extensive 
information about soybeans in China, are cited separately. 
Address: 1. Prof. of Agricultural Economics, Cornell Univ., 
Ithaca, New York; 2. Reader in political economy, Glasgow 
Univ., Scotland.

3579. British Soya Products Ltd. 1982. Golden Jubilee 1932-
82. Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England. 14 p.
• Summary: Contents: Turning gold–50 years of British Soya 
Products. Processing–The modern Miller’s tale. Production, 
development and application. Bread improvers–Speeding the 
advance. Product range–a protein-rich variety.
 Turning 50: “The nutritional properties of the soya 
bean have been recognised since antiquity, the fi rst recorded 
instance of its cultivation and use dating back some fi ve 
millennia to the predynastic era of China’s history.
 “Fifty years may seem little to set against fi ve thousand, 
but the last half century during which British Soya Products 
have been in operation has seen a dramatic extension of 
the technological potential of soya, pioneered in no small 
measure by ourselves.
 “The Company’s reputation for innovation began 
with our founder, Gabriel Phillip Tussaud. As enterprising 
as his famous ancestor, Madame Tussaud, his ambitions 
took a scientifi c turn, and in 1932 he fi led a patent for the 
preparation of soya fl our in a form suitable for human 
consumption.
 “Furnishing himself with offi ces in Moorgate, London, 
he formed a registered company to carry on business as soya-
bean millers and eventually, in late 1932, acquired Standon 
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fl our mill in Hertfordshire.
 “Once established here, Tussaud perfected the process of 
milling full-fat soya fl our to such a degree that the fi nished 
product came to be known as Trusoy, a designation that was 
later registered as a brand name and remains internationally 
regarded to this day.
 “Trusoy has applications in fl our confectionery, meat 
and fi sh products, soups, pickles and sauces, canned products 
and baby foods.
 “Equally successful was the introduction of Bredsoy, an 

enzyme-active full-fat soya fl our developed specifi cally for 
the bakery trade. The phenomenal demand for this product 
eventually took up the entire production at Standon Mill. In 
1960 an additional mill was purchased in Royston and the 
production of Trusoy was relocated there.
 “In 1980 a new warehousing and manufacturing plant 
was built at Standon to cope with the demand for bread 
improvers and specialised mixes.
 “Once again, however, the administrative and technical 
groundwork for this expansion was undertaken well in 
advance. In 1958, two years before the projected transfer of 
Trusoy production to Royston, offi ces and laboratories were 
acquired in the nearby village of Puckeridge.
 “It is from here, in a sixteenth century building known 
as The Grange, that our present business is conducted–and 
continues to fl ourish. The Company has sales representatives 
and technical advisors covering England and Wales and is 
represented by agents in Scotland, Northern Ireland and 
throughout Europe.”
 Bread improvers: “Around 1960 bread manufacturers 
phased out bulk fermentation methods in favour of the 
newly introduced Chorleywood Bread Process, a technique 
which replaced bulk fermentation by intense mechanical 
action. British Soya Products immediately recognised the 
importance of this development, and with our ever-growing 
product range we have been quick to adapt to the specialised 
demands of this technology.
 “Over eighteen such blends–utilising Bredsoy as their 
basis–are formulated at our new process and storage plant at 
Standon. They combine the whitening properties of Bredsoy 
with the crumb-softening and volume-producing effects of 
a variety of supplementary ingredients. Equally important 
is the nutritional fortifi cation that the Bredsoy-based range 
of bread improvers can provide. Soya fl our contains 40% 
protein, wheat fl our 12% protein, so that even a small 
addition of soya fl our increases the food value of the end 
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product.”
 Product range: “Bredsoy: An enzyme-active full-fat soya 
fl our for use in mechanical development and conventional 
bread processes.
 “Mistral: A versatile bread improver for fancy breads, 
rolls and a variety of fermented products.
 “Trusoy: Full-fat soya fl our used as a protein and 
functional ingredient in a whole variety of foods.
 “Bespro: Textured soya protein prepared in chunky or 
granular form as a food ingredient.
 “Cadenza: A bread improver for mechanical 
development processes.
 “Opus: A soya-egg albumen blend for use in baked 
products.” Address: Ware, Hertfordshire, England.

3580. Dunn, John R.; Reynolds, B.J.; Eversull, E.E.; Skinner, 
R.A.; Thurston, S.K. 1982. Cooperative involvement and 
opportunities in oilseeds. ACS Research Report No. 13. v + 
47 p. 28 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: A very important and original report showing 
the relationship between all aspects of soybeans and other 
oilseed crops in the USA, and between cooperative and 

noncooperative soybean processors. Contents: Highlights 
and recommendations. Oilseed crop production: Soybeans, 
cottonseed, peanuts, fl axseed, sunfl owerseed. Overview 
of cooperative oilseed system: Cooperative oilseed fl ows, 
cooperative organizational approaches, vertical integration 
by individual cooperatives, horizontal coordination by 
groups of cooperatives, vertical coordination by groups 
of cooperatives. Oilseed crushing: Soybeans, cottonseed, 
sunfl owerseed / fl axseed, peanuts, potential new locations 
for cooperative crushing, parts inventory for processing 
cooperatives. Processing plant output: Soybean plant 
output, cottonseed mill output. Processing plant costs: 
Soybean plant costs, cottonseed plant costs, economies 
of scale. Raw product marketing. Oilseed pricing 
mechanisms. Transportation of oilseeds and oilseed products: 
Cooperative control of transportation modes, transportation 
by cooperative soybean processors. Refi ning, product 
manufacturing, and marketing: Demand for vegetable oil 
products, vegetable oil refi ning, increasing cooperative 
refi ning activity, marketing of vegetable oil products, 
manufacturing and marketing meal products, cooperative 
brand name oilseed products, retail product quality assurance 
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association. The export markets for U.S. oilseeds: Global 
demand for oilseeds, global oilseed processing, world oilseed 
trade fl ows. Cooperative involvement in oilseed exporting: 
cooperative export fl ows, level of cooperative involvement, 
considerations for expansion of cooperative exporting, 
advantages and risks for cooperatives in oilseed exporting, 
the need for unifi ed cooperative export efforts. Challenges 
for oilseed cooperatives: Rail transportation, energy, growth, 
competitive pressures and the need for coordination. Selected 
oilseeds references. Appendix tables.
 Tables related to soy: (1) Regional shares of U.S. 
regional soybean production; Averages for 1959-69, 1970-79, 
1976-79. (6) Soybean crushing capacity; total cooperative 
and noncooperative. Cooperative share of crushing capacity, 
1971-1979 crop years. (7) Number of soybean crushing 
mills, U.S. total, co-op, and non-coop. Average mill capacity; 
U.S., co-op and non-co-op, 1971-1979 crop years. (8) 
Soybean crushed, U.S. total, cooperative crush, nonco-op 
crush, cooperative share of total crush, 1971-1979 crop 
years. (9) Utilization of soybean crushing capacity; U.S. 
overall average, noncooperative average, 1971-1979 crop 
years.
 (10) Soybean crushing capacity shares and cooperative 
shares of crushing capacity, by region, 1979. (11) Soybean 
crushing capacity and proportion of soybean production 
which may be crushed within each region, 1979. (12) 
Structural characteristics of the domestic soybean processing 
industry in terms of plant numbers and capacities, 1979. (16) 
Production of soybean oil and oil products by cooperatives, 
1971-1979 crop years (Million pounds and percentage; 
Crude oil, degummed oil, lecithin and by-products, refi ned 
oil, hydrogenated oil). (17) Soybean meal production by 
cooperatives, 1971-1979 marketing years (Thousand tons 
and percentage; Total, high protein meal, low protein meal, 
mill feed production).
 (20) Processing costs for cooperative soybean 
processing plants, 1971-1979, alternative years. (24) 
Soybean receiving methods by cooperative plants, 1971-
1979 crop years (by rail, cooperative owned truck, other 
truck). (25) Soybean meal shipment methods by cooperative 
plants, 1971-1979 (by rail, co-op truck, other truck, barge). 
(26) Soybean oil shipment methods by cooperative plants, 
1971-1979 (by rail, truck, barge). (27) U.S. utilization 
of soybean oil, by products, by crop years, 1964-1979 
(million lb): Shortening, salad and cooking oil, margarine, 
other edible, total food, total non-food, total domestic 
disappearance.
 (30) Total and per capita consumption of fats and oils, 
food and industrial products, USA, 1963-1979 (million 
lb and per capita) (butter, lard, margarine, shortening, 
edible oils, all [oleaginous] food products, all industrial 
products, all products). (31) Margarine: Fats and oils used 
in manufacture, United States, 1965-1979 (incl. soybean, 
cottonseed, peanut, corn, coconut, saffl ower, other vegetable, 

lard, beef tallow). (32) Shortening: Fats and oils used in 
manufacture, United States, 1965-1979 (incl. soybean, 
cottonseed, peanut, etc.). (34) Selected oilseeds, vegetable 
oils, and oilseed cakes and meals: value of U.S. exports, 
annual 1973-1979. (35) Major U.S. oilseed and products 
exports, 1973-1979 (Soybeans, sunfl owerseed, cottonseed, 
peanut). (36) Global soybean annual crushing capacities of 
major markets, 1979 (Soybean importing countries: Belgium 
& Luxembourg, Denmark, France, Italy, Netherlands, UK, 
West Germany, Spain, Poland, Yugoslavia, Soviet Union, 
Japan, Korea {Rep. of = South}, China {PRC}, Taiwan, 
Mexico, subtotal 42%. Soybean exporting countries: USA, 
Brazil, Argentina, subtotal 58%). (37) U.S. soybean exports 
by region or country of destination, 1973-1979.
 (40) Volumes of soybeans handled by regional and 
interregional cooperatives and regional cooperative share of 
total farm soybean sales, 1972-1979 marketing years. (41) 
Soybean shipments to cooperative and noncooperative port 
elevators, 1973-1979. (42) Soybean shipments to ports by 
port area, by regional cooperatives, 1973-1979 (Atlantic, 
Gulf, Great Lakes, Pacifi c, total). (43) Percent of regional 
cooperatives’ soybean sales shipped to port areas 1972-1979. 
(44) Cooperative port elevator capacities and share of total 
capacity, by port area, 1980.
 Figures: (1) Bar chart: Oilseed production by 
commodity for selected years, 1959, 1969, 1979. (2) Map 
of oilseed production areas, USA, 1979. (3) Cooperative 
export channels for raw oilseeds. (4) Cooperative channels 
for oilseed products. (5) Cooperative coordination paths 
(Complete integration, vertical integration, single activity, 
intercooperative coordination). (6) Bar chart: Oilseed 
crush shares by commodity for selected years (1959, 1969, 
1979). (7) Bar chart: Oilseed production percentage crushed 
domestically by commodity for selected years. (8) Map: 
Cooperative oilseed processing plants, 1979. (9) Soybean 
products. (10) Flow chart: Vegetable oil refi ning process. 
(11) Map: Edible fats and oils refi ning plants, with maximum 
capacity by region, 1975. Continued. Address: USDA 
Agricultural Cooperative Service (ACS). Phone: 202-475-
4929.

3581. Duval, Marguerite. 1982. The king’s garden. 
Translated by Annette Tomarken & Claudine Cowen. 
Charlottesville, Virginia: University Press of Virginia. 214 p. 
Originally published in 1977 as La Planete des Fleurs by M. 
Duval.
• Summary: This book is about the Jardin du Roi founded in 
1635. It was later named the Jardin des plants, and in 1789 
it was integrated into a new, larger ensemble, the Muséum 
d’Histoire Naturelle. The new director, René Desfontaines, 
was a fi ne botanist.
 The introduction notes that for more than three centuries 
France and Frenchmen dominated the fi eld of plant hunting 
and international botanical exchanges. Most of the voyages 
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of botanical discovery were French-sponsored until Captain 
Cook’s fi rst voyage to the Pacifi c and the establishment 
of the Kew Gardens, when England became a serious 
competitor for leadership in botanical discovery.
 In Jan. 1626 Louis XIII decided to create a royal 
plant garden in France, a decision recorded by Parliament 
on 6 June 1626. The garden was founded in 1635, when 
arrangements were completed. Named the King’s Garden 
(Jardin du Roi), the park fi nally opened its gates in 1640 
in Paris. It later came to be called the Jardin des plants–
Muséum d’histoire naturelle. Guy de la Brosse supervised 
every detail of the planning and construction, assisted by 
Vespasien Robin. In addition to the basic medicinal plants, 
many exotic and delicate plants and fl owers were introduced 
and acclimatized. From the late 1600s onward, the French 
botanical school was considered the best in the world, with 
its great gardens in both Montpellier (the most ancient 
botanical garden in France) and Paris. Though most of 
the pure research was conducted at Montpellier, Paris fast 
became the chief center of attraction for all plant lovers.
 “The French began to drink tea only when Anglomania 
struck France in the late eighteenth century. For the time 
being they were more interested in the soy bean (Glycine 
hispida)... (p. 39).
 Chapter 7 (p. 64+) is about the lives and botanical work 
of Georges Louis Leclerc, comte de Buffon and Jussieu. 
Born in 1707, Buffon was a man of impressive stature and 
academic achievements. The year 1739 marked a turning 
point in Buffon’s life. Previously he had been “budding 
genius lacking an object.” That year he decided to devote 
himself to the study of natural history, hoping to do for that 
subject what Linnaeus (also born in 1707) was to do for 
botany. He fulfi lled his dream with the publication of his vast 
Histoire naturelle. An illustration (p. 64) shows “Le comte de 
Buffon.” The French Revolution marked a turning point in 
the history of the King’s Garden. Buffon died in 1788, at the 
eve of the turmoil after two years of retirement in Montbard. 
Address: France.

3582. Elliot, Rose. 1982. Vegetarian dishes from around the 
world. 1st American ed. New York, NY: Pantheon Books. 
xxii + 296 p. 17 line drawings. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: The name of each of these traditional vegetarian 
recipes is given with its country of origin. The only soy-
related recipe that could be found was Mushrooms and tofu 
(China, p. 104-05). The introduction to this recipe states: 
“Tofu, or bean curd, is creamy white and extremely high in 
protein. It is sold in small squares in Chinese-food shops and 
now that tofu is gaining in popularity, even in your regular 
grocery store.”
 “Originally published in a somewhat different form in 
Great Britain as Vegetarian Dishes of the World by William 
Collins Sons & Co. The author, a self-proclaimed vegetarian 
since the age of 3, is one of England’s most popular 

cookbook authors. She was born and educated in England, 
and now lives in Hampshire with her husband and 3 
daughters. “The real strength of the British contribution lies 
in baking... I love the easy-going, inventive feel of American 
cookery; its exciting and its fun. Address: Hampshire, 
England.

3583. Fox, P.F.; Morrisey, P.A.; Mulvihill, D.M. 1982. 
Chemical and enzymatic modifi cation of food proteins. 
Developments in Food Proteins 1:1-60. Chap. 1. (B.J.F. 
Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers). [440* ref]
• Summary: The market for novel protein products falls into 
two distinct categories: functional ingredients, and protein 
sources in their own right, as substitutes or extenders for 
another food such as meat. “The experiences in soya protein 
technology and marketing are used to illustrate points 
relevant to the development of other non-conventional food 
resources.” There is no discussion of soybeans in Ireland. 
Address: Dep. of Dairy and Food Chemistry, University 
College, Cork, Republic of Ireland.

3584. Hedger, J.N. 1982. Production of tempe, an Indonesian 
fermented food. In: S.B. Primrose and A.C. Wardlaw, eds. 
1982. Sourcebook of Experiments for the Teaching of 
Microbiology. New York and London: Academic Press. xvii 
+ 766 p. See p. 597-602. 25 cm. [4 ref]
• Summary: In part 8 of this book, titled “Micro-organism 
Meets Plant,” this chapter describes how to make tempeh 
(using 500 gm soybeans) and tempeh starter as an 
educational project for college undergraduates. Address: 
Dep. of Botany and Microbiology, University College of 
Wales, Aberystwyth, Dyfed, Wales.

3585. Horrocks, Lloyd A.; Ansell, Brian G.; Porcellati, 
Giuseppe. eds. 1982. Phospholipids in the nervous system. 
Vol. I. Metabolism. New York, NY: Raven Press. 378 p.
• Summary: A comprehensive treatment of the subject. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Physiological Chemistry, College of 
Medicine, Ohio State Univ., Columbus, Ohio; 2. Dep. of 
Pharmacology, Univ. of Birmingham Medical School, 
Birmingham B15 2TJ, United Kingdom; 3. Istituto di 
Biochimica, Universitá di Perugia Policlinico, Perugia, Italy.

3586. Horsley, Janet. 1982. Bean cuisine. Stable Court, 
England: Prism Press. 89 p. Illust. (by Andrew Pomeroy). 20 
cm. General index. Recipe index. U.S. edition published in 
1989 by Avery Publishing Group (Garden City, New York). *
Address: England.

3587. Hudson, B.J.F. ed. 1982. Developments in food 
proteins -1. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers. x + 335 p. Index. 23 cm. [300+* ref]
• Summary: Discusses (listed here in alphabetical order 
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after the prefi x “Soya”): Soyabean, p. 201, 203, 218, 249, 
261. Soyabean oil, p. 201. Soya trypsin inhibitor, p 71-72. 
Derivatives in large-scale catering, p. 254-55. Flakes, p. 204. 
Flour, p. 201, 202, 204, 205, 251. Flour-based texturised 
vegetable protein (TVP), p. 174. Meals, p. 206. Products, p. 
241. Protein, p. 34, 43, 149, 262. Protein extraction, p. 124. 
Protein in food products, p. 234. Protein in human diet, p. 
240. Protein isolates, p. 83, 182-85, 200, 206, 210. Protein 
in meat products, p. 171-216, 251-53. Protein processing, p. 
233, 251. Protein products, p. 233, 251. Protein technology, 
p. 218. Address: Reader in Food Science, Dep. of Food 
Science, Univ. of Reading, London Road, Reading, United 
Kingdom.

3588. Hudson, B.J.F. ed. 1982. Developments in Food 
Proteins–1. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers. x + 335 p.
• Summary: Contains nine chapters by various authors; 
six of these are cited separately. Address: Reader in Food 
Science, Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Reading, London 
Road, Reading, UK.

3589. Leneman, Leah. 1982. Vegan cooking. 
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons 
Publishing Group. 126 p. *
• Summary: Contains an introduction to tofu, a recipe for 
making tofu at home, and 9 recipes using tofu. A recipe 
for making soya milk at home is also given, and soya milk 
is used in a number of recipes. Address: 19 Leamington 
Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

3590. Leneman, Leah. 1982. Dieta vegetariana para 
adelgazar [Slimming the vegetarian way]. Madrid, Spain: 
EDAF. 95 p. [Spa]*
• Summary: This is the Spanish edition of Slimming the 
Vegetarian Way, fi rst published in the United Kingdom in 
1980. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 
4JP, Scotland.

3591. Lewis, M.J. 1982. Concentration of proteins by 
ultrafi ltration. Developments in Food Proteins 1:91-130. 
Chap. 3. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [76* ref]
• Summary: Summary: Ultrafi ltration, a relatively new 
process, makes use of a porous polymeric membrane 
to separate molecules, principally on the basis of their 
molecular weight. “Its most important application in the food 
industry is for concentrating proteins in dilute solutions. The 
physical and chemical conditions are relatively mild and 
little denaturation of the protein takes place.
 Selection of the best membrane for a particular 
application is very important. Examples are given to show 
how ultrafi ltration can be used to produce a product with the 
desired protein concentration and to fractionate a mixture of 

proteins. Rejection values and other important membrane 
characteristics are discussed. Address: Dep. of Food and 
Science, Univ. of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom.

3592. Lifespan Community Collective Ltd. 1982. Full of 
beans. Sheffi eld, England: Lifespan. 24 p. Illust. 21 cm. [1 
ref]
• Summary: “This is a book about cooking pulses and 
beans,” with several vegetarian recipes for each type. 
Contents: Introduction. Red kidney beans. Brown lentils. 
Soya beans. Chick peas. Butter beans [Lima beans]. Haricot 
beans. Red lentils. Field beans. Aduki beans. Split peas. 
Marrowfat peas. Black eye beans. Mung beans. Tofu or bean 
curd. Miso or bean paste. Bean sprouts.
 Soya bean recipes: Soya and carrot pistou. Soya bean 
curry. Soya swede pie. The section on tofu describes “Tofu 
using soya beans” and “Tofu using soya fl our. There is also a 
section on miso.
 “Who we are: Lifespan is a workers’ collective 
registered under Industrial & Provident Society rules. 
We live communally in two terraces of houses and share 
our work including childcare, domestic work, gardening, 
building maintenance, craft workshops and the printing 
business. We are part of a network of communities, seeking 
to provide an alternative lifestyle to the nuclear family, 
patriarchy and the nuclear state.” Address: Townhead, 
Dunford Bridge, Sheffi eld S30 GT6, England. Phone: 
Barnsley (0226) 762359.

3593. Llewellyn, J.W. 1982. Analysis of novel proteins in 
meat products. Developments in Food Proteins 1:171-216. 
Chap 5. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [175* ref]
• Summary: Soya proteins are included in meat products 
both for functional purposes and as meat replacements. 
Functionally, they improve water and fat retention on 
cooking, and modify rheological and other physical 
properties. They are typically added at the level of about 2% 
by weight. Determination of the level of such ingredients 
added to meat products poses a complex analytical problem, 
especially for cooked products in which the proteins are 
highly denatured. Address: Lab. of the Government Chemist, 
London, UK.

3594. Mehlman, Felice. 1982. Phaidon guide to glass. 
Oxford, England: Phaidon Press Ltd. 256 p. See p. 146-49. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [60* ref]
• Summary: The section on “Cruets and castors” states 
(p. 146-49) that cruets are small bottles, usually having a 
stopper or lid (and sometimes a handle). They are used “for 
serving condiments (oil, vinegar, lemon juice, etc.) at the 
dining table. Cruets were imported into England from Venice 
during the 1660s and 1670s by the Glass Sellers’ Company 
of London, and soon afterwards George Ravenscroft [lived 
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1618-1681] produced ‘diamond cruets,’ so called for their 
distinctive raised network decoration. By the 1690s, many 
cruets were silver-mounted and hallmarked (usually at the 
neck). Those made with stands–generally silver, silver plate 
or wood–rarely show pontil marks, which were removed to 
prevent bottles form tilting or falling... Some, inscribed with 
the name of their contents, were made in sets consisting of 
four or more bottles including ‘castors’ for dry condiments 
with perforated metal tops for sprinkling mustard, pepper, 
salt, [sugar], etc. Between 1750 and 1785, cruets were 
commonly cut with facets over the neck and shoulders and 
new forms appeared: pear-shaped, cylindrical with tapering 
neck (c. 1775), and urn-shaped on a spreading foot (c. 1780) 
refl ecting neo-classical tastes... Other late 18th- and early 
19th-century cruets were of ‘Bristol blue,’ green or other 
richly coloured glass, frequently gilded, with the name of 
their contents and usually consisting of oil and vinegar 
bottles and three castors, in Sheffi eld plate or wood stands.”
 A photo (p. 147) shows a “Condiment set of green-tinted 
glass consisting of six cruets, each gilded, with contents’ 
labels (incl. ‘Soy’) and geometric motifs on the pinnacle 
stoppers. The wooden stand is original. English, late 18th 
century.” Address: [England].

3595. Richardson, D.P. 1982. Consumer acceptance of novel 
protein products. Developments in Food Proteins 1:217-46. 
Chap. 6. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [83* ref]
• Summary: The market for novel protein products falls into 
two distinct categories: functional ingredients, and protein 
sources in their own right, as substitutes or extenders for 
another food such as meat. “The experiences in soya protein 
technology and marketing are used to illustrate points 
relevant to the development of other non-conventional food 
resources.” Address: The Lord Zuckerman Research Centre, 
Cadbury Schweppes Ltd., Univ. of Reading, Reading, UK.

3596. Rose, Anthony H. ed. 1982. Fermented foods. 
Economic Microbiology 7:1-337. (New York: Academic 
Press, Inc.).
• Summary: Includes: 1. History and scientifi c basic of 
microbial activity of fermented foods by Anthony H. Rose. 2. 
Indigenous fermented foods by Ko Swan Djien. 3. Soy sauce 
and miso by Brian J.B. Wood. Address: School of Biological 
Sciences, Univ. of Bath, Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY 
England.

3597. Sherman, Kay Lynne. comp. 1982. The Findhorn 
family cookbook: A vegetarian cookbook which celebrates 
the wholeness of life. Boulder, Colorado: Shambhala. 
Distributed in the U.S. by Random House. 152 p. Illust. 
Recipe index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Originally published in Findhorn, Scotland, by 
Findhorn Publications. Soy-related recipes include: Tofu 

whey soup (p. 23; the whey is from homemade tofu). Tofu 
teriyaki (p. 48). Tofu (marinated and baked, with peanut 
sauce, p. 65).
 There is an entire chapter on tofu (p. 68-76). The 
method for making tofu is that developed by Jacques 
Cormier, using rather large equipment to make enough tofu 
for many people. “If you become intrigued with the art of 
making tofu, and would like to have more tofu recipes, as 
well as information about this centuries-old tradition, we 
highly recommend reading The Book of Tofu by William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi (Autumn Press, 1975).” Recipes: 
Homemade tofu (with 29 photos showing each step in the 
process at Findhorn’s tofu shop). Scrambled tofu (p. 111). On 
the unnumbered page after p. 75 is an illustration of a tofu 
forming box for home- or community-scale tofu. Address: 
Scotland.

3598. Simpson, D.S.B. 1982. The use of vegetable protein in 
large-scale catering–A case history. Developments in Food 
Proteins 1:247-62. Chap. 7. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [4 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Texturised vegetable proteins, at 
present for practical purposes soya bean protein, have made 
their fi rst major impact on the consumer through the medium 
of catering. In the UK, 10% substitution of natural meat 
in meat dishes was recommended for school and hospital 
catering in 1974. This was raised to 30% in 1980, and is 
now being implemented by caterers generally, on a large 
scale.” Address: Education Catering Branch, Inner London 
Education Authority, The County Hall, London, UK.

3599. Stobart, Tom. 1982. Herbs, spices, and fl avorings. 
Woodstock, New York: The Overlook Press. 320 + 8 p. of 
plates. Illust. (some color). Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This 1982 edition–though about 60 pages longer 
than the 1970 edition (which see)–is identical to it in all 
entries related to soy, except that the entries are on different 
pages.
 About the author: “Tom Stobart, O.B.E. [offi cer of 
the Order of the British Empire], is not only an expert 
on cookery, but is also a well-known photographer and 
mountaineer. As a member of the successful Hunt-Hillary 
expedition in 1953, he fi lmed The Conquest of Everest,... 
Recently he has directed and photographed the Master Chefs, 
a series of fi lms showing famous dishes being prepared 
in their local settings.” He has traveled widely. Address: 
England.

3600. Vandemoortele NV. 1982. Vandemoortele, your 
European partner. Vandemoortele NV, Prins Albertlaan 12, 
B-8700 Izegem, Belgium. 26 p. Color. [Eng]
• Summary: A photo on the cover of this glossy booklet 
shows the globe, focusing on Europe. The company has 
numerous subsidiaries and plants. In Belgium: Safi nco 
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NV [the holding company for the other companies], 
Vandemoortele NV, Vamo Mills NV, Vamix NV, Samo 
NV, Alpro NV, Edo NV, Metro NV, Befi co NV. In France: 
Vamo sarl. In the Netherlands: Vandemoortele NV. In West 
Germany: Meylip GmbH. In England: Vandemoortele U.K. 
Ltd. Note: NV is an abbreviation for Naamloze Vennootschap
[a limited liability company; literally a nameless or 
anonymous partnership or company]. Photos in this booklet 
show color aerial views of many of these plants. There is 
a color illustration of “The NV Vamo Mills new soya bean 
processing plant at Ghent (operational December 1980).”
 “The fundamental changes in the balance of world 
power have resulted in a re-think in our company’s overall 
commercial strategy. An important aspect of this strategy 
focuses attention on the supply of raw materials, since the 
majority of these have to be imported. European industry 
will soon have to realize that it will only be able to continue 
acquiring raw materials if it turns to providing high 
technology products at competitive prices for both home and 
export markets. As a result, our group has decided to make 
a concerted effort to encourage the development of high 
technology products and thereby safeguard supplies of raw 
materials from abroad.”
 “What Vandemoortele means in fi gures: processing of 
oilseeds: 1,540,000 tons. Refi ning of fats and oils: 300,000 
tons. Production of margarines and edible fats: 130,000 
tons. Total industrial production area: 101 acres. Number 
of employees: 1,850. Growth of the Vandemoortele Group: 
1977: 12,436,000,000 BF (Belgian francs). 1981 (estimated): 
20,000,000,000 BF. Vegetable oil brands include 3 x Gold, 
Roda, and Reddy. Margarine brands include Fama, Reddy, 
Roda, and Vitelma. And there is Reddy mayonnaise, Reddy 
Vinaigrette, Samo snacks (chips and curls), Gold Cup 
industrial margarines and doughs, Vam-O-Mix and Whip 
Jumbo bread improvers, Risso catering supplies, Fama 
exported oils, margarines and energy drinks (incl. Fama Soya 
Oil and Fama Sojabean Oil).
 “Vandemoortele: Leading ‘crusher’ in Europe.” NV 
Vamo Mills has a total production capacity of 1,540,000 tons 
per year, with daily production reaching 5 million kg. From 
soybeans, Vamo Mills also makes Soya Oil “degummed,” 
Soya Lecithin Vamoline, and Soya Tourteaux-Schroot 
(Meal). One page discusses NV Alpro and Soyamel. Two 
photos show the Vandemoortele R&D department.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2006) that uses the term “Sojabean Oil” to refer 
to soybean oil.

3601. Wholefood Cookery School. 1982. Homemade tofu 
and its uses. Wigston, Leicester: WCS. 12 p.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: What is tofu? Buying 
and storing tofu. Making tofu at home. Recipes using tofu: 
Tofu tamari and ginger. Tofu burgers. Tofu ice-cream. 
Tofu mayonnaise. Tofu quiche. Tofu dip. Address: 16, 18 

Bushloe End, Wigston, Leicester, LE8 2BA England. Phone: 
Leicester (0533) 883701.

3602. Product Name:  Arlec F: Fine Granular Soybean 
Lecithin (Oil-free Phosphatides).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Arkady ADM–A Div. of the British 
Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, 
Manchester M16 0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872-7161.
Date of Introduction:  1982?
Ingredients:  Soy lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  40 lb open head fi bre drum.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s leafl et. 
1982? “Arlec F.” 1 p. Contents: Product description. 
Specifi cations. Packaging. Storage. Shelf life. Labelling. 
Description: “Arlec F is a refi ned, fi ne granular lecithin 
which is light yellowish tan in colour and bland in fl avour.”

3603. Crosse, Victor M. 1982? The history of Crosse & 
Blackwell. Croydon, Surrey: C&B. 3 p. Undated.
• Summary: This typescript was sent by R.H. Starling on 
26 Jan. 1982 with a cover letter responding briefl y to fi ve 
questions from William Shurtleff concerning the history of 
the company’s work with soy products. The fi rst 3 questions 
were: 1. When did Crosse & Blackwell (C&B) fi rst import 
soy sauce to England? 2. From which country was that fi rst 
soy sauce imported? 3. Was C&B the largest importer or was 
the East India Company?
 “Crosse & Blackwell pioneered the importation of 
products from the Indies and the East, and pickles and 
spices have long formed an important part of our business. 
Unfortunately we are unable to answer the questions in your 
letter as many of our early records were destroyed during 
World War II.”
 Crosse & Blackwell traces its origins back to 1706, 
at No. 11 King Street, Soho, now known as Shaftesbury 
Avenue. “In that year, on the site of the old Shaftesbury 
Theatre, a fi rm by the name of West and Wyatt started 
trading as ‘oilmen’ and during the century which followed 
became renowned for the quality of the pickles, sauces and 
condiments which they sold mainly to the nobility and gentry 
of those times.”
 In 1819 two young boys (who had never met) arrived 
at the company to serve as apprentices: Edmund Cross and 
Thomas Blackwell. In 1829 the two boys, who had become 
great friends, decided (upon the owner’s retirement) to take 
over the business, which they purchased in Jan. 1830. The 
factory and shop were located at 11 King Street.
 The fi rst order from abroad came from India in 1840. 
Soon the company was making a vast assortment of canned 
foods. Address: Crosse & Blackwell Ltd., St. George’s 
House, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1NR England. Phone: 01-686-
3333.
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3604. Product Name:  Brown Rice Miso, Barley Miso, 
Soybean Miso (Aged 1 Year).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  97 High St., Lewes, East Sussex, 
BN7 1XH, England.  Phone: 079-16-2627.
Date of Introduction:  1982?
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by John and 
Sarah Gosling. ca. 1982. They started in Aug. 1978. Now 
make tofu, soymilk, and three types of miso.

3605. Product Name:  Paul’s Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Paul’s Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  The Old Brewery, 
Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, 
England.  Phone: Wheathampstead (058283) 4241.
Date of Introduction:  1982?
Ingredients:  Organically grown soya beans, whole grain 
cereals, vegetables, and herbs.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et titled “Paul’s Tofu” 
(undated, but sent in 1982). Address: The Old Brewery, 
Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, 
UK. Phone: Wheathampstead (058283) 4241. 3 panels on 
each side. Each panel: 21 x 10 cm. Printed brown ink on 
beige paper. Contents: Introduction to tofu. For whom is tofu 
intended? The qualities of tofu. Suggestions for use. Storage. 
Try these recipes with your tofu (5 recipes from The Magic 
of Tofu, by Jane O’Brien; Thorsons Publishers). Community 
Health Foundation (188-94 Old Street, London EC1V 9BP). 
“Paul’s Tofu Burgers are made from organically grown soya 
beans, whole grain cereals, vegetables and herbs...”

3606. Secretary General, The Vanaspati Manufacturers’ 
Association of India. 1983. Re: Vanaspati in India. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 11–in reply to 
inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Vanaspati was fi rst imported into India in 1919 
[probably by Dutch exporters; see Wilson 1954]. The name 
of the company which imported it is not known. Since 
vanaspati had a fl avor and granular consistency resembling 
ghee, but was much cheaper, its imports to meet the needs of 
commercial users such as caterers and restaurants increased 
rapidly. Total imports reached 28,000 tonnes in 1929.
 Since India was then a large exporter of groundnuts 
[peanuts] and groundnut oil, the country had a natural 
advantage in producing vanaspati domestically. So in 1929? 
India’s fi rst vanaspati factory was established in Bombay by 
Forbes, Forbes, Campbell & Co. Ltd., a British company, 
under the name Indian Vegetable Products Co. Ltd. This was 
followed in 1932 by Hindustan Vanaspati Manufacturing Co. 
Ltd., run by Unilever [in Bombay].
 In 1981, total production of vanaspati in India was 
848,000 tonnes. The main oils used in its production were 

imported soyabean oil 57.62%, cottonseed oil 17.38%, 
imported palm oil 8.77%, sesame oil 5.35%, imported 
rapeseed oil 4.08%, and other minor oils 6.08%.
 All soyabean oil imported into India is used for the 
manufacture of vanaspati. From the indigenous production of 
about 80,000 tons of soyabean oil, nearly one-half is used as 
refi ned cooking oil.
 The Vanaspati Mfgrs. Assoc. also has an offi ce in New 
Delhi. Address: 6th fl oor, Harilela House, 28/32 Mint Road, 
Bombay 400 001, India. Phone: 26-2434.

3607. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History of 
soybeans and soyfoods in Europe, including the USSR. 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 109 
p. Jan. 21. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Historical overview. History of soybeans and 
soyfoods: 1597 to 1960, 1960-1980’s: Imports and tariffs, 
oil, meal and meat consumption increase, exports, 1973 
embargo, new interest in soybean production, modern soy 
protein products (Munich 1973), soyfoods movement. 
Austria. Belgium-Luxembourg. Denmark. France. Germany. 
Greece. Ireland (including N. Ireland). Italy. Netherlands. 
Portugal. Spain. Sweden. Switzerland. United Kingdom 
(England, Scotland, Wales, N. Ireland). Eastern Europe. 
USSR. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3608. Elwell, Christian. 1983. Work with miso in America 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 12. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Thom Leonard plans to go to southern Ireland in 
the spring of 1983 with his wife, Derbhail (pronounced der-
VAL) to set up a miso shop. They were married in August 
1981. Thom’s wife’s father is an important Irish politician.
 Ask Charles Kendall about early Caucasian miso 
makers; he is in Ashburnham, Massachusetts.
 Ira Leviton took a lot of photos while he was at the 
Elwell’s researching an article about miso. Christian will 
send Shurtleff color slides; Shurtleff will pay the cost of 
reproducing and shipping.
 Christian has now harvested “mellow corn miso,” made 
using yellow Longfellow fl int corn as the grain. He cooked 
the corn in water with ash and lime to dissolve the outer skin. 
He can make 2,400 lb/week of miso, and he plans to do six 
such cycles [good name] more. Next year he hopes to do 20 
cycles. He is shooting for 48,000 pounds of miso production 
and sales a year. He has found the book Miso Production, 
by Shurtleff and Aoyagi to be “extremely helpful.” Address: 
Conway, Massachusetts.

3609. Leonard, Thom. 1983. Pioneering work with miso in 
America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 12. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
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• Summary: In the fall of 1974, Thom Leonard made his 
fi rst batch of barley koji and barley miso using a recipe 
in Herman Aihara’s new book titled Soybean Diet. The 
80-pound batch of miso was aged in a soy sauce keg from 
Hong Kong. He then made 80-pound batches of chunky 
wheat miso in the fall of 1975 (he later pickled tofu in it) and 
of barley miso in early 1976. After moving to Fayetteville, 
Arkansas, he and Jim Hemminger made larger scale miso 
equipment and on 15 April 1977 packed their fi rst 35-gallon 
cedar vat with brown-rice miso. Soon over 1,000 lb were 
aging in the vats. This miso was sold to and distributed by 
the Ozark Cooperative Warehouse.
 Thom and Richard Kluding founded the fi rst Caucasian-
run miso company in North America, Ohio Miso Co. in 
Monroeville, Ohio. They began production on 13 March 
1979. By Jan. 1980 Ohio Miso was making several varieties 
of miso: brown rice, barley (one or two year), mellow brown 
rice, mellow red, and black soybean; output was 2,400 lb/
week.
 Then in the spring of 1980 Leonard and Kluding split 
up, largely because of interpersonal problems. In the summer 
of 1980 Leonard taught miso classes at the macrobiotic 
Spiral Inn and Moniteau Farm in Missouri. Then in late 
1980 he taught 2 classes on making miso, natto, tofu, and 
tempeh at the Kushi Institute in Boston, Massachusetts, 
with 30-40 people per class. In 1981 and 1982 he taught 8 
similar classes out of his home in Boston, plus four 3-day 
residential workshops on the same subjects. All were sold out 
every time. In 1983 he plans to travel Ireland to start a miso 
plant in County Kilkenny. Friends of his own several old 
buildings. The Irish government will help pay startup costs, 
covering 45% of the required startup capital plus 25% of the 
rent for the fi rst 5 years. He hopes to start in July 1983 and to 
be producing miso by late 1983. He hopes to make 100,000 
to 200,000 pounds of mostly barley miso, both mellow 
barley and 12-24 month barley miso. Thom’s constitution is 
so yang that he can’t eat much miso–which is also very yang. 
But this week he enjoyed miso soup twice, which is more 
than he has had for the past year.
 Note: Thom and his wife went to Ireland but they never 
started a miso plant or commercial miso production there. 
Address: Brookline, Massachusetts.

3610. Miyashita, Masa. 1983. Re: Soy sauce in Europe. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 21–in 
reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. 
[Eng]
• Summary: There are presently no manufacturers of 
fermented soy sauce in Europe. The following is an estimate 
of the amounts and types of soy sauce are consumed in 
Europe: Japanese fermented 1,800,000 liters; Chinese 
fermented 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 liters. Indonesian style 
1,000,000 to 1,500,000. Chemically made (HVP) or mixed 
600,000 liters.

 Per capita consumption of all types is about 17 ml/
year, and about 5 ml/year for Japanese-style soy sauce. Both 
fi gures are far below their corresponding U.S. fi gures. The 
main markets are the UK and the Netherlands. Kikkoman’s 
share of the Japanese soy sauce market in Europe is about 
70%. Kikkoman’s sales in terms of volume are growing at 
about 6% a year. Kikkoman has no immediate plans to build 
a shoyu manufacturing plant in Europe. The main emphasis 
now is on broadly promoting interest in Japanese culture, and 
more narrowly on Japanese food culture. Address: Kikkoman 
Trading Europe GmbH, Duisburger Strasse 3, D-4040 Neuss, 
West Germany. Phone: (02101) 2 20 89.

3611. Low, Robert. 1983. And here comes... the VegeBurger. 
Observer (The) (London). Feb. 27. p. 4. Sunday.
• Summary: This meatless burger, which was created by 
Gregory Sams, was launched nationally last week. He hopes 
“it will be the next product to graduate from the health food 
shop circuit into the mainstream of national gastronomical 
life.”
 In the late 1960s, his brother Craig founded the Ceres 
Bakery in Portobello Road. Greg started “the Harmony 
Foods health food business, developing it into a £2.5 
million a year turnover operation when he sold it out last 
to concentrate on the VegeBurger.” He now lives in Kansal 
Rise, West London, where he worked for 6 months to perfect 
the [dry mix] recipe, whose main ingredients sesame seeds, 
oats, soya, wheat, and vegetables.

3612. Forster, A.; Harper, A.J. 1983. Physical refi ning [of 
oils]. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 60(2):265-71. 
Feb. [5 ref]
• Summary: Physical refi ning is a relatively new alternative 
to traditional chemical refi ning. By 1976 physical refi ning 
had become widely used, especially with Malaysian palm oil. 
One fl ow chart shows the major steps in chemical refi ning. 
This article is primarily a review of physical refi ning, the 
basis of which is the use of deodorizers for steam distillation 
of fatty acids. A second fl ow chart shows the major steps in 
physical refi ning. Two types of physical refi ning are with 
“dry” or with “wet” pretreatment. Dry pretreatment systems 
are available from Alfa-Laval, Simon-Rosedowns, and 
others.
 The resulting oils from the two processes have slightly 
different compositions. Address: Simon-Rosedowns Ltd., 
Cannon St., Hull, North Humberside HU2 0AD, England.

3613. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. The soyfoods 
industry and market: Directory and databook 1983. 3rd ed. 
Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 112 p. Feb. No 28 
cm. [191 ref]
• Summary: 1. Introduction Soyfoods Industry Directory. 
2. Directory of Soyfoods Manufacturers. Tofu. Tempeh. 
Soymilk. Soy Sauce/Shoyu, Soynuts & Soynut Butter, 
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Miso. Soy Sprouts, Whole Dry Soybeans, Whole Soy Flour 
& Grits. Fermented Soymilk Products, Fermented Tofu, 
Roasted Soy Flour, Natto, Yuba, Soy Nuggets. Soy Delis & 
Restaurants, Soyfoods Marketer-Distributors. Modern Soy 
Protein Products (Isolates, Concentrates, Textured). Meat 
Analogs, Soy Oil and Products
 3. Directory of Soyfoods Support Industry: Goods 
& Services. Ingredients: Soybeans, Tofu Coagulants, 
Cultures. Equipment and Packaging. Industry Services 
and Associations: Distributors of Soyfoods. Trade 
Associations, American Soybean Association Offi ces. 
Soyfoods Manufacturer’s Reps, Consultants, Educators, 
Demonstrators, Training Centers, Publishers, Importers. 
Soyfoods databook: Industry and market analyses: 4. 
Historical. 5. The Soyfoods Industry and Market in the 
U.S. Overview, The Many Types of Soyfoods, Production 
Statistics on All Soyfoods, Prime Market Regions, Prime 
States, Asian Soyfoods Market in the U.S., Gallup Poll on 
Attitudes Toward Soyfoods, Major Media Coverage of 
Traditional Soyfoods (1975 on).
 6. The Tofu Industry and Market in the U.S. Overview, 
Projections, Number of Tofu Manufacturers (1975 on), 
Four-Year Industry Analysis, North America’s 32 Largest 
Tofu Companies and their Weekly Output, Japan’s Largest 
Tofu Companies, Books on Tofu Published in the U.S. and 
Abroad. 7. Soyfoods Restaurants, Delis, and Cafeterias. 
America’s Larger Operations with Startup Costs, Average 
and Weekly sales, Favorite Recipes. 8. The Tempeh Industry 
and Market in the U.S. Largest U.S. Manufacturers and their 
Output. 9. The Soymilk Industry and Market in the U.S. 
and Japan. The U.S. Soymilk Industry, Number of Soymilk 
Manufacturers Worldwide (1976 on), The Soymilk Industry 
in Japan, Major Japanese Soymilk Brands, Sales of Vitasoy 
in Hong Kong (1941 on). 10. The Soy Sauce Industry and 
Market in the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. Soy Sauce Market, 
U.S. Soy Sauce Imports, Production, and Consumption, 
Shoyu Market in Japan (1886-1980s).
 11. The Miso Industry and Market in the U.S. and Japan. 
The U.S. Miso Market, U.S. Miso Imports, Production, 
and Consumption, Miso Exports from Japan by Country, 
The Miso Market in Japan (1930-80s), Japan’s Ten Largest 
Miso Manufacturers. 12. Other Traditional Soyfoods. 11. 
Statistics on Fermented Soyfoods Production in East Asia, 
The Soynuts Industry and Market in the U.S. 13. The 
Soybean Crushing and Oil Industries and Markets. The 
U.S. Soybean Crushing Industry; Major Crushers, World 
Production of Major Edible Oils and Fats (1955-80s), U.S. 
Soy Oil Utilization (1930-80s), Number and Capacity of 
U.S. Soybean Mills (1934-80), Relative Dollar Values of 
Soy Oil and Soybean Meal (1932-80s). 14. The Modern Soy 
Protein Products Industry and Market. U.S. Soy Flour and 
Grits Production (1930-80s), U.S. Production of Isolates, 
Concentrates, and Textured Soy Protein Products (1967-80s). 
15. Soyfoods Terminology and Standards.

 16. Names of Soyfoods Around the World. Brazilian 
/ Portuguese, British English, Chinese, French, German, 
Japanese, Spanish. 17. Soybean Production Around the 
World: Tables & Graphs (1920-80s). World Production, 
USA Production and Yields, U.S. Soybean Prices (Actual 
and Infl ation Adjusted), Major U.S. States, Canada, Latin 
America, Europe, Africa, Date of Countries Reaching 10,000 
Metric Tons, National Production. 18. Key Institutions 
Working with Soyfoods Worldwide. Key Institutions in the 
West, in Europe, in the Third World. About the Soyfoods 
Center. 19. Measures, Weights, and Equivalents.
 As of May 1982, America’s four largest tempeh makers 
(in lb/week) are Pacifi c Tempeh (5,000, California, started 
1980), Tempeh Works (4,250, Massachusetts, started 1979), 
Soyfoods Unlimited (3,000, California, started 1981), White 
Wave (1,900, Colorado, started 1979). About 17,455 lb/week 
of tempeh are sold by 15 companies in the USA.
 Reviewed by Walter J. Wolf in Cereal Foods World 
(Oct. 1983). Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549.

3614. Soyfoods. 1983. Soyfoods mini-boom underway in 
Europe. Winter. p. 8-9.
• Summary: “’This year we became aware that the kind 
of developments that took place in the U.S. in 1977-78 are 
now taking place in Europe with the sudden increase in the 
number of soyfoods companies,’ reports Bill Shurtleff of The 
Soyfoods Center. ‘Historically speaking, this will probably 
be the most important event for the soyfoods industry in 
1982. Europe is coming on strong and it’s a tradition of 
soyfoods that goes back 130 years that is now being revived.’
 “Most of the impetus for soyfoods in Europe apparently 
stems from the vigor of the macrobiotic community. 
Per Fruergaard started Tofu Denmark in Valby and has 
encountered legal problems regarding the use of nigari. 
In Paris, France, Bernard Storup purchased a Takai tofu 
system; Ab and Paulien Schaft are setting up a small plant 
in Baillestavy to make miso, shoyu, natto, and koji; in Ivry, 
Jean Luc Alonso’s macrobiotic center, Traditions du Grain, 
prepares for tempeh production.
 “In the British Isles, Paul Jones’ Tofu Shop in London, 
England, has been active since 1981 while Community 
Health Foundation, also in London, promotes homescale 
tofu, tempeh, and misomaking. In Dublin, Ireland, Jane 
O’Brien gives tofu cooking classes, has published a tofu 
cookbook and is considering commercial production.
 “The macrobiotic movement is strong in Belgium where 
de Brandnetel, a large Antwerp-based distributor of natural 
foods, operates a tofu shop in the rear of their retail store. 
Jonathan Company in Ekeren makes 3000 pounds of tofu 
weekly, along with seitan, mochi, soups, canned foods, and 
soymilk. Seven Arrows in Leuven is another small tofu shop 
in operation in Belgium.
 “In the Netherlands Manna was the fi rst company to 
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introduce soyfoods to the public and is now an important 
promoter. Manna’s John Welters (who provided much of 
this information) lectures on homescale soy processing and 
reports interest and sales are rising as are the number of 
magazine articles on soyfoods. Manna itself markets tofu 
spreads and distributes a joint equipment price list with Takai 
Company of Japan. Witte Wonder in The Hague makes tofu, 
as does De Morgenstond in Bakkeveen, while Peter Dekker’s 
Jakso produces tempeh. In Portugal, Unimave promotes soy 
as part of the macrobiotic diet and makes small amounts of 
tofu and soymilk; Jose Parracho in Setubal is starting a self-
suffi cient center involving tofu and tempeh production.
 “In Soyen, West Germany, Wolfgang Furth-Kuby, who 
published Das Tofu Buch (by William Shurtleff) in German, 
is interested in tofu production at his Sojaquelle. Tofu 
producers are Swame [sic, Swami] Anand Svadesha in Furth-
im-Wald, Thomas Kasas [sic, Karas] who installed a tofu 
system last summer at his Bittersuess [later Soyastern] in 
Cologne, and Alexander Nabben in Munich.
 “In Sweden Tim Ohlund and Ted Nordquist have 
been operating Aros Sojaprodukter since early 1981 in 
Örsundsbro using a Takai pressure cooker system and 
vacuum packaging. In Rimini, Italy, Gilberto Bianchini 
makes tofu at Community Foods. And Switzerland is the 
home of four soy companies including Restaurant Sesam 
in Bern, an active macrobiotic center with homescale tofu 
and seitan production; Marty Halsey makes tofu in Nyon; 
Hans Opplinger produces tofu in Chan; and Verena Krieger 
operates Sojalade in Luzern (Lucerne).
 “Sojalade, whose tofu output at mid-summer 1982 was 
1000 pounds weekly, is a company launched mainly on the 
results of an article Ms. Krieger published (‘Yesterday Steak, 
Tomorrow Tofu’) in a Swiss Sunday magazine. Krieger 
then established her shop to meet the expected tofu demand 
stirred up by her article. Swiss national television ran a 30 
minute feature on soybeans this year in which Krieger made 
a brief demonstration of 5 tofu dishes. ‘Since then tofu has 
been a favorite child of the media,’ she says, adding that tofu 
appeared in the pages of Blick, a mass market newspaper.”
 Photos show: (1) European representatives at the 
international Soyfoods Come West conference in Seattle, 
Washington: Gilberto Bianchini, Marina Casazza (Italy); 
Joanna White (Switzerland); Kym Olsen (England); 
Wolfgang Furth-Kuby (W. Germany); Tim Ohlund (Sweden); 
Roger Kayes (England). (2) Ted Nordquist and Tim Ohlund 
of Aros Sojaprodukter, Sweden’s fi rst tofu company.

3615. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1983. Re: Pioneering soymilk in 
England. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
March 3. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “We were pioneers in England of liquid soya 
milk in 1965 and at that time the labelling authorities in the 
country would not permit us to use the defi nition of ‘soya 
milk’ or ‘soy milk’ and insisted that we used the terminology 

‘plantmilk’. We have taken this matter up from time to time 
with the Trading Standards Offi ce (responsible for carrying 
out the labelling laws) and understand that the matter is at 
long last being centrally reviewed, so that we hope we may 
be able before long to use the terminology ‘soya milk’.
 “We obtain our soya protein isolate from Arkady ADM, 
Skerton Road, Old Trafford, Manchester M16 ONJ. We shall 
be obtaining from them shortly some TVP for a Goulash 
we propose marketing and also some de-fatted soya for 
a non-dairy chocolate bar we shall be producing i.e. with 
soya in place of milk.” Address: Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Dover Road, Folkestone, Kent, England CT19 
6PQ. Phone: Folkestone (0303) 58588.

3616. Wood, Brian J.B. 1983. Re: Sumbo Abiose, Bean 
Products Ltd. in Scotland, and list of publications. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 16–in reply to 
inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Sumbo Henrietta Abiose is a beautiful and 
charming Nigerian lady who did her PhD at the University 
of Stratchclyde, with Dr. Wood as her advisor. She is now 
lecturing at the Department of Food Science and Technology, 
University of Ife, Ile-Ife, Nigeria. She did her PhD work 
while her husband qualifi ed for his Fellowship at the Royal 
College of Dental Surgeons.
 The new factory is: Bean Products Ltd., 42 Telford 
Road, Cumbernauld, Scotland. It is presently producing only 
soy sauce. Address: PhD, Reader in Applied Microbiology, 
Dep. of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Applied 
Microbiology Div., Univ. of Strathclyde, Royal College 
Building, 204 George St., Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland. 
Phone: 041-552 4400.

3617. Ling, C.A. 1983. Re: Plamil Foods Ltd. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 3–in reply to 
inquiry. 1 p.
• Summary: 1. Your company name? Plamil Foods Ltd. 
(formerly Plantmilk Ltd.).
 2. In what year did your company start doing business? 
1965.
 3. In what year did your company make its fi rst food 
product using soy as a major ingredient? 1965.
 4. What type of product was this fi rst product and what 
was its brand name? Plamil soya milk (The word “Plamil”–
from Plant Milk–was initially registered as a trade mark).
 5. What products contains soy does your company now 
make? Could you send us your present price list and product 
brochure? Please list below, in order of importance, your 
three most popular / bestselling soyfoods:
 Plamil soya plantmilk in both canned and tetrapak carton 
versions.
 Plamil Rice Pudding with Sultanas.
 Plamil Delice [Cream Alternative].
 Plamil Carob-ean [a “chocolate” type drink].
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 Plamil Carob Fruit and Nut Bar
 6. If not proprietary information, how many people are 
employed by your company, and what are your approximate 
sales of soyfoods?
 Seven staff. £100,000 [$139,000].
 7. Any additional information, articles, fl yers, statistics, 
etc. that you could send us about your work with soyfoods 
would be greatly appreciated. Also samples!
 Labels herewith
 Thank you very much for your help. Address: Managing 
director, Plamil Foods, England.

3618. Ling, C.A. 1983. Re: Plamil Foods Ltd. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 3. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “You will gather from the attached completed 
questionnaire that we were the pioneers of a liquid soya milk 
in this country in 1965 and the enclosed labels and literature 
will give you further background information.
 In answer to your questions... may we say that we obtain 
our soya protein isolate from Arkady ADM, Skerton Road, 
Old Trafford, Manchester M16 ONJ. We shall be obtaining 
from them shortly some TVP for a Goulash we propose 
marketing and also some de-fatted soya for a non-dairy 
chocolate bar we shall be producing i.e., with soya in place 
of milk. Regretfully we cannot say in answer to 55 and 56 
whether the British Soya Products Ltd. or Soy Foods Ltd. 
are still in business as we have no connection with either 
company;
 “We have already stated that we were pioneers in this 
country of liquid soya milk in 1965 and at that time the 
labeling authorities in the country would not permit us to 
use the defi nition of ‘soya milk’ or ‘soy milk’ and insisted 
that we used the terminology ‘plantmilk’. We have taken 
this matter up from time to time with the Trading Standards 
Offi ce (responsible for carrying out the labelling laws) and 
understand that the matter is at long last being centrally 
reviewed, so that we hope we may be able before long to 
use the terminology “soya milk”. When you re-write your 
summary in numerical order relating to the UK, perhaps you 
would be good enough to make mention that we were the 
pioneers of a liquid soya milk here in 1965. After it being the 
sole one on the market for a number of years in the country, 
Itona decided to bring out one approximately fi ve years ago 
and Granose also entered the market with one a couple of 
years ago. So we appear to have stimulated their interest!
 “Yours faithfully, Plamil Foods Ltd.” Address: 
Managing Director, Plamil Foods, Plamil House, Bowles 
Well Gardens, Dover Road, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, 
England. Phone: Folkestone (0303) 58588.

3619. Shurtleff, William; Greenslade, David. 1983. Mahatma 
Gandhi: Soyfoods pioneer in India. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549 USA. 2 p. March. Published 

in part in Vegetarian Times, June 1983, p. 4. Unpublished 
manuscript. [5 ref]
• Summary: Although it is well known that Mahatma Gandhi 
revitalized the vegetarian movement in India, it is less well 
known that he was one of India’s fi rst pioneers to introduce 
soybeans and soyfoods. His work during the 1930s still 
serves as an inspiration to many Indians, who are today 
transforming India into one of the world’s leading soybean 
growing and soyfoods using countries.
 Gandhi’s earliest known mention of soybeans or 
soyfoods was in the July 1935 issue of Harijan, his popular 
magazine for village uplift. There he referred to a book by 
Dr. H.V. Tilak called Balanced Diets. Dr. Tilak’s book was 
based in an orphanage of over a hundred children, whose 
diet was made richer in protein and more balanced by the 
addition of soybeans.
 In September 1935, Gandhi reprinted a report on 
soybeans by the Bombay Health Association. This article 
listed the nutritional and medicinal values of soybeans 
and also explained how to make soymilk, soy fl our, and 
soy coffee. The October issue of Harijan reported that the 
kitchens at Gandhi’s ashram has introduced experimental 
rations of soybeans into the communal diet. The same article 
compared soybeans with eggs, wheat, and ghee. Since the 
more economical soybeans were rich in protein and oil, 
Gandhi later ordered reductions in the portions of wheat and 
ghee and suggested that all beans, other than soy, be omitted 
altogether.
 November’s Harijan reported that soybeans were being 
boiled, steamed, and used in soups. The ration of ghee 
had been stopped and soybean portions increased. Gandhi 
pointed out that everyone seemed to thrive on the new diet. 
in the same issue, Gandhi reprinted a leafl et by the Baroda 
State Food Offi ce describing soybean crop cultivation. By 
December 1935, Harijan reports that soybeans had become a 
substantial part of the diet at Gandhi’s ashram.
 The December 1935 and January 1936 issues printed a 
dozen soyfood recipes, including the techniques for making, 
“TO-FU,” “shoyu-sauce,” and “soya bean sprouts,” Gandhi 
said he was particularly fond of the sprouts.
 By September 1936 Harijan was recommending an 
exhaustive book on soybeans written by F.S. Kale, an 
Englishman in charge of the Baroda State Food Service 
Department. Entitled, The Soya Bean: Its Value in Dietetics; 
Cultivation and Uses, this was the fi rst book on soyfoods 
published in India. Harijan also carried a report on soybean 
cultivation experiments in the USA and the Soviet Union in 
the same issue.
 By 1936, after careful consideration of economic, 
nutritional and medicinal evidence, Gandhi wholeheartedly 
favored the cultivation and widespread use of soybean in 
India and his magazine ran lists of prices and of the places 
where soybeans could be obtained.
 We lose track of Gandhi’s interest in soyfoods in late 
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1936. However in 1949 his ideas were republished in Diet 
and Diet Reform, a book which sold thousands of copies. 
The fact that Gandhi took such an interest in soybeans and 
soyfoods is a major source of encouragement to the many 
Indians working in this burgeoning fi eld today. In 1982 
India produced 500,000 metric tons of soybeans, making 
it the world’s ninth largest producer, and soyfoods (such as 
TVP, soymilk, and soy oil) were catching on rapidly in this 
country where an estimated 50 percent of the population is 
vegetarian, and another 30 percent eats only a very small 
amount of meat. Address: Lafayette, California.

3620. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History 
of soy oil hydrogenation and of research on the safety of 
hydrogenated vegetable oils. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, CA 94549. 49 p. April 14. Unpublished typescript. 
Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction. Part I: What is hydrogenation? About 
hydrogenation. About cis and trans fatty acid isomers. Part 
II: A brief history of hydrogenation. The early years (1897-
1939). Hydrogenation developments from 1940-1982. Part 
III: History of research on the safety and nutritional value of 
hydrogenated oils and fats. Address: Lafayette, California. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.

3621. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Laszlo 
Berczeller and Edelsoja: History of his work with soyfoods. 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 20 p. 
April 28. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. The full 
history of this subject is available on our website at www.
soyinfocenter.com. Just search for Berczeller in the search 
box. Or, in the left navigation bar, click “A Comprehensive 
History of Soy,” then scroll down to Chapter 60, “Laszlo 
Berczeller and Edelsoja.”
 Contents: Introduction. Early interest in and work 
with soyfoods (1912-23): birth and family, fi rst contact 
with soyfoods (1912), work during World War I and until 
March 1920, work in labs of Robert Graham after March 
1920, article for London Times on soyfoods, confl ict with 
University of Vienna faculty, early nutritional research 
and publications (1921-), articles in Hungarian (1921-25). 
New alliances and progress (1923-): Independence from 
Graham, 10,000 loaves of Viennese soy bread a day by 
July 1923, fi rst solo patent (1924), his fl our the best to 
date, how made, early travels and promotion, London and 
Winston Churchill (1924), articles by colleagues (1924-26), 
to Russia in 1926 and again in 1930, relation to 1921 crisis 
and Graham, more articles and support (1927-30), Horvath’s 
infl uential 1927 article, compilations, Loew (3 volumes 
1928-30) summarizes Berczeller’s many writings, Berczeller 
a promoter, bombarding governments with information, 

Edelsoja (1928+), Ferree’s The Soya Bean and the New Soya 
Flour (1929), Berczeller’s interest in large-scale European 
food problems. Production and promotion of Berczeller’s 
soy fl our: when and where fi rst produced (1929), post-1929 
nutritional value, patents (from 1929 on), travels and visits 
with famous people (late 1920’s-1930’s), Horvath update 
of information on Berczeller (1931), obstacles to spread 
of soy fl our, losing lawsuits, German successes, Hansa 
Muehle, Edelsoja, French connection (1932), international 
hopes, 1934 divorce, Gray update of information on 
Berczeller (1936), National Center for Scientifi c Research 
(CNRS–Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifi que) 
invitation to France in 1939. Berczeller as a person. World 
War II and aftermath: underground and malnourished, 
estimated uncollectible unpaid royalties from German 
soy fl our producers of 5 million pounds sterling, Swiss 
surgical operation, fainted in Paris subway (1949), mental 
hospitals, death in 1955, letter from Clive McCay describing 
Berczeller’s tragic situation, Edelsoja GMBH today, legacy 
in Austria, bibliographies, legacy to the world.
 See: http://www.soyinfocenter.com/HSS/laszlo_
berczeller.php Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-
283-2991.

3622. O’Brien, Jane. 1983. The magic of tofu and other 
soybean products. Wellingborough, England: Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. 128 p. April. Illust. by Niall Morris and Clive 
Birch. Index. 20 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: Written in large letters at the top of the cover: 
“The Best of Vegetarian Cooking.” Contents. Foreword. 
Introduction (incl. tempeh, soy fl our, miso, tamari). 1. 
Making your own tofu. 2. A word about the recipes. 3. 
Recipes. 4. Soymilk. 5. Other soybean products (Okara, 
gô, yuba, soynuts). 6. Soybeans as beans. 7. Food value of 
soyfoods. 8. History of the soybean. Further reading.
 Jane was a soyfoods pioneer in Ireland. In the 
Introduction (p. 18-21) Jane explains that “I was frequently 
ill as a child, and on several occasions I was very near 
to death’s door.” Yet as she got older, she grew to enjoy 
gourmet food and gourmet cooking. The man who became 
her husband gave her the fi rst book she read on natural 
foods. “As soon as I became aware that food contributed to 
the maintenance or destruction of health, I began a lifetime 
of experimentation. I changed from refi ned foods to whole 
foods, gave up eating red meat, studied macrobiotics, 
so much so that over ten years ago I went to Boston 
[Massachusetts] with two children under the age of four, and 
pregnant with a third, to study the subject, and I continued 
from there to develop my own system.” Her husband, 
an actor, is now quite happy with her cooking, after “an 
austerity programme involving giving up meat, cutting down 
on and nearly eliminating dairy food, getting rid of sugar.”
 “I have been working on creating meals that are 
increasingly more healthful for over seventeen years now 
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[since 1966], and I fi nd it a fascinating study. It is wonderful 
to witness the vast improvement in my own health...” Her 
son Quinn is now 15 years old. Her religion is Baha’i. “In 
furthering my interest in natural foods, I have given cooking 
classes in Dublin [Ireland] for over ten years [since 1973], 
not steadily, but from time to time when there were people 
interested. In the early days of my cooking classes, I also 
imported the necessary foods: whole grains, beans, miso and 
natural soy sauce from suppliers in England as they were not 
available in shops here in Dublin. There was no other way 
of getting these foods for my family. During the cooking 
classes I sold much of the stock... That led to the beginning 
of Ireland’s fi rst natural food store which I started with my 
husband’s patient assistance, but which we left to someone 
else for many reasons.”
 “Several years ago I began to use tofu and soyfoods 
and to include them in the cooking classes. Because I was 
so interested in learning more about them, I attended the 
soyfoods conference held in Illinois in 1980 and the one in 
Colorado in 1981... I think that I became so excited about 
tofu, soymilk and soyfoods really because I had long been a 
lover of puddings, custard, and creamy toppings, often made 
with dairy foods. However, because I needed to cut down on 
my use of dairy foods, I had nearly eliminated all of those 
things from my diet. When I discovered that it was possible, 
not only to make tofu and soymilk successfully in my own 
kitchen, but to use it for very accurate substitutions of my 
childhood favorites which were far more healthful than the 
things I had eaten as a child, I was thrilled.”
 Note: On 9 November 1979 Mrs. Jane M. O’Brien (7 
Woodside Drive, Rathfarnham, Dublin 14, Ireland), ordered 
books on tofu, tofu & soymilk production, miso, and tempeh 
from Shurtleff & Aoyagi at Soyfoods Center in California.
 Talk with Jane O’Brien. 1980. July 13. She developed 
the many recipes in this book using soybeans that she 
imported from England to Ireland, starting in about 1980.
 Letter from Jane O’Brien. 1983. May 28. This book was 
published in April 1983. “It is presently on sale in England 
but not yet here in Ireland.” Address: 7 Woodside Dr., 
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14, Ireland.

3623. Product Name:  VegeBurger (Frozen) [Herb & 
Vegetable].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.
Date of Introduction:  1983 April.
Ingredients:  Sesame seeds, rolled oats, wheat gluten, 
textured soya fl our, wholewheat rusk, dehydrated onion, 
dried mixed vegetables, yeast extract (Seasoning and seasalt 
vary between the 3 varieties).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter (e-mail) from Greg 
Sams, originator of the VegeBurger–in response to questions 

from William Shurtleff. 2007. Feb. 8. The article by Low 
on the VegeBurger in The Observer (London; Feb. 27. p. 
4. Sunday) was prompted by my press release, which tied 
into the launching of the frozen VegeBurger in Feb. 1983. 
That product was made under license with my mix and to 
my specs by a fi rm named Maynards in Taunton, Somerset, 
England.

3624. Richard, Lou. 1983. History of Fearn Soya Foods 
(Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center, May 6. 1 p. transcript.
• Summary: Elwood has Dr. Fearn’s fi les. Lou called Elwood 
and Elwood said he will send (loan) Soyfoods Center 
everything he has. Lou will send (loan) Soyfoods Center 
some coins and invoices from about 1935. In about 1947-
49 Dr. Fearn’s secretary, Renee, went home with lots of the 
company records.
 Fearn Natural Foods was at 1206 N. 31st Ave., Melrose 
Park. In 1955 they moved to 355 West Ontario. Then in 1968 
they moved to their present address at 4520 James Place 
in Melrose Park, Illinois. In 1982 the company name was 
changed from Fearn Soya Foods to Fearn Natural Foods.
 Lou is quite sure Dr. Fearn died in 1947–not 1949. 
since that was the fi rst year he (Lou) started to work in the 
company; he graduated from 8th grade in 1947. In 1949 he 
was a sophomore in high school.
 A box arrived from Fearn via UPS in early May 1983, 
several days after this interview. It contained a wealth 
of early documents in 21 different fi les. The names of 
the fi les were: 1. Stubs of cancelled checks, 1946-47. 2. 
Walker = Purchase order to Fearn from H.W. Walker Co. 
in Chicago. 3. Harriett Assoc. (anti-Communism). 4. Large 
ledger of orders received in 1937. 5. Small ledger of orders 
received in 1936-37. 6. Dr. Fearn’s circulars and labels, 
old. 7. Miscellaneous bills, 1947. 8. Vitona. 9. P.A. [Paul] 
Richard. 10. Personal, Dr. Fearn (incl. lots of photos, but 
no good ones of him). 11. Products, processes, machinery 
(Dr. Fearn). 12. Professional correspondence, as with Le 
Clerc. 13. Miscellaneous deals and ventures (Dr. Fearn). 
14. Manufacturers (incl. Loma Linda). 15. Golden Mix. 16. 
Financial, incl. cancelled signed checks. 17. Fearn Foods = 
Fearn International. 18. Correspondence–Malcolm McBride 
and Viana deal. 19. Miscellaneous old trucking bills & 
unusual items. 20. English connections. 21. Correspondence, 
Belleville in Southern California.
 Included in the shipment were many coins that Dr. 
Fearn apparently collected during his travels, including 
coins from the following countries–listed alphabetically. The 
number of coins from each country, and the range of dates 
that appear on the coins are shown in parentheses. Note that 
Dr. Fearn was probably in a particular country on or after 
the latest date: Austria (3, 1924-1925), Belgium (4, 1870-
1917), Canada (3, 1842-1918), China (40, all undated, but 
“10 cash” token coins with square hole in center, minted 
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from 1853-1861), Germany (Deutsches Reich, 45 coins, 
1874-1927), Great Britain (6, 1856-1922), Japan (7, 1889-
1923), Luxembourg (2, 1906-1916), United States (1, 1916). 
Address: Melrose Park, Illinois 60160.

3625. MacKay, I.B. (Mrs.). 1983. Re: History of Soya Foods 
Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 
24. 3 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. Plus many 
photocopies of early ads. [5 ref]
• Summary:  “Unfortunately, we could not fi nd any evidence 
that Dr. Chas. E. Fearn was in any way connected with our 
company... Soya Foods Ltd. was formed on 6 Feb. 1933. 
The partners in the business at the time were the Ferree 
brothers, who were of Dutch extraction. Prior to that date, 
there are newspaper cuttings referring to 1929 and 1930 and 
mentioning that ‘a company was formed for the production 
of Dr. Berczeller’s soya fl our in this country’–The Soya 
Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. of 7 Mincing Lane, London 
E.C.3–and ‘a large and well-equipped factory has been 
erected where large scale production can be effected.’ Thus, 
Dr. Berczeller’s Soyolk, soya fl our, was hailed as “The Great 
New National Food” and The Soya Flour Manufacturing 
Co. Ltd. was the fi rst in this country to introduce soya and 
its benefi ts to the nation... In 1930 a book was published, by 
C.J. Ferree (later one of the Directors of Soya Foods Ltd.), 
‘The Soya Bean and the New Soya Flour.’
 “In 1933, The Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 
changed its name to Soya Foods Ltd... In September 1941 
it moved to new offi ces at Boreham Holt, Elstree, with the 
mills at Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire. The mill was a small 
plant and during the war years beans were rationed and all 
supplies came from the then Oil and Fats Division of the 
Ministry of Foods. This control still existed up to 1952.
 “Mr. J.C. Ferree was the Chairman and Managing 
Director of Soya Foods Ltd. for 19 years. He left the 
company in March 1952 to work on other projects. He was, 
in his Soya Foods days, a founder of the Soya Overseas 
Development Co. which was composed of practically all the 
soya manufacturers in Britain. He was also the originator 
of ‘Soylac’ and an author of many books and articles on the 
soya bean.
 “Soya Foods Ltd. offered products like ‘Soyolk’–the 
pioneer edible soya fl our for all foods, ‘Diasoy’–the special 
enzyme-active soya fl our for bread and, ‘Soypro’–the fat 
reduced soya fl our... ‘Soylac’ was another product and it 

was a milk like powder for use in cakes and confectionery. 
‘Proton’ appeared in advertising in 1946 as processed 
powder for foodstuffs, ice cream, etc. ‘Soylac’ was last 
produced in 1952.
 “During the war soya became one of the most important 
foodstuffs, being used widely in bread and sausages 
as a substitute for meat. Soya also gained vast military 
importance both as a foodstuff... and as a component 
for explosives and other war chemicals which were 
manufactured from it...
 “Soya Foods Ltd. was purchased by Spillers Ltd. 
in 1945 (and is still part of the Group) and moved to 
its new address at 40 St. Mary Axe, London EC3, with 
manufacturing works still at Rickmansworth, Herts.
 “Products were being added to the range. ‘Vitasoy’–
mentioned in the advertising in 1948 was a dehydrated, 
pasteurised and vitaminised infant and vegetarian food. 
‘Colmiks’–ice cream powder, appeared in 1949, ‘Soyzipan’–
cake topping and ingredient for making macaroons etc., in 
1950. Other products were ‘Hot-Mix’–complete ice cream 
powder.
 “In the 1950s, Soya Foods Ltd. expanded further with 
a new plant in Cardiff. Extracted soya bean meal, defatted 
soya fl our and de-gummed soya bean oil were added to its 
products.
 “Prior to 1952 the Board of Directors were J. Twomney, 
J.C. Ferree, Mr. Laycock and David James. Mr. Laycock 
was the Technical Director and assisted in the erection of the 
Cardiff plant.
 “In January, 1956 the plant was relocated to 
Bermondsey, S.E. London. In 1968 the factory and soya mill 
were rebuilt and this modernised factory produces the current 
wide range of soya fl ours and food ingredients.
 “Today, Soya Foods Ltd. is a company within the 
Dalgety-Spillers Group, and closely linked with Spillers 
Milling Ltd., with vast research and development back-up at 
the Group’s laboratories in Cambridge.
 “The Head Offi ce is at New Malden House, 1 Blagdon 
Road, New Malden, Surrey, where the Directors and 
Sales Administration are situated. Production is located in 
Bermondsey and local depots are strategically placed around 
the UK to back up the National sales team.
 “The Company specializes in the manufacture and 
sale of soya fl ours and baking improvers and believes in 
operating with a strong technical bias, and the strength and 
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benefi t of this can be seen in the quality and sophistication 
of the products. A major contributor to this is the RTC (The 
Research and Technology Centre), where all research and 
development is centered. The RTC occupies a three-acre site 
in Cambridge and employs 180 people with professional 
qualifi cations and experience in a wide range of skills and 
disciplines.
 “Today, Soya Foods Ltd. sells sophisticated bread 
improvers which fulfi ll the requirements of the modern 
processes used in bread and morning goods production. The 
product range is vast, and it includes all purpose improvers, 
specialist improvers and now bakery concentrates, together 
with ingredients for fl our confectionery.
 “Ongoing product development ensures new ingredients 
being developed all the time. Soya Foods Ltd. now sells 
specialized ingredients, including Soyolk, to many parts of 
the food manufacturing industry.”
 Following this information are 6 pages of photocopies 
of early articles and advertisements (starting in Feb. 1929) 
about the Company. Address: Business Development Asst., 
Soya Foods Ltd., New Malden House, 1 Blagdon Road, New 
Malden, Surry KT3 4TB, England. Phone: 01-949-6100.

3626. O’Brien, Jane M. 1983. Re: Recent history of 
soybeans and soyfoods in Ireland. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, May 28–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature.
• Summary: “I was in touch with Tony Walshe at the Golden 
Dawn Restaurant in Dublin who said that they have been 
selling tofu more or less regularly since 1979. They use it 
in the restaurant for various recipes, but at the moment, I 
believe they could use more than they are able to get.
 “There is an oriental [tofu] shop in Dublin which must 
have been open for about a year now which supplies tofu 
regularly, I gather. I never seem to be in town when it is open 
because it opens at 11:00 a.m., and when I shop I am usually 
in town before 9:00 and ready to leave as early as possible...
 “Philip Guiney has been wholesaling Morinaga tofu for 
about a year now, and it seems to be moving for him...
 “Ken Kinsella of Kelkin Naturproducts Ltd. has been 
wholesaling Granose Soya Milk for about 18 months now, 
and it is selling quite well for him because of the numbers 
of people who suffer from lactose intolerance and because 
of the general interest in getting away from dairy [products]. 
Ken’s daughter, Hillary Kinsella, with a friend of hers, did 
a project called “Soya–The Modern Food” for the Young 
Scientists Exhibition in January 1983, for which she won 
two awards, and she is planning to do it again with further 
information in 1984, also for the Young Scientists Exhibition.
 “For my part, I have taught tofu making in some of 
my cooking classes a couple of years ago, but I haven’t 
given any cooking classes for the last couple of years for 
various reasons. Roughly from September 1983 through 
May of 1983, I provided about 12 pounds of tofu per week 

which Kelkin Naturproducts delivered to the Golden Dawn 
restaurant as a kind of pilot project to try to determine the 
demand for tofu in this area. At the end of that period, we 
discontinued it for a number of reasons and we felt that 
the time was not yet right to consider tofu production an 
economic possibility in this country. In fact, in many ways, 
we feel that soy milk might be a better starting off point 
here, but we are still not ready to do anything about it at this 
time.” Address: 7 Woodside Drive, Rathfarnham, Dublin 14, 
Ireland. Phone: 909-769.

3627. Soybean Update. 1983. Demand focus–Where the big 
bean markets are (Special feature). June 13. p. 3-6.
• Summary: “In the fi rst of a two-part series Update looks 
at major U.S. soybean importers throughout the world and 
potential growth areas for U.S. soybeans.
 “The European Economic Community and Japan buy 
over 64 percent of all U.S. soybean exports. The EEC alone 
takes nearly 65 percent of all U.S. bean meal exports. These 
traditional markets will continue to grow, but countries 
with young, developing livestock industries will take the 
lion’s share of future growth in soybean exports. The U.S. 
export market will shift to more developing and communist 
countries whose commodity needs are purchased through 
state controlled agencies.
 “EEC: The European Economic Community is the 
world’s largest user of soybean meal. EEC meal consumption 
of 16.5 million tonnes outpaced that of the U.S. (16.1 million 
consumption) for the fi rst time last year.
 “Rotterdam is the hub of soybean and bean product trade 
for all of Europe and the surrounding areas, and is a major 
processing center as well, with an estimated yearly crush of 
2.6 million tonnes. Such is the importance of soybeans in 
the EEC that it is one of the few commodities that enter the 
community duty-free.
 “Protein meal has increasingly replaced feed grain 
in European animal feed rations. Since 1976, feed grain 
consumption in the EEC has increased only 4.3 percent, 
while meal consumption has jumped 49.1 percent.
 “West Germany is the largest single country importer of 
U.S. bean meal and of soybeans and meal combined, with 
1982 imports from the U.S. totalling 4.83 million tonnes for 
the two commodities.
 A table shows EEC soybean (SB) and meal imports from 
the U.S. in fi scal year 1982 (000 metric tons) (* = adjusted 
for transshipments through Rotterdam).
 Germany*, 3583 SB and 4830 total
 Netherlands*, 2782 SB and 3482 total
 Italy, 906 SB and 1938 total
 Belgium, 1406 SB and 1423 total
 France, 848 SB and 886 total
 UK, 640 SB and 741 total
 Also Greece, Denmark, and Ireland.
 “Other West European countries outside the EEC buy 
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large amounts of U.S. beans. In 1982, Spain was the fourth 
largest importer of U.S. soybeans with 2.960 million tonnes. 
Portugal bought 469,504 tonnes.
 Asia: Asian soybean users range from industrialized 
countries such as Japan, Taiwan and Korea, to developing 
countries with huge potential such as the Philippines, 
Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. There are 
also communist countries with state-controlled importing 
agencies such as China.
 “Japan is the largest single country buyer of U.S. 
soybeans with 1982 purchases of 4.199 million tonnes, 
nearly 97 percent of Japan’s total soybean imports.
 “Food grain imports are controlled by the Japanese 
Food Agency, and sales are handled by a few large Japanese 
trading companies, such as Zen Noh, Mitsui, Mitsubishi, 
Marubeni, C-Itoh and Sumitomo. The big Japanese grain 
companies have now moved into foreign countries, including 
the U.S., and they now transact from 15-20 percent of all 
U.S. grain exporting business.
 “Due to a slowdown in economic growth, continuous 
weakness in the yen, and an emerging policy of increased 
food self-suffi ciency, Japanese imports of soybean products 
are projected to increase less than 1 percent annually for the 
short term.
 “The Southeast Asian countries of Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand comprise the fastest 
growing market areas in the world.
 “Southeast Asia has 270 million consumers, more than 
double the population of Japan. Future growth potential is 
tremendous. Reasons: rapidly developing textile and leather 
industries, a bountiful supply of natural resources, a shifting 
of their economic base from agriculture to industry and a 
growing livestock-poultry sector.
 A table shows U.S. Soybean & Product Exports to S.E. 
Asia. MY 1981/82 (000 Metric Tons)
 Indonesia 305 SB and 82 meal
 Malaysia 139 SB and 0 meal
 Philippines 48 SB and 74 meal
 Also Singapore (1 oil) and Thailand (4 meal and 1 oil).
 “The fi nal Asian country with potential for market 
growth is the PRC [China], the most populous nation in the 
world with over 980 million people. Increased domestic 
production soybeans, decreased hog numbers and trade 
disputes over textile imports have virtually eliminated the 
market for U.S. beans in China for the near term.
 China bought 883,300 tonnes of soybeans from the 
U.S. in 1279/80, sixth largest customer that year. China’s 
agriculture is not expected to be able to keep pace with the 
growing population’s food needs in the long run, making 
soybeans important not only for use in China’s livestock, but 
also as an edible food source.
 “USSR: The Russian grain deal of 1972, in which 
the Soviets bought 17.5 million tonnes of grain including 
1 million tonnes of soybeans, triggered a boom in U.S. 

exports that changed the complexion of U.S. agriculture 
dramatically.
 “However, political tensions and a series of U.S. 
embargoes have sent the USSR looking elsewhere for more 
reliable sources of supply.
 “A recent development in the USSR has been a shift 
toward more protein meal in livestock rations. USDA 
estimates that USSR will import 2.6 million tons of bean 
meal this year, most coming from South America and West 
Europe.
 “Future increases in U.S. trade with USSR are uncertain. 
Although U.S. efforts such as contract sanctity legislation 
and a desire to negotiate a new LTA have been made, 
the damage done by previous embargoes will be hard to 
overcome.”

3628. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Re: Japan, King Arthur, and 
trip to Italy. Letter to William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi 
at Soyfoods Center, June 20. 1 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear World Travelling Panda & Associate: 
Thanks for your letter from Japan... I leave for King Arthur 
land [England] in less than 2 weeks, and return August 21. 
The next magazine goes to the printer this Friday, after a lot 
of work.
 “Tell Bill thank you very much for getting me the 
invitation to Italy, which came through this week. The 2nd 
week of October I go to Italy, Netherlands, France to give 
three speeches for those guys. I’ll meet Guy Coudert in 
London next month. So I arrive in California about Sept. 
15, then head for Europe the 8th of October, maybe up to 
the Bay Area the end of September... I’m fi nally beginning 
to get a little excited about moving to California. My roots 
here go deep and it hurts to pull them up.” Address: Editor 
and publisher, Soyfoods magazine, 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, 
Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.

3629. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Philip Thorpe Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Arundel Blackrock Rd., 
Ballintemple, Cork, Ireland.
Date of Introduction:  1983 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20.
 Note: To make tofu, this company must have imported 
soybeans to Ireland. This is the 2nd earliest known 
commercial soy product made in Ireland.

3630. Product Name:  Tofu, and Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Stewart Batchelder Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  6 Tweed St., N. Lancaster, High 
Bentham, England.
Date of Introduction:  1983 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
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Computerized Mailing List. 1983. June 20. Owner: Stewart 
Batchelder/Batcheldor. The company has a second address 
in addition to the one listed above: Wholefoods Shop, Singl 
St., 78-A Penny St., Lancaster, England. Neither location has 
a phone.

3631. Times (London). 1983. The Times diary: Food for 
thought. July 13. p. 10, col. 1.
• Summary: This is a quiz where the reader is asked to fi nd 
the missing main ingredient in this food product. “The fi rst 
reader to identify the product, and the ingredient to be added, 
can have it–and welcome.” The ingredient declaration reads: 
“Hydrogenated vegetable oil, sour cream solids, onion, 
buttermilk solids, imitation bacon bits (soya fl our, vegetable 
oil, salt, colour {E150, E127}, stabilizer E401, hydrolysed 
vegetable protein, yeast solids), modifi ed starch emulsifi er 
E450, fl avour enhancer sodium glutamate, garlic, acid (E270, 
E330), fl avourings, anticaking agent silicon oxide.” The 
answer is not given.

3632. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Dr. Charles 
E. Fearn and Fearn Soya Foods: History of work with 
soyfoods. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 
94549. 17 p. Sept. 2. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction: Summary, unfortunate lack of 
documentation. Early years in Europe: Birth in about 1869-
71 in Cook County, England, he was married in England 
and became a physician, research showing that vitamin B 
was not a single vitamin but a group or complex of vitamins, 
not clear how introduced to soyfoods (though possibly 
through Solac, England’s fi rst soymilk), work during World 
War I as a physician in the English Royal Army Medical 
Corps in charge of a hospital in England. Early work in the 
USA (1917-1929): Called by President Wilson, quote from 
Paul Richard’s history, interesting that a British physician 
took such an interest in soyfoods and work with farmers, 
founded Soyex Co. in New York (1920) according to Richard 
1955, moved to Chicago and started Fearn Labs (1923), 
founded Fearn Soya Foods Co. (1925), familiarity with 
Berczeller, analysis of coin collection for clues to travels, 
in Europe in 1929, fi rst documentation of involvement with 
soy (1929), director of Soya Flour Mfg. Co. in London on 
the way to the U.S., treatment of infant allergies with soy 
as a substitute for milk. Soyex Co. and Fearn Soya Foods 
(1930-39): Horvath (1933) discusses Soyex Co. in Nutley, 
New Jersey, pamphlets written before 1934, strong opinions 
(whole soy fl our far superior to defatted soy fl our, too much 
carbohydrate in American diet, soy fl our should be made 
from a blend of soybeans), sold Fearn Laboratories (1934) 
and turned Soya Food Products over to it, later history of 
Fearn Labs, establishment of Fearn Soya Foods Co. (1935), 
many new products, list of products with earliest date of 

mention, pamphlets by Fearn Soya Foods 1935-38, sales to 
health food market by trying to reach physicians, switch from 
making soy fl our to buying from Shellabarger (1937) and 
Spencer Kellogg (1946), Los Angeles business with Thomas 
J.M. “Malcolm” McBride, Viana “scientifi c reducing diet” 
fi asco, McBride sets up own company and slanders Fearn, 
friendship with LeClerc of USDA. 1940-59: World War II 
helped Fearn’s shrinking product line, establishment of Soy 
Food Mills with Richard Thomas, Golden Soy Griddle Cake 
Mix, encourages USDA to develop soy fortifi ed foods for 
famine relief (1946), development of soup base seasonings 
with Harry Belleville in San Clemente, California, death in 
June 1949 at about age 79 at a (mental?) hospital in Elgin, 
Illinois (near Chicago), purchase of company in Sept. 1949 
for $500 by Paul Richard, summary (good ideas, poor 
businessman), hardships for Paul Richard in 1950’s (loss of 
formulas, 1955 fl ood). 1960-1980’s: Death of Paul Richard 
in 1960, takeover of business by son Elwood, sale to brother 
Lou in 1970, real growth starting in 1973, 1982 name change 
to Fearn Natural Foods, same strong commitment to soy. 
Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3633. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1983. The soyabean. 
Biologist (London) 30(4):223-31. Sept. [35 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soyabeans as a world 
crop. Classifi cation, germplasm, and utilization. Self 
suffi ciency for nitrogen? The plant. Time of fl owering and 
adaptation to environment. Yields. Utilization in teaching 
and research. Prospect. Acknowledgements. Address: 
Univ. of Reading, Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, 
Plant Environment Lab., Shinfi eld Grange, Cutbush Lane, 
Shinfi eld, Reading, Berkshire, England.

3634. Potter, Michael. 1983. Edensoy and Eden Foods 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 3. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Eden Foods has already sold 3 containers of 
Edensoy, imported from Japan. Each container holds 61,800 
foil packs. People taste the carob fi rst and they like it. But in 
both Australia and the UK, they switched to plain, making it 
the most popular there.
 The Eden Foods warehouse was burned by arsonists 
outside the company. The principals took a lie detector test 
and passed with fl ying colors, then the insurance company 
refused to pay; so they had to settle out of court. Address: 
CEO, Eden Foods, Clinton, Michigan. Phone: 544-2781.

3635. Edelsoja GmbH. 1983. Soy products in foodstuffs. 
Food Processing (UK) 52(10):45-47. Oct.
• Summary: Examines some of the products in which soy 
protein can be satisfactorily used as a substitute. Tabulated 
data show the protein, fat, carbohydrate and moisture 
content of the 4 basic soy products available: full-fat protein 
products; defatted soy protein qualities; soy concentrates; 
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and soy isolates.

3636. Tetra News (Singapore). 1983. Soya bean: The meat of 
the Orient. Oct. p. 6-7.
• Summary: For centuries, the soya bean has been the king 
of beans in East Asia. “Almost every Asian household eats 
the bean in various guises–as soya milk, tofu, soya sauce or 
beancurd.” It makes sense to eat the soya bean–it’s one of the 
least expensive sources of high-quality protein.
 “One leading soya bean drink producer in Malaysia 
and Singapore is Yeo Hiap Seng. For years, this company 
has been distributing soya bean drink in bottles besides 
marketing other traditional popular soft drinks like 
chrysanthemum and herb-tea.
 “What Yeo Hiap Seng has developed is a set of soft 
drinks which are traditionally close to the people who have 
grown up with these drinks which they used to buy from 
street hawkers. ‘What we have also done.’ says Mr Francis 
Lim, Group Marketing Manager at Yeo’s, ‘is modernise 
production and pack them in bottles and packages.’
 “Yeo Hiap Seng also distributes a vitaminised soya bean 
drink in Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons and sold under the brand 
name Vitabean. `What we are giving consumers is a soft 
drink with a plus–with vitamins added to make it a nutritious 
drink. And no preservatives are used,’ Mr Lim stresses.
 “While Yeo’s bottled soya bean drink is produced for 
on-premise selling. Vitabean packages cater more to home 
consumers. ‘Packages are lighter, disposable and very 
convenient for consumers living in highrises,’ Mr Lim says. 
Yeo’s Vitabean is exported to Hong Kong, UK, Australia, 
Canada and the USA.
 “While companies like Yeo Hiap Seng market their soya 
bean beverage as a soft drink, others like Nestle market their 
product, Bonus, as soya milk. This is not purely a case of 
terminology. Legally, a soya beverage can only be marketed 
as soyamilk if it contains at least two per cent protein by 
weight of volume.
 “And in their quests for product individuality, 
manufacturers have come up with a sweet list of fl avours 
for their soya drinks. For example. President Enterprises 
Corporation in Taiwan produces soya drink in almond, 
peanut, coconut, egg, strawberry, chocolate, apple and orange 
fl avours. One of the two fl avours Nestle chose for their soya 
milk is fragrant pandan. There is also a sesame-fl avoured 
soya drink marketed by Wei Chuan Foods Corporation in 
Taiwan.
 “In whatever fl avour, soya drink or milk makes a better 
soft drink in terms of value for money compared to the 
empty calories of conventional soft drinks.”
 Photos show: (1) A Tetra Brik package of Morinaga Ever 
Fresh Silken Tofu. (2) About 30 different East Asian soymilk 
products in Tetra Brik cartons.

3637. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Long summary of trip to 

Europe sponsored by the American Soybean Association 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 29. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Discusses: Euvepro in Italy, ASA in Italy, Alpro 
/ Vandemoortele, British Arkady, the confusion of mung 
beans and soybeans, tofu made from soy protein isolates that 
doesn’t develop a spongy texture when frozen, regulatory 
restrictions, Bernard Storup, tofu burgers, Prolait, Le Bol en 
Bois, ASA soybean program in England, desire in Eastern 
Europe for more meat, the many small private businesses 
in Hungary, Soyana’s excellent products (Daenzer makes 
5,000 lb/week of tofu in Switzerland), the Reformhaus 
chain, Vietnamese tofu shop in Dornach, less refrigeration 
at the distribution and retail levels in Europe has led to 
new packaging, soyfoods have started to appear in the big 
international food trade shows in Europe (e.g. ANUGA). 
Witte Wonder opened in 1981, now makes 1,000 lb/week 
of seitan. Cauldron Foods (UK) makes mostly tofu burgers, 
and has a lot of good technical innovations such as control 
panels. Cauldron also makes a fermented tofu spread. 
Dragon & Phoenix (UK) makes several tons of tofu a day. In 
July Wolfgang Furth-Kuby and Lucas Kelterborn (Germany) 
published the fi rst issue of a European soyfoods newsletter 
titled Rundbrief. Paul Jones (UK) has 2 plants and makes 
5,000 lb/week of tofu. One man from Cauldron Foods was 
Paul Jones’ original partner. Full of Beans also makes miso.
 Oct. 28. “I have an all morning meeting at ASA’s 
headquarters in Brussels, Belgium, with Dennis Blankenship, 
Rita Batens, Roger Leysen, and Michael Martin. It is 
proposed that I chair the 1984 First European Soyfoods 
Conference to be held in late September, probably in 
Amsterdam. ASA agrees to be a sponsor and to help secure 
another 6 or so sponsors. ASA also agreed to fi nance the 
production and mailing of a bi-monthly European Soyfoods 
Newsletter.” Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

3638. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Report of soyfoods research 
and speaking trip to Europe with American Soybean 
Assoc., Oct. 8–Nov. 15, 1983. Colrain, Massachusetts. 82 p. 
Unpublished typescript. 28 cm.
• Summary: Describes visits to or discusses: ASA Belgium 
(Dennis Blankenship, Rita Batens, Michael Martin), Parma, 
Euvepro Conference, Parmalat, Guy Coudert and Dr. Sabin 
president of ONIDOL, Anuga, Jonathan, Société Soy 
(Bernard Storup, Jean de Preneuf), Le Bol en Bois, Budapest 
(Hungary), Agrimpex (Hungary), Migros, Sojalade / Die 
Genossenschafts Tofurei (Verena Krieger), Galactina, Soyana 
(Walter Daenzer), Alpro (Belgium; Philip Vandemoortele 
and Christian Daems), Aarhus (Denmark), Witte Wonder, 
Manna, Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Phillip Marshall, Peter Fagan). 
Contains a directory of principal people contacted, listed by 
country. Those not mentioned above are: England: Wild Oats 
Wholefoods (Mike & Loes Abrahams), British Arkady Co. 
(Bill Pringle), Sunworld Inc. (David White), Health Foods 
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Manufacturers’ Association (Britain). Belgium: ASA, Le 
Paradoxe (Dota Figuera). China Trading, Ralston Purina 
(A.G. van der Horn), Premier Foods (Pauline Six Chan). 
Italy: Cargill SpA (Claudio Rocchietta), Parmalat SpA (Dr. 
Alberto Rota, Mr. Barilla), ASA (Sergio Monari). France: 
Robert Bonneterre, Aux Rayons Verts. Germany: European 
Federation of Health Products Manufacturers (Wolfgang 
Reinsch, Bad Homburg). Hungary: Central Food Research 
Inst. (Balint Czukor), Agrimpex (Potori Karoly). Denmark: 
Danish Turnkey Dairies, Det Gronne Kokken. Netherlands: 
Witte Wonder Products (Niko van Hagen), Manna (Hans den 
Hoed), Albert Heijn Supermarkets, Dutch Seed Crushers & 
Oil Processors Assoc. (Dr. C.J.M. Meershoek). Switzerland: 
Sojalade (Verena Krieger), Soyana (Walter Daenzer). 
Austria: Tom Brennan.
 Bound in the back of the report are photocopies of 
labels and promotional materials (graphics) from the 
following companies: Witte Wonder, Société Soy (Cerny), 
Cauldron Foods, Manna, Dansk Tofu (Sdr. Vinge Gl. 
Mejeri, 8860 Ulstrup), Sojalade, Bonneterre, Mutter Erde, 
Genossenschaftstofurei Engel (Dorfplatz, Ottenbach).
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) that 
mentions Parmalat in connection with soy.
 Migros (p. 18-19) is Switzerland’s biggest supermarket 
/ department store; it sells some whole wheat products. 
Consumers oppose them for their size, but they attract 
foreign customers. Natural foods people are very political; 
they are opposed to Third World imports. Migros is expected 
to start selling tofu soon. Address: 100 Heath Rd., Colrain, 
Massachusetts 01340. Phone: 413-624-5591.

3639. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Brief history of Cauldron 
Foods Ltd. (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 1983. Report of 
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. 82 p. See p. 
26-27. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Based on an interview with Philip Marshall 
and Peter Fagan. These two men started their partnership 
in Cauldron Foods in Sept. 1981. Philip was previously a 
partner with Paul Jones, and at the time he joined with Peter 
he was already a Bristol tofu maker selling some tofu in 
bulk to the converted. They spent 12 months searching for 
premises. They now make 1,200–1,500 lb/week of tofu, all 
in one day. They started business doing burgers and tofu, 
handed out leafl ets, and did recipe demos for shops. They 
prepared and served tofu quiche, cheesecake, mayo, and 
burgers.
 The company was built on the burger. In 1982, selling 
6,000 burgers a week, they reached plant capacity in their old 
350 square foot plant and in Feb. 1983 they moved to their 
present location 1,200 square foot plant in Bristol. In 1981 
there were 17 natural food stores in Bristol. Today (Nov. 
1983) there are 24, more per capita than anywhere else in 
England. In Jan. 1984 Cauldron Foods and Bean Machine 
(from Wales) will host an all-day meeting in Bristol to form 

a Tofu & Soymilk Producers Association for England. The 
main item on the agenda is to take action on “burger” as a 
product name. Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

3640. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Visit with Christian Daems 
and Philippe Vandemoortele at Alpro, Izegem, Belgium. Oct. 
28 (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 1983. Report of Trip 
to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. 82 p. See p. 21. 
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Vandemoortele doesn’t like soy protein isolates 
in soymilk because of their poor image. A good tasting plain 
soymilk is possible if it is properly made. Isolate-based foods 
don’t have the old basic food Oriental image. They also don’t 
like isolates because, if the product’s sales become large, the 
dairy industry will jump on the isolates for fakery and low 
quality. If used in place of dairy, the product would be called 
100% synthetic. So not using isolates is a defensive measure. 
Codex Alimentarius (in Feb. 1984) will look at this issue. 
They may allow the term “soymilk” if a product is made 
from whole soybeans, but “soy drink” if it is made from 
isolates.
 Alpro is opening a new soymilk plant in Ghent in Feb. 
1984–the biggest in the world. They will make a 100% 
natural product from liquid and powder. [Note: Alpro never 
ended up making the powdered soymilk, says Philippe 
Vandemoortele 9/91.] This soymilk plant will have a sewage 
treatment system to recover all the water. The okara will 
be sold to the mixed feed industry. They will try to make 
soymilk powder at the same price as subsidized dairy milk 
and sell the powder for reconstitution. Alpro soymilk will be 
sold in supermarkets by Sept. 1984. They want high margins, 
will do promotions, and plan new products. Vandemoortele 
uses 50,000 tons of soybeans every 2 weeks [for all products, 
not just soymilk]. Alpro uses organically grown beans from 
France to make soymilk for Lima Foods in Belgium; these 
are 100% more expensive than regular soybeans. They will 
look to the USA and Asia for more markets for this output 
since the European market is too small. They will focus on 
areas that have a protein shortage or lactose intolerance. 
They have sold one turnkey soymilk plant to Madagascar. 
Alfa-Laval has not sold any soymilk plants recently due to 
currency problems.
 Europe is such a bad market for soymilk, in part because 
of the many languages. With 10 European countries and 
languages, labeling requirements make it very complicated 
to market one food uniformly. Alpro sells more soymilk 
in north Belgium than in the south. There are more 
macrobiotics and more money in the north. This is typical for 
Europe as a whole with natural foods.
 At ANUGA, British Arkady received lots of interest 
in their soymilk made from soy protein isolates, and health 
foods interest in their soy proteins. It is a Tetra Pack soymilk 
in raspberry, banana, and strawberry fl avors. They exhibited 
meats and biscuits using isolates. A.E. Staley was pushing 
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isolates for bakery uses.
 Michael Martin of the American Soybean Assoc. 
explains European regulation problems. Soymilk is taxed 
at 17% when it is traded in the EC. This Value Added Tax 
(VAT) would be only 6% if soymilk were reclassifi ed as a 
health food instead of a liquid, powder, or paste. The VAT 
varies by country but is usually higher on beverages. Dinner 
with Martin at Le Paradoxe, a natural foods restaurant in 
Brussels. They serve “croquettes de soja, tofu brochette, 
and Tofu Ganmo (2 burgers). There are 6 natural foods 
restaurants in Brussels and all use tofu. The Japanese wanted 
Alpro to do their soymilk in Europe. They started soymilk in 
1975 with the idea of bringing alternative vegetable sources 
to developing countries.
 Vandemoortele’s sales are now $600 million/year. In 
1936 Philippe’s grandfather imported Manchurian soybeans 
for crushing in Europe. Vandemoortele, which now competes 
with Unilever in margarine, has a high level of expertise in 
R&D.
 “We sample Alpro soymilk. One tastes thin, metallic, 
then gives a fatty mouthfeel. Another with sugar and vanilla 
is too sweet. I’m not impressed with them.
 “Philippe is about age 35 and macrobiotically oriented 
in diet. Very confi dent, perhaps overly.”
 The tofu market is completely different from that of 
soymilk. Tofu is all education work and no comparison 
of products. With soymilk, there is comparison, but no 
education work needed. Philippe and Christian are concerned 
that most of the low-tech soyfoods industry and retailers in 
Europe are unskilled, small, and unprofessional. They don’t 
want the average public to associate their soymilk with this 
vegetarian style. They want it to be seen not as a special 
food, but for everyone.
 The European vegetable protein industry made a classic 
blunder. They put soy steaks in German supermarkets in the 
1970s using TVP from British Arkady and ADM. Address: 
Colrain, Massachusetts.

3641. Leviton, Richard. 1983. Brief history of Sojalade (Die 
Genossenschaftstofurei) and Verena Krieger’s work with 
soyfoods in Switzerland (Document part). In: R. Leviton. 
1983. Report of Trip to Europe with American Soybean 
Assoc. 82 p. See p. 17-19. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Based on talks with Verena Krieger. Sojalade 
in Ottenbach was renamed Genossenschaftstofurei in 1982. 
It is an 8-member cooperative that makes 400-500 kg/
week of tofu and services the Zurich-Lucerne market. The 
company started in Aug. 1981 in a small laundry room 
in Zurich then moved downstairs to a butcher shop with 
a tile fl oor on the ground fl oor of a 300 year old home. 
Elsewhere in the building is a co-op cafe. They use a BMI 
Mini Mite disintegrator, double steam jacketed kettles, an 
Erme Verpackungen vacuum packer (2 chamber, 1 lid), and a 
ratchet press.

 Zurich is the best and biggest market in Switzerland. 
The country’s population is only 6 million. They even sell 
some tofu by mail-order. Their tofu is sold in some dairy 
stores (Molkerei/Laiterie), specialty produce stores, 10-12 
Japanese or Chinese restaurants, 4 vegetarian restaurants, 
and health food outlets. The Reform Houses are a chain of 
500 outlets in Switzerland stemming, at least in spirit, from 
the days of Dr. Bircher-Benner and his natural nutrition 
reform ideas. Tofu is strong in Switzerland because of this 
established health foods tradition and the country’s general 
affl uence. Sojalade works with local farmers to grow organic 
(“biological”) soybeans, without herbicides. In 1982 some 2 
tons of soybeans were produced biologically and another 4 
tons by conventional means. Maple Arrow and Giesso (from 
Germany) are the best suited varieties. Fiskeby gave low 
yields.
 Soyana sells its tofu throughout Switzerland, while 
Marty Halsey services Geneva. Hans Opplinger in Cham is 
not a company. An English guy, Jean Spearing, is starting a 
shop named Tofurei Pfannenstiel in Maennedorf. In Bern, 
the macrobiotic group, Infi nity, will start making tempeh and 
seitan mainly for use in their restaurant. [Note: This later 
became Berner Tofurei.] In Thusis, someone makes 5 kg/
week of tofu. Susan Gerber is converting a dairy into a tofu 
shop. [Note: It never was fi nished.] A friend of Verena’s, 
Gauthier Loeffl er, sells 200 tofu burgers one day a week in 
the Zurich open market.
 Letters from Verena Krieger. 1990. July 5 and Aug. 
10. In 1989 this company’s name was changed from 
Genossenschaftstofurei to Tofurei Genossenschaft Engel, 
because the former name was not acceptable to Swiss 
trade regulations. The present manager is Peter Martmer. 
Mr. Hans Opplinger never owned a company making 
soyfoods in Switzerland, but he is still a member of Tofurei 
Genossenschaft Engel in Ottenbach. The company has never 
sold soymilk (despite a listing in Soya Bluebook, 1984, p. 
63). Address: Colrain, Massachusetts.

3642. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. History 
of soy fl our, grits, fl akes, and cereal-soy blends. Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 128 p. Dec. 
24. Unpublished typescript. Available online at www.
soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
See also: History of Roasted Soy Flour. Contents: Part I: 
What are soy fl our, grits, fl akes, and cereal-soy blends? 
Introduction: Developed in the West, difference from roasted 
soy fl our. Soy fl our. Soy grits and fl akes. Cereal-soy blends 
= soy-fortifi ed blended foods. Etymology and nomenclature: 
German, French, U.S. English, U.S. whole soy fl our, British 
English. Overview of world soy fl our history.
 Part II: History of soy fl our, grits, and cereal-soy blends 
in Europe and Australia. The early years (1767 to 1899). 
1900 to 1919. Between two wars (1920-1939). 1940-1959. 
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1960 to 1983.
 Part III: History of soy fl our, grits, fl akes, and cereal-
soy blends in the USA. The early years (1767-1919). 1920 
to 1939. The 1940’s and World War II. Meals for Millions 
and multi-purpose food. 1960 to 1980’s. Food for Peace 
Program. Low cost extrusion cookers. Soy fl our, grits, and 
fl akes in America.
 Part IV: History of soy fl our, grits, and cereal-soy blends 
in Canada.
 Part V: History of soy fl our, grits and cereal-soy blends 
in Asia. Introduction. Bangladesh. China. India. Indonesia. 
Japan. Korea. Philippines. Sri Lanka (Thriposha). Taiwan. 
Thailand. Vietnam.
 Part VI: History of soy fl our, grits, and cereal-soy 
blends in Latin America. Introduction. Bolivia. Brazil. 
Chile. Colombia. Costa Rica. Ecuador. Guatemala. Guyana. 
Mexico. Paraguay. Peru. Venezuela.
 Part VII: History of soy fl our, grits, and cereal-soy 
blends in Africa. Introduction. Ethiopia. Ghana. Kenya. 
Nigeria. Rwanda and Burundi. South Africa. Tanzania. 
Uganda. Zimbabwe.
 Part VIII: History of soy fl our, grits and cereal-soy 
blends in the Middle East.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Nov. 2013) with the term “cereal-soy blends” in the 
title. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3643. SoyaScan Notes. 1983. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1983 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 16. Larry Needleman decides to sell Bean 
Machines. Looking for a buyer. Jan. 24. “Legume, Company 
Finds Niche Selling Frozen Foods Made with Tofu, 
published by The Wall Street Journal.
 Feb. Soyfoods magazine No. 8 published by Richard 
Leviton. Blue cover, 5,000 copies
 Feb. 6-8. Sixteen soyfoods companies exhibit at the 
Natural Foods Expo. in Anaheim, California. A new trade 
association named Soyfoods Association of America (SAA) 
is formed; it is basically a restructured version of the original 
Soyfoods Association of North America, which was founded 
in July 1978 and which now ceases to be active. SAA elects 
a new board of directors; Michael Austin is chosen new 
Executive Director and Gary Barat of Legume becomes new 
President. Fourteen companies pledge $12,000. Headquarters 
established in New York City.
 Feb. 7. The First Great Tofu Burger, a dry mix, made in 
Oakland, introduced at Anaheim Natural Foods Expo.
 Feb. 18. Wm. Shurtleff has idea for forming a Soy Sauce 
Council to help encourage soy sauce companies to join 
Soyfoods Association, develop soy sauce terminology and 
standards, and eliminate mislabeling.
 Feb. Jack’s Beanstalk, innovative tofu company in Salt 

Lake City, goes out of business.
 March 10. Soyfoods Industry and Market: Directory and 
Databook 1983 published by Soyfoods Center, accompanied 
by glossy fl yer and catalog of professional publications and 
services.
 March 10. Tempeh Primer, by Juel Andersen and Robin 
Clute, published.
 March 14. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 
in Bulletin 810 “Quality of Tofu and Other Soy Products,” 
reports high bacterial and coliform counts. A virtual expose, 
revealing the tofu industry’s erratic quality control, it gets 
wide media coverage and hurts sales of New England and 
New York tofu companies.
 March. Hinode Tofu Co. starts major tofu ad and coupon 
campaign, with full-page ads in four national magazines. 
Most extensive national publicity ever done for tofu. 
Triggers lawsuit from a rice company over the Hinode brand, 
with which Hinode Tofu Co. is subsequently forced to part.
 April 27-30. Six soyfoods companies exhibit at 
Whole Life Expo in San Francisco, as part of Soyfoods 
Association’s booth. Shurtleff presents a speech and color 
slide show.
 April. Hartz Seed Co. is purchased by Monsanto.
 May. The Au Naturel Tofu Manual, by Chloe & Abraham 
Fox self-published in Canada. Vol. 1 is Tofu Recipes for 
Families. Vol. 2 is Modern Jewish Tofu Cooking.
 May 3. Michael Austin mails out Soyfoods Association 
Charter Member letter. By year’s end $18,000 in membership 
fees had been raised.
 May 4. Richard Leviton decides to move to California.
 May 8-11. Hinode Tofu Co. exhibits fi ve fl avors 
of Tofu Parfait at the prestigious and infl uential Food 
Marketing Institute convention in Chicago, a major national 
supermarket convention, attended by 20,000.
 May 9. Dr. Hwa L. Wang of USDA NRRC speaks 
on “Tofu and Tempeh as Potential Protein Sources in the 
Western Diet” at the American Oil Chemists’ Society 
symposium on “Potential New Protein Sources” in Chicago.
 May 16. Quong Hop & Co. introduces the fi rst Soy 
Deli cooler display case to Raley’s supermarkets in Reno 
and Sacramento. In July they introduce the idea to Safeway 
supermarkets in California. By August there are Soy Delis in 
ten Safeway supermarkets in the San Francisco Bay Area.
 May 18. The New York Times article on “Bacteria 
in Soy Products” as a follow-up on the Connecticut tofu 
contamination report.
 May 24. Wm. Shurtleff leaves for China for three 
weeks to study soyfoods, sponsored by Danish Turnkey 
Dairies; the fi rst trip for this purpose since Dr. A.K. Smith 
of the USDA went there in 1949. Shurtleff writes 75-page 
report on Soybeans and Soyfoods in China: 1949-83. After 
China, Wm. and Akiko Shurtleff spend 3 weeks studying the 
soymilk industry and market in Japan.
 May 31. Leviton and Wang speak on the soyfoods 
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industry at Iowa State University conference on grains and 
legumes.
 June. Worthington Foods introduces Tofu Garden 
Patties, developed for the health food market as part of a 
larger new line of natural food products, all sold under the 
Natural Touch brand. This is a new trend for the company 
and they commit money to promoting it. In 1984 they launch 
Okara Patties (which contain okara as the 4th ingredient).
 June. Quantity Tofu Recipes for Institutions & 
Restaurants, by Gary Landgrebe published by Soyfoods 
magazine and Fresh Press.
 June. The Magic of Tofu, by Jane O’Brien of Ireland 
published by Thorsons in the UK.
 June. Tofu: Not Just for the Health of It, by Jana H. 
Crutchfi eld self-published.
 June. Handbook of Indigenous Fermented Foods, 
edited by Keith H. Steinkraus, published by Marcel Dekker. 
Extensive original material on traditional soyfoods. It soon 
becomes a classic.
 June. Soyfoods magazine No. 9 published, 7,000 copies. 
Soyfoods Newsletter published in new typeset, 4-page format 
with new design.
 June. Torigoe Seifun, Japan’s fi fth-largest fl our miller, 
starts production of tempeh. This is the earliest known 
commercial tempeh ever made in Japan.
 July 1. Quong Hop & Co. purchases Pacifi c Tempeh Co.
 July. INTSOY publishes Proceedings of the First China/
USA Soybean Symposium, held July 1982 at the University 
of Illinois.
 July 3-Aug. 22. Richard Leviton in England, lectures on 
soyfoods in London and Leicester, and does some soyfoods 
research.
 July 25. Soyfoods Association meeting in Denver. 
Tom Timmins, president of Tomsun Foods Inc. (one of the 
companies seriously affected by negative publicity on tofu 
quality) is asked to be head of the Soyfoods Association’s 
Standards Committee, and to appoint people to work 
with him on the development of standards, especially 
tofu standards. In October he sends a 4-page survey letter 
concerning soyfoods standards to the 18-person Soyfoods 
Association Standards Committee that he has appointed.
 July 28-Aug. 2. Second US/China Soybean Research 
Symposium, held in Jilin, China
 July. NNFA show in Denver. Eden Foods surprises the 
natural foods industry by launching designed-for-America 
Edensoy in plain and carob fl avors. Made in Japan by 
Marusan-Ai and exported by Muso, it is packed in a 6-ounce 
retort pouch. San-J’s To-Neu brand soymilk is also debuted 
in Tetra Brik cartons.
 Eden Foods is the fi rst Caucasian-American company 
to import soymilk, and their gamble soon pays off; sales 
skyrocket, sparked by an extensive magazine advertising 
campaign. Between Sept. and Dec. 1983 over 1 million 
packs are sold. A host of competitors rush to follow Eden’s 

lead... and many of them go to Muso. Eden objects.
 July 31. Fifth Anniversary of the founding of the 
Soyfoods Association of North America.
 Late July. Hot, dry summer weather heats up the price 
of soybeans from $6/bu to over $9.50/bu in August and 
September, falling back to $8 in December.
 Aug. 15. Time magazine article on stylish ice creams has 
a paragraph on Tofutti soy ice cream.
 Aug. 15. Delegation of four soyfoods experts from 
People’s Republic of China spends 5 hours at The Soyfoods 
Center. First stop of the fi rst Chinese soyfoods team to visit 
the USA.
 Aug. 15. Soyfoods Center makes the fi rst photocopy of 
the entire Log of the Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia, 
1929-31. 6,170 pages. The only original is owned by the 
American Soybean Assoc. in St. Louis.
 Aug. Farm Foods serves Ice Bean soymilk ice cream at 
the American Soybean Association convention in Nashville, 
Tennessee.
 Sept. Legume in New Jersey, in their second public 
stock offering in 15 months, raises an additional $400,000 
($300,000 net).
 Sept. Continental Soyfoods, run by Pat Aylward in 
Minneapolis, goes out of business.
 Sept. 9. Richard Leviton leaves Massachusetts, moves 
Soyfoods magazine to Encinitas, California. But he decides 
to leave there a week later.
 Sept. 21. New Ten Speed Press edition of The Book 
of Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi published. Extensively 
revised. Shows miso consumption in U.S. has increased 
300% since 1975.
 Sept. 25. Open House at new headquarters of Soyfoods 
Center for 30 people, including Nancy Dailey, who is 
writing a major story on soybeans for National Geographic 
magazine, and for Richard Leviton, newly arrived in 
California. Shurtleff shows color slides of soyfoods in China.
 Sept. 26–Oct. 1. Symposium on “Soybean in Tropical 
and Subtropical Cropping Systems” held at Tsukuba, Japan. 
About 200 people attended. Proceedings were published in 
1985.
 Sept. 28. Soyfoods Center buys its fi rst computer and 
begins computerization, which soon leads to development 
of the world’s three largest computerized databases focusing 
on soyfoods and the soybean industry–from which this 
chronology is compiled.

3644. Hymowitz, T.; Harlan, J.R. 1983. Introduction of 
soybean to North America by Samuel Bowen in 1765. 
Economic Botany 37(4):371-79. Dec. [48 ref]
• Summary: The soybean, a domesticate of China, was fi rst 
introduced to North America in 1765 by Samuel Bowen, 
a seaman employed by the East India Company, who 
brought soybeans to Savannah, The Colony of Georgia, 
from China via London. Bowen claimed that he was a 
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prisoner in China for nearly 4 years (probably between 
1759 and 1763) and was carried 2,000 miles from place to 
place through the interior of the country. In 1764 Bowen 
arrived in Savannah. On 30 March 1765 he married Miss 
Jeanie (Jane) Spencer, daughter of William Spencer, the 
Collector of Customs in Savannah. “This gained Samuel 
Bowen instant respectability.” On 14 May 1765 Bowen 
purchased a 450-acre tract of land at Thunderbolt, a few 
miles East of Savannah, from Grey Elliott. His plantation, 
named “Greenwich,” became the center of his farming and 
manufacturing enterprises. Bowen also purchased an 84-
acre tract of land near this Thunderbolt property from John 
Mulryn; he called it Macas (Macao) Island.
 In the spring of 1765 Bowen did not have land available 
to sow seeds. Therefore, he asked Henry Yonge, the 
Surveyor-General of Georgia, to plant soybean seed that 
he had brought from China. These were the earliest known 
soybeans grown in North America. From 1766 Mr. Bowen 
planted soybeans on his own plantation, Greenwich. From 
these soybeans, Bowen made soy sauce and soy-based 
vermicelli, which he patented in 1767 and was exporting to 
England by 1770. Table 1 (p. 377) shows exports of sago, 
soy sauce (in quart bottles), and vermicelli from Savannah, 
Georgia (1766-1775). He exported 162 quarts of soy sauce 
in 1770-1771, 60 quarts in 1772-1773, 36 quarts in 1773-
1774, and 800 quarts (200 gallons) in 1774-1775. Bowen’s 
soy sauce was probably relished in London. In May 1774 he 
also exported peanuts, sesame seed, and sassafras blossoms. 
Samuel Bowen traveled to London in 1766, returning to 
Savannah in November. “He must have had a triumphant 
welcome in Savannah and most certainly his status as an 
entrepreneur among his fellow Georgians increased, for 
Samuel Bowen was awarded a gold medal from the Society 
of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce and received a present 
of 200 guineas from King George III.”
 Note from Prof. Hymowitz. 2012. Dec. 26. “Bowen 
received 200 guineas from the King as a prize. Bowen was 
also involved in a 100 guinea transaction however it had 
nothing to do with the prize.”
 It was the opinion of Dr. John Fothergill, the famous 
English physician and botanist, that the Society should award 
Mr. Bowen the gold medal based on tests conducted by 
the Society’s agricultural committee. “Samuel Bowen was 
introduced to King George III by Lord Dartmouth, who was 
the president of the Board of Trade and a Lord of the Privy 
Council.”
 Bowen’s exports probably ended or were drastically 
reduced by the Revolutionary War starting in early 1776. 
He made two more trips to England in 1769 (to Gosport) 
and 1774 (to Cowas). Bowen died in 1778, probably shortly 
before his will was probated on Sept. 12 of that year.
 When and how did Samuel Bowen travel to China? On 
8 Feb. 1758 he signed on as a seaman on the Pitt, headed for 
the East India Trading Company’s factory in Canton, China. 

At 600 tons, the Pitt was the largest ship to sail from England 
to China since the fi rst ship, the London, went to Macao 
in 1635. After a brief stop at Madras, India, the Pitt was 
accompanied by a two-masted tender, the Success, which 
assisted the Pitt through uncharted waters, until it arrived in 
Canton, China, on 16 April 1759. About two months later, 
on 13 June 1759, Bowen boarded the Success, which sailed 
north to Ningpo, then on to Tientsin. Also on board was 
James Flint, an employee of the East India company since 
1736, and now the Company’s Chinese interpreter. Mr. Flint 
left the Success at Tientsin on 29 July 1759 and returned to 
Canton via an overland route, arriving about 43 days later, on 
Sept. 10.
 The voyage of the Success became a major international 
incident in both China and England, because the Emperor 
had prohibited foreigners from trading outside of Canton. 
James Flint was eventually imprisoned by the Chinese at 
Macao from Dec. 1759 to Nov. 1762, then banished from 
China forever by the Emperor Ch’ien-lung. The Success was 
never heard of again. Bowen claimed that he was a prisoner 
in China for nearly four years and that he was carried 2,000 
miles in the interior of China. Bowen returned to London 
in late 1763. On 10 Nov. 1763 he received £28 and 11d for 
his services on board the Pitt. But six days later, on Nov. 
16, he petitioned the Court of Directors of the East India 
Company to redress a grievance concerning his wages and 
imprisonment in China. The court ordered that he be paid 
£19 and 10d more. In total, from 1748 to 1864, Bowen 
earned about £80 in wages as a seaman for the East India 
Company from 1758-1764. By contrast, James Flint earned 
a minimum of £8,500 from 1760-1766. Of Flint’s total, 
£6,500 was in commissions as a supercargo and £2,000 was 
for the hardships he underwent (primarily imprisonment for 
almost 3 years) and future opportunities missed because of 
banishment.
 The second soybean introduction to North America was 
by Benjamin Franklin. In 1770 he sent seeds from London 
to the botanist John Bartram in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
This was 5 years after Samuel Bowen’s introduction.
 Bowen was interested in making a starch powder to 
substitute for sago power, which he found so widely used 
in China. He wrote on 17 Sept. 1766 that in Georgia he had 
found the vegetable that produced this powder. However 
Dossie (1768-1771) reveals that Bowen used the root of a 
vegetable to make a substitute for sago powder, and Bonner 
(1964) concludes that the sago substitute was made from 
sweet potatoes [Ipomoea batatas].
 Note 1. Maps of the area show that Savannah and 
Thunderbolt are in northwestern Georgia, very near the 
southern tip of South Carolina and quite near the Atlantic 
Ocean. Yonge (pronounced Young) probably grew America’s 
fi rst soybeans on Skidaway Island (Hymowitz, pers. 
comm., 27 May 1989). This island is located about 10 
miles southeast of Thunderbolt (which is 8 miles southeast 
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of the center of present-day Savannah), on the coast of the 
Atlantic Ocean in Georgia, at the confl uence of 3 rivers. Both 
Skidaway Island and Thunderbolt are in Savannah’s “coastal 
low-country area.” The Wilmington River runs along the 
northern side of both Thunderbolt and Skidaway Island. In 
1765 and 1766 Skidaway Island and Thunderbolt were both 
located in Christ Church Parish, Colony of Georgia. The fi rst 
counties in Georgia were created in 1777; at that time Christ 
Church Parish became part of Chatham County.
 Note 2. This document contains the earliest date seen 
for soybeans in Georgia, or the thirteen colonies (which later 
became the United States of America), or the cultivation of 
soybeans in Georgia, or the USA (spring 1765). Address: 
Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 
Urbana, Illinois.

3645. Ju, Nai-hu; Damiano, D.; Shin, C-S.; Kim, N-K.; 
Wang, S.S. 1983. Continuous ethanol fermentation of 
Zymomonas mobilis using soy fl our as a protective agent. 
Biotechnology Letters (Kew, England) 5(12):837-42. Dec. 
(Chem. Abst. 100:84202m). [25 ref]
• Summary: An “increase of 81.6% in ethanol concentration 
and fermentor productivity was obtained due to the addition 
of soy fl our to a continuous culture of Zymomonas mobilis.” 
Address: Dep. of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, 
Rutgers, The State Univ. of New Jersay, P.O. Box 909, 
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854.

3646. Product Name:  [Soybean Oil (In a Tetra Brik Aseptic 
Carton, identifi ed with ASA’s SoyaSign)].
Foreign Name:  Crivellaro Oilio di Semi di Soia (Tutto 
Vegetale).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Crivellaro S.p.A.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Via Mazzini, 30, 35030 
Sarmeola di Rubano, Padova, Italy.  Phone: 049/63.14.55.
Date of Introduction:  1983.
New Product–Documentation:  ASA Member Letter. 1986. 
Nov/Dec. In 1983 the American Soybean Assoc. and Italy’s 
Crivellaro Company began promoting soybean oil in Italy. 
The company used ASA’s Soyasign on its soy oil product 
label to designate high quality. Sales are up 35% to more 
than 15 million liters for 1986. Now other Italian companies 
which market soy oil are also looking toward promotion to 
increase their sales. Crivellaro is now marketing its identifi ed 
soy oil in the UK.
 Talk with Joseph Maranelli. 1988. Oct. 7. He is an ASA 
consultant in Italy. Their identifi ed soy oil sells 22 million 
liters a year, which is number one in Italy for an identifi ed 
soy oil. ASA and Crivellaro are trying to improve the image 
of soy. Crivellaro puts in twice as much as TEA (Targeted 
Export Assistance) gives them and still fi nds it worth their 
while.
 Brochure, undated. In Italian and English. Shows close-
up color photos of the Carton/Label, which is green, yellow, 

and gold on white.
 Leafl et. 1990? Soia e salute [Soya and health]. Photos 
show top of package, dated June 1986 and Dec. 1987.

3647. EUVEPRO. 1983. Vegetable proteins survey of 
legislation in European countries. Brussels, Belgium. 47 p. 
30 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Preface. EEC Countries: Belgium, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Ireland, United Kingdom. Other European 
countries: Austria, Finland, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland. Summary of vegetable protein 
legislation in European countries (chart).
 About 3 pages (range 1-6) are devoted to the 
legislation in each country. The United Kingdom (6 p.) has 
the following typical contents: General. Meat products. 
Cured meats. Spreadable products. Bread. Bakery and 
confectionery products. Dietetic foods, baby foods. Fish 
products (see also Spreadable products). Dairy products. 
Pasta products. Soups and sauces. Novel protein foods 
(“There is an ‘in principle’ agreement to nutritional 
equivalence for vegetable protein foods which simulate 
meat”). Address: 19, rue de l’Orme, B–1040 Brussels, 
[Belgium].

3648. Product Name:  MacSoy TVP?
Manufacturer’s Name:  MacSoy Lanka Pvt. Ltd. 
(Importer). Made in England.
Manufacturer’s Address:  51 Layards Rd., Colombo 5, Sri 
Lanka.
Date of Introduction:  1983.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Jane 
Gleason. 1988. She met with Mr. Davis Philip, Director 25 
March 1988. The managing director is Wesley Philip. This 
company started in 1983, initially entirely with soy food 
products. Then they diversifi ed. Davis Philip is looking 
for sources of TVP as the best quality English TVP is now 
priced too high. He is planning to produce TVP in Sri Lanka. 
“Initially the beans will be imported to ensure the most 
suitable strain, then later they can be grown here. Cost of 
the project: Rs. 4 million, half private, half government. He 
wants information of TVP equipment.
 The company presently uses 1,000 kg/month of 
soybeans (purchased from a private source for Rs. 7/50–
10/00 per kg) and 100 kg/month of soy fl our (purchased 
from SFRC at Gannoruwa for Rs. 16/kg). Production is now 
stable. “Consumers purchase the product for nutrition and 
economy, especially low income earners, vegetarians, and 
those who have to take low cholesterol foods. Soy sauce and 
soya noodles are sold to all income earners.”

3649. Product Name:  MacSoy Soya Cafe.
Manufacturer’s Name:  MacSoy Lanka Pvt. Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  51 Layards Rd., Colombo 5, Sri 
Lanka.
Date of Introduction:  1983.
Ingredients:  (Not given on label).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm box. Retails for Rs. 7/5.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Jane 
Gleason. In March 1988 she talked with Mr. Davis Philip, 
the director. The managing director is Wesley Philip. The 
company began producing soyfood products in 1983, then 
diversifi ed. Davis Philip is looking for sources of TVP as 
the best quality English TVP is now priced too high. He is 
planning to produce TVP in Sri Lanka. “Initially the beans 
will be imported to insure the most suitable strain, then later 
they can be grown here.” Cost of the project: Rs. 4 million, 
half private, half government. He wants information on TVP 
machinery.
 The company presently uses 1000 kg/month of soybeans 
(purchased from a private source for Rs. 7/50–10/00 per 
kg) and 100 kg/month of soy fl our (purchased from SFRC 
at Gannoruwa for Rs. 16/kg). Production is now stable. 
“Consumers purchase the product for nutrition and economy, 
especially low income earners, vegetarians, and those who 
have to take low cholesterol foods. Soy sauce and soya 
noodles are sold to all income earners.”
 Note that this soy sauce is made for MacSoy by Eastern 
Food Products.

3650. Soya Foods Ltd. 1983. Product information (Portfolio). 
New Malden House, 1 Blagdon Road, New Malden, Surrey 
KT3 4TB, England. 24 p. Manufacturer’s catalog.

• Summary: See next page. Individual product sheets are 
given for: Bredsoy (An enzyme-active full-fat soya fl our 
for use in mechanical development and conventional bread 
processes). Argos. Bonus. Bunkum. Cadenza. Corsair. Crown 
Crust. Golden Mix. Hibred. Impact. Complete Malt Mix, 
Mistral. Access. Protisoya (Heat treated defatted soy fl our). 
Trugran (Processed full fat kibbled soya). Trojan. Topez. 
Tempest. Status. Sonet. Scotia. Opus. Oberon.
 Note: Many of these products contain no soy. Address: 
New Malden, Surrey, England.

3651. Soyfoods company business cards. 1983. 1 p.
• Summary: 1. Nature’s Inn (New York, New York).
 2. Creative Soyfoods Inc. (River Falls, Wisconsin).
 3. Spring Creek Soy Dairy (Spencer, West Virginia).
 4. New England Soy Dairy Inc. (Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts).
 5. Light Foods Inc. (St. Louis, Missouri).
 6. Osoja–La Maison du Tofu (Carouge, Geneva, 
Switzerland).
 7. Cauldron Foods (Fishponds, Bristol, UK).
 8. STS-Soya Technology Systems LTD. (Central, Hong 
Kong).

3652. Wood, Brian J.B. 1983. Festivals, food and 
fermentation. New Scientist 100:914-23. *
Address: Dep. of Bioscience & Biotechnology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

3653. Wood, Brian J.B.; Walker, C.A. 1983. Soy sauce–from 
research project to factory production. Process Biochemistry 
18:123-28. In Advances in Fermentation supplement. *
Address: Dep. of Bioscience & Biotechnology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

3654. American Soybean Assoc. 1983. If it says soya, it’ll be 
good for you. Checkoff Successfi le. United Kingdom #403. 
2 p.
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

3655. Cameron, Margaret; Hofvander, Yngve. 1983. Manual 
on feeding infants and young children. 3rd ed. Oxford, 
England: Oxford University Press. Sponsored by UN / ACC 
Sub-Committee on Nutrition. xx + 214 p. See p. 54. Illust. 
Index. 24 cm. Series: Oxford Medical Publications. 2nd ed. 
was 1976. [1 ref]
• Summary: Chapter 7, “Foods and their nutrient value” (p. 
52+) begins with a section titled “Foods of plant origin” in 
which there is a long subsection on “Legumes (dried beans 
and pulses)” (p. 53-55). “Most legumes contain little fat but 
soybeans, groundnuts, and winged bean seeds are rich in oil 
and so have higher energy value than other legumes.”
 “Soybeans deserve special mention because they contain 
nearly 40 per cent protein which is similar in value to 
protein from animal sources, and 18 per cent oil. Like other 
legumes they have a fair proportion of unavailable starch 
which can be removed by various processing and cooking 
methods, many of which have been developed in Asia. These 
processes also remove the natural toxins, the bitter taste and 
the unattractive grey colour that results if the soybeans are 
boiled in the same way as other legumes. Many soy products, 
such as curds, pastes [e.g., miso], and cheeses [e.g., tofu], 
have a higher water content than the plain boiled bean and 
consequently have a lower concentration of protein and other 
nutrients. Nevertheless the products are more acceptable 
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and palatable and are very useful supplements in a rice diet. 
Flour made from whole soybeans and other soybean products 
are being developed in both Asia and Africa (USDA 1979, 
Soybeans as Human Food). These could be useful foods for 
young children.
 “Another legume which is being encouraged for wider 
use is the winged bean because its nutritional value is similar 
to soya and all parts of the plant can be used. Groundnuts 
(peanuts) contain about 45% oil and 25% protein, although 
the quality is lower than in other beans” (p. 54).
 A table titled “Representative nutrient values of foods” 
has a section on “Pulses / legumes and products,” which 
includes (p. 189): Soy bean, dry. Soy bean curd (unpressed) 
Soy bean curd cheese Soy bean curd (Tofu) home made. 
Tempeh. Source: FAO (1972). Food Composition Tables for 
Use in East Asia. Address: 1. Principal lecturer in nutrition 
and dietetics, Polytechnic of North London, England; 2. Prof. 
of International Health, Univ. of Uppsala, Sweden.

3656. Daussant, J.; Mossé, J.; Vaughan, J. eds. 1983. Seed 
proteins. London and New York: Academic Press. xiv + 335 
p. Subject index. 24 cm. Series: Annual Proceedings of the 
Photochemical Society of Europe, No. 9.
• Summary: Several individual papers that discuss soy 
proteins or wheat proteins (gluten) are cited separately. 
Address: 1. Laboratoire de Physiologie des Organes 
Végétaux, CNRS [Centre Nationale de la Recherche 
Scientifi que], 92190 Meudon, France; 2. Laboratoire d’Etude 
des Protéines, INRA Versailles, France; 3. Dep. of Biology, 
Queen Elizabeth College, Univ. of London, England.

3657. Driver, Christopher. 1983. The British at table, 1940-
1980. London: Chatto & Windus–The Hogarth Press. xi + 
212 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm. [220* + 169 endnotes]
• Summary: Chapter 2, titled “The seven lean years,” 
discusses the period from 1941 to 1947 when food was 
rationed during World War II in Britain. An excerpt from the 
diary of Vere Hodgson for 7 May 1944 (p. 16) states: “I have 
an order with the Dairy for a pound of sausage... of soya 
bean fl our.”
 Chapter 6, “Tastes of Britain: the age of choice” includes 
long discussions (p. 99-107) of the rise of vegetarianism and 
health / whole foods. Since “the free market in ‘fl esh food’ 
returned to Britain it has been clear that shortages converted 
fewer people to vegetarianism than abundance does.” 
“The distinction between vegetarianism and whole food 
is fi ne.” Almost all health food restaurants are vegetarian, 
but not all vegetarian restaurants serve health food. “By 
1980, the profession of vegetarianism no longer sounded 
like the equivalent of wearing sackcloth and ashes.” Also 
discusses TVP and Worcestershire sauce (p. 99), “plant 
milk” and single cell proteins (p. 137-38), “TVP (texturised 
vegetable protein),” “meat extenders or substitutes of this 
kind, chiefl y derived from the soy-bean,” “march up to Soho 

Chinatown and sit down to a dish of beancurd [tofu] made 
from the same soybean staple by a cottage industry process 
ecologically superior to the multi-million pound machinery 
and vast energy input that western culture tolerates for the 
sake of making fake steak,” “The fi rst tentative fl ights of 
artifi cial protein may seem a long way from the precious 
mating calls of contemporary British foodies...” (p. 139).
 World population continues to grow, and global 
food production must grow with it. “At some point not 
very far along that road, the role played in human diet by 
comparatively ineffi cient protein conversion machines 
such as cows, pigs and chickens, however intensively bred 
and farmed, would have to be diminished or abandoned. 
Here and there, the animals concerned would be relegated 
to agricultural zoos, to be gazed at with wild surmises 
by people who obtained their nourishment chiefl y from 
the protein output of those industrious worms, bugs, and 
funguses, appropriately fl avored.”
 Contains an interesting bibliography and endnotes. 
Address: England.

3658. Gibney, Michael J.; Kritchevsky, David. 1983. 
Animal and vegetable proteins in lipid metabolism and 
atherosclerosis. New York, NY: Alan R. Liss, Inc. ix + 177 p. 
Index. 24 cm. (Current Topics in Nutrition and Disease, Vol. 
8).
• Summary: “This volume is the result of a workshop on 
the subjects of animal and vegetable protein effects on lipid 
metabolism and atherosclerosis which was held during 
the XII International Congress of Nutrition in San Diego, 
California, 1981. The workshop was structured for maximum 
discussion and did not allow for the formal presentation of 
results by the large number of participants... This volume is a 
‘state-of-the-art’ summary of current knowledge.” A separate 
entry is given for each chapter. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, 
Medical School, Univ. of Southampton, Southampton, 
England, U.K.; 2. The Wistar Inst., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

3659. Gold, Mark. 1983. Assault and battery: What factory 
farming means for humans and animals. London: Pluto 
Press. xiv + 172 p. Illust. 20 cm. *

3660. Hawthorne, J.N.; O’Mullane, J.E. 1983. A comparison 
of the effects of feeding linoleic acid-rich lecithin or corn oil 
on cholesterol absorption and metabolism in the rat. In: J.N. 
Hawthorne and D. Lekim, eds. 1983. Soya Lecithin Dietetic 
Applications: Proceedings of the Second International 
Colloquium on Soya Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: 
Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. See p. 87-90. [9 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Equivalent amounts of linoleic 
acid in the form of either purifi ed soya phosphatidylcholine 
(lecithin) or triacylglycerol (corn oil) were fed to rats on 
a diet containing 0.5% cholesterol. The effects of the two 
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preparations on serum cholesterol, serum total fatty acid 
profi les, liver HMG-CoA reductase, cholesterol absorption 
and faecal excretion of neutral sterols are compared.”
 There are some advantages in using the soya lecithin 
compared with the vegetable oils as a dietary additive. 
Address: Dep. of Biochemistry, Univ. Hospital and Medical 
School, Nottingham NG7 2UH, U.K.

3661. Johnson, Paul. 1983. History of the modern world. 
London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson. 817 p. *

3662. Jowitt, Ronald. ed. 1983. Extrusion cooking 
technology. London: Elsevier Applied Science Publishers. xx 
+ 212 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [292 ref]
• Summary: Note: “Selected papers reprinted from Journal 
of Food Engineering, Vol. 2, numbers 2-4, 1983. Brief 
presentations were made at a Symposium on Extrusion 
Cooking organized by Professor Pikka Linko at the 7th 
World Cereal and Bread Congress in Prague in 1982, which 
are amplifi ed in this collection.”
 Contents: Optimisation of process variables in extrusion 
texturing of soya. Steady-state modelling of extrusion 
cooking employing response surface methodology. Response 
surface methodology in the control of thermoplastic 
extrusion of starch. Engineering aspects of single- and twin-
screw extrusion-cooking of biopolymers. Extrusion cooking 
of grains for ethanol production. Production of fl at bread by 
extrusion cooking using different wheat/rye ratios. Protein 
enrichment and grain with poor baking ability. Animal feed 
applications of extrusion cooking and a Polish example. 
Extrusion cooking and bioconversions. Twin-screw extrusion 
cooking of starches. Flow behaviour of starch pastes. 
Expansion and mechanical properties of extrudates. The 
effect of extrusion cooking on nutritional value–A literature 
review (with 105 references).
 The Preface begins: “The subject of extrusion cooking is 
now of major importance in food processing.” Indeed “it is 
being increasingly regarded as a versatile, high-temperature, 
short-time (HTST) bioreactor.” Address: Visiting Prof., 
Catholic Univ. of Leuven, Belgium. Polytechnic of the South 
Bank, London, UK.

3663. Payne, P.I. 1983. Breeding for protein quantity and 
protein quality in seed crops. In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. 
Vaughan, eds. 1983. Seed Proteins. London and New York: 
Academic Press. xiv + 335 p. See p. 223-53. Chap. 11. [92* 
ref]
• Summary: “Western Europe has a wide protein defi cit. 
The UK for instance imports over 70% of its crude protein 
requirement (other than from grass), 819 kt [kilotonnes = 
1,000 metric tons] in 1974 (J.C.O., 1976). Most soybean is 
imported by West Germany, 3701 kt in 1974, followed by 
the Netherlands with 1590 kt (Wilson, 1977). A major plant 
breeding object in Europe is to reduce this protein defi cit. 

Currently, production of the soybean in Europe is largely 
confi ned to Romania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia because the 
maritime climate of Western Europe is unsuitable for present 
varieties. A long term solution may be the development of 
new varieties of soybean which are adapted to the West 
European climate. It is likely in the short term that any 
reduction in soybean imports will be achieved by breeding 
new varieties of legumes that are currently grown in Europe. 
These are the fi eld bean, pea, lupin, French bean and the 
lentil. The recent demand for protein-rich legumes in Europe 
has arisen from the introduction of intensive rearing of 
monogastric farm animals.” Address: Plant Breeding Inst., 
Maris Lane, Trumpington, Cambridge, England.

3664. Pusztai, A.; Croy, R.R.D.; Grant, G.; Stewart, J.C. 
1983. Seed lectins: Distribution, location and biological role. 
In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. Vaughan, eds. 1983. Seed 
Proteins. London and New York: Academic Press. xiv + 335 
p. See p. 53-82. Chap. 3. [129* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Occurrence in fl owering 
plants. Location and biological role: Location in the plant, 
ultrastructural location, biological role.
 Includes a discussion of lectins in soybean seeds. “The 
general occurrence in plants of proteins which agglutinate 
human or animal red cells has been well established since 
Stillmark’s original observation of the haemagglutination 
caused by extracts of the toxic Ricinus seeds (Stillmark, 
1888).” Address: 1,3-4. The Rowett Research Inst., 
Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland; 2. Dep. of Botany, Univ. of 
Durham, Durham, England.

3665. Sams, Craig; Sams, Ann. 1983. The brown rice 
cookbook: A selection of delicious, wholesome recipes. New 
York and England: Thorsons Publishers Inc. 128 p. Illust. by 
Clive Birch. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Page 14 gives a description of soya sauce, 
shoyu, tamari, and miso. Soy-related recipes include: Miso 
soup with brown rice (p. 30). Miso sauce (p. 54). Tamari 
sauce (p. 55). Miso rice (p. 125). Craig Sams has also written 
a book titled About Macrobiotics.
 “In the early 1960’s many people in Europe and the 
U.S.A. were attracted to the ideas of Georges Ohsawa, a 
Japanese who had rediscovered the importance of dietary 
balance in traditional Eastern medicine.” He taught 
macrobiotics, a dietary system in which brown rice plays a 
major role. “In the world of pop music the expression ‘brown 
rice sandwiches’ was used in association with the musicians 
who adopted wholefood diets.” Then in the mid-1970s came 
the bran boom with an upsurge of interest in sources of 
dietary fi bre, including brown rice.
 Why did brown rice ever lose its once pre-eminent 
position to white rice? “The answer lies partly in the fact that 
while white rice will keep almost indefi nitely, brown rice 
should be fresh. It attracts insects once it has been husked, so 
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it needs more care in storage and more attention to effi cient 
distribution.” White rice also cooks more quickly.
 “Pythagoras would not let his students eat beans because 
he believed they inhibited the higher intellectual processes. 
However, it is likely that this was because the prevalent bean 
of classical Greece was the fava bean–harmless in itself but 
with a hard brown skin which, if regularly eaten, can lead to 
favism, symptoms of which are deterioration of vision and 
mental faculties.”

3666. Sams, Craig. 1983. Macrobiotica: una forma de 
alimentarse [About macrobiotics: The way of eating]. 
Madrid, Spain: EDAF. 123 p. 18 cm. [Spa]*
• Summary: Translated from the English by Rafael 
Lassaletta. Also published the same year in Mexico by the 
same publisher (EDAF Mexicana) with the same number of 
pages.

3667. Santa Maria, Jack. 1983. Chinese vegetarian cookery. 
London: Rider & Hutchinson Publishing Group. 159 p. 
Illust. by Kate Simunek. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: A 1987 edition was published in the USA by 
CRCS Publications, P.O. Box 20850, Reno, Nevada 89515. 
The recipes fall into 12 categories, one of which is “Bean 
Curd” (Dòufu, p. 51-66, 30 recipes). There are also many 
tofu recipes in other chapters, plus recipes using soy beans, 
“bean curd sheets” and “bean curd sticks” [yuba], “salted 
black beans” [fermented black soybeans]. “Black soya beans 
fermented with malt [sic, mold], salt and fl our are obtained in 
an almost dry form. They are particularly good for enriching 
the fl avor of a bean curd dish.”
 All recipes have both their English and Chinese names, 
with the latter written in pinyin with the four tonal marks 
(very useful). The author notes that “Since 1958, Pinyin 
(‘phonetic transcription’) has been the offi cially endorsed 
romanization of Chinese, although the West has taken some 
time to abandon the confusing Wade-Giles system. Pinyin 
gives a more accurate rendering of spoken Chinese.”

3668. Schofi eld, J. David; Booth, Michael R. 1983. Wheat 
proteins and their technological signifi cance. Developments 
in Food Proteins 2:1-65. Chap. 1. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. 
London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science 
Publishers). [206* ref]
• Summary: “Wheat is the world’s largest cereal crop with 
annual production of approximately 450 million tonnes 
[metric tons] and it is a major component of the staple diet 
in many areas of the world. Its importance owes much to 
its almost unique ability to be baked into bread, a property 
governed largely by the physicochemical properties of its 
endosperm storage proteins, collectively termed gluten.”
 Also discusses lipoxygenase and enzyme-active soy 
fl our. Address: RHM Research Ltd., High Wycombe, UK.

3669. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1983. Leaders of 
the Soyfoods Movement in Europe (Document part). In: 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 1983. Soyfoods Industry and Market: 
Directory and Databook. 3rd ed. Lafayette, CA: Soyfoods 
Center. 121 p. See p. 109.
• Summary: The name, address, and phone number of 
the following people are given: Wolfgang Furth-Kuby of 
Sojaquelle, Peter Wiegand of Auenland Tofu, and Boo 
Massobrio of Weg Der Natur in West Germany. Verena 
Krieger and Walter Daenzer of Soyana in Switzerland. Sjon 
Welters of Manna Natural Foods in the Netherlands. Ted 
Nordquist and Tim Ohlund of Aros Sojaprodukter in Sweden. 
Bernard Storup of Soy SARL and Alexander Nabben of 
Europa Farm in France. Gilberto Bianchini of Community 
Food in Italy. Kym Olsen in England. Pierre Gevaert of 
Lima Foods in Belgium. Jane O’Brien in Ireland. Dr. Brian 
J.B. Wood of the University of Strathclyde, Microbiology 
Department, in Scotland. Lawrence Dreyer of Weg Der Natur 
in Austria. As of July 1982 there are 609 European names 
and addresses on the Soyfoods Center Mailing List. Address: 
Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3670. Simons, P. 1983. The marketing of pure soya lecithin 
granules in the United Kingdom. In: J.N. Hawthorne and 
D. Lekim, eds. 1983. Soya Lecithin Dietetic Applications: 
Proceedings of the Second International Colloquium on Soya 
Lecithin. Hoya, West Germany: Semmelweiss-Verlag. 180 p. 
See p. 167-71.
• Summary: “Summary: G.R. Lane Health Products Limited 
have been marketing pure soya lecithin granules in the 
United Kingdom since 1973. A major problem in selling 
lecithin has always been one of communication. There is a 
fairly complicated message that has to be got across to the 
consumer in order to convince him of the value of lecithin in 
the control of dietary fats and especially cholesterol. Recent 
government legislation has made this task increasingly 
diffi cult.
 “At the same time research has given us a better 
understanding of the action of lecithin and of the importance 
of HDL and LDL as cholesterol carriers. This work is 
of great importance but is also makes the problem of 
communication with the lay-person more complex. More 
effective methods must be found to convince medical 
opinion and the public of the advisability of taking a lecithin 
supplement, otherwise the opportunity to use it in the 
management of dietary fats may be diminished.
 “Most of the lecithin granules purchased in the United 
Kingdom are used because the consumer believes they will 
help to control cholesterol. A small market research survey 
revealed that 68% of purchasers of Lanes Lecigran Lecithin 
Granules used it to help reduce cholesterol and also reveals 
other reasons for its use and the motivation for purchase.” 
Address: G.R. Lane Health Products Ltd., Gloucester, 
England.
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3671. SoyaScan Questions. 1983. Questions about the history 
of tempeh. Further research needed. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1. Learn more about the early history of tempeh 
in Indonesia before 1875. There must be some earlier 
references by missionaries, travelers, traders, etc.
 2. Learn more about tempeh (tou chiah ping) in China.
 3. Were there no references to tempeh by Indonesians 
prior to Soetan in 1956? Not even dictionaries?
 4. How does the vitamin B-12 content of fresh tempeh 
compare with that of cooked (boiled, fried) tempeh?
 5. Which was the fi rst commercial European tempeh 
Co? Firma E.S. Lembekker in Jan.1959? Ask them about 
Firma ENTI?
 6. Where was ENTI founded? When did they start to sell 
tempeh commercially? Where did the April 1946 founding 
date come from? Europe? van Dappern?
 7. Did Robert van Dappern learn to make tempeh from 
the man who started Firma ENTI? If not, from whom? When 
did he move his plant to Kerkrade (about 1972-73)? When 
did he buy the $1 million plant (about 1980-81)? In mid-
1982 was production 7,000 lb/wk or 10,000 lb/day as Ike 
said? How much tempeh does he make now each day? Each 
week?
 8. What have Hedger and Basuki done with tempeh at 
Wales and what are they planning to do (O’Neill 1980)? Did 
they ever start a tempeh plant?
 9. How many pages does Nakazawa have on Rhizopus? 
Does he mention tempeh at Penicillium?
 10. Who wrote the early article on tempeh at Kyushu 
University, Japan, that interested Torigoe?
 11. Get full citations for and copies of the following 
documents: Wigman, pre 1900.
 12. Did Ohta or Karauchi write an early article on 
tempeh in about Showa 7 or 8 (1932-33)? Ohta mentioned 
this.
 13. Try to get the article (about 1947-48) from Nosan 
Seizo, written by Ohta Teruo or Nakano Masahiro.
 14. When did the Natto Gyokai News (or any natto 
newspaper) publish its fi rst article on tempeh. I’d like to 
get copies of all early and recent important articles it has 
published.
 15. Dr. S.O. Robson, Netherlands. Reward of $1 per 
year for citations on tempeh prior to 1875. Maximum $100.
 16. K.K. Fuji was interested in Japan since 1980, says 
Dr. Wang at NRRC. Who are they? Who is Nihon Kogyo?
 17. Get samples of Michael Cohen’s new tempeh bags 
and labels.
 18. Get answers to all the questions I wrote to Watanabe 
and Takamine in Kyushu.
 19. Who made the early tempeh starter in Japan?
 20. KOPTI: Please send me the names and locations 
by city of Indonesia’s fi ve largest tempeh companies. How 

many kg of tempeh does each make per week?
 21. Get a full bibliographical citation for Kawarai.

3672. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1983. Progress in preservation 
of food through fermentation. In: L.W. Shemilt, ed. 1983. 
Chemistry and World Food Supplies: The New Frontiers 
CHEMRAWN II. New York: Pergamon Press. See p. 421-35. 
[78 ref]
• Summary: Discusses tempeh, Rank, Hovis, MacDougall 
Institute in England (meat analogs from mold mycelium), 
microbial protein (SCP, or single-cell protein), ontjom, etc. 
Address: Prof. of Microbiology and Food Science, Inst. 
of Food Science, Cornell Univ., Geneva/Ithaca, New York 
14456.

3673. Vaughan, J.G. 1983. Use of seed proteins in taxonomy 
and phylogeny. In: J. Daussant, J. Mossé and J. Vaughan, 
eds. 1983. Seed Proteins. London and New York: Academic 
Press. xiv + 335 p. See p. 135-53. Chap. 6. [116* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Serology. Lectins. Gel 
electrophoresis. Amino acid sequence data. Industrial and 
agricultural applications. Discussion. “Taxonomy is the 
oldest of the biological disciplines.”
 In the section titled “Industrial and Agricultural 
Applications,” the author states: “Seed protein analysis 
may also be useful for the identifi cation of various food 
products... Most of this type of work in food analysis has 
concerned the identifi cation of soya (Glycine max) in meat 
products.” Address: Dep. of Biology, Queen Elizabeth 
College, London, England.

3674. Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. 1983. Yeo’s quality foods and 
beverages. Singapore. 25 p. [Eng]
• Summary: “Yeo Hiap Seng’s heritage dates back to 1900 
in China. The Company started operations in Singapore in 
1935, as a manufacturer of fi ne soya sauces.” A photo shows 
the store front at one of its early locations. Many color 
photos show the company’s products, which include the 
following soyfood products: Soy sprouts, salted black beans, 
salted yellow beans, hoi sin sauce, crushed yellow bean 
sauce, black bean sauce, salted soya beans, soy sauces (light 
or dark), and Yeo’s soya bean drink (canned). Most product 
names are given in English, French, and Chinese. The 
company has offi ces (whose address and phone are given) 
in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, United Kingdom, USA 
(San Jose, California), and Canada (Richmond, BC).
 Photos from this booklet show: (1) One of the 
company’s early offi ces–the date and place are not given. 
(2) Yeo’s range of Oriental sauces. (3) Yeo’s Eastern 
condiments.
 Photos (by William Shurtleff) show: (4) The company’s 
soy sauce products. (5) Other related soy products. Address: 
Singapore.
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3675. Product Name:  Bontrae (Textured Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  GMB Proteins. Div. of Bush Boake 
Allen.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1983?
New Product–Documentation:  Maureen Byrne. 1988. 
Oct. p. 53. GMB Proteins uses a patented method involving 
superheating by means of steam to produce the granular end 
product. This method was perfected in the U.S. by General 
Mills, which then formed a joint venture with Bush Boake 
Allen. Now it is made only in the UK but sold worldwide, 
with the main market being Europe. The advantage of 
GMB’s way of processing the raw ingredient, which is soy 
fl our, is that it is heated very quickly, then dried quickly, 
which reduces the unpleasant beany taste associated with 
soya. According to GMB, the longer the fl our is cooked, the 
more pronounced the beany taste. And because GMB is part 
of Bush Boake Allen, it has the added advantage of being 
able to incorporate sophisticated and sometimes very delicate 
fl avors into the product at the start of the process, so that 
they are well and truly cooked in.

3676. Product Name:  Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Paul’s Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  The Old Brewery, 
Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Hertfordshire, 
England. Phone: Wheathampstead (058283) 4241. 3.  Phone: 
Wheathampstead (058283) 4241.
Date of Introduction:  1983?
New Product–Documentation:  Soyfoods Center 
Computerized Mailing List. 1981. Jan. 22. No phone. The 
owner is later found to be Paul Jones. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 
1985. History of Tempeh. p. 31. This was the fi rst of the new 
wave of “New Age” European tempeh companies.
 L. Leneman. 1985. The Vegetarian. July/Aug. p. 
23. “Tomorrow’s Food.” “Some enterprising wholefood 
shops are now making tempeh (and Paul’s Tofu includes 
fresh tempeh on their price list), but the fi rst company to 
manufacture tempeh on a large scale is Tempeh Foods 
(Ipswich, Suffolk).”
 Letter (e-mail) from Paul Jones in England in reply to 
questions. 2013. March 25. (1) What was the name of your 
company when it started making tofu? Ans: “I was called 
‘Musubi foods’ (made by bringing yin & yang together), but 
people called me Paul Tofu as they had previously called 
me Paul the baker.” (2) Where did you fi rst learn about tofu 
and tempeh? Ans: “I learned about tofu & tempeh from 
Macrobiotics–Chris Dawson (Mitoku / Clearspring) & others 
at East West / Community Health Foundation.”
 “Peter Bradford might remember when he gave us the 
Chinese quern for making the ‘go’.
 “I built an incubator & got tempeh spores growing on a 
culture medium in test tubes from the University of Illinois. 
I got Aspergillus oryzae from Mitoku & was making koji, 

amazake & mugi miso as well as tempeh. U of I got tired of 
sending slopes so I tracked down a lab called Micro Audit, 
part of Murphy & Son, whose main activity is support 
for micro breweries. They still offer extended spores of 
Rhizopus, and are near us in Nottingham.”

3677. Leonard, Thom. 1984. Re: Thoughts on miso in 
America. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 
3. 3 p. Handwritten, with signature.
• Summary: Thom was surprised and pleased to see the 
“Ohio Miso” logo in the history chapter of the new second 
edition of The Book of Miso. “I, too, have found it strange 
that many infl uential people in the macrobiotic community 
have such resistance to the use of the English language in 
describing the varieties of miso.” Thom prefers the terms 
“brown rice” and “barley” to genmai and mugi. “Last 
spring I was asked to give a miso workshop to employees 
of Erewhon’s retail division. I stressed the importance of 
demystifying miso, including the use of English variety 
names. A beginning (belated) at least.
 Next month, in Ireland, Thom will “begin making miso 
on a small scale, 800 pounds a week. My shop space is 
small, my fi nances smaller... I don’t have a company name 
yet, but favor The Irish Miso Company, trade name of Eire 
Miso.” “We are renting a beautifully re-done cottage on a 
south-facing hillside above the River Nore, and will be here 
at least a year.”
 Update: Talk with Thom. 1984. Sept. 24. He was in 
Ireland for a year, but he couldn’t raise the money he needed. 
He planned to export miso to the USA. The Irish economy 
was slow and the UK market was small. He is planning 
another miso company. His wife is in Dublin, Ireland. He 
will go back to meet her there, and then perhaps on to Japan. 
He is now staying with Jim Hemminger, Remelle Road, 
Monroeville, Ohio 44847. Address: Kilkieran, Inistioge, Co. 
Kilkeeny, Ireland.

3678. Wall Street Journal. 1984. Unilever unit plans to 
acquire most of Beatrice’s Shedd. Jan. 10. p. 14, col. 4.
• Summary: “Unilever U.S. Inc., a subsidiary of Unilever 
Group, said it agreed to acquire substantially all of Beatrice 
Foods Co.’s Shedd Margarine Group. Terms of the 
agreement weren’t disclosed.”
 “Shedd, which makes margarine products, is expected to 
report sales of about $200 million for the fi scal year ending 
Feb. 28, excluding a peanut-butter operation that will be 
retained by Beatrice.”
 “Unilever, an Anglo-Dutch food, detergent and industrial 
products concern, had total sales of $21,280 million in the 
1982 calendar year. The company said Shedd will remain a 
separate business under its present management.”
 “Despite the company’s success in building and 
marketing Country Crock and other Shedd products, about 
80% of Shedd’s business remains private label–sold under 
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other names. The highly competitive margarine business is 
dominated by a relatively small number of well-known brand 
names.” Shedd is a large buyer of soybean oil.

3679. Daems, Chr. 1984. Re: Alpro’s commercial soymilk 
products. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Feb. 7. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: Alpro started commercial production of soymilk 
in 1979 at a plant in Izegem with a capacity of 6,000 liters/
hour. Soymilk production in their new plant in Ghent is 
expected to start in May 1984. They have 3 brands of their 
own: Soyamel, Alpro, and Provamel. They also sell their 
soymilk to several companies who use their own brand. 
The best known are DE-VAU-GE in Germany and Granose 
Foods in England. They have recently started selling to 
Health Valley in California under the latter’s brand.
 They sold a turnkey soymilk plant to a company in 
Madagascar, which started making soymilk in Jan. 1984. 
They were attempting to sell compact soymilk plants with 
capacities of 2,000 to 4,000 liters/hour to other countries. 
Address: Alpro, Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, Belgium.

3680. Wood, J.C. 1984. Re: British Soya Products Ltd. is 
now part of the Dalgety Group. Letter to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 14. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead. [6 ref]
• Summary: The company, which is now part of the Dalgety 
Group, will be closing their operation at Bermondsey and 
bringing all their production to their sites at Puckeridge. 
“This means that we shall be the largest manufacturer of 
full-fat soya fl our, certainly in the U.K. and perhaps even in 
Europe.”
 Bredsoy was introduced in 1948 and continues to be 
the base material for the company’s products for the bread 
industry. Address: Chairman, British Soya Products Ltd., 
Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire SG11 1RW, England. 
Phone: (0920) 821291.

3681. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Drink [Without 
Sugar].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1984 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1984. Aug. Described in leafl ets issued to health food stores 
in the Netherlands. Labels. 1988. No sugar or salt, with sugar 
and salt. Talk with Ted Nordquist of Aros Sojaprodukter, 
Sweden. 1988. March 27. “In late 1984 the only soy drink 
sold in Scandinavia was GranoVita, made for DE-VAU-GE 
by Alpro in Belgium. When DE-VAU-GE started their own 
soymilk plant (constructed by STS), Alpro introduced their 

own soymilk line brand-named Provamel [launched in Dec. 
1982]. They marketed it in Scandinavia, competing with 
GranoVita.”
 Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice. Aug. 15. A photo 
shows the Label. “No added sugar. 100% natural. Free of 
animal fats.” CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28. Gives date as Feb. 1984. All made with organic 
soybeans. Adds honey & malt fl avor. The importer in 
England is Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Ashley House, 86-94 
High St., Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH. Phone: 01-577 
2727.
 Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1990. March 22. Green 
and yellow on white. 1 liter Tetra Brik carton, without 
addition of sugar. In French, Dutch, Italian, and German. 
“Organic.” Retails for DM 3.85. Imported and distributed by 
Lucas Meyer s.r.l. Consumer Div., Vigonza (Padova).

3682. Product Name:  Granose Soya Dessert (Vanilla, or 
Chocolate).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984 February.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Granose 
Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product, made by 
DE-VAU-GE, was introduced in 1981 in Vanilla, Chocolate, 
Strawberry, and Banana fl avors. The desserts were made by 
Alpro in Feb. 1984.
 Form fi lled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro. 
1991. Sept. 4. The desserts were fi rst made for Granose by 
Alpro in Feb. 1984 in Vanilla and Chocolate fl avors.

3683. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Soymilk 
industry and market: Worldwide and country-by-country 
analysis. 2 vols. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. Vol. 
1, 199 p. Vol. 2, 100 p. Feb. 28 cm. [165 ref]
• Summary: A comprehensive overview, worldwide, with 
extensive historical information. The fi rst study of its type, 
with many statistics, graphs, and tables. Volume 1 is the 
market study, and Volume 2 is black-and-white copies of 
soymilk labels and other graphics.
 Contents: 1. Introduction. 2. Directory of soymilk 
manufacturers and related companies worldwide. 3. 
Defi nitions and varieties of soymilk. 4. Overview of world 
soymilk industry and market, and future outlook. 5. United 
States soymilk industry and market. 6. Japan. 7. Korea. 
8. China. 9. Taiwan. 10. Hong Kong. 11. Singapore and 
Malaysia. 12. Southeast and South Asia: (13. Vietnam. 14. 
Thailand. 15. Philippines. 16. Indonesia. 17. India. 18. Sri 
Lanka). 19. Europe (Incl. Plamil Foods in England, Tetra Pak 
Group in Sweden, Alfa-Laval and John Wilson in Sweden, 
Danish Turnkey Dairies–DTD and Soya Technology Systems 
(STS), Alpro / Vandemoortele in Belgium, Nestle, F. de 
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Selliers in Belgium, Dansk Soyakagefabrik in Denmark, 
Lima Andiran in France, Galactina in Belp, Switzerland, and 
Semper A.B. in Sweden).
 20. Latin America. 21. Africa. 22. History of Vitasoy 
in Hong Kong. 23. Two modern soymilk manufacturing 
processes: Marusan and Alfa-Laval. 24. Etymology of the 
word “soymilk” worldwide. 25. Analysis of ingredients in 
49 popular Japanese soymilk products. 26. Bibliography. 
27. About the Soyfoods Center. A table on p. 12 gives an 
overview of world soymilk production in 1983 ranked in 
descending order of annual per capita consumption. These 
statistics do not include China (PRC) or soy-based infant 
formulas, usually made from soy protein isolate. 1. Taiwan, 
210 million liters, 11.1 liters / capita, growing at 30% per 
year. 2. Hong Kong, 39.1 million liters, 7.5 liters / capita, 
growing at 10% per year. 3. Singapore, 11.2 million liters, 
4.7 liters / capita, growing at 15% per year. 4. South Korea, 
67.0 million liters, 1.60 liters / capita, growing at 60% per 
year. 5. Malaysia, 21.4 million liters, 1.53 liters / capita. 6. 
Japan, 131.8 million liters, 1,10 liters / capita, growing at 
101% per year. 7. Thailand, 50.0 million liters, 1.00 liters / 
capita. 8. USA, 9.6 million liters, 0.04 liters / capita. Total 
world production: 548.3 million liters.
 Page 36 gives an overview of the U.S. market for soy-
based infant formulas and adult soymilk. Production of 
soy-based infant formulas (on a ready to serve basis) in 1983 
was as follows: Ross Laboratories made 14,720,000 gallons 
of Isomil (i). Mead Johnson made 14,080,000 gallons of 
Prosobee. Loma Linda made 2,240,000 gallons of Soyalac. 
And Wyeth Labs made 960,000 gallons of Nursoy. Thus 
32,000,000 gallons of soy-based infant formula were made in 
the USA in 1983.
 Also in 1983, consumption of soymilk by adults in 
the USA was as follows: 1,743,000 gallons were made 
by specialized soymilk manufacturers in the USA (Loma 
Linda Soyagen 1,000,000 gallons; Worthington Soyamel 
670,000 gallons, Miller’s Soy (private label) 73,000 
gallons). 690,000 gallons were imported (328,000 gallons 
of Vitasoy by Vitasoy USA, 254,000 gallons of Yeo’s by 
YHS, 50,000 gallons of Edensoy by Eden Foods, 25,000 
gallons of President by President, 25,000 gallons of Kibun 
by Kibun, 8,000 gallons of To-Neu by San-J International). 
250,000 gallons were made fresh by tofu companies (45,000 
gallons by Mighty Soy, 41,000 gallons by Victor Foods 
[Scarborough, Ontario, Canada], 39,000 gallons by Quong 
Hop & Co., 35,000 gallons by Wy Ky, and 90,000 gallons by 
others).
 Yield. 1 ton of raw soybeans yields approximately 4,320 
gallons of soymilk. Conversion: 3.785 liters = 1 gallon.
 On page 56 is a table of “Large natural food distributors 
in the US” with the dollar fi gure being estimated annual sales 
in millions of dollars.”
 1. Rainbow Distributing (Denver, Colorado) $13.
 2. Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Texas) $12.

 3. Eden Foods (Clinton, Michigan) $10.
 4. Rock Island Foods (Ignacio, California) $10.
 5. Westbrae Natural Foods (Emeryville, California) $9.
 6. Pacifi c Rim (Seattle, Washington) $7.
 7. Cornucopia Natural Foods (Coventry, Rhode Island) 
$7.
 Total estimated sales for the top 7 distributors: $68 
million a year.
 Note: This book was favorably reviewed by: (1) Andrew 
C. Peng, Professor, Food Processing and Technology, Dep. 
of Horticulture, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 
in Food Technology Oct. 1984, p. 160. (2) Toyo Shinpo 
(Soyfoods News, in Japanese). 1984. Aug. 1. Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3684. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. Brief history 
of Alpro in Belgium (Document part). In: Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk Industry and Market: Worldwide and 
Country by Country Analysis. Vol. 1. 177 p. See p. 122-23.
• Summary: “In 1975 Alpro, the Protein Division of the 
Vandemoortele group started making soymilk; they decided 
to introduce alternative, vegetable proteins to developing 
countries. This Group, established in 1879, by the 1980s 
ranked as one of Europe’s largest food processing companies 
in the fi elds of edible oils and fats, and protein foods. In 
1978 the Group employed over 1,700 people and had annual 
sales of over $600 million. In 1979 Alpro started commercial 
production of soymilk at a plant in Izegem with a capacity of 
6,000 liters/hour. They also sold a turnkey soymilk plant to 
Madagascar (it started production in January 1984) and were 
attempting to sell compact soymilk plants with capacities 
from 4,000 to 8,000 liters/hour to other countries. In May 
1984 Alpro opened a new soymilk plant at Ghent, reputed 
to be the largest in the world. The 100% natural soymilk is 
made from whole soybeans, not soy protein isolates, and 
is sold under three brands: Soyamel, Alpro, and Provamel. 
Alpro will look to the U.S. and Asia for additional markets 
for this product, since the European market is small. They 
plan to focus on areas with protein shortages or lactose 
intolerance. In October 1983 an Alpro representative visited 
the USA and lined up Health Valley in Los Angeles as a 
master distributor. In early 1984 Alpro got distribution on the 
East Coast of the USA. Alpro sells quite a bit of its soymilk 
to other European food companies, which sell it under 
their individual brands. DE-VAU-GE in West Germany 
and Granose in England, for example, sell plain and carob 
soymilks (made by Alpro) in 500 ml packs. The main fi gures 
behind Alpro are Philip Vandemoortele (Managing Director) 
and Christian Daems (Marketing Manager).” Address: 
Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3685. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1984. K.S. Lo and 
the history of Vitasoy in Hong Kong and North America. 
(Document part I). In: Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 1984. Soymilk 
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Industry and Market: Worldwide and Country by Country 
Analysis. Vol. 1. 177 p. See p. 130-153.
• Summary: Starting in the late 1950s a renaissance of 
interest in soymilk began in East Asia, eventually spreading 
from its center in Hong Kong to all countries in the area, 
and from there to other parts of the world. The company that 
inspired this development was K.S. Lo’s Hong Kong Soya 
Bean Products Co., Ltd. (HKSBP), makers of the world-
famous soymilk, Vitasoy. As of 1984, no person alive had 
done more to further the world’s interest in soymilk (or in 
soyfoods) than K.S. Lo.
 Early Years (1910-1944). Lo Kwee Seong was born on 
2 February 1910 in Kwangtung [Guangdong], China. At age 
10 he went to Malaya with his mother and at age 20 he went 
to Hong Kong. In 1935 he graduated from the University of 
Hong Kong with a BA degree in commerce and business. 
After graduation he joined the company where his father 
worked and was soon appointed Hong Kong manager of the 
fi rm’s real estate branch.
 The story of Vitasoy begins in the winter of 1937, when 
K.S. Lo, then 27 years old, happened to be in Shanghai 
on other business. There he attended a talk entitled “Soya 
Bean: The Cow of China,” presented by the American 
Julean Arnold, then the commercial attaché to the American 
Embassy in Nanking, and actively involved in relief work 
using soymilk. Lo later wrote (1964), “Arnold called the 
soybean the ‘Cow of China’ and practically attributed to it 
the preservation of the Chinese race. He said the fact that 
the Chinese as a race were able to maintain their physical 
fi tness for over 5,000 years in a land where meat was so rare 
was entirely due to the people’s inclusion of soybeans in 
their diet. I was impressed by his talk and came away with 
soybeans stuck in my mind.” Even after Lo returned to Hong 
Kong, Arnold’s message kept returning to him.
 Several years later, in 1939, following the Japanese 
invasion of China, the fi rst wave of Chinese refugees arrived 
in Hong Kong. A refugee camp was set up in Argyle Street, 
Kowloon. A small group of volunteers, including Lo, went 
to see what could be done to help. Most of the refugees 
were sick or suffering from malnutrition, including beri-
beri and pellagra. Seeing this, Lo again recalled Julean 
Arnold’s message of the promise of the soybean. With the 
group of friends he raised some money and purchased some 
soybeans and brown sugar, a stone mill, a kettle, and some 
cheese cloth. The group set up a small soymilk shop right 
in the camp and taught the refugees how to make soymilk 
for themselves. Each refugee received one bowlful every 
morning. Lo later wrote: “The results were quite startling, 
as many of them showed signifi cant improvement in their 
health after the fi rst month. This little experiment gave me 
full confi dence in the nutritional value of soy bean milk and I 
decided to make it available to the masses of people in Hong 
Kong who could not afford to buy cow’s milk” (Lo, personal 
communication, March 1981).

 In 1939 Lo and four of his friends got together and 
formed The Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Company 
(HKSBP), with paid-up capital of HK$15,000. (The 
company name was expanded to The Hong Kong Soya Bean 
Products Company, Ltd. in March 1940). The original plant 
and processing equipment, designed by the founders and 
located at Causeway Bay (on the site where the Plaza Hotel 
now stands), offi cially began operations on 7 March 1940. In 
his inaugural speech, Lo stated that the company’s aim was 
to provide nutritious soymilk for the masses at the lowest 
possible price–an aim that has not changed over the years. 
In those days, when nutritional defi ciency diseases such as 
beri-beri and pellagra were still widely prevalent in Hong 
Kong, this aim was doubly urgent and important. Yet the day 
after the plant opened, exactly nine bottles of the product, 
called VITAMILK, were sold. A dozen delivery boys 
delivered Vitamilk door-to-door each morning. The strongest 
supporter of the fl edgling operation was a Brit, Dr. Selwyn-
Clarke, then director of Medical and Health Services. The 
only government offi cial aware of the nutritional value of 
soymilk, he gave orders that all government hospitals should 
use the new product instead of cow’s milk for all third-class 
patients.
 The fi rst few years were fi lled with problems. Lo wrote 
in 1964: “We soon found that, even among us Chinese to 
whom the soybean was by no means new, there was a strong 
prejudice against soy milk. They not only did not believe 
its nutritional values, but they also thought it could cause 
diarrhea, indigestion, and stomach ache. At that stage the 
taste of our product, too, left much to be desired. Many 
customers found it hard to take, because of the strong beany 
fl avor and the slightly bitter taste. Another problem we had 
to face was the keeping quality of the soy milk. We followed 
the dairy industry by packing it in standard half-pint milk 
bottles and sealing them with a paper cap and hood. They 
spoiled even quicker than milk unless they were kept 
under refrigeration all the time. As they were packed like 
dairy milk, we had no choice but to market them as a milk 
substitute. It was not until years later that we found it was a 
mistake to adopt such a marketing approach. For among the 
Chinese community, giving milk to children was considered 
to be a Western luxury, which only the very rich could afford. 
And of course to the rich, cost was no problem.”
 Sales continued to be slow, only 300-400 bottles a day. 
During the summer, sometimes as many bottles spoiled as 
were sold. Something had to be done. Lo began working 
with Dr. Y.T. Chiu, who had a written his PhD thesis at 
Cornell University in 1927 on methods for improving 
soymilk and its production, and in 1929 had published 
an article on the subject in China. Their goal was to get 
locals schools to start using Vitamilk. Speeches on soymilk 
and nutrition by Chiu were followed by tasting sessions 
conducted by Lo at the schools. The idea worked. In fact 
it was a major breakthrough, and today schools remain the 
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company’s single most important customer. After the fi rst 
year, distribution was extended from Hong Kong Island 
onto the Kowloon peninsula on the mainland. There a 
combination soymilk cafe and distribution depot was set up. 
The spot proved popular with students and young people.
 In the spring of 1941, Howard Hoover, who had started 
and run a small Seventh-day Adventist soy dairy in Canton 
(Guangzhou), had left that city after it fell to the Japanese. 
While waiting to return to the US he worked with Lo for 6 
months. He taught Lo how to homogenize coconut oil into 
the soymilk to give it a richer fl avor then helped to install the 
company’s fi rst Cherry Burrell homogenizer.
 By mid-1941 sales of Vitamilk had risen to 1,000 bottles 
a day. But that was far below the break-even point, and by 
December 1941, when World War II broke out, the company 
went broke. Lo, abandoned by his partners, had sunk 
HK$30,000 of his own money into the venture.
 Sixteen days later Hong Kong surrendered to the 
Japanese. Four months after the occupation Lo left for Free 
China (the part of China not occupied by Japanese), taking 
with him his family of four children. They fi nally settled 
down as refugees in a small town called Linshan on the 
border between Kwantung and Kwansi, west of Canton. 
Here again the soybean provided Lo with a livelihood and 
probably saved the family’s life. Lo put up a makeshift 
building and called it The Cafe. After buying a stone mill, 
he started to make soymilk and home-made cakes, and thus 
made a living until World War II was over. Their fi fth child, 
Irene, was born during this hard time. Lo’s wife had no 
breast milk to feed her since she had not nursed the other 
children. Irene was thus raised on soymilk which, the family 
felt, saved her life. Continued. Address: Soyfoods Center, 
P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3686. Wyeth Laboratories. 1984. Cow’s milk intolerance. 
Wysoy (Ad). Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition (London) 
38A(1):Facing title page. Feb. [1 ref]
• Summary: Wyeth Laboratories makes Wysoy, “a 
nutritionally complete infant soy formula:–milk protein 
free, lactose free. Wysoy is widely used in hospitals and is 
available as powder and ready-to-feed. Wysoy can also be 
used by older children and adults.” A photo shows a can 
of Wysoy powder, and Wysoy soy protein baby formula. 
Address: Huntercombe Lane South Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 
0PH.

3687. Soya Foods (ASA, Europe). 1984-1986. Serial/
periodical. American Soybean Assoc., International 
Rogier Centre, Box 521, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. No. 1, 
March 1984. Edited by Michael Martin, Protein Market 
Development Manager. English, French, German, and Italian 
issues are published 3 times a year. [Eng; Ita; Ger; Fre]
• Summary: Continued by: SoyaFoods. This publication, 
which began as Soya Foods in March 1984, was published 

3 times a year, stopped with issue no. 9 in Aug. 1986, then 
started again in May 1990 as a biannual publication with 
a slightly changed name, SoyaFoods. The fi rst issue of the 
second series was called Volume 1, Number 1. The editor of 
the second title/series was Heather Paine in London, UK; it 
was printed in London, but it was still published and funded 
by the American Soybean Assoc. in Belgium.

3688. Sim, William J. 1984. Farmers’ experiences and 
experiments with growing soybeans [in Ontario, Canada]. 
In: Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board. ed. 1984. 
Ontario Soybean Symposium. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 319 p. See p. 73-78.
• Summary: The author grows 500 acres of soybeans in 
Ontario. Soybean production in Canada is subsidized by 
the federal government. “Until 1973, the only export of any 
consequence was to the United Kingdom, mainly because 
of the preferential trade benefi t. This was phased out in the 
early 1970s and export sales greatly diminished. In 1973, 
after years of frustration, the Soybean Board subsidized a 
shipment of about 30,000 bushels to Japan for the human 
consumption market, mainly miso and tofu. Since then, 
the quality of Ontario soybeans has become so renown in 
the Pacifi c Rim countries that 1982 exports to this area 
accounted for 2.2 million bushels. The potential of this 
market is almost unlimited...
 “In summary, I would like to say that I am excited about 
our soy production. It is like a new lease on life to grow 
something other than corn. We’ll probably never get rich at 
it, but we’ll enjoy trying.” Address: Farmer, Moore township, 
Lambton County, ONT, Canada.

3689. Wood, Brian J.B. 1984. Re: Bean Products Ltd. in 
Scotland. Letter to Richard Leviton at Soyfoods Magazine, 
Encinitas, California, April 9. 1 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “Bean Products Ltd. is now wholly owned by 
British Vinegars Ltd. [a division of Nestlé] and I have no part 
of it, I am sorry to say... We had one factory at 42 Telford 
Road, Lenziemill, Cumbernauld. The telephone number is 
Cumbernauld 0236 738310. Mr. Christopher Corden will 
be able to tell you if a visit can be arranged. A company 
called Soyco, based somewhere in London, is also making 
soy sauce. The authentic and original Worcester Sauce is 
made by Lea and Perrins Ltd. in Worcester; they belong 
to the Imperial Tobacco Co. via H.P. Sauce Ltd.” Address: 
Reader in Applied Microbiology, Dep. of Bioscience 
and Biotechnology, Applied Microbiology Div., Univ. 
of Strathclyde, Royal College Building, 204 George St., 
Glasgow G1 1XW, Scotland. Phone: 041-552 4400.

3690. Cunningham, Isabel S. 1984. Frank N. Meyer: Plant 
hunter in Asia. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press. 
xviii + 317 p. Illust. (31 black-and-white photos). General 
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index. Taxonomic index. 24 cm. [70 ref]
• Summary: An extremely well researched and well written 
book about America’s greatest and most colorful plant 
explorer, who introduced many soybean varieties to the 
USA. These include: PI 19184 and PI 19186, both received 
by the USDA in Aug. 1906.
 Contents: Maps. Preface. Acknowledgments. Setting 
the stage: 1. The past is prologue. 2. In the beginning. 3. 
Rendezvous with destiny. The fi rst expedition: 4. Stranger 
in China. 5. The fi rst winter. 6. Journey to the north. 7. The 
journey continued. 8. Assignment to the Wu Tai Shan. 9. The 
riches of Shantung (Shandong). 10. A harvest for America. 
11. A plant explorer at home. The second expedition: 
12. Europe revisited. 13. Bridge to Asia. 14. Delay and 
frustration. 15. Privation and postponement. 16. The Tien 
Shan. 17. The Altai Mountains. 18. The alfalfa project. 19. 
The Volga to the Potomac. 20. Interlude in America. The 
third expedition: 21. Peking (Beijing) via Siberia. 22. A 
delayed journey. 23. The long march begins. 24. The border 
of Tibet (Xizang). 25. Lanchow (Lanzhou) and return. 26. 
Departure via Chekiang (Zhejiang). 27. Home by a southern 
route. The fourth expedition: 28. Peking (Beijing) via Japan. 
29. Terra sancta. 30. The wild pears. 31. Impasse in Ichang 
(I-ch’ang or Yichang). Journey’s end: 32. Aftermath. 33. His 
contemporaries speak. 34. Meyer’s legacy today. 35. Envoi. 
Appendixes: A. Meyer’s plant introductions. B. Meyer 
germplasm available today. C. Recipients of the Meyer 
Medal. Notes. Bibliography.
 “Ever since Marco Polo’s return from fabled Cathay [in 
1295] Westerners had longed for the horticultural treasures 
of China, where earth’s richest fl ora had survived untouched 
by the Third Ice Age that had covered much of Europe and 
North America. The Chinese government, however, had 
limited foreigners for centuries to the open ports of Canton 
and Macao. After the Opium Wars of the 1840s resulted in 
greater privileges for Westerners, Robert Fortune, a Scottish 
plant hunter, spent nineteen years near the treaty ports, 
occasionally managing to travel two hundred miles into the 
interior disguised as a Chinese beggar with shaved head 
and pigtail. Later, amateurs like the French missionary-
botanist Father Armand David and the Irish consular offi cial 
Dr. Augustine Henry collected dried herbarium specimens 
of many new plants, revealing the richness and variety of 
China’s fl ora” (p. 6).
 At the beginning of the 20th century, a new window 
of opportunity opened for plant explorers in China. The 
crushing defeat of the Boxer uprising and the Chinese 
government in 1901 by the European powers, gave these 
powers a chance to extend their infl uence. Plant hunters 
could fi nally travel with a fair degree of safety into western 
China. In 1899 Veitch and Sons, a famous English nursery 
fi rm, sent a young collector named Ernest H. Wilson to 
fi nd the ornamentals described by Father David. Wilson 
collected seeds of three hundred species, nine hundred 

pressed specimen, and thirty-fi ve Wardian cases of living 
plants before he returned to England in 1902. Realizing that 
agricultural exploration would yield equally great rewards, 
David Fairchild, head of the infant Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction Section of the USDA, eagerly anticipated 
sending an explorer to China. But fi rst he needed to fi nd the 
right man to search vast areas, identify useful plants, and 
transport them to America.
 “In 1889 Beverly T. Galloway, head of the Division 
of Plant Pathology of the USDA, had brought nineteen-
year-old David Fairchild to Washington to join fi ve plant 
pathologists who were working in attic rooms of the old red 
brick department building. Galloway’s Wisconsin classmate, 
P. Howard Dorsett, soon joined the group. A little later, 
Fairchild’s Kansas State classmate, shy and scholarly Walter 
T. Swingle, arrived with his growing library of agricultural 
references in fi ve or six languages. Seeking an opportunity to 
learn about the fl ora of foreign countries, Fairchild accepted 
a Smithsonian fellowship to study in Europe. Aboard ship 
he met Barbour Lathrop, a well-to-do gentleman who later 
took him on an extended tour of the Pacifi c and showed him 
fruits, grains, and ornamental plants that could be valuable in 
America. Returning to Washington in 1897, David Fairchild 
knew exactly what he wanted to do with his life.
 “With the help of W.T. Swingle, he conceived a plan 
to divert twenty thousand dollars of the funds appropriated 
for the wasteful Congressional Seed Distribution Service 
in order to fi nance a section for the specifi c purpose of 
introducing new and useful crops into the United States. 
He enthusiastically presented this idea to the secretary 
of agriculture, James Wilson, who approved the plan and 
asked him to organize the new section. Housed on the fi fth 
fl oor under the eaves of the old Department of Agriculture 
building and staffed by one teenage secretary, the Foreign 
Seed and Plant Introduction Section became a reality when 
Congress passed the revised appropriation bill in July, 1898.”
 “Though David Fairchild traveled for the next several 
years as a special agent of the Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction Section, he never forgot his hope of sending 
a long-term plant explorer to China. In England he visited 
Augustine Henry to try to persuade that distinguished 
amateur botanist to return to Asia as a collector for the 
Department of Agriculture. Though Dr. Henry declined 
Fairchild’s offer, his enthusiastic account of the unexplored 
fertile plains and useful plants of the western Chinese 
provinces made a deep impression on David Fairchild.
 “He returned to Washington in 1903, determined to 
initiate agricultural exploration in the Orient. By this time 
the Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction Section had become 
a part of the Bureau of Plant Industry directed by Beverly 
T. Galloway. Galloway agreed that the collector Fairchild 
sought must be a good botanist who could recognize those 
plants that were both new and useful; a practical gardener 
who could gather and transport live material–scions and 
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cuttings as well as seeds; and a man of great endurance who 
could tolerate all sorts of physical discomforts and walk 
thousands of miles where no roads existed. Choosing a plant 
hunter who combined these qualifi cations became Fairchild’s 
chief concern” (p. 7-8).
 In June 1904 Fairchild “began a series of visits to 
experiment stations and individual correspondents who were 
testing plants being introduced by the USDA. In Boston 
[Massachusetts], he called on Charles Sprague Sargent, 
the director of Harvard’s world-famous Arnold Arboretum. 
Though these two men devoted their lives to related 
goals, their personalities offered a sharp contrast. Sargent, 
a Bostonian of ample means, assured social position, 
and established reputation, was strong-willed and often 
sarcastic, while the younger man from the Kansas prairies 
attracted friends everywhere because of his diplomacy and 
enthusiasm. Sargent mentioned that he was negotiating for 
the services of E.H. Wilson, who was making his second 
journey to the Orient for Veitch and Sons. Because of the 
rivalry that was developing between these two leaders 
in American plant exploration, this information spurred 
Fairchild’s desire to send a collector to China” (p. 8).
 When Fairchild returned to Washington, DC, in October 
1904, he had still not met or even heard of Frank N. Meyer. 
Meyer had arrived in Washington, DC, on 20 Aug. 1901 
with a letter of introduction from Hugo de Vries to Erwin F. 
Smith. Smith found Meyer a modest job as a gardener in the 
USDA greenhouses in Washington, DC.; here Meyer worked 
for about 10 months–from 23 Oct. 1901 to 31 Aug. 1902. 
Then resigned, left Washington, DC, and for the next 4 years 
he traveled to Mexico and across the USA, stopping to work 
for the USDA in various places.
 For some time, Adrian J. Pieters, who had befriended 
Meyer and was also of Dutch extraction, and who had 
directed the Foreign Seed and Plant introduction offi ce 
during the last months of Fairchild’s travels abroad, had 
been thinking of recommending Meyer to Fairchild as 
the man Fairchild sought. Eventually Pieters made his 
recommendation. Similar strong recommendations came to 
Fairchild from Erwin Smith, Galloway, and George Oliver, 
Meyer’s supervisor in the greenhouses. “In March [1905] 
Fairchild asked Pieters to wire Frank Meyer to ask whether 
he would be interested in going to China as an agricultural 
explorer. At last Fairchild had made his decision; time would 
test the wisdom of his choice” (p. 9).
 In Sept. 1905: “En route by sea to Tientsin [Tianjin], at 
Chefoo (Yantai) Meyer called on Dr. Yamei Kin and Mrs. 
John L. Nevius, the widow of a medical missionary who had 
introduced Western fruit trees there. These ladies, friends 
of David Fairchild, shared their considerable knowledge of 
the fl ora of northern China and showed Meyer several fi ne 
gardens. They also invited him ‘to take many a cup of tea’ 
and to eat a typical Chinese dinner” (p. 32).
 “Fairchild (p. 108) requested twelve more tins of the 

roasted soybean coffee. He had served it to Mrs. Fairchild 
and Mrs. Bell without their realizing that it was not ‘the 
ordinary coffee used by our family.’”
 Talk with Isabel Cunningham. 1998. Aug. 1. Much 
of the story of how Fairchild and Meyer met is told in 
Fairchild’s superb book, The World Was My Garden (1938). 
See p. 315 etc. Address: 212 Wardour Dr., Annapolis, 
Maryland 21401. Phone: 301-268-2384.

3691. Ghavami, M.; Morton, I.D. 1984. Effect of heating 
at deep-fat frying temperature on the sterol content of soya 
bean oil. J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
35(5):569-72. May. [8 ref]
Address: Dep. of Food Science & Nutrition, Quen Elizabeth 
College, Univ. of London, Campden Hill Rd., Kensington, 
London W8 7AH.

3692. Product Name:  SoyBoy Soymilk Ices (Non-Dairy 
Ice Cream).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd. Made 
in Leicester, England, by Rossa Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  16 The Halcroft, Syston, 
Leicester, England LE7 8LD.
Date of Introduction:  1984 May.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from John Holt. 
1987. Aug. 19. “First introduced here approx. May 1984.”

3693. Product Name:  Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tempeh Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  30 Greyfriars Road, Ipswich, 
Suffolk IPl 1UP, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984 May.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, Rhizopus oligosporus culture, rice 
fl our.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm (3.5 oz). Calories 157, Protein 
19.5%, fat 7.5%, carbohydrates (incl. fi ber) 9.9%, calcium 
142 mg, phosphorus 240 mg, iron 5 mg, vitamin B-1 0.28 
mg, vitamin B-2 0.65 mg, niacin 2.52 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Leah Leneman. 1985. The 
Vegetarian. July/Aug. p. 23. “Tomorrow’s Food.” “The fi rst 
company to manufacture tempeh on a large scale [in the UK] 
is Tempeh Foods (30 Greyfriars Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP1 
1UP). They only started trading offi cially last June, but their 
tempeh is already being distributed by The Regular Tempeh 
Company, and by wholesalers in London, Middlesex and 
Lancashire.”
 Label. “Best before 15 Jan. 1988.” 8.5 by 4 inches. 
Black on tan paper. “Gluten free. No cholesterol. High 
protein. No preservatives.” The company address is given 
as Unit 1, Cowslip Farm, Witnesham, Ipswich, Suffolk, 
England. On back of label are 5 recipes plus promotion for 
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The Book of Tempeh. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 
10. This company is now owned by Fruits of the Earth (a co-
operative), same address. Phone: 0473-211282. Contact Sue 
or April.
 L. Leneman. 1988. Soya Foods Cookery. p. 86. Tempeh 
Foods in Ipswich makes tempeh and distributes it to a 
number of health food stores in England.
 Form fi lled out by Graham Lanman and Jennie 
Greenhalgh. 1989 or 1990. They are in charge of Tempeh 
Foods at Unit 1, Cowslip Farm, Witnesham, Ipswich, 
Suffolk, England. Phone: (Ipswitch) 213114. They opened in 
May 1984, and today make approximately 500 8-oz. packs of 
frozen tempeh per week.
 Talk with (call from), followed by a letter, from Tom 
Wells, now a partner/owner with Louise Tonkin of Tempeh 
Foods in West Wales. 1992. June 26 and July 22. The 
company has changed hands. “The former owners were 
Graham Lanman and Jennie Greenhalgh, who started the 
company in Ipswich in about 1984, but they stopped making 
tempeh several years ago. This was the company referred 
to by Leah Leneman. When they gave up, Friends of the 
Earth in Ipswich took over, trading under the name of ‘Fruits 
of the Earth,’ but they never really got off the ground. The 
equipment and name then passed to another person (name 
unknown) in Ipswich; he was already connected with the 
food business in some way, but he too never got going. 
Graham and Jenny then ‘repossessed’ their equipment when 
they heard that Stephen Bowles, a long time friend of theirs 
from Ipswich, wanted to take up the reins in West Wales; and 
so in late 1989 or early 1990 they brought it all over to him, 
including a large amount of paperwork. Stephen was offered 
a small workshop at Felin Geri, which is a 16th century fl our 
mill (felin = mill) that operates as a tourist attraction. He 
paid only a low rent in exchange for converting it. He made 
a fi ne job of the conversion, but by the spring of 1991 he was 
running out of steam and money and hadn’t really got going 
on the production side. I met Steve through a mutual friend 
and as Louise and I wanted to get out of London, and pursue 
something worthwhile, and Steve wanted to do a teacher 
training course, we agreed to take over. Louise and I started 
production in Wales in Oct. 1991.” Encouraged by success, 
they are planning to move into a new building.
 Letter from Andy McAuley of The Soya Dairy. 1992. 
Nov. 6. While working at Fruits of the Earth, Dave Carless 
had run a small scale tempeh kitchen for about 3 years under 
the name of Tempeh Foods. Davy and Andy later co-founded 
The Soya Dairy in Sheffi eld. Dave taught Andy how to make 
tempeh.

3694. Scottish Development Agency. 1984. Display ad: 
Scotland’s answer to Japanese whiskey. Economist (London). 
June 9. p. 62. Issue 7345.
• Summary: “Tartan soy sauce. A natural product that tastes 
as good as the fi nest Japanese equivalent.

 “But it takes four weeks to ferment instead of three 
years and is very competitively priced.
 “It used to be the Scots who came up with the 
innovation, and the Japanese with the development.
 “And the profi t. (Look what they’ve done with our 
2-stroke engine, let alone our television.)
 “But we’ve been getting our act together. Invention and 
development and manufacture.
 “Scotland’s eight universities and 55 technical colleges 
now work so closely with industry that almost everything 
they innovate goes into production.”
 “Strathclyde University have 50% of the equity.”
 Across the top of the ad, above the title, we read: “The 
world’s fastest fermenting soy sauce developed by Dr. 
Brian Wood at the Biosciences Department of Strathclyde 
University and fi rst produced in 1982 by Bean Products 
Limited of Cumbernauld.”
 Note: The brand-name of the soy sauce was apparently 
not “Tartan soy sauce.” Address: 17 Cockspur St., London, 
SW1Y 5BL. Phone: Freefone Scotland.

3695. Crimes, A.A.; Hitchcock, C.H.S.; Wood, R. 
1984. Determination of soya protein in meat products 
by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay procedure: 
Collaborative study. J. of the Association of Public Analysts 
22(2):59-78. June.
• Summary: This new ELISA method was applied to 
sausage-type products which had been prepared with soya 
fl our or textured soya concentrate at levels of incorporation 
of between 0 and 7 per cent. soya protein.
 The main three methods used to determine soy 
protein in meat are: (1) Microscopy, often referred to as 
the stereological procedure. (2) Electrophoresis, esp. the 
SDS-PAGE technique. (3) Immunoassay, esp. the ELISA 
procedure.
 “The repeatability values obtained were of the order of 
30% of the determined value of soya protein for the soya 
fl our samples and 60% for the textured soya concentrate 
samples. The reproducibility values were of the order of 
70% of the determined value of soya protein for both types 
of soya samples.” Address: 1-2. Unilever Research Labs., 
Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford, MK44 1LQ; 3. 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 65 Romney St., 
London SW1P 3RD. All: England.

3696. Product Name:  Heraveg Vegetarian Main Meals 
[Beef Style, Mince, or Chicken Style].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 16 & 20, Long Furrow 
Trading Estate, East Goscote, Leicester LE4 8XJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1984. June. Advertised in health food magazines. In dry 
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form, packed in cartons, they are claimed to produce no soya 
aftertaste.
 Note: This is the earliest known commercial soy product 
made by Haldane Foods Ltd.

3697. Leneman, Leah. 1984. The foods that are soya good. 
Vegetarian (The). May/June. p. 12.
• Summary: “Soya foods are playing an increasingly 
important role in the American health food movement, a 
positive trend which hopefully will be echoed in the U.K. 
By soya foods I do not mean TVP (which has never really 
caught on in a big way in the States), but tofu (soya bean 
curd) and tempeh. These are low-cost, low-technology 
products simple enough to make in your kitchen.” In 
America the movement away from dairy products is for 
reasons of health rather than ethics. In Britain, ethics come 
fi rst. Cholesterol is the real bugbear to Americans. In New 
York the author tasted a soft-serve tofu ice cream with a 
“creamy texture I would not have believed possible in a 
dairyless product.”

3698. Product Name:  SoyBoy Tofu [Regular, or Silken].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  16 The Halcroft, Syston, 
Leicester, England LE7 8LD.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian 
(England). May/June. p. 12.

3699. Product Name:  SoyBoy Tofu Burger [Savoury, or 
Chili Flavour].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  16 The Halcroft, Syston, 
Leicester, England LE7 8LD.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian 
(England). May/June. p. 12.

3700. Product Name:  SoyBoy SoySage (Meatless 
Sausage).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  16 The Halcroft, Syston, 
Leicester, England LE7 8LD.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian 
(England). May/June. p. 12. “High fi bre protein slices.”

3701. Product Name:  Trugran (Kibbled Soya or Soy Grits).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
(Member of the Dalgety Group).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.

How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Manufacture 
(London). 1986. June. p. 45, 47. “Soya: The Versatile 
Ingredient.” “The kibbled soya of the correct colour and 
granularity is bagged off as Trugran... Trugran is widely 
used in Continental soya breads incorporating kibbled soya. 
It may also be used as a replacement or extender of kibbled 
nuts in bread, fl our, and sugar confectionery. Additionally, it 
can be used as an external nut type decoration and is a useful 
ingredient in vegetarian prepared meals... SPP has built up 
a signifi cant export market for Trugran in the European and, 
indeed, worldwide food industry.”

3702. Product Name:  Trusoy (Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.  Phone: 0920 821291.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 
88; 1986. p. 85.
 Food Manufacture (London). 1986. June. p. 45, 47. 
Spillers has two plants in Hertfordshire. The facilities at 
Standon and Royston were formerly part of the British Soya 
Products operation. At Standon, soya fl our has been made 
since 1932. The fi rst product to be made there was Trusoy, 
a full fat soya fl our which is still made today. Considerable 
amounts of Trusoy are exported to European and worldwide 
food manufacturers.

3703. Product Name:  Soyolk (Soy Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.  Phone: 0920 821291.
Date of Introduction:  1984 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 
88; 1986. p. 85. Food Manufacture (London). 1986. June. p. 
45, 47. A product already on sale in retail health food outlets 
is a full fat, high fi bre soya fl our, sold under the Soyolk 
brand. Note: This product was basically the same as Trusoy, 
and was soon discontinued by Spillers.

3704. Axelson, M.; Sjövall, J.; Gustafsson, B.E.; Setchell, 
K.D.R. 1984. Soya–a dietary source of the non-steroidal 
oestrogen equol in man and animals. J. of Endocrinology 
102(1):49-56. July. [46 ref]
• Summary: Subjects fed 40 gm of soya daily were found 
to have urinary levels of equol, a weak estrogen, as much 
as 1000-fold higher than baseline values. Thus, the amount 
of isofl avones in the urine of Europeans is correlated to 
soy intake. Equol, which has about 0.2% of the biological 
activity of estradiol, was fi rst identifi ed in human urine in 
1982 by Setchell and co-workers. Address: 1-3. Karolinska 
Inst., S-104 01 Stockholm, Sweden; 4. Mass Spectrometry 
Section, Clinical Research Centre, Watford Road, Harrow, 
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Middlesex HAI 3UJ, England.

3705. Marson, Alan. 1984. Tofu: A new health food from 
Japan. Bakers’ Review (Watford, England). July. p. 31, 34.
• Summary: “Are bakers in this country missing out on 
potentially lucrative markets by ignoring some of the current 
trends in our eating habits?... The consumer is now looking 
for healthy ingredients in everything that he eats.”
 “Whether we like it or not, it is a fact that in the U.K. 
we have a tendency to follow closely on the heels of the 
Americans when it comes to innovation. This time however, 
they have got it right, because they have latched on to an 
ingredient that fulfi lls many of the criteria for healthier 
bakery lines. It is called tofu... Tofu is extremely high in 
protein and yet low in calories. An ideal extender for the 
health-conscious.”
 “In the US, the use of tofu is estimated to be growing 
at the rate of 25-35% per year. There are now 150 plants 
producing well over 45 million pounds of the food, which in 
monetary terms means about £25 million worth.”
 “According to Paul Jones, managing director of Paul’s 
Tofu, suppliers of baked products to Holland & Barratt, he 
is successfully using tofu in the manufacture of quiches, 
savoury pasties and cheese cakes: ‘I also use it for icing and 
toppings,’ he said. ‘It is white, delicate and blends well.”
 “A domestic version of Tofu is already being sold in 
this country through Sunwheel Foods–part of the Holgran 
Group of companies. Roy Harris, the company’s sales and 
marketing director reports that sales last year were up over 
35 per cent on the previous year.”
 “We have already seen the rise of the Vegeburger, and 
following closely behind is the Tofuburger. Now is the time 
for bakers to be seeking ways of cashing in on this relatively 
new–but nevertheless enthusiastic–search by the British 
housewife to fi nd foods that she knows will at least do her 
family no harm–if not a great deal of good.”
 “As there would appear to be no cost differential 
between choosing eggs or tofu as an ingredient, perhaps it 
would be worthwhile to do a little experimenting on a limited 
scale, by producing something in the take-away snack line–
which in itself is an expanding market and ripe for further 
growth. Don’t be put off by its bland fl avour for its is this 
very blandness which makes it usable for so many different 
types of dishes. There is no reason why tofu–although a 
basic food in itself–should not be utilised to a high degree of 
sophistication, even to gourmet levels.”
 A large photo shows a package of Morinaga Ever-Fresh 
Silken Tofu. Address: Holgran Malt Products, England.

3706. American Soybean Assoc. ed. 1984. First European 
Soyfoods Workshop, Proceedings. Brussels, Belgium: 
ASA. 129 p. Held Sept. 27-28 at Amsterdam, Netherlands 
(Krasnapolski Hotel). No index. 30 cm. [38 ref]
• Summary: Contains 9 papers, mainly on soyfoods in 

Europe. A directory includes company name, person’s 
name, and address for the conference’s 105 participants. 
Organizations represented include Caderas de Kerleau, 
Aarhus Oliefabrik (Aarhus C, Denmark), Aixagri, Alfa-
Laval, Alfa-Laval Food (John Wilson), Alpro N.V. (Ph. 
Vandemoortele, Ch. Daems), Alpura Koreco Ltd., Aros 
Sojaprodukter (Ted Nordquist), BRT, Cargill (R. Sevink, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands), Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Mr. 
Marshall, Mr. Fagan), Centraalbureau Voor Schimmelstruct, 
Centro Studi Proteini Vegetali, CETIOM ONIDOL 
(Emmanuel Prudom, Toulouse, France), Chemex, Comite 
Eetbaar Plantaardig Eiwit (Hague, Netherlands), Consumers’ 
Association, Condimenta, Cooperative Occitane, Danish 
Turnkey Dairies Ltd., Delisana Natuurvoeding, Deutsche 
Gesellschaft für Ernaehrung [2 different addresses], DE-
VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk (Dr. W. Lubosch), Dragon & 
Phoenix Ltd. (Donald Lysen), E & R Chemicals, Edelsoja 
GmbH (K.O. Tielker), E.M. Chajuss Ltd. [Daniel Chajuss], 
Fa L.L. Frank (Missendorp de Bie), Fed. Nat. Syndicats 
De Dietetique, F.I.M. Houterman, Food Industries, Food 
Manufacture, F.M. Lin, Galactina Ltd. (P. Speck), Gebruder 
Bauermeister, Gemint, Giulini Chemie, Goorden Import Cy, 
Henselwerk GmbH (Rolf Berger), Heuschen (Mr. Heuschen, 
Deurne, Netherlands), Itona Products Ltd. (Mr. and Mrs. 
Hampson), Ivel, Keuringsdienst Voor Waren, Libelle, Lucas 
Meyer (Axel Schulte), Masterfoods, Melkunie Holland, 
Niticel B.V., ONIDOL (Guy Coudert), Paksoy TIC, Paul’s 
Tofu (Paul Jones), PFW Nederland BV, Plumrose FDD, 
Premier Foods, Purina Protein Europe (A.G. van der Horn 
& Willy Naesens, Zaventem, Belgium), Royal Neth. Dairy 
Federation, Ruitenberg N.V., Sanico N.V., S.G.A. Flavours, 
SIO [Societe Industrielle des Oléagineux, Marie Gérard, 
Nanterre, France], Sopad Nestlé (Mr. Rolland, France), 
Sojadoc (A. Lacombe, P. Roger, Mr. Henras & Mr. Attié; St. 
Paul, 81140 Penne du Tarn, France), Sojaquelle (Wolfgang 
Furth-Kuby), Solnuts B.V. (J. Liebregts), Soy (De Preneuf, 
Cerny, France), Staley Intern[ational], Stern Chemie 
(Volkmar Wyviol, Hamburg), UNCAA, Union Deutsche 
Lebensmittelwerke [Hamburg], Univ. of Strathclyde 
[Glasgow, Scotland], Vamo Mills (B. Cleenewerck, Ghent, 
Belgium), Verstegen Specerijen, V.D.SP.V.B.A., Wenger 
International (I. Ben Gera, Antwerp, Belgium).
 Registered on Sept. 27. Naarden Intl., Protevit, 
Wessanen, Mr. Karas & Mr. Drosihn [Soyastern–From 
Germany, not Turkey].
 A note in the Nov. 1984 issue of Soya Foods (ASA, 
Europe) (p. 2) stated that the workshop was attended by 105 
people from 14 countries, and was considered to have been 
very successful.
 Note 1. This is the earliest published document seen 
(May 2015) concerning Sojadoc of France.
 Note 2. E.M. Chajuss is the name of Daniel Chajuss’ 
father. He and his son founded Hayes Ashdod Ltd. “E.M. 
Chajuss Ltd.” is a limited or incorporated company that 
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was jointly owned by Daniel and his father. Daniel Chajuss 
attended this Soyfoods Workshop as a “delegate” of E.M. 
Chajuss Ltd. company.
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen (May 2015) 
that mentions Wessanen of the Netherlands. Address: 
Brussels, Belgium.

3707. Epp, Peter H. 1984. Growers’ interest in supplying 
export markets. In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food, Market Development Branch. 1984. Workshop on 
Export Markets for Ontario Soybeans: Edited Proceedings. 
45 p. See p. 42-45. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels Motor Inn, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada. 28 cm.
• Summary: In 1954 Ontario soybean growers began to 
seek export markets when the Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board organized the fi rst export of Canadian 
soybeans to the United Kingdom.
 In the late 1960s, samples of Canadian soybeans were 
forwarded to Pacifi c Rim countries to try to determine 
whether Canadian varieties were acceptable to the tofu and 
miso markets of those countries.
 The replies indicated that Japanese food manufacturers 
preferred U.S. varieties such as Kanrich, Amsoy, Corsoy, 
Ohio, and I.O.M. (Indiana, Ohio, Michigan) soybeans.
 In 1970 an export promotion booklet titled “Cansoy” 
was introduced to 52 foreign countries promoting the story 
of Canadian soybeans.
 “Ontario soybean samples continued to be forwarded 
annually but received no support or interest until the spring 
of 1972. At that time the C. Itoh people in Toronto indicated 
the Harwood variety, produced by the Harrow Research 
Station, possessed qualities favorable to the manufacture of 
tofu and miso. C. Itoh was willing to purchase a shipment 
of 750 tons for further testing by some of their customers. 
The soybean board made several important decisions: (1) To 
include a letter with the soybeans from the Canadian Grain 
Commission stating that the shipment consisted of 85-90% 
Harwood variety soybeans. In other words, the identity of the 
Harwood variety had been preserved or maintained, and not 
mixed with other varieties. This marks the start of Canada’s 
identity preserved (IP) program and a strong commitment 
to providing the soybean characteristics that Asian food 
products wanted. (2) To pay $6,920 of the total freight and 
stevedoring costs to Japan.
 In Feb. 1982 the OSGMB sponsored its fi rst export 
mission to Asia–to Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and Malaysia.
 Since the Harwood variety, Dr. Buzzel of the Harrow 
Research Station has devoted a great deal of time breeding 
soybean varieties suitable for the edible market. Address: 
Chairman, Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada.

3708. Gordon, Alan. 1984. Three into one does go! Spillers 

Premier Products Ltd. Baking Today. Sept. p. 53-55.
• Summary: Describes the formation of Spillers Premier 
Products. The new company is the result of the merger of 
British Soya Products with Soya Foods [Ltd.] and Slimcea. 
The new company will employ 140 people. The head offi ce 
is in Puckeridge, Herts, the technical centre is at Cambridge, 
and there are mills and factories in the Puckeridge area, 
Royston, and Standon. Address: England.

3709. Jones, Paul. 1984. Tofu in the European diet–Fashion 
or foodstuff? Lecture presented at the First European 
Soyfoods Workshop. Held 27-28 Sept. 1984 at Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands.
• Summary: Neither the lecture nor a summary of it is given 
because: “Speech was not received in time.”
 Note: According to a letter from Bernard Storup dated 
22 March 1984, Paul’s Tofu had moved to this new address 
by that date. But he planned to move again. Address: 
Paul’s Tofu, The Old Brewery, Wheathampstead House, 
Wheathampstead St. Albans, Hertfordshire, England. Phone: 
058 283 42 41.

3710. Loh, Michael. 1984. An overview of export markets 
for edible soybeans. In: Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and 
Food, Market Development Branch. 1984. Workshop on 
Export Markets for Ontario Soybeans: Edited Proceedings. 
45 p. See p. 1-9. Held 5 Sept. 1984 at Wheels Motor Inn, 
Chatham, ONT, Canada. 28 cm.
• Summary: “Ontario fi rst exported edible soybeans in 1972 
and over 12 years have built it into a $40 million business. 
1981 was our best year when exports totalled $46 million... 
The bulk of Ontario’s soybean exports are sold to the Far 
East [East Asia]–Japan ($8 million in 1983), Singapore ($6 
million), Hong Kong ($3.5 million), Malaysia ($1 million), 
Indonesia, and Korea.” In these countries soybeans are 
consumed in the daily diet of the people. In Japan, for 
example, they are made into miso, tofu, natto, soymilk and 
shoyu. Korea also makes soy sprouts, Indonesia makes 
tempeh, and Singapore, Malaysia, and Hong Kong make 
dried yuba. In addition, sales to the Netherlands, United 
Kingdom, and France are quite signifi cant.
 Concerning Ontario’s market share of soybean imports 
for food use: Japan imports 877,300 tonnes, of which 27,000 
tonnes or 3.1% is from Ontario. Singapore and Malaysia 
import 36,000 tonnes, of which 20,000 tonnes or 55.0% is 
from Ontario. Hong Kong imports 20,000 tonnes, of which 
10,000 tonnes or 50.0% is from Ontario.
 Japan’s sources of its 877,300 tonnes of imported 
soybeans are as follows: USA 570,000 tonnes (65%), China 
280,000 (32%), Canada 27,000, South America 300.
 Japan uses its 877,300 tonnes of imported soybeans as 
follows: tofu 485,000 tonnes (55.3%), miso 180,000, natto 
185,000, soymilk 25,000, cooked soybeans 10,000, shoyu 
6,500, other 85,800. Within these fi gures, Ontario’s soybeans 
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are used as follows: Miso 20,000 tonnes (11.1% of the total), 
natto 5,000 tonnes (5.9%), and tofu 2,000 tonnes (0.4%). 
Address: Export Development Specialist, Ontario Ministry 
of Agriculture and Food, Toronto, Canada.

3711. Setchell, K.D.R.; Borriello, S.P.; Hulme, P.; Axelson, 
M. 1984. Nonsteroidal estrogens of dietary origin: possible 
roles in hormone-dependent disease. American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 40(3):569-78. Sept. [69 ref]
• Summary: Suggests that consumption of soyfoods may 
reduce the risk of cancer and discusses phytoestrogen 
metabolism in humans. “Equol, a nonsteroidal estrogen 
of dietary origin, was recently identifi ed in human urine, 
and is excreted in amounts comparable to the classical 
steroidal estrogens. We confi rm here that phytoestrogens 
which are abundant in dietary soya protein are converted by 
human gastrointestinal fl ora to this weak estrogen. After the 
ingestion of meals containing cooked soya protein [40 gm/
day for 5 consecutive days] the urinary excretion of equol 
in four of six subjects studied increased by up to 1000-fold 
and this compound was the major phenolic compound found 
in the urine. These data also indicate that some subjects 
are unable to either produce or excrete equol despite the 
challenge of a diet containing soya. In view of the increasing 
use of commercial soya products in the diet and the capacity 
of human bacterial fl ora to synthesize this weak estrogen 
from the abundance of phytoestrogens in soya, the potential 
relevance of these observations to the diseases implicating 
steroid hormones is discussed.”
 Thus, the amount of isofl avones in the urine of 
Europeans is correlated to soy intake. Address: 1. Clinical 
Mass Spectrometry, Clinical Research Centre, Harrow, 
Middlesex, HA1 3UJ, England.

3712. Product Name:  Vegetable Feasts Chile Sin Carne.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegetarian Feasts.
Manufacturer’s Address:  21 Carnwath Rd., Fulham, S.W. 
6, London 3HR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984 September.
Ingredients:  Incl. textured soy fl our (TVP, granulated), red 
kidney beans, tomato puree, onions, green and red peppers, 
mixed herbs, chili powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Microwaveable container with 
cellophane top.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Sonia Newhouse. 
1988. Feb. 25. She founded this company and started to 
make vegetarian frozen entrees in March 1984, after having 
been cured of osteo-arthritis.

3713. Product Name:  Vegetable Feasts Stroganoff.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegetarian Feasts.
Manufacturer’s Address:  21 Carnwath Rd., Fulham, S.W. 
6, London 3HR, England.

Date of Introduction:  1984 September.
Ingredients:  Incl. textured soy fl our (TVP, minced), 
mushrooms, peas, onions, sour cream, wine.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Microwaveable container with 
cellophane top.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Sonia Newhouse. 
1988. Feb. 25. She founded this company and started to 
make vegetarian frozen entrees in March 1984, after having 
been cured of osteo-arthritis.

3714. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Europe’s largest tofu 
manufacturers in 1983-84 (Overview). Oct. Soyfoods Center 
Survey. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The following are ranked in descending order of 
the amount of tofu produced.
 Heuschen Products, Netherlands. Started 1964, 12,000 
kg/week of tofu.
 Vanka-Kawat, Netherlands. Started 1958, 10,500 kg/
week.
 Dragon & Phoenix, England. Started 1966, 10,000 kg/
week.
 Soyana, Switzerland. Started 1982, 6,000 kg/week.
 Paul’s Tofu, England (2 plants). Started 1981(?), 3,000 
kg/week.
 Société Soy, France. Started 1982, 2,500 kg/week.
 Witte Wonder, Netherlands. Started 1981, 2,400 kg/
week.
 Soyastern, West Germany. Started 1982, 2,000 kg/week.
 Jonathan, Belgium. Started 1981(?), 2,000 kg/week(?).
 Lima Foods, Belgium. Started 1982(?), 2,000 kg/
week(?).
 Cauldron Foods, England. Started 1981, 1,500 kg/week.
 Manna, Netherlands. Started 1978, 1,300 kg/week.
 Klaus Steinberg Tofu, West Germany. Started 1984, 
1,300 kg/week.
 Yamato Tofuhaus, West Germany. Started 1983, 800 kg/
week.
 Aros Sojaprodukter, Sweden. Started 1981, 800 kg/
week.
 Total 58,100 kg/week or 29,000,000 kg/year (50 weeks/
year).

3715. Griffi ths, Neil M.; Billington, M.J.; Crimes, A.A.; 
Hitchcock, C.H.S. 1984. An assessment of commercially 
available reagents for an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) of soya protein in meat products. J. of the 
Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 35(11):1255-60. 
Nov. [14 ref]
• Summary: “An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 
(ELISA) procedure based on a limited supply of specially 
prepared experimental immunoreagents and designed to 
measure levels of soya protein in raw or processed mixed 
meat products has already been published. This report 
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describes a modifi ed method with commercially available 
immunoreagents suitable for routine use; its response to 
a range of commercial soya ingredients has been checked 
using a particular soya protein isolate (Unisol, Unimills BV) 
as arbitrary standard.”
 Both the original and modifi ed methods have been 
applied to a set of beefburgers containing known levels 
of Unisol. There was good agreement between observed 
and calculated levels in raw and heat-set beefburgers. The 
procedure works well for the examination of meat products 
in non-specialised laboratories. Address: West Midlands 
County Council, County Analytical Labs., Garretts Green, 
Birmingham, B33 0TD and Unilever Research Lab., 
Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford, MK441LQ.

3716. SoyaScan Notes. 1984. Early tofu manufacturers 
in Europe, listed chronologically by country (Overview). 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: All of the following started making tofu before 
1985. Countries with the earliest tofu manufacturing are 
listed fi rst. The month production started, when known, is 
given after a slash following the year. Thus 1911/06 is June 
1911.
 France: Usine de la Caséo-Sojaine (run by Li Yu-ying) 
1911/06, Two or three tofu shops in and around Paris, 
including 1-2 at Colombes 1964/03. Alimentation Japonais 
Osaka 1972, Le Bol en Bois 1975/12, La Rousselie 1978/02, 
Institut Tenryu 1981/01, SOY (Société Soy) 1982/06, Les 
Sept Marches 1982/09, Sojatour Tofu Shop 1982/09, Ets. 
Co-Lu 1983/06, Lagadec Tofu 1983/06, Soja d’Oc 1983/10, 
Nyingma Dzong 1983/11, Tofu Kuehn 1983?, Sojagral Ouest 
1984/12.
 Netherlands: Vanka-Kawat 1958, FA. L.I. Frank: Frank 
Soya 1959?, Heuschen B.V. 1964, Firma Post & Teekman 
1965, Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam (renamed 
Manna Natuurvoeding B.V. in 1982) 1977/09, Hwergelmir: 
Foundation for a Natural Life 1979/07, Firma Ergepe 
1981/01, Stichting Oost West Centrum 1981/01, Michel 
Horemaus Tofu 1981/01, Witte Wonder Products 1981/04, 
De Morgenstond 1981/12, Soy-Lin or F.M. Lin 1982/09. 
Jakso: Center for Agriculture & Craftsmanship (later called 
Yakso) 1983/06, Vuurdoop 1983/07.
 England, UK: Dragon & Phoenix Co. 1966, Wong 
Chung 1975 or before, Lung Kee 1975 or before, Full of 
Beans Wholefoods 1978/08, Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh 1981/01, 
Yu’s Tofu Shop 1981/01, Cauldron Foods Ltd. 1981/09, The 
Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. 1981/12, Bean Machine (Wales) 1982, 
Hong Kong Supermarket 1982/09, Stewart Batchelder Tofu 
1983/06.
 Belgium: Etablissements Takanami (Takanami Tofu 
Shop) 1976, Jonathan P.V.B.A. 1977/01, De Brandnetel 
1979/07, Unimave Tofu 1980, Aversano Tofu Shop 1981/01, 
Alternatur 1981/01, Seven Arrows Tofu 1982/04, 1983/10, 
Vajra 1983/11.

 Switzerland: La Moisson 1978, Le Grain d’Or 
1981/01, Genossenschaft Sojalade (later renamed 
Genossenschaftstofurei) 1981/09, Soyana 1982/02, Soy 
Joy 1982/04, Restaurant Sesam 1982/04, Opplinger Tofu 
1982/09, Natural Products Promo Carouge 1982/09, Joya 
1982/09, Centre Macrobiotique de Lausanne 1982, Osoja: 
La Maison du Tofu (later renamed Tofushop Centanin SA) 
1983, Tofurei Pfannenstiel 1983/11, Thieu’s Soja Spezialitaet 
1983/11, Conserves Estavayer S.A. (Sold at Migros 
Supermarkets) 1984/06, Galactina Ltd. 1984/11, Berner 
Tofurei 1984?
 Italy: Roland A. di Centa 1978, Gilberto Bianchini 
of Centro Macrobiotico ed Alimentazione Organica 
(Community Food). Renamed Centro Macrobiotico Tofu 
1978/11, Ohnichi Intl. Foods Co. Lotizzazione Industries 
1982/09, Circolo L’Aratro 1982/09, C.D.S. Pianetta Terra 
Soc. Coop. A.R.L. 1982/12, Aldo Fortis Tofu 1983/06, 
Fondazione Est-Ouest 1983/06.
 Germany: Svadesha Pfl anzen-Feinkost 1979, 
Alexander’s Tofu Shop [Nabben] 1981/01, Biogarten 
1981/01, Auenland Tofu & Soja Produkte 1982/03, Tofuhaus 
Belsen (renamed Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte in Jan. 
1984) 1982/07, Thomas Karas und Ingeborg Taschen 
(associated with Bittersuess; renamed Soyastern Naturkost 
GmbH in Dec. 1985) 1982/11, Albert Hess Tofuhaus 
Rittersheim (Later in Tiefenthal) 1983/07, Tofukost-Werk 
TKW GmbH 1984/05, Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur 
1984/08, Sojatopf (renamed Soto in April 1989) 1984/09.
 Austria: Weg Der Natur 1980/05, Tofurei Wels (renamed 
Schoen Tofurei in 1987) 1982, SoyVita Austria 1983/05, 
Taiwan Restaurant 1983/06, Walter Brunnader Tofu 1983/06, 
Soyarei–Erich Wallner Tofu 1983/06, Tofurei Ebner 1983/11, 
Soyarei Wallner Ebner 1984/02, Fernkost Markt Nippon Ya 
Kondo GmbH 1984/02, Naturkostladen 1984/02, Sojarei 
Ebner-Prosl 1984/04, Sojvita Produktions GmbH 1984/06.
 Sweden: Aros Sojaprodukter 1981/02.
 Denmark: Tofu Denmark (Soy Joy?) 1982/03, Dansk 
Tofu 1983/06.
 Portugal: Unimave Tofu 1980, Shogun Produtos 
Aliment. 1982/09, Jose Parracho Tofu 1982/09, Próvida Lda. 
1984.
 Spain: Zuaitzo 1984/03.

3717. Cant, A.J. 1984. Diet and the prevention of childhood 
allergic disease. Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition 
(London) 38A(6):455-68. Dec. [54* ref]
• Summary: Breast feeding may be protective against 
childhood allergic disease, but soya formula and nutritionally 
inadequate goat’s milk are not. Note: AFRC stands for 
“Agriculture and Food Research Council.” Address: AFRC/
MRC Training Fellow in Clinical Nutrition, Dep. of Child 
Health, St. Georges Hospital Medical School, Cranmer 
Terrace, London SW17 ORE, UK.
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3718. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1984. 
Soybean outlooks differ in London. 61(12):1810, 1812, 
1814. Dec.

3719. Product Name:  Roasted Soybeans.
Manufacturer’s Name:  BOCM Silcock Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  BOCM Silcock House, Basing 
View, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG 212 EQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1984. p. 
77.

3720. Product Name:  Chilli Style Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Tofu (Soybean curd), brown rice, textured soy 
fl our, tomato puree, shoyu (soybeans, wheat, water, salt), 
herbs, chilli [chili] spices, sea salt, soy oil, yeast extract, 
onion, extract, dried garlic. citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm poly bag, 2 burgers per 
bag.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm: Calories 209, protein 15.95 gm, fat 
12.05 gm, carbohydrates 6.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1986, code dated. 
Red, yellow, brown and white. “Pre-Cooked–Eat cold or 
warm under grill. Contains no meat, dairy products or 
artifi cial additives.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1984. It is basically the same thing 
as the original Bristol Chilli Burger launched in 1982.
 Label for “2 Chilli Flavour Tofu Burgers” sent by David 
Greenslade. 1994. Oct.

3721. Product Name:  Original Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Whole soya beans, water, calcium sulphate 
(natural coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  283.5 gm (10 oz) vacuum pack 
inside paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: 90 calories, 11.5 gm protein, 4.5 
gm fat, 1 gm carbohydrates, 220 mg calcium.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1986, code dated. 
Brown, green, red and brown on white. “The Versatile Food 
Ingredient. A complete vegetable protein. Soya Bean Curd.” 
Four recipes on back panel: Chilli Con Tofu, Banana Whip, 
Scrambled Tofu, Frozen Tofu. Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 107. 
Address: 149A Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale, Bristol, England. 

Contact: D. Marshall.
 Letter from Philip Marshall. 1989. Dec. 5. “Specifi cation 
for Original Tofu.” Physical properties: Weight (Minimum 
when packed, kg): 0.285 or 2.5 (bulk). Packaging: Vacuum 
packed with minimal air voids. Some leaching off whey from 
the product is to be expected. Microbiological: Aerobic TVC 
(colony forming units/gm) < 1000. Coliforms cfu/gm < 10. 
Yeasts and moulds < 10. Salmonella in 25 gm = Nil. Listeria 
in 25 gm = Nil. Store at +2-4ºC. Shelf life: Retail–4 weeks 
minimum. Bulk packed–4 weeks from date of manufacture. 
[Note: Product is pasteurized in the pack].
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1984. It was similar to the 
company’s fi rst product, “Tofu: Soy Bean Curd,” but with 
new name and packaging at a new address.

3722. Product Name:  Tofu Burgers [Savoury, Peanut, Nut, 
or Chilli].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Savoury: Tofu (soya bean curd), brown rice, 
water, textured soy fl our, tomato puree, shoyu (soya beans, 
wheat, salt, water), herbs, sea salt, soya oil, yeast extract, 
dried onion, dried garlic, citric acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm paperboard box, two 
vacuum packed burgers per box. Retails for 60 pence.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen. Do not refreeze.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: calories 200, protein 17 gm, fat 11 
gm, carbohydrate 7 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1986, code dated. 
Paperboard box. Brown, green, red and black on white. “Just 
heat to eat. Contains no meat, dairy products, or artifi cial 
additives. Do not freeze.” New label. 1989, sent by Philip 
Marshall. Address is now 149 South Liberty Lane, Bristol 
BS3 2TL. Package bears the green “V” symbol “Suitable for 
vegetarians.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1984.

3723. Product Name:  Naturally Smoked Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Whole soya beans, water, calcium sulphate 
(natural coagulate), salt. Naturally smoked with English 
hardwoods.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz paperboard box. Vacuum 
packed. Retails for 99 pence.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm (avg.): Fat 6.08 gm, protein 14.8 gm, 
CH (carbohydrate) 0.75 gm, calcium 280 mg, sodium 420 
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mg, calories 116.
New Product–Documentation: Richard Leviton. 1983. 
Trip to Europe with American Soybean Assoc. Oct/Nov. 
Unpublished manuscript. p. 28. They plan to make a vacuum 
packed smoked tofu from their regular tofu. Hope to get a 
4-6 weeks shelf life.
 Ad in The Vegetarian. 1985. July/Aug. p. 22. 8 oz. Ad in 
The Vegan. 1986. Summer. p. 4. “Cooking with tofu? Look 
for the mark of quality. Tofu and smoked tofu.” Listed on 
label of tofu burgers. Label. 1987. Best before 01 Jan. 1988. 
Paperboard box. 5 by 4 by 1 inch deep. Reddish brown and 
black on white with color illustrations of tofu by a knife on a 
cutting board and vegetables. “The versatile food ingredient. 
A complete vegetable protein. Soya bean curd.” Address is 
now Cauldron Foods, 149 South Liberty Lane, Bristol B53 
2TL, England. Recipes on back for Celery Soup, Sandwich 
Suggestions, Taco Filling, Spanish Salad.
 L. Leneman. 1988. Soya foods cookery. p. 68. “At 
time of writing, smoked tofu is produced by only one 
manufacturer in the UK (Cauldron Foods, 4 Conduit Place, 
Lower Ashley Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol) but it is widely 
available at health food stores here and in the USA and has 
been such a great success that I have felt no hesitation about 
including it in this book.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1984.

3724. Product Name:  Vegetable Pâté (Smoked Tofu, 
Vegetable, Tomato and Red Pepper, Savoury Vegetable, 
Mushroom). Renamed simply Paté in 1990.

Manufacturer’s Name:  
Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, 
Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 
9RL, England.  Phone: (0272) 
632835.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Smoked Tofu: 
Water, smoked tofu, ground 
soya beans, onion, vegetable 
oil, modifi ed maize starch, 
yeast extract, salt, fructose, 
hydrolysed vegetable protein, 
garlic spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  
100 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: 
calories 142, protein 6.8 gm, 
fat 10.45 gm, carbohydrate 
4.95 gm, fi bre 1.7 gm.
New Product–
Documentation:  Ad in The 
Vegetarian. 1985. July/Aug. 

p. 22. Cauldron Foods “Vegetable Pâté is ideal on toast or a 
great addition to any picnic hamper.” 100 gm.
 Label. 1989, sent by Philip Marshall. Paperboard box. 
Brown, green, red and black on white. Color illustration 
of pate on bread surrounded by sliced vegetables on front. 
“New variety.” Package bears the green “V” symbol 
“Suitable for vegetarians.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1984 [as Vegetable Paté]. The 
labels have been redesigned and just launched.

3725. Product Name:  Soyanaise (Non-Dairy Tofu-Based 
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Incl. Tofu.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Sept. 29. “Rayner Burges Ltd. is producing 
a Soyanaise in conjunction with Cauldron Foods, of which 
company they are the new owners. This company holds the 
legal rights to the name Soyanaise in Great Britain.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced by Cauldron Foods in 1984. It did 
not sell well and was “delisted” (discontinued) within a 
year after it was launched. It was too expensive to make. 
When Rayners (Rayner Burgess Ltd.) acquired Cauldron 
Foods in Sept. 1987 they also acquired the trademark to this 
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product name. Rayner Burgess, being a manufacturer of 
mayonnaises, now makes Soyanaise containing tofu made by 
Cauldron Foods Ltd., but it is not a Cauldron Foods product. 
No label is presently available.

3726. Product Name:  Clearspring Sakae Organic Shoyu, 
and Wheat-Free Mansan Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Clearspring Natural Grocer 
(Importer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  196 Old St., London EC1V 9BP, 
England.  Phone: 01-250 1708.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Labels. “Traditional Soya Sauce. The perfect 
seasoning for savoury dishes.” CSP form fi lled out by 
Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction 
as 1984. Formerly sold under the Sunwheel label (1974). 
Sold to Clearspring in 1984. Peter Bradford is proprietor. 
The company is an importer, wholesaler and retailer of 
high-quality Japanese shoyu, tamari, miso, koya-dofu and 
macrobiotic specialties. Japanese agent is Mitoku. Various 
Japanese manufacturers. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Oct. 10. In 1984 the old Sunwheel company on Orpheus 
Street closed. The brand name Sunwheel was sold, along 
with some higher turnover products, to Granary, which sold 
it in turn to Northumbrian in 1987. This brand includes 
shoyu, tamari, and miso that are sold to the mainstream 
health food trade. Clearspring, Peter Bradford’s present 
business, agreed not to compete with the Sunwheel range, 
but continued to import high quality tamari, shoyu and miso 
for their own label, some of which he had formerly imported 
as the original Sunwheel company. These are available 
mostly in independent natural food and macrobiotic stores. 
Note: Mansan tamari is also imported by Great Eastern Sun 
in the USA.

3727. Croda Ltd. 1984. Fire or explosion in solvent 
extraction plant. North Humberside, England.
• Summary: Kingsbaker, C. Louis. 2005. “List of fi res and 
explosions in extraction plants.” Atlanta, Georgia. 3 p. Aug. 
4. Unpublished manuscript. Address: North Humberside, 
England.

3728. Francis, Dorothy E.M. 1984. Alternatives to cow’s 
milk: Comparisons. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. 1984. Health 
Hazards of Milk. London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: 
Baillière Tindall. xvii + 281 p. See p. 145-150. [8 ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Milk Substitutes,” table 
8.1 is titled “Milk substitutes suitable for different age 
groups.” The following soya products are listed with their 
manufacturers and osmolality in mmol/kg (millimole/
kilogram): Infants from birth: Formula S Food (Cow & 
Gate), Prosobee liquid and powder (Mead Johnson), Wysoy 

(Wyeth, contains beef fat). Infants from three months, in 
addition: Granolac Infant (Granose). School age children and 
adults requiring enteral feeds: Fortison Soya (Cow & Gate). 
Social replacements of milk: Granogen (Granose), Plamil 
(Plant Milk Ltd.), Soy Bean Milk (Itona), Soya Milk Liquid 
(Granose).
 A discussion of “Soya formulas” is given on p. 148-49. 
Social replacements of milk “do not contribute signifi cantly 
to the nutritional intake, particularly for calcium and 
ribofl avin.” Address: SRD, Group Chief Dietitian, The 
Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond St., London, 
WC1N 3JH, England.

3729. Product Name:  Sojal Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit 
25, Sileby Rd., Barrow Upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 
8LD, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Bernard 
Storup. 1984. March 22. “A new type of soymilk is Sojal, 
sold in France by Ste. Sapov, 10 Place Jean-Juares, 13410 
Lambesc. It is made in a dairy with Brazilian powdered 
soymilk, with 0.3% sugar, and is the best soymilk I have ever 
tasted.”
 Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 104. Product originally 
launched by The Regular Tofu Co. Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-based products.” A photo 
shows the carton. “By Hera.” CSP form fi lled out by Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction as 1984. 
Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Haldane joined 
forces with British Arkady in Feb. 1988 as part of Arkady’s 
Health Food Div. Brian Welsby and Peter Fitch are joint 
managing directors.
 Talk with Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. Brian Welsby 
started this company. He sold Sojal, which was made in 
France using powdered Brazilian soyamilk from OLVEBRA. 
He had it packaged and marketed in the UK as made with 
soybeans. Marshall thinks there was some argument between 
Welsby and Sojal, because he trademarked “Sojal,” which 
was in fact their name, in the UK. There was apparently a 
falling out between Welsby and Sojal, so he probably had to 
get his soymilk produced in the UK by some other company. 
He would not have used Haldane’s own soymilk, because 
the fl avor would not have been acceptable. Haldane was 
big in dry mixes, which is why Arkady bought them. When 
Haldane was acquired by Peter Fitch, Welsby was “given the 
golden handshake.” He no longer works with the Haldane 
Group.

3730. Product Name:  Tofu, Tempeh, and Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Molly Turner Tofu & Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Malahide, County Dublin, 
Ireland.  Phone: 01-8453853.
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Date of Introduction:  1984.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter concerning an 
interview with Molly Turner and her mother and helper 
(Laura Turner) conducted by Anthony Marrese. 1993. March. 
Molly is the owner of this small company. She started 
selling commercially in 1984. She started because of her 
interest in diet and in supplying other interested people. She 
is macrobiotic. Although they have sold in various ways 
(through private sales, health shops, etc.) now they sell only 
through the local whole-food co-op once every 2 weeks. 
Presently tempeh sales are 3-5 kg every 2 weeks and tofu 
sales are 5-10 kg every two weeks. They also sell a small 
quantity of soya milk (3 liters every 2 weeks). They make 
their own tempeh starter. They also supply fresh herbs and 
plants, and books about macrobiotics and gardening at the 
co-op. They have no present plans for changes except to 
meet the growth in demand at the food co-op.

3731. Newsletter (Spillers Premier Products, England). 
1984. New company formed. No. 1. p. 1.
• Summary: “The formation of a new company–Spillers 
Premier Products–was announced at BBex 1984 at 
Harrogate–serving the baking and food manufacturing 
industries. The new company is the result of the merger in 
November 1983 of British Soya Products with Soya Foods 
[Ltd.] and Slimcea–three well-known and established 
companies in the food industry. Malcolm Brown is chief 
executive.
 Contains histories of Soya Foods Ltd., British Soya 
Products, and Slimcea (originally Procea Nutrex Ltd.; by 
1964 purchased by Cavenham Foods). Address: Puckeridge, 
Ware, Hertfordshire SG11 1RW, England. Phone: 0920 
821291.

3732. Product Name:  VegeBanger (Meatless Sausage Dry 
Mix) [Herb, or Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
Ingredients:  Wheat gluten, textured soya fl our, rolled oats, 
wholewheat rusk, soya protein, seasalt, yeast extract, tomato, 
onion, herbs & spices, garlic, and beetroot.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm foil sachet, makes 10 x 
30 gm sausages. Retails for 59 pence.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Contains 60% more protein than the average 
pork sausage and far less fat. Cooked product: protein 23%, 
carbohydrate 11%, vegetable fat 12%, dietary fi bre 4%, 
calories 267/100 gm when fried.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et. 1986. VegeBanger. 
Letter from Gregory Sams. 1988. March 30. Introduced 
in 1984. Leafl et, undated. “A Recipe for success.” Gives 
detailed product information.

3733. Product Name:  Sojal Frozen Non-Dairy Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd. Made 
in Leicester, England, by Rossa Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Interview with John Holt. 
1987. Aug. 1987. “Our company was the fi rst to sell soy ice 
cream in England. Michael Cole was one of our salesmen. 
Then he left and started making and selling his own soy ice 
cream.”
 Note: This is the fi rst non-dairy soy-based ice cream 
made or sold in the UK.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
10 and 16. The name of this product was pronounced SO-jal. 
Ray is quite sure they had it made for them by Rossa Ltd., 
a very small ice cream company in Leicester (pronounced 
LES-tur), and he thinks the same company also later made 
the fi rst soy yogurt for the Regular Tofu Company Ltd.

3734. Wolcott, D.L.; Wolcott, T.G. 1984. Food quality and 
cannibalism in the red land crab, Gecarcinus lateralis. 
Physiological Zoology 57(3):318-324. [32 ref]*
Address: Dep. Marine, Earth and Atmospheric Science, 
North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh, North Carolina.

3735. Product Name:  Wysoy (Soy-Based Infant Formula).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Wyeth Laboratories.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1984.
New Product–Documentation:  Arturo R. Hervada. 1984. 
“Alternatives to Cow’s Milk: Soybean Formulas.” p. 163. 
In: David L.J. Freed, ed. Health Hazards of Milk. London, 
Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: Ballière Tindall. Nursoy (made 
by Wyeth Laboratories, Radnor, Pennsylvania) is known 
as Wysoy in the UK. It is an infant formula based on soy 
protein isolate.
 Dorothy E.M. Francis. 1984. “Alternatives to Cow’s 
Milk: Comparisons.” p. 147-48. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. 
Health Hazards of Milk. London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: 
Ballière Tindall. Wysoy, made by Wyeth, contains beef fat.
 McGraw, M.; Bishop, N.; Jameson, R.; Robinson, 
M.J.; O’Hara, M.; Hewitt, C.D.; Day, J.P. 1986. Lancet 
i(8473):157. Jan. 18. “Aluminium content of milk formulae 
and intravenous fl uids used in infants.” Wysoy, an oral 
(locally reconstituted soy-based infant milk) contains 330 
micrograms of aluminum per liter.

3736. Bray, Francesca. 1984. Science and civilisation in 
China. Vol. 6, Biology and biological technology. Part II: 
Agriculture. Joseph Needham series. Cambridge, England: 
Cambridge University Press. xxvii + 724 p. Illust. Index. 26 
cm. [1487* ref]
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• Summary: Contents: List of 271 illustrations. List of 13 
tables. List of 17 abbreviations. Author’s note. Introduction: 
General characteristics of Chinese agriculture, agricultural 
regions, origins of Chinese agriculture. Sources: The yüeh 
ling or agricultural calendars, agricultural treatises, state-
commissioned compilations, monographs, supplementary 
sources, the content of the Chinese sources and the 
implications for historical interpretation, a comparison 
with European tradition. Field systems: Land clearance 
and reclamation, shifting cultivation, permanent fi elds. 
Agricultural implements and techniques: Tillage implements, 
sowing, fertilisation, weeding and cultivation, harvesting and 
threshing and winnowing, grain storage. Crop systems: Crop 
rotation, millets and sorghum and maize, wheat and barley, 
rice, legumes (incl. soybeans and adzuki beans [Phaseolus 
angularis, or hsiao tou]), oil crops, tuber crops, fi bre crops, 
vegetables and fruits. Conclusions–Agricultural changes and 
society–stagnation or revolution?: Did China contribute to 
Europe’s agricultural revolution?, agricultural revolution in 
China?, development or change?
 Bibliographies: Abbreviations. Chinese and Japanese 
books before + 1800: 254 references. Chinese and Japanese 
books and journal articles since + 1800: 306 references. 
Books and journal articles in Western languages: 778 
references. Note: There are 560 references in Chinese.
 “This book is dedicated to the memories of Shih Shen-
han of the Northwestern Agricultural College, Wukung, 
Wang-Yü-hu of the Peking Agricultural College, and Amano 
Motonosuke of Osaka University, without whose pioneering 
work on the history of agriculture in China this volume 
would not have been possible.”
 The section titled “Monographs” (p. 74-75) notes that 
farm tools and machines were not considered interesting 
by Chinese writers. “It would never have occurred to 
an educated Chinese to attempt to benefi t mankind by 
improving the design of the plow, and there is none of the 
technical, experimental literature that we fi nd in the West on 
such topics.” Address: Cambridge, England.

3737. Freed, David L.J. ed. 1984. Health hazards of milk. 
London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: Baillière Tindall. xvii + 
281 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Acknowledgments. 
Foreword. 1. Chemical contaminants of milk: Cow’s milk, 
human milk. 2. Milkborne infectious disease in England 
and Wales, 1938-1982. 3. Breast is best–isn’t it? 4. Human 
milk banking–Pros, cons and facts. 5. Lactation and feeding 
patterns in different species. 6. Milk allergy and intolerance: 
Clinical aspects, diffi culties and values of breast milk for 
atopic babies, does breast feeding protect against atopic 
disease?, experimental studies on sensitization to cow’s 
milk. 7. Dietary habits and urolithiasis. 8. Alternatives to 
cow’s milk: Comparisons, goat’s milk, soybean formulas. 9. 
Naturally occurring toxicants in plant foods and milk.

 10. Milk and atheroma. I Pathology: Aetiology 
of atheroma, immunology of experimental atheroma, 
immunology of human atheroma. 11. Milk and atheroma. 
II Epidemiology and theoretical aspects: Milk oestrogens, 
lactose, xanthine oxidase. 12. Milk and atheroma. III 
Clinicians’ approaches: A milk-free, egg-free diet in 
symptomatic coronary disease, dietary fats and coronaries. 
Afterword: Highlights on the hazards and some good points 
about cow’s milk. Appendix.
 Chapter 2, “Milkborne infectious disease in England 
and Wales, 1938-1982,” indicates that such disease is 
decreasing. The most serious disease before the early 1950s 
was tuberculosis, of which there was one major outbreak 
and an estimated 33,000 cases resulting in an estimated 
19,000 deaths. However there have been very few cases 
since the early 1950s and none since 1979. The two 
possibly increasing diseases are (1) Salmonellosis, of which 
there have been 179 outbreaks, 3,818 cases, and 7 deaths. 
Outbreaks increased from less than 1 per year in 1938-
1950 to over 14 per year in 1981-1982; (2) Campylobacter 
enteritis, of which there have been 25 outbreaks, over 4,797 
cases, but no deaths. It was fi rst reported in 1978. Address: 
M.D., Lecturer in Immunology, Dep. of Bacteriology and 
Virology, Univ. of Manchester, England.

3738. Friedman, Rose. 1984. Jewish vegetarian cooking: 
The fi nest traditional recipes, made exciting and original 
by the use of healthy, natural ingredients. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, NN8 2RQ England: Thorsons Publishing 
Group. 128 p. Foreword by Philip L. Pick. Illust. by Ian 
Jones. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: “The offi cial cookbook of the International 
Jewish Vegetarian Society.” This is a lacto-ovo-vegetarian 
cookbook. Unlike most American Jewish vegetarian 
cookbooks which use tofu so extensively in pareve meals, 
this one makes very scant use of soyfoods, perhaps because 
it was published in 1984 before the soyfoods movement in 
England reached take-off. Only one recipe has any sort of 
soyfood in the name (Soya Bean Goulash, p. 71, which uses 
½ lb of cooked soya beans), Tvp (minced) is used in recipes 
such as Klops III (p. 48), Tomates Reyanados (p. 66), Lahne 
Be Sahem (p. 67), and Bobotie (p. 70). Soy fl our is used in 
Klops II (p. 47). The index is poorly done, with no reference 
to major ingredients–only recipe names.

3739. Gatehouse, Angharad M.R. 1984. Antinutritional 
proteins in plants. Developments in Food Proteins 3:245-94. 
Chap. 8. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [310* ref]
• Summary: Antinutritional proteins in plant foods are of 
great importance since they can limit the nutritional potential 
of these materials for both human and animal consumption. 
“The two main types of antinutritional protein present in 
plants, and described in this review, are the proteinase 
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inhibitors and the lectins (phytohaemagglutinins).” 
Although they are widely distributed throughout the plant 
kingdom, seeds of the legume family are rich sources for 
both antimetabolites. “Some of the proteinase inhibitors 
and lectins present in seeds have been shown to be toxic 
to experimental animals, or to man when inadvertently 
consumed.”
 A third type of antinutritional protein present in plants is 
the allergens (antigens).
 See p. 245, 251-53, 257-61, 271, 275-76, 284, 294. 
Address: Dep. of Botany, Univ. of Durham, UK.

3740. Macrae, R. 1984. Chromatographic methods in the 
investigation of food proteins. Developments in Food 
Proteins 3:175-212. Chap. 6. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [106* 
ref]
• Summary: The investigation of a food proteins may 
involve a number of different stages, from molecular weight 
determination to amino acid composition and even to amino 
acid sequence. Chromatographic methods play a key role in 
all of these areas. “Recent advances, which have all stemmed 
from developments in chromatographic stationary phases, 
have lead to great improvements both in terms of increased 
sensitivity and resolution and also in reduction in analysis 
time.” The wide range of chromatographic techniques 
available, gel fi ltration, ion-exchange chromatography, 
partition chromatography and affi nity chromatography, 
means that a choice of techniques is possible for many 
analyses.
 Discusses protein analysis, vegetable proteins, 
applications of chromatography to vegetable proteins, animal 
proteins, study of protein structure, Address: Dep. of Food 
Science, Univ. of Reading, UK.

3741. Mason, Margot. 1984. The SuperSoya cookbook. 
London: Martin Books/Woodhead Faulkner Ltd. 96 p. Illust. 
18 cm. Copyright by the American Soybean Assoc.
• Summary: Contains 80 recipes for cooking with soya oil, 
many with full-page color plates. The Soyasign appears on 
the cover. Address: American Soybean Assoc., Brussels, 
Belgium.

3742. Perkins, David S. 1984. The history of Drackett. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 18 p. (Unnumbered). 21 cm.
• Summary: This interesting history, containing many 
photos, was written for in-house use to update the company’s 
history and to commemorate the company’s 75th anniversary 
in 1985. “Another new venture begun in the 1930’s was 
soybean extraction. The Company’s goal was to provide raw 
materials from which other products could be developed. At 
the pilot plant, built in 1937, research led to the development 
of industrial proteins [probably ‘alysol’] which could be used 
for manufacturing paints, adhesives, emulsifi ers, and shoe 

polish. Scientists in the Nutrition Laboratory experimented 
with soybean products as animal feed.
 “In 1940, Drackett completed building a soybean 
extraction plant and storage silos in Sharonville, several 
miles north of the Spring Grove Avenue headquarters. A 
year later the plant was operating round the clock producing 
soybean oil, and soybean meal for cattle feed. By 1945 
Drackett was one of the largest soybean processors in the 
Midwest.
 “In 1946 Drackett began using soybean products to 
make molding powder and plastic preforms for the molding 
industry. During this time Drackett research also developed 
a textile fabric, Drackett Soybean Azlon, which could be 
blended with rayon and either wool or cotton.
 “Another soybean product Drackett marketed was 
Charge Dog Candy [Charge Candy for Dogs, launched in 
about 1949 and fi rst mentioned in the 1949 annual report]. 
Its ingredients included soybeans and bone meal, and the 
product was to be used as a reward for training, as a special 
treat, and as a supplement to a dog’s regular diet [Apparently 
dog’s dated it.]
 “As in other industries, World War II strongly 
affected Drackett. The business suffered from limited raw 
materials, manpower, and equipment... The Company did 
supply soybean fats, oils, and protein food materials to the 
Department of Agriculture... Once the war was over, the 
company quickly grew. It nearly doubled in size–from 225 
employees in 1942 to 522 in 1945. More growth resulted 
from public fi nancing in 1944, which provided funds for 
additional equipment and research.”
 “Although soybean extraction had helped the Company 
through World War II, post war conditions began to make the 
operation less profi table. In 1957 management decided to sell 
the Sharonville plant in order to concentrate Company efforts 
on researching, manufacturing, and marketing household 
cleaning products.”
 A page of photos shows: (1) The Sharonville soybean 
processing plant with its new silos. “By 1945 Drackett 
was the largest soybean processor in Ohio.” (2) A sack of 
Ortho Protein, which had many industrial uses, including 
as a component for manufacturing shoe polish, paint, and 
adhesives. (3) A case of Charge Dessert for Dogs. (3) 
During World War II there was a shortage of cloth. Roger 
Drackett (left), his father Harry, Robert Boyer, and one 
other employee are shown “examining socks and a blanket 
made with Drackett Soybean Azlon. After World War II, the 
development of other synthetics made it less profi table to use 
soybean fi bers for manufacturing cloth.”
 In 1948 Roger Drackett became president and an era of 
expansion began. In 1948 The Drackett Company of Canada, 
Ltd. was established as a subsidiary to produce and sell 
Drano and Windex in Canada. In 1957 and 1958 Drackett 
made its fi rst bid for the night time television audience 
with sponsorship of two of America’s favorite programs, 
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“Wagon Train” and “Maverick.” By 1963 Drackett also had 
branches in West Germany, England, and Australia. In 1964 
Drackett stock, which had been public since 1944, was fi rst 
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. In that year sales 
were $58,476,246 and net profi ts were $5,053,679. In 1965 
Bristol-Myers acquired Drackett. In 1968 marketing for 
Metrecal and Nutrament was transferred to Drackett from 
another Bristol-Myers division. In 1972 Roger Drackett 
retired. As of 1984, Drackett products that are fi rst in their 
category include: Windex glass cleaner, Drano drain cleaner, 
Vanish bowl cleaners, Renuzit air fresheners, O-Cedar mops 
and brooms, Endust dust and cleaning aid, Nutrament fi tness 
and energy food, and Twinkle, a paste cleaner for silver 
or copper-clad kitchen utensils. Address: Director, Public 
Relations, The Drackett Co., 201 East Fourth St., Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45202-4178. Phone: 513-632-1500.

3743. So, Yan-kit. 1984. Yan-kit’s classic Chinese cookbook. 
London: Dorling Kindersley Ltd., London. 240 p. Illust. 
(color photos). Index. 24 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a remarkable Chinese cookbook. 
Although the text of this book was copyrighted in 1984, the 
photographs, layout and design have been updated to 1993. 
For a summary, see the 1993 edition. Address: England.

3744. Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 1984. Product 
information. Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire SG11 1RW, 
England. 8 p. Manufacturer’s catalog.
• Summary: Soy products include Bredsoy, Soygold, Soyolk, 
Trusoy, Soyex, Trugran, Toasted Soya Bran, Defatted Soya 
Products, and imported Canadian Soya Beans. Address: 
Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England. Phone: 0920 
821291.

3745. Wood, B.J.B. 1984. Progress in soy sauce and related 
fermentations. Progress in Industrial Microbiology 19:373-
409. M.E. Bushell, ed. Modern Applications for Traditional 
Biotechnologies. [100 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Soy sauce: Introduction, 
raw materials and koji, the unami taste, defatted soybean 
meal, microbiological considerations, moromi stage of 
fermentation, refi ning of and properties of shoyu, patents, 
work with Japan. Miso. Tempeh. Conclusions.
 Tables show: (1) Glossary of terms used in soy sauce 
and similar fermentations: Koji, miso (hatcho, mame, 
mugi, genmai, kome), moromi, shoyu (koikuchi, usukuchi, 
tamari, shiro, saishikomi), tamari, teriyaki. (2) Recently 
published national standards for soy sauce, miso, etc. (cites 
8 standards, 5 from Taiwan and 1 each from Thailand, 
Malaysia and USA). (3) Recent patents relating to shoyu 
and miso production and processing: Japanese 1980 shoyu 
(13 patents), Japanese 1981 shoyu (11), USA 1979 (2), 
USA 1980 (2), Japanese 1979-1981 miso (8), USA tempeh 
1979-1980 (3 patents). (4) Japanese journal titles and their 

English translations (11 journal frequently cited in FSTA–
Food Science and Technology Abstracts). Address: Applied 
Microbiology Div., Dep. of Bioscience and Biotechnol, Univ. 
of Strathclyde, Glasgow, G1 1XW, Scotland.

3746. Product Name:  Formula S Food (Soy-Based Infant 
Formula).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cow & Gate.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1984?
New Product–Documentation:  Dorothy E.M. Francis. 
1984. “Alternatives to Cow’s Milk: Comparisons.” p. 
147-48. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. Health Hazards of Milk. 
London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: Ballière Tindall. 
“Formula S Soya Food is entirely of vegetable sources.”

3747. Product Name:  Fortison Soya (Soy-Based Enteral 
Formula).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cow & Gate.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1984?
New Product–Documentation:  Dorothy E.M. Francis. 
1984. “Alternatives to Cow’s Milk: Comparisons.” p. 
147-48. In: David L.J. Freed, ed. Health Hazards of Milk. 
London, Philadelphia, Toronto, etc.: Ballière Tindall. 
“Fortison Soya, from Cow & Gate, is for school age children 
and adults requiring enteral feeds.”

3748. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  L.S. Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Manchester, England.
Date of Introduction:  1984?
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with George Long, 
owner, who called from England. 1998 Feb. 12. George is a 
second generation Englishman of Chinese origin who speaks 
fl uent King’s English. This company (Mr. Lau) started 
making tofu 12-15 years ago, but at a different address in 
Manchester. The name and address are now: L.S. Foods, 
Ltd., No. 14 Birch Lane, Longsight, Manchester M13 0NN, 
England, UK. Phone: 161-225-3098. The product labels 
are written entirely in English. His company dominates the 
ethnic Chinese tofu market in central northwest England. An 
estimated 70-80% of the tofu is sold to Chinese-Brits; the 
rest is sold to Caucasian Brits. They used to make soybean 
milk, but they have discontinued it to focus on tofu.

3749. Roberts, Anna. 1984? The Protoveg cookbook: 
Recipes using textured soya protein. Greatham, Liss, 
Hampshire, England: Published by the author. *
• Summary: Talk with Peter Roberts, 12 Dec. 1990. This 
book, which was published in about 1984, sold about 8,000 
copies via mail order and health food shops. Address: 
Greatham, Hampshire, England.
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3750. Product Name:  Tofu, Tofu Cheesecake, Tofu Burger, 
and Soymilk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dragonfl y.
Manufacturer’s Address:  9, Moorashes, Totnes, South 
Devon, England.  Phone: 86-4724.
Date of Introduction:  1985 January.
Ingredients:  Tofu (11/91): Organically grown soya beans, 
fi ltered water, nigari.
New Product–Documentation:  Owner: Sue Harker. 
Note from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Not operating at 
present. Business for sale. Future uncertain. Talk with Philip 
Marshall. 1990. March 29. This company now makes a small 
amount of organic tofu.
 Letter from I.J. Mohammed of Oasis Wholefoods. 1991. 
Oct. 13. He worked for a while in about 1986 at Dragonfl y as 
a partner. Since 1986 Dragonfl y has been sold four times.
 Letter and Labels from Simon and Dawn Boreham of 
Dragonfl y Foods. 1991. Nov. 1. They are now located at 19A 
Riverside Buildings, Staverton Bridge Mill, Totnes, Devon, 
TQ9 6AQ, UK. Phone: 0803 865667. They fi rst wrote on 9 
Feb. 1990 to order books on tofu. Then Simon and his wife 
“purchased in June 1990 a small tofu factory in Devon called 
Dragonfl y Foods. Together we regularly produce each week 
up to 200 kg of handmade organic nigari tofu, and 2,000 x 
100 gm tofu burgers, with 4 different recipes, distributed 
and sold throughout the southern part of England. We are 
certifi ed organic by the Soil Association and our products 
are approved by the Vegetarian Society.” They are now 
developing a “business plan with a view to move to a larger 
site with greater production capacity.” Label for Handmade 
Dragonfl y Organic Tofu. 4 by 3 inches. Self adhesive. Green 
on white. “Soya bean cholesterol-free protein. Store below 
4ºC. Once opened, refrigerate in a bowl of fresh water.” The 
company is listed as “Dragonfl y Kitchen, Staverton Bridge 
Mill, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6AQ. Phone: Staverton 0803 
865667.”
 Handwritten letter from Simon Boreham in reply to 
typed questions from William Shurtleff. 1991. Dec. 2. Hard 
to read. “Dragonfl y fi rst began making tofu in 1984, with 
the organic status of tofu certifi ed by the Soil Association 
in 1991. Dragonfl y was founded by Sue Harker and Sarah 
Budd. Simon is trying to persuade the Polytechnic South 
West Plymouth Business School (Drake Circus, Plymouth, 
Devon PL4 8AA, UK) to conduct a market research project 
on tofu. He encloses a copy of a letter from this organization 
stating that they plan to conduct such a study to be completed 
by early December 1991.
 Letter from I.J. Mohammed of Oasis Wholefoods 
in England. 1991. Dec. 16. Dragonfl y (which was the 
company’s offi cial name) was probably founded at about 
the end of 1984 as a partnership by Sue Harker and Sarah 
Child. Their private home address was 9, Moorashes, Totnes, 
Devon, England. They started selling soyfoods (mainly tofu, 
tofu cheesecake, and tofu burgers) in early 1985. In Feb. 

1985 Mr. Mohammed started to work with Dragonfl y. Soon 
the business changed to a partnership between Sue Harker 
and himself. While he was there, the company made tofu 
(which he had learned how to make in Japan) and miso. He 
left the company in Oct. 1985. The company was then owned 
by Mark, and then by Linsey, who sold it to Simon and 
Dawn Boreham. Dragonfl y Foods now makes tofu and tofu 
burgers.
 Talk with Simon Boreham. 1999. Dec. 7. On 1 Jan. 1994 
the company moved to its present address: 2A Mardle Way, 
Buckfastleigh, Devon TQ11 ONR, England. Phone: +44 
1364 642700. When Simon and Dawn bought Dragonfl y, the 
turnover (sales) was £25,000/year. Today it is £325,000/year. 
The company, which is growing nicely, now makes three 
types of tofu (natural, smoked, and deep-fried), and ten types 
of beanies (veggie burgers containing 45% okara). Simon has 
just registered to web domain names: beany.com (which will 
be a fun site) and tofu.co.uk (which will be a serious site).

3751. Product Name:  Sunrise Soya Milk [Unsweetened, or 
Sweetened with Raw Cane Sugar].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml or 1 liter Tetra Brik 
Aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (London, 
UK). 1985. April 6. p. 23. “Soya milk spearheads move into 
yogurt, ice cream.” The Grocer (UK). 1985. July 27. p. 18 
“Sunrise hopes soya yogurt will follow milk success.” Note 
the use of the word “Milk” in the name of this product.
 Natural Food Trader (UK). 1985. Sept. p. 25. “Soya 
yoghurt launched [by Soya Health Foods of Manchester, 
England].” Michael Cole is director of this company.
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Soymilk Industry and Market, 
Update. “Michael Cole, a 39-year-old Londoner (who spent 
years in California) and a strict vegetarian for most of his 
life, forms Soya Health Foods Co. with a Sikh partner, Mr. 
Arora. The latter owns 51% equity and has all of the risk, 
while Cole has 30% and the fi nance company 19%. They 
open a soymilk plant at Trafford Park, Manchester, using 
relatively small Japanese equipment, including a continuous 
roller extractor. Sales grow rapidly as they challenge the 
near monopoly enjoyed by Alpro in the European soymilk 
market... By December 1985 sales of the sweetened and 
plain Sunrise Soya Milk in 500 ml Tetra Briks have reached 
250,000 liters a week.”
 Leafl et (8½ by 11 inches. Color photo). 1986. Be good 
to yourself. Sunrise Soya Milk. A Choice. 100% vegetarian. 
Shows a tall 500 ml Tetra Brik of Sunrise Soya Milk 
sweetened with raw can sugar and a squat 500 ml Tetra Brik 
of the product that “contains no sugar.” “A high quality soya 
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milk ready to drink produced in the British Isles! Sunrise 
Soya Milk is made from the fi nest Canadian hulled soya bean 
combined with soft Welsh mountain water to create a pure, 
refreshing soya milk drink. Sunrise soya milks are: Free of 
animal produce, lactose, cholesterol, sugar (some varieties), 
and salt. It is a long life U.H.T. treated soya milk lasting 6 
months unopened and up to 7 days in the fridge once opened. 
Available at your local health food store.”
 Michael Cole. 1986. Soya Health Foods Ltd. Production 
began in Jan. 1985 with a 500 ml no sugar added longlife 
pack.
 Note: This is the earliest record seen (June 2015) 
concerning Soya Health Foods, Ltd. (Manchester, England).

3752. Pathak, B.K. 1985. Re: Glaxo’s interests in soybean 
products. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Feb. 5. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Mr. Shurtleff.
 “We are one of the largest manufacturers and marketers 
of pharmaceutical and nutritious foods in India and we have 
been operating here for the last 50 years. We are an associate 
of the well known British multinational M/s. Glaxo Holdings 
p.l.c., London.
 “Glaxo is a household name in India and we enjoy a 
reputation for the quality and effectiveness of our products 
both pharmaceutical and foods.
 “As a part of our diversifi cation plans, we have decided 
to enter into the Soya bean market. Although a lot of Soya 
beans are being processed in this country yet none has tried 
to develop products acceptable to the Indian consumer and 
also market them in a big way. In our Soya bean project, 
therefore, the accent will be on developing and conducting 
market research in order to identify the products which will 
be acceptable to the Indian consumer of various strata of 
society, i.e. low income group, middle income group and 
high income sophisticated urban consumers.”
 He then orders various documents and asks several 
questions. Address: Chief manager, Diversifi cation, Glaxo 
Laboratories (India) Ltd., Dr. Annie Besant Road, Bombay 
400025, India.

3753. Australian Dairy Foods. 1985. Soy report: Six new 
soy drinks expected. Soy products will enter market. Feb. p. 
48.
• Summary: The fi rst Australian soy drink last year 
was “Golden Life,” a “sport food” launched by Martin 
Pharmaceuticals in Tetra Brik cartons. Also concerns: Anders 
Linder of STS-Soya Technology Systems, Rajasoya, Vital, 
Soyvita, Granose. Address: Australia.

3754. Product Name:  Granose Soya-Franks: Vegetarian 
Soya-Sausages.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Distributor). 
Made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE.

Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 February.
Ingredients:  Water, vegetable oils, onions, egg protein, 
wheat protein, soya protein, spices, seasonings, salt, gelling 
agent (guar gum, carob gum), wheat fl our, glucose, apples, 
smoke fl avour, oat-fl akes, breadcrumbs, herbs, milk protein, 
soya sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm cellophane wrapped 
pack. Retails for £1.06.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Calories 272.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1985. Feb. The company says that these are just the fi rst of 
some 20 new products planned for introduction this year.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 
13. States that the product, made by DE-VAU-GE, was 
introduced in Feb. 1985.
 Label sent by Granose. 1990. July 11. 2 by 5.5 inches. 
Red, brown, green, yellow, and black on white.

3755. Product Name:  Granose Chicken Style Curry.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  425 gm can for £0.89.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1985. Feb.
 Form fi lled out by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Granose, was introduced in 
Feb. 1985.

3756. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. Tofutti & 
other soy ice creams: Non-dairy frozen dessert industry and 
market. 2 vols. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. Vol. 
1, 144 p. Vol. 2, 214 p. Index. Feb. 28 cm. [129 ref]
• Summary: The fi rst study of the rapidly emerging soy 
ice cream market, based on historical principles. Contents: 
Volume I. 1. Introduction. 2. What are non-dairy frozen 
desserts? Standards, terminology, and labeling laws. 3. 
History of non-dairy frozen desserts. United States and 
Canada (1918–present), History of Tofu Time Inc. and 
Tofutti, East Asia (1936-), Europe (1946-), Third World 
countries (1970-), Australasia and the Middle East.
 Pages 75-92, titled “The Tofutti Era and Tofutti Clones, 
contain histories and descriptions of four categories of 
non-dairy ice cream companies. Within each category, the 
companies are listed in the sequence that their products 
appeared: (1) Small soyfoods companies: Penguino’s 
Inc. (New York), Green World (Idaho), Garden of Eatin’ 
(California), Soy City Foods (Ontario, Canada), The Soy 
Shop (Georgia), Metta Tofu Co. (British Columbia, Canada), 
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Island Spring (Washington state), Evolutionary Foods 
(Arizona), Midwest Tofu & Sprouts Co. (Nebraska), Cream 
of the Bean (Illinois). (2) Soyfoods companies that used a 
mixture of tofu or soymilk and soy protein isolates to make 
Tofutti-type products: Brightsong Light Foods (California), 
Farm Foods (Tennessee), White Wave (Colorado). (3) 
Dairy companies (or non-soyfoods companies) that 
launched Tofutti-style products: Presto Food Products 
(California), Colombo, Inc. (Massachusetts), Honey Hill 
Farms (California), Continental Yogurt (California), Gloria 
Vanderbilt / Frusen Gladje Ltd. (New York), Barricini Foods 
Inc. (New York), Parvelle Corp. (New York), Carvel Corp. 
(New York), Tuscan Dairy Farm (New Jersey), Golden Seal 
Riviera Ice Cream Co. (New York). (4) Innovative makers of 
non-dairy frozen desserts that are not soy-based: Olympus 
Industries (Washington, Yodolo), and Imagine Foods 
(Arkansas, Rice Dream).
 4. The soy ice cream industry and market in the U.S. 
and worldwide. 5. Nutritional value of soy ice cream. 
6. Directory of people, organizations, and publications 
connected with non-dairy frozen desserts. 7. Tofu standards 
and soy ice cream. 8. Technical information on soy ice cream 
production. Ingredients and sample ingredient listings; 
Formulas and processing techniques. 9. How to calculate the 
amount of tofu in a tofu ice cream. 10. Bibliography (129 
entries). 11. Index. About The Soyfoods Center.
 Volume II. Documents and Graphics Related to Soy 
Ice Cream. This volume contains early historical and 
current popular articles, product labels, posters, graphics, 
and corporate brochures. A rich source of information for 
marketing and product development, these also document the 
rapid growth of soy ice creams worldwide. The publication is 
not paginated. Contents: 12. Early history (1918-1969). 13. 
Farm Foods and Ice Bean (1974-). 14. Tofu Time and Tofutti 
(1980-). 15. Other Soy Ice Creams and General (1976-). 
16. Technical information on soy ice cream production. 
This last section lists ingredients and recipes, and discusses 
regulations, labeling, production processes, and quality 
of soy-based frozen desserts–largely ice cream, but also 
popsicles, sherbets, custards, etc. Fermented or cultured 
soymilks are also discussed briefl y.
 As of Jan. 1998, both volumes are bound as one.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2001) 
that contains industry or market statistics for soy ice cream 
by geographical region.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Sept. 2013) that discusses the etymology of soy ice 
creams and non-dairy frozen desserts.
 Note: The story of “The man who introduced David 
Mintz to tofu and soy ice cream: Pesach Lazaroff,” does not 
appear in this book. The story was not uncovered until Oct. 
1986. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549.

3757. U.K. Paint Industries (M/s). 1985. Classifi ed ad: 
Import requirements. Times of India (The) (Bombay). March 
11. p. 5.
• Summary: “We require the following materials in bulk 
quantities against import licences [licenses]–...
 “5. Lake Violet Tonner [a pigment]. 6. Soya lecithin. 
7. Aluminium stearate / Bantone clay / Bentone SD-
1...” Address: Prop. U.K. Paints India (P) Ltd., 19 DDA 
Commercial Complex, Kailash Colony Extn. (Zamrudpur), 
New Delhi–110048. Phone: 641-7449, 641-7849, 68-1015.

3758. Cone, Charles. 1985. Work with I.F. Laucks and 
soybean plywood glue. I (Interview). Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, March 29. 4 p. transcript.
• Summary: Cone went to work for Laucks in 1923, just as 
they were getting involved with soybean glue and plywood. 
Laucks was analyzing shipments of soybean cake that were 
being imported from East Asia, then being shipped to the 
Midwest for use as feed. Noting that soy protein was similar 
to that of casein, he decided to see if it could also be used 
as a glue. Cone developed a formula that used caustic soda 
as a key ingredient. The fl our used was made by pulverizing 
soybean cakes (either the cartwheel type or the English type), 
then grinding the meal to a fi ne fl our that would pass through 
a 80-100 mesh screen. The fl our contained about 5% oil. 
Originally all the cakes came from East Asia, but by the early 
1930s they started using U.S. soybean meal.
 Cone also developed an isolated soy protein for use in 
coating paper. The patent went to The Glidden Co. Cone’s 
historically most important patent is No. 1,955,375 they 
key paper coating patent by Cone and Brown. Glidden later 
purchased the process. In the late 1920s, a few years before 
Cone left, Laucks started working with Funk Bros. The fl our 
was made in the Midwest, but not the Glue. Glenn Davidson 
lived and worked at Funk Bros.
 Irving Fink Laucks was somewhat of a martinet, not 
a particularly friendly man, nor the type of man you’d 
joke with. He was Germanic, probably Jewish. Cone 
didn’t think he was a particularly good businessman or 
manufacturer, but his company did well in soybean glue, 
since there was no competition nor substitute. he practically 
had a monopoly, until the synthetics began to come into 
the market. The only advantage of soybean glue over 
casein was it was much cheaper. A misconception about 
the waterproof qualities of soybean glue existed for a 
long time. A well glued soybean panel was waterproof as 
far as being resistant to delamination because it became 
wet. It wasn’t clearly understood until the time of World 
War II that the real problem was delamination by living 
organisms (especially molds and fungi), which digested the 
glue. That was the major reason that the soybean was later 
replaced by synthetics, especially the phenolic resins, phenol 
formaldehyde. Monsanto made phenolics. Address: 2309 
S.W. First Ave. #1042, Portland, Oregon 97201. Phone: 503-
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285-3748 Offi ce. 503-241-0515 Home.

3759. Australian Department of Immigration and Ethnic 
Affairs. 1985. A land of immigrants. Australia. 16 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Human beings fi rst set foot on the Australian 
landmass at least 40,000 years ago. Probably originating in 
Southeast Asia, they were the ancestors of today’s Australian 
Aborigines.
 European discovery: The fi rst European visitors 
to Australia were the Dutch, who explored the Gulf of 
Carpentaria in 1606 and landed in 1642. In 1642 the 
Dutchman Abel Tasman discovered Tasmania. In 1688 the 
English buccaneer, William Dampier, in a stolen vessel, 
the Cygnet, visited Australia’s northwest coast. In 1699 he 
returned in command of the Royal Navy Ship, Roebuck, 
to continue his exploration of New Holland, the name the 
Dutch had given the continent after Tasman’s voyages. In 
1770 navigator James Cook claimed the eastern part of 
Australia for Britain; he discovered Botany Bay and named 
the land New South Wales; it did not come to be called 
Australia until the 19th century.
 A colony is born: “Loss of her North American 
colonies following the Declaration of Independence on 
1776 prompted Britain to seek a new land suitable for penal 
settlement... Before the revolt of the American colonists 
(1775-83), Britain had been transporting about 1,000 
convicts a year, mainly to Virginia and Maryland. Between 
1717 and the War of Independence (1775-83), at least 50,000 
English convicts were shipped to America. In 1779 Sir 
Joseph Banks, a botanist with Capt. Cook, fi rst suggested 
the establishment of British penal colony at Botany Bay, 
New Holland (Australia). In 1783 an American suggested 
that American colonists loyal to Britain be resettled in New 
Holland; actually, most moved to Canada. On 26 Jan. 1788 
the fi rst group of 736 British convicts plus several hundred 
non-convicts arrived at Sydney Cove, Port Jackson, New 
South Wales, and Governor Phillip founded the settlement 
at Sydney Cove–a date that is still celebrated each year as 
“Australia Day” (prior to 1932 called “Foundation Day”). 
The fi rst party of free immigrants arrived in 1793. The 
country was fi rst named Australia in 1817 and the entire 
continent was claimed by Britain in 1829. By the late 
18th century, when the fi rst European settlers arrived, an 
estimated 250,000 to 300,000 Aborigines were living in 
Australia. Shipping of convicts to eastern Australia was 
abolished in 1840, but it continued until 1853 in Tasmania 
and until 1868 in Western Australia. By that time, some 
160,000 of them had been sent to Australia.
 The Australian Gold Rush: The discovery of gold at 
Bathurst, about 100 miles northwest of Sydney, New South 
Wales, in 1851 (3 years after it was discovered in California), 
and later at Ballarat and Bendigo, north of Melbourne, 
Victoria, brought a fl ood of fortune seekers from around 
the world–including China. The Chinese population on the 

goldfi elds increased rapidly, reaching 17,000 by 1855, at 
which time an act to restrict Chinese entry was passed, thus 
beginning the policy of “White Australia.” In the gold rush 
decade, more than 600,000 immigrants arrived. [Note that 
the early gold fi elds were located in southwest Australia, 
the same area where soybeans were most widely grown 
after 1980.] From 1850 to 1860, Australia’s non-Aboriginal 
population grew from 405,356 to 1,145,585. In 1861 there 
were 40,000 Chinese in Australia. Japanese began to arrive 
in the late 1800s.
 In the second half of the 19th century, gold mining led 
to the establishment of many coastal and inland centres in 
Queensland (in northeastern Australia; separated from New 
South Wales in 1859). Gold drew thousands of miners to 
fi elds such as Gympie, Charters Towers and the Palmer 
River valley; the Mount Morgan mine was established in 
1882. Gold also brought people to Western Australia, where 
the famous goldfi elds, Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, were 
discovered in the second gold rush of 1892-1983. In 10 years 
Western Australia’s population rose from 93,000 (in 1886) 
to 138,000 (in 1896). From 1851 to 1891, some 1,390,000 
were attracted to Australia by the discovery of gold and 
the subsequent rapid development of agriculture. The 1891 
population of 3,174,400 included 46,600 from Asia.
 White Australia: In 1901 the Commonwealth of 
Australia was established, with Canberra as its capital. The 
Commonwealth Government passed a policy restricting 
Asian immigration in general. In 1901 Australia’s population 
was 3,773,801–not including Aborigines whose numbers 
had fallen to about 95,000. Some 77% of the population 
were born in Australia and 18% in Britain. Roughly 32,000 
were Chinese and 3,593 were Japanese-born. This so-called 
“White Australia” policy that began offi cially in 1901 
prevented the immigration of non-Europeans from more 
than 50 years. “In 1901 Japanese-born residents of Australia 
totalled 3,593 but as a result of the Immigration Restriction 
Act of that year, their numbers declined. During World War 
II, most returned to Japan or were interned. By 1981, with 
a non-discriminatory immigration policy, Japanese-born 
residents of Australia had increased to 8,060.
 On 26 Jan. 1949 (“Australia Day”) it fi rst became 
possible for a person to become a citizen of Australia, as 
the Australian Citizenship Act went into effect. Before that, 
the nationality status for Australians was simply “British 
subject.”
 Starting in the late 1940s, the “White Australia” policy 
was gradually and increasingly relaxed; it was fi nally 
abolished in 1973. Since World War II, immigration has 
included more than 400,000 refugees. The largest single 
group has been the 88,112 Indo-Chinese (including 68,000 
Vietnamese, many of them “boat people”) who arrived 
between April 1975 [when the USA was defeated in 
Vietnam] and June 1984. As of 1981, 9.3% of Australia’s 
overseas-born residents had been born in Asia.
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 Note: These Asians must have brought soybeans and 
soyfoods to Australia before 1900, but we have yet to see 
anything published documenting this pioneering work. 
Indeed, no one knows when and how soybeans fi rst arrived 
in Australia. Address: Australia.

3760. Product Name:  Scrummi (Non-Dairy Soy Ice Cream) 
[Banana & Honey, or Apricot].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegetarian Feasts.
Manufacturer’s Address:  21 Carnwath Rd., Fulham, 
London SW6, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 March.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu, fruits.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Sonia Newhouse. 
1988. March 13. Sonia developed this product for her 
daughter, who was allergic to dairy products. It debuted at 
the International Food Exhibition in London, this product 
received positive reviews mention in the London Evening 
Standard and at the show. She thinks it was one of the fi rst 
tofu ice creams in England. But it was never commercialized 
because the ice cream equipment did not arrive before she 
sold the company. Her daughter, Suzanna Price, named the 
product (short for scrumptious) and her daughter owns the 
formula. Today she served us 5 fl avors of her homemade 
tofu ice cream (pineapple, banana, raspberry, apricot, and 
chocolate) which are basically variations on Scrummi.

3761. Grocer (The) (England). 1985. Soya milk spearheads 
move into yogurt, ice cream. April 6. p. 23.
• Summary: Michael Cole, managing director of Soya 
Health Foods of Trafford Park, Manchester, reports that he is 
selling about £3 million worth of his new Sunrise soya milk 
each year, and producing 46,000 gallons a week in half-liter 
aseptic Tetra Pak cartons. Major grocery chains have shown 
great interest in the product. Most competing soya milks 
are imported to England. Cole imports only his soya beans–
from Canada. His company’s biggest competitor is Granose, 
which is selling through Safeway and other outlets.
 Cole presently has to feed his okara, a by-product of 
soymilk production, to pigs. “But in the next few weeks 
we will be installing a vegetarian sausage and burger plant 
which will take care of that.”
 Cole is a former health food shop owner who has all 
been involved in the marketing and manufacturing side of 
the trade, not only in England but also in India and America.
 A large photo shows Cole standing next to stacked 
cartons of his Sunrise Soya Milk. The caption reads: “’Soya 
yogurt possible–Michael Cole.”
 Note: This was the article that led to the founding of 
Genice in Wales. Ray Pierce, who was with Classic Ices in 
Wales at the time read the article, learned that Michael Cole 
of Soya Health Foods Ltd. was planning to make a soy ice 
cream, then contacted Cole and offered to work with him 

in developing the product. It became Classic Ice’s fi rst non-
dairy ice cream. Seeing its potential, Ray and Irene Barclay 
left Classic Ices and started Genice. Address: Manchester, 
England.

3762. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of 
the I.F. Laucks Co. and soybean glue. Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, CA 94549. 19 p. April 17. Unpublished 
typescript. Available online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction/summary: Development of soybean 
plywood glue–fi rst major industrial application of soybean 
protein, development of isolated soy protein for paper sizing 
and coating. The early years (1908-1926): Birth, childhood, 
education, start of laboratory in 1908 by Laucks and 
Faulkenberg, separation in 1918, fi rst contact with soybeans, 
investigation of cake from East Asia, earliest publication 
seen on soy oil 1919-20, Bill Bailey from Olympia Veneer 
comes to Laucks Lab. 1921-22, search for better plywood 
glue, early history of plywood, how plywood was made in 
the 1920’s, about plywood glues, not waterproof, running 
board debacle, 1923 tests of soybean glue, work with 
Olympia Veneer, test runs, fi rst soy-based glue developed 
by Laucks, sales to Olympia Veneer, renaming of lab 
and company, people at Laucks (Davidson, Cone, Banks, 
Eilertson, Brown), Laucks’ personality, patents before 1927 
with everyone’s name on them, non-glue patents before 1927 
(briquettes, plastics, paper sizing), problems with the glue, 
steps to standardize soybean meal, other problems, summary 
of advantages. The golden years (1926-42): April 1926 
contest (soybean glues won and all plywood manufacturers 
switched over), years of greatest patent activity (1927-34), 4 
key inventions, Laucks sells soybean glue on open market, 
victory in patent infringement lawsuit against George 
Osgood, development of own source of soybean cake (from 
Funk Brothers in Illinois), effect on midwest plantings, 
Laucks makes own glue and then fl our in Illinois, industry 
statistics, Cone and Brown paper coating patent applied for 
March 1930, granted April 1934, assigned to Glidden in 
Ohio, work with isolated soy proteins, Cone fi red, isolate 
patent starts 2 new industries, shut down of Illinois plant 
and building of Virginia plant 1934, waterproof phenolic 
resins developed in 1934 by Nevins, beginning of end of 
soybean glues, later patents 1938-39 (including British), 
other minor industrial soybean products (sprays, paints, 
wallpaper), soybean glue and World War II, standards, why 
it’s not waterproof, production statistics during 1940’s. Later 
years (1942-82): Laucks’ retirement to Orcas Island 1942, 
his articles summarizing his work in Chemurgic Digest and 
Soybean Digest, sale of company to Monsanto in 1950, 1953 
move to Healdsburg, California, 1955 interview by Robert 
Cour, Cour’s book, 1954-55 statistics, death about 1982, 
conclusion and summary. Address: Lafayette, California. 
Phone: 415-283-2991.
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3763. Roberts, Anna. 1985. The magic bean: Wholesome 
and economical recipes using soya protein. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 128 p. 
Illust. by Clive Birch. Index. April. 20 cm.
• Summary: This is a lacto-ovo-vegetarian cookbook 
about how to cook with TVP. It uses milk and free-range 
eggs. Dedicated to her husband, Peter, and to their family. 
Contents: Foreword by Peter Roberts: The requirements of 
life (protein and amino acids), protein quality, where protein 
comes from, the history of soya, the processing of soya, the 
texturing of soya, why replace meat, how do soya proteins 
compare for food values?, is it as good for you as meat, other 
important factors. Introduction. 1. Snacks and starters. 2. 
Soups. 3. Main meals.
 Page 12 notes that 74% of the world’s protein comes 
from plants and only 24% comes from animals. The FAO 
statistics are as follows: Plant protein–wheat 31%, soya 15%, 
rice 14%, maize / corn 14%, other 10%. Animal protein–
meat 13%, fi sh 7%, milk and eggs 4%.
 When people eat protein, regardless of whether the 
source is plants or animals, the body breaks it all down 
[catabolism] into basic building blocks, called amino acids, 
then makes the proteins that it needs [anabolism] from these 
building blocks.
 Note: This book was also published by Thorsens in 1985 
under another title: “The magic bean: Wholesome, delicious 
and economical recipes using natural soya protein.” Address: 
Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.

3764. Dairy Industries International. 1985. Soya Health 
Foods opens in Manchester. 50(5):43. May.
• Summary: “A factory to produce soya milk has been 
opened in Trafford Park, Manchester. UK supplies of this 
low fat, high protein drink have previously been imported 
from Belgium, France, and Germany.
 “Sales [of soya milk] in the UK have increased fi ve-fold 
in the last year to total £3.5 million; the company behind the 
new venture, Soya Health Foods, estimates that the market 
will reach £20 million within the next three years. They are 
already producing 46,000 litres a week, packed in cartons 
and sold under the brand name of Sunrise. Later in the year, 
they are hoping to launch a soya yogurt and soya milk ice 
cream. There are also plans for a soya milk by-product, 
presently sold as pig feed.” Note: Taking the retail price at 
UK£0.64 per liter, these values correspond to 5,600 tonnes 
of soya milk for 1984 and 32,000 tonnes projected for 1988. 
Address: England.

3765. Product Name:  Protoveg Savoury Bakes (Meatless 
Meatloaves) [Chicken Style, Beefy Style, Pork and Pepper 
Style].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.

Date of Introduction:  1985 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Foil trays. Retail for £1.25.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1985. May. The products require only the addition of water 
and can be baked in their own foil trays for just 20 minutes.

3766. Product Name:  Emulpur, Lecimulthins, Emulthins.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lucas Meyer (UK) Ltd. Affi liate of 
Lucas Meyer GmbH, Hamburg.
Manufacturer’s Address:  42 City Rd., Chester CH1 3AE, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 May.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in Food Processing 
(UK). 1985. May. p. 35. “Natural baking improvers from 
soyabeans.” Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 81. Brands now 
include Topcithin, Chocothin, M-C-Thin, Metarin, and 
Epikuron lecithins.

3767. Product Name:  [Sojal Soya Milk (Natural, Banana, 
Strawberry, or Carob)].
Foreign Name:  Sojal Soja Melk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Pharma Food (Distributor). Made 
[actually marketed] in England by Haldane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Netherlands.
Date of Introduction:  1985 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Liter cartons. Natural is Hfl . 
3.10 retail. Flavored is Hfl . 3.30.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1985. May. 1986. June. Two varieties of Sojal soya milk are 
newly available: one contains 9% soya fl our and honey, the 
other has no added sweetener. See also the Sojal soymilk 
imported to England by Haldane from a company in France; 
it is made from powdered Brazilian soybeans.

3768. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of 
tempeh in Europe (Document part). In: W. Shurtleff and 
A. Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of Tempeh: A Fermented 
Soyfood from Indonesia. 2nd ed. Lafayette, California: 
Soyfoods Center. 91 p. See p. 27-31. [402 ref]
• Summary: “As noted previously, all of the references to 
and articles about tempeh written between 1875 and the early 
1950s were written by Europeans, most of them Dutchmen. 
Senior authors of references prior to 1940 included Gericke 
and Roorda (1875, 1901), Prinsen Geerligs (1895, 1896), 
Boorsma (1900), Vorderman (1902), Heyne (1913), Jansen 
(1923, 1924), Ochse (1931), van Veen (1932, 1933, 1934, 
1935, 1936, 1938), Mertens (1933), Amar and Grevenstuk 
(1935), and Burkill (1935).
 “Yet, perhaps because Dutch was not a widely read or 
spoken language and tempeh was not known in countries 
more famous for soyfoods such as Japan and China, tempeh 
was rarely mentioned in the numerous articles about 
soyfoods published in French, German, and English prior 
to the 1950s. Nor are there records of tempeh being made 
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in Europe during this time. The only two European works 
in English that mentioned tempeh during this period were 
those by Ochse (1931) and Burkill (1935), and both were 
encyclopedic works about the foods and plants of Malaysia 
and Indonesia; Ochse’s work was originally published in 
Dutch.
 “Relatively little was published about tempeh in Europe 
between 1940 and 1959, and most articles focused on its 
role in prisoner of war camps in Southeast Asia. There were 
articles by van Veen (1946, in Dutch), Roelofsen (1946, in 
Dutch), de Bruyn et al. (1947, in Dutch), Tammes (1950, in 
Dutch), van Veen and Schaefer (1950), Smith and Woodruff 
(1951), Grant (1951), Dupont (1954), and Autret and van 
Veen (1955); the latter fi ve articles were all in English. Most 
of these have been discussed earlier at Indonesia. Boedijn 
(1958) reported that Rhizopus oligosporus can always 
be isolated from tempeh, implying that it is the primary 
organism in tempeh.
 “All of the fi rst tempeh companies in Europe were 
started in the Netherlands by immigrants from Indonesia. 
The earliest of these, called ENTI, was founded in April 
1946 by a Dutch couple whose last name was Wedding. 
They had learned to make tempeh while living in Indonesia. 
Bringing their starter culture and tempeh culture to the 
Netherlands, they began to make Europe’s earliest known 
tempeh on a home scale for friends and relatives. Gradually 
ENTI grew and become a commercial operation, making 
2,000 lb of tempeh a day by the early 1970s. In about 1974 
the Weddings sold the company (located in Zevenhuizen) 
to Mrs. L.J. Duson, who ran it until January 1984, when she 
closed it. Firma E.S. Lembekker, founded in January 1959 
in Amsterdam, then became Europe’s oldest existing tempeh 
company.
 “Interest in tempeh in Europe began to increase 
starting in the 1960s. Articles were published by Roelofsen 
and Thalens (1964; changes in B vitamins), Stanton and 
Wallbridge (1969; a tempeh-like product made from cassava 
but with improved nutritional value), Thio (1972, 1975, 
small scale production and recipes), Jensen and Djurtoft 
(1976; a large report from Denmark on legume and cereal 
grain tempehs), Djurtoft and Jensen (1977, tempeh from 
various African grains and beans), Andersson (1977, volatile 
components and yellow pea tempeh, from Sweden), and Bahi 
El-Din et al. (1977; Sudanese researchers at Wageningen, 
Netherlands). Among these researchers, Thio Goan Loo 
fron Indonesia was especially active in teaching people in 
Third World countries about tempeh. In 1972 he wrote about 
tempeh for use in Zambia (Africa) and spent three months in 
1979 teaching tempeh production and recipes in Sri Lanka.
 “The earliest known popular article on tempeh was 
an excellent 7-page feature story with nine photographs 
published in 1982 in Le Compas in French. In 1982 Soja 
Total, a translation of The Farm Vegetarian Cookbook 
(Hagler 1978), containing 13 pages of information on 

tempeh, was published in Germany. In 1985 Das Tempeh 
Buch, an updated and expanded translation of The Book 
of Tempeh (Shurtleff and Aoyagi 1979), will be published 
in Germany. Thus by 1984 there was more information on 
tempeh available in German than in any other continental 
European language, including Dutch. However the absence 
of a center of focused research efforts and a good source of 
tempeh cultures, such as the centers at Geneva and Peoria 
in the US, restricted the development of widespread popular 
interest in tempeh in Europe.
 “Europe’s largest tempeh company, Tempe Production 
Inc. (called Handelsonderneming van Dappern until 1983) 
was founded in 1969 by Robert van Dappern, with the 
help of his Dutch father (Herman), his Indonesian mother 
(Aveline), and his Dutch-Indonesian wife. He paid the 
Dutch-Indonesian sailor (who had founded Firma ENTI) a 
substantial sum of money to teach him how to make tempeh. 
By 1970 they were making tempeh in a small warehouse in 
Rotterdam. Initially they sold all of their tempeh to a couple 
of Holland’s many Indonesian stores, but then they hired 
his wife’s father, a well-known Indonesian, to deliver to the 
wider Indonesian community. The company began to grow, 
but all of the tempeh was being consumed by Indonesians 
living in the Netherlands.
 “In about 1972 or 1973 they moved the thriving 
company to Kerkrade, in southern Holland near the family 
home in Heerlen, rented a bigger building, and started mass 
production. Ed van Dappern, the second brother, joined 
the company as an equal partner. In 1979 Robert sent his 
wife’s brother, Ike van Gessel, to Los Angeles to set up a 
tempeh plant there. Ike rented a building but, because of the 
European recession during the early 1980s and the need for 
capital to expand the business in the Netherlands, he had 
to cancel the lease and call off the project, at a substantial 
fi nancial loss.
 “In about 1980 or 1981 the company bought a $1 
million modern factory in Kerkrade and expanded again. 
By mid-1982 Tempe Production Inc. was producing 6,000 
to 8,000 pounds of tempeh a week, making it the largest 
tempeh company in the world. By early 1984 production 
had increased to 13,200 pounds a week, and an estimated 
10% of this was consumed by non-Indonesians. The family 
developed their own proprietary method for making tempeh 
starter culture. They developed a leafl et on tempeh, gave 
demonstrations on making and cooking with tempeh, and got 
tempeh to be sold at the Central Market, with the result that 
more and more of the greengrocers, who buy their vegetables 
there early each morning, started selling tempeh (and tofu). 
The company exported tempeh and tempeh products to 
England, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg via a major 
distributor. Robert’s Indonesian mother, Aveline, was in 
charge of preparing these (van Gessel 1982; Welters 1982; 
van Dappern 1984, each personal communications). By 
1984 Tempe Production Inc. was the world’s second largest 
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tempeh manufacturer, after Marusan-Ai in Japan.
 “Prior to early 1981 all of Europe’s tempeh companies 
were located in the Netherlands and run by older Dutchmen 
catering largely to an Indonesian clientele. Europe’s fi rst 
generation of “New Age” tempeh shops was started from 
1981 by young people interested in natural foods and/or 
macrobiotics. Europe’s earliest known New-Age tempeh 
company was Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh, which was in operation 
by January 1981 at 155 Archway Rd., Highgate, in London. 
JAKSO, the fi rst New Age shop in the Netherlands, started 
in July 1981. By January 1982 there were 7 tempeh shops 
operating in Europe; by January 1984 there were 18. Of 
these, 7 were in the Netherlands, 3 in Austria, 2 each 
in England and West Germany, and 1 each in Belgium, 
France, Italy, and Sweden. Total tempeh production in the 
Netherlands was about 4,500 kg a week (10,000 cakes of l 
pound each) in 1982, rising to 12,000 kg a week in 1984.
 “By 1980 another center of interest in tempeh had 
developed at the Department of Botany and Microbiology, 
University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, Wales, UK. 
There Dr. J. Hedger and Mr. T. Basuki (from Indonesia) 
were planning to start a tempeh factory, had produced 
a 4-page leafl et on “Tempe–An Indonesian Fermented 
Soybean Food,” and had written a script for a BBC program 
“Tomorrow’s World,” on tempeh, which was broadcast in the 
summer of 1979. At that time tempeh was also occasionally 
sold in London, but the name of the manufacturer was not 
given (O’Neill 1980). In 1982 Hedger wrote a brief article 
on tempeh production.” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549.

3769. STS–Soya Technology Systems. 1985. Containers for 
soymilk (Leafl et). 11 Dhoby Ghaut #11-06, Cathay Building, 
Singapore 0922. 2 panels each side. Each panel: 30 x 21 cm. 
Also published in Chinese. [Eng; Chi]

• Summary: Color photos show carton containers (Tetra 
Brik, Combibloc, Pure Pak), plastic bottles (incl. Remy/

Serac Aseptic UHT), glass bottles, cans, and plastic bags 
(Prepac/UHT, Doypack/Toyo Seikan standing pouch/retort 
sterilized). Brands include Granose, Marigold, GranoVita, 
Soy Moo, Magnolia, No Cow, Vegemil, Vitamilk, Amofood, 
Milho Verde, PureHarvest, Yeo’s.
 Note 1. Milho Verde is made by Pennone–Produtos 
Alimenticios Ltda., Av. Adolfo Pinheiro 1247, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil. Their factory is at another address.
 Prepac is at 62 Rue Pasteur, 94800 Villejuif (a 
commune in the southern suburbs of Paris), France. Address: 
Singapore.

3770. Olsman, Willem J.; Dobbelaere, S.; Hitchcock, C.H.S. 
1985. The performance of an SDS-PAGE and an ELISA 
method for the quantitative analysis of soya protein in meat 
products: An international collaborative study. J. of the 
Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 36(6):499-507. 
June. [8 ref]
• Summary: “All correspondence should be addressed to 
EUVEPRO, 19 Rue de L’Orme, 1040 Brussels, Belgium.” 
This is the result of a collaborative study in which 5 meat 
products containing different known levels of one of fi ve 
different commercial soya ingredients, together with a 
blind duplicate and a blank, were analyzed for soya protein 
by 26 laboratories (whose addresses are given with the 
name of the primary researcher) in 10 European countries. 
Two techniques were tested: the sodium dodecylsulphate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) method 
of Armstrong et al. (J. of Food Technology 1982, 17:327-
33) and the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
method of Hitchcock et al. (J. of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture 1981, 32:157-65). Both methods give good 
results, “but require further refi nements to make them 
generally acceptable for control purposes.” Address: 1. 
Service Lab. and Consultancy Bureau, P.O. Box 649, 3700 
AP Zeist, The Netherlands; 2. Purina Protein Europe, 
Zwaanhofeg 1, 8900 Ieper, Belgium; 3. Unilever Research 
Lab., Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford MK44 1LQ, 
UK.

3771. Price, K.R.; Fenwick, G.R. 1985. Naturally occurring 
oestrogens in foods–A review. Food Additives and 
Contaminants: Analysis, Surveillance, Evaluation, Control 
(London) 2(2):73-106. April/June. [186 ref]
• Summary: “The presence in plants of oestrogens, 
compounds which induce oestrus in immature animals or 
interfere with normal reproductive processes, have been 
known for over half a century. This review places particular 
emphasis on isofl avones and coumestans, both of which are 
true plant oestrogens, and the resorcylic acid lactones, more 
correctly classifi ed as fungal oestrogens.
 Table 1, titled “Oestrogenic principles of edible plants,” 
lists 27 plants (including soybeans) with their scientifi c 
and common names, the part of the plant containing the 
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estrogen, and the active principle. In soybean seeds, the 
active principle is isofl avones, whereas in soy sprouts it is 
coumestrol. Note 1. AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food 
Research Council.”
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes estrus (a term fi rst 
used in about 1890) as “a regularly recurrent state of sexual 
excitability during which the female of most mammals will 
accept the male and is capable of conceiving: heat.” Address: 
AFRC Food Research Inst., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 
7UA [England].

3772. Product Name:  Sojal Light Dairy Free Frozen 
Dessert [Strawberry, Carob, Hazelnut, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd. Made 
in Leicester, England, by Rossa Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  16 The Halcroft, Syston, 
Leicester, England LE7 8LD.  Phone: 0533 605665.
Date of Introduction:  1985 June.
Ingredients:  Carob: Water, dehulled soya beans, honey, 
vegetable oil, carob, soya lecithin, guar gum.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  See next page. Ad in 
The Vegetarian. 1985. July/Aug. p. 23. “Sojal, So Good! 
New dairy-free frozen desserts, by Hera.” These new soy 
ice creams, made from soya milk, come in light vanilla, 
strawberry, carob, and hazelnut fl avors.
 Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 104. Address: Hayhill 
Industrial Estate, Unit 25, Barrow Upon Soar, Leicester, 
Leicestershire, England. Letter from John Holt. 1987. Aug. 
19. “The product was launched with these labels in June 
1985. It was sold prior to that under the name of Soyboy 
Soy Ices.” Leafl et. 1987. “Sojal, So Good! New dairy-
free frozen desserts by Hera.” Shows all 4 Labels in color. 
“Only 100 calories per 100 ml. Cholesterol free. No animal 
ingredients. No added sweeteners except honey. Contains 
polyunsaturated vegetable oil.” On the rear is a handwritten 
letter from John Holt, with signature.

3773. Grocer (The) (England). 1985. Sunrise hopes soya 
yogurt will follow milk success. July 27. p. 18.
• Summary: “Six months ago, Michael Cole, a strict 
vegetarian for most of his life, formed the Soya Health Foods 
company and opened the fi rst soya milk factory of its kind in 
this country at Trafford Park, Manchester. In that time sales 
of his Sunrise no-added-sugar UHT soya milk have risen 
from 46,000 litres a week to 250,000.
 “Recently he signed a two-year own-label contract for 
sweetened soya milk with Lancashire Dairies, and is now 
supplying Co-operative Retail Services, and supermarket 
chains.
 Cole has now launched three more soya products 
under his brand: (1) Sunrise Soya yogurt in four fl avors–
strawberry, peach melba, black cherry and raspberry. Cole 

says there have never previously been any soya milk yogurts 
available in the UK or Ireland; (2) Sunrise Ice Dream (soya 
milk ice cream) in two fl avors–hazelnut and vanilla. “This 
is a natural ice product, free from dairy produce, lactose and 
cholesterol and containing only sugar made from fruit.”; and 
Sunrise Vegetarian Burgers, each weighing ¼ pound; they 
are high in proteins and fi bres. A photo shows his company’s 
four products, including 2 fl avors of soy yogurt. Cole says 
there are three large markets for soya products in the UK: 
(1) The slimmers, dietary and allergy foods market; (2) the 
natural food market; and (3) the Kosher market. Address: 
Manchester, England.

3774. Product Name:  Sunrise Ice Dream (Non-Dairy 
Soymilk Ice Cream) [Vanilla, Hazelnut, Wildberry, 
Strawberry, or Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Classic Ices, then 
from 1986 in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 July.
Ingredients:  Vanilla (4/91): Soya milk, corn syrup, 
vegetable oil, fructose, vanilla bean extract, emulsifi er 
(vegetable mono-diglyceride), stabilisers (guar gum, locust 
bean gum, xanthan gum), natural colour: Annatto. Other 
fl avors contain fresh fruits and nuts.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter plastic tub (1,000 gm) or 
125 gm cup.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Vanilla (6/91): Per 100 ml: Energy 69 kcal 
(calories), protein 1.0 gm, carbohydrate 10.0 gm, fat 3.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  See page after next. The 
Grocer (England). 1985. July 27, p. 18. “Sunrise hopes 
soya yogurt will follow milk success.” Sunrise Ice Dream 
(soya milk ice cream) is available in two fl avors–hazelnut 
and vanilla. “This is a natural ice product, free from dairy 
produce, lactose and cholesterol and containing only sugar 
made from fruit.”
 Natural Food Trader (UK). 1985. Sept. p. 25. Michael 
Cole is director of this company; Food Trade Review. 1985. 
Nov. p. 568. Byrne. 1986.
 Maureen Byrne. 1986. Food Manufacture (London). 
May. p. 64, 67. “Cool and classic.” Sunrise Soya Ice Dream 
is made for Soya Health Foods, Ltd. by Hillsdown Holdings 
Group’s Classic Ices.” Poster. 1985. “Sunrise–Be good to 
yourself!” A photo shows one tub of Ice Dream.
 Poster. 1985. “New from Soya Health Foods Ltd. 
Sunrise Ice Dream. All Natural. Enjoy the creamy fl avour 
of the fi nest ice cream without excess calorie or fat. Now 
available in 4 fl avours.”
 Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Soymilk Industry and Market, 
Update. This product soon became a great success. Letter 
from Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 29. The managing director of 
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this company is still Michael Cole.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. This product 
has always been made with soy protein isolates.
 Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 
1991. April 23. Paperboard top of tub: 6.5 by 4.25 inches. 
2.5 inches deep. Print is red, white, brown, black, yellow, 
and green on a color photo against a tan background. Color 
photo of a dish fi lled with scoops of vanilla soy ice cream, 
topped with two sweet wafers, surrounded by fruits and 
nuts. On top: “Non-dairy frozen dessert. Made from natural 
ingredients. Lactose free. 1 litre pack.” On sides and bottom: 
“Free from dairy and animal produce.” The strawberry 
fl avour is no longer sold.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. Most 
of the soy ice creams made by Genice (such as Sunrise Ice 
Dream, the number one soy ice cream brand in the UK) are 
made with soy protein isolates.
 Health Food Business (London). 1992. May. p. 34. 
“Frozen desserts. Soya Health Foods. Sunrise Ice Dream 
non-dairy frozen dessert available in 1 litre tubs in six 
fl avours: Vanilla, Hazelnut, Carob, Wildberry, Cassata, and 
Coconut, with an rrp [or RRP = recommended retail price] of 
£1.99, trade price £7.84 for 6 + VAT [Value Added Tax]; also 
available in 125ml tubs (individual servings) in six fl avours–
Vanilla, Raspberry, Pistachio and Almond, Mint Carob Chip, 
Mango and Apricot, and Fruit Cocktail, with an rrp of 45p 
and a Trade price of £3.83 + VAT for 12 tubs. Sunrise Carob-

Ices–the world’s fi rst non-dairy choc-ice are available in a 
take-home 6-pack or in individuals (for impulse buying). 
Sunrise Carob-Ices contain Sunrise Vanilla Ice Dream, 
coated in carob, rrp per pack £1.79, trade price £11.83 + 
VAT for 10. Sunrise Iced Yogert, a non-dairy frozen yoghurt 
dessert, available in 500ml tubs in two fl avours Strawberry 
and Black Cherry–rrp £1.66, trade price £6.38 + VAT.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 
and 8. Ray, a native of Wales, had started a company named 
Classic Ices, which was primarily a dairy ice cream company 
located in Rhydymwyn (pronounced REED-uh-MOO-un), 
Clwyd (pronounced KLU-ud) County, Wales. In 1984 Ray 
sold his shares in Classic Ices to the Hillsdown Holdings 
Group but continued to work at the company. In 1984 Ray 
saw an article in The Grocer stating that Michael Cole of 
Soya Health Foods Ltd. had started making soya milk and 
he was planning to make related non-dairy products–such as 
soya ice cream. Ray approached Michael Cole asked if they 
could develop and make a soy ice cream for him. Michael 
was interested and that is how Ray’s interest in soya ice 
creams began. Irene Barclay of Classic Ices worked closely 
with Michael Cole to developed the product. In about July 
1985 Classic Ices started making Sunrise Ice Dream and 
selling it to Cole, who marketed it very successfully. In 
1985 Ray and Irene left Classic Ices and started their own 
company, Genice Foods Ltd., also located in Clwyd, to focus 
on developing and manufacturing non-dairy desserts. In 
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1986 production of Sunrise Ice Dream was transferred from 
Classic Ices to Genice.
 Labels (Vanilla, Carob, Wildberry) sent by Genice Foods 
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18.

3775. Product Name:  Sunrise Soya Milk “Live” Fruit 
Yoghurt (Non-Dairy) [Strawberry, Peach Melba, Black 
Cherry, or Raspberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.  Phone: 061-872-
0549.
Date of Introduction:  1985 July.
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (UK). 1985. 
July 27. p. 18. “Sunrise hopes soya yogurt will follow milk 
success.” Sunrise Soya yogurt is now available in four 
fl avors–strawberry, peach melba, black cherry and raspberry. 
Michael Cole says there have never previously been any 
soya milk yogurts available in the UK or Ireland. A photo 
shows two yogurt cartons.
 Natural Food Trader (UK). 1985. Sept. p. 25. Michael 
Cole is director of this company, which has been in existence 
for only 6 months.
 Poster. 1985. Sunrise–Be good to yourself! A photo 
shows yogurt cartons. Shurtleff & Aoyagi. 1985. Soymilk 
Industry and Market, Update. This soymilk yogurt soon 
failed.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. This product 
has always been made with soy protein isolates.
 Note the use of the word “Milk” in the name of this 
product.

3776. Leysen, Roger. 1985. Re: The largest soybean crushers 
in Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Aug. 6–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: The following are estimates based on Dr. 
Leyson’s extensive contacts in the industry. The four largest 
soybean crushers, in descending order of size, are:
 Cargill, approx. 9,500 tonnes/day. Five plants; 2 in 
France, and 1 each in Belgium, Netherlands, and Spain.
 Unilever, approx. 7,100 tonnes/day. Three plants; 1 each 
in Netherlands, West Germany, and Switzerland.
 Vandemoortele, approx. 5,500 tonnes/day. Two plants, 
both in Belgium.
 Continental Grain, approx. 3,000 tonnes/day. Two 
plants; 1 each in the UK and Italy.
 Information on the quantities of soybeans crushed 
each year in individual countries is only available from the 
different national oilseed processors’ associations. Statistics 
for the EEC crush are available from FEDIOL. The picture 
is now becoming extremely complicated since most plants 
have been equipped or are being equipped for multi-

seed crushing operations. The crushing of locally-grown 
rapeseed and sunfl owerseed is interesting because of the 
crushing subsidies from the EEC; they compensate the price 
difference with the prevailing world price. Address: Market 
Manager Fats and Oils, American Soybean Assoc., Brussels, 
Belgium. Phone: 217 20 75.

3777. Eckett, Alison. 1985. Beating the protein crunch: 
A growing number of people are discovering the range of 
soyfoods, both traditional and modern, that can be made 
from this bean. Food Processing (UK) 54(8):25-28. Aug.
• Summary: “The term ‘soyfoods’ is a recent generic 
expression that has been used to describe the complete 
range of soy products prepared for human consumption. It 
covers both high technology, modern products such as soy 
[protein] fi bres, concentrates and isolates which are mainly 
used as ingredients by food manufacturers... and includes the 
traditional low technology products of soymilk, soy sauce, 
miso, natto, tofu, tempeh and soy sprouts that have formed 
part of the staple diet in East Asia for thousands of years.”
 Soyfoods are divided into non-fermented and fermented. 
Photos show: (1) Miso Dip (front of two packages). (2) 
Cubes of tofu under water. (3) Nasoya Tofu Vegi-Dip. 
(4) Sliced cakes of tempeh. (5) The front of four tempeh 
packages, made by The Tempeh Works. (5) White Wave 
tempeh, a tempeh burger, and a promotional piece. (6) A box 
of Tofu Lasagna, made by Legume, Inc. (7) The front of a 
package of “6 All Natural Vanilla Ice Bean Sandwiches,” 
made from Ice Bean by Farm Foods.

3778. Product Name:  Granose Soya Milk [Sugar Free, 
Plain/Dairylike, Organic; Coconut, Chocolate, Strawberry, 
Banana, Carob].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk 
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 August.
Ingredients:  Coconut: Water, dehulled soya beans, raw 
cane-sugar, coconut powder, sea-salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml: 70 calories. Fat fractions: 
polyunsaturates 39%, saturates 15%.
New Product–Documentation:  STS. 1985. Containers for 
Soymilk. Shows color photo of 500 ml Tetra Brik carton. 
Orange and green on white. “100% Vegetable. Rich in 
protein. High in polyunsaturates.” Use by 7/84.
 Spot in Food Trade Review. 1986. June. Granose Foods 
Ltd. (UK) launched new strawberry soya milk in 500 ml 
Tetra Paks. Ad in The Vegan. 1986. Summer. p. 17. “Why 
does Granose Soya Milk fl ow so smoothly? Well, its the 
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natural choice.” Shown in 500 ml and 1,000 ml. Sugar free 
or sweetened with raw cane sugar.
 Photo and Spot in The Vegetarian (UK). 1986. Sept/
Oct. “Granose strawberry fl avoured soya milk. Absolutely 
delectable–pure strawberry essence, no artifi cial fl avour or 
colour so its not bright pink!”
 Label. 1987. Gold, yellow, brown, blue, and green. 
Illustration of sunrise seen through a farmhouse window.
 Soyfoods (ESFA). Granose Foods Ltd. has launched 
a strawberry soya milk, made from soya beans, pure 
strawberry essence, raw cane sugar, sea salt, and natural 
vegetable fl avoring. Presented in 500 ml “Tetra Paks,” it has 
a 6-month shelf life unopened.
 Ad in The Vegan. 1988. Summer. p. 16. “Granose Soya 
Milk [Banana fl avoured with no added sugar].”

3779. Leneman, Leah. 1985. Tomorrow’s world [soyfoods]. 
Vegetarian (The) (England). July/Aug. p. 21-24.
• Summary: There are now 8-9 brands of soya milk sold 
in Britain. “It is a shame that most people’s introduction to 
tofu is in the form of Morinaga silken tofu which... is now 
found in most health food stores. Silken tofu is pleasant 
and nutritious, but is much softer than regular tofu and is 
therefore much less versatile. Following recipes meant for 
fi rm tofu with it can be frustrating.

“Granose is the fi rst big-name health food manufacturer 
to feature a line of tofu-based products (imported from 
Denmark). Two of the three tinned convenience meals seem 
to me less than ideal. The tofu adds nothing special to either 

the Tofu and Tomato Sauce nor to the Tofu in a Savoury 
Bean Sauce; they might just as well have used tvp. However, 
the Chinese-Style Tofu is really excellent, with a nice 
balance of tastes and textures, including the cubes of tofu–
just about the nicest tinned convenience meal around.
 “The fi rst national distributor of tofu (to the best of my 
knowledge) was The Regular Tofu Company... Like all other 
national distributors, their tofu is vacuum-packed, which 
considerably lengthens its shelf-life... Paul’s Tofu (The Old 
Brewery, Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, St. 
Albans, Herts.) produces another vacuum-packed fi rm tofu, 
which is available in London and South-East England...

“Bean Machine (Station Road, Crymych, Dyfed) 
produces not only tofu but also a range of ‘soysage’ foods 
made from okara... They also make ‘Soyannaize,’ a dairy-
free dressing. Duchesse All-Natural Tofu Dressing and Dip 
(made by St. Giles Foods Ltd, St. Giles House, Sandhurst 
Road, Sidcup, Kent DA15 7HL) is another mayonnaise-type 
product...”
 She is writing The International Tofu Cookery Book for 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, 
Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

3780. Product Name:  Sunrise Vegetarian Quarterpound 
Burgers (Made from Tofu or Soya Proteins) [Tandoori, Herbs 
& Spices, Tofu, or Mexican Chili].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 August.
Ingredients:  Herbs & Spices: Okara (soya fi bre and 
protein), textured soya fl our, hydrogenated vegetable oil, 
wholewheat rusk, soya fl our, modifi ed starch, stabiliser 
(of vegetable origin), hydrolysed vegetable protein, mixed 
vegetables, mixed herbs, mixed spices, tamari.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm: Protein 11 gm, fat 14 gm, 
carbohydrate 12.6 gm, dietary fi bre 5.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Natural Food Trader (UK). 
1985. Sept. p. 25. The burgers are quarter pounders that 
come 4 in a pack. Michael Cole is director of this company. 
Poster. Sunrise–Be good to yourself! A photo shows a burger 
box.
 Label. 1988. Paperboard box. 9 by 4.5 by 1.5 inches. 
Full color in red, green, and brown. Photo on front of open-
face burger. “Free from animal fats. No artifi cial colours. 
Low in salt and high in fi bre. No animal has suffered in the 
making of this product.” Other products available from Soya 
Health Foods: Sunrise Soya Milk, Soya Milk Yogurt, Soya 
Ice Dream in 1 litre tubs.

3781. Product Name:  Duchesse Tofu Dressing & Dip.
Manufacturer’s Name:  St. Giles Foods Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  St. Giles House, Sandhurst Rd., 
Sidcup, Kent, DA15 7HL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985 August.
Ingredients:  Sunfl ower oil, cider vinegar, tofu (soybean 
curd), vegetable oil, onion, garlic, raw sugar, herbs, sea salt, 
whole spices, vegetable gums (guar and xanthan).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 ml.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  L. Leneman. 1985. The 
Vegetarian. July/Aug. p. 23 “Tomorrow’s Food.” This is a 
“mayonnaise-type product... It is superbly fl avoured and 
remarkably rich and creamy–a fabulous egg-free, dairy-free 
dressing for salads and sandwiches... This company is also 
launching a tofu-based sandwich spread with dill pickles.”
 Label. 1987, undated. 1.5 by 7.5 inches. White and 
gold on black. “All-Natural. Low cholesterol. High in 
polyunsaturates. Without egg products. Suitable for Vegan 
Diets.”

3782. Freundlich, Michael; Zilleruelo, G.; Abitbol, C.; 
Strauss, J.; Faugere, M-C.; Malluche, H.H. 1985. Infant 
formula as a cause of aluminium toxicity in neonatal 
uraemia. Lancet ii(8454):527-29. Sept. 7. [27 ref]
• Summary: Though acute toxicity from consuming 
aluminum is rare, young children with kidney failure or 
impaired kidney function are “very susceptible to aluminum 
toxicity.” The authors report 2 cases of aluminum toxicity 
in infants fed soy-based infant formulas. They developed 
encephalopathy, infl ammation, and injury of the brain. Both 
infants died. They were found to have high aluminum levels 
in the brain, although bone aluminum levels were normal.
 The authors tested several infant formulas and found 
them to contain “high concentrations of aluminum.” They 
recommend the use of aluminum-free infant formula in 
infants with reduced kidney function. They indicate that it is 
“unclear” whether aluminum in infant formula represents a 
health hazard for normal infants.
 Note 1. In response to this article, Fisher and co-workers 
in England wrote in The Lancet of 6 May 1989: “One study 
attributed encephalopathy and fatal illness in two infants 
with severe congenital renal [kidney] failure to aluminum 
from this source [infant formula], although the validity of 
that conclusion is doubtful.
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes encephalopathy (a 
term fi rst used in 1866) as “a disease of the brain; especially 
one involving alterations of brain structure.”
 Note 3. This is the earliest document seen that discusses 
aluminum toxicity in any soyfood product. It prompted 
considerable subsequent research on the subject. Address: 
1-4. Div. of Pediatric Nephrology, Dep. of Pediatrics, Univ. 
of Miami, Miami, Florida; 5-6. Div. of Nephrology, Bone 
and Mineral Metabolism, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.

3783. Groom, Jon; Groom, Sarah. 1985. Bean Machine story. 

Point Soja–Soyfoods. Autumn. p. 8. [Eng; Fre]
• Summary: Jon and Zorah Groom started a business in 1982 
making tofu, soysage, and Soyanaize (vegan mayonnaise) 
from their kitchen. They learned how to make tofu and 
soymilk while living in Eire [Ireland] with some people 
from Stephen Gaskin’s Farm in Tennessee. With a co-op of 
7 people (The Bean Machine Co-op Ltd.) they transformed 
an old car spares shop at Crymych into Wales’ fi rst soy dairy. 
It began operation in January 1984. A new product was Tofu 
Pasties. They are now building a new plant in Cardigan. 
Address: Crymych, Wales.

3784. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1985. Macrobiotics: Yesterday and 
today. Tokyo and New York: Japan Publications Inc. 292 p. 
Sept. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [144* ref]
• Summary: The best and most objective book available to 
date (April 2011) on the origins and history of macrobiotics, 
worldwide. Includes detailed information on central ideas 
and practices of macrobiotics, its leaders, organizations, 
applications, and aspirations. Carefully researched and well 
written.
 Contents: 1. Ekken Kaibara: The grandfather of 
macrobiotics. 2. Sagen Ishizuka: The founder of modern 
macrobiotics. 3. George Ohsawa: The early years (1893-
1929; Yukikazu Sakurazawa, later known as George Ohsawa 
was born on 18 Oct. 1893 in a western suburb of Kyoto, 
Japan, the family’s eldest child). 4. George Ohsawa: The fi rst 
sojourn in the west (1929-1936). 5. George Ohsawa: Return 
to Japan in crisis (1936-1939).
 Photographic interlude for Macrobiotics Yesterday. 
Illustration (line drawing) of Ekken Kaibara. Photos of 
Ishizuka, Nishibata, Ohsawa’s parents, George Ohsawa 
(many from 1901-1966). 6. George Ohsawa: The war years 
(1940-1945). 7. George Ohsawa: Hope for a new Japan and 
a new world (1945-1953). 8. George Ohsawa: The world 
journey of the penniless samurai (1953-1966; George and 
Lima visited India [Nov. 1953-July 1955]; Africa [Aug. 
1955-Feb. 1956, incl. Kenya, and 3½ months with Albert 
Schweitzer at Lambarene, Gabon]; Paris, France and 
Brussels, Belgium; New York City, USA [late 1959-Oct. 
1961]; France [around 1961 he met Louis Kervran]; Tokyo 
[most of 1963-64]; Vietnam 1965; Tokyo, where he died 
on 23 April 1966 [24 April Japan time], probably of fi larial 
parasites contracted in Lambarene, and smoking). 9. George 
Ohsawa: The man and the legacy. 10. After the master: Part 
one: America.
 Photographic interlude for Macrobiotics Today. Photos 
are given of Toshi Kawaguchi, Michi Ogawa, Hiroshi 
Maruyama, Kaoru Yoshimi, Francoise Riviere, Cecile Levin, 
Dr. Kikuo Chishima, Dr. Moriyasu Ushio, Michio and 
Aveline Kushi, Herman and Cornellia Aihara, the Kushis, 
Aiharas, and Shizuko Yamamoto, William Dufty, Bill Tara, 
Aveline Kushi and Wendy Esko, Alex Jack, Dr. Marc van 
Cauwenberghe, Edward Esko, Murray Snyder, Noboru 
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Muramoto, Jacques and Yvette de Langre [DeLangre], 
Jerome Carty, Duncan Sim, Lima Ohsawa, Shuzo Okada, 
Hideo Ohmori, First European Congress of Macrobiotics in 
London, Nov. 1978, Lenk summer camp, Switzerland, July 
1984, Jan Lansloot, Peter Doggen, Rik Vermuyten, Georges 
Van Wesenbeeck, Roland Keijser, Mayli Lao Shun, Tomio 
Kikuchi (in Brazil).
 11. After the master: Part two: Japan. 12. After the 
master: Part three: Europe and elsewhere. 13. The gospel 
according to Kushi. 14. Macrobiotics in western culture. 15. 
Prospects for the future. Bibliography.
 The author, an excellent historian and writer, with a 
delightful sense of humor and light touch, began his study 
and practice of macrobiotics under Michio Kushi in Boston 
in Jan. 1967. A photo of Ronald E. Kotzsch appears on the 
rear cover. This book is based on his doctoral dissertation 
titled “Georges Ohsawa and the Japanese Religious 
Tradition,” submitted on 1 April 1981 for a PhD degree in 
History of Religions from Harvard University. Pages 185-
86 discuss briefl y the role of the macrobiotic movement 
in introducing soyfoods (especially miso, shoyu, and tofu) 
and natural foods to America. Address: PhD, Hanover, 
New Hampshire; The New North Church, Hingham, 
Massachusetts (18 Mar 1985).

3785. Natural Food Trader (England). 1985. Soya yoghurt 
launched [by Soya Health Foods of Manchester, England]. 
Sept. p. 25.
• Summary: “And now we have a dairy product-free 
yoghurt! Sunrise soya yoghurt is the latest addition to the 
range offered by the new Soya Health Foods company... 
The yoghurt comes in four fl avors–strawberry, peach melba, 
black cherry, and raspberry. Says Michael Cole: ‘This 
product is unique. There have never previously been any 
soya milk yoghurts available in the United Kingdom or 
Ireland. Being lactose and cholesterol free, this product will 
be very popular.”
 “These products are available from various distributors 
throughout Britain. For details and prices contact Soya 
Health Foods, Unit 4 Guinness Road, Trafford Park, 
Manchester M17 1AU. Phone: 061-872-0549.” A large photo 
shows Sunrise Soya Milk (2 types), Sunrise Yogurt (2 types), 
Sunrise Ice Dream, and Sunrise Vegetarian Burgers.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Sept. 2012) 
that uses the term “soya yoghurt” to refer to soy yogurt. 
Address: Manchester, England.

3786. Pathak, B.K. 1985. Glaxo’s interests in soybean 
products (Interview). Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center, Oct. 11. 2 p. transcript.
Address: India.

3787. Luong, James V.T. 1985. Re: Soy sauce production in 
London. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 

25. 1 p. Handwritten.
• Summary: “Since I’m engaged in shoyu (or soy sauce) 
production, I’d like to fi nd some practical information on 
this particular aspect of soybean processing.” Address: 20 
Bentham Court, Essex Road, London, N1 3AA, England.

3788. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Drink [Carob, or 
Honey & Malt].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1985 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 ml, 500 ml, 1000 ml.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  CSP form fi lled out 
by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. All made with organic 
soybeans. Adds honey & malt fl avor. The importer in 
England is Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Ashley House, 86-94 
High St., Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH. Phone: 01-577 
2727.
 Form fi lled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro. 
1991. Sept. 4. The carob and the honey & malt fl avors were 
launched in Oct. 1985.

3789. Whitman, Joan. comp. 1985. Craig Claiborne’s The 
New York Times food encyclopedia. New York, NY: Times 
Books (div. of Random House). 496 p. Illust. (line drawings). 
25 x 20 cm. [120* ref]
• Summary: The soy-related entries are as follows: Kecap 
(ketjap, p. 237): The Indonesian name for soy sauce in 
its basic form. “Kecap, with its broad uses in Indonesia, 
became simply ‘table sauce’ to English-speaking foreigners. 
By extension, ketchup became the national table sauce in 
America. See also Ketchup.”
 Ketchup (p. 238): The New York Times prefers to spell it 
ketchup, but catchup and catsup are generally accepted. The 
late Tom Stobart, in his The Cook’s Encyclopedia, says that 
the word came into English ‘from the Orient, perhaps from 
the Malay or Chinese.’
 “’You fi nd ketjap benteng or ketjap manis in Indonesian 
recipes and that is a form of sweet soy sauce,’ he wrote. 
‘Cookbooks of the last century abound with recipes–oyster 
ketchup (oysters with white wine, brandy, sherry, shallots 
and spices), mussel ketchup (mussels and cider), pontac 
or pontack ketchup (elderberries), Windermere ketchup 
(mushrooms and horseradish), wolfram ketchup (beer, 
anchovies and mushrooms).’
 “There are also ketchups made with walnuts, cucumbers, 
and many other items that caught some cook’s imagination.
 “A New Jersey man wrote to me that ‘catchup is a 
Chinese invention and is still called in Cantonese fan-kei 
cheop. Fan-kei is the name for tomato, literally “foreign 
vine-vegetable” and cheop is juice as in chang-cheop (orange 
juice). The truncated word kei-cheop or catchup is obtained 
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by dropping fan.
 Soy Sauce (p. 419-20): Among Chinese soy sauces, 
dark/black soy sauce is thicker than thin/light because the 
former contains molasses.
 Tofu (p. 451-52): There are said to be 7 kinds of tofu in 
Japan. “The best book on tofu making I know is The Book of 
Tofu, by William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi. Published in 
paperback, it contains not only detailed instructions but also 
fi ve hundred recipes.” Note: This book is also listed in the 
bibliography.
 Worcestershire Sauce (p. 483-86): Contains an 
extensive discussion of the history of Worcestershire sauce. 
“There are certain names in the world of wine and food 
that are inextricably linked... indelibly inscribed on the 
gastronomic roster is Lea and Perrins, makers of the original 
Worcestershire sauce, ‘the original and genuine, from 
the recipe of a nobleman in the county,’ as it reads on the 
label. The county in question, of course, is Worcestershire, 
England. The label does not reveal the name of the nobleman 
nor to this day will the producers of the sauce reveal it.
 “The saga of the sauce dates back to the fi rst years of the 
1800s, when the governor general of Bengal returned from 
his post to his native England. He had in his possession a 
formula for a sauce that had been created in India. One that 
he had relished at his table and offered to his guests.
 “At that time there were two chemists in the English 
Midlands named John Lea and William Perrins, partners in 
a then novel enterprise, a ‘chain’ of chemists shops. Their 
association had begun in the 1820s. Their main offi ce was 
in the town of Worcester, in the shire, or county, of the same 
name.
 “The governor general took the recipe to Mr. Lea 
and Mr. Perrins with a request that they try to reproduce 
it as closely as possible. The story goes that the chemists 
produced a concoction that was to their noses and tastes 
unpalatable. They stored it in the cellar and forgot it.
 “Months, perhaps years, later they sampled it once more 
and found it not only acceptable but haunting in its fl avor. 
Within a short while they were bottling the stuff, and it is 
a matter of genuine historical record that, without any kind 
of advertising as it is known today, in a few short years the 
Worcestershire sauce of Mr. Lea and Mr. Perrins was known 
and coveted in kitchens throughout the world...
 “The incredible haste with which the fame of 
Worcestershire sauce spread is generally credited to the fact 
that the manufacturers loaded cases of the sauce on all the 
ocean liners that plied in and out of English waters. The 
stewards of the ocean-going liners were ‘encouraged’ with a 
few shillings here, a few pounds there, to offer the sauce to 
the passengers.”
 Today Lea & Perrins sauce is made at Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Jan. 2006) that contains the term “mussel ketchup.”

 About the author: A portrait photo on the inside rear dust 
jacket shows Craig Claiborne, who was born in Sunfl ower, 
Mississippi, and now resides in East Hampton–at the eastern 
end of the south shore of Long Island, Suffolk County, New 
York. Address: East Hampton, New York.

3790. Anderson, Ronald L. 1985. Re: History of Continental 
Grain Company’s involvement with soybeans. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 11. 10 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The following is excerpted from a 1985 
Continental Grain Strategic Planning Study: History–World 
Processing Division: 1946–Allied Mills–Bought Taylorville, 
Illinois soybean crushing plant (100 tonnes/day capacity). 
Note: Allied Mills owned a soybean crushing plant at 
Taylorville, Alabama, by Aug. 1935.
 1960–Allied Mills–Guntersville, Alabama, crushing 
plant start-up (500 TPD).
 1965–Continental acquires 51% of Allied Mills, a major 
feed producer [Wayne Feeds] as well as a producer of fresh 
poultry.
 1973–Acquired Allied Mills’ plant in Cameron, South 
Carolina (300 TPD) and expanded it to 800 TPD.
 1974–Allied Mills becomes a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Continental Grain. Continental’s new Processing Division 
is created by consolidating the above three soybean plants 
from Allied Mills. That year Continental expanded its charter 
to include participation in international processing and 
oilseed product trading. Thus the company fi rst expanded 
outside the USA. 1975–Acquired a specialty plant in 
Culbertson, Montana, to crush saffl ower and sunfl ower 
seeds (no soy; Expanded to 400 TPD in 1983). 1975-77–
Constructed a soybean crushing plant at Liverpool (1,500 
TPD; expanded to 2,200 TPD in 1982).
 1976–Acquired a soybean and cottonseed crushing 
and oil refi ning plant at Capsa, Paraguay (600 TPD). 1977-
79–Constructed a soybean crushing plant at Maringa, Brazil 
(2,200 TPD). 1979–Rebuilt a plant in Maurie, Australia, with 
a toll crush agreement with the Australian government, to 
crush soybeans, sunfl ower, and saffl ower seeds (300 TPD).
 1980-81–Built a plant to crush sunfl ower and soybeans 
at Chivilcoy, Argentina (800 TPD). 1981–Acquired 50% of 
ICIC plant at Ancona, Italy. It crushes 800 TPD of soybeans 
and 250 TPD of sunfl ower seeds, and also refi nes oil. 1983–
Bought plant in Sydney, Australia (300 TPD).
 1984–Sold plant at Taylorville, Illinois. 1985–Acquired 
soybean crushing plant at Venice, Italy (1,200 TPD). 1986–
Sold Liverpool plant (2,000 TPD). 1987–Sold Cameron 
plant (1,000 TPD). 1987–Closed Oleaginosa tung nut plant 
in Argentina. 1988–Sold Culbertson plant (400 TPD). 1989–
Plant to sell all South America and Australia plants and 
upgrade Italian plants. 1989–Formed joint venture marketing 
company [Conti-Quincy] with Quincy Soybean of Quincy, 
Illinois.
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 In 1975 Continental’s oilseed crushing capacity was 
3,000 TPD or 1,100,000 tonnes/year. By 1985 this had 
increased roughly four-fold to 11,800 TPD or 4,300,000 
tonnes/year.
 A table lists all U.S. soybean crushers, the city and state 
of each of their plants, and the capacity of each. There were 
78 plants with a total capacity of 121,025 TPD
 America’s largest soybean crushers are ADM (18 plants, 
32,900 TPD, 27.3% market share), Cargill (21 plants, 29,200 
TPD, 24.2%), Bunge (8 plants, 14,600 TPD, 12.1%), Central 
Soya (8 plants, 12,000 TPD, 9.9%), Ag Processing (6 plants, 
10,050 TPD, 8.3%), Quincy Soybean Co. (3 plants in Illinois 
and Arkansas, 5,700 TPD, 4.7%), and Others (12 plants, 
16,270 TPD, 13.5%). Address: Senior Vice President and 
General Manager, Continental Grain Co., World Processing 
Div., 277 Park Ave., New York, NY 10172. Phone: 212-207-
5100.

3791. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1985. History of 
fermented tofu. Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
CA 94549. 36 p. Nov. 22. Unpublished typescript. Available 
online at www.soyinfocenter.com.
• Summary: A comprehensive history of the subject. 
Contents: Introduction: Two basic types. Part I: History 
of Chinese-style fermented tofu. Introduction: General 
description, how it’s made. Basic types and varieties of 
fermented tofu. Etymology. Western mold-ripened dairy 
cheeses. History of fermented tofu in China. History of 
fermented tofu in Taiwan. History of fermented tofu in Japan 
and Okinawa (tofuyo), Japan 1912 to the 1980’s. History 
of fermented tofu in East and Southeast Asia. History of 
fermented tofu in Europe. History of fermented tofu in the 
United States. Part II: History of fermented tofu cheeses. 
Cheeses.
 Note: As of Aug. 2004 this chapter can be viewed free 
of charge by going to the Soyinfo Center website (www.
soyinfocenter.com) and searching for: History fermented 
tofu. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 415-283-2991.

3792. Food Trade Review. 1985. Classic Ices new soya ‘ice 
cream.’ 55:568. Nov.
• Summary: “Classic Ices Ltd. is based in Clwyd, Wales. 
They have developed and are making a soymilk-based frozen 
dessert, in hazelnut and vanilla fl avors, under license for 
Soya Health Foods, Ltd. The product is available in 1 litre 
tubs. A photo shows the 1-litre package and label of Sunrise 
Ice Dream.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. 
Classic Ices, a big ice cream manufacturing company, 
developed a range of products for Soya Health Foods 
[Michael Cole] under the Sunrise Ice Dream label. Classic 
Ices used this product to get considerable publicity for 
themselves as an innovative company, even though they did 
not market the product and it was not under their brand. The 

product was made from soy protein isolates, not soymilk. To 
his knowledge, Maranellis is the only soy ice cream in the 
UK made with fresh soyamilk. Most of the soy ice creams 
made by Genice (such as Sunrise Ice Dream, the number 
one soy ice cream brand in the UK) are made with isolates. 
Address: UK.

3793. Cole, Michael. 1985. Re: Introducing Soya Health 
Foods, Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Dec. 16. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.

• Summary:  “Dear Bill, This is just a short line to introduce 
you to our Company, Soya Health Foods, Ltd. In one year 
we have become the largest U.K. supplier of Soya Milk in 
500 ml Tetra Bricks, and to increase our sales further we are 
introducing 200 ml Organic Soya Milk drinks with straw, in 
3 fl avours: i.e. Malted Barley, Malted Carob, and Coconut.
 “Our Ice Dream is now the top selling Soya ice-cream in 
England and we hope to launch Ice Dream into the European 
Market in 1986, by selling licences [licenses] to ice cream 
manufacturers, who we will supply with our Ice Dream mix 
in powder form.
 “There are a lot of ideas and possible questions that I am 
sure we both have and I would welcome the chance to meet 
and discuss them. In the meantime have a Great Xmas and a 
Meaningful New Year.”
 Note: Michael, age 39, comes from London and has 
been a strict vegetarian for most of his life. He launched 
Soya Foods Ltd. in about Aug. 1984. During the past year 
sales of his soymilk have risen from 46,000 liters/week to 
250,000 liters/week by Aug. 1985. Address: Director, Soya 
Health Foods, Ltd., Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford Park, 
Manchester M17 1UA, England.

3794. SoyaScan Notes. 1985. Chronology of soybeans, 
soyfoods and natural foods in the United States 1985 
(Overview). Dec. 31. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 2. The soybean crushing industry begins 
a year of major restructuring as the big get bigger and two 
pioneers drop out. Ralston Purina announces that it has sold 
six of its soybean crushing plants to Cargill, Inc. A seventh 
at Memphis was closed. This removed the company from the 
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soybean commodity business. With this transaction Cargill 
passes ADM to become America’s largest soybean crusher.
 Jan. 3. “Myth or Miracle: Debunking the Tofutti Fad,” 
by Mark Medoff published in Whole Life Times. The fi rst 
exposé of Tofutti, which contains very little tofu. Jan. 13 
Medoff appears on the Gary Null Show, Natural Living, to 
discuss his fi ndings for 1 hour on prime time radio.
 Jan. 12. A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. announces that 
it is basically getting out of the soybean crushing business. 
It has sold fi ve of its six soybean plants (having a combined 
crushing capacity of some 275,000 bushels daily) to 
Independent Soy Processors Co., which is closely affi liated 
with Archer Daniels Midland. Staley was unable to sell its 
Decatur facility, which ceased operations indefi nitely in Jan. 
1984. With this transaction ADM has probably regained a 
slight lead as America’s largest soybean crusher.
 Jan. 14-26. Soybean Utilization Workshop held at 
Soyafoods Research Center in Gannoruwa, Peradeniya, Sri 
Lanka, sponsored by the Sri Lanka Soybean Project and 
INTSOY. 24 representatives from 12 developing countries 
participate. The world’s fi rst event of its kind (Soyanews, 
Dec. 1985).
 Jan. 25-27. Natural Foods Expo at Anaheim. Soy ice 
creams steal the show. Tofu standards are debated heatedly at 
Soyfoods Association board of directors meeting on Jan. 28, 
especially by Ralston Purina attorney. Board decides funds 
are too limited to try to hire an executive director for SAA. 
Jan. 31. Paul Obis, founder and editor of Vegetarian Times, is 
seriously considering buying Soyfoods magazine from Doug 
Fiske. He makes a fi rm offer in late March.
 Feb. “Designer Beans,” an excellent overview of the 
U.S. soyfoods movement and its gourmet connections by 
Sandy MacDonald, published in New Age magazine.
 Jan. American Soybean Association introduces SIS 
(Soybean Information Service), a computerized database 
focusing on soybean production and marketing, and oil and 
meal. The earliest record is 1958.
 Feb. 21. Tofutti and Other Soy Ice Creams: Non-Dairy 
Frozen Dessert Industry and Market, by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi published by The Soyfoods Center. Two volumes, 
352 pages. This is the fi rst study of the rapidly emerging soy 
ice cream market, and of Tofutti.
 Feb. 27. “Tofu Products May Be In, but Its Fans Wonder 
if There’s Tofu in the Products” by Trish Hall published in 
The Wall Street Journal. Second major exposé on so-called 
“tofu ice creams” (such as Tofutti and Gloria Vanderbilt 
Glace), which contain only a token amount of tofu, as a 
marketing gimmick.
 March 13-14. The theme of the Feb. 27 Wall Street 
Journal article picked up by the NBC evening news and the 
Today Show. Very positive coverage for tofu. Gary Barat of 
Legume, David Mintz of Tofu Time, and Gloria Vanderbilt 
each speak about tofu.
 March 22. The Book of Tempeh, extensively revised 

second edition by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, published by Harper 
& Row. New bibliography (374 entries), history chapter, and 
list of tempeh producers.
 March 26. Soyfoods Association’s Tofu Standards (7th 
draft) presented to eight senior offi cials at the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration’s Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition, in Washington, DC, by Tom Timmins (Head of 
SAA Standards Committee), Gary Barat (President of SAA), 
Steve McNamara and Tom Donegan (SAA Food & Drug 
attorneys). The FDA group hears an hour long presentation 
on tofu, the standards, and the Soyfoods Association of 
America.
 March. Soyarella (later renamed Soy Mozzarella), 
a tofu-based cheese, is introduced. It becomes an instant 
hit. Distributed by Neshaminy Valley Natural Foods of 
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania, it is labeled as “non-
dairy,” yet it melts, and it tastes like cheese. Shrouded in 
secrecy, its manufacturer is unknown and the ingredients 
are questionable. It is sold in large blocks and labeled at 
individual stores.
 March. American Soybean Assoc. launches a campaign 
among its members to write USAID and encourage them to 
cancel support for U.S. programs (such as INTSOY) aiding 
soybean production in Third World nations. The campaign is 
successful.
 April 1. INTSOY signs a new cooperative agreement 
with USAID. Their work will henceforth focus on soybean 
utilization. The shift toward utilization began in 1983 and 
all work on soybean production and varietal development 
stopped in Aug. 1986.
 April. Tempe: An Annotated Bibliography, compiled by 
Siagian and Sofi a in Indonesia. Containing 273 references, 
it is the fi rst bibliography to introduce the extensive 
Indonesian-language research on tempeh, the majority of 
which has been published since 1980.
 April 15-16. International Symposium on Tempeh held 
in Jakarta, sponsored by the Indonesian Ministry of Health. 
113 people attend.
 April. Central Soya buys Griffi th Laboratories’ line of 
protein products.
 May 31. Barricini Foods acquires Farm Foods, which 
then becomes a trade name for Barricini’s natural / health 
foods line of non-dairy frozen desserts, including the 
pioneering product, Ice Bean, and Barricini Tofulite.
 May. Morinaga, one of Japan’s largest dairy companies, 
establishes Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., a subsidiary 
with offi ces in Los Angeles, to focus on promoting their 
long-life silken tofu in America.
 May. At the 6th Annual Natural Foods Merchandiser 
Merchandising Awards, soyfoods do well. Miso Mustard by 
American Natural Foods and Malteds by Westbrae win gold 
medals. Ah Soy by Great Eastern Sun wins a silver.
 May. Soft Tofu Cheese, a non-dairy cream cheese 
cultured in miso, launched by Simply Natural, Inc.
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 June. Tofu Topper launched by Worthington Foods.
 June. Ralston Purina publishes its 1985 Consumer 
Attitudes Monitor. Soy Protein in Foods, based on a 
nationwide survey of 628 adults. Indicates positive attitudes 
toward soy protein and soyfoods.
 July 19. Shamrock Capital, a private company headed 
by Roy Disney, buys Central Soya, a publicly owned 
corporation. Agreement to buy was announced April 2.
 July. Soy Supreme, spray-dried tofu powder, launched 
by Oberg Foods Div. of St. Peter Creamery.
 July. Asian Symposium on Non-Salted Soybean 
Fermentation held at Tsukuba, Japan.
 July 31. Tofu Time’s sales of Tofutti increased more 
than sevenfold last year to $17,114,886 as compared with 
$2,361,391 for the previous year. Net income increased 
nearly 100-fold to $2,006,451.
 July. New Gallup survey on vegetarianism of 1,033 
Americans shows that millions are eating less meat and 
tens of millions agree with the move away from meat. 72% 
disagree with what used to be the standard notion: “The 
vegetarian diet is just a fad that will pass.” A majority (52%) 
believe that “no one really needs to eat meat more than once 
or twice a week.”
 Aug. The DE-VAU-GE soymilk plant in West Germany 
starts production. Built by STS, with 4,000 liters/hour of 
soymilk capacity, they make Granose and GranoVita brands 
of soymilk.
 Aug. Lightlife Meatless Tofu Pups (hot dogs) 
introduced by Tempehworks / Lightlife Foods of Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts. The product sold nearly $250,000 in the next 
10 months.
 Sept. Soyfoods Center introduces SOYA, a 
computerized bibliographic database on soybean utilization, 
history, nutrition, processing, marketing, and production. 
Contains 18,500 references from 1100 B.C. to the present.
 Sept. 30. Fearn Natural Foods in Illinois is sold by Louis 
Richard to Modern Products, Inc. in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
 Sept. 30 to Oct. 4. Tropical Soybean Workshop held at 
the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA), 
Ibadan, Nigeria. Proceedings are published in 1987 as 
Soybeans for the Tropics. Also this year IITA established a 
soybean utilization unit.
 Sept. Tofulicious, a tofu-based non-dairy ice cream 
launched by Eastern Food products of Minneapolis. It was 
developed in conjunction with the University of Minnesota 
and funded by the Minnesota Soybean Research and 
Promotion Council. By 1986 it has become the fi rst soyfood 
product in recent times to be actively promoted by state 
soybean associations, who sell it at many state and county 
fairs... where it is a big hit. Through Tofulicious many 
soybean growers begin to warm up to soyfoods.
 Oct. 8th Draft of the Tofu Standards fi nished, 
incorporating extensive suggestions from FDA. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff.

 Oct. Mori-Nu brand aseptically packaged tofu 
introduced by Morinaga Nutritional Foods.
 Oct. Cream of the Bean Soygurt, a cultured soymilk 
yogurt, launched by Cream of the Bean, Inc.
 Nov. Kikkoman introduces a long-life tofu in a foil retort 
pouch, imported from Japan. Poor quality causes the product 
to be withdrawn. It was re-introduced later.
 Dec. Tofu Time starts exporting Tofutti to Japan. The 
fi rst order by Daiei (a large retailer) of tubs for their parlors, 
is $350,000. This may be the fi rst major export of a soyfood 
product (not including ingredients such as soy protein 
isolates) to Japan.
 * The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA) in Ibadan, Nigeria, starts a program to promote 
processing and utilization of soybeans in Nigeria and 
throughout Africa. Continued.

3795. Sheard, P.R.; Mitchell, J.R.; Ledward, D.A. 1985. 
Comparison of the extrusion cooking of a soya isolate and a 
soya fl our. J. of Food Technology 20(6):763-71. Dec. [16 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The effects of barrel temperature, 
die temperature and moisture content on soya extrusion 
were investigated using response surface analysis. Seven 
variables were measured, and a model derived for the 
effect of temperature and moisture content on pressure...” 
Address: Dep. of Applied Biochemistry and Food Science, 
Univ. of Nottingham, Sutton Bonington, Loughborough, 
Leicestershire, LE12 5RD, UK.

3796. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Dessert (Vanilla, 
Carob, or Strawberry).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, 
Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  525 gm aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Report (Lehmann). 
1984. Aug. Described in leafl ets issued to health food stores 
in the Netherlands. Labels. 1988. Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. A photo shows the Label. “No 
added sugar. 100% natural. Free of animal fats. CSP form 
fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Adds strawberry 
fl avor. The importer in England is Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., 
Ashley House, 86-94 High St., Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 
1NH. Phone: 01-577 2727.
 Spot in The Vegan. 1988. Summer. p. 16. “Note that 
the strawberry soya milk and dessert made by Provamel is 
coloured with the insect derivative cochineal.”

3797. Product Name:  Tempeh (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4, Conduit Place, Lower Ashley 
Rd., St. Paul’s, Bristol BS2 9RL, England.
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Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 
100. Talk with Philip Marshall, owner of Cauldron Foods. 
1990. March 29. Cauldron Foods has never manufactured 
tempeh; they sold it at one time on behalf of someone 
else, but they have discontinued it. The manufacturer was 
a woman, probably in Chippenham, who owned a small 
company that has since gone out of business. It was not 
Paul’s Tempeh.

3798. Fellows, A. 1985. The effect of heat treatment on the 
functional properties of soya isolate. BSc thesis, University 
of Notingham, UK. *

3799. Product Name:  Hera Vegetable Savoury Mixes 
[Fibre-Rich Burgers, Meatballs, Meatloaf, Shawburger, or 
Soysage].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 16 & 20, Long Furrow 
Trading Estate, East Goscote, Leicester LE4 8XJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
Ingredients:  Meatballs: Textured soya protein food, 
oatmeal, potato powder, vegetable fat, hydrolysed vegetable 
protein, oatbran and germ, vegetable oil, onion powder, guar 
gum, garlic powder, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm (7 oz) in cellophane 
envelope in paperboard box.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Meatballs: Per 33 gm: Calories 123, protein 9.3 
gm, fat 4.7 gm, carbohydrate 11.7 gm, fi bre 3 gm, minerals 
2.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Labels. 1985, undated. 
“Meatballs: A complete natural mix of Soya Protein, Herbs, 
and Spices. High fi bre. Requires only water. Needs no eggs. 
No added salt.”

3800. Product Name:  Hera Vegetable Soup Mixes [Bran 
Paysanne, Farmhouse Vegetable, Tomato, or Vegetable 
Goulash].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 16 & 20, Long Furrow 
Trading Estate, East Goscote, Leicester LE4 8XJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
Ingredients:  Goulash: Wholemeal wheat fl our, dried onions, 
vegetable oils, cornfl our, hydrolyzed vegetable proteins, 
textured vegetable protein food, tomato powder, paprika 
powder, sea salt, wheat germ, potato powder, caraway seeds, 
herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm (4.4 oz) plastic 
envelope.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm Goulash: Calories 393, protein 16 
gm, fat 13 gm, carbohydrate 53 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1985, undated. 

“Goulash: Wholesome soup mix based upon natural 
ingredients and with added natural supplements.” Soya 
Bluebook. 1987. p. 100.

3801. Product Name:  Hera Vegetable Meals [Bolognese, 
Casserole, Chili, Curry, Goulash, or Stroganoff].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 16 & 20, Long Furrow 
Trading Estate, East Goscote, Leicester LE4 8XJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1985, undated. “A 
complete natural mix of Soya Protein...”

3802. Product Name:  Hera Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 16 & 20, Long Furrow 
Trading Estate, East Goscote, Leicester LE4 8XJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Product leafl et. 1985, 
undated. “Health, Hera, and You.”

3803. Product Name:  Hera Tofeata Tofu. Soya Bean Curd.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 25, Hayhill Industrial 
Estate, Sileby Rd., Barrow-Upon-Soar, Leicester, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
Ingredients:  Water, dehulled soybeans, calcium sulphate 
(natural coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  255.6 gm (9 oz) vacuum pack 
inside full-color paperboard box. Retails for 65 pence.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: 328 calories, protein 7.8 gm, fat 4.3 
gm, 2.3 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1986, undated. 
“Fresh, Light. A non-dairy meat alternative. A versatile 
replacement for meat and dairy products. Keep chilled.” 
Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Haldane joined 
forces with British Arkady in Feb. 1988 as part of Arkady’s 
Health Food Div. Brian Welsby and Peter Fitch are joint 
managing directors. Letter from Neil Robinson. 1989. 
Aug. 7. The three major tofu products in Britain, as far 
as I know, are (1) Tofeata Tofu by Haldane Foods (Hera), 
Leicester, England; (2) Cauldron Foods, Bristol, England; (3) 
Truehealth Tofu by Birchwood Foods, Wrexham, Wales.

3804. Product Name:  Itona Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 
100. Note: Industry observers in 1990 note that this company 
has always been a bit secretive and is not widely known. 
They are basically doing the same things they have been 
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doing for years.

3805. Product Name:  Living Foods Organic Tofu Spread 
[With Garlic, Dill, or Celery].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Living Foods (Importer). Made in 
The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 66, Chichester, W. 
Sussex, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1986, undated. 8 
inches by 1.5. Purple and black on beige. “A natural, dairy-
free, vegetarian spread. Produce of Holland.” Letter from 
Sjon Welters. 1989. July 24. Witte Wonder started private 
labeling their tofu spreads for Living Foods in 1984 or 1985.

3806. Product Name:  Quorn (Meat Alternative Made from 
Mycoprotein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marlow Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stokesley (a small market town), 
North Yorkshire, in northern England.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
Ingredients:  Based on mycoprotein.
New Product–Documentation:  Byrne, Maureen. 1988. 
“Whatever happened to new protein?” Food Manufacture 
(London) 63(10):51-52, 54, 57. Oct. “The most exciting 
new protein food to have emerged in recent years is 
undoubtedly mycoprotein, developed by RHM [Rank, Hovis, 
McDougall] in the UK, which is the result of nearly 20 years 
of research... Called Quorn, this protein-rich food, with a 
texture very similar to that of meat, is now produced and 
marketed by Marlow Foods (formerly New Era Foods), a 
company jointly owned by RHM and ICI.” The ideal source 
material for Quorn is “a microscopic plant called Fusarium 
graminearum, which is similar to the mushroom and which 
was eventually discovered not far from RHM’s development 
centre near Marlow, Bucks (hence the name Marlow Foods). 
Marlow has now been producing Quorn at its factory in 
Stokesley in the North East of England for two years.”

3807. Product Name:  Natpro, and Natex Soy Flours; Soy 
protein Concentrates, Soy Protein Isolates.
Manufacturer’s Name:  National Rusks Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  7, Dock Road, Limerick, Ireland.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1985. p. 
89; 1986. p. 86.

3808. Product Name:  One World Foods Tempeh 
Sandwiches.
Manufacturer’s Name:  One World Natural Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  188 Old St., London EC1V 9BP, 
England.  Phone: 01-490 0749.
Date of Introduction:  1985.
New Product–Documentation:  Interview with Joe 

Simpson, the owner, conducted by Anthony Marrese. 
1992. March 28. In 1985 the company launched Tempeh 
Sandwiches, plainly wrapped with no individual labels; they 
were discontinued in 1989 due to Joe’s lack of interest in 
doing more secondary production and distribution.

3809. Setchell, K.D.R. 1985. Naturally occurring non-
steroidal estrogens of dietary origin. In: J.A. McLachlan, ed. 
1985. Estrogens in the Environment. New York: Elsevier 
Science Publishing Co., Inc. See p. 69-85. *
• Summary: The author suggests that soy estrogens may 
contribute to the cholesterol-lowering effects of soy protein. 
Genistein exhibits phenolic and phytoestrogenic activity.

3810. Towalski, Zbigniew. 1985. The integration of 
knowledge with science, technology and industry: 
Enzymes–A case study. PhD thesis, Aston University, 
Birmingham, England. *

3811. Ansell, G.B. 1985. The neuropharmacology of lecithin 
and its metabolites. In: F. Paltauf and D. Lekim, eds. 
1985. Lecithin and Health Care: Proceedings of the Third 
International Symposium on Soya Lecithin. 285 p. See p. 
247-58. [51* ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Choline is supplied to mammals 
as phosphatidylcholine (lecithin) in the diet but may also be 
sythesised, largely in the liver, by the stepwise methylation 
of phosphatidylethanolamine. Choline for acetylcholine 
synthesis may be transported to cholinergic sites in the free 
(unesterifi ed) state or as lysophosphatidylcholine, or may 
be produced by localised stepwise methylation...” Address: 
Dep. of Pharmacology, The Medical School, Univ. of 
Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TJ, U.K.

3812. Batt, Eva. 1985. Eva Batt’s vegan cookery. 
Leatherhead, Surrey, England: The Vegan Society. 144 p. 
Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: “A classic vegan cookbook recommended by 
the Vegan Society. Produced in co-operation with the Vegan 
Society, Ltd.”
 This edition is quite similar to the book with almost 
the same title published in 1985 by Thorsens. One major 
difference is: (1) The word “Plamil” is used instead of 
“vegetable milk.” Chris Olivant, former head librarian at 
VSUK writes (e-mail of 24 March 2012): “Plamil was by 
far the most popular of the few soya milks available when 
the recipes were fi rst written in 1973, and, of course, was a 
company with close links to the Vegan Society. Plamil, from 
1965, always referred to their product as a ‘plant milk’ or 
‘vegetable milk’, so it would appear that Thorsons decided 
that they didn’t want to continue with the free advertising 
after the fi rst edition of the book, and used the term 
‘vegetable milk’ in a generic sense, even though by 1985 
there were other products on the market specifi cally called 
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‘soya milk.’
 “The small amounts [3 tablespoons for a bowl of 
Muelsi, p. 28] must be because the use of the term Plamil 
specifi cally refers to their concentrated liquid milk product 
(if I remember correctly you had to add the same amount 
again of water to produce the correct strength), which they 
later dropped in favour of a fully made up product. Later 
readers may end up with disappointing dishes if they just 
use normal soya milks.” Address: The Vegan Society, 47 
Highlands Rd., UK.

3813. Batt, Eva. 1985. Eva Batt’s vegan cooking. 
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons 
Publishers Ltd. 144 p. Illust. (55 line drawings) by Margaret 
Leaman. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: Across the bottom of the front cover: “The 
classic vegan cookbook. Recommended by The Vegan 
Society.”
 Contents: Acknowledgements. Introduction. Mueslis. 
Soups and small savouries. Salads and Salad dressings. Ways 
with vegetables. Main meals. Small savouries. Savoury 
sauces, stuffi ngs and spreads. Desserts and ice cream. Bread, 
cakes and buns. Pastry, biscuits and cookies. Miscellaneous. 
Useful information.
 Soy related: In the Introduction are sections on “Soya” 
(p. 13-14) and “Textured Vegetable Protein (TVP)” (p. 17; 
several brands are available. “Most come in fl avoured and 
unfl avoured varieties, in chunks and mince.” This nutritious 
food is low in fat, “high in protein, economical, easily stored, 
requires very little cooking, and no waste {bone, skin, gristle 
or fat} is involved”).
 Recipes include: Beauty breakfast (with “3 tablespoons 
vegetable milk” [Plantmilk concentrated soymilk], p. 28). 
Fresh fruit muesli (with vegetable milk, p. 29). Cream of 
onion soup (with “2 teaspoons soya fl our” and “¼ pint {140 
ml} undiluted concentrated vegetable milk,” p. 34). Salad 
cream (with “1 tablespoon undiluted concentrated vegetable 
milk,” p. 41). Tofu mayonnaise (with “4 oz {120 gm} silken 
tofu,” p. 41). Basic nutmeat mixture (with “2 level teaspoons 
soya fl our,” p. 54). Curried textured vegetable protein (with 
“1½ oz {45 gm} unfl avoured textured vegetable protein, 
mince or chunks,” p. 55). Mushroom pie (with soya fl our, 
p. 62). Fricassee with mushrooms (with “2 oz {55 gm} tvp 
mince,” p. 63). Savoury steak (with “tvp slices” and “soy 
sauce,” p. 66). Bengal curry (with “1 teaspoon soya sauce,” 
p. 68). Pizza (with “10 oz {285 gm} cooked tvp or tin of 
soya beans,” p. 75). Onion tart (with “Soya sauce,” p. 76). 
Soya fritters (with soya fl our, p. 79). Soya burgers (with “2 
oz. tvp mince,” p. 81). Soya crispie (with soya fl our, p. 92). 
Junket (with “½ pint {285 ml} concentrated soya milk,” 
p. 96). Banana ice-cream (with “¼ pint soya milk,” p. 97). 
Plamil ice-cream (with “7 fl  oz {200 ml} concentrated soya 
milk,” p. 97). Fruit and nut loaf (with “7 fl  oz {200 ml} soya 
milk,” p. 101). Tiger’s bread (with 1 oz {30 gm} soya fl our,” 

p. 102). Small fruit cakes (with soya fl our, p. 102). Soya 
‘cheese’ (cream style) (with “4 oz soya fl our,” p. 122). Soya 
‘cheese’ (cheddar style) (with “3½ oz Soyolk or other heat-
treated soya fl our,” p. 122). Soya compote (with “2 oz. soya 
fl akes”). Soya milk and/or soya fl our are used in many baked 
goods (breads, cakes, and buns, etc., see p. 99-137).
 Note: Eva has basically not yet realized how tofu, 
tempeh, miso and good-tasting soymilk can transform a 
vegan diet.
 Previous edition published as Eva Batt’s Vegan Cookery, 
the fi rst major vegan cookbook ever published, with over 300 
recipes, plus practical advice and nutritional information. 
The “corporate author” is given on OCLC as the Vegan 
Society.
 Plamil Foods put this at the top of its list of 
recommended vegan cookbooks. “This cookery book is 
most comprehensive and advises on preparing nutritious 
appetising meals without meat, fi sh, eggs or dairy products. 
Essential nutrients from vegetable sources, planning meals 
for best food value, savoury dishes, snacks, desserts, cakes, 
bread, biscuits, sauces, garnishes, etc.” Address: Vegan 
Society, UK.

3814. Bradford, Peter; Bradford, Montse. 1985. Cooking 
with sea vegetables: A collection of naturally delicious 
dishes using to the full the bountiful harvest of the oceans. 
Wellingborough & New York: Thorsons Publishing Group. 
144 p. Illust. by Sue Reid. Index. 22 cm. [8 ref]
• Summary: The Bradfords have spent considerable time 
studying food in Japan and are especially well qualifi ed 
to present this vegan, macrobiotic cookbook. It contains 
defi nitions of and/or recipes for using tofu, tempeh, miso, 
natto (“The taste of these sticky fermented soya beans 
is either loved or hated. It is somewhat like a very ripe 
cheese”), shoyu (soy sauce), and seitan. Address: UK.

3815. Findlater, Evelyn. 1985. Making your own home 
proteins: Tofu, tempeh, soft cheeses, yoghurt and sprouted 
seeds. London: Century Publishing. 151 p. Illust. Index. 20 
cm.
• Summary: Contents: The soya dairy (The soya bean, 
products of the soya bean {soya fl our, shoyu and tamari, 
miso, cooking with miso}, soya milk, how to make it at 
home, recipes, tofu, silken tofu, yuba, soya milk yoghurt, 
soya milk yoghurt cheese, tempeh). Gluten (wheat protein). 
Goat’s milk dairy produce. Sprouting beans, grains and seeds 
(beans: aduki, alphatoco, chick peas, fl ageolet, lentils, mung 
beans, soya beans).
 A portrait photo of the author appears on the front 
cover; a brief biography is found on the fi rst page and in the 
introduction. Address: England.

3816. Hitchcock, C.H.S. eds. 1985. The determination of 
soya protein in meat products. In: B.A. Morris and M.N. 
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Clifford, eds. 1985. Immunoassays in Food Analysis. London 
and New York: Elsevier Applied Science Publishers. xxi + 
222 p. See p. 111-12. [5 ref]
• Summary: “The application of immunoassays to the 
determination of food proteins is hampered by the composite 
nature of the protein ingredient (e.g. soya) and the biological 
variability of its composition; by the processing involved 
in the manufacture of the ingredient (e.g. soya fl our, 
concentrate, isolate or extrudate) and the fi nal product (e.g. 
raw, heat-set, canned, dried) (Olsman & Hitchcock, 1980).” 
Address: Unilever Research, Colworth Lab., Sharnbrook, 
Bedford, UK.

3817. Hsiung, Deh-Ta. 1985. Chinese vegetarian cooking. 
London: The Apple Press; Secaucus, New Jersey: Chartwell 
Books. 128 p. Illust. (color). 29 cm.
• Summary: Every page of this excellent book is in full 
color on glossy paper, loaded with color photos. Contains 
over 70 recipes. Contents: Introduction: History of Chinese 
vegetarian cooking, essential tools and utensils, basic 
techniques and cooking methods, regional cooking styles 
(northern, eastern, western, and southern groups), special 
ingredients and seasonings (with a photo of each), how to 
plan your menu. Cold dishes. Soups. Quick stir-fried dishes. 
Braised & steamed dishes. Rice, noodles & sweets.
 History (p. 8): “Vegetarian cooking has a long history in 
China,” and Chinese have traditionally been highly aware of 
it because of their deep interest in the connection “between 
food and health, whether physical or spiritual.” Chinese 
Buddhists are vegetarians because they abhor the killing of 
all living creatures.
 “Until quite recently, many people believed that 
vegetarian cooking in China originated in the Buddhist 
temples, and that it was fi rst introduced into China with 
Buddhism from India during the reign of the Han emperor 
Ming (AD 58-75).” However scholars in China have now 
found that the earliest known mention of vegetarianism on 
record was during the Zhou Dynasty (beginning ca 1028 
B.C.). Other “references also exist in ancient texts all pre-
dating the introduction of Buddhism into China by several 
hundred years.”
 “It is generally agreed that the development of 
vegetarianism in China owed more to the introduction of 
many foreign fruits and vegetables during the Han Dynasty 
(206 BC–AD 222) than to Buddhism. Many Chinese 
vegetarians were infl uenced by the indigenous philosophy 
of Taoism, which developed the hygienic and nutritional 
science of food closely related to the basic yin-yang 
principles. The appearance of bean curd (tofu)–also during 
the Han dynasty–and many other soy bean products, together 
with the discovery of making gluten from dough, helped to 
enrich and further diversify the vegetarian diet.”
 It is interesting and important to note “that despite their 
continual introduction, milk and dairy products are, to date, 

not prominent in Chinese cuisine. Therefore, unlike their 
counterparts in the West, Chinese vegetarians will not use 
butter, cheese, or milk in their cooking, and a true Buddhist 
will eat neither eggs nor fi sh.” However this book uses eggs 
(p. 33, 40, 64, 78 etc.).
 “One of the best known poets of the Southern Song 
period, Lu You (1125-1210; W.-G. Lu Yu) was a noted 
vegetarian. He lived to the ripe old age of 86.
 The section on ingredients (p. 13-14) includes concise 
descriptions of: Bean curd (tofu). Gluten. Red bean paste 
(also called “sweetened red bean paste,” p. 124) [azuki, 
sweet]. Salted black beans [fermented black soybeans]. 
Sesame seed oil. Soy sauce (“Use Light Soy Sauce which 
has more fl avour and does not discolour the food as much 
as the Dark or Rich Soy Sauce”). Sweet bean paste or Hoi 
Sin sauce (Made from soy bean sauce...). Yellow bean sauce 
(“This thick sauce is made from crushed yellow [soy] beans, 
fl our and salt”). Photos here show (p. 15, 19): (1) Dried bean 
curd skins [yuba]. (2) Six squares of tofu on a rectangular 
wooden cutting board, and many cubes of deep-fried tofu 
on a sieve [for deep frying]. A can of “Black beans with 
ginger” under the label Yang Jiang Preserved Beans with 
Ginger.” With very few exceptions, the Chinese drink neither 
water nor tea during the meal; they drink soup instead. A 
surprisingly large percentage of the recipes in this book call 
for “bean curd (tofu).”
 Soy related recipes: Five spice bean curd (tofu) (with “4 
cakes bean curd,” p. 34). Hot and sour coup (p. 42). Spinach 
and bean curd (tofu) soup (p. 43). Deep fried bean curd 
(tofu) and wood (tree) ear soup (with 50 gm / 2 oz deep-fried 
bean curd or 1 cake fresh bean curd (tofu), p. 48-49). Dried 
bean curd (tofu) skin and vermicelli soup (with 15 gm / ½ 
oz dried bean curd skin [yuba], p. 50-51). Bean curd (tofu) 
with mushrooms (quick stir fried, p. 68). Stir-fried spinach 
and bean curd (tofu) (p. 70). Vegetarian chop suey (with tofu, 
p. 81). Chinese cabbage casserole (with deep-fried or fresh 
tofu, p. 82, 84). ‘Buddha’s delight–Eight treasures of Chinese 
vegetables (with 15 gm / ½ oz dried bean curd (tofu) skin 
sticks [dried yuba sticks], p. 92-93). Fried gluten (Mianjin, 
homemade, starting with 2 lb fl our, p. 95). Kao fu–Sewed 
gluten in sweet bean sauce (with 1 tablespoon sweet bean 
paste or hoi sin sauce, p. 96). Casserole of vegetables (with 
1 cake bean curd (tofu), p. 97). Fu-yung bean curd (tofu) 
(with 1 cake bean curd (tofu), 4 egg whites, and 50 ml / 2 
fl  oz milk, p. 98-99; Fu yang usually means omelette, but 
literally means scrambled eggs). Sichuan bean curd (tofu) 
(with 3 cakes bean curd and 1 teaspoon salted black beans, 
p. 100-01). San shian–’The tree delicacies’ (with 275 gm 
/ 10 oz fried gluten or deep-fried bean curd, p. 104-05). 
Braised ‘three precious jewels’ (with 2 cakes bean curd 
(tofu), p. 106-07). Vegetarian ‘lion’s head’ casserole (with 4 
cakes bean curd and 100 gm / 4 oz fried gluten, p. 108-09). 
Shanghai vegetable casserole (with 2 cakes bean curd (tofu) 
or 50 gm / 2 oz deep-fried bean curd, p. 110-11. “For some 
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reason, the best vegetarian restaurants in China are found in 
Shanghai...”).
 “Rice and noodles provide the bulk of the Chinese meal. 
The best plain boiled rice is obtained by using only the long 
grain [white] rice known as patna.” Photos show that many 
dishes are served with a small bowl of white rice. Chow 
mein–Fried noodles (with 25 gm / 1 oz dried bean curd skin 
sticks, p. 119). Vegetarian spring rolls (handmade using 1 
pack of 20 frozen spring roll skins, p. 122-23).
 Note: Many, if not most, recipes call for soy sauce–
either light, dark, or both.
 About the author (inside rear dust jacket): “Deh-ta 
Hsiung is a native Chinese who gained his knowledge of 
Chinese cooking directly from some of the great Chinese 
chefs. He has made several television and radio appearances 
in connection with his expertise on Chinese foods and now 
writes widely on the subject and teaches at Kenneth Lo’s 
Chinese Cookery School [in London, England].
 From Gareth Jones’ Food blog (posted 9 Feb. 2011) 
titled “’Kung Hay Fat Choy’ Deh-Ta Hsiung.” “Cooking 
Chinese food at home–complete with wok, steamer and 
all–took off in the early 1980s. Deh-Ta was at the spearhead 
of the movement, along with Ken Lo and Chef But from the 
Ken Lo Cook School. His Chinese Regional Cooking was 
published in 1979 and was out of print before it got to take 
off.” “Eating Chinese home cooking, for me, is far superior 
to most restaurant food–dim-sum excluded.”

3818. Juvik, Gail A.; Bernard, R.L.; Kauffman, H.E. 1985. 
Directory of germplasm collections. 1. II. Food legumes 
(Soyabean). Rome, Italy: International Board for Plant 
Genetic Resources. 53 p. Co-sponsored by INTSOY. [11 ref]
• Summary: Soybean germplasm collections worldwide 
are listed (with address and number of accessions) in 
the following countries: Argentina, Australia, Austria, 
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil (2 collections), Bulgaria, 
Canada, China (14 collections), Taiwan (3), Colombia, 
Czechoslovakia (2), France (4), Germany (East), Germany 
(West), Greece, Hungary (2), India (8), Indonesia (3), Italy, 
Japan (5), Korea (South, 2), Malaysia, Nepal, Nigeria, 
Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Spain, Sri Lanka, Thailand (2), Turkey, USSR, 
United Kingdom, USA (5), Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam 
(2), Yugoslavia, Zambia, Zimbabwe.
 The world’s largest soybean germplasm collections are 
as follows: AVRDC, Tainan, Taiwan (12,200 accessions), 
National Seed Storage Laboratory (NSSL), Fort Collins, 
Colorado, USA (10,880), Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL, USA 
(8,368), Jilin Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Jilin, China 
(4,800), N.I. Vavilov All-Union Institute of Plant Industry 
(VIR), Leningrad, Moscow (4,700), All-India Coordinated 
Research Project on Soybean, G.B. Pant Univ. of Agriculture 
and Technology, Pantnagar, India (4,022), Suweon, South 
Korea (4,020), Tsukuba, Japan (3,741). USDA, Stoneville, 

Mississippi, USA (3,000).
 A world map (p. 9-10) shows (1) The sites of all soybean 
germplasm collections, (2) the range of ancient cultivation 
of the soyabean (East and Southeast Asia), (3) range of the 
wild soybean (Glycine soja; in China and Japan), and (4) 
range of perennial Glycine (Australia, Papua New Guinea, 
Philippines, Taiwan, Melanesia, and Micronesia).
 This document is “Available free to developing 
countries, but restricted distribution to developed countries.” 
Address: 1&3. INTSOY, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign; 2. USDA-ARS, Dep. of Agronomy.

3819. Leeds, Anthony R. ed. 1985. Dietary fi bre 
perspectives: reviews and bibliography 1. London: John 
Libbey. viii + 358 p. Bibliographical editor Alinson Avenell. 
Foreword by Denis P. Burkitt. 25 cm. [997 ref]
• Summary: This is one of the most interesting and 
comprehensive books published to date on the subject 
of fi ber in human diets. Contents: Foreword, by Denis P. 
Burkitt. The authors and editors. Introduction by A.R. Leeds. 
Part I: Reviews. 1. Fiber and the large gut, by G. Roth and 
C. Leitzman. 2. Dietary fi bre and blood lipids in man, by 
Patricia A. Judd and A. Stuart Truswell. 3. Dietary fi bre and 
gallstones, by Patricia A. Judd. 4. Fibre and diabetes–new 
perspectives, by David B. Peterson. 5. Dietary fi bre in 
obesity, by Marcin Krotiewski and Ulf Smith. 6. Dietary 
fi bre supplements and weight reduction, by Kjeld R. Ryttig. 
7. Fibre and mineral absorption [phytic acid], by Barbara F. 
Harland and Eugene R. Morris. 8. Fibre and food products, 
by Peter R. Ellis. Index.
 Part II: Bibliography. 9. Dietary fi bre in human nutrition: 
a bibliography to 1977, compiled by Hugh C. Trowell, 
with Foreword by K.W. Heaton. Subject index. Author 
index. Addendum. 10. Dietary fi bre in human nutrition: a 
bibliography for 1978-1982, compiled by Alison Avenell, 
Anthony R. Leeds, and Hugh C. Trowell–1978 = 481 
references, 1979 = 528 references, 1980 = 480 references, 
1981 = 657 references, 1982 = 610 references.
 Part III: Indexes to Part II. Structure of subject indexes 
1978-1982. Then there is a subject index and an author index 
to the bibliographies for each year from 1978 to 1982.
 The worldwide bibliography to 1977, compiled by 
Trowell, was fi rst published in 1979 by John Libbey 
(London) for Kellogg Company of Great Britain Ltd. (which 
see for details).
 In the Foreword, Denis P. Burkitt (now at The Old 
House, Bussage, Near Stroud, Gloucestershire, England) 
begins by noting: “Nothing more dramatically illustrates the 
phenomenal growth of interest in dietary fi bre which has 
been witnessed during the last 15 years than the explosive 
increase in scientifi c publications on the subject. Within a 
decade the annual rate of publications on the subject rose a 
remarkable 40-fold.”
 Fibrim soy fi ber is mentioned in chapters on “Fibre and 
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the Large Gut,” “Dietary Fibre and Blood Lipids in Man,” 
“Fibre and Diabetes,” and “Fibre and Mineral Absorption.” 
Address: Dep. of Food and Nutritional Sciences, Queen 
Elizabeth College (Univ. of London), Campden Hill Road, 
London W8 7AH, England.

3820. Lo, Kenneth H.C. 1985. New Chinese cooking school. 
Tucson, Arizona: HP Books. 288 p. Illust. Index. 28 cm.
• Summary: On the cover, below the title we read: “An 
illustrated course in contemporary Chinese cuisine.” A 
gorgeous book, packed with superb color photos on glossy 
paper. One chapter (p. 98-115), titled “Bean curd and eggs,” 
contains many tofu recipes. Other tofu recipes are scattered 
throughout the book.
 The section titled “Soy beans and bean-based products” 
(p. 26) gives brief defi nitions of: Bean curd [tofu], bean 
curd cheese [fermented tofu], bean curd skin [yuba], salted 
black beans [fermented black soybeans] (“Cooked, salted 
and fermented whole soy beans. Mash them with other 
ingredients or mix into dishes for color” and rich, earthy, 
piquant fl avor), Sichuan chili paste (yellow soy bean paste 
mixed with dried chilies and their seeds, sugar, and garlic), 
soy bean paste (crushed soy beans mixed with sugar, salt, 
and chili), sweet bean paste (made from cooked, puréed, 
sweetened red beans [azuki]), and yellow bean paste (made 
of fermented, salted puréed yellow [soy] beans with salt, 
fl our and water). Also contains recipes for: Bean-curd cheese 
[fermented tofu], p. 88, 89. Bean curd skin [yuba] (p. 200, 
with color photo of “dried bean curd skin” on p. 18).
 Recipes and photos for “salted black beans” [fermented 
black soybeans] or black bean sauce are: Steamed scallops 
with black bean sauce (p. 132, 138). Quick-fried crab in 
black bean sauce (p. 144). Cantonese steamed spareribs with 
black beans (p. 186, 188). Sliced beef in black bean and chili 
sauce (p. 201). Ho-fen noodles with beef in black bean sauce 
(p. 270, 273). Soy sauce is used in recipes throughout the 
book.
 A color photo on the rear dust jacket cover shows 
Kenneth Lo. His biography, on the inside rear dust jacket, 
states that he is acknowledged the world over as an authority 
on Chinese food, and is a graduate of both Peking and 
Cambridge universities. He is also the founder of one of 
London’s best-known Chinese restaurants.

3821. McKeown, Thomas. 1985. Food, infection, and 
population. In: R.I. Rotberg and T.K. Rabb, eds. 1985. 
Hunger and History: The Impact of Changing Food 
Production and Consumption Patterns on Society. New York 
and London: Cambridge Univ. Press. 336 p. See p. 29-49. 
[16 ref]
• Summary: “The rise in population was due to the decline 
in mortality which led to the increase of life expectancy. 
Mortality declined essentially because of a reduction in 
deaths from infectious diseases. With the possible exceptions 

of starvation and infanticide, a decline in non-communicable 
causes of death made no substantial contribution to the 
improvement in health before the twentieth century. The 
central problem in interpreting the modern changes in 
health and population size is the explanation for the decline 
of deaths due to infectious disease. The earliest and most 
important reason for the decline in infectious diseases was 
an improvement in nutrition which resulted from advances in 
agriculture and transportation...
 “Second only to nutritional infl uences over time, 
and probably in importance, were the improvements in 
hygiene introduced progressively from the second half 
of the nineteenth century. They were the main reasons 
for the decline in water- and food-borne diseases... In the 
nineteenth century there were no great improvements in 
working and living conditions, and the main advances 
were in the purifi cation of water and in sewage disposal 
(which coincided with the decrease of deaths from intestinal 
infections). From about 1900 these measures were greatly 
extended by food hygiene, affecting most critically the 
quality of milk. Before that time it was not possible to 
protect milk from micro-organisms, and the rapid fall in the 
number of deaths from gastroenteritis, which contributed 
substantially to the decline in infant mortality, was due to the 
introduction of sterilization, bottling, and safe transportation 
of milk... The infl uence of immunization... contributed little 
to the reduction of deaths from infectious diseases before 
1935...
 “The other reason for the modern transformation in 
health was the change in reproductive behavior which led to 
a decline in the birth rate. The signifi cance of this change can 
hardly be exaggerated... The reduction in the birth rate was 
the essential complement without which the advances, like 
those associated with the fi rst agricultural revolution, would 
soon have been reversed.
 “It would be unwise to estimate numerically the 
contribution that different infl uences have made to the 
decline in mortality and population growth. Nevertheless, it 
is possible to draw some general conclusions concerning the 
main infl uences during the past three centuries.
 “First, an improvement in nutrition exerted the earliest 
and, over the whole period since about 1700, the most 
important infl uence. Second, hygienic measures were 
probably responsible for at least a fi fth of the reduction in 
the death rate between the mid-nineteenth century and the 
present day. This is the proportion of the decline which 
was associated with water- and food-borne diseases. 
Third, with the exception of vaccination against smallpox, 
the contribution of which was small, the infl uence of 
immunization and therapy was delayed until the twentieth 
century and had little effect on national mortality trends 
before the introduction of the sulphonamides in 1935. Since 
that time immunization and therapy have not been the only 
nor even the most important infl uences. Fourth, the change in 
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reproductive practices which led to a decline in the birth rate 
was very important, since it ensured that the improvement 
in health brought about by other means was not reversed by 
rising numbers.” Address: Prof. Emeritus of Social Medicine 
at the Univ. of Birmingham.

3822. Morris, B.A.; Clifford, M.N. eds. 1985. Immunoassays 
in food analysis. London and New York: Elsevier Applied 
Science Publishers. xxi + 222 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. Preface. List of 
contributors. Glossary. Session I: Principles of immunoassay. 
Session II: Application to macromolecules (including 2 short 
communications on determination of soya protein in meat 
products, each cited separately). Session III: Application to 
small molecules. Address: Dep. of Biochemistry Univ. of 
Surrey, Guildford, UK.

3823. Patel, John. 1985. Re: Unisoy Milk and By Products 
Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center. 1 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead. Undated.
• Summary: This company plans to make Gold Soy Ice 
Cream and “Burgers.” Note: Mr. Patel died on 5 Nov. 
1985. He never became actively involved with the Unisoy 
company.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (June 2015) 
concerning Unisoy in England. However the company’s 
fi rst product was not launched until May 1986. Address: 24 
Chorlton Dr., Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 2BG, England. Phone: 
(061) 428-9433.

3824. Pelto, Gretel H.; Pelto, Pertti J. 1985. Diet and 
delocalization: Dietary changes since 1750. In: R.I. Rotberg 
and T.K. Rabb, eds. 1985. Hunger and History: The Impact 
of Changing Food Production and Consumption Patterns on 
Society. New York and London: Cambridge Univ. Press. 336 
p. See p. 309-30. [25 ref]
• Summary: There have been four major changes in food 
resources and distribution over the past 250 years: First, 
the increasingly rapid “delocalization” and corresponding 
internationalization of food production and distribution. 
There has also been a world-wide dissemination of 
domesticated plant and animal varieties. These trends lead 
to a worldwide network of increasing socio-economic 
and political interdependency. “From the point of view 
of individuals and families at any one place on the globe, 
delocalization means that an increasing portion of the 
daily diet comes from distant places usually through 
commercial channels. Second, in the industrialized nations, 
delocalization has been associated with an increase in the 
diversity of available foods and the quantity of food imports, 
and, therefore, with improved diets... Third, in the less 
industrialized countries of the world, the same processes of 
delocalization have tended to produce opposite effects on 
dietary quality, except for the elite.”

 And fourth, the migration of people from rural to urban 
centers, and from one continent to another, on a hitherto 
unprecedented scale, with a resulting exchange of culinary 
and dietary techniques and preferences.
 In 1833 in England, based on a large study related to the 
effects of child labor, working boys aged ten years averaged 
121 cm in height compared with 140 cm today (a 15.7% 
increase); those aged 18 years averaged 160 cm compared 
with 175 cm today (a 9.4% increase). “The recent trends 
in Japan from 1950 to 1970 show a nearly 3 cm. increase 
per decade among seven year olds, and a 5 cm. per decade 
increase in twelve year olds.” The main factor affecting this 
increased growth seems to be improved nutrition, although 
improved sanitary conditions have also played a role.
 “Age at menarche is another measure frequently cited 
in connection with the overall improved nutrition levels 
of Europeans, North Americans, and other industrialized 
populations. Tanner (1978) has demonstrated that the average 
age at menarche for girls in Finland, Norway, and Sweden 
was between sixteen and seventeen years in the middle of the 
nineteenth century, from which there has been a progressive 
decline to the present day. Now, the averages hover around 
thirteen years...
 “One of the more obvious, yet infrequently noted, results 
of the delocalization of food products in the industrialized 
world is the elimination, except during wartime, of disastrous 
famines... Famines still occur in isolated parts of India... 
but mortality from famines was not an important force 
in slowing India’s population growth after 1921. Thus, 
the forces of delocalization–the spread of transportation 
systems and food distribution networks, plus governmental 
communications and food relief systems–have effectively 
eliminated most (but not all) of the impacts of regional crop 
failures and other disasters that in the past led to severe 
periodic famine conditions...
 “We suggest that the poorer populations in developing 
countries, especially in rural areas, have experienced 
declines in total caloric consumption (per capita) and in 
dietary diversity as traditional subsistence systems have been 
severely disrupted by the forces of modernization, especially 
delocalization.” Address: 1. Assoc. Prof. of Nutritional 
Sciences; 2. Prof. of Anthropology and Community 
Medicine. Both: Univ. of Connecticut.

3825. Rotberg, Robert I.; Rabb, Theodore K. eds. 1985. 
Hunger and history: The impact of changing food production 
and consumption patterns on society. New York and London: 
Cambridge University Press. 336 p. No index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A provocative overview, with chapters by 
various authors. Some of these are cited separately. In India, 
the 1942 Bengal famine was devastating. Address: 1. Prof. of 
Political Science & History, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

3826. Scott, David; Golding, Claire. 1985. The vegan 
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diet: True vegetarian cookery. London, Sydney, Auckland, 
Johannesburg: Rider (Random Century). 141 p. Illust. by 
Steve Hardstaff. Index. 20 cm. [10 ref]
• Summary: This gourmet vegan cookbook, containing 
over 250 recipes, uses many soyfoods in its recipes: Tofu, 
soy sprouts, soymilk (Plamil), miso, soy fl our (Soyolk), 
vegan cheese (nonfermented, made with Soyolk soy fl our, 
margarine, and yeast extract), tofu ice cream, and whole dry 
soybeans. Address: England.

3827. Scott, David. 1985. Protein-balanced vegetarian 
cookery. London: Rider Books, Century Hutchinson Ltd. 183 
p. Illust. (by Steve Hardstaff). Index. 24 cm. [31* ref]
• Summary: This book was originally published in 1980, 
and the latest reference in the bibliography is 1978. A 
second edition was published in 1985, then a 1987 edition 
was published in the USA by CRCS Publications, P.O. 
Box 20850, Reno, Nevada 89515. The author has a poor 
knowledge of soyfoods, and makes little mention or use of 
them in this book. He refers to tofu as “beancurd,” has a 
recipe for “Beancurd Burgers,” mentions miso and a Miso-
Tahini Spread, soy sauce, plus an Sunfl ower Seed, Soya 
Bean and Almond Casserole. Pages 160-61, information 
about soya beans, contains many errors.

3828. Seely, S.; Freed, D.L.; Silverstone, G.A.; Rippere, V. 
1985. Diet-related diseases: The modern epidemic. Westport, 
Connecticut: AVI Publishing Co. 272 p. *
Address: 1-3. Univ. of Manchester, England. 4. Univ. of 
London.

3829. SoyaScan Notes. 1985. Chronology of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce. 13 May 1994. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This chronology is a revised and expanded 
version of one published in an unknown UK airline 
magazine, found in one of the Lea & Perrins historical 
scrapbooks (Fair Lawn, New Jersey). We offer no guarantee 
of its accuracy.
 1823 Jan. 1–Mr. William Perrins and Mr. John Wheeley 
Lea form a partnership to carry on the chemists and druggists 
business at 68 Broad Street, Worcester, England (located 
about 25 miles southwest of Birmingham). 1835–Lord 
Sandys, the former governor general of Bengal, gives recipe 
to Mr. Lea and Mr. Perrins in Worcester, England.
 1837–Lea & Perrins sauce fi rst sold commercially.
 1842–636 bottles sold.
 1845–Factory set up in Bank Street, Worcester.
 1849–Arrangements made for exports to New York. 
The exclusive U.S. agent was John Duncan & Sons, a small 
fi rm which imported liquors and wines from Europe, and 
preserves, jams, and jellies from England.
 1852–Annual sales reach 30,000 bottles.
 1853–Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce is awarded 

a medal at the New York Exhibition of the Industry of All 
Nations.
 1897–New (present) factory built in the Midland Road, 
Worcester.
 1902–Bottling begins in New York.
 1906–The High Court of Justice in Britain decrees 
that no fi rm other Lea & Perrins be allowed to call their 
Worcestershire Sauce “the Original” or “the Genuine.” This 
helps deals with upstarts and imitations.
 1910–U.S. Bottlers (Duncans) move to West Street. Lea 
& Perrins (Inc.) of America.
 1930–Lea & Perrins U.K. merge with H.P. Sauce 
Limited. John Duncan’s Sons becomes Lea & Perrins Inc.
 1931–Worcestershire Sauce manufacture begins in 
Australia.
 1931–Lea & Perrins Inc. is incorporated into H.P. Sauce 
Ltd.
 1940–Bottling of Lea & Perrins moves to Tower Road, 
Birmingham, during World War II.
 1946. manufacture begins again in Worcester.
 1967–H.P. Sauce / Lea & Perrins acquired by Imperial 
Tobacco Co.
 1985–Imperial Tobacco increases its control to 100%. 
Lea & Perrins International formed representing Lea & 
Perrins, H.P. Foods and Golden Wonder abroad.
 1986 April–Hanson Trust assumes control of Imperial 
Foods / Lea & Perrins.
 1988–Lea & Perrins is acquired by BSN Groupe of 
Paris, France.
 Note: 1994 July–BSN Groupe changed that name to 
Groupe Danone.
 Today, in addition to its Original Worcestershire, Lea & 
Perrins produces Lea & Perrins Steak Sauce, Lea & Perrins 
White Wine Sauce (for chicken, fi sh, or lighter foods), and 
Lea & Perrins Barbecue Sauce.

3830. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1985. Photo-thermal 
regulation of fl owering in soybean. In: R. Shibles, ed. 1985. 
World Soybean Research Conference III: Proceedings. 
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. xxiii + 1262 p. See p. 
848-54. [25 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Predicting photo-
thermal effects. Screening germplasm. Concluding remarks.
 Photoperiod is a major factor infl uencing time to 
fl owering of most genotypes. However temperature 
also infl uences the rate of reproductive development, 
and complex interactions occur between photoperiod, 
temperature, and genotype. Some cultivars (such as Fiskeby 
V) are photoperiod insensitive, but all cultivars have a 
critical daylength. Address: 1. Univ. of Reading, Dep. of 
Agriculture and Horticulture, Plant Environment Lab., 
Shinfi eld Grange, Cutbush Lane, Shinfi eld, Reading, RG2 
94D, Berkshire, England; 2. Prof. of Crop Production, Univ. 
of Reading, Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, Earley 
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Gate, Whiteknights Road, Reading, RG6 2AT, Berkshire, 
England.

3831. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1985. Grain legume 
species of signifi cant importance in world agriculture. In: 
Abraham H. Halevy, ed. 1985. CRC Handbook of Flowering. 
Vol. I. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press, Inc. 568 p. See p. 
61-73. [65 ref]
• Summary: “The enormous diversity of the Leguminosae 
is well known. The family comprises an estimated number 
of almost 20,000 species classifi ed more-or-less reliably 
within perhaps as many as 750 genera (Table 1). In economic 
importance the family is second only to the Gramineae and 
in number it is exceeded only by the Orchidaceae and the 
Compositae.
 “Taxonomists conventionally have divided the 
Leguminosae into three subfamilies, the Mimosoideae, the 
Caesalpinioideae, and the Papilionoideae... Several members 
of the Papilionoideae are economically important as edible 
and nutritious crops for humans and animals... Indeed, nearly 
all established grain legume (pulse) crops are classifi ed 
taxonomically within just 4 tribes of the Papilionoideae and 
in 13 different genera.”
 Table 1 states that (according to Allen and Allen 1981) 
the family Leguminosae consists of 19,700 species in 748 
genera. Of these, some 14,000 species and 505 genera are 
classifi ed in the subfamily Papilionoideae (in which the 
soybean is also classifi ed).
 Table 2 lists grain legume species of signifi cant 
economic importance in world agriculture. For each is 
given the Latin and common English name(s), tribe, 
and principal regions of evolutionary diversity. Arachis 
hypogaea (groundnut or peanut), Cajanus cajan (pigeon 
pea), Cicer arietinum (chickpea), Glycine max (soy[a]bean), 
Lens culinaris (lentil), Lupinus spp. (lupin), Phaseolus 
lunatus (lima bean), Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean), 
Pisum sativum/arvense (garden/fi eld pea), Psophocarpus 
tetragonolobus (winged bean), Vicia faba (fava bean), Vigna 
mungo / V. radiata (mung bean), Vigna unguiculata (cow 
pea).
 “It is also important to realize that the research and 
breeding efforts devoted to leguminous crops pales in 
comparison to those devoted to cereals. For example, while it 
is probably true that soyabeans have been the subject of more 
research than all other grain legumes combined (excluding, 
perhaps, fi eld and garden peas), there were in 1976 no more 
than 25 soyabean breeders in the U.S. (the major producing 
country) compared with more than 400 maize breeders.
 Halevy, the editor of this 6-volume monograph, is 
a professor in the Dep. of Ornamental Horticulture, The 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Rehovot, Israel. Address: 
1. Plant Environment Lab., Dep. of Agriculture and 
Horticulture, Univ. of Reading, Shinfi eld Grange, Reading, 
Berkshire, England; 2. Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, 

Univ. of Reading, Earley Gate, Reading, Berkshire, England.

3832. Summerfi eld, R.J.; Roberts, E.H. 1985. Grain legume 
species of signifi cant importance in world agriculture: 
Glycine max. In: Abraham H. Halevy, ed. 1985. CRC 
Handbook of Flowering. Vol. I. Boca Raton, Florida: CRC 
Press, Inc. 568 p. See p. 100-77. [174 ref]
• Summary: This substantial section on the soybean, 
with its own list of references, is a subchapter within the 
larger chapter titled “Grain legume species of signifi cant 
importance in world agriculture.” Contents: Introduction. 
Floral characteristics. Environmental regulation of fl owering. 
Chemical regulation of fl owering. Genetics. Table 1 shows 
“Genes know to regulate fl oral characters in soybeans.”
 “There can be no doubt that among the grain legumes, 
soyabeans (Glycine max L. Merrill) are the best known, most 
researched, and the species of principal economic importance 
in world agriculture. Soyabeans have probably received 
more research attention than all the other grain legume 
crops combined, although, ironically, little of the resultant 
information has contributed to improved productivity in the 
fi eld...
 “Except in photoperiodism and symbiotic dinitrogen 
fi xation, frequent subjects for ‘basic studies’, research on 
the physiology of the soyabean crop has lagged behind that 
in breeding and genetics, although interest in and fi nancial 
support for all aspects of research has increased substantially 
during the past 10 to 15 years. A large proportion of the 
sources of information on the soyabean crop have been 
written by American scientists and published in that 
country...
 “The genus Glycine, after a turbulent taxonomic history, 
is now composed of six perennial species of primarily 
Australian distribution placed in a subgenus Glycine, and 
two annual species, the wild G. soja and the cultivated G. 
max, in a subgenus Soja. Cytogenetic, morphological, and 
seed protein studies suggest that G. soja is the wild ancestor 
of the cultivated soybean: both annual species are diploid 
(2n = 40) and there are few, if any, cytogenetic barriers to 
hybridization between them. In contrast, G. max has not 
been crossed successfully with the six species in subgenus 
Glycine...
 “Three growth habits have been described in soyabeans; 
they are determined by two major genes and have different 
fl owering and stem termination characteristics. In the 
determinate and semi-determinate types, stem elongation 
diminishes more slowly and stems terminate in a series 
of small one- or two-fl owered axillary infl orescences 
crowded together by short internodes at the stem apex, 
or in a very small leaf. Vegetation growth ceases at about 
the time fl owers fi rst appear in the determinate types, but 
in the indeterminate about 75% of the vegetation biomass 
is produced after fl owering. Semi-determinates resemble 
the indeterminate types, except that stem growth and 
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fl owering cease more abruptly and 7 to 10 days earlier. The 
indeterminate types are usually taller and less-branched 
than the determinates; they are grown at latitudes north of 
about 38ºN in the U.S. whereas determinate types occupy 
virtually all of the production areas south of about 36ºN. 
Determinate types fl ower later and at a higher node than 
the indeterminates in the north, which come into fl ower 
at the fourth to eighth node when plants are 30 to 35 cm 
tall. The fact that fl owering, pod-fi lling, and vegetative 
growth proceed concurrently in indeterminate types allows 
them to develop a large source capacity along with a long 
reproductive period and so to produce large yields in the 
shorter seasons which prevail at more extreme latitudes.” 
Address: 1. Plant Environment Lab., Dep. of Agriculture and 
Horticulture, Univ. of Reading, Shinfi eld Grange, Reading, 
Berkshire, England; 2. Dep. of Agriculture and Horticulture, 
Univ. of Reading, Earley Gate, Reading, Berkshire, England.

3833. Wood, Brian J.B. ed. 1985. Microbiology of fermented 
foods. 2 vols. Essex, England: Elsevier Science Publishers 
Ltd. Vol. 1, 371 p. Vol. 2, 304 p. [300+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed extensively. In Vol. 1, in 
chapter 5, titled “Fermented protein foods in the Orient, with 
emphasis on shoyu and miso in Japan,” by Yokotsuka and 
Sasaki (p. 197-247) are detailed and historical discussions 
of chu (koji), chiang, and shi (fermented black soybeans), 
chiang-yu (soy sauce), miso, shoyu, etc. Address: Dep. 
of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Univ. of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

3834. Wood, Brian J.B. 1985. Miscellaneous food-related 
fermentations. In: B.J.B. Wood, ed. 1985. Microbiology of 
Fermented Foods. Vol. 1. Essex, England: Elsevier Science 
Publishing Co. xx + 371 + 14 p. See p. 213-35. [27 ref]
• Summary: Contains a good overview of tempeh, ontjom, 
and “New substrates for old technologies,” as chickpeas 
for miso and tempeh, or soybeans for idli. Address: Dep. of 
Bioscience & Biotechnology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland, UK.

3835. Wood, R. 1985. The results of a collaborative trial 
to determine soya protein in meat products by an ELISA 
procedure. In: B.A. Morris and M.N. Clifford, eds. 1985. 
Immunoassays in Food Analysis. London and New York: 
Elsevier Applied Science Publishers. xxi + 222 p. See p. 113-
14. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The results of a collaborative study carried 
out in 22 UK laboratories using an enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) procedure to determine soya 
protein in meat products are reported. The method tested is 
based on work previously reported (Hitchcock et al., 1981).” 
Address: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
London, UK.

3836. British Arkady Co. Ltd. 1985? What’s in a name? The 
story of Arkady. Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester, 
England. 5 p. Undated. Unpublished typescript. Double 
spaced.
• Summary: “To fi nd the origins of Arkady ADM Iberica we 
have to go back eighty years or more. Our story begins in 
the United States of America where Mr. George S. Ward had 
begun to build up what was to become the most important 
group of bakeries in that country.” Ward was unable, even 
after extensive tests, to get bread of a standardized quality 
from his various bakeries. One bakery gave persistently 
better results than the rest. To fi nd a solution he sought 
the help of the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research at 
the Univ. of Pittsburgh [Pennsylvania]. Its director was 
Robert Kennedy Duncan, who formerly held the chair of 
Industrial Chemistry at the Univ. of Kansas. The ensuing 
investigation showed surprisingly that the quality of the 
bread was dependant on the quality of the water used to 
make the dough. Small amounts of dissolved minerals could 
have a big effect on the activity of the yeast in the dough 
and the ultimate bread quality. So Ward developed a ‘magic 
powder,’ a simple mixture of mineral salts, and added it to 
standardize the quality of water in all his bakeries. Soon he 
was producing the best bread in America.
 “By way of a tribute and in gratitude to a great scientist, 
George S. Ward asked permission of Robert Kennedy 
Duncan to name the powder after him or rather after the 
initials of his name R-K-D. So Arkady bread improver was 
born.”
 Eventually Ward allowed the Fleischman Yeast Co. to 
make Arkady powder and to distribute it with their yeast. 
This was an excellent commercial arrangement and soon 
it was well known to bakers throughout America. All this 
happened before 1913.
 During World War I Robert Whymper, a major in the 
British Army and in charge of all British bakeries in France, 
noticed that American soldiers were enjoying bread of much 
better quality than the British soldiers and that the reason 
for the difference was the magical Arkady powder... In 1920 
production of Arkady began in a tiny section of the Baker 
Perkins factory in Willesden in London.
 “The product was excellent, bakers liked it, soon there 
was the need to build an entirely new factory with increased 
production capacity. This was established in Old Trafford, 
Manchester (near the home of the celebrated Manchester 
United Football team) in 1923. This growth was rapid, the 
size of the factory doubled in 1929 and again in 1936 and 
there has been continuous expansion right up to the present 
day.
 “Sales were not just confi ned to England, the Arkady 
product was so good that their use quickly spread to other 
countries. From the technological and information center 
in Manchester grew up a number of thriving satellite 
companies. In the years between 1930 and 1939, the British 
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Arkady Company established ‘Arkady’ companies in France, 
Scandinavia and Germany. Only the Deutsche Arkady 
Company survived the trauma of the 1939-45 war eventually 
leaving the ownership of the British Arkady Company. Later 
the Deutsche Arkady Company joined with Ireks to become 
Ireks-Arkady. There is only this historical connection 
between Ireks-Arkady and the British Arkady Company. No 
commercial contacts exist today and indeed the companies 
actively compete in some parts of the world...
 “Arkady-ADM-Iberica is a joint company bringing 
together the knowledge and experience of three great 
companies: ADM–a giant among food processing companies 
world wide and manufacturers of Arkady products in 
America; RIBA–established in Barcelona for years, intimate 
knowledge of Spanish cereal technology; British Arkady–
the company which brought the fi rst Arkady product to 
Europe 65 years ago, and has been in the forefront of bakery 
technology ever since.” Address: Manchester, England. 
Phone: 061-872-7161.

3837. Haldane Foods Limited. 1985? Health, Hera and you–
The fi bre habit (Leafl et). East Goscote, Leicester, England. 4 
panels each side. Each panel: 10.8 x 10 cm. Undated.

• Summary: The four inside panels, titled “Dietary fi ber,” 
discuss what it is, the recent discovery by Dr. Dennis 
Burkitt, of its importance to human health, and diseases and 
conditions associated with low-fi bre diets.
 The fi rst two rear panels have these headings: The Hera 
product range and dietary fi bre. How much fi ber? Nutritional 
guide lines. On the last rear panel is a table with three 
columns: Disease, infl uence of present diet, dietary factor, % 
disease caused by diet. For example: Constipation. Dietary 
factor is fi bre. % disease caused by diet: 100%. Address: 
Units 9, 10, 16 & 20, Long Furrow Trading Estate, East 
Goscote, Leicester LE7 8XJ, England. Phone: 0533 605665 
& 600006.

3838. Product Name:  Tofeata Tofu Spicy Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 25, Hayhill Industrial 
Estate, Sileby Rd., Barrow-Upon-Soar, Leicester, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985?
Ingredients:  Water, tofu (soybean curd), wheat germ, 
bulgur wheat, rolled oats, sesame seeds, tomatoes, sunfl ower 
seed oil, hydrolysed vegetable protein, sea salt, paprika, chili 
powder, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  2 burgers weigh 8 oz (227.2 
gm).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1987, undated. 4 x 
7.5 inch box. Color photo with red, yellow, and black design 
on white. “A blend of tofu (soybean curd) with wheat germ, 
cereals and spices. By Hera. A ready to eat vegetarian meal. 
Keep chilled.” Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 96. “Tofeata Tofu 
and Tofu Burgers.”

3839. Singer, Peter. 1985? The animal liberation movement: 
Its philosophy, its achievements, and its future. Old 
Hammond Press, 19 Hungerhill Rd., St. Anns, Nottingham, 
England. 24 p. Undated. *
• Summary: This is a reading list and list of organizations. 
Discusses: Overview of the animal liberation movement. 
Animal equality in relation to suffering and killing. Goals of 
the movement. Implications for animal research. Animals as 
food. Future of animal liberation.
 “For the great majority of human beings,... the most 
direct form of contact with members of other species is a 
meal-times; we eat them.”

3840. Product Name:  Sunrise Flavoured Soya Milk Drinks 
[Banana, Chocolate, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
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How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Cole. 1986. Soya Health 
Foods Ltd.
 The Grocer (London). 1987. Oct. 3. p. 41. Non-
dairy ‘choc ice.’ Soya Health Foods has launched Sunrise 
Carob Ice, a non-dairy ‘choc-ice’ [vanilla soy ice cream 
bar coated with carob]. The company has also launched a 
range of Flavoured Soya Milks in ½ litre plastic bottles and 
three fl avors (chocolate, strawberry, or banana). The rsp 
[recommended sales price] is 35 pence. A photo shows the 
three fl avors in plastic bottles.

3841. Product Name:  Che Lun Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  United Breweries International 
(UK) Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  17-21 Sunbeam Road, Royal 
Park, London NW10 6JP, England.
Date of Introduction:  1985?
Ingredients:  Soya bean extract, wheat fl our, salt, sugar, 
caramel.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  7 gm foil pouch sample, 5.28 
fl uid oz (150 ml).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1982. 5.75 by 3 
inches. Red and green on gold. Chinese lion illustration. Foil 
pouches. 2 by 3.5 inches. White and green on gold. Chinese 
lion illustration. Label. 1986, undated. “Rich, superior. 
Naturally brewed.”

3842. Benson, Bob. 1986. Cargill to purchase Liverpool soy 
crushing plant from Continental Grain. Feedstuffs 58(1):1, 
32. Jan. 6.
• Summary: The acquisition consists of a soybean mill, oil 
refi nery, and bulk handling facility. The plant was built in 
1978 and expanded in 1982. The refi nery was completed in 
1985. Address: Feedstuffs Staff Editor.

3843. Gordon, Jonathan. 1986. Re: Interest in fi nding 
employment with a soyfoods manufacturer in the USA. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Jan. 6. 1 p. 
Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Jonathan, who is a student at a university in 
Scotland, would like to work at a soyfoods manufacturing 
company in the USA. “I am extremely interested in seeing 
a thriving traditional soya food industry. I intend to work in 
this fi eld when I graduate.” Address: Room 306, Clyde Hall, 
318 Clyde St., Glasgow, Scotland [UK].

3844. McGraw, M.; Bishop, N.; Jameson, R.; Robinson, 
M.J.; O’Hara, M.; Hewitt, C.D.; Day, J.P. 1986. Aluminium 
content of milk formulae and intravenous fl uids used in 
infants. Lancet i(8473):157. Jan. 18. [4 ref]
• Summary: A table lists the aluminium content (in 
micrograms per liter) of infant milk formulae and 

intravenous fl uids. It is not clear which of these compositions 
are made from soybeans. However, one brand named Wysoy, 
an oral (locally reconstituted soy-based infant milk) contains 
330 micrograms of aluminum per liter.
 Another problem is the North West England tap water 
aluminum concentrations range from 10 to 300 micrograms 
per liter and are occasionally much higher. Aluminum 
accumulation in the human body leads to anemia, bone 
disease, and encephalopathy. This aluminum can be 
potentially toxic to infants with increased gastrointestinal 
absorption or impaired renal function. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Child Health, Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital, 
Manchester, M27 1HA; 2-4. Special Care Baby Unit, 
Hope Hospital, Salford; 5-7. Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Manchester. All: England.

3845. Soybean Update. 1986. ASA export promotion efforts 
pay off. Jan. 27. p. 3.
• Summary: In La Laguna, Mexico, poultry producers are 
using about 3,000 tonnes/week of full-fat soybeans as feed. 
In Nigeria workshops on poultry nutrition, management and 
disease are being conducted. In Indonesia, 6 years ago ASA 
began an education program to build consumer demand 
for soyfoods. In the UK, the American Soybean Assoc. 
began 4 years ago to promote soybean oil identifi ed with 
the Soyasign. Today 18 brands of soybean oil in the UK are 
identifi ed with this mark. Address: American Soybean Assoc.

3846. Family Circle (British edition). 1986. I’ve never 
claimed that it’s a magic diet. I can only say what’s happened 
to me. Jan. p. 51-52.
• Summary: “Twelve years ago, Sonia Newhouse suffered 
from chronic arthritis and believed she would end her life 
in a wheelchair. Within months of becoming a vegetarian, 
she was mobile, and now runs her own successful food 
business.” Discusses the path of her recovery and the 
establishment of Vegetable Feasts.

3847. Kotzsch, Ronald E. 1986. Japan’s natural foods 
pioneer: Mitoku’s success is due to its network of quality 
suppliers. East West Journal. Jan. p. 18, 20-25.
• Summary: Mitoku “has been and (at present) remains the 
larger of the two main exporters of natural foods from Japan. 
With its chief competitor, Muso Shokuhin (see Sept. 1984 
EWJ), it shares the bulk of a $14-million-a-year market for 
superior Japanese food products.
 “The central offi ce of Mitoku is located in the 
prestigious Marunouchi building, in front of Tokyo Central 
Station... There is a staff of six Japanese and two foreigners 
(Christopher Dawson, a new Zealander, and Robbie 
Swinnerton, an Englishman)...
 “The founder, sole owner, and guiding spirit of Mitoku 
is Akiyoshi Kazama, now fi fty-fi ve years old... A graduate of 
Waseda University in Tokyo, Kazama was selected in 1956 
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to study business in the United States... He became the fi rst 
Japanese national to serve in the American Army following 
World War II. After two years as an American G.I. in Korea 
and Japan, Kazama returned to Japan and settled in Tokyo. 
He became an import-export agent for a German company 
dealing in opticals and electronics. Then in 1967 he got 
involved in the emerging natural foods business...
 “At the time the newly formed Erewhon Trading 
Company of Boston was trying to import foods directly 
from Japan. Its owner, macrobiotic teacher Michio Kushi, 
was introduced to Kazama by letter through a mutual friend. 
Kazama agreed to use his trade expertise to ship $3,000 
worth of high-quality Japanese foods, selected by Kushi, to 
Boston...
 “In 1969 Kazama formed a separate company to 
handle steadily increasing shipments, and called it Mitoku. 
Through the 1970s Mitoku continued to grow. It remained 
the principal supplier of Erewhon, which had become a 
leader of America’s natural foods industry. Also, it played an 
important role in the development of other companies such 
as Janus, Laurelbrook, and Oak Feed... The company moved 
into the European market as well, becoming a major supplier 
of Lima of Belgium, Sunwheel of England, and other major 
distributors...
 “When in the fall of 1981 Erewhon fi nally collapsed, 
Mitoku was its largest creditor and took a $300,000 loss. 
Erewhon’s demise nearly destroyed Mitoku... Mitoku has 
become a major supplier to Westbrae, Great Eastern Sun, 
Tree of Life, and the reborn Erewhon, all vigorous American 
fi rms...
 “Over the last fi ve years, Mitoku’s annual sales have 
grown at about 20 percent a year. During the 1984-85 fi scal 
year gross sales were about $7.5 million. During that period 
Mitoku bought some 300 food products from eighty-three 
producers... It sold to fi fty-six customers around the world, 
including ten in North America and about thirty in Europe...
 “Just this past month, Mitoku has introduced a line of 
especially high quality products under its own label.”
 The author and Mr. Kazama visited a number of 
Mitoku’s suppliers. Descriptions are given of Mansan 
Company Ltd. (making tamari and soybean miso since 
1895), Sendai Miso Shoyu Co. Ltd. (the Sasaki family which 
runs the company started making miso in 1853), Fukaya 
Honten Shoyu (a small maker of organic shoyu).

3848. Jones, Paul. 1986. On Michael Cole and his many 
soyfoods successes in England (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
March 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Cole started in late 1984. His partner, who 
has all the risk and 51% equity, is Mr. Arora, a Sikh from 
India. Cole has 30% equity and the fi nance company has 
19%. Cole spent years in Los Angeles, and is a bit of a hype 
artist. He launched a soymilk ice cream for the Regular Tofu 

Co. He now has an inexpensive Japanese tofu plant with a 
continuous roller extractor. He tanks the milk to a spray drier 
or Tetra Pack machine. He has had big success with soymilk 
in the supermarkets. Before him all soymilk came from 
Vandemoortele/Alpro in Belgium. He produces private label 
Tetra Pak soymilks for 3-5 national supermarket chains. He 
is also doing an organic soymilk. His ice cream looks like 
it will be very successful. It is made under license for him 
by Bayvilles, a big company. He has made genuine inroads 
into the mainstream market. Last year his total sales were 
$525,000. He also has okara burgers. He tried a soy yogurt 
made from thin soymilk but it fell fl at on its face. Address: 
Owner, Paul’s Tofu, England.

3849. Ferguson, Jane. 1986. The secrets of making sushi. 
Guardian (England). March 7. p. 18.
• Summary: At the kitchen in the prestigious cookery 
bookshop, Books for Cooks (4 Blenheim Crescent, London 
W1), Lesley Downer teaches a class in the Japanese art of 
sushi making. She explains that the ingredients can include 
“spinach, mushrooms and the infamous natto (fermented soy 
beans),...”

3850. Noble Soya House Limited. 1986. Display ad: Soya. 
In Hong Kong, soya drinks outsell Coca-Cola. Times of India 
(The) (Bombay). March 23. p. 15.
• Summary: “One of the most interesting, creative, well 
researched and well designed ads for soya foods ever seen in 
India. A full page ad interspersed with illustrations and logos. 
The text continues: “In the USA, they put soya into burgers. 
In the UK, soya foods earn millions every year.
 “In Sri Lanka, soya fl our has been added to bakery fl our. 
And all over Europe, soya yogurt is already a rage.
 “Enter Noble Soya House. A company that is getting 
into the exciting world of soya foods and beverages. With 
an investment of Rs. 11.8 crores [118 million rupees]. A 
company that is managed by some of the most experienced 
people in the foods industry. And is fi nancially supported by 
two of the larger business houses in the country. Godrej. And 
Bhiwandiwalla, of Great Eastern Shipping fame. Both will 
participate in the equity and have Board representation.
 “The other names: Beverage technology for the 
project is being supplied by Kibun of Japan, acknowledged 
international leaders in the fi eld.
 “Plant and equipment for beverages will be supplied by 
Alfa-Laval of Sweden, one of the world’s largest suppliers of 
this equipment.
 “Equipment and know-how for extruded soya foods will 
be supplied by Simon Food Engineers of the U.K., a major 
name in extruded foods.
 “Distribution of products will be handled by Godrej 
Soaps Pvt. Ltd., who reach over 200,000 retail outlets 
countrywide. And by an established multinational fi rm that is 
a major force in specialised healthcare markets.
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 Engineered food: The technology that Noble House 
will be using is unlike anything presently available in 
India... Technology that makes soya possibly the single 
most versatile food source known to man. A food source 
that can be engineered into soft drinks, health foods, infant 
formulations, bakery products, meat analogues, dairy product 
analogues and more. Much more.
 “And what makes all this particularly exciting is the fact 
that soya is actually a better food source than many of the 
foods that it is replacing.
 “The richest vegetable protein source known: Soya 
protein is the only known vegetable protein that comes 
animal protein in quality. But that’s not all. he soya bean has 
an exceptionally high protein content. As high as 40%... And 
that’s why, worldwide, governments and health organizations 
have backed the development of soya all the way.
 “The time has come: Noble Soya House could not 
have been timed better. Soya bean production in India has 
just crossed the 1 million tonne mark. By 1990, annual 
production of the crop is expected to have risen to 2½ 
million tonnes.
 What’s more, the processed foods industry of India 
has fi nally reached the take-off stage. The growing pace 
of urbanization, changes in social norms and changes in 
attitudes towards foods have all combined to create a truly 
large market for processed foods.” “Ad Noble Soya House... 
looks set to lead the take-off.
 “The idea is taking root: Land for the project has already 
been acquired near Bhopal, the heart of soya country. [Note: 
The Bhopal gas disaster was on 3 Dec. 1984–only about 15 
months earlier]. Civil work has already begun. Plant and 
equipment have already been ordered, and installation will 
start by the middle of the year. Products specially formulated 
by Kibun using Indian raw materials have been tested with 
consumers in four cities, with a very favourable response.
 “Commercial production of the fi rst products will begin 
before the end of the year... To change forever the face of the 
processed foods industry.” Address: Administrative building: 
Godrej Soaps Pvt. Ltd., Eastern Express Highway, Vikhroli 
East, Bombay 400 079.

3851. EEC Commission. 1986. EEC report on imitation milk 
and milk products. Brussels, Belgium. 26 p. March. [17 ref. 
Eng]
• Summary: Contents: Explanatory memorandum on 
the designations used in the marketing of milk and milk 
products: Issued by the EEC Commission on 20 May 1986. 
Introduction. General: Defi nitions (milk products [milk, 
milk products, composite products], imitation and substitute 
products), list of imitation products. Market for imitation 
milk and milk products: Factors infl uencing the market, 
market situation, commentary and forecasts. Labelling/
publicity. Conclusions.
 Concerning the market situation: (a) “Cheese imitation: 

the UK market for these products was estimated at 2,000 
tonnes/year or 0.8% of the 240,000 tonnes of UK natural 
cheese production in 1981. The substitute products were 
mainly used in formulated foods as a replacement for 
imported cheese.
 “In the USA imitation cheese is presenting increased 
competition for natural cheese. In 1980 it accounted for–
available reports differ–either 73,000 tonnes (4.2% of total 
cheese production) or 95,000 tonnes (5% of total cheese 
production) or up 150% from 1978.
 “The major uses of imitation cheeses are in the 
production of frozen pizzas and school meals. Increased 
consumer acceptance of these products is explained in 
particular by their lower prices. A market forecast estimates 
the annual growth rate at 6.8% and sales for 1988 at 135,000 
tonnes. Another market forecast for the USA suggests that 
by 1987 imitation cheese products could hold 15% of the 
total cheese market, with a growth rate of 26.4% per year. 
Projections for the year 2000 indicate a 50% market share for 
substitute cheese products.
 “In Switzerland the Union Fromagere estimates that 
exports of Swiss cheese fell by 6.5% per year between 1982 
and 1983 due to sales of imitation Emmentaler, Gruyere and 
Sbrinz on many major European markets.
 “In Sweden it was reported in 1984 that imitation cheese 
products accounted for 2.5% of the cheese market.
 “(b) Yellow fats: A report on the UK market for 1983 
states that, in volume terms, butter accounted for 36% of the 
yellow fats market, compared with 64% for margarine and 
low-fat spreads...
 “(c) Soya milk: In the United Kingdom, sales of soya 
milk increased fi vefold to total UK£3.5 million and estimates 
are that sales could reach UK£20 million by mid-1988. 
Taking the retail price at UK£0.64 per liter, these values 
correspond to 5,600 tonnes of soya milk for 1984 and 32,000 
tonnes projected for 1988. (d) Coffee whiteners and artifi cial 
creams: A report dating from 1979 stated that these products 
accounted for less than 1% of condensed milk and cream 
consumption. In Denmark a report dating from 1979 stated 
that they account for 3% of the market in cream.”
 Note: This report is contained within an undated 1987 
booklet titled “Soymilk Versus EEC Legislation,” published 
by STS–Soya Technology Systems. It is also summarized 
in the April 1987 edition of Soyfoods (ESFA). 1(2):11-17. 
The full bibliography of 17 references is included. Address: 
Brussels, Belgium.

3852. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1986. Cargill 
to buy soybean facility [in England from Continental Grain 
Co.]. 63(3):289. March.
• Summary: Cargill has signed an agreement in principle to 
buy Continental Grain Co.’s soybean crushing, oil refi nery 
and bulk handling operations in Liverpool, England. The 
agreement is slated to be completed by March 31, 1986. 
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Continental Grain’s soybean oil refi nery, completed in 1985, 
as well as the original soybean processing facility built in 
1978 and expanded in 1982. The processing facilities are 
capable of producing 2,000 tonnes of soybean oil a day.

3853. Noble Soya House Limited. 1986. Display ad: Noble 
Soya brings together–Godrej, Bhiwandiwalla (Great Eastern 
Shipping), Kibun of Japan (World’s largest producer of 
soya milk), Alfa Laval of Sweden, Tetra Pak of Switzerland, 
Simon Foods of U.K... Times of India (The) (Bombay). April 
12. p. 10.
• Summary: Another interesting and creative full page ad 
from Noble Soya.
 “Noble Soya House Limited has been promoted by 
Dr. A.S. Aiyar, a leading food technologist of international 
repute.
 “Issue opens on 28th April, 1986.”
 Note: This ad also appeared in the April 16 (p. 12) 
and April 23 (p. 15) issues of this newspaper. Address: 
Registered offi ce: E-7/638 Shahpura, Near Campion School, 
Arera Colony, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.

3854. Brodsky, Mark. 1986. Finnsugar Biochemicals and 
makers of GDL or glucono-delta-lactone (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Four companies make GDL: Finnsugar, 
Fujisawa in Japan (1,000 to 1,500 tons/year), Pfi zer, and 
Roquette in France. In this country, it is all imported from 
Ireland. ADM uses Finnsugar’s GDL. Calcium gluconate 
will work as a tofu coagulant and add calcium, but it is 
very expensive. GDL works by hydrolysis. It breaks down 
into gluconic acid, nothing else. Finnsugar Biochemicals 
(formerly Fermco Biochemicals) is a subsidiary of the 
Finnish Sugar Co., Ltd. of Finland. Its GDL is called 
Glucofi n B, sold as white crystals. It also coagulates milk 
protein. A product specs sheet spells it glucono-delta-lactone, 
sold in 25 kg bags.
 Talk with Louis Hong of Mei Shun Tofu Products 
Co, in Chicago; he makes tofu using GDL. 1991. Nov. 19. 
Finnsugar has been sold to Genencor International. Pfi zer 
has been sold to PMP Fermentation, which may be related 
to DM. Both expect to be out of GDL for the next 3 months. 
Address: Finnsugar West, 217 W. Alameda Ave., Suite 202, 
Burbank, California 91502. Phone: 312-640-1112.

3855. Bailey, Simon. 1986. Re: Work with tofu and tempeh 
in Trinidad. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
April 28. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “I hope you received my letter dated 11th 
March. I didn’t receive a reply yet so am writing again in the 
meantime.
 “I’m British and since mid-1984 have been in Trinidad 
cooking natural foods and beginning to make tempeh on a 

small scale. In conjunction with tofu producer, Susan Lee 
Hem, I am seeking to communicate more about soyafoods, 
improve and increase production of tempeh and act as a 
focus for farmers interested in growing beans in Trinidad. 
I would like to receive information about establishing a 
Soyafoods Centre here.
 “If you have names and addresses of any tempeh 
producers in Surinam those would also be useful. Also any 
information on suppliers of soyabeans in Brazil, Venezuela, 
or Belize.”
 “I would like to obtain the professional edition of The 
Book of Tempeh, please let me know the price.
 “With the original letter I sent some U.S. currency with 
a request for Tempeh pamphlets and a media package.
 “Once again, I trust you received it and await a reply
 “Best wishes, Simon Bailey.” Address: c/o Valdez, 21 
Sun Valley Dr., La Pastora, Upper Santa Cruz, Trinidad, West 
Indies.

3856. Product Name:  Genice Ice Delight [Vanilla, 
Strawberry, Raspberry Ripple, Hazelnut, and Pistachio & 
Almond].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial 
Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 0PX, Wales, UK.  Phone: 
0978-853-787.
Date of Introduction:  1986 April.
Ingredients:  Vanilla: Soya milk [spray dried soymilk], raw 
cane sugar, corn syrup, vegetable oil, soya protein, vanilla 
bean extract, vegetable gums (guar, locust bean gum), 
lecithin, natural colour (annatto).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 litre tub.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Note: The Haldane Foods 
Group acquired Genice Foods Ltd. in March 1989. Talk with 
Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 and 8. This 
non-dairy frozen dessert was Genice’s fi rst product, launched 
in April 1986 in fi ve fl avors. Initially the main soy ingredient 
was powdered soymilk obtained from Michael Cole of Soya 
Health Foods Ltd., which probably imported it. But soon 
Genice switched to using soy protein isolates because they 
were less expensive and seemed to give a better product. 
At that time Genice bought the isolates from Macauley-
Edwards (in Peterborough, eastern England), which later 
somehow became Purina Protein. Genice developed this 
product largely because they needed an actual product 
to show potential customers, but they never put much 
effort into marketing the product because they had already 
decided that Genice wanted to be a product development 
and manufacturing company and leave sales and marketing 
to other companies. By Jan. 1993 the product was seen 
an extraneous and was even competing with other soy ice 
creams made by Genice, so it was discontinued as part of the 
company’s “rationalization” program.
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 Labels sent by Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. The 
labels (vanilla, or raspberry ripple) for 1 liter tubs are 6.75 by 
4.25 inches. A color photo shows a dish of this soy ice cream 
next to fruits or fl owers with a brown background photo of 
woven reeds. “Naturally delicious. Non-dairy frozen dessert. 
Contains no salt, lactose, artifi cial colourings, emulsifi ers, or 
fl avourings.” With UPC indicia.

3857. Product Name:  Meridian Shoyu, and Tamari.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Meridian Foods Ltd. (Importer). 
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Corwen, Clywd, LL21 9RR, 
Wales, UK.  Phone: 0490 3151.
Date of Introduction:  1986 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml plastic bottles with 
twist-off lid.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Labels. Each has an illustration on the front panel. 
The tamari shows Mt. Fuji and the ocean, the teriyaki a 
soybean plant, and the shoyu some Japanese-style trees. CSP 
form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Shoyu & 
tamari were formerly sold under the Jedwells’ brand.

3858. Agricultural Research Centres: A world directory of 

organizations and programmes. 8th ed. 2 vols. 1986. Essex, 
England: Longman. 1138 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: Vol. 1 is A to M, and Vol. 2 is N to Z. Within 
each volume, the organizations are listed by country. There 
is a “title of establishments” index and a subject index. 
In the subject index, under soya beans (p. 1134) we fi nd 
listings for organizations that are conducting soybean 
research in the following countries: Australia (6), Belgium 
(1), Bolivia (1), Brazil (5), Burkina Faso (1), Cameroon (1), 
Canada (4), French Overseas Departments (1) France (1), 
Honduras (1), Indonesia (1), Mexico (1), Peru (1), Romania 
(1), Sri Lanka (1), Swaziland (1), Taiwan (2), Thailand (2), 
United Kingdom (1), USA (4), Venezuela (1), Zambia (2), 
Zimbabwe (1).

3859. Byrne, Maureen. 1986. Cool and classic. Food 
Manufacture (London) 61(5):64, 67. May.
• Summary: Sunrise Soya Ice Dream, is a soymilk ice cream 
from Soya Health Foods Ltd. and Hillsdown Holdings 
Group’s Classic Ices. Classic Ices, based in Clwyd, Wales, 
was founded in 1983 and privately owned until February, 
1985, when the giant Hillsdown Holdings Group (£1,135 
million) took over. Classic Ices now makes a soy-based 
frozen dessert called Ice Dream under license for Soya 
Health Foods, Ltd. The product is based on soya milk 
powder rather than isolates. This non-dairy product is 
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targeted at the health food market and those allergic or 
intolerant to dairy products. The same equipment is used 
as for regular dairy ice cream but the product requires a 
longer aging period of greater than or equal to 12 hours. The 
product is available in 4 fl avors: vanilla, hazelnut, carob, and 
wildberry. A photo shows four liter packs of the product.
 The dairy ice cream market in the UK is currently worth 
over £430 million. and is dominated by Lyons Maid and 
Wall’s. Address: UK.

3860. Product Name:  White Waves (Soymilk). Soon 
renamed White Wave Soya Milk (Plain/Unsweetened, or 
Sweetened with Raw Cane Sugar).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.  
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction:  1986 May.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, purifi ed water, raw cane sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Both: 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. 29 pence (10/86). Unsweetened also in 1 liter Tetra 
Brik carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in The Vegetarian. 
1986. Sept/Oct. “Making Waves.” “There’s a new, very 
economical soya milk on the market. White Waves is a 
completely natural product. A real bargain at only 29 pence 
for 500 ml, 52 pence per litre.”
 Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-
Based Products.” A photo shows the label. “White Wave 
Soya Milk–Sugar Free.” On the front (large) and top (small) 
of the brick-shaped 500 ml aseptic package is a square 
logo, with one corner at the top–so that it looks like two 
triangles, one facing up and one down. In the top triangle is 
an illustration of a breaking wave, and in the bottom half are 
the words “White Wave.” Note: This combined brand name 
and logo is strikingly similar to that used for many years by 
White Wave in Boulder, Colorado, USA.
 CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. 
Gives date of introduction as spring 1986 and product name 
as White Wave Soya Milk. The Vegan. 1989. Spring. p. 12. 
Mentions the product. Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 
1990. July 3. This soymilk, in 2 fl avors, was the company’s 
fi rst product. Production began in May of 1986. Inorganic 
soya beans were used. The name has always been White 
Wave Soya Milk; it was never named “White Waves.”
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. 
He exported some of this soyamilk to Crivellaro in Italy, 
packaged under their own brand/label.

3861. Thomas, Susan. 1986. Nutrition and profi t in balance. 
Financial Guardian. June 20.
• Summary: Two years ago Sonia Newhouse began 
to market her Vegetarian Feasts–tasty, additive-free, 

nutritionally balanced frozen meals. Now she has an annual 
turnover in excess of £500,000 and a staff of 25 turning out 
6,000 microwaveable units a day. The products are found in 
Safeways and Co-op supermarkets.
 “Twelve years ago she was virtually crippled with 
arthritis. No amount of traditional medicine helped until a 
vegetarian practitioner made her give up animal products, 
refi ned food, stimulants and artifi cial additives. Within days 
she was walking without pain.”

3862. ASA Member Letter. 1986. Soybean oil is gaining 
market share in the United Kingdom. June.
• Summary: “The value of U.K. soybean oil sales in 1984/85 
was up 25%” from 4 years ago. “Consumer awareness of 
soybean oil increased from 32% in 1983 to 58% in 1985.”

3863. Food Manufacture (London). 1986. Soya: The 
versatile ingredient. 61(6):45, 47. June.
• Summary: Spillers Premier Products (UK), now part of 
Dalgety Group, have been making soya fl our and associated 
products for some years. A variety of foods, from sauces 
to confectionery, can benefi t from the use of soy protein 
ingredients.
 Spillers has two plants in Hertfordshire. The facilities at 
Standon and Royston were formerly part of the British Soya 
Products operation. At Standon, soya fl our has been made 
since 1932. The fi rst product to be made there was Trusoy, a 
full fat soya fl our which is still made today. Later a product 
named Bredsoy was developed for use in the bakery trade.
 In 1960 the Royston plant was acquired to meet the 
growing demand for soya products. This is divided into two 
manufacturing areas: Royston I, a 200 year old mill now 
used for soya fl our milling, and Royston II, where specialty 
mixes for food manufacturers are prepared.
 Considerable amounts of Trusoy, Trugran, and Soya 
Bran are exported to European and worldwide food 
manufacturers. Soyolk and Soyex are sold domestically. 
Address: England.

3864. Product Name:  Genice Ice Delight Cones [Vanilla 
and Hazelnut with Carob Coating, Strawberry and Hazelnut 
with Carob Coating, Vanilla with Raspberry Ripple and 
Carob Coating].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial 
Estate, Wrexham, Clwyd LL12 0PX, Wales, UK.  Phone: 
0978-853-787.
Date of Introduction:  1986 June.
Ingredients:  Raspberry Ripple: Soya milk [spray dried 
soymilk], raw cane sugar, corn syrup, vegetable oil, vanilla 
bean extract, carob, raspberries, stabilisers (guar gum, locust 
bean gum), emulsifi er (vegetable mono diglycerides), natural 
raspberry fl avour, natural colours (annatto, beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 ml cone.
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How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label and leafl et sent by 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. The small round label 
reads “Genice Ice Delight Cone–Raspberry Ripple fl avour. 
All natural non dairy vanilla with raspberry and carob.” 2½ 
inch diameter. Black on pink. The 8½ by 11 inch color leafl et 
reads: “New from Genice. Ice Delight Cones: The non-dairy 
alternative to ice cream. Lactose free. All natural ingredients. 
Available in three delicious fl avors.” Three colorful cones, 
with gold foil as part of each design, are shown against a 
blue background.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
23.

3865. Kohn, Florrie. 1986. Soybean oil promotion builds 
new markets. Oil Mill Gazetteer 90(12):28-29. June.
• Summary: You couldn’t fi nd soybean oil on supermarket 
shelves in the UK four years ago when Sue Murphy’s 
promotion agency went to work for the American Soybean 
Association.
 Actually soybean oil was there, but it was hidden. “Oil 
processors were blending low-cost soybean oil with other 
vegetable oils, and selling it to consumers as an unidentifi ed 
vegetable oil, cooking oil, or salad oil.”
 The goal of the promotional program (which was funded 
by ASA and the USDA Foreign Agricultural Service), was to 
bring soybean oil out of the closet and into the limelight as a 
premier, quality product.
 Today in the UK, consumer use of cooking oils which 
are identifi ed on the bottle as made with soybean oil has 
increased 32% by volume and 57% by value since the 
program started. Address: Soybean Feature Service.

3866. Leysen, Roger; Helme, J.P.; Hodac, I. 1986. The 
margarine market in the EEC. J. of the American Oil 
Chemists’ Society 63(6):727-30. June.
• Summary: World production of margarine is now over 
8 million tonnes. Since 1979, it has increased nearly 16%. 
EEC margarine consumption peaked in 1982, at 1,753,000 
million tonnes. In absolute fi gures, the highest margarine 
consumption in the EEC has been in Germany (486,000 
million tonnes in 1984), followed by the United Kingdom 
(421,000 million tonnes) and France (208,000 million 
tonnes).
 Denmark has the highest per capita consumption, at 
18.3 kg/year in 1982, followed by Belgium (12.6 kg/year in 
1982) and the Netherlands (12 kg/year in 1982). Margarine 
consumption is signifi cantly higher in northern EEC 
countries than in the southern ones. The average margarine 
consumption in the 12 countries was approximately 
6.3 kg/year in 1984. This is approximately equal to the 
average consumption of butter. In France and Ireland, no 
requirements concerning minimum fat content exist. The 
most striking difference between the U.S. and EEC markets 

for margarines, however, is the different fats and oils used in 
the composition. In the U.S., soybean oil clearly dominates, 
leaving only some 16% to all other oils and fats. In the EEC, 
soybean oil usage was estimated at less than 23% in 1982.
 Margarine production and use in the U.S. has been in a 
steady decline from 1979 (5.1 kg per capita consumption) to 
1983 (4.8 kg) and 1984 (4.7 kg). Address: 1. Market manager 
of American Soybean Assoc., Brussels, Belgium.

3867. Product Name:  Tofu Sandwich Spreads [Garlic, 
Paprika, Celery, Dill].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Organic Trading Co. (Importer). 
Made in The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address:  10a St. George’s Place, Brighton, 
E. Sussex, BN1 4GB, England.  Phone: 273-571772.
Date of Introduction:  1986 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  220 gm glass jar retails in 
England for £1.09.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 12 month shelf life. Refrigerate 
after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  CSP form fi lled out by 
Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28.

3868. Owen, Sri. 1986. Indonesian food and cookery. 2nd 
edition, revised and enlarged. Prospect Books, 45 Lamont 
Rd., London SW10 0HU. 268 p. First edition was 1976. 
Illust. by Thao Soun. Index. 23 cm. [20 ref]
• Summary: In the chapter titled “Essential ingredients” 
are sections on “Kecap or soya sauce” (p. 42-43) and tauco 
(p. 44). Also contains a chapter titled “Tahu and tempeh” 
(p. 216-28) with good information and recipes on tofu and 
tempeh. Address: Mustika Rasa, 96 High St., Wimbledon 
Village, London SW19 5EG. Phone: 01-946-7649.

3869. Product Name:  Soya Bran.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
(Member of the Dalgety Group).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 June.
Ingredients:  Soybean hulls.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Manufacture 
(London). 1986. June. p. 45, 47. “Soya: The Versatile 
Ingredient.” “Soya bran is an excellent source of dietary fi bre 
containing approximately twice the amount of dietary fi bre 
found in wheat bran... Although nearly all the production 
of soya products is destined for food manufacturers, there 
are plans to launch Soya Bran into the retail market. SPP 
has built up a signifi cant export market for Soya Bran in the 
European and, indeed, worldwide food industry.”

3870. Product Name:  Soyex (Full Fibre Soya Flour).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
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(Member of the Dalgety Group).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
SG11 1RW, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 June.
Ingredients:  Soybeans.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Manufacture 
(London). 1986. June. p. 45, 47. “Soya: The Versatile 
Ingredient.” “In the production of Soyex, the full fi bre soya 
fl our, the beans are allowed to pass through the cutters 
uncut.” Apparently this soy fl our product includes the 
soybean hulls.

3871. Welsh, C.J.R.; Hanglow, A.C.; Conn, P.; Coombs, 
R.R.A. 1986. Comparison of the arthritogenic properties 
of dietary cow’s milk, egg albumin and soya milk in 
experimental animals. International Archives of Allergy & 
Applied Immunology 80(2):192-99. June. [16 ref]
• Summary: Cow’s milk produced the highest rate of 
signifi cant joint lesions of arthritis. The rabbits were 
‘tolerant’ to dietary soya protein. Address: 1&3. Div. of 
Immunology, Dep. of Pathology, Univ. of Cambridge, UK.

3872. Potter-Co-News (Gettysburg, South Dakota). 1986. 
Soybean oil promotion builds new markets [in England]. 
July 3.

3873. Product Name:  Vive (Frozen Tofu Dessert).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Allied Foods Ice Cream Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 July.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Food Trade Review. 1986. 
56(7):343. July. “Vive, frozen tofu dessert, launched by 
Allied Foods Ice Cream Co. in UK.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
8. Genice had nothing to do with making this product. Ray 
was a director of Allied long before they ever made any 
soya products. The product was very “down market” [low 
quality], using inexpensive ingredients and lots of artifi cial 
ingredients.

3874. American Soybean Association. 1986. Soya Bluebook 
‘86. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 278 p. 
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Index of advertisers (p. 4). Soybeans: 
Your profi t opportunity, by Dr. Kenneth L. Bader, CEO, 
ASA (p. 5). Organizations (by country, within each country 
alphabetically): For each gives the name, address, contact 
person, year founded, number of members, objectives and 
activities, publications. Countries are: USA, Australia, 
Austria, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, England, 
Germany (Federal Republic of), Finland, France, Hungary, 
India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, Japan, Malaysia, 

Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, 
Senegal, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Zaire, 
Zimbabwe. U.S. agricultural education, research & extension 
(by state; mainly state agricultural / land-grant colleges), 
ASA international offi ces and world regions (colored world 
map and photo of each country director), government trading 
agencies.
 Soy directory: Oil extraction plants / refi neries 
(alphabetically by state in USA, then by country), soyfoods 
/ edible soy products manufacturers (lecithin, soy fl our, 
soy grits, soy protein concentrates & isolates, textured soy 
protein, binders, extenders, simulated meat products, soy oil 
products {margarine, shortening, cooking / salad oil, salad 
dressings}, soyfoods–beverages [soymilk], frozen desserts, 
soy sauce, tempeh, tofu, whole soybean snacks {soynuts}, 
other soy-based foods), within each product by country, 
producers of soy products for industrial manufacturers (by 
products, etc.): Industrial lecithin, industrial soy fl our / 
soy protein, industrial soy oil, soy sterols and tocopherols, 
soybean fatty acids.
 Soybean manufacturing support industries: 
Manufacturing equipment & supplies, soybean processing 
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services. Marketing 
and auxiliary services: Brokers, fi nancial services, 
forwarding agents, marketing consultants, trading 
companies, transportation, warehousing–export / import.
 Soy statistics (tables & graphs): Soya conversions 
[weights & measures], metric conversions, temperature 
conversions. U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates 
(by state). U.S. soybean acreage, yield and production, 
1925–1985 (by year). U.S. soybean planted acreage by 
state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state 
(1970–1985). U.S. soybean yield by state (1970–1985). U.S. 
soybean production by state (1970–1985). U.S. soybean 
production major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for 
soybeans, corn, wheat, and cotton. U.S. harvested acreage of 
major crops (1920–1985): One graph each for the big 4. U.S. 
yield per acre of major crops (1920–1985): One graph each 
for the big 4. Argentine soybean area, yield and production 
by province (1975-1986). Brazilian soybean area, yield and 
production by province (1975-1986). Canadian soybean 
production: Acreage, yield, production, farm price and value 
(1950-51–1984-85). Canadian soybean production and 
utilization (1950-1984, year beginning Aug. 1): Production, 
imports, supplies, exports of beans, processed for oil and 
meal, soy oil produced, soybean oilcake produced. World 
soybean production: Area and production in specifi ed 
countries and the world total (1980/81–1985/86). Soybean 
production by major countries (one graph, 1925-1985): U.S., 
Brazil, PRC [China], Argentina. Share of world soybean 
production [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 
1925-1985): Big 4. Soybean acreage by major countries 
(one graph, 1925-1985): Big 4. Share of world soybean 
acreage [percentage] by major countries (one graph, 1925-
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1985): Big 4. U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage, 
yield and price (1970–1986). Soybean usage in the U.S. for 
crush and exports (one graph, 1925-1985, million bushels). 
U.S. soybean exports: Percent of total usage (one graph, 
1925-1985). Argentine soybeans and products (oil and 
meal): Supply and disposition (1975/76–1986/87). Brazilian 
soybeans and products (oil and meal): Supply and disposition 
(1975/76–1986/87). Prices of U.S. soybeans, No. 1 yellow: 
Average price per bushel, Illinois country shipping points 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). Prices of U.S. 
soybeans received by farmers: Average price per bushel 
(by year and month, 1950–1984, dollars). U.S. soybean 
price support operations (1945-1985, incl. CCC). U.S. 
soybean crop value: U.S. and major producing states (1925-
1985): Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri, Minnesota, 
Arkansas. Fold-out color map of U.S. soybean acreage by 
county. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans: Percent of open 
market farm sales by month (1975/76–1984/85). Map of 
U.S. soybean processing plants. Value of U.S. soybean 
products per bushel and crush margin (1950-1984): Soy 
oil, soybean meal, soybean price (received by farmers, 
No. 1 yellow Illinois), margin (ditto). U.S. soybean meal: 
Prices paid by farmers–44% protein, dollars per 100 lbs, 
by year and month (1950-1984). U.S. soybean meal: 
Average wholesale price–44% protein, dollars per ton, 
bulk Decatur, Illinois, by year and month (1950–1984). 
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports 
and domestic disappearance, by year and month, thousand 
short tons (1978/79–1984/85). U.S. soybean cake and 
meals: Supply, disposition and price (1977-1985): Soybean, 
cottonseed, linseed, peanut. Major world protein meals: 
Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86; Production, 
exports, imports, consumption, ending stocks): Soybean, 
cottonseed, rapeseed, sunfl owerseed, fi sh, peanut, copra, 
linseed, palm kernel. World major oilseeds: Supply and 
utilization (1981/82–1985/86). World major vegetable and 
marine oils: Supply and utilization (1981/82–1985/86). 
Prices of U.S. soybean oil: Soy oil, domestic crude, average 
cents per pound in tank cars at Midwestern mills, by year 
and month (1950/51–1984/85). U.S. soybean utilization, by 
year (1960-1984): Food–Shortening, margarine, cooking and 
salad oils, other edible, total. Nonfood–Paint and varnish, 
resins and plastics, fatty acids, other inedible (incl. soap), 
total. Total domestic utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as 
percent of total soybean value (1930–1985). Note: Peaked 
at about 55% in 1930, fell to about 32% in 1980-81. U.S. 
soybean oil: Supply, disposition and price (1960-1985). U.S. 
edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance (1978-1985): 
Coconut, corn, cottonseed, lard, palm, peanut, soybean, 
sunfl ower, tallow (edible). U.S. exports of soybeans, by 
year and month (1953–1984). U.S. soybean exports by port 
and country of destination (Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985): Ports 
are–St. Lawrence Seaway, Lakes, Atlantic, Gulf (by far the 
largest), Pacifi c, Interior. U.S. exports: Soybeans–Volume of 

exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–Volume of 
exports by country of destination (in metric tons) and total 
value (1981–1985). U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and 
meal–Volume of exports by country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1981–1985). Map of U.S. soybean 
exports by port areas: Sept. 1984–Aug. 1985 (1,000 bushels). 
U.S. exports of soybean, cottonseed and sunfl owerseed 
oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports–Volume of 
exports by region and country of destination (in metric 
tons) and total value (1979/80–1984/85; year beginning in 
October). U.S. exports: Soybean oil–P.L. 480, Title I and III, 
volume (in metric tons) and value (in $1,000) by country 
of destination (FY 1981–1985). U.S. exports of soybean 
and cottonseed oils: U.S. commercial and P.L. 480 exports 
(1950–1984, million lbs; incl. P.L. 480 as a percentage of 
the whole). Brazilian exports of soybeans and products to 
major countries (1,000 metric tons; 1976-1984). Graph of 
soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., Brazil, 
Argentina) (soybean equivalent; 1970-1985). Graph of world 
share of soybean & product exports by major countries (U.S., 
Brazil, Argentina) (1970-1985). Note: U.S. share has fallen 
from 95% in 1970 to about 50% in 1984.
 Glossary: General terms, soy protein terms. Standards & 
specifi cations: NSPA, Association of American Feed Control 
Offi cials (AAFCO), USDA (defi nitions and grades). Index. 
Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. Louis, Missouri 63141.

3875. Cox, Peter. 1986. Why you don’t need meat. 
Wellingborough, England and New York: Thorson’s 
Publishing Group. 237 p. July. Illust. 20 cm. Revised ed. 
1992. [119* ref]
• Summary: A convincing, health oriented popularization of 
the case against meat. Well researched and well written, with 
many references.
 Contents: Acknowledgements. Introduction. 1. 
Connections. 2. Meat-eaters vs. wheat-eaters. 3. Meat, you 
and cancer. 4. Breaking free! 5. Eating your heart out. 6. 
There’s junk in your joint. 7. How not to wreck a marriage. 
8. The deadly duo: Diabetes and hypertension. 9. How to get 
high on fi bre [How to get adequate dietary fi bre]. 10. A view 
into hell [the slaughterhouse]. 11. What every body needs 
[a nutritious, healthy, balanced diet]. 12. The baby that eats 
fi ve people [Eating meat and other animal products causes 
world hunger, malnutrition, and starvation]. 13. Changes. 
Appendixes: 1. Using the nutrition checker. II. Resource 
directory.
 Soya milk, soya beans, tofu, tempeh, tamari and miso 
are mentioned in the nutritional tables and resource directory 
(p. 208-09, 214, 226, 229).
 Cox, who was the fi rst chief executive of the Vegetarian 
Society of the United Kingdom, is very familiar with both 
the scientifi c and popular literature on the subject.
 Thorsons states in an ad: “There is mounting scientifi c 
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proof that the meat we eat today actually causes heart 
disease, cancer, obesity and other degenerative diseases. The 
author exposes the black market in animal growth hormones, 
looks at the unregulated use of antibiotics in animal feed, and 
shows why a meat-oriented diet can actually be nutritionally 
defi cient.” A portrait photo on the rear cover shows Peter 
Cox.
 Note: According to Vegetarian Times (Sept. 1987, p. 
35), this book “has become a best seller in the U.K. and was 
selected by the Booksellers’ Association of Great Britain as 
‘best paperback non-fi ction campaign.’” See this issue of VT 
for more on Cox, Chrissie Hynde, and Reprieve! Address: 
First Chief Executive of the Vegetarian Society of the UK, 
England.

3876. Product Name:  Dayvilles N’ice Day (Soya Ice 
Cream) [Hazelnut, Pistachio & Almond, Strawberry, or 
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dayville Ltd. (Marketer). Made in 
Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  78 Stamford Rd., London N15 
4PQ, England.  Phone: 01-801 7331.
Date of Introduction:  1986 July.
Ingredients:  1994: Soya milk, raw can sugar, raw cane 
syrup, vegetable oil, soya protein [isolates], fl aked almonds, 
natural stabilisers (guar gum, carob gum), natural emulsifi er 

(lecithin), pistachio extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  3/4 liter (750 ml) rectangular 
plastic tub.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Energy 88 kcal (calories; 370 
Kilojoules), protein 2.0 gm, fat 3.2 gm, carbohydrate 10 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Grocer (London). 1986. 
July 19. p. 40. The product is based on soy protein and 
comes in one of 5 fl avors. European New Product Report/
Food. 1986. Aug. 1. p. 21. International Product Alert. 1987. 
March 18. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. Gives full 
details. Only four fl avors. Dennis Wheatley is in sales.
 Health Food Business (England). 1990. June. p. 22-
23. “Health Food Business retailer guide to ice creams.” 
“Dayvilles say have a n’ice day.” These are all natural soya 
based frozen desserts.
 Health Food Business (London). 1992. May. p. 34. 
“Frozen desserts. Dayvilles Original American Ice Cream. 
Dayvilles Original American ‘N’ice Day’ is a non-dairy 
alternative to ice cream, an all-natural soya-based frozen 
dessert which looks and tastes like premium quality ice 
cream but which contains no milk or dairy products, no 
artifi cial colours, fl avours or preservatives, and is cholesterol 
and gluten-free. Suitable for vegetarians and vegans, it is 
also appealing to those on cholesterol-free diets or a diet free 
from milk protein, and is available in Vanilla, Strawberry, 
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Hazelnut and Pistachio/Almond fl avors in 750 ml packs. 
Foundation Foods are the distributors for the South East of 
England.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. In 1986 Dayville Ltd. asked Genice if they could 
make a non-dairy frozen dessert intended to appeal more 
to the general grocery sector of the market than health food 
stores where Ice Delight and Ice Dream were sold. The 
product N’ice Day, was launched for Dayville in July 1986, 
sold in 3/4 litre packs in four fl avors–vanilla, hazelnut, 
strawberry, and pistachio & almond. The soy ingredient was 
soy protein isolates.
 Label (Pistachio & Almond) sent by Genice Foods 
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 6 by 4.5 inches. Label fi ts into the top 
of a 750 ml rectangular plastic tub. Light green on white. 
Overhead photo of 3 scoops of white ice cream in a light 
green octagonal dish garnished by 3 cherries and 3 pineapple 
wedges. “All natural. Made only with natural ingredients. No 
artifi cial colors, fl avors, or preservatives.” A round red seal 
states: “Dayvilles seal of quality. Non dairy frozen dessert. 
Low fat, gluten free.” UPC indicia.

3877. Pfeiffer, Ulrike. 1986. Announcement of 4th 
International Colloquium on Lecithin (Leafl et). Hamburg, 
West Germany. 3 panels each side. Each panel: 23 x 10 cm.
• Summary: After three previous meetings in Europe, this 
colloquium will be held in Chicago, Illinois, on 15-17 Sept. 
1986. The fi rst colloquium of this series took place in Rome, 
Italy in 1980–its theme was soybean lecithin, nutritional 
and clinical aspects. The second one took place in Brighton, 
England in 1982 and was mainly dedicated to the dietetic 
applications of soybean lecithin. The third meeting was held 
in Vienna, Austria, in 1984–it primarily summarized the 
possible uses of lecithin as an active ingredient itself and as 
a carrier of other ingredients in dietetic and pharmaceutical 
preparations.
 This colloquium will be divided into the following 
sections: 1. Technology. 2. Biology. 3. Therapeutic 
considerations. 4. Panel discussions. The following 
papers on therapeutic considerations will be presented: 
Phospholipids as natural precursors of choline in the brain, 
by S.H. Zeisel of Boston, USA. Overview on lecithin 
treatment in neuropsychiatry, by J.H. Growdon, Boston, 
USA. Therapeutic value of phosphatidylserine and other 
phospholipids, by G. Toffano, Anano Terme, Italy. Effects of 
lecithin on memory and learning, by H. Sorgatz, Darmstadt, 
West Germany. Preventive effect of phospholipids on tissue 
aging, by M. Shinitzky, Rehovet, Israel. Recent therapeutic 
applications and potential future directions (bile, gallstones 
and cystic fi brosis), by T. Watkins, New York, USA.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2003) that contains the word “phosphatidylserine” 
in connection with soy. Address: Secretary, Lucas Meyer 
GmbH, Ausschlaeger Elbdeich 62-72, P.O. Box 280 246, 

D-2000 Hamburg 28, West Germany.

3878. Sunset (Menlo Park, California). 1986. What’s the 
marinade’s mystery ingredient? Miso. 177:157-58. July.
• Summary: Seventh-day Adventists make Marmite, but 
Vegemite has most of the market. Includes recipes.

3879. Gowland, Hermione. 1986. Wheat gluten bears a 
remarkable resemblance to real meat. Guardian (England). 
Aug. 8. p. 14.
• Summary: The corner stones of the Buddhist vegetarian 
cuisine called Shojin Ryori “were beancurd [tofu], beancurd 
skin [yuba], and wheat gluten” [fu].

3880. Spencer, Colin. 1986. Tofu is like a blank sheet of 
paper on which you write. Guardian (England). Aug. 8. p. 
14.
• Summary: The article begins: “Tofu is soy bean curd. 
There are now many brands on sale,...” Morinaga makes 
a silken tofu from Japan; it can be stored outside the 
refrigerator. Another fairly soft tofu from Japan is made by 
Kikkoman. “The defi nitive book on the subject has long been 
The Book of Tofu by William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi.”

3881. Ballard, Steve. 1986. Triple ‘F’: Ideas to feed new 
growth. Into the future with Iowa chips. Des Moines Register 
(Iowa). Aug. 10. p. 1, 2F.
• Summary: Triple “F” Feeds changed its name 6 months 
ago to for Triple “F” Products. The original company was 
founded in 1961 by Wayne Fox, Kenneth Lepley, Leroy 
Hansen, and F.F. Satterlee. Sales last year were about $35 
million and the company directly employs about 500 people 
worldwide. The Insta-Pro division was formed in 1969 to 
sell extruders and process soybeans. A pilot Insta-Pro plant 
in Urbandale also produces specialty animal feeds and does 
R&D. Insta-Pro International was formed in 1974 when the 
company’s extruders started to be sold overseas. It owns 
Insta-Pro UK, which owns and operates about 60 extruders 
in the United Kingdom and also leases extruders. Contains 
a detailed discussion of the development and use of their 
soybean extruders.

3882. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1986. Annual report 1986. 
P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 37 p.
• Summary: Net sales for 1986 were $5,336 million, up 
16.8% from 1985, and up 252% from 1977. Earnings for 
1986 (before extraordinary loss) were $239 million, up 46% 
from 1985. Assets totalled $3,315 million, up 11.7% from 
1985. A three-for-two stock split was declared in June 1986.
 “In many ways, 1986 will be remembered as the year 
Archer Daniels Midland Company stepped up its efforts 
to meet the growing demands of an increasingly hungry 
world... Food is a growth business. Globally there are 85 
million more mouths to feed each year; the equivalent of the 
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current population of Mexico or more than one-third of the 
U.S. population...
 “In the United States, we entered into a joint agreement 
with Growmark, Inc., a major Midwest farmer-owned 
cooperative.” ADM purchased three European oilseed plants 
this year, including one, the world’s largest (a color photo 
of which is shown), in the Europoort area of Rotterdam, the 
Netherlands. The others were at Hamburg and Spyck (on the 
Rhine River), West Germany. ADM’s partnership in Alfred 
C. Toepfer International, an international trading company in 
Hamburg, will also provide new strength in Europe.
 In England, Direct Foods Ltd. has been operating 
successfully for 16 months under the ownership of The 
British Arkady Co. Ltd. During the year, Arkady acquired 
Vegetarian Feasts Ltd., a pioneer and market leader in 
oven-ready frozen meals. “On the average given day, over 
100 ships are on the seas with agricultural cargoes sold by 
Toepfer and/or ADM.” Address: Decatur, Illinois.

3883. Chandler, William U. 1986. The changing role of the 
market in national economies. Worldwatch Paper No. 72. 57 
p. Sept. 22 cm. [71* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Effi ciency in 
Agriculture. Effi ciency in energy use. The equity question. 
Changing reliance on markets. Conclusion.
 “From the end of World War II until recently, centralized 
state-planning served as a model for almost half the world. 
Newly independent Third World countries faced with the 
choice between centralized control and market orientation 
usually chose the former. That their foreign rulers had been 
capitalists turned them against market systems...
 “The world today is poised at a turning point in 
economic management. The abrupt Chinese shift to market 
mechanisms is the most dramatic example, not only because 
of the vast population affected, but because of the reform’s 
spectacular early successes. Many African nations, plagued 
with agricultural decline, have begun to extend market 
incentives of agriculture. Latin American nations, plagued 
with debt, have moved to sell off state-owned companies. 
The World Bank has helped spur this movement by 
providing technical advice and fi nancial assistance.”
 In terms of grain productivity, the countries with the 
highest land productivity are the UK (6.6 tonnes/ha), France 
(6.0), Hungary (5.4), East Germany (4.5), and the USA (4.4). 
The countries with the highest labor productivity (in metric 
tons per worker per year) are the USA (160.3), the UK 
(57.3), France (34.2), West Germany (29.2), and Hungary 
(23.6). All of these countries (including Hungary, but 
excepting East Germany) have market-oriented economies. 
Countries with a centrally planned agricultural sector 
generally fall far behind in these two crucial measures. The 
leaders are East Germany (4.5 / 14.9), Soviet Union (1.4 / 
8.5), and Yugoslavia (4.2 / 5.2). “Agricultural productivity 
has fallen in virtually every centrally planned nation over 

the last 20 years. Farm productivity continues to increase in 
market-oriented nations.
 “The Hungarian model holds important lessons for the 
rest of the world, for it shows that market economics can 
work even in the absence of private land ownership, as long 
as the producers effectively control their work. It was the 
Hungarian experiment, moreover, that paved the way for the 
Chinese reforms.”
 “Hungary, the most market-oriented country in Eastern 
Europe, and possibly the most responsive to quality-of-life 
issues, developed an alternative to central planning called 
the New Economic Mechanism. Initiated in 1968 by János 
Kádár, it resembled both in name and substance the New 
Economic Policy of Lenin who, in frustration with the failure 
of centralization, introduced some market mechanisms in 
the Soviet Union just before his death. Stalin later abolished 
these... three-fourths of Hungarian agricultural land is state- 
or cooperative-owned... Hungarian farms are run mainly 
by cooperatives... the cooperatives ‘are real cooperatives,’ 
meaning that they are self-managing. The cooperatives, not 
the central state apparatus, decide what they will grow and 
how they will grow it.”
 “The two Germanies make an interesting comparison 
of market-oriented and centrally planned agriculture... 
West German land and labor productivity,... exceed East 
Germany’s by 20 percent and 100 percent, respectively.”
 “Post-Mao China provides a rare and vast laboratory for 
testing the effect of greater reliance on market mechanisms 
in agriculture. China before 1978 typifi ed Soviet-style 
agriculture. But in December 1978, the Chinese decided 
to switch to market-oriented agriculture. The shift boosted 
grain output by a third between 1978 and 1985, and provided 
improvements in per capita consumption that stand in 
marked contrast to Soviet trends. The shift also doubled 
oilseed production and raised meat production 80 percent. 
Signifi cantly, this growth was achieved along with a 4 
percent reduction in cultivated area, as highly erosive land 
was idled, and a decline in water and pesticide use. Shifting 
to the market spurred a dramatic increase in fertilizer use, a 
near doubling within the eight-year span. The increases in 
output and effi ciency translated into higher rural incomes, 
which have grown as much during the eight years since 1978 
as in the previous 30 years” (p. 13).
 The USA, Japan, and the Common Market countries 
subsidize agriculture heavily. In the USA taxpayer subsidies 
are projected to exceed $30 billion in 1986. Japanese farm 
price policies cost consumers and taxpayers 62% of the 
value of Japan’s agricultural output in 1982. In Japan the 
price of rice paid to producers is 330% the world price, 
and wheat is 380%. Subsidies in the EEC aim to preserve 
the farm sector and its way of life. “But this goal could be 
equally well served without the damage caused by price 
distortions if governments substituted agricultural price 
supports with direct income transfers... When policies such 
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as minimum price supports are provided in order to ensure 
food security and stabilize markets–that is, when supports 
are set below international market levels–they can be useful. 
When supports exceed world market levels, however, they 
interfere with trade, stimulate environmentally disruptive 
overproduction, and waste taxpayers’ and consumers’ 
money” (p. 16).
 In terms of energy effi ciency, measured by megajoules 
of energy per dollar of GNP, the top 8 countries are all 
market-oriented: France (8.6), Sweden (8.6), Japan (9.7), 
Spain (11.8), West Germany (11.8), Italy (12.9), UK (17.2), 
and USA (19.3). Energy consumption per unit of output is 
highest in centrally planned economies.
 In terms of life expectancy (years at birth), in 1983, the 
top 8 countries were all market oriented: Sweden (77), Japan 
(77), Spain (76), USA (75), France (75), West Germany (74), 
UK (74), Italy (74).
 Case studies in centrally planned and more market 
oriented economies are given for China (p. 34-36), Brazil 
and Mexico (p. 37), Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and Egypt (p. 39).
 Markets have at least two advantages over central 
planning. First, they are largely self-administering. The 
price mechanism brings demand more or less automatically 
into equilibrium with supply. Second, prices are meaningful 
refl ecting real scarcity when high. Address: Worldwatch 
Inst., 1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 
20036.

3884. Product Name:  Organic Tofu [Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer 
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England.  Phone: 0803-
865076.
Date of Introduction:  1986 September.
Ingredients:  Fresh soya milk (water, soyabeans), nigari 
(bittern).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods. 
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain & 
smoked), Tofuburger, Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987 Francis 
Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.
 Letters from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30 and Oct. 
13. This product was introduced in Sept. 1986. “I was the 
original tofu maker. Lifestream Wholefoods, owned by 
Mr. Francis Checkley, did not make or sell any soyfoods; 
they only sold nutritional yeast imported from America. 
Lifestream occupied part of the Unit 3C complex. In Dec. 
1987 Francis Checkley sold his share of the ownership of 
Oasis Wholefoods to me, so that I owned 100% of Oasis, 
as I still do. I felt like the father of the new project and 
Mr. Checkley was basically my fi nancier. As far as I know 
Lifestream Wholefoods are no longer trading.” Label sent 

by I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. 3 by 2 inches. Pea green 
on yellow. Illustration of palm trees. “A source of protein, 
calcium, phosphorus, potassium & all essential amino acids.”

3885. Wood, Brian J.B. 1986. List of publications: 1961-
1985. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript. [24 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Wood is probably Scotland’s leading 
authority on fermented soyfoods. He has published 
many papers (especially on lactobacilli and industrial 
fermentations, but also on tyrosinase) and edited several 
books on these foods, guided many PhD students, and in 
May 1982 started Scotland’s fi rst company that makes 
fermented soy sauce (in Cumbernauld). Address: Dep. of 
Applied Microbiology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, 
Scotland, UK.

3886. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1986. Re: History of 
Vandemoortele N.V. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Oct. 23. 3 p. Typed, on plain paper without signature. 
[Eng]
• Summary: 1899–Foundation. The fi rst factory was 
established in Izegem, Belgium, by Constant Vandemoortele 
in conjunction with his sons, Adhemar and Edgard. 
Adhemar was Philippe Vandemoortele’s grandfather. The 
original company name was written in French, Huilerie 
Vandemoortele. The company started with the crushing of 
linseed and rapeseed.
 1921–Foundation of N.V. Oil Factories Vandemoortele. 
The company was offi cially renamed (from its original 
French name to a Flemish Dutch name) and started with a 
capital of 1 million Belgian francs.
 1934–First production of oils for consumers. Before this 
the company produced mainly linseed oil for industrial use. 
In 1934 Adhemar Vandemoortele fi rst imported soybeans 
from Manchuria. Besides soya, other raw materials such as 
coconuts, groundnuts, corn, oil palm kernels, and sunfl ower 
seeds were processed.
 1936–An oil refi nery was established. The company 
continued to expand and in the late 1930s an installation 
for oil hydrogenation and an oil extraction plant were 
constructed.
 1939-1945–World War II forced the original plant to 
stop its activities, and the rest of production was slowed 
down considerably. Soon after the war, the original factory 
was partially destroyed and most of the equipment was 
out of date. In 1945 Vandemoortele resumed its activities. 
Adhemar Vandemoortele decided to build a new and modern 
installation for the processing of oilseeds. The extraction 
department doubled its capacity.
 1951. -Takeover of the Albers company. Albers was the 
most important Belgian producer of margarine. Taking over 
this business led to a signifi cant increase of production and 
sales.
 1957–Construction of an extraction plant in Merksem. 
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The plant is located very close to the Antwerp seaport. It 
currently crushes 1,600 tons soybeans per day.
 1966–Construction of a new extraction plant in Izegem. 
A new, modern installation was built and is known to be one 
of the most important in Europe. It has a capacity of 750,000 
kg soybeans per day.
 1968–Foundation of “N.V. Vandemoortele”. This is still 
the offi cial name.
 1969–Construction of a new extraction plant for 
soybeans in Merksem. To allow the processing of larger 
quantities, a new extraction unit was built. The capacity 
increased to 1,500 tons per day.
 1971–Construction of a new ultra-modern factory in 
Izegem for the production of sauces and mayonnaises.
 1974–In Izegem, a new department for purifying soaps 
(which were obtained from the neutralization of oils) was 
built. Its capacity amounts to 300,000 liters/day. A storage 
yard is located next to this department. In 1975 the capacity 
of the tank park was increased signifi cantly to 50,000,000 
liters.
 1976–Foundation of “N.V. Metro.” This subsidiary 
organizes the transport when distributing the Vandemoortele 
products.
 1978–Foundation of “N.V. Vamix.” Through N.V. 
Vamix, Vandemoortele delivers raw materials and partially-
fi nished products to catering and bakery industry.
 1978–Foundation of “N.V. Edo.” After the partial take-
over of “Oleofi na”, a new company called “Edo” was created 
and consists of an oil refi nery and packing unit.
 1980–Foundation of “N.V. Alpro.” This company is 
involved in the production and distribution of high-quality 
soyfoods.
 “N.V. Vandemoortele is operating in foreign countries 
through several sister companies (England, the Netherlands, 
France, Germany, the United States). A holding company 
located in Belgium, N.C. Safi nco Cc, controls the fi nancial 
interests and coordinates the activities of the different 
subsidiaries.
 “The sophisticated and ultra-modern installations allow 
Vandemoortele to produce a variety of products which are 
sold at home and abroad at competitive prices. Thanks to 
the continuous evolution and innovation of the equipment, 
Vandemoortele N.V. has grown to one of the most important 
agro-industrial concerns in the world.” Address: General 
Manager, Alpro, Zuidkaai 33, B-8700 Izegem, Belgium.

3887. Product Name:  Sweet Red Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dragon Miso / Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Riverside Building, Staverton 
Bridge Mill, Staverton, S. Devon, England.  Phone: 0803-
865076.
Date of Introduction:  1986 October.
New Product–Documentation:  Letters from I.J. 
Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30 and Oct. 13. I.J. Mohammed, 

owner of Dragon Miso, started to make this miso (i.e. to let 
it begin to ferment) in June 1986 at Staverton, South Devon. 
He fi rst started to sell this miso in Sept/Oct. 1986 at Totnes, 
South Devon. It was at exactly that time (Sept/Oct. 1986) 
that Oasis Wholefoods was founded and started trading. At 
the outset, Oasis was jointly owned by I.J. Mohammed and 
Mr. Francis Checkley. When Oasis was founded, Dragon 
Miso and Lifestream Wholefoods (the latter owned by Mr. 
Checkley) gradually faded away, since Oasis required the 
full energy and resources of both men. “It is important to 
realize that in the U.K. there was a government allowance 
to start a new business. Therefore me and my ex-partner 
started two separate businesses (Dragon Miso and Lifestream 
Wholefoods) which never got off the ground. At about this 
time a company named Dragonfl y, where I was working as 
a partner, was for sale and F. Checkley was going to buy 
it. I was going to make the food as a 50% partner. That 
didn’t happen due to idealistic differences, and so Oasis 
was born out of my head and F. Checkley’s money. Since 
1986 Dragonfl y has been sold four times. I have tried to 
make Oasis into the main supplier of wholesome food to 
the community where I live. I will be moving into new 
premises shortly. The new name and address: Oasis Organic 
Wholefoods, Unit 1, South Gate Works, South Street, Totnes 
TQ9 5DZ, South Devon, England.” The original address 
of Oasis Wholefoods was Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer 
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England. “In Dec. 1987 
Francis Checkley sold his share of the ownership of Oasis 
Wholefoods to me, so that I owned 100% of Oasis, as I still 
do. I felt like the father of the new project and Mr. Checkley 
was basically my fi nancier. As far as I know Lifestream 
Wholefoods are no longer trading.”
 Label sent by I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. 3 by 2 
inches. Pea green on yellow. Illustration of palm trees. The 
product name and ingredients have been stamped on in red 
with a rubber stamp to save money: “Dragon miso, sweet. 
Organic soya beans, rice koji, sea salt.” By 1989 Oasis was 
making 20 kg a year (i.e., very little).

3888. Keen, N.T.; Lyne, R.L.; Hymowitz, T. 1986. 
Phytoalexin production as a chemosystematic parameter 
within the genus Glycine. Biochemical Systematics and 
Ecology 14(4):481-86. Oct. [25 ref]
• Summary: The cultivated soybean, Glycine max, has 
previously been shown to produce a mixture of related 
isofl avonoid phytoalexins called ‘glyceollins’ in response 
to pathogen attack. The authors report the occurrence of 
considerable qualitative and quantitative variation in the 
glyceollins produced by various Glycine species, including 
most of the wild Glycine species. Address: 1. Dep. of Plant 
Pathology, Univ. of California, Riverside, CA 92521; 2. 
Sittingbourne Research Centre, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 
8AG, UK; 3. Dep. of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
61801.
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3889. Product Name:  Plamil Soya Milk (Non-Dairy in 
Mini Pots).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 October.
Ingredients:  Soya protein [isolate], sunfl ower oil, raw 
sugar, calcium phosphate, sea salt, soya lecithin, carrageen 
extract [carrageenan].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  14 ml Mini Pot plastic cup with 
peel-off foil lid.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian. 
1986. Sept/Oct. “New 14 ml size mini pot sugar free soya 
milk.”
 Letter from Arthur Ling, Managing Director of Plamil 
Foods. 1990. July 24. The Mini Pots have been discontinued 
“We had a loan of expensive, specialised machinery and the 
form loaning it required it for its own use.”

3890. Product Name:  Plamil Plain Chocolate with Soya 
(Non-Dairy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. chocolate, soy protein isolate, sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm candy bar.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegetarian. 
1986. Sept/Oct. Label reads: “100% non dairy. 100 g.”

3891. Ralston Purina Co. 1986. Sale of Purina Mills to BP 
Nutrition fi nalized (News release). Checkerboard Square, St. 
Louis, MO 63164. 2 p. Oct.
• Summary: BP Nutrition is the food and agriculture 
subsidiary of The British Petroleum Co. The sale price was 
$545 million. On July 10 Ralston Purina had announced 
an agreement in principle to sell Purina Mills, Inc., its U.S. 
animal feed business. “This was a very diffi cult decision for 
us because the animal feed business represents the origins of 
our company. In addition, Purina Mills is the market leader 
in its industry and has consistently performed extremely 
well.” The sale will enable Ralston to focus its efforts on 
becoming a consumer packaged goods business. With this 
sale, more than 90% of Ralston Purina’s earnings will come 
from consumer packaged goods products. Brands include 
Purina Dog Chow and Cat Chow, Hostess, Wonder, Chex 
cereals, Chicken of the Sea tuna, Eveready, and Energizer. 
Address: St. Louis, Missouri.

3892. S.D. 1986. Duel lait/soja, où en est-on? [The duel 
between milk and soya: Where are we?]. RIA–Technicien de 

Lait. Sept/Oct. p. 12-15. [3 ref. Fre]
• Summary: On page 1 is a large cartoon showing a startled 
dairy cow, standing beside a pail of milk, watching the 
invasion of an army of upright snake-like or sprout-like 
creatures, each with slanted eyes and wearing a conical 
Chinese-type hat, and bearing a banner “Yellow Peril.” The 
large text reads: At this time of milk quotas, imitation milk 
products and their derivatives make French dairy producers 
afraid. France has adopted a very restrictive policy toward 
them, while the European Commission insists that they be 
allowed to be sold freely.”
 An estimated 60,000 tonnes of imitation products 
are consumed today in the EEC. A French law of 24 June 
1934 prohibits in France the production, sale, import, or 
export of all products that imitate cream, cheese, powdered 
milk, condensed milk, ice cream, etc. The French Ministry 
of Agriculture still supports this law and demands strict 
regulation of imitation dairy products. The European 
Commission’s position advocating free trade and freedom 
of choice for consumers was fi rst set forth in the spring of 
1984 and upheld in April 1986. The regulation of imitation 
products within the EEC varies widely. Belgium is the most 
liberal. The UK and Ireland allow these products but place 
emphasis on labeling. Denmark, Germany (RFA) and the 
Netherlands are opposed to imitation products but make 
allowances for things like coffee whiteners. Italy and France 
are not much concerned. France and Luxembourg prohibit 
them fi rmly.
 But it is diffi cult to defi ne exactly what products 
are imitations. The problems started in 1869 when the 
Frenchman Hyppolitte Mauries [sic, Hippolyte Mège] was 
issued a patent for margarine. Soymilk (“lait de soja,” a term 
which is clearly a misnomer) is one of the clearest imitation 
products; 9-10 million liters were consumed in the EEC in 
1983. This is not much compared with 30,000 million liters 
of cow’s milk. Tofu can be used as a substitute for meat and 
fi sh. An estimated 5,000 tonnes are consumed yearly in the 
EEC, not much, but the market seems to have a promising 
future in part due to tofu’s excellent nutritional properties. 
Yet it can also be used in place of milk and cheese. The 
main tofu makers in France are Sojadoc and Soy (in Cerny). 
Soy uses soybeans grown organically in southwest France. 
Labels of 3 of Soy’s products (Croque Tofou in Leek/Ginger, 
Mushroom, and Emmenthal fl avors) are shown. In the USA 
the tofu market is making rapid progress, growing at 15-20% 
a year and having 181 producers.
 Coffee whiteners are also a problem. In the USA 
100,000 tonnes are made. In the UK, Carnation has 80% of 
the market and is the sole producer in Belgium. In the UK 
production has grown 20% a year, from 2,850 tonnes in 1978 
to 6,700 tonnes in 1984. Still another problem is imitation 
cheeses. In the USA in 1984 they represented more than 5% 
of the total cheese market, estimated to grow to 12.5% by 
1990.
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 Little by little soy-based imitation products are gaining 
ground. Recently soyfoods producers have organized the 
European Soyfoods Association to defend their interests 
against unfriendly regulators. They held a conference 
at Dravail on 13-14 March 1986. The association is 
headquartered in Paris and Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro 
is its head. Its secretary general is Guy Coudert, director 
of communication and marketing at ONIDOL, the French 
national interprofessional oilseeds organization (Organisation 
Nationale Interprofessionelle Oléagineux). Address: France.

3893. Vegan Views (England). 1986. The milk of human 
kindness. An interview with Arthur Ling [chairman of Plamil 
Foods Ltd.]. Autumn. p. 6-8.
• Summary: The company, originally named Plantmilk Ltd. 
and based on the vegan philosophy, began making its product 
(originally named Plantmilk) in 1965 in a small factory in 
Iver, Buckinghamshire, England. At that time there were 
no other soymilks being made or sold in England. In 1972 
the company bought a factory in Folkestone and coined the 
trademark Plamil (plant + milk). It was fortifi ed with calcium 
and vitamins B-2, B-12, and D-2 to meet vegan needs. In 
the early days they were not allowed to use the term “soya 
milk” to describe the product. They supported the milk by 
producing a non-dairy soy-based chocolate.
 An illustration (line drawing) shows Arthur Ling.

3894. Product Name:  Granose Soya Dessert [Vanilla, 
Chocolate, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk 
GmbH in West Germany.

Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986 November.
Ingredients:  Water, dehulled soya beans, raw cane sugar, 
maize starch, seaweed, sea salt, natural vanilla fl avourings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  525 gm Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton retails for £0.45.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm: 72 calories. Fat fractions: 
polyunsaturates 58%, saturates 15%.
New Product–Documentation:  Labels and color photo sent 
by STS. 1987. Blue, yellow, black, and green. Illustration 
of a bench in the park with glass of dessert on nearby table. 
Lindner. 1987. The World Soymilk Market.

3895. Frost & Sullivan, Inc. 1986. The health foods market 
in the EEC [European Economic Community]. 106 Fulton 
St., New York, NY 10038. Or Sullivan House, 4 Grosvenor 
Gardens, London SWIW 0DH. 303 p. Dec. Price: $2,300. *
• Summary: While food consumption is growing generally in 
Europe at about 2% to 3% a year, the health food sectors are 
growing at 6% to 7%. The total market value for health foods 
is forecast to rise from $36.1 billion in 1984 to $43.5 billion 
in 1991 (in constant 1985 U.S. dollars). The report covers in 
depth trends in France, West Germany, the United Kingdom, 
the Netherlands, Belgium-Luxembourg and Denmark, with 
summaries for Italy, Spain, Greece, Ireland and Portugal. 
West Germany has the largest and most structured market 
for health foods. The last fi ve years have seen the following 
major changes throughout the EEC: Increased public 
awareness of nutrition and health; greater health food sales 
through normal retail outlets; a wide variety of health food 
products available to consumers.
 Soyfoods are apparently not specifi cally discussed. 
European countries have the following number of specialist 
health food stores and general food stores, ranked in 
descending by descending number of health food stores: 
Netherlands (53/1,860), West Germany (43/1,400), Belgium/
Luxembourg (39/2,000), Denmark (38/1,190), France 
(32/1,550), United Kingdom (25/760), Italy (3.5/3,020), 
Spain (3.5/3,090), Portugal (na/4,310). Address: New York, 
New York. Phone: 212-233-1080 (USA); 01-730-3438 (UK).

3896. Cole, Michael. 1986. Soya Health Foods Ltd. 
Company profi le. Unit 4, Guinness Road, Trafford Park, 
Manchester M17 1AU, England. 4 p.
• Summary: Michael Cole is an entrepreneur, born in 
Manchester, England. The company was formed in 1984 in 
Manchester. The factory is sited in Trafford Park Industrial 
Estate and was the fi rst to be built for the sole purpose of 
Soya Milk manufacture. The company is headed by Mr. M.S. 
Arora (Chairman), Mr. M.P. Cole (Managing Director), and 
Burns Anderson p.l.c. (Financial Controllers). Production 
of Soya Milk began in January 1985. The Sunrise brand 
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is currently being sold throughout the 2,500 independent 
health food shops and in many supermarkets. The company 
has 5 products. Their soymilk is private labeled for 5 other 
companies. Soya Health Foods Ltd. has also been established 
in Australia and New Zealand, with its own private labels 
(milk in New Zealand and Burgers, Ice Cream, and Dessert 
in Australia). Address: Manchester, England.

3897. Product Name:  Protoveg Sizzles [Smokey Bacon 
Flavour].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  175 gm bag.
New Product–Documentation:  Color photo of package 
in Linda McCartney’s Home Cooking. 1990. p. 18. Upright 
paper bag. Illustration shows two round patties sizzling in a 
skillet. “Contains no meat or animal fat.”

3898. Product Name:  Protoveg 5 Grain Burgamix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Direct Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Petersfi eld, Hampshire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Color photo of package 
in Linda McCartney’s Home Cooking. 1990. p. 18. Upright 
paper bag. Illustration shows two burger patties in buns. A 
vegetable mix with blended whole grains. Package is brown 
and gold on white.

3899. Product Name:  Full of Beans Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  96-97 High St., Lewes, East 
Sussex, BN7 1XH, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
105; 1987. p. 94. Another address: Castle Precincts, Castle 
Ditch Lane, Lewes.

3900. Product Name:  Roasted Soynuts.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  96-97 High St., Lewes, East 
Sussex, BN7 1XH, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
108.

3901. Product Name:  Sojal Light Dairy Free Frozen 
Dessert [Strawberry, Carob, Hazelnut, or Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industries Estate, Unit 
25, Sileby Rd., Barrow Upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 
8LD, England.

Date of Introduction:  1986.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
104. Product originally launched by The Regular Tofu Co.
 Letter from Peter Fitch. 1990. March 26. The Regular 
Tofu Co. was acquired by Haldane Foods in Aug. 1987.

3902. Marches Exterieurs de Divers Produits Alimentaires. 
1986. Grande Bretagne: Le marché des sauces en bocaux en 
1985 [Great Britain: The market for bottled sauces in 1985]. 
No. 8-9. p. 23-27. [Fre]*
• Summary: A study of the rate of consumption of various 
table sauces (including ketchup, brown sauce, and soy 
sauce), condiment sauces (mustard), salad dressings, and 
sweetened sauces.

3903. Product Name:  Yoga (Soy Yogurt).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Leicester, England, by Rossa Ltd. Made 
since 1989 in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit 
25, Barrow Upon Soar, Leicester, Leicestershire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
111.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. 
Feb. 4, 8, and 16. Ray is quite sure that the Regular Tofu 
Company has this soy yogurt made for them by Rossa Ltd., 
a very small ice cream company in Leicester (pronounced 
LES-tur). Not long after April 1989, when Genice joined 
the Haldane Foods Group, they started to make Haldane 
Yoga, a chilled soy yogurt owned by the Haldane Group, but 
originally launched by the Regular Tofu Company in 1986. 
This and all subsequent soy yogurts made by Genice were 
cultured products. Haldane Yoga product sold at the rate of 
about 500 to 1,000 cases per week, continuing until early 
1990 when Genice developed a unique process for making 
pasteurized yogurts that have a 4-month shelf life at ambient 
temperatures.

3904. Product Name:  Tofeata Tofu Burgers, and Patties.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit 
25, Barrow-Upon-Soar, Leicester, Leicestershire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
92. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. This company 
is now owned by Haldane Foods.

3905. Product Name:  Tofeata Tofu, and Tofeata Smoked 
Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit 
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25, Barrow Upon Soar, Leicester, Leicestershire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986.
Ingredients:  Water, dehulled organic soybeans, calcium 
sulphate (natural coagulant).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  9 oz paperboard box. Vacuum 
packed.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm: Energy 78.5 kCal, Protein 7.8 gm, 
Fat 4.3 gm, Carbohydrate 2.3 gm.

New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
107. Label. Best before 27 Jan. 1988. Paperboard box. 5.25 
by 3.25 by 1.38 inches. Red, yellow, black, and green on 
white. “Fresh, light. A non-dairy meat alternative. Tofeta 
Tofu–Soya bean curd. Made from organic soya beans.” By 
Hera. Recommended by Kenneth Lo. Front panel contains 
color photos of deep fried tofu cubes in a salad and a stir-fry, 
and a whipped tofu dessert. Manufacturer is now Haldane 
Foods Ltd., Unit 25, Hayhill Industrial Estate, Sileby Rd., 
Barrow-Upon Soar, Leicestershire, England. Recipes on back 
for Kenneth Lo’s Summer Cold-Tossed Tofeta, Tofu Burgers, 
Tofu Nut Loaf.

3906. So, Yan-kit. 1986. A study of Yuan Mei’s Iced Bean 
Curd. In: Tom Jaine. ed. 1986. Oxford Symposium on Food 
& Cookery 1984 & 1985, Proceedings. See p. 52-54. Illust. 
29 cm. [5 ref]
• Summary: This is a recipe for frozen tofu using fi rm tofu, 

mushrooms, chicken, ham, pork, bamboo shoots, etc. This is 
one of the tofu recipes from the Sui-yuan Shih-tan (Sui-yuan 
Cookery Book) by Yuan Mei, written in the late 18th century. 
Address: England.

3907. Aidoo, K.E. 1986. Lesser-known fermented plant 
foods: Review. Tropical Science 26:249-58. [29 ref]
• Summary: Fermented plant foods may be classifi ed 
into four main groups, including those made from pulses, 

nuts, and other seeds such as dawadawa 
(Savannah Africa) and ontjom (West Java, 
Indonesia). Four others from this group 
are:
 (1) Ogiri, fermented watermelon 
seeds (Citrulus vulgaris) made and 
consumed in West Africa. In Nigeria, 
ogiri is made by traditional fermentation 
methods to yield a highly priced food 
condiment, whose quality is variable and 
storage life is short. S.A. Odunfa (1981) 
reported that Bacillus species were active 
during the early stages of the fermentation, 
whereas Proteus and Escherichia species 
were the predominant microorganisms 
during the later stages.
 (2) Ugba is made from oil bean 
seeds, which are produced by the African 
oil bean tree (Pentaclethra macrophylla), 
a leguminous tree generally planted along 
the roadsides in big towns and cities. When 
the fruit matures, the seed pods turn black 
and “explode” / shatter to release glossy 
brown, edible seeds, typically eight per 
pod. Rich in protein and essential fatty 
acids, these seeds are fermented for about 
72 hours to make ugba, which is popular 

among the Ibos / Igbos of Nigeria. In 1983 Obeta outlined 
the process and stated that the predominant microorganism 
was Bacillus species.
 (3) Lupin seeds (Lupinus mutabilis) are fermented by 
Peruvian Indians of the Andes.
 Kawal is a protein-rich food from Sudan made by 
fermenting the leaves of a wild African legume, Cassia 
obtusfolia; it is usually cooked in soups and stews in much 
the same way as dawadawa. The leaves of the plant are 
pounded into a paste, placed in an earthenware jar or pot, 
and covered with sorghum leaves. The jar is buried in a 
cool place and the contents are mixed by hand ever 3 days. 
After 14 days, the fermented paste is shaped into small balls, 
which are sun-dried.
 Note: Dirar (1984, p. 342-49) reported that 
the bacterium Bacillus subtilis is one of the main 
microorganisms involved in the fermentation; the paste 
is used as a meat substitute. Address: Dep. of Bioscience 
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and Biotechnology, Applied Microbiology Div., Univ. of 
Strathclyde, 204 George St., Glasgow G1 1XW [Scotland] 
UK.

3908. Bickerton, Leonard Marshall. 1986. Eighteenth 
century English drinking glasses: An illustrated guide. 2nd 
rev. ed. Woodbridge, Suffolk, England: Antique Collectors’ 
Club. 431 p. Illust. [883* ref]
• Summary: Contains hundreds of beautiful photographs, 
and excellent history of drinking glasses, plus a superb 
bibliography and index. The antique collectors club was 
founded in 1966 and quickly grew to a 5 fi gure membership 
worldwide. It publishes Antique Collecting magazine. 
Website: www.antiquecc.com. Address: [England].

3909. Conil, Christopher; Conil, Jean. 1986. The secrets of 
tofu. London: W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd. 128 p. Illust. Index. 
19 cm. Also sold by Avery Publications in New York, starting 
in Oct. 1990.
• Summary: This vegetarian cookbook contains over 65 
recipes and 25 color photos of dishes. A photo on the title 
page shows the authors (both men). Contents: Introduction. 
1. Tofu and soya. 2. How to make tofu. 3. Soups. 4. Starters. 
5. Main dishes. 6. Snacks. 7. Desserts.
 About the authors (autobiographical): Jean Conil was 
executive chef at the Arts Club in London until his retirement 
in March 1986. He is also principal of the Jean Conil 
Academy of Gastronomy and president of Master Chefs. To 
date Jean Conil has written over 100 books on all aspects of 
food and cookery including Haute Cuisine, Tour de France 
Gastronomique and Cuisine Végétarienne Française. He is 
consultant to Multinational Food Industries and to Cauldron 
Foods, Bristol.
 Christopher Conil is a graduate of the National School 
of Bakery and a master baker whose ovens are to be found in 
Southend, England.
 “The author is grateful to Mr. Peter Fagan for his 
technical advice and help in the preparation of this book, 
and to Cauldron Foods for supplying tofu products used in 
testing all the recipes.” Address: 1. Master Chef; 1. Master 
Baker. Both: England.

3910. Elliot, Rose. 1986. The vegetarian mother and baby 
book. New York, NY: Pantheon Books. vii + 261 p. Index. 
24 cm.
• Summary: A complete guide to nutrition, health, and diet 
during pregnancy and after–with easy recipes for mother and 
baby to enjoy together. The author “is one of England’s most 
popular cookbook writers, a radio and TV commentator, and 
a columnist. A vegetarian since the age of three, she is also 
the author of Vegetarian Dishes from Around the World and 
The Festive Vegetarian.” She has also raised three children 
according to the principles described in this book. Contents: 
Part I: A vegetarian diet for healthy mothers and babies. Part 

II: Recipes. Appendix. A. Summary of Nutrients: Where 
they are and what they do. B. How it all adds up: Analysis of 
one day’s vegetarian menus. C. Recommended daily dietary 
allowances for women.
 In Part I, the author recommends that if soy milk is 
used, it should be fortifi ed with ribofl avin (vitamin B-2), and 
calcium. Regular soymilk provides a little (0.5 mg/cup) of 
zinc. In Part II, soy-related recipes include: Miso pick-me-
up (p. 99; with watercress). Tofu dressing (p. 110). Soybean 
salad (p. 127). Curried soybean and apple spread (p. 137). 
Soy sausages (p. 159; made with cooked whole soybeans). 
Soy and walnut loaf (p. 160; made with cooked whole 
soybeans). Mushroom and tofu quiche (p. 175). Tofu fritters 
with lemon (p. 186). Creamy tofu and almond topping (p. 
203; for use like heavy cream with desserts). Whipped tofu 
topping (p. 204). Tofu ice cream (p. 218). Vegan yogurt (p. 
219; made with soy milk; fermented).
 In the Sept/Oct. 1994 issue of Vegetarian Journal, Reed 
Mangels, PhD, RD, an expert on vegetarian nutrition, says 
that this is her favorite book on pregnancy for vegetarian 
women.
 Note: This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2013) that contains the term “Whip tofu topping” 
(regardless of capitalization). Address: England.

3911. Frost, G.M. 1986. Commercial production of enzymes. 
Developments in Food Proteins 4:57-134. Chap. 3. (B.J.F. 
Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers). [197* ref]
• Summary: The production of isolated enzymes on an 
industrial scale began less than 100 years ago. However 
the action of enzymes (fermentation) for changing and 
preserving foods has been exploited for thousands of 
years. Many traditional fermentations involve digestion 
by extracellular enzymes prior to fermentation by whole 
organisms. Enzymes are sold mainly to the food, beverage, 
and detergent industries. The present world market is 
valued at approximately £200 million. Most applications 
now involve hydrolytic enzymes, but future growth of 
other types seems probable. Most commercial enzymes are 
made by submerged cultivation of highly developed strains 
of microorganisms using specially optimized processes. 
Industrial enzymes, though rarely highly purifi ed, are 
manufactured to exacting microbiological specifi cations. 
Enzymes for diagnostic and pharmaceutical use require more 
sophisticated purifi cation methods.
 The fi rst artifi cial use of an enzyme was probably 
the addition of calf stomach extract to milk to cause 
coagulation when making cheese. In the West, the main use 
of fermentation is in making alcoholic beverages–wine, 
beer, etc. In East Asia, traditional fermentations are more 
concerned with improving the nutritional value, fl avor, and 
texture of various foods–such as tempeh.
 During the past century Asian and Western applications 
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have been merged. For example, in 1894 Takamine in Japan 
used Aspergillus oryzae, the main organism in the soy sauce 
fermentation, to make Takadiastase, “an amylolytic enzyme 
which was fi rst used for human consumption as a digestive 
aid.” Takamine also established a business in the USA and 
new applications for his enzymes were found. His company 
still exists (though under a different name) and is still 
marketing essentially the same enzyme preparations.
 Includes a long section on “Enzymes used in food.” 
Address: John & E. Sturge Ltd., Selby, North Yorkshire, UK.

3912. Goddard, Susan. 1986. Focus on soya. Hove, E. 
Sussex, England: Wayland (Publishers) Ltd. 48 p. Illust. 
Index. 21 x 22 cm. Series: Focus on Resources. [3 ref]
• Summary: This is a brief introduction to the subject with 
many color photos. Contents: 1. The importance of soya. 
2. The beginnings of soya. 3. Where soya beans are grown. 
4. The beginnings of soya processing. 5. The soya plant. 
6. Planting. 7. Harvesting. 8. Threshing and storage. 9. At 
the processing plant. 10. Extracting and refi ning the oil. 
11. Making margarine. 12. Animal feed. 13. Soya protein 
products. 14. Textured vegetable protein. 15. Other soya 
products. 16. The nutritional importance of soya. 18. Soya 
as a world commodity. 19. The future. Facts and fi gures. 
Glossary. Books to read. Sources of further information.
 Numerous large color photos show commercial soya 
products. Page 23: Granny Ann High Fibre Cooked Soya-
Bran, Bilsons Fibrefi t, Nature’s Way Soya Flour. Page 24: 
Waitrose Soya Soft Margarine, Prewetts Pure Soya Bean Oil. 
Page 27: Life All Natural Salad Cream Style Dressing (egg 
free) [with soya oil].
 Page 30: Mapletons Body Bulk (Malt fl avoured milk 
& soya protein drink mix. Make with milk), Healthcrafts 
Soya Protein Powder (84% protein). Page 31: Cauldron 
Foods Vegetable Pâté (mushroom fl avour), Cauldron Foods 
Tofu Burgers (nut style, chilli, or vegetable), Direct Foods 
Protoveg Menu 5 Grain Burgamix, Direct Foods Protoveg 
Menu Minced Soya & ___ Mix, Direct Foods Bean __ st 
(Oriental Style), Direct Foods Protoveg Menu Sizzles, Direct 
Foods Protoveg Menu Sausmix, Direct Foods Protoveg 
Menu Burgamix, Sunrise 4 Vegetarian Quarterpound 
Burgers.
 Page 33: Direct Foods Mr. Fritzi Fry’s Soy Sausage 
Mix, Granose Vegetarian Goulash, Direct Foods Protoveg 
(textured soya protein food) Beef Flavour Chunks. Page 
34: Duchesse All-Natural Tofu Dressing & Dip, Amoy 
Light Soya Sauce, Witte Wonder Organic Tofu Spread (with 
paprika), Morinaga Ever-Fresh Silken Tofu. Page 35: Plamil 
Soya Milk Rice Pudding, Provamel Soya Dessert (vanilla 
[made by Alpro in Belgium]), Sunrise Soya Milk (500 ml, 
sugar-free, or sweetened with raw cane sugar).

3913. Greenslade, David. 1986. Welsh fever: Welsh activities 
in the United States and Canada today. Cowbridge, Wales: D. 

Brown and Sons. xvi + 303 p. Illust. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: “David Greenslade was born and bred in the 
South Wales village of Cefn Cribwr, near Bridgend. He 
completed his education at Rhydyfelin Technical College, 
Pontypridd. “Following a two year period as a lighthouse-
keeper along the coast of Cornwall, he boarded the Trans-
Siberian Railway for Japan. He stayed in Japan for three 
years, studying Zen Buddhism and Japanese culture in a 
remote northern province until moving to Kyoto. He met 
his American wife, Suzanne, in Tokyo and they spent the 
following fi ve years in the United States.
 “In the course of 1982 and 1983 [traveling in a 
Volkswagen bus with their little dog Amiga], the Greenslades 
made a fourteen-month, 25,000 mile tour of the Welsh 
societies of North America, collecting the material that 
eventually made its way into the present volume. Since 
then the Greenslades have made their permanent home in 
Wales where they are learning Welsh and are involved in the 
exciting Welsh language work being done in their country” 
(from the inside rear dust jacket).
 Chapter 7, “San Francisco: the turning point,” begins: 
“Tofu is a soybean food with one of the highest and most 
digestible protein contents known. High in calcium, rich 
in proteins, low in calories, low in fats and with zero 
cholesterol, tofu is inexpensive and is easily used in 
traditional American recipes. For us, living in the van, tofu 
was the perfect food. It kept well, we could fi nd it in most 
towns, and it required very little time to cook in the simple 
but nourishing meals we prepared on our two burner stove.

“The Book of Tofu was written by William Shurtleff and 
Akiko Aoyagi in 1975. Since then, Bill and Akiko founded 
the Soyfoods Center, the main agency promoting soyfoods, 
encouraging the establishment of tofu shops and soy dairies, 
and the use of tofu and tempeh in American restaurants.
 “When we were planning the trip, Suzanne wrote a letter 
to the Soyfoods Center asking Bill and Akiko if we could 
visit them and help in their work. We ended up working in 
the Soyfoods Center ten hours a day, for three weeks. Three 
weeks that became the most formative and infl uential of 
the trip. Life at the Soyfoods Center maintained a devout, 
almost monastic calm. Bill worked for two and a half years 
at the Tassajara Zen Monastery and he and Akiko have the 
rare ability to complete an incredible amount of work with 
minimal fl uster and zero stress. The Soyfoods Center day 
began an hour before dawn with meditation and exercise. 
Following breakfast, we each worked through a program of 
assignments. Increasingly, Bill fi nds that he is in demand 
as a lecturer and soyfood business consultant. It was in his 
capacity as a small business advisor that he started asking us 
what we planned to do when the trip was over. A legitimate 
question that we’d started asking ourselves.
 “To answer it we began telling Bill and Akiko more and 
more about Wales. It was through answering Bill’s questions 
and describing Wales to him that the direction of the trip 
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formed more clearly in our minds. We could feel our sense 
of purpose coincide with the exciting discoveries we were 
making about Welsh American life.
 “I was able to tell Bill a little about Plaid Cymru, The 
Urdd, Merched Y Wawr, The National Eisteddfod, Mudiad 
Ysgolion Meithrin and Cymdeithas yr Iaith Gymraeg. I also 
described the work of the Welsh Arts Council, The Welsh 
Academy of Writers, Oriel Bookstore in Cardiff, The Welsh 
Film Board, The Welsh Contemporary Music Center and the 
recent fl orescence of hundreds of Welsh craft and gift shops.”
 See also p. 45.
 The following entry is from Shurtleff’s journal for 1983: 
March 1. David and Suzanne Greenslade (and their little 
dog Amiga) arrive and stay with us to help (free of charge) 
until March 23–their Ito-en service. They are a Godsend, 
too good to be true, and introduce us to lovely Welsh music. 
David scans the London Times and New York Times at the 
U.C. Berkeley Newspaper Room. He transcribes or makes 
microfi lm prints of articles. Suzanne does a lot of translation 
from Spanish into English. We share 2 or 3 meals a day, 
seated on the fl oor, around our low cottage table. Address: 3 
Plasturton Place, Pontcanna, Caerdydd (Cardiff), CF1 9HP. 
United Kingdom (Wales/Cymru).

3914. Hunt, Janet. 1986. The compassionate gourmet: 
The best of international vegan cuisine. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 160 p. 
Illust. Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: An excellent vegan cookbook, written for 
animal lovers. Soy-related recipes include: Avocado tofu 
pâté (p. 31). Celery miso pâté (p. 36). French bean salad 
with tofu dressing (p. 66). Tofu curry (Thailand; p. 74). 
Tofu and vegetable pakora (p. 86). Tofu layered casserole 
(p. 96). Tomato fl an with tofu (p. 104). Tofu Lemon fl an (p. 
137). Yogurt dessert (made with cultured soya milk, p. 140). 
Rhubarb fool (dessert in soya milk, p. 141). Maple pancakes 
(with soya fl our, p. 149). Walnut tofu balls (p. 156).
 At least one recipe uses Holbrook’s Worcester Sauce–a 
Worcestershire-type sauce without animal products. 
Many recipes call for soy sauce or soya milk, and some 
for canned soy or nut “sausage.” Page 9 lists a number 
of special ingredients including Direct Foods Protoveg 
(soya “meat”), Infi nity Foods (distributors [in Brighton, at 
Sussex University]) Soya mayonnaise, Lotus Foods TVP 
(soya “meats” in a varieties of forms and fl avors), Plamil 
concentrated soya milk (use diluted as a milk, undiluted as 
a cream), and Tomor Margarine (the author’s favorite of 
the many vegan margarines now available in the UK). In 
all recipes, each ingredient is listed twice in side-by-side 
columns: once in its Imperial (metric) form and once in its 
American form, e.g. 385 ml soya milk, 1 1/3 cup soya milk. 
A number of recipes call for the use of alcohol (whiskey, 
brandy, etc.). The author has written at least 14 other books 
on vegetarian or wholefood cookery. Address: England.

3915. Kanekanian, A.D.A.; Lewis, M.J. 1986. Protein 
isolation using ion-exchangers. Developments in Food 
Proteins 4:135-73. Chap. 4. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and 
Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [100 
ref]
• Summary: “Summary: The large-scale recovery of protein 
from food and agricultural by-products using ion-exchange 
is a relatively recent development, although ion-exchange 
has been used on a laboratory scale for chromatographic 
separation of protein for over 30 years.
 “In contrast with many other protein extraction methods, 
ion-exchange can provide a high purity protein isolate, 
simply and effi ciently; this is especially useful for isolating 
protein from dilute solutions, cheaply.” Address: Dep. of 
Food Science, Univ. of Reading, UK.

3916. Lacey, Robert. 1986. Ford–The men and the machine. 
Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown and Co. xix + 778 p. Plus 
48 pages of plates. Index. 24 cm. [450* ref]
• Summary: Contains a chapter titled “Food for Thought” 
(Chap. 13, p. 220-236 + photos at end) plus extensive 
endnotes, a 23-page bibliography, and a good map of 
Dearborn and Detroit. An insightful, very well researched, 
and slightly irreverent overview of Ford’s work with 
soybeans and attitudes toward diet and health.
 Henry Ford had a distrust of doctors. He blamed a 
doctor for his mother’s death and for the operation that 
marked the end of his wife’s childbearing in the 1890s. In 
Nov. 1932 he was admitted, at age 69, to the Henry Ford 
Hospital for a hernia operation. It was the fi rst medical 
operation of his life. The next morning he insisted on getting 
up, against doctor’s orders, and sitting in a chair beside 
his bed. Persisting with his own therapy, a week after the 
operation he declared himself ready to go home. Five days 
later he was back at work, totally cured. To his surgeon’s 
amazement he remained cured. “It was not long before 
postoperative ambulation became one of the new features of 
treatment at the hospital.”
 “Old Henry Ford had always believed that we are what 
we eat. Dietary reform had been one of the radical new 
strands of thought swirling through Michigan in his youth, 
thanks to the Seventh Day Adventists’ Western Health 
Reform Institute, founded in Battle Creek in 1866.”
 Henry Ford was a pioneer in employing Negroes and 
treating them fairly. William Perry, his fi rst black worker, 
was employed in 1914. “By the early 1920s there were more 
than 5,000 blacks working for Ford and by 1926 there were 
double that number–a tenth of the entire work force. The 
Ford Motor Company employed more blacks than all other 
car companies put together... But Ford never paid a man 
more, or less, on account of his skin. Henry Ford’s black 
employment policy was genuinely ahead of its time.”
 Henry Ford had been thinking in terms of chemurgy and 
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villages for many years. “As early as 1916 he had formed 
a company with Edsel, ‘Henry Ford & Son Laboratories’ 
to carry out ‘mechanical, botanical and chemical research.’ 
Henry had a notion that alcohol could be distilled from 
vegetable matter for use as a tractor fuel, thus making the 
farmer totally self-suffi cient, and he hired his old school 
friend, Dr. Edsel Ruddiman, away from his university 
researches to work on this. He set Dr. Ruddiman up in a 
corner of the Dearborn tractor plant, and here the chemist 
analysed all manner of vegetable produce from the ever-
growing acreage of the Henry Ford farms.” One of the crops 
he analyzed was soybeans. Ford’s interest in the soybean 
was not primarily in its nutritional value but rather in the 
potential that it held for use by industry.
 Of the several Western prophets who popularised 
the soybean, Henry Ford was the fi rst to try growing and 
harvesting the crop on a major scale, using farm machinery 
extensively.
 “Chemurgy, a technological child of populism, sprang 
from the woes of American farmers in the 1920s and 
1930s. As unemployment grew, there were fewer and fewer 
customers to purchase the abundant crops grown by farmers. 
Surpluses resulted and the glut sent prices plummeting. 
Chemurgy was based on the “hope that modern science 
might be able to teach farmers to produce more than just 
food. If the agricultural sector was producing more than 
people could eat, while the industrial sector was languishing, 
it seemed obvious that the two should get together... the 
latest developments in chemistry suggested that this was 
where the future lay. Wood was providing the raw material 
for the miraculous new fi bre, rayon... Both the technology 
and ideology meshed with the causes dearest to Henry Ford’s 
heart, and it turned out that he had been a chemurgical 
pioneer all the time without realising it, since the coil cases 
of the 1915 Model T had been constructed from a plastic 
based on wheat gluten. As the chemurgical movement 
gathered strength in the early 1930s, its champions found a 
ready audience in Dearborn, and in 1935 the Dearborn Inn 
became the site of America’s fi rst chemurgical conference, 
under the sponsorship of Henry Ford.” The fi rst conference, 
and the second, held at the same location the next year, were, 
“like all enterprises associated with Henry Ford, a curious 
blend of vision and nostalgia.”
 In an attempt to maintain the chemurgic spirit, Henry 
Ford appeared in 1939 in a silklike soya-bean tie while 
wearing a soya-bean suit.* (Footnote: *The suit was more 
fragile than its woollike texture suggested; its tailor gave 
Henry Ford fi rm orders not to cross his legs in public.)”
 Lacy is an Englishman, who writes non-fi ction company 
histories. A Ballantine Books edition (832 p., 18 cm) was 
published in 1987. Address: England.

3917. Leneman, Leah. 1986. The international tofu cookery 
book. London and New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul. 122 

p. Illust. by Megan Dickinson. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Types of tofu readily 
available: Morinaga silken tofu, Japanese instant silken 
tofu (“House” brand, soya milk powder and a coagulant), 
medium tofu, Chinese tofu, converted Japanese tofu, fi rm 
tofu (and address of 4 makers of vacuum-packed fi rm tofu 
in UK–Cauldron Foods, The Regular Tofu Co., Paul’s Tofu 
{organic}, and Bean Machine). More unusual forms of tofu: 
Fermented tofu, dried-frozen tofu, deep-fried tofu, bean 
curd sticks or sheets [yuba]. General notes: Quantities, tofu 
mayonnaise, soya yogurt, American measurements. Making 
tofu at home. Table of metric equivalents. British- and 
American-style dishes (More than 100 recipes). Mexican-
style dishes. The Mediterranean. Asia. Desserts.
 A discussion of the author and her works appears on 
the half-title page at the front of the book. Address: 19 
Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

3918. Mitchell, J.R. 1986. Foaming and emulsifying 
properties of proteins. Developments in Food Proteins 4:291-
338. Chap. 8. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, 
New Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [84 ref]
• Summary: “Summary: Three recent developments in the 
area of the foaming and emulsifying properties of food 
proteins are discussed. These are: (i) the use of mixtures of 
two proteins, one with a net negative and the other with a 
net positive charge, to give enhanced foaming properties; (ii) 
proteinaceous surfactants prepared by the incorporation of 
leucine esters in conjunction with partial protein hydrolysis; 
(iii) the relationship between surface hydrophobicity and 
foaming and emulsifying properties.”
 The writers interpret these phenomena in terms of 
what is known about the kinetics of protein adsorption 
and the structure and rheology of protein fi lms. Address: 
Dep. of Applied Biochemistry and Food Science, Univ. of 
Nottingham, UK.

3919. Needham, Joseph; Lu, Gwei-Djen; Huang, Hsing-
Tsung. 1986. Science and civilisation in China. Vol. 6, 
Biology and biological technology. Part I: Botany. Joseph 
Needham series. Cambridge, England: Cambridge University 
Press. xxxii + 718 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [2476* ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of 101 illustrations. List of 
22 tables. List of 37 abbreviations. Acknowledgements. 
Author’s note. Introduction. The setting; China’s plant 
geography: Floristic regions, geo-botany in statu nascendi, 
the case of chü and chih. Botanical linguistics: Plant 
terminology, plant nomenclature. The literature and its 
content: Lexicographic and encyclopaedic texts, the pandects 
of natural history (Pên Ts’ao)–a great tradition, studies on 
wild (emergency) food plants–the esculentist movement, 
botanical monographs and tractates, exotic and historical 
botany. Plants and insects in man’s service (by Huang Hsing-
Tsung): Natural plant pesticides, biological pest control.
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 Bibliographies: Abbreviations (mostly of journal 
names). Chinese and Japanese books before + 1800: 711 
references. Chinese and Japanese books and journal articles 
since + 1800: 415 references. Books and journal articles in 
Western languages: 1388 references. General index. Table 
of Chinese dynasties. Romanisation conversion tables (from 
Needham’s modifi ed Wade-Giles to pinyin).
 “To the memory of Shih Shen-han, Professor of Botany 
and Mycology, National North-West Agricultural College, 
Wukung, Shensi, in gratitude for much inspiration and blythe 
discourse; and of Wu Su-Hsüan, Director of the Department 
of Cytology, Institute of Botany, Academia Sinica, Peking, 
in gratitude for so sympathetic a welcome... this volume is 
dedicated.” Address: 1. F.R.S., F.B.A., East Asian History 
of Science Library, Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge, 
England; 2. PhD, Fellow Emeritus of Robinson College, 
Cambridge; 3. PhD, Program Director, National Science 
Foundation, Washington, DC.

3920. Pedersen, Hans Christian Elbeck. 1986. Studies of 
soyabean protein intolerance in the preruminant calf. PhD 
thesis, University of Reading, England. *
Address: Univ. of Reading, Reading, Berkshire, England.

3921. Robinson, R.K.; Tamime, A.Y. 1986. The role of 
protein in yoghurt. Developments in Food Proteins 4:1-35. 
Chap. 1. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New 
Jersey: Applied Science Publishers). [82* ref]
• Summary: The section on “Other protein-rich additives” 
includes: Soy bean (addition of soymilk at the rate of 10% 
(w/v) or less causes no marked differences in the body and 
texture of Zabadi–a traditional Egyptian yogurt), peanut, 
and leaf protein. Address: 1. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of 
Reading, UK; 2. Dep. of Dairy Technology, West of Scotland 
Agricultural College, Ayr, UK.

3922. Wakeman, Alan; Baskerville, Gordon. 1986. The 
vegan cookbook: Over 200 recipes all completely free from 
animal produce. London and Boston: Faber & Faber. 298 p. 
Index. 22 cm. [28 ref]
• Summary: The 200 recipes in this cookbook demonstrate 
that a vegan diet can be rich and varied and reach the highest 
culinary standards. Within each chapter (e.g. main dishes, 
or soups) the recipe are listed with the quicker, cheaper, or 
simpler ones fi rst and the slower, more expensive, or more 
elaborate ones last. A nutritional analysis per serving is given 
with each recipe.
 Soy-related recipes include: Tofu stir-fry (p. 63). Tofu 
chips with walnuts and olives (p. 105). Vanilla dessert (with 
soya milk, p. 147). Caramel Cream Pudding (with tofu, p. 
153). Orange and Chocolate Mousse (with soya milk, p. 
154). Banana tart (with soya milk, p. 157). Chocolate tart 
(with soya milk, p. 158). Banana curd cake (with tofu and 
soya milk, p. 160). Lemon cheesecake (with tofu and soya 

milk). Rum and chocolate cheesecake (with tofu and soya 
milk, p. 162). Basic plain sauce (with soya milk, p. 166). 
Lemon curry sauce (with soya milk). Custard (with soya 
milk, p. 175). Hot chocolate sauce (with soya milk, p. 176). 
Tofu dressing (p. 181). Yoghurt salad dressing (with cultured 
soymilk yogurt, p. 182). Mayonnaise with soya milk (p. 
185). Tahini spread with miso (p. 192). Scrambled tofu and 
herbs on toast (p. 254). Lassi (Traditional Indian sweet or 
salty yoghurt drink, p. 256). Soy sprouts (p. 262).
 Many recipes call for the use of soy sauce or soya milk 
(especially desserts, dairylike products, or cream sauces), 
and tofu is used as an ingredient in many recipes in which it 
does not appear in the recipe name (e.g. Bulgur bake, p. 59; 
Mushroom pie, p. 88). In all recipes, each ingredient is listed 
twice in side-by-side columns: once in its Imperial (Metric) 
form and once in its American form, e.g. 385 ml Vegan 
Yoghurt, ½ cup.
 One excellent chapter titled “The Alternative Dairy” 
(p. 231-50) is designed to tempt even the most determined 
cream addict. It contains descriptive sections on soya milk, 
margarine, tofu, vegan yoghurt, and vegan ice-cream, 
followed by recipes for: Vegan single cream. Vegan double 
cream. Vegan sour cream. Vegan piping cream. Cashew 
cream. Coconut cream. Vegan yoghurt (2 methods). Plain ice 
cream. Banana ice-cream. Pineapple ice-cream. Chocolate 
ice-cream. and Peach sorbet.
 Appendixes include: 1. Notes on vegan nutrition. 2. 
Seven reasons to be a vegan (health, economic, ecological, 
altruistic {world hunger}, compassionate (to animals), 
ethical {what right do we have to kill animals?}, spiritual). 3. 
Useful addresses. 4. Selected bibliography. 5. Abbreviations 
and measures. 6. Glossary of unusual ingredients: Incl. 
demerara sugar (dark brown, often used raw), miso, soya 
fl our, soya milk, soya sauce, tofu. Address: England.

3923. Weir, G.S.D. 1986. Protein hydrolysates as fl avourings. 
Developments in Food Proteins 4:175-217. Chap. 5. (B.J.F. 
Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers). [133* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary (“For hundreds of years 
protein sources have been hydrolysed using enzymes 
to provide fl avouring materials for use in foods...”). 
Introduction (The original process, which is said to have 
spread from China to Japan over 1500 years ago, when shoyu 
was made by the enzymatic hydrolysis of wheat and soy 
proteins). Acid hydrolysis. Soy sauce (shoyu). Miso. Other 
enzyme processes. HVP. Food uses of hydrolysed proteins. 
Contains many tables and diagrams. Address: Brooke Bond 
Oxo Ltd., Croydon, UK.

3924. Wood, B.J.B. 1986. Introduction of new fermented 
foods into Western culture. In: C.W. Hesseltine and H.L. 
Wang, eds. 1986. Indigenous Fermented Food of Non-
Western Origin. Berlin: J. Cramer. 351 p. See p. 251-58. 
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Chap. 14. [6 ref]
Address: Dep. of Applied Microbiology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

3925. Product Name:  Bontrae (Steam Textured Soy 
Proteins).
Manufacturer’s Name:  GMB Proteins Ltd. Affi liate of 
Bush Boake Allen Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow, 
London E17 5QP, England.
Date of Introduction:  1986?
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
89.

3926. Product Name:  Sunrise Tofu and Vegetable Pies 
[Chinese Vegetables, Ratatouille, or Celery & Peppers].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.  Phone: 061-872-
0549.
Date of Introduction:  1986?
New Product–Documentation:  Poster. 1986. New from 
Soya Health Foods Ltd. Sunrise Tofu and Vegetable Pies. 
Filled with Sunrise Tofu and Fresh Vegetables. Ready Baked 
in Wholemeal Pastry. 100% free from cholesterol and animal 
products.
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes ratatouille (a French 
term fi rst used in about 1877) as: “a seasoned stew made of 
eggplant, tomatoes, green peppers, squash, and sometimes 
meat.”

3927. Product Name:  Firm Tofu, Tofuburger, Tofu Pasty, 
Okara Bread.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soyfoods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Wheathampstead House, The 
Old Brewery, St. Albans, Herts. AL4 8DS, England.  Phone: 
0664-60572.
Date of Introduction:  1986?
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Paul Jones has moved from his 
Wheathampstead House address to 66 Snow Hill, Melton 
Mobray, Leicestershire, LE13 1PD, England. Same phone. 
He doesn’t make tempeh. But he now makes Firm & Soft 
Tofu, Tofuburger, Tofu Pasty, and Okara Bread.
 Talk with David de Korsak. 1990. Jan. 31. David, a 
Frenchman, worked for this company in England from 
Oct-Dec. 1987 and May-June 1989. The fi rst time he made 
tofu and the second time he made okara bread and burgers. 
They also made a seasonal Christmas Cake with tofu. The 
company moved to Melton Mobray in about 1985. It sells to 
about 80-85 retail outlets in London. The company is very 
small. Paul and his wife and one driver are the only full-time 
employees.

3928. Product Name:  Provamel Organic Soya Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, 
B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1987 January.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml: Energy 46 kcal (calories; 196 kJ), 
protein 3.6 gm, carbohydrates 3.3 gm, total fat 2.1 gm (of 
which polyunsaturated fatty acids: 60%), cholesterol 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Philippe 
Vandemoortele of Alpro. 1991. Sept. 4. In Jan. 1987 Alpro 
launched Provamel Organic Soya Milk, the fi rst soymilk 
containing organically grown soybeans that was made 
by Alpro and launched under one of the company’s own 
brands. In Aug. 1983 Alpro had fi rst used organically grown 
soybeans to make soymilk, but that product had been sold by 
Lima Foods.

3929. Product Name:  Organic Tofu Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer 
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 January.
Ingredients:  Organic brown rice, tofu, carrots, onions, 
sunfl ower seeds, okara, garlic, shoyu, sea salt, vegetable oil, 
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  160 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods. 
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain 
& smoked), Tofuburger, and Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987 
Francis Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.
 Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. This 
product was introduced in Jan. 1987. There is only one type/
fl avor. Label sent by I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. 2.5 
inches diameter. Pea green on yellow. Illustration of palm 
trees. “Ready for eating hot or cold.”

3930. Setchell, K.D.R.; Welsh, Mary Beth; Lim, C.K. 1987. 
High-performance liquid chromatographic analysis of 
phytoestrogens in soy protein preparations with ultraviolet, 
electrochemical and thermospray mass spectrometric 
detection. J. of Chromatography 386:315-23. Jan. [30 ref]
• Summary: Concerns the phytoestrogens (plant estrogens, 
which are hormones) daidzein, genistein, coumestrol, 
formononetin, and biochanin. Only daidzein and genistein 
were detected in the soy protein preparations analyzed, and 
were found in high concentrations respectively: textured 
soy protein 568 and 568 micrograms/gm, soy fl akes 221 
and 280 micrograms/gm, soymilk formula No. 1, 17.1 and 
21.8 micrograms/gm, and soymilk formula No. 2, 19.1 
and 22.6 micrograms/gm. Address: 1-2. Dep. of Pediatric 
Gastroenterology, Children’s Hospital Medical Center, 
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Cincinnati, Ohio 45229; 3. Div. of Clinical Cell Biology, 
Clinical Research Center, Watford Road, Harrow, Middlesex 
HA1 3UJ, England.

3931. Product Name:  Living Foods Organic Soy Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, 
England.  Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction:  1987 January.
Ingredients:  Incl. barley malt.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Neil Rabheru of 
Unisoy. 1990. July 2. This product was launched by Living 
Foods in early 1986. It is exported to the Netherlands. It 
contains barley malt. It was made as a private label brand for 
a company named Living Foods, but after that company went 
into liquidation (bankruptcy), Unisoy decided to continue 
making the product and marketing it themselves. It is not 
selling very well because the product concept is wrong. But 
it has potential.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. This 
product was introduced after White Wave Soya Milk. It 
contained a little organic barley malt and pearl barley. The 
product originally belonged to a company named Living 
Foods (in Brighton, England), founded by David White. 
Living Foods was an importer-marketer, not a manufacturer. 
They imported products (such as tofu from the Netherlands) 
and sold it under the Living Foods brand. They were an 
agent for Lima Foods, and imported Lima rice cakes. 
This soyamilk was originally made by Soya Health Foods 
(Sunrise), but Living Foods was not happy with the price and 
quality, so they asked Unisoy to make the product, starting 
in late 1986 or Jan. 1987. In the process, Living Foods went 
bankrupt, so Unisoy bought the Living Foods brand to use 
for soyamilk.

3932. B.P.; C.R. 1987. L’irrésistible poussée des produits de 
substitution: Dossier produits laitiers [The irresistible push 
of substitute products: Dossier on dairy products]. Marches 
Agricoles. Feb. 16. p. 14. [Fre]
• Summary: Part 1 by B.P. is titled “The debate is launched 
concerning substitute dairy products.” A table lists the 
following countries: Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, 
UK, Finland, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland, and the USA. 
Column 2 lists substitute products (such as cheese, cream, 
milk, melorine). Column 3 lists the market share of these 
products in 1983. And column 4 compares the price of the 
substitute with the real dairy product. For example, in the 
USA: imitation cream (non-dairy creamer) has 50% of the 
market and is less expensive. Imitation cheese has 5% of the 
market and is 30% less expensive. Flavored milklike drinks 
have 15% of the market and are 25% less expensive. No 
imitation products are shown to have a signifi cant market 
share in Europe.

 Part II by C.R. is about CAC in Colmar, its Cacoja 
subsidiary founded in Jan. 1987, and its Bioforme line of 
soymilks and soymilk desserts. Address: France.

3933. Irish Times (Dublin). 1987. Plenty of products on the 
boil. Feb. 17. p. 17.
• Summary: “The Food Technology Business Unit in the 
Food Centre at Raheen is a place where people can come 
and try out their food ideas, while at the same time receiving 
basic business training.” About 20 people are presently 
working on projects.
 Lin Thakker, who trained as a nurse in England before 
coming to Limerick with her husband six years ago, is 
supplying the public in Limerick with foods she ate growing 
up in Japan. “Her fi rst product was tofu, a fermented bean 
curd [sic], which has a mild fl avor and which can be used 
instead of cheese.” She fi rst had the idea when she saw 
the high price of imported tofu. Now she also makes fresh 
soya milk, vegetarian pizzas and vegetarian burgers.” She 
sells all of these to hotels and fastfood outlets as well as to 
wholefood shops.
 Note: Tofu is also occasionally called “soybean curd.” It 
is not fermented, and is very different from “fermented tofu,” 
which is rarely found in Japan.

3934. Sawyer, Jon. 1987. Danforth fi ghts European plan to 
tax soybean oil. Post-Dispatch (St. Louis, Missouri). Feb. 20.
• Summary: Sen. John C. Danforth, R-Mo, moves to head 
off a tax that the European Community is threatening to 
impose on imported soybean oil. The tax would be equal to 
$1.84 a bushel of soybeans. The tax is a means of offsetting 
the cost of the EEC’s farm price supports. The leading 
proponent of the tax was France. England and Germany were 
opposed.

3935. Beddows, C.G.; Wong, J. 1987. Optimization of 
yield and properties of silken tofu from soybeans. II. Heat 
processing. International J. of Food Science & Technology 
22(1):23-27. Feb. [8 ref]
• Summary: “The effect of various heat treatments on the 
yield, protein content, and physical form of silken tofu was 
investigated. Better quality and yields were obtained when 
the macerated soybean slurry was fi ltered prior to heating 
and a defi ned rate of heating was used with stirring. The 
optimum coagulation temperature was 75-80ºC.” Address: 
Dep. of Applied Sciences, Leeds Polytechnic, Leeds LS1 
3HE, England.

3936. Beddows, C.G.; Wong, J. 1987. Optimization of yield 
and properties of silken tofu from soybeans. III. Coagulant 
concentration, mixing and fi ltration pressure. International J. 
of Food Science & Technology 22(1):29-34. Feb. [17 ref]
• Summary: The coagulation and post coagulation treatment 
of tofu preparation was examined with respect to bulk 
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yield, protein and solid recovery, and texture. The optimum 
calcium sulfate concentration is 9-10 mM (= millimolar) for 
soybean protein yield and texture. The stirring speed during 
coagulant addition was found to be critical and the optimum 
for protein conversion, net yield, and texture is 240-280 
revolutions per minute. The optimum fi ltration pressure is 
4-6 g per square cm. Address: Dep. of Applied Sciences, 
Leeds Polytechnic, Leeds LS1 3HE, England.

3937. Beddows, C.G.; Wong, J. 1987. Optimization of 
yield and properties of silken tofu from soybeans. I. The 
water:bean ratio. International J. of Food Science & 
Technology 22(1):15-21. Feb. [22 ref]
• Summary: “The extraction phase of the preparation of 
silken tofu was investigated and the ratio of beans:water 
was shown to be very critical in terms of the amount of 
protein extracted and the properties of the tofu. In the range 
9-14:1, 10:1 gave the best result. Extraction at 8:1 and 
making up to 10:1 gave much poorer results, but maceration 
at 8:1 followed by a further extraction at 2:1 gave a better 
quality tofu. The time of maceration was shown to have 
a pronounced effect on the amount of protein extracted.” 
Address: Dep. of Applied Sciences, Leeds Polytechnic, 
Leeds LS1 3HE, England.

3938. Product Name:  Organic Tofu [Smoked], Organic 
Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 3C, Dart Complex, Steamer 
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 February.
Ingredients:  Cultured soya beans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Company name is now Oasis Wholefoods. 
Phone: 0803-863167. They now make Organic Tofu (plain & 
smoked), Tofuburger, Organic Tempeh. In Dec. 1987 Francis 
Checkley sold the company to I.J. Mohammed.
 Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 30. The smoked 
tofu was introduced in Feb. 1987 and the organic tempeh in 
Aug. 1987.
 Label for Organic Tempeh sent by I.J. Mohammed. 
1991. Sept. 30. 4 by 8 inches. Green on yellow. Illustration 
of palm trees. “Cultured soya beans. Low in saturated fats. 
High in protein. Cholesterol free. Salt free.” Three recipes 
are given in condensed form in small type.

3939. Atkinson, Harold. 1987. Re: Plamil Foods fi rsts. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 12. 1 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Plamil Foods Limited was the fi rst: (1) 
Vegan company in the U.K. (2) To introduce soya milk 
in concentrated form in the U.K. (3) To sell soya milk 

concentrate commercially anywhere to our knowledge. 
(4) To market soya milk in personal portions (mini pots) 
anywhere. (5) To produce a dessert chocolate confection with 
soya. (6) To produce an organic rice pudding in the U.K.
 Note: The letterhead reads: Plamil–Pioneers of British 
made soya milk since 1965. An independent company 
specializing in non-animal health foods. The word “Plamil” 
is green, and the rest of the words on the letterhead are 
chocolate brown. Address: Secretary, Plamil Foods Ltd., 
Plamil House, Bowles Well Gardens, Dover Rd., Folkestone, 
Kent CT19 6PQ. Phone: 0303 58588.

3940. Cooper, Derek. 1987. Tempeh–”the greatest food since 
yoghurt.” Listener (The) (London). March 26. p. 20. [2 ref]
• Summary: “This July, nutritionists from all over the world 
will be converging on Java for a teach-in on the scientifi c and 
culinary aspects of tempeh, organized by the United Nations 
University.” Address: UK.

3941. Soybean Update. 1987. In April, ASA is hosting a full-
fat soybean research conference in Milan, Italy. April 6.
• Summary: Covers processing full-fat soybeans for feeds. 
This is the American Soybean Association’s fi rst full-fat 
conference in the Mediterranean. Previous conferences 
stimulated interest in U.K., Netherlands and France. 18.4 
million bushels are now consumed in Northern Europe.

3942. Product Name:  Tofu [Chives, and Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story” The tofu is 
made largely by hand at the rate of 60 lb every 2 hours. 
The soymilk is curded with calcium sulfate. The company 
presently makes a range of three fl avors of tofu, plain, 
chives, and garlic. The tofu is put into round presses and cut 
into two sizes, 227 gm and 454 gm, then vacuum packed in 
bags.
 Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. Ceased 
trading.

3943. Product Name:  Burgers (With Okara, Fried).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. Okara, rice, nuts, vegetables, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Vacuum packed.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story.” The main 
ingredient in burgers is okara. No tofu is used. “The burgers 
are relatively new products to us... At the moment we make 
only one fl avor, which is the nut one, but we hope to do 
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a regular one and a chili in the near future. When we fi rst 
introduced it, they were fried, 11 at a time in a frying pan, 
and all the mixes were made manually.” Now they are deep 
fried.

3944. Product Name:  Pasties (With Tofu Filling) [Regular, 
or Curry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Dough: Incl. wholemeal fl our. Filling: Incl. 
tofu, vegetables, soy sauce, spices.
How Stored:  Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story.” Pasties can be 
sold in different forms such as cooked and then frozen, raw 
and frozen, or fresh baked. They are ready to eat, and are 
mainly bought by cafes.

3945. Product Name:  Somozas (Whole Meal Pastry Pouch 
With Tofu Filling).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Dough: Incl. wholemeal fl our. Filling: Incl. 
tofu, vegetables, soy sauce, curry, and raisins.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story.” “A samoza 
is a whole meal pastry pouch or Indian origin... The name 
somoza comes from the name samoza, but we thought 
soyamoza is defi nitely a more appropriate name. The product 
has been discontinued due to lack of people and problems of 
distribution.”

3946. Product Name:  Tofu Bites (Marinated Deep-Fried 
Tofu Cubes).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu, tamari, fl our, spices, oil.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story.” “The Tofu 
bites are a cube of tofu marinated in tamari and tossed in a 
fl our and spices mixture. They are cooked by deep frying and 
are delicious with salad.”

3947. Product Name:  Soysage Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bean Machine.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Grymych, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987 April.
Ingredients:  Soysage, pepper, onion.
New Product–Documentation:  Carolyn Rees. 1987. April. 
Soyfoods (ESFA). “The Bean Machine story.” “Soysage 

burgers have the same basic recipe as the soysage, but 
with added pepper and onion. They are put into the same 
packaging and cooked in the same way as the soysage. They 
are then formed into a burger shape and covered with the 
same mixture of fl our and spices as for the Tofu bites. They 
can be cooked either by frying, grilling, or in a microwave.”

3948. Rees, Carolyn. 1987. The Bean Machine story. 
Soyfoods (ESFA) 1(2):8-10. April.
• Summary: “In the bad winter of 1981, the founders of Bean 
Machine were cut off by snow with only a jar of soybean 
and little else. They had a soybean recipe book written by 
a community farm [The Farm] in Tennessee and decided to 
have a go at making Tofu.
 “They found others who believed in the same ideas and 
started the Bean Machine in their kitchen, at home. From 
there the business expanded in a little Welsh village. As 
demand grew more people came to work, and it became a 
full fl edged cooperative.
 “In 1984, our founders had to leave us, sadly, because 
of illness, but their example and courage was and is now an 
inspiration to us all...
 We are now 9 full time members. The fi rst two years of 
existence were very diffi cult; breaking down resistance to the 
product, fi nding a market, and solving distribution problems 
used up most of the Bean Machine scanty resources.” 
The company decided to focus on second generation tofu 
products. They obtained a Regional Aid grant to help fund 
an expansion program. Tofu is sold vacuum packed in 227 
and 454 gm sizes. They produce 60 lb/tofu every 2 hours. 
The company’s product range includes Soysage, Soyanaise, 
Burgers (with okara and rice), Pasties (with tofu fi lling), 
Somozas (pouches fi lled with tofu), Tofu Bites (deep-fried 
marinated tofu cubes), and Soysage Burgers. “We hope 
to do an iced bean [soy ice cream] when the grant comes 
through. Then we will get the facilities and soon we shall be 
expanding to a bigger premises, in Grymych, where the Bean 
Machine is now, which is ideal for us.
 “A third of the Bean Machine profi t will go towards a 
third world organization.” Address: A principal of The Bean 
Machine, Crymych, Wales.

3949. Soyfoods (ESFA). 1987. News from the world: Spain. 
Dietetique et Sante in Spain. 1(2):26. April. [Eng]
• Summary: “Diététique et Santé SA (Gerblé, Milical, 
Nergisport, Bisson) leader of the Health foods for adults 
in France has taken a majority share in the Spanish Dietisa 
SA, leader of the Health food market in Spain. At Dietisa 
Headquarters in Barcelona, the company has a modern 
plant and laboratory. Dietisa has subsidiaries in the UK, 
Switzerland and Venezuela.”

3950. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1987. Editorial. Soyfoods 
(ESFA) 1(2):2. April. [Eng]
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• Summary: “Since Alpro Belgium pioneered a new soymilk 
six years ago, many things have changed. The new soya 
milk with a nice taste and a high nutritional value of 3.6% 
protein attracted a lot of consumers. In a few years, the 
total European market increased from 500,000 litres to the 
today’s estimation of 15 million litres. But also the number 
of producers grew and companies such as Celnat (France), 
Sapov (France), Soya Health Food (England), Soyana 
(Switzerland), DE-VAU-GE (Germany) and recently Cacoja 
(France) started to produce soya milk. The total capacity of 
the 4 largest producers amounts to 60 million litres which is 
4 times more than the market volume...
 “We are on the verge of a boom for soyfoods. 
Manufacturers will need the technology to make quality 
soymilk, tofu and other soyfoods... But this will not be 
enough; marketing is essential to make sure that our products 
fi ll a need and please the consumer.”

3951. Marketing Week (London, England). 1987. American 
soya beans come to UK. May 29.
• Summary: The American Soybean Assoc. is launching a 
generic TV campaign costing 2 million pounds to promote 
soy oil in the UK, where it accounts for only 3.7% of 
cooking oil sales, vs. 85% in the USA. The ASA has run 
generic soy oil promotions before in the UK but with lower 
budgets. Ad themes are versatility and healthfulness.

3952. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1987. The Plamil range provides 
vegan nutritional requirements (Ad). Vegan (The) (England). 
Spring. p. 6.
• Summary: Half-page, black and white. “... with the 
essential calcium and vitamins B2, B12 and D2. Born of a 
vision when this vegan company pioneered the fi rst British-
made soya milk in 1965.
 “For literature (SAE please) write to Plamil Vegetarian 
Foods,...”
 Illustrations show: (1) Plamil Soya Milk (concentrated). 
Plamil Soya Milk (ready to use). (3) Plamil soya milk (small 
round cups with peel-off lids). Address: Plamil House, 
Bowles Well Gardens, Folkestone, Kent, England.

3953. STS–Soya Technology Systems. 1987. Soymilk versus 
EEC legislation. Singapore. 34 p. [4 ref]
• Summary: This book is a compilation of four documents: 
1. “Explanatory Memorandum on the Designations Used 
in the Marketing of Milk and Milk Products,” issued by the 
EEC Commission, 20 May 1988 (4 p.). 2. “EEC Report on 
Imitation Milk and Milk Products (Commission Report to 
the Council).” (March 1986. 22 p.). Defi nes imitation and 
substitute products. 3. “Proposal for a Council Regulation 
(EEC) on the Designations Used in the Marketing of Milk 
and Milk Products” 29 March 1984, including the proposed 
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amendments of 1986 (4 p.). 4. Annexes. Designations and 
defi nitions of dairy-related products (4 p.).
 Anders Lindner of STS notes in a memo sent out with 
the booklet on 4 March 1987 that “Although soymilk and 
soymilk products are currently no real threat to the dairy 
industry in the EEC, there are forces in motion in Brussels 
to give soymilk a hard time. The assumption is, that what 
margarine did to butter–soymilk can do to milk.”

3954. Product Name:  Tofu, and Tofu Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tousoy Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  65 Weston Park, Hornsey, 
London N8 9TA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 May.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. C. Tong. 
1987. March and May. Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 
10. The company now also makes a tofu spread.

3955. Product Name:  White Wave Soya Yogart [Raspberry, 
Strawberry, Black Cherry, Honey & Muesli]. Renamed 
Unisoy Soya Yogart in Aug. 1989.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.  
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction:  1987 May.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  120 gm cup.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the label. “Dairy Free. Yogurt-style Cultured Soya 
Milk.” On the top of each cup is a square logo, with one 
corner at the top–so that it looks like two triangles, one 
facing up and one down. In the top triangle is an illustration 
of a breaking wave, and in the bottom half are the words 
“White Wave.” CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction as Autumn 1986. Neil 
Rabheru is in charge of production and Martyn Webster of 
sales.
 SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1):3. New products 
from Unisoy include Soya Yogart in 4 fl avors. It is made 
with fresh organic soya milk and sweetened with pure apple 
juice.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. 
Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This product was launched 
in May 1987 and was renamed Unisoy Soya Yogart in Aug. 
1989. The original yogurt was made with ordinary inorganic 
soyamilk and sweetened with raw cane sugar. “This was 
the fi rst ever extended shelf life [soy] yogart in Europe. It 
was also the fi rst to be made from fresh soya milk.” All the 
previous soy yogurts in the UK had contained soy protein 
isolates, since the manufacturers did not know how to make 
soymilk with a high protein level.
 In Aug. 1989 the company launched a new soy yogurt, 

Unisoy Soya Yogart, which had the fruit (such as raspberry) 
preserved in apple juice (instead of sugar), used organic 
soyamilk, and was sweetened with pure apple juice, which 
see.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. They 
started with four fl avors shown above. When they switched 
over to the Unisoy brand, they dropped the Honey & Muesli 
fl avors and replaced it with Peach Melba.

3956. Millon, Marc. 1987. They spend their weekends 
in search of bellfl ower, dropwort, sow’s thistle and wild 
mushrooms. Guardian (England). June 12. p. 21.
• Summary: Many Koreans spend their weekends (especially 
in the spring) searching for these wild foods. A recipe 
for Bulgogi calls for “1/3 pint light soy sauce (such as 
Kikkoman)” in the marinade.

3957. Soybean Update. 1987. French President Francois 
Mitterand rejected Ronald Reagan’s proposal to speed up the 
removal of farm subsidies. June 15. p. 3.
• Summary: “West Germany and the U.K. sided with 
Mitterand, stressing that no new institution should be created 
for farm negotiations.”

3958. Product Name:  Life All Natural Dressing & Dip with 
Tofu [Regular, Avocado, or Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name:  St. Giles Food Co., Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  St. Giles House, Sandhurst Rd., 
Sidcup, Kent DA15 7HL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Labels. 1987, undated. 
Imported by Liberty/Ramsey Imports, Gourmet Products 
Division, Universal Foods Corp., 66 Broad St., Carlstadt, 
New Jersey 07072. Phone: 201-935-4500. Spot in Natural 
Foods Merchandiser. 1987. June. p. 54. Tofu Dressing, 
Garlic & Tofu Dressing, Avocado & Tofu Dressing. Letter 
from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. Full address. Gives company 
name as St. Giles Foods Ltd. The product is free of salt and 
sugar.

3959. American Soybean Association. 1987. Soya Bluebook 
‘87. St. Louis, Missouri: American Soybean Assoc. 270 p. 
July. Index (bold face type indicates advertiser). 22 cm.
• Summary: This is the last issue of the Soya Bluebook 
published by the American Soybean Association.
 Contents: Organization: International associations, 
government trading agencies. Soy Directory: Oil extraction 
plants/refi neries, manufacturers of edible grade soy products 
& soyfoods, manufacturers of industrial grade soy products. 
Soybean manufacturing support industries: Category listings, 
product handling equipment & supplies, soybean processing 
equipment & supplies, manufacturing services, alphabetical 
company listings. Marketing & auxiliary services: Marketing 
services, commercial services & suppliers, exporters of 
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soybeans & soybean products, importers of soybeans & 
soybean products. Soy statistics: Metric conversions, tables, 
charts, graphs. Glossary. Standards and Specifi cations. 
Indexes: Alphabetical company listings, Soya Bluebook 
sections and categories, advertisers. Maps.
 The section titled “Soy statistics (tables, charts, graphs) 
(p. 185-244) is a rich source of information, worldwide. 
Contents: Soybean production–Area planted / harvested 
and yield: U.S. soybean planting and harvesting dates. U.S. 
soybean acreage, yield, and production. U.S. soybean planted 
acreage by state. U.S. soybean harvested acreage by state. 
U.S. soybean yield by state. U.S. soybean production by 
state.
 U.S. production of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat, 
cotton (graph). U.S. harvested acreage of major crops: 
Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph). U.S. yield per acre 
of major crops: Soybeans, corn, wheat, cotton (graph). 
Argentine soybean area, yield and production by province. 
Brazilian soybean area, yield and production by state. 
Canadian soybean production. Canadian soybean production 
and utilization.
 Soybean production by major countries (graph). Share of 
world soybean production by major countries (graph). World 
soybean production. Soybean acreage by major countries 
(graph). Share of world soybean acreage by major countries 
(graph).
 Soybeans and soybean products: Supply and disposition: 
U.S. soybeans: Supply, disposition, acreage / yield and 
price. U.S. soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition. 
Soybean usage in the U.S. (graph). U.S. soybean exports–
percent of total usage (graph). Argentine soybeans: Supply 
and disposition. Argentine soybean meal and oil: Supply 
and disposition. Brazilian soybeans: Supply and disposition. 
Brazilian soybean meal and oil: Supply and disposition.
 U.S. soybean prices, crop value, farm marketings: Prices 
of U.S. soybeans: No.1 yellow. Prices of U.S. soybeans: 
Received by farmers. U.S. soybean price support operations. 
U.S. soybean crop value. U.S. farm marketings of soybeans.
 Soybean processing and products–processing facilities 
and product value: U.S. soybean processing plants (map). 
Value of U.S. soybean products and crush margin.
 Meal: U.S. soybean meal: Prices paid by farmers. U.S. 
soybean meal: Average wholesale price, Decatur [Illinois]. 
U.S. soybean meal: Beginning stocks, production, exports 
and domestic disappearance. U.S. oilseed cake and meals: 
Supply, disposition, and price. World major protein meals: 
Supply and utilization.
 Fat and Oils: World major oilseeds: Supply and 
utilization. World major vegetable and marine oils: Supply 
and utilization. Prices of U.S. soybean oil. U.S. soybean oil 
utilization. U.S. soybean oil value as percent of total soybean 
value (graph). U.S. soybean oil: Supply, disposition, and 
price. U.S. edible fats and oils: Supply and disappearance.
 Exports and imports–U.S. exports of soybeans 

by month. U.S. soybean exports by port and country 
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybeans by country of 
destination. U.S. soybean exports by port areas (map). 
U.S. exports: Soybean oilseed cake and meal by country 
of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil by country of 
destination. U.S. exports: Soybean oil, P.L. 480, title I 
and III by country of destination. U.S. exports: Soybean, 
cottonseed and sunfl owerseed oils by country of destination. 
U.S. exports: Soybean and cottonseed oils by year. Brazilian 
exports of soybeans and products to major countries. 
Soybean and product exports by major countries (graph). 
World share of soybean and product exports (graph).
 Before page 199 are two fold-out color maps (color 
coded by county): U.S. soybean production 1985, and U.S. 
soybean acreage 1985. Two other maps are: American 
Soybean Association international offi ces / world regions, 
U.S. soybean processing plants, and U.S. soybean exports by 
port areas.
 A full-page table (p. 235) shows U.S. exports of 
whole soybeans, 1982-1986–Volume of exports (in metric 
tons) by country of destination and total value each year. 
Region and country of destination: North America: Canada, 
Mexico, other, total. South America: Brazil, Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, Venezuela, other, total. Europe and Russia: 
Belgium & Luxembourg, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, 
Germany (West), Germany (East), Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Soviet Union, 
Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia, other, 
total. Middle East. Africa. Asia: China–PRC, China–Taiwan, 
India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea (South), Pakistan, other, total. 
Australia & Oceania. Other unidentifi ed. Grand total. Value 
of exports–total (million $). Address: P.O. Box 27300, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63141.

3960. APV Baker News (UK). 1987. APV Baker to acquire 
Danish company for £15.8 million. July.
• Summary: APV Baker will buy Pasilac-Danish Turnkey 
Dairies from the Danish Sugar Corporation. This company is 
principally engaged in the design, manufacture, and sale of 
specialized process plants to the dairy, brewing, and animal 
feed industries. Sales for 1986 were about 130 million 
pounds; profi ts were 2.7 million pounds. DTD was formed 
in 1969 by Jorn B. Jensen. Note: An ad in Food Engineering 
International (March 1988. p. 5) states that “APV is now the 
undisputed leader in supplying production line machinery 
and equipment to the food and drink industries–worldwide.”
 Note: This is the fi rst edition of APV Baker News, a 
company newsletter published 6 times a year. Address: APV 
Baker, Westfi eld Rd., Peterborough, PE3 6TA, England. 
Phone: 0733-26-2000.

3961. Clwyd Connection (Clwyd, Wales). 1987. Newtech 
helps ice cream company [Genice]. July. p. 4.
• Summary: A large color photo shows Managing Director 
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Ray Pierce and Technical Director Irene Barclay with many 
1-liter tubs of Genice Ice Delight, a non-dairy soy ice cream. 
Genice started developing their product range in April 1986 
and began production in March 1987. “Turnover is expected 
to total £250,000 this year and will treble fairly quickly. 
Smaller health food shops buy Genice products under the 
Ice Delight name but the company has also made a major 
breakthrough in securing own-label business with suppliers 
to supermarket chains [Soya Health Foods Ltd., marketers of 
Sunrise Ice Dream]. Up to 7 million people in the UK alone 
cannot eat dairy related products.
 A company named Newtech, located nearby in the 
Deeside Industrial Park, helped Genice to get started. In May 
1987 Newtech was designated as an offi cial Business and 
Innovation Centre of the European Community. Address: 
UK.

3962. Mann, Ernest J. 1987. Ice cream: Part 2. Dairy 
Industries International 52(7):19-20. July. [38 ref]
• Summary: This continuation of the review of the literature 
on ice cream includes a summary of 3 reports from India on 
ice creams made from soymilk. Address: Lane End House, 
Shinfi eld, Reading, RG2 9BB, Berkshire, UK.

3963. Soybean Update. 1987. Targeted Export Assistance 
(TEA) funds pack more wallop into ASA’s defense and 
promotion of soyoil markets in Europe. Aug. 3. p. 3.
• Summary: Congress mandated TEA as part of the ‘85 Farm 
Act to fi ght unfair trade practice. The American Soybean 
Association uses TEA funds to research consumer markets 
for soyoil in the United Kingdom, West Germany, Italy, 
Spain, Greece and Portugal; and develop advertisements and 
other promotions to convince consumers to buy soyoil.

3964. Schauff, M. 1987. Imitationsprodukte fuer 
Milcherzeugnisse–Gefahr fuer Landwirtschaft und 
Verbraucher [Imitation milk products–The danger for 
agriculture and the consumer]. Deutsche Milchwirtschaft 
38(34):1169-73. Aug. 19. [Ger]
• Summary: Discusses the effects of imitation dairy 
products on the consumption of milk and milk products, 
and the response of the dairy industry in the USA, UK, and 
France–against the background of continuing resistance in 
West Germany to the introduction of such products. During 
the past 12 years, imitation milk products have come on 
the market, especially in Sweden and the USA. In recent 
years they have had booming sales in the UK. In Germany, 
margarine has stolen half of the market from butter.
 Imitation milk products have made the greatest gains 
in the United States. Their potential in Europe is described 
in a report titled “Project 2002” by the American Soybean 
Association. Address: VDM, Bonn, Germany.

3965. Holt, John. 1987. Character sketch of Michael Cole 

(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 22. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John Holt was the fi rst to sell soy ice cream in 
England, starting in 1984. Michael Cole was his salesman, 
then he left and started his own ice cream company. Cole is 
a very nice guy, charismatic but he sometimes uses people 
badly and is not too honest. He was a miniguru on the 
West Coast of the USA, into self help. Dynamic, pushy, 
accomplishes a lot. Famous and good with money. Wrote a 
book. Address: England.

3966. Holt, John. 1987. Soy ice cream in England and 
Michael Cole (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 22. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John Holt was the fi rst to sell soy ice cream 
in England, starting in 1984. The product was probably 
named Sojal? Frozen Non-Dairy Dessert. Michael Cole 
was his salesman, then he left and started his own ice cream 
company.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. The 
last he heard of John Holt, John was a consultant for some 
fi rm in Coventry, but Neil thinks he is no longer there. 
Neil is absolutely certain that Michael Cole has never been 
involved with John Holt. Neil thinks that Michael Cole’s 
fi rst involvement with soyfoods in the UK was with Soya 
Health Foods (Sunrise). Sojal was the fi rst ice cream to 
be sweetened with honey; it is now Haldane Foods brand 
because John’s tofu company was purchased by Brian 
Welsby of Haldane Foods, before it was purchased by British 
Arkady. Address: England.

3967. Cole, Michael. 1987. Sordi, major Italian manufacturer 
of dairy equipment, to start making soymilk equipment 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 24. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Sordi plans to do what Alfa-Laval and DTD/
STS have already done. Michael Cole has signed a 5-year 
contract to work with them, and has started his own 
company, Soya International Ltd., a consulting fi rm. Cole 
formerly made soy ice cream, soy yogurt, and soymilk with 
Soya Health Foods Ltd. in England. Address: England.

3968. J. of the American Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. World 
fats & oils report: Higher oil prices predicted. 64(8):1058-59, 
1062, 1064, 1066-78, 1080-85. Aug. [1 ref]
• Summary: Statistics and general information on vegetable 
oil production, consumption, and trends in the following 
countries is given: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, 
Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Finland, France, West Germany, 
East Germany, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Italy, Ivory Coast, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nigeria, 
Norway, Pakistan, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Soviet 
Union, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela, and 
Yugoslavia.
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 Tables include: 1. World production and consumption 
of major vegetable and marine oils. 2. Top 10 producers of 
major vegetable oils (USA, EEC 12 countries, Malaysia, 
China, Brazil, USSR, Indonesia, East Europe, Argentina, 
India. The oils: soybean, cottonseed, sunfl owerseed, 
rapeseed, coconut, palm kernel, and palm oil). 3. Top 8 
exporters of major edible oils (Malaysia, EEC 12 countries, 
Argentina, Philippines, USA, Singapore, Brazil, Indonesia). 
4. Top 8 importers of major edible oils (EEC 12 countries, 
Africa, India, USA, Singapore, USSR, China, Pakistan). 
5. Margarine, compound fat/shortening, and salad oil 
production for selected countries (USA, USSR, Japan, India, 
Pakistan, Netherlands, West Germany, UK, Canada, Poland, 
Brazil).

3969. Product Name:  Plamil Veeze (Non-Dairy Cheese 
Spread) [Garlic, Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.  Phone: 
0303 850588.
Date of Introduction:  1987 August.
Ingredients:  Garlic–Aug. 1989: Water, sunfl ower oil, palm 
kernel oil, soya protein [isolate], autolysed yeast, sea salt, 
lemon juice. Flavouring: Natural garlic extract, calcium 
phosphate, vitamins B-12, D-2, and B-2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  135 gm plastic tub.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Harold 
Atkinson of Plamil Foods Ltd. 1987. Aug. 10. The Vegan. 
1987. Winter. p. 14. “Shoparound: Lis Howlett surveys the 
latest vegan products.” “Just as Plamil’s Veeze–the fi rst 
non-dairy spread of its kind–is establishing itself as a fi rm 

favorite, Kallo Foods have launched another alternative 
cheese-type spread. Called Fromsoya and available any time 
now, this one is fl avoured with horseradish and lemon juice.”
 Simon Bailey. 1988. Natural Choice (England). Aug. 15. 
with photo of Label.
 CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. 
Introduced in summer of 1987. Ad in The Vegan. 1988. 
Summer. p. 14. For Veeze (Vegan cheese spread) and Soya 
Milk in Mini-Pot size. “Plamil’s policy is to cater for vegans’ 
nutritional needs, selling exclusively through health-food 
stores. These Plamil products provide vegans with important 
calcium and essential vitamins B-2, B-12, and D-2. You may 
buy them at the Living Without Cruelty Exhibitions.”
 Label sent by Plamil Foods. 1989. Aug. 4 inches 
diameter. Yellow, light blue, brown and black on white. “A 
unique blend of vegetable oils and soya protein. Use like 
cheese spread. Once open, refrigerate. 100% non dairy. No 
artifi cial colours or fl avours. Ideal for vegans and those 
allergic to dairy cheese.”

3970. Product Name:  Plamil Soyamilk Rice Pudding with 
Sultanas.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 August.
Ingredients:  Water, unpolished rice, soya protein isolate, 
sunfl ower oil, raw sugar, sultanas [seedless raisins], natural 
vanilla essence, sea salt, soya lecithin (emulsifi er), carrageen 
extract [carrageenan] (stabiliser).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  439 gm (15.5 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Label for a can. 1987, 
undated. 4 by 9.5 inches. Yellow, white and green on brown. 
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“Organically grown unpolished rice.”

3971. Product Name:  Plamil Sugar Free Soya Milk Rice 
Pudding with Sultanas.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.  Phone: 
(0303) 850588.
Date of Introduction:  1987 August.
Ingredients:  Water, soya protein [isolate], sunfl ower oil, 
unpolished rice, sultanas, fl avouring: natural vanilla essence, 
sea salt, emulsifi er: soya lecithin, stabilizer: carrageen 
[carrageenan].
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  439 gm (15.5 oz) can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Plamil brochure. 1990. 
Gives name as Plamil Soya Milk Rice Pudding. Sugar-free 
is in a blue, yellow, and white can. With sugar is in a Brown, 
yellow, and white can.
 Letter and Label sent by Arthur Ling, Managing 
Director of Plamil Foods. 1990. July 24. “The sugar-free 
version of our soya milk Rice Pudding was introduced in 
August 1987.” Label. 9.5 by 4.25 inches. Blue, yellow, 
white, and brown. Color photo of a blue bowl containing 
the pudding and sultanas (raisins). “100% non dairy. 
Organically grown unpolished rice. Gluten free. Suitable for 
those allergic to dairy milk. Contains no animal fats or other 
animal ingredient. Protein is from soya protein isolate which 
has far higher protein content pro rata than soya fl our.”
 Leafl et. 1989. 8½ by 11.5 inches. “Britain’s No. 1. Soya 
Milk Rice Pudding.” “Superb taste in the creamiest of soya 
milks. Perfect wholefood full of nourishment. Organic long 
grain rice. Ready meal hot or cold.” With Vegan certifi cation 
symbol.

3972. Calam, John; Bojarski, J.C.; Springer, C.J. 1987. Raw 
soya-bean fl our increases cholecystokinin release in man. 
British J. of Nutrition 58(2):175-79. Sept. [32 ref]
• Summary: Unfortunately, raw soya-bean fl our is never 
consumed by humans. Address: Dep. of Medicine, Royal 
Postgraduate Medical School, Hammersmith Hospital, 
Ducane Rd. London W12 0HS, England.

3973. Hymowitz, Theodore. 1987. The soybean comes to 
Illinois. Illinois Research 29(2/3):5. Summer/Fall.
• Summary: Domestication is a process of trial and error 
and not an event. In the case of the soybean, this process 
probably took place during the Shang dynasty (ca. 1700-1100 
B.C.) or perhaps earlier. Samuel Bowen brought soybeans 
from China to Greenwich, his residence in Savannah, the 
Colony of Georgia. The 450 acres of Greenwich became the 
center of his farming and manufacturing enterprises. On July 
1, 1767, Bowen received patent number 878 for his invention 
of methods to prepare and make sago powder, vermicelli, 

and soy sauce from plants grown in America. The soy sauce 
that he made in Georgia was exported to London.
 “In 1851, the soybean was introduced to Illinois by 
Benjamin Franklin Edwards, the youngest brother of the fi rst 
territorial governor of Illinois, Ninian Edwards... He obtained 
the seeds from Japanese fi shermen who were rescued at sea 
by the Aukland, which was bringing sugar from Hong Kong 
to San Francisco, California. Edwards gave the seeds to John 
H. Lea, of Alton [Illinois], who planted them in his garden in 
the summer of 1851.” Address: Prof. of plant genetics, Dep. 
of Agronomy, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.

3974. Lindner, Anders. 1987. The world soymilk market and 
Soya Technology Systems (STS) (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 7 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: “On 21 Oct. 1987 Anders Lindner, on a trip of 
the USA, visited the Soyfoods Center (SC). The following 
interview was conducted by William Shurtleff.
 “SC: STS started fi ve years ago, and in that time you 
have traveled the world, visiting every potential customer, 
and sold four soymilk plants. What major changes or trends 
have you seen in the world soymilk market during that time?
 “STS: You must look at one region at a time. In the 
United States there is defi nitely an increased interest in and 
awareness of soymilk. Soyfoods are relatively well known. 
In Europe there has been a big increase in the number of 
enquiries about soymilk from all countries. The number of 
larger companies that have contacted us has also increased.
 “Africa is still a dark continent as far as soymilk goes, 
with the possible exception of Nigeria, where we have a 
number of quotations pending, awaiting approval for foreign 
currency. This could take time.
 “Looking at Asia, in India there was almost a frenzy of 
interest several years ago and we still get enquiries every 
week. The government gave permission to build many 
new soybean crushing plants. Soybean production is now 
over a million tons, and it is still not enough. So the price 
of soybeans is rising, which raises soymilk prices. But I’m 
not as optimistic about the future of soymilk in India today 
as I was 6 months ago. India’s fi rst major soymilk plant, 
established by the Noble Soya House group in Bhopal, has 
not been as successful as everyone had hoped it would be. 
Two of India’s best known companies, the Great Eastern 
Shipping Company (also called the Bhiwandiwalla Group) 
and Godrej, backed the new company, which greatly 
bolstered public confi dence in the project. Each owned 
24% of the private limited company and the rest was 
publicly owned. Great Eastern provided fi nancing and put 
a number of their very best people in the top management 
positions. Godrej, which is the marketing company in 
India par excellence, provided distribution and marketing. 
They specialize in soaps. Alfa-Laval supplied the plant and 
Kibun sold their technology know how. Production began 
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in January 1987 and it had all the signs of being a very, very 
good project. Their soymilk, named Noble House Great 
Shake, comes in four fl avors (chocolate, strawberry, mango, 
and American ice cream fl avor, basically a vanilla) in 200 ml 
Tetra Brik cartons. I have heard it said that the products were 
not well formulated, the timing was poor, the prices were too 
high, and the products were marketed as a clearly Western-
style of foreign product. The project got lots of big media 
publicity, but much of it was not favorable, we are sorry to 
say. Today the plant runs only about 2 hours a day.
 “We have sold a plant to Amrit Soya and Protein Foods 
Ltd., owned by the Amrit Company, an old company. They 
are in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, on the outskirts of New 
Delhi and are expected to start production in mid-1988. This 
will be India’s largest soymilk plant with a capacity of 6,000 
liters/hour.
 “Back to Asia, when we established STS we located 
ourselves in Southeast Asia, thinking that with the large 
consumption of soybean drinks there it would be quite 
simple to sell plants to make soybean milk as well. But that 
has not been the case. I fi nd the food processing companies 
there extremely conservative. Our strategy now is to show 
the companies in East Asia that our concept works in the 
USA and Europe.
 “China has been a disappointment. They seemed to be 
more interested in soymilk plants a few years ago.
 “So generally speaking, the climate has gotten better, 
especially in Europe and the United States.
 “SC: Has your strategy or basic approach for selling 
STS soymilk plants changed during this period?
 “STS: Yes, it is changing now. We are expanding our 
product range by offering processes for other soymilk-based 
foods. Formerly we thought of ourselves as selling primarily 
liquid soymilk. Now we are offering process lines for tofu, 
ice cream, dressings, dips, spreads and other dairy analogs, 
plus what we call ‘semi-products.’ These are non-consumer, 
industrial food type products such as concentrated soymilk 
or curds for use as ingredients by food processors. We are 
investing in R&D on these. I think we will fi nd new uses for 
our soymilk base, including new ways of making traditional 
products, dairy analogs, powdered products, and truly new 
products.
 “SC: Have you made any major technological 
developments?
 “STS: Yes. we are now offering an ultrafi ltration 
system as part of our soymilk system. This is an 
important technological innovation. It allows you to 
concentrate soymilk by removing water without adding 
heat (thus preserving the good fl avor of the product) or 
to remove certain components from the soymilk, such 
as oligosaccharides or perhaps trypsin inhibitors or 
lipoxygenase enzymes, using membranes. More important, 
it can help in automating tofu production. The soymilk base 
goes into the ultrafi ltration plant, where it is concentrated. 

Coagulant is injected into the line and mixed. Rectangular 
cakes of tofu are chopped off as they come out the exit 
end. Luke Lukoskie at Island Spring has been a pioneer 
in developing these processes using a pilot plant, with an 
ultrafi ltration unit, that we loaned him. This technology 
seems to have a very promising future for processing 
soymilk in the West, and for making soya panir (fresh curds) 
in India. There is not enough cow’s milk in India to go 
around, and most of it is sold in the cities. I think soya panir 
will undersell dairy panir in India.
 “SC: Which company do you feel is your strongest 
competitor?
 “STS: Our main competitor everywhere is Alfa-Laval. 
After that, but much less, some of the Japanese companies 
such as Marusan-Seikensha and Mitsubishi. Given that we 
had just installed the largest soymilk plant in the Western 
world for De-Vau-Ge in Germany, I was surprised to note 
that Eden Foods in America chose Marusan-Seikensha 
without ever contacting us at all. Marusan seems to have 
only one English speaking person in the entire company, Mr. 
Tominaga. Mitsubishi competed with us selling systems in 
India and Nepal. Takai never seems to be in competition with 
us. Vandemoortele is no longer supplying systems, though 
the huge plant they built in Ambatolampy, Madagascar 
(35 million liters/year capacity) is still in operation. The 
company, Lalasoa SA (Societe Anonym) is run by a woman 
named Regina.
 “SC: Could you tell us a little about the four plants that 
you have sold?
 “STS: Our biggest and most successful plant was sold 
to De-Vau-Ge, a Seventh-day Adventist food company 
in Lueneburg (near Hamburg), Germany. They started 
production in August 1985 and make Granose and Granovita 
brands soymilk, sold mainly in the UK and West Germany, 
but also in Scandinavia and France. The plant is running 
at full capacity, which is 3,000 liters per hour of soymilk 
base (4.7% protein). This is 4,000 liters per hour of fi nished 
soymilk (3.5% protein), or 50,000 liters a day. They currently 
only make two products. Labels for the UK market read 
Granose Soya Milk (4 fl avors) and Granose Soya Dessert (3 
fl avors of custard puddings gelled with natural carrageenan, 
a seaweed extract). Both products are packed in half liter 
or liter aseptic Tetra Brik cartons. The plant is doing very 
well, selling all it can make. This is the only one of the 
four that has started operation. we have also sold a plant 
to Island Spring (Vashon, WA), which may be the next to 
start production. The capacity is also 3,000 liters/hour of 
soymilk base. Amrit in India should be in production by mid-
1988. Their plant has the same basic capacity as the plant in 
Germany, but since their soymilk will contain only 2.25% 
protein, the actual output will be 6,000 liters per hour which 
is larger than Germany. They will make both beverages 
and foods, mainly a panir type cheese. The beverages will 
contain Indian fl avorings.” (Continued). Address: STS, 
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Singapore.

3975. Lindner, Anders. 1987. The world soymilk market and 
Soya Technology Systems (STS) (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 7 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: Continued: Our fourth plant is in France, but 
I am not allowed to divulge the name of the company until 
the product is on the market. They plan to make only liquid 
soymilk.
 “Alfa-Laval installed their fi rst European plant (a 
small one) in France this year, billing it as the “soymilk 
development center of Europe, the fi rst plant on the 
continent” as if our large De-Vau-Ge plant [in Germany] did 
not exist.
 “SC: Do you see any innovative or low-cost packaging 
for soymilk on the horizon.
 “STS: All of our plants use or will use aseptic Tetra 
Brik cartons. The Indian plant has also purchased a Prepac 
aseptic plastic bag machine, like that used to package Sipso 
soymilk, but aseptic. Thus it needs no refrigeration. (Prepac 
is a French fi rm; Sipso was India’s fi rst commercial soymilk, 
made by Pantnagar Soymilk Products (P) Ltd.). The big 
advantage of aseptic bags is that they cost about half as much 
as Tetra Brik cartons. Disadvantages are consumer handling, 
transportation, outer wrapping cost, leakage problems, and 
the shelf life is not as long (which is not really a problem).
 “SC: What basic soymilk systems do you sell and how 
much does each cost? With and without building. With and 
without packaging.
 “STS: Our basic plant is 3,000 liters/hour of soymilk 
base (4.7% protein content). There are many variables that 
each customer can choose to have or not have, which affect 
the price. On average this plant costs about $1.5 million 
(US) including the building and silos but without packaging 
machines. Three aseptic Tetra Brik machines to package 
this dairylike soymilk in 250 ml cartons will add another 
$1.5 million to the cost, for a total of roughly $3 million. 
The most expensive components are the aseptic packaging 
machines, the UHT plant, and the decanter/centrifuge.
 “SC: Does STS have any plans to get into smaller, less 
expensive systems?
 “STS: Not at the moment. No.
 “SC: In the USA soymilk is 3.4 to 5 times as expensive 
as cow’s milk per unit volume. How can people in Third 
World countries afford this?
 “STS: Cow’s milk is relatively much less expensive in 
the USA than in most other countries, and especially Third 
World and Asian countries. In many countries, cow’s milk is 
simply not widely available. In Nigeria several dairy plants 
are now being rebuilt for making soymilk. In India, packaged 
soymilk and cow’s milk sell for about the same price. The 
soymilk is less expensive to produce but the packaging raises 
the cost a lot. Thus there is a big interest in selling soymilk 

unpackaged (as from a kiosk cooler dispenser) or packaged 
in bulk, as in the aseptic 1-20 gallon bag-in-the box, for 
institutions. A school could order one or two 20-gallon packs 
a day at very low cost. The equipment is made in California 
(by Scholle) and Australia. For developed countries, aseptic 
packaging looks like the wave of the future.
 “SC: What is the biggest problem in selling soymilk to 
Third World countries, acceptability or lack of capital?
 “STS: The latter. For example, in Sri Lanka we did 
acceptability tests among 5,000 primary school children and 
95% either liked it or liked it very much. In addition to lack 
of government funds to build the plant, there was in-fi ghting 
among several government departments as to which would 
be in charge of the project. The government urged us to fi nd 
a private party to build the plant, and they could sell the 
soymilk to the government. But that is a slow process.
 “SC: Could you outline the main steps in the STS 
soymilk process?
 “STS: Let me show you our color slide show of the 
De-Vau-Ge plant. This process is a continuous one with 
computerized monitors at all key points. Soybeans from 
the silos are screen, cleaned, steamed, dried, cooled, and 
dehulled. The hulls are removed by aspiration, and the 
cotyledons are destoned. In the continuous-process enzyme 
inactivation unit, the cotyledons are blanched for several 
minutes at atmospheric pressure in boiling water containing 
a little sodium bicarbonate. The blanch water is drained 
off and beans are then ground with hot water and a fresh 
dose of sodium bicarbonate in two sequential colloid mills 
(made by the Swiss fi rm Fryma Maschinen AG). A decanter 
/ centrifuge (made by Siebtechnik GmbH) is used to separate 
the soymilk base (4.7% protein) from the okara fi ber. The 
base is then run though the fi rst deodorizer, which strips 
away volatile off-fl avors using a vacuum, then thru a plate 
heater to inactivate trypsin inhibitor, and fi nally into batch 
formulation tanks. Premixed fl avors and/or oil and nutrients 
are added, and the mixture is run through an homogenizer 
into storage tanks. Then comes the UHT (Ultra High 
Temperature) plant, followed by a second deodorizer, aseptic 
homogenization, and into an aseptic buffer tank before the 
fi nal aseptic packaging.
 “SC: What are the features of the STS system that you 
feel make it preferable to other competing systems?
 “STS: First, the quality of our product. Second, the 
turnkey concept: we offer the whole system, from storage 
of soybeans to packaging of soymilk, from one source 
company. We are the only company that does that. Our prices 
seem to be about the same as our competitors.
 “In terms of the process, the Alfa Laval system does 
not dehull the soybeans. we think dehulling makes a better 
quality product, but it takes additional equipment, which 
costs more money. For liquid soymilk, Alfa uses indirect 
UHT treatment with plate heat exchangers, whereas we 
prefer direct UHT using steam injection, which we feel gives 
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longer production hours, less protein 
precipitation and scaling, and better 
fl avor. Alfa talks of its oxygen-free, 
vacuum grinding; our process is similar, 
but we don’t feature it.
 “SC: What was of interest on your 
recent world trip?
 “STS: Many things. At the World 
Congress on Food and Nutrition in 
Singapore I was amazed to see how 
many presentations were on soyfoods. 
And roughly a third of the booths at the 
Expo were soy-related.
 “SC: Anything else?
 “STS: Yes. Ownership of our company recently changed 
hands. As you know, Danish Turnkey Dairies, our parent, 
was owned by the Danish Sugar Corporation, which also 
owned Pasilac, a dairy equipment manufacturer. In March 
1986 DTD and Pasilac were merged.
 “Now APV is a huge British food engineering company, 
active worldwide. In February they bought Baker, a big 
British baking equipment company, to form APV-Baker. 
There is also APV-Crepaco. In May 1987 Pasilac-DTD 
and its subsidiaries (including STS) were taken over by 
APV-Baker. The new fi rm may be called APV-Pasilac. A 
major purpose of this trip to the U.S. is to meet APV people 
involved with soy.” Address: STS, Singapore.

3976. Cole, Michael. 1987. Soya International Limited 
(News release). Downs Court, 29 The Downs, Altrincham, 
Cheshire WA14 2QD, England. 2 p. Oct.
• Summary: Cole was the founder (in 1984) and previously 
managing director of Soya Health Foods Ltd. Soya 
International Ltd. is an international soya marketing 
company, with an international database containing 
information related to soya products. Stephen Burgess is the 
company’s computer consultant. “This information centre 
fully computerized and the fi rst of its kind serves to support 
the main activities of the company whose sub-heading is 
“Research, Development, Marketing, and Management 
Consultants.” S.I. Ltd. has already joined with the large 
Italian company Sordi S.p.A. (a supplier of dairy and juice 
equipment) to complete a feasibility study for the Argentine 
government, as well as working with both the Brazilian and 
New Zealand governments on far reaching long term soya 
projects. Cole, age 42 and born in London, is a vegetarian. 
He managed to bring Soya Health Foods Ltd.’s Sunrise brand 
products to the position of market leaders in just 2 years.
 Note: In Feb. 1989 a letter sent to this company was 
returned. His phone was no longer in service, and the 
directory assistance operator in England could fi nd no 
new listing in Altrincham or in the Cheshire County or 
Manchester areas. Address: Cheshire, England. Phone: 061-
926-8019.

3977. Product Name:  Soyannaise (Eggless Soya 
Mayonnaise or Dressing) [With Garlic]. Renamed ‘Nnaise in 
1988.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1987 October.
Ingredients:  Vegetable oil, liquid and solid extract of soya, 
malt vinegar, lemon juice, garlic, sea salt. Probably made 
with soy protein isolates.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  295 gm glass jar.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Owners: Nick Lyde and Haydn Jones, 
partners.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history 
of Green Dragon Animal Free Foods and Bute Island Foods 
Ltd.” Which see. Soyannaise was fi rst sold in 1987 in several 
local shops in Wales. Cauldron Foods objected to the name 
Soyannaise, so in 1988 the product was renamed ‘Nnaise.
 Letter, Label and photo sent by Haydn Jones. 1995. 
Sept. 15. Soyannaise with Garlic was introduced in 1987. A 
color photo shows a jar of the product on a rock next to two 
cloves of garlic. Label is 5 by 2 inches. Red and green on 
tan. Use before Sept. 1988.

3978. Product Name:  Sunrise Carob Ice (Frozen Non-Dairy 
Vanilla Flavored Bar).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd. 
(Marketer). By 1989 made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice 
Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Rd., Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1UA, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 October.
Ingredients:  Soya milk, corn syrup solids, palm oil, fruit 
sugar (fructose), natural vanilla bean extract, carob, natural 
vegetable gums (guar, carob), natural colors (curcumin, 
annatto), lecithin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  390 ml. Six bars packed in a 
paperboard box.
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How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  The Grocer (London). 
1987. Oct. 3. p. 41. Non-dairy ‘choc ice.’ Soya Health 
Foods has launched Sunrise Carob Ice, a non-dairy ‘choc-
ice’ [vanilla soy ice cream bar coated with carob]. “The 
Carob-Ice is a natural extension of the company’s range of 
frozen foods which included its non-dairy Ice-Dream (four 
fl avours), vegetarian burgers, and Vegetable/Tofu Pies... 
A take-home pack of the Carob-Ice will also be available 
shortly. A black-and-white photo shows 2 Carob-Ice bars, on 
partly unwrapped.
 The Vegan. 1987. Winter [December]. p. 14. 
“Shoparound: Lis Howlett surveys the latest vegan 
products.” “If I had to give a prize for the product of the 
year, I think I would award it to Soya Health Foods–the 
makers of the Ice Dream range–for their new Carob Ices, 
discovered recently in the frozen food compartment of 
a local health-food shop.” They were very popular with 
everyone in her family–including her young children.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. Sunrise Carob Ice, launched in 1987, was a frozen 
soya vanilla-fl avored bar covered with a carob coating, made 
for Soya Health Foods Ltd., Michael Cole’s former company. 
Genice was the fi rst company to make this product, which 
sold extremely well.
 Label sent by Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 
The front of the box reads: “Sunrise 6 Carob Ices.” The 
paperboard box is 5½ by 4¼ by 2 inches. Brown, orange, 

red, tan, green, and 
yellow on white. On the 
front panel: Illustration 
of a large bar of Carob 
Ice in the foreground; 
behind it is a palm tree 
and a 3-masted wooden 
ship sailing in front of 
a large orange setting 
sun. “100% dairy free. 
Totally natural. Free 
from artifi cial additives. 
Suitable for milk allergy 
sufferers.” On a side 
panel: “’Sunrise Carob 
Ice’ is made from totally 
natural non animal 
ingredients, the centre 
is made from ‘Sunrise 
Vanilla Ice Dream’ (also 
available in 1 litre tubs 
and three other fl avours, 
Wildberry, Hazelnut and 
Carob) which is coated 
in a delicious new carob 
coating. The result is a 

healthy delicious tasting Non-Dairy ‘Choc Ice.’”

3979. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Europe’s hottest 
new soyfood product, smoked tofu, is almost unknown in 
America (Overview). Oct. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Recent European visitors and letters to the 
Soyfoods Center have praised the new varieties of smoked 
tofu made by many European tofu companies. They are 
surprised that this product is not better known in America. 
The earliest known commercial smoked tofu was produced 
in France in 1911 by Chinese soyfoods pioneer Li Yu-ying. 
In 1974 Komatsugawa Tofu in Japan made a smoked tofu 
inside a deep-fried tofu pouch, sold in oil in a sardine can. 
The earliest known smoked tofu in the Western world was 
introduced in June 1984 by L’Herberie in Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. All of the recent European brands have been 
introduced since 1986. They are made in England (Caldron 
Foods, Regular Tofu Co., Full of Beans Soyfoods), Germany 
(Soyastern, Morgenland Pfl anzenkost, Christian Nagel 
Tofumanufaktur), Netherlands (Manna Natuurvoeding, 
Heuschen-Schrouff B.V.).

3980. Cottingham, Mark A. 1987. Soybean group [ASA] 
works to create foreign markets. Indiana Agri-News 
(Indianapolis, Indiana). Nov. 20.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association supports 
about 250 projects in 84 countries and operates 11 foreign 
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offi ces that manage the activities. Japan is expected to import 
176 million bu of soybeans this year; 92% will be grown in 
the USA. In China, ASA’s goal is to popularize soybean meal 
in livestock feeds, fi rst to get China off the export market, 
and second to create a demand for U.S. soybeans. We lost the 
Soviet market due to the Afghanistan embargo. Three of the 
biggest potential markets for U.S. soybeans are the USSR, 
China, and India. With federal Targeted Export Assistance 
(TEA) funds totaling up to $17 million ASA has entered a 
full blown soy oil awareness campaign relying on soy oil 
identifi cation. It is conducting advertising campaigns in 6 
European countries. Resulting from the project, 20 different 
cooking oil brands in England are now identifi ed as 100% 
soy oil.

3981. Cook, Anne. 1987. Organization wants to see soy oil 
sweep into new lands. News-Gazette (Champaign, Illinois). 
Nov. 25.
• Summary: Hundreds of farmers attending the 10th Illinois 
Soy-Corn Conference heard Tom Brennan, an American 
Soybean Association (ASA) European marketing executive, 
explain that ASA is trying to establish a market position so 
that customers will demand soy oil in 6 targeted markets: 
Italy, Spain, Portugal, West Germany, Greece, and the 
United Kingdom. The Italian market is a major ASA target 
because the country consumes more oil than any other in the 
European Economic Community–about 5 times more than 
the UK. Per capita annual consumption amounts to about 6 
gallons, half of it olive oil and half other kinds. Olive oil is 
very expensive so people blend it with other oils at home. 
A new government law will require labeling of blended oils 
within the next 5 years. The ASA is saying to companies, “If 
you market soy oil now, we’ll help you pay for the transition 
to specifi cally labeled oils.” A $645,000 ASA contribution to 
one company has worked so well that the company is selling 
its oil abroad.
 ASA reps had their work cut out for them in Greece, 
where selling soy oil for human consumption was illegal 
until recently. ASA worked for 2 years with refi ners to help 
them turn out a high quality soy oil, then they lobbied to 
get the law changed. A company named Soya Hellas will 
introduce a soy oil product on the consumer market next 
year. Address: Staff.

3982. Drosihn, Bernd. 1987. The German and European tofu 
markets. Soyastern and its products (Interview). Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Nov. 30. 2 p. 
transcript.
• Summary: A rare insight into the European tofu market. 
The largest tofu manufacturers in Germany, with estimated 
production statistics, are Soyastern (4,000 kg/week), 
Yamato Tofuhaus GmbH (3,500), TKW GmbH (3,500), 
KMK (2,500; a dairy company in Kassel that makes the 
Hensel brand for Schoenenberger Pfl anzensaefte GmbH*), 

Svadesha (1,500), Tofu Manufaktur Hamburg (1,000), 
Tiefental Tofuhaus (1,000), Byodo Naturkost GmbH (400), 
Morgenland Tofu (200), and Atlantis Tofu (200). All of 
these companies are run by native Germans, none by Asian 
Germans. The largest tofu company in Europe by far is 
Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands (40,000). They make 
tofu, tofu with herbs, and smoked tofu. They are also a major 
food importer and European-wide distributor, and perhaps 
the world’s largest manufacturer of mung bean sprouts.
 Another larger manufacturer in the Netherlands is Linn 
(Lin) Oriental Products (10,000 kg/week). The big tofu 
makers in Switzerland are Galactina (3,000; Dr. Peter Speck) 
and Soyana (3,000; Walter Daenzer). In England: Dragon 
& Phoenix, Cauldron Foods, Regular Tofu Co., and Paul’s 
Tofu. In France: Société Soy, Sojadoc, and Sojalpe.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Feb. 2013) 
that mentions Sojalpe, which later became part of Innoval.
 Note 2. Schoenenberger is the mother company of 
Hensel; they do not make soyfoods. Address: Soyastern 
Naturkost GmbH, Osteratherstr. 26, 5000 Cologne/Koeln 60, 
West Germany.

3983. Blank, Eugene W. 1987. Fats and oils chronology. J. 
of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 64(11):1479-82, 1484, 
1486, 1488-92. Nov. Revised. Originally published in Oil 
and Soap. June 1942. [20 ref]
• Summary: A fascinating overview of historical highlights 
from 259 B.C. to 1964.
 1876–Oleomargarine production begins in Germany.
 1897–Sabatier and co-workers start research on 
catalysis, thus laying the foundation for fat hardening by 
hydrogenation.
 1902–Normann applies the Sabatier process of catalytic 
hydrogenation to liquid oils permitting preparation of fats of 
any desired hardness.
 1910–Procter & Gamble introduces the Sabatier-
Normann-Kaiser process for hydrogenation of vegetable oils.
 1911–Soybeans are fi rst processed in the U.S. by 
Herman Meyer in Seattle, Washington, using a hydraulic 
press; the plant later is known as Pacifi c Oil Mills.
 1911- Procter & Gamble offers Crisco [shortening] for 
retail sale.
 1911–The Duren disease fi rst appears in Scotland, 
killing large numbers of cattle that have been fed soybean oil 
meal extracted with trichloroethylene.
 1915–Domestically grown soybeans are processed by 
the Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co., Elizabeth City, 
North Carolina.
 1917–Soybeans are crushed by expeller press at the 
Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing Co., a linseed mill.
 1919–German patents are issued to Hermann Bollmann 
for continuous solvent extraction of fats, as well as British 
patents for a continuous oilseed extractor.
 1922–Large-scale soybean processing [crushing] is 
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undertaken by A.E. Staley Manufacturing Co. at Decatur, 
Illinois, marking the real beginning of the soybean 
processing industry in the USA.
 1923–Funk Bros. Seed Company at Bloomington, 
Illinois, begins permanent soybean processing operations, 
using equipment from Chicago Heights Oil Manufacturing 
Co.
 1923–The fi rst processing of soybeans by batch 
solvent extraction is undertaken by Piatt County Soybean 
Cooperative Co. at Monticello, Illinois, a short-lived 
operation.
 1923–The fi rst “bible” of the soybean industry, The 
Soybean, is published by McGraw Hill Book Co. of New 
York. The authors are William J. Morse (who had [sic, who 
later] studied soybeans in Manchuria and brought samples of 
varieties to the U.S.) and Charles V. Piper.
 1924–Eastern Cotton Oil Co. in Norfolk, Virginia, 
begins solvent extraction of soybeans in a continuous 
Bollmann extractor obtained from Germany.
 1924–AOCS begins publishing the Journal of the Oil 
and Fat Industries.
 1927–The AOCS’ publication is renamed Oil and Fat 
Industries.
 1932–The AOCS’ publication is renamed Oil and Soap.
 1947–The AOCS journal Oil and Soap is offi cially 
renamed the Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society.

3984. Product Name:  Shoyu Soy Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Community Foods Ltd. (Importer). 
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Micross, Brent Terrace, London 
NW2 1LT, England.  Phone: 01-450-9411.
Date of Introduction:  1987 November.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label.

3985. Product Name:  Meridian Soya Margarine.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Meridian Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Corwen, Clwyd, LL21 9RR, 
Wales, UK.  Phone: 0490 3151.
Date of Introduction:  1987 November.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28.

3986. Product Name:  Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Northern Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  36 Lime St., Newcastle upon 
Tyne, NE5 2PN, England.  Phone: 091-274-4932.
Date of Introduction:  1987 November.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Peter R. Burn. 
1987. Nov. He and T. Thompson are the proprietors. They 

started making tempeh in October or November 1987. 
Second letter. 1988. July 14. Talk with Peter Burn. His offi ce 
address is 19 Lanercost Drive, Newcastle upon Tyne, ND5 
2DH.

3987. Soybean Update. 1987. Soyoil imports are up 25 pct 
in the United Kingdom after a two year ASA promotion 
program. Dec. 14. Also in Soybean Digest. 1988. Jan. p. 50.
• Summary: Using funds provided by USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) 
program, the American Soybean Association conducted 
a consumer advertising campaign using television, radio, 
print media, and in-store promotion activities. Consumer 
research shows awareness of soybean oil among cooking oil 
users was up 25-80 pct after just 6 months. In fact the soyoil 
campaign was so successful ASA will launch a “Pure Soya 
Margarine” campaign next.

3988. APV News. 1987. APV Global emphasis for group 
structure: Centres of excellence. Dec.
• Summary: There is a new corporate headquarter in 
London–APC plc, Lygon Place, Ebury Street, London 
SW1W 0RJ. Instead of over 200 registered subsidiaries in 
future there will be less than a dozen primary subsidiaries, 
about ten secondary subsidiaries and a number of sales 
subsidiaries. The APV Group incorporates Baker, Perkins 
and Pasilac. The parent company has a new name–APV 
plc. Business in the food and beverage industries remains at 
about 70% of turnover. Dairy is 25% of total sales; bakery 
and confectionery, 20%; beverages, 15%; other food, 
10%; printing, 10%; pharmaceutical and chemical, 10%; 
industrial, 10%. And world sales by location of customer are 
satisfactory with continental Europe at 30%; America 30%; 
UK at 20%; Asia/Australasia at 15%; Africa at 5%.

3989. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1987. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p.
• Summary: Net sales for 1987 were $5,775 million, up 8% 
from 1986, and up 310% from 1978. Earnings for 1987 were 
$265 million, up 10.8% from 1986. Assets totalled $3,862 
million, up 16.5% from 1986. “With the world population 
growing to over to over 5,000 million during 1987, and 
estimated to increase by 80 million a year for the near future, 
the global food business will continue to grow... In ADM’s 
Oilseed Processing Division, greater use of soy protein 
isolates in the production of commercial and retail seafood 
products was the leading contributor to continued growth for 
protein products. ADM continues to be the largest producer 
of specialty soy products. R&D facilities for soy protein 
products were relocated to Decatur [from Chicago] during 
the year.
 “The British Arkady Co. Ltd. (in Manchester, 
England)... expanded its marketing of ingredients and 
prepared mixes to the baking industry. Direct Foods Ltd., a 
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prime supplier of vegetarian foods throughout the UK, had a 
signifi cant sales increase during the year, mainly due to new 
soy-related products having a high textured vegetable protein 
content using TVP. Vegetarian Feasts Ltd., a market leader 
in oven-ready frozen meals... added new burger forming 
machines. This company is participating in the growth and 
demand for vegetarian and health foods. In June, British 
Arkady purchased Societe Industrielle des Oléagineux, better 
known as S.I.O. This long established French company has 
a factory in Aras and offi ces in Paris. Its principal activities 
include the milling of full-fat and defatted soy fl ours, and the 
manufacture of specialty oils for the food industry.” Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

3990. ASA Member Letter. 1987. Soyoil demand up in U.K. 
Nov/Dec. p. 2.
• Summary: “In the United Kingdom, ASA’s [American 
Soybean Association’s] Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) 
program garnered a 16% increase in consumer demand for 
soyoil during the fi rst 6 months of 1987. The TEA program 
advertised the nutritional and economic value of soyoil in 
major consumer magazines and in publications aimed at 
supermarket and food service distributors. ASA marketing 
studies show consumers in the U.K. place a high value on 
cost when purchasing vegetable oils.”
 Note: TEA funds come from USDA’s Foreign 
Agricultural Service.

3991. Product Name:  Birchwood Original Tofu [Plain, 
Herb, Garlic, Natural Smoke].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Birchwood Health Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1D, Alyn Industrial Estate, 
Llay Hall, Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales, UK.  Phone: (0978) 
761833.
Date of Introduction:  1987 December.
Ingredients:  Garlic: Water, whole soya beans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm paperboard box. 
Vacuum packed and pasteurized.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  72 kcal per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. Best before 24 Dec. 
1987. Paperboard box. 5.5 x 4.25 by 1.25 inches. Blue, red, 
green, and tan on beige. Color illustration shows pieces of 
tofu on and by Chinese ceramics with garlic, mushrooms, 
and tomatoes. “High Protein Soya-Bean Curd.” Recipes 
on back for deep-fried delights, marinades, and desserts. 
Ad in The Vegan. 1988. Spring. p. 21. “TrueHealth Soya 
Products... No animal contents. High in protein. Low in 
carbohydrates. All essential amino acids.” Ad shows Labels. 
Letter from D. Horbury. 1988. “This company was formed 
upon the demise of the Bean Machine, so the tofu is exactly 
the same...”
 Letter from Neil Robinson. 1989. Aug. 7. The three 
major tofu products in Britain, as far as I know, are (1) 

Tofeata Tofu by Haldane Foods (Hera), Leicester, England; 
(2) Cauldron Foods, Bristol, England; (3) Truehealth Tofu by 
Birchwood Foods, Wrexham, Wales.

3992. Product Name:  Living Foods Tofu Dressings [Cool 
Italian, Hearty Herb, Spicy Mexican, or Tofunaise].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Living Foods (Importer). Made in 
The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 66, Chichester, W. 
Sussex, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987 December.
New Product–Documentation:  The Vegan. 1987. Winter. 
p. 14. “Shoparound: Lis Howlett surveys the latest vegan 
products.” “Make way for a new range of really delicious 
tofu dressings from Living Foods.”

3993. Product Name:  Organic Tofu [Plain, or Smoked], 
Tofuburger, and Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Oasis Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 3C, Dart Units, Steamer 
Quay Rd., Totnes, South Devon TQ9 5AL, England.  Phone: 
0803 863167.
Date of Introduction:  1987 December.
New Product–Documentation:  Note from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Formerly Lifestream Wholefoods, owned by 
Francis Checkley, this business was sold in Dec. 1987 to Mr. 
I.J. Mohammed.
 Letter from I.J. Mohammed. 1991. Sept. 9. He makes 
tofu, tofu burgers, tempeh, miso, breads and cakes on a 
community scale. He has been making these foods for the 
last 5 years, all by hand.

3994. Obis, Paul. 1987. Vegetarianism overseas. Vegetarian 
Times. Dec. p. 4.
• Summary: In September 1987 more than 400 European 
vegetarians met in Ostend, Belgium to exchange views 
and discuss the direction of vegetarianism in Europe. Great 
Britain now has about twice as many vegetarians as a 
percentage of the population as the U.S., and among non-
vegetarians awareness and acceptance of vegetarianism 
is widespread. An astonishing 16% of Britain’s high 
school females say they follow a vegetarian diet! Despite 
vegetarianism’s popularity, the health food industry is 
relatively small and the innovative and convenient soyfoods 
to which Americans are accustomed are virtually nonexistent. 
The difference may be due to the fact that ethics–rather 
than health–forms the basis of British vegetarianism. Also 
Britain’s vegetarians have been organized for 140 years. On 
the Continent, vegetarianism is far less visible, but growing. 
It is best organized in Sweden and West Germany.

3995. Product Name:  Tofunaise, and Tofu Dressings 
[Mexican-Style, Herb, or Italian].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Organic Trading Co. (Importer). 
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Made in The Netherlands by Witte Wonder.
Manufacturer’s Address:  10a St. George’s Place, Brighton, 
E. Sussex, BN1 4GB, England.  Phone: 273-571772.
Date of Introduction:  1987 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm glass jar retails in 
England for £1.29.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 12 month shelf life. Refrigerate 
after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28.

3996. SoyaScan Notes. 1987. New Trend: Rebirth of interest 
in research on industrial utilization of soybeans–based on the 
early concept of chemurgy (Overview). Dec. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: As early as 980 A.D. the Chinese were using 
soy oil, mixed with tung oil, for caulking boats. It was 
widely used as an illuminant in homes and temples lit with 
wicked oil lamps, until the 1920s, when it was replaced by 
kerosene. By the 1920s it was widely used in China to make 
soft soaps (that were known for their ability to give a good 
lather in hard water), lacquers, paints, printing inks, and 
waterproof cloths and umbrellas.
 By the 1500s, soybean cake began to be widely used in 
China as a fertilizer, primarily as a source of nitrogen and 
organic matter, but also for its content of phosphorus and 
potassium.
 The earliest document seen that mentions industrial 
uses of soybeans in the West appeared in 1880, when L.C. 
Bryan, an American, noted that soy oil could be used as a 
substitute for linseed oil in paints, or be burned in lamps. In 
1909 soybeans were fi rst imported in signifi cant quantities 
to Europe; they were purchased solely for their oil, most of 
which was made into soap. The world’s fi rst use of soy oil to 
make soap was in 1909 in England or Sweden. Manchuria 
was also soon using large amounts of soy oil in soaps. In 
1909 Goessel, a German, developed and patented the fi rst 
rubber substitute from soy oil. That same year, Henry A. 
Gardner of the Paint Manufacturers Assoc. of the U.S. 
began extensive research on the use of soy oil to partially 
replace linseed oil in paints and varnishes. In 1912 Beltzer, 
a Frenchman, developed a soy protein plastic, Sojalithe, 
which he soon produced commercially on a large scale. 
By 1916 the main use of soy oil in America was in soaps, 
where it replaced cottonseed oil. In 1917 Satow, a Japanese, 
published the fi rst of many articles from that country on the 
use of soybean proteins to make plastics.
 The heyday of interest in industrial utilization of 
soybeans took place in America during the 1930s and Great 
Depression, spurred largely by the work of Henry Ford 
(who began focusing on soybean research in Dec. 1931), the 
Farm Chemurgic Council (founded in 1935), the Chemurgic 

movement, and the U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial 
Products Laboratory (founded 1936 at the University of 
Illinois). The goal was to make industrial products from farm 
crops to help depressed farmers. The soybean was one of the 
great success stories of the Chemurgic movement. In 1933, 
the peak year percentage-wise, a remarkable 70% of all soy 
oil in the USA went into industrial, non-food uses–primarily 
paints and varnishes, followed by soaps, linoleum, and 
oilcloth. Large amounts of soy fl our were made into plywood 
glue, especially by the I.F. Laucks Co. In 1936, the peak year 
for publications, some 59 publications on industrial uses 
appeared. In 1935 the Glidden Co. in Chicago built the fi rst 
small plant for production of industrial grade soy protein 
isolate, which they called “Alpha” protein.
 Active work in this fi eld accelerated during World War 
II, when soybeans were used to make products that were 
in short supply. In 1941, after imports of tropical oils from 
Southeast Asia had been suddenly cut off by the Japanese 
military, use of soy oil in industrial products skyrocketed to 
its historical peak in absolute terms; 74.25 million lb were 
used that year. Of this, 56% was used in paint and varnish, 
and 33% in soap. But by 1944 industrial uses of soy oil had 
fallen to only 17 million lb. During the 1950s, a period of 
huge surpluses for most U.S. farm crops (and of predicted 
soybean surpluses... which never materialized), research 
focused on industrial products that could alleviate the 
surpluses. During the 1960s, as surpluses disappeared, the 
concern for world hunger and protein shortages grew, and 
petroleum came to dominate industrial utilization, research 
switched from utilization to production.
 This focus continued until the mid-1980s, when foreign 
soybean competition, largely from Latin America, and huge 
surpluses of soy oil led to a rebirth of interest in research 
on soybean utilization, especially industrial utilization, that 
could lead to new value-added products for new markets. 
Promising applications included soy oil for printing inks, 
dust suppressants, diesel fuels, and the like.
 There was little interest, however, in food utilization 
research (other than soy oil) in the U.S. since the total 
amount of soybeans used in foods was still quite small, and 
soybean farmers feared that the resulting products would 
compete with meat and dairy products, which require the use 
of more soybeans.

3997. Product Name:  Fresh Soymilk [Natural, and 
Sweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  St. Ivel.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Britain.
Date of Introduction:  1987 December.
New Product–Documentation:  Journal of the American 
Oil Chemists’ Society. 1987. Dec. p. 1602.

3998. Vegetarian Times. 1987. A look back at 1987. Dec. p. 
7-8.
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• Summary: This was the year of the calcium pill and the 
fi sh oil supplement. In March, nutritionists from all over 
the world met in Washington, DC, at the fi rst international 
vegetarian congress sponsored by Loma Linda University. 
Junk foods continued to proliferate as Coca-Cola bottlers 
teamed up with Tofutti to create “Cheater’s Delite,” a 
91-calorie dessert combining Lite Lite Tofutti and Diet 
Coke (Ugh!). The beef industry sponsored a $30 million 
ad campaign “Beef. Real food for real people.” Cybill 
Shepherd, one of the stars, was quoted by Family Circle as 
saying, “I’ve cut down on my fatty foods and I’m trying to 
stay away from red meat.” Rock star Chrissie Hynde of the 
Pretenders formed the vegetarian/animal-rights organization 
Reprieve! with British author Peter Cox. Obis adds in 
interview on Oct. 28: Cox, as head of Reprieve!, is very 
fl ashy and excellent at promoting a cause. His goal is to 
eliminate meat from the British diet by the year 2,000. In the 
U.K. the vegans and the vegetarians fi ght one another and 
have lots of hostility toward each other.

3999. Product Name:  TrueHealth Tofunnaise (Tofu 
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Birchwood Health Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1D, Alyn Industrial Estate, 
Llay Hall, Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Jar.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegan. 1988. 
Spring. p. 21. “TrueHealth Soya Products... No animal 
contents. High in protein. Low in carbohydrates. All essential 
amino acids.” Ad shows Label on jar. “Egg-free.”

4000. Product Name:  Okara Burgers [Plain, and Mexican 
Chili].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Birchwood Health Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1D, Alyn Industrial Estate, 
Llay Hall, Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Two soya-based burgers per 
box.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad in The Vegan. 1988. 
Spring. p. 21. “TrueHealth Soya Products... No animal 
contents. High in protein. Low in carbohydrates. All essential 
amino acids.” Ad shows Label on box. Heat and serve.

4001. Product Name:  Soy Flour Mixes, Vegetarian Burger 
Mixes, and Arcadian Meal Makers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd. Affi liate of 
Archer Daniels Midland Co., USA.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, 
Manchester, M16 0NJ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 
100.

4002. Product Name:  Beanfeast (Dried Meatless TVP-
based Product) [Bolognaise, Mince and Onion, Mild Curry, 
and Mexican Chili].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Brooke Bond Oxo.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Maureen Byrne. 1988. Oct. 
p. 52. Launched in 1978 in 8 varieties, the product did not 
fare very well for 2 reasons: (1) It contained meat, which 
made it unacceptable to vegetarians; (2) It contained artifi cial 
additives, which made it unsuitable to those seeking healthy 
foods. The product was re-launched last year without meat or 
artifi cial additives in 4 varieties. But sales have not improved 
much; they are worth about £1M at RSP.

4003. Product Name:  Western Isles Soy Milk.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Community Foods Ltd. (Importer). 
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Micross, Brent Terrace, London 
NW2 1LT, England.  Phone: 01-450-9411.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. Front panel contains a stylized illustration 
of a soybean plant. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 
1988. Sept. 28. Present label 20.11.87. Formerly sold under 
the Edensoy label.

4004. Product Name:  Firm Tofu, Regular Tofu, Smoked 
Tofu, Fermented Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Full of Beans Soyfoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Castle Precincts, Castle Ditch 
Lane, Lewes, East Sussex, BN7 1XH, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1987. p. 
96.

4005. Product Name:  Granose Vegetable Margarine (Dairy 
Free; Low in Salt).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in England by Eilers & Wheelers.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Ingredients:  Soyabean oil (minimum 65%), vegetable oils 
partly hydrogenated, water, salt, emulsifi ers, soya lecithin, 
mono and di-glycerides extracted from palm oil, fl avouring, 
citric acid, vitamin A, colour, beta-carotene, vitamin D 
(vegetable source).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm plastic tub.
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How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 750 kcal (calories), oils, 
partly hydrogenated, minimum 80 gm, polyunsaturates min. 
36 gm–45%, saturates max. 16 gm–20%, salt max 1 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out and Label 
sent by Adrian Peck of Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. 
States that the product, made by Eilers & Wheelers, was 
introduced in 1987. “Soya” is not mentioned on front panel. 
Label. Green on ivory. “High in polyunsaturates. Low in 
saturates. Low in cholesterol. Contains no animal products. 
Lactose free. Low in sodium.”

4006. Product Name:  Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name:  McCracken Miso Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  2, Muirhouse Cottages, Lauder 
Rd., Stow, Galashiels TD1 2QL, Scotland.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Mrs. Roisin 
McCracken. 1988. July. “My husband and I have started a 
rather successful miso business.”

4007. Rausing, H. Assignor to Tetra Pak International AB. 
1987. A method and apparatus for the heat treatment of 
liquid. UK Patent Application GB 2,181,938 A. *
• Summary: Describes cost-effective UHT treatment 
equipment for use with soymilk, cow’s milk, fruit juices, or 
mineral water. Address: Tetra Pak International, Sweden.

4008. Product Name:  Honest to Goodness Soup. Make-in-
the cup (Dry Mix) [Tomato, Onion, or Mulligatawny].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Ingredients:  Brown rice, miso and soy sauce powder, 
vegetable bouillon powder, and spices. Varietal ingredients 
include tomato, onion, curry, garlic, and celery salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  16 gm in nitrogen-fl ushed foil 
sachet.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 15 gm dry: Protein 10%, carbohydrate 68%, 
vegetable fat 4%, calories 50.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Gregory Sams. 
1988. March 30. Leafl et, undated. “A Recipe for success.” 
Gives detailed product information. “A truly unique range of 
additive-free Instant Soups with Real Flavor. They are made 
only with natural ingredients and thickened with nourishing 
brown rice.”

4009. Product Name:  VegeBurger, and VegeBanger 
(Frozen Meatless Burger and Sausage).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.

Date of Introduction:  1987.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Retail: 4 x 2 oz burger, or 10 x 
1 oz banger (sausage). Catering: Various sizes and packs.
How Stored:  Frozen.

New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Gregory Sams. 
1988. March 30. Leafl et, undated. “A Recipe for success.” 
The frozen range (line) is marketed by Adams Marketing, 31 
Bell St., Shaftesbury, Dorset, England. Phone: 0747-51561.
 Talk with Kees Touw of ADM. 1991. Sept. 4. In the UK, 
British Arkady produces the Veggie Burger for a doctor, who 
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is in his late ‘70s. The doctor developed the product based 
on TVP during the 1970s, he owns the name, and he licensed 
the rights to make the product to British Arkady, which pays 
him a royalty. The product is still made with TVP. Peter Fitch 
knows the whole story. It is not clear whether that product is 
different from the VegeBurger developed by Greg Sams.

4010. Product Name:  VegeMenu (for the Caterer).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Gregory Sams. 
1988. March 30. Leafl et, undated. “A Recipe for success.” 
VegeMenu, and the accompanying 36-page color recipe 
book, provide the basis for a wide range of meat-free and 
wholesome main course menu items. It is ideal for the 
caterer who is seeking to provide dishes more in keeping 
with today’s changing consumer needs. VegeMenu comes in 
outers of either 3 or 6 x one kilo pack.

4011. Product Name:  Duchesse Sandwich Spread.
Manufacturer’s Name:  St. Giles Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  St. Giles House, Sandhurst Rd., 
Sidcup, Kent, DA15 7HL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1987.
Ingredients:  Sunfl ower oil, soya bean curd (tofu), cider 
vinegar, cucumber pickle (cucumber, vinegar, dill, sea salt), 
onion, vegetable oil, maize starch, concentrated apple juice, 
paprika, sea salt, natural gums as stabilisers (xanthan and 
guar), dill weed, mustard, garlic, turmeric, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  170 ml wide-mouth jar with 
gold screw cap.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml: Calories 315, oil 30%, protein 
1.5%, carbohydrate 6%, fi bre 2%, cholesterol 0.005%, 
polyunsaturates in oil 50%.
New Product–Documentation:  Photo of jar and label. 
1987, undated. 2 by 6 inches. White and gold on black. “All-
Natural. With Dill Pickle in Low Cholesterol Dressing.” 
Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. Full address. Gives 
company name as St. Giles Foods Ltd.

4012. Campbell-Platt, Geoffrey. 1987. Fermented foods 
of the world: A dictionary and guide. London and Boston: 
Butterworths. xxiii + 291 p. 26 cm. [25 soy ref]
• Summary: The author classifi es fermented foods into 9 
groups: Beverages, Cereal products, dairy products, fi sh 
products, fruit and vegetable products, legumes, meat 
products, starch crop products, and miscellaneous products. 
Fermented legume products are particularly important 
in the diets of East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Indian 
subcontinent. He has sections on many fermented soyfoods: 
Dawadawa, hama-natto, kenima [sic, kinema], miso, natto, 

tempe (incl. tempeh, tempe bengook, tempe bongkrek, tempe 
gembus [okara tempeh], tempe lamtoro, tempe mata kedele), 
and sufu (incl. teou-fu-ru). He lists major areas consumed, 
related terms, how consumed, types, how produced, 
microbiology and biochemistry, and a few key references. 
His research began in Ghana with dawadawa made from the 
African locust bean. Address: National College Prof. of Food 
Technology, Dep. of Food Science & Technology, Univ. of 
Reading, Reading, Berkshire, UK.

4013. Downer, Lesley. 1987. Japanese vegetarian cooking. 
New York, NY: Pantheon Books. ix + 374 p. Illust. Index. 21 
cm.
• Summary: An excellent, authentic and very well written 
book–much more than a cookbook. Part II, titled “Beans, 
soybean products, and eggs” contains chapters on: Beans, 
p. 223+ (including recipes for whole soybeans, such as: 
Soybean rice {served at the beginning of February, incl. “¼ 
cup dried soybeans”}. Five-color soybeans. Sweet simmered 
soybeans. Plus many recipes for azuki beans). Tofu, p. 232+ 
(incl. cotton tofu, kinugoshi, koya-dofu). Deep-fried tofu, 
p. 252+. Yuba, p. 259+ (“In Chinese vegetarian cuisine, 
a much thicker, chewier yuba, sold in Chinese shops as 
‘bean curd skin’ or ‘bean curd sheets’ is actually used as a 
meat substitute, and vegetarian restaurants in Hong Kong 
and China abound with such dishes as Vegetarian Fish and 
Vegetarian Chicken, which even look similar to the real 
thing”). Okara, p. 273+. Miso, p. 276+. Natto, p. 289-97.
 Born in London, England [her mother was Chinese-
Canadian, her father Canadian and a professor of Chinese 
at the University of London] the author was not born a 
vegetarian; she became one by choice. In 1978 she went to 
Japan to live for four years in Gifu, a small provincial town 
near Kyoto. By this time her main interest was in food and 
cooking, so she had a marvelous and very interesting time.
 Her Japanese friends expected her, a Westerner, to be a 
“meat-eating, coffee-drinking blue-eyed giant... They had all 
been prepared to cook up steaks and hamburgers to suit my 
supposed Western tastes.” But they soon “realized that the 
traditional Japanese dishes that they had enjoyed before the 
advent of Western fast foods were largely vegetarian. Indeed 
it is only since the end of World War II that meat has become 
at all common in Japan and most older people still prefer a 
largely feat-free diet... Before the Meiji restoration in the 
last century [starting in 1868] the Japanese ate no meat at all 
and were shocked and disgusted when Western newcomers 
demanded beef” (p. 6).
 “I was also a teacher, the most highly honored 
profession in Japan.” “There can be few countries in the 
world–maybe none–where it is easier and more pleasurable 
to be a vegetarian than Japan” (p. 11) “The Japanese have 
explored and developed the possibilities of a meat-free 
cuisine, perhaps more than any other people in the world” 
(p. 13). Sea vegetables (such as kombu, wakame, and nori) 
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are an important part of that cuisine. “The range of tofus and 
tofu products is seemingly endless.” Address: Author and 
cooking teacher, London.

4014. Harrison, Marilyn. 1987. Lea and Perrins everyday 
cookbook. Cambridge, England: Martin Books, an imprint of 
Woodhead-Faulkner Ltd. 96 p. Illust. (color). Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: A booklet of recipes that call for Lea & Perrins’ 
Worcestershire Sauce. Contents: Introduction. Conversion 
tables. Sauces, marinades and dressings. Dips and savoury 
butters. Fish. Mat and poultry. Vegetable dishes. Snacks, 
savouries and quick meals. Microwave hints and tips. 
Address: [England].

4015. Patel, P.D.; Fry, John C. 1987. The search for 
standardised methods for assessing protein functionality. 
Developments in Food Proteins 5:299-333. Chap. 7. (B.J.F. 
Hudson, ed. London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied 
Science Publishers). [127 ref]
• Summary: The main functional properties are foaming, 
gelation, emulsifi cation, and hydration capacity. The term 
‘functional property’ has been defi ned as ‘any physico-
chemical property that effects the processing and behaviour 
of protein in food systems, as judged by the quality attributes 
of the fi nal product.’
 The section titled “Gel preparation” (p. 312-15) 
discusses soya protein gels. Address: Leatherhead Food 
Research Assoc., Leatherhead, Surrey, UK.

4016. Price, K.R.; Johnson, I.T.; Fenwick, G.R. 1987. The 
chemistry and biological signifi cance of saponins in food 
and feedingtuffs. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Science and 
Nutrition 26(1):27-129. [774 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of saponins. Contains 13 
tables and 6 fi gures. The referee is M.R. Malinow, Dep. of 
Medicine, Oregon Health Sciences Univ., Portland, Oregon; 
and Dep. of Metabolic and Immune Diseases, Oregon 
Regional Primate Research Center, Beaverton, Oregon.
 Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food Research 
Council.” Address: 1. Dep. of Chemistry and Biochemistry; 
2. Dep. of Nutrition and Food Quality; 3. Dep. of Chemistry 
and Biochemistry. All: AFRC Food Research Institute, 
Norwich, UK.

4017. Shulman, Martha Rose. 1987. Gourmet vegetarian 
feasts: An international selection of appetizing recipes for all 
occasions. London: Thorson’s Publishing Group. *

4018. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1987. Soymilk 
industry and market: Updates from 1984 to 1987. Lafayette, 
California: Soyfoods Center. 17 + 59 p. Index. 28 cm. [165 
ref]
• Summary: This 1987 update to the Soyfood Center’s two-
volume 1984 Soymilk Industry and Market has two parts: (1) 

Year in Reviewing, describing key events and trends each 
year from 1984 to 1986. (2) A bibliography of soymilk from 
January 1987 to late 1987, based on records in the SoyaScan 
database; at the end is a 10-page index. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4019. Singleton, Paul; Sainsbury, Diana. 1987. Dictionary 
of microbiology and molecular biology. 2nd ed. Chichester, 
New York, Brisbane, Toronto & Singapore: John Wiley & 
Sons, Ltd. xii + 1019 p. Illust. 25 cm. A Wiley-Interscience 
Publication.
• Summary: Contains entries for: fermentation, fermented 
foods, fermenter (fermentor), miso, natto, nitrogen fi xation 
(dinitrogen fi xation), ogi, oncom, shoyu (see Soy sauce), soy 
paste (see Miso), soy sauce (shoyu), sufu, tempeh, tofu (an 
intermediate in Sufu production). Address: London.

4020. Sonntag, Linda. 1987. The little tofu book. London: 
Judy Piatkus (Publishers) Ltd. 60 p. Illust. by Trevor Newton 
and Hanife Hassan. No index. 16 cm.
• Summary: Contents: What is tofu? Storing tofu. What to do 
with tofu. Tofu recipes. Dips and spreads. Tofu, the wonder 
health food. The food for the future. Tofu slimmers. Making 
your own tofu. The bonuses of making tofu: Go, okara, soya 
bean milk, yuba, whey. Tofu in Japan. Tofu in Indonesia. 
Tofu in China. Miso. Other titles in the series. Note: This 
book draws heavily on The Book of Tofu by Shurtleff and 
Aoyagi. Address: England.

4021. Stirton, C.A.; Zarucchi, J.L. ed. 1987. Advances 
in legume biology. 3 parts. St. Louis, Missouri: Missouri 
Botanical Garden. xi + 842 p. Illust. 26 cm. Proceeding at 
the Second International Legume Conference, St. Louis, 
Missouri, 23-27 June 1986, held under the auspices of the 
Missouri Botanical Garden and the Royal Botanical Gardens, 
Kew. *
• Summary: MELV says: “Vol. 3 edited by Charles 
H. Stirton.” The entire series, “Advances in Legume 
Systematics,” is 8 vols., published from 1981 to 1996 at 
Kew, Surrey, by Royal Botanic Gardens. Address: 1. The 
Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Richmond, Surrey 
TW9 3AE, England; 2. Missouri Botanical Garden, P.O. Box 
299, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.

4022. Sweet, Amanda. 1987. The vegan health plan. London: 
Arlington. 302 p. *
• Summary: Plamil Foods recommends and sells this book. 
“Before setting out 300 excellent health food recipes, 
chapters are devoted to: 1. Why veganism? 2. Vegan 
nutrition. 3. Becoming vegan. 4. Using vegan foods. The 
health, economy and conservation and exploitation of 
animals by man aspects are dealt with in an extremely 
informative way. The nutritional guidelines are exceptionally 
sound and vegans should regard this book as their ‘Bible’ to 
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which to refer from time to time.”

4023. Williams, Robert C. 1987. Fordson, Farmall, and 
Poppin’ Johnny: A history of the farm tractor and its impact 
on America. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois. ix + 232 
p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: A superb, highly readable yet carefully 
researched and analyzed history of the tractor in America. 
“It is divided into two large sections. The fi rst (chapters 
1 through 6) trace the chronological development of the 
tractor. The second (chapters 7 through 9) describe some 
of the social and economic consequences of the tractor and 
examines its impact on the farm and the individual farmer.
 “Of all the farm implements, the tractor has had the 
greatest impact on rural life.” “In one generation between 
1920 and 1950, most farms in the United States changed 
from dependence on draft animals to dependence on 
mechanical power.” Clearly one of the most important 
machines developed in the twentieth century, the tractor 
played a pivotal role in the “great migration from the 
countryside to the cities that began in the 1920s and 
continued through the 1950s–a time when farm production 
increased despite a decrease in the supply of farm labor.”
 Wayne D. Rasmussen (1962) has argued that “there were 
two major revolutions in American Agriculture: one occurred 
when horses and mules replaced hand tools and human 
muscle, and a second one when engines replaced equine 
muscle.”
 The early tractors were powered by steam from an 
external fi re source; thus they could be called “external 
combustion engines.” Many were used primarily as a source 
of power or threshing grains. They were large and unwieldy, 
but by the early 1880s most were self-propelled. In about 
1863, Henry Ford, at the age of 12 encountered such a steam 
traction engine on a road near Detroit. It changed his life–and 
the history of the tractor–for he was determined to improve 
on it.
 In 1892 John Froelich built the fi rst mechanically 
successful gasoline tractor; it powered a thresher and pulled 
the rig from the fi eld.
 Surprisingly it was World War I that sparked the rise of 
the farm tractor in America. The European War caused an 
enormous drain on America’s supply of horses, mules, and 
farm labor. “Tractor promoters used the threat of shortages 
to full advantage. Beginning in May 1917, Raymond Olney, 
the editor of Power Farming, pleaded with farmers to use 
tractors to release men for the armed services and to provide 
the food the allies needed. Even non-farm journals sounded a 
similar plea. Tractors were good for the nation, and farmers 
who bought tractors helped win the war... By prodigious 
exertion, U.S. tractor makers rolled out 62,742 units in 
1917. That same year, Henry Ford launched the Fordson 
tractor–the fi rst tractor produced by automobile-style mass-
production assembly line methods. He fi rst committed to 

make tractors in Britain, yielding to intense diplomatic 
pressure from the British government which desperately 
needed tractors for the wartime food effort. The Fordson’s 
price tag of $750 f.o.b. was far below that of the competition, 
and it sold well. In Jan. 1922 Ford slashed the price to an all-
time low of $395. Ford’s output of tractors was impressive. 
In March 1918, eighty units a day were rolling off the 
assembly line, with production expanding toward a goal of 
300 units per day by December 1918. In 1920 Ford boasted 
that he had sold 100,000 tractors. That number represented 
almost twice the number of tractors in use when the Fordson 
was unveiled just 3 years earlier. During the 1920s Fordsons 
probably accounted for more than half the tractors built in 
America (p. 49).
 Ford’s big competitor was International Harvester (IH), 
whose main product was tractors. Cyrus H. McCormick, 
grandson of Cyrus Hall McCormick (who in 1831 invented 
the reaper) and later president of the family’s IH empire, 
described the two warring companies as they went to battle: 
“Ford was backed by the most popular commercial name of 
the time and by the uncounted millions earned for him by his 
epoch-making car; and he was trying to capture a business 
with which he had no previous contact. International had 
on its side many years of training gained from contact with 
farmers, less capital by far, and utter inexperience with 
defeat.
 “The six-year fi ght will stand as an epic in industrial 
competition, but in 1927 International fi nally surpassed Ford 
in the number of tractors sold to farmers. By 1928, Ford 
Motor Company discontinued building the Fordson in North 
America, and virtually withdrew from the tractor industry. 
International Harvester and the implement industry won 
its desperate fi ght, but the victory came in the middle of a 
severe agricultural depression. It was, like most victories, 
the result of several strengths in the winner and several 
weaknesses in the loser.
 “Ford’s mechanical surrogate in the battle with 
International was the Fordson tractor. At the time of its 
introduction, the Fordson was a remarkable machine. Henry 
Ford’s refusal to update his tractor–similar to his freezing 
of the designs of the Model T and Model A–should not 
be permitted to overshadow the real contribution of the 
automaker’s little gray machine.
 “In its brief lifetime, the Fordson accomplished 
some notable feats. It imposed its confi guration upon so 
many tractors that the design came to be thought of as 
the conventional pattern for tractors. It introduced mass 
production into the industry for the fi rst time, making tractors 
economically attractive to large numbers of farmers. And 
despite its ultimate failure, it accelerated the trend toward 
carefully designed ‘automotive type’ engineering. Each of 
these accomplishments merits explanation.”
 “The Fordson was the fi rst mass-produced tractor, and 
all of its other attributes were really ancillaries to this fact. 
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Mass production changed the tractor itself, it revolutionized 
the industry, and it made the tractor effectively available to 
the farmer for the fi rst time. Even after the harrowing threat 
that the Fordson gave to his company, Cyrus H. McCormick 
still acknowledged the credit due to the Fordson. ‘It is 
questionable,’ he wrote, ‘if the business of making tractors 
would have become a large scale industry had it not been 
for Ford...In 1918, the manufacturing methods employed by 
all tractor manufacturers were derived from implement and 
not automotive standards, and they were hardly up to date in 
terms of manufacturing progress.’ The Fordson changed that.
 “Mass production and the Ford-Harvester price war 
lowered the price of tractors to the point where a tractor cost 
‘less than the price of a good team of horses.’”
 “Perhaps the kindest obituary for the Fordson was 
written long after the heat of rivalry had cooled. It was 
written by one who could pensively refl ect upon a noble, 
fallen enemy. The Fordson, McCormick wrote, ‘would 
operate successfully in so many conditions that huge 
numbers were sold; but it failed in so many places that 
ultimately farmers would have no more of it... The Fordson 
was a perfect theoretical answer to an imperfect practical 
problem.’
 “By introducing mass production, the Fordson brought 
down the price of the tractor to the point that a much larger 
number of farmers could try using tractors. But it did not 
issue in a perfectly adapted or even a mechanically perfected 
machine. Rather, it increased the capital requirements 
and market potential of the industry to a point that 
such improvements were imperative. And it intensifi ed 
competition to the point that further innovation was virtually 
inevitable.”
 The early tractors were designed mostly for pulling 
plows; they were not designed for row crops. Address: 
Clarendon, Texas.

4024. Wright, D.J. 1987. The seed globulins. Developments 
in Food Proteins 5:81-157. Chap. 3. (B.J.F. Hudson, ed. 
London and Englewood, New Jersey: Applied Science 
Publishers). [252* ref]
• Summary: Reviews the structural and functional 
characteristics of the major 7S and 11S seed storage 
globulins, with emphasis on recent information that has 
allowed a fundamental reappraisal of our conception of 
the structure, composition, and behavior of these proteins. 
Comprehensive amino acid sequence data, compiled from 
published sources, are presented.
 “The origins of seed globulin can be traced at least as 
far back as 1827, when Braconnot coined the term ‘legumin’ 
for the protein he obtained by extracting leguminous seeds.” 
Address: Molecular Science Div., AFRC Inst. of Food 
Research, Norwich Lab., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UA, 
UK.

4025. International Vegetarian Handbook. 1987--. Serial/
periodical. Altrincham, Cheshire, England: Vegetarian 
Society of the United Kingdom. Undated. *
• Summary: Continues: International Vegetarian Health 
Food Handbook. The 16th edition is 1987; editors are Fiona 
McPhail and Clare Moore and it is distributed by Thorsons 
Publishing Group Ltd. Contents of the 1987 edition: Preface. 
The Vegetarian Society (formed in 1969). Sections. Branches 
and groups: VSUK branches, VSUK affi liated groups, 
independent groups. IVU (International Vegetarian Union, 
est. 1908). Part I: Restaurants and accommodation (including 
outside caterers, travel advice, and international restaurants 
and accommodations). Part II: Consumer information: 
Shoppers’ guide, introduction & key, some areas of caution, 
taking the plunge, E numbers, food additives, alcoholic 
drinks, vegetarian cheeses, cruelty free cosmetics & 
toiletries, natural beauty shops. Part III: General information: 
General facilities, hospitals, schools, homes for elderly 
vegetarians, training (cordon vert diploma), useful addresses, 
advertisers’ index.

Ulrich’s International Periodicals Directory 1990-
91 states that the title is now “Vegetarian Handbook.” It 
began publication in 1956 and is biennial (published every 
2 years) by the Vegetarian Society, Parkdale, Dunham Rd., 
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA14 4QG, England. Phone: 061-
928-0793. Circulation: 35,000. Former titles: International 
Vegetarian Health Food Handbook, Vegetarian Handbook, 
and Food Reformer’s Yearbook. Description: Comprehensive 
list of where to eat, stay, and products available. Address: 
Altrincham, Cheshire, England.

4026. Wormsley, K.G. 1988. Trypsin inhibitors: Potential 
concerns for humans? (Letter to the editor). J. of Nutrition 
118(1):134-36. Jan. [12 ref]
• Summary: This letter, in reply to comments by Dr. B.D. 
Roebuck (in this journal, July 15, p. 398-400), expresses 
concern that some soy milk preparations contain quantities 
of residual heat-stable trypsin inhibitory activity that are 
suffi cient to inhibit most of the trypsin secreted by normal 
infants in response to a meal.
 There follows a “Reply to the Letter of Dr. Wormsley” 
by Dr. Roebuck (with 6 references). Address: Ninewells 
Hospital, Dundee DD2 1UB, Scotland.

4027. Newhouse, Sonia. 1988. Vegetarian Feasts, Direct 
Foods, soy ice cream, and the tofu industry in England 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 25 and March 13. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1974 she was crippled with osteo-arthritis 
and was told by her doctor she would be in a wheel chair in 
a few years and spend the rest of her life there. She was a 
hearty meat eater. She visited Dr. Gordon Latto, a specialist 
in nutrition and president of the Vegetarian Society (now in 
his 70s and living at 4 Darby Rd., Caversham, Berkshire). 
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He put her on a vegetarian diet, with no refi ned foods, 
stimulants, or additives, plus cold showers each morning. 
“After about 3 days I began to feel better. And amazingly 
after about 10 days I was able to stand up straight without 
pain or stiffness in my joints.” She sold her guesthouse 
and started a fi rm in London named Vegetarian Feasts Ltd. 
specializing in vegetarian frozen meals without additives. 
The fi rst products went on the market in March 1984. The 
media took up her story in a big way. In September 1984 she 
introduced two entrees with TVP as the major ingredient: 
Chile Sin Carne and Stroganoff. “We stole so much 
freezer space that all the big boys decided to jump into the 
vegetarian fi eld, but they didn’t do it with whole foods.” Her 
pioneering products did so well in supermarkets that many 
health food shops in their “frozen food cabinets” fi rst began 
to carry them. By June 1986 (see Financial Guardian, June 
20; Family Circle, UK ed., Jan. 1986) she had an annual 
turnover in excess of £500,000 and a staff of 25, producing 
6,000 microwaveable units a day and selling in major food 
chains (Safeways, Co-op supermarkets, Holland & Barrett 
health food stores, Europe, etc.).
 It is well known that 30% of British university students 
are vegetarian, so the catering side of the vegetarian industry 
in enormous. But in 1986 about 75% of her products were 
sold through retail outlets. The majority were sold in 
supermarkets rather than health food shops. Realeat came 
out with a set of meals after hers, but they were discontinued 
in the supermarkets. It is not clear whether or not they 
contained soy protein.
 In February 1986 she sold the company to British 
Arkady (owned by ADM), which wanted to get into 
the frozen foods business; about a year before they had 
purchased Direct Foods (in Petersfi eld, Hampshire), which 
made all dry foods, including some soy products. Direct 
Foods was started by a husband and wife who were farmers 
and who didn’t like selling their animals to slaughter. They 
bought TVP from a manufacturer and sold it direct to health 
food shops. One of their products was Sosmix; you add 
water and make a sort of spaghetti sauce.
 About 20 years ago Sonia developed a tofu ice cream 
(no isolates) for her daughter who was allergic to cow’s milk 
protein. She still feels this product has commercial potential.
 She thinks the four largest tofu manufacturers in 
England, in descending order of size, are Paul’s Tofu, Dragon 
& Phoenix, Regular Tofu Co., and Cauldron Foods. Cauldron 
might be biggest; they put out the most fi nished products. 
Dragon and Phoenix, serves mostly the Chinese quarter of 
London. Sonia has been in their plant. They breed fi sh in 
tanks in their tofu plant, which is walled with red tile.
 Update: Letter from Sonia Newhouse. 1989. April 3. She 
is now at the Ultimate Life Center, Inc., 3760 Sports Arena 
Boulevard, Suite 10, San Diego, California 92110. Phone 
(619) 224-0608. She and her friend, Rosemary Feldd, are in 
the process of opening “a metaphysical / new age bookstore 

here.” “Long term we both have the same plans to open a 
residential holistic center where alternative therapies will 
be available.” Address: 27 Carlton Rd., East Sheen, London 
SW14 7RJ. Phone: 01-392-1852.

4028. Grocer (The) (England). 1988. 4.3m [million] 
consumers are avoiding red meat. Feb. 27. p. 64.
• Summary: The 1987 Realeat survey of meat and 
vegetarianism revealed that 4.3 million of the UK population 
are vegetarian or are consciously avoiding red meat. 
Almost one third of these are aged under 16. Perhaps more 
surprisingly, 18 million consumers claim to be eating less 
red meat, with health most commonly cited as the principal 
reason. Greg Sams opened Britain’s fi rst macrobiotic 
healthfood restaurant in London in swinging 1967. The 
Vegeburger dates from 1982. The frozen ready formed 
burgers have been better received in the grocery trade than 
the dry mix. Realeat’s frozen lines are marketed by Vincent 
Adams of Adams Marketing. He says: “Vegeburgers are 
now the fastest selling meat free burgers. I estimate the 
frozen meat free burger market to be around £3 million to £4 
million in value and the frozen Vegeburger has nearly half of 
this fi gure.” There are also Cheese Vegeburgers and a soup 
which retails for around 20p per sachet.

4029. Product Name:  Impulse Soyfoods Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Impulse Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Radnor Business Centre, Radnor 
Rd., Horfi eld, Bristol BS7 8QS, England.  Phone: 0272 
41690.
Date of Introduction:  1988 February.
Ingredients:  Soya beans, rice fl our, Rhizopus oligosporus 
culture, cider vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz in poly bag.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  157 calories per 100 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Note from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Sept. 29. “Producers of tempeh.” Letters from Cathy 
Higginson. 1988. Oct. 5 and Oct. 21. “I started producing 
tempeh as Impulse Foods in Feb. 1988. I presently produce 
about 250 lb/week of tempeh, which sells throughout 
England.” Label. 1988. 3.5 inches square. Black on orange. 
“100% organic. Keep frozen. Serving suggestions: Slices 
or cubes of tempeh can be deep or shallow fried, steamed 
or baked, and used in casseroles, stir fries, etc. See recipe 
leafl et for more information.” Leafl et. 1988. “Impulse Foods 
Tempeh. A traditional Indonesian food made by culturing 
cooked soya beans into a delicious, savoury soya bean cake.” 
With color photo.
 Recipe leafl et. 1989. 2.75 by 4 inches, 6 panels. Black 
on orange. “Cooking with tempeh. Five [actually seven] 
quick and easy recipes for this exciting new soya bean 
product: Crispy fried tempeh. Tempeh burger. Tempeh & 
vegetable stew. Tempeh tempura. Tempeh, egg & onion 
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saute. Tempeh kebabs with peanut sauce. Spaghetti sauce 
with tempeh.”
 Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July 
9. This company, run by a lady in Bristol, seems to be doing 
all right. The company has changed hands about 3 times.
 Letter from Linda Perfect of Impulse Foods (Typed with 
signature on letterhead). 1990. “I am producing Tempeh here 
in the UK, and you will be pleased to know that sales are 
increasing slowly but surely.” Requests information about 
the vitamin B-12 content of tempeh.
 Letter from Alison J. Clark of Culture Foods Ltd., a 
cooperative in Nottingham, England. 1991. June 17. “The 
only tempeh distributed in this area is made by Impulse 
Foods of Bristol.”
 Label sent (24 March 1992) by Rosalind Binham for 
Impulse Foods Herb and Garlic Organic Tempeh. Dark green 
on light green. 227 gm (8 oz). The label was sent to Rosalind 
by Amanda Sweet, author of The Vegan Health Plan.
 Spot in Health Food Business (England). 1992. July. p. 
17. The company is now named Impulse Foods.

4030. McGowan, Christina. 1988. An analysis of the 
market for soya-based products. Dublin, Ireland: Centre for 
Marketing Studies, University College Dublin. 37 p. Feb. 28. 
Unpublished typescript. 30 cm.
• Summary: This is the earliest survey seen of the soyfoods 
market in Ireland. It is full of interesting statistics. The 
summary states that the market for soya-based products in 
the Dublin area is miniscule [minuscule]. These products 
account for only 1-5% of total health food sales. Annual sales 
of such products are roughly £200,000–£240,000 according 
to Kelkin, Ireland’s leading wholesaler. However if general 
trends in the health food industry can be relied on, there will 
be a steady increase in demand for soya products. The two 
main types of consumers are those suffering from lactose 
intolerance, and vegetarians. The most popular product is 
soya milk due to increased publicity and frequent references 
by doctors. Possible new products would be soy cheese, ice 
cream, or yogurt. A total of 23 retailers were interviewed and 
only 23 stock soya products.
 A survey was conducted on 103 respondents outside 
health food stores. Of those who had tasted soya-based 
products (only 15% of the total): 71% buy for health reasons. 
81% buy in health stores. 94% buy for themselves.
 51% of the respondents became aware of soya products 
through word of mouth, 23% through in-store displays, and 
23% through magazines/print. The most popular product 
quoted by respondents was soya milk (62.5% indicated 
they purchased it). Approximately 50% said they bought 
soy-based desserts, 20.2% bought tofu, 11.5% purchased 
soy cheese, 5.4% purchased tempeh, and 2.7% bought soy 
yogurts.
 Companies involved with soya are Sunrise (under 
license here), Spiral Foods of Cork (Tempeh), and Irish 

Sea Greens (Tempeh). Some people are making tofu 
in the Swords area and an Asian man was making tofu 
locally. Wholesalers that handle soya foods are Wholefood 
Wholesale (import 20 tonnes a year of soya milk worth 
£15,000 [Irish pounds] wholesale value), LifeForce (import 
£30,000 to £40,000 of soya milk), Paragon Distributors 
(imports 3-4 tons of soya foods worth £10,000), Perrans 
(sells £12,000 worth of soya milk per year), and Kelkin 
Naturproducts (sells £150,000/year of soya milk and £50,000 
desserts/year). Address: Dublin, Ireland.

4031. Soybean Update. 1988. In Ireland, margarine sales 
now equal butter for the fi rst time ever. March 7.
• Summary: ... “according to the European Margarine 
Association. Butter and margarine each hold 37% of the 
market, soft spreads 23% and light butter 3%.”

4032. Boulton, Brenda. 1988. Razzle-dazzle shake-up. 
Popular Foodservice (UK). March. p. 63, 65, 67.
• Summary: The latest dessert trend to reach the UK from 
the USA involves the creation of exotic concoctions from 
soft-serve ice cream using new machinery like the Waring 
Super Mixer from Robot Coupe or the Flavor Creator from 
Pure & Perfect Foods of London, which mix and blend 
ingredients without breaking them. The Flavor Creator is an 
ice cream/yogurt blender which blends fruits, nuts, biscuits, 
chocolate bars, etc. with tofu, yogurt, or hard-packed ices to 
create a wide range of desserts.

4033. Foreign Agriculture. 1988. British consumer learns 
merits of versatile U.S. soybean. March. p. 17.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association (ASA) is 
working to promote soybean oil in the United Kingdom. The 
greatest potential growth may be in the margarine sector.

4034. Leneman, Leah. 1988. Leaders of the soya revolution. 
Vegan (The) (England). Spring. p. 20-21. [7 ref]
• Summary: The author, “herself an established authority 
on culinary applications of the soya bean, looks at the work 
of William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, the unsung heroes 
of the soya revolution.” “It is possible that the books they 
have written which are not known to the general public may 
have had an ever greater infl uence than those which are–
books like Tofu & Soymilk Production... Their books have 
provided the wherewithal for eager young entrepreneurs to 
move confi dently into soya foods production, and the growth 
rate in this industry has been quite phenomenal, not only in 
the USA but on the continent and in Great Britain as well.” 
Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, 
Scotland.

4035. Product Name:  Soyacheese [Plain, or Smokey].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marigold Health Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 10, St. Pancras Commercial 
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Centre, London, NW1 0BY England.  Phone: 01-267-7368.
Date of Introduction:  1988 March.
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Jar.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28.

4036. Nordland, Donald E. 1988. Re: Tate & Lyle is 
attempting to acquire Staley Continental Inc. Letter to 
stockholders, April 13. 1 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “Dear Stockholder: As you probably know 
by now, Tate & Lyle PLC [a large British multinational] 
commenced an unsolicited and conditional tender offer 
for all of the company’s outstanding Common Shares, 
Depositary Preferred Shares and Preference Shares.” The 
management and its advisors are presently reviewing the 
offer carefully.
 “We strongly urge you to postpone your decision on 
whether to accept or reject the offer and to await the Board’s 
recommendation which will be determined by the Board 
and sent to you on or before April 21, 1988. Since the offer 
does not expire until May 5, 1988, stockholders should have 
ample time to receive the recommendation and act in an 
informed manner.” Address: Chairman, Staley Continental 
Inc., One Continental Towers, 1701 Golf Rr., Rolling 
Meadows, Illinois 60008. Phone: (312) 981-1696.

4037. Product Name:  Söderåsens Fromsoya: The Non-
dairy Alternative to Cheese Spread [Horseradish, Dill, Garlic 
& Herb, or Onion].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kallo Foods Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Sweden by Söderåsens Mjolkprodukter 
AB.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex, 
TW16 7JZ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988 April.
Ingredients:  Water, soyaoil, soya protein, horseradish, sea 
salt, lemon juice, preservative: Potassium sorbate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  95 gm. Retails for £1.38 (1993, 
UK).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 393 kcal (calories)/1620 
kj, protein 7.9 gm, carbohydrate 2.0 gm, fat 39 gm including 
polyunsaturated fatty acids 20 gm, saturated fatty acids 6 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  The Vegan. 1987. Winter 
[December]. p. 14. “Shoparound: Lis Howlett surveys the 
latest vegan products.” “Just as Plamil’s Veeze–the fi rst 
non-dairy spread of its kind–is establishing itself as a fi rm 
favorite, Kallo Foods have launched another alternative 
cheese-type spread. Called Fromsoya and available any time 
now, this one is fl avoured with horseradish and lemon juice.”

 Label received 1989. Aug. 3¼ inches square. 
Paperboard. Green, light orange, black, red, pink, blue and 
yellow on white. “A blend of Soya oil and Soya protein with 
Horseradish and Lemon juice. Keep refrigerated.”
 SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1):3. This is a 
blend of soya oil and soya protein in various fl avors. Leafl et 
published in English by Kallo. 1990. April. “Soederasens 
Fromsoya.” 6 panels. High in polyunsaturates. Low in 
saturates. Low in cholesterol. “The beauty of Fromsoya is 
its versatility. Use it as an alternative for dairy products such 
as full fat soft cheese, cheddar, milk, cream or yoghurt in so 
many dishes–it not only cuts down on unwanted saturated 
fat, but it’s packed with protein too.
 “Try Fromsoya in your everyday family cooking for 
tasty and nutritious snacks and dishes such as Baked Onions, 
Pasta with Rich Tomato Sauce, pizza-type Provençal Toasts, 
and for vegetable, egg or fi sh dishes. For those who avoid 
dairy products and miss the luxury of a white or cream sauce, 
Fromsoya ‘Alternative’ White Sauce is just delicious.
 “Fromsoya is tasty grilled on toast or French bread, 
whisked into creamy soups and sauces or in salad dressings. 
Mix it with your favourite ingredients to spread on 
crispbreads or open sandwiches, or as a fi lling for jacket 
potatoes, pitta bread or vol-au-vents...
 “Fromsoya contains Isolated Soya Protein–the purest, 
most nutritious form of soya protein available for food 
products.”
 Talk with Ted Nordquist of Aros. 1990. Nov. 23. This 
product, made from a mixture of soy protein isolates, fl avors, 
and stabilizers, resembles a soft cheese spread.
 Note: Located 15 miles west southwest of London; part 
of Greater London. Middlesex, a former county in southeast 
England, has been part of Greater London since 1965.
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 Label sent by David Greenslade. 1994. Oct. Fromsoya 
with Garlic, Parsley & Onion. “The milk-free alternative to 
soft cheese. A blend of soya oil and soya protein.” 90 gm. A 
color photo on the square label (3¼ inches on a side) shows 
3 round crackers, one spread with Fromsoya.

4038. Lyen, Donald. 1988. Brief history of Dragon & 
Phoenix Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 13. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Donald came to England from Hong Kong 
during the 1950s to study electronics. He founded Dragon 
& Phoenix Ltd. in London about 22 years ago (in about 
1965-66), in order to make tofu, because he liked it and 
yearned for it. The original location was at [?] Balse Street, 
Kings Cross, London N1. Later (when?) it was moved 
to 172 Pentonville Rd., London N1. He also made mung 
bean sprouts. In both cases, he developed equipment to 
mechanize the process. He used a liquidizer/blender instead 
of the traditional stone mill, and a centrifuge to separate 
the soymilk. He was a pioneer in this area, before Japanese 
companies did the same thing. At the time there were no 
other commercial tofu makers in England. However during 
the mid- to late 1950s there was a small Chinese-run 
operation in Liverpool (it had no name, and wasn’t really a 
company) that made and sold very small amounts of very 
hard tofu, probably coagulated with a nigari-type coagulant, 
not calcium sulfate. It was very expensive, more than 2 
shillings sixpence, so it didn’t take off. In about 1978 Dragon 
& Phoenix began making soymilk and selling it mostly to 
Chinese restaurants. He notes that there is still not much of a 
market for it, perhaps because the weather in England is not 
warm enough for it to be served as a refreshing soft drink.
 Today, he is sure that Dragon & Phoenix is still the 
largest tofu manufacturer in England. Yet the market is very 
small, and he does not advertise or promote his products. 
He sells only to Chinese restaurants and food stores, not to 
the health food trade. One reason for the small demand, he 
feels, is that tofu has so little fl avor of its own; you have to 
know how to cook it to make it tasty. Dragon & Phoenix 
is only one of Donald Lyen’s many businesses. He is still 
involved with electronics and is the sole agent for a Chinese 
word processor in the U.K. He is working to convert his 
tofu plant from a mechanized to an automated one. He was a 
founder and is presently a member of the European Soyfoods 
Association. He feels strongly that tofu should not be 
promoted as a health food but as a basic food for everyone. 
“Once you classify it as a health food, then you limit your 
market.” Address: 15-18 White Lyon St., London N1 9PD, 
London, England. Phone: 01-837-0146.

4039. Leneman, Leah. 1988. Top marks for tofu. Health 
Today (UK). April/May. p. 2.
• Summary: Contains six recipes, some using Morinaga 
Silken Tofu. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh 

EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4040. Product Name:  Meridian Teriyaki (Soya Sauce).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Meridian Foods Ltd. (Importer). 
Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Corwen, Clwyd, LL21 9RR, 
Wales, UK.  Phone: 0490 3151.
Date of Introduction:  1988 June.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Labels. Each has an illustration on the front panel. 
The tamari shows Mt. Fuji and the ocean, the teriyaki a 
soybean plant, and the shoyu some Japanese-style trees. CSP 
form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28.

4041. Product Name:  Soya Frys, and Tofu Balls.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Birchwood Health Products.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1D, Alyn Industrial Estate, 
Llay Hall, Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales, UK.  Phone: (0978) 
761833.
Date of Introduction:  1988 July.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from D. Horbury. 
1988. July 15.

4042. Vegan (The) (England). 1988. Pass it on! Haldane 
Foods. Summer. p. 17.
• Summary: “Haldane Foods’ Tofeata Tofu–one of the 
best around in my opinion–is currently being sold with an 
excellent free recipe leafl et. With the exception of honey in 
a few cases, all 20 recipes are vegan. If you’re a regular user 
of this brand, keep any spare copies and pass them on to 
friends.
 “The same company has a new range of ready-to-mix 
meals called ‘Easy Cuisine’ comprising: Vegetable Curry 
& Brown Rice Mix, Vegetable Goulash & Potato Mix, 
Spaghetti Vegetable Bolognese Mix, Vegetable Ragout & 
Dumpling Mix, Vegetable Cottage Pie Mix, and Vegetable 
Burger & Couscous Mix. All are quick and easy to prepare 
and very useful to have in the larder. They provide enough 
for one generous serving, but by using some of the recipe 
ideas on the back of the packets would easily stretch to two.”
 Note: A new Vegetable & Tofu Burger from Cauldron 
Foods is also mentioned.

4043. Bailey, Simon. 1988. Soya-based products. Natural 
Choice. Aug. 15.
• Summary: “The food of the future. The soya bean is a 
protein-packed food which is increasingly used as a dairy 
or food substitute in today’s search for a healthier diet.” 
Discusses soya milk, dairy free desserts, tofu, tofu-based 
foods, soya fl our, soya sprouts, tempeh, soya sauce, miso, 
and high-tech soya foods including TVP and soya protein 
isolates. Address: 138 Randolph Ave., London W9 1PG, 
England. Phone: 01-289-7364.
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4044. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1988. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p.
• Summary: Net sales for 1988 were $6,798 million, up 
17.7% over 1987. Earnings for 1987 were $353 million, up 
33% over 1987. The British Arkady Co. Ltd.: During the 
year, Haldane Foods Ltd. was purchased. This company 
is similar to Direct Foods Ltd., supplying the health food 
market.
 Note: On 31 Dec. 1987 ADM acquired the rest of 
Arkady Holdings Ltd. so that it now owned 100%. Both 
dates (15 Jan. 1973 and 31 Dec. 1987) were confi rmed by 
Dick Burket of ADM on 25 April 1991. Arkady Holdings 
Ltd. is the important company because it is the parent 
company for all of the different Arkady companies such as 
the Haldane Group, etc. Address: Decatur, Illinois.

4045. Product Name:  Clearspring Sendai Genmai Miso, 
and Hagoromo Mugi Miso.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Clearspring Natural Grocer 
(Importer). Made in Japan.
Manufacturer’s Address:  196 Old St., London EC1V 9BP, 
England.  Phone: 01-250 1708.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 
1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction as 1984 under 
the present label. Formerly sold under the Sunwheel label 
(1974).

4046. Product Name:  Community Soya Bean Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Community Foods Ltd. (Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Micross, Brent Terrace, London 
NW2 1LT, England.  Phone: 01-450-9411.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Bottle.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the bottle and Label.

4047. Product Name:  Western Isles Cold Pressed Soya Oil.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Community Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Micross, Brent Terrace, London 
NW2 1LT, England.  Phone: 01-450-9411.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
Ingredients:  Soy oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml glass jar.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the jar and Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. Gives date of introduction as Aug. 
1988.

4048. Good Housekeeping–British Edition (London). 1988. 
How it’s made: Soy sauce. Aug. p. 165.
• Summary: Although soy sauce did not become popular in 
the UK until the takeaway invasion of the 1970s, the fi rst 
imports reached this country back in the 17th century. Its 
advantages were that it withstood long sea voyages well and 
helped to relieve the monotony of the seafarers’ daily diet. 
To make HVP soy sauce, roasted soya beans are mixed with 
hydrochloric acid and left to react for 8 to 10 hours before 
sodium carbonate is added to help reduce the acidity. The 
following brands are made in this traditional way: Amoy, 
Kikkoman, Lotus, Sharwoods, and Sunwheel. Address: 
England.

4049. Product Name:  Plamil Carob-Coated Fruit & Nut 
Bar [Apricot, or Pear].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  40 gm bar in foil wrapper.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label. CSP form fi lled out by Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Sept. 28. Introduction date is okay.
 Leafl et (Color, 6 by 8.25 inches). 1990. April. Plamil 
delectable tasting confections. Describes and shows 
illustrations of the 100 gm carob bars and the 40 gm carob 
coated fruit & nut bars.

4050. Product Name:  Unisoy Carob & Banana Organic 
Drink.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, 
England.  Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction:  1988 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Neil Rabheru 
of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July 
9. This product was launched in Aug. 1988. “It was and 
probably still is the only organic soya drink to contain pure 
carob syrup; the other products on the market still use carob 
powder.”

4051. Schwartz, Jack. 1988. History of the health foods 
industry in America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 25. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: Jack founded the magazine Health Foods 
Retailing in about 1938 in New York. But the real expert 
on the history of this industry is Frank Murray, who lives 
in Manhattan (Business: 212-613-9700; Home 212-924-
0063). He has done extensive research in the fi eld and has 
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written a book on the history of this industry [More than One 
Slingshot], published in 1984. He has copies of back issues 
of magazines and many records. Frank worked for Jack 
at Syndicate Magazines. They published Better Nutrition 
starting in about 1939, then Today’s Living in about 1948; 
both are still published. In 1981 he sold the company to a 
large British fi rm, a subsidiary of British General Electric. 
They discontinued or ruined many of the best publications.
 Another early and important health food publication was 
Nature’s Path, published by Benedict Lust in New York City, 
starting in 1925.
 Early and important soy products were Joyana, Bob 
Hoffman’s Protein Powder and about 10 years later a similar 
product from Joe Weider, and a line from Battle Creek 
Foods.
 Another pioneer to talk with is Sam Reiser, who founded 
Balanced Foods, the largest natural food distributor in 
America. A cousin, he was in the industry since about 1939 
and was a major pioneer. Phone: 201-944-4639 in Fort Lee, 
New Jersey. Address: 27 Highland Ave., Larchmont, New 
York. Phone: 914-967-7556.

4052. Bailey, Paul. 1988. The Chinese work-study movement 
in France. China Quarterly 115:441-61. Sept. [93 ref]
• Summary: By 1920 Chinese overseas students could 
be divided into two broad groups: (1) Those studying in 
the USA, having been infl uenced by the philosophy of 
“worshipping money” (baijin zhuyi) wanted to build China 
on the American capitalist model when they returned. These 
students received government scholarships and enjoyed 
material comforts.
 (2) In France, however, the work-study students were 
concerned with practical training and participating in the 
world of labour. They lived frugally, spending their time 
“sweating and working in factories.”
 Between 1919 and 1921, more than 1,500 Chinese 
students went to France on a work-study program. Among 
these were many future Chinese Communist and government 
leaders incl. Zhou Enlai, Deng Xiaoping, Chen Yi, etc.
 While in Paris many Chinese students fi rst became 
acquainted with Marxism, and in 1922 the Chinese 
Communist Youth Party was founded in Paris. Also while in 
France, many Chinese students fi rst participated in organized 
demonstrations against western encroachment in China.
 “Origins of the movement: The founder of the work-
study movement was Li Shizeng [Li Yuying] (1881-1973), 
the son of Li Hongcao, a Grand Councillor and one-time 
tutor of the Tongzhi Emperor.” In 1902 was given the 
opportunity to study abroad when he accompanied Sun 
Baoqi, the newly-appointed Chinese minister to France, as 
an “embassy student” (suiyuan xuesheng). With Li went two 
young men who later rose to high positions in France. Later, 
through important contacts as these, Li was able to promote 
his work-study program.

 “While in France Li enrolled at the Ecole Pratique 
d’Agriculture in Montargis, just south of Paris; upon 
graduating in 1905 he studied chemistry and biology at 
the Institut Pasteur in Paris.” During this time Li became 
interested in the philosophy of anarchism, and particularly 
in the thought of Elisée Reclus (1830-1905) with whose 
nephew he was personally acquainted. “Li was especially 
impressed with Reclus’s confi dent prediction that science 
and education would bring about an equal society in which 
the ideas of ‘mutual assistance’ (huzghu) and ‘cooperation’ 
(hezuo) would be realized.
 “At the same time Li became an enthusiastic 
Francophile and his admiration for French culture and ideals 
never wavered through his life.” In contrast, he saw German 
culture as autocratic, utilitarian, and militaristic. During the 
years that followed, Li built up a wide network of contacts 
among French intellectuals and politicians, which was to be 
of considerable benefi t when he established the work-study 
program.
 In 1906 Li Shizeng, with two young Chinese colleagues, 
began to publish Xin Shiji (New Century), a periodical 
which served as a forum for their anarchist philosophy. The 
same year, all three joined Sun Yet-sen’s revolutionary anti-
Manchu organization. In 1908, in addition to his publishing 
activities, Li opened a bean curd [tofu] factory (Usine Caseo-
Sojaine) at Colombes, just outside of Paris, “and recruited 
30 Chinese workers from his native village in Zhili. Li, 
who became a strict vegetarian, was confi dent that France 
would appreciate the nutritional value of bean-curd.” In 
1909 Li returned to China. Taking advantage of his father’s 
acquaintance with the governor of Zhili, Yang Lianpu, Li 
was able to arrange a personal interview with Yang, who 
became enthusiastic about the project and contributed funds.
 “It was among the Chinese workers at the bean-curd 
factory that Li fi rst promoted “diligent work and frugal 
study” (qingong jianxue). A workers’ school was opened 
near the factory in which Li and Wu Zhihui taught Chinese, 
French, and general scientifi c knowledge. A strict regimen 
was imposed on the workers–no smoking, gambling, or 
alcohol was permitted–and they were expected to devote 
their spare time to study. For Li, work-study was to have 
a moral as well as an educational function. In addition to 
making workers more knowledgeable, work-study would 
eliminate their ‘decadent habits’ and transform them into 
morally upright and hard-working citizens.
 “Li was, in fact, echoing a concern prevalent among 
Chinese reformers since the end of the 19th century.” These 
are summarized. “Finally, work-study also accorded with 
Li’s belief in the unity of intellectual and manual work as the 
means to bring about mutual assistance, co-operation and 
equality in society.
 Frugal study in France: In 1912 Li organized the 
Association for Frugal Study in France (Liufa Jianxue Hui) 
to reduce expenses in order to expand overseas study, and by 
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labor and a simple life, to cultivate habits of diligence and 
hard work.
 “Li was supported in his venture by Cai Yuanpei (1868-
1940), who had studied in Germany before 1911 and was 
now education minister, and Wang Jingwei (1883-1944), a 
prominent member of the Tongmenghui and a close associate 
of Sun Yat-sen. Like Li Shizeng, Cai and Wang were both 
fervent admirers of France, describing it as a model republic 
free from the corrupting infl uences of monarchism and 
religion.
 “A preparatory school, fi nanced by the founders of the 
Association, was opened in Beijing in which students were 
taught French and other general subjects for six months 
in preparation for their sojourn in France... Between 1912 
and 1913 approximately 100 ‘frugal study’ students went 
to France, most of them going to Montargis College, the 
principal of which was a personal acquaintance of Li’s.”
 Note: Author Paul Bailey is currently completing a 
book on popular education in early 20th century China. 
Address: Lecturer in Chinese and Japanese History, Univ. of 
Edinburgh, Scotland.

4053. Bingham, Sheila A. 1988. Meat, starch, and nonstarch 
polysaccharides and large bowel cancer. American J. 
of Clinical Nutrition 48(3S):762-67. Supplement. Sept. 
Proceedings of the First International Congress on Vegetarian 
Nutrition. Held 16-18 March 1987 at Washington, DC. [68 
ref]
• Summary: “Epidemiologically, the strongest association 
with large bowel cancer incidence and any dietary factor is 
with meat.” Address: Medical Research Council and Univ. 
of Cambridge, Dunn Clinical Nutrition Centre, Cambridge, 
CB2 1QL, England.

4054. Elliot, Rose. 1988. The complete vegetarian cuisine. 
New York, NY: Pantheon Books. 352 p. First American 
edition. With many lovely full-page color photos. Index. 28 
cm.
• Summary: Visually, this is a beautiful book. The author 
makes minimal use of soybeans or soyfoods in her vegetarian 
cookbooks. She has apparently not learned that very few 
cultures that use soya as a traditional part of their diet use 
either soybeans as such or soy fl our. In “Learning to love the 
soybean” (p. 16) she notes: “Soybeans and soy fl our are rich 
sources of nutrients, but, in my opinion, so diffi cult to make 
palatable! However sprouted soybeans are delicious and 
make an excellent crunchy addition to salads, stir-fries, and 
sandwiches... Creamy soy milk (p. 106) and tofu (p. 108), 
which can both be made at home, are other palatable ways to 
eat soy.”
 Pages 38-39 contain a marvelous 2-page spread color 
photo of 30 different leguminous seeds (including soybean 
and soy fl our), each with a brief description, followed by 
a longer description on pages 40-41. The section titled 

“Soybean Glycine max” states: “Soybeans have a strong 
fl avor and need powerful condiments, such as curry, tomato 
and garlic, to make them taste good. I think they’re nicest 
when sprouted (p. 207) and added to salads and stir-fries.
 “Many products, such as miso, soy sauce, tempeh, soy 
milk and tofu, are made from soybeans and are described in 
other sections of this book.
 “Soy fl our is high in protein and low in starch, so it 
cannot be used to make a normal white sauce, although it 
can be stirred into savory sauces and gravies to add bulk 
and nutrients and is sometimes added to fl our as a dough 
improver, in the proportion 8 parts fl our to 1 part soy fl our.”
 Pages 104-05 contain another 2-page spread color photo 
of dairy and nondairy ingredients, with a brief description 
of each, including tempeh, seitan, dried deep-fried tofu, 
aromatic dried tofu [probably fi ve-spice pressed tofu = wu-
hsiang toufukan], smoked tofu, fi rm tofu, soft tofu, textured 
vegetable protein (chunks or chopped), soy milk, and soy 
cream. A longer explanation is given on pages 106-06. The 
author does not like the strong soybean fl avor or stodgy 
texture of tempeh. Page 108 gives a brief description of how 
to make tofu, and has a sidebar titled “Ideas for using tofu 
and vegetarian protein foods.” A good but brief description 
of soy sauce is given on p. 184, and a poor description of 
“How to make soy milk” (with added vanilla, honey, and oil) 
is given on page 280.
 Soy-related recipes include: Miso soup with bean curd 
(p. 133; a variation includes wakame). Vegan ice cream (uses 
soy milk instead of dairy milk, p. 280). Thus, only 1 recipe in 
the 352-page book uses tofu and none use tempeh.
 Originally published in Great Britain as Rose Elliot’s 
Vegetarian Cookery by William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd., 
London and Glasgow. “Rose Elliot, a vegetarian since the 
age of three, is one of England’s most popular cookbook 
authors. Her many best-selling books include Vegetarian 
Cooking from Around the World, The Festive Vegetarian, and 
The Vegetarian Mother and Baby. An active food consultant, 
she has appeared often on television and radio in Britain. She 
lives in Hampshire, England.” She was born and educated in 
England. Address: Hampshire, England.

4055. Product Name:  Granose Soya Yogert (Soymilk 
Yoghurt) [Peach Melba, Blackcurrant & Apple, Apricot, and 
Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in southern England by Bridge Farm Dairies. Made 
since late 1990 in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988 September.
Ingredients:  Peach melba: Soya milk (Water, dehulled 
soya beans, sea salt), Mauritian raw cane sugar, peaches, 
raspberries, stabilisers, maize starch, guar gum, pectin, 
Bulgarian cultures, natural fl avouring.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm plastic cup with foil lid.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 73 Kcal (calories) or 288 
k.J., protein 3.0 gm, carbohydrate 11.45 gm, fat 1.8 gm, 
cholesterol 0.0 gm.

New Product–Documentation:  The Vegan. 1988. Summer. 
p. 16. The product launch has been delayed until early 
July by a change of name–from Soya Yogart–following a 
challenge from a competitor. A black-and-white photo shows 
the label of Granose Soya Yogart.
 Form fi lled out and four Labels (cups & tops) sent by 
Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product 

(spelled Yogert), made by Bridge Farm Dairies, was 
introduced in Sept. 1988. It has never been made by DE-
VAU-GE. It is Ultra Heat Treated The shelf life is 15 weeks. 
The product is sold mainly to the health food trade. It now 
comes in the four fl avors shown above. A color illustration 
on the foil lid shows the main fruit used in a white square 
with a blue border against a pastel background. The name of 
the fruit is written along the bottom of the square. A “Best 
before” date is stamped atop each lid. The front of the cup 
contains a similar but more elaborate drawing. “Best served 
chilled.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 
and 8. Granose Soya Yogert was made by Genice starting in 
late 1990 in 4 fl avors–peach melba, strawberry, apricot, and 
blackcurrant & apple. Granose became part of the Haldane 
Foods Group in Jan. 1991.

4056. Bailey, Simon. 1988. Re: New developments with 
soyfoods in the UK: British Arkady, Haldane, Realeat, 
and The Regular Tofu Co. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, Oct. 10. 2 p. Handwritten with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: In Feb. 1988 Haldane was acquired by British 
Arkady’s Health Food Division. Brian Welsby and Peter 
Fitch are joint managing directors. Haldane brings in the 
Hera, Realeat, and Direct Foods lines. Brian Welsby is the 
key man at Haldane.
 The Realeat Company, maker of the VegeBurger and 
Vegebanger, formerly owned by Gregory Sams, no longer 
exists. In the summer of 1988 (Aug. 8) Haldane acquired the 
Realeat brand. Greg Sams retains interest in the company, 
but purely as a consultant, without controlling interest. The 
Regular Tofu Co. is now also part of Haldane Foods. John 
Holt, the founder of RTC, is no longer involved. Address: 
138 Randolph Ave., London W9 1PG, England. Phone: 01-
289-7364.

4057. Byrne, Maureen. 1988. Whatever happened to new 
protein? Food Manufacture (London) 63(10):51-52, 54, 57. 
Oct.
• Summary: According to Interfood, 3,000 tonnes of soy 
protein isolate and 6,000 tonnes of concentrate are used in 
the UK every year. In the UK, British Arkady was the fi rst 
company to manufacture TVP after its takeover by ADM. 
Lucas Ingredients is another large manufacturer in the UK. A 
smaller maker is GMB Proteins, which is part of Bush Boake 
Allen. Also discusses Bontrae, Kesp, Beanfeast, and Quorn.
 “The most exciting new protein food to have emerged 
in recent years is undoubtedly mycoprotein, developed by 
RHM [Rank, Hovis, McDougall] in the UK, which is the 
result of nearly 20 years of research... Called Quorn, this 
protein-rich food, with a texture very similar to that of meat, 
is now produced and marketed by Marlow Foods (formerly 
New Era Foods), a company jointly owned by RHM and 
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ICI.” The ideal source material for Quorn is “a microscopic 
plant called Fusarium graminearum, which is similar to 
the mushroom and which was eventually discovered not 
far from RHM’s development centre near Marlow, Bucks 
(hence the name Marlow Foods). Marlow has now been 
producing Quorn at its factory in Stokesley in the North 
East of England for two years.” They are grown in a sterile 
fermenter on liquid glucose produced by hydrolysing cereal 
starch. Nitrogen in the form of ammonia is added for protein 
development, with essential minerals and oxygen. Quorn is 
discussed in detail, and a large photo (p. 57) shows a chicken 
analogue made from Quorn.
 Note 1. This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 
2014) that mentions Quorn, a meat alternative made from 
mycoprotein (Fusarium graminearum) by Marlow Foods 
in Stokesley (a small market town), North Yorkshire, in 
northern England.
 Note 2. This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 2010) 
that mentions RHM in connection with Quorn or as the 
company that developed Quorn. Address: England.

4058. Dervin, Marie-Anne. 1988. Innovations agro-
alimentaire: 2,500 t/an de produits à base de soja [Agro-food 
innovations: 2,500 tonnes/year of soy products]. Industries et 
Techniques. Nov. 1. p. 94. [Fre]
• Summary: At Valence, Innoval has established an industrial 
unit for the transformation of soya into drinks, main dishes 
(plats cuisinés), desserts, etc. The Silos of Valence, an 
agricultural cooperative in Drôme, is looking to diversify 
in the agro-food sector. It has joined forces with Sojalpe to 
create Innoval S.A. This September the company launched 
the above-mentioned products into large-scale distribution 
supermarkets.
 The project, which has cost 20 million French francs, 
has benefi ted from the fi nancial support of several banks. In 
1989 Innoval SA is planning to come out with a complete 
line of long-lasting fresh products. The company also hopes 
to reach collectives and to export to other European countries 
that consume large amounts of tofu (UK, West Germany, or 
Switzerland). Address: France.

4059. Central Soya Co. 1988. Annual report. Ft. Wayne, 
Indiana. 25 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: On October 16, 1987, Agricola (U.K.) ltd., an 
affi liate of Ferruzzi Agricola Finanziaria S.p.A. (Ferruzzi), 
the holding company of the Ferruzzi Group based in 
Ravenna, Italy, purchased SMRK from Shamrock.
 Central Soya has three areas of activity: 1. Commodity 
operations consist of soybean processing and grain. Soybean 
processing is the largest of the company’s divisions. Sales 
were $1,259 million, and earnings (before interest and 
taxes) were $45.3 million, both up. 2. Animal Feeds. Sales 
were $670 million. 3. Refi ned Soya Products. Consisting 
of a refi ned oil division and a chemurgy division. Sales 

were $259 million and earnings $22.7 million, both up. 
An expansion of concentrate production at Gibson City is 
projected to read full capacity in November 1988, and a new 
concentrate plant in Bellevue will be nearing completion by 
late summer of 1989. In total, fi scal 1988 revenues increased 
24.5% to $2,189.5 million. Total earnings before interest 
and taxes were 61.7 million, up 12%. See also 49 page Form 
10-K. Address: P.O. Box 1400, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46801-
1400.

4060. Lamont, Heather. 1988. The gourmet vegan. London: 
Victor Gollancz Ltd. 153 p. Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: This unillustrated vegan cookbook makes 
relatively little use of soyfoods, although it does use tofu 
(4 recipes), miso (3), and soya milk (in Soya Pudding). 
The author, a nurse by profession, has won three recipe 
competitions. Address: Quorn, Leicestershire, England.

4061. Langley, Gill. 1988. Vegan nutrition: A survey of 
research. The Vegan Society Ltd., 33-35 George St., Oxford 
0X1 2AY, England. x + 121 p. Dec. Index. 21 cm. [255* ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword by Dr. Barrie M. Margetts. 
Introduction. Guidelines on vegan diets. Symbols & 
abbreviations. Tables. Vegan nutrition: 1. Protein and energy. 
2. Carbohydrates. 3. Fats. 4. Vitamins: Vitamin A (retinol 
and beta-carotene), the B Group vitamins–Vitamin B-1 
(thiamin), vitamin B-2 (ribofl avin), niacin (nicotinic acid and 
nicotinamide), vitamin B-6 (pyridoxine), folic acid (folate, 
known as folacin in the USA), pantothenic acid and biotin, 
vitamin B-12 (cobalamins), daily requirement of B-12–a 
controversy, vegan sources of B-12, vitamin B-12–the vegan 
experience, occasional B-12 defi ciency, vitamin C (ascorbic 
acid), vitamin D (ergocalciferol D-2, cholecalciferol D-3), 
vitamin D defi ciency, vitamin E (tocopherols), vitamin K, 
summary of vitamins.
 5. Minerals: The major minerals–Calcium (meat, 
protein, and calcium balance, calcium balance and other 
nutrients, calcium and vegan diets, osteoporosis), iron 
(iron balance and other nutrients, iron and vegan diets), 
magnesium, phosphorus, sodium and chloride, potassium, 
sulphur. The trace elements–Zinc, selenium, iodine, copper, 
cobalt, chromium, manganese, fl uorine, summary of 
minerals. 6. Milk and health. 7. The general health of vegans. 
8. Vegan diets as therapy. 9. Conclusions. Further reading.
 This book brings together in a concise, carefully 
researched, and well documented manner all that is currently 
known about vegan nutrition. It is the “most comprehensive 
survey ever undertaken of scientifi c research on vegan diets. 
Vegan Nutrition shows that a vegan diet can provide all the 
essential nutrients for health and fi tness at any age, without 
the need to take supplements, as long as a few elementary 
rules are observed. This proviso is particularly relevant to 
infants and young children.”
 Table 12 shows portions of selected vegan foods that 
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provide 100 mg of calcium: Spinach 17 gm, tofu 20 gm (4 
times as much calcium as in the same weight of whole cow’s 
milk), molasses 20 gm, parsley 30 gm, fi gs (dried) 36 gm, 
almonds 40 gm, soy fl our 44 gm, and watercress 45 gm. 
Calcium is the most abundant mineral in the body. About 
99% of it is in the bones and teeth in the form of calcium 
phosphates. The 5-10 gm of calcium not in the bones and 
teeth are required for muscle contraction, for the functioning 
of the nerves, for the activity of several enzymes, and for 
blood clotting. The British RDAs for calcium are 600-700 
mg a day for children and teenagers, and 500 mg for adults 
(vs. 800 mg in the USA)–rising to 1,200 mg in pregnancy 
and during lactation. “There have been no reports of calcium 
defi ciency in vegans; the exclusion of meat and the slightly 
lower amounts of protein in their diets may protect against 
this.”
 Concerning vitamin K: This vitamin is fat soluble, 
and is widespread in plant foods such as spinach, cabbage, 
caulifl ower, peas, and grains. It is provided in roughly equal 
proportions by diet and from bacterial activity in the gut. 
Vitamin K is needed for normal clotting of the blood. Vegans 
are unlikely to suffer a dietary defi ciency. Note: The author, 
whose fi rst name is pronounced Jill, is a woman. Address: 
Hitchin, Hertfordshire, England.

4062. Beddows, C.G. 1988. The old fashioned way with 
soya. Food Science & Technology Today 2(1):12-15. [6 ref]*
• Summary: The following soybean products are described 
briefl y: soymilk, bean curd, tofu, tempeh, natto, sufu, miso, 
shoyu, and yuba. Protein yields are given for a range of plant 
crops versus milk and beef, e.g. soybeans 3500 kg/ha/annum 
versus 75 kg/ha/annum for beef. Recipes are included for 
miso cream cheese dip and deep fried tofu and miso soup. 
The marked rise in consumption of soybean products in 
the USA in recent years is noted. Address: Dep. of Applied 
Sciences, Leeds Polytechnic, Leeds LS1 3HE, England.

4063. Product Name:  Marinated Tofu: Soya Bean Curd 
Marinated in Soy Sauce and Ginger.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: 0272 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Tofu (soybeans, calcium sulphate–natural 
coagulant). Marinade (soy sauce, fructose, citric acid, 
spices).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  180 gm vacuum packed in 
outside box. Retails for 79p (1/89).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 11.5 gm, fat 5.25 gm, 
carbohydrate 2.10 gm, calories 102 kCal.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1989, received. 5 
by 4 by 1 inch paper box. Brown, orange, green, black, and 

red on white. Color drawing of tofu on a cutting board with a 
Chinese spoon, bowl, and chopsticks. Has a handwritten list 
of 20 recipes (mostly Chinese style) in which it can be used. 
Front panel also bears the green V Vegetarian logo in a box 
“Suitable for Vegetarians.” On the back are three recipes: 
Hot & Sour Soup, Chinese Salad, and Marinated Tofu Stir 
Fry. “The versatile food ingredient. A complete vegetable 
protein. Keep chilled at 4ºC.”

4064. Product Name:  Vegetable Burgers with Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Reconstituted mixed vegetables (peas, carrots, 
onion, potato, leek, green and red peppers), tofu (water, soya 
beans, calcium sulphate), ground soya beans, oats, textured 
soya fl our, soy sauce (water, soya beans, wheat, salt), yeast, 
hydrolised vegetable protein, salt, yeast extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: calories 187, protein 12.92 gm, fat 
10.45 gm, carbohydrate 11.15 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1989, sent by Philip 
Marshall. Paperboard box. Green, red and black on white. 
Color photo of oval burger-like product on front. Contains 4 
burgers. “Just heat to eat. Contains no artifi cial fl avourings 
or colourings. Keep chilled at 4ºC.” Package bears the green 
“V” symbol “Suitable for vegetarians.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1988.

4065. Product Name:  Granose Vegetarian Wholefood 
Kitchen: Soya and Mushroom Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Distributor). 
Made in Denmark by Nutana Helsekost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Soya protein, maize oil, mushrooms, water, 
wholemeal breadcrumbs, egg protein, onions, wheat fl our, 
sea salt, vegetable fl avouring.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  225 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 250 Kcal (calories), protein 
11.5 gm, carbohydrate 23.6 gm, fat 12.8 gm, cholesterol 0.0 
gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out and Label 
sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the 
frozen product, made by Nutana, was introduced in 1988 
and uses soya fl our as the main protein ingredient. Label. 8.5 
by 4.25 by 1 inch. Paperboard box. Blue and white on gray. 
Photo on front panel shows a sliced, ready-to-eat burger on 
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a plate with ketchup, green beans, and fried potatoes. “No 
artifi cial colours or preservatives... Do not re-freeze once 
thawed.” Back panel: “Cooking instructions: Direct from 
freezer, shallow fry in oil for 4 minutes each side or grill for 
10 minutes each side. Serving suggestion: Serve with sauteed 
potatoes and vegetables or garnish in a wholemeal bun.”

4066. Product Name:  Granose Soya Margarine (Dairy 
Free).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Distributor). 
Made in Denmark by Nutana Helsekost.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out by Granose 
Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product, made by 
Nutana, was introduced in 1988.

4067. Product Name:  Granose Soyagen: Soya Milk Powder 
(For Adults).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Importer-
Marketer). Made in West Germany by DE-VAU-GE.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.  Phone: 0923-672281/2.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  (1990): Soya proteins (instant), corn oil, malt, 
starch, calcium carbonate, vegetable emulsifi er: lecithin, sea 
salt, natural fl avourings, vitamins E, B-1, B-2, B-12.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  350 gm box.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 21 gm, fat 26 gm, 
carbohydrate 45 gm, calcium 420 mg, phosphorous 200 mg, 
iron 3.5 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out and Label 
sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that 
product was introduced in 1967. Made by DE-VAU-GE. 
Address on label is Stanborough Park. Label. 1990. 5.5 by 
8 by 1.75 inches. Paperboard box. Black, red, yellow, and 
dark green on white and light green background.”Contains 
no animal produce. Lactose free. Gluten Free. The vegetable 
Lactose-free composition of Granose ‘Soyagen’ Soya Milk 
Powder makes it easy to digest and suitable for people with 
an allergy to cows’ milk.” Illustration on front panel shows a 
glass of milk in front of green soybean leaves and pods. Side 
panel: “Preparation: Granose Soya Milk Powder dissolves 
instantly in hot or cold water. Standard Mix 1 part powder 
to 6 parts water (40 gm powder to ¼ litre water). Suitable 
for use in: Puddings, Custard, Yogurts, Soups, Sauces, etc.” 
Note: This was the earliest known soymilk made in Europe 
for adults that was fortifi ed with calcium.

4068. Product Name:  Soyannaise (Eggless Soya 
Mayonnaise or Dressing) [With Mustard Seeds]. Renamed 
‘Nnaise in 1988.

Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Probably made with soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Owners: Nick Lyde and Haydn Jones, 
partners.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history 
of Green Dragon Animal Free Foods and Bute Island Foods 
Ltd.” Which see. Soyannaise was fi rst sold in 1987 in several 
local shops in Wales. Cauldron Foods objected to the name 
Soyannaise, so in 1988 the product was renamed ‘Nnaise.

4069. Product Name:  SoyaCheese [Plain, or Smoky].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Probably made with soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Oct. 10. Owners: Nick Lyde and Haydn Jones, 
partners. Believes all products made from soy protein 
isolates.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history 
of Green Dragon Animal Free Foods and Bute Island Foods 
Ltd.” Which see. SoyaCheese was introduced in 1988.

4070. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  19 the Crescent, Hipperholm, 
Halifax, W. Yorkshire, England.  Phone: 0422 201686.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
New Product–Documentation:  Owner: Deb Szumowski. 
Letter from Simon Bailey. 1988. Oct. 10. No longer a 
commercial business. Makes tofu only for domestic use.

4071. Product Name:  Plamil Mint Chocolate with Soya.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  5/94: Raw sugar, cocoa mass (Roasted milled 
cocoa nibs), cocoa butter (natural cocoa fat), defatted soya 
[probably soy protein isolate], emulsifi er–soya lecithin, 
fl avourings–Natural vanilla, peppermint oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm bar.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Simon Bailey. 1988. 
Natural Choice. Aug. 15. “Soya-Based Products.” A photo 
shows the Label.
 Label sent by Anthony Marrese. 1994. May. 6 by 3.5 
inches. Chocolate brown, yellow, and white on light green. 
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“100% non dairy. For those allergic to dairy milk chocolate 
and all who prefer a non-dairy bar.” Retails for £0.97.

4072. Product Name:  Soyanaise (Non-Dairy Tofu-Based 
Mayonnaise).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Rayner Burges Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bull Lane, London N18 1TQ, 
England.  Phone: 01-807-3080.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Incl. Tofu.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Sept. 29. “Rayner Burges Ltd. is producing 
a Soyanaise in conjunction with Cauldron Foods, of which 
company they are the new owners. This company holds the 
legal rights to the name Soyanaise in Great Britain.”
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced by Cauldron Foods in 1984. It did 
not sell well and was “delisted” (discontinued) within a 
year after it was launched. It was too expensive to make. 
When Rayners (Rayner Burgess Ltd.) acquired Cauldron 
Foods in Sept. 1987 they also acquired the trademark to this 
product name. Rayner Burgess, being a manufacturer of 
mayonnaises, now makes Soyanaise containing tofu made by 
Cauldron Foods Ltd., but it is not a Cauldron Foods product. 
No label is presently available. Bull Lane is the complete 
address; they take up the whole lane. Rayner Burgess, 
generally a maker of condiments, also makes salad creams, 
a lot of private-label products, essences, colorings, cherries 
and olives for cocktails, anchovy sauces and pastes, etc. 
They have a plethora of small and unusual brands.

4073. Product Name:  Vege-Grill.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.
Date of Introduction:  1988.
Ingredients:  Textured “soys” with some wheat gluten.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Gregory Sams. 
1988. March 30. The product will be launched this year.

4074. Lea and Perrins. H.P. Foods Ltd. A wholly owned 
subsidiary of B.S.N. Limited. 1988. The history of Lea & 
Perrins (Leafl et). Worcester, England. 2 p. 30 x 21 cm. Black 
on green.
• Summary: Lea & Perrins “Original and Genuine” 
Worcestershire Sauce has been at the factory on Midland 
Road in Worcestershire since the factory was built in 1897. 
Still today the unmistakable aromas rise from oak casks 
stored below the ground. The recipe is understood to have 
been brought to England in 1835 by Marcus, Lord Sandys, 
who had held many offi ces in the east [i.e. in Asia] including 
that of the Governor of Bengal.
 “On his return from India to his native Worcestershire, 
Lord Sandys took the recipe to John Lea and William 

Perrins, chemists who owned a pharmacy in Broad Street, 
Worcester. At Lord Sandys’ request, the chemists made up 
the sauce and, probably to satisfy their own curiosity and 
to assess the sauce’s viability as a commercial proposition, 
prepared a quantity for themselves which they put into stone 
jars. When they tasted the sauce, however, they found it so 
unpalatable that they consigned the jars to the cellar. Some 
time later they re-discovered the jars and, before throwing 
them out, tasted the sauce again. It tasted superb! The sauce 
had matured.
 “The reputation of the sauce originally made for Lord 
Sandys quickly spread and Messrs Lea & Perrins decided 
to obtain the recipe permanently from Lord Sandys to 
manufacture and sell under the now familiar Lea & Perrins 
name.
 “To this day the recipe remains a closely-guarded 
secret and only a handful of people know the exact 
ingredients, proportions and maturing processes involved 
in the manufacture of Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce. 
With Lord Sandys’ permission, the sauce was fi rst sold 
commercially in 1837 and in 1849 arrangements were made 
for its export to New York.
 “By 1849 Lea & Perrins Worcestershire Sauce had 
rounded Cape Horn. The crew of a ship sailing up the Pacifi c 
coast to the United States deserted to join the 1849 Gold 
Rush, leaving only the captain and the ‘supercargo’, the man 
directly responsible for the cargo, to sell off the goods they 
were carrying. Itemised on the cargo list was the famous 
sauce, along with a selection of medicines and Lea & Perrins 
trusses!
 “An undamaged bottle was unearthed by archaeologists 
investigating the town of Te Wairoa in New Zealand. The 
town had been destroyed by a volcano in 1886–so the sauce 
must have reached New Zealand before that date!...
 “Lea & Perrins Limited was acquired by HP Sauce 
Limited in 1930. In 1967 Imperial Tobacco (now Imperial 
Group) acquired HP Sauce and the Lea & Perrins brands 
with it... The product is used in over 130 countries.”
 Photos show: (1) Seven old Lea & Perrins bottles, two 
of them with labels. The earliest, which has no label, dates 
from 1866. (2) Three present sizes of bottles, 20, 10, and 
5 fl . oz. The fi rst 3 ingredients are vinegar, molasses, and 
vinegar–in that order. Address: Midland Road, Worcester, 
WR5 1DT, England.

4075. Leneman, Leah. 1988. Soya foods cookery. London 
and New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul. ix + 145 p. Illust. 
Index. 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Recipes–1. Soya 
milk: Soya milk, soya yogurt, soft cheese [made from soya 
yogurt], and mayonnaise, soya milk skin (yuba). 2. Tofu: 
Tofu, frozen and dried-frozen tofu, smoked tofu. 3. Tempeh. 
4. Miso. 5. Combi-dishes: Tofu and miso, tempeh and tofu.
 An introduction to the subject, with more than 100 
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recipes. Almost half the book is devoted to tofu and tofu 
recipes. The author, born in the USA, has lived in Britain 
for more than 20 years. She was once assistant editor of 
The Vegetarian, and also worked at Cranks Restaurant 
(on Marshall St. in London W1). Address: 19 Leamington 
Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4076. Leneman, Leah. 1988. Tofu Rezepte aus aller Welt 
[The international tofu cookery book]. Munich, West 
Germany: BLV Verlagsgesellschaft. 127 p. [Ger]*
• Summary: First published in the U.K., the German edition 
of this book won a silver medal at the 1988 Frankfurt 
Book Fair. A Hebrew edition is also planned. Address: 19 
Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4077. MacLeod, Glesni; Ames, Jennifer. 1988. Soy fl avor 
and its improvement. CRC Critical Reviews in Food Science 
and Nutrition 27(4):219-401. [721 ref]
• Summary: An excellent review of the subject. Contains 35 
tables and 21 fi gures.
 The table of contents states: “A highly characteristic and 
often undesirable fl avor associated with soy protein materials 
largely explains the slower-than-expected progress over 
recent years in the development of high-protein foods based 
on soya. Apart from the inherent fl avor of the bean, different 
fl avors are produced on processing and on storage. Major 
problems are the absence of an attractive positive fl avor, 
the present of off-fl avors of several kinds, the tenacious 
binding of such fl avors to the soy protein molecules, and the 
diffi culties of removing and/or masking these unacceptable 
qualities. This review provides a reappraisal of current 
literature evidence relating to each of these aspects and 
summarizes published patents of processes for soy fl avor 
improvement.”
 The referee is Norman L. Betz, Dep. of Food Science 
and Technology, Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, and Technological Resources Limited, Ballwin 
(a western suburb of St. Louis), Missouri. Address: 1. Dep. 
of Food and Nutritional Sciences, King’s College London, 
London, England; 2. Dep. of Food Science and Technology, 
Univ. of Reading, Reading, England.

4078. Williams, Edmund; Robinson, George R. 1988. 
Port Sunlight: The fi rst hundred years, 1888, 1988. The 
short history of a famous factory. Kingston Upon Thames, 
England: Lever Brothers. 51 p. Illust. (some color). Portraits. 
30 cm. *
• Summary: Includes a discussion of soap, and Great 
Britain’s household cleaning materials industry. Address: 
Kingston Upon Thames, England.

4079. Health Food Business (England). 1988--. Serial/
periodical. Surrey, England.
Address: Premier House, Madeira Road, West Byfl eet, 

Surrey, KT14 6NF, England.

4080. Product Name:  Soyannaise?
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marigold Health Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 10, St. Pancras Commercial 
Centre, London, NW1 0BY England.  Phone: 01-267-7368.
Date of Introduction:  1988?
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolate.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon 
Bailey. 1988. Sept. 28. “Health food distributors. Recently 
developed their own ‘Naise based on soy protein isolates.”

4081. Product Name:  Tofu, Marinated Tofu, Banana Tofu 
Dessert.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nexus Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1/10, St. Mary’s 
Workshops, Henderson St., Leith, Edinburgh EH6 6DD, 
Scotland.  Phone: 031-533 6850.
Date of Introduction:  1988?
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Simon Bailey. 
1988. Sept. 29. They make tofu and some tofu products.

4082. Product Name:  Plamil Soya Milk (Sugar Free and 
Ready to Use in 1 Liter Tetra Brik Carton).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988?
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et. 1990. Plamil. 
Pioneers of British Soya Milk 1965-1990. Silver anniversary. 
Shows color illustration of the package. Blue, green, red, and 
yellow on white. “Provides calcium and vitamins B-2, B-12, 
and D-2.”

4083. Product Name:  Plamil Soya Milk (Concentrated in 
500 ml Liter Tetra Brik Cartons) [Sweetened (Green Label), 
or Sugar Free (Blue Label)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1988?
Ingredients:  Incl. soy protein isolate.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Leafl et. 1990. Plamil. 
Pioneers of British Soya Milk 1965-1990. Silver anniversary. 
Shows color illustration of the package. Blue, green, red, and 
yellow on white. “Provides calcium and vitamins B-2, B-12, 
and D-2.”
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4084. Labib, M.; Gama, R.; Wright, J.; Marks, V.; Robins, 
D. 1989. Dietary maladvice as a cause of hypothyroidism 
and short stature. British Medical Journal 298(6668):232-33. 
Jan. 28. [5 ref]
• Summary: A four year old boy was investigated for short 
stature. When he was 2 years old, his mother sought advice 
because of his poor appetite and constipation. A dietitian 
advised his mother to withdraw cow’s milk and give him 
soya milk. During the next 6 months he developed diarrhea. 
Address: 1. MRCPATH, senior registrar; 2. MRCP, registrar; 
3. MRCPATH, Consultant; 4. FRCPATH, Prof.; 5. FRCP, 
consultant paediatrician. All: Departments of Clinical 
Biochemistry and Clinical Nutrition and Paediatrics, St. 
Luke’s Hospital, Guildford, Surrey GU1 3NT.

4085. Cauldron Foods Ltd. 1989. Cooking with tofu. 149 
South Liberty Lane, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, England.
• Summary: This accordion-folded booklet of tofu recipes, 
3.25 x 4.5 inches, with 12 panels, contains 16 recipes, with a 
pastel color illustration accompanying many of them. They 
are divided into starters, main course, and desserts. All call 
for the use of Cauldron Tofu. One panel explains: What 
is tofu? Why eat tofu? The Cauldron Foods range: Fresh 
tofu, original and smoked. Tofu burgers: savoury, peanut, 
chili, and vegetable with tofu. Vegetarian Pâtés: Vegetable, 
Mushroom, Tomato and red pepper, and savoury vegetable. 
Address: Bristol, England. Phone: 0272 632835.

4086. Delcuratolo, Raymond. 1989. Société Soy–France’s 
largest tofu manufacturer–thinking of starting operations in 
America (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 5. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Societe Soy, located in St.-Chamond, is thinking 
of starting a branch in America, perhaps in the Los Angeles 
area. Their main products might be: 1. Tofu Burgers (Croque 
Tofu) sold in 4 fl avors and eaten in France with a sauce, not 
between buns like a typical U.S. burger. 2. Tofu Sausages 
(Roulades de Tofu, Tofi nelle) with Sauce and mushrooms 
or smoked salmon. These sausages, larger than a U.S. hot 
dog, are sold 2 in a package with the sauce. 3. Soy yogurt-
like or parfait-like dessert (Soyeux), sold in 6 fl avors. They 
now market these products (plus Tofast Soya Paste, Tofumé 
smoked tofu, and Granioc (wholegrain & tofu meatless 
burgers)) in England, and have a nice brochure to advertise 
them.
 Raymond hopes to run the company in America, with 
Jean commuting. He is paying for this exploratory trip out of 
his own funds.
 Note: Letter from Bernard Storup, president of Société 
Soy. 1989. March 3. “I was rather surprised that Raymond 
met with you in Lafayette. He has been a friend of Jean 
Preneuf’s for years and has just sold his–well–business. He 
is thinking of doing something with us, surely in the U.S. We 

talked together of the opportunity to start a new tofu business 
over there, but I must say I’m not convinced that it is really 
a good idea. There is a French expression that says, ‘You 
cannot run after two rabbits at the same time.’”
 Note: As of Jan. 1995 this project has never happened. 
Address: France.

4087. Shellenbarger, Sue. 1989. Grain Maverick. Dwayne 
Andreas runs ADM his own way, often playing hardball. Did 
anger at Board of Trade bring about the scandal at Chicago’s 
exchanges. His moles in the trading pits. Wall Street Journal. 
Feb. 9. p. 1, A12.
• Summary: A nice portrait illustration (dot-style) shows 
Dwayne Andreas. In 1985 the Chicago Board of Trade 
accused ADM, America’s largest soybean processor, of 
manipulating soy oil prices. Andreas refused to appear before 
a disciplinary committee and ADM was fi ned $25,000. 
Within months, ADM agreed with federal prosecutors 
to train and employ 2 undercover agents, wired for 
sound, to infi ltrate the trading pits of the nation’s largest 
futures exchange. A major scandal has erupted when the 
investigators alleged fraud.
 “The senior Mr. Andreas not only plays hardball in 
the marketplace, he consistently charts an idiosyncratic 
course for his company, shunning the popular wisdom of the 
food industry and Wall Street alike. Through ruthless cost 
cutting, among other things, he has built the Decatur, Illinois, 
company from a bedraggled also-ran to the nation’s biggest 
commodity processor, one with $6.8 billion in annual sales 
and a balance sheet one analyst describes as ‘awesome.’...
 “The 69-year-old head of ADM has carved out an image 
as a kind of senior statesman of agriculture, traveling in 
his personal plane to Moscow for meetings with Mikhail 
Gorbachev and courting favor in Washington, DC, for his 
innovative company’s latest idea. A master of the grand 
gesture, Mr. Andreas even offered recently to have a trade 
group he heads purchase the bugged U.S. Embassy in 
Moscow...
 “Mr. Andreas has never shown much regard for the 
conventions of the fi nancial markets. He releases, for 
instance, only bare-bones fi nancial data... One of Mr. 
Andreas’s fi rst acts when he took over as ADM’s chief 
executive 19 years ago was to gut the company’s 27-member 
public-relations staff; today a vice president, Richard Burket, 
says he handles ‘public relations, advertising, government 
relations–you name it.’... Bucking another Wall Street trend–
the heavy leveraging of assets–he keeps ADM’s balance 
sheet sloshing with surplus cash; ADM has about $1 billion 
on hand in cash and marketable securities, and only $800 
million in debt.
 “Despite this pot of cash, Mr. Andreas has shunned 
the big-name takeover game. Instead, refl ecting his zeal for 
controlling costs, he has been on a prolonged shopping quest 
for mills, plants, barges and other mundane assets that can be 
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had at bargain-basement prices...
 “In 1985, after decades of nose-to-nose competition, 
ADM’s giant crosstown rival in Decatur, A.E. Staley Mfg. 
Co., threw in the towel and sold its soybean-processing 
business... Ultimately Staley was acquired by Tate & Lyle 
PLC, the big British company.” Address: Staff reporter.

4088. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1989. 40 
years of progress: Fortieth anniversary, 1949-1999. Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada: OSGMB. 49 p. 22 x 28 cm.
• Summary: Contents: A message from the Ontario Minister 
of Agriculture and Food (Jack Riddell). Chairman’s message 
(Ted McGrail). History of soybeans in Ontario (p. 3). Year 
by year: 1948-1989–One page is devoted to each year. 
The 3-element / column format is the same for most years 
and pages, except when there is a photo of the new staff 
person or a special photo is added: (a) A portrait photo of 
the chairman for that year. (b) Brief statement of important 
developments that year (mostly soybean price, production, 
acreage, yield, support price or defi ciency payments). (c) 
Names of the director(s) from each of the six districts–1. 
Elgin. 2. Essex. 3. Pelee Island. 4. Kent. 5. Lambton. 6. 
Middlesex. Page 47 briefl y summarizes 40 years of progress.
 Four graphs (p. 48-49) show changes related to Ontario 
soybeans from 1949 to 1989: (1) Soybean acreage grew from 
104,000 acres to 1,290,000 acres; the most rapid growth 
occurred after 1976. Annual average yields and 5-year 
average yields have increased steadily–the 5-year average 
from about 18 bushels/acre in 1949 to about 36 bushels in 
1989. Soybean production grew from about 3 million bushels 
in 1949 to a peak of about 45 million bushels in 1987. The 
soybean crop value (farm cash receipts) grew from almost 
nothing in 1949 to over $351 million in 1988; rapid growth 
began after 1971 and 1976.
 Chronology of some important events extracted mainly 
from individual years.
 “1949–The Ontario Soya-Bean Growers’ Marketing 
Board was established under the Farm Products Marketing 
Act. Under the provisions of the new regulations eleven 
soybean growers were elected as directors to the board. 
Together they represented some 6,000 soybean producers in 
six Ontario districts. The fi rst offi ce of the board was located 
in the offi ce of the Agricultural Representative in Essex, 
and Angus McKinney was the fi rst secretary. K.A. Standing 
acted as assistant on a part-time basis. Board operations were 
fi nanced during the 1949-50 crop year by one half cent per 
bushel license fee [like the later U.S. checkoff fee].
 “1950–The license fee was increased [doubled] from 
one-half cent to one cent per bushel, the level at which it 
remained until 1959.
 “1951–The fi rst annual convention of soybean growers 
was held Feb. 15-16, 1951 at the Community Hall, Chatham 
[County of Kent]. Imports from the U.S. were totalling about 
5 million bushels annually.

 1952–K.A. Standing became general manager (with 
portrait photo). The board established its offi ce in Chatham 
sharing facilities and staff of one secretary with the Ontario 
Seed Corn Marketing Board on Market Street. The fi rst task 
was to set up a complete grower records system.
 “1953–Expansion of offi ce requirements resulted in a 
move to new quarters on Fourth Street in Chatham.
 1954–The OSGMB organized the fi rst export of 
Canadian soybeans. The shipment was made from Port 
Stanley [Ontario] to interests in the United Kingdom. 
Initiated to generate competition in the domestic market, 
exports were to continue in every succeeding year. Some 
1,492,000 bushels of soybeans were exported during the 
1954-55 crop year.
 1956–The number of elected directors increased to 14 
from 11.
 1957–The average price of soybeans paid to growers 
dropped to $1.95 per bushel–the lowest since World War 
II. The board pressed for legislation to stabilize returns to 
growers.
 “1958–The board was successful in having soybeans 
brought under the Agricultural Stabilization Act. The crop 
was supported at $2.10 per bushel. The average price paid to 
growers was $1.90, resulting in a defi ciency payment of 19.6 
cents per bushel for a total of $1,200,000 paid to growers. 
The offi ce was moved from Fourth Street to Wellington 
Street West in Chatham. Otis McGregor became assistant 
secretary-manager (with portrait photo).
 Note. Letter (e-mail) from Kim Cooper formerly of 
OSGMB. 2010. Feb. 18. The growers always had to pay a 
premium to take part in income stabilization programs. So it 
was not simply a government subsidy. At fi rst, the premiums 
had to be paid up front, but after a few years, the premiums 
were deducted from the payout, if there was any payout.
 1960–L.R. Addeman became information offi cer for 
both the soybean and wheat boards.
 1963–The ban on coloured margarine is lifted in 
Ontario.
 “1964–Increased emphasis was put on [soybean] 
research when federal and provincial programs were brought 
under a coordinated plan.
 “1965–Domestic crushings reached a 16-year high at 
20.8 million bushels, as did soybean imports at 16.5 million. 
There was no price support in 1965 and succeeding crops, 
the last having been applied to the 1964 crop at $2.15 per 
bushel.”
 1970–Canadian soybean production fi rst tops 10 million 
bushels.
 1973–The fi rst shipment of Ontario soybeans (Harsoy 
variety) was made to Japan. The Ontario Soybean 
Symposium was held at Ridgetown College of Agricultural 
Technology, sponsored by the Board, the Ministry of 
Agriculture, and Food and Agriculture Canada. K.A. 
Standing became general manager of both the soybean and 
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wheat boards and Otis McGregor was appointed marketing 
manager of both boards.
 1974–D. Sanderson became secretary to the Ontario 
soybean and wheat boards.
 1975–The Soybean Board established its own separate 
offi ce in a rented building on Kell Drive in Chatham. Otis 
McGregor became secretary manager of the Soybean Board.
 1977–The metric system started to be used in agriculture 
in Canada; metric ton (tonne) offi cially replaced bushel. “An 
Advance Payment Program was established for soybeans 
under the federal Advance Payments for Crops Act. The 
program provided interest free loans to producers who stored 
their soybean crop at harvest for future sale.” A record high 
yield average of 39 bushels per acre was set. Mario Baletto 
became market information coordinator.
 “1979–The Board initiated a program to promote 
soybeans as a food product and hired home economist Linda 
Lantz to manage the program. Soybeans were the featured 
crop at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.
 “1980–Soybeans began trading duty free between 
Canada and the United States following the elimination 
of a 60 cent per bushel tariff, via the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade” (GATT). Fred Brandenburg became 
assistant secretary manager.
 “1982–The Board participated in a soybean export 
market development mission to Japan, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, Singapore, and Korea; it was organized by the 
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food. Continued low 
prices trigger stabilization payments of 38 cents per bushel 
federally and 37 cents per bushel provincially.”
 1983–Two new districts were formed, bringing the total 
to 8. District 7 ran east to the Quebec border refl ecting the 
advance of soybean production to the north and east from its 
traditional area.
 1984–A new offi ce for the Board was erected at 180 
Riverside Drive in Chatham. “A two-day conference–the 
Ontario Soybean Symposium–and an incoming mission of 
soybean buyers from the Far East [East Asia] and Europe 
were sponsored jointly” by OSGMB and OMAF. “Prices 
dropped again making a provincial stabilization payment of 
36 cents per bushel necessary.” Note: Stabilization support 
prices are based on an average of market prices for the past 
fi ve years.
 1985–Fred Brandenburg became secretary manager 
of the board and John Davidse became executive assistant 
to the board. “Ontario became self-suffi cient in soybean 
production for the fi rst time as the 37,000,000 bushel crop 
exceeded the 33,165,000 bushel crush. Low prices continued 
as did stabilization payments–42 cents per bushel from the 
federal program and 39 cents from the provincial program.”
 1986–”Ontario’s single biggest soybean export sale 
of 50,000 tonnes was made to the USSR.” Low soybean 
prices paid to producers continued. In addition to federal 
and provincial stabilization payments, “the Special Canadian 

Grains Program paid soybean growers on the basis of 18 
cents per bushel.”
 1987–Tino Breuer became marketing specialist. Districts 
were again redistributed to refl ect the average soybean 
production in each.
 1989–The Board celebrates its 40th birthday with a new 
logo and a change in the spelling of its name from “Soya-
Bean” to “Soybean.” 15 directors now represent 24,000 
growers in 8 districts across the province. 1,280,000 acres of 
soybeans were grown in 1988–more than 14 times as many 
as in 1948. Soybeans are Ontario’s #1 cash crop, worth over 
$350 million in farm cash receipts in 1988. Address: P.O. 
Box 1199, Chatham, Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: 
519-352-7730.

4089. Storup, Bernard. 1989. Re: History of Société 
Soy–France’s largest tofu manufacturer. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 3. 3 p. See p. 1-3. [Eng]
• Summary: Soy (also called Société Soy or Soy S.A.R.L.) 
was founded in Feb. 1982 by Bernard Storup and Jean de 
Preneuf. (Note that “Société” means simply “company” and 
S.A.R.L. means “Société a Responsabilite Limitée,” like 
GmbH in German). S.A.R.L. is the legal type of company, 
and it is compulsory to have this term on all offi cial papers 
in France. Bernard came from a family of dairy product 
manufacturers. In the minds of customers and other 
companies this company’s name is “Soy,” a term which in 
French has no particular connection with soybeans.
 Bernard and his wife Françoise came to America in 
Nov. 1980 to study tofu and soymilk around the country; 
they stayed until July 1981, attending the Soycrafters’ 
Conference at Colorado State University. Jean de Preneuf did 
the same thing from Sept. 1980 to July 1981. Most U.S. tofu 
companies were still small and inexperienced at the time, 
but those which Bernard and Jean found most interesting 
were Island Spring, Nasoya, New England Soy Dairy, 
White Wave, and Swan Gardens (Miami, Florida). Jean and 
Françoise also visited with William and Akiko Shurtleff in 
California.
 Upon returning to France, Bernard and Jean set up 
a soy dairy (600 square meters) in Cerny, a small village 
located (35 km or 22 miles) due south of Paris, near places 
named La-Ferté-Alais and Torfu. They started to make tofu 
commercially in June 1982. By 1983-84 they were making 
2,500 kg/week (5,500 lb/week) of tofu.
 In December 1986 the company stopped production 
at Cerny and moved to a larger (1,400 square meters) and 
more rationally designed plant located 500 km (310 miles) 
south of Paris in the foothills (elevation 600 meters) in 
St.-Chamond, near St.-Etienne, a little southwest of Lyon. 
Situated on the border of the Pilat Natural Regional Park 
(Parc Naturel Regional du Pilat, 65,000 ha or 161,000 acres) 
they had a nice view of the mountains. They moved to this 
location for two main reasons: (1) Because it has some of the 
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best French water (of the same phreatic groundwater origin 
as most French mineral water such as Badoit, Evian, Vittel, 
etc.); (2) Because of the geographic location, being at the 
center of France, only 2 hours by road from Switzerland and 
Italy, 4 hours from Germany, less than 4 hours from Paris, 
and 5 hours from Spain. Production at Saint-Chamond began 
in Jan. 1987.
 “Throughout the years we have developed our own 
technology and equipment, and have now a rather good 
quality soymilk and tofu. At present, we carry different 
families of products on 3 different markets.
 “(1) The health-food market. Up to now it has been 
our main market, and we are now distributing to nearly all 
health-food stores equipped with a cooler (about 1,500 out 
of a total of 2,500 in France). The distribution itself is all 
done through specialized distributors in this fi eld in France 
(about 20). We are the leader in this market (being practically 
alone), but this fi eld is nearly saturated for our products. 
We should see a maximum increase of 20–30% in the next 
3 years, as these traditional health-food stores are getting 
more and more competition from supermarkets. We are 
presently in the same type of market in Switzerland through 
a distributor, and directly in Germany and Belgium.
 “(2) The food industry. They are looking for a ‘soy-base’ 
to lower fats in cooked pork meats (sausages, pâtés, etc.), or 
to use in prepared cooked foods (‘plats cuisinés’, or to fi ll 
pastas, etc.). We sell them bulk vacuum-packed tofu pieces 
of 3–4 kg each. In terms of volume, this market should be 
the more important in the future, but not in terms of sales, 
as prices are of course rather low. We began (January 1989) 
to sell soymilk in bulk (by 25,000 liters tank) to distributors 
interested in having their own brand-names, and dealing 
with supermarkets or the health-food market. This soymilk 
is packaged in Tetra-Brick cartons by another company. 
Up to now we haven’t carried our own brand. There will 
be such competition (in price) with soymilk in Europe in 
the forthcoming months that it may be better to stay as a 
simple supplier. Anyway our position can change rapidly. 
We should produce about 2 million liters of soymilk this 
year, having contracts already for more than 1 million, on a 
market estimated at 7 to 10 million liters in France in 1988. 
The soymilk market is estimated to increase at 20 to 30% 
a year for the coming years, and most supermarkets are 
now considering having their own brands. Prices to fi nal 
consumers have been rather high up to now (9 to 12 French 
francs [FF] per liter), and should drop clearly in the future. 
The leader in Europe, Vandemoortele (with Provamel, 
etc., brands), lowered his prices twice last year in France. 
Anyway, these fi gures are and will remain extremely weak 
compared to the traditional milk market (plus the dairy 
lobby takes a strong position against these substitutes in the 
E.C.C.).
 “(3) The super and hypermarkets. These represent 
actually 54-55% of total food sales in France (1.5% for 

health-food stores, 5% for co-ops and direct from factory 
sales, the rest for traditional grocery stores). We will 
introduce 4 complete lines of products with complete new 
packaging in April 1989, on a new brand, ‘Jean de Preneuf’ 
(remember ‘pre’ means fi eld, and ‘neuf’ new), ‘SOY’ being 
our brand-name for health-food markets. We do actually 2 or 
3% of our total sales in this market, and hope to be at 35% at 
the end of 1989.
 “Last year we sold about 550 tonnes of tofu, most of 
it under a prepared form (burgers, sausages, desserts, etc); 
sales of plain tofu represent about 23% in tonnage, but 
only 10% in turnover. We had a total sales in 1988 of about 
13,000,000 FF, and nearly no profi t (35,000 FF). This can be 
explained by the fact that we had very heavy investments, 
mainly to automate the production, and because we have a 
policy of very reasonable prices (all those who tried to enter 
the health-food market became aware of this). For 1989, we 
should have total sales of 18 to 19,000,000 FF (introduction 
in supermarkets, soymilk sales, sales development in 
Germany, etc.). This should represent 750-800 tonnes of 
tofu plus about 2,000 tonnes = 2,000,000 liters of soymilk. 
We actually use only organic French soybeans, and have the 
‘Nature et Progres’ organic certifi cation symbol/slogan for 
all of our products, which is the best one you can have for 
organic products.
 “There are 27 people working in the company, half 
of them being technicians with a strong professional 
background (from the dairy industry, agricultural engineers, 
automaticians, etc). Jean and I have 90% of the shares, 10% 
belonging to people working in the company.”
 The company presently has about $2 million (12 million 
francs) annual sales. Bernard is the owner and head; Jean is 
in PR and sales. Their main products are: 1. Tofu Burgers 
(Croque Tofu) sold in 4 fl avors and eaten in France with a 
sauce, not between buns like a typical U.S. burger. 2. Tofu 
Sausages (Roulades de Tofu, Tofi nelle) with Sauce and 
mushrooms or smoked salmon. These sausages, larger than 
a U.S. hot dog, are sold 2 in a package with the sauce. 3. 
Soy yogurt-like or parfait-like dessert (Soyeux), sold in 6 
fl avors. They now market these products plus Tofast Soya 
Paste, Tofumé smoked tofu, and Granioc (wholegrain & tofu 
meatless burgers) in England, and have a nice brochure to 
advertise them.
 In April 1989 the company changed its legal status from 
Soy S.A.R.L. to Soy S.A. (Société Anonyme), and added 400 
square meters of extra cooler and storage space.
 In a form fi lled out for Anthony Marrese in Nov. 1989, 
Bernard noted the following production fi gures: Tofu & 
Tofu Fumé 3 tonnes/week. Tofu Burgers (Croque Tofou) 2 
tonnes/week. Soy dessert (Soyeux [pudding]) 2 tonnes/week. 
Tofi nelle sausage 2 tonnes/week. Soymilk 30,000 liters/day 
(Maximum capacity 3,000 liters/hour). Société Soy is under 
a confi dentiality agreement with APV of England and Alfa-
Laval of Sweden, both of whom are supplying equipment 
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to them. Anthony notes that all Société Soy products are 
professionally done and very good.
 Update 1990 March 10. In Oct. 1989 a new syndicate of 
7 large French soyfoods manufacturers was formed. Société 
Soy is one of the members. In Nov. 1989 a new partner and 
investor came into the company. He now owns 20% of the 
stock. He is the brother-in-law of the leader of the most 
powerful food group in France. Société Soy now employs 
about 30 people, an excellent team. Address: Founder and 
Owner, Société Soy, 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix, 42400 Saint-
Chamond, France. Phone: 77.31.23.66.

4090. Storup, Bernard. 1989. Re: Société Soy and the 
soyfoods market in France. Letter to William Shurtleff at 
Soyfoods Center, March 3. 8 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead. [Eng]
• Summary: Contains brief histories of Société Soy, Laiterie 
Triballat, Sojadoc, Sojagral, Cacoja/CAC, Sojalpe, and 
Daizou. Each of these are cited separately, in detail, in this 
(SoyaScan) database. Address: Founder and Owner, Société 
Soy, 1 rue du Crêt de la Perdrix, 42400 Saint-Chamond, 
France. Phone: 77.31.23.66.

4091. Bishop, N.; McGraw, M.; Ward, N. 1989. Aluminium 
in infant formulas. Lancet i(8636):490. March 4. [11 ref]
• Summary: “Compared with carefully collected breast 
milk (5-20 micrograms/liter), aluminium concentrations 
are 10-20 fold greater in most cow’s milk derived formulas 
and 100-fold greater in soy-based formulas... The current 
European Community directive specifi es that the aluminium 
content of drinking water must not exceed 200 mcg/liter so 
the aluminium concentration in infant formulas may increase 
considerably during preparation.
 “Aluminium absorption may be increased in the 
neonatal period. The permeability of the gastrointestinal tract 
is greatest in the fi rst days after birth, enhancing the potential 
for absorption of substances normally excluded... Aluminium 
is excreted through the kidney, and immature or reduced 
renal function can result in accumulation... Preterm infants 
are at increased risk of retaining absorbed aluminium... 
Aluminium is deposited in bone and brain where, if in 
suffi cient quantities, it exerts toxic effects...
 “There is no evidence that cow’s milk formulas pose 
a particular risk to most full-term infants. The American 
Committee on Nutrition suggested that it would be prudent 
to avoid soy-based formulas in low birthweight infants 
and those with impaired renal function, including preterm 
infants... Soy-based formulas have the highest aluminium 
and phytate contents of any available for newborn infants 
and may represent an avoidable hazard when gastrointestinal 
and renal function are immature; these formulas should 
be available on medical advice only.” Address: 1. MRC 
[Medical Research Council] Dunn Nutrition Unit, Cambridge 
CB4 1XJ; 2. Dep. of Pediatrics, Southmead Hospital, Bristol; 

3. Trace Element Analysis Lab., Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of 
Surrey, Guildford, Surrey. All: England.

4092. Bishop, N.; McGraw, M.; Ward, B. 1989. Aluminium 
in infant formulas. Lancet i(8637):565. March 11. [3 ref]
• Summary: Infants at particular risk from aluminium in 
infant milk formulas are those born prematurely or those 
with impaired renal function. “For infants born full term, 
there is evidence to suggest that larger amounts of aluminium 
are absorbed during the fi rst month after birth, and it would 
seem prudent to suggest that formulas with higher aluminium 
content should be used at this time only for specifi c medical 
indications. There is, however, no evidence to suggest 
that the use of soy-based formulas in older infants and 
children is likely to result in aluminium toxicity.” Address: 
1. MRC Dunn Nutrition Unit, Cambridge CB4 1XJ; 2. 
Dep. of Pediatrics, Southmead Hospital, Bristol; 3. Trace 
Element Analysis Lab., Dep. of Chemistry, Univ. of Surrey, 
Guildford, Surrey. All: England.

4093. Lawson, Margaret; Milla, P.J.; Harper, J.I. 1989. 
Aluminium and infant formulae. Lancet i(8638):614-15. 
March 18. [4 ref]
• Summary: The aluminum content of soya formulas seems 
higher than that regular infant formulas based on cow’s milk, 
and infant formulas containing a protein hydrolysate may be 
equally high. Address: Dep. of Dietetics, Gastroenterology 
Unit, and Dep. of Dermatology, Hospitals for Sick Children, 
London WC1N 3JH, England.

4094. Product Name:  Unisoy Gold Soya Milk (Enriched 
with Calcium and Vitamins. Made with Organic Soya 
Beans).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, 
England.  Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction:  1989 March.
Ingredients:  Water, whole organic soya beans, pure apple 
juice (Alar free), calcium, magnesium, emulsifi er, lecithin, 
vitamins B-12, A, and D-2.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 0.42p (5/91, London).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml: Energy 45 kcal (calories), protein 
3.3 gm, carbohydrate 4.1 gm, total fat 1.9 gm, saturated fat 
0.25 gm, cholesterol 0.0 gm, calcium 95 mg, magnesium 20 
mg, vitamin 53 mcg, vitamin D-2 0.03 mcg, vitamin B-12 
0.6 mcg.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Neil Rabheru of 
Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This 
product was launched in March 1989. It is a liquid (ready 
to use, not concentrated) soyamilk enriched with minerals 
(calcium, magnesium), and vitamins (A, D, B-12), made with 
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organic soya beans. It was developed to bridge the nutritional 
gap between cow’s milk and soyamilk, and try to bring 
the taste closer to cow’s milk. “This product is the closest 
match to cow’s milk in terms of nutrition in the ready-to-use 
form on the European market.” The level of vitamin B-12 
was deliberately made higher than that of cow’s milk since 
it can be diffi cult for people on non-dairy diets to obtain a 
suffi cient amount of this vitamin.
 This new product, which led to the gradual phasing 
out of the White Wave sweetened soya milk, has been 
a phenomenal success for Unisoy. It was developed in 
response to the hundreds of letters they used to get every 
month asking about the calcium and vitamin content of 
White Waves Soya Milk. Unisoy was the fi rst company in 
Europe to launch a ready-to-use, calcium-fortifi ed soyamilk 
for adults (not including infant formulas). [Note: Earlier 
calcium fortifi ed soymilks made in Europe for adults 
included: Granose Soyagen (Powdered, 1967), Plamil Soya 
Plantmilk (Concentrated, 1981), Semper Soja Dryck (Ready 
to drink in plain and chocolate fl avors, Jan. 1988)]. Alpro’s 
calcium-fortifi ed soymilk, which appeared on the UK market 
in Jan. 1990, was developed in response to the success of 
Unisoy Gold.
 Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 
1991. May. 3.75 by 3.5 by 1.25 inches. Tetra Brik carton. 
Gold, black, red, and blue on light yellow. “Gold must be 
shaken well before use. Non-dairy. Tea and coffee: Enjoy the 
excellent taste of Gold in tea & coffee, by putting milk in the 
cup fi rst and allowing the beverage to cool slightly before 
pouring. Refrigerate after opening. Use within 3 days of 
opening.”
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. 
The type(s) of calcium used to fortify this product is very 
critical; Neil fi gured it out by himself. He uses a combination 
of calcium types, and this is a trade secret, but neither is 
calcium sulfate (which would cause coagulation) nor calcium 
lactate (which would make the product non-vegan).

4095. Anderson, Ronald L. 1989. Re: Update on history of 
Continental Grain Company’s involvement with soybeans. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 13. 3 p. 
Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Update on chronology: 1986 Sold Liverpool, 
England, soybean crushing plant, 2,000 TPD (tonnes 
per day). 1987 Sold crushing plant in Cameron, South 
Carolina, 1,000 TPD. So now Continental has only one U.S. 
soybean crushing plant at Guntersville, Alabama (2,000 
TPD capacity). 1987. Closed Oleaginosa in Argentina (a 
tung nut plant). 1988 Sold plant in Culbertson, Montana, 
crushing saffl ower and sunfl ower seeds (acquired in 1975), 
400 TPD. 1989. Formed joint venture marketing company 
with Quincy Soya, in Quincy, Illinois. 1989. Plan to sell all 
South American and Australian plants, and to upgrade Italian 
plants.

 In 1985 Continental’s worldwide daily oilseed crushing 
capacity (mostly but not only soybeans) was 11,800 TPD. By 
April 1989 it had decreased to 9,700 TPD, an 18% drop in 5 
years.
 “The U.S. crushing industry continues to consolidate, 
with 85% of the industry in fi ve hands. I think the industry 
will eventually consolidate to four major participants 
controlling 85-90% of the industry.
 “Continental’s strategy is centered on international trade 
and forming alliance’s with smaller crushers who are not 
exporters but who need Continental’s international export 
outlets. We are also forming similar alliances with South 
American Processors.
 “Continental has concluded that the capital costs 
required are too large to become a major processor at this 
late stage in a mature industry. Thus, we are concentrating 
on trading and forming alliances with processors for mutual 
benefi t.”
 Note: ITT Continental Baking Co. and CFS Continental 
(which merged with A.E. Staley Mfg. Co.) several years 
ago have never been related to Continental Grain Co. 
However A.E. Staley and Continental Grain Co. did have 
a joint venture from about 1984 until 1988 or 1989. It was 
for marketing soybean meal and corn gluten feed pellets. 
Address: Senior Vice President and General Manager, 
Continental Grain Co., World Processing Div., 277 Park 
Ave., New York, NY 10172. Phone: 212-207-5100.

4096. Product Name:  Granose Sweet Sensation (Soy Ice 
Cream) [Vanilla, Raspberry Ripple, Tutti Fruitti, Black 
Cherry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: (0908) 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1989 April.
Ingredients:  Organic soya milk (water, dehulled organic 
soya beans); raw can sugar; corn syrup; vegetable oil; vanilla 
bean extract; emulsifi er; vegetable mono-diglycerides; 
Stabilisers: locust bean gum, guar gum, xanthan gum; 
Natural colour: Annatto.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  750 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Form fi lled out and 4 
Labels sent by Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. In Jan. 
1989 Granose’s entire factory and offi ces were moved 
from Stanborough Park in Watford, to Howard Way in 
Newport Pagnell. The frozen product, made by Genice 
Ltd., was introduced in 1989. Label. 7.5 by 5 by 2.5 inches. 
Paperboard box. Photo of product in a wavy-edged glass 
next to fruit or fl owers on front panel. The box background 
is white printed with diagonal colored lines. “A delicious 
non dairy frozen dessert, made with organic soya milk and 
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other natural ingredients.” Side panel: “Contains no artifi cial 
colours or preservatives.” Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 
1990. July 2. Much of Genice’s success comes from products 
sold under brands other than its own.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. In April 1989 Sweet Sensation, another non-dairy 
frozen dessert, was launched for Granose Foods in a 3/4 liter 
pack composed of a rectangular plastic tub in a cardboard 
sleeve, in 4 fl avors–tutti fruitti, black cherry, raspberry 
ripple, and vanilla. Genice made this product for Granose 
before and after Granose was acquired by the Haldane 
Group.

4097. Fisher, C.E.; Knowles, M.E.; Massey, R.C.; McWeeny, 
D.J. 1989. Levels of aluminum in infant formulae. Lancet 
i(8645):1024. May 6.
• Summary: “... it has been suggested that a greater 
proportion of ingested aluminum is absorbed and retained 
in infants, whose gastrointestinal tract and kidneys are not 
fully developed... We have surveyed the aluminum content 
of a range of retail infant formulae... Samples of cow’s 

milk-based and soya-based infant 
formulae were purchased at retail 
outlets in Norwich [England] 
during 1987 and 1988...
 “The aluminum content of 
made-up cow’s milk-based infant 
formulae is in the range 0.03-0.20 
mg/l (mean 0.11 mg/l): for soya-
based formulae the contents are in 
the range of 0.64-1.34 mg/l with 
a mean of 0.98 mg/l. The fi gures 
for cow’s milk-based formulae are 
similar to the aluminum contents 
found in cow’s milk, indicating 
that there is unlikely to be much, 
if any, contamination during 
processing. The fi gures for soya-
based formulae are higher, but 
this would be expected given the 
higher levels naturally present in 
vegetable materials such as soya...
 “The potential aluminum intake 

can be estimated as 0.28-0.55 
mg per week from cow’s milk-
based formulae and 2.5-4.9 
mg per week from soya-based 
formulae...
 “The Department of 
Health’s Committee on the 
Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, 
Consumer Products and the 
Environment, considering the 
results of the survey, commented 
that the levels of exposure 

to aluminum from infant formulae were well below the 
provisional tolerable weekly intake of 7 mg/kg body-
weight set in March, 1988, by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert 
Committee on Food Additives and Contaminants, and that in 
relation to body-weight aluminum intakes for infants were 
no greater than for adults. The committee concluded that no 
immediate regulatory action was warranted. However, the 
committee also commented that, since the neonatal kidney 
is not fully developed, aluminum elimination in infants 
could be less effi cient than it is in adults, and that there was 
a lack of information on the gastrointestinal absorption of 
aluminum in infants. The committee also recommended that 
the source of aluminum in soya-based infant formulae should 
be established.
 “Aluminum is not deliberately added to infant formulae 
during manufacture. However, it can fi nd its way into the 
formulae through being present, in small amounts, in the 
salts added to make the mineral content of formula as close 
to mother’s milk as possible. Manufacturers estimate that this 
may add about 10% to the total aluminum content of cow’s 
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milk-based formula and about 25% in soya-based formula. It 
would be diffi cult to exclude all the ‘extra’ aluminum since it 
is present in so many mineral preparations. There is no clear 
evidence that the additional aluminum is harmful.” Address: 
1-2. Food Science Div. I, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food, London SW1P 3HX, England; 3-4. Food Science 
Lab., Food Science Div. I, MAFF, Norwich, England.

4098. Langley, Gill. 1989. Aluminium and soya milks. Vegan 
(The) (England). Spring. p. 12. [3 ref]
• Summary: Dr. Langley cites articles in The Sunday Times 
(Nov. 20), The Manchester Guardian (Jan. 4) and New 
Scientist (Jan. 21) that reported on the presence of aluminum 
in food and its effect on health. “Scientists presently believe 
that there may be a link between the gradual build-up of 
aluminum in the bones, brain and blood, and conditions 
ranging from a softening of the bones, senile dementia 
(or Alzheimer’s disease), and anaemia. Higher levels of 
aluminum in soya-based infant formula feeds were reported 
in some of these articles...
 “There is no legal requirement for manufacturers 
of baby milk powders or soya milks to state the level of 
aluminium in their products, nor is there an established 
maximum for these products. Normally, 
we would not absorb very much of 
the aluminium that fi nds its way into 
our digestive systems–between 75 and 
95% of the average 4-8 milligrams of 
aluminium a day most people eat goes 
straight through their bodies undigested.
 “However, patients with kidney 
disease are less able to excrete 
aluminium. In newborn infants during 
the fi rst week of life (and longer for 
premature babies) the gut is more 
permeable, and the likelihood of 
aluminium being absorbed into the 
bloodstream is higher; such infants, and 
particularly underweight babies, have 
less effective kidneys and may also 
be defi cient in zinc, which puts them 
at higher risk. These two groups, and 
possibly old people whose kidneys are 
not too effi cient, are most at risk from 
aluminium poisoning.”
 “Plamil Foods Ltd. estimate 
that Plamil soya milk in the ready-
to-use form contains not more than 
780 micrograms of aluminum per 
litre... Vandemoortele reported that 
Provamel milk contains ‘less than 5,000 
micrograms’ of aluminum per litre... 
“Unisoy’s soya milk has 50 micrograms 
per litre... Farley is currently 

reformulating its OsterSoy powdered infant feed so that it is 
acceptable to vegans (by replacing animal derived vitamin 
D-3 with vitamin D-2). This will be available some time later 
this year. [Ed. See News, ‘Ostersoy Update’.] The amount 
of aluminum in OsterSoy powder is 2,000 micrograms per 
kg, but when made up with water the level is about 400 
micrograms per litre...
 “Those who are concerned to minimize their 
consumption of aluminum could avoid the use of aluminum 
pans and antacid medicines.” Address: England.

4099. Product Name:  Sunrise Iced Yoghert (Non-Dairy 
Frozen Dessert) [Black Cherry, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Road, Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1AU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1989 May.
Ingredients:  Unsweetened organic soya yoghert, raw 
cane sugar, glucose syrup, vegetable oil, soya milk, black 
cherries, emulsifi er (vegetable mono-diglyceride), stabilisers 
(guar gum, locust bean gum, xanthan gum), natural colour 
(beetroot red), natural black cherry fl avour.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  
500 ml.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–
Documentation: Label 
(paperboard sleeve that fi ts 
over package) sent by Leah 
Leneman of Edinburgh, 
Scotland. 1993. Sept. 4. 6 by 
12.5 inches. Cherry red, pink, 
green, bright red, and yellow 
on white. A photo shows 
a frosted dish fi lled with 4 
scoops of this soy-based 
frozen yogurt, topped with 2 
cherries. Taste test by Leah 
Leneman. “Dreadful.” Note: 
This may be the world’s fi rst 
soy-based frozen yogurt.
 Talk with Ray Pierce 
of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. 
Feb. 10. This is a non-dairy 
soy-based frozen yogurt–resembling ice cream. It was fi rst 
launched in May 1989, made by Genice, in black cherry and 
strawberry fl avors.

4100. Tetra Pak Rausing S.A. 1989. Time series data on 
soymilk consumption in Europe and the USA: 1985-1988, 
fragments. Case Postale 181, CH-1009 Pully/Lusanne, 
Switzerland. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: The fi gures for each year given below are in 
millions of liters of soymilk consumed. The 1986 report has 
been lost. Each Year Tetra Pak International in Sweden sends 
out a questionnaire to each of its country offi ces. The above 
statistics are the responses to that questionnaire. Imports 
and exports and included. Figures based on orders to print 
packages are not released by Tetra Pak.
 France: 1985 = NA. 1987 = 3. 1988 = 4
 United Kingdom: 1985 = 6. 1987 = 30
 USA: 1985 = 0.011721. 1987 = NA. 1988 = NA
 West Germany: 1985 = NA. 1987 = 9. 1988 = 13.

4101. Product Name:  Maranellis Ice Supreme (Non-Dairy 
Soy Ice Cream Sweetened with Apple Juice) [Vanilla, 
Chocolate, Raspberry Ripple].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, 
England.  Phone: 061-430-6329.
Date of Introduction:  1989 May.
Ingredients:  Vanilla (1994): Organic soya milk, apple juice, 
vegetable oil, cocoa powder, guar gum, locust bean gum, 
vegetable mono-diglyceride.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml rectangular plastic tub.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Energy 86.0 calories, carbohydrate 
10.8 gm, fat 4.6 gm, protein 1.6 gm.
New Product–Documentation: SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. Made with fresh organic soya milk and 
sweetened with pure apple juice. Manufacturer’s leafl et (8.5 
by 11 inches, full-color). 1990. “Maranellis Ice Supreme.” 
A photo shows a long-stemmed glass chock full of soy ice 
cream topped with 2 red raspberries and a wedge of wafer. 
Text lauds the product as innovative and delicious. “Made 
from the very best ingredients, Ice Supreme tastes every 
bit as good as top quality dairy ice cream. With the fl avour, 
taste and smooth texture of Ice Supreme, you will be amazed 
to fi nd that it is a Non-Dairy product... Supported by an 
extensive consumer advertising campaign... You can’t stock 
them all, but there’s got to be room for the best.” Color 
photos show the front panel of the label for each fl avor. The 
photo on the leafl et appears on the right side of each label.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. 
Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. This product was launched 
in May 1989. The Raspberry Ripple is a vanilla base rippled 
with raspberry puree. “This product broke ground on three 
fronts compared to products available on the market at the 
time it was introduced: 1. It was made with fresh soya milk 
as opposed to soya isolates; 2. It was made with organic 
soya milk; 3. It was sweetened with pure fruit juice (apple).” 
Previous manufacturers had used isolates because they did 
not know how to make soymilk with a high protein levels. 
Even today, all the soy ice creams in the UK are made from 
soya isolates. Unisoy makes a special rich soymilk used 
specially for making their ice cream. He developed the 
product as if it were a protein-rich sorbet.
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 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. 
The manufacture of this product has been transferred from 
Unisoy to Genice. The Haldane Foods Group has about 99% 
of the soy ice cream market in the UK.
 Health Food Business (UK). 1992. May. p. 33. “Frozen 
Desserts. Maranelli’s: Maranelli’s Soya Supreme (organic) 
available in Chocolate, Raspberry Ripple and Vanilla 
Wobbler, all with a rrp [or RRP = recommended retail price] 
of £1.25 for 500ml, trade price £4.80 for 6 x 500ml. Made 
with organic soya milk and sweetened with apple juice, non-
dairy and suitable for vegans.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 
and 8. In 1987 Genice began to work with Unisoy to develop 
Maranellis Ice Supreme (before Unisoy was acquired by 
Haldane). The product was launched in May 1989 in a 
½-liter format, sweetened with fruit juice, in 3 fl avors–
raspberry ripple, vanilla, and chocolate. The product was 
made from fresh soya milk, delivered to Genice by Unisoy.
 Labels (Vanilla, Chocolate) sent by Genice Foods 
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 5.25 by 3.5 inches. Fits in the lid of a 
rectangular plastic tub. Chocolate fl avor: Orange, red, white, 
and black on chocolate brown and yellow. Photo of a cone-
shaped stemmed glass fi lled with ice cream, topped with 
nuts and a wafer wedge. “Alar free. Made with organic soya 
milk.” UPC indicia.

4102. Product Name:  Sunrise Ice Dream (Non-Dairy 
Frozen Dessert) [Mint Carob Chip Flavour, Fruit Cocktail 
Flavour, Mango & Apricot, Raspberry, Vanilla, or Pistachio 
Almond].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Road, Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1AU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1989 June.
Ingredients:  Mint Carob Chip: Soya milk, corn syrup, 
vegetable oil, fructose, carob fl our, emulsifi er (vegetable 
mono-diglyceride), stabilisers (guar gum, locust bean gum, 
xanthan gum), natural mint fl avour.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 ml plastic cup.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter and Labels sent by 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 10. These 125 ml small pots 
of Ice Dream, made by Genice, were launched in mid-1989. 
In mid-1990 this product was launched with a Dutch label; 
named Soja Ijs, it was sold in at least one fl avor–raspberry 
(frambozen smaak). Label is 3 inches diameter. Paper, fi ts 
down into plastic lid. Red, yellow, and green on grey. Color 
photo shows vanilla colored scoops of ice cream next to 
fruits and green leaves.

4103. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Soyfoods in Europe: Infl uenced 
by a colonial past. Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, Maine). 
May/June. p. 1, 12-15. [1 ref]

• Summary: This is a historical overview of the introduction 
of soyfoods to Europe since 1945. The Indonesians who 
immigrated to the Netherlands after World War II played a 
major role in introducing soyfoods (especially tofu, tempeh, 
and a sweet soy sauce called ketjap) to that country and to 
Europe. Ketjap was the most popular soyfood in Indonesia. 
Asian immigrants started small manufacturing companies, 
restaurants, and importing companies (such as Conimex and 
Heuschen Schrouff). The macrobiotic movement also played 
a key role in introducing soyfoods, especially soy sauce, 
miso, and tofu. In Belgium, the Gevaert family founded 
Lima and began to make miso on a large scale, but a fi re and 
other fi nancial problems soon forced them to close the plant. 
Only recently have they started to make miso again.
 During the 1970s, especially in Belgium and the 
Netherlands, inspired by the macrobiotic movement and 
with information from books by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, a new 
generation of non-Asian tofu makers emerged. “The fi rst 
tofu shop in Europe owned and operated by non-Orientals 
was Manna Natuurvoeding. Opened in Amsterdam in 1977, 
Manna was a macrobiotic manufacturer, distributor, and 
retailer run by a non-profi t foundation. Soon after opening, 
Manna was visited by entrepreneurs from Germany, England, 
Portugal, Denmark, France, Sweden, Austria, and Italy, 
hoping to learn about making tofu.”
 During the early 1980s, tempeh was rediscovered. 
“Yakso Farms in the Netherlands was one of the fi rst non-
Oriental companies to produce tempeh, made from organic 
soybeans, and to process it into spreads, paté, sauces, and 
marinated products.”
 In the mid-1980s the focus shifted from production 
to marketing and to second-generation soyfoods. Most 
European soyfoods are made with organic soybeans. 
Address: President, Craft International Consultants, 21 
Wetherbee St., Acton, Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 617-
264-9511.

4104. Kessler, Helga. 1989. (K)ein Markt fuer die 
Milchimitate aus Soja? Im Ausland laufen die pfl anzlichen 
Milkprodukte gut [Is there a market for imitation milks made 
from soya? Overseas, plant-based milk products are selling 
well]. Badisches Zeitung (Germany). July 10. p. 12. No. 155. 
Monday. [Ger]
• Summary: For about two months, imitation milk products 
have been sold in West Germany, but the offi cials are 
generally not aware of this. The EG laws say that such 
products (usually made from soya) can be sold legally in 
Europe. One of their main selling points is that they are free 
of cholesterol.
 But they are not yet widely available, and are found 
mostly at natural food stores (Bioladen) and Reform Houses 
(Reformhaeuser). One is called “Sojamilch.” Dairy people 
call it “Kunstmilch” (artifi cial milk), and say that it tastes 
pretty poor.
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 Since the middle of July a Soya Cocktail with 
Raspberries or Apricots (Sojacocktail mit Himbeeren oder 
Aprikosen) has been sold by Gottlieb-Filialen; the price is 
4.29 German marks for a four-pack. It is an imitation yogurt 
made in France.
 The leader in dairy alternatives is England. They have 
long spread margarine on their bread. In Sweden, for 20 
years, “mixed fats” such as margarine has been sold, and in 
France since 1980.
 No doubt, the foreign manufacturers will try to sell their 
products on the German market.
 A photo shows two girls looking at the dairy case: One 
says, Look at this! Soyamilk (Sojamilch)!

4105. Welters, Sjon. 1989. Re: Brief history of Manna 
Natural Foods. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, July 24. 1 p. With follow-up talk on 2 Dec. 1989.
• Summary: This company was founded in about 1973 by 
Adelbert Nelissen and his wife Wieke Nelissen, plus Hugo 
van Seenus, among others. Adelbert is Sjon’s brother in law 
(his wife’s brother). Manna got started in the Rozenstraat in 
Amsterdam, in an abandoned house that was taken over by 
so-called “krakers” (counter-culture or hippie squatters). The 
store called “de Rozemaryn” (Rosemarin) was the fi rst of a 
chain of stores which, at its peak, contained ten stores total. 
Hugo now owns and operates Hugo’s Market in Washington, 
DC.
 Manna was originally a foundation named Stichting 
Natuurvoeding Amsterdam. It kept this name until 1982. 
Manna started the fi rst tofu shop in Europe that was owned 
and operated by non-Orientals. Opened in Amsterdam in 
1977, Manna was a macrobiotic manufacturer, distributor, 
and retailer run by a non-profi t foundation. Soon after 
opening, Manna was visited by entrepreneurs from Germany, 
England, Portugal, Denmark, France, Sweden, Austria, and 
Italy, hoping to learn about making tofu.
 In 1975 Manna started importing miso and shoyu from 
Japan, initially via Muso Foods, and later also via Mitoku. 
But Muso was always their main supplier.
 Manna fi led for Chapter 11 bankruptcy or reorganization 
2 or 3 times. The fi rst time was a bankruptcy in March 1982. 
All their property was sold at an auction, but was bought 
back by a new foundation owned by basically the same 
people and the same foundation at one-third the value. It 
was probably at this time that Manna’s name was changed 
from Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam to Manna 
Natuurvoeding B.V. The company was back on its feet 
by 1983 but then things didn’t work out again. At the last 
moment before declaring bankruptcy, they got fi nancing. But 
this time the bank took the Foundation out of the picture, 
so that the foundation was not giving the collateral for 
loans. The person behind the foundation, Adelbert Nelissen, 
became the director/president of the holding company. He 
probably did not have majority ownership. But at this time 

(May 1983) Sjon and most of the management left.
 In about late 1983 or early 1984 Manna moved 
all operations from Meeuwenlaan in Amsterdam to 
Zwanenburg. The former section of Amsterdam was torn 
down by the city. The third time was in 1987, when the 
company was disbanded. At that time Adelbert became 
inactive. The government-appointed curator tried to get as 
much as possible for the assets. The macrobiotic Manna 
brand name and the inventory of imported Japanese foods 
was purchased by Akwarius, which was located in Almere 
in a building constructed along anthroposophic guidelines 
(before about 1986 they had been located in the province 
of Utrecht). The production facility at Zwanenburg and 
its equipment was purchased (mainly for the bakery) by 
a conglomerate of 3 natural food companies, including 
Akwarius and Loverendale (the largest baker of natural 
yeasted breads in the Netherlands). They made Manna tofu 
for a year or two, then facing stiff competition, sold off the 
tofu equipment piecemeal. They ran the Manna sourdough 
bakery there until 1988, then moved it to Loverendale 
headquarters, and closed down the Zwanenburg production 
facility.
 Akwarius is a company based on the anthroposophical 
philosophy of Rudolf Steiner. They were founded in about 
1974. In Holland there were 4 types or philosophies of 
natural foods distributors: (1) Anthroposophical (Akwarius); 
(2) Macrobiotic and natural foods (Manna); (3) Ecological 
(Kleine Aarde [Small Earth; inspired by E.F. Schumacher’s 
book Small is Beautiful] and De Nieuwe Lelie [The New 
Lily]); and (4) Reform movement/vegetarian (VNR: 
Vereniging van Nederlandse Reformhuizen = Union of 
Dutch Reform Houses, and Scholten [which was also the 
exclusive importer of Lima products from Belgium]).
 Talk with Sjon Welters. 1994. April 4. Manna and Lima 
sold only vegetarian foods; they did not sell any fi sh, poultry, 
or meat. All these early Dutch natural foods companies were 
this way because no natural food store would sell fi sh or 
other fl esh products; they were just not acceptable. Some 
years after they started they used eggs in a few products 
but they were always vegetarian. The only people who 
ever got involved in fl esh foods in the early stages were the 
Anthroposophic / Biodynamic people because its part of 
their philosophy, but even in the beginning they didn’t sell 
meat to the stores because customers didn’t want it. Address: 
Craft International Consultants, 21 Wetherbee St., Acton, 
Massachusetts 01720. Phone: 508-264-4011.

4106. Casey, Rod; Domoney, C.; Ealing, P.; North, H. 
1989. The biochemical genetics of lipoxygenases. In: T.H. 
Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the World Congress on 
Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human Foods and Animal 
Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil Chemists’ Society. 
xii + 575 p. See p. 491-96. [36 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction. Isozymes 
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in soybean and pea: The genetics of LOX, disposition 
and development regulation of the synthesis of seed 
lipoxygenases, structural features of lipoxygenases. 
Acknowledgments.
 Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture and Food Research 
Council.” Address: John Innes Inst. and AFRC Inst. of Plant 
Science Research, Colney Lane, Norwich, NR4 7UH, United 
Kingdom.

4107. Dawson, R.J. 1989. Concerns in regulating vegetable 
food proteins. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings 
of the World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization 
in Human Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: 
American Oil Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 230-33.
• Summary: “Vegetable food proteins, being nutrients and 
not additives in most countries are subject to general food 
legislation, which is based on quality protection, safety, 
nutritive value and organoleptic criteria. In addition they 
are subject to regulation for use as food ingredients. There 
are many countries in the world, e.g., Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, 
India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Peru, Sweden, U.K., U.S.A. and EEC, which have 
established national and group regulations for the use of 
vegetable proteins in food.
 Contents: Assessment of the present situation. Codex 
Alimentarius Commission: It was established as an 
intergovernmental body in 1962 by FAO and WHO to ensure 
fair practices in international trade and protect the health of 
the consumer; It has established more than 200 individual 
commodity standards. Creation of a Codex Committee on 
Vegetable Proteins (CCVP) in 1978. Activities of the CCVP: 
Elaboration of international standards for vegetable protein 
foods. Codex criteria applicable to commodities: Regulation 
of the use of vegetable proteins in food, use of VPP 
[vegetable protein products] for their functional properties, 
use of VPP to increase content of utilizable protein, use of 
VPP in partial or complete substitution of the animal protein 
in foods, use of VPP as sole protein source in products with 
new identities, quantitative methods for the differentiation of 
vegetable and animal protein. Address: Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, Via Delle Terme di 
Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy.

4108. Hesser, J.M. 1989. World food uses of vital wheat 
gluten. In: T.H. Applewhite, ed. 1989. Proceedings of the 
World Congress on Vegetable Protein Utilization in Human 
Foods and Animal Feedstuffs. Champaign, IL: American Oil 
Chemists’ Society. xii + 575 p. See p. 116-22. Contains 2 
pictures and 12 tables. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Abstract. Introduction: Functional 
properties: Composition and general properties, Codex 
Alimentarius International Standard for vital wheat gluten, 
viscoelasticity, water absorption, pH effects, fl avor, 

nutritional properties, Protein Effi ciency Ratio of wheat 
gluten blended with soy fl our in various ratios.
 Applications: Milling and fl our fortifi cation, bakery 
products, breakfast cereals, meat, fi sh and poultry products, 
pasta, cheese analogs and pizza, nutritional snacks, 
breadings, batter mixes, coatings and fl avorings, pet foods, 
aquaculture feeds. New applications.
 World production, consumption and capacity: 
Comparison of wheat gluten production by major 
geographical areas–1980 and 1987, 1987 EEC wheat 
gluten capacity and production by country, worldwide end 
uses for wheat gluten in 1980 and 1987. World market: 
Overview of 1987 supply and trade by major geographical 
regions, Australian, European and North American wheat 
gluten consumption by end-use amount (in 1,000 tons) 
and percent, Argentine wheat gluten demand by end-use, 
Japanese wheat gluten demand by end-use. Product quality. 
Acknowledgment. A photo shows J.M. Hesser.
 The Protein Effi ciency Ratio of wheat gluten is low 
(only 0.8), compared with 2.0 for soy fl our; but a 30:70 blend 
has a PER of 2.4.
 The world’s major wheat gluten producing areas in tons 
(1980 / 1987) are: Europe 29,500 / 132,300 (89% of this is 
produced in EEC countries), North America (USA, Canada, 
and Mexico) 30,000 / 54,000, Australia 24,000 / 45,000, 
South America 2,000 / 7,000, Japan 3,000 / 6,700.
 1987 EEC wheat gluten production by country: 
Netherlands 24,000, United Kingdom 22,500, Germany 
22,000, France 20,000, Others 11,800: Total: 118,300.
 Changes in worldwide end-use patterns for wheat 
gluten 1980 / 1987 (percent): Baking 77 / 63, milling (fl our 
fortifi cation) 4 / 14, meats 0 / 5, pet foods 10 / 8, cereals 3 / 
2, other 6 / 8.
 Overview of 1987 wheat gluten production / net imports 
/ consumption by major geographical regions (tons): Europe 
(EEC) 118,300 / -20,000 / 98,300, North America 54,000 / 
35,600 / 89,600, Australia 45,000 / -26,900 / 18,100, Japan 
6,700 / 3,300 / 10,000, South America 7,000 / -2,500 / 4,500. 
Address: International Wheat Gluten Assoc., 4510 W. 89th 
St., Prairie Village, Kansas 66207. Phone: 913-341-1155 or 
1156.

4109. Product Name:  Unisoy Soya Yogart [Raspberry, 
Strawberry, Black Cherry, Peach Melba].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products 
Ltd. (Marketer). Made in southern England by Bridge Farm 
Dairies. Made since late 1990 in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice 
Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.  
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction:  1989 August.
Ingredients:  Raspberry (1994): Soya milk, apple juice, 
raspberries, vegetable oil, emulsifi er (vegetable mono-
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diglycerides), stabiliser (pectin), natural raspberry fl avour, 
Bulgarian cultures, colour (beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm plastic cup.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 266 Kjoules / 63 Kcal 
(calories), protein 2.7 gm, carbohydrate 10.5 gm, fat 1.4 gm, 
cholesterol 0.0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Neil Rabheru 
of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. Followed by letter (fax) of July 9. 
“This product was launched in Aug. 1989 to replace White 
Wave Soya Yogart. It is now offered in 125 gm servings. 
Again it is the fi rst product on the market which had the 
fruit (such as raspberry) preserved in apple juice (instead of 
sugar), used organic soyamilk, and was sweetened with pure 
apple juice. Note that the original Honey & Muesli fl avor has 
been dropped and replaced by Peach Melba fl avor.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. The 
Haldane Foods Group has about 100% of the soy yogurt 
market in the UK. These products are still on the market 
and doing well. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1991. Annual 
Report. Sept. Page 12 states: “Genice Limited added more 
yogurts and non-dairy ice creams to its product range.”
 Interview with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 
Unisoy was acquired by the Haldane Foods Group on 
21 Dec. 1990. This has proved to be a very positive 
development for Unisoy. The company now makes only 
soymilk. Other companies in the Haldane Foods Group now 
make the other soy products that Unisoy used to make–which 
is more effi cient. For example, Genice Foods Ltd. makes soy 
margarine, yogurts, and ice creams.
 Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1992. Annual Report. Sept. 
Page 8 states: “Genice Ltd.–Wales: Manufactures non-dairy 
ice cream, soya yogurt, yogice soya cream and specialty 
margarines.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. Unisoy Soya Yogart was made by Genice starting 
in late 1990 in 3 fl avors–raspberry, peach melba, and black 
cherry. Genice made these yogurt products for Unisoy 
before they joined the Haldane Group; before that, they 
were made by Bridge Farm Dairies in southern England–
which attempted to make a shelf-stable product using dairy 
technology.
 Label (cup for Raspberry) sent by Genice. 1994. Feb. 
18. 120 gm plastic cup. Red, pink, green, and blue on white. 
Illustration of strawberries. “Naturally sweetened with apple 
juice. Non-dairy.” Haldane Foods Group, Cromwell Rd., 
Bredbury, Stockport, SK6 2RF England. The word “organic” 
does not appear on this container.

4110. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Sixty-fi ve books on tofu have 
been published in the Western World since 1970 (Overview). 
Sept. 17. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Defi nition: The work must be more than 48 

pages long, must have the word “tofu” or its equivalent in the 
title, and must be written in a non-Asian language. It may be 
either a popular or a professional/technical work.
 By country of publication, 40 of these books (61% of 
the total) have been published in the USA, 6 in Canada, 5 
in Switzerland, 5 in Japan (but written in English for sale 
primarily outside of Japan), 3 in West Germany, 3 in France 
(but 2 of these were published simultaneously and primarily 
in Quebec, Canada), 2 in England, and 1 each in Italy, 
Sweden, and Brazil. By region of publication: North America 
46 (71% of the total), Europe 15, East Asia 5, and Latin 
America 1.
 By language, 49 of these books (75%) have been 
published in English, 7 in French, 6 in German, and 1 each in 
Italian, Portuguese, and Swedish.
 By year of publication, the fi rst of these books was 
published in 1974; eleven (17% of the total) were published 
from 1974 to 1979, forty (62%) from 1980 to 1984, and 
fourteen (22%) from 1985 to 1989. The peak years of 
publication were 1981 and 1982, when 12 books on tofu 
were published each year.
 The best sellers among these books have been The Book 
of Tofu by Shurtleff & Aoyagi (1975, Ballantine Books, 
Autumn Press, and Ten Speed Press, about 450,000 copies 
sold in English editions and 9,000 in foreign editions), Tofu 
Cookery by Louis Hagler (1982, The Book Publishing Co., 
about 175,000 copies sold), The Tofu Cookbook by Cathy 
Bauer and Juel Andersen (1979, Rodale Press, 105,500 
copies sold, still in print), Cook with Tofu by Christina Clarke 
(1981, Avon Books, 57,500 copies printed; still in print), and 
Tofu, Tempeh, & Other Soy Delights by Camille Cusumano 
(1984, Rodale Press, 25,688 copies sold; out of print). These 
best-sellers have sold a combined total of 822,700 copies, 
and all tofu books have probably sold over 1 million copies.

4111. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Pioneers in vacuum packaging 
tofu. Its pros and cons (Overview). Sept. 19. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In late 1977 Redwood Natural Foods Inc. in 
Santa Rosa, California, became the world’s fi rst company 
to vacuum package tofu. The pioneer there was Greg 
Hartman (whose photo appears in the Sept. 1983 issue of 
Health Foods Business, p. 80). Redwood used tofu made 
by Quong Hop & Co. and distributed and sold the organic 
tofu under their own brand. An illustration of the machine 
and description of the process is given in Tofu & Soymilk 
Production by Shurtleff & Aoyagi (1984, pp. 23 & 72; In 
about 1978 Shurtleff & Aoyagi visited Hartman at Redwood 
Natural Foods and observed his packaging process).
 Since that time, many companies have switched to 
vacuum packaging their tofu. Pioneers in the USA included: 
Quong Hop & Co. Jan. 1979, Summercorn Foods Sept. 1979, 
Nasoya Foods 1981, Zakhi Soyfoods 1981, Pacifi c Trading 
Co. 1981, Lecanto Tofu 1981, Swan Gardens 1982, White 
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Wave 1983, Farm Soy Dairy 1985, Island Spring 1985.
 Pioneers in Europe included: Aros Sojaprodukter in 
Sweden 1982, Manna Natuurvoeding in the Netherlands 
1982, Auenland Tofu in West Germany 1983, Tofuhaus 
Tiefenthal in West Germany 1983, and Haldane Foods in 
England 1985.
 A few companies (such as Nasoya) have even dropped 
vacuum packing and switched back to water pack. 
Companies using relatively small chamber-bag batch-type 
machines seem happiest with the technology and have 
had few problems. Companies using larger, continuous 
process roll-stock machines have often had ongoing, serious 
problems.
 Advantages of vacuum packaging, in approximate order 
of importance, are: (1) The package is familiar to consumers 
and it makes tofu look quite similar to cheese, a related and 
popular food product; fi rst-time tofu users are not turned 
off by a cake tofu fl oating in a pale yellow liquid (which 
reminds some consumers of a fetus fl oating in formaldehyde 
in a biology lab). No other food in the western world besides 
tofu is sold fl oating in water. Yet the water that surrounds the 
tofu inside the vacuum pack detracts from its appearance. 
Some have even said that the resulting package reminds them 
of a used condom! (2) Because the tofu is packaged without 
water, it is much lighter and less bulky, which cuts shipping 
costs and can expand market areas; (3) Nigari-type tofu 
retains most of its natural sweetness, which is leeched off in 
water-pack tofu; (4) Vacuum packaging is generally thought 
to give the product a longer shelf life than water pack. 
Typical companies date their tofu for an 18-21 day shelf life; 
(5) The cost of the package itself is less for vacuum packing, 
BUT the additional labor required for packaging and labeling 
with a batch-type machine may make the total packaging 
cost more than for water pack.
 Disadvantages of vacuum packaging, in approximate 
order of importance, are: (1) Most Asian-Americans, 
especially fi rst generation Asian-Americans, strongly prefer 
water pack, to which they are accustomed; (2) Vacuum 
packed tofu is much more susceptible to damage than water-
packed tofu in a rigid plastic tub, unless the vacuum pack is 
surrounded by a fairly rigid box; (3) It is diffi cult to vacuum 
pack soft tofu, which is the texture preferred by many 
Japanese; (4) Unless the tofu is immersed in chilled water for 
6-12 hours before vacuum packing, the yellow whey in the 
tofu may leech out and collect inside the package, giving the 
tofu a unappealing yellow hue.
 One example of a company that has had problems 
is White Wave Inc. in Boulder, Colorado, which in May 
1983 bought a used Tiromat vacuum packager. Thereafter 
everything went wrong, so much so that that one machine 
“almost broke the company’s back.” President Steve Demos 
later called it “the curse of the Devil,” and his production 
manager would sometimes ask, only half in jest, “Do you 
think we are sitting in vacuum packaging hell?” Demos 

notes: “Tofu is a very diffi cult product to vacuum pack, 
though fi rm tofu is easier than soft. In our case, about 30% 
of the problems have been caused by the machine, 30% by 
the product, 30% by the operator, and the rest is absolute bad 
karma. The process was unforgiving, as was the Tiromat’s 
maker, which gave White Wave almost no help.” But by Oct. 
1989 White Wave had worked the bugs out of their vacuum 
packing system and now prefers it to water pack.

4112. Guardian (England). 1989. Nabisco sells off Del 
Monte to ease its debt burden. Sept. 26. p. 11.
• Summary: American food giant RJR Nabisco has just 
sold its worldwide Del Monte processed food operations for 
$1.5 billion. “Kikkoman will take over some of Del Monte’s 
businesses in the Far East” [East Asia].
 Note: RJR Nabisco, Inc., was an American conglomerate 
formed in 1985 by the merger of Nabisco Brands and R.J. 
Reynolds Tobacco Company. RJR Nabisco was purchased 
in 1988 by Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. in the second 
largest leveraged buyout in history, adjusted for infl ation 
(Source: Wikipedia, Sept. 2008).

4113. Adventist Review (Hagerstown, Maryland). 1989. 
Granose Foods opens new factory: Growth from bakery to 
Britain’s major health food manufacturer. Sept. 28. p. 20-21 
(p. 1036-37).
• Summary: The brand new factory is at Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, England–30 miles away from its former 
location at Stanborough Park, on the outskirts of London, 
near Watford, Hertfordshire. The founder is said to be J. 
Heide, who, a hundred years ago, came to London from 
Germany to start a new life. With help from his uncle, he 
became a master baker. He soon joined the small group of 
members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. “In 1899 
John Hyde (as he soon became known) was living over his 
bakery at 332 Portbellow Road in east London with his wife” 
and four children. He worked hard to make bread that tasted 
better and was fresher than anyone else. He and his brother 
delivered their loaves late at night or early in the morning.
 “John soon learned about health foods and the church’s 
teaching that God is honored in a healthy body as well as in a 
healthy mind and spirit. Samples from the Sanitarium Health 
Food Company in Battle Creek, Michigan, found their way 
to Britain, and in 1899, with the blessing of the church, 
John went to the United States to learn how to make the 
foods. He spent six months with Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, 
who was president of the medical college in Battle Creek, 
superintendent of the Battle Creek Sanitarium (with its health 
food company) and member of more than a dozen medical 
societies and associations,...”
 “Kellogg created the formula for a gluten biscuit. 
The Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Company also 
produced Granola, a cooked preparation of wheat and oats to 
be used as a breakfast food. Granose fl akes, Granose biscuits, 
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Protose, and Bromose were among their strangely named 
products.
 “Imported know-how: John Hyde took the production 
know-how back to Britain, where he put it into operation. 
Adventists purchased a fl our mill at Salford, near Redhill, 
Surrey, and formed the International Health Association Ltd. 
Hyde imported used plant equipment from Battle Creek and 
purchased other items locally.
 “But the road to success was not to be easy. Before the 
advent of electricity, candles were used for lighting. This 
practice led to a fi re that burned down the factory in 1900.
 “In 1907 the association moved to Stanborough Park, 
an idyllic 75-acre estate on the outskirts of London, near 
Watford, Hertfordshire. In 1926 it became Granose Foods 
Ltd.”
 John Hyde, the baker, worked many years for Granose 
Foods. He eventually had 13 children–a baker’s dozen. The 
name of each is given. “Almost all his children became 
employees of the Adventist Church.”
 Why did the factory move? Over the years, the SDA 
church leadership sold off portions of the valuable estate 
surrounding the Granose food factory; as new houses 
were built, the factory became a “noncoforming user” in a 
residential zone. Income from a recent sale of 10 more acres 
at Stanborough Park helped to pay for the new plant and the 
3 acres of land on which it was built.
 A photo shows the ribbon-cutting ceremony on July 
9. Present were: (1) “Eric Fehlburg, who coordinates the 
activities of 52 Adventist health food companies worldwide, 
with $300 million in receipts, from church headquarters in 
Washington, D.C.” He believes that Granose has a bright 
future but believes that, since the 3 acres is already too small, 
Granose should purchase 20 acres somewhere else. Note: 
Why did they not buy more land on which to build the new 
factory? Apparently for lack of money. (2) Peter J. Archer, 
age 50, who left school at age 16 and got a job sweeping the 
yard for Granose. He has been the manager of Granose since 
1984, and he and his team have turned the company around 
(after years of indifferent sales) and appear to be on a path 
of continuing growth. “Granose is my life,” says Archer. A 
small photo shows Archer and Fehlberg shaking hands.
 Granose products include “Ravioli, Nuttolene, Vegecuts, 
Mock Duck, Burger Mix, Sausfry, Soya Wieners, a variety 
of soymilks, and more than 100 other products. The latest, 
Sweet Sensation, is a soy ice cream. With the assistance of 
De-Vau-Ge in Germany, Granose supplies a tremendous 
demand for nondairy products. The company sells 656,000 
gallons (2.5 million liters) of soymilk a year. From the 
Nutana factory in Denmark, Granose imports and distributes 
fi ve different packs of nondairy margarine containing oils, 
but no whey. Tue Westing and marketing manager Inge 
Kjeldal of Nutana were present at the opening.”

4114. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1989. Annual report. P.O. 

Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p.
• Summary: Net sales for 1989 were $7,929 million, up 
16.6% over 1988. Net earnings for 1989 were $424 million, 
up 20.1% over 1988. A full-page color photo (p. 6) shows 
soy sausages and soyburgers. A caption notes: “The soy 
foods operations of British Arkady last year sold enough 
frozen soyburgers, soy sausages and mixes to provide over 
50 million servings.” Address: Decatur, Illinois.

4115. Jones, Amanda E.; Price, K.R.; Fenwick, G.R. 1989. 
Development and application of a high-performance liquid 
chromatographic method for the analysis of phytoestrogens. 
J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
46(3):357-64. [22 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Soya milk, soya dessert, soya fl akes, 
daidzein, genistein. Note: AFRC stands for “Agriculture 
and Food Research Council.” Address: AFRC Inst. of Food 
Research, Norwich Lab., Colney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UA, 
UK.

4116. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1989. 
Bibliography of soya in the Indian Subcontinent (South 
Asia): 1,118 references from 1679 to 1989, partially 
annotated. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 180 p. 
Subject/geographical index. Author/company index. Printed 
Sept. 2. 28 cm. [1118 ref]
• Summary: The soybean has a surprisingly long history 
in South Asia. The earliest known reference dates from the 
year 1679 when the Englishman John Locke noted that soy 
sauce (saio) was imported to England from the East Indies 
(probably India). There were 3 references to soybeans or 
soyfoods prior to 1700, 12 during the 1700s, and 53 during 
the 1800s. Many of these references were to soy sauce or 
to soybean plants (by botanists) grown in the northern hills. 
In the period 1908-12 the British tried to grow soybeans in 
India without much success. During the 1930s Mahatma 
Gandhi took a serious interest in growing soybeans and using 
them as a food.
 The earliest known commercial soy product on 
the Subcontinent was Golden Label Soya Bean Sauce, 
introduced in 1949 by Yung Hwa & Co. in Sri Lanka. The 
earliest such product in India was Nutri Nugget, a textured 
soy fl our meatlike product, introduced in 1970 by the Soya 
Production and Research Association in Bareilly.
 The rise of the soybean as a commercial crop in India 
can be dated from the mid-1960s, when University of Illinois 
soybean specialists, working with Indian counterparts, 
showed that high soybean yields could be obtained using 
proper varieties and a package of practices. In 1967 the All-
India Coordinated Program on Soybeans was founded at 
Pantnagar in the state of Madhya Pradesh, where the great 
majority of India’s soybean came to be grown. In April 1968 
the fi rst Workshop on Soybean was held in New Delhi by the 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, and in 1971 India’s 
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fi rst soyfoods development project started at G.B. Pant 
University. But when the U.S. sided with Pakistan during a 
small war between India and Pakistan, the government of 
India asked that most U.S. technical assistance programs be 
discontinued by Sept. 1972. In 1973, out of the success of 
this work, INTSOY (the International Soybean Program) was 
founded at the University of Illinois.
 Total soybean production in India increased from a mere 
18,000 tonnes in 1971 (production was negligible in 1970) 
to 450,000 tonnes in 1980, an astonishing 25-fold increase 
in ten years, and a growth rate greater than that of Latin 
America.
 This is the most comprehensive bibliography ever 
published on soya in the Indian Subcontinent (South Asia). 
It is also the single most current and useful source of 
information on this subject available today, since 48% of all 
references (and most of the current ones) contain a summary/
abstract averaging 102 words in length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 37 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 15 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 109 commercial soy 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company index, 
and a bibliometric analysis of the composition of the book 
(by language, document type, year, leading countries, states, 
and related subjects) are also included. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 
415-283-2991.

4117. Kenyon, Michael. 1989. Worcestershire Sauce. 
Gourmet 49(10):122, 234-41. Oct.
• Summary: Discusses (without documentation) the origin 

and history of Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire and the factory 
in Worcester where the sauce has been made since 1897. 
Says that in 1835 the fi rst concoction was mixed up from 
Lord Sandys’ recipe. Two years later, John Wheeley Lea 
and William Perrins, discovered the forgotten brew in their 
cellar, took a second sniff and taste, and found it was quite 
nice. Apart from minor changes and the crucial aging, the 
“recipe for today’s Worcestershire sauce is the one brought 
back from India by Lord Sandys [Note: Not true; the main 
ingredient, naturally fermented soy sauce, has been replaced 
by HVP]. A 1928 rhyming advertisement went, “And waiter, 
when you bring my cheese, bring Lea & Perrins sauce back, 
please.”
 Today, world consumption is about 25 million liters/
year. The city of Worcestershire is located about 100 miles 
northwest of London, and 25 miles west of Stratford-on-
Avon. The factory in Worcestershire makes 12 million 
bottles/year and more than half of all households in Britain 
are said to have a bottle in the pantry. It has been supplied 
to royalty since 1904. The factory at Worcestershire has an 
archives and museum. In 1988 BSN, a French-based food 
conglomerate, bought Lea & Perrins in both England and the 
USA (Fair Lawn, New Jersey).
 C.W. Dyson Perrins (1964-1958), the millionaire 
grandson of William, the chemist, focused his energies 
on business–incl. the sauce business. In 1946 he founded 
the museum. Every summer he hunted at his castle in the 
Scottish Highlands, killing hundreds of birds (2,000 brace of 
grouse, etc.) and wild animals.
 The writer’s genealogical research indicates that the 
Lord Sandys whose name is tied by legend to Worcestershire 
sauce was Arthur Marcus Cecil, the third Lord Sandys (1798-
1886). His grandfather’s family seat was in the county of 
Worcestershire. The writer also believes that Lord Sandys 
invented the Bloody Mary–a cocktail consisting essentially 
of vodka and usually spiced tomato juice. The term was fi rst 
used in 1947 and Worcestershire sauce is often used as an 
ingredient. Address: Long Island, New York.

4118. Leatherhead Food Research Assoc. 1989. 
Vegetarianism and the consumer: Implications for the UK 
food industry. Leatherhead Food Research Assoc., Randalls 
Rd., Leatherhead, Surrey, England. vi + 118 p. Oct. No 
index. 30 cm. Price: £2,700. [2 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Foreword. List of 27 tables. List of 
16 fi gures. Management summary. 1. Introduction: Scope 
of the research, aims, objectives, research method. 2. Profi le 
of consumers reducing / excluding meat / meat and fi sh 
from their diet: Defi nitions, levels of reduction/exclusion 
of meat/meat and fi sh consumption, demographic profi le, 
length of time following current eating pattern. 3. Reasons 
for reduction/exclusion of meat consumption: Summary 
of reasons for change amongst adults, reasons for change 
by demographic profi le of adult consumers, summary of 
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reasons for change amongst children, reasons for change 
by eating pattern of consumers. 4. Future potential of 
vegetarianism and reduced meat consumption: Consumer 
intentions, reasons for change. 5. Implications for food 
consumption habits of the exclusion of/reduction in meat and 
fi sh consumption: Changes made to in-home consumption 
patterns by consumers avoiding meat completely, changes 
made to in-home consumption patterns by consumers 
reducing consumption of meat, changes made to out-of-home 
food consumption patterns by consumers avoiding meat, 
changes made to out-of-home food consumption patterns by 
consumers who had reduced meat consumption. 6. Trends 
in consumption of meat and fi sh: Introduction, meat, fi sh. 
7. Trends in consumption of meat and fi sh alternatives: 
Introduction, vegetables, salad and fruit, alternative protein 
sources, animal-derivative-free products, overview of 
vegetarian product introductions to the UK, development of 
vegetarian products within the catering market, development 
of novel vegetarian products worldwide. 8. Consumer 
purchasing criteria for vegetarian food: Introduction, 
distinctiveness of product, retailer and manufacturer 
preferences, level of healthy eating concern, level of 
reaction to food ‘scares’, level of environmental concern. 9. 
Conclusions.
 In the section on “Alternative protein sources” 
the subsection on “Meat imitations” states that Realeat 
Vegebangers, Cauldron Foods Tofu Burgers, Granose Soya 
Franks and Spicy Links, Protoveg Sosmix, Direct Foods 
Smokey Snaps, Marks & Spencer Vegetable Cutlets are all 
on the market (p. 72). Realeat was the pioneer in introducing 
vegetable burgers (Vegeburgers) and frozen burgers to the 
health-food trade; they were introduced to supermarkets 
in about 1986/87. The Vegeburger brand, now owned by 
Haldane Foods, includes Cheese Vegeburger, Vegebangers, 
and ready meals. Companies that have introduced vegetable 
burgers in the last four years include Direct Foods, 
Vegetarian Feasts, Granose Foods, Tivall, Cauldron Foods, 
Booker Health Foods, Brewhurst, The Dietburger Company, 
Realeat, Birds Eye Walls, and supermarket brands. In 1987 
Cauldron Foods launched a range of three varieties of tofu 
burger in vacuum packs; cheeseburgers were launched by 
both Realeat and The Dietburger Company. In April 1988 
Birds Eye Walls launched its Steakhouse vegetable burger 
and Granose Foods launched four varieties of frozen burgers, 
incl. Soya & Mushroom, and Nut & Sesame varieties. 
Tesco introduced a vegetarian burger under its own brand; 
it was made by Tivall from soya and wheat. In 1989 Realeat 
(Haldane Foods) introduced a microwaveable Quarter 
Pounder Burger. In 1985 Granose Foods launched Soya 
Franks, a meatless sausage. Realeat launched Vegebanger, 
which includes soya. In 1986 Direct Foods launched a soya-
based Sausage Slice and Tivall introduced vegetable protein 
sausages. In 1987 The Dietburger Company launched an 
all-vegetable frozen dietbanger and Granose Foods launched 

Vegetarian Spicy Links. In 1988 Goodlife Whole Foods 
launched Herb Bean Bangers and Spicy Bean Bangers; Buss 
Foods introduced a vegetarian sausage, Realeat introduced 
a frozen Vegebanger, and Granose Foods added a vegetarian 
sausage to its Wholefoods Kitchen range (p. 76). Address: 
Leatherhead, Surrey, England.

4119. Fitch, Peter. 1989. Re: Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 27. 1 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group consists of Direct 
Foods Ltd., Haldane Foods Ltd., Realeat Foods Ltd., Regular 
Tofu Co. Ltd., Vegetarian Cuisine Ltd., and Vegetarian Feasts 
Ltd. Haldane became part of the British Arkady Group in 
January 1988. Brian Welsby has left the company. Fitch 
gives a phone number for Michael Cole in the UK. He also 
encloses a catalog (and price list) titled Haldane Foods 
Group, which lists and contains color photos of all products 
made by the six member companies. The catalog subtitle is 
“Europe’s leading healthier food group.” Address: Managing 
Director, Hadane Foods Group Ltd., 25 Hayhill, Sileby 
Rd., Barrow upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England. 
Phone: 050981-6611. Fax 050981-6381.

4120. Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 1989. Haldane Foods 
Group. 25 Hayhill, Sileby Rd., Barrow upon Soar, 
Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England. 6 p. Manufacturer’s 
catalog. Full color.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group consists of Direct 
Foods Ltd., Haldane Foods Ltd., Realeat Foods Ltd., Regular 
Tofu Co. Ltd., Vegetarian Cuisine Ltd., and Vegetarian 
Feasts Ltd. The catalog, subtitled “Europe’s leading healthier 
food group,” lists and contains color photos of all products 
made by the six member companies. A UK trade price list 
(effective 2 Oct. 1989), attached separately, gives product 
size, case size, and trade and retail prices in British pounds. 
Address: Leicestershire, England. Phone: 050981-6611. Fax 
050981-6381.

4121. Marshall, Philip. 1989. Re: Tofu as a potentially 
hazardous food. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Dec. 5. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 
ref]
• Summary: Cauldron Foods has always recommended 
that their products not be transported or stored above +4ºC 
(39.2ºF) even though all of their products are receive in-pack 
pasteurization. “We consider that there is a signifi cant risk 
from spore forming pathogens, particularly Bacillus cereus. 
It seems likely that UK legislation will require even lower 
storage temperatures (+2ºC, or 35.6ºC) in the future, since 
certain organisms have demonstrated the ability to grow at 
less than +4ºC.”
 Page 2 is “Specifi cation for original tofu,” which 
includes physical and microbiological properties. Address: 
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Owner, Cauldron Foods Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, 
Ashton Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, 
England. Phone: (0272) 632835.

4122. Product Name:  Vegetable Pâté, Tomato and Red 
Pepper Paté.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Bristol 
BS3 2TL, England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1989 December.
Ingredients:  Vegetable Pâté: Water, ground soya beans, 
vegetable oil, yeast, potato starch, salt, hydrolysed vegetable 
protein, herbs & spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation:  Labels sent to Soyfoods 
Center. 1989. Dec. The Vegetable Pâté and the Tomato and 
Red Pepper Pâté now have ground soya beans as the main 
ingredient. “New recipe.”

4123. SoyaScan Notes. 1989. Major soy-related company 
acquisitions and mergers worldwide 1970-1989 (Overview). 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1970 March–Miles Laboratories of Elkhart, 
Indiana (most famous as the maker of Alka-Seltzer) acquires 
Worthington Foods of Worthington, Ohio (most famous for 
its Morningstar Farms line of meat alternatives), making it a 
wholly owned subsidiary.
 1973 Jan. 15–ADM acquires 50% of British Arkady 
Holdings Ltd. and its subsidiary British Arkady Co. Ltd. of 
Old Trafford, Manchester, England.
 1977 (late)–Bayer A.G. of Germany (makers of Aspirin) 
acquires Miles Laboratories of Elkhart, Indiana; as part of 
the deal they Worthington Foods, a subsidiary of Miles.
 1979–Bunge Corp. acquires Lauhoff Grain Co. of 

Danville, Illinois.
 1982 Oct. 15–Worthington Foods is repurchased 
from Miles Laboratories by a group of three Seventh-day 
Adventist investors in a leveraged buyout. During the 12 
years under Miles, sales increased fi ve-fold. Sales volume 
in 1983 was an all-time high. The company employed 250 
people.
 1983 April 21–Hybritech Seed International, Inc., a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Monsanto Company, purchases 
the Jacob Hartz Seed Co. of Stuttgart, Arkansas.
 1983–House Food Industrial Co., Ltd. of Japan 
purchases 50% ownership in Yamauchi Enterprises (formerly 
Hinode Tofu Co., owned by Mr. Shoan Yamauchi) in 
Los Angeles. The company is renamed House Foods & 
Yamauchi, Inc.
 1985 May 31–Barricini Foods Inc. acquires Farm 
Foods (makers of Ice Bean soy ice cream) of Summertown, 
Tennessee.
 1985 March–British Arkady acquires Direct Foods Ltd.
 1986 Feb.–British Arkady acquires Vegetarian Feasts 
Ltd.
 1986 Dec. 1–White Wave acquires Soyfoods Unlimited, 
Inc. of San Leandro, California. It is White Wave’s fi rst 
acquisition.
 1987 Aug.–British Arkady acquires Haldane Foods 
Ltd. and Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. It also acquires Vegetarian 
Cuisine Ltd. in 1987.
 1987 Oct.–The Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, Italy, 
acquires Central Soya Co. in Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
 1987 Dec. 31–ADM acquires the rest of British Arkady 
Holdings Ltd. so that it now owned 100%.
 1988 Jan.–The British Arkady Group acquires Haldane 
Foods.
 1988 Feb.–Westbrae Natural Foods (of Berkeley, 
California, maker of soymilk) is merged with and becomes a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Vestro Foods, a publicly traded 
company in City of Commerce, Southern California. Most 
of Westbrae’s top management decides not to stay with the 
company.
 1988 Sept.–Haldane Foods Group acquires Realeat 
Foods Ltd.
 1989 Feb.–Haldane Foods Group acquires Saucemasters 
Ltd. It also acquires Genice Foods Ltd. in March 1989.
 1989 Feb. 16–Edward Lowe of Michigan, the inventor 
of Kitty Litter, purchases the majority of shares in INARI 
Ltd. from Len and Irene Stuttman; but they. kept a minority 
ownership in the company.
 1989 April–Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. acquires Yamato 
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte of Tuebingen, Hirschau, West 
Germany. Note: This is the earliest record seen (Feb. 2013) 
that mentions Huegli in connection with soy.
 1989 April 22–Lima Foods of Belgium acquires 
Jonathan P.V.B.A. of Belgium.
 1989 Sept.–Lima Foods of Belgium is purchased from 
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Vibec by Euronature (pronounced as in French, YU-ro na-
TYUR), a large international food company headquartered in 
Paris, France.

4124. Product Name:  Crispy Tofu Grills (Farmhouse Style, 
Italian Style, or Tandoori Style).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
Ingredients:  Farmhouse Style: Original and smoked tofu 
(water, soya beans, calcium sulphate), brown rice, textured 
soya fl our, cabbage, onion, potato, tomato, mushrooms, peas, 
potato powder, pea fi bre, apple juice, lemon juice, herbs & 
spices, vegetable oil, vegetable stock.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: calories 185, protein 10.7 gm, fat 
9.5 gm, carbohydrate 14.9 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1989, sent by Philip 
Marshall. Paperboard box. Brown, green, red and black on 
white. Color photo of oval burger-like product on front. Hole 
in back of package allows consumer to see product. “Just 
heat to eat. Contains no meat, dairy products, or artifi cial 
additives.” Package bears the green “V” symbol “Suitable 
for vegetarians.”
 SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1):3. A photo shows 
the label.

4125. Product Name:  Tofuloni (Meatless Sliced Tofu 
Sausage) [Country, or Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1989, sent by Philip 
Marshall. Green, red and black on white. Color photo of 
fi ve slices on a plate. 
“Five slices ready to eat. 
A unique combination of 
spiced tofu, mixed grains, 
sunfl ower seeds and fi ne 
vegetables, cooked and 
sliced.
 “Tofuloni makes 
a delicious vegetarian 
starter, or an exciting 
addition to salads and 
sandwiches.” Package 
bears the green “V” 

symbol “Suitable for vegetarians.”
 SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1):3. A photo shows 
the label.
 Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in 1989.

4126. Product Name:  ‘Nnaise: A Soya Based Dressing 
[With Red and Green Peppercorn, Mustard Seeds, or Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
Ingredients:  Probably made with soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Haydn Jones. 
1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history of Green Dragon Animal Free 
Foods and Bute Island Foods Ltd.” Which see. Soyannaise 
was fi rst sold in 1987 in several local shops in Wales. 
Cauldron Foods objected to the name Soyannaise, so in 1988 
the product was renamed ‘Nnaise.

4127. Product Name:  Scheese Spread [Cheddar].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Haydn Jones. 
1995. Sept. 15. Cheddar Scheese Spread was introduced in 
1990. A color photo shows a line of four Scheese products in 
small jars atop a wooden stump with dry soybeans, tomatoes, 
and apples.

4128. Product Name:  Scheese (Dairy Free Hard Soya 
Cheese) [Cheddar Style, Cheshire Style, Cheddar with 
Chives].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
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Ingredients:  Water, soya solids, palm stearine, cider 
vinegar, natural and nature identical fl avouring (vegetable 
and mineral origin), sea salt, natural colouring, beta carotene. 
(100% dairy free).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm cylinder in plastic bag.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label for Cheshire Style 
Scheese sent by Leah Leneman of Scotland, purchased at 
Real Foods. 1992. July. 5 by 2 inches. Green, brown, and 
dark green on beige. Logo, with an illustration of a dragon, 
reads: Green Dragon–Animal free foods. “A soya based 
solid food.” Note 1. This product contains no casein. Note 2. 
Leah thinks this product was introduced by about 1991. This 
company was making soy cheeses by Oct. 1988. Those were 
probably made from soy protein isolates.
 Talk with Richard Rose of Sharon’s Finest. 1993. April 
9. Richard has a sample of the product with a label. It is sold 
in the shape of a “hockey puck” 3.5 inches in diameter and 
1.12 inches thick. No price is listed. The sample was sent by 
Haydn Jones, who is said to have been formerly associated 
with Cauldron Foods Ltd. in Bristol. Note 3. Haydn says he 
was never associated with Cauldron Foods. Note 4. Bute is 
a small island in the Furth of Clyde off the southwest coast 
of Scotland, directly west of Glasgow, about 16 miles long 
and 2-5 miles wide. The chief town is Rothesay. The island is 
part of Scotland.
 Talk with Casey Van Rysdam of American Natural 
Snacks. 1994. April 26. On 7 Aug. 1993 he received a fax of 
the label of this product from an agent in the UK. He reads 
the ingredients. “Scheese should be kept refrigerated in its 
bag or a suitable airtight container. This will prevent the 
product from drying out. Scheese can be grated, sliced, and 
cooked.”
 Label sent by Leah Leneman. 1994. May 1. 5 by 2 
inches. Blue, yellow, and green on beige. Below the product 
name is written: “a soya based solid food.” The 227 gm 
product retails for £1.89 at Real Foods in the UK.
 Packet of materials and Label (Cheddar Style) sent by 
Haydn Jones of Bute Island Foods. 1994. June. “Bute Island 
Foods: Manufacturers of non animal food products.” The 
company is now located at 15 Columshill Street, Rothesay, 
Isle of Bute, PA20 0DN, UK. One brochure shows that 
Scheese used to be sold in 8 fl avors: Cheddar, Hickory 
Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Cheddar & Chives, Cheshire, 
Edam, and Mozzarella.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 15. The following 
fl avors of Scheese were introduced in 1989: Cheddar Style, 
Cheshire Style, Cheddar with Chives.

4129. Product Name:  Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haiku Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  1, Sydenham Rd., Cotham, 
Bristol.
Date of Introduction:  1989.

Ingredients:  Soya beans, brown rice, Rhizopus oligosporus 
culture, cider vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label. 1990. Received 
from David Greenslade. 4.5 inches square. Black on tan 
paper. Illustration of a house and trees by a stream. “100% 
organic.” Talk with British Consulate in San Francisco. 1990. 
Feb. 9. Can’t fi nd this company. Call international operator. 
The area code is 272. Not listed anywhere in the British 
Isles.

4130. Product Name:  So Good Soya Milk [Regular, or 
Sugar-Free Organic].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd. (Importer-
Distributor). Made in Australia by Sanitarium Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for £0.69.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Haldane Foods Group 
catalog and price list. 1989. Oct. 2. This product is listed 
in both documents under the Haldane Foods Ltd. product 
line. A color photo in the catalog shows the label (1 liter 
carton). It has black lettering and vertical stripes on a white 
background. On the front panel is am impressionistic sketch 
of a snow-capped mountain in the distance with several 
soybean plants growing in the immediate foreground.
 Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July 
9. Haldane’s soymilk used to be called Sojal. They may have 
lost the fi ght over the name. It is very likely that the Haldane 
group has this product made by some company outside of 
the group. They do not have the equipment needed to make 
a quality soymilk. There is no connection with Sanitarium 
Foods in Australia.

4131. Oates, C.G. 1989. Soya/alginate interactions in 
extrusion cooking. PhD thesis, University of Nottingham, 
England. 279 p. Page 5083 in volume 49/12-B of 
Dissertation Abstracts International. *
• Summary: Addition of alginate increases the water-binding 
ability of soy isolate after denaturation. Address: University 
Park, Nottingham, NG7 2RD, England.

4132. Product Name:  Vegedine Mousse (Frozen Non-Dairy 
Dessert) [Carob & Walnut, or Strawberry].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegedine (Marketer). Made in 
Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Bournemouth, England.
Date of Introduction:  1989.
How Stored:  Frozen.
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New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Ray Pierce of 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 and 8. Another non-dairy 
frozen dessert product launched in 1989 was Vegedine 
Mousse, a frozen mousse dessert in two fl avors–carob & 
walnut, and strawberry. Vegedine was a very small company 
in Bournemouth. Sales to health food shops were small, and 
the company soon went out of business.

4133. Aarhus Olie. 1989. Annual report 1988. M.P. Bruuns 
Gade 27, P.O. Box 50, DK-8100 Aarhus C, Denmark. 45 p. 
30 cm.
• Summary: The company specializes in oils and proteins. 
Page 4 shows that the Aarhus Group contains six subsidiaries 
wholly-owned by the parent company: 1. Anglia Oils Ltd., 
England. 2. Aarhus (UK) Ltd., England. 3. Frank Fontannaz 
(Holdings) Ltd., England. 4. Ceylon Trading Co. Ltd., Sri 
Lanka. 5. Aarhus Inc., USA. 6. Aarhus Oliebabrik (Havnen) 
A/S, Denmark.
 In 1988, net turnover by The Group was 1,619 million 
Danish kroner (DKK). Profi ts for the year were 119 million 
kroner. Average number of employees was 1,446. The net 
turnover of the company is about 63% of the net turnover of 
the group.
 The higher prices of skimmed-milk powder have made 
it “possible to market an increased volume of soya proteins 
for animal feeding purposes at escalating prices. Sodium 
caseinate–a milk protein used in the meat industry–has also 
gone up in price; this has made it possible to market the 
functional [soy] protein concentrate Danpro S at improved 
prices” (p. 9).
 “In 1988 Aarhus Olie once again processed more than 
100,000 tons [metric tons] of Danish double-zero rapeseed... 
A method has been developed to determine the contents 
of active glucosinolates in rape and other feedstuffs. This 
method is now used by all laboratories in our country 
[Denmark] (p. 10).
 At the end of 1988, the total number of employees in the 
company was 892 (p. 11).
 A diagram (p. 40) shows that Aarhus introduced 
Soyabean oil (made by solvent extraction) in 1921, Soyabean 
meal (solvent extracted) in 1932, Danpro A (a protein 
concentrate; A stands for “Animal.” It is fed mainly to 
young calves and piglets) in 1975, Danpro H (H stands for 
“Human”) in 1976, Danprotex in 1976, Danprofi ber in 1979, 
and Danpro S (S stands for “Soluble”) in 1983. The company 
plans to introduce Soya Beverage in 1989.
 In 1974-74 Aarhus built the fi rst factory in Europe for 
the manufacture of soya protein concentrates (p. 41).
 Note: As of April 2013, Bunge Ltd. (White Plains, New 
York) owns Central Soya; and Central Soya has long owned 
Aarhus. Address: Aarhus, Denmark. Phone: +45 612 6000.

4134. Conil, Christopher; Conil, Jean. 1989. A taste of 
the world: Cuisine sans Frontières. Dishes from great 

chefs around the world. Martin Books, Simon & Schuster 
International Group, Fitzwilliam House, 32 Trumpington St., 
Cambridge CB2 1QY, England. 208 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: This non-vegetarian cookbook was produced 
in association with the American Soybean Assoc., 
Belgium. They distributed it widely free of charge as part 
of the Soyasign Campaign (based in London). Contents: 
Acknowledgements. Introduction. From clover to cream: 
Milk, cream, and cheese. The gifts of Ceres: Grains, pasta, 
and pulses. Seafood. Birds of many feathers: Poultry and 
game. Meat dishes. Salads. Ethnic and modern sauces. Sweet 
and sour desserts. Contributing chefs.
 Soya oil or soya margarine are called for in many 
recipes. There is an unusual recipe for Fermented Soya 
Sauce, with malt syrup or honey, and brewer’s yeast, 
requiring a 10-day fermentation (p. 170-71). On p. 180 is a 
recipe for Tamari sauce. Address: England.

4135. Goodman, David; Redclift, Michael. 1989. 
Introduction: The international farm crisis. In: David 
Goodman and Michael Redclift, eds. 1989. The International 
Farm Crisis. New York: St. Martin’s Press. xi + 296 p. See p. 
1-22. Index. 23 cm. [14 ref]
• Summary: This book is about the causes and dynamics 
of the international farm crisis of the 1980s, and its effects 
on the restructuring on rural economies and societies in the 
western World and selected Third World countries–such as 
Brazil and Mexico. In 1973-74 the focus of the debate was 
global food scarcity. During the 1980s the major agricultural 
concerns were overproduction of food, trade wars, threatened 
collapse of the world agricultural trading system, demands 
for structural reform of agriculture, the rising importance 
of environmental problems and politics, and the GATT 
agricultural trade negotiations. Meanwhile, there is an 
increasingly acrimonious dispute “as the United States 
attempts to extend its domination of the world food system 
and restrict its loss of market share to competitors” (p. 2-3).
 “The international farm crisis has its origins in the 
collapse of the long post-war boom of industrial capitalism 
and the erosion of United States’ hegemony in world 
agricultural trade.”
 Chronology: 1971–Breakdown of the Bretton Woods 
system of monetary management. On 15 Aug. 1971, the 
United States unilaterally pulled out of the Bretton Woods 
Accord taking the US off the Gold Exchange Standard 
(whereby only the value of the U.S. dollar had been pegged 
to the price of gold and all other currencies were pegged to 
the US dollar), allowing the dollar to “fl oat”. This action 
caused considerable fi nancial stress in the world economy 
and created the unique situation whereby the United States 
dollar became the “reserve currency” for the states which had 
signed the agreement in 1944. There followed an exchange 
rate realignment.
 1973-1974 oil crisis / shock–On 15 Oct. 1973 the Arab 
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members of OPEC (plus Egypt and Syria) proclaimed an 
oil embargo “in response to the U.S. decision to re-supply 
the Israeli military during the Yom Kippur war.” OPEC 
declared it would no longer ship oil to the United States 
and other countries if they supported Israel in the confl ict. 
Independently, the OPEC members agreed to use their 
leverage over the world price-setting mechanism for oil in 
order to stabilize their real incomes by raising world oil 
prices. This action followed several years of steep income 
declines after the breakdown of Bretton Woods. The price of 
petroleum quadrupled by 1974 to US$12 per barrel.
 Mid-1970s–Increasing international mobility of capital 
leads to a period of much greater instability in the world 
economy.
 Sustained agricultural overproduction in the 1980s was 
caused largely by the increasing acceptance worldwide of the 
U.S. agroindustrial model based on intensive use of capital, 
energy, and genetics (which began with hybridization in 
the 1930s). Many of these ideas were incorporated into the 
so-called “Green Revolution.” Address: 1. Senior Lecturer 
in Economics, University College, London; 2. Reader in 
Rural Sociology, Wye College, University of London. Both: 
England.

4136. Leneman, Leah. 1989. The single vegan: Simple, 
convenient and appetizing meals for one. Wellingborough, 
Northamptonshire, England: Thorsons Publishing Group. 
127 p. Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: Vegan recipes for one, grouped seasonally, 
and within each season by day of the week, with weekly 
shopping lists and staples to be kept on hand. Soy-related 
recipes include: Smoked tofu à la king (with smoked 
tofu and soymilk, p. 21). Strawberry cheese (with plain 
soy yogurt, p. 29). Spaghetti stir-fry (with tofu, p. 34). 
Mediterranean-style potato salad with yogurt dressing (with 
soy yogurt, p. 37). Savoury mushroom bake (with tofu, soy 
yogurt, and miso, p. 38). Tofu and green pepper savoury 
(p. 44). Bean and potato salad (with soy yogurt and vegan 
mayonnaise, p. 47). Courgette (zucchini) and tomato fl an 
(with tofu, p. 48). Tofu and vegetable stew (p. 51). Tofu pot 
pie (p. 53). Scalloped tofu au gratin (incl. soymilk, p. 58). 
Nasi goreng (with tofu, p. 63). Chilled cream of tomato soup 
(with soy yogurt, p. 65). Cream of caulifl ower soup (with 
soymilk, p. 69). Scrambled tofu and leek (p. 79). Irish stew 
with frozen tofu (p. 84). Tempeh and sweetcorn roast with 
tahini/mushroom sauce (p. 92-93). Tempeh and mushroom 
stew on a mashed potato base (p. 98). Sweet tofu ‘omelette’ 
(incl. soymilk, p. 105). Curried tofu (p. 107). Mushroom 
miso gravy (p. 115; shows a pack of Sunwheel brown-rice 
miso). Tropical blancmange (with soymilk, p 116).
 Note: Soymilk and soy sauce are used in small amounts 
in many other recipes. This book is distributed in the USA 
by Sterling Publishing Co. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, 
Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4137. Leneman, Leah. 1989. Slimming the vegetarian way. 
Revised and reset ed. Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, 
England: Thorsons Publishers Ltd. 144 p. Index. 20 cm. 1st. 
ed. 1980.
• Summary: The menus in this natural-foods, vegan 
cookbook are designed for 1 person and the daily calories 
intake is kept at about 1,000 calories. The book takes a 
positive attitude toward dieting by focusing on those foods 
you can eat, rather than those you should avoid. Each 
“menu” consists of breakfast, lunch, and dinner for 1 day. 
For each meal there is one column for Imperial (Metric) 
measurements, one for American measurements, and one for 
calories, with a calories for each meal and for the day. There 
are menus for each of the four seasons plus chapters on crash 
diets, desserts, and a vegetarian wholefood calorie chart.
 The preface to the new edition notes: “The greatest 
change which has occurred since the fi rst edition of this book 
appeared has been the phenomenal proliferation of soya 
foods (soyfoods in American parlance). Tofu is arguably the 
best friend a slimmer ever had, for no other food so low in 
calories and high in protein is as versatile as tofu. Tempeh 
is another fi ne soya food for slimmers, though as it is not as 
readily available as tofu, I have confi ned its use to only one 
recipe. Since soya milk and yogurt are now so easy to obtain, 
I have given them as alternatives to the dairy versions, so 
that vegans, and others trying to cut down on dairy produce, 
will be able to use the book in the same way as lacto-
vegetarians.”
 Soy-related recipes include: Pineapple tofu salad (p. 36). 
Tofu celery loaf (p. 39). Tofu-stuffed aubergine (eggplant, 
p. 66). Scrambled egg or tofu, sausalata and tomato (p. 
89, 118). Tofu slices on toast with creamy gravy (p. 98). 
Miso soup with tofu (p. 102). Spaghetti with tempeh and 
mushroom sauce (p. 127). Vegetable charlotte with smoked 
tofu (p. 129). Soya milk and soya yogurt are always listed as 
alternatives to skim milk or yogurt from cows. TVP is used 
as an ingredient in many recipes, and “Tamari (soy sauce)” is 
widely used as a seasoning. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, 
Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4138. Massey, Robert C.; Taylor, David. eds. 1989. 
Aluminum in food and the environment. Royal Society 
of Chemistry, Distribution Centre, Blackhorse Road, 
Letchworth, Herts., SG 1HN, England. 108 p. Proceedings 
of a conference held 17 May 1988 in London. Subject index. 
21 cm.
• Summary: This 1-day conference was organized by the 
Environment and Food Chemistry Groups of the Industrial 
Division of the Royal Society of Chemistry. A review by 
SoyaFoods (Dec. 1990) notes: “Current interest in the 
possible health risks from human exposure to aluminium, 
particularly in the UK and U.S., has led to a continuing 
debate on the subject of aluminium in the diet. This 
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publication looks at the possible adverse health effects 
associated with aluminium and reviews the evidence 
for aluminium’s involvement in dialysis dementia and 
Alzheimer’s disease. It also discusses the biochemical 
mechanisms by which aluminium may effect the brain tissue 
and describes the dietary sources of exposure to aluminium. 
Leaching of aluminium from cookware and the use of 
aluminium in packaging is also covered.
 Contents: Aluminium in food and the environment, 
by J.R. Duffi eld and D.R. Williams. Aluminium toxicity in 
individuals with chronic renal disease, by W.K. Stewart. 
Aluminium and the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
disorders, by J.A. Edwardson, et al. An epidemiological 
approach to aluminium and Alzheimer’s disease, by C.N. 
Martyn. The chemistry of aluminium and silicon within the 
biological environment, by J.D. Birchall and J.S. Chappell. 
The determination of aluminium in foods and biological 
materials, by H.T. Helves, et al. Aluminium in foods and the 
diet, by J.C. Sherlock. Aluminium in infant formulae and tea 
and leaching during cooking, by M.J. Baxter et al. The use 
of aluminium–especially as packaging material–in the food 
industry, by H. Severus. Address: 1. Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, Norwich, England; 2. Imperial Chemical 
Industries PLC, Brixham, England.

4139. Pearce, Anna. 1989. Simply living: the story of 
Compassion and the wonderbox. Saffron Walden, Essex, 
England: Box Publications in association with the Self 
Publishing Association. 239 p. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: This is a remarkable book about small things, 
real people, ideas, successes and failures. It is about the 
Kingdom of Heaven–and a case study of community 
development in South Africa.
 Compassion is an organization through which people 
help those in need. A Wonderbox is a box out of which come 
wonderful things, somewhat like a hat produces wonderful 
things for a magician or conjurer.
 Chapter 12, “Soya beans,” begins: “It was appropriate 
that our most creative period could be traced back to a visit 
to Cape Town by Peter and Eileen Caddy in April 1977. They 
were the two people who had founded Findhorn in Scotland 
in 1962. They had been led to the Findhorn Caravan Park by 
guidance that Eileen received while meditating.” The Caddys 
talk about the guiding light within that will guide anyone 
who is able to quiet their thoughts suffi ciently to hear what 
it has to say. He had hardly fi nished speaking when a soft-
spoken women came up to the author and said, shyly, “’I 
hope you don’t mind but I feel there is something I have to 
pass on to you.’
 “We introduced ourselves. She was Dorothy Beaumont, 
who had been living in Rhodesia. Her husband, who had 
recently died, had been a farmer. Five years ago they had 
started growing soya beans on their farm. Two years ago, 
Dorothy told me, she had been in a wheel chair, crippled 

with arthritis. A naturopath had advised her to give up all 
animal products and to get her protein from beans and 
pulses instead. A friend taught her how to make soya milk, 
not only for herself but for their African laborers as well. 
She felt she had to pass on the way of making soya milk 
and using the residue [okara], which she did–in the kitchen 
of St. Margaret’s Church at Fish Hoek. “I did not realize 
at that stage how extraordinary it was that she picked me 
out of several hundred other people that she might have 
approached.” Various members of Compassion also attended. 
The process is described. As Dorothy was making the 
soya milk she explained how the Chinese also make tofu 
out of soya milk, and how they can slice and fry it for use 
instead of meat. She said that soyabeans had been exported 
from Rhodesia to China and to Holland. Then Holland had 
exported dried soya milk to South Africa. Yet “when the 
Chinese were building the Tanzanian railway line that went 
through Southern Africa, barrels of Tofu were off-loaded 
at the docks for the Chinese to eat. Dorothy explained that 
soya milk was “very suitable for giving to babies with 
‘runny tummies,’ as these were often caused by a shortage of 
protein. In addition it contained no lactose which, for some 
people, was diffi cult to digest.” After making the soymilk, 
Dorothy used the residue [okara] “to make delicious soya 
pancakes that won us all over to soya–as it was with people 
to whom we demonstrated in the following years.”
 Jill Fletcher, who worked for a radio station outside 
South Africa, interviewed Dorothy on her programme, “The 
Voice of the Gospel.”
 Jill and her husband Tony Fletcher, who was fi rst 
class puppeteers, used a tape recording of this program to 
introduce people to soya and to show them how to make 
soya milk.
 “One of the big advantages of soya beans was their 
incredible cheapness, once we had found somewhere to buy 
them.” Soon the author and co-workers were experimenting 
with soya recipes; they made “cakes and puddings, milk 
shakes, yoghurt, cream-cheese and coffee. The fi rst time she 
managed to fool her husband “was when he drank a mid-
morning cup of coffee without realizing it was soya.” She 
fooled him again with soya rissoles, but he was pleased and 
said she could give them to him every day of she wished. “It 
was quite comforting to fi nd that nearly all husbands were 
like mine as far as soya beans were concerned.”
 But South African women were not so willing to try 
soya recipes. A large photo (p. 61) shows Mrs. Mbatani 
making soya milk for one of her grandsons.
 The term “soya coffee” appears on pages 70 and 77. On 
page 70 we read: “We were amazed to hear that soya coffee 
was being given to babies in Illingi instead of what we had 
considered other near-perfect baby food or ‘milk’ that could 
be made from the beans.” A Quaker doctor, who was always 
able to get expert opinions, said that it should be all right.”
 Chapter 16 is titled “Kay Simmons.” Page 77 states: 
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“The last to come out [of the Wonderbox], and perhaps the 
most impressive course, was Christmas pudding with soya 
custard. This was followed by coffee with soya milk for 
those prepared to try it. We thought we would be taking 
things too far if we offered them soya coffee with soya milk!
 “The Christmas pudding, made with soya beans, was 
our own original recipe and it became a lasting favorite for 
demonstrations.”
 The ten appendixes include (p. 225-36): 1. Advantages 
of a Wonderbox. 2. Cooking with a Wonderbox. 3. Making a 
Wonderbox. 4. Cooking soya beans. 5. Making soya milk. 6. 
Soya for babies.

4140. Sherlock, J.C. 1989. Aluminum in foods and the 
diet. In: R. Massey and D. Taylor, eds. 1989. Aluminum in 
Food and the Environment. Royal Society of Chemistry, 
Distribution Centre, Blackhorse Road, Letchworth, Herts., 
SG 1HN, England. 108 p. See p. 68-76. Proceedings of a 
conference held 17 May 1988 in London. [26 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Aluminium in foods: 
Aluminium in milk and infant formulas. Normal dietary 
intake of aluminium: Factors affecting intake (aluminium 
from cookware, additives, antacids, soil contamination, 
bioavailability). Conclusions.
 Concerning aluminium in milk and infant formula: 
In Japan, soybeans were found to contain about 12 mg/kg 
which is at the upper end of the concentration range reported 
for aluminium in vegetables. Infant formula containing 
soya has high concentrations of aluminium, up to nearly 1 
mg/kg on a fresh weight basis. “Conclusions: Aluminium 
concentrations in commonly consumed foods are generally 
less than 10 mg/kg and average intakes of aluminium in 5 
countries are about 5 mg/day. Aluminium concentrations in 
cows’ milk, breast milk and infant formula are similar and 
are generally less than 0.1 mg/kg. The presence in food of 
aluminium from cookware is most unlikely to have a major 
effect on dietary intakes of aluminium. There is a need for 
information about aluminium absorption by man and the 
factors which affect it.” Address: Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food, Great Westminster House, Horseferry 
Road, London, SWIP 2AE, England.

4141. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed. 20 vols. Revised by J.A. Simpson 
and E.S.C. Weiner. Oxford, England: Clarendon Press. [30 
ref]
• Summary: Integrates the original OED and its 4-volume 
supplement (publ. 1972-86). Includes 5,000 new words 
and meanings. Completely redesigned and reset. Following 
each “headword,” it now uses the International Phonetic 
Alphabet to represent pronunciation. Over 500,000 words 
are defi ned with 2,400,000 illustrative quotations and superb 
etymologies. This work is more than fi ve times the size of 
any other English dictionary. The full set sells for $2,500. 

The English language grows by an estimated 450 words 
a year. Amazingly, the name James A.H. Murray does not 
appear on the title page of the various volumes.
 Soy-related terms (soya, soya, soya bean, soybean) are 
in vol. XVI, p. 86.
 Note: As of Nov. 1998, the CD-ROM version of the 
OED costs $395.00. To order call 1-800-451-7556. Address: 
England.

4142. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Shortening. Oxford, England: 
Clarendon Press. [6 ref]
• Summary: Defi nition No. 2. Concrete. A fat or oil used to 
make pastry, etc., short.
 1796–A. Simmons. American Cookery. p. 34. Loaf 
Cakes No. 2. “Rub 4 pound of sugar, 3 and a half pound of 
shortening, (half butter and half lard) into 9 pound of fl our.”
 1823–Moor Suffolk Words, Shortening, “suet or butter, 
in cake, crust, or bread.”
 1854–Seba Smith. Way Down East. p. 333. “We have n’t 
got a bit of shortnin’ in the house.”
 1883–Cassell’s Family Magazine. Nov., p. 758, col 2. 
“The very reason for boiling the ‘shortening’ with water is 
that by liquefying that fat a minimum quantity of water can 
be used.”
 1970–Simon & Howe. Dictionary of Gastronomy. p. 
347/2. “Shortening, a culinary term used more in the United 
States than in Britain and it applies to fats used in making 
breads, cakes, pastry etc. All fats, even oils, come under 
this nomenclature and are used because they make mixtures 
‘short’ or tender.”
 1980–Blair & Ketchum’s Country Journal. Oct. p. 34, 
col 3. “2 tablespoons shortening.” Address: England.

4143. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Garavanca, etc. Oxford, 
England: Clarendon Press. [10 ref]
• Summary: This is an early name of the chickpea / chick-
pea or garbanzo bean (Scientifi c name: Cicer arietinum L.), 
however it was also used during the 1700s to refer to the 
soybean.
 The Oxford English Dictionary gives the main 
spelling as “calavance.” Under “garavanca” (with 
alternative spellings being “garavance” and “garavanza”) 
we read: Obsolete. See calavance. The fi rst entry is in 
1628 in Digby’s Voyages Medit. (garauanzas), followed 
by 1699 (Garavancas), and in 1770 (Jan. 11) Benjamin 
Franklin’s letter to John Bartram “I send also some Chinese 
Garavances” (In: Memorials of John Bartram..., by William 
Darlington (1849, p. 404)). Note: Franklin was referring to 
soybeans, not to chick-peas. Address: England.

4144. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Tofu. Oxford, England: 
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Clarendon Press. [6 ref]
• Summary: Etymology: From the Japanese word tôfu, 
which is derived from the Chinese word doufu, from dou = 
beans + fû = rotten. “A curd made in Japan and China from 
mashed soya beans; bean curd.”
 The fi rst entry is: Kinch, Edward. 1880. “Contributions 
to the agricultural chemistry of Japan.” Transactions of the 
Asiatic Society of Japan 8(Part 3):369-415. Oct. See p. 399. 
There are 5 subsequent entries from 1905 to 1981.
 Note: No other entries for words meaning “tofu” but 
with variant spellings (such as dowfu, tahoo, tahu, etc.) 
appear in this 1989 edition. Address: England.

4145. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Soya. Oxford, England: 
Clarendon Press. [10 ref]
• Summary: The earliest entry is in 1679 from John Locke’s 
Journal in Lord King’s The life of John Locke,... (1830). 
There are also attributive defi nitions and examples for soya 
fl our (1930, 1951), soya meal (1968), soya milk (1977), soya 
oil (1917), soyaoil (1982), soyaburger (1953, 1974), soya 
link (1965), soya sausage (1971). Address: England.

4146. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Bean curd. Oxford, England: 
Clarendon Press.
• Summary: Under the word “bean,” at “special 
combinations” we read: “Bean curd, paste: A thick jelly or 
paste made from beans eaten in North China and adjacent 
countries.” No reference or date is given. Address: England.

4147. Simpson, J.A.; Weiner, E.S.C. 1989. The Oxford 
English dictionary. 2nd ed.: Worcestershire. Oxford, 
England: Clarendon Press.
• Summary: The earliest entry for Worcestershire sauce is: 
1843. Naval & Military Gazette [England]. 1 April, p. 208, 
col. 2. Advertisement for “Lea and Perrin’s ‘Worcestershire 
Sauce’, prepared from a recipe of a nobleman in the 
country.” There are also entries for 1870 (in Study Wind, 
Lowell 1886) and 1889 (Falling in Love, by G. Allen). 
Address: England.

4148. Product Name:  TVP2 Textured Soya Concentrate.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872 7161.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply paper sacks 
with a protective moisture-proofed layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s brochure. 
1989? TVP2 Textured Soya Concentrate (70% protein). 4 
p. Discusses: How the product is made into TVP2 chunks, 
strips, and mince. Applications: Manufactured meat products, 

ready meals/institutional catering, health and vegetarian 
products. It offers quality, economy, and nutrition. Methods 
of use. Nutritional analysis. Packaging and storage.

4149. Product Name:  Arkady Sparkle: Granular Soya 
Protein Concentrate.
Manufacturer’s Name:  British Arkady Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England.  Phone: 061-872 7161.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg multi-ply paper sacks 
with a protective moisture-proofed layer.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Manufacturer’s brochure. 
1989? Sparkle. 2 p. Discusses: Basic product description. 
Application: Added to chopped meats. Typical nutritional 
analysis. Packaging and storage.

4150. British Arkady Co. Ltd. 1989? A guide to British 
Arkady bakery products. Old Trafford, Manchester, M16 
0NJ, England. 8 p. Undated. Catalog. 30 cm.
• Summary: This booklet comes inside a portfolio titled 
“Arkady ingredients for the food industry.” On the cover 
are color photos of mostly breads and other baked goods, 
plus some meats. On the mailing label is stamped “Bakery 
products. Soya proteins.”
 On page 4, “Other products in our range are: Dosoy: 
Enzyme active fl our for use in all types of bread process to 
give improved crumb softness, color and yield. Hisoy: Full 
fat soya fl our used as a quality improver in cake and pastry 
goods. Use Hisoy for richer color and eating quality... Soylec 
C15: Lecithinated soya fl our (15% lecithin)... TVP: Textured 
vegetable protein. Use alongside meat in savory goods for 
dramatic improvements in quality and economy.” Address: 
Manchester, England. Phone: 061-872 7161.

4151. Product Name:  OsterSoy (Powdered Nondairy Soy-
based Infant Formula).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Farley or Farley’s.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1989?
New Product–Documentation:  The Vegan. 1989. Spring. 
p. 4, 12.

4152. Granose Foods Ltd. 1989? A selection of recipes using 
Granose delicious health foods. Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts. WD2 6JR, England. 28 p. Undated.
• Summary: Contents: Main meal entrées. Dinner party 
entrees. Supper dishes. Party and picnic fare. Miscellany. 
Each recipe calls for the use of a Granose food product. The 
booklet contains some color photos. On the front cover is a 
color photo of fruits, grains, bread, milk, eggs, etc. Address: 
Watford, Herts., England.
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4153. Sanitarium Health Food Co. 1989? Sanitarium: The 
people who believe food should not only taste good, it 
should be good for you! 148 Fox Valley Rd., Wahroonga, 
NSW 2076, Australia. 8 p. Undated. Manufacturer’s catalog.
• Summary: Contents: Background. Manufacture. Retail. 
Export. Products.
 In the late 1800s a group of immigrants from the USA, 
all of whom were members of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, decided to make their living by distributing health 
foods. At fi rst they imported a selection of products from 
Battle Creek, Michigan, then famous for its sanitarium. The 
fi rst products arrived in Melbourne in 1897. They included 
Granola, Caramel Cereal, and gluten products. But when 
demand outstripped supply, in late 1897 a baker, E.C. 
Halsey, was persuaded to migrate to Australia to start up a 
manufacturing plant similar to the one he had operated in 
Battle Creek. On Nov. 8 he arrived in Sydney en route to 
Melbourne, totally unaware of what he was starting. The 
records show that the St. George’s Bakery was rented in 
Melbourne in 1898. The production of Caramel Cereal and 
Granola commenced immediately.
 In 1898 the group moved to larger premises in 
Cooranbong, a rural area south of Newcastle in New South 
Wales, and adopted the name Sanitarium Health Food 
Company. With Halsey in charge, production commenced 
in a large defunct sawmill in 1899. After a period of 
uncertainty, the Company grew and expanded until today, 
it has manufacturing plants in all states of Australia, in 
both islands of New Zealand, and in Papua New Guinea. 
In about 1906 the company’s fi rst retail shop opened in the 
Royal Arcade, Sydney. Many of the early shops included a 
vegetarian restaurant. Today the company operates some 70 
retail shops. It also has an export division in Sydney. In 1935 
the Australasian Food Research Laboratories were started. 
Located on the spacious grounds of the Cooranbong plant, 
they new employ a staff of nearly 40 people. Photos show 
the original Cooranbong factory, early products (incl. Nut 
Meat, Protose, Weet-Bix, Corn Flakes, and Marmite yeast 
extract), and today’s food factories at Cooranbong, Victoria, 
and Palmerston, North New Zealand.
 Product lines include Cereals (The company’s leading 
product is Weet-Bix, the most popular breakfast cereal 
in Australia and New Zealand. It was fi rst manufactured 
under the Sanitarium name in the mid-1920s, and comes 
in the shape of little biscuits. Other well known brands are 
Granose, Bran-Bix, and Sanitarium Skippy Cornfl akes), 
Juices and Drinks (So Good, a non-dairy soy drink, is the 
newest introduction), Spreads (such as peanut butter and 
Marmite), Muesli Bars, Specialty Lines (such as dried fruits), 
Canned Protein Foods (all vegetarian, such as B-B-Q Links, 
Tender Bits, Vegetarian Rediburger, and Nut Meat), and 
Sundried (incl. TVP products, and Caffex coffee substitute); 
a color photo shows all of these.
 The name and address of the company’s head offi ce, 

export division, and various food factories and retail outlets 
is given. Address: Wahroonga, NSW, Australia.

4154. Korsak, David de. 1990. Work at Daizou SARL and Le 
Bol en Bois in France, and at Paul’s in England (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 31. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: David, a Frenchman who speaks excellent 
English, has a degree in Food Technology. He is now taking 
a 1-year course to earn a Certifi cate in Business Studies at 
Cal State, Hayward. From Aug. to Sept. 1987 he worked 
on weekends for Daizou, located in an industrial zone just 
southeast of Paris, France. It was his fi rst experience with 
tofu, but he did not make tofu himself. He did an internship 
with them, setting up a computer system. The manager was 
Takatoshi Hirayama. Daizou had about 8 employees total: 
2 full-time tofu makers, 2 men frying tofu, 1 manager, 2 
drivers who deliver products, and 1 secretary. The tofu 
company was formerly in the basement of Le Bol en Bois in 
Paris. They moved when they outgrew that space. They sell 
mostly to Japanese (in water pack tubs), and their main outlet 
is at Le Bol en Bois. They use 100-125 kg/day of soybeans 
to make about 300-375 kg of tofu. They also sell some 
vacuum packed tofu, made with organically grown soybeans, 
to 1-2 health food shops in Paris. One of the company’s big 
problems is employee turnover.
 After working at Daizou, from Oct. to Dec. 1987, David 
worked at Paul’s Tofu in England. Paul’s had recently won a 
contest that allowed them to move into a small industrial part 
in Melton Mobray (a city that was looking for employers), 
Leicestershire, for several years without paying rent. He 
renamed the company Soyfoods Ltd. The company made 
tofu only 3 days a week. He was one of the tofu makers. 
The company used about 5 x 60 lb bags of soybeans a day to 
make about 2,400 lb/week of tofu. The other days they made 
second generation products. This company also had big 
problems with employee turnover, and was unable to grow.
 In the future, he wants to work with tofu in France. 
He will work as an intern at Wildwood Natural Foods in 
California from Sept-Dec. 1990, then with Société Soy in 
France selling their products in England. Address: Hayward 
State Univ., Hayward, California. Phone: 415-886-0867.

4155. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Milk (Calcium 
Enriched. Naturally Sweetened with Apple Juice. Made from 
Organic Soya Beans).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, 
B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium.
Date of Introduction:  1990 January.
Ingredients:  Filtered water, dehulled whole organic soya 
beans, apple juice concentrate, barley malt, calcium, seasalt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml and 1 liter Tetra Pak 
cartons. Retails for 49p and 92p respectively (1/90, England).
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How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml: Energy 46 kcal (calories; 196 kJ), 
protein 3.6 gm, carbohydrates 3.3 gm, total fat 2.1 gm (of 
which polyunsaturated fatty acids: 60%), cholesterol 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Provamel news release/
leafl et. 1990. Jan. “New healthy alternative to cow’s milk.” 
This new soya milk contains more calcium and less sugar 
than cow’s milk. The calcium content is 140 mg/100 gm 
compared to 120 mg/100 gm found in cow’s milk, according 
to Nigel Meadows, marketing manager for Vandemoortele 
(UK) Ltd. The milk is naturally sweetened with apple juice 
and made from organically grown whole soya beans. “A 
major breakthrough in food technology at our new plant 
in Belgium has achieved a close and unrivalled parallel to 
cow’s milk.”
 SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. 1(1): 3. Provamel 
has launched this new product “with the help of Dolly the 
cat. The promotion includes free in-store demonstrations 
and customer taste kits. Containing 20 mg/kg more calcium 
than cow’s milk, Provamel is sweetened with apple juice and 
made from organically grown whole soya beans.”
 Talk with Alpro. 1990. June 4. The promotion for this 
product in England is handled by Alpro’s sister company, 
Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., which has its own distribution. 
The cat has nothing to do with the product. It’s just the 
British way of advertising. The name in French is “Provamel 
Soya Drink (Enrici en Calcium).”
 Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 
1991. May. 3.75 by 3.5 by 1.25 inches. Tetra Brik carton. 
Blue, green, yellow, and red on white. Illustration of green 
leaves on front panel. “100% natural ingredients. Calcium 
enriched. Naturally sweetened with apple juice. Made 
from organic soya beans. Best served chilled. Shake before 
using. When opened, Provamel will keep fresh for up to 
three days when refrigerated... The soya beans have been 
grown on soils which have been treated in accordance with 
the organic standards for a continuous period of at least 
36 months... New Provamel Calcium Enriched Soya Milk 
contains 140 mg of calcium/100 gm compared with 120 
mg of calcium/100 gm of cow’s milk. The delicious taste 
of Provamel makes it an ideal alternative to cow’s milk that 
the whole family can enjoy. Use Provamel on cereals and in 
recipes where it is just as versatile as cow’s milk. In tea and 
coffee pour the Soya Milk fi rst. It is also a refreshing drink 
by itself when served chilled.” Circled V vegetarian logo. 
Retails for 52p.
 Form fi lled out by Philippe Vandemoortele of Alpro. 
1991. Sept. 4. Provamel Soya Drink fortifi ed with calcium 
was introduced in Dec. 1989. It was sold in the UK 
(Distributed by Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd.), Belgium, France, 
the Netherlands, Spain, and Germany.

4156. Realeat Company (The). 1990. The 1990 Realeat 
survey 1984-1990: Changing attitudes to meat consumption 

[in Great Britain]. London. 9 p.
• Summary: See next page. This seventh consecutive study, 
conducted by Social Surveys (Gallup) Ltd. is based on 4,162 
interviews with people aged 16 and older. “The trend away 
from meat: Vegetarians now represent 3.7% of the adult 
population, an increase... of 76% since the survey began in 
1984, when vegetarians registered 2.1%.
 “Those Avoiding Red Meat, not totally abstaining, 
represent 6.3% of the adult population, an increase... of 
232% since the survey began in 1984, when those avoiding 
red meat made up just 1.9% of the population.
 “The Combined Group of non meat-eaters (vegetarian 
and those avoiding red meat) therefore represents one in 
ten of the adult population (10.0%). This is an increase of... 
150% over 1984 (4.0%).
 “Total population–The total number of people who 
avoid red meat or are vegetarians is 5.6 million, up from... 
2.24 million in 1984.
 “Eating less meat–A full 43% of the adult population 
are now claiming to be ‘eating less meat’ (or none at all) and 
the main reason for this is health, cited by four in ten in the 
category.
 “Women & men: Women are far more likely to be non 
meat-eating than men. Whereas 7.1% of men (1984 3.3%) 
claim to eat meat rarely or not at all, the fi gure for women is 
12.8% (1984 4.8%)... For the seventh year, women in the 16-
24 year age group are the most likely to eat little or no meat, 
with 22.4% in the combined vegetarian or avoiding red meat 
group.
 “Region: Most of those becoming vegetarian, or cutting 
red meat out of their diet, seemed to be doing so in the south 
of England”–as opposed to the Midlands, North, or Scotland. 
“In the South a whopping 37% more people knocked meat 
out of their food chain over the past two years,...”
 The report contains many useful charts and graphs. Two 
bar charts are shown here. Address: 2 Trevelyan Gardens, 
London NW10 3JY, England. Phone: 01-459-3401.

4157. Product Name:  Redwood TofûCheese (With Casein) 
[Garlic & Parsley, Mexican Pepper (Jalapeno), Mild Red 
Cheddar, Mild White Cheddar, Mozzarella].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Redwood Company (The). Div. of 
J.R.J. Trading Co. (Importer-Marketer-Distributor). Made in 
America.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 1298, London N20 
0YT, England. Or: 243 The Broadway, Muswell Hill, 
London, N10, England.  Phone: 01-444 7717.
Date of Introduction:  1990 January.
Ingredients:  Mild Cheddar: Tofu (Soya curd), soya oil, 
casein (non fat milk protein), sea salt, citric acid, emulsifi er–
lecithin, natural fl avour, thickener–guar gum, colour–annatto 
seed.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm (8 oz) blocks, vacuum 
packed. Retails for £1.39 per 8 oz (2/90).
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How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Calories 290, protein 28 gm, 
carbohydrate 4 gm, fat 18 gm, cholesterol 0 mg, sodium 0.6 
gm, calcium 0.494 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Article published about 
Feb. 1990. Source unknown. “TofuCheese is launched in 
UK.” “The fi rst ever range of tofu cheeses to be available 
in the UK has been launched by The Redwood Company, a 
division of JRJ Trading.
 “These healthy cholesterol-free alternatives to dairy 
cheeses are produced by America’s leading manufacturer. 
They are low in calories (only 282 per 100 gm) and are 
suitable for those on a vegetarian diet.
 Mozzarella is available only in bulk packs.
 Talk with exporter, who wishes to remain anonymous. 
1990. July 12. The product is now exported, refrigerated, 
from America.
 Label sent by David Greenslade. 1990. July 13. 2.5 
inches square. Red, blue, and black on white. “The nutritious 
low saturate alternative to Mozzarella cheese. A blend of tofu 
(soya curd), soya oil, and non fat milk protein. Vegetarian. 
No animal fats. Low in saturates. Lactose free. Rich in 
calcium.”
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 4. “Tofu Cheese.” 
This product is imported to the UK by J.R.J. Trading Co., 
P.O. Box 1298, London N20 OYT, England. Phone: (071) 
368 9664. “Tofu Cheese is manufactured by the Redwood 
Company in the U.S. and is now distributed exclusively by 
The J.R.J. Trading Company in the UK. An alternative to 
standard dairy cheese, Tofu Cheese is based on tofu with 
added soya oil and casein powder. It claims to be very low in 
saturated fats and high in calcium with 30% less calories and 
15% less sodium than standard cheddar cheese. It is lactose 
and cholesterol free and comes in 227 gm packs. There are 4 
fl avours...”
 Talk with Richard Rose. 1992. May 5. This product is no 
longer being sold in Europe. The people who were marketing 
it were Sicilian.

4158. Steinkraus, Keith H. 1990. Re: Current work with 
fermented foods and biological control/IPM. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 25. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature.
• Summary: Dr. Steinkraus retired on 1 July 1989 (not by 
choice but by law) but is still busy in the area of indigenous 
fermented foods. He and wife Maxine have 5 children. 
In Oct. 1988 they moved from Geneva, New York, to 
Ithaca. Keith moved his laboratory equipment to the Dyce 
Laboratory at Ithaca, in the Department of Entomology. He 
has worked on biological control of insects since 1952, so 
the Department welcomed him. He has also been doing some 
work on African fermented foods for Nestlé, and will teach 
this year at Gadjah Mada University in Bogor, Indonesia 
(which is offering a workshop on Indigenous Fermented 

Foods). Also discusses his activities last year in Japan, 
Thailand, Wales, and Czechoslovakia. Address: 15 Cornell 
St., Ithaca, NY 14850; and Cornell Univ., Geneva, New 
York. Phone: 607-273-6736.

4159. Baxter, M.J.; Burrell, J.A.; Massey, R.C. 1990. The 
aluminum content of infant formula and tea. Food Additives 
and Contaminants: Analysis, Surveillance, Evaluation, 
Control (London) 7(1):101-07. Jan/Feb. [25 ref]
• Summary: Tea and infant formulas were examined for the 
presence of aluminum. Concentrations in 13 different tea 
infusions ranged from 2.2 mg/liter to 4.5 mg/liter. In cow’s 
milk-based infant formulae as made up for consumption, 
aluminum levels of between 0.03 mg/liter and 0.20 mg/liter 
were detected. Higher amounts were present in soya-based 
formulae with concentrations ranging from 0.64 mg/liter to 
1.34 mg/liter. Address: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food, Food Science Div., Queen St., Norwich NR2 4SX, 
UK.

4160. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Seventh-day Adventist health 
food companies in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
March 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center. Followed by a letter dated 24 May 1990 clarifying 
details.
• Summary: There are three major Seventh-day Adventist 
(SDA) food factories in Europe, each owned by the church: 
DE-VAU-GE in West Germany, Nutana in Denmark, and 
Granose in England. There are smaller factories in Spain, 
and Switzerland. All these companies are owned by the 
SDA church. The leading Adventist food companies, ranked 
in descending order of annual sales, are: 1. DE-VAU-GE, 
established 1899 in West Germany. They are by far the 
biggest in Europe. They manufacture a total of 257 products. 
DE-VAU-GE began making its own tofu in Jan. 1986; before 
that it purchased tofu from a Belgian soymilk company 
[Note: actually from Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands]. 
When Michael Makowski took over as managing director in 
about 1972-73, company sales were about US$3-4 million. 
By 1983 sales were about $18 million. Since then growth has 
been fantastic. 1989 turnover was DM 84 million (US$49 
million). This is due to both excellent management and the 
German interest in natural, health, and vegetarian foods. 2. 
Nutana, est. 1898 in Denmark. They are about half the size 
of DE-VAU-GE. Under the management of Bent Nielsen, 
who was there until 3 years ago, the company grew rapidly. 
Since 1987 growth has fl attened, but there is great potential 
for future growth. 3. Nutana in Norway (Nutana Norge), 
formerly Dagens Kost, est. 1970. They were established 
as a marketing company for Nutana, Denmark, and they 
sell all the soyfoods made by Nutana, Denmark. They also 
manufacture 55 products, but they import and wholesale 
321 products. All of the imports come from European 
Adventist companies. 4. Granose Foods, est. 1899 in 
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England. They manufacture 39 products and distribute 98 
more (mostly from Nutana or DE-VAU-GE). They have been 
a manufacturer since 1899, and they built a new food plant 
in 1989. Their business is now growing rapidly. 5. Nutana 
in Sweden (AB Svenska Nutana) was renamed in 1987. It 
was formerly named Edakost Food Company, Sweden, est. 
1970. 6. Nutana in Finland, formerly Finn-Nutana, est. 1979. 
7. Pur-Aliment, est. 1928 in France. They are not a food 
manufacturer; purely marketing. 8. PHAG Food Factory 
(Fabrique de Produits Dietetiques), est. 1895 in Switzerland. 
The small factory produces 40-50 tons of food a month. 9. 
Granovita Spain, was founded and began manufacturing in 
about Aug. 1985 in Valencia, Spain. They do not produce 
any soyfoods at all, but they market soy products made by 
DE-VAU-GE in West Germany and by Nutana in Denmark. 
10. Nutana in the Netherlands, founded in 1986. They are 
presently selling all the products produced by Nutana of 
Denmark as well as 5 other products: Vitanex (Sandwich 
cream), Rondolettes (Chickenlike or beefl ike fl avor), 
Snackers (Soy sausages), Boulettes (Dinner balls).
 The Austrian Food Company, founded in 1976, was a 
restaurant rather than a food manufacturer; it was closed in 
1987.
 Granose and DE-VAU-GE were both importing foods 
from Loma Linda in the USA. But now that Loma Linda 
has been sold to Worthington Foods, it is not clear what 
will happen to these imports. Today, the various Nutana 
companies are independent, but there is much talk of 
bringing Nutana in Norway and Holland together with 
Denmark. Nutana has always been behind the expansion of 
SDA food work in the Scandinavian countries. Using the 
common name Nutana greatly facilitates marketing.
 The European food companies have grown at different 
rates, largely dependent on the effectiveness of each 
company’s management. The trend has been generally up. 
The highest growth rates in the past 5 years have been shown 
by Granose in England (though it started from a smaller 
base), followed by DE-VAU-GE in West Germany. Pur-
Aliment and Nutana have had a bit of a struggle.
 All of these companies pay a portion of their profi ts 
back to the church. They are encouraged to pay about 20% 
of profi ts back to the church, but some pay almost 50%. 
This is similar to the dividends paid by secular companies. 
Fehlberg believes that tofu will be the growth food of the 
future; it has great growth potential that has not yet begun 
to be realized. Address: Director, International Health Food 
Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist General Conference, 12501 
Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904. Phone: 
301-680-6674.

4161. Fitch, Peter. 1990. Re: The Haldane Foods Group. 
Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, March 
26. 3 p.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group is composed of 

Direct Foods Ltd. (founded 1980, acquired by the Group in 
March 1985), Vegetarian Feasts Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired 
Feb. 1986), Haldane Foods Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired 
Aug. 1987), Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired 
Aug. 1987 since it was owned by Haldane), Vegetarian 
Cuisine Ltd. (founded 1985, acquired 1987), Realeat Foods 
Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired Sept. 1988), Saucemasters Ltd. 
(founded 1988, acquired Feb. 1989), and Genice Foods Ltd. 
(founded 1988, acquired March 1989).
 Genice (pronounced gen-AIS) makes non-dairy frozen 
desserts (ice creams). Saucemasters makes a vegetarian 
mayonnaise, free of eggs and dairy products.
 “Between them, the companies encompass a wide range 
of ‘Healthy Foods’ including chilled, frozen, dry, sauces, 
desserts and non-dairy ices.
 “Although the individual companies have separate 
identities and sites, they share a common sales and marketing 
team and enjoy business in all market sectors including 
health food stores, supermarkets and catering.
 “The group is very active in new product development, 
believing that the life blood of the health food market lies in 
innovation.
 “Customer and market requirements are constantly 
changing and a great deal of effort is put into keeping pace 
with these changes in demand.”
 Note: At Helfex 90 in April 1990 in England the 
Haldane Foods Group launched of 21 new products. This 
was NOT in celebration of its 21st birthday. Address: 
Managing Director, Haldane Foods Group Ltd., 25 Hayhill, 
Sileby Rd., Barrow upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, 
England. Phone: 050981 6611.

4162. Cole, Michael. 1990. Why Cole discontinued his work 
with soyfoods and with Soya International Ltd. (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. March 27. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Michael is a native of London, though he spent 
about 10 years in California (mostly Los Angeles). He was 
one of the most successful of the soyfoods pioneers in the 
UK at taking soyfoods to the mass market. He sold Soya 
Health Foods Ltd. to his partner, Mr. Arora. Then in mid-
1987 he started Soya International Ltd. After it had been 
running for about 8 months, Michael’s father, to whom he 
was very close, died, and Michael had a breakdown. It made 
him painfully aware of his own mortality. He couldn’t cope 
with anything. He discontinued his company; it could not 
be sold even though he had projects in Italy and Argentina. 
He is now living in a small village on a small island off of 
northern Wales. He has been there for about 18 months. He 
is coming to terms with himself. He is out of the world and 
of the soyfoods world. He will be here for the foreseeable 
future, and has no plans to return to work with soyfoods. He 
and his wife are working on developing games that deal with 
the deep aspects of life. He enjoys the beauties on nature 
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now. He is returning to his interest in spiritual things.
 “After getting involved in a business that I enjoyed, for 
some reason I was very fortunate and the business just really 
took off. But I was ill prepared for it. I’d sought that kind 
of business because I wanted an atmosphere that would not 
encroach on my own life, wouldn’t rob me of me. But the 
business went so strong that I became a victim in the end. I 
allowed it to happen. In the enthusiasm of success I just got 
carried away. I got lost in it. In the end it was just too much 
for me. Now I’m in no hurry. When the wind blows in my 
sails again, it will be the right wind.” Address: Bryn Alaw 
(House), Pen-y-Graige, Llanchymedd, Anglesey, N. Wales 
LL71 7AB, UK. Phone: 0248-470783.

4163. Marshall, Philip. 1990. Update on history of Cauldron 
Foods Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 29. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Cauldron Foods Ltd. was founded in 1980 
and began to produce tofu in late 1981 in Bristol. This was 
a pioneer tofu company in England, and they have grown 
the business and the market by hard work. At Chapel Lane, 
Bristol, their original address, they made tofu and tofu 
burgers. In late 1983 they moved to 4 Conduit Place, St. 
Paul’s, Bristol. Then in Aug. 1986 the company moved to 
149A South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale, Bristol, Avon. In 
Sept. 1987 Philip and his partner, Peter Fagan, sold their 
entire ownership in the company to Rayner Burgess Ltd. 
Thus Cauldron Foods Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Rayner Burgess Ltd. (not a division). Then Fagan left 
the company in about April 1989; he is now doing frozen 
ready meals. Generally things are going exceedingly well, 
thanks to the team that is working with the company. 
Philip is offi cially Operations Manager, but unoffi cially his 
responsibilities are much wider than that. The company does 
not present itself as a subsidiary of Rayner Burgess Ltd., 
even though the latter owns 100% of the stock. Address: 
Owner, Cauldron Foods Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, 
Ashton Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, 
England. Phone: (0272) 632835.

4164. Marshall, Philip. 1990. The tofu industry and market in 
the UK (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 29. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The largest tofu manufacturer in the UK is 
probably Dragon & Phoenix in London. They do not reveal 
anything about their production or sales statistics. In 1984 
they were producing an estimated 10,000 kg/week. Now 
they may be producing roughly 20,000. Second largest is 
Cauldron Foods, which now produces about 15,000 kg/
week, working long shifts and using a completely continuous 
process that includes a Takai roller extractor (Philip does not 
like Takai’s equipment, and will soon replace it; he feels that 
it is poorly built, low-quality parts and materials, stainless 
steel is magnetic, cast iron pumps, etc. He had to completely 

take their machine apart and rebuild it).
 A distant third is Regular Tofu Co., now owned by the 
Haldane Foods Group. They use a Takai hydraulic press. As 
a very rough guess, they might be making 4,000 kg/week. 
Paul’s Tofu is probably the fourth largest tofu maker in the 
U.K. Paul is an old, good friend of Philip’s. His product 
is excellent, and he supplies the organic, natural nigari 
market. He might make 3,500 kg/week. Dragonfl y is a small 
company at Totnes, Devon, that probably makes less than 1 
tonne/week of organic tofu. In addition there are probably a 
number of Chinese tofu companies that are largely invisible 
except to the Asian community. There are also some in 
Birmingham, England. Birchwood Health Products (Clwyd, 
Wales) is no longer in business. Philip does not know when 
they stopped. They never really surfaced.
 The total market size is probably about 45,000 to 50,000 
kg/week.
 The future looks good and the market is growing, but 
only due to hard work. Cauldron Foods is spending quite a 
lot of money on PR, marketing, education, and new product 
development. Cauldron’s production and sales have more 
than doubled during the past year. About half of his sales 
come from his 3 types of basic tofu, and half from second 
generation products, especially burgers. The vegetarian 
market is an increasingly important one in the UK, and many 
non-vegetarians are reducing their consumption of meat, 
becoming more adventurous eaters, and looking to try new 
products. There is a general heightening of awareness of 
food and the variety of food. Cauldron is launching a line 
of frozen “ready meals.” Address: Owner, Cauldron Foods 
Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale Trading Estate, 
Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, England. Phone: (0272) 
632835.

4165. Westra, Marianne. 1990. Early history and current 
work of Vanka-Kawat B.V. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
March 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center. Followed by letters on 1 June and 2 July 1990.
• Summary: This company was founded in 1958, and 
has been in business for 33 years. They began as both an 
importer and a manufacturer. The original products they 
made were tofu (tahoe) and soy sauce (both sweet and salty 
varieties). In 1958 they began to make the following types 
of soy sauce: Ketchap Kaki Tiga, Ketjap A, Ketjap Benteng 
Manis, Ketjap Benteng Asin, Yellow Label Soy, and Tiger 
Brand Soy. They were still making all of these varieties in 
1990.
 At the time they started the business, they think there 
were other manufacturers of soy products in the Netherlands, 
but they don’t remember the names of any companies of 
individuals. There were small, local Chinese companies 
that made tofu before they did, and at least one company 
that made soy sauce before they did. Their mailing address 
and head offi ce address have not changed since 1958. The 
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mailing address is: Dr. Augustijnlaan 40, 2283 CH Rijswijk, 
Netherlands (near The Hague). In 1984 Vanka-Kawat was 
thought to be the second largest tofu maker in Europe and 
in the Netherlands (after Heuschen-Schrouff), producing 
10,500 kg/week. They discontinued tofu production in 
March 1985 after coming to an agreement with Heuschen-
Schrouff, because it was more economical for Vanka-Kawat 
to let Heuschen-Schrouff (which had all the equipment and 
knowledge) produce the tofu which Vanka-Kawat sold. 
They now buy their tofu from Heuschen-Schrouff. They 
also make sambals, and other foods. They have never made 
taotjo or miso, but they do import it. And they have never 
made tempe/tempeh, but they do buy it from the “fi rst Dutch 
Tempeh factory” and then sell it.
 They are not related to Linn Oriental Products (also 
called Soy-Lin or Lin Tahoe) in Westbroek, but they think 
that company started in about 1970. The company still 
exists; the owner is Chinese, but they do not know if it is Mr. 
Lin. Mr. G.L. Van Kasteren is the best man to talk to about 
soyfoods. He speaks good English.
 This company, which is run by Indonesian-Dutch, 
imports foods from throughout Asia, though they started with 
Indonesia, and exports to West Germany, Belgium, France, 
England, and the USA.
 Note: Anneke de Weerd says (April 1991) that the two 
most popular types of soy sauce in the Netherlands are ketjap 
manis and ketjap benteng; ketjap asin is not well known. 
Address: Head Offi ce: 3e van de Kunstraat 18, 2521 BB Den 
Haag (The Hague), Netherlands. Phone: 70-388-8804.

4166. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Great need for a soyfoods 
newsletter or magazine published in Europe (Overview). 
March 30. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: With the soyfoods industry and market 
expanding rapidly in Europe, there is a great need for a 
European-based publication to cover the subject in depth. It 
should be written only in English and cover all of Europe, 
including Eastern Europe. One person who is interested in 
this project is Bernard Faber (pronounced FAH-bur, rhymes 
with “clobber”). A close friend of Sjon Welters, he started the 
tofu shop at Manna, and is presently in charge of importing 
the Muso products for Akwarius Almere in the Netherlands. 
He wants to start his own business, in the information 
and publishing fi eld, and is considering doing a soyfoods 
publication. He speaks good English, plus French. He also 
has the advantage of being Dutch and therefore fl exible and 
not wanting to insist on using his own language.
 Contact: Bernard Faber, Craft International Consultants, 
Zeepziederstraat 7, 1835 GK Alkmaar, Netherlands. Phone: 
+31 (072) 622.281. Fax: (072) 622.281
 Letter (fax) from Sjon Welters. 1990. April 29. “I 
discussed the possibility of the ‘European Soyfoods 
Newsletter’ further with Bernard Faber. He too feels the 

time is right to start an international publication in this 
format and committed himself as publisher and editor of a 
soyfoods quarterly. Until enough funds are available to buy a 
computer, I will be responsible for the production part of it, 
except for the actual printing and mailing which will occur 
in Holland. This publication will be a joint venture between 
Bernard and me. The most likely fi rst date of publication will 
be somewhere in June 1990.
 “Would you be willing to support this new undertaking 
by supplying a list of potential subscribers? We could pay 
you back by making our mailing list available to you for 
instance.”
 Note: In May 1990, less than 2 months after the above 
was written, SoyaFoods, edited in England by Heather Paine, 
started to be published again after 4 years of inactivity, with 
the support of the American Soybean Assoc. in Belgium.

4167. Carantino, Sabine. 1990. Le soja perd son amertume 
[Soya loses his bitterness]. Management et Technologies 
Alimentaires No. 2. March. p. 65-66. [Fre]
• Summary: Last Oct. 7 companies that process soybeans 
joined to create AFISA (Association Francaise des Industriel 
du Soja), the French soyfoods association (5 Blvd. de la 
Mediterranée, 31400, Toulouse, France). This article uses the 
term “soyfoods” and discusses soymilk, tofu, tofu products 
(desserts, prepared foods). ONIDOL is involved, as is GEPV 
(Groupement d’Études sur les Protéines Végétales, 10-A 
rue de la Paix, 75002, Paris, France; founded in 1975). It 
has been decided to fi nance a market study (which will be 
completed this year) of 4 European countries: Belgium, 
France, Great Britain, and West Germany. They may develop 
a “French Soya” logo. At the same time, ONIDOL is 
organizing an Interprofessional Committee for Soy Proteins 
Destined for Human Consumption. It will coordinate 
scientifi c studies, communication, and information on 
vegetable proteins and “soyfoods.”
 In Europe, the degree of advancement of use of soy 
protein in human foods differs considerably from one 
country to the next. The UK and Germany started earlier 
than France. In Germany, soyfoods are positioned on the 
“battlements of the dietetic market” whereas in France they 
are more oriented toward the mass market. In France, the 
high consumption of dairy products has not favored soymilk. 
3-5 million liters of soymilk were produced in 1988, and the 
amount had roughly doubled by 1989. The new technologies 
allow production of soymilk with almost no bitter (beany) 
fl avor, and it can be used to make good yogurts and desserts.
 The fi rst soy beverages and fl avored desserts were 
launched only 5 years ago by Alpro (a division of 
Vandemoortele). The movement was then expanded with 
the creation of new brands, Celia (Laiterie Saint-Hubert-
de-l’Hôtel) and Cacoja (Coopérative agricole de Colmar). 
Triballat created Soja Sun, a line of soy desserts. In 1988 
the cooperative of Valence launched the Innoval line. Others 
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include [Société] Soy, Sojadoc (Richemont) and Sojal. Many 
of the leaders are dairy companies, but they position their 
products very differently from dairy milk. Also in the French 
market are Lima from Belgium (with tempeh and tamari). 
Tonidoc makes soynuts sold as an aperitif. The French 
company Bunge, a third party, and Sofi proteol (Sofi protéol) 
have created Sogip, which produces soy protein concentrates 
for use as both calf milk replacers and in human foods.
 Concerning regulations, the defi nitions and uses of soy 
protein are set forth in a circular of 27 Aug. 1975, which 
related to another document of 12 Oct. 1972 for terminology. 
Finally a new circular of 1986 replaced the earlier ones. The 
Codex Alimentarius will fi nish its work on these areas in 
1991.
 A sidebar describes Innoval and its goals. Address: 
France.

4168. Natural Food Trader (England). 1990. Company 
news: Plamil Foods. March.
• Summary: “Plamil Foods is involving retailers and 
consumers in its silver jubilee [25th anniversary] 
celebrations. A competition is being held for children to draw 
a picture of their favourite / local health food store, and the 
stores featured in the winning pictures will be awarded £100 
worth of Plamil goods at trade prices.”
 Note: Plamil Foods was apparently founded in about 
1965.

4169. Product Name:  Okara Burgers, and Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Noel Purvis Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  37 Sandy Hill Gardens, 
Ballymun, Dublin 11, Ireland.  Phone: 01-8424891.
Date of Introduction:  1990 March.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter concerning an 
interview with Noel Purvis conducted by Anthony Marrese. 
1992. Sept. 7. Noel has been familiar with soy products since 
1979 when he read Jane O’Brien’s book The Magic of Tofu. 
He started making tofu for himself at about that time and 
sent for books on tofu by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, and by The 
Farm in Summertown, Tennessee. Noel also met people from 
The Farm who visited to Ireland and tried to get soyfood 
production started. They did leave a small infl uence and 
some people in the south of Ireland still make tofu as a result 
of their visit.
 In 1988, in preparation for starting his own business, 
Neil (who was in the Ballymun Community Enterprise 
Training Program) received a grant to have a study 
conducted by Christina McGowan of the Centre for 
Marketing Studies, University College Dublin. Finished in 
Feb. 1988 it was titled “An Analysis of the Market for Soya-
Based Products” (37 pages). The results were not promising, 
so he received no further funds to help start the business on a 
large scale.
 In about March 1990 Noel started commercial 

production and sale of soyfoods. His business started by 
selling okara burgers; his family and friends used the tofu. 
In mid-1990, due to the success of the Okara Burgers, Neil 
started making more tofu and selling it too. He now sells 
these two soy products once a fortnight (every two weeks) 
at the local organic food co-op. He makes 10 kg of tofu per 
batch once a fortnight. He uses his home address for business 
and is looking for a new location for production and possible 
expansion. The burgers, which are tasty, are sold in plain 
white burger bags.
 “Noel gave me two other names of small producers in 
Ireland and said that many have come and gone over the 
years.”

4170. Product Name:  Plamil Plain Chocolate with Soya 
[Easter] Egg (100% Non-Dairy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 March.
Ingredients:  Raw sugar, cocoa mass (roasted milled 
cocoa nubs), cocoa butter (natural cocoa fat), defatted soya, 
emulsifi er–soya lecithin, fl avouring–natural vanilla.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Two solid halves weigh 65 gm, 
in a recyclable box or paper bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. The product is made with “soya” instead of 
cow’s milk. Leafl et (Color, 6 by 8.25 inches). 1990. April. 
Plamil delectable tasting confections. A photo shows the bag 
containing the eggs.
 Letter and Label sent by Arthur Ling, Managing 
Director of Plamil Foods. 1990. July 24. The product was 
launched on 13 March 1990. Label. 2 by 4.25 by 2 inch box. 
White, chocolate brown, green, and gold. Vegan certifi cation 
symbol. Recyclable logo.

4171. Product Name:  Plamil Carob [Easter] Egg Raw 
Sugar Confection (100% Non-Dairy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 March.
Ingredients:  Vegetable fat, raw sugar, defatted soya fl our, 
carob fl our, emulsifi er–soya lecithin, fl avouring–natural 
vanilla. Note: Carob fl our 12% minimum is produced by 
milling beans from the carob tree.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Two solid halves weigh 65 gm, 
in a recyclable box or paper bag.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. The product is made with “soya” instead of 
cow’s milk. Leafl et (Color, 6 by 8.25 inches). 1990. April. 
Plamil delectable tasting confections. A photo shows the bag 
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containing the eggs.
 Letter and Label sent Arthur Ling, Managing Director 
of Plamil Foods. 1990. July 24. The product was launched 
on 13 March 1990. Label. 2 by 4.25 by 2 inch box. White, 
chocolate brown, green, and gold. Vegan certifi cation 
symbol. “Two solid halves. With organic carob.”

4172. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1990. 
The European soyfoods market for tofu, soymilk, dairylike 
products, and meatlike products in the UK, France, West 
Germany, Belgium, and The Netherlands: From 1980 to 
March 1990. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 54 + 24 
+ 104 + 52 p. Unpublished manuscript. Subject/geographical 
index. Author/company index. 28 cm. [827 ref]
• Summary: This is a photocopy copy of a market study and 
bibliography conducted for a customer. Address: Soyfoods 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 
510-283-2991.

4173. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: The soymilk market in 
Europe. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 

April 4 and April 26. 3 p. [Eng]
• Summary: The following fi gures contain many 
guesstimates. The only countries in western and eastern 
Europe where signifi cant amounts of soymilk are produced 
are Belgium, West Germany, France, England, and 
Switzerland. The following are the seven largest soymilk 
manufacturers in Europe, ranked in descending order of size:
 1. Alpro/Vandemoortele, Belgium. Capacity: 35 million 
liters/year. Present output: 25 million liters/year. Growth: 
Believe so, but don’t know how much.
 2. DE-VAU-GE (DVG), West Germany. Capacity: 
20 million liters/year. They are running their plant at full 
capacity, but as Adventists I think they don’t work on Friday 
afternoon or Saturday, they close down during the summer, 
and they send one road tanker of soymilk each week to 
Granose in England, where it is made into soy yogurt. So 
they probably end up making about 12 million liters a year 
of soymilk in long life packs. Soon some of their soymilk 
will be made into tofu. Growth: Would if they could, but they 
can’t with the line they have, which they bought from DTD/
STS for DM 4 million. DVG is making an excellent profi t on 
their soymilk products, that’s for sure. This is in part because 
they have the Neuform chain at their disposal.
 3. Cacoja, France. Capacity: 11 million liters/year. 
Believed to be running at full capacity. Growth: Planning 
a new line but no decision yet as far as I know. I think that 
Cacoja produces more than 1 million liters/year. They visited 
DTD/STS a year ago to discuss a second line. The fi rst 
one had a capacity of 2,000 liters/hour or approximately 5 
million liters/year.
 4. Soya Health Foods Ltd., Manchester, England 
(Sunrise Soya Milk). Capacity estimated at 8 million liters/
year. Actual production not known.
 5. Soyana, Switzerland. Capacity and production not 
known. Soyana has consistently refused to allow us to visit 
them. Even our Indian client who wanted to discuss purchase 
of their Dahi dessert recipe was given the cold shoulder. I 
think that they have their own soymilk plant, but I’m not 
sure. Why shouldn’t they, when they have plenty of products 
in Swiss shops.
 6. Galactina, Switzerland. Capacity estimated at 6 
million liters/year. Most is used for products other than liquid 
soymilk. They sell limited amounts of soymilk, defi nitely 
less than 1 million liters/year packed in Tetra Brik Aseptic at 
the Thun Dairy in Switzerland.
 7. Schoeller in Nuremberg, West Germany. Capacity not 
known. Soymilk used in ice cream production. There are also 
soymilk producers in Italy [Crivellaro], and Spain [Proti].
 “Total size of European soymilk market in 1989 
estimated at 50 million liters. Some is in the form of dairy 
analog products. Alpro and DE-VAU-GE have about 70% of 
the market, including bulk distributed product. Growth rate 
over the past few years 10–15%.
 “General observations of the European soymilk industry 
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and market: The dairy industry in France was the fi rst to go 
into soymilk to offer alternatives to consumers who prefer 
‘non-dairy dairy type products’. The soymilk-based ice 
cream of West Germany’s Schoeller may start a trend for the 
rest of the European ice cream industry. There has been no 
equivalent to the U.S. Tofutti boom in Europe so far. Major 
liquid food companies do not at present see soymilk as a 
signifi cant product for Europe but follow the trends and do 
some development, just in case.
 “The future? It is necessary to make a distinction 
between Eastern and Western Europe. Western Europe 
has a surplus food production in general and surplus dairy 
milk production in particular. The health aspect alone, i.e. 
soymilk without improved palatability, will not signifi cantly 
increase soymilk sales in Western Europe. The removal of 
dairy production subsidies in the EEC in the years to come, 
especially after 1992, may give an incentive to the big names 
in the food industry to develop soymilk into mainstream 
market products. There is EEC legislation on imitation 
dairy products and soymilk is mentioned as an example, but 
currently different member countries use their own laws.
 “Many Eastern European countries have food shortages 
but lack money and entrepreneurship to venture into an 
unknown product like soymilk on their own. Furthermore, 
in these diffi cult markets, western companies with soymilk 
technology do not seem to fi nd it worth the effort to fi rst 
educate on the advantages and uses of soymilk and then to 
promote and arrange fi nancing before they can hope to sell 
a soymilk processing plant. The new Eastern Europe with 
market economies now evolving gives hope for the future in 
general, but I couldn’t make any guesses about soymilk.
 “It is the aim of EEC to dismantle the agricultural 
subsidies. This will effect dairy production and new cheaper 
protein sources will be sought by the food industry. Soymilk 
defi nitely has a chance of ‘growing up’ when this happens.
 “STS-Soya Technology Systems Limited no longer 
exists. It was the decision of APV’s CEO to close it down as 
an independent company when the big APV reorganization 
took place. When we moved to Denmark we became DTD-
Soya Technology Division. Now Danish Turnkey Dairies 
has itself become a division of the APV Pasilac Ltd and the 
offi cial name is DTD-APV Pasilac Ltd (the result of mergers 
and takeovers!). Asger Somer Hansen now handles soymilk 
activities within the APV group and works in DTD-APV 
Pasilac Ltd.
 “John Wilson still works at Alfa-Laval in Lund as far 
as I know–at least he did 2 years ago. Alfa-Laval also has 
another soymilk person, a young woman.
 Note: Lindner, the managing director of Soya 
Technology Systems from May 1982 until Nov. 1989, has a 
good grasp of the world soymilk market. Address: P.O. Box 
19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 42-92776.

4174. Burns, Arthur. 1990. Brief history and recent 

developments with Tivall in the USA, Israel, and Europe 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The key man on the history of Tivall in Israel 
is Moshe Ribosh, the company’s export manager (Phone: 
011-972-4-858-700; Fax: 04-858-798). The company uses a 
new technology to make these meatless entrees. They refer 
to their products as “Third Generation Products” because 
of the advanced level of technology used in processing; 
Worthington or Loma Linda entrees were “Second 
Generation.” The “green folder” (8.5 by 11 inches, with a 
green fi eld of wheat on the cover) is now outdated. He will 
send a current one and a corporate brochure. To taste samples 
of his products, contact California distributors: Freestone 
Sales in Benicia (707-747-0233) or Howell Mountain 
Distributors in Angwin (related to Seventh-day Adventists).
 Tivall started importing its products to the USA in late 
1987 (test market) and early 1988. They entered the U.S. 
market using Intermilo (in Hackensack, New Jersey) as an 
importer and sales center. Later they set up Tivall, USA, Inc. 
to do all the importing; Intermilo is no longer relevant. The 
company now has 6 items (described in the new brochure) 
that contain soy as a major ingredient–with more to come.
 The company sells about equal volumes to the retail 
and the foodservice markets. All products are kosher (Circle 
U) and Bethedas (Hasidic certifi cation, with a symbol 
resembling a fl eur de lis). The packaging is the same for each 
product in various segments. The retail market consists of 
kosher, health foods, and supermarket (small) segments. The 
foodservice market consists of the college and university 
segment, the business and industrial caterers, some kosher 
foodservice, and a little health care.
 Concerning Israel, Tivall started as a very small 
company on Kibbutz Lochamei Hagetaot, at M.P. (Mobil 
Post, like rural free delivery) Ashrat (formerly transcribed 
Oshrat), Israel. The focus has always been producing kosher 
meatless entrees. They avoid use of the term “vegetarian” 
which connotes “Berkeley dropouts and twig eaters.” The 
term meatless now attracts widespread interest. The growth 
of the products in Israel is phenomenal, with average annual 
nationwide sales of about $4 to $5 per capita. Note: With a 
1989 Israeli population of 4.5 million, this would represent 
$18-$22.5 million sales a year. The company is doing very 
well fi nancially. It is wholly owned by the members of the 
kibbutz. It is roughly resembles a U.S. limited partnership. 
It is not the only major business on the kibbutz; he thinks 
it started as an industrial kibbutz and they still do industrial 
products plus other food products.
 Tivall sells a lot of product to Europe but since it is 
much closer they prefer to go through agencies rather than 
having a sales offi ce there. The line is sold in France under 
the Gourmet Vert label, in England under Tesco Tivall, 
and in Germany Gourmet Garten. So the major export 
markets are these 3 European countries plus the USA. 
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Address: President, Tivall, USA, Inc., 9633 E. Bexhill Dr., 
Kensington, Maryland 20895. Phone: 301-946-8855.

4175. Marshall, Philip. 1990. The soymilk industry and 
market in the UK (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 17. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The two brands of soymilk with the largest 
shares of the UK soymilk market are both imported: 
Provamel, the best-seller, is imported from Alpro in Belgium. 
Granose Soya Milk is imported from DE-VAU-GE in West 
Germany.
 There are four soymilk manufacturers in the UK. The 
largest is probably Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Co. in 
Stockport (Cheshire County near Manchester). Their quality 
is excellent, almost as good as Alpro’s. The people who 
founded Unisoy were formerly involved with Soya Health 
Foods Ltd. The founder, who had the money, died before 
production started. [Note: Neil Rabheru (see interview, 1990 
July 2), founder of Unisoy, says the previous 2 statements are 
not true.] Unisoy started making soymilk about 4 years ago, 
and today their biggest product is own-label soymilk, packed 
in Tetra Brik by a contract packer, and sold to Sainsbury, a 
large chain/multiple retailer in the UK. Unisoy does not and 
will not make tofu. The company is not very strong. The 
person in charge is Neil Rabheru, of Indian extraction, a 
very nice man. He recently sold the company for a relatively 
small sum.
 Second largest soymilk manufacturer is Soya Health 
Foods in Trafford (Sunrise brand, founded by Michael Cole 
and Mr. Arora, a Sikh / Indian). It was the Indian connection 
that resulted in the formation of Unisoy some years ago. 
Third may be the Regular Tofu Co., a division of Haldane 
Foods (Arkady/ADM), which produces Sojal Soya Milk. The 
Sojal brand was the property of another company in France, 
which originally produced the product for them using a 
soymilk powder made in Sao Paulo, Brazil (by Norsul, Agro-
Nippo Productos, or ITAL?). Haldane no longer has the 
product produced in France but they still use the Sojal brand, 
and still has the product produced by another company (in 
what country is not known) and it is probably now made 
from whole soybeans rather than soymilk powder. [Note: 
The only soymilk listed in Haldane’s Oct. 1989 catalog is So 
Good Soya Milk (organic or non-organic); Sanitarium Foods 
in Australia makes a product by the same name].
 Fourth is Plamil, which contracts with some other 
company to have its soymilk made from soy protein isolates. 
They are quite a small company, ethically based, into vegan 
foods and marketing strategies from the 1960s and 1970s. 
Fifth is Itona (pronounced ai-TOW-nuh), which makes a 
soya milk of some description, but they are not really in the 
mainstream of the soymilk market. They probably make their 
soymilk from soy protein isolates and it is sold in cans–every 
other brand is in Tetra Pak or Combibloc. Address: Owner, 
Cauldron Foods Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale 

Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, England. 
Phone: (0272) 632835.

4176. Marshall, Philip. 1990. Publications in English that 
cover the natural/health foods trade in Europe (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The two main English-language publications, 
both based in England, are Natural Food Trader (West 
Byfl eet, Surrey) and Health Food Business. Both are quite 
good. Natural Food Trader is more broad based with its focus 
on foods. They have just started to look beyond the UK to 
the Continent. Every other month they plan to take a look 
at the market and new developments in one other European 
country. So they want to become more of a European 
magazine.
 Health Food Business tends to be more centered around 
the food supplements. Address: Owner, Cauldron Foods 
Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale Trading Estate, 
Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, England. Phone: (0272) 
632835.

4177. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. The soymilk industry 
and market in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 17. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Philippe estimates that Alpro has about 70% of 
the fl uid soymilk market (not including infant formulas) in 
Europe. In 1984 in Brussels Michael Martin of the American 
Soybean Association estimated the size of the European 
soymilk market to be 9-10 million liters/year. Philippe thinks 
that fi gure was too high; it was probably about 6 million 
liters. Now it is about 30 million liters/year in all of western 
Europe. The growth rate for soymilk production over the past 
2 years has been about 20% a year.
 The second largest soymilk manufacturer in Europe is 
DE-VAU-GE, with roughly 15-20% of the market. The rest 
are very small, with a combined percentage of only 10-15%. 
Third may be Triballat and fourth may be Cacoja. Together 
these two may be producing 1 million liters per year, but 
that is just a very rough guess. Innoval just started so they 
have not had time to do anything. Unisoy in England is very 
small. Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Sunrise brand) is almost out 
of business in soymilk. Galactina is limited to Switzerland, 
and they produce mainly tofu, not soymilk.
 Looking at Cacoja and Triballat, they are completely 
different types of companies. Cacoja is a classical 
cooperative that has no experience in or organization for 
commercializing consumer products. So they have to co-
pack, i.e. make products for other companies. Triballat is a 
small but very active dairy company, with a good sales and 
marketing organization in France. They are used to making 
and selling their own consumer products. Their Sojasun soy 
yogurt is a good-tasting, fresh product. It has been quite 
successful for a soya food, although compared with dairy 
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products it is nothing.
 There are have always been may negative things about 
soymilk in Europe. 1. The retail price of soymilk is very high 
compared to basic cow’s milk, usually 2-3 times as high. 
In the USA the price of both cow’s milk and soymilk are 
higher, but the ratio is similar. 2. The taste of soymilk is a 
big problem, although it is steadily getting better. 3. Cow’s 
milk is a very traditional, widely accepted product in Europe. 
4. The dairy lobby and its employees are very powerful in 
Europe and recently they have been attacking soymilk on 
issues such as its calcium content being lower than that of 
cow’s milk. Doctors have been taught and teach their patients 
that cow’s milk is a perfect product. Only a minority, but a 
growing minority, are opposed to the use of cow’s milk. 5. 
The many European government regulations hurt soymilk. 
There are many taxes, such as a Value Added Tax (VAT) on 
soymilk that are not imposed on cow’s milk since soymilk is 
considered in some countries to be a juice. Every country has 
a VAT system. The Netherlands, Belgium, and France had an 
18% VAT on soymilk versus 6% on milk, but that changed 1 
year ago so it is no longer a basic problem. In Belgium there 
is now a 6% VAT on both soymilk and cow’s milk.
 The two things needed to make the soymilk market grow 
are better taste and a better image of soymilk (compared 
to cow’s milk) as a food that is good for one’s health, and 
dissemination of the information showing the health benefi ts 
of soymilk over cow’s milk. The quality of soymilk products 
is steadily improving and should continue to do so, not 
through discovery of any new basic principles but through 
many small adjustments.
 The opening of Europe in 1992 will have little or no 
effect on soymilk. Competition is already international. The 
need for a multitude of packages in the various languages 
will not change; Alpro presently packs soymilk in more 
than 100 different Tetra Brik cartons! This includes both 
their own brands and those of companies for which Alpro 
private labels. This is both complicated and expensive. One 
possible change may be that governments will work faster to 
establish soymilk terminology. Now soymilk has no name! 
It can be called “soya juice, soya drink, soya beverage,” 
but it cannot be called “soymilk.” As long as it has no 
name, no regulations or standards can be made that effect 
it. Philippe would like to see the term “soya drink” or “soya 
milk” adopted. The latter was tolerated in the UK but it will 
probably be forbidden.
 Philippe sums up the overall situation as follows: “I 
always repeat, there is more enthusiasm about soyafoods 
than turnover and certainly no profi t. Alpro has lost money 
every year that it has been in business.” He thinks DE-VAU-
GE must also be losing money on its soymilk operation. 
“How can you make money when you invest $3-4 million in 
a factory that is making only a few million liters of soymilk a 
year? DE-VAU-GE is a very large company and they do well 
largely because they have a sort of monopoly in the German 

Neuform (Reform House) organization. An organization 
controls all of the Neuform stores, and it is linked with both 
the producers and the sales people. They all together pay 
money for this organization to help each other. If you want 
to make soymilk in Germany and deliver it to these stores, 
you cannot, because everything is protected. The competition 
now comes from the independent Biolaeden.” Address: 
Managing Director, Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 
Wevelgem, Belgium. Phone: (056) 43 22 11.

4178. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. Early history and 
recent developments at Alpro N.V. in Belgium (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center. Followed by a letter (fax) on 30 May. 
1990.
• Summary: N.V. Vandemoortele (the N.V. is written fi rst in 
Flemish, but often last in English) began research on new 
soy products (mostly soy protein isolates and concentrates) 
in 1973. The goal was to fi nd a way to bring soya beans to 
the consumer. They bought and sold soy protein products but 
never manufactured any. In May 1975 research on soymilk 
began. From 1975 to 1979 they were basically doing pioneer 
research. In Dec. 1979 they began production of soymilk, but 
they did not pack or sell it; it was just to get their new plant 
running. Famalac was a potential/fi ctitious product name 
that was described in a brochure, but the product was never 
sold commercially. This soymilk was produced at a plant 
located at Zuidkaai 33 in Izegem on a piece of land located 
next door to the main N.V. Vandemoortele facilities (whose 
offi cial address was Prins Albertlaan 12). In Jan. 1980 
Vandemoortele began to make its fi rst commercial soymilk 
product (GranoVita Soja Drink in plain and carob fl avors, 
packed in 500 ml Tetra Brik cartons) which was private 
labeled (co-packed) for DE-VAU-GE, a large Seventh-day 
Adventist health food manufacturer in West Germany. This 
was Alpro’s fi rst customer.
 N.V. Alpro (named simply Alpro in English), was 
founded in June 1980. Alpro then purchased the land on 
which it was located from N.V. Vandemoortele. During 
1980 Alpro became a truly independent producer, now also 
doing their own sterilization and packaging. It was Philippe 
Vandemoortele’s idea to start Alpro.
 His grandfather began to import soybeans in 1934 
from Manchuria, and he started a small crushing plant. 
Philippe has always been interested in soya (he read a lot) 
and he wanted to go back to the use of soybeans for human 
consumption in the form of soyfoods rather than as isolates, 
concentrates, etc. While researching new developments in 
soymilk processing, he learned that new methods for making 
soymilk had been developed in other countries such as the 
USA [at Cornell University and University of Illinois], 
Brazil, etc. His company, which had many engineers and 
R&D staff, was the fi rst soymilk manufacturer in the western 
world to invest in a pilot plant and then in a factory to make 
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soymilk using the new technique. In the beginning, Alpro 
designed and built its own soymilk equipment.
 At that time it looked like Alpro’s main business would 
be selling this equipment to Third World countries to provide 
a practical solution to their nutritional and protein problems, 
especially for infants. In 1982 Alpro signed a contract to sell 
a soymilk plant to Lalasoa SA in Madagascar. The plant, 
which cost US$11 million, began operation in Jan. 1984 and 
it is still in operation. This was the only plant Alpro ever sold 
to a Third World country.
 [Note: Alfa-Laval, which developed soymilk equipment, 
sold its fi rst major piece of soymilk equipment (a VTIS 
sterilizer) to Yeo Hiap Seng in 1967, and its fi rst complete 
soymilk line to Lam Soon (Ace Canning) in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. The latter began making soymilk in Dec. 1979, 
exactly the same year and month that Alpro began.]
 The reason for the lack of sales of soymilk plants to 
Third World countries was mostly politics and lack of 
organization in those countries. It was not a problem of the 
resulting soymilk being too expensive. Another problem was 
that Alpro had only a single product to promote (the turnkey 
plant). So in Aug. 1984 the company decided to return to its 
basic business, producing foods, rather than idealistically 
trying to sell technology (soymilk plants) to the Third World. 
“In the beginning, we at Alpro had never imagined that there 
would be a market for soymilk in Europe. Almost nobody 
wanted the product. There was no interest, except among 
motivated health-food people. Everybody else in Europe 
thought the product tasted lousy.”
 In the early 1980s, while focusing on its Third World 
plants, Alpro also made soymilk for the European market. 
The main reason for making this soymilk was to demonstrate 
what the Alpro equipment could do. In Jan. 1981 Alpro 
began making and private-labeling Granose Soya Drink in 
plain and carob fl avors for Granose, a Seventh-day Adventist 
food manufacturer and distributor in England. In March 
1981 Alpro launched Soyamel (plain with vitamins), the 
fi rst of its own soymilk brands, sold only in drug stores and 
pharmacies (chemie stores). It was followed in Dec. 1982 
by Provamel plain and chocolate drinks, and the company’s 
fi rst pudding-like dessert (in chocolate fl avor); the Provamel 
line was sold in health food stores. Next, in March 1984, 
came Alpro Soya Drink in plain and chocolate fl avors, sold 
only in supermarkets (multiples). All the above were sold 
in 500 ml Tetra Brik cartons. Then in Nov. 1984 Alpro 
launched Sunsoy for the export market. It was sold in both 
250 ml (plain, carob, or strawberry) and 1 liter (plain) Tetra 
Brik cartons. All four brands still exist, although Soyamel 
sales are small. Statistics on the sales of each brand are 
confi dential. Alpro launched its fi rst pudding-like soymilk 
dessert under the Provamel brand in about 1984, in chocolate 
and vanilla fl avors. The concept, though based on a similar 
dairy product, was a fi rst for soymilk.
 Alpro continues to private label soymilk for anyone who 

can pay for it. The company’s philosophy on this point has 
not changed over the years. “We are a producer, and as such 
we try to produce as much as possible, otherwise we could 
not pay for our research and fi xed costs. We would like to 
sell as much of our own brands as possible, but if we do not 
private label for other companies, our competitors will do so 
instead.”
 In 1984 Alpro had planned to build a new soymilk plant 
in Ghent with a capacity of 40 million liters/year, but this 
plan was delayed. Instead they ended up building a new 
soybean cleaning and dehulling system. Finally Alpro did 
build a new plant at Vlamingstraat 28, in Wevelgem, near the 
French border. They started construction in June 1988 and 
they plan to be moved in completely by June 1990. The plant 
cost about US$15 million and its capacity is about 45 million 
liters/year, which is more than the present total European 
and American soymilk markets. It is a complete plant with 
packaging, sterilizing, and several lines. It is the biggest 
soymilk plant in the western world. Address: Managing 
Director, Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, 
Belgium. Phone: (056) 43 22 11.

4179. Eichberg, Joseph. 1990. Rewald, Bollmann, and Hansa 
Muehle (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 21. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Joseph is sure that Dr. Bruno Rewald was 
employed by Hansa-Muehle but is not sure if Mr. Hermann 
Bollmann was. Bollmann may have antedated the formation 
of Hansa-Muehle. The company was founded in about 1925 
[actually 1916]. Hansa-Muehle sent Rewald to the USA in 
1928. Dr. Rewald was Jewish and he and his family were 
smart enough to leave Germany before Hitler’s persecution 
of Jews. He went to London, one of his sons came to 
America, and one son went to South America. While in 
England, he represented and was employed by Hansa Muehle 
working with English oil mills; Hansa Muehle did not set up 
a factory in England. He may have showed the English how 
to get into lecithin. He visited this country, in part to visit 
his son who worked in New York, but he never established 
residence in America.
 Eichberg is not sure why Hansa-Muehle was founded, 
but it may have been because of their access to solvent 
extraction patents and, to a lesser extent, lecithin patents. 
Bollmann’s patents may have played a role in the founding 
of the company.
 He is not sure how Hansa-Muehle became Oelmuehle 
Hamburg after World War II. The factories were, of course, 
almost totally damaged by the bombing in Hamburg. He is 
not sure if it was simply a change of name. During and after 
World War II he had pretty much last contact with Hansa-
Muehle. But during that time he kept in touch with one of 
the original executives, Adolph Schneider, who lived in 
Hamburg, but who died a year or two ago. He would have 
probably known the whole early history of Hansa-Muehle, 
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and could probably have answered all questions. He was 
a very brilliant man who spoke English well. Address: 
American Lecithin Co., P.O. Box 4056, Atlanta, Georgia 
30302. Phone: 404-522-7060.

4180. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Market studies, market 
surveys, and research reports: Terminology and published 
sources (Overview). April 24. Compiled by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: A talk with the editor of Findex (in 
Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) concludes the following: 1. 
A market survey is more limited than a market study in that 
it may only include the raw data from the survey, without 
the resulting analysis. 2. At the front of Findex is a 20-
page section titled “Guide to Market and Industry Studies,” 
indicating that the term “studies” is the most widely accepted 
of the three. 3. An industry study usually focuses on the 
producing side of the equation, whereas a market study 
focuses on the consumers/buyers. But a comprehensive 
report must include both. 4. The term “market study” has 
come to be used as the accepted shorthand for “industry 
and market study.” 5. The terms “market research fi rm” 
and “market research industry” are those most widely used 
to indicate the company or industry that conducts market 
studies
 Findex is “The directory of market research reports, 
studies, and surveys.” “Marketing Surveys Index is a market 
research directory published ten times per year in England.”

4181. Genice Foods Ltd. 1990. Genice (Leafl et). Llay near 
Wrexham, Clwyd, Wales, UK. 1 p. Single sided. 30 cm.
• Summary: “Today’s public, with their growing awareness 
of the benefi ts of healthy eating, are increasingly shunning 
products high in saturated fats, artifi cial colourings, 
emulsifi ers and preservatives.” Genice Foods Ltd., a 
company based in north Wales, has demonstrated its concern 
by removing such artifi cial ingredients from its products–
with no loss of fl avor or enjoyment of the products. Genice 
has also introduced no less than fi ve completely natural 
non-dairy frozen dessert products under the brand label ‘Ice 
Delight.’
 “The two directors of Genice are highly experienced 
in the frozen dessert industry at the top level. Ray Pierce, 
Managing Director, was a founder director of Classic Ices 
and formerly [1979-1982] General Manager of Pendletons 
Ice Cream, while Irene Barclay, the Technical Director, was 
previously Technical Manager for Classic Ices and prior 
to that was product Development Manager at Dale Farm 
Dairies Ltd., Belfast [Ireland].” Address: Pinfold Lane, Llay 
Industrial Estate, Llay near Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 OPX, 
Wales/Cymru, UK.

4182. Product Name:  8 Bean Bangers: Soya Based 
Vegetable Sausages [Herb, or Spicy].

Manufacturer’s Name:  Goodlife Foods. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit E, 32/34 Gordonhouse 
Road, Parliament Hill Fields, London, NW5 1LP, England.  
Phone: 01 485 6583.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Water, textured soya fl our, palm oil, 
wholemeal rusk, potato starch, soya bean oil, carob bean 
gum, vegetable stock, mixed spices, mixed vegetables, sea 
salt, garlic powder.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm (8 oz) paperboard box. 
Retails for £1 18 (7/92, Scotland).
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy value 1220 Kjoules / 293 
Kcal (calories), protein 11.6 gm, carbohydrate 16.4 gm, fat 
(vegetable) 19 gm, dietary fi bre 5.2 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Leafl et published by Goodlife Foods Ltd. and Adams 
Marketing. 1990. April. “Goodlife Foods: New in Frozen 
Foods!” A photo shows the boxes/labels of both products. 
Label sent by Leah Leneman, purchased at Natural Food 
Larder in Edinburgh, Scotland 1992. Jan. 2 and July. Label 
is 4.75 by 3.5 by 1.25 inches. Box. Black, red, and white 
on tan. Color photo of several sausage-shaped bangers. 
“Just heat and eat. Bean Bangers are soya based vegetable 
sausages and are suitable for vegetarians and vegans as 
well as those wishing to eat less meat.” Can be grilled, 
shallow-fried, or microwaved. Circled green V certifi cation 
symbol. “Approved by the Vegetarian Society.” UPC indicia. 
Note that the company is now located at: 34 Tatton Court, 
Kingsland Grange, Warrington, Cheshire, England.

4183. Product Name:  Smoked Tofu Satay.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Goodlife Foods. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit E, 32/34 Gordonhouse 
Road, Parliament Hill Fields, London, NW5 1LP, England.  
Phone: 01 485 6583.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Leafl et published by Goodlife Foods Ltd. and Adams 
Marketing. 1990. April. “Goodlife Foods: New in Frozen 
Foods!” A photo shows the boxes/labels of both products. 
Note: As of mid-1992, the company is located at: 34 Tatton 
Court, Kingsland Grange, Warrington, Cheshire, England.

4184. Product Name:  Granose Country Delight: Organic 
Soya Dessert [Orange, Apricot & Nectarine, Peach & 
Papaya, or Strawberry & Guava].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in southern England by Bridge Farm Dairies.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: (0908) 
211311.
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Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Peach & papaya: Organic soya milk (Water, 
dehulled soya beans, sea salt), raw cane sugar, peaches, 
vegetable oil, papaya, stabilisers, modifi ed starch, guar gum, 
pectin, agar, citric acid, natural fl avouring, colour (Annatto).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm plastic cup with foil lid.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 398kJ/95 kcal (calories), 
protein 1.3 gm, carbohydrate 14.7 gm, fat 3.8 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990 1(1):3. “Granose too are introducing a soya dessert 
called Country Delight in 3 fl avours...”
 Form fi lled out and four Labels (cups & tops) sent by 
Granose Foods Ltd. 1990. June 13. States that the product, 
made by Bridge Farm Dairies, was introduced in 1990. It is 
now sold in the four fl avors shown above. A color illustration 
on the foil lid shows the main fruits used against an ivory 
background. The name of the fruits is written in a banner 
rectangle below the word “Granose” and above the term 
“Country Delight.” A “Best before” date is stamped atop 
each lid. The front of the cup contains a similar but more 
elaborate drawing. “Best served chilled.”
 Granose leafl et distributed at Helfex. 1990. April. 
“Ingredients list for new products.”
 Letter from Granose. 1990. July 11. This is an Ultra 
Heat Treated product with a 15-week shelf life. It was 
launched in April 1990 and is not an ice cream.

4185. Product Name:  Brazil Roast Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: (0908) 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Brazil nuts, textured soya protein, rolled oats, 
oat fl our, pea bran, potato fl our, dried onion, hydrolysed 
vegetable protein, spices, dried mushrooms, sea salt, chives.
New Product–Documentation:  Granose leafl et distributed 
at Helfex. 1990. April. “Ingredients list for new products.”

4186. Product Name:  So Good Soya Yoghert (Peach & 
Passion Fruit, Black Cherry, Strawberry).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Black Cherry: Soya milk, fruit juice, black 
cherries, vegetable oil, emulsifi er (vegetable mono-
diglycerides), stabiliser (pectin), natural fl avour, Bulgarian 
cultures, natural colour (beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  120 gm plastic cup. Retails for 
£0.32.

How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products. “Yogherts 
made with organic soya milk and no added sugar. Sweetened 
with pear juice.”
 Note: This product may be made by a subcontractor 
dairy. The source of the soymilk is not known.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. So Good Yoghert made by Genice, was launched in 
early 1990 in 3 fl avors–strawberry, black cherry, and peach 
& passion fruit; this is the Haldane brand. The So Good 
brand name has no connection with the same name used by 
Sanitarium Foods in Australia. The soymilk used as the main 
ingredient in this product is made by Unisoy (a member of 
the Haldane Foods Group) in Stockport.
 Label (cup for Black Cherry) sent by Genice Foods 
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. Cherry red, green, and blue on white. 
Illustration of 4 black cherries hanging below 2 cherry 
leaves. “Hera. New yoghurt style dessert made of soya milk, 
real fruit and sweetened with fruit juice, free from artifi cial 
colouring and preservatives.” The address is now: Newport, 
Pagnell, Bucks. Note: “Hera” was a brand of Haldane Foods 
Ltd. of Leicester as early as 1982.
 Label (cup) for Peach & Passion Fruit sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1994. May. It retails for £0.45. On the foil lid is 
written: “Made with organic soyamilk. No added sugar. 
Contains real fruit. Sweetened with fruit juice.”

4187. Product Name:  So Good Strawberry Bombes (Non-
Dairy Frozen Dessert Confections).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  110 ml each, 4 per pack. Retails 
for £1.99.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. “Helfex ‘90.” The Haldane Foods Group 
celebrated its 21st birthday with the launch of 21 new 
products at the Helfex show in Birmingham. England.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products. “Iced soya 
dessert with a centre of strawberry sauce enrobed in carob 
coating.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
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4 and 8. Following the acquisition of Genice by the Haldane 
Group, a small soya milk plant was installed at Genice with 
the ability to produce limited quantities of tofu also. With the 
new availability of tofu, two new non-dairy frozen products 
were launched, including So Good Strawberry Bombes for 
the Haldane Group, a 100 ml vanilla fl avored base with a 
strawberry puree center, coated with carob couverture, and 
sold in retail packs of four.

4188. Product Name:  So Good Tofu Dessert (Ice Cream 
Style) [Tofu and Wild Blackberry, or Tofu and Strawberry & 
Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  750 ml (3/4 liter) round 
paperboard tub. Retails for £1.59 incl. V.A.T. (Value added 
tax).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. “Helfex ‘90.” The Haldane Foods Group 
celebrated its 21st birthday with the launch of 21 new 
products at the Helfex show in Birmingham. England.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products. Made from 
tofu.
 Talk with Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July 
9. The Haldane Foods Group owns about 50% of Genice 
[pronounced jen-AIS]. Up until now, Genice has been 
almost the sole manufacturer of non-dairy ice creams for 
companies in the UK (including Sunrise and Unisoy). They 
were probably the fi rst manufacturer of soymilk in the UK. 
Cauldron Foods does not have his made by them because 
he thinks there are better sources and because they are a 
competitor.
 Comment from a recent visitor to the UK on the fl avor 
of So Good Ice Cream Style. 1990. July 16. “I fi nd it to be a 
bit like eating beany tasting water.”
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. This 
product is made by Genice, which has a pilot plant to make 
soya milk and tofu (for Direct Foods). Now the soya milk 
is made by Unisoy. The Haldane Foods Group has about 
99% of the soy ice cream market in the UK. The Sunrise 
Ice Dream is now actually made by Genice Foods, in the 
Haldane Foods Group. Sunrise has never made its own ice 
cream.
 Health Food Business (UK). 1992. May. p. 33. “Frozen 
Desserts. Haldane Foods Group. So Good range of non dairy 
soya ice products from Haldane, with no lactose or animal 

fats to worry about. Smartly packaged, the So Good range is 
available as Tofu Desserts in Vanilla & Strawberry and Wild 
Blackberry, Tofu Delight Bars (choc ice equivalents) and 
Strawberry Bombes Soya Carob Dessert.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
4 and 8. Following the acquisition of Genice by the Haldane 
Group, a small soya milk plant was installed at Genice with 
the ability to produce limited quantities of tofu also. With the 
new availability of tofu, two new non-dairy frozen products 
were launched, including So Good Tofu Dessert for the 
Haldane Group, a 3/4 litre pack in a round cardboard tub 
fl avored as a strawberry/vanilla split, or as wild blackberry.

4189. Product Name:  So Good Cheshor Cheese Style 
(Casein Free).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products. “Free from 
all animal products and no casein.”

4190. Product Name:  Holland & Barrett Soya Milk 
[Sweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Holland & Barrett (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Healthways House, West Byfl eet, 
Surrey, KT14 6NE, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Ingredients:  Water, dehulled soya beans, raw cane sugar, 
sea salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml or 1 liter Tetra Brik 
Aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Fat 2.3 gm (saturates 0.3 gm, 
polyunsaturates 1.4 gm), protein 3.6 gm, carbohydrate 3.4 
gm, calcium 20.0 mg, energy 49 kcal.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods. 1990 1(1):1. 
Black-and-white photo of a 1-liter carton. Photocopy of 
Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1990. 
June 18. The 500 ml carton is 3.5 by 3.5 by 1.75 inches. 
An illustration of soybean pods and leaves is on the front 
panel. “A 100% natural product made from the best grade of 
American Soya Beans. Holland & Barrett: The natural choice 
for a healthier way of life.” Good for people with allergies, 
in the kitchen, as a drink, or with tea or coffee. Heather adds: 
“Holland and Barrett is one of the largest health food chains 
in the UK. The product is made in Belgium so I suspect the 
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manufacturer is Alpro.”

4191. Product Name:  Itona Decaf (Non-Dairy, Caffeine-
Free Chocolate Bar).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Itona Products Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Itona Works, Leyland Mill Lane, 
Wigan, Lancashire, WN1 2SB, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. Suitable for vegans.
 Itona News. 1990. Spring. “Decaf–It’s better than 
chocolate!” “Decaf, the bar with all the rich fl avour of real 
chocolate with none of the caffeine!” Contains no animal 
products.

4192. Product Name:  Kallo Vegetarian Singles (Non-Dairy 
Cheese Slices).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kallo Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  129 Groveley Rd., Sunbury-on-
Thames, Middlesex, TW16 7JZ, England.  Phone: 081-890-
8324.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. Helfex leafl et. 1990. April. “Vegetarian cheese 
‘singles’ launched by Kallo Foods.” “The fi rst vegetarian 
cheese food slices are now available from Kallo. Each pack 
contains 10 individually wrapped slices. Approved by the 
Vegetarian Society the product contains no preservatives, 
colours or emulsifying salts. Lower in saturated fat, rich in 
calcium and ideal for family packed lunches, and vegetarian 
cheeseburgers!”

4193. Product Name:  Stir-Fry Sauce, Stir Fry Spicy Sauce 
for Seafood, Chinese BBQ Sauce, and Steak Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Merrychef Foods SDN BHD.
Manufacturer’s Address:  118A Jalan Burhanuddin Helmi, 
Taman Tun Dr., Ismail, 6000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.  
Phone: 03 719-7540.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm glass bottles.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. 
Spring. p. 4. “Stir fry sauces from Merrychef.” “Merrychef 
Foods produces a whole range of sauces for Western 
and Oriental cooking, most of which are exported. Their 
‘Chinese’ range of ‘stir fry,’ ‘BBQ,’ and steak sauces are 
mainly based on soya and have been available in the UK for 
about a year and in Australia, Japan and Germany for a few 
months. Merrychef hopes to export to the U.S. this year as 
well as to supply the home market... Varieties include stir 
fry for meat, vegetables, sea food, Chinese BBQ and steak 
sauce.”

4194. Product Name:  Realeat Vege ¼lb Burger with 

Cheese, Vegebites, Chilli Vegeburgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY, England.  Phone: 01-459-3401.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products.

4195. Product Name:  Tofu Burgers (Tandoori, Tikka, and 
Teriyaki).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Co. Div. of Haldane 
Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Two x 3 oz burgers per unit. 12 
units per case. Wholesales for £6.75. Retails for £0.75 per 
unit.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3.
 Haldane Foods Group. 1990. “Twenty-one Today. 
Twenty-new and exciting products launched at Helfex 
alone.” At least 12 of these are soyfood products.

4196. Product Name:  Silken Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Unit 
25, Barrow-Upon-Soar, Leicester, Leicestershire, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  135 gm. Retails for £0.39.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Haldane Foods Group. 
1990. “Twenty-one Today. Twenty-new and exciting 
products launched at Helfex alone.” At least 12 of these are 
soyfood products. SoyaFoods. 1990. 1(2):5. Dec. “Silken 
Tofu.” The Haldane Foods Group has launched the fi rst 
British made silken tofu. It contains organic soya milk and 
Welsh mountain water, and is sold in 135g pots at £0.39 
recommended retail price.

4197. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. New Trend: Large European 
food companies, and agricultural- and dairy cooperatives 
now launching and actively promoting innovative new 
tofu and soymilk products: Mostly dairylike and meatlike 
products (Overview). May 8. Compiled by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
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• Summary: In Jan. 1980 Vandemoortele N.V., one of 
Europe’s largest oilseed crushers, located at Izegem, 
Belgium, began to make its fi rst commercial soymilk product 
(GranoVita Soja Drink in plain and carob fl avors, packed in 
500 ml Tetra Brik cartons) which was private labeled (co-
packed) for DE-VAU-GE, a large Seventh-day Adventist 
health food manufacturer in West Germany. This was Alpro’s 
fi rst customer. In June 1980 Vandemoortele created Alpro 
N.V. to take over this production. The company quickly 
became Europe’s leading soymilk producer and by 1990 
had about 70% of the European soymilk market. Their new 
soymilk plant, costing about US$15 million and having a 
capacity of 45 million liters a year, opened in Wevelgem in 
June 1990.
 In June 1984 Migros, Switzerland’s leading retail food 
chain, launched 5 tofu products: Natural Tofu, Tofu Snack 
with Spices, Spicy Tofu Spread, Diced Tofu with Cream, 
and Tofu Bolognaise. In 1985 they introduced Tofu with 
Mushrooms and Gravy, followed in 1986 by Canned Tofu 
Kashmir (with Curry and Fruits), Tofu Spread with Cheese 
(in a Tube), Tofu Chocolate Crème, and Tofunaise (in a 
Tube), then in 1987 by Seasoned Tofu. In 1986 Migros, a 
61 year old cooperative with 1.4 million members, had net 
sales of 3,166 million Swiss francs. The tofu was made by a 
Migros company named Conserves Estavayer in Estavayer-
le-Lac, near Zurich.
 Galactina is a well established Swiss company (located 
in Belp) that has made a soymilk named Naga Sonda for 
enteral tube feeding since 1980. In 1981 they launched the 
product in liquid Tetra Pack. They entered the tofu market in 
1984 with Galactina Tofu, then in 1985 added three types of 
Seasoned Tofu (Gourmet Diced with Soy Sauce & Spices, 
Provencale with Herbs, and Jardiniere with Vegetables), 
followed in 1987 with Tofu Spread and 1988 with Tofu 
Burger and Tofu Salads. All were marketed very attractively.
 In Aug. 1985 DE-VAU-GE, one of Europe’s oldest 
and largest producers of vegetarian health foods, began 
operation of its new soymilk plant (purchased from STS/
DTD) in Lueneburg, West Germany. By 1990 they were 
Europe’s second largest soymilk manufacturer, with 15-20% 
of the market. They also sold many tofu products and were 
planning to produce tofu in the near future.
 In 1985 Laiteries Triballat, a large French dairy products 
company (mostly cheese, located at Noyal-sur-Vilaine, 
Brittany) introduced Sojasun, an innovative cultured soymilk 
yogurt in 4 fl avors, two with bits of fruit and two with 
fruit puree. In Oct. 1988 and early 1989 they promoted the 
product extensively on French television and in German print 
media. Sales in several western European countries were said 
to be good.
 In 1986 Parmalat, the Italian dairy giant, introduced 
a soymilk named Soialat. By 1989 they had created a 
subsidiary named Parma Soia, which sold three lines 
of more than 20 soy products. The Campi di Soia line 

(containing soymilk, soy pasta, sauce, and sprouts) was sold 
at supermarkets. The Nature Soy line was imported, and the 
Erboristeria line was for the health food market.
 In Jan. 1987 Cacoja, a newly-formed affi liate of the 
Coopérative Agricole de Colmar (CAC), began production 
of soymilk and soy desserts at its new, fully-automated 
plant (with an ultrafi ltration system) at Issenheim, France. 
Purchased from Alfa-Laval, the plant cost 11 million French 
francs and had a capacity of 1,500 liters/hour of soymilk 
containing 4% protein. By 1990 Cacoja was Europe’s third 
largest soymilk producer.
 In Sept. 1987 Rayner Burgess Ltd., a large British Food 
company that specializes in an array of unique condiments, 
purchased Cauldron Foods Ltd., Britain’s second largest tofu 
manufacturer, and the largest marketing its products to the 
Caucasian and health-food trades.
 In Jan. 1988 British Arkady, a large British food 
conglomerate owned by Archer Daniels Midland Co. 
(Decatur, Illinois) acquired the Haldane Foods Group, and 
made it part of British Arkady’s Health Foods Div. The 
Haldane Foods Group was put together by acquisition of 
Direct Foods Ltd. (founded 1980, acquired by the Group in 
1985), Vegetarian Feasts Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired 1986), 
Haldane Foods Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired Aug. 1987), 
Vegetarian Cuisine Ltd. (founded 1985, acquired 1987), 
Regular Tofu Co. Ltd. (founded 1983, acquired Aug. 1987), 
Realeat Foods Ltd. (founded 1984, acquired Sept. 1988), 
Saucemasters Ltd. (founded 1988, acquired Feb. 1989), and 
Genice Foods Ltd. (founded 1988, acquired March 1989). 
Self-proclaimed as “Europe’s leading healthier food group, 
most of these companies make tofu or soyfood products.
 In April 1989 Huegli AG, a leading Swiss food 
company, purchased 75% ownership in Yamato Tofuhaus 
GmbH, one of West Germany’s leading tofu manufacturers. 
At about the same time, Huegli purchased Horst Heirler, the 
country’s leading distributor of fresh products.
 Also in April 1989 Lima N.V. of Belgium, one of 
Europe’s earliest natural foods companies, purchased 
Jonathan PVBA, Belgium’s leading tofu manufacturer.
 In Sept. 1989 Innoval (formerly Sojalpe), an acquired 
affi liate of Les Silos de Valence (a large 5,000-member 
cereal cooperative in Rhone Alpes, France), began to 
produce tofu, soymilk, and liquid soy concentrate (with an 
ultrafi ltration unit) at a modern new plant, with a capacity of 
2,000 liters/hour, purchased from Alfa-Laval at a cost of 20-
21 million French francs.
 In Feb. 1990 Euro-Nature, a French investment fund, 
purchased 97% Lima N.V. of Belgium.
 In early 1990 Avo Feinkost GmbH, a large West German 
spice from Osnabrueck, launched the Sofi t line of soy 
products, including various meatlike products, dressings, and 
salads.

4198. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Brief history of British 
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Arkady Co. Ltd. (Overview). May 11. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1921. British Arkady starts doing business.
 1923. The Arkady Review starts publication.
 1929. The company introduces Super Arkady, its 
fi rst soy product. An ingredient used for breadmaking, 
it contained enzyme-active full-fat soy fl our as its main 
ingredient.
 1965. TVP brand textured soy fl our starts to be sold by 
the company under license from Archer Daniels Midland Co. 
(ADM) in the USA.
 1973. TVP starts to be produced by British Arkady in 
England.
 1974. ADM acquires British Arkady Co.
 1987 June. Societe Industrielle des Oléagineux (S.I.O.) 
acquired by British Arkady.
 1988 Jan. Haldane Foods acquired by British Arkady.
 Note: The company name is pronounced AR-kuh-dee.

4199. Nordquist, Ted. 1990. Soy ice cream in Sweden and 
Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 18. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This week Ted introduced the “absolutely best-
tasting soymilk-based ice cream in the world. Called Tofu 
Line Glass in vanilla and chocolate fl avors, it tastes like 
old fashioned ice cream made from cream. The vanilla is 
better than its dairy counterpart.” Four-color brochures and 
labels have been printed. Ted makes the soymilk at the rate 
of 4,000 liters/hour at Trensums Musteri, a juice company 
located in Tingsryd, located 20 or 30 minutes miles to 
the north of the southern seaside city of Karlshamn. Both 
Tingsryd and Karlshamn are located in Blekinge County. Its 
a very high-tech soymilk. This is the fi rst product to come 
out of Ted’s years of collaboration with Trensums. Ted buys 
the soy base from Trensums and ships it by tank truck to 
Winner (pronounced Vinner), one of Sweden’s largest ice 
cream producers; it is a division of Karlshamn in Karlshamn. 
He sells the soy base to Winner. Winner makes the ice 
cream, and sells it back to Ted. It is hard-packed in 3/4 liter 
octagonal cartons (each has 8 sides with the top and bottom 
fl at). Ted then sells the ice cream to AB Svenska Nutana, a 
Seventh-day Adventist distributor and marketer in Rimbo, 
Sweden. Nutana has exclusive sales rights in Sweden. Ted is 
now working on exports to Finland and Japan.
 Ted and his coworkers are only interested in high-
volume products. He hopes to sell in Sweden at least 400,000 
liters/year of the new ice cream, made from 200,000 liters 
of the liquid mix. This is 9,000 liters/week, or 30 pallets/
week. In addition, he hopes to export the product to other 
Scandinavian countries and to Japan and perhaps the 
continent.
 It is quite surprising that, whereas there are many soy 
ice creams in America, there are only 2 others in Europe. 
One is made by Schoeller, which is one of Europe’s largest 

ice cream producers. They bought an Alfa-Laval system 
that transforms whole soybeans (using the Illinois method, 
without separation of okara) into soymilk which they then 
spray dry and use to make a soy ice cream. “The samples 
of the ice cream and powder that they sent to Semper in 
Sweden were a total catastrophe.”
 Unisoy in England, run by Neil Rabheru, an Indian man, 
also makes a soymilk named Unisoy Gold and a soymilk 
ice cream named Maranellis Ice Supreme. They have been 
out since about mid-1989. It is fortifi ed with calcium and 
vitamins to be as close as possible to dairy milk. Ted thinks 
it tastes fantastic, but the ice cream doesn’t come close to 
Ted’s. The owner of the company came to Sweden and 
tried to sell Ted his ice cream and aseptically packed soy 
base. Address: Aros Sojaprodukter, Bergsvagen 1, S-19063 
Orsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-604 56.

4200. Whitford, Harry M., III. 1990. Recent developments 
with soyfoods in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 
18 and 31. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Harry is an American. He was an AFS student 
in Germany. He left California in Oct. 1980 and has lived in 
West Germany since then. He is now married to a German 
lady. His new consulting company will try to help European 
soyfoods companies develop products for mainstream 
markets. In Europe the diet is generally more diverse and 
healthier, with less meat and more cereal grains than the 
USA. Thus there is less motivation for consumers to use 
soyfoods and (except in the UK) less interest in vegetarian 
diets. So marketing is the key to selling soyfoods; they must 
be developed and marketed to sell primarily because they are 
good tasting and only secondly because they are healthful.
 Thomas Karas is saying that Soyastern is trying to 
merge with Yamato but actually Soyastern is totally bankrupt 
and Karas is trying to convince Huegli to buy it.
 DE-VAU-GE buys about 5,000 kg/week of tofu from 
Heuschen-Schrouff. The latter uses a secret coagulant which 
they claim is natural. The tofu has a 6-month shelf life and 
a pH of 4.0. It is hard like rubber. Harry thinks that after the 
tofu is pressed and cut, it is soaked in a lactic acid solution 
(Takai told him this) then pasteurized. Heuschen-Schrouff 
controls the Chinese food supplies, and that is where 
they make most of their money. In Chinese markets, their 
tofu is sold in open buckets. All of their tofu is sold very 
inexpensively at a very small markup. He thinks they make 
50,000 kg/week.
 From a producers viewpoint, the German tofu market 
is the most saturated in Europe, except perhaps for the 
Netherlands; there are too many producers. There is almost 
no water-packed tofu in Europe, except that made by one 
small company in Dusseldorf, and a little sold in bulk 
fl oating in water in buckets; the rest is all vacuum packed. 
The typical tofu company gives its tofu a 5-6 week shelf 
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life because that is what consumers expect–but it rarely 
stays fresh that long, and is often sour. The only company 
in Europe Harry knows of that pasteurizes is Heuschen-
Schrouff. DE-VAU-GE is now making its own tofu–a 
colleague of his saw it. They copied a Takai carousel 
curding machine. They use it only in their second-generation 
products–they do not sell any as plain tofu. Address: Eurosoy 
consulting, Alleestr. 13a, D-4270 Dorsten 1, West Germany. 
Phone: 02362/43493.

4201. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990--2002. Serial/
periodical. American Soybean Assoc., International Rogier 
Centre, Box 521, 1000 Brussels, Belgium. Edited by Heather 
Paine in London, UK. [Eng]
• Summary: This publication, which began as Soya Foods 
in March 1984 and was published 3 times a year, stopped 
in Aug. 1986, then started again in May 1990 as a biannual 
English-language publication with a slightly changed name, 
SoyaFoods. The fi rst issue of the second series, called 
Volume 1, Number 1, was sent to 700 people. The editor of 
the second series was Heather Paine in London, UK; it was 
printed in London, but it was still published and funded by 
the American Soybean Assoc. (ASA) in Belgium. Starting in 
1992 it began to be published 3 times a year. In early 1992 
it was being sent free of charge to nearly 900 people in over 
40 countries; core readership had increased nearly 30% in 
the past 2 years [3(1):1]. As of April 1993 SoyaFoods, which 
is still published only in English, is sent to about 1,200 
people in 40 countries. Since 1991 this has been the world’s 
best English-language periodical on soyfoods. Starting in 
early 1994 (Vol. 5, no. 1, spring) the format changed, and 
the capitalization of the title changed to Soyafoods from 
SoyaFoods.
 Note: Soyfoods Center owns all issues starting in March 
1984.

4202. Andersen, Thomas. 1990. History of pioneering work 
with tempeh and tofu in Denmark (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. May 24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Thomas, a native of Denmark who speaks 
fl awless British English (in part because of his extensive 
travels), got interested in macrobiotics in about 1982-83 
and, looking for work, traveled to London to study at the 
Community Health Foundation (founded in 1976 to teach 
macrobiotics). There from Simon Brown (the expert on 
soyfoods, who taught classes on how to make tofu and 
tempeh), Jon Sandifer, Roger Green (presently in Australia), 
and Andrew Leech, he learned how to make tempeh. There 
was a small commercial tempeh shop in the kitchen of the 
Community Health Centre; it started after the kitchen’s 
closing time. He returned to Denmark and in 1985 he 
started the country’s fi rst tempeh shop, named Thomas 
Tempeh, located on Tagens Vej in Copenhagen. He had two 

problems. First, since many of his customers were interested 
in macrobiotics, they did not want the tempeh frozen, and it 
had a shelf life of only 8 days fresh. Second, the market was 
very small. So Thomas realized that if he wanted to survive 
working with soyfoods, he would have to make tofu as well 
as tempeh.
 The two earliest tofu companies in Denmark were 
Dansk Tofu (owned by Ted Goldberg and some other guys) 
and Soy Joy in the Valby district of Copenhagen. [Note: 
Tofu Denmark in Valby was started in March 1982 by Per 
Fruergaard from Christiania]. The owners of Soy Joy were 
very idealistic. They never got a packaging machine for their 
tofu; they just delivered it in bulk in water, which the Danish 
health authorities, who are very strict, did not like. They 
were only in business for about 3-6 months. In late 1985 
Thomas bought most of the tofu equipment owned by Dansk 
Tofu, which had been in business for about 1 year. The 
company was owned by Ted Goldberg, and they had stopped 
making tofu about 6 months earlier. At this time, Dansk Tofu 
simply disappeared. And now Thomas started making tofu 
and marinated tofu, still at Tagens Vej. On 1 Jan. 1986 he 
moved the business to Soendergade in the city of Toelloese, 
Denmark. The business was still named Thomas Tempeh. 
He quickly expanded his product line to include Tofu Pâtés 
and Smoked Tofu. All of his products were always made 
with organically grown soybeans. Then he ran into problems 
with the health inspectors. They did not like the fact that he 
was making tofu and tempeh in the same place, that he was 
smoking the tofu himself, and that there were problems with 
the tofu pasteurization. Moreover, Thomas was overworked 
(18 hours a day) and undercapitalized. He and one employee 
were making 500 kg/week of soy products. So in September 
or October 1986 he sold his business to Urtekraemmeren 
(pronounced ur-te-KRAH-mer-en), which had previously 
imported soyfoods from Japan but had never manufactured 
any.
 Then Thomas went to Switzerland to help out with 
a tofu factory named Berner Tofurei, located in Bern and 
owned by Infi nity, a macrobiotic group. In about Dec. 1986 
Urtekraemmeren moved their newly acquired tempeh and 
tofu company to its present location in Soeborg, Denmark, 
and renamed it Urten’s Tofu, and stopped making tempeh 
since the health inspectors didn’t want tofu and tempeh to 
be made in the same room. Tempeh was selling, but not 
enough to justify buying a separate room and equipment for 
it. In April 1988 Thomas returned to Denmark and began 
to work as a tofu maker for Urtekraemmeren at Urten’s 
Tofu, the company he had founded. The company was in 
bad shape: there were constant problems with the health 
inspectors, the equipment was old and bad, a long pressing 
time led to bacterial contamination, etc. In late 1988 or 
early 1989 Urten’s Tofu started selling their tofu to Nutana, 
a large manufacturer of vegetarian foods owned by the 
Seventh-day Adventist church. This was a turning point in 
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the history of the business. In about May 1989 Thomas told 
Urtekraemmeren that if they invested in new equipment 
he could make the company successful. They liked the 
idea so Thomas went to the SIAL food fair in Paris, met 
Takai, and bought their largest pressure cooker (220 liters), 
new pressing tables, a pasteurizing tank, etc. The next big 
development came in Sept. 1989 when Urten’s Tofu got 
their tofu into the Irma supermarket chain in Denmark. Then 
tofu began to sell better on the health foods market as well. 
Thomas, Tom Kristoffersen, and one other man now make 
the tofu at Urten’s. But it is hard work and wages are low. 
There are no tofu books in Danish.
 Today Urten’s Tofu is the only tofu company in 
Denmark. They make, on average, 750 kg/week of tofu 
(range: 500 to 1,500 kg/week). Their three products are tofu, 
marinated tofu, and tofu pâté. Production is growing nicely 
but varies widely from week to week.
 A new tofu company named Oy Soya Ab is now being 
starting in Ekenäs, Finland, by people there who import 
macrobiotic foods from Japan. One of the people is named 
Elizabeth. Thomas will work as a consultant for this new 
company. Address: Urten’s Tofu, Hoeje Gladsaxe Torv 2, 
DK-2860 Soeborg, Denmark. Phone: 31 67 41 90.

4203. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Re: List and activities of 
Seventh-day Adventist health food companies worldwide. 
Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 24. 6 p. 
Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: For each for the following companies is given 
the date of founding, date manufacturing started, and the soy 
products presently manufactured: Granovita, Spain. Nutana, 
Holland. Nutana, Norway. Nutana name changes. Austrian 
Food Company. DE-VAU-GE, West Germany. Sahm Yook 
Foods, Korea. Sanitarium Health Food Company, Australia 
(3 pages).
 Lists (with addresses) the following companies: 
Sanitarium Health Food Company in Wahroonga, NSW, 
Australia; DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH in 
Lueneburg, West Germany; San-iku Foods in Sodegaura-
machi, Kimitsu-gun, Chiba-ken, Japan; Korean Food 
Factory (Sahm Yook Foods) in Choongchungnam-do, South 
Korea; Alimentos Integronaturales y Panifi cadora la Carlota 
in Montemorelos, N.L., Mexico; Produtos Alimenticios 

Superbom Industria e Comercio Ltda. in Sao Paulo, Brazil; 
Alimentos Granix in Florida, Buenos Aires, Argentina; 
Nutana Health Food Company in Bjaeverskov, Denmark; 
AB Svenska Nutana in Rimbo, Sweden; Granose Foods Ltd. 
in Newport Pagnell, Bucks, England; Pur-Aliment Food 
Factory in Clichy–Cedex, France; PHAG Food Factory in 
Gland, Switzerland (Note: PHAG is an acronym for Produits 
Hygièniques Alimentaires Gland); Egypt Food Factory in 
Heliopolis, Cairo, Egypt; Glaxo India Limited in Bombay, 
India; Westico Foods Ltd. in Mandeville, Jamaica; Industrias 
Covac S.A. in Alajuela, Costa Rica; South China Island 
Union Mission in Hong Kong (3 pages). Address: Director, 
International Health Food Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist 
General Conference, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver 
Spring, Maryland 20904. Phone: 301-680-6674.

4204. Pringle, William. 1990. Re: History and present 
activities of The British Arkady Company Ltd. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 30. 2 p. Typed, 
with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: This company, founded in Sept. 1921, is now 
a member of the Arkady ADM Group. “The British Arkady 
(pronounced AR-kuh-day) was originally a joint company 
between The Ward Baking Co. in the U.S.A. and Baker 
Perkins of Willesden, London, a bakery machine company. 
The original purpose of the company was to sell the Arkady 
product... The original address was Willesden, London, 
England.”
 “Arkady Soya mills is not a separate entity. It is simply a 
name we have used in advertising and promotion. The mills 
making full fat soya fl our belong to British Arkady and are 
on our premises here.
 “British Arkady began to sell T.V.P. in 1965, but we did 
not produce on this site until 1973. The product we sold was 
ADM’s, and we were their agent in the UK.
 In 1974 ADM acquired British Arkady.
 Concerning soymilk: “Our company had a joint venture 
for the production of soya milk dating back to the early 70’s. 
We were the providers of technology and our partners made 
and sold the product. It was based on the use of full fat soya 
fl our (dehulled ground soya beans) which was extracted 
with water. The milk was sold in cans. We no longer have a 
commercial interest in this product, but I believe it is still on 
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sale. We have never sold soya milk based on isolated soya 
protein, but we have given other companies the technology 
and some of these products are still for sale.
 “Haldane Food Group and S.I.O. are fully owned 
subsidiaries of The British Arkady Co. Ltd.
 “British Arkady’s three best-selling products that contain 
soy as a major ingredient, ranked in descending order of 
annual sales, are Full-fat Soya Flour, Textured Vegetable 
Protein, and Bakery ingredients.
 Information on number of employees and annual sales is 
confi dential. Address: Director-General Manager, The British 
Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Rd., Old Trafford, Manchester 
M16 0NJ, England. Phone: 061-872-7161.

4205. Health Food Business (England). 1990. Plamil–
pioneers of soya milk. May.
• Summary: “Twenty-fi ve years ago in 1965 the fi rst British-
made soya milk crept quietly on to the scene via HSW. 
Before this, it was not available anywhere. Plamil Foods, 
the fi rm who pioneered this soya milk, now celebrates its 
25th trading anniversary. Plamil justifi ably claims to have 
infl uenced enough health food and wholefood shop-owners 
and their customers to have created a market for soya milk 
and soya milk products...
 “It is Plamil’s proud boast that throughout its 25 years it 
has marketed exclusively through the health food trade and 
has turned down all requests from supermarkets.”
 A photo shows C.A. Ling.

4206. Paine, Heather. 1990. Editorial: SoyaFoods is alive and 
well! SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe) 1(1):1. Spring/Summer. [1 
ref. Eng]
• Summary: “SoyaFoods is back! After an absence of 4 years 
the American Soybean Association has decided to relaunch 
its newsletter SoyaFoods and here we are! With a new Editor 
and a new format...
 “Initially SoyaFoods will remain a biannual publication, 
but if demand is there we hope to publish more frequently. 
Currently SoyaFoods reaches over 600 contacts in 41 
countries.” Signed, Heather Paine, Editor. Address: editor, 
27a Santos Rd., London SW18 1NT, UK. Phone: 081-874-
5059.

4207. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1990. The tofu 
market in Europe. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 
137 p. 28 cm. [600+ ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction and overview: 
Production of tofu in Europe–Totals by country, Europe’s 
largest tofu manufacturers, trends in the tofu market in 
Western Europe (9 p.). The tofu market in the United 
Kingdom (Ranking of companies, production statistics, 
details on individual companies 10 p.). The tofu market 
in the Netherlands (10 p.). The tofu market in the West 
Germany (21 p.). The tofu market in the France (19 p.). 

The tofu market in the Belgium (10 p.). The tofu market 
in the other European countries (16 p.). Index. List of tofu 
manufacturers in Europe (sorted by country, and within each 
country by company name, 9 p.). Update on the tofu market 
in Europe. April 1991 (28 p.).
 Production of tofu in Europe–Totals by country: United 
Kingdom 47,500 kg/week, started 1966, 35% share of fi ve 
leading countries. Growth rate: 10%. Netherlands 44,500 
kg/week, started 1964, 33% share of fi ve leading countries. 
Growth rate: 8%. West Germany 24,650 kg/week, started 
1981, 18% share of fi ve leading countries. Growth rate: 
10%. France 14,750 kg/week, started 1982, 11% share of 
fi ve leading countries. Growth rate: 35%. Belgium 5,000 
kg/week, started 1977, 4% share of fi ve leading countries. 
Growth rate: unknown.
 Europe’s largest tofu manufacturers: 1. Heuschen-
Schrouff, Netherlands, started 1964, makes 37,500 kg/week. 
2. Dragon & Phoenix, UK, started 1966, makes 20,000 kg/
week. 3. Cauldron Foods, UK, started 1981, makes 15,000 
kg/week. 4. Société Soy, France, started 1982, makes 12,500 
kg/week. 5. Soyastern / Dorstener Tofu, West Germany, 
started 1982, makes 7,000 kg/week. 6. Jonathan PVBA (Div. 
of Lima Foods), Belgium, started 1977, makes 4,500 kg/
week. 7. Regular Tofu Co. (Haldane Foods), UK, started 
1981, makes 4,000 kg/week. 8. Paul’s Tofu, UK, started 
1981, makes 3,500 kg/week. 9. Geestland, West Germany, 
started 1985, makes 3,250 kg/week. 10. Yamato/Huegli, West 
Germany, started 1982, makes 3,000 kg/week. 11. Galactina, 
Switzerland, started 1984, makes 3,000 kg/week. 12. 
Galactina, Switzerland, started 1984, makes 3,000 kg/week. 
13. Soyana, Switzerland, started 1982, makes 3,000 kg/week. 
Total: 116,250 kg/week. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 415-283-2991.

4208. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. Misleading use of 
dairy names. 1(1):2. Spring/Summer.
• Summary: “New UK regulations banning the misleading 
use of dairy names have been introduced in the UK. The 
Milk and Milk Products (Protection and Designations) 
Regulations 1990 implement EC Council Regulation 
1898/87/EEC which protects dairy names by prohibiting the 
use of terms such as ‘soyamilk’ on labels...
 “It will also be an offence to claim or suggest that a 
product is a dairy product by using dairy imagery in the 
labelling or advertising of non-dairy products. In countries, 
like France, where there are even diffi culties in using the 
term ‘Soyadrink’, alternatives such as the Japanese term 
‘tonyu’ are being considered.”

4209. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. Vegetarianism on the 
increase in the UK. 1(1):2. Spring/Summer.
• Summary: “Vegetarianism is the fastest growing health 
trend in the UK. A Mintel survey on ‘British Lifestyles 1990’ 
has found that 1 in 5 people now claim to be vegetarian and 
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most are choosing a healthy diet. Less fats, preserves, oils, 
sugar, bread and salt are being consumed and more cheese, 
fi sh, fruit, fruit juice, and yogurt.
 “Another study carried out by Liverpool Polytechnic on 
students showed similar trends. However in this study animal 
welfare and third world issues rather than cost and healthy 
diet were the most common reasons for giving up meat.”

4210. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. Soya milk 
information [in the UK]. 1(1):7. Spring/Summer.
• Summary: “The Soya Milk Information Bureau was 
launched in April/May last year with the support of 
Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. and since then has handled over 
2,000 enquiries from all over the world. Most queries 
come from consumers concerned about milk allergies but 
interest is also coming from schools. The Bureau produces 
an information pack on soyamilk including literature on 
calcium, diets and packaging. For further information please 
contact: The Soya Milk Information Bureau, The Chestnuts, 
Fosse Way, Moreton Morrell, Warwickshire CV35 9DE.
 “The British Soya Milk Advisory Service was set up 
by Plamil Foods Ltd. also to answer consumer requests for 
information about soyamilk. Their information pack includes 
the history of soyamilk, composition, medical and nutritional 
information and ‘green’ aspects. Their address is British 
Soya Milk Advisory Service, Bowles Well Gardens, Dover 
Rd., Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ.”

4211. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. Helfex 90: 
SoyaFoods products. 1(1):3. Spring/Summer.
• Summary: Gives a very brief (and frustratingly incomplete) 
description of the many new soyfood products introduced at 
Helfex 90, held 8-9 April 1990 at Birmingham, England. The 
statement “The Haldane Foods Group celebrating its 21st 
birthday with the launch of 21 new products at the show...” is 
incorrect, according to a letter (fax) from Peter Fitch, head of 
the Haldane Foods Group (dated 16 July 1990). Twenty-one 
new products were launched and a leafl et described them, but 
this was NOT the company’s 21st birthday.

4212. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. N.V. Vandemoortele 
and Alpro N.V. in Belgium (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
June 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. 
Followed by a letter (fax) on 30 May. 1990.
• Summary: There is no written history of Vandemoortele. 
The starting point and center of operations has always been 
Izegem in Belgium. The company name is pronounced van-
duh-MOOR-tuh-luh in Flemish and van-duh-moor-TELL in 
French. The protein division of N.V. Vandemoortele started 
the company’s soy protein and soymilk research. As long 
as it was only doing research and losing money there was 
no need to start a new company. Alpro started when it was 
clear that there would be income from the sale of the fi rst 
turnkey soymilk plant. At that time, the protein division of 

N.V. Vandemoortele turned into Alpro, and the former then 
ceased to exist. About 5 years ago, Vandemoortele was re-
structured. Vandemoortele International is the new holding 
company for the group (replacing Safi nco) and under it are 
four product groups: N.V. Vandemoortele works with oils 
and fats. N.V. Vamo Mills is an oilseed crusher and maker of 
fl ours (including full-fat and defatted soy fl ours). Vamix is a 
bakery. And Alpro works with natural soyfoods, especially 
soymilk. One top manager is in charge of each of the four 
subsidiaries and he is responsible for everything in that 
company from research to consumer. Philippe is the top man 
at Alpro. Vandemoortele is no longer 100% owned by the 
Vandemoortele family.
 In March 1987 the company began using the subtitle 
“Alpro Natural Soyfoods” instead of its earlier “Alpro 
Protein Products.” The former name made Alpro sound like a 
soy protein isolate company. In July 1986 Alpro began using 
the slogan in French “La Force Végétale du Soja,” then in 
March 1989 they shortened this to “La Force du Soja.”
 Concerning Tetra Brik labels, there are three different 
printing techniques available; some are more economical 
and some give higher quality. If you use the fl exographic 
(fl exo) technique, which uses rubber plates to print, you can 
co-print, i.e. print several packages in one print run. Every 
time you print, they make new rubber plates. There is less 
fl exibility in design. Alpro uses only fl exographic because 
it has more than 100 different packages (It co-packs for 
Lima, Celnat, Perlinger [a health food company in Austria], 
and most U.K. supermarkets under their own brand), but 
the resulting package often looks very simple in color and 
design. Offset uses fi xed plates, which cannot be changed; 
this technique is used for most package printing in the USA. 
Roto (Rotogravure) uses a copper cylinder and is the highest 
cost and highest quality.
 In June 1990 Alpro moved from Izegem into its new 
factory at Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium. 
Phone: 056/43.22.11. Address: Managing Director, Alpro 
N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, B-8610 Wevelgem, Belgium. Phone: 
(056) 43 22 11.

4213. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: Dairylike products made 
from soymilk in Europe. Retail outlets for soymilk in 
Europe, country by country. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff 
at Soyfoods Center, June 19. 1 p. Handwritten. [Eng]
• Summary: The following fi gures are my guesstimates:
 I would estimate that no more than 15% of the soymilk 
made in Europe is then made into dairylike products, not 
including tofu. Of the soymilk made into dairylike products, 
roughly 60% is made into ice creams, 20% into non-frozen 
desserts (incl. puddings, and custards), 15% into yogurts, and 
5% into non-dairy cheeses.
 Of all the soymilk soy in Europe as a beverage, I would 
estimate that 50% is sold at health food stores, 40% at 
supermarket chains, multiples, and general food stores, and 
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10% at Asian retail stores.
 A wild guess as to the percentage of soymilk sold at 
Supermarkets–Health food stores–Asian stores in each 
country would look something like this: United Kingdom, 
West Germany, France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and 
Switzerland would all be 40%–50%–10%.
 Italy, Scandinavia, Spain, and Others would all be 10%–
80%–10%.
 Austria would be 30%–60%–10%. Address: P.O. Box 
19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 42-92776.

4214. Lindner, Anders. 1990. Re: Consumption of soymilk 
in Europe, by country and per capita. Letter (fax) to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, June 19. 1 p.
• Summary: The following fi gures are my guesstimates 
for the amount of soymilk consumed in major European 
countries. Most of the soymilk produced in Belgium [by 
Alpro] and Germany [by DE-VAU-GE] is consumed in other 
countries. Note: The large consumption in the U.K. is due 
to both its large total population and its large population of 
vegetarians and vegans. The latter do not consume milk or 
other animal products.
 Country (Population)–Soymilk consumption in million 
liters–% of total–liters per capita per year
 United Kingdom (56.7 million)–20 million liters*–40% 
of total–0.35
 West Germany (60.2 million)–10 million liters–20% of 
total–0.17
 France (55.8 million)–6 million liters**–12% of 
total–0.11
 Belgium (9.9 million)–3 million liters–6% of total–0.30
 Netherlands (14.7 million)–2 million liters–4% of 
total–0.14
 Switzerland (6.5 million)–2 million liters–4% of 
total–0.31
 Scandinavia*** (22.8 million)–2 million liters–4% of 
total–0.088
 Italy (57.4 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.017
 Austria (7.6 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.13
 Spain (39.8 million)–1 million liters–2% of total–0.025
 Others**** (24.3 million)–2 million liters–4% of 
total–0.082
 Total (355.7 million)–50 million liters–100%–0.14
 * Neil Rabheru, founder and director of Unisoy, the 
largest soymilk manufacturer in the UK, estimates that 18-
20 million liters/year of soymilk are consumed in the UK. 
** Bernard Storup of Société Soy, a large soymilk maker 
in France, estimates consumption of soymilk in France to 
be much higher, about 11 million liters. Storup’s estimate 
is probably more accurate. *** Scandinavia = Sweden (8.3 
million), Denmark (5.0 million), Finland (5.0 million), 
Norway (4.2 million), Iceland (0.25 million).
 **** Others = Portugal (10.2 million), Greece (10.0 
million), Ireland (3.7 million), Luxembourg (0.369 million), 

Malta (0.358 million).
 Highest per capita consumption: United Kingdom 
0.35, Switzerland 0.31, Belgium 0.30, West Germany 0.17, 
Netherlands 0.14, Austria 0.13, France 0.11. Lowest per 
capita consumption: Italy 0.017, Spain 0.025. Address: P.O. 
Box 19002, S-250 09 Helsingborg, Sweden. Phone: 42-
92776.

4215. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products 
Ltd. (Interview). June 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The company, which is basically a soymilk 
company, now makes 6 products: White Wave Soya Milk 
(in sugar free and sweetened varieties), Unisoy Gold (a 
soymilk reinforced with calcium and vitamins), Soya Yogart, 
Maranellis (Organic soya ice cream, sweetened with fruit 
juice; it is delicious), Carob and Banana Drink (organic). 
They plan to soon launch some organic pancakes called 
Crêpolettes. Neil Rabheru founded the company, but the 
idea came from John Patel. Jan Freeman was also involved. 
Mr. Arora, who Neil knows, has never been involved in this 
company. Address: Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, England. 
Phone: 061-430-6329.

4216. Sand, Ralph. 1990. Early work with tofu and imitation 
cheeses at Anderson Clayton Foods in Texas (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. June 30. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In 1972 Ralph started to work as a researcher 
for Anderson Clayton Foods at the William Clayton Research 
Center in Richardson, Texas (just northwest of Dallas). 
Shortly thereafter he hired an assistant, Dick Johnson (who 
now lives in Cross Lake, Minnesota). Ralph worked on 
imitation cheeses for about 12 years. In 1973 Anderson 
Clayton introduced a casein-based Mozzarella-fl avored 
imitation cheese under the Unique Loaf brand. It was made 
at the company plant in Humboldt, Tennessee, which made 
only imitation cheeses. Some of these products are still on 
the market. These were the fi rst successful imitation cheeses 
in the USA.
 The goal of Ralph’s research was to develop imitation 
American (process) and mozzarella cheeses (with some 
interest in imitating a cultured cheese such as Cheddar) 
that used soy protein isolates instead of casein. There were 
various problems: 1. Casein tends to develop a barn-like odor 
when it stands around a while. 2. Getting a true cheese fl avor 
from a fl avor house, or by hydrolysis of natural cheeses tends 
to get a very strong cheese fl avor. 3. Casein contains a little 
cholesterol bound to it, so a casein-based cheese cannot be 
advertised as cholesterol free. 4. Casein has to be imported. 
The best quality comes mainly from Ireland, Australia, or 
New Zealand, where more milk is produced than consumed. 
Casein from the USA would be too expensive. Soy protein is 
widely made domestically.
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 Their research showed that the casein (protein) in 
dairy cheese does not actually melt; the fat melts but the 
protein dissolves in the water contained in the cheese. The 
main problem with soy-based casein-free cheeses was that 
they could not be made to melt. There was some success 
in making a cheese that combined soy protein with casein; 
this product was marketed. They found that a mixture of 
polyphosphates (especially tripolyphosphates) was very 
helpful in making soy proteins dissolve in cheeses. Soy 
protein is extremely diffi cult to work with in cheeses, 
especially because it lacks the solubility characteristics of 
casein. Enzymes (rennin and Mucor miehei [a bacterial 
enzyme that works line rennin]) were applied to the soy 
proteins with some success.
 Marvin Thompson and Dorothy Brower at the Eastern 
Regional Research Lab. in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, did 
considerable work trying to substitute soy protein for casein 
in cheeses, then fermenting it. They had a modicum of 
success.
 In about 1975-76 Anderson Clayton got interested in 
producing tofu as a consumer retail product, either in the 
USA, Mexico, or Brazil. They already sold margarine and 
salad dressings. This tofu work was independent of the 
cheese research. Ralph’s group of 3-4 researchers made 
an engineering study of tofu, studying the protein and oil 
recoveries, doing nutritional and cost analyses, etc. The 
director of research at the time was Mr. Harold Keesee (who 
now lives in the Dallas area). The person who keeps in touch 
with all former Anderson Clayton employees is Jess Covey 
(phone: 214-423-5517). On 6 Jan. 1977 Ralph attended a 
lecture on tofu given by William Shurtleff in Dallas, Texas. 
Afterwards they discussed the subject. After about a year of 
research, the tofu project fi zzled out; the company probably 
fi gured there was not enough money to be made in tofu.
 One of the company’s junior directors, A.H. Tony Chen 
(who now lives at 4113 Midnight Dr., Plano, TX 75093), 
was pushing soy protein in tofu or a product like tofu for 
sale in China. He formed a company, hired a number of ex-
Anderson Clayton employees, and they were making the 
product in Texas. He was having great success until some 
economic problem in China put a damper on his work.
 Ralph was taken away from research on imitation 
cheeses in about 1984 to do other research. He was replaced 
by a person named Pete. Dick Johnson continued in the 
cheese work until about 1987. In about 1984 an imitation 
cheese containing some soy protein was introduced 
commercially. Note: Dick Johnson recalls that Tony Chen 
exported lots of food manufacturing equipment (made by 
other U.S. companies) to China but he was not aware that 
Tony did any work with foods. He is now a consultant in 
Plano, Texas. Address: 182 Moonlight Dr., Plano, TX 75094. 
Phone: 214-423-0050.

4217. Product Name:  Veggie Burger (Shipped from the 

USA to the Soviet Union as a Dry Mix).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4666 Faries Parkway, Box 1470, 
Decatur, IL 62525.  Phone: 800-637-5850.
Date of Introduction:  1990 June.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein concentrate, natural 
fl avors, seasonings.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Peter Golbitz. 1990. 
Soya International. April/June. p. 10-12. “Soya Interview: 
Dwayne Andreas, CEO Archer Daniels Midland: Soybean 
Ambassador.” Peter Golbitz. 1990. Soya International. April/
June. p. 14. “ADM unveils new veggie burger: Over 50 
million served.” “Originally developed by ADM’s wholly-
owned subsidiary in the United Kingdom, British Arkady, 
over fi fty million servings of the veggie burger, along with 
soy sausages and meat analog mixes, were sold in the 
U.K. last year. According to Ron Ferrari, sales manager of 
ADM’s Protein Specialties Division, the veggie burger was 
developed to meet the demands of vegetarians...”
 Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1990. “Annual report.” 
“ADM has introduced its veggie burger, an all-vegetable 
protein food product based on soy protein concentrate. 
This innovative, cholesterol-free, reduced calorie product 
also contains dietary fi ber and appeals to the vegetarian 
market. Early indications of good acceptance in the U.S. and 
U.S.S.R. suggest that this product has global potential...”
 Stewart Reeve. 1991. Soybean Digest. Dec. p. 40a. 
“Fast food delight.” “The product has already proven itself 
in an export market. ADM introduced a similar product 
trademarked as the Veggie Burger to the Soviet Union in 
October 1989 at a food trade show in Moscow. Shipped as 
only the dry mix, Veggie Burgers are sold in Soviet grocery 
stores as the mix or served in restaurants as burgers. The 
Petina restaurant in Moscow now sells 4,500 Veggie Burgers 
a day, Lensch reports. The Veggie Burger is tailored to the 
tastes of Soviet consumers. ‘For example, the Soviet Union 
product has 10% fat content rather than the 5% the U.S. has. 
They’re looking for calories,’ he explains.”
 Talk with Lee Lensch of ADM. 1991. Dec. 16. Initial 
commercial sales began in June 1990. Although Realeat and 
British Arkady developed the Vegeburger in the UK using 
TVP (textured soy fl our), ADM reformulated it in the USA 
using textured soy protein concentrate. Worthington Foods 
has a registered trademark on the name Veggie Burger in the 
USA only, so that is why ADM named its product Harvest 
Burger–after extensive talks with Worthington in the spring 
of 1990. The Veggie Burger made in the USA with textured 
soy protein concentrate is not currently sold in the UK. Kees 
Touw, who is in charge of all international sales for this 
product, would know why it is not sold–but it is probably 
because British Arkady or Haldane has their own line of 
products. Maybe one of their products is now made with 
textured concentrates.
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4218. Golbitz, Peter. 1990. ADM unveils new veggie burger: 
Over 50 million served. Soya International (Bar Harbor, 
Maine). April/June. p. 14.
• Summary: “What vegetarian burger can make the claim 
‘Over 50 million sold?’ Archer Daniels Midland’s (ADM) 
new soy protein-based burger! Made from ADM’s own 
formula of textured soy protein concentrate and other 
vegetable-based ingredients, this is the same burger that 
Soviet offi cials were caught stuffi ng in their pockets at a 
recent U.S. trade fair exhibit in Moscow.
 “Originally developed by ADM’s wholly-owned 
subsidiary in the United Kingdom, British Arkady, over 
fi fty million servings of the veggie burger, along with 
soy sausages and meat analog mixes, were sold in the 
U.K. last year. According to Ron Ferrari, sales manager 
of ADM’s Protein Specialties Division, the veggie burger 
was developed to meet the demands of vegetarians... ‘This 
cholesterol-free product contains dietary fi ber, half the fat, 
20% fewer calories, and similar protein levels of beef.’
 “ADM, because it is not a consumer food products 
company, is currently looking for marketing companies to 
distribute the product to supermarkets, natural food stores 
and supermarkets. ‘We would like to see the product sold in 
fast-food outlets as well, as it would be a natural alternative 
to meat,’ says Ferrari...
 “Dwayne Andreas, ADM’s illustrious chairman, has 
dubbed the burger the ‘ninth wonder of the world’ because it 
has the ability to relieve extreme malnutrition for over 500 
million people.” Address: Soyatech, Bar Harbor, Maine.

4219. Health Food Business (England). 1990. Dairy-free 
cheese from the states. June. p. 30.
• Summary: Galaxy Cheese Company of America has 
appointed Brewhurst as its sole UK distributor, and 
Brewhurst has introduced two ranges of dairy-free cheeses. 
The fi rst range is Soyco, which contains tofu, soy oil, and 
casein, “a dried skim milk protein,” and is sold in 12 oz 
packs in 4 varieties: Cheddar, Edam, Continental, and 
Mozzarella. Grated Parmesan is also available in a 3½ oz 
pack. The second range from Galaxy is Soymage, which is 
claimed to be the world’s fi rst casein free cheese alternative. 
It is also sold in 12 oz packs in the same four varieties as 
Soyco.

4220. Health Food Business (England). 1990. Health Food 
Business retailer guide to Ice Creams. June. p. 21-23.
• Summary: Soy ice creams described, each with a color 
photo, include Berrydales Special Ices, and Dayvilles N’Ice 
Day.

4221. Product Name:  Lea & Perrins Flavored Soy Sauces: 
Soy & Garlic, Soy & Chilli, Soy & 5 Spice, Soy & Ginger.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lea and Perrins Ltd. Subsidiary of 

H.P. Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 31 Registered Offi ce, 
Midland Road, Worcester WR5 1DT, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 June.
Ingredients:  Garlic: Soy sauce (water, soybean extract, salt, 
sugar, wheatfl our), spirit vinegar, sake, garlic extract, colour: 
caramel, modifi ed starch, emulsifi er: lecithin, lemon juice.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  142 ml (5 fl uid oz) bottle.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  New Product News. 1990. 
Aug. 5. p. 46. “Lea & Perrins [in Great Britain] aims to lift 
soy sauce out of the commodity product area with the launch 
of a new line which will sell at almost twice the price of rival 
brands.” Soya International. 1990. July/Sept. p. 4.
 Talk with Sarah Stanley, executive secretary to the 
president at Lea & Perrins. 1991. Jan. 15. The company has 
no such product. At one time they distributed Secret of the 
Orient, which was a line of some packaged dry spice mixes, 
but they have turned those over to another individual, who 
is distributing them. They were not involved with this line 
for very long. Lea & Perrins in the USA is located at 15-01 
Pollitt Dr., Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410-2728. Phone: 201-
791-1600. Try Great Britain. H.P. Foods, 45 Northampton 
Rd., Market Harborough, Leicestershire, England LE16 
9BQ. The company’s world headquarters are in France: BSN 
Group, 7 rue de Tehran, 75831 Paris Cedex 8, France.
 Four Labels and letter sent by J.W. Garnett, Factory 
General Manager, Lea & Perrins Ltd., P.O. Box 31 
Registered Offi ce, Midland Road, Worcester WR5 1DT, 
England. 1991. Jan. 29. 6.5 by 3.25 inches. Paper. Garlic: 
Green, black, red, and white. With the green “V” vegetarian 
logo; “Suitable for Vegetarians.” UPC indicia. “A rich soy 
sauce combined with the fresh taste of garlic and carefully 
blended with Sake–an oriental rice wine. Use in place of 
soy sauce to liven-up stir-frys, round-off casseroles and give 
marinades extra fl avour. No messy handling of raw garlic, 
simply add this blended Soy Sauce to your favourite recipes 
or sprinkle on your meals.” Letter notes that this new line of 
soy products was launched in the UK on 25 June 1990. “We 
make no other products at this time that contain soy sauce 
under the Lea & Perrins Brand but there are some products 
under the HP sauce brand (namely HP Sauce, HP Fruity 
Sauce).”

4222. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1990. 
Bibliography of soy fl our and cereal-soy blends: 3,085 
references from the 3rd century B.C. to 1990, extensively 
annotated. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 427 
p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index. 
Language index. Printed June 6. 28 cm. [3085 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive bibliography 
ever published on soy fl our and cereal-soy blends. It is also 
the single most current and useful source of information 
on this subject available today, since 56% of all references 
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(and most of the current ones) contain a summary/abstract 
averaging 84 words in length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 32 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 15 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 653 commercial soy fl our 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company 
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of 
the composition of the book (by decade, document type, 
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries, 
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are also 
included.
 The price of this 427 page spiral bound book (ISBN: 
0-933332-66-1) is $213. All orders must be prepaid in U.S. 
dollars.
 For Additional Information: Please contact William 
Shurtleff, Director, Soyfoods Center: 510-283-2991. 
Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, 
California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4223. Rabheru, Neil. 1990. Brief history of Unisoy Milk 
‘n’ By-Products Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 2. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Neil, who founded this company, was born 
in Tanzania. One of his parents was of Indian origin (born 
in India). He arrived in the UK in 1972 and went to work 
for a very large electronics company. By the mid-1980s 
he had cornered himself into a very specialized fi eld 
of environmental testing and performance of defence 
equipment. The next step up in the organization was a 
long way away, so having run out of excitement in life, he 
began to look for more rewarding work. While doing a little 

import/export work he met an Indian named Mr. John Patel 
[pronounced puh-TEL] who suggested to him that they start 
a company to make soymilk, soy ice cream, and burgers. Mr. 
Patel did not have any money. The company was founded 
in June 1985. Before anything else happened, Neil became 
very concerned over irregularities in Mr. Patel’s fi nancial 
activities, and decided to discontinue his involvement with 
Mr. Patel. A few days later Mr. Patel died unexpectedly on 
5 Nov. 1985. On Nov. 10-12 Neil selected the location for 
his new plant, then he raised the necessary startup capital 
from fi ve venture capitalists in high tax brackets, but he was 
the company’s only executive. Neil was never in any way 
involved with Michael Cole or with Soya Health Foods Ltd. 
(which is still owned by Mr. Arora, a Sikh) despite what 
others have said. Jan Freeman is presently involved with 
Unisoy.
 In May 1986 Unisoy began to make its fi rst product, 
White Wave Soya Milk (plain/unsweetened, or sweetened 
with raw cane sugar) at their present address. Before this 
time, the soymilk market in the UK was “very stagnant and 
boring, with limited growth. There was a very high price 
differential between dairy milk and soya milk. Soymilk 
packaging was poor. The ratio of the volume of business 
to the number of brands on the market was too high. Too 
many brands were fi ghting for too small a market. There 
was tremendous brand loyalty, promoted in part by the wide 
range of product tastes. That was Unisoy’s biggest problem. 
So Unisoy decided to crash the price barrier, and develop 
some nice packaging and a better tasting, much creamier 
product.” To learn how to make soymilk, Rabheru did an 
extensive study of the literature. He found many confl icting 
opinions but agreement on some basic points. To help 
resolve these, he consulted with Dr. H.L. Wang at the USDA 
Northern Regional Research Center in Peoria, Illinois. He 
developed a unique process, purchased a soymilk plant from 
Taiwan, modifi ed it with steam injection and instrumentation 
to suit his application (he has an engineering background), 
developed soymilk products, ran taste tests, and continued 
improving his process. Unisoy’s main competitors in the 
soymilk market at that time (and still today) were Alpro/
Vandemoortele and Granose. Unisoy has taken over virtually 
all of the market share of Soya Health Foods Ltd., mostly 
because of better quality and lower price.
 In May 1987 Unisoy introduced White Wave Soya 
Yogart, a line of products were yogurt-like desserts in 
fruit fl avors with a shelf-life of 10-11 weeks with aseptic 
packaging. This was followed by Unisoy Carob & Banana 
Organic Drink (Aug. 1988), Unisoy Gold soymilk (March 
1989), Maranellis Ice Supreme (soy ice cream, May 1989), 
and Unisoy Soy Yogart (Aug. 1989). All the previous soy 
ice creams and yogurts in the UK had contained soy protein 
isolates, since the manufacturers did not know how to make 
soymilk with a high protein levels. Even today, all the soy 
ice creams in the UK are made from soya isolates. Unisoy 
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makes a special rich soymilk used specially for making their 
ice cream.
 Over the years Unisoy steadily improved its soymilk 
process with numerous innovations. They now make 
excellent quality soymilk without dehulling the soybeans, 
without adding any oil or lecithin, and using only 1-2 people 
to operate the largely automated plant.
 In Dec. 1988 Neil sold the company to Daisy Dairies 
Ltd. This cooperative group of companies has their head 
offi ce in Hyde, Cheshire, and they also have fresh milk, 
UHT, catering, and ice cream manufacturing divisions, plus 
now Unisoy. He would prefer not to comment on the effects/
results of the sale. Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, 
England. Phone: 061-430 6329.

4224. Rabheru, Neil. 1990. The soymilk industry and market 
in the United Kingdom (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 2. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: There are only two signifi cant manufacturers 
of soymilk from soyabeans in the U.K.; Unisoy and Soya 
Health Foods Ltd. Plamil Foods Ltd. buys soy protein 
isolates from Protein Technologies International, then 
subcontracts with a dairy to have these mixed with water and 
other ingredients, according to Plamil’s formula, to make 
a soymilk. As far as he knows, Plamil has never purchased 
soybeans to make soymilk and has never had their own 
plant. Haldane used to import its soymilk from France. This 
soymilk was made, not from soybeans but from some kind 
of a spray-dried formulation. Then Unisoy started supplying 
Haldane, but that contract came to an end when Haldane 
was acquired by another company. Neil thinks they are now 
importing again, probably from France, not from Australia. 
Haldane’s imports are very small. Neil has never heard of 
Itona Products Ltd. in Wigan, Lancashire [although they are 
still in business in 1990].
 Of the soymilk made in the Unisoy produces well over 
50%. Approximately 18-20 million liters of soymilk are sold 
and consumed in the UK each year. It is the biggest soymilk 
market in Europe, and it is growing at the rate of roughly 15-
26% a year. “The growth has been phenomenal, and the bulk 
of the growth in the European soymilk market seems to have 
been in the UK.” But he doubts very much that it is growing 
faster than 26% a year. The estimated market shares by 
company are: Alpro/Vandemoortele 51%, Granose 15-17%, 
Unisoy 15-17%, and others (Plamil, Soya Health Foods, 
Haldane, etc.) 15-19%.
 In terms of outlets, Granose is sold only in health food 
outlets. Unisoy’s best-selling and most profi table line is its 
four soyamilk products. White Waves sugar free has long 
been the best selling single product, but it is rapidly being 
overtaken by Unisoy Gold (fortifi ed with vitamins and 
minerals), which has been a phenomenal success. The bulk 
of Unisoy’s soyamilk sales is in national multiples/grocery 

chains. Of all Unisoy’s products, about 65% of sales is in 
multiples and 35% in health food stores. Plamil has its own 
clientele; its products are very popular among vegans. Soya 
Health Foods Ltd. has been able to survive largely because 
of their soy ice cream, which was one of the fi rst ones on the 
market in the UK [after Sojal and SoyBoy Soymilk Ices from 
the Regular Tofu Co.] and the most widely available brand 
for a long time. Soyamilk is a very small product for Soya 
Health Foods Ltd. now.
 Alpro/Vandemoortele did the pioneering work in getting 
soymilk into British multiples (supermarkets). In about 1982 
Safeway (which has its origins in America), became the 
fi rst multiple (supermarket chain) to sell soymilk in the UK. 
They sold the Alpro/Vandemoortele line but they sold only a 
small quantity. Safeway has always purchased its soyamilk 
from Vandemoortele. Michael Cole of Soya Health Foods 
Ltd. also deserves a good deal of credit for the growth of 
soymilk in the UK. He did the early work in getting British-
based supermarkets, large chain stores, and normal grocery 
stores interested in carrying soyamilk. By late 1985 Cole 
was selling large amounts of his aseptically packed Sunrise 
Soya Milk to multiples, including Tesco. “Cole did the solid 
job of marketing and bringing soyamilk into the perspective 
it is in now. Then he left Soya Health Foods in mid- to late-
1987.” He started his own consulting company. Today every 
multiple in the country, including the large chemist chains 
(drug stores) are now offering soyamilk to the consumer.
 Unisoy exports their soymilk to the Netherlands, Italy 
(to Parma Soia), and Ireland. It is also sold in Portugal. 
It used to be sold in Belgium. Address: Unit 1, Cromwell 
Trading Estate, Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, 
Cheshire SK6 2RF, England. Phone: 061-430 6329.

4225. Marshall, Philip. 1990. Brief history of the Regular 
Tofu Co. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 9. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This company was started by John Holt. [It 
began production in Dec. 1981.] Holt learned how to make 
tofu, in about 2 days, from Philip Marshall of Cauldron 
Foods Ltd. [which started tofu production in Sept. 1981], 
and Paul Jones of Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh [which started 
tofu production Jan. 1981]. Before that he was involved in a 
spiritual practice, perhaps with Divine Light Mission. He and 
a girl, who was into the same spiritual tradition, got together 
and started the company. It was a very small, kitchen-based 
operation. It went through various growing pains, and 
eventually Holt ended up owning the company himself. He 
got into some fi nancial diffi culty and in about 1983-84 he got 
refi nancing when a fairly large percentage of his shares were 
purchased by an entrepreneur, who formerly had owned a 
medium-sized tailoring business. He then got involved with 
Haldane when they bought the company. They either asked 
him to leave or he left on his own. Philip has no idea where 
he is now.
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 Regular Tofu Co. now may be nothing but a name. 
There is a plant, a very early/antique Takai plant, where 
Haldane has their tofu made. They have a 50% holding in 
an ice cream company and the product is actually made at 
that factory. The address of Regular Tofu Co. is now the 
same as Haldane. Address: Owner, Cauldron Foods Ltd., 149 
South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, 
Bristol BS3 2TL, England. Phone: (0272) 632835.

4226. Marshall, Philip. 1990. Early work with soyfoods in 
the UK: Direct Foods, Whole Earth, Harmony Foods Ltd., 
and Haldane (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 9. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Brian Welsby founded Haldane Foods in 1983. 
But he was active with health foods long before 1980. He 
used to do the product mixing for a company named Direct 
Foods Ltd. (in Petersfi eld, Hampshire), which was owned 
by Peter and Anna Roberts, a very nice, committed pair of 
vegans. They were among the fi rst people to market dried 
soya products, particularly TVP, in the UK. And they were 
certainly the fi rst people to develop the market for composite 
dry soya products–like burger mixes. Philip has no idea 
when Direct Foods started, but it may have been in the late 
1960s. [Note: It started in Aug. 1969.] They were one of the 
pioneers of vegetarianism and veganism in England.
 Greg and Craig Sams are brothers, both American. Both 
are very talented guys, excellent at marketing. Greg is in 
a wheelchair. In the early days, both were the key fi gures/
principals at Whole Earth with the early events at Portobello 
Road. Whole Earth, which started as a bakery, became 
Harmony Foods, a large health food wholesaling company. 
[Note: In 1980 Harmony Foods Ltd. was at 12 Orpheus St., 
Camberwell, London S.E., England.] Harmony had some 
of its own Harmony Foods brands and was one of the fi rst 
companies in the UK to import Japanese miso, shoyu, etc. 
At some point, Whole Earth was sold off as a health food 
wholesaler, and its still going with such popular brands as 
Whole Earth jams, sauce, etc.
 Peter Fitch was responsible for putting together the 
Haldane Foods Group, which incorporates Direct Foods, 
Haldane Foods, and Realeat. Address: Owner, Cauldron 
Foods Ltd., 149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton Vale Trading 
Estate, Bedminster, Bristol BS3 2TL, England. Phone: 
(0272) 632835.

4227. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. The meaning of the symbol 
“e” appearing on European food labels (Overview). July 19. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This is a European Economic Community 
mark, usually written just to the right of a product’s weight 
(e.g. 250 g e), signifying that the product has been packaged 
under the average weight system as covered by the United 
Kingdom’s weights and measures act of 1985.

4228. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods Tofu Kitchen 
{Frozen Ready Meals} (Indonesian: Vegetables & tofu in 
spicy satay sauce, Cantonese: Stir fry vegetables with tofu in 
black bean sauce, Shanghai: Sweet & sour vegetables with 
tofu, or Punjabi: Vegetable briani with tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1990 July.
Ingredients:  Indonesian: Spicy satay sauce (water, sieved 
tomatoes, onions, peanut butter, creamed coconut, soy 
sauce, tomato puree, spices and seasonings, modifi ed starch, 
vegetable oil, salt), Marinated Tofu (tofu–water soya beans, 
calcium sulphate, marinade–water, shoyu sauce, sugar, salt, 
garlic, ginger, citric acid), baby sweetcorn, sugar, snap peas, 
red peppers, vegetable oil. Fried rice: Cooked white and 
brown rices, sweet-corn, vegetable oil, onions, chives.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 5.9 gm, fat 5.9 gm, 
carbohydrates 13.9 gm, calories 147.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter (fax) from Philip 
Marshall. 1990. July 9. This product, in 4 varieties, was 
introduced in 1990. Labels (4) sent by Philip Marshall 
of Cauldron Foods. 1990. July 9. 9 by 7 by 1.25 inches. 
Multi-color. A large color photo of the ready-to-serve dish 
(accompanied by chopsticks or fork) is in the upper left hand 
corner of the front panel; behind it is a pastel blue, green, 
yellow, and black map of that part the world from which the 
dish originates. Below the product name is a brief description 
of the dish. “Microwave or oven cook. A complete vegetable 
meal.” Suitable for vegetarians: Circled green V certifi cation 
symbol. Serves 1. The back panel gives information about 
tofu and detailed cooking instructions.

4229. Health Now (England). 1990. Plamil’s 25th silver 
anniversary. July.
• Summary: From the beginning, Plamil has had “vegan 
nutritional requirements uppermost in mind with the 
provision of the necessary calcium and vitamins B-2, B-12, 
and D-2–this in contrast to some other brands of imported 
soya milk which are devoid of these nutrients.”

4230. Kontessis, P.; Jones, S.; Dodds, R.; Trevisan, R.; 
Nosadini, R.; Fioretto, P.; Borsato, M.; Sacerdoti, D.; 
Viberti, G. 1990. Renal, metabolic and hormonal responses 
to ingestion of animal and vegetable proteins. Kidney 
International 38(1):136-44. July. *
• Summary: Soy protein, in comparison with animal protein, 
does not adversely affect kidney function. Thus soy protein 
may have a role in the prevention and treatment of kidney 
disease. The authors suggest that kidney disease patients 
would benefi t as much by substituting soy protein for animal 
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protein as by restricting overall protein intake.

4231. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 1990. Soymilk 
in Europe: The industry and market, commercial products, 
publications, and history. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods 
Center. 261 p. July 17. Indexes. 28 cm. [763 ref]
• Summary: Since the mid-1980s, the soymilk industry 
and market in Western Europe has been booming, and the 
future looks very bright. Many large companies with plenty 
of capital and marketing expertise are entering the market, 
product quality and diversity is steadily improving, and 
consumers are showing and increased interest in nutritional 
protein beverages that are free of cholesterol and lactose, and 
low in saturated fats.
 Soymilk production and growth rate: Production of 
soymilk in western Europe as a whole is estimated to have 
grown to 30–42.5 million liters/year (7.9–11.2 million 
gallons/year) in 1990, up from only 6-10 million liters/year 
(1.59–2.64 million gallons/year) in 1984, a roughly fi vefold 
increase in 6 years. This represents an average compound 
growth rate of about 30% a year.
 Estimates of total market size (not including infant 
formulas): Philippe Vandemoortele, managing director of 
Alpro, Europe’s largest soymilk manufacturer, estimates the 
adult soymilk market in Europe to be 30 million liters/year. 
Asger Somer Hansen, managing director of DTD/STS, one 
of Europe’s two largest suppliers of soymilk plants, estimates 
35-40 million liters/year. Anders Lindner, managing director 
of DTD/STS until late 1989, estimates 42.5 million liters/
year, plus an additional 7.5 million liters/year that are made 
into dairylike products such as soy puddings, yogurts, ice 
creams, and cheeses.
 Leading countries: The largest soymilk market in 
Europe is clearly in the UK, because of its large population 
of vegetarians and vegans (vegans do not consume milk 
or any other animal products), its large total population, 
its large number of soymilk manufacturers and marketers, 
the fact that soymilk is now sold in many UK multiples/
supermarkets, its relatively long history of soymilk 
production, and the fact that many soymilk products bear 
the generic name “Soya Milk” on the front panel. The fi rst 
commercial soymilk in England was Solac, launched in 
1912 with great fanfare and publicity by the Solac Company/
Synthetic Milk Syndicate. Roughly 40% of all soymilk 
consumed in Europe is consumed in the UK, and per capita 
consumption is also highest there. The second largest market 
is probably France, with West Germany a very close third.
 Leading manufacturers: Two companies (Alpro in 
Belgium and DE-VAU-GE in West Germany) dominate 
the market with an estimated 70% market share, and that 
percentage is not likely to decrease. Competition is fi erce 
and increasing. Alpro, which began making soymilk in 1979 
and now produces about 21 million liters/year, is building 
a new plant at Wevelgem, Belgium, which is scheduled 

to begin operation in June 1990. Costing about US$15 
million, it will have a capacity of 45 million liters/year. DE-
VAU-GE’s plant, which was built by DTD/STS and began 
operation in August 1985, now produces about 12 million 
liters/year but has a capacity of 3,000 to 4,000 liters/hour 
of fi nished soymilk. Other manufactures with the year they 
started making soymilk and their current estimated annual 
production in liters/year: Unisoy (UK, 1986) 3 million; 
Cacoja (France, 1987) 3 million; Soyana (Switzerland, 1985) 
2.5 million; Société Soy (France, 1975) 1.2 million; Soya 
Health Foods (UK, 1985) 1 million; Galactina (Switzerland, 
1969) 1 million; Triballat (France, 1989) 0.5 million; Innoval 
(France, 1987) 0.5 million; Crivellaro (Italy, 1989) 0.5 
million. Other smaller producers include Plamil (UK, 1965), 
Haldane (UK, 1984), Itona (UK, 1964), and Ralston Purina 
España (Spain 1984).
 Price: The retail price of soymilk is 2-3 times as high as 
that of cow’s milk.
 Packaging: Virtually all European soymilk and 
soymilk-based products are now sold in Tetra Brik Aseptic 
cartons. But with the growing concern about and legislation 
concerning disposal of solid wastes, one very big potential 
danger lies on the horizon for soymilk–that aseptic 
packaging will be increasingly banned, as it already has 
been in the state of Maine in the USA after Sept. 1990. If 
the manufacturers of aseptic packaging do not fi nd a truly 
recyclable package or establish a workable system to recycle 
their current packages, soymilk could be in for hard times.
 Soymilk trends in Europe: Though soymilk production 
has increased fi vefold since 1984, it is still minuscule 
compared to cow’s milk. The fl avor of soymilk continues 
to be a major problem for most Europeans. Features/
benefi ts attracting Europeans to soymilk are its freedom 
from cholesterol and lactose, and the fact that its production 
places less of a burden on the environment and on factory-
farmed dairy cows. Most of the soymilk in Europe is sold 
to the natural/health food trades via health food stores and 
(in German speaking countries) Reform House chains. Only 
in France and the UK (plus a little in Belgium) is it also 
marketed as a mainstream product through supermarkets. 
A small amount is consumed by Asian-Europeans and 
Seventh-day Adventists. Organically grown soybeans are 
used in a large and increasing percentage of European 
soymilk. In the UK, innovative natural sweeteners (such as 
apple juice) have also started to be used. Private labeling: 
Many large European natural/health food manufacturers 
and/or distributors now sell soymilk under their own brand. 
Alpro produces many private-label brands. This practice is 
much more common in Europe than in the USA. Medical 
Soy and Parma Soia in Italy are two recent additions to this 
growing list. Soymilk is widely exported across national 
boundaries within Europe. This will probably not change 
much after 1992. Many large companies have entered the 
market since 1985 with large automated plants, but many of 
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these are running at a small percentage of their capacity–and 
thus are losing money. Because of the surpluses of cow’s 
milk in Europe, there are many regulations (including value 
added taxes and labeling restrictions) against “imitation 
dairy products.” These differ from country to country 
and will probably become less severe after 1992. These 
practices are much more restrictive in Europe than in the 
USA, although also in the USA soymilk is not allowed to be 
labeled “soymilk.” European dairy magazines (unlike their 
counterparts in America) continue to view soymilk with fear 
and criticism, even ridicule, at the same time that many large 
European dairy companies are jumping into this new market 
that shows future promise–which the European cow’s milk 
market seems not to. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549.

4232. Product Name:  Sunrise Ice Dream (Non-Dairy 
Frozen Dessert) [Cassata, Coconut].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Health Foods, Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 4, Guinness Road, Trafford 
Park, Manchester M17 1AU, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990 July.
Ingredients:  Soya milk (made with purifi ed water), corn 
syrup, vegetable oil, fructose, vanilla bean extract, emulsifi er 
(vegetable mono-diglyceride), stabilisers (guar gum, locust 
bean gum, pectin), mixed fruits (pineapple, raisins, cherries, 
green melon, gold melon, orange & lemon peel, ginger, 
grapes), natural colours (beta carotene, beetroot red), 
chlorophyllins.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter plastic tub (rectangular).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter and Label sent by 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 10. Cassata and Coconut 
were launched in July 1990. Label is 6.75 by 4.5 inches. 
Paperboard, fi ts down into plastic lid. Yellow, red, green, 
and brown. Color photo shows vanilla colored scoops of ice 
cream in a glass bowl with two wafers stuck into them, and 
surrounded by sliced and whole fruits. “Made from natural 
ingredients. Lactose free.”

4233. Visser, Aat. 1990. Re: Brief history of UniMills B.V., 
Croklaan, and Loders Croklaan B.V., now subsidiaries of 
Unilever. Letter (fax) to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, Aug. 6 and Aug. 27. 4 p. [Eng]
• Summary: In 1910 a company named VOZ (Verenigde 
Oliefabrieken Zwijndrecht) was founded at Zwijndrecht, the 
Netherlands. Unimills was part of this company, founded 
by Van de Bergh & Jurgens, and later joined the Margarine 
Union, which was one of the roots of Unilever. Unimills was 
part of Unilever from the start in 1930.
 In Nov. 1971 Croklaan was acquired by Unilever. 
Before Nov. 1971 this company’s name was Unimills B.V., 
based in Wormerveer, Netherlands? In Jan. 1973 the name 

was changed to Unimills. Unimills International (which 
does not exist any more) was formed by the factory in 
Mannheim, Germany, the factory in Erith [on the River 
Thames just east of London], UK, and the factory in 
Zwijndrecht, Netherlands. Note: The only Unimills left now 
is Zwijndrecht. Unimills was part of the Unilever Oil Milling 
Division, which had factories in the Netherlands, United 
Kingdom, and West Germany.
 In 1973 Unimills started to produce soya protein 
concentrates on a pilot plant scale. In Jan. 1976 Unimills 
introduced Soycomil K and P, soy protein concentrates for 
young animals, and Unico. Production was (and still is) at 
Lindtsedijk 8, 3336 LE Zwijndrecht, Netherlands.
 In Sept. 1986 the spelling of Unimills was changed to 
UniMills. At that time, Loders Croklaan was created from 
Croklaan (already owned by Unilever), and from Loders & 
Nucoline (a division of Croklaan in the United Kingdom). 
Loders Croklaan was and is located at Cairn Mills Silverton, 
near London, England. Immediately thereafter, Loders 
Croklaan took over responsibility for operating the protein 
division of UniMills. Loders Croklaan is substantially 
larger than Aarhus Oliefabrik; it has been and continues to 
be the largest manufacturer of soya protein concentrate in 
Europe. Although the main sales of Soycomil K and P are to 
the specialty feed industry, the sales of Unico for food are 
becoming more and more important.
 Also in Sept. 1986, three of the oil mills were sold to 
ADM. These were European oilseed processing facilities 
on 30 April 1986. These are Unilever’s soybean plant at 
Europoort (Rotterdam), the Netherlands, the oilseed plant at 
Spyck, West Germany, and the oilseed plant and vegetable 
oil refi nery at Hamburg, West Germany. In June 1988 the 
name of UniMills GmbH Hamburg was changed to UniMills 
International; its head offi ce was at Bonadiestrasse 3-4, 
D-6800 Mannheim-Industriehafen, West Germany.
 In Sept. 1990 the oil mill at Erith in the United Kingdom 
will be sold to ADM, and UniMills International? at 
Mannheim in West Germany will be sold to Ferruzzi of Italy. 
After these sales, Unimills will have only one production 
unit left, at Zwijndrecht.
 Today UniMills Zwijndrecht produces protein products, 
lecithins, emulsifi ers, and fractionated fats, and has refi ning 
and hardening facilities for fats and oils. Unilever’s world 
headquarters are: Unilever N.V., Burgemeester Jacobpl. 1, 
3015 CA, Rotterdam, Netherlands. Address: Hogeweg 1, 
1521 AZ Wormeveer (P.O. Box 4, 1520 AA Wormeveer), 
Netherlands. Phone: (0)75-292911 or 292404.

4234. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1990. Re: Seventh-day Adventist 
health food companies worldwide. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Aug. 17. 4 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Nutana of Holland do not manufacture the 
fi ve products that are listed in my letter of May 24. Each 
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of the products does contain soya as an ingredient, and it is 
my understanding that they are manufactured by Nutana of 
Denmark.
 “Nutana of Norway, established in 1970, and you are 
right, it was formerly known Dagens Kost, but was renamed 
Nutana Norge, in 1982. In Norway they are strictly a 
marketing branch and do not manufacture any foods at all.”
 Sahm Yook Foods is the offi cial name of the Korean 
Food Factory.
 Alimentos Colpac is the offi cial name of the food 
factory in Navojoa, Sonora, Mexico; it was established in 
1969. The Montemorelos Branch is known as Alimentos 
Integronaturales y Panifi cadora la Carlota; it was established 
in 1981.
 Granose Foods Ltd. of England moved from 
Stanborough Park, Watford, Herts, to Howard Way, Newport 
Pagnell, Bucks., in Jan. 1989. The offi cial opening date was 
9 July 1989.
 PHAG (of Switzerland) is written in all upper-case 
letters; it is not an abbreviation of anything.
 Glaxo Ltd. India has nothing to do with the Seventh-day 
Adventist church.
 DE-VAU-GE was primarily responsible for setting up 
the Adventist food industry in Spain and the Kolett’s brand 
is packed specifi cally for the Spanish market. DVG has 
two brand names which are manufactured for the reform or 
natural foods market in Europe: Granovita and Bosen. The 
products under the Bosen label were originally made in their 
bakery.
 Pan American Health Service in Honduras still produces 
soymilk. Mountain View College in the Philippines is still 
making meat analogues and perhaps soya milk–but only 
for their own use. Bandung College (now called Bandung 
Academy) in Indonesia is still in operation and they may 
be making soya products. Two years ago they wanted very 
much to start a food factory, but it did not happen. The Hong 
Kong Hospital is still operating and they still manufacture 
small amounts of food, basically for their own use. South 
China College has a long history. It was established in 1903 
as Bethel Girls’ School, but underwent several name changes 
and changes of location due to political turmoil and the 
Sino-Japanese war of 1937, followed by the violence of the 
Second World War.
 “Eventually it was re-established at Clear Water Bay in 
Kowloon, in 1958 and a college curriculum introduced in 
1962. Its name was changed to South China Union College 
in 1964. In 1981 they offi cially adopted its name and has 
been called Hong Kong Adventist College since then. It still 
operates today, and possibly manufactures small quantities 
of food, basically for their own use.” Address: Director, 
International Health Food Assoc., Seventh-day Adventist 
General Conference, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver 
Spring, Maryland 20904.

4235. Tivall. 1990. Tivall vegetarian food products: Growth 
with nature’s goodness (Portfolio). Kibbutz Lochamei 
Hagetaot, Mobile Post, Oshrat 25220, Israel. 6 p., incl. 4 
inserts. 29 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The cover of this full-color brochure shows 
an empty white plate fl anked by a fork and spoon. The 
four inserts describe the company’s four main product 
lines: Tivall in Israel, Garden Gourmet in the USA, Tivall/
Tesco in Great Britain, Gourmet Vert in France, and Tivall 
Gourmet-Garten in Germany. Each line has completely 
different package designs and product names. Each 2-sided 
color insert contains a photo of the package and details on 
each product for each line. For example, Tivall/Tesco retail 
products in the UK are: Vegetarian sausage, Vegetarian 
burger, Vegetarian cocktail sausage, Vegetarian sausage 
roll, Vegetarian strudel, Vegetarian schnitzel, Vegetable 
patty, Vegetarian whole wheat schnitzel, Vegetarian slicing 
sausage, Vegetarian nuggets. This line also includes the 
following products available in catering packages of 2.27 
kg, 3, 5, or 10 kg: Vegetarian lasagna, Vegetarian burger for 
“Tesco,” and Vegetarian Grills for “Tesco.”
 The French Gourmet Vert line includes: Freeburg 
(vegetarian burger), Crocknack (sausage), Vege-Pane 
(cutlets), Takit (nuggets), Crockroll (sausages in pastry), 
Vege-feuillete (savory fi lling in pastry), Gale vert (patty with 
vegetables and grain).
 The German Tivall Gourmet-Garten line includes: 
Gemuese Patties (spinach, or carrots, corn & peas), Veglettes 
(Schnitzel), and Sesamies (nuggets).
 Four color photos show: An aerial view of the Tivall 
food factory, sausages coming down a stainless steel 
chute off the production line, patties being packaged on a 
conveyor, chefs in tall white hats cutting the products in a 
kitchen. “Tivall. A patented process and unique seasoning 
system guarantee the winning combination that shoppers are 
looking for.”
 The Tivall international network includes the head offi ce 
in Israel, plus distributors John A. Taylor Ltd. in London, 
Yarden France in Paris, Schoenmakers Import & Export in 
Ooltegensplaat, Holland, F. Nowak GmbH in Essen, West 
Germany, and Tivall USA Inc. in Kensington, Maryland. 
Address: Oshrat, Israel. Phone: 04-858700.

4236. Tivall. 1990. Tivall frozen foods (Portfolio). Kibbutz 
Lochamei Hagetaot, Mobile Post, Oshrat 25220, Israel. Four 
inserts. 31 cm. [Eng]
• Summary: The cover of this full-color brochure shows a 
silver, green, and black oval that reads “Tivall Frozen Foods” 
against a bright yellow rectangle, set in a black background. 
The four pages of inserts describe individual products. The 
two inside pages bear the V-shaped logo of the Vegetarian 
Society of the UK, but in black on a white background. The 
brochure is targeted at the British market. “The demand 
to maintain a healthy diet is underway and no longer is it 
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considered a fad but a way of life. Today over 30 million 
British adults claimed to be concerned about nutrition and 
over half of them say that they are trying to cut down on 
their fat intake. In the last 5 years, cholesterol has become 
something to avoid. It is against this backdrop that Tivall has 
developed a wide range of tasty products which are based 
on Soya and Wheat Protein but match the nutritional values, 
taste, and texture of meat. Tivall products are natural and 
wholesome, do not contain additives, preservatives, artifi cial 
colouring or meat.
 “Tivall products give today’s caterer an extra option–
something new and tasty which appeals to the health 
conscious customer. A range of products which are suitable 
for vegetarians and taste good too. The Tivall products offer 
the caterer portion control and more menu alternatives. 
Because the products are frozen they are simple to prepare 
and serve without waste.
 “Tivall products originate from an ultra-modern frozen 
foods factory in Israel. The name Tivall itself means ‘quality 
from nature.’ The production process is truly revolutionary 
and at last there’s a vegetarian alternative to meat that 
matches the nutritional value and texture of meat but without 
cholesterol, without artifi cial colourings, additives, and 
preservatives. Tivall Frozen Foods, Jatko House, 798 High 
Road, London N17, England. Tel: 01-801-6421.
 The inserts give details on, and large color photos show: 
Vegetarian garden vegetable pattie [sic, patty], Vegetarian 
savoury strudel, Vegetarian burger, and Vegetarian whole-
wheat schnitzel.
 On the rear cover of the portfolio is a color photo of the 
“ultra-modern frozen foods factory in Israel” where Tivall 
products are made. Standing in the foreground are 30-40 
employees dressed in blue uniforms. Address: Oshrat, Israel. 
Phone: 04-858700.

4237. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1990. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p.
• Summary: Net sales for 1990 were $7,751 million, down 
2.3% from 1989. Earnings for 1990 were $483.5 million, 
up 13.9% from 1989. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is 
$3,573 million, up 17.8% from 1989. “This fi fth straight 
year of record earnings showed good contributions from 
the Company’s core businesses of oilseed, corn, and wheat 
processing and was aided by initial contributions from some 
of the new value-added operations... The company operates 
121 processing plants in the U.S. and owns, or has an 
ownership interest in, 25 foreign plants...
 “The protein specialties division expanded both in 
terms of output and facilities this year. The production of 
edible soy protein isolates more than doubled this year due 
to greater market penetration in both domestic and export 
markets. The production of soy protein concentrates also 
increased as this product demonstrated its adaptability in 
food and animal feed products.

 “A new facility for the production of industrial soy 
protein isolates was brought on line in February. These 
products are used in a variety of markets worldwide, 
including the paper coating industry. ADM is the only 
company which produces a complete line of value-added soy 
proteins.
 “ADM has introduced its veggie burger, an all-vegetable 
protein food product based on soy protein concentrate. 
This innovative, cholesterol-free, reduced calorie product 
also contains dietary fi ber and appeals to the vegetarian 
market. Early indications of good acceptance in the U.S. and 
U.S.S.R. suggest that this product has global potential...
 “ADM Ross & Rowe expanded its facilities this 
year with the completion of a new lecithin production 
plant in Decatur, Illinois. The division is now capable of 
producing modifi ed, enzyme hydrolized, complexed and 
microbiologically pure lecithins” (p. 4-5).
 From page 8 to page 15 are four 2-page color photo 
spreads, each concerning ADM’s new Vege Burgers. The text 
of each reads: London: “Due to the trend toward healthier 
eating, many restaurants in Great Britain, including the Hard 
Rock Cafe in London, offer Vege Burgers as a popular menu 
choice.” Moscow: “Cafe Vege Burger opened in Moscow 
in early spring and sales have far exceeded expectations.” 
Great Britain: “Vege Burgers are sold in a variety of fl avors 
in many retail grocery and health food stores throughout 
Great Britain.” Decatur, Illinois: “In the Decatur area, several 
grocery stores and employee cafeterias are now selling 
veggie burgers to the growing number of health-conscious 
consumers looking for nutritious, good-tasting food.”
 “Haldane Food Group has benefi tted from the ongoing 
trend toward a healthier and more varied diet. A recent 
Gallup poll which indicates a 150% increase in vegetarians 
since 1984 helps to explain the emergence of Vege Burger 
and other TVP products as market leaders. Over 60 million 
servings of Vege Burgers were sold by Arkady Group 
companies last year. Production capacity at the Coventry 
frozen food factory has been supplemented with off-site 
storage and additional burger manufacturing machinery. 
Kwality Foods, now renamed Saucemasters Ltd., has 
enjoyed increased sales in a potential growth market, 
especially with private label businesses. The company’s 
manufacturing capacity has been expanded with the addition 
of bottle and jar fi llers, labellers, and more off-site storage. 
Genice Ltd. has introduced an extended range of non-
dairy ice creams based on soya isolate, soya milk, or tofu. 
Yogurt-based ice creams are now being marketed.” Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

4238. Maitre, Pierre. 1990. Current European markets for 
soyafoods. Lecture presented at Eurosoya Conference. Held 
5-7 Sept. 1990 at Strasbourg, France. *
• Summary: The following is summarised from a report 
by SoyaFoods (1990. 1(2):6-7). France: A study in April 
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1990 on 2,052 men and women showed that for 33% of 
respondents the word ‘soya’ was associated with oil. Indeed 
66% had not heard of any soyafoods. Of the remaining 34%, 
only 19% had heard of soyamilk and 19% of soya-based 
desserts. Tofu and other products were less well known. 
Some 57% thought soya was a modern product, 66% thought 
soya was nutritious, and 61% thought soya was good for 
slimming. The reasons for not consuming soyafoods were 
given as follows: Never thought about it 45%. Prefer to buy 
my usual brands 14%. Do not like the taste 14%. Not found 
in shops 6%. Too expensive 5%.
 For those who had tasted soyamilk or desserts, the 
taste was rated as follows: Soyamilk and other soy drinks: 
Rather good taste 58%, neither good nor bad 29%, rather 
bad taste 8%. Desserts: Rather good taste 61%, neither good 
nor bad 26%, rather bad taste 11%. As a result of this survey 
in France, SOJAXA is targeting its activities to address 
the problem of educating the consumer about soyafoods, 
in particular tofu which is less well known in France than 
soyamilk and desserts.
 The UK: Most large supermarkets carry soyafoods, 
except Marks and Spencer. The strong interest in 
vegetarianism has played a major role in the development 
of the soyafoods market. Vegetarians represent about 8.6% 
of the population and the vegetarian market is estimated at 
about £5 billion.
 Benelux: The Benelux markets are similar to France. 
In Belgium there are at least 11 suppliers of soyamilks. 
The most popular products are drinks and desserts. Higher 
income groups tend to consume soyafoods.
 Germany: Soyafoods are more widely carried in natural 
food stores (Biolaeden) and Reform Houses (Reformhaeuser) 
than in supermarkets. Young German consumers accept 
soyafoods more readily than French consumers but price 
is an important factor. German consumers seem to be well 
informed about products and the best selling items (in 
descending order of importance) are tofu, sauces, sausages 
and delicatessen products, milks, and desserts. The following 
percentages of shoppers in Biolaeden and Reform Houses 
have positive opinions about soyafoods: 70% in the age 20-
30 group, 55% in the age 30-40 group, and 65% in the over 
40 age group.
 “Spain: Soyafoods development is fairly constant 
in Mediterranean countries such as Spain. All soyafoods 
are imported and are found in specialist shops, generally 
associated with dietetic products, e.g. calorie controlled 
products. Only recently have soyafoods been sold in large 
supermarkets. The infl uence of tourism has led to a changed 
image for soyabeans which are perceived as good for health 
and a modern lifestyle. Current interest is producing new 
products which are geared to local tastes. The most common 
products at present are soya drinks, desserts, sauces and soya 
sausages. Sales in non-specialist shops are likely to become 
more important.

 “Italy: Soya foods and products containing soya are sold 
mainly for dietetic reasons.
 “In summary Mr. Maitre felt that progress had been 
made over the years in terms of product quality, marketing, 
product information and international recognition, but 
there should be no complacency. More will need to be done 
to stimulate demand in Europe.” Address: 18 Square les 
Oliviers, 13111 Coudoux–Aix en Provence, France. Phone: 
33/43.52.09.44 (fax).

4239. Mead, Nathaniel. 1990. The champion diet. East West. 
Sept. p. 44-50, 98-99, 102, 104. [1 ref]
• Summary: An overview of the landmark Chinese Health 
Project, a joint research project of scientists from Cornell 
University, Oxford University in England, the Chinese 
Academy of Preventive Medicine, and the Chinese Academy 
of Medical Sciences. T. Colin Campbell, a nutritional 
biochemist at Cornell, is one of the leaders of the study.

4240. Reddy, M.; Flynn, A. 1990. Bioavailability of iron and 
zinc from cow’s milk and soya milks in suckling rats. Irish J. 
of Food Science and Technology 14(2):121. Sept. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is the abstract of a paper presented at the 
20th Annual Food Science and Research Conference, held 
12-13 Sept. 1990 at Cork, Ireland. “Recently, soy milks 
have become widely available as substitutes for cow’s milk. 
Soy products contain phytic acid which has been shown to 
reduce the nutritional bioavailability of trace elements. This 
study was carried out to compare the bioavailability of iron 
and zinc in cow’s milk and soy milks.” The results show 
that soy milks are slightly better sources of bioavailable iron 
but much poorer sources of bioavailable zinc than cow’s 
milk. Address: Dep. of Nutrition, University College, Cork, 
Republic of Ireland.

4241. Vandemoortele, Philippe. 1990. Soymilk, a traditional 
milk substitute. Paper presented at the Eurosoya Conference. 
5 p. Held 5-7 Sept. 1990 at Strasbourg, France.
• Summary: Contents: Tradition. Milk imitation or 
substitute? (It is a substitute). New process for making 
soymilk (giving improved taste and nutritional value). New 
products (such as dairylike products). Standards (a protein 
content of at least 3.6% should be guaranteed). Terminology 
(The terms “soya milk” and “soy-bean milk” have been used 
in published materials since 1897. Because of the protection 
of the word “milk,” most soymilks in Europe are labeled 
“soya drink,” except in the UK where the term “soymilk” 
has been legalized). Soymilk imitation (Soymilk made from 
soy protein isolates, fats, sugar, etc. is neither a natural nor a 
traditional product). The market. Producers. Future of soya 
milk. Negative perspectives. Conclusion.
 “It is diffi cult to determine the amount of soymilk 
produced and consumed in Europe. In 1986-87 a number of 
enthusiastic reports drastically overestimated the European 
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soymilk market. Some publications, for example, estimated 
that the market in the UK totalled about 30,000 metric 
tons (tonnes; i.e. about 30 million liters). The latest reports 
(1989) however seem to provide more reliable and realistic 
information. Agrarwirtschaft has recently [March 1989, 
38(3):74-83] published fi gures stating that the market 
grew from 16,000 tonnes in 1986 to a projected 28,500 
tonnes in 1992. There is no question however that soymilk 
consumption has risen substantially in the last 5 years. Yet 
soymilk remains a marginal market and accounts for less 
than 0.1% of the total dairy market. The U.S. market on the 
other hand is estimated at 16,000 tonnes for 1989.
 “Today there are more than 14 commercial soymilk 
producers in Europe, producing and packaging soymilk in 
more than 200 different packages. Their total capacity is 
estimated at approximately 60,000 tonnes a year...”
 Presently the two main disadvantages with soymilk 
are its taste, and its high price compared with cow’s milk. 
Address: Managing Director, Alpro N.V., Vlamingstraat 28, 
B-8560 Wevelgem, Belgium. Phone: (056) 43 22 11.

4242. Hymowitz, Ted. 1990. Carolus Linnaeus, George 
Clifford, and the arrival of soybeans in Europe (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 1. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: We know very little about how the early 
soybeans got to Europe. As a young man in Sweden, 
Linnaeus wanted to get married. But his future father-in-law 
wouldn’t allow him to marry until he obtained his medical 
degree. So he went to the Netherlands, to the University of 
Harderwijk, where he got his medical degree in 2 weeks. 
But people in Sweden expected him to be gone for several 
years, so he didn’t know what to do. He decided to bum 
around. He was invited by George Clifford (lived 1685-
1760) at Hartecamp, the Netherlands, to take care of him, as 
a doctor. Clifford was a very wealthy man and somewhat of 
a hypochondriac. Linnaeus was invited to look at Clifford’s 
garden at Hartecamp, and there he fi rst saw a soybean 
growing. Clifford was a director of the Dutch East India 
Company; any of the company’s ships could have brought 
soybean seeds to Clifford from the East Indies. In 1737 
Linnaeus, in Hortus Cliffortianus, described the soybeans 
growing in Clifford’s garden. Note: This was the earliest 
document seen (Jan. 2005) concerning the cultivation of 
soybeans in Europe. After leaving Clifford, Linnaeus went 
to Paris and met de Jussieu. He traveled around Europe, then 
returned to Sweden and got married.
 In 1753 Linnaeus published the fi rst edition of Species 
Plantarum, in which he confused the soybean and the mung 
bean. He repeated his extraordinary blunder in the second 
edition 1763. Then at some time between 1763 and 1767 he 
obtained some soybean seeds from someone (perhaps one of 
the many students he sent out around the world) and grew 
them at his garden in Uppsala. In 1767 he fi rst recorded the 

existence of a soybean plant in his collection at Uppsala 
(which he noted with a “U”). Then he realized he had made a 
mistake.
 In about 1739-40, some soybeans were sent by French 
missionaries to Buffon in Paris. Sometime between 1763 and 
1767 Linnaeus grew soybeans at his garden in Uppsala. In 
1812 William T. Aiton, in Hortus Kewensis, wrote that the 
soybean was introduced to England in 1790 by Walter Ewer, 
Esq. The British East India Company could have brought 
back these soybeans; the Linnaean Society in Britain might 
know how they got there. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801. Phone: 217-333-
9454.

4243. Hymowitz, Ted. 1990. Could the soybean have come 
from Manila to Acapulco as dunnage? The Seville manifest 
of all items traded between Mexico and Manila (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 1. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted reasoned that when the Chinese were taken 
to Acapulco from Manila as impressed seamen on Manila 
galleons, the soybean was probably taken by them as part of 
their dunnage. Both the East India Company [of England] 
and the Dutch East India Company [of Holland] allowed 
each captain, offi cer, and sailor a certain amount of dunnage 
to trade on their own account.
 The King of Spain asked the Spanish in Mexico, and 
also his advisors, to compile a list of all items that were 
traded either way from Mexico to Manila. It was a complete 
manifest of all items traded. This is the key document. 
Written in old Spanish and about 290 pages long, it was 
published in the 1700s. Ted obtained a microfi lm copy 
from Seville, and found an expert from Spain to read it; the 
soybean is not mentioned. Ted went to Seville for 1 day 
almost 20 years ago to pursue this line of research. He has 
never been to Mexico. In addition, the University of Illinois 
has a huge collection of material on the Manila-Acapulco 
trade.
 Update. 1996. May 30. Dunnage is the key word, not 
ballast. Ted does not recall seeing the word “ballast” ever 
used in connection with soybeans coming to America in 
ships. Ted came across the word “dunnage” in documents 
in which the East India Company (and perhaps the Swedish 
India Company) listed the amount, by weight, that each 
offi cer was allowed to trade on their own account. This came 
about because there was space between the angular cargo 
chests (loaded with items such as tea or silk) and the curved 
hold (interior) of the ship. The dunnage, usually kept in cloth 
bags, could be padded into these irregular spaces. Ted is still 
looking for a document stating that soybeans were brought 
to North America as dunnage, but to date he has found not 
such record. Instead he has found records of all sorts of other 
rubbish being used as dunnage–bird feathers and the like.
 Update. 2000. May 28. All of the original documents 
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relating to the Manila galleons are located in either Seville, 
Spain, or Mexico City; they are not in Acapulco. Address: 
Prof. of Plant Genetics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
61801. Phone: 217-333-9454.

4244. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. The arrival of the soybean 
in Europe: When and how it got there (Overview). Oct. 2. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The soybean was probably introduced to Europe 
in the early 1700s. It is known to have been grown in the 
Netherlands by 1737 in the garden of George Clifford at 
Hartecamp, where Linnaeus fi rst saw it (Linnaeus 1737). 
In France, it was probably fi rst grown by 1739 or 1740 
(and certainly by 1779) at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris 
by Buffon; The seed was sent by missionaries in China. In 
England it was fi rst grown by 1790. In each place it was 
initially grown in botanical gardens as a curiosity.

4245. Leatherhead Food Research Assoc. 1990. Vegetarian 
foods in the UK. Randalls Road, Leatherhead, Surrey, 
England. Report No. 40. Conducted June 1990. Price: £55 
for non-members. *
• Summary: “The development of the vegetarian market 
was a signifi cant factor infl uencing UK food sales in the late 
1980s. The market has grown from a small largely specialist 
base into a more mainstream food sector. Not only do 
consumers tend to perceive vegetarianism as more healthy 
than a mixed diet, but publicity over inhumane treatment of 
animals has increased awareness of slaughtering processes. 
Also growth of some good vegetarian restaurants has shown 
that a vegetarian diet need not be dull or boring. The total 
vegetarian market for 1989 is estimated at £500m [million]. 
Soya products have not gained mass appeal as yet but have 
become an established part of the specialist health food 
market with soya milk sales valued at £20m and other soya 
products at £4m.” Address: Leatherhead, Surrey, England.

4246. MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour. 1990. Infant mortality, 
worldwide and in the United States. Television broadcast. 
PBS. Oct. 3. *
• Summary: On average, 40,000 children under the age of 5 
die each day worldwide, mostly from preventable illnesses 
and diseases, and from malnutrition. In America every year 
some 40,000 babies die before the age of 1. The main cause 
is low birth weight, but a major cause is maternal drug abuse, 
especially cocaine and crack cocaine. 30% of the pregnant 
women in America do not have adequate access to prenatal 
care. The USA is 20th from the top on a ranking of countries 
by infant mortality rate. Japan has the world’s lowest (i.e. 
best) infant mortality rate, followed by Sweden, Finland, 
Switzerland, Canada, Ireland, Netherlands, France, Denmark, 
and East Germany. Below the USA are Israel and Greece.

4247. Product Name:  Garden Delight: Cutlets, Nuggets, 

Burgers, and Spicy Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tivall.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Kibbutz Lochamei Hagetaot, 
Mobile Post, Oshrat 25220, Israel.  Phone: 00972-4-858700.
Date of Introduction:  1990 October.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. 
Spring. p. 4. “Lite foods from Tivall.” “A new range of 
frozen ‘lite’ products called Garden Delight have been 
launched in the UK by Tivall. Manufactured from soya and 
wheat protein, Garden Delight cutlets (400 gm), nuggets 
(300 gm), burgers (300 gm), and spicy burgers (227 gm) are 
reduced in calories and low in fat. Similar products have 
been very successful in Israel and are also due to be launched 
in the Netherlands.”

4248. Blackbeard, John. 1990. Successful crop of soya 
beans: Alternative crops. Arable Farming (England). Nov. p. 
36-37.
• Summary: Essex farmer Andrew McTurk grew four 
acres of soya beans on his 130-acre Caldecott Hall Farm 
near Brentwood. On May 8 he precision drilled the beans 
at the rate of 650,000 seeds per ha behind a crop of over-
wintered cabbage. This was his fi rst soya bean crop and he 
was “pleasantly surprised” with the outcome. He used the 
new early-maturing variety named Major recommended by 
Harlow Agricultural Merchants (HAM). This variety was 
bred in France by Rustic Semences. “Believed to be the fi rst 
crop of soya beans ever grown in this country, Mr. McTurk 
tried them as a spring-sown break crop in his predominantly 
brassica rotation.”
 He harvested the soya beans on Oct. 12; the yield was 
around a ton an acre. McTurk believes the yield would have 
been much better if an herbicide had not set back the growth 
by about 3 weeks and if the beans had been planted on a 
fl atter fi eld. There is a subsidy of around £200 a tonne on 
soya. “HAM plans to develop a management package based 
on the variety Major to offer growers next year on a limited 
scale.” Two photos show McTurk with soya beans.

4249. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1990. 
Bibliography of soybean crushing, soy oil, and soybean 
meal: 4,183 references A.D. 980 to 1990, extensively 
annotated. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 647 
p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index. 
Language index. Printed Nov. 9. 28 cm. [4183 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive bibliography 
ever published on soybean crushing, soy oil, and soybean 
meal. Its scope also includes: Statistics on the soybean oil 
and meal industries, use of soybean meal in feeds, use of 
soybean cake or meal as a fertilizer, and the effi ciency of 
animals in converting feeds into human foods. It is one of the 
most useful sources of information on this subject available 
today, since 53% of all references (and most of the early 
and current ones) contain a summary/abstract averaging 121 
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words in length.
 One of more than 40 bibliographies on soybeans and 
soyfoods being published by the Soyfoods Center, it is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. Containing 36 
different document types (both published and unpublished, 
including many original interviews and partial translations 
of Japanese and European works), it is a powerful tool 
for understanding the development of this subject and 
related products from its earliest beginnings to the present, 
worldwide.
 Compiled one record at a time over a period of 17 years, 
each reference in this bibliography features (in addition to 
the typical author, date, title, volume and pages information) 
the author’s address, number of references cited, original 
title of all non-English publications together with an English 
translation, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst 
author’s fi rst name (if given).
 It also includes details on 54 commercial soy 
products, including the product name, date of introduction, 
manufacturer’s name, address and phone number, and (in 
many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging and price, 
storage requirements, nutritional composition, and a 
description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to use the bibliography, a complete 
subject and geographical index, an author/company 
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of 
the composition of the book (by decade, document type, 
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries, 
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are 
also included. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4250. Roberts, Peter. 1990. History of Direct Foods Ltd. and 
Compassion in World Farming. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Dec. 12. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Peter was born in 1924 in the UK. His father 
was a doctor. By the 1950s, while he and his wife Anna were 
running a dairy and chicken farm, Little Barnett Farm, in 
the village of Froxfi eld, Hampshire, England, they became 
increasingly concerned with the cruelties inherent in both 
intensive factory farming, and traditional dairy farming–the 
separation of the calf from the cow, the marketing of the 
unwanted bull calves and the worn-out dairy cows, etc. So 
in about 1958 he and his wife stopped eating meat. They 
switched to a lacto-vegetarian diet, which they still practice. 
Their 3 children are now also vegetarians.
 As they changed their farming practices to treat their 
animals more kindly, they found that farming became more 
and more uneconomical. Peter wrote an article for a local 
paper, the Squeaker, concerning the many problems with 

factory farming. He received many favorable replies, stating 
that the animal welfare organizations in the UK seemed 
to be concerned mostly with dogs and cats, but that much 
work needed to be done to protect factory farm animals. 
So in about 1961 they sold their farm. Peter worked briefl y 
as a lime quarrier, then in 1967 he and Anna founded a 
pioneering organization named Compassion in World 
Farming (CIWF) to address the increasing problems with 
factory farming that he had experienced fi rst-hand, and to get 
some decent standards for farm animals. Their main goals 
were to get rid of: (1) battery cages for chickens, (2) dry sow 
stalls (known in America as “gestation stalls”) for pigs, and 
(3) veal crates for veal calves. Their strategy was to educate 
consumers as to how the food they were eating had been 
produced. They encouraged consumers either to switch from 
animal products grown on factory farms to those raised by 
free range farming methods, or to become vegetarians. Many 
members got upset as they learned about factory farming, 
decided to stop eating meat, and began to ask CIWF about 
alternatives. So the Roberts began to search for a good-
tasting, nutritious, and reasonably priced protein alternative 
to meat sold in a convenient form. They got 3 samples of 
modern soy protein products (all dried) from the USA and 
found TVP made by ADM to be the best. When they wrote 
to ADM enquiring about marketing rights in the UK, the 
reply asked “How many million dollars can you put into it? 
We foresee a big future in Britain.” That response killed the 
project temporarily. In 1965 The British Arkady Co. Ltd. 
(Arkady Soya Mills) had started to sell ADM’s TVP in the 
United Kingdom, but Peter hadn’t heard of Arkady at the 
time. About 4-6 months later a sales rep from British Arkady 
approached Peter, said he had been referred by ADM, and 
asked what Peter had in mind. Peter said he would like to 
retail TVP, especially in the health food area, especially 
in Britain but not restricted to Britain. Arkady offered to 
supply Peter but would not offer any exclusive arrangement. 
Arkady agreed not to compete with Peter, saying they were 
interested only in selling to food manufacturers, not to the 
retail market. Peter accepted and in 1969 placed a trial order 
of about 10 lb of beef chunks or mince. The Roberts called 
their product Protoveg (pronounced PRO-toe-vej), registered 
the trademark (though the registration was unsuccessfully 
challenged by Mapleton’s Foods, a large British health food 
company), and sold it in 9 different fl avors and textures: beef 
chunks, beef mince, ham chunks, ham mince, pork chunks, 
pork mince, natural (unfl avored) chunks, natural mince, and 
Smokey Snaps (which resembled bacon bits). They packed 
it in 4.5 oz. double cellophane bags with a label between 
the two bags, developed a recipe leafl et and order form, and 
distributed it via their Compassion in World Farming and via 
Beauty Without Cruelty (Lady Dowding’s anti-fur-trapping 
group). The 4.5 ounces yielded 1 pound of hydrated product; 
the mince hydrated in 2 minutes and the chunks in 15-20 
minutes.
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 The product was instantly successful, which surprised 
the Roberts. The trustees of CIWF decided it would not 
be possible (for legal and fi nancial reasons) to establish a 
commercial branch of the organization, so the Roberts used 
the money they had left after selling their farm then buying 
a house, and in Aug. 1969 established Direct Foods Ltd., 
a private company owned by Peter and Anna and run as a 
mail order business out of their new home in Greatham (5 
miles from Petersfi eld), Hampshire. The health food shops 
in the UK were selling alternatives to meat, such as canned 
meatlike products made by Worthington Foods and Granose, 
but textured soya proteins were not available. TVP was 
tasty and nutritious, it looked and tasted like meat, and it 
was much less expensive than the canned products or meat. 
Direct Foods started advertising in some magazines, such as 
The Vegetarian and various health food publications. Next 
they began to sell to health food shops. Continued. Address: 
Compassion in World Farming, 20 Lavant St., Petersfi eld, 
Haunts (Hampshire) GU32 3EW, England. Phone: 0730 
64208.

4251. Roberts, Peter. 1990. Early activities with whole foods 
in England (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 12. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Whole Earth ran a big warehouse where 
people could buy whole foods on a cash-and-carry basis. 
He thinks it may have been located on Portobello Road, 
and Greg Sams may have been in charge. Greg started 
with macrobiotic foods. He is a very nice man, who is 
restricted to a wheelchair. A similar company was named 
Community Supplies. Starting in about 1980 he would buy 
whole food supplies at these two companies in London for 
his health food shop named his Bran Tub. As he recalls, 
at the beginning neither of these companies carried any 
soy products since they were rather opposed to the idea of 
imitating meat. One segment of the vegetarian movement 
felt strongly that it was wrong to imitate meat, and they 
therefore opposed the products sold by Direct Foods Ltd. 
But another segment supported any method or product 
which (without slaughter or cruelty) would help other people 
to give up eating meat. Peter believes fi rmly that human 
beings were vegetarians as a species until the ice age came 
along. Address: Compassion in World Farming, 20 Lavant 
St., Petersfi eld, Haunts (Hampshire) GU32 3EW, England. 
Phone: 0730 64208.

4252. Roberts, Peter. 1990. History of Direct Foods Ltd. and 
Compassion in World Farming. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Dec. 12. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In about 1970 Direct Foods launched 20 more 
convenience (add water, cook, and serve) vegetarian protein 
products, all were TVP-based alternatives to meat sold 
under the Ranch House brand. These included Curry, Stew, 

Goulash, Bolognese, Vegetable Mince, Soysage, Seasavour, 
Sizzleberg, Sosmix, Savoury Macaroni Mix. etc. All were 
vegan products except the bolognese, which contained milk 
powder, but even the milk was soon eliminated, so that all 
products were vegan. etc. Anna wrote three cookbooks, with 
even more recipes: (1) The Earth Shall Feed Us (1976; now 
out of print); (2) The Protoveg Cookbook (1984, which sold 
about 8,000 copies via mail order and health food shops; now 
out of print); and (3) The Magic Bean (April 1985, published 
and distributed more widely by Thorsons). These were sold 
in both health food stores and regular bookstores.
 At this time British Arkady was making a product 
named Banger Mix (a “banger” is a sausage), made with 
soya protein and pig fat. Peter asked them to replace the pig 
fat with a hardened vegetable oil. The Roberts named the 
resulting product Sosmix. Introduced in about 1970, it was a 
dry sausage mix and soon became their best-seller. Because 
Sosmix became such a success, British Arkady invited Direct 
Foods to market Arkady’s new vegetarian Burger Mix. Direct 
Foods accepted and again the product did well. Shortly after 
that, in about 1972, Brewhurst Health Food Supplies Ltd., 
the biggest health food distributor in the UK, asked if they 
could distribute the Direct Foods line of products. Direct 
Foods appointed Brewhurst as their fi rst distributor, but 
did not give them an exclusive distributorship. This was a 
major breakthrough; sales tripled almost immediately. Soon 
Direct Foods appointed other distributors, and exporters, that 
exported to Jamaica, Malta, and Greece. So Direct Foods 
remained a product developer, marketer, and mail-order 
house.
 In 1973 British Arkady started making TVP in England, 
then in 1974 they were acquired by ADM, largely because 
ADM had seen the rapid growth of the European TVP 
market, especially among food manufacturers. Most of 
Arkady’s TVP was being sold to food manufacturers (for use 
in canned stews, etc.) and institutional foodservice, not to 
retailers.
 The Roberts continue to run their growing business 
out of their home. The kitchen was the weighing room, the 
lounge was the dispatch room, and the rest of the house 
became the warehouse. There was no room left for the 
Roberts. Moreover, with a steady stream of delivery trucks 
coming down their narrow country dead-end road, they 
began to have problems with the town planning authorities. 
So in about 1974 they rented a warehouse for Direct Foods 
in Petersfi eld, about 5 miles away from Greatham–and 
breathed a sigh of relief at home. At this time their best-
selling products were Sosmix, Protoveg Beef Chunks, and 
Beef Mince. Sales began to grow rapidly. For a short while, 
Brian Welsby’s Haldane Foods did the mixing of the Ranch 
House line of products under contract.
 In about 1976 and 1977 Direct Foods participated in its 
fi rst exhibition, the huge Ideal Home Exhibition, which runs 
for a month every spring at Olympia in London. They served 
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samples of Sosmix, which was an entirely new product for 
the British public, and it was a great success. Long lines of 
people were attracted by the smell, then won over by the 
ease of preparation, low price (less than half the price of eat 
sausage), and health benefi ts of this meatless sausage.
 Direct Foods’ fi rst competitor was Itona (pronounced 
ai-TOE-nuh), which by 1978 had started buying TVP from 
Arkady and selling it as Itona TVP. Itona had purchased 
other soy products (probably soy fl our) from Arkady before 
this. At one stage, they tried to make an agreement with 
Arkady which would have forced Direct Foods to buy from 
Itona, but this did not work.
 Another strong competitor was Real Foods in 
Edinburgh, Scotland. They sold fl avored TVP in 50 kg paper 
sacks to health food shops so that the shops could weigh out 
any amount the customer desired. This approach lowers the 
price of TVP to the consumer but in the end hurts the market 
due to lack of recipe information. After a while Real Foods 
disappeared.
 In about 1979 the Roberts started their own health food 
store, named The Bran Tub, in Petersfi eld. In England a 
“bran tub” is sort of like a “lucky dip” where kids dive for 
presents.
 Over the years Direct Foods had many problems with 
local regulators concerning labeling–but won in every case. 
One thought Protoveg was misbranded because the label said 
it was a vegetarian product but it contained salt–which was 
a mineral not a vegetable! Another tried to outlaw the term 
Sosmix because it sounded too much like sausage. The most 
important was when the public health authority took Direct 
Foods to court claiming that the term “Vegetable Goulash” 
was a contradiction in terms since “goulash” typically 
contained meat. Peter argued the 4-hour case himself and his 
victory set a major precedent. Representatives from many 
large food companies were present in the courtroom, and 
they congratulated Peter afterwards.
 In March 1985 the Roberts sold Direct Foods (which 
was making good money) to British Arkady. Arkady had 
tried to sell their Arkady TVP to the retail trade through 
the Cash and Carry chain but had failed–at considerable 
expense to Arkady. Now Arkady wanted to buy either a 
majority share in Direct Foods or buy the entire company. 
Peter knew that if he said “no,” Arkady was in a position to 
undercut Direct Foods and take away much of their market 
share. A major loss of market share would be a disaster, 
since Direct Foods’ sales would then drop below the steadily 
rising threshold needed to cover their overhead and make 
a profi t. Moreover, the Roberts wanted to spend more 
time concentrating on their animal welfare work through 
Compassion in World Farming. During the period from 1969 
to 1985 Peter had devoted about 2/3 of his work time to 
CIWF and 1/3 to Direct Foods. Direct Foods was run mainly 
by Anna Roberts (who put in about the same amount of time 
as Peter), her sister, and her sister’s husband, Bob Howe, 

who was production manager at the mixing and packaging 
warehouse. At the time of the sale Direct Foods had 18 
employees and was buying 30 tons a week of TVP from 
British Arkady.
 Note: In 2002 Peter Roberts was honored with an MBE 
(Most Excellent Member of the British Empire) for his 
founding of and work with Compassion in World Farming. 
Address: Compassion in World Farming, 20 Lavant St., 
Petersfi eld, Haunts (Hampshire) GU32 3EW, England. 
Phone: 0730 64208.

4253. SoyaScan Notes. 1990. Europe’s 20 largest tofu and 
soymilk companies (Overview). Dec. 23. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The following summary is a combination of 
information from two sources: First, numerous interviews 
conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center during 
1990. And second, informed estimates by one of Europe’s 
most knowledgeable soyfoods industry insiders. We give 
the ranking, company name, country, products (Tofu, Milk 
= Soymilk, Other), and number of metric tons of soybeans 
used per month.
 1. Alpro. Belgium. Milk. Unknown.
 2. Sojinal. France, Milk & Other. 417.
 3. Heuschen-Schrouff. Netherlands. Tofu. 200.
 4. DE-VAU-GE. Germany. Milk & Tofu. 100.
 5. Aros Sojaprodukter. Sweden. Tofu, Milk & Other. 
92.2.
 6. Unisoy. England. Milk. 47.0.
 7. Soya Health Foods. England, Milk. 45.0.
 8. Soyana. Switzerland. Tofu & Milk. 32.0.
 9. Société Soy. France. Tofu & Milk. 30.0.
 10. Cauldron Foods. England. Tofu. 20.0.
 11. Haldane Foods/Regular Tofu Co. England. Tofu & 
Milk. 10.9.
 12. Galactina. Switzerland. Tofu, Milk & Other. 10.0.
 13. Soyastern / Dorstener Tofu. Germany. Tofu. 9.3.
 14. Dragon & Phoenix. England. Tofu. 8.0.
 15. Jonathan P.V.B.A. / Lima Foods. Belgium. Tofu. 6.0.
 16. Triballat. France. Milk & Other. 5.6.
 17. Innoval. France. Milk. 5.6.
 Crivellaro. Italy. Milk. 5.6.
 Plamil. England. Milk. 5.6.
 Paul’s Tofu. England. Tofu. 4.7.

4254. Product Name:  Berrydales Special Ices [Berry, 
Maple & Walnut, Ginger and Honey, Bitter Chocolate, 
Honey Vanilla].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Berrydales Ltd. (Marketer). Made 
in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  5 Lawn Road, London NW3 
2XS, England.  Phone: 071-722-2866.
Date of Introduction:  1990 December.
Ingredients:  Berry: Soya milk, tofu, honey, apple 
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concentrate, raspberries, blackcurrants.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 ml, 500 ml, and 2 liter 
biodegradable paperboard tubs.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Berry: Per 100 ml.: Energy 75 kcal (calories; 313 
Kilojoules), protein 1.02 gm, total fat 0.79 gm (saturated fat 
0.12 gm, polyunsaturated 0.45 gm), carbohydrate 17.12 gm, 
salt 0.8 gm.

New Product–Documentation:  Health Food Business 
(England). 1990. June. p. 21. “Health Food Business retailer 
guide to ice creams.” Berrydales Special Ices, available in 
5 fl avors, are a delectable refreshing cross between an ice 
cream and a sorbet, and all based on tofu.
 Soya International. 1990. July/Sept. p. 5. Lists 5 
fl avors. Says that the products are made from organic tofu 

and soymilk. Note that the company leafl ets below do not 
mention organic ingredients.
 Three leafl ets sent by Heather Paine from London. 1991. 
April 23. The fi rst, titled “Berrydales” notes that “Berrydales 
Special Ices, based on the ancient Chinese and Japanese 
food tofu, are a delectably refreshing cross between an ice 
cream and a sorbet. They are unique, delicious, and good 
for you. Berrydales ices use only the highest quality natural 
ingredients. They contain no animal products, no emulsifi ers 
or stabilisers, are lactose free, low in fats and cholesterol 
and relatively low in calories.” They are “currently available 
in four fl avours: Berry, Maple & Walnut, Ginger & Honey, 
and Bitter Chocolate. In April we introduced our new Honey 
Vanilla.” They are sold in bio-degradable paperboard packs 
in 100 ml, 500 ml, and 2 liter sizes. They are available 
nationwide in delicatessens and health food stores (including 
the Holland and Barrett chain), in selected Europa stores in 
London, and in selected branches of Tescos nationwide. For 
further information contact Michelle Berriedale-Johnson, 
Berrydales’ founder and well-known food writer.
 The second, titled “Nutritional breakdown of Berrydales 
Special Ices,” gives a nutritional analysis and list of 
ingredients for 5 fl avors. Ingredients for the new Honey 
Vanilla are: Soya milk, tofu, honey, raw can sugar, lemon 
juice, natural vanilla essence. All 5 fl avors use soya milk and 
tofu as the fi rst two ingredients.
 The third, titled “Berrydales no-cream ices: Ices in 
your postbag,” notes that the company has a new mail order 
service. It will ship 5 packs (100 ml each) or 2 packs (500 ml 
each) of any of its fi ve fl avors in polystyrene boxes.
 Health Food Business (London). 1992. May. p. 34. 
“Frozen desserts. Berrydales. Berrydales ices–made from the 
highest quality natural ingredients, are a cross between an 
ice cream and a sorbet. They come in fi ve fl avours: Honey 
Vanilla, Chocolate, Maple & Walnut, Ginger & Honey and 
Berry. Low in calories, ultra low in fat, low in cholesterol, 
they are based on organic fresh tofu and are dairy-free and 
vegetarian. The Chocolate ice is also totally vegan and all 
the ices are kosher. Sizes include 100ml, 500ml, and 2 litre. 
From May a new four-pack is available with individual tubs 
of Hone Vanilla, Maple & Walnut, Chocolate and Finger & 
Honey (rrp [or RRP = recommended retail price] £2.99).”
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. Spring. p. 4. “Berrydales no-
cream ices by mail order.” “Berrydales Special Ices are made 
from soyamilk and tofu. Described as a cross between an 
ice cream and a sorbet, they contain no animal products no 
emulsifi ers or stabilisers and are lactose free, low in fats and 
cholesterol and relatively low in calories. Five fl avors are 
currently available.”
 Original Labels with the original ingredients (Berry, 
Ginger and Honey, Honey Vanilla) sent by Genice Foods 
Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 3.75 inch round lid. 500 ml. Illustration 
of a fl ower against a light wood-grain background. “Lactose 
free. No animal products. Low cholesterol.”
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4255. Dacosta, Yves. 1990. Lait de soja et tofu [Soymilk 
and tofu]. APRIA/CDIUPA, 1 avenue des Olympiades, 
91300 Massy, France. 102 p. Dec. No index. 30 cm. Series: 
Actualités Scientifi ques et Techniques en Industries Agro-
Alimentaires. No. 45. [85 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preliminary remarks. 1. Production 
of soymilk and tofu: Principles of production, the soybeans, 
cleaning/washing, soaking, grinding, cooking the slurry 
(bouillie), extraction of the soymilk, coagulation, separation 
of curds and whey, pressing the curds, removal of the tofu 
from the mold, cutting and packing the tofu, the need for 
water in a tofu ship, variations in production, storage and 
preservation of soymilk and tofu after their production, yuba, 
production of tofu from seeds other than soybeans.
 2. Applications/uses of soymilk and tofu: Products: 
Soymilk and soymilk products (soymilk, sweetened soy 
beverages, dairylike soymilks, soy-based infant formulas, 
powdered soymilk, concentrated soymilks, soymilk mixed 
with other animal or vegetable milks, soy ice creams and 
frozen desserts, fermented soymilk products such as soy 
yogurt, various soymilk desserts [such as custards], sauces, 
dressings, and mayonnaises made from soymilk), tofu and 
tofu products (smoked tofu, fried tofu [tofu frit], marinated 

tofu, fermented tofu, breaded tofu, tofu mayonnaise and 
sauces, tofu spreads for bread, tofu sausages, pâtés, or 
biscuits/pancakes [galettes], tofu quenelles, quiches, fritters, 
raviolis, pizzas, mixed salads, prepared dishes (plats 
cuisinés), or sandwiches, tofu cakes, cheesecakes, or tarts, 
tofu desserts, ice creams, or chocolate bars), preparations 
based on okara (sausages, pâtés, croquettes, burgers, special 
breads or biscuits), the nutritional arguments for soymilk 
and tofu (rich in proteins, lipids, absence of cholesterol and 
lactose, low in sodium, an excellent ingredient in “light 
foods” [aliments allegés]).
 3. A quick look at the major enterprises making and or 
selling soymilk, tofu, or their products in selected countries: 
France (Cacoja, Innoval, Soy [Société Soy], Sojadoc, 
Triballat, Celia, Celnat, Lima-Andiran, Maho Distribution, 
France-Proteines-Services), Great Britain (Plamil Foods 
Ltd., Itona Products Ltd., Soya Health Foods Ltd., British 
Arkady Co. Ltd. [subsidiary of ADM; incl. Haldane Foods 
Ltd., Regular Tofu Co., Tofeata Tofu], Granose Foods Ltd., 
Cauldron Foods, Dragon and Phoenix, Paul Jones (Tofu 
Shop), Full of Beans Soyfoods, Birchwood Health Products, 
White Waves, The Bean Machine Co-op Ltd., St. Ivel, 
St. Giles Foods Ltd., Yu’s Tofu Shop, Tousoy Ltd., Allied 
Foods Ice Cream Co., Nexus Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, 
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Unisoy Milk and By-Products Ltd.), Germany (DE-VAU-GE 
Gesundkostwerk GmbH, Soyastern Naturkost GmbH, Nuxo-
Werke Rothfritz), Netherlands (Heuschen-Schrouff, Linn 
Oriental Products, Solnuts B.V., Manna Natuurvoeding), 
Belgium (Alpro, Jonathan P.V.B.A., Lima Foods, De Hobbit, 
Seven Arrows), Switzerland (Conserves Estavayer S.A., 
Soyana, Galactina), Sweden (Trensums Musteri, Aros 
Sojaprodukter), Italy (Crivellaro), Spain (Zuaitzo), USA, 
Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore. Bibliography.
 Note: A great deal of the information in this report 
is taken, without permission or adequate citation, from 
books published by the Soyfoods Center in California. The 
statistics and dates given for the European, American, and 
Asian markets are taken almost completely from Soyfoods 
Center books. In some cases where the author relied on these 
books published more than 2 years ago, the information is 
presented as if it were current, whereas it is actually out of 
date and no longer correct. Dacosta’s book, which might 
be called a “review of the literature,” contains little or no 
new information. However his bibliography, based largely 
on a search of the CDIUPA database, with some original 
references, is quite good.
 APRIA stands for Association pour la Promotion 
Industrie Agricole. APRIA administers CDIUPA. Address: 
Conseiller d’Entreprises, France: 47, rue Guersant–7015 
Paris, France.

4256. Product Name:  So Good Tofu Delights: Chunky Bars 
of Vanilla Flavoured Iced Soya Dessert in a Thick Carob 
Coating.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.  Phone: 
050981-6611.
Date of Introduction:  1990 December.
Ingredients:  Tofu (organic soya beans, calcium sulphate), 
raw cane sugar, vegetable oil, carob fl our, vanilla bean 
extract, emulsifi er (vegetable mono diglycerides, lecithin), 
stabilisers (guar gum, locust bean gum, xanthan gum), 
colouring (beta carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  6 x 75 ml foil-wrapped bars in 
a paperboard box. Retails for £1.69 (4/91, London).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Haldane Foods Group. 
1990. “Twenty-one Today. Twenty-new and exciting 
products launched at Helfex alone.” At least 12 of these are 
soyfood products. “A dairy free choc ice made with tofu and 
enrobed with carob.”
 Soya International. 1990. July/Sept. p. 5. “A vanilla 
fl avored carob coated iced soya dessert launched as the tofu 
‘choc-ice.’ They contain no animal products and are suitable 
for vegans.”
 Article in Health Food Business (England). 1990. June. 

p. 30. “Product news: Tofu ‘choc-ice.’” A color photo shows 
2 boxes of Tofu Delights. Each box contains 6 individually 
wrapped 75 ml bars.
 Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 
1991. April 23. 7 by 3.5 by 2 inch box. Dark brown, blue, 
pink, and green on beige. Color photo of one bar, cut 
crosswise into halves, on top of box. “Soya carob dessert. 
100% natural ingredients. Dairy free. No animal produce. 
Store below 18ºC/0ºF.” Purchased at Lifecycle. UPC indicia. 
Two kosher symbols.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
10. At the time this product was launched, Haldane was 
promoting So Good as their brand. They are no longer doing 
this as much.

4257. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. New easy opening 
for Tetrapak. 1(2):3. Autumn/Winter.
• Summary: “A new easy opening pull-tab for the Tetra Brik 
Aseptic one litre carton is being test marketed in the UK. The 
carton makes use of two openings to ensure easy pouring 
and opening. The one for pouring features a plastic lip and 
the other as an air vent. To ensure the integrity of the aseptic 
seal, the pull-tab is in the form of a plastic and aluminium 
tear-strip. This type of pull-tab follows on from a similar 
device developed for portion packs but which only have 
one hole. Two holes are required for larger packs because of 
spillage problems when opening.”

4258. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1990. The 11th Annual 
International Feed and Oilseed Industry Outlook conference. 
1(2):3. Autumn/Winter.
• Summary: This conference, sponsored by the American 
Soybean Assoc., will be held at the Heathrow Penta Hotel in 
London, U.K. For further information contact AITS, 85 St. 
Peters Rd., Reading, Berkshire, UK. Phone: 0734 65130.

4259. USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Information 
Systems Management Div., Database Administration Branch. 
1990. The world’s leading soybean crushing countries: 
Statistics by country, 1964-1990. FAS USDA Oilseeds/
Products, Room 5638 South, 14th and Independence 
Ave. S.W., Washington, DC 20250-1000. 9 p. 28 x 38 cm 
computer printout.
• Summary: A search by Debby Pumphrey of the FACTS 
(Foreign Agricultural Commodity and Trade Statistics) 
database, for the amount of soybeans [commodity code: 
2222000] crushed for domestic consumption by various 
countries worldwide, gives the following results, with all 
countries that crushed more than 500,000 tonnes ranked in 
descending order of amount of soybeans crushed. All fi gures 
are in metric tons (tonnes):
 For the year 1990: USA 32,523,000, Brazil 13,700,000, 
Argentina 7,250,000, China 4,400,000, Japan 3,550,000, 
Netherlands 2,760,000, Germany, 2,550,000, Spain 
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2,300,000, Italy 2,025,000, India 1,785,000, Mexico 
1,670,000, Taiwan 1,650,000, USSR 1,445,000, Belgium-
Luxembourg 1,180,000, Canada 1,100,000, South Korea 
840,000, Romania 789,000, Portugal 610,000, and United 
Kingdom 605,000.
 In 1990 a total of 88,515,000 tonnes of soybeans were 
crushed worldwide. Of this total, the USA crushed 36.7%, 
Brazil crushed 15.5%, and Argentina crushed 8.2%.
 For the year 1964/65: USA 13,036,000, Japan 
1,460,000, China 1,304,000, West Germany 1,290,000, 
Canada 528,000. In 1964/65 a total of 21,357,000 tonnes of 
soybeans were crushed worldwide. Of this total, the USA 
crushed 61.0%, Japan crushed 6.8%, China crushed 6.1%, 
Brazil crushed 1.3%, and Argentina crushed 0.02%.
 Note: At the top of the computer report is printed: 
Global Economic Data Exchange System [GEDES]. CP 
[Commodity Program] Subsystem–Commodity/Attribute 
Model. Crushing statistics are given for 175 countries from 
1964/65 to 1990. Address: Washington, DC. Phone: 202-
382-8232 or 202-447-4989.

4260. Barbosa, L.R.; Diaz, O.; Barber, R.G. 1990. Effects 
of deep tillage on soil properties, growth and yield of soya 
in a compacted Ustochrept in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Soil and 
Tillage Research 15(1-2):51-63. [11 ref. Eng]*
Address: 3. c/o F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles St., London, 
SW1A 2 AH, United Kingdom.

4261. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods Elysia: Exotic 
Dairy-Free Ice Dessert (Soy Ice Cream) [Stateside Fudge & 
Pecan, Classic Vanilla, Fruits of the Forest, or Continental 
Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: 0272 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
Ingredients:  Classic vanilla: Water, tofu (water, soya beans, 
calcium sulphate), glucose syrup, fructose, vegetable oil, 
dextrose, fl avouring (natural vanilla extract), emulsifi er 
(monoglycerides of vegetable origin), stabilisers (guar gum, 
xanthan gum, locust bean gum), natural colour (annatto, 
curcumin).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  750 ml paperboard tub. Retails 
for £2.33 (12/90).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Soya Bluebook. 1986. p. 
104. Letter (fax) from Philip Marshall. 1990. July 9. This 
product was introduced in July, 1990. The Soybean Digest 
listing in 1986 is wrong. The product is called Elysia, and it 
is based on tofu.
 Labels sent by Philip Marshall of Cauldron Foods. 1990. 
July 9. 5.5 inch diameter. Heavy paper. Multi-color. Photo 
of three scoops of the ice cream in a dish surrounded by an 

illustration of a related theme. “Elysia–the new delicious 
dairy-free dessert. Suitable for those who are lactose 
intolerant, vegan or cutting down on cholesterol. No artifi cial 
additives.”
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1990. 1(2):5. Dec. A photo shows 
the labels.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
10. He thinks that either Cauldron Foods made this product 
themselves, or a little Italian company in Bristol named 
Varichea made it for them. It was not a successful product. It 
was made in very small quantities and Cauldron withdrew it 
very shortly after it was launched.

4262. Product Name:  Granose Vegetarian Spicy Links.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Glass jar.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Color photo of package in 
Linda McCartney’s Home Cooking. 1990. p. 18. The label is 
red, white, and black on green.

4263. Product Name:  ‘Nnaise: A Soya Based Dressing 
[With Tarragon].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
Ingredients:  Probably made with soy protein isolates.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Haydn Jones. 
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1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history of Green Dragon Animal Free 
Foods and Bute Island Foods Ltd.” Which see. Soyannaise 
was fi rst sold in 1987 in several local shops in Wales. 
Cauldron Foods objected to the name Soyannaise, so in 1988 
the product was renamed ‘Nnaise.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 15. Nnaise with 
Tarragon was introduced in 1990. A color photo shows a 
line of four Nnaise products atop a wooden stump with dry 
soybeans, a lemon, cloves of garlic, and peppercorns.

4264. Product Name:  Scheese Spread [Gouda, Chives].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Haydn Jones. 
1995. Sept. 15. Scheese Spread in Gouda and in Chives 
fl avors was introduced in 1990. A color photo shows a line 
of four Scheese products in small jars atop a wooden stump 
with dry soybeans, tomatoes, and apples.

4265. Product Name:  Scheese (Dairy Free Hard Soya 
Cheese) [Hickory Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Edam].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
Ingredients:  Water, soya solids, palm stearine, cider 
vinegar, natural and nature identical fl avouring (vegetable 
and mineral origin), sea salt, natural colouring, beta carotene. 
(100% dairy free).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm cylinder in plastic bag.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Richard Rose 
of Sharon’s Finest. 1993. April 9. Richard has a sample of 
the product with a label. It is sold in the shape of a “hockey 
puck” 3.5 inches in diameter and 1.12 inches thick. No price 
is listed. The sample was sent by Haydn Jones, who is said 
to have been formerly associated with Cauldron Foods Ltd. 
in Bristol. Note 1. Haydn says he was never associated with 
Cauldron Foods. Note 2. Bute is a small island in the Furth 
of Clyde off the southwest coast of Scotland, directly west of 
Glasgow, about 16 miles long and 2-5 miles wide. The chief 
town is Rothesay. The island is part of Scotland.
 Talk with Casey Van Rysdam of American Natural 
Snacks. 1994. April 26. On 7 Aug. 1993 he received a fax of 
the label of this product from an agent in the UK. He reads 
the ingredients. “Scheese should be kept refrigerated in its 
bag or a suitable airtight container. This will prevent the 
product from drying out. Scheese can be grated, sliced, and 
cooked.”
 Label sent by Leah Leneman. 1994. May 1. 5 by 2 

inches. Blue, yellow, and green on beige. Below the product 
name is written: “a soya based solid food.” The 227 gm 
product retails for £1.89 at Real Foods in the UK.
 Packet of materials and Label (Cheddar Style) sent by 
Haydn Jones of Bute Island Foods. 1994. June. The company 
is now located at 15 Columshill Street, Rothesay, Isle of 
Bute, PA20 0DN, UK. One brochure shows that Scheese 
used to be sold in 8 fl avors: Cheddar, Hickory Cheddar, 
Stilton, Gouda, Cheddar & Chives, Cheshire, Edam, and 
Mozzarella.
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 15. The following 
fl avors of Scheese were introduced in 1990: Hickory 
Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Edam.

4266. Product Name:  Scheese (Dairy Free Hard Soya 
Cheese) [Mozzarella].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Green Dragon Animal Free Foods. 
Renamed Bute Island Foods in Dec. 1992.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hafod Fadog, Aber Rd., 
Llanfairfechan, Gwynedd, Wales.  Phone: 0248 680267.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Packet of materials 
and Label (Cheddar Style) sent by Haydn Jones of Bute 
Island Foods. 1994. June. The company is now located at 
15 Columshill Street, Rothesay, Isle of Bute, PA20 0DN, 
UK. One brochure shows that Scheese used to be sold in 8 
fl avors: Cheddar, Hickory Cheddar, Stilton, Gouda, Cheddar 
& Chives, Cheshire, Edam, and Mozzarella.
 Letter (fax) from Haydn Jones of Bute Island Foods 
Ltd., “Manufacturers of Non Animal Food Products,” 15 
Columshill St. 1995. Aug. 6. “We are planning to do some 
small scale [soya bean] cultivation in a coolish British of 
Scottish climate.”
 Letter from Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 15. Mozzarella 
Scheese was introduced in 1991.

4267. Product Name:  So Good Soycreem: Non-Dairy 
Cream Alternative.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Ltd. (Marketer). 
Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  25 Hayhill, Sileby Road, Barrow 
upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England.
Date of Introduction:  1990.
Ingredients:  Organic soya milk, vegetable oils, corn 
syrup, emulsifi er (vegetable mono-diglycerides), stabilisers 
(xanthan gum, locust bean gum, guar gum), natural colour 
(beta-carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  120 gm plastic cup.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 1827 Kjoules / 437 Kcal 
(calories), protein 3 gm, carbohydrate 12 gm, fat 36 gm (of 
which polyunsaturates 47%, and saturates 23%), sodium 
0.1%.
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New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Leah 
Leneman of Scotland. 1992. Jan. 2. 2.75 inch diameter 
foil cup lid and 2.5 inch high cup. Yellow, white, gold and 
light green on green. Illustrations of yellow daffodils and 
a butterfl y on foil lid. Lid: “High in polyunsaturates. Low 
in saturates. Cholesterol free.” Cup: “Soycreem is a new, 
cholesterol-free alternative to cream, made without animal 
fats or milk derivatives. Pour over desserts in the same 
way as fresh cream. (Not recommended for use in coffee.) 
Suitable for vegetarians and vegans.”
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice. 1994. Feb. 10. In 1990 
chilled So Good Soycreem was launched as a non-dairy 
alternative to dairy double cream, but low in cholesterol, 
high in polyunsaturates, and low in saturates. It was made 
for Haldane in a little beige plastic pot with a green foil lid, 
packed at the Genice plant. It contains a trace of cholesterol 
because law requires that it contain 36% oil, including some 
palm oil. In 1991 a shelf-stable UHT version (completely 
sterilized, with a 9-month shelf life), now named Granose 
Soya Creem, was launched in a 225 ml Combibloc pack, 
made for Genice by a large dairy in Ireland which had 
Combibloc packaging equipment. The chilled So Good 
Soycreem was discontinued.

4268. Orellana, M.; Barber, R.G.; Diaz, O. 1990. Effects 
of deep tillage and fertilization on the population, growth 
and yield of soya during an exceptionally wet season on a 
compacted sandy loam, Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Soil and Tillage 
Research 17(1-2):47-61. [11 ref. Eng]*
Address: 2. c/o F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles St., London, 
SW1A 2 AH, United Kingdom.

4269. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1990. Appetizing dishes–with 
Sandra. Plamil House, Bowles Well Gardens, Dover Rd., 
Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England. 8 p.
• Summary: “Sandra Hood has originated these inexpensive 
recipes for your enjoyment... She compiled the Vegan 
Shopper’s Guide for some 2 years.” With each recipe is 
given the number of servings, preparation time, and cooking 
time (overall time, often longer than preparation time). 
The recipes call for either Plamil Concentrated Soya Milk 
or the Ready-to-Use version. This in an updated version 
of these very popular recipes–20,000 having already been 
printed. Contents: Savouries (p. 2-5), and desserts (p. 5-7). 
On the last page is a list of the 20 vegan, non-dairy products 
in the current Plamil range, which consists of three lines: 
Soya milks, spreads and desserts, and confections. Address: 
Folkestone, Kent, England.

4270. Abou Hadeed, A.M.F.; Kotb, A.R.; Daniels, C.E.J. 
1990. A data processing method for the determination of the 
concentration of the components of unsaponifi able matter in 
vegetable oils. Food Chemistry 35(3):167-78. [11 ref]
• Summary: An analysis of various vegetable oils, including 

soybean oil, was conducted in Qatar using gas-liquid 
chromatography (GLC). “Pure oils of corn, soybean, 
sunfl ower, cottonseed, groundnut, coconut, palm and palm 
kernel were donated by Unilever Research Laboratories. 
Pure crude olive and sesame oils were collected from the 
commercial brands available at the local Doha market. 
Refi ned rapeseed oil was obtained from J. Bibby Edible Oils 
Ltd., Liverpool, UK.”
 The composition of the unsaponifi able matter (UM) in 
vegetable oils can be used for identifi cation purposes, e.g. 
for detecting the adulteration of expensive oils such as corn 
oil with cheaper oils. The applicability of the method was 
confi rmed using UM extracted from soyabean oil. “The 
new method was applied to the determination of squalene, 
-tocopherol, gamma-tocopherol, sesamine and sesamolene 
(together), obtusifoliol, gramisterol, citrostadienol, Beta-
amyrin, cycloartenol, 24-methylenecycloartanol, cholesterol, 
brassicasterol, campesterol, stigmasterol, Beta-sitosterol, and 
delta-7-stigmasterol in different vegetable oils." Address: 
The Regional Centre for Food Contamination Monitoring, 
Doha, Qatar.

4271. Bounds, Sarah. 1990. Thorsons green cookbook: Food 
for a healthy future for you and the planet. Hammersmith, 
London, England: Thorsons–An imprint of HarperCollins 
Publishers. 159 p. Index. 22 cm. [6 ref]
• Summary: The cover states that this book shows you how 
to: “Plan and equip a green kitchen. Find organic foods 
free from chemicals. Protect your body against pollution. 
Eat food that tastes good and does you good.” But the diet-
environment connection is made only superfi cially and 
ineffectively. And this book takes an ambivalent stand on 
a vegetarian diet. While showing the many environmental 
benefi ts of a vegetarian diet, it suggests softly that readers 
may want to restrict consumption of red meat, but stops far 
short of encouraging them to stop eating it (see p. 22, 24). 
Moreover, meat, poultry, and fi sh are used in many recipes, 
especially in the chapter titled “Make Meat Go Further” (p. 
111-122).
 The ecological benefi ts of soyfoods are praised (p. 
23), but soy is apparently used in only one recipe (Tofu 
Chow Mein, p. 75) in the chapter titled “Speedy Oriental 
Masterpieces.
 Pages 141-52 give a useful list of organic farm shops in 
the UK; all are Soil Association Symbol holders. Page 153 
lists 11 useful addresses in the UK and Australia. Address: 
England.

4272. Bryan, Ford R. 1990. Beyond the Model T: The other 
ventures of Henry Ford. Detroit, Michigan: Wayne State 
University Press. 205 p. Illust. Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: Discusses the great diversity of enterprises 
pursued by Henry Ford during his long business career, 
including his work with soybeans, chemurgy, and a 
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sustainable society. A full-page black-and-white photo 
opposite the title page shows Henry Ford on his 78th 
birthday in 1941 in a wheat fi eld wearing a suit of soybean 
fabric. Includes discussions of: Ford’s English estate 
(Fordson Estates Ltd. and Boreham House; 5,000 acres of 
farmland in the historic Chelmsford district of Essex, 30 
miles northeast of London, England).
 Waterpower (Chap. 4) and Ford’s hydro-electric power 
plants, including those on the Saline River at Milan and 
Saline, which these were used for soybean processing. “As 
a boy, Henry Ford was intrigued by fl owing water. When 
he went with his father to nearby Coon’s Mill on the Rouge 
River where their corn and wheat were ground, he observed 
the waterwheel furnishing the power for grinding the grain. 
As schoolboys, he and his friends constructed a small dam 
in a ditch [in front of the Miller School at Dearborn]... and 
ran a homemade wheel to the delight of the other children. 
A painting on page 46 attempts to recapture this childhood 
waterwheel. A map (#77015) on page 50 shows the location 
of Ford Village Industries in southeastern Michigan. A 
large photo (p. 51, taken in May 1938; #188-23330) shows 
the renovated old gristmill at Saline, Michigan. In the 
background is the original 4-story gristmill building, in 
the foreground is the new solvent extraction building, and 
running under the original building is the stone-lined mill 
race, with water running in it.
 Chapter 12, “Ford Farms,” notes: “Henry Ford was 
perhaps fi rst and foremost a farmer, though with a well-
recognized mechanical talent. His ancestors had been eking 
out an existence on a small patch of leased stony earth in 
Southern Ireland for generations. So Henry’s father, as might 
be expected, soon after reaching America as a young man, 
exhibited a strong land-hungry appetite–accumulating more 
than two hundred acres of rich Dearborn soil in his own 
name within a span of about ten years... But in 1902, three 
years before his father died, Henry had bought the homestead 
property and evidenced his continuing interest in agriculture. 
Henry turned out to be infi nitely more land-hungry than 
his father.” At the peak of his holdings, Ford owned more 
than 3 million acres worldwide, an area about the size of 
Connecticut. “Near Dearborn were the fabulous Henry 
Ford Farms of southeastern Michigan,” which Henry Ford 
supervised closely... Beginning in 1932 Ford chose soybeans 
as the ideal crop for combined farm and industrial use... 
During 1932-33 he is said to have spent about $1,225,000 on 
soybean experiments involving 300 varieties. Nearly 7,400 
acres were planted to soybeans on his farms in Lenawee 
County yielding more than 100,000 bushels.” Varieties there 
included Itosan [Ito San], Manchu, Early Brown, and Black 
Eyebrow (p. 112-13).
 In the town of Richmond Hill (17 miles south of 
Savannah, Georgia) Ford conducted the Richmond Hill 
Experiment–which turned out to be “a dramatic social and 
economic revolution.” As part of this, he built the George 

Washington Carver School. Starting in 1937, agricultural 
research was prominent on his Georgia plantation, under the 
supervision of H.K. Ukkelberg (formerly one of Thomas 
Edison’s chemists). In 1937 “about 350 varieties of soybeans 
(Henry’s favorite crop) were grown and tested for oil content, 
resulting in selection of a variety yielding 22% oil, to which 
the name Seminole was given. Experiments with the spacing 
of soybeans in rows showed how to increase yields. Use of 
basic slag as a soil conditioner was found to increase yields 
by 30 to 40 percent.” Moreover, alcohol, made from sweet 
potatoes and from rice, was blended with gasoline for use as 
a motor fuel. Tung trees, perilla, crotolaria, chia, abutilon, 
goldenrod (as a potential source of rubber), and many other 
crops were also tested. Address: Historical researcher, Henry 
Ford Museum and Greenfi eld Village, Dearborn, Michigan.

4273. Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 1990. They’ve every 
occasion to choose So-Good (Leafl et). Newport Pagnell, 
Bucks., England. 1 p. Single sided. 29 cm.
• Summary: See next page. On the top half of this attractive 
color leafl et, a photo shows a So Good brand Strawberry 
Bombe next to a whole strawberry on a black lacquerware 
surface. On the bottom half, accompanied by text, photos 
show four products (each launched in 1990) in the center: 
Strawberry Bombes, Tofu Delights (non-dairy frozen dessert 
bars), and two fl avors of Tofu Dessert (ice cream style). 
The text reads: “From teatime afters, to exotic desserts, to 
treats. The So-Good range of non-dairy soya ice products 
from Haldane gives your customers every occasion to buy. 
Especially as the packaging is so appealing, the reputation 
so tasty and the products being so well advertised to your 
market...” Address: Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, Bucks 
MK16 9PY, England.

4274. Hammer, K.; Esquivel, M. 1990. East Asian infl uences 
in Cuban agriculture. Plant Genetic Resources Newsletter 
(FAO/IBPGR) No. 77. p. 9-16. [15 ref. Eng]
• Summary: “Virtually the entire aboriginal population of 
Cuba was wiped out in the fi rst years of the Conquest. The 
introduction of African slaves supplied the alternative labour 
needed to develop agriculture in Cuba. Thus by 1861 nearly 
60% of the Cuban population was either black or mulatto. 
By then, slave revolts had become increasingly common, 
jeopardizing the economic stability of Cuban agriculture. 
From its founding in 1794, the Junta Real de Fomento, 
Agricultura y Comercio (Royal Board of Development, 
Agriculture, and Trade) tried to boost the numbers of non-
Africans in Cuba, which led to the traffi c in Asiatics in 1847 
and Yucatecan Indians in 1849.
 “After 1842, large numbers of Chinese were sent to the 
English colonies of Barbados, Jamaica and Trinidad. The 
Real Junta de Fomento, noting this, sent a representative 
to China in 1844 to negotiate the introduction of Chinese 
settlers into Cuba. A contracting agency for coolies destined 
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for Cuba was set up, operating in Macao, Among, Swataw 
[Swatow], Hong Kong, and Wompoa. The coolies travelled 
through Manila in the Philippines. On 1 January 1847, the 
fi rst lot of 1,073 Chinese immigrants docked in the port 
of Havana. They consisted, inter alia, of farmers, artisans 
and tradespeople. By 1861, there were already over 60,000 
Chinese from Shanghai and Canton, and it is estimated that 
between 1853 and 1873 alone, 132,435 Chinese entered 
Cuba. Basically, these people worked in the agricultural 
sector. Many tradespeople and artisans remained in 
Havana, creating a little Chinatown in the Zanja Street 
neighbourhood, while on the outskirts of Havana, a place 
known as Cienaga in the Cerro district was settled by farmers 
who came to grow almost all the vegetables for the capital. A 
major settlement of Asian vegetable farmers also developed 
south of Havana, in Batabanó province.
 “The Japanese were only a small minority among the 
Asiatic immigrants to Cuba, concentrated in a few places 
such as the Isla de la Juventud (formerly Isla de Pinos), 
where they have played a major role in the development of 
local fruit and vegetable cultivation. We have no detailed 
information on their arrival in Cuba, but their presence on 
the Isla de la Juventud goes back at least three generations, 
according to our information.”
 According to Roig (1975), the soybean was introduced 
to Cuba in 1904 by the EEA (Estación Experimental 
Agronómica de Santiago de Las Vegas, currently INIFAT, the 
Experimental Agronomical Station) from the USA, but it was 
possibly already found in the Isla de la Juventud, used by the 
Japanese to prepare a kind of cheese called ‘tofu.’ (dau phu 
in Vietnamese).
 Note: This journal is published by the Food and 
Agricultural Organization of the United Nations / 
International Board for Plant Genetic Resources. Address: 1. 
Zentralinstitut fuer Genetik und Kulturpfl anzenforschung der 
Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR, DDR-4325, GDR; 
2. Instituto de Investigaciones Fundamentales en Agricultura 
Tropical ‘Alejandro de Humboldt’, INIFAT, Santiago de las 
Vegas, Havana, Cuba.

4275. Helfex International Health Food Exhibition. 1990. 
International Helfex 90 Exhibition catalog. Angel Court, 
High Street, Godalming, Surrey GU7 1DT, England. 46 p. 28 
cm.
Address: Godalming, Surrey, England.

4276. Heywood, Christine A.; Heywood, Vernon H.; 
Jackson, Peter Wyse. comps. 1990. International directory of 
botanical gardens V. 5th ed. Koenigstein, Germany: Koeltz 
Scientifi c Books. 1021 p. Index. 25 cm.
• Summary: The Directory is stored on a database at the 
Botanic Gardens Conservation Secretariat (Descanso House, 
199 Kew Road, Richmond, Surrey TW9 3BW, UK) and will 
be available for updating.

 In Coimbra, Portugal (for example), the botanical 
garden is: Jardim Botanico da Universidade, Acres de 
Jardim, P-3049 Coimbra, Portugal. Status: University. Date 
of foundation: 1774. Area: 14 hectares. Taxa in collection: 
6,000. Seed list: Annual. Herbarium: 1 million specimens. 
Address: Richmond, Surrey, UK.

4277. McCartney, Linda. 1990. Linda McCartney’s home 
cooking. New York, NY: Arcade Publishing, Inc. (a Little, 
Brown company). England: Bloomsbury. 174 p. Illust. Index. 
25 cm.
• Summary: As of 1994 this is said to be the world’s best-
selling vegetarian cookbook. It contains more than 200 
recipes and many full-page color photos, uses TVP (both 
chunk and granular styles) in at least 22 recipes, mostly main 
dishes, including: Turnovers (p. 65). Beefl ess pie (p. 85). 
Beefl ess rice casserole (p. 86). Beefl ess stew (p. 86). Burgers 
bourguignonne (p. 89). Chili non carne (p. 94-95). Festive 
roast with savoury stuffi ng (p. 98). Lentil and steaklets stew 
(p. 104). Linda’s lasagna (p. 104-05). Madras onion curry 
(p. 105). Maine sauerkraut (p. 105). Meatless loaf (p. 106). 
Mexican loaf (p. 108). Mince and aubergine casserole (p. 
109). Moussaka (p. 109-10). Oriental beefl ess casserole 
(p. 115). Shepherd’s pie (p. 120). Simple beefl ess hash (p. 
120). Sour cream steaklet chunks (p. 121). Spaghetti sauce 
bolognaise (p. 149). Stuffed and broiled mushrooms (p. 125). 
Stuffed peppers (p. 126).
 Linda and Paul (of Beatles fame) McCartney have 
been married since March 12, 1969, are vegetarians and 
very active in the fi eld of animal welfare. Linda, born in 
Scarsdale, New York, USA, has been a committed vegetarian 
for twenty years, during which time she has lived in England. 
She is also a world-famous photographer. Her color photo 
appears on the cover. TVP is more popular among consumers 
in the UK than in the USA. Pages 18-19 show a color photo 
of many meatlike products and their packages–including 
Protoveg Sizzles, Protoveg 5 Grain Burgamix, Tivall 
Vegetarian Schnitzel, Sausage, and Burger, Fritini Vegetable 
Pattie Mix, Realeat Vege Burger Mix, Dietade Low-Salt 
Vegetarian Gravy Mix, Granose Vegetarian Spicy Links, 
Sausalatas, Vegelinks, and Sausfry, Friggs Vegetable Gravy 
Powder, and Worthington Wham, Bolono, GranBurger, 
Vegetarian Fillets [fi sh alternatives], Stakelets, and Stripples. 
Page 43 gives a brief description of soya beans and soyfoods. 
Address: England.

4278. Patrikeeff, Felix. 1990. Russian and Soviet economic 
penetration of North-Eastern China, 1895-1933. In: John 
W. Strong, ed. 1989. Essays on Revolutionary Culture and 
Stalinism: Selected Papers from the Third World Congress 
for Soviet and East European Studies. Columbus, Ohio: 
Slavica Publishers. 244 p. See p. 56-70. 23 cm. [60 endnotes]
• Summary: Concerns Russia’s sprawling railway zone in 
Manchuria and the Chinese Eastern Railway (CER).
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 “In Manchuria the process of 4establishing a Soviet 
economic foothold was tortuous, as evidenced by the 
diffi culties encountered in wrenching control of the CER 
zone from the death grip of General Horvath’s ‘regime’” (p. 
63).
 By the end of 1926 the Dal’bank had secured an 
active fi nancial role in over half of Harbin’s [soya] bean-
oil refi neries and bean mills, and by 1929 all [soya] bean 
processing operations had at some stage received its 
credit. Within the space of a few years in the late 1920s, 
Dal’gostorg had become one of the fi ve companies 
monopolizing the bean export trade. Address: St. Anthony’s 
College, Oxford, England.

4279. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1990. Plamil nutritional information 
(Leafl et). Folkestone, Kent, England. 1 p. Single sided. 30 
cm.
• Summary: Printed with green ink on white paper. A 
detailed nutritional analysis is given of Plamil concentrated 
soya milk (sugar free / blue label, and with sugar / green 
label), undiluted per 100 ml. The products are fortifi ed with 
calcium, and vitamins D-2, and B-12. There is a section on 
the disadvantages of the high calcium level of cow’s milk. A 
color photo on the front panel shows the concentrated soya 
milk in both cans and 500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic cartons, and 
sugar-free Plamil Soya Milk in 1 liter Tetra Brik cartons.
 Side 2 gives nutritional information on Plamil Rice 
Pudding (sugar free, and with sugar), and confections: 
Chocolate or mint, carob or orange, carob with hazelnuts, 
carob with no added sugar, carob coated fruit and nut bar 
(apple, pear, or apricot). Note that no mention is made of the 
fact that Plamil is made with isolated soy proteins. Address: 
Plamil House, Bowles Well Gardens, Dover Rd., Folkestone, 
Kent CT19 6PQ, England.

4280. Plamil Foods Ltd. 1990. Plamil: Pioneers of British 
soya milk. Silver anniversary, 1965-1990 (Leafl et). 
Folkestone, Kent, England. 1 p. Front and back. 21 x 14 cm.
• Summary: Printed with green, purple, red, yellow, black 
and grey in on white paper. On the front, color illustrations 
of Plamil Soya Milk in fi ve kinds of packages. The current 
Plamil range: Soya milks. Sugar free (Blue label; these 
contain no sweetener of any kind). Concentrated carton, 
500 ml. Ready to use carton, 1 litre. Concentrated can, 420 
ml. Sweetened (Green label). Concentrated carton, 500 ml. 
Concentrated can, 420 ml.
 Provides essential calcium, vitamins B2, B12, and D2. 
The independent company specialising in non-animal quality 
foods.
 On the rear, color illustrations of Plamil Soya Milk 
Rice Pudding (sweetened or sugar free) and Plamil Pease 
Pudding.
 The Rice Pudding is made from Organically grown 
unpolished brown rice, with Sultanas; it is based on soya 

protein isolate, and includes sunfl ower oil. Information about 
the Pease Pudding (15½ oz can). Address: Plamil House, 
Bowles Well Gardens, Dover Rd., Folkestone, Kent CT19 
6PQ, England.

4281. Rafferty, Kevin. 1990. City on the rocks: Hong Kong’s 
uncertain future. New York, NY: Viking Penguin. ix + 518 p. 
See p. 169. Illust. Map. Index. 24 cm. [45 ref]
• Summary: An excellent history of Hong Kong and the 
story of the British handover (transfer of sovereignty) of 
Hong Kong to the People’s Republic of China (Communist) 
on 1 July 1997.
 Page 169: “There isn’t a single union, for example, for 
all workers in the restaurant and food business: there’s one 
calling itself the Bird’s Nest Soup Workers Union, another 
the Dried Bean Stick Trade Workers [who make dried yuba 
sticks], another the Pork Stall Workers...”
 This book: “Explores the history and culture of Hong 
Kong, profi les the powers behind its business and political 
worlds, and analyzes the impact that recent events in China 
will have on its future” (publisher’s description). Address: 
British journalist who has specialized in the Asian-Pacifi c 
region for more than twenty years.

4282. Singer, Peter. 1990. Animal liberation: A new ethics 
for our treatment of animals. 2nd ed. New York, NY: New 
York Review (Distrib. by Random House). 320 p. [200* 
ref]*
• Summary: In 1975, the fi rst edition of this famous book 
inspired the formation of today’s animal rights movement. 
This new edition provides updates on current issues and 
on his earlier account of the treatment farm and laboratory 
animals, responds to critics of the movement, and explores 
the evolution of the animal rights movement.

4283. Agranoff, Jonathan. 1991. Tempe–The unique soyfood 
of Indonesia. Garuda Indonesia 11(1):31-32, 34, 36. [1 ref]
• Summary: This article is in the in-fl ight magazine 
of Indonesia’s national airline. The author “has been 
researching indigenous fermented foods in Indonesia and 
London University since 1985. A graduate of Food Science, 
he has worked for the Green Indonesia Foundation in West 
Java, subsequent to beginning research on tempe at the 
Nutrition Research and Development Centre in Bogor.” 
Contents: Introduction, High quality protein source. What 
is tempe? A well travelled food (history of tempeh). Village 
“biotechnology.” Red onchom and other varieties. Contains 
6 photos related to tempeh. Address: Overseas Development 
Natural Resources Inst., England.

4284. Richardson, Al A. 1991. Trip report and market 
analysis–Europe. Torrance, California: Nichii Company of 
America. Feb. 4. Unpublished typescript.
• Summary: This trip report describes visits to various 
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companies. Contents: Unisoy Company, Manchester, 
England. Dragon & Phoenix, London, England. Cauldron 
Foods, Manchester, England. Sojinal, Issenheim, France. 
Alpro, Wevelgem, Belgium. Heuschen-Schrouff, Landgraff, 
Netherlands. Galactina AG, Belp, Switzerland. Trip and 
European market summary. Top soyfoods manufacturers 
in Europe. Address: Director, Marketing & Sales, Nichii 
Company of America, Inc., 23440 Hawthorne Blvd., Skypark 
2, Suite 140, Torrance, California 90505. Phone: (213) 791-
0010.

4285. Tetra Pak Inc. 1991. Use of UHT/Aseptic white dairy 
milk in Europe and other countries, 1989. 889 Bridgeport 
Ave., Shelton, CT 06489. 2 p. Feb. 5. Unpublished 
manuscript.
• Summary: The following statistics are from Tetra Pak 
Statistics in Lausanne, Switzerland. In western Europe, 
27,896 million liters of milk are consumed in total. Of 
this, 24,108 million liters are consumed in the eleven EEC 
countries. Countries not in the EEC are Austria, Cyprus, 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey. 
The four countries with the largest total milk consumption 
are the UK (6,687 million liters), France (3,735), Spain 
(3,624), and Germany (3,470). Of the all the milk consumed 
in Europe, 9,660 million liters (35% of the total) is packaged 
in UHT/Aseptic cartons. Of the all the milk consumed in the 
EEC, 9,376 million liters (39% of the EEC total) is packaged 
in UHT/Aseptic cartons. The four countries in which UHT/
Aseptic packaging is most widely used are France (3,000 
million liters; 80% of all milk in France), Spain (2,125; 
59%), Germany (1,578; 45%), and Italy (1,497; 52%).
 Outside of Europe, the world’s biggest dairy milk 
consumers are: USA (24,429 million liters; 0.2% UHT/
Aseptic), India (5,001; 0.4%), Japan (4,803; 4%), Mexico 
(2,895; 8%), and Canada (2,504; 0%). Countries with the 
highest percentage of UHT packaging are Yemen (39 million 
liters of milk consumed; 95% in UHT), Pakistan (97; 92%), 
Saudi Arabia (158; 82%), Thailand (34; 70%), Singapore 
(28; 64%), and Chile (151; 61%). Address: Shelton, 
Connecticut.

4286. Product Name:  2 Quarter Pounders (100% Vegetable 
Meatfree Burgers).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Realeat Company Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Hayhill Industrial Estate, Barrow 
on Soar, Leics., England.
Date of Introduction:  1991 February.
Ingredients:  Water, textured soya fl our, vegetable oil 
(hydrogenated), onions, wheat gluten, wholewheat rusk, 
cellulose gum, natural fl avors, sea salt, malt extract, spices, 
beetroot.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 183 kCal (calories) / 767 

kJoules, protein 12.0 gm, carbohydrate 6.3 gm, fat 12.4 gm, 
dietary fi bre 6.8 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label (carton) sent by 
Leah Leneman of Scotland. 1992. July. 4.5 by 9.5 by 1.1 
inches. Reddish brown, orange, yellow, green, and black. 
Large color photo of the burger with buns and trimmings 
at bottom of front panel. “New recipe.” Back panel: “Also 
available: Vegetable Bangers. Realeat Quarterpounders are 
a delicious and nutritious alternative to meat burgers. They 
have more protein, higher fi bre and less fat than ordinary 
burgers and are free from artifi cial colours and preservatives. 
Quarterpounders are quick and easy to grill or fry and will 
not shrink when cooked. Guarantee: If for any reason you are 
dissatisfi ed with our product, please return the carton, stating 
why and where purchased, for a full no-quibble refund. Your 
statutory rights are not affected.” 4 small color photos show 
the 2 burgers on plates with other foods ready to serve. UPC 
indicia.

4287. Guardian (England). 1991. Beans mean tofu: Most of 
us are familiar with baked beans. But you can also use beans 
to discover the secrets of seeds, and the growth of plants and 
the food we eat. March 5. p. A6.
• Summary: An excellent article for children about learning 
from beans about plants. Learn how to make a sprouting 
chamber and to sprout beans. Note: So specifi c types of 
beans are mentioned or suggested for sprouting.
 Learn how to make a tofu press, then make tofu at home 
(detailed instructions are given)–using lemon juice to curd 
packaged soya milk.
 Illustrations show: Cross section of a bean, labeled. (2) 
A sprouting chamber. (3) Utensils (including a “tofu press”) 
and ingredients needed to make tofu at home.
 Photos show: (1) A soya bean plant. (2) A bean curd 
factory in China. (3) Many different tofu products–plus soya 
milk in an aseptic carton.

4288. Davey, C.L.; Peñaloza, W.; Kell, D.B.; Hedger, J.N. 
1991. Real-time monitoring of the accretion of Rhizopus 
oligosporus biomass during the solid substrate tempe 
fermentation. World J. of Microbiology and Biotechnology 
7(2):248-59. March. [61 ref]
• Summary: Tempeh was made from soybeans, lupins, 
and quinoa. The authors describe a new method for the 
real-time estimation of the accretion of biomass during 
the solid substrate fermentation based on measurements 
of the dielectric permittivity at radio frequencies. Address: 
Dep. of Biological Sciences, University College of Wales, 
Aberystwyth, Wales, UK.

4289. Kerntke, Ulrich. 1991. Soya: Not just for eccentrics. 
Dragoco Report No. 3. p. 83-97. [5 ref. Eng]
• Summary: An interesting overview of soybean production 
worldwide and the markets for tofu and soymilk in Europe. 
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Figure 1 is a bar chart ranking countries that produce more 
than 1 million tonnes of soybeans by their yields in tonnes 
per hectare. The country with the highest yield by far is Italy 
(approx. 3.1 tonnes/ha), followed by Canada (2.3), USA 
(2.2), Argentina (2.1), Paraguay (1.8), Brazil (1.7), China 
(1.3), Indonesia (1.1), and India (0.8 tonnes/ha).
 Figure 2 is a graph of soybean production in 4 major 
countries and others from 1935 to 1990.
 Figure 3 shows world market share of soybean 
production among 4 major countries and others from 1935 
to 1990. The U.S. market share grew steadily until about 
1965, but has fallen ever since. Brazil’s market share showed 
signifi cant growth after 1965, and Argentina’s after 1975.
 Figure 4 shows the number of countries producing more 
than 100,000 tonnes of soybeans from 1935 to 1990. This 
number stayed steady at about 6-7 from 1935 to 1965, then 
rapidly increased to 15 in 1975 and 27 in 1990. Figures 6 
and 7 are bar charts showing consumption of tofu in 1986, 
with projections to 1992 in France, Great Britain, Germany, 
Netherlands, and the rest of the EC (especially Switzerland). 
In 1992 for tofu, Germany is expected to be the leader 
followed by Great Britain and France. For soymilk, Great 
Britain is expected to be by far the leader, followed by 
Germany and France. The source of the tofu and soymilk 
information is Institut für Agrarpolitik, Stuttgart. Address: 
Product Manager, Flavor Div., Dragoco, Gerberding & Co. 
GmbH, D-3450 Holzminden, Germany. Phone: (05531) 704 
327.

4290. Product Name:  Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Soya Dairy (The).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 16, Chaucer Yard, Countess 
Road, Sheffi eld S1 4TE, England.  Phone: (0472) 796586.
Date of Introduction:  1991 March.
Ingredients:  Organic soya beans, Rhizopus oligosporus, 
organic brown rice fl our, organic cider vinegar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz (227 gm).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Andy McAuley 
of The Soya Dairy. 1992. Oct. 23. “I am writing to you 
on behalf of a small business making, and promoting the 
virtues of, tempeh. As part of our promotion, we are trying 
to persuade hospitals and schools to take on tempeh as part 
of their meals service.” Note: Sheffi eld is in the north of 
England, directly east of Manchester, and the center of the 
British cutlery industry.
 Letter and Label from Andy McAuley. 1992. June 11. 
Andy and Dave Carless founded this company. Andy was 
a member of the Sheffi eld Wholefood Cooperative, trading 
as Bean Beanie, from Feb. 1988 to Nov. 1990, and he came 
across tempeh while working there. Dave Joined the Co-
op in June 1990, after working in a similar operation in 
Ipswich named Fruits of the Earth. While at Fruits, Dave had 
run a small-scale tempeh kitchen for about 3 years named 

Tempeh Foods. Andy was keen to promote tempeh and to 
do something other than simply buying and selling food. 
Dave taught Andy how to make tempeh, and they began 
commercial production in March 1991. They switched to 
using a new tempeh label in Jan. 1992. The present owners 
of the Soya Dairy are Andy and Gen Harrison. Gen became 
involved through her interest and experience in making tofu, 
which the company continues, though not on a commercial 
scale–simply as a source of fresh tofu, okara, and okara 
tempeh for friends and associates.
 Label. First used in Jan. 1991. 5.75 by 8 inches. Paper. 
Black on tan. “A delectable Oriental food made from the 
fermentation of organic soya beans with the culture Rhizopus 
Oligosporus. Ideal for vegetarians, vegans and those who 
prefer a gluten free diet.”

4291. Burket, Richard E. 1991. ADM, British Arkady, 
Dwayne Andreas, and soy protein concentrates (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: On 15 Jan. 1973 ADM acquired 50% of British 
Arkady Holdings Ltd. which simultaneously acquired 
its subsidiary British Arkady Co. Ltd. On 31 Dec. 1987 
ADM acquired the rest of British Arkady Holdings Ltd. 
so that it now owned 100%. Arkady Holdings Ltd. is the 
important company because it is the parent company for 
all of the different Arkady companies such as the Haldane 
Group, etc. Dwayne Andreas is probably as true a believer 
in the potential of soybeans for food uses as anybody in 
the business. And he is willing to put his money where his 
mouth is. Dick worked with both Glidden and Central Soya, 
but they were not willing to put their money where their 
mouth was; they didn’t really believe in it. Dwayne does. Yet 
it wasn’t until ADM got into soy protein concentrates that 
the food uses really took off. Address: VP and Asst. to the 
Chairman, ADM, Decatur, Illinois 35022. Phone: 800-637-
5843.

4292. Fehlberg, Eric C. 1991. The sale of Granose Foods 
to the Haldane Foods Group and British Arkady Ltd. 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 30. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The sale of Granose took effect from 1 Jan. 
1991. At the time of the sale, Granose was doing very well 
fi nancially. The only year that they didn’t break even or 
make a profi t was 1990. At the beginning of 1990 they 
moved from their old building into the new one; the expenses 
connected with the move took up most of their profi ts. In all 
other recent years they have been making good money, and a 
portion of that money has been contributed to the church. Mr. 
Fehlberg cannot understand why the church would sell such 
a thriving company.
 But the board of the directors of the British Union of 
the Seventh-day Adventist church got an offer (which was a 
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little bit of back-door work) that was too good to refuse, so 
they looked at it in their committee meeting and decided to 
accept it. They have a good understanding of all aspects of 
the company. This is the second long-established Seventh-
day Adventist food company that has been sold by the 
church during the last 2 years. Loma Linda Foods was sold 
to Worthington Foods in Jan. 1990. Most of the employees of 
Granose have stayed with the company after the sale. Peter 
Archer, the former general manager, has stayed but is no 
longer the general manager. He is now marketing manager. 
The church no longer has any involvement with Granose at 
all.
 We cannot say that these two sales are the start of 
a trend, but he is quite sure that the four Scandinavian 
Adventist food companies (Nutana in Denmark, Sweden, 
Norway, and Finland) will be the next to be sold. Nutana-
Sweden is in considerably better fi nancial shape than the 
other three, and Nutana-Finland is in pretty good shape. 
Nutana in Denmark and Norway are losing money and 
are very much in trouble. But he thinks that can easily be 
corrected if they get their costing straight and price their 
products based on their real costs. The man who has gone in 
to make these changes, Jan Paulsen, has as good a chance of 
succeeding as anyone, but he works out of London, England 
and does not have a much time for the health food work. He 
feels that the church should not be in the business of selling 
healthy foods. He infl uenced the board of the British Union 
in their decision to sell of Granose.
 After the Scandinavian Nutana companies, the Egypt 
Food Factory, run by Mokhtar Nashed in Helipolois, Cairo, 
Egypt may well be the next to go, probably within the next 
few months. They used to make soymilk but he thinks they 
no longer are making it. Their products are “sub-standard” 
but still good. Superbom in Brazil is also having a hard 
time because of the adverse exchange rate and the desire 
to borrow money from the church. Superbom Chile is also 
having some problems.
 But many of the Adventist food companies defi nitely 
will not be sold by the church in the foreseeable future. 
In fact, in the Far Eastern Division, a new food company 
in Hong Kong, run by Mr. Menzies, is scheduled to start 
selling products in early June of 1991. A new company is 
also starting in Thailand. Sahm Yook in Korea is also very 
successful, as is DE-VAU-GE in Germany and Sanitarium 
Foods in Australia. The food companies in Central America 
(Mexico, Costa Rica) and the Caribbean (Trinidad) are all 
doing well.
 There are various administrative “Unions” within the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. There are 4-5 unions in 
North America, 4 in Australia, many in South America, 
etc. The South American ones report to one central offi ce 
in Brasilia, Brazil. The Central American food companies 
report to Miami, Florida. Sometimes a company manager 
and the head of the Union (a church offi cial to whom he 

reports) have different ideas of what needs to be done at the 
company. These two men live in two different worlds, yet 
both have input in running the company. This can be a cause 
of business problems. The Mormon church owns some food 
companies and has the same type of problems. Address: 
Director, International Health Food Assoc., Seventh-day 
Adventist General Conference, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904. Phone: 301-680-6674.

4293. Paine, Heather. 1991. Soya and SIAL ‘90: Editorial. 
SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe) 2(1):1. Spring.
• Summary: “Last year’s SIAL (Salon International de 
L’Alimentaire) was certainly impressive and all the more 
so because soyafoods and products containing soya had a 
remarkably good presence... French soyafoods companies 
were well represented with many new products... In the ‘new 
products’ section a soya-oil based margarine from Denmark 
(Margarines AMA-Dragsbaek Margarine Fabrik S A) won 
a SIAL D’Or award and a soyamilk from Argentina (AdeS) 
was highly commended.” Address: editor, SoyaFoods, 27a 
Santos Rd., London SW18 1NT, UK. Phone: 081-874-5059.

4294. Product Name:  Miso [Sweet White, Sweet Brown, 
Mellow White, Mellow Brown, Mellow Barley, English 
Field Bean Amakuchi (10.9% salt with Field Beans and 
Barley), and English Soy & Barley Amakuchi].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Source Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit G., Arnos Castle Estate, 
Junction Rd., Arnos Vale, Bristol BS4 3JP, England.  Phone: 
0272-716-487.
Date of Introduction:  1991 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Paul Chaplin, 
founder and owner of Source Foods, who called from 
England 1992. Feb. 26. He started to sell the miso he makes 
in April 1991 at a food show and was selling all within 1991. 
He makes only light, short-term misos. He learned to make 
miso by working for 5 weeks at Lima Foods in the south of 
France. He has both books on miso by Shurtleff and Aoyagi. 
During October and November 1985 he visited and studied 
with Don DeBona at American Miso Co. in North Carolina, 
USA. He is now making and selling 7 types of miso. Now 
he needs to move to another place in Bristol (perhaps to 16 
Pembroke Rd.) because his building is being demolished. 
Linda Perfect of Impulse Foods in Bristol (tempeh maker) 
has to move too and is considering moving into the same 
building. He has very little money.
 Talk with Paul Chaplin. 1997. March 20. The new 
address of Source Foods (Organic Priority) is 9 Cwm, 
Business Centre, Marine Street, Cwm, Ebbw vale, NP3 6TB, 
Wales, UK. Phone and fax: +44 01495 371 698.

4295. Lee, H.P.; Gourley, L.; Duffy, S.W.; Esteve, J.; Lee, 
J.; Day, N.E. 1991. Dietary effects on breast-cancer risk in 
Singapore: Epidemiology. Lancet 337(8751):1197-1200. 
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May 18. [20 ref]
• Summary: This case-control study of diet and breast 
cancer in Singapore showed a decreased risk to be associated 
with high intake of soy products. “It is suspected that diet 
infl uences the risk of getting breast cancer. A study of diet 
and breast cancer was done among 200 Singapore Chinese 
women with histologically confi rmed disease [breast cancer] 
and 420 matched controls... In premenopausal women, high 
intakes of animal proteins and red meat were associated 
with increased risk. Decreased risk was associated with high 
intakes of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), beta-carotene, 
soya proteins, total soya products, a high PUFA to saturated 
fatty acid ratio, and a high proportion of soya to total 
protein.” Thus, soy products protected younger women (but 
not postmenopausal women) against breast cancer.
 Note: The traditional low-fat Japanese diet is rich in 
soyfoods, and the rate of breast cancer and prostate cancer 
among the Japanese is one fourth that of Americans. But 
several studies of Japanese women have failed to link 
their lower breast cancer risk to consumption of soyfoods. 
Address: 1&5. Dep. of Community, Occupational and 
Family Medicine, National Univ. of Singapore, Lower 
Kent Ridge Road, Singapore 0511; 2. Gleneagles Hospital, 
Singapore; 3&6. Cambridge, UK.

4296. Leneman, Leah. 1991. Travelling in the land of 
tempeh. Vegan Views (Bournemouth, England). Spring. p. 7. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: The author, a vegan, found Indonesia a 
fascinating place to visit but also found it diffi cult to obtain 
vegan dishes at Indonesian restaurants. “It was disappointing 
to fi nd that the country that created tempeh is such a diffi cult 
place for a vegan to travel in.” Address: 19 Leamington 
Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4297. Product Name:  Suma Soya Margarine.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Suma Wholefoods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Dean Clough, Halifax, 
Yorkshire, HX3 5AN, England.  Phone: 0422 345513.
Date of Introduction:  1991 May.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 gm tub. Retails for £0.75.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. 
2(2):7. “Suma margarine.” This new food, shown at the 
International Foods Exhibition in London in April/May, 
contains linoleic and linolenic acids plus added vitamin 
B-12. Flavors and colors are from natural ingredients only–
fruits, vegetables, and seaweed.

4298. Central Soya Co. 1991. 1990 annual report. Ft. Wayne, 
Indiana. 28 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: “The Company’s 1990 fi nancial performance 
refl ects a signifi cant increase over 1989. Net earnings 

increased 54% to $23.3 million in 1990 from $15.1 million 
the previous year.” Net sales however decreased to $1,950.2 
million in 1990 from $2,318.5 million in 1989.
 “The Company’s Chemurgy Division, which produced 
record sales and earnings again in 1990, successfully 
launched production in March at its new soy protein 
concentrate plant, the largest expansion project in the 
Company’s history, at the Bellevue, Ohio multipurpose 
facility... New technology was used to produce a new 
soy concentrate product named Promoveal, designed as a 
nutritionally improved high protein milk replacer for use 
in specialty animal feed formulations... At Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, the soybean and canola processing plant and 
the vegetable oil refi nery were scheduled to discontinue 
operations... At Toronto, Ontario, location problems and 
a lack of accessibility to vegetable oil markets prohibited 
profi table operation, and production was discontinued in 
March, 1991...
 “Restructuring: The Processing and Refi ned Soya 
Products Groups were consolidated into the Oilseed Products 
Group which, along with the Animal Feed Group, now 
comprise the two major operating groups of Central Soya. 
Even more signifi cantly, during 1990 the foundation was put 
in place for a reorganization of the Company’s assets into a 
holding company–CSY Agri-Processing, Inc... CSY Agri-
Processing, Inc. will be the parent company for three primary 
units, each of which will enjoy greater autonomy. The units 
include Central Soya Company, Inc.; Provimi Holding B.V... 
and Innovative Pork Concepts, Inc...
 “Effective January 1, 1990, the Ferruzzi-owned 
European crushing operations were reorganized into a new 
company, Cereol. The Central Soya Utrecht [Netherlands] 
facility was sold to this group in early 1990... In May, an 
agreement was signed with Sojaprotein in Becej, Yugoslavia 
to manufacture and market soy protein concentrates under 
the name Central Protein, D.O.O.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (May 2005) 
that mentions Cereol. Address: P.O. Box 1400, Fort Wayne, 
Indiana 46801-1400.

4299. Pringle, W. 1991. Soya protein, past experience & 
future potential. In: F. Meuser and P. Suckow, eds. 1991. 
Soja in Lebensmitteln: Vortraege 2. Hamburger Soja-
Tagung. Berlin: Technische Universitaet Berlin, Institut 
fuer Lebensmitteltechnologie und Gaerungstechnologie–
Getreidetechnologie. 171 p. See p. 153-59. [4 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Potential uses of soya 
bean. Past product launches. Soya product as a foodstuff.
 A certain Mr. Robert Whymper was probably the fi rst 
person to show Europeans how the functional character of 
soya proteins could be exploited. He returned to England 
in 1923 after a trip to Japan with a suitcase full of soya 
beans and a head full of ideas. He carried out a series 
of experiments using soya fl our as an ingredient of the 
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dough in the breadmaking process. This work culminated 
in the granting of a British Patent in 1926. The patent 
described conditions of unusually vigorous dough mixing 
which allowed for the maximum inclusion of air. Very 
substantial improvements in the colour of the bread crumb 
and the volume and quality of the bread were observed. 
We now know that this bleaching and improving effect is 
a direct result of a coupled oxidation reaction involving 
the lipoxygenase enzyme present in the soya fl our. The 
breadmaking industry of Europe now uses thousands of 
tonnes of enzyme-active soya fl our every year as a bread 
improver.
 “The work of Whymper and his associates continued 
and in the early 1930’s a heat processed full fat soya fl our 
appeared on the market.”
 Henry Ford, a man of vision, initiated the next phase 
in the development of soya proteins for human food. In 
the early 1950’s [sic, mid-1930s] he put together a team 
to work on the isolation of pure protein from soya and the 
subsequent spinning of this protein into a stable fi bre.” 
After his scientifi c team was disbanded, the expertise was 
not lost, for the scientists found places in food companies 
and began to look at the use of isolated soya proteins in the 
food industry. It is now well established that isolated soya 
proteins have functional uses for binding and emulsifi cation, 
and for improving nutritional value. “More controversial and 
newsworthy was the attempt by the old Ford researchers to 
produce textured protein products to simulate meat and other 
traditional protein foods. They did this by two processes: (1) 
The spinning of isolate into fi bres, using technology from 
the textile industry; (2) The extrusion of soya bean meal 
under conditions of high temperature and pressure... Branded 
food products based on these textured soya proteins were 
launched on the market in the late 1960s and all during the 
decade 1970-1980.”
 During the early 1970s the future looked a little bleak 
due to the world population explosion, the world energy 
crisis (precipitated by OPEC), and the world food crisis 
(which was more specifi cally a protein crisis). The fi rst 
World Soy Protein Conference, held in Munich in 1973 
with over 1,000 delegates, was a very important affair. “The 
U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Earl L. Butz, opened the 
conference. Senator Hubert Humphrey made a memorable 
inspirational address... I was there and I can tell you we all 
thought we could make a big impact on the world’s on the 
world’s problems by supplying textured soya protein.”
 Against this background, many such products were 
launched in the U.K. in the mid-1970s by major food 
companies. All but Kesp were based on textured soya fl our: 
1975 Feb.–Mince Savour by Nestle; 1975 May–Country 
Meadow by Brooke Bond Oxo; 1976 Jan.–Soya Choice by 
Cadbury; 1976 April–Economince by Spillers; 1976 Sept.–
Kesp by Courtaulds (made from spun soy protein fi ber).
 “All of the products enjoyed real success for a period 

of time. In particular Cadbury’s Soya Choice sold well for 
about three years in every area of the U.K. Sad to relate, 
however, all of them quietly and gradually lost sales and 
fi nally disappeared from the market. It is important to 
know why... People did not want a substitute food; this was 
a challenge to their security, a threat to the comfortable 
familiar world.” The consumers of today have become more 
“green.” “It is clear to me, the emotional conditioning that 
sees security in the consumption of traditional animal foods 
is being replaced by the more logical attitudes of a new 
generation. The young people of today want to fi nd ways 
to preserve the environment and they have an increased 
perception of health problems that may be caused by the 
consumption of animal products, especially animal fat. These 
and other factors are making vegetarianism more attractive.
 “A recent Gallup poll has shown, in the U.K., that 3% of 
the total population are vegetarians. A total of 8.5% are either 
totally vegetarian or avoid red meat, and 9.3% of children are 
vegetarian. Vegetarianism has moved from being a refuge of 
cranks to being fashionable.”
 A new product popular among yuppies is Quorn, a 
textured fungal protein, marketed by ICI and RHM via 
Sainsburys and other selected suppliers. Address: The British 
Arkady Co. Ltd., Manchester, England.

4300. Tara, Bill. 1991. Pioneering macrobiotics and soyfoods 
in London (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 18. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Starting in the late 1960s, the pioneering work 
with soyfoods in London was done by Craig and Greg Sams. 
They and their parents were Americans, and they had gone to 
college in America. Their father was employed by the U.S. 
armed forces as an historian; they spent a lot of their time 
growing up between America and England. Greg fell out of 
a tree while going to college in Berkeley in the late 1960s 
and was paralyzed from the waist down, so he was confi ned 
to a wheelchair, but was still very active and innovative. In 
the late 1960s they set up a macrobiotic natural foods cafe 
/ restaurant on Portobello Road in London, then changed 
it into Ceres Grain Shop, a natural foods retail store. As 
volume increased, they began to distribute their products 
out of the back of their shop, and in about 1971 founded 
Harmony Foods Ltd. as a distribution company located in 
a warehouse on Ladbroke [sic, Latimer] Road. The model 
and evolution was similar to that of Erewhon in Boston. 
Harmony Foods was the fi rst natural foods distributor in 
England, and probably the second in Europe after Lima 
Foods of Belgium. Soon they were importing macrobiotic 
foods from Japan, and distributing organically grown grains 
from England and from The Camargue (a marshy island in 
the delta of the Rhone River in the south of France), etc.
 Among their early Japanese imports were bulk miso and 
“tamari” (actually shoyu), imported from Muso in wooden 
kegs. They repackaged the miso and shoyu in glass bottles 
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under the Harmony Foods label in London. This was the fi rst 
Japanese miso and shoyu sold in England. In about 1972, as 
soon as Erewhon started having miso and shoyu packed in 
Japan, the Sams had the same thing done with theirs, then 
they applied their own labels in London. But they continued 
to import in bulk as well. A Chinese company in London 
made tofu and [mung] bean sprouts, then sold the tofu to 
the Sams brothers; they sold it unpackaged in open trays 
in water. At that time, tofu was not emphasized much in 
macrobiotic circles so not much was sold; it was considered 
too yin. The Sams also sold deep-fried Rissoles fi lled with 
TVP instead of meat; as early as 1970 the Rissoles were 
being made by an Israeli guy (name?) who owned a shop 
(name?) by the Hempstead Heath. Marigold Foods also used 
TVP in the mid-1970s.
 In 1970 Bill Tara, then a vice president at Erewhon 
in Boston, passed through London on his way to India. 
One purpose of his trip was to scout out the possibility of 
Erewhon setting up a distribution point or center in England. 
Paul Hawken was president of Erewhon at the time, and 
Erewhon was importing miso and tamari from both Muso 
and Mitoku in Japan. Bill and Paul had been roommates 
in a warehouse in San Francisco, then they took over the 
Erewhon food store from Evan Root, Paul starting 2-3 
months before Bill. In London, the Sams brothers were just 
opening a new natural foods restaurant in the Notting Hill 
area so Bill and Paul Petrofsky spent 2 weeks fi xing it up. 
Paul later started Baldwin Hill Bakery with Hy Lerner. Bill 
stayed in London 2-3 months during this fi rst visit.
 In about 1972 Bill returned to London with Russel 
Demerais, on the Erewhon payroll, again to start an Erewhon 
distribution center. But Erewhon went through a cash crisis 
and Harmony foods had grown dramatically. So Bill and 
Peter Bradford (an Englishman who had come to American 
in about 1970 and worked for Erewhon doing organic 
agriculture at Erewhon Farms near Keene, New Hampshire) 
began to work for the Sams brothers both at Ceres 
Grain Shop (the retail store) and Harmony Foods (in the 
warehouse). Bradford, who now has a very successful natural 
food store in England named Clearwater Natural Grocer, has 
been one of the most important promoters of soyfoods in the 
UK. At this time, Craig Sams set up a bakery. By now, miso 
and tamari sales had increased; Harmony was still affi xing its 
own label to unlabeled packs.
 In 1974 Bill and Peter established Sunwheel as a natural 
food/macrobiotic distributor. They picked up exotic Japanese 
imports that Harmony found unprofi table and wanted to 
drop–so there was little or no competitive feeling with the 
Sams. By late 1974 Sunwheel Hatcho Miso, Mugi Miso, 
and Tamari were on the market, imported from Muso (Yuko 
Okada) in Japan. Sunwheel also made granola and peanut 
butter. Sunwheel never sold any other soyfood products; they 
had very limited warehouse space and no refrigeration.
 Note: On 17 Aug. 1975 Renée Tara wrote William 

Shurtleff in California. She was living at 30 B Market 
St., Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts., England. She is writing a 
European Macrobiotic Cookbook. She requests information 
on miso and invites Shurtleff to visit.
 In about 1977 Sunwheel acquired a retail store that had 
been started in and by the Community Health Foundation. 
By 1979 Sunwheel was very successful, but it needed to be 
recapitalized or sold. So the partners decided to sell it to a 
larger health food company; Peter kept the retail store.
 In Nov. 1975 Bill established the Self Health Center 
which by 1976 grew into the Community Health Foundation 
(CHF). By 1976 CHF was offering classes in soyfoods. 
Paul Jones was the key man with tofu; he taught classes and 
started making tofu out of his home in the Highgate area. 
Paul Jones was defi nitely the fi rst Caucasian to pioneer tofu 
in England. Simon Bailey, a baker who was originally with 
one of the fi rst natural foods stores in England, located in 
Bath, taught about tempeh. These people were experimenting 
in the kitchen with soyfoods and taught in a sort of an 
apprenticeship program. Jon Sandifer, who is still with 
CHF, learned tempeh from Simon Bailey. CHF sold some 
tofu and tempeh through its own sit-down restaurant named 
The Seven Sheaves, then renamed The Natural Snack and 
changed to a cafeteria. A few people did experiments with 
miso but it never got to a commercial scale in part because of 
persistent rumors that Lima Foods was going to start making 
it.
 By the late 1970s soyfoods were growing in popularity 
in the UK. Two separate groups promoted them; the 
vegetarians and animal rights people (who liked TVP), and 
the natural foods and macrobiotic people. Marigold Foods 
also used TVP in the mid-1970s.
 Much of important pioneering commercial work with 
soyfoods in Europe was done by macrobiotic groups in the 
Netherlands and Belgium. Bill often went there to teach in 
1974-79. Tofu, and later tempeh, were emphasized by groups 
such as Manna in Amsterdam and De Brandnetel in Antwerp. 
Macrobiotics was much more active in the Lowlands than in 
England.
 The Sams brothers later started Whole Earth as a 
marketing company for their jams. They sold it fairly soon. 
Greg Sams (disabled) is no longer in the food business; he 
runs The Chaos Shop in London which sells photographic 
reproductions of computer-generated chaos patterns. Greg 
started Realeat Co. and now may be with the Haldane Foods 
Group. Address: Director, Nova Inst., P.O. Box 4648, Estes 
Park, Colorado 80517. Phone: 303-586-6265.

4301. Sams, Craig. 1991. Pioneering macrobiotics and 
soyfoods in England, 1967-1979 (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Aug. 24. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Craig and Greg Sams were both born in 
America. Their mother is from Nebraska and their father 
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from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Greg is 4 years younger 
than Craig. During the 1950s and 1960s the family went to 
England periodically, largely because Craig’s father worked 
in England as a historian for the U.S. Air Force. In 1965 
Craig took a year off from college, traveled around the 
Indian subcontinent, and got hepatitis. Upon returning to the 
Univ. of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia for his fi nal year, he 
fell in with 3 followers of macrobiotics and got interested in 
macrobiotics. In about Feb. or March of 1966 he went to the 
Paradox, a macrobiotic restaurant in New York and decided 
that he wanted to start a similar restaurant in London. In late 
1966 Craig’s brother, Greg, fell out of a tree in Berkeley, was 
paralyzed from the waist down and was confi ned to a wheel 
chair–as he still is.
 In Feb. 1967 Craig started a restaurant named the 
Macro at 10-A Airlie Gardens, Holland Park, London. Yoko 
Ono, John Lennon’s wife, was one of the fi rst regulars. 
She was the fi rst person Craig met in London who was 
aware of macrobiotics; she had learned about it in Japan. 
But Craig had to close Macro after 2 months because of 
zoning problems. In mid-1967 Greg joined Craig in London 
and in Dec. 1967 they opened a new macrobiotic / natural 
foods restaurant named Seed at 136a Westbourne Terrace, 
W.2, London–a few minutes walk from Paddington Station. 
Soyfoods were a part of the menu. They got Kikkoman 
shoyu, shiro-miso, and Hatcho miso from a Japanese import 
company named Mikado-ya, which was run by Japanese 
in southeast London out of the basement of a house and 
supplied Japanese embassies in Europe and Africa. At that 
time Craig thinks there were no Japanese restaurants or retail 
stores in London. Seed soon started to import Hatcho and 
barley (mugi) miso from Muso in Japan. Seed never used 
any of Lima’s soyfood products. Seed also used fermented 
tofu; they mixed it with tahini, spread it on bread, and called 
it a Rarebit–an alternative Welsh Rarebit, which is cheese 
on toast. Seed purchased fresh tofu and [mung] bean sprouts 
from a Chinese company named Lung Kee on Fermoy 

Road, Paddington, London, right on the banks of the canal. 
It was run by one Chinese man who employed about 15 
West Indian / Jamaican women who made the foods. Bean 
sprouts accounted for most of Lung Kee’s business. Craig 
has no idea when Lung Kee started making tofu. In addition 
to its mainstay, brown rice, Seed served the tofu diced in 
miso soups, or sauteed with vegetables such as nitsuke 
carrots, etc., or as a dessert with tofu and apple concentrate 
whipped with fruit to a thick creamy consistency and 
chilled. The restaurant did well. It was soon famous for its 
“groovy vibes” and its free meal of brown rice, veggies, and 
green tea for those who could not afford to pay. Although 
the Sams brothers were not “proponents of the brown rice 
and marijuana regimen” (as Kotzsch had implied in 1985, 
p. 221), Seed was a favorite hangout for a host of ‘60s 
counterculture celebrities such as The Beatles, The Rolling 
Stones, Yoko Ono, and others. Americans such as Bill Tara, 
Peggy Taylor, Eric Utne, and Paul Petrofsky also worked 
there. Then people began to ask the Sams if they could buy 
staple foods from the restaurant. So food was soon packaged 
and sold over the restaurant counter.
 In about March 1969, to meet the growing consumer 
demand, the Sams brothers opened Ceres, a natural foods 
/ macrobiotic retail store, at 8-A All Saints Road, 2 bocks 
from and parallel to Portobello Road. Ceres also did 
extremely well, with Greg and various managers having the 
main responsibility while Craig focused on the restaurant. 
Soyfoods retailed by Ceres included Hatcho and mugi miso, 
tamari, fermented tofu, and fresh tofu sold in trays immersed 
in water. Eventually Bill Tara and Peter Bradford took over 
management of Ceres. Soon other people began to open 
restaurants and natural foods / macrobiotic stores like Ceres 
in college towns in England: Infi nity Foods in Brighton (at 
Sussex University; Peter Deadman, Robin Bines, Simon 
Bailey were involved), Arjuna in Cambridge, Harvest in 
Bath, and On the Eighth Day in Manchester. In 1970 the 
Sams developed a large mobile tent macrobiotic restaurant 
and made a lot of money by taking it to various big rock 
festivals.
 In Aug. 1970 Harmony Foods was established as a 
natural foods / macrobiotic import, product development, 
and distribution company. The money from the mobile 
restaurant was used to rent a building at No. 10 St. Luke’s 
Road in London (only about 300 yards from the Ceres 
shop), and to import enough products to start a line / range 
of products under the Harmony Brand (the logo was a yin 
/ yang sign). They stored and packed these in the basement 
at Harmony Foods. Starting in 1969, the fi rst imports for 
the restaurant and for Ceres had came from Muso in Japan, 
and from a macrobiotic society in Vietnam came red rice 
and green tea. In 1970 they started to import 4-5 tons of 
organically-grown brown rice from The Camargue in the 
south of France. Grown by the same man who grew brown 
rice for Lima Foods, it became the company’s main product. 
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Harmony Foods started out with about 20 customers–16 
conventional health food shops and 4 of the new wave of 
natural foods stores (which the natural foods stores called 
“grain shops”). Wholefood of 112 Baker Street was the 
pioneer “organic shop” that started in the 1950s. They were 
part of the Soil Association, so organic growers used it as 
an outlet for the fi rst organically grown produce retailed in 
England. They soon became an important outlet for Harmony 
Foods as well. In addition a man named Ivan Seruya would 
collect food (mostly produce) from the organic growers and 
deliver it to restaurants like Seed and Manna in London. One 
other product that was grown organically was Pimhill Flour. 
Harmony Foods was a pioneer in developing new organic 
growers (such as Stewart Patterson who farmed wheat with 
horses) and in putting organically grown foods into retail 
outlets.
 By Aug. 1970 Harmony Foods was distributing 
soyfoods, including Hatcho miso, mugi (barley) miso, and 
tamari from Muso in Japan–imported in wooden kegs and 
packed in glass jars. These were the fi rst miso and shoyu 
products available at retail outlets in England.
 In Jan. 1971 Harmony Foods outgrew its building on 
St. Luke’s Rd. and moved into a larger warehouse at 191 
Latimer Road (Maidenhead), a former cosmetics factory. 
Just before the move, Bill Tara informed the Sams that he 
was in London to set up Erewhon Europe to compete with 
Harmony. The restaurant, Seed, was sold in the spring of 
1971 and reopened as The Magic Carpet. In 1971 Ceres was 
renamed Ceres Grain Shop and relocated at 269 A Portobello 
Rd.
 In mid-1972 the shop next to Ceres closed. The Sams 
took it over and made it into Ceres Bakery. It transformed 
large amounts of wheat, organically grown in England, into 
unique and delicious naturally leavened breads. The enzymes 
in the freshly-milled fl our helped to leaven the bread.
 When they closed down Seed, the restaurant on All 
Saints Road, there was still a demand for simple macrobiotic 
food, so in about Feb/March 1971 they opened Green Genes, 
a sort of macrobiotic workingman’s café on a much smaller 
scale. Each person picked up his or her food from a counter; 
there was no table service. It was open for lunch only 
whereas Seed had been open only in the evenings.
 In 1972 they began to publish a magazine titled Seed: 
The Journal of Organic Living. Bill Tara and Peter Bradford 
helped with it occasionally. It continued for 6 years. 
That same year, above Ceres Bakery, they started Ceres 
Bookstore, which only last for 1½ years.
 Meanwhile Bill Tara and Peter Bradford had expanded 
and transformed Ceres Grain Shop, but in a way that led 
to extensive shoplifting, so it was scaled back to near its 
original size and fi nally sold in 1979 to Jack Weller. By that 
year all efforts and resources were focused on Harmony 
Foods, the wholesale business. Peanut butter (non-organic), 
the fi rst product manufactured by Harmony, was now in two 

of the leading supermarket chains, Safeway and Waitrose. 
Continued. Address: 269 Portobello Road, Notting Hill, 
London W11 1LR, England. Phone: 071-229 7545.

4302. Sams, Craig. 1991. Pioneering macrobiotics and 
soyfoods in England, 1967-1979 (Interview) (Continued–
Document part II).. SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 24. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Continued: Harmony imported all of its miso 
from Muso in Japan. The packaging was initially a problem, 
because the miso was live (unpasteurized) and would cause 
some containers to burst. In the summer of 1971 many 
kegs of mugi miso blew their lids off and splattered miso–
which has an unappetizing look. In about 1972 Miso started 
offering fl at, rectangular pre-packs of miso in plastic bags. 
The labels were put on in Britain. In about 1975-76 Harmony 
started importing genmai [brown-rice] miso. Muso was 
always Harmony’s only source of soyfoods from Japan.
 At that stage, Greg was managing Harmony Foods and 
Craig was running the bakery and responsible for the store 
(which they had under management). At the bakery Craig 
developed the jams with no sugar added; apple juice was 
used as the natural sweetener. Craig was just about ready 
to start producing the jams in the bakery. They had another 
partner in the business, Jerry Sakura (Japanese-American), 
who bought in in 1974. Even though there was Ceres and 
Seed and Harmony Foods, they were all part of the holding 
company which was Yin-Yang Ltd., which was incorporated 
on 24 May 1967–very near the beginning of these many 
creative businesses. Somewhere is the plan for Brown Rice 
Puffi es, a breakfast cereal based on brown rice. Its hard to 
describe now–Craig is sort of cynical today as he sees the 
rampant spread of hamburgers and Coke. But in 1967 Craig 
really believed that everybody was at least as clever, if not 
more clever, than he was, and that by 1971 or 1972 the whole 
world would be eating natural, whole foods.
 Then a problem began to emerge. People would come to 
Harmony and buy 200 lb of brown rice, a bag of aduki beans, 
and smaller amounts of this and that. They would go off to 
their part of the country, bag it up in 1-lb bags, sell it to local 
stores and undercut the Harmony brand. By the late 1970s it 
had become a serious problem. Also, when we developed the 
fl akes–wheat fl akes, oat fl akes, rye fl akes, barley fl akes–we 
did it exclusively with organic grain. Then one of Harmony’s 
competitors came out with non-organic fl akes. Suddenly all 
the contracts we had with farmers for organic raw material–
it was very hard for us to honor them because we weren’t 
selling as much because somebody had scooped out the 
bottom third of the market, if you like.
 Then they went to the same supermarkets who stocked 
their peanut butter and said, “What about brown rice?” And 
they said, yes, your right, brown rice does look like a good 
idea, but we’ll just get it from our white rice suppliers. Its all 
the same. There’s not point in having two suppliers. As far as 
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the supers were concerned, it was just a range extension on 
white rice. They didn’t see that there’s a difference.
 “We began to see that we could never compete with 
branded, packaged products of the basic staples. We didn’t 
have the capital or the management expertise. We were good 
at innovating and capitalizing on that, but once the going 
got tough, we got going, really. So we decided to move into 
added value foods, but of the same quality. The peanut butter 
was the fi rst such product. Next came the sugar-free jams–
like the “spreadable fruit” in the States. We launched them 
in the States and Sorrell Ridge picked up on the idea from 
us and called it “spreadable fruit.” Polaner and Smuckers 
now dominate the market. We are still the leaders in Europe 
in that category. The jams were our fi rst products under the 
Whole Earth brand. We are still Yin-Yang Ltd. The company 
names have changed over the years, to Harmony Foods 
Ltd. and then we changed the company name to Whole 
Earth Foods Ltd. but its still the same entity. Only Seed 
Publications was actually a separate business, not part of the 
parent company, Yin-Yang Foods.
 “In 1977 the Whole Earth brand began. The peanut 
butter was sold under the Harmony brand. The sugar-free 
jams took off like a rocket. But we only got them into 
supermarkets about 2 or 3 years ago (1987-1988). The jams 
were sold in natural and health food shops in the UK. But 
export was very big. They really opened up our whole export 
business because it was a unique product. You could only 
get it from one place–from us. We appointed one importer 
in each European country and they’ve all done very well, 
because their customers could only get that jam from them. 
In the early 1980s we used to sell a lot to the States, but that 
died down through the ‘80s.
 “On May 26, 1982 we decided to put the whole 
business into liquidation; we fi led for bankruptcy–Yin-Yang, 
Harmony, everything. We were in fi nancial diffi culties. The 
jams were doing well. We had also started importing Health 
Valley; in 1980 we became the Health Valley distributors 
in Europe. Also in 1980 we had also let in out outside 
investment, because of the cash fl ow problems of being a 
business with all this stock of rice and beans, etc. You can’t 
make a profi t on it. Our business skills were not quite as 
sharp as out awareness of what the market wanted. The bank 
manager who had the debenture on the company’s assets 
wasn’t available until Tuesday of the following week. Over 
that weekend I learned what working capital and cash fl ow 
meant. I had to learn how to read a balance sheet, work out 
what the working capital of a smaller company would be. 
And I then worked out a scheme whereby, if the bank stuck 
it out with us, we could in fact get solvent. We never went 
into liquidation. We licensed, on a royalty basis, that part 
of the business to a man named John Guyon. He could use 
the Harmony trademark, because we were moving over to 
Whole Earth, which kept peanut butter, jam, and ginseng 
roots from the 300 product lines we had. And we made 

severe cutbacks in staff. In late 1981 the staff size had 
peaked at 45 employees. I forgot to mention that we opened 
a cash and carry business on July 4, 1978. This encouraged 
local retailers to come to our store. You have your warehouse 
set up like a supermarket, but they buy cases of everything. 
The peak days were Tuesday and Wednesday. Anybody who 
could buy by the case was allowed in. It was a walled-off 
section of the warehouse–in the same building but with a 
separate entrance. Harmony used other distributors, even in 
London. Harmony never owned more than two trucks so we 
were not a distributor. We imported, developed and packaged 
products.”
 Now, Craig runs Whole Earth Foods. “We control 
about 15% of the peanut butter market in the UK, and about 
25% of the branded peanut butter market. We’re the No. 2 
peanut butter manufacturer in Britain. Our sugar-free jams 
have been in Safeway for two years. We’re that dominant 
players now in that market; Robertson’s has withdrawn. 
Finally, we are getting our jams into supermarkets. We also 
do organic canned baked beans, organic spaghetti sauce and 
ketchup, a range of nut butters and salad dressings. All of 
our products are made with organic ingredients, no added 
sugar, no artifi cial ingredients. We’ve got what I think are 
the highest standards of any food processor around. I own 
99% of the company, Whole Earth Foods Ltd., so I can be 
as uncompromising as I want. On 14 Aug. 1981 the name of 
the parent company name was changed from Yin-Yang Ltd. 
to Harmony Foods Ltd. In Feb. 1984 the name of the parent 
company was changed from Harmony Foods Ltd. to Whole 
Earth Foods, Ltd.
 In May 1982 my brother, Greg, was a little bit skeptical 
about the scheme. We (Harmony Foods) had just launched 
the VegeBurger in April of 1982 as part of our strategy to 
move into value added products. Greg left the business, 
doing everything properly fi nancially, then in June 1982 
started his own business called The Realeat Company. 
Address: 269 Portobello Road, Notting Hill, London W11 
1LR, England. Phone: 071-229 7545.

4303. Product Name:  Organic Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Ingredients:  Organic soya beans, organic cider vinegar 
(trace), Rhizopus oligosporus (tempeh culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz (227 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £0.99.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
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with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. A 
delicious, versatile and high protein food. Fry, steam or bake 
and use in place of meat in all your favorite recipes.” A letter 
adds that the company, a worker’s co-operative, sold its fi rst 
order on 8 Aug. 1991.
 Letter from Nadine Cook of Culture Foods Ltd. 1994. 
Jan. 14. The company is at the same address shown above, 
and they are still making tempeh and tempeh products.

4304. Product Name:  Tempeh Chasseur.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz (340 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £1.89.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. 
Tempeh and vegetables in a rich red wine and tomato sauce. 
No artifi cial additives of any kind. Tempeh is a versatile 
high protein soya product.” A letter adds that the company, a 
worker’s co-operative, sold its fi rst order on 8 Aug. 1991.

4305. Product Name:  Tempeh in Wine and Lemon Sauce.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz (340 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £1.89.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. 
Tempeh and vegetables in a white wine, lemon and herb 
sauce. No artifi cial additives of any kind. Tempeh is a 
versatile high protein soya product.” A letter adds that the 
company, a worker’s co-operative, sold its fi rst order on 8 
Aug. 1991.

4306. Product Name:  Indonesian Style Tempeh.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz (340 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £1.89.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. 
Tempeh and vegetables in a coconut milk and fresh coriander 
sauce. No artifi cial additives of any kind. Tempeh is a 
versatile high protein soya product.” A letter adds that the 
company, a worker’s co-operative, sold its fi rst order on 8 
Aug. 1991.

4307. Product Name:  Mushroom and Tofu Stroganoff.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz (340 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £1.69.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. 
Marinated tofu in a creamy mushroom sauce. No artifi cial 
additives of any kind. Tofu is a protein rich soya bean curd.” 
A letter adds that the company, a worker’s co-operative, sold 
its fi rst order on 8 Aug. 1991.

4308. Product Name:  Matar ‘Paneer’ (With Marinated 
Tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Culture Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4 All Saints Workspaces, 75 
Raleigh St., Nottingham NG7 4DL, England.  Phone: (0602) 
788963.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  12 oz (340 gm) aluminum foil 
container with paperboard sleeve. Retails for £1.69.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Alison J. 
Clark of Culture Foods Ltd. 1991. Aug. 23. 5.76 by 4.5 
inches. Orange and turquoise blue on white. Heavy paper 
sleeve. Logo resembling the Vegetarian Society’s “V” but 
with a sunfl ower growing out of it. “No animal ingredients. 
Marinated tofu and green peas in an aromatic tomato sauce. 
No artifi cial additives of any kind. Tofu is a protein rich soya 
bean curd.” A letter adds that the company, a worker’s co-
operative, sold its fi rst order on 8 Aug. 1991. The company 
also makes a Mushroom and Cashew Nut Roast; its only soy-
related ingredient is “shoyu.”
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4309. Product Name:  Granose Vegetarian Wholefood 
Kitchen Vegetarian Sausages.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Stanborough Park, Watford, 
Herts., WD2 6JR, England.
Date of Introduction:  1991 August.
Ingredients:  Water, textured defatted soya fl our (defatted 
soya fl our, iron, thiamin, ribofl avin, vitamin B-12), 
hydrogenated vegetable oil, rusk, stabiliser (methyl cellulose, 
of plant origin), sea salt, hydrolysed vegetable protein, herbs, 
spices, colour (beetroot red).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  270 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 190 kcal (calories; 790 kJ), 
protein 6.9 gm, carbohydrate 12 gm, fi bre 4.5 gm, fat 13 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Part of label sent by Leah 
Leneman. 1992. Jan. 2. 6.5 by 3.75 by 1.12 inches. Black, 
blue, white, and yellow on gray. Color photo of browned 
sausages on a plate with sliced tomatoes, green beans, and 
sliced browned potatoes. “Individually frozen sausages of 
seasoned soya protein. Six sausages. No artifi cial colours or 
preservatives.”

4310. Shama, Gilbert; Hall, George M. 1991. Tempeh foods. 
European Food and Drink Review (UK). Summer. p. 27-28, 
31. [12 ref]
• Summary: The authors propose the following defi nition to 
cover all the different kinds of tempeh: “Tempeh results from 
the overgrowth by moulds, predominantly those belonging to 
the genus Rhizopus, of hydrated and partially cooked plant 
materials which have fi rst undergone a primary bacterial 

fermentation.” The plant materials are generally legumes, 
especially soybeans, however other plant sources, such as 
coconut press cake, also yield acceptable results. Molds of 
the genus Mucor may play a secondary role in the tempeh 
fermentation. Other legumes traditionally used to make 
tempeh in Indonesia are the winged bean, velvet bean, jack 
bean, pigeon pea, and lamtoro seed.
 The authors describe the process for making tempeh, 
its biochemical aspects, and its future potential. They are 
evaluating 11 different legumes for their suitability in 
making tempeh. Address: Lecturers in Biotechnology and 
Food Engineering, Dep. of Chemical Engineering, Univ. of 
Loughborough, UK.

4311. Rabheru, Neil. 1991. New developments with Unisoy, 
soymilk, and Haldane Foods in England (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Unisoy was acquired by the Haldane Foods 
Group on 21 Dec. 1990. This has proved to be a very 
positive development for Unisoy. It is a great honor and very 
satisfying for Neil to be part of the same team with Dwayne 
Andreas and Peter Fitch, because both are very forward 
looking, energetic, and supportive men. The company now 
makes only soymilk. Other companies in the Haldane Foods 
Group now make the other soy products that Unisoy used 
to make–which is more effi cient. For example, Genice 
Foods Ltd. makes soy margarine, yogurts, and ice creams. 
Unisoy plans to expand into a larger plant, probably at a new 
location. That phase, which will begin within 12 months, will 
involve an investment of £3 to £4 million. He is presently 
meeting with APV in connection with a new soymilk plant. 
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Unisoy has not launched any new products since mid-1990. 
Neil has been too busy absorbing the Granose line into 
his production. Unisoy is now making all the soymilk that 
Granose used to buy from DE-VAU-GE [in Germany], to 
use in continuing the Granose line of products that contain 
soymilk. Thus the Unisoy/Haldane now makes the profi t that 
DE-VAU-GE used to make.
 The acquisition of Granose by the Haldane Foods group 
was the most brilliant move one can imagine. 90% of the 
products that Granose was buying from other companies can 
be manufactured within the Haldane Foods Group. Granose’s 
best products included their margarine, soymilk, ice cream, 
and yogurt. Peter Fitch deserves the credit for this stroke of 
genius.
 The Haldane Foods Group now sells 4 soymilk brands, 
all now made by Unisoy: So Good (which used to be 
purchased from DE-VAU-GE; Sanitarium Foods in Australia 
only registered their brand in Australia and New Zealand), 
Granose, Unisoy, and White Wave. Neil believes that Unisoy 
makes the best-tasting soymilk in Europe today. Recently 
there was an independent magazine survey of all soymilks 
on the market and the Granose brand made by Unisoy won 
fi rst, second, sixth, and ninth places. The UK soymilk market 
is extremely competitive and the prices are much lower 
relative to cow’s milk than they are in the USA. On average 
at all retail outlets, cow’s milk retails for about £0.50 per liter 
versus £0.59 to £0.79 per liter for soymilk. Thus soymilk in 
the UK retails for about 38% more than cow’s milk.
 Note: In the USA, cow’s milk retails for about $0.72/
liter and soymilk retails for about $1.86/liter or about 2.6 
times as much as cow’s milk. The current exchange rate is 
1.79 U.S. dollars = 1 British pound. Thus U.S. cow’s milk 
would sell for £0.40/liter (20% less than British cow’s milk) 
and soymilk would sell for £1.04/liter (about 45% more than 
British soymilk).
 In the UK most of the soymilk is sold in the multiples 
(supermarkets) in half liters (500 ml) cartons, and that is 
where the greatest growth is. There, soymilk is only about 
20% more expensive than cow’s milk. (Note: In the USA 
very little soymilk is sold in supermarkets.)
 In the UK, Provamel (made by Alpro in Belgium) has 
about 42% of the total soymilk market. The four brands 
made by Unisoy have about 35-37%. The remaining 21-23% 
is divided among Sunrise, Plamil, and a few others. There is 
very strong soymilk brand loyalty in the UK.
 Unisoy increasingly refers to itself as “the soyamilk 
division of Haldane Foods Group.” The “Milk ‘n’ By-
Products Ltd.” part of the name will be dropped very shortly.
 The last part of the soyfoods market that the Haldane 
Foods Group will attempt to capture is tofu, since Cauldron 
Foods has a very big lead on Haldane in this market. The 
Granose line of dry mixes used to compete directly with the 
Haldane Food Group’s Hera line. Now all these products are 
made at one location.

 The relationship between ADM, British Arkady, and 
the Haldane Foods Group has changed. The Haldane 
Foods Group is no longer part of British Arkady; both are 
now on the same level on the organization chart, and both 
report directly to ADM’s European headquarters (ADM 
International Ltd. in England; John R. Mahlich, managing 
director). Peter Fitch used to work for British Arkady 
before the Haldane Foods Group was formed. Address: 
Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, 
Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, England. Phone: 061-430 
6329.

4312. Rabheru, Neil. 1991. The early days of the soymilk 
market in England, Soya Health Foods and Michael Cole 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 16. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Michael Cole deserves full credit for getting 
soyamilk into supermarkets (multiples) in the UK. 
Vandemoortele was smart in capitalizing on his work to put 
themselves in their present strong position. It is sad that Soya 
Health Foods did not support Michael by investing in better 
technology to give a better quality product. In the early days, 
Soya Health Foods had everything in their grasp. If they had 
played their cards right, Unisoy would not be here today, and 
Vandemoortele might not even be in the UK. The principal(s) 
of Soya Health Foods were either too hesitant or not smart 
enough to take the necessary risks. He was content making 
money milking the cow (so to speak), never mind when the 
cow drops dead. Michael left the company out of frustration. 
Michael is an outstanding salesman.
 Neil is absolutely certain that Michael Cole has never 
been involved with John Holt. Neil thinks that Michael 
Cole’s fi rst involvement with soyfoods in the UK was with 
Soya Health Foods (Sunrise). Neil spoke with Michael Cole 
3 weeks ago; he is back in the UK trying to market some 
spray-dried organic tofu and soymilk. Neil does not know the 
source. Address: Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, Cromwell 
Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 2RF, England. 
Phone: 061-430 6329.

4313. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1991. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 33 p. Sept.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1991 
(year ended June 30) were $8,468 million, up 9.2% from 
1990. Net earnings for 1991 were $466.7 million, down 
3.5% from 1990. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $3,922 
million, up 9.8% from 1990.
 “Foreign oilseeds operations were strengthened with 
the acquisition of a major softseed plant in Erith, U.K., and 
several plants in Canada. Soy protein facilities currently 
being added to the Europoort plant in The Netherlands 
should be in operation by year’s end and a marketing 
arrangement to supply Loders Croklaan, B.V., with soy 
protein concentrate gives the plant a good production base to 
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begin operations.”
 “ADM now operates 136 U.S. processing plants and 
owns, or has an ownership interest in, 34 foreign plants in 
seven countries. The Company 149 terminal, country, and 
river grain elevators.” A 2-page color photo (p. 2-3) shows 
“ADM’s Europoort plant, near Rotterdam, the world’s largest 
soybean processing facility. Construction is underway for 
the addition of a vegetable oil refi nery, soy protein plants 
and a second cogeneration unit.” ADM’s “oilseed processing 
operations operated at lower profi t levels. Export margins 
were reduced due to heavily subsidized South American and 
European oilseed product sales.”
 “The protein specialties division expanded its position 
as the world’s largest supplier of value-added soy proteins 
this year. Construction began on a facility at Europoort to 
produce soy protein concentrates, isolated soy proteins and 
the specialized raw material from which these products are 
formulated. The facility will serve the growing demand in 
Europe and the USSR for food and animal feed ingredients.
 “ADM will produce a line of soy protein concentrates 
which Loders Croklaan will market to the animal feed 
industry in Western Europe. The combination of ADM’s 
production technology and Loders Croklaan’s leadership 
position in the animal feed ingredient market will provide a 
major improvement in effi ciency. Products will be supplied 
from the Europoort facility.
 “Consumer acceptance of the all-vegetable protein 
food item, Midland Harvest’s Harvest Burger, has been 
encouraging and exceeds expectations. This low-fat, 
cholesterol-free, reduced calorie product is being sold in 
selected U.S. markets and in several international markets, 
notably England and other European Community countries, 
the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Finland, Mexico and Canada.
 “Haldane Food Groups acquired two additional 
companies: Granose Foods Ltd., a pioneer in the health 
food industry, and Unisoya [on 21 Dec. 1990], a soya milk 
production company. Additional bottling capacity was 
installed at Saucemasters Limited when the company moved 
operations to a larger facility shared with Snackmasters 
Limited, a newly formed company manufacturing snack 
meals. These TVP-based products are used with either 
noodles or rice and are sold through supermarkets and health 
food stores. Genice Limited added more yogurts and non-
dairy ice creams to its product range. Frozen meals from both 
Vegetarian Cuisine Limited and Vegetarian Feasts Limited 
increased their market share. Production at the leased 
Coventry factory was transferred to the Granose factory 
at Newport Pagnell, where additional land is available for 
further expansion.”
 Page 32 lists the many ADM divisions worldwide. In 
Europe, key soyfoods-related divisions are: The British 
Arkady Co. Ltd. (William Pringle, Division Director), 
and ADM International Ltd. (John R. Mahlich, Managing 
Director). Both are located in the UK. Note: The Haldane 

Foods Group (Peter Fitch, Managing Director), which 
is currently under British Arkady, will soon become an 
independent division. Since 1985 Peter Fitch and John 
Mahlich have skillfully acquired 11 of England’s most 
important natural-, vegetarian-, and soyfood manufacturing 
companies to make the Haldane Foods Group unique in the 
world as a professional, effi cient, and innovative group with 
a very promising future in a rapidly growing market.
 Note: In Dec. 1990, ADM started making soy protein 
concentrates at its plant in Europoort, Netherlands. Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

4314. Leneman, Leah. 1991. Re: Observations on the 
soyfoods market in Britain and the United States. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 7. 1 p. Typed, 
with signature.
• Summary: On a recent trip to the USA, Leah was “greatly 
puzzled by the seemingly complete absence of Tofutti. Two 
years ago I was able to get it wherever we went, while this 
time I saw it nowhere. The only completely non-dairy ‘ice 
cream’ in supermarkets was Mocha Mix, a greatly inferior 
product. Health food stores still had the Farm’s non-dairy 
products and Rice Dream but no Tofutti... I certainly did miss 
the pleasure of eating one of my all-time favourite products!
 “It certainly seems as though Britain–and even the 
Continent–has forged way ahead of America when it comes 
to soyfoods, something I would never have believed possible 
even a couple of years ago. We have a good range of ‘ice 
creams’, an ever-increasing range of tofu-based convenience 
meals etc. etc. Even Safeways has an own-brand soya milk. 
And in the yogurt fi eld we are even importing divine soya 
milk yogurts [Sojasun] from France. (There are British ones 
as well but not nearly as good.)”
 The Vegetarian Society of the UK has sold off its 
magazine, The Vegetarian. Note: The magazine was sold to a 
publisher with no connections to vegetarianism; they which 
re-issued it under the title Vegetarian Living. They went 
bankrupt and sold the magazine to HHL Publishing Group 
Ltd. in London. As of late 1993 it was still being published 
being published by HHL under the title Vegetarian Living. 
Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, 
Scotland.

4315. Barnard, Neal D. 1991. Women and cancer: 
Opportunities for prevention. PCRM Update (Washington, 
DC) 7(5):6-9. Sept/Oct. [10 ref]
• Summary: Discusses how changes in diet can reduce 
one’s risk of breast cancer. The main recommendation is to 
reduce fat, particularly animal fat, intake. It is “known that 
many breast tumors are ‘fueled’ by estrogens, the female sex 
hormones... the more estrogen there is, the greater the driving 
force behind some kinds of breast cancer... The principal 
estrogen is estradiol, and the amount of estradiol produced 
by the body is linked to the amount of fat in the diet. On 
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high-fat diets, estradiol production increases. On low-fat 
diets it decreases. When women begin low-fat diets, their 
estradiol levels drop noticeably in a very short time. Vegans 
(people who consume no animal products) have signifi cantly 
lower estrogen levels than non-vegetarians, perhaps because 
of the lower fat content of the vegan diet.”
 “Another problem with high-fat diets is that the meat, 
poultry, fi sh, and dairy products that usually make up such 
diets are all devoid of fi ber. Fiber is the part of plant foods 
that resists digestion in the intestinal tract. Evidence suggests 
that fi ber helps reduce estrogen levels by trapping it in the 
digestive tract. In addition, soybeans, which are a mainstay 
of Asian diets, contain phytoestrogens, which are very weak 
estrogens which can compete with and blunt the effect of 
normal estrogens. In the process, soybean products have 
been shown to reduce cancer risk.”
 “In 1840 the average age of puberty in girls was about 
17. Today, it is 12.5 years, possibly due to the estrogen 
increase caused by high-fat diets.” A graph titled “The 
dropping age of puberty” (p. 9, adapted from Tanner 1973), 
shows this drop in fi ve countries (Finland, Norway, United 
States, Denmark, and United Kingdom) from 1840 to 1980. 
Address: M.D., Physicians Committee for Responsible 
Medicine.

4316. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods Silken Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm pack with outer 
paperboard sleeve. Retails for £0.75.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. 
2(2):7. “New silken tofu in the U.K.” Three photos show the 
package and label.

4317. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods Tofuloni [Country, 
or Spicy].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  1994: Original tofu (water, soya beans, 
calcium sulphate), hydrogenated vegetable oil, potato starch, 
wheat fl our, rusk, maize starch, mixed cereal grains, onion, 
carrot, peppers, hydrolysed vegetable protein, yeast extract, 
salt, dextrose, ascorbic acid, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 sausage per 113 gm chub 
pack. Retails for £0.75.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1991. 

2(2):7. “Tofuloni–The veggie salami.” Photos show both 
packages and labels. The product, made from a blend of 
smoked tofu and seasonings, was introduced in a pre-sliced 
form in 1989. Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993. 4(3):5. “Tofuloni in 
new chub size.” “Cauldron Foods Tofuloni is now available 
in 113 gm unsliced chub sizes in addition to the popular 
sliced version.” It comes in two fl avors: Spicy and Country. 
A photo shows packages of the two fl avors.
 Label for Country fl avor sent by David Greenslade. 
1994. Oct. 2.5 by 4.5 inches. Green and black on white. 
Color photo shows round slices of Tofuloni on a plate with 
a slice of bread. Retails for £0.92 in Oct. 1994. Cauldron 
Foods Ltd is now in Portishead, Bristol.

4318. Product Name:  Tofu Burgers [Organic Tofu & Fresh 
Vegetables, Savory Nut, Spicy Mixed Bean, or Curry and 
Coconut].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Dragonfl y Kitchen.
Manufacturer’s Address:  19A Riverside Buildings, 
Staverton Bridge Mill, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6AQ, England.  
Phone: (0803) 865667.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  Curry and Coconut: Okara*, brown rice*, 
tofu*, onion*, carrots*, raisins, coconut, tomato puree, 
shoyu, herbs, spices, sea salt, sunfl ower oil. * = Organic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Four Labels sent by 
Simon and Dawn Boreham of Dragonfl y Foods. 1991. Nov. 
1. 3 inches diameter. Self adhesive. One color on white. 
“Dragonfl y original recipe. With Soya bean, fi bre and 
protein, naturally. Store below 4ºC. Ready cooked. Delicious 
hot or cold. Heat right through. Freeze once only.”
 Talk with Simon Boreham. 1999. Dec. 7. These meatless 
burgers are now called “Beanies” and the company has ten 
recipes or varieties. On 1 Jan. 1994 the company moved to 
its present address: 2A Mardle Way, Buckfastleigh, Devon 
TQ11 ONR, England. Phone: +44 1364 642700.

4319. Product Name:  Granose Tofu Paté [Tomato, Herb, or 
Mushroom]. Relaunched and renamed Granose Vegetarian 
Patés in late 1992.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: (0908) 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. organic tofu, vegetable oils and fats, 
spices and seasonings.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm squeezable tubes.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1991 2(2):7. “Tofu pate’s from Granose.” The patés have 
a shelf life of 9 months unopened and will keep for up to 4 
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weeks refrigerated after being opened.
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 5. “Vegetarian 
Cheese Spreads and Patés in a Tube.” The launch of 
Granose’s 3 new cheese spreads “coincides with the relaunch 
of Granose Vegetarian Patés, with improved recipes and 
smoother textures.” Soya fl our is now used in place of tofu. 
The name of one of the three fl avors has been changed to 
Italian Style Tomato, and the tube has been reduced in size to 
150 gm. One tube retails for £1.15.

4320. Product Name:  Soho Soft {Non-Dairy Fermented 
Cheese made from Cashew Nuts and Soyamilk} [Garlic, or 
Herb].
Manufacturer’s Name:  PDF Co. Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Llanfaelog, Anglesey, Wales, 
UK.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. cashew nuts, soyamilk, sea salt, live 
cultures.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm tubs.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 294 kcal (calories), protein 
10 gm, carbohydrate 13 gm, fi bre 3 gm, vegetable fat 24 gm, 
cholesterol 0 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1991. 2(2):7. “Cheese from soyamilk and cashew 
nuts.” The non-dairy cheese or savoury cashew spread is 
called Soho Soft because it was originally developed in a 
fl at behind Piccadilly Circus in London. It is now made in a 
small town on Anglesey, a remote island in northwest Wales, 
using a conventional cheese making process. A hard variety 
is also planned.

4321. Product Name:  Plamil Roasted Hazelnut Chocolate 
Bar (100% Non-Dairy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. soyamilk.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1991. 2(2):7. “Non-dairy chocolate bar.” This 
product, recently introduced, is made with the same recipe as 
the company’s Plain Chocolate Bar. Cow’s milk is replaced 
with soyamilk.

4322. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1991. ADM targets Europe. 
2(2):3. Autumn.
• Summary: “The Archer Daniels Midland Company has 
announced the reorganisation of its European corporate 
headquarters to the ADM offi ces in Erith, Kent, near London. 
ADM International Ltd has been formed to coordinate the 
company’s European sales of specialty industrial food and 

feed ingredients. Corporate activities will be centralised 
at Erith [on the River Thames just east of London] 
with administration activities relocating from offi ces in 
Rotterdam, Netherlands and Hamburg, Germany.”

4323. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1991. Changes for Haldane 
Foods. 2(2):2. Autumn.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group has acquired 
Unisoy Milk ‘n By Products Ltd. of Stockport, UK, the 
manufacturers of soymilk, soy yogurts, and Maranellis soy 
ice cream. Following the Group’s other recent acquisition of 
Granose Foods, the Haldane Group’s headquarters have been 
moved to Granose Foods’ premises at Howard Way, Newport 
Pagnell, Bucks, UK. Phone: 0908 211311. The move 
integrates the administration, sales, and accounts functions. 
Production at the Haldane factory is unaffected. Note: The 
Haldane Foods Group had formerly been located at Barrow 
Upon Soar, in Leicestershire.

4324. Product Name:  Organic Tempeh (Frozen).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tempeh Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Felin Geri, Cwm Cou, Newcastle 
Emlyn, Dyfed, SA38 9PA, Wales, UK.  Phone: 0239 87 891.
Date of Introduction:  1991 October.
Ingredients:  Organically grown soya beans, Rhizopus 
oligosporus (tempeh culture).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 oz 227 gm.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm (3.5 oz). Calories 165, Protein 
18.3%, fat 10.2%, carbohydrates (incl. fi ber) 9.4%, calcium 
145 mg, phosphorus 240 mg, iron 5 mg, vitamin B-1 0.28 
mg, vitamin B-2 0.65 mg, niacin 2.52 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with (call from), 
followed by a letter and Label, from Tom Wells, now a 
partner / owner with Louise Tonkin of Tempeh Foods in West 
Wales. 1992. June 26 and July 22. The company has changed 
hands. The former owners were Graham Lanman and Jennie 
Greenhalgh, but they stopped making tempeh several years 
ago. Tom and Louise started production in Wales in Oct. 
1991, after their move from London, where they acquired the 
name and equipment of Tempeh Foods from an acquaintance 
of Graham and Jenny who had been interested in setting 
up on his own account but never really got going. Tom and 
Louise currently produce only one product, soy tempeh, 
which is sold only in Wales at wholefood shops. They plan 
to purchase an old unused schoolhouse, which will serve 
as both a residence and tempeh shop. That address, which 
will probably be active by late 1992 will be: Yr Hen Ysgol, 
Abercych, Boncath, Dyfed, Wales/Cymru, UK SA37 OEX. 
Phone: 0239-87891.
 Label. 4.75 by 4 inches. Green and yellow on white. 
Front and back self-adhesive labels attach to a plastic bag. 
“A natural soya delicacy. No preservatives. No cholesterol. 
Gluten free. High protein. A natural soya delicacy. Delicious 
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easy to use sliced or diced, can be fried, boiled or steamed. 
A versatile and nutritious food.” Below a V-shaped logo: 
“Approved by the Vegetarian Society.” On the back panel 
are recipes for and illustrations (line drawings) of a Tempeh 
Burger, Crispy tempeh slices, and Tempeh Pate. “Any grey/
black spots are the natural result of the culture forming its 
seeds which enhance the fl avour of the Tempeh, much like 
the blue veins in some cheeses.”

4325. Leneman, Leah. 1991. Re: Update on soyfoods in 
Europe. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 
5. 1 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: “Many thanks for your letter of 15 Oct and all 
the interesting information. I can’t help mourning Tofutti. I 
know the brands in health food stores are more nutritious, 
but they taste like health foods. Oh well, soya ice creams are 
getting better and better over here, and I make my own as 
well.”
 “I don’t write any more for The Vegetarian since the 
Vegetarian Society sold it off.
 “Yes, Sojasun is the French yogurt I am so fond of, but I 
was in Paris last month and found another good one as well. 
Where is the impetus for such products coming from on 
the Continent (and what is the market)? My sister couldn’t 
believe it when she came over here from the States last 
summer and found a Safeways’ own brand soya milk!
 “I will, if I may, fi ll you in on the history of my books 
(which will also explain why I have not sent you any of them 
just now). In 1988 Routledge & Kegan Paul, who published 
The International Tofu Cookery Book and Soya Foods 
Cookery, were taken over and the list with my books on it 
was sold off to Penguin. Penguin had no interest in cookery 
books and let both books go out of print; I eventually got the 
rights back myself. Meanwhile, Thorsons were taken over 
by Collins. who became a multinational as HarperCollins, 
and they let all of my Thorsons books go out of print. In the 
meantime, however, I had produced two more books, The 
Single Vegan and a new edition of Slimming the Vegetarian 
Way (both books, incidentally, do have tofu recipes in them), 
which were both published in 1989 and which have done 
exceedingly well–not least in the States. In the meantime, 
my Vegan Cooking was still being taken out of libraries in 
large numbers, so I suggested to Thorsons that a new edition 
would have a market. They agreed but asked me to do a 
much larger vegan book instead, which I am now working 
on. They also mentioned that they were keen to have a tofu 
book on the market, and I said that the rights to mine had 
reverted to me, so they commissioned a new edition of that 
one, with additional recipes from Soya Foods Cookery and 
some new ones as well. I fi nished it last spring and it is due 
to appear in spring 1992.” Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, 
Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4326. Bolduc, Bill. 1991. Current work with organic 

foods and soyfoods (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 8. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: His company is in the process of developing 
an organic TVP. It is presently produced in Illinois under 
contract (on a test basis) and he hopes to have the product 
ready for sale by early 1992. He is in serious discussion 
with a major player in the grain industry, who he hopes will 
become his partner. Bill’s company will do the R&D and 
marketing, not the manufacturing. No name for the product 
has yet been determined, but he generally refers to it as 
“Organic TSP” or “Organic Textured Soya Protein.” He 
doesn’t like the letters “TSP,” which remind many people 
in the food industry of trisodium phosphate (a crystalline 
compound used especially in cleaning compositions). 
(Shurtleff suggests that Bolduc consider licensing the rights 
to call it “Organic TVP” from ADM via Richard Burket.) 
He is talking with Health Valley about the product and has 
a major player in England that will be ready by early 1992. 
The texture is similar to ADM’s mince (granules).
 His company is limiting itself to basic processing of the 
four major grain commodities grown organically in Ohio 
and neighboring states: soybeans, soft wheat, corn, and 
oats. OPC which was just incorporated on 19 Sept. 1991, 
is already active and has products on the market. Before 
that, Bill was a broker. In Dec. 1990 OPC shipped its fi rst 
truckload of organic wheat fl our to Barbara’s bakery–under 
the Organic Marketing label. He is now supplying Health 
Valley with all of the fl our that is going into their fat-free 
products. He does not yet have any soy products on the 
market. But he is also looking at doing something with 
soymilk in Ohio.
 Update: 1992 March 14. The development of organic 
TVP is coming along nicely. Bill has visited ADM in 
Decatur, and talked by phone with Roger Kilburn (who is 
head of Protein Specialties at ADM; a very nice man with a 
background similar to Bill’s). He hopes to license TVP under 
the name “Organic TVP.” They invited him to introduce 
the Midland Harvest line to the natural foods industry. Bill 
declined because of problems with ingredients but offered 
to help ADM improve their ingredients for the natural food 
market. Address: President, Organic Processing Corp., 3307 
Clifton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45220. Phone: 800-647-2326.

4327. Product Name:  Berrydales Special Ices [Bitter 
Chocolate (Totally Vegan)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Berrydales Ltd. (Marketer). Made 
in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  5 Lawn Road, London NW3 
2XS, England.  Phone: 071-722-2866. Fax 071-722-7685.
Date of Introduction:  1991 December.
Ingredients:  Soya milk, tofu, honey, apple concentrate, 
chocolate chips, cocoa.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml.
How Stored:  Frozen.
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Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Energy 104 kcal (calories; 446 
Kilojoules), protein 1.90 gm, total fat 2.71 gm (saturated fat 
1.12 gm, polyunsaturated 0.73 gm), carbohydrate 18.4 gm 
including total sugar 17.19 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Berrydales newsletter. 
1991. Dec. p. 3. “Berrydales no-cream ices–deliciously 
refreshing dairy free ices based on organic fresh tofu 
and soya milk. Low fat, low cholesterol, low calorie and 
vegetarian, in fi ve exotic fl avors–Honey Vanilla, Berry, 
Maple & Walnut, Ginger & Honey and–now totally 
vegan–Bitter Chocolate. Available in health food stores, 
delicatessens & selected Sainsburys nationwide.”
 Label sent by Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. 3.75 
inch round lid. 500 ml. Illustration of a fl ower against a light 
wood-grain background. “Lactose free. No animal products. 
Low cholesterol.”

4328. Britt, Jenny. 1991. Breaking new ground: First 
a restaurant and now a booming wholesale business, 
Ploughshares is a vegan, organic food company aiming to 
feed the world. Here’s Health (England). Dec. p. 56-57.
• Summary: Ploughshares is a highly successful vegan, 
organic food company based in Glastonbury, Somerset–
Britain’s “New Age capital.” A photo shows Michael 
O’Connell, the company founder, holding up a large 
tray of cakes. He and his vegan co-workers are deeply 
committed to an animal-free and more environmentally 
sensible way of eating. Since 1986 they have established 
a restaurant (recommended by the Egon Ronay rating 
service), followed by a wholesaling business, and then 
last year a cookery school. Michael is both a vegan and 
a “formidable environmental activist, who runs his own 
mobile information service called “Spirit of Conservation on 
the Move”... Formerly a professional musician and record 
producer with his own band, Michael has been one of the 
main driving forces behind Ploughshares. Until recently he 
owned it outright, having put in most of the fi nance, but in 
recognition of the equally valuable contribution of others in 
the business, he has converted it into a co-operative... The 
core group, who are the main shareholders, are Michael, 
sisters Fiona and Miranda Bruce, mother and daughter 
Sophie and Sally Pullinger and Lalita Gordon. Several of this 
group are musicians who had worked with Michael in the 
music business. A few years ago, feeling no longer fulfi lled 
by professional music, they set up as an extended family on 
a smallholding in the Essex countryside and, to help make 
a living, acquired a mobile catering truck... an eight-tonne 
kitchen-on-wheels which had previously done service on 
location feeding hordes of extras in the fi lm Gandhi. They 
renamed it The Emperor Liu An’s Tofu Palace, in honour of 
the Chinese feudal lord attributed with the invention of tofu, 
and took to open air shows and festivals, serving vegan food 
and demonstrating tofu-making.”
 The key people then moved to Glastonbury to start a 

restaurant (on High Street) as a permanent base for their 
vegan cuisine. The restaurant was sold in 1991 as more of 
the company’s energy went into developing and marketing 
its range of nutritious, often organic cakes. The company has 
found a building in Glastonbury, which it hopes to convert 
into an innovative factory–if the money can be raised. The 
Ploughshares cookery school now teaches 3 students a week 
on average. They study for a City and Guilds qualifi cation in 
dairy-free and special diet cuisine. “A Ploughshares Diploma 
includes tofu and tempeh making on both a domestic and 
cottage industry scale...” Another feature of the course is the 
production and use of a leaf protein concentrate (nettles are 
now used as the raw material) in the form of a nutritious curd 
named Leafu. Michael became interested in it as a “substitute 
in British vegan diets for soya beans, whose transportation 
from abroad uses precious energy. [A company brochure 
titled “Leaves for Life: Leafu, a high protein food made 
from leaves” notes that “Leaf fractionation is a way of 
producing more protein from indigenous plants than any 
other process. It is highly effi cient in terms of energy use and 
in quantity of protein produced per acre.” Leaf curd contains 
“proportionally more protein, vitamins A and E, iron, and 
calcium than is found in meat, eggs, or beans.”]
 Michael, a man with big dreams, can be contacted at 
Ploughshares Organic, Vegan Food Company, 54 Roman 
Way, Glastonbury, Somerset, BA6 8AD, England.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2013) 
that mentions “Leafu” (a word probably derived by merging 
the words “leaf” and “tofu”) or that discusses a commercial 
food use of leaf protein.

4329. Product Name:  Redwood Vegetarian Rashers 
(Tempeh Bacon).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Redwood Company (The). Div. 
of JRJ Trading (Importer-Marketer-Distributor). Made in 
America.
Manufacturer’s Address:  243 The Broadway, Muswell 
Hill, London, N10, England.
Date of Introduction:  1991 December.
Ingredients:  Tempeh, shoyu, malt syrup, sea salt, yeast 
extract, mixed spices, fermented red rice.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Retails for £1.99.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Health Food Business 
(London). 1992. Jan. p. 12. “Vegetarian breakfast treats with 
JRJ’s organic bacon.” This bacon-like product made with 
organic tempeh retails for £1.99. The tempeh is made from 
organic soybeans with red rice added to give an authentic 
color; red rice gives much better color retention than the 
usual beetroot color. Salt is also added.
 Talk with Jeremy Duncan, owner of The Redwood Co. 
1992. June 16. This product was introduced in late 1991. 
About 6 months ago the company moved to its present 
address: Unit 4, West Burrowfi eld, Welwyn Garden City, 
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Hertfordshire, AL7 4TW, England. He owns both The 
Redwood Co. and JRJ Trading, which is an import company. 
Nowadays he no longer thinks of Redwood as a division of 
JRJ Trading.
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. Autumn. p. 5. “Tempeh 
alternative to bacon.” This may be England’s fi rst vegetarian 
alternative to bacon.

4330. Clearspring Ltd. 1991. Traditional Japanese soya 
sauces (Leafl et). London: Clearspring. 2 panels each side. 
Each panel: 22 x 15 cm. Illust. *

4331. Clearspring Ltd. 1991. Macrobiotic quality wholefoods 
(Leafl et). London: Clearspring. 1 p. 1 sheet. 21 cm. *
• Summary: This leafl et advertises Clearspring’s line of 
largely Japanese malt syrups, Japanese teas, sea vegetables, 
miso, soya sauces, amazake, umeboshi, pasta, sauces and 
crackers.

4332. Davis, Clarence B.; Wilburn, Kenneth E., Jr.; 
Robinson, Ronald E. eds. 1991. Railway imperialism. New 
York, NY: Greenwood Press. xix + 225 p. Illust. Index. 25 
cm. Series: Contributions in Comparative Colonial Studies, 
No. 26. [500+* ref]
• Summary: See Chapter 8, titled “Russia, the Soviet 
Union, and the Chinese Eastern Railway,” by R. Edward 
Glatfelter (p. 137-54). And Chapter 9, titled “Railway 
Imperialism in China 1895-1939,” by Clarence B. Davis, 
each cited separately. Address: 1. Keene State College, New 
Hampshire; 2. East North Carolina Univ., Greenville, NC; 3. 
Emeritus Beit Prof. of History of the British Commonwealth, 
Oxford Univ., England.

4333. Hymowitz, T.; Bernard, R.L. 1991. Origin of the 
soybean and germplasm introduction and development in 
North America. In: H.L. Shands and L.E. Wiesner, eds. 1991-
1992. Use of Plant Introductions in Cultivar Development: 
Proceedings of a symposium sponsored by Division C-1 of 
the Crop Science Society of America in Las Vegas, Nevada, 
19 Oct. 1989. 2 vols. Part 1. CSSA Special Publication 
Number 17. Madison, Wisconsin: Crop Science Society 
of America (CSSA). 164 p. See p. 147-64. Chap. 9. Crop 
Science Society of America Special Publication No. 17. [34 
ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Origin of the genus 
glycine. Origin of the soybean. Introduction of the soybean 
to North America (by Samuel Bowen in 1765). Experiment 
stations and technology. Introduced soybean germplasm. 
Cultivar development. Glycine soja. Wild perennial glycine 
species.
 “The genus Glycine Willd is divided into two subgenera, 
Glycine and Soja (Moench) F.J. Herm. The subgenus 
Glycine contains 15 wild perennial species (Singh et al., 
1988; Tindale and Craven, 1988). Thirteen of the species [G. 

albicans Tind. and Craven, G. arenaria Tind., G. curvata 
Tind., G. canescens F.J. Herm., G. clandestina Wendl., 
G. curvata Tind., G. cyrtoloba Tind., G. falcata Benth., 
G. hirticaulis Tind. and Craven, G. lactovirens Tind. and 
Craven, G. latifolia (Benth.) Newell and Hymowitz, G. 
latrobeana (Meissn.) Benth. and G. microphylla (Benth.) 
Tind.] are indigenous to Australia. All carry 2n = 40 
chromosomes (diploid) except for G. hirticaulis which is 
tetraploid, 2n = 80.

“Glycine tabacina (Labill.) Benth. with 2n = 40 or 80 
chromosomes, has been found in Australia, Taiwan, south 
Pacifi c Islands (New Caledonia, Fiji, Tonga, Vanuatu, Niue) 
and west central Pacifi c Islands (Mariana, Ryukyu). All 
accessions of G. tabacina collected outside of Australia are 
tetraploid (2n = 80) and even within Australia, tetraploids 
predominate over diploid forms. Glycine tomentella Hayata 
has been found in Australia (2n = 38, 40, 78, or 80), Papua 
New Guinea (2n = 40, 78 or 80), Indonesia (2n = 80), 
Philippines (2n = 80), and Taiwan (2n = 80). Singh et al. 
(1987, 1989) demonstrated that the complexes of G. tabacina
and G. tomentella evolved through allopolyploidization in 
Australia.”
 “The soybean was fi rst introduced to North America 
in 1765 by Samuel Bowen, a seaman employed by the 
East India Company. Bowen brought soybean from China 
via London to Greenwich, his residence in the province of 
Georgia. Situated a few kilometers east of Savannah, the 180 
ha of Greenwich (now a cemetery) became the center of his 
farming and manufacturing enterprises.
 “By the late 1850s, soybean was evaluated for forage 
potential by many farmers throughout the USA (Hymowitz, 
1987). However, the scientifi c approach for evaluating the 
crop had to wait until the emergence of the agricultural 
experiment stations at land grant institutions during the latter 
part of the nineteenth century.”
 Table 9-1 (p. 154-57) shows “Ancestral cultivars and 
their occurrence in pedigrees of U.S.- Canadian publicly 
developed grain-type soybean cultivars (excluding 
backcross-developed isolines covered in Table 3). Part A 
of this table is a summary by maturity group and part B is 
a summary by decade of release. Each part is divided into 
number of descendant cultivars, northern ancestors, southern 
ancestors, ancestors chosen for pest resistance, other, and 
number of ancestral cultivars. The ten most important 
northern ancestors (in descending order of importance with 
the number of occurrences in pedigrees in parentheses) are: 
Mandarin (143), Manchu (121), Richland (119), A.K. (108), 
Dunfi eld (83), Mukden (73), No. 171 (30), Pakota (27), L37-
1355 (25), and Manitoba Brown (14). The 13 most important 
southern ancestors are: CNS (118), Tokyo (109), PI54610 
(108), S-100 (82), Roanoke (42), Haberlandt (40), Arksoy 
(40), Palmetto (34), Biloxi (9), PI 60406 (7), Otootan (7), 
Laredo (4), Mammoth Yellow (5).
 Table 9-2 (p. 158-59) shows the “Origins of major 
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ancestral cultivars of the 221 cultivars developed at public 
institutions in the USA and Canada.” For each cultivar 
is given: Descendant cultivars, maturity group, year of 
introduction, country and locality of origin, and original 
cultivar name.
 Table 9-3 (p. 161) shows “Sources of genes backcrossed 
into domestic public soybean cultivars.” The named varieties 
are Kanro, Mukden, Arksoy, Higan, Kingwa, and CNS. All 8 
of the most important northern cultivars originated in China. 
Of the 12 most important southern cultivars, 9 originated 
in China, 2 in Korea, and 2 or 3 in Japan. Address: Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4334. Mallalieu, Huon L. 1991. The illustrated history of 
antiques: the essential reference for all antique lovers and 
collectors. London: Quarto Publishing. 640 p. Illust. Maps. 
Index. 29 cm. [ soy ref]
• Summary: In chapter 10 titled “Glass,” by Perran Wood, 
under “The 18th Century” (p. 488) is a caption to a “Soy 
Cruet Bottle.” English c. 1780. Sets of deep blue, green and, 
more rarely, amethyst decanters, rinsers and cruet bottles 
(such as this one) became popular in England towards the 
end of the 18th century. They were placed in stands and 
marked in gilt with the contents.”
 A color photo shows this beautiful bottle, with gold 
lettering and designs on a purple background.” Address: 
Authority on antiques, London.

4335. Ploughshare Foods. 1991. Ploughshare Foods. 
Rosemullion, 54 Roman Way, Glastonbury, Somerset, BA6 
8AD, England. 5 p.
• Summary: A prospectus of the company’s activities, 
services, and work with vegan foods. The company’s foods 
are dairy-free, organic, sugar-free, gluten- and wheat free, 
salt free. Address: Glastonbury, Somerset, England. Phone: 
(0458) 31182.

4336. Pusztai, Arpad. 1991. Plant lectins. Cambridge and 
New York: Cambridge University Press. vii + 263 p. Illust. 
24 cm. Series: Chemistry and Pharmacology of Natural 
Products. [650* ref]
• Summary: Lectins, also called hemagglutinins, are a class 
of proteins that cause blood to clot. Page 1: In 1888/89 
the fi rst plant lectin was described by Stillmark. Working 
with extracts from the castor bean (Ricinus communis) he 
obtained a preparation which agglutinated red blood cells.
 “The next momentous step in the history of the 
haemagglutinins was the realization [in about 1948-49] that 
some of the haemagglutinins agglutinated blood cells only 
from some groups of individuals within the ABO blood 
group system, without affecting cells from other groups.”
 The author concludes his discussion of the effects of 
soybean lectin on the cells of the small intestine by saying 
(p. 163): “The anti-nutritive effects of soya lectin are now 

well established. Its binding to the small intestinal epithelium 
induces a number of changes in intestinal function and 
morphology, some of which reduce the food conversion 
effi ciency in soya-fed rats.”
 The soybean (Glycine max) is mentioned on page 3, 20-
24, 33-34, 36, 40-41, 46, 57-58, 60-67, 72, 76, 93, 106-10, 
132, 159-66, 166-67, 176-79, 184, 189, and 198. Address: 
The Rowett Research Inst., Bucksburn, Aberdeen, Scotland.

4337. Product Name:  One World Foods Seitan.
Manufacturer’s Name:  One World Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  188 Old St., London EC1V 9BP, 
England.  Phone: 01-490 0749.
Date of Introduction:  1991?
New Product–Documentation:  Interview with Joe 
Simpson, the owner, conducted by Anthony Marrese. 1992. 
March 28. One World Foods makes seitan.

4338. Product Name:  Pareve Non-dairy Frozen Dessert 
(Based on Isolated Soy Protein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Rakusen’s.
Manufacturer’s Address:  London, England?
Date of Introduction:  1991?
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Leah Leneman. 
1992. Jan. 21. Rakusen’s makes a pareve ice cream, based 
on soya isolates, for the Jewish market, not the health food 
market.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
10. Rakusen is a very small kosher company. Ray is not sure 
whether or not they sell any kosher dairy products; most 
of their products are kosher non-dairy. They sell to their 
localized kosher market, not to health food shops.

4339. Product Name:  Pareve Non-dairy Frozen Dessert 
(Based on Isolated Soy Protein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Snowcrest.
Manufacturer’s Address:  London, England.
Date of Introduction:  1991?
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Leah Leneman. 
1992. Jan. 21. Snowcrest makes a pareve ice cream, based 
on soya isolates, for the Jewish market, not the health food 
market.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 
10. Snowcrest is a very small Kosher company and ice cream 
manufacturer. Ray is not sure whether or not they sell any 
kosher dairy products; most of their products are kosher non-
dairy. They sell to their localized kosher market, not to health 
food shops.

4340. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods Original 8 Tofu 
Bangers: Vegetable Sausages Made with Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1992 January.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  8 x 50 gm bangers in a box. 
Retails for £1.95.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Health Food Business 
(London). 1992. Jan. p. 12. “New burgers and a Cauldron 
banger.” Note: A banger looks like an American hot dog.
 Spot in BBC Vegetarian Good Food. 1992. Spring. p. 8. 
Shows a color photo of the front of the package.

4341. Product Name:  Cauldron Foods 2 Tofu Burgers 
[Mexican, or Barbecue].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  149 South Liberty Lane, Ashton 
Vale Trading Estate, Bedminster, Bristol, Avon, BS3 2TL, 
England.  Phone: (0272) 632835.
Date of Introduction:  1992 January.
Ingredients:  Tofu (water, soya beans, calcium sulphate), 
wholegrain brown rice, sweetcorn, tomato puree, onion, 
wholewheat rusk, water, yeast, methyl cellulose (of vegetable 
origin), hydrolised vegetable protein, spices, salt, raw cane 
sugar.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  2 x 75 gm burgers in a box. 
Retails for £0.96.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Health Food Business 
(London). 1992. Jan. p. 12. “New burgers and a Cauldron 

banger.”
 Label for “Barbecue” fl avor sent by David Greenslade. 
1994. Oct. 4 inches square by 1 inch thick. Paperboard box. 
Orange, yellow, black, and white. Two color photos, one of 
two burgers on a plate, another of a burger between buns. 
“Just heat to eat. Vegetable burgers made with tofu.” Caldron 
is still located at 149 South Liberty Lane.

4342. Product Name:  Tempeh Starters, and Miso Starters.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Future Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  3 Tai Madog, Stablau, Llanrug, 
Gwynedd, LL55 3PH, Wales, UK.  Phone: (0286) 870606.
Date of Introduction:  1992 January.
New Product–Documentation:  Letters from Owen Smith 
of Future Foods. 1992. Oct. 27 and Dec. 2. He has a small 
company selling unusual seeds of food plants as well as 
tempeh and miso starters. He obtains the cultures from GEM 
Cultures in California, and started selling them in Jan. 1992. 
His company is planning to start making its own tempeh 
starter using the method described in books on tempeh by 
Shurtleff and Aoyagi.

4343. Health Food Business (London). 1992. Haldane Foods 
is facing a German food invasion. Jan. p. 5.
• Summary: Haldane Foods fi nds itself battling with the 
very church from which it purchased Granose Foods in Jan. 
(or Feb.) 1991. With that multi-million pound deal, Haldane 
established itself overnight as Britain’s major health food 
manufacturer. At the time, Peter Archer was managing 
director of Granose. “But now the German equivalent of 

Granose Foods [DE-VAU-GE], owned by the 
German branch of the Seventh Day Adventists, is 
launching itself in the UK against Granose with a 
range of similar products.
 “The Germans have not only set up a UK 
company, but have also convinced Nigel Phillips, 
the Haldane Foods marketing and sales director, to 
become its managing director!”
 A large color photo shows Graham Keen in 
front of the Granose offi ces and sign. He has joined 
the Haldane Foods Group as Sales and Marketing 
Director. For the previous 14 years he was sales 
director of Northumbrian Fine Foods.

4344. Health Food Business (London). 1992. 
GranoVita launches 34 products and signs 
exclusive six-month deal with Brewhurst. Jan. p. 5.
• Summary: GranoVita UK will be launching 
34 products in its fi rst wave in Dec. 1991. In 
Jan. or Feb. 1992 they plan to add another dozen 
or so products to their line. Nigel Phillips, the 
company’s managing director, is putting soya milk 
products at the forefront of GranoVita’s launch. 
“The majority of the business Granose used to do 
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with Germany was soya milk based. Once this was switched 
to the UK (after Haldane purchased Unisoy), then GranoVita 
felt they must compete in the UK.” GranoVita has given sole 
distribution rights to the independent health food trade to 
Brewhurst for 6 months.

4345. Health Food Business (London). 1992. Haldane 
Foods–the giant at the heart of the soya beanstalk. Jan. p. 12.
• Summary: “The Haldane Foods Group owes its existence 
to the invention of textured soya protein, which was fi rst 
extruded in the United States back in the 60’s.
 “The patent was owned by ADM, and Haldane’s present 
general manager Peter Fitch was their man in the UK, selling 
soya protein to British companies.
 “’Our biggest customer in those days was Direct Foods, 
down in Petersfi eld in Hampshire,’ says Peter Fitch. ‘When 
Direct Foods came up for sale in the early ‘80’s, we bought 
it to develop beyond being just a supplier. We wanted to be 
part of not just growing the bean, but also developing healthy 
consumer products with it.’
 “This initial purchase led to the acquisition of another 
company–Vegetable Feasts, who were making ready-made 
frozen vegetarian convenience foods.
 “And then a bigger fi sh arrived on the market, with 
Haldane Foods of Loughborough. This had been set up by 
Brian Welsby to produce concentrated dried ready meals, 
again soya based.
 “In Coventry, Vegetarian Cuisine were bedevilled with 
low sales but a skilled labour force, so this too was acquired 
and Vegetarian Feasts incorporated in it, as both companies 
were producing similar lines.
 “Thus was born the Haldane Foods Group, which 
now had two sites, Coventry supplying frozen foods and 
Loughborough dry goods.
 “When Greg Sams sold Realeat to Haldane, there was 
still surplus manufacturing capacity, but this quickly became 
less so, particularly at Coventry.
 “With the acquisitions of Genice in North Wales, 
(producing non-dairy ices) and Kwality Foods in South 
Wales (producing Sauce and Snack Masters dishes such as 
pot noodles), Haldane moved into ‘wet’ food production.
 “Shortly after this, Granose Foods, who had moved into 
a large new factory at Newport Pagnell, were fi nding trading 
diffi cult from their own premises, and so searched for one of 
their suppliers to acquire the business. Another, even larger, 
mouthful for Haldane to swallow.
 “’Over three-quarters of the Granose products were 
being made by outside suppliers, much of this abroad. By 
purchasing Unisoy at the same time as Granose, with a 
capacity of 5 million litres of soya milk a year, we were 
able to see that we could manufacture virtually everything 
ourselves,’ said Peter Fitch.
 “’ We closed Coventry and put it into Granose, and we 
still bus twelve staff back and forth from there each day. We 

now were able to concentrate all wet production at Newport 
Pagnell, and all dry at Loughborough, with 13,000 square 
feet there and 42,000 square feet at Granose.’”
 “Peter Fitch admits taking on Granose caused Haldane’s 
supply problems. ‘We reeled for six months, but we are now 
out of our troubles. Our staff has settled in and our supply 
problems have been solved.’”

4346. Product Name:  Lite & Spicy Flavormates: Miso 
Magic.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Redwood Company (The). Div. 
of JRJ Trading (Importer-Marketer-Distributor). Made in 
America.
Manufacturer’s Address:  243 The Broadway, Muswell 
Hill, London, N10, England.
Date of Introduction:  1992 January.
Ingredients:  Incl. miso.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Retails for £2.49.
New Product–Documentation:  Health Food Business 
(London). 1992. Jan. p. 12. “Vegetarian breakfast treats with 
JRJ’s organic bacon.” These products spice up all manner of 
dishes.

4347. O’Connell, Michael. 1992. History of Ploughshares 
Foods Ltd. in Glastonbury, England (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Feb. 27. Conducted by Anthony Marrese in England.
• Summary: This company was founded in 1984 in the Essex 
countryside by Michael O’Connell and Fiona Bruce under 
the name “The Emperor Liu An’s Tofu Palace.” Liu An was 
the legendary inventor of tofu in China. The business was an 
8-tonne mobile catering truck and kitchen on wheels which 
went to open-air shows and festivals; its purpose was to 
serve vegan organic food (including tofu), demonstrate tofu-
making, and promote veganism. They started operating the 
truck in Aug. 1984. Recipes prepared in the mobile restaurant 
in 1984/85 included tofu blueberry mock cheesecake, tofu 
mayo, tofu sweet cream, tofu lasagna, tofu pudding, tofu ice 
cream, tofu burgers, tofu gulash, and tofu pizza. In 1985/86 
they launched okara steam pudding with dates, okara 
shepherd’s pie, and okara burgers.
 In Aug. 1986 the company moved to Glastonbury, 
started a non-mobile restaurant, and changed the company 
name to Ploughshares Foods Ltd. (after the Old Testament 
Biblical expression from The Book of the Prophet Isaiah 
2:4 “They shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their 
spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword 
against nation, neither shall they learn/study war any more”).
 In 1988 the restaurant introduced tofu quiche (onion and 
mushroom), okara veggie roll, okara tempeh, okara tempeh 
Bolognese/moussaka, and braised tofu in miso sauce. In 
1989 they launched soya cream cheese with chives, and in 
1991 okara tempeh with leaf protein added.
 In 1991 the company structure changed from a 
partnership to a cooperative. Other current members of 
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the co-op are Miranda Bruce, Sophie Pullinger, and Lalita 
Gordon Milverton.
 The company was a pioneer in introducing tofu and 
new ways of using it to vegan restaurants. Uses included 
burgers, pies, dressings, creams, main dishes, salads, soups, 
etc. They introduced foods that were free of dairy products, 
wheat/gluten, and/or sugar, and developed a leaf protein 
product named Leafu (i.e. tofu from leaves). Their vegan 
cooking school was the fi rst such school to receive the “City 
and Guild” qualifi cation to those who graduate from their 
residential diploma course teaching vegetarian, organic, and 
special diet foods. The company provides a friendly working 
environment, as for single working parents, and is involved 
in the wider issues of improving society.
 The main reasons for the company success are a 
commitment to delicious, aesthetic, nutritious food, customer 
loyalty, and a commitment to research, development, and 
innovation.
 Anthony Marrese adds: “All of their products are good, 
and their people are especially nice. I spent about 18 months 
helping with the tofu production and restaurant in 1987/88.”
 Followup letter from Anthony Marrese in reply to 
Shurtleff’s questions. 1992, March 17. “Ploughshares has 
only one restaurant but did associate with many others 
sensitive to vegetarian and mainly vegan consciousness. 
They were chosen as the sole caterer for the local RSPLA 
(non-cruelty to animals) open houses and also set up a stand 
(vegan foods). At the annual Glastonbury / Pilton and CND 
(Committee on Nuclear Disarmament) Festival with 40,000 
to 80,000 participants, plus other smaller events.
 “Sally Pulliner, Sophie’s mother, is in the partnership 
also.
 “As for the tofu, we were making about 20 kg per 
day. I was keeping the focus on tofu, making sure that all 
ingredients were available & equipment in good order. I was 
making half or more of the tofu (half of the days). It was 
made generally outdoors under a plastic roofi ng canopy; it 
was great to have none of the stuffy, steamy problems. The 
caldrons were used that fi t into half 55-gallon steel drums, 
with a portable gas burner under. Anthony’s line drawing 

shows all the tofu-making equipment, including a small 
apple press, grinder, cylindrical tofu forms, and perforated 
tray. The grinder was converted meat grinder (with especially 
small holes). The tofu forms were cylindrical so that burgers 
could be made easily by slicing the roll of tofu. Plastic drain 
pipe was used and I sent for some Italian Provolone cheese 
forms (stainless steel) from my father’s cheese factory.
 “When ‘The Emperor Liu An’s Tofu Palace’ was going, 
the tofu was made in a similar fashion just outside the truck 
as a living demonstration! For the restaurant, the tofu making 
moved around from back porches to an old bakery since 
everything was portable.
 “So, most of the tofu was used by the restaurant; they 
never bought any and in classes where much more was 
needed, 2 or 3 double batches (about 40-60 kg per day) were 
made and saved to build up a stock.
 “The tofu was, and is (along with other Ploughshares 
foods) sold fresh at the immediately adjacent whole food 
store and some of the other products–wheat-free, dairy-free 
tofu cheesecake sold to other restaurants & health food 
stores. No commercial labels were made since all was and 
is sold fresh. Also tofu & okara burgers, and tempeh, are 
sold outside. The Bolognese is good also. It’s like vegan 
hamburger tomato spaghetti sauce.
 “I also made rice malt & Essene sprouted wheat bread 
on the same equipment as the tofu was made.
 “So, things here are still very active. There are at least 
7 or 8 tofu makers in the group now and they have taught 
many more. Their tofu is set with malt vinegar & they set 
it quite violently compared to traditional ways (not a lot of 
slow setting). But I do like the tofu better than the traditional 
tofu, although I’m sure Ploughshares’ yields are lower. 
Tempeh is made in a converted refrigerator.
 “I’m still deciding where to go next. Michael has 
offered me the possibility of doing more information 
gathering for him similar to what I’m doing for you and 
there is a possibility of getting government money for it, 
£20,000 a year. But the money would come at the end and 
Michael doesn’t have money up front or as we go along.” 
It’s hard trying to persuade all these companies to give me 
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information when they don’t want to. “I have been invited to 
work at a Steiner biodynamic farm all this year in the north 
of Germany. Anyway, I’ll keep you posted. Wish me luck. 
In light, love & strength. Anthony Marrese, c/o Aura-Soma, 
Tetford, Lincs, England LN9 6QL.”
 Note: See “Glastonbury Festival” on the web. It started 
in about 1970. Address: 54 Roman Way, Glastonbury, 
Somerset, BA6 8AD, England. Phone: 0458-831182 or 
835233.

4348. DeBona, Don. 1992. Miso in Europe (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 29 and April 19. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Don has had 2-3 offers (though not serious 
enough) to go to Europe to build and run a miso factories. 
When a really serious offer for a major joint venture is made, 
backed by suffi cient capital, he would like to do it. He would 
provide the production (and maybe the marketing) expertise. 
In about 1985 Don trained Jan Kerremans, a Belgian, from 
Lima Foods in the south of France, in how to make miso–
after they had started and weren’t doing very well. After that, 
Lima got their miso production under control, but then Jan 
left at about the same time that Lima Foods was sold–Don 
is not sure which came fi rst. Jan was a minor partner in 
Lima Foods. The Gevaert family sold Lima in about 1987-
88 to Vibec, a consortium in Canada. At that time Lima 
had a lot of fi nancial problems. Then in about 1989 Lima 
was purchased from the Canadian company by Euronature, 
a large France-based international food company. Lima is 
presently doing well, and their traditional high standards 
of food quality are completely supported by Euronature. 
Mark Callebert is the manager of Lima; Pierre Gevaert no 
longer owns any part of Lima and is no longer active with 
the company. Lima is no longer making miso at their old 
mill on a river in the south of France. Lima also made rice 
cakes and ground their sea salt at that old mill. This mill 
was the Gevaert’s personal getaway and farmhouse, and he 
thinks they kept it when they fi rst sold Lima, and no longer 
process food there. The Lima rice cakes may now be made in 
Belgium. Don thinks Lima Foods is now stronger than they 
were 5 years ago. Great Eastern Sun was the fi rst company to 
import Lima’s miso into America, starting in about 1984, and 
they were the sole importer for about 18 months until Lima 
appointed Eden as their exclusive U.S. agent. Don’s current 
contact at Lima Foods is Mark Callebert. Don buys a lot of 
their salt in containers, directly from Europe, but he has to 
run the money and paperwork through Eden Foods. Don has 
exported several containers of miso to Europe through Sjon 
Welters’ wife’s brother, Adelbert, who used to work with 
Manna Foods in the Netherlands. He has also exported some 
to Erika Lemberger of EuroHealth. Bernard Faber also wants 
import Don’s miso. After the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, 
Mitoku’s sales of miso to Europe reached a new high, from 
which they have since dropped.

 There is currently no major miso manufacturer in 
Europe. There is a small miso plant in Bristol, England 
named Source Foods, founded and run by Paul Chaplin, who 
Don trained at American Miso Co. for about 2 months. Chris 
at Mitoku recently told Don that Italy has recently become 
Mitoku’s biggest market for natural food products in Europe.
 In short, there is great potential for miso in Europe, 
including Eastern Europe, although the political instability of 
Eastern Europe makes for a very risky fi nancial environment 
there. Its a high risk, high gain situation. Address: 
General Manager, American Miso Co., Route 3, Box 541, 
Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139. Phone: 704-287-2940.

4349. Kushi, Michio. 1992. Introduction to Culinary 
Treasures of Japan, by John and Jan Belleme. 16 p. Jan. 
Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: This manuscript, which was published in a 
condensed form in the actual book, tells the story of Mitoku 
and their work to export traditional Japanese natural foods to 
the Western world. Michio Kushi was instrumental in getting 
Mr. Akiyoshi Kazama involved in this work. Mr. Kushi, 
who became a World Federalist after World War II, came to 
the U.S. in Nov. 1949 to study at Columbia University. He 
continuously sought ways of establishing world peace, and 
increasingly came to believe that a proper diet is the basis for 
health, happiness, and peace.
 In April 1966 the author’s wife, Aveline, opened a small 
store named Erewhon in Boston. Michio began to search 
for a Japanese source for foods that Erewhon would sell. He 
was introduced to Mr. Kazama (who lived in Tokyo) through 
a Japanese friend, Mr. Obayashi, who resided at that time 
in New York City. Michio felt that Mr. Kazama understood 
his desire for foods of high quality. So Mr. Kazama “began 
his search for food producers and manufacturers who 
were sincere and willing to supply the kind of quality we 
requested. I know that for him, at that time, it was a great 
gamble. It was also a painstaking and slow step-by-step 
process.”
 Mr. Kazama was born on 1 Feb. 1930 in Yamanashi 
prefecture. He graduated from Waseda University in Tokyo, 
then was selected to study business in the United States. 
After arriving in Chicago, Illinois, he was drafted by the U.S. 
government to serve in the American Army in Korea and in 
Japan from 1956 to 1958. Upon his return to Japan, he settled 
in Tokyo where he became an import agent for a German 
company dealing in optics and electronics. After the Kushis 
contacted him, he became involved in the emerging natural 
food business. [He founded a company named Mitoku. Mi = 
Michio. To = Tomoko (Aveline’s given name in Japanese). 
Ku = Kushi].
 In 1968 Mr. Kazama made his fi rst shipment of Japanese 
natural foods to Erewhon; the order was worth $3,000. 
The Kushis fi rst met Mr. Kazama in Boston in 1970. Over 
the years, the volume of Mitoku’s exports steadily grew, 
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and expanded to Europe, Australia, and the Middle East. 
Today Mitoku ships its products to about 35 countries. 
Approximately 40% of Mitoku’s exports go to America, 40% 
to Europe, and 20% to Australia and other regions. Annual 
sales are about $10 million. Among the major suppliers 
are Sendai Miso Shoyu Co. Ltd., Hatcho Miso Co. Ltd., 
Hagoromo Miso, Ltd., Hanamaruki Miso Co. Ltd, San Iku 
Foods Co. Ltd.
 Distributors of Mitoku’s products include the following: 
In the USA: Westbrae Natural Foods Inc., Great Eastern 
Sun Inc., U.S. Mills Inc., Tree of Life Inc., and Shojin 
Natural Foods (Hawaii). In Canada: Koyo Foods Inc., Flora 
Distributors Ltd., and Timbuktu. In Costa Rica: Distribuidora 
de Productos Macrobioticos S.A. In England: Sunwheel 
Foods Ltd, Clearspring Natural Grocer, Meridian Foods 
Ltd. In France: Celnat, Tama. In Belgium: Lima N.V. In the 
United Arab Emirates: Emirates Trading & Marketing Est. 
In South Africa: Key Health. In Austria: Naturkostladen, 
Lebenszeichen. In Switzerland: S’lotusbluemli, Terrasana, 
Futonhaus. In Sweden: Kung Markatta. In Norway: 
Alternative Import. In Finland: Makro Bios. In Portugal: 
Armazens Da Matinha. In Spain: Kunga. In Italy: La Finestra 
Sul Cielo, Probios S.R.L., Dalla Terra al Cielo, Solo Natura. 
In Israel: Tivoli Ltd. In Australia: Pureharvest. In New 
Zealand: Enso. In Singapore: Nature’s Best. In Yugoslavia: 
General Export. In Japan: Seibu Department Stores Ltd., 
Tokyu Department Stores Ltd. Among the countries reached 
indirectly through trans-shipment are Hungary, reached 
through Austria, various South American countries reached 
through the United States, and other countries such as 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Iceland, Andorra, Ireland and the 
Caribbean Islands.
 As Mitoku developed its international operations, 
Mr. Kazama hired many students from Western countries, 
including Blake Rankin (USA), Ferro Ledvinka (Italy), 
Christopher Geoffrey Dawson (New Zealand, starting 1979), 
Robbie Swinnerton (England), Terrie Adams (USA), and 
Michelle Harbroun (France).
 “For the past 10 years, Mitoku has echoed and supported 
the macrobiotic perspective with its motto ‘Isshoku-Dogen.’ 
These words, though they have been forgotten in the last 
few centuries by the very people in the health care fi eld who 
should remember them well, mean literally ‘medicine and 
food have the same source,’ and can be translated as ‘food is 
medicine.’ This saying has been used and known as part of 
the ancestral heritage of wisdom transmitted from generation 
to generation for several thousand years in Oriental countries 
such as China, Korea and Japan.
 “In an attempt to preserve Japanese traditions, Japan 
has instituted a ‘Living Treasures’ program granting offi cial 
recognition and support to [living masters in] various cultural 
areas such as theater, music, dance, sculpture, carpentry, 
weaving... and arts and crafts. Ironically, though, Japan has 
not granted the same offi cial recognition to its traditional 

methods of food processing and production in spite of the 
fact that increasingly large numbers of people throughout the 
world are now appreciating traditionally processed Japanese 
food products and have become aware of their important 
health benefi ts. The Japanese traditional arts of producing 
miso, soysauce, tofu, natto, amazake, rice vinegar, sake, 
mirin, condiments and pickles as well as cooking methods 
and preparation are unique among the culinary practices of 
the world... These foods are also works of art... It is my hope 
and recommendation that offi cial recognition and support be 
granted by the ‘Living Treasures of Japan’ to those who have 
dedicated their life to the traditional art of food production 
and processing in spite of the hardships and commercial 
disadvantages they are compelled to face in business 
competition and present-day economical conditions.” 
Address: 62 Buckminster Rd., Brookline, Massachusetts 
02146.

4350. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Whole Earth Foods 
and Country Grown Foods in joint venture. 3(1):3. Winter.
• Summary: Whole of Foods of London, one of the pioneers 
of organic foods in Britain, has announced a joint venture 
with Country Grown Foods of Michigan. The latter company 
is the largest supplier of organically grown raw materials 
in the USA, and the largest supplier of organic soybeans 
in the world. Country Grown will represented exclusively 
in Europe by Whole Earth Foods Ltd, 269 Portobello Rd., 
London W11 1LR, UK. Phone: 071 229 7545.

4351. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Interest in soyamilk 
grows. 3(1):3. Winter.
• Summary: A survey was conducted by the Soya Milk 
Information Bureau (P.O. Box 169, Banbury, Oxon OX16 
9XE, England). A questionnaire was mailed to 1,500 known 
consumers of soya milk; 35% responded. “The profi le of the 
soya milk consumer is quite evenly spread across age groups 
but there is a strong female bias, with 81% of the survey’s 
respondents being female; 29% were married women in the 
35-55 age group.
 “The reasons given for buying soya milk were: 49% for 
health reasons, 37% because they were vegetarian or vegan, 
31% for milk allergy reasons, 14% because they preferred 
it to cow’s milk. Most respondents (73%) bought their soya 
milk from health food stores and 51% from supermarkets.”

4352. Product Name:  Crêpolette (Organic Pancakes) 
[Vegetable, Madras Curry, Leek, and Cheese].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd. 
(Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 1, Cromwell Trading Estate, 
Cromwell Rd., Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, England.  
Phone: 061-430 6329.
Date of Introduction:  1992 February.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
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New Product–Documentation:  SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 
1990. 1(1):3. These products are scheduled to be launched in 
May 1990. Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1990. July 2. 
This product has not yet been launched. It is made by another 
company located in continental Europe. Unisoy has been 
appointed sole distributors in the U.K. It contains no Unisoy 
products and is not really a soya-based product, containing 
only 2-3% of soyamilk.
 Talk with Neil Rabheru of Unisoy. 1991. Sept. 16. This 
product is scheduled to be launched in Feb. 1992 by the 
Haldane Foods Group; it is not yet ready and it is not known 
which brand it will bear. The artwork is ready.

4353. BBC Vegetarian Good Food (England). 1992. Better 
burgers? Spring. p. 46-47.
• Summary: Seven percent of the people in Great Britain 
don’t eat meat. A taste panel rates the top ten meatless 
burgers in the UK. First place: Birdseye caulifl ower cheese 
quarter pounders. 2nd place: Birdseye original vegetable 
quarter pounders. 6th place: Cauldron Foods savoury tofu 
burgers (sold at Safeway, Holland & Barrett, and leading 
health food shops and delicatessens). 9th place: Cauldron 
Foods chilli fl avour tofu burgers.

4354. Bounds, Sarah. 1992. The subject of soya. BBC 
Vegetarian Good Food (England). Spring. p. 28-29, 31-32.
• Summary: An introduction, with many color photos, to 
soyfoods, including TVP, tofu, soya milk, soya fl our, soya 
oil, soy sauce, miso, tempeh, fresh soya [green vegetable 
soybeans; “soya beans can be eaten fresh straight from the 
pod, served green and tender...”], and whole dry soybeans. 
Contains considerable incorrect information.

4355. Kikkoman. 1992. Natural to the last drop (Ad). BBC 
Vegetarian Good Food (England). Spring. p. 33.
• Summary: “Kikkoman Soy Sauce takes a full 6 months 
to naturally ferment, just like a fi ne wine... We use only the 
fi nest soy beans, wheat and a specially developed yeast [sic, 
mold] to produce the world’s fi nest soy sauce... So to bring 
out the best in your cooking make sure you use the purest 
soy sauce, Kikkoman Soy Sauce. Because Kikkoman is 
undoubtedly a drop more natural.”

4356. Product Name:  Braised Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marigold Health Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  London, England.  Phone: 01-
267-7368.
Date of Introduction:  1992 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  225 gm can. Retails for £1.48 
(3/92, London).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in BBC Vegetarian 
Good Food. 1992. Spring. p. 8. Shows a color photo of the 
front of the can.

4357. Macdonald, Bruce. 1992. The development of 
Erewhon: Early fi nancing and suppliers (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 5. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: How did Erewhon fi nance its rapid early 
growth? Initially there was a deal with the State Street Bank 
in Boston to borrow about $25,000. Bruce was on the West 
Coast so he didn’t really know the details. But State Street 
said “no,” so they switched to New England Merchants 
bank. Bruce believes that Paul Hawken fl ew back from Japan 
to negotiate that loan–in about 1970 or early 1971. They 
got a slug from New England Merchants–probably in the 
neighborhood of $100,000. Also, the Japanese companies 
were giving Erewhon some time to pay; it was Mitoku 
at the beginning, then Muso later on. Bruce saw some of 
Erewhon’s fi lings for the bankruptcy. As he recalls, Erewhon 
owed Muso about $200,000 and Mitoku (Mr. Kazama) about 
$200,000 to $250,000. That was quite surprising to Bruce. 
Apparently, right up to the end, Erewhon had been buying 
in roughly equal quantities from Muso and Mitoku. “Money 
was always extremely tight. Let’s say you double your sales. 
As you increase your inventory, you also increase your 
accounts receivable–the money that people owe you. Bruce 
used to buy commodities from Cornucopia. “I used to order 
about $8,000 worth a week and he gave me three weeks to 
pay. So essentially he invested $24,000 in commodities–
money that he never saw again. When the 4th week came 
I paid the 1st week, on the 5th week I paid the 2nd week–
but I always owed him $24,000. We did that with all our 
suppliers, but at the same time we were extending credit to 
all the people we were selling to. There is a rule of thumb; 
as your sales explode, you need $3 in capital for every dollar 
increase in sales. You need a dollar for the extra inventory, 
a dollar for the extra receivables, and you need a dollar for 
the extra equipment you need to buy to service it. That could 
be moving into a new warehouse, buying a new fl our mill 
or new trucks or pallet jacks. But we didn’t have those three 
dollars. So we had to squeeze ‘em and it was always very 
tight.”
 Who were the early, important organic farmers who 
grew crops organically for Erewhon. Arrowhead Mills (from 
Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas) was a major supplier 
of winter wheat, rye, corn, soybeans, pinto beans, etc. for 
about the fi rst 3 years, before Erewhon had developed 
any of its own sources; that came later, after Paul Hawken 
returned from Japan. Paul probably visited Arrowhead Mills 
in Texas about 50 times; Bruce visited maybe 3 times, but 
he remembers the long windrows of composted cow manure 
that were eventually put on the fi elds. Frank Ford was a 
real farmer, who believed in working with nature. There 
was an older fellow, whose name now escapes Bruce, who 
was the brains behind Arrowhead’s farming. He had studied 
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer’s biodynamic method and had developed 
this method of keeping the soil fertile. “It was the most 
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amazing thing. They were able to grow such good quality 
wheat and other crops in part because they were enriching 
their soil like nobody else in that area.”
 Ted Whitmer, the spring wheat farmer in Montana, 
was another early supplier. He did not have a contract with 
Erewhon; he just grew the wheat and sold it (in his bags) 
to anyone who would buy it. Spring wheat is a high-gluten 
wheat that is used for bread. Winter wheat, which grew in 
Texas, is higher in minerals because it is in the ground longer 
(you plant it in the fall), but it doesn’t have much gluten. 
Lewis B. Cox, an organic farmer from Washington state, 
grew gorgeous pastry wheat, sold in his bags. Paul Keene 
at Walnut Acres was a retail mail order operation; Erewhon 
didn’t buy much from him. Shiloh Farms, in those days, was 
Arrowhead Mills’ big distributor. Erewhon didn’t buy much 
from them because they bought from Arrowhead direct.
 The contract farming came later. There was a 5-year 
contract between Bob Kennedy and the Lundbergs. The 
Lundbergs had been growing rice for decades. When they 
contracted to grow brown rice for Chico-San, they decided 
to leave the local rice co-operative (which mingled together 
all the rice grown by its members); they had to keep their 
organic rice separate. Leaving the co-op was a big risk for 
them, in part because they now had to sell all their non-
organic rice by themselves–with no help from the co-op. Paul 
Hawken did all the rice negotiations with the Lundbergs. 
Even after Erewhon sold all this “unsprayed” rice, they could 
not buy rice labeled “organic” from Lundberg for a number 
of years. That was when Paul Hawken went out to contract 
for organic rice farmers in the South–Carl Garrich in Lone 
Pine, Arkansas, and Willow Farms in Louisiana. That rice 
was sold in Erewhon’s bags and those were some of the fi rst 
contract farming deals. At that point, Erewhon really began 
to have an impact on the expansion of organic farming in the 
United States.
 But the person who should be given the credit for 
contracting organically grown crops, from farmers who 
had not previously grown organically, is Bob Kennedy of 
Chico-San. He was the innovator! Paul Keene was another 
innovator–a decade before Arrowhead Mills [1946-47 
vs. 1960]. As far as someone from outside, specifying an 
organic product and agreeing to buy and market it–that was 
Bob Kennedy. The Lundbergs had a big family farm when 
Kennedy fi rst approached them. They were concerned about 
all the chemicals they were using. But they had to make a 
rather major investment; they had to install a rubber roller 
rice mill which they bought from Japan. They also had to 
break away from the rice co-operative for their organic rice. 
So for them, it was a huge commitment, and they deserve 
plenty of credit as well.
 Bruce knows nothing about Erewhon’s early operations 
in Canada; that was strictly from the East Coast and must 
have come later. “The Erewhon branches in Toronto and 
Milliken, Canada, were related to a guy named something 

like Fredericks, who was extremely wealthy. He had had 
been a vegetarian for many years and one day woke up 
paralyzed. Someone involved with macrobiotics got him 
on a macrobiotic diet and he had a remission. He set up 
something but it never amounted to a hill of beans.”
 Bruce was not involved in Erewhon’s exports to places 
like Sunwheel in the UK. Erewhon never exported much 
of anything, except to Canada. The Japanese foods were 
sent directly to Europe. Eden Foods was by far the leader in 
exporting macrobiotic and natural food products to Europe.
 The fi rst soy sauce that Erewhon sold was probably 
purchased from Infi nity, a small company in New York. 
“A $1,000 order would be the largest that they ever got.” 
Infi nity was importing soy sauce from Japan before 
Erewhon. For a short time, Erewhon was by far Infi nity’s 
largest customer–before Erewhon began importing from 
Japan. When Erewhon stopped importing from Infi nity, that 
was one of two reasons for Infi nity’s decline; the other was 
that Howard Rower began moving up in the Scientology 
hierarchy. The fi rst soy sauce that Erewhon distributed was 
probably imported from Japan through Muso and made by 
Marushima. Address: P.O. Box 100, Cambridgeport, Vermont 
05141. Phone: 802-869-2010.

4358. Macdonald, Bruce. 1992. Work after leaving Erewhon 
(Boston) in May 1971 (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 5. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bruce took a warehouse in Los Angeles and ran 
his businesses, Pure & Simple Corporation–which had a line 
Pure & Simple brand of fruit butters (naturally sweetened, 
peach butter, raspberry, blackberry, etc.). They were very 
successful. Sorrell Ridge (in the USA) copied that idea from 
Bruce and built it into a very big business. Greg Sams came 
out with the same line of products years later in the UK. 
Smuckers Simply Fruit is basically the same product.
 After about 3 months in this warehouse, Bruce started 
talking with Phil Parenti about merging. So Pure & Simple 
(Bruce) and The Well (Phil) merged with no cash transaction; 
the new company was named The Well. About 6 months later 
(at Bruce’s suggestion), Parenti changed the company’s name 
to “Pure & Simple.” There were about 20 shareholders–all 
arranged by Phil–and Bruce had an option to buy a large 
number of those shares, which he never exercised. Now age 
20, he got a large salary and a car. Bruce stayed involved 
with the new company; in the fall of 1971 he moved to Santa 
Cruz near San Jose. Roger Hillyard was still with Arrowhead 
Mills in Texas; he became chief of product development for 
Arrowhead. He put together there whole oil line and many 
other important products for Arrowhead.
 New Age Distributing was started by Fred Rohe. 
First he had two natural food retail stores, the fi rst in San 
Francisco, then a supermarket in Palo Also. Then he started 
the distributing company in order to be like an Erewhon 
on the West Coast. Fred Rohe wasn’t a businessman. By 
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the time the Palo Alto store opened, they were already in 
deep fi nancial trouble. Then the lady landowner of the 
San Francisco store refused to renew the lease, which 
resulted in Fred losing that store; the whole thing just came 
unglued. Phil Parenti was a stockbroker who had gotten into 
natural foods, and he owned part of Fred Rohe’s company. 
Somehow, Phil ended up owning New Age Distributing–
and its debt. He raised some money and brought in some 
additional shareholders; the company was already in 
San Jose. Phil had a friend named Mel Laroussa (“Sweet 
Melvin”) who was a lady’s man extraordinaire; he used to 
drive a little 280 Mercedes. Mel and his father were the 
proprietors of Standard Produce, which was the largest 
independent produce distributor in northern California. They 
had this huge warehouse in San Jose where Bruce and Phil 
occupied the back one-quarter. Bruce thinks that New Age 
Distributors was situated in this same warehouse. Eventually 
they ended up taking over the whole thing. The Well was 
just a new name for New Age Distributors–they wanted to 
get away from the “New Age” name. At the point that Bruce 
contacted Phil, New Age Distributors no longer existed. 
Bruce worked in San Jose for about 6 months, incorporating 
the Pure & Simple line into the merged catalog, handled 
distributor sales, and get everything set up.
 Then Bruce took a vacation to Colorado to visit one 
of their largest customers, Green Mountain Granary. As he 
came over the hill into Boulder he said, “Oh my God. This is 
where I want to live. I just fell in love with that whole area.” 
As it turned out, the two owners of Green Mountain (George 
Slavin and Joe Rosenberg) were having a confl ict over 
ownership. So Bruce bought the company via a 3-way trade; 
he traded all his interest in the Natural Living Company. 
Right before Bruce left San Jose, he called Roger Hillyard 
(who was still in Texas) and asked him if he would like 
to take over Bruce’s job of handling distributor sales and 
product development at The Well. Roger was tired of Texas 
and he wanted to return to his native California, so he said 
“yes.” Moreover, Phil was a good man, a visionary, and an 
excellent entrepreneur. But he and Bruce made the mistake 
of expanding much too fast. When Bruce met Phil, The Well 
was a distributor of organic produce, with a few dry goods. 
Soon they were a full-fl edged distributor of all natural foods 
(but no vitamins or other supplements) including Japanese 
imports from Mitoku–with most items sold under the Pure 
& Simple brand. The main competitor at the time was 
Westbrae.
 How did Pure & Simple go out of business and why? 
Phil Parenti was in the produce business and he always had 
cast a covetous eye to the Los Angeles market–which was 
where all the produce was happening. In Los Angeles was 
a wildly successful organic produce company, run out of no 
more than 2,000 square feet, called Max Kozek. Max was 
an old produce guy located right in the produce market. He 
had a dock where the trucks came in and out. “It was just 

the sweetest little operation you ever saw.” He was doing 
big business–30-40 LB3 (5 by 5 by 6 feet, rounded so it 
fi ts into the side of an airplane, holds 2,500 lb) containers 
a day, fl ying it all over the country. The airlines loved this 
constant business, so they gave the produce companies low 
prices (about 10 cents a pound at the time) which made 
fl ying produce fi nancially viable. “Max was just raking in 
the dough. He owned Arabian horses, lived in Beverly Hills, 
but he was getting older. And he was “a little shady around 
the edges,” in part because the demand for organic produce 
was always greater than the supply. They caught him putting 
non-organic carrots in bags labeled “organic” and everything 
went downhill from there. “Back in those days, carrots 
comprised about 50% of all organic produce–for the carrot 
juice. So the organic produce business was basically a carrot 
business. There was one year when he shipped more LB3 
containers on United Airlines than anyone else. He was that 
big–like 1,200 a month. There was no other way for the East 
Coast stores to get fresh organic produce.”
 The produce business is a bit of a grind. Its starts around 
11:00 at night and its over at 8:00 in the morning–so your 
daily schedule is all goofy. Max had done this for years and 
years.
 In about 1972-73 the fi rst big merger of the natural 
foods industry took place. Some big money guys came in 
and they assembled this conglomerate which involved El 
Molino Mills, Hain Pure Food, Inc., Max Kozek, Radiant 
Vitamins, plus some manufacturer of capsules. But there was 
a big falling out with Max, so he ended up buying back his 
company from the conglomerate, and made a lot of money in 
the deal.
 Note: This deal (in the early 1970s) was apparently 
never fi nalized; a complex Internet search shows that no 
article about it ever appeared in the Los Angeles Times.
 So Philip Parenti befriended Max Kozek and they 
worked out a deal. Bruce never knew the details, but Phil 
ended up buying Max Kozek. The Achilles heal of the 
deal was this–incredible story. Max had been selling to a 
company (The Village Market) in Pennsylvania–in Amish / 
Pennsylvania Dutch territory. Village Market had an idea that 
the next great market would be frozen organic vegetables. 
Somehow Village Market ended up owing Max $300,000. 
They had an Amish stone warehouse that Bruce has been told 
was “the most beautiful warehouse that has ever existed.” 
So after he bought Max Kozek, Phil Parenti went to visit 
Village Market–because the guy owed $300,000. The guy 
at Village Market threw up his hands and said, “Just take 
over my business. I can’t pay.” So all of a sudden, Phil had 
to swallow two large businesses. Phil put “Sweet Melvin” 
in charge of the Pennsylvania warehouse. But Melvin was 
basically a trucker; his father ran the produce while he ran 
Standard Truck Lines, which was a contract trucker. Mel 
was an ace at that but he was not an ace at running a natural 
food distributing business–and much too much of a bon 
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vivant. All this happened throughout the late 1970s while 
Bruce was a Green Mountain Granary. Phil had to declare 
bankruptcy. Jimmy Silver ended up with the brand name 
“Pure & Simple.” Max and Phil were pioneers of organic 
produce in the United States. Continued. Address: P.O. Box 
100, Cambridgeport, Vermont 05141. Phone: 802-869-2010.

4359. Product Name:  Granose Soya Creem: Non-Dairy 
Cream Alternative.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.
Date of Introduction:  1992 April.
Ingredients:  Soya milk, vegetable oils, corn syrup, 
emulsifi ers (vegetable mono-diglycerides), stabilisers 
(xanthan gum, locust bean gum, guar gum), natural color 
(beta-carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  225 gm Combibloc Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 69 pence (7/92).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 1827 Kjoules / 437 Kcal 
(calories), protein 3 gm, carbohydrate 12 gm (of which 
sugar 5 gm), fat 36 gm (of which polyunsaturates 47%, and 
saturates 23%), sodium 0.1%.

New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Spring. p. 4, 5. Ad in Health Food Business (England). 1992. 
July. p. 5. “Put Creem on top of Granose soya milk sales.” 
A color photo shows the carton and label. The Granose logo 
now reads: “Granose: A history of good health.”
 Label (carton) sent by Leah Leneman of Scotland, 
purchased at Real Foods. 1992. July. 3 by 3 by 1.9 inches. 
Combibloc carton. Red, dark blue, and light blue on white. 
Front panel: “High in polyunsaturates. Low in saturates. 

Cholesterol free.” Other panels: V logo. “Suitable for 
vegetarians and vegans. Enjoy Soya Creem poured over 
your favorite fruits or desserts... Made without animal 
fats and milk derivatives. (Not recommended for use in 
coffee.)” Note: This product is basically identical to So Good 
Soycreem (1991).
 Label sent by Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. Same 
product name but in a 225 Tetra Brik Aseptic pack, and the 
fi rst ingredient is now Organic soya milk.

4360. Product Name:  Granose Light Soya Milk (Less than 
1% Fat).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.
Date of Introduction:  1992 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter. Retails for 91 pence 
(5/92).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Spring. p. 4, 5. “New Low Fat Soya Milk.” “With less than 
half the fat of ordinary soya milk, it has a lower fat content 
than any other low-fat soya milk. In the UK it is estimated 
that 48% of all dairy milk sales are low-fat (skimmed or 
semi-skimmed).” A photo shows the package and label.

4361. Greenslade, David. 1992. Toffw–Beth yw e? [Tofu–
What is it?]. Mela (Gather Honey). April. p. 6. [Wel]
• Summary: Mela is a women’s magazine, written in 
Welsh. This is the earliest Welsh-language document seen 
concerning tofu, soybeans, or soyfoods. “You can bake it, 
fry it, steam it, freeze it, grate it, slice it, or eat it as it comes 
straight from the packet. What is it? Tofu. What in the world 
is Tofu?
 “What fl our is to bread soy beans are to tofu–sort of. 
Tofu starts out as beans just like bread starts as a ear of 
wheat. But, by the time it reaches your table it has been 
transformed into something tasty, healthy and full of 
protein and vitamins. Tofu is one of the healthiest foods in 
the world. It doesn’t have any cholesterol and hardly any 
calories. There’s more protein in Tofu, by the ounce, than in 
a steak. And now, Tofu has arrived at most health shops and 
supermarkets in Wales.
 “One of the busiest companies making and distributing 
Tofu is Cauldron Foods in Bristol. You can buy Tofu from 
Cauldron Foods in ten ounce packs. It’s ready to eat as it is 
but Tofu readily combines with other ingredients in a wide 
variety of recipes for the creative cook.
 “Tofu has been used in the East for many years. During 
the 1970’s there was a tofu revolution in the United States. 
There, Tofu is available in every big supermarket. Some see 
a future for Tofu similar to that of yogurt which soared in 
popularity during the 1960’s. But unlike yogurt, Tofu is rich 
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in fi bre [sic] and it is much more versatile.
 “But the important thing is, how to go about using 
Tofu to prepare delicious meals for everyone at home. Here 
are some of my favourite recipes that should satisfy every 
member of the family: Tofu loaf, sweet and sour tofu, baby 
food, sandwich.” Address: 2 Ty Isaf, Cefn Cribwr, Pen-y-
bont ar Ogwr, Morgannwg Ganol CF32 OAU, Cymru/Wales, 
UK.

4362. Product Name:  Protoveg Burgamix with Onion and 
Chives.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: 0908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  330 gm foil packets. Retails for 
£1.69 (5/92).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Spring. p. 4. “New Flavors for Burgamix and Sosmix.” Note: 
Burgamix was originally developed by Direct Foods.

4363. Product Name:  Protoveg Sosmix [With Country 
Herbs, or With Cheese and Onion].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: 0908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 April.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  330 gm foil packets. Retails for 
£1.59 (5/92).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Spring. p. 4. “New Flavors for Burgamix and Sosmix.” “Also 
new from Haldane is Protoveg Sosmix with Cheese and 
Onion which joins the existing range of Sosmix, and Sosmix 
with Country Herbs as a complete premix requiring only the 
addition of water. The meat-free sausages are made from 
textured vegetable protein.” Note: Burgamix was originally 
developed by Direct Foods Ltd.

4364. Product Name:  Swedish Glace [Chocolate Flavour, 
or Vanilla Flavour].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Winner AB.
Manufacturer’s Address:  374 82 Karlshamn, Sweden. 
Winner (UK) Ltd. Distributor: Davies House, 18 Horn 
Lane, London W3 6QU, England. Made by AB Winner in 
Karlshamn, Sweden. Winner buys its soybase from Aros 
Sojaprodukter (Trensmusteri) in Tingsryd, about 30 minutes 
by car from Karlshamn, then exports fi nished ice cream to 
the UK.  Phone: 081-992-3444.
Date of Introduction:  1992 April.
Ingredients:  Organic whole soymilk.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  0.75 liters.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Note: Winner is 
pronounced “VIN-ner.” Health Food Business (London). 
1992. May. p. 34. “Frozen desserts. Winner’s Swedish Glace. 
A winner from Sweden–Tasting is believing! Brand new 
from Sweden is Swedish Glace. With the wonderfully rich, 
creamy taste and texture of top quality ice cream, Swedish 
Glace has two surprising added advantages–it is totally non-
dairy and it is competitively priced.
 “Made by Winner, one of Sweden’s leading ice cream 
and frozen dessert producers, Swedish Glace contains 100% 
organic whole soymilk and has no lactose or cholesterol. It 
is ideal for vegetarians, vegans and those allergic to dairy 
products, but the unashamed luxury of the Chocolate and 
Vanilla varieties deserves to be enjoyed by all lovers of 
ice cream! Swedish Glace is available now, in distinctive 
octagonal 0.75 litre packs. For information, prices and details 
of your local distributor, call Winner.” A large color photo 
shows the products. Ted Nordquist of Aros Sojaprodukter 
in Sweden pioneered in the development of this delicious 
soymilk ice cream, originally named “Tofu Line Glass 
(Vanilj, Choklad)” in Swedish.
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. Spring. p. 5.
 Ad (full page, color) in Health Food Business (England). 
1992. July. p. 7. Color photos show each octagonal label, 
and the product in frosted dishes. The labels state: “Soft 
& creamy frozen dessert. Made entirely from non-dairy 
products. Serve as ice cream. Suitable for vegetarians. 
Made from organically grown soybeans.” Available from 
Foundation Foods, Chantry Place, Headstone Lane, Harrow, 
Middlesex, HA3 6NY, England.
 Color poster sent by Ted Nordquist. 1992. Aug. 26. 
Shows chocolate and vanilla Swedish Glace. Made in 
Karlshamn Sweden by AB Winner for Winner (UK) Ltd. 
Gives the nutritional composition of each product.
 Ad (full page, color, rear cover) in BBC Vegetarian. 
1993. Oct. “The natural choice.” Contains a large photo of 3 
octagonal packs of Swedish Glace in vanilla, strawberry, and 
chocolate fl avors.
 Ad (half page, color) in Vegetarian Living (UK). 1993. 
Nov. p. 65. “The natural choice from Sweden–Swedish 
Glace.” A color photo shows young men and women running 
together on the sand. To the right are two octagonal boxes of 
Swedish Glace.
 Label for Swedish Glace Vanilla Flavour sent by Leah 
Leneman of Scotland. 1993. Sept. 4. Octagonal, 5.1 inches 
across. Orange, yellow, white, red, and blue. A color photo 
shows several scoops of the ice cream; above them is a 
yellow and blue Swedish fl ag, and below are some berries. 
“Soft & creamy frozen dessert. Made from organically 
grown soybeans. Made entirely from non-dairy products. 
Serve as ice cream. Suitable for vegetarians.” Leah notes that 
this is now also available in supermarkets. The price at Real 
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Foods is £1.59.

4365. Nordquist, Ted. 1992. Re: New developments with AB 
Winner and with Aros in Sweden. Letter (fax) to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, May 5 and May 18. 2 p. + 1 p.
• Summary: Many changes. Ted has sold Aros, and has a 
new company and address (see below). He is working full-
time as a consultant for AB Winner in Karlshamn, Sweden, 
where he can also be reached: Phone: 454-88218. Fax: 454-
11375. He faxes copies of the new Swedish octagonal labels 
for Winner’s Swedish Glace (Tofuline soy ice cream) in 
chocolate, vanilla, and strawberry fl avors. “Extra Creamy” 
(Extra Krämig) is written prominently across the bottom of 
each.
 Ted is looking for a source of high-quality organically-
grown soybeans with given specifi cations. He and Winner 
have begun talks with Whole Earth Foods, England (Country 
Grown, USA), Purity Foods, and Pacifi c Soybean and Grain. 
Address: President, Tan Nord AB, Eningbölevägen 54, 
S-74082 Örsundsbro, Sweden. Phone: 0171-60568. Fax: 
0171-60456.

4366. Frost & Sullivan Inc. 1992. The European market for 
protein ingredients. New York, NY: F&S. 383 p. #E1712/P. 
98 tables. 6 fi gures.
• Summary: “Sales of protein ingredients to the food 
industry in Western Europe in 1991 amounted to $1.3 
billion. This is expected to increase to $1.5 billion by 1996.” 
Contents: Executive summary. 1. Introduction, scope and 
methodology. 2. Protein ingredients–Technology, economics 
and trends: Introduction, vegetable proteins (soy fl our 
and grits, soy protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, 
textured soy proteins, wheat gluten), animal proteins (milk-
based, egg-based, other, single cell proteins incl. yeast and 
mycoproteins). 3. End-user markets for protein ingredients–
Industry requirements, historical and future developments: 
Introduction, nutrition claims, the food industry (meat and 
meat products, dairy products and desserts, bakery and 
cereal products, specialty infant and health food, pet foods, 
miscellaneous foods). 4. The markets for protein ingredients 
in Western Europe: Germany (For each country is given: 
The food industry, protein ingredients off-take by the food 
industry, sales of protein ingredients to the food industry, 
volume off-take of protein ingredients by the food industry, 
sales of protein ingredients by type), United Kingdom, 
France, Italy, The Benelux countries, Spain and Portugal, 
other EC countries, other Western European countries. 5. 
Profi les of major suppliers of protein ingredients in Western 
Europe: Includes Aarhus Oliefabrik, Archer Daniels Midland 
Co., British Arkady Co., BSN, Cargill, Central Soya, 
Dalgety, Danmark Protein, Eridania/Beghin-Sey [sic, Say], 
Loders Croklaan, Lucas Meyer, Natterman Phospholipid, 
Nestle, Protein Technologies, International, RHM Ingredients 
Ltd., Solnuts BV, Unilever Group. Appendices. A. Names 

and addresses of suppliers of protein ingredients in Western 
Europe. B. Company index. Address: 106 Fulton St., New 
York, NY 10038. Phone: 212-233-1080.

4367. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Helfex ‘92. 3(2):4. 
Spring.
• Summary: “The International Health Food Exhibition, 
Helfex ‘92, was held at Wembley, London on 26 and 27 
April. Over 160 companies concerned with health, diet, 
fi tness and nutrition exhibited and several new soya products 
were launched.
 “The Haldane Foods Group displayed their new range 
including a new Light Soya Milk, a new Soya Creem, a 
vegetarian cheese spread, burger and sausage mixes, and 6 
new varieties of tinned products. JRJ Trading (The Redwood 
Company) had an interesting and tasty range of tempeh-
based products including dips, spreads, patés and vegetarian 
rashers. Soya milks and desserts from Granovita, Haldane, 
Sojasun (Triballat), Vitasoy were also on display. Berrydales’ 
No Cream Ices, made from fresh organic tofu and soya milk, 
introduced their new 4-pack which will allow consumers 
to purchase four different ices in one pack. Plamil Foods 
launched a new non-dairy chocolate bar, Martello and 
Marigold Health Food, manufacturers of canned braised tofu 
and other delicacies, also had a stand.”

4368. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Cargill relocates 
European headquarters. 3(2):2. Spring.
• Summary: “Cargill plc has moved from Hammersmith, 
London to Knowle Hill Park, Fairmile Lane, Cobham, 
Surrey KT11 2PD, UK, tel: 932 861000, fax: 932 861200.”

4369. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1992. Soya desserts gain 
ground. 3(2):3. Spring.
• Summary: “Last year over 10 million litres of soya milk 
were consumed in the UK” and this is helping sales of soya 
based desserts–according to the UK Soya Milk Information 
Bureau, which surveyed 2,000 soymilk consumers in 1991, 
as a follow-up to their 1990 survey reported in SoyaFoods 
3(1) 1992.
 Soya milk trends: 41% said they purchased more soya 
milk now than a year ago. The main reason for buying soya 
milk is healthy eating; 78% compared to 49% in 1990 said 
they try to eat healthy foods. 21% said they like to try new 
foods. The most popular use of soya milk is on cereals 
(81%), followed by in tea and coffee (55%) and 55% of 
those questioned use soya milk in desserts.
 “Soya-based desserts: More than 50% of respondents 
regularly eat soya-based desserts. 77% ate long-life soya 
dessert, 46% soya yogurt and 39% soya ice cream. The main 
reason for buying soya-based desserts is as part of a healthy 
diet. 49% buy because they taste good.
 “Although 72% of respondents are still buying their soya 
milk from health food stores, a growing number are moving 
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towards supermarkets. The majority (86%) buy unsweetened 
soya milk.”

4370. Product Name:  Impulse Foods Organic Tempeh, 
Herb and Garlic Organic Tempeh, Organic Dried Tempeh, 
Smoky Slices (Bacon-like).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Impulse Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Radnor Business Centre, Radnor 
Rd., Horfi eld, Bristol BS7 8QS, England.  Phone: 0272 
41690.
Date of Introduction:  1992 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent (24 March 1992) 
by Rosalind Binham for Impulse Foods Herb and Garlic 
Organic Tempeh. Light brown on white. 114 gm (4 oz). The 
label was sent to Rosalind by Amanda Sweet, author of The 
Vegan Health Plan.
 Ad in Health Food Business (England). 1992. July. 
p. 17. The fi rst 2 products come in 8 oz cakes. The dried 
tempeh, launched in June 1992, comes in 4 oz packs. The 
smoky slices (organic) were launched at the same time in the 
same weight.
 Label for Organic Tempeh sent by Anthony Marrese. 
1994. May. 5 by 5 inches. Green on white. The company 
address is now: Islington, Workshops, Bristol BS3 1QB, 
England. “A delicious cultured soya bean product. Tempeh’s 
distinctive fl avor and texture make it ideal as the mainstay of 
a non-meat diet. After thawing, slices or cubes of tempeh can 
be deep or shallow fried, steamed or baked. Grey or black 
mould is the natural result of the culture forming its seeds 
and enhances the fl avour of the Tempeh. The process can 
be likened to the blue veins in some cheeses.” Sell by Aug. 
1993.
 Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5. 
“A tempeh based alternative to bacon.” Smoky slices are a 
frozen tempeh product. A 114 gm pack retails for £1.30.

4371. Lee, H.P.; Gourley, L.; Duffy, S.W.; Esteve, J.; Lee, 
J.; Day, N.E. 1992. Risk factors for breast-cancer by age and 
menopausal status: a case-control study in Singapore. Cancer 
Causes and Control 3(4):313-22. July. *
Address: 1&5. Dep. of Community, Occupational and 
Family Medicine, National Univ. of Singapore, Lower 
Kent Ridge Road, Singapore 0511; 2. Gleneagles Hospital, 
Singapore; 3&6. Cambridge, UK.

4372. Irish Times (Dublin). 1992. RTE1, Network 2 
[Television schedule]. Aug. 18. p. 19.
• Summary: At 3:30 the program “Yan Can Cook” features 
everything you might want to know about bean curd or tofu. 
Martin Yan makes three recipes: (1) Spinach salad with tofu 
dressing. (2) Stir-fried pressed bean curd with jicama. (3) 
“Sichuan braised bean curd.”

4373. Nordquist, Ted A. 1992. Re: Overview and details 
on new developments with AB Winner and with Aros in 
Sweden. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, 
Aug. 26–in reply to inquiry. 2 p. Typed, with signature on 
letterhead.
• Summary: “I formed Aros Sojaprodukter AB in August of 
1990 with Erik Kennhed, a business man from Eskilstuna, 
Sweden. I was VD or President with 51% to his 49%. Aros 
AB bought soybase from Trensums Musteri AB and sold it 
to Winner AB. Winner made Tofuline ice-cream and sold it 
to Aros AB. Aros AB in turn sold Tofuline to Ingman Foods, 
Finland, Nutana in Sweden, Nutana in Denmark and Nutana 
in Norway. Since I designed the soybase plant for Trensums, 
I had an exclusive contract with them on soybase. I worked 
with Winner to develop soy-based products, the ice-cream 
was the fi rst.
 “I did not have time for tofu. I sold Aros Sojaprodukter 
KB to Trensums and moved the Tofu plant to Trensums in 
July of 1991. Trensums Musteri AB is owned by Blekinge 
Invest and is situated in Tingsryd, about 30 minutes by car 
from Karlshamn where Winner is located.
 “Then in August of 1991 Nutana in Denmark and 
Norway went bankrupt. Winner had about 100,000 dollars 
of ice-cream in stock. Trensums and Winner did not like my 
powerful position while I, according to the contracts, had 
no fi nancial liability. I just took the profi ts. So they started 
talking to each other about me, or more specifi cally about 
Aros Sojaprodukter AB. Blekinge Invest forced Erik to sell 
his 49% to Blekinge Invest for a song, threatening him with 
possible losses if both Winner and Trensums decided to drop 
soya altogether. Once they bought out Erik I was next.
 “I reached an agreement with Winner and Blekinge 
Invest in April of 1992. I sold my shares to Blekinge Invest 
who now owns 100% of Aros Sojaprodukter AB and KB. I 
work as a consultant for Winner until the end of this year.
 “Aros AB (Trensums) delivers soybase only to Winner. 
Winner sells Tofuline ice-cream directly to Nutana Sweden 
and Ingman Foods in Finland. They sell via their own 
Winner name to England.
 “AB Winner, 374 82 Karlshamn, Sweden. Tel: 46-454-
82000. Fax: 46-454-11375. International sales contact is Leif 
Andersson. President is Håkan Johnsson.
 “Aros Sojaprodukter AB, Box 112, 36201 Tingsryd, 
Sweden. Tel: 46-477-11920. Fax: 46-477-18034.
 “Aros (Trensums) does not want to actively sell soybase. 
They are happy to sell only to Winner AB. There is no 
President, but Jan Hallberg, vice-president of Trensums 
handles the paper work. Aros Tofu is off the market. Dansk 
Tofu is now sold in Sweden and Norway.
 “Winner is in the process of being sold. The plot 
thickens!
 “Anders Lindner, Erik Kennhed and I look on in interest 
as all this unfolds.”
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 Note: Attached are photocopies of three Tofuline soy ice 
cream labels, sold by Nutana in Sweden. Address: President, 
TAN AB, Eningbölevägen 54, S-740 82 Örsundsbro, 
Sweden. Phone: +46 171 605 68. Fax: +46 171 604 56.

4374. Nestle Company Newsletter. 1992. About Bean 
Products Ltd. in Cumbernauld, Scotland. Summer. *

4375. Petka, Tom. 1992. The casein industry and market 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 14. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Casein became classifi ed as a chemical and a 
non-dairy product in about 1948-49 by the Federal Trade 
Commission, at about the same time that price supports 
for dairy products began. At that time it was used almost 
exclusively for industrial applications (such as adhesives 
and sizings) rather than in foods. Today about 80% of 
the casein in America is used for foods–mainly imitation 
cheeses, whip toppings, and other imitation dairy products, 
plus medical and nutritional products prescribed by doctors. 
The remaining 20% is used for industrial purposes–mainly 
adhesives and sizings.
 There are presently no companies in America that make 
casein; government price supports for milk price it out of the 
world market. The last U.S. manufacturer, Land O’Lakes, 
stopped in the 1970s. All casein used today in America is 
imported, mainly from New Zealand, Ireland, France and the 
Netherlands.
 Note: If this outdated and misleading classifi cation of 
casein as a non-dairy product could be changed, it would 
open up a huge market for soy protein products (isolates, 
soymilk, tofu), primarily in foods and beverages. Address: 
American Casein Co., 109 Elbow Lane, Burlington, New 
Jersey 08016. Phone: 609-387-3130.

4376. Waxman, Howard. 1992. History of Essene, natural 
foods retailer and distributor (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Sept. 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Essene began in March 1969 as a macrobiotic 
natural foods retail store named Essene Macrobiotic Supply 
at 2031 Samson St. in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Primarily 
a juice and snack bar, it was founded by Denny Waxman, 
Charles Smith (Smitty), and Stanley Petrowski; Stanley left 
after several months. Howard was not involved with the 
company at that time. After about a year, the growing retail 
store moved to 320 South St. (at 3rd) in Philadelphia and 
changed its name to Essene Traditional Foods.
 By Feb. 1971 a distribution company, also named 
Essene Traditional Foods, was started in the retail store–
following the Erewhon model. An ad in East West Journal 
(Feb. 1971, p. 10) shows that “Essene,” at 320 South St., was 
a distributor and wholesaler of natural and traditional foods, 
including miso, tamari, sea vegetables, and organic grains, 

vegetables, and beans. They made stone-ground wheat fl our 
on the premises. The distribution company soon outgrew the 
store and by May 1972 had moved into a small warehouse at 
58th & Grays Ave., Philadelphia PA 19143. Then it moved to 
a larger warehouse in Boyertown, about 1 hour drive outside 
Philadelphia. The distribution company went out of business 
in about 1976-78; it had been in business for about 5 years.
 In 1981, when Bill Tara returned to the United States 
to become director of the Kushi Institute of Boston, 
Massachusetts, Denny Waxman, head of the Philadelphia 
East West Center, went to London to run the Community 
Health Foundation and the Kushi Institute. He stayed two 
years. Denny now lives in Portugal.
 The retail store is still in business, owned by Howard. 
He moved to his present address about 3½ years ago, 
from 320 South Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147. Address: 
Owner, Essene Natural Foods, 719 S. 4th St., Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19147. Phone: 215-922-1146.

4377. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1992. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 41 p. Sept.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1992 
(year ended June 30) were $9,232 million, up 9.0% from 
1991. Net earnings for 1992 were $503.8 million, up 7.9% 
from 1991. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $4,492 
million, up 14.5% from 1991. Net earnings per common 
share: $1.54. Number of shareholders: 32,377.
 “The last two fi scal year have been years of rapid growth 
and a broadening of the Company’s profi t base. During this 
period investment in plant and equipment amounted to $1.5 
billion, consisting of $1 billion of capital expenditures for 
new plants and equipment, using mostly new technology, and 
acquisitions of $500 million...
 “ADM takes seriously its commitment as the 
‘supermarket to the world.’ With millions of starving people 
in Asia and Africa, the Company has the technology, through 
soy milk, Harvest Burger and wheat gluten, to provide an 
individual with a proper level of healthy protein for as little 
as 12.5¢ per day.”
 A 2-page foldout between pages 4 and 5 shows ADM’s 
international corporate structure. In Europe, under ADM 
International Holdings, are British Arkady Company UK, 
Haldane Granose Food Group UK, and Arkady Feeds 
Ireland. Under British Arkady Company UK are S.I.O. 
France, InaNahrmittel Germany, and Happidog Petfoods UK. 
Under Haldane Granose Food Group UK are Genice UK, 
Vegetarian Feasts & Cuisine UK, Snackmasters UK, Direct 
Foods UK, and Saucemasters UK.
 British Arkady Company–England: Manufactures, 
markets and distributes full fat soya fl ours, TVP, bakery 
ingredients, frozen dough products. S.I.O.–France: 
Manufactures and markets specialty oils and fats for food 
and pharmaceutical use. Soya fl our millers.
 Haldane Granose Food Group–England: Factories at 
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Barrow and Newport Pagnell, manufacture and marketing 
health foods, dry mixers, TVP mixers, burger mixes, dry mix 
and frozen vegeburgers, canned vegetarian products, spreads, 
soya milk. Genice Ltd.–Wales: Manufactures non-dairy 
ice cream, soya yogurt, yogice soya cream and specialty 
margarines. Direct Foods Ltd.–England: Protoveg range of 
TVP mixers, including Sosmix and Burgamix, marketed 
and distributed by Haldane/Granose. Snackmasters Ltd.–
Wales: Manufactures and markets a range of snackmeals. 
Saucemasters Ltd.–Wales: Manufactures and markets 
sauces, dips, spreads and relishes packed in glass jars or 
sachets. Vegetarian Feasts & Vegetarian Cuisine–England: 
Manufactures and markets frozen vegetarian meals, retailed 
through food shops and supermarkets.
 “Haldane Foods Group is now well established as the 
leading supplier to the U.K. health food industry. Nineteen 
products were added to an already extensive sales list. 
Snackmasters, Ltd. experienced rapid growth in snackmeals 
and increased effi ciency by installing fully automatic process 
equipment. Two products that capitalized on the growing 
trend toward good health were the low-fat Granose ‘Light’ 
soya milk and the high-polyunsaturate cholesterol-free 
Granose Soya Cream.
 “Vegeburgers remain a market leader and three new 
relishes were introduced under that brand name. Granose 
Foods is rapidly building market share with both vegetable 
and TVP-based vegetarian sausages. Genice Ltd. continued 
to innovate with the introduction of low-fat yogice.” 
Address: Decatur, Illinois.

4378. Berrydales Special Diet News (Barrydales Ltd., 
London). 1992. Holland & Barrett & tofu cheese. Sept. p. 5. 
[1 ref]
• Summary: On 17 Sept. 1991 a child named Suraj Jalota, 
who suffered from a violent reaction to dairy products, ate 
a misleadingly labelled tofu cheese and died. The cheese 
contained casein, a dairy protein, but the front panel of 
the label stated “no animal fats,” which could, and was, 
mistakenly interpreted to mean “no animal products.”
 According to a letter from Mr. M.D. Rose of Holland & 
Barrett, the retail store at which the product was purchased, 
before the child died, Holland & Barrett had already taken 
steps to delist this tofu cheese following complaints made by 
some of the store’s vegan customers. They were ready to re-
list a casein-free variety.
 Talk with Richard Rose of Sharon’s Finest. 1993. Feb. 
9. This soy cheese product was made by JRJ Trading. The 
owners of JRJ told him that the grandmother of the child who 
died, while taking care of him, gave him some of the cheese 
and then left him for several minutes. When she returned, 
the boy was unconscious and blue. JRJ’s understanding, 
based on an autopsy, is that the child “aspirated” the cheese, 
choked on it, and suffocated to death–rather than dying from 
the casein in the cheese. This is why JRJ was not prosecuted. 

Even though the company’s name was never mentioned, the 
incident devastated both the product and the company. Who 
would want to buy a food that kills children? Address: 5 
Lawn Road, London NW3 2XS, England. Phone: 071-722-
2866. Fax 071-722-7685.

4379. Product Name:  GranoVita Vegetable Frankfurters.
Manufacturer’s Name:  DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk 
GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach 
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1992 October.
Ingredients:  Water, vegetable oils and fats, onions, egg 
protein, wheat protein, soya protein, spices, seasonings, sea 
salt, gelling agents (guar gum and carob gum), wheat fl our, 
glucose apples, smoke spice, okara, oat fl akes, bread crumbs, 
herbs, milk protein, soya sauce.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 plastic tube. Retails for 
£1.65.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 1,121 Kjoules / 265 Kcal 
(calories), protein 9.3 gm, carbohydrate 3.2 gm, fat 23.9 gm.
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New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1994. May. The manufacturer’s name and address 
do not appear on the product, which is imported to England 
by “GranoVita UK Ltd., 34/36 Bromham Road, Bedford 
MK40 2QD, England. Produce of Germany.” Label. 2 by 
5½ inches. Red, black, green, and yellow on white. An 
illustration shows vegetables under a tree on a grassy hillside 
with the moon rising. “Suitable for vegetarians. Important–
Please remove skin before cooking.” Best used by 10 Oct. 
1992.
 Note: This product may well have been made by DE-
VAU-GE in Germany.

4380. Product Name:  Granose Hi Fruit Soya Yogert 
(Soymilk Yoghurt) [Nectarine & Pineapple, Fruits of the 
Forest, or Kiwi & Passionfruit].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 October.
Ingredients:  Nectarine & Pineapple: Soya milk, raw cane 
sugar, kiwi fruit, passion fruit, vegetable oil, emulsifi er 
(vegetable mono-diglycerides), stabiliser (pectin), Bulgarian 
cultures, natural fl avouring, natural colour (beta carotene).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  160 gm plastic pot. Retails for 
£0.49.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 340 Kjoules / 81 Kcal 
(calories), protein 3.0 gm, carbohydrate 14.4 gm, fat 1.9 gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993. 
Winter. p. 5. Granose, whose Soya Yogerts are brand leaders 
in the UK, has extended their line with 3 products containing 
20% fruit and thicker, chunkier pieces. The 3 fl avors are 
low in fat, cholesterol-free, and 100% non-dairy. They are 
approved by the Vegetarian Society.
 Talk with Ray Pierce of Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. 
Feb. 4 and 8. Granose Hi-Fruit Premium Yogert, made by 
Genice, was launched in late 1992, with double the fruit 
content, 20%, in 3 fl avors–kiwi & passionfruit, nectarine and 
pineapple, and fruits of the forest.
 Labels (cups for Kiwi & Passionfruit, and Nectarine & 
Pineapple) sent by Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 18. Kiwi is 
purple, green, and yellow on white cup. UPC indicia. Circled 
V logo. “Approved by the Vegetarian Society.”

4381. Food Business (Chicago, Illinois). 1992. Meatless 
goes mainstream. Nov. 23. *
• Summary: This cover story discusses the trend toward 
vegetarianism among mainstream Americans. It notes that: 
Morningstar Farms Grillers, a meatless burger made by 
Worthington Foods, are sold in 95% of U.S. grocery stores 

and supermarkets. Sales of soyfoods are expected to top 
$1.4 billion by the year 2000. In a survey of what is “in” 
among teens, 28% of respondents said that vegetarianism is 
“in,” compared with 22% a year ago. A National Restaurant 
Association study found that the trend toward reducing meat 
consumption peaked in the over-65 age group. In a 1992 
poll, 12.4 million adult Americans considered themselves 
vegetarians, almost double the number in 1985. One in fi ve 
restaurant patrons won’t even go to a restaurant unless there 
is a vegetarian option on the menu. One British company 
[Haldane Foods] sells 70 million packaged soyburgers a year 
in the U.K.

4382. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1992. First quarter report 
to shareholders, and a report on the 69th annual shareholders 
meeting. Decatur, Illinois. 8 p.
• Summary: “Your company continues to build for the 
future. Last year our capital expenditures exceeded $900 
million; this year we spent an additional $600 million. In the 
last three years our capital expenditures exceeded two billion 
dollars, and that was still well below our cash fl ow for the 
same period...
 “Ogilvie Mills of Canada was acquired, along with a 
joint venture partnership to operate Pillsbury’s four U.S. 
mills. The Ogilvie acquisition also made ADM one of the 
largest producers of wheat starch and vital wheat gluten, a 
major product for the baking industry...
 “Our oilseed crushing division purchased a canola 
crushing plant in western Canada, further consolidating 
our position as the world’s leading crusher of canola... Our 
crushing division now operates 45 plants, crushing soybeans, 
cottonseed, corn germ, fl ax, canola, and sunfl ower seed, and 
refi nes the oil in 14 refi neries.
 “Our edible soy protein business continues to grow. 
A large, ultra-modern soy protein concentrate plant was 
commissioned at Rotterdam [Netherlands]. Our edible soy 
protein business–concentrate, isolate, and soy fl our products–
increased 25 percent for the year. Production of Harvest 
Burger, our soy concentrate-based meat substitute, is selling 
at record levels in the U.S., Russia, and England...
 “We are in a growth industry. Feeding people is our 
business. Each year there are nearly 100 million more people 
to feed on the face of the earth...
 “We consistently lead the charts in sales per employee 
in our industry. People often ask me how we do so much 
business with so few people. My answer is that it’s our 
culture, central to everything we do. Every company has a 
personality, just like every person. The basis of our culture, 
or personality, is very simple: we stay in the business we 
know. We concentrate on one major objective, and that is 
the return to our stockholders. We remain entrepreneurial, 
concentrating on only those matters essential to running a 
successful business... We keep meetings, memos, policies, 
and procedures to a minimum. We treat everyone as an 
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individual, giving him or her the tools and the authority to 
do the job. We don’t second-guess, and we don’t criticize for 
honest mistakes.”
 “ADM is a company with no fi xed management 
committees, no organizational charts, no bells, no whistles, 
and no gimmicks–just good pay and hard work.” Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

4383. Product Name:  [Alisana Soya Yogert (Peach 
& Passion Fruit, Black Cherry, Strawberry, Orange, or 
Natural)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Arkady ADM Iberica S.A. Made in 
Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Carretera de Hosplatalet 42, 
Cornella de Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain.  Phone: 050981-
6611.
Date of Introduction:  1992 November.
Ingredients:  Black cherry: Habas de soya descascarillada, 
starter Bulgaricus, pulpa de cerezas, y zumo de fruta.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 x 120 gm cups packed under 
a long paperboard sleeve.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Ray Pierce of 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 4 and 8. Starting in 1992 
Genice started to sell its soy yogurts outside the UK. First in 
1992 the So Good line of soy yogurts was launched in Spain 
(for Arkady Iberica, an ADM-owned company located in 
Barcelona) with the addition of two new fl avors–orange and 
natural. In late 1992 the Spaniards requested their own brand, 
so So Good was changed to Alisana; Four Soya Yogerts (120 
gm each) were sold in each pack.
 Label (sleeve and cup for cherry fl avor) sent by Ray 
Pierce. 1994. Feb. 18. This colorful sleeve is 11.25 by 4.5 
inches. A color illustration in orange, red, purple, green and 
peach on white shows scattered fruits on a white background. 
The lettering, which is blue and black, reads “Alisana: 4 

Soya Yogerts.” The cup is cherry red and blue on white.

4384. Product Name:  Granose {Canned Vegetarian 
Entrees} [Bolognese, Curry, Chilli, Bourgignonne, Italienne].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: 0908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  420 gm cans. Retail for £1.39 
each (11/92).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 
1992. Autumn. p. 5. “New Vegetarian Canned Products.” 
“Produced from soya chunks or mince in sauces made from 
traditional recipes.” A photo shows the 6 cans. Note: Several 
products with names similar to these were introduced by 
Granose years ago. For example: Granose Curry Sauce 
(1978). Granose Bolognese Sauce (1980).

4385. Product Name:  Granose {Vegetarian Cheese 
Spreads} [Cheese Spread, Cheese Spread with Chives, 
Cheese Spread with Tomato and Bacon Flavour].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Granose Foods Ltd. Div. of 
Haldane Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: 0908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 November.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm tubes. Retails for £1.15 
per tube.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Autumn. p. 5. “Vegetarian Cheese Spreads and Patés in a 
Tube.” These products are “all made from vegetarian cheese 
[probably cheese made with cow’s milk but without rennet], 
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reconstituted skimmed milk/whey powder, butter, textured 
vegetable protein and other natural ingredients... This launch 
coincides with the relaunch of Granose Vegetarian Patés.”

4386. Product Name:  Skinny Dippers (Spreads and Dips) 
[Spring Garden, Bretonne, Hawaiian, Aztec, Spicy Greek, or 
Chinese].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Redwood Company (The). Div. of 
JRJ Trading (Marketer-Distributor). Made in America.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 1298, London, N20 
0YT, England.  Phone: 81 / 368 2638.
Date of Introduction:  1992 November.
Ingredients:  Incl. tempeh, soymilk, miso.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  120 gm pack retails for £1.20.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1992. 
Autumn. p. 5. “Skinny Dippers spreads and dips.” Four 
fl avors are based on tempeh: Spring Garden, Bretonne, 
Hawaiian, and Aztec. Two are based on soymilk: Spicy 
Greek, and Chinese. Other soya ingredients used, depending 
on the fl avor, include soya bean sprouts and miso.

4387. Product Name:  ‘Nnaise: A Soya Based Dressing 
[Garlic, or Plain].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bute Island Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  15 Columshill Street, Rothesay, 
Isle of Bute PA20 0DU, Scotland, UK.  Phone: 0700 505117.
Date of Introduction:  1992 December.
Ingredients:  Garlic: Soya milk, sunfl ower oil, cider 
vinegar, apple juice concentrate, garlic, sea salt, lemon juice, 
stabiliser (guar & xanthan gums). Note: The Plain fl avor 
contains mustard fl our in place of garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  325 gm glass jar.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Haydn Jones. 
1995. Sept. 5. “Potted history of Green Dragon Animal Free 
Foods and Bute Island Foods Ltd.” Which see. Soyannaise 
was fi rst sold in 1987 in several local shops in Wales. 
Cauldron Foods objected to the name Soyannaise, so in late 
1988 or early 1989 the product was renamed ‘Nnaise.
 Label sent by Haydn Jones. 1995. Sept. 15. 6½ by 2½ 
inches. Green, black, and yellow on white. The Bute Island 
logo of a rayed sun rising appears at top center of label. 
“Free from animal products. No added sugar. Refrigerate 
after opening. Plain: Bute Island Foods ‘Nnaise is a light and 
creamy dressing that will compliment many foods. It is very 
versatile and will mix well with other ingredients to make a 
variety of sauces and dressings, e.g. Seafood Sauce, Tartar 
Sauce, Coleslaw, Curry, etc. Mixed with mashed fi sh or Bute 
Island Foods Scheese, ‘Nnaise makes a tasty toast topper.”

4388. Product Name:  Realeat Vegebangers (Frozen 
Frankfurters) [Meaty Style, or Vegetable Style].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.

Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1992 December.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb and 1½ lb bags. Retail for 
£1.39 and £1.99 respectively.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993. 
Winter. p. 5. “More Vegebangers from Realeat.” Two new 
varieties of frozen Vegebangers were launched in Dec. 1992 
by Haldane Foods. Both contain no meat, but the Meaty 
Style products have a more meaty fl avor, being made from a 
seasoned blend of vegetable proteins.

4389. Charteris, W.; Kennedy, P.; Heapes, M.; Reville, W. 
1992. A new very low fat table spread. Farm and Food 
2(1):18-19. *
Address: National Dairy Products Research Centre, 
Moorepark, Irish Republic.

4390. Product Name:  [So Good Soya Frutty {Soy Yogurt} 
(Peach & Passion Fruit, Strawberry, Black Cherry)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Made in Clywd, Wales, UK. 
Distributed in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (see below).
Date of Introduction:  1992.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  120 gm plastic cup.
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Ray Pierce of 
Genice Foods Ltd. 1994. Feb. 10. In late 1992 the So Good 
line was launched in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark using, 
in part, the pre-existing Granose distribution network. One 
product, named So Good Soya Frutty, was sold to all 3 
Scandinavian countries. The label was in Swedish and the 
names of all 3 distributors were on it. The distributors are: 
(1) Kung Markatta AB, Hjalmarsberg, S-705 95 Orero, 
Sweden (this is Genice’s second largest export market); (2) 
Alternative Mat A/S, AVD Import, Kubben, 2150 Arnes, 
Norway; (3) Grön Distribution, Hoje Gladsaxe Torv 2, 2860 
Soborg, Denmark (Genice has not dealt with Grön since 
1992).

4391. Berkeley, Edmund; Berkeley, Dorothy Smith. eds. 
1992. The correspondence of John Bartram, 1734-1777. 
Gainesville, Florida: University Press of Florida. xv + 809 p. 
Illust. Index. 21 cm.
• Summary: John Bartram lived 1699-1777. On pages 727-
28 of this book are: (1) A letter from Benjamin Franklin to 
John Bartram dated 11 Jan. 1770 from London; it mentions 
soybeans and tofu. (2) A letter from James Flint to Benjamin 
Franklin dated 3 Jan. 1770 from Capringe. It discusses how 
the Chinese convert Callivances (soybeans) into Towfu 
(tofu).
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 Contents of this book: List of illustrations. 
Acknowledgments. Editors’ introduction (incl. a brief 
biography of John Bartram). The correspondence (arranged 
chronologically). Appendix I. Bartram’s descriptions of 
North American forest trees and shrubs. Appendix II. 
Bartram’s notes in the Medicina Britannica. Glossary of 
names. Bibliography.
 This book also contains letters to and/or from (or 
information about): Samuel Chew (born 1693; physician in 
Philadelphia after 1732; introduced John Bartram to Peter 
Collinson), Peter Collinson (1694-1768; London woolen 
draper and avid gardener, obsessed with introducing foreign 
plants to his garden at Peckham, in Surrey; member of the 
Royal Society), John Fothergill (1712-1780; distinguished 
Quaker physician in London and Fellow of the Royal 
Society), James Flint, Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790; 
publisher, scientist, interested in all aspects of natural 
science, and Fellow of the Royal Society), Henry Laurens 
(1723-1792; distinguished citizen of Charleston, South 
Carolina, later president of the Continental Congress, and 
American Commissioner at the Treaty of Paris), Library 
Company of Philadelphia, Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778), 
Philip Miller (1691-1771; director of the Chelsea Physic 
Garden), Thomas Penn (1702-1775; one of the three sons of 
William Penn; inherited proprietary rights in Pennsylvania 
and was in charge of the colony’s interests in England), 
William Penn (1644-1718; English Quaker and founder 
of the Pennsylvania colony; Fellow of the Royal Society), 
Benjamin Rush (1746-1813; Philadelphia physician and 
professor at the University of Pennsylvania Medical School), 
Peter Templeman (1711-1769; physician, secretary of the 
Royal Society).
 About the authors (p. [809], with photo of both 
together): “Edmund Berkekley and Dorothy Smith Berkeley 
have published numerous biographies of notable fi gures in 
natural history, including John Clayton, Alexander Garden, 
John Mitchell, Moses Ashley Curtis, and George William 
Featherstonhaugh. Before his retirement, Edmund Berkeley 
taught at Washington and Lee University [in Lexington, 
Virginia], the University of the South, and the University of 
North Carolina.”

4392. Conil, Christopher; Conil, Jean. 1992. New tofu 
recipes. London: W. Foulsham & Co. Ltd. 96 p. Illust. Index. 
20 cm.
• Summary: The title reads: “New vegetarian tofu recipes.” 
This cookbook is a slightly revised and condensed version 
of its predecessor, titled The Secrets of Tofu (published in 
1986), except that it contains no color photos. The front 
photo is different but the text on the rear cover is almost 
identical, and is the text in the fi rst half of the Introduction. 
Even the photo of the two authors (both men) is gone. 
Contents: Foreword. Introduction. 1. Tofu and soya. 2. How 
to make tofu. 3. Soups. 4. Starters. 5. Main dishes. 6. Snacks. 

Biographical information about the authors. Address: 1. 
Master Chef; 1. Master Baker. Both: England.

4393. Cox, Peter. 1992. Why you don’t need meat. Revised 
ed. London: Bloomsbury Publishing Ltd. [ix] + 278 p. 
Foreword by Linda McCartney. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [373* 
ref]
• Summary: A convincing argument against meat after the 
advent of Mad Cow Disease in the UK.
 Contents: Acknowledgements. Foreword by Linda 
McCartney. 1. Everything you’re not supposed to know. 2. 
Apocalypse cow! 3. Pigtales. 4. The A to Z of good health. 
5. Greener cuisine. 6. Everything you really need to know. 7. 
The composition of vegetarian foods.
 Table of food groups for a vegan diet (p. 171), designed 
by Dr. Michael Klaper; the section on Legumes in this 
table mentions “Soy products (milk, tofu, tempeh, Textured 
Vegetable Protein, etc.). Recipes include: Scrambled tofu 
(with “1 x 297 gm {10½ oz} carton tofu, drained,” p. 189). 
Tempeh marinade (p. 190). Tofu marinade (p. 191-92).
 In Chapter 6, the subsection on beans states that they 
“are a marvelous source of protein, fi bre, iron, the B vitamins 
and, when sprouted, vitamin C... beans can either look like 
beans or they can be transformed into one of the many 
delicious and nutritious bean products which supply the food 
value but not the same beany experience. Among these are 
soya milk, tofu, TVP (textured vegetable protein), tempeh, 
soya yogurt and ice cream, marinated tofu and soya cheeses 
of every description.
 “Second, beans can be a musical vegetable if you don’t 
follow the three golden rules of cooking them:” (1) Let 
them soak overnight in water. (2) “Don’t cook beans in the 
soaking water, and never cook them without rinsing them.” 
(3) Don’t under-cook beans. They should be soft enough to 
squash against the roof of your mouth using normal pressure 
from your tongue. Address: First Chief Executive of the 
Vegetarian Society of the UK, England.

4394. Gordon, Jonathan Fraser. 1992. Improved lactic 
fermentation of soymilk for the preparation of soya bean 
curd. PhD thesis, University of Strathclyde, Dep. of 
Chemical and Process Engineering. 205 p. [92 ref]
• Summary: The purpose of this work was to establish 
whether soymilk could be successfully fermented by lactic 
acid bacteria to prepare tofu. This could lead to improved 
storage characteristics similar to hard, dairy cheeses. 
Traditional tofu is very susceptible to bacterial spoilage. 
“This makes it unsuitable for use in many underdeveloped 
countries where it could provide a valuable protein source if 
it were more stable.”
 Soymilk has been shown to be a poor fermentation 
medium for lactic acid bacteria. Heat treatment between 80-
100ºC has been shown to limit its potential for supporting the 
growth of lactic acid bacteria–due to the formation of toxic, 
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volatile sulphides.
 A solution to this problem was found by germinating 
the soybeans prior to soymilk preparation. Germination 
for 72 hours in a specially designed box reduced the 
total sugar content of the soymilk to less than 60% of 
that found in ungerminated soymilk (i.e., that made from 
ungerminated soybeans). Despite this, acid production and 
growth of Lactobacillus fermenti was greatly enhanced in 
the germinated soymilk. “The main reason for the enhanced 
growth and lactic acid production appeared to be because 
germination increased the concentration of amino nitrogen in 
the germinated soymilk.” Nitrogen limitation appears to be 
the main factor causing inhibition of growth of L. fermenti 
in ungerminated soymilk, but the toxic sulphides then act to 
cause further inhibition. Germination was shown to increase 
the concentrations of vitamin C and the B vitamins in 
soymilk, but it did not decrease trypsin inhibitor activity in 
the soybeans.
 “A fi rmly pressed tofu was prepared from 72 hour 
germinated, fermented soymilk and kept for 6 weeks at 
10ºC. It displayed none of the spoilage that would have 
characterized conventional tofu. It had the consistency of 
rubbery Edam cheese and a pleasant, slightly beany, acidic 
fl avor.” Address: Scotland.

4395. Leneman, Leah. 1992. The tofu cookbook. 
Hammersmith, London, England: Thorsons–An imprint of 
HarperCollins Publishers. 127 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: “These no-meat, no-dairy, cruelty-free recipes 
foster health and a healthy environment by replacing meat 
and dairy products in traditional recipes with tofu... and soy 
milk. From bouillabaisse and guacamole to lasagna, curries, 
and ice cream, here are delicious new takes on your favorite 
international recipes.” The copyright page notes: “Many of 
these recipes previously appeared in The International Tofu 
Cookery Book and Soya Foods Cookery.
 Contents: Introduction. Types of tofu. Other soya (soy) 
foods: Soya milk, soya yogurt, soya mayonnaise, bean 
curd sticks or sheets, tempeh, soy sauce, miso, soya cheese 
(such as Veeze). Notes on recipes. Making tofu at home. 1. 
Soups and dips. Note: Ingredients for every recipe are given 
in both Imperial/Metric and American units. 2. Salads. 3. 
British- and American-style dishes. 4. Mexican-style dishes. 
5. Mediterranean-style dishes. 6. Indian-style dishes. 7. 
Chinese- and other Far Eastern-style dishes. 8. Desserts. 
Recipe reference chart (for quick and easy recipes, recipes 
suitable for a single portion, and recipes for a dinner party).
 Note: Webster’s Dictionary defi nes bouillabaisse 
(pronounced bu-yuh-BAYZ, a term derived from the French 
and fi rst used in 1855) as a highly seasoned fi sh stew made 
with at least two kinds of fi sh. See also: Potpourri. Address: 
19 Leamington Terrace, Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4396. Nice, D.J.; Robinson, D.S. 1992. Inhibition of 

lipid autoxidation by bovine superoxide dismutase. Food 
Chemistry 45(2):99-103. [17 ref]
• Summary: Lipid peroxidation is a major cause of quality 
deterioration loss of stability in foods. It can be initiated 
by enzymes (such as lipoxygenases, which catalyze the 
formation of hydroperoxides), by metal ions, and possibly 
by irradiation, which gives rise to free radicals. Free radicals 
of oxygen are often said to be the cause of unsaturated fatty 
acid peroxidation.
 “For autoxidation, the initiation reactions, which are 
believed to be responsible for the formation of hydroxyl 
radicals, are inhibited by superoxide dismutase (SOD). 
Soybean lipoxygenase types I, IV and V were not inhibited 
by SOD in model systems containing linoleic acid.” Address: 
Procter Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Leeds, Leeds, United 
Kingdom LS2 9JT.

4397. Shirai, Keiko; Pedraza, G.; Gutierrez-Durán, M.; 
Marshall, V.M.E.; Revah-Moiseev, S.; García-Garibay, 
M. 1992. Production of a yogurt-like product from plant 
foodstuffs and whey. Substrate preparation and fermentation. 
J. of the Science of Food and Agriculture (London) 
59(2):199-204. [28 ref]
• Summary: Though there is a shortage of milk production 
in Mexico, yogurt consumption has increased greatly during 
the past decade. To fi ll this gap, large amounts of dried milk 
powder have been imported. Ironically, most of Mexico’s 
cheese whey, a dairy by-product, is disposed of into the 
sewage system.
 The fermented yogurt described in this article, made 
from 82% soya milk, 11% oat fl our, and 7% dried cheese 
whey, had a protein- and lactose content similar to that of 
milk used for making yogurt. The supplementation of soya 
milk with oat fl our and whey resulted in a product with 
characteristics superior to those of yogurt-like products 
made from soya milk alone. Address: 1-3&6. Departamento 
de Biotecnología, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, 
Iztapalapa, AP 55-535 Mexico; 4. School of Biological and 
Molecular Sciences, Oxford Polytechnic, Oxford OX3 0BP, 
United Kingdom.

4398. Shirai, Keiko; Gutierrez-Durán, M.; Marshall, V.M.E.; 
Revah-Moiseev, S.; García-Garibay, M. 1992. Production 
of a yogurt-like product from plant foodstuffs and whey. 
Sensory evaluation and physical attributes. J. of the Science 
of Food and Agriculture (London) 59(2):205-10. [12 ref]
• Summary: The yogurt-like product described on the 
previous pages of this issue had good viscosity and stability 
to syneresis. Its acceptability was good, and made better by 
the addition of sugar or fl avors. A combination of starter 
strains was very important to get good acceptability. Initially 
a commercial yogurt culture (Rosell Institute, Inc., Montreal, 
Canada) was used, but it led to a strong bitter aftertaste in 
the mixed culture, so it was not used again. The ropy strains 
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Lactobacillus delbrueckii ssp bulgaricus NCFB 2722 and 
Streptococcus salivarius ssp thermophilus NCFB 859, 
from the National Collection of Food Bacteria (Reading, 
UK), and commercial plain yogurt were therefore used as 
inocula. Address: 1-2&5. Departamento de Biotecnología, 
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Iztapalapa, AP 55-535 
Mexico; 3. School of Biological and Molecular Sciences, 
Oxford Polytechnic, Oxford OX3 0BP, United Kingdom.

4399. So, Yan-kit. 1992. Classic food of China. London: 
Macmillan. xii + 387 p. Illust. (incl. many color photos by 
Tim Hill). Index. 25 x 20 cm. [55 ref]
• Summary: The author, a woman, has been called “Britain’s 
foremost authority on Chinese cookery.” Her fi rst book, Yan 
Kit’s Classic Chinese Cookbook, won both the Glenfi ddich 
and the André Simon awards for 1984. This is an extremely 
interesting, well-written and practical book. As she explains 
in the Preface, the author is deeply interested in the history 
of and deeper questions about Chinese food. She grew up in 
Hong Kong. Her audience is both Chinese and non-Chinese 
who have an enthusiasm for food. She fi rst began to cook 
for Westerners more than thirty years ago, fi rst as a foreign 
student and later as the wife of an American academic, when 
she “entertained her husband’s colleagues and students 
in Syracuse, upstate New York, as well as his family in 
Philadelphia and Waterford, Connecticut.
 Contents: Acknowledgements. A note on the spelling of 
Chinese words (using the Pinyin system, where c = ts; q = 
ch; x = hs; z = dz; zh = j). A note on the translations (with a 
map of China’s four main cookery regions {northern, eastern, 
western, and southern}). Main Chinese dynasties (p. xi, 
starting with the Xia, from approx. 21st to 16th century BC). 
Preface. Introduction. Culinary traditions. Important culinary 
books (p. 21-43, an excellent essay). Chinese festivals (p. 
44-63). Tea. Regional diversities. Foreign infl uences. The 
recipes (p. 119-352, including one chapter titled “Bean curd 
dishes,” p. 208-22).
 Preparatory techniques. Steamers and steaming. Basic 
ingredients. Glossary. Main references (many of which are 
reprints of Chinese food classics).
 The author uses the Introduction to discuss important 
fi gures in the history of Chinese food. These include: (1) 
Su Dongpo (1037-1101, also named Su Shi) (p. 2-4), the 
famous 11th century Song poet who called himself “the 
old gourmand.” Of the many poets in the Tang and Song 
dynasties, when Chinese poetry “reached its zenith, he was 
the most unabashed and unrestrained when writing about 
food and wine.” An illustration shows Su Dongpo. In spite 
of his great spiritual awareness and his inclination toward 
Buddhism and Daoism, he did not become a vegetarian until 
he was in old age, when his health began to fail. During 
his turbulent career, he traveled widely in China and wrote 
about the different foods he encountered. He was especially 
fond of pork and he became an expert in the different ways 

of preparing it. A famous Hangzhou dish is named Dongpo 
Pork. He said he was willing to die for the taste of the Yangzi 
porpoise or globe fi sh (fugu in Japanese) even though he 
was well aware that it could be fatally poisonous if prepared 
improperly–”the poison lodging in the liver, the roe, and the 
reproductive glands.”
 (2) Confucius (551-479 BC, also named Kong Fuzi or 
Kongzi) (p. 4-7). An illustration shows Confucius, China’s 
foremost and most infl uential sage and the author of The 
Analects. He believed that each man must fi rst build up his 
own moral character. The ideal moral man, the ‘gentleman,’ 
aspires to benevolence, virtue, intelligence, courage, and 
learning. His attitude toward food was neither obsessive nor 
passionate, but simple and austere. He wrote: With coarse 
rice to eat, with water to drink, and my bended arm for a 
pillow, I still have joy in the midst of things. Modern China 
went through a vehement anti-Confucius era, especially 
from 1966 to 1976 during the Cultural Revolution, yet his 
infl uence is now returning. He advised eating more rice than 
side dishes or meat. Prepare food carefully and practice good 
sanitation. He did not converse at meals.
 (3) Mencius (372-289 BC, also named Menzi) (p. 7-9). 
“The attitude of a gentleman towards animals is this: once 
having seen them alive, he cannot bear to see them die, 
and once having heard their cry, he cannot bear to eat their 
fl esh. That is why the gentleman keeps his distance from the 
kitchen.” Chinese trace to Mencius the very relaxed attitude 
they have toward the complete enjoyment of food; it is 
human nature–yet no one can fi nd a source by Mencius for 
this idea. An illustration shows Mencius.
 The chapter on “Culinary traditions” (p. 10-20) 
continues this discussion of important fi gures in the history 
of Chinese food. (4) Yi Yin (lived ca 1600 BC to 1549 BC 
in the Shang dynasty) (p. 10-15) “is regarded as China’s 
fi rst master of gastronomy. His role as cook and later prime 
minister to King Tang, founder of the Shang dynasty (16th 
to 11th century BC) is mentioned in offi cial history, but it is 
through the writing of Lu Buwei, of the 3rd century BC, that 
Yi Yin’s gastronomic tenets have come down to posterity.” 
His principles: Waste nothing; put everything to its best use. 
Use fi re with skill–as in steaming and stir-frying. Blend the 
fi ve tastes harmoniously–salty, bitter, sour, pungent, and 
sweet. Each taste corresponds to one of the fi ve elements–
water, fi re, wood, metal, and earth–an idea that was already 
part of Chinese tradition by the 3rd century BC. Balance the 
two great forces: yin and yang. Yi Yin, a virtuous man, was 
promoted from the kitchen to become a minister at court.
 (5) Cook Ding, as written by the Daoist philosopher 
Zhuangzi (Wade-Giles: Chuang Tzu). Cook Ding was 
carving an ox for Lord Wen-hui. His principle was to follow 
the Dao (Tao), even when carving an ox–so that his knife 
never became dull. There follows the story of how a noodle 
master makes “dancing noodles” following fi ve distinct 
procedures.
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 (6) Woman cooks: The Buddhist nun Fan Zheng, as told 
during the Song dynasty. Sous-chef Liu of the Southern Song 
dynasty. Mrs. Song (12th century). Mrs. Chen (19th century), 
dubbed “Mapo” or the pock-marked woman. She and her 
husband, also a cook, lived in Chengdu, capital of Sichuan, 
where they ran a tavern together. She developed Mapo 
Doufu, made of bean curd [tofu] with a spicy meat sauce, 
which is today “one of the most renowned Chinese dishes in 
the world (see recipe p. 218).
 (7) Wang Xiaoyu (p. 18-20) is “the only chef who has 
a biography written about him, albeit brief and published 
posthumously.” For ten years until his death, Wang was 
employed by Yuan Mei (1716-1797), China’s most renowned 
gastronome / gourmet and cookery writer of the 18th century 
(Qing dynasty). Yuan Mei was also a well-known poet, 
scholar and artist, born in today’s Hangzhou in Zhejiang 
province in eastern central China. “Yuan had written many 
short biographies and each was about a person of special 
merit, either a literary fi gure, an offi cial, a member of the 
aristocracy or one of his female pupils from noble families. 
That he included in his series Wang, whom he identifi ed as 
but ‘a lowly person,’ refl ects the great admiration he had for 
his cook.” It is all the more remarkable that a master would 
write a tribute to a cook, who most masters took for granted. 
Yet after ten years, Yuan and Wang developed a very special 
relationship, so close that it transcended the typical one 
between master and servant. Wang did his own shopping 
at the market to obtain the very best ingredients. In his 
famous cookbook, Yuan Mei wrote a great deal about Wang’s 
thought and practice. Yuan was very pleased that Wang, 
instead of seeking employment with rich or aristocratic 
families, “preferred to remain in his kitchen until he died.” 
Continued. Address: England.

4400. So, Yan-kit. 1992. Classic food of China (Continued–
Document part II). London: Macmillan. xii + 387 p. [55 ref]
• Summary: Continued. The chapter on “Important cookery 
books” continues where the previous two chapters left 
off–with a fascinating, in-depth discussion of the history of 
Chinese cookery, but with more focus on books, including: 
(1) Shi Jing or The Book of Food, by Cui Yao who was 
executed for treason in AD 450. All but the preface has been 
lost. (2) Qimin Yaoshu or Essential Skills for the Daily Life 
of the People, by Jia Xie, written between AD 533 and 544. 
(3) Shi Jing or Book of Food by Xie Feng, written around 
600 AD. (4) Shi Pu or Book of Recipes by Wei Juyan, 
written during the early 8th century. (5) Zhonggui Lu or 
Records of Home Cooking by Mrs. Wu, written during the 
Song dynasty (AD 960-1279). (6) Shanjia Gongqing or 
The Simple Offerings of a Mountain Hermit by Lin Hong, 
written in the 13th century. He is acknowledged as the fi rst 
person who used the modern term jiangyou for soy sauce. 
(7) Yinshan Zhengyao or The Principles of Correct Diet by 
Hoshoi (or Hu Sihui in Chinese), written in about 1314-1321 

(Yuan dynasty). (8) Yunlin Tang Yinshi Zhidu Ji or The Food 
System of the Yunlin House by Ni Zan (lived 1301-1374; 
Yuan dynasty). (9) Suiyuan Shidan or The Cookery Lists of 
Suiyuan by Yuan Mei, published in 1792, fi ve years before 
his death. A superb biography of Yuan Mei is given, together 
with a discussion of his infl uence on Chinese cookery.
 The chapter on “Chinese festivals begins: “In 1912, the 
Republic of China offi cially adopted the Gregorian calendar 
used in the West, but the old lunar calendar, calculated 
more than four thousand years ago, has persisted, and it 
is according to this system that all the traditional Chinese 
festivals are celebrated to this day.” The food served at each 
festival and the symbolism are described. The main festivals 
are: Chinese New Year, Double Fifth Festival (5th day of the 
5th lunar month), Mid-Autumn Festival (15th day of the 8th 
lunar month).
 Peking food stalls and hawkers offer “deep-fried bean 
curd triangles or squares... For breakfast they serve freshly 
made warm soybean milk, which is naturally sweet, to go 
with ‘youtiao,’ the deep-fried twin-strip dough that is mildly 
savoury, and not unlike an elongated doughnut, only more 
crispy to the bite and soft inside. Unless you are an early 
riser, you run the risk of having them been sold out before 
you get to the street corners where they are sold. Youtiao are 
arguably the most sought after and adored breakfast street 
food sold in China, though it is only in the north that they are 
twinned with soybean milk” (p. 80).
 Many of the recipes in this book are based on those of 
classical Chinese cooks such as Yuan Mei and Su Dongpo. 
Soy-related recipes: Bean curd salad (p. 124). Bean curd skin 
rolls [yuba] (p. 140-42). Butterfl y prawns in red bean curd 
cheese [red fermented tofu] (p. 147).
 The chapter titled “Vegetarian dishes” (p. 170-90) 
begins with a history of vegetarianism in China. In the Qimin 
Yaoshu the chapter titled “Vegetarian food” contains China’s 
fi rst vegetarian dishes. Steamed wheat gluten or kaofu is a 
favorite in Shanghai (p. 176-77). Red-braised bean curd (p. 
188-89). Sour and spicy bean curd cubes (p. 190).
 The chapter on “Bean curd dishes” (p. 208-22) has 
recipes for: Homemade soy bean milk. Bean curd with 
scrambled egg. “Bless the old and the young.” Braised bean 
curd puffs. Sautéed bean curd with spinach. Braised bean 
curd with bean sauces. Stir-fried bean curd with minced 
dried shrimp. Mapo doufu. Guotie bean curd. Green egg 
bean curd. Iced bean curd casserole [with frozen tofu].
 Mussels in black bean sauce (p. 257). Steamed grey 
mullet with puréed black bean sauce (p. 274).
 The glossary (p. 364-80) has entries for: Bean curd. 
Bean curd ‘cheese,’ red fermented [red fermented tofu]. Bean 
curd ‘cheese,’ white fermented. Bean curd puffs [deep-fried 
tofu puffs]. Bean curd skin [yuba]. Black beans, fermented 
[fermented black soybeans]. Broadbean paste or soy bean 
paste, spicy hot. Ground (crushed) yellow bean sauce. Hoisin 
sauce. Soy bean paste, hot. Soy sauce.
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 About the author (inside rear dust jacket): Born in 
her ancestral village of Zhongshan, Guangdong province, 
she grew up and was educated in Hong Kong, where she 
graduated from the University with a starred fi rst degree 
in history. She went on to acquire a DPhil [PhD] at the 
University of London. She was married twice, fi rst to a 
Chinese surgeon whom she divorced, and then (in 1962) to 
the American historian Briton (“Brit”) Martin Jr., who was 
the great love of her life. Their son Hugo (to whom this book 
is dedicated) was born in 1965, when they were at Syracuse 
University, New York. The family later went to Poona in 
India, where Brit was taking up an academic post, but, 
tragically, he died of a brain tumour in 1967, while still only 
in his 30s.
 Brit’s death was a watershed in Yan-kit’s life and, for 
several years, her efforts to pull herself out of the consequent 
slough of grief had only limited success. Indeed, in 1976 she 
suffered a breakdown. Her subsequent salvation lay in taking 
up food studies and cookery, of which she proved to be a 
brilliant teacher. Address: England.

4401. Waterlow, John C.; Tomkins, A.M.; Grantham-
McGregor, S.M. 1992. Protein-energy malnutrition. London: 
Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd. viii + 407 p. [917* ref]
• Summary: This book contains 20 chapters and an 
index. The authors use the term “severe protein-energy 
malnutrition” (PEM) to cover a spectrum of clinical pictures, 
ranging from frank kwashiorkor to severe marasmus. 
Kwashiorkor was fi rst described by Williams in the Gold 
Coast (later renamed Ghana) in 1933, although she did not 
introduce the name “kwashiorkor” until her second paper in 
1935. This word, which comes from the Ga language of West 
Africa, could be translated as “the disease of the deposed 
child” (Williams, 1935).
 The earliest account seen of kwashiorkor was published 
by Hinajosa in 1865 in Mexico. The book Kwashiorkor 
published in 1954 by Trowell (a physician), Davies (a 
pathologist), and Dean (a pediatrician), is one of the classics 
on this subject. “Trowell gives a very full account of the 
early history of kwashiorkor and of the controversies 
surrounding it, with a list of papers published up to that 
time.”
 Soy is mentioned on page 180 (zinc was found to be 
limiting in children fed a soy-based formula) and page 
299 (the soya bean contains dietary allergens). Address: 
1. Emeritus Prof. of Human Nutrition, London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Univ. of London; 2. Prof. 
of International Child Health, Inst. of Child Health, Univ. 
of London; 3. Prof. of Child Health, Tropical Metabolism 
Research Unit, Univ. of the West Indies, Kingston, Jamaica.

4402. Today’s Vegetarian (England). 1992? Serial/periodical. 
England. *
• Summary: For a brief history of this magazine, see letter 

for Leah Leneman dated 29 Sept. 1993. Address: England. 
Phone: 071-388 3171.

4403. Food Trade Review. 1993. Co. evolution (mergers and 
acquisitions in the food processing industry). 63(2):89. Feb. 
*
• Summary: The section titled “Crown Chemtech formed” 
states that Crown Iron Works Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota), 
makers of edible oil extraction plants, has acquired a 
controlling interest in Crown Chemtech Ltd., a new joint 
venture formed in the UK from the food equipment division 
of TMCI Chemtech of Reading, UK. TMCI–whose name has 
been changed to TMCI (UK) Ltd.–is the other member of the 
joint venture.
 There is another Crown joint venture company in the 
UK–Europa Crown Ltd. of Hull–which markets the entire 
range of Crown’s product lines and has total in-house 
contracting capability.

4404. Product Name:  Mitchelstown Dairygold (A Spread 
Made of Fresh Cream and Soya Oil).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Mitchelstown Creameries.
Manufacturer’s Address:  County Cork, Ireland.
Date of Introduction:  1993 February.
Ingredients:  Cream, soya oil, hydrogenated soya oil, salt, 
natural colour, carotene.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb rectangular plastic tub. 
Retails for 1.08p.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label (package) sent by 
Anthony Marrese. 1994. May. 5.25 by 3.5 by 2 inches deep. 
Black, green, and blue on gold. Illustration of the outline of 
a large fl ower above a green forest. Front panel: “A blend 
of fresh cream and soya oil. All natural ingredients.” Side 
panel: “Spreads straight from the fridge.”

4405. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1993. Profi le of Haldane 
Foods. 4(1):6-7. Winter.
• Summary: “The Haldane Foods Group is the largest 
specialist health food manufacturer in the UK and Europe... 
with 12 companies in the Group... Seven years ago, ADM’s 
British arm, British Arkady bought its biggest customer, 
Direct Foods of Petersfi eld, Hampshire, known for its 
Protoveg brand.” Among its other acquisitions was The 
Dietburger Company.
 “The company’s headquarters is now in Newport 
Pagnell the site of Granose Foods, but there are fi ve factories 
in all. The site at Leicester continues to produce dry goods, 
soya milk is produced at Stockport [by Unisoy], vegetarian 
margarines, ices and yogurts are produced at Wrexham, 
North Wales, snack meals and sauces in Newport, South 
Wales, and frozen and canned products at the Granose 
Factory in Newport Pagnell.
 “However, it was the acquisition of Granose Foods 
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which had a major impact on the business... A total of 
200 people work for Haldane. All the factories are animal 
free and many products are Vegetarian Society approved. 
The company has recently attained BS 5750, the British 
Standards Institution Certifi cate of Quality Assurance (ISO 
9000).
 “As a result of its acquisitions Haldane’s product range 
is extensive with over 200 products. But the core of the 
business is vegetarian with soya products featuring high on 
the list... Last year Haldane launched over 50 new products.”

4406. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1993. Exhibition report 
[SIAL in Paris]. 4(1):7. Winter.
• Summary: “SIAL in Paris is always one of the biggest 
and best attended food product exhibitions and 1992 was no 
exception. Soya foods were well represented and some new 
products were launched including Celia’s new Biostar Blinis 
pancake mix; a new soya and rice dessert from Laiterie 
Ladhuie, frozen soya based meat analogues from Phytikos, 
Germasoja from Abbaye de Sept-Fons (see p. 5 for details of 
these products).
 “Other companies presenting soya foods included: 
Sojinal, France–a range of soya products including soya 
paste, milks, desserts, meals; Zonnatura, Netherlands–
soya milks, desserts and vegetarian meal replacements; 
Tonputs, Netherlands–frozen Soyaschnitzel, Soyaburger 
and Soyasausage; Bakker Lekkerkerk, Netherlands–the 
Vivera range of chilled and frozen meat alternatives; l’Abbé 
Bisson, France–biscuits with soya, raisins or chocolate; 
Vitagermine, France–Soya bars and biscuits; Yeo Hiap 
Seng Ltd. Singapore–Soysauce, soya drinks and salted soya 
beans; Minerve SA, France–Soja Plaisir range of soya based 
sauces, bean sprouts and bean sprout salads; Céréal, Wander, 
France–Soya based drinks, desserts, pastas, sauces, Pains 
Grillé, biscuits; FPS, France–vegetable protein ingredients; 
Distriborg–soya drinks, desserts, sauces, meals, biscuits 
and pastes; and Tivall Vegetarian Food Products, Israel–
vegetarian meat alternatives.
 “Dusseldorf, Germany was the venue for FIE 92. Of 
the 451 international companies present several major 
soya protein companies exhibited including: Solnuts, 
Netherlands–showing their new range of custom-made food 
ingredients; Worlée GmbH, a German company, specialising 
in dried ingredients and soya products; Edelsoja, Germany–
soya protein ingredients; Dutch Proteins and Services, 
Netherlands–soya protein products; Protein Technologies 
International, Germany–isolated soya proteins; A.E. Staley 
Manufacturing Co., US–Gunther range of soya ingredients; 
Mandarin Soy Sauce, Inc, US–liquid and dried soysauces; 
ADM Ingredients Ltd., UK–fl ours, fl akes, grits, concentrates, 
isolates and textured products; Solbar Hatzor, Germany–
Contex textured soya concentrates; Celia Technologies, 
France–dehydrated soya milk; GMB Proteins, UK–Bontrae 
textured soya proteins; Central Soya Aarhus, Denmark–soya 

protein concentrates; Cargill, Netherlands–defatted soya 
fl ours, grits and textured soya proteins; Alternative Food 
Ingredients (AFI), France–soya proteins and fi bres; Sogip, 
France–soya fl ours, concentrates and textured soya products; 
Stern, Germany–full fat soya fl ours, grits, concentrates, 
isolates, textured proteins, soya bran, full fat soybean snacks 
(expanded with hulls) and Sternpur lecithin.”

4407. SoyaScan Notes. 1993. The world’s most active 
countries with respect to soybeans and soyfoods, as of 1 
April 1993 (Overview). April 1. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: A tally by country on the SoyaScan database 
(which currently contains 42,087 bibliographic references 
relating to soybeans and soyfoods) shows the following 
countries to have the largest number of listings relating to 
soya (over 200): United States of America 21,459, Japan 
5,599 Germany 2,053 United Kingdom 1,986, China 1,844, 
France 1,601, India 1,222, Canada 1,112, Indonesia 993, 
Brazil 873, Netherlands 809, Manchuria 733, USSR 665, 
Italy 596, Australia 467, Korea 463, Taiwan 460, Belgium 
400, Austria 375, Mexico 371, Switzerland 353, Sri Lanka 
341, Philippines 323, Yugoslavia 321, Nigeria 312, Sweden 
289, Argentina 244, Israel 240, Czechoslovakia 237, 
Denmark 225, Bulgaria 219, Malaysia 214, Thailand 214, 
South Africa 207, Spain 204, Russia 203.

4408. SoyaScan Notes. 1993. Journals/periodicals having 75 
or more articles related to soya in the SoyaScan database, as 
of 14 April 1993 (Overview). April 1. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: (1) Soybean Digest 2,154. (2) SoyaScan Notes 
821. (3) Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society 664. 
(4) U.S. Patents 614. (5) Journal of Food Science 240. (6) 
Nippon Jozo Kyokai Zasshi (Journal of the Brewing Society 
of Japan) (2 names) 225. (7) Foreign Agriculture 225. (8) 
Nippon Nogei Kagaku Kaishi (Journal of the Agricultural 
Chemical Society of Japan) 201 (9) Soybean Update 187. 
(10) Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc. 176. (11) 
INTSOY Series 172. (12) Journal of Nutrition 149. (13) 
British Patents 149. (14) Soyfoods magazine 149. (15) Jozo 
Shikensho Hokoku (Report of the Brewing Experiment 
Station) 147. (16) New York Times 128. (17) Toyo Shinpo 
(Soyfoods News) 126. (18) Cereal Chemistry 125. (19) 
Vegetarian Times 122. (20) East West Journal (2 names) 113. 
(21) Japanese Patents 111. (22) Food Technology 109. (23) 
Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (Journal of Fermentation Technology) 
105. (24) Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) 104. (25) Agricultural and 
Biological Chemistry 100. (26) Soya Newsletter 100. (27) 
Chemurgic Digest 97. (28) Jozogaku Zasshi (Journal of 
Brewing, Osaka) 84. (29) Food Engineering 82. (30) Bulletin 
de la Societe d’Acclimatation 80. (31) German Patents 79. 
(32) Soybean News 76. (33) Journal of Agricultural and 
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Food Chemistry 75.

4409. Bryan, Ford R. 1993. Robert Allen Boyer (Document 
part). In: Ford R. Bryan. 1993. Henry’s Lieutenants. Detroit, 
Michigan: Wayne State University Press. 321 p. See p. 44-
51. Great Lakes Series. April. [10 ref]
• Summary: This biographical sketch of Boyer (1909-1989), 
Henry Ford’s top soybean man, is well researched and full 
of original material. Robert Boyer was born on Sept. 30, 
1909 in Toledo, Ohio. In 1916 he moved with his parents 
to Royal Oak, Michigan, where he attended grade school 
while his father worked in the accounting department of the 
Ford Motor Co. in nearby Highland Park. When Henry Ford 
bought the Wayside Inn in Massachusetts in 1923, Frank 
Campsall suggested to Ford that Earl Boyer would be an 
appropriate business manager for the Inn. So the Boyers, 
including young Robert and his three sisters, moved into a 
Ford-owned house near the Inn. Robert then attended high 
school at Framingham, Massachusetts, where he graduated 
in 1927. Robert met Henry Ford while skating at the Inn. 
Ford suggested that he come to Dearborn for some work 
experience before going to college at Dartmouth as planned. 
So in Sept. 1927 Robert arrived in Dearborn where he was 
enrolled in the Henry Ford Trade School at the Rouge plant.
 “Henry Ford had taken recent trips to Europe and had 
been impressed with the agricultural prosperity in some 
of those countries. Returning to Dearborn, Ford wanted 
to set up an experimental agricultural chemical factory to 
determine what products could be obtained from plants. 
The experimental chemical factory became a one-quarter 
size model of Ford’s mammoth wood distillation plant at 
Iron Mountain, Michigan. The model was constructed at 
Iron Mountain and moved to Greenfi eld Village in late 
1928. About then Ford asked, ‘Bob, how would you like 
to supervise this model plant–to stay another year or two 
and live at the Sarah Jordan Boarding House in Greenfi eld 
Village.’
 “Boyer had had little formal training in chemistry, but he 
was provided with tutors from the University of Michigan, 
and from 1929 to 1933 attended the Edison Institute of 
Technology, a school founded by Henry Ford and Thomas 
Edison as a school for inventors... Ford’s purpose was to 
fi nd industrial uses for farm crops. A farm depression was 
imminent. During the depression year of 1931, Robert Boyer 
married Elizabeth Szabo of Detroit. During the next few 
years they had three children...
 “In 1931, soybeans became one of the plants 
investigated at the Chemical Laboratory... Usually the beans 
were pressed to obtain the oil, and the remaining ‘cake’ was 
fed to animals. The Boyer group, however, developed a 
solvent extraction procedure whereby soy protein as well as 
oil could be produced...
 “By this time Henry Ford was growing rather old, 
approaching seventy. Design of the V-8 Ford in 1931 

seems to have been his fi nal great interest in automobile 
mechanics. His Edison Institute Schools, Greenfi eld Village, 
and soybean research now largely occupied his time. In 
1932 he began to plant hundreds of acres of soybeans on 
his Dearborn farm lands and began procuring thousands 
more acres in Southeastern Michigan. Several additional 
processing plants were located in outlying towns where he 
promised to buy even more soybeans from local farmers 
to use in automotive paints and plastics. Boyer was largely 
responsible for Ford’s advancement in soybean technology.
 “Henry’s vegetarian eating habits led him to hire his old 
gradeschool friend, Dr. Edsel Ruddiman, an organic chemist, 
to devise tasty dishes containing soybean ingredients for the 
dining room. And Ford’s executives, including Boyer, were 
coaxed by Ford to try them–soybean milk, soups, bread, 
croquets, simulated meats, butter and ice cream. Most were 
not very palatable, however, because of the tendency of the 
soy oil to be slightly rancid.”
 Boyer was in charge of the “Industrialized American 
Barn” demonstration at the 1934 Chicago World’s Fair. And 
in May 1935 when the fi rst chemurgy conference was held 
at the Dearborn Inn, Boyer was in charge of arrangements. 
During the second chemurgy conference in Dearborn, 
Boyer led the groups of participants through his Soybean 
Laboratory at Greenfi eld Village. At about this time Boyer 
developed soy protein fi bers which were blended with wool 
(35% soy and 65% wool) and woven into cloth. The resulting 
cloth was given to Ford’s own tailor, and suits of soy fi ber 
were worn by Ford on occasion–and highly publicized. 
“Boyer admits that the tensile strength of soy fi ber was 
only 85% of wool, however, behooving the wearer to avoid 
strenuous movements, bending down for example very 
cautiously.
 “Boyer’s fi ber was ideal for felt hats, however. All 
of the fi ber Boyer could produce was wanted by the Hat 
Corporation of America. The soy fi ber blended well with 
rabbit fur, was less expensive and much cleaner to work 
with. To produce fi ber in larger amounts and to develop 
fi ber of higher tensile strength, a modern air-conditioned 
laboratory was built on Village Road in Dearborn. In this 
plant not only fi ber producing equipment was installed but 
complete weaving equipment as well.”
 Between 1939 and 1941 Boyer worked on Ford’s 
“plastic car” made from soybean plastic. It also drew 
widespread media publicity. “Boyer drove the car a 
few weeks before it was abandoned. (People are still 
wondering what became of that plastic car.) A major defect 
never corrected, according to Boyer, was the strong odor 
reminiscent of a mortuary...
 “The soy protein fi ber facility was operating nicely when 
in 1943 the U.S. Air Force demanded the air-conditioned 
building for precision measurement of aircraft engine parts. 
When his building was thus usurped, Boyer was out of a job 
involving soybeans. He then transferred to Ford’s Willow 
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Run Bomber Plant at Ypsilanti, Michigan, where, because 
of his knowledge of plastics, he was given responsibility 
for protecting the plastic windshields on the B-24s during 
assembly of the planes.”
 In 1943 Drackett Products Co. in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
purchased the Ford fi ber processing equipment and Boyer 
went to work for Drackett in Cincinnati–he was never again 
in direct contact with Henry Ford. Boyer wanted to develop 
edible soy protein fi bers. When H.R. Drackett died in 1949, 
Boyer left The Drackett Co. so he could pursue his goal of 
receiving a pioneer patent for texturizing vegetable (soy) 
protein. He was granted this patent in 1949. As many as 30 
corollary patents were subsequently obtained.
 “Boyer had developed methods for producing soy fi ber 
that was thoroughly washed and tasteless. In 1951 he became 
a consultant to several food processors who were licensed 
to use his patents in their operations. These fi rms included 
Worthington Foods, Swift & Company, Ralston Purina, 
Unilever Company of England, National Biscuit Company 
[Nabisco], General Foods, and General Mills. Dozens of 
high-volume foods were, and still are, produced using 
Boyer’s procedures... Robert Boyer worked full time for 
Ralston Purina in St. Louis, Missouri, from 1962 until 1971.
 “In February 1963, Elizabeth Szabo Boyer died, and 
in April 1965, Boyer married Nancy Ann Miller, a recent 
widow living in St. Louis. Boyer retired from general 
consulting work in 1971 after his patents had expired in 
1966, but continued consulting with Worthington Foods 
until 1977. In 1973, Nancy and Robert retired to downtown 
Dunedin, Florida.
 “The Boyers did considerable traveling. But in the early 
1980s Robert’s eyes began to fail, and then his chief hobby 
became baking, an occupation he had always enjoyed. In 
1985 he dictated his oral reminiscences [8 hours on tape with 
David R. Crippen] as requested by the Henry Ford Archives. 
Boyer died in Dunedin on November 11, 1989. The body 
was cremated and the ashes scattered over the Gulf of 
Mexico.”
 Photos show: A portrait of Boyer in his later years (Ford 
Archives photo ID No. P.0.19429). The Chemical Laboratory 
building at Greenfi eld Village at Dearborn (No. 0.6213) in 
1930. Henry Ford discussing soybean work with Boyer in the 
Chemical Laboratory on Ford’s birthday, July 30, 1937 (No. 
188.21320. Ford is seated on a stool by a lab. bench reading 
and Boyer has one elbow on the bench behind him.) Boyer 
and Ford with the “plastic car” at Dearborn in 1941 (No. 
189.16352).
 Talk with Ford Bryan. 1992. Nov. 12. He is now 
working to get Robert Boyer’s soybean research laboratory, 
the Chemical Plant of the Edison Institute, restored at 
Greenfi eld Village and interpreted as to its history and 
signifi cance. The building is in fairly good shape; the 
exterior is in good shape but all the equipment has been 
removed from the interior. Address: 21800 Morley, Apt. 

1203, Dearborn, Michigan 48124.

4410. Leneman, Leah. 1993. 365 plus one vegan recipes: 
Delicious meals and ideas for every day of the year. 
Hammersmith, London, England: Thorsons–An imprint of 
HarperCollins Publishers. 144 p. April. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Chapter 1 of this book, titled “The Vegan 
Dairy,” gives recipes for homemade soya milk, mock cream 
(from soya milk), soya fl our cheese, yogurt cheese (from 
soya yogurt). There are also recipes for cashew or almond 
milk, cashew cream, and cashew cottage cheese.
 Chapter 11 (p. 85-100), titled “Tofu and other Soya 
Foods,” contains a long introduction plus the following 
recipes: Home-made tofu. Tofu and onions. Sweet and 
sour tofu and vegetables. Sea-fl avored crisp tofu slices. 
Mushroom stroganoff. Tofu kebabs. Tofu casserole. Warming 
winter stew (with tofu). Korean-style kebabs (with tofu and 
miso). Tofu and green pea bhajia. Tofu ‘scrambled eggs.’ 
Scrambled tofu and mushrooms. Tofu piperade. Spicy tofu 
scramble with red pepper and tomato. Tofu knishes. Tofu 
and pea curry. Tofu burgers. Swiss steak (with frozen tofu). 
Savoury tofu ‘mince’ (with frozen tofu). Crispy fried sea-
fl avoured frozen tofu. Tofu goulash. Smoked tofu stew. 
Smoked tofu, courgette and sweetcorn risotto. Smokey duvec 
(with smoked tofu). Pease pudding and smoked tofu bake. 
Smoked tofu pasties. Steamed savoury smoked tofu pudding. 
Smoked tofu charlotte. Lek and smoked tofu au gratin. 
Smoked tofu and mashed potato cakes. Tempeh croquettes 
with mushroom sauce. Tempeh hash with potatoes. 
Indonesian-style tempeh. Tempeh stroganoff. Japanese-style 
tempeh kabobs. Tempeh burgers. Tempeh chilli. Mock ‘ham’ 
(with dried bean milk sheets [yuba]). Mock ‘chicken’ (with 
yuba). Mock chicken cooked Indonesian style.
 Chapter 13 is entirely about sea vegetables, and a 
number of the recipes contain tofu, tempeh, miso, or soya 
milk. A number of other recipes throughout the book also use 
soyfoods as an ingredient. Address: 19 Leamington Terrace, 
Edinburgh EH10 4JP, Scotland.

4411. Rattenbury, Jeanne. 1993. All hail fi ber! A long 
unappreciated foodstuff fi nally gets some respect. Vegetarian 
Times. April. p. 47-50, 52.
• Summary: This excellent article starts: “It’s everywhere! 
It’s everywhere! Dietary fi ber, vaunted for its heroics in 
reducing the risk of heart disease and colorectal cancer, is 
now being pumped into sandwich breads, breakfast cereals, 
even potato chips and cookies.” This is quite a reversal of 
fortune for something that has been systematically removed 
from processed foods since the start of the Industrial 
Revolution–bringing us white bread, white rice, etc. 
“Although it lacks nutritional value and calories and it cannot 
be digested, fi ber nonetheless has been a key component of 
human diets since prehistoric times.”
 Color photos shows the front panels of boxes of: 
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Kellogg’s Cooked Bran. Kellogg’s Bran. Kellogg’s All-Bran 
Post’s Bran Flakes. Kellogg’s Raisin Bran. Also: A color ad 
for Grape Nuts.
 A sidebar, about Dr. Denis Burkitt, is titled “The father 
of fi ber.” “Now 81, Burkitt spent 20 years (from 1946 to 
1966) as missionary surgeon based in Uganda. During 
those years he rarely, if ever, saw the medical problems 
that plague affl uent Western societies: Heart disease, colon 
cancer, diabetes, hemorrhoids, varicose veins, appendicitis 
and diverticular diseases. Inspired by a colleague who 
believed that refi ned foods are the culprit in these diseases 
of affl uence. Burkitt collected extensive data about Africans’ 
eating habits and helped develop a revolutionary hypothesis 
about the relationship between diet and disease: that fat is 
promotive and fi ber is protective.” Long retired, Burkitt now 
lives in Gloucester, England, with his wife. “In 1962 there 
were only 10 scientifi c papers about fi ber; in 1980 there were 
500.”
 A large table (p. 50), titled “Fiber in bulk” shows the 
grams of fi ber per serving in many different common foods, 
grouped by food type as follows: Breads, vegetables, fruits, 
breakfast cereals, grains, legumes, and nuts and seeds.
 Experts recommend consuming 25 to 30 grams of fi ber 
per day. Most Americans get much less. Dietary fi ber is the 
nutrient in shortest supply in the American diet. Address: 
Chicago.

4412. SoyaScan Notes. 1993. New Trend: Specialized 
manufacturers of tofu and tempeh become manufacturers of 
many types of soyfoods (Overview). May 22. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The fi rst soyfoods manufacturer in America 
to make a wide variety of different types of soyfoods was 
White Wave of Boulder, Colorado. They began as a tofu 
manufacturer in Sept. 1977, but by 1978 had introduced Soy 
Sannies (sandwiches with miso-tahini spread) and Soymilk 
(in 3 fl avors). In 1979 they launched Soy Tempeh, Polar 
Bean (a soymilk-based soy ice cream, which they also made 
from Tofu Today / Tofruzen starting in 1985), Soya Rice 
Tempeh, Vegetarian Soysage, Tamaried Nuts, and a host of 
deli-type ready-to-serve tofu products such as Missing Egg 
Salad, Tofu Cheesecake, Tofu Cinnamon Rolls, etc. In Jan. 
1989 White Wave began its move into dairylike products in a 
big way with Soy A Melt (a soy cheese with casein) followed 
in May 1991 with White Wave Dairyless (a soy yogurt 
in 5 fl avors and the company’s most successful product 
ever). New fl avors of soy yogurt were introduced in 1992 
and 1993. Note: White Wave was also the fi rst post-1975 
soyfoods company in America to grow by acquiring other 
companies–Soyfoods Unlimited (a tempeh manufacturer) 
in Dec. 1986; and Laudisio Veggie Life, a maker of veggie 
burgers, in March 1993.
 Lightlife Foods in Greenfi eld, Massachusetts (named 
The Tempeh Works before April 1987) started as a tempeh 

manufacturer in Sept. 1979. In May 1984 they started to 
make Weissman’s Original Tofu Sausage for John Weissman 
of the Vegetable Protein Co. In Sept. 1985 they launched 
Lightlife Meatless Tofu Pups (meatless hot dogs), and in 
Oct. 1987 they launched Lightlife Party Pups (meatless 
frankfurters–cocktail size Tofu Pups; Renamed Tofu Party 
Pups by Feb. 1988). Today Lightlife makes a wide range of 
tempeh and tofu products.
 Sharon’s Finest in Santa Rosa, California (named 
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood 
Valley Soyfoods Unlimited until June 1982; Brightsong 
Light Foods until June 1987; Rose International until 1990) 
started as a tofu manufacturer in June 1978. By Aug. 1980 
they were making and selling soymilk. Their diversifi cation 
began in 1984 with Mix Plus+ (a liquid mix to make tofu 
frozen desserts) and LeTofu (non-dairy soy ice cream in 
hard pack and soft serve). Related ice cream products 
followed. In early 1986 Richard Rose reformulated Soy-O, 
a soymilk yogurt for Brown Cow West. In May 1986 the 
company launched Fruit D’Lite (a fruit-sweetened sorbet/
mousse liquid soft serve mix) in 4 fl avors using isolated 
soy protein as the soy ingredient. The move into soy cheese 
began in June 1986 with Mozzarella Style Tofu-Rella (an 
organic tofu-based cheese analog with casein). In July 1987 
the company launched Le Yogurt (a dairy-based soft-serve 
frozen yogurt dry mix). In Jan. 1992 they launched Heart’s 
D’Lite (a fat-free cheese alternative in various fl avors) with 
organic tofu and casein and tofu as the main ingredients. 
By 1992 Sharon’s Finest was primarily a marketer of soy 
cheeses; they sold their cheese to many other food companies 
and even exported them to the UK.

4413. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1993. Most of 
Europe supports biodiesel. 1(6):4. June.
• Summary: “The European Biodiesel industry is much more 
developed than the fl edgling U.S. industry, largely because of 
very strong government support. As trade agreements force 
reductions in government farm subsidy programs, many 
countries are turning to biofuels production as a means of 
absorbing excess agricultural production, providing markets 
for farmers, reducing reliance on imported oil, and reducing 
greenhouse gases. Austria, Germany and Switzerland have 
exempted Biodiesel from all sales and road taxes.”
 Gives detailed discussion of the situations in France, 
Italy, and Germany. However the British government has 
decided to tax Biodiesel fully.

4414. Macrae, R.; Robinson, R.; Sadler, M. 1993. 
Encyclopedia of Food Science, Food Technology and 
Nutrition. London: Academic Press Ltd. Illust. Index. 29 cm.
• Summary: A section titled “Soya Cheeses” by C.W. 
Hesseltine has the following contents: Introduction. 
Importance worldwide. Sufu (Chinese cheese): Introduction, 
preparation of curd, fermentation of curd, processing and 
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aging, microorganisms, composition, enzymes involved, 
culinary use and preservation. Tofu: Introduction, process 
for making tofu, soya bean varieties and tofu consumption, 
microbiological safety of tofu, hydration, coagulation 
conditions, types and use of tofu. Other soya bean cheese-
like products.

4415. Product Name:  Greengrow 2 Vegetarian Burgers 
[Mild Curry M2].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nesselbury Manyfacturing Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  26 Woodlawn Park Ave., 
Firhouse, Dublin 24, Ireland.  Phone: (01) 524384.
Date of Introduction:  1993 June.
Ingredients:  Fresh vegetables, herbs, spices, okara (soya 
beans), vegetable oil, brown rice fl our, brown rice, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm paperboard box–
Vacuum packed. Retails for £1.09.

New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1994. May. 4.5 by 4.5 by 1.25 inches. Paperboard 
box. Green, brown, and black on white. “Heat and eat. Free 
from artifi cial additives and preservatives. High in fi bre. Low 
in fat.” Best before 8 June 1993.

4416. Product Name:  Greengrow Vegetarian Soyasage 
(Skinless / Low Fat).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Nesselbury Manyfacturing Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  26 Woodlawn Park Ave., 

Firhouse, Dublin 24, Ireland.  Phone: (01) 524384.
Date of Introduction:  1993 June.
Ingredients:  Blend of herbs and spices, brown rice fl our, 
soya bean pulp (okara), salt, vegetable oil, soya milk, juice of 
carrot and onion.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm plastic bag. Retails for 
£1.09.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen.

New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Anthony 
Marrese. 1994. May. 2.25 by 4 inches on plastic bag 5.25 
by 6.25 inches. Green and black on white. “Heat and eat. 
No additives. No preservatives. No artifi cial colour. No 
animal products. Suitable for freezing. Cooking instructions: 
Place bag in boiling water for 6-8 minutes. Shallow fry 4-6 
minutes turning once.” Best before 1 June 1993.

4417. Lancet. 1993. Comments/letters: Male sexual 
development in “a sea of oestrogens.” 342(8863):123-26. 
July 10. [28 ref]
• Summary: These fi ve letters to the editor comment on 
an article titled “Are oestrogens involved in falling sperm 
counts and disorders of the male reproductive tract?” by 
Sharpe and Skakkebaek in Lancet (May 29, p. 1392).
 The fi rst letter calls attention to a fundamental but 
neglected problem in male sexual development. In 1974 
Short wrote the “human male fetus, attached to a steroid-
producing placenta, is exposed to far higher levels of 
progesterone and oestrogen than is his pregnant mother,” yet 
there appear to be no undesirable effects.
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4418. Rich, Robert. 1993. More on Rich Products 
Corporation’s work with soy-based dairy analogs 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 13. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Rich Products does not have any documents 
in its archives on the various small companies (such as 
Delsoy Products) that were the fi rst to make soy-based whip 
toppings starting in about 1944-45. However Bob remembers 
them well and what they did. Delsoy started with a fi lled 
cream named Devonshire Topping which they sold mostly 
in Detroit, Michigan. Then they came out with a soybean 
cream that was not frozen. The majority of their early sales 
were in the fi lled cream. Delsoy was never sold in Buffalo, 
New York, and thus was not a competitor to Rich’s Whip 
Topping. Even after Whip Topping was frozen, Delsoy was 
never much of a competitor. Bob is not sure when Delsoy 
was launched, but he has the feeling that it was on the market 
only several months before his Whip Topping.
 Concerning the article by F. Olmsted in the 16 April 
1945 issue of the Detroit News, Bob (who worked for the 
War Food Administration or WFA) never heard of the WFA 
issuing an order placing a 19% limit on all fats used in any 
dairy product. This information was probably supplied to 
Olmsted by Herbert Marshall Taylor, who Bob remembers 
as “a wild man.” Bob conjectures that maybe the reason 
Taylor switched to a soy-based topping was to allow him to 
ship the product across state lines. In those times a company 
could not sell a fi lled cream product (which was what he 
had) across state lines, and there were only 7 states in which 
fi lled milk products could be made and sold within the state. 
In fact the Milnot Company had a plant near Litchfi eld, 
Illinois, situated exactly on the state line between Illinois 
and Indiana. They had a fi lled milk processing room on each 
side of the line, i.e. in each state. They never made a soy-
based product. At one time, Milnot started shipping its fi lled 
milk across a state line either to test the law or because they 
thought they could get away with it. The government seized 
their product and took the president to court. He was judged 
guilty and had to spend the weekend in jail until he could get 
a bail bond. He was sentenced to a year in jail but he never 
served time because president Franklin Roosevelt gave him a 
presidential pardon.
 Rich Products was involved in about 40 lawsuits with 
various states involving its non-dairy products–and the 
company won them all. But if the lawsuits had taken place a 
few years earlier, Bob thinks Rich Products could have been 
beaten. The climate was changing, led by more favorable 
attitudes toward legalization of margarine–which replaced 
a dairy product. The fi rst lawsuit against Rich Products 
took place in California in 1949. The charge was that Whip 
Topping was an imitation dairy product, and hence illegal. 
Arguing that the product was a replacement, not an imitation, 
the company won the case.

 Most of the subsequent cases were against Coffee Rich 
(a non-dairy coffee whitener) starting in 1961. Whip Topping 
was not much of a threat to the dairy industry. Most milk 
routes used to take out 6 half pints of heavy cream (38-40% 
fat; housewives would use it to make whipped cream) in 
the morning and maybe bring back 8 in the afternoon–due 
to souring, etc. So heavy cream was not of much interest to 
milk dealers. But Coffee Rich was a real threat because much 
more light cream (19-20% fat; for use in coffee) and medium 
cream (28-30% fat; for use on cereal) was than heavy cream.
 Last Wednesday (July 7) Bob celebrated his 80th 
birthday. He is still chairman of the board of Rich Products 
Corp., his son Robert Jr. is president, and Herb Kusche is 
executive vice president. Last year his company did $940 
million is sales. Next year, which will be the company’s 
50th anniversary, they expect to go over $1,000 million. 
The company has a research department in Buffalo with 75 
researchers, plus 6,000 employees and 26 plants worldwide. 
They have 7 people in their London offi ce, 5 in the Hong 
Kong offi ce, 6 in Mexico City, 2 in Singapore, 2 in Brisbane 
(Australia), and 2 in Tokyo–all their own people.
 The Freeze Flo process has become very successful, 
especially in frozen fruits and in their great-tasting product 
named Bettercreme–which was launched in April 1977 and 
which keeps fresh without bacterial growth or spoilage at 
room temperature without preservatives. It is sold as such to 
foodservice organizations and bakeries, which keep it frozen, 
then whip it for use on cakes and pies; the latter will go stale 
before the Bettercreme! It is also used as the fi lling in Rich’s 
Frozen Chocolate Eclair. Though the company spent a lot of 
money hoping to fi nd medical applications for the Freeze Flo 
Process, nothing has yet been commercialized.
 Rich Products does not have a good archives with 
documents from the early years of the company. “In those 
days we didn’t save things, although we have nice displays 
in our memorabilia room here in our 250,000 square foot 
building which is called Rich Renaissance Niagara. Our 
offi ces and research center are in that building–but it houses 
no manufacturing operations.”
 Bob has heard that Edsel Ford died of either ungulate 
fever or cancer of the intestine. If it were ungulate fever, that 
could be one more reason why Henry Ford was so interested 
in promoting the use of soymilk–as at the Henry Ford 
Hospital. Bob thinks they also served a soy coffee cream 
(soymilk thickened with propylene glycol) at the hospital.
 Note from Ford Bryan, researcher at the Ford Archives 
(on purple and white letterhead of Henry Ford Museum and 
Greenfi eld Village), in response to an inquiry from William 
Shurtleff. 1993. Aug. 9. “I’m fairly certain Henry Ford 
disliked cows as a boy–long before Edsel’s illness. We do 
not seem to have a copy of Edsel Ford’s death certifi cate. As 
far as we know, the cause of Edsel’s death was cancer of the 
stomach, perhaps complicated by ungulate fever.”
 Talk with Herb Kusche, executive vice-president of Rich 
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Products. 1993. July 14. “Bob Rich has a memory like an 
elephant; its superb.” Address: Chairman of the Board, Rich 
Products Corp., P.O. Box 245 (1150 Niagara St.), Buffalo, 
New York. Phone: 716-878-8000.

4419. Bolduc, Bill. 1993. Current work with soymilk and 
organically-grown soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Aug. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Bill Shurtleff tells Bill Bolduc that he has heard 
that Bolduc’s company is now making soymilk for Westbrae 
Natural Foods. Bolduc admits that this is correct. Shurtleff 
says that he cannot imagine how Bolduc is doing this, since 
a modern soymilk plant typically costs about $1.5 million. 
Bolduc answers that he purchased the soymilk plant owned 
by Grove Country Foods in an auction on 4 April 1993. 
This plant used the University of Illinois process for making 
soymilk.
 Note: Grove Country Foods, USA, is located at 720 
S. Main St., Columbus Grove, Ohio. Phone: 419-659-5636 
(offi ce) or -2920 (plant). The two main people involved 
in the company were Dr. Carl Hastings and Prof. Alvin I. 
Nelson, both food scientists from the University of Illinois. 
The basic idea of the company was to commercialize new 
soy products and processes (such as soynuts, soy yogurt, 
soy ice cream, and soymilk) developed at the University of 
Illinois. By December 1988 they were in test production of 
several products but were in need of funds for commercial 
production and marketing. In early 1989 Grove Country 
Foods Canada Inc. (located in Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada) 
introduced Astronuts, a type of soynuts apparently made by 
some other company, but the company went bankrupt after 
1-2 years.
 Bill has modifi ed the Illinois process for making 
soymilk extensively. For example, he removes the okara 
from the soymilk. Completing these modifi cations has taken 
several months, and his company is “now in a start-up mode 
making soymilk.” Their refrigeration was under-sized so 
they lost several loads of product to spoilage. This week 
they are installing another compressor, etc. The system now 
works very well if they go slowly, but they need to be able to 
produce twice as much soymilk as they presently can before 
he will be satisfi ed. Now it takes several days to produce 
a tanker full of soymilk. Westbrae is being patient and 
supportive even though the process is “a bit bumpy.”
 Bill is only making Westbrae’s regular soymilks–not 
their Malteds, which he thinks are still made by Hinoichi in 
Los Angeles. The only soymilk Bill makes is Westbrae’s. He 
ships this soymilk in a tanker to a separate facility nearby in 
the Midwest that packages the soymilk in Tetra Brik Aseptic 
cartons for Westbrae. Westbrae now has their regular soymilk 
(the same product sold under the same brand) made by two 
companies (Pacifi c Foods of Oregon and Bill’s Organic 
Processing Corp.) using two different processes. Bill started 

because Pacifi c ran out of capacity. Westbrae likes the fl avor 
of Bill’s soymilk as well as they like Pacifi c’s–even though 
Pacifi c’s technology is much more expensive than Bill’s. 
Bill has dramatically altered the Illinois process but he has 
decided not to try to patent his altered process.
 Within about 2 months Bill expects to have a new 
soymilk product on the market with another partner (similar 
to Westbrae, but whose name is confi dential) in a new 
package [perhaps an extended shelf-life (ESL) gable top 
carton]. After that, Bill hopes to diversify his customer base 
and his product mix. To do that he hopes to start by making a 
fresh, UHT Processed, refrigerated soy-based frozen dessert 
mix (for soft-serve soy ice cream) packaged at another 
facility, located very nearby, in 2-gallon bags with a 60-day 
shelf life.
 Bill sees the future of soymilk packaging as being in 
the relatively new extended shelf life gable top carton that 
is sold refrigerated. This package, which is made by Tetra 
Pak and Evergreen, is signifi cantly less expensive than 
the traditional Tetra Brik carton. It is now becoming quite 
popular in the Midwest and the East Coast because of its 
lower cost. It can cut at least $1.00 off the wholesale price 
of a case (12 quarts) of soymilk, which leads to even bigger 
savings at the retail level. And the product has a shelf life 
of 60-90 days refrigerated. Co-packers nearby own the new 
gable-top packaging equipment. Most of America’s major 
soymilk companies are looking carefully at this package, it 
requires a whole new distribution system–refrigerated trucks. 
Bill knows that there will be a soymilk product on the market 
in the extended shelf life gable top package by this fall. Bill 
will make it for another company. The rest is confi dential. He 
just ran the fi rst test batch last Thursday, and now he is doing 
shelf-life tests. His smaller company has several advantages 
over the bigger soymilk companies; his company is very 
lean and can move very quickly. He is not controlled by any 
multinational corporations.
 Bill has a separate company named Organic Marketing 
that exports organically grown soybeans to Europe; he 
started Organic Marketing in about 1989 and it was 
the precursor to Organic Processing. Bill was acting as 
marketing coordinator for the Ohio Ecological Food and 
Farm Association (the organic growers of Ohio). First he 
sold a lot of organically grown soybeans to Dan Burke of 
Pacifi c Soybean & Grain, then he started exporting. He met 
Jerry Fowler, a British-born man who has a company named 
Manna International in Ontario, Canada. Bill likes very 
much to do business with Jerry because he has a very good 
overview of the market, is cooperative with the growers, and 
pays good money to the growers for organic soybeans. Bill 
exports his organic soybeans via Montreal to England, where 
they are used by the Haldane Foods Group (which is owned 
by ADM).
 Update: Talk with Ron Roller, CEO of American Soy 
Products (ASP). 1993. Sept. 4. Bill Bolduc is making plain 
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soymilk and shipping it up to Grand Rapids, Michigan, for 
formulation and Tetra Brik packaging for Westbrae. ASP 
negotiated with Westbrae for a long time, but Westbrae 
fi nally went with Pacifi c Foods and Bolduc; there were 
many reasons for this but they are mostly political. Address: 
President, Organic Processing Corp., 305 N. Walnut St., 
Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387. Phone: 800-647-2326 OF.

4420. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1993. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 42 p. Sept.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1993 
(year ended June 30) were $9,811 million, up 6.2% from 
1992. Net earnings for 1993 were $567.5 million, up 12.7% 
from 1992. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $4,883 
million, up 8.7% from 1992. Net earnings per common 
share: $1.66, up 12.9% from 1992. Number of shareholders: 
33,654.
 New ADM products from soybeans include Soy Milk 
(dry mix) and Harvest Burgers (also named Veggie Burgers). 
Opposite a full-page color photo of soy milk being poured 
from a pitcher into a glass, we read: “A new line of soy-
based milk products was introduced that are nutritionally 
equivalent to milk but less expensive to produce, allowing 
countries to expand their supply of needed protein at minimal 
cost.
 “The all-vegetable protein food, Harvest Burger, is being 
actively marketed in the U.S. where 12% of the stores frozen 
food sections stock the product.
 “Haldane Food Group continues to develop as the 
leading U.K. supplier to the health food industry. From a 
well-established domestic base and with an ever increasing 
product range the Group’s commercial thrust is extending to 
Continental Europe. Of the many new products introduced 
during the year ‘Vegemince’ commands attention as a direct 
TVP/wheat gluten non-meat alternative to ground beef. The 
prototype plant is fully committed to production and line 
extension is in progress.
 “’Vegeburger’ continues as a market leader with other 
burger products being added to the range. The realized 
growth and market potential for convenience foods has 
brought about the relocation of Snackmasters Limited to 
a new factory at Sileby adjacent to the Haldane site. The 
automated production line is currently at 60 % capacity and 
the introduction of new products should fi ll the plant within 
twelve months.
 “Genice Limited continues to pioneer the growth of non-
dairy soya based ice cream and yogurts with an increasing 
market share in Continental Europe... Soya milk sales remain 
stable and we hope to excite the market by introducing a 
bottled soya milk that will complement the existing Tetra 
pack products.”
 “Currently operating at 80% capacity, ADM can produce 
350,000,000 Harvest Burgers a year. ADM introduced the 
product in 1989, and soon will be selling as many burgers as 

some fast food chains” (p. 19). Address: Decatur, Illinois.

4421. August, Amanda. 1993. Soya far, soya good. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 37-38.
• Summary: “For many vegetarians the decision to drop 
dairy products from their diet is a natural progression–
whether it be for ethical or health reasons... The dairy cow 
has been described as the most hard-worked of all farm 
animals. Normally, she would only produce 5 to 7 litres of 
milk a day for her calf but intensive farming means that the 
quantity can now be anything from 25 to 40 litres. To keep 
the milk fl owing, the cow is subjected to yearly pregnancies, 
each lasting 9 months. After giving birth she will be milked 
for 10 months, but in the third month she will be put in calf 
[inseminated] again. So for 6 to 7 months of each year the 
cow is milked whilst pregnant.
 “Calves are taken away from their mothers after 2 to 3 
days, causing much distress to both mother and baby. Some 
calves are kept for dairy herd replacement (25%), some are 
exported to Continental veal crates, and the rest are fattened 
up to produce beef. Although cows have a lifespan of around 
20 years, most are worn out after only 5 years. At this stage 
they are killed for meat.”
 “Soya milk is a wonderful alternative to cow’s milk... 
Many brands are fortifi ed with calcium (some containing 
more than dairy milk) and the vitamins B-12 and D... Soya 
milk doesn’t taste like dairy milk. If trying it for the fi rst 
time it’s worth knowing that its an acquired taste. You may 
fi nd it to be quite fl oury, with a strange after-taste and a 
strong aroma. But there are many who swear by it and whose 
altered palates fi nd dairy milk cloying, fatty and oversweet.
 “The fi rst soya milk came onto the market in 1965, prior 
to which there had been no alternative to cow’s milk. It was 
launched by one of today’s leading producers, Plamil. Other 
companies began to follow suit in the 1970s.
 “The market is still growing. In 1991 soya milk 
manufacturers produced 10.5 million litres and it’s estimated 
that by the year 2000 Britain will be consuming over 20 
million litres per year. Supermarkets even have their own 
brands now. The Soya Milk Information Bureau’s 1991 
annual poll found that 39% of respondents were buying more 
soya milk than in 1990.”
 Color photos (p. 38) show 3 brands (Granose liter plastic 
bottles, Plamil 500 ml can, Provamel aseptic cartons), each 
with the words “Soya Milk” appearing as the product name 
on the front panel. The following brands are now available: 
Sainsbury, Safeway, Tesco, Waitrose, Co-op, Granovita, 
Granose, Sunrise, Plamil, Holland and Barrett, Unisoy, and 
Provamel [made by Alpro in Belgium]. Address: England.

4422. Product Name:  Co-Op Soya Milk [Sweetened, or 
Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Co-Op (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
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Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 42p (sweetened or unsweetened) (9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” Note: 
Co-Op is a major British supermarket chain. These products 
are private labeled for them.

4423. Product Name:  Holland & Barrett Soya Milk [With 
Calcium, or Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Holland & Barrett (Marketer-
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Healthways House, West Byfl eet, 
Surrey, KT14 6NE, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 litre Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 75p (with calcium) or 69p (unsweetened) 
(9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” Note: 
Holland & Barrett is one of the largest health food chains in 
the UK. These products are private labeled for them.

4424. Product Name:  Safeway Soya Milk [Sweetened, or 
Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Safeway (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 49p (sweetened) or 42p (unsweetened) 
(9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” 
Note: Safeway is a major British supermarket chain. These 
products are private labeled for them.

4425. Product Name:  Sainsbury Soya Milk [With Calcium, 
or Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Sainsbury (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 49p (with calcium) or 42p (unsweetened) 
(9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” 
Note: Sainsbury is a major British supermarket chain. These 
products are private labeled for them.

4426. Product Name:  Sergeant Billet’s Bacon Flavoured 

Bits.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Somerdale International Ltd. 
(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  24 Billet St., Taunton, Somerset 
TA1 3NG, England.  Phone: 0823 322180.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Berrydale’s Special 
Diet News. 1993. Sept. p. 5. “Product Directory.” This 100% 
vegetarian, cholesterol-free product is made from textured 
soya. The perfect substitute for bacon.

4427. Product Name:  Tesco Soya Milk [Sweetened with 
Calcium (1 litre), or Unsweetened (500 ml)].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tesco Stores Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Cheshunt EN8 9SL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Tetra Brik Aseptic carton. 
Retails for 93p (sweetened with calcium) or 42p 
(unsweetened) (9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” Note: 
Tesco is a major British supermarket chain. These products 
are private labeled for them.

4428. Product Name:  Provamel Soya Dream: A Non-Dairy 
Alternative to Single Cream.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. 
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Tetra Brik Aseptic carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (full page, color) in 
Vegetarian Living. 1993. Sept. p. 39. “Its the soya cream 
topping she’s been dreaming about.” A large color photo 
shows a black and white cat looking curiously at a carton of 
Soya Dream, which “is delicious as a topping for all your 
favorite desserts. Soya Dream tastes, looks and pours just 
like the real thing. And, unlike most cream alternatives, it 
is high in polyunsaturates and low in saturated fats.” The 
front of the carton shows a hand pouring Soya Dream from a 
cup over a dessert on a plate. The text below the illustration 
reads: “A delicious dessert topping made with pure Soya Oil 
and Soya Beans.”
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Jan. 1999) that 
uses the term “cream alternatives” (or “cream alternative”).

4429. Product Name:  Waitrose Soya Milk [Unsweetened].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Waitrose (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.
Date of Introduction:  1993 September.
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Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for 42p (9/93).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Amanda August. 1993. 
Vegetarian Living. Sept. p. 38. “Soya Far, Soya Good.” 
Note: Waitrose is a major British supermarket chain. These 
products are private labeled for them.

4430. World Grain. 1993. Spillers acquires Priday’s of 
Gloucester. Sept. p. 33.
• Summary: Spillers Milling Ltd. ranks third in British fl our 
milling capacity behind Allies Mills (a division of Associated 
Foods), and Rank Hovis Ltd. (a unit of Rank Hovis 
McDougall, now a division of Tomkins P.L.C.).

4431. Livergood, Chris. 1993. Update on Staley Continental 
Inc. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 6. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In June 1988 Staley Continental Inc. was 
acquired by Tate & Lyle PLC, a British fi rm. PLC stands 
for “Public Limited Company.” Shortly thereafter the Staley 
Continental headquarters in Rolling Meadows, Illinois, was 
closed. Staley’s headquarters were moved back to Decatur 
and the company was re-named “A.E. Staley Manufacturing 
Co.” Staley is mainly a wet-milling company. Tate and Lyle 
sold CFS Continental, the foodservice part of the company, 
to Sysco Corp. in Houston, Texas. As a member of the Tate 
and Lyle Group, Staley now enjoys association with one 
of the world’s leading sugar, cereal sweetener, and starch 
groups. Address: A.E. Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Illinois.

4432. Paine, Heather. 1993. Re: Use of the term “soya milk” 
on product labels in the United Kingdom. Letter (fax) to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 20. 1 p.
• Summary: “I should clarify the situation on labeling in the 
UK. In my opinion, the term ‘soya milk’ is not permitted 
in the UK, although it is still used. The UK authorities, in 
this instance, seem to have a relaxed approach, but under 
EC Regulation No. 1898/87, the term ‘soya milk’ is not 
permitted anywhere in the European Community. I believe 
Ireland is also in breach of the Regulation and that the matter 
has been raised in the European Court of Justice.
 “ASA [American Soybean Association] have just 
renewed my contract for another year so SoyaFoods is safe 
for 1994!” Address: Editor, SoyaFoods, 27a Santos Rd., 
London, SW18 1NT, England. Phone: 081-874-5059.

4433. Product Name:  Asda Soya Margarine.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Asda.
Manufacturer’s Address:  England.  Phone: 0422 345513.
Date of Introduction:  1993 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya oil.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 gm tub.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.

New Product–Documentation:  Article in BBC Vegetarian. 
1993. Oct. p. 16. “Win a year’s shopping at ASDA: 
Searching for vegetarian food need never send you off your 
trolley again.” A color photo shows the lid of a tub of Asda 
Soya Margarine. On it is the ASDA “V” logo, stating that the 
product is suitable for vegetarians. The label is blue, orange, 
and light green on white. The text on the front panel reads: 
“Made with pure soyabean oil. Suitable for spreading, baking 
and cooking. High in polyunsaturates. Low in saturates. Low 
in cholesterol.
 Talk with the British Consulate in San Francisco, 
California. 1995. July 12. The three largest supermarket 
chains in England, in descending order of size, are 
Sainsbury, Asda, and Safeway. Asda is not an acronym or an 
abbreviation. Asda supermarkets are found all over England.

4434. Product Name:  Realeat VegeMince (Meatless 
Minced Beef).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1993 October.
Ingredients:  Incl. wheat gluten, soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 lb bag. Retails for £1.99 
(10/93, England). Also in 3 lb catering bags.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (full-page, color) in 
BBC Vegetarian. 1993. Oct. p. 3. “Realeat VegeMince. 
Make a meal of it! New” A photo on the top half of the page 
shows a plate of spaghetti topped with a minced meat sauce. 
The text reads: “How would you like to enjoy your favorite 
dishes, but without meat? Well now you can. Simply use 
new Realeat VegeMince straight from the freezer instead of 
beef mince to create a wide variety of dishes with a really 
authentic taste and texture.” The product has the Vegetarian 
Society seal of approval.
 Spot in SoyaFoods. 1993. Autumn. p. 5. “Haldane 
launches Vegemince.” This meatless blend of vegetable 
proteins is based mainly on wheat protein (gluten) plus 
some soy protein. It has been created from a new process 
developed by Haldane (patent pending) to give the taste and 
texture of minced beef. It comes pre-cooked and frozen in a 
1 lb pack and provides 32 gm of protein per 100 gm.

4435. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1993. New enzyme to 
produce meaty fl avors from soya protein. 4(3):2. Autumn.
• Summary: “The UK based specialist enzyme company, 
Biocatalysts Ltd, has developed a new range of enzymes 
including a high glutaminase containing peptidase, which 
can be used to produce meaty fl avours from soya protein. 
The process is carried out at neutral to slightly acid pH and 
low temperatures so no unwanted by-products are formed.
 “For further information contact Biocatalysts Ltd, 
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Main Avenue, Treforest Industrial Estate, Pontypridd, Mid 
Glamorgan CF37 5UT, Wales, UK. Phone: +44/443 843712.”

4436. SoyaFoods (ASA, Europe). 1993. Cauldron Foods 
opens new factory. 4(3):2. Autumn.
• Summary: “Cauldron Foods (part of the Hero Group of 
companies) the UK’s leading producer of tofu and chilled 
vegetarian products has opened a new production facility and 
company headquarters at Portishead, Bristol.”
 The 25,000 square foot factory space, a £1.5 million 
located in the Portishead Business Park, includes a new 
custom-designed tofu production line that uses the latest 
computer control and CIP (Cleaning-in-Place) equipment. 
The plant is capable of producing a wide variety of 
vegetarian foods. Cauldron now sells around 1,000 tonnes/
year of tofu products and has an annual turnover of £2.5 
million, according to marketing director Nigel Horley. 
“The new address for Cauldron Foods Ltd is Unit 1 & 2, 
Portishead Business Park, Portishead, Bristol BS20 9BF, UK, 
tel: 0275 818448, fax: 0275 818353.”

4437. Winner (U.K.) Ltd. 1993. The natural choice (Ad). 
BBC Vegetarian. Oct. Rear cover.
• Summary: Contains a large color photo of 3 octagonal 
packs of Swedish Glace in vanilla, strawberry, and chocolate 
fl avors. The subtitle reads: “A wonderfully rich taste and 
creamy texture. Made of 100% organic whole soya milk. 
Contains no dairy products.” Address: Waterside Point, 2 
Anhalt Road, London SW11 4PD, England.

4438. Kelley, Hubert W. 1993. Always something new: 
A cavalcade of scientifi c discovery. USDA Agricultural 
Research Service, Publication No. 1507. 150 p. Nov.
• Summary: This book is fi lled with photos and 
commemorative stories about the research discoveries and 
breakthroughs in the fi eld of crop utilization at the four 
regional USDA Agricultural Research Service (ARS) labs 
during the 50 years since they were established.
 Chapters include: Introduction. Gambling on science. 
Penicillin and the war years [World War II]. Midstream 
changes and corrections. Frozen foods. Soybean oil (p. 
85-88). Vegetable oils in Industry (p. 89-91). Food safety 
(p. 97-104; Afl atoxin, other mycotoxins). Food for Peace 
(p. 116-18). Fuels from agriculture (p. 118-19). Proteins in 
milk, grains, and oilseeds (p. 125-20). Peanuts (p. 131). U.S. 
crops in Asian foods (p. 132-33; Tofu, tempeh, soy sauce, 
sufu). Microorganisms (p. 134-36; Incl. the ARS culture 
collection). Focus on the future (p. 147-50; soy oil printing 
inks).
 The most important work of the Northern regional 
laboratory in Peoria was the development of penicillin 
starting in June 1941. A brief chronology:
 1941 July 9–”Percy Wells, on detail from the Eastern lab 
to Washington, received two visitors from war-beleaguered 

England. They had with them a small but valuable package. 
The Britishers were Howard Florey, a future Nobel Laureate, 
and Norman Heatley, an Oxford University bacteriologist, 
and their package contained a small amount of penicillin, a 
drug unfamiliar to Dr. Wells. The two scientists wanted U.S. 
help in mass-producing it.”
 1941 Dec.–Andrew J. Moyer, a chemist at the Northern 
lab, developed the basis for the industrial process–deep vat 
fermentation.
 1942 March–Only enough penicillin is available to treat 
a single case.
 1942 Dec. 31–Seventeen U.S. pharmaceutical 
companies are working on penicillin.
 1944 June 6–Thanks to the combined efforts of many 
people, enough penicillin is available in quantity by 
D-Day (invasion of Normandy, France) to treat wounded 
allied soldiers. Penicillin was the world’s fi rst commercial 
antibiotic.
 By the 1950s, hundreds of antibiotics were on the 
market. Address: Director (retired), Information Staff, USDA 
Agricultural Research Service (ARS).

4439. Cole, Sidney J. 1993. Changes at DE-VAU-GE 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 6. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: DE-VAU-GE (DVG) has stopped making 
soymilk [actually they plan to stop in early 1994] and 
therefore also tofu. It was an economic decision. When the 
Adventist church sold Granose Foods in England, that cost 
DVG about 40-50% of their soymilk market. DVG still sells 
and distributes both soymilk and tofu under their GranoVita 
brand, but they buy the products from other manufacturers. 
The soymilk may be made by Alpro in Belgium. DVG still 
manufactures many other soyfoods, such as the soy protein 
foods, the canned meatlike products, etc.
 DVG is still a strong company that is growing rapidly 
and Michael Makowski is still the general manager. He 
calculated that he can do better fi nancially by using his 
factory space to make Corn Flakes rather than soymilk. If 
DVG keeps up their current growth rate, they may soon pass 
Australia’s Sanitarium Foods as the leading Seventh-day 
Adventist food company in terms of sales. The church has 
no plans to sell DVG, and in fact the church is looking to 
support its food industries quite strongly now.
 The decision to sell Granose was made at the local 
division level, not at the General Conference level. Sidney 
personally would have preferred that the church not sell 
Granose, but at least they did sell it at the right time and to 
a good buyer–the Haldane Foods Group. The products, the 
company, and the philosophy are all in good hands.
 Eric Fehlberg retired about 2 years ago as director of the 
Seventh-day Adventist International Health Food Assoc. Dr. 
Cole took his place, and he has also kept his job in Miami at 
the Inter-American Division. Address: Director, International 
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Health Food Assoc., P.O. Box 140760, Miami, Florida 
33114-0760. Phone: 305-443-7471.

4440. Makowski, Michael. 1993. Soymilk at DE-VAU-
GE and in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 8. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: DE-VAU-GE (DVG) has not yet stopped 
making soymilk; they had planned to stop during late 
1993 and they hope to defi nitely stop during 1994. They 
stopped making tofu and Tofu Cream 2 months ago, but they 
continue to sell tofu; they now buy it from another company 
[Heuschen-Schrouff in the Netherlands]. DGV decided to 
stop soymilk production because of the large drop in demand 
after Granose was sold.
 Their problem is to fi nd a partner to produce soymilk for 
them. This other company must make a good quality product 
at a reasonable price, must have a large enough capacity to 
supply their needs (they plan to continue to sell the same 
soymilk products they are selling now), and must be willing 
to buy their used soymilk equipment at a reasonable price 
(this is the main sticking point).
 There are not many large soymilk manufacturers in 
Europe. Alpro in Belgium makes and sells about 32 million 
liters/year in all the different sizes and fl avors. Sojinal in 
France makes about 5½ million liters/year, and DE-VA-
GE makes about 4 million liters/year. Other active soymilk 
manufacturers include Liquats Vegetal S.A. in Viladrau 
(near Girona), Spain (which started about 1 year ago and 
makes their soymilk from whole soybeans; they are a private 
company), several small manufacturers in England (but their 
quality is not acceptable), and Soyana in Switzerland. In 
Michael’s opinion, the quality of the soymilk made by Alpro 
and DVG are more or less the same.
 The British market for soymilk is by far the biggest in 
Europe, comprising about 50-60% of the total European 
market. Belgium, France, and Germany come next and are 
all about the same size. Then come Italy and Spain.
 In Europe, 80% of all soymilk is sold plain–unsweetened 
and unfl avored; it contains only soybeans and water. Then 
there are the sweetened types, which are sweetened with 
sugar, honey, or grape juice. The main fl avored types are 
chocolate, vanilla, or strawberry. Then there are three fl avors 
of dessert puddings: Chocolate, vanilla, and strawberry. 
That’s all. Address: General Manager, DE-VAU-GE 
Gesundkostwerk GmbH, Postfach 1660, Luener Rennbahn 
18, D-2120 Lueneburg. Phone: (04131)-303-145.

4441. Ruggles, Kristi. 1993. Schools put veggie burger on 
their menu: ADM to supply three Decatur high schools. 
Herald and Review (Decatur, Illinois). Dec. 8.
• Summary: “Decatur–Students at Decatur’s three public 
high schools will sink their teeth into a new sort of burger 
today; a vegetable burger.”
 ADM’s sales are picking up to The Pillsbury Co. and to 

the Ukraine.
 “The burger is being promoted as a healthy and tasty 
alternative to meat.”
 The British eat 70 million veggie burgers a year.

4442. Food Production / Management (Baltimore, 
Maryland). 1993. Pillsbury and ADM to market Giant Green 
frozen Harvest Burgers. Dec.
• Summary: ADM has marketed this product selectively 
since its introduction in 1991. Harvest Burgers are presently 
marketed in Minneapolis, Minnesota; Chicago, Illinois; 
Indianapolis, Indiana; St. Louis, Missouri; Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin; Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio, Texas; and 
Louisville, Kentucky.
 Pillsbury is a subsidiary of the Food Sector of Grand 
Metropolitan PLC, one of the largest international companies 
in the United Kingdom and a world leader in drinks, retailing 
and food. GrandMet sales are in excess of $14,000 million. 
Other U.S. subsidiaries include Burger King, Carillon 
Importers, GrandMet Foodservice Inc., Haagen-Dazs, 
Heublein, the Paddington Corporation, and Pearle Inc.

4443. Leatherhead Food Research Assoc. 1993. UK 
vegetarian food report. Randalls Road, Leatherhead, Surrey 
KT22 7RY, England. Price: £350 for members, £425 for non-
members. *
• Summary: “The 1992 UK vegetarian food market is 
estimated to be worth over £7,000 million and staple foods 
such as vegetables, pulses, eggs, cheese, pasta and rice 
dominate the market accounting for over 95% of sales. Sales 
of specialist vegetarian food products such as ready meals, 
Quorn products [made of mycoprotein or fungal protein], 
burgers and grills, and soya products amounted to an 
estimated £308 million in 1992 representing less than 5% of 
the total vegetarian food market. One of the most important 
trends in the vegetarian food industry in recent years has 
been the increasing involvement of the major mainstream 
food manufacturers in the supply of vegetarian foods, often 
at the expense of the specialist suppliers. The Report reviews 
market trends and shares, production and trade, packaging, 
retailing and advertising, as well as new product activity and 
manufacturer activities.” (Summary by Soyafoods, Autumn 
1993, p. 4, 7). Address: Leatherhead, Surrey, England. 
Phone: +44 372 376761.

4444. Product Name:  Diet Chow Mein with Pasta Noodles.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Major Marketing Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  22 Mark Rd., Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993.
Ingredients:  Pasta noodles, chow mein fl avours 
(Flavourings), textured vegetable protein, modifi ed starch, 
maltodextrin, sea salt, vegetable fi bre, dried vegetables (peas, 
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red peppers, mushrooms, chives), vegetable oil, carob fl our, 
soy sauce sachet.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  70 gm plastic cup. Retails for 
0.75 p. in London.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Energy 1193 Kjoules / 281 Kcal 
(calories), protein 12.0 gm, carbohydrate 56.0 gm, fat 2.5 
gm.
New Product–Documentation:  Label (plastic cup) sent by 
Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1993. Nov. 3 inches 
deep by 3.75 inches across hexagonal mouth. Black, blue, 
green, brown, and white on tab. Illustration of the Great Wall 
of China. “Directions. Open pot and remove [soy] sauce 
sachet. Add boiling water up to mark. Allow to stand for 2 
minutes, stir thoroughly. Stand for 2 further minutes. Add 
more water if required. Stir in sauce to taste. Your diet meal 
is now ready to enjoy.”

4445. Product Name:  Plamil Martello (100% Non-Dairy 
Chocolate Bar).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993.
Ingredients:  Raw sugar, cocoa butter, cocoa mass, defatted 
soya fl our, emulsifi er–soya lecithin, fl avouring–natural 
vanilla. (Cocoa butter is natural cocoa fat. Cocoa mass is 
roasted milled cocoa nibs).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm chocolate bar. Retails 
for 93 p. (England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
Nutrition:  Per 100 gm.: Protein 12.5%, fat 37.5%, 
carbohydrate 46.5%, energy 561 KCals. (colories).
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Heather 
Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 1993. Nov. 6 by 3 inches. 
Brown, light blue, and chartreuse green on beige. Front 
panel: “A choice blend of cocoa solids with soya, sweetened 
with raw sugar. For those allergic to dairy milk chocolate 
& all who prefer a non-dairy bar.” Back panel: “This 
delicious confection and our other chocolate bars are made 
in Plamil House overlooking the English Channel, with an 
uninterrupted view of a restored Martello Tower, built in 
Napoleonic times, now open to the public.”

4446. Product Name:  Tesco 10 Vegetarian Sausages.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tesco Stores Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Israel [probably by Tivall].
Manufacturer’s Address:  Cheshunt EN8 9SL, England.
Date of Introduction:  1993.
Ingredients:  Textured soya protein, wheat protein, 
sunfl ower oil, egg albumen, spices, fl avourings, starch, 
salt, stabilisers (guar gum, carrageenan), vitamin C, niacin, 
pantothenic acid, vitamin B-1, vitamin B-6, vitamin B-2, 
vitamin A, vitamin B-12.

Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by David 
Greenslade. 1994. Oct. 8.75 by 5 by 1 inch paperboard box. 
Dark green on light green. Color photo of ten sausages on a 
bed of lettuce on a plate with crocks of seasonings nearby. 
“Made from soya and wheat protein.”

4447. Product Name:  Tivall Vegetarian Banger.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tivall.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Kibbutz Lochamei Hagetaot, 
Oshrat 25220, Israel.
Date of Introduction:  1993.
Ingredients:  Rehydrated soy and wheat proteins, sunfl ower 
oil, egg white, natural spices, natural fl avouring, sea salt, 
onion, garlic, vitamin A, vitamin C, B-group vitamins (B-1, 
B-2, B-6, B-12, niacin, pantothenic acid).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm paperboard box. Retails 
for £2.53 (10/94, UK).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by David 
Greenslade. 1994. Oct. 8.75 by 5 by 1.25 inches. Dark green, 
light green and red on tan. Color photo of 4 bangers (like 
American hot dogs) on a white octagonal dish next to lettuce 
and one cherry tomato, all set on a wood table with red salt 
and pepper shakers nearby. “No preservatives. No artifi cial 
coloring. Vegetarian food products grown with nature’s 
goodness. Lightly smoked, shaped and textured vegetable 
protein.”

4448. Bud, Robert. 1993. The uses of life: A history of 
biotechnology. Cambridge, MA; New York, NY: Cambridge 
University Press. xvii + 299 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [557 ref]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. Foreword by 
M.F. Cantley (Concertation Unit for Biotechnology in 
Europe {CUBE}). Acknowledgements. Introduction. 1. 
The origins of zymotechnology: Introduction, the chemical 
roots of zymotechnology, from zymotechnology to organic 
chemistry, the biological alternative, agriculture, brewing, 
zymotechnics as trademark (zymotechnology, fermentation, 
the Zymotechnic Institute of Chicago [Illinois]). 2. From 
zymotechnology to biotechnology. 3. The engineering of 
nature. 4. Institutional reality. 5. The chemical engineering 
front. 6. Biotechnology–the green technology. 7. From 
professional to policy category. 8. The wedding with 
genetics. 9. The 1980s: between life and commerce. 
Epilogue. Notes. Sources.
 Chapter 1, a fascinating history of the early days of 
biotechnology, discusses: Emil Christian Hansen, Berlin’s 
Institut für Gaerungsgewerbe, Louis Pasteur (p. 6-7), the 
German father of chemistry and Prussian court physician 
Georg Ernst Stahl (1659-1734), his interest in phlogiston, 
zymotechnics and practical teaching of brewing, in 1762 the 
word zymotechnie entered the exclusive dictionary of the 
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Académie Française (p. 8-9), Mary Shelley and her novel 
Frankenstein (published in 1817; Frankenstein’s teacher, 
Professor Walden, admired the results of chemistry), the 
1928 synthesis of urea by Friedrich Woehler caused the 
distinction between natural and chemical products to blur 
and almost disappear, the implications were explored by his 
friend, the brilliant chemist, teacher, and publicist Justus 
Liebig who shared Stahl’s faith in practical applications, 
Liebig came to be increasingly identifi ed with the chemistry 
of agriculture and physiology, and organic chemistry, his 
pupils August Hofmann and James Muspratt, Adolf Baeyer 
who was Liebig’s successor at Munich created a school 
based on the study of natural products (p. 10-11), Emil 
Fischer, Baeyer’s greatest pupil, explored the carbohydrates 
and proteins, competition in Germany between organic 
chemistry and biochemistry, German Professor Julius 
Wiesner and his book Raw Materials of the Plant World (Die 
Rohstoffe des Pfl anzenreiches) (p. 12-13).
 “In 1857, Pasteur demonstrated that lactic acid 
fermentation was the result of the action of live microbes. 
Through the next decade, he debated increasingly hotly 
with Liebig who insisted on the purely chemical origins 
of fermentation phenomena. Pasteur constructed a new 
scientifi c discipline based on his understanding of microbes, 
‘microbiology.’ Where chemistry was characterized by the 
balance, the new science had its own central instrument, the 
microscope” (p. 14).
 The 19th century in Europe saw the rise of major cities 
such as Paris and London, and the expansion of the industrial 
revolution in Britain. “Academic leaders argued that they 
should play their part in helping a development of the society 
that would avoid the division into a declining agricultural 
sector and an impoverished industrial proletariat.
 “The fi rst German agricultural college was established 
in the year of Prussia’s humiliation at the hands of the 
French, 1806, by a practical agriculturalist much impressed 
by British achievements, A.E. Thaer. His academy at Möglin 
was combined with the newly established University of 
Berlin in 1810. Largely inspired by Thaer’s example, twenty 
agricultural colleges were founded in German-speaking 
lands between 1818 and 1858. The development of trades 
traditionally closely associated with agricultural development 
would also enable organic change.”
 “So far the emphasis was on teaching. However, all over 
Europe research followed.
 “In France, Boussingault founded his private agricultural 
research laboratory at Bechelbronn in 1835, and Lawes 
and Gilbert established their laboratory at Rothamsted near 
London in 1842. These initiatives inspired, in Germany, the 
foundation of a research laboratory at Möckern (Moeckern), 
in 1851. Two years later, another followed in Chemnitz. 
By 1863, there were seventeen and, by 1877, fi fty-nine so-
called research stations in Germany. In the United States, 
the Morrill Act of 1863 and the Hatch Act of 1887 sustained 

the development of land grant colleges and associated 
agricultural research stations [sic, experiment stations] (p. 
16-17).”
 Brewing was an agricultural industry and increasingly 
big business in Germany and Britain, the foundation of 
the world’s fi rst major chemical association, the Chemical 
Society of London in 1841 was driven by the energies of 
Robert Warington, German leaders were J.J. Steinmann 
(1799-1833) and Carl Balling–who espoused the term 
Zymotechnik in the 4th volume of his classic text on brewing 
(Account of the Progress of the Zymotechnic Arts and 
Sciences). “Just as agricultural centres had moved from a 
purely educational role to a greater infl uence on research, so 
this process could be observed in the special case of brewing. 
The fi rst great centre, established in 1872, was at the school 
at Weihenstephan near Munich where brewing had been 
taught for more than twenty years. Its formation was driven 
by the entrepreneurial pharmaceutical chemist Carl Lintner, 
who within three years of arriving at Weihenstephan in 1863 
had founded his journal, Bayerische Bierbrauer. In the fi rst 
volume, Lintner ran a series of historical articles about the 
life of Balling, as the fi rst of the founders of zymotechnics 
‘for future cultural historians’ (p. 18-19).”
 Emil Christian Hansen and the damaging effects of 
wild yeasts, Balling identifi ed the role of yeast in brewing 
before Pasteur, debate over use of the words zymotechnology 
vs. Pasteur’s microbiologie (p. 20-21). Alfred Jorgensen 
popularized the word “zymotechnics,” John Ewald Siebel 
started a journal titled Zymotechnic Magazine in Chicago and 
in 1901 he founded the Zymotechnic Institute. “Siebel was 
widely respected and suffi ciently renowned to be the focus of 
a 1933 History of Brewing in America.
 Chapter 2 (p. 48-49) discusses William J. Hale, Henry 
Ford, and the rise of Chemurgy in America. “Hale did 
not distinguish too fastidiously between the boundaries 
of chemistry and used his word rather as others had 
employed ‘zymotechnology.’” A photo shows “Henry Ford 
demonstrating the strength of a car body made from soya 
bean-based plastic in 1941.”
 Chapter 5 (p. 106-09) discusses Japan as the dominant 
center of the fermentation industry by the 1960s, and the 
koji mold. “In Japan, the development of microbiology was 
closely related to agricultural development and found an 
institutional home in the Agricultural Chemistry Society 
established in 1924. So, for all the special features of 
Japanese culture, the concept of a microbiology harnessed 
to agriculture closely paralleled chemurgy in the United 
States. There is a strange irony in this, since the promoters of 
chemurgy were strongly nationalistic and particularly anti-
Japanese.
 In 1936, the key appointment of Kin-ichiro Sakaguchi as 
professor of agricultural chemistry at the University of Tokyo 
established the reputation of the nation’s premier department 
of industrial microbiology.”
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 The Danish fi rm of Novo Industri emerged as the 
world’s largest enzyme manufacturer. Not until 1974 did 
Novo and Gist Brocades in the Netherlands develop cheap 
and effective methods for using enzymes to convert the 
glucose in corn to fructose (glucose isomerase). Otto Röhm 
(Roehm) patented an enzyme preparation for washing 
in 1913, and his company Röhm & Haas marketed their 
presoak product ‘Burnus’ for about 50 years.
 The subsection titled “Biogas and gasohol” (p. 132-
33) notes that in 1974, a sugar magnate in Brazil, Urbano 
Stumpf, persuaded the country’s president that alcohol made 
from sugar could by itself power all Brazil’s cars, replacing 
petroleum. Brazil committed great resources to this program 
and by 1980 was seen as a model to the world. America, too, 
was interested in reviving what Hale had called “agri-crude” 
and what was coming to be called “gasohol.”
 The subsection on “single-cell protein” (p. 133) 
discusses chlorella, tempeh, soya texturized to make an 
artifi cial meat, and growing microorganisms on petroleum 
for food. Max Delbrueck had called yeast an “edible 
mushroom.”
 Monsanto and the Plant Variety Protection Act of 1970 
(p. 195). Address: The Science Museum, London, U.K.

4449. Chaplin, Joyce E. 1993. An anxious pursuit: 
Agricultural innovation and modernity in the lower South, 
1730-1815. Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Univ. of North 
Carolina Press. xiv + 411 p. Illust. Maps. 25 cm. [725* ref]
• Summary: This book, about agricultural innovation in the 
Lower South during the American colonial era, contains 
some early references to the soybean and peanut in America.
 Page 138: The Royal Society of Arts awarded a gold 
medal to Samuel Bowen in 1766 (10 June 1766, Minutes of 
Committee, p. 21, reel 1) for “making sago powder out of 
dried sweet potatoes and vermicelli noodles from soy beans 
grown in Georgia. (The fi rst product thickened foodstuffs 
and starched textiles; the latter testifi ed to a surprisingly 
sophisticated English palate.)”
 Pages 146-47 describe the work of Samuel Bowen, 
based on the Hymowitz and Harlan 1983. “The most 
successful experiments with Asian agriculture, and 
astonishing examples of agricultural creativity, were the 
handiwork of Samuel Bowen... who claimed to have 
been a prisoner of war in China for four years; he viewed 
many parts of the country, observing Chinese methods of 
agriculture. After his release and return to England, Bowen 
arranged with James Flint, an offi cer of the East India 
Company, to emigrate to Georgia and experiment with Asian 
crops there.” Flint was the fi rst Englishman legally permitted 
by Chinese authorities to learn Chinese. Bowen arrived in 
Georgia in 1764 and bought land along the coast, possibly 
using funds from Flint. He began in 1765 to grow soybeans–
from which he made soy sauce and soy vermicelli noodles. 
He conjectured that there was a market for these Asian foods 

and that soybean sprouts (or the water in which they are 
soaked) could help prevent scurvy in the Royal Navy (for 
soybean sprouts, see Ellis Manuscripts, Linnean Society of 
London).
 Page 156 discusses peanuts: Through the Atlantic slave 
trade, blacks gradually transferred plants that originated in 
the Americas (such as peanuts and capsicum peppers) to 
lands where they were enslaved. “Whites discovered uses 
for slaves’ products only when they learned of external 
markets for them. This was clearly the case with peanuts. 
Blacks had often grown and marketed peanuts, but whites 
paid little heed until European chocolate manufacturers 
wanted the product for its bland oil.” In 1807, George Izard 
wrote to his brother, Henry Izard, the unexpected news that a 
British merchant was offering $2 a bushel for 1,000 bushels 
of peanuts. In 1808 David Ramsay, in his History of South 
Carolina, claimed that planters could make up to 20 pounds 
sterling from peanuts; planters paid the slaves to grow the 
peanuts on their own time, then purchased them for cash.
 Pages 156-57 discuss the early introduction of sesame 
seed, which blacks called benne or binny, from Africa to 
South Carolina starting in 1747. “Cultivation of things like 
peanuts and sesame helped reinforce a base of surprisingly 
autonomous slave labor in the lowcountry” of South 
Carolina.
 During the War of 1812 there was a slump in U.S. 
agricultural exports such as cotton. “In the lowcountry, 
planters experimented with sugar and sheep and paid slaves 
to produce secondary crops like sesame or peanuts.”
 Note: The War of 1812 was fought between the United 
States and Britain from 1812 to 1815. Called the second 
American war for independence, it began over alleged 
British violations of American shipping rights. American 
soldiers attacked Canada unsuccessfully, and the British 
retaliated by burning the White House and other buildings 
in Washington, DC. American warships frequently prevailed 
over British vessels. The greatest American victory came in 
the Battle of New Orleans–a battle fought, ironically, two 
weeks after the peace treaty had been signed. Address: Prof. 
of History, Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, Tennessee.

4450. Mallalieu, Huon L. 1993. The illustrated history 
of antiques: the essential reference for all antique lovers 
and collectors. London: Aurum Press; Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: Courage Books. An imprint of Running Press. 
640 p. Illust. Maps. Index. 29 cm. 1st ed. 1991. [ soy ref]
• Summary: The contents of this 2nd printing are identical 
to those of the 1991 fi rst printing; however the publishers are 
different. Address: Authority on antiques, London.

4451. So, Yan-kit. 1993. Yan-kit’s classic Chinese cookbook. 
London: Dorling Kindersley Ltd., London. 239 p. Illust. 
(color photos). Index. 24 cm. [1 ref]
• Summary: This is a remarkable Chinese cookbook. 
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Although the text of this book was copyrighted in 1984, the 
photographs, layout and design have been updated to 1993. 
The fi rst 192 pages of the book are printed in full color on 
glossy paper. The author is a woman–lovely, cultured, and 
centered.
 In the section on “Ingredients” is a two-page spread 
titled “Beans and bean products” (p. 12-13) of 12 fi ne color 
photos, each with a caption and Chinese characters. They 
are: (1) Bean curd, fresh [fresh tofu]. (2) Bean curd, puffed 
[deep-fried tofu puffs], used to absorb tastes and juices. (3) 
Bean curd sheet [thin dried yuba sheet]; must be moistened 
before use. (4) Black beans, fermented [fermented black 
soybeans]. “Whole soybeans preserved with salt and ginger.” 
(5) Red beans (azuki). (6) Red bean paste: a thick paste made 
from puréed, sweetened azuki beans, often used a fi lling for 
sweets.
 (7) Bean curd “cheese,” red fermented [Fermented 
tofu with ang-kak], with salt and rice wine. (8) Bean curd 
“cheese,” white fermented [Fermented tofu], with or 
without chili. (9) “Crushed yellow bean sauce: purée of 
fermented yellow soybeans, wheat fl our, salt and water” 
[with fermented black soybeans]. (10) “Szechwan [Sichuan] 
chili paste: spicy hot paste of dried chili and crushed yellow 
bean sauce.” (11) “Soybean paste: paste of crushed soybeans 
combined with chili, sugar and salt.” (12) “Yellow beans in 
salted sauce: Whole yellow soybeans fermented with salt, 
wheat fl our and sugar” [with fermented black soybeans].
 Also in the section on “Ingredients” is another two-page 
spread titled “Sauces, oils, fats, wines and vinegars” (p. 26-
27) which states: “Soy sauce is the most basic but also the 
most important seasoning. Used with salt, it helps to turn 
simple ingredients into Chinese cuisine.” Shallow, round 
“viewing” dishes contain: (1) Thin soy sauce. (2) Thick soy 
sauce. (5) “Hoisin sauce: soybeans, wheat fl our, salt sugar, 
vinegar, garlic, chili, and sesame oil. (6) “Sweet bean sauce: 
Made from crushed yellow bean sauce combined with sugar. 
Note: The four vegetable oils shown are corn oil, sesame oil, 
peanut oil, and hot chili oil.
 Soy related recipes (the page with recipe appears 
before the page with the photo): Bean curd soup (p. 58, 57). 
Steamed prawns in mixed bean sauce (with “1 tablespoon 
fermented black beans,” p. 78, 77). Bean curd soup with 
fi sh stock (with “2 cakes bean curd, drained,” p. 81, 83). 
Stir-fried clams in black bean sauce (with “1½ tablespoons 
fermented black beans, rinsed, mashed with 1½ teaspoons 
sugar,” p. 88, 87). Steamed trout with black beans and garlic 
(with “2 tablespoons fermented black beans, rinsed and 
partially mashed with ½ teaspoon sugar,” p. 95, 93). Willow 
chicken in black bean sauce (with “3 tablespoons fermented 
black beans, rinsed and mashed,” p. 106, 109). Soy sauce 
chicken (with “½ pint thick soy sauce,” p. 116, 115).
 Green pepper beef in black bean sauce (with “2½ 
tablespoons fermented black beans, rinsed and mashed 
with ¼ teaspoon sugar and 1 teaspoon oil,” p. 142, 141). 

Bean curd puffs (deep-fried tofu, p. 152). Eight-treasure 
vegetarian assemblage (with “1 tablespoon fermented red 
bean curd cheese, mashed with 1 teaspoon own juice or 
water” and “8 bean curd puffs, halved,” p. 153, 151). Wheat 
gluten (homemade, p. 156-57). Red-braised gluten (p. 157, 
155). Pi pa bean curd (The “pi pa” is a celebrated Chinese 
musical instrument, p. 158-59). Pock-ma bean curd (“This 
internationally famous Szechwan dish was the creation of the 
wife of chef Ch’en Shen-fu, who worked in the [provincial] 
capital, Ch’eng-tu [Chengdu] during the 2nd half of the 
19th century. If pockmarks on her face earned her this rather 
derogatory nickname, ‘Pock-ma’ or ‘Pock-woman,’ they also 
immortalized her bean curd dish” [Mapo doufu]. Ma stands 
for “mazi” which means a person disfi gured by pockmarks. 
Po translates as “old woman,” p. 159, 161).
 Deep-fried bean curd in earthen pot (with “4 cakes bean 
curd, drained,” p. 162, 161). A vegetarian menu (of the six 
dishes shown, 2 contain tofu, p., 168-69). Deep-fried bean 
paste sauce with noodles (with “1½ pounds ground yellow 
bean sauce,” p. 185, 181).
 Deep-fried fi ve-spice rolls (from Fukien, with “1 
package dried bean curd sheets [yuba] {usually 8 ounces, 
containing 8 sheets, each 13 by 6 inches},” p. 195). Eight-
treasure bean curd (“The 18th-century poet and offi cial 
Yüan Mei, wrote a cookery book called Sui-yüan Recipes, 
a unique legacy of his times from a Chinese man of letters. 
In the recipe called “Prefect Wang’s Eight-Treasure Bean 
Curd,” Yüan Mei briefl y outlined how the dish traced its 
origin to the Imperial kitchen.” Includes “2 cakes bean curd, 
drained,” p. 215, 149). Bean curd in simple sauce (p. 219). 
Stir-fried spinach in bean curd “cheese” sauce (with “2½ to 3 
cakes white bean curd ‘cheese’ with chili,” p. 220).
 A Glossary (p. 227+), which starts with a page of 
defi nitions of “Beans and bean products,” defi nes the same 
items whose photos appear on pages 12-13. Likewise for the 
glossary page on sauces (p. 231). Address: England.

4452. SoyaScan Notes. 1994. Keywords used with more than 
1,000 documents in the SoyaScan database, as of 1 January 
1994 (Overview). Jan. 1. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1. USA 24,636. 2. Commercial soy products 
6,565. 3. Japan 5,948. 4. Tofu 5,122. 5. Soymilk 3,884. 6. 
Illinois 3,642. 7. Soy sauce 3,387. 8. California 3,129. 9. 
Historical (documents published from 1900 to 1923) 3,013. 
10. Soy fl our 2,822. 11. History 2,730. 12. Soy oil 2,648. 
13. Germany 2,447. 14. Miso 2,324. 15. Vegetarianism 
2,319. 16. United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, 
N. Ireland) 2,134. 17. China 1,554. 18. Soybean meal 
2,019. 19. Cookery 2,017. 20. Soybean production: 
Cultural practices and agronomy 1,996. 21. France 1847. 
22. Tempeh 1,844 23. Soybean production (General): 
1,825. 24. U.S. Department of Agriculture 1,744. 25. New 
York 1,665. 24. Nutrition (General) 1,471. 25. Historical 
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(documents published before 1900) 1,460. 26. India 1,397. 
27. International trade in soybeans, soy oil, and/or soybean 
meal 1,225. 28. Canada 1,204. 29. Soy protein isolates 1,204. 
30. Michigan 1,146. 31. Meatlike commercial products 
1,145. 32. USDA state agricultural experiment stations 
in the USA 1,120. 33. Soybean production: Marketing 
1,098. 34. Ohio 1,095. 35. Soybean production: Variety 
development 1,083. 36. Indonesia 1,063. 37. Tofu used as an 
ingredient in second generation commercial food products 
1,062. 38. Bibliographies and literature reviews 1,049. 39. 
Massachusetts 1,029. 40. Macrobiotics 1,022. 41. Soy ice 
cream 1,014.

4453. Wijaya, S. 1994. Jonathan, Sarjana Inggris penjual 
tempe [Jonathan, the British graduate who sells tempeh]. 
Kompas newspaper (Jakarta). Oct. 24. p. 20. [Ind]*

4454. Gervais, Marc; Theriault, Sylvana; Bernard, Eric. 
1994. Oilseed sector profi le [Canada]. Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada. [iv] + 23 + 1 + 12 p. Jan. 28 cm. Spiral bound.
• Summary: Contents (each accompanied by tables and 
charts; each section covers the years 1991-1994): Imports 
of soya beans for sowing (almost all come from the USA, 
followed by Chile and Japan). Imports of soya beans for oil 
extraction (almost all come from the USA). Imports of soya 
beans, nes [meaning unclear] (almost all come from USA, 
followed by Taiwan, China, and Japan).
 Imports of soya-bean oil crude, whether or not 
degummed (almost all comes from the USA, followed by 
France). Imports of soya-bean oil and its fractions, refi ned 
but not chemically modifi ed (almost all comes from the 
USA, followed by Singapore). Imports of veg fats & oils 
& fractions hydrogenated, inter or re-esterifi ed, refi ned or 
not (almost all comes from the USA followed by UK and 
Netherlands). Imports of animal or veg fats & oils...
 Imports of soya bean fl our and meals. Imports of soya 
sauce (main suppliers are: USA, China, Japan, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Philippines, South Korea). Imports of protein 
concentrates and textured protein substances (almost all 
comes from USA). Imports of Soya-bean oil-cake and other 
solid residues, whether or not ground or pellet (almost all 
comes from USA). Imports of bran, sharps and other residues 
of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost all comes from 
USA).
 Exports of soya beans for sowing (most goes to USA, 
followed by France, Germany and Austria). Exports of 
soya beans, for oil extraction (most goes to Netherlands, 
followed by France, Portugal and Spain). Exports of soya 
beans, nes (most goes to USA, followed by Hong Kong and 
Singapore). Exports of soya bean fl our and meals (almost 
all goes to USA). Exports of soya-bean oil crude, whether 
or not degummed (almost all goes to the USA). Exports of 
soya-bean oil and its fractions, refi ned but not chemically 
modifi ed (almost all goes to Pakistan, followed by USA). 

Exports of veg fats & oils & fractions hydrogenated, inter 
or re-esterifi ed, refi ned or not (almost all goes to the USA). 
Imports of animal or veg fats & oils... (almost all goes to 
USA).
 Exports of soya sauce (main buyers are UK, Japan, 
United States, Finland, Cuba).
 Exports of protein concentrates and textured protein 
substances (almost all goes to USA). Exports of Soya-bean 
oil-cake and other solid residues, whether or not ground or 
pellet (almost all goes to USA). Exports of bran, sharps and 
other residues of leguminous plants, pelleted or not (almost 
all goes to USA). Address: Trade Evaluation and Analysis 
Div., International Markets Bureau, Markets and Industry 
Services Branch, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada.

4455. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1994. 
Soymilk and soymilk products–Bibliography and 
sourcebook, 1500 to 1993: Detailed information on 3,120 
published documents (extensively annotated bibliography), 
968 commercial soymilk products, 506 original interviews 
(many full text) and overviews, 462 unpublished archival 
documents. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 1,105 p. 
Subject/geographical index. Author/company index. Printed 
3 Nov. 1993. Published Jan. 1994. 28 cm. [5528 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive book ever 
published about soymilk and soymilk products. It has been 
compiled, one record at a time over a period of 18 years, in 
an attempt to document the history of this subject. Its scope 
includes all known information about soymilk and soymilk 
products (including soy-based infant formulas, fermented 
soymilk, and soy-based calf milk replacers) worldwide, from 
1500 to the present.
 This book is also the single most current and useful 
source of information on soymilk, since 83.5% of all records 
contain a summary/abstract averaging 170 words in length.
 This is one of more than 40 books on soybeans and 
soyfoods being compiled by William Shurtleff and Akiko 
Aoyagi, and published by the Soyfoods Center. It is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. It features: 40 
different document types, both published and unpublished; 
every known publication on the subject in every language–
including 296 in French, 270 in Japanese, 190 in German, 
105 in Spanish, etc.; 466 original Soyfoods Center interviews 
and overviews never before published. Thus, it is a powerful 
tool for understanding the development of soymilk and 
related products from their earliest beginnings to the present.
 The bibliographic records in this book include 3,120 
published documents and 462 unpublished archival 
documents. Each contains (in addition to the typical author, 
date, title, volume and pages information) the author’s 
address, number of references cited, original title of all non-
English publications together with an English translation of 
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the title, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst author’s 
fi rst name (if given).
 The book also includes details on 968 commercial 
soymilk products, including the product name, date of 
introduction, manufacturer’s name, address and phone 
number, and (in many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging 
and price, storage requirements, nutritional composition, and 
a description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to make best use of this book, a 
complete subject and geographical index, an author/company 
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of 
the composition of the book (by decade, document type, 
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries, 
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are 
also included. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4456. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1994. 
Soyfoods industry and market–Bibliography and sourcebook, 
1985 to 1993. Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 361 
p. Subject/geographical index. Author/company index. 
Language index. Printed 11 Jan. 1994. Published Jan. 1995. 
28 cm. [985 ref]
• Summary: This is the second of the two most 
comprehensive books ever published on the soyfoods 
industry and market worldwide.
 In May 1982 the fi rst study of the burgeoning soyfoods 
industry in the Western world was compiled by Shurtleff 
and Aoyagi, and published by Soyfoods Center. In April 
1985 the fi fth edition of that book, titled Soyfoods Industry 
and Market: Directory and Databook (220 pages), was 
published. It contained statistics through 1984, the market 
size and growth rate for each soyfood type, rankings of 
leading soyfoods manufacturers of each soyfood type and 
the amount each produced, analyses, trends, and projections. 
This book is published to update the 1985 market study.
 In the decade since 1984 the soyfoods market has 
continued to grow at a very healthy rate, with some soyfood 
types (such as soymilk) growing at a truly astonishing 
sustained rate–in both the USA and western Europe–as the 
statistics in this book show so vividly. In 1975 only 75 new 
commercial soyfood products were introduced in the USA, 
yet that number skyrocketed to 217 in 1979, reaching an 
amazing 422 new products in 1987.
 During the decade from 1984 to 1994, Soyfoods Center 
has invested most of its time and resources in the production 
of SoyaScan, the world’s largest computerized database on 
soyfoods, which contains more than 44,500 records as of 
Jan. 1994. This database also includes a wealth of carefully 
researched statistics and analyses of the soyfoods market; 
those from the start of 1985 to the end of 1993 are contained 
in this book. Its scope includes all known information on this 

subject, worldwide. Its focus, however, is statistics, analyses, 
and trends concerning the soyfoods industry and market in 
the United States and Europe.
 In May 1990 Soyfoods Center conducted an in-depth 
study of the tofu market in Europe (137 pages), and in July 
1990 of the soymilk market in Europe (261 pages). All 
original interviews and published records from both of these 
market studies, plus a summary of each study, are included in 
the present book.
 The SoyaScan database is composed of individual 
records. One record might be an original interview with 
the head of the largest soymilk company in Europe, on the 
size and growth of the soymilk market in Europe, and new 
trends in that market, conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center. Another might be a published article or an 
unpublished document concerning the growth of the market 
for soy yogurts or soy sauce in America.
 This book documents the growth of each product 
category in every country worldwide. The book contains 
three extensive and easy-to-use indexes: A subject/
geographical index, an author/company index, and 
a language index. These allow you to fi nd the exact 
information you need on the soyfoods industry and market 
quickly and easily. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4457. British Cosulate General. 1994. Haldane Foods Group 
Ltd. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 2. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group has annual sales 
of about $3 million (£2 million). Address: San Francisco, 
California.

4458. Pierce, Ray. 1994. A brief history of Genice Foods Ltd. 
and their work with soy ice creams, yogurts, creams, and 
margarine. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4, 8, 10, 
and 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. 
Followed by a an 8-page fax on 7 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: From 1979 to 1982 Ray, a native of Wales, 
was general manager of Pendeltons Ice Cream. In March 
1982, at age 41, he started a company named Classic Ices, 
which was primarily a dairy ice cream company. Located 
in Rhydymwyn (pronounced REED-uh-MOO-un), Clwyd 
(pronounced KLU-ud) County, Wales, the company began 
trading (making and selling products) in July 1982. In early 
1984 Ray sold all but 10% of his shares in Classic Ices to 
the Hillsdown Holdings Group but continued to work at the 
company. Then in May 1984 Irene Barclay joined Classic 
Ices as technical manager. In April 1985 Ray saw an article 
in The Grocer (April 6, p. 23) stating that Michael Cole 
of Soya Health Foods Ltd. had started making soya milk 
and was planning to make related non-dairy products–such 
as soya ice cream. Ray called Michael Cole and asked if 
Classic Ices could develop and make a soy ice cream for 
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him. Michael was interested, he came to visit Ray at Classic 
Ices, and that is how Ray’s interest in soya ice creams began. 
Irene Barclay of Classic Ices worked closely with Michael 
Cole to developed the product. In about July 1985 Classic 
Ices started making Sunrise Ice Dream and selling it to Cole, 
who marketed it very successfully. Before this, Classic Ices 
had never made any non-dairy products. But Classic Ices was 
not particularly interested in non-dairy products, so Ray and 
Irene Barclay decided to leave Classic Ices in 1985 and start 
their own small company in Clwyd, Wales, about 10 miles 
from Classic Ices, at the same location they now occupy. The 
two business partners believed they saw a new market with 
great potential. Moreover, Irene was lactose intolerant so she 
could not consume dairy products. So Ray sold his remaining 
shares (10%) in Classic Ices to Hillsdown Holdings, then 
he and Irene established their company to develop and 
manufacture non-dairy dessert specialties–starting with soya 
ice cream.
 They named the company Genice Foods Ltd. (short for 
“Genuine Ice Cream” and pronounced JEN-ais), but today 
many people pronounce the name jen-EES, which has come 
to be preferred by the company. In late 1985 Genice Foods 
moved into a brand new, small custom-designed, purpose-
built factory unit in the Llay Industrial Estate. The unit was 
5,000 square feet in size, but initially Genice used only half 
of that space–for manufacturing, cold storage/warehousing, 
and offi ces. In early April 1986 Genice was offi cially 
established and registered as a company and that same 
month, about two weeks later, they began trading. Today 
Ray’s title is Director General Manager and Irene is the 
Technical Director. Genice’s fi rst product, launched in April 
1986, was Genice Ice Delight, a non-dairy frozen dessert 
in 5 fl avors (vanilla, strawberry, raspberry ripple, hazelnut, 
and pistachio & almond). Initially the main soy ingredient 
was powdered soymilk obtained from Michael Cole of 
Soya Health Foods, which probably imported it. But soon 
Genice switched to using soy protein isolates because they 
were less expensive and seemed to give a better product. 
At that time Genice bought the isolates from Macauley-
Edwards (in Peterborough, eastern England), which later 
somehow became Purina Protein; today Genice buys most 
of its isolates from ADM (SP6, imported from the USA), 
but a little from Protein Technologies International for “old 
time’s sake.” Genice developed this product largely because 
they needed an actual product to show potential customers, 
but they never put much effort into marketing the product 
because they had already decided that Genice wanted to be 
a product development and manufacturing company and 
leave sales and marketing to other companies. Later in 1986 
the manufacture of Sunrise Ice Dream was transferred to 
Genice from Classic Ices. It was now sold in four fl avors–
vanilla, wildberry, hazelnut, and carob. Genice worked out 
an agreement with Cole that they would not compete by 
entering markets where Cole’s product was established.

 In 1986 Dayville Ltd. asked Genice if they could make 
a non-dairy frozen dessert intended to appeal more to the 
general grocery sector of the market than health food stores 
where Ice Delight and Ice Dream were sold. The product 
N’ice Day, was launched for Dayville in July 1986, sold in 
3/4 litre packs in four fl avors–vanilla, hazelnut, strawberry, 
and pistachio & almond. The soy ingredient was soy protein 
isolates. Continued. Address: Founder, Genice Foods Ltd., 
Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial Estate, Llay near Wrexham, 
Clwyd, LL12 OPX, Wales/Cymru, UK. Phone: 0978-853-
787.

4459. Pierce, Ray. 1994. A brief history of Genice Foods Ltd. 
and their work with soy ice creams, yogurts, creams, and 
margarine. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4, 8, 10 
and 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. 
Followed by a an 8-page fax on 7 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: Continued: At this time, Genice Foods was the 
only company in Europe manufacturing non-dairy frozen 
desserts, but the market in Europe was not expanding as 
rapidly as the market in the USA. Possibly the main reason 
for this was a greater perceived differentiation in the U.S. 
between dairy ice creams, containing up to 15% butter, and 
healthier non-dairy, lower-fat frozen desserts such as Tofutti 
and McQueens. By contrast, ice creams in the UK generally 
contained palm oil instead of butter and at a much lower 
level–around 6-8%. Other reasons for the rapid growth 
of the U.S. market could be: Greater awareness of lactose 
intolerance, a larger number of vegetarians, larger ethnic 
communities, and cost consciousness. With Genice being 
the only manufacturer of non-dairy frozen desserts, it was 
diffi cult to satisfy existing and potential customers without 
some duplication of products in the market place. However 
Genice was also attempting to help these companies avoid 
competing directly with one another by suggesting different 
package sizes, fl avors, package shapes, etc. Hence in 1987 
Maranellis Ice Supreme was launched for Unisoy (before 
Unisoy was acquired by Haldane), in a ½-liter format, 
sweetened with fruit juice, in 3 fl avors–raspberry ripple, 
vanilla, and chocolate. The product was made from fresh 
soya milk, delivered to Genice by Unisoy. Another non-
dairy frozen dessert launched in 1987 was Sunrise Carob 
Ice, a frozen soya vanilla-fl avored bar covered with a carob 
coating, made for Soya Health Foods Ltd., Michael Cole’s 
former company; the product sold extremely well.
 In March 1989, the Haldane Foods Group Ltd., part of 
the Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM), acquired a 70% 
interest in Genice. Genice Foods approached the Haldane 
Group since Genice needed both cash and access to bigger 
markets in order to develop properly. Peter Fitch, head of 
the Haldane Group, has told Ray many times he didn’t really 
want to acquire Genice; Ray had to court him for 9 months 
before he agreed to acquire Genice. Haldane was an ideal 
partner, being one of the biggest health food manufacturers 
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in Europe (they made mostly vegetarian main courses), but 
having no dessert products. Genice made mostly non-dairy 
frozen and chilled desserts. Also the cash backing from 
ADM was equally important in creating and developing 
new markets. ADM and the Haldane Group gave Genice 
the freedom to continue to develop and make products for 
companies (such as Soya Health Foods and Dayville Ltd.) 
outside the Haldane Group.
 In April 1989 Sweet Sensation, another non-dairy frozen 
dessert, was launched for Granose Foods in a 3/4 liter pack 
composed of a rectangular plastic tub in a cardboard sleeve, 
in 4 fl avors–tutti fruitti, black cherry, raspberry ripple, and 
vanilla. Genice made this product for Granose before and 
after Granose was acquired by the Haldane Group. Another 
non-dairy frozen dessert products launched in 1989 was 
Vegedine Mousse a frozen mousse dessert in two fl avors–
carob & walnut, and strawberry. Vegedine was a very small 
company in Bournemouth, sales to health food shops were 
small, and the company soon went out of business.
 Following the acquisition by Haldane, the pace of 
development speeded up at Genice. Previously, products 
had been produced from either powdered soya milk and soy 
protein isolates, or soya milk imported from Unisoy. In late 
1989 a small soya milk plant was installed at Genice with 
the ability to produce limited quantities of tofu also. With the 
new availability of tofu, two new non-dairy frozen products 
were launched: (1) So Good Tofu Dessert for the Haldane 
Group, a 3/4 litre pack in a round cardboard tub fl avored as 
a strawberry/vanilla split, or as wild blackberry; and (2) So 
Good Strawberry Bombes for the Haldane Group, a 100 ml 
vanilla fl avored base with a strawberry puree center, coated 
with carob couverture, and sold in retail packs of four. 
Because of Haldane’s extensive contacts throughout Europe, 
Genice products are now sold in 7 European countries. The 
company also made a brief foray into the kosher market in 
America, when they sold some So Good Strawberry Bombes 
to a distributor named Quality Foods in Long Island, New 
York, but Genice had a bad experience and ended up with 
an unpaid debt on their fi rst shipment. About 4 years ago 
Ray exhibited some of his soya products for 2 years in a row 
at one of the New York Kosher Fests. There he met David 
Mintz of Tofutti fame. Ray would like to try to enter the New 
York market again some day; its a big market.
 Genice uses fresh soymilk (produced by Unisoy) to 
make the majority of its total volume of soy ice cream, and 
isolated soy protein to make rest. Powdered soymilk is not 
used because it is very expensive and too hard to obtain. Ray 
now feels that fresh soymilk gives a better soy ice cream. 
Genice is now producing a range of development samples 
for Dayville Ltd., which is going to re-launch their soy ice 
creams this year and they have picked the one made with 
soymilk as being the best. From the production viewpoint, 
isolates are much easier to use, but product taste and overall 
quality is the key point. Moreover, organic soymilk can be 

used to make an organic soy ice cream, but there are no 
organic soy isolates.
 Genice is still the only manufacturer of soya frozen 
desserts in the UK. However two strong, competing products 
are now being imported: Winner’s Swedish Glace from 
Sweden and Tofutti from the USA. Three years ago Genice 
made more than 90% of the soy ice creams sold in the UK, 
but today that fi gure has dropped to an estimated 50%, 
with Winner in second place, followed by Tofutti. Ray is 
concerned that Winner could overtake Genice in soy ice 
creams this year. During 1994 Genice plans to rationalize 
and reformulate its soy ice cream product line in order to 
concentrate its marketing efforts more on its best products, 
to eliminate or merge its own brands of the same type that 
compete with one another, and to put more effort into sales 
of soy ice creams. Continued. Address: Founder, Genice 
Foods Ltd., Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial Estate, Llay near 
Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 OPX, Wales/Cymru, UK. Phone: 
0978-853-787.

4460. Pierce, Ray. 1994. A brief history of Genice Foods 
Ltd. and their work with soy ice creams, yogurts, creams, 
and margarine. Part III (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4, 
8, 10, and 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center. Followed by a an 8-page fax on 7 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: Continued: Genice developed its fi rst soy 
yogurt in 1988; it was a chilled/refrigerated product that the 
company never actually launched. Genice has never made 
or sold a soy yogurt under the Genice brand, for reasons 
mentioned earlier–that the company wants to focus on 
product development and manufacturing, not marketing. 
Not long after April 1989, when Genice joined the Haldane 
Foods Group, they started to make Haldane Yoga, a chilled 
soy yogurt owned by the Haldane Group, but originally 
launched by the Regular Tofu Company in 1986. This and 
all subsequent soy yogurts made by Genice have been 
cultured products. Haldane Yoga product sold at the rate 
of about 500 to 1,000 cases per week, continuing until 
early 1990 when Genice developed a unique process for 
making pasteurized yogurts that have a 4-month shelf life at 
ambient temperatures. One other dairy company in the UK 
[Bridge Farm Dairies] was already producing an ambient 
stable product, but it suffered from protein degradation and 
did not contain large pieces of fruit. Genice attacked the 
problem from two directions–process design and product 
development. The process design concentrated on the 
necessity of pasteurizing the yogurt containing large chunks 
of fruit without degrading the soya protein. The product 
development consisted of producing a product with heat-
stable natural fl avors and colors at low pH (range: 3.6 to 3.8 
when done). The results were highly successful.
 The secret to the Genice process for making shelf-stable 
products is the “protein protection.” If the process is not 
done correctly, all the protein precipitates, resulting in a very 
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poor lumpy product that looks like porridge. The TVC (total 
viable count) is less than 10 in each soy yogurt product right 
after packaging, so they are almost as sterile as if they had 
been treated by UHT. The pH ranges from about 3.8 to 4.0, 
which gives added protection. This allows them to sell their 
yogurts using unrefrigerated distribution, which is much 
more economical. In the UK, most refrigerated distribution is 
done only by very large food companies.
 Genice now makes 4 different brands of non-dairy soya 
yogurts for sale in the UK in 12 fl avors. (1) So Good Yoghert 
(launched in early 1990 in 3 fl avors–strawberry, black 
cherry, and peach & passion fruit; this is the Haldane brand; 
the So Good name has no connection with the same name 
used by Sanitarium Foods in Australia); (2) Unisoy Soya 
Yogart (launched in late 1990 in 3 fl avors- raspberry, peach 
melba, and black cherry; Genice made these yogurt products 
for Unisoy before they joined the Haldane Group; before 
that, they were made by Bridge Farm Dairies in southern 
England–which attempted to make a shelf-stable product 
using dairy technology); and (3) Granose Soya Yogert 
(launched in late 1990 in 4 fl avors–peach melba, strawberry, 
apricot, and blackcurrant & apple; Granose became part 
of the Haldane Group in Jan. 1991); (4) Granose Hi-Fruit 
Premium Yogert (launched in late 1992, with double the fruit 
content, 20%, in 3 fl avors–kiwi & passion fruit, nectarine 
and pineapple, and fruits of the forest). Note that there is 
some duplication of fl avors among different brands.
 Starting in 1992 Genice started to sell its soy yogurts 
outside the UK. First in 1992 the So Good line of soy 
yogurts was launched in Spain, in cups printed in Spanish, 
for ADM-owned Arkady ADM Iberica S.A. (Carretera de 
Hosplatalet 42, Cornella de Llobregat, Barcelona, Spain) 
with the addition of two new fl avors–orange and natural. In 
late 1992 the Spaniards requested their own brand, so So 
Good was changed to Alisana; Four Soya Yogerts (120 gm 
each) were sold in each pack. The Spaniards are apparently 
becoming very health conscious, because Spain is now 
Genice’s biggest export market, taking about 20% of all the 
soy yogurt that Genice makes. In late 1992 the So Good 
line was launched in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark using, 
in part, the pre-existing Granose distribution network. One 
product, named So Good Soya Frutty, was sold to all 3 
Scandinavian countries. The label was in Swedish and the 
names of all 3 distributors were on it. The distributors are: 
(1) Kung Markatta AB, Hjalmarsberg, S-705 95 Orero, 
Sweden (this is Genice’s second largest export market); (2) 
Alternative Mat A/S, AVD Import, Kubben, 2150 Arnes, 
Norway; (3) Grön Distribution, Hoje Gladsaxe Torv 2, 2860 
Soborg, Denmark (Genice has not dealt with Grön since 
1992). At about the same time the So Good Yoghert (with its 
regular English label) was introduced to Finland, distributed 
by Oy Makrobios AB, Leksvall, 10600 Ekenas, Finland.
 Then in early 1993 Genice’s So Good soy yogurt 
was launched in Italy, in English with a sticker applied by 

Genice, thru a company partly owned by ADM named AFG 
Italy S.r.l. (Via S. Cassiano 76, Trecate, Novara 28069, Italy) 
and in mid-1993 in Portugal with an English label through 
another ADM subsidiary, Natiris (Centro Dietetico Lda., Rua 
de Santo Antonia, Estrela No. 31-B, 1300 Lisburn, Portugal). 
Italy is one of the two fastest growing yogurt markets in 
Europe, and it may soon pass Sweden to become Genice’s 
second largest export market. Continued. Address: Founder, 
Genice Foods Ltd., Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial Estate, 
Llay near Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 OPX, Wales/Cymru, UK. 
Phone: 0978-853-787.

4461. Pierce, Ray. 1994. A brief history of Genice Foods 
Ltd. and their work with soy ice creams, yogurts, creams, 
and margarine. Part IV (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4, 
8, 10, and 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center. Followed by a an 8-page fax on 7 Feb. 1994.
• Summary: Ray feels that these soy yogurts are excellent 
products. Consumers must have the same opinion since the 
market is growing very rapidly. “In retail terms, this soya 
yoghurt market is now worth around £2 million sterling ($3 
million), whereas it was worth only about £30,000 sterling 
in 1985.” The market was almost totally created in the last 
four years–since Genice started making soy yogurt using its 
unique process that gives a shelf-stable product.
 Today Genice now sells about ten times as much soy 
yogurt as soy ice cream. Moreover, sales of soy ice cream 
are fairly static, while sales of soy yogurt are leaping ahead. 
Genice makes at least 90% of the soy yogurts sold in the UK. 
In short, Genice started as a non-dairy ice cream company, 
which has in fact turned into a non-dairy yogurt company! 
“The soy yogurts really sold themselves. It was amazing 
how they took off so well.” There are about 1,500 health 
food shops in the UK, and no more than half of those have 
a freezer, so they cannot sell ice cream. Even those with a 
freezer, usually have very limited frozen storage capacity 
and the competition for that small space (as from dairy ice 
creams) is intense. Almost all of those with no freezer also 
have no refrigerated storage; they sell mainly “pills and 
potions” etc.” So a refrigerated or frozen product can be 
sold in less than half of all health food stores. This gives 
shelf-stable products, such as Genice’s soy yogurts, a big 
advantage. Genice is moving its soy yogurts into Italy and 
Portugal in a bigger way, and is launching two new yogurts 
for Spain this year (competing soy yogurts are sold on a 
small scale in Spain). Other concepts and fl avours will be 
introduced into the yoghurt area in 1994, together with the 
quest for other export markets continuing both in Europe and 
the rest of the world.
 Genice uses fresh soymilk (produced by Unisoy) to 
make about 50% of its total volume of soy yogurt, and 
isolated soy proteins to make the other 50%. Powdered 
soymilk is not used because it is very expensive and too 
hard to obtain. Isolates are more convenient to use but Ray 
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now feels that fresh soymilk gives a slightly better product–
though this is very subjective and different people have 
different opinions. Isolates also give an excellent soy yogurt.
 One of the markets that Genice has not yet entered–and 
would like to–is Germany, where there are large sales of 
soymilk and twice as many health shops (Reform Houses) 
as in the UK. Since most of the Reform Houses do not have 
chilled or frozen cabinets, Genice’s shelf-stable products 
would fi t perfectly; they could be sold on the shelf next to the 
Muesli. In the smaller health food shops in the UK, Genice’s 
shelf-stable soy products are usually sold unchilled, but in 
the bigger shops, like Holland & Barrett, they sold chilled, 
since they taste better after being chilled.
 Other dairylike non-dairy products that Genice has 
made are as follows: In 1990 chilled So Good Soycreem was 
launched as a non-dairy alternative to dairy double cream, 
but low in cholesterol, high in polyunsaturates, and low in 
saturates. It was made for Haldane in a little beige plastic pot 
with a green foil lid, packed at the Genice plant. It contains a 
trace of cholesterol because law requires that it contain 36% 
oil, including some palm oil. In 1991 a shelf-stable UHT 
version (completely sterilized, with a 9-month shelf life), 
now named Granose Soya Creem, was launched in a 225 ml 
Combibloc pack, made for Genice by a large dairy in Ireland 
which had Combibloc packaging equipment. The chilled So 
Good Soycreem was discontinued. In 1992 Genice installed a 
vegetarian margarine plant, which also makes Granose Soya 
Margarine that is sold chilled. This margarine was developed 
in Germany, so they took over the business and reformulated 
the product.
 Genice is doing very well. The plant has expanded to 
15,000 square feet from its original 2,500–a 6-fold increase. 
Their turnover (gross sales) has doubled virtually every year 
since they have been in business. Being owned by ADM 
has been of great benefi t to Genice because ADM has been 
extremely generous in providing the money that Genice 
needs for its ongoing expansion and implementation of new 
ideas. Genice would eventually like to enter the U.S. market 
(starting in New York) with its shelf-stable non-dairy yogurt 
products, since there are no such products in America.
 When yogurt is pasteurized, the benefi cial effects of 
the yogurt bacteria are nullifi ed. But Ray was just told 
by Dr. Glen Gibson that oligofructose, a sugar, has the 
effect of promoting the growth of the small quantities 
of Bifi dobacteria in the human digestive system. Thus a 
pasteurized soy yogurt could be made into an even healthier 
product if it were sweetened by oligofructose.
 Ray is a native of Wales and his wife is a teacher who 
often teaches in Welsh. Both are happy to see the revival 
of the Welsh language. Ray is not a vegetarian, but he has 
a good feeling and high regard for vegetarianism, he likes 
vegetarian food, and he has some vegetarian ideals but they 
go beyond the food to more ethical issues. He fi nds that 
many of the people in other companies that he deals with 

are more ethical people. He would estimate that 85-90% 
of the consumers who buy products made by Genice are 
vegetarians or vegans. Address: Founder, Genice Foods Ltd., 
Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial Estate, Llay near Wrexham, 
Clwyd, LL12 OPX, Wales/Cymru, UK. Phone: 0978-853-
787.

4462. Law, M.R.; Wald, N.J.; Thompson, S.G. 1994. By how 
much and how quickly does reduction in serum cholesterol 
concentration lower risk of ischaemic heart disease? British 
Medical Journal 308(6925):367-72. Feb. 5. [68 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusion–The results from the cohort 
studies, international comparisons, and clinical trials are 
remarkably consistent. The cohort studies, based on half 
a million men and 18,000 ischaemic heart disease events, 
estimate that a long term reduction in serum cholesterol 
concentration of 0.6 mmol/litre (10%), which can be 
achieved by moderate dietary change, lowers the risk of 
ischaemic heart disease by 50% at age 40, falling to 20% 
at age 70. The randomised trials, based on 45,000 men and 
4,000 ischaemic heart disease events show that the full effect 
of the reduction in risk is achieved by fi ve years.” Address: 
Dep. of Environmental and Preventive Medicine, Wolfson 
Inst. of Preventive Medicine, St. Bartholomew’s Medical 
College, London, United Kingdom.

4463. Law, M.R.; Wald, N.J.; Wu, T.; Hackshaw, A.; Bailey, 
A. 1994. Systematic underestimation of association between 
serum cholesterol concentration and ischaemic heart disease 
in observational studies: data from the BUPA study. British 
Medical Journal 308(6925):363-66. Feb. 5. [21 ref]
• Summary: “Conclusions–The association between serum 
cholesterol concentration and ischaemic heart disease is 
materially stronger than directly inferred from prospective 
studies. This has important implications for the health benefi t 
of achieving low cholesterol concentrations.”
 In other words, a 10% reduction in serum cholesterol 
leads to a reduction of about 27% in the mortality from 
ischaemic heart disease.
 Note: Ischaemia refers to an inadequate blood supply 
to an organ or part of the body, especially the heart muscles. 
Address: BUPA Epidemiological Research Group, Dep. of 
Environmental and Preventive Medicine, Wolfson Inst. of 
Preventive Medicine, St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical 
College, London, United Kingdom.

4464. Pierce, Ray. 1994. The origins of the Haldane Foods 
Group (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Two men were instrumental in conceiving of 
and putting together the Haldane Foods Group: John Mahlich 
of British Arkady and Peter Fitch. Ray knows both men well 
and respects them greatly. Peter does a lot of the leg work, 
whereas John is the man who actually goes to ADM and 
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requests the money. Ray sees John about twice a year and he 
is located nearby. John, who is about age 66, is an extremely 
alert and competent person–one of the most competent 
men Ray has ever met and, moreover, a very approachable 
gentleman. John has no particular personal interest in 
vegetarianism but he defi nitely understands it, sees its 
potential, has a strong commercial interest in that potential.
 Peter Fitch has told Ray many times he didn’t really 
want to acquire Genice; Ray had to court him for 9 months 
before he agreed to acquire Genice. Both British Arkady and 
the Haldane Foods Group report to ADM, but Ray thinks 
John Mahlich is responsible for both. John actually works at 
and is the top man at British Arkady. Bill Pringle worked for 
John, but Ray thinks Bill is now retired.
 Brian Wellsby started Haldane Foods, and after his 
company was acquired by the Haldane Foods Group, he went 
to work for the Group for a while and then he left the Group 
in late 1989, after Genice was acquired.
 A number of the heads of the companies in the Haldane 
Foods Group are not vegetarians. Of these companies, 
Granose and its top people are probably the most strongly 
committed to vegetarianism–in part because of its origins as 
a Seventh-day Adventist company. Some people at Haldane 
are also committed to vegetarianism. Address: Founder, 
Genice Foods Ltd., Pinfold Lane, Llay Industrial Estate, 
Llay near Wrexham, Clwyd, LL12 OPX, Wales/Cymru, UK. 
Phone: 0978-853-787.

4465. Clifton, Claire. 1994. Flavor of the month: Soy sauce. 
Guardian (England). Feb. 26. p. A39.
• Summary: The writer and Yan-Kit So, the Chinese cookery 
writer (a woman) tasted more than a dozen soy sauces. They 
were astonished to fi nd how much the quality varied. Fo 
Shan Superfi ne, made in Guangdong, China, was considered 
the best. The other two brands they liked were Kikkoman 
(Japanese) and the Kim Ve Wong brand from Taiwan.
 Yan-Kit So’s latest cookbook is the magnifi cent Classic 
Food of China (Macmillan).

4466. Macfarlane, Bruce; Bothwell, Thomas. 1994. Soy 
products and iron absorption. Soy Connection (The) 
(Chesterfi eld, Missouri–United Soybean Board) 1(3):1, 4. 
[13 ref]
• Summary: “While there is no doubt that soy protein 
inhibits iron absorption, it would be misleading to conclude 
that soy’s overall effect on iron balance is a negative one.” 
Address: 1. Research fellow in Hepatology, Royal Free 
Hospital, London, England; 2. Emeritus Prof. of Medicine, 
Univ. of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa.

4467. Mahlich, John. 1994. History and development of 
the Haldane Foods Group Ltd. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. March 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.

• Summary: Several people have been involved in the 
evolution of the Haldane-Granose Division. Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. (ADM, headquartered in Decatur, Illinois) 
bought The British Arkady Co. Ltd. about 20 years ago. At 
that time Arkady had been in existence in the UK for about 
35 years, was a large supplier of bakery ingredients, but 
also was a miller of full-fat soya fl our. “Arkady was in the 
soya business and this was the prime reason why ADM was 
interested in us, other than, of course, the nature and shape 
of our company. The original decision to buy Arkady was 
Dwayne Andreas’s, so Dwayne Andreas has always been 
there, behind everything that we have done, and usually, if 
not always, has basically approved any acquisition that we 
have made.”
 After ADM bought Arkady, Arkady installed textured 
vegetable protein (TVP) plants in Manchester to ADM’s 
design. Arkady sold textured vegetable protein principally 
to the meat industry as part of a meat system (an analog, 
a sausage, etc.). They also sold some TVP to the pet food 
industry. Anna and Peter Roberts, the founders and owners 
of Direct Foods, Ltd. were buying Arkady’s TVP in bulk, 
then packing it into small domestic retail packs. At about that 
time (John does not remember whether it was the Roberts’ 
idea or Arkady’s idea), Arkady developed the Sosmix and 
the Burgamix using Arkady’s technology, and manufactured 
those products for Direct Foods. Because Direct Foods had 
become a reasonably sizeable company, and Arkady was 
selling them quite a percentage of their TVP, John (who 
was then the managing director of Arkady) and Bill Pringle 
(Arkady’s technical director) thought that Arkady should 
buy Direct Foods; that would guarantee the continuity of 
Arkady’s large sales of TVP to them. “We could run Direct 
Foods and we would have the profi t that they were making 
out of our product as well as our own margins.” John and 
Bill approached Anna and Peter, who had worked incredibly 
hard to build their small business and they were of an age 
where John felt they thought Arkady’s offer was fair and 
they should take the money and just retain their health food 
shop in Petersfi eld and enjoy the fruits of their years of work. 
So the sale was a happy event of both parties. So in March 
1985 Direct Foods became the fi rst member of what would 
become the Haldane Foods Group.
 At that time Peter Fitch was a development chemist with 
Arkady. He is a food technologist by training. John asked 
Peter if he would become General Manager of Direct Foods. 
Having gotten into this business. Arkady liked what they 
were doing, so they began to look at other ways of adding 
value to textured protein. John happened to be at a health 
food exhibition, where he met the woman who was running a 
company named Vegetarian Feasts. John already knew a little 
about this company, and shortly after the exhibition John 
approached her and offered to buy her business. He saw an 
opportunity to put a lot of textured protein into her range of 
frozen meals and to add value to textured protein in that way. 
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That purchase was completed in Feb. 1986. Peter Fitch took 
on the general management of that company as well, and 
Sonia Newhouse (the founder and former owner) became a 
consultant. This was a small company and it was not very 
profi table–but it put Arkady in the frozen food business. So 
they then started to make a range of frozen vegetable burgers 
containing vegetable protein and various grains.
 John then heard about a company named Vegetarian 
Cuisine Ltd. which was basically doing the same sorts of 
things as Vegetarian Feasts. Vegetarian Cuisine had a nice 
factory in Coventry, whereas Vegetarian Feasts had a factory 
in London that was very expensive. John saw the opportunity 
to put the two into one manufacturing unit and to reduce 
costs by sharing them. So British Arkady bought Vegetarian 
Cuisine in 1987.
 By this time Arkady was on the treadmill toward 
developing a “group” of companies, but they did not yet have 
a clear vision of the nature of this group. “It was because we 
were playing the game on a hand’s on basis that we saw the 
opportunities. But as our plans evolved, they became more 
and more clear.”
 Next Arkady bought Haldane Foods Ltd., which owned 
The Regular Tofu Company. The acquisition was fi nalized in 
August 1987. Haldane Foods had the best factory and offi ces 
in the still nameless group, and it was the bigger of the 
companies Arkady had acquired, and the one with the better 
and nicest sounding name. So British Arkady coined the 
name Haldane Foods Group Ltd., and began to use it as the 
fi rst name for the new group of companies. With each new 
acquisition, Peter Fitch continued to be the Director General 
Manager leading the Group. Sometimes it was decided to 
keep the past management of individual companies on board, 
maybe as directorships or maybe as consultants, but in a 
variety of positions.
 By late 1987 Arkady was getting fairly excited about 
production of frozen vegetable burgers. As they got into that 
market they found there was company named the Realeat 
Company, which was the dominant player in the frozen vege 
burger business at that time, and which had been started 
“by a very capable and likeable man named Greg Sams.” It 
seemed to John that he could advance the new Group’s cause 
by buying Realeat. So they approached Greg Sams and in 
September 1988 bought his business. That had great benefi ts 
for Arkady and the Haldane Foods Group because Realeat 
had no factory and no sales organization. One company 
was making the sachet mix, another company was selling 
it, another company was buying bulk mix from his sachet 
packer, and still another company was making it frozen; 
all in all a lot of people were taking a cut. So by tidying 
that all up and bringing it in house, Arkady had the chance 
to improve Realeat’s fi nancial status. Continued. Address: 
The British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Road, Old Trafford, 
Manchester M16 0NJ, England, UK. Phone: 061-872-7161. 
Fax: 61-873-8083.

4468. Mahlich, John. 1994. History and development of the 
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. March 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Continued: Next, in Feb. 1989, the Haldane 
Foods Group purchased a company named Kwality Foods. 
They made sauces, spreads, and dips. John liked the 
management, their products, and the price at which they 
offered to sell the company, which had a fi nancial problem–
they had run out of money. The Group subsequently changed 
the name of Kwality Foods into Saucemasters Ltd.
 While owning Saucemasters, the Group started another 
company named Snackmasters Ltd., which was wholly 
owned by Saucemasters. Then in 1993 the Group sold 
Saucemasters, but retained ownership of Snackmasters, 
which they relocated in a new factory adjacent to the 
Haldane factory. It basically makes noodle- or rice-based 
vegetarian snack meals that contain textured protein and 
dried vegetables with a sauce sachet in each plastic cup. You 
pour hot water into the cup, leave for 4 minutes, and you 
have a very convenient and nutritious meal. This type of 
product is a big business in England; one company, Golden 
Wonder, dominates the market. But Snackmasters has carved 
out a niche by making ethnic vegetarian meals (Chinese, 
Indian, etc.), and using their sauce company to make the 
sachet of sauce. They have taken the product up-market by 
some ingenious developments and the company is thriving.
 A month after buying Kwality Foods, the Haldane 
Group purchased Genice (pronounced JEN-ais) Foods, 
which makes non-dairy ice creams, yogurts, and margarines. 
“By this time we were deeply into the healthy food, health 
food, vegetarian business.” Though this was the Group’s fi rst 
company to make non-dairy products, it fi t well because their 
products were basically made from soya–either soyamilk or 
soya protein isolates. “Not only were we developing a group 
of interesting companies that can make some profi t, but we 
were also signalling to a very large audience that maybe 
others (such as the many food manufactures who have been 
hesitant to use soya) should get into the soya business. And 
ADM likes that, because the more it is obvious that soya 
is here to stay and that it has multitudinous uses, the more 
Dwayne Andreas’s dream will come true. Truthfully, we do 
not fear competition; the more that are in the business, the 
merrier. If you can get companies like Unilever to start using 
soya, then you get good publicity on a global basis.
 “Genice is doing a very good job, but I have to say 
truthfully that selling non-dairy ice cream is missionary 
work. You need converts, and if you don’t get them you’re 
not a happy missionary. Its just a fact that most people want 
products with more and more cream. But at Genice we were 
going in the opposite direction–but successfully, though with 
slow growth. That’s a tough number but we are hanging 
in and more and more will be sold. The non-dairy yogurts, 
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incidentally, are going exceedingly well. That’s good 
business.”
 ADM is a very acquisitive organization. For this reason, 
John and Peter Fitch were always looking for promising 
companies to add to the group. In the 20 years that John has 
worked for them, he has bought more than companies–with 
many outside the Haldane Group. Dwayne Andreas was 
aware of each of the Haldane Group’s purchases as they 
took place. “He was totally aware of what we were doing 
and obviously was approving as we went. “You have to 
remember that Dwayne Andreas is very much committed to 
the evolution of the soyabean. He certainly has shown the 
keenest of interest in everything that we have done. I report 
directly to ADM and I could not buy a business without the 
approval of Dwayne Andreas (or Jim Randall) and fi nally 
the ADM board of directors, which meets quarterly... Yet 
ADM is a very fast-moving animal, and you can’t contain 
its dynamism by quarterly meetings. The whole thing is 
designed to move with speed. So some acquisitions have 
been made before the board meeting; the contract simply 
reads ‘Subject to board approval.’”
 In those days John used to go to the USA quite a lot 
because he was running the ADM-Arkady business there for 
ADM; it was a manufacturing business in Chicago, Illinois–
it’s now in Kansas.
 In December 1990 the Haldane Group purchased 
Unisoy, a small soya company which was for sale and which 
made soymilk. In the early 1990s a situation developed 
where the Haldane Foods Group had a sales director who had 
been a previous employee of Granose Foods. He suggested 
that the Group might be able to buy the Granose Foods 
company. “He had a key to open that particular door. It was 
with his basic introduction that we approached Granose, 
and subsequently we bought all of Granose. Granose had 
built a brand new and beautiful factory which was about 40 
miles north of London, and that fi t it very well to the growth 
and pattern that we were following.” So the Haldane Group 
moved the center of their operations out of the Haldane 
factory and into the Granose factory, where it now is. The 
group still usually calls itself the Haldane Foods Group Ltd., 
but under some circumstances other names may also be 
used–such as the Granose Foods Group.
 Granose was selling soyamilk that was being imported 
from a German manufacturer [DE-VAU-GE]. The Haldane 
Group decided to discontinue these imports, and now Unisoy 
is making all of the soyamilk for Granose that used to be 
imported from Germany. The quality of Unisoy’s soyamilk 
is defi nitely as good as the German-made product, and now 
Granose has added many new soyamilk products to its range, 
with vitamin enrichment, etc. However, it seems like the total 
soyamilk market in the UK is no longer growing. Continued. 
Address: The British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Road, Old 
Trafford, Manchester M16 0NJ, England, UK. Phone: 061-
872-7161. Fax: 61-873-8083.

4469. Mahlich, John. 1994. History and development of the 
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. Part III (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. March 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Continued: Perhaps the key concept that 
governed the formation of the Haldane Group was adding 
value to soya–even though that policy was never clearly 
spelled out. In one sense, each company was acquired, one 
by one, without any overarching plan, on its own merits. 
Yet all companies in the group (except Saucemasters) make 
value-added foods from soya. The Group is fundamentally a 
“healthy foods” company that makes only vegetarian foods 
(i.e. those which contain no meat, fi sh, or poultry). Most 
of the foods are also vegan in that they contain no animal 
products.
 The Group has bought about 13 companies and each had 
its own niche, name and reputation. Each company had its 
own brands, each of which had a reputation, and the Group 
has tried to keep these and promote them.
 The Haldane Group could not have developed without 
the very strong health food market in the UK, where there 
are more than 2,000 health food retail shops. Equally 
important is the strong interest in vegetarian foods in the 
UK. When British Arkady bought Direct Foods in 1985, 
supermarkets in the UK had no space at all for healthier 
foods or vegetarian foods. Now they all have a separate 
health food section and that section is steadily growing.
 Companies like Birds Eye (owned by Unilever) stand 
like a praying mantis and wait until the Haldane Group has 
built the market for Vegeburgers to such a size that they 
can enter the market with their own vege burger backed 
by all of their marketing clout; they will try to push out 
competing products and steal your market. “They come 
into the supermarkets with their overriding discounts and 
they say ‘We’re already selling you £20 million. Put this 
product in and then you get another million pounds, plus 
you get a preferential discount, etc.” This is a real concern 
as the Haldane Group becomes more of a force in the UK 
market. Fortunately there are 350 million people in the entire 
European Community. Moreover the Haldane Group has a 
bright future because they are “extremely inventive” and 
they have many loyal customers. They are leaders and other 
companies are following.
 “Most all of these companies that we bought were 
started by devotees of healthier foods or vegetarians.” 
They all started small but most did not realize what a big, 
expensive step it is to get into food processing. So many of 
the companies were founded on good ideas but were crippled 
because their founders lacked business experience and were 
undercapitalized.
 The various products sold by the companies in the 
Haldane Group are being made in fi ve factories: the Unisoy 
factory (soyamilk), the Genice factory (non-dairy yogurts, 
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ice creams, and margarine), the Haldane factory (which 
makes all dry mixes), and the Granose factory (which makes 
frozen burgers and many other non-dry products).
 The Group now sells a large amount of frozen vegetarian 
sausages. If you make a conventional skinless sausage, you 
must fi rst make it in the skin, then case harden it, then fi nally 
remove the skin. But removing the skin costs you money. So 
the Group has gotten a unique machine (they were the fi rst 
to get it, but there are now a few others in other companies) 
that makes skinless sausages from the start. The machine was 
invented by another British company of which John used 
to be a director. These skinless sausages have become a big 
business and the product is of excellent quality. The Group 
plans to introduce this sausage product in new forms, such as 
sausage roles in pastry.
 The Haldane Group is also doing a lot of private labeling 
for supermarket chains. The big food companies in the UK 
spend many millions of pounds on advertising, and they can 
slip in a vegetarian product under a known brand name. An 
example is ADM’s Harvest Burger sold under the Green 
Giant label in the USA, which led to a big increase Harvest 
Burger sales. The Haldane Group cannot afford to spend 
huge sums of money advertising its own brands. So they are 
fi nding that it is in their own interest to develop their own 
brands but at the same time to go to some of the supermarket 
chains and offer to make products under the supermarket’s 
brand. This is one way the Haldane Group can fi nd new 
growth. Continued. Address: The British Arkady Co. Ltd., 
Skerton Road, Old Trafford, Manchester M16 0NJ, England, 
UK. Phone: 061-872-7161. Fax: 61-873-8083.

4470. Mahlich, John. 1994. History and development of the 
Haldane Foods Group Ltd. Part IV (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. March 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: The Group has an annual turnover (sales) of 
about US$20 million. It is still looking for new business, 
but there are not many left to buy in the UK. The Group’s 
UK operations are well organized and running well, with 
good factories, product development, distribution. Now they 
have decided to take their products into continental Europe. 
“If you can’t get it right at home, you don’t want to take it 
abroad.” The Germans are the most health conscious eaters 
on the continent. This is a complex business because of a 
host of different conditions (laws, fl avors, terminology, etc.) 
in each country, but the Group is presently trying to fi nd its 
position in each of these markets. The Arkady Food Group 
(consisting of 7 companies that supply the baking industry 
with products) has manufacturing companies in Germany, 
France, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. Some of those are acting 
as distributors or agents for products from the Haldane-
Granose Group. For example, in Spain, where there is a 
company named Arkady ADM Iberica, they have started a 
new division within that company called Alisana, which is 

selling the Haldane Group’s products. But each product and 
its promotional materials must usually be modifi ed for each 
market. Eventually, when tonnage warrants it, the Group 
hopes to start production in the various countries because 
transportation costs are very high–especially for frozen 
products.
 Concerning possible entry into the U.S. market, John 
emphasizes the difference between selling commodities and 
selling specialties. You must think big in selling commodities 
and think small in selling specialties. John thinks that ADM 
is committed to much the same vision as he is “but their 
day to day work causes them to think in megatons.” Yet the 
Harvest Burger may be changing that. ADM has recently 
employed Larry Cunningham to run their protein division. 
He has grown up in the business and he is extremely 
interested in the Haldane Group’s activities. John thinks 
that as time passes ADM will embrace more and more of 
the activities that the Haldane Group has been involved 
with since its beginning. Yet John does not see a separate 
group, like the Haldane Group, starting in the USA. Rather 
he thinks that the Haldane Group has at least six world-
class products, and that these will be sold in the USA. The 
Harvest Burger is, in fact, based on some of British Arkady’s 
technology.
 The Group has recently launched a new vegetarian 
product named Vegemince that John thinks has great 
potential in replacing what Americans call “ground beef” 
and what Britons call “mincemeat.” Made at the Granose 
plant, it is based on textured vegetable proteins, including 
wheat gluten. “It is an extremely ingenious product that 
we’ve got patents fi led for. It has an excellent texture that 
gives the mouth pleasure.” The Group plans to sell it to other 
companies that manufacture meatless products. The Group is 
developing many new products, even though it now has more 
products than he wants.
 To summarize: “We have a ‘healthy food’ Group. 
We have fi ve excellent factories. We have a good product 
range that’s enlarging. We have some good developments 
coming up the line. We’ve got something that we can take 
into Europe that I think can be taken worldwide. The more 
successful we are, the more competition there will be. 
“Many people have been involved in creating this group 
of companies. Peter Fitch is a good source of information 
because he really lives the Group every day of the week. 
His offi cial title is Director General Manager. Peter reports 
to John, who is responsible for many other companies 
including British Arkady (in Manchester), the European 
Arkady companies, 3 feed mills and a trading company in 
Ireland, etc. John was the Group Managing Director of ADM 
International Holdings, which has been restructured and is 
now named ADM International Ltd.; under it are British 
Arkady Company UK, Haldane Granose Food Group UK, 
and Arkady Feeds Ireland. The fi ve-person board of ADM 
International Ltd. consists Dwayne Andreas, James R. 
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Randall, Michael D. “Mick” Andreas, G. Allen Andreas, Jr., 
and John (the only Englishman).
 “The main thing to remember is that this is all part of 
ADM, it has all been approved by Dwayne Andreas and 
the ADM board, and its very much in line with ADM’s 
philosophy.” Dwayne believes that soy products will play 
a key role in feeding this world. “To Dwayne, that is a 
mission.” John hopes that the work of the many people in 
the Haldane Group may help Dwayne realize his dream. 
Address: The British Arkady Co. Ltd., Skerton Road, Old 
Trafford, Manchester M16 0NJ, England, UK. Phone: 061-
872-7161. Fax: 61-873-8083.

4471. Wood, Brian J.B. 1994. Bean Products Ltd.: The 
earliest known company to make fermented soy sauce in the 
United Kingdom (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 30. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Brian Wood was born in Birmingham, 
England. He earned his BSc and PhD degrees at 
Birmingham University in the Malting, Brewing, and 
Applied Biochemistry Department, where he studied lactic 
acid bacteria for his PhD. In 1959 he came to the USA 
on a fellowship from the National Cancer Institute for 
post-doctoral research at the Dept. of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics, University of California at Davis. With Lloyd 
Ingraham, he studied the mode of action and kinetics of the 
enzyme tyrosinase. One day in 1960 Prof. Herman Pfaff, 
who taught food science and microbiology at Cal-Davis and 
is still one of the world’s leading authorities on yeasts, took a 
group of students (including Brian) taking a course of his to 
visit Lucky Lager (a beer brewery) in or near San Francisco. 
During the trip they also visited a small Japanese shoyu 
factory in San Francisco (probably in Chinatown) that made 
fermented soy sauce. There Brian fi rst became interested 
in the soy sauce fermentation process. He wondered what 
involvement lactic acid bacteria might have in the process.
 Then he studied with Prof. Goldman in the Department 
of Zoology, and in 1961-62 traveled to the Antarctic, where 
he studied microalgae. In 1962 he returned to Britain, spent 
6 years with Unilever, then in 1968 took up his present 
appointment teaching and doing research at the University 
of Strathclyde (in Glasgow, Scotland), in the Department of 
Applied Microbiology (which in 1982 was incorporated into 
the Dept. of Bioscience and Biotechnology).
 Professor Morris, the head of the department, had served 
in East Asia during World War II and had considerable 
appreciation of the importance of Oriental foods. He was 
trying to build a link with Singapore, and assigned Yong 
Fook-Min of Singapore to work with Brian for his MSc. 
There he and Brian began to investigate the role of lactic acid 
bacteria in East Asian soybean fermentations, starting with 
soy sauce. Yong was an exceptionally hard worker and his 
1971 MSc thesis produced the four key papers on which all 
later work was founded. In 1974 Yong and Wood wrote “The 

Microbiology and Biochemistry of Soy Sauce Fermentation,” 
a defi nitive 38-page study containing 270 references. After 
that, Brian had three students (including Sumbo H. Abiose, 
a Nigerian woman) complete PhD’s and write doctoral 
dissertations on aspects of fermented soyfoods.
 In 1974 Goel, Yong, and Wood applied for a British 
Patent on a quick method for making soy sauce; it was 
issued in 1976. In about 1978 Brian became interested in 
starting a commercial soy sauce factory in Scotland. So 
that year he initiated discussions with Edward North, head 
of the university’s Center for Industrial Innovation. North 
referred Brian to Dr. Colin Walker and together in late 1979 
they got a grant of £84,000 from the Wolfson Foundation, 
to study the feasibility of starting such a factory and what 
problems would be involved in scaling up from laboratory 
to commercial scale. By 1980-81 it became clear that the 
project was feasible. The University of Strathclyde provided 
some of the start-up capital, additional money came from 
remaining Wolfson Foundation funds, and Brian’s group 
obtained overdraft facilities from the university’s bank 
(The Bank of Scotland), which meant they could borrow 
a specifi ed amount of money and the university would 
guarantee the loans. Since no individual researchers put up 
any money, the university owned the soy sauce company. 
In April 1982 the group established a company named 
“Bean Products Ltd.” in Cumbernauld, which is about 11 
miles northeast of Glasgow. They selected Cumbernauld 
for various reasons, one of which was that advantageous 
rental terms were available there. They moved into a new 
rental structure, in a space with 8,000 square feet. They had 
a rent holiday for 1-2 years. Employees of the company 
consisted of a salaried factory manager (Christopher 
Corden), a salaried accountant/offi ce and business manager 
(Michael Riddle), a PhD graduate of Brian’s department 
served as company microbiologist, biochemist, chemist etc. 
(Dr. Jennifer Mackie), and they had about 4 workers who 
made soy sauce. Brian was employed by the university, 
not by the company. Some weeks he spent a great deal of 
time at the factory and other weeks he spent little or no 
time there–in part because of the demands of his extensive 
teaching schedule. Dr. Colin Walker spent more time at 
the plant than Dr. Wood. There they made one Southeast 
Asian-style fermented soy sauce for the UK wholefoods 
market. The main ingredients were whole soybeans and 
koji that was made in small plastic trays–ordinarily used for 
carrying bread. Roughly equal parts of soybeans and roasted 
cracked wheat were used. The soy sauce was fermented for 
about 3 months at 38-40ºC using a temperature controlled 
fermentation. The “salt mash” (moromi) was inoculated with 
yeasts and bacteria. A dark sugar preparation was added to 
the fi nished sauce to sweeten the fl avor, darken the color, 
and thicken the consistency. The company bottled a small 
amount of the fi nished soy sauce and sold it mostly to health 
food shops under two labels: “Bean Products Japanese-
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Style Soy Sauce” and “Bean Products Chinese-Style Soy 
Sauce.” But most of their product was blended with other 
ingredients after the fermentation to the specifi cations of 
other companies. It was shipped to these companies in bulk 
plastic containers; some bottled it under their own labels, but 
most used it as an ingredient in foods. Cauldron Foods used 
it as an ingredient in their tofu burgers.
 After a while the university, which owned Bean 
Products, became uneasy as money fl owed out during the 
startup process. So in May 1984 they sold the company 
to Nestle (for a relatively low price), and it was renamed 
Nestle Foods–Cumbernauld. After Nestle bought the plant, 
Dr. Wood became inactive in the company. Jennifer Mackie, 
Chris Corden, and Michael Riddle stayed with the company. 
Nestle sold their soy sauce under the Sarsen’s brand–the 
same brand they used for their vinegar, pickles, and other 
related products. Nestle continues to operate the plant at its 
original site (though they have expanded into an additional 
4,000 square feet) using the same basic process. Dr. Wood 
estimates that they make about 1,500 metric tons a year of 
the Chinese-style fermented soy sauce. Most of it is either 
sold to other food processors, or to other companies who 
package it under their own label for resale to consumers.
 Concerning other early soy sauce manufacturers in 
the UK, Brian vaguely remembers hearing that an Indian 
entrepreneur was making soy sauce in the area of London 
at about the same time as Bean Products Ltd. He owned a 
number of food-related companies which sold mostly to 
the local Indian market. When Colin Walker was in London 
in about 1980 or 1981 he tried to visit the plant, but failed. 
Note: This company may have been either United Breweries 
International (UK) Ltd., or Soyco, both located in London. 
Address: Dep. of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Univ. of 
Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland.

4472. Product Name:  WMR4 (lactose free, all vegetable, 
nutritional powder product) and NutriBev (Dry Soy-Based 
Milk Alternative).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Archer Daniels Midland Co.
Manufacturer’s Address:  4666 Faries Parkway, Box 1470, 
Decatur, IL 62525.  Phone: 800-637-5850.
Date of Introduction:  1994 March.
Ingredients:  WMR4: Corn syrup solids, isolated soy 
protein, partially hydrogenated soybean oil, sugar, tricalcium 
phosphate, maltodextrin, sodium hexametaphosphate, 
salt, artifi cial fl avors, mono and diglycerides, sodium 
stearoyl lactylate, magnesium sulfate, vitamin C (ascorbic 
acid), vitamin A (palmitate), iron (ferric orthophosphate), 
vitamin D, zinc oxide, calcium pantothenate, vitamin 
B-2 (ribofl avin), niacinamide, vitamin B-6 (pyridoxine 
hydrochloride), vitamin B-12, vitamin B-1 (thiamine 
mononitrate), folic acid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  25 kg or 144 gm.
How Stored:  Shelf stable.

New Product–Documentation:  Kahn, E.J., Jr. 1987. 
“Profi les: The absolute beginning” [Dwayne Orville Andreas 
and ADM]. New Yorker 62:41-68. Feb. 16. See p. 41. A soy-
based milk substitute called Nutri-Bev is a food supplement 
for Third World children. Nutri-Bev isn’t sold. It comes in 
six fl avors and its given away. ADM has been doing research 
on it for 25 years, and now they are improving it even more 
with fructose, which is thought to improve its mouth feel. It 
costs only 1/10th as much as cow’s milk and its nutritionally 
better. After all, says Dwayne Andreas, “’some millions 
of people can’t tolerate cows’ milk. We’ve been frustrated 
every time we’ve tried to push this product. Do you realize 
that for a mere twenty-fi ve billion dollars you could give 
a quart of this drink every day of the year to fi ve hundred 
million people, and–presto!–you’d have the end of hunger? 
And there are enough soybeans in United States government 
storage right now to do the job. This is the most exciting 
long-range product we have. It’s to milk what margarine 
turned out to be to butter. I draw some comfort from 
reminding myself that it took margarine twenty-fi ve years to 
get off the ground.’”
 ADM annual report. 1994. p. 14. NutriBev is a new 
milk alternative made largely from soy protein isolates and 
concentrates; it has the same nutritional value as milk but can 
be produced free of lactose.
 Talk with Phil Fass, product manager. 1994. Oct. 4 and 
14. WMR4 was launched in March 1994; it is one and the 
same with NutriBev. WMR4 was not a stand-alone product 
before the NutriBev program was conceived. At present, 
there is no product on the market with a NutriBev label. 
Some people are looking at test marketing various products. 
WMR4 has been sold commercially to make a milklike 
product that has no name in Third World feeding programs. 
So NutriBev is still a concept that is waiting to happen. The 
registered trademark for NutriBev has no hyphen.
 Brochure titled “Nutri-Bev & WMR4 as Presented by 
ADM,” sent by Phil Fass of ADM. 1994. Oct. 10. WMR4 
[whole milk replacer] is a lactose free, all vegetable, 
nutritional powder product. It is a free-fl owing white powder 
that has been specially processed to dissolve very quickly 
in water. Using water at 45ºC (warm) will facilitate mixing. 
The resulting product has the appearance and mouthfeel of 
normal whole milk. WMR4 can generally be substituted on 
a one for one basis for whole milk liquid or powder. Mix 
130 gm WMR4 powder with 900 gm water to make 1 liter 
of fi nished product. It contains protein, fat, carbohydrates, 
calories, minerals, and vitamins equal to whole milk. It 
contains no lactose or cholesterol, making it a healthy 
alternative beverage. WMR4 can be used to make milklike 
products, hot chocolate drink, frozen desserts, yogurt, soft 
cheese (Ricotta, Quark, Queso Fresco, Farmers Cheese, etc.)
 The Nutri-Bev Program is an exciting marketing 
program specifi cally developed for foreign countries 
interested in marketing a liquid, soy-based, fl avored 
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children’s drink. ADM will license the Nutri-Bev label for a 
nominal fee [or an organization can use its own brand name 
and label]. ADM supplies the base product, WMR4, in a 
powdered, stable form. The base will be used in conjunction 
with a sweetener, fl avor, and stabilizer to make a fi nished 
liquid product. Technical assistance will be supplied by 
ADM as needed. WMR4 does not contain any dairy fat and 
therefore will not develop the rancid off-fl avors which are 
commonly associated with products containing dairy fat 
(whole milk powder). It has much better fl avor stability than 
whole milk powder; the latter declines very rapidly at 50ºC.
 Technical Data. 1994. Jan/Feb. Gives nutritional 
analyses of Nutri-Bev drink and Chocolate drink. Gives 
formulas for using WMR4 to make: Frozen dessert. Fudge 
chocolate pudding. Cooked custard. Cultured yogurt (Swiss-
style with fruit on top, or fruit on bottom).
 Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1995. Spring. p. 
4. “ADM launches lactose free and low cholesterol whole 
milk replacer.” WMR4 is available in the UK from ADM 
Ingredients Ltd., Church Manorway, Erith [on the River 
Thames just east of London], Kent DA8 1DL, England. 
Phone: +44 1322 443000.
 Dixie Diner’s Club Offi cial Newsletter and Catalog. 
1996. Jan. Vol. 2, issue 1, p. 3. “NutriBev Soy Beverage: 
Delicious and satisfying–a drink that is soy-based and offers 
all the goodness of a quart of whole milk without cholesterol 
and lactose... and 30% of your daily calcium in a prepared 
cup.” The 5 oz package (makes about 1 quart of liquid soy 
beverage) sells for $1.98 plus at least $4.99 postage. 12 
packages are $1.79 each. A color photo shows the package. 
The name of the manufacturer is not given.

4473. Ling, C. 1994. We must stop the Europeans renaming 
our soya milk and calling it soya drink (Letter to the editor). 
Health Food Business (England). March. p. 37.
• Summary: “UK manufacturers of soya milk are being 
faced with a threat from the Continent to relegate the title 
of soya milk to `soya drink’, and Plamil Foods, which 
pioneered British soya milk 29 years ago, is challenging any 
possible directive emanating from the EC, and is liaising 
with Haldane Foods and GranoVita in this effort.”
 Over the year, the UK Ministry of Agriculture and Food 
has been in touch with UK soya milk makers because of 
attempts by the EC to change the product’s name and the UK 
Ministry has, to date, resisted any change. However it is now 
being taken to the European Court of Justice on this vexing 
issue.
 Plamil Foods has written Gilian Shephard, Minister 
of Agriculture and Food, to explain that any change would 
not only involve large expenditures in changing cartons, 
packaging, labels. promotional material, etc. but it would 
also create considerable confusion among consumers.
 How far will the EC go in trying to interfere with other 
English food names? “Now is the time to nip any attempt in 

the bud.” Address: Plamil Foods, Folkestone, Kent, England.

4474. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1994. 
Soy ice cream–Bibliography and sourcebook, 1918 to 
1994: Detailed information on 725 published documents 
(extensively annotated bibliography), 230 commercial soy 
ice cream products, 210 original interviews (many full 
text) and overviews, 91 unpublished archival documents. 
Lafayette, California: Soyfoods Center. 352 p. Subject/
geographical index. Author/company index. Extensively 
annotated. Printed March 14. 28 cm. [1117 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive book ever 
published about soy ice cream. It has been compiled, one 
record at a time over a period of 19 years, in an attempt to 
document the history of this subject. Its scope includes all 
known information about soy ice cream, worldwide, from 
1918 to the present, plus considerable information about 
other non-dairy frozen desserts which contain no soya.
 This book is also the single most current and useful 
source of information on soy ice cream, since 97% of all 
records contain a summary / abstract averaging 178 words in 
length.
 This is one of more than 40 books on soybeans and 
soyfoods being compiled by William Shurtleff and Akiko 
Aoyagi, and published by the Soyfoods Center. It is based 
on historical principles, listing all known documents and 
commercial products in chronological order. It features: 35 
different document types, both published and unpublished; 
every known publication on the subject in every language–
including 1,066 in English, 34 in Japanese, 10 in French, 8 
in German, etc.; 210 original Soyfoods Center interviews 
and overviews never before published. Thus, it is a powerful 
tool for understanding the development of soy-based soy ice 
cream and related products from their earliest beginnings to 
the present.
 The bibliographic records in this book include 
725 published documents and 91 unpublished archival 
documents. Each contains (in addition to the typical author, 
date, title, volume and pages information) the author’s 
address, number of references cited, original title of all non-
English publications together with an English translation of 
the title, month and issue of publication, and the fi rst author’s 
fi rst name (if given).
 The book also includes details on 230 commercial 
soy ice cream products, including the product name, date 
of introduction, manufacturer’s name, address and phone 
number, and (in many cases) ingredients, weight, packaging 
and price, storage requirements, nutritional composition, and 
a description of the label. Sources of additional information 
on each product (such as references to and summaries of 
advertisements, articles, patents, etc.) are also given.
 Details on how to make best use of this book, a 
complete subject and geographical index, an author/company 
index, a language index, and a bibliometric analysis of 
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the composition of the book (by decade, document type, 
language, leading periodicals or patents, leading countries, 
states, and related subjects, plus a histogram by year) are also 
included.
 Introduction (p. 7-8): Soy ice cream was the hottest 
soyfood product in America during the 1980s, thanks in large 
part to David Mintz, whose Tofu Time Inc. launched Tofutti 
in August 1981 in New York City.
 The United Kingdom soon became the second major 
center of activity following the development of Sunrise Ice 
Dream by Michael Cole of Soya Foods Ltd. It was launched 
in July 1985, and was soon being made by Genice Foods 
Ltd. of Wales.
 The idea of making an ice cream from soya originated in 
March 1918 when a Japanese man, Arao Itano, mentioned it 
briefl y in an article titled “Soy beans as Human Food” in the 
Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 
182.
 Other non-dairy ice creams were soon being envisioned. 
George Washington Carver wrote in Oct. 1919 that he 
planned to make an ice cream from peanut milk and by 1921 
J.H. Stassen was making ice cream from rice milk.
 The fi rst patent for tofu ice cream was issued in Nov. 
1922 to Lee Len Thuey, a Chinese-American living in 
Indianapolis, Indiana.
 The world’s fi rst commercial soy ice cream was 
introduced in 1930 by Jethro Kloss, a Seventh-day Adventist 
from Washington, DC. Named Soy Ice Cream, it was sold in 
strawberry, chocolate, and vanilla fl avors, each sweetened 
with honey. He named his company the Scientifi c Food & 
Benevolent Association. By 1934 he was serving his soy ice 
cream at his lectures in Florida, and in 1935 he included a 
recipe for soy ice cream in his herbal classic Back to Eden.
 In the early 1930s Henry Ford’s soy researchers Robert 
Boyer and Edsel Ruddiman developed an experimental soy 
ice cream at Greenfi eld Village in Detroit, Michigan. It was 
based on fresh tofu curds and soy protein isolates. By August 
1935 Henry Ford was serving soy ice cream for dessert 
at VIP and press luncheons held at the Ford Engineering 
Laboratory in Dearborn.
 In 1950 Robert Rich, of Rich Products Corp. in 
Buffalo, New York, launched Chil-Zert, America’s second 
commercial soy ice cream. Bob Rich had learned how to 
make soymilk from Henry Ford’s researchers.
 Interest in soy ice cream, worldwide, was slow from 
1918 until the late 1970s (see histogram p. 337-38). Then 
it began to take off. In Aug. 1976 Ice Bean, the fi rst of a 
new generation of soy ice creams, was introduced by Farm 
Foods in San Rafael, California. Developed at The Farm in 
Summertown, Tennessee, it was soon sold nationwide.
 But the product that made soy ice cream famous, and 
attracted scores of imitations, was Tofutti, developed by 
David Mintz (and Pesach Lazaroff) at Mintz’s Buffet, a 
kosher Jewish deli on Third Ave. in Manhattan’s chic Upper 

East Side. Tofutti was fi rst sold commercially at the deli in 
August 1981 as a soft-serve non-dairy frozen dessert in 9 
fl avors. During the previous two months it had been sold in 
the deli under other names: Tofu Time Non-Dairy Frozen 
Dessert (the fi rst fl avor was carrot-raisin), then Tofu Time 
Tofu Ice Kream.
 In 1982 Tofutti began to be sold outside the deli in New 
York City, including at a number of the city’s most stylish 
eateries–such as Bloomingdale’s and Zabar’s. In 1983 sales 
expanded ten-fold. Mintz established a new company named 
Tofu Time and on December 8 Tofu Time Inc. raised $2.76 
million net in the company’s fi rst public stock offering.
 In 1984 Tofutti mania spread across America. Tofutti 
hit the big time, with huge amounts of free media publicity. 
Rising to national stardom it became (to everyone’s 
astonishment) America’s number one dessert craze. Sales of 
Tofutti skyrocketed to $9 million in fi scal 1984 (which ended 
July 31), then to a record $17.1 million in fi scal 1985. Tofu 
Time had one of the hottest stocks on Wall Street. By the 
summer of 1985 at least 26 brands of soy ice cream (many 
of them with “Tofu” on the label), were on the market in 
America.
 The boom years for soy ice cream in America were 
1984-1988. When the craze died down, four national brands 
were left: Tofutti, Ice Bean, Tofulite, and Mocha Mix.
 In The United Kingdom, the fi rst soy ice cream was 
Sojal Frozen Non-Dairy Dessert, launched in 1984. It was 
developed and marketed by John Holt of the Regular Tofu 
Co. Ltd. and made in Leicester, England, by Rossa Ltd., a 
dairy ice cream company. In May 1984 this same company 
introduced SoyBoy Soymilk Ices, then in June 1985 Sojal 
Light. Michael Cole was one of the salesmen for this 
company.
 Cole then left and went to work for Soya Foods Ltd. In 
July 1985 he introduced Sunrise Ice Dream, which quickly 
became a huge success nationwide. Initially the product 
was made in Clywd, Wales, by Classic Ices–which was then 
owned by the Hillsdown Holdings Group. Later in 1985 
the founder of Classic Ices, Ray Pierce, and the technical 
manager, Irene Barclay, left Classic Ices and started a 
company named Genice Foods Ltd. (pronounced JEN-ais, 
also in Clwyd, Wales) to specialize in making non-dairy 
products. Their fi rst product, launched in April 1986, was 
Genice Ice Delight. In 1986 the manufacture of Sunrise Ice 
Dream was transferred to Genice from Classic Ices. Today 
Genice is the largest maker of soy ice creams in the UK 
and Europe. In April 1989 Genice became a member of the 
Haldane Foods Group. Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4475. Product Name:  Tofu Delites (Non-Dairy Frozen 
Dessert) [Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Trade Group Africa (Israel) 
(Marketer). Made by Rio Ice Cream and Sweets Ltd.
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Manufacturer’s Address:  TGA: P.O. Box 5318, Afridar, 
Ashkelon, Israel. Rio ICS: P.O. Box 13281, Netanya, Israel.  
Phone: TGA: 09972-7-713390.
Date of Introduction:  1994 March.
Ingredients:  Water, sugar, vegetable fat, glucose, cocoa 
powder, emulsifi ers, stabilisers, vegetable protein, salt, 
fl avours.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1000 ml (500 gm) tub.
How Stored:  Frozen.
Nutrition:  Per 100 ml.: Energy (calories) 103, protein 1.5 
gm, carbohydrates 11.5 gm, fats 5.75 gm, sodium 40 mg, 
saturated fatty acids 4.5 gm, cholesterol 0 mg.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter (fax) from Zvi 
Sundy of Agrica Trade Group (Israel) Ltd. 1995. June 23. 
“Trade Group Africa produce soya based frozen desserts 
and soya milk powder in Israel.” The letterhead describes 
the company as “International Procurement Consultants... 
A member of the SATT Worldwide Group of Companies.” 
Phone: (07) 71-3990. Fax: (07) 73-6058. The letterhead 
states that the company has “Co-ordinating offi ces in: 
Australia, Canada, Chile, England, Hong Kong, Korea, 
South Africa, Taiwan.”
 Form fi lled out and label sent by Zvi Sundy. 1994. July 
25. Trade Group Africa (Israel) started producing soyfoods in 
March 1994. One of the two products they launched in 1994 
was Tofu Delites (a soya dessert).
 Label: Paperboard sleeve. 7.25 by 4.75 by 3 inches. 
Dark blue, light blue, yellow, and orange on brown. In 
English, French, and Hebrew. “Vegetarian–Non dairy. 
Low fat. No cholesterol. Often imitated–Never duplicated. 
Licensed to TGA by Bliss Food, England. Parve. Kosher 
under supervision of the Netanya Rabbinate.” Note: The soy 
ingredient is probably the vegetable protein.

4476. Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. 1994. New issue 
of 127,200,000 shares of $0.25 each at $2.28 per share: 
Prospectus. Hong Kong: Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. 
94 + 94 p. March 15. 28 cm. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: This prospectus announces the fi rst public sale 
of Vitasoy stock. Half the prospectus is written in English 
and the other half in Chinese. The sponsor and manager 
of this initial public stock offering is Wardley Corporate 
Finance Limited. Underwriters: Wardley Corporate Finance 
Limited, and Schroders Asia Ltd. The symbol “$” refers to 
Hong Kong dollars unless otherwise indicated; 7.8 Hong 
Kong dollars = 1 U.S. dollar, and the exchange rate is fi xed.
 Contents: Summary. Expected timetable. Defi nitions. 
Preliminary. Conditions of the new issue. Share capital. 
Indebtedness. Risk factor. Directors and corporate 
information. Parties involved in the new issue. Information 
relating to the Group: Introduction, corporate structure, 
history and development (see separate record), strategy, 
brands, market share and competition, marketing and sales, 
operations, tofu, Guang Ming Farm, Gardner Merchant, 

fi nancial information, future plans and prospects, directors, 
management and staff, trademark valuation, profi t and 
dividend forecasts, proceeds of the New Issue and 
working capital, adjusted net tangible assets and net assets. 
Appendixes: 1. Accountants’ report. 2. Profi t forecasts. 3. 
Trademark valuation. 4. Property valuation. 5. Statutory and 
general information. Prospectuses and application forms. 
Procedure for application.
 Financial summary (in million Hong Kong dollars): 
Turnover (sales) has grown from 795 in 1991 to 912 in 1992 
to 996 in 1993. Profi t before taxation has grown from 43.8 
in 1991 to 88.6 in 1992 to 108.8 in 1993. The company has 
5 executive directors and 4 non-executive directors. All of 
the directors have British, Australian, U.S., or Canadian 
nationality. Three of the 5 executive directors are children 
of the founder, K.S. Lo: (1) Mr. Winston Lo Yau Lai, age 
52, of Hong Kong (British nationality). Frank graduated 
from the University of Illinois with a BS degree in Food 
Science, then earned his MSc degree in Food Science from 
Cornell University in New York; (2) Mr. Frank Lo Yau Ki, 
age 54, of Hong Kong (British nationality). Frank attended 
Queensland Agricultural College where he obtained a 
diploma in dairy manufacturing before joining the group in 
1965; (3) Ms. Yvonne Lo Mo-Ling, age 45, of San Francisco 
(California; USA nationality). Yvonne is president of the 
Group’s operations in the USA and has been responsible for 
them since 1980. She received a BA degree from Oberlin 
College in Ohio and took undergraduate studies in Urban and 
Regional Planning at the University of Toronto in Canada.
 Brands: Vitasoy soybean milk is the Group’s principal 
product. Sales (in million Hong Kong dollars) were $337.4 
in 1991 (42.5% of total sales), $397.0 in 1992 (43.5% of 
total), and $411.6 in 1993 (413% of total sales). Sales of tofu 
and other food products were $32.9 (US$4.21 million) in 
1991, $50.2 (US$6.44) in 1992 and $50.7 (US$6.5) in 1993.
 In terms of turnover (sales) by geographical area, 
Hong Kong is by far the leading area with 78.9% of total 
worldwide turnover ($995 million) in 1993, followed by 
North America (12.0%), Macau (2.4%), Singapore (2.2%), 
PRC (1.6%), Australia/New Zealand (1.6%), and others 
(1.1%).
 Senior management includes: Mr. Jerry Maynard, age 
43, who is president of Nasoya. He joined the group in 1988 
and became president of Nasoya in Sept. 1993. Mr. Michael 
Ho, age 38, is president of Azumaya. He joined the Group in 
1982 and became president of Azumaya in June 1993.
 Trademark valuation: An independent valuer has valued 
them at HK$260 million.
 Assets: The main trade marks are Vitasoy, Vita, Balanz, 
Azumaya, and Nasoya. Tangible: $781 million. Net assets: 
$1,051 million.
 Subsidiaries: Value of issued and paid up share capital: 
Vitasoy (U.S.A.) Inc. US$12.0 million. Nasoya Foods Inc. 
US$6.346 million (incorporated 13 July 1990). Azumaya Inc. 
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US$6.5 million (incorporated 1 July 1969).
 Properties: The main property, located at No. 1 Kin 
Wong St., Tuen Muen, New Territories, has a capital value 
of HK$140 million on 28 Feb. 1994. This is a 17-story 
industrial building, completed in 1986, on a site of 33,250 
square feet (3.089 square miles). It has a total gross fl oor 
area of approximately 311,815 square feet, including 38 lorry 
parking spaces and 22 private parking spaces. The property 
is held from the Government under New Grant No. 2606 for 
a term extending to 2047. The current ground rent is $600 
per annum. The Azumaya rental property comprises 37,172 
square feet of interior fl oor space on 2 acres of land. Monthly 
rental is about $20,000. Address: No. 1, Kin Wong Street, 
Tuen Mun, New Territories, Hong Kong. Phone: 466 0333.

4477. Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. 1994. History and 
development (Document part). In: New issue of 127,200,000 
shares of $0.25 each at $2.28 per share: Prospectus. 1994. 
Hong Kong: Vitasoy. 94 + 94 p. See p. 14-15. March 15. 28 
cm. [Eng; Chi]
• Summary: The Company, originally named Hong Kong 
Soya Bean Products Company Ltd. was founded in March 
1940 by four men, Mr. (later Dr.) Lo Kwee Seong, Mr. Shiu 
Wai-Ming, Mr. Chan Nam-Cheong, and Mr. Kwan Yim-
Chor. The Company’s fi rst product, named Vitamilk, was 
fi rst sold in Hong Kong just prior to the outbreak of World 
War II. Note: Production began on 9 March 1940. Vitamilk 
was fortifi ed with calcium, cod-liver oil, and vitamins, and 
sold in small milk bottles. Production of Vitamilk ceased 
during the War, but after the War the Company relaunched 
Vitamilk, which was then produced at and sold from, small 
premises in Causeway Bay. 1950–The Company moved to 
new premises in Aberdeen to keep up with growing sales; 
it now had increased production capacity and facilities for 
research and development. At the same time the Company 
became the franchisee for Green Spot, an orange fl avoured 
soft drink. Green Spot proved highly popular in Hong Kong 
and provided the company with the opportunity to gain 
important experience in pasteurization and sterilization 
techniques. 1953–This new expertise led to the Company’s 
development of a sterilized version of Vitamilk, which had a 
longer shelf life. At the same time the product was renamed 
Vitasoy in English and repackaged in narrow-necked soft 
drink bottles, which replaced the traditional milk bottles. 
Note: In 1953 the company fi rst began to work with UNICEF 
to popularize the use of soy beverages in developing 
countries. 1957–The Pepsi-Cola franchise replaced the Green 
Spot franchise.
 1960–The image of Vitasoy as a nutritious quality 
product received a boost when UNICEF became aware of the 
attractions of a high protein, vitamin enriched soybean milk 
for use in developing countries. 1961–An additional soymilk 
production plant was opened in Kwun Tong to keep up with 
rapid increases in sales of Vitasoy. 1962–The introduction of 

a malt Vitasoy helped lead to further increases in sales. From 
1955 to 1970 sales of Vitasoy grew from approximately 
12 million bottles to approximately 60 million bottles per 
annum.
 1970s–The Company continued to expand and develop. 
1975–A major development was the adoption of a new Tetra 
Pak packaging process, which brought many benefi ts. “In 
addition to enhancing the quality of the product, the new 
light and disposable packaging meant that Vitasoy could 
be sold in the non-returnable soft drinks market which 
signifi cantly reduced both the delivery costs of the product 
and the costs associated with collecting returned bottles. 
The new packaging also offered greater scope for innovative 
design which assisted in marketing the Company’s products. 
To coincide with this technical innovation, in the mid-
1970s the Company repositioned Vitasoy in the market by 
promoting it as a soft drink as well as a milk substitute. The 
remainder of the 1970s saw the Company’s product base 
expand away from Vitasoy and malt Vitasoy.
 1976–A range of fruit juice drinks was introduced under 
the vita brand name. These were also packaged in Tetra Pak 
cartons and initial fl avors included orange, lime, mango, 
and guava. 1976–The Company decided to relinquish the 
Pepsi-Cola franchise in favor of producing its own range 
of carbonated drinks, again under the Vita brand name. The 
carbonated products, which included cola, orange, lemon 
lime, and cream soda, were initially sold in returnable bottles 
and subsequently also in the form of fountain syrups. Both 
Vita Juice drinks and Vita carbonated drinks won immediate 
consumer acceptance upon their introduction. 1977–Exports 
to Australia began. 1978–Vita Juice drinks now have over 
30% of the Hong Kong fruit juice drinks market. 1978–The 
Company moved its Aberdeen production facilities to Heung 
Yip Road in Aberdeen. 1978–The Company launched a line 
of traditional teas, the fi rst of which was chrysanthemum, 
which were sold under the Vita brand and packaged in Tetra 
Pak cartons.
 1979–The Company began a further signifi cant 
diversifi cation of its business by entering into an agreement 
with Guang Ming Farm [at Shenzhen, just inside China]. 
Under the initial agreement, which was for a term of 5 years, 
and subsequent revisions to this agreement, the Company 
obtained the rights to market and sell most of the farm’s 
fresh milk output in Hong Kong and Macau. Today the farm 
produces approximately 55% of all fresh milk sold in Hong 
Kong.
 The late 1970s and early 1980s were characterized by 
the Company’s push into overseas export markets. Each of 
these export markets took time to develop, both in terms 
of developing consumer awareness of the Vitasoy and Vita 
products and particularly in identifying the most suitable and 
effective distribution channels. 1979–Exports to Papua New 
Guinea and to Canada began. 1979 Jan. 15–Vitasoy (U.S.A.) 
Inc. is incorporated.
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 1980–Exports to the United States began. 1982–In the 
United States, the Company established its own distribution 
operations. 1982–Exports to Singapore began. 1985–The 
Company acquired the operations of its Singapore distributor 
to gain greater control over and more effi cient distribution 
of its products. 1987–Due to growth of operations, 
the Company opened a new head offi ce and principal 
manufacturing facility in Tuen Mun. 1989–The Company 
acquired a 12% equity stake in its contract packer in Papua 
New Guinea to gain greater control over and more effi cient 
distribution of its products.
 1990 Sept. 24–The Company name is changed to 
Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. from Hong Kong Soya 
Bean Products Co. Ltd. 1990–The Group made the fi rst of 
two signifi cant diversifi cations from its traditional business 
by entering into a joint venture with Gardner Merchant to 
provide large-scale contract catering services in Hong Kong. 
Gardner Merchant, headquartered in the United Kingdom, 
is one of the leading contract catering fi rms in the UK; the 
Group has a 40% interest in the joint venture.
 1990 Aug.–In its second diversifi cation the Group 
entered into the manufacture and distribution of tofu in the 
United States through the purchase of Nasoya, based in 
Leominster, Massachusetts on the east coast of the United 
States. 1993 May–The Group acquired Azumaya, a large 
tofu manufacturer based in San Francisco, California, with 
a distribution network covering the west coast and mid west 
of the United States. These acquisitions have not only made 
the group a [sic, the] leading manufacturer and distributor of 
tofu in the United States but have also provided the Group 
with an extensive distribution network throughout the United 
States and Canada for its other products. 1992–Distilled 
water was launched under the Vita brand.
 1994 Feb.–The Group opened a new production 
facility on a site at Guang Ming Farm at Shenzhen in the 
PRC [China] to replace the group’s plant in Aberdeen. The 
Shenzhen plant, which has been built and will be operated 
pursuant to a joint venture with Guang Ming Farm, is 
currently operating at partial capacity and is expected to be 
fully operational by the middle of 1994. The Group’s old 
production and packaging facility at Aberdeen is currently 
being leased by the Group to provide production capacity 
unti the Shenzhen plant becomes fully operational. At that 
time the Group will cease to lease the facility at Aberdeen 
and all beverage production will then be at Tuen Mun and 
Shenzhen. Address: No. 1, Kin Wong Street, Tuen Mun, New 
Territories, Hong Kong. Phone: 466 0333.

4478. Rose, Richard. 1994. The cheese alternatives industry 
and market in America. Part II (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
April 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Cheese alternatives retail for about 1.5 to 2 
times as much as their regular dairy cheese counterparts–

but the price difference is decreasing. Soya Kaas retails for 
about $4.90 for 12 oz ($6.53/lb) in California. TofuRella 
cheddar retails for $2.75 for 8 oz. ($5.50/lb). Dairy cheddar 
retails for about $2.50–$3.20 a lb. The cheese alternatives 
are more expensive because relatively small quantities are 
sold, the market is small, and their ingredients are more 
expensive. Richard’s non-soy cheeses with casein (such 
as AlmondRella) are about 10% to 20% more expensive 
than his soy cheeses with casein (such as TofuRella). The 
difference is small in part because Sharon’s Finest takes a 
smaller markup on AlmondRella; soybeans are, of course, 
much less expensive than almonds. Richard’s non-soy non-
casein cheese (VeganRella) is more expensive (10-50%) 
than AlmondRella, again because of the economies of scale. 
Casein now costs about $1.60/lb.
 The biggest company that makes powdered tofu (the 
main soy ingredient in many soy cheeses) is DMV USA 
(basically a cheese company owned by Danes) in La Crosse, 
Wisconsin (Agronico does the spray drying for DMV; Ed 
Pedrick brought know-how and maybe technology from 
Clofi ne), followed by Clofi ne in Linwood, New Jersey. 
Pedrick now works for some company in Iowa–maybe 
Devansoy (formerly Solait International, before that Miller 
Farms Food Co.). Richard does not think that St. Peter’s 
Creamery presently sells to this market. Richard thinks that 
these companies curd the soymilk before they spray-dry it.
 Sharon’s Finest is growing nicely. They are in the INC. 
500 this year with annual sales of about $3 million a year. 
Last year’s sales did not increase much over the previous 
year, but this year Richard predicts a 50% sales increase, 
based on predicted large sales of VeganRella–in both hard 
cheese and cream cheese consistencies. Richard believes 
that VeganRella will outsell his TofuRella in 2 years, and 
become America’s leading brand of cheese alternative in 2 
years–including Soya Kaas. All kinds of people, including 
kids, really like VeganRella. The company’s best-selling 
product is TofuRella (all fl avors), followed by slices, then 
Zero-FatRella. All of Wholesome & Hearty’s non-soy 
business (Almond Cheeze and White Almond Beverage) 
only accounted for $700,000 in sales last year.
 Concerning the outlook and forecast for the cheese 
alternatives market in the USA, Richard sees the market 
maturing, with steady upward (but slower) growth of about 
10% a year, and moving more toward truly non-dairy 
products that contain no casein. There is presently little or 
no room for new companies to enter the category, prices 
will start to drop, marginal or “me too” products (like Soy 
Gourmet) will not survive, and more consolidation (within 
1-2 years Galaxy will not be selling to the natural foods 
market; now most of their products sell only because retailers 
want their Soymage and Parmesan).
 Cheese alternatives have been slower to catch on in 
Europe than in America, even though per-capita cheese 
consumption is higher in Europe, because European retailers 
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and consumers have not been deluded into thinking that a 
product can contain casein and still be dairy free. If they 
want to sell a cheese-like product that contains casein, 
they would be likely to sell a rennetless vegetarian cheese. 
Sharon’s Finest used to sell its products to a distributor in 
the UK [The Redwood Company], but Richard found that 
retailers and consumers said “It has casein. Why bother?” 
The company that Sharon’s Finest sold to in the UK was 
implicated in the death of an Indian boy who (Richard heard) 
died of suffocation when left alone by his grandmother 
eating soy cheese (he was not allergic to the casein in the 
product). There was no trial. Richard sees a big potential 
market for his VeganRella in Europe. Richard thinks he 
can make a better, cost competitive product from Brazil 
nuts than from soybeans. Soy causes some fl atulence 
problems. Richard donates a portion of the profi ts from sales 
of VeganRella to Earthsave, which both a vegan and an 
environmental organization. On the back of the VeganRella 
is an Earthsave logo and Earthsave is supporting the product.
 Talk with Richard Rose. 1997. March 16. The truly non-
dairy cheese alternatives which contain no casein (such as 
Vegan-Rella and Soymage) have not caught on in America; 
they are more popular in Europe. Vegan-Rella is now 
Sharon’s Finest slowest selling cheese alternative.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Oct. 2013) that 
gives an overview of the cheese alternatives industry and 
market. Address: President, Sharon’s Finest, P.O. Box 5020 
(616 Davis St.), Santa Rosa, California 95402-5020. Phone: 
707-576-7050.

4479. Product Name:  Premium Vegetarian Sausages.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 1-2, Portishead Business 
Park, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 9BF, England.  Phone: (275) 
818448.
Date of Introduction:  1994 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu, vegetables, herbs, spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm chiller pack of 5. 
Retails for £1.19.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5. “New vegetarian sausage from 
Cauldron Foods.” A photo shows the package.

4480. Product Name:  Marinated Tofu Pieces.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 1-2, Portishead Business 
Park, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 9BF, England.  Phone: (275) 
818448.
Date of Introduction:  1994 April.
Ingredients:  Marinade contains soy sauce, ginger, and 
garlic.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm pack. Retails for £1.49.
How Stored:  Refrigerated or frozen.

New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5. “Marinated Tofu Pieces.” A 
photo shows the package.

4481. Product Name:  Puffed Rice Cakes (with Crushed 
Organic Soya).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Kallo Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  West Byfl eet, Surrey KT14 6NF, 
England.
Date of Introduction:  1994 April.
Ingredients:  Incl. organic whole brown rice, crushed 
organic soya, salt.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  130 gm pack. Retails for £0.86.
Nutrition:  Per cake: 29 kcal and 0.8 gm protein.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Spring, p. 5. “Rice Cakes with crushed 
organic soya.”

4482. Paine, Heather. 1994. From the editor: A new look for 
1994 and beyond. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe) 5(1):1. Spring.
• Summary: This newsletter, published by the American 
Soybean Association, was fi rst issued in the spring of 1990. 
Targeted at soyfood manufacturers and users, it now has 
a circulation of nearly 1,200 people in over 40 countries. 
Currently free of charge, the newsletter is published 3 times 
a year. Starting with this issue, it has a new style and format. 
Address: 27a Santos Road, London SW18 1NT, England. 
Phone: +44 (81) 874-5059.

4483. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. UK catches up with 
soya ‘milk’ rules. 5(1):2. Spring.
• Summary: “Since 1987 it has been illegal, in the EC 
(according to EC regulation 1898/97) to use the word ‘milk’ 
on ‘soyamilk’ products. Hence the appearance of ‘soya 
drinks’ and ‘soya beverage’ labels throughout Europe, 
excepting the UK and Ireland.
 “The UK, however, has taken a somewhat relaxed 
view of this ruling–until recently that is.” The Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF) is now cracking 
down and UK manufacturers may soon be required to use the 
term ‘soya drink.’ During negotiations on the EC regulation, 
MAFF tried to obtain an exemption for soya milks but failed. 
Yet the same regulation allows the term “coconut milk.”

4484. Vegetarian and organic food. 1994. London: Mintel 
Ltd. *
• Summary: This new report, which sells for £295, shows 
that more than 10% of the UK population is vegetarian. The 
fi gure rises to 17% among teenagers. This “dramatic growth” 
is due to health and ethical factors.
 Since 1988, sales of meat alternatives, such as tofu and 
Quorn, have grown from £6.6 million to £22.5 million, and 
sales of organic foods have increased by a factor of fi ve. 
Overall sales of vegetarian foods increased from £8.8 billion 
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in 1988 to £11 billion in 1992.
 The report also notes that women are more likely to 
be vegetarian than men and that London has the highest 
proportion of people with a mainly vegetarian diet. Address: 
18-19 Long Lane, London EC1A 9HE, England, UK.

4485. Studer, Margaret; Winslow, Ron. 1994. Sandoz, under 
pressure, looks to Gerber for protection: Acquisition comes 
as company’s drug division faces stiff competition. Wall 
Street Journal. May 25. p. B4 (West).
• Summary: Sandoz Ltd. has acquired Gerber Products Co. 
for $3.7 billion in order to diversify the company’s business 
and protect itself from pricing attacks on its drug division. 
In the past Sandoz, founded in 1895, has relied on its drug 
division to provide a majority of total revenue. About 70% 
of Sandoz’s world-wide profi ts were related to drugs, and 
about 35% its total profi ts came from one drug: Sandimmune 
(also known as cyclosporine) which is used in preventing 
the rejection of transplanted organs. The reliance on one big 
product as a major reason for Sandoz’s move to diversify.
 With the expiration of the patent for this particular drug 
next year, many generic companies will compete for this 
very lucrative market for Sandimmune and bring the price 
down. Analysts wouldn’t be surprised if that product’s sales 
drop 70 to 80% in the U.S. in the fi rst year. To compete and 
stay on top, Sandoz has to diversify into businesses that are 
better protected.
 Sandoz’s major products are pharmaceuticals, 
nutrition, seeds, fi ne chemicals, agrochemicals, construction 
chemicals, environmental engineering. But Sandoz CEO 
Rolf W. Schweizer says the plan is for pharmaceuticals, 
nutrition, and chemicals to contribute a roughly equal 
share of revenue. In 1967 Sandoz fi rst entered the nutrition 
sector when it acquired the British health-food company 
Wander, the maker of Ovaltine [as well as the soy-based milk 
alternatives Wanderlac and Velactin]. Since then Sandoz has 
steadily built up its health food business through a number of 
acquisitions. Sandoz is the only one of Europe’s three major 
chemical companies to make a major move into nutrition. 
The big three German companies–Hoechst AG, BASF AG, 
and Bayer AG–have held to their traditional focus, as have 
Roche Holding Ltd. and Ciba-Geigy Ltd., Sandoz’s major 
Swiss rivals.
 Sandoz’s other major competitors are Imperial Chemical 
Industries PLC, Zeneca, Merck of the U.S., SmithKline 
Beecham, Glaxo, Nestle SA, Quaker Oats, and Coca-Cola.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning either Sandoz or the roots of Syngenta. Address: 
1. Basel, Switzerland; 2. New York. Staff Reporters.

4486. Marrese, Anthony. 1994. Travels collecting soyfood 
products, interviewing soyfoods manufacturers, and 
sending the packages and reports back to Soyfoods Center 
(Overview). SoyaScan Notes. June 3. [Eng]

• Summary: Letter–1989 Oct. 28. Report from France.
 Letter–1990 Dec. 24. Contains 1 report from India and 
11 labels. He is now c/o Richter in Worpswede, Germany.
 All the products (priced with “Dm”) from Germany 
were purchased between Jan. 1992 and June 1992. All the 
products from Ireland (priced with “P”) were purchased 
between June 1992 and May 1993. In March 1993 he 
interviewed Molly Turner and Teac Macro Center in Ireland. 
All the products priced with escudos ($) from Portugal were 
purchased between May 1993 and May 1994.
 Letter–1994 May 12. Contains 19 labels and 3 company 
reports (all from Ireland). He has been out of touch for about 
2 years. From Germany he traveled to England, then Ireland, 
then Portugal, with interim visits to France, Israel, and 
Germany. He is now in Lisbon, Portugal. He and girlfriend 
Mary have just received starter cultures from GEM Cultures 
in California. They plan to make their own koji and misos 
this year, for their own use and the use of a small group with 
which they work. This group is mainly interested in psychic 
development.

4487. Barber, R.G. 1994. Persistence of loosened horizons 
and soybean yield increases in Bolivia. Soil Science Society 
of America Journal 58(3):943-50. May/June. [23 ref. Eng]
• Summary: The central zone of the department of Santa 
Cruz in tropical eastern Bolivia is the country’s main area for 
soybean and wheat production. Soil compaction is a major 
factor limiting soybean production in this area. Deep tillage 
is helpful. Address: British Tropical Agricultural Mission, 
Casilla 359, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, c/o F.C.O. (La Paz), King 
Charles Street, London SW1A 2AH, UK.

4488. Bianchini, Gilberto. 1994. Re: Early history of tofu 
and seitan in Italy. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods 
Center, July 16–in reply to inquiry. 3 p. Typed. [Eng]
• Summary: “I started to make tofu and sell it offi cially in 
October 1979 in Rimini, Italy, at Via Cuoco 9 (Community 
Food). I fi rst learned how to make tofu in London at the 
Community Health Foundation, Old Street 98, in 1976 
or 1977. Then I gained additional experience in making 
Japanese-style nigari tofu from Centers and individuals in 
France and Belgium. I fi rst visited the United States in late 
1978 and early 1979. On 9 Feb. 1979 I visited you [William 
Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi] at New-Age Foods Study 
Center in Lafayette, California, having a good impulse in 
tofu pioneering, to talk about making tofu in Italy.
 “In 1980 I visited a friend, Mr. Franco Pagliano, in 
Milan; that city had many Chinese restaurants. Mr. Pagliano 
had learned how to make tofu from Mr. Roland di Centa, 
who was supplying these Chinese restaurants with a small 
quantity of tofu (he made it the Chinese way, with calcium 
sulfate), but he was soon forced to stop production because 
he had diffi culties producing, unoffi cially without the proper 
permits, in his apartment. It was a really good experience for 
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me to get to know Chinese and Japanese people; Franco was 
very skillful and shared many secrets with me. Then after 
several months he called me to say that he was going to stop 
tofu production and that he could introduce me to his clients–
which he did, including a Japanese restaurant, Suntory Italia, 
which had not previously accepted his Chinese-style tofu. I 
had contacts in Milan and met Mrs. Giovanna Mazzieri at a 
conference in Milan, where tofu was presented to the public 
and the press, together with the Italian Chefs’ Association. I 
remember that on that occasion I fi rst had a large number of 
tofu kits sold through Mrs. Mazzieri.
 “I survived fi nancially making tofu for the fi rst 
couple of years. I sold my tofu to the Chinese restaurants 
of Milan, driving there once a week from Rimini in my 
small refrigerated car (280 km each way). I soon got tired 
of the trip, but actually I was motivated and satisfi ed and 
full of curiosity for the Chinese and Japanese atmosphere. 
Meanwhile, I was stopping to deliver my tofu at all of the 
macrobiotic and natural food shops and restaurants along 
the way (in Cesena, Forlì [Forli], Faenza, Bologna, Modena, 
Reggio Emilia, Parma, etc.). During those years I did 
promotion for soyfoods, including cooking classes.
 “In July 1982 I attended the Soyfoods Conference in 
Seattle, Washington (we met again) because of my interest in 
large-scale production and in making a report on soyfoods, 
together with a lady dietitian from Bologna (I forget 
her name) supported by the University of Bologna. She 
continued introducing the many good qualities of soyfoods 
to those in her fi eld, medical doctors and nutritionists. For 
more information on this, contact the Sunsoy Food company 
in Bologna.
 “After my 1982 trip to the USA (now having with 
me color slides, literature, and information), I developed 
contacts with the largest food distributing company in Italy, 
Coop Italia, but the people in charge believed that it was too 
early to distribute tofu widely in Italy–the market was not yet 
ready... maybe in the future. Even though they were open to 
innovative ideas, the negative answer was disappointing.
 “I remember there was a time in 1983 when I had the 
luck of meeting a Japanese girl, Fusako Aoki, who was just 
passing through Rimini–a very rare occasion. She helped 
me in tofu-making classes for about 3 months, in Rimini 
and other cities. Meanwhile many people visited me to learn 
about making and selling tofu (future competitors)!
 “I had enough technical skills to develop and build 
(mostly by myself) a stainless steel continuous open-air 
steam cooker (not pressurized! a secret for good tofu), a 
second-hand Weston (from the USA) vibrating screen, a 
good stainless steel hammer mill. This was really good 
equipment for those times, the only equipment of its kind in 
Italy that I knew of.
 “I was in charge of everything–production, sale, 
promotion, and new product development. Unfortunately I 
was not able to grow from the individual to the team aspect 

of the work. I exhausted myself, ending production in June 
1988. In that year I was supplying centers in cities like 
Rome, Firenze [Florence], Torino [Turin], Bologna, Treviso, 
and Ravenna–mostly in northern and central Italy. The 
demand was growing and it reached the point that in places 
like Florence, Rome, and Torino people started companies 
to make soyfoods. At that point, I could survive only by 
diversifying products, improving packaging, moving into a 
larger factory at a new location, and expanding the company 
and the number of employees.
 “I could not do this, and after a project of moving in 
Toscana near Florence, to live and work there, I had to 
discontinue my activities. The other reason was that my 
family was growing rapidly; I had 2 children in 1985 and 
1987, and I did not want to jeopardize or endanger my 
family’s personal fi nancial situation. Looking back, I think 
I made the right choice, but I feel good when someone 
remembers me for my good tofu. I sold my equipment at 
a low price to a company named Food for All in Verona, 
then helped them with my knowledge of making and selling 
tofu. They are connected to the Ananda Marga Society, are 
supporting activities in India, and are really nice people.
 “While in business, I was producing: Tofu (vacuum 
packaged or in bulk), tofu spreads (various fl avors), tofu 
burgers, tofu mayo (fresh or long-life, in glass jars), seitan, 
seitan burgers, spreads, soymilk (sometimes, and only 
fresh), and various tofu desserts (fresh and perishable). I 
only made small batches of tempeh, for personal use and 
experimentation (not sold commercially) using cultures from 
the USA. Near the end of my activities, I produced 400 kg 
(and up to 600 kg) of tofu (base product); offi cially I had 
only one (maximum two) part time workers, with good help 
from my relatives.
 “The only company (apart from the person of Mr. 
Pagliano) I know that made tofu before I did was the 
Poporoya company in Rome, which produced and sold it at 
his branch in Milan, the Poporoya-shop, a Japanese shop.
 “People introducing soyfoods in Italy were the 
macrobiotic centers: Mr. Ferro Ledvinka from Rome, Mr. 
Alois Grassany from Bologna, and Mr. Roberto Marocchesi 
from Torino.
 “I still see an opportunity in the future for making and 
selling tofu and tofu products in Rimini; this would be for me 
and my friends, but it would work only if it was connected 
with a larger project of a vegetarian cultural center. Who 
knows? Now I am a ‘natural wood’ carpenter.” Address: Via 
Cuoco 9, 47037 Rimini, Italy.

4489. Product Name:  Mushroom Pâté, and Chestnut and 
Red Wine Pâté.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 1-2, Portishead Business 
Park, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 9BF, England.  Phone: (275) 
818448.
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Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  113 gm tray. Retails for £0.90 
(7/94, England).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer, p. 5. “Cauldron Foods introduces 
new patés.” As part of their new line of vegetable patés, 
Cauldron has launched two varieties containing soya as 
an ingredient. Mushroom Pâté contains ground soybeans, 
and Chestnut and Red Wine Pâté contains soy sauce. The 
products are sold in major UK supermarkets and health food 
shops. A photo shows four packaged products.

4490. Product Name:  Realeat Fishless Fish Cakes.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  320 gm box of four. Retails for 
£1.19 (7/94, England).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer. p. 5. “Haldane launches Fishless 
Fish Cakes.” The product is made from a blend of vegetable 
proteins (including soya) and potato with a golden crumb 
coating. Free of all animal products and additives, they are 
suitable for vegetarians and vegans.

4491. Product Name:  Realeat Vege Menu (Dry Mix).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm pillow pack. Retails for 
£0.79 (7/94, England).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer. p. 5. “Haldane launches Fishless 
Fish Cakes.” Haldane has also extended its line of dry 
products with this dry mix made from textured vegetable 
protein blended with herbs and spices. It has a 12 month 
shelf life.

4492. Moyes, John. 1994. Dear Soyafoods. Re: Use of 
the term “soya milk” in the UK. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe) 
5(2):7. Summer.
• Summary: “The soya milk industry was somewhat 
perplexed by the article “UK catches up with soya ‘milk’ 
rules” in your Spring issue. Far from MAFF cracking down 
on manufacturers, the UK Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries, 

and Food, Gillian Shephard MP, has gone on record as 
asking for ‘all steps to be taken to try and ensure that the 
term ‘soya milk’ can continue to be used in the UK.
 “The UK government has submitted robust arguments 
to the Commission and industry is making its own 
representations in support of the Government position. It is 
abundantly clear that the infl uential dairy lobby within the 
EC is seeking to enforce an arcane directive in the mistaken 
belief that ‘soya milk’ represents a serious threat to their 
industry.
 “The plain fact is that soya milk is a niche product and 
has no impact on dairy milk consumption. It is used by 
people who cannot take milk for medical reasons or reject 
it on moral and ethical grounds, e.g. vegans. The chance 
of selling cow’s milk to these people is minimal, therefore 
the enforcement of the regulation would have no practical 
benefi t to the dairy industry at all.”

4493. Product Name:  Plamil Egg Free Mayonnaise [Plain, 
with Tarragon, with Chilli, with Garlic].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Plamil Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Plamil House, Bowles Well 
Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT19 6PQ, England.  Phone: +44 
(303) 850588.
Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Ingredients:  Sunfl ower oil, water, soya protein, plus herbs 
or spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  325 gm pot. Retails for £1.25 
(7/94, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer. p. 5. “Egg-free mayonnaises 
from Plamil.” Plamil has extended its line of Egg Free 
Mayonnaises by adding a chilli fl avor. These products 
are free of gluten, dairy products, and cholesterol, high 
in polyunsaturated fatty acids, and are suitable for 
vegetarians and vegans. A photo shows 4 glass jars of Plamil 
mayonnaises.

4494. Product Name:  Provamel Yofu Dessert with Chicory 
Syrup (Non-Dairy Yogurt with Added Calcium).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. 
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England.  Phone: 
(81) 577 2727.
Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Ingredients:  Incl. de-hulled soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer, p. 5. “New from Provamel.” This is 
a nutritious alternative to dairy yogurt.
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4495. Product Name:  Provamel Organic Soya Milk (With 
Organic Wheat Syrup).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. 
(Marketer-Distributor). Made in Belgium by Alpro.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England.  Phone: 
(81) 577 2727.
Date of Introduction:  1994 July.
Ingredients:  Incl. de-hulled soybeans, organic wheat syrup.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for £1.22 (7/94, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Summer, p. 5. “New from Provamel.” The 
use of wheat syrup is innovative.

4496. Biodiesel Alert (Arlington, Virginia). 1994. World class 
biodiesel plant to be built in U.K. 2(10):4. Aug.
• Summary: “Cargill is joining with the United Oilseeds 
Marketing cooperative to build a 100,000 ton (30 million 
gallon) per year biodiesel plant in Great Britain. The plant 
will be in place by the 1995 rapeseed harvest,...”

4497. Masters, William A. 1994. Government and agriculture 
in Zimbabwe. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Publishing 
Group–Praeger. xvi + 256 p. Illust. 25 cm. [247* ref]
• Summary: In Part III, “Agricultural product markets” (p. 
73-102) soybeans are discussed. Groundnuts (peanuts), a 
traditionally important crop, has now been almost completely 
displaced in formal markets by cottonseed and soybeans (see 
Fig. III.5). Soybeans were introduced in the UDI (Unilateral 
Declaration of Independence) period (starting 1965). Fig. 
III.5 (a graph), titled “Formal wheat and soybean marketings, 
1970-1988” (p. 79), shows that soybeans rose from a mere 
10,000 tonnes or less in 1970-74, then took off–topping 
40,000 tonnes in 1977, 80,000 tonnes in 1980, and 120,000 
tonnes in 1989.
 Fig. III.12 (a graph) titled “Prices and board costs for 
soybeans, 1966-1988” shows consumer costs rising from 
about 100 Zimbabwe dollars in 1970 to 500 dollars in 1988. 
“Disprotection for soy beans was substantial in the 1970s 
and became even more so in the 1980s, when exports were 
cut off altogether because of domestic oilseed shortages at 
the relatively low controlled prices.”
 Soybeans are also mentioned on p. 116.
 Appendix D, titled “Chronology of historical events” 
(p. 201-03), covers the period from the 13th century (when 
the Shona-speaking kingdom built Great Zimbabwe) to 
18 April 1980 (when Independence from Great Britain 
was achieved)–with emphasis on major events related to 
agriculture. In 1889 the British South Africa Company 
(BSAC) received a Royal Charter to administer the territory. 
In 1904, the white settler population was estimated at 12,000 
rising to 24,000 in 1911. Address: Dep. of Agricultural 

Economics, Purdue Univ.

4498. Cassidy, Aedin; Bingham, S.; Setchell, K.D.R. 1994. 
Biological effects of a diet of soy protein rich in isofl avones 
on the menstrual cycle of premenopausal women. American 
J. of Clinical Nutrition 60(3):333-40. Sept. [52 ref]
• Summary: This important, pioneering study shows that 
soy isofl avones may decrease unpleasant symptoms in post-
menopausal women who are estrogen defi cient. Isofl avones 
increase the length of the menstrual cycle in premenopausal 
women. Soy has tamoxifen-like properties. Six healthy, pre-
menopausal women who ate 60 gm of soy protein a day for 
a month dropped their circulating luteinizing hormone (LH) 
levels 300% and their follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) 
levels 200%. This interfered with the signal to ovulate, 
increased the follicular phase by two to three days (more 
closely approximating the Asian cycle), and implied that 
over a lifetime these women would have fewer cycles and be 
exposed to fewer estrogen surges.
 In short, these women had changes in the estrogen levels 
that were similar to the effects of tamoxifen–an antiestrogen 
drug that is undergoing study as a possible prophylactic 
agent in women who are at high risk for breast cancer. 
Consuming soy signifi cantly altered hormonal characteristics 
in these women in a manner that is benefi cial with regard to 
risk factors for breast cancer.
 Note 1. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes luteinizing 
hormone (a term fi rst used in 1931) as “a hormone from 
the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland that in the female 
stimulates especially the development of corpora lutea and in 
the male the development of interstitial tissue in the testis.” 
Corpora lutea (singular: corpus luteum. Derived from New 
Latin, meaning yellowish body, fi rst used in 1788) is “a 
reddish yellow mass of progesterone-secreting endocrine 
tissue that forms from a ruptured graafi an follicle in the 
mammalian ovary.”
 Note 2. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes follicle-stimulating 
hormone (a term fi rst used in about 1943) as “a hormone 
from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland that stimulates 
the growth of graafi an follicles and activates sperm-forming 
cells.” Address: From the Dunn Clinical Nutrition Centre, 
Camebridge, United Kingdom, and the Div. of Clinical 
Mass Spectrometry, Dep. of Pediatrics, Children’s Hospital 
Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4499. Weber, Marcea Newman. 1994. Re: History of early 
work with tofu and tofu cheesecakes in America. Letter to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 4–in reply to 
inquiry. 3 p. Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Marcea was fi rst introduced to tofu in New 
York City in the late 1960s or early 1970s. She was living on 
West 72nd St, and was baking cakes, cookies, and slices for 
some of the health food shops and restaurants in New York 
City. “One day I happened to venture across a tofu factory 
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that was located in a shop front on Amsterdam Avenue 
between 74th and 75th St. in Manhattan. [Note: This was 
K. Tanaka & Co., 326 Amsterdam Ave. Owner: Mr. Eisuke 
Murakami.] I went in to get a closer look at what they were 
doing and asked if I could stay and watch. They asked me 
to come back the next day as they were fi nishing their work 
for the day. So the next day I arrived there not knowing what 
on earth was in store for me, but the feeling to seek out this 
procedure was quite clear inside of me. They gave me some 
black rubber boots to wear as there was water everywhere 
and invited me in to watch the whole operation. It was very 
primitive according to today’s standards. Everything was 
done by hand, from the grinding to the cooking and pressing, 
nevertheless I went through the whole tofu operation from 
start to fi nish. Being my fi rst experience watching tofu being 
made, I didn’t know anything else to compare it to.
 “Then as I inspected it more closely, I began to think 
of cheese and as I was not eating dairy foods any longer 
perhaps the desire to eat some cheese affected the way I 
perceived it and so I took some home and thought I would 
like to experiment with it. I started to bake a ‘cheesecake’ 
with it although at the time I was just putting together 
ingredients. You see I had never baked a cheesecake in my 
life and for that matter most of what I did I did without 
having to experiment at all. The fi rst time I put different 
ingredients together something delicious came out of the 
oven.
 “The cheesecake worked and from then on I started to 
experiment with different fl avours and toppings and then 
started to ask some of the natural food restaurants of they 
wanted to buy some ‘Tofu Cheesecake’ or ‘Tofu Cream Pie’ 
(I don’t really remember which name I preferred). I don’t 
really know where the inspiration came from and what it 
was all about. I was, after all, baking for some of the health 
food stores already, making things like O’george bars, which 
were peanut and raisin and honey bars, and selling them 
and cookies and other slices as well on a pushcart which I 
operated on the weekends.”
 What was the inspiration that led Marcea to develop 
so many remarkable tofu recipes in The Sweet Life (1974)? 
“I feel that my mother’s infl uence had a great deal to do 
with it, although she did not bake cheesecakes, but I feel 
that the recipes kept coming through me, and I don’t really 
understand how except I felt like a medium at times who 
was doing it without thought. My mother was a very good 
baker, although most of her baking took the form of honey 
cakes, cookies, and apple pies. I did spend many long hours 
watching her bake many kinds of delicious Jewish pastries 
and helped her lick the bowl clean.
 “I began supplying fruit cakes to Souen [a restaurant at 
2444 Broadway, between 90th and 91st Street, in New York 
City] when they fi rst opened and as I knew the owners they 
asked me to help in the sweets department. In 1971, as soon 
as I perfected the ‘Tofu Cheesecake’ or ‘Tofu Cream Pie’ I 

began to sell it at the restaurant. As far as I know, this was 
the fi rst product of its type sold in the U.S. I lived on West 
72nd Street, near the restaurant, and I did spend lots of time 
there developing recipes and helping out.” Note that Marcea 
developed this tofu cheesecake three years before her book 
The Sweet Life was published.
 “The Cauldron [sic, Caldron] (a restaurant started 
by Marty and Glory Schloss and his mother) also had a 
[non-dairy] cheesecake, which I think had tofu as a major 
ingredient and which was slightly different than mine. I 
remember trying to fi gure out how they made theirs but 
of course it was a trade secret. I’m not sure when their 
cheesecake was introduced. I remember seeing it either after 
I developed mine, or at about the same time.” Marcea also 
sold her tofu cheesecakes at Erewhon. She was not aware 
that Kathy Bellicchi ever made a tofu cheesecake. She does 
not remember the names of the fi rst owners of Souen.
 Marcea moved to Boston, Massachusetts, in about mid-
1971. Other people in Boston at the time were Bill Tara, Paul 
Hawken, Dora Hawken, Murray Snyder, Daniel Weber, and 
Rebecca Wood.
 Marcea and Daniel Weber met in Boston in about 1972, 
and both studied macrobiotics. They left Boston in 1974 to 
live in England because Daniel wanted to study acupuncture 
there. Address: 56 St. Georges Cres., Faulconbridge 2776 
NSW, Australia.

4500. Product Name:  Premium Lincolnshire Vegetarian 
Sausages.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cauldron Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Units 1-2, Portishead Business 
Park, Portishead, Bristol, BS20 9BF, England.  Phone: +44 
1275 818448.
Date of Introduction:  1994 October.
Ingredients:  Soya bean curd (water, soya beans, calcium 
sulphate), water, onion, hydrogenated vegetable oil, 
wholemeal rusk, egg albumen (from free range eggs), 
hydrolysed vegetable protein, starch, yeast extract, stabilisers 
(methyl cellulose), salt, herbs, fructose, spices, roast barley 
malt extract, wheatfl our.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  250 gm of 5. Retails for £1.30.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1995. Spring, p. 5. “New sausage variety from 
Cauldron Foods.” A photo shows the package.
 Label sent by Heather Paine of SoyaFoods in London. 
1995. April 18. Red and green on beige. Paperboard sleeve. 
Color photo of two sausages on a white plate with carrots, 
potatoes, and snow peas. Circled green V certifi cation 
symbol. “Approved by the Vegetarian Society.”

4501. Okamoto, Koji. 1994. Re: New developments at 
Yamasa Corp. USA in Salem, Oregon. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 8–in reply to inquiry. 1 p. 
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Typed, with signature.
• Summary: Fermentation of shoyu at Yamasa’s new plant in 
Salem began at the end of August 1994. The fi rst commercial 
product will be ready for sale in early April 1995. The 
average fermentation time of each batch will be 6 months. 
The name of the product on the label will be Yamasa Soy 
Sauce.
 An article that appeared recently in the Nikkan 
Kogyo Shinbun (7 Oct. 1994) describes how the 7th Gihei 
Hamaguchi protected nearby villagers from a tidal wave 
by setting fi re to harvested rice straw. After the tidal 
wave, realizing that in order to protect the villagers from 
future tidal waves, he would have to construct a strong 
embankment, he did so at his own expense. After the project 
was completed, the villagers proposed building a shrine 
from him. He, of course, turned down their request. The 
embankment still remains solid and protects the villagers at 
Arita-gun, Wakayama-ken, Japan. Gihei wanted to conceal 
his act of setting fi re. His kind act was discovered not by a 
Japanese but by the famous British author Lafcadio Hearn 
(lived 1850-1904; Japanese name: Koizumi Yagumo), who 
wrote Kaidan, a well-known Japanese-language book of 
ghost stories. Gihei’s name became famous in London earlier 
than in Japan.
 Note: Mr. Okamoto does not know when the 7th Gihei 
Hamaguchi lived or what his relationship with Yamasa was. 
But according to Wikipedia, Goryo Hamaguchi lived from 
15 June 1820 to 21 April 1885. He was the seventh owner of 
Yamasa Corporation in Japan. The story of his life and work 
is nicely told on this page. Address: Senior Vice President, 
Administration, Yamasa Corp. USA, 3500 Fairview 
Industrial Drive, Salem, Oregon 97302. Phone: 503-363-
8550.

4502. Voldeng, Harvey D. 1994. Dr. Sven Holmberg and 
breeding short-season soybeans (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Nov. 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Dr. Voldeng said in March 1993: “When you 
look into Dr. Holmberg’s work, it was remarkable. He was a 
very, very good soybean breeder. Nobody in Europe, even up 
until now, has conducted breeding programs on the scale and 
with the number of crosses that he did.” He got big results 
on a small budget, with funding coming mostly from a small 
private seed company and perhaps some from the Swedish 
government.
 Dr. Holmberg’s program at Fiskeby was closed down 
after his death in Nov. 1981 and some of the work was taken 
up by a young lad in southern Sweden. Dr. Voldeng has quite 
a bit of correspondence, pedigree lists, and other documents 
on fi le from Dr. Holmberg, and he will look there for details 
and to see if Holmberg’s soybeans were tested in other 
northern European countries, especially Norway, Finland, 
Denmark, Ireland, or Iceland. [Note: Ireland is located the 

furthest south of these countries, on about the same latitude 
as northern Germany, and south of the southern tip of 
Sweden].
 The soybean breeder before Dr. Voldeng was Dr. Lorne 
Donovan, who was the successor to Dr. Dimmock. In the 
mid- or early 1960s, Holmberg worked his way over on a 
cattle ship from Norway one year (he obviously was paying 
his own way), and spent some time with Dr. Donovan in 
Canada. Dr. Voldeng met Dr. Holmberg once, in about 1978-
1980, when he was still some fairly active. “He went out to 
the fi eld with me. He had fairly severe arthritis, so he had 
to walk with a cane. His sister lived with him, and we all 
drove out to the fi eld. We walked around the plots. He had a 
very good program, though it was not that large. In Eastern 
European countries, such as Poland, they had programs 
and 100 times more fi nancial support than he had, but they 
made practically no crosses. Holmberg made hundreds of 
crosses, and that was not easy in the climate and latitude of 
Fiskeby. He was a remarkably good soybean breeder, there 
is no question about that.” Dr. Voldeng does not know what 
his academic training was. He heard that before World War 
II, the Swedish government could see that a problem was 
coming, that they could be blockaded for vegetable oils. 
So they paid for his trip to Hokkaido, Japan, and the Kurile 
Islands to collect soybeans. “He told me, ‘When I got to 
those places I could see birch trees and it looked just like 
Sweden. So I knew that if I found soybeans there, they could 
be adapted to Sweden.’ He was right, but it took a lot of work 
to adapt them. He knew exactly what he was looking for.
 Dr. Voldeng thinks that. Dr. Holmberg’s program is no 
longer active. “It was more a labor of love that his father had 
started and he continued. Eventually they were purchased 
by one of the big plant breeding companies in Scandinavia–
probably Hilleshög (which focused on breeding hybrid sugar 
beets), when Dr. Sven Holmberg was in his later years; he 
supervised the transfer. Hilleshög was later sold to Volvo, 
and then to Syngenta AB–so it seems unlikely that any 
archives or photos survive. He made little or no money from 
his soybean work though he has contributed immensely to 
short-season soybeans worldwide.
 Note: A letter from the Fiskeby Board AB in June 1994 
states that Dr. Holmberg’s Institute, which used to be in 
Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden, no longer exists. Address: 
Agriculture Canada, Central Experimental Farm (CEF), 
Building #110, Ottawa, ONT K1A 0C6, Canada. Phone: 613-
995-3700 x 7653.

4503. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. EU rules against 
‘soya milk.’ 5(3):1. Autumn.
• Summary: On June 16 the EU Milk Management 
Committee, despite opposition from the UK, decided by a 
vote of 10 to 1 (with Ireland abstaining) that use of the term 
“soya milk” should be phased out because they consider 
that it infringes on the Dairy Designations Regulations 
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(1989/87/EEC). The UK Government opposed the decision 
because it does not believe that consumers are confused by 
use of the term. But the UK Government has decided not to 
appeal the decision. These regulations specify that the term 
“milk” should be used only for cow’s milk, although some 
traditionally named products such as coconut milk, cream 
sherry and cream crackers are exempted.
 About £10 million of ‘soya milk’ is sold each year in the 
UK, compared with £3.3 billion of regular milk.

4504. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. New soybean 
developments [in Russia]. 5(3):3. Autumn.
• Summary: A new soybean variety named Fiskery 5, which 
survives at up to 56º north latitude (about the latitude of 
Moscow), has been developed in Russia as the result of over 
19 years research by geneticist Prof. Oleg Davydenko of 
the Russian Academy of Sciences, with the help of Swedish 
research into cold-resistant varieties. Yielding about 3 
tonnes/ha after a 120 day growing cycle, the new variety can 
be planted in late April or early May at a soil temperature of 
7ºC, and can tolerate 16 hours/day of sunlight in the summer.
 Prof. Davydenko has now formed the Soyabean 
Company to further develop the new variety, and has 
established links with a UK based company named Peas and 
Beans, run Dr. Colin Leakey, a former consultant to H.J. 
Heinz. Further trials will be conducted by Leakey, and at 
Wye College in Kent, UK.
 Dr. Leaky claims to have discovered a non-fl atulent 
soybean variety named Goscorron, which comes from 
Chile and which he has adapted to UK growing conditions. 
Although Goscorron is expensive and gives low yields, a 
French food company is test marketing the soybean variety 
in French stores.

4505. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. People on the move. 
5(3):3. Autumn.
• Summary: Philip Gaffney has been appointed National 
Accounts Manager for Cauldron Foods in Bristol, UK. A 
member of the Hero Group, Cauldron is Britain’s largest 
producer of tofu and a variety of chilled and frozen healthy 
meatless products.
 John G. Reed, Jr., has been named ADM’s Vice 
President and Chief Executive in Europe. In 1982 Reed 
joined ADM in the U.S. as Vice President. He will relocate 
at ADM’s European Headquarters in Erith [on the River 
Thames just east of London], Kent, England.

4506. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. In depth: Food 
Ingredients Europe. 5(3):6-7. Autumn.
• Summary: Food Ingredients Europe, the international 
exhibition of food ingredients, was held this year on Oct. 4-6 
in London, England, at Earl’s Court. This was the biggest 
FIE in its 9-year history, with more than 500 exhibitors. The 
American Soybean Association (ASA) had a very successful 

booth at the U.S. Pavilion. One of the most interesting new 
products was Befi ne, from a company named VPS Europe. 
This unique, patented soya-based granule, sold fresh or 
frozen, mimics the texture of ground meat but it is not TVP 
or textured soy protein concentrate. Made from organic 
whole soybeans, it contains 18% protein. ADM Protein 
Specialties Division introduced their new WMR4, a dry 
soymilk based on soy protein isolate. Protein Technologies 
International exhibited Supro brand Isolated Soy Protein 
and Fibrim brand soy fi ber. A line of texturized Danprotex 
(H-29, B-39, and F) and functional Danpro (DS) soy protein 
concentrates were launched by Central Soya Aarhus A/S, 
a member of the Eridania/Beghin-Say agro-industrial 
group. Kikkoman Trading Europe exhibited their naturally 
fermented soy sauces in liquid and dehydrated dorms. Other 
soy sauce exhibitors included Henry Lamotte GmbH and 
Mandarin Soy Sauce Inc. Loders Croklaan exhibited a new 
soya concentrate line. Alsace-based Sojinal, which supplies 
soy products to the food industry, exhibited along with their 
new sister company, Sevenday. SFI Netherlands BV (SFI = 
Special Food Ingredients, formerly Solnuts Inc.) exhibited 
their line of dry roasted soynuts. Also present were Stern 
Lecithin and Soja GmbH & Co. KG, Sapa and Dafa Associès 
(makers of Dafasoy for the food, dietetic, and pharmaceutical 
industries), Soya Mainz & Co. KG and Solbar Hatzor (soy 
protein concentrates), Dalgety Food Ingredients International 
(with the former Spillers Premier Products), Lucas Meyer 
GmbH (with a phosphatidyl choline lecithin powder and a 
de-oiled lecithin for frozen doughs), Edelsoja GmbH, Celia 
SA, Freeze-Dry Foods GmbH, and GMB Proteins (a division 
of Bush Boake Allen Ltd.). The address and fax number of 
each company is given.

4507. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1994. Sunrise Health Foods. 
5(3):5. Autumn.
• Summary: Soya Health Foods Ltd. is located at Unit 
4, Guiness Road, Trafford Park, Manchester M17 1AU, 
England. Phone: +44 61 872 0549. Under the Sunrise brand 
the company has a range of soya products including natural 
and fl avored soya drinks, vegetarian burgers, non-dairy 
products such as Ice Dream (a non-dairy frozen dessert in 6 
fl avors), Ice Yoghert (a non-dairy frozen dessert in 2 fl avors), 
and Carob Ices. Their spray dried soymilk powder made 
from pure soymilk is a suitable ingredient for use in non-
dairy cheeses, tofu, yogurts, frozen desserts, etc.

4508. Roberts, Rosemary. 1994. Soy formulae caution urged 
again. Northern Advocate (Whangarei, New Zealand). Dec. 
10.
• Summary: New Zealand research scientist Dr. Mike 
Fitzpatrick has again called for parents to be wary of soy-
based infant formulae. Dr. Fitzpatrick, whose report on the 
toxicity of soybean-based products spared alarm about infant 
formulae, said yesterday that a Plunket statement on the 
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subject “missed the point entirely.”
 Dr. Fitzpatrick said he fully supported the statement 
of research scientist Dr. Richard Sharpe, of the Medical 
Research Council in Edinburgh, Scotland, that oestrogens 
from whatever source should be kept to a minimum for 
babies.

4509. Barber, R.G.; Romero, D. 1994. Effects of bulldozer 
and chain clearing on soil properties and crop yields. Soil 
Science Society of America Journal 58(6):1768-75. Nov/Dec. 
[27 ref. Eng]
• Summary: Some 650,000 ha of land east of the Rio Grande 
in the Department of Santa Cruz in tropical eastern Bolivia 
have exceptionally fertile soils. Four different methods of 
clearing low-biomass land were tested and none were found 
to reduce the yield of corn or soybeans or signifi cantly 
degrade the soils. “Thus, under dry to slightly moist soil 
conditions and with skilled operators, the clearing of a 
low-biomass subtropical forest by bulldozer clearing with a 
straight blade” is recommended. Address: 1. British Tropical 
Agricultural Mission, Casilla 359, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, c/o 
F.C.O. (La Paz), King Charles Street, London SW1A 2AH, 
UK; 2. CIAT, Casilla 247, Santa Cruz, Bolivia.

4510. Product Name:  Vegetable Bratwurst (Vegetarian).
Manufacturer’s Name:  GranoVita UK Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ambron House, Eastfi eld Road, 
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 1QX, England, UK.  Phone: 
+44 933 27240.
Date of Introduction:  1994.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm pack. Retails for about 
£1.69 (England, 11/94)
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Autumn. p. 5. “Vegetarian Bratwursts 
launched by granoVita.”

4511. Malarkey, Ron. 1994. Brief history of R+R Tofu. Fold 
Court, Home Farm, Buttercrambe, York YO4 1AU, England, 
UK.
• Summary: Form from Soyfoods Center fi lled out by Ron 
Malarkey / Malarney. 1994. Nov. 25. He writes the company 
name as “R+R Tofu.” This company began making and 
selling soyfoods in May 1973, with regular tofu, burgers, 
and marinated tofu. They presently make 2,000 kg/month of 
regular tofu and 1,000 kg/month of organic tofu.
 Note: In May 2013, when asked about the May 1973 
date, which confl icts with the 1985 date on his website, he 
replied (through his secretary, Jo): “I have got Ron to look 
again at your attached form and he apologises and says 1973 
should read 1983. He had made the mistake of putting down 
the wrong date.” Address: Buttercrambe, York, England. 
Phone: +44 7593 72979.

4512. Product Name:  Tofu Sesame Rissoles, and Agé 

(marinated roasted tofu).
Manufacturer’s Name:  R&R Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Fold Court, Home Farm, 
Buttercrambe. York YO4 1AU, England, UK.  Phone: +44 
7593 72979.
Date of Introduction:  1994.
Ingredients:  Incl. tofu, tamari (water, soybeans, salt), herbs, 
spices.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  145 gm and 140 gm packs.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1994. Autumn. p. 5. “Tofu Rissoles and Agé.”
 Form fi lled out by Ron Malarkey / Malarney. 1994. Nov. 
25. Writes the company name as “R+R Tofu.” Does not give 
the date for either of these products.

4513. Product Name:  Quintesse Vegetarian Tofu Casserole.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegetarian World Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  15 Holloway Drive, Wardley 
Industrial Estate, Worsley, Manchester M28 5NJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1994.
Ingredients:  Vegetables (potatoes, carrots, onions, peas), 
water, tofu (fried in pure vegetable oil), cornfl our, vegetable 
bouillon, extract of roasted barley malt, black pepper, mixed 
herbs.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  425 gm can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by David 
Greenslade. 1994. Oct.

4514. Product Name:  Quintesse Vegetarian Tofu Goulash.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vegetarian World Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  15 Holloway Drive, Wardley 
Industrial Estate, Worsley, Manchester M28 5NJ England.
Date of Introduction:  1994.
Ingredients:  Vegetables (potatoes, carrots, onions, peas), 
water, tofu (fried in pure vegetable oil), tomato puree, 
cornfl our, paprika, vegetable bouillon, cider, vinegar, garlic, 
black pepper.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  425 gm can.
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by David 
Greenslade. 1994. Oct.

4515. Hornby, Albert Sydney; Chang, Fang-chieh. 1994. 
Niu jin xian dai gao ji Ying Han shuang jie ci dian Oxford 
advanced learner’s Chinese-English dictionary. 4th ed. 
[Hong Kong]: Oxford University Press. xxx + 1910 p. Illust. 
22 cm. [Eng; Chi]*

4516. Johnson, Natasha J. 1994. Traditional beancurd 
manufacture. Rugby, Warwickshire, England: Intermediate 
Technology. 39 p. Illust. No index. 21 cm. [11 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Manufacture. 
Packaging. Equipment. Coagulating agents. Modern methods 
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of manufacture in China. High yield beancurd. Beancurd 
products (Chinese names are given in pinyin; a photo shows 
each product): Deep-fried beancurd (you doufu), Deep-fried 
beancurd balls (yuanzi), Dry / pressed beancurd (doufu 
gan), Beancurd cutlets (nan hua gan), Beancurd roll (kunji), 
Smoked beancurd (xun doufu), Spiced beancurd (xiang 
gan), Stewing spice beancurd (luzhi doufu gan), Long life 
beancurd, Fermented beancurd (furu), Beancurd bamboo 
(fuzhu / dousun [dried yuba sticks]), Frozen beancurd 
(dong doufu), Flavoured beancurd, Specialties (Jinxi ginger 
beancurd, Shaoyang pork roll, bean paste (douhu)), Beancurd 
silk (in the form of long strands), Heat processed beancurd, 
Instant beancurd mix. Use of by-products. Cooking with 
beancurd. References. Acknowledgements.
 Note 1. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (Oct. 2011) that uses the term “Fermented beancurd” to 
refer to fermented tofu.
 Note 2. This is the earliest English-language document 
seen (April 2013) that uses the term dong doufu to refer to 
frozen tofu.
 Concerning smoked tofu: A clear illustration shows 
the cylindrical smoking chamber, apparently made from a 
55-gallon drum. At the bottom is a 20-cm layer of smoking 
rice bran, half way up is a perforated metal sheet, and near 
the top is a rack on which the squares or strips of fi rmly-
pressed tofu are smoked, and on top is a cover. Smoking 
takes several hours and may be cold smoking {below 
30ºC} or hot smoking {below 70ºC}. The tofu is smoked 
slowly, turning it over when the surface is brown to give a 
distinctive fl avour, colour and aroma. After smoking, the 
texture is fi rm and the product can be stored for 10 days 
without refrigeration due to the natural preservatives present 
in the smoke and the drying action (25% weight loss by 
evaporation).” Page 26 describes how a highly-fl avored 
product is made by mixing pressed tofu with various spices, 
sugar, salt, and diced vegetables. It is steamed for 10-12 
minutes, mixed with vegetable oil, spread on a bamboo mat, 
left in the sun to dry, then smoked to give it a golden color. 
Photos show: Smoked tofu squares on a woven bamboo tray. 
Rectangular pieces of tofu, each pressed in a cloth.
 This booklet provides an excellent introduction to 
traditional methods of making tofu and tofu products in 
China, with many clear illustrations and photos. The author 
did the research while working at the Human Agricultural 
University in China. The publisher is working to enable 
low-income people in the Third World to develop and 
use technologies which give them more control over their 
lives and contribute to the long-term development of their 
communities.
 In addition to reviewing the many varieties of tofu and 
tofu products in China (from deep-fried tofu to instant tofu 
mix), the booklet discusses of traditional manufacturing 
principles, those which have potential for large-scale 
manufacture, coagulants, and packaging equipment.

 For further information contact Intermediate 
Technology, Myson House, Railway Terrace, Rugby, 
Warwickshire CV21 3HT, England, UK.
 Updated address (based on letter of March 1995): Ms. 
Natasha Johnson, c/o United Biscuits, Asia Pacifi c Ltd., 
4506 China Resource Bldg., 26 Harbour Road, Hong Kong. 
Address: IT, Myson House, Railway Terrace, Rugby CV21 
3HT, England. Phone: 0788 560631.

4517. Nicholls, C.S. 1994. The dictionary of national 
biography [British]. London and New York: Oxford 
University Press. xxi + 768 p. 24 cm. *
• Summary: This is the best source of more recent in-depth 
biographical information on citizens of Great Britain and the 
British Empire.

4518. Okamoto, Koji. 1994. Syllabus for MBA course at 
Willamette University (Salem, Oregon). Salem, Oregon. 11 
p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Mr. Okamoto teaches an MBA course at 
Willamette University in Salem Oregon. In the syllabus, page 
3 is titled “History of Soy Sauce Brewing and Yamasa. This 
chronology contains some interesting dates: 1647–Soy sauce 
was fi rst exported from Japan by the Dutch. 1715–Heating 
of soy sauce started. 1885–Yamasa invented a western-style 
sauce named Mikado Sauce. 1899–Yamasa’s 10th generation 
president, Gihei Hamaguchi, established the Soy Sauce 
Research Institute in Choshi after he studied fermentation 
in Great Britain. 1943–Yamasa started manufacturing 
pharmaceutical ingredients.
 Page 4 discusses the Japanese soy sauce market. Total 
production in Japan is 317.5 million gallons per year. The 
market is saturated and the price has been stable for 20 years. 
There are 2,500 shoyu makers in Japan. The fi ve largest 
(Kikkoman, Yamasa, Higashimaru, Higeta, and Marukin) 
have 50% of the market. In Japan, 38% of shoyu is used in 
homes, and 62% is used in companies. In Japan, Yamasa 
produces 33 million gallons of soy sauce per year, worth 
$400 million. It is the second largest soy sauce manufacturer 
after Kikkoman. The company has 1,100 employees, with 
branches in 10 major cities including Tokyo, and $3,750,000 
capital. Net income before taxes is $20 million per year.
 Why has Yamasa expanded to the United States? There 
is a strong market in the USA. The yen is worth more and 
more against the dollar, which makes imports from Japan 
expensive. Salem has inexpensive soft water (1 cubic meter 
costs more than 15 times as much in Choshi as in Salem), 
inexpensive energy (less than half the price of a kilowatt-
hour in Japan), and inexpensive labor. Land in Salem is 
extremely inexpensive compared with that in Japan. There 
are no regulations on wheat in America. There are no 
transportation charges on materials and fi nished products to 
and from Japan, and no import duty on fi nished products at 
U.S. ports (typically 3% FOB)–for shoyu sold in America.
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 Why Yamasa chose to build in Salem, Oregon: Water 
that is of good quality and inexpensive. An enterprise zone 
with a 3-year property tax exemption. Local government & 
Sedcor were very enthusiastic and cooperative. Receptive 
food processing industries. Good plant location. Salem is 
located far away from Kikkoman, a strong competitor in 
Walworth, Wisconsin; Kikkoman’s U.S. production rose 
from 1.59 million gallons in 1973 to 23.81 million gallons in 
1993. Easy access to freeway north and south. Seaport and 
airport available nearby.
 The U.S. investment. In June 1992 Yamasa Corp. USA 
was formed as a subsidiary of Yamasa, Japan. Investment: 
$30 million. Number of employees: 40. Sales and marketing 
offi ce: In Los Angeles, California. Breakdown of investment: 
Land, 25 acres, $650,000; Building, 65,000 square feet, $6.5 
million; Machinery $15.0 million; Furniture and fi xtures 
$500,000. The keys to survival (11 points). What Japanese 
management expects from U.S. management (11 points, 
incl. “Learn foreign languages,” and “Don’t forget to say 
‘sorry’”). Address: Senior Vice President, Administration, 
Yamasa Corp. USA, 3500 Fairview Industrial Drive, Salem, 
Oregon 97302. Phone: 503-363-8550.

4519. Pan, Lynn. 1994. Sons of the Yellow Emperor: A 
history of the Chinese diaspora. New York: Kodansha 
International. xx + 418 p. Illust. (16 pages of plates). Index. 
22 cm. [174* ref]
• Summary: On page xiv is a very interesting map of 
southern China, with a blowup of southern Kwangtung 
[Guangdong] province, the area around Canton, the Pearl 
River, the South China Sea, Macao, and Hong Kong. For 
this area was at the heart of the Chinese diaspora–especially 
in the 19th and 20th centuries and especially from two small 
areas southeast of Canton: (1) Sam Yap (Three Districts) of 
Punyu, Shuntak, and Namhoi–the more affl uent counties. (2) 
Sze Yap (Four Districts) of Hoiping, Sunwui, Toishan, and 
Yanping–the poorer and ruder area southwest of Sam Yap. 
Although the people from both areas speak Cantonese, they 
have diffi culty understanding each other’s speech. Other 
important languages of the diaspora were Hakka and its 
numerous variants (spoken in Guangdong, Fujian, etc.) and 
Hokkien (spoken in southern Fujian, Taiwan, and by many 
overseas Chinese throughout Southeast Asia). It is closely 
related to Teochew / Teochiu, though mutual comprehension 
is diffi cult,
 In Part Four: 1960s to 1980s, Chapter 16, titled “Food” 
contains a history (p. 320-23) of Amoy Food Limited, now 
an international fi rm, with its headquarters in Hong Kong, 
owned largely by overseas Chinese. For many overseas 
Chinese, “perhaps no label has quite the resonance of 
Amoy.” In 1908, T’ao-hua Ta-t’ung, the predecessor of the 
company, was founded in Xiamen for producing bottled 
soy sauce and dairy milk. Its founder was Yang Ko-fei, who 
soon brought in other shareholders. In 1911 clashes between 

the founder and other shareholders lead to a break-up of the 
company, with one party going it alone as T’ai-hua (Tao 
Fia), and the other as Ta-T’ung. Yang Ko-fei went with the 
latter company, who chief shareholder was Tan Kah Kee, the 
rubber and pineapple magnate.
 It became increasingly apparent, however, that the 
two companies would do much better of they operated as 
a single unit. So in 1928, when a new rival appeared, they 
merged, with the smaller of the two now located in Hong 
Kong. Thereafter the company experienced steady growth. 
Eventually the branch in Hong Kong came to eclipse the 
parent company in Amoy. In 1937, when the Japanese 
invaded China and war broke out, almost the entire canning 
plant was moved to Hong Kong from Amoy. In 1951, when 
the company went public, the ownership passed mainly into 
the hands of overseas Chinese.
 Today Amoy Foods’ products are on the shelves of 
supermarkets and Asian markets in 37 countries. Half of 
Amoy Foods’ shares are owned by the American food giant 
Pillsbury (owner of Haagen-Dazs and the Burger King 
hamburger chain) and the other half by Hang Lung (a Hong 
Kong real estate company). Amoy’s line of 34 sauces include 
dark soy sauce (lau-ch’ou), light soy sauce (sheng-ch’ou), 
black bean sauce [made of fermented black soybeans], sweet 
and sour sauce, etc.
 On the roof of the Amoy factory’s main building a 
visitor can see a demonstration of the old-fashioned process; 
“here, an old man with sleeves rolled up goes from earthen 
vat to earthen at plunging his arm into the thick brew of 
black and yellow soy beans to give it a gentle, almost loving 
stir. He works rhythmically, with deep concentration. A Soy 
Master with thirty or forty years behind him, he stands in a 
line which goes back to the fi fth century, from when dates 
the earliest surviving soy sauce recipe.”
 Companies like Amoy have helped to make Chinese 
foods more widely available in the West. Not so long 
ago, Chinese cookbooks published in England said that 
Worcestershire sauce was an acceptable substitute for soy 
sauce, because the latter was available only at delicatessens 
and specialty shops [Asian grocery stores] in London. 
Even during the last fi ve years, the range of Chinese foods 
available in London’s Chinatown has grown remarkably. 
In Chinatowns in the United States [and especially those in 
San Francisco {California} and New York] the selection of 
Chinese foods has long [perhaps always] been greater than at 
those in London or other places in Europe.
 Page 324: The fi rst person to make tofu in Europe 
was Li Shih-tseng [Li Yü-ying, Li Shizeng], a Chinese 
intellectual and educator. As a young student of biochemistry 
in France in 1900, Li was to be greatly infl uenced by the 
writings of Nietzsche and Bergson. A Francophile, Li was 
one of the founders of the Work and Study Program, which 
sent Chinese students abroad for part-time work and part-
time study. One of these students, who would later become 
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famous, was Deng Xiaoping. While establishing his tofu 
[beancurd] factory in France, Li drew on his knowledge of 
biochemistry; the factory provided jobs for many students in 
the Work-Study Program.
 Li, a vegetarian, was a fi rm believer in the nutritional 
value of tofu and other soybean foods. His factory also made 
and sold soybean fl our, fermented tofu, soy-bean milk, and 
soy-bean jam, and these foods nourished not just Chinese, 
but also Westerners, including American soldiers who fought 
in France during World War I (Lin Hai-yin 1971, p. 125). 
“All this was before the faddish demand for tofu by health 
food enthusiasts, and before it became widely known as an 
unbeatable source of protein. The company closed after the 
war, but among certain Chinese émigrés [emigrants from 
China] France was never to lose its reputation for beancurd. 
In Europe up to the 1980s tofu kan, a particular variety of 
fermented beancurd [sic, pressed tofu] much demanded by 
eastern Chinese palates, could only be had in Paris, and the 
handful of émigrés in London had to send over for it.”
 Li was also a founder of the Université Franco-Chinoise 
at Lyons, a sort of accommodation and placement agency.
 About the author (facing p. 418). Lynn Pan was 
born in Shanghai; she left as a child. She “has lived as an 
immigrant in North Borneo and England, and worked as 
a social scientist, journalist and writer in London, Geneva 
[Switzerland], Helsinki [Finland], and Hong Kong.” In 1981 
she returned to Shanghai for the fi rst time, and was gripped 
by deep, haunting sensations of nostalgia. She had found the 
place where she belonged, her inheritance, and she began to 
write this book. She is the author of at least fi ve other books–
all listed facing the title page. Her Epilogue and Afterword at 
the end of this book are both very interesting.

4520. Gellene, Denise. 1995. Pillsbury will add Pet Inc. 
to its larder deals: The $2.6 billion acquisition is the latest 
evidence of consolidation in the food industry. Los Angeles 
Times. Jan. 10. p. D1. Business section.
• Summary: Grand Metropolitan, the British consumer 
products giant, said Monday that its Pillsbury division 
has agreed to buy Pet Inc. for $2.6 billion, furthering 
consolidation of the U.S. food industry. “Last year, Pet sold 
Hain Pure Food, a health food business.”

4521. Food Commission (The), London. 1995. Question 
mark hangs over infant soya milks (News release). Third 
Floor, Viking House, 5/11 Worship Street, London EC2A 
2BH. 1 p. Jan. 11.
• Summary: “New research published by the Food 
Commission today [See Living Earth and Food Magazine, 
page 3] shows evidence that the levels of naturally-occurring 
hormones (phytoestrogens) present in soya baby milks may 
be equivalent to giving a young infant several contraceptive 
pills every day. The research, undertaken in New Zealand, 
raises questions over the advisability of giving babies soya 

formulae as the biological effect of phytoestrogens could 
be 100 times greater than the amount of natural oestrogen a 
child would receive from breastmilk.
 “The Food Commission has also discovered that 
UK Government experts called for monitoring of the 
phytoestrogens in soya formula in 1992 but, despite being on 
MAFF’s ‘priority list’, the research has yet to start.
 “Phytoestrogens can be toxic to animals and could 
potentially decrease fertility in women yet little is known 
about their effects on children. However one leading UK 
researcher is recommending that oestrogens from whatever 
source should be kept to a minimum especially during 
childhood.” Address: London, England. Phone: 071 628 
7774.

4522. Roberts, Rosemary. 1995. New voice urges care with 
soy formula. Northern Advocate (Whangarei, New Zealand). 
Jan. 18.
• Summary: David Russell, chief executive offi cer of the 
Consumers Institute (in New Zealand) said this week that 
people should be “’very, very cautious’ about giving infants 
soybean-based formulae. Mr. Russell said scientists had 
shown there was cause for concern because of the high phyto 
(plant) oestrogen content in the formulae.”
 “Yesterday in Britain, the British Food Commission’s 
magazine, The Food Magazine, published the results of Dr 
Fitzpatrick’s research, highlighting his comments on the 
probable risks of feeding soy infant formulae to babies.
 “The magazine also reminded readers that in 1992 
the United Kingdom’s expert committee on toxicity 
recommended that levels of phyto-oestrogens in soy baby 
milks and other soy foods for children be analysed as part of 
its review of natural toxicants in foods.
 “No research had yet been done, the magazine said.
 “The British Food Commission also asked companies 
supplying soy baby milks in the UK to provide information 
on levels of phyto-oestrogens. Only one company had done 
so, and the level appeared to be about two-thirds that in New 
Zealand formulae.
 “Dr Iain Robertson, senior toxicologist at the Auckland 
Medical School, has also restated the strong views he 
expressed last month on the use of soy infant formulae. 
Reviewing the Fitzpatrick report, he said use of soybean-
based infant formulae should be discontinued until research 
on their possible effects on babies was carried out.”

4523. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 1995. 
Industrial utilization of soybeans (non-food, non-feed)–
Bibliography and sourcebook, A.D. 980 to 1994: Detailed 
information on 2,538 published documents (extensively 
annotated bibliography), 65 commercial industrial soy 
products, 78 original interviews (many full text) and 
overviews, 59 unpublished archival documents. Lafayette, 
California: Soyfoods Center. 683 p. Subject/geographical 
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index. Author/company index. Language index. Printed 18 
Dec. 1994. Published Jan. 1995. 28 cm. [2720 ref]
• Summary: “A revolution in soybean utilization has been 
gaining momentum since the late 1980s in the United States. 
It is described by phrases such as the ‘New Uses Movement,’ 
‘value-added soy products,’ or ‘industrial uses of soybeans.’ 
But few people alive today realize that this is the third–and 
probably the biggest–wave of a revolution that has taken 
place at least twice before. The fi rst wave, which had no 
name, lasted from 1909 until the end of World War I. The 
second wave, called the farm Chemurgic Movement, began 
in 1929 (at the start of the Great Depression), reached its 
peak from 1936 to 1941, and subsided in the late 1940s after 
World War II.
 “Industrial utilization of soybeans refers to uses other 
than for food and feed. The oil may be used, for example, 
as an ingredient in printing inks, diesel fuels, paints, resins, 
soaps, as a dust suppressant, etc. The protein may be used 
to make adhesives, plastics, artifi cial wool, paper coatings/
sizings, fi re fi ghting foams and a host of other products. Soy 
oil has always been more widely used in industrial products 
than soy protein.
 “This is the most comprehensive book ever published 
about industrial utilization of soybeans. It has been compiled, 
one record at a time, over a period of 19 years, in an attempt 
to document the history of this subject. Its scope includes all 
known information about this subject, worldwide, from A.D. 
980 to the present.
 “This book is also the single most current and useful 
source of information on this subject, since 81% of all 
records contain a summary/abstract averaging 181 words in 
length.”
 “A Brief History of Industrial Utilization of Soybeans–
As early as 980 A.D. the Chinese were using soy oil, a 
semi-drying oil, mixed with tung oil, for caulking boats. 
It was widely burned as an illuminant in oil lamps to light 
homes and temples, until the 1920s, when it was replaced 
by kerosene. By the 1920s it was also widely used in China 
to make soft soaps (that were known for their ability to give 
a good lather in hard water), lacquers, paints, printing inks, 
and waterproof cloths and umbrellas.
 “By the 1500s, soybean cake began to be widely used 
in China as a fertilizer, primarily as a source of nitrogen and 
organic matter, but also for its content of phosphorus and 
potassium.
 “The earliest known reference to industrial uses 
of soybeans in the West was in 1880, when Bryan, an 
American, noted that soy oil could be used as a substitute for 
linseed oil in paints, or be burned in lamps.
 “The fi rst use of the soybean for industrial purposes 
in the western world began in about 1909, when the price 
of linseed and cottonseed oils skyrocketed worldwide. 
Soy oil began to be used in large quantities in soaps, and 
experimentally in paints, fi rst in England, then in the United 

States. Henry A. Gardner of the Paint Manufacturers Assoc. 
of the U.S. began extensive research on the use of soy oil to 
partially replace linseed oil in paints and varnishes. By 1916 
the main use of soy oil in America was in soaps, where it 
replaced cottonseed oil. Manchuria also used large amounts 
of soy oil in soaps.
 “In 1909 Goessel, a German, developed and patented 
the fi rst rubber substitute from soy oil. In 1912 Beltzer, a 
Frenchman, developed soy protein plastic, Sojalithe, which 
he soon produced commercially on a large scale. In 1917 
Satow, a Japanese, published the fi rst of many articles from 
that country on the use of soybean proteins to make plastics.
 “The heyday of interest in industrial utilization of 
soybeans took place in America during the 1930s and the 
Great Depression, spurred largely by the work of Henry 
Ford, the farm Chemurgic Council (founded in 1935), the 
Chemurgic movement, and the U.S. Regional Soybean 
Industrial Products Laboratory (founded in 1936 at the 
University of Illinois, Urbana). The goal was to make 
industrial products from farm crops to help depressed 
farmers. The soybean was one of the great success stories 
of the Chemurgic movement. In 1933, the peak year 
percentage-wise, a remarkable 70% of all soy oil in the 
USA went into industrial, non-food uses–primarily paints 
and varnishes, followed by soaps, linoleum, and oilcloth. 
Large amounts of soy fl our were made into plywood glue, 
especially by the I.F. Laucks Co. In 1936, the peak year 
for publications, some 59 publications on industrial uses 
appeared. In 1935 the Glidden Co. in Chicago built the fi rst 
small plant for production of industrial grade soy protein 
isolate, which the called ‘Alpha’ protein.
 “Active work in this fi eld accelerated during World War 
II, when soybeans were used to make products that were 
in short supply. In 1941, after imports of tropical oils from 
Southeast Asia had been suddenly cut off by the Japanese 
military, use of soy oil in industrial products skyrocketed to 
its historical peak in absolute terms: 74.25 million lb. were 
used that year. Of this, 56% was used in paint and varnish, 
and 33% in soap. But by 1944 industrial uses of soy oil had 
fallen to only 17 million lb.
 “During the 1950s, a period of huge surpluses for most 
U.S. farm crops (and forecasts of soybean surpluses... which 
never materialized), research focused on industrial products 
that could alleviate the surpluses. During the 1960s, as 
surpluses disappeared, the concern for world hunger and 
protein shortages grew, and petroleum came to dominate 
industrial utilization, soybean research switched from 
utilization to production.
 “The mid-1980s in America saw a rebirth of interest 
in research on soybean utilization, especially industrial 
utilization. Foreign competition from Brazil and Argentina, 
and huge surpluses of soy oil drove U.S. farmers, led by the 
American Soybean Association, to develop new value-added 
products for new markets.
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 “Statistics compiled by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 
Bureau of Census, Industry Div. (Reprinted in Soya 
Bluebook ‘94, p. 234) show that in the year beginning Oct. 
1992 (the latest statistics available), the main industrial uses 
of soy oil were in resins and plastics (95 million lb.), paint 
and varnish, fatty acids and ‘other inedible’ (163 million 
lb.). These nonfood uses totaled 296 million pounds in 
1992/93, accounting for 2.5% of total U.S. domestic soy oil 
utilization. Rapidly growing new uses included printing inks, 
diesel fuels, and dust suppressants–to mention but a few.
 “One of the shining examples of industrial uses of 
soybean oil in the USA is in soy inks. In 1987 the oil from 
9,000 bushels of soybeans went into soy inks, but by 1993 
this fi gure had skyrocketed to 4,000,000 bushels–a 444-
fold increase in just 7 years! In 1994 about 10% of all U.S. 
printing inks, about 44 million pounds, were made from soy 
oil. About 90-95% of all daily newspapers used soy inks for 
color and one-fourth of the estimated 50,000 commercial 
printers regularly used it.” Address: Soyfoods Center, P.O. 
Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 510-283-2991.

4524. Messina, Mark J. 1995. The effect of phytoestrogens 
and isofl avones in soyfoods on reproduction and fertility: 
We are about to see a wave of negative information, but 
important questions need to be asked (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Feb. 8. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Richard James, an American who lives in New 
Zealand, fed his parrots a soy-based formula feed and they 
died. He blamed the soy. He got a New Zealand toxicologist 
(Mike Fitzpatrick, who works for the government) to do 
a report on toxins in raw or heat-treated soy, including all 
the well-known antinutritional factors. The report showed a 
lack of knowledge of the subject. It was a classic example 
of a little knowledge being dangerous. The conclusion of 
the report was that there are many toxins in soy, and that 
may explain why the parrots died–although it is too early to 
tell. However James is very dedicated about warning people 
about the possible dangers of soy. The health department of 
the Government of New Zealand sent out a questionnaire to 
soyfoods manufacturers asking them to indicate the levels of 
various antinutritional substances in their products, can they 
show that these products are safe, etc. For example, Bean 
Supreme in New Zealand has been seriously affected by this 
problem.
 The main concern is with phytoestrogens, and more 
specifi cally with isofl avones. The two main isofl avones in 
soy are genistein and daidzein. Mark feels this is a very 
legitimate and serious concern, especially as it relates to 
reproduction, fertility, infants, and children. However he 
believes that in the end, scientifi c research will show that this 
is not a problem. This concern has now spread to England, 
Canada, and Australia. Mark got a copy of a document that 
was on the Internet; it discussed the many toxins in soy. 

It said that the information in this document came from 
an article on toxins in soybeans in the January 1995 issue 
of Food magazine (published by the Food Commission in 
London).
 Nowadays when Mark appears on radio talk shows, 
roughly one-third of the calls are negative. Mark is now 
hearing a great deal of incorrect, negative information about 
the phytoestrogens in soy; some people are very afraid of 
their potential toxicity. In a book by John Thomas titled 
Young Again: How to Reverse the Aging Process (1994) the 
author had a chapter on soybean toxicity, in which he warned 
people not to consume tofu because of the lectins it contains. 
It was ridiculous; this is a non-issue.
 In 1946, reports began to appear in the Australian 
veterinary journals concerning the decrease in lambs 
from ewes grazing in subterranean clover [Trifolium 
subterraneum]. In some cases lambing fell below 10% 
of normal with a 30% loss in ewes. It was shown that the 
presence of 7-10 grams/day of genistein in ewe rations 
resulted in sterility or infertility of the female. In 1987 Ken 
Setchell and coworkers, in an international symposium paper 
titled “Dietary factors in the development of liver disease 
and infertility in the captive cheetah,” reported that the 
soy component of diets fed to captive cheetahs, which was 
added for economic reasons, was responsible for the severe 
breeding problems in these animals.
 More recently the Perinatal Nutrition Group (one of the 
dietetic practice groups of the American Dietetic Association; 
see Gunderson 1994) suggested that women who were trying 
to get pregnant not consume excessive amounts of soy.
 Starting about 6 months ago, Mark began telling 
leaders of the soyfoods industry that they need to write a 
report refuting the rising tide of false information related to 
isofl avones. He has even contacted people at ADM, and they 
offered, along with other companies, to help fund a review of 
the literature on the toxicity of isofl avones.
 A recent issue of The Soy Connection (a professional 
journal which Mark edits) was devoted to the subject of 
phytoestrogens and isofl avones. It showed the need for 
more research on this subject, since scientists realize how 
potent the isofl avones are. One cup of soymilk contains 
about 40 mg of phytoestrogen. For example, if 25 mg have a 
noticeable effect in extending the length of an adult woman’s 
menstrual cycle, what will be the effect of 100 mg in a 
1-year-old child–roughly 24 times the dosage on a body-
weight basis. People are saying that 1-2 cups of soymilk 
may contain approximately as much estrogen as is found 
in 3-4 contraceptive pills, however Mark thinks that one 
cannot make direct comparisons because the phytoestrogens 
are different, and are absorbed and metabolized differently. 
Dosage is clearly the key. But scientists do not yet 
understand the effect of this relatively large dose of 
phytoestrogens on the development of an infant. How much 
soymilk can be safely consumed by young children (who 
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have been weaned). Should Mark feel safe in recommending 
that vegans consume 3 cups of soymilk a day in place of 3 
cups of cow’s milk?
 In Sept. 1994 the National Cancer Institute had a 
meeting that focused on the subject of isofl avones. A number 
of researchers were honestly concerned about unanswered 
questions regarding the effect of soy isofl avones on humans. 
Researchers call these “toxicity” questions, and there are a 
number of disagreements among researchers. The key issues 
are fertility, sex hormones, and gonadotropins (hormones 
which stimulate growth or function of the ovaries or testes). 
Do normal doses make it more diffi cult for women to 
become fertile? Are three servings of soyfoods a day better 
or worse than two servings, or no servings? Can one level 
of consumption reduce cancer risks, while another increases 
those risks? Can the ideal does of isofl avones for reducing 
cancer risk simultaneously cause fertility problems? Do 
isofl avones behave differently when studied as an isolated 
compound versus when they are consumed in the form of 
food with many other substances (e.g. genistein and daidzein 
consumed together, which is always the case with soy, vs. 
separately).
 The answers will always be related to dosage. Studies 
can be done on animals, but the conclusions may not 
be correct when applied to humans. Clinical studies are 
problematic. If you go to the FDA and you want to prove that 
genistein (an isolated substance) is safe so you can sell it in 
pill form, you will be required to conduct a series of standard 
toxicity tests, starting with two species. If there is no toxicity 
at the maximum tolerated dose, then you conduct human 
studies, looking fi rst at absorption and metabolism (kinetic) 
studies. Then you proceed with the standard FDA protocol.
 Bad news can travel very fast, and bad news can easily 
cancel good news. Remember the dramatic effects of the 
story of Alar and apples. Imagine the damage that would 
be done to the soyfoods industry if there were a major 
half-true TV documentary on problems of isofl avones in 
soy. The soyfoods industry and Soyfoods Association of 
America needs a plan of action to deal with this problem. 
The fi rst thing we need is a brief 2-page report summarizing 
what we know and what we don’t know about isofl avones 
and phytoestrogens in soy–a review of the most relevant 
literature. There should be one for consumers and one 
for professionals (with say 30 citations). The report 
should be written by the leading American experts in this 
fi eld–especially related to toxicity, reproduction, and sex 
hormones. This would give us something to deal with the 
rising wave of negative information that is coming. We 
must remind critics that much scientifi c information shows 
benefi ts of consuming isofl avones, and entire populations 
in East Asia have consumed soyfoods for centuries with no 
known adverse health effects and probably many benefi ts. 
Moreover, reproductive effects is a cheetah, for example, do 
not necessarily apply to humans. It is very unfortunate that 

the debate on isofl avones has been picked up by the media 
before it has been resolved by the scientifi c community. 
This has the potential to be the biggest problem yet faced 
by the soyfoods industry worldwide. “If I owned stock in 
a soyfoods company right now, I’d be worried and I’d do 
everything I could to try to make sure the industry is ready to 
counteract any negative publicity.
 Update: 1995. April 27. Sales of infant formulas in New 
Zealand have decreased signifi cantly since the negative 
publicity started. Mark has calculated, based on published 
data, that an infant consuming 1 liter/day of a reconstituted 
infant formula based on isolated soy protein would be 
consuming about 40 mg/day of isofl avones. Address: PhD, 
1543 Lincoln St., Port Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 
206-379-9544.

4525. Weber, Marcea Newman. 1995. Re: Work with natural 
foods and tofu in England and Australia. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 12–in reply to inquiry. 3 p. 
Typed, without signature.
• Summary: Marcea and Daniel Weber met in Boston 
in about 1972, and both studied macrobiotics. They left 
Boston in 1974 to live in England because Daniel wanted 
to study acupuncture in one of the acupuncture schools in 
Buckinghamshire. They stayed there for 6 months and then 
moved to London, where they connected with Bill Tara, who 
was working at starting an East West Centre. Marcea began 
teaching cooking classes and started a Wholefoods Bakery 
with an English woman. This continued for 1½ years.
 During this time Marcea met Bruce Gyngell, an 
Australian who met Michio Kushi while he was in London. 
Michio suggested that Bruce change his diet, so Bruce came 
to the East West Centre and studied cooking. He was looking 
for a cook for himself. He was at that time living in England 
and working for one of the television studies. He was the 
person responsible for bringing television to Australia, so 
he was quite infl uential. He wanted macrobiotics to fi nd its 
way to Australia, so he invited Marcea and Daniel to visit 
Australia and bought them each a round-trip ticket. He said 
they could see if they wanted to stay and start a centre in 
Australia. So in 1976, after visiting Japan and Oki sensei and 
his Oki Yoga Dojo in Mishima, Japan, for several weeks, 
they arrived in Australia, and have lived there ever since. In 
December 1982 Marcea and Daniel Weber were married in 
Australia.
 “The Soy Bean Factory was established in Dec. 1978, 
when Michael De Campo, Yoshiko Wright and Marcea 
Weber started a company devoted to producing traditional 
Japanese tofu using nigari (a sea water extract) as a 
coagulating agent. The fresh Japanese-style tofu began to 
arrive in the health food stores and Japanese supermarkets 
around April 1979.” As far as Marcea knows, theirs was the 
fi rst Caucasian-run tofu company in Australia. It was her idea 
to start the company. Shares were issued at the beginning. 
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Marcea initially invested about $5,000 to $7,000, Yoshiko 
Wright was brought in to invest about $3,000, and Michael 
De Campo invested about $3,000 or a little less. His main 
role was making the tofu and working with Marcea on 
improving product quality.
 “The Soy Bean Factory was located just outside 
Chinatown and in the central district of Sydney, New South 
Wales, Australia. We concentrated on making a tofu equal in 
quality to the fresh tofu sold in Japan today. We were able to 
service people who wanted fresh tofu by selling it straight 
from the Factory to the public, as well as packaged in a 
plastic container with a plastic fi lm on top.”
 The Soy Bean Factory ceased operation in October 
1981. Note: On 8 Nov. 1981 Marcea wrote Bill Shurtleff, 
on a letterhead of the East West Foundation, 363 George 
St. in Sydney: “Our factory has shut down, and now one 
of the Chinese producers [Sin Ma Trading Co., 9 Meeks 
Road, Marrickville (in southwestern Sydney), NSW] is 
allowing us to use their premises to make our tofu... We are 
hoping to start another factory with more capitol behind us. 
Unfortunately, we were grossly undercapitalized, and this 
was our downfall.” While making tofu at Sin Ma Trading 
Co., The Soy Bean Factory continued to use its original 
name, since they had lots of packaging and labels, and no 
need to change names.
 “After getting into the swing of making Japanese-style 
tofu and using the packaging equipment, we decided to fi nd 
a source of organically grown soybeans that would produce 
the same quality tofu as the non-organic beans we had been 
using. In 1983, after several months and many trials, we 
fi nally found a bean that would give almost the same quality, 
though with a small drop in tofu volume [yield].
 “As the demand increased up to as much as 600 pieces 
per week of tofu (each piece weighed 300 gm), we began 
to look for larger premises, which were found in Leichhardt 
(about 7 miles southwest of downtown Sydney), so by early 
1982 we had re-located to 355 Parramatta Road, Leichhardt, 
NSW 2040–and had started making tofu. At that time, 
Yoshiko Wright and Michael De Campo sold their shares to 
John Fenwick and me, and the name of the company was 
changed to Soyfoods Australia. Still having a controlling 
interest in the business, I hired Tony Wondal, a Chinese 
man, to help operate the business. A year later (in about 
1983), after an increase of sales, John decided to sell his 
shares to Ross Ebert, and we moved to even larger premises 
at 14/2 Paton Place, Manly Vale (northeast of downtown 
Sydney), New South Wales. After a year of production and 
trying to make soymilk without proper soymilk equipment, 
I decided to sell my share of the company to Ross Ebert. I 
was expecting my fi rst child in August 1985 and didn’t want 
to be tied down to any business. So I left the tofu business 
and never looked back! As far as I know, Ross never put any 
new products out on the market and so the business only sold 
tofu–and still does today with new owners.

 Note: In Sept. 1986 Ross B. Ebert had just spent 
$100,000 on fairly sophisticated soymilk equipment. He was 
selling soymilk fresh to Coles supermarkets in plastic bottles. 
In Nov. 1988 Lindsay Kotzman purchased the business, 
which was named Great Australian Pty. Ltd. In July 1990 
Jennifer Young purchased the business, still located at 14/2 
Paton Place. “The Company is Great Australian Tofu Pty. 
Ltd., trading as Soyfoods Pty. Ltd.”
 As far as Marcea knows, Sin Ma Trading Co. and Castle 
Trading Co. were both tofu manufacturers. Address: 56 St. 
Georges Cres., Faulconbridge 2776 NSW, Australia.

4526. Dibb, Sue. 1995. Swimming is a sea of oestrogens: 
Chemical hormone disrupters. Ecologist (The) 25(1):27-31. 
Jan/Feb. [24 ref]
• Summary: Reproductive endocrinologist says: “In my 
opinion, the satisfaction with which the soy lobby highlights 
the benefi cial effect of isofl avones on a number of Western 
diseases and brushes aside potential effects on neonates and 
infants is almost obscene.” Address: The Food Commission 
(a consumer advocacy group), London.

4527. Storup, Bernard. 1995. Société Soy was acquired by 
Diétetique et Santé in July 1993, was renamed Nutrition et 
Soja, and is now located in Revel (near Toulouse) in southern 
France. Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 6. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [Eng]
• Summary: In 1993 Bernard was contacted by Diétetique et 
Santé, a big French manufacturer of health foods (founded in 
1972), which wanted to buy his company, Société Soy. At the 
time Bernard’s company was doing well fi nancially and they 
had excellent equipment. But they had reached the maximum 
they could achieve in the health food market, and the only 
market into which they could expand was supermarkets.
 First some background: In Sept. 1990 Société Soy 
had taken in an outside investor, a retired banker, who was 
wealthy and friendly man, and who invested as a private 
individual. In exchange for contributing cash funds to help 
in expansion and give the company more of its own capital 
(fonds propre), he was given ownership of 25% of Société 
Soy’s shares. The banker also worked at the company one 
day a week as an accountant. At this time, the company was 
making money–but not that much.
 In early 1991 Bernard had created the new and more 
neutral brand Union Natur to be used on all products sold in 
supermarkets by Société Soy. So Bernard was looking for a 
company with which he could work as a partner in entering 
this big new market.
 In the late 1980s and early 1990s the Sandoz Group 
accelerated its expansion into the healthy/nutritional foods 
industry throughout Europe. The Sandoz Group is best 
known in Europe as a manufacturer of pharmaceuticals (its 
largest division) and chemicals (its second largest division). 
Sandoz’s food/nutrition division is now its third largest. 
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About 5-6 years ago Sandoz was involved in major pollution 
problems related to its chemical production. Sandoz, the 
big Swiss pharmaceutical company, was famous during the 
1960s among young people in Europe and America as the 
manufacturer of LSD. From one viewpoint, this popular 
psychedelic started the counterculture revolution in the 
Western World, including the natural foods movement. One 
of the Sandoz Group’s earliest acquisitions in the health food 
fi eld had been the British-based Wander Co. In about 1987-
88 the Sandoz Group bought the Céréal Co. Then on 1 July 
1992 Sandoz bought Diétetique et Santé in Revel, France–
which was renamed Nutrition et Santé on 1 Aug. 1994. Also 
on 25 Aug. 1994 the Sandoz Group purchased Gerber, the 
huge American manufacturer of baby foods (headquartered 
in Fremont, Michigan). Two months ago the Sandoz Group 
announced that it plans to sell its entire chemical division, 
with about 10,000 employees. Sandoz was a world leader in 
dyes. Money from the sale chemical division will be used to 
buy more companies in the fi eld of food and nutrition. In the 
future, Sandoz plans to keep only its pharmaceutical and its 
food/nutrition divisions.
 Dietetique et Santé was established in 1972 in Revel and 
that year they purchased the brand (registered trademark) 
Gerblé from a small company located near Lyons (French 
= Lyon) in France. So now Nutrition et Santé is the head of 
Sandoz nutrition branch in France. In addition, Sandoz has 
a nutrition division in every European country, with a major 
food company as head of that branch. Approximately 95% of 
the sales of these companies are to supermarkets, and only 
about 5% to natural- and health-food stores.
 Although it is owned by the Sandoz Group, the company 
Nutrition et Santé is not well known by consumers. Yet its 
brands, trademarks and products are very well known–some 
all over Europe. These include Ovomaltine [Ovaltine], 
Céreal, Wander, Wasa (a Swedish bread, pronounced VA-
sa), Gerblé, Nerjisport, and Isostar. The latter two products 
are non-protein sports drinks, rich in mineral salts, that 
replace electrolytes after exercise. They are now developing 
a product named Gerlinea (like Slimfast, a low-calorie diet 
powder or bars).
 Nutrition et Santé is the leading company in the health 
food market in France. Sandoz-owned counterparts in other 
European countries include Sandoz-Spain, Sandoz-Italy, 
Eden in Germany, Reforma in the Netherlands, and Wander 
in the UK. They have 54% of the health food market in 
supermarkets in France.
 So in July 1993 Bernard sold Société Soy to the Sandoz 
Group because he believed the sale would help the company 
to develop and grow. He stayed on as managing director and 
was given a great deal of independence and responsibility. 
Sandoz wanted to keep the acquisition fairly quiet so that 
retailers and consumers would not be concerned. Very little 
information about the deal appeared in the public press, 
except in the fi nancial press. Before the sale, Société Soy 

was a corporation whose shares were owned as follows: 
Bernard Storup 35%, Jean de Preneuf 35%, the retired 
banker 25%, and the company’s workers 5%.
 After Société was sold, Nutrition et Santé owned 100% 
of the shares. Bernard and Jean had no diffi culty at all giving 
up their share of ownership in the company they had started 
in 1982. Nutrition et Santé had offered Bernard and Jean 
ownership in the company, but the latter two men felt the 
situation would be more clear if Nutrition et Santé owned 
100%. “The world is big and life is short. Daily work is 
just as interesting as ever.” Continued. Address: Managing 
Director, Nutrition et Soja, Z.I. de la Pomme, B.P. 33, 31250 
Revel (near Toulouse), France. Phone: +33 62.18.72.50.

4528. Irish Times (Dublin). 1995. European Communities 
(Seed of Oil Plants and Fibre Plants, Amendment) 
regulations, 1995. S.I. No. 53 of 1995. March 7. p. 23.
• Summary: The Minister of Agriculture, Food and Forestry 
has amended regulations on marketing the seed of oil and 
fi bre plants. The purpose of the amendment is to improve 
the standards to be satisfi ed with respect to “the minimum 
varietal purity of basic and certifi ed seed of Glycine max 
(soya bean).”
 For a copy, write the Government Publications Sale 
Offi ce in Dublin.

4529. Hymowitz, Ted. 1995. New developments related to 
Samuel Bowen (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 18. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted now has about 1,000 references on Samuel 
Bowen and he plans to write a book on the life and work 
of Bowen before he writes his book on the history of the 
soybean. He plans to include a bibliography with all (or 
almost all) of his references. His fi rst choice for a publisher 
is University of Georgia Press, in part because Bowen was 
from Georgia. Iowa State University is also interested. Last 
week he entered 350 citations on Samuel Bowen into his 
Micropro database. Each citation has a sequential record 
number, but no abstract. He hopes to write during the 
summer. The Bowen book will probably take at least a year 
(of free time) to write.
 Ted still has not been able to fi nd out what happened to 
Sue Ellen De Berry, the mother of Marion and Allen Bowen, 
and the wife of Menard Kennerly Bowen.
 He recently found a superb 20-page document on Bowen 
in French from the period 1766-69. He also has some British 
Parliament records from 1768-69 related to Bowen; they 
passed a bill saying that rice, sago, etc. would be allowed 
into Britain without any tax or duty. When Ted searches for 
obscure documents in this way, he fi nds nothing about 75% 
of the time.
 Captain Cook made a trip around the world. He took 
Sir Joseph Banks and Dr. Solander with him. They went to 
Australia, where they found the fi rst Glycine. On the trip 
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they took Samuel Bowen’s sago. Ted has a testimony given 
after the voyage by Banks, Solander, and Cook concerning 
Bowen’s sago.
 Ted also found the name of Samuel Bowen’s attorney in 
England, and the name of Mrs. Bowen’s attorney after her 
husband died. Then he got the attorneys’ records. He also has 
Samuel Bowen’s will.
 Benjamin Franklin sent some soybean seeds to John 
Bartram–after Bowen. Benjamin Franklin wrote to James 
Flint to ask for information on soybeans (Caravances). Flint 
wrote Franklin with a description. Ted found the letter in 
Franklin’s records.
 Update. 1995. May 21. Ted has just obtained a letter 
dated 1771 written by Samuel Bowen, himself. It may be 
part of a diary, since he describes his activities in the fi rst 
person.
 Update. 1995. June 13. Ted has just obtained a copy of 
Marion Bowen’s will from southern California. Her aunt 
(her father’s sister) was Annie Beauregard Bowen. Marion 
must have suffered greatly; she was legally blind at the 
time of her death and had arthritis. There is no mention of a 
Bowen family Bible or family records in this will. She left 
her body to a department of anatomy, so she was not buried. 
She gave some money to the Hopi Indians. Her attorney was 
Charles R. Hart, who is one of the partners in Hart & Waters, 
on Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles. Address: Prof. of Plant 
Genetics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4530. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri). 
1995. Biodiesel: A clean fuel by any other name? March. p. 
3.
• Summary: “As European countries expand use of 
biodiesel, the cleaner-burning fuel is earning a variety of 
monikers: diester (France), diesel-bi (Italy and France), bio-
gazole (France), biodiesel (UK) and oko-diesel (Germany 
and Austria).”

4531. Living Earth & Food Magazine (Food Commission, 
London). 1995. New Zealand research questions safety of 
hormones in soya baby milks. Jan/March. p. 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: The Food Commission is a UK consumer 
advocacy group. “The Food Commission has received 
evidence from New Zealand that soya formula milks for 
babies contain levels of chemicals, known as phytoestrogens, 
which, the researchers say, give young babies the equivalent 
of several contraceptive hormone pills a day*. (Footnote: 
*James et al. 1994. The Toxicity of Soybeans and Related 
Products). The research has been widely reported in the New 
Zealand press with calls for soya formulae to be withdrawn 
from sale.”
 “The Food Commission asked companies supplying 
soya baby milks in the UK to provide information on 
levels of phytoestrogens. As we went to press, only one 
company, Wyeth, which makes SMA Wysoy formula, was 

able to provide the Food Commission with fi gures. SMA 
told the Food Commission: ‘Our soy formula contains no 
more than 20-28 micrograms/ml (of phytoestrogens) in the 
reconstituted product.’
 Sales of soya-based infant formulas are worth nearly £9 
million a year from the 3% of babies in the UK who are fed 
soya-formula, with about 85% of sales on prescription.

4532. Smith, Paul. 1995. The life and work of F.G. Roberts, 
naturopath, and Australia’s fi rst soyfoods pioneer. Part I. The 
early years, 1892-1926. Bayswater, Victoria, Australia. 6 p. 
March. Unpublished manuscript. Handwritten. Updated by 
several interviews with and letters to William Shurtleff in 
March 1995.
• Summary: Paul Smith is Director and General Manager 
of Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (69 Power Road, 
Bayswater, VIC 3153, Australia). This company was taken 
over in Aug. 1936 by an Australian naturopath named F.G. 
Roberts (lived 1892-1977), at which time the name was 
changed to F.G. Roberts Health Food Products.
 Prior to that it had been known as Willson Health Foods, 
Naturopath, Dentist & Manufacturer (1932 to Dec. 1935), 
then Drummond’s Health Products (Jan. to July 1936). It 
appears that Roberts’ son, Horace, may have joined Willson 
in 1932, and that Willson manufactured products for Roberts 
as well as for himself. In the July 1930 issue of Nature’s 
Path to Health (NPH) (Melbourne), Mr. W.H.J. Willson was 
Melbourne Branch president of the Natural Health Societies 
and Mr. David Evans was secretary of the Ballarat Branch. 
F.G. Roberts was the founder and national president. In the 
Dec. 1930 issue there are advertisements for Drummond’s 
Health Products.
 In the Aug/Sept. issue of NPH we fi nd the fi rst 
“Directory of Health Aids,” a consolidation of previously 
scattered advertisements. In it appears an advertisement 
for: “Mr. W.H.J. Willson (Melbourne, President of Natural 
Health Society), 40 Chapel St., East St. Kilda. A nature cure 
dentist.” From Jan/Feb. 1936 to 15 July 1936 in NPH we 
fi nd: “Drummond Health Food Products, 40a Chapel Street, 
East St. Kilda.” Apparently Mr. Willson was “consulted” 
by the Dentistry Board about his activities as “Dentist, 
Naturopath, Food Manufacturer” and forced to choose. 
It appears he chose dentistry, and sold the factory at the 
rear of his house, which became 40a Chapel Street. Paul 
Smith states (28 March 1995): “It appears that Wilson and 
Drummond manufactured Roberts’ products prior to 1936... 
It appears that Willson began manufacturing products in 
1932.
 Roberts made the 11 earliest soyfood products sold 
in Australia. Ron Smith, Paul’s father, was a pioneer in 
commercial soybean production in Australia, starting in the 
early 1950s.
 Frederick Roberts was born on 11 Nov. 1892 in Hobart, 
Tasmania, the son of William Thomas Roberts and Ellen 
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Bloomfi eld, both Seventh-day Adventists. He was one of 
eight children, including Arthur, George, Whit, William 
Edgar (“Bill”), and Kate. Their order of birth and the names 
of the other two are unknown. His parents came from Wales. 
In later life he was best known as F.G. Roberts. The “G.,” 
which initially came from the fi rst name of his wife Gladys, 
was later changed to “George” to add a little distinction to 
plain Fred Roberts. He attended primary school at the Hobart 
Seventh-day Adventist College.
 While still in his teens [sic, age 22], Fred Roberts 
married Gladys Maude Griffi ths in 1914 in Hobart, 
Tasmania. Born on 13 July 1895 in Hobart, Tasmania, she 
was the daughter of Edley James Griffi ths and Susan Jane 
Mason. No additional details are given in the register of 
marriages. On the birth record, her middle name is spelled 
“Maud,” but on the marriage record “Maude.” Born an 
Anglican, Gladys became a devout Seventh-day Adventist, 
in part at least on her husband’s behalf. They soon had three 
children: Fred, Jr. (born 14 Sept. 1911 in Hobart), Horace 
Eric (born 30 Sept. 1914 in North Lyell; died 1943), and 
Gladys Ellen (born 25 Feb. 1916 in North Hobart). The 
children, all born in Tasmania, probably in Hobart, were 
raised in the Seventh-day Adventist faith. Gladys, the 
daughter and youngest child, was later married three times, 
to Messrs. Newitt, Grimes, and Hawken.
 In 1912 Fred Roberts began his studies in health and 
natural therapies as a result of the death of his father, William 
Thomas Roberts, from a hernia operation. Qualifying as 
an electrician by trade, he worked in Hobart and Mt. Lyell 
prior to the outbreak of World War I in 1914. He volunteered 
for an Engineer Reinforcement Corps but was excused 
from active service on compassionate grounds since he had 
married young and already had a young family. Moreover, 
his wife, Gladys, was strongly opposed to him undertaking 
military service.
 In 1918, he left for England, where he studied at the 
British College of Naturopathy, learning the natural healing 
methods used in chiropractic, osteopathy, herbalism, 
dietetics, homeopathy, and hydrotherapy. During this time, 
his wife stayed behind in Tasmania with their children.
 Returning to Hobart late in 1920, he moved his family 
to Burnie, Gladys’ home town, on the northern coast of 
Tasmania. There he continued his work as an electrician. In 
1923 he established his fi rst clinic in Tasmania, where he 
engaged in chiropractic and osteopathic work. He often took 
people into his home for hydrotherapy treatment. Meanwhile 
he and his wife continued to read and study everything they 
could get their hands on from England and elsewhere related 
to naturopathy; this enabled them to steadily expand the 
areas of their clinical work.
 While in the U.K., F.G. Roberts had also worked with 
ultraviolet and infrared lamps, and he was responsible 
for introducing them into Australia and using them in the 
treatment of asthma and certain skin disorders. Next the 

Roberts family moved to Launceston (in the northeast 
corner of Tasmania on the Tamar River); there they opened 
their fi rst rest home or “Health Academy” and added 
dietary advice and herbal treatments to their range of health 
services. F.G. Roberts, who was born into a SDA family, 
was fi rst baptised into the Seventh-day Adventist church in 
Launceston by Pastor Letts. About 2 years later the Roberts 
family returned to Hobart, establishing another rest home in 
Kingston and treatment rooms in Central Hobart, where he 
began practicing iridiagnosis [iridology, the study of the iris 
of the eye for indications of bodily health and disease; the 
term was fi rst used in about 1923], and prescribing diets and 
herbal remedies, etc. Iridiagnosis became a lifelong study, 
constantly honed.
 He became very skilled at using herbs therapeutically, 
and at diagnosing people, especially by examining the iris 
of their eyes. He was very interested in the work of Dr. 
Harry W. Miller (even though there is no record that the 
two men met) in China during the 1920s and early 1930s. 
He was also very interested in children who suffered from 
eczema, colic (abdominal pain), and mucus problems from 
milk. Continued. Address: Director/General Manager, Soy 
Products of Australia Pty. Ltd., 69 Power Road, Bayswater, 
VIC 3153, Australia. Phone: (03) 729-1738 or 729-3611.

4533. Smith, Paul. 1995. The life and work of F.G. Roberts, 
naturopath, and Australia’s fi rst soyfoods pioneer. Part II. 
Early years in Australia, 1927-1932. Bayswater, Victoria, 
Australia. 6 p. March. Unpublished manuscript. Handwritten. 
Updated by several interviews with and letters to William 
Shurtleff in March 1995.
• Summary: Continued: In early 1927, after his clinic 
in Hobart was well established, F.G. Roberts traveled to 
Melbourne (in Victoria, southern Australia), where he 
became licensed in 1929 and established his fi rst mainland 
clinic at Latrobe Street and commenced his well-known 
lectures. Initially his wife kept the clinic and rest home 
going in Hobart, then she and the children joined him in 
Melbourne in late 1927, when the family took up residence 
in Mordialloc, later moving their house and clinic to 232 St. 
Kilda Road.
 In Nov. 1928 F.G. Roberts and his wife, Gladys, 
from their headquarters in Melbourne, began publishing a 
magazine titled Nature’s Path to Health (NPH). The fi rst 
issue was volume 5, number 5–raising many questions about 
previous volumes and issues. They continued publishing 
NPH until 1951-52. Gladys was a major contributor, serving 
as editor, publisher and even writer of articles when her 
husband was away. In later years, Gladys was assisted by 
her sister, Muriel Ackerman. The magazine became Roberts’ 
main vehicle for announcing his lecture and travel plans, 
advertising his products, and disseminating his ideas about 
health, naturopathy, and diet.
 In 1929 Roberts established the Australian College of 
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Naturopathy and began offering lectures and study courses, 
including some in chiropractic; he used his home as the 
organization’s fi rst headquarters. Soon more space was 
required, so the Roberts family moved to 428-430 St. Kilda 
Road, where they also established yet another rest home.
 During 1930, 1931, and 1932 frequent advertisements 
appear in Nature’s Path to Health (Melbourne) for F.G. 
Roberts interstate lecture circuit, giving dates and venues. 
He established centers in Sydney and Newcastle (New South 
Wales), Brisbane, Ipswich, Toowoomba (Darling Downs), 
Maryborough, Bundaberg, and Rockhampton (Queensland). 
After traveling this northern circuit by train, he would return 
to Melbourne for several weeks to rest and attend to his 
duties there, prior to traveling by car to Ballarat and Geelong 
(both in southern Victoria), where he had also established 
centers. Then he was away by train to Adelaide (South 
Australia), and Fremantle (near Perth, Western Australia). He 
loved to travel, and in all these places he lectured and treated 
people. He also participated in radio (wireless) interviews 
and programs. As his students became qualifi ed, he opened 
clinics and shops to give the public the goods and services 
he felt they needed. During this time he closed the St. Kilda 
Road Clinic and opened a new clinic at Post Offi ce Place.
 At about this time, F.G. Roberts may well have traveled 
to the United States. Esmae N. Jackson (born in 1937), the 
Roberts’ granddaughter, recalls vividly that he told her about 
several visits (at least two) there during her years in primary 
and secondary school; she does not know when his trip took 
place but thinks vaguely late 1930s to mid-1940s. She recalls 
her grandfather mentioning Loma Linda (which was named 
College of Medical Evangelists from 1906 to 1 July 1961, 
when it was renamed Loma Linda University). Paul’s father, 
Ron Smith, has no recollection of F.G. Roberts going to the 
USA between 1948 and 1954. If Roberts did go, there are 
three good reasons for thinking he may well have visited 
Benedict Lust (pronounced LOOST; rhymes with “boost”), 
who was based in New York. First, Lust published (from 
July 1925 to 1960) a naturopathic magazine titled Nature’s 
Path (New York City). In 1930 F.G. Roberts, assisted by his 
wife (Gladys), began editing and publishing a bimonthly 
(later monthly) magazine titled Nature’s Path to Health. He 
continued to publish it until about 1952. The magazine was 
published in Melbourne and Gladys kept it going during her 
husband’s travels. Some articles by Benedict Lust appeared 
in the Roberts’ Australian periodical. And articles by other 
writers, fi rst published in Nature’s Path (USA) later appeared 
in the Australian magazine. By Sept. 1939 Lust appears 
on the magazine’s masthead as “American Contributing 
Editor”–all indicating a spirit of cooperation and friendship.
 Second, the Sept/Oct. 1937 issue of Nature’s Path to 
Health (Australia) states (p. 14): “The Naturopathic School 
of Dr. Benedict Lust conferred on F.G. Roberts, N.D., D.O., 
D.C. [doctor of naturopathy, osteopathy, and chiropractic], 
of 430 St. Kilda Road, Melbourne, Australia, the Degree of 

Dr. of Natural Therapeutics.” Esmae believes the honorary 
doctorate arrived by mail, and that F.G.R. was enormously 
proud of the honour.
 Third, Dr. Lust was widely considered the world’s 
leading practitioner of natural healing (naturopathy) at the 
time, and it seems likely that an energetic, curious, and 
dedicated man such as F.G. Roberts would have wanted 
to meet him, to talk with him about their mutual interests, 
and perhaps to study Lust’s organization, publications, and 
healing methods. Note: A careful examination of Dr. Lust’s 
magazine might mention a visit from Roberts.
 During the 1930s Roberts began to import a range of 
packet herbs, tablets, and other herbal remedies from Potter 
and Clark in London.
 In 1934-35 F.G. and Gladys Roberts established a 
restaurant named the Curative Dining and Health Service, 
on the 2nd fl oor, 300 Little Collins St., Melbourne. It was 
renamed Cafe Naytura (see ad in 15 Aug. 1936 NPH). (Note: 
In 1943 Sanitarium Health Food Co. {SDA} had a cafe and 
natural food store at 293 Little Collins St., Melbourne). 
During the 1950s it was located in the basement at this same 
address and run by the Cutting family. It continued at this 
address until the late 1970s, when it was purchased by Don 
Newsome, a pharmacist, and moved to its current Bourke 
Street Mall location. Don used his experience to establish 
the Naytura Health Food Section nationwide through the 
Safeway (Victoria) / Woolworths supermarket chain. The 
Bourke St. store is used to evaluate products for potential 
supermarket sale and the basement restaurant still carries on 
the tradition of the Roberts’ 1934-35 Cafe.
 In the early 1930s, F.G. Roberts became interested 
in Mr. Willson’s food manufacturing business–probably 
because his son, Horace, worked there. It may have been 
that Roberts took over the business to keep Horace in a job. 
F.G.R. never had the time or any real interest in running it.
 In the Aug. 15, 1936 issue of Nature’s Path to Health we 
fi nd the fi rst advertisement for “F.G. Roberts’ Health Food 
Products, 40a Chapel St., East St. Kilda.” The same appears 
in the “Directory of health aids.” He had acquired this health 
food factory which had been previously named Drummond 
Health Food Products. St. Kilda was a beach-side suburb 
of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. A photo of this original 
red brick factory appeared in the May-June 1937 issue of 
Nature’s Path to Health (p. 22); an original hangs on the 
offi ce wall at Soy Products of Australia. The factory began 
to pack a variety of herbal products, and to manufacture 
some new foods, all to service the needs of Roberts’ shops 
and clinics. Many herbs were grown locally in Australia 
to supplement the supplies imported from England. It 
was during the mid-1930s that many of the products still 
manufactured today by Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. 
under the Roberts brand name were fi rst formulated and 
developed. By the late 1930s F.G. Roberts, his teachings, and 
his products were known nationwide. From 1951 onward 
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Potter & Clark’s herbs were replaced by herbs mixed and 
packaged in Australia using some imported ingredients.
 During this period the Australian College of Naturopathy 
(which Roberts had founded in 1929) became more closely 
affi liated with the British College and became known as the 
British and Australasian College of Naturopathy; the two 
colleges were run on the same standards and principles.
 The Roberts’ children had now grown up and were 
taking an active interest in the business, training for and 
working in key positions. The eldest son, Fred, Jr., and the 
daughter, Gladys, worked in the clinics. Fred, Jr. later moved 
to Brisbane and his son, Peter, carries on the family tradition, 
practicing as a chiropractor. Mr. Roberts was good at treating 
people and lecturing, but was less interested in managing the 
food factory, a role that his youngest son, Horace Roberts, 
fulfi lled. Horace also managed the shop at the Post Offi ce 
Place Clinic. Horace was instrumental in transforming his 
father’s ideas into formulations and products. Starting in 
the mid-1930s, and continuing until the 1950s, F.G. Roberts 
developed a number of health food products, which were 
sold throughout Australia. They were hand-mixed and 
packaged at his factory, F.G. Roberts Health Food Products, 
in St. Kilda and from 1933 he was advertising them 
nationwide in his magazine Nature’s Path to Health.
 Several of these products contained soy fl our. Prior to 
1950 he launched and sold the following soy products, listed 
here is the order they were fi rst advertised in his magazine: 
(1) Soy Wheat Macaroni (Aug. 1936); (2) Soy Bev (tea 
or coffee substitute; Nov. 1937) was made primarily from 
ground roasted soybeans and roasted milled chicory; Paul 
thinks it was fi rst introduced in about 1935-36; (3) Soy 
Flakes (Dec. 1937); (4-5) Roberts’ Soy Nut Roast; Soy 
Beans in Tomato (in glass, Oct. 1938; canned June 1940); 
(6) Malto-Soy Drink (tea or coffee substitute; Sept. 1939); 
(7) Soy Milk Compound (Sept. 1939; originally a mixture 
of soy fl our, malt, lactose, and nonfat dry milk [skim milk]). 
This product is still made today in modifi ed form under 
the name Soy Compound; Paul thinks it was introduced 
in about 1933 or 1934. It was made using defatted soy 
fl our imported from America; (8) Soya Choc-Malt (Jan. 
1940), renamed Soya-Choc in Aug. 1946; it was the Soy 
Milk Compound plus natural cocoa; Paul thinks it too was 
introduced in about 1933 or 1934; (9-10) Roberts Soy Nut 
Brawn, Soy Nut Cheese (May 1940); (11) Vita Elm (1948). 
This early and widely advertised herbal product was being 
advertised by May 1935 in Nature’s Path to Health as a 
“vitalizer” that can give “Glorious Health.” Vita-Elm, which 
always contained slippery elm, was based on an old English 
formula that went back to the 1750s; the company still 
makes the product today. Published ads from 1935, 1936, 
and 1949 said it contained “the Germ of Life of Wheat, Oats, 
Barley, Rye, Maize” (and slippery elm) but Paul is sure that 
somewhere prior to 1948 it also contained small amounts of 
soya fl our. Esmae Jackson believes that the soy was added 

to Vita Elm in 1937, when Roberts fi rst became interested 
in it. Continued. Address: Director/General Manager, Soy 
Products of Australia Pty. Ltd., 69 Power Road, Bayswater, 
VIC 3153, Australia. Phone: (03) 729-1738 or 729-3611.

4534. Smith, Paul. 1995. The life and work of F.G. Roberts, 
naturopath, and Australia’s fi rst soyfoods pioneer. F.G. 
Roberts Health Food Products, and Ron Smith. Part II. Mid-
1930s to 1949. Bayswater, Victoria, Australia. 6 p. March. 
Unpublished manuscript. Handwritten. Updated by several 
interviews with and letters to William Shurtleff in March 
1995.
• Summary: Continued: It is not clear when and how 
F.G. Roberts fi rst learned about soybeans and soy fl our. 
Paul suspects that he read about Dr. Harry W. Miller (a 
Seventh-day Adventist doctor) and his pioneering work 
with soyfoods in China, starting in the 1930s. “There is 
defi nitely some connection and I believe it is highly likely 
that F.G. Roberts met Harry W. Miller.” Or the two men 
may have corresponded. If Roberts visited Loma Linda, 
California, he would surely have visited Loma Linda Foods, 
which made a large range of early soyfoods: In 1922 Loma 
Linda introduced–Smokene (a seasoning based on roasted 
soy fl our). 1934–Soy Mince Sandwich Spread, Soymilk, 
VegeCheese, Soy Bean Spread, Breakfast Cup (coffee 
substitute), Soy Wafers, Soybeans with Proteena and Tomato 
Sauce. 1936–Soy Beans (plain, canned). 1938–Gluten Burger 
(with soy fl our). 1940–Soy Beans with Tomato, Soy Beans 
with Proteena, etc.
 During the 1930s, F.G. Roberts and others were 
experimenting with soybean cultivation in Australia on 
a small home-garden and experimental level. An article 
in Nature’s Path to Health (15 July 1936, p. 35-36) gives 
details. Roberts concluded: “The Soya Bean has been 
very successfully grown in Australia.” But there were no 
commercial crops until the 1950s.
 In 1940 Horace Roberts, the youngest son, left the 
company when he volunteered for service with an ambulance 
corps being formed in Melbourne. Serving as a non-
combatant male nurse during World War II, he was sent 
to Singapore. With Horace’s departure, F.G. Roberts’ food 
production business began to languish; the man who had 
managed the plant and attended to daily details was gone. 
Although the company’s soy products were available during 
the war, it continued to languish until Ron Smith entered the 
business in 1948.
 Meanwhile, during World War II, with the clinics and 
college all well established and running smoothly, F.G. 
Roberts turned some of his time and attention to a property 
at Panton Hills, an outer Melbourne suburb, between Eltham 
and Lilydale, where a home was built; he grew fresh fruit, 
herbs, and vegetables, and practiced composting. This 
provided family, friends, and pupils from the college with a 
place to visit and relax. It never made the expected profi t.
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 Shortly after World War II ended, the Roberts family 
received devastating news. Their youngest son, Horace, had 
been captured in Singapore and interned by the Japanese 
in Changi, their prisoner of war camp there. He had died in 
October 1943 in Burma (working as a forced laborer on the 
Thailand-Burma Railway)–unbeknownst to his family until 
after the war had ended. So shattered was F.G. Roberts by 
the death of his son that he began to lose interest in the shop 
and the factory. The shop and clinic in the Post Offi ce Place 
was closed and the family moved to Malvern Road, Prahran. 
The factory continued to run indifferently while F.G. Roberts 
put most of his time and energy into public lectures, the 
college, and seeing and treating patients.
 Esmae recalls that for many years on a Thursday [sic 
Tuesday] night, often weekly, F.G. Roberts had addressed the 
public about “Health Matters” at the Athenaeum Art Gallery 
Hall at 188 Collins Street, Melbourne. Esmae personally 
attended many of these evenings, singing, playing the piano, 
and on one occasion addressing the audience with a speech 
of her own about diet and health.
 In 1946 Ron Smith fi rst came in contact with the F.G. 
Roberts at the Athenaeum. Vincent Ronald “Ron” and Mabel 
Smith, both originally from Western Australia, had married 
and settled in Melbourne after World War II. Ron was born 
on 10 December 1918 at Boulder (near Kalgoorlie), Western 
Australia. Mabel was born on 16 Dec. 1919 in Bunberry, also 
in Western Australia. Both in their late 20s and dogged by ill 
health, they fi rst attended several of F.G. Roberts’ lectures 
and later went to him for advice and treatment. Ron, in 
particular, was slightly built, had worn glasses for years, and 
had never enjoyed really robust good health. F.G. Roberts 
prescribed an exercise program and made radical alterations 
to the Smith family diet. Almost immediately the Smith 
family’s health began to improve. Ron’s physique developed 
and his eyes improved to where he was able to discard his 
glasses for nearly 30 years. Thus began a long and ongoing 
association with the Roberts family.
 F.G. Roberts owned Green Island, a small island just off 
the coast of Queensland at Mackay, near the Great Barrier 
Reef; you could walk across at low tide. There he built a 
retreat to which he took his friends and pupils to enjoy the 
sea air, balmy climate, and the cleansing diet of fresh tropical 
fruits–pineapples, papayas, bananas, coconuts, and mangoes. 
Ron Smith enjoyed unforgettable visits with the Roberts at 
Green Island several times between 1948 and 1954.
 F.G. Roberts had an enormous enthusiasm and an almost 
boundless capacity for work. When he got a bit tired or 
run down, he would switch off and head for Green Island 
for a few weeks of relaxation. He was good fun and good 
company to go away with. He would buy a case of good 
quality ripe oranges and, with his guests, would enjoy fresh 
squeezed orange juice and half a ripe pineapple (freshly 
sliced with a sharp machete and handed around to all 
present) for morning and afternoon tea. He practiced what he 

preached.
 The Roberts presided over the prenatal and antenatal 
care of Mabel Smith during the birth of her two sons in 
1949 and 1950 with benefi cial results to both infants and 
mother. The Smiths became lifelong converts to Mr. Roberts’ 
philosophy. Note: In 1995, at age 76, Ron Smith still comes 
to work at the company each day, and often puts in a 10-hour 
day as managing director of the company.
 In early 1948, after several unsuccessful attempts to start 
his own business, Ron Smith went to work for F.G. Roberts. 
He worked as an employee at the factory at 40 Chapel St., 
St. Kilda, increasingly taking over the daily management 
and running of this operation–formerly the responsibility of 
Horace, the Roberts’ son, who died in the war.
 Although a great healer and publicist, F.G. Roberts 
was not strong in the technical aspects of food production 
or marketing. The factory at 40 Chapel St. was more like a 
cottage industry. It was small, cramped, and labor intensive; 
mechanical aids were either non-existent or very primitive. 
Output was small and most products were mixed and packed 
by hand.
 Ron sparked the resumption of manufacturing, even 
though wartime rationing was still in place and obtaining 
permission to import anything was diffi cult. Paul recalls 
(28 March 1995): “Roberts, himself, was a dreamer, and far 
too preoccupied with travelling, treating patients, lecturing, 
and racing on to the next new idea. He lacked the patience, 
persistence, and stability to run a manufacturing business. 
His skills and interests lay elsewhere.”
 F.G. Roberts was an osteopath, naturopath, registered 
dietitian, iris diagnostician, and had several other natural 
healing qualifi cations. He studied by attending courses in 
the U.K. and by correspondence. He was fi rst registered in 
Australia as a “Consultant Dietitian” in 1942-43. Continued. 
Address: Director/General Manager, Soy Products of 
Australia Pty. Ltd., 69 Power Road, Bayswater, VIC 3153, 
Australia. Phone: (03) 729-1738 or 729-3611.

4535. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1995. A phytoestrogen story. 
6(1):6. Spring.
• Summary: A “media scare story” concerning soya recently 
appeared in the British press. The story originated in New 
Zealand last year when a fi rm of consultants carried out 
some research on phytoestrogen levels in soy-based infant 
formulas. They concluded that the levels “were equivalent 
to giving several contraceptive pills a day” and submitted 
a report to the New Zealand authorities requesting the 
immediate withdrawal of soy-based infant formulas from the 
market. The story was reported in the New Zealand press.
 When the story appeared in the UK, headlines 
questioned the safety of soy-based infant formulas and made 
comparisons with contraceptive pills. But the story failed to 
mention that “the research was commissioned privately by 
two New Zealanders concerned about side effects in their 
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pet parrots who were being fed soya (not a proprietary bird 
feed!). Secondly, the research had not been published either 
independently or in a scientifi c journal and so it has not 
been peer-reviewed. The report, itself, is only available on 
payment of a substantial fee (£250).”
 The New Zealand government and the New Zealand 
national association of health visitors both stated that there 
was insuffi cient evidence to warrant any action.
 SoyaFoods concludes: “We don’t yet know the role that 
phytoestrogens play in our diet, although studies on their 
health effects in adults are generally positive. Of course, 
where infants are concerned we need to be cautious, but we 
also need to keep a sense of proportion, after all millions of 
babies have been fed soya infant formulas over the past 20 to 
30 years with no harmful effects.”

4536. Product Name:  Provamel (Soya Milk Flavoured with 
100% Natural Vanilla Extract).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England.  Phone: 
+44 181 577 2727.
Date of Introduction:  1995 March.
Ingredients:  Incl. soymilk and natural vanilla extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter Tetra Brik Aseptic 
carton. Retails for £1.14 (5/94, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable; refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods 
(ASA, Europe). 1995. Spring. p. 4. “A new soya milk from 
Provamel.” The product will be available at health food 
shops and selected supermarkets from March 1995 onwards.

4537. Paine, Heather. 1995. Re: Concern with the safety of 
soy phytoestrogens in the United Kingdom. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, April 12. 1 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: This issue arose in New Zealand and was raised 
in the UK in January 1995 by a UK consumer advocacy 
group, the Food Commission (FC). They issued a press 
release and published an article on the subject in their 
magazine, Living Earth & Food Magazine (Jan/March, 1995. 
enclosed). The article refers to the original New Zealand 
report titled The Toxicity of Soybeans and Related Products, 
by R.F. James, V.A. James, D.J. Woodhams, and M.G. 
Fitzpatrick (Auckland 1994).
 The UK Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food 
(MAFF) is funding research into phytoestrogens, but that 
research has not yet started. Address: Editor, SoyaFoods, 27a 
Santos Rd., London, SW18 1NT, England. Phone: 081-874-
5059.

4538. Lancet. 1995. Male reproductive health and 
environmental oestrogens. 345(8955):933-35. April 15. [15 
ref]

• Summary: What is causing the rapid drop in viable sperm 
counts in men? Various large studies indicate they have 
fallen by about 50% over the last 50 years. One hypothesis 
is that the drop is caused by the action of xeno-oestrogens–
environmental chemicals that posses oestrogenic activity. 
Pollutants and pesticides are recognized as a source of the 
estrogens found in the human body. Address: England.

4539. Product Name:  Smokey Tofu, Regular Tofu, and 
Chinese 5-Spice Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Clean Bean Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Address:  37e Princelet St., London E1 
5LP.  Phone: 0171-247-8349.
Date of Introduction:  1995 April.
New Product–Documentation:  Letter from Neil McLennan 
of Clean Bean Tofu. 1997. April 10. “I run a fresh tofu 
market stall, and our business is being affected by GE 
[genetically engineered] soya;...” Letter from and form fi lled 
out by Neil McLennan. 1997. April 30. “I am a very small-
scale producer. Me and my brother have a stall in the local 
market that specialises in organic produce. Our stall sells the 
three kinds of tofu (as listed) which we make ourselves on 
Fridays and Saturdays.” They are planning to start making 
tofu full time and are looking for larger equipment. He has a 
small grinder / cooker that he bought in China. “It’s been a 
great two years persuading Londoners of the virtues of fresh 
tofu. I am eternally grateful to yourself and Akiko Aoyagi 
for The Book of Tofu, which inspired me initially, and for 
Tofu & Soymilk Production, which showed me how.” They 
started making Smokey Tofu in April 1995, Regular Tofu 
in July 1995, and Chinese 5-Spice Tofu in Nov. 1995. They 
presently make 140 lb, 300 lb, and 140 lb of each product 
respectively each month. They have no labels at present 
because most of their customers bring their own containers. 
Letter from Neil McLennan of Clean Bean Tofu. 1998. Aug. 
24. He would like to order a copy of Das Tofu Buch, the 
German translation of The Book of Tofu.

4540. Living Earth & Food Magazine (Food Commission, 
London). 1995. New Zealand Health Ministry investigates 
soya baby milks. April/June. p. 3. [3 ref]
• Summary: The Food Commission is a UK consumer 
advocacy group. The New Zealand Health department 
has started an enquiry into the safety of soy-based infant 
formulas after a report indicated that the could contain 
dangerous high levels of phytoestrogens. “The Health 
Department has circulated a questionnaire to importers and 
manufacturers of soy-based products and asked scientists 
from around the world to contribute to the enquiry. It is 
anticipated that the matter may be referred to the World 
Health Organization for further investigation.”
 The UK government has been slow to respond to 
the matter. “In a letter to the Food Commission Baroness 
Cumberlege writes, The Committee (on Toxicity) considered 
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that it was extremely diffi cult... to predict the actions of 
ingested phytoestrogens in humans... We agree that this is an 
area which requires further investigation.”

4541. Holt, Stephen. 1995. Development of a substance 
containing genistein (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 31. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Holt is a full professor of medicine at 
the State University of New York (SUNY, downstate 
campus), and a professor at Seton Hall in New Jersey. He 
is developing a product named Genista, which will contain 
genistein. He thinks that angiogenesis may be the cause of a 
number of common serious diseases, including rheumatoid 
arthritis; blood vessels grow into the joints. He calls these 
“angiogenic diseases.” He has a company named Natus 
(pronounced NAY-tus), which already has related product 
lines on the market. He has done extensive research in the 
past with shark cartilage, which also inhibits angiogenesis.
 Update: 1995 Oct. 30. Dr. Holt has fi nished the 
manuscript of a book to be titled Health and nutritional 
wealth with soya: The development of the soya dietary 
supplements Genista, Savoya, Savoya-Free, Genistacal, 
Soyfi ber, Cartigen, and Soyachoc. He has established four 
companies: Natus Inc. “Remedies of Natural Origin,” Natus 
America (Long Island City, New York), Natus Europe 
(Lancashire, England), and Natus Global (Elmsford, New 
York). Address: M.D., Natus Inc., 2388 28th Street, Long 
Island City, New York 11105. Phone: 718-721-1496.

4542. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1995. UK 
Soya Milk Alliance petitions EU. 2(2):3. April/June.
• Summary: Three leading soymilk manufacturers in the 
UK (Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd., Haldane Foods Group, and 
Plamil Foods Ltd.), have formed the Soya Milk Alliance 
in order to petition the European Union (EU) to accept the 
term “soya milk.” This decision followed a ruling on 16 June 
1994 by the EU Milk Management Committee that the term 
“soya milk” could not be used on soymilk packages in the 
UK or Europe. The basis of the Committee’s decision is EC 
Regulation 1898/87 of July 2, 1987, which states that the 
term “milk” is prohibited from use when the food does not 
contain any dairy ingredient. However the UK government 
has repeatedly drawn the Commission’s attention to clause 
3.1 which grants exemptions for foods “the exact nature of 
which is clear from traditional usage.”
 The campaign to save the term “soya milk” has gained 
considerable momentum as 23 ministers have already signed 
a petition addressed to the Commission. According to the 
Alliance, many more ministers have agreed to sign the 
petition.

4543. Product Name:  St. Michael Vegetable Burgers.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Marks and Spencer p.l.c.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Baker St., London, England.

Date of Introduction:  1995 May.
Ingredients:  Water, fresh onion, soya protein, vegetable 
oil, vegetable fat, breadcrumbs, hydrolysed plant protein, 
reconstituted egg white, yeast extract, dextrose, salt, 
vegetable bouillon (contains nutmeg), wheat protein, herbs, 
thickener, carrageenan, lactose, malt extract, spices, fl avour 
enhancer 635.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm paperboard box. Retails 
for 100 pence.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label (package) sent by 
Heather Paine of Soyafoods in London. 1995. Aug. 8. Use by 
May 10.

4544. The memorial service for Dr. Kwee-seong Lo, B.A., 
LL.D., O.B.E., C.B.E., J.P. 1995. Hong Kong. 6 p. 22 cm.
• Summary: This service was held at 4:00 p.m. on 11 May 
1995 at St. John’s Cathedral, Garden Road, Hong Kong. A 
nice portrait photo (p. 1) shows K.S. Lo, who lived 2 Feb. 
1910 to 5 May 1995.
 Obituary: “Dr. Kwee-seong Lo was born of Hakka 
descent in Meixian county in Guangdong province, China, 
on February 2, 1910. His father, Chin-hing Lo, took the 
family to live in Malaya when Kwee-seong was still young. 
Following his graduation from secondary school in 1929, 
Kwee-seong moved to Hong Kong to study Economics at the 
University of Hong Kong, from where he graduated [with a 
BA degree] in 1934.
 “As war engulfed East Asia in the 1930’s, causing much 
suffering among the Chinese population, Dr. Lo turned 
his attention to improving standards of health through the 
provision of nutritious of food at affordable prices. On a 
business trip to Shanghai in 1936, he attended a seminar 
entitled “Soya Bean–the Cow of China” non the nutritional 
value of the soya bean, which had been a major source of 
protein for the Chinese for more than 3,000 years. He knew 
this was the solution he had been looking for and, pooling 
all resources, he founded Hong Kong Soya Bean Products 
Company in 1940, the forerunner of today’s Vitasoy 
International Holdings, Ltd.”
 Discusses the history of the company, and joint ventures 
with China starting in 1979 with Kwang Ming Dairy Farm in 
Shenzhen. “This signifi ed the fi rst step in fulfi lling Dr. Lo’s 
ideal of “Nation Saving by Industry.”
 Though busy with his business, K.S. Lo made time for 
an active life of public service. In 1961 he was honoured 
as a Justice of the Peace (J.P.). In 1971 he was awarded the 
Offi cer Order of the British Empire (OBE), and in 1979 the 
Commander of the British Empire (CBE). In 1982 he was 
awarded an honorary doctorate of Law by the University of 
Hong Kong–thus becoming Dr. Lo. In 1994 he retired from 
the position of Chairman of Vitasoy International.
 His many public, business, and personal contributions 
are then discussed. In 1986 his book titled The Stonewares of 
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Yixing was published.
 Dr. Lo has his early education in a Methodist School 
in Malaya where he had his fi rst contact of Christianity. He 
was baptized in a church located at the Mount of Double 
Happiness, Lin County, Guangdong, during the period of 
Japanese occupation of Hong Kong. At that time, he had 
a very deep religious experience. In the last part of his 
journey on earth, he experienced the revival of his faith and 
consequently a renewal of his relationships with God and his 
family members. He therefore faced his destiny with peace 
and joy.
 “Dr. K.S. Lo passed away peacefully in Queen Mary 
Hospital on 5th of May, 1995. Although he has now left us 
to sleep in the arms of God, Dr. Lo will not be forgotten. 
His achievements and his qualities live on and will be 
remembered by those whose lives he touched.” Address: 
Hong Kong.

4545. Brittenden, Wayne. 1995. A New Zealand report 
on the possible dangers of soya milk has raised fears in 
Britain: Report suggests that the milk contains high levels 
of hormones. Radio New Zealand News, NZBC London 
correspondent. 12:30 PM News Tuesday, 20, June 1995.

4546. Johnson, Charles. 1995. America’s fi rst soybean fi eld. 
Farm Journal 119(8):18-19. May/June.
• Summary: Describes the site at Greenwich near Savannah, 
Georgia, where soybeans were grown for Samuel Bowen. 
The author visited the site, but the information is mainly 
a recap of research done by Prof. Ted Hymowitz. A little 
new information is presented. “John Bartram, a well-known 
botanist and friend of Benjamin Franklin, planted some 
soybeans in his garden in 1770 with seed undoubtedly sent 
by Bowen. This site along the bank of the Schuylkill River is 
now in downtown Philadelphia [Pennsylvania].
 “Samuel Bowen, meanwhile, kept busy. In addition to 
the soybean and sweet potato business, he raised cattle and 
exported peanuts, sesame seed and sassafras blossoms. But 
the Revolutionary War hurt his trade. ‘His export business 
probably ended or was drastically reduced in 1776 because 
of the war’ [American Revolution], Hymowitz says.
 “He most likely died during a trip to England in 1778. 
His wife died in 1781, and Greenwich Plantation was sold, 
though the Bowen family remained in Georgia... The house 
at Greenwich Plantation burned in 1923. Prior to that it 
was the setting of a number of silent fi lms. In 1943 the city 
extended a nearby cemetery onto the location.
 “Two things remain from the plantation. A big fountain 
still stands. And on the bank of the Wilmington River sits 
the hulking remains of a loading dock that probably dates to 
Samuel Bowen’s time. This is most likely where America’s 
fi rst soybean products were loaded onto ships for export. 
Hymowitz wants the spot designated a national historic site. 
So far, he has had no luck. ‘The fact that it’s a cemetery 

makes it a diffi cult task,’ he says.”
 A sidebar describes how soybeans came to the Midwest 
(Illinois and Ohio) from San Francisco (California) via Dr. 
Benjamin Franklin Edwards, who lived in Alton, Illinois.
 Talk with Anne Smith of the Georgia Historical Society. 
1995. May 18. The land at Greenwich, where Samuel Bowen 
lived, is no longer in agricultural use. The majority of it is 
now covered by a cemetery. Greenwich was a plantation with 
a mansion, that was later used as a family home. Address: 
Southern Editor.

4547. Kwok, Kin-Chor; Niranjan, Keshavan. 1995. Review: 
Effect of thermal processing on soymilk. International J. of 
Food Science and Technology 30(3):263-95. June. [102 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Summary. Keywords. Introduction. 
Methods of thermal processing. Effect of heat on 
microorganisms in soymilk. Effect of heat treatment of 
trypsin inhibitor (TI) activity. Elimination of off-fl avour in 
soymilk. Effect of thermal processing on nutrients. Effect 
of heat on yields of solids and proteins. Other heat-induced 
effects. Concluding remarks. Acknowledgment. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Applied Biology and Chemical Technology, Hong 
Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hung Hom, Kowloon, Hong Kong; 
2. Dep. of Food Science and Technology, Univ. of Reading, 
Whiteknights, P.O. Box 226, Reading RG6 2AP, UK.

4548. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1995. ADM reports 
unaudited earnings of $0.44 a share in fourth quarter and 
$1.55 a share in fi scal year (News release). Decatur, Illinois. 
1 p. July 17.
• Summary: “Net earnings for the year ended June 30, 
1995 were $795,915,000 equal to $1.55 per share based on 
514,967,000 average shares outstanding. Net earnings for the 
same period a year ago were $484,069,000 equal to $0.93 
per share on 520,295,000 average shares outstanding, as 
adjusted above. Thus net earnings were up by 64.4% over the 
previous year.
 “Results of the current year quarter and year included a 
gain of $0.07 per share on the sale of the Company’s British 
Arkady bakery ingredient business.”
 For more information contact D.J. Schmalz at ADM. 
Phone: 217-424-5413. Address: Decatur, Illinois. Phone: 
217-454-5200.

4549. Schmalz, Doug J. 1995. ADM sells its British Arkady 
bakery ingredient business, but keeps Haldane Food Group 
and other parts of British Arkady (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. July 19. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: ADM sold British Arkady’s core business, 
which was basically dough and improvers, to Unilever. This 
core business in Manchester represented about half of British 
Arkady’s total business. ADM kept the following parts of 
British Arkady: S.I.O. (a fats and oils company in France), 
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the feed businesses in Ireland (they do some grinding but do 
not crush soybeans), and the entire Haldane Foods Group 
Ltd. (located midway between Oxford and Cambridge in 
Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, England). The machines 
(extruders) that make TVP are still located in the old British 
Arkady plant in Manchester because they were an integral 
part of the plant. Unilever is now tolling (producing) the 
product for ADM, but eventually ADM will probably take its 
extruders out of the Manchester factory and move it to one of 
their other plants.
 The amount of money involved in the sale was relatively 
small. This story will probably not be discussed in detail in 
ADM’s annual report.
 Follow-up talk with Mr. Garton of British Arkady 
in Manchester. The deal to sell British Arkady’s bakery 
ingredient business was fi nalized on June 12. As far as he 
knows, the only story was a very brief one in the Manchester 
Evening News on about June 13, based on a Unilever press 
release. There might be a story in the Financial Times 
(London) on about June 13th. Address: Vice President, 
ADM, Decatur, Illinois. Phone: 217-424-5413.

4550. Read, E.C.K. 1995. England’s Worcestershire Sauce: 
Flavors of the world. Bon Appetit 40(7):32-33. July.
• Summary: Gives a brief, cute, undocumented, copycat (and 
probably untrue) history of Lea & Perrins’ Worcestershire 
sauce and recipes (by Lane Crowther) for using it.
 In a slim bottle at the end of the bar, the anchovy is 
enshrined with tamarind, vinegar, molasses, garlic, onions, 
soy [sauce], chili peppers, cloves, and lesser ingredients “in 
the elixir known as Worcestershire Sauce.”
 The bartender says he buys the bottles by the case, 
mostly to make Bloody Marys. Worcester (the sauce has 
always contained anchovies and tamarind) is a city (and the 
county seat) on the River Severn. The original sauce is said 
to have been made in the “early 1800s” by John Wheeley 
Lea and William Perrins, based on a recipe from Marcus 
Sandys, the British governor in Bengal, India. Their fi rst 
market outside England was ocean liners. The U.S. maker 
of Worcestershire Sauce, “Lea & Perrins of Fair Lawn, New 
Jersey,” was formerly John Duncan & Sons of Manhattan 
[New York City], an early importer of the sauce–which is 
now used in “such morning-after remedies as Bloody Marys 
and Prairie Oysters...”

4551. Muir, Kate. 1995. Take the wonder bean with your 
sausage, egg and chips: Soya beans have been shown to 
lower high levels of cholesterol. Times (London). Aug. 15. p. 
13, col. 3. [1 ref]
• Summary: A summary of the article by Dr. James 
Anderson in The New England Journal of Medicine.

4552. Jones, Haydn. 1995. Re: Request for short history of 
Green Dragon / Bute Island Foods. Letter (fax) to William 

Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Aug. 26–in reply to inquiry. 1 
p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “Much belatedly, I am about to respond to 
your request for short history of Green Dragon / Bute Island 
Foods. I would also like to order some books from you.” 
Address: Bute Island Foods Ltd., 15 Columshill Street, 
Rothesay, Isle of Bute PA20 0HX, Scotland, UK. Phone: 
(01700) 505117/502481.

4553. Ballantyne, Aileen. 1995. Why our men are getting 
less fertile. Times (London). Aug. 29.
• Summary: The subtitle states: “Aileen Ballantyne fi nds 
out why Britain’s leading sperm expert tries to avoid soya 
and urges a plastics-free lifestyle.” Dr. Richard Sharpe is 
Britain’s leading expert on falling male sperm production. 
He heads the UK government’s Medical Research Center 
(MRC) for Reproductive Biology in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
“In 1992, research showed that male sperm counts have 
fallen by almost 50 per cent in the last 50 years from an 
average of 113 million per millilitre of semen in 1940 to 
66 million in 1990. In addition, last year a study in Paris 
[France]–originally aimed at challenging these fi ndings–
showed that over the last 20 years, male sperm counts have 
fallen by about 2 per cent a year, and that the quality of 
sperm being produced is also in decline.”
 “Dr Sharpe heads the MRC’s team of researchers whose 
job it is to examine ‘the cell biology of the testes in relation 
to male fertility.’ Their fi ndings suggest that the dramatic fall 
in male sperm counts is a result of damage to the male foetus 
during the fi rst three months of development in his mother’s 
womb, and during early childhood.
 “The most likely cause of this damage is environmental 
chemicals which have become common only in the last few 
decades, and which, when taken into the body, mimic the 
effects of the female hormone, oestradiol.”

4554. Messina, Mark. 1995. Diet, soy and heart disease 
prevention. Soy Connection (The) (Chesterfi eld, Missouri–
United Soybean Board) 3(3):1, 4. Summer. [4 ref]
• Summary: Cardiovascular disease remains America’s 
number one killer though mortality rates have decreased by 
25% during the past couple of decades. Serum cholesterol 
levels have also decreased somewhat during this time; they 
now average about 205 mg/dl, though 50 million Americans 
[19.2% of all 260.7 million Americans] still have blood 
cholesterol of greater than 240 mg/dl. Thus by changing their 
lifestyles, many people could reduce their risk of dying from 
heart disease.
 Factors other than cholesterol affect heart disease. 
One recent study suggests that preventing LDL-cholesterol 
oxidation may be as important as reducing total cholesterol 
levels.
 One report indicates that nearly 200,000 men and 
women in the USA below age 35 were under treatment 
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from 1988 to 1993 with drugs that lower blood cholesterol 
and other blood lipids. In Great Britain, prescriptions for 
cholesterol-lowering drugs increased more than sixfold 
between 1986 and 1992.
 “Although drugs certainly have a role in reducing 
heart disease mortality, it is clear that dietary modifi cation 
and prevention should be the primary approach. Since soy 
protein effectively lowers cholesterol levels and may work in 
several other ways to lower heart disease risk, and because 
soyfoods may offer protection from other chronic diseases, 
soy holds considerable potential as a dietary weapon in our 
fi ght against heart disease.” Address: PhD.

4555. Jones, Haydn; Lyde, Nick. 1995. Re: Potted history 
of Green Dragon Animal Free Foods and Bute Island Foods 
Ltd. Letter to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Sept. 15. 
3 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “1986-87–Whilst operating a small scale 
organically grown market garden in Llanfairfechan on the 
north coast of Wales, Nick Lyde & Haydn Jones began to 
experiment with an egg free mayonnaise style dressing. This 
experimentation was brought about by an earlier decision to 
change our diet to exclude all animal products except fi sh. 
Started selling Soyannaise (garlic fl avored) in a couple of 
local shops. The company named Green Dragon Animal Free 
Foods evolved during 1986-87; its original purpose was to 
make Soyannaise. A red dragon is the national symbol of 
Wale, and green symbolizes plant foods.
 “1988–Soyannaise is selling well at a few UK health 
food wholesalers. Started experimenting with a non dairy 
Soyacheese spread, fl avoured with autolysed yeast. Cauldron 
Foods object to the use of the word Soyannaise; apparently 
they ‘own’ this name. After taking legal advice, we decided 
we cannot fi ght this as Cauldron are owned by a much larger 
company. We simply drop the word ‘soya’ and rename the 
product ‘Nnaise.’ This name change probably took place in 
late 1988 or early 1989.
 “1989–After meeting a company that can produce real 
non-dairy cheese fl avours we are galvanised into researching 
a real ‘hard’ non-dairy cheese. Encouraging results mean 
we start to market hard Soyacheese locally. We know it 
could be much better but have no money to buy expensive 
equipment. We are running out of space but not out of 
ideas. Nnaise is now available in 4 varieties. Soyacheese 
is renamed “Scheese” spread, available in three fl avours–
Cheddar, Cheshire, and Stilton. From 1989 until Feb. 1992 
we manufactured Nnaise and the original non-cheesey 
SoyaCheese for Marigold Healthfoods of London; the two 
products were sold under their own labels, which they 
supplied.
 “1990–Lyde and Jones purchase a run-down building in 
Rothesay, Isle of Bute, Scotland, with a view to establishing 
a small manufacturing unit. Hard Scheese is spreading 
slowly in 8 fl avours.

 “1991–All products selling well but still feel that the 
Scheese range could be better given more refi ned ingredients 
and machinery. Work begins on the Scottish property.
 “1992–Between December 1991 and March 1992 we 
move to the new property, but it is way behind schedule 
and as we have to vacate the property in Wales we have 
no products on the market. We approach Plamil Foods (a 
vegan company in Folkstone, Kent, England) and they 
agree to manufacture Nnaise on our behalf. We rename the 
business Bute Island Foods (December 1992) and produce 
new Nnaise labels which Plamil object to because the word 
‘fi sh’ appears on them. The factory is only just fi nished and 
we are running out of money. We start again to produce 
hard Scheese, but we have lost our place in the market. 
At the same time we decided to no longer give credit to 
customers under any circumstances [buyers must pay cash 
in advance]. It’s like starting all over again. We sell by mail 
order to shops and individual customers only. Also we drop 
the Scheese spread range in order to more full develop hard 
Scheese. We offer to sell Plamil the Nnaise recipe, know-
how and customer base, but the price they offer is very low 
because we have been off the market for so long. Also in 
1992 we purchase a small hotel (12 bedroom). The running 
and renovation of this property is one of the main reasons we 
have been unable to take some of our inventions further.
 “1993–We complete the sale of the Nnaise recipe 
to Plamil. Scheese, now our only product, becomes very 
popular. We are amazed to fi nd that nearly all previous 
wholesalers and some new ones respect our ‘no credit’ terms. 
We are able to purchase our fi rst vertical cutter mixer which 
improves the texture of Scheese. We successfully develop a 
new Cream Scheese to replace the old spread, but we cannot 
take it any further because we are so busy. We approach 
Redwood Foods who import American ‘Tofucheese’ to see 
if they are interested in buying our product. We meet but no 
signifi cant developments occur.
 “1994–Scheese is now the most popular product of its 
kind in the UK. We purchase a bigger machine and start 
to employ two persons. Begin experimenting with Island 
Dream (a non-dairy ice cream) but again cannot take it 
further due to pressure from Scheese production. We are 
now exporting Scheese to Italy, Germany & Sweden, getting 
interest from Canada & Australia.
 “1995–Begin exporting Scheese to Belgium, getting 
more enquiries from European companies and UK dairy 
cheese wholesalers, also one major supermarket chain, most 
of whom back off from our non-negotiable terms of business. 
We are actively looking at machinery that will radically 
improve our output. Representatives from Canadian and 
Australian companies are due to visit. In August 1995 we put 
our small hotel up for sale so that we can again concentrate 
on the food production aspect of Bute Island Foods. No 
doubt we could have many more customers if we reneged 
on our no-credit terms, but we refuse to buy into the debt 
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culture. We have never had any connection with Cauldron 
Foods. We are now selling 20-30 tonnes of Scheese per year.
 With the letter and history Haydn encloses 4 color slides 
of the company’s products, four color photos (3 x 5 inches) 
of the company’s products, a 5th (quite dark) of the scheese 
factory, and 6th of their small Bute House Hotel. Also a 
6-panel brochure titled “Bute House Hotel 1995,” with a map 
showing its location.
 Note 1. Webster’s Dictionary defi nes the adjective 
“potted” (Chiefl y British) as “briefl y and superfi cially 
summarized (a dull, pedestrian, potted history).”
 Note 2. On Sept. 15 Haydn sends labels of the following 
ten fl avors of Scheese, apparently all now being made by 
Bute Island Foods: Gouda Style, Cheshire Style, ‘Blue’ 
Flavour, Edam Style, Mozzarella Style, Hickory Smoked 
Flavour, With Chives, and Cheddar Style. On Sept. 25 he 
sends the following actual Scheese products (refrigerated air 
mail): Cheshire Style, Cheddar Style, Mozzarella Style, and 
Edam Style. On each label is stamped: “Best before March 
1996.” Address: Bute Island Foods Ltd., 15 Columshill 
Street, Rothesay, Isle of Bute PA20 0HX, Scotland, UK. 
Phone: (01700) 505117/502481.

4556. Tasman-Jones, C. 1995. Birds are not of the same 
feather as humans (Letter to the editor). New Zealand 
Herald. Sept. 16.
• Summary: “The basis of the soy debate is the observation 
that one parrot feeder suffered serious premature death of 
many of his valuable birds when they were fed soy-based 
pellets. This observation is important, especially for parrot 
breeders.
 “There were attempts to determine whether infection 
was the causative factor. As this was negative, it was 
assumed that the deaths were due to oestrogen-like 
substances in soy... This theory must be confi rmed. It may be 
just as wrong as the initial suspicion of infection. If correct, 
it has important implications...
 “The extrapolation of the assumption to humans is 
dangerous. On the unproven hypothesis that soy oestrogen-
like substances caused the illness and death in parrots, a 
theoretical calculation has been done to suggest that soy-
based infant formulas may be harmful.
 “Infants come from a high-oestrogen environment and 
soy products have been widely used, particularly in the 
Asian areas, and yet there are no reports suggesting that 
adverse health effects have occurred...” Address: Prof. [of 
Gastroenterology], St. Heliers (suburb of Auckland City), 
New Zealand.

4557. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1995. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 42 p. Sept.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1995 
(year ended June 30) were $12,671 million, up 11.4% from 
1994. Net earnings for 1995 were $795.9 million, up 64.4% 

from 1994. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $5,854 
million, up 16% from 1994. Net earnings per common 
share: $1.47, up 65.2% from 1994. Number of shareholders: 
34,385.
 On the cover is an American fl ag and a photo of 
President John F. Kennedy with the famous quotation from 
his 1961 inaugural address, “Ask not what your country can 
do for you–ask what you can do for your country.” ADM 
contributed $6.5 billion last year to America’s balance of 
trade.
 On page 3 are graphs showing rising global consumption 
of soybean meal and vegetable oils from 1964 to 2004, 
and lysine from 1975 to 2004. For lysine, the equivalent 
of ten more ADMs will be needed in the next 10 years, for 
vegetable oil 5 more ADMs, and for soybean meal one more 
ADM.
 On pages 4-5 is a speech delivered by President 
Eisenhower in 1953 urging the USA to export more food and 
fewer weapons. Ike’s program [Public Law 480 or Food for 
Peace] resulted in $50 billion in exports to needy countries 
from 1954 to 1994.
 “While the whole of ADM’s business can be divided 
into families of products and services, virtually all can 
be summarized in a single thought: value-added.” ADM 
makes peanut oil at a mill in Augusta, Georgia. “Soybean 
oil: Our Europoort facility in the Netherlands remains the 
world’s busiest soybean processor, while in the United 
Kingdom plans are underway to install a new state-of-the-art 
vegetable oil refi nery and packaging plant at Erith [on the 
River Thames about 13 miles east of the center of London]. 
Crushing and refi ning operations are also being modernized 
in Hamburg, Germany. These terminals give us access to the 
three most important rivers in Europe–the Rhine, Elbe and 
Danube–all the way to the Black Sea” (p. 7).
 ADM makes vitamin E from soybean oil distillate. With 
the completion of a new state-of-the art facility in Decatur, 
Illinois, ADM has begin to make distilled monoglycerides 
from soybeans (p. 9).
 “BioProducts: ADM BioProducts traditionally 
introduces at least one new fermentation product each year: 
in the past year the newcomer was xanthan gum for both 
food and industrial applications. In 1996 ADM BioProducts 
expects to add ascorbic acid (vitamin C), astaxanthan and 
biotin to a lineup that includes monosodium glutamate, 
sorbitol, citric and lactic acids and their salts. ADM’s vitamin 
C will be produced in a brand-new world-class facility in 
Decatur. Other products planned for the near future include 
penicillin, vitamin B-12 and beta-carotene.
 “Amino acids for the feed industry remain a major 
focus of ADM BioProducts. Units to produce threonine 
and tryptophan are now in full production. This, along 
with our interest in a methionine plant, makes ADM the 
only company offering all four leading amino acids: lysine, 
methionine, tryptophan and threonine” (p. 13).
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 Isolated soy protein: Construction of increased isolate 
capacity has begun at Europoort (Netherlands) and in the 
USA. “Low nitrite ProFam 781 was successfully introduced 
into the European infant formula market during the past 
year. The Pacifi c Rim and former Soviet Union are growing 
markets for isolates.” Harvest Burgers: “Since the beginning 
of our joint venture with Pillsbury 46 million Harvest 
Burgers have been sold under the Green Giant label... In 
Europe Harvest Burger products are now being carried 
by a German supermarket chain with over 2,300 stores. 
Another German fi rm is introducing a line of Harvest Burger 
frozen entrees that will eventually be marketed in seven EC 
countries” (p. 15).
 “Other soy-based foods: Work is underway on a soy-
based dry mix that is the nutritional equivalent of milk. 
This product would be distributed at little expense wherever 
starvation exists or powdered milk is too expensive. 
The product has a shelf life of over a year, requires no 
refrigeration and is made by adding water.
 “A similar product is being developed as a milk 
alternative for North America. This fl avored cholesterol-free 
product would be carried in the refrigerated dairy section 
of supermarkets and would appeal to the lactose-intolerant 
(31% of Americans) and other health-conscious consumers. 
A frozen dessert version of this product is also being 
developed. In the United Kingdom Haldane Foods offers the 
soy-based Vege Mince, Vege Bites, Vege Steaks, yogurt and 
‘pot noodles’” (p. 15). A full-page color photo (p. 14) shows 
rich soymilk being poured onto a bowl of cereal and fruits.
 “Cogeneration is an effi cient low-cost source of energy 
and steam and is the source of power for our seven largest 
plants in the U.S., the U.K., Ireland, Germany, and the 
Netherlands. Our cogeneration system is decades ahead of 
most U.S. technology, and offers substantial savings over 
traditional power sources. The key is ADM’s fl uidized bed 
technology which enables the cogeneration plants to run on 
an unusual mixture of high-sulfur coal, discarded tires and 
limestone” (p. 21).
 “Note 11–Antitrust investigation and related litigation: 
The Company, along with a number of other domestic 
and foreign companies, is the subject of a grand jury 
investigation into possible related crimes in the food 
additives industry. The investigation is directed towards 
possible price-fi xing with respect to lysine, citric acid and 
high fructose corn syrup. Neither the Company nor any 
director, offi cer or employee has been charged in connection 
with the investigation.”
 Stephen Yu, managing director of ADM Asia Pacifi c, 
Ltd. is unrelated to the Stephen Yu who was a tofu pioneer 
and founder of Victor Food Products, Ltd. (of Toronto, 
Ontario, once Canada’s largest tofu manufacturer). Address: 
Decatur, Illinois.

4558. Biodiesel Report (NBB, Jefferson City, Missouri). 

1995. Biodiesel runs Dublin, Ireland, mayor’s car. Sept. p. 2.
• Summary: “The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Ireland, John 
Gormley, recently tapped the Volkswagen Golf Ecomatic as 
his new car–a car that can run on pure biodiesel. Biodiesel 
industry consultant Werner Korbitz says the rapeseed 
biodiesel fuel that operates the car is supplied by an 
agricultural research and development center.
 “The Golf Ecomatic has other environmentally attractive 
options. It operates with an electronic engine control, which 
shuts off when the car dies not need fuel, such as when it is 
stopped in traffi c or going downhill... this results in more 
economic diesel fuel use.”

4559. Paine, Heather. 1995. Processing trends in Europe. 
Paper presented at the Third Bi-Annual SoyAfrica 
Conference. 14 p. + 11 p. of tables, charts, and graphs. Held 
3-5 Oct. 1995 at Johannesburg, South Africa. Organized by 
Aproma. [10 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. History and production. 
The benefi ts of soya: Nutrition, functional properties. 
Products & applications: oil-based products (soya bean oil, 
soya lecithin), soya protein products (full-fat soya fl ours, 
defatted soya fl ours, soya concentrates, soya isolates), soya 
fi bre products (incl. soy bran), whole soybean products or 
soya foods (soya milk or drink, tofu, yuba, soya sauce, miso, 
tempeh, natto). Trends and problems: Growing market for 
soy protein ingredients, U.S. soyfoods market, soymilk sales, 
problems of quality and image and legislation. Address: 
Editor, Soyfoods, England.

4560. Product Name:  Vegetarian Cheatin’ [“Chicken,” 
“Ham,” or Garlic “Sausage”].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Redwood Wholefood Company 
(The) (Marketer-Distributor).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Northants, NN17 4SW England.  
Phone: 81 / 368 2638.
Date of Introduction:  1995 October.
Ingredients:  Water, wheat gluten, vegetable oil, soya meal, 
wheat fl our, potato starch, rice fl our, hydrolysed vegetable 
protein, soya protein, salt, spices, raw cane sugar, fl avouring, 
thickener (guar gum), emulsifi er (soya lecithin), L-cysteine 
(non-animal).
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  100 gm pack retails for £1.44.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Package with Label sent 
by Leah Leneman of Scotland. 1995. Oct. 11. 5 by 6 inches. 
Plastic pouch. Dark blue, turquoise, and white on pink. 
“Easy vegetarian specialties. A blend of wheat, vegetable oil 
and soya, precooked and sliced. Quick and easy. No animal 
ingredients. 100% meat free. Delicious in sandwiches or with 
a salad. Great in casseroles, stir fries, on pizzas, and with 
your favorite recipes.”

4561. Gordon, Jonathan. 1995. Work with soyfoods in 
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England and Australia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Nov. 16. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center. [1 ref]
• Summary: Jonathan’s PhD thesis was titled “Improved 
lactic fermentation of soymilk for the preparation of soya 
bean curd,” a subject closely related to soy yogurt. He 
submitted this thesis in 1992 at the University of Strathclyde 
[Glasgow, Scotland], working under Brian Wood. When he 
was midway through writing his thesis, he won a Monbusho 
[Ministry of Education] scholarship to Japan. Just as he was 
preparing to go, he and his wife had a baby and he decided 
not to go. Prior to that the University of Strathclyde had 
applied for a patent on the process he discovered in his 
thesis. When he didn’t go to Japan, the university did not 
fi nish the patent application process. Its present status is 
unclear. He discovered how to do a lactic fermentation of 
soymilk that gave a good, low pH in a reasonable period of 
time. Brian Wood was an expert in lactic acid fermentations; 
he developed a 6-week miso and soy sauce process which 
he sold to Nestle. He was very unhappy with the outcome of 
this sale, because Nestle shut him out of involvement with 
the company. He expected to be actively involved with the 
company.
 Jonathan’s interest in tofu goes back to the late 1970s. 
A native of England, he spent two years (1979-1981) at 
Findhorn, a spiritual community in Scotland, where he 
fi rst heard of tofu and he helped to make tofu once a week. 
Jonathan thinks that Jacques (a French Canadian) started the 
tofu operation in Findhorn, before Jonathan arrived. Jacques 
and Allen (British) were making tofu in 1979 when Jonathan 
was there. Each Thursday after dinner they would take over 
the kitchen and make about 30-40 lb of tofu, which was 
served in the communal dining room the next day. Jonathan 
left Findhorn in March 1981 and arrived in Australia in 
about July or August 1981. He traveled in Australia with a 
girlfriend (Karen James of California, who had just fi nished 
a professorship at UCLA) and they lived together at the 
Homeland Foundation in Upper Thora, Bellingen, New 
South Wales, where they made tofu with other members 
of the community. Karen also made tempeh. Upper Thora 
is a little town in the Bellingen (pronounced BEL-ing-un) 
valley. Some community members had already been making 
tofu for a long time before he arrived; the tofu company 
was a completely established local business, with customers 
and delivery routes, when he arrived. They made about 
300 lb/week of tofu and delivered it themselves to nearby 
communities in insulated cold boxes (called “Eskis,” short 
for Eskimos) in a van. Homeland was also making tempeh 
at the time, but Jonathan was not a tempeh maker. He left 
Australia in 1982 to return to England.
 In 1982 Jonathan became the foreman and tofu maker 
for The Regular Tofu Company (RTC) Ltd. in England, 
owned by John Holt. Jonathan was not with RTC when 
it started. John Holt was a “Premmie,” a disciple of Guru 
Maraji, the young guru from India. His tofu shop was located 

in a house adjacent to the Premmie community house or 
ashram. He converted the small community kitchen (about 
14 feet square) into a tofu shop. It had 2 cauldrons and a 
grinder. This was John Holt’s private business; it was not a 
source of food and income for the Premmie community. John 
had a family at the time and he employed Premmies to do 
his work. At this time the tofu was made in a caldron. Guru 
Maraji came to that part of England many times. Leicester 
is one of the “Asian centers” of England; it has the largest 
immigrant population of any city in the country and there 
were 2 or 3 “Premmie” houses there. Maraji has a large 
Indian following, in addition to his Western disciples.
 Jonathan also helped John Holt design his new factory 
in at Hayhill Industrial Estate (Unit 25, Sileby Rd., Barrow 
Upon Soar, Leicestershire LE12 8LD, England). into which 
Holt moved in about 1984. John Holt lived in Sileby, the 
town adjacent to Barrow Upon Soar.
 Note: This company began making tofu in Dec. 1981 at 
75 Chandos St., Leicester, LE2 1BU, England. In June 1984 
(now located at 16 The Halcroft, Syston, Leicester, England 
LE7 8LD) they introduced 4 soy products under the Soyboy 
brand. John Holt had venture capital in the business, but they 
weren’t getting a suffi cient return on their money so John 
had to sell the company to another rather small company 
named something like Rainbow (they were making soup and 
burger dry mixes), which later sold it to Haldane.
 Jonathan probably has John Holt’s home address in 
Leicestershire. After Holt sold his business, he bought a 
franchise in a restaurant business (something like a pancake 
house) in Northampton or Nottingham, England. Jonathan 
has heard of Michael Cole of Manchester, but he does 
not know whether or not Michael ever worked for John 
Holt. Cole won the Entrepreneur Award of something like 
£50,000, and that enabled him to build a factory. In the 
early days only two companies in England were distributing 
semi-nationally–John Holt’s and Michael Cole’s. Address: 
Director of Operations, White Wave Inc., Boulder, Colorado. 
Phone: 303-443-3917.

4562. Sheahan, Una. 1995. Re: Soybeans in Ireland. Letter 
to William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Nov. 21–in reply to 
inquiry. 1 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [1 ref]
• Summary: Una contacted the University Library “but 
was unable to fi nd any reference in the agricultural journals 
around the 1927/28 period to soybeans trials carried out by 
Barry and Freud.
 “I contacted Teagasc (The Irish Agriculture and Food 
Development Authority), and was informed that no trials of 
the soybean crop had taken place in Ireland recently.”
 Follow-up letter from Prof. Eamonn J. Gallagher of 
the University College Dublin, Dept. of Crop Science, 
Horticulture and Forestry. 1995. Dec. 8. “We have no 
research or development work with soybeans; in general 
the climate here will not sustain a viable crop.” Address: 
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Secretary, Agriculture Dep., University College, Cork, 
Republic of Ireland (Coláiste na hOllscoile Corgaigh, Éire). 
Phone: (021) 276871.

4563. Product Name:  Realeat VegeSteak.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1995 November.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.”

4564. Product Name:  Realeat Meatless Chili, Meatless 
Bolognese, or Meatless Curry.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1995 November.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm tub. Retails for £0.99 
(11/95 England).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.” This is a new range of microwaveable frozen 
ready meals in tubs, based on VegeMince and VegeSteak.

4565. Product Name:  Realeat VegeBites.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1995 November.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  454 gm bag. Retails for £2.49 
(11/95 England).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.” This is a non-meat version of chicken 
nuggets.

4566. National Institute of Agricultural Botany. 1995. NIAB 
Sparsholt Conference: Developments in oilseeds (Brochure). 
Cambridge, England, UK: NIAB. 4 p. 21 cm.
• Summary: This is the announcement for a conference to 
be held on 8 Feb. 1996 at Sparsholt College, Winchester, 
Hampshire. The main crops to be discussed will be oilseed 
rape and linseed. Soy is not specifi cally mentioned. Address: 
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge CB3 OLE, UK. Phone: 

(01223) 276381.

4567. Vegetarian Journal (Baltimore, Maryland). 1995. 
Burger King offers tomato sandwich on white bread. 14(6):5. 
Nov/Dec. [3 ref]
• Summary: A reader wants to know more about the “Spicy 
Beanburger” that Burger King offers in England. The editor 
notes that Taco Bell offers many vegetarian/vegan options, 
and we should all support their efforts. Kimberly Miller of 
Burger King states that her company, which has more than 
6,400 restaurants in the USA, did test a meatless burger, 
“The Griller” [made by Worthington Foods] in 38 restaurants 
for six months in Rochester, New York, in late 1993 and 
early 1994 to see if it would appeal to American customers. 
“Overall, consumer reaction to the product was mixed; it did 
well in some restaurants, poorly in others.”

4568. Straus, Karen Cope. 1995. At home with the 
McCartneys: Share the season’s best with Paul and Linda. 
Vegetarian Times. Dec. p. 41-45.
• Summary: This is largely a selection of lacto-vegetarian 
recipes from two of Linda McCartney’s popular vegetarian 
cookbooks. Ingredients include TVP granules, soymilk, 
and soy sauce. Her fi rst cookbook, Linda McCartney’s 
Home Cooking, remains “one of the best-selling vegetarian 
cookbooks published to date.” Several nice color photos 
show Paul and Linda.

4569. Product Name:  Scheese: A Soya Based Solid Food 
(Cheese Alternative) [Gouda Style, Cheshire Style, ‘Blue’ 
Flavour, Edam Style, Mozzarella Style, Hickory Smoked 
Flavour, With Chives, or Cheddar Style].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Bute Island Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  15 Columshill Street, Rothesay, 
Isle of Bute PA20 0DU, Scotland, UK.  Phone: 0700 505117.
Date of Introduction:  1995.
Ingredients:  ‘Blue’ fl avour: Water, soya [protein] 
concentrate, soya [protein] isolate, hydrogenated soya 
bean oil, soya bean oil, cider vinegar, natural fl avourings 
(vegetable origin), sea salt, stabiliser (carrageenan), lactic 
acid (non animal, by bacterial fermentation with glucose), 
colouring: Turmeric liquid.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  227 gm. Vacuum pack.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Label sent by Haydn Jones. 
1995. Sept. 15. 5 by 2 inches. Blue, yellow, and white on 
beige. The Bute Island logo of a rayed sun rising appears at 
left side of label. “100% dairy free. Keep refrigerated.”
 On Sept. 15 Haydn Jones sends labels of the following 
fl avors of Scheese, apparently all now being made by Bute 
Island Foods: Gouda Style, Cheshire Style, ‘Blue’ Flavour, 
Edam Style, Mozzarella Style, Hickory Smoked Flavour, 
With Chives, and Cheddar Style. On Sept. 25 he sends the 
following actual Scheese products (refrigerated air mail): 
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Cheshire Style, Cheddar Style, Mozzarella Style, and Edam 
Style. On each label is stamped: “Best before March 1996.” 
Each is off-white to yellowish white (the Cheddar Style is 
the most yellow) in color and shaped like a hockey puck 
(cylinder) about 3½ inches in diameter and 1¼ inches thick.
 Note: Three fl avors of Scheese were kept in the 
Soyfoods Center home refrigerator for 13 months (until 22 
Oct. 1996) then opened; there was no smell of spoilage from 
any of the 3 products. Do they contain a preservative (in 
addition to lactic acid) that is not listed on the label?

4570. Macdonald, I.; Garton, A.; Gurr, M.; Heugen, A.; 
Hicks, R.M.; Katan, M.B.; Sanders, T.A.B.O.; Whale, K. 
1995. Trans fatty acids. Report of the British Nutrition 
Foundation Task Force. London: The British Nutrition 
Foundation. *
• Summary: This report reviewed all the pertinent literature 
to date and reached conclusions that are not alarming. 
Intakes of trans isomers in the UK, which are presently 
about 2% of calories, are acceptable. This is contrasted with 
saturated fat intake of about 16% of calories; the Board 
considers this too high.

4571. British Dietetic Association. 1995. Vegetarian diets. 
Position paper. Birmingham, England: British Dietetic 
Association. *

4572. McCartney, Linda. 1995. Linda’s kitchen–Simple and 
inspiring recipes for meals without meat. New York, NY: 
Arcade Publishing, Inc. (a Little, Brown company). England: 
Bloomsbury. Illust. Index. 25 cm. *
Address: England.

4573. Read, Cathy. 1995. Preventing breast cancer: The 
politics of an epidemic. London: Pandora. *

4574. Robinson, David S.; Wu, Zecai; Domoney, Claire; 
Casey, Rod. 1995. Lipoxygenases and the quality of foods. 
Food Chemistry 54(1):33-43. [120 ref]
• Summary: “The signifi cance of plant lipoxygenases for 
food quality is reviewed, with particular reference to the 
enzymes from pea and soybean.”
 Oxidative enzymes are of increasing interest. Address: 
1-2. Dep. of Food Science, Univ. of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, 
UK; 3-4. John Innes Inst. and AFRC Inst. of Plant Science 
Research, Colney Lane, Norwich, NR4 7UH, United 
Kingdom.

4575. Smartt, J.; Simmonds, N.W. eds. 1995. Evolution of 
crop plants. 2nd. ed. Harlow, Essex, England: Longman 
Scientifi c and Technical. 531 p. Illust. Index. 26 cm. [500* 
ref]
• Summary: This is a signifi cantly expanded and improved 
second edition–a superb book. The 101 chapters are by 

various authors. Most chapters have the following contents: 
Introduction. Cytotaxonomic background. Early history. 
Recent history. Prospects. References.
 Chapters 48-67 are devoted to the Leguminosae: 
48. Groundnut–Arachis. 49. Pigeon pea–Cajanus. 50. 
Centrosema. 51. Chickpea–Cicer. 52. Soybean–Glycine 
(by T. Hymowitz, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois). 
53. Grasspea–Lathyrus. 54. Lentil–Lens. 55. Leucaena. 
56. Lupins–Lupinus. 57. Alfalfa–Medicago. 58. Beans–
Phaseolus. 59. Pea–Pisum. 60. Winged bean–Psophocarpus. 
61. Stylos–Stylosanthes. 62. White clover–Trifolium. 63. 
Faba bean–Vicia faba. 64. Narbon bean–Vicia narbonensis. 
65. The Asiatic Vigna species = Grams–Vigna radiata [mung 
bean], V. mungo, V. angularis (azuki), V. umbellata, and 
V. aconitifolia. 66. Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata. 67. Other 
temperate forage legumes–Various genera (clovers are 
Trifolium; also Lotus, Melilotus {The three agriculturally 
important species of Melilotus are M. alba (white meliot 
or Bokhara clover), M. offi cinalis (yellow meliot), and M. 
indica (Indian or small-fl owered melilot)}, Lespedeza, 
Hedysarum, etc.).
 Chapters on other crops of interest: 3. Grain amaranths. 
9. Hemp. 12. Quinoa. 14. Sunfl ower. 30. Finger millet. 31. 
Barley. 33. Pearl millet. 36. Foxtail millet. 74. Olive. 79. 
Sesame. Address: 1. School of Biological Sciences, Univ. of 
Southampton [England]; 2. Formerly Edinburgh School of 
Agriculture, Edinburgh [Scotland].

4576. Mazur, Witold; Fotsis, T.; Wähälä, K.; et al. 1996. 
Isotope dilution gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric 
method for the determination of isofl avonoids, coumestrol, 
and lignans in food samples. Analytical Biochemistry 
233(2):169-80. Jan. 15. [47 ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Granola candy bar (USA), 9-grain 
bread, crisp bread, Finn crisp bread, sunfl ower seeds, country 
rye bread, lapacho tea (Tacoma heptaphylla), fl ax seed, 
soy fl our (Soyolk fl our, Spillers, UK), daidzein, genistein, 
coumestrol, formononetin, Biochanin-A, lignans (SECO, 
matairesinol). Address: Dep. of Clinical Chemistry, Univ. of 
Helsinki and Lab. Dep. of Helsinki Univ. Central Hospital, 
Helsinki, Finland.

4577. Chandwani, Umesh. 1996. No need for plant 
expansion: New issue snapshot. Times of India (The) 
(Bombay). Feb. 12. p. 19.
• Summary: The capital market often teaches painful lessons 
to greedy investors. SUL India Limited (formerly Soya 
Udyog Limited) may be an example of this. The company is 
now entering the market with a public issue–which does not 
seem necessary. Last year the company utilized only 57% of 
its solvent extraction capacity and 31.9% of its oil refi nery 
capacity.
 Note: An interesting bar chart next to this article shows 
foreign direct investment in India, from 1991 to Nov. 30, 
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1995–in descending order of each country’s investment 
(in million rupees). The USA is by far the largest foreign 
investor with 146,498, followed by the UK at 39,051 (only 
26% as much as the U.S.), and Japan at 18,190.

4578. Colborn, Theo; Dumanoski, Dianne; Myers, John 
Peterson. 1996. Our stolen future: Are we threatening our 
fertility, intelligence and survival?–A scientifi c detective 
story. New York, NY: Dutton; London: Little Brown and 
Company. xii + 306 p. Foreword by Vice President Al Gore. 
Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: This powerful and very infl uential book about 
reproductive toxicology and endocrine-disrupting chemicals 
(EDCs) includes a discussion of the effects in infants of soy 
isofl avones.
 Contents: Omens. Hand-me-down poisons. Chemical 
messengers. Hormone havoc. Fifty ways to lose your 
fertility. To the ends of the earth. A single hit. Here, there, 
and everywhere. Chronicle of loss. Altered destinies. Beyond 
cancer. Defending ourselves. Loomings. Flying blind. The 
Wingspread consensus statement.
 From the publisher’s description: “Argues that the focus 
on the carcinogenicity of chemicals has led to the ignoring 
of the adverse effects of chemicals on the embryo and fetus. 
Resultant problems include reduced fertility, altered behavior 
patterns, and decreased immunity.”
 Dr. Theo Colborn, a zoologist, is seen by many of her 
peers as the person most responsible for advancing the EDC 
theory. In 2000 she was awarded the prestigious Blue Planet 
Prize for her groundbreaking research on toxic chemicals and 
their effects on humans and wildlife.
 For additional comments, see John Murphy’s 1998 
article “Risky Business.” Address: 1. Senior scientist, 
World Wildlife Fund, and expert on endocrine-disrupting 
chemicals; 2. Reporter, lives near Boston, Massachusetts; 3. 
Director, W. Alton Jones Foundation, which supports efforts 
to protect the global environment.

4579. Product Name:  GranoVita Deluxe Soya Yoghart 
[Natural, Black Cherry, Strawberry, or Peach & Apricot].
Manufacturer’s Name:  GranoVita UK Ltd. (Marketer-
Distributor). Made in Germany by DE-VAU-GE 
Gesundkostwerk GmbH.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Granovita UK Ltd., Ambron 
House, Eastfi eld Road, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 
1QX, UK. DE-VAU-GE, Luener Rennbahn 18, Postfach 
1660, D-2120 Lueneburg (near Hamburg), West Germany.
Date of Introduction:  1996 March.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm plastic cup with peel-
off foil lid. Retails for £0.37.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 
1996. Spring. p. 4. “Granovita launches Soya Yogharts.” 
These are ambient stable products with a shelf life of 4 

months. They contain real fruit with no added sugar, artifi cial 
color, or preservatives. A photo shows cups (and labels) of 
the four different fl avored products.
 Note: In late 1990, DE-VAU-GE, a Seventh-day 
Adventist health food company in Germany, set up 
GranoVita UK Ltd. as a UK subsidiary after the Haldane 
Foods Group purchased their UK distributor, Granose Foods 
Ltd.

4580. Product Name:  So Good Natural Yoghert.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group Ltd. 
(Marketer). Made in Clwyd, Wales, by Genice Foods Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 March.
Ingredients:  Incl. soya milk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  360 gm resealable pot. Retails 
for £0.89 (4/96, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable, 4-month shelf life at room 
temperature. Refrigerate after opening.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.” This product was launched in a family size 
(360 gm) resealable pot.

4581. Product Name:  Direct Foods Chicken Burgamix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 March.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm box. Retails for £1.89 
(4/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.” This is the latest addition to the Sosmix / 
Burgamix range of dry mixes in resealable boxes.

4582. Product Name:  Direct Foods Natural Soya Mince, 
and Natural Soya Chunks.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 March.
Ingredients:  Soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  175 gm sachet. Retails for 
£0.75 (4/96, England).
How Stored:  Shelf stable.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Spring. p. 4. “New products from Haldane 
Foods Group.” These dry mixes are available in sachets.
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4583. Palm Beach Post Syndicate. 1996. United Kingdom 
Cattlemen’s Association dinner (Cartoon). Tacoma News 
Tribune (Washington). April 1.
• Summary: Five large men with small heads are seated at 
the head table, with plates and glasses in front of each. The 
man in the center is raising his spoon to his mouth; on it rests 
a small white cube. He turns to the man on his right and says: 
“Thank God! Tofu!”
 Note: At this time in the UK there was a nationwide fear 
of eating beef, which might be contaminated with “mad cow 
disease.” Several million cattle were slaughtered and buried 
to ally these fears.

4584. Hessing, M.; van Laarhoven, H.; Rooke, J.A.; 
Morgan, A. 1996. Quality of soybean meals and effect 
of microbial enzymes in degrading soya antinutritional 
compounds. In: Alex Buchanan, ed. 1996. Proceedings of 
the Second International Soybean Processing and Utilization 
Conference: 8-13 January 1996, Bangkok, Thailand. 
Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny Publishing Limited 
Partnership. Distributed by The Institute of Food Research 
and Product Development, Kasetsart University. xviii + 556 
p. See p. 438-43. [12 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: A worldwide collection of SBM 
[soybean meal] and intact soybeans (Williams 82) have been 
examined for nutritional and antinutritional compounds as 

Kunitz trypsin inhibitor (KTI), lectin and antigenic proteins 
as glycinin and beta-conglycinin using specifi c antibodies. 
An overview of the variation in the constituents of various 
SBM was obtained. Here we describe the results after 
treatments of Williams 82 and SBM with microbial proteases 
P1 and P2. The hydrolysis was examined by both Western 
blot analysis, and ELISA methods. Proteolyzed SBM 
was included in piglet and broiler diets and performance 
was studied.” Address: 1-2. TNO Nutrition and Food 
Research, Zeist, The Netherlands; 3. Scottish Agricultural 
College, Aberdeen, Scotland; 4. Finnfeeds International, 
Marlborough, United Kingdom.

4585. Newton, R.G. 1996. The role of micronizer in high 
energy performance diets and processing of full fat soy 
fl our. In: Alex Buchanan, ed. 1996. Proceedings of the 
Second International Soybean Processing and Utilization 
Conference: 8-13 January 1996, Bangkok, Thailand. 
Bangkok, Thailand: Printed by Funny Publishing Limited 
Partnership. Distributed by The Institute of Food Research 
and Product Development, Kasetsart University. xviii + 556 
p. See p. 158-65. [4 ref]
• Summary: Micronizing is cooking using infra red 
energy. Figure 2 shows a diagram of a gas-fi red Micronizer 
system. Address: Micronizing Company (U.K.) Limited, 
Framlingham, Suffolk IP13 9PT, England.
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4586. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1996. Soya ‘milk’ ruling 
goes against UK. 7(1):2. Spring.
• Summary: The European Union (EU) Commissioner has 
told the British government that it cannot continue to allow 
the name ‘soy milk’ on labels. The Commission, which was 
backed by all other EU member states, will not change its 
1987 regulation which restricts use of the word ‘milk’ to 
products obtained from milking cows or other dairy animals.

4587. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1996. New products from 
Haldane Foods Group. 7(1):4. Spring.
• Summary: “At last year’s International Food and Drink 
Exhibition in London, Haldane Foods launched no less than 
thirteen new products. Apart from the Realeat VegeSteak 
(See Soyafoods, Vol. 6, No. 3), and a new range of 300 gm 
microwaveable frozen ready meals in tubs (Realeat Meatless 
Chili, Realeat Meatless Bolognese, Realeat Meatless 
Curry–300 gm tub for £0.99) based on VegeMince and 
VegeSteak, the company launched Realeat VegeBites, a non-
meat version of chicken nuggets (454 gm bag–£2.49).”

4588. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1996. How Hong Kong 
is facing the move from British to Chinese control in June 
1997. Television broadcast. PBS. May 7.
• Summary: Elizabeth Farnsworth fi rst provides some 
background. “Hong Kong is the last great jewel in England’s 
imperial crown, a reminder of the days when the sun never 
set on the British Empire. But on July 1, 1997, Hong Kong 
will be returned to China after 150 years as a British colony. 
That arrangement was sealed in 1984 [Dec. 19], when Britain 
and China signed an agreement which stipulated that Hong 
Kong would retain its capitalism, its rights, and its freedoms. 
China’s promise was “One country, two systems.” Note: 
China meant this concept to apply to Taiwan as well. The 99 
year lease which expires in 1997 was signed in 1898.
 “British infl uence and way of life have pervaded Hong 
Kong since it became a colony in 1842... The Royal Hong 
Kong Jockey Club was organized in 1844. The Chinese 
quickly joined in the excitement of betting on race horses but 
they couldn’t belong to the club until 1926.
 “Since World War II, and especially in the last two 
decades, Hong Kong has changed dramatically, as it evolved 
into an economic powerhouse. It has the world’s 8th largest 
trading economy with (until a recent slump) a 6% annual 
growth rate, and an unemployment rate that (until recently) 
hovered around 1½ percent. Its gross domestic product is 
one-fi fth that of all China.
 “When Christopher Patton, a prominent British 
politician, became the last British governor of Hong Kong in 
1992, he turned what could have been just a ceremonial post 
into a bully pulpit. From the beginning, Patton has pushed 
Hong Kong towards more democratic government and he 
was repeatedly vilifi ed by Beijing as a result. Shortly after 

taking offi ce, he introduced a reform bill which gave the 
people of Hong Kong voting rights for the fi rst time in 150 
years. Last September voters chose Hong Kong’s fi rst wholly 
elected legislative council. Pro-democracy candidates won 
overwhelmingly, defeating the pro-China party. Martin Lee 
is chairman of Hong Kong’s Democratic Party.
 Then in March [1996], China’s hand-picked Preparatory 
Committee, an advisory group on the transition from British 
to Chinese rule, announced that the newly-elected council 
would be dismantled in 1997. It would be replaced with 
a provisional legislature appointed by the pro-Chinese 
Preparatory Committee itself. Governor Patton, among 
others, sharply criticized that decision... A few days later a 
Chinese offi cial turned up the heat. He said that civil servants 
in the future would have to pledge their allegiance to the 
appointed legislature, or lose their jobs. Though he later 
softened his stance, the damage was done.
 “People in Hong Kong have reacted to the Chinese 
government’s actions with anger and fear. A week after 
the announcement that the Legislative Council would be 
removed, tens of thousands of people lined up to apply 
for a British overseas passport which allows residents of 
former British territories to travel without a visa to Britain 
and 18 other countries. A January [1996] opinion poll found 
that 43% of Hong Kong’s citizens aged 15 to 24 would 
rather emigrate than stay past 1997. And more than half of 
all resident opposed reunifi cation with China. Faced with 
mounting criticism, the Beijing-appointed Preparatory 
Committee held what it billed as an “airing of public views 
on Hong Kong’s future government.” Critics complained that 
no pro-democracy politicians were invited to speak and the 
press was kept out. More than 1,000 demonstrators took to 
the streets with signs calling China a “rapist of democracy.” 
However some business leaders (most of whom have foreign 
passports) are now starting to work with the Preparatory 
Committee in the hopes of making a smooth transition at any 
cost.
 Hong Kong, a crucial economic and trade link to 
China has a direct stake in the current American debate 
over renewing Most Favored Nation (MFN) Status to the 
mainland. The United States is Hong Kong’s largest overseas 
trading partner. Trade between the two now totals some $24 
billion. If China is denied MFN, Hong Kong, soon to be part 
of China, would be hurt. Without MFN, imports would be 
subject to punitive tariffs that could price them out of the 
U.S. market. Governor Patton is visiting the USA this week. 
He wants to convince congress not to deny or put conditions 
on China’s MFN status. In 420 days Hong Kong will revert 
to Chinese sovereignty. An interview with Governor Patton 
follows.
 After 30 June 1997 Hong Kong will lose its traditional 
name and be known (at least in China) as the “Special 
Administrative Territory.” Hong Kong’s future is guaranteed 
in an international treaty, lodged at the United Nations, 
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signed by Britain and China. It guarantees Hong Kong’s well 
being [and capitalist system] for 50 years after 1997. Gov. 
Patton believes there would be grave consequences if China 
were to resile [withdraw] from this promise. He is basically 
optimistic about Hong Kong’s future, for he believes that 
Hong Kong represents the future of Asia.
 Hong Kong is located at the mouth of the Canton River 
90 miles south of Canton. The total area of Hong Kong is 
415 square miles with a population of 5.5 million (1995 
estimate). Of these only 20,000 are British and less than 10% 
have a British or other foreign passport. From 1949 to 1962 
Hong Kong absorbed more than a million refugees from 
China.

4589. Messina, Mark J. 1996. Thoughts on pills containing 
soy isofl avones, and the use of soy in place of estrogen 
replacement therapy (ERT) (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
June 4. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: What does Mark think about all the pills 
containing soy isofl avones (such as genistein, often in 
the form of “soy germ” from SoyLife / Schouten) that 
are starting to fl ood the market. They could cause serious 
problems. In the most recent issue of the Soy Connection, 
Mark has written about these pills. Recently Laurent Leduc 
of Schouten USA Inc. in Minnesota (phone: 612-920-7700) 
hired Mark to speak to ten employees at Nature’s Way, 
because they are coming out with the pills. He made a video 
of the speech to be used by their sales people. Laurent may 
hire Mark to go to the Netherlands or Germany after the 
Brussels symposium to give a presentation there as well. If a 
major company offered Mark a year-long, lucrative contract 
to give one speech every two weeks to promote one such pill 
containing genistein, he defi nitely would not accept it. If he 
told people the truth, they would ask him to stop mentioning 
all the negative aspects.
 Another problem with these pills, besides the 
philosophical one, is that the concentration of genistein 
is really tiny; its all daidzein and glycitein. Of the 20 mg 
per pill of soy isofl avones, only about 2 mg are genistein, 
because the composition of isofl avones in the hypocotyl 
[sprout] is different from that in the rest of the soybean. 
So if you’re buying the pills because you want genistein, 
you must take 10 pills a day to get enough genistein to 
matter, whereas if you think just in terms of isofl avones, 
two pills is enough. From an anticancer perspective, most 
researchers are focusing on genistein. Some 600 papers have 
been published in the last 2 years on genistein; there were 
probably 50 or less on daidzein. Mark manually goes through 
Current Contents periodically, but now actually gets no more 
than about 50 genistein papers a year, because they are quite 
similar, and usually involve in vitro studies (in test tubes and 
petri dishes), whereas animal studies are needed.
 If a company were to introduce concentrated genistein 
as a commercial product, Mark believes there is the potential 

for signifi cant damage to the soyfoods industry and the 
image of soy. Mark thinks the idea of “adding genistein to 
this and that is absolutely insane.”
 Concerning the use of soy for estrogen replacement 
therapy, this is complex. ERT does raise a woman’s risk 
for breast cancer. But taking soy may not eliminate that 
risk in postmenopausal women. However ERT has several 
major benefi ts; it decreases heart disease risk by 50% and 
fracture rate (osteoporosis) by 50% as well. So if a woman 
wants to just relieve hot fl ashes, night sweats, etc. and is not 
concerned about cardiovascular disease and osteoporosis, 
then Mark would suggest that she try soy; if it works, good. 
But if the woman and is concerned about cardiovascular 
disease and osteoporosis, then Mark cannot recommend soy 
over ERT. We just don’t know enough about soy in these 
areas.
 When you look at all the studies from a very objective 
viewpoint, Mark just doesn’t see what people fi nd so 
exciting about soy in many respects at this point. It is very 
intriguing because of what the isofl avones may do; they were 
hypothesized to do all sorts of different things and soy has so 
much of the isofl avones, especially a food like tofu–which is 
the only place a typical consumer can get enough isofl avones 
except for these pills. So in conclusion, Mark strongly 
that soyfoods can and should be a very important part of a 
healthy vegetarian diet. But perhaps one can get the same 
effects on a Mediterranean diet in terms of lipid profi le and 
cancer risks.
 It is becoming extremely diffi cult for Mark to present his 
soy lectures to dietitians which the United Soybean Board 
(USB) has hired him to do for the past year. He is not greatly 
disappointed that they dropped him because of a chapter that 
appears in his and Ginny’s new book The Vegetarian Way 
that talks about animal rights.
 Hans Diehl is a Seventh-day Adventist and a vegan who 
is setting up what he calls the CHIPS Program, an integrated 
approach to health, in various cities across America. Now 
a main center of his activity is in Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Twice a year he goes there, works with the local hospital and 
restaurants, gives 4-week intensive programs of smoking 
cessation, weight loss, diet change, exercise, etc. It’s really 
great and he tries to get the whole town involved. Mark 
speaks with him from time to time, last time to about 500 
people. He sold a lot of books. Mark’s thing is to say “Soy 
is good and vegetarianism is good,” but he is increasingly 
aware of the complexity of the argument. For example, he 
does not feel that small amounts of meat or white rice are 
bad for the health of other people. This type of honesty 
bothers many other vegetarians, who usually do not have a 
strong scientifi c background.
 Mark will soon start editing a peer-reviewed journal 
on vegetarianism to be published in England and targeted 
to health professionals. Unfortunately the subscription 
price will be very expensive, beyond what many dietitians 
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could afford. This will give him a valuable and prestigious 
affi liation, bring in editors fees of about $2,000 a year, and 
could lead to speaking invitations. Address: PhD, 1543 
Lincoln St., Port Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 360-
379-9544.

4590. Demos, Steve. 1996. Recent trip to Europe. What 
is vegetarianism? Cause marketing (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. June 5. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: Steve greatly enjoyed meeting Bernard Storup 
of Nutrition et Soja in France, and discussing soyfoods. 
Steve was especially impressed with his soymilk production 
and packaging line. Bernard is making some interesting soy/
dairy blends. Bernard’s long term plan is not to stay with 
Sandoz. Now Bernard gets a bonus of $100,000 a year in 
addition to his salary just to stay with Sandoz.
 In the UK, Steve met with Graham Keene, head of 
marketing and sales for the Haldane Group. Haldane makes 
yogurt under 3 brands, and one of them was the best soy 
yogurt Steve has ever tasted anywhere. Their yogurt has a 
pH of 3.8 to 4.0 which gives it a shelf life of 3-4 weeks; there 
appeared to be no special tricks involved. Steve would soon 
like to travel to East Asia to take a closer look at Okinawan 
fermented tofu (Tofuyo). Steve spent $100,000 to fi nd out 
what people mean when they say “I am a vegetarian.” They 
mean: “I avoid red meat.”
 Cause marketing is where a company puts its advertising 
dollars into a cause, such as saving the rain forests or 
promoting vegetarianism.
 The largest investor in White Wave has the surname 
“Demos,” and it is not Steve. Address: President, White 
Wave Inc., 1990 North 57th Court, Boulder, Colorado 80301.

4591. Connor, Steve. 1996. The poison risk in ‘healthy’ 
eating: Natural toxins in food pose a greater potential danger 
than man-made chemicals. Sunday Star-Times (Auckland, 
New Zealand). June 9.
• Summary: Pulses and beans, which are the epitome of 
healthy eating, contain the widest variety of biological 
toxins. “Included in this list of poisons–most of which 
are destroyed by cooking–are substances known as 
phytoestrogens, plant chemicals that can mimic female 
hormones.” They “cannot be ignored in the search to fi nd 
the cause of falling sperm counts.” They are present in 
soya beans, which are used to make soy infant formulas. 
“Scientists are therefore seriously questioning whether soya 
milk products, given at a critical moment in the development 
of the male reproductive system, could be responsible for 
lower sperm counts.” Address: London.

4592. Product Name:  Provamel Yofu: 100% Non-Dairy 
Alternative to Yogurt [Strawberry, or Peach].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Vandemoortele (UK) Ltd. 

(Marketer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Ashley House, 86-94 High 
Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1NH, England.  Phone: 
+44 181 577 2727.
Date of Introduction:  1996 June.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  4 x 125 gm packs. Retails for 
£1.39 (UK, Summer 1996).
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods. 
1996. Summer. p. 4. “Provamel launch new soya yogurt.” 
Provamel is the UK market leader in soya-based non-
dairy products. Each 4-pack contains two strawberry and 
two peach packs. This product differs from previous Yofu 
products in that it is refrigerated, not aseptically packaged. 
“This is the company’s fi rst venture into short-life products 
and has involved setting up a purpose built factory with 
‘state of the art’ technology.” A photo shows the 4-pack 
package. Note 1. It is not clear where this product is made 
(probably at the Alpro factory in Izegem, Belgium) and 
whether or not it is fermented. Note 2. The fi rst product made 
by Alpro/Vandemoortele named Yofu was launched in Oct. 
1989.

4593. Fletcher, David. 1996. Mothers urged to seek advice 
over babies’ soya milk. Daily Telegraph (London). July 18 or 
19.
• Summary: Mothers who feed their babies on soya milk 
formulae in preference to those made from cows’ milk 
should seek their doctors’ advice on whether to continue 
doing so, the Department of Health said yesterday.
 “It follows research showing that naturally-occurring 
chemicals similar to those contained in soya can cause 
infertility and sexual abnormalities in animals.
 “The department stressed that there was no evidence 
suggesting a similar effect in humans and it was not 
recommending that mothers should stop feeding soya-based 
milk to their babies.
 “But it announced that it is giving ‘high priority’ to 
research investigating whether soya milk formulae carry 
any risk to the future development of babies’ reproductive 
organs.
 “Sir Kenneth Calman, the Chief Medical Offi cer, said: 
‘Mothers who have been advised on medical grounds to give 
their babies soya-based formulae should continue to do so.’
 “However, parents who had chosen soya milk in 
preference to cow’s milk–such as vegans and those opposed 
to eating animal products–should seek their doctor’s advice, 
he added.
 “He activated the department’s ‘urgent cascade system’ 
to send out more than 60,000 letters to alert all general 
practitioners, practice nurses and community pharmacists to 
the warning.
 “Concern centres over naturally occurring chemicals 
present in soya called phytoestrogens.” Address: Health 
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Correspondent.

4594. Laurence, Jeremy. 1996. Parents warned over soya 
milk. Times (London). July 19.
• Summary: “Parents who choose to give their babies soya-
based infant formula milk should seek medical advice about 
the risks, the Government said yesterday.
 “A committee of independent scientists appointed by 
the Health Department has said that phytoestrogens found in 
soya-based infant formulae can, in certain situations, behave 
like a very weak form of oestrogen, the female hormone. In 
animals this has caused fertility problems.
 “The Committee on Toxicity of Chemicals in Food. 
Consumer Products and the Environment says there is no 
evidence of damaging effects in humans.”

4595. New Zealand Ministry of Health. 1996. Soy based 
infant formula a useful alternative (News release). New 
Zealand. 2 p. July 19.
• Summary: “Breast milk is best for infants. Dairy based 
substitute formulas can be used if needed however, and under 
the advice of a health specialist soy based infant formulas 
are a useful alternative for babies who cannot tolerate dairy 
based formulas, says Dr. John Eastwood, Ministry of Health 
Paediatrician.
 “A recent statement from the Chief Medical Offi cer 
of the United Kingdom Department of Health that if your 
doctor or health professional has recommended that you feed 
your baby soy based infant formula, you should continue to 
do so. This is in line with the advice that the Ministry has 
been providing in New Zealand since August 1995.”
 Note: Letter from Richard James of New Zealand. 1998. 
This was issued to all media by the Ministry of Health (NZ) 
to counteract the report of the British Expert Committee 
on Toxicity, which the New Zealand government wished 
to suppress. A more thoughtful release titled “Soy infant 
formula: Soy formula risk?” was issued the same day by the 
Soy Information Network.

4596. Roberts, Rosemary. 1996. Soy milk move elates North 
pair. Northern Advocate (Whangarei, New Zealand). July 19.
• Summary: “An acknowledgement by British health 
authorities yesterday of a potential health risk to infants from 
phytoestrogens in soy milk has elated Whangarei couple 
Richard and Valerie James.
 “Representatives of the soy industry and consumer 
groups were summoned to an urgent meeting in London 
yesterday.
 “Britain’s Chief Medical Offi cer, Sir Kenneth Calman, 
announced that the government’s Committee On Toxicity 
(COT) had recommended that research be undertaken “as a 
matter of high priority” to determine whether soybased infant 
formula affected infant reproductive development.”
 “In the wake of the announcement, the British 

Department of Health’s Food Advisory Committee has said 
manufacturers should investigate means of reducing the 
levels of phytoestrogens in soy-based infants formulas as a 
precautionary measure.
 “Mr and Mrs James have been campaigning for about 
three years to have soy infant formula removed from the 
market.”

4597. Soy Information Network. 1996. Soy infant formula: 
‘Soy formula risk?’ (News release). New Zealand. 2 p. July 
19.
• Summary: “The United Kingdom Department of Health 
yesterday recommended that research should be undertaken 
‘as a matter of high priority’ to determine whether soya-
based infant formulae create risks to the normal reproductive 
development of infants.
 “The recommendation follows reports of a Department 
of Health committee of independent experts on the effects 
of phytoestrogens on animals and humans. The report found 
that phytoestrogens, or plant oestrogens, were a cause of 
infertility in animals, and infl uenced the menstrual cycle in 
women. It had also been shown to cause androgenisation of 
females and feminisation [feminization] of males in certain 
species. Soy beans contain high levels of phytoestrogens.
 “The Committee said it did not have any data 
‘specifi cally relating to the potential effects of soy 
phytoestrogens in human infants.’”
 “The Committee has stopped short of recommending the 
removal of soy formulae from the market, but recommends 
that it should be used only when prescribed by a doctor or 
other health professional. Manufacturers of infant formulae 
have been urged to investigate means of reducing the levels 
of phytoestrogens in soya-based formulae as a precautionary 
measure.” Address: P.O. Box 100 212, North Shore Mall 
Centre, New Zealand.

4598. Conover, Kristen A. 1996. Food. Christian Science 
Monitor. July 25.
• Summary: Discusses: Paul Wenner, Gardenburger, Max 
Schondor, Boca Burger. McDonald’s will open in India later 
this year with their veggie burger: chunks of vegetables is 
a mashed potato base, deep-fried and served on a bun with 
lettuce, tomato, and eggless mayonnaise. Meanwhile, Burger 
King’s Spicy Bean Burger has been well received in Britain.

4599. Chisholm, Donna. 1996. Soya-based baby formulas 
warning. Sunday Star-Times (Auckland, New Zealand). July 
28.
• Summary: Soya-based infant formulas only on the advice 
of a physician, following a UK Health Department report 
recommending urgent research into the safety of such 
products, say New Zealand researchers.
 “The chief medical offi cer of the British Health 
Department wants the research done ‘as a high priority’ to 
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determine whether the formulas affect infant reproductive 
development because they contain phytooestrogens (plant 
oestrogens). The chemicals infl uence women’s menstrual 
cycles and have been shown to cause infertility to animals.”

4600. Product Name:  Granose Non-Dairy Custard.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Soymilk.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  70 gm sachet. Retails for £0.49 
(7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products from 
Haldane Foods.” This is a vegan product, containing no dairy 
products. A black-and-white photo shows the package.

4601. Product Name:  Sosmix Light.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  125 gm sachet. Retails for 
£0.95 (7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods 
(ASA, Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products 
from Haldane Foods.” This product contains only 5% fat, 
dropping to less than 1% when reconstituted. A black-and-
white photo shows the package.

4602. Product Name:  Spicy Beanburger Mix.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  150 gm sachet. Retails for 
£0.95 (7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products from 
Haldane Foods.” This meatless product is suitable for 
catering and fast-food outlets. A black-and-white photo 
shows the package.

4603. Product Name:  Granose Meatless Steak & Onions.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.

Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm can. Retails for £1.19 
(7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products from 
Haldane Foods.” This product is made with VegeSteak. A 
black-and-white photo shows the package.

4604. Product Name:  Granose Meatless Bolognese Balls.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm can. Retails for £1.49 
(7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods (ASA, 
Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products from 
Haldane Foods.” This product is made with VegeMince. A 
black-and-white photo shows the package.

4605. Product Name:  Granose Meatless Frankfurters.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Haldane Foods Group.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Howard Way, Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire MK16 9PY, England.  Phone: +44 1908 
211311.
Date of Introduction:  1996 July.
Ingredients:  Textured soy protein.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  400 gm can. Retails for £1.49 
(7/96, England).
New Product–Documentation:  Spot in Soyafoods 
(ASA, Europe). 1996. Summer. p. 4. “Six new products 
from Haldane Foods.” A black-and-white photo shows the 
package.

4606. Pravda (Slovakia). 1996. [Dangerous milk]. [Slk]*
• Summary: “London–Parents who give their children milk 
made from soy expose their descendants to health risk. A 
group of independent scientists working on human health 
declared that phytoestrogens in soymilk behave in some 
situations like a weak form of estrogen, the female hormone. 
The animal experiments showed that phytoestrogens in soy 
milk could cause problems with human fertility.”
 Letter (fax) from Dominik Belco, commercial manager 
of Alfa Bio s r.o. in Slovakia. 1996. Aug. 1. This article, 
which was published in the Slovak newspaper Pravda, 
caused quite a big reaction among consumers of soy milk 
and other soy products. After this article was published, 
another person who is head of a science institute, said that 
soy milk is dangerous only for children under 3 years of age.

4607. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1996. UK government 
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approves alternative name for ‘soya milk.’ 7(2):2. Summer.
• Summary: The newly approved name is “Soya–Non-dairy 
alternative to milk.” All British soya milks must be re-
labelled using this name because of a June 1994 ruling of the 
EC Management Committee for Milk and Milk Products.

4608. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1996. New UK distributor 
for ADM proteins and lecithins. 7(2):3. Summer.
• Summary: The Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) 
has appointed Droitwich Specialty Products (DSP, 5a St. 
Andrews St., St. Andrews Square, Droitwich Spa, Worcs. 
WR9 8HE, UK. Phone: +44 1905 797837) as distributor in 
the UK for all of its soy protein and lecithin products. This 
brings the UK in line with the ADM Protein and Lecithin 
Division policy of supplying its products to the European 
market through specially selected distributors.

4609. McNabola, Bill. 1996. Nutraceuticals, toxicology, 
patenting, and problems with their commercialization 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 20. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bill has been with Hercules since 1977. A man 
named Stephen DeFelice has established the Foundation 
for Innovative Medicine (411 North Avenue East, Cranford, 
New Jersey 07106. Phone: 908-272-2967) and coined the 
term “Nutraceuticals.” He holds an annual conference on 
the subject. Nutraceuticals are substances that come out of 
nature and that cannot be patented–so that drug companies 
are not interested in them. The process of extraction can be 
patented but it is hard to protect. It is very diffi cult to prove 
that some company is using your process. All the major 
food companies attend these conferences, and they are really 
watching this carefully, but they seem to be waiting on the 
sidelines. But now we are seeing a generic area emerging. 
Companies like Ross Laboratories and Mead Johnson are 
introducing nutritional products that used to be for medical 
uses but now they are being sold to regular consumers. The 
line between foods and medicines is becoming blurred. 
DeFelice’s big problem is that from a regulatory viewpoint 
in the USA, if you extract a natural substance from soybeans 
(this substance may also be in many foods and in your 
diet) and then you isolate it, then the FDA considers this a 
“food additive” and requires that it undergo the full range 
of toxicological texts and get full approval. The problem is, 
with a natural substance for which it is diffi cult to obtain 
a strong patent, which company is going to pay for the 
toxicological tests–which typically cost $75-$150 million 
up front for a new drug. Moreover, as soon as this product 
hits the market, you know there will be generic competitors, 
because they can use the same approval that you have 
obtained. It takes them only 90 days to show that their 
product is basically the same as yours.
 In Europe, the rules are somewhat different, and there 
are different categories (based on toxicity) with different 

approval paths. The FDA has set up the drug approval 
process mainly to handle synthetic chemicals, which are 
unnatural. In some substances (such as phytoestrogens) 
dosage levels are very important and large overdoses are 
dangerous, but there are many other classes of substances 
(such as minerals) where there is no measurable toxicity. So 
if a benign material, when taken as a supplement, can help 
prevent osteoporosis, it shouldn’t require full toxicological 
testing and approval. The key is to divide naturally occurring 
substances found in foods into meaningful categories 
based on toxicity, and have simpler approval processes for 
substances where large overdoses are benign. Isofl avones, for 
example, might be regulated; it could not be made into a pill 
of greater than a certain weight and had to be dispensed by a 
pharmacist.
 The Germans are very big on phytochemicals. The 
German medical students have to take a year of homeopathic 
medicine; 30-40% of the prescriptions in Germany are for 
phytochemical-type materials. The other side is that the 
Germans developed thalidomide (in about 1962), failed 
to detect its toxicity, and took the consequences. It was 
a sedative and hypnotic drug that has been the cause of 
malformation of infants born to mothers using it during 
pregnancy. The FDA will point out that our stringent 
testing process is designed to catch dangerous drugs like 
thalidomide. The fi rst deformed thalidomide babies showed 
up in Europe (England & Germany) because thalidomide had 
been approved more rapidly there–as is the case with most 
drugs in Europe. Bill thinks that no thalidomide babies were 
born in America, because thalidomide was never approved 
in America. Address: Director, New Business Development, 
Hercules Inc., Hercules Plaza, Wilmington, Delaware 19894. 
Phone: 302-594-5000.

4610. American Health (New York City). 1996. Bull market 
for tofu. Aug.
• Summary: The Wall Street Journal recently reported that 
sales of Tofutti, a soy-based frozen dessert, rose 87% in 
Britain, in the wake of a mad-cow disease scare.

4611. Highman, Jay. 1996. Worthington’s policy on licensing 
technology to other companies. Thoughts on building a plant 
overseas. New Web page under development (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 3. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Worthington does not license technology to 
other corporations, mainly for two reasons: (1) There are 
many top secret techniques used in the technology, and, 
(2) The company is focusing all of its resources (money 
and attention) on keeping up with demand in the domestic 
market. They do a large export business, to countries such as 
Taiwan and the United Kingdom. Not much is exported to 
Australia because Sanitarium Foods makes similar products 
there.
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 Worthington is not considering construction of an 
overseas plant (as in England) because the domestic market 
is their fi rst priority. “We’re having a hard time keeping up 
with demand.” Jay thinks there is a big market in the UK, 
and there could be a long-term opportunity there. Roughly 
60% of the reason for not looking overseas is related to 
money and the other 40% would be the loss of focus from 
trying to do two things at once.
 Worthington is developing a web page; Jay is in charge 
of it. He would to have a cross-link with Soyfoods Center. 
Address: Senior Manager of Marketing and Sales for the 
specialty markets, Worthington Foods, 900 Proprietors Rd., 
Worthington, Ohio 43085. Phone: 614-885-9511.

4612. McMichael-Phillips, D.F.; Harding, C.; Mortan, 
M.; Potter, C.S.; Bundred, N.J. 1996. The effects of soy 
supplementation on epithelial proliferation in the normal 
human breast. In: Abstracts of the Second International 
Symposium on the Role of Soy in Preventing and Treating 
Chronic Disease. 80 p. See p. 35. Held 15-18 Sept. 1996 at 
Brussels, Belgium.
• Summary: The rate of DNA synthesis of breast cells 
taken from biopsies of normal breasts was enhanced by soy 
intake. This is believed to be due to the estrogenic activity of 
soybean isofl avones, and calls into question the assertion that 
soy exerts antiestrogenic effects in premenopausal women. 
Address: 1. Dep. of Epithelial Biology, Paterson Inst. for 
Cancer Research, Christie Hospital NHS Trust, Manchester 
M20 9BX, England.

4613. Health Food Manufacturers’ Association [of England]. 
1996. Genetically modifi ed soya beans (News release). 
63 Hampton Court Way, Thames Ditton, Surrey KT7 0LT, 
England. 1 p. Oct. 3.
• Summary: “Background: Genetically Modifi ed (GM) soya 
beans are currently a hot issue, with trade, political, and 
consumer organisations entering the debate. The reason? The 
news that the United States’ Autumn 1996 soya bean crop 
will be made up of a random mixture of natural and GM soya 
beans... The offi cial view is that one acre out of forty-one 
acres of soya bean will be modifi ed.”
 Whether or not genetically modifi ed organisms are 
desirable is a complex issue. “The HFMA Position: The 
HFMA considers that consumers must be able to exercise 
their freedom to choose. This means that they must be 
properly and accurately informed. Therefore products must 
be properly and accurately labeled.” Address: Thames 
Ditton, Surrey, England. Phone: 0181-398-9888.

4614. Durham, Michael. 1996. Look what’s coming to 
dinner–scrambled gene cuisine: Beans will mean never 
knowing what we’re eating when genetically altered food 
arrives in Britain. Observer (The) (London). Oct. 6. p. 14-15.
• Summary: They’re bringing in the soya bean harvest in the 

Midwest. “But these soya beans are different. This is gene 
food–the fi rst of its kind in the world. By late November it 
will be on British dinner plates but few people will be aware 
of the fact, much less able to exercise a choice.” Genetically 
altered foods, starting with soya beans, “are about to invade 
the British larder whether we like it or not.”
 “After years of tinkering,... the agrochemical companies 
are ready to unleash their discoveries on the world... 
Suddenly there are soya bean plants tailor-made to withstand 
heavy doses of herbicide, so weeds around them wither while 
the beans live on.” Monsanto is portrayed as the leading soya 
bean villain.
 In the UK, groups such as the Genetics Forum (a 
research and lobby group), Greenpeace, the Safe Alliance, 
and the Consumers’ Association are preparing for a battle 
when the fi rst soya beans arrive.
 “There are signs that the gene-food ‘revolution’ will not 
go unchallenged:... But neither will the revolution go away. 
The food lobbyists and gene scientists are preparing for war–
and the outcome will infl uence the future of food as we know 
it.”
 “Will consumers, supermarkets or even governments 
go along with this worrying genetic meddling? And will 
shoppers put up with being told they have no choice, while 
being given bland reassurances that there is no cause for 
concern?” For consumers, the real issues are labeling and 
segregation of the genetically altered beans. Monsanto 
strongly opposes both.
 “Campaigners protest that genetic tinkering is risky 
and biologically unsound. There are fears that resistance to 
herbicide could be transferred to weeds, creating strains of 
‘superweed.’”
 A sidebar titled “The gene genie is out of the bag and 
on your plate” discusses each of the following: Soya beans 
(“Genetically modifi ed soya will arrive from the US next 
month”), maize (corn), oilseed rape [canola], tomatoes, 
potatoes, sugar beet, cotton.

4615. Nuttall, Nick. 1996. Stores lose fi ght over ‘superbean’ 
labeling. Times (London). Oct. 10.
• Summary: Supermarkets in Britain have lost their year-
long battle to be able to warn customers which foods are 
made from genetically altered soya beans developed by the 
American company Monsanto. The issue for consumers is 
freedom of choice. This defeat could open the fl ood gates 
to string of genetically altered crops, including maize, 
sugar beets, wheat and potatoes. “Soya can be found in 60 
per cent of supermarket food products... from chocolate to 
mayonnaise, dressings, cooking oils, pasta, breakfast cereals, 
sausages, milk drinks, ready meals and desserts.” Most of 
the big supermarket chains, now very disappointed, plan 
to develop leafl ets to explain to their consumers what is 
happening. The retailers said they would step up pressure on 
Monsanto to segregate their beans starting next year.
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 An opinion poll by the Food and Drink Federation last 
year found that 93% of consumers wanted any food which 
contains genetically engineered ingredients to be clearly 
labelled.
 “Janet Nunn, director of food and drink at the British 
Retail Consortium, said that unless segregation of the crop 
could be guaranteed, retailers should develop new sources of 
conventional soya beans or use soya alternatives.” Address: 
Environmental correspondent.

4616. Maitland, Alison. 1996. Against the grain: Controversy 
around new genetically-modifi ed crops may have caught 
biotech companies by surprise. Financial Times (London). 
Oct. 15.
• Summary: “Biotechnology companies claim genetically 
engineered crops can increase harvests, benefi t the 
environment and help avert a future world food crisis. Critics 
say they may damage the environment, threaten human 
health, and remove freedom of choice from consumer.”
 Some products, such as a tomato paste from the UK 
have met little opposition. “But two commodity crops are 
attracting controversy: a soyabean engineered by Monsanto 
of the US to be resistant to the company’s own glyphosate 
herbicide, known as Roundup, and a maize plant designed 
by Ciba of Switzerland to protect itself against the European 
corn borer pest.” These two biotechnology giants might have 
anticipated consumer opposition to their products, but they 
could not have foreseen that they would begin appearing on 
European markets just as the “mad cow” debacle had hurt 
consumer confi dence in food safety and regulation.
 The Roundup Ready soybeans will be the fi rst 
genetically modifi ed crop to reach the European market 
without being labeled. Since products derived from 
soybeans are used in 60% of processed foods, critics argue 
that consumers will be forced to eat genetically modifi ed 
products even if they prefer not to.

4617. Tuchy, Pat. 1996. Re: Safety of soy-based infant 
formula. Letter to Professor J. Mann, Chairman, Food 
and Nutrition Committee, Ministry of Health, Box 5013, 
Wellington, New Zealand, Oct. 15. 1 p. Typed, with 
signature. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Dear Prof. Mann: I am writing on behalf of 
the Royal New Zealand Plunket Society to request that the 
Food and Nutrition Committee review its current position on 
soy infant formula in the light of the recent United Kingdom 
on Toxicology report, and concurrent advice to UK Health 
Practitioners.”
 “The Plunket Society believes that there is no conclusive 
evidence that soy infant formula is harmful to infants, but 
there is no doubt that a number of regulatory agencies, 
including the NZ Ministry of Health is aware that there are 
endogenous estrogenic agents in soy formula which have 
unknown but real potential to cause harm. If the formula was 

know to be contaminated exogenous estrogens at this level 
would the Ministry act any differently?” Address: Royal 
New Zealand Plunket Society (Inc.), New Zealand.

4618. Geary, James; Planck, Nina; Voorst, Bruce van. 
1996. Battle of the bean genes: European consumers and 
environmentalists are fi nding bioengineered soybeans hard to 
swallow. Time (International Edition, Amsterdam). Oct. 28. 
p. 46-47.
• Summary: This week an America freighter will sail into 
the port of Amsterdam carrying a very unusual cargo: 
200,000 tons of genetically modifi ed soybeans–the fi rst such 
product to be approved by the European Union. Last week 
in Hamburg, Germany, 40 Greenpeace activists, dressed 
from head to toe as huge rabbits (two photos), camped 
in a gigantic cage in front of the German headquarters of 
Unilever, one of Europe’s largest soybean importers, holding 
signs that proclaimed in German: “Genetically manipulated 
soybeans. No! We don’t want to be laboratory animals.” 
They were referring to Monsanto’s new Roundup Ready 
soybeans. These plants can stand repeated dousing with 
the herbicide Roundup, made by Monsanto. They were 
given this capability by splicing a snippet of DNA from 
Agrobacterium, a common soil bacterium, into the soybean’s 
natural string of reproductive code.
 Germans are the most outspoken in Europe in their 
opposition to genetically engineered foods. Some reasons 
for the opposition to these genetically engineered seeds: 1. 
Introducing foreign genes into organisms is still an imprecise 
science and could produce unexpected results–for example, 
conceivably turning a food into an allergen or a carcinogen. 
2. It is wrong and too dangerous to tinker with nature at 
this level; there are possibilities of “gene jumping,” when 
microorganisms carry DNA from one plant to another. 3. 
If genetically engineered crops dominate other varieties, it 
could result in a crop monoculture; this seemingly invincible 
crop could be devastated by a pesticide resistant insect–the 
Irish potato famine all over again.
 Another major issue is freedom of choice. Because 
the Roundup Ready soybeans will not be segregated from 
regular soybeans or labeled, consumers will have no 
idea in which foods they appear. Many Europeans fi nd it 
intolerable that they have no say in what they eat. A pool 
conducted in Germany for Greenpeace found that 73% of 
German consumers would avoid genetically altered soybean 
products, and 87% advocate boycotting fi rms using modifi ed 
soybeans without appropriate labeling. Angry European food 
manufacturers are threatening to fi nd alternative suppliers or 
switch to alternative plants sources. With Britain’s mad-cow 
disease crisis still fresh in their minds, retailers know that 
consumers are watching what they eat. Euro-Commerce, a 
trade organization representing food retailers and wholesalers 
in some 20 European countries, is calling for mandatory 
labeling of genetically engineered foods.
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4619. Ibrahim, Youssef M. 1996. Genetic soybeans alarm 
Europeans. New York Times. Nov. 7. p. D1, D24.
• Summary: Genetically engineered soybeans from the USA 
are beginning to arrive in Europe. Consumer groups and 
critics of biotechnology are raising concerns about health 
risks, and some supermarket chains and food producers 
are boycotting these soybeans. Monsanto, a chemical 
manufacturer based in St. Louis, Missouri, developed the 
bioengineered soybeans.
 The fi rst shipment of such soybeans arrived today 
aboard the freighter Ideal Progress, and docked in Hamburg, 
Germany. European consumer groups have made these 
soybeans the main object of their resistance to the coming 
wave of bioengineered crops, including corn, rapeseed, and 
chicory. Address: London.

4620. Associated Press (AP). 1996. Soybean protein may 
relieve hot fl ashes. Marin Independent Journal (Novato, 
California). Nov. 11. p. A4.
• Summary: The article begins: “New Orleans–Eat tofu for 
hot fl ashes? The idea is not as weird as it sounds. At the 
American Heart Association’s annual scientifi c meeting 
yesterday, researchers discussed the growing evidence that 
soybean protein–commonly found in tofu–may indeed 
relieve the miseries of the change of life.”
 Dr. Gregory Burke, of Bowman-Gray School of 
Medicine in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, is investigating 
the effects of soy on menopause. His study involved 43 
women, ages 45-55, who experienced at least one bout of 
hot fl ashes or night sweating daily. For 6 weeks they added 
20 grams of powdered soy protein into their diets, mixing it 
with their orange juice or sprinkling it on cereal. For another 
6 weeks they did the same with powdered carbohydrate, 
but they did not know which was which. While using the 
soy protein, the women reported signifi cantly less intense 
symptoms–although they occurred just as frequently. 
Experts believe that the active ingredients in soy protein 
are phytoestrogens–the plant form of the female hormone 
estrogen. Human estrogen is widely used to relieve the 
effects of menopause–although some women are reluctant to 
take it because of side effects.
 Burke plans another study in which larger doses of soy 
protein will be tried on 240 women. A recent study at the 
University of Manchester in England suggested that soy can 
reduce the frequency of the hot fl ashes as well.

4621. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1996. European 
response to genetically modifi ed soybeans: Special update to 
ASA members. 3(1):3-4. Oct/Nov.
• Summary: “Special emphasis is placed on the current 
situation in the European Union, one of our key export 
markets.
 “Background: The fi rst commercially available 

variety of GMO soybeans, Roundup (R) Ready, have been 
approved for importation and processing by government 
regulatory agencies in the United States, Europe, Canada, 
Mexico, Argentina, and Japan. Regulatory bodies in these 
countries have declared these soybeans safe and the same 
as conventional soybeans in composition, nutritional profi le 
and functionality. Because these GMO soybeans have been 
determined equivalent to conventional soybeans in safety 
and nutrition, government agencies have not required that 
they be segregated or labeled, either in the U.S. or abroad.
 “Last spring regulatory approval was granted by the 
European Union allowing the importation and processing 
of Roundup Ready soybeans into food and feed. However, 
despite these approvals, consumer acceptance issues 
regarding biotechnology and GMO soybeans exist in parts 
of Europe which could affect U.S. soybeans exports to 
certain European markets. No signifi cant consumer or market 
acceptance issues regarding GMO soybeans have surfaced 
outside Europe.
 “Present situation: Greenpeace and other activist groups 
have mounted strident opposition to the introduction of 
GMO soybeans into Europe.” Their efforts have raised 
concern among consumers and segments of the food industry 
in several European markets, including Germany, Austria, 
the United Kingdom, Switzerland and Scandinavia. Based 
on a consumer ‘right to know’ platform, these groups are 
advocating segregation of the GMO soybeans and the 
labeling of all products containing GMO soybeans. They 
are threatening a possible boycott of all U.S. soybeans and 
derivative products if their demands for segregation and 
labeling of GMO soybeans are not met.
 “This campaign is particularly strong in Germany. 
Large-scale consumer research in Germany indicates that a 
signifi cant percentage of the population currently is uncertain 
about the application of modern biotechnology. Greenpeace 
is exploiting this situation and has launched, with a few other 
organizations, a campaign attacking genetically modifi ed 
crops in general and GMO soybeans in particular. The 
German media response has been strong, but even-handed, 
and German consumers’ direct response has yet to be 
determined.
 “As a result of the continued pressure by Greenpeace 
and other activists, Unilever-Germany, the largest consumer 
food company in Germany, recently announced that, while 
it supports biotechnology in general, it will not use soybean 
oil in their margarine and vegetable oil brands until Unilever-
Germany is more confi dent of positive consumer attitudes. 
Nestle-Germany has announced a similar position.
 “Because of this situation, some European purchasers 
are looking for supplies of soybeans guaranteed to be GMO 
free. At the current time, traditional exporters in the U.S. 
are not guaranteeing shipments of non-GMO soybeans. 
Greenpeace has identifi ed some small and non-traditional 
suppliers who are reportedly offering supplies of non-GMO 
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soybeans for export at ‘modest’ premiums. The grain trade 
knows little or nothing about these suppliers; it is believed 
that they could offer only limited supplies, and it is not clear 
how they would execute shipments.
 “ASA actions: The American Soybean Association 
anticipated this controversy in Germany and, along with the 
United Soybean Board (USB) and industry stakeholders, 
has been monitoring and attempting to positively infl uence 
the situation since the beginning. ASA staff in Germany 
and Brussels are involved on a daily basis. We are listening 
to consumers and are working with industry partners in 
Germany and other European countries to address questions 
and help share information. We are also keeping close tabs 
on the possible spillover of the issue into other European 
countries.
 “Since March, when regulatory approval was 
announced, ASA has carried out extensive industry 
educational programs in Germany and the European Union 
with market development funding provided by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and USB. These programs 
include the publication and distribution of written materials 
targeted at the food industry, a visit to Germany by ASA 
CEO Steve Censky and ASA and USB farmer leaders for 
discussions on the subject at top industry levels, and the 
support of videos and consumer magazine inserts developed 
to explain the safety and benefi ts of biotechnology and 
GMO soybeans. ASA is working closely with a coalition 
of German food processors, oilseed crushers, and others to 
disseminate factual, science-based information to retailers 
and consumers.
 “In discussions with the trade and the press, ASA has 
maintained that segregation of GMO soybeans and non-
genetically modifi ed varieties is impractical and unnecessary, 
since they are no different in composition or safety.
 “ASA supports modern biotechnology efforts and 
believes that farmers, consumers, the environment, and the 
entire ag-industry will benefi t from biotechnology. We will 
continue to work to educate our customers on the benefi ts 
and safety of biotechnology.
 “As marketers of U.S. soybeans, ASA and our members 
also must be responsive to our customers. Consumer attitude 
surveys indicate that German consumers are concerned about 
the inclusion of genetically modifi ed ingredients in their 
food products. Whether real or imagined, their concerns are 
a reality. ASA will continue to work with industry partners 
to develop strategies and messages that protect the German 
market (7% of total U.S. soybean exports) and the European 
Union market at large (over 40% of total U.S. soybean 
exports).”

4622. SoyaScan Notes. 1996. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 1996 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 15–Silk, America’s fi rst soymilk sold 

refrigerated in a typical milk carton (gable-top, Pure-Pak) is 
introduced by White Wave of Boulder, Colorado. It is made 
in Canada, formulated in California, then shipped to White 
Wave in tanker trucks.
 Sept.–Monsanto’s Roundup Ready transgenic 
(genetically engineered) soybeans are harvested from an 
estimated 1.2 million acres of U.S. farmland. They begin 
to enter into the food supply–unlabeled. There is a great 
outcry in Europe (especially in England and Germany) by 
consumers over loss of freedom of choice concerning food–
but hardly a peep from the USA.
 1996 Sept. 15-18–The Second International Symposium 
on the Role of Soy in Preventing and Treating Chronic 
Disease, is held in Brussels, Belgium, and organized by 
Mark Messina, PhD.
 1996 Oct. 30–Odwalla, a fresh juice manufacturer and 
distributor, is informed that their unpasteurized apple juice 
may be contaminated with an especially virulent strain of 
E. coli strain O157:H7 (pronounced Oh-157-H7). Odwalla 
immediately initiated a recall, but one baby died and 66 
people in 3 states got sick. Three years earlier, in January 
1993, a similar but more severe outbreak had occurred at 
Jack-in-the-Box in Seattle, Washington; 4 children died 
(from kidney failure) and 700 people became ill–from 
eating undercooked hamburgers. These two incidents may 
have major implications for the soyfoods industry–since 
unpasteurized tofu is a prime target for E. coli contamination. 
The fi rst big consequence was seen when Kroger, a major 
supermarket chain in the Midwest, announced in late 1996, 
that it would no longer sell unpasteurized tofu.
 There is growing interest in the health benefi ts of the 
phytochemicals in soybeans–especially genistein. Four areas 
of potential benefi ts have been identifi ed, and they are in a 
“horse race” as scientists investigate more deeply: 1. Relief 
of risk of cardiovascular disease, especially heart disease. 2. 
Relief of menopausal symptoms. 3. Improvement of bone 
health and relief of risk of osteoporosis. 4. Relief of cancer 
risk of some sites–especially prostate cancer. But most media 
have tended to hype these health benefi ts, far beyond what 
the science justifi es.
 During the past year or two, Soyfoods Center has been 
receiving a growing number of calls from people who ask 
“How can I get more soy into my diet?” Never before have 
we heard people ask a question like this. These people have 
heard about the many health benefi ts of consuming soyfoods 
regularly but they don’t know what foods would suit their 
tastes and diet.
 This year, for the fi rst time, the state soybean 
associations and boards take the lead (passing the Soyfoods 
Association of America) in promoting soyfoods in America. 
The leading states are Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, 
and Missouri.
 This year (1996), the Chemopreventive Branch of the 
National Cancer Institute concluded that genistein (the 
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primary isofl avone in soybeans) was one of four plant 
compounds with superior anticancer activity.
 Also this year there was a rapid rise of interest in and 
sales of meat alternatives.

4623. Hansen, Asger Sommer. 1996. Re: Finally our soymilk 
business is taking off (Card). Letter to William and Akiko 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center, Dec. 1 p. Handwritten, with 
signature.
• Summary: Handwritten on an APV UNICEF Christmas 
card: “Finally our soymilk business is taking off. Plants sold 
in 1996: 3 for China. 1 for England. 1 for Japan.
 “Kind regards, Asger S. Hansen.” Address: APV Soya 
Sector, Europaplads 2, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark. Phone: +45 
86 12 41 55.

4624. Chichibu no Miya, Setsuko; Britton, Dorothy Guyver. 
1996. The silver drum: a Japanese imperial memoir. 
Translated from the Japanese Gin no bonbonieru by Dorothy 
Britton. Folkestone, Kent: Global Oriental. xxvii + 210 p. 
Plus 8 unnumbered pages of plates. See p. 10. Illust. 23 cm.
• Summary: When I was about 9 years old, my nanny, Taka, 
severely scolded me for leaving one or two grains of rice in 
my lunch box after school.
 “’Do you realize that the Aizu clan members in virtual 
exile on the Tonami Peninsula, and their wives and children, 
had to live on weeds and grass seeds and the tofu lees [okara] 
and leftover rice, usually fed to horses and oxen, which they 
were given by the local farmers...’” (p. 10).
 “This is the story of a Japanese princess. It is the fi rst 
autobiography by a member of the Japanese Imperial Family 
to be published in English. Her name was Setsuko, Princess 
Chichibu, who was born in Walton-on-Thames, England, in 
1909, was educated at the Peeresses’ School for Girls, Tokyo, 
and the Friends School, Washington, and was then invited to 
marry Prince Chichibu, younger brother of Emperor Hirohito 
and therefore next in line to the throne. She accepted... The 
marriage duly took place in September 1928. She died at 
the age of 85 in August 1995... Both the Prince (who spent 
some time studying in London and Oxford) and Princess had 
especially close links with England and the United States. 
When Japan entered the Second World War they both had 
to endure the unendurable: their mother country having 
declared war on their adopted countries. It was an appalling 
nightmare for them both. In the post-war years, the Princess 
made numerous trips to Europe in an attempt to rebuild old 
friendships. She was greatly loved and admired. There were 
no children” (from the publisher’s description). Address: 
Japan.

4625. Gates, Jane Potter. 1996. New literature for new crops. 
In: J. Janick, ed. 1996. Progress in New Crops. Arlington, 
Virginia: ASHS Press. xix + 660 p. See p. 151-54. [29 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Libraries, centers, 

and services (NAL is the largest agricultural library in the 
world). Databases: AGRICOLA (AGRICultural OnLine 
Access), AGRIS International, CVAB Abstracts, CRIS 
(Current Research Information Service), TropAg (tropical 
and subtropical regions from 1975), U.K. Centre for 
Economic Botany bibliographic database (150,000 literature 
references, covering uses of plants worldwide, back to the 
mid-19th century. Not available on disk. For a search contact 
J.Morley@rbgkew.org.uk). New crop monographs 1980-
1995. Address: USDA/ARS, National Agricultural Library, 
10301 Baltimore Ave., Room 304, Beltsville, Maryland 
20705-2351.

4626. Ridgway, Judy. 1996. The quick after-work winter 
vegetarian cookbook. London: Piatkus. [vi] + 154 p. 
Plus 8 unnumbered pages of [color] plates. Illust. (color 
illustrations). Index. 24 cm. Published in 1996 by Fisher 
Books (Tucson, AZ).
• Summary: A vegetarian cookbook. Vegan recipes are 
marked with a “V” in a circle. Recipes for tofu appear on 
pages 22 (“Most wholefood shops now offer a choice of 
Japanese or Chinese-style tofu”), 40, 64, 86, 102, 117, and 
146. No other soyfoods are mentioned. Address: [England].

4627. Smith, Andrew F. 1996. Pure ketchup: A history of 
America’s national condiment with recipes. Columbia, South 
Carolina: University of South Carolina Press. xiii + 242 p. 
Illust. (some color). Index. 24 cm. [200+* ref]
• Summary: Part I, “History” is related to the history of soy 
sauce and the fi rst 3 chapters have the following contents: 1. 
Introducing ketchup and its polyglot parentage: Introduction, 
origins, catchup, catsup, or ketchup?, the British. 2. The 
rise and demise of homemade ketchup: Introduction, 
mushroom, fi sh and seafood, and walnut ketchups, pickles, 
sauces and ketchups, ketchup in 18th-century America, the 
rise of tomato ketchup, ketchup in 19th-century Britain and 
America, reason’s for ketchup’s initial success, ketchup 
commonalities, homemade ketchup’s high-water mark, the 
fall of homemade ketchup. 3. The commercialization of 
ketchup: Early tomato ketchup manufacturing, the rapid 
expansion of commercial ketchup, manufacturing ketchup at 
the turn of the century [around 1900], commercial nontomato 
ketchups, America’s national condiment.
 By the mid-1700s, three general types of ketchup 
had emerged in England: mushroom, fi sh, and walnut. 
“Mushroom ketchup was a particularly successful 
condiment.” The earliest known recipe for mushroom 
ketchup appeared in 1728 in a book by Richard Bradley 
(p. 14). By the mid-1700s, many British cookbooks or 
cookery manuscripts included one or more non-tomato 
ketchup recipes. The base ingredient in “Harvey Sauce” was 
mushroom ketchup. “’Worcestershire Sauce’ included both 
walnut and mushroom ketchups, and some receipts employed 
‘Canton soy’ as an ingredient” (p. 17).
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 In 1804 James Mease (Domestic Encyclopedia, Vol. 
3, p. 506) wrote: “Love Apples” make “a fi ne catsup.” 
Then in 1812 Mease published the earliest known tomato 
ketchup recipe. It consisted of unstrained tomato pulp with 
spices. Since it was not sieved, it was quite thick. Vinegar 
was replaced by brandy. The fi rst Anglo-American recipe 
for tomato sauce was published in 1804 in Great Britain by 
Alexander Hunter. Initially the terms “tomato sauce” and 
“tomato ketchup” were not highly differentiated. Ketchup 
tended to be thicker, contain more tomato solids, and last 
longer–due to its vinegar content. Address: Brooklyn, New 
York and Jackson, New Jersey.

4628. Hymowitz, Ted. 1997. Early soybean seed dealers 
in the United States (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 1. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: By 1852 Andrew H. Ernst of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
had obtained soybeans from Benjamin Franklin Edwards, 
who got them from Japanese in San Francisco, California. 
Ernst (1796-1860), a native of Germany, was a devoted 
horticulturist, nurseryman, and pioneer pomologist. He 
owned and operated “Spring Garden” nursery, one of the 
earliest and best nurseries in Ohio, located 1½ miles from 
Cincinnati. His business was selling plants and seeds. “He 
was selling seed all over the place. That’s how he earned a 
living.” Ted thinks he was selling soybeans at an early date. 
Since his ancestry was German, he may have even advertised 
in German.
 There are different periods in soybean history. One 
early period is in the 1860s. He has seen soybeans listed 
in seed catalogs in the South during this period, and he 
could probably fi nd the documents. Ted has seen many 
advertisements for soybeans in early American agricultural 
newspapers probably as early as the 1850s. He has read 
through every issue of the American Agriculturist starting 
with the fi rst issue. “These people were selling soybean seed 
for forage, and these ads are in the newspapers all over the 
place.” Ted hasn’t seen catalogs per se.
 In fact, Ted thinks Samuel Bowen may have advertised 
and sold soybean seeds. There is more information on Bowen 
in London that he has not yet seen, but it may not be much, 
and there is a point of diminishing returns. Ted would like to 
take a Sabbatical; one year would be more than enough time 
to fi nish his book on Samuel Bowen. He is deeply concerned 
to get this information published. The skeleton has already 
been published, but the fl esh has not yet been. Address: Prof. 
of Plant Genetics, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4629. Ingersoll, Bruce. 1997. U.S. to ban some livestock 
feed items: Averting mad-cow disease is administration’s 
goal; cost put at $1 billion. Wall Street Journal. Jan. 2. p. 3.
• Summary: Fearing a replay of Britain’s mad-cow disease 
epidemic, the Clinton administration has decided to sharply 
curtail the recycling of waste animal protein into livestock 

feed. This could cost the animal-rendering industry at 
least $1 billion a year. The ban will be against meat- and 
bone-meal and other protein derived from the slaughter of 
ruminants–cud-chewing animals such as cattle and sheep–
as a feed ingredient for other ruminants. The loss of this 
relatively inexpensive feed source will force farmers to rely 
on more costly soybean meal and other protein sources.

4630. Kilman, Scott. 1997. Bountiful harvest: Giant Cargill 
resists pressure to go public as it pursues growth. Largest 
private fi rm in U.S. has quietly succeeded as a global 
presence: Some heirs want to cash in. Wall Street Journal. 
Jan. 9. p. A1, A4.
• Summary: Cargill executives have learned that it takes 
patience and long-term thinking and planning to succeed 
in commodities trading and processing. They don’t want 
to “worry about some analysts’ expectations for the next 
quarter.” Cargill is an excellent example of the benefi ts of 
being private. It is often diffi cult to explain long-term plans 
to investors, especially after years of losses. Yet in the end 
many pay off in a big way–such as developing demand 
for fertilizer overseas. Cargill can take risks a publicly 
held company dare not take. The largest U.S. closely held 
company, and the 9th largest U.S. company overall, Cargill 
has annual revenue approaching $60 billion. Cargill is active 
worldwide; it has assets of $8 billion in 65 foreign nations 
and it trades with nearly 100 more. About 40% of the fi rm’s 
assets are overseas–compared to only about 18% for arch-
rival ADM, which nevertheless calls itself “Supermarket to 
the World.” Today Cargill is riding a boom in global demand 
for food, and is the only U.S. company that can rival the 
huge old trading houses of Japan and Europe. It controls 
25% of U.S. grain exports.
 Most of Cargill’s stock is owned by about 80 members 
of the MacMillan and Cargill families, which were united 
by marriage a century ago. But now a contingent led in part 
by heir Austen S. Cargill is forcefully advocating taking the 
company public so they can sell their shares; the market 
value is estimated at $12 billion. They have little interest in 
the family tradition of toiling in obscurity. In 1865 William 
Wallace Cargill, son of a Scottish sea captain, founded 
Cargill as a frontier grain elevator. His descendants have 
generally devoted their lives to the company, often starting at 
the bottom in obscure places.
 Micek wants to keep Cargill private. He gives many 
good reasons. An illustration (dot-style) shows Ernest S. 
Micek. Three graphs show fi gures from 1986 to 1996: (1) 
Cargill sales have grown from $32 billion to $57 billion. (2) 
Net income has increased from $230 million to $870 million. 
(3) Employees have risen from 45,000 to 79,000. Address: 
Staff Reporter, Wall Street Journal.

4631. Ball, George. 1997. A brief history of early seed 
companies (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 14. Conducted 
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by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The terms “seedsman” and “seedsmen” are 
still widely used to refer to people who sell seeds. Their 
company is called a “seed company.” W. Atlee Burpee & Co. 
was offi cially founded in 1876. In a nutshell, Burpee was 
the fi rst modern seed company which was based on genetics 
rather than on large land holdings or capital or production. 
A German company named Benary was somewhat similarly 
modeled as a research-based company. In typical old 
production-based seed companies, a large amount of land 
was devoted to growing the crop, but on the margin was a 
small reserve of plants that are allowed to mature and bear 
seeds.
 Burpee was originally based on animal research, but 
within several years evolved quickly into a full-blown plant 
breeding company–especially with the popularization of 
Mendel’s discoveries. Burpee was the fi rst company to breed 
yellow sweet-corn; before Burpee all sweet-corn was white. 
The bush lima bean was invented by Burpee; formerly lima 
beans were gangly pole beans. Breeders didn’t really know 
that they were using Mendelian genetics until 1900, however 
most plant breeders knew what was going on. Mendel did 
his great work in 1864-65. He was a mathematician working 
on probability, statistical analysis. He wasn’t really working 
on horticultural crops. His work was “rediscovered” when 
his papers were published in England and Holland in 1900. 
Mendel was dead by then. Address: President, The Burpee 
Group, 300 Park Ave., Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974. 
Phone: 215-674-4900.

4632. GMF–Genetically Modifi ed Foods Market Intelligence 
(Genetic ID, Fairfi eld, Iowa). 1997. New survey: EU 
consumers don’t want GM foods. No. 5. Jan. 22. p. 1-2.
• Summary: “Two new surveys of European consumer 
attitudes regarding genetically modifi ed (GM) foods were 
released recently. As anticipated, they showed a majority of 
consumers having unfavorable opinions toward GM foods.” 
The big majority of European consumers want labeling of 
GM foods.
 “One survey was conducted by Market & Opinion 
Research International (MORI) of the UK and commissioned 
by Greenpeace. It consisted of telephone interviews with 
4,840 consumers in Denmark, France, UK, Italy, the 
Netherlands, and Sweden. between December 11 and 20, 
1996. The ages of the respondents were 15 and up, except 
in Denmark where they were 13 and up. Each person 
interviewed was asked two questions.
 “A German company, GfK Market Research, conducted 
a survey of 2500 randomly selected German consumers 
between the ages of 16 and 69 from both the eastern and 
western parts of the country. They were asked a series 
of questions about their attitudes toward GM foods. (see 
‘Consumer attitudes in Germany’ below).
 “Opinions: development and introduction of GM foods: 

The fi rst question in the MORI/Greenpeace survey was, 
‘Thinking of genetically modifi ed food or food derived 
from genetic engineering, what is your opinion towards the 
development and introduction of such foods?’ A total of 59% 
surveyed in all the countries indicated opposition to GM 
foods, while 22% indicated support. Of those opposing, 37% 
were opposed to a great extent and 22% opposed slightly. Of 
those supporting, 6% supported to a great extent, and 16% 
supported slightly.”
 A graph, titled “Country-by-country responses to 
question one:” shows that the opposition to GM food was 
highest in Sweden (76% opposed), followed by France 
(66%) and Denmark (65%); it was lowest in Italy (44% 
opposed).
 “Happy to eat GM food? The second question was: ‘To 
what extent do you agree or disagree that: I personally would 
be happy to eat genetically modifi ed food.’ A total of 67% 
disagreed with the statement, with a total of 17% agreeing. 
Of those disagreeing, 46% strongly disagreed and 21% 
tended disagree. Of those agreeing with the statement, 12% 
tended to agree and 5% strongly agreed.
 A graph, titled “Country-by-country responses to 
question two:” shows that the opposition to eating GM food 
was highest in Sweden (78% opposed), followed by France 
(76%) and Denmark (63%); it was lowest in the UK (53% 
opposed).
 The next section is about “Consumer attitudes in 
Germany” at the end of 1993, long before the highly 
publicized introduction of genetically modifi ed foods. 
“German consumers had opinions even then that were quite 
similar to today’s.”

4633. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1997. The Opium Wars in 
China, Great Britain, and Hong Kong. Television broadcast. 
PBS. Jan. 10.
• Summary: Britain’s fi rst outpost in China was in Canton, 
a short distance up the Pearl River, in the late 1700s. Britain 
tried to force China into opening to trade. For Britain, opium 
was the only trade that mattered. By the 1830s, there were 
thousands of opium dens in Canton, and in parts of China, 
opium addiction had reached epidemic proportions. Most 
opium was smuggled in by British traders from the British 
Indies. Britain seized Hong Kong after a war waged with 
China in defence of the opium trade. Opium is a poison. 
Britain used it as a weapon to open the door to China. Even 
the British author Montgomery called it “more dirty and 
shameless than slave trading.”
 Foreign merchants fi rst came to Canton to service a 
British addiction to tea. By the early 1800’s demand was 
insatiable and the duty on tea imported to Britain accounted 
for 10% of British national revenue. All the tea came from 
China by way of Canton. Tea cultivation in India only began 
in 1832. That meant the balance of trade was heavily in 
China’s favor–until, that is, opium was brought in to pay for 
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it.
 The British traders were only allowed to operate on 
Shamien Island in Canton. They saw little wrong with 
ignoring Chinese laws outlawing the opium trade. Nor 
did the Chinese offi cials who helped them. Then came 
the arrival, in 1839, of Lin Je Shiu, sent by the emperor to 
stamp it all out. Lin, regarded as a national hero, ordered the 
surrender of all opium. More than 1,000 tons–possibly the 
biggest drugs haul in history–were burned on the banks of 
the Pearl River. Lin banished the traders and their Chinese 
middlemen from Canton. This was soon followed by armed 
intervention from Britain. The two sides fi rst came to blows 
at forts which guard the Pearl River a short distance from 
Canton. It was the fi rst armed clash between China and the 
west and lasted only a day. An armada of ships from the 
Royal Navy bombarded the walls soon breaking the Chinese 
defenses. Canton was at the mercy of British guns and in 
three weeks the British seized Hong Kong, which Chinese 
scholars look at as a turning point in Chinese history.
 Note: The island of Hong Kong, (located just southeast 
of the mouth of the Pearl River) was fi rst occupied by the 
British in 1839, and ceded to them by the Chinese in 1841. 
In 1842 the cession was confi rmed by the “unequal” Treaty 
of Nanking, long hated by the Chinese, which prepared the 
way for a new era of British, American, and French power 
in China and East Asia; it also opened fi ve “treaty ports” 
to British residency and trade (Canton, Amoy, Foochow, 
Ningpo, and Shanghai), and reimbursed the British Indian 
government for the cost of the war. Three further treaties 
were necessary in 1843-44 to complete the fi rst settlement. 
A key element of these was the “most-favored-nation” 
clause. In 1860 the Kowloon Peninsula was also ceded by 
the Chinese to Britain. Then in 1898 the New Territories 
(the leased developed area around Hong Kong, located on 
the mainland just north of Hong Kong island) were leased to 
Great Britain for 99 years.
 In a museum dedicated to the Opium Wars visitors 
are told how it was simply aggression in pursuit of an evil 
trade. There’s no room here for those western interpretations 
that see it as much about the principle of free trade as 
opium. Here too, portraits of the British traders Jardine and 
Matheson; the company they founded is still the largest 
employer in Hong Kong. These events were followed by 
decades of defeat and decline for China at the hands of 
foreigners. The Chinese believe they need to be strong to 
prevent it from happening again.
 Today Guangzhou, the scene of the original crime and 
the present name for Canton, is a thriving city, a city that 
lives on commerce and trade of all kinds. It’s also one of 
China’s most open and outward looking cities–precisely 
what the early traders had in mind. The city and region have 
become a magnet to modern-day merchants under China’s 
open door policy of the last two decades. Above the forts that 
tried to keep foreigners out is the vast Pearl River Bridge 

designed to bring them in, and to be opened on July 1, 1997, 
one of several projects to mark the handover of Hong Kong 
from Britain to China. This handover is seen, by a newly 
assertive China, as the end of a humiliating era.

4634. Ruiz-Larrea, M.B.; Mohan, A.R.; Paganga, G.; Miller, 
N.J.; Bolwell, G.P.; Rice-Evans, C.A. 1997. Antioxidant 
activity of phytoestrogenic isofl avones. Free Radical 
Research 26(1):63-70. Jan. [36 ref]
• Summary: The “order of reactivity in scavenging the 
radical in the aqueous phase is genistein > daidzein = 
genistein = biochanin A = daidzein > formononetin = ononin, 
the latter displaying no antioxidant activity.” The single 
most important group in the reactivity of the isofl avones 
as scavengers of aqueous phase radicals is the 4’-hydroxyl 
group, followed by the 5,7-dihydroxy structure.
 Phytoestrogens, which are an important component 
of the soybean, “have been shown to be protective against 
several diseases, particularly cancer” [5 studies are cited]. 
Address: International Antioxidant Research Centre UMDS, 
Guy’s Hospital, London.

4635. Messina, Mark. 1997. Summary of fi ndings: 
Menopause relief. Soy Connection (The) (Jefferson City, 
Missouri) 5(1):3. Winter. Special edition: Highlights of 
the Second International Symposium on the Role of Soy in 
Preventing and Treating Chronic Disease. [4 ref]
• Summary: “One hypothesis that appears with increasing 
frequency in the media is that soy foods may be useful in 
relieving menopause symptoms such as the inability to 
regulate body temperature which often manifests as night 
sweats and hot fl ashes. In support of such speculation is 
the reported low incidence of symptoms among Japanese 
women and the estrogenic effects of isofl avones. Much of 
the data presented at the symposium were preliminary and 
inconsistent.
 “Research presented by Dr. Margo Woods and 
colleagues from Tufts University, and Dr. Fabian Dalais and 
colleagues from the Monash Medical Center in Australia 
suggest that, at best, soy has relatively little effect on the 
frequency of hot fl ashes. In contrast Dr. Claudia Harding, 
from the University Hospital of South Manchester, United 
Kingdom, indicated that the consumption of soyfoods 
providing 80 mg of isofl avones per day reduced the 
frequency of hot fl ashes (P < 0.03).
 “Work presented by Dr. Gregory Burke and colleagues, 
from Bowman Gray Medical School [North Carolina], 
indicated that soy modestly reduced the severity of 
menopausal symptoms although frequency was not affected. 
(This research was highly publicized after it was also 
presented at the American Heart Association meeting on 
Nov. 9 [1996]).
 “Upon the basis of the existing data, it is diffi cult to 
reach any defi nitive conclusions about the effects of soy 
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intake on menopause symptoms. Several studies addressing 
this issue are currently underway. Soon it should be possible 
to make more defi nitive conclusions about the effects of soy 
on hot fl ashes.” Address: PhD, Symposium Chairperson, Port 
Townsend, Washington.

4636. DeBona, Don; Chaplin, Paul. 1997. Update on miso in 
Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 20. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Don attended Biofach in Germany this month; 
this is the forth time he has attended. He has had two 
students who came from Europe to study miso-making 
with him at American Miso Co. in North Carolina. Jan 
(pronounced Yon) Kerremans, who worked at Lima Andiran 
in southern France, studied with Don for 2 months, Oct. 
1984 to Nov. 1984. Jan was a minority partner with Pierre 
Gevaert. Jan now still works for Lima, but not as a miso 
maker; originally Flemish, he married a French woman, lives 
in Paris, and is Lima’s sales rep.
 Paul Chaplin from Wales studied with Jan Kerremans 
at Lima in France during May and June 1984, then with 
Don for 2 months, in October and November 1985. His 
miso manufacturing business in Wales is still tiny, but it is 
growing well. Total turnover (income) in fi scal 1996 (Nov. 
1995 to Nov. 1996) was £28,000 (=$44,800). Paul’s new 
address is: Source Foods (Organic Priority) 9 Cwm, Business 
Centre, Marine Street, Cwm, Ebbw vale, NP3 6TB, Wales, 
UK.
 For both Jan and Paul, Don provided miso-making 
instruction, as well as room and board, free of charge. Barry 
Evans did not like Don to be teaching other people to make 
miso.
 Pierre Gevaert was the founder of Lima. His son is 
named Daniel, and Daniel’s wife is Valérie. Daniel studied 
miso-making with Jan Kerremans in southern France. In 
early 1990, after Pierre Gevaert died, Daniel and his wife 
took over Lima’s miso company at Andiran in southern 
France. They changed the company name to Danival from 
Lima-Andiran. The two of them now make two types of 
miso, and they also sell shoyu and tamari–but it is not known 
if they make the latter two products or not. Lima and Danival 
are no longer in contact with one another because there are 
bad feelings between them; Lima purchases their miso from 
American Miso Co.–much to Danival’s chagrin.
 Other new miso companies in Europe: Noka, run by 
Karl Selgmann, in Alzey, Germany. Karl used to be with Mr. 
Hiroshi Kozaki of Kanta Kozaki in Urbach; that company 
started in 1990. Paul Chaplin has visited Noka.
 Two new miso makers in Yugoslavia are Sladjan 
Randjelovic and his wife, Vladimirka, of Lion Health Food 
Co. (Zagorska 12/9, YU-11080 Zemun, Belgrade, Serbia / 
Yugoslavia). Their business card says: “Belgrade, London, 
and Beijing.” Vladimirka is actively involved in the business. 
They are both very macrobiotic. They already make mizuamé 

(rice syrup or rice malt). Their miso was of fairly good 
quality. They also made an interesting miso with added 
shiitake and kombu.
 Hans Weisseneder is making miso for Sojvita in 
Lichtenwoerth, Austria. He had photos of his vats which are 
in a wine cellar outside of Vienna.
 In Europe, imports of miso from Japan are almost 
certainly larger than total European miso production. 
Address: General Manager, American Miso Co., Route 3, 
Box 541, Rutherfordton, North Carolina 28139. Phone: 704-
287-2940.

4637. Mergentime, Ken. 1997. Industry responds to 
unlabeled biotech soy beans: Consumers’ concern over 
genetically engineered foodstuffs could ignite industrywide 
demand for labeling. Natural Foods Merchandiser. March. p. 
116, 118.
• Summary: Europeans are boycotting and protesting the 
arrival of unlabeled genetically engineered U.S. soybeans, 
and the story is making headlines–especially in England 
and Belgium. Meanwhile, the U.S. press remains “strangely 
quiescent over the issue, even though the modifi ed beans 
have been integrated into domestic soybean supplies.”
 Page 118 lists twelve “Suppliers of GMO-free 
soybeans,” with a phone number only for each, including 
Strayer Seed Farms (Iowa), American Health and Nutrition 
Inc. (David Singsank), Wisconsin Soybean Association 
/ Marketing Board, and Pacifi c Soybean and Grain (Dan 
Burke, San Francisco, California).

4638. Stoll, B.A. 1997. Eating to beat breast cancer: 
Potential role for soy supplements. Annals of Oncology 
(Dordrecht, Netherlands) 8(3):223-25. March. *
• Summary: Soy isofl avones may decrease the risk of breast 
cancer. Address: The Oncology Dep., St. Thomas Hospital, 
London, UK.

4639. Vance, Sherry. 1997. Soy-related index cards in the 
Bailey Hortorium’s index system of botanic garden seed 
lists and nursery or seed catalogs developed by Ethel Zoe 
Bailey (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 10. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: In this index system, there are eleven major 
cards and eight minor cards related to the soybean. The 
minor cards each have 3-part scientifi c names beginning 
with Soja hispida (e.g., Soja hispida alba) which are not 
well known, and which appear in only 1-4 catalogs–usually 
from Germany. On each card are two-part coded entries 
referring to botanic gardens. Part 1 is the code for the name 
of the botanic garden, and part 2 is the last two letters of the 
earliest year in which the plant for that card appeared in this 
garden’s catalog. For example “Kew 33” refers to the 1933 
catalog of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, England. [LR 
1982] means that a list of seeds and plants (whether or not 
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it contained soy) was “Last Received” from that source in 
1982.
 Eight cards, all listing only foreign (European) 
sources, contain the supposedly scientifi c names (listed 
here alphabetically) of the following subspecies or varieties 
of Soja hispida; none of these names, however, appear 
in the SoyaScan database (May 1997). Soja hispida alba 
(1 source). Soja hispida brunnea (1 source). Soja hispida 
Dickmana (1 source). Soja hispida japonica (2 sources). Soja 
hispida lutea (3 sources). Soja hispida nigra (4 sources). 
Soja hispida ochroleuca (1 source). Soja hispida vilnensis (2 
sources).
 Many of these early catalogs were divided into two 
parts: Farm seeds and garden seeds. When she looked 
for soybeans in some of these early seed catalogs, Sherry 
usually found them listed in the Farm section, often under 
the scientifi c name Soja hispida. When one seed company 
[perhaps W. Atlee Burpee 1896] “re-introduced” the plant 
as the “German Coffee Berry” the other fi rms were a little 
annoyed since they had already been offering it under Soja 
hispida, and now this newcomer was getting all the credit 
for introducing a supposedly new seed or plant. Address: 
Research Aide, L.H. Bailey Hortorium, 462 Mann Library, 
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, New York 14853-4301. Phone: 607-
255-7981. Fax: 607-255-7979.

4640. Kilman, Scott. 1997. Who’s news: ADM’s Andreas 
gives up CEO post to nephew. Wall Street Journal. April 18. 
p. B17 (West). Or p. B2 (East).
• Summary: Dwayne Andreas, age 79, is surrendering his 
long-held post as CEO to a nephew, G. Allen Andreas, age 
53. Andreas will contain as chairman but ADM offi cials 
expect him to play a much diminished role in the company 
he has run since 1970. Mr. Andreas said he was willing 
to give up this position in part because he hasn’t directly 
supervised ADM’s daily operations for years; rather he has 
concentrated on mapping ADM’s long term strategy.
 A lawyer, the younger Andreas was treasurer of ADM 
before he was chosen to run ADM’s vast London-based 
European operations. Michael D. Andreas, long groomed to 
become CEO, took a leave of absence from ADM in October 
1996 after he was identifi ed as the prime target of federal 
antitrust and price-fi xing investigations. He in now awaiting 
trial in May 1998. That scandal has cost ADM $190 million.
 “ADM announced yesterday that Andrew Young, former 
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations and former mayor of 
Atlanta [Georgia], was named director. Mr. Young, 65, fi lls a 
vacancy created by the retirement of Lowell Andreas, 74, a 
brother of Dwayne Andreas.
 “ADM said its directors increased the number of shares 
to be repurchased under the company’s buyback program to 
45 million shares from 25 million, and extended the buyback 
program until October 1999.
 “In New York Stock Exchange composite trading, ADM 

rose from 12.5 cents to $17.625 a share.” Address: Staff 
reporter.

4641. McDermott, Ron. 1997. Thoughts on the use and 
labeling of genetically engineered soybeans in Worthington’s 
food products (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 25. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Worthington Foods is still working to establish 
a policy on this subject. The company had to start dealing 
with this issue in a big way in July 1996, before the U.S. 
soybean harvest, when British Retailer’s Association (BRA) 
sent a letter to all of their suppliers, including Worthington, 
alerting all food manufacturers that genetically modifi ed 
(GM) Roundup Ready soybeans would become part of the 
U.S. soybean crop in the fall of 1996, and asking them to 
please contact their suppliers immediately to request only 
non genetically modifi ed soybeans. The issue for the BRA 
was not the safety of the soybeans but the consumer’s 
freedom of choice and labeling. Therefore the BRA 
wanted to avoid having to sell GM soybeans. The UK is 
Worthington’s largest export market, so the company must 
take the concerns of British consumers very seriously. Ron 
understands that concerns over GM foods in Germany are 
even greater than in the UK.
 The BRA sent out a second letter to suppliers in about 
Sept. 1996, before the U.S. soybean harvest, which basically 
said that they had come to realize that segregation of non-
GM foods was not possible at this time.
 The fi rst major problem for Worthington is that they 
buy most of their soybeans in the form of defatted soybean 
meal–not whole soybeans. Currently it would almost 
impossible to fi nd a soybean crusher willing to segregate 
non-GM soybeans. However in thinking through this with 
Ron, Shurtleff realizes that within the next year or two, some 
of the small soybean crushers will probably start to crush 
non-GM soybeans is order to create a new niche market and 
a competitive advantage over the big crushers. Worthington 
would then have a good source–if it wanted one.
 A second issue is labeling. Worthington has three 
different labels for many of its best-selling products. One for 
the USA market, one for Canada (which must be bilingual, 
in English and French), and one for the UK–since each has 
different labeling requirements.
 A third issue is the U.S. natural foods market–which 
has shown that it will probably not sell GM food products. 
Worthington makes its okara patties from whole soybeans 
and sometimes buys organic soybeans. No one knows 
whether or not GMO products will be able to obtain kosher 
certifi cation.
 Note: What are the big issues? They probably have 
little to do with science. At present there are no benefi ts 
to consumers from GM soybeans, and consumers feel a 
fair amount of uncertainty about genetically engineered 
foods. If there were some big benefi ts (such as higher 
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levels of genistein), the decision might be more diffi cult 
for consumers. The real issue is freedom of choice. Since 
1906 the U.S. Pure Food and Drug Act has required that 
all ingredients in food products appear on the label so that 
consumers can decide what to eat. It is unlikely that such a 
basic, long-standing principle will be changed.
 Ron believes that consumers will eventually decide 
this question. But as a scientist, he has been trying to follow 
this debate, and listen to both sides. It is unfortunate, he 
thinks, that the very fi rst application of genetic engineering 
to soybeans is related to soybean production (weed 
management through Roundup herbicide) rather than, say, 
improved nutrition. How many consumers are interested 
in consuming Roundup Ready soybeans? Ron has heard 
that Roundup is better for the environment than most other 
herbicides, and that much less is required to do the job. 
It could take pesticide application from tons per acre to 
grams per acre. People who are really concerned about the 
environment will probably buy organically grown foods. 
At Anaheim this year, one group speaking out against 
GMO foods was named “Mothers for Natural Law.” Their 
position is “don’t fool with Mother Nature.” Ron thinks 
that Monsanto has done a poor job at educating the public–
perhaps because most of the benefi ts accrue to farmers; they 
seem to think that this whole issue will soon go away.
 To date, Worthington has not had a great deal of 
consumer concern in the form of letters or phone calls about 
GM soybeans. In the USA it seems to be more of an activist 
issue than a consumer issue. Ron has heard that Tivall is 
having a terrible time on this question, because a large 
percentage of their products is sold in the UK and continental 
Europe. Ron does not know whether or not a GMO product 
can be certifi ed kosher.
 Most of the Natural Touch products are NOT from 
whole soybeans; only the okara patty is. Address: Vice 
President Research & Technology, Worthington Foods, 900 
Proprietors Rd., Worthington, Ohio 43085-3194. Phone: 614-
885-9511.

4642. Kilman, Scott. 1997. European food retailers want 
notice of genetically engineered U.S. crops. Wall Street 
Journal. May 30. p. A2, A6.
• Summary: “Several of Europe’s largest food retailers 
are pressing U.S. grain shippers to identify genetically 
engineered [GE] crops–a demand that some traders worry 
might jeopardize two big U.S. exports to Europe: soybeans 
and corn.” The British Retail Consortium and other retail 
trade associations have signed an open letter to U.S. grain 
exporters such as ADM and Continental Grain. If the U.S. 
companies don’t act voluntarily, the letter warns, several 
EU member nations might require the complete segregation 
of GE crops from their traditional counterparts. Signatories 
include groups from Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Sweden and the UK–incl. J. Sainsbury PLC, the UK’s 2nd 

largest supermarket chain.
 In March 1996 the European Union [EU] began 
permitting imports of U.S. GE crops. But Norway, which 
is not a member of the EU, has stopped importing U.S. 
soybeans.
 Major U.S. exporters say it would be too expensive to 
segregate GE soybeans and corn, and it isn’t necessary since 
the food from these plants is nutritionally the same as that 
from traditional plants. But the EU retailers want consumers 
to have freedom of choice. Address: Staff reporter.

4643. Bluck, Leslie J.C.; Bingham, Sheila A. 1997. 
Isofl avone content of breast milk and soy formulas: Benefi ts 
and risks (Letter to the editor). Clinical Chemistry 43(5):850-
52. May. [13 ref]
Address: Dunn Nutritional Lab., Downhams Lane, 
Cambridge CB4 1XJ, UK.

4644. Pelletier, Robert C. 1997. Let history be your guide to 
the future. CSI Technical Journal 13(6):1-2. June.
• Summary: “One of the oldest commodity exchanges in 
the U.S. is the Chicago Board of Trade (CBT), which was 
organized in April 1848 as the Board of Trade of the City 
of Chicago [Illinois]. Then president Thomas Dyer presided 
over the 26 directors and 84 members who were appointed 
and approved that inaugural year. The CBT would have 
enjoyed a world wide monopoly in the futures business 
world at that time, were it not for the popular London 
commodity exchange. Other U.S. exchanges that were 
formed later included the Minneapolis Grain Exchange and 
the Kansas City Board of Trade [Missouri].
 “A snapshot in time showed commodity exchanges 
to exist for these cities for 1899: New York, Baltimore 
[Maryland], St. Louis [Missouri], Toledo [Ohio], Duluth 
[Minnesota] and Minneapolis [Minnesota] (all grain markets 
for future delivery). At that time there were big cash markets 
for fl our, which was packaged in barrels and bags (with 
discounts for bags), but fl our was not sold as futures because 
it was perishable.” Address: Commodity Systems Inc. (CSI), 
Boca Raton, Florida.

4645. Hong Kong reverts back to China (Important event). 
1997. July 1.
• Summary: In a Joint Declaration, the People’s Republic of 
China Government stated that it had decided to resume the 
exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong (including Hong 
Kong Island, Kowloon, and the New Territories) starting 
on 1 July 1997 (the 1st minute after midnight) and the 
United Kingdom Government declared that it would restore 
Hong Kong to the PRC with effect from 1 July 1997. In the 
document, the People’s Republic of China Government also 
declared its basic policies regarding Hong Kong.
 “In accordance with the One Country, Two Systems 
principle agreed between the United Kingdom and the 
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People’s Republic of China, the socialist system of People’s 
Republic of China would not be practiced in the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region (HKSAR), and Hong Kong’s 
previous capitalist system and its way of life would remain 
unchanged for a period of 50 years” (Source: Wikipedia at 
Transfer of sovereignty over Hong Kong, 24 March 2014).

4646. Nakamura, Makiko. 1997. Tofu hero in London. Casa 
(Japan). July 10. Summer. [Jap]
• Summary: A large color photo shows a man on a bicycle 
pulling a lightweight cart it is fi lled with tofu, which he is 
delivering in London in the traditional Japanese way. Smaller 
photos show: (1) The front cover of The Book of Tofu, by 
Shurtleff & Aoyagi. (2) The front of a Chinese tofu-making 
machine. McClennan dreams of buying one made in Japan.
 The caption at the top of the big photo states: The 
world already knows tofu; it is already in fashion. If you 
ask around the world about tofu’s amazing accomplishment, 
even [Microsoft’s] Windows would be surprised. Caption 
at the bottom: He transformed his bicycle to pull a cart that 
carries handmade tofu. Previously he used a trumpet instead 
of a rappa [Traditional Japanese tofu-maker’s horn]. Even 
in London a tofu maker’s day starts early; he makes tofu at 
night and delivers it in the morning.

4647. SoyaScan Notes. 1997. The soy protein concentrate 
industry and market worldwide (Overview). July 14. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The following statistics were compiled, with 
permission, from one or more very reliable sources, which 
have asked to remain anonymous. Soy protein concentrates 
are produced by three different processes. The main one is 
the aqueous-alcohol wash. It gives “functional concentrates” 
which are more soluble in water, and have a higher water- 
and fat-holding capacity. The main manufacturers using this 
aqueous-alcohol wash process are: ADM in the USA–60,000 
tonnes/year. ADM in the Netherlands 60,000 tonnes. Central 
Soya in the USA–60,000 tonnes. Central Soya at Aarhus, 
Denmark–27,000 tonnes. Sogip in France–12,000 tonnes. 
Solbar Hatzor Ltd. (formerly Hayes Ashdod) in Israel 10,000 
tonnes. Subtotal: 229,000 tonnes/year.
 The second process is the acid wash. The main 
manufacturers using this process are: Lucas Ingredients 
in the United Kingdom–3,000 tonnes/year. ADM in the 
USA–3,000 tonnes. Sanbra in Brazil–5,000 tonnes. Subtotal: 
11,000 tonnes/year.
 The third process is the acid leach: The only 
manufacturer is Sopropeche (Sopropêche) in France 
(Boulogne Sur Mer; the company also extracts protein from 
fi sh)–6,000 tonnes/year.
 Total of all three processes: 246,000 tonnes/year.
 This market is expected to double in 4 to 5 years. It is 
the fastest growing of all the modern soy protein markets; 
by comparison, the market for soy protein isolates is almost 

stagnant. Central Soya, whose Promine brand of soy protein 
isolates used to be the market leader, no longer makes 
isolates, and now makes only soy protein concentrates.

4648. Ross, Frances. 1997. Soy baby formula safety debated. 
Dominion (New Zealand). July 15. [1 ref]
• Summary: “British research has led to calls for the Health 
Ministry to ban supermarket sales of soy formula for babies, 
but the ministry and the Plunket Society say there is still 
not enough information to know whether soy has a harmful 
effect.
 “The debate about soy formula centres on substances 
called phytoestrogens or isofl avones, which mimic the 
female hormone oestrogen.” Address: Sent by Mike 
Kirkpatrick of NZ 1998.

4649. Cook, Madeline. 1997. ISGA has responded to 
outbreaks of Salmonella and E-coli by developing four 
Sanitation Guidelines (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 29. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The ISGA has developed four “Sanitation 
Guidelines,” which are available free of charge to association 
members, or for $25 to non-members. One of these is a 
HACCP (pronounced HAS-sip) plan, which is a hazard 
analysis critical control points. The template used for these 
guidelines was developed by a sprout grower in England. See 
also news release alert from Nancy Snyder, June 1997.
 There was another outbreak of E. coli in sprouts 
yesterday, with 17 confi rmed cases. Address: Executive 
Secretary, International Sprout Growers Assoc., P.O. Box 
270, Marion, Massachusetts 02738. Phone: 1-800-448-8006 
or 508-563-2714.

4650. SoyaScan Notes. 1997. Periodicals/journals having 90 
or more articles related to soya in the SoyaScan database, as 
of 1 Sept. 1997 (Overview). Sept. 1. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: (1) Soybean Digest 2,605. (2) SoyaScan Notes 
1,408. (3) Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society / 
Oil and Soap (2 names–674 + 61) 735. (4) U.S. Patents 644. 
(5) Journal of Food Science 256. (6) Nippon Nogei Kagaku 
Kaishi (Journal of the Agricultural Chemical Society of 
Japan) 230. (7) Foreign Agriculture 229. (8) Nippon Jozo 
Kyokai Zasshi (Journal of the Society of Brewing / Brewing 
Society of Japan) (2 names–203 + 23) 226. (9) Journal of 
Nutrition 215. (10) Vegetarian Times 208.
 (11) Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc. 191 
(12) Soybean Update 188. (13) Agronomy Journal / J. of the 
American Society of Agronomy (2 names–111 + 75) 186 
(14) INTSOY Series 175. (15) Soyfoods magazine 158. (16) 
Toyo Shinpo (Soyfoods News) 156. (17) New York Times 
154. (18) British Patents 150. (19) Jozo Shikensho Hokoku 
(Report of the Brewing Experiment Station) 146. (20) Cereal 
Chemistry 140.
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 (21) Hakko Kogaku Zasshi (Journal of Fermentation 
Technology) 134. (22) East West Journal / East West (2 
names–79 + 36) 115. (23) Japanese Patents 114. (24) 
Agricultural and Biological Chemistry 110. (25) Chemurgic 
Digest 106. (26) Food Technology 106. (27) Crop Science 
105. (28) Shokuryo Kenkyujo Kenkyu Hokoku (Report 
of the Food Research Institute) 105. (29) Natural Foods 
Merchandiser 103. (30) Soya Newsletter (Bar Harbor, 
Maine) 101.
 (31) Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 100. 
(32) American J. of Clinical Nutrition 97. (33) Bulletin de 
la Societe d’Acclimatation 93. (34) Food Engineering 93. 
(35) Wall Street Journal 92. (36) Jozogaku Zasshi (Journal of 
Brewing, Osaka) 91.

4651. Monbiot, George. 1997. Watch those beans. Guardian 
Weekly (Manchester). Sept. 28. p. 23. Features.
• Summary: Beware of chemical giant Monsanto’s plans to 
re-engineer our food, starting with the soya bean. Address: 
England.

4652. Reuters. 1997. Bakers say new loaf can help reduce 
hot fl ushes (News release). Sept. 15. *
• Summary: Allied Bakeries in Britain is making a new 
soy-enriched loaf of bread with advertising that targets 
menopausal women seeking relief from hot fl ashes. They are 
now selling 250,000 loaves each week. Address: England.

4653. Hawkes, Nigel. 1997. Ladybirds harmed in transgenic 
crop test. Times (London). Oct. 22. p. 9.
• Summary: Scientists at the Scottish Crop Research Institute 
in Dundee have expressed concern over the introduction 
of genetically modifi ed (GM) food crops after fi nding 
that ladybugs (called ladybirds in Europe) were harmed 
when they ate aphids that had fed on potatoes which had 
been genetically modifi ed to produce a natural insecticide 
that discouraged aphids from feeding on them. Ladybugs 
are benefi cial insects that aid agriculture by eating insect 
pests such as aphids. The researchers found that the female 
ladybugs laid fewer eggs and lived half as long as normal!
 The team found that the GM potatoes did experience a 
50% reduction in aphid attacks, but that “was insuffi cient on 
its own, so it was important that the ladybirds also did their 
work.”
 The team concluded that “the ladybirds continued to eat 
the aphids but the effects suggested that such [genetically 
modifi ed] crops could have unexpected consequences.”

4654. Fitzpatrick, Michael. 1997. Soy far, so good. Guardian 
(England). Oct. 25. p. B57.
• Summary: This article is mostly about soy sauce. “As for 
promoting longer life, reports of the Japanese press have 
declared soya beans to be anti-carcinogenic, especially the 
revolting fermented soya-bean concoction called natto.”

 American consumers already use vast amounts of soy 
sauce, but to promote it in Europe, Kikkoman sponsors 
an annual competition in the UK and Germany named 
“Kikkoman Masters.” Kikkoman asks chefs in these two 
countries to make their own favorite recipes using Kikkoman 
soy sauce.
 In the UK, Japanese soy sauces are defi nitely more 
expensive than their Chinese counterparts, and there are 
more varieties of Chinese soy sauce on the market to choose 
from. Yet there are an estimated 7,000 soy sauce makers in 
Japan–although many of the smaller ones sell only locally or 
regionally.
 The Yamasa company makes and sells three types of 
soy sauce: regular, table number one with reduced salt, and 
one made especially for raw fi sh [sashimi]. Two other brands 
[owned by other companies] are Higashimaru (from Osaka) 
and Kurashi-more (declaring itself top grade and expensive).

4655. Broten, Lorne H.A. 1997. New developments at 
International ProSoya Corp. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Oct. 29. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The company name has been changed. A new 
company, International ProSoya Corporation (IPC), was 
incorporated in the fall of 1996. An agreement was reached 
for IPC to purchase all the shares of ProSoya, Inc. (PSI), 
which will become a wholly owned subsidiary of IPC; the 
deal has not yet been fi nalized. Pacifi c ProSoya Foods, Inc. 
(the food manufacturing company in British Columbia) 
has been merged into IPC. Sales of small-scale soymilk 
equipment and equipment sales to the former Soviet Union 
countries will generally be handled by PSI, but those who 
wish to buy large systems must talk directly with Lorne and 
buy the system from IPC. A company or person in the USA 
can buy a small soymilk system (200 liters/hour or less) from 
PSI, but they cannot buy a large soymilk system because 
IPC is developing their own company in the USA based on 
their patented soymilk technology–and they do not want 
competition form their own soymilk systems.
 International ProSoya Europe (a subsidiary of IPC, 
created in Jan. 1997 and began operation in June 1997) is 
now constructing a soymilk plant in the United Kingdom 
(in Livingston, Scotland) as part of a joint venture. Dusty 
Cunningham, who is a director of IPC, is there helping to get 
the project started–but she is not the person in charge. The 
factory is expected to begin making soy products in early 
1998–an aseptic soymilk, a soy yogurt, soy ice creams, and 
other food products based on the company’s soymilk. There 
are a number of shareholders in the new joint venture, one of 
whom is named McCorkle; the joint venture is not with an 
existing European soy company.
 In the future, IPC plans to focus on joint ventures 
internationally (using IPC soymilk technology), and to place 
much more emphasis on making and selling foods based on 
soymilk than on selling equipment. Lorne thinks that two 
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more joint ventures will be fi nalized in 1998; the details 
are confi dential at present. Part of the capital for all this 
expansion comes from joint venture partners and PIC raises 
part of it themselves; they are planning to do an initial public 
offering (IPO) in 1998 as well–open to the public.
 IPC has been so busy lately that Lorne is not sure 
whether they will continue the newsletter or not; they will 
discuss it at a board meeting soon.
 Ted Nordquist is currently involved with a soymilk plant 
in Los Angeles, California. He has been buying soymilk 
from IPC. Lorne has heard that Ted is coming out with his 
own brand of soymilk. In France, Sojinal has been bought 
out; Lorne thinks that Sojinal makes a better soymilk product 
than Alpro. Address: President and CEO, International 
ProSoya Corp., 312-19292 60th Ave., Surrey (Vancouver), 
BC V3S 8E5, Canada. Phone: 604-532-8030.

4656. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1997. Annual report. P.O. 
Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 44 p. Oct.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1997 
(year ended June 30) were $13,853 million, up 1.05% from 
1996. Net earnings for 1997 were $337.3 million, down 
45.8% from 1996. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $6,050 
million, down 1.5% from 1996. Net earnings per common 
share: $0.66, down 45% from 1996. Number of shareholders: 
33,834. ADM spent $1,127 million on additions to plant in 
1997, compared with 801 million in 1996 and 658 million in 
1995.
 On the cover of the report is color illustration of a purple 
planetary globe. James R. Randall, who has been President 
of ADM for the past 22 years, has retired but continues 
advise the company. At ADM’s website (admworld.com) a 
counter displays the world’s population, now at 5.859 billion. 
“Every second of every day, the world gains 3 new mouths 
to feed.” “The earth’s population is projected to double in the 
next 50 years, hitting ten billion by the year 2050. Yet there 
will be no increase in the land available for growing food” 
(p. 5).
 In the section titled “Discover the benefi ts of ADM’s 
health products” (p. 6-7) are subsections on natural vitamin 
E, lecithin granules, soy protein, and isofl avones. The 
latter section states: “Isofl avones are special compounds 
called phytochemicals that occur naturally in soybeans. 
(Phytochemicals are different from vitamins or nutrients, 
but are thought to have and impact on health.) The two 
main types of isofl avones are genistein and daidzein. ADM 
is currently constructing the world’s largest plant to make 
isofl avones in concentrated form.
 “Initial research indicates that isofl avones may work 
in several ways to fi ght a range of diseases, including heart 
disease and cancer. They may also help relieve menopause 
symptoms, promote bone health and protect against 
osteoporosis.
 In addition to the concentrated products, ADM makes a 

number of soy products that are naturally rich in isofl avones, 
such as soy milk, soy fl our and Harvest Burgers products.”
 More than 100 million Green Giant Harvest Burgers 
have been sold (p. 19). The section on Haldane Foods (p. 
20), a large producer of vegetarian foods in England, shows 
a half-page color photo of their products. It states: “A recent 
survey shows that 5.4% of the U.K. population is vegetarian 
and almost half are now actively eating less meat.” ADM has 
just completed a fourfold increase in the capacity of its plant 
in Newport Pagnell–which produces many of these products.
 Sales of oilseed products in 1997 increased 10% to 
8.9 billion (p. 24). ADM sold its British Arkady bakery 
ingredient business (p. 25). Among the corporate offi cers, 
G. Allen Andreas is President and CEO. Address: Decatur, 
Illinois.

4657. Agranoff, J.; Markham, P. 1997. Fatty acid 
components of tempe (and tapeh). In: Sudarmadji, Suparmo 
and Raharjo, eds. 1997. Reinventing the Hidden Miracle of 
Tempe: Proceedings, International Tempe Symposium, July 
13-15, 1997, Bali, Indonesia. Jakarta, Indonesia: Indonesian 
Tempe Foundation. xi + 280 p. See p. 205-10. [6 ref]
• Summary: During the fermentation of soybeans into tempe, 
the proliferating mycelium has high lipolytic and proteolytic 
activity. Fatty acids are liberated [transformed into free fatty 
acids] during fermentation; over 30% of the neural lipid is 
hydrolyzed, with a preferential utilisation of alpha-linolenic 
acid.
 “Changes in fatty acids were investigated during the 
fermentation of both whole soybean and oil extracted (cold-
pressed) soya meal into tempe, using pure Rhizopus sp. 
inoculum (ragi), commercial Indonesian ragi, a mixture of 
ragi with Mucor javanicus and pure Mucor javanicus, and 
the fermentation of cassava to tapeh.” All fermentations 
reduced linolenic acid and alpha-linolenic acid, and 
increased the levels of acid; this suggests conversion by a 
monosaturase enzyme. The levels of palmitic and stearic acid 
were largely unchanged.
 “Pressed soya meal fermented solely with Mucor 
javanicus indicated a signifi cant rise in gamma-linolenic 
acid (GLA).” Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Kings College, 
London Univ., United Kingdom (Present address: 27, Oman 
Avenue, London NW2 6AX, UK e-mail 100712.2274@
compuserve.com).

4658. Agranoff, Jonathan. 1997. Introducing tempe to 
non tempe-eating societies. In: Sudarmadji, Suparmo and 
Raharjo, eds. 1997. Reinventing the Hidden Miracle of 
Tempe: Proceedings, International Tempe Symposium, July 
13-15, 1997, Bali, Indonesia. Jakarta, Indonesia: Indonesian 
Tempe Foundation. xi + 280 p. See p. 235-38.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Key questions that must 
be addressed: Cultural acceptability, need, cost, practicality, 
sustainability, market.
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 “First, it is important to appreciate that tempe is a 
food only native to the Javanese people as well as to those 
who have lived on the island of Java. It is also not widely 
accepted throughout Indonesia except among the Javanese 
communities in other islands. Transferring a food from one 
society [or culture] to another is not an easy task.”
 Many other Asian cultures have tastes similar to those of 
the Javanese. In Southeast Asia, tempe has been introduced 
to Thailand, Burma, and Vietnam on an experimental scale 
with good acceptability. “In Malaysia, the racial distinction 
between bumiputera Malays [native-born Malays] and 
Chinese, segregates tempe along with poorer sectors of the 
society. It is known as a cheap inferior food of Indonesian 
immigrants and Malays, therefore it already has a negative 
connotation.”
 In the USA, Europe and Australia tempe is largely 
unknown. However tempe is known to the Dutch through the 
large Indonesian community in Holland. It is also known to 
and enjoyed by the vegetarian, vegan and health food groups 
in these three regions.
 “Africa: Introducing tempe into parts of Africa would 
be of tremendous nutritional benefi t, but would be the most 
diffi cult” due to the food culture and habits. “The appearance 
of fungus on a food is totally unacceptable to most African 
consumers and the appearance would have to be substantially 
changed by processing the food further, e.g., by cooking.” 
However trials conducted in Zimbabwe have shown that 
fried tempe was extremely well liked–even though the 
food was unfamiliar. Address: Dep. of Microbiology, Kings 
College, London Univ., United Kingdom.

4659. Food Magazine (England). 1997. New research 
questions safety of soya baby milks. Nov. p. 5.
• Summary: “Research published in The Lancet this summer 
shows that babies fed soya formula milks are getting even 
higher doses of isofl avones (phytoestrogens) than was 
previously thought. One of the world’s leading researchers 
into phytoestrogens, Prof. Kenneth Setchell, has found that 
infants fed soya baby milks get 6 to 11 times greater amounts 
of phytoestrogens on a body weight basis than the dose that 
has hormonal effects in adults consuming soya foods. The 
researchers found that blood levels of phytoestrogens in 
babies fed soya formula, which they measured from birth to 
4 months, were 13,000 to 22,000 times higher than normal.”

4660. Humfrey, Charles; Holmes, Philip. 1997. IEH 
assessment on phytoestrogens in the human diet; Final report 
to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. Leicester, 
England: Institute for Environment and Health (IEH). 173 p. 
Nov. No index. 30 cm. [223 ref]
• Summary: “The principal focus of this document is on 
the potential benefi cial effects of phytoestrogens on adults. 
Potential detrimental effects on adults and the infl uence 
on other life stages were specifi cally excluded from 

consideration.
 The basic literature search was to Nov. 1996, 
supplemented by additional papers to June 1997.
 Contents: Executive summary. 1. Introduction. 2. Levels 
of phytoestrogens in foods for human. 3. The infl uence of 
agricultural and food processing. 4. Oestrogenic potency of 
phytoestrogenic substances. 5. Differences in gut microfl ora 
and interindividual metabolic differences. Address: 1. Dr.; 2. 
Mr. Both: IEH, Leicester, England.

4661. Vidal, John; Milner, Mark. 1997. A $400 bn [billion] 
gamble with the world’s food. Guardian (England). Dec. 21. 
p. 1.
• Summary: “Six gigantic agrochemical corporations are 
poised to dominate world food production with genetically 
engineered food.” Address: England.

4662. Woolf, Marie. 1997. What your baby’s drinking now: 
genetically altered soya beans and squeezed fi sh-heads. 
Observer (The) (London). Dec. 21. p. 4.
• Summary: SMA Nutrition is Britain’s leading manufacturer 
of soya-based baby milk. Their products may now contain 
genetically modifi ed soya beans. “But other baby formula 
manufacturers, such as Cow & Gate and Farley, have banned 
the use of engineered beans because of consumer fears. 
Sainsbury has decided not to include soya at all in its own-
brand milk.” Address: Consumer Affairs Correspondent.

4663. Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine). 1997. 
International ProSoya expands. 4(4):3. Oct/Dec.
• Summary: “International ProSoya Corporation has co-
founded International ProSoya Europe plc for the purpose 
of manufacturing and marketing the ProSoya So Nice line 
of soymilk products in the UK and Europe. The company 
is preparing to commence production in February 1998 in 
their new 50,000 square foot plant in the UK. Shipped from 
Canada, this will be the largest plant built using ProSoya 
technology. For more information, contact International 
ProSoya by phone: 604-532-8030, by fax: 604-534-2060 or 
by e-mail: ipc@ direct.ca.”

4664. Gordon, Jonathan. 1997. Curriculum vitae. Boulder, 
Colorado. 3 p. Unpublished manuscript.
• Summary: Contents: Objective. Experience. Education. 
Further experience. Other interests. Jonathan was educated in 
the United Kingdom. Address: 2545 Juniper Ave., Boulder, 
Colorado. Phone: 303-247-1058.

4665. Ridgway, Judy. 1997. International vegetarian cooking. 
Freedom, California: Crossing Press. 178 p. Color illust. 
Index. 25 cm. Series: A Spectrum Book. Original London ed. 
published in 1979. [10+ ref]*

4666. Bell, Whitfi eld J., Jr. 1997. Patriot-improvers: 
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Biographical sketches of members of the American 
Philosophical Society. Vol. 1–1743-1768. Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania: American Philosophical Society. Memoirs of 
the American Philosophical Society..., Vol. 226. 26 cm.
• Summary: Pages 189-90 discuss the life and work of 
Charles Thomson, who in early 1771 wrote the Preface 
to the fi rst volume of the Transactions of the American 
Philosophical Society held at Philadelphia. “As a merchant, 
Thomson was deeply involved in resistance to the Stamp Act 
(adopted by the British Parliament on 22 March 1765) and to 
British imperial policy. Thereafter he was increasingly, and 
fi nally totally, engrossed in politics... The obnoxious act was 
repealed in the spring of 1766.”
 “In this growing political and economic movement 
he appreciated the usefulness of the Junto. By 1766 it 
had expanded its scope from a Philadelphia society to an 
American society. Thomson was very concerned about 
colonial economic independence. “On 13 March 1767 
he read a paper on the importance of agriculture and its 
improvement that was intended to be the fi rst of several 
essays of the kind... On 18 Sept. 1767 Thomson proposed 
that the Society systematically examine American natural 
resources, beginning with agriculture, since relations with 
Great Britain were ‘declining’ and the future growth of the 
colonies was ‘like to be opposed by increasing Obstacles 
from abroad.’ On 1 January 1768 he developed the idea still 
further in ‘Proposals for enlarging the Society in order that 
it may the better answer the end for which it was instituted, 
namely the promoting and propagating useful Knowledge” 
[which appears in the handwritten Minutes of the Society]. 
After a short introductory survey of American physical and 
social assets and potentialities, especially in agriculture, he 
listed a number of specifi c products–such as rice, whisk, 
Chinese vetch [soybeans], and silkworms, all grown in 
China, which lay in the same latitude as America–and asked, 
‘Why then should we despair of introducing others, even the 
Tea shrub, if we have it not already?’” (Bell, p. 189).
 “With revisions, corrections, and the addition of an 
introductory paragraph, this essay was published in the 
Pennsylvania Chronicle on 7 March 1768 and printed as the 
preface to the fi rst volume of the Society’s Transactions in 
1771.” Footnote: “What appears to have been a manuscript 
of Thomson’s proposal of 1 Jan. 1768 was presented to APS 
in 1829 by the president, Peter S. Du Ponceau.” Address: 
Library, American Philosophical Society, 105 S. 5th St., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106.

4667. Keogh, Brian. 1997. The secret sauce: A history of Lea 
& Perrins. Worcestershire, England: Leaper Books. viii + 
135 p. Index. Illust. 21 cm.
• Summary:  The best history to date of Lea and Perrins, 
with many interesting dates, stories, photographs and 
reproductions of early documents, by a man who worked 
for that company as an archivist and accountant his entire 

working life.
 Note: A letter of May 1994 from Pamela Street, Director, 
International Division, Lea & Perrins International Ltd. 
(Worcester, England) says: “I have spoken to our Archivist, 
Mr. Brian Keogh, who has provided the enclosed papers 
from our archives. I trust they are of interest to you.”
 Contents: Acknowledgments. Introduction. Before the 
sauce. John Wheeley Lea & family. William Henry Perrins 
& family partners. The secret recipe. Sauce making. Trade, 
a tribute to some diverse activities. Bottles and barnacles. 
Labels on the bottles. Buildings. Malvern water & Burrow 
Bros. Fruit juice. “By appointment”–The ultimate accolade 
for British companies. Workers & wages at Lea & Perrins. A 
factory at war 1940-1944. Edward Coles Corbett: Eccentric! 
Hero! Super salesman! John Duncan & the USA. Tales from 
Canada. Central America & the West Indies. Australia & 
New Zealand. A few saucy stories. Sample adverts from the 
1840s to 1950s. Lea & Perrins after 1930.
 Although one chapter is titled “The secret recipe (p. 27-
34), soy sauce, which was long the main secret ingredient, is 
not mentioned.
 The following is a brief early chronology gleaned from 
this book:
 1823 Jan. 1–Mr. John Wheeley Lea, an established 
chemist, takes into partnership Mr. William Henry Perrins, 
at his chemist shop on Broad Street, Worcestershire (p. 1). 
They prepare a catalog for the occasion which lists over 300 
items, including herbs and spices from around the world. 
The catalogue includes two ingredients of the sauce to be–
anchovies and tamarinds. Note: It also includes “India soy.”
 1837–Lea and Perrins Worcestershire sauce is fi rst 
made commercially in Worcestershire. The secret formula 
is developed and fi rst made by Mr. J.W. Lea and Mr. W.H. 
Perrins in the back of their chemist shop at 68 Broad Street, 
Worcester (p. vii). Worcester is a thriving commercial town 
on the River Severn, where it controls the major East-West 
crossing. For centuries the river had been used to carry 
goods between Bristol and Cardiff (in the southwest, near 
the ocean) to the Midlands (in the northeast) (p. 1). “Records 
suggest that the fi rst three batches were brewed in four-
gallon jars, then afterwards in twenty-eight casks. More staff 
were soon required” to meet the growing demand. “From the 
beginning the bottles were hand-fi lled and closed by a cork 
and sealed.” Hand fi lling continued until 1845 (p. 63).
 1840s early–The sauce starts to be “extensively 
exported” (p. vii).
 1843–The earliest advertisement known to the author, 
from The Pictorial Times (no exact date or page is given) 
is displayed on pages 127-29, together with ads from 1848, 
1851, 1897, 1903, 1905, 1907, 1923, and 1934.
 1844–Production fi gures for the year show a record 
1,326 dozen 12 oz and 1,314 dozen 6 oz bottles; this totals 
31,680 bottles made and bottled in the back of the shop at 
68 Broad Street. All bottles are still hand-fi lled. They soon 
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rented a warehouse on the Quay, then another on Bank St. (p. 
64).
 1849–The name “John Duncan & Son” fi rst appears 
on the label of the sauce. However Duncan was not the 
product’s fi rst agent in New York! That honor goes to 
“Messrs. Innes & Co.” whose name appeared on the 
product’s label at an earlier date.
 1850–The Great Western is the fi rst railway to arrive in 
Worcester; mechanical transport begins (p. 2).
 1866 Jan. 1–Lea and Perrins have sold their three 
chemists shops and are now free to concentrate on making 
and selling their sauce–which is increasingly popular 
worldwide (p. 65).
 The section titled “The Sandy’s family” (p. 29-30) 
debunks the myth of an early and oft-repeated connection 
between “Lord Sandys” and the invention / discovery of 
Worcestershire sauce. It states: “... no Lord Sandys (either 
as Sandys of Hill) was ever a governor of Bengal, or as 
available records show, ever in India. The identity of the 
nobleman thus remains an intriguing mystery.”
 Photos show: (1) Four colorful orange labels (from top 
left to right): 1. Early 1850s. 2. 1876 Banknote type border 
started. 3. From 1905 with white signature. 4. Modern label 
(p. 60). (2) Sample of a Chinese label (p. 61).
 Talk with Brian Keogh. 2006. Feb. 23. He is now 
writing a fi ctional book about ponies and horses. He is 
donating his documents and artifacts related to Lea & Perrins 
to the company so they do not get lost, but nobody there 
is much interested in the history. Address: 9 Redfern Ave., 
Worcester WR5 1PZ, England.

4668. Empie, Mark W. 1998. Re: GRAS notifi cation for 
isofl avones derived from soy beans. Letter to Dr. Alan M. 
Rulis, Ph.D., Director, Offi ce of Premarket Approval (HFS-
200), Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW, Washington, DC 
20204, Feb. 4. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. [4 
ref]
• Summary: “Dear Dr. Rulis: The Archer Daniels Midland 
Company (“ADM”), by this letter and enclosed documents, 
is providing the Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) 
notice in accordance with the FDA proposed regulation 
at 62 Fed. Reg. 18938, 18950 (April 17, 1997), that it has 
determined, based on a review of the data referenced in 
the enclosed summary, that the substance, soy isofl avone, 
is generally recognized as safe (‘GRAS’) for use as a 
micronutrient in food. This substance is a naturally occurring 
constituent of soybean products and has been a part of the 
Asian diet for thousands of years. Published epidemiology 
and feeding studies referenced in the summary in both 
animals and humans indicate no toxic effects at dietary 
levels.” Address: Director, Regulatory Affairs, Archer 
Daniels Midland Company, Decatur, Illinois.

4669. Kline, Greg. 1998. Tracing roots of the soybean: UI 
professor travels far and wide in search of the history of the 
plant. News-Gazette (Champaign, Illinois). Feb. 9. p. B-1.
• Summary: Prof. Theodore Hymowitz, age 63, who came to 
the University of Illinois almost 3 decades ago, has a singular 
passion for the history of the soybean. While uncovering 
the story of the introduction of the soybean to the USA by 
Samuel Bowen, he traveled to London, England, to view 
the old records of the Honorable East India Co. Hymowitz 
has found that the soybean was brought to Illinois by Dr. 
Benjamin Franklin Edwards, who was the brother of the fi rst 
Illinois governor, Ninian Edwards, for whom Edwardsville is 
named. He is now trying to document the spread of soybeans 
through the state of Illinois. Today in Illinois, the soybean 
crop makes up almost 30%, about $2.5 billion, of the cash 
receipts from Illinois farms–according to Tom Pordugal, 
a state Agriculture Department statistician. He adds that 
soybeans are second to corn in Illinois.
 On Prof. Hymowitz’s wall is a poster titled “Prospect 
Park, Brooklyn.” It represents the beginning of a path that 
has taken him around the globe. In this neighborhood park 
were botanical gardens, and there he fi rst became interested 
in soil and plants. After high school in Brooklyn, he studied 
at Cornell University (Ithaca, New York). Summers, he 
worked on a farm in upstate New York and drove a tractor to 
town to play third base on a industrial league baseball team.
 He earned his master’s degree at the University of 
Oklahoma and then served in the U.S. army. After fi nishing 
his doctoral work at Oklahoma State University, he studied 
guar on a Fulbright scholarship in India, then went to 
Brazil to study tropical legumes for the U.S. Agency for 
International Development. In 1964 his mission changed, 
to helping Brazilians grow soybeans. In 1967, his work 
in Brazil completed, Hymowitz was scrambling for a new 
job. He contacted his former department head at Oklahoma 
State, Marlowe Thorne, who had moved to the University of 
Illinois’ Agronomy Department. Thorne had a job opening 
for him as a soybean geneticist. “The rest, as they say, is 
history.
 Color photos show: (1) Prof. Hymowitz, with graying 
beard, standing behind crossbred soybean plants in the 
greenhouse by Turner Hall. (2) Prof. Hymowitz in front of 
his desk on which are rows of index card fi les and boxes of 
documents related to his historical research on soybeans. 
Card number 0001 refers to a 1765 Georgia Gazette article 
about Bowen’s marriage to the daughter of an important 
offi cial in the colony of Georgia. Address: Staff.

4670. Rose, Richard. 1998. New developments at Rella 
Good Cheese Co. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 16. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Richard renamed his company to Rella Good 
Cheese Co. in about Oct. 1997. Starting in Feb. of 1997, 
his company began enriching all of its cheese alternatives 
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(except VeganRella) with a vitamin-mineral mix to make 
them nutritionally equal to dairy cheese. Consumers prefer 
enriched alternatives; it is not required.
 To date, Richard’s company has used its self-imposed 
“Green Tax” to give about $40,000 to environmental 
groups (EarthSave, Rainforest Action Network, etc.)–in 
addition to the more than $84,000 donated to the Second 
Harvest Food Bank. The largest single recipient group was 
EarthSave, but they are no longer a recipient. Right now the 
Hemp Industries Association is the major recipient among 
environmental groups. Remember that half the pesticides in 
the USA are used on cotton crops.
 It is not very diffi cult to buy hemp seeds in the USA, but 
all of it is imported. Last year 1 million pounds was imported 
into the USA. You can order by phone from 1-800-buy-
hemp. You can also buy it from bird stores, where it is used 
as bird feed. In addition, about 500,000 acres of feral / wild 
hemp (called “ditchweed”) grow in the USA each year–
mostly in the Midwest, but almost nobody harvests the seeds, 
since that is illegal. Since 1957 it has been illegal to cultivate 
hemp in the USA without a license. One group, the Research 
Inst. of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Univ. of Mississippi, has 
a license to grow hemp for the DEA (Drug Enforcement 
Administration) for the 7 patients the government gives 300 
joints per month to.
 The whole issue of decriminalizing drugs (including 
marijuana) is now being supported by a number of prominent 
public fi gures such as George Schultz (former Republican 
secretary of State), Milton Friedman (conservative 
Republican economist), a superior judge in Orange County, 
and the mayor of Baltimore, Maryland. They want to 
medicalize addiction. The Netherlands has decriminalized 
drugs and the results have been good.
 So Richard’s company imports its hemp seed from 
Germany; it is certifi ed organic and dehulled. His is the fi rst 
company to import dehulled seeds. Their fl avor is delicious–
like sunfl ower seeds. It is a complete protein and 65% of the 
protein is edestin–which is very high quality.
 Trader Joe’s now has its own brand of soy cheese, 
named Trader Joe’s Soy Cheese in Jalapeño Jack fl avor. For 
a while, Trader Joe’s kicked TofuRella off their shelves. 
Then they had a big problem with a shipment of soy cheese 
from Soya Kaas, so they brought Richard’s products back 
in–sheepishly.
 The main ingredient in Richard’s soy cheeses is actually 
spray-dried tofu. In Canada it must be shown as such on the 
label, but not in the United States. Richard has never been 
in the factory where his spray-dried tofu is made, but he has 
asked the owner point blank if they are coagulating it and 
they say they are. Nor does he have any statement in writing. 
They probably coagulate a large tank of soymilk with 
calcium sulfate (not GDL) to make it into thin silken tofu, 
then they slurry it and run it through a spray drier. At least 
three companies make tofu powder: Clofi ne Dairy & Food 

Products, Inc. (Linwood, New Jersey), SunRich Inc. (Hope, 
Minnesota), and Prosource, Inc. (Alexandria, Minnesota). 
Devansoy Farms, Inc. (Carroll, Iowa; Elmer Schettler, 
president) makes soymilk powder, but not tofu powder.
 In May 1997 Richard incorporated a new company 
named The Hemp Corporation (THC). There is some fall-out 
from anti-help people in the industry.
 In the near future, he plans to transfer all existing hemp 
products (HempRella, Hempeh Burger) to THC, which does 
not yet have any products on the market. Three new hemp 
products for 1998 will be the HempNut (dehulled hemp 
seeds), a chocolate, and an aseptic hemp milk (a world’s 
fi rst; tests show there will be no problems with trans fatty 
acids, which sometimes form at high temperatures). He was 
on the Jay Leno show 3 times, where they did skits with his 
foods–the cheese and the chocolate. This was related to the 
name change to Rella Good Cheese Co. which will license 
the “Rella” trademark.
 Richard also plans to change his environmental policy 
pretty soon to “All profi ts go to charity.”
 Richard is now exporting some of his cheese alternatives 
to Italy. VeganRella has been made under license in England 
for several years.
 Concerning the cheese alternatives market, in 1996 
(according to data from SPINS, which covers most major 
natural foods distributors except for Tree of Life), Richard’s 
company was the leader in units sold, Soya Kaas No. 1 in 
dollar sales, and Galaxy was a distant third in the natural 
foods market (but Galaxy’s main market is supermarkets). 
There are only three major players in this market. Richard 
does not have the statistics for 1997. Richard expects White 
Wave to be dropping their soy cheese soon. Originally 
Richard made White Wave’s soy cheese. Then there were 
problems, it went to litigation; arbitration awarded Richard 
$45,000 several years ago. Now Soya Kaas makes White 
Wave’s soy cheese.
 “The soul of the natural foods industry is being co-opted 
quickly.” One example is Whole Foods Market (WFM). 
Richard is getting fed-up with the lack of integrity in the 
industry. WFM recently yanked all the Rellas from all their 
stores nationwide because sorbic acid (a completely harmless 
mold retardant/inhibitor) appears on the label. Richard’s 
competitors use sorbic acid (or calcium propionate) as a 
mold retardant but do not list it on the label. Moreover, 
WFM carries other products that contain sorbic acid–which 
they say are “exempted.” So WFM punishes the people 
who are being honest, and at the same time promotes itself 
as being socially responsible, ethical, members of Social 
Venture Network, the honest retailer of foods in America. 
Address: President, Rella Good Cheese Co., P.O. Box 5020 
(616 Davis St.), Santa Rosa, California 95402-5020. Phone: 
707-576-7050.

4671. Food Magazine (The) (UK). 1998. FDA caught in 
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battle over phytoestrogen safety. March. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The controversy over the safety of oestrogen-
like compounds in soyabeans (see previous issues of the 
Food Magazine) has been brought to a head following 
an extraordinary move by US soya processing giant 
Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), which has petitioned the 
USA Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to have soy 
isofl avones generally recognised as safe (GRAS) for use as a 
food supplement and a micronutrient added to foods.”

4672. Newshour with Jim Lehrer. 1998. The wonders of 
vitamin E–A magic bullet? Television broadcast. PBS. March 
18.
• Summary: A study in Finland found that vitamin E 
reduced the risk of prostate cancer in a group of 30,000 
male smokers. Those who took a vitamin E capsule (50 
International Units, or IUs) every day for 5-8 years had a 
30% reduction in the number of cases of prostate cancer 
and a 40% reduction in the number of death from prostate 
cancer. A typical American diet provides 10-15 IUs per day 
and a standard multivitamin provides about 30 IUs per day. 
Vitamin E gelcap supplements typically contain about 400 
IUs per day. In the USA about 40,000 men will die from 
prostate cancer this year. Other recent studies have shown 
that smokers with low levels of vitamin E in their blood 
have high rates of prostate cancer. Yet the data showing that 
vitamin E reduces the risks of certain types of cancer is still 
somewhat equivocal.
 This is just the latest in a series of successes for vitamin 
E. Other studies have reported it may help fi ght heart disease, 
Alzheimer’s disease, cataracts, and boost the immune system 
of the elderly. Elizabeth Farnsworth in San Francisco talks 
with Jeffrey Blumberg, a nutritional biochemist who studies 
vitamin E at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts. 
Vitamin E is an essential antioxidant. Oxygen is a dangerous 
friend. When it is metabolized in our body, it generates 
compounds called “free radicals.” These are highly toxic 
molecules that can damage the cell or our DNA, and 
scientists think this can lead to things such as cancer. Vitamin 
E seems to mitigate the effect of these free radicals; it seems 
to slow the rate of cancer development and perhaps even the 
initiation of cancer by free radicals.
 Studies have consistently shown that Vitamin E provides 
a signifi cant reduction in the incidence of heart disease.
 Free radicals created by oxygen metabolism damage 
different components in the cell. As we age, oxygen damages 
genetic material, thereby possibly leading to cancer. In the 
case of heart disease, the damage is occurring to cholesterol, 
particularly low density lipoprotein cholesterol, or bad 
cholesterol. This appears to be the key event that leads to 
heart disease.
 Studies have shown that vitamin E supplements 
have been helpful for individuals who have had one heart 
attack, as well as for those that have had repeat heart 

attacks. A study performed in Great Britain showed that the 
consumption of vitamin E supplements lowered the risk of a 
repeat heart attack by 77% for individuals who had had one 
heart attack. Other studies of an observational nature showed 
that individuals taking vitamin E supplements had a 40% 
lower risk of even developing a fi rst heart attack.
 After the age of 65 there is a decline in the human 
immune response. Healthy, active individuals given vitamin 
E supplements showed an increased vigor in immune 
response. Researchers think this could lead to a reduced risk 
of infectious disease and cancer.
 In the case of Alzheimer’s disease, a recent, carefully 
controlled trial with individuals taking a very high dose, 
2000 IU a day of vitamin E, showed a slower progression 
of moderate Alzheimer’s. They were able to retain many 
activities of daily living and were a lot slower to be admitted 
into institutions than those individuals taking a placebo.
 Vitamin E should not be considered a magic bullet, but 
it is an inexpensive and effective form of intervention that 
can contribute to good health and a lower risk of many of the 
above diseases. You cannot expect vitamin E (or any other 
supplement) to offset adverse lifestyles, such as smoking 
cigarettes, or eating a high fat, low fi ber diet.
 Vitamin is remarkably safe, even in very high doses, 
with essentially no side effects–except possibly for 
people who take blood-thinning medications such as oral 
anticoagulants.
 There is a vast body of scientifi c evidence showing the 
benefi ts of vitamin E, although the best dosage is yet to be 
determined. Research is very promising and encouraging for 
this simple, cheap and safe intervention.

4673. Cookson, Clive. 1998. When beanz meanz genes: The 
nature of things. We are all likely to eat genetically modifi ed 
food whether we want to or not. Financial Times (London). 
April 4-5. Weekend.
• Summary: “There are no international standards for testing 
plant and food DNA.”

4674. Sheehan, Daniel M. 1998. Re: Oppose petition by 
ADM for soy isofl avones, such as genistein, to be generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS). Letter to Linda Kahl, PhD, 
Div. of Product Policy, Mail Code HFS-205, FDA, 200 “C” 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20204, April 22. 2 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: “I oppose this application because there is 
abundant evidence that some of the isofl avones, including 
genistein and equol, are toxicants. I enclose several reprints 
from my lab showing the developmental toxicology of equol, 
but other labs have also published data for the isofl avones.”
 “In the meantime, Dr. Dan Doerge, a colleague here at 
NCTR, and I have agreed to write a review of this subject. 
We would also like this to be considered as you evaluate 
the FDA’s response to ADM...” Address: PhD, Director, 
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Estrogen Base Program, Div. of Genetic and Reproductive 
Toxicology, National Center for Toxicological Research, 
3900 NCTR Road, Jefferson, Arkansas 72079-9502.

4675. Dibb, Sue. 1998. Re: Petition by ADM for soy 
isofl avones to be generally recognised as safe (GRAS). 
Letter to Linda S. Kahl, PhD, Regulatory Policy Branch 
HFS-206, Offi ce of Premarket Approval, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition, 200 C St. SW, Washington, 
DC 20204, April 28. 2 p. Typed, with signature on letterhead. 
[4 ref]
• Summary: “The Food Commission is a consumer 
organisation which campaigns for safer, healthier food. We 
publish a quarterly journal, The Food Magazine, and are well 
respected as a source of independent information and food 
policy analysis. We have taken an interest in phytoestrogens 
in the human diet and the debate around their potential health 
benefi ts and risks and have published a number of articles in 
our journal on the subject.”
 “We are concerned that the FDA is considering a 
petition by Archer Daniels Midland for soy isofl avones to be 
generally recognised as safe (GRAS). Given the confl icting 
and controversial nature of the research on the health risks 
and benefi ts of isofl avones we request that the FDA rejects 
this petition.” Address: Co-director, The Food Commission 
(UK) Ltd., 94 White Lion St., London N1 9PF, England. 
Phone: 0171 837 2250.

4676. Murphy, John. 1998. Risky business: As we synthesize 
new chemicals to better our world, are we manufacturing our 
own demise? Amicus Journal (NRDC, New York) 20(1):23-
27. Spring.
• Summary: This article is based on the book titled Our 
Stolen Future, by Theo Colborn, Dianne Dumanoski, and 
John P. Myers (1996), which is about endocrine-disrupting 
chemicals (EDCs). Theo Colborn, a zoologist, is seen 
by many of her peers as the person most responsible for 
advancing the EDC theory. EDCs exert their strongest 
adverse infl uence on developing fetuses. In the USA most 
chemicals are considered innocent until proven guilty; 
some 90% of new industrial and commercial chemicals are 
approved for production without any mandatory health-
testing data. Pesticides are subject to stricter protocols, 
although critics say that the tests are not conducted carefully 
enough to detect low-dose and multigenerational effects.
 The endocrine glands (a few of the more familiar 
include the adrenal, thyroid, and pituitary glands, the 
ovaries and testes, and the pancreas) form a balanced yet 
ever-changing harmony of hormones. As they circulate 
through blood and tissue, the hormones carry messages 
that govern growth, maintenance, and reproduction in all 
living things. One of the endocrine system’s mechanisms is 
the lock-and-key relationship between hormone molecules 
and the receptor molecules to which they bind. When this 

binding occurs, the paired molecules move into the nucleus, 
triggering the production of protein. The resulting biological 
process is distinct to each hormone. For example, proteins 
triggered by estrogen accelerate cell division. As estrogen 
levels in a woman’s body rise during the fi rst half of the 
menstrual cycle, estrogen receptors in the uterus, binding 
with the hormone, cause cell tissue to reproduce, resulting in 
a thickening of the uterine wall in preparation for potential 
pregnancy.
 “Everyone on the planet is carrying at least 250 
measurable chemicals in his or her body that were not 
part of human chemistry before the 1920s.” “The volume 
of synthetic chemicals produced in the United States has 
increased a thousandfold over the last sixty years.”
 In July 1991, at the invitation of Colborn and Myers, 
21 researchers from diverse sciences, convened to share 
their knowledge about hormone disruption. At the end of 
the conference the scientists signed a consensus document 
stating their certainty of EDC effects in wildlife and their 
strong suspicion of EDC effects in humans. Address: 
Environmental writer based in Charlottesville, Virginia.

4677. Ralston Purina Company. 1998. Agribrands 
International, Inc. St. Louis, Missouri. 95 p. April 1. 28 cm.
• Summary: Ralston Purina Co. has decided to create a new 
company, Agribrands, by spinning off its international animal 
feeds and agricultural products operations. The company, 
whose stock symbol will be AGX, will be traded on the New 
York Stock Exchange. Shareholders of record of Ralston 
stock as of 1 April 1998 will receive one share of Agribrands 
Stock for every ten shares of Ralston stock they own. The 
spinoff will occur on April 1.
 The production and sale of animal feed was the primary 
business of Ralston when it was established in 1894. Animal 
feeds and agricultural products continued to be the dominant 
business until the 1950s. “The development at that time of 
a new extruded dry dog food by Ralston revolutionized the 
pet food industry and transformed Ralston into primarily 
a consumer products company. Since then, the pet food 
business has continued to grow in importance to Ralston 
while the relative contribution of the animal feeds and 
agricultural products business declined. In the 1980’s, 
Ralston’s focus became increasingly directed away from the 
animal feeds and agricultural products business as Ralston 
acquired Continental Baking Company, the nation’s largest 
wholesale baker, in 1984, and the worldwide Eveready 
battery business in 1986. The intention of Ralston’s 
management to focus on consumer packaged goods and 
its stable of leading brands culminated in the sale of its 
U.S. animal feeds and agricultural products business to a 
subsidiary of British Petroleum in 1986. British Petroleum 
did not acquire Ralston’s international animal feeds and 
agricultural products business, which became a non-core 
business, having limited synergies with Ralston’s other 
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international businesses.”
 “In 1994, Ralston spun-of Ralcorp Holdings, Inc., a 
subsidiary to which Ralston had contributed its breakfast 
cereal, baby food, cracker and cookie, coupon redemption 
and all-seasons resort businesses. In 1995, Ralston sold all of 
the capital stock of Continental Baking Company. In 1996, 
Ralston sold its assets associated with its cereal business in 
the Asia Pacifi c region (which it had retained in the Ralcorp 
spin-off), and terminated its European cereal operations. In 
1977, Ralston sold its international soy protein technologies 
business. In line with this focus on its core businesses, 
Ralston attempted to sell its international animal feeds and 
agricultural products business to PM Holdings Corporation 
in 1994, but negotiations broke off as the parties were unable 
to agree on key terms of the transaction.”
 Agribrands’ principal properties are its animal feed 
manufacturing facilities and property, which are located 
in the following countries: Brazil (7 plants), Canada (7), 
Colombia (6), France (7), Guatemala (1), Hungary (2), Italy 
(5), Korea (3), Mexico (8), People’s Republic of China (4, 
incl. 3 joint ventures), Peru (3), Philippines (2), Portugal (2), 
Spain (7), Turkey (2), Venezuela (4, plus a hatchery) (p. 41-
43; notes which are leased, joint venture, under construction, 
or to be divested). Address: Checkerboard Square, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63164.

4678. Messina, Mark J.; Messina, Virginia. 1998. Does 
consumption of soy increase or decrease a woman’s risk 
of breast cancer (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 18. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mark: In the area of possible adverse effects 
of soy (especially soy isofl avones), Mark’s greatest 
concern is with soy and breast cancer. “It still bothers me 
tremendously.” There have been 3-4 animal studies in which 
soybeans or isofl avones have been fed to animals and then 
they have been given a breast carcinogen. In none of these 
studies have scientists found an increase in the number of 
tumors or in the incidence of breast cancer. Several of the 
studies show “modest protective effects” from soy. So this is 
good news. The epidemiologic studies are not that supportive 
of the hypothesis that soy reduces the risk of breast cancer, 
but none of them have suggested that soy increases breast 
cancer risk. There were one or two studies showing that fried 
tofu increased risk of breast cancer, but that nonfried tofu 
did not. So within an individual study, one soyfood might 
pop up as being problematic. “But overall, you would not 
look at those kinds of studies and conclude that soy is risk 
factor for breast cancer.” The fact that Japanese women have 
about one-fourth the incidence and mortality of breast cancer 
compared with American women is worth noting. Several 
basic facts about soy must be kept in mind. (1) It is clearly 
estrogenic, containing phytoestrogens. (2) When you add 
genistein to cancer cells that are estrogen receptor positive, 
it will stimulate their growth over the typical physiologic 

concentration, but at higher levels it will inhibit their growth. 
In the range at which it stimulates growth, this is probably 
due to an estrogenic effect, but at the higher range, genistein 
is probably inhibiting one of the enzymes that cause the 
cancer sells to stop growing. At least ten scientifi c papers 
have raised the question of what is happening with these 
isofl avones, and they sound a little cautionary note. The 
criticism of these studies, where a little genistein is added 
to cells growing in a petri dish, is that there is absolutely no 
estrogen in the medium, and that even in post-menopausal 
women estrogen is present. So some people would say the 
petri dish does not represent a physiologic condition–you 
need to add some estrogen. Mark has heard that a researcher 
in Minnesota has added estrogen to the medium and she still 
gets a 20% increase in breast cancer cell growth. So genistein 
may still be an estrogen in that situation. One animal study 
showed that if you implant estrogen receptor positive cancer 
cells into rats who don’t have ovaries, then you give them a 
signifi cant amount of genistein, it will stimulate the growth 
of those cancer cells (tumors). But one criticism of this 
design is that there is very little estrogen in these rats and 
fairly high doses of genistein were used.
 It is the three human studies (two of which have been 
published) which are troubling, and cannot be ignored. 
One is “Stimulatory Infl uence of Soy Protein,” by Nicholas 
Petrakis at UCSF (1996) in Cancer Epidemiology, 
Biomarkers, and Prevention (5:785). A second is an abstract 
from the 1997 Brussels symposium by McMichael Phillips. 
Third, McMichael Phillips told Mark about a study in 
England that was 4 months in duration. They looked at 
nipple aspirate fl uid and also got an increase in estrogen-
regulated gene products. Mark has not seen the actual study 
and it is a long way from being published. These studies 
are troubling not because they are scary, but because they 
do not make sense. Malcolm Pike, from UCLA, a leading 
endocrinologist, said after studying McMichael Phillips’ 
actual paper (not the abstract), that his must be a short-term 
effect, because that kind of stimulus would cause an increase 
in breast cancer, as (for example) in the Japanese population. 
Given that the other epidemiology does not suggest that 
soy increases risk, and given that the animal studies don’t 
either, and given that the Japanese have a low breast cancer 
mortality rate, there is probably something else that could 
explain this phenomenon. Again, it could be a short-term 
effect that is actually preventive in the long run. But if it was 
a short-term effect, it still might be possible that soy should 
not be given to a person who already had estrogen-receptor 
positive cancer. So Mark is very reluctant to think that soy 
could increase risk of breast cancer risk; for one thing, it 
is very hard to identify any kind of food that increases or 
decreases breast cancer risk. And it is so unlikely that such 
a food would be soy, because there is very little supporting 
evidence. Nevertheless, Mark has about 25 scientifi c studies 
at the end of which the authors have expressed a cautionary 
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note. The latter range from “Wow! These soy isofl avones are 
stimulatory; we’ve got to fi nd out what is going on here,” 
to “It’s clear that we need to understand more about the 
estrogenic / antiestrogenic effects of these compounds before 
we recommend them to the public.”
 Mark does not differentiate between soyfoods such 
as tofu and isofl avone pills in terms of toxicity. He asks: 
“Would anyone use the above studies to recommend that 
people stop consuming tofu? No! When you look at the data 
collectively, it’s hard to conclude that soy would increase 
the risk of breast cancer–especially for normal women. 
On the other hand, if it weren’t for the low breast cancer 
mortality rate in Japan, and we just had the animal studies 
and the individual case control studies (neither of which 
show that soy increases breast cancer risk) plus the human 
studies, there would be more of a movement to look into 
this.” When Nick Petrakis’ study was published, it didn’t get 
much attention; Mark thinks there is a built-in bias to assume 
that soy is either benefi cial or (at the worst) has no effect. 
It will be interesting to see what the response will be when 
McMichael Phillips’ paper is published as a full paper as 
part of the proceedings of the Brussels symposium (in Sept. 
in a supplement to the American J. of Clinical Nutrition). It 
is quite powerful; they actually took biopsies and found an 
increase in DNA synthesis.
 Virginia: Ginny is well aware of the research showing 
possible adverse effects of soy (especially soy isofl avones) 
on breast cancer. She defi nitely thinks about this in planning 
her diet–in part because she has a fairly high risk for breast 
cancer; she has had two biopsies. “This is uppermost in 
my mind almost every day.” Ginny wasn’t eating a lot of 
soy products before this new research was published (she 
probably ate them 3-4 times a week), so she has not reduced 
her consumption based on the new information. Because of 
the concern with soy and breast cancer, Ginny would not 
eat soy products 2 or 3 times a day. “I certainly still eat soy 
products and I do not feel that I need to avoid them.”
 Ginny eats soyfoods because she is a vegetarian, 
because she likes them, they are easy to include in the diet, 
and they are generally good, healthy foods. Ginny has 
never calculated how may milligrams of isofl avones she is 
consuming per day. “I’m really into food, into good, healthy, 
whole food, with lots of fruits and vegetables, and whole 
grains. I don’t think about things like isofl avones, vitamin 
C. I just fi gure I eat a really good diet.” Address: 1. PhD; 2. 
MPH, RD. Both: Nutrition Matters, 1543 Lincoln St., Port 
Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 360-379-9544.

4679. Berry, Rynn. 1998. Tofu comes west: The spread 
of vegetarianism from Asia’s religions. Vegetarian Voice 
(NAVS, Dolgeville, New York) 23(1):14-17, 26-27. Spring. [3 
ref]
• Summary: Discusses: Asian religions in America, Asian 
Ahimsa-based beliefs, William Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi, 

roshi Philip Kapleau, Ron Pickarski, Rev. Prof. Dr. Andrew 
Linzey (Anglican priest and professor at Oxford University, 
the world’s fi rst to hold an academic post on the ethical 
and theological aspects of animal welfare; he has written or 
edited more than 13 books on the moral status of animals), 
Ellen G. White, The Bible Christian Church, the Order of the 
Cross (founded in 1904 in England by the Rev. John Todd 
Ferrier; would-be members must take a vegetarian vow).
 Says Prof. Linzey: “From my perspective, it is not 
inconceivable that Jainism, in its care and respect for 
creation, has more understood the Christian doctrine of Love 
than the Christians have themselves.”
 Says Ron Pickarski: “It may not be in my lifetime, but 
someday the Western Church will adopt many of the features 
of Asian religions such as karmic doctrine, reincarnation, 
vegetarianism, and ahimsa.”
 Includes six recipes from Berry’s book Food for the 
Gods. Address: 159 Eastern Parkway (2H), Brooklyn, New 
York 11238. Phone: 718-622-8002.

4680. Bingham, S.A.; Atkinson, C.; Liggins, J.; Bluck, L.; 
Coward, A. 1998. Phyto-oestrogens: where are we now? 
British J. of Nutrition 79(5):293-406. May. [138 ref]
• Summary: A wide-ranging review of the literature which 
contains numerous, positive references to soybeans and 
soyfoods. “Of the two main classes of these weak oestrogens, 
the isofl avones are under intensive investigation due to 
their high levels in soyabean.” The other class is lignans. 
“Like the ‘anti-oestrogen’ Tamoxifen, these seem to have 
oestrogenic effects in human subjects, in the cardiovascular 
system and bone.” “In infants, the effects of high levels in 
soya milk formulas are uncertain.”
 “These phytochemicals are of great interest because they 
could explain why diets containing large amounts of plant 
foods are associated with lower mortality and morbidity in 
adult life. Vegetarians, for example, have strikingly lower 
overall mortality rates than omnivores (Thorogood et al. 
1994).” Address: MRC [Medical Research Council] Dunn 
Clinical Nutrition Centre, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 2DH, 
UK.

4681. Dorrell, Kathryn. 1998. Tastes like success–Top ten: 
Innovative airless cold grind technology enables IPC to 
produce soy beverages that consumers are drinking up. Food 
in Canada. May. p. 33. [1 ref]
• Summary: International ProSoya Corp. (IPC), based 
in Surrey, British Columbia, was founded in 1994 by 
three business partners from Saskatchewan: Dorothy 
Cunningham (who is currently helping to run a sister 
plant in Scotland), Lorne Broten (chairman and CEO), 
and George Conquergood (vice-president of operations). 
It was Conquergood who actually spearheaded the idea of 
commercializing the airless cold grind process developed by 
Raj Gupta, an Indian PhD, to feed children in Third World 
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countries.
 Conquergood fi rst tried out the patented technology in 
his restaurant in Saskatoon. Noting the enthusiastic response, 
he decided to develop it into a separate business.
 Initially, the company did not intend to make retail 
products. Rather, they wanted to use their patented process to 
produce bulk soymilk, that would be sold to food processors. 
This strategy changed when Jerry Duncan joined the 
company in 1996; today he is president and Chief Operating 
Offi cer (COO).
 This year Duncan expects the company to reach sales 
of $18 million, up four-fold over 1997. In addition to its 
fi ve fl avors soy beverages, in January IPC launched a line 
of SoNice soy yogurts and on Feb. 1 the company’s U.K. 
joint venture began producing soymilk. A.C. Neilsen upped 
its North American growth projections for this competitive 
sector to 60% from about 25% when IPC entered the market.

4682. Product Name:  SoNice (Soymilk–GMO Free) 
[Natural Sweetened, Natural Unsweetened, Vanilla, 
Chocolate, Original].
Manufacturer’s Name:  ProSoya UK Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  No. 2 Kingsthorne Park, 
Houstoun Industrial Estate, Livingston, Westlothian EH54 
5DL, Scotland.  Phone: +44 1-506-433-777.
Date of Introduction:  1998 May.
Ingredients:  Water, whole soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  1 liter Combibloc aseptic 
cartons.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Lorne H.A. 
Broten, President and CEO, International ProSoya 
Corp., Surrey (Vancouver), BC, Canada. 1997. Oct. 29. 
International ProSoya Europe (a subsidiary of IPC, created 
in Jan. 1997 and began operation in June 1997) is now 
constructing a soymilk plant in the United Kingdom (in 
Livingston, Scotland) as part of a joint venture. Dusty 
Cunningham, who is a director of IPC, is there helping to get 
the project started–but she is not the person in charge. The 
factory is expected to begin making soy products in early 
1998–an aseptic soymilk, a soy yogurt, soy ice creams, and 
other food products based on the company’s soymilk. There 
are a number of shareholders in the new joint venture, one of 
whom is named McCorkle; the joint venture is not with an 
existing European soy company.
 Talk with George Conquergood of International ProSoya 
Corporation (IPC). 1999. April 21. This company started out 
as a joint venture between IPC in British Columbia, Canada, 
and various private investors in Scotland. The product, 
SoNice, made using only certifi ed organic soybeans, was 
introduced about a year ago. Packaged in Ireland, it is going 
well. Two of the products are labeled organic and bear the 
roundel (also spelled rondel or roundelle; a round fi gure) 
or certifi cation symbol of the Soil Association of the UK; 
the three that were fortifi ed could not be labeled “organic” 

under European organic labeling laws. It just got listed 
in the multiples (supermarkets). The company still has a 
license with IPC but during 1998 IPC sold its shares in the 
Scottish company. There are now 40 shareholders. Dusty 
Cunningham went to Scotland to help set up the company.

4683. Prince of Wales (Prince Charles). 1998. Seeds of 
disaster. Daily Telegraph (London). June 8.
• Summary: Note: The full text of this infl uential article 
can be found at the writer’s website: PrinceofWales.gov.uk/
speeches/agriculture. The Prince of Wales, who began to 
farm organically about 12 years ago, believes that genetic 
engineering of crops “is taking mankind into realms that 
belong to God, and God alone.”
 “We simply do not know the long-term consequences for 
human health and the wider environment of releasing plants 
bred in this way. We are assured that these new plants are 
vigorously tested and regulated, but the evaluation procedure 
seems to presume that unless a GM crop can be shown to be 
unsafe, there is no reason to stop its use. The lesson of BSE 
and other entirely man-made disasters in the cause of ‘cheap 
food’ is surely that it is the unforeseen consequences which 
present the greatest cause for concern.”
 “These GM crop plants are capable of interbreeding 
with their wild relatives, creating new weeds with built-in 
resistance to the weedkiller, and of contaminating other 
crops. Modifi ed genes from a crop of GM rape were found to 
have spread into a conventional crop more than a mile away. 
The result is that both conventional and organic crops are 
under threat, and the threat is one-way.”
 “Think of the agricultural disasters of the past which 
have stemmed from over-reliance on a single variety of 
a crop, yet this is exactly what genetic modifi cation will 
encourage. It is entirely possible that within ten years 
virtually all of the world’s production of staple crops, such 
as soya, maize, wheat and rice, will be from a few GM 
varieties, unless consumer pressure dictates otherwise.”
 “Obviously, we all have to make up our own minds 
about these important issues. I personally have no wish to 
eat anything produced by genetic modifi cation, nor do I 
knowingly offer this sort of produce to my family or guests. 
There is increasing evidence that a great many people feel 
the same way.” Address: England.

4684. Chajuss, Daniel. 1998. Soy protein concentrate: 
Current status. Oils & Fats International 14(3):35-36. June.
• Summary: The three main commercial soy products 
are (1) Full fat and defatted soya fl ours and textured soya 
fl our–current world production and sales about 80,000 
tonnes (metric tons). (2) Soya protein isolates–current 
world production and sales about 130,000 tonnes. (3) Soya 
protein concentrates–current world production and sales 
about 284,000 tonnes, and growing at about 15% a year. 
More than 75% of all concentrates are now used for human 
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consumption, the rest being used in pet and animal feeds. 
In human foods, concentrates are used mainly in meat 
alternatives or extenders. In animal feed they are used in 
formulations for calves and piglets as a milk replacer, in 
pet foods and in special feedstuffs such as ‘fi sh-fl avour-
free’ bland fi sh feeds, and for mink and other animal feeds. 
Concentrates are devoid of the antigenic protein components 
present in most other soya products.
 Production of soy protein concentrates worldwide is 
presently concentrated in the hands of two companies: ADM 
and Eridania Béghin-Say (Central Soya). About 95% of 
all soy protein concentrates worldwide are now made by 
the counter-current aqueous alcohol was system, originally 
developed in the late 1950s by the Hayes Company of Israel. 
A table shows estimates of world production (in metric tons) 
by company and country in 1998:
 ADM, Netherlands 70,000 AAW (Aqueous alcohol 
wash).
 ADM, USA 60,000 AAW.
 Central Soya, USA (several factories) 60,000 AAW.
 Central Soya, Aarhus, Denmark 50,000 AAW.
 Sogip (Central Soya group), France 15,000 AAW.
 Solbar Hatzor (formerly named Hayes Ashdod) (with 
Soya Mainz, an ADM subsidiary), Israel 15,000 AAW.
 Sopropech, France 6,000 AWL (Acid/water leach).
 Sanbra (Bunge), Brazil 5,000 Acid wash.
 ADM, USA 3,000 Acid wash.
 Lucas Ingredients, UK 2,000 (unconfi rmed, Acid wash).
 Total worldwide 284,000 metric tons.
 The margins on soy protein concentrates are much 
more attractive than those from crushing soybeans into oil 
and meal–which in recent years have been either small or 
negative. The cost of making a tonne of concentrates ranges 
from US$459 to $600. For food applications, the sales price 
obtained by manufacturers for powder and small grits forms 
ranges from $1,200 to $1,600 per tonne, but for textured or 
functional forms this increases to $1,500 to $3,000 per tonne. 
The sales price for the pet food, milk replacer, and special 
feed industries ranges from $1,000 to $1,200.
 Another high-value product, a potential source of 
additional income, is soya molasses, a by-product of 
making soy protein concentrates. It is a rich source of soya 
phytochemicals and soya oligosaccharides.
 A second table shows estimates of world production (in 
metric tons) of soy protein isolates, with estimates for 1997 
and forecasts for 1998.
 Protein Technologies International (PTI, USA) 60,000 in 
1997, 70,000 in 1998.
 ADM, USA 15,000, 25,000.
 PTI Belgium 15,000, 15,000.
 Fuji-PTI Japan 10,000, 10,000.
 Sanbra (Bunge) Brazil 5,000, 10,000.
 Others worldwide 6,000, 8,000. Total worldwide 
110,000, 138,000. Address: Managing Director, Hayes 

General Technology Co. Ltd., Misgav Dov 19, Mobile Post, 
Emek Sorek, 76867 Israel. Phone: +972-8-8592925.

4685. Shimbo-Beitchman, Hiroko. 1998. Magical miso. 
Saveur (New York, NY) No. 27. May/June. p. 100-08, 110, 
112.
• Summary: A beautiful article, loaded with glossy color 
photographs (by Christopher Hirsheimer and Tom Wagner) 
and recipes. Photos show: (1) Shiromiso in a stylish bowl. 
(2) A Japanese worker, in clothing with traditional designs, 
stands on the rim of a miso vat and shovels what will become 
miso at Yamaki Jôzô, a miso brewery built in 1902 by the 
Kitani family, in Kamiizumi-mura, Honjô city, Saitama 
prefecture, 75 miles northwest of Tokyo, Japan (full page). 
Yama means “mountain, ki stands for Kitani, and jôzô means 
“brewery. Kazuhiko Morita is the brewery’s director. The 
company has been making three basic types of miso, plus 
shoyu and tofu, since 1902. Yamaki partially automated 
in the mid-1980s and today makes about 400 tons of a 
miso a year; it is not pasteurized and no alcohol is added 
in packaging as a preservative. (3) Looking down into a 
bowl of miso soup with tofu and wakame (full page). (4) 
The exterior of Yamaki Jôzô; a tree bearing bright orange 
persimmons stands in front of several traditional wooden 
buildings. (4) Hiroko Shimbo-Beitchman. (5) Mr. Morita, in 
traditional clothing, smelling the koji in a large, automated, 
stainless-steel koji incubation room. (6) The man shoveling 
the fi nished koji out of the incubation room onto a conveyor 
belt. (7) Eggplant Dengaku (with red and white miso, full 
page). (8) Walnuts being ground to a paste in a suribachi. 
(9) Steaming the soybeans at Yamaki Jôzô; 5,300 pounds 
of whole soybeans are steamed at a time. The company has 
two giant steel pressure cookers. For akamiso, the beans are 
cooked for about 7 hours until soft and yellow. (10) Cooling 
the cooked soybean on a conveyor belt. Most of the miso’s 
fl avor comes from the beans; the aroma and sweetness come 
from the kôji. (11) Mixing the cooked soybeans and koji, 
with salt and a little spring water. Then the mixture is forced 
through a machine like a meat grinder to produce a smooth 
paste, which will ferment more easily than a chunky one. 
(12) Putting the ingredients for akamiso into 100-year-old 
cedar vats, which are covered with plastic sheeting then 
weighted. After several months it is moved to another set 
of barrels, then again a few months later. It can age for up 
to two years. (13) Three packages of commercial Japanese 
miso: akamiso, akadashi-miso, and shiro miso.
 Recipes: Miso soup with tofu and wakame. Eggplant 
dengaku with two miso sauces. Green beans with miso 
dressing. Broiled miso-marinated black cod. Panfried 
miso-marinated beef. Steamed pork with mamemiso. A 
sidebar describes the different types of miso, with details 
on akamiso, mamemiso, and shiro miso. The company also 
makes brown rice miso (unpasteurized), and a kit (with koji 
and instructions) for making your own miso at home.
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 Traditionally miso made at home was the source of 
great family pride. “Temae miso desu ga,” one would 
say–meaning “I don’t want to boast about my miso, but...” 
Today Japan’s 50 largest miso manufacturers control about 
90 percent of the market. But miso connoisseurs prefer miso 
made by smaller companies in the traditional way; these 
are painstakingly preserving old-fashioned techniques and 
regional miso styles. Address: Teacher of Japanese cooking, 
Hiroko’s Kitchen, London, England. Phone: Fax: 44-171-
289-0855.

4686. Hymowitz, Ted. 1998. Revising the genus Glycine is 
Australia (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 9. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Lynn Craven, an Australian taxonomist, is 
the leader in this work. He is at the Australian National 
Herbarium, Div. of Plant Industry, CSIRO, GPO Box 
1600, Canberra, ACT (Australian Capital Territory) 2601, 
Australia. He has his name on the last 5-6 wild Glycine 
species that have been discovered. Many new species will 
be added to the genus. This is not the renaming of known 
species but the discovery of new ones. As collections have 
increased, taxonomists have noticed that there is diversity 
that was formerly overlooked. Some differences were never 
seen before, other differences were due to mixtures of 
species that are now seen as different. This is due to increase 
in collections (many more specimens collected), not to 
cladistics or any new analytical tools. In the 1800s, Bentham 
had 6 species, but he was sitting in England and could only 
write up what he saw. Then Hermann (1962) revised the 
genus, adding new species. But starting in 1976 Ted and 
others began a new level of activity in collecting Glycine 
germplasm. Today Ram Singh is hybridizing and crossing; 
some of the results make sense, and others don’t. Ted’s lab 
has pressed specimens of everything they have collected, and 
he has now sent most of these to Australia–at the request of 
the Australians.
 Now there are 16 species in the genus; Ted would guess 
that there might be 24 species in the genus when this round 
of revision is fi nished. Tomentella will be broken up into 3-4 
additional species. Hirticaulus also seems to be a problem. 
The pattern was set in the 1997 article titled “Phylogenetic 
and genomic relationships in the genus Glycine Willd. 
based on sequences from the ITS region of nuclear rDNA,” 
by Kollipara, Singh, and Hymowitz. The Australians are 
building on that, and adding more to it. The taxonomists are 
on the forefront. The experimentalists will then see whether 
or not their analysis of species is valid.
 All wild perennial relatives of the soybean have purple 
fl owers; white fl owers are the result of human intervention. 
Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4687. Product Name:  Tofu.

Manufacturer’s Name:  Clark Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Unit 13, Manorpark Estate, Flint, 
Wales CH6 5UY, UK.  Phone: 01352 735522.
Date of Introduction:  1998 August.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with (call from) 
John Clark, owner and founder of Clark Foods, a tofu 
manufacturing company. 1998. Oct. 12. Referred by Ray 
Pierce. His company started making tofu in Aug. 1998. They 
now make tofu as an ingredient in prepared meals, but they 
are working on selling their tofu in a retail pack of about 240 
gm. The Ltd company is named Waterfront Corp. Ltd., but it 
trades as Clark Foods.
 Letter (fax) from John Clark. Clark Foods now writes its 
address as: Unit 13, Manor Industrial Estate, Flint, Flintshire, 
CH6 5UY, UK [Wales].

4688. Sofroniou, Peter. 1998. UK retailers ban genetically 
modifi ed foods. Natural Foods Merchandiser. Aug. p. 3, 7.
• Summary: British retailers and distributors of natural 
products are set to delist any products suspected of 
containing genetically modifi ed (GM) ingredients, following 
increased public concern over the potential dangers of 
GMOs. Address: European correspondent. Phone: 217-424-
5228.

4689. Sofroniou, Peter. 1998. European Union controversy 
over GMOs intensifi es. Natural Foods Merchandiser. Aug. 
p. 18.
• Summary: Prince Charles issued outspoken comments 
against genetically modifi ed foods; they were published in 
The Daily Telegraph (a well-known British newspaper) just 
two days after Monsanto launched a $1.6 million advertising 
campaign aimed at persuading UK consumers of the benefi ts 
of GMOs. The prince questions whether human beings have 
the right to experiment with the building blocks of life, and 
warned of unknown long-term consequences of GM foods 
for health and the environment. Address: NFM European 
correspondent. Phone: 217-424-5228.

4690. SoyaScan Notes. 1998. Who coined the terms 
“Chinese Vetches” and “Chinese caravances” (or garavances) 
(Overview). Sept. 13. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Samuel Bowen probably coined the term 
“Chinese Vetches,” which fi rst appears in May 1767 in 
an article by Henry Yonge of Georgia; Yonge received 
these Vetches from Samuel Bowen. The term appears 
next in connection with soybeans in the minutes of the 
American Philosophical Society for the Promotion of Useful 
Knowledge (Philadelphia), which show that on 16 January 
1769 Samuel Bowen presented to the Society a “Sample 
of Chinese Vetches, six bottles of Soy and six pounds of 
powdered sago...”
 James Flint probably coined the term “Chinese 
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caravances” (or “garavances”) in connection with soybeans. 
Benjamin Franklin probably fi rst heard the term from Flint. 
During the 1700s, the word “caravances” or “garavances” 
was widely used to refer to all kinds of beans. Then in a 
letter date 11 January 1770 Benjamin Franklin (who was 
in London, England) wrote a letter to John Bartram in 
Philadelphia, describing Chinese caravances (soybeans) 
which he enclosed. Franklin mentioned that he had learned 
about these caravances from James Flint.

4691. Behling, Ann. 1998. Biotechnology battle continues in 
Europe: Foods containing transgenic crops must be labeled. 
Soybean Digest. Aug/Sept. p. 44-45.
• Summary: The European Commission (EC) recently 
passed a law requiring that all food products be labeled if 
they may contain any transgenic crops. In the Netherlands 
labeling has been required for over a year on all products 
containing Roundup Ready soybeans in any form.
 A recent survey of people living in Great Britain 
conducted by Market & Opinion Research International, a 
polling fi rm based in London, found that 58% oppose the 
introduction of genetically modifi ed food, up from 51% in a 
1996 survey.

4692. Harrigan, Brian. 1998. ProSoya Inc. and International 
ProSoya Corp. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 15. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: ProSoya Inc. and International ProSoya Corp. 
(IPC) are defi nitely two separate organizations; each is very 
different in its activities and philosophy. IPC was not created 
out of ProSoya, but rather as a separate entity with different 
owners to license ProSoya’s large-scale soymilk technology. 
This relationship as licensee still exists. IPC does not make 
equipment or sell equipment worldwide; they make soy 
products using ProSoya’s technology. ProSoya has some 
ownership in IPC and they have a very small ownership in 
ProSoya Inc. People do associate these two companies, not 
realizing that they are totally separate. This confusion (and 
some things that people from IPC have said and done) has 
caused ProSoya quite a few problems.
 ProSoya does not presently make any soyfood products. 
The plant on Canotek Road (in Gloucester, near Ottawa), 
where they used to make some products and have their 
offi ces, was originally used solely for R&B, but it expanded 
so much that it eventually also became a commercial 
soyfoods production facility. In Oct. 1996 ProSoya sold this 
plant to IPC and in Jan. 1997 ProSoya moved to separate 
offi ces about 500 feet away, on the same road; there they 
have offi ces plus a small area at the back for R&D, shipping, 
and receiving. ProSoya can still take customers and others to 
see this plant and its operation, but sort of as visitors.
 ProSoya is an R&D and technology company. Their 
equipment is manufactured by other companies (as in India 
and Russia) for them.

 There has been quite a shake-up at IPC recently and 
things there are rather chaotic. Their soymilk, SoNice was 
the number one seller in Canada while it was out. It was 
made in two plants–in Vancouver (BC) and in Ottawa 
(Ontario, on Canotek Rd.). It’s arrival expanded the market 
for all soymilks sold in Canada; so while Edensoy and 
Vitasoy lost market share to SoNice, they actually saw their 
sales volume increase. But recently IPC has had major 
problems their soymilk; it is no longer being manufactured, 
but small amounts are still left in the retail pipeline. The 
product is good, but it is mostly fi nancial factors that have 
caused it to disappear from the market. IPC has not really 
commercialized their soy yogurt yet, except perhaps on 
a small scale for the Vancouver area–and there they were 
having problems with the formulation, though not with the 
taste. For more details, contact George Conquergood, who is 
the vice-president of operations. He is quite open in telling 
interested people what is happening. The plant in Scotland is 
a totally separate venture from IPC; Dusty is still there.
 A new brand of soymilk in Canada is SoGood. Based on 
soy protein isolates, it is the same as that made by Sanitarium 
Foods in Australia. In Canada, it is made (mixed and 
packaged) under license from Sanitarium by Sunrise (owned 
by Peter Joe) in Vancouver. Sunrise and Dairyworld (the 
biggest dairy in Canada) now have a joint venture named 
SoyaWorld. Dairyworld distributes SoGood soymilk along 
with their line of dairy products. SoGood is now doing very 
well in Canada. When SoNice was on the market, it had a 
bigger market share than SoGood. But SoGood conducted 
a national advertising campaign that cost several million 
dollars, and greatly helped their sales. Brian fi nds the fl avor 
of SoGood rather artifi cial and the list of ingredients is very 
long, so consumers tended to prefer the more natural and 
better tasting SoNice–until it ceased to be available.
 Raj Gupta is now more involved with ProSoya Inc, 
than ever before. He comes to the offi ce every day. When he 
started ProSoya he was working for the National Research 
Council (NRC) and working with ProSoya part-time on the 
side. Now he works on ProSoya full time; about 3 years 
ago he gave up his position at NRC. ProSoya was growing 
so much that the company need his full-time presence, and 
could afford to pay him what he needed.
 Note: Other sources say that IPC recently declared 
bankruptcy. Address: Executive Vice-President, ProSoya 
Inc., 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 9N5, Canada. 
Phone: 613-745-9115.

4693. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 1998. Annual report: The 
nature of our business. P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, IL 62525. 40 
p. Oct.
• Summary: Net sales and other operating income for 1998 
(year ended June 30) were $16,109 million, up 16.3% from 
1997. Net earnings for 1998 were $403.6 million, up 7.0% 
from 1997, but far below the recent peak of $796 million in 
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1995. Shareholders’ equity (net worth) is $6,505 million, up 
7.5% from 1997. Net earnings per common share: $0.68, up 
7.9% from 1997. Number of shareholders: 32,539.
 “We have moved rapidly toward a borderless world... 
Globalization of trade has changed the face of agriculture. 
The central focus for agriculture today is the emergence of 
consumer power. Consumer demand drives the entire food 
and fi ber system” (p. 1).
 One half-page color photo (p. 2) shows the factory 
where ADM makes isofl avones at Decatur, Illinois. High on 
one side is the huge green and black logo: “Novasoy–The 
power of soy.” This is the world’s fi rst commercial isofl avone 
plant. A larger photo (p. 3) shows a bottle of Novasoy 
Soy isofl avones–a co-branded ingredient found in leading 
nutritional supplement products. “ADM is meeting the needs 
of health-conscious consumers by offering a wide range of 
health and nutrition products, including nutraceuticals, also 
known as functional foods.
 “Among our nutraceutical products are soy-derived 
isofl avones, which have been shown in initial studies to 
stimulate bone formation (thus boosting the body’s natural 
defenses against osteoporosis), to inhibit the growth of 
cancer cells, and to contribute to lower cholesterol levels. In 
addition, isofl avones are thought to play a role in alleviating 
the symptoms of menopause. ADM produces Novasoy 
isofl avones in the world’s fi rst commercial isofl avones 
plant.”
 ADM now has a major presence in the South American 
soybean market, with fi ve crushing plants (that crush 5,600 
tonnes/day), two Atlantic coast export facilities (incl. a new 
one at Tubarao, southern Santa Catarina state, Brazil), and 
nearly two million metric tons of storage capacity (p. 5).
 A world map (p. 6-7) titled “ADM’s global network” 
shows ADM processing plants, partnerships, grain elevators, 
and A.C. Toepfer trading offi ces. The company owns 800 
trucks, 13,000 railcars, and 2,250 river barges (p. 11).
 “ADM Lecithin: Early in 1998, the Food and Nutrition 
Board of the Institute of Medicine established for the fi rst 
time a Dietary Reference Intake (DRI) for choline, the 
principal component of lecithin. Ultralec, a deoiled lecithin 
made from an innovative ultrafi ltration technology exclusive 
to ADM, is an excellent source of dietary choline. This plant 
has been completed in Decatur, Illinois. Acquisitions brought 
signifi cant increases to production capacities in the past year. 
In the U.S. the acquisition of Moorman Manufacturing Co. 
included their lecithin production facilities at Quincy, Illinois 
and Helena, Arkansas. Production capacity was gained in 
Mainz, Germany through the acquisition of Soya Mainz 
GmbH” (p. 16). Note: Moorman Manufacturing Co. bought 
the Quincy Soybean Processing Co. (Quincy, Illinois) from 
Irving Rosen in 1961.
 “ADM Research: Nutraceuticals (or ‘functional 
foods’) now in production include vitamin E, vitamin C, 
isofl avones, granular lecithin, and sterols (from vitamin E). 

Among ADM’s forthcoming health and nutrition products 
are the antioxidants beta-carotene, oligosaccharides, and 
tocotrienols. Already in use in Japan, oligosaccharides are 
complex sugars that belong to the nutritional category of 
prebiotics that have been proven to decrease the risk of colon 
cancer and perhaps increase life expectancy” (p. 16).
 Haldane Foods has four factories in England that make 
a variety of “meat and dairy alternatives... New products 
include meatless slices, including chicken, ham, and ‘Vege-
Bacon.” Haldane also makes an outstanding dairy-free ice 
cream (p. 17).
 Color photos show: (1) Dwayne Andreas shaking hands 
with Shimon Perez (facing p. 1). (2) A white plastic bottle of 
NovaSoy Soy Isofl avones (p. 3). (3) ADM’s dock and export 
facility in the Atlantic port city of Tubarao, Brazil (p. 5).
 Accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of Annual 
Meeting of Stockholders.” Address: Decatur, Illinois.

4694. Fitzpatrick, Mike; Dibb, Sue. 1998. Soy infant 
formula–The health concerns: A Food Commission briefi ng 
paper. London, England: The Food Commission. 6 p. [47 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Background. Eleven health concerns. 
Removing isofl avones from infant formula. References.
 This paper begins: “In July 1996 the UK Department 
of Health warned that phytoestrogens found in soya infant 
formulas could affect the health of infants. Issuing advice to 
health professionals, the Chief Medical Offi cer, Sir Kenneth 
Calman, said soya formula should only be given to babies 
on the advice of a health professional... In 1996 the UK 
government’s Food Advisory Committee asked companies 
to investigate the removal of soy isofl avones from soy-based 
infant formulas but, despite evidence that this is possible (see 
below) companies have not yet done so.”
 The paper concludes: “The Food Commission believes 
it is irresponsible for manufacturers of soya formula to 
continue to place infants at unnecessary risk of exposure 
to phytoestrogens and we request the immediate removal 
of phytoestrogens from soya infant formulas.” Address: 1. 
PhD, New Zealand; 2. The Food Commission (a consumer 
advocacy group), 94 White Lyon St., London N1 9PF, 
England. Phone: 0171 837-2250 (Dibb).

4695. National Geographic. 1998. Population. Oct. p. 2-75.
• Summary: This millennium issue of National Geographic 
is dedicated to Population. The lead story begins: “Of all 
the issues we face as the new millennium nears, none is 
more important than population growth.” Contains four full 
articles, many photos and a large color map. The articles: 
Population, by Joel L. Swerdlow (p. 2-5). Human migration, 
by Michael Parfi t (p. 6-35). Women and population, by Erla 
Zwingle (p. 36-55). Feeding the planet, by T.R. Reid (p. 56-
75).
 “Exactly 200 years ago, when the world’s population 
was nearing one billion, the British economist Thomas 
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Malthus, offered the most famous statement of the basic 
dilemma. Population, he said, must increase, because ‘the 
passion between the sexes is necessary and will remain.’ But 
food supplies could not possibly increase as quickly: ‘The 
power of population is infi nitely greater than the power in the 
earth to produce subsistence for man.’
 “Modern-day Malthusians have been, if anything, even 
bleaker. A quarter of a century ago Paul Ehrlich, a leader of 
the global environmental movement, warned that our world 
was one the verge of ‘famines of unbelievable proportions.’ 
The population was about 3.5 billion, which Ehrlich believed 
was the limit. Feeding six billion people, he wrote in 1976, 
‘is totally impossible in practice.’
 “Next year the world’s population will reach six billion–
and human beings overall are better fed than ever before.” 
The supply of food has increased faster than the demand, and 
the price of staple foods (such as wheat and corn) has fallen 
dramatically.

4696. ProSoya Inc. 1998. Creating great opportunities in 
the health food industry: Advanced soymilk technology 
(Brochure). Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 4 p. 28 cm.
• Summary: This 4-page black-and-white brochure (with 
green and yellow overlays), discusses the company, 
the technology, the equipment, our customers, business 
opportunity. “ProSoya technology is currently being used 
in more than 20 countries. There are large-scale processing 
plants in Canada, Russia, and Scotland. Over 250 small, to 
medium-scale plants are located on fi ve continents around 
the world. ProSoya has technology transfer agreements 
with companies in Russia and India for the manufacture of 
smaller soymilk systems under license.”
 Photos show: (1) ProSoya’s VS 7000 system. (2) 
ProSoya’s VS 200 system. (3) ProSoya’s VS 40 system. (4) 
ProSoya’s VS 4000 system. (5) A sliced cake of tofu, a glass 
of soymilk, and scoop of soy ice cream on a cone. Address: 
2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 9N5, Canada. 
Phone: 613-745-9115.

4697. Product Name:  SoNice (Soy Yogurt–GMO Free) 
[Peach, Strawberry, Raspberry, Fruits of the Forest].
Manufacturer’s Name:  ProSoya UK Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  No. 2 Kingsthorne Park, 
Houstoun Industrial Estate, Livingston, Westlothian EH54 
5DL, Scotland.  Phone: +44 1-506-433-777.
Date of Introduction:  1998 October.
Ingredients:  Water, whole soybeans.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  140 gm plastic cup.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Lorne H.A. 
Broten, President and CEO, International ProSoya 
Corp., Surrey (Vancouver), BC, Canada. 1997. Oct. 29. 
International ProSoya Europe (a subsidiary of IPC, created 
in Jan. 1997 and began operation in June 1997) is now 
constructing a soymilk plant in the United Kingdom (in 

Livingston, Scotland) as part of a joint venture. Dusty 
Cunningham, who is a director of IPC, is there helping to get 
the project started–but she is not the person in charge. The 
factory is expected to begin making soy products in early 
1998–an aseptic soymilk, a soy yogurt, soy ice creams, and 
other food products based on the company’s soymilk.
 Talk with George Conquergood of IPC. 1999. May 18. 
This soy yogurt has some special name. The soy base is 
shipped by tanker to a dairy, where it is packaged.
 Talk with Dusty Cunningham of International ProSoya 
Corporation (IPC). 1999. May 21. These fermented products 
were introduced in Oct. 1998 in the four fl avors shown 
above. They are sold in 140 gm plastic cups.

4698. Stewart, Kim. 1998. Anti-GMO activism crops up 
worldwide. Natural Foods Merchandiser. Oct. p. 1, 18, 20.
• Summary: Focuses on campaigns led by Greenpeace based 
on campaigns of safe sex and Frankenfoods. Discusses 
activities in England, France, and Africa.

4699. Nutrition Business Journal (San Diego, California). 
1998. Haldane leads U.K. market for vegetarian and non-
dairy foods. 3(10/11):26. Oct/Nov.
• Summary: The Haldane Foods Group is owned by 
agribusiness giant Archer Daniels Midland Co., based 
in Decatur, Illinois. ADM group vice president Larry 
Cunningham says Haldane has revenues of under 50 million 
British pounds, from sales of 350 products sporting such 
well-known brands as Vegemince (the company’s brand 
leader; a soy-based minced meat alternative), Realeat, Direct 
Foods, Dietburger, So Good, and Hera.
 The Linda McCartney line of vegetarian foods, launched 
in 1991, has become a leader in its category, with retail sales 
of about 50 million pounds in 1998. Haldane’s newest line, 
launched in April, is Linda McCartney’s Dairylike, non-
dairy desserts developed by Haldane and marketed under a 
licensing agreement to use the Linda McCartney brand name. 
The line includes cultured and frozen vegan desserts which 
are free of lactose and cholesterol and fortifi ed with calcium 
and minerals. Haldane is promoting the new Dairylike line 
using national TV and print ads. ADM is test marketing 
Dairylike in Southern California under the name Dairyless.
 About one-third of Haldane’s sales come from products 
made by third party manufacturers such as Asda and 
McVities.
 During the last year Haldane has faced two big 
challenges: (1) In the spring of 1998 EU food labeling 
legislation required companies to stop using the term 
“soya milk” or “yoghurt” or any misspelling of it. Haldane 
reformulated, renamed, and relaunched its line of non-dairy 
products. (2) In Sept. 1998 a EU regulation which came into 
effect requiring products containing genetically modifi ed 
soy protein to be labelled appropriately. Haldane guaranteed 
that all its soy products are GMO-free, made from identity 
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preserved soybeans.
 Haldane’s “Realeat Survey,” now in its 15th year, 
studies attitudes toward meat eating in the British Isles. Each 
survey is conducted by The Gallup Organization. The 1997 
Realeat Survey showed that a record 5.4% of the British 
population now chooses a vegetarian diet, up 20% over 
1995. Thus, Britain now has more than 3 million vegetarians. 
And 14.3% of the population no longer eats red meat–over 
8 million people. Many Britishers avoid red meat because 
of fear of BSE or Mad Cow Disease. In the 1995 Survey 7% 
mentioned BSE as their main health concern; this fi gure rose 
to nearly 22% in the 1997 survey. The 1998 Survey showed 
that 13% (over 7 million people) never or almost never eat 
dairy products. Today roughly half of the British population 
is actively reducing consumption of meat, especially red 
meat, and one-third is doing the same with dairy products.

4700. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1998. PTI provides non-
GMO soya isolate. 9(3):2. Autumn.
• Summary: Protein Technologies International (PTI) says it 
will offer its Supro brand of isolated soy protein as Identity 
Preserved (IP) “in response to the present uncertainty 
surrounding the labelling of genetically modifi ed soya in 
processed foods.
 “PTI has established an IP system which covers every 
aspect of isolated soya protein production... The IP system is 
independently validated by third party audit, and backed by 
documentation which provides full traceability.”
 For further information contact Jane Lilleywhite 
Marketing Coordinator, PTI, 16 Princewood Road, Earlstrees 
Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants NN17 4AP, UK. Phone: 
+44 (0) 1536 267325, fax: +44 (0) 1536 261147.

4701. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1998. Internet site for 
Soyafoods. 9(3):3. Autumn.
• Summary: “Soyafoods is now on the ASA [American 
Soybean Association] website. Visit us at www.asa-europe.
org for information, statistics and other ASA publications.”

4702. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1998. Tivall resource pack 
for UK schools. 9(3):3. Autumn.
• Summary: “Tivall produces a school resource pack on 
vegetarianism proving useful tips on how to achieve a 
balanced diet as a vegetarian.
 “The pack includes information about the company and 
its products; some useful facts about vegetarianism; posters, 
factsheets and worksheets.
 “For more information about the pack contact Tivall 
Europe BV, 106 London St, Reading, Berks RG1 2SJ, UK. 
Phone: +44 (0) 118 958 3040, fax: +44 (0) 118 939 1226, 
e-mail: chptiv-UK.demon.co.uk.”

4703. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1998. New look and new 
products for Tivall. 9(3):5. Autumn.

• Summary: Tivall, which produces branded and private 
label products for the UK and continental Europe, has 
redesigned its packaging. The company has a 17% market 
share of the frozen vegetarian soya market. The Vegetarian 
Pieces are both new products for Tivall, based on wheat and 
pea protein, is the form of textured protein fi bers (FVP–
Fibrous Vegetable Protein). A photo shows the front panel of 
seven Tivall brand products: Vegetarian Pieces [Beef Style, 
or Chicken Style], Vegetarian Nuggets, Vegetarian 4 Burgers, 
Vegetarian 4 Schnitzels, Vegetarian 8 Frankfurters, and 
Vegetarian 20 Cocktail Sausages. Contact: Tivall Europe BV, 
106 London St., Reading, Berks RG1 2SJ, UK. Note: Tivall 
is based in Israel.

4704. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 1998. Soya nutrition 
research–update. 9(3):6. Autumn.
• Summary: Discusses prostate cancer, breast cancer, colon 
cancer, heart disease, osteoporosis, Alzheimer’s, and AIDS.

4705. SoyaScan Notes. 1998. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 1998 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: June–Britain’s Prince Charles, who practices 
organic farming and is a patron of the Soil Association, 
writes an article attacking genetically modifi ed food that is 
published in Britain’s Daily Telegraph. Explaining that he 
wouldn’t eat such food or knowingly give it to his family or 
guests, he concludes, “I happen to believe that this kind of 
genetic engineering takes mankind into realms that belong 
to God and God alone.” The prince’s surprise article helped 
unleash a wave of anti-GMO activity and sentiment, that 
continued for weeks in the British press and carried over to 
the Continent.
 Sept.–New European Union (EU) labeling laws, 
requiring labeling of genetically modifi ed ingredients, go 
into effect. However the regulation exempts foods which 
contain no soy protein but do contain soy oil or soy lecithin. 
Sept.–Imagine Foods of Palo Alto, California, the natural 
foods leader in nondairy beverages, launches Soy Dream, the 
company’s fi rst soy product. They support the product with 
an extensive and very creative advertising campaign.
 Sept.–Protein Technologies International starts to offer 
certifi ed non-GMO soy protein isolates.
 Oct.–The Hain Food Group (which owns Westbrae) has 
announced that it will start to label some of its products as 
GMO-Free (i.e. free of genetically modifi ed / engineered 
organisms). It has developed a “Pure Food” logo and a “Just 
Say No to GEOs” slogan.
 Oct. 16–Worthington Foods purchases the Harvest 
Burger product line from ADM; by agreement, ADM will 
continue to make the Harvest Burgers at its Illinois plant.
 Nov. 1-2–Conference titled “Estrogen, phytoestrogens 
and cognitive function” held in Seattle, Washington 
(organized by Mark Messina), largely to learn more about 
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the research of Lon White on tofu and dementia/Alzheimer’s 
disease.
 1998 Dec. 31–DE-VAU-GE acquires Bruno Fischer 
GmbH, which sells bottled soymilk; both companies are 
located in Germany.
 Major trends: (1) The steady expansion of genetically 
engineered Roundup Ready soybeans. This year an 
estimated 30% of America’s soybean acreage was planted to 
genetically engineered soybeans. This is one of the hottest 
and most controversial stories in most countries of the 
world–except the United States, where it gets unbelievably 
little media coverage. (2) The hype about the health benefi ts 
of soyfoods continues to increase. There are defi nitely 
some health benefi ts, but the exaggerated statements that 
now routinely appear in articles and advertisements go far 
beyond what can be supported by scientifi c evidence. The 
media seems intent on making as much money as possible 
as it whips up the story of soy’s health benefi ts. The bigger 
the story it becomes, the more money they can make later 
debunking it. (3) The natural foods industry is changing into 
a supplements industry because of the higher profi t margin 
on supplements. Many consumers are being misled into 
thinking that supplements are more important than healthy 
foods in determining good health. (4) Among commercial 
soy products this year, the ratio of supplements to foods has 
increased sharply.
 Areas of potential danger on the horizon: (1) Lon White 
of Hawaii and his data on tofu and dementia/Alzheimer’s 
disease. (2) Young girls discovering that overdoses of 
soy isofl avones could be useful in growing breasts, then 
publicizing that information using the Internet and World 
Wide Web. (3) The danger that the media will start to debunk 
its own hyped story of the health benefi ts of soy. (4) The 
concern that the FDA health label claim for soy will not 
include traditional soy products–such as tofu and soymilk–
which contain too much fat. Therefore manufacturers will be 
tempted to add soy protein isolates to raise the protein to a 
level that will trigger the health claim.

4706. Bundred, N.J.; Harding, C.; McMicheal, P.D.; Howell, 
A.; Morton, M. 1998. Soy and cancer–Human Studies: 
Serum phytoestrogen concentrations in British women with 
breast cancer and controls (Abstract). American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 68(6S):1529S-30S. Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: “Breast cancer is more prevalent in women 
eating high-fat, low-fi ber diets. Phytoestrogens, weak 
estrogens found in the high-fi ber diets of Asian women, are 
reported to protect against breast cancer development and 
low urinary excretion of phytoestrogens has been has been 
reported in Finnish and American postmenopausal breast 
cancer patients compared with control women.” Address: 
Univ. Hospital of South Manchester, and Tenovus Medical 
Inst., Cardiff, United Kingdom.

4707. Cassidy, Aedin; Faughnan, M.; Hughes, R.; et 
al. 1998. Hormonal effects of soy–Effects in men and 
premenopausal women: Hormonal effects of phytoestrogens 
in postmenopausal women and middle-aged men (Abstract). 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1531S. Dec. 
Supplement.
• Summary: “These studies further support the evidence that 
phytoestrogen-rich foods are biologically active in humans 
and appear to act as weak estrogens.” Address: 1. Centre for 
Nutrition and Food Safety, School of Biological Sciences, 
Univ. of Surrey, Guildford, United Kingdom; 2-3. Dep. of 
Biological and Medical Sciences, Univ. of Ulster, Coleraine, 
County Derry, Northern Ireland.

4708. Harding, C.; Morton, M.; Gould, V.; et al. 1998. 
Hormonal effects of soy–Postmenopausal studies: Dietary 
soy supplementation is estrogenic in menopausal women 
(Abstract). American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1532S. 
Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: “A high dietary intake of phytoestrogens is 
associated with prolongation of the menstrual cycle and 
a reduction in the incidence of breast cancer. Menopausal 
women with severe vasomotor symptoms were given soy 
protein (80 mg total isofl avones), or placebo (casein) drinks, 
per day for 2 mo, in a double-blind crossover trial to assess 
whether dietary supplementation with soy reduced the 
frequency of hot fl ushes. Hot fl ushes were counted daily 
during the 6 mo of the trial (2-week run-in, 16-week protein 
drink, 12-week washout period). Serum and urine was 
collected to measure phytoestrogens (genistein, daidzein, 
equol, enterolactone and enterodiol), and serum was 
collected for estrogen, progesterone, luteinizing hormone 
(LH), follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), prolactin, growth 
hormone (GH), cholesterol and triglycerides.”
 “Preliminary analysis of frequency of hot fl ushes 
showed a reduction on the soy diet (P < 0.03). These fi nding 
suggest phytoestrogens have estrogenic properties in 
menopausal women, acting on pituitary to increase GH and 
prolactin as well as reducing hot fl ushes.” Address: Univ. 
Dep. of Surgery, Univ. Hospital of South Manchester, and 
Tenovus Medical Inst., Cardiff, United Kingdom.

4709. Hempstock, J.; Kavanagh, J.P.; George, N.J.R. 1998. 
Soy and cancer–Soybean anticarcinogens and anticancer 
mechanisms: Growth inhibition of human prostatic cell 
lines by phytoestrogens (Abstract). American J. of Clinical 
Nutrition 68(6S):1527S. Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: “The incidence of prostatic and other 
hormonally dependent cancers is low in populations with a 
high dietary intake of soy products. It has been suggested 
that phytoestrogens derived from soy have a role in 
preventing the development and spread of these tumors.” 
This study provides additional evidence in support of this 
hypothesis. Address: Dep. of Urology, South Manchester 
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Univ. Hospitals Trust, Withington, Manchester, M20 2LR, 
United Kingdom.

4710. Ho, Mae-Wan. 1998. Dangerous liaison–Deadly 
gamble. NABC Report (National Agricultural Biotechnology 
Council, Ithaca, New York) No. 10. p. 105-20. [55 ref]
• Summary: The author is strongly opposed to the pursuit 
of biotechnology. Contents: The rule of bad science and 
big business. Not feeding the world. The bad science 
of genetic determinism. Genetic engineering is a crude, 
imprecise operation. Transgenic instability. Dangers from 
novel gene products both intended and unintended. Threats 
to biodiversity. Conclusion. References. Address: Prof., 
Biology Dep., Open University, Milton Keynes, UK.

4711. McMicheal-Phillips, Danielle F.; Harding, C.; Morton, 
M.; Roberts, S.A.; Howell, A.; Potten, C.S.; Bundred, N.J. 
1998. Effects of soy-protein supplementation on epithelial 
proliferation in the histologically normal human breast. 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1431S-36S. Dec. 
Supplement. [38 ref]
• Summary: “Abstract: A high dietary intake of soy products 
(e.g., as in Japan and Singapore) has been associated with a 
reduction in the incidence of breast cancer in premenopausal 
women. Phytoestrogens present in soybeans inhibit human 
breast cancer cell proliferation in vitro and breast cancer 
development in animal models, but no data exist on the 
effects of phytoestrogens on histologically normal human 
breasts.”
 In serum samples obtained before and after 
supplementation, the phytoestrogens genistein, daidzein, 
equol, enterolactone, and enterodiol were measured. It 
was found that short-term dietary soy stimulates breast 
proliferation. Address: 1. Dep. of Epithelial Biology, 
Paterson Inst. for Cancer Research, Christie Hospital NHS 
Trust, Wilmslow Road, Manchester, M20 9BX, United 
Kingdom.

4712. Morton, M.S.; Leung, S.S.F.; Davies, D.P.; 
Griffi ths, K.; Evans, B.A.J. 1998. Soybean isofl avones: 
analysis, amounts in foods and biological matrices, and 
pharmacokinetics–Determination of isofl avonoids and 
lignans in human breast milk from British and Chinese 
women by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry 
(Abstract). American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1537S. 
Dec. Supplement.
• Summary: “There is increasing interest in the possible 
benefi cial or adverse effects of phytoestrogens on health.” 
In this study the levels of phytoestrogens in human milk 
were determined. Very low levels were found in 3 British 
women, whereas signifi cantly higher levels were found in 5 
Chinese women from Hong Kong. As far as the researchers 
are aware, this is the fi rst time that phytoestrogens have 
been reported in human milk. Address: 1,4. Tenovus Cancer 

Research Centre, Cardiff, UK; 2. Prince of Wales Hospital, 
Shatin, Hong Kong; 3,5. Dep. of Child Health, Univ. of 
Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff, United Kingdom.

4713. Murkies, Alice L.; Lombard, C.; Strauss, B.J.G.; 
et al. 1998. Hormonal effects of soy–Postmenopausal 
studies: Postmenopausal hot fl ushes decreased by dietary 
fl our supplementation: effects of soy and wheat (Abstract). 
American J. of Clinical Nutrition 68(6S):1532S-33S. Dec. 
Supplement.
• Summary: In a randomized double-blind study, 23 women 
received 45 gm of soy fl our daily and 24 women received 
45 gm of refi ned wheat fl our daily for 12 weeks. Hot fl ushes 
signifi cantly decreased in the soy fl our group (40%) and in 
the wheat fl our group (25%). In the soy fl our group, this 
signifi cant response occurred within 6 weeks and continued 
through 12 weeks. The score for the severity of menopausal 
symptoms decreased signifi cantly in both groups. Urinary 
daidzein, equol, and enterolactone increased signifi cantly 
within the soy fl our group. Conclusion: “It may be possible 
to use soy fl our... in the treatment of hot fl ushes in some 
women.” Address: Brighton Medical Center, Brighton; 
Jean Hailes Foundation, Clayton; Clinical Nutrition and 
Metabolism Unit and Prince Henry’s Inst. of Medical 
Research, Monash Medical Centre, Clayton; and Registrar in 
Diabetes and Metabolism, Caulfi eld General Medical Centre, 
Caulfi eld, Victoria, Australia; and Tenovus Cancer Research 
Centre, Univ. of Wales, College of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales.

4714. Australian College of Pediatrics. 1998. Position 
statement: Soy protein formula. J. of Paediatrics and Child 
Health 34:318-19. *
• Summary: The Australian College of Paediatrics (ACP) has 
revised its position statement on soya-based infant formula. 
As in New Zealand and the UK, the advice is that soya 
formula should only be used when recommended by a health 
professional for specifi c medical conditions such as proven 
cow’s milk protein or lactose intolerance. However, even in 
these circumstances, the authorities recommend the use if 
alternative non-soy-based infant formula. The ACP statement 
also says there is some evidence that soy formula may impair 
immunity and that the long-term effects of contaminants 
in the formula (e.g., aluminum and phytoestrogens) are 
unknown.

4715. Brown, Lynda. 1998. The shopper’s guide to organic 
food. London: Fourth Estate. xiii + 370 p. 20 cm.

4716. Hill, Ray. 1998. The health food store: a nostalgic 
look at the fi rst–its origins, philosophy and development. 
Gloucestershire, England: Nuhelth Books. 191 p. Illust. (1 
portrait). No index. 21 cm.
• Summary: This valuable book is largely about the Pitman 
Health Food Company and James Henry Cook (1869-1943) 
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its founder and guiding light. It was published in 1998 to 
mark the 100th anniversary of England’s fi rst health food 
store on Corporation Street in Birmingham. It is based on 
facsimile copies of selected pages from the many early 
catalogs and price lists saved for a century by the Cook 
family.
 Contents: Introduction and dedication. A health food 
pioneer–James Henry Cook. The Pitman business (a 
chronology, 1896-1943). The fi rst Pitman catalogs–facsimile 
reproductions (Dec. 1898; March/April 1900 {the fi rst with 
advertisements}; Sept/Oct. 1900 with a full-page price 
list of Dr. Kellogg’s Health Food Products; Feb. 1901, the 
fi rst with the terms “Health Food Specialists” and “Health 
Foods” on the cover or in the catalog, One full page (p. 59) 
is titled “Depot for Dr. Kellogg’s Health Food Products”; 
March 1902, with kitchen equipment and utensils added; 
May/June 1902, with a new style of front cover and a letter 
from Eustace Miles; Feb/March 1903, with a full-page 
ad for Toasted Wheat Flakes, made by the International 
Health Association, Birmingham, and “Pitman” Nut Butter; 
Spring 1908, with a full page explaining the 1908 “Butter 
and Margarine Act,” which forces nut butters to be labeled 
“margarine”; 1908 Christmas, 106 pages long, with a small 8 
page supplementary catalogue. The address is now 121-131 
Aston Brook St., Birmingham; 1913-1914. The “Pitman” 
Health Food Co. is established as a manufacturing and 
distribution business. A full page describes its fi rst “mission 
statement.” Future catalogs now relate to the manufacturing 
business; 1915-1916 catalog; 1916-1917 catalog and 
supplements–during World War I; 1928 spring catalog).
 Moving on through the 1930s: 1928 catalog featuring 
honey and bee wares; 1930-31 catalog featuring the new 
Vitland manufacturing facility at Four Oaks, Warwickshire, 
rather than to the shop. “In 1930 the Pitman Health Food 
Company moved from Aston Brook Street, Birmingham, to 
a green fi eld site custom built factory and offi ces 
at Vitaland...” (p. 146); 1931 Pitman Catalogue 
3rd supplement, with a ½-page ad for Soyolk [soy 
fl our]. “1-lb. Soyolk = 30 eggs”; 1932 Pitman 
Catalogue–New Year Supplement, with full-page 
ads for “Pittman” Vitanut Flakes, a brand leader and 
“perhaps the fi rst original British fl ake breakfast 
cereal, and “Nuto Cream” “The Milk that Never 
Disagrees–”as supplied to Gandhi during his last 
visit to England.” And a full page of “Health queries 
answered,” by J.C. Kenmoor Hayes; 1933 Pitman 
Catalogue, with Sun-Dried Black Spanish Figs; 
1934 Pitman Catalogue, with Pitman Crumbled 
Bran and Prepared Washed Bran, and Innerclean 
from Prof. Arnold Ehret; 1935 Pitman Catalog 3rd 
Supplement; 1935... 4th Supplement with Pittman 
Soya Beans in Gravy, Curried Soya Beans, and Soya 
Beans in Tomato Gravy (each tinned). Soya Bean 
Seeds–a novelty for your garden. No. 1, Yellow, No. 

2, Green, No. 3, Brown. “English acclimatized seed. Full 
planting instructions on every packet” (p. 174); 1935-1936 
Pitman Catalogue, in a change of policy “acknowledges the 
role of the Nature Cure practitioner”; 1936-1937 Pitman 
Catalog.
 The Pitman business grew nicely until World War II. 
In 1940 the government requisitioned the company factory 
(Vitaland) in order to make munitions for the war effort. This 
was a huge blow to James Cook, “who had dedicated his 
life to helping people to live healthily–who followed both 
the vegetarian and pacifi st doctrine of no animal slaughter 
for food and a reverence for human life. His business, built 
up over some 40 years,... was to be taken over as a result of 
a War Department decision, for which there was no appeal. 
The company was given a small part of the factory in which 
to carry on its business, and was told to enter and leave by 
the back door only. In 1943 James Cook died heartbroken but 
quietly at age 74. He was buried in Four Oaks Parish Church, 
Sutton Coldfi eld. His wife, Grace Marion, their daughter, 
Kathleen, her husband and the directors carried on as best 
they could during the remaining war years.
 A Trip Down Memory Lane: Discusses the contributions 
of others pioneers in this fi eld: Before Henry Cook coined 
the term “health food.” R.M. Scott of Ipswich were baking 
a range of stone milled wholemeal biscuits, and T.J. Bilson 
had developed the famous Bilsons Nerve Food. Dr. T.R. 
Allinson was putting his London patients on a healthy diet 
including wholemeal bread. And many others. By 1925 there 
were about 500 health food stores in Britain. “Initially Arthur 
Ling named his company Plantmilk Ltd. until the authorities 
forced him to change the name on a technicality–it can’t be 
called milk unless it comes from an animal–So in the 1960s 
[or perhaps the 1970s] the original Plamil company was 
born. It was the fi rst in the fi eld.”
 Note: The color photo of Ray Hill, with his wife and 
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three sons, was found on the Web; it is not part of this 
book. They have just purchased the Sunshine Health Shop. 
Address: Gloucestershire, England.

4717. Miller, Rodney L. 1998. Johnson. West Unity, Ohio: 
Published by the author. 156 + 25 p. Index. 28 cm. [15 ref]
• Summary: Rodney “Rod” Miller, who is related to 
the Johnsons, has spent about 15 years researching this 
genealogy book–which is dedicated to his mother, Edna 
Johnson Miller. Hon. Solomon Johnson is mentioned on 
pages 53, 89, 92, 100, 107-09, 113, 136, 147. Page 53 states 
that Hon. Solomon was born on 2 March 1850 at Fulton 
County, Ohio. He died on 17 Sept. 1918 (of apoplexy 
{stroke}) at Springfi eld township, Williams Co., Ohio, and 
was buried on 19 Sept. at Fountain Grove Cemetery, near 
Bryan, Williams Co. A huge headstone still marks his grave. 
He married Florence M. Bostater, daughter of Dr. Andrew 
Bostater. His four children (all sons) were Frank, Walter, 
Robert, and Albert Johnson.
 Page 59 states that Edward Franklin Johnson was born 
on 8 Oct. 1889 in Springfi eld Township, Williams County, 
Ohio. He died on 18 Sept. 1961 in Poke Co., Florida, at 
age 71. His father was Simon Johnson, born 30 April 1852 
in Ohio; died 4 Oct. 1917 at Springfi eld Township, Ohio. 
On 19 March 1876 he married Lucinda Wieland (E.F.’s 
mother) in Ohio. She was born on 14 Feb. 1857 in Ohio the 
daughter of John Gotlieb Wieland and Rosina C. Kurtz. She 
died on 12 Nov. 1853, perhaps at Columbus, Ohio. E.F.’s 
grandfather was George Johnson (born 1807 in England; 
died 28 Nov. 1855 at German Township, Ohio). George was 
married twice; the second time (on 16 Dec. 1847 in Ohio) to 
Catherine Crontz [also spelled Krontz] (born 13 May 1829 
in Ohio; died 10 Dec. 1902 at Springfi eld Township; she was 
the daughter of Philip Crontz {1795-1856} and Susan S. 
Razor {1809-1850}); Catherine was Simon’s mother. Simon 
had four children, in the following order: Elmer Solomon 
Johnson, Alta Maude Johnson, Charles Simon Johnson, and 
Edward Franklin Johnson.
 Alta Maude Johnson was born 11 Sept. 1880 at 
Springfi eld Township, Williams County, Ohio. She died 
on 17 July 1971 at Bradenton, Florida, at age 90. A school 
teacher, she married Charles H. Brady, son of George M. 
Brady and Margaret McLaughlin, on 28 Aug. 1902 in 
Williams County, Ohio.
 Edward F. Johnson married a woman named Ruby. 
Her maiden name, and the date and place of marriage are 
unknown. They had three children: In order of birth (with 
their 1961 address from the probate records of Williams 
County, Ohio, in parentheses) they are: Edward F. Johnson, 
Jr. (5318 Delhill Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio), Virginia R. Johnson 
(who married Mr. McDevitt [McDevit]: 7723 N. Kilbourn, 
Skokie, Illinois) and Clyde S. [Solomon?] Johnson (15 
Frederic Place, Yonkers, New York. Note: His wife was 
named Ardith). Edward and Ruby were eventually divorced, 

and in 1961 she lived in Skokie, Illinois.
 Elmer Solomon Johnson (E.F.’s oldest brother) was also 
a very active and important grower of soybeans. He was 
born on 28 Feb. 1879 at Springfi eld Township, Williams 
County, Ohio. He married Anna Bell Young, daughter of 
Samuel A. Young and Susan Hick, on 26 March 1903 at 
Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. They had one child, Anna 
Bell, born 9 December 1919. A school teacher and farmer, 
he died on 22 Feb. 1920 at Columbus, Franklin County, 
Ohio, of bronchial pneumonia from infl uenza at age 41. He 
was buried on 25 Feb. 1920 at Fountain Grove Mausoleum 
#66, Bryan, Williams Co., Ohio. One obituary (The Bryan 
Democrat, 24 Feb. 1920, p. 1) stated: “He devoted most of 
the his energy on his farm to raising soy beans, and had the 
largest soy bean farm in the state.” Another obituary noted: 
“He devoted much time to experiments on his farm, his 
interest centering on soy beans.”
 Talk with Helen Beamont of Stryker, Ohio. 1998. 
Dec. 9. She has done quite a lot of genealogical research 
on the Johnson family of Stryker. She is sure that all three 
of E.F. “Soybean” Johnson’s children are no longer living, 
but Clyde’s widow, Ardith Johnson, may still be alive. She 
is quite sure that any person named E.C. Johnson was not 
related to her Johnson line in Stryker. Address: 27478 Fulton 
County Road M, West Unity, Ohio 43570. Phone: 419-237-
3089.

4718. Stacey, Jenny; Keller, Maureen. 1998. The soy sauce 
cookbook: Explore the fl avor-enhancing power of Asia’s 
magic ingredient. New York, Tokyo and London: Kodansha 
International. 80 p. Illust. Index. 29 x 15 cm.
• Summary: This stylish, vertically rectangular book, 
contains many excellent color photos on glossy paper–of 
both recipes and scenes related to soy sauce. Contents: 
Introduction–Soy sauce: Light and dark soy sauce, what 
is soy sauce?, the history of soy sauce, how soy sauce is 
produced (koji, non-brewed or HVP, Chinese-style), soy 
sauce today. Savory snacks. Poultry with pizzazz. Sizzling 
seafood. Rice, pasta, and noodles. Main meat dishes. 
Sensational salads. Vegetable variations.
 Interesting color photos in the Introduction include: (1) 
A traditional soy sauce ceramic jar with the “Kikkoman” 
logo and the Chinese characters for “shoyu” on it. (2) A glass 
bowl of dark soy sauce. (3) Kikkoman’s Goyo-gura, Noda, 
Japan. (4) Ancient Japanese illustration showing soy sauce 
production. (5) A glass bowl of light soy sauce. (6) Another 
ancient Japanese illustration showing soy sauce production. 
(7) Shoyu fermenting in vats inside the Goyu-gura. (8) Three 
small, modern soy sauce containers, two glass bottles and 
one glass dispenser. Note 1. Photos 1, 6 and 7 were courtesy 
of Kikkoman Corp.
 Note 2. The recipes call for “light soy sauce,” “dark 
soy sauce”–terminology that we fi nd confusing. The book 
contains numerous other factual errors. Address: 1. U.K.; 2. 
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Colorado.

4719. Stewart, Mayron. 1998. The phyto factor. London: 
Vermillion (an imprint of Ebury Press), Random House. *
• Summary: This book summarizes, in a very readable style, 
some of the latest research fi ndings on phytoestrogens and 
health in hopes of providing “a revolutionary way to boost 
overall health–reducing the risk of cancer, heart disease and 
osteoporosis–and to control the menopause naturally.” The 
fi rst part of the book describes phytochemicals and why they 
are thought to have health benefi ts, especially for pre- and 
post-menopausal women. The second part contains recipes 
and diet plans for diet rich in phytoestrogens. The last part 
includes bibliographic references, recommendations for 
further reading, and useful addresses.
 Concerning genetic modifi cation, Stewart is clear in her 
advice to avoid GM soya. The author, a woman, is founder 
of the UK based Women’s Nutritional Advisory Service 
(established in 1987) and a well-known health writer in the 
UK.

4720. Wood, Brian J.B. ed. 1998. Microbiology of fermented 
foods. 2nd ed. 2 vols. London: Blackie Academic & 
Professional / Thompson Science. An imprint of Chapman & 
Hall. [300+ ref]
• Summary: Soybeans are discussed extensively in Vol. 1, 
especially in the chapter titled “Fermented protein foods in 
the Orient: shoyu and miso,” by Yokotsuka and Sasaki (p. 
351-416). This and other chapters that mention soy are cited 
separately.
 Soybeans are also discussed on pages 769-70 (soy 
idli and soy dhosa in India), 806 (maize-soybean porridge 
as a fermented weaning food), and 849-50 (genetic 
engineering of soybeans). Address: Dep. of Bioscience and 
Biotechnology, Univ. of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

4721. Wood, Brian J.B. 1998. Protein-rich foods based 
on fermented vegetables. In: Brian J.B. Wood, ed. 1998. 
Microbiology of Fermented Foods. 2nd ed. Vol. 2. London: 
Blackie Academic & Professional / Thompson Science. An 
imprint of Chapman & Hall. xx + p. 441-852 + I1-I17. See p. 
484-504. Chap. 15. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [104 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. The soybean (Glycine 
max). Tempeh production: An outline. Other ingredients. 
Application of tempeh in the Western diet. Microbiology 
of the process. Effects of fermentation on substrate 
composition. Anti-oxidants. Enzymology. Tempeh bongkrek 
and other problems. An overview of tempeh. Oncom / 
ontjom (fermented peanut press cake). Sufu [fermented tofu]. 
Red rice / ang-kak. Conclusion. Address: Reader, Dep. of 
Bioscience and Biotechnology, Univ. of Strathclyde, 204 
George St., Glasgow G1 1XW, UK.

4722. Dibb, Sue. 1999. Re: Docket No. 98P-0683 Food 

labelling: Health claims; soy protein and coronary heart 
disease. Letter to Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305), 
Food and Drug Administration, 5630 Fishers Lane, Room 
1061, Rockville, Maryland 20852, Jan. 25. 5 p. Typed, 
without signature. [4 ref]
• Summary: “The Food Commission wishes to submit 
comments on the above proposal. The Food Commission 
is an independent consumer organisation and publishers of 
the Food Magazine. In the UK we are one of many NGO’s 
working under the umbrella of the National Food Alliance 
to establish acceptable criteria, for the use of health claims 
on food in the absence of any specifi c regulations. Certainly 
any new approvals for health claims in the US infl uence 
companies and regulatory bodies in other countries. We 
are therefore concerned to ensure that only legitimate, 
scientifi cally substantiated claims, which are genuinely 
benefi cial to public health, are permitted.
 The writer expresses her concerns in four areas: (1) 
Scientifi c validity of evidence: PTI focuses on the role 
of isofl avones as being the component of soy protein 
responsible for lowering cholesterol and LDL cholesterol. 
However the FDA concludes that “the evidence is not 
suffi cient to establish that the presence of isofl avones 
accounts for or is related to the effect on blood lipids (p. 
62988). Furthermore the FDA’s concludes ‘Given the limited 
number of studies and the contradictory outcomes, FDA is 
not persuaded that the isofl avone component of soy protein is 
a relevant factor to the diet-disease relationship’ (p. 62988).”
 The Food Commission supports these conclusions 
that the active component has not yet been identifi ed and 
quantifi ed. (2) The Food Commission questions whether the 
general public will be willing or able to consume 25 gm of 
soy protein per day. (3) Misleading impressions: A health 
claim would create a misleading impression of the health 
benefi ts of soy as a food. (4) Safety issues: (a) Isofl avones 
in adult women cause changes to the sex hormone status 
(Cassidy et al. 1994). (b) Soy can stimulate breast cell 
proliferation (Petrakis et al. 1996). (c) Soy isofl avones can 
cause thyroid dysfunction in humans. Malignant goitre 
has occurred in experimental animals fed soy (Kimura et 
al. 1976). (d) For children, is there a safe age at which soy 
is considered benefi cial? (e) An increasing percentage of 
soybeans are now genetically engineered. How does such 
genetic modifi cation affect levels of naturally occurring 
components such as isofl avones and other potentially 
biologically active components? “These examples above 
clearly show that there are many outstanding safety concerns 
and therefore it would be highly inappropriate to advocate 
that the general population increase its consumption of soy 
which such concerns remain outstanding.” Address: Co-
director, The Food Commission, London, England.

4723. Lamp, Greg. 1999. The euro kicks in this month: 
What the new single European currency may mean for U.S. 
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farmers. Soybean Digest. Jan. p. 16h.
• Summary: Of the 15 countries in the European Union, 
eleven will introduce the euro as a common currency on 1 
January 1999 in order to create a more solid, competitive 
marketplace. The euro will greatly facilitate trade between 
European countries. Two of the 15 countries (Sweden 
and Greece) do not qualify, and two others (the UK and 
Denmark) have chosen not to participate. Initially the euro 
will be used only for non-cash transactions. Euro coins and 
bank notes will offi cially go into circulation 3 years later.
 One concern is that the euro will become so successful 
that it will replace the dollar as the main world currency. For 
example, petroleum, which is generally priced in dollars, 
could someday be priced in euros.
 Note: EMU is the European Monetary Union.

4724. Bevan, Stephen; Grimston, Jack. 1999. Should fresh 
beans mean genes? Times of India (The) (Bombay). Feb. 1. 
p. 11.
• Summary: The citizens of Essex, England, are not very 
interested in stay-fresh tomatoes or ever-crunchy lettuce; 
they “prefer natural fare, not food derived from ‘mutant’ 
species of genetically engineered [GE] plants.”
 But according to some estimates, roughly 60% of 
processed foods contain soya in one form or another.
 At fi rst it looked as if GE plants might not make much 
of a stir. By 1996 UK supermarkets such as Safeway and 
Sainsbury had introduced GE tomato puree, “clearly labeled 
as genetically modifi ed. Monsanto, a giant American agri-
business, was encouraged enough to mount an advertising 
campaign extolling the benefi ts of genetic engineering.”
 But to the British public, which had grown wary 
and suspicious after the BSE [Bovine Spongiform 
Encephalopathy = mad cow disease] crisis, the campaign 
was a huge mistake. As a result, surveys showed, public 
opinion hardened against GE crops.

4725. Gupta, Rajendra (“Raj”) P. 1999. What happened to 
International ProSoya Corp. (IPC) and their soymilk product 
SoNice (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 4. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: IPC never went bankrupt or even into 
receivership. Their SoNice soymilk was doing very well but 
the quality was inconsistent, so they decided to take it off 
the market and set up their own packaging facility. It has not 
come back onto the market since some of the money that was 
promised to the company was not forthcoming. Therefore a 
product quality problem became a money problem, which 
is where things stand now. Lorne Broten is still one of the 
directors and actively involved in looking for a company 
to buy a license to manufacture the product. Raj is also 
involved, since he must approve any license. Raj expects 
SoNice to be back on the market this spring.
 Dusty Cunningham has been back in Victoria, BC, for 

about a month, after living for a while in the Scotland, where 
she helped set up a plant that is now making and selling 
SoNice in the UK. Address: President and CEO, ProSoya 
Inc., 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 9N5, Canada. 
Phone: 613-745-9115.

4726. IQPC. 1999. Soyfoods ‘99 (Brochure). London. 8 p. 
30 cm.
• Summary: This conference, presented by IQPC, a UK 
publishing company, “with support from Soyatech” will be 
held 26-28 April 1999 in Chicago, Illinois, at the Palmer 
House Hilton Hotel. The price is very expensive: $2,095 
for the conference plus two workshops or $1,395 for the 
Conference only. Peter Golbitz of Soyatech is conference 
chairperson. This brochure gives the conference schedule. 
Address: London, England. Phone: +44 171 430 7300.

4727. Product Name:  SoNice (Fresh Soymilk in Gable-Top 
Cartons- GMO Free) [Vanilla, Chocolate].
Manufacturer’s Name:  ProSoya UK Ltd.
Manufacturer’s Address:  No. 2 Kingsthorne Park, 
Houstoun Industrial Estate, Livingston, Westlothian EH54 
5DL, Scotland.  Phone: +44 1-506-433-777.
Date of Introduction:  1999 February.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  500 ml gable-top cartons.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Talk with Dusty 
Cunningham of International ProSoya Corporation (IPC). 
1999. May 21. This product was introduced in Feb. 1999 in 
vanilla and chocolate fl avors, packaged in 500 ml (a little 
larger than 1 quart) gable-top cartons.

4728. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. Chronology of Nigeria. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Early cultures in Nigeria date back to at least 
700 B.C. From the 12th to the 14th centuries, more advanced 
cultures developed in the Yoruba area, at Ife (see beautiful 
bronzes) and in the north, where Muslim infl uence prevailed.
 Portuguese and British slavers appeared in the 15th 
and 16th centuries. 1861–Lagos, the fi rst land in today’s 
Nigeria acquired by Great Britain, was ceded to the British 
by a native king; administered by Sierra Leone 1874, then 
by Britain’s Gold Coast Colony until 1886. 1885–Oil 
Rivers Protectorate established; in 1893 it became Niger 
Coast Protectorate. 1886–Lagos is reconstituted as Colony 
and Protectorate of Lagos. Britain gradually extended 
control inland. 1900–Niger Coast Protectorate annexed to 
British-controlled Nigerian territory. 1914–Areas controlled 
by Britain amalgamated into “Colony and Protectorate 
of Nigeria. Britain made a nation out of ethnic groups 
of different histories, languages, cultures, and religions. 
The main division was between the Muslim north and 
the Christian or animist south. 1922–Nigeria is granted 
administration of British Mandate of Cameroons (part of 
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the former German Kamerun). 1954–A new constitution 
establishes Federation of Nigeria, which includes part of the 
British mandate of Cameroons.
 1960 Oct. 1–Nigeria became independent.
 1963 Oct. 1–Nigeria became a republic.
 1966 Jan. One night the Nigerian military gunned down 
(assassinated) Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, Chief Akintola, and 
Sir Ahmadu Bello. Military rule began. This dramatically 
changed the course of Nigerian democracy, as military 
dictators ruled.
 1967 May 30–The Eastern Region seceded, proclaiming 
itself the Republic of Biafra, plunging the country into civil 
war. Casualties in the war were estimated at over 1 million, 
including many “Biafrans” (mostly Igbos) who died of 
starvation, despite international efforts to provide relief.
 1970 Jan. 12–The Biafran secessionists, after steadily 
losing ground, capitulated. 1975–Nigeria leads in the 
formation of the Economic Community of West African 
States, which links 15 countries. 1979 July–Nigeria 
nationalizes British Petroleum facilities. 1979 Oct.–After 
13 years of military rule, the nation experienced a peaceful 
return to civilian rule.
 1983 Feb.–Nigeria announced that it would expel 2 
million illegal immigrants from Ghana, Niger, and other 
neighboring countries. 1983 Dec. 31–Military rule resumed 
as a coup by northern military men ousted Nigeria’s last 
democratically elected government. Sani Abacha announced 
the new government.
 1985–A second coup installed a new regime headed 
by Gen. Ibrahim Babangida, who replaced dictator General 
Mohammed Buhari, and promised elections. Again the 
change in government was announced by Abacha, who 
Babangida soon appointed defense minister. 1985–Another 
700,000 illegal immigrants are asked to leave.
 1991 Dec. 5–the capital was moved from the congested 
coastal city of Lagos to Abuja, located in the country’s 
central region.
 1993 June 23–Elections were held and Chief Moshood 
Abiola, a wealthy Yoruba businessman from southwestern 
Nigeria won, but the results were annulled and voided by 
Gen. Babangida and the military leaders–most of whom 
come from the north. Riots followed in which many were 
killed. Abiola was the fi rst Yoruba elected to be president 
of Nigeria. Before that, all of Nigeria’s military rulers and 
civilian presidents have come from the Muslim north. 1993 
Aug. 22–Gen. Babangida resigned and appointed a civilian 
to head an interim government. 1993 Nov. 17–The civilian 
government was ousted by a military coup; Abacha forced 
Babangida to resign after the army cancelled the elections. 
1994 June 11–Chief Moshood Abiola, winner of the 1993 
presidential election, declared himself president; he was 
jailed June 23. Demonstrations and general strikes go on 
for 8 weeks, and many are killed; they almost bring the 
government down–until General Sani Abacha intervened 

with overwhelming force. He suspended the constitution. 
He jailed Abiola on charges of treason, promised democratic 
reforms, but never held the elections promised in 1996. 
Abacha also arrested former military ruler Gen. Olusegun 
Obasanjo and 50 others accused of plotting a coup and 
sentenced them after a secret tribunal to terms ranging from 
15 years to life. His State Security Service (SSS) pursued 
anyone who dared speak out against him. Human rights 
groups said that 7,000 political prisoners languished in 
Nigerian jails.
 1994 Nov.–Wole Soyinka, winner of the 1986 Nobel 
Prize for literature, slips out of Nigeria and into exile. 
Abacha charges him in absentia with treason, a crime 
punishable by death.
 1995 Nov. 10–The execution (by hanging) of Ogoni 
playwright and environmentalist Ken Saro-Wiwa and 8 
associates, accused in connection with the death of 4 political 
opponents, led to international sanctions and condemnation 
against Nigeria, including suspension of Commonwealth 
membership. Abiola still languishes in prison.
 1996 June–Chief Abiola’s wife, Kudirat, was gunned 
down in Lagos.
 1997 Dec.–Abacha’s most formidable political 
opponent, former military vice president Shehu Musa 
Yar’Adua, died mysteriously late one night in prison.
 1998 June 8–General Abacha, military head of state, 
dies unexpectedly in his sleep of a heart attack. Nigerians 
are overjoyed; many see this as an opportunity for return 
to democracy. Within hours of Abacha’s death, General 
Abdusalam Abubakar, age 55, is chosen (at night) by 
Nigeria’s Provisional Ruling Council of 29 top military 
offi cers, to be the military leader of Nigeria. Upon assuming 
his position, Abubakar declared a 30-day morning period for 
the hated General Abacha, sacked the old cabinet of Abacha, 
urged political exiles to return home, and called for national 
unity. He promised to release other political prisoners, and 
pledged that the military, which has ruled Nigeria for 28 of 
the 38 years since independence, would turn over power to 
civilians through elections.
 1998 July 7–Chief Abiola dies in prison of heart disease; 
spontaneous riots follow in Lagos. He was supposed to 
have been released from prison several days earlier (on 
Thursday). His family had not been allowed to seen him for 
about 2 years. The night before he died, they were allowed 
to see him for 2 hours. He was critically ill and his words 
were incoherent. The military government had refused to 
provide a doctor or any outside medical help then or since 
1994 while he has been in solitary confi nement. The next day 
he collapsed while meeting with the U.S. State Department 
delegation. He apparently died of intentional medical 
neglect. Abubakar says he is committed to a transition to 
civilian rule, and asking the military to go back to their 
barracks. The military is scheduled to hand over power on 
May 29, after local elections and a general election. 1998 
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Sept.–General Abubakar freed many political prisoners and 
dropped charges against exiles, calling them home to take 
part in the new democracy plan. Abubakar met with Soyinka 
in New York and asked him to return. 1998 Oct. 14–Wole 
Soyinka, playwright and Nobel Laureate, returns to Nigeria 
after almost 4 years of exile. Thousands greeted him at Lagos 
airport. His fi rst stop was to visit the Abiola family.
 1999 Feb. 28–Former military ruler Gen. Olusegun 
Obasanjo (who spent 3 years in jail) is elected president of 
Nigeria, with 63% of the vote; the widely-monitored election 
is generally considered to have been unfair. Former generals 
(who are billionaires) and petroleum companies spent huge 
sums of money to ensure the desired winner. The biggest 
problem: Get basic social services working again–water, 
electricity, education, fuel, etc.

4729. Food Magazine (Food Commission, London). 1999. 
Schools are saying ‘no’ to gene foods: A sample survey 
of local education authorities conducted by the Food 
Commission has found that a large number are rejecting 
genetically modifi ed food and food ingredients from school 
meals. Jan/March. p. 1, 3. No. 44.
• Summary: At present 21 out of 33 councils in London 
and at least 14 county councils in the rest of England have 
offi cial policies against the inclusion of genetically modifi ed 
(GM) foods in school meals or are actively seeking to avoid 
them. A table showing these organizations appears on page 3.

4730. Food Magazine (Food Commission, London). 1999. 
Soya safety questions. Jan/March. p. 8. No. 44.
• Summary: This magazine has expressed considerable 
doubts about the safety of soya-based infant formula, given 
the high levels of oestrogen-like chemicals found in such 
products, and the small body weights of babies. The soy 
industry has continued to deny any problems, but food 
giant Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) has withdrawn it 
application to the US Food and Drug Administration to have 
its soya isofl avone products given a Generally Recognized as 
Safe (GRAS) status.
 The company said it is “in the process of incorporating 
additional information to update the fi le.” The FDA has been 
deluged by letters from campaigners in New Zealand and 
the UK, including the Food Commission, pointing out the 
scientifi c evidence for a potential hazard.

4731. Food Magazine (Food Commission, London). 1999. 
New soya baby milk warnings. Jan/March. p. 8. No. 44.
• Summary: In Dec. 1998 the New Zealand Ministry of 
Health published a new position statement on the use 
of soya-based infant formula, warning the isofl avones 
(phytoestrogens) in such formula may have the capacity to 
affect the thyroid function of infants. The new statement also 
recommends further research to determine whether there 
may be any other clinically signifi cant interactions between 

phytoestrogens in this infant formula and endocrine function 
in infants.

4732. Buchheim, Steve. 1999. Thinking about GMO-free 
soybeans at ADM (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 13. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: GMO-free soybeans are currently the subject 
of a great deal of offi cial discussion at ADM–in part because 
ADM has strong corporate relationships with many soy 
companies in the UK, where the GMO issue is now very 
hot. Steve has not heard that ADM may have established a 
new department to deal with GMO-free beans but he is very 
sure that no organization has yet developed a reliable test 
to determine whether a given sample of soybeans contains 
any beans that are genetically modifi ed. He has seen many 
confl icting results from the same sample coming from 
Genetic ID and from a company in Germany. He is not sure 
whether the problem is in the test itself or in the sampling 
procedure. If a company does guarantee that a shipment of 
soybeans is GMO-free, it must do so with some statistically 
valid margin of error. But the key point is this: Before ADM 
or any other company starts selling GMO-free beans, they 
must do so in conjunction with a reliable test and with an 
acceptable margin of error.
 Note: Things have not changed much at ADM since 
Dwayne Andreas offi cially retired. He still comes into work 
each day and seems to be as busy and involved as ever. He 
is greatly admired by those who work with and for him. 
Address: Marketing Manager, Soy Protein Applications, 
Archer Daniels Midland Co., P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, 
Illinois 62525. Phone: 1-800-637-5824 X-5394.

4733. Conquergood, George. 1999. History of work with 
soyfoods and vegetarianism. Part IV. Starting IPC and 
mistakes–1997 (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: George now feels that his biggest mistake 
was relinquishing control of the company during its 
formative period. He owned 100% of an idea; he wanted to 
commercialize Raj’s process. But he didn’t have the funds 
to build the plant in Vancouver and invest in an SC-1000, 
let alone an SC-2000. So he brought in Lorne and other 
people to take care of the fi nancing. Today he owns 7% of 
the company–which today is worth nothing. There are now 
400 shareholders in IPC and Raj Gupta is the largest; he now 
owns 10% of the company. The company has raise money 
both by selling shares and by borrowing. One of the biggest 
lenders, who was supposed to convert to shares, never did, 
and this became a major problem. They always wanted 
the company to wait longer before it went public so shares 
they had the right to convert to would be worth more. The 
company had the opportunity to go public, it should have 
done so, but it never did–which is one reason it no longer 
exists.
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 The people who were now driving the company were 
Loren Broten and the board of directors. George was on the 
board in the early days but he was asked to get off because 
there was too much management on the board. By late 1997 
the board increasingly became very focused on what George 
calls “non-operational issues,” largely “How do we ingratiate 
ourselves. When do we get the big hit? When do we go 
public? etc.–Instead of focusing on driving and expanding 
the business, they were focusing on how to line their 
pockets.” The board took control of the company and started 
to undermine management. The company was growing very 
nicely, and Dusty had left in early 1997 to go to Scotland to 
help organize a joint-venture soymilk company there. She 
remained on the board (as the token woman on a very male 
chauvinist board) the entire time. Dusty (who is a very fi ne 
and talented lady) and George were the real disturbers on 
the board–because they were the only ones focused on the 
business.
 The management had made a presentation to the board 
that the only way the company could control its own destiny 
was to have its own soymilk manufacturing and packaging 
plant. IPC’s initial plan was to work with Dairyworld 
Foods, which is the big (billion dollar) cow’s milk dairy in 
western Canada; their initial plans and plant were based on 
having Dairyworld package their soymilk–but no contract 
was ever signed. At the last minute Dairyworld refused to 
package the soymilk for IPC–because they were involved 
in some other negotiations. So IPC found itself with a 
soymilk manufacturing plant and no way to package it. IPC 
soon found itself spending too much money transporting its 
soymilk–shipping it fi rst to a co-packer, then to distribution 
centers, and fi nally it to the consumer. Ted Nordquist never 
packaged soymilk for IPC; he bought soy base from IPC, 
did his own formulation, then packaged and sold it to White 
Wave. But IPC’s president kept raising the price until Ted 
fi nally stopped buying IPC’s soymilk. So Silk is no longer 
made with ProSoya base.
 Initially IPC had its soymilk packaged by Beatrice 
Foods, which is now Parmalat Canada Beatrice, in Toronto. 
Beatrice is now a Parmalat brand. Parmalat, the biggest dairy 
in the world, bought Beatrice not long ago for $400 million.
 IPC’s board of directors fi nally accepted its 
management’s proposal to build its own manufacturing 
and packaging plant–now a key to the company becoming 
really viable. The plan was to shut down the ProSoya plant 
in Ottawa, Ontario, move it out west to British Columbia, 
combine the two soymilk extraction plants in new facility, 
put in fi ve packaging lines (two aseptic and three ESL gable-
top refrigerated), plus equipment to make soy yogurt and ice 
cream–a full soy dairy. They would make all the products 
for North America at that one plant until it was operating at 
full capacity–which they projected would only take about 
three years–and then build a second plant on the east coast of 
Canada and ultimately a third plant in the south of the United 

States. So in Nov. 1997 IPC bought (with down payment and 
mortgage) a 66,000 square foot building in the same town in 
British Columbia (a 5-minute drive away from their existing 
plant) that had been used for food processing.
 IPC had a very tight agreement with Raj Gupta in terms 
of soymilk equipment sale. It was never IPC’s focus to set 
up people with the technology to be in competition with IPC, 
but it was IPC’s goal to set up people to be in partnership 
with IPC.
 Jerry Duncan came to IPC from the dairy industry. He 
did some consulting for IPC as early as 1995 and he became 
president of the company sometime in early 1997. Loren 
appointed him president. He is presently no longer with IPC; 
instead he is involved with a food brokerage company, and 
he is still a consultant. He was one of the vice-presidents of 
Dairyworld Foods, and he can be very gruff and hard to deal 
with–though he is a nice person when you get to know him; 
his bark is much worse than his bite.
 Vesanto Melina, who lives in Langley, BC, quite close 
to the factory, worked for IPC as a consultant several days a 
week for a little more than a year before it closed. She looked 
after consumer relations, did trade shows, developed packets 
of recipe cards, and recommended SoNice in her books 
on vegetarian cookery. She and Dusty are good friends. 
Address: Vice-president Operations, International ProSoya 
Corp., 312-19292 60th Ave., Surrey (Vancouver), BC, V3S 
8E5 Canada. Phone: 604-541-8633.

4734. Conquergood, George. 1999. History of work with 
soyfoods and vegetarianism. Part VIII (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. April 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In addition, SoyaWorld would instantly take 
control of the soymilk market in Canada. First they would 
gain control of the dairy case (which is where the future 
of soymilk lies), then they would start trying to push out 
the American-made aseptic soymilks such as Vitasoy. 
SoyaWorld would also quickly become a major force in the 
U.S. market by aligning themselves with major dairies to get 
distribution. George thinks that major American dairies will 
be putting Canadian-made soymilk in their delivery vehicles, 
trucking it to supermarkets, and putting it in American dairy 
cases. In Canada you have Parmalat / Beatrice Foods selling 
Sensational Soy soymilk from coast to coast. Since Jan. 
1997 it has been packaged in 2-liter blue gable-top cartons 
at the Beatrice plant in Brampton (20 miles / 32 km west of 
Toronto, Ontario). It has a beany fl avor because it is made by 
Pak Fok Food Products, a small Chinese company [run by 
Simon Kwan] in Scarborough (a suburb of Toronto), Ontario, 
that makes tofu and soymilk. There are no other soymilks, 
besides those sold by SoyaWorld and Beatrice, that have 
widespread distribution.
 By the way, IPC taught Beatrice how to make this 
soymilk when Beatrice started packaging for IPC in 1996 
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using 1-liter aseptic, Tetra-Pak cartons. IPC also got a 
commitment from Beatrice to package gable-top products. 
When IPC introduced its refrigerated soymilk at the health 
food show, it got commitments (listings) from major stores 
to carry IPC’s refrigerated soymilk in gable-top cartons. 
Beatrice was now packaging IPC’s aseptic soymilk and IPC 
kept asking Beatrice when they could start packaging the 
gable-top soymilk. Beatrice kept stalling, and stalling–month 
after month after month. Beatrice said there was a problem 
with their equipment. Finally IPC actually launched its 
product through Farmland Dairies in New Jersey. IPC pulled 
all the packaging stock it had from Beatrice and sending 
it down to Farmland, because the stores were pressuring 
IPC, asking “Where’s the product you promised us?” Then, 
low and behold, just as IPC starts distributing its gable-top 
soymilk packaged at Farmland, guess who comes out with a 
soymilk. Beatrice! IPC’s president, Mr. Jerry Duncan, failed 
to fi nalize a contract, which contained a non-compete clause, 
with Beatrice. Nor was such a contract ever signed with 
Farmland. Duncan had been in the dairy business for more 
than 20 years, working for various companies. For example, 
he was very successful developing a novelty ice cream 
business, which he sold. He was responsible for expanding 
Dairyworld Foods from simply a dairy company to a food 
company. And he conducted the initial negotiations for 
Dairyworld Foods with Peter Joe of Sunrise. When Duncan 
left Dairyworld Foods after about 5-7 years, Maheb Nathoo 
took his place in the negotiations with Peter Joe. After 
Duncan started his own consulting company, IPC hired him 
as a consultant. So he should have known the importance 
of such a contract. Thus, it was both greed and lack of basic 
business skills that brought down IPC.
 George is now very interested in functional foods / 
nutraceuticals. He has developed a soy pudding in this 
category. He has samples of a similar product, Alpro Soya 
Dessert, launched in Jan. 1989 in Europe in aseptic cups, 
four in a pack.
 Dusty Cunningham has is now back in British 
Columbia. She has been hurt fi nancially and still feels very 
badly about the collapse of IPC. She worked long and hard 
on the soymilk plant in Scotland.
 Lorne Broten has gone back to work on the water 
company he developed. They use proprietary technology to 
soften water and to make chlorine from rock salt to avoid 
handling liquid chlorine.
 George has not received any pay since last August. 
He is still working on the proper disposition of assets, but 
the main people working on that are the two men who now 
constitute the board of directors of IPC; they were both 
major investors. The fi nal deal will involve a payback over 
a ten-year period. The dairy company involved wants to get 
control of the market for both dairy and soymilk across most 
of Canada. IPC had purchased (with down payment and 
mortgage) a food processing plant in BC. They had loaded 

the land and invested a lot of money in that plant. When it 
was clear that the necessary funds would not come through, 
they had to walk away from that deal, losing $750,000. 
Address: Vice-president Operations, International ProSoya 
Corp., 312-19292 60th Ave., Surrey (Vancouver), BC, V3S 
8E5 Canada. Phone: 604-541-8633.

4735. Hymowitz, Ted. 1999. Where did Benjamin Franklin 
get the Chinese Garavances (soybeans) that he sent to John 
Bartram from London on 11 Jan. 1770? What did Bartram 
do with them? (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted has never been able to determine from 
whom Franklin got these soybeans. There are several 
possibilities: (1) He could have gotten them from James 
Flint, but Ted can fi nd no record showing this. (2) Samuel 
Bowen went from China to London, petitioned the 
Honourable East India Company, as did Flint, and then he 
went to Savannah, Colony of Georgia. Bowen could have 
given Flint the soybeans in London, and Flint could have 
then given them to Franklin. Ted knows relatively little 
about the life of James Flint, even though he was a very 
well-known man who traveled widely. Ted found him in 
the Colony of Georgia, where he put an ad in a Savannah 
newspaper about Bowen’s property. He thinks Flint died 
in a carriage crash in Italy, but he is not certain that these 
two men named James Flint are one and the same person. 
He helped with the establishment of Britain’s Cathcart 
Embassy in China; he served as a paid consultant in London, 
contributing his knowledge of Chinese language and culture. 
He needed money at the time. After that he disappeared. Flint 
was married and had children, but Ted has been unable to 
fi nd any information about his family or descendants, or a 
will.
 (3) Franklin probably did not get his soybeans from 
Comte de Buffon, director of the Royal Botanic Garden 
[Jardin du Roi] in Paris. In 1739 Buffon became director 
of this garden. According to Paillieux (1880), shortly after 
1739 “French [Catholic] missionaries in China sent Buffon 
specimens and seeds of most of the important plants of 
that country. Soybeans or their seeds were almost certainly 
among their shipments, and without being able to prove 
it, we have no doubt on this subject. Be that as it may, we 
have recovered from the Museum [of Natural History] a 
sachet which, in 1779, contained soybean seeds. It bears the 
following dates of harvest: 1834, 1836 to 1841... In fact, 
soybeans have been cultivated at the Museum very probably 
since 1740, certainly in 1779.” In 1767 Franklin fi rst visited 
France. In 1768 Buffon became a member of the American 
Philosophical Society (APS). In 1769 Franklin made his 
second visit to France.
 Although Franklin sent these soybeans to John Bartram 
in Philadelphia, he has been unable to fi nd any evidence that 
Bartram grew them. Ted has never been to the American 
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Philosophical Society (APS) in Philadelphia; still he has 
never been able to fi nd any documents showing what 
happened to those seeds. Yet a report could be in the fi les at 
the APS library. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of 
Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4736. Hymowitz, Ted. 1999. Early references to the soybean 
in European languages before Samuel Bowen (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. April 21. Conducted by William Shurtleff 
of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted has a database on Filemaker-Pro of early 
references to the soybean written in European / Western 
languages (not East Asian languages such as Chinese, 
Japanese, etc.). He has confi rmed 47 of these references 
by examining the actual documents. The earliest dates, in 
chronological order, are: A.D. 1254, 1330, 1346, 1556, 1575, 
1583, 1585, 1620, 1624, 1635, 1656, 1665, 1668, 1679 (2), 
1689, 1691, 1696 (2), 1712, 1727, 1737, 1759, etc. In his 
book on Samuel Bowen, Ted plans to discuss these early 
documents before he starts talking about Bowen.
 In addition, Ted has a pile of references that he has not 
yet had time to confi rm. It takes a lot of time to check each 
one, but fortunately the University of Illinois library has 
an exceptionally good collection of early documents. For 
example, this library had documents (covered with dust and 
mold) of a debate in the British Parliament about imports 
from Georgia (such as Sago powder) and tax benefi ts / 
relief advocated by Samuel Bowen and a group of other 
entrepreneurs.
 The UI library’s collection is weaker after 1900. Right 
now all of the libraries are suffering from lack of funding. 
But now enough faculty members are screaming so that 
this year they started a 50% increase in the library budget. 
Traditionally, libraries had two budgets; one for personnel, 
and one for books and periodicals; they had no budget for 
computer systems or access, and for maintaining these 
computers. Fortunately the UI library system has kept all of 
its of card catalogs, stored in some remote place; Ted fi nds 
those catalogs to be extremely useful for doing research on 
early documents. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of 
Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4737. Hymowitz, Ted. 1999. Information on Samuel 
Bowen in the Honourable East India Company in London 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 21. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted found much of his information on Samuel 
Bowen in the archives of the Honourable East India 
Company in London. He is sure he got everything about 
Bowen that was in the archives; there is nothing left to fi nd. 
These archives are unavailable to most people. Ted had to 
get a letter from the Chancellor of the University of Illinois. 
The archives are located on the sixth fl oor of a building. The 
security there is extremely tight; a guard seated in a high 

chair in this secure place is constantly looking down on you, 
watching. You can use only a pencil to take notes. You have 
to have a reason to be there. Ted wanted to examine some 
letters from India; they have something like 200 years of 
letters that have not yet been catalogued. They bring them 
in bundles, with something like 100 letters in each bundle. 
Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4738. ASA Today (St. Louis, Missouri). 1999. GMO 
controversy growing in Europe: Special ASA report. 5(6):4-
5. April.
• Summary: This is the most unfair and inaccurate 
treatment of European concern with GMO soybeans that 
we have yet seen in print. It fails to mention that many 
ordinary consumers wish to have the presence of GMOs 
in foods indicated on the label–a basic right to know issue. 
We believe that such reporting does a great disservice to 
American soybean farmers. However it does show clearly 
how widespread the opposition is. “Countless front page 
articles, with numerous insider editorial and reports across 
all newspapers, hundreds of broadcast hours,... The issue has 
led to a near ‘meltdown’ of public opinion about GMOs that 
almost borders on hysteria.”
 Consultant David Green, who went to the UK in 
February to speak at a farming conference, reports: “In more 
than twenty years, both as a former journalist and now as a 
communications consultant, I have never witnessed anything 
to witness the frenzy of media and political coverage of a 
food issue... discord over GMOs has been fueled by activists 
at every turn... opinion polls show that nearly 80 percent of 
those interviewed believe the UK government has handled 
the issue badly and want a halt to GMO production.” 
Contains a list of nine sample headlines from the UK’s main 
national press, with almost all newspapers carrying 4-5 
inside articles each day. Describes the American Soybean 
Association’s (ASA’s) initiatives to promote genetically 
engineered soybeans, but concludes: “ASA recognizes that a 
certain segment of the same market may want, and is willing 
to pay a premium for non-GMO soybeans. As a marketing 
organization that represents U.S. farmers, ASA wants to 
assure that this demand is fi lled with U.S. soybeans.”

4739. Aoyagi, Akiko. 1999. Actress and Academy Award 
nominee Cate Blanchett likes edamamé (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. May 5. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Akiko recently read in an American magazine 
that Cate Blanchett was nominated for an Academy Award 
for her role in the fi lm Elizabeth–about Queen Elisabeth 
of England. The night of the awards, Cate was in England 
watching the ceremony in Hollywood. The camera caught 
her “picking at the edamamé (green vegetable soybeans) on 
her plate” as she nervously awaited the announcement. When 
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she heard that another actress had won the award, she was a 
little relieved, and fi nished eating all the edamamé. Address: 
Walnut Creek, California.

4740. Skiff, James. 1999. Update on non-GMO soybeans 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 11. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Two big suppliers of non-GMO soybeans have 
emerged: Brazil and China. Brazil is having great diffi culty 
decided whether to start growing genetically engineered 
soybeans or whether to use traditional soybeans, which are 
attracting many large and new customers, especially from 
Europe. Jim heard last week from a Brazilian man (who is 
from Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, at Epcott Center, in Florida, 
with a display of food and produce imported from Brazil) 
that the federal government in Brazil wants to start growing 
GE soybeans, but the seven southern soybean-growing states 
are opposing this policy. The states seem to be winning, 
and Brazil seems to be steering away from growing GE 
soybeans–but it could change any day. It has become more of 
a political issue than an agricultural one; state politics versus 
national politics. As soon as Brazil starts to grow Roundup 
Ready soybeans, Europe will come back to the USA to see 
what kind of non-GMO verifi cation programs are in place 
here. So Brazil is the country to watch carefully over the next 
few months and years. Brazil also seems to be reluctant to 
deal with Monsanto, and Monsanto’s application to grow GE 
soybeans in Brazil–for fear that they will lose the European 
market. Monsanto has withdrawn its application about 4-6 
weeks ago. Europe does not want GE soybeans, so sales 
of U.S. soybeans to Europe are falling dramatically as the 
Europeans switch to new sources such as Brazil. This loss of 
demand from Europe is one reason soybean prices are down 
so low in the USA. South America (especially Brazil) and 
China are also coming into the world market as suppliers of 
organically grown soybeans.
 One big problem is the need to defi ne a tolerance level 
for GE beans in a non-GMO shipment. Jim believes–based 
on a conference he attended in Europe at Brussels, Belgium–
that this level will end up at about 1-2%.
 At this conference In Brussels, the USDA Deputy 
Director told the BBC and the rest of the audience that 
Americans are not concerned about this issue because we 
all trust our large companies and our government to protect 
us. We know that they are doing that. The government and 
Monsanto have provided all the information the people 
have desired, so the people are comfortable with genetically 
engineered foods.
 After the conference, the BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corp.) asked Jim “Why aren’t Americans concerned about 
this issue of genetic engineering of food crops?” Jim 
told the BBC that what they had been told by the USDA 
spokesperson was not true. He invited the BBC to come 
to America to fi nd out the truth for themselves about GE 

foods in America, what consumers and farmers think and 
how much they know. So the BBC sent a crew of fi ve to 
America and did a program on genetically engineered crops, 
with a nice segment on Jim’s company, plus interviews with 
Monsanto and USDA. The program aired as a news special 
(10-15 minutes) on April 25 in London.
 In conclusion: There is a presently great deal of 
uncertainty when it comes to growing or contracting for 
GMO-free or organic soybeans. “Everything seems to be up 
in the air.” Address: US Soy, 2808 Thomason Dr., Mattoon, 
Illinois 61938. Phone: 217-235-1020.

4741. ProSoya Inc. 1999. SoyaWorld Inc. acquires So Nice 
soy beverage brand: Leading soy beverage company also 
secures a strategic interest in ProSoya Inc. (News release). 
ProSoya Inc., 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 
9N5, Canada. 2 p. May 17.
• Summary: “Vancouver-based SoyaWorld Inc., a leading 
manufacturer and marketer of fresh soy beverages, has 
acquired the So Nice soy beverage brand and a strategic 
interest in ProSoya Inc. Through this transaction the 
company has also acquired soymilk extraction plants 
and equipment in Ottawa and Vancouver. Terms of the 
acquisition were not disclosed.
 “’So Nice is an organic soy beverage for health-
conscious customers. SoyaWorld will re-launch the product 
in Canada and the United States as So Nice Soyganic, an 
organic soy beverage fortifi ed with calcium and other 
essential nutrients. So Nice Soyganic will complement the 
company’s successful fl agship product So Good [based on 
soy protein isolates, licensed from Sanitarium Foods of 
Australia], the mainstream soy beverage and nutritional 
alternative to milk.
 “‘So Nice Soyganic is an organic beverage, that will be 
targeted to health conscious customers through distribution 
in the health food stores and natural food sections of major 
grocery stores nationwide,” said Maheb Nathoo, general 
manager and chief executive offi cer of SoyaWorld Inc. ‘The 
new So Nice Soyganic beverage is a natural extension of 
SoyaWorld’s business and a quality addition to our portfolio 
of dairy-free beverages.’
 “SoyaWorld will also assume the ownership of the 
licensor rights of So Nice brand for soy beverages that are 
currently marketed in the UK.
 “SoyaWorld secures exclusive license to ProSoya 
soymilk technology: ProSoya Inc., an Ottawa-based soymilk 
technology company controlled by Dr. Raj Gupta, develops 
technology and equipment for production of ‘non-beany’ 
soymilk using a patented ‘air-less cold grinding’ process. The 
ProSoya technology, which provides the soy base used in 
the manufacture of So Nice Soyganic, will now be licensed 
exclusively to SoyaWorld Inc. in North America, with rights 
in certain other countries as well.
 “In addition, SoyaWorld Inc. gains access to ProSoya’s 
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international patents and advanced technology used to 
extract soymilk from soybeans. A table top version of the 
ProSoya soy extraction technology was recently tested by the 
Johnson Space Centre and was determined to be suitable for 
use in soymilk production on NASA’s fi rst manned mission 
to Mars.
 “Soy beverage industry grows: The soy beverage market 
is one of the fastest-growing beverage categories in Canada. 
Dollar volume growth for soy beverages increased 106 
percent in 1998 over 1997 with Canadians consuming more 
than 10 million litres last year.
 “SoyaWorld Inc. is jointly owned by Dairyworld Foods 
of Vancouver, one of Canada’s leading dairies, and Sunrise 
Soya Foods, Canada’s largest tofu company. Formed in 1996, 
SoyaWorld is Canada’s largest manufacturer and marketer of 
dairy-free beverages, with production facilities in Vancouver, 
British Columbia; Brampton, and Ottawa, Ontario.
 “Contact information: SoyaWorld Inc. Maheb Nathoo, 
general manager and chief executive offi cer. (604) 420-0162.
 “ProSoya, Inc. Dr. Raj Gupta, President. (613) 745-
9115.” Address: 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 
9N5, Canada. Phone: 613-745-9115.

4742. Conquergood, George. 1999. The two fi nal deals: 
SoyaWorld and IPC, and SoyaWorld and Rajendra Gupta 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 18. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The main deal (the takeover of IPC by 
SoyaWorld) was fi nalized on Friday, May 14, with 
SoyaWorld buying the assets of IPC. There was never 
enough money on the table to satisfy all of the secure 
lenders/creditors, so they (banks, governments, and a 
debenture holder–the big thorn in the side of the company) 
got the lion’s share or that cash. Their securities were 
mostly liens on assets–such as food plants, processing 
equipment, etc. Everybody else has to wait until the next 
money-payment time, when the fi rst royalties are paid. Raj 
Gupta (who has spent much of the past year working on 
these contracts) negotiated a separate deal from IPC to grant 
a license to SoyaWorld; they have a license that is very 
good, but not as good as the one IPC had. Raj came out of 
both deals in very good shape, at least in the short run. His 
goal of seeing his high-quality soymilk much more widely 
available should defi nitely happen. Dairyworld Foods has the 
option to buy him out, according to a sliding scale formula, 
whenever they wish. Assuming the product is successful: 
As Raj’s royalties increase it makes more sense for them to 
buy him out; the sooner they buy him out, the less it costs 
them. George thinks he will probably be out of the picture 
in several of years. George got half of the money he was 
expecting; he was not offered a job by SoyaWorld or by Raj; 
Raj is willing to pay him commissions on any equipment he 
might sell as long a George pays all up-front expenses. Raj is 
very conservative; he wants his money used for R&D rather 

than to sell and promote his equipment.
 SoyaWorld got two complete SC-2000 systems 
(including boilers, storage tanks, refrigeration equipment, 
etc.) and an R&D lab–assets worth several million dollars. 
One plant is in Ottawa and the other in Surrey, near 
Vancouver. SoyaWorld hopes to have SoNice back on the 
market by late May or early June. They will probably launch 
the product in eastern Canada–probably using product made 
at the Ottawa plant (formerly owned by IPC), which once 
made all the SoNice products sold throughout North America 
(and packaged in New Jersey). Note: ProSoya has its offi ces 
two buildings away on the same street (Canotek Road).
 The two SC-2000 systems together can each produce 
2,000 liters/hour of soy base at 10% solids. This becomes 
about 7,000 liters/hour of formulated product. This will give 
SoyaWorld a good start toward its fi rst goal of having fresh 
soymilk in every dairy case where its milk is sold in Canada. 
The next expansion will be to the United States, and then 
to the world. The CEO of SoyaWorld is Maheb Nathoo, a 
native of India, whose background is in the dairy industry 
with Dairyworld Foods. When SoyaWorld was created 
he became its fi rst CEO. Peter Joe, the head of Sunrise, is 
chairman of the board of SoyaWorld. David Coe, who is 
head of Dairyworld is so busy buying up small dairies all 
over Canada that he is rarely seen.
 Who was at the table during the months of negotiations 
that led up to this deal? The two remaining members of IPC’s 
board of directors (Eldon Heppner and Ward Yeager), IPC’s 
lawyers, Maheb Nathoo, and the lawyers for Dairyworld 
and SoyaWorld. Peter Joe, David Coe, and Raj Gupta were 
all in the background as active players. Raj is the major 
shareholder in IPC and IPC is the major shareholder in Raj’s 
company–ProSoya.
 SoyaWorld is only semi-interested in offering George 
a position as head of their world soya development and 
marketing operations–creating new partnerships, joint 
ventures, etc. This is disappointing to George who feels they 
have “kept him dangling for 9 months, saying they are going 
to offer him a job.” Dairyworld Foods has a similar position 
for their dairy operations. David Coe may want his dairy 
people to try to look after the soy operations; Maheb and 
Peter Joe seem to be favorably disposed to George fi lling the 
position. If George were to work for Raj, he would, in effect, 
become part of a planned obsolescence program.
 There are three huge dairies in Canada, each about 
the same size, and worth a little over one billion dollars. 
They are: Dairyworld Foods in the west, Parmalat Canada 
(including Beatrice) in Ontario, and the Agropur division 
of Natrel (a co-op of dairy farmers in the east–Longueuil, 
Quebec). But Dairyworld Foods is rapidly expanding by 
buying dairies in Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritimes. They 
plan to be Canada’s fi rst national dairy company; even now 
they have total coast-to-coast distribution. Another big daily 
company was Alt, the old Borden’s dairy, but it got split up 
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among AgroPur and Parmalat. Dairyworld believes that the 
soy industry in North America has a very bright future. Part 
of their long-term strategy is to use their dominance in the 
soy industry to dominate the dairy industry. George believes 
that, starting about now, the dairy industry will start to lead 
the soymilk expansion, and push even lower the price of 
soymilk products. They may even be able to sell soymilk, 
like dairy milk, as a loss leader or at a much lower markup 
than other refrigerated dairy items.
 George thinks that SoyaWorld will produce both aseptic 
and fresh (gable-top) soymilk. They have a large number 
of both Tetra Pak machines and ESL (Extended Shelf Life) 
machines. Any soymilk they make in western Canada at 
their Ottawa plant can be packaged nearby at their dairy 
in Brampton, 20 miles west of Toronto. As far as George 
knows, the same thing happened to Dusty Cunningham 
that happened to him. She has not been offered a job by 
SoyaWorld, but she is still doing consulting in Scotland.
 Many companies are realizing that it’s a good idea to 
set up a soy dairy adjacent to a plant with state-of-the art 
packaging equipment. However it is not a good idea to build 
the soy dairy in the plant, lest dust and microorganisms 
from the soybeans be introduced into an environment which 
must be kept extremely sanitary. Moreover, the machines 
come with such huge capacity, that they can be used most 
effi ciently if they are packaging a variety of products.
 Since George was not one of the people negotiating this 
deal, he has not seen the fi nal agreements. But he knows 
the general outcome because so many people have talking 
and consulting with him to get basic information about the 
company and because he is still a major player (signifi cant 
shareholder). He and Raj have been in touch regularly 
throughout the negotiations. Address: Ex Vice-president 
Operations, International ProSoya Corp., 312-19292 60th 
Ave., Surrey (Vancouver), BC, V3S 8E5 Canada. Phone: 
604-541-8633.

4743. Cunningham, Dusty. 1999. The founding of ProSoya 
UK Ltd., a new soymilk manufacturing company in 
Livingston, Scotland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: ProSoya UK LTd. (formerly called ProSoya 
PLC) is a new soymilk manufacturing company licensed 
to use the ProSoya process. They are located at No. 2 
Kingsthorne Park, Houstoun Industrial Estate, Livingston, 
Westlothian EH54 5DL United Kingdom (Scotland). Phone: 
+44 1-506-433-777. David Simpson is managing director, 
and David Cormack is production manager. Address: Suite 
114, No. 10 Paul Kane Place, Victoria, BC, V9A 7J8 Canada. 
Phone: 250-361-3225.

4744. Hymowitz, Ted. 1999. Some bits and pieces 
concerning James Flint (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 
12. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.

• Summary: James Flint is a mystery man. His name isn’t 
even mentioned in The Dictionary of National Biography 
(British, 66 vols.). Years ago, Ted found the letter of Jan. 
1770 from James Flint to Benjamin Franklin in which Flint 
describes how the Chinese make soybeans. He found the 
letter published in a book titled The Correspondence of 
John Bartram, 1734-1777, edited by Edmund Berkeley 
and Dorothy Smith Berkeley (1992. Gainesville, Florida: 
University Press of Florida). Flint was in a place called 
Capringe at the time. Ted spent a great deal of time trying 
to fi nd out where Capringe was; he never got a defi nitive 
answer, but he thinks it was probably the name of a manor 
house in Italy.
 Flint apparently died in a coach crash in Italy during a 
driving rainstorm. He lived a long life and probably was in 
his 80s when he died. He was a civil servant for about 50 
years–poor guy; he was employed by the Honourable East 
India Company. He was somehow involved with Britain’s 
Cathcart Embassy in China; they wanted information for 
him about China, but he never returned to China. Ted knows 
the date he arrived in China and the date he was expelled. 
He arrived in China at age 13; he was one of two teenagers 
(Ted has both of their names) taken there by the Honourable 
East India Co. to learn Chinese, so they could be translators. 
In those days, when people only lived to their 30s, a young 
man was often on his own at age 13. Ted found James Flint 
when he visited Samuel Bowen’s plantation in Georgia. His 
name appeared in a newspaper ad announcing that a horse, or 
slave or something had run away. Bowen may have been in 
England at the time.
 Ted plans to interweave the story of Flint’s life into 
his biography of Samuel Bowen–rather than write it as a 
separate article. Ted has spoken to some Chinese historians 
about Flint and indeed he is a mystery man. He shows up in 
strange places. Ted has never seen a portrait of him. Address: 
Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4745. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. The soy-based infant formula 
industry and market in the USA–Basics (Overview). June 25. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Defi nition: An infant formula serves as the 
sole source of nutrition for an infant before, and sometimes 
during weaning. It must supply all of the nutrients needed 
by an infant in precisely the right amounts, in a sanitary 
package. The baby’s life depends on this. If the manufacturer 
makes a mistake, a product recall must be conducted; this is 
very expensive.
 Because of the importance of this category of products 
in sustaining human life, manufacture of infant formulas is 
very carefully and strictly regulated by the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). The Infant Formula Act of 
1980, which is the basis of that regulation, imposed new 
quality control and labeling requirements for infant formulas.
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 Of the many food and beverage categories, the 
manufacture of non-dairy (usually soy-based) infant 
formulas is the most technologically sophisticated. It is the 
food equivalent of building missile defense systems.
 Because of the ever-present possibility of recalls, it 
also contains the most expensive risks of any sector of the 
food business. To protect themselves from these risks, all 
manufacturers buy product liability insurance, which is very 
expensive.
 The only companies that have survived in this industry 
and those which are willing and able to take these risks. The 
players and competitors are some of the most powerful and 
experienced companies in America today, coming mainly 
from the pharmaceutical and food industries.
 The future of soy-based infant formulas is–as of mid-
1999–quite uncertain because of concern by pediatricians 
and toxicologists about the levels of isofl avones and 
phytoestrogens found in such infant formulas. On a body 
weight basis, the level is about the same as that contained in 
a birth control pill used by an adult woman.
 Because of the complex and demanding nature of this 
industry, a number of companies have sold their businesses 
or simply stopped manufacturing soy-based infant formulas, 
as follows:
 The fi rst major U.S. company to get out of the non-dairy 
infant formula business was the Pharmaceutical Products 
Division of Borden Inc., a major American dairy company. 
Borden got into this industry in 1967 by purchasing Neo-
Mull-Soy from Dr. Julius Muller M.D., who had launched 
the product in 1936. Borden had its headquarters at 350 
Madison Ave., New York, New York, and its plant at Elgin, 
Illinois. Borden decided to get out four years later, when 
they sold their infant formula business to Syntex, a Palo Alto 
pharmaceutical company.
 In 1940 International Nutrition Laboratories in Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio (owned and operated by Dr. Harry W. Miller, 
M.D.) introduced SoyaLac, a powdered infant formula based 
on soymilk. In 1951 he sold the company at book value to 
Loma Linda Foods (owned by the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church) of Riverside, California. In 1989 Loma Linda 
sold the infant formula part of its business to Nutricia, a 
Netherlands-based manufacturer of infant formulas, and the 
second largest manufacturer of such formulas in Europe after 
Nestle. In late 1990 Nutricia shut down the plant in Riverside 
and in 1994 sold all their infant formula operations Nestle/
Carnation. The Soyalac brand disappeared from the market–
forever. The full story of “The rise and fall of Soyalac” is 
told in a separate record.
 Syntex Laboratories was started in 1944 by Russell 
Marker to make progesterone. In 1971 the company bought 
Neo-Mull-Soy, a soy-based infant formula, from Borden. 
For Syntex, a high-fl ying pharmaceutical company with 
headquarters in Palo Alto, their venture into the infant 
formula market was a disaster. In March-April 1978 Syntex 

ceased adding salt (sodium chloride) to the products out 
of concern that the sodium levels were too high and in 
the belief that adequate levels of essential nutrients were 
provided through other ingredients contained in the formulas. 
The company was mistaken. In July-August 1979 Syntex 
learned of an illness alleged to be related to the use of 
Neo-Mull-Soy and Cho-Free. Within days they notifi ed 
pediatricians nationwide. The company determined that 
the products were low in chloride and promptly convened 
a panel of outstanding independent experts to review the 
reports and recommend corrective action. Within one week 
of discovering the chloride defi ciency, Syntex initiated a 
voluntary recall of all Neo-Mull-Soy and Cho-Free products. 
The recall was a major effort involving fi rst-class mailings 
to more than 100,000 physicians and pediatric nurses, 
mailgrams, nationally released media statements, and 
personal visits by Syntex representatives to more than 26,000 
stores. In total, nearly 8.5 million cans of the formulas were 
recalled and destroyed by Syntex. In Dec. 1979 the formulas 
were reformulated to assure adequate chloride levels 
and approved for marketing by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration. In Jan. 1980 the reformulated products were 
returned to market. In Dec. 1980 Syntex ceased production 
of infant formulas due to lack of demand. The company no 
longer manufactures any infant formula products.
 Wyeth Corp. (later Wyeth Laboratories Inc., then Wyeth-
Ayerst) entered the non-dairy infant formula business in 
1952 with Soyola, a dietary supplement to infant feeding 
made in Pennsylvania. In 1979 they launched Nursoy, 
an iron-fortifi ed soy protein infant formula, also made in 
Pennsylvania. In 1984 they launched Wysoy in the United 
Kingdom. But in the mid-1990s, sales of Wyeth’s products 
were fi rst devastated in New Zealand, then in Australia, and 
fi nally in the UK by growing concerns about the safety of the 
isofl avones found in soy-based infant formulas. In Jan. 1996 
Wyeth-Ayerst reported that it was phasing out its U.S. infant 
formula operations. They have probably done the same in 
New Zealand, Australia, and the UK.

4746. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. The rise and fall of Soyalac 
soy-based infant formulas (Overview). June 25. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Dr. Harry W. Miller, M.D., a student of Dr. 
John Harvey Kellogg, went to China in 1903 (with his wife) 
as a Seventh-day Adventist medical missionary. In 1926 in 
Shanghai he began to focus his attention on developing a 
better soymilk. In January 1928 the Shanghai Sanitarium 
and Hospital opened, with Dr. Miller in charge. In 1932 he 
established the Vetose Nutritional Laboratory to further his 
research. For two years (1936-1937) he fed soymilk he had 
formulated to several hundred children (mostly infants) at 
the Shanghai Clinic, running control tests with fresh cow’s 
milk and various American and European prepared baby 
foods. The study turned out well and he and C.J. Wen wrote 
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an article which was published in the April 1936 issue 
of the English-language Chinese Medical Journal. “Our 
experimental work on infant feeding has been carried on 
over a period of more than two years, mostly in the Shanghai 
Sanitarium Clinic.” In 1936 in Shanghai he started one of 
the fi rst commercial soy dairies in China. One of its products 
was Vetose Soya Milk Powder with claims of nutritive value 
the equivalent of other prepared powdered milk food for 
infants.
 In 1937, when the Japanese began bombing Shanghai, 
Dr. Miller returned to the United States. In Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 
he and his sons built a soymilk factory and established a 
new company named International Nutrition Laboratories. In 
1940 this company introduced SoyaLac, a powdered infant 
formula based on soymilk. Several experiments on Soyalac 
were conducted by leading pediatricians and child specialists 
on large groups of babies over a long period of time in 
America, Japan, the Philippines, and China. Finally, by July 
1951 Soyalac was accepted as a hypoallergenic food by the 
American Medical Association’s Council on Foods. Soyalac 
then began to be prescribed by physicians for allergic infants, 
and soon started to sell quite well.
 In early 1951 (following the death of his wife), Dr. 
Miller sold (at book value–a very low price) his factory, 
land, and various soymilk products to Loma Linda Foods 
(owned by the Seventh-day Adventist Church) of Riverside, 
California. Loma Linda renamed the product Loma Linda 
Soyalac Infant Powder and continued to make it at Dr. 
Miller’s plant in Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
 In Jan. 1951 Loma Linda Foods added a second soy-
based infant formula product to its line, Loma Linda Soyalac 
Infant Concentrate. In about 1960 they added Loma Linda 
Soyagen Infant Powder, in 1977 Granolac Infant Soya Milk 
(sold by Granose Foods in the UK), and in 1979 i-Soyalac, 
a non-dairy infant formula based on soy protein isolates. In 
1979 Loma Linda was making 2.24 million gallons of ready-
to-use Soyalac infant formula.
 In an interview in March 1990, Eric Fehlberg, director 
of the Seventh-day Adventist international food operations, 
said that the church wanted to sell off the infant formula part 
of Loma Linda Foods because of the high cost of liability 
insurance. The FDA are really down on infant formula 
foods. If anything goes wrong, there is no end to the strife. 
LLF had one small recall due to a small shortage of vitamin 
A–from dissipation. It was very expensive. In 1989 Loma 
Linda sold the infant formula part of its business to Nutricia, 
a Netherlands-based manufacturer of infant formulas, and 
the second largest manufacturer of such formulas in Europe 
after Nestle. In the Netherlands, Nutricia had 90% of the 
dairy-based infant formula market. They had never made 
soy-based infant formula before they acquired Loma Linda, 
nor had they ever made infant formula in the United States. 
Nutricia began making infant formula using new equipment 
in Riverside, California; they also kept the plant operating 

in Ohio. Just as they were getting the new plant running, 
disaster struck, and they had to do a recall. So in late 1990 
Nutricia shut down the plant in Riverside, spent more than 
$12 million revamping the plant in Ohio, then used it to 
start making various forms of i-Soyalac (from soy protein 
isolates) and Soyalac (from whole soybeans). The plant in 
Riverside went up for sale although Nutricia’s sales and 
marketing departments remained in the offi ce. In mid-1993 
Nutricia decided to close their offi ces at the Riverside and 
move the rest of the company’s operations to Mt. Vernon, 
Ohio. But later in 1993 Nutricia had another recall–and 
another disaster, which even drove down the stock price 
of Nutricia in the Netherlands. Nutricia’s management 
at headquarters in the Netherlands probably said “This 
American company is too dangerous for us. We’d better sell 
it”–which they did in 1994 to Nestle/Carnation. The Soyalac 
brand disappeared from the market–forever. Nutricia is a 
good company, but they quickly learned that regulation (by 
the FDA) is much stricter in the USA than in Europe.

4747. Bulpitt, Christopher J.; Rajkumar, C.; Cameron, J.D. 
1999. Vascular compliance as a measure of biological age. J. 
of the American Geriatrics Society 47(6):657-63. June. [64 
ref]
• Summary: “Sir William Osler said, ‘A man is as old as his 
arteries,...” Yet it is compliance in the aorta and the carotid 
artery that are most closely related to biological age–as 
opposed to chronological age.
 Note: Dr. Osler, born 12 July 1849 in Ontario, Canada, 
has been called one of the greatest icons of modern 
medicine. He was one of the four founders Johns Hopkins 
Hospital in Maryland. Address: 1-2. M.D., Section of 
Geriatric Medicine, Imperial College School of Medicine, 
Hammersmith Hospital, London, UK.

4748. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1999. Biotechnology and soybeans. June. p. 8.
• Summary: “In the soybean industry, Roundup Ready 
soybeans have taken the world by storm... Recent news out 
of many European countries, foremost being the United 
Kingdom, has catapulted the world of biotech soybeans 
into the minds of most consumers. However, what is in 
their minds is basically a non-acceptance towards biotech 
products, including soybeans.
 “This has become a very emotional issue, and these 
issues are the most diffi cult to deal with rationally.” A long 
discussion follows. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, 
Canada N7M 5L8.

4749. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board. 1999. 
Fifty years of progress: A history of the Ontario soybean 
industry. 50th anniversary–Ontario Soybean Growers’ 
Marketing Board, 1949-1999. Chatham, Ontario, Canada: 
OSGMB. 36 p. June. 28 cm.
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• Summary: Editor: Janet Nauta. Contents: Message 
from the Ontario Minister of Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Affairs (Noble A. Villenueve). Message from the Minister 
of Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (Lyle Vanclief). 
Chairman’s message (Ken Bee). The Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board–Five decades of progress (with 
highlights of each decade). Farm Products Marketing 
Commission–Involved since the beginning. Harosoy and 
more–Harrow Research Centre’s role in soybean research. 
Soybean leaders–Chairmen of the Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board. Research and variety trials in 
the east–Kemptville College’s role. OMAFRA–Promoter 
of Ontario’s “great export.” Making the grade–The Ontario 
Grain Commission, Soybean research–Ridgetown College’s 
contribution. Heading east–Short season soybean research in 
Ottawa. Ontario Grain and Feed Association–Past, present 
and future. From 1893 to today–The history of soybeans at 
the University of Guelph. Once upon a time: An interview 
with the oldest living Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing 
Board director (Gordon Coutts, who became director in 
1958). Early promotions–Call for soybeans (Ad from Victory 
Mills titled “Wanted: 3,000,000 bushels of soybeans”–from 
the 1945 crop).
 Contains many color photos and 20 ads, some full page. 
Address: 180 Riverside Drive, Box 1199, Chatham, ONT 
N7M 5L8, Canada. Phone: 519-352-7730.

4750. McLennan, Neil. 1999. Re: Upgrading tofu equipment 
at Clean Bean Tofu in London, England. Letter to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, July 25. 1 p. Typed, with 
signature on letterhead.
• Summary: Neil is currently considering buying a ProSoya 
VS200 system made in Ottawa, Canada. Address: 37e 
Princelet St., London E1 5LP. Phone: 0171 247 8349.

4751. Kulisek, Larry. 1999. Master promoter: Windsor 
history–F. Maclure Sclanders. Windsor Star (Essex County, 
Ontario, Canada). July 31. p. I14. Saturday.
• Summary: Sclanders was born on 26 Sept. 1868 in 
Glasgow, Scotland. In about 1908 he introduced soy beans 
to the prairie states of Canada–probably Saskatchewan 
or Manitoba. Address: Prof., Univ. of Windsor, Windsor, 
Ontario, Canada.

4752. Byrnes, Stephen. 1999. The myths of vegetarianism. 
Ecologist. July. p. 260-63.

4753. Cuniff, Peggy. ed. 1999. Quotations concerning 
vivisection by noted or prominent personalities and famous 
people. Expressions (National Anti-Vivisection Society, 
Chicago, Illinois) No. 4. 32 p. July.
• Summary: “What is vivisection? The dictionary defi nes 
vivisection as ‘the cutting into or dissecting the body of 
a living animal, especially for the purpose of scientifi c 

research.’ Vivisection is commonly called animal 
experimentation.”

“Love of animals is a universal impulse, a common 
ground on which all of us may meet. By loving and 
understanding animals, perhaps we humans shall come to 
understand each other.” Louis J. Camuti, D.V.M. (1898-
1981), Author of All My Patients Are Under the Bed.

“...If you cannot attain knowledge without torturing a 
dog, you must do without knowledge.” George Bernard Shaw 
(1856-1950), Irish playwright, critic and essayist.

“We need a boundless ethics which will include 
animals also.” Albert Schweitzer (1875-1965), Philosopher, 
physician and humanitarian.

Vivisection is a social evil because if it advances human 
knowledge, it does so at the expense of human character...” 
George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950), Irish playwright, critic 
and essayist.

“A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the 
compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and 
shrinks from injuring anything that lives.” Albert Schweitzer 
(1875-1965), Philosopher, physician and humanitarian.

“Forbid the day when vivisection shall be practiced 
in every college and school, and when the man of science, 
looking forth over a world which will then know no other 
way than his, shall exult in the thought that he had made 
of this fair earth if not a heaven for man, at least a hell to 
animals.” Lewis Carroll (1832-1898), Author of Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland.

“Atrocities are no less atrocities when they occur in 
laboratories and are called research.” George Bernard Shaw 
(1856-1950), Irish playwright, critic and essayist.

“The ‘control of nature’ is a phrase conceived in 
arrogance, born of the Neanderthal age of biology and 
philosophy when it was supposed that nature ‘exists’ for the 
convenience of man.” Rachel Carson (1907-1964), American 
biologist and science writer.

“All things are born of the unborn, and from this unity 
of life fl ows brotherhood and compassion for all creatures.” 
Buddha.

“I hold that, the more helpless a creature, the more 
entitled it is to protection by man from cruelty of man.” 
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) Indian political and spiritual 
leader.

“I am sometimes asked, ‘Why do you spend so much of 
your time and money talking about kindness to animals when 
there is so much cruelty to men?’ I answer, I am working at 
the roots.” George T. Angell, Founder of the Massachusetts 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (MSPCA). 
Address: Executive Director, NAVS, 53 West Jackson Blvd., 
Chicago, Illinois 60604-3703. Phone: (312) 427-6065.

4754. IQPC. 1999. Soyfoods Europe ‘99 (Brochure). 
London. 8 p. 30 cm.
• Summary: This conference, presented by IQPC, a UK 
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publishing company, “with support from Soyatech” will be 
held 15-16 Nov. 1999 in Brussels, Belgium at the Europa 
Inter-Continental. Workshops will be on Nov. 17. The price 
is very expensive: £1450 + VAT before Sept. 15 or £1675 
+ VAT after Sept. 15. This brochure gives the schedule of 
conference events. Peter Golbitz of Soyatech is conference 
chairperson.
 Note: These same two companies sponsored “Soyfoods 
‘99” on April 26-28 in Chicago, Illinois. Address: London, 
England. Phone: +44 171 430 7300.

4755. ProSoya Inc. 1999. Introduction to ProSoya (Color 
videotape). 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 9N5, 
Canada. 8 minutes. Aug.
• Summary: This excellent color video (in NTSC video 
format), is professionally produced and narrated, with nice 
background music. Introduced in August 1999, it begins: 
“The soybean is a powerhouse of high-quality protein and 
other nutrients. Soyfoods have been proven to reduce the 
risk of cancer, heart disease, and other ailments. These health 
advantages, coupled with relatively low infrastructure and 
production costs, make soybean processing a fast-growing 
industry–and we can help you make this a wonderful 
business opportunity in the 21st century. Welcome to 
ProSoya, a world leader in advanced soymilk technology.
 “Dr. Raj Gupta, a scientist formerly with the National 
Research of Canada and McGill University, is the president 
and founder of ProSoya.” He appears and says: “Our 
objective is to help you produce nutritional* soya foods 
and beverages that consumers will enjoy because they taste 
good.”
 “ProSoya creates innovative and cost-effective 
processing systems that produce an excellent soymilk base 
naturally from the raw soybean. The fi rst soymilk systems 
were small, designed primarily for humanitarian aid, 
hospitals and small businesses. Today, ProSoya offers the 
widest range of soymilk production capacities, from modest 
30 liters-per-hour batch processors to large, fully automated 
industrial plants with capacities up to 4,000 liters per hour. 
The smallest system is a 2-liter prototype that NASA tested 
for its manned space mission to Mars. ProSoya offers 
individual production components or complete turnkey 
plants, and can also assist in the formulation and packaging 
of soymilk beverages and foods.
 “ProSoya’s commitment to its customers is 
demonstrated by its vigorous research and development 
program. In addition to its own in-house R&D team, 
ProSoya engineers work closely with researchers in various 
government laboratories and other industry partners around 
the world. At the heart of all ProSoya systems is the 
patented airless cold-grinding process–a truly revolutionary 
technology invented by Dr. Gupta... The resulting soymilk 
is free from the beany fl avor or chalky mouthfeel. Bill 
Shurtleff, world-renowned expert on soyfoods and author of 

over 50 books comments: ‘I have no hesitation in saying that 
ProSoya’s airless cold-grind process is one of the best for 
making soymilk.’
 “The soymilk base can be used as is, or to create a whole 
range of healthy, nutritious, high-quality soyfoods, including 
beverages, tofu, yogurt, ice cream, soymilk powders, and 
mayonnaise.”
 There follows a list of systems designed and sold by 
ProSoya. “ProSoya delivers reliable equipment and prompt 
technical support.” “Brian Harrigan, an engineer with an 
MBA degree, is the executive vice-president and director of 
marketing. ‘At ProSoya we don’t just sell equipment. We 
build relationships. Our pride is in the contribution we can 
make to the success of our clients.’”
 “ProSoya technology is presently being used in more 
than 30 countries. There are large-scale processing plants 
in Canada, Russia, and Scotland. Over 500 other small 
to medium-scale plants are benefi tting people on fi ve 
continents. This is what some of our clients have to say.” 
There follow three glowing testimonials.
 “In Canada, the retail sales of soy beverages increased 
from $12.1 million in 1997 to $25 million in 1998, a 
growth rate of 106%. Are you ready to take advantage 
of the booming soyfoods industry? ProSoya, with its 
market-leading technology, continuing R&D, and highly 
trained personnel can be your ideal partner in pursuing 
the opportunities which await us in the new millennium.” 
Address: Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.

4756. Thompson, James. 1999. Brazil debates transgenic 
beans: Ban would open European markets. Soybean Digest. 
Aug. p. 36.
• Summary: Rio Grande do Sul is Brazil’s 3rd largest 
soybean state, producing 242 million bushels a year. The 
leftist ag minister recently toured European markets where 
he saw clearly that consumers did not want genetically 
modifi ed [engineered] foods, such as soybeans. UK 
supermarkets, led by Sainsbury’s, have listened to their 
customers and banned store-brand products containing GM 
ingredients. The minister assured Europeans that they could 
buy such soybeans from his state.
 “However in early June, Brazil offi cially approved the 
planting of GM soybeans in the form of fi ve of Monsanto’s 
Roundup Ready varieties.” Yet widespread planting of such 
soybeans is being delayed while policymakers decide how to 
handle the labeling of such products, and related issues.
 Meanwhile, the government of Rio Grande do Sul is 
working with Greenpeace to keep GM soybeans out of the 
state.

4757. Dibb, Sue; Fitzpatrick, Mike. 1999. Fórmulas 
infantiles a base de soya: Preocupaciones para la salud 
[Soy-based infant formulas: Health concerns]. Dietistas & 
Nutritionistas 4(4):6-12. Sept. [49 ref. Spa]
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Address: 1. The Food Commission, 94 White Lyon St., 
London N1 9PF, UK; 2. PhD, P.O. Box 33-849, Takapuna, 
New Zealand. Phone: Fitzpatrick: 0064-9 486 8068.

4758. Pszczola, Donald E.; Giese, James. 1999. Choosing 
ingredients for the Time Capsule. Food Technology 
(Chicago). Sept.
• Summary: Mentions Gardenburger LifeBurger (made 
with soy protein) and Quorn–a mycoprotein that provides 
structure to meat alternatives, produced by Marlow Foods 
Ltd. in the UK.

4759. Hymowitz, Ted. 1999. Samuel Bowen’s property in 
Savannah (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 3. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Greenwich, the plantation on which Samuel 
Bowen did his pioneering work with soybeans in Georgia, 
is now a cemetery. It was purchased by the city of Savannah 
in 1937, and turned into the Greenwich addition to the 
Bonaventure cemetery. These cemeteries are run by the City 
Park and Tree Commission. Ted has a book on the subject 
titled Historic Bonaventure Cemetery (1998).
 Ted has visited this cemetery many times. He went once 
with Barbara Bennett of the Georgia Historical Society. He 
tried to make it a National Historic Site, and there was a 
big fi ght over it. Ted just wanted to have a plaque erected 
on the site where he believed Samuel Bowen’s house was 
located. Today nothing remains of Bowen’s house or other 
related structures–nothing to indicate that something of 
historic importance happened there. The Bowens are buried 
in another cemetery in Savannah–Laurel Grove, Lot #729. 
Politicians wanted to make the site a national park. The 
result was that ancestors of those with graves there wanted to 
have all the graves removed and transferred. There was a big 
debate, in the newspapers, the city council, the commissions, 
etc. But nothing came of it. Ted still does not understand why 
they didn’t just put up a plaque.
 During the Revolutionary War, the Siege of Savannah 
occurred in September and October of 1779. Greenwich 
Plantation, the home of Samuel Bowen’s family, became 
the headquarters for the French offi cers. The French were 
fi ghting on the side of the Americans, against the British. 
During the battle for Savannah, on Oct. 9, 377 men were 
wounded, including Count Casimir Pulaski, a Polish 
nobleman who had joined the American revolution and 
became a local hero. General Maitland was the British 
commander. The British won the siege and battle, conquered 
Savannah, and essentially destroyed it. Wright, the British 
Governor General, fl ed for his life, then the British sent 
him back. The Americans eventually got the city back by 
winning another battle about a year later. Then the Loyalists 
(Americans loyal to Britain, including Samuel Bowen’s wife) 
fl ed to East Florida. Years later there was a commission to 
restore some of the property. Ted has the records of Mrs. 

Bowen trying to get her property back. After she died, her 
descendants struggled for decades to get the property back. 
Eventually, in 1797, her son-in-law, Dr. Samuel Beecroft, 
bought the property from the Bowens. Dr. Beecroft married 
Elizabeth Ann Bowen in 1779; in 1801 he died at sea. 
Bowen’s wooden house burned down before the Siege of 
Savannah; another one that replaced it also burned down. 
Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, 
Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4760. Times of India (The) (Bombay). 1999. Crops on trial. 
Oct. 4. p. 10.
• Summary: Recent fi eld experiments in the UK on the 
movement of pollen from genetically engineered [GE] crops 
suggest that the public opposition to biotech companies 
playing God is quite well founded. Pollen from some GE 
crops was found to travel nearly 5 km from the crop where it 
originated.
 “Only last December farmers in Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh agitated against ongoing farm trials of GM [GE] 
crops in their states.” Some of the experimental plots 
were even set afi re as an expression of their anger at the 
multinationals.
 The company which has come under the most vehement 
criticism is Monsanto, the US multinational which has 
developed GE soya and corn. The demand for labeling on 
GE crops is gaining momentum.

4761. Ontario Soybean Growers’ Marketing Board 
Newsletter. 1999. Profi les: Mike Snobelen, owner of 
Snobelen Farms, a non-GMO exporter. Oct. p. 7.
• Summary: “The safest bet for many farmers hoping to 
profi t from the introduction of biotechnology may, ironically, 
be to plant non-biotech crops.
 “The strategy is reaping dividends in Huron and Bruce 
Counties, where 500 growers this year contracted to deliver 
non-Roundup Ready soybeans for a 40 cent per bushel 
premium to Snobelen Farms elevators at Lucknow, Ripley 
and Dungannon.”
 “’This is a customer-driven business,’ Snobelen says. ‘It 
has nothing to do with whether biotechnology is good or bad. 
It’s whether biotechnology is what the consumers want.’”
 “Snobelen started non-biotech sales with two boatloads 
shipped in 1997 with the help of marketing fi rm Manna 
International. Six boatloads from the 1998 crop were shipped 
to the UK and Belgium, and three vessels are already booked 
for 1999 crop, with more sales in the works.”
 “To date, most Snobelen exports have gone to soymilk 
makers. Now, the company sees that market widening out. 
There is more interest in using non-biotech soybeans for 
bread improvers.”
 A portrait photo shows Mike Snobelen. Address: Box 
1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada N7M 5L8.
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4762. Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners. 
1999. GPs call for caution on soy milk for infants (News 
release). 88 The Terrace, P.O. Box 10 440, Wellington, New 
Zealand. 2 p. Nov. 3.
• Summary: “New Zealand’s General Practitioners have 
joined the British Food Commission, and American nutrition 
foundation [named] the Weston A. Price Foundation in 
cautioning against the use of soy milk as an infant food 
‘other than in very exceptional circumstances’.
 “’While the Ministry of Health is correct when it 
says that soy milk provides a useful alternative for babies 
who cannot tolerate dairy-based infant formulas, what 
they don’t emphasise is that this represents a very small 
number of infants,’ explained Royal NZ College of General 
Practitioners Chairperson Dr. Ralph Wiles.
 “’The debate on dairy milk formula vs. soy milk also 
risks drawing attention from the best sustenance of all–breast 
milk,’ he pointed out. ‘Society as a whole needs to do much 
more to practically support women’s choice to breastfeed, 
with everything from trained facilitators to a campaign 
promoting breastfeeding as a healthy, natural activity. That 
anyone can still object–as from time to time we read of them 
doing–to a woman discreetly breastfeeding a baby in a public 
area is unbelievable.’” Address: Wellington, New Zealand. 
Phone: 071 628 7774.

4763. Lafferty, Elaine. 1999. World’s biggest retailer might 
just be on its way here. Irish Times (Dublin). Nov. 20. p. 11.
• Summary: Expanding into each new country has 
unique diffi culties. “In China, it took Walmart a while to 
manufacture fermented bean curd.”
 Photos show: Sam Walton (once America’s richest man) 
and the front of a typical Walmart store.

4764. Stecklow, Steve. 1999. How a U.S. gadfl y and a Green 
activist started a food fi ght: Antibiotech effort bloomed 
despite little funding and lack of consensus. ‘Who should 
play God?’ Wall Street Journal. Nov. 30. p. A1, A10.
• Summary: At a chance meeting in 1986 in Washington, 
DC, Benedikt Haerlin of Germany met Jeremy Rifkin. That 
was the beginning of a powerful alliance. It was Rifkin, an 
American, who stirred up the interest of the Europeans. In 
1977 Rifkin was an unknown; he and a partner were running 
an nonprofi t educational organization named the Peoples 
Business Commission, which was “dedicated to challenging 
the abuses of corporate power and mobilizing public support 
for democratic alternatives to the present economic system.” 
That year, Mr. Rifkin and his partner published Who Should 
Play God? a very early work on the potential dangers of 
genetic engineering, which could lead to new life forms. 
Those life forms “may be as destructive to humanity as the 
horrors of nuclear holocaust,” warned the book.
 During the 1980s Rifkin renamed the organization 
Foundation on Economic Trends; he intended it to be less 

pop and more of a think tank.
 Mr. Haerlin joined Greenpeace in 1991; the rest is 
history. In 1990 Rifkin began to get funding from Sir James 
Goldsmith, the Anglo-French billionaire. Before he died in 
1997, Goldsmith wrote a book titled The Trap (1993) which 
acknowledged Rifkin and became a best-seller in France. 
Sir James’ brother, Teddy, an acknowledged environmental 
activist and radical, has published The Ecologist for three 
decades.
 In June 1998, Britain’s Prince Charles, who practices 
organic farming himself and is the patron of the Soil 
Association, wrote a very infl uential article in the Daily 
Telegraph (London) attacking genetically modifi ed food. He 
said that he wouldn’t eat such food or knowingly give it to 
his family or guests. He concluded: “I happen to believe that 
this kind of genetic engineering takes mankind into realms 
that belong to God and God alone.” The article unleashed a 
fury of anti-GMO sentiment in Britain.
 Rifkin believes that genetically modifi ed will become 
“the single greatest failure in the history of capitalism...” 
Illustrations (dot-style) show Rifkin and Haerlin. Address: 
Staff reporter.

4765. Dustman, Karen Dale. 1999. And baby makes 6 
billion. Vegetarian Times. Nov. p. 20-21.
• Summary: On October 12 (according to the United Nations 
Population Fund, UNPF) the world’s population topped 6 
billion; it has doubled since 1960, and is now increasing at 
the rate of 78 million people a year.
 Fueled by industrialization and urbanization, new 
food patterns are emerging; they are being called the 
“nutrition transition” by demographers. People are shifting 
from traditional, largely plant-based diets that are rich in 
unprocessed whole foods to ones that include more meat 
and more packaged, processed, and refi ned foods. Moreover, 
38% of the world’s grain harvest, and 90% of the world’s 
soybeans, are now fed to livestock. Fortunately vegetarian 
diets are increasingly preferred in industrialized countries 
like the USA and the United Kingdom–especially among 
well-educated and high-income people.

4766. Boreham, Simon. 1999. The tofu market in the United 
Kingdom (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 7. Conducted 
by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: The biggest tofu maker in the UK is Cauldron 
Foods, which has a turnover (sales) of about £4 million/
year. Address: Owner, Dragonfl y Foods, 2A Mardle Way, 
Buckfastleigh, Devon TQ11 ONR, UK. Phone: +44 1364 
642700.

4767. Elwell, Christian. 1999. Chronology of South River 
Miso Co. Part I. 1946-1979 (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
Dec. 16. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
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• Summary: 1946 Dec. 29–Christian is born at Martha’s 
Vineyard, Massachusetts. His father is a vegetable farmer. 
When Christian is in grade school, he moves with his family 
to the Boston area and instead of vegetable farming his father 
opens a fl orist and nursery business.
 1949 Aug. 3–Gaella (pronounced GAY-luh) is born 
Margaret B. Jett in Richmond, Virginia. Her family lives in 
Reedville, Virginia, on the Chesapeake Bay–where she grew 
up. Her father died when Gaella was 3 years old. Her mother, 
a school teacher in home economics, remarried to Jennings 
Butler, a professional fi sherman with the menhaden fi shing 
fl eet of Reedville.
 1969 June–Christian graduates from Cornell University 
(Ithaca, New York) in landscape architecture.
 1969 July–Christian enters Peace Corps training in 
Morrison, Colorado. His group arrives in Teheran [Tehran], 
Iran, in Sept. 1969. He serves as a park designer for the 
municipal offi ce of the Province of Esfahan, the 17th century 
capital of Persia. During this time, Christian’s father dies 
of pancreatic cancer at age 51. This event, coupled with his 
immersion in the traditional aesthetic and religious culture 
of Iran, precipitated a shift in the main stream of his life. He 
had graduated from Cornell with ambitions of becoming a 
landscape architect; he was accepted to enroll at the Harvard 
graduate school of design upon his return from Iran. But he 
fi nished his two years of Peace Corps service in Iran “with 
an altogether new orientation, burning with questions about 
the meaning and purpose of life.”
 1973 spring–Christian returns to the United States for 
a year. He travels (to the French island of Saint-Barthelemy 
in the Caribbean for several months, then to California in a 
Volkswagen bus), studies with a portrait artist in Boston for 
several months, then studies the teachings of Sri Aurobindu 
at a center in the Catskill Mountains.
 1974 spring–Christian travels to India, where he lives 
in Pondicherry in association with the Sri Aurobindu ashram 
and Auroville. After becoming ill with hepatitis, he begins 
to study alternative health care and healing. After a year in 
Auroville, he then travels west to Scotland.
 1974 May-Sept.–While at the Findhorn community 
in northern Scotland, Christian meets former students of 
Michio Kushi (teacher of macrobiotics in Boston), reads the 
book Healing Ourselves by Noboru Muramoto (teacher of 
macrobiotics in California) and puts its teachings to use–
successfully.
 1974 Dec. 29–Christian (on his 28th birthday) fi rst 
attends a lecture by Michio Kushi in Boston. The subject: 
Right Life. He settles into the macrobiotic community in 
nearby Brookline and starts to work with the East West 
Foundation (doing everything from chauffeuring Michio 
around to helping with their magazine layout and design), 
while starting Whole Life Arts, a company to distribute 
French fl our mills in the USA.
 1976 fall–Gaella arrives in Brookline to study 

macrobiotics. Works at East West Journal as secretary to 
editor Sherman Goldman.
 1976 Nov. to 1977 April–Christian and Gaella fi rst meet 
at a massage class given by Shizuko Yamamoto. They fi rst 
talk about making miso for a livelihood at an Irish pub in 
Brookline Village. While living in Ken and Anne Burns’ 
macrobiotic study house (at the same time as John Belleme; 
they were good friends) in Brookline, they attend a miso-
making workshop by Bill Shurtleff and Akiko Aoyagi. 
Christian wanted to farm and it seemed that making miso in 
the traditional way (as he had read about it in The Book of 
Miso by Shurtleff & Aoyagi) would fi t into the New England 
farm cycle as a source of work and income during the cold 
months. In early 1977 they moved from the Burns’ study 
house to the home of Michio and Aveline Kushi across the 
street.
 1977 late summer–Christian and Gaella go to Covelo, 
California and work with Alan Chadwick, the legendary 
teacher of French intensive, biodynamic gardening. He had 
already left the University of Santa Cruz and set up what he 
called “The Garden Project” in Covelo. Christian becomes 
an “apprentice gardener” (later poultry manager) and Gaella 
is the head cook. They stay for about 6 months, until late 
1977. Chadwick “blew up one day–just lost it completely.” 
After that the Project fell apart.
 1978 Jan.–Christian and Gaella leave Chadwick’s 
garden and go to study with Noboru Muramoto at the 
Asunaro Institute in Glen Ellen, California. He is offering a 
one week “Fermented Foods Workshop” with an emphasis 
on miso-making. They ended up staying until April, making 
miso with him. That spring they make 1,000 lb of miso and 
write an article about it titled “Making miso in America,” 
published in East West Journal in Sept. 1978. There they 
fi rst met Thom Leonard, who comes to visit. Thom had 
already made some miso and tofu in Arkansas. Though they 
were together for only 2-3 days, they greatly enjoyed talking 
about their many mutual interests. “It was a really good 
connection.”
 1978 Feb.–Article titled “Learn natural architecture: 
Conversation at Cornerstones” (with Charlie Wing), by 
Christian (with photos by William Elwell), published in East 
West Journal. The interview took place in the fall of 1977.
 1978 April or May–Christian and Gaella return to 
western Massachusetts, and with Christian’s brother, Will, 
look for land in the Pioneer Valley region–within the larger 
Connecticut Valley.
 1978 July–Review (by Christian) of fi ve books by 
Rudolf Steiner published in East West Journal.
 1978 Aug.–With fi nancial help from their mother, 
Christian and Will purchase 64 acres of undeveloped land in 
Conway, Massachusetts, for $50,000 cash. They name the 
place South River Farm; South River (20-40 feet wide) runs 
through the property. They buy the land with the intention 
of homesteading, that is building their own home, farming, 
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leading a life that is as self-suffi cient as possible. While 
living in a small apartment in the village of Conway, they 
fi rst build a barn and several cabins, and get a pair of draft 
horses.
 1978 Sept. 9–Christian and Gaella are married at the Old 
Brick Church in Old Deerfi eld, Mass. They learn that one of 
Christian’s direct maternal ancestors, John Williams, was the 
fi rst minister of that church in the early 1700s.
 1979 March 15–Thom Leonard and Dick Kluding ladle 
the fi rst batch of miso into their one-ton wooden vats at 
the Ohio Miso Co. in Monroeville, Ohio. They had begun 
construction of the shop the previous October.
 1979 May 15–The Elwell’s fi rst child, Anna Deerfi eld 
Elwell (“Anni,” a girl), is born. They are still living in their 
apartment in Conway.
 1979 fall–The Elwells move onto the land from their 
apartment. They live in a 24-foot-long pink and white trailer. 
Will is already living on the land in a cabin they built next 
to the barn. Continued. Address: Founder and Owner, South 
River Miso Co., South River Farm, Conway, Massachusetts 
01341. Phone: (413) 369-4057.

4768. Stecklow, Steve. 1999. Soys from Brazil–A Latin 
nation’s beans are sold as ‘non-GM,’ but don’t ask farmers: 
They plant biotech seeds, defying the government and its 
raiding parties. Wall Street Journal. Dec. 28. p. A1, A4.
• Summary: Brazilian soybean farmers are smuggling in 
transgenic (genetically engineered) soybean seeds (known in 
Brazil as transgenicos) from Argentina along Brazil’s remote 
southeast border. The three southernmost Brazilian states 
that share a border with Argentina–Parana, Santa Catarina, 
and Rio Grande do Sul (RGS)–have long been three of 
Brazil’s largest soybean producers. Some Brazilian farmers 
gave been growing transgenic soybeans for 2-3 seasons. 
Agriculture offi cials in Rio Grande do Sul now estimate 
that 13% of its 7.5 million acres are growing transgenic 
soybeans this season. Farmers say the percentage is even 
higher, adding that these transgenics are routinely mixed 
with traditional soybeans before they are sold or exported. 
Agricultural experts in Rio Grande do Sul say that their state 
may have less trangenic soybeans than other states, which 
aren’t enforcing the law.
 Earlier this year, Brazil’s federal Agriculture Ministry 
approved the use of Monsanto’s Roundup-Ready soybeans. 
But in August Brazil’s chapter of Greenpeace, a consumer 
group, and Brazil’s environmental protecting agency won 
a court ruling that halted use of the seeds pending an 
environmental-impact study, which is expected to take at 
least a year. Monsanto has not yet appealed. So, in fact, 
Brazil hasn’t yet approved the planting of biotech soybeans. 
European companies are importing Brazilian soybeans and 
marketing them as GMO-free–but they usually aren’t. One 
such company is Soya International Ltd. in Manchester, 
England, which “imports more than 15,000 tons of Brazilian 

soy a year and supplies it to supermarket chains for their 
private-label goods.” What to do? The European Union, 
which requires labeling of transgenic foods, plans a limit of 
just 1% bioengineered residue in any ingredient for foods to 
avoid the label.
 Brazilian farmers believe that transgenic soybeans help 
to lower their production costs by reducing overall herbicide 
costs by 20%. Thirteen months ago RGS narrowly elected 
a new governor Olivo Dutra of the leftist Workers Party. 
He is convinced that, given the GM backlash in Europe, 
transgenic soybeans are a dead end for Brazilian farmers. His 
government is now conducting surprise inspections. But the 
farmers are upset and very emotional. They have developed 
conspiracy theories to explain what’s happening. Address: 
Staff reporter.

4769. SoyaScan Notes. 1999. Major soy-related company 
acquisitions and mergers worldwide 1990-1999 (Overview). 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1990 Jan.–Worthington Foods acquires La 
Loma Foods of Riverside, California (formerly Loma Linda 
Foods, owned by the Seventh-day Adventist Church).
 1990 (early)–Daniel Gevaert purchases the Lima 
Andiran site at Andiran (near Mezin) in southern France 
from Lima Foods–but not the Lima trademark. In June 1990 
Daniel and his wife, Valerie, established Danival.
 1990 Aug. 3–Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd. 
(makers of Vitasoy soymilk) acquires Nasoya Foods of 
Leominster, Massachusetts.
 1990 Dec. 21–The Haldane Foods Group (a subsidiary 
of British Arkady Ltd., which is in turn owned by ADM) 
acquires Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products Ltd. of Cheshire, 
England.
 1991 Jan. 1–The Haldane Foods Group acquires 
Granose Foods Ltd. of Watford, Hertfordshire, England 
(formerly owned by the Seventh-day Adventist Church).
 1991 Jan. 28–Tetra Pak International acquires Alfa-
Laval AB.
 1991 April–Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. acquires Soyastern 
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH.
 1991 Dec.–Specialty Food Ingredients (SFI) Europe BV 
acquires Solnuts BV (Netherlands) and Solnuts Inc. (Hudson, 
Iowa).
 1992 Oct.–Central Soya Co. acquires the Protein 
Division of Aarhus Oliefabrik in Denmark.
 1993 June–Vitasoy purchases Azumaya Inc. (America’s 
largest tofu manufacturer, and the low-price leader) in 
California, for an estimated $4-$5 million. Vitasoy is now in 
the tofu business.
 1993 June–21st Century Foods acquires Farm Foods 
from Barricini Foods.
 1993–House Foods of Japan purchases the remaining 
50% of House Foods & Yamauchi, Inc. from Mr. Shoan 
Yamauchi. The new company is named House Foods 
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American Corporation.
 1993 July–Nutrition et Santé (part of the Sandoz Group) 
acquires Société Soy of Saint-Chamond, France. The latter 
company was renamed Nutrition et Soja, and on 15 Oct. 
1994 it moved into a new factory at Revel (near Toulouse), 
France.
 1993 (mid)–B & K Holdings of Switzerland acquires 
Sojinal of Issenheim, France.
 1993?–Kineret (pronounced kuh-NAIR-et) Acquisition 
Group acquires Farm Foods from 21st Century Foods, then 
in Nov. 1993 the Hain Food Group acquires Kineret plus 
some assets of Barricini Foods Inc.
 1996 April 22–Alpro (Belgium) purchases Sojinal 
(France).
 1995 April 21–Irene and Len Stuttman buy back control 
of their company, INARI Ltd. (dba. Sycamore Creek) 
from J. Charles Follett (former CEO) and Peter L. Pairitz 
(accountant).
 1995 April–Quest International, a unit of Unilever, 
acquires A.E. Staley’s Gunther Products Division.
 1997 Feb. 3–Monsanto purchases Asgrow Seed Co. 
from Seminis Inc., a subsidiary of Empresas La Moderna, 
S.A. (ELM).
 1997 Aug. 24–DuPont signs a letter of intent to acquire 
Protein Technologies International, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Ralston Purina Co.
 1997 Oct. 14–The Hain Food Group acquires Westbrae 
Natural, Inc., makers of soymilk. Westbrae’s new name 
becomes Hain Food Group–Westbrae. 1997 Dec. 3–DuPont 
fi nalizes its purchase of Protein Technologies International 
(PTI–the world’s leading manufacturer of soy protein 
isolates).
 1998 Oct. 16–Worthington Foods purchases the Harvest 
Burger product line from ADM; by agreement, ADM will 
continue to make the Harvest Burgers at its Illinois plant.
 1998 Dec. 31–DE-VAU-GE acquires Bruno Fischer 
GmbH, which sells bottled soymilk; both companies are 
located in Germany.
 1999 Jan. 4–W.G. Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Blenheim, 
Ontario, Canada, purchases Sycamore Creek Co., a maker of 
soynuts and soynut butter (located in Mason, Michigan).
 1999 Oct. 4–The Kellogg Co. (famous maker of 
breakfast cereals, Battle Creek, Michigan) buys Worthington 
Foods Inc., America’s leading maker of meat alternatives.

4770. Davidson, Alan. 1999. The Oxford companion to food. 
New York, NY and Oxford, England: Oxford University 
Press. xviii + 892 p. Illust. by Soun Vannithone. Index. 29 
cm. [1500+* ref]
• Summary: The 2,650 alphabetical entries in this excellent 
encyclopedia and cornucopia represent 20 years of 
Davidson’s work. The 175 illustrations by Laotian artist 
Soun Vannithone are superb. There are 39 longer entries 
about staple foods such as rice, noodles, and apples. A 

comprehensive bibliography provides access to further 
information. The book does not contain recipes.
 Soy-related entries include: Bean sprouts (p. 64). Black 
beans, fermented (chi, p. 79). Kecap (Indonesian soy sauce, 
made “basically from soya beans and palm sugar only.” “The 
word ‘kecap’ has passed into the English language as catchup 
or catsup and then as Ketchup, which now means something 
quite different.” p. 429). Ketchup (“probably via the Malay 
word kechap, now spelled kecap, which means soy sauce. 
The word was brought back to Europe by Dutch traders who 
also brought the oriental sauce itself. The sauce has changed 
far more than has the word, although the name has appeared 
in a large number of variations such as catchup and catsup.”
 Tomato ketchup is now the best known and widely 
used–in fact almost the only ketchup left. Whereas tomato 
ketchup contains much sugar and vinegar, mushroom 
ketchup contains neither, and is basically a salted mushroom 
extract with a liquid, transparent consistency. The British 
food historian, C. Anne Wilson (1973), believes that 
mushroom ketchup was the fi rst kind of ketchup in Britain; 
she argues that people used to pickle mushrooms, intending 
to use the mushrooms, but then started using the pickle too, 
and fi nally began using the pickle by itself.
 “Oysters, mussels, walnuts, and many other ingredients 
have been used to make ketchup, and cold be blended with 
spices, garlic or onions, wines and spirits to vary the fl avour” 
p. 430-31). Koji (p. 435). Lecithin (p. 447). Miso (p. 509). 
Natto (p. 530). Soybean (p. 739). Soy milk (p. 739-40). Soy 
sauce (p. 740). Tempe (or tempeh, p. 788). Tofu (p. 798-
99), including plain tofu (doufu in Chinese), pressed tofu 
(doufu-kan, sic, doufu-gan), wu-hsiang kan, cotton tofu 
or momendofu, kinugoshi or silk tofu, sui-doufu, freeze-
dried tofu [dried frozen tofu], smoked tofu. Cooked forms 
of tofu: Deep-fried tofu, doufu pok, cha-dofu, abura agé or 
deep-fried thin slices which can be opened to make Inari-
zushi, ganmodoki or deep-fried tofu balls, yaki-dofu or tofu 
which has been grilled. Fermented tofu: The generic term 
is doufu-ru. The most popular type is white doufu-ru, and 
there is red doufu-ru, tsao-doufu, ch’ou doufu [chou doufu], 
chiang doufu. In the Philippines fermented tofu is called 
tausi [sic, tahuri, tahuli; tausi is fermented black soybeans]. 
Miscellaneous: A specialty of Japan is umesutsuke, “tofu 
pickled in plum vinegar with a purple exterior.” Note: As of 
Oct. 2011 not one hit / result for umesutsuke can be found 
on Google. Nor have we ever heard of such a Japanese tofu 
product.
 Dofu nao (literally “bean brain”) or smooth curds, yuba 
or “bean curd skin” or “tofu skin,” okara or “presscake” 
(pulped skins of soya beans) (p. 798-99). Yuba (p. 860-61).
 Also discusses: Alfalfa (p. 10). Almond (p. 12-13, incl. 
“almond milk”). Amaranth (p. 13). American cookbooks, 
history (p. 15-17). Azuki beans (p. 44-45). Barley, barley 
breads, and barley sugar (p. 58-60). Beef–BSE (mad cow 
disease, p. 68). Chia (p. 166). Cowpea (p. 230-31). Chufa (p. 
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185). English cookery books, history (p. 276-80). Five grains 
of China (p. 305). Gluten (p. 341). Groundnuts (or peanuts, 
p. 356-57). Hemp (p. 377-78). Hydrogenation (p. 391). 
Japanese culinary terms (p. 415-17). Kudzu (p. 437). Linseed 
(p. 454-55). Lupin (p. 463). Margarine (p. 478-79). Mung 
bean (p. 518). Nori (p. 534). Noodles of China (p. 537, incl. 
“Gan si {soya bean noodles}” and “Fen si {also fen-szu} 
{mung bean vermicelli}).” Oncom (p. 553-54). Quark (p. 
644). Quinoa (p. 645). Seaweeds (incl. hijiki, kombu/konbu, 
nori, wakame, etc., p. 712). Sesame (p. 713). Shortening (p. 
721-22). Sprouts (no listing). Tahini (p. 779). Toast (p. 797, 
incl. Melba toast). Ume and umeboshi (p. 817). Winged bean 
(p. 849).
 The entry for “Fermentation” states that the two main 
reasons for subjecting a food to fermentation are: (1) To 
“convert it from a form that will not keep, such a milk, to 
one which will, such as cheese.” (2) To “make foods which 
are indigestible in their original state, such as wheat or soya 
beans, digestible by turning them into products such as bread 
or tempe.” Other benefi ts include improvements in fl avour. 
Many do not realize that fermentation is part of the process 
of making coffee, cocoa, vanilla, and many kinds of sausage. 
A brief biography and nice portrait photo of Alan Davidson, 
a man of extraordinary knowledge in the world of food, 
appear on the rear dust jacket.
 Note: The paperback edition of this book (2002) is titled 
The Penguin companion to food. Address: World’s End, 
Chelsea, London, England.

4771. Ho, Mae-Wan. 1999. Genetic engineering: Dream 
or nightmare? Turning the tide on the brave new world of 
bad science and big business. 2nd ed., revised and updated. 
Dublin, Ireland: Gateway. xiii + 385 p. Index. 22 cm. 1st ed. 
1998. *

4772. Latham, J.E.M. 1999. Search for a new Eden–James 
Pierrepont Greaves (1777-1842): the sacred socialist and 
his followers. Madison, Wisconsin: Farleigh Dickinson 
University Press. 292 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [300 + 650+ 
endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: List of illustrations. 
Acknowledgements. Family tree and chronology. 
Introduction. 1. James Pierrepont Greaves: The call to 
seriousness. 2. James Pierrepont Greaves: The spirit’s work. 
3. James Pierrepont Greaves: Toward’s sacred socialism. 4. 
James Pierrepont Greaves: The sage of Burton Street.
 5. Sophia Chichester: Sugar and slavery. 6. Sophia 
Chichester: Together at Ebworth Park. 7. Sophia Chichester: 
Richard Carlile and the crisis of 1839. 8. Sophia Chichester: 
The day of bright activities is passed.
 9. Alcott House: The Concordium or Harmonious 
Industrial College. 10. Alcott House: Physical Puritanism. 
11. Alcott House: The school. 12. Alcott House: Bronson 
Alcott comes home. 13. Alcott House: A new Eden in the 

New World. 14. Alcott House: The vision fades.
 Appendix. Notes. Select bibliography.
 Chronology of James Pierrepont Greaves, Alcott House, 
and Fruitlands: 1777–Born in England, the eldest child of 
Charles Greaves of Cheapside and Ann Pierrepont. 1810–J.P. 
Greaves bankrupt. 1816–Creditors paid off. 1817–He has 
a mystical experience. 1838–Alcott House founded. 1842–
Greaves dies; Alcott arrives. Lane and Wright go to America. 
1843–Fruitlands founded; Wright returns to England. 1846–
Wright dies; Lane returns. 1848–Alcott House closes. 1870–
Charles Lane dies. 1879–William Oldham dies.
 The term “Alcott House” appears 92 times in this book; 
the word “Alcott” 100 times. A search of the book on Google 
Books gives no information about the origin of the word 
“vegetarian.”
 Illustrations: A remarkable black and white illustration 
on the rear dust jacket of this book shows Alcott House, 
from the Wilderspin Papers. On the front dust jacket is an 
engraved portrait of James Pierrepont Greaves (1777-1842). 
Charles Lane (portrait photo, p. 84, courtesy of Fruitlands 
Museums, Harvard). Amos Bronson Alcott (portrait photo, p. 
193, from the collection of Joel Myerson). Address: U.K.

4773. Okura Boeki-cho (Ministry of Finance, Division of 
Trade). 1999. Miso yûshutsu tsûkan jisseki–Heisei 10 nen 
[Japan miso exports worldwide in 1998]. Tokyo, Japan. 1 p. 
[1 ref. Jap]
• Summary: This 1-page table, written in Japanese, gives the 
exports of miso to various countries, in calendar year 1998, 
by region. We will list them here in descending order of 
volume by region–in kilograms. Asia: Taiwan 349,591. Hong 
Kong 332,325. Korea 232,115. Singapore 120,681. Thailand 
100,459. Philippines 44,605. Malaysia 40,129. Indonesia 
26,585. China 23,024.
 Middle East: United Arab Emirates (Arabu) 9,895. Israel 
4,887. Kuwait 1,256.
 Europe (Western and Eastern): Netherlands 115,703. 
Germany 102,724. England 74,231. France 45,971 Sweden 
40,170. Italy 20,283. Belgium 17,932. Austria 13,370. Spain 
6,118. Denmark 4,090. Canary Islands (Spain) 2,000. Russia 
1,715. Finland 1,310. Switzerland 450.
 North America: United States: 2,297,893. Canada 
242,240.
 Latin America: Argentina 12,589. Brazil 12,338. Costa 
Rica 400.
 Africa: South Africa 2,678.
 Oceania: Australia 164,601. Guam 31,553. New Zealand 
27,621. Mariana Islands 6,578 (of which the largest is 
Guam). Palau Islands 650.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (March 2010) 
concerning soybean products (miso) in Palau; soybeans as 
such have not yet been reported.
 Total exports. 4,531,300 kg. Total amount of miso made 
in Japan in 1998: 548,750,000 kg. Percent of miso made that 
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is exported: 0.82%. Address: Japan.

4774. Subak, Susan. 1999. Global environmental costs of 
beef production: Analysis. Ecological Economics 30:79-91. 
[43 ref]
• Summary: Evaluates the impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions of beef produced using the feedlot system 
and other less intensive management systems–such as a 
traditional African pastoral system. Cattle and their manure 
is a direct source of methane. Address: CSERGE, Univ. of 
East Anglia, and Univ. College of London, Norwich NR4 
7TJ.

4775. North, K.; Golding, J. 2000. A maternal vegetarian 
diet in pregnancy is associated with hypospadias. BJU 
International (Continues British J. of Urology) 85(1):107-13. 
Jan. *
• Summary: Mother who ate a vegetarian diet during 
pregnancy had a fi ve-times greater risk of delivering a boy 
with hypospadias, a birth-defect of the penis in which the 
opening is found on the underside, rather than at the tip. 
It is a common congenital defect, affecting about 1 in 300 
newborn males, and surgery (using the foreskin) is used to 
correct it. The research team suggests that phytoestrogens, 
hormone-like compounds found in soy, may be responsible 
for the link.

4776. Golbitz, Peter. 2000. Health claim to boost soy sales. 
Bluebook Update (Bar Harbor, Maine) 7(1):1-2. Jan/March.
• Summary: A study of the soyfoods market in the USA, 
conducted jointly by Soyatech and SJH & Co., shows that 
overall, sales of soyfoods have been growing at more than 
20% a year for the past three years; some categories, such as 
meat alternatives and dairy alternatives are growing at more 
than 40% a year. Lightlife Foods has seen sales increase 
33% during 1999. Nasoya also plans to use the health claim 
prominently on their tofu.
 The U.S. claim may even help soyfoods in Europe–
especially England. Peter Fitch, Director of the Haldane 
Foods Group in England, says that if the claim is properly 
handled, it could help restore the tarnished image of 
soyfoods–tarnished in the minds of UK consumers by 
problems related to genetic engineering of soybeans–and 
help get them back on the menu.

4777. Robbins, John. 2000. They can sow but they can’t 
reap: The demise of human sperm. EarthSave (newsletter: 
Seattle, Washington) 11(1):9, 13, 16. Winter. [9 ref]
• Summary: A dramatic decline in human sperm quantity 
and quality is taking place, leading to increased infertility. A 
1992 study in the British Medical Journal (p. 609-13) found 
that men in Western countries today have less than half the 
sperm production their grandfathers had at the same age. 
Sixty-one different studies of men in many countries showed 

that the average sperm count has declined by 42% since 
1940! Moreover, the average volume of semen has decreased 
by 20% since 1940. Thus, sperm production in the average 
man has decreased by 50% in the last 50 years.
 The article goes on to discuss many other disturbing 
dimensions of the problem. Address: Founder, EarthSave.

4778. SoyaScan Notes. 2000. Chronology of soy sprouts 
worldwide. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo 
Center.
• Summary: 100 A.D.–Soy sprouts are fi rst mentioned 
in China in the Shen-nung Pen-tsao Ching [Classical 
pharmacopoeia of Shen Nung, the Heavenly Husbandman]. 
Four Chinese characters [yellow + curls + big + bean] are 
used to refer to soy sprouts, whose use is mentioned only as 
a medicine, not as a food. The use of soy sprouts as a food in 
China did not become popular until the Sung dynasty (A.D. 
960-1127). This pharmacopoeia was compiled starting in 
the Early/Western Han Dynasty [206 B.C. to A.D. 8] from 
material that had existed long before. Today it is considered 
by Chinese authorities as a genuine work.
 1767–Soy sprouts are fi rst mentioned in an English-
language publication or in the American colonies by Henry 
Yonge of Savannah, Georgia. Yonge got his information 
from Samuel Bowen, for whom he grew the fi rst soybeans 
[called Chinese vetches] ever cultivated in North America 
in 1765. Bowen got his soybeans while traveling in China. 
Yonge writes:
 “They put about two quarts of the vetches into a coarse 
bag, or hair-cloth bag, that will hold about a peck [2 gallons], 
and after keeping them in it a little time in warm water, they 
lay the bag on [a] fl at grating, or a wooden lattice, placed 
about half way down a tub; then every four hours they pour 
water on them, and in about 36 or 40 hours they will have 
sprouted about three inches in length; they are then taken 
out and dressed with oil and vinegar, or boiled as other 
vegetables...” Mr. Flint and Mr. Bowen having found them 
an excellent antiscorbutic prepared in this manner, was a 
principal reason for his introducing them in America, as 
it would be a most valuable remedy to prevent or cure the 
scurvy amongst the seamen on board his majesty’s ships.” 
Note that in America, as in China, soy sprouts are fi rst 
recommended for use as a medicine; It is their vitamin C that 
prevents or cures scurvy.
 1830–Soy sprouts are fi rst mentioned in Europe by 
Philipp Franz von Siebold, an early traveler in Japan, in his 
book on the economic plants of Japan. In a large fold-out 
table, he states that soybeans (Sooja Japonica, Sieb.) can 
be artifi cially germinated to make “Mogasi” [sic, Moyashi]. 
He includes the word moyashi written in both katakana and 
Chinese characters.
 1871–Frederick Porter Smith, a medical missionary from 
England living in China, states in his book Contributions 
toward the Materia Medica and Natural History of China, 
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that soy bean sprouts (Tau-ya) are “artifi cially raised in large 
quantities for food in the winter” when green vegetables are 
scarce in China. This is the second earliest English-language 
publication that mentions soy sprouts.
 1905-06–Soy sprouts are fi rst produced commercially 
in the United States by two Chinese food companies in 
California: Wing Chung Long in Los Angeles, and Quong 
Hop & Co. in San Francisco.
 1911–Soy sprouts are fi rst produced commercially in 
Europe by Li Yu-ying, a Chinese scholar and soybean expert, 
at his plant Usine de la Caseo-Sojaine at Valles, Colombes, 
northwest of Paris, France.
 1914–D. Bois in France publishes the earliest illustration 
seen of a soy bean sprout.
 1917-1918–During World War I, interest in soy sprouts 
in the United States grows. Yamei Kin, a Chinese-American 
woman with an M.D. degree from an American college, 
is sent to China in June 1917 to study and report back on 
soyfoods–including soy sprouts, which she says can be used 
in a nutritious salad with fermented tofu.
 Writing in Country Gentleman (28 Sept. 1918), Sam 
Jordan of Missouri states: “Another dish which tastes as 
good as it looks or sounds is soy-bean sprouts. The smaller 
beans, of some yellow or green variety, are usually used.” 
They are excellent because of “their use in the winter, acting 
as a green vegetable, and the fact that the vegetable can be 
had whenever wanted.”
 William Morse, the USDA’s soybean expert, writes in 
the Yearbook of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (1918) 
in a special section titled “Soy-bean sprouts” that in China 
soy beans are widely used for sprouting. “Bean sprouts can 
be used as a home winter vegetable, for the dried beans are 
sprouted easily in a short time under proper conditions of 
heat and moisture. It is quite possible that sprouted soy beans 
utilized in various vegetable dishes would appeal to the 
American taste.” A full-page photo shows a large basket of 
sprouted soy beans. Taken by Frank N. Meyer, it is the fi rst 
photo of soy sprouts ever published.
 1921–Dr. John Harvey Kellogg, in his book The New 
Dietetics, has a special section titled “Soy bean sprouts” in 
which he is the fi rst to use the word “vitamins” in describing 
the nutritional benefi ts of soy sprouts, and the fi rst to note 
that “Sprouted soy beans is one of the constituents of the 
famous chop suey.”
 1941-45–During World War II, awareness of soy sprouts 
again increases. Their champion is Prof. Clive McCay of 
Cornell University. His fi rst brochure on the subject (April 
1943) begins: “Our daily paper would surprise us if it carried 
an ad: ‘WANTED: a vegetable that will grow in any climate, 
rivals meat in nutritive value, matures in 3 to 5 days, may 
be planted any day in the year, requires neither soil nor 
sunshine, rivals in vitamin C, has no waste (in preparation), 
can be cooked with as little fuel and as quickly as pork 
chop.’ The Chinese discovered this vegetable centuries ago 

in sprouted soy beans.”
 Prof. McCay and his wife, Jeanette, worked closely 
with the New York State Emergency Food Commission, 
to publicize soy sprouts and other soyfoods during the war 
years. Governor Thomas E. Dewey hosted a famous “soy 
bean lunch” at the governor’s mansion in Albany, New 
York, to demonstrate the value of mean substitutes. Soy 
sprouts were in two of the dishes served to the 67 media 
representatives.
 1960s-2000–Soy sprouts benefi t from the rapid growth 
of interest in all kinds of sprouts in the USA and Europe, and 
from the growing number of Asian-Americans.

4779. Ratner, Jay. 2000. Chinese whispers: The Orient in 
London’s Piccadilly features two items on its menu which 
are often missing from Chinatown restaurants–excellent 
service and superb food. Guardian (England). March 12. p. 
G69.
• Summary: This is a review of the Chinese restaurant The 
Orient at China House (160 Piccadilly, London, W1). And 
“crisp green beans were dressed in a light black bean and 
ginger sauce.”

4780. McNeil, Donald G., Jr. 2000. Protests on new seeds 
and genes grow more passionate in Europe: Redesigning 
nature. New York Times. March 14. p. A1, A12.
• Summary: In Europe, the debate over genetically modifi ed 
food has grown passionate. British newspapers routinely use 
the word “Frankenfood” and pollsters report that only 1% of 
Britons think genetic engineering has any value at all.

4781. Soyafoods (ASA, Europe). 2000. Your Soyafoods 
magazine will undergo some changes after this summer. 
11(1):1-page insert after p. 4. Spring.
• Summary: The American Soybean Association intends to 
stop publishing this magazine, and instead to start sending 
it my e-mail. They are also considering translating it into 
French, German, and English.
 They now offer by e-mail, in addition, a monthly 
information bulletin titled “Soybean Update.”

4782. Fort, Matthew. 2000. Braised or roasted, sir: France is 
shocked by the news that a man has been caught eating his 
dogs. But why are we so horrifi ed by the idea of cooking our 
pets? Guardian (England). May 26. p. A6.
• Summary: Earlier this week a man in France was fi ned 
£300 for eating an unknown number of dogs in his care. 
Unfortunately, we were told nothing about how he cooked 
them.
 “Did he, for example, braise them with soy sauce, sugar, 
fermented bean curd, dried bean curd [probably doufu-gan, 
which is pressed tofu], water and white wine to make the 
classic Chinese dish of hon tsao go zo (red cooked dog)? 
Or did he favor the Hawaiian style spatchcocking them and 
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grilling them on the barbecue with sweet potatoes?”

4783. Skiff, James. 2000. Non-GMO and organic foods in 
British supermarket chains. US Soy offers a new service 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 20. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jim just returned from a business trip to Europe. 
Britain is far ahead of the USA on issues related to GMO-
free and organic foods. Iceland Frozen Foods was the fi rst 
British supermarket chain to guarantee that all of their 
foods would be GMO-free. This move sent the company’s 
stock sky high. The owner of the chain coined the term 
“Frankenfoods” in a media interview. Jim’s contact is Bill 
Wadsworth, head of technical issues and marketing. Jim 
also met with the British Retail Consortium. Iceland is much 
smaller than the big-three British supermarket chains which 
are Tesco, Sainsbury’s, and Safeway. Iceland recently said 
that all produce sold at its stores would be organically grown.
 Jim has met a number of tofu makers in Europe who 
are not even aware of the concept of soybean varieties. So 
Jim is working with them to choose the best varieties for 
making tofu. One of his favorites is Proto, a small-seeded 
public soybean developed at the University of Minnesota 
specifi cally for making tofu. Another good variety is Stein.
 Jim’s company is now making and selling oil-roasted 
soynuts. Address: US Soy, 2808 Thomason Dr., Mattoon, 
Illinois 61938. Phone: 217-235-1020.

4784. Kono, Makoto. 2000. Life after the “Liefde”: Dutch 
infl uence in Japan. Look Japan (Tokyo) 46(531):35-37. June.
• Summary: In 1600, the Dutch ship Liefde drifted ashore in 
Usuki Bay in Bungo Province (now Oita prefecture). Of the 
original 110 crew members, only 24 were still alive, and only 
six of these could walk ashore unassisted. The arrival of this 
ship marked the beginning of relations between Japan and 
the Netherlands, and the 400th anniversary of this key event 
is being celebrated in Japan this year. Two of the surviving 
crew were to earn important places in Japanese history: 
William Adams and Jan Joosten.
 Adams, an Englishman, became Tokugawa Ieyasu’s 
advisor on diplomacy and trade. He adopted the Japanese 
name Miura Anjin, married a Japanese woman, Oyuki, and 
was given the social rank of samurai. Two monuments and a 
festival commemorate the site of his residence in Tokyo and 
the grave of his wife. Jan Joosten became Ieyasu’s advisor on 
military affairs. He, too was given a Japanese name, Yaôsu, 
and that name survives today in a slightly modifi ed form as 
Yaesu, a district on the eastern side of Tokyo Station.
 In 1633 the Tokugawa shogunate adopted a policy 
of national isolation which continued for 221 years until 
1854 when the American Commodore Perry forced the 
country to open its doors to Western trade. During this time 
Japan maintained contact with only three nations: China, 
Korea, and the Netherlands. The Dutch were restricted to 

an artifi cial island named Dejima [Deshima], built by the 
shogunate in Nagasaki Harbor. This was the sole source 
of “Western Learning” which was more commonly called 
“Dutch Learning” (rangaku). The fi rst area of interest to 
Japanese scholars was Western medicine, starting with 
anatomy. In 1774 a 5-volume anatomy was translated into 
Japanese by a team headed by Gempaku Sugita.
 At the Dutch trading post in Dejima, three doctors were 
employed; each had a strong impact on the relationship 
between Japan and the West. Engelbert Kaempfer, a German, 
came to Japan early in the Edo period (1603-1867). Philipp 
Franz von Siebold, also a German, came in the middle years 
of the Edo period, and Carl Peter Thunberg, a Swede, came 
near the end. Besides medicine, all three taught natural 
history, focusing on the fl ora and fauna of Japan, and all 
three became well known in Europe for disseminating their 
knowledge of Japan.

4785. Leatherhead Food Research Assoc. 2000. Functional 
food markets, innovation and prospects. Leatherhead, Surrey, 
England. June. 30 cm. *
• Summary: This market study, No. R181-034, retails for 
$1,193. Probiotic dairy products dominate the European 
and Australian markets for functional foods. The four major 
types of functional food products are targeted at gut health, 
heart health, immune function, and bone health. Address: 
Randalls Road, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 7RY, England.

4786. Tikkanen, M.J.; Adlercreutz, H. 2000. Dietary soy-
derived isofl avone phytoestrogens. Could they have a 
role in coronary heart disease prevention? Biochemical 
Pharmacology 60(1):1-5. July. *

4787. Cooper, Kim. 2000. Growing identity preserved (IP) 
soybeans in Canada (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 21. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Canada has been “IPing” (growing identity 
preserved soybeans) for about 15 years (i.e., since about 
1985). The pioneers in growing IP soybeans were Paul King 
(age 50-55) and his father (who founded King Grain, and 
who is now in his 90s) and W.G. Thompson & Sons Limited 
(Blenheim, Ontario). Kim worked for King Grain for about 
9 years. During his travels, Paul saw the need for consistent 
soybeans. He realized there was no way that Canada could 
compete with the USA for bulk shipments, so he proposed 
that Canada start to develop niche markets. He got very 
interested in soyfoods, because he believed there was a real 
opportunity for Canada to supply tofu makers with soybeans 
of consistently high quality year after year. Today Canada 
has the largest and most sophisticated IP system for soybeans 
of any country in the world.
 When genetically engineered soybeans started to be 
sold, the Ontario Soybean Growers (OSG) got chastised by 
the American Soybean Association for growing non-GMO 
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soybeans and for not helping the advancement of GMO 
soybeans. When the ASA suggested that Canada stop this, 
they responded that they were simply trying to fi ll a need in 
the market.
 When customers started asking for non-GMO soybeans, 
they simply became another of Canada’s IP products; the 
infrastructure was in place. OSG is basically selling a 
process, which they show to their customers–from seed to 
grower to elevator. The customers are quite satisfi ed that 
they will get the soybeans they want, whether it is 0.1% 
non-GMO or 1% non-GMO or whatever. For customers in 
Japan and the UK, non-GMO is very important; for those 
in Hong Kong, only about 50% want non-GMO. Ontario’s 
IP production and exports have been increasing. This 
growth is hard to measure because the acreage is grown by 
individual companies. Kim has been doing some informal 
surveys, which show that 30-35% of the larger farmers are 
growing IP soybeans, which are also a value-added crop. 
Throughout Ontario province, Kim would estimate that IP 
acreage accounts for about 20-25% of total soybean acreage, 
compared with less than 5% of America’s total soybean 
acreage. So Canada is way ahead of the USA in growing IP 
soybeans. Address: Marketing Specialist, OSGMB, Chatham, 
Ontario, Canada N7M 5L8. Phone: (519) 352-7730.

4788. Wiseman, Helen; O’Reilly, J.D.; Adlercreutz, H.; et al. 
2000. Isofl avone phytoestrogens consumed in soy decrease 
F2-isoprostane concentrations and increase resistance of low-
density lipoprotein to oxidation in humans. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 72(2):395-400. Aug. [51 ref]
• Summary: “Consumption of soy containing naturally 
occurring amounts of isofl avone phytoestrogens reduced 
lipid peroxidation in vivo and increased the resistance of 
LDL to oxidation. This antioxidant action may be signifi cant 
with regard to risk of atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease 
in general, and cancer.” Address: Dep. of Nutrition and 
Dietetics, the Nutrition, Food, and Health Research Centre, 
King’s College, London.

4789. Ontario Soybean Growers Newsletter. 2000. China’s 
water crisis. Oct. p. 12.
• Summary: China, with 22% of the world’s population and 
only 7% of the world’s fresh water supply, is facing serious 
water shortages. Chinese leaders agree that water shortages 
could be one of the country’s major issues during the next 
20 years. Deep wells are now dry and everyone along the 
major rivers is clamoring for more water. With China’s rivers 
drying up, the country’s production of grain and soybeans is 
expected to drop steadily. Therefore imports will increase. 
Economics favors use of water in urban rather than rural 
agricultural areas.
 In Nov. 1999 a new Canada-China Bilateral agreement 
was signed. These changes are expected to take place when 
China joins the World Trade Organization (WTO). In 1998 

China was Canada’s 4th largest trading partner, behind the 
U.S., Japan, and the United Kingdom. The Canadian soybean 
industry continues to view China as a key market.
 Note: In recent years, China has also suffered 
from severe fl oods, caused largely by deforestation and 
overpopulation. Address: Box 1199, Chatham, ONT, Canada 
N7M 5L8.

4790. Perushek, Diane. 2000. On Oct. 30 American libraries 
switched from the Wade-Giles system of romanization 
to pinyin in cataloging Chinese-language documents 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Dec. 20. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Catalogers of Chinese documents now also 
have a computerized software program that converts from 
pinyin to Wade-Giles and vice versa. About ten years ago 
American libraries decided to continue using Wade-Giles 
and not switch to pinyin–largely because of the diffi culties of 
conversion. But the Library of Congress has been lobbying 
for the use of pinyin for years. The decision to change was 
made 2-3 years ago.
 Pinyin has an interesting history, deeply embroiled in 
politics. Since the Wade-Giles system of romanization was 
developed by Western missionaries (mostly British), the 
Chinese did not want to use it; they wanted to develop their 
own system. In the process, they consulted French linguists 
more than British. The U.S. news media started consistently 
using pinyin shortly after President Nixon’s trip to China in 
Feb. 1972. The Chinese urged this since the Taiwanese used 
Wade-Giles.
 Diane personally likes the Yale system best; she thinks 
that pinyin and Wade-Giles each have about the same 
number of diffi culties. Address: Collection Development, 
Library, Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Illinois.

4791. Adams, M.R.; Moss, M.O. 2000. Food microbiology. 
2nd ed. Cambridge, England: Royal Society of Chemistry. 
xiv + 479 p. + 16 pages of unnumbered plates. Illust. 24 cm. 
[439* ref]
• Summary: This book focuses on general principles, and 
does not try to mention every fermented food. Chapter 
9.12, “Mould fermentations” (p. 363-68) discusses tempeh, 
soy sauce and rice wine [saké], koji (a mould enzyme 
preparation), miso, and Chinese chiang [jiang].
 Ochratoxin may result from contamination of soya beans 
by Aspergillus species. Address: Univ. of Surrey, Guildford, 
UK.

4792. Anderson, Luke. 2000. Genetic engineering, food, and 
our environment. White River Junction, Vermont: Chelsea 
Green Publishing Company. 159 p. Index. 18 cm. [416* ref]
• Summary: First published in the United Kingdom in 1999 
by Green Books Ltd. Contents: Introduction. 1. What is 
genetic engineering? 2. GE and the environment. 3. GE and 
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farming. 4. Patenting life. 5. Who’s in control. 6. A case 
study: Milk and GE growth hormones. 7. Turning the tide. 
Resources.
 Soybeans (both traditional and transgenic/GE) are 
mentioned throughout this book.

4793. Bakken, Henry H. 2000. Encyclopedia Americana: 
Futures trading. Danbury, Connecticut: Grolier Inc. 30 
volumes. See Vol. 12, p. 208. [3 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Function. Development 
of trading. Ever since humans discovered the benefi ts of 
trading, market procedures have gradually evolved. This 
development can be divided into at least fi ve stages: Gift 
giving, barter, cash market, contracts “to arrive” or “to 
deliver,” and futures trading. A futures trade in soybeans, 
for example, is an agreement between two parties to transfer 
legal rights to the beans for delivery and acceptance in the 
future. It is contracts that are bought and sold; the soybeans 
are never brought to the trading fl oor. A futures market 
serves different purposes from those of a cash market. One 
function is to shift risks through hedging.
 The limitations of cash markets became apparent in the 
1800s at major trading centers such as Tokyo, Liverpool, and 
Chicago (Illinois). In Chicago, for example, port facilities 
for storage were limited, so in 1851 grain dealers there began 
making agreements that were soon known as “to arrive” 
and “to deliver” contracts. Grain would be delivered in the 
future for cash, on dates when ships would be available for 
transport on the Great Lakes.
 This system was better than earlier trading methods, so 
grain dealers experimented further with time contracts. In 
1867 the earliest known instance of futures trading in the 
USA took place at the Chicago Board of Trade. However 
futures trading began in Japan in 1730 (rice) and in England 
in 1826 (nutmegs). Address: Univ. of Wisconsin.

4794. Kiple, Kenneth F.; Ornelas, Kriemhild Coneè. 
eds. 2000. The Cambridge world history of food. 2 vols. 
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press. See vol. 
1, p. 422-27. Vol. 2, p. 1855. [48 soy ref]
• Summary: In volume one, the chapter titled “Soybean,” 
by Thomas Sorosiak (p. 422-27) is poorly written by a man 
who is not well-known in this fi eld and does not know the 
subject well. The following are two examples of incorrect 
statements: The “ancient Chinese name for the bean was 
sou” (p. 422). Actually it was shu, then dou, later dadou.
 For the last paragraph on p. 422, which is about famine 
in China and conjee or gruel, the source is cited as Flannery 
1969. However this conference paper by Flannery, titled 
“Origins and ecological effects of early domestication in Iran 
and the Near East,” does not mention China or Conjee, and 
the page numbers in the citation are incorrect.
 “Soybeans, paradoxically, have a bland taste, which 
probably inspired the development of fl avorful fermented soy 

products” (p. 425). Actually soybeans are widely considered 
to have an unpleasant, beany fl avor. That is why they are 
made into tofu (doufu), which has an insipid or bland 
fl avor. This chapter contains a fairly good bibliography, but 
unfortunately few of the references are cited in the text, and 
some of the references are incomplete.
 Includes a food-plant dictionary, which contains more 
than 1,000 entries and 4,000 synonyms for the names of food 
plants.
 For a scathing (and very fair) review of this book see: 
Wilkinson, Endymion. 2001. “Chinese culinary history.” 
China Review International (Hawaii). 8(2):285-302. Fall.

4795. Wilkinson, Endymion Porter. comp. 2000. Chinese 
history: A manual. Revised and enlarged. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press / Harvard Yenching 
Institute. xxiv + 1181 p. Index. 23 cm. Harvard Yenching 
Institute Monograph Series, 52. 1st ed. 1998. [500+* ref]
• Summary: A remarkable and extremely valuable book. 
Partial contents: Introduction: Recent historiographical 
trends, center and periphery, periodization, the dynasties. 
I: Basics. 1. Language. 2. Dictionaries. 3. People. 4. 
Geography. 5. Chronology. 6. Telling the time. 7. Statistics: 
Numbers and order of magnitude, population, weights and 
measures, money, prices. 8. Guides and encyclopedias. 
9. Locating books. 10. Locating secondary sources. 11. 
Libraries.
 II: Pre-Qin sources. 12. Archaeology. 13. Pre-Qin 
archaeology. 14. Prehistoric signs and symbols. 15. Oracle 
bone inscriptions. 16. The characters: Evolution and 
structure. 17. Epigraphy. 18. From bamboo strips to printed 
books. 19. Excavated and transmitted texts.
 III: Historical genres. 20. Primary and secondary 
sources. 21. Annals. 22. Standard histories. 23. Topically 
arranged histories. 24. Miscellaneous histories. 25. 
Government institutions. 26. Offi cial communications. 27. 
Law. 28. War.
 IV: Other primary sources... 35. Agriculture, food and 
the environment. 36. Medicine. 37. Technology and science... 
42. Foreign accounts of China.
 V: Primary sources by period.
 In the chapter titled “Agriculture, food and the 
environment,” section 35.2.2 on “Pre-Qin foodstuffs and 
cooking” (the Qin dynasty, 221-206 B.C., came just before 
the Han) states that the staple dishes, cooked mainly by 
boiling or steaming, were typically “accompanied by a 
savory paste (jiang, miso in Japanese) made from hydrolyzed 
(fermented) meat, fi sh, crustaceans, or, most important of 
all, soybeans” (Footnote 8). “The soybean is indigenous to 
northeast China. Its cultivation began in the Zhou period. It 
was a major source of protein, especially for peasants and 
laborers. Starting in the Yangzi valley, it was brined and 
hydrolyzed into the characteristic Chinese fl avoring, soy 
sauce (jiangyou) (9). By the Han, a new process had been 
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discovered; if the production was interrupted half way and 
the beans dried, they became blackened and delicious. Along 
with savory pastes (jiang) and pickles (zu), these fermented 
soybeans (chi) were immensely popular (10).”
 Footnote 8: See Zhongguo shiqian yinshishi (A history 
of Chinese prehistoric food and drink), Wang Renxiang, ed. 
in chief, Qingdao, 1997.
 Footnote 9 (p. 638): “The origin of ‘soya’ in European 
and other languages is from either xiyao [fermented black 
soybean sauce] or shôyu (the Cantonese and Japanese for 
jiangyou [soy sauce] respectively). The early generic word 
was shu (Glycine max), later dou, and later still dadou to 
distinguish it from post-Han imported pulses.”
 Footnote 10: “Chi used to be pronounced shi. Other 
names for chi were douchi, daku, and nadou (nattô in 
Japanese).”
 Section 35.2.3 on “New foodstuffs and cooking” covers 
the period from the beginning of the Han dynasty in 202 
B.C. Noodles (bing) were introduced. Soybeans (in the forms 
of jiang and fermented black soybeans {chi}) remained an 
important source of protein. Alfalfa (musu or mushu), peas 
(hudou, modern wandou), and sesame (huma, modern zhima 
or mazi) are said to have been introduced by Zhang Qian, 
the emissary from the Former / Western Han dynasty. By the 
Tang “bitter fermented blackened soy beans” (huchi) had 
been introduced; hu means “barbarian.” Tofu (doufu) is fi rst 
mentioned in the early Song dynasty. It was imported into 
Japan and fi rst appeared there in a document dated 1183. 
“It was used as a substitute for meat and fi sh in Buddhist 
vegetarian cooking.” New World crops which made their 
way into China from the 16th century include peanuts 
(fandou, modern huasheng), chili, corn, sweet potatoes, and 
tomato (p. 643).
 Note: The author was born and educated in England. 
Address: Head of Delegation and Ambassador to China for 
the European Commission.

4796. Walker, H.A.; Dean, T.S.; Sanders, T.A.; Jackson, G.; 
Ritter, J.M.; Chowienczyk, P.J. 2001. The phytoestrogen 
genistein produces acute nitric oxide-dependent dilation 
of human forearm vasculature with similar potency to 
17b-estradiol. Circulation 103(2):258-62. Jan. 16. [33 ref]
• Summary: The title states the conclusion. “Genistein 
is present in high concentrations in the diets of East Asia 
subjects, and it is possible that high plasma concentrations 
of genistein contribute to the strikingly low incidence of 
atherosclerosis and coronary heart disease (CHD) seen in 
East Asia.” Address: 1. MRCP, Cardiothoracic Centre, St. 
Thomas’ Hospital, London, UK.

4797. Glenville, Marilyn. 2001. Natural alternatives to HRT* 
(* hormone replacement therapy) cookbook: Understanding 
estrogen and foods that benefi t your health. Berkeley, 
California: Ten Speed Press. 192 p. Illust. Index. 24 x 21 cm. 

[37* ref]
• Summary: Every woman who experiences menopause has 
probably experienced unpleasant symptoms such as joint 
pains, mood swings, weight gain, hot fl ashes, etc. Yet these 
symptoms can be avoided, or at least alleviated–by simple 
and safe changes in diet to include more phytoestrogens and 
isofl avones. This books tells and shows you how. Already a 
best-seller in the U.K. with over 20,000 copies in print.
 Although this is not a vegetarian cookbook (recipes 
call for the use of fi sh and shellfi sh such as crab, mussels, 
salmon, tuna, etc.), there is extensive discussion of the 
benefi ts of soyfoods in a diet for menopausal women and 
many recipes that use soy (especially tofu). The chapter 
titled “What you need to eat at menopause” contains a 
good discussion (p. 17-18) of the benefi ts of isofl avones 
/ phytoestrogens and natural soyfoods. It is known that 
“legumes contain good levels of isofl avones, and soy ranks 
the highest.” Phytoestrogens are also good for bone health, 
and soy protein helps to reduce cholesterol (p. 25).
 In the “Introduction to the recipes” is a section on 
“Soy products” (p. 47) that discusses miso, soy milk, soy 
sauce, tempeh, and tofu (which is “wonderfully versatile”). 
Soy-related recipes include: Scrambled tofu (p. 71). Tofu 
vegetable quiche (p. 90). Russian salad deluxe with tofu 
dressing (p. 96). Vegetable, bean sprout and tofu stir-fry (p. 
104-06). Tofu and mushroom stroganoff (p. 106-07). Herby 
tofu and oat sausages with nutty mash (p. 112). Austrian 
bean salad with tofu dressing (p. 130-132). Deluxe kebabs 
(p. 136). Apricot tofu ice-cream (p. 156). Tofu cheesecake 
(p. 157). Mixed berry fool (p. 159). Miso broth (p. 176). Soy 
mayonnaise (p. 179). Sesame tofu dressing (p. 180). Tofu dip 
for raw vegetables (p. 180). Mocha tofu cream (p. 183). Tofu 
cream (p. 183).
 Marilyn Glenville, PhD, earned her doctorate at 
Cambridge University and is Chair of the Governing Council 
for the British Association of Nutritional Therapists. She has 
practiced nutritional therapy in the U.K.and U.S. for more 
than twenty years, and specializes in the natural approach to 
female hormone problems. She practices from three private 
clinics in London and Kent, including the prestigious Hale 
Clinic. Address: PhD, nutritional therapist, UK.

4798. Product Name:  Morningstar Farms Tomato & Basil 
Pizza Burger.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Worthington Foods, Inc. 
Distributed by Kellogg USA Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan 
49016.
Manufacturer’s Address:  900 Proprietors Rd., 
Worthington, OH 43085.  Phone: 614-885-9511.
Date of Introduction:  2001 January.
Ingredients:  Textured vegetable protein (soy protein 
concentrate, wheat gluten, water for hydration), onions, 
mushrooms, Mozzarella cheese...
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Four burgers weigh 9.5 oz (269 
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gm). Paperboard box. Retails for $2.89 (2002/05, Lafayette, 
California).
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Product with Label 
purchased at Trader Joe’s in Lafayette, California. 2001. 
April 29. Box is 8 by 4 by 1¼ inches. Front panel text: 
“Veggie Burgers. Enjoy the traditional fl avor of Italy. New 
package’ same delicious taste. 60% less fat than ground 
beef.” A color photo on left half of front panel shows a 
veggie burger on a piece of lettuce with melted cheese, 
sliced mushrooms, and tomato sauce on top. Above that is 
a bun. Note: This are no buns and no pizza in the product. 
In lower right corner of front panel is a gold medal: “2001 
Gold: Taste Award. American Tasting Institute.” Note: One 
must pay to use this medal for promoting products. On 
back panel: “100% Vegetarian” circular logo with 3 green 
leaves on a white background, imitating that of the VSUK 
in the UK, although it is slightly different since the VSUK 
logo is oval, has a two-color background, and has two green 
leaves. Cooking: Best is in oven, second best in skillet, least 
desirable is in microwave. “Morningstar Farms appreciates 
consumer comments.” Gives phone, e-mail, and mail.
 Ad (full page) in Vegetarian Times. 2004. Feb. p. 12. 
“Taking the low-carb thing a little too far?” The top two-
thirds of the ad contains a color photo showing a small plate 
piled with crisp pieces of bacon. Below that is the front panel 
of a box of Morningstar Farms (biggest letters on the box) 
Tomato & Basil Burger. Below that we read: “Low-carb diets 
meet common sense. Morningstar Farms offers 13 lower-fat 
veggie options, like zesty Tomato & Basil Pizza Burgers, 
all with 4 grams of net carbs less. Available in your grocer’s 
freezer.” In small print: “Net carbs = carbs less dietary fi ber.”

4799. Gupta, Rajendra (“Raj”) P. 2001. Changes in 
ownership of SoyaWorld, Inc. (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
March 17. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: In Dec. 2000, Saputo, a large American cheese 
company, acquired Dairyworld Foods (Burnaby, British 
Columbia, Canada) and thereby also acquired Dairyworld’s 
50% ownership of SoyaWorld, Inc.
 Then in Jan. 2001 Sanitarium Foods of Australia bought 
Peter Joe’s 50% ownership of SoyaWorld. Maheb Nathoo is 
still the managing director of SoyaWorld, and the company 
is doing well. Maheb is basically a fi nancial man. So 
SoyaWorld, Inc. is a separate company owned by Sanitarium 
Foods.
 The soymilk company in Scotland, which used ProSoya 
technology and which Dusty Cunningham helped to start, 
has declared bankruptcy. Raj is now negotiating with another 
company to take over the plant and equipment.
 Raj has heard that Dean Foods is for sale, and that White 
Wave’s Silk is not yet profi table. Address: President and 
CEO, ProSoya Inc., 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, 

K1J 9N5, Canada. Phone: 613-745-9115.

4800. Keenan, Lindsay. 2001. Turning a genetically 
engineered problem into an organic opportunity (Letter to the 
editor). Natural Foods Merchandiser. May. p. 11.
• Summary: He uses the terms “GE ingredients” and “non-
GE ingredients” throughout this excellent letter. Address: 
Genetic Engineering Campaign, Greenpeace USA, 702 H 
Street, NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 20001; and Co-
director, Scotland’s largest health food wholesaler. Phone: 
202-251-7884.

4801. Slater, Niger. 2001. Tofu at the top. Observer 
(London). June 17. p. F50.
• Summary: Nigel Slater does not like tofu, but he’s willing 
to give it a try. “Tofu, dou fu, bean curd, call the stuff what 
you will, has never exactly been on my shopping list.” Slater 
quotes from a new book titled Sichuan Cookery, by Fuchsia 
Dunlop, the BBC’s East Asia specialist. Note: Chengdu is the 
capital of Sichuan province.
 “In most Chengdu markets the standard white bean curd 
is available in several consistencies; there is also smoked 
bean curd in thin, fi rm slabs with a honey-brown surface, 
glossy chunks of fi rm bean curd which have been simmered 
in fi ve-spice broth, large squares of ‘bean curd skin’ 
[probably yuba], sausage-shaped rolls of bean curd with an 
Edam-like texture, tender fl ower bean curd and ripe-smelling 
fermented bean curd in chilli sauce.”
 Slater notes that in Chinese grocery shops in England, 
one can generally fi nd three kinds of tofu: Firm tofu, smoked 
tofu, and silken tofu (slithery, “with the texture of a gently 
quivering custard, and the non-fl avour of spring water”).
 He gives two recipes from two different books: Fuchsia 
Dunlop’s home-style bean curd (with “500g block of bean 
curd”), and Vatcharian Bhumichitr’s tahu goreng (with “4 
blocks soft bean curd, each about 5cm square”). The latter 
recipe comes from Vatch’s Southeast Asian Salads.

4802. Hymowitz, Ted. 2001. Looking for information about 
Samuel Bowen in the Archives of the British East India 
Company in London (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 27. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted fi rst collected documents about Samuel 
Bowen from the Georgia Historical Society. But he had 
to prove that Bowen’s story about being in China was 
actually true. So Ted went to London to visit the archives 
of the British East Indian Co. Just to get in, he had to have 
a personal letter from the Chancellor of the University 
of Illinois. Once in, he was asked to leave most of his 
belongings at the door, but he was allowed to take a pencil 
and some paper with him. The archives has countless 
bundles of material from 1795 on that have not been open 
or catalogued. Fortunately Bowen claimed to have been in 
China before 1795, so those records had been catalogued and 
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were well organized. A watchman was seated atop a tall chair 
in the middle of the room to make sure that nobody at the 
three desks stole any of the priceless letters. When Ted asked 
for his fi rst collection of documents, he was brought a bundle 
of about 100 letters and told that if what he was looking 
for existed, it would be somewhere in these letters. They 
were not indexed, and the handwriting was hard to read. 
Ultimately he found the document which proved that Samuel 
Bowen had been in China. Then he asked for the records of 
the Pitt. There he saw (and photographed) Samuel Bowen’s 
signature on the manifest.
 Ted spent about three days in the archives, with their 
moldy smell, and found exactly what he was looking for. 
When he arrived back in Illinois, he fi rst showed his fi ndings 
to Jack Harlan, who said simply “Write it up.” Address: Prof. 
of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.

4803. Battle, Robert. 2001. Ancestors and descendants of 
William Spencer–Immigrant to Georgia 1742. Tacoma, 
Washington. 25 p. 28 cm. [164 ref]
• Summary: This is an excellent, carefully documented 
genealogy linking William Spencer of London and Savannah 
to the Spencer family of Pencombe and Leominster. 
Samuel Bowen married Jane Spencer on 30 March 1765 in 
Savannah, Georgia. Jane was born in about 1737, probably in 
London. She is the daughter of William Spencer and his fi rst 
wife, Mary. She was baptized on 19 Oct. 1736 in St. Martin-
Vintry, London (FHL #374,482). She died on 18 Oct. 1781.
 Extensive genealogical information is given on William 
Spencer and his two wives. William was baptized on 24 Oct. 
1702 in Leominster. He died about 7 Feb. 1776 in Savannah, 
Chatham Co., Georgia. His fi rst wife died before 1 Nov. 
1742 in Frederica, Georgia. William married again about Jan. 
1745 to a Ms. Avery, daughter of Capt. Joseph Avery by his 
second wife, Margaret. Address: 3933 N. 29 St., Tacoma, 
Washington 98407-5307. Phone: (253) 759-3840.

4804. Severson, Kim. 2001. One soy sauce changes its ways. 
San Francisco Chronicle. July 25. Food section. p. 4.
• Summary: Potentially dangerous amounts of 3-MCPD, a 
suspected carcinogen since 1999, were found in 22 of 100 
brands of soy and oyster sauces in the United Kingdom 
according to results announced last month by the British 
Food Standards Agency–the UK’s equivalent of the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Some of the products tested 
were made by Lee Kum Lee, one of the world’s largest 
manufacturers, however a company spokesperson said 
they may have been tested before the company changed 
its manufacturing process. The sauces in question use 
hydrochloric acid in a process that reduces the manufacturing 
time to six days from the typical 6 months. Address: Staff 
writer.

4805. Law, Edward. 2001. The origins of the silver trade 
in Sheffi eld (Website printout–part). homepage.eircom.
net/~lawed/Origins.htm 6 p. Printed March 23.
• Summary: The silver trade in Sheffi eld was established 
as a direct result of the invention of Sheffi eld Plate in 1742. 
The initial discovery of silver plating was made by Thomas 
Boulsover. “We are fortunate to have information (footnote 
53) to be able to consider the fi rm of Roberts, Cadman & Co. 
in some detail. The fi rm was started in 1784 by two young 
men.” Roberts, age 21, had just fi nished his apprenticeship, 
while Cadman, who had also served an apprenticeship, was a 
few years older. Within 2 years of starting business, the fi rm 
took a “sleeping partner” named Naylor, who had an equity 
share but no role in the fi rm’s management.
 One of the fi rm’s most interesting records is a stock 
book from 1787, “perhaps the fi rst stock-taking of the fi rm 
following the introduction of Naylor.” “The stock in the 
warehouse shows that from the earliest days the fi rm was 
manufacturing all types of wares. It included... dish rings and 
dish crosses with lamps; sauce, pickle, soy, snuffer and ink 
boats; tureens; epergnes...”

4806. Shanmugasundaram, S. 2001. Global extension and 
diversifi cation of fresh and frozen vegetable soybean. In: T. 
Lumpkin, ed. 2001. Second International Vegetable Soybean 
Conference. Pullman, Washington: Washington State 
University. 202 p. See p. 161-165. [9 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Extension of vegetable 
soybean. Diversifi cation of fresh and frozen vegetable 
soybean. Conclusions. Acknowledgement.
 World maps show: (1) Progress in evaluation and 
release of AVRDC vegetable soybean [varieties] from 1979 
to 1983. Countries include England, France, Niger, Nigeria, 
Pakistan, India, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, 
Taiwan, Japan, and Korea. (2) AVRDC vegetable soybean 
evaluation, commercial production and export as of 
2000. Symbols show: On-station tests, varieties released, 
commercial production, and exporting. [Note: The term 
“Vegetable soybean” here means whole, dry, vegetable-type 
soybean varieties, not green vegetable soybeans]. Countries 
include England, Germany, France, Italy, Ukraine, Ghana, 
Nigeria, Congo [formerly Zaire], Zambia, Namibia, Lesotho, 
Swaziland, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Malawi, Tanzania, Kenya, 
Uganda, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Bhutan, Bangladesh, India, 
Nepal, Thailand, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, 
Indonesia, Australia, Fiji, Solomon Islands, Papua New 
Guinea, Marshall Islands, Guam, Philippines, Laos, Vietnam, 
Taiwan, China, Korea, USA, Guatemala, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador, Argentina, Chile, 
Brazil, Suriname, Guyana, West Indies, Granada, St. Vincent, 
Honduras, and Belize.
 Note: This is the earliest document seen (Aug. 2009) 
concerning soybeans in Namibia. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in Namibia (2001). Address: 
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Plant Breeder and Director, Program I, Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center, P.O. Box 42, Shanhua, 
Tainan 741, Taiwan, ROC. Email: sundar@netra.avrdc.org.
tw.

4807. Sweetser, Wendy. 2001. The tofu for health cookbook: 
Recipes with style and taste. Alexandria, Virginia: Time-Life 
Books. 144 p. Illust. (color). Index. 25 x 24 cm.
• Summary: Mostly recipes with lots of full-page color 
photos. Little information about the health benefi ts of tofu. 
Not vegetarian. Contents: Introduction: Why tofu? How is it 
made? Are there different types of tofu? Extra fi rm or regular 
tofu, fi rm tofu, soft tofu, silken tofu. More unusual types of 
tofu available: Smoked tofu, marinated tofu, deep-fried tofu, 
do-it-yourself tofu. Buying and preparing tofu. Cooking with 
tofu. Nutrition and health. 1. Soups and salads. 2. Appetizers. 
3. Main dishes. 4. Side dishes and snacks. 5. Drinks and 
desserts.
 Produced and typeset in London by Quintet Publishing 
Ltd. Manufactured in Hong Kong by Regent Publishing 
Services Ltd. Printed in China by Leefung Asco Printers Ltd. 
Address: London, England.

4808. Archer Daniels Midland Co. 2001. Commercial 
products (Ad). Soya & Oilseed Bluebook 2002. p. 114-30.
• Summary: In this multi-page black-and-white ad, addresses 
are also given for ADM offi ces in England, Australia, and 
Japan. Products are described in tabular form under the 
following categories. For each product is given: Name, 
grade, assay, granulation or concentration, and applications. 
Categories: Citric products. Polyol products. Lactic products. 
Other products: Glucono delta-lactone, xanthan gum. 
Complexed lecithins. Purifi ed lecithin. Standard lecithins. 
Modifi ed lecithins. Ultra fi ltered deoiled lecithins. Capsule 
grade lecithins. Distilled monoglycerides. Distilled propylene 
glycol monoester. Natural-source vitamin E. Novasoy 
isofl avone concentrate. Phytosterols–all vegetable. Canola 
sterol esters. Isolated soy proteins (Pro-Fam {20 types} 
and Ardex {3 types}). Soy protein concentrates (Arcon {9 
types}, Arcon T {textured soy protein concentrates, 2 types}, 
Maicon T {for vegetarian foods}). TVC (Textured vegetable 
protein chunks and crumbles, 60% protein, for vegetarian 
foods and meat applications). TVP (3 types). Nutrisoy 
(defatted soy fl ours, fl akes, or grits, 5 types). Soylec and 
Nutrisoy (3 types, premix product of lecithin and Nutrisoy). 
Isofl avones (Novasoy 400, 40% isofl avones). Refi ned 
vegetable oils. Address: P.O. Box 1470, Decatur, Illinois 
62525. Phone: 1-800-553-3941.

4809. Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 2001. Tofurky cooking 
contest announced (Leafl et). P.O. Box 176, Hood River, OR 
97301. 1 panel each side. Single sided. Black ink on white. 
28 cm.
• Summary: “Hood River, Oregon–Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 

introduced today its National Tofurky Cooking Contest. The 
company is planning to sell over 100,000 Tofurky Roasts in 
the last quarter of 2001 and wants to hear about the different 
ways customers prepare them. The Tofurky Roast is a 26 oz. 
vegetarian entrée that serves 4 people. It consists of a Tofu-
Wheat Protein outer layer that has a Turkey like taste and 
texture and is fi lled with a Wild Rice Bread Crumb stuffi ng. 
Traditionally sold in the natural foods marketplace, Tofurkys 
are now beginning to show up in chain supermarkets as well.
 “Many Tofurkys are roasted alongside Turkeys during 
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday seasons and served 
to vegetarian dinner guests. Just as there are many different 
ways to prepare Turkey, Tofurky can also be substituted in 
many meat-based recipes. The contest runs through April 5, 
2002 when recipes will be sampled and a winner selected. 
First prize is a 5 day all expenses paid trip for two to Alaska 
Wildland Adventure’s (alaska-wildland.com) award winning 
Eco-lodge on Alaska’s Kenai Peninsula.
 “Tofurky is available in many different forms. In 
addition to the holiday versions, Tofurky is also sold year 
round as Tofurky Deli Slices and as Tofurky Jurky. This year 
the company’s products will be sold in the United Kingdom 
for the fi rst time.”
 With this large leafl et is a smaller (10 x 15 cm) glossy 
color leafl et titled “Cook... Win... Go!” On the front upper 
right is a photo of a prepared and carved Tofurky Roast. 
The rest is a photo of three people overlooking the Alaska 
Wilderness. On the rear is the cooking contest rules. Address: 
Hood River, Oregon.

4810. Mitchell, Julie H.; Cawood, E.; Kinniburgh, D.; 
Provan, A.; Collins, A.R.; Irvine, D.S. 2001. Effect of a 
phytoestrogen food supplement on reproductive health in 
normal males. Clinical Science (London) 100:613-618. [36 
ref]
• Summary: The phytoestrogen dose consumed had no effect 
on semen quality. Address: 1&3-4. Div. of Cellular Integrity, 
Rowett Research Inst., Greenburn Road, Bucksburn, 
Aberdeen AB21 9SB, Scotland, UK; 2&5. MRC Human 
Reproductive Sciences Unit, Centre for Reproductive 
Biology, 37 Chalmers Street, Edinburgh EH3 9ET, Scotland, 
UK.

4811. Hayter, Kurumi. 2001. The soy for health cookbook: 
Recipes with style and taste. Alexandria, Virginia: Time-Life 
Books. 144 p. Illust. (color). Index. 25 x 19 cm.
• Summary: This is a beautiful and strange book, designed 
and produced by Quintet Publishing Ltd. (London). Beautiful 
in that almost every other page is a stylish full-color photo 
of a recipe. Strange in that: (1) Tofu is probably the most 
common soy ingredient used, yet it does not even appear in 
the index. Nor does tempeh which is also called for. Yet miso 
is in the index. (2) A number of the soyfood terms are bizarre 
and unconventional–such as “beancurd pouches” [abura-age 
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or deep-fried tofu pouches], “sticky beans (natto).” (3) On 
the inside front cover, the book’s title is given as “The Tofu 
for Health Cookbook.”
 Contents: Introduction: Nutrition and health, lactose 
(dairy intolerance), prevention against heart disease, 
prevention against cancer, prevention of other disorders. 
How to use this book. Glossary of soyfoods and other 
ingredients. Basic recipes. 1. Soups and stews. 2. Salads 
and appetizers. 3. Main dishes. 4. Snacks and side dishes. 5. 
Desserts.
 This book is not vegetarian; some recipes call for beef, 
pork, chicken, fi sh, etc.–but none call for dairy products.

4812. Marcus, Erik. 2001. Vegan: The new ethics of eating. 
Revised ed. Ithaca, New York: McBooks Press. xi + 211 p. 
Illust. Index. 23 cm. [432 endnotes*]
• Summary: Very well researched and written. Widely 
considered to be the best current introduction to Veganism. 
Contents: Foreword, by Howard Lyman. Introduction. I. 
Part I: To your health. 1. The beat goes on. 2. Cutting your 
cancer risks. 3. Eat well to weigh less. 4. The perfect food 
isn’t. 5. How now, mad cow. II. Part II: The truth about food 
animals. 6. Rescued! 7. Chickens and eggs. 8. Pigs. 9. Milk 
and beef. 10. The killing business. III. Part III: Beyond the 
dinner table. 11. World hunger. 12. American rangeland. 13. 
Awakening. Appendix A: The new four food groups.
 The New Four Food Groups (p. 194-95) are vegetables, 
whole grains, fruit, and legumes. Legumes includes soy milk, 
tempeh, texturized vegetable protein, and tofu.
 On the cover is written boldly: “Urgent. What we eat has 
devastating effects. Heal our planet and your body.”
 The chapter on mad cow disease gives a brief but good 
history of the problem. In Jan. 1997 the U.S. Foods and 
Drug Administration proposed regulations to prohibit the 
feeding of cattle parts back to food and dairy cattle. In June 
1997, the proposal was passed into law. “If the resultant 
ban is seriously enforced, it could essentially eliminate the 
possibility of a British-style mad cow epidemic.” However 
the new legislation still allows livestock producers to take 
risks with America’s food supply by feeding other animal by-
products back to farm animals. Pig and chickens have been 
shown to have developed spongiform diseases. Yet the new 
law exempts rendered pigs, chickens, horses, milk, blood, 
and gelatin from the ban.
 British BSE researcher Stephen Dealler has tried 
to calculate how many Britons may actually die from 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease–the human form of mad cow 
disease. He has calculated 21 scenarios, each of which 
he considers equally likely. Fifteen of these show at least 
140,000 people at high risk of developing the disease, and 
the six worse predict that over 32 million people in Britain 
have already been exposed to a potentially fatal dose. The 
wide range of numbers results from several unknowns: (1) 
The rate of transmission from infected beef to humans that 

eat it; the issue of crossing the species barrier. (2) The human 
body’s resistance to BSE prions. (3) The incubation time 
and distribution of the infection in humans. A closely related 
question is how many humans will die from spongiform 
encephalopathies contracted from infected animals other than 
cattle–such as pigs, chicken, etc.
 Eric Marcus was born in 1966. Address: Vegan.com, 
P.O. Box 432, Albion, California 95410.

4813. Miller’s glass buyer’s guide. 2001. Tenterden, Kent, 
England: Miller’s. A division of Mitchell Beazley, imprints 
of Octopus Publishing Group Ltd. (London). 320 p. See p. 
15-17. Introduction by Jeanette Hayhurst, consultant. Illust. 
(some color). Index. 28 x 17 cm.
• Summary: In the section on “Bottles” (p. 14-20) a black 
and white photo (p. 16) shows: “A pair of blue glass cruet 
bottles, with gift wine label cartouches, ‘Soy’ and ‘Kyan’ 
[perhaps derived from “kyanite,” a variant of cyanite, 
meaning “dark blue”–or from “cayenne” pepper], gilt 
faceted, cut ball stoppers, ca. 1790. 4 inches (10 cm) high. 
£600-660. Som.”
 Note: For a “Key to illustrations” (including the letters 
“Som.”) see pages 305-07. For a Glossary, see p. 308-10. 
Address: England.

4814. Singleton, Paul; Sainsbury, Diana. 2001. Dictionary 
of microbiology and molecular biology. 3rd ed. Chichester, 
New York, Weinheim, Brisbane, Singapore & Toronto: John 
Wiley & Sons, Ltd. xi + 895 p. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contains entries for: fermentation, fermented 
foods, fermenter (fermentor), fungi, miso, natto, ogi, 
oncom, shoyu (see Soy sauce), soy paste (see Miso), soy 
sauce (shoyu), sufu, tempeh, tofu (an intermediate in Sufu 
production). Address: London.

4815. Tripp, Robert. 2001. Seed provision and agricultural 
development: The institutions of rural change. London: 
Overseas Development Institute in association with James 
Currey, Oxford... viii + 174 p. Illust. 25 cm.
• Summary: Contents: 1. Agricultural development. 2. 
Information & incentives. An outline of institutional analysis. 
3. Seeds & varieties. 4. Farmers’ seed management. 5. The 
emergence of commercial seed trade. 6. The public sector 
role in seed systems. 7. The experience of seed development 
projects. 8. Seed system development.
 Soybeans are mentioned on pages 34-37, 72, 84, 108. 
Address: Research fellow, Overseas Development Institute, 
London.

4816. Verkasalo, Pia K.; Appleby, Paul N.; Davey, 
Gwyneth K.; Key, Timothy K. 2001. Soy milk intake and 
plasma sex hormones: A cross-sectional study in pre- and 
postmenopausal women (EPIC-Oxford). Nutrition and 
Cancer 40(2):79-86. [33 ref]
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• Summary: The effects of soy on serum estrogen levels and 
estrogen metabolism have been the subject of much research. 
Decreased serum estrogen levels and favorably altered 
estrogen metabolism have been proposed as two mechanisms 
by which soy reduces breast cancer risk. However in this, 
the most recent epidemiologic study to examine the issue, no 
support for the former mechanism was found. In this cross-
sectional study, which included 636 premenopausal and 456 
postmenopausal British women, soy intake was unrelated to 
circulating sex hormone levels. Yet serum hormone levels 
may not refl ect changes in specifi c and cells. Address: 
Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Cancer Epidemiology Unit, 
Univ. of Oxford, Oxford OX2 6HE, UK. Phone: 301-898-
5769.

4817. IQPC. 2002. Soyfoods Europe 2002 (Brochure). 
London. 6 p. 30 cm.
• Summary: This conference, presented by IQPC, a UK 
publishing company, will be held on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, 
2002 in Brussels, Belgium at the Sheraton Brussels Hotel 
and Towers. The conference is presented in association 
with the American Soybean Association and the European 
Soy Protein Association. Details of the program are given. 
Address: Anchor House, 15-19 Britten St., London SW3 
3QL, England. Phone: +44 (0)20 7368 9333.

4818. Oils & Fats International. 2002. UK: Europa Crown, 
the UK based joint venture partner of solvent extraction 
specialist Crown Iron Works of Minneapolis [Minnesota]. 
18(1):4. Jan. *

4819. Rayner, Jay. 2002. Shanghai surprise. Observer 
(London). June 9. p. G57.
• Summary: This is a review of the Shanghai-style Chinese 
restaurant The Capital (8 Gerrard St., London, W1). A 
Shanghai-style cold plate combination was served. On one 
side was “a pile of braised bean curd.” “The bean curd was 
dense and dark and sweet and, oddly, a little like very tender 
beef.”

4820. Dyer, Dominic. 2002. The evolution of healthy 
soyfoods in Europe. In: Soyfoods 2002. Bar Harbor, Maine: 
Soyatech. 200+ p. 11 p. Held 25-26 June 2002 at the Hyatt 
Regency O’Hare, Rosemont/Chicago, Illinois.
• Summary: This paper consists of 21 PowerPoint 
presentation graphics / frames photocopied on 11 pages. The 
European soya sector is expanding (3 reasons). Vegetarian 
food sector (p. 4): In the UK and Germany over 3% of the 
population are vegetarian (over 3 million people). 10% 
no longer eat red meat (over 8 million people), and 60% 
of the population is reducing meat consumption. Nearly 
25% of those age 16-24 cited BSE (bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy–mad cow disease) as their No. 1 health 
concern. Similar trends appear in other nations of northern 

Europe.
 The UK market for soya products (p. 4): Meat and meat 
products market–£10 billion. Soya meat alternatives–£100 
million (1%). Dairy products–£5 billion. Soya dairy 
alternatives–£20 million (0.4%). The soya ingredients sector 
is growing at 5% a year across Europe. Address: Executive 
Director, Soya Protein Associates. Phone: +44 207 420 7106.

4821. Sharpe, R.M.; Martin, B.; Morris, K.; Greig, I.; 
McKinnell, C.; McNeilly, A.S.; Walker, M. 2002. Infant 
feeding with soy formula milk: effects on the testis and on 
blood testosterone levels in marmoset monkeys during the 
period of neonatal testicular activity. Human Reproduction 
(Oxford, England) 17(7):1692-1703. July. *
• Summary: This study has addressed concerns about 
possible effects of feeding human infants soy formula milk 
(SFM). Address: MRC Reproductive Sciences Unit, Centre 
for Reproductive Biology, 37 Chalmers St., Edinburgh EH3 
9ET [Scotland], United Kingdom; 2. Univ. Dep. of Growth 
and Reproduction, Copenhagen, Denmark.

4822. Kwok, Kin-Chor; Liang, H.H.; Niranjan, K. 2002. 
Optimizing conditions for thermal processes of soy milk. J. 
of Agricultural and Food Chemistry 50(17):4834-4838. Aug. 
14. [17 ref]
Address: 1-2. Dep. of Applied Biology and Chemical 
Technology, The Hong Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hung Hom, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, China; 3. Dep. of Food Science and 
Technology, The Univ. of Reading, Whiteknights, P.O. Box 
226, Reading, RG6 2AP, United Kingdom.

4823. Oils & Fats International. 2002. Crown buys partner. 
18(5):30. Sept. *
• Summary: Crown Iron Works (Minneapolis, Minnesota) 
has acquired Europa-Crown Ltd. (Hull, England).

4824. Observer (London). 2002. Om: Top ten tips to beat 
high cholesterol. Oct. 13. p. G64.
• Summary: Tip #3 is “Eat soya products. Studies suggest 
that soya helps to reduce low density lipoproteins (LDL) 
cholesterol. Try portions of tofu, tempeh (fermented tofu 
[sic]), and soya milk.”
 Note: Tempeh and fermented tofu are two completely 
different foods made from soybeans.

4825. Belleme, Jan. 2002. Miso production in the USA 
(mainland), Hawaii, and Canada. Miso exports from Japan to 
the USA and the UK (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 23. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: John interviewed each of the miso 
manufacturers in these three regions and they gave him 
their company’s production statistics, sometimes on the 
understanding that he would only publish aggregate fi gures–
which are: USA (including Hawaii) 1,326,000 lb/year (601.5 
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metric tons/year). Hawaii 660,000 lb/year (299.4 metric tons/
year). Canada 313,200 lb/year.
 Miso exports from Japan to the USA were 5,561,160 lb/
year (2,520 metric tons/year) and to the UK were 308,644 lb/
year (140 metric tons/year).
 Note: Comparing these fi gures with comparable 1982 
fi gures published in The Book of Miso (1983, p. 240): Miso 
production in the USA (including Hawaii) has decreased 
56.7% from 3,064,444 lb/year (750 metric tons/year) in 
1982. Miso production in Hawaii has decreased 53.3% from 
1,410,944 lb/year (640 metric tons/year) in 1982. Miso 
imports from Japan to the USA have increased 263% from 
2,114,211 lb/year (959 metric tons/year). Address: P.O. Box 
457, Saluda, North Carolina 28773.

4826. Slater, Nigel. 2002. Recipes: Nigel Slater’s cookbook 
of the month. Thai Food by David Thompson. Observer 
(London). Nov. 10. p. 147.
• Summary: At last we have the defi nitive book on Thai 
cooking. David Thompson, who spent years in researching 
and writing this book, is the Australian chef at Nahm in 
London’s Halkin Hotel; before that he was owner of the 
Darley Street Thai in Sydney.
 Recipes include: Stir-fried Siamese watercress with 
yellow beans, garlic and chillies (Pak bung fai dtaeng; with 
“2 tbsp yellow bean sauce, rinsed” and “2 tbsp light soy 
sauce”). “This simple dish can be enhanced with... roast duck 
and fermented bean curd.”

4827. Descheemaeker, Koen; Debruyne, Ignace. eds. 2002. 
Soy & health 2002: Clinical evidence–Dietary applications. 
Antwerp, Belgium and Apeldoorn, Netherlands: Garant 
Publishers. 261 p. Dec. 1. [530 ref]
• Summary: This book contains the proceedings of the 
second international conference “Soy & Health 2002” which 
was held on 30-31 May 2002 in London, UK. The texts of 
keynote lectures, presentations, and poster abstracts offer a 
good review of clinical research relating to soy.
 Contents: Soy and heart disease (3 papers). New 
products and technology (1). Isofl avone metabolism (1). 
Soy and cancer (2). Hormonal effects (2). Renal disease 
and bone (2). Soy protease inhibitors, saponins and sterols 
(3). Cognitive function (2). Safety issues (1). Health claims 
and dietary applications (3). Abstracts poster session 
(35 presentations). A well-referenced book. Address: 1. 
Nutrimedes Communication & Consultancy, Zonnebecke, 
Belgium; 2. Ignace Debruyne & Associates, Izegem, 
Belgium.

4828. Jenkins, -; et al. 2002. Dietary portfolio approach to 
cholesterol reduction. Metabolism 51:1596-1604. [29 ref]*
• Summary: In 2002 the Joint Health Claims Initiative 
(JHCI) in the United Kingdom approved a health claim for 
the cholesterol lowering effects of soy protein. “Although 

the effects of soy protein are not as pronounced as that of 
cholesterol-lowering drugs such as statins, they can be a very 
important part of a heart-healthy diet.
 This article tests the effects of using a combination of 
dietary approaches on serum cholesterol levels. Address: 
Univ. of Toronto.

4829. Shao, Margaret. 2002. Parkia biglobosa: Changes 
in resource allocation in Kandiga, Ghana. Master’s thesis, 
Michigan Technical University. vi + 106 p. http://forest.mtu.
edu/pcforestry/people/1998/shao.pdf [72 ref]
• Summary: Contents includes: 1. Introduction. 2. 
Background... 5. Parkia biglobosa: Botany, traditional 
uses, process of dawadawa preparation, microbiology and 
fermentation, natural regeneration [of the trees] (p. 44-
78). 6. Soybeans (p. 79-82). 7. Results and discussion. 8. 
Conclusion. 9. Literature citations. 10. Appendix.
 “In 1757, Michel Adanson fi rst recorded Parkia 
biglobosa during his collecting trips to Senegal and Gambia. 
Although Adanson did not name the tree, in 1763 Nicolaus 
Jacquin formally published the valid binomial name Mimosa 
biglobosa.” In 1826 Robert Brown suggested renaming 
the genus Parkia to commemorate Mungo Park, a Scottish 
surgeon who explored western Africa in the 1790s, following 
the course of the Niger River (p. 44). Parkia biglobosa is 
a leguminous tree. A photo (p. 45) shows the tree. Bats are 
the primary pollinators of this tree. “The fruit or seedpod 
is the most widely used and economically important part 
of the tree... In Feb. or March the pods, when green, fl eshy, 
and pliable are sometimes eaten by humans after roasting 
the pods over embers” (p. 48, 52). Baboons, chimpanzees 
and other primates also feast on the immature pods–thus 
competing with humans.
 A map (p. 52) shows the distribution of Parkia 
biglobosa trees in Africa (adapted from Hall et al. 1997); it is 
found in 19 African countries.
 “In March and April, the beginning of ‘hunger season’ 
when other foods are becoming scarce, mature pods are 
collected for food. The seeds are used in preparation of 
dawadawa, a protein and fat rich food.
 This tree has many important medical uses. “The name 
of the tree and the food product, dawadawa is from Hausa, 
the lingua franca of West Africa spoken by over” 50 million 
people in western Africa. Hausa borrowed many words 
from Arabic, and these greatly infl uenced its vocabulary. In 
Swahili, also a language of Arabic origin, dawa refers to any 
medicament supplied by a doctor. A decoction of the seeds, 
pounded with salt and fermented is used to treat tension, 
mouth ulcers, skin infections, and wasp or bee stings.
 The process of making dawadawa from locust bean 
seeds in Kandiga, Ghana, is described (p. 58-65) and a fl ow 
chart appears on p. 63. “A more recent processing method is 
to add fermented soybeans as a fi ller, increasing the volume, 
diluting but not losing the preferred taste of the traditional 
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dawadawa” (p. 64).
 “The process of producing soybean dawadawa is similar 
with only one critical and major difference. The fi rst major 
step of boiling the seeds of P. biglobosa for fourteen hours 
is changed to only one hour of boiling of the soybeans. 
The composition of P. biglobosa seed is 30% testa [seed 
coat] and 70% cotyledons (Campbell-Platt 1980) compared 
to soybean which is10% testa and 90% cotyledons (Wolf 
1971). The soybeans have a thin seed coat; the bran is easily 
removed after only one hour of boiling. An alternate method 
of removing the bran is to dry roast or fry the soybeans, 
imparting a golden brown color to the soybeans, then the 
beans are pounded to remove the bran (Odunfa 1986). The 
sequence of steps then follows the traditional method.” The 
author observed one woman and two men “produce both the 
traditional and soybean versions of dawadawa.
 “The traditional dawadawa is greatly preferred for taste 
over the soybean version. Every person I interviewed for 
this study preferred the traditional. I believe this is due to 
the recent introduction of soybeans and slow adoption or 
acceptance of new foods. Konlani et al. (1999) states that 
tonou in Togo is now prepared from soybean. However, 
those interviewed would only use the soybean version 
because it was a cheaper substitute or because the traditional 
dawadawa was not available.
 “One of the major advantages, perhaps a critical 
advantage in the future, is the shorter boiling period of the 
soybeans. The traditional dawadawa takes an enormous 
amount of fuel wood to boil the P. biglobosa seeds for 
fourteen hours when compared to the one or two hours 
necessary to boil the soybeans. Fuel wood is a precious 
commodity in all of West Africa and a major factor driving 
deforestation in northern Ghana” (p. 65). “In Kandiga, the 
dawadawa is usually sold in the market by young children, 
mainly girls, and women” (p. 66).
 The chapter on “Soybeans” states: “West African 
countries are looking to soybeans as ‘the miracle crop’ to 
alleviate malnutrition and poverty” (p. 80).
 “In 1987, the International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA) supported with funds from the 
International Development Centre (IDRC) aggressively 
introduced soybeans into Nigeria. In 1985, Nigeria only 
produced 28 metric tons and in 1995, production increased 
to 200,000 metric tons (Dashiell 1998). In the last 20 years, 
several agencies within Ghana have advocated soybean 
cultivation. Ghana’s Ministry of Food and Agriculture 
(MoFA), Adventist Development and Relief Agency 
(ADRA), Catholic Relief Services (CRS), and other NGOs 
have been educating, promoting, and assisting farmers in the 
cultivation and use of soybeans” (p. 81).
 “The presence of soybeans in Kandiga, both in the 
market and in the fi elds is on the increase. I worked directly 
with ADRA (Adventist Development and Relief Agency) 
farmers promoting agroforestry. Those chosen by ADRA 

were low-resource farmers who needed assistance attaining 
self-suffi ciency. One of the expectations from ADRA for 
the farmers was to cultivate soybeans. Farmers were given 
soybean seed on credit and the assurance that ADRA would 
buy the harvest in lieu of cash for payments on farmer’s 
loans. I observed that non-ADRA farmers would also plant 
soybeans in their fi elds. One example was a widow, a 
neighbor of mine who farmed a small plot of soybeans from 
seed given to her from an ADRA farmer. The crop yields 
could vary with rainfall and proper spacing and cultivation 
methods. The greatest obstacle to the success of soybeans 
in Kandiga was that approximately half of the ADRA 
farmers would sell the seed for cash immediately, instead of 
planting it on their farms.” Photos show: (1) Forming balls 
of dawadawa. (2) Dawadawa balls left out to dry. (3) Royco 
bouillon cubes (top), traditional dawadawa (left), soybean 
dawadawa (right).
 The author observed the increased substitution of 
soybeans for locust beans.
 Note: This thesis was submitted toward a Master of 
Science in Forestry. The research was conducted from Sept. 
1999 to Dec. 2001 during her service with the Peace Corps 
in Kandiga, Upper East Region, Ghana. Address: Michigan 
Technical Univ., Houghton, Michigan.

4830. Batt, Eva. 2002. Eva Batt’s vegan cookery. London: 
Thorsons. An imprint of HarperCollins Publishers Ltd. 144 
p. Illust. (55 line drawings). Index. 22 cm.
• Summary: This book, which is deceptively marketed / 
promoted, is actually identical to Eva Batt’s vegan cookery 
(1985) except that the title has been changed slightly and 
the design of the front and back cover are different, and with 
a different photograph. The copyright page states: “First 
published by Thorsons 1985. This edition published by 
Thorsons 2002.”
 Note: We believe there ought to be a law against this sort 
of deceptive practice. Address: UK.

4831. Farrington, Anthony. 2002. Trading places: The East 
India Company and Asia 1600-1834. London: The British 
Library. 128 p. Illust. Index. 25 cm. [7 ref]
• Summary: This book is based on an exhibition at The 
British Library held 24 May to 15 Sept. 2002. Contents: 
Sponsor’s foreword. Maps. The beginning. The ships. 
Bantam and the wider world. Spices and the Dutch. India and 
textiles. Factors and factories. The breakthrough to China. 
From trade to empire. Asia in Britain. Epilogue. Further 
reading.
 About the competition between the British East India 
Company and the Dutch East India Company (VOC, literally 
“United East India Company). The VOC began with 10 
times the capital of the English East India Company. Almost 
everywhere the English Company went in its efforts to 
purchase Asian goods at source and to compete alongside 
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Asian networks of trade, it found the Dutch already there, 
with more ships, more men, more money and a far more 
focused national purpose.”

4832. Grant, Amanda. 2002. Fresh & fast vegan pleasures: 
More than 140 delicious, creative recipes to nourish aspiring 
and devoted vegans. New York, NY: Marlowe & Company. 
ix + 230 p. Index. 23 cm.
• Summary: This vegan cookbook from the UK uses much 
less soyfoods than its typical counterpart from the USA. The 
index contains 1 entry each for soy milk/cream and tofu. Soy 
sauce appears in the title of one recipe. In the headnote to 
the tofu recipe (p. 114-15) we read: “There are many health 
benefi ts to eating this soybean product, not the least of which 
is its high percentage of protein. It is eaten in vast quantities 
in Japan, along with other products of the bean such as shoyu 
and miso.” Address: Author and food editor, London.

4833. Milton, Giles. 2002. Samurai William: The 
Englishman who opened Japan. London: Hodder & 
Stoughton. 352 p. Illust. Index. 20 cm. [100+* ref]
• Summary: In April 1600 William Adams became the fi rst 
Englishman to set foot in Japan. He was captain of the Dutch 
ship, the Liefde, which had a harrowing 19-month journey 
westward from Rotterdam (port of departure on 24 June 
1598), to the Cape Verde Islands (Praya Island), down the 
west coast of Africa to Cape Lopez and Annabon, across 
the Atlantic, through the terrifying Magellan Straits (where 
they meet winter storms and are attacked by savages), to 
Mocha (in today’s Chile, where many men are slaughtered), 
westward across the uncharted Pacifi c Ocean to Hawaii 
(probably), where 8 men jump ship, to the Bonin Islands 
(only 24 men are left alive), and fi nally in desperation to 
Bungo on the northwest coast of Kyushu at the mouth of the 
Oita River. Address: England.

4834. Weil, Andrew; Daley, Rosie. 2002. The healthy 
kitchen: Recipes for a better body, life, and spirit. New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf; London: Ebury. xxviii + 325 p. Illust. 
(color photos by Sang An, Amy Haskell, and Eric Studer). 
Ports. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: Lifelong good health starts in the kitchen. 
Includes 135 recipes; none require red meat, but not 
vegetarian. Rosie’s introduction encourages: “Don’t be afraid 
to work with new ingredients, such as... using tofu,...” The 
section on “Nutrition and health” contains useful information 
on the glycemic index (p. xx-xxi), the main sources of fat 
(p. xxi) and protein (p. xxiv) in the American diet. Eat more 
vegetable protein, especially from soybeans, “and less animal 
protein, especially from fi sh and reduced-fat dairy products. 
The section on “Stocking the pantry” includes Asian foods–
soy sauce or tamari, and “miso paste “Made from soybeans” 
(p. xxxiii-iv).
 Soy related recipes include: “A soy shake,” with silken 

tofu (p. 3, for breakfast). The section “Got (too much) milk?” 
(p. 34-35) recommends soymilk as a healthful alternative. 
And in the “Poultry” section (p. 54), Weil suggests 
substituting baked tofu. Weil has a full page (p. 58) about 
“Soy sauce: Shoyu and tamari,” which also mentions “rice 
starter (koji).” There are recipes for: “Vegetable nori rolls” 
with natural soy sauce (p. 72-73). Miso pâté (p. 80). Miso 
soup (p. 125). Meat and meat substitutes (incl. tofu and 
gluten) (p. 149-50). Greens with tangy miso dressing (p. 244-
45). Address: 1. M.D., Clinical Prof. of Medicine, Univ. of 
Arizona and Director of its Program of Integrative Medicine; 
2. Chef trained at the Cal-a-Vie spa near San Diego, former 
Oprah Winfrey chef.

4835. Wood, Frances. 2002. The silk road: Two thousand 
years in the heart of Asia. Berkeley, California: University of 
California Press. 270 p. Illust. (mostly color). Maps. Index. 
27 cm. [340+* ref]
• Summary: A gorgeous book, with more than 120 color 
illustrations and photos printed on glossy paper. A fascinating 
story, based on careful research and well told.
 “From Kashgar, there were a variety of routes westwards 
and southwards: Buddhist monks could travel through the 
Hindu Kush past Tashkurgan to the Buddhist kingdoms of 
Gandhara and Taxila,...” (p. 13).
 “The main route from Central Asia into India, 
connecting India with the Silk Roads and the Mediterranean, 
ran through Gandhara... and the great site of Taxila” (p. 41).
 Note: This book contains a long discussion of the 
explorations of Aurel Stein (1862-1943; p. 191-92). “Stein’s 
greatest discovery was made at the Mogao Caves also known 
as “Caves of the Thousand Buddhas.” near Dunhuang in 
1907. It was there that he discovered the Diamond Sutra, the 
world’s oldest printed text which has a date (corresponding 
to AD 868), along with 40,000 other scrolls (all removed by 
gradually winning the confi dence of the Taoist caretaker). 
He acquired 24 cases of manuscripts and 4 cases of paintings 
and relics. He was knighted for his efforts, but he continues 
to be vilifi ed to this day in China for the removal of countless 
priceless artifacts from the caves” (Source: Wikipedia, at 
Aurel Stein, Dec. 2010). Address: Head of the Chinese 
section, British Library, London.

4836. Gardner-Thorpe, D.; O’Hagen, C.; Young, I.; Lewis, 
S.J. 2003. Dietary supplements of soya fl our lower serum 
testosterone concentrations and improve markers of 
oxidative stress in men. European J. of Clinical Nutrition 
(EJCN) 57(1):100-06. Jan. [67 ref]
• Summary: The study examined the effects on serum 
sex steroids, lipids and markers of oxidative stress of 
supplementing the diets of healthy male volunteers with 
scones made with soya fl our. Design: A randomized placebo 
controlled cross-over trial. Twenty volunteers (average 
age 35.6 years) ate three scones a day in addition to their 
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normal diet for a period of 6 weeks. The scones were made 
with either wheat or soya fl our (containing 120 mg/day of 
isofl avones).
 Total serum testosterone fell in volunteers taking the 
soya scones (19.3-18.2 nmol/liter). Signifi cant improvements 
in two of the three markers of oxidative stress were seen in 
volunteers taking soya scones. There were no changes seen 
in serum triglycerides or cholesterol. Conclusions: “e have 
shown that soya supplements reduce serum testosterone and 
improve markers of oxidative stress. These fi ndings provide 
a putative mechanism by which soya supplements could 
protect against prostatic disease and atherosclerosis. Further 
dietary studies with clinical end points are warranted.” 
Address: 1. Dep. of Medicine, Univ. Hospital of Wales, 
Cardiff, Wales, UK.

4837. Sosland, Josh. 2003. Matching grain-based foods and 
specialty proteins. Baking & Snack. Feb. 1. *
• Summary: “Incorporating specialty proteins into the diet 
represents a red hot health trend.” This idea was reinforced 
by the creation last month of Solae L.L.C., a joint venture 
between DuPont and Bunge–based in St. Louis [Missouri], 
the home of Protein Technologies International. “While 
agricultural biotechnology and farmer services will be part 
of Solae, it is the specialty protein business that is at the 
heart of the venture.” The fi rst product introduced under 
the Solae brand was 8th Continent soy milk, developed in 
another joint venture between DuPont and General Mills, 
Inc. (Minneapolis, Minnesota).
 Gives a detailed description of ADM’s work with and 
market segmentation for soy proteins. Anthony DeLio of 
ADM says that “a lack of familiarity and wariness about 
taste stand as two central challenges facing the category... 
Perception problems have been and will be a challenge. It 
can be diffi cult to convince consumers to even give soy-
based products a try.” “Texture and fl avor continue to be the 
focal areas for formulators,” says Phil Gentlesk.
 “Nutriant [Cedar Falls, Iowa] is the two-year-old 
nutritional division of Kerry Ingredients, the global 
ingredient company headquartered in Ireland.”

4838. Product Name:  Tofurky Gourmet Meatless Sausages 
[Beer Brats with Micro Brewed Amber Ale, Sweet Italian 
Sausage with Sun Dried Tomatoes and Basil, or Kielbasa–
Great Sandwich or Dinner].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Turtle Island Foods, Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial 
Ave., Hood River, OR 97031.  Phone: 1-888-TOFURKY 
(863-8759).
Date of Introduction:  2003 May.
Ingredients:  Beer Brats: Tofu (non genetically modifi ed 
soybeans, water, magnesium chloride or nigari), vital wheat 
gluten, expeller pressed non genetically modifi ed canola oil, 
shoyu soy sauce (water, soybeans, wheat, salt, culture), Full 

Sail Amber Ale, herbs and spices, water.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  Four vegan hot dogs in 14 oz 
pack. Suggested retail price: $3.89 to 4.29.
How Stored:  Frozen or refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Color leafl et and news 
release from Turtle Island. 2003. May 1. “The liberation 
of the summer grill: No longer meat only.” “Turtle Island 
Foods today announces the fi rst Line of Vegetarian Sausages 
that Sizzle on the backyard barbeque... ‘We hope that these 
Gourmet Sausages will do for the Vegetarian Grilling 
experience what the Tofurky Roast did for the Vegetarian 
Holiday Table...’ says Seth Tibbott, founder and company 
president.”
 There are 3 sausages in the line. “Turtle Island is the fi rst 
US company to be certifi ed Vegan by the United Kingdom’s 
Vegan Society. Each pack contains 4, three and one half 
ounce sausages.” In the upper right corner of the front panel 
of each label is the colorful vegan logo, which is a yellow 
quarter circle with the words “Certifi ed Vegan” around a 
sunfl ower.
 Talk with Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island. 2003. May 14. 
These sausages will be available in early June in retail stores. 
They were introduced at the Anaheim trade show (March 
2003) and attracted long lines of people. Even a janitor at 
the show kept coming back for more and said they were his 
favorite product at the show. They barbecue better than all 
other products for two reasons: (1) They have a little higher 
fat content; and (2) The main ingredient is tofu, rather than 
soy protein isolates. In fact, each type of sausage contains 
more than 50% tofu! The microbrew ale (beer) is made by 
one of Seth’s next-door neighbors. Jean Greenfi eld, in charge 
of quality control for Whole Foods Market in San Francisco, 
California, told Seth that her company plans to phase out 
products made with hexane-solvent extracted soy protein 
isolates.
 Seth had these sausages certifi ed by the Vegan Society 
in Jan. 2003. His company has always made only vegan 
products, but they generally positioned the products as 
meatless or vegetarian rather than vegan; now that may 
change. He is now developing a line of Tofurky hot dogs, 
and may also produce them as private label brands for other 
companies.
 Products (all three) with Labels sent by Turtle Island. 
2003. Nov. 19. On the front panel of each label, a color photo 
shows the product served in a dish (as between bunds or 
sliced over pasta) against a single-color background. Text: 
“Meatless & Delicious.” “Keep frozen or refrigerated.” 
Logo: “Outdoor Grill Approved.” Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 
logo of turtle with a planet-shaped shell inside of a circle 
of soybean stem and leaves. Soyfoods Center taste test: We 
liked the Kielbasa best and found the Sweet Italian Sausage 
too spicy.
 Color leafl et sent by Seth Tibbott of Turtle Island. 2003. 
Nov. “There’s 3 big new dogs in the house.” Note: Seth says 
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this was printed in about June 2003.

4839. Belleme, Jan. 2003. New developments with Mitoku 
and with miso (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. June 23. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: At the end of March 2003, Mr. Kazama closed 
Mitoku’s offi ce in the USA which John and his wife, Jan, ran 
as a home business. So John is looking for other sources of 
income.
 Rudy Shur plans to publish John’s new book on miso in 
October or November of this year; the title will probably be 
The Miso Book. The book is a wholistic look at miso with 
emphasis on health benefi ts.
 Vern Verona, a long-time macrobiotic, wrote a book 
titled Cancer Preventing Food, published in 1994 by 
Prentice-Hall. Vern is now writing a book about miso. John 
is involved in a miso-marketing venture. He and Sandy 
Pukel are organizing a 7-day “wholistic health” cruise to the 
western Caribbean.
 Update: 2009. Jan 27. In the spring of 2005 Sandy Pukel 
and his partner, John Belleme, launched Holistic Holiday 
at Sea, a fun fi lled cruise vacation with gourmet vegan fare 
and extraordinary educational opportunities. The Taste of 
Health and Holistic Holiday cruise (as it has come to be 
known) has become a full-time and very successful business, 
with revenue of more than $1 million a year. They do only 
one cruise a year–in the summer. Last year more than 1,000 
people went on the cruise. This coming summer will be the 
6th cruise. It is organized entirely by John and Jan Belleme 
and Sandy Pukel. On a typical day, John and Jan work 12 
hours a day. The cruise rates per person range from $1,195 to 
$3,000.
 Chris Dawson, who now owns Clearspring in London, 
has built it into a thriving $10-12 million dollar a year import 
and distribution business. He imports from Japan and China 
and also distributes many natural foods made in Europe. 
John wrote a book for him titled The Real Taste of Japan, 
published by Cross Media. Address: P.O. Box 457, Saluda, 
North Carolina 28773.

4840. Hymowitz, Ted. 2003. Samuel Bowen and James Flint: 
Mung beans (Luk Taw), Chinese vetches, and soybeans 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 9. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Samuel Bowen coined the term “Chinese 
vetches” in about 1766 or 1767. We know that he used 
the term in London before May 1767 when he personally 
presented a sample of “Chinese vetches” to the Society for 
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce 
(see Templeman 1767). He also appears to have been the 
fi rst to use the term “Luk Taw,” but (curiously) we have 
only one record of its use–in the 1767 article in Gentleman’s 
Magazine.
 Bowen and Flint fi rst met on the ship Success, and sailed 

together on 13 June 1759 from Canton (site of the East India 
Company’s trading post), via Ningpo north to Tientsin, 
where Flint disembarked on July 29. Bowen probably 
disembarked at the same time–but we are not sure. Although 
they were probably on the same ship for about 6 weeks, we 
do not know how well they got to know one another. Flint 
was stationed in China, where he had been an employee of 
the East India Company since 1736; he was the Company’s 
interpreter and supercargo–a high, well-paid position. Bowen 
arrived in Canton from London as a lowly seaman on the 
East India Company’s ship Pitt.
 The two men probably parted in Tientsin; each somehow 
worked his way back to Canton via the overland route. The 
Success and her crew were lost at sea on the return voyage to 
Canton. Flint was imprisoned by the Chinese at Macao from 
Dec. 1759 to Nov. 1762, then banished forever from China. 
Bowen claimed that he was a prisoner in China for nearly 
4 years and was carried from place to place throughout the 
country’s interior. We do not know how long Bowen lived in 
Canton or southern China, where or how he learned how to 
make soy sauce, and where or how he got the soybean (and 
perhaps mung bean) seeds he took to Georgia. So he could 
have learned the word “Luk Taw” while he was in southern 
China. Flint, who had a sound knowledge of Chinese culture 
and language, could have given seeds to Bowen and advised 
him that they were valuable.
 Bowen and Flint apparently returned to London on 
different ships, but they were both there in late 1763. On 16 
Nov. 1763 Bowen petitioned the Court of Directors of the 
East India Co. for compensation. At about the same time, 
Flint petitioned the same Court. Ted is sure they met again at 
this time in London. They must have become close friends, 
because Flint later visited Bowen in Savannah, Georgia, and 
two of Bowen’s sons bear the name “Flint.”
 Henry Yonge / Young had no Chinese ancestry or 
friends. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop 
Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4841. Parsons, Tony. 2003. What’s in your basket? Observer 
(London). July 13. p. 158.
• Summary: “I snack on tons of Inarizushi–its white rice 
stuffed inside sweetened tofu wrapping.”

4842. Callewaert, Danilo. 2003. Recent history of Alpro, 
Europe’s largest soymilk manufacturer (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. July 18. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: 1975–Philippe Vandemoortele and Danilo 
Callewaert visit the University of Illinois to learn about their 
new soymilk process.
 1980 May 27–Alpro is founded at Izegem.
 1989–Alpro plant at Wevelgem begins commercial 
production of soymilk.
 1995 March 1–Guy Huybrechts starts as general 
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manager of Alpro.
 1995 Nov.–Alpro begins commercial production of Yofu 
soymilk yogurt. It is fermented with living cultures and has a 
4-week refrigerated shelf life.
 1996 April 22–Alpro acquires Sojinal, with their one 
plant in Issenheim (near Colmar), France. 1999–Alpro builds 
a new factory in England.
 2000 Feb. 22–Guy Huybrechts fi nishes as general 
manager of Alpro. 2000 Aug. 17–Alpro soymilk plant begins 
commercial production in the UK. 2001 April–Alpro begins 
commercial production of soymilk in ESL cartons.
 2001 Sept.–Bernard Deryckere begins as general 
manager of Alpro. Address: Alpro, Wevelgem, Belgium.

4843. Callewaert, Danilo. 2003. The soymilk industry and 
market in Europe (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 18. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Alpro is by far the leading manufacturer of 
soymilk in Europe; they control more than 50% of the 
market–for sure. Last year, Sanitarium Foods introduced 
their So Good soymilk in gable-top cartons in the UK; they 
were followed in the UK by Alpro. Both companies use ESL 
(extended shelf life) packaging. There is less refrigerated 
food storage in Europe, and cow’s milk is generally non-
refrigerated, often sold in aseptic cartons or sterilized bottles.
 The soymilk market in Europe is now doubling every 3 
years, or about 25% a year–which is remarkable for a food 
or drink. The largest soymilk maker in France is Triballat 
(Sojasun brand). In Germany a new competitor is Natumi 
GmbH, owned by Bruno Fischer. In the UK the largest is 
Haldane Foods, owned by ADM; also Sanitarium Foods (So 
Good brand, made from soy protein isolates).
 The best selling soymilk package size for Alpro is 1 
liter; the next best, in terms of number of packs, is 250 ml. 
Alpro does not have 2-liter packs. The most popular soymilk 
fl avors for Alpro are vanilla, followed by chocolate (both 
milk chocolate and dark chocolate; the latter is sold only in 
France). Alpro continues to make soymilk puddings, and 
the market is steadily growing. Initially the packaging was 
bricks but today the pudding is sold only in cups. Alpro also 
makes fermented soymilk yogurt (4 x 125 gm and cups of 
500 gm), and soymilk ice cream (under both the Alpro and 
Provamel brands; fl avors are vanilla and chocolate).
 In terms of volume, the Alpro brand (sold in 
supermarkets; usually non-organic) greatly outsells the 
Provamel brand (sold in health food shops, and all organic).
 Two small companies in Europe make soy cheese: 
Sojami in France, and Dirk deBuysere [de Buysere] in 
Belgium, near Rouge, but his product is hard to fi nd. Neither 
of these contain casein. They are not solid cheeses but rather 
spoonable / spreadable cheese.
 Some soymilks are imported to Europe. Vitasoy is 
imported into the UK. Yeo Hiap Seng is imported into France 
(made in British Columbia and also in Singapore). A soymilk 

made in Argentina is imported into Spain by a big dairy 
company, which may also be making some soymilk itself.
 The UK has by far the largest consumption of soymilk 
of any country in Europe. France is probably No. 2, followed 
by Germany. However on a per-capita basis, Belgium is 
probably No. 1–even ahead of the UK. That is probably 
because of all the work that Alpro has done in educating the 
people of Belgium as to the benefi ts of soymilk. Address: 
Alpro, Wevelgem, Belgium.

4844. Hymowitz, Ted. 2003. Samuel Bowen’s vermicelli 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 18. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted has some documents that Shurtleff knows 
nothing about. The fi rst is a letter that Bowen writes to 
the King of England. Ted has a typed copy of the original 
manuscript. “To the King. A very humble request of Samuel 
Bowen of the Province of Georgia in America... Your 
majesty... [In China he noticed] the great usefulness of their 
sago powder and the different things that are made with it 
like vermicelli and other thick pastas.”
 After obtaining his freedom, Bowen returned to 
England, whence he left for the Province of Georgia, 
purchased a plantation, and worked cultivating raw material, 
preparing and perfecting sago powder, and different 
compounds in which it is used.
 Bowen was unable to get real sago in Georgia, so he 
used sweet potatoes instead. A letter from Dr. John Fothergill 
[of England] to Peter Templeman discusses the sago powder 
prepared by Bowen: “... these substances, cooled, had the 
following appearance: The boiled powder became a reddish 
jelly.” Real sago powder is white, whereas sweet potatoes are 
reddish orange inside with red skins.
 Ted says clearly in his Dec. 1983 article on 
“Introduction of soybean to North America by Samuel 
Bowen in 1765,” that Bowen made a sago substitute from 
sweet potatoes. The new information above shows quite 
conclusively that Samuel Bowen’s vermicelli was made from 
sweet potatoes. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of 
Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4845. National Cooperative Business Association. 2003. 
Co-op primer: Signifi cant dates in co-op history (Website 
printout–part). www.ncba.org Printed July 24.
• Summary: “1752–The fi rst successful cooperative was 
organized in the United States when Benjamin Franklin 
formed the Philadelphia Contributionship for the Insurance 
of Houses from Loss by Fire [Pennsylvania]–the oldest 
continuing cooperative in the U.S.
 “1844–The Rochdale Equitable Pioneers Society was 
established in Rochdale, England. These pioneers wrote 
down a set of principles to operate their food cooperative 
which contributed to their success and spread to their 
cooperatives around the world. The successful establishment 
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of the cooperative in Rochdale marks the beginning of the 
modern cooperative era.
 “1865–Michigan passed what is believed to be the 
fi rst law recognizing the cooperative method of buying and 
selling.
 “1895–The International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) 
was established. Today over 200 national cooperative 
organizations representing 92 nations belong to ICA, the 
apex organization of all national cooperative movements.”
 “1916–The fi rst national cooperative association was 
formed–now known as the National Cooperative Business 
Association.
 “1922–Congress passed the Capper-Volstead Act [as a 
consequence of depressed agricultural prices after World War 
I] allowing farmers to act together to market their products 
without being in violation of antitrust laws.
 “1920s & 30s–Congress established governmental 
agencies–the Farm Credit Administration (1929), the 
National Credit Union Administration (1934) and the Rural 
Electrifi cation Administration (1936)–to provide loans and 
assistance to cooperatives.” Address: 1401 New York Ave., 
NW, Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20005. Phone: (202) 638-
6222.

4846. File, Sandra E. 2003. New studies: Soy appears to 
benefi t cognitive function. Soy Connection (The) (Jefferson 
City, Missouri–United Soybean Board) 11(3):1-2. July. [9 
ref]
• Summary: “There has been considerable interest in the 
possible benefi cial cognitive effects of estrogen supplements, 
particularly, but not exclusively, in postmenopausal women. 
Thus, it is not surprising that there is interest in the effects 
of soyfoods on cognitive function. This is because soy 
isofl avones bind to estrogen receptors and, following dietary 
administration, enter the brain in suffi cient concentrations to 
activate estrogen beta receptors. Estrogen receptor beta is the 
newly discovered estrogen receptor and recent data indicate 
isofl avones have a greater binding affi nity to this receptor 
than the classic estrogen receptor, estrogen receptor alpha.” 
Address: PhD, Centre for Neuroscience, King’s College 
London.

4847. Montaigne, Fen. 2003. Everybody loves Atlantic 
salmon: Here’s the catch... As wild populations falter and 
salmon farms go global, this noble sport fi sh has turned into 
the chicken of the sea. National Geographic. July. p. 100-23.
• Summary: Where have all the salmon gone? Before the 
industrial age, at least ten million Atlantic salmon (Salmo 
salar, the “leaper” in Latin) once spawned each year in 
every river in New England and around the Atlantic Ocean, 
jumping rapids and waterfalls as it swam upstream. Then 
came the industrial revolution, with its dams and pollution 
that rendered many ancient salmon rivers uninhabitable. 
Conservationists fought back and by the late 1990s most 

commercial nets had been purchased and retired. People 
waited for a rebound in salmon numbers–but so far they have 
been disappointed. Wild Atlantic salmon populations are now 
about 3.5 million–half of what they were 30 years ago. In the 
United States, whose rivers once teemed with nearly half a 
million Atlantic salmon, there are now only a few hundred.
 But wild Atlantic salmon have been in steep decline for 
decades, and today they are rapidly being replaced by about 
50 million farmed Atlantic salmon which “swim round and 
round in pens as they are fed pellets to speed their growth, 
pigments to mimic the pink hue of wild salmon fl esh, and 
pesticides to kill the lice that go hand-in-hand with an 
industrial feedlot.” The new industry, with 2 billion dollars 
a year in sales, produces 2.6 billion pounds of fi sh and is 
largely controlled by a handful of multinational corporations. 
The industry, still dominated by Norwegian fi rms, spread 
to the UK and Canada in the 1970s and to the USA in the 
1980s. Some 800,000 of these once-noble creatures may be 
packed into one nylon net cage, where they can fi nd no outlet 
for their strength; the cage and soon the shallow estuary 
around it is polluted with their defecation. We have bent 
them to the will of man; it is completely unnatural and very 
sad to see.
 These salmon are now widely sold in markets for $5 a 
pound. Farmed salmon now outnumber wild salmon about 
300 or 400 to one. Norway has the largest population of 
wild salmon; some 600,000 of them migrate up the nation’s 
650 salmon rivers to spawn. And it was in Norway in the 
late 1960s that Atlantic salmon farming began as a cottage 
industry.
 But there is now growing evidence that Atlantic salmon 
raised in pens using aquaculture threaten their wild relatives. 
Many experts believe aquaculture is the single most serious 
threat to the survival of Atlantic salmon, because the sea lice 
escape from the net cages and attack the wild salmon.

4848. Vandemoortele. 2003. [History of Vandemoortele: 
Centennial (Website printout–part)]. www.vandemoortele.
com/nl/honderdjaar/frameset/timebody.html Printed Aug. 5. 
[Dut]
• Summary: 1899–Factory in Izegem is established.
 1921–”NV Huileries Vandemoortele” is established. 
1936–Consumer oils fi rst produced. 1947–Oils in bottles 
are launched. 1951–Acquisition of the fi rm Albers uit Lier. 
1955–The fi rm Metro is established. 1957–Oilseed extraction 
plant is constructed in Merksem. 1958–A margarine factory 
is established in Oudenbosch (Netherlands).
 1962-67. Further introduction of a line of products. 
1969–Acquisition of Meyer Lippinghausen (Meylip). 1974–
Vamo Mills established. 1978–NV Vamix established. 1978–
Acquire the consumer oils and fats activities of Oleofi na.
 1980–NV Alpro is established. Construction of a 
soymilk extraction factory at Gent. 1981-1989–Extension 
of market positioning into France and Germany. 1989–
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Acquisition of NV Vleminckx. 1990-1991–Expansion 
into Eastern Europe. 1991–Construct a new factory for 
baked goods in the UK. 1992–Joint venture with Fuji Oil 
Co. 1993–Further expansion of margarine into freezers. 
1996-1997–Acquisition of Sojinal in Issenheim, France. 
Further expansion into southern and eastern Europe. 1998–
Divestiture of bulk industry. Joint venture with Cargill. 
Acquisition of the packaged fat activities of Cargill Europe. 
Expansion of freezer activities. 1999–Alpro builds a new 
factory in England.
 2000–Vandemoortele Dough Products gets a new logo 
and a new name: Vandemoortele Bakery Products Division. 
Vandemoortele Bakery Products opens a new factory for 
frozen goods in Eeklo, Belgium. Acquisition of the Italian 
baking specialist Star SpA. Acquisition of Alain Sobrie S.A. 
Vandemoortele becomes a shareholder of Cuisine de France 
(CdF). Group Vandemoortele sells its share of NV Vamo-Fuji 
to Fuji Oil.
 2001–Vandemoortele acquires Alimas in Italy. 2002–
Acquisition of Lasem of Spain. Sale of shares in aOP to 
Cargill. Address: Netherlands.

4849. The Non-GMO Source (Fairfi eld, Iowa). 2003. 
Europe’s non-GM soy production news. 3(9):4. Sept.
• Summary: Soybean production in the European Union 
(EU) decreased to 808,000 tonnes (metric tons) in 2002-
2003, down from 1,234,000 tonnes in 2002-2001. Use of 
soybean meal continues to be greater than 30 million tonnes.
 Soybean production in the past year in the EU is 
concentrated in Italy (566,000 tonnes; 70.0% of the total) 
and France (204,000 tonnes; 25.2% of the total). Small 
amounts are also produced in Austria (which bans GMO-soy) 
and Spain.
 Carrefour, France’s No. 1 supermarket chain, says it has 
secured a non-GMO supply chain from Brazil with a GM 
threshold of below 1%.

4850. Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 2003. No holiday guest left 
behind–Tofurky and Dumplings set for 2003 (Press release). 
P.O. Box 176, 601 Industrial Ave., Hood River, OR 97031. 1 
p. Oct. 21.
• Summary: “Hood River, Oregon–Turtle Island Foods, Inc. 
announced today the introduction of a New and Improved 
version of its fl agship product, Tofurky Vegetarian Feast. 
This year’s changes include: the addition of a full pound of 
Cranberry-Apple, Potato Dumplings, a new ‘Tofu Tender’ 
Stuffed Tofu Roast, a new box with beautiful photos and 
graphics and a larger, 3.5 lb size for the entire package which 
retails in natural foods and grocery stores for around $20.
 “Tofurky was fi rst introduced in the USA during the 
Thanksgiving Holiday season in 1995 when 500 Tofurky 
Feasts were sold. It was the fi rst product that had been 
marketed to fi ll the need of what to serve vegetarian guests at 
one’s holiday table. The product has been wildly successful 

providing an alternative to Turkey for people who otherwise 
were left out of holiday celebrations. Last year, the company 
sold 120,000 Tofurkys in the U.S., Canada, and UK. This 
year, the products are to be offered to such major grocery 
chains as Safeway on a national level as well as in the natural 
foods supermarkets where it was the #4 overall selling meat 
alternative in 2002 despite only being sold in the 4th quarter 
of the year.” Address: Hood River, Oregon.

4851. Brown, Reg. 2003. Back to the beginnings: 3. Record 
(SDA, Victoria, Australia) 108(47):8-9. Nov. 29.
• Summary: “This article continues a series on the history of 
the Adventist Church in the South Pacifi c.” In 1897, Edward 
Halsey, one of Dr. John Harvey Kellogg’s bakers at the 
Battle Creek Sanitarium, Michigan, arrived in Melbourne, 
Australia, and began manufacturing Granola, caramel cereal 
(a coffee substitute), and peanut butter. “The Sanitarium 
Health Food Company was registered as a business on April 
27, 1898.” On the advice of Ellen G. White, the health food 
factory was moved to Cooranbong, NSW, to be near the 
newly established school at Avondale.
 Sanitarium Foods is the soymilk market leader in 
Australia. Its fl agship product, So Good, enjoys almost 50% 
of the market share, and is also the leading brand in New 
Zealand, the UK, and Canada. So Good was developed at 
Sanitarium’s laboratory at Cooranbong. “In 2002 Sanitarium 
purchased a Canadian company, SoyaWorld, which gives 
it 60 per cent of the Canadian [soymilk] market.” Address: 
Australia.

4852. Abensur, Nadine. 2003. The Crank’s Bible. England. *
• Summary: Nadine is one of England’s most notable 
vegetarian chefs. Address: Moroccan-born, from London.

4853. Caballero, Benjamin; Trugo, Luiz C.; Finglas, Paul 
M. 2003. Encyclopedia of food sciences and nutrition. 2nd 
ed. 3 vols. Amsterdam, Boston, London, New York, Oxford, 
Paris, San Diego, San Francisco, Singapore, Sydney, Tokyo: 
Academic Press. An imprint of Elsevier Science.
Address: 1. Johns Hopkins Univ., Center for Human 
Nutrition, School of Hygiene and Public Health, 615 North 
Wolfe St., Baltimore, Maryland 21205-2179; 2. Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil; 3. Norwich, U.K.

4854. Johnson, Becky. 2003. Tofu: making the most of this 
low-fat high-protein ingredient, with over 60 deliciously 
varied recipes from around the world. London: Southwater. 
96 p. Illust. (color). Index. 30 cm.
• Summary: Buyer beware! This book is sold under two 
different titles but with exactly the same contents, copyright 
date, and number of pages. This one has a paperback 
binding, the other is hardcover.
 The 2nd title is “The Tofu Cookbook: an essential cook’s 
guide with over 50 enticing recipes” (published by Lorenz 
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Books, an imprint of Anness Publishing Ltd.). Both books 
contain many large color photos on glossy paper. with color 
photos on every page.
 Contents of both titles: Introduction. Types of tofu (fi rm 
tofu, silken tofu, marinated tofu, smoked tofu, frozen tofu, 
deep-fried tofu, other soya bean products–bean curd skins 
[yuba], bean curd sticks [dried yuba sticks], tempeh, textured 
vegetable protein, shoyu, tamari, miso, soya dairy substitutes 
{soya “milk,” “cream,” “yogurt” and “cheese”}). Preparation 
and cooking techniques (includes draining, marinating, 
and cutting tempeh). Soups and appetizers. Salads and 
side dishes. Vegetarian main meals. Meat, chicken and fi sh 
dishes. Desserts (incl. homemade Strawberry and vanilla tofu 
ice cream and Tofu berry cheesecake).
 On page 43 is a recipe for Twice-cooked tempeh which 
contains no tofu; this is supposed to be a book about tofu. 
Address: Chef, England.

4855. Johnson, Becky. 2003. “The tofu cookbook: an 
essential cook’s guide with over 50 enticing recipes.” 
London: Southwater. 96 p. Illust. (color). Index. 30 cm.
• Summary: Buyer beware! This book is sold under two 
different titles but with exactly the same contents, copyright 
date, and number of pages. This one has a hardcover binding, 
the other is paperback. The other title is “Tofu: making 
the most of this low-fat high-protein ingredient, with over 
60 deliciously varied recipes from around the world.” 
(published by Southwater, an imprint of Anness Publishing 
Ltd.).
 See other title for details. Address: Chef, England.

4856. Hymowitz, Ted. 2004. Importance of early documents 
on soy cruets and soy cruet frames in England (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 22. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: These early documents add more evidence to 
and fi ll out the story of soy sauce in England. By the late 
1700s, soy sauce was clearly important enough that it caught 
the attention of English silversmiths and glassmakers. That 
is the key. So they made and sold articles of craftsmanship to 
be used with soy sauce.
 Most of this soy sauce was probably imported (more 
on private ships than on country ships) from East Asia. 
There must have been a lot of it, but we have no clear idea 
of how much. Some of the importers bypassed the customs 
houses. But in the late 1760s and/or early 1770s some of it 
was imported from the British Colony of Georgia in North 
America, where it was made by Samuel Bowen. Bowen was 
a salesman, who traveled back and forth between Georgia 
and England. Ted imagines (though he has no evidence) that 
when Bowen went on the ship to England, he took his soy 
sauce with him. Then he probably took the bottled sauce 
around personally to various retail stores. Ted knows the 
name of every single store in England where Bowen sold his 

soy sauce; he blundered into it in Europe about a year ago. 
Thus, some of the soy sauce made by Bowen in the Colony 
of Georgia and exported to England may well have ended up 
in glass cruets on tables in England.
 Ted hires a person (a researcher, historian, vicar, etc.) 
and pays them by the hour to look into various collections 
where he has reason to believe documents may be hiding. 
Many of these are in “trusts” (such as the Wellcome Trust in 
England), but one needs permission from the trust before one 
can begin research; it often takes lots of time. Address: Prof. 
of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.

4857. Soy & Health (Europe). 2004--. Serial/periodical. THV 
Soy Conference, P.O. Box 220, B-8500 Kortrijk, Belgium. 
Edited by Heather Paine in London, UK. Frequency: 
Quarterly. [Eng]
• Summary: Preceding title: SoyaFoods / Soyfoods (ASA, 
Europe). From the website www.soyconference.com (Sept. 
2005): “Soy & Health e-magazine is published in pdf format 
and sent by e-mail to subscribers (four issues per year). 
The journal focuses on Soy, Soy Ingredients, Soyfoods and 
Supplements aimed at the European market, with special 
interest in the health promoting and disease preventing 
effects of soy. Editor: Heather Paine.”
 Letter (e-mail) from Heather Paine. 2005. Sept. 20. Soy 
Conference THV publishes and distributes the newsletter 
and keeps the list of subscribers. One of the directors is 
Dr. Ignace Debruyne, who is also an ASA consultant. The 
name was changed to Soy & Health (from Soyfoods) in Feb. 
2004 when the American Soybean Association in Brussels 
stopped funding. “We run it on a shoestring (dependent on 
sponsorship, ads, etc.) but it is still great fun and I enjoy it.”

4858. Drosihn, Bernd. 2004. Update on soyfoods in Europe. 
Part I (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 15. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: This interview was conducted during Bernd’s 
visit to Soyfoods Center. The biggest development for 
soyfoods in Europe during the past 5-7 years is that soymilk 
has entered the mainstream market in several countries, 
driven mainly by Alpro (whose brand was changed to 
AlproSoya from Alpro 2-3 years ago), the main soymilk 
maker in Europe. AlproSoya is spending lots of money 
promoting soymilk and educating consumers about the health 
benefi ts of soyfoods. And although there are no health claims 
in Europe (there is sort of one in the UK) and no FDA, there 
is a great deal of information available about the health 
benefi ts of soy. Women, especially those in their 40s and 50s 
near the age of menopause, are the target of much advertising 
and educational material. AlproSoya uses brochures, Internet 
and TV advertising to educate these people. However Bernd 
feels that Alpro’s style is a little old-fashioned.
 Meat alternatives and dairy alternatives are also growing 
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rapidly, but they are still niche products. The organic 
movement in Europe has long been bigger and stronger 
than its American counterpart, and it continues to grow at 
a healthy rate. In Germany, the government greatly helps 
the organic movement–which is also strong in France, Italy, 
and Spain in both mainstream and health food sectors. The 
organic and soyfoods movements have generally worked 
closely together to help one another, although not all 
soyfoods companies (especially those based in the Asian 
market) use organic ingredients. Sojaxa, the former European 
soyfoods association, is now named Ensa. Ensa is still based 
in France and it gets some money from the department of 
agriculture in France because some soybeans are grown 
in southern France. Since soybeans are not an important 
European crop (most are imported), they are not promoted by 
European governments.
 The discovery of mad cow disease in about the year 
2000 in many European countries outside of the UK had 
a very positive effect on soyfoods. It was a rising tide that 
lifted all ships (soyfoods companies). From that time on 
soyfoods gradually started to be recognized in mainstream 
markets.
 Bernd buys all his soybeans (specifi c desired varieties 
at a specifi ed price) under a “Fair Trade” contract from a 
specifi c organization in southern Brazil; all are certifi ed non-
GE (genetically engineered).
 Many European companies now state in their brochures 
that the FDA has given a heart-healthy claim for soy protein 
in the USA. But American food has a bad reputation in 
Europe, being strongly linked with McDonalds, Coca-
Cola, Burger King, etc. So Europeans tend to be skeptical 
of American claims related to food. Instead European 
companies prefer to cite the original research articles and 
summarize their fi ndings.
 Bernd is not aware of any negative information about 
soy on the Internet–probably because most of it is in English.
 The three largest soyfoods markets in Europe (in total 
sales) are probably the UK, France, and Germany–in that 
order. But in terms of per capita consumption, the largest 
are probably the UK, Netherlands, Belgium, France, and 
Germany–in that order.
 Alpro, which has a very close connection to France, 
has done a great deal to develop the market there. Bernard 
Storup’s company, Nutrition et Soja S.A., now owned by 
Novartis, is doing well and is also strong in France. Bernd 
just saw Bernard (and his business partner Jean de Preneuf) 
at the Nuremberg show in Germany. Bernard would like to 
get out of his relationship with Novartis (formerly Sandoz), 
because they no longer get funding and Novartis has no 
interest in Nutrition et Soja. Note: Sandoz AG (Basel, 
Switzerland) merged with Ciba-Geigy in March 1996 to 
become Novartis. Jean is “the Steve Demos of Europe”–very 
creative and very crazy. He has an old farmhouse in the 
south of France and he also has another business that makes 

sunglasses.
 The creation of the EU (European Union) and the euro 
as a currency has helped Viana and most other soyfoods 
companies in Europe by greatly facilitating exports and 
imports across country borders. As a result of its move to a 
new and larger factory, the creation of the EU, and the advent 
of mad cow disease, Viana’s exports now 35-40% of total 
sales, and are growing faster than sales in Germany. Viana 
exports outside the EU (to Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Israel, 
Morocco, Bahrain, etc.) account for about 1.5% of sales. The 
economies of eastern Europe are developing very slowly. 
Bernd knows of 2-3 tofu makers in Poland (incl. Polsoja; 
tofu is sold in supermarkets) and at least 2 in Czechoslovakia 
(one employs 60-80 people). In Austria, Guenter Ebner 
works for Viana, sells Viana products, knows the eastern 
European market very well, provides much information to 
Bernd about this market. The founder of Sojarei Vollwertkost 
GmbH, Guenter had his company taken over by the major 
shareholder in an unfriendly way; they kicked Guenter out.
 The boundaries between eastern and western Europe 
are slowly breaking down. The move toward a unifi ed 
greater Europe will be accelerated on May 1 of this year 
when 10 eastern European countries are scheduled to join 
the EU: Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
 Bernd estimates that only about 10% of Germans 
consume soyfoods at least once a month; this fi gure is 
much lower than in the USA. Viana’s exports have grown. 
Continued. Address: Founder and president, Viana Naturkost 
GmbH, 54578 Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany. Phone: 
+49 06593-99670.

4859. Antique Web Galleries. 2004. George II style 
sterling silver soy ladle (Website printout–part). www.
antiquewebgallery.com 1 p. Printed March 23.
• Summary: Dated 1882, this ladle was made in London by 
Richard Bridgman, with a gilt bowl. Condition: Good. Price: 
$125.00. Item ID: 20885. A large color photo shows the 
silver soy ladle.
 Fax (letter) from Winston of Trace Mayer Antiques in 
Louisville, Kentucky. 2004. March 30. The soy ladle is 4½ 
inches long.

4860. Product Name:  Tofu.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Lotus Organics.
Manufacturer’s Address:  36B New England Rd., Brighton, 
UK BN1 4GG.  Phone: 01273-819-756.
Date of Introduction:  2004 March.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Call from Louis Auton, 
founder and owner of Lotus Organics. 2004. June 7. He does 
a lot of catering and he has been making fresh tofu for about 
2 years, but he fi rst started selling it commercially, vacuum 
packed, about 3 months ago. He now makes about 100 kg/
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week. He also makes a deep-fried, marinated Tofu Steak for 
his catering business. His main competitors in selling fresh 
tofu are: (1) Clean Bean, N. Yorkshire. (2) Full of Beans, 
Lewis. (3) Dragonfl y (Devon). (4) Paul’s Tofu (Leicester). 
Clear Spot (London).
*

4861. Friedman, Amanda Mosle. 2004. Soy: Ancient legume 
grows into modern sensation in U.K., U.S. diets. Nation’s 
Restaurant News 38(15):100. April 12.
• Summary: “Soymilk increasingly is heralded as being more 
healthful than dairy, and even Starbucks put soy alternatives 
on the menu, a sign that soy products fi t into current health 
trends.” “The popularity of soy is on the rise.”
 This is not new. “The use of soy was fi rst documented 
in China in 1100 B.C...,” says Bill Shurtleff, founder and 
director of the Soyfoods Center, which has the world’s 
largest database on soy.

4862. Hymowitz, Ted. 2004. Early experimental gardens and 
swapping stations established by European powers during 
the Age of Exploration (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 
12. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Early experimental gardens (agricultural 
experiment stations) and major swapping stations were 
developed by the Portuguese on the Cape Verde Islands 
(west of Guinea-Bissau), the Spanish (under Cortez / Cortés) 
in Mexico City, the British at Kew, Nairobi, Singapore, and 
the colony of Georgia (the Trustees’ Garden of Georgia, 
a government experimental farm at Savannah, laid out in 
1733), etc.
 The swapping consisted of bringing plants from Europe 
to these gardens or new colonies, and taking plants to Europe 
from these places.
 Cortez was too busy with conquest to attend to the 
botanical garden in Mexico City (not Acapulco), so he put 
one of his fellow generals in charge of it; that man kept a 
meticulous log of his acquisitions. Unfortunately, there is no 
mention of soybeans. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. 
of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4863. Johnson, Charles. 2004. Legendary lands. Furrow 
(The) (John Deere Co., Moline, Illinois) 109(4):11-16. 
Spring.
• Summary: The section titled “America’s fi rst soybeans: 
Savannah, Georgia” notes that in 1778 Samuel Bowen 
apparently died on a trip to England. After his wife’s death 
in 1781, their Greenwich plantation, where America’s fi rst 
soybeans had been grown, was sold. In 1923 the house 
burned. In 1943 Savannah extended Bonaventure Cemetery 
onto the land formerly occupied by Greenwich Plantation.
 “Now all that remains from Bowen’s time is a fountain 
and a decaying dock on the Wilmington River, most likely 
the place where America’s fi rst soybean products were 

loaded on ships for export.”
 A large color photo shows a beautiful gravesite, 
with a marble cross and woman in robes, in Bonaventure 
Cemetery–probably on the ground where America’s fi rst 
soybeans grew.

4864. Product Name:  Quorn Naked Cutlets, Patties, 
Nuggets, Cutlets, Tenders (Meat Alternative Made from 
Mycoprotein).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Quorn Foods Inc.
Manufacturer’s Address:  P.O. Box 370, Riverside, CT 
06878.
Date of Introduction:  2004 May.
Ingredients:  Based on mycoprotein.
New Product–Documentation:  Ad (full page, color) in 
Vegetarian Times. 2004. May. p. 66. “Tastes better than 
chicken.” The company now makes the fi ve meat alternatives 
listed above. In the lower left is a large $1.00 coupon. “Take 
the Quorn taste challenge yourself.”

4865. Soy Online Service. 2004. Uncovering the truth about 
soy (Website printout–part). www.soyonlineservice.co.nz 
Printed Oct. 28.
• Summary: A virulently antisoy website, with many links 
to other sites, anti-soy articles and books, etc. It was clearly 
initiated in New Zealand by the small group containing 
Richard and Valerie James and Mike Fitzpatrick. They 
were soon joined by Sally Fallon in the USA, and others 
(unknown) in the UK.
 Contents: Home page–Site map (7 p.). 1. Introduction 
(4 p.). 2. History. 3. Hot reading. 4. Phytoestrogens: Soy 
& DES, the thyroid, male health, your baby, infertility, 
menopause, birth defects, cancer/leukemia, diabetes: Type 1, 
immune function, your pets, cognitive function [Lon White]. 
5. Phytosterols. 6. GM soy. 7. Soy sauce. 8. Other toxins. 
9. Doses simplifi ed. 10. Soy allergies. 11. Soy politics. 12. 
SOS guidance. 13. Downloads. 14. Links. 15. Hot news. 16. 
Regulators. 17. Big Ugly Bull: Sanitation, FDA-CF-SCAN, 
Novagen, Abbott, Dr. Brian Strom, USDA, Unilever, NZ 
MOH (New Zealand Ministry of Health), ANZFA, Plunket, 
Israeli Offi cials, USB [United Soybean Board], Solae / 
DuPont / Bunge. 18. Testimonies. 19. Chicken roost.
 A counter near the bottom of the Home Page states that 
this site has had 476,892 visitors since 27 April 1999. The 
information on this site cannot be printed unless you select 
the particular text you wish to print.

4866. Rosell, M.S.; Appleby, P.N.; Spencer, E.A.; Key, T.J. 
2004. Soy intake and blood cholesterol concentrations: 
a cross-sectional study of 1033 pre- and postmenopausal 
women in the Oxford arm of the European Prospective 
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition. American J. of 
Clinical Nutrition 80(5):1391-96. Nov. [36 ref]
• Summary: Conclusion: Moderate intakes of soyfoods as 
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part of a regular diet are associated with favorable blood 
cholesterol concentrations. Address: Cancer Research UK 
Epidemiology Unit, Univ. of Oxford, Oxford, UK.

4867. SoyaScan Notes. 2004. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 2004 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan/Feb.–Biodiesel magazine starts publication 
in the USA.
 Feb. The excellent European periodical Soyafoods, 
edited by Heather Paine of England, changes its title to Soy 
& Health, when the American Soybean Association stopped 
funding. Past and current issues can be downloaded from the 
Soy Conference website www.soyconference.com.
 April–Yamasa Corporation purchases San-J International 
(Richmond, Virginia).
 April–Pulmuone U.S.A. makes a signifi cant fi nancial 
investment in Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. In July the two 
companies announce their merger. Both tofu companies are 
based in California.
 April–The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
confi rms that it is in the process of reviewing a petition for 
a health claim that suggests the consumption of soy protein-
based foods may reduce the risk of certain types of cancer, 
including breast, prostate, and colon cancer. The Solae 
Company submitted the petition.
 June–”The Whole Soy Story: The Dark Side of 
America’s Favorite Health Food,” an article by Kaayla T. 
Daniel is published in Mothering magazine. Her unbalanced 
approach is to collect, often misinterpret, and publish in one 
place all the negative information she can fi nd about soy.
 July 20–Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. and Pulmuone 
U.S.A. announce their merger.
 July–Soyfoods Center “publishes” on its Internet 
website (www.soyfoodscenter.com) the entire (previously 
unpublished) manuscript of its book History of Soybeans 
and Soyfoods, by William Shurtleff & Akiko Aoyagi (2,500 
pages). It is now available worldwide for all to use free of 
charge. Research and writing of this book began in Oct. 
1980.
 Nov. 10–USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service [APHIS] confi rms the presence of soybean rust on 
soybean leaf samples taken from two plots associated with a 
Louisiana State University research farm.
 World Wildlife Fund establishes the Roundtable on 
Responsible Soy to address the impacts of soy production [as 
on the Amazon rainforest] and identify solutions.
 Trends: (1) The low-carb diet continues its popularity 
and upward trend in the USA. Soy protein is being used to 
replace carbohydrates is a wide array of products from taco 
chips to bread, from healthy soft drinks (Snapple-A-Day) 
to vegetable juice (V8 Splash Smoothies). Consumption of 
meat, which is also low in carbohydrates, is now coming 
back into popularity. Few, if any, nutritionists, think that low-

carb diets are healthful. (2) The anti-soy faction continues 
to have an active and one-sided web presence–an a negative 
effect on the growing interest in soyfoods. Leaders are Sally 
Fallon, Kaayla T. Daniel, Richard and Valerie James, and a 
few others. (3) Ten million more people were hungry in 2004 
than in 2003, according to Bread for the World Institute’s 
2004 Hunger Report. At the same time the World Food 
Program announced that food aid has decreased every year 
since 1999. Hunger is a growing issue. Hunger and poverty 
are inextricably linked; if there are no resources, there is no 
food.

4868. Elliot, Rose. 2004. New vegetarian cooking: 120 fast, 
fresh, and fabulous recipes. New York, London, Toronto, 
Sydney: Simon & Schuster. 192 p. Illust. (color). 28 cm. 
Index.
• Summary: Contains many full-page color photos, mostly 
of dishes prepared from recipes. Chapter 1: Why I’m a 
vegetarian: Being a healthy vegetarian or vegan, get slim 
and stay slim, eating for two, nurturing the next generation, 
look younger, live longer. Chapter 6 is titled “Tofu, tempeh, 
and seitan” (p. 138-61). Other soy-related recipes and info 
include: Soy milk (p. 13, 20, 21, 23, 188). Green soybeans 
[frozen edamame] (with soba, p. 60, 61). Tofu mayonnaise 
(p. 66). Breakfast smoothie (p. 118, with soy milk, rice milk, 
or almond milk). Soy yogurt (p. 119, 188). Soy sauce (p. 
153, 188). Soy creamer (p. 169, 188). Also discusses: Sea 
vegetables (arame, hijiki). Quinoa.

4869. Flanders, Judith. 2004. Inside the Victorian home: A 
portrait of domestic life in Victorian England. New York 
& London: W.W. Norton & Company. 416 p. See p. 279. 
[300+* ref]
• Summary: In Chapter 7, The dining room, we read (p. 
279): “One cookbook recommended as a basic list,...curry 
powder, soy, anchovy-sauce, Lucca [i.e., olive] oil,... Chili 
vinegar, Harvey sauce, tomato sauce,...” Address: Author, 
London, England.

4870. Smith, Andrew. editor in chief. 2004. Oxford 
encyclopedia of food and drink in America. 2 vols. Oxford, 
England, New York, etc.: Oxford University Press.
• Summary: A masterful work, on some subjects. Vol. 1, 
xxi + 751 p. (A-J) starts with an entry for (article about) 
Adulterations and ends with Juicers. Each entry is written 
by a different person (an expert on that subject whose name 
appears at the end of the entry) and a short bibliography. 
Interesting entries:
 Blenders, by Meryl S. Rosofsky (6 references). Says 
that the modern blender, a familiar electronic appliance, 
“was invented by Stephen Poplowski in 1922 to make soda 
fountain drinks. In 1935 the popular bandleader Fred Waring 
teamed up with the inventor Frederick Osius to improve the 
appliance,” marketing the Waring Blender (later renamed 
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Waring Blendor) as a “revolutionary bar tending tool.” 
Note: There are several errors in these references concerning 
blenders.
 Chinese American Food, by Jacqueline M. Newman.
 Juicers, by Linda Campbell Franklin (1 ref.). 
Surprisingly she devotes most of her entry to old-fashioned 
juicers for citrus fruits (such as the manual reamer used to 
separate citrus juice from its pulp) and only 1 sentence to 
electric juicers (such as the Champion) which pulverize the 
whole fruit or vegetable to make, for example, carrot juice.
 Vol. 2 contains Peanuts (including peanut butter), 
Soybeans (very weak entry), Soy sauce, Vegetarianism (by 
Rynn Berry), etc.
 Mentioned in passing but without a separate entry 
(see index) are soy milk, tofu, tofurkey [sic, Tofurky], and 
tempeh. Address: Illinois, USA.

4871. Smith, Fiona. 2004. Easy sushi rolls and miso soup. 
London and New York: Ryland Peters & Small, Inc. 64 p. 
Illust. (Color photos by Diana Miller). Index. 20 x 20 cm.
• Summary: Contents: Serving sushi rolls. Cooking rice. 
Vegetarian. Fish and seafood. Meat and poultry. Miso soups. 
Accompaniments.
 The page facing each recipe is a full-page color photo. 
Nori is used to wrap or roll most of sushi. Contains a 
selection of miso soup recipes that traditionally end a sushi 
meal: Dashi and combination miso soup. White miso soup 
with wakame, tofu and lettuce. Red miso soup with pork and 
noodles. Red miso soup with scallions and tempura croutons.
 The vegetarian sushi recipes include: Miso-marinated 
asparagus roll. Broiled tofu roll. Address: Food writer and 
food stylist, New Zealand.

4872. U.S. Agency for International Development. 2004. 
Celebrating Food for Peace 1954-2004: Bringing hope to the 
hungry. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce. 
16 p. http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PDABZ818.pdf
• Summary: At the top of the cover: “Food can be a powerful 
instrument for all the free world in building a durable 
peace.”–President Dwight D. Eisenhower.
 On page 2 is a message from President George W. Bush: 
“Across the earth, America is feeding the hungry. More 
than 60 percent of international emergency food aid comes 
as a gift of the people of the United States... Millions are 
facing great affl iction, but with our help, they will not face 
it alone. America has a special calling to come to their aid 
and we will do so with the compassion and generosity that 
have always defi ned the United States. February 1, 2003, 
Washington, D.C.”
 Contents: Message from Secretary of State Colin 
Powell. Message from USAID Administrator Andrew S. 
Natsios. Over the past 50 years, “Approximately 3 billion 
people in 150 countries have benefi ted directly from our 
food.” What is Food for Peace? (“Over the past 50 years, 

the Food for Peace program has sent 106 million metric 
tons to the hungry of the world, feeding billions of people 
and saving countless lives. The program depends on the 
unparalleled productivity of American farmers and the 
American agricultural system. Without this vast system there 
would be no Food for Peace program. On average, American 
generosity provides 60 percent of the world’s food aid, 
feeding millions of desperately hungry people every year”).
 Who has received our food? (“* The number of 
countries in the program has varied from 47 to 106. * The 
number of those assisted has varied from 17.3 million in 
1963 to 133 million in 2003. * In 1958, Food for Peace 
shipped 4.48 million metric tons, the largest single-year 
donation to the world’s hungry. * The commodities that Food 
for Peace sends around the world come from virtually every 
state. * One hundred thirty-fi ve countries have received FFP 
food aid since 1954”).
 “The history of America’s food aid: America’s food 
assistance programs began in 1812, when President James 
Madison sent emergency aid to earthquake victims in 
Venezuela. Herbert Hoover led a huge feeding program in 
Russia during the 1920s in addition to famine relief programs 
during World War I and World War II in Europe. In 1949, 
the United States launched the Marshall Plan, which brought 
tons of food to the people of Western Europe, planted the 
seeds for a rejuvenated and now fully united Europe, and 
laid the foundations for a permanent U.S. food aid program. 
Many European countries we helped at that time have 
long since become major food exporters and important 
international donors.
 “On July 10, 1954, President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
signed the Agricultural Trade Development Assistance Act-or 
Public Law (PL) 480-into law. The purpose of the legislation, 
the President said, was to “lay the basis for a permanent 
expansion of our exports of agricultural products with lasting 
benefi ts to ourselves and peoples of other lands.” The Food 
for Peace of 1966 revised the basic structure of the programs 
and placed the emphasis clearly on the humanitarian goals 
of the program. The policy statement shifted from surplus 
disposal to planned production for export to meet world food 
needs.
 “From food aid to self reliance. Many countries that 
received U.S. food aid in the early years of PL 480 have 
become self-suffi cient or even food exporters and major 
international donors. Among them are such prosperous 
European nations as France, Germany, Belgium, Austria, 
Italy, the United Kingdom, Spain, Greece, Portugal, Cyprus, 
Turkey, Poland, and the former Czechoslovakia.”
 “Partnerships in food aid: USAID works with many 
NGOs and PVOs (private voluntary organizations) to 
provide food for both emergency and long-term development 
projects.”
 Food for Peace Success: Afghanistan, Ethiopia, India 
(During the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, India was the largest 
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recipient of American food aid, reaching a historic high 
of $1.5 billion worth in the 1960s), Iraq, Southern Africa 
drought, improving agriculture, enhancing health, reducing 
the impact of HIV/AIDS, increasing access to education
 Looking ahead. Fifty years of Food for Peace. A full-
page table with 5 columns shows: (1) Year (1954-2003). (2) 
Number of benefi ciaries (millions). Commodity value ($ 
millions). Gross value ($ millions). U.S. agricultural exports 
(metric tons). Address: Washington, DC. Phone: 703-875-
4901 (1991).

4873. Meat-Free Food. 2005. Meat-Free Food: The defi nitive 
source of information on the meat-free food industry [in the 
UK] (Website printout–part). www.meat-free.org.uk Printed 
Jan. 20.
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Vegetarianism through 
the ages. 20th century timeline (chronology). Address: UK.

4874. Messina, Mark J. 2005. Update on work with soy 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. March 29. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Mark has made presentations on soy and health 
in 33 countries and has been to Brussels 10-12 times, and 
once to China.
 Second generation statins are truly remarkable in their 
ability to lower human cholesterol by 30-35%–much more 
than any short-term dietary change.
 The French government is now advising no soy 
consumption before age 3, and the British government has 
two editorials on soy consumption in childhood.
 Creation of a Soy Nutrition Institute has been under 
active discussion for the past two years. Three companies are 
potentially interested: Solae (the most interested), followed 
by ADM and Cargill. They would publish accurate, well-
documented information about soy and nutrition. They 
have set two goals: Within 5 years to become like the Egg 
Association, and within 10 years to become like the Dairy 
Association. Mark is considering applying for the position 
of director if he can get a long-term contract and if the salary 
is adequate. When the media and others had questions about 
soy, nutrition and health, this is the fi rst place they would 
think to contact.
 The 6th International Symposium on the Role of Soy 
in Preventing and Treating Chronic Disease will be held in 
Chicago, Illinois, this summer.
 Dr. James Anderson is doing a new meta-analysis on soy 
and heart health. There are many new studies since his fi rst 
meta-analysis was published in Aug. 1995.
 The earlier a young woman gets pregnant, the lower her 
risk of breast cancer later in life. One of the most exciting 
hypotheses in this fi eld is that isofl avone intake (including 
soy isofl avones) during youth / adolescence signifi cantly 
reduces breast cancer risk later in life.
 A member of the anti-soy group is “Dr. Mercola.” He 

is somehow associated with Sally Fallon and her Weston 
Price Foundation. Dr. Joseph Mercola is an osteopathic 
physician and director of the Optimal Wellness Center, his 
medical clinic outside Chicago. Trained in both alternative 
and traditional medicine, he has served as the chairman 
of the family medicine department at St. Alexius Medical 
Center for fi ve years. Address: PhD, 439 Calhoun St., Port 
Townsend, Washington 98368. Phone: 360-379-9544.

4875. TeeTotalers.com. 2005. Welcome to TeeTotalers.com 
(Website printout–part). www.teetalers.com/pages/whatis.
htm Printed July 3.
• Summary: “A teetotaler is a person who abstains 
completely from alcoholic drinks. Such a person practices 
teetotalism and is a teetotal person.”
 “As far back as the early 1800s, ‘tee-totaly’ was an 
emphatic form of ‘totally.’ This shows the true origin of 
the teetotal family as a result of reduplication, a lexical 
phenomenon where the initial letter of a word is repeated for 
emphasis.
 “Most sources agree that the fi rst application of ‘teetotal’ 
to drinking was in a speech by Richard Turner, a member of 
the British Temperance Society, in 1833, in which he urged 
everyone to abstain tee-totally from all forms of alcohol.”
 This website was created to bring together people 
and resources “to benefi t those who have chosen to live a 
lifestyle without drugs or alcohol.” It is closely allied with 
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous).

4876. Hymowitz, Ted. 2005. Samuel Bowen and soy sauce 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. July 5. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: By 1776 Bowen was selling his Soy [soy sauce], 
made in the colony of Georgia, at various establishments 
in London. Ted has a list of the shops in London that were 
selling Bowen’s soy sauce. Bowen went to England 5-6 
times, and his key question initially was: Is there are market 
in London for soy sauce that is as good as that imported 
from Asia? When he saw the cruets made especially for soy 
sauce, he knew there was a market. Address: Prof. of Plant 
Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois.

4877. Plamil Foods Ltd. 2005. Plamil (Website printout–
part). www.plamilfoods.co.uk Printed July 18.
• Summary: Home: About us. Products. News. Shopping. 
Specials. F.A.Q. The home page shows close-up of 12 
product labels. Plamil sells 27 consumer and 11 catering 
/ foodservice products. The Products and the Shopping 
pages show these products and their labels in more detail: 
Chocolate (100 gm)–Plain, Mint, Roasted Hazelnut, 
Orange, Martello. Organic chocolate (95-100 gm–Dark, 
Cayenne, Expressions, Ginger, Plain, Mint, Orange). Organic 
Chocolate Spread (275 gm)–Plain, Orange, Hazelnut. 
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Carob (95 gm)–Plain, 
Orange, Hazelnuts, 
No Sugar Added. Milk 
Alternatives (1 litre)–
Organic Soya Milk 
(plain), White Sun 
(contains no soya). Egg 
Free Mayonnaise (315 
gm)–Plain, Garlic, Chili, 
Tarragon, Organic Plain, 
Organic Lemongrass. 
Catering packs (1.5 to 
10.5 kg)–Mayonnaise, 
Chocolate Drops, 

Baking Chocolate, Carob Drops.
 About us: “Plamil is a private company making top 
quality tasty food for all, supplying customers, retailers, 
wholesalers and food catering / manufacturing facilities 
worldwide. Our specialty is making food products free 
from any animal origin. This means we make great tasting 
products ideal for those who follow a vegan diet and for all 
those with allergies to ingredients like dairy milk, eggs, etc. 
Many products in our range are organic and we are against 
the use of genetically modifi ed ingredients.”
 “Our history: Plamil (then Plantmilk Ltd.) was created 
to manufacture a ‘milk’ from vegetable source, and made UK 
history by pioneering British made soy milk in 1965. This 
was formulated by nutritionists and fortifi ed to cater for the 
average vegan requirement. Gradually from those early years 
Plamil has diversifi ed to manufacture a whole range of foods 
that you see today.
 “Where we make our products: We manufacture 
products in our own factory, where no animal ingredient is 
ever used. We are also wheat / gluten free site and strictly 
control purchase of all our ingredients to ensure that none are 
genetically modifi ed... Also there are no hidden ingredients 
or processing aids with our products. The ingredients on the 
label are what you get, nothing more.”
 “Latest news: Arthur Ling 1919-2005. It is with great 
sadness we have to report that our founding Director Arthur 
Ling passed away on the 18th of January. Since the early 
1960s his dedication to this company was renowned. He 
will be sadly missed by all Directors, staff and all that knew 
him.” A color photo shows Arthur Ling.
 Click on the link for Arthur Ling to get a full biography. 
Veganism was his religion, which he spent a lifetime 
promoting. He had three children: Julie, Trevor, and Adrian 
Ling (who now runs Plamil). He had unwavering and 
uncompromising views on many subjects related to a vegan 
lifestyle. He was anti-war, egalitarian, and a supporter of 
“the common man.” “A Lover of the outdoors, we was an 
active Naturist [nudist]. In 1898 England’s fi rst health food 
store was established by “Henry James Cook, who named his 
store Pitman Health Food Store, in honor of the vegetarian 

Sir Isaac Pitman, the inventor of shorthand. In 2001 Arthur 
was awarded the newly created Henry James Cook Award for 
‘his life’s work in the development and production of vegan 
foods especially for the introduction of the fi rst plant-derived 
vegan milk in the United Kingdom.’ This was Arthur’s most 
cherished award.” In 1926, at age 7, he became a vegan 
when he witnessed a fi sh being killed at the seaside. “He kept 
notes of a lecture given in 1938 titled ‘Health without dairy 
produce,’ which infl uenced him greatly. Arthur worked at 
the London Vegetarian Society, and after the Second World 
War became an active member of the new Vegan Society, 
created by Donald Watson in late 1944. For a few years 
Arthur had his own health food store, and also served on the 
council of the National Association of Health Food Stores. 
An accountant by profession, Arthur was involved in his 
fi rst commercial project in the post war years. A company 
called Solfl ower Ltd., based in Wales, was created to produce 
biodiesel from sunfl owers. Unfortunately this project was 
50 years ahead of its time and did not enjoy commercial 
success.
 “Arthur is known by most for his work at Plamil and the 
Vegan Society. From his association with the Vegan Society 
in the 1950s he joined a group interested in producing a 
non-dairy milk. Later Arthur attended a meeting called for 
by Leslie Cross, who later gave it the name, the Plantmilk 
Society.” He worked tirelessly on its behalf. Address: 
Folkestone, Kent, England CT19 6PQ. Phone: 01303 
850588.

4878. Richards, Michael. 2005. Update on work with candles 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 3. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: “We have a very interesting business here. We 
sell everywhere from craft ladies coming in for one box 
to truckloads to other manufacturers.” Michael’s candle 
business is going well. He is now exporting to 22 countries, 
and all of these overseas customers found him using the 
Internet. “We did not seek any international business. It’s 
a perfect example of Emerson’s adage, that if you build a 
better mousetrap, the world beats a path to your door.” He’s 
been on the Internet for so long, that if you do a Google 
search for “soywax” as one word or “soy wax” or “soybean 
wax” as two words, the search engine takes you right to his 
website. He comes up fi rst on the results list.
 In Germany and Italy he works with companies that are 
“existing wax distribution entities. They are already in the 
paraffi n wax industry and they have added Michael’s wax 
to their line.” Sales are going well in Europe. Italy doubled 
their order on their second order. His fi rst overseas shipment 
was in the summer of 2004, when he shipped a full 20-foot 
container to Rotterdam, the Netherlands; from there it was 
distributed out to Great Britain, Norway, Guernsey and the 
Channel Islands. He works with a logistics and forwarding 
company in Rotterdam. And he has shipped containers to 
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Beijing [China] and Hong Kong. “I’m still attempting to 
do all the wax business as one person, even though Cargill 
does all the manufacturing of the wax, which makes that 
possible.” However he now has some people off the street 
doing some candle production, but on a smaller scale. Last 
time we talked, the landlord had sold the building in which 
Candleworks had operated for many years, so he was out 
of the wax-making business for a while. The equipment has 
been reinstalled in a new place.
 His fi rst customer with the actual candle production is 
an interesting company, Watkins, which has been around 
for about 140 years, when they basically invented direct 
sales, by selling muscle lineaments from wagons door to 
door to Minnesota farmers. Watkins now manufactures 
90% of their own product line, which are mainly medicinals 
and culinary items (such as vanilla and various spices). 
They have graduated into the 21st century by direct sales 
via the Internet. Watkins is very well known in the central 
Midwest; their headquarters is in Winona, Minnesota, on 
the Mississippi River. Michael read a history of Watkins. 
In 1920, they had 20,000 salespeople across the USA–all 
working on commission and selling door to door. Many 
farm families have sold Watkins products for 40-50 years 
as supplemental income. Half of Michael’s fi rst shipment to 
them is going to China. They have realized that the direct 
selling model is of interest in China. Michael was invited and 
went to their annual meeting. In China, they are building a 
high-profi le retail shop in Beijing, to establish a presence and 
develop a brand awareness. Then they will send direct-sales 
people throughout China–to sell Watkins products door to 
door.
 There months ago Michael started writing a new book 
about the shift from petrochemical based consumer goods to 
biobased goods–such as soy candles. Iowa State University 
is getting deeply involved in researching biobased products; 
they have a symposium on that subject next week. The 
structure will be from the general to the specifi c. “I’m 
looking at how the petroleum paradigm came into existence, 
how so many products developed out of that, and then how 
and why the biobased shift is beginning to happen.” He will 
have examples of some of the other entrepreneurs he has 
gotten to know–including a gentleman who works with soy 
plastics, etc.
 “We’ve fought for our tiny corner here, but it hasn’t 
been easy. Being right here in the middle of very productive 
farmland, we’re in a good place.”
 Michael’s relationship with Cargill is “an interesting 
paradox. Without that relationship, I would be unable to ship 
containerloads of soy wax to other countries. But their nature 
is to maximize their own profi ts, so I have to be very wary 
of them at every step along the way. So far, they have kept 
producing wax from our formula. They did develop C-2, 
which they then rejected, because customers kept saying it 
didn’t work as well. But now they’ve moved onto C-3, which 

they try to sell.” They are selling in competition to Michael. 
Michael can live with it. Sales over the fi rst 4 years of the 
contract have grown at 10-15% a year. After 2 years, Cargill 
said they were disappointed in the rate of growth. Last year 
they told Michael “they were very pleased with the growth 
rate because they felt it was evidence of a true shift in the 
industry rather than just a little fl ash in the pan. They’ve 
changed their thinking. But it does teach you patience.”
 We talk about the switch from animal products to plant 
products. From whale oil to petroleum. From butter to 
margarine. From bees wax candles and petroleum candles to 
soy wax candles. Address: Founder and owner, Candleworks, 
Inc., 1029 Third St. S.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401. Phone: 
319-363-1774.

4879. Golbitz, Peter. 2005. Enhancing relationships with 
buyers in the new world market. Paper presented at 2nd 
annual Midwest Specialty Grains Conference. 19 p. Held 
23-25 Aug. 2005 at Bloomington (near Minneapolis), 
Minnesota. [6 ref]
• Summary: An excellent PowerPoint presentation with 19 
slides containing color photos and graphics. (2) In 2004 in 
Western nations, the retail market for soyfood products is 
worth $4.0 billion. (4) The world’s soybean crop is currently 
valued at $65-$70 billion before processing, and over $100 
billion as processed soybean oil and meal. The USA is still 
the world’s largest soybean producer. (5) During the past 5 
years, world soybean production has increased at an average 
rate of 6.8% per year. Over the past 40 years, it has increased 
500% and is forecast to top 229 million tonnes (metric tons) 
in 2004/05. A bar chart shows world production from 1965 
to 2004.
 (6) A table shows world soybean production and 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for leading world 
producers from 2000 to 2005. In descending order of annual 
production in 2004 they are: USA (3.3% CAGR), Brazil 
(12.4%), Argentina (8.8%), China (4.0%), India (5.5%), 
Paraguay (9.3%), other (5.4%), and total (6.8%). Total world 
production for each year is given. The compound average 
growth rate over the past 5 years is shown in the fi nal column 
(and in parentheses after each country, above). Note that 
Brazil’s production is growing the fastest and the USA’s 
the slowest. (7) A pie chart shows utilization of soybeans 
worldwide: Crushed for soybean oil and meal 83.2%. For 
seed and use on farms 7.5%. Used directly as human food 
6.2%. Change in stocks (leftover) 3.1%.
 (8) The specialty soybean market (6.2% of the total) 
of 13.4 million tonnes is worth an estimated $3.0 to $3.5 
billion. The U.S. is thought to have about 50% of this 
market. A table shows “Estimated world use of soybeans 
for direct food by region in 2005.” Asia 95.7% of total. 
Africa 1.8%. Europe 1.2%. USA 0.8%. South America 
0.3%. Central America and Caribbean 0.1%. (9) Six factors 
infl uencing today’s market and the U.S. ability to compete. 
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(10) The issue of genetically engineered soybeans: The U.S. 
is not sensitive to our customers’ needs and concerns. A bar 
chart shows the percentage of the U.S. soybean crop that has 
been genetically engineered: Rising from 40% in 1998 to 
about 85% in 2005.
 (11) A graph shows that since 1996 the U.S. share of 
world soybean exports has decreased from 65% to 45%, 
while Brazil’s share has increased from 22% to 35% and 
Argentina’s from 2% to 14%. (12) U.S. exports have fallen 
from 26.9 million tonnes in 2000 to 24.9 million tonnes in 
2004, a decrease of 1.9%. Over these past 5 years, 16 of 
the top 25 nations buying U.S. soybeans have reduced their 
imports of U.S. soybeans. A table shows details for each 
nation each year, with a fi nal column for average percentage 
change per year. The biggest average annual percentage 
decreases for the past 5 years have been: Netherlands 
-44.4%. United Kingdom -24.9%. France -24.1%. Greece 
-20.6%. Israel -20.0%. Thus, “Dropping exports show that 
we haven’t been paying attention to our best customers’ 
needs.” (13-14) Eight things the U.S. can do to improve this 
situation. Address: Bar Harbor, Maine.

4880. Hymowitz, Ted. 2005. Did Samuel Bowen introduce 
tea plants to Georgia from India? How did Bowen get 
the money he needed to support his affl uent lifestyle? 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Sept. 23. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Ted has found a reference in Morse’s 
Geography (London, 1792) stating that Samuel Bowen 
introduced tea to North American from India. The 
Huntington Library in California has a copy of this book. It 
is unusual that the Georgia Gazette never mentioned tea in 
connection with Bowen.
 Ted believes that Bowen got much of his initial money 
in Georgia from James Flint, as a gift. His main money-
making export from Savannah seems to have been sago 
/ salep, which was actually sweet potatoes. But was this 
enough to pay for his trips back and forth to England?
 Ted thinks that James Flint died a pauper, maybe in an 
accident at Capringe (name of an estate), Italy. He married 
after fi nishing his work as a supercargo, and had children. 
Ted has not been able to fi nd his will.
 Update: 2005. Oct. 11. Ted can fi nd nothing more about 
Samuel Bowen and tea. He will try the Georgia Historical 
Society. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop 
Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4881. West, M.C.; Anderson, L.; McClure, N.; Lewis, S.E. 
2005. Dietary oestrogens and male fertility potential. Human 
Fertility (Cambridge, England) 8(3):197-207. Sept. *
Address: Obstetrics & Gynaecology, School of Medicine, 
Inst. of Clinical Science, Queen’s Univ. Belfast, UK.

4882. Hymowitz, Ted. 2005. What kind of a man was 

Samuel Bowen? (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 11. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Bowen must have been a hard man to work for–
perhaps a real “SOB.” His slaves often ran away, and at least 
one tried to run away more than once. He had been a lowly 
sailor in the British navy. He may well have treated those 
below him and he had been treated by those above him.
 He had a very short courtship and he traveled a great 
deal–mostly to England to sell or promote his products. 
Thus, it is fair to ask whether he was a good husband or 
father.
 By the way, Ted has found the location of Henry 
Yonge’s plantation, using early surveyors’ records. Address: 
Prof. of Plant Genetics, Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of 
Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

4883. Sunstein, Cass R.; Nussbaum, Martha C. 2005. Animal 
rights: Current debates and new directions. Oxford, England: 
Oxford University Press. 352 p. *
• Summary: Contents: Introduction: What Are Animal 
Rights?, Cass R. Sunstein, University of Chicago.
 Part I: Current Debates. 1. Animal Rights, One Step at 
a Time, Stephen M. Wise, Vermont Law School. 2. Animal 
Rights: Legal, Philosophical, and Pragmatic Perspectives, 
Richard A. Posner, Judge of the United States Court of 
Appeals, Seventh Circuit, and Senior Lecturer at the 
University of Chicago Law School. 3. Ethics Beyond Species 
and Beyond Instincts: A Reply to Richard Posner, Peter 
Singer, Ira W. DeCamp Professor of Bioethics, University 
Center for Human Values, Princeton University. 4. Eating 
Meat and Eating People, Cora Diamond, Kenan Professor 
and University Professor Emerita at the University of 
Virginia. 5. Taking Animal Interests Seriously, Gary L. 
Francione, Professor of Law and Nicholas de B. Katzenbach 
Distinguished Scholar of Law and Philosophy, Rutgers 
University School of Law–Newark, New Jersey. 6. Animals 
As Objects, or Subjects, of Rights, Richard A. Epstein, James 
Parker Hall Distinguished Professor of Law, University 
of Chicago Law School, Peter and Kirsten Senior Fellow, 
The Hoover Institution. 7. Drawing Lines, James Rachels, 
University Professor of Philosophy, University of Alabama 
at Birmingham. 8. All Animals Are Not Equal: The Interface 
Between Scientifi c Knowledge and Legislation for Animal 
Rights, Lesley J. Rogers and Gisela Kaplan, both Professors 
of Neuroscience and Animal Behavior at the University of 
New England, Australia.
 Part II: New Directions. 9. Foxes in the Hen House: 
Animals, Agribusiness, and the Law, David J. Wolfson, 
senior associate at Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy LLP, 
Lecturer in Law Harvard Law School, and adjunct professor 
at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law and Mariann 
Sullivan, Deputy Chief Court Attorney at the New York State 
Appellate Division, First Department, former chair of the 
animal law committee of the Association of the Bar of the 
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City of New York. 10. A New Property Status for Animals: 
Equitable Self-Ownership, David Favre: Professor, Michigan 
State University DCL College of Law. 11. Can Animals 
Sue?, Cass R. Sunstein, University of Chicago. 12. Of Mice 
and Men: A Feminist Fragment on Animal Rights, Catharine 
A. MacKinnon, Elizabeth A. Long Professor of Law, 
University of Michigan Law School, and long-term visitor, 
University of Chicago Law School. 13. Animal Rights and 
the Values of Nonhuman Life, Elizabeth Anderson, Professor 
of Philosophy and Women’s Studies, University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor. 14. “Beyond Compassion and Humanity”: Justice 
for Non-Human Animals, Martha C. Nussbaum, University 
of Chicago.
 Brief review: “This is a veritable hitchhiker’s guide 
to the galaxy of animal rights and animal welfare. Anyone 
genuinely concerned about the creatures who are our kin will 
have to read this book from cover to cover.”–Laurence H. 
Tribe, Harvard Law School.

4884. Daily Post (Liverpool, England). 2005. Premier 
swallows up another healthy eating company. Nov. 2. 
Business section.
• Summary: Premier Foods, owner of Quorn, purchased 
Cauldron Foods yesterday for £27 million. Cauldron 
Foods sells its vegetarian sausages, falafel, tofu, and other 
meatless products from its factory at Portishead, near Bristol. 
Cauldron employs 215 people, generates 92% of its annual 
sales of £14.7 million from sales of its own brand, and had 
pre-tax profi ts last year of £1.3 million.
 With the acquisition, Premier Foods has added to 
its portfolio of manufacturers of meat-free products and 
captured a larger share of the growing British market for 
healthy foods and meals.
 In June, Premier Foods paid £172 million to acquire 
the maker of Quorn, which is now the largest brand in its 
portfolio that includes Ambrosia custard, Branston Pickle, 
Cadbury Hot Chocolate, and Sarson’s vinegar.
 Robert Schofi eld, Premier’s CEO, said Cauldron was 
attractive because of its focus on the UK market.

4885. Brooks, M.M. 2005. Soya bean protein fi bres–past, 
present and future. In: Richard S. Blackburn, ed. 2005. 
Biodegradable and Sustainable Fibres. Abington, Cambridge, 
England: Woodhead Publishing Ltd. xii + 456 p. See p. 398-
440. Illust. Index. 24 cm. [107 ref]
• Summary: An excellent, original work and review of the 
literature. The best seen to date. Contents: Introduction. The 
soya bean plant. Naming regenerated protein fi bres. The need 
for new fi bre sources: The context for mid-twentieth century 
research into alternative fi bre sources, the context for mid-
twentieth century research into soya bean fi bres. Generalised 
method for producing soya bean fi bre in the mid-twentieth 
century: Producing the soya bean protein curd, producing 
the spinning solution, extruding and insolubilising the 

fi bres, orientation of the fi bres through tensioning, washing, 
drying and crimping, dyeing, manufacturing requirements: 
spinning, blending and weaving, after care. Contemporary 
research into alternative protein fi bre sources. Contemporary 
methods for producing fi bres from soya bean protein: 
Generalised methods for producing SPF, contemporary 
commercial availability. Fibre characteristics: Mid-century 
soya bean protein fi bres, contemporary soya bean protein 
fi bres. Identifying soya bean protein fi bres: Mid-twentieth 
century fi bres, late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst century 
fi bres. Degradation behaviour: Mid-twentieth century 
fi bres, late twentieth and early twenty-fi rst century fi bres. 
A truly biodegradable and ecological fi bre? Conclusion. 
Acknowledgements.
 Tables show: (1) Amino acid content (%) in soya bean 
protein compared with that of wool and silk. (2) (p. 406-
12) Selected patents from various countries (China, France, 
Germany, Great Britain, USA) for regenerated protein fi bres 
using soya bean protein. (3) Tensile strength of soya fi bre 
compared with wool of the same grade (wet and dry) (1946). 
(4) Characteristics of soya bean fi bre in comparison with 
other fi bres (casein, wool, silk {degummed}, Nylon) (1947). 
(5) Stain tests (1941).
 Photos show: (1) Soya bean fi bres made by the Ford 
Motor Co., early 1940s. (2) Blended regenerated protein 
fi bres. This is an upholstery fabric containing soya bean 
fi bre. (3) Henry Ford wearing his suit made from fabric 
containing soya bean protein, circa 1941. He is seated 
among shocks of grain with his inverted straw hat in the 
foreground. (4) Robert Boyer and H.R. Drackett standing 
by a metal vat with soya bean fi bre tow. (5) H.R. Drackett 
inspecting a batch of soya bean fi bre as it emerges from 
the spinnerets, 1944. (6) Soya beans and soya bean fi bre. 
Harvester SPF Textile Co., Ltd. (7) Bleached soya bean fi bre 
top. Harvester SPF Textile Co., Ltd. (8) Soya bean protein 
fi bre yarns. Meedoo Textile Co. Ltd. (9) Soya bean protein 
fabric. Meedoo Textile Co., Ltd. (10) Molecule of polyvinyl 
alcohol (PVA). (11) Tee-shirt in ‘Luxury Soy,’ 55% soy, 40% 
cotton, 5% Lycra (R). Colorado Trading and Clothing. (12) 
Longitudinal and cross-sectional views of mid-20th century 
soya bean protein fi bre (1954). (13) Longitudinal and cross-
sectional scanning electron microscope (SEM) views of 
contemporary soya bean fi bre. (14) Comparative ATR spectra 
of soya bean protein fi bres and natural and synthetic fi bres.
 Note: Richard S. Blackburn is a Senior Lecturer in 
Textile and Colour Chemistry at the University of Leeds. 
Address: Univ. of Southampton, UK.

4886. Lea & Perrins. 2005. About us: Lea & Perrins heritage 
(Website printout–part). www.leaperrins.com/about/heritage.
php Printed Dec. 15.
• Summary: Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce began to be 
produced commercially in 1837. There follows a timeline / 
chronology (undocumented) with 2 entries in the 1700s, 11 
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entries in the 1800s and 11 entries in the 20th century. Here 
are a few samples, starting with the earliest ones:
 1791–John Wheeley Lea is born. He was is of one of 
three sons and four daughters and was raised in a farming 
family. As a young man he chose to become a chemist.”
 1793–William Henry Perrins was born... He chose to 
become a chemist.
 1823–Lea & Perrins decide to form a partnership. They 
have a catalogue prepared and ready for the opening on 1 
Jan. 1823 of their shop on Broad Street, Worcester, England. 
The shop soon becomes successful.
 1825–Lea & Perrins open a branch shop in 
Kidderminster, a town about 20 miles north of Worcester.
 1834–They open a shop in Cheltenham, about 25 miles 
south of Worcester.
 1837–Commercial production of Lea & Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce begins...
 1839–John Duncan, a New York entrepreneur, orders a 
small quantity of Lea & Perrins Worcestershire sauce. Within 
a few years, Duncan was importing large shipments to keep 
up with demand.
 1867–William Henry Perrins dies.
 1874–John Wheeley Lea dies.

4887. Hall, Wendy L.; Vafeiadou, K.; Hallund, J.; et al. 
2005. Soy-isofl avone-enriched foods and infl ammatory 
biomarkers of cardiovascular risk in postmenopausal women: 
Interactions with genotype and equol production. American 
J. of Clinical Nutrition 82(6):1260-68. Dec. [43 ref]
• Summary: Soy is shown to reduce blood levels of 
C-Reactive Protein (CRP). Address: Hugh Sinclair Unit of 
Human Nutrition, School of Food Biosciences, Univ. of 
Reading, Reading, United Kingdom.

4888. Bennett, Beverly Lynn; Sammartano, Ray. 2005. 
The complete idiot’s guide to vegan living. New York, NY: 
Alpha. 360 p.
• Summary: “It’s not a diet–it’s a lifestyle.” The vegan 
lifestyle means compassion for all living things. It means 
eliminating animal foods and animal products from one’s 
diet. True vegans avoid the use of honey, and don’t wear 
animal skin (leather, suede) or fur. Many avoid silk, made by 
suffocating silkworms inside their cocoons.
 Contents: Part 1: Compassion for all. 1. Why be vegan? 
2. Vegan 101 (incl. famous vegetarians and vegans, the 
Vegetarian Society of the UK, the Vegan Society emerges, 
Donald Watson, coming to America–Dr. Catherine Nimmo 
and Rubin Abramowitz, Jay Dinshah, ahimsa). 3. Key 
to good health. 4. Starting your vegan transition. Part 
2: Clearing up misconceptions. 5. But you need meat 
for protein. 6. But you need dairy for calcium. 7. But 
carbohydrates make you fat. 8. Vegans are all weak and 
sickly.
 Part 3: A vegan survival guide. 9. Nourishing yourself. 

10. Seeking supplementation. 11. Raw foodists: Raw and 
uncut. 12. Oh baby! Bringing up baby. Part 4: Veggin’ it; 
Tips for maintaining a vegan lifestyle. 13. Handling family 
and friends. 14. Dining, vegan style. 15. Supporting your 
ideals. 16. Buying your vegan eats.
 Part 5: Substitution is the mother of invention. 17. Using 
protein alternatives (incl. Demistifying soy products: soy 
sauce, the incredible tofu, tempting with tempeh, playing 
tricks with TVP). 18. Doing without dairy and cheese. 19. 
Vegan baking substitutions. Part 6: Vegan food for the soul. 
20. Breakfast ideas. 21. Lunch and lighter fare. 22. Main and 
side dishes. 23. Baked goods and desserts.
 Part 7: Vegan lifestyle choices. 24. Body care and 
personal items. 25. Dressing to impress. 26. Other things to 
consider. Appendixes: Glossary, resources.
 The index contains 17 entries for tofu, 16 for soybeans, 
7 for tempeh, 3 for seitan, 2 for TVP, and 1 each for 
edamame, nondairy milk substitutes, shoyu, soy milk, tahini, 
tamari, and tofurky.
 “This book offers a vegan food pyramid, fi fty vegan 
recipes, tips on fi nding animal-free products and hints for 
reading ingredient lists and other labels to fi nd ‘hidden’ 
animal ingredients or byproducts” (publisher’s statement). 
Address: 1. Vegan chef and author, Eugene, Oregon; 2. 
Musician, web developer, and Beverly’s life partner.

4889. Hartley, Paul. 2005. The Lea and Perrins 
Worcestershire Sauce cookbook. London: Absolute Press. 80 
p. Illust. (color). 22 cm.
• Summary: A colorful book of 50 recipes that call for Lea 
& Perrins’ Worcestershire Sauce. Contains many interesting 
(but undated) full-page color posters (courtesy of Lea 
& Perrins). A number of interesting historical sidebars, 
scattered throughout the book, contain vignettees from Lea 
& Perrin’s history. The section titled “A splash of history” (p. 
75-79) contains a brief chronology of Lea & Perrins and their 
Worcestershire sauce. For example:
 “Late 1930s–In a show of great business acumen, Lea 
& Perrins managed to get cases of their sauce onto all ocean 
liners that came in and out of British waters. A fee was paid 
to the on-board stewards, who served the sauce in the dining 
rooms. Passengers tried the sauce, and, intrigued, would 
then... buy a bottle to take home. It didn’t take long for word 
to get around, and Lea & Perrins’ fame grew quickly.”
 1839–A New York entrepreneur named John Duncan 
ordered a small quantity of Lea & Perrins Worcestershire 
Sauce. “He liked the sauce a lot and saw its potential.” 
Within a few years Duncan began to import large amounts to 
keep up with the demand. Address: Food writer, England.

4890. Smith, Andrew F. 2006. Soy [sauce] and ketchup / 
catsup (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 12. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: William Shurtleff called Smith, who had 
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written a book on the history of ketchup (Pure Ketchup), to 
ask why there were recipes in early American cookbooks 
titled “Tomato Soy” (Randolph 1838, p. 163) and “Soy” 
(Beecher 1850, p. 72) which did not call for soy [sauce] as an 
ingredient and did not even mention “soy” in the body of the 
recipe.
 Smith: The price of the soy sauce imported to America 
from Asia in the late 1700s and 1800s would have been very 
high. Importers may have adulterated this soy sauce to obtain 
more and reduce the price. Andrew thinks that the “soy” 
called for in early American cookbooks would probably not 
have been real soy sauce; that is, it may not have been made 
with soybeans–you don’t know for sure. Soy is a generic 
concept; it’s like the term “ketchup,” which is also a generic 
term. “Ketchup” and “soy” were used interchangeably. There 
were probably only a handful of people in 19th century 
America who knew was “soy” really was, and most of those 
did not realize that soy sauce was made from soybeans. And 
soy was certainly not a major part of the American diet or 
cookery. Mary Randolph could use the word “soy” in place 
of ketchup and not even give it a second thought. Ketchup 
is a sauce that is made from a single food product (such as 
mushrooms) with added spices. Soy was the same. It wasn’t 
necessarily made from soybeans.
 Once a term is adopted, like ketchup in England, it 
becomes an “in” word, and people then use the word to 
mean other things. These words are not yet clearly defi ned. 
In the United States, Noah Webster’s American Dictionary 
of the English Language did not appear until 1828. It states: 
“Catchup or Catsup: A liquor extracted from mushrooms, 
used as a sauce.” “Catsup: see Catchup, Ketchup.” “Ketchup: 
A sauce. See Catchup.” “Soy: A kind of sauce used in Japan.”
 Mary Randolph ran a boarding house. If someone came 
in with a “Tomato soy” recipe, she would probably have said 
“Okay, fi ne.”
 If a cook goes somewhere and samples or buys a little 
real soy [sauce], and fi nds it to be tasty, her / his goal is to 
go home and try to develop a kitchen recipe for it–just as 
with ketchup. Ketchup was originally a fermented sauce 
from Indonesia which included soybeans. When it arrived in 
England, people tried to duplicate it. Recipes are interesting 
in that they fi rst show us that people were using the word 
“soy” to refer to sauce that contained no real soy sauce. 
People did not feel the need for clear defi nitions in the area 
of recipes, and especially with the terms “ketchup” and 
“soy.” It really isn’t until sauces become commercialized that 
clear defi nitions become necessary.
 Concerning terms like “India soy” and “Indian soy,” 
Shurtleff notes: Japan was closed to foreign trade until about 
1868. The one exception was the Dutch trading post on the 
tiny island of Deshima in Nagasaki Bay in southern Japan. 
From there, Dutch trading ships would transport Japanese 
shoyu to their own network of trading posts in Southeast 
Asia, and to the southern tip of India, where they would sell 

it to the British East India Company. But, of course, they 
would not tell the British where it was made. So the British 
began calling it “India Soy” or “Indian Soy,” even though (as 
far as we know) no soy sauce was made in India. Smith adds: 
The Dutch probably also traded Indonesian ketchup (kécap; 
Indonesian-style soy sauce, made in Indonesia) with the 
British, but there is less evidence of this.
 In 1684, the British established a settlement on Sumatra 
named Bencoulin [Benkulen, Bengkulu] (alternatively 
spelled Bencoelen, Benkulen, Benkoelen). “It served as a 
center of the British pepper and spice trade during the late 
17th and early 18th centuries. At the time of its founding, 
Bencoulin was the only British settlement in Southeast 
Asia.” In 1825 the settlement was handed over to Dutch 
control in exchange for the Dutch colony of Malacca on the 
Malay Peninsula [in today’s West Malaysia on the Strait of 
Malacca].
 “Only one ketchup recipe known to have originated in 
Southeast Asia has survived. It was published by Richard 
Bradley in the 1732 edition of his Country Gentleman and 
Farmer’s Monthly Director. The recipe was titled “Ketchup 
in Paste” (see Part 2, p. 150) and its main ingredient was 
kidney beans–which almost certainly referred to soybeans. 
Rich in spices, it contained no salt or sugar, so it could not 
have lasted for any length of time. “It appears to have had 
no infl uence on subsequent cookery writers.” In short, the 
British fi rst discovered ketchup–and began using the word–
on the southwest coast of Sumatra, in today’s Indonesia, in 
Bengkulu, on the Indian Ocean. That ketchup was probably 
Indonesian-style soy sauce. They tried to duplicate it 
when they returned to England, but since they didn’t have 
soybeans, and didn’t even know it contained soybeans, they 
developed a host of alternative recipes–based on mushrooms, 
walnuts, anchovies, etc.
 Isn’t it strange, that soy sauce was never adopted or 
became popular in the Netherlands, as it did in England. This 
raises one real question. Also: Why are there so few early 
records concerning soy sauce in today’s Indonesia? Another 
question is whether the terms “India soy” and “Indian soy” 
refer to today’s India or to the Dutch East Indies. Address: 
135 Eastern Parkway, #11a, Brooklyn, New York 11238.

4891. Shurtleff, William. 2006. Thoughts and questions 
concerning Dutch traders, the Dutch East India Co. (VOC), 
soy sauce in the Dutch East Indies and the Netherlands, 
and the words “catchup,” “catsup,” “ketchup” and “ketjap” 
(Editorial). SoyaScan Notes. Jan. 15.
• Summary: During the 1600s and 1700s, traders and 
merchants of the Dutch East India Co. in Asia greatly 
preferred Japanese shoyu [soy sauce] to Indonesian kecap 
/ ketchap [soy sauce]. In the 1640s, the Dutch replaced the 
Portuguese as the only nation allowed by Japan’s ruling 
shoguns to trade with Japan. Dutch traders purchased 
Japanese shoyu from their trading post at Deshima, then 
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fi lled orders for it from their many trading posts in the 
Dutch Indies (today’s Indonesia and parts of India), where 
it was used to season foods. Dutch traders also sold it in 
India to British East India Co. traders, who shipped it back 
to England and on to the United States; in both these places 
it became quite popular–much more popular than it ever 
became in the Netherlands. The British had no access to 
Japan; the only way they could obtain Japanese soy sauce 
was to buy it from the Dutch East India Co. In short, the 
Dutch were the fi rst foreigners to buy, sell, and use Japanese 
soy sauce.
 It seems very surprising that, during this period, there is 
almost no evidence that these Dutch traders were importing 
any kind of soy sauce to the Netherlands.
 Soy sauce was in England by 1679, when it was reported 
by John Locke in his journal. This is also the earliest date 
seen for soy sauce in Europe. It was not reported in the 
Netherlands until 1727; that year the German physician and 
traveler Engelbert Kaempfer wrote: “This Soeju [shoyu, or 
soy sauce] is exported by the Dutch, and brought even into 
Holland.”
 From 1641 to 1858 there was a Dutch East India Co. 
trading post on Deshima, an artifi cial an island in Nagasaki 
harbor, Kyushu. The earliest date seen for a shipment of 
shoyu from Deshima by Dutch traders is 1651.
 About 20 years earlier, in 1619, the Dutch built Batavia 
[today’s Jakarta] and established a settlement on Java [part of 
today’s Indonesia].
 When the British started buying “Ketchup” from the 
Dutch: (1) What type of Ketchup was it? Sweet or salty. 
Perhaps we could fi nd the answer by doing a careful analysis 
of its early imitations–mushroom, walnut, and oyster 
ketchup. Were they basically sweet and thick like the more 
modern kecap manis, or were they thinner and salty–like 
ketjap asin or like Japanese or Chinese soy sauce? (2) Where 
in the Dutch East Indies was it made? (3) At which trading 
post did the Dutch East India Co. sell it to the British East 
India Co. (4) When did the earliest known sale take place 
and where is it recorded? (5) In what type of containers was 
it packaged and shipped?
 If only one VOC ship a year was allowed to export 
Japanese goods (including soy sauce) from Deshima, the 
VOC would plan that shipment very carefully to maximize 
profi ts. Why would they want to sell the soy sauce at 
wholesale prices to the British East India Co.
 The best way to understand what early ketchup was, is 
to study it together with soy sauce–not by itself, alone.
 Did the VOC or the Dutch ever import soy sauce from 
the Dutch East Indies to the Netherlands? If so, starting 
when? What did they call it? Did they import different types?
 When did soy sauce fi rst appear in Holland / The 
Netherlands?
 What were the characteristics of earliest homemade 
ketchup recipes in English–make a table of ingredients 

with date down left column. Did they tend to be sweet or 
salty? When salty, how was the salty fl avor obtained? The 
savory fl avor? Were any early ones fermented? Or just aged? 
Address: Founder and owner, Soyfoods Center, Lafayette, 
California. Phone: 925-283-2991.

4892. Global Industry Analysts, Inc. (GIA). 2006. Soy 
foods–Global strategic business report. 5645 Silver Creek 
Valley Rd., San Jose, California. 302 p. Jan. *
• Summary: Publisher description: This report analyzes the 
worldwide markets for Soy Foods in millions of US$. The 
specifi c product segments analyzed are Soy Ingredients, 
and Soy Oil. The report provides separate comprehensive 
analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacifi c 
(excluding Japan), Latin America, and Rest of World. 
Annual forecasts are provided for each region for the period 
of 2000 through 2010. The report profi les 151 companies 
including many key and niche players worldwide such as 
Archer Daniels Midland Company, Dean Foods Company, 
White Wave, Eden Foods, Inc., Galaxy Nutritional Foods, 
Inc., Gardenburger, General Mills, Glenn Foods, Greet Spot 
(Thailand), Griffi th Laboratories (UK), H.J. Heinz Co. Hain 
Celestial Group, Hartz International (Australia), Hazlewood 
Grocery (UK), Heartland Fields (USA), Hermans Foods 
(Australia), High Mark Foods (New Zealand), Imagine 
Foods, Inc., Kerry Group PLC (Ireland), Kerry Ingredients 
(Australia), Kikkoman (Japan, Australia, USA, Singapore), 
Kimlan Foods Co. (Taiwan), Kuhne Nederland BV 
(Netherlands), SoyaWorld, Inc., Turtle Island Foods, Inc., 
and Vitasoy USA, Inc.
 Price: Electronic or hard copy 3,496 euros. Please note: 
Reports are sold as single-site single-user licenses. The 
delivery time for hard copies is between 3-5 business days, 
as each hard copy is custom printed for the organization 
ordering it. Electronic versions require 24-48 hours as each 
copy is customized to the client with digital controls and 
custom watermarks. Address: San Jose, California. Phone: 
408-528-9966.

4893. Huang, H.T. (Hsing-Tsung). 2006. My life across three 
continents: A memoir. Alexandria, Virginia: Published by the 
author. viii + 282 p. Illust. No index. 22 cm.
• Summary: The three continents are East Asia, Europe, 
and North America. H.T. Huang was born on 2 Nov. 1919 
in Fuzhou, the capital city of Fujian province, China. He 
was baptized John (Yuehan) with Hsing Tsung as his offi cial 
Chinese name. At this time, his father was a teacher of 
mathematics at Trinity College Fuzhou (TCF).
 Contents: List of illustrations. Acknowledgment. 
Foreword. 1. My childhood years. 2. Transition, Fuzhou 
to Malacca. 3. Growing up in Malacca. 4. Hong Kong 
University. 5. China interlude 1942-44. 6. Oxford and 
beyond. 7. Rochester, New York, and Pasadena, California. 
8. Rohm & Haas. 9. Pfi zer. 10. IMC, Baxter. 11. National 
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Science Foundation. 12. Retirement years. Appendix I: 
China, 1979. Appendix II. China, 1982. Bibliography. 
Address: Goodwin House, 4800 Fillmore Ave., Alexandria, 
Virginia 22311.

4894. SoyaScan Notes. 2006. Chronology of the Dutch East 
India Company (VOC), 1602-1799 (Overview). Feb. 6. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Throughout the 16th century (1500s), Portugal 
became fabulously wealthy from its monopoly of the spice 
trade in the East Indies. Like many commercial advantages 
of the time, this was achieved by control of sea routes, 
especially domination of the route to the East Indies via the 
Cape of Good Hope (at the southern tip of Africa).
 A well-organized Protestant church movement 
developed in the Netherlands, and the dissatisfaction with 
Catholic Spain coincided with the Protestant revolt against 
the Roman Catholic Church.
 1566–Anti-Catholic riots spread across the Spanish 
Netherlands. Philip II of Spain sends his troops whose harsh 
actions result in open revolt.
 1568–The 80-year war of independence by the Dutch 
against Spain begins (ended 1648).
 1579–Signing of the Union / Treaty of Utrecht with 
Spain marks the foundation of the United Provinces. These 
are the 7 northern Protestant provinces of Holland, Zeeland, 
Utrecht, Gelderland, Groningen, Friesland, and Overijssel. 
The 7 provinces that joined the union would eventually 
become the Netherlands; the 10 southern Catholic provinces 
that did not would become Belgium.
 1581–The Union of Utrecht (United Provinces) declare 
independence from Spain.
 1596–Dutch merchants begin trading with Jayakarta 
(today’s Jakarta).
 1600–The Dutch ship Liefde is stranded in Usuki Bay, 
Japan; the fi rst Dutch contact with Japan.
 1600–The Honourable East India Company is 
established in London, Europe’s fi rst such international 
trading company. The Tokugawa shogunate begins in Japan.
 1602 March 20–The Dutch East India Company 
(Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie, VOC–literally “United 
East Indies Company”) is established by Dutch merchants, 
when the Estates-General of the Netherlands granted it a 
monopoly to conduct trade, business and colonial activities 
in Asia. It was the world’s fi rst company to issue stocks and 
the fi rst multinational corporation. The VOC eventually 
became the world’s largest company, in existence for over 
200 years. It built over 1,600 ships called East Indiamen.
 The VOC consisted of 6 Chambers (Kamers) in 
Amsterdam (with 8 delegates), Middelburg (for Zeeland; 4 
delegates), plus Enkhuizen, Delft, Hoorn, and Rotterdam (1 
delegate each). Delegates of these chambers convened as the 
Heeren XVII (the Lords Seventeen). Because of its majority 
8 delegates, the Amsterdam bloc basically decided policy. 

The start-up capital was 6.4 million Gulden, raised by the 8 
chambers, of which 27% came from Amsterdam. This capital 
was raised by selling VOC stock to 1,143 subscribers.
 1603 Dec. 18–The fi rst VOC fl eet of 12 ships sails under 
the command of Steven vander Hagen.
 1605–VOC fi rst lands in Asia. Armed Dutch 
merchantmen capture the Portuguese fort at Ambon 
(Amboyna / Amboina, a town and island in the Moluccas, 
in today’s eastern Indonesia) and take control of the island 
which was the most important of the Moluccas (Spice 
Islands) at this time. The Portuguese had established 
a factory here in 1521; it was the source of their clove 
monopoly. This fort is developed in the VOC’s fi rst secure 
fort. Ambon was the headquarters of the VOC from 1610 
to 1619 until the founding of Batavia (now Jakarta) by the 
Dutch.
 1609–VOC factory (comptoir, trading post) established 
on site of Jacatra / Jakatra (today’s Jakarta) by Dutch 
merchant Jan Pieterszoon Coen. Located at the far western 
end of the island of Java, it becomes the headquarters of the 
Dutch East India Company, which gradually extends control 
over neighboring sultanates and principalities.
 1609–First VOC factory (trading post) in Japan 
established on the island of Hirado (Por. Firando), off Japan’s 
southernmost island of Kyushu (northwest of Nagasaki).
 1609–Twelve Years’ Truce, signed in Antwerp, calls 
a halt to hostilities between Spain and the Seventeen 
Provinces.
 1610–Small walled town of Paliacatta (also spelled 
Paliacatte; today’s Pulicat) established on the east coast of 
southern India. It soon becomes the chief Dutch settlement 
and headquarters of the VOC factories on the Coromandel 
Coast. At its center is Fort Geldria, with its permanent 
garrison of Dutch soldiers, its cannon and armory to protect 
the various Company trading posts along the Coromandel 
Coast.
 1612–Fort established on Ceylon (today’s Sri Lanka). 
1613–As early as this year, VOC leaders recognize the 
importance of direct trade with China. However attempts to 
establish a settlement on the Chinese coast in the early 1600s 
are not successful.
 1615–Powerful Dutch merchant Isaac Le Maire tries to 
break the VOC monopoly on trade routes to the Indies by 
sailing westward through dangerous and uncharted waters 
around Cape Horn, the southernmost tip of South America 
and into the Pacifi c Ocean, avoiding the VOC-controlled 
Straits of Magellan. The ship arrived in Jakarta in Oct. 1616, 
to the amazement of Governor-General Jan Coen.
 1616–Danish East India Company founded.
 1619–The Dutch attack and destroy Jayakarta (Jakarta, 
Jacatra). East of the ruins they build a new coastal town, 
which Coen names Batavia (essentially he renamed 
Jayakarta). Batavia becomes the headquarters of the VOC 
and of Dutch colonial power in Asia for almost 350 years.
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 1621–Banda Islands (in today’s south central Moluccas, 
Indonesia) conquered by the VOC, which establishes its 
monopoly over nutmeg and mace there.
 1621–Dutch West India Company founded. In 1624 this 
Dutch West India company establishes a settlement in New 
Amsterdam (now Manhattan, New York).
 1622–VOC attack on the Portuguese in Macao / Macau 
fails.
 1624–Chinese armies drive the VOC from the 
Pescadores Islands. A fortifi ed settlement on Formosa 
(Taiwan) becomes VOC’s base for trade with China until 
1662.
 1633–St. Helena island in the South Atlantic Ocean 
becomes a supply station.
 1635–The Portuguese blockade Malacca (until 1640).
 1638–Goa (capital of Portuguese India) blockaded by 
Dutch fl eets (until 1644).
 1638–Beginning of VOC’s conquest of the coast of 
Ceylon near Kandy.
 1639–The Portuguese are expelled from Japan by the 
shogun.
 1641–The Dutch put a blockade on Melaca / Malacca 
(the city in today’s Malaysia that controls the crucial Straits 
of Malacca) then seize the city from the Portuguese after 
6 months. They keep this hold on Melaka for the next 150 
years.
 1641–The VOC trading post on Hirado (closed in 
1640 by the shogun) is moved to the tiny artifi cial island 
of Deshima in Nagasaki Bay, where the men are kept as 
virtual prisoners (with more severe restrictions than before 
Shimabara Revolt and the seclusion {sakoku} of Japan in 
1641) and allowed only one trading ship a year. The Dutch 
are the only Europeans allowed to trade with Japan for the 
next 200 years–until 1853.
 1648–Treaty of Muenster ends the 80-years’ war; 
Spain recognizes the sovereignty of the Dutch Republic, 
which is now the foremost commercial and maritime power 
in Europe, and Amsterdam is the fi nancial center of the 
continent.
 1651–Repeat of the war with Portugal in the Indies–in 
Ceylon and on the Malabar Coast of southwest India.
 1652–Jan van Riebeeck establishes a supply station at 
Table Bay, the fi rst European settlement near the Cape of 
Good Hope (on the southern tip of today’s South Africa). 
This post later became a full-fl edged Dutch colony, the Cape 
Colony.
 1652-54–First English-Dutch sea war.
 1658–Dutch replace Portuguese in Sinhalese kingdom 
(Ceylon) as the occupying power.
 1661–Beginning of the defi nitive campaign (completed 
in 1663) to drive the Portuguese out of the Malabar Coast 
and to control their production of pepper.
 During the 1600s (17th century), British and Dutch 
traders became bitter rivals in international commerce.

 1662–VOC is driven out of Formosa / Taiwan by Ming 
Chinese troops under the command of Cheng Ch’eng-Kung, 
known to Europeans as Koxinga. In 1684 Manchu troops 
occupy Formosa.
 1664–French East India Company founded.
 1665-67–Second English-Dutch sea war.
 1667–Dutch seize town of Macassar (Ujung Pandung) 
and develop trade monopoly in Makassar Strait (in today’s 
Indonesia between East Borneo and West Sulawesi).
 1667–VOC takes trading post at Achem (Aceh), the 
native kingdom of Sumatra.
 1669–The VOC is now the richest private company 
the world has ever seen, with over 150 merchant ships, 
40 warships, 50,000 employees, a private army of 10,000 
soldiers, and a dividend payment of 40%. By now, the 
company is in almost constant confl ict with the English. 
Moreover, the VOC has now grown to become a state within 
a state.
 1682–Dutch seize Bantam in West Java. VOC outposts 
were also established in Persia (today’s Iran), Bengal (now 
Bangladesh), Siam (now Thailand), and mainland China 
(Canton).
 Dutch policy encourages monoculture of the fi ne spices 
they controlled: Amboyna for cloves, Timor for sandalwood, 
the Banda Islands for mace and nutmeg, and Ceylon for 
cinnamon.
 During the 17th century, the VOC was the most 
important European company in the Asia trade, and 
Amsterdam became Europe’s most important market. It took 
a Dutch ship 3 to 6 months to travel from Holland to Batavia. 
The trip was risky, in part because of the inherent dangers 
of bad weather and uncertain navigation, but also because 
no reliable method of determining longitude was discovered 
until the 1770s (by John Harrison in England) and measures 
to prevent scurvy (carrying fresh fruit, vegetables, and 
sauerkraut) were not put in place until the period 1772-1795.
 The 17th century has been called the Dutch Golden Age, 
in which Dutch trade, science, and art were among the most 
acclaimed in the world. This Golden Age was caused by 
wealth, tolerance, and a new national consciousness.
 1731–The Swedish East India Company founded.
 1780-1784–Fourth war between the United Provinces 
and England; England wins, capturing many VOC ships 
and imposing peace terms that enabled it to trade without 
hindrance from the VOC and to take over key VOC 
settlements in Asia. After this war, the VOC is in deep 
fi nancial trouble.
 1795 Jan 19–The seven provinces which have comprised 
the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands proclaim 
the Bataafse Republiek (Batavian Republic), rendering 
the Netherlands a unitary state–one country. From 1795 to 
1806, the Batavian Republic designated the Netherlands as a 
republic modelled after the French Republic.
 1799 Dec. 31–The bankrupt Dutch East India Company 
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is nationalized, dissolved and liquidated; its huge debt of 219 
million Dutch guilders and all of its property are taken over 
by the Dutch government.
 From 1806 to 1810, the Koninkrijk Holland (Kingdom 
of Holland) is set up by Napoleon Bonaparte as a puppet 
kingdom governed by his brother Louis Bonaparte in order 
to control the Netherlands more effectively. The name of the 
leading province, Holland, was used for the whole country. 
French domination lasted until 1815 when the “United 
Kingdom of the Netherlands” was formed by the Congress of 
Vienna at the end of the Napoleonic Wars.

4895. Messina, Mark. 2006. Growth & development: How 
much do we know? Soy Connection 14(1):2, 5. Winter.
• Summary: There has been concern recently about the 
safety of soy infant formula. This may seem surprising since 
“more than 20 million infants have used soy formula since 
the 1960s. Nevertheless, recent advisories from the United 
Kingdom, France and Israel have suggested either limiting or 
avoiding soy intake during the fi rst three years of life.
 “The bases for these concerns are: (1) hormone-related 
changes observed in some studies in experimental animals 
exposed to isofl avones; and (2) on a body weight basis, the 
high isofl avone intake of infants consuming soy formula.” 
One study that caused concern was presented by Richard 
Sharpe, from the Centre for Reproductive Biology in the 
United Kingdom. Address: Nutrition Matters, Inc., Port 
Townsend, Washington 98368.

4896. Source Foods. 2006. Source Foods: Organic miso 
makers (Website printout–part). www.miso.co.uk Printed 
May 12. [Eng]
• Summary: Home: New products. Miso products. How 
miso is made. Recipes. Info link. Various links.
 Home: Source Foods started making Miso Mustard & 
Wild Horseradish in 1988 and in 1991 the fi rst production of 
Miso began a whole new way of miso. Organic ingredients 
have always been a priority. Reducing the sea salt content 
a mission. We use whole brown rice, soy and also use local 
ingredients e.g., Field bean & Barley Miso, Hemp Miso, 
and soon Organic Soy beans from UK. We Do Not Use 
Genetically Manipulated Crops as Ingredients.
 New products: Instant Miso Soup. Oh So Organic 
Yummo Sesame Miso (240 gm). Low Salt Organic Miso 
(Sweet Brown Rice & Soy, Mellow Brown Rice & Soy). 
Herbs of the Sea is a mix of nori, dulse, and sea lettuce [not a 
type of miso].
 Miso products (Organic fresh live miso, handmade in 
Wales): Misos are sold in 213g/240g yogurt style pots with 
clip lid for retail and bulk 500g upwards packed in simple 
plain plastic bag. Organic Solo Low Sodium Sea Salt Brown 
Rice Miso. Organic Solo Low Sodium Sea Salt Mellow 
Brown Miso. Organic Sweet Brown Miso. Organic Mellow 
Brown Miso. Organic Mellow Barley Miso. Organic Mellow 

Field Bean Barley Miso. Organic Ginger Miso. Organic Mex 
Chilli Miso. Organic Hemp Miso. Address: 9 Cwm, Business 
Centre, Marine Street, Cwm, Ebbw vale, NP3 6TB, Wales, 
UK.

4897. Gupta, Rajendra (“Raj”) P. 2006. New developments 
at ProSoya in the USA and Canada (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. May 30. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods 
Center.
• Summary: “ProSoya” is the popular name of Raj’s 
company. ProSoya Corporation in Heuvelton, New York 
state is not a new entity. ProSoya Corporation has long 
existed as a holding / parent company, based in St. Louis, 
Missouri. The one in New York is a branch of that. The 
ProSoya UK Ltd. in Livingston, Scotland, which was a 
separate entity under license from ProSoya Inc., no longer 
exists. ProSoya Foods India Pty. Ltd. is now active in India.
 ProSoya Corp. in Heuvelton is now shipping “soy 
extract” [soybase / soya base] to a company in Canada. They 
have also developed a delicious “creamy orange” soymilk 
with a thick consistency like a smoothie–but it is not yet for 
sale. Supermarkets that have their own brand of soymilk do 
not buy soyabase; they want a fi nished product delivered to 
their door in their package. Last year Raj could not fi nd a 
co-packer; but now he has found one in Toronto that packs 
about 3 truckloads a day for him. He is still looking for one 
in the USA. If he had been able to fi nd one a year ago, he 
would be in almost every store by now.
 SoyaWorld is now very strong everywhere except in the 
USA; they have the best-selling soymilk brands in Canada. 
Since about 2001-2002 they have been owned by Sanitarium 
Foods of Australia. Originally SoyaWorld was owned by 
Dairyworld, which was sold to Saputo, then Saputo sold 
the soymilk business to Sanitarium Foods. Sanitarium kept 
“SoyaWorld” as a name for both the business and the brand. 
They don’t want to call it Sanitarium, which is sort of an 
outdated, old-fashioned funny name. SoyaWorld no longer 
has royalty or exclusivity agreements with ProSoya (they 
expired in May 2004), which is why ProSoya can now make 
and sell soybase, soymilk, and soymilk products.
 Raj’s soybase is now made by an improved process. 
It is still made by the basic airless cold-grind process, so 
that change is more in the art than in the science–it is not 
a breakthrough, but a fi ddling with details. He has not 
licensed his process to anyone. It is better for formulation, 
is more bland, and is unique in that it has no soy taste. Raj 
likes to say that his soybase has “no soy taste” and “no 
beany taste.” Most good manufacturers have be able to get 
rid of the “beany taste, which is normally associated with 
rancid oil-like fl avors, chalkiness, and astringency,” but 
Raj believes that only his company has been able to also 
get rid of the “soy taste,” which is more subtle yet still a 
big obstacle to widespread acceptance of soyfoods and soy 
beverages. When Raj talks to big distributors, they say that 
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all the soyfoods manufacturers claim to have gotten rid of 
the “beany taste,” yet the taste still leaves something to be 
desired–”it still tastes like soy.” So Raj speaks of “no soy 
taste” to distinguish his products from the others. Raj has 
found that the people of India “hate soy taste.” But they love 
his products, which have no soy taste. Certain fl avors go 
very, very well with his soybase. If a company uses strong 
fl avors or heavy masking, consumers say the product tastes 
like medicine.
 One interesting phenomenon is that the fl avor of soybase 
or soymilk improves as it is allowed to age for 4-5 days.
 Raj is not sure whether or not he should put the word 
“soy” on the package or not. Address: President and CEO, 
ProSoya Inc., 2-5350 Canotek Road, Ottawa, ONT, K1J 
9N5, Canada. Phone: 613-745-9115.

4898. Product Name:  Source Foods: Organic miso (Hemp, 
Rice & Soy).
Manufacturer’s Name:  Source Foods.
Manufacturer’s Address:  Cwm, Wales, UK.
Date of Introduction:  2006 May.
Ingredients:  * Brown rice cultured with aspergillus oryzae 
(koji), * soy beans, * hemp, water, sea salt. * = organically 
grown.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  240 gm.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation: Label sent to Soyinfo 
Center by Chico Leroux of Lyon, France. 2012. Feb. 8. 
Green, yellow, orange and black on white. Chico says: This 
“is the best miso I’ve ever had regardless of the presence of 
hard rice grits and whole hemp seeds, which I don’t think 
ferment at all since they aren’t de-hulled. I’m sure you’ll 
recognize the drawing of the bucket of miso.” Note: We are 
not sure when the product was launched.

4899. Cassidy, Aedin; Hooper, L. 2006. Phytoestrogens and 
cardiovascular disease. J. of the British Menopause Society 
12(2):49-56. June. *
• Summary: Isofl avones are the most extensively studied 
class of phytoestrogens. Address: School of Medicine, Health 

Policy and Practice, Univ. of East Anglia, Norwich, UK.

4900. Kerry Group. 2006. Kerry Group plc (Website 
printout–part). www.kerrygroup.com 10 p. Printed July 22.
• Summary: Contents: Home. About us. Ingredients. Bio-
science. Foods. Flavours. Investor info. News. Careers. 
Contact us. Web links.
 The company was founded in 1972 with the 
establishment of its fi rst dairy and ingredients plant in 
Listowel, Ireland. The company employs some 20,000 
people worldwide, and supplies over 10,000 food ingredients 
and fl avor products to customers in more than 140 countries. 
The Group has manufacturing facilities in 19 different 
countries. In 1986 Kerry Group plc was launched as a public 
company, listed on the Dublin and London stock exchanges.
 In June 2002, Kerry Group established Mastertaste, a 
new global fl avour division.
 “In May 2004, on completion of the former Quest Food 
Ingredients business, the Group established the Kerry Bio-
Science division.
 Note: Nutriant is not mentioned on this website. 
Address: Prince’s Street, Tralee, County Kerry, Ireland. 
Phone: +353 66 718 2000.

4901. Hymowitz, Ted. 2006. Re: Why are “India Soy” and 
“Indian Soy” early names for soy sauce? Letter (e-mail) to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 21. 2 p.
• Summary: Ted’s guess as to why “India Soy” or “Indian 
Soy” were used as names for soy sauce is that it was 
imported into England by the Honourable East India 
Company. Remember, the EIC traded in China and what is 
today Southeast Asia. More importantly, “East India” covers 
more than India. Soy Sauce was probably picked up in Asia 
by British ships and transported to Calcutta. From there it 
was transshipped to England.
 For the British, the main transshipment cities for 
Southeast Asia and greater India (what is now India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Burma, Nepal, etc.) were 
Calcutta in the west, Madras in the south, and Bombay in 
the west. For the Spanish, Manila was a main transshipment 
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city; goods were shipped from there to Acapulco and the 
Americas.
 The name “ketchup” probably comes from the imports 
by the Dutch East India Company. Address: Prof. of Plant 
Genetics (retired), Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.

4902. Hymowitz, Ted. 2006. Re: Note on “India Soy” and 
“Indian Soy” as early names for soy sauce. Letter (e-mail) to 
William Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Oct. 31. 2 p.
• Summary: “Looking through gobs of historical documents 
it is obvious that certain cities in Asia were centers of trade 
within and between Asian countries and with the west.
 “For example, when the Spanish started trade with the 
Philippines in 1560 they recorded what was brought back 
to Mexico. I was amazed at the stuff that came from China, 
Japan, etc.
 “I was puzzled by the diversity of items in the Spanish 
trade. However, when I visited the Pescadores Islands a little 
snooping about solved my Manila problem. During the day 
the fi shing boats were out fi shing. However, at night they 
were also gone. Aha, the boats were loaded with electronics 
for trade with Mainland China. The fi shing boats would 
meet with boats from mainland China somewhere mid-
point between the Islands and China and exchange goods. 
Probably exchanges were made by family contacts.
 “Manila was a trading city as was Calcutta and places 
in Indonesia. Thus India soy was the name given to soy that 
arrived from Calcutta. Obviously it was not made in Calcutta 
but rather was brought there via local trading ships. Thus soy 
sauce was shipped to Calcutta and from there transported 
to England. Now the Dutch had their own contacts in India, 
Japan and Indonesia. Thus soy sauce reached the Netherlands 
via the Dutch ships who transported the sauce via the Dutch 
East India ships. The Dutch were the main importers of 
ketchup since it was made in the Malaysia area where they 
had extensive contacts.
 “Was soy sauce made in China? In 1711 Lockyer says 
so. But I suspect most of the stuff in international trade came 
from Japan via the Dutch.
 “The fi rst English factory in India was in Surat. Could 
very well be that Surat was or had been the transshipping 
point of soy sauce to England.”
 Note: This e-mail was a reply to one that Shurtleff had 
written Hymowitz the day before:
 Not much soy sauce was made in China in the 1600s and 
1700s, and several travelers in Asia from that period say that 
Chinese “soy” was not nearly as good as Japanese soy. The 
reasons were simple:
 (1) The Chinese saw making soy sauce as wasteful; 
what were they going to do with all that residue, except feed 
it to pigs. So they spent little effort in trying to improve the 
process and the product.
 (2) Chinese soy sauce, to this day, is usually made with 

soybeans only, and little or no grain; it is basically the same 
as Japanese tamari–a product with a tiny niche market in 
Japan and worldwide. The standard Japanese formula calls 
for equal parts soybeans and roasted wheat. The wheat is 
hydrolyzed by the koji enzymes into alcohol and many 
fragrant and volatile compounds, such as esters, giving 
Japanese shoyu a real “bouquet.”
 So I ask again, where do you think the Chinese got the 
soy sauce that they shipped to India? China? The Dutch East 
Indies (they had a small base there)? Address: Prof. of Plant 
Genetics (retired), Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois.

4903. Itoi, Lydia. 2006. A Zen palette. Time (Europe and 
Asia). Nov. 20 and 27.
• Summary: Umu is London’s most ambitious kaiseki 
restaurant. Executive chef Ichiro Kubota goes to great 
lengths to bring the refi ned taste of Kyoto to the land of fi sh 
and chips. “Dishes like sesame tofu are nods to Kyoto’s 
Buddhist vegetarian cuisine. At the end comes the spiritual 
heart of the meal: rice, pickles and the best miso soup 
around.”

4904. Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (The). 2006. Annual report 
2006. Melville, New York. 8 + 55 p. Nov. 28 cm.
• Summary: Net sales for the year ended 30 June 2006 were 
$738.6 million, up 19.1% from 2005. Net income in 2006 
was $39.6 million, up 19.6 from 2005.
 Acquisitions and divestitures: In Dec. 2005 acquired 
Spectrum Organic Products and their brands Spectrum 
Naturals and Spectrum Essentials. March 2006 acquired the 
Queen Helene Batherapy, Shower Therapy, and Footherapy 
brands of skin care, hair care, and body care products. “We 
established a foothold in the United Kingdom in April with 
the purchase of a fresh prepared foods business, and in June 
[June 12] we acquired the Linda McCartney brand (under 
license), a frozen meat-free [vegetarian entrees] business” 
from the H.J. Heinz Co., for about $6.6 million, including its 
manufacturing facility in Fakenham, England.
 At the beginning of fi scal 2007 Hain divested 
Biomarché, a Belgium-based provider of fresh organic 
fruits and vegetables, to focus on branded products that 
complement our growth strategy in Europe. Note: Hain’s 
2007 Annual Report states (p. F-43) that on 31 Aug. 2006 
Hain complete the sale of Biomarché for about $8.3 million 
(6.5 million euros).
 Most of the report is Form 10-K/A. Accompanying the 
annual report is a “Notice of Annual Meeting of Stockholders 
and Proxy Statement” (42 p.). Irwin Simon, the founder 
and CEO, age 47, had the following annual compensation: 
Salary: $1.1 million. Bonus: $1.7 million. Address: 58 South 
Service Road, Melville, New York 11747-2342. Phone: 631-
730-2200.
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4905. Economist (London). 2006. Peter Roberts–Obituary: 
Peter Roberts, a campaigner for animal welfare, died on 
November 15th, aged 82. Dec. 2. p. 88.
• Summary: An excellent biography of the man who, in 
1967, founded Compassion in World Farming. He had a 
profound infl uence on British and European attitudes toward 
animal welfare, animal rights, and vegetarianism.

4906. SoyaScan Notes. 2006. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 2006 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyfoods Center.
• Summary: Jan. 17–Soyatech (founded and owned by 
Peter Golbitz) is sold to HighQuest Partners, a management 
consulting fi rm headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts.
 March 15-17–CERHR expert panel meets in Virginia 
to discuss soy-based infant formula safety. They issue an 
important report.
 May–The Soy Nutrition Institute is founded. Mark 
Messina is executive director. The founding members (each 
of whom paid $10,000 to join) are: ADM, Solae, Cargill, 
White Wave, Revival, Monsanto, SANA, and the Soyfoods 
Council (Linda Funk, Iowa).
 June 23. Vandemoortele Group, a large oilseed crusher 
of Ghent and the parent company of Alpro, Belgium, 
acquires SoFine Foods, a subsidiary of Heuschen & Schrouff 
and the largest tofu manufacturer in Europe.
 July 15–The National Nutritional Foods Association 
(NNFA) changes its name to the Natural Products 
Association (NPA); it hopes to attract more members from 
the natural foods industry which is not represented by a trade 
association.
 Sept.–The Soya and Oilseed Bluebook, published by 
Soyatech, migrates to the Web. Some bound paper copies 
will still be published. For the fi rst time in decades, copies 
are sent free of charge to qualifi ed industry members.
 Oct.–House Foods (which owns and operates America’s 
largest tofu plant in Garden Grove, California), opens a huge, 
brand new tofu manufacturing facility in Somerset, New 
Jersey. This enables them to deliver fresh, high quality, low 
cost tofu to the East Coast, Midwest, and Southeast markets.
 Dec. 11–Hain Celestial Group (Melville, New York) 
acquires the assets of Haldane Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, 
Bucks., UK) and its meat-free and non-dairy beverage 
business from Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM).
 This year biofuels, including soy biodiesel, get new 
recognition for the important part that they can play in the 
U.S. energy economy.

4907. Davidson, Alan; Jaine, Tom. 2006. The Oxford 
companion to food. New York, NY and Oxford, England: 
Oxford University Press. xxviii + 907 p. Illust. by Soun 
Vannithone. Index. 29 cm. [1500+* ref]
• Summary: The fi rst edition of this remarkable book (1999) 
is already a “classic.” “Alan Davidson famously wrote eighty 

percent of the fi rst edition, which was praised for its wit as 
well as its wisdom. Tom Jaine, editor of the second edition, 
worked closely with Jane Davidson and Helen Saberi to 
ensure that new contributions continue in the same style... 
The text has been updated where necessary” and there are 
many new entries. The front matter, which is 10 pages 
longer, begins with “Alan Davidson: A tribute” (p. vii; he 
died in 2003) followed by a “Preface to the Second edition” 
by Tom Jaine. Entries in the 1st edition are generally on a 
different page in this edition. Tofu, for example, formerly 
on pages 798-99, is now on pages 801-02; however the 
information is the same. The marvelous illustrations in both 
editions are by the same artist. The last page of this edition 
is page 907 compared with page 902 in the 1st edition. 
Address: World’s End, Chelsea, London, England.

4908. Schwarz, Richard W. 2006. John Harvey Kellogg, 
M.D.: Pioneering health reformer. Hagerstown, Maryland: 
Review & Herald Publishing. 240 p. Illust. Index. 24 cm. *
• Summary: This is a new revised and updated edition of 
the original classic 1970 edition. Address: Andrews Univ., 
Berrien Springs, Michigan.

4909. Sweetser, Wendy. 2006. The tofu for health cookbook: 
Recipes with style and taste. Leicester, UK: Silversale 
Books. 144 p. Illust. (color). Index. 25 x 24 cm. *
• Summary: This book appears to be identical to the 2001 
edition. Address: London, England.

4910. Wall, Cynthia Sundberg. 2006. The prose of things: 
Transformations of description in the eighteenth century. 
Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press. 316 p. See p. 
169. [400+* ref]
• Summary: In the section on “Auctions and catalogs,” in 
the description of Mr. Christie’s (London) catalogs, we read: 
“A gentleman ‘lately returned from India’ has decided to sell 
his ‘Dressing Boxes, fi ne India paper, Muslin, Soy, [and] fi ne 
Batavia Arrack’ (30 November 1767).” Address: Assoc. Prof. 
of English, Univ. of Virginia.

4911. Triple “F”, Inc. 2006? Proud of our past: Focused on 
our future (Brochure). Des Moines, Iowa. 3 panels each side. 
Each panel: 28 x 15 cm. Undated.
• Summary: This company was founded “half a century 
ago.” It has three divisions. Contents: Insta-Pro International 
(extrusion, extraction, oil refi ning). PharmTech International. 
Soy Innovations International (develops and manufactures 
soy proteins). Experience. Global reach. Top talent. 
Technical innovation. Contact information for 6 companies 
is given on the back panel, including Insta-Pro Europe 
(Bristol, UK), Insta-Pro Asia (Taipei, Taiwan), Insta-Pro 
CIS (Stavrapol, Russia). Triple “F” / Insta-Pro Mexico 
(Guadalajara). Insta-Pro Australia (Brisbane, Queensland). 
Address: 10104 Douglas Ave., Des Moines, Iowa 50322]. 
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Phone: (515) 254-1200.

4912. Sams, Greg. 2007. Re: History of work with natural 
foods and macrobiotics in London. Letter (e-mail) to William 
Shurtleff at Soyfoods Center, Feb. 8. 3 p. [Eng]
• Summary: Greg and his brother, Craig, are separated by 
four years of age; they are not twins. Craig is still involved 
in the food trade; Greg is not (he left in 1988). The story of 
their joint work in the early days is often attributed to Craig, 
with Greg’s participation cited as an accessory of sorts (if at 
all). This could be entirely due to journalists and their sub-
editors.
 When Greg joined the business (with a 3-month trading 
history) in late 1967, Craig was not in the country (England). 
In March 1967 Greg opened and ran Seed Restaurant. In 
late 1968 Greg opened Ceres Grain Shop. During this period 
Greg also published Harmony: Macrobiotic magazine. Craig 
returned in early 1970 and the two brothers continued as 
equal partners in the combined business. They both set up 
Harmony Foods, but then Craig moved off to develop Ceres 
Bakery for the next eight years, until Greg enticed him back 
to Harmony / Whole Earth as marketing director. Greg was 
managing director and chairman.

 A portrait photo taken by Sarah Leigh in 2008 shows 
Gregory Sams. Address: 2 Trevelyan Gardens, London 
NW10 3JY England.

4913. Wiegand, Peter. 2007. Helping to start a new tofu shop 
in Glasgow, Scotland (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Feb. 12. 
Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Peter has just returned from a one-week visit 
(his second) to Glasgow, Scotland, where Craig Tannoch 
(about age 45-50) owns and runs two very attractive 
vegetarian restaurants. One has a platform for musicians and 
live music, one has a CD shop, and both serve very good 
food. Craig has decided on the location for a third veggie 
restaurant which he will open this year in the middle of 
Glasgow, in connection with a very nice performing stage 
and concert place, and a bar; directly across the small lane 
he has rented space (formerly a barber shop) for a small, 
traditional tofu shop, like the Wildwood shop were Peter fi rst 
made tofu in California. In the front of the tofu shop will 
be a large window, so everyone can look inside and see the 
tofu being made. All the tofu served at the veggie restaurant 
across the street will be as fresh as can be. This will be the 
fi rst tofu shop in Glasgow and probably the fi rst traditional 
tofu shop of the Wildwood type in Scotland.
 Craig is connected to a lot of artists, who will now start 
to learn about tofu. Peter is now working on a fl oor-plan for 
the shop, including water and drainage, and preparing to 
order equipment. The next time Peter fl ies there he plans to 
stay for 4 weeks, to help the tofu shop get up and running, 
and to help train the tofu maker, Tom Worthington, who 
is now working as a theater hand. Michael Pierce, Peter’s 
friend from Wildwood days who now lives in Georgia, said 
he would to go to Scotland to help establish the new tofu 
shop. Peter learned how to make tofu from Michael, and 
Michael was present in Germany when Peter started his own 
tofu shop (Auenland) there.
 Each time Peter goes to Glasgow he also performs as a 
musician (he is the singer / vocalist) and thus is able to pay 
his way. He has two bands; one with two other musicians, 
and the other with six others. Address: Germany.

4914. Peterson, Bryan. 2007. The Sunrider expedition 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. April 12. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: This is a very beautiful and inspiring story. The 
Sunrider expedition, captained by Bryan Peterson, left on 4 
July 1992 from San Francisco on a round the world voyage. 
The initial leg turned out being a coastal voyage that went 
south to Santa Cruz, then north to Oregon.
 On 18 Sept. 1992 the high seas / ocean-going launch 
began when Sunrider left Coos Bay, Oregon, making its fi rst 
stop in Hawaii. Sunrider fi nished the journey 2 Sept. 1994 
in San Francisco–for a total elapsed time of 2 years and 2 
months.
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 Bryan was born in Seattle, Washington in 1944. He lived 
in California from 1945 to 1961. He dropped out of high 
school and joined the air force. Then he lived for 20 years 
in Hawaii, where he helped to establish the idea of and the 
fi rst group of paramedics. One of the keys to their rescue 
missions was infl atable Zodiac boats. Bryan grew to love and 
to trust these boats. He would sometime use a Zodiac (16-18 
feet long, with a motor) to catch and then surf on a wave.
 One day in 1974 his eldest son said, “Dad, let’s go 
around the world.” The idea stuck and he began to research 
the idea–about which he knew nothing. He fi rst went to 
England where the infl atable boats were invented, although 
Zodiacs are now manufactured in France.

4915. Sams, Greg. 2007. History of work with natural foods 
and macrobiotics in London (Interview). SoyaScan Notes. 
April 12. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Greg no longer works in the fi eld of food but he 
is grateful to George Ohsawa for all Greg learned from him. 
Greg as collected a variety of publications to send Soyfoods 
Center such as the Harmony: Macrobiotics magazine he did 
in 1968-69 (a full set).
 Greg was born in Santa Monica, near Los Angeles on 
27 Nov. 1948. His father, Kenneth, had come out of the 
marines in World War II and (under the G.I. Bill) he was 
a student at the University of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA). The he got a job in London working for the U.S. 
government (Air Force) as a an airbase historian. He wanted 
to get out of America and he did not want his kids growing 
up in America. “He wanted to bring us up in London, which 
was a pretty good idea, I think.” He was in the same class as 
Ronald Reagan. His eyes were opened by the war.
 When Greg’s father, Kenneth, was younger, he was 
abandoned by conventional medicine. They did know what 
the problem was. He was shrinking away, down to about 
90 pounds from about 160, and his skin was turning dark. 
He thinks it might have been related to the time during the 
war when he was on Iwo Jima and an ammunition dump 
exploded next to him. He went into a sort of shock after that, 
from which he recovered, but several years later he went into 
another. He doesn’t know what it was; it could have been 
a bug of some sort. In 1946 was abandoned by allopathic 
medicine and the doctors thought he was going to die, Then 
someone told him about Dr. Nakadadi in Los Angeles. He 
was a natural healer. He focused on diet–wholemeal cereals, 
whole-wheat bread (which his wife had to bake herself), 
no white refi ned starches, almost no meat (but fi sh was 
OK) and no processed or canned foods. Kenneth’s mother 
and father (Greg’s grandparents) came from Syria and the 
Greg’s mother, Margaret, was a good cook and she cooked 
the foods Dr. Nakadadi recommended. Kenneth recovered 
within a month; he returned to his natural weight and his 
skin resumed its former color. Thereafter Greg and Craig 

were raised on a similar, natural diet; they had a sugar ration 
of 1 teaspoon a day of dark brown sugar. No TV dinners, 
homemade bread, very little meat.
 In 1958 Greg became a vegetarian (although he still 
ate fi sh), largely because of his dislike of red meat. “I was 
a pescatarian.” Also on 1958 Kenneth made a New Year’s 
resolution to go pescatarian again, but it only lasted for 6 
weeks. Yet Greg persisted; his brother Craig, who was 4 
years older than Greg, ate meat.
 In about 1965/66 Greg (age 16-17) was introduced to 
macrobiotics by his brother, Craig. “Now my diet is what 
I eat instead of what I don’t eat. I read a lot.” Craig got 
interested in macrobiotics when he read about a raid in New 
York in which George Ohsawa’s books were seized and 
burned. Craig got hold of Ohsawa’s books and “immediately 
embraced macrobiotics. As soon as he introduced it to me, 
I immediately embraced it–because it was real food.” Greg 
got deeply involved in the philosophy of macrobiotics and he 
read a lot about it.
 On New Year’s Eve 1966/67 Greg broke his back 
when he fell out a tree while a student at Cal, Berkeley. He 
was paralyzed from the waist down, and that landed him 
in a wheel chair for life. Greg went to college for only 3 
months–the last 3 months of 1966 which was the 1st quarter 
of his freshman year. He returned to London for treatment of 
paralysis and rehabilitation. He planned to return to college.
 The previous year his brother, Craig, had opened a 
macrobiotic restaurant in Airlie Gardens; Craig’s was the 
fi rst macrobiotic restaurant in the UK, but it was only 
open for a few months; it had no permits, was illegal, and 
the neighbors complained. Craig was in the process of 
moving his original restaurant and making it legal. The new 
location was to be at Westbourne Terrace near Paddington. 
But suddenly and unexpectedly Craig had to leave the 
UK so that summer (1967) Greg moved in and opened the 
macrobiotic restaurant. It was in a basement. John Lennon 
and Yoko Ono (of Beatles fame) were customers. Later (7 
Nov. 1968) John drew an original 8-frame cartoon for Greg 
to help promote his magazine. One can still see it on Greg’s 
website www.chaos-works.com. Initially it was called either 
“The Macro” or “Greg’s.” It had permits and was legal. 
After a year he named it Seed. “Seed became very popular; 
it was the place to eat in London. It was fi lled every night. 
It was the only ‘60s hippie restaurant in London, so people 
sought it out. It seated 40-50 people at one time. For Greg, 
the total motivation for Seed was to spread the word about 
macrobiotics. In 1967 Greg would hand out free brown rice 
and veggies to hippies on Portobello Road once a week.
 Also in 1967 they established a company named Yin-
Yang Ltd.; it turned out to be a holding company for all the 
other Sams brothers ventures. Each brother owned half the 
shares.
 In 1968/69 Greg edited and published Harmony: 
Macrobiotics, a magazine about macrobiotics. He would 
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duplicate it on his duplicator at home, staple the pages 
together (24 pages per issue at the beginning; 2s 6d). In all, 
there were only 3 issues; the last was in 1969.
 In 1969 or 1970 he opened Sprout Café in a room off 
the Seed restaurant; the concept was extremely purist (it 
served brown rice and miso soup) but it lasted only about 2 
months. Also in 1969 he opened Ceres, a store that was the 
only source of macrobiotic foods on All Saints Road in west 
London. “It was the fi rst macrobiotic food store in London, 
and also the fi rst natural food store. You couldn’t even buy 
brown rice in a health food shop. Ceres did really well, and 
like Seed was profi table almost immediately. “People from 
the Findhorn community in Scotland used to come to Seed 
every couple of months to stock up on food. People would 
come from all over England, and from Wales. “Ceres is still 
in operation, although its name and modus have changed.”
 In mid-1970 Craig returned to the UK. Together they 
moved Ceres Grain Store to the Portobello Road to a much 
bigger location–about 1,500 square feet. At that point Greg 
got out of the restaurant; he had enough to do. He said 
“Craig, here’s your restaurant.” No charge. But it was part 
of Yin-Yang Ltd., which was jointly owned. “At the time 
I was a young hippy, age 20, and I was just doing stuff. I 
wasn’t keeping track of money so long as a venture was self-
supporting.”
 In Aug. 1970 Greg began to wholesale macrobiotic 
foods through Harmony Foods, a new company that was the 
fi rst macrobiotic food wholesaler in the UK. Harmony Foods 
had 3 different locations in its fi rst 18 months. The fi rst was 
in a basement (with the offi ce upstairs) at St. Luke’s Road, 
followed by All Saints Rd. (in about they moved Ceres to 
269A Portobello Road (and renamed it Ceres Grain Shop), 
then moved Harmony into where Ceres had been; the fi rst 
price list was printed in Sept. 1970 at All Saints Road), 
then in shortly in Freston Road (3 fl oors). Each location 
was signifi cantly larger than the one before it. Harmony 
Foods was thriving in every way, including economically. 
“My biggest problem was keeping all our food products 
in stock. Harmony Foods was always our main source of 
income; it paid for the less successful ventures. Everything 
was under Yin-Yang Ltd. so all the bills were always paid. 
The customers were mostly new natural food stores, such 
as Infi nity in Brighton, Suma in Leeds, Real Foods in 
Edinburgh, Scotland, On the 8th Day in Manchester, Holland 
& Barrett (a chain of health food stores). Brewhurst (in 
Surrey) owned Holland & Barrett and was the biggest health 
food distributor. Everything was moving so fast.
 What foods did Harmony Foods wholesale? Brown rice, 
miso (mugi and Hatcho), tamari (both in wooden kegs; both 
imported from Muso Shokuhin in Japan), millet, buckwheat 
(roasted and unroasted), whole wheat, whole wheat fl our 
aduki [azuki] beans, sesame seeds.
 Craig started Ceres Bakery on his own; Greg had almost 
no involvement in that.

 When Harmony Foods moved to its new location on 
Freston Road, both Greg and Crain started Green Genes Café 
in its old location on All Saints Road. Green Genes was a 
working man’s macrobiotic restaurant where the food was 
less expensive with an element of fi xed menu. Green Genes 
lasted less than a year. Greg opened Ceres Bookstore above 
the Ceres Grain Shop; it lasted for a few years and usually 
lost money. It wasn’t that Greg liked a busy life. “One had to 
do the things that needed to be done. Sometimes you’d bite 
off more than you could chew.”
 The last edition of Harmony magazine was in 1969. 
From 1971 until March 1977 (last issue) Greg was involved 
in establishing and running Seed: The Journal of Organic 
Living. The fi rst issue was Nov. 1971. It was a real magazine 
with an editor, properly printed and bound. Craig was also 
involved, but most of the input came from their father, Ken–
who was a civilian colonel in Vietnam; he retired from there 
early.
 In 1974, after traveled to Syria with his father to visit 
relatives. This idea came from the family’s relatives he 
had visited in Syria. “They were peasants living in the 
mountains, in a Christian village. They ate meat only once 
or twice a year, as at Christmas, Easter or weddings; they 
couldn’t afford to eat meat regularly. They didn’t know what 
vegetarianism was. They killed a lamb for us because it was 
a big deal to have foreign visitors. Vegetarian prig that I was, 
I wouldn’t eat any of that lamb. Afterwards I felt so stupid 
and guilty; I realized I’d done the wrong thing. So I resolved 
to stop being so absolute about not eating meat. That meant 
I would eat a little meat from time to time when the situation 
called for it.” Continued. Address: London, England.

4916. Sams, Greg. 2007. History of work with natural 
foods and macrobiotics in London (Interview) (Continued–
Document part II). SoyaScan Notes. April 12. Conducted by 
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center. [Eng]
• Summary: Continued: From 1970 to 1982 Greg was deeply 
involved in Harmony Foods. Within Harmony Foods (at the 
same location at Cobbold Road but sectioned off) he opened 
a 5,000 square foot wholesale business named Whole Earth 
Cash and Carry. It enabled customers to come in without 
placing an order in advance.
 In 1980 Greg invited Craig to leave the restaurant 
business and work with him at Harmony Foods. Craig did 
so; Craig gave the restaurant to Bill Tara. Craig developed a 
range of sugar-free jams; they were launched in about 1980-
81 and were sold under the Whole Earth label. They did 
extremely well, even in British supermarkets.
 In about 1980 they had to sell 49% of Yin-Yang Ltd. to 
investors, the two Shone brothers (who were independent 
fl our millers) in Liverpool to raise capital. That infl ux of 
money helped to keep Harmony Foods afl oat.
 1982 was a year of rapidly expanding product range, 
several expansions of premises (he has copies of all old price 
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lists, recipe leafl ets, new product announcements, and many 
photos too). Sales were growing but because of rampant 
infl ation the business started to loose money. Harmony Foods 
had moved into a new warehouse of 55,000 square feet on 
Cobbold Road and quickly discovered he could not afford.
 In 1982 Greg invented the VegeBurger, which was 
sold under the Whole Earth label and exploded onto the 
market. He designed it so it could be made completely under 
contract so that he wouldn’t have to hire a staff and would 
have no overhead. The new company would be named The 
Realeat Co. Eventually the entire Whole Earth line became 
organic. Greg now left the other companies and focused 
all his energies on VegeBurger. He commissioned Gallup 
to do the fi rst survey ever on people’s attitudes to eating 
meat in the UK. The fi rst Realeat survey, in 1983, surveyed 
1,000 people. The next year he had Gallup expand the 
sample size to 5,000 people and he developed more refi ned, 
standardized questions. These surveys were done entire for 
the publicity the results would generate. The news was that 
a high percentage of young Brits were vegetarian, but also 
that the number was increasing rapidly every year. So Greg 
used these statistics in regional new releases which brought 
excellent media coverage for VegeBurger all over Britain. At 
the time he had no idea that anyone else had used that word 
previously. He did lots of publicity, then and thereafter.
 In 1983 he launched the VegeBanger (a meatless 
sausage)–but an ingredient problem happened which 
permanently damaged the product.
 In 1988, on Aug. 8 (8/8/88), The Realeat Company 
(located at 2 Trevelyan Gardens) was purchased by British 
Arkady–Haldane Foods. In about 1990, Greg got completely 
out of the food business. However he did have an agreement 
to serve as a consultant and to receive a royalty stream 
on the products for 10 years. Half of the sale price of 
Realeat Co. was paid up front and the rest was to be paid as 
royalties. ADM took Realeat’s VegeBurger to Moscow and 
people loved it. Greg has a photo of Gorbachev holding a 
VegeBurger. Based on Greg’s VegeBurger, ADM created its 
fi rst retail product ever, which was sold frozen by Pillsbury 
as the Green Giant Harvest Burger.
 For about 2 years Greg looked for his next project. Then 
in early 1990 he read James Gleick’s 1987 book Chaos: 
Making a New Science. This remarkable book introduced 
the principles and early development of the chaos theory 
to the public. It was a fi nalist for the National Book Award 
and the Pulitzer Prize in 1987. Greg decided to start Chaos 
Works and www.chaos-works.com. He and a friend also 
started to create fractals on his computer and then as a video. 
He opened a shop named Strange Attractions devoted to 
chaos theory and getting it into the public consciousness. He 
developed and sold posters, post cards, etc. and ended up 
licensing all of these images. After many years he gave the 
shop to Thornton Streeter.
 Then he started to write and publish books, such as 

Uncommon Sense: The State Is Out of Date (1997) and Sun 
of GOd: Consciousness and the Self-Organizing Force that 
Underlies Everything (2009). Address: London, England.

4917. SoyaScan Notes. 2007. Early Dutch exports of soy 
sauce from Japan, and early documents that mention soy 
sauce in Europe (Overview). June 10. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1647–Documents show that the Dutch East 
India Co. (VOC) began exporting soy sauce from Japan, 
from their tiny artifi cial harbor in Nagasaki harbor, and 
exported some almost every year from 1751 on. Most of 
this soy sauce was sent and used at to their trading posts in 
Southeast Asia.
 Concerning early documents that mention soy sauce in 
Europe:
 1679–John Locke (England) mentions “saio” in his 
journal.
 1688–William Dampier (England) mentions “Soy” in his 
journal.
 1690–E.B. (England). The canting crew. “Catchup, a 
high East-India Sauce.”
 1696–Ovington, Suratt (England). “Bambou and 
Mangoe Achar [pickle], Souy the choicest of all Sawces, are 
always ready to whet the Appetite.”
 1705–Samuel Dale (England). “3. Soia Offi c. [probably 
Offi cinarum] Phaseolus Japonicus ex quo Japonesium Soia, 
qui intinctus species est, confi citur Herm. Species Phaseoli 
parvi albi, è Japonia allata, è qua confi ciunt condimentum 
Ketchup dictum, duum generum, liquidum nimirum & 
solidum.
 1736–The fi rst Dutch soy sauce, exported from Japan 
via Batavia in the Dutch East Indies, arrives in Holland.
 1750–Soy sauce fi rst arrives in the Unites States 
(actually the British colonies of North America) in New York 
City. It is imported from Europe and advertised as being on 
sale in a retail store.

4918. CPM; Crown Iron Works. 2007. CPM acquires Crown 
Iron Works (News release). Waterloo, Iowa. 1 p. Aug. 16.
• Summary: “Waterloo, Iowa–CPM, the world’s leading 
supplier of process equipment and technology for the animal 
feed, oilseed, biofuels and human food processing industries, 
announces the acquisition of Crown Iron Works based in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
 “Crown Iron Works is the global leader in thermal, 
mechanical and Chemical process equipment for the oilseed 
extraction, edible oil refi ning, oleochemical and biodiesel 
industries. CPM’s Roskamp Champion is the global leader in 
oilseed cracking, fl aking, and meal processing equipment for 
the oilseed industry.”
 “’Crown and CPM have a long history of collaboration 
on customer projects to deliver the most effi cient and 
productive systems in the oilseed industry,’ said Cliff 
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Anderson, Crown Iron Works president. ‘The marriage of 
these two companies will be a great benefi t to our customers 
and employees as we strive to continue our legacy of 
providing superior process solutions.”
 “The transaction includes Europa Crown Limited based 
in Hull, England, and the majority joint venture interest in 
Crown Friendship Engineering Company based in Wuhan, 
China. Crown Iron Works will continue operations at its 
current locations.”
 “CPM has more than 750 employees with production 
facilities in the Americas, Europe and Asia. For more 
information visit www.cmproskamp.com or www.crowniron.
com.”

4919. SoyaScan Notes. 2007. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 2007 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Jan. 1–Soyfoods Center changes its name to 
Soyinfo Center.
 Feb.–The Soy Connection for the Food Industry (Vol. 
1, No. 1) starts to be published by United Soybean Board as 
a free e-newsletter. The subject of the fi rst issue is Qualisoy 
soy oil.
 March 6–8 International Soy Utilization conference 
in Bangkok, Thailand. It is organized by: The Institute of 
Nutrition, Mahidol University (INMU), ASA International 
Marketing (ASA IM), and the Soy Food Forum Southeast 
Asia (SFF).
 April 4–Organizations listed in the Soya & Oilseed 
Bluebook are invited and enabled to update their own 
listings online. The update listing will appear as soon as the 
Bluebook editors review it and in the print edition in the 
fall. The Bluebook will continue to be printed as a bound 
book. Preferred customers will receive a free copy. Qualifi ed 
people or organizations in the industry who request a copy 
pay shipping and handling. Those outside the industry must 
pay for shipping and handling plus a $95 fee.
 June 11–The Hain Celestial Group completes its 
acquisition of the tofu and meat-alternatives business of 
WhiteWave Foods Co., a subsidiary of Dean Foods. The 
product line includes grilled and baked tofu, seitan, tempeh, 
etc. These products are expected to complement Hain 
Celestial’s existing meat alternatives under the Yves brand in 
Canada and the United States. The White Wave tofu business 
generated sales of approximately $8 million in the last 
fi nancial year.
 July 11–Solae announces that it has completed its 
purchase of Cargill’s Prolisse line of isolated soy proteins 
(ISP; soy protein isolates), including the patented membrane 
technology for processing ISP.
 Aug. 7–SunOpta (incl. SunRich), headquartered in 
Canada, announces that it has acquired a soymilk plant in 
Heuvelton, New York, from ProSoya Corporation (Ottawa, 
Ontario). Allan Routh is president of the SunOpta Grains and 

Foods Group.
 Aug. 16–CPM (Waterloo, Iowa) acquires Crown Iron 
Works (Minneapolis, Minnesota). CPM is owned by Golbert 
Global, a private equity group. The acquisition doubles the 
size of CPM.
 Sept. 11–Hain Celestial Group announces it will delay 
fi ling its annual report with the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) pending a review of its practices in 
granting stock options. Thus, the annual report was received 
by shareholders in April 2008, rather than the typical Nov. 
2007.
 Nov. 5–Symington’s, a major U.K. food manufacturer, 
has acquired the dry-mix products from Hain Celestial 
(formerly known as Haldane Foods) for an undisclosed 
sum. In the purchase of Hain Celestial’s dry mix operation, 
Symington will take over the Barrow based production 
centre from Hain Celestial and will enable the company to 
increase its stake in the growing health food and vegetarian 
sector. Main products in the acquisition are couscous, 
sport nutrition, snack pots and vegetarian meals. Brands 
acquired include Granose, Realeat, Direct Foods, Organic 
and Amazing Grains. Granose was owned by Haldane Foods 
which also owned Direct Foods and Realeat. So you will also 
fi nd Sosmix and Burgamix have disappeared as well–but 
they have returned under the Granose brand. We now have 
the Granose Sausage Mix, Burger Mix and others that have 
replaced the Realeat and Direct Foods Sosmix and Banger 
Mix as well as the Burgamix. Popular products like Nut 
Roast, Cashew Nut Roast and Chicken Style Bake were 
discontinued following the sale of the Realeat, Granose and 
Direct Foods brands.

4920. El-Hage Scialabba, Nadia. 2007. Foreword. In: 
William Lockeretz, ed. 2007. Organic Farming: An 
International History. Oxfordshire, UK; Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: CAB International. xi + 282 p. See p. ix-xi.
• Summary: Organic agriculture is an “oasis,” “a vibrant and 
innovative movement for cultural and social development.” 
Address: Senior Offi cer (Environment and Sustainable 
Development), Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations (FAO).

4921. Lockeretz, William. ed. 2007. Organic farming: 
An international history. Oxfordshire, UK; Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: CAB International. xi + 282 p. Index. 24 cm.
• Summary: An outstanding book. Contains 16 chapters 
(after the List of contributors and Foreword) by various 
authors, in four parts. I. Origins and principles. II. Policies 
and markets. III. Organizations and institutions. IVV. 
Challenges.
 The soybean is mentioned on pages 56 (“the 
conventional maize-soybean system”) and 221 (“soybean 
consignments have already been rejected for exceeding 
GMO limits”). “Organic soybeans” are mentioned on page 
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268.
 Biodynamic agriculture (including Demeter) is 
discussed throughout the book, starting on pages 6, 19-24. 
Ehrenfried Pfeiffer is mentioned on pages 22, 41, 43-45, 
243. Jerome I. Rodale and the Rodale Institute are mentioned 
on pages 26, 31-33, 51, 56. Rudolf Steiner is mentioned on 
pages 19, 20, 23, 31, 41-44, 143, 153, 176, 203, 242.
 Dedication: “In memory of Ben Stinner. His insightful 
intelligence, quick wit and engaging geniality delighted and 
inspired all who knew him.” Address: Friedman School of 
Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts Univ., Boston [Medford], 
Massachusetts, USA.

4922. Lockeretz, W. 2007. What explains the rise of organic 
farming? In: William Lockeretz, ed. 2007. Organic Farming: 
An International History. Oxfordshire, UK; Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: CAB International. xi + 282 p. See p. 1-8. 
[17 ref]
• Summary: The number of organic farms was almost 
negligible until the 1980s; but today such farms number 
623,000 with some 32.5 million ha managed organically 
(Willer and Yessefi  2006, chap. 5). Sales of organic products 
worldwide reached an estimated $28 billion in 2004 (IFOAM 
206).
 During this time, the organic farming industry has 
grown in stature and receives increased respect and serious 
interest from researchers, educators, and agricultural policy 
makers–a changed that started in earnest only in the late 
1970s.
 At the fi rst international scientifi c conference of the 
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 
(IFOAM), held in Switzerland in 1977, a total of 25 
presentations were given. Yet when this same conference 
returned to Switzerland in 2000, more than 500 presentation 
were given–a 20-fold increase.
 Many European countries spend 6 million euros a year 
of public money on agricultural research.
 In 1971 Earl Butz, Secretary of USA, famously 
declared, “before we go back to an organic agriculture in this 
country, somebody must decide which 50 million Americans 
we are going to let starve or go hungry” (Butz 1971). Yet 
in 1980 the USDA (headed by Bob Bergland) issued a 
comprehensive report that enthusiastically endorsed organic 
agriculture. Report and Recommendations on Organic 
Farming became “one of the most widely requested reports 
in USDA’s history. It had a startling impact, not just because 
of what it said, but also because of who was saying it.” 
Organic agriculture dealt directly with such basic problems 
as energy shortages, declining soil productivity and fertility, 
soil erosion, chemical residues in foods, and environmental 
pollution.
 Today the organic agriculture movement has spread to 
almost every country of the world, including developing 
countries.

 A new concern is that the newcomers to organic farming 
are in it primarily for the money or subsidies. Address: Prof., 
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts 
Univ., 150 Harrison Ave., Boston, Massachusetts 02111.

4923. Smith, Jeffrey M. 2007. Genetic roulette: The 
documented health risks of genetically engineered foods. 
Fairfi eld, Iowa: Yes! Books. v + 319 p. Index. 29 x 23 cm. 
[1131 endnotes]
• Summary: Contents: Praise for Genetic Roulette (4 p.). 
Foreword by Michael Meacher, MP. Acknowledgments. 
Introduction: Deceptions, assumptions, and denial–Exposing 
the roots of genetically modifi ed crops: Industry is in 
charge of safety, genetic engineering creates wide-spread, 
unpredictable changes, how genetic engineering works and 
why it is not an extension of natural breeding, GM crops–
two traits in four crops by fi ve companies in six countries, 
GM is not like natural breeding, how to make a GM crop 
(two primary methods of gene insertion involve using a 
specifi c bacterium or a gene gun), its diffi cult to identify 
health problems from GM foods, even if widespread. What is 
presented in this book. Terms and concepts used throughout 
this book (“The terms genetically modifi ed (GM) and 
genetically engineered (GE) are used interchangeably”). 
Organizational abbreviations.
 Part 1. The documented health risks of genetically 
engineered foods. 1.1 Evidence of reactions in animals 
and humans (p. 40-59): 1.10 Mice fed Roundup Ready soy 
had liver cell problems. 1.11 Mice fed Roundup Ready soy 
had problems with the pancreas. 1.12 Mice fed Roundup 
Ready soy had unexplained changes in testicular cells. 1.13 
Roundup Ready soy changed cell metabolism in rabbit 
organs. 1.14 Most offspring of rats fed Roundup Ready soy 
died within three weeks. 1.15 Soy allergies skyrocketed in 
the UK, soon after GM soy was introduced [in 1999]. 1.19. 
Eyewitness reports: Animals avoid GMOs.
 1.2 Gene insertion disrupts DNA: 1.2.9 Roundup 
Ready soybeans produced unintentional RNA variations. 
Differences in nutritional composition of Roundup Ready 
soybeans (p. 86-87). 1.3 The protein produced by the 
inserted gene may create problems: 1.3.2 GM proteins in soy, 
corn and papaya may be allergens (p. 92-93). 1.4 The foreign 
protein may be different than what is intended. 1.5 Transfer 
of genes to gut bacteria, internal organs, or viruses: 1.5.4 
Transgenic transfer to human gut bacteria is confi rmed (p. 
130-31). 1.6 GM crops may increase environmental toxins 
and bioaccumulate toxins in the food chain: 1.6.2 Herbicide-
tolerant crops increase herbicide use and residues in food 
(p. 146-47). 1.6.4 GM crops may accumulate environmental 
toxins or concentrate toxins in milk and meat of GM-fed 
animals (p. 150-51).
 1.7 Other types of GM foods carry risks. 1.8 Risks are 
greater for children and newborns. Connecting the dots: 
looking for patterns and causes.
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 Introduction to Parts 2 and 3. 2. The regulation of GM 
foods is inadequate to protect public health. 3. Industry 
studies are not competent to identify most of the unpredicted 
side effects: Research must be stopped when companies 
refuse to provide GM seeds (p. 196). Compositional changes 
are obscured by pooling crop data from varied growing 
conditions or making comparisons with plants of diverse 
genetics (p. 218-19).
 4. Flaws in the arguments used to justify GM crops: 
Why GM crops are not needed to feed the world. Golden 
rice is the wrong way to supplement vitamin A. Conclusion. 
Appendixes: 1. Gathering data and staying up to date on 
the risks of GM foods 2. How to avoid eating genetically 
modifi ed foods. 3. List of GM crops. 4. Food enzymes 
from genetically modifi ed organisms. 5. Special alert on 
aspartame, a genetically engineered sweetener. 6. Institute 
for Responsible Technology. 7. Credentials of those cited 
often in the text. About the author.
 Monsanto, a major manufacturer of PCBs 
(polychlorinated biphenyls), systematically denied and 
covered up their known dangers to humans and animals. A 
court fi ned Monsanto $700 million (p. 5).
 The fi ve major “ag biotech” companies are Monsanto 
(the largest), DuPont, Syngenta, Bayer CropScience, and 
Dow. These fi ve companies control 35% of the worldwide 
seed market and 59% of the world pesticide market. The four 
major genetically engineered [GE] food crops in commercial 
production are soybeans, corn, canola, and cotton. There are 
also GE zucchini, crookneck squash, papaya, and alfalfa. GE 
tomatoes and potatoes were introduced commercially but 
taken off the market. Quest cigarettes contain GE tobacco (p. 
7).
 Although Ag biotech promotes GE as a way of feeding 
the world’s hungry, growing crops in the desert, or boosting 
nutritional value, the single dominant trait is herbicide 
tolerance (HT). The second popular GE trait is a built-in 
pesticide, Bt. Six countries grow nearly all commercialized 
GE crops: The USA (54%), Argentina (18%), Brazil (11%), 
Canada (6%), India (4%), and China (3%).
 Note: Jeffrey Smith grew up in New York and graduated 
from college at SUNY Binghamton (New York) in 1981. He 
also has an MBA degree. Address: Fairfi eld, Iowa.

4924. Sweetser, Wendy. 2007. Les meilleures recettes au 
tofu: une cuisine santé réinventée [The tofu for health 
cookbook: Recipes with style and taste]. Laval, Quebec, 
Canada: Guy Saint-Jean. 144 p. Illust. (color). Index. 25 cm. 
[Fre]*
• Summary: Translated from the English by Michel Chevrier. 
Address: London, England.

4925. Chajuss, Daniel. 2008. Re: Brief biography of Dr. 
Micha / Michael Shemer. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff 
at Soyinfo Center, Jan. 4. 1 p.

• Summary: “Micha [Michael] was born on April 26, 1944 
and passed away on May 26, 2007 and had lived in Haifa.
 “I knew Micha very well and for a long time. (His M.Sc. 
thesis [which was submitted in 1970 to the Technion, Haifa, 
Israel] on cottonseed protein isolation was a done based on 
a patent of mine that had used hexametaphosphate solution 
as extractant of proteins). Micha was a very capable and 
inventive person with an inquiring and open mind. He was 
the food technologist who had developed most of Tivall’s 
products. After obtaining his PhD as a visiting student in the 
U.S., he went to work for Miles Laboratories (Worthington 
Foods, in the US) for a few years on vegetarian meat 
analogs; he was later the mind behind Tivall’s success.” This 
job with Miles was the fi rst one he got after earning his PhD 
degree at the University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign.
 “Tivall was founded in 1986 and is today considered a 
leading producer of vegetarian protein derived meat analogs 
like hamburgers and sausages (mainly using soy, peas and 
wheat proteins [gluten]) selling in the UK and the rest of 
Europe, including the Netherlands, Israel, Germany, Sweden, 
Italy and Belgium.
 Micha was the fi rst person in Israel who produced 
some technologically improved analogs of meat patties, 
hamburgers and sausages, that were commercially very 
successful. He did not invent meat alternatives.
 “Tivall products were fi rst made and still are made at 
kibbutz Lohamei-Hagetaot. Oshrat is probably the Mobile 
Post name not a real location and thus could not be found on 
a map.
 “The Tivall plant (in Kibbutz “Lohamei-Hagetaot”) is 
located north of Haifa and is far away from the place where I 
live.
 “Micha was not the founder of Tivall per se. Tivall was 
owned and built by the members of the kibbutz Lohamei-
Hagetaot. Micha was not a member of the kibbutz but a hired 
person that had developed the technology by which Tivall 
had made their products and thus can be considered as a part 
of the founders of Tivall.” Address: Israel.

4926. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. 2008. Le livre du 
tofu: La source de protéines de l’avenir–dès maintenant! 
[The book of tofu: Protein source of the future–now! 
Translated from the English by Nathalie Tremblay]. 
Varennes, Quebec, Canada: Éditions AdA Inc. 430 p. Illust. 
by Akiko Aoyagi. Index. Feb. 28 cm. [53 ref. Fre]
• Summary: Contents: Preface. Acknowledgements. Part I. 
Tofu: Food for mankind. 1. Protein East and West. 2. Tofu 
as a food. 3. Getting started. Our favorite tofu recipes (lists 
about 80 recipe names for each of the different types of tofu, 
plus soymilk, yuba, whole soybeans, gô, okara, and curds; 
very favorites that are also quick and easy to prepare are 
preceded by an asterisk).
 Part II. Cooking with tofu: Recipes from East and West 
(500 recipes). 4. Soybeans: History, cooking with whole dry 
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soybeans, roasted soybeans (iri-mame), fresh green soybeans 
(edamame), kinako (roasted full-fat soy fl our), soybean 
sprouts (daizu no moyashi), natto (sticky fermented whole 
soybeans, with “gossamer threads”), tempeh (fermented 
soybean cakes), Hamanatto and Daitokuji natto (raisin-like 
natto), modern western soybean foods (natural soy fl our 
[full-fat], soy granules, defatted soy fl our and grits, soy 
protein concentrates, soy protein isolates, spun protein fi bers, 
textured vegetable protein (TVP), soy oil products). 5. Gô 
(purée de fèves de soya fraîches; a thick white puree of well-
soaked uncooked soybeans). 6. Okara or Unohana. 7. Curds 
and whey (Caillé et petit-lait). 8. Tofu (includes history, 
and preparatory techniques: Parboiling, draining, pressing 
{towel and fridge method, slanting press method, sliced 
tofu method}, squeezing, scrambling, reshaping, crumbling, 
grinding).
 9. Deep-fried tofu (Tofu frit): Thick agé or nama agé 
(Agé épais {côtelettes de tofu frit}), ganmo or ganmodoki 
(burgers de tofu frit; incl. hiryozu / hirosu), agé or aburagé 
(pochettes de tofu frit; incl. “Smoked tofu,” p. 197). 10. 
Soymilk (Lait de soya). 11. Silken tofu (Kinugoshi ou tofu 
soyeux) (“Kinu means ‘silk’; kosu means ‘to strain’; well 
named, kinugoshi tofu has a texture so smooth that it seems 
to have been strained through silk”). 12. Grilled tofu (Tofu 
grillé). 13. Frozen and dried-frozen tofu (Tofu surgelé et tofu 
surgelé séche). 14. Yuba (incl. many meat alternatives such 
as Yuba mock broiled eels, Buddha’s chicken, Buddha’s 
ham, sausage). 15. Tofu and yuba in China, Taiwan, and 
Korea (incl. Savory tofu {wu-hsiang kan}; see p. 258 for 
illustrations of many meat alternatives, incl. Buddha’s fi sh, 
chicken, drumsticks, and duck, plus vegetarian liver and 
tripe, molded pig’s head, and molded ham). 16. Special tofu 
(Tofu particuliers).
 Part III–Japanese farmhouse tofu: Making tofu for more 
and more people. 17. The quest. 18. Making community 
tofu. 19. The traditional craftsman. 20. Making tofu in the 
traditional way. Appendices: A. Tofu restaurants in Japan 
(many are vegetarian). B. Tofu shops in the West (Directory 
of 43 shops in the USA, in Europe {Germany 11, Austria 1, 
Belgium 2, Denmark 1, Finland 1, France 6, Ireland 1, Italy 
3, Netherlands 4, Portugal 1, Spain 6, Switzerland 4, UK 
9, Wales 1}, and 3 in Latin America {Brazil, Colombia, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico}). C. People and institutions 
connected with tofu. D. Table of equivalents. Bibliography. 
Glossary. Index. About the authors (autobiographical 
sketches; a photo shows Shurtleff and Aoyagi, and gives 
their address as New-Age Foods Study Center, 278-28 
Higashi Oizumi, Nerima-ku, Tokyo, Japan 177). Sending 
tofu in the four directions.
 Pudding recipes include: Rice pudding with gô and 
apple (p. 76, incl. 2 cups soymilk). Tofu chawan-mushi 
(p. 147; Steamed egg-vegetable custard with tofu). Tofu 
fruit whips (p. 148). Tofu rice pudding (p. 150, incl. 1 cup 
soymilk). Tofu custard pudding (p. 152). Soymilk custard 

pudding (p. 208). Brown rice pudding (p. 208, with 2 cups 
soymilk). Soymilk chawan-mushi (p. 209). Chawan-mushi 
with yuba (p. 249).
 Dessert recipes include: Tofu whipped cream or yogurt 
(p. 148; resembles a pudding or parfait). Tofu ice cream 
(p. 149, with chilled tofu, honey, vanilla extract and salt). 
Banana-tofu milkshake (p. 149). Tofu cream cheese dessert 
balls (p. 149). Tofu icing (for cake, p. 149). Tofu cheesecake 
(p. 150). Tofu-pineapple sherbet (p. 151). Also: Soymilk 
yogurt (cultured, p. 205). Healthy banana milkshake (p. 206). 
On p. 160 is a recipe for “Mock tuna salad with deep fried 
tofu.”
 Note. This is the earliest French-language document 
seen (Sept. 2013) that mentions soy cream cheese (p. 125), 
which it calls Fromage à la crème au tofu. Address: Soyinfo 
Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 94549 USA. 
Phone: 925-283-2991.

4927. Lean, Geoffrey. 2008. Exposed: the great GM crops 
myth. Independent (London). April 20.
• Summary: The 2nd major study at a U.S. university has 
found that yields of Roundup Ready soybeans are about 
10% lower than yields of traditional soybeans. Address: 
Environment editor.

4928. Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (The). 2008. Annual report 
2007. Melville, New York. 8 + 69 + 3 p. April. 28 cm.
• Summary: Net sales for the year ended 30 June 2007 were 
$900.4 million, up 21.9% from 2006. Net income in 2007 
was $47.5 million, up 22.1% from 2006.
 Acquisitions and divestitures: On 8 Dec. 2006 Hain 
acquired Haldane Foods Ltd., a UK-based producer of meat-
free food and non-dairy beverage products, from the Archer 
Daniels Midland Co. (ADM). Haldane’s brands include 
Realeat frozen foods, Granose, Direct Foods and Realeat dry 
mixes, and Granose non-dairy beverages. Price: About $10.1 
million.
 On 11 Jan. 2007 Hain acquired Avalon Organics, a 
leader in body care, for approximately $126.1 million 
in cash. This includes the brands Avalon Organics, Alba 
Botanica, and Alba Organics. On 7 Dec. 2007 Hain acquired 
Tender Care International, Inc., a marketer and distributor 
of chlorine-free and gel-free natural diapers and baby wipes 
under the Tender Care and Tushies brand names for $3.9 
million in cash (see 2008 Annual Report, p. 37).
 Most of the report is Form 10-K/A. A table of the 
company’s common stock prices, as listed on the NASDAQ 
Global Select Market under the ticker symbol Hain, shows 
the highs for FY 2006 ranged from $20.59 to $27.94. The 
highs for FY 2008 ranged from $32.33 to a record high of 
$35.14.
 Page F-2: “On June 15, 2007, we announced that the 
company had received an informal inquiry from the SEC 
[Security and Exchange Commission] concerning the 
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company’s stock option granting practices and the related 
accounting and disclosures.” An independent investigation 
was conducted. The numerous problems found in the dating 
and documentation of stock options are discussed. For 
example: “Approximately one-third of all options granted 
were priced at quarterly or annual lows.” “Some grant dates 
in earlier periods appear to have been selected in hindsight.” 
Tables on page F-8 and F-9 show that the above problems 
resulted in $6.5 million of additional income taxes and a 
total loss to the company of $11.7 million. For example, net 
income for FY 2006, previously reported as $37.067 million, 
is now restated as $36.367 million, a decrease of about 1.9%.
 Accompanying the annual report is a “Notice of 
Annual Meeting of Stockholders and Proxy Statement” (34 
p.). Irwin Simon, the founder and CEO, age 49, had the 
following annual compensation: Salary: $1.25 million. Total 
compensation: $3.851 million. Address: 58 South Service 
Road, Melville, New York 11747-2342. Phone: 631-730-
2200.

4929. Winchester, Simon. 2008. The man who loved China: 
The fantastic story of the eccentric scientist who unlocked 
the mysteries of the Middle Kingdom. New York, NY: 
HarperCollins. xii + 316 p. May 6. Illust. Maps. Index. 24 
cm. [150 ref]
• Summary: This biography of Joseph Needham (1900-
1995) focuses on his early years, his long-term relationship 
with his Chinese biochemistry student, Lu Gwei-djen (1904-
1991), his years in China during World War II, from 1943 to 
1946, and his work there with his secretary H.T. Huang. A 
British biochemist best known for his magnum opus, Science 
and Civilisation in China, Needham was elected a fellow of 
both the Royal Society and the British Academy. In China, 
he is known mainly by his Chinese name Li Yuese (Pinyin: 
Li Yuesè: Wade-Giles: Li Yüeh-Sê).
 Page 159: In late 1945, when Lu returned with Needham 
to China, she wished that China could import “the right 
kind of soybean,” not the low-fat variety that some foreign 
companies were trying to sell China.
 Appendix I is titled “Chinese inventions and discoveries 
with dates of fi rst mention (p. 267-77). There are about 
260 entries, almost all predating a similar discovery in the 
Western world. The list includes many important subjects, 
such as: “Antimalaria drugs” (3rd century BC), “Ball 
bearings” (2nd century BC), “Beriberi, recognition of” (AD 
1330), “Book, printed, fi rst to be dated (AD 868), “Book, 
scientifi c, printed (AD 847), “Coal as a fuel” (1st century 
AD), “Compass, magnetic needle” (AD 1088), etc. The entry 
for “Bean curd” gives the earliest date as “100 AD.” Dr. H.T. 
Huang (expert on the early history of food in China; personal 
communication 2008 Feb. 13) says this date is much too 
early; the earliest reliable evidence comes from the early 
Song dynasty (AD 960-1279), and specifi cally from the Qing 
Yilu (AD 965). Of course, tofu was probably made for some 

time before it was mentioned the literature.
 The entry for “Soybean, fermented” is given as “200 
BC.” This date seems reliable, based on the archaeological 
fi nding of fermented black soybeans in Han dynasty tombs, 
which were sealed in 165 BC.
 Contents: Prologue. The barbarian and the celestial. 
Bringing fuel in snowy weather. The discovering of China. 
The rewards of restlessness. The making of his masterpiece. 
Persona non grata: the certain fall from grace. The passage to 
the gate.
 From the publisher’s description: “The extraordinary 
story of Joseph Needham, the brilliant Cambridge scientist 
who unlocked the most closely held secrets of China–long 
the world’s most technologically advanced country. This 
married Englishman, a freethinking intellectual, while 
working at Cambridge University in 1937, fell in love with 
a visiting Chinese student, with whom he began a lifelong 
affair. He became fascinated with China, and embarked on a 
series of extraordinary expeditions to the farthest frontiers of 
this ancient empire. He searched everywhere for evidence to 
bolster his conviction that the Chinese were responsible for 
hundreds of mankind’s most familiar innovations–including 
printing, the compass, explosives, suspension bridges, 
even toilet paper–often centuries before the rest of the 
world (see Appendix 1). His dangerous journeys took him 
across war-torn China to far-fl ung outposts, consolidating 
his deep admiration for the Chinese people. After the war, 
Needham began writing what became a seventeen-volume 
encyclopedia, Science and Civilisation in China.”
 A map (the frontispiece) shows the line of the Japanese 
westward advance in China; Needham stayed far to the 
west of this advancing line. Address: Author, western 
Massachusetts.

4930. Garden Protein International. 2008. Gardein–Garden 
Grown Protein (Website printout–part). www.gardein.com 12 
p. Printed May 28.
• Summary: This is Garden Protein International’s new 
website–much more interesting than their previous www.
gardenprotein.com. At the heart of the new website is a 
superb color video (6 minutes, 26 seconds) of Yves Potvin 
telling the story of his life and work.
 Tabs (across the top): About Gardein (TM): What 
is Gardein?, our story (color video), our philosophy, 
how Gardein is made, news. Our products: Retail, food 
service, feature product. Healthy eating (Go fl exitarian). 
Recipes: Veggie chick’n, Veggie beef. Partners. Contact us: 
Directions, employment.
 Sayings that change about every 8 seconds at top 
of every page in the website: “Never take your ego too 
seriously. Learn something new everyday. Try something 
new everyday. Do something new everyday. Love your 
family. Eat your veggies. Be part of something bigger than 
you. Help people. Feed your body and your body will feed 
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you. What comes around goes around–do unto others as 
you would like to have done unto you. Do something kind 
for another being. In your own way, make a contribution to 
making the world a better place. Today is more important 
than tomorrow. Be thankful. Embrace change. Step back and 
recharge your batteries. Success is always learning. If you 
have the ability to learn, you have the ability to grow.” These 
same sayings are also found (written) at About Gardein > 
Our philosophy.
 Most of the homepage is devoted to still color graphics 
that appear to move. Inside of a rectangle 8½ inches wide 
and 3¼ inches high, three color photos, side by side, fade 
in (from left to right) then fade out. The photos include: A 
young lady doing yoga, another sitting in the cross legged 
position facing away toward the sea, many photos of Gardein 
in prepared dishes, a little girl blowing a round white head 
of milkweed seeds, a fi eld of wheat, a girl leaping down onto 
the sand. This set of 3 takes about 12 seconds, and then is 
replaced by three more After two sets of three photos the 
Gardein logo (green, red, and yellow) slowly moves into 
place, with the tagline “Garden grown protein” in black 
letters below it. The full cycle of 3 sets of 3 takes about 39 
seconds.
 The story of Yves life (told in the 2nd person): He 
was born in small town of Waterloo, Quebec, the fourth 
of a family of fi ve. He enjoyed a typical French-Canadian 
childhood of hockey, school, and church. And from a very 
early age he loved independence. Following high school and 
a brief stint studying architectural design, he asked himself 
a true entrepreneurial question: “Is this really what I want 
to do for the rest of my life? The answer was very clear to 
me.” So he left school, went traveling to South America, 
learned Spanish, and discovered the world. He returned a 
year later with a fresh perspective. He decided then to pursue 
his passion for food, so he enrolled in the school of culinary 
art. With his degree in hand, he started his fi rst venture, a 
French nouvelle cuisine restaurant called Le Bateleur (the 
magician). Two years later with the restaurant successful, he 
woke up one extremely cold Quebec morning and thought, 
“Gosh, Vancouver sure looks good!” So he followed the 
old saying “Go West young man.” But always being wont 
to do it differently, he thought, Mais oui! Why not bicycle 
across Canada. The journey was an adventure to discover 
just what he was made of. He didn’t know then that his 
future would be in Vancouver, and it would be there that he 
would fi nd his spot in life. When he arrived in Vancouver 
he noticed that people were interested in health, fi tness, and 
nutrition–just like him. But there was no healthy, convenient 
food in the marketplace. So he thought, “Why not create 
a healthy fast food,” and voila! He was 28 years old and 
full of energy when he started Yves Fine Foods in Quebec. 
With $5,000 from his own pocket, $10,000 from family, 
and $25,000 from a small business loan. “It was very much 
a one-man operation: Me, myself, and I.” He worked seven 

days a week manufacturing, packaging, marketing, selling, 
and distributing. His fi rst product was a Veggie Dog. Initial 
production: 17 cases. Unfortunately, another 19 cases went 
to waste–not a great beginning. “I’ve always said, its okay 
to make a mistake, but in order to stay in business, learn and 
don’t repeat them.” The company started to take off and over 
the next 13 years it experienced an average growth of 50% 
per year. In that time we built a state of the art, 60,000 square 
foot facility and increased our distribution across 7,000 
supermarkets in North America, Europe, and Asia. Their 
product line had grown to include 20 different items. Along 
the way, the company was fortunate to receive many national 
and international awards for entrepreneurship, export 
excellence, and product innovation. By the spring of 2001 
the meatless market had changed drastically. Multinationals 
were buying up private companies left and right. In life, 
timing is everything. So Yves decided to sell to the Hain 
Celestial Group, a publicly traded company on the Nasdaq. 
It was time to recharge his batteries. Over the next year he 
spent quality time with his young family and traveled the 
world. The time off allowed him to refl ect on the challenge 
our society is facing. Fast food epidemic, factory farming, 
and major population growth were placing our environment 
at risk. It was then that he decided to pursue an idea that 
he had long ago–to develop an ingredient made entirely of 
vegetable and grain sources, but which had the same taste 
and texture of premium lean meat or fi sh. So in 2003 he 
founded Garden Protein International. For the next two years 
he spent a great deal of money and time creating this new 
protein that was named Gardein (pronounced gar-DEEN)–a 
mixture of the words “garden” and “protein.” Today GPI is 
a rapidly growing, award winning company, selling across 
North America, the UK, and Japan. Their strategy has three 
pillars: Private label, foodservice, and their own retail brand–
all made with their proprietary ingredient Gardein. So why 
is he not at the beach enjoying life or playing golf every day. 
“Well, to be honest, the main reason is that I love what I do. 
I think this is the right food at the right time. In my own way, 
I can make a small contribution to make this world a better 
place. Pourquois pas? [Why not?]. And you know–I’m not 
the only one that believes in the potential of our vegetable 
resources. Take it from someone a bit smarter than me.” 
There follows a color photo of Albert Einstein with a bogus 
quotation by him in support of vegetarianism. Address: 
12751 Bathgate Way, Vancouver (Richmond), BC, Canada 
V6V 1V5. Phone: 604-278-7300.

4931. Bartlett, Donald L.; Steele, James B. 2008. Monsanto’s 
harvest of fear: Monsanto already dominates America’s food 
chain with its genetically modifi ed seeds. Now it has targeted 
milk production. Just as frightening as the corporation’s 
tactics–ruthless legal battles against small farmers–is its 
decades-long history of toxic contamination. Vanity Fair. 
May. p. 156, 158, 160-64, 169-70.
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• Summary: An excellent (but clearly one-sided) expose 
and history of Monsanto. Part one is about Monsanto and 
the hardball and intimidating tactics the corporation uses to 
enforce its many of its 674 biotechnology patents. Here is a 
brief chronology:
 1901–Monsanto is founded in St. Louis by John 
Francis Queeny, an Irishman with little education. He 
named the company Monsanto Chemical Works; his wife’s 
maiden name was Monsanto. The fi rst product he made 
was saccharin, an artifi cial sweetener, then imported from 
Germany. His fi rst main customer was a new company in 
Georgia named “Coca-Cola.”
 1917–Monsanto begins making aspirin, and soon 
becomes the largest manufacturer in the world.
 1929–Monsanto begins operating one chemical plant 
in Nitro, West Virginia, on the Kanawha River, and another 
in Anniston, Alabama. At the Anniston plant this year it 
begins to manufacture polychlorinated biphenyls (better 
known as PCBs) for use as coolants and insulating fl uids for 
transformers and capacitors, etc.
 1947–PBBs are now known to be toxins.
 1948–The Monsanto plant in Nitro begins to make 
a powerful herbicide named 2,4,5-T. A by-product of the 
process was a chemical that would later be known as dioxin. 
Today (2008) PCBs and dioxin are considered “two of the 
most toxic substances ever known.”
 1949 March 8–A huge explosion rocks Monsanto’s 
plant at Nitro–caused by the failure of a pressure valve on 
a container in which herbicide was being made. There was 
widespread contamination in the town of Nitro, resulting in a 
court case.
 1956–The U.S. Navy tests Monsanto’s hydraulic 
fl uid containing PCBs. Navy offi cials told Monsanto that 
applications of the product “caused death in all of the rabbits 
tested” and indicated “defi nite liver damage.”
 1960s–The Nitro plant produces Agent Orange, the 
herbicide used by the U.S. military to defoliate jungles in 
Vietnam during the war there. Dioxin was also a by-product 
of the manufacture of Agent Orange.
 1966 (approx.)–A biologist conducting tests in streams 
near the plant in Anniston, Alabama, for Monsanto, got 
shocking results when he submerged his fi sh. According to 
the Washington Post he reported to Monsanto that “All 25 
fi sh lost equilibrium and turned on their sides in 10 seconds 
and all were dead in 3½ minutes.”
 1969–Monsanto stops producing dioxin at the Nitro 
plant.
 1970–The FDA discovers high levels of PCBs in fi sh 
near the Anniston plant. Monsanto makes great efforts to 
limit the P.R. damage.
 1970s–Monsanto Co., headquartered in St. Louis, 
Missouri, shifts more and more of its resources into 
biotechnology–especially after 1974.
 1970s–PCB production is banned in the United States 

due to the high toxicity of most PCB congeners and 
mixtures. PCBs are classifi ed as persistent organic pollutants 
which bioaccumulate in animals.
 1971–Monsanto stops making PCBs in Anniston, 
Alabama.
 1977–Monsanto stops making PCBs in the United 
States and in Wales (UK). Monsanto has been the only 
manufacturer of PCBs in North America, marketing them 
under the trade name Aroclor (e.g., Aroclor 1242, Aroclor 
1016), from 1930 to 1977.
 1981–Several former Nitro employees fi le lawsuits 
in federal court “charging that Monsanto had knowingly 
exposed them to chemicals that caused long-term health 
problems, including cancer and heart disease” and that 
Monsanto had kept this information from the employees.
 1981–Monsanto creates a molecular biology group for 
research in plant genetics.
 1982–Monsanto scientists strike gold, becoming the fi rst 
to genetically engineer a plant cell by inserting a gene from 
an organism of another species.
 1980–In a 5 to 4 decision the U.S. Supreme Court 
decides to extend patent law to cover a live human-made 
organism–a Pseudomonas bacterium developed by General 
Electric to clean up oil spills. Monsanto took advantage of 
the precedent to patent seeds.
 1983–The Nitro plant site is placed on the EPA National 
Priorities List for Superfund toxic cleanup.
 1985–Monsanto Co. completes its huge and very 
advanced its Life Sciences Research Center in Chesterfi eld, 
Missouri.
 1988–Just as the case in Nitro is about to go to trial, 
Monsanto agrees to settle most of the cases by making a 
single payment of $1.5 million.
 1993–The FDA approves the commercial use of rBST 
(bovine growth hormone, rBGH).
 1994–Monsanto begins selling rBST under the brand 
name Posilac.
 1996–The fi rst genetically engineered soybean seeds are 
sold commercially.
 1997–Monsanto spins off the chemicals portion of its 
business and names it Solutia, Inc. One big advantage of 
doing this is to “channel the bulk of the growing backlog of 
chemical lawsuits and liabilities onto Solutia, keeping the 
Monsanto brand pure.
 2003–Monsanto and Solutia enter into a consent 
decree with the EPA to clean up the area on and around the 
Anniston plant. Monsanto has also paid $550 million to 
21,000 Anniston residents exposed to PCBs, and it is now 
(2008) “held potentially responsible for more than 50 E.P.A. 
Superfund sites.”
 Note: Check out the Wikipedia sites for Anniston, 
Alabama, and Nitro, West Virginia. When we visited (10 
May 2008) the word “Monsanto” did not appear on the Nitro 
site, but appeared twice at Anniston.
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 2005–Kleinpeter Dairy in Louisiana begins advertising 
its milk as coming from rBGH-free cows. Monsanto soon 
starts to fi ght such “deceptive advertising and labeling 
practices.” Monsanto “has sued at least two dairies and one 
co-op over labeling.”
 2006 fall–Monsanto turns its legal guns on Pilot Grove 
Cooperative Elevator in Pilot Grove, Missouri. It has the 
money to outlast them in a legal battle over milk labeling.

4932. Product Name:  Tesco Meat Free: 2 Chicken-style 
fi llets.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Tesco Stores Ltd. (Retailer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Chestnut EN8 9SL, UK.
Date of Introduction:  2008 June.
Ingredients:  Rehydrated soy protein (33%), rehydrated 
wheat protein (33%), natural fl avouring, stabiliser (methyl 
cellulose), red pepper fl akes, yeast extract, beetroot fi bre, 
onion powder, spices (black pepper), parsley, garlic powder, 
salt, cane sugar, vegetable oil, potato starch, white sugar, 
wheat fl our, sage, pea protein, carrot fi bre, white pepper, 
celery seed, smoke fl avouring, pepper extract, sage extract.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm. Paperboard box.
How Stored:  Refrigerated.
New Product–Documentation:  Packages sent by Yves 
Potvin of GPI. 2008. Oct. 28. Paperboard box. 6 by 5.75 
by 1.25 inches. Pea green, orange, and black on white. 
“Produced in the U.K. for Tesco Stores Ltd., Chestnut, UK. 
On one side panel is the logo of Garden Protein International 
Inc. (Richmond, BC, Canada): “Made with Gardein. Farm 
grown protein.” A color photo on the front panel shows a 
Chicken Fillet sliced open, surrounded by veggies on a white 
plate. On the front panel: “A lightly seasoned blend of soya 
and wheat gluten, dusted with herbs. Low in saturates. A 
good source of fi bre. No artifi cial preservatives, fl avours or 
colours. A round logo says “Super Foods.” On the back panel 
are Nutrition Facts, ingredients list and recipe ideas. Note: 
Tesco is a leading supermarket chain in the UK.

4933. Melton Times (UK). 2008. Soy soldiers: A Melton 
business is fi ghting a war against junk food and appeared on 
a new healthy eating TV show. July 27.
• Summary: “Paul’s Tofu, run by Paul Jones, was the UK’s 
fi rst [sic] producer of tofu and the team is nicknamed the Soy 
Soldiers in their battle to get people eating healthily.” He has 
been in Melton for 30 years. Earlier this month, the company 
was featured on the BBC cookery programme Chinese Food 
Made Easy when Ching-He Huang used Paul’s tofu to make 
cheap, healthy food. In addition to soy products, Paul also 
sells bread (which he bakes), fresh organic fruit, vegetables.
 Note: Melton Mowbray is northeast of Birmingham, in 
northern England.

4934. Campbell, Melanie. 2008. Vegan cheese: New 
and improved versions. Vegetarian Journal (Baltimore, 

Maryland) 27(3):14-19. [1 ref]
• Summary: Contents: Introduction. Nutrition. Taste. Cost. 
Tables show: (1) Vegan cheese brands and purchasing 
information. Nine companies now make vegan cheeses: 
Cheezly (available only online; <www.redwoodfoods @
nakedearthusa.com>). Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Panos, 
Road’s End Organics, Scheese (Bute Island Foods, Scotland. 
Available only online; <www.buteisland.com> or <www.
blackduckimports.com>), Soyatoo! (Tofutown, Germany), 
Tofutti, Vegan Gourmet (Follow Your Heart). For each 
company is given: Products, brand characteristics, where to 
purchase.
 (2) Nutritional content of vegan cheese slices (per slice) 
(3 products + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 (3) Nutritional content of vegan cheese in block form 
(per ounce) (5 products + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 (4) Nutritional content of vegan cream cheese (2 
tablespoons) (4 products + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 (5) Nutritional content of vegan sour cream (2 
tablespoons) (2 products + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 (6) Nutritional content of vegan cheese dips (serving 
sizes vary) (3 products + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 (7) Nutritional content of vegan cheese toppings (2 
teaspoons) (1 product + 1 dairy product for comparison).
 Best products by category: “Tofutti Soy Cheese Slices 
was the most preferred cheese slice alternative.
 “Sheese Cheese Alternative, in block form, was chosen 
as the brand with the most palatable fl avor.
 “Tofutti’s Better Than Cream Cheese was the clear 
winner amongst the cream cheese alternatives. It most 
resembled its dairy counterpart for fl avor and spreadability.
 “Vegan Gourmet and Tofutti tied for best sour cream 
alternative. They both had a nice tangy taste.
 “Road’s End Organics Cheddar Style Chreese Mix was 
the favorite in the dip category. Despite the extra preparation 
required (as compared to the ready-to-use dip in the jar), the 
fl avor was delicious.
 “The more moisture and fat a cheese contains, the easier 
it is to melt. The more protein it contains, the tougher it will 
become when heated. With regard to meltability, VeganRella, 
Cheezly, and Vegan Gourmet were the best. VeganRella and 
Cheezly could stretch once melted. Cheezly did not have 
greasy pools and would be ideal for making pizza.” Address: 
VRG Dietetic Intern.

4935. Hymowitz, Ted. 2008. Update on Samuel Bowen 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. Aug. 27. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Samuel Bowen died in London, but Ted has 
never been able to fi nd where he was buried. He has learned 
that there were different kinds of burials. The wealthy got a 
stone. The poorer, a simple wooden cross that soon decayed. 
The very poor were buried in a “potter’s fi eld”–a place for 
the burial of unknown or indigent people. Bowen may well 
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have gotten the 2nd type.
 Ted is surprised to fi nd, among Samuel Bowens 
descendants, so many lunatics and people who had no 
descendants.
 Samuel Bowen won a second medal from the Society of 
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce for his pioneering work 
with peanut oil and sesame oil. Ted learned this from the 
diary of Dr. Alexander Garden (for whom the gardenia was 
named), a physician, naturalist and botanist from Charles 
Town, South Carolina. Address: Prof. of Plant Genetics 
(retired), Dep. of Crop Sciences, Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois.

4936. Burt, Jonathan. 2008. If Wesley were alive today. 
Adventist Heritage Ministry Bulletin (Silver Spring, 
Maryland) 21(3):6. Fall.
• Summary: At the Adventist Heritage Center in Silver 
Spring, Maryland, is a Dr. John Harvey Kellogg Discovery 
Center including an orientation DVD and different exercise 
machines and exhibits. “By the time we had fi nished they 
realized that all of Kellogg’s advanced medical practices 
were based on the principles found in Ellen G. White’s 1863 
health vision.”
 In Hardy house, African American history is portrayed. 
Note: The reference to Wesley in the title probably refers to 
John Wesley (1703-1791), a Church of England cleric and 
Christian theologian. Wesley is largely credited, along with 
his brother Charles Wesley, with founding the Methodist 
movement and church which began when he took to open-air 
preaching. Methodism was a highly successful evangelical 
movement in the United Kingdom and the United States; it 
encouraged people to experience Jesus Christ personally. 
John Wesley was among the fi rst to preach for slaves rights, 
attracting signifi cant opposition. Many African American 
slaves became Methodists. Address: Scholarship Student 
[Silver Spring].

4937. Product Name:  Cassington’s [2 beef-style peppered 
steaks, 2 chicken style fi llets in a tomato & herb marinade].
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cassington’s Food Co. (Retailer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Dale House, Leeming Bar, 
Northallerton, North Yorkshire DL7 9UL.  Phone: 0800 84 
4776.
Date of Introduction:  2008 September.
Ingredients:  Peppered steaks: Rehydrated wheat protein 
(43%), rehydrated soya protein (31%), peppercorn marinade 
(12%) [contains water, sugar, vinegar, garlic puree, onion, 
bell peppers, salt, yeast extract, corn fl our, black pepper, pink 
peppercorns, thickening agent, pectin], natural fl avourings, 
stabiliser (methyl cellulose), potato starch, barley malt 
extract, onion powder, cane sugar, pea protein, carrot fi bre.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  200 gm. Paperboard box.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Packages sent by Yves 

Potvin of GPI. 2008. Oct. 28. Paperboard box. 5.75 by 
5.75 by 1.125 inches. For peppered steaks: Golden brown, 
red, yellow, black, and light blue on white. On the upper 
front panel is the logo of Garden Protein International Inc. 
(Richmond, BC, Canada): “Made with Gardein. Farm grown 
protein.” A color photo on the front panel shows a Peppered 
Steak surrounded by lettuce and veggies on a white plate. 
On the front panel: “Meat free steaks made from a blend of 
beans, grains and vegetables. Less than 3% fat. 194 calories 
per portion. Vegetarian (logo). A passion for Healthier 
eating.” On the back panel are Nutrition Facts, ingredients 
list and recipe ideas.

4938. Product Name:  Cassington’s beef-style meatballs.
Manufacturer’s Name:  Cassington’s Food Co. (Retailer).
Manufacturer’s Address:  Dale House, Leeming Bar, 
Northallerton, North Yorkshire DL7 9UL.  Phone: 0800 84 
4776.
Date of Introduction:  2008 September.
Ingredients:  Rehydrated wheat protein (43%), rehydrated 
soya protein (32%), vegetable oil, onion, sugar, natural 
fl avouring, tomato puree, stabiliser (methyl cellulose), salt, 
sugar, maize starch, chili powder, garlic powder, potato 
starch, yeast extract, barley malt extract, onion powder cane 
sugar, garlic puree, tomato puree, herbs [basil, marjoram, 
oregano, thyme], black pepper, pea protein, carrot fi bre, 
cumin.
Wt/Vol., Packaging, Price:  300 gm. plastic foil pouch.
How Stored:  Frozen.
New Product–Documentation:  Packages sent by Yves 
Potvin of GPI. 2008. Oct. 28. Plastic foil pouch. 8.75 by 8.5 
inches. Golden brown, red, yellow, black, and light blue on 
white. On the upper front panel (and on the back panel) is the 
logo of Garden Protein International Inc. (Richmond, BC, 
Canada): “Made with Gardein. Farm grown protein.” Two 
color photos on the front panel show (1) Two kids running 
down a hill with their dad. (2) Meatless meatballs with sauce 
on spaghetti, on a white plate. On the front panel: “Meat 
balls made from a blend of beans, grains and vegetables. 
Less than 4% fat. 123 calories per portion. Vegetarian society 
approved (logo). A passion for Healthier eating.” On the back 
panel are Nutrition Facts, ingredients list and recipe ideas.

4939. Organic and Non-GMO Report (The) (Fairfi eld, 
Iowa). 2008. Prince Charles warns of environmental disaster 
with GMOs. 8(8):6. Sept.
• Summary: In an exclusive interview with the Daily 
Telegraph (Aug. 13), Great Britain’s Prince Charles (Prince 
of Wales) “warned that companies developing genetically 
modifi ed crops risk creating the biggest environmental 
disaster of all time.” We will “end up with millions of small 
farmers all over the world being driven off their land...” 
Prince Charles has an organic farm on his Highgrove estate.
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4940. Potvin, Yves. 2008. The basic business model of 
Garden Protein International, Inc. (GPI) (Interview). 
SoyaScan Notes. Oct. 7. Conducted by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: GPI’s main product is Gardein (TM, 
pronounced gar-DEEN, derived from Garden + protein). 
In his previous business, Yves Veggie Cuisine, Yves was a 
retail brand manufacturer. He manufactured everything he 
sold, and built a brand. Then he realized in 1998, when he 
developed this new proprietary process, Gardein, that he is 
now an ingredient manufacturer. That was one reason he sold 
his former business, but also because his present business 
is very capital intensive, so he needed more money to get it 
started.
 Many different formulas / recipes are used to make 
Gardein; its both an art and a science–and constantly 
evolving with new R&D. All the formulas have much in 
common (all are meatless. The main ingredients are wheat 
gluten and soy protein), but each one is different–and thus 
custom designed–to suit each individual product application. 
Yves works closely with a chef (and he is also a trained 
chef with many years of experience) to develop the best 
possible formula for each application. The product behaves 
differently with different sauces (when its a low pH sauce 
they must start with a softer product. The protein in Gardein 
reacts to a dairy-based sauce much differently from the way 
it reacts to a tomato sauce). They have recently started to 
add new grain ingredients such as quinoa, kamut, amaranth, 
etc. to give new and interesting textures, and to increase the 
percentage of grain in the product. In Canada Gardein must 
be fortifi ed to makes its nutritional value equal to or better 
than that of the meat product it is designed to replace; this is 
not required in the USA. The strips that they make for Trader 
Joe’s are simply the raw material (plain Gardein), whereas 
the Chick’n Breasts they make for Costco are carefully 
formulated and formed to make a second generation product. 
GPI has no list of all the different types of Gardein. Rather, 
each company tells GPI the application, and GPI develops 
Gardein specifi cally for that product; no two are the same.
 Gardein is always sold in a moist form (62-65% 
moisture, very much like that of meat)–never dry.
 GPI sells Gardein either refrigerated or frozen–to keep it 
fresh. Any product sold refrigerated must be pasteurized fi rst, 
which creates a whole new manufacturing cycle. Gardein is 
still much more diffi cult to process and handle than meat–for 
example. Most retailers buy it refrigerated, but most of the 
bulk product (shipped overseas or to foodservice) is sold 
frozen as to Cysco, Kellogg, Loblaw.
 In 2005, after two years of solely R&D, Yves started to 
sell Gardein; his fi rst customer was the Kellogg Co., which 
was already selling a line of meat alternatives under their 
Morningstar Farms brand. This began even before sales in 
bulk to foodservice.
 Yves’ basic strategy is to sell the ingredient (Gardein) 

to food product manufacturers, but they are required by a 
license agreement to put the Gardein logo on the label. The 
agreement specifi es very precisely the size and location of 
the logo, how the ingredients are to be listed, etc. and the fact 
that the buyer cannot mix Gardein with meat.
 But GPI also sells Gardein in four other ways: (2) 
Private label, as when they sell to Kellogg’s, Loblaw’s, 
President’s Choice or Trader Joe’s. Each of these customers 
also signs a licensing agreement. GPI and the customer work 
together to design and name the product and ingredients. 
Many private label customers (such as Kellogg and Trader 
Joe’s) design their own package / label–but this can be 
frustrating sometimes, as when Yves can see that a poor 
package design will hurt sales of the product. The customer 
then sends its packages to GPI in Vancouver (actually in 
Richmond, BC, a suburb of Vancouver) where GPI packages 
its product.
 (3) Control label, as for very large customers such as 
Costco, under the name Garden Goodness. The Gardein 
logo appears prominently on both the front (lower right 
corner) and the back (bottom center) of the attractive box. 
GPI owns the brand “Garden Goodness.” Costco asks GPI to 
develop the product and to design the package; Costco has to 
approve of both, but they do not get involved in the details. 
Costco is happy because no other company has that Garden 
Goodness brand, and GPI is happy because it is their own 
label and their Gardein brand prominently displayed. “It is a 
win-win situation.” Presently GPI makes only one SKU for 
Costco–”6 Veggie Chick’n Breasts,” but they are about to 
launch several new items with Costco. GPI has already made 
the presentation and Costco liked the ideas.
 (4) Under its own label, using the “It’s All Good” brand. 
Initially Yves had no intention of going back into the retail 
business, because its very painful. But as he was trying to 
work with his previous company (Yves Veggie Cuisine), they 
kept saying it was too complicated, etc. So he realized he 
could use his own brand to do basic R&D. For example, in 
Canada he has tried selling “Its All Good in the meat section, 
the deli section, and the produce section of food stores. From 
this experiment, he has learned where it sells best, and he 
can share this valuable information with his customers that 
buy Gardein. He has also learned which product types and 
names sell best, what’s the price point, etc. And he gets lots 
of consumer feedback about those products. Customers such 
as Trader Joe’s, Costco, and Safeway in Canada always 
want the best seller in the It’s All Good” line. Yves always 
changes the product name slightly, as from “Tuscan Tomato” 
to “Basil Tomato.” A new product Yves is developing to 
sell under his own label is a stuffed product (like a stuffed 
chicken), which is Gardein stuffed with black beans (frijoles) 
and corn; the package has a tomato sauce inside. GPI uses a 
broker (who is paid 5%) to get these products into the retail 
market. In addition, GPI has its own sales force (1 person 
each in Ohio, New Jersey, and Toronto, and 3 in Vancouver). 
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One guy is responsible for private label, one for the club 
business, etc. Next Wednesday they will make a presentation 
at Safeway headquarters; GPI wants to launch the “It’s All 
Good” line with Safeway in the U.S. The week after that they 
go to Kroger headquarters, then the next week to Publics. 
Yves attends the most important presentations, which causes 
him to travel a lot.
 Yves is also in the process of raising some money to 
fi nance that growth; he projects sales to double in the next 24 
months. Currently Yves owns all the shares in GPI Inc. He’s 
basically looking for one venture capitalist who will invest 
about $1 million in exchange for 10% of the business–just 
enough to go to the next level. He hopes to fi nd a person who 
understands his vision and wants to be part of the journey. 
Yves believes this can be a $1 billion company.
 Yves believes that he GPI must be strong in its own back 
yard before it tries to conquer the world. So his initial focus 
has been on Vancouver, British Columbia, and Canada (with 
30 million population). His products are all over Canada, 
with 80% distribution. “But the big market for us is really the 
U.S.” Right now, about 40-50% of his sales are in the USA 
and 10% in the UK, but in 1-2 years he expects that fi gure to 
rise to 70%.
 GPI presently has two manufacturing sites in Vancouver, 
located 5 minutes apart; the second facility is leased, 20,000 
square feet, and houses all the sales and marketing. One 
is the distribution center where all products are shipped 
fresh, refrigerated. The other site makes products that are 
sold frozen. As soon as every batch of product is made, it 
is frozen to keep it fresh. Within the next 2-3 years Yves 
expects to have one plant in the USA and one in Europe, 
then one in Asia within 5 years. The product has tremendous 
global potential. Yves is fortunate to have already started 
one business, and to have already had so much business 
experience. This makes the growth go much faster, but its 
still painful–yet he wouldn’t want to be doing anything else. 
Yves is married and has two kids. He feels that raising a 
family and growing a business are quite similar.
 (3) GPI sells Gardein (as an ingredient, frozen, by the 
container) to a customer, such as Tesco or Grassington’s 
Food Co. in the UK, which has the product developed and 
produced, and packaged. Of course they also sign GPI’s 
licensing agreement as described above. In this case the 
Gardein logo and text must appear in the lower right corner 
of the front panel: “Made with Gardein (TM). Farm grown 
protein.” UK customers have (so far) asked for GPI’s opinion 
on their package design, and GPI always gives an honest 
opinion. A new brand in the UK will be “Pick of the Crop.”
 (4) Food Service Products started with Whole Foods 
Market in Los Angeles, California, but are now sold to 
delis, restaurants, schools, catering companies, cafeterias, 
hospitals, etc. and go mostly through a distributor (such 
as CANA, UNFI, or Cysco Corp.), unless a company has 
large enough volume to go direct. GPI’s main foodservice 

customer at present is Whole Foods, which sells Gardein in 
their deli and displays the Gardein logo prominently on the 
deli case. When a product is sold to foodservice, GPI realizes 
that this product will be served in a wide variety of ways 
(salads, sandwiches, fajitas, in a sauce, etc.), so it must be 
designed with that fl exibility in mind. Moreover, the product 
must keep its good texture and fl avor whether it is eaten 
hot or cold. As of Oct. 2008 the following products were 
available to food service: Chicken Cubes, Chicken Strips, 
Beef Strips, Chicken Breasts (nonbreaded), Beef Burger, 
Chicken fi llets (non-breaded or breaded), and a seasonal 
Stuffed Turkey.

4941. Grocer. 2008. Asda trials edamame bean crop. 
231(7879):32. Nov.
• Summary: Describes how a successful trial planting of 
“edamame beans” in the UK has led to the planting of the 
beans as a commercial crop to be sold in stores. An Asda 
spokeswoman says, “Growing the beans in the UK will save 
thousands of food miles and offer shoppers the chance to buy 
the protein-packed beans fresh.” Previously, the beans had 
been imported frozen by air.
 Note: Asda Stores Ltd. is a British-based, American-
owned supermarket chain which retails food, clothing, 
general merchandise, toys and fi nancial services. It also has 
a mobile phone network. It was founded by J.W. Hindell 
on 19 Feb. 1949 in Leeds, UK. The adoption of the Asda 
name occurred in 1965 with the merger of the Asquith chain 
of three supermarkets and Associated Dairies; Asda is an 
abbreviation of Asquith and Dairies, often capitalised. In 
July 1999, Asda became a subsidiary of the American retail 
company Walmart, and today is the United Kingdom’s 
second-largest chain by market share (Wikipedia, at Asda, 
May 2015).

4942. Meyers, Kurtis. 2008. Hagerstown during World 
War II: Images of the Maryland homefront, 1939-1945. 
Hagerstown, Maryland: Hagerstown Aviation Museum, Inc. 
371 p. See p. 131-36.
• Summary: The chapter titled “Soya Corporation of 
America” (p. 131-36) begins: “The Hagerstown Plant of the 
Soya Corporation of America produced full-fat Soya Flour 
from the Yellow Manchu Soybean. One of very few mills in 
the United States and the only one east of Chicago, Illinois, 
the plant operated seven days a week and twenty-four hours 
each day during World War II. The fl our produced by the 
plant fi lled approximately one train car full of fl our each day. 
In 1943 the mill had a backlog of orders totaling over fi ve 
million pounds of fl our.
 “Throughout the war, processed Soya fl our was in high 
demand by many war-torn nations. The majority of the fl our 
produced was shipped to Lend-Lease nations such as the 
Soviet Union and Great Britain. The high protein fl our was 
used as a substitute where meat and other protein rich food 
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was in short supply.” 
 Photos (taken in the early 1940s and reprinted with 
permission from the Western Maryland Room, Washington 
County Free Library, Maryland, WMR Raup Photo 
Collection) show: (1) The large sign on one wall of the mill 
at Hagerstown which reads: “Soya Corporation of America, 
Hagerstown mill. To the left of this two-line name is a large 
circular logo (4 times as high as the name). It consists of 
an outer circle, and inner circle, and a broad band running 
diagonally from lower left to upper right. Above the band 
and between the two circles is “Patented,” whereas below 
the band is “Process.” One the band is “Sycora” in large bold 
capital letters slightly longer that the band so that they fall 
a little outside the outer circle at each end of the band. On a 
much smaller band, at the center of and parallel to the large 
band is written “Soya Products” (1/3 page).
 (2) A ground outside view of the fi ve-story entire 
mill, including the sign described above, with about six 
automobiles from that period parked on the street in front 
of the mill. At the top right of the photo is printed “125 
McPherson St.”–clearly the mill’s address (2/3 page). 
 (3) Three large sifting machines (with chutes coming 
down into each from overhead) and two workers–a man 
tending the far machine and a lady sweeping the fl oor (2/3 
page).
 (4) A line of about nine modern milling machines, (with 
chutes coming down into each from overhead) and a man 
tending the most distant machine (1/3 page). (5) A full-page 
view of the sifting machines and their room with one man 
attending the most distant machine. (6) Bagging the fl our 
in 100-pound bags: Two men in a room with machines (2/3 
page). (7) Two metal indoor storage tanks for storing the 
fl our (1/3 page). 
 (8) A ground level outside view of the mill, its 2nd sign 
and its parking lot from the opposite side as before. In the 
foreground are railroad tracks, with a train car on the tracks 
fi lled with soya fl our (2/3 page).
 (8) The same view as No. 7 but taken closer to the mill 
(1/3 page). The caption states: “Most of the fl our would be 
placed directly into a waiting train car. It would be shipped 
to the appropriate port and then transported onto a ocean 
going ship... to one of a hand-full of Lend-Lease nations in 
desperate need.” Address: Hagerstown Aviation Museum, 
Inc., 14235 Oak Springs Rd., Hagerstown, Maryland 21742. 
Phone: 717-377-3030.

4943. Clearspring, Ltd. 2009. Clearspring (Website printout–
part). www.clearspring.co.uk Printed Jan. 28.
• Summary: Contents: Home page. About us. Awards. 
Glossary. FAQ. News. Books. Links. Stocklists. Trade. 
Contact. Food quality. Producers. Health. Recipes. Where to 
buy.
 “Introducing the chairman: Christopher Dawson was 
born 19 September 1953, at New Plymouth Hospital, New 

Zealand and grew up in Opunake, a rural town in New 
Zealand. He is the third son of William Geoffrey and Joan 
Dawson.
 “Education: He did his primary, secondary and tertiary 
education in New Zealand. He fi rst started independently 
studying vegetarianism and organic agriculture at the age 
of 18. In 1974 he came to London to further his studies 
of organic agriculture, both at the Henry Doubleday 
Horticulture and Nutrition Research Centre in Braintree and 
the Bio Dynamic Agriculture section at the Rudolf Steiner 
Emerson College, Sussex.
 “Beginning Organic Food Distribution: In 1977, he 
opened and managed the East West Natural Foods Store at 
the Community Health Foundation, Old Street, London. He 
developed this shop into a distribution centre for traditional 
natural / macrobiotic foods, sourced from both local organic 
farms and from abroad, especially from Japan.
 “From August 1978 through to January 1980 he traveled 
extensively throughout Europe, America, Australia and 
Asia, investigating the traditional dietary practices and 
food-processing techniques. He studied at the East West 
Foundation in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A. about Far 
Eastern philosophical principles and traditions and studied 
the distribution network of the natural foods movement 
in both America & Europe, as well as Australia and New 
Zealand.
 “Eighteen Years in Japan: Christopher made his fi rst 
trip to Japan in July 1979, visiting natural food enterprises 
throughout Japan with Mr. A. Kazama, president of Mitoku 
Co. Ltd. He returned to Japan in January 1980 and began 
extensive studies into the daily life and cultural and dietary 
practices of the Japanese people.
 “At the end of 1980 he commenced full-time 
employment at Mitoku Co. Ltd., the major exporter of 
traditional, natural Japanese foods. During the eighteen years 
he spent with the company Christopher studied Japanese 
Foods & production, worked with the producers to develop 
products to suit the needs of customers abroad and help the 
producers become compliant with EU organic certifi cation. 
He also travelled extensively to introduce the foods to 
markets worldwide, with the intention to see if Japanese 
foods could really become international foods.
 “Building Clearspring in the UK, Europe and the 
Middle East: In September 1993, Christopher bought the 
Clearspring Ltd. company, which was then a London based 
wholesaler with one shop, the very shop that Christopher 
started in 1977! By 1998, he felt he had suffi cient knowledge 
of traditional, top quality Japanese food and decided it was 
the right time to come back to UK and to focus on marketing 
organic and authentic Japanese foods under the Clearspring 
brand.
 “Recognition from the Japanese government: On 25 
May 2007, Christopher received the Award for Overseas 
Promotion of Japanese Food 2007 from the Ministry 
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of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan, for his 
distinguished contribution to the promotion of Japanese 
organic food worldwide.”
 Down the right side of this page are the following 
photos: (1) Christopher seated at a desk, writing in a 
notebook, looking very happy, at an early age (about 6), 
already a promoter of the written word. (2) Christopher at 
the East West Natural Foods Store in 1977. (3) Christopher 
with his mother at home in New Zealand. (4) Christopher 
at Mitoku in Japan (with Mr. Kazama and staff) in the late 
1980s. (5) Photo taken 11 Oct. 1990 with Lima Ohsawa, 
then 91, the wife of macrobiotic teacher George Ohsawa, 
and Aveline Kushi, then 67, the wife of macrobiotic teacher 
Michio Kushi. (6) Christopher with his young family 
(Japanese wife and 3 children) in Japan in the early 1990s. 
(7) Christopher, with his wife and two sons in Spain in 
2006. (8) Christopher now regularly visits Clearspring’s 
suppliers in Japan, here with team of Sendai Miso Shoyu 
Company and Mr. Yoshida from Mitoku. (9) Christopher in 
Japan with Onozaki san, miso producer. (10) Christopher at 
the Organic & Natural Products Show, London 2007. (11) 
Special vegetarian foods prepared at the Dawson household, 
to celebrate the New Year. Address: 19A Acton Park Estate, 
London W3 7QE, UK. Phone: +44 (0)20 8749 1781.

4944. SoyaScan Notes. 2009. What kind of a company is 
Research and Markets, in Dublin, Ireland (Overview). Jan. 
29. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: They are a company that sells (but does not 
create) thousands of different market studies, including quite 
a few related to soy, conducted worldwide by companies like 
Soyatech LLC, Frost & Sullivan, Global Industry Analysts, 
Inc., etc. For details go to www.researchandmarkets.com.

4945. Dawson, Chris. 2009. Re: History of Clearspring 
and brief biography. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at 
Soyinfo Center, Feb. 14. In reply to an e-mail questions from 
W. Shurtleff. 2 p.
• Summary: “Weeks fl ying by. Sending a note from home, 
just before I head out to wvvw.biofach.de organic trade fair 
in Nuremburg.
 “Your focus on soyfoods and soya beans is of prime 
importance Today.
 “Soya beans are the most misunderstood food/crop/
legume.
 “Today rain forests are being destroyed to grow soya 
for animal feed. Japan is the only country/nation which fully 
understands the true value of soya, producing some 500,000 
tons of miso. Only some 10,000 tons goes abroad. In the 
West, we are so busy making TVP and/or feeding the soya to 
animals. We have not a clue!
 “Sometimes I feel that I should focus the whole 
emphasis of Clearspring on Miso, to wake up the West to the 
true value of Soya.

 “I became a vegetarian in 1971-1972.
 “I came to London in 1974, still a vegetarian but a bit 
bored with beans sprouts and the like.
 “One bowl of miso soup in 1974 and I immediately 
knew that miso soup was the key to having an exciting 
vegetarian diet and that miso is a vital food for now and the 
future.
 “1974 April 1st I headed out for London from Auckland, 
New Zealand. 36 hours of travel! Came here, to further my 
studies in organic agriculture.
 “1977 A bunch of us started The Community Health 
Foundation here in London. Within that complex, I started: 
East West Natural Foods, in Old Street, London. The shop 
became one of the most important macrobiotic food stores in 
Europe.
 “Already running from around 1974 [what was?]. Peter 
Bradford, Bill Tara, Harry and Bob Harrop and several others 
were running Sunwheel Foods.
 “I made indirect imports from Mitoku through Sunwheel 
Foods for the shop.
 1978 Oct. I decided to travel through the U.S. and head 
back to N.Z., to set up an import business of macrobiotic 
foods there.
 “Sunwheel bought East West Natural Foods in about 
1979. Peter went to work there, keen to do retailing. The 
shop may have run with the Sunwheel name for awhile.
 “Sunwheel company was sold off in early 1980’s. The 
managers, Bob Harrop and Jonathan Toase stayed on for a 
while. Eventually both Bob and Jonathan left. Bob went to 
work with Peter at the shop. Jonathan started a wholesale 
company.
 “From a hat full of names, the shop became Clearspring 
Wholefoods, Clearspring being the name suggested by Bob.
 “Next, Peter was keen to open a chain of stores. Peter 
and Jonathan teamed up again to start a wholesale company/
warehouse around 1988 for the planned chain of stores. 
Clearspring became the wholesale company and the shop 
became Freshlands. Clearspring became the importer from 
Mitoku. Sunwheel having been sold a couple of times and 
having lost its interest in Japanese foods.
 “1993 British pound collapsed against the Yen. 
Sunwheel struggled to open L/C [letters of credit] to Mitoku.
 “Enter Christopher Dawson (again)! I did stay in N.Z. 
for a period, importing from Mitoku. I visited Kazama-san 
in Japan in 1979 and joined Mitoku in 1980. Kazama-san 
had visited my store in London in 1977-78. I had been with 
Mitoku since 1980, running around the world doing sales and 
running around Japan discovering producers, making their 
products certifi ed organic.
 “I decided to personally start a new company in the 
U.K., buying Clearspring in Sept. 1993, and then making 
it an international trading house of Japanese Foods and 
Western organic Foods. Jonathan stayed for a while as 
manager
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 “1998 I decided to come to London and run the 
company on site, rather than giving directions from Japan. 
Bob Harrop was always giving me a hand at a distance. In 
2002 he came onboard full time and is with me today as 
Finance Director.
 “These few notes today and will try to get back to you 
with some statistics soon.
 “Thank you, Christopher.” Address: 19A Acton Park 
Estate, London W3 7QE, UK. Phone: +44 (0)20 8749 1781.

4946. Alpro. 2009. History of Alpro (Website printout–part). 
corporate.alpro.com/en/organic-food-production-belgium/
history.html Printed March 3. [Eng]
• Summary: “Back in 1934, the founder of the 
Vandemoortele Group, Constant Vandemoortele, was already 
aware of the benefi ts of soya. 40 years later, his grandson 
Philippe Vandemoortele was so convinced of the soya bean’s 
nutritious power that he perfected a unique and natural 
process for making soya milk.
 “Philippe had a vision to tackle the nutrition problem 
in the Third World. An early project saw the construction 
of a soya plant on the island of Madagascar in 1980. 
Unfortunately, for logistical reasons, the project had to be 
discontinued.
 “But increased awareness of food issues and concerns 
meant that creating a soya-based business in Europe was a 
very real possibility.
 “To this end, the Vandemoortele Group set up a separate 
division specialising in natural soya-based food and in 1980 
Alpro was born.
 “In 1989 Alpro built Europe’s largest and most modern 
production unit for soya food based on the UHT process, 
situated in Wevelgem, Belgium.
 “In 1996, Alpro took over Sojinal and thereby acquired 
an extra soya milk production unit in Issenheim, France.
 “In 2000 Alpro built a brand new soya milk factory in 
Kettering, UK.
 In 2006, to complete Alpro’s range of soya products, we 
took over the Tofu producer SoFine Foods (Landgraaf, The 
Netherlands).
 “To this day Alpro continues to grow as a European 
market leader and as a fair food partner.” Address: 
Wevelgem, Belgium.

4947. SoyaScan Notes. 2009. Soybean germplasm collections 
on the IPGRI website (Overview). May 6. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: These four spreadsheet databases were sent 
to Soyinfo Center by Dr. Randall Nelson, curator, USDA 
Soybean Germplasm Collection, Urbana, Illinois. He 
created the databases (which reside only on his computer) 
using information found at the FAO website for germplasm 
collections: http://www.bioversityinternational.org /
Information_Sources /Germplasm_Data bases /Germplasm_

Collection_Directory /index.asp. At the “Biodiversity 
Directory of Germplasm Collections Query Form,” after 
“Taxon” enter “Glycine max” then click “Search” at bottom 
of page. Wait for several minutes for results to be displayed.
 (1) The 40 largest global Glycine max [domesticated 
soybean] germplasm collections–in descending order of no. 
of accessions in collection. (1) Institute of Crop Germplasm 
Resources (CAAS), China, 23,578 accessions. (2) Soybean 
Germplasm Collection, USDA, USA, 18,046. (3) Asian 
Vegetable Research and Development Centre (AVRDC), 
Taiwan, 12,508. (4) Nanjing Agricultural University, China, 
10,000. (5) Institute of Agroecology and Biotechnology, 
Ukraine, 7,000. (6) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant 
Industry, Russia, 6,126. (7) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa 
de Recursos Geneticos e Biotec. (CENARGEN), Brazil, 
4,693. (8) Soybean Research Institute Jilin Academy of 
Agric. Sciences, China, 4,200. (9) All India Coordinated 
Research Project on Soybean, Govind Bal. Pant Univ., India, 
4,015. (10) Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (CNPSO), 
EMBRAPA, Brazil, 4,000.
 (11) Department of Genetic Resources I Nation. Inst. 
of Agrobiol. Resour. Japan, 3,741. (12) Crop Experiment 
Station Upland Crops Research Division, Korea, Republic 
of, 3,678. (13) Australian Tropical Crops Genetic Research 
Centre, Australia, 3,144. (14) Genebank, Inst. for Plant 
Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK), Germany, 
3,063. (15) Regional Station, National Bureau of Plant 
Genetic Resources (NBPGR), India, 2,808. (16) Taiwan 
Agricultural Research Institute (TARI), Taiwan, 2,699. (17) 
National Research Centre for Soybean, India, 2,500. (18) 
Crop Breeding Institute DR & SS, Zimbabwe, 2,236. (19) 
Sukamandi Research Institute for Food Crops (SURIF), 
Indonesia 2,194. All the 2,194 Glycine max (cultivated 
soybean) accessions in this collection are from Australia, 
China (including Taiwan), Japan, and USA. None are 
apparently indigenous to Indonesia. Why? (20) Nanjing 
Agricultural University, China, 2,168.
 (21) Instituto Agronomico de Campinas (I.A.C.), 
Brazil, 2,000. (22) National Plant Genetic Resources 
Laboratory, IPB/UPLB, Philippines, 1,764. (23) CSIRO 
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures, Australia, 1,600. 
(24) Genetic Resources Dep.–Research Inst. for Cereals 
and Ind. Crops, Romania, 1,600. (25) G.I.E. Amelioration 
Fourragere, France, 1,582. (26) Soyabean Research Institute, 
Heilongjiang Academy of Agric. Sci., China, 1,558. (27) 
Institute of Oil Crops Research CAAS, China, 1,529. (28) 
Institute of Plant Breeding, College of Agriculture UPLB, 
Philippines, 1,508. (29) Instituto Nacional de Investig. 
Agricolas, Station de Iguala, Mexico, 1,500. (30) Station 
de Genetique et Amelioration des Plantes, INRA C.R. 
Montpellier, France, 1,404.
 (31) Kariwano Laboratory, Tohoku Nat. Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Japan, 1,400. (32) Int. Institute of 
Tropical Agric. (IITA), Nigeria, 1,358. (33) Centro de 
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Investigacion La Selva, (CORPOICA), Colombia, 1,219. 
(34) Institute of Crop Breeding and Cultivation, CAAS, 
China, (1,200). (35) Institute for Field and Vegetable Crops, 
Yugoslavia, 1,200. (36) Institute of Industrial Crops Jiangsu 
Academy of Agric. Sciences, China, 1,199. (37) Corporacion 
Colombiana de Investigacion Agropecuaria, CORPOICA, 
Colombia, 1,170. (38) Genebank Cereal & Oil Crops Inst. 
Hebei Academy of Agric. Sciences, China, 1,154. (39) 
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agricolas 
y Pecuarias (INIFAP), Mexico, 1,124. (40) Maharashtra 
Association for the Cultivation of Science, India, 1,081.
 (2) Germplasm collections (105) that have G. max, G. 
soja, advanced cultivars, breeding and inbred lines, cultivars, 
genetic stocks, introgressed forms, landrace or traditional 
cultivar, mutants, wild / weedy species, or unknown. Listed 
alphabetically by country: Albania 1 collection. Argentina 3. 
Australia 3. Bolivia 1. Brazil 5. Bulgaria 1. Canada 1. Chile 
1. China 15. Colombia 2. Cuba 1. Czech Republic 1. Ecuador 
1. France 6. Germany 1. Hungary 2. India 8. Indonesia 3. 
Japan 5. Korea, Rep 1. Madagascar 1. Mexico 2. Nepal 2. 
Nigeria 1. Papua New 1. Paraguay 1. Peru 1. Philippines 2. 
Poland 1. Romania 2. Rwanda 1. Slovakia 1. South Africa 
1. Spain 1. Sri Lanka 1. Sweden 1. Switzerland 1. Taiwan 3. 
Thailand 4. Ukraine 4. Uruguay 1. Venezuela 1. Vietnam 4. 
Yugoslavia 1. Zambia 1. Zimbabwe 1.
 (3) The 23 largest global Glycine soja [wild annual 
soybean] germplasm collections–in descending order of no. 
of accessions in collection. (1) Institute of Crop Germplasm 
Resources (CAAS), China, 6,172 accessions. (2) Soybean 
Germplasm Collection, USDA, USA, 1,114. (3) Soybean 
Research Institute Jilin Academy of Agric. Sciences, China, 
600. (4) Soyabean Research Institute, Heilongjiang Academy 
of Agric. Sc., China, 400. (5) Crop Experiment Station 
Upland Crops Research Division, Korea, Republic of, 342. 
(6) Asian Vegetable Research and Development Centre 
(AVRDC), 339. (7) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant 
Industry, Russia, 310. (8) Breeding Laboratory, Faculty 
of Agriculture, Iwate University, Japan, 151. (9) CSIRO 
Division of Tropical Crops and Pastures, Australia, 60. (10) 
Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute (TARI) Taiwan, 46. 
(11) Hunan Academy of Agriculture Sciences, China, 45. 
(12) Tieling District Agricultural Research Institute, China, 
29. (13) Department of Agronomy National Chung Hsing 
University, Taiwan, 20. (14) Eastern Cereal & Oilseed 
Research Centre, Saskatoon Research Centre, Saskatchewan, 
Canada, 18. (15) Soyabean Breeding Laboratory, Tokachi 
Agric. Exp. Station, Nemuro, Hokkaido, Japan, 15. (16) 
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agricolas y 
Pecuarias (INIFAP), Mexico, 9. (17) All India Coordinated 
Res. Project on Soybean, Govind Bal. Plant Univ., India, 7. 
(18) Maharashtra Association for the Cultivation of Science, 
India, 6. (19) Sukamandi Research Institute for Food Crops 
(SURIF), Indonesia, 4. (20) Research Institute for Food 
Crops Biotechnology–RIFCB, Indonesia, 4. (21) Kariwano 

Laboratory, Tohoku Nat. Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Japan, 3. (22) Genebank, Inst. for Plant Genetics and Crop 
Plant Research (IPK), Germany, 2. (23) S.K. University of 
Agriculture and Technology, India, 1.
 (4) Germplasm collections that have at least one wild 
perennial relative of the soybean (Glycine species, such as 
Glycine clandestina), in descending order of total number of 
accessions: (1) CSIRO Division of Plant Industry, Australia, 
2,102. (2) USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, USA, 
919. (3) Plant Genetic Resources Unit, Agricultural Research 
Council, South Africa, 281. (4) CSIRO Division of Tropical 
Crops and Pastures, Australia, 87. (5) Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Centre (AVDRC), Taiwan, 69. 
(6) N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant Industry, Russia, 
31. (7) Breeding Laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture, Iwate 
University, Japan, 23. (8) National Dept. of Agriculture, 
Dir. of Plant and Quality Control, South Africa, 23. (9) Seed 
Bank, Seed Conservation Sect. Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
UK, 1.

4948. Vandemoortele, N.V. 2009. Vandemoortele N.V. and 
Dean Foods announce an agreement for Dean Foods to 
acquire Alpro (News release). Ghent, Belgium. 2 p. June 15.
• Summary: “Gent, Belgium, June 15, 2009, Vandemoortele, 
N.V., Belgium’s largest privately-held food company, 
and Dean Foods Company (NYSE: DF) today announced 
an agreement for Dean Foods Company to acquire 
Vandemoortele’s Alpro Division. The transaction’s price 
is approximately 325 million euros. It is expected to be 
completed in the third quarter.
 “Jean Vandemoortele, President of the Group Executive 
Committee of Vandemoortele, said, ‘Earlier this year, 
we decided to change our strategy by focusing on our 
Frozen Bakery and Margarine & Fats activities, which 
represent together 80 percent of the Group’s turnover and 
are essentially oriented towards professional and industrial 
customers. Selling Alpro to Dean Foods offers the best 
opportunities for future growth, both for our Frozen Bakery 
and Margarine & Fats activities, which will have the 
necessary resources to pursue their expansion in Europe, and 
for Alpro and its staff, which provides a strong European 
platform for Dean Foods.’
 “’We think this is a great deal and establishes Dean 
Foods as a clear global leader with over $1 billion in 
annual retail sales in the attractive soy beverages and 
related products category,’ said Gregg Engles, Dean Foods 
Chairman and CEO. ‘This is one of the most strategic assets 
we could have acquired. We see signifi cant opportunities to 
leverage the collective strengths of both businesses across a 
global soy platform to accelerate growth.’”
 “With its Alpro (R) soya and Provamel (R) brands, 
Alpro is the European leader in branded soybased beverage 
and food products and had net sales of approximately 260 
million euros in 2008. Alpro has fi ve manufacturing sites in 
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Belgium, the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands, 
and employs approximately 750 people.
 “Alpro CEO Bernard Deryckere will report to Joe 
Scalzo, CEO and President of Dean Foods WhiteWave-
Morningstar division. Alpro will be run as a separate 
European business.”
 Note: Those who know say that Dean Foods paid about 
$400 million for Alpro–which may equate at the time to 325 
million euros.

4949. Shurtleff, William. 2009. Re: Research on soy sauce 
in the archives of the Dutch East India in the Hague, 
Netherlands. Letter (e-mail) to Dana Jacobi, food writer, 
New York City, Aug. 1. 1 p.
• Summary: “Did I tell you that I hired an expert in Dutch 
archival research for two years to send me documents 
showing how the Dutch brought ‘soy’ [sauce] from the Dutch 
East Indies to Amsterdam–when they were sent and sold 
everywhere by Dutch and British merchants with ships.
 “Soy sauce was being sold in retail shops in New 
York City by 1750–the fi rst form of soy to arrive in the 
British North America, even before the soybean itself. Of 
course nobody but Samuel Bowen realized that ‘soy’ was 
made from soybeans. Bowen was the fi rst to actually make 
commercial soy sauce in the British North America.
 “He had worked at the archives of the Dutch East India 
Co. for years and could read the handwritten Old Dutch that 
appears in the letters, logs, manifests, etc. He sent me both 
photocopies of the originals and his translations into English 
of the relevant parts.
 “He made a breakthrough when we realized that by 1637 
the Japanese were using the ancient word for soy sauce–
Murasaki–which means ‘deep purple.’
 “The only Japanese food item that the Dutch loved more 
than soy was–guess what–sake! The more things change, 
the more they stay the same. The Dutch also ordered lots of 
miso, umeboshi, and pickled vegetables for their personal 
tables at Dutch trading posts in the East Indies
 “That story, now ready to be published, is fi lled with 
interesting and unexpected twists and turns. I hope to have 
a it published as part of the History of Soy Sauce on our 
website within the next 12 months.” Address: Founder and 
Director, Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 
94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.

4950. Shurtleff, William. 2009. Re: Research on and 
questions about the early history of ketchup. Letter (e-mail) 
to Dana Jacobi, food writer, New York City, Aug. 1. 1 p.
• Summary: “I have been doing serious research on a soy-
related food problem for the last 5 years: Ketchup.
 “Andrew Smith has written a good book about it, but I 
feel he misses the key point concerning its origin.
 “Ketchup–also spelled ketjap, ketchap, or kecap in 
Malay or Indonesian–means ‘soy sauce.’

 “Yet ketjap manis (‘sweet soy sauce’) is thick and sweet 
(with herbs and spices), rather like today’s tomato ketchup, 
yet expensive (since it had to be imported by the Dutch from 
the Dutch East Indies) and made with an ingredient (the 
soybean) that was largely unknown in Europe at the time.
 “Soon the British and Dutch were at work making less 
expensive imitations: Walnut ketchup, tomato ketchup, 
mushroom ketchup, oyster ketchup, etc.
 “I have more than 30 ads from newspapers of the 1700s 
showing ‘soy’ (as soy sauce was then called) in ads from 
New York and other North American ports advertised right 
next to ketchup.
 “And lots more–its an amazing story: ‘How ketchup 
came to the West.’ Kind of like your mustard blog story but 
much harder to work out its history. I wish I had a year to 
spend on only this esoteric puzzle. I’d go to the Hague, fi nd 
an expert helper, and search the archives of the Dutch East 
India company. I’m quite sure I could make the link and 
rewrite the early history of ketchup.” Address: Founder and 
Director, Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 234, Lafayette, California 
94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.

4951. Siregar, Masdjidin. 2009. Biofuel development at the 
crossroads: Short article. CAPSA Flash 7(5):1. Aug.
• Summary: “The dependence on foreign non-renewable 
sources of energy has been urging most countries to fi nd 
paths to energy independence such as those that promote the 
expansion of biofuel production. The primary forces behind 
the continued surge in biofuel production and capacity 
expansion were a combination of blending mandates and 
tax subsidies in several countries, with strong support from 
agricultural interests. Many countries such as the USA, the 
United Kingdom, Japan, China, and the European Union 
(EU) have targeted to expand biofuel production and have 
enacted mandates for blending biofuels into vehicle fuels 
in the future. Consequently the production of biofuel will 
increase consistently.”
 In 2007, production of biodiesel from feedstocks such as 
soy, rapeseed, mustard seed, palm oil, and waste vegetable 
oils rose an estimated 33% to 8 billion litres.
 The OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) 
commissioned a study prepared by IIASA (The International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, located in Austria, 
near Vienna; founded in 1972). Titled “Biofuels and Food 
Security” and released on 18 March 2009, its key fi ndings 
are: “First, factors that cause the increase in food price 
include increased demand for biofuels’ feedstocks and rising 
agricultural fuel and fertilizer prices. Biofuel development 
scenarios indicate a strong relationship between agricultural 
prices and the share of fi rst generation biofuels [feedstocks 
that could enter the human or animal food chain, such as 
corn, soybeans, rapeseed, etc.] in total transport fuels. For 
example, a with biofuel share of 4%, the cereal price index 
increases by 20%; and with 7% biofuel target, the cereal 
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price index increases by 40%. Thus, biofuel development 
will seriously affect food security and this is a factor in rising 
hunger.
 “Second, biofuel production absorbs cereal production. 
For different biofuel scenarios, about 66% of cereal used for 
ethanol production in 2020 will be obtained from increased 
crop production, 24% from reduced feed use, and 10% from 
reduced food use.
 “Third, biofuel development provides modest benefi ts 
for rural development. The increase in agricultural value-
added induced by fi rst generation biofuel production is 
relatively small.
 “Fourth, the net greenhouse gas savings resulting 
from expansion of biofuels can only be expected after 30 
years. For shorter periods, net greenhouse gas balances are 
dominated by carbon debts due to direct and indirect land use 
changes.
 “Fifth, the impact of biofuel development scenarios will 
be the increase in net expansion of cultivated land during 
2000-2020 by 20-40 per cent. Sixth, biofuel development 
fuels deforestation. The analysis of biofuel development 
scenarios suggest that any prolonged dependence on the 
fi rst generation biofuels will result in increased risk of 
deforestation with the inherent consequences of substantial 
carbon emissions and biodiversity loss.
 “Finally, the OFID study concluded that the 
development of second generation of biofuel using biomass 
residues from agricultural crops and forestry is imperative 
to minimize, if not to eliminate, the negative impacts of the 
fi rst generation of biofuels. However, while the technology 
development of second generation of biofuels seems to take 
a relatively long period of time to be economically feasible, 
the development of fi rst generation biofuels that can compete 
with fossil fuel and minimize the negative impacts remains 
necessary.” Address: Consultant for Japan International 
Research Center for Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS), Bogor, 
Indonesia.

4952. Ions, Laura; Wakeling, D.; Ford, D. 2009. Can 
soyabean isofl avones mimic the effects of energy restriction 
on healthy ageing. Nutrition Bulletin (British Nutrition 
Foundation) 34(3):303-08. Sept. [42 ref]
• Summary: Energy [calorie] restriction has been shown 
repeatedly, since the 1940s, to extend the lifespan of various 
distinct species including yeast, fl ies, worms, and mammals. 
Moreover, it is the only known dietary measure effective 
in signifi cantly increasing lifespan across a wide range of 
species. However current research suggests a role in this area 
for the best-established dietary mimic of energy restriction, 
the red grape polyphenol, resveratrol.
 “Preliminary observations made in human intestinal 
cells reveal that isofl avones found in the soyabean may 
share some of these functional properties and so highlight 
the potential for a diet rich in these compounds to promote 

healthy ageing.” Address: Human Nutrition Research Centre 
and Institute for Cell and Molecular Biosciences, Newcastle 
Univ., Newcastle upon Tyne, UK.

4953. SoyaScan Notes. 2009. Chronology of major soy-
related events and trends during 2009 (Overview). Dec. 31. 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Jan. 7–The USDA calls for an audit of 
the soybean checkoff program. The American Soybean 
Association had fi led a complaint on 10 Dec. 2008.
 May–Monsanto fi les a lawsuit against DuPont for patent 
infringement; DuPont countersues, accusing Monsanto of 
being anti-competitive.
 June 15–Vandemoortele N.V. (Belgium) and Dean 
Foods (Texas) announce an agreement whereby Dean 
Foods will acquire Vandemoortele’s Alpro Division. The 
transaction’s price is approximately 325 million euros [$400 
million]. It is expected to be completed in the third quarter 
of 2009. With its Alpro (R) soya and Provamel (R) brands, 
Alpro is the European leader in branded soy-based beverage 
and food products and had net sales of approximately 260 
million euros in 2008. Alpro has fi ve manufacturing sites in 
Belgium, the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands, 
and employs approximately 750 people.
 June–SunOpta opens a soymilk / soybase plant in 
Modesto, California, about 5 minutes drive from the plant 
owned by the WholeSoy Co.
 July 13–Monsanto acquires WestBred, LLC, a Montana-
based company that specializes in wheat germplasm. 
Worldwide, over the past 5 years, there is growing interest 
among farmers and farm organizations in genetic engineering 
of wheat.
 Aug. 17–Monsanto and DuPont (via Pioneer Hi-Bred), 
the world’s two biggest sellers of genetically engineered 
seeds, turn up the volume in their latest skirmish. DuPont 
accuses Monsanto of monopolistic practices. The two giants 
are battling for control of the seed business.

4954. Hooper, L.; Ryder, J.J.; Kurzer, M.S.; Lampe, J.W.; 
Messina, M.J.; Phipps, W.R.; Cassidy, A. 2009. Effects 
of soy protein and isofl avones on circulating hormone 
concentrations in pre- and post-menopausal women: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis. Human Reproduction 
Update 15(4):423-40. [70 ref]
• Summary: “Background: Hormonal effects of soy and 
isofl avones have been investigated in numerous trials with 
equivocal fi ndings. We aimed to systematically assess the 
effects of soy and isofl avones on circulating estrogen and 
other hormones in pre- and post-menopausal women.
 Conclusions: “Isofl avone-rich soy products decrease 
FSH [follicle-stimulating hormone] and LH [luteinizing 
hormone] in premenopausal women and may increase 
estradiol in post-menopausal women. The clinical 
implications of these modest hormonal changes remain to 
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be determined.” Address: 1. Div. of Pathology and Lab. 
Medicine, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4955. Carr, Stephen. 2010. Patience a virtue in miso making: 
Englishman Tony Flenley sticks with tradition, keeps 
105-year-old Osaka business alive. Japan Times. April 3. 
[Eng]
• Summary: Flenley is the managing director of Osaka Miso 
Jozo in central Osaka. He has run the company for 20 years–
since April 1990. Flenley fi rst came to Japan in 1977 after 
graduating from the University of Swansea, South Wales. He 
worked as an English teacher and married a local Japanese 
girl whose father had been running a well-established miso 
business since several years after World War II.
 Consumption of miso has been decreasing in Japan and 
the quality has been going down as large manufacturers (and 
consumers) focus on low-price products. “Flenley believes 
that ‘the insistence on cheap prices by supermarkets’ is 
killing Japanese food culture. ‘It’s not just miso. If food 
producers are continually forced to keep prices down, they 
can survive only by making inferior products. The Japanese 
are getting used to the taste of cheap food.’
 “Another example, he says, is natto fermented soybeans, 
which are only half fermented when you buy them in a 
supermarket. If you eat it a couple of weeks after the sell-by 
date, it will be properly fermented!”
 “Domestic consumption is down, with 1,300 miso 
manufacturing plants nationwide compared with 1,600 a 
decade ago. Production is 520,000 tons, as against 560,000 
tons at the beginning of the decade. But miso exports today 
stand at 6,200 tons, more than double the 3,000 at the turn of 
the century.”
 Photos show: (1) Flenley, with arms folded, standing in 
front of 50-year-old wooden barrels where red miso is aged 
for two years. (2) Flenley works with an employee at the 
105-year-old miso company. Address: Tokyo.

4956. Food Standards Australia New Zealand,. 2010. 
Reformulated Bonsoy soy milk without kombu seaweed to 
return to shelves (Web article). http://www.foodstandards.
gov.au/ scienceandeducation/ factsheets/ factsheets2010/ 
reformulatedbonsoyso4785.cfm 1 p. Posted April 28.
• Summary: “Food and Health authorities today confi rmed 
that Bonsoy soy milk, reformulated without kombu seaweed 
extract, could return to sale.
 “On the 24 December 2009, Food Standards Australia 
New Zealand (FSANZ) coordinated a national food recall 
and issued a media release advising people not to consume 
Bonsoy soy milk with all best before dates. This followed a 
cluster of nine adults aged from 29 to 47, and one child, who 
presented in NSW with thyroid problems.
 “A national medical reporting system has been 
established in Australia. Between 23 December 2009 and 
15 March 2010, there were 50 cases of thyroid dysfunction 

reported to public health units in Australia that are suspected 
to be associated with the consumption of Bonsoy soy milk.
 “Bonsoy soy milk was enriched with kombu which is a 
seaweed product. Upon testing, the Bonsoy milk with added 
kombu was found to be the only product with excessively 
high levels of iodine. This product was also recalled in the 
UK, Ireland, Singapore and Hong Kong.
 “The levels of iodine in the Bonsoy soy milk were at a 
level that is likely to exceed the safe limit for iodine when as 
little as 30ml (one eighth of a cup) is consumed per day by 
an adult. The only soy milk product identifi ed through testing 
to have high levels of iodine was Bonsoy soy milk.
 “FSANZ is also coordinating further testing of a range 
of beverages enriched with seaweed and other seaweed 
containing products. Any found to have unsafe levels of 
iodine will be recalled.
 “Food and Health Authorities remind anyone with 1 
litre tetra packs of the original Bonsoy soy milk with kombu, 
with all best before dates, that they should not consume 
them and should safely dispose of them or return same to 
place of purchase. Anyone who has consumed the earlier 
batches of Bonsoy with kombu over a prolonged time who 
feels generally unwell should consult their doctor.” Address: 
Australia.

4957. Messina, Mark J. 2010. The war has been lost: 
Update on research on the health benefi ts and risks of soy 
(Interview). SoyaScan Notes. May 31. Conducted by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: The image of the safety or healthfulness of 
soyfoods, primarily on the Web, in large part due to the 
Weston A. Price Foundation, is getting worse and worse. 
Mark fears that the future of soy as a human food looks 
bleak, and that sales of soyfoods and ingredients will decline 
over the next 20 years–even though the nutritional science is 
making soy look better and better.
 For example, the research on the safety of soy for 
people with thyroid problems is now solid. Soy does not 
cause thyroid problems in humans. Soy does cause thyroid 
problems in rats but rats are a bad model to use for studying 
this problem. Even for people living in a goiter belt–a place 
with iodine depleted soil–consuming soy is not a problem.
 The research on the safety of soy for women with breast 
cancer is becoming more solid. The paper by Shu et al. is 
the most important development although the Guha paper 
is also basically supportive of safety. The paper by Messina 
and Wood discusses the clinical work. Add to this the fact 
that there is another paper albeit smaller in size that will be 
published soon that supports the paper by Shu and that it is 
now known that the animal studies aren’t very relevant to 
humans because the amount of biologically active genistein 
in circulation is much higher in mice than in humans makes 
a pretty strong case. The editorial by Messina, Abrams and 
Hardy that makes the case succinctly.
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 It is quite clear that if a young girl has one serving of 
soymilk a day for life, that will reduce her risk of breast 
cancer. Likewise for women with breast cancer. However, 
nothing is clear when it comes to chronic disease and diet. 
The hypothesis is quite intriguing and has epidemiologic and 
animal data in support of it. However, without clinical data it 
will remain speculative. Nevertheless, because the potential 
benefi t is so great, the amount of soy need for protection 
so small (one serving) and that in my view there is no 
disadvantage to consuming soy, it seems like a no brainer to 
make a recommendation for girls to consume one serving per 
day.
 The area where we have the fewest good studies and the 
biggest knowledge gap is in safety of soy for young children. 
Seventh-day Adventist children have been consuming 
soymilk for more than 60 years with no reported problems, 
yet this needs to be studied scientifi cally. A good two-year 
study has been designed but has yet to be funded.
 There has been a big decrease is sales of soy infant 
formulae over the past ten years due to uncertainty in this 
area.
 The main are of concern today is with isofl avones / 
phytoestrogens (such as genistein), which are classifi ed as 
endocrine disruptors. The anti-soy faction likes to talk about 
“estrogens in soy” as being risky and about feminization.
 The Weston A. Price Foundation (WAPF) recently had 
their 10th annual conference / meeting in Chicago; 1,000 
people attended. Their focus was not anti-soy, although a few 
such comments were made.
 Note: According to Wikipedia, the organization was 
founded in 1999 by Sally Fallon and Mary G. Enig, PhD. 
Headquartered in Washington, DC, it is a “501(c)(3) non-
profi t organization dedicated to ‘restoring nutrient-dense 
foods to the American diet through education, research and 
activism.’ Its goals include disseminating the research and 
dietary advice of dentist and nutritional researcher Weston 
A. Price, who studied the foods and health of isolated non-
industrialized peoples around the world, and supporting 
the scientifi c validation of traditional diets.” Their anti-soy 
program is named “Soy Alert!” and they repeatedly refer to 
soy as “toxic.” “In 2010 its membership numbered 13,000 
and was growing at an annual rate of 10%, according to 
The Washington Post (6 Aug. 2008). It has more than 
450 community-driven chapters across the United States, 
and international chapters in Australia, Canada, Finland, 
Germany, Pakistan, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and 
various other countries.”
 Mark regrets that he agreed to debate Sally Fallon. 
She made a number of false claims, such as Illinois prison 
inmates were being fed 100 gm of soy protein a day.
 Alpro Soya recently released an excellent cartoon video 
commercial titled “Great Ideas Often Take a Long Time to 
Sink in” as part of its “Join the movement now” campaign. It 
encourages people to change their diet by replacing meat and 

dairy by an alternative just once a week.
 White Wave [Dean Foods] is no longer funding scientifi c 
studies on soy–as they were a year ago. They have turned all 
their soy activities over to a PR fi rm. Mark fi nds this very 
disappointing. However the Silk Soy Nutrition Center has a 
good website (soynutrition.com) which focuses on the health 
benefi ts of soy.
 The next soy conference will be in October. Kaayla 
Daniel is writing a new book of anecdotes about how she has 
helped people who had nutritional problems with soy.
 What evidence does Mark have that people are 
concerned about the safety of soyfoods? (1) The United 
Soybean Board (USB) has sponsored a booth at the annual 
meeting of the American Dietetic Association each year for 
at least the last 15 years. The booth is organized by Publicis, 
the USB’s PR agency. The purpose is to provide information 
about soy oil and soyfoods. Materials are provided and 
usually a soy-related product served or handed out. It could 
be edamame or soynuts or chap stick made with soy oil. The 
ADA show attracts about 10,000 dietitians. Mark has staffed 
the booth every year (except one when he was unavailable) 
to answer questions about soy nutrition. He answers about 
50 questions during the 3-day meeting. Most of the questions 
are about soyfoods (rather than soy oil). He has watched the 
nature of these questions change over the years. Initially they 
were about ways to incorporate more soy into the diet. Now 
they are about the safety of soyfoods and soy formula, and 
about isofl avones.
 (2) He is often contacted by non-scientifi c journalists 
who want to interview him for radio, TV, or the Web / blogs. 
Here again he is now hearing the same safety concerns. (3) 
Mark gives many talks about soy nutrition each year. After 
a typical talk, he opens it up for questions. Here, also, he 
gets mostly questions about the safety of soy. (4) Mark’s 
wife, Ginny, does a great deal of work promoting vegetarian 
and vegan diets. She says that support for soy is weakening 
among vegetarians. (5) On the Web, the number of negative 
stories about soy nutrition is growing. Almost all are based 
on hearsay rather than on science. (6) Mark increasingly 
hears negative comments about soy at random. In short, the 
climate has changed dramatically since 1990, when the trend 
was “straight up,” to today when things are looking down. 
Mark has no reason to believe that this downward trend will 
not continue.
 Twenty years ago they soy industry should have 
developed a long-term strategy, with adequate funding, to 
respond to the anti-soy faction disinformation campaign 
with science-based facts. But the industry was unwilling to 
do this. They thought it would go away, that it was just a 
passing fad, or that it was not important and would not have 
any signifi cant effect on the market, which was growing 
rapidly at the time. Mark did everything he could to try to 
convince the soy industry that this was a real concern and 
that they should take action. There is still no interest in a 
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long-term strategy, but now it is probably too late. Address: 
PhD, 429 Calhoun St., Port Townsend, Washington 98368. 
Phone: 360-379-9544.

4958. VegeScan Notes. 2010. When was A. Bronson Alcott in 
England at Ham House; a brief chronology (Overview). June 
25. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1842 May to Aug.–He spends four months at 
Ham House near London. “Alcott’s friends in New England, 
particularly Emerson, furnished the money for his voyage to 
England in May, 1842;... his expenses while there were met 
by his English inviters and their friends” (Sanborn, p. 21-22).

4959. Butler, Justine. 2010. Ignore the anti-soya 
scaremongers: There’s no evidence that soya is harmful 
to humans. In fact both we and the planet would benefi t 
tremendously from eating more. Guardian (England). July 1.
• Summary: “Soya is the great divider; you’re either for it, 
or against it. Is this humble pulse really such a demon bean, 
or is the anti-soya brigade using scare stories and pseudo 
science to further their own agenda? If you look carefully, 
most anti-soya stories can be traced back to one single group 
in the US called the Weston A Price Foundation (WAPF).
 “WAPF claims to be dedicated to promoting good 
nutrition by restoring nutrient-dense animal products to the 
diet–particularly unpasteurised “raw” whole milk. It claims 
that saturated animal fat is essential for good health and that 
animal fat intake and high cholesterol levels have no link 
with heart disease or cancer. They say that vegetarians have 
lower life expectancy than meat-eaters, and that historically 
humans have always eaten large amounts of animal fat. 
All this, of course, contradicts all the leading health 
advisory bodies in the world, including the World Health 
Organisation, American Dietetic Association and the British 
Medical Association.
 “This US-based fringe organisation is bent on citing 
scientifi cally fl awed studies to promote their own agenda and 
has infl uenced a vast number of consumers, duping them into 
thinking of soya as some sort of dietary pariah.”
 “One of the concerns raised about soya is that the 
phytoestrogens (plant hormones) found in soya foods may 
disrupt sexual development and affect fertility. If there was 
any evidence for this in humans at all, the UK government 
would have banned soya infant formula or at least issued 
health warnings.
 “Even after commissioning a 440-page investigation 
into the safety of soya–they have not issued such warnings 
because there was no evidence for any harmful effect. The 
2003 Department of Health’s committee on toxicity report 
acknowledged that there was no evidence that people who 
regularly eat high quantities of soya, such as the Chinese 
and Japanese, have altered sexual development or impaired 
fertility. It should be remembered that China is the world’s 
most populous nation, with over 1.3 billion citizens, and 

who have been consuming soya for over 3,000 years. In 
reality, there is no scientifi c evidence that the consumption 
of soya is harmful to humans. The majority of what the 
WAPF says is anecdotal, untrue or based on scientifi cally 
fl awed animal experiments. First, phytoestrogens behave 
differently in different species, so animal studies are 
not applicable to humans. Second, the intestines act as a 
barrier to phytoestrogens, so artifi cially boosting levels in 
animals by injection has no relevance. Finally, many of 
these experiments have exposed animals to phytoestrogens 
at levels many, many times higher than those absorbed by 
people eating soya. “More and more scientists and doctors 
are acknowledging that the results of animal experiments 
should not form the basis of a public health policy. Dr 
Kenneth Setchell, professor of paediatrics at Cincinnati 
Children’s Hospital, states that mice, rats and monkeys 
all metabolise soya isofl avones differently from humans 
and that the only appropriate model for examining human 
reproductive development is the human infant. About 25% 
of infants in the US are fed soya formula. Many of them are 
now well into their late 30s and early 40s. The absence of 
any reported ill-effects would suggest there are none, either 
biological or clinical. “In fact, soya beans contain a wide 
range of valuable nutrients and are an excellent source of 
protein. Evidence shows that soya protein lowers cholesterol 
and protects against cardiovascular disease. Soya foods 
protect against diabetes, menopausal hot fl ushes and certain 
cancers. There is good evidence that eating soya foods in 
adolescence and as an adult lowers the risk of breast cancer. 
Recent evidence showed that this protective effect of soya 
also applies to women who have been diagnosed with 
breast cancer. Soya foods may also help boost bone health 
and cognitive ability in some people. The number of peer-
reviewed scientifi c studies reporting the benefi cial health 
effects of soya continues to grow.” Address: UK.

4960. SoyaScan Notes. 2010. What words for “ketchup” 
appear in “Eighteenth Century Collections Online” (ECCO) 
documents (from Gale / Cengage)? How often and from 
when to when? (Overview). Aug. 4. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: An online database titled “ECCO,” produced 
by Gale / Cengage contains more than 180,000 titles, 
mostly from Great Britain, from the period 1680 to 1799 in 
digitized, computer-searchable form.
 The word “catchup” appears in about 284 documents 
from 1707 to 1800.
 The word “ketchup” appears in about 211 documents 
from 1678 to 1800.
 The word “catsup” appears in about 80 documents from 
1735 to 1800.
 The word “katchup” appears in about 29 documents 
from 1732 to 1795.
 The word “catchups” appears in about 24 documents 
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from 1718 to 1800.
 The word “catchap” appears in about 18 documents 
from 1741 to 1798.
 The word “catchop” appears in about 18 documents 
from 1737 to 1799.
 The word “ketchups” appears in about 3 documents 
from 1792 to 1800.
 The word “catsups” appears in about 2 documents from 
1799 to 1800.
 Clearly “catchup” is the most commonly used word. 
Other words that appear are “katchop” (in 8 documents), 
“katch-up” (in 2), “ketchop” (in 9), “ketchap” (in 3), 
“kichap” (in 1), “kitchap” (in 3), and “catsap” (in 1).
 The word “soy” appears in quite a few of these 
documents near the word for ketchup.

4961. SoyaScan Notes. 2010. What words for “ketchup” 
appear in “17th and 18th century Burney Collection Online” 
(ECCO) documents (from Gale / Cengage)? How often 
and from when to when? (Overview). Aug. 4. Compiled by 
William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: An online database often referred as the 
“Burney Collection,” produced by Gale / Cengage in 
cooperation with the British Library, contains the full text of 
1,270 newspaper titles from Great Britain, from the period 
1603 to the early 1800s in digitized, computer-searchable 
form.
 The word “ketchup” or “ketchups” appears in about 766 
documents.
 The word “catchup” or “catchups” appears in about 138 
documents.
 The word “catsup” or “catsups” appears in about 15 
documents.
 Clearly “ketchup” is the most commonly used word. 
Other words that appear are “katch-up” (in 1 document), 
“ketchop” (in 2), and “catchop” (in 1).
 The word “soy” appears in quite a few of these 
documents near the word for ketchup.

4962. Drosihn, Bernd. 2010. Tofutown.com: Network 
of activities. To do list for a sustainable world. Portrait 
[Tofutown.com: Network of activities. To do list for a 
sustainable world. Portrait]. Tofutown Wiesbaum, Germany: 
Tofutown.com. 12 p. Illust. (all color). 30 cm. [Ger]
• Summary: Contents: Tofu is coming: In 1980 tofu was 
sold in about 100 Reform Houses, Bioläden, and vegetarian 
restaurants in Germany. In 2010 it is sold at more than 
40,000 locations in a great variety of forms. Tofutown is 
there: Making it easy for people to eat and drink without 
going through the detour of animals.
 After 30 years of making tofu in Germany, all is well. 
Photos show and earlier and present view of the company’s 
plant.
 Brands: Viana: Listen to your heart. Veggie life. 

Demeter (First soya sprout drink). Soyatoo whipped soy 
cream. Private labels. Tofu Musick.
 Marketing. To youth. Quality. Customer relations.
 Protecting animals and the environment, health. We 
believe in food democracy. Tofuismus No. 6. “In a Tofu 
Body lives a Tofu Spirit.”
 Tofu Fact No. 4. Four photos inside and outside the 
company’s headquarters.
 Nine website URLs and four photos. Very big numbers. 
Awards and prizes.
 Milestones in the company’s history / chronology: 
1981/82–Founding of the tofu collective Soyastern, at 
the time the 3rd so-called “Tofurei” in Germany. In the 
1970s and 1980s many small tofu projects were based on 
vegetarianism.
 1988–Founding of Viana Naturkost GmbH on Cologne.
 1990–Move to a larger building in Cologne.
 1992.–Move to a former dairy in Euskirchen 
Kuchenheim.
 1995. Expansion. 1997 Expansion.
 1999–Move into a new building in Wiesbaum / 
Vulkaneifel.
 2001. Detour to Wiesbaum.
 2002–Develop the “Veggie Life” brand.
 2003–Rename the company Tofutown GmbH.
 2004–Development of the “Soyatoo!” brand.
 2005–Major expansion of the cold storage area and the 
fi nal packing area.
 2007–Expansion of production.
 2008–Start-up a Spaceshuttle Tofu- and Soymilk plant.
 2009–Establish Tofutown North America LLC in San 
Francisco, California, for marketing the company’s products 
in North America and Canada.
 Note: During the years 2008 (Inbetriebname) and 2010 
(Take over a modern production facility formerly owned by 
De-Vau-Ge Gesundkostwerk in Lueneberg) the story gets 
very complex, so Shurtleff writes Drosihn to please explain 
what it means. He kindly explains the 2010 entry in an 
e-mail dated 1 Nov. 2010: “I’ll try to answer your questions. 
It is a little Gordian [knot] and complex: De-Vau-Ge in 
Lüneburg is a ‘big city’ and we did take over a ‘small garage’ 
(a small but separate building including about 60 employees) 
where the home of the ‘vegetarian production’ has been 
situated for years. The present owners of the ‘De-Vau-Ge 
Dailycer Group’ (50% is owned by ‘One Private Equity’ a 
Chase Manhattan Bank PE Company and 50% is owned by 
the Seventh-day Adventist Foundation ‘MSP’) focused the 
company strictly to the core business ‘breakfast cereals’ and 
carved out everything else to spin off. (Vegetarian Products) 
to Tofutown, Baby Food (to Sunval Company) and so on.
 Already in 2007 all the health food businesses (brands 
for so called ‘Reform Häuser’ and natural food stores and 
supermarkets) owned by De-Vau-Ge has been carved out 
to a daughter company named ‘Prima Vita’ and moved 
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to ‘Heimertingen’ in the South of Germany. So they did 
concentrate on the health food brands (most important one is 
‘Granovita,’ the other ones are ‘Eden,’ ‘Linusit,’ ‘Granovital’ 
and also the smaller ones ‘Martin Evers’ and ‘Bruno Fischer,’ 
in total maybe 10 to 15 health food brands). Nowadays 
also the other European businesses are consolidated into 
the newly developed ‘Bio Herba Group’ which is beside 
the ‘Prima Vita’ in Heimertingen also Granovita UK and 
Granovita Spain. This health food business in total is, 
compared to the De-Vau-Ge Dailycer Group, of almost no 
economic importance and is still owned by Seventh-day 
Adventist money. The De-Vau-Ge Dailycer Group is a 
competitor of the Kellogg Co. and Nestlé in breakfast cereals 
and makes about 500 billion Euro turnover [sales] per year. 
They have several locations in Europe (France, Netherlands, 
UK, Switzerland).
 “Tofutown is still very small compared to this big 
business; it has two production locations in Germany 
(Wiesbaum and Lüneburg) and a small bureau in San 
Francisco.
 “A complex story and this is only the short version. 
Good to hear that you are well and still interested in 
companies and soy foods and the developments on the 
market.
 Follow-up e-mail (Nov. 2): “There is a SoyaCow (made 
by ProSoya) grazing and giving milk in Tofutown. Frank 
Daller and Raj Gupta are both very credible people in the soy 
market.
 “Yes, you are right with the mad accountants and also 
with mad consultants.
 “I do use Google Books and Wikipedia as you do. In 
my Tofugraphy there is a scene where I tried to register a 
‘Tofu company’ at the city hall somewhere in the beginning 
of the nineties and the two guys in the line before me tried 
to register a ‘search engine.’ Both were completely unknown 
and therefore nearly impossible to register. Now we have 
Tofu in every supermarket and we have Google on every 
computer.” Address: Founder and president, Tofutown.com 
GmbH, Industrie und Gewerbe Park, D 54578 Tofutown 
Wiesbaum, Germany. Phone: 06593 9967-0.

4963. Vegetarian and Vegan Foundation. 2010. The soya 
story: Everything you wanted to know about soya. The truth 
about how it impacts our health and the environment. Bristol, 
England. 60 p. Illust. 21.5 x 28 cm. [50+ ref]
• Summary: An very nice online digital book. Contents: 
Introduction. History. Soya: the superbean! The nutritional 
power of soya (by Juliet Gellatley) (7 refs).
 Soya: the health protector (by Dr. Justine Butler): 
The health effects of soya, phytoestrogens, heart health, 
blood pressure, diabetes and CVD, diabetes, menopausal 
symptoms, bone health, breast cancer, prostate cancer, 
endometrial cancer, colon cancer, brain power, soya-based 
infant formula, thyroid function, allergies, soya production, 

summary, references (35 refs).
 Soya: a global threat? How soya impacts the 
environment. Bean cuisine! An introduction to cooking with 
soya (by Jane Easton): Ingredients, stocklists (which soyfood 
products are available at the following British supermarkets: 
Asda, Sainsbury, Tesco, Waitrose, Independent health food 
shops and Oriental food markets. A good online source of 
soyfoods is Goodness Direct {www.goodnessdirect.co.uk}).
 Soya recipes (p. 35-60).
 The section on ingredients includes: Soya beans, 
edamame (fresh soya beans), tofu (silken tofu, fi rm tofu, 
fl avored tofu {marinated, smoked, deep-fried, Tofu Rosso, 
Tofu Basil}), miso, soya sauce, soya dairy alternatives (soya 
milk, soy yoghurt).
 Tofu manufacturers: Cauldron Foods (www.
cauldronfoods.co.uk). Dragonfl y (www.tofu.co.uk). Clear 
Spot [R & R Tofu] (www.clearspottofu.co.uk; Clearspot 
is the brand). Mori-Nu (www.morinu.com). Blue Dragon 
(www.bluedragon.com). Taifun (www.taifun-tofu.de/en).
 Makers of soyfood dairy alternatives: Alpro (www.
alprosoya.co.uk). Provamel (www.provamel.com). Sojasun 
(http://en.sojasun.com). Sojade [Triballat] (www.sojade.fr). 
Granovita (www.granovita.co.uk). Soyatoo [Tofutown.com] 
(www.soyatoo.de/us). Address: 8 York Court, Wilder Street, 
Bristol BS2 8QH, UK.

4964. Tara, Bill. 2011. Re: Creative work with music, dance 
and lights in San Francisco (1966-67) before starting work 
at Erewhon in Boston. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff 
at Soyinfo Center, Feb. 13 and March 3. 2 p. Plus part of 
website printout: http://rockarchaeology101. blogspot.com/ 
2009/11/ fi rehouse-3763- sacramento-street-san.html. Printed 
Feb. 13.
• Summary: “... I signed the lease on the Firehouse (at 
3737 Sacramento St., San Francisco) from a guy who built 
a small theatre on one side of the space for a Jewish youth 
theatre group. Myself (and George Eby) met at the Ashland 
Shakespeare Festival where we were part of the company. 
The plan was to open it as an experimental theatre venue. 
We had started to do readings in the upstairs and lived there 
along with Jean Allison, a theatre major at San Francisco 
State [College]. Paul Hawken had returned from the South 
as a photographer of the civil rights movement. Paul and I 
decided to start producing events at the Firehouse.
 “We produced seven evening events that were part 
‘happening,’ part music and dance. The fi rst event was 
February 1966 and continued till April of that year. I worked 
a little at the Matrix (the fi rst Rock club in the city and did a 
little lighting work with Ray Anderson). George knew a few 
musicians so we created these crazy evenings. Paul worked 
out lighting. We featured Big Brother and the Holding Co., 
The Amazing Charlatans, the Sopwith Camel, Wildfl ower 
and The Great Society (Grace Slick’s fi rst band) as well as 
some folk and blues performers such as Jessie Fuller and Ale 
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Extrom.
 “Ray Anderson and Elias Romero did light shows and 
fi lm, we had actors, dancers and generally a crazy time. 
We had some of the fi rst light shows in the city. We had to 
move out since the building was sold and was to be turned 
into a parking lot. The last event was called the Wreckers 
Ball. After moving out Paul Hawkins, Jean and I formed 
the Calliope Company. Our group also included Wally 
Gorell [see handbill for concert on 26 July 1966]. We had a 
warehouse South of Market [on Hariett St.] and Paul and I 
fi tted it out and lived there as well as using it as a rehearsal 
space and a studio for the light shows. We produced several 
Rock Concert / Dances in the California Hall featuring the 
Dead and the Airplane [Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane]. 
One of these was October 31, 1966 and called the “Dance 
of Death” generally credited as being produced by Bob 
McKendrick–he was the money man. It was scheduled on 
the same night that Ken Kesey was trying to do the Acid Test 
Graduation and the Dead had signed a contract they couldn’t 
break. The best version of this story is in The Electric Kool-
Aid Acid Test, by Tom Wolfe.
 “Paul was introduced to macrobiotics through a book 
by Ohsawa given to him by Roger Hillyard who was 
also doing light shows. Paul and I were both interested in 
Eastern philosophy and environmental issues. We started 
to experiment with diet and had fun doing it. Paul and I 
sought out sources in SF for miso etc. and started to meet 
some people who had studied with Michio Kushi in Boston. 
Renee Gremore (later Tara), Paul Petrofsky (founder [with 
Hy Lerner] of Baldwin Hills Bakery) and Evan Root (the 
fi rst Erewhon worker). We invited Herman Aihara down to 
give a talk to a group of outrageous hippies in the warehouse 
backed by a huge American fl ag. Years later Herman would 
comment how he was fi rst to teach the ‘hippies.’ Paul went 
to the East Coast to install a light show in Washington, DC, 
visited Boston, met Michio and Aveline, and told me that 
Michio was the real deal.
 “I was just fi nishing a show I directed but within a few 
months, Jean, Wally and I had moved to Boston. Roger 
came later. Paul, Jean, Wally, Roger and I all ended up in the 
Erewhon crew.”
 Note: Bill now lives in Scotland and has spent about 15 
years in the UK since 1970. He lived for a while in Portugal. 
He was born and raised in Santa Cruz, California.

4965. Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (The). 2011. The Hain 
Pure Food Company history (Website printout–part). www.
hainpurefoods.com/about_us/history.php Printed March 6.
• Summary: A superb, detailed history–one of the best seen 
on the web. Combine this history with the chronology in the 
Hain Celestial Group’s 10th anniversary annual report, and 
you have a very good history of Hain. However, one question 
remains: This history says that in 1992 Irwin Simon came to 
the rescue by buying the Hain and Hollywood brands from 

PET, Inc. However the 10th anniversary report (2003) says 
that in 1994 Irwin Simon acquired the Hain Pure Food Co. 
and Hollywood cooking oils from PET Inc. There is a two-
year discrepancy here that we have been unable to resolve.
 Chronology: 1926 Oct. 18–Hain Health Foods founded 
by Harold Hain as a single health food store at 329 W. 3rd St. 
(near Hill St.), Los Angeles, California.
 1931–Harold renames the company Hain Pure Food 
Company.
 1953–Harold Hain retires, selling his company for 
$100,000 to George Jacobs, an enthusiastic, creative 
pharmacist and entrepreneur.
 1958–George Jacobs agrees to sell product to Jimmy 
Fiddler, a Hollywood columnist interested in the health food 
market. Mr. Fiddler packages Hain products as “Hollywood 
Brand” and sells them to local stores. However, he defaults 
on his loans, returning the product and brand labels to Mr. 
Jacobs.
 1960–Jacobs bets the future of Hain on saffl ower 
oil–a new oil in America. He packages the expeller pressed 
saffl ower oil under the Hain label (sold in health food stores) 
and non-expeller pressed under the Hollywood label (sold 
in mainstream grocery stores), beginning one of the largest 
growth periods in Hain’s history.
 1961–To assist him in running the ever-growing 
company, George Jacobs hires his sons, Herman and Jerald. 
Employing their father’s pharmacy expertise, Hain begins 
marketing the health benefi ts of these saffl ower products to 
doctors nationwide.
 1970–Gross sales of saffl ower products have grown to 
an enormous $5 million, enabling the Jacobs to sell Hain 
Pure Foods Co. to Archon, a new multi-business holding 
company looking to increase their ties to the rapidly growing 
health and natural food industry. George retires but his sons 
stay on with the new company.
 1973–The Jacobs brothers buy back Hain after Archon 
ran into fi nancial diffi culties.
 1978–Hain hires Dr. Myron Cooper to head the technical 
development function.
 1980–Sales top $25 million. The “health food market” is 
now called the “natural food market.” But also in 1980 Jerald 
Jacobs dies of a brain tumor, leaving the entire burden of the 
company on his brother Herman.
 1982–Herman Jacobs sells Hain to Ogden Foods, a 
division of the Ogden Corporation, for $45 million.
 1986–Ogden sells its food business division to Pet Inc., 
including the Hain and Hollywood brands. Pet knew little 
about natural foods and therefore, did not really want Hain, 
but tolerated it for several years. They split the two brands, 
allowing both Hain and Hollywood to encounter steep 
decline in sales from lack of attention.
 1992–Irwin Simon buys the Hain and Hollywood brands 
from Pet, saving the highly respectable lines from extinction. 
Under Mr. Simon’s direction, the brands fall under his new 
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company The Hain Food Group.
 A brief profi le of Irwin David Simon:
 1990 Dec. to 1992 Dec.–Mr. Simon served various 
marketing capacities with Slim-Fast Foods Company (‘Slim 
Fast’), where he was involved with sales and marketing for 
the frozen and dairy divisions.
 1993 May to 2000 May–Mr. Simon served as President 
and Chief Executive Offi cer of The Hain Food Group Inc.
 2000 May–Mr. Simon is founder of The Hain Celestial 
Group, Inc. of Hain Celestial UK Limited and has been its 
President and Chief Executive Offi cer since May 1993.

4966. Yasuda, Masaaki. 2011. Fermented tofu, tofuyo: 
History of tofuyo (Document part). In: Tzi Bun Ng, ed. 2011. 
Soybean–Biochemistry, Chemistry and Physiology. Rijeka, 
Croatia: InTech. 642 p. See p. 302-03. Free, open access 
online publication. http:// www.intechopen.com/ source/pdfs/ 
15715/InTech- Fermented_tofu_ tofuyo.pdf [Eng]
• Summary: “Although fermented tofu has never been 
widely known nor consumed in mainland Japan, it has a 
long and interesting history in Okinawa Prefecture, where a 
mellow, delicious product named tofuyo has been enjoyed 
for nearly 200 years. Okinawa is one of Japan’s southern 
prefectures, and consists of hundreds of the Ryukyu Islands 
in a chain over 1,000 km long, extending southwest from 
Kyushu to Taiwan. The Ryukyu Kingdom existed in this 
area before the Japanese Meiji Period (1868). Since the 
islands are located in the center of the East China Sea and 
are relatively close to Japan, China and Southeast Asia, 
the Ryukyu Kingdom became a prosperous trading nation. 
However, four years after the beginning of the Meiji period 
(1872), the kingdom was offi cially annexed by Japan.
 “The earliest known reference to fermented tofu in 
Japan comes from Osaka. In 1883, Ka Hitsu Jun published 
the famous book, Tofu Hyaku Chin Zokuhen (The Sequel 
to One Hundred Favorite Tofu Recipes). In this book, ‘red 
tofu’ and the other fermented tofu, ‘tofu-ji’, were introduced. 
According to the book, how to make the red tofu was 
a family secret, and few details on its production were 
provided. The other description was clearly of Chinese style 
red furu, because the materials not only included red koji 
from China, shiro zake (white sake, Chinese distilled liquor 
named ‘Bai-Jiu’), sansho (Japanese spice, this spice seems to 
be used instead of chili), but also refer to it as tofu-ji and use 
the same method of preparation.” However, this fermented 
food subsequently disappeared from and can no longer 
be found in mainland Japan. On the other hand, because 
relations between the Kingdom of Ryukyu and China were 
close at that time, it strongly suggests that furu production 
methods were brought to Ryukyu from China (probably from 
Fujiang) in cultural exchanges between the two countries at 
that time. However, there is very little information available 
on fermented tofu in Ryukyu. Red tofu, fermented tofu, furu 
or tofuru were not described in the Ryukyu’s Old Language 

Dictionary Kongo Kensyu [Kongo Kenshu] (1711), or in the 
book on the History of Ryukyu Ryukyu Koku Yurai Ki (1713) 
edited by the Government of Ryukyu Ohfu.
 “Red furu was likely introduced to Ryukyu during the 
late 1700s. Since the product was brined and had a strong 
taste and smell, it was not immediately accepted in its 
original form by the people. Therefore, it has been re-created 
using awamori. Namely, the processes of preparing molded 
tofu and fermenting the mold-overgrown curd in salt-brine 
were eliminated by cooks in the dynasty, resulting in a 
more palatable taste that was milder in fl avor. Thereafter, 
they were able to decrease the amount of salt in the original 
recipe, and increase the shelf life without salt. Thus, an 
elegant, mellow and delicious fermented food, dubbed 
tofuyo, was newly created.
 “The earliest known indirect reference was in the book 
Account of a Voyage of Discovery to the West Corea and 
the Great Loo-Choo Island written by Basil Hall in 1818. 
In this book, Corea refers to “Korea.” Interestingly, Ryukyu 
was called the great Loo-Choo islands on the old map at that 
time. The Englishman Hall and his party visited Naha harbor 
in 1816, on route from China, where they were entertained 
by the Government of Ryukyu Kingdom and served the local 
cuisine. They were served “hard boiled eggs, cut into slices, 
the outside of the white being colored red... sackee (the 
liquor; awamori)... and something like cheese.” The red color 
is thought to be the red koji-pigments produced by the genus 
Monascus, and the cheese-like food may be the fermented 
tofu, tofuyo, which is often made with red koji.
 “The earliest known direct reference to tofuyo and 
red koji was in Gozen Hon Sou written by the physician 
Tokashiki Tsukan Peichin in 1832. Peichin is a term for a 
high-ranking offi cer. In this book, foods, and medicinal and 
herbal materials in Okinawa were described in the context 
of medicine and pharmacy. He describes that “Tofuyo has 
a delicious fl avor and is good for the stomach. It makes 
eating a pleasure and is good for various types of sickness”. 
From these descriptions, it was considered that tofuyo was 
consumed by the royal family and the upper classes as a 
medicinal food and as a side dish. This group established the 
methods of making tofuyo, but the secret of its preparation 
has been a stubbornly guarded family-secret. In fact, there 
were no references to it from 1832 until 1938.
 “It was not mentioned in the accounts of visits to 
Ryukyu by the English captain Frederick W. Beechey 
(1831) and the famous American Commander Matthew C. 
Perry (1857), nor in any documents from the Meiji period 
(1868-1912). This may explain why its use did not spread 
and why so few references have been made to it. During the 
early Showa period (1926-1989), home-made tofuyo was 
popular only among the upper classes in the cities of Shuri 
(the former capital) and Naha (the new capital) in Okinawa. 
However, its production was not clarifi ed at all. Ladies ate it 
with tea, while men took it with awamori. Typically, a small 
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cube was placed on a small dish and eaten with chopsticks 
or a tooth-pick (Fig. 2). The product was never widely 
known by regular people because it was only rarely made at 
home. In 1938, Shojyun Danshaku, who was a descendant 
of the Ryukyu Royal Family and a well-known connoisseur, 
wrote an article entitled ‘In Praise of Tofu’ in the magazine, 
Monthly Ryukyu. He noted that tofuyo is one of the best rare 
and tasty foods in the world, if not the best.
 “After World War II, the special family-secret of making 
tofuyo techniques was, for many years, inherited only at 
select homes; few people are aware of the food. As it is a 
unique low-salt soybean cheese, its industrialization has 
been greatly expected. However, in order to develop its 
production, it is necessary to clarify features of the food 
making that depend upon intuition and experience, and 
to establish the manufacturing technology in proportion 
to mass production. Thus, we revealed its features, and 
scientifi cally established the basic technology involved 
(Yasuda, 1990). The outcome was transferred to the local 
industry during the mid-1980s. Subsequently, tofuyo that 
refl ects the gastronomic culture in the age of the Ryukyu 
dynasty has been marketed. Furthermore, the red type of 
tofuyo is popular, and its production been greatly developing. 
Nowadays, attention is being paid to this food as a health 
food that is cholesterol free, and is a low-salt fermented 
soybean cheese. Therefore, it would also be suitable for 
western people because it could be utilized in almost the 
same way as cheese.” Address: Faculty of Agriculture, Univ. 
of the Ryukyus, Okinawa pref., Japan.

4967. Davis, John. 2011. Vegetarianism re-defi ned 
(Web article). http://www.vegsource.com/ john-davis/ 
vegetarianism -re-defi ned.html 2 p. Posted May 11. [25 ref]
• Summary: “IVU defi nes vegetarianism as a diet of foods 
derived from plants, with or without eggs, dairy products, 
and/or honey.”

4968. Davis, John. 2011. Veganism from 1808 [chronology]. 
Vegsource.com. May 25. http://www. vegsource.com/ john-
davis/veganism-from-1806.html.
• Summary: “This is a brief summary of a talk I will be 
giving at the International Vegan Festival in Malaga, Spain, 
June 4-12, 2011.
 “1806–Dr. William Lambe FRCP, in London, England, 
changed his diet at the age of 40–and gave us the fi rst 
known unambiguous statement: ‘My reason for objecting to 
every species of matter to be used as food, except the direct 
produce of the earth, is founded on the broad ground that no 
other matter is suited to the organs of man. This applies then 
with the same force to eggs, milk, cheese, and fi sh, as to fl esh 
meat.’
 “1811–John Frank Newton, a patient of Dr. Lambe, in 
his book ‘Return to Nature’ expanded Lambe’s medical ideas 
to include ethical values towards all animals.

 “1813–Percy Bysshe Shelley, poet, joined a ‘vegan 
commune’ which alternated between Newton family homes 
in London and Bracknell.
 “1830s–Sylvester Graham, in Boston, USA, had been 
promoting the ‘vegetable diet’–generally ‘with or without’ 
eggs/dairy. In 1837 he exchanged letters with Dr. Lambe, 
and his 1839 book clearly claimed that ‘without’ was more 
effective for health.
 “1830s–Dr John Snow, ‘vegan’ since reading Newton’s 
book when he was 17. Moved to London in 1838 and 
eventually achieved fame for discovering the way in which 
cholera was spread. In 2003 British doctors voted him the 
greatest physician of all time.
 “1838–James Pierrepont Greaves opened ‘Alcott House 
Academy’, a school near London run entirely consistent with 
the ideas proposed by Lambe and Newton. It ran for the next 
ten years.
 “1842, April–the fi rst confi rmed use of the word 
‘vegetarian’ in the Alcott House journal. All other early uses 
were by people close to Alcott House, and all using it for 
what we now call ‘vegan’.
 “1842 June–Bronson Alcott, from Boston USA, already 
veg*n thanks to Sylvester Graham, visited Alcott House, 
named in honor of him and his earlier school in Boston. 
In 1843, with new English friends, he ran the short-lived 
‘Fruitlands’ near Harvard, Massachusetts–again run on 
totally ethical ‘vegan’ principles. “1845-46–Henry David 
Thoreau lived by Walden Pond, near Concord MA, living 
solely on plant foods plus some fi shing–but wrote about how 
much he regretted the fi sh.
 “1846–William Horsell moved the hydrotherapy 
institute from Alcott House to Northwood Villa, in Ramsgate, 
Kent, England. This again followed Dr. Lambe’s principles 
of plant food plus purifi ed water.
 “1847–The Vegetarian Society was founded at a meeting 
in Ramsgate, launched jointly by Alcott House and the (ovo-
lacto) Bible Christian Church from Salford near Manchester. 
The compromise was to set the objective as merely 
‘abstaining from the fl esh of animals’–and the confusion 
over everything else has continued ever since
 “1874–Dr. Russell Trall had been running a 
hydrotherapy institute in New York City since 1850. This 
changed to exclusively plant food plus water in 1862–and in 
1874 produced the fi rst known ‘vegan’ cookbook.
 “1887–John Harvey Kellogg privately removed eggs 
and dairy from his diet, though his books and sanitarium, in 
Battle Creek, Michigan, continued to use them. 40 years later 
he returned to using yogurt–but then discovered soy milk.
 “1910–Rupert Wheldon in England, published ‘No 
Animal Food’, the fi rst British ‘vegan’ cookbook. This was 
reprinted by Dr. Elmer Lee in New York. A 1910 article 
about Lee in the New York Times included the fi rst known 
use of the phrase ‘plant foods’. “1909-14–The Vegetarian 
Messenger, journal of The Vegetarian Society, carried much 
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discussion about the use of eggs/dairy. There seemed to be 
a possibility of signifi cant change, but all momentum was 
destroyed by the First World War.
 “1931–Mahatma Gandhi spoke at a meeting of the 
London Vegetarian Society, making it clear that he objected 
to the use of milk and milk products. Such high profi le 
support must have emboldened the minority who called 
themselves ‘non-dairy vegetarians’.
 “1944–Donald Watson and friends coined the word 
‘vegan’ and founded The Vegan Society–the fi rst issue of 
their journal [Vegan News, Nov.] was subtitled ‘the journal 
of the non-dairy vegetarians’–and made it clear that they had 
not wanted to separate from The Vegetarian Society, they 
just wanted a distinct section within it. Most retained their 
memberships of both societies, as many do today.
 “1947–Watson was a speaker at the IVU World Veg 
Congress–The Vegan Society had joined IVU soon after 
being founded, and has been a member ever since.
 “1960–The American Vegan Society was founded, 
joining IVU from the outset. This included a smaller group 
started in California as far back as 1948.
 “1957–The fi rst Indian Vegan Society joined IVU. We 
don’t know how long it lasted, but the new society is also 
prominent member.
 “1960-1990s–Many new vegan organizations were 
formed, and the word gradually spread.
 Note: Google Ngram Viewer shows that the word 
“vegan” started to be increasingly used in about 1970; its use 
sharply accelerated starting in about 1990.
 “1995–Records of printed media show a signifi cant 
increase in the use of the word ‘vegan’–this appears to have 
come from the rapid expansion of vegan websites, leading to 
a market for vegan books, especially recipes.
 “1997–The IVU website started a recipe collection–
agreed to be entirely vegan from the outset. We now have 
over 3,000 in English with more in other languages.
 “1998–IVU agreed that all food at IVU Congresses 
would in future be completely vegan.
 21st Century–Most veg organizations around the world 
now promote veganism as the ideal, regardless of whether 
they are called ‘vegetarian’ or ‘vegan’.
 “By 2009 more books had ‘vegan’ in the title than 
‘vegetarian.’
 “2009/2010 surveys in the USA showed that 66% of 
vegetarians exclude eggs and dairy.
 “By 2011 there were as many Google searches for 
‘vegan’ as for ‘vegetarian.’
 “22 organizations with ‘vegan’ in their title are now 
members of IVU
 “Will all vegetarians eventually be vegan? We have no 
way of knowing, but the continuing trend seems inevitable.
 “For more details of everything above see: www.ivu.org/ 
history/ vegan.html.” Address: IVU webmaster.

4969. Sathyapalan, T.; Manuchehri, A.M.; Thatcher, N.J.; 
Rigby, A.S.; Chapman, T.; Kilpatrick, E.S.; Atkin, S.L. 
2011. The effect of soy phytoestrogen supplementation on 
thyroid status and cardiovascular risk markers in patients 
with subclinical hypothyroidism: a randomized, double-
blind, crossover study. J. of Clinical Endocrinology and 
Metabolism 96(5):1442-49. May. Epub 2011 Feb. 16. [51 ref]
• Summary: “Objective: The primary aim was to determine 
the effect of soy phytoestrogen supplementation on thyroid 
function, with a secondary aim of assessing the effects 
on cardiovascular risk indices in patients with subclinical 
hypothyroidism” [low thyroid levels]. 60 patients with 
subclinical hypothyroidism participated in the study.
 “Intervention: Patients were randomly assigned to 
either low-dose phytoestrogen (30 g soy protein with 
2 mg phytoestrogens, representative of a Western diet) 
or high-dose phytoestrogen (30 g soy protein with 16 
mg phytoestrogens, representative of a vegetarian diet) 
supplementation for 8 week, then crossed over after an 
8-week washout period.”
 Results: Six female patients in the study progressed 
into overt hypothyroidism with a standardized rate ratio of 
3.6 (95% confi dence interval) after 16-mg phytoestrogen 
supplementation. Both systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
decreased with 16 mg phytoestrogens, whereas systolic 
pressure alone decreased with 2 mg phytoestrogens. Insulin 
resistance and highly sensitive C-reactive protein (hsCRP) 
decreased with 16 mg phytoestrogens. Lipid profi le remained 
unchanged.
 “Conclusion: There is a 3-fold increased risk 
of developing overt hypothyroidism with dietary 
supplementation of 16 mg soy phytoestrogens with 
subclinical hypothyroidism. However, 16-mg soy 
phytoestrogen supplementation signifi cantly reduces the 
insulin resistance, hsCRP, and blood pressure in these 
patients.” Address: 1-2. Dep. of Academic Endocrinology, 
Diabetes and Metabolism, Hull York Medical School, Hull 
HU3 2JZ, United Kingdom.

4970. Jones, Paul. 2011. Re: Early history of Paul’s work 
with tofu. Letter (e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo 
Center, June 6. 1 p.
• Summary: Q1. On what date did you make your fi rst 
commercial tofu?
 Ans: It must have been 1977/78–I was already in 
production when we came to ‘Soyfoods Comes West’ in 
1979. Peter Bradford might remember for it was he who 
gave us the Chinese stone grinder to make the ‘Go.’
 Q2. Was the address at that time you started commercial 
production: 155 Archway Rd., Highgate, London, N6 4NA, 
England? Ans: Yes.
 Q3. Do you remember the date when you left 
that address and moved to St. Albans, Hertfordshire, 
England? Ans: 1980/81? We moved to the old brewery, 
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Wheathampstead House, Wheathampstead, Herts.
 Note: Current website: www.soyfoods.co.uk. Paul Jones 
now works with Peter ‘Tempeh’ Efemey. On the website is 
a nice video (6:50 minutes) of Paul making tofu on BBC 
Two “Chinese Food Made Easy” for Ching-He Huang, who 
uses that fresh tofu to make a Chinese dish. In his baking, 
Paul is pleased to use fl ours milled by Miller Nigel Moon, 
who helps fl y the fl ag for sustainability and the local food 
economy by restoring Whissendine Windmill to its original 
power source. The fi nal pair of sails were fi tted on 7th 
September, 2006 with major funding from English Heritage. 
The grain is locally grown and organic.
 Note: As of March 2013 the offi cial, registered name 
of Paul’s company is “Soyfoods Ltd.” The address is given 
above. “Soyfoods Ltd. trades as Pauls; Paul’s; Paul’s Tofu; 
Paul’s Organics and Paul’s Bakery.” Address: Founder, 
Soyfoods Ltd., 66 Snow Hill, Melton Mowbray, Leics., LE13 
1PD. Phone: 01664 560572.

4971. Baker Perkins Historical Society. 2011. The history 
of British Arkady (Website printout–part). www.bphs.net/
GroupFacilities/B/BritishArcady.htm Printed July 24.
• Summary: “Our origins: Arkady’s origins go back to The 
Ward Baking Co. (Est. 1849), New York, USA.
 “The Ward Baking Co. was the fi rst to establish a 
Baking Research Fellowship at Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, under the direction of Dr Robert Kennedy 
Duncan. The institute was set up to establish why bread 
tasted different in every town. The institute found that 
mineral salt contents in the local waters were to blame.
 “Dr. Duncan patented a mixture of these minerals so that 
bread making could be improved and standardised by adding 
this mixture to the water in the process. Dr Duncan died 
shortly before the release of the product and it was named in 
his honour. RKD (Robert Kennedy Duncan)–Arkady.
 1921–”Some experiments, carried out at Willesden by 
Hinma Baker, son of W.King Baker, resulted in the discovery 
of a combination of chemicals that enhanced the action of 
yeast in bread. To market this ‘bread improver,’ the British 
Arkady Company Ltd. was formed, and the fi rm [Baker 
Perkins] retained a fi nancial interest in it until the time came 
when the directors decided that its products were outside 
the traditional range, and they sold the holding to the Ward 
Baking Company of America” (Source: History of Baker 
Perkins, by Augustus Muir).
 “1921–Arkady yeast food was manufactured in 
Willesden, London
 “1923–Baker Perkins annual reports begin to mention 
Britisk Arkady. “The British Arkady Company Ltd. in 
which your company has a substantial holding...” Adequate 
dividends appear to have been received from the company’s 
shareholding throughout.
 “1923–Arkady products are so successful that a new 
factory is built in Manchester.

 “1925–British Arkady Co. was established to market 
the Arkady product in the UK. Set up in Old Trafford 
Manchester.
 1935–British Arkady Co. “extended its works.”
 “1936–A new soya bean fl our mill was put into 
operation at the Old Trafford site. Made a variety of soy 
based products including regular and enzyme active full fat 
soya fl our (Hi-Soy and Do Soy), Arkasoy defatted soy fl our 
and Arkady defatted grits. At this stage the whole soy fl our 
was made by toasting and grinding.
 “1936-1983: British Arkady Co. market soya products 
from the Arkady soya mill amongst other activities.
 1953–Baker Perkins’ shares are fi nally disposed of [to 
Ward Baking Co.?] for a sum “which exceeded the cost of 
the company by £113,338.”
 “1983: Alfred C. Toepfer International (of whom ADM 
had just bought a signifi cant shareholding) was looking to 
establish an offi ce in London to trade animal feedstuffs. 
British Arkady Co. already had a skeletal trading desk 
and an established customer base. Toepfer bought out the 
feedstuffs division of British Arkady Co (then dormant) 
to become Arkady Feed (UK) Ltd. Offi ces were moved 
to Harrow to trade animal feedstuffs with the backing of 
Toepfer. Their trading record and contacts, combined with 
expertise in procuring raw materials from origin made for a 
good partnership. Initial strengths were products from Asia 
and the Americas (North and South) but today it spans many 
products from all over the globe.” Address: England.

4972. Crisp, Jonathan. 2011. Re: Work of Donald Crisp with 
soy protein isolates and Dawson Mills. Letter (e-mail) to 
William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, Oct. 24. 1 p.
• Summary: My father, Donald Crisp, was VP of Dawson 
Mills from 1977-1981. My father who was from England 
was recruited by Joe Givens specifi cally for his expertise 
in soya isolate production, an area he had been involved in 
the UK for many years prior to joining Dawson Mills. He 
was largely responsible for the development of the ground-
breaking isolate plant at Dawson Mills and the subsequent 
merger with Land O’Lakes. Sadly he passed away in 1984 at 
age of 55. He worked very closely with Joe Givens for many 
years and remained close friends up until he died.
 He was also instrumental in the merger with Land 
O’Lakes; if this had not happened, it would have resulted in 
the almost certain fi nancial failure of the entire organisation 
(Dawson Mills) and a loss of 240 jobs!
 “Joe Givens played little part in this merger as he had 
announced his retirement prior to the merger taking place.”
 Second e-mail, in reply to questions, received 
from Jonathan Crisp, Oct. 25: “My father, was born in 
Kettlebrough, Suffolk, UK, in 1929 and had around 30 years 
experience in the food industry in a number of prominent 
roles. Prior to joining Dawson Mills as vice president & head 
of corporate planning he spent around eight years working 
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in Cambridge, UK, for a large food company named Spillers 
which is sadly no longer in business but at that time was one 
of the UK foremost producers of a wide range of pet-foods 
and bakery products.
 “You must understand I was only around 12 years old 
when we moved to the US so my understanding of exactly 
what he did is sketchy. However I am reliably informed that 
he worked for a number of years on TSP (Textured Soya 
Protein) with Spillers, hence his connections with Dawson 
Mills and Joe Givens.
 “He commenced employment with Dawson Mills in 
Oct. 1977 and with the responsibility for the development 
and establishment of the isolate plant in Dawson. He also 
set up Dawson Food ingredients and hired the likes of Dan 
Hooton with the objective of marketing the isolate product.
 “If my memory serves me correctly my father, along 
with Joe Givens, established a dialogue with Land O’Lakes 
and an agreed merger was implemented. However I believe 
Joe left the organisation prior to the merger being completed 
and it was my father who was responsible for the closure of 
the isolate plant and the subsequently loss of around 80 Jobs! 
He was even fi lmed on state TV making the announcement.
 “This merger was what saved Dawson Mills and your 
account that according to Joe Givens that this did not work 
out seems to admit this. Make no mistake, the merger saved 
the vast majority of jobs the loss of which would have had 
a devastating effect on the local economy.–Jon.” Address: 
Cambridge, UK.

4973. Heck, Wolfgang Rainer. 2011. The organic tofu 
industry and market in Germany (Interview). SoyaScan 
Notes. Nov. 25. Conducted by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo 
Center.
• Summary: On 25 Nov. 2011 four of the leaders of Life 
Food GmbH visited Soyinfo Center to discuss tofu. They 
were: (1) Wolfgang Rainer Heck, managing director and 
shareholder. (2) Alfons Graf, co-managing director. (3) 
Stefan Hauck, General Manager Research & Development 
(4) Lukas Heck, son of Wolfgang; he works part-time for 
the company and has just passed his Abitur in Germany. He 
plans to continue his studies.
 Biovista is the organization in Germany that gathers and 
sells statistics on the general organic market.
 The organic soyfoods industry is the one that Life 
Food GmbH is in and the one that Wolfgang knows best; it 
does not include all tofu makers in Germany, such as Firma 
Berief (in Bochum). The largest fi rms in the industry, in 
descending order of number of tonnes of tofu made per year, 
are: (1) Life Food GmbH (Freiburg). (2) Tofutown.com / 
Viana. (3) Firma Kato (Kassler Tofu, in Kassler. They sell 
to 60 big supermarkets; a brand of Annatura). (4) Albert’s 
Tofu Haus. (5) Sojafarm (Lothar Stassen; also makes for 
Christian Nagel). (6) Lots of Tofu (located near Freiburg; 
they coagulate their tofu with the Kombucha, a culture which 

contains a symbiosis of Acetobacter (acetic acid bacteria) 
and one or more yeasts.
 All the companies in the organic tofu market make 
about 6,000 metric tons (tonnes) of plain tofu. Life Food 
GmbH (Taifun brand) makes about 70% of this tofu. They 
buy about 2,000 tonnes of organic soybeans that are not 
genetically engineered and from this make about 4,200 tons 
of plain tofu. 25% of this tofu is sold as plain tofu and 75% 
is sold as specialty tofu products (Tofu specialitaeten; weiter 
verarbeitet) [prepared soyfood products]. Where is their tofu 
sold? 48-52% is sold in Germany, followed by 14-15% in 
France, 12% in Italy, 10% in the U.K., 4-5% in Switzerland, 
and 6% in 11 other countries. They started to sell their 
tofu outside of Germany in about 1996, starting in France 
followed by the U.K.; now they sell their tofu to 11 countries 
outside of Germany.
 Life Food’s turnover (sales) has been growing at the rate 
of 10-12% a year for the past 15 years (i.e. since 1996). After 
the BSE [mad-cow syndrome] crisis, the demand for their 
tofu was so high they could not fi ll it.
 On 25 Nov. 2011 Wolfgang R. Heck, Stefan, Alfonse, 
and Wolfgang’s son Lukas, who has just completed his 
Abitur), visited Soyinfo Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Address: Managing Director, Life Food GmbH.

4974. Astadi, Ignasius Radix; Paice, Alistair G. 2011. 
Black soybean (Glycine max L. Merrill) seeds’ antioxidant 
capacity. In: Victor R. Preedy, R.R. Watson, and V.P. Patel, 
eds. 2011. Nuts and Seeds in Health and Disease Prevention. 
Oxford, UK: Elsevier, Inc. Academic Press is an imprint of 
Elsevier. xxxv + 1189 p. See p. 229-36. Chap. 27. [15 ref]
• Summary: Contents of chapter 27: Introduction. Botanical 
description. Historical cultivation and usage. Present-day 
cultivation and usage. Applications to health promotion and 
disease prevention. Adverse effects and reactions (allergies 
and toxicity). Summary points.
 Summary: Soybeans having a black seed coat are called 
“black soybeans.” The black soybean seed coat contains 
anthocyanins, which can act as an antioxidant. The major 
anthocyanin found in the seed coat of black soybeans is 
cyanidin-3-glucoside. Anthocyanins in the seed coat of 
black soybeans are reported to have anti-infl ammatory, 
anticarcinogenic, antitumor, and antimutagenic activities; 
they also enhance spatial memory and cognition, and inhibit 
LDL (low density lipoprotein) oxidation. Processing does 
not signifi cantly decrease the antioxidative activity of food 
products made from black soybeans. Address: 1. Dep. of 
Food Technology, Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic Univ., 
Surabaya, Indonesia; 2. Dep. of Nutrition and Dietetics, 
King’s College London, UK.

4975. Preedy, Victor R.; Watson, Ronald Ross; Patel, Vinood 
B. 2011. Nuts and seeds in health and disease prevention. 
Oxford, UK: Elsevier, Inc. Academic Press is an imprint 
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of Elsevier. xxxv + 1189 p. See p. 229-36. Subject index. 
Disease / condition index. 28 cm. [1000+ ref]
• Summary: Chapter 27. “Black soybean (Glycine max L. 
Merrill) seeds’ antioxidant capacity,” by Ignasius Radix 
Astadi and Alistair G. Paice, is cited separately. Address: 1. 
Dep. of Nutrition and Dietetics, Nutritional Sciences Div., 
School of Biomedical & Health Sciences, King’s College 
London, Franklin-Wilkins Building, London, UK.

4976. Agranoff, Jonathan. 2012. Re: Making tempeh in 
London. Work with indigenous soybeans in Indonesia. Letter 
(e-mail) to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, April 4. 1 p.
• Summary: “Dear Soy Info centre, Mr. Shurtleff: “I thought 
I would at last make contact with you, having had an almost 
parallel history with my interest with soyfoods and especially 
tempe since the mid 1980s, although my work has largely 
been in Indonesia. I am a London based medical doctor, with 
a background in food science and nutrition and have been 
working in and out of Indonesia for a few years on a variety 
of projects; some medical aid, some tempe based and started 
off on an undergraduate project in food science in Bogor 
with Prof. Darwin Karyadi, Hermana and all the team in 
Bogor, and lately worked for the UN in Jakarta.
 “I used to make tempe in London and supply the 
Indonesians here with fresh tempe, although I’m now a M.D. 
which leaves little time for making tempe!
 “I also did some work with the former Minister of Food 
Affairs in Jakarta who’s staff were developing a team of 
Indonesian food scientists who had carried out research on 
tempe, and I helped put together a compilation of all their 
research on tempe into a book published as a one-off short 
run in Singapore, called `Bunga Rampai Tempe Indonesia’ 
which I revised, edited and translated into the English 
version `A Concise Handbook of Tempe’. This was launched 
at an International Tempe Congress in Bali in 1997. I’d be 
happy to email you a copy if you haven’t come across this 
yet.
 “More recently I’ve been interested in the problem of 
Indonesia’s neglected indigenous varieties of soybeans, 
as there are 16 local non GM varieties in Indonesia’s 
undiscovered seed banks which they are trying to reintroduce 
against economic pressure from imported US soy that 
fl ooded the market and suppressed local cultivation by price 
policies and subsidies.
 “I now have a project to manufacture and export the fi rst 
real Javanese tempe made from a local indigenous soybean 
variety, canned in a coconut and lemongrass curry sauce. The 
soybeans are bought at premium prices from very grateful 
local farmers, as I believe soybeans and tempe should benefi t 
Indonesians, who after all invented it. The product is in the 
UK market and becoming popular in the health food market 
now. Maybe it’ll come to Wholefoods one day, and allow 
westerners to eat tempe made by Javanese and from real 
Javanese ancient variety soybeans in Java. I have a website: 

www.doctortempeh.com which talks about this project.
 “Anyway, just thought after all this time I’d share some 
experiences, after all, I was given your `The Book of Tempe’ 
for my 21st Birthday present... and looked what happened 
since!” Address: M.D., London, England.

4977. Agranoff, Jonathan. 2012. Re: Details of making and 
selling tempeh in London starting Sept. 1985. Letter (e-mail) 
to William Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, April 4. 1 p.
• Summary:  “I started making tempe in London in 1985 
when I was a second year Food Science undergraduate 
student at Kings College, London University. In fact that 
year I was in the nutrition research and development centre 
with a couple of other nutritionists and undertook a small 
project on tempe made from different water sources looking 
at bacterial contamination.
 “I started making tempe in the microbiology lab when 
I got back to England but got evicted from there as no-one 
knew what it was and they thought my fungus was going 
to contaminate the rest of the lab so I moved it to my room 
and fermented the fi rst batch under my bed in university 
accommodation. I subsequently improved hygiene standards 
and developed a dry dehulling method using a small hand 
operated ‘maize mill’ and used inoculum from Bogor market 
I brought back with me. I then modifi ed an old refrigerator 
with a lamp and thermostat as a heating element and started 
making 10-15 kg a week, putting it on my bicycle and taking 
it up to the Indonesian Embassy in central London where 
the majority of Javanese diplomats had never had tempe in 
London before, only sometimes when someone came back 
from Amsterdam with a piece.
 “My tempe was at that time the only fresh tempe 
available in that quantity in the UK and began making it at 
home once a week and distributing it on weekends just after 
fermentation to the homes of the Indonesian community in 
NW London. I returned to Indonesia roughly every 1-2 years 
with a project or other program and also made a series of 
radio documentaries for the BBC’s Indonesian section on 
tempe, specifi cally on tempe Bongkrek, unraveling the story 
of the 1988 mass poisoning incident in Ajibarang, Banyumas 
and even interviewing the man who had made the deadly 
batch. I can let you have a copy of that if you’re interested 
too. I also did a trip recently to Tondano, North Sulawesi 
where I was intrigued to check on the theory of the origin 
of tempe and ‘spontaneous generation’ from wild Rhizopus 
and the story of the Kyai Mojo exodus from East Java to 
Tondano where it was said this community did not bring any 
ragi but managed to make tempe from naturally growing 
mold. They didn’t, and this story was completely wrong and 
I discovered something very odd had evolved instead.
 “Anyway, long story, let me know if you’d like any 
more.”
 Shurtleff replies with several questions, to which 
Jonathan gives excellent replies:
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 (1) Did you ever have a business with a business name? 
“I started making tempe as a ‘home industry’ in September 
1985. This was on my return from a long summer vacation 
on a project in the nutrition research and development 
centre in Bogor where I did some fi eldwork in microbiology 
and where I fi rst learned how to make tempe. Back in 
London, I had no formal business name, I just made it for 
the Indonesian community after I told them I had been 
researching tempe in Indonesia and they were very interested 
if I could make tempe for them. In London I used to time 
the fermentation so it would mature on my afternoon off 
classes so I could take it to sell, making a maximum of 15 x 
400g packs. The embassy always invited me to their cultural 
and diplomatic events as they knew I would turn up with a 
stack of fresh tempe. I found tempe was such an important 
diplomatic tool for Indonesians too, later I introduced it later 
to communities in Zimbabwe and Burma. In Harare, while 
working for a British Overseas Development programme 
in 1988, I made it for a project with the embassy and the 
Zimbabwean nutritionists and federation of women’s groups 
headed by Mugabe’s wife at the time was fascinated with it. 
It had become a social tool to show what was unique about 
Indonesia and everyone liked it. I did a similar exercise in 
Nairobi.
 “I was interested in this since in 1985 I had met with all 

the participants of the United Nations University’s (Tokyo) 
sponsored tempe training for scientists from Nigeria / 
Benin?, South Africa, Ethiopia (?), Egypt, Thailand, Korea, 
etc. who were all in Bogor at the time.
 “In 1991 I started medical school in Southampton 
University and moved to that city. My converted refrigerator 
incubator and giant cooking pans came down too and my 
parents were pleased to be able to clean their kitchen at last 
after 10 years of encrusted soybeans and calls at 4 am to 
check fermentation temperature for overheating tempe. There 
were about 40 Indonesian PhD students at Southampton and 
they soon learned where the tempe was made. I also supplied 
some Indonesian restaurants in Oxford and London at the 
time which helped subsidize medical school.”
 (2) What year and month did you fi rst sell any tempeh 
to anyone? “September 1985 fi rst started making tempe in 
London.”
 (3) Where–at what address–did you make the fi rst 
tempeh you sold? “I made this tempe at home, 27 Oman 
Avenue, London NW2, UK.”
 (4) Did you create a label for your tempeh? If yes, do 
you have any left–and could you send me a scan? “I didn’t 
have a label for that tempeh.”
 (5) Where did you get your soybeans and tempeh 
starter? “In the beginning I obtained my tempe starter from 
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Pasar Bogor or sometimes from tempe factories on each trip 
to Indonesia. I did use the lab at university to make some 
starter but it was too laborious, and again at home grown on 
rice. Subsequently I have been using the LIPICO commercial 
ragi from Bandung. My soybeans come from a local oriental 
supermarket [in London], I used to buy 45 kg sacks that was 
usually Canadian soy.”
 (6) You mentioned in your 1st e-mail receiving our Book 
of Tempeh on your 21st birthday. Did you learn how to make 
tempeh from our book? “I was given you’re ‘The Book of 
Tempeh’ I think in 1988, but actually I had learned how to 
make tempe before that in 1985 but tried out lots of recipes 
from your book and tried making ragi, and was fascinated to 
see a parallel world to mine 20 years earlier in California!” 
Address: M.D., London, England.

4978. CSM UK. 2012. Overview and update of history of 
British Arkady (Web article). http://www.csmglobal.com/
Countries/United_Kingdom/English/Our-Heritage.aspx. 
Printed May 8.
• Summary: “1911–The Ward Baking Co. of New York 
who owned a chain of bakeries throughout the United States 
couldn’t understand why the bread they made was different 
in every town. The Mellon Institute of Industrial Research 
was sponsored by Ward to identify the reason why.
 “This work revealed that the mineral salt content 
of the local waters was causing the variation and by 
creating a mixture of these minerals an improvement and 
standardisation of the bread could be achieved. The Mellon’s 
director of research at the time was Dr Robert Kennedy 
Duncan–RKD–Arkady, and so a name and product was born.
 “1921–In the UK Arkady yeast food began to be 
manufactured in Willesden, London.
 “1923–Arkady products had become so successful that 
an entirely new factory was built at Manchester. Production 
was doubled in 1929 and again in 1936.
 “1925–British Arkady Co. moved to Old Trafford, 
Manchester, marketing a single product, Arkady.
 “1967–British Arkady acquired a substantial interest 
in the Tweedy group, famous for its high-speed mixer 
developed for the Chorleywood Bread Process.
 “1972-1995–British Arkady, now part of ADM expands 
its markets across the UK and Ireland and into 21 other 
countries with a broader range of products including bread 
mixes, cake, pudding and pastry mixes.
 “1995–British Arkady sold to Unilever, joining the 
Bakery Ingredients division to become Arkady Craigmillar 
in 1996. Merger of Arkady and Craigmillar. Started cookie 
production.
 “2004–Arkady Craigmillar & Readi-Bake are renamed 
as BakeMark UK but the names Arkady, Craigmillar and 
Readi-Bake remain as the three key brands. BakeMark UK 
operates from three sites: Manchester, Wirral & Milton 
Keynes.”

 “2012–CSM has 9,700 employees, serving customers 
in 28 countries all over the world, generating annual sales 
of nearly 3 billion euros. CSM is listed on NYSE Euronext 
Amsterdam.”
 Note: We are never told what “CSM” stands for, or 
when they entered the history of British Arkady, or how. 
Their website (Oct. 2014) is www.bakemark.co.uk.

4979. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 2012. 
History of soy sauce (160 CE to 2012): Extensively 
annotated bibliography and sourcebook. Lafayette, 
California: Soyinfo Center. 2527 p. Subject/geographical 
index. Printed 31 May 2012. 28 cm. [1934 ref]
• Summary: Begins with a detailed chronology of soy sauce 
based on published documents. Contains 228 historical 
illustrations and photos (most in color). http://www.
soyinfocenter.com/books/153.
 Soy sauce: Worldwide, soy sauce is the most widely 
used and best known product made from the soybean. It 
is the defi ning fl avor for many of the cuisines of East and 
Southeast Asia. Soy sauce arrived in many Western countries 
before the soybean, and before it was generally understood 
that the soybean was one of its main ingredients. We believe 
that soy sauce has the most interesting history of the many 
different soyfood products. Etymology of soy sauce in 
English:
 The words “soy,” “soya” and “soja,” and the term “soy 
sauce” came into English from the Japanese word shoyu via 
the Dutch. Thus, the name of the soybean was derived from 
the name of the sauce made from it.
 The fi rst European-language document in which the 
words for “soy” or “soy sauce” appeared was Dutch. Why?
 After 1633 (when the Portuguese were expelled from 
Japan by the Tokugawa shogunate), the Dutch were the 
only Europeans allowed to trade with Japan. Their trading 
activities, conducted by the Dutch East India Company 
(VOC), were limited to a tiny artifi cial island named 
Deshima in Nagasaki harbor in the south of Japan, far from 
the capital at Edo (today’s Tokyo). Among the goods the 
VOC exported from Japan were shoyu (soy sauce), miso, and 
saké.
 At fi rst they exported these goods to VOC trading posts 
in Asia, but in 1737 they began exporting small amounts 
(via Batavia, today’s Jakarta, Indonesia) to Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, where they were auctioned to international 
merchants.
 All of the early Dutch documents that mention shoyu 
are handwritten letters, the originals of which are located 
at the VOC archives at The Hague, Netherlands. Soyinfo 
Center hired a Dutch researcher (Herman Ketting, who could 
read handwritten Dutch documents from the 1600s) to fi nd 
and copy as many of these early documents as possible. 
We helped him to get on the trail by sending him 6-8 early 
citations from books on the history of Kikkoman.
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 The Dutch merchants who exported shoyu in kegs from 
Japan did their best to spell it as it sounded–phonetically. 
Here is how that spelling evolved–based on documents now 
at Soyinfo Center; each appears in this book:
 1647 Oct.–soije
 1651 June–sooje
 1652 July–soij
 1652 Aug.–soije
 1652 Oct.–soije
 1652 Oct.–zoije
 1654 July–soijo
 1655 Aug.–soija
 1656 March–soeije
 1657 Aug.–soija
 1659 Aug.–soija
 1660 June–soije
 1665 Feb.–soija
 1669 Feb.–soija
 1669 Feb.–soija
 1674 Nov.–sooij
 1675 Nov.–soija
 1676 March–soija
 1676 June–soija
 1678 Nov.–soija
 1680 June–soije
 The link from Dutch to English and other European 
languages was probably forged on the docks and in the 
warehouses of Amsterdam, as British and other European 
merchants bid at auction for a liquid seasoning (shoyu) made 
in Japan with a variety of exotic but similar Dutch names.
 These merchants gave their new sauce a name which 
they hoped would catch on in their own language and also 
help it to sell. Then they started to distribute it widely; by 
Dec. 1750 it had reached the North America–arriving fi rst in 
New York Harbor bearing the name “India Soy.”
 Here are the earliest known names for soy sauce in 
various Western languages other than Dutch:
 English:
 1679–saio (John Locke, in his journal).
 1688–Soy (William Dampier, in his log). This was the 
spelling that caught on in English. For the next 250 years, 
soy sauce was usually called “soy” in English.
 1696–Souy (John Ovington).
 1727–Soeju (Engelbert Kaempfer; he lived in Japan on 
Deshima from Sept.
 1690 to Nov. 1692).
 1744–Chinese Soy, Japan Soy (White’s China and Flint-
Glass Warehouse, London, ad).
 1750–Indian Soy (Rochell & Sharp, ad, New York City).
 1752–Japan Soy (Berto Valle, ad, London).
 1754–India Soy (John Breues, merchant from Perth, 
probably Scotland).
 1754–soy of Japan (Society of Gentlemen, London).
 1756–Joppa soy (G. Pastorini, ad, London).

 1769–Soye, East-India Soye (William Stork, North 
America).
 1795–soy-sauce (C.P. Thunberg).
 1803–soy sauce (Susannah Carter).
 1804–Soy, Sooju (James Mease, Pennsylvania).
 1810–Chinese Soy, Japanese Soy (James Mease, 
Pennsylvania).
 1832–Canton Soy (John Remond, ad, Massachusetts).
 1866–Shoyu, Sh’taji (James C. Hepburn, Japanese and 
English Dictionary).
 French:
 1753–la Sauce Sooju (Histoire générale des voyages. 
Vol. 11).
 1765–le soui, le soi (Denis Diderot).
 1790–la sauce soja (Jean Baptiste de Lamarck).
 1796–sauce de soya (Karl Peter Thunberg).
 German:
 1785–Sooju, Soy (Charles Bryant).
 1801–Indianische Soya (Philipp A. Nemnich).
 1822–Soya, indische Soya (Joseph Koenig).
 Italian:
 1907–Il shoyu (Ruata & Testoni).
 1912–Shoyu (L. Settimj).
 1919–shoyu (G.E. Mattei).
 Latin:
 1705–Soia (Samuel Dale).
 1712–Sooju (Engelbert Kaempfer; he lived in Japan 
from Sept. 1690 to Nov. 1692)
 1730–Soia (Joseph P. de Tournefort).
 Portuguese:
 1603–Xôyu (Compania de Iesus; earliest Jesuit 
dictionary of Japanese).
 1882–soiia, soja, ketjap (Gustavo d’Utra, Brazil).
 1938–Shoju, Soyu, Shiyu, tao-yu (Abreu Velho, 
Angola).
 Spanish:
 1910–Salsa de la haba soya (C.F. Langworthy; 
translation of his American USDA bulletin).
 1912–choyou, salsa de soja (Adolfo C. Tonellier, 
in Argentina). Address: Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 234, 
Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.

4980. Vidal, John. 2012. Food shortages could force world 
into vegetarianism, warn scientists: Water scarcity’s effect 
on food production means radical steps will be needed 
to feed population expected to reach 9 billion by 2050. 
Guardian (Manchester). Aug. 26. http://www.guardian.co.uk/
global-development/2012/aug/26/food-shortages-world-
vegetarianism?newsfeed=true
• Summary: “Leading water scientists have issued one of 
the sternest warnings yet about global food supplies, saying 
that the world’s population may have to switch almost 
completely to a vegetarian diet over the next 40 years to 
avoid catastrophic shortages.
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 “Humans derive about 20% of their protein from animal-
based products now, but this may need to drop to just 5% to 
feed the extra 2 billion people expected to be alive by 2050, 
according to research by some of the world’s leading water 
scientists.
 “’There will not be enough water available on current 
croplands to produce food for the expected 9 billion 
population in 2050 if we follow current trends and changes 
towards diets common in western nations,’ the report 
by Malik Falkenmark and colleagues at the Stockholm 
International Water Institute (SIWI) said.
 “’There will be just enough water if the proportion of 
animal-based foods is limited to 5% of total calories and 
considerable regional water defi cits can be met by a reliable 
system of food trade.’
 “Dire warnings of water scarcity limiting food 
production come as Oxfam and the UN prepare for a possible 
second global food crisis in fi ve years. Prices for staples such 
as corn and wheat have risen nearly 50% on international 
markets since June, triggered by severe droughts in the US 
and Russia, and weak monsoon rains in Asia. More than 
18 million people are already facing serious food shortages 
across the Sahel.
 “Oxfam has forecast that the price spike will have a 
devastating impact in developing countries that rely heavily 
on food imports, including parts of Latin America, North 
Africa and the Middle East. Food shortages in 2008 led to 
civil unrest in 28 countries.
 “Adopting a vegetarian diet is one option to increase 
the amount of water available to grow more food in an 
increasingly climate-erratic world, the scientists said. Animal 
protein-rich food consumes fi ve to 10 times more water than 
a vegetarian diet. One third of the world’s arable land is used 
to grow crops to feed animals. Other options to feed people 
include eliminating waste and increasing trade between 
countries in food surplus and those in defi cit.
 “’Nine hundred million people already go hungry and 
2 billion people are malnourished in spite of the fact that 
per capita food production continues to increase,’ they 
said. ‘With 70% of all available water being in agriculture, 
growing more food to feed an additional 2 billion people by 
2050 will place greater pressure on available water and land.’
 “The report is being released at the start of the annual 
world water conference in Stockholm, Sweden, where 
2,500 politicians, UN bodies, non-governmental groups and 
researchers from 120 countries meet to address global water 
supply problems.” Address: Environmental reporter.

4981. Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (The). 2012. Annual report 
2012: Hain Celestial offers products to help support health & 
nutrition as part of a healthy lifestyle. Melville, New York. 8 
+ 88 + [6] p. Nov. 10. 28 cm.
• Summary: The fi rst 8 pages (8 x 10 inches), which are 
bound separately, contain a long statement by Irwin D. 

Simon, the CEO, with a new photo of him. On each left-hand 
page is a statement, written in large letters (all caps, with 
a few colored letters or symbols) of different sizes, about 
the past year or the company’s mission. For example (p. 2): 
“Fiscal year 2012 was a milestone year for Hain Celestial 
as we fi nished the year with record sales, operating income 
and net income. Our year saw double digit growth in sales 
and earnings with solid results across all of our segments 
as consumers increasingly focus on health, wellness and 
nutrition.”
 Of the $1.378 billion in worldwide sales, $991.6 million 
were from North America, $192.4 million were from the 
United Kingdom, and $194.3 million were from the rest of 
the world.
 The Hain Celestial 2012 Form 10-K is bounded 
separately. On p. 49 we read: Net sales for the year ended 
30 June 2012 were $1,378 million, up 24.3% from 2011. 
Net income in 2012 was $79.225 million, up 44% from the 
$54,982 million in 2011. Address: 58 South Service Road, 
Melville, New York 11747-2342. Phone: 631-730-2200.

4982. Kranz, Dave. 2013. Comment–Environmentalist: 
Technology can attack world hunger. AgAlert: The Weekly 
Newspaper of California Agriculture. Jan. 16. p. 2.
• Summary: “The debate about agricultural biotechnology 
took another turn earlier this month when a longtime 
opponent changed his former position and endorsed the use 
of genetically modifi ed crops to battle world hunger.
 “Mark Lynas is a British environmentalist and writer 
who helped start the anti-biotechnology movement in 
the 1990s and who took part in destroying test plantings 
of GE crops. But during a lecture to the Oxford Farming 
Conference in England, he said he regretted his role in 
‘ripping up GM crops’ and apologized for pursuing what he 
called a ‘counter- productive path.’
 “Lynas, who has written extensively on climate change, 
said he became familiar with scientifi c literature while 
researching that topic and realized that he had never done 
any academic research on biotechnology, despite his strongly 
held opposition to it.
 “’So I did some reading,’ he said, ‘and I discovered that 
one by one my cherished beliefs about GM turned out to be 
little more than green urban myths.’
 “He then listed several of his previous assumptions 
that he now deemed to be untrue: that biotechnology 
would increase use of chemicals; that it benefi ted only big 
companies; that no one wanted biotechnology; that it was 
dangerous. Instead, he said pest-resistant, biotech crops 
needed less insecticide; that billions of dollars’ worth of 
benefi ts were accruing to farmers who needed fewer inputs; 
that farmers in many parts of the world were eager to use 
biotech crops; and that biotechnology was ‘safer and more 
precise’ than conventional breeding.”
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4983. Roth, Anna. 2013. Soon you’ll be able to get tofu 
burritos at Chipotle: Vegetarian. SF Weekly (blog). Jan. 29.
• Summary: Wikipedia says: “Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. 
is a chain of restaurants located in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Canada, and France, specializing in burritos and 
tacos. Its name derives from chipotle, the Mexican Spanish 
name for a smoked and dried jalapeño chili pepper.
 “The restaurant is known for its large burritos, 
assembly-line production, and use of natural ingredients.” 
The company was founded by Steve Ellis in 1993. “With 
more than 1400 locations in 43 states, Washington, D.C., 2 
Canadian provinces, England, and France, the chain had net 
income in 2012 of US $278 million and a staff of 37,310 
employees.”
 Anna Roth writes: “In what we can only assume is a 
bid to take a bigger share of the fast-casual dining market, 
Chipotle has announced a tentative new vegetarian entree 
option. Beginning February 12, the chain will begin testing 
tofu ‘sofritas’ burritos in seven of its Bay Area restaurants. 
The organic, GMO-free tofu will come from Oakland’s 
Hodo Soy Beanery and will be shredded and braised with 
chipotles, roasted poblanos and other spices for a fi lling the 
fast-casual chain hopes will appeal to both vegetarians and 
vegans. Sofritas will be available in burritos, tacos, burrito 
bowls and salads.
 “Sofritas is the spice blend used to season the shredded 
tofu, and the dishes are braised with chipotle chilies, roasted 
poblano peppers, and a blend of aromatic spices. In Spanish 
cuisine, sofrito is created via a sauté of garlic, onion, peppers 
and tomatoes. The sofritas tofu is made in Oakland and is 
free of any GMOs.”
 A follow-up blog on this same site, “Taste testing 
Chipotle’s new Hodo Soy Tofu Burrito,” by Mary Ladd (Feb. 
20) states: “This month in the Bay Area, Chipotle is testing a 
sofritas Hodo Soy tofu-based menu of burritos, tacos, burrito 
bowls and salads that is vegetarian- and vegan-friendly.”
 Update: As of May 7 Sofritas vegan protein made from 
Hodo Soy’s tofu is available in all Chipotle’s Northern 
California stores. Chipotle is actually advertising this in print 
and on the radio, and naming Hodo as their tofu supplier. 
Apparently the new product has been a success, which is also 
good news for Hodo Soy.

4984. Malarkey, Ron. 2013. Re: History of R&R Foods 
and their Clear Spot products. Letter (e-mail) to William 
Shurtleff at Soyinfo Center, March 12. 1 p.
• Summary: “I began making Tofu in 1984 in the premises of 
Gillygate Wholefood Bakery in York. At fi rst I made 10 Kilo 
on a Sunday. I rented the space on an hourly basis and stayed 
for approximately four years. Working after bakery hours.
 “Around 1989 I moved to a unit attached to the York 
Steiner School, Danesdmead, Fulford, York. That was 
approximately 500 sq. foot.
 “This was until around 1994 when I relocated to Fold 

Court, Buttercrake, York [Full address from 1994 form he 
fi lled out: Fold Court, Home Farm, Buttercrambe, York 
YO4 1AU, England, UK] Approximately 1500 sq. foot 
of converted farm buildings. Here I used a second hand 
pressure cooker purchased from Beanmachine. I resided 
there for 4-5 years then moved to Sheepfoot Hill, Malton, 
into 2500 sq. foot.
 “Then to my present premises in 1998 Approximately 
5000 sq. foot. “My fi rst product was Plain Non Organic 
Tofu, and then Marinated Baked Tofu (Firstly Tamari, Ginger 
and Cider Vinegar). Then Sesame Burgers, Sea cakes, and 
Quiche. Five years later I tried Tofu Pasties with Seaweed, 
Carrot, Onion, Tamari and Ginger.
 “We are now 7 full time and 1 part time staff, who 
presently produce 4-5 metric tons of hand made tofu per 
week using Nigari and Organically certifi ed Chinese bean, as 
are our small range of products. We also pack by hand.
 “We now sell for retail, Plain Tofu, Smoked Tofu, 
Marinated Tofu, Sesame Burgers, and Sea Cakes. We also 
supply Catering sized Plain and Smoked Tofu and Catering 
Basil Tofu.
 “We have a lot of info on the web site. www.
clearspottofu.co.uk
 “Our present status would be a Private Ltd. Company, 
£500K per annum. With a single shareholder.” Address: 
Unit 5 Rye Close, York Road Industrial Park, Malton, North 
Yorkshire YO18 7YD, UK. Phone: 01653 690235.

4985. Shurtleff, William; Aoyagi, Akiko. comps. 2013. 
History of soy fi ber and dietary fi ber (1621 to 2013): 
Extensively annotated bibliography and sourcebook. 
Lafayette, California: Soyinfo Center. 832 p. Subject/
geographical index. Printed 7 June 2013. 28 cm. [2004 ref]
• Summary: This is the most comprehensive book ever 
published about the history of soy fi ber. It has been 
compiled, one record at a time over a period of 35 years, 
in an attempt to document the history of these interesting 
soyfoods. It is also the single most current and useful source 
of information on this subject.
 Contents: Search engine keywords. Dedication and 
acknowledgments. Introduction: Brief chronology / timeline 
of soy fi ber and dietary fi ber. About this book. Abbreviations 
used in this book. How to make best use of this digital 
book–Search it. Nine pages of color photos. Contains 103 
photographs and illustrations. http://www.soyinfocenter.com/
books/163.
 Brief chronology of soy fi ber and dietary fi ber:
 1621–In the Qunfang Pu [The assembly of perfumes, 
or Monographs on cultivated plants], Wang Xiangjin, of 
China, after discussing tofu, remarks that the residue (zhi, 
Jap: okara) from the tofu can be used to feed pigs. In times of 
famine, people also eat this residue.
 1692–The Haikai, Zôdanshû [Comic / unorthodox, 
collections of various topics] is the earliest known Japanese 
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work to mention okara, which it calls kirazu (meaning 
“cannot be cut”).
 1772–The word “okara” is fi rst used in Japan in the 
Gakutaiko. The Japanese, in line with their ancient tradition 
of honoring even the simplest and most humble of foods, 
place the honorifi c prefi x o before the word kara, which 
means “shell, hull, or husk.” Thus o-kara means “honorable 
shell.”
 1847–The word “unohana” is fi rst used in Japan to mean 
okara in the Honzô kômoku keimô. “Unohana” also refers 
to a small white fl ower (Deutzia scabra) that grows in thick 
clusters on briar bushes and blooms in the spring.
 1867–Okara is fi rst mentioned in English by James 
C. Hepburn in A Japanese and English Dictionary. Under 
Kiradz [Kiradzu, Kirazu] he writes: “The refuse left in 
making tôfu.”
 1869–Okara is fi rst mentioned in French in Fabrication 
du fromage de pois en Chine et au Japon [Production of tofu 
in China and Japan], by Paul Champion and M. Lhôte. They 
refer to it as la pulpe égouttée (the drained pulp).
 1874–Okara is fi rst mentioned in German by H. Ritter 
in “Tofu, Yuba, Ame,” an article published in Mittheilungen 
der Deutschen Gesellschaft fuer Natur- und Voelkerkunde 
Ostasiens (Yokohama) 1(5):3-5. July. They refer to it as Der 
Pressrueckstand (The pressed residue).
 1903 Jan.–Dr. John Harvey Kellogg writes an editorial 
titled “Constipation” in his periodical Good Health (Battle 
Creek, Michigan). A Seventh-day Adventist and vegetarian, 
he is a pioneer in emphasizing the importance of roughage 
/ bulk / dietary fi ber in the human diet. He writes: “It is 
necessary that the food should have a certain bulk in order 
that intestinal activity may be normally stimulated. Fruits, 
wholemeal bread” and vegetables “are highly conducive to 
intestinal activity.”
 1917–In his book Colon Hygiene (417 p.) Dr. J.H. 
Kellogg states (p. 11-12): “Forty years’ experience and 
observation in dealing with chronic invalids, and careful 
study of the results of the modern X-ray investigations of the 
colon, together with observations made at the operating table 
in many hundreds of cases, has convinced the writer -
 “1. That constipation with its consequences is the result 
of the unnatural habits in relation to diet and colon hygiene 
which prevail among civilized people.”
 This is the earliest document seen that links constipation 
and human diets in civilized countries.
 1919 Aug.–William G. Bowers, in “Some studies on 
the nutritive value of the soy bean in the human diet,” coins 
the term “soy bran” to refer to soybean hulls (North Dakota 
Agricultural Experiment Station, Special Bulletin, Food 
Department).
 1920s–McCance and Lawrence are instrumental in 
developing the concept of unavailable carbohydrate; this was 
a stepping stone to the modern concept of dietary fi ber–plant 
substances not digested by human digestive enzymes.

 1958–Central Soya Co. of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
launches Soybean Flakes, made by steaming soybean hulls 
then running them through fl aking rolls.
 1972–Poly-Soy, a soy cotyledon/soy isolate fi ber, is 
launched by Ralston Purina Co. of St. Louis. Missouri. 
“Poly” is an abbreviation of “polysaccharides.” This is the 
fi rst product of its kind.
 1973-1974–Prior to the early 1970s, most of the soy 
fi ber used in human diets was okara, and it was used mostly 
in East Asia. The rise of the modern interest in key role of 
dietary fi ber in the prevention of disease dates from the years 
1973 and 1974, when Denis P. Burkitt, a British physician 
who had done extensive research on traditional diets in 
Africa, began to argue convincingly, based on studies of 
traditional diets, that the lack of fi ber in modern Western 
diets was a major cause of disease. Foods of animal origin 
(such as meat, eggs. and dairy foods) contain no fi ber, 
whereas most foods of plant origin (and especially those 
from grains, legumes, and vegetables) are excellent sources 
of fi ber.
 1974 Oct.–The terms “soy pulp” and soypulp,” which 
refer to okara, fi rst appear in the very creative booklet “Yay 
Soybeans! How You Can Eat Better and for Less and Help 
Feed the World,” by The Farm in Summertown, Tennessee. 
This is also the earliest document seen that that uses the 
word “soysage” to refer to a meatless sausage-like food 
in which soy pulp (okara) is the major ingredient. It also 
contains recipes for Soysage and Soyola (soy pulp granola).
 1975 Dec.–The Book of Tofu (and its companion, Tofu 
& Soymilk Production, 1979) are largely responsible for the 
word “okara” becoming widely used in English.
 This book contains an entire chapter about okara with 
the most information about okara and the most okara recipes 
of any book published in English to date.
 Before publication of this book, okara was very diffi cult 
to obtain in the West, except directly from Asian tofu shops. 
Soon, however, people started making their own tofu at 
home (often using tofu kits) and many new tofu shops sprang 
up and became sources of fresh okara.
 Within 5 years after the book’s publication the 
importance of fi ber in the diet began to be widely publicized.
 1980–A growing body of medical research, especially 
that published since 1980, has demonstrated that fi ber 
plays a host of valuable roles in human diets: it aids bowel 
function (decreasing mouth to cecum transit time, increasing 
fecal bulk and moisture), lipid metabolism (lowering serum 
cholesterol), and diabetic control (reducing hypoglycemic 
rebound in normal individuals, improving glucose tolerance 
in obese diabetics).
 In 1962 there were only 10 scientifi c papers about fi ber; 
in 1980 there were 500.
 By the late 1980s Americans were being advised by 
dietitians to consume 20-35 grams of fi ber daily. In fact, 
eating more fi ber had almost become a dietary fad.
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 1986–Fibrim, a soy cotyledon / isolate fi ber, is launched 
by Ralston Purina Co. (renamed Protein Technologies 
International in July 1987) of St. Louis. Missouri–
accompanied by extensive scientifi c data and a strong 
marketing program. Fibrim played a leading role helping 
to document the importance of dietary fi ber, and to create 
new markets from which all soy fi ber products could greatly 
benefi t.
 1986–Gene A. Spiller, in CRC Handbook of Dietary 
Fiber in Human Nutrition, coins the term “Soybean isolate 
fi ber (p. 71, 445) to refer to the fi ber resulting from the 
manufacture of soy protein isolates.
 1990–Grace Lo, in “Physiological effects and physico-
chemical properties of soy cotyledon fi ber,” a conference 
paper, coins the term “soy cotyledon fi ber” (see Furuda and 
Brine 1990, p. 49-66). Address: Soyinfo Center, P.O. Box 
234, Lafayette, California 94549. Phone: 925-283-2991.

4986. Jenkins, Gail; Wainwright, Linda J.; Holland, Rachel; 
et al. 2013. Wrinkle reduction in post-menopausal women 
consuming a novel oral supplement: a double-blind placebo-
controlled randomised study. International J. of Cosmetic 
Science DOI 10.1111/ics.12087. [65 ref]
• Summary: A supplemented drink was developed 
containing soy isofl avones, lycopene, vitamin C and vitamin 
E and given to post-menopausal women with a capsule 
containing fi sh oil. This drink signifi cantly improved the 
appearance of facial wrinkles.
 150 women were randomly placed into three treatment 
groups. Each woman was asked to consume one dose of 
the drink per day for 14 weeks. Address: Unilever R&D, 
Colworth Discover, Colworth Science Park, Sharnbrook, 
Bedfordshire MK44, 1LQ. United Kingdom.

4987. Brown, Lester R. 2013. 10 things to know about food 
on World Food Day. www.earthpolicy.org. Oct. 16. [1 ref]
• Summary: “Today is World Food Day. It offers the 
opportunity to strengthen national and international solidarity 
in the fi ght to end hunger, malnutrition, and poverty. With 
falling water tables, eroding soils, and rising temperatures 
making it diffi cult to feed growing populations, control of 
arable land and water resources is moving to center stage in 
the global struggle for food security. Here are some facts to 
consider:
 “1. There will be 219,000 people at the dinner table 
tonight who were not there last night-many of them with 
empty plates. Ensuring adequate food supplies was once a 
rather simple matter, the sole responsibility of the ministry 
of agriculture. When governments wanted to accelerate 
growth in the grain harvest, they simply raised the support 
price paid to farmers. Now that is changing. Securing future 
food supplies has become incredibly complex. It may now 
depend more on policies in the ministry of health and family 
planning or of energy than in the ministry of agriculture 

itself.
 “2. Today, with incomes rising fast in emerging 
economies, there are at least 3 billion people moving up the 
food chain, consuming more grain-intensive livestock and 
poultry products.
 “Today, the growth in world grain consumption is 
concentrated in China. It is adding over 8 million people per 
year, but the big driver is the rising affl uence of its nearly 1.4 
billion people. As incomes go up, people tend to eat more 
meat. China’s meat consumption per person is still only half 
that of the United States, leaving a huge potential for future 
demand growth.
 “3. In India some 190 million people are being fed with 
grain produced by overpumping groundwater. For China, 
there are 130 million in the same boat.
 “Aquifer depletion now threatens harvests in the big 
three grain producers–China, India, and the United States–
that together produce half of the world’s grain. The question 
is not whether water shortages will affect future harvests in 
these countries, but rather when they will do so.
 “4. In Nigeria, 27 percent of families experience 
foodless days. In India it is 24 percent, in Peru 14 percent.
 “The world is in transition from an era dominated by 
surpluses to one defi ned by scarcity. Not eating at all on 
some days is how the world’s poorest are coping with the 
doubling of world grain prices since 2006. But even as 
we face new constraints on future production, the world 
population is growing by 80 million people each year.
 “5. Water supply is now the principal constraint on 
efforts to expand world food production.
 “During the last half of the twentieth century, the 
world’s irrigated area expanded from some 250 million 
acres in 1950 to roughly 700 million in 2000. This near 
tripling of world irrigation within 50 years was historically 
unique. Since then the growth in irrigation has come to a 
near standstill, expanding only 10 percent between 2000 and 
2010.
 “6. Nearly a third of the world’s cropland is losing 
topsoil faster than new soil is forming, reducing the land’s 
inherent fertility.
 “Future food production is also threatened by soil 
erosion. The thin layer of topsoil that covers the earth’s 
land surface was formed over long stretches of geological 
time as new soil formation exceeded the natural rate of 
erosion. Sometime within the last century, the situation was 
reversed as soil erosion began to exceed new soil formation. 
Now, nearly a third of the world’s cropland is losing topsoil 
faster than new soil is forming, reducing the land’s inherent 
fertility. Soil that was formed on a geological time scale is 
being lost on a human time scale. Peak soil is now history.
 “7. The generation of farmers now on the land is the fi rst 
to face manmade climate change.
 “In addition to wells going dry and soils eroding, both at 
an unprecedented pace, the generation of farmers now on the 
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land is the fi rst to face manmade climate change. Agriculture 
as it exists today developed over 11,000 years of rather 
remarkable climate stability. It has evolved to maximize 
production within that climate system. Now, suddenly, the 
climate is changing. With each passing year, the agricultural 
system is more and more out of sync with the climate 
system.
 “8. At no time since agriculture began has the world 
faced such a predictably massive threat to food production as 
that posed by the melting mountain glaciers of Asia.
 “Mountain glaciers are melting in the Andes, the 
Rocky Mountains, the Alps, and elsewhere, but nowhere 
does melting threaten world food security more than in the 
glaciers of the Himalayas and on the Tibetan Plateau that 
feed the major rivers of India and China. Ice melt helps 
sustain these rivers during the dry season. In the Indus, 
Ganges, Yellow, and Yangtze river basins, where irrigated 
agriculture depends heavily on rivers, the loss of glacial-
fed, dry-season fl ow will shrink harvests and could create 
potentially unmanageable food shortages.
 9. After several decades of raising grain yields, 
farmers in the more agriculturally advanced countries have 
recently hit a glass ceiling, one imposed by the limits of 
photosynthesis itself.
 “In Japan, the longtime leader in raising cropland 
productivity, the rise in the yield of rice that began in 
the 1880s essentially came to a halt in 1996. Having 
maximized productivity, farmers ran into the inherent limits 
of photosynthesis and could no longer increase the amount 
they could harvest from a given plot. In China, rice yields 
are now just 4 percent below Japan’s. Unless China can 
raise its yields above those in Japan, which seems unlikely, 
it, too, is facing a plateauing of rice yields. Yields of wheat, 
the world’s other food staple, are also plateauing in the more 
agriculturally advanced countries. For example, France, 
Germany, and the United Kingdom–Europe’s leading wheat 
producers–had been raising wheat yields for several decades, 
but roughly a decade ago, all three hit plateaus. Corn yields 
in the United States, which accounts for nearly 40 percent 
of the world corn harvest, are starting to level off. Yields 
in some other corn-growing countries such as Argentina, 
France, and Italy also appear to be stagnating.
 “10. To state the obvious, we are in a situation both 
diffi cult and dangerous.
 “The world today desperately needs leadership on the 
food security issue to help the world understand both the 
enormity of the challenge we face and the extraordinary 
scope of a response, one that, among other things, requires 
a total restructuring of the energy economy. The scale of 
this economic restructuring is matched only by the urgency 
of doing so. Political leaders talk about cutting carbon 
emissions 80 percent by 2050, but if we stay on the current 
trajectory the game will be over long before then. If we want 
to stabilize climate, we need to cut carbon emissions far 

more rapidly. President Obama needs to understand both the 
gravity and urgency of the tightening food situation and the 
consequences of leaving it unattended. We are not looking at 
2030 or 2050. We are looking at an abrupt disruption in the 
world food supply that could be just one poor harvest away.” 
Address: Earth Policy Inst., 1350 Connecticut Ave., N.W., 
Suite 403, Washington, DC 20036. Phone: 202-496-9290.

4988. Soyatech, LLC. 2014. Soya & Oilseed Bluebook 2014: 
The annual directory of the world oilseed industry, online 
at www.soyatech.com. Bar Harbor, Maine: Soyatech. 324 
p. Feb. Comprehensive index. Advertiser index. Statistical 
conversions. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is the 8th year in a row that the Bluebook 
(a $95 value) has been sent free of charge to qualifi ed 
industry members. On the front cover is a horizontal collage 
of four of the major oilseeds, plus a green shoot growing in 
front of the collage. The 12 oilseeds covered in this book are 
(alphabetically): Canola, coconut, corn, cottonseed, fl axseed, 
hemp seed, jatropha, linseed, palm, peanut, rapeseed, 
saffl ower, soya, sunfl owerseed–the same as last year.
 The book is divided into four major sections: (1) 
Soybeans, oilseeds & oilseed products. (2) Equipment, 
supplies & services. (3) Company & organization listings. 
(4) Statistics & reference.
 On the inside front cover is a color ad from Dow 
Agrosciences. Other full-page ads related to soyfoods 
are: AOCS, French Oil Mill Machinery Co. and Insta-Pro 
International.
 On the rear cover is a full page color ad from Natural 
Products Inc. (NPI, Grinnell, Iowa), makers of innovative 
ingredients for soymilk and tofu to cakes and cookies. They 
are the makers of Scotsman’s Mill ingredients.
 Page 5: Chris Erickson is CEO. Mark Dineen is 
president. Keri Hayes is publisher and operations director. 
Address: P.O. Box 1307, 19 Clark Point Rd., Suite 112, 
Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. Phone: 207.244.9544.

4989. AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center (Website 
printout–part). 2014. www.avrdc.org. Printed June 6.
• Summary: Under “About us” is a page of Quick Facts:
 “Mission: The alleviation of poverty and malnutrition in 
the developing world through the increased production and 
consumption of nutritious and health-promoting vegetables.
 “Founding: The Asian Vegetable Research and 
Development Center was founded on 22 May 1971 by 
the Asian Development Bank, Japan, Korea, Philippines, 
Thailand, USA, Vietnam, and the Republic of China 
(Taiwan) with a mandate to work in tropical Asia. The 
headquarters campus in Taiwan was dedicated on 17 October 
1973.”
 “Our name: As the Center gained expertise and capacity, 
it expanded into sub-Saharan Africa, Central Asia, and 
South Asia. In 2008, the organization adopted a new name–
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AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center–to refl ect its global 
scope.”
 “Annual budget: Approximately US$18 million, with the 
majority of funding from national governments and major 
private foundations. Donors include the Asia & Pacifi c Seed 
Association, Australian Centre for International Agricultural 
Research, Germany’s GIZ/BMZ, Republic of China, United 
Kingdom’s Department for International Development, 
United States Agency for International Development, UK 
Department for International Development.
 “Management & Structure: Independent, non-
governmental, not-for profi t international agricultural 
research institute run by a management team that reports 
to an international Board of Directors. The organizational 
structure accommodates regional project management and 
effi cient global coordination.
 “Staff: Approximately 300 staff with around 50 
internationally recruited scientists and professionals
 “Headquarters: Shanhua, Taiwan. The Center is the only 
international agricultural research center headquartered in a 
Chinese-speaking country.
 “Regional offi ces: East and Southeast Asia–Bangkok, 
Thailand (1992). Eastern and Southern Africa–Arusha, 
Tanzania (1992). South Asia–Hyderabad, India (2006). West 
and Central Africa–Bamako, Mali (2007).
 “Sub-regional offi ces: Central & West Asia and North 
Africa–Tashkent, Uzbekistan. National Horticultural 
Research Institute–Suwon, Korea.
 “Liaison offi ces: Yaounde, Cameroon
 “Training station: East and Southeast Asia Research and 
Training Station–Kamphaeng Saen, Thailand.
 “Outreach project offi ces: Maroua, Cameroon. Sikasso, 
Mali. Java, Indonesia. Malang, Indonesia. Sigatoka, Fiji. 
Honiaria, Solomon Islands. Dhaka, Bangladesh. Islamabad, 
Pakistan. Ranchi, Ludhiana, Bhubabeswar, Chickmagalur, 
and Raichur, India.
 “Principal partners: National agricultural research 
and extension systems and nongovernment organizations 
in developing countries; the private seed sector; research 
universities.
 The headquarters in southern Taiwan is located on a 
117-hectare campus. AVRDC also has regional offi ces in 
Arusha, Tanzania (192); Bamako, Mali (2007); Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan; Bangkok, Thailand (1992); Hyderabad, Andhra 
Pradesh, India (2006); and Fiji. Address: P.O. Box 42, 
Shanhua, Tainan 74199, Taiwan.

4990. Sams, Craig. 2015. Michio Kushi, last of old school 
macrobiotic gurus, is no more (Web article). www.craigsams.
com. Jan. 28. [1 ref]
• Summary:  “Modern Zen macrobiotics was created by 
the Japanese leader George Ohsawa. His leading apostle 
was Michio Kushi. Kushi died in December, leaving the 
macrobiotic movement leaderless for the fi rst time in its 

history in the West. In any belief system there is always the 
potential to confuse the messenger with the message.
 “The Ten Commandments ban worshipping graven 
images and Islam prohibits images of Mohammed. This 
prevents believers worshipping a fellow human who 
connected with the universal spirit of love and peace (or 
`health and happiness’ if you prefer) instead of seeking 
that connection themselves. In macrobiotics the tendency 
to follow the man rather than the practice has been a 
marginalising factor that has kept it as a cult instead of 
the universally popular diet that we once thought it would 
become. Yet macrobiotic principles are now the guiding 
principles of the renaissance in nutritional awareness that is 
gathering pace worldwide. It looks like we’ve won, just not 
under our fl ag.”
 “Ohsawa died suddenly in 1966, leaving the macrobiotic 
movement leaderless.
 “Michio Kushi on the East Coast and Herman Aihara 
on the West Coast, took up Ohsawa’s mantle. Kushi set 
up the East West Institute in Boston. It was a mecca for 
burned-out hippies who would make the hajj to Boston and 
work in the study centre or the associated restaurant and 
food wholesaling business Erewhon, while learning the 
philosophy and how to cook the food. Kushi’s lectures to 
his followers were published in The East West Journal and 
the Order of the Universe magazines, reaching more than 
100,000 subscribers worldwide. His students became the 
missionaries of macrobiotics beyond Boston. Many of them 
came to London, where we welcomed them and gave them 
jobs in our restaurant, bakery and shop. We rented them 
a house in Ladbroke Grove where they could promulgate 
Kushi’s message, give shiatsu classes and teach cooking. 
They disdained our free and easy approach to macrobiotics 
and advised us to go to Boston to study with Michio. We 
thought they were too `straight.’ They wore suits, smoked 
cigarettes and drank Guinness and coffee just like Michio. 
But the rest of their diet was much stricter than ours, 
allowing little in the way of sweeteners or dairy products. 
It was a bit alienating, but we thought `each to his own’ and 
were grateful to be introduced to shiatsu and to have active 
missionaries spreading the message.
 “A few years ago I wrote here about our macrobiotic 
sea cruise. It included late stage cancer sufferers who had, 
thanks to Michio Kushi’s teachings, been clear for fi ve or ten 
years. It was moving to hear their stories and their gratitude 
that macrobiotics had given them life beyond their doctors’ 
expectations.
 “Will macrobiotics thrive in Kushi’s absence? The 
philosophy is now everywhere, the basic principles of 
making healthy diet the foundation of your physical and 
mental well being; eating whole unrefi ned cereals; exercising 
actively; always choose organic; avoid sugary refi ned 
foods; prefer sourdough over yeasted breads; avoid artifi cial 
preservatives and colourings; no trans fats; eat locally and 
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seasonally. these were once quirky macrobiotic precepts 
but are all now well-established and the stuff of Sunday 
newspaper supplements. George Ohsawa once commented 
that as long as you were in a state of bliss it didn’t matter 
what you ate, you were macrobiotic. Kushi’s messaging was 
more prescriptive, but it reached a lot more people. These 
great men are no longer with us, but thanks to their teachings 
the quality and variety of food we can easily obtain is better 
than it has ever been in human history. There is no excuse 
for eating crap any more. For this we should be eternally 
grateful.”
 A photo shows Craig Sams, elder brother of Greg Sams. 

Below that is the following brief autobiography:
 “Welcome, my name is Craig Sams, I live in Hastings in 
the south of England. This site’s about stuff in which I have 
involvement or interest.
 “I was born in Nebraska in 1944. Our farm was between 
Emerson and Homer, poetically-named towns a few miles 
south of Sioux City.
 “After obtaining a B.Sc. in Economics from the 
Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania I moved 
to London in 1966 with the aim of opening a macrobiotic 
restaurant. In 1967, after a brief career in the ethnic fashion 
and import business (Afghan coats, Indian posters, Tunisian 
kaftans, Tibetan shoulder bags, hand-dyed silks) I founded, 
in partnership with my brother Gregory, Whole Earth Foods, 
a leading organic food company, expanding from its original 
organic macrobiotic restaurant `Seed’ into retail, wholesaling 
and manufacturing with the Harmony, Ceres Bakery and 
Whole Earth brands.
 “I’m the author of four books: About Macrobiotics 
(1972), The Brown Rice Cookbook(1982, new edition 1992), 
The Little Food Book (1993) and, with Josephine Fairley, 
The Story of Green & Black’s. The Sams family (our Dad 

Ken, Gregory and me) published “Seed Magazine–The 
Journal of Organic Living” from 1972-1977. I was Hon. 
Treasurer of the Soil Association from 1990 to 2001 and was 
Chairman from 2001-2007. I then chaired Soil Association 
Certifi cation Ltd from 2007-2009 and continue as a director. 
I chaired Slow Food UK from 2008 to 2015 and continue as 
a trustee and as a member of Slow Food Sussex.
 “In partnership with my wife Josephine Fairley I 
founded Green & Black’s Organic Chocolate in 1991, an 
award-winning organic and fair trade confectionery brand 
whose Maya Gold chocolate was the fi rst product to carry 
the Fairtrade Mark. I grow most of my own vegetables 
organically in our potager garden in Hastings and on my 
smallholding nearby, where we also have a watercress bed 
and woodland. I’m now President of Green & Black’s Ltd–a 
non-executive advisory role. I am co-founder and Executive 
Chairman of Carbon Gold Ltd, a carbon sequestration 
business based on the use of biochar as a soil improver. 
Biochar is emerging as a major tool for mitigating climate 
change and restoring our planet’s degraded soils. In addition 
I serve as a director of Duchy Originals Ltd and of Gusto 
Organic, the organic soft drink makers. Josephine and I host 
the Wellington Square Natural Health Centre in Hastings, a 
venue for alternative and complementary therapies.”

4991. Soyatech, LLC. 2015. Soya & Oilseed Bluebook 2015: 
The annual directory of the world oilseed industry, online 
at www.soyatech.com. Bar Harbor, Maine: Soyatech. 320 
p. Feb. Comprehensive index. Advertiser index. Statistical 
conversions. 28 cm.
• Summary: This is the 9th year in a row that the Bluebook 
(a $95 value) has been sent free of charge to qualifi ed 
industry members. On the front cover is an aerial photo, near 
sunset, of a huge soybean fi eld with no weeds visible.
 The 12 oilseeds covered in this book are 
(alphabetically): Canola, coconut, corn, cottonseed, fl axseed, 
hemp seed, jatropha, linseed, palm, peanut, rapeseed, 
saffl ower, soya, sunfl owerseed–the same as last year.
 The book is divided into four major sections: (1) 
Soybeans, oilseeds & oilseed products. (2) Equipment, 
supplies & services. (3) Company & organization listings. 
(4) Statistics & reference.
 On the inside front cover is a color ad from Soybean 
Premiums.org. Other full-page ads related to soyfoods 
are: Crown Iron Works Company, AOCS, French Oil Mill 
Machinery Co., Zeeland Food Services, Inc (Non-GMO 
Soy), DSM (Purfi ne), Buehler, Insta-Pro International.
 On the rear cover is a full page color ad from Natural 
Products Inc. (NPI, Grinnell, Iowa), makers of innovative 
ingredients for soymilk and tofu to cakes and cookies. They 
are the makers of Scotsman’s Mill ingredients.
 Page 5: Greg Mellinger is CEO. Keri Hayes is publisher 
and operations director. Address: P.O. Box 1307, 19 Clark 
Point Rd., Suite 112, Southwest Harbor, Maine 04679. 
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Phone: 207.244.9544.

4992. Druker, Steven M. 2015. Altered genes, twisted 
truth: how the venture to genetically engineer our food has 
subverted science, corrupted government, and systematically 
deceived the public. Salt Lake City, Utah: Clear River 
Press 528 p. Foreword by Jane Goodall, the renowned 
primatologist. First published in 2013. [450+* ref]
• Summary: This is by far the best book on the problems 
with genetic engineering. 
 Contents: Foreword. Introduction: How I Reluctantly 
Became an Activist–And Uncovered the Crime that Enabled 
the Commercialization of Genetically Engineered Foods
 1. The Politicization of Science–And the 
Institutionalization of Illusion (Ernst Mayr, Philip Regal)
 2. The Expansion of the Biotech Agenda–And the 
Intensifi cation of the Politicization
 3. Disappearing a Disaster: How the Facts About a 
Deadly Epidemic Caused by a Genetically Engineered Food 
Have Been Consistently Clouded
 4. Genes, Ingenuity, and Disingenuousness: 
Reprogramming the Software of Life while Refashioning the 
Facts
 5. Illegal Entry The Governmental Fraud that Put GE 
Foods on the US Market
 6. Globalization of Regulatory Irregularity: How Food 
Safety Offi cials in Canada, the EU, and Other Regions also 
Sidestepped Science and Sound Policy
 7. Erosion of Environmental Protection: Multiple Risks, 
Minimal Caution
 8. Malfunction of the American Media Pliant 
Accomplices in Cover-up and Deception
 9. Methodical Misrepresentation of Risk Oversights, 
Anomalies, and Delinquencies
 10. A Crop of Disturbing Data: How the Research on 
GE Foods Has Failed to Show They’re Safe–and Instead 
Confi rmed They Should Be Off the Market
 11. Overlooked Lessons from Computer Science: The 
Inescapable Risks of Altering Complex Information Systems
 12. Unfounded Foundational Assumptions: The Flawed 
Beliefs that Undergird Agricultural Bioengineering
 13. The Devolution of Scientists into Spin Doctors: 
Genetic Engineering’s Most Malignant Mutation
 14. New Directions and Expanded Horizons: 
Abandoning Genetic Engineering and Advancing to Safe, 
Sustainable, and Sensible Modes of Farming
 Appendix A: Extended Examination of the Judge’s 
Decision in Alliance for Bio-Integrity v. Shalala
 Appendix B: Two Reports by Other Respected 
Organizations that Misrepresent the Risks of GE Foods
 Notes. Index. Acknowledgements. About the Author.
 Note: Appendices C and D and the Executive Summary 
are available online at:
 http://alteredgenestwistedtruth.com/appendix-c/

 http://alteredgenestvvistedtruth.com/appendix-d/
 http://alteredgenestwistedtruth.com/executive-summary/
 From the publisher: “This book uncovers the biggest 
scientifi c fraud of our age. It tells the fascinating and 
frequently astounding story of how the massive enterprise to 
restructure the genetic core of the world’s food supply came 
into being, how it advanced by consistently violating the 
protocols of science, and how for more than three decades, 
hundreds of eminent biologists and esteemed institutions 
have systematically contorted the truth in order to conceal 
the unique risks of its products-and get them onto our dinner 
plates. Altered Genes, Twisted Truth gives a graphic account 
of how this elaborate fraud was crafted and how it not only 
deceived the public, but astute and infl uential individuals as 
well. The book also exposes how the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration was induced to become a key accomplice.
 “Steven M. Druker is a public interest attorney who, 
as executive director of the Alliance for Bio-Integrity, 
initiated a lawsuit that forced the FDA to divulge its fi les on 
genetically engineered foods. This revealed that politically 
appointed administrators had covered up the warnings of 
their own scientists about the unusual risks of these foods 
and then allowed them to be marketed illegally. In organizing 
the suit, he assembled an unprecedented coalition of eminent 
scientists and religious leaders to stand with his organization 
as co-plaintiffs–the fi rst time scientists had sued a federal 
administrative agency on the grounds that one of its policies 
is scientifi cally unsound.
 “He is a prominent commentator on the risks of GE 
foods and has served on the food safety panels at conferences 
held by the National Research Council and the FDA, has 
given lectures at numerous universities (including the 
Biological Laboratories at Harvard), and has met with 
government offi cials throughout the world, including the 
heads of food safety for France, Ireland, and Australia. 
In 1998, he was invited to the White House Executive 
Offi ces to discuss risks of GE crops with a task force of the 
President’s Council on Environmental Quality.
 “His articles on GE food have appeared in several 
respected publications, including the Congressional 
Quarterly Researcher, The Parliament magazine, and the 
Financial Times.
 “He earned his B.A. in philosophy at the University 
of California, Berkeley (with high honors that included 
a special award for “Outstanding Accomplishment”) and 
received his Juris Doctor from the same institution (and 
was elected to both the Law Review and the legal honor 
society).” Address: Public Interest Attorney; Executive 
Director, Alliance for Bio-Integrity.

4993. Spots at front of book: History of meat alternatives. 
2015.
• Summary: (a) Photo of John Harvey Kellogg. (b) Photo 
of Charles Dabney. (c) Photo of Protose, sold in the UK 
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by The International Health Association, Ltd. (Legge 
St., Birmingham). (d) Can of Choplets. (e) Worthington 
Meatless Chicken Style. (f) Worthington Chic-ketts. (g) 
Sam’s Chicken (meatless). (h) Loma Linda Swiss Stake with 
Gravy. (i) Cedar Lake Vege-Salami–vegan deli slices. (j) 
Yves Veggie Deli Salami. (k) Nuteena in can. (l) BigFranks. 
(m) Field Roast meatless sausages. (n) Meatless burger. (o) 
Collage of meat alternatives sold commercially in 2014. (p) 
Cans of Worthington Choplets, Vegetable Steaks, Skallops. 
(q) FriChik original. (r) Another can of FriChik. (e) Cedar 
Lake Meatless Tofu Links.

4994. Spots: Vegetarianism, vegetarian diets, and vegan diets 
& lifestyle. 2015.

• Summary:  (a) Vegetarian Society headquarters in 
Parkdale, UK. (b) The rise of the words tofu and vegan on 
Google Ngram Viewer.

4995. Spots: Worcestershire sauce, or Worcester sauce. 2015.
• Summary:  (1) View using the “Google Ngram Viewer” of 
the relative frequency of appearance in books digitized by 
Google, from 1800 to 2000 of the four case-sensitive terms 
“Worcestershire sauce” (the most frequent), “Worcester 
sauce,” “Worcestershire Sauce,” and “worcestershire sauce” 
(never widely used).
 Note the rapid rise and fall of the word “Worcestershire 
sauce” with peaks in about 1917, 1950, and 1985.

4996. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Early tempeh manufacturers 
in Europe, listed chronologically by country (Overview). 
Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: Netherlands: ENTI 1946 April, Firma E.S. 
Lembekker 1959 Jan., Handelsonderneming van Dappern 
1969, Firma Ergepe 1981 Jan., Jakso/Yakso 1982 Jan., 
Haagse Tempe Fabriek 1982, Consuma B.V. 1983, Heuschen 
B.V. 1986.
 France: Traditions du Grain 1982 March, Athanor 1985 
Oct., Les Sept Marches 1985 April.
 UK: Paul’s Tofu & Tempeh 1981 Jan., One World 
Natural Foods 1982.
 Switzerland: Soy Joy 1982 April.

 Belgium: De Hobbit 1982 May, Lima Foods 1986.
 Austria: Natuerliche Lebensmittel, Paul Stuart 
Zacharowicz 1983 Sept., Sojvita Produktions 1984 June.
 West Germany: Pro Natura 1985.
 Spain: Zuaitzo 1986.
 Italy: La Finestra sul Cielo 1987 fall.

4997. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Europe’s biggest international 
food fairs / shows and expositions: ANUGA, SIAL, Helfex, 
and CIBUS (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: ANUGA and SIAL are held in Cologne 
(Germany) and Paris (France) respectively on alternating 
years in October. Each fair lasts for about 6 days, and tickets 
cost about $20. Food people and companies come from all 
over the world to exhibit and see the latest in all kinds of 
foods and food equipment. ANUGA is held on odd numbered 
years (1987, 1989, 1991, etc.) and SIAL on even numbered 
years (1986, 1988, 1990).
 ANUGA (pronounced uh-NEW-guh) stands for 
Allgemeine Nahrungs und Genussmittel Ausstellung 
(“General exhibition of food and food adjuncts {stimulants 
/ enjoyables”}). Billed as the “World Food Market–
Consuma–Gastroma–Tecnica,” it is held at the Cologne 
Messe (Exhibition Center) and is sponsored / produced 
by Messe und Ausstellungs Ges. mbH, P.O. Box 210760, 
D-5000 Cologne, West Germany. Phone: 221-8210. The fi rst 
ANUGA fair was held in 1929. Statistics at ANUGA in 1986 
were mind-boggling: 200,000 visitors; 5,201 companies 
exhibiting, from 86 different countries; and what seemed like 
50 miles of exhibit space (actually 227,000 square meters).
 SIAL (pronounced see-AL) stands for “Salon 
International de l’Alimentation,” and is also called the 
‘International Food and Dairy Exhibition’. The fi rst SIAL 
was held in Nov. 1964. The permanent address of SIAL is 39 
rue de la Bienfaisance, 75008 Paris.
 The ‘SIAL d’Or’ (also called ‘Golden SIAL’ or Food 
Oscar’) gold medal awards, fi rst presented in Oct. 1986, are 
given for the best new food products in each food category 
at the AIDA-SIAL International competition judged in Paris 
in June. The Oscars are a bi-annual competition between 
16 nations, including Canada, Great Britain, Italy and the 
USA. Each country presents products in 7 food and beverage 
categories: Grocery, alcoholic drinks, non-alcoholic drinks, 
dairy, deep-frozen, meat / poultry and delicatessen. The retail 
trade in each country nominates the representative products. 
At least one soy product, So Good, a soymilk produced by 
Sanitarium Foods in Australia, has been awarded the Golden 
SIAL.
 Helfex, the International Health Food Trade Exhibition 
and Convention, is much smaller than the two fairs 
mentioned above and its scope is much more limited. Held 
biannually in the spring in the United Kingdom on even 
numbered years, it is sponsored by the British Health Food 
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Manufacturers Association and the British Health Food 
Trade Association. The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) 
of the USDA typically has a large pavilion featuring booths 
representing U.S. health / natural food manufacturers. 
In 1988 at least 8,000 visitors came to Helfex from 25 
countries. About 600 exhibitors were there and the U.S. 
Pavilion was the biggest booth at the entire show. About 88% 
of the natural foods products at Helfex ‘88 came from the 
U.K. The fi rst Helfex was held on 17-19 March 1974 at the 
Bloomsbury Centre Hotel in London. The tenth Helfex was 
held on 8-9 April 1990 in Birmingham, England; over 200 
companies exhibited in Birmingham. For more information 
contact the British Health Food Trade Assoc., Angel Court, 
High Street, Godalming, Surrey, GU7 1DT, England. Phone: 
0483-426450. Fax: 0483-426921.
 CIBUS (pronounced CHI-bus), the biggest food fair in 
Italy, is held in Parma in about May each year.

4998. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Chronology of Great Britain 
and the English language. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: England was inhabited in pre-Roman times by 
Gaelic-speaking Celtic tribes whose religion was druidism, 
the chief tribe in the south being the Britons (Latin: 
Brittones). The Celts originated in northeast France in about 
1500–1000 B.C. In 400 B.C., at the time of their greatest 
expansion, they occupied most of the British Isles, Ireland, 
and continental Europe from western France to the Black 
Sea. Descendants of the Celts now live in Cornwall, the 
highlands of Scotland, western Ireland, Wales, and Brittany.
 55 and 54 B.C.–The fi rst invasion, by Julius Caesar, but 
not subjugated until Roman conquest of 1st century A.D. 
(43-60 A.D.). Became part of Roman empire as province of 
Brittania. Cities built and Christianity introduced. 410 A.D.–
Roman legions/garrisons withdrew and the Empire collapsed. 
499 A.D.–The Anglo-Saxon invasion (England’s second) 
starts during the 5th century A.D. and settlement continues 
during the 6th century. Invading Germanic/Nordic tribes, 
the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes (of Indo-European origin), 
violently drive the Celtic inhabitants into the southwest and 
western parts (Cornwall and Wales). The Jutes were probably 
from the north of today’s Denmark. Southern Britain (except 
Wales in the west and Strathclyde in northwest) became 
divided into seven petty kingdoms, the Heptarchy, in an 
area that roughly corresponds to present-day England: 
Northumbria, Mercia, East Anglia, Kent, Essex, Sussex, and 
Wessex.
 597–St. Augustine and his followers arrive in Britain 
and convert the inhabitants to Latin Christianity, beginning 
with Kent. He becomes the fi rst Archbishop of Canterbury 
(601-904; he is not St. Augustine, bishop of Hippo [in 
Algeria, lived 354-430]); they infl uenced the language with 
Latin and Greek.
 793–The Viking Invasions begin–England’s third. Danes 

(also called Norsemen or Vikings) begin by destroying the 
monasteries of Lindisfarne and Jarrow. By 850 almost half 
of the country (the northeast) is in Viking hands. 878–Alfred 
the Great, king of Wessex, defeats the Vikings/Danes against 
great odds at the battle of Ethandune, and saves both England 
its language. The country is divided into north and south; 
the Danes withdraw to the north. Alfred then decided to use 
English, not Latin, as the basis for educating his people.
 1066–Norman Conquest (England’s fourth invasion, 
followed by a cultural revolution) by French-speaking 
William the Conqueror from the French province of 
Normandy. He defeats English forces under King Harold at 
the Battle of Hastings as depicted in the Bayeux Tapestry. 
Harold was the last English-speaking king for nearly 
300 years. The French-speaking Normans then introduce 
centralized government and transform the language. French 
was established as the smart language with cultural and 
social prestige; Latin remained the professional language of 
religion, the law, and scholarship. Old English (as spoken 
by the Anglo-Saxons) changes into Middle English, spoken 
from 1150 to 1500. 1000–By now the country is generally 
known as Englaland, the land of the Angles. Their language 
is Englisc. 1215 June 15–Magna Carta signed, inaugurating 
the foundation of political and personal liberty. 1362–
The State of Pleading requires that court proceedings be 
conducted in English. 1372–By the time of Geoffrey Chaucer 
(ca. 1342-1400) the new English language was intelligible 
to moderns. English surnames or family names start to be 
used. 1417–Henry V becomes the fi rst English King since 
Harold to use English for his offi cial correspondence. 1476–
William Caxton introduces the printing press to England 
at Westminster and starts to print the works of Chaucer, in 
English. He uses the English of London and of the South-
East. 1558–Queen Elizabeth comes to the throne at age 25. 
During the 1500s (16th century) the Renaissance is in full 
bloom. 1564-1616–William Shakespeare lived; his plays and 
poetry revolutionized the English language.
 1603–James VI of Scotland, son of Mary, Queen of 
Scots, moves to London, to become James I of England. 
This “union of crowns” begins the process of the Scots 
tongue becoming a variety of English rather than a separate 
language. 1611–King James Authorized Version of the Bible 
published. James I ordered that every church in Scotland 
should conduct its Sunday service using the new version of 
the Bible. This dealt a major blow to the Scots language. 
During the 1600s citizens of England expand to North 
America and South Africa.
 1707–The name Great Britain is adopted for both island 
and kingdom after formal union with Scotland. 1746–The 
defeat of Bonnie Prince Charlie and his uprising at Culloden 
marks the beginning of the end for Gaelic highland Scottish 
culture, language, and dress. The Highland Clearances begin. 
1755 April 15–Publication of Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary 
starts the standardization of the English language. 1801–
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The name United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland is 
adopted after union with Ireland. In 1927 this changed to 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland after 
1922 est. of Irish Free State. 1972–Joined the EEC.
 At “United Kingdom...” Webster’s New Geographical 
Dictionary says “See Great Britain.” But the World Almanac 
has this country listed as “United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland.” Under this are listed Wales, Scotland, 
Northern Ireland, Channel Islands, Isle of Man, Gibraltar 
(dependency), British West Indies, Bermuda (dependency), 
South Atlantic (Falkland Islands and Dependencies, 
British Antarctic Territory, St. Helena, Tristan da Cunhua, 
Ascension), Hong Kong, British Indian Ocean Territory, 
Pacifi c Ocean (Pitcairn Island).

4999. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. The visionary work of Henry 
Ford and his researchers with soybeans–then and now: 
Played a leading role in transforming the soybean from a 
minor to a major American farm crop (Overview). Compiled 
by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: During the 1800s and early 1900s the soybean 
was such a minor a crop in America that the government 
didn’t bother to measure its size. It wasn’t until 1910 that 
the fi rst statistics on soybean production were collected. 
This was done as part of the 13th U.S. census. The results, 
published in 1913, showed that in 1909 an estimated 16,835 
bushels of soybeans were produced on 1,629 acres in the 
USA. They were worth $20,577.
 In May 1918 the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
published its fi rst statistics on U.S. soybean acreage and 
production. In 1917 some 531,000 acres were planted (56% 
of these were interplanted with other crops) and only 17% of 
these were harvested for grain/seed, yielding 1.186 million 
bushels. Most soybeans were grown for hay or forage.
 In 1931 in America 17.260 million bushels of soybeans 
were produced on 1,141,000 acres. That same year, Henry 
Ford planted his fi rst soybeans–about 500 acres near 
Dearborn and by 1932 he was growing 8,200 acres of 
soybeans in Michigan. By 1933 Henry Ford was growing 
soybeans on 12,000 acres of his own land in Michigan. This 
made him the single largest soybean grower in America 
and in the Western World, and (from 1933) in the United 
Kingdom. He also urged Michigan farmers to plant soybeans 
with the assurance that the Ford Motor Co. would buy them.
 Henry Ford was active in promoting soybeans from 
1931 to 1943. He was certainly not the only soybean 
promoter during this period, but he was probably the 
most infl uential–with the possible exception of the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (largely through the work of 
William Morse). Fortune magazine reported of Ford in 
late 1933, ‘He is as much interested in the soya bean as he 
is in the V-8.’ Ford’s great prestige–he was by now a true 
American ‘folk hero’–and his strong, unswerving belief in 
the future of the soybean, made Americans everywhere take 

notice.
 The Ford Motor Co. was also a major soybean user. 
On October 21, 1935 Time magazine (p.34), in an article 
on soybeans, noted: ‘This year Ford will use the crop from 
61,500 soy-bean acres.’ That year a bushel of soybeans was 
used in the manufacture of every Ford car. On October 12, 
1936 Time magazine (p.76, 78, 80) ran another long article 
on soybeans, noting that in 1935 soybeans had put $35 
million into the pockets of U.S. farmers, outranking in value 
rye and barley. Soybean trading had grown so active that the 
Chicago Board of Trade in Illinois had just started trading 
soybean futures. But their greatest praise was reserved for 
Ford: ‘The number 1 U.S. soybean man is Henry Ford.’ A 
portrait photo showed Ford with the caption, ‘Motormaker 
Ford. A bean’s best friend.’
 The soybean has unquestionably been the most 
successful American farm crop of the 20th century. A graph 
of harvested acreage of the major U.S. crops from 1924 to 
the present, shows that while the total acreage off all other 
crops was decreasing, soybean acreage was skyrocketing–
and taking their place. Soybean acreage passed that of barley 
in 1940, cotton in 1956, oats in 1961, wheat in 1977, hay in 
1978, and corn (harvested for grain) in 1979.

5000. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. A brief history of the Ottoman 
Empire, also called the Turkish Empire, and the Byzantine 
Empire (Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: After the fall of Rome in the 5th century, 
Constantinople (earlier Byzantium) was the capital of 
the Byzantine Empire (also called the Eastern Roman 
Empire) for 1,000 years. The Byzantine Empire reached 
its greatest extent under its emperor Justinian I (ruled 
A.D. 527-565), who conquered a large part of the Western 
Empire and erected the Church of Saint Sophia. In about 
1000 A.D. the Byzantine Empire comprised the southern 
Balkans, Greece, Asia Minor, and parts of southern Italy. 
Constantinople was sacked by the Fourth Crusade in 1204, 
and the Empire split up into 4 parts; it was partly restored 
by the capture of Constantinople by Michael VIII in 1261. 
It gradually lost territory to the Turks until there remained 
only Constantinople, Morea, and Salonika. The capture of 
Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 marked the formal end 
of the Byzantine Empire.
 The Ottoman Empire was established in the 13th century 
by Turks from Central Asia who entered Anatolia (the part 
of Turkey in Asia equivalent to the Peninsula of Asia Minor, 
comprising about 3/5 of Turkey’s provinces, and already 
under Seljuks or Seljuk Turks) and established a small state, 
traditionally ruled by Osman I (1288-1326). Beginning 
with Orkhan I (1326-62) an empire was organized on both 
sides of the Straits (the link between the Mediterranean and 
Black Sea, including the Dardanelles, Sea of Marmara, and 
Bosporus). In 1453 Constantinople fell to the Ottoman Turks, 
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who ruled their vast Ottoman Empire from its capital in 
Constantinople for just over 400 years.
 By the end of the 1400s, the Ottoman Empire included 
the Balkan region (Rumelia, Macedonia, Thessaly, Morea 
[Peloponessus], Serbia, Walachia, Bosnia, Bulgaria, and 
Albania), most of the Aegean Islands, the rest of Anatolia, 
and Crimea. The Empire overthrew the Mamelukes (the 
politically powerful Egyptian military class occupying the 
sultanate from 1250 to 1517; Mamluk) and secured Syria 
and Egypt. The Empire was at its height under Suleiman the 
Magnifi cent (1520-1566) who took Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Mesopotamia and Baghdad, the North African Coast, and, 
in Europe, territory from the eastern frontier of the Holy 
Roman Empire to the shores of the Black Sea. Although 
Crete, Cyprus, the Arabian coasts, and the Caucasus territory 
were later added to Ottoman holdings, the power of the 
empire began to decline in the late 1500s. By a series of 
exhausting wars with Poland, Austria, and Russia in the 
1600s and 1700s, Turks were expelled from Hungary and 
the northern shores of the Black Sea. During the 1800s, 
because of internal corruption, the steady southward advance 
of Russia, and the successful revolts of the Balkans, the 
weakened Ottoman ruler came to be known as the “Sick Man 
of Europe.”
 Serbia, led by Milos Obrenovic, gained autonomy from 
the Empire in 1829; in 1830 he was recognized as hereditary 
prince, in 1867 he secured the withdrawal of Turkish 
garrisons in 1867, and in 1878 Serbia became completely 
independent of Turkey–but without control of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina.
 The problem of preventing too rapid a dissolution of the 
empire in the face of Russian advance became the “Eastern 
Question” of European diplomacy, and caused the Crimean 
War (1854-56).
 After much negotiation from 1888-1899 and opposition 
from other countries, on 25 Nov. 1899 the Empire granted 
concessions to Germany for the Berlin-Baghdad Railroad. 
The Empire lost its African holdings of Egypt, Tunis, and 
Tripoli. Macedonia, its last important European territory, was 
lost in the First Balkan War of 1912-13. In this war, Serbia, 
Bulgaria, Greece, and Montenegro founded the Balkan 
League and defeated Turkey. Montenegro declared war on 
Turkey. Bulgaria and Serbia mobilized their armies, then 
Turkey asked the Great Powers for intervention. An armistice 
was signed between Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro, and 
Turkey. New boundaries were drawn in the Treaty of London 
(or London Peace Treaty, 1913), presided over by Britain, 
but all parties were dissatisfi ed with these boundaries.
 During the second Balkan War (1913) Bulgaria attacked 
Greece and Serbia. Russia declared war on Bulgaria. Turkey 
recaptured Adrianople from Bulgaria. An armistice was 
signed at Bucharest. Serbia invaded Albania; a peace treaty 
was signed between Greece and Turkey. Serbia received 
territory in Macedonia.

 Just before World War I, the Ottoman Empire (out of 
whose core Turkey later emerged) ruled what is now Syria, 
Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and 
some islands in the Aegean Sea.
 The Ottoman Empire joined Germany and Austria in 
World War I as one of the Central Powers and its defeat 
resulted in the loss of much territory and the fall of the 
sultanate. During the war, the Empire was an important area 
of confl ict, as in the Gallipoli Peninsula, Mesopotamia, etc. 
The sultan accepted the Treaty of Sèvres (Sevres, 1920) by 
which the Empire gave up Cyprus, Dodecanese, Smyrna, 
Mesopotamia, Palestine and Syria, Arabia, Armenia, and 
control of the Straits.
 Meanwhile, beginning with the Young Turk movement, 
which led a revolt in 1908, a nationalist group sought to 
reform the Ottoman Empire. The nationalists, under Mustafa 
Kemal Pasha, later known as Kemal Atatürk (Ataturk; 
the Father of the Turks) called a congress and set up a 
government in 1919 at Ankara. They repudiated the Treaty of 
Sèvres, defeated Greece in 1920-22, adopted a constitution 
in 1921 (later amended), and fi nally proclaimed the Republic 
of Turkey on 29 Oct. 1923. Atatürk sought to transform a 
conservative Islamic society into a secular, westernized state. 
The party he founded held power until 1950. In 1924 the 
nationalists abolished the Caliphate (spiritual leadership of 
Islam) and in 1928 they abolished Islam as the state religion.
 Note: Asia Minor forms the western and greater part of 
today’s Turkey This peninsula forms the western extremity 
of Asia, bordered by the Black Sea on the north, the Aegean 
Sea on the west, and the Mediterranean Sea on the south.

5001. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. The visionary work of Henry 
Ford and his researchers with soyfoods–then and now: 
Invented meat alternatives based on spun soy protein fi bers 
(Overview). Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo 
Center.
• Summary: One day in 1942 at the Ford plant, Robert 
Boyer, while sampling fi bers of his “soybean wool,” realized 
that these same soy protein fi bers, if made tender by omitting 
the protein denaturation, hardening, and insolubilization, 
could be used as a basic ingredient in making meatlike 
textured soy protein foods. He had already developed an 
analog for the protein fi bers that grow on the outside of a 
sheep (wool), why not develop an analog for those on the 
inside, a meatless meat or meat analog? In 1949 Boyer left 
his job at The Drackett Co.
 He devoted all his energy to developing food uses of 
edible products made from spun soy isolates. His fi rst patent 
for edible soy fi bers was applied for in 1949; It was rewritten 
and applied for in May 1952 and issued in June 1954 (No. 
2,682,466). In 1956 Worthington Foods purchased a license 
from Boyer and began to develop the world’s fi rst meatlike 
meatless products based on these soy protein fi bers. In Oct. 
1962 Ralston Purina Co. began to produce the world’s fi rst 
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food-grade spun soy protein fi bers–named Textured Edi 
Pro–at its plant in Louisville, Kentucky. Worthington Foods 
purchased these fi bers and used them as key ingredients in 
a new generation of meatlike products. The fi rst of these 
were on the market by 1963, with names like Worthington 
Soyameat–Fried Chicken Style, Chicken Style Roll, Prosage 
(like pork sausage), White-Chik, Soya Meat–Beef Like; The 
Soyameat–Fried Chicken style was canned whereas the other 
products were frozen. The fl avor and texture were better than 
any meatlike product ever made in America. Initially these 
products were sold in health food stores but in late 1965 
they started to be sold in supermarkets. In 1966 Worthington 
started to spin its own soy fi bers, and the next year Ralston 
Purina stopped spinning.
 Other companies also licensed the rights to spin soy 
protein fi bers from Robert Boyer. In December 1965 General 
Mills introduced its Bontrae line of spun soy protein fi ber 
products, starting with Bac-O*s (imitation bacon bits). By 
May 1966 General Mills was making analogs for ground 
beef, diced ham, and diced poultry–all from spun soy protein 
fi bers. So successful were these products (they also won 
several prizes) that in June 1969 General Mills broke ground 
for a multi-million dollar state-of-the-art fi ber spinning plant 
at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. It began making Bontrae products 
in later 1970. By 1975 Cortaulds in England had launched 
Kesp, based on spun soy protein.
 Today about 15-20% of Worthington’s meat alternatives 
contain spun soy protein fi bers. These products have a retail 
value of about $8.8 million. Worthington’s Morningstar 
Farms line of meat alternatives, some of which contain spun 
soy protein fi bers, is sold in the frozen foods section of about 
95% of all supermarkets and grocery stores in America.

5002. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Chronology of soymilk 
worldwide–1500 A.D. to 1949. Part I. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 1500 A.D.–The earliest known written reference 
to soymilk appears in China in a poem titled “Ode to Tofu,” 
written by Su Ping
 1665–Soymilk is fi rst mentioned by a Westerner, 
Domingo Fernández de Navarrete, in his book A Collection 
of Voyages and Travels. Navarrete served as a Dominican 
missionary in China.
 1790–Soymilk is mentioned by Juan de Loureiro in his 
book The Flora of Cochin China. Loureiro was a Portuguese 
Jesuit missionary who lived in what is now Vietnam. Note 
that each of these and many other early references mentioned 
soymilk as part of the process for making tofu.
 1866–Soymilk is fi rst discussed as a drink in its own 
right by the Frenchman Paul Champion, who traveled in 
China. In a French-language article he stated that the Chinese 
had taken their cups to tofu shops to get hot soymilk, which 
they drank for breakfast.
 1896 June–Soymilk is fi rst referred to in the United 

States by Henry Trimble in the American Journal of 
Pharmacy.
 1909–The fi rst soy-based infant formulas and soymilk 
made from full-fat soy fl our are developed in the United 
States by John Ruhräh, a pediatrician. He reports his results 
in the Archives of Pediatrics (July 1909).
 1910–The world’s fi rst soy dairy, named Caséo-Sojaïne, 
is founded by Li Yu-ying, a Chinese citizen, biologist and 
engineer, at 46-48 Rue Denis Papin, Les Vallées, Colombes 
(near Asnières), a few miles northwest of Paris. In December 
1910 he applies for the world’s fi rst soymilk patents (British 
Patents No. 30,275 and 30,351). The fi rst patent is titled 
“Vegetable milk and its derivatives.” He is issued both 
patents in Feb. 1912.
 1913 June 13–Li Yu-ying is issued the fi rst U.S. soymilk 
patent (No. 1,064,841), titled “Method of manufacturing 
products from soja.” He fi led the application on 10 Oct. 
1911.
 1917–Soymilk is being produced commercially in the 
U.S. by J.A. Chard Soy Products in New York City.
 1929 Nov.–T.A. Van Gundy, founder of La Sierra 
Industries in Arlington, California, launches La Sierra 
Soy Milk, and becomes the fi rst Seventh-day Adventist 
worldwide to make soymilk commercially. The product 
was canned and the beany fl avor removed by live steam 
processing.
 1931–Madison Foods of Madison, Tennessee, introduces 
Madison Soy Milk–the world’s earliest known soymilk to be 
fortifi ed with calcium and the second commercial soymilk 
product made by Seventh-day Adventists in the USA. 
Madison Foods is a company run by students and faculty 
within Madison College, a pioneering work/study school.
 1936 Jan.–Dr. Harry W. Miller and his son, Willis, 
start making Vetose Soya Milk, sold in natural or chocolate 
fl avors in sterilized half pint or quart bottles at their Vetose 
Nutritional Laboratories in Shanghai, China. Dr. Miller is 
a Seventh-day Adventist physician, a student of Dr. John 
Harvey Kellogg, and a medical missionary living in China. 
The world’s fi rst “soy dairy,” this company also made soy 
ice cream and Acidophilus Vetose (a cultured soya milk)–
both launched in Jan. 1936. But Japan was invading China. 
Within months after the soy-milk business began booming, a 
Japanese bomb blew up the soy dairy.
 1936 June–Sobee, the world’s earliest known branded 
soy-based infant formula, is launched by the American Soya 
Products Corp. of Evansville, Indiana.
 1939 autumn–Dr. Harry W. Miller, forced by the war 
in China to return to the USA, starts making soymilk at Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio, in a large brick plant which he and coworkers 
built from the ground up. The fi rst two products were canned 
liquid soymilk (made in a pressure cooker and fortifi ed with 
vitamins and minerals) and malted soymilk (Soy-A-Malt). 
Pressure from the powerful U.S. dairy industry and the 
USDA convinced Miller not to call his product ‘soymilk,’ so 
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he latinized the name to Soya Lac. This term was fi rst used 
in late 1939 for Miller’s fi rst American soymilk.
 1940 March–K.S. Lo, founder and managing director of 
the Hong Kong Soya Bean Products Co. Ltd. starts to make 
soymilk in Hong Kong. His product, originally named Vita 
Milk (Wai-ta-nai in Chinese) was fortifi ed with calcium, cod-
liver oil, and vitamins, and sold in milk bottles, primarily 
as a nutritious, affordable beverage for refugees. In June 
1940 the product was renamed Sunspot, and in 1953 it was 
renamed Vitasoy. Continued.

5003. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Chronology of tofu 
worldwide–965 A.D. to 1929. Part I. Compiled by William 
Shurtleff of Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: 965 A.D.–Tofu is fi rst mentioned in China 
in a document, the Qing Yilu (Wade-Giles: Ch’ing I Lu) 
[Anecdotes, Simple and Exotic], by Tao Ku. It states: “In 
the daily market were several catties of doufu. People of 
the region called doufu the ‘vice mayor’s mutton.’” It goes 
on to tell the story of a vice mayor named Jishu, who was 
so poor that he couldn’t afford to buy mutton. Instead he 
bought a few pieces of tofu every day and ate them as a side 
dish with rice. Soon people in the area came to call tofu 
the “vice mayor’s mutton.” The story implies that tofu was 
widely consumed in China in those days and that it was less 
expensive than mutton.
 1183 A.D.–Tofu is fi rst mentioned in Japan in the diary 
of Hiroshige NAKAOMI, a Shinto priest of the shrine at 
Nara; the tofu was used as an offering at the shrine’s altar.
 1489–The word “tofu” is fi rst written in Japan with the 
characters used today.
 1603–The word “tofu” is fi rst mentioned in a European-
language (Portuguese) document, Vocabulario da lingoa de 
Iapam... [Vocabulary of the language of Japan], the earliest 
dictionary of the Japanese language compiled by Europeans 
(Jesuits living in Nagasaki, Japan). Tofu is referred to as 
Cabe, Tôfu, or Taufu.
 1613–The word tofu is fi rst referred to (though 
indirectly) for the second time by a Westerner, Captain John 
Saris, in the log of his trip to Japan. He wrote “Of Cheese 
[probably tofu] they haue plentie. Butter they make none, 
neither will they eate any Milke, because they hold it to 
bee as bloud [blood], nor tame beasts.” This is the earliest 
English-language document that mentions tofu in connection 
with Japan.
 1665–Tofu is fi rst mentioned specifi cally by a Westerner, 
Domingo Fernández de Navarrete, in his book A Collection 
of Voyages and Travels. Navarrete, who served as a 
Dominican missionary in China, wrote: “Before I proceed 
to the next chapter, because I forgot it in the fi rst book, I 
will here briefl y mention the most usual, common and cheap 
sort of food all China abounds in, and which all men in 
that empire eat, from the emperor to the meanest Chinese, 
the emperor and great men as a dainty, the common sort 

as necessary sustenance. It is call’d teu fu, that is, paste of 
kidney-beans. I did not see how they made it. They draw 
the milk out of the kidney-beans, and turning it, make great 
cakes of it like cheeses, as big as a large sieve, and fi ve or 
six fi ngers thick. All the mass is as white as the very snow, 
to look to nothing can be fi ner. It is eaten raw, but generally 
boil’d and dressed with herbs, fi sh, and other things. Alone 
it is insipid, but very good so dressed and excellent fry’d in 
butter. They have it also dry’d and smok’d, and mix’d with 
caraway-seeds, which is best of all. It is incredible what 
vast quantities of it are consum’d in China, and very hard to 
conceive there should be such abundance of kidney-beans. 
That Chinese who has teu fu, herbs and rice, needs no other 
sustenance to work; and I think there is no body but has 
it, because they may have a pound (which is above twenty 
ounces) of it any where for a half-penny. It is a great help 
in case of want, and is good for carriage. It has one good 
quality, which is, that it causes the different airs and seasons, 
which in that vast region vary much, to make no alteration in 
the body, and therefore they that travel from one province to 
another make use of it. Teu fu is one of the most remarkable 
things in China, there are many will leave pullets for it. If I 
am not deceiv’d, the Chineses of Manila [Philippines] make 
it, but no European eats it, which is perhaps because they 
have not tasted it, no more than they do fritters fry’d in oil of 
Ajonjoli ([sesame seed] a very small seed they have in Spain 
and India, which we have not) which the Chineses make in 
that city and is an extraordinary dainty.”
 1704–Friar Domingo Navarrete’s book is published in 
English. This is the earliest English-language document that 
mentions tofu in connection with China.
 1770 Jan. 3–James Flint in Capringe writes Benjamin 
Franklin in London (in response to an inquiry from 
Franklin) a detailed description of how the “Chinese convert 
Callivances into Towfu” (soybeans into tofu).
 1770 Jan. 11–The earliest document seen in which an 
American mentions tofu is a letter written by the famous 
Benjamin Franklin (who was in London) to John Bartram in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He sent Bartram some soybeans 
(which he called “Chinese caravances”) and with them 
he sent “Father Navarrete’s account of the universal use 
of a cheese made of them in China, which so excited my 
curiosity, that I caused enquiry to be made of Mr. [James] 
Flint, who lived many years there, in what manner the cheese 
was made, and I send you his answer. I have since learned 
that some runnings of salt (I suppose runnet) is put into 
water, when the meal is in it, to turn it to curds.”
 1821–The second earliest reference seen to tofu in 
America, and the fi rst to be published in the USA, appeared 
when A.F.M. Willich of Philadelphia mentioned it in The 
Domestic Encyclopedia. Speaking of soybeans (which he 
called “the seeds of the Chinese plant Dolichos soja”), he 
wrote: These seeds are used in China and Japan as food; they 
are made into a kind of jelly or curd, which is esteemed very 
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nutritious, and which is rendered palatable by seasonings of 
different kinds.”
 1870 Dec.–The term “Bean curd” is fi rst used by Emil 
V. Bretschneider, writing in English in the Chinese Recorder 
and Missionary Journal (Foochow, p. 173). He said: “Bean-
curd is one of the most important articles of food in China.” 
Then he gave an accurate description of how it was made.
 1880–Tofu is fi rst made in Europe by Paillieux, in 
France, for the Society for Acclimatization (but not on a 
commercial scale).
 1878–The earliest tofu company in the USA, Wo Sing 
& Co., is in business at 708½ Dupont St. in San Francisco, 
making both fermented and regular tofu.
 1895–Hirata & Co. in Sacramento, California, the 
earliest known Japanese-American company in the USA, 
starts making tofu.
 1896 June–Tofu fi rst appears in print in an American 
scientifi c journal (American Journal of Pharmacy), in 
an article by Henry Trimble, a pharmacist, titled “Recent 
Literature on the Soja Bean.”
 1906–Quong Hop & Co., the oldest existing tofu maker 
in America today, starts making tofu in San Francisco, 
California.
 1910–Europe’s fi rst commercial soyfoods manufacturer, 
named Caséo-Sojaïne, is founded by Li Yu-ying, a Chinese 
citizen, biologist and engineer, at 46-48 Rue Denis Papin, 
Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles 
northwest of Paris. By May 1911 he was making and selling 
tofu, and by August 1911 he had added smoked tofu, pressed 
tofu sheets, fermented tofu cheese (in Gruyere, Roquefort, 
and Camembert fl avors), and soymilk.
 1923–The two oldest existing Japanese-American tofu 
companies (House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. of Los Angeles 
and Aala Tofu Co. of Honolulu) are founded in Hawaii. 
They both began as H. Iwanaga Daufu at 1031 Aala St. in 
Honolulu. In 1926 the company was renamed Shoshiro 
Kanehori Tofu, and in 1937 Haruko Uyeda Tofu, still at the 
same address. In about 1939 the company was purchased 
by Mr. and Mrs. Shokin Yamauchi, who later renamed it 
Aala Tofu Co. Their son, Shoan Yamauchi, made tofu at the 
family company until 1946, when he went to Los Angeles, 
purchased the Hinode Tofu Co., and began making tofu there 
in 1947. After becoming Matsuda-Hinode Tofu Co. in 1963, 
the company was renamed House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. in 
1983.
 1929 Nov.–T.A. Van Gundy, a Seventh-day Adventist 
and founder of La Sierra Industries in Arlington, California 
(near Riverside), becomes the fi rst Westerner to make tofu 
commercially when he introduces La Sierra Soya Cheese. 
This tofu was canned and pimiento was added to prevent 
graying after canning. Continued.

5004. SoyaScan Notes. 2015. Chronology of miso and 
soybean chiang. Compiled by William Shurtleff of Soyinfo 

Center.
• Summary: 1st century B.C.–Soybean chiang is fi rst 
mentioned in China in the Shih chi [Historical records] 
by Ssu-ma Ch’ien, and in the Chi chiu p’ien [Primer on 
addressing matters], by Shih Yu.
 535 A.D.–The Ch’i min yao shu in China gives the fi rst 
detailed descriptions of making soybean chiang–and other 
soyfoods.
 701–Soybean hishio, miso, and fermented black 
soybeans start to be made in Japan by the Hishio Tsukasa, 
a government bureau. References to these seasonings are 
found in documents published between 730 and 748.
 901-08–The modern word for miso fi rst appears in Japan 
in the Sandai Jitsuroku.
 927–The Engi Shiki gives the fi rst details about the 
production of soybean hishio-miso in Japan.
 1597–Miso is fi rst mentioned by a Westerner, the 
Florentine Francesco Carletti; he calls it misol.
 1712–Englebert Kaempfer, a German who lived in 
Japan, is the fi rst European to give detailed descriptions of 
how miso and shoyu are made in Japan. Also mentions koji.
 1727–Miso is fi rst mentioned in an English-language 
publications, The History of Japan, by E. Kaempfer. He 
spells it “Midsu, a mealy Pap, which they dress their Victuals 
withal, as we do butter.”
 1779–The word “miso” (“that is used as butter”) 
fi rst appears in an English-language publication, the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica. 1847–The word “miso” fi rst 
appears in print in the United States, in a letter from T.W.H. 
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to the Farmers’ Cabinet and 
Herd Book.
 1908–Miso is fi rst made commercially in the continental 
United States by the Fujimoto Co. of San Francisco, 
California. Brand name: Kanemasa Miso.
 1921–The term “bean paste” is fi rst used to refer to miso 
by J.L. North of England in the Illustrated London News.
 1929–Amano Brothers, Canada’s fi rst commercial miso 
maker, starts in Vancouver, British Columbia. Founder: Mr. 
Teiichi Amano. 1960–Dr. C.W. Hesseltine and K. Shibasaki, 
of the Northern Regional Research Laboratory in Peoria, 
Illinois, publish the fi rst of many important scientifi c articles 
on miso.
 1963–Michio and Aveline Kushi, teachers of 
macrobiotics in Boston, start to teach Americans about miso.
 1966 April–Aveline Kushi (with Evan Root) starts 
Erewhon, a pioneering retailer in Boston, that soon starts 
selling miso.
 1968–Erewhon expands to become an importer and 
distributor of natural and macrobiotic food. Their fi rst two 
misos, Mugi Miso and Hacho Miso, are imported from 
Japan.
 1976 June–Miyako Oriental Foods, a division of 
Yamajirushi Miso Co. in Japan, starts making miso in Los 
Angeles. Owned by Noritoshi Kanai. Brands: Yamajirushi, 
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Kanemasa, Yamaizumi.
 1976 Sept.–The Book of Miso, by Shurtleff and Aoyagi, 
is published by Autumn Press of Hayama, Japan. This is the 
fi rst book about miso in the Western world.
 1978 Oct.–The Ohio Miso Co., the fi rst Caucasian-run 
miso company in the Western world, is founded by Thom 
Leonard and Richard Kluding. They begin miso production 
on 13 March 1979.
 1978 Nov.–Joel Dee of Edward & Sons (New Jersey) 
launches Natural Instant Miso Cup, an instant miso soup 
made with freeze-dried miso from Japan.
 1978 Dec.–Miyako Oriental Foods of Los Angeles 
introduces Cold Mountain Firm Granular Rice Koji, the fi rst 
koji sold commercially in the USA. In 1979 they start selling 
Cold Mountain Miso, the fi rst miso with an American-style 
brand.
 1979 Oct.–John and Jan Belleme arrive in Japan to study 
traditional miso–and koji-making with the Onozaki family 
in Yaita, Japan. They are the fi rst Caucasians to do this, and 
then to return to the West to start making miso commercially. 
From 1981 on they write many superb articles about miso, 
published in America.
 1979 April–Shin-Mei-Do Miso is founded by Lulu and 
Yasuo Yoshihara in British Columbia, Canada.
 1981 April–John Troy of Elf Works, Ltd. in Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, launches Hot Stuff, an early and very 
successful American miso product. He fi rst learned about 
miso from Joel Dee.
 1981 Aug.–John and Jan Belleme begin full-time, large-
scale production of miso and koji at Erewhon Miso Co. in 
Rutherfordton, North Carolina. By early 1982 their company 
is renamed American Miso Co. with Barry Evans as the new 
owner.
 1982 Oct. 25–Christian and Gaella Elwell start 
making miso and koji at South River Miso Co. in Conway, 
Massachusetts. Earlier that year they purchased The Ohio 
Miso Co. Address: Lafayette, California. Phone: 925-283-
2991.

5005. SoyaScan Questions. 2015. Questions about the history 
of Worcestershire sauce. Compiled by William Shurtleff of 
Soyinfo Center.
• Summary: The history of this sauce has never been well 
documented and there are some interesting unanswered 
questions and contradictions in the history as it is popularly 
presented.
 To answer these questions it would be best to travel to 
Worcester, England, and to spend at least 1-2 weeks there.
 Have any local newspapers or magazines (near 
Worcester) been digitized so that they can be searched 
electronically for information on this subject. If yes, which 
ones and for what years? Ideally we would start by searching 
publications dating back to the 1830s.

 In what year and month did Lea and Perrins fi rst sell 
their Worcestershire sauce (about 1837)?
 Did they make and sell the fi rst seasoning named 
“Worcestershire sauce”?
 What was the name and address of the second company 
to make “Worcestershire sauce?”
 If the Worcestershire sauce made in Worcester used soy 
sauce as a major ingredient, when did it start to be used? 
From the very fi rst batch?
 In what foreign country (Japan, China) was Lea and 
Perrins soy sauce made? By which company? Did the same 
company (and only one company) make this soy sauce up 
until World War II?
 How was this soy sauce transported to Worcestershire? 
Was it fi rst transported by boat? Up the River Severn?
 When did the transportation switch from boat to train 
/ rail? Were any photos ever taken of the soy sauce being 
unloaded from the vehicle in which it was transported. Or 
were any news stories ever published of the arrival of a 
shipment of unknown goods from East Asia?
 Try to locate the company John Duncan’s Sons or 
John Duncan & Sons (or their archives) of New York. Do 
they have any records showing when they fi rst imported 
Worcestershire sauce? Do they have any early labels or 
records showing ingredients?
 Which organizations or individuals in Worcestershire 
know the most about or are most interested in the 
history of Lea and Perrins and / or of Worcestershire 
sauce? From Web: (1) Worcestershire Historical Society, 
Tettenhall, Wolverhampton. (2) Worcester and District 
Industrial Archaeology / local History Society, Redditch, 
Worcestershire. (3) Worcestershire Local History Forum, 
Trinity Street, Worcestershire. Has this story ever been told 
in any histories of Worcester or Worcestershire? Have any 
articles ever been published on this subject? (See a local 
Worcester library). When did soy sauce switch from being 
shipped in wooden kegs / casks to more modern containers 
such as barrels or drums?
 Did Lea & Perrins ever make its own fermented soy 
sauce? If so, starting when? Where? How did they learn the 
process? How long was it fermented.
 What year and month (during World War II) did Lea 
and Perrins stop using fermented soy sauce from Asia and 
start using HVP? But note that about April 1978, when 
Craig Claiborne of The New York Times visited the plant in 
Fair Lawn, New Jersey, he was told that “soy” (probably 
referring to the soybean hydrolysate in HVP) was one of the 
ingredients, and that the mixture was fermented. He noted a 
pleasant smell around the 35 giant wooden curing vats–each 
holding a total of 6,0000 gallons. No one would tell him 
how long the base for the sauces is aged, but he estimated a 
minimum of two years.
 How long has Lea & Perrin’s sauce been fermented at 
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different points in its history? Is it fermented now? In New 
Jersey? If so, for how long? If not, when did fermentation 
stop?

An asterisk (*) at the end of the record means that 
SOYFOODS  CENTER does not own that document.
A plus after eng (eng+) means that SOYFOODS CENTER 
has done a partial or complete translation into English of that 
document.
An asterisk in a listing of number of references [23* ref] 
means that most of these references are not about soybeans 
or soyfoods.
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SUBJECT/GEOGRAPHICAL INDEX BY RECORD 
NUMBERS

Aburagé. See Tofu, Fried

Acid-base balance in diet and health. See Nutrition–Acid-Base 
Balance

Acidophilus soymilk or soy acidophilus milk. See Soymilk, 
Fermented

Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building 
Materials, Etc.–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Including Soy 
Flour). 1587, 1774, 1841, 1952, 1998, 2015, 2125, 2126, 2155, 
2168, 2204, 2221, 2236, 2283, 2305, 2327, 2402, 2479, 2486, 2543, 
2705, 3198, 3742, 3758, 3762, 3996, 4523

Adhesives, Asphalt Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, 
Artifi cial Leather, Polyols, and Other Minor or General–Industrial 
Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 716, 771, 833, 1268, 1471, 1498, 
1536, 1606, 1699, 1749, 1849, 1952, 2155, 2170, 2667, 2680, 2701, 
2791, 3996, 4212, 4523

ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada). Formerly 
named Maple Leaf Monarch, and before that Maple Leaf Mills Ltd. 
(Including Maple Leaf Milling). Toronto Elevators Ltd. Merged 
with Maple Leaf Milling in 1962. 2125, 2891, 3555

ADM. See Archer Daniels Midland Co.

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection–Soy Oil Used as an Actual 
or Potential Adulterant in Other Oils. 956, 1000, 1278, 1456, 1479, 
1660, 1697, 1699, 1717, 4270

Adulteration of Foods and its Detection. 630, 670, 676, 766, 831, 
1261, 1477, 1857, 1899

Adventists, Seventh-day. See Seventh-day Adventists

Adzuki bean. See Azuki Bean

Afl atoxins. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins

Africa (General). 102, 514, 634, 654, 809, 835, 866, 893, 902, 990, 
1043, 1080, 1081, 1086, 1100, 1117, 1126, 1132, 1163, 1198, 1207, 
1241, 1251, 1275, 1278, 1316, 1334, 1354, 1544, 1545, 1561, 1703, 
1712, 1739, 1808, 2099, 2160, 2186, 2187, 2191, 2482, 2551, 2628, 
2706, 2860, 2865, 2878, 2881, 2994, 3009, 3065, 3103, 3642, 3683, 
4018, 4158, 4301, 4302, 4377, 4449, 4698, 4879

Africa–Algeria, Democratic and Popular Republic of. 741, 1249, 
1651, 1672, 1739, 1876, 1998, 2017, 2060, 2142, 2148, 2158, 2179, 
2251, 2252, 2316, 2777, 3175, 3530, 4639

Africa–Angola. 654, 912, 2712, 2777, 2881, 2900

Africa–Burkina Faso (Upper Volta before 4 Aug. 1984). 2777, 3858

Africa–Burundi (Part of the Belgian trust territory of Ruanda-
Urundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962). 1710, 2777, 3642

Africa–Cameroon (Spelled Kamerun from 1884-1916; Cameroun in 
French). 2425, 2712, 2777, 3858, 4989

Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do Cabo Verde. 
República de Cabo Verde). 2777, 4833, 4862

Africa–Central African Republic (République Centrafricaine; Part 
of Ubangi-Shari-Chad from 1906-1910. Then Ubangi-Shari or 
Oubangui-Chari. Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910-1960. 
Called Central African Empire from 1976-1979; Centrafrique in 
French). 2777

Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic Republic 
of the Congo (DRC). Also known as Congo-Kinshasa. Named 
Zaire from Oct. 1971 to May 1997. Named Congo Free State from 
1855-1908, Belgian Congo (Congo Belge in French) from 1908-
1960, Republic of the Congo from 1960 to 1964, then Democratic 
Republic of the Congo from 1964-1971. 1592, 1710, 2017, 2146, 
2158, 2179, 2205, 2246, 2251, 2317, 2352, 2541, 2777, 2881, 3530, 
3540, 3874, 4806

Africa–Cote d’Ivoire (Ivory Coast until Oct. 1985; Part of French 
West Africa from 1895-1959). 3174, 3874, 3968

Africa–Egypt. Named United Arab Republic (UAR) from 1958-
1971. 728, 881, 1161, 1334, 1365, 1730, 1739, 1747, 1778, 1784, 
1821, 1836, 2066, 2139, 2158, 2190, 2251, 2252, 2514, 2698, 2744, 
2777, 2833, 2838, 2857, 3103, 3453, 3530, 3883, 3959, 3968, 4203, 
4292, 5000

Africa–Eritrea (Part of Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to May 1993). 
2158, 2777

Africa–Ethiopia (Including Eritrea in Ethiopia PDR from 1952 to 
May 1993. Formerly Part of Italian East Africa). 650, 2158, 2777, 
3009, 3026, 3530, 3642

Africa–Gabon (Part of French Equatorial Africa from 1910 to 
1958). 2777, 3784

Africa–Gambia (The). Includes Senegambia. 1091, 1114, 1184, 
1196, 1198, 1208, 1217, 1251, 1383, 1389, 1395, 1507, 1710, 1778, 
1784, 2138, 2163, 2246, 2550, 2777, 2868, 3530

Africa–Ghana (Gold Coast before 1957). 1196, 1208, 1210, 1251, 
1389, 1507, 1710, 1778, 1784, 2138, 2163, 2246, 2713, 2777, 2881, 
3062, 3147, 3375, 3463, 3481, 3530, 3576, 3642, 4012, 4401, 4806, 
4829

Africa–Guinea (French Guinea before 1958; Guinée in French; Part 
of French West Africa from 1895-1958). 149, 654, 784, 1672, 2251

Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybean products in a certain African country. Soybeans 
as such have not yet been reported in this country. 2777

Africa–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain African country. 
Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in this 
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country. 2777

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain African country. 722, 745, 760, 
987, 1091, 1196, 1208, 2065, 2158, 2163, 4806

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not yet in) 
a certain African country. 1134, 1196, 1710

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African country. 
760, 987, 1091, 1196, 1208, 1210, 2065, 2158, 2163

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain African country. 722, 
745, 760, 987, 1091, 1196, 1208, 1210, 1380, 1710, 1783, 2065, 
2146, 2158, 2163, 2960, 3147, 4806

Africa–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain African 
country. 760, 987, 1091, 1196, 1208, 1210, 1380, 1710, 2065, 2138, 
2146, 2158, 2163, 2960, 3147

Africa–Kenya (British East Africa Protectorate from 1895. 
Renamed Kenya Protectorate in 1920). 1091, 1196, 1198, 2075, 
2163, 2409, 2441, 2777, 2960, 3009, 3530, 3642, 3784, 4806, 4862

Africa–Lesotho (Basutoland before 1966). Constitutional Monarchy 
Surrounded by South Africa. 2163, 2777, 4806

Africa–Liberia. 2777

Africa–Libya (Including Tripoli, Tripolitania, and Cyrenaica; Also 
Spelled Libia). 2138, 2158, 2777, 3500, 3530, 5000

Africa–Madagascar (Malagasy Republic or Republique Malgache 
before 1975). 654, 1613, 2158, 3026, 3530, 3640, 3679, 3684, 
3974, 4178, 4946, 4947

Africa–Malawi (Nyasaland from 1891-1964). 1196, 1377, 2018, 
2146, 2163, 2777, 2917, 3024, 3530, 4806

Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice, Including Rodriguez, in the 
Mascarene Islands, 450 Miles East of Madagascar). 526, 1252, 
1383, 1395, 1613, 1778, 1784, 2146, 2158, 2163, 2777, 3530, 4806

Africa–Morocco, Kingdom of (Including Western Sahara. Divided 
into French Morocco and Spanish Morocco from 1912-1956). 2030, 
2142, 2148, 2158, 2251, 2261, 2262, 2316, 2427, 2428, 2777, 2823, 
2838, 2857, 2888, 3175, 3959, 4858

Africa–Mozambique (Moçambique; Portuguese East Africa before 
1975). 1347, 1488, 1544, 2712, 2777, 2888, 3026, 3530

Africa–Namibia (German South-West Africa from 1885 to 1915, 
and South-West Africa from 1919 to 1966 as a mandate of the 
Union of South Africa. Namibia came into popular use in 1966 and 
became offi cial in March 1990). 4806

Africa–Niger (Part of French West Africa from 1904-1959). 3575, 
4806

Africa–Nigeria, Federal Republic of. 1134, 1196, 1208, 1210, 1251, 
1380, 1389, 1507, 1710, 1778, 1784, 1835, 2138, 2163, 2246, 2487, 
2774, 2777, 2812, 2868, 2887, 2960, 2986, 3103, 3146, 3366, 3383, 
3432, 3444, 3530, 3574, 3616, 3642, 3818, 3845, 3907, 3959, 3968, 
4407, 4471, 4728, 4806, 4947

Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France, in the 
Mascarene Islands, 425 Miles East of Madagascar). 524, 2158, 
2251, 3530

Africa–Rwanda (Part of the Belgian trust territory of Ruanda-
Urundi or Belgian East Africa until 1962). 1710, 2777, 3642, 4947

Africa–Senegal (Part of French West Africa from 1895-1959. 
Sénégal & Sudanese Republic from June 20 to August 20, 1960. 
Includes Senegambia). 745, 1618, 1672, 2251, 3874

Africa–Seychelles, Republic of. 2163

Africa–Sierra Leone. 1208, 1210, 1251, 1389, 1507, 1536, 1710, 
1778, 1784, 2138, 2146, 2163, 2246, 2777, 2868

Africa–Somalia. (Formed in 1960 by the Union of British 
Somaliland and Italian Somaliland. Formerly Part of Italian East 
Africa). 2777

Africa–South Africa, Republic of (Including four former 
Homelands–Bophuthatswana, Transkei, Venda, and Ciskei). Named 
Union of South Africa from May 1910 to May 1961. 650, 654, 731, 
760, 953, 987, 1023, 1091, 1096, 1114, 1196, 1198, 1213, 1217, 
1244, 1261, 1303, 1346, 1361, 1377, 1383, 1389, 1395, 1494, 1497, 
1507, 1536, 1552, 1561, 1564, 1571, 1613, 1703, 1723, 1769, 1778, 
1784, 1807, 1878, 1940, 2007, 2060, 2138, 2142, 2158, 2162, 2163, 
2208, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2283, 2317, 2342, 2491, 2597, 2598, 2777, 
2894, 2898, 2907, 2947, 2960, 2964, 3009, 3026, 3103, 3183, 3277, 
3517, 3530, 3642, 3683, 3959, 4018, 4139, 4349, 4407, 4466, 4773, 
4894, 4947

Africa–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses. 2947, 2960, 3874, 3959

Africa–Sudan (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan from 1899-1956). 1196, 
2066, 2138, 2158, 2163, 2251, 2949, 3009, 3530

Africa–Swaziland, Kingdom of (Independent Kingdom Inside 
South Africa; Formerly Also Spelled Swazieland). 2065, 2777, 
3858, 4806

Africa–Tanzania, United Republic of (Formed the Bulk of German 
East Africa 1895-1946. Tanganyika existed 1920-1961. Created in 
1964 by Merger of Tanganyika and Zanzibar). 1488, 2075, 2163, 
2427, 2428, 2712, 2759, 2777, 2881, 2887, 2949, 2960, 3009, 3148, 
3530, 3642, 3883, 4139, 4223, 4806, 4989

Africa–Togo (Togoland until 1914). 3530, 4829

Africa–Tunisia. 722, 1783, 2017, 2138, 2158, 2251, 2777, 2838, 
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3273, 5000

Africa–Uganda. 2163, 2409, 2441, 2555, 2777, 2945, 2947, 2960, 
3009, 3026, 3277, 3642, 4401, 4806

Africa–Zambia (Northern Rhodesia from 1899-1964). 1196, 1374, 
2163, 2251, 2401, 2582, 2777, 2881, 2887, 2949, 3009, 3026, 3818, 
3858, 3959, 4806, 4947

Africa–Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia from 1923-1970, Rhodesia 
from 1970-79). 1196, 1374, 1739, 2018, 2158, 2163, 2251, 2401, 
2491, 2749, 2759, 2777, 2887, 2894, 2949, 3009, 3042, 3642, 3818, 
3858, 3874, 3883, 3959, 4497, 4806, 4947

Africa Basic Foods. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa Basic 
Foods (Uganda)

Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP). 3790

AGRI Industries, Inc. (Iowa). 3580

Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering, Bureau. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and 
Industrial Chemistry

Agricultural Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural Economics

Agricultural Experiment Stations in the United States. 945, 958, 
966, 995, 1010, 1169, 1433, 1464, 1509, 1537, 1555, 1610, 1612, 
1687, 1698, 1879, 1965, 1998, 1999, 2117, 2178, 2189, 2242, 2259, 
2476, 2522, 3149, 3487, 3690, 4333, 4448, 4452

Agricultural Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Research Service 
(ARS)

Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service. Including 
Farmer Cooperative Service (1926)

Agricultural colleges and universities, state. See Land-Grant 
Colleges and Universities

Agronomy, soybean. See Cultural Practices, Soybean Production

Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and Work with 
Macrobiotics. 2704, 2762, 2832, 3061, 3073, 3427, 3609, 3784, 
4964

Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan). 1895, 1945, 2169, 2170, 2543, 
2952, 3044, 3369

Akwarius Almere. See Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands)

Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim, Germany). Formerly named Albert 
Hess Tofuhaus Rittersheim, Tofuhaus Tiefenthal, and Das Tofuhaus. 
3716, 3982, 4111

Alcohol and vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance 
Movement

Alcott House (Formerly Concordium), at Ham Common (Near 
London), Richmond, Surrey, England. Named after A. Bronson 
Alcott (1799-1888) of Massachusets. Pioneer Vegetarian 
Community in England (1838-1848). Founded in July 1838 by 
James Pierrepont Greaves. 4772, 4958, 4968

Alcott, Amos Bronson (1799-1888). Vegetarian Pioneer in the 
United States. Also His Daughter Louisa May Alcott (1832-1888), 
and Fruitlands. 4772, 4958

Alcott, William Andrus (M.D., 1798-1859). Vegetarian Pioneer in 
the United States. 2309

Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden). 2501, 3640, 3683, 3706, 3850, 3853, 
3932, 3974, 3975, 4018, 4089, 4173, 4178, 4197, 4199, 4456, 4769

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa)–Other Uses for 
Human Food or Drink, Including Tea, Flour, Tablets, and Leaf 
Protein Concentrate (LPC). See Also Alfalfa Sprouts. 3034, 3095, 
3159, 3337, 4770, 4795, 4907

Alfalfa or Lucerne / Lucern (Medicago sativa). 514, 654, 674, 770, 
832, 912, 927, 993, 1010, 1028, 1154, 1640, 1712, 1749, 2130, 
2178, 2548, 2862, 3238, 3690, 4575

Alkaline food, ash, reaction, or balance in diet and health. See 
Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance

All-India Research Project on Soyabean (ICAR). See Asia, South–
India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Allergies. See Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–
Allergens

Allied Mills, Inc. Including (by July 1929) American Milling 
Co. (Peoria, Illinois) and Wayne Feed Mills (Chicago, Peoria, or 
Taylorville, Illinois). 2892, 3790

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co. (Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Made 
Farm Equipment (Tractors, Combines) and Soybean Processing 
Equipment (Driers, Rolling and Flaking Mills, Solvent Extraction 
Units). 2514, 3051, 3176

Almond Butter or Almond Paste. 246, 919, 1537, 2198

Almond Milk and Cream. See also: Almonds Used to Flavor 
Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc. 246, 1637, 1752, 1813, 1855, 2028, 2536, 
2604, 2831, 2991, 4410, 4770, 4868, 4907, 4908

Almond Oil. 514, 563, 596, 662, 766, 771, 831, 832, 893, 902, 911, 
912, 935, 942, 948, 962, 989, 1148, 1302, 1498, 1574, 1630, 1642, 
1720, 1749, 2292, 2516

Almonds Used to Flavor Commercial Soymilk, Soy Ice Cream, 
Soy Cheese, Amazake, Rice Milk, or Other Commercial Non-Dairy 
Products. 3774, 3856, 3876, 4102
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Almonds (Prunus dulcis syn. P. amygdalus)–Especially Origin and 
Early History of the Almond. Including Almond Bread, Almond 
Meal, and Almonds Seasoned with Soy Sauce / Tamari. 139, 154, 
160, 174, 183, 194, 246, 270, 446, 644, 654, 662, 770, 888, 899, 
901, 912, 938, 956, 989, 1173, 1302, 1460, 1537, 1650, 1712, 1735, 
1814, 1839, 1966, 1978, 2264, 2459, 2487

Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), Including the Provamel and Belsoy 
Brands Sold in Health Foods Stores. 3383, 3450, 3493, 3564, 3565, 
3600, 3637, 3638, 3640, 3679, 3681, 3682, 3683, 3684, 3706, 3751, 
3788, 3796, 3848, 3886, 3892, 3912, 3928, 3950, 4018, 4089, 4094, 
4098, 4155, 4167, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4190, 4197, 4210, 4212, 
4214, 4223, 4224, 4231, 4241, 4253, 4255, 4284, 4311, 4351, 4369, 
4421, 4428, 4439, 4440, 4456, 4494, 4495, 4536, 4542, 4592, 4655, 
4734, 4769, 4827, 4842, 4843, 4848, 4858, 4906, 4946, 4948, 4953, 
4957, 4963

Alternative medicine. See Medicine–Alternative

Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods. 3782, 3844, 4091, 4092, 
4093, 4097, 4098, 4140, 4159, 4714

Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not 
Mentioned. 4138

Amaranth, Grown for Grain / Seed (Amaranthus hypochondriacus, 
A. caudatus, and A. cruentus. Genus formerly spelled Amarantus). 
4575, 4770, 4907

Amazake. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake

American Lecithin Corp. (Incorporated 1930), American Lecithin 
Company (Re-incorporated 1934-35), and Joseph Eichberg, 
President of Both. 2155, 4179

American Milling Co. See Allied Mills, Inc.

American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North Carolina). 3416, 4348, 
4636, 4767, 5004

American Natural Snacks (St. Augustine, Florida). 4478, 4670

American Philosophical Society (Philadelphia). See Franklin, 
Benjamin

American Soy Products (Michigan). See Natural Foods Distributors 
and Manufacturers in the USA–Eden Foods

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities in the United 
States and Canada, and General Information (Headquarters in 
St. Louis, Missouri. Established 3 Sept. 1920. Named National 
Soybean Growers’ Association until 1925). 2155, 2367, 2432, 2512, 
4408, 4523, 4650, 4738, 4787

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence Worldwide (General). 2449, 3007, 3980

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Africa. 2698, 2744, 2823, 2833, 2838, 3845

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Asia. 2639, 2698, 2713, 2721, 2744, 2769, 2794, 2822, 
2998, 3845, 3980

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Europe (Western and Eastern). 2449, 2450, 2470, 2511, 
2529, 2537, 2587, 2606, 2639, 2721, 2744, 2769, 2822, 2823, 2839, 
2998, 3163, 3168, 3171, 3172, 3527, 3637, 3646, 3687, 3706, 3718, 
3741, 3776, 3845, 3862, 3865, 3866, 3872, 3941, 3951, 3963, 3980, 
3981, 3987, 3990, 4033, 4134, 4166, 4177, 4201, 4206, 4258, 4432, 
4701, 4817, 4857, 4867

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Activities, Offi ces, and 
Infl uence in Latin America. 2639, 2721, 2744, 2822, 3171, 3845

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs 
(Legislated / Mandatory Funding. State Programs Starting in North 
Carolina in Sept. 1966, National Programs–SPARC–Starting in 
1989-1991), and State Promotion Boards (Research & Promotion 
Councils). 3161, 3654

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Funding and Fundraising 
Before Checkoff Program or 1971. Voluntary or from USDA (FAS 
or ARS). 2639

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Honorary Life Members. 
3161

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Japanese-American 
Soybean Institute (JASI). 2794

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Legislative Activities. 3161

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Meetings / Conventions 
(Annual) and Meeting Sites. 2450

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Offi cers, Directors (Board), 
and Special Committees. 2304, 2449, 2450

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Periodicals, Including 
Soybean Digest, Proceedings of the American Soybean Assoc., 
Soybean Blue Book, Soya Bluebook, Late News, etc. 2887, 3687, 
3874, 3959, 4201, 4408, 4650, 4857

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Soybean Council of 
America (June 1956-1969). Replaced by American Soybean 
Institute (Est. 11 July 1969). 2606, 2639, 2689, 2698, 2713, 2721, 
2730, 2744, 2769, 2822, 2823, 2830, 2833, 2838, 2839, 2846, 3273

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and Boards (Starting with Minnesota in 1962). 4622

American Soybean Association (ASA)–State Soybean Associations 
and United Soybean Board–Activities Related to Food Uses of 
Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy Nutrition, in the United States (Not 
Including Soy Oil or Edible Oil Products). 2155, 2367, 4622, 4635

American Soybean Association (ASA)–Strayer. See Strayer Family 
of Iowa
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American Soybean Association (ASA)–United Soybean Board 
(USB, Established 1991, Chesterfi eld, Missouri). 4589, 4865

American Soybean Association (ASA) or United Soybean Board–
Activities Related to Food Uses of Soybeans / Soyfoods, or Soy 
Nutrition, Outside the United States (Not Including Soy Oil). 2449, 
2450, 2470, 2529, 2713, 2769, 3163, 3168, 3171, 3172, 3637, 3638, 
3706, 3964, 4134, 4166, 4482, 4506, 4781

Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition and Content. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Quality; Soy Sauce, HVP Type. 1637, 1932, 
2172, 2174, 2180, 2438, 2459, 2469, 2584, 2650, 2675, 2706, 2752, 
2771, 2806, 2884, 3002, 3053, 3106, 3256, 3334, 3445, 3464, 3516, 
3673, 3763, 4024, 4394, 4557

Anatomy, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and 
Anatomy

Anderson International Corp. (Cleveland, Ohio). Manufacturer of 
Expellers for Soybean Crushing and Extrusion Cooking Equipment. 
Formerly V.D. Anderson Co. and Anderson IBEC. 1863, 2113, 
2373, 2434, 2459, 2530, 2904

Andreas Family of Minnesota and Iowa–Incl. Reuben Peter 
Andreas, and his sons Albert, Glenn, Dwayne (1918- ), and Lowell 
Andreas (1922- ). 3064, 4087, 4217, 4218, 4291, 4311, 4467, 4468, 
4470, 4640, 4656, 4693, 4732

Ang-kak or angkak. See Koji, Red Rice

Ang-kak. See Koji, Red Rice

Animal Rights / Liberation. Avoidance of Exploitation of Animals 
by Humans. 3166, 3659, 3839, 3998, 4282, 4300, 4753, 4812, 4883, 
4905

Animal Welfare (Including Protection and Cruel Treatment of 
Animals). See also: Animal Rights. 886, 961, 1840, 2748, 2976, 
3181, 3304, 3332, 3402, 3495, 4025, 4209, 4245, 4250, 4252, 4277, 
4679

Animal Welfare and Animal Rights–Documents Published before 
1900. 886, 961

Animal welfare. See Vivisection

Antinutritional Factors (General). See also: Allergens, Estrogens, 
Goitrogens, Hemagglutinins (Lectins), Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors. 
See also: Phytic Acid. 2826, 3214, 3511, 3514, 3531, 3577, 3656, 
3739, 3871, 3972, 4106, 4524, 4584, 4959

Antioxidants and Antioxidant / Antioxidative Activity (Especially 
in Soybeans and Soyfoods). 2110, 2125, 2418, 2430, 2503, 2955, 
3264, 3350, 4634, 4672, 4693

Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins (Substances in Raw 
Soybeans Which Can Destroy Vitamins A, B-12, D, E, and K). 
2679, 2842

Appliances. See Blender, Juicer

APV Systems, Soya Technology Division. Named Danish Turnkey 
Dairies Ltd., Soya Technology Division until 1987 (Aarhus, 
Denmark; DTD / STS). 3638, 3643, 3651, 3681, 3683, 3706, 3753, 
3769, 3788, 3794, 3851, 3953, 3960, 3974, 3975, 3988, 4089, 4173, 
4197, 4231, 4311, 4623

Archaeology and Archaeological Discoveries of Soybeans or 
Soyfoods. 2965, 3437, 4074, 4795

Archer Daniels Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois; 
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1969). 1817, 1935, 2094, 2113, 2125, 
2155, 2171, 2220, 2288, 2289, 2369, 2429, 2453, 2514, 2549, 2637, 
2638, 2684, 2727, 2732, 2738, 2744, 2751, 2756, 2782, 2783, 2798, 
2799, 2800, 2811, 2813, 2814, 2831, 2874, 2879, 2891, 2894, 2911, 
2912, 2916, 2944, 2971, 2974, 2978, 2991, 2996, 2997, 3002, 3037, 
3053, 3064, 3068, 3079, 3085, 3099, 3103, 3104, 3111, 3114, 3115, 
3122, 3125, 3126, 3135, 3160, 3170, 3197, 3199, 3203, 3205, 3217, 
3218, 3224, 3225, 3228, 3236, 3237, 3248, 3251, 3258, 3265, 3273, 
3291, 3301, 3316, 3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3335, 3350, 3360, 3369, 
3372, 3373, 3395, 3401, 3404, 3415, 3420, 3421, 3422, 3423, 3450, 
3453, 3457, 3476, 3488, 3489, 3490, 3491, 3492, 3493, 3507, 3508, 
3534, 3537, 3543, 3544, 3551, 3555, 3569, 3570, 3602, 3637, 3638, 
3640, 3665, 3679, 3682, 3684, 3692, 3696, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3706, 
3712, 3713, 3716, 3728, 3729, 3732, 3733, 3749, 3753, 3754, 3755, 
3760, 3761, 3763, 3765, 3767, 3769, 3772, 3778, 3779, 3790, 3799, 
3800, 3801, 3802, 3803, 3823, 3836, 3838, 3846, 3848, 3856, 3860, 
3861, 3864, 3876, 3882, 3894, 3897, 3898, 3901, 3903, 3904, 3905, 
3912, 3914, 3931, 3944, 3955, 3961, 3965, 3966, 3974, 3979, 3982, 
3989, 4001, 4005, 4008, 4009, 4010, 4027, 4028, 4042, 4044, 4050, 
4055, 4056, 4057, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4073, 4087, 4094, 4096, 4098, 
4099, 4101, 4102, 4109, 4111, 4114, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4123, 4130, 
4148, 4149, 4150, 4152, 4153, 4160, 4161, 4164, 4173, 4175, 4177, 
4178, 4181, 4184, 4185, 4186, 4187, 4188, 4189, 4194, 4195, 4196, 
4197, 4198, 4199, 4203, 4204, 4207, 4211, 4214, 4215, 4217, 4218, 
4222, 4223, 4224, 4225, 4226, 4231, 4232, 4233, 4234, 4237, 4249, 
4250, 4251, 4252, 4253, 4254, 4255, 4256, 4262, 4267, 4273, 4277, 
4284, 4286, 4291, 4292, 4299, 4300, 4309, 4311, 4312, 4313, 4319, 
4322, 4323, 4326, 4327, 4343, 4344, 4345, 4352, 4359, 4360, 4362, 
4363, 4366, 4367, 4377, 4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4388, 
4390, 4405, 4419, 4420, 4421, 4434, 4439, 4440, 4441, 4442, 4456, 
4457, 4458, 4459, 4460, 4461, 4464, 4467, 4468, 4469, 4470, 4472, 
4490, 4491, 4505, 4506, 4542, 4548, 4549, 4557, 4561, 4563, 4564, 
4565, 4579, 4580, 4581, 4582, 4587, 4590, 4600, 4601, 4602, 4603, 
4604, 4605, 4608, 4630, 4640, 4642, 4647, 4656, 4668, 4671, 4674, 
4675, 4678, 4684, 4693, 4699, 4705, 4730, 4732, 4769, 4776, 4808, 
4837, 4874, 4892, 4906, 4908, 4928, 4957, 4971, 4988, 4991

Argentina. See Latin America, South America–Argentina

Arkady, British. See British Arkady Co. Ltd.

Arkansas Grain Corp. See Riceland Foods

Arlington Experimental Farm. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington Experimental Farm

Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas). 
Established in Aug. 1960 by Frank Ford. Including Arrowhead 
Distributing. 3073, 4358
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Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa). Incl. Associated Seed Growers, 
Inc. Acquired in Feb. 1997 by Monsanto Co. from Empresas La 
Moderna, S.A. (ELM). 4769

Asia (General, Including East, Southeast, South, Middle East, and 
Central). 634, 3642, 4377, 4498, 4679

Asia, Central (General). 1541

Asia, Central–Kazakhstan / Kazakstan (Formerly Kazakh SSR, a 
Central Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 2060

Asia, Central–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses. 1335

Asia, Central–Turkmenistan (Formerly Turkmen SSR, a Central 
Asian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 2029, 2060, 4639

Asia, East (General). 244, 731, 732, 784, 1210, 1334, 1476, 1565, 
1694, 1706, 1710, 1712, 1736, 1821, 1824, 1895, 2001, 2417, 2479, 
2639, 2757, 2936, 2987, 3043, 3103, 3180, 3182, 3281, 3428, 3541, 
3706, 3758, 3762, 3791, 4012

Asia, East–China (People’s Republic of China; Zhonghua Renmin 
Gonghe Guo). See also Hong Kong, Manchuria, and Tibet. 11, 26, 
37, 38, 45, 46, 51, 57, 82, 83, 85, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 98, 100, 103, 
108, 109, 117, 125, 131, 149, 162, 170, 204, 244, 251, 254, 257, 
272, 287, 295, 301, 303, 313, 314, 318, 320, 330, 332, 334, 337, 
344, 345, 358, 359, 368, 371, 379, 381, 406, 421, 424, 431, 436, 
439, 441, 443, 444, 452, 454, 458, 465, 467, 472, 473, 474, 479, 
480, 482, 483, 484, 486, 493, 498, 499, 501, 507, 508, 510, 512, 
517, 518, 524, 532, 543, 563, 571, 578, 582, 583, 587, 599, 600, 
604, 617, 618, 625, 626, 628, 631, 633, 640, 641, 644, 647, 654, 
655, 656, 658, 660, 663, 666, 670, 674, 675, 677, 680, 683, 684, 
686, 693, 704, 708, 710, 713, 716, 722, 725, 726, 727, 729, 736, 
737, 738, 740, 741, 746, 752, 756, 757, 760, 761, 764, 766, 770, 
771, 772, 776, 784, 786, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 800, 804, 805, 
807, 809, 811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 817, 820, 823, 824, 825, 828, 
829, 831, 832, 833, 835, 839, 844, 845, 846, 853, 856, 859, 863, 
864, 866, 867, 868, 872, 874, 876, 879, 883, 885, 886, 887, 889, 
891, 893, 898, 902, 903, 909, 910, 914, 915, 920, 921, 922, 924, 
930, 932, 934, 943, 946, 949, 950, 951, 953, 954, 957, 958, 959, 
960, 961, 962, 985, 991, 998, 1001, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 
1013, 1014, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1028, 1037, 1038, 1048, 1051, 1052, 
1057, 1060, 1062, 1072, 1076, 1081, 1084, 1091, 1093, 1097, 1102, 
1103, 1104, 1108, 1113, 1116, 1117, 1123, 1125, 1127, 1133, 1137, 
1139, 1152, 1157, 1159, 1160, 1168, 1169, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1189, 
1195, 1198, 1200, 1217, 1223, 1224, 1229, 1233, 1239, 1241, 1242, 
1244, 1249, 1252, 1255, 1256, 1257, 1259, 1263, 1264, 1266, 1270, 
1271, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1278, 1280, 1283, 1285, 1288, 1290, 1295, 
1297, 1298, 1299, 1309, 1310, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1318, 1319, 
1333, 1334, 1336, 1337, 1343, 1349, 1369, 1372, 1382, 1386, 1393, 
1397, 1438, 1441, 1443, 1444, 1450, 1465, 1480, 1490, 1503, 1506, 
1511, 1513, 1518, 1521, 1522, 1525, 1527, 1541, 1543, 1569, 1572, 
1576, 1584, 1596, 1601, 1606, 1620, 1625, 1630, 1637, 1638, 1648, 
1651, 1653, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1673, 1678, 1679, 1685, 1692, 1704, 
1708, 1715, 1721, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1735, 1739, 1740, 1744, 1747, 
1755, 1756, 1757, 1775, 1778, 1783, 1786, 1787, 1797, 1801, 1803, 
1805, 1806, 1808, 1810, 1811, 1821, 1824, 1830, 1836, 1838, 1842, 

1843, 1855, 1860, 1863, 1891, 1902, 1912, 1940, 1945, 1959, 1971, 
1972, 1982, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2006, 2017, 2026, 2032, 2040, 2063, 
2066, 2070, 2071, 2099, 2123, 2142, 2146, 2155, 2158, 2160, 2170, 
2180, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2190, 2191, 2203, 2221, 2230, 
2246, 2251, 2252, 2257, 2261, 2262, 2267, 2272, 2274, 2296, 2316, 
2317, 2319, 2330, 2355, 2377, 2379, 2381, 2403, 2412, 2419, 2420, 
2421, 2422, 2423, 2427, 2428, 2439, 2468, 2472, 2479, 2480, 2481, 
2482, 2484, 2487, 2495, 2497, 2501, 2503, 2509, 2544, 2552, 2559, 
2585, 2595, 2599, 2603, 2654, 2712, 2754, 2755, 2760, 2777, 2853, 
2854, 2856, 2887, 2906, 2928, 2929, 2937, 2965, 3010, 3016, 3025, 
3048, 3074, 3078, 3103, 3130, 3249, 3275, 3338, 3380, 3386, 3393, 
3399, 3426, 3437, 3466, 3469, 3486, 3514, 3541, 3547, 3557, 3561, 
3578, 3610, 3624, 3627, 3642, 3644, 3667, 3674, 3683, 3685, 3690, 
3710, 3736, 3789, 3791, 3818, 3820, 3874, 3883, 3906, 3919, 3959, 
3968, 3973, 3974, 3980, 3996, 4018, 4020, 4027, 4038, 4052, 4144, 
4216, 4239, 4259, 4281, 4289, 4293, 4295, 4332, 4333, 4371, 4391, 
4399, 4400, 4407, 4449, 4452, 4455, 4465, 4477, 4515, 4516, 4519, 
4523, 4544, 4588, 4623, 4628, 4633, 4645, 4666, 4677, 4690, 4718, 
4735, 4736, 4737, 4740, 4744, 4746, 4763, 4773, 4778, 4782, 4784, 
4789, 4790, 4795, 4802, 4822, 4835, 4840, 4878, 4879, 4893, 4894, 
4926, 4929, 4947, 4966, 4987, 5002, 5003, 5004

Asia, East–China–Chinese Restaurants Outside China, or Soy 
Ingredients Used in Chinese-Style Recipes, Food Products, or 
Dishes Outside China. 604, 806, 941, 2034, 2153, 2359, 2563, 
2851, 2859, 2928, 2929, 3394, 3462, 3743, 3817, 3879, 4372, 4399, 
4444, 4451, 4488, 4779, 4819

Asia, East–China–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850. 83, 85, 
90, 92, 108, 109, 117, 254, 337, 465, 786, 3644, 4736, 4737, 4744

Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents that Contain 
Cantonese Romanization, Transliteration, or Pronunciation 
of Numerous Soyfood Names. There Is No Standard Way of 
Romanizing Cantonese. 644, 859, 1443

Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên Nung / Shen Nung–The 
Heavenly Husbandman and Mythical Early Emperor of China. 784, 
1450, 1673, 1940, 2123, 2187, 2188, 2252, 4778

Asia, East–China–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses. 1288, 1744, 1763, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1821, 
1863, 1940, 2070, 2184, 2186, 2261, 2379, 2479, 3016

Asia, East–Chinese overseas. See Chinese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy (Including Chinese from Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Singapore, etc.)

Asia, East–Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) 
(British Colony until 1 July 1997, then returned to China). 660, 684, 
759, 853, 915, 953, 972, 974, 1006, 1024, 1096, 1189, 1231, 1232, 
1271, 1365, 1371, 1383, 1395, 1413, 1481, 1518, 1553, 1730, 1747, 
2063, 2066, 2159, 2185, 2221, 2246, 2261, 2262, 2267, 2473, 2487, 
2622, 2712, 2777, 2820, 2851, 2859, 2887, 2894, 2982, 3002, 3007, 
3026, 3107, 3220, 3277, 3526, 3530, 3613, 3636, 3651, 3674, 3683, 
3685, 3707, 3710, 3850, 3973, 4018, 4038, 4088, 4203, 4234, 4281, 
4292, 4399, 4400, 4418, 4454, 4476, 4477, 4519, 4544, 4547, 4588, 
4633, 4645, 4712, 4769, 4773, 4787, 4822, 4878, 4893, 5002

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
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concerning soybeans in a certain East Asian country. 800, 866

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East Asian 
country. 866

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain East Asian country. 800, 
866

Asia, East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain East 
Asian country. 866

Asia, East–Japan (Nihon or Nippon). 1, 2, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 28, 45, 
46, 55, 58, 60, 65, 107, 114, 123, 125, 132, 151, 158, 163, 172, 180, 
184, 188, 201, 205, 207, 208, 224, 240, 244, 247, 248, 249, 254, 
261, 272, 278, 287, 294, 295, 303, 313, 314, 316, 318, 320, 330, 
332, 339, 344, 345, 346, 353, 354, 360, 370, 371, 380, 381, 382, 
392, 406, 416, 422, 428, 429, 431, 433, 435, 436, 439, 443, 444, 
454, 472, 479, 480, 482, 493, 501, 508, 512, 524, 535, 545, 547, 
556, 559, 563, 577, 578, 579, 580, 596, 601, 602, 604, 605, 624, 
627, 628, 631, 633, 640, 642, 644, 654, 659, 661, 662, 666, 669, 
670, 676, 677, 679, 682, 684, 685, 708, 711, 712, 713, 720, 722, 
723, 728, 730, 733, 740, 741, 744, 748, 751, 752, 754, 755, 757, 
764, 767, 771, 772, 773, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 788, 
790, 793, 795, 796, 800, 802, 803, 808, 813, 815, 819, 821, 822, 
824, 825, 826, 838, 846, 847, 853, 858, 859, 869, 871, 872, 885, 
886, 889, 890, 891, 894, 896, 906, 909, 910, 914, 915, 916, 926, 
929, 930, 934, 944, 950, 952, 958, 959, 961, 963, 964, 967, 969, 
976, 981, 985, 986, 998, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 
1009, 1013, 1017, 1018, 1019, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1028, 1030, 
1032, 1034, 1044, 1047, 1051, 1052, 1054, 1057, 1062, 1070, 1078, 
1079, 1080, 1086, 1087, 1089, 1091, 1093, 1096, 1097, 1099, 1102, 
1103, 1104, 1109, 1112, 1116, 1117, 1126, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1142, 
1148, 1150, 1152, 1157, 1159, 1169, 1184, 1186, 1189, 1191, 1192, 
1198, 1199, 1200, 1205, 1214, 1217, 1223, 1226, 1231, 1232, 1233, 
1235, 1236, 1241, 1242, 1244, 1245, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1255, 1257, 
1259, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1266, 1269, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1275, 
1277, 1278, 1280, 1281, 1283, 1288, 1291, 1298, 1299, 1313, 1314, 
1315, 1316, 1319, 1330, 1334, 1336, 1343, 1356, 1357, 1365, 1367, 
1371, 1374, 1383, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1395, 1406, 1408, 1424, 1431, 
1441, 1443, 1450, 1455, 1466, 1480, 1490, 1495, 1501, 1507, 1509, 
1513, 1519, 1521, 1522, 1525, 1527, 1530, 1538, 1539, 1541, 1543, 
1555, 1556, 1569, 1572, 1581, 1584, 1587, 1596, 1601, 1606, 1607, 
1610, 1613, 1619, 1620, 1625, 1637, 1638, 1648, 1653, 1657, 1665, 
1666, 1667, 1669, 1670, 1674, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1687, 1690, 1692, 
1698, 1705, 1708, 1711, 1713, 1715, 1721, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1730, 
1735, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1750, 1752, 
1755, 1757, 1766, 1767, 1778, 1783, 1786, 1787, 1799, 1801, 1805, 
1806, 1808, 1810, 1818, 1821, 1827, 1830, 1835, 1836, 1838, 1842, 
1843, 1844, 1845, 1855, 1862, 1863, 1885, 1886, 1920, 1921, 1922, 
1930, 1940, 1942, 1945, 1946, 1949, 1957, 1968, 1972, 1993, 1998, 
2000, 2006, 2009, 2017, 2023, 2029, 2030, 2040, 2042, 2062, 2063, 
2064, 2066, 2070, 2071, 2076, 2081, 2092, 2099, 2111, 2123, 2129, 
2130, 2139, 2142, 2145, 2146, 2158, 2159, 2160, 2162, 2170, 2180, 
2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2191, 2203, 2207, 2219, 2221, 
2226, 2228, 2229, 2233, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2257, 2261, 2262, 2274, 
2283, 2284, 2293, 2295, 2296, 2307, 2316, 2317, 2318, 2331, 2379, 
2387, 2428, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2488, 2502, 2503, 2531, 

2543, 2589, 2597, 2598, 2603, 2622, 2668, 2704, 2706, 2711, 2712, 
2741, 2752, 2758, 2761, 2762, 2777, 2794, 2805, 2808, 2820, 2832, 
2841, 2856, 2865, 2883, 2887, 2899, 2900, 2906, 2922, 2925, 2969, 
2993, 3002, 3007, 3008, 3016, 3023, 3025, 3027, 3046, 3049, 3053, 
3065, 3073, 3091, 3098, 3103, 3127, 3136, 3159, 3178, 3184, 3185, 
3202, 3220, 3241, 3242, 3273, 3285, 3327, 3356, 3369, 3381, 3393, 
3416, 3427, 3437, 3453, 3466, 3474, 3480, 3484, 3526, 3530, 3541, 
3547, 3557, 3563, 3580, 3613, 3624, 3627, 3634, 3642, 3643, 3665, 
3671, 3683, 3685, 3688, 3690, 3705, 3707, 3710, 3736, 3745, 3756, 
3784, 3791, 3794, 3818, 3824, 3825, 3833, 3847, 3850, 3854, 3857, 
3874, 3878, 3883, 3911, 3919, 3932, 3959, 3968, 3973, 3974, 3980, 
3984, 3996, 4013, 4018, 4020, 4038, 4040, 4045, 4088, 4105, 4107, 
4108, 4110, 4112, 4123, 4144, 4158, 4193, 4203, 4208, 4241, 4246, 
4259, 4285, 4293, 4299, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4330, 4333, 4349, 4407, 
4408, 4418, 4448, 4452, 4454, 4455, 4456, 4465, 4501, 4502, 4518, 
4523, 4544, 4577, 4590, 4621, 4623, 4624, 4635, 4636, 4650, 4654, 
4678, 4684, 4685, 4693, 4718, 4769, 4770, 4773, 4778, 4784, 4787, 
4793, 4795, 4833, 4890, 4891, 4892, 4894, 4902, 4903, 4926, 4947, 
4949, 4955, 4966, 4987, 5003, 5004, 5005

Asia, East–Japan–Early Foreign Travelers in–Before 1850. 1, 4833

Asia, East–Japan–Japanese Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside 
Japan, or Soy Ingredients Used in Japanese-Style Recipes, Food 
Products, or Dishes Outside Japan. 2942

Asia, East–Japan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses. 916, 1024, 1199, 1266, 1269, 1272, 1278, 
1280, 1501, 1653, 1739, 1744, 1763, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1808, 1862, 
1863, 1940, 2070, 2159, 2184, 2293, 2479, 3136

Asia, East–Japanese overseas. See Japanese Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy

Asia, East–Korea (North and South; Formerly Also Spelled Corea 
and Called “Chosen” by the Japanese [1907-1945]). 809, 835, 872, 
885, 909, 910, 930, 957, 1006, 1021, 1023, 1024, 1104, 1148, 1186, 
1199, 1217, 1241, 1245, 1264, 1266, 1269, 1272, 1280, 1298, 1299, 
1319, 1334, 1365, 1367, 1388, 1435, 1441, 1443, 1480, 1501, 1521, 
1529, 1538, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1620, 1653, 1665, 1678, 1708, 1724, 
1730, 1739, 1744, 1747, 1750, 1757, 1763, 1778, 1801, 1805, 1806, 
1808, 1830, 1844, 1845, 1862, 1863, 1949, 1952, 1972, 1993, 1998, 
2003, 2066, 2070, 2142, 2158, 2159, 2184, 2186, 2188, 2189, 2191, 
2219, 2226, 2246, 2252, 2261, 2262, 2274, 2296, 2316, 2353, 2379, 
2446, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2712, 2777, 2826, 2887, 2987, 3007, 3043, 
3220, 3273, 3360, 3448, 3530, 3580, 3642, 3683, 3707, 3710, 3756, 
3818, 3959, 3968, 4018, 4088, 4203, 4234, 4259, 4292, 4333, 4407, 
4454, 4677, 4773, 4784, 4806, 4926, 4947, 4977, 4979

Asia, East–Korea–Korean Restaurants Outside Korea, or Soy 
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes, Food Products, or 
Dishes outside Korea. 3956, 4410, 4926

Asia, East–Korea–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses. 1739, 1744, 1763, 1805, 1806, 1808, 1863, 
2003, 2070, 2184, 2479

Asia, East–Koreans overseas. See Koreans Overseas, Especially 
Work with Soy
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Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese Colony, then Overseas 
Territory. Returned to China in 1999). 90, 337, 465, 479, 524, 604, 
660, 2267, 2319, 2403, 2419, 2420, 2421, 2712, 2760, 2777, 3530, 
3644, 3690, 4476, 4477, 4519, 4840, 4894

Asia, East–Manchuria (Called Manchoukuo or Manchukuo by 
Japanese 1932-45; The Provinces of Heilongjiang [Heilungkiang], 
Jilin [Kirin], and Liaoning Were Called Northeast China after 
1950). 600, 604, 625, 644, 655, 660, 670, 674, 684, 693, 704, 726, 
727, 738, 756, 771, 784, 809, 812, 835, 866, 871, 874, 885, 909, 
911, 915, 916, 921, 924, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 952, 954, 957, 
959, 960, 991, 998, 1008, 1009, 1011, 1013, 1024, 1033, 1034, 
1037, 1039, 1043, 1044, 1047, 1048, 1052, 1054, 1057, 1062, 1063, 
1069, 1070, 1072, 1073, 1075, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1085, 
1086, 1089, 1091, 1093, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1102, 1103, 1104, 
1105, 1107, 1111, 1112, 1116, 1117, 1119, 1122, 1123, 1126, 1127, 
1130, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1148, 1152, 1153, 
1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1161, 1164, 1166, 1169, 1175, 1178, 1184, 
1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1192, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1198, 1199, 1200, 
1202, 1204, 1205, 1208, 1210, 1213, 1214, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1221, 
1222, 1223, 1224, 1226, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1235, 1236, 1240, 
1241, 1242, 1244, 1245, 1248, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1256, 1257, 1259, 
1266, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1277, 1278, 1281, 1283, 1288, 1291, 
1295, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1303, 1304, 1309, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 
1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1322, 1330, 1331, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 
1338, 1339, 1350, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1357, 1362, 1363, 1365, 1367, 
1368, 1369, 1371, 1374, 1376, 1383, 1388, 1389, 1394, 1395, 1397, 
1399, 1402, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1413, 1414, 1418, 1424, 1433, 
1447, 1455, 1466, 1480, 1481, 1488, 1494, 1501, 1503, 1507, 1518, 
1519, 1521, 1522, 1525, 1527, 1530, 1536, 1538, 1539, 1541, 1543, 
1551, 1552, 1553, 1561, 1571, 1572, 1581, 1587, 1596, 1601, 1606, 
1607, 1610, 1613, 1618, 1623, 1625, 1630, 1637, 1645, 1648, 1649, 
1651, 1657, 1665, 1669, 1670, 1678, 1679, 1682, 1685, 1687, 1689, 
1691, 1692, 1699, 1711, 1713, 1715, 1720, 1721, 1723, 1724, 1730, 
1734, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1743, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1750, 1755, 1756, 
1757, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1767, 1768, 1778, 1784, 1787, 1790, 1796, 
1805, 1806, 1808, 1810, 1818, 1821, 1830, 1832, 1834, 1836, 1842, 
1843, 1844, 1845, 1850, 1855, 1862, 1863, 1867, 1868, 1876, 1878, 
1883, 1884, 1891, 1893, 1902, 1905, 1906, 1912, 1913, 1920, 1921, 
1922, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1946, 1952, 1957, 1962, 1968, 1969, 
1971, 1972, 1987, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2011, 2017, 
2019, 2023, 2029, 2036, 2051, 2066, 2069, 2070, 2071, 2076, 2079, 
2081, 2095, 2099, 2102, 2105, 2108, 2111, 2118, 2124, 2129, 2130, 
2134, 2138, 2141, 2142, 2158, 2159, 2162, 2169, 2170, 2177, 2184, 
2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2191, 2194, 2219, 2226, 2232, 2245, 2246, 
2247, 2251, 2252, 2257, 2261, 2262, 2267, 2273, 2274, 2278, 2283, 
2284, 2293, 2296, 2300, 2316, 2317, 2331, 2353, 2373, 2379, 2387, 
2402, 2420, 2422, 2423, 2428, 2434, 2435, 2440, 2449, 2479, 2480, 
2482, 2484, 2503, 2509, 2512, 2585, 2881, 2887, 3130, 3174, 3175, 
3249, 3469, 3557, 3640, 3643, 3818, 3886, 3996, 4178, 4278, 4332, 
4407, 4523, 4947

Asia, East–Manchuria–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 930, 1077, 1132, 1137, 1223, 1233, 
1313, 1522, 1715, 1739, 1747, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1810, 1821, 1836, 
1863, 1920, 1940, 1972, 1993, 2000, 2003, 2070, 2159, 2170, 2184, 
2186, 2245, 2261, 2293, 2479

Asia, East–Manchuria. See South Manchuria Railway and the South 
Manchuria Railway Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo K.K.)

Asia, East–Mongolia (Mongol Uls; Outer and Inner Mongolia 
Before 1911; Mongolian People’s Republic until 1992). 712, 713, 
722, 741, 1196, 1383, 1395, 1443, 1755, 1756

Asia, East–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and 
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 771, 866, 874, 930, 
960, 1043, 4259

Asia, East–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses. 2184, 2379

Asia, East–Taiwan (Republic of China. Widely called by its 
Portuguese name, Formosa, from the 1870s until about 1945). 809, 
835, 866, 867, 870, 874, 885, 1018, 1024, 1148, 1199, 1248, 1334, 
1336, 1365, 1388, 1501, 1666, 1708, 1739, 1757, 1778, 1805, 1806, 
1808, 2030, 2066, 2076, 2191, 2246, 2261, 2316, 2353, 2379, 2479, 
2480, 2622, 2668, 2712, 2764, 2777, 2826, 2887, 2894, 3007, 3026, 
3220, 3285, 3448, 3526, 3530, 3580, 3636, 3642, 3683, 3745, 3756, 
3791, 3818, 3858, 3874, 3959, 4018, 4223, 4259, 4333, 4407, 4454, 
4465, 4588, 4611, 4773, 4790, 4806, 4892, 4894, 4911, 4926, 4947, 
4989

Asia, East–Taiwan–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1024, 1501, 1739, 1805, 1806, 
2261, 2479, 2887

Asia, East–Tibet (Conquered by China in 1950; Also called Thibet 
or, in Chinese, Sitsang) and Tibetans Outside Tibet. 800, 910, 912, 
1051, 1372, 1438, 1756, 1775, 2066

Asia, East–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 3980

Asia, Middle East–Afghanistan, Islamic State of. 753, 2777, 3561

Asia, Middle East–Bahrain, State of (Also spelled Bahrein). 1739, 
1808, 3530, 4858

Asia, Middle East–Cyprus. 2158, 2163, 2752, 4285, 4858, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain Middle 
Eastern country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported by 
that date in this country. 1137, 1821, 2063, 2777, 3530

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain 
Middle Eastern country. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported 
by that date in this country. 1137, 1821, 2063, 2777, 3530

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Middle Eastern country. 
2158, 2163, 2179, 2612

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with (but not 
yet in) a certain Middle Eastern country. 1241, 2158

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
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seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Middle 
Eastern country. 2158, 2163, 2179, 2612

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Middle 
Eastern country. 2163, 2179, 2612

Asia, Middle East–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Middle Eastern country. 2163, 2179, 2612

Asia, Middle East–Iran, Islamic Republic of (Jomhori-e-Islami-
e-Irân; Persia before 1935). 1739, 1808, 1821, 2428, 2698, 2777, 
2833, 2998, 3220, 3273, 3530, 4767, 4894

Asia, Middle East–Iraq (al Jumhouriya al ‘Iraqia). 2777, 3220, 
3526, 3530, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism (State of Israel, Medinat 
Israel; Established May 1948; Including West Bank, Gaza Strip, and 
Golan Heights Since 1967). 2158, 2514, 2597, 2598, 2698, 2713, 
2721, 2741, 2752, 2764, 2769, 2777, 2822, 2949, 3738, 3831, 3877, 
4118, 4174, 4235, 4236, 4246, 4247, 4277, 4349, 4407, 4446, 4447, 
4475, 4641, 4647, 4684, 4702, 4703, 4773, 4858, 4865, 4879, 4895, 
4925, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Jordan, Hashemite Kingdom of (Transjordan 
until 1949). 2612, 2752, 2777, 3530, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Kuwait (Dowlat al-Kuwait). 3530, 4773

Asia, Middle East–Lebanon (al-Jumhouriya al-Lubnaniya). 2179, 
2698, 2752, 2777, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Oman, Sultanate of (Saltanat ‘Uman). 2777, 
3530

Asia, Middle East–Palestine (Divided between Israel and Jordan in 
1948-49). 2158, 2163, 2251, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Qatar, State of (Dawlet al-Qatar; Also called 
Katar). 3530, 4270

Asia, Middle East–Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of (al-Mamlaka al-
`Arabiya as-Sa`udiya). 3220, 3526, 3530, 4285, 5000

Asia, Middle East–Syria (Syrian Arab Republic; Including Latakia, 
Alawiya, and Territory of the Alaouites). 1769, 2063, 2185, 2221, 
5000

Asia, Middle East–Turkey (Including Anatolia or Asia Minor). 
1137, 1241, 1706, 1760, 1813, 1821, 2128, 2158, 2251, 2428, 2698, 
2721, 2744, 2777, 2833, 2888, 3026, 3818, 3874, 3968, 4285, 4677, 
5000

Asia, Middle East–United Arab Emirates (Formerly Trucial States 
or Trucial Oman; Also Dubai). 3530, 4349, 4773

Asia, Middle East–Yemen (Formed in May 1990 by the Merger of 
Pro-Soviet South Yemen [People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen, 

Including Aden] and Pro-Western North Yemen [Yemen Arab 
Republic]). 1808, 3530, 4285, 5000

Asia, Middle East, Mideast, or Near East (General). 3103, 3166, 
3175, 3642, 3756

Asia, South (Indian Subcontinent). 1574

Asia, South–Bangladesh, People’s Republic of (East Bengal [See 
India] from 1700s-1947, and East Pakistan [See Pakistan] from 
1947-1971). 1786, 2158, 2838, 2992, 3220, 3530, 3642, 3789, 
3818, 3874, 4116, 4806, 4894

Asia, South–Bhutan, Kingdom of. 2158, 2308, 4116, 4806

Asia, South–India (Bharat, Including Sikkim, and Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands). 2, 7, 11, 31, 38, 43, 50, 52, 55, 56, 61, 64, 94, 95, 
106, 107, 114, 120, 121, 123, 125, 132, 139, 145, 148, 150, 151, 
156, 159, 160, 161, 162, 164, 166, 168, 171, 172, 175, 178, 179, 
182, 185, 186, 187, 193, 195, 198, 199, 200, 204, 207, 208, 210, 
211, 214, 215, 216, 218, 221, 225, 230, 233, 236, 237, 239, 244, 
253, 254, 256, 262, 272, 275, 278, 279, 282, 284, 286, 287, 289, 
290, 291, 292, 297, 298, 303, 307, 310, 311, 314, 321, 322, 326, 
327, 328, 330, 334, 335, 336, 338, 340, 344, 345, 350, 351, 354, 
355, 356, 357, 361, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 378, 381, 385, 386, 
389, 400, 401, 404, 405, 412, 414, 419, 426, 428, 442, 444, 445, 
446, 447, 451, 453, 455, 456, 459, 460, 463, 472, 475, 476, 482, 
495, 498, 500, 503, 510, 511, 524, 527, 532, 539, 544, 551, 558, 
562, 563, 564, 565, 569, 571, 578, 588, 592, 596, 603, 613, 620, 
623, 626, 631, 642, 644, 650, 651, 652, 654, 659, 662, 666, 675, 
677, 678, 681, 682, 684, 686, 691, 696, 697, 698, 701, 712, 713, 
716, 722, 723, 731, 732, 734, 739, 741, 743, 753, 757, 760, 764, 
770, 771, 774, 776, 777, 784, 785, 787, 789, 790, 793, 794, 795, 
797, 798, 799, 800, 802, 806, 809, 813, 814, 815, 816, 824, 825, 
826, 832, 833, 835, 836, 837, 839, 847, 851, 858, 865, 871, 875, 
882, 891, 892, 893, 902, 912, 936, 941, 950, 962, 985, 990, 993, 
1004, 1006, 1013, 1024, 1028, 1043, 1061, 1062, 1065, 1072, 1073, 
1081, 1091, 1096, 1099, 1123, 1126, 1164, 1168, 1169, 1196, 1197, 
1198, 1204, 1216, 1235, 1247, 1249, 1275, 1278, 1291, 1293, 1302, 
1334, 1345, 1350, 1374, 1383, 1395, 1404, 1407, 1423, 1431, 1438, 
1441, 1448, 1463, 1493, 1513, 1514, 1520, 1525, 1526, 1533, 1541, 
1542, 1555, 1572, 1574, 1613, 1618, 1637, 1651, 1683, 1703, 1706, 
1712, 1734, 1754, 1760, 1778, 1786, 1813, 1836, 2005, 2029, 2031, 
2060, 2075, 2095, 2099, 2106, 2124, 2129, 2137, 2138, 2142, 2146, 
2155, 2158, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2179, 2186, 2187, 2190, 2191, 2233, 
2237, 2251, 2252, 2283, 2285, 2296, 2308, 2317, 2342, 2380, 2381, 
2389, 2410, 2427, 2428, 2446, 2450, 2480, 2482, 2547, 2548, 2596, 
2597, 2598, 2600, 2628, 2632, 2639, 2682, 2696, 2698, 2706, 2737, 
2744, 2777, 2826, 2830, 2833, 2838, 2841, 2843, 2859, 2860, 2898, 
2954, 2969, 2982, 2987, 2988, 2992, 3005, 3018, 3023, 3026, 3034, 
3043, 3065, 3070, 3073, 3103, 3137, 3157, 3179, 3184, 3220, 3277, 
3290, 3310, 3312, 3386, 3428, 3432, 3530, 3532, 3548, 3557, 3561, 
3577, 3603, 3606, 3619, 3642, 3683, 3752, 3757, 3784, 3786, 3789, 
3818, 3824, 3829, 3841, 3848, 3850, 3853, 3874, 3959, 3962, 3968, 
3974, 3980, 4012, 4018, 4074, 4107, 4116, 4117, 4203, 4222, 4249, 
4259, 4285, 4289, 4407, 4452, 4486, 4550, 4577, 4598, 4633, 4669, 
4681, 4692, 4696, 4724, 4742, 4753, 4760, 4767, 4806, 4831, 4835, 
4879, 4880, 4890, 4897, 4901, 4902, 4910, 4923, 4947, 5005

Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The Contiguous Seven 
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Sister States and Sikkim–Which are Ethnically Distinct. The States 
are Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, 
Nagaland, and Tripura. 626, 731, 732, 800, 813, 816, 847, 912, 936, 
1028, 1383, 1463, 1493, 1520, 1786, 2146, 2158, 2163, 2308, 2342, 
3561, 4116

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research (ICAR), the All-India Research Project on Soyabean 
(ICAR, Uttar Pradesh), and the National Research Centre for 
Soybean (ICAR, Madhya Pradesh)–with Soyabeans in India. 3179, 
3818, 4947

Asia, South–India. Work of the Indian Institute of Science 
(Bangalore) with Soyabeans in India. 2450

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of soybeans) 
in a certain South Asian country; cultivated soybeans have not yet 
been reported. 172, 753

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain South Asian country. 254, 334, 
731, 764

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain South Asian 
country. 254, 334, 731, 753, 764, 1463

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain South Asian country. 
254, 446, 731, 764, 2342

Asia, South–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
South Asian country. 254, 446, 731, 753, 2342

Asia, South–Nepal, Kingdom of. 686, 847, 871, 1169, 1463, 1493, 
1526, 1756, 1786, 2158, 2308, 2712, 2777, 3552, 3818, 4116, 4806, 
4901, 4902, 4947

Asia, South–Pakistan, Islamic Republic of (Part of British India 
until 1947. Divided into West Pakistan and East Pakistan 1947-
1971, when East Pakistan Became Independent as Bangladesh). 
753, 764, 797, 800, 813, 1196, 1383, 1395, 1438, 1786, 2095, 2146, 
2158, 2163, 2224, 2308, 2342, 2380, 2547, 2698, 2721, 2744, 2777, 
2833, 2838, 2888, 2907, 2969, 2987, 3002, 3043, 3103, 3175, 3220, 
3358, 3428, 3530, 3959, 3968, 4116, 4285, 4454, 4806, 4901, 4902, 
4957, 5000

Asia, South–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, 
Trends, and Analyses. 1043, 2308, 3619, 3874

Asia, South–Sri Lanka, Democratic Socialist Republic of (Ceylon 
before 22 May 1972. Serendib was the ancient Arabic name). 244, 
314, 400, 626, 650, 731, 752, 757, 784, 789, 985, 1169, 1171, 1216, 
1313, 1314, 1393, 1395, 1466, 1488, 1497, 1555, 1561, 1665, 1739, 
1786, 1808, 2030, 2060, 2146, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2191, 2251, 2296, 
2389, 2487, 2713, 2777, 3220, 3277, 3432, 3557, 3642, 3648, 3649, 
3683, 3818, 3850, 3858, 4018, 4116, 4407, 4639, 4806, 4894, 4901, 
4902, 4947

Asia, Southeast (General). 8, 31, 148, 154, 156, 172, 198, 231, 254, 
277, 306, 312, 314, 315, 327, 371, 451, 945, 1096, 1126, 1278, 
1648, 2188, 3013, 3518, 3530, 3547, 3791, 3996, 4012, 4523

Asia, Southeast–Brunei (State of Brunei Darussalam; Part of British 
Borneo before 1984). 3530

Asia, Southeast–Cambodia, Kingdom of (Kampuchea from 1979 
to the 1980s; Also Khmer Republic). 577, 1169, 1217, 1334, 1618, 
1672, 1713, 1739, 1768, 1786, 2138, 2158, 2515, 2712, 2777, 2887, 
3014, 4806

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia (Netherland(s) Indies, Netherlands East 
Indies, or Dutch East Indies before 1945) (Including Islands of 
Java, Borneo, Celebes, Lesser Sunda, Moluccas, New Guinea [West 
Irian], and Sumatra). 3, 6, 8, 17, 20, 29, 31, 37, 38, 55, 59, 65, 94, 
106, 107, 114, 133, 148, 198, 231, 244, 254, 272, 273, 278, 293, 
314, 315, 327, 330, 334, 371, 387, 433, 443, 446, 476, 482, 493, 
518, 524, 545, 563, 577, 578, 659, 661, 666, 670, 675, 686, 731, 
741, 767, 784, 824, 825, 826, 858, 869, 928, 930, 934, 960, 1028, 
1189, 1217, 1231, 1232, 1243, 1271, 1298, 1299, 1304, 1313, 1334, 
1371, 1386, 1393, 1431, 1441, 1480, 1665, 1666, 1683, 1700, 1730, 
1739, 1747, 1757, 1778, 1786, 1808, 1810, 1821, 1830, 1940, 2029, 
2066, 2076, 2099, 2142, 2146, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2184, 2186, 2188, 
2190, 2191, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2261, 2283, 2316, 2317, 2331, 2379, 
2427, 2428, 2479, 2480, 2488, 2502, 2548, 2585, 2741, 2777, 2878, 
2881, 2887, 2894, 2898, 2900, 2952, 2965, 3006, 3013, 3014, 3018, 
3026, 3044, 3103, 3220, 3277, 3393, 3398, 3432, 3437, 3518, 3526, 
3530, 3584, 3610, 3627, 3642, 3683, 3710, 3791, 3818, 3845, 3858, 
3868, 3874, 3940, 3959, 3968, 4018, 4020, 4103, 4158, 4165, 4234, 
4242, 4243, 4283, 4289, 4296, 4310, 4333, 4407, 4452, 4453, 4639, 
4770, 4773, 4806, 4890, 4891, 4894, 4907, 4917, 4947, 4949, 4950, 
4974, 4975, 4976, 4977

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside 
Indonesia, or Soy Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes, 
Food Products, or Dishes Outside Indonesia. 2952, 3013, 3044, 
3522

Asia, Southeast–Indonesia–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1805, 1806, 1808, 1940, 2142, 
2186, 2246, 2479

Asia, Southeast–Indonesians overseas. See Indonesians Overseas, 
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybean products in a certain Southeast Asian 
country. Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this 
country. 429

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain 
Southeast Asian country. Soybeans as such had not yet been 
reported by that date in this country. 429

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of 
soybeans) in a certain Southeast Asian country; cultivated soybeans 
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have not yet been reported. 809, 835

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Southeast 
Asian country. 1334, 1658

Asia, Southeast–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Southeast Asian country. 1334, 1658

Asia, Southeast–Laos. 1672, 1713, 1768, 2158, 2515, 2712, 2777, 
4770, 4806, 4907

Asia, Southeast–Malaysia, Federation of (Including East Malaysia 
Composed of Sarawak and Sabah. British Borneo or North Borneo 
from about 1881 to 1963). Federation of Malaya before 1963. 524, 
545, 577, 928, 1137, 1169, 1345, 1365, 1393, 1683, 1739, 1778, 
1807, 1808, 2066, 2099, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2203, 2246, 2251, 2317, 
2331, 2360, 2614, 2777, 2878, 2921, 2952, 3013, 3014, 3018, 3026, 
3044, 3220, 3277, 3484, 3530, 3547, 3627, 3674, 3683, 3707, 3710, 
3745, 3789, 3791, 3818, 3874, 3968, 4018, 4088, 4193, 4293, 4407, 
4544, 4773, 4806, 4890, 4893, 4894

Asia, Southeast–Myanmar / Burma. Offi cially Union of Myanmar. 
731, 764, 800, 813, 847, 1028, 1169, 1196, 1383, 1395, 1723, 1778, 
1786, 2137, 2146, 2158, 2163, 2342, 2712, 2777, 2878, 3561, 4658

Asia, Southeast–Philippines, Republic of the. 11, 524, 545, 577, 
647, 809, 835, 1393, 1424, 1570, 1658, 1776, 1778, 1795, 2030, 
2066, 2099, 2142, 2146, 2158, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2283, 2316, 2317, 
2331, 2412, 2760, 2777, 2868, 2878, 2887, 3014, 3220, 3285, 3360, 
3386, 3484, 3530, 3547, 3642, 3683, 3791, 3818, 3874, 3968, 4018, 
4234, 4243, 4333, 4407, 4454, 4677, 4746, 4773, 4806, 4901, 4902, 
4947, 5003

Asia, Southeast–Singapore (Part of the Straits Settlements [British] 
from 1826 to 1946). 429, 524, 563, 928, 1137, 1345, 1349, 1365, 
1480, 1658, 1739, 1807, 1808, 2066, 2099, 2163, 2179, 2203, 2502, 
2878, 2952, 3013, 3026, 3044, 3220, 3255, 3263, 3277, 3484, 3485, 
3526, 3530, 3636, 3674, 3683, 3707, 3710, 3769, 3968, 3974, 4018, 
4088, 4285, 4295, 4349, 4371, 4418, 4454, 4471, 4476, 4477, 4773, 
4806, 4862, 4892

Asia, Southeast–Thailand–Thai Restaurants or Grocery Stores 
Outside Thailand, or Soy Ingredients Used in Thai-Style Recipes, 
Food Products, or Dishes outside Thailand. 4826

Asia, Southeast–Thailand, Kingdom of (Siam before 1939). 1431, 
1708, 1739, 1808, 1979, 2099, 2142, 2158, 2251, 2252, 2480, 2712, 
2777, 2878, 2887, 2952, 3002, 3013, 3014, 3026, 3044, 3220, 3277, 
3417, 3418, 3419, 3484, 3530, 3642, 3683, 3745, 3818, 3858, 4018, 
4158, 4285, 4292, 4407, 4658, 4773, 4806, 4892, 4894, 4919, 4947

Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East Timor). 1808, 3530

Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, 
and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 
1271, 1318, 1747, 1810, 1821, 2479, 3710

Asia, Southeast–Vietnam / Viet Nam, Socialist Republic of 

(North and South) (Divided by French into Tonkin, Annam, and 
Cochinchine from 1887-1945). 5, 6, 14, 180, 273, 287, 303, 318, 
741, 784, 800, 825, 858, 859, 1002, 1028, 1112, 1169, 1217, 1264, 
1318, 1334, 1386, 1443, 1516, 1618, 1672, 1713, 1739, 1768, 1778, 
1786, 1805, 1806, 2029, 2096, 2142, 2148, 2158, 2191, 2252, 2317, 
2376, 2468, 2501, 2515, 2777, 3014, 3023, 3073, 3642, 3683, 3759, 
3784, 3791, 3818, 4018, 4274, 4639, 4806, 4947, 5002

Asia, Southeast–Vietnamese overseas. See Vietnamese Overseas, 
Especially Work with Soy

Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia. 
Formerly Transcaucasian Soviet Republics from about 1917 to Dec. 
1991). 722, 1335, 1783, 2317, 5000

Asia, Transcaucasia–Armenia (Formerly Armenian SSR, a 
Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to Dec. 1991). 2060, 
5000

Asia, Transcaucasia–Azerbaijan (Azerbaijani Republic; Formerly 
Azerbaijan SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1917 to 
Dec. 1991. Also spelled Azerbaidzhan, Aderbijan). 5000

Asia, Transcaucasia–Georgia, Republic of (Formerly Georgian 
SSR, a Transcaucasian Soviet Republic from 1921 to Dec. 1991). 
1335, 5000

Asparagus bean. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Aspergillus oryzae. See Koji, Miso, or Soy Sauce

Associated Seed Growers, Inc. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa)

Atlantic Ocean islands. See Oceania

Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte (Prien-Chiemsee, Germany). 
Started by Peter Wiegand in March 1982. 3669, 3716, 4111, 4913

Australasia. See Oceania

Australia. See Oceania–Australia

AVRDC–The World Vegetable Center. Named Asian Vegetable 
Research and Development Center (AVRDC) from 1971 to 2008 
(Shanhua, Taiwan). 3220, 3818, 4806, 4947, 4989

Azuki Bean–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/
Relatives in Various Languages. 244, 733, 754, 1044, 1199

Azuki Bean. Vigna angularis (Willd.) Ohwi & H. Ohashi. Also 
called Adzuki, Aduki, Adsuki, Adzinki, Red Bean, Chinese Red 
Bean, Red Mung Bean, Small Red Bean. Japanese–Kintoki, 
Komame, Shôzu. Chinese–Xiaodou, Chixiaodou, Hsiao Tou [Small 
Bean], Ch’ih Hsiao Tou [Red Small Bean]. Former scientifi c names: 
Phaseolus radiatus (L.), Dolichos angularis (Willd.), Phaseolus 
angularis (Willd.) Wight, or Azukia angularis (Willd.) Ohwi. 8, 
244, 400, 484, 563, 661, 663, 733, 744, 754, 773, 853, 894, 910, 
930, 954, 986, 1024, 1044, 1052, 1199, 1298, 1299, 1387, 1460, 
1503, 1521, 1538, 1673, 1678, 1778, 1827, 1862, 1942, 2487, 2704, 
2711, 2762, 2832, 2843, 2928, 2951, 2969, 2983, 2994, 3049, 3052, 
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3072, 3074, 3126, 3294, 3416, 3514, 3522, 3525, 3592, 3665, 3666, 
3736, 3743, 3817, 3820, 3826, 3914, 4054, 4060, 4410, 4451, 4575, 
4770, 4907

Azumaya, Inc. (Started Making Tofu in 1930 in San Francisco, 
California). Acquired by Vitasoy on 27 May 1993. 4476, 4477, 
4769

Bacon or bacon bits, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless 
Bacon, Ham, Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Bacteria causing toxicity. See Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and 
Feeds–Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria, and that Cause Food 
Poisoning

Bacteria in intestines–benefi cial. See Intestinal Flora / Bacteria

Baker, Bill (1873-1942). Health Foods Pioneer, Famous Baker, 
Ojai, California. 2198

Balanced Foods, Inc. (New York City, and North Bergen, New 
Jersey). Wholesale Distributor of Health Foods and Natural Foods. 
Founded in 1939 by Maurice “Doc” Shefferman, Sam and Will 
Reiser. Purchased in Dec. 1986 by Tree of Life. 4051

Bambarra groundnuts (Voandzeia subterranea). Also spelled 
Bambara. 545, 634, 654, 659, 770, 784, 813, 814, 912, 928, 1613, 
2487

Barges used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature 
Soybeans to Market, Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to 
Market by Water Using Barges, Junks, etc

Barricini Foods (Mountain Lakes, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream 
Company. Acquired Farm Foods and Ice Bean on 31 May 1985. 
Sold Farm Foods to 21st Century in 1993. 3756, 3794, 4123, 4474, 
4769

Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with Soy (Not Including 
Frozen Dessert Bars). 3497, 3498, 4049, 4321

Bartram, John (1699-1777) and William (1739-1823). 107, 108, 
109, 117, 523, 786, 1014, 1701, 2265, 2481, 3078, 3195, 3229, 
3644, 4143, 4391, 4529, 4546, 4690, 4735, 4744, 5003

Battle Creek Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.)

Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co. See Kellogg, John Harvey 
(M.D.) as a Health Food Pioneer

Bean curd skin. See Yuba

Bean curd sticks, dried. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Bean curd. See Tofu

Bean paste. See Miso

Beef alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, 
Including Beef Jerky, etc. See also Meatless Burgers

Bees, Honeybees (Apis mellifera), and Apiculture–Soy Flour Fed in 
Pollen Substitutes or Supplements. 2239, 2240, 2244, 2253, 2424

Belleme, John. See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, North 
Carolina)

Benni, Benne, Benniseed. See Sesame Seed

Benzene / Benzine / Benzol solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Berczeller, Laszlo (1885-1955). 1735, 1736, 1737, 1740, 1745, 
1759, 1819, 1854, 1860, 1864, 1866, 1868, 1870, 1900, 1903, 1905, 
1909, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1926, 1932, 1936, 1937, 
1940, 1947, 1951, 1956, 1963, 1964, 1971, 1976, 1978, 1989, 1990, 
1995, 2020, 2043, 2155, 2174, 2180, 2200, 2278, 2307, 2308, 2362, 
2368, 2370, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2747, 2892, 3081, 3082, 3621, 3625, 
3632, 4222, 4249

Bible Christian Church in England and the USA, Including Rev. 
William Cowherd (1763-1816), Joseph Brotherton (1783-1857), 
William Harvey (1787-1870), Martha Harvey (1783-1861), and 
James Simpson (1812-1859)–all of Salford, England; and Rev. 
William Metcalfe (1788-1862) and Rev. Henry S. Clubb (1827-
1921) of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 4679

Bibliographies and / or Reviews of the Literature (Contains More 
Than 50 References or Citations). 741, 830, 1169, 1541, 1637, 
1638, 1778, 1830, 1881, 1903, 1940, 1976, 2042, 2076, 2158, 2186, 
2187, 2188, 2190, 2191, 2251, 2290, 2429, 2495, 2503, 2523, 2543, 
2580, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2647, 2649, 2650, 2733, 2803, 2826, 2850, 
2934, 2935, 2978, 2988, 3000, 3015, 3051, 3053, 3056, 3076, 3111, 
3127, 3137, 3138, 3166, 3204, 3214, 3227, 3250, 3282, 3359, 3365, 
3369, 3370, 3439, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3469, 3486, 3511, 3523, 
3574, 3576, 3577, 3613, 3672, 3683, 3690, 3711, 3736, 3745, 3756, 
3771, 3809, 3819, 3831, 3832, 3833, 3885, 3915, 3918, 4018, 4053, 
4077, 4116, 4172, 4222, 4231, 4249, 4255, 4282, 4288, 4455, 4456, 
4474, 4498, 4523, 4680, 4720, 4926, 4985

Biloxi soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi

Binder for Sand Foundry Cores–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a 
Drying Oil. 1863, 1998, 2348, 2666

Biodynamic / Bio-Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General). 
Closely Allied with the Natural Foods Movement. 3235, 4105, 
4767, 4943

Biographies, Biographical Sketches, and Autobiographies–See also: 
Obituaries. 92, 337, 546, 767, 1012, 1343, 1640, 2042, 2171, 2178, 
2183, 2258, 2421, 2705, 2706, 2760, 2828, 2831, 2991, 3012, 3081, 
3082, 3161, 3237, 3381, 3427, 3644, 3820, 3909, 4391, 4392, 4409, 
4517, 4529, 4534, 4546, 4666, 4744, 4770, 4907, 4908, 4926, 4943, 
4945

Biological control. See Integrated Pest Management (IPM)

Biotechnology applied to soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, 
Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech
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Black Bean Paste, Sweet. See Sweet Black Soybean Paste (Non-
Fermented). Also Called Sweet Black Bean Paste

Black Bean Sauce or Black Soybean Sauce. Occasionally Called 
Black Bean Paste. Traditionally Made in the Kitchen by Crushing 
Salted, Fermented Black Soybeans, Usually with Minced Ginger, 
Garlic, Chilis and/or Chinese-style Wine. Typically Not a 
Commercial Product or Sauce. See Also Black Soybean Jiang (a 
Commercial Product). 3522, 3674, 3820, 4228, 4399, 4400, 4519

Black Gram or Urd. Vigna mungo. Formerly Phaseolus mungo. 743, 
1028, 2463, 2487, 2548, 3831

Black soybean sauce. See Black Bean Sauce

Black soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Black, Soybean Seeds–Black 
in Color, Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology

Black-eyed pea. See Cowpea–Vigna unguiculata

Blaw-Knox Co. (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment, Especially the Rotocel. 2494, 3249

Blender, Electric (Kitchen Appliance)–Including Liquefi er, 
Liquidizer, Liquifi er, Osterizer, Waring Blender, Waring Blendor, 
Waring Mixer, Whiz-Mix, Vitamix–Early Records Only. 2402, 4870

Boca Burger Inc. Founded 1993. Acquired Feb. 2000 by Kraft 
Foods Inc. 4598

Boca Burger. See Kraft Foods Inc.

Borden, Inc. (Columbus, Ohio; New York City, New York; 
Waterloo, Iowa; Elgin and Kankakee, Illinois). 2519, 2894, 4745

Botany–Soybean. 10, 28, 169, 172, 184, 254, 314, 327, 334, 400, 
443, 446, 451, 472, 543, 551, 634, 647, 650, 654, 661, 670, 677, 
725, 731, 732, 741, 753, 770, 773, 776, 784, 787, 793, 809, 835, 
871, 910, 987, 1013, 1169, 1389, 1710, 1778, 1881, 1901, 1940, 
1979, 1992, 2096, 2158, 2160, 2179, 2186, 2187, 2317, 2427, 2544, 
2688, 2994, 3009, 3012, 3017, 3070, 3581, 3633, 3919, 4276

Bowen, Samuel (1732-1777)–He Introduced the Soybean to North 
America in 1765. See also: (1) His Ancestors and Descendants. (2) 
James Flint. 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 
93, 94, 96, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 105, 110, 117, 131, 134, 136, 137, 
138, 141, 142, 144, 146, 149, 153, 170, 177, 245, 564, 565, 786, 
1896, 2267, 2319, 2403, 2419, 2420, 2421, 3644, 3973, 4333, 4449, 
4529, 4546, 4628, 4669, 4690, 4735, 4736, 4737, 4744, 4759, 4778, 
4802, 4803, 4840, 4844, 4856, 4863, 4876, 4880, 4882, 4935, 4949

Bowen, Samuel (1732-1777)–The Ancestors, Descendants and 
Close Relatives of Samuel Bowen. See also: Bowen, Samuel. 79, 
1896, 3644, 4529, 4803

Boyer, Robert. See Ford, Henry

Brady Crop Cooker. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low 
Cost–Brady Crop Cooker

Bragg Liquid Aminos–Made from Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein 
(HVP). 3175, 4979

Bragg, Paul Chappius (1895-1975) Author and Health Foods 
Advocate. 3175

Bran, soy. See Fiber, Soy

Brassica napus (L.) var. napus. See Canola

Brassica napus. See Rapeseed

Brazil. See Latin America, South America–Brazil

Breeding of Soybeans and Classical Genetics. 1757, 1778, 2031, 
2115, 2116, 2117, 2128, 2129, 2137, 2138, 2158, 2188, 2189, 2342, 
2401, 2443, 2573, 2960, 3365, 3663, 4106, 4333, 4448, 4686

Breeding of soybeans. See Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, 
Transgenic Plants and Biotechnology / Biotech, Variety 
Development and Breeding

Breeding soybeans for food uses. See Soybean Production–Variety 
Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or 
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses

Brew fl akes, soybean. See Soy Flour or Flakes–Use in Brewing

Briggs, George M. (1884-1970, Univ. of Wisconsin). 2189

British Arkady Company Ltd. and British Arkady Holdings Ltd. 
(Manchester, England). Subsidiary of ADM of the USA. Including 
the Haldane Foods Group. 1817, 1935, 2025, 2144, 2171, 2220, 
2398, 2637, 2638, 2727, 2738, 2751, 2782, 2783, 2798, 2799, 2800, 
2807, 2811, 2874, 2894, 2944, 3037, 3068, 3079, 3085, 3122, 3125, 
3160, 3205, 3243, 3258, 3291, 3301, 3303, 3350, 3476, 3489, 3490, 
3491, 3492, 3537, 3569, 3570, 3602, 3615, 3618, 3637, 3638, 3640, 
3706, 3729, 3836, 3882, 3989, 4001, 4009, 4027, 4044, 4056, 4057, 
4114, 4119, 4123, 4148, 4149, 4150, 4175, 4197, 4198, 4204, 4217, 
4218, 4237, 4250, 4252, 4255, 4291, 4292, 4299, 4311, 4313, 4366, 
4377, 4383, 4405, 4460, 4464, 4467, 4468, 4469, 4470, 4548, 4549, 
4656, 4769, 4916, 4971, 4978

British Columbia. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–British 
Columbia

Broad Bean. Vicia faba L., formerly Faba vulgaris, Mönch. Also 
called Faba Bean, Fava Bean, Horse Bean. Chinese–Candou 
(“silkworm bean”). Japanese–Soramame. German–Ackerbohne, 
Saubohne or Buschbohne. French–Grosse Fève, Fève de Marais, 
Féverole, Faverole, Gourgane. 723, 728, 743, 754, 773, 958, 984, 
985, 993, 1028, 1297, 1650, 1673, 2548, 2585, 3159, 3214, 3238, 
3344, 3443, 3665, 3831, 4575

Brotherton, Joseph (1783-1857) (Member of Parliament from 
Salford), and His Wife, Martha Harvey Brotherton (1783-1861). 
Vegetarian Pioneers in England. 3276

Brown rice. See Rice, Brown
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Brown soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Brown

Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany). Sold to DE-VAU-GE 
on 31 Dec. 1998. Fischer Then Started a New Company Named 
Natumi GmbH. 4705, 4769, 4962

Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. See Procter & Gamble Co.

Buerger (Bürger), Heinrich (ca. 1806-1858)–German Pharmacist, 
Assistant to Von Siebold in Japan. 661

Building materials. See Adhesives or Glues for Plywood, Other 
Woods, Wallpaper, or Building Materials

Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York). Including Lauhoff Grain 
Co. (Danville, Illinois) since 1979. 3273, 3790, 4123, 4167, 4647, 
4684, 4837, 4865, 4988, 4991

Burgers, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and 
Patties

Burke, Armand. See Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand 
Burke

Burlison, William Leonidas (1882-1958, Univ. of Illinois). 1998, 
1999, 2189

Burma. See Asia, Southeast–Myanmar

Butter made from nuts or seeds. See Nut Butters

Butter-beans. See Lima Bean

Cacoja (France). See Sojinal / Biosoja

Cajanus cajan. See Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram

Cake or meal, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybeans, and 
Soybean Foods and Feeds. 631

Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers. 1757, 2977, 3077, 3259, 3506, 
4167, 4298, 4455, 4684

California. See United States–States–California

CanAmera Foods (Plant at Hamilton, Ontario, Canada). Includes 
Maple Leaf Foods. Named Central Soya of Canada Ltd. until March 
1992. Named Canadian Vegetable Oil Products (CVOP; Div. of 
Canada Packers, Hamilton, Ontario) Before the mid-1980s. Named 
Canadian Vegetable Oil Processing Before 1984. 2891, 3555

Canada–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybean products in Canada. Soybeans as such have not 
yet been reported. 629

Canada–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains 
the earliest date seen for soybean products in Canada. Soybeans as 
such had not yet been reported by that date. 629

Canada–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses. 2076, 2113, 2142, 2479, 2891, 3016, 3133, 3874, 
3959, 4088, 4289, 4749

Canada–Soybean crushers, early. See Soybean Crushers (Canada), 
Early (Before 1941)

Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 1666, 
1708, 1721, 1739, 2063

Canada soy pioneers. See Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942)

Canada. 437, 529, 533, 569, 590, 629, 632, 749, 865, 884, 904, 905, 
958, 1042, 1080, 1086, 1137, 1159, 1184, 1301, 1315, 1374, 1473, 
1581, 1666, 1708, 1721, 1739, 1751, 1757, 1778, 1807, 1808, 1866, 
1913, 1931, 2043, 2063, 2076, 2084, 2105, 2111, 2113, 2117, 2118, 
2121, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2129, 2138, 2142, 2154, 2155, 2158, 2162, 
2185, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2221, 2227, 2236, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2259, 
2269, 2275, 2283, 2296, 2301, 2302, 2316, 2377, 2389, 2402, 2404, 
2410, 2411, 2412, 2424, 2427, 2428, 2443, 2461, 2475, 2479, 2562, 
2583, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2622, 2628, 2668, 2707, 2712, 2749, 2774, 
2777, 2830, 2831, 2883, 2887, 2888, 2891, 2907, 2962, 2981, 2991, 
3004, 3016, 3023, 3051, 3066, 3073, 3098, 3103, 3133, 3136, 3157, 
3159, 3160, 3183, 3241, 3260, 3282, 3285, 3334, 3360, 3416, 3513, 
3526, 3529, 3530, 3555, 3563, 3613, 3620, 3624, 3636, 3642, 3643, 
3674, 3683, 3688, 3707, 3710, 3742, 3744, 3756, 3761, 3818, 3858, 
3874, 3932, 3959, 3968, 3979, 4018, 4023, 4088, 4107, 4108, 4110, 
4246, 4259, 4285, 4289, 4298, 4313, 4333, 4348, 4349, 4357, 4382, 
4398, 4407, 4419, 4452, 4454, 4456, 4476, 4477, 4502, 4621, 4622, 
4641, 4655, 4663, 4667, 4670, 4677, 4681, 4692, 4696, 4725, 4733, 
4734, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4747, 4748, 4749, 4750, 4751, 4755, 4761, 
4769, 4773, 4787, 4789, 4799, 4825, 4828, 4847, 4850, 4851, 4892, 
4897, 4904, 4908, 4919, 4923, 4926, 4928, 4930, 4932, 4937, 4938, 
4940, 4947, 4962, 4981, 4992, 4997, 5004

Canada. See Ontario Soybean Growers (Marketing Board)

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Alberta. 2076, 2118, 2259

Canadian Provinces and Territories–British Columbia. 1159, 1184, 
1807, 2118, 2907, 3241, 3674, 3756, 4655, 4681, 4692, 4725, 4733, 
4734, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4799, 4851, 4930, 4932, 4937, 4938, 4940, 
5004

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Manitoba. 1913, 2076, 2111, 
2112, 2118, 2162, 2236, 2259, 2302, 2443, 4751

Canadian Provinces and Territories–New Brunswick. 437, 529, 533, 
2118, 2259

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Newfoundland (Including 
Labrador). 2389

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Nova Scotia. 590, 2118, 2259

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario. 749, 865, 884, 1473, 
1913, 1931, 2063, 2076, 2111, 2113, 2118, 2121, 2125, 2127, 2142, 
2185, 2189, 2221, 2236, 2246, 2259, 2269, 2377, 2443, 2562, 2583, 
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2596, 2831, 2891, 2907, 2991, 3051, 3133, 3159, 3160, 3183, 3241, 
3555, 3683, 3688, 3707, 3710, 3756, 4018, 4088, 4298, 4454, 4476, 
4502, 4692, 4696, 4725, 4733, 4734, 4741, 4742, 4747, 4748, 4749, 
4750, 4751, 4755, 4761, 4769, 4787, 4789, 4799, 4828, 4897, 4908, 
4940

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Prince Edward Island. 569, 
2259

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec (Quebec). 629, 632, 
1301, 1581, 1866, 2076, 2113, 2118, 2125, 2126, 2127, 2259, 2404, 
2443, 2583, 2707, 3979, 4110, 4398, 4742, 4926, 4930

Canadian Provinces and Territories–Saskatchewan. 2076, 2259, 
4681, 4751, 4947

Canadian soybean varieties. See Soybean Varieties Canada

Canavalia ensiformis. See Jack Bean (Canavalia ensiformis)

Canavalia gladiata. See Sword Bean

Cancer Preventing Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods (Such as 
the Isofl avones Genistein and Daidzein) and Cancer Prevention. 
2941, 3704, 3711, 3809, 4295, 4371, 4541, 4704, 4706, 4711

Cancer and diet. See Diet and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–
Medical Aspects–Cancer

Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans or 
Soyfoods, or Experiments Showing That Soybeans or Soyfoods 
May Be Carcinogenic or Mutagenic. 2579, 3100, 3256, 3352, 3438, 
3538

Cancer, breast, prevention and diet. See Diet and Breast Cancer 
Prevention

Cancer, prostate, prevention and diet. See Diet and Prostate Cancer 
Prevention

Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as 
an Hydrogenated Oil. 1389, 1525, 1699, 2166, 2360, 4878

Cannabis sativa. See Hemp

Canola (Brassica napus (L.) var. napus)–An Improved Variety of 
the Rape Plant or Rapeseed Having Seeds with Little or No Erucic 
Acid. 4298, 4382, 4808

Cantonese. See Asia, East–China–English-Language Documents 
that Contain Cantonese Romanization / Transliteration

Cape Verde. See Africa–Cape Verde or Cape Verde Islands (Ilhas do 
Cabo Verde. República de Cabo Verde)

Carbohydrates (General). See also: Starch, Dietary Fiber, and 
Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars). 831, 1079, 1092, 1096, 1115, 
1121, 1149, 1306, 1339, 1415, 1442, 1475, 1537, 1778, 2249

Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber (Including Complex Carbohydrates, 

Bran, Water-Soluble and Water-Insoluble Fiber). 618, 684, 723, 
733, 757, 819, 966, 1228, 1309, 1604, 1754, 1868, 2309, 2753, 
2824, 2877, 2882, 2893, 2901, 3340, 3377, 3382, 3665, 3819, 3837, 
4053, 4411, 4985

Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates (Especially Fiber 
and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol). 3340, 
3371, 3382, 3410, 3819

Cardiovascular Disease and Diet Therapy, Especially Heart Disease 
and Stroke, But Including Cholesterol Reduction, and Hypertension 
(High Blood Pressure). Soy Is Not Always Mentioned. 2579, 2655, 
2852, 2961, 3340, 3382, 4462, 4463, 4554, 4747, 4786, 4899

Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis). 2429, 2858, 3064, 3103, 
3104, 3273, 3291, 3369, 3401, 3508, 3638, 3706, 3776, 3790, 3842, 
3852, 4366, 4368, 4496, 4630, 4848, 4874, 4878, 4906, 4919

Caribbean. See Latin America–Caribbean

Cartoons or Cartoon Characters. 2187, 2509, 3190, 3192, 3473, 
3892, 4583

Carver, George Washington (ca. 1864-1943, Tuskegee Inst., 
Alabama)–Work with Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Chemurgy, 
and the Carver Laboratory in Dearborn, Michigan. 1696, 2831, 
2991, 4272, 4908

Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products. 
4375, 4478

Catchup / Catsup etymology. See Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–
Etymology

Catering. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering

Catsup or Catchup. See Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, 
Ketchap, Katchup, etc. Word Mentioned in Document

Catsup. See Ketchup–Western-Style, Other, Ketchup, Mushroom 
(Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster 
Ketchup, Western-Style), Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, 
Western-Style), Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, Western-Style)

Cattle, Bullocks, Bulls, Steers, or Cows for Beef / Meat or 
Unspecifi ed Uses Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake 
or Meal as Feed. 754, 755, 813, 1044, 1047, 1091, 1122, 1130, 
1152, 1170, 1228, 1234, 1274, 1292, 1306, 1379, 1383, 1431, 1442, 
1445, 1519, 1532, 1536, 1591, 1635, 1639, 1666, 1802, 1823, 1880, 
1999

Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, England). Owned by Rayner Burgess 
Ltd. Member of the Hero Group. 3534, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3556, 
3637, 3638, 3639, 3651, 3706, 3714, 3716, 3720, 3721, 3722, 3723, 
3724, 3725, 3797, 3909, 3912, 3917, 3982, 4027, 4042, 4063, 4064, 
4072, 4085, 4118, 4121, 4122, 4124, 4125, 4128, 4163, 4164, 4175, 
4176, 4197, 4207, 4225, 4228, 4253, 4255, 4261, 4265, 4266, 4284, 
4311, 4316, 4317, 4340, 4341, 4353, 4361, 4392, 4436, 4471, 4479, 
4480, 4489, 4500, 4505, 4555, 4766, 4884, 4963
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Celebrities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted 
Personalities and Famous People

Central America. See Latin America–Central America

Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana; Acquired in Oct. 1987 by 
the Ferruzzi Group in Ravenna, Italy. In 1991 became part of CSY 
Agri-Processing, Inc. [a holding company], operating as a member 
of the Eridania / Beghin-Say agro-industrial group, within Ferruzzi-
Montedison). Acquired in Oct. 2002 by Bunge. 2331, 2369, 2429, 
2514, 2866, 2894, 2990, 3035, 3063, 3103, 3111, 3219, 3291, 3369, 
3478, 3508, 3790, 4059, 4123, 4291, 4298, 4366, 4506, 4647, 4684, 
4769

Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research 
Center, CNPS or CNPSo). See Empresa Brasiliera

Cereol. See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy)

Ceres (Colorado Springs, Colorado). 3073

Certifi cation of soybean seeds. See Seed Certifi cation (Soybeans)

Ceylon. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Checkoff programs (state and national). See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Checkoff Programs

Cheese–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Cheeses Made from Plants (Such as 
Peanut / Groundnut Cheese, Almond Cheese, etc.). 1249, 4320

Cheese, cream. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cheese. See Soy Cheese, Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives

Cheesecake or cream pie. See Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie

Cheesecake. See Tofu / Soy Cheesecake

Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis of Seeds, Plants, 
Foods, Feeds, Nutritional Components. 613, 617, 618, 678, 684, 
712, 713, 723, 728, 733, 735, 741, 754, 757, 760, 764, 766, 775, 
779, 780, 781, 803, 813, 831, 836, 841, 860, 863, 876, 888, 892, 
893, 898, 900, 902, 911, 948, 958, 959, 962, 967, 969, 989, 993, 
1079, 1089, 1092, 1099, 1103, 1108, 1110, 1121, 1126, 1132, 1146, 
1148, 1149, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1167, 1168, 1169, 1179, 1217, 1229, 
1247, 1249, 1268, 1288, 1296, 1297, 1305, 1306, 1309, 1312, 1319, 
1334, 1343, 1358, 1389, 1390, 1431, 1433, 1440, 1442, 1451, 1460, 
1463, 1494, 1498, 1573, 1581, 1606, 1610, 1636, 1637, 1639, 1642, 
1648, 1650, 1661, 1669, 1710, 1717, 1720, 1749, 1751, 1752, 1757, 
1778, 1780, 1813, 1814, 1825, 1830, 1857, 1972, 1992, 1995, 2043, 
2164, 2167, 2179, 2184, 2191, 2192, 2236, 2334, 2384, 2389, 2410, 
2429, 2438, 2503, 2516, 2547, 2553, 2675, 2719

Chemistry and Soils, Bureau. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial 
Chemistry

Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic Movement, and the Farm 
Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 1950s, Including Wheeler 

McMillen, William J. Hale, and Francis P. Garvan). 2050, 2402, 
3916, 3996, 4272, 4409, 4448, 4523

Chenopodium quinoa Willd. See Quinoa

Chiang, soybean (from China). See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT, organized in April 1848). 2583, 
4087, 4644, 4999

Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; Started by I.C. 
Bradley and George Brett). 3983

Chicken, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Chickens (esp. Layers & Broilers) Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, 
or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 958, 1607, 1984, 2155, 2837, 
2886, 2899, 2998

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans. 
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous. 109, 172, 184, 
743, 814, 881, 1572, 1628, 1876, 2481, 2487, 2548, 2704, 2737, 
2762, 2832, 3078, 3166, 3238, 3271, 3416, 3443, 3592, 3831, 3834, 
4143, 4575

Chickpea / Chickpeas / Chick-Peas, Garbanzo / Garbanza Beans. 
Cicer arietinum L. Including Hummus / Hummous. Etymology of 
These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages. 
172

Chico-San Inc. (Chico, California). Maker of Macrobiotic and 
Natural Foods. Founded in March 1962. 2762, 2832, 3023, 3073, 
3427, 4357

China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 708, 716, 
1057, 1102, 1127, 1198, 1223, 1233, 1278, 1298, 1522, 1708

China. See Asia, East–China

Chinese Medicine, Traditional, Including Heating-Cooling or Hot-
Cold Foods and Medicines. 13, 954, 1249, 1673, 1775, 3074, 3437

Chinese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy (Including Chinese 
from Manchuria, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, etc.). 96, 272, 
627, 806, 955, 980, 981, 984, 1186, 1202, 1216, 1270, 1285, 1286, 
1287, 1309, 1310, 1334, 1342, 1450, 1571, 1587, 1622, 1638, 1644, 
1651, 1685, 1807, 1821, 2099, 2163, 2177, 2303, 2354, 2411, 2575, 
2841, 2878, 2908, 3131, 3132, 3386, 3471, 3477, 3479, 3643, 3716, 
3748, 3759, 3820, 4038, 4052, 4139, 4164, 4165, 4243, 4274, 4488, 
4519, 4525, 4734, 4893

Chinese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 930, 
1298, 1299

Chinese restaurants outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
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Restaurants Outside China

Chinese-style soy sauce made with a signifi cant proportion of 
wheat. See Soy Sauce, Chinese Style. Made with a Signifi cant

Chocolate substitute made from roasted soybeans. See Soy 
Chocolate

Cholesterol. See Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates 
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially 
Cholesterol), Lipids–Effects on Blood Lipids, Protein–Effects on 
Blood Lipids

Chou doufu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou 
Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou Toufu)

Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur. See Tofumanufaktur Christian 
Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Chronology / Timeline. 8, 916, 1026, 1314, 2272, 2632, 2843, 
2907, 2925, 3020, 3137, 3233, 3563, 3643, 3759, 3794, 3829, 3983, 
4088, 4095, 4135, 4376, 4438, 4497, 4518, 4622, 4633, 4667, 4705, 
4728, 4767, 4772, 4778, 4795, 4842, 4848, 4867, 4873, 4886, 4889, 
4894, 4906, 4919, 4931, 4946, 4953, 4958, 4962, 4965, 4968, 4979, 
4998, 5002, 5003, 5004

Chufa / Chufas (Cyperus esculentus). Also Called Earth Almond, 
Tiger Nuts/Tigernut, Nut Grass, Ground Almond, Hognut, Earth 
Nut, Rush Nut, Zulu Nut. French: Voandzou, Souchet. German: 
Erdmandel. Italian: Cipero comestible. 514, 654, 662, 670, 676, 
769, 770, 771, 893, 902, 1028, 2178, 4770, 4907

Chun King. 4979

Cicer arietinum. See Chickpeas or Garbanzo Beans

Civil War in USA (1861-1865). 1848, 2123, 2597, 2959

Claim or Claims of Health Benefi ts–Usually Authorized by the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 4705, 4722, 4776

Cleaning soybean seeds. See Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or 
Seed Uses

Climate change. See Global Warming / Climate Change as 
Environmental Issues

Coconut Milk and Cream. Or Coconuts Used to Flavor Soymilk, 
Rice Milk, etc. 3778, 3922, 4306, 4483, 4503

Coffee–Problems with or Prohibitions against the Consumption 
of Coffee, Initially Because it Was Considered a Stimulant, Later 
Because of the Harmful Effects of Caffeine. 766

Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener (Non-Dairy–Usually 
Contains Soy). 3022, 3053, 3077, 3851, 3892, 3932, 4267, 4359, 
4418, 4868

Coffee Creamer, Whitener or Lightener–Etymology of These Terms 
and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 4428

Coffee Substitutes or Adulterants, Non-Soy–Usually Made from 
Roasted Cereals, Chicory, and / or Other Legumes. 525, 571, 670, 
770, 948, 1294, 1401, 1590, 1637, 1650, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2843, 
2865, 3184, 4153, 4534, 4851

Coffee, soy. See Soy Coffee

Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease. 3379, 
3782, 3877, 4091, 4098, 4138, 4672, 4704, 4705, 4846

Coix lachryma-jobi. See Job’s Tears

Coker Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina). 2117, 2252

Cold tolerance / hardiness in soybeans. See Soybean–Physiology–
Tolerance to Cold

Color of soybean seeds. See Seed Color (Soybeans)–Specifi c 
Varieties), Soybean Seeds (of different colors)

Combines. Also called the Combined Harvester-Thresher in the 
1920s and 1930s (Combine). 1999, 3051

Commercial Soy Products–New Products, Mostly Foods. 468, 689, 
703, 842, 947, 982, 983, 1082, 1083, 1101, 1219, 1220, 1378, 1425, 
1911, 1935, 2002, 2094, 2097, 2151, 2152, 2215, 2288, 2289, 2392, 
2414, 2452, 2453, 2455, 2456, 2471, 2478, 2532, 2533, 2545, 2546, 
2617, 2621, 2637, 2670, 2684, 2700, 2729, 2756, 2800, 2814, 2819, 
2845, 2872, 2873, 2876, 2908, 2909, 2927, 2944, 2948, 2950, 2968, 
2985, 2996, 2997, 3033, 3037, 3039, 3068, 3079, 3090, 3102, 3107, 
3108, 3112, 3114, 3115, 3116, 3118, 3119, 3121, 3142, 3144, 3152, 
3170, 3187, 3194, 3196, 3201, 3224, 3225, 3245, 3246, 3251, 3254, 
3265, 3266, 3267, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3298, 3299, 3301, 3303, 3304, 
3305, 3306, 3307, 3309, 3316, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3321, 3322, 
3323, 3326, 3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3333, 3363, 3372, 3373, 
3374, 3404, 3413, 3420, 3421, 3422, 3423, 3447, 3450, 3467, 3479, 
3488, 3489, 3490, 3491, 3492, 3493, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 
3499, 3501, 3534, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3542, 3543, 3546, 3549, 3551, 
3558, 3560, 3564, 3565, 3566, 3567, 3568, 3569, 3570, 3571, 3572, 
3602, 3604, 3605, 3623, 3629, 3630, 3646, 3648, 3649, 3675, 3676, 
3681, 3682, 3692, 3693, 3696, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 
3712, 3713, 3719, 3720, 3721, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3725, 3726, 3729, 
3730, 3732, 3733, 3735, 3746, 3747, 3748, 3750, 3751, 3754, 3755, 
3760, 3765, 3766, 3767, 3772, 3774, 3775, 3778, 3780, 3781, 3788, 
3796, 3797, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3802, 3803, 3804, 3805, 3806, 3807, 
3808, 3838, 3840, 3841, 3856, 3857, 3860, 3864, 3867, 3869, 3870, 
3873, 3876, 3884, 3887, 3889, 3890, 3894, 3897, 3898, 3899, 3900, 
3901, 3903, 3904, 3905, 3925, 3926, 3927, 3928, 3929, 3931, 3938, 
3942, 3943, 3944, 3945, 3946, 3947, 3954, 3955, 3958, 3969, 3970, 
3971, 3977, 3978, 3984, 3985, 3986, 3991, 3992, 3993, 3995, 3997, 
3999, 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003, 4004, 4005, 4006, 4008, 4009, 4010, 
4011, 4029, 4035, 4037, 4040, 4041, 4045, 4046, 4047, 4049, 4050, 
4055, 4063, 4064, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4070, 4071, 4072, 
4073, 4080, 4081, 4082, 4083, 4094, 4096, 4099, 4101, 4102, 4109, 
4122, 4124, 4125, 4126, 4127, 4128, 4129, 4130, 4132, 4148, 4149, 
4151, 4155, 4157, 4169, 4170, 4171, 4182, 4183, 4184, 4185, 4186, 
4187, 4188, 4189, 4190, 4191, 4192, 4193, 4194, 4195, 4196, 4217, 
4221, 4228, 4232, 4247, 4254, 4256, 4261, 4262, 4263, 4264, 4265, 
4266, 4267, 4286, 4290, 4294, 4297, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4306, 4307, 
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4308, 4309, 4316, 4317, 4318, 4319, 4320, 4321, 4324, 4327, 4329, 
4337, 4338, 4339, 4340, 4341, 4342, 4346, 4352, 4356, 4359, 4360, 
4362, 4363, 4364, 4370, 4379, 4380, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4386, 4387, 
4388, 4390, 4404, 4415, 4416, 4422, 4423, 4424, 4425, 4426, 4427, 
4428, 4429, 4433, 4434, 4444, 4445, 4446, 4447, 4472, 4475, 4479, 
4480, 4481, 4489, 4490, 4491, 4493, 4494, 4495, 4500, 4510, 4512, 
4513, 4514, 4536, 4539, 4543, 4560, 4563, 4564, 4565, 4569, 4579, 
4580, 4581, 4582, 4592, 4600, 4601, 4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4682, 
4687, 4697, 4727, 4798, 4838, 4860, 4864, 4898, 4932, 4937, 4938

Commercial Worcestershire Sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce 
Production–How to Make Worcestershire Sauce on a Commercial 
Scale

Commercial soy products–earliest. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Commercial soy sauce. See Soy Sauce Production–How to Make 
Soy Sauce on a Commercial Scale

Commercial soymilk. See Soymilk Production–How to Make 
Soymilk on a Commercial Scale

Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce and 
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)

Compact Discs (CD-ROM)–References to a Compact Disc in Non-
CD Documents. 4141

Component / value-based pricing of soybeans. See Seed Quality

Composition of soybeans, soyfoods, or feeds. See Chemical / 
Nutritional Composition or Analysis

Computerized Databases and Information Services, Information 
or Publications About Those Concerning Soya. 2934, 2935, 3056, 
3204, 3282, 3359, 3976, 4276, 4408, 4452, 4529, 4650, 4736

Computers (General) and Computer Hardware Related to Soybean 
Production and Marketing. See also: Computer Software. 3976

Concentrated soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of Soy in 
Human Diets. 3407, 4026, 4498, 4508, 4522, 4526, 4531, 4537, 
4545, 4553, 4556, 4578, 4591, 4593, 4596, 4599, 4617, 4643, 4659, 
4671, 4674, 4675, 4694, 4714, 4729, 4730, 4731, 4757, 4762, 4775, 
4865, 4957

Concordium (Pioneer vegetarian community in England). See 
Alcott House (Concordium), on Ham Common (Near London), 
Richmond, Surrey, England

Condensed soymilk. See Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed 
(Canned, Bottled, or Bulk)

Conservation of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

ContiGroup Companies, Inc. Named Continental Grain Co. until 
1999 (New York, New York). 3545, 3776, 3790, 3842, 3852, 4095, 
4642

Continental Grain Co. See ContiGroup Companies, Inc.

Cookbooks, macrobiotic. See Macrobiotic Cookbooks

Cookbooks, vegan. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

Cookbooks, vegetarian. See Vegetarian Cookbooks

Cookery, Cookbooks, and Recipes–Mostly Using Soy, Mostly 
Vegetarian. See also: the Subcategories–Vegetarian Cookbooks, 
Vegan Cookbooks. 16, 19, 25, 29, 30, 31, 33, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 
50, 52, 53, 59, 61, 63, 64, 66, 69, 70, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 97, 104, 
106, 112, 113, 127, 128, 133, 147, 148, 154, 156, 173, 176, 190, 
198, 209, 214, 231, 234, 243, 246, 252, 258, 277, 286, 293, 306, 
307, 310, 311, 312, 319, 321, 335, 338, 347, 348, 354, 355, 361, 
379, 380, 382, 393, 394, 398, 411, 415, 416, 421, 423, 427, 430, 
432, 434, 440, 445, 449, 450, 481, 505, 506, 507, 508, 520, 527, 
534, 540, 571, 606, 637, 648, 664, 695, 707, 709, 715, 723, 749, 
790, 799, 882, 901, 908, 916, 941, 949, 1012, 1307, 1514, 1569, 
1610, 1622, 1644, 1719, 1757, 1778, 1782, 1789, 1798, 1804, 1851, 
1860, 1940, 1951, 1961, 1964, 1966, 1967, 1976, 2004, 2005, 2034, 
2058, 2153, 2155, 2160, 2186, 2187, 2213, 2223, 2311, 2354, 2359, 
2368, 2375, 2382, 2383, 2385, 2393, 2394, 2402, 2408, 2416, 2425, 
2500, 2528, 2552, 2575, 2704, 2735, 2762, 2782, 2807, 2827, 2832, 
2841, 2851, 2856, 2859, 2874, 2902, 2905, 2906, 2928, 2929, 2942, 
2952, 2966, 2971, 2974, 2979, 2983, 2987, 2988, 2993, 3013, 3023, 
3043, 3044, 3045, 3047, 3050, 3052, 3069, 3072, 3089, 3111, 3124, 
3126, 3128, 3131, 3132, 3135, 3157, 3166, 3175, 3177, 3181, 3227, 
3228, 3232, 3237, 3271, 3274, 3280, 3290, 3294, 3310, 3335, 3336, 
3376, 3380, 3384, 3398, 3416, 3428, 3431, 3433, 3435, 3436, 3449, 
3455, 3468, 3473, 3474, 3483, 3507, 3514, 3519, 3525, 3534, 3582, 
3586, 3589, 3590, 3592, 3597, 3601, 3622, 3665, 3667, 3738, 3741, 
3743, 3749, 3763, 3797, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3817, 3820, 3826, 
3827, 3868, 3878, 3906, 3909, 3910, 3914, 3917, 3922, 3956, 4013, 
4014, 4017, 4020, 4022, 4039, 4054, 4060, 4062, 4075, 4076, 4085, 
4134, 4136, 4137, 4152, 4269, 4271, 4277, 4361, 4392, 4395, 4399, 
4400, 4410, 4451, 4452, 4550, 4568, 4572, 4626, 4627, 4665, 4685, 
4718, 4719, 4797, 4801, 4807, 4811, 4826, 4830, 4832, 4834, 4852, 
4854, 4855, 4868, 4871, 4888, 4889, 4896, 4909, 4924, 4926, 4930, 
4943, 4963, 4985

Cooperative Enterprises, Ventures, Research, or Experiments, and 
Cooperatives / Co-ops, Worldwide. See also: Soybean Crushers 
(USA)–Cooperative Crushers. 1140, 1244, 1519, 1720, 2076, 2113, 
2125, 2373, 2432, 2788, 2878, 2894, 2959, 3195, 3260, 3566, 3609, 
3641, 3693, 3706, 3730, 3773, 3783, 3861, 3882, 3883, 3948, 4027, 
4029, 4058, 4089, 4167, 4169, 4177, 4197, 4223, 4255, 4290, 4303, 
4304, 4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4328, 4347, 4419, 4421, 4422, 4518, 
4742

Cooperative soybean crushers. See Soybean Crushers (USA), 
Cooperative

Cooperatives. See United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA)–Agricultural Cooperative Service
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Corn / Maize (Zea mays L. subsp. mays)–Including Corn Oil, Corn 
Germ Oil, Meal, Starch, and Gluten. 81, 100, 257, 498, 506, 543, 
594, 640, 712, 754, 755, 927, 1357, 1633, 1660, 2178, 2331, 2402, 
2407, 2543, 2737, 2843, 2986, 2991, 3175, 3273, 3487, 3580, 3660, 
3874, 4153, 4642, 4908, 4988, 4991

Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State 
Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY)–Soyfoods Research & 
Development. 2463, 2548, 2900, 3081, 3082, 3095, 3672, 4158, 
4476, 4639, 4669, 4767, 4778

Cornucopia Natural Foods (Massachusetts). Founded in 1976. 3683

Costs and/or Profi ts / Returns from Producing Soybeans. 1137

Cottage cheese, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based 
Products, Other

Cotton Cloth, Fabric, Textile, Fibers or Raw Cotton in Bales, All 
from the Boll of the Cotton Plant (Gossypium sp. L.). 733, 740, 
783, 794, 958, 995, 998, 1200, 1262, 1650, 2099, 2250, 2366, 3178, 
3338, 3415, 3742, 4449

Cotton Plant and Crop (Gossypium sp. L.). See also Cottonseed Oil, 
Cake, and Meal. 287, 303, 499, 930, 1134, 1298, 1299, 1374, 1380, 
1383, 1710, 1805, 1806, 2065, 2272, 2450, 2482, 2548, 2949

Cottonseed Flour. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Flour. 1710

Cottonseed Meal and Cake (Defatted). Previously Spelled Cotton-
Seed Cake. 966, 1052, 1054, 1059, 1061, 1062, 1091, 1094, 1110, 
1116, 1122, 1132, 1133, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1143, 
1162, 1163, 1170, 1185, 1198, 1199, 1232, 1241, 1247, 1252, 1275, 
1278, 1281, 1296, 1306, 1315, 1319, 1331, 1339, 1392, 1398, 1410, 
1412, 1414, 1433, 1442, 1445, 1454, 1460, 1475, 1519, 1523, 1531, 
1532, 1555, 1573, 1581, 1606, 1615, 1632, 1639, 1670, 1720, 1734, 
1802, 1893, 1920, 1998, 1999, 2076, 2438, 2570, 2574, 2875, 3127

Cottonseed Oil. Previously Spelled Cotton-Seed Oil or Cotton Oil. 
644, 684, 688, 893, 902, 930, 932, 962, 998, 1052, 1059, 1061, 
1062, 1081, 1094, 1116, 1117, 1122, 1133, 1137, 1139, 1161, 1170, 
1184, 1189, 1192, 1198, 1199, 1205, 1216, 1217, 1220, 1232, 1241, 
1252, 1275, 1278, 1279, 1281, 1291, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1315, 1319, 
1339, 1410, 1414, 1433, 1449, 1456, 1471, 1479, 1492, 1500, 1506, 
1510, 1517, 1525, 1536, 1566, 1574, 1610, 1615, 1633, 1648, 1670, 
1678, 1687, 1699, 1708, 1716, 1717, 1720, 1734, 1739, 1747, 1749, 
1768, 1772, 1773, 1788, 1801, 1809, 1813, 1832, 1838, 1855, 1861, 
1893, 1960, 1998, 1999, 2316, 2418, 2429, 2459, 2464, 2494, 2519, 
2530, 2547, 2569, 2579, 2583, 2598, 2628, 2696, 2750, 2764, 3606, 
3983, 3996, 4523

Cottonseeds / Cotton Seeds–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates/Relatives in English. 644, 688, 1110, 1199, 1306, 1339, 
1960

Cottonseeds / Cottonseed. Previously Spelled Cotton Seeds / Seed. 
893, 1122, 1134, 1170, 1227, 1503, 1507, 1607, 1647, 1700, 1703, 
1787, 1808, 1912, 2045, 2261, 2272, 2541, 2543

Cover Crop, Use of Soybeans as. See also: Intercropping. 1154, 
2146, 2878

Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea. Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp. Formerly 
spelled Cow Pea. Also called Blackeye Pea, Pea Bean, Yardlong 
Cowpea. Chinese: Jiangdou. Previous scientifi c names: Vigna 
sinensis (L.) (1890s-1970s), Vigna catjang (1898-1920), Vigna 
Katiang (1889). 665, 743, 754, 865, 875, 910, 927, 951, 958, 966, 
993, 1010, 1028, 1154, 1166, 1247, 1446, 1460, 1509, 1555, 1621, 
1628, 1651, 1673, 1698, 1710, 1753, 1777, 1778, 1815, 1847, 1858, 
1859, 1879, 1888, 2178, 2266, 2487, 2548, 3062, 3067, 3101, 3117, 
3238, 3831, 4575, 4770, 4907

Cows / Cattle for Dairy Milk and Butter Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 684, 757, 1052, 1054, 
1055, 1058, 1091, 1092, 1121, 1122, 1124, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1151, 
1170, 1174, 1176, 1177, 1179, 1198, 1225, 1229, 1241, 1247, 1261, 
1274, 1278, 1289, 1295, 1306, 1319, 1331, 1392, 1398, 1412, 1423, 
1454, 1475, 1506, 1507, 1510, 1517, 1564, 1607, 1615, 1670, 1710, 
1720, 1778, 1802, 2158, 2462, 3109, 3515

Crayons. See Candles, Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Cream Cheese. See Soy Cream Cheese

Cream, sour, alternative. See Sour Cream Alternatives

Cream, soymilk. See Soymilk Cream

Creamer or soy cream for coffee. See Coffee Creamer / Whitener

Crop Rotation Using Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement. 958, 
1244, 1404, 1509, 1610, 1710, 1750, 1784, 1785, 1879, 2006, 2065, 
2099, 2137, 2146, 2317, 2402, 3736, 4248

Cropping Systems: Intercropping, Interplanting, Mixed Cropping 
or Mixed Planting (Often Planted in Alternating Rows with Some 
Other Crop). 499, 958, 1096, 1126, 1154, 1217, 1431, 1613, 1710, 
1805, 1806, 1999, 2084, 2308, 2316, 4999

Crown Iron Works Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). Maker of 
Soybean Processing Equipment. Acquired by CPM (Formerly 
California Pellet Mill, Waterloo, Iowa) on 16 Aug. 2007. 2476, 
3249, 4403, 4818, 4823, 4918, 4919

Cruets (English Glass Bottles for Serving Soy Sauce–or Oil or 
Vinegar–at the Table) and Cruet Frames and Stands (of Plated 
Metal). Also spelled Crewets, Crewits, Creuits, Cruetts, Cruits. 62, 
101, 122, 129, 140, 143, 165, 213, 229, 241, 258, 271, 276, 281, 
296, 299, 300, 305, 308, 309, 325, 329, 331, 349, 362, 374, 388, 
397, 409, 418, 420, 478, 554, 602, 620, 621, 639, 747, 758, 799, 
1027, 1439, 1499, 1514, 1704, 1801, 1826, 1846, 1890, 1941, 1970, 
2557, 2710, 2981, 2989, 3003, 3594, 3908, 4334, 4450, 4805, 4813, 
4856, 4859, 4876, 4979

Crushing statistics for soybeans, and soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region
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Crushing, soybean–equipment manufacturers. See Allis-Chalmers, 
Anderson International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown 
Iron Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

CSY Agri-Processing, Inc. See Central Soya Co. (Fort Wayne, 
Indiana)

Cubbison, Sophie (1890-1982), and the Cubbison Cracker Co. of 
Los Angeles, California. 2198, 3271

Cultural Practices, Cultivation & Agronomy (Including Crop 
Management, Erosion, Planting, Seedbed Preparation, Water 
Management / Irrigation). 334, 670, 712, 713, 717, 722, 740, 742, 
745, 756, 813, 945, 958, 959, 985, 1043, 1079, 1091, 1096, 1145, 
1149, 1171, 1196, 1207, 1261, 1290, 1303, 1312, 1335, 1361, 1389, 
1406, 1431, 1463, 1555, 1581, 1610, 1651, 1673, 1703, 1778, 1795, 
1800, 1877, 1888, 1914, 1916, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2043, 2076, 2084, 
2086, 2108, 2111, 2131, 2146, 2154, 2155, 2158, 2160, 2179, 2186, 
2187, 2201, 2208, 2252, 2284, 2302, 2317, 2376, 2427, 2428, 2460, 
2544, 2592, 2616, 3015, 3280, 3426, 3432, 3443, 3633, 4248, 4260, 
4268, 4509

Culture Media / Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)–Industrial 
Uses of Soybeans, as in Antibiotic / Antibiotics Industry. 1277, 
2615, 4523

Cultures of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See Nitrogen 
Fixing Cultures

Curds Made from Soymilk (Soft, Unpressed Tofu) as an End 
Product or Food Ingredient. In Japanese: Oboro. In Chinese: 
Daufu-fa, Doufu-hua, Doufu-hwa, Douhua, Toufu-hwa, Tow-foo-
fah (“Bean Curd Flowers”) or Doufu-nao, Fu-nao (“Bean Curd 
Brains”). In Filipino: Taho (Often Served as a Dessert with a Sugary 
Syrup). 109, 794, 931, 1313, 1665, 1778, 2186, 4506, 4770, 4926

Cyperus esculentus. See Chufa. Also Called Earth Almond, Tiger 
Nuts, etc.

Dairy alternative, rice based. See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams

Dairy alternatives (soy based). See Coffee Creamer / Whitener 
or Cream Alternative, Sour Cream Alternatives, Soy Cheese–
Fermented, Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Soy Cheese or Cheese 
Alternatives, Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Soy Cream Cheese, 
Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse, Soy Yogurt, Soymilk, 
Soymilk, Fermented, Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r, Tofu (Soy 
Cheese), Whip Topping

Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, Other (Cottage Cheese, 
and Icing). See also Non-dairy Whip Topping, Soy Ice Cream, 
Soy Yogurt, Soy Cheese, Cream Cheese or Cheesecakes, Coffee 
Creamer / Whitener or Cream, and Sour Cream. 2127, 2391, 2442, 
3705, 4418, 4460, 4461, 4926

Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Daitokuji Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Daitokuji Natto or Daitoku-ji Natto. 3547, 4926

Dammann & Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy). 
1541

Danshi / danchi (pinyin). See Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted 
or Bland

Davis, Adelle (1904-1974). Author and Health Foods Advocate. 
2291

Dawa-dawa. See Natto–Soybean Dawa-dawa

Dawson Mills (Dawson, Minnesota) (Tri-County Soy Bean Co-
operative Association until 1969) and Dawson Food Ingredients 
(from 1974)–Cooperative. 3480, 4972

Day-neutral soybean varieties. See Soybean–Physiology–Day-
Neutral / Photoperiod Insensitive Soybean Varieties

Death certifi cates. See Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and 
Wills

Deceptive or misleading labeling or products. See Unfair Practices–
Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading Labeling, Advertising, 
etc. See also: Adulteration

Degussa. See Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)

Delsoy Products, Inc. (Dearborn, Michigan). Soy Protein Company. 
Renamed Whitehouse Products in 1963. Purchased by C.J. Christoff 
& Sons in 1983 (Lowell, Michigan). Renamed Chadalee Farms, 
Inc. 4418

Demos, Steve. See White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado)

Detection of soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and 
its Detection–Soy Oil

Detection of soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Detection

Detergents or soaps made from soy oil. See Soaps or Detergents

DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, Germany). 
2356, 3450, 3453, 3457, 3493, 3679, 3681, 3682, 3684, 3706, 3754, 
3769, 3788, 3794, 3950, 3974, 3975, 4067, 4113, 4160, 4173, 4175, 
4177, 4178, 4197, 4200, 4203, 4214, 4231, 4234, 4253, 4255, 4292, 
4311, 4343, 4344, 4367, 4379, 4421, 4439, 4440, 4468, 4510, 4579, 
4705, 4769, 4962, 4963

Developing countries, soybean production in. See Tropical and 
Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly in

Developing nations. See Third World

Development, sustainable. See World Problems–Sustainable 
Development and Growth

Diabetes and Diabetic Diets. 824, 840, 841, 842, 843, 848, 849, 
854, 855, 860, 863, 869, 876, 892, 901, 906, 925, 937, 938, 1003, 
1037, 1115, 1117, 1126, 1137, 1144, 1186, 1198, 1202, 1244, 1247, 
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1261, 1284, 1287, 1291, 1309, 1331, 1340, 1343, 1383, 1384, 1395, 
1415, 1416, 1453, 1465, 1536, 1537, 1541, 1566, 1570, 1571, 1587, 
1606, 1608, 1610, 1612, 1613, 1638, 1648, 1650, 1651, 1678, 1689, 
1723, 1751, 1757, 1776, 1787, 1789, 1805, 1806, 1868, 1882, 1933, 
1940, 1961, 1964, 1983, 1998, 2014, 2017, 2028, 2033, 2043, 2084, 
2099, 2129, 2151, 2152, 2155, 2160, 2186, 2187, 2198, 2208, 2384, 
2402, 2502, 2515, 2585, 2705, 2878, 3377, 3819, 3875, 4411, 4834, 
4865, 4959, 4963, 4985

Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum (Made 
from Methyl Esters of Soybean Oil). 1793, 1830, 1885, 1886, 2158, 
2205, 2245, 2328, 3415, 3482, 3996, 4413, 4496, 4523, 4530, 4558, 
4877, 4914, 4951

Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be Mentioned). 
4295, 4315, 4371, 4498, 4573, 4589, 4612, 4638, 4678, 4704, 4706, 
4711, 4712

Diet and Cancer (Vegetarian Diet Is Not Mentioned; Soy May Not 
Be Mentioned). 4053

Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention (Soy May Not Be Mentioned). 
4295, 4371, 4622, 4672, 4704, 4709

Diets of primitive humans. See Primitive Human Diets

Directories–Soybean Processors (Including Soyfoods 
Manufacturers), Researchers, Conference Attendees, and Other 
Names and Addresses Related to Soyfoods, Vegetarianism, 
Macrobiotics, etc. See also Directories–Japanese American in USA. 
711, 1519, 1525, 2155, 2158, 2188, 2399, 2830, 2887, 3023, 3061, 
3073, 3157, 3220, 3529, 3613, 3638, 3669, 3683, 3706, 3756, 3818, 
3858, 3874, 3959, 4018, 4276, 4456, 4926, 4988, 4991

Diseases of Soybeans (Bacterial, Fungal, and Viral / Virus). See 
also: Nematode Disease Control. 813, 1383, 1395, 1463, 1464, 
1698, 1778, 1856, 1881, 2007, 2076, 2146, 2158, 2160, 2186, 2187, 
2188, 2189, 2252, 2402, 2427, 2582, 2594, 2881, 2917, 3024, 3062, 
3174, 3239, 3429, 3432, 3443, 3690, 3888, 4867

Diseases, pests, and other types of injury, plant protection from. See 
Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General)

Diseases, plant protection from. See Soybean Rust

District of Columbia. See United States–States–District of 
Columbia

Documents with More Than 20 Keywords. 8, 90, 107, 149, 172, 
244, 254, 314, 334, 524, 563, 596, 625, 644, 654, 670, 677, 684, 
712, 713, 716, 722, 723, 733, 741, 757, 760, 764, 770, 771, 784, 
800, 809, 813, 825, 832, 835, 847, 859, 866, 888, 893, 902, 916, 
930, 954, 958, 959, 962, 984, 1024, 1028, 1052, 1057, 1079, 1091, 
1094, 1096, 1126, 1134, 1137, 1154, 1169, 1184, 1186, 1192, 1196, 
1198, 1199, 1200, 1208, 1217, 1241, 1244, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1261, 
1263, 1264, 1275, 1278, 1285, 1288, 1291, 1298, 1299, 1303, 1313, 
1315, 1319, 1334, 1343, 1374, 1383, 1389, 1395, 1431, 1432, 1433, 
1443, 1451, 1463, 1503, 1507, 1509, 1519, 1525, 1536, 1537, 1541, 
1555, 1564, 1570, 1571, 1587, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1612, 1613, 

1637, 1638, 1648, 1651, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1673, 1685, 1698, 1699, 
1703, 1708, 1710, 1713, 1721, 1723, 1735, 1739, 1740, 1747, 1749, 
1750, 1751, 1757, 1769, 1778, 1783, 1784, 1786, 1787, 1801, 1805, 
1806, 1808, 1821, 1830, 1855, 1863, 1868, 1940, 1952, 1960, 1972, 
1992, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2003, 2006, 2029, 2030, 2043, 2060, 2063, 
2070, 2076, 2084, 2099, 2111, 2113, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2125, 
2129, 2138, 2142, 2146, 2148, 2155, 2158, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2169, 
2170, 2178, 2179, 2184, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2198, 
2236, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2259, 2261, 2278, 2283, 2299, 2308, 2316, 
2317, 2331, 2373, 2379, 2402, 2427, 2428, 2429, 2434, 2449, 2459, 
2464, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2484, 2487, 2494, 2495, 2503, 2541, 2543, 
2548, 2585, 2597, 2598, 2639, 2692, 2696, 2698, 2704, 2706, 2744, 
2752, 2762, 2764, 2777, 2820, 2822, 2831, 2832, 2838, 2843, 2865, 
2878, 2881, 2887, 2891, 2892, 2894, 2907, 2947, 2960, 2979, 2991, 
2999, 3002, 3023, 3026, 3053, 3073, 3081, 3082, 3095, 3103, 3111, 
3132, 3157, 3166, 3175, 3195, 3220, 3241, 3273, 3277, 3291, 3337, 
3369, 3415, 3416, 3427, 3432, 3448, 3457, 3476, 3478, 3480, 3514, 
3522, 3530, 3540, 3557, 3580, 3607, 3609, 3613, 3614, 3621, 3632, 
3637, 3638, 3640, 3642, 3644, 3669, 3683, 3690, 3706, 3710, 3714, 
3716, 3756, 3762, 3784, 3789, 3790, 3818, 3847, 3858, 3874, 3883, 
3886, 3892, 3912, 3959, 3968, 3974, 3975, 3982, 3983, 3996, 4018, 
4089, 4103, 4105, 4107, 4111, 4123, 4153, 4160, 4167, 4173, 4175, 
4177, 4178, 4197, 4203, 4207, 4213, 4214, 4222, 4223, 4224, 4231, 
4234, 4237, 4249, 4252, 4253, 4255, 4259, 4272, 4277, 4284, 4285, 
4289, 4292, 4299, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4311, 4313, 4333, 4349, 4366, 
4377, 4407, 4409, 4410, 4418, 4419, 4448, 4452, 4456, 4461, 4476, 
4477, 4478, 4506, 4523, 4557, 4622, 4670, 4677, 4684, 4693, 4705, 
4767, 4769, 4770, 4773, 4778, 4806, 4858, 4892, 4907, 4908, 4919, 
4926, 4947, 4979, 5000, 5001, 5002, 5003, 5004

Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed / Pet Food / 
Petfood. 1134, 3105, 3891

Domestication of the soybean. See Origin, Domestication, and 
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Dorsett, Palemon Howard (1862-1943, USDA). 1949, 1957, 2155, 
2482, 3690

Dorsett-Morse Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931). 1946, 1949, 
1957, 2006, 2155, 2482

Douchi or doushi or dow see or dowsi. See Fermented Black 
Soybeans

Drackett Co. (The) (Cincinnati and Sharonville [or Evendale], 
Ohio). 2366, 2457, 2483, 2543, 2686, 3415, 3476, 3742, 4409, 5001

Dried yuba sticks. See Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks

Dried-frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole

Drying of soybeans. See Storage of Seeds

DTD–Danish Turnkey Dairies. See APV Systems, Soya Technology 
Division

DuPont (E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) and DuPont 
Agricultural Enterprise / Products (Wilmington, Delaware). 
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Formerly spelled Du Pont. 2218, 2483, 3095, 3178, 3273, 4769

Dust Suppressants and Dust Control–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a 
Non-Drying Oil. 3996, 4523

Dutch East India Company (VOC; Vereenigde Ost-Indische 
Compagnie). 2488, 3012, 4242, 4243, 4831, 4891, 4894, 4901, 
4902, 4917

Earliest articles on soy in major magazines and newspapers. See 
Media–Earliest Articles on Soy

Earliest commercial soy products. See Historical–Earliest 
Commercial Product

Earliest document seen... See Historical–Earliest Document Seen

Eastern Foods, Inc. See Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota)

Ecology (“The Mother of All the Sciences”) and Ecosystems. 1881, 
2454, 2956, 2965, 2983, 3070, 3098, 3186, 3657, 3888, 3922, 4105, 
4271, 4419, 4653, 4794, 4885

Economic Research Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic Research Service 
(ERS)

Economics of soybean production and hedging. See Marketing 
Soybeans

Edamamé. See Green Vegetable Soybeans, Green Vegetable 
Soybeans–Edamamé

Edelsoja Whole (Full-Fat) Soy fl our. 2278, 2307, 2362, 2428, 2705, 
2706, 3621, 3635, 3706

Eden Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan; Founded 4 Nov. 1969) and 
American Soy Products (Saline, Michigan; Founded Aug. 1986). 
3073, 3634, 3683, 4003, 4018, 4348, 4456

Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts (Hudson, Iowa). See 
Solnuts B.V.

Edible or food-grade soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible Soybeans

Effi ciency of animals in converting feeds into human foods. See 
Feeds–Effi ciency

Effi ciency of plants vs. animals in producing food. See 
Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants... in Producing Food

Egypt. See Africa–Egypt

Ehret, Arnold (1866-1922). Pioneer in Fasting and Vegetarianism in 
Germany, Switzerland, and the United States (Los Angeles). 2907, 
4716

Eichberg, Joseph. See American Lecithin Corp.

Elizabeth City Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North 
Carolina; 1915). 1566, 1610, 1648, 1687, 3983

Embargoes, tariffs, duties. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
Embargoes, Moratoriums

Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Brazilian Enterprise 
for Research on Management of Land for Animal Production; 
EMBRAPA) (Brazil). Established 26 April 1973. Includes Centro 
Nacional de Pesquisa de Soja (National Soybean Research Center; 
CNPS or CNPSo). 4947

Energy bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with 
Soy

Energy, renewable, from soybeans. See Diesel Fuel, SoyDiesel, 
Biodiesel, or Artifi cial Petroleum

England. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Renewable Energy, 
etc.). See also Global Warming / Climate Change, and Water Use. 
4777, 4963

Environmental issues, concerns, and protection. See Vegetarianism, 
the Environment, and Ecology, Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity

Enzyme active soy fl our. See Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme 
Active

Enzymes (General). 1386, 1742, 2493, 2505, 2610, 2611, 2631, 
2995, 3180, 3810, 3911, 4301, 4302

Enzymes–Commercial Enzyme Preparations Used in 
Making Soyfoods by Hydrolyzing or Modifying Soy Protein, 
Carbohydrates, or Lipids (Including Phosphatides). 3053, 4216, 
4435

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Koji or 
Aspergillus Oryzae (Including Enzymes in Miso and Fermented Soy 
Sauce). 720, 751, 1386, 1490, 1895, 2139, 3145, 3312, 3481, 3911

Enzymes Produced During Fermentations Involving Tempeh, Natto, 
Fermented Tofu, or Fermented Black Soybeans. 1895, 2139, 3911

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Lipoxygenase (Formerly Called 
Lipoxidase) and Its Inactivation. 1935, 2510, 2617, 2627, 2679, 
2727, 2842, 2892, 3053, 3085, 3367, 3370, 3490, 3625, 4106, 4150, 
4198, 4299, 4396, 4547, 4574

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Other. 1202, 1229, 1415, 1614, 1648, 
1778, 1805, 1806, 2027, 2466, 2676, 2691, 2820, 2848, 2849, 2862, 
2894, 3106, 3465, 3625

Enzymes in Soybean Seeds–Urease and Its Inactivation. 1396, 
1409, 1508, 1567, 1568, 1570, 1586, 1718, 1776, 1805, 1806, 1812, 
2637, 2800
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Enzymes in the Body of Humans and Other Animals (Including 
Lactase, Trypsin, Phytase). 3506, 4061

Equipment for Soybean Processing (Not Including Farm 
Machinery). 4038

Equipment for making soymilk. See Soymilk Equipment

Equipment for making tofu. See Tofu Equipment

Equipment for soybean crushing–manufacturers. See Anderson 
International Corp., Blaw-Knox Co. and Rotocel, Crown Iron 
Works Co., French Oil Mill Machinery Co.

Erewhon (Boston, Massachusetts). Founded April 1966 by Aveline 
and Michio Kushi in Boston. Merged with U.S. Mills in 1986. 
3023, 3073, 3677, 3847, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4349, 4357, 4376, 4964, 
5004

Erewhon–Los Angeles / West / West Coast. Established Sept. 
1969. Purchased from Erewhon (Boston) by John Fountain & John 
Deming on 1 Aug. 1975. Named Mondo in Oct. 1976. Then Broken 
Up and Re-Sold in 1979. Part Became Erewhon West. 3023, 4357, 
4358

Ernst, Andrew H. (1796-1860)–Pioneer Horticulturalist and 
Nurseryman of Cincinnati, Ohio. 2481, 4628

Erosion of soils. See Soil Science–Soil Conservation or Soil 
Erosion

Essene Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 3023, 4376

Estrogens in plants. See Phytoestrogens

Ethanol (ethyl alcohol). See Solvents

Etymology of the Word “Soy” and its Cognates / Relatives in 
English. 2889, 2892

Etymology of the Word “Soyfoods” and its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages. 1121, 1637, 1735, 1961, 2108, 2278, 2322, 
2705, 2706, 2707

Etymology of the Words “Soya,” “Soy,” and “Soybean” and their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 8, 10, 11, 12, 28, 87, 90, 
92, 93, 107, 108, 109, 117, 125, 132, 149, 163, 172, 208, 244, 249, 
272, 314, 327, 353, 392, 523, 644, 650, 654, 670, 675, 677, 684, 
712, 735, 754, 755, 766, 768, 771, 783, 784, 786, 812, 815, 832, 
847, 888, 902, 945, 950, 954, 1014, 1035, 1052, 1060, 1152, 1169, 
1202, 1205, 1214, 1234, 1249, 1275, 1285, 1287, 1295, 1296, 1306, 
1313, 1401, 1442, 1465, 1541, 1552, 1566, 1571, 1639, 1673, 1685, 
1701, 1702, 1735, 1778, 1786, 1863, 1914, 1979, 2043, 2099, 2158, 
2160, 2162, 2278, 2308, 2313, 2332, 2367, 2402, 2463, 3337, 3466, 
3644, 3688, 3919, 4141, 4145, 4690, 4768

Etymology of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Etymology

Etymology. See the specifi c product concerned (e.g. soybeans, tofu, 
soybean meal, etc.)

Euronature (Paris, France). See Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-
Martens-Latem, Belgium; and Mezin, France)

Europe–European Union (EU) or European Economic Community 
(EEC; also known as the Common Market), renamed the European 
Community (Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium). 2744, 2750, 2769, 
2964, 3020, 3027, 3091, 3162, 3200, 3260, 3291, 3334, 3369, 3478, 
3520, 3527, 3539, 3555, 3625, 3640, 3647, 3776, 3851, 3866, 3883, 
3892, 3895, 3934, 3953, 3961, 3968, 3981, 4089, 4091, 4107, 4108, 
4173, 4208, 4227, 4285, 4289, 4313, 4366, 4432, 4469, 4483, 4492, 
4503, 4542, 4557, 4586, 4607, 4618, 4621, 4642, 4689, 4691, 4705, 
4723, 4768, 4849, 4858, 4951, 4998

Europe–Soybean crushers (general). See Soybean Crushers 
(Europe)

Europe–Western–Italy–Soy Ingredients Used in Italian-Style 
Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide. 3329, 3330, 3777

Europe, Eastern (General). 2464, 2479, 3103, 3607, 4166, 4173

Europe, Eastern–Albania (Republika e Shqipërisë / Shqiperia). 
4947, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Bosnia and Herzegovina (Declared Independence 
from Yugoslavia on 29 Feb. 1992). 5000

Europe, Eastern–Bulgaria. 1780, 1791, 2190, 2245, 2246, 2251, 
2274, 2278, 2282, 2283, 2307, 2316, 2331, 2425, 2427, 2479, 2484, 
3007, 3136, 3242, 3663, 3756, 3818, 4407, 4947, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Croatia (Hrvatska; Declared Independence from 
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991; Includes Istria or Istrian Peninsula and 
Rijeka (formerly Fiume)). 722, 796, 1637, 1806, 2060, 2428, 4858

Europe, Eastern–Czech Republic (Ceská Republika; Including 
Bohemia or Cechy, and Moravia or Morava. From 1918 until 1 
Jan. 1993, Western Part of Czechoslovakia, which also included 
Slovakia or Slovensko). 712, 713, 836, 1638, 1783, 2017, 2029, 
2030, 2428, 2501, 2707, 3662, 4639, 4858, 4947

Europe, Eastern–Czechoslovakia (From 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993; 
then divided into The Czech Republic [formerly Bohemia and 
Moravia], and Slovakia [offi cially “The Slovak Republic”]). 1783, 
2019, 2029, 2030, 2128, 2148, 2158, 2179, 2190, 2191, 2201, 2245, 
2246, 2252, 2260, 2261, 2276, 2283, 2299, 2316, 2317, 2362, 2422, 
2423, 2427, 2428, 2474, 2484, 2706, 2707, 2712, 2777, 2887, 2900, 
3007, 3025, 3530, 3818, 3959, 3968, 4158, 4313, 4349, 4407, 4639, 
4858, 4872

Europe, Eastern–Estonia (Formerly Estonian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991; Also Spelled Esthonia). 
1739, 1808, 2246, 2260, 2276, 4858

Europe, Eastern–Hungary (Magyar Köztársaság). 713, 741, 757, 
771, 784, 796, 802, 906, 1169, 1249, 1339, 1541, 1637, 1721, 1735, 
1736, 1741, 1745, 1759, 1778, 1783, 1868, 1910, 1916, 1940, 1947, 
1956, 1971, 1976, 2020, 2029, 2030, 2128, 2148, 2158, 2184, 2190, 
2260, 2274, 2276, 2278, 2283, 2296, 2299, 2307, 2316, 2317, 2362, 
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2389, 2425, 2427, 2428, 2479, 2597, 2598, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2712, 
2777, 2887, 2900, 3007, 3025, 3081, 3082, 3095, 3103, 3146, 3621, 
3637, 3638, 3818, 3874, 3883, 3968, 4349, 4639, 4677, 4858, 4947, 
5000

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning soybeans in a certain Eastern European country. 
712, 713, 1134

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document 
seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain Eastern 
European country. 712, 713, 2296

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain Eastern 
European country. 712, 713, 1134

Europe, Eastern–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Eastern European country. 712, 713, 2296, 2428

Europe, Eastern–Latvia (Formerly Latvian SSR, a Soviet Republic 
from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991). 1134, 2246, 2260, 2261, 2276, 
2296, 4858

Europe, Eastern–Lithuania (Formerly Lithuanian SSR, a Soviet 
Republic from Aug. 1940 to Aug. 1991). 2190, 2260, 2276, 2296, 
4858

Europe, Eastern–Macedonia (Formerly Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia. Offi cially Republika Makedonija. Declared 
Independence from Yugoslavia on 8 Sept. 1991). 5000

Europe, Eastern–Moldova (Moldavia until Aug. 1991; Formerly 
Moldavian SSR, a Soviet Republic from 1917 to 26 Dec. 1991). 
2317, 2428

Europe, Eastern–Poland. 712, 713, 728, 1339, 1402, 1541, 1646, 
1778, 1783, 2030, 2060, 2128, 2129, 2144, 2148, 2158, 2190, 2191, 
2246, 2251, 2260, 2274, 2276, 2282, 2283, 2296, 2299, 2317, 2381, 
2422, 2423, 2427, 2428, 2457, 2597, 2598, 2712, 2725, 2741, 2764, 
2777, 2828, 2887, 3007, 3025, 3063, 3103, 3234, 3242, 3580, 3662, 
3818, 3968, 4349, 4502, 4858, 4872, 4947, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Romania (Including Moldavia and Bessarabia until 
1940-44). Also spelled Rumania. 1541, 1666, 1739, 1783, 2029, 
2030, 2060, 2128, 2158, 2190, 2245, 2246, 2252, 2260, 2274, 2276, 
2278, 2282, 2283, 2298, 2299, 2307, 2317, 2331, 2427, 2484, 2777, 
2887, 3136, 3663, 3818, 3858, 3959, 4259, 4639, 4947, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Russia (Russian Federation; Formerly Russian 
SFSR, a Soviet Republic from 30 Dec. 1922 to Dec. 1991). 602, 
670, 784, 809, 835, 885, 952, 960, 962, 1011, 1033, 1034, 1039, 
1040, 1054, 1070, 1076, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1086, 1091, 1096, 
1097, 1098, 1112, 1116, 1122, 1123, 1125, 1126, 1132, 1133, 1137, 
1142, 1144, 1148, 1149, 1157, 1164, 1178, 1181, 1195, 1202, 1205, 
1213, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1230, 1241, 1242, 1244, 1252, 1255, 1257, 
1271, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1278, 1283, 1295, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1314, 
1319, 1330, 1331, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1339, 1372, 1374, 1376, 1388, 
1389, 1424, 1441, 1480, 1481, 1493, 1501, 1507, 1509, 1513, 1528, 

1538, 1539, 1541, 1553, 1564, 1571, 1596, 1606, 1607, 1620, 1627, 
1630, 1651, 1664, 1666, 1669, 1682, 1692, 1708, 1715, 1724, 1735, 
1736, 1737, 1739, 1744, 1750, 1755, 1759, 1763, 1764, 1783, 1805, 
1806, 1808, 1818, 1821, 1855, 2003, 2029, 2060, 2116, 2142, 2146, 
2160, 2163, 2170, 2184, 2186, 2187, 2242, 2246, 2261, 2278, 2283, 
2332, 2428, 2434, 2482, 2484, 2706, 2964, 3055, 3081, 3082, 3136, 
3386, 3621, 3690, 3818, 4087, 4217, 4218, 4237, 4278, 4332, 4382, 
4407, 4504, 4639, 4692, 4696, 4755, 4773, 4911, 4947, 4980, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro (Named Yugoslavia 
before 13 March 2002). Composed of Serbia and Montenegro (Plus 
Autonomous Provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo) since 17 April 
1992. 1808, 2148, 4636, 5000

Europe, Eastern–Slovakia (Slovak Republic, or Slovensko; Eastern 
Part of Czechoslovakia from 1918 until 1 Jan. 1993). 2029, 2030, 
2148, 2900, 4606, 4858, 4947

Europe, Eastern–Slovenia (Slovenija; Declared Independence from 
Yugoslavia on 21 June 1991). 722, 1637, 2029, 2428, 4858

Europe, Eastern–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production 
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1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 
1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 
1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 
1123, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 
1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 
1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 
1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 
1167, 1168, 1169, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 
1178, 1179, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 
1189, 1190, 1191, 1192, 1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 
1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 
1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 
1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 
1233, 1234, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 
1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 
1255, 1256, 1257, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 
1266, 1267, 1268, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 
1277, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 
1288, 1289, 1290, 1291, 1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 
1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 
1310, 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 
1321, 1322, 1323, 1324, 1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 
1332, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 
1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 
1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 
1365, 1366, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 
1376, 1377, 1378, 1379, 1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 
1387, 1388, 1389, 1390, 1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 
1398, 1399, 1400, 1401, 1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 
1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, 1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 
1420, 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 
1431, 1432, 1433, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 
1442, 1443, 1444, 1445, 1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 
1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 
1464, 1465, 1466, 1467, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 
1475, 1476, 1477, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 
1486, 1487, 1488, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 
1497, 1498, 1499, 1500, 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 
1508, 1509, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1518, 

1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 
1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 
1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, 1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 
1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 
1563, 1564, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 
1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 
1585, 1587, 1588, 1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596, 
1597, 1598, 1599, 1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 
1608, 1609, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 
1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629, 
1630, 1631, 1632, 1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 
1641, 1642, 1643, 1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 
1652, 1653, 1654, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 
1663, 1664, 1665, 1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 
1674, 1675, 1676, 1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, 
1685, 1686, 1687, 1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 
1696, 1697, 1698, 1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1706, 
1707, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 
1718, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728, 
1729, 1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739, 
1740, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750, 
1751, 1752, 1753, 1754, 1755, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1761, 
1762, 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, 
1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783, 
1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, 
1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, 
1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816, 
1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 
1828, 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1838, 
1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1848, 1849, 
1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1860, 
1861, 1862, 1863, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1871, 1872, 1873, 
1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 
1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, 
1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 
1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 
1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 
1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 
1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 
1952, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 
1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972, 1973, 
1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 
1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 
2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2026, 2027, 2028, 
2029, 2030, 2031, 2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2036, 2037, 2038, 2039, 
2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 2048, 2049, 2050, 
2051, 2052, 2053, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2059, 2060, 2061, 
2062, 2063, 2064, 2065, 2066, 2067, 2068, 2069, 2070, 2071, 2072, 
2073, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2078, 2079, 2080, 2081, 2082, 2083, 
2084, 2085, 2086, 2087, 2088, 2089, 2090, 2091, 2092, 2093, 2094, 
2095, 2096, 2097, 2098, 2099, 2100, 2101, 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 
2106, 2107, 2108, 2109, 2110, 2111, 2112, 2113, 2114, 2115, 2116, 
2117, 2118, 2119, 2120, 2121, 2122, 2123, 2124, 2125, 2126, 2127, 
2128, 2129, 2130, 2131, 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2136, 2137, 2138, 
2139, 2140, 2141, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2145, 2146, 2147, 2148, 2149, 
2150, 2151, 2152, 2153, 2154, 2155, 2156, 2157, 2158, 2159, 2160, 
2161, 2162, 2163, 2164, 2165, 2166, 2167, 2168, 2169, 2170, 2171, 
2172, 2173, 2174, 2175, 2176, 2177, 2178, 2179, 2180, 2181, 2182, 
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2183, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2191, 2192, 2193, 
2194, 2195, 2196, 2197, 2199, 2200, 2201, 2202, 2203, 2204, 2205, 
2206, 2207, 2208, 2209, 2210, 2211, 2212, 2213, 2214, 2215, 2216, 
2217, 2218, 2219, 2220, 2221, 2222, 2223, 2224, 2225, 2226, 2227, 
2228, 2229, 2230, 2231, 2232, 2233, 2234, 2235, 2236, 2237, 2238, 
2239, 2240, 2241, 2242, 2243, 2244, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2248, 2249, 
2250, 2251, 2252, 2253, 2254, 2255, 2256, 2257, 2258, 2259, 2260, 
2261, 2262, 2263, 2264, 2265, 2266, 2267, 2268, 2269, 2270, 2271, 
2272, 2273, 2274, 2275, 2276, 2277, 2278, 2279, 2280, 2281, 2282, 
2283, 2285, 2286, 2287, 2288, 2289, 2290, 2291, 2292, 2294, 2295, 
2297, 2298, 2299, 2300, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2304, 2305, 2306, 2307, 
2308, 2309, 2310, 2311, 2312, 2313, 2315, 2316, 2317, 2318, 2319, 
2320, 2321, 2322, 2323, 2324, 2325, 2326, 2327, 2328, 2329, 2330, 
2331, 2332, 2333, 2334, 2335, 2336, 2337, 2338, 2339, 2340, 2341, 
2342, 2343, 2344, 2345, 2346, 2347, 2348, 2349, 2350, 2351, 2352, 
2353, 2354, 2355, 2356, 2357, 2358, 2359, 2360, 2361, 2362, 2363, 
2364, 2365, 2366, 2367, 2368, 2369, 2370, 2371, 2372, 2373, 2374, 
2375, 2376, 2377, 2378, 2379, 2380, 2381, 2382, 2383, 2384, 2385, 
2386, 2387, 2388, 2389, 2390, 2391, 2392, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2396, 
2397, 2398, 2399, 2400, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2405, 2406, 2407, 
2408, 2409, 2410, 2411, 2412, 2413, 2414, 2415, 2416, 2417, 2418, 
2419, 2420, 2421, 2422, 2423, 2424, 2425, 2426, 2427, 2428, 2429, 
2430, 2431, 2432, 2433, 2434, 2435, 2436, 2437, 2438, 2440, 2441, 
2442, 2443, 2444, 2445, 2446, 2447, 2448, 2449, 2450, 2451, 2452, 
2453, 2454, 2455, 2456, 2457, 2458, 2459, 2460, 2461, 2462, 2463, 
2464, 2465, 2466, 2467, 2468, 2469, 2470, 2471, 2472, 2473, 2474, 
2475, 2476, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2485, 
2486, 2487, 2488, 2489, 2490, 2491, 2492, 2493, 2494, 2495, 2496, 
2497, 2498, 2499, 2501, 2502, 2503, 2504, 2505, 2506, 2507, 2508, 
2509, 2510, 2511, 2512, 2513, 2514, 2515, 2516, 2517, 2518, 2519, 
2520, 2521, 2522, 2523, 2524, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2528, 2529, 2530, 
2531, 2532, 2533, 2534, 2535, 2536, 2537, 2538, 2539, 2540, 2541, 
2542, 2543, 2544, 2545, 2546, 2547, 2548, 2549, 2550, 2551, 2552, 
2553, 2554, 2555, 2556, 2557, 2558, 2559, 2560, 2561, 2562, 2563, 
2564, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2568, 2569, 2570, 2571, 2572, 2573, 2574, 
2575, 2576, 2577, 2578, 2579, 2580, 2581, 2582, 2583, 2584, 2585, 
2586, 2587, 2588, 2589, 2590, 2591, 2592, 2593, 2594, 2595, 2596, 
2597, 2598, 2599, 2600, 2601, 2602, 2603, 2604, 2605, 2606, 2607, 
2608, 2609, 2610, 2611, 2612, 2613, 2614, 2615, 2616, 2617, 2618, 
2619, 2620, 2621, 2622, 2623, 2624, 2625, 2626, 2627, 2628, 2629, 
2630, 2631, 2632, 2633, 2634, 2635, 2636, 2637, 2638, 2639, 2640, 
2641, 2642, 2643, 2644, 2645, 2646, 2647, 2648, 2649, 2650, 2651, 
2652, 2653, 2654, 2655, 2656, 2657, 2658, 2659, 2660, 2661, 2662, 
2663, 2664, 2665, 2666, 2667, 2668, 2669, 2670, 2671, 2672, 2673, 
2674, 2675, 2676, 2677, 2678, 2679, 2680, 2681, 2682, 2683, 2684, 
2685, 2686, 2687, 2688, 2689, 2690, 2691, 2692, 2693, 2694, 2695, 
2696, 2697, 2698, 2699, 2700, 2701, 2702, 2703, 2704, 2705, 2706, 
2707, 2708, 2709, 2710, 2711, 2712, 2713, 2714, 2715, 2716, 2717, 
2718, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2726, 2727, 2728, 
2729, 2730, 2731, 2732, 2733, 2734, 2735, 2736, 2737, 2738, 2739, 
2740, 2741, 2742, 2743, 2744, 2745, 2746, 2747, 2748, 2749, 2750, 
2751, 2752, 2753, 2754, 2755, 2756, 2757, 2758, 2759, 2760, 2761, 
2762, 2763, 2764, 2765, 2766, 2767, 2768, 2769, 2770, 2771, 2772, 
2773, 2774, 2775, 2777, 2778, 2779, 2780, 2781, 2782, 2783, 2784, 
2785, 2786, 2787, 2788, 2789, 2790, 2791, 2792, 2793, 2794, 2795, 
2796, 2797, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2801, 2802, 2803, 2804, 2805, 2806, 
2807, 2808, 2809, 2810, 2811, 2812, 2813, 2814, 2815, 2816, 2817, 
2818, 2819, 2820, 2821, 2822, 2823, 2824, 2825, 2826, 2827, 2828, 
2829, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2833, 2834, 2835, 2836, 2837, 2839, 2840, 
2841, 2842, 2843, 2844, 2845, 2846, 2847, 2848, 2849, 2850, 2851, 

2852, 2853, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2857, 2858, 2859, 2860, 2861, 2863, 
2864, 2865, 2866, 2867, 2868, 2869, 2870, 2871, 2872, 2873, 2874, 
2875, 2876, 2877, 2878, 2879, 2880, 2881, 2882, 2883, 2884, 2885, 
2886, 2887, 2888, 2889, 2890, 2891, 2892, 2893, 2894, 2895, 2896, 
2897, 2898, 2899, 2900, 2901, 2902, 2903, 2904, 2905, 2906, 2907, 
2908, 2909, 2910, 2911, 2912, 2913, 2914, 2915, 2916, 2917, 2918, 
2919, 2920, 2921, 2922, 2923, 2924, 2925, 2926, 2927, 2928, 2929, 
2930, 2931, 2932, 2933, 2934, 2935, 2936, 2937, 2938, 2939, 2940, 
2941, 2942, 2943, 2944, 2945, 2946, 2947, 2948, 2949, 2950, 2951, 
2952, 2953, 2954, 2955, 2956, 2957, 2958, 2959, 2960, 2961, 2962, 
2963, 2964, 2965, 2966, 2967, 2968, 2969, 2970, 2971, 2972, 2973, 
2974, 2975, 2976, 2977, 2978, 2979, 2980, 2981, 2982, 2983, 2984, 
2985, 2986, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2990, 2991, 2992, 2993, 2994, 2995, 
2996, 2997, 2998, 2999, 3000, 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004, 3005, 3006, 
3007, 3008, 3009, 3010, 3011, 3012, 3013, 3014, 3015, 3016, 3017, 
3018, 3019, 3020, 3021, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3027, 3028, 
3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3034, 3035, 3036, 3037, 3039, 3040, 
3041, 3042, 3043, 3044, 3045, 3046, 3047, 3048, 3049, 3050, 3051, 
3052, 3053, 3054, 3055, 3056, 3057, 3058, 3059, 3060, 3061, 3062, 
3063, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3067, 3068, 3069, 3070, 3071, 3072, 3073, 
3074, 3075, 3076, 3077, 3078, 3079, 3080, 3081, 3082, 3083, 3084, 
3085, 3086, 3087, 3088, 3089, 3090, 3091, 3092, 3093, 3094, 3095, 
3096, 3097, 3098, 3099, 3100, 3101, 3102, 3103, 3104, 3105, 3107, 
3108, 3110, 3111, 3112, 3113, 3114, 3115, 3116, 3117, 3118, 3119, 
3120, 3121, 3122, 3123, 3124, 3125, 3126, 3127, 3128, 3129, 3130, 
3131, 3132, 3133, 3134, 3135, 3136, 3137, 3138, 3139, 3140, 3141, 
3142, 3143, 3144, 3145, 3146, 3147, 3148, 3149, 3150, 3151, 3152, 
3153, 3154, 3155, 3156, 3157, 3158, 3159, 3160, 3161, 3162, 3163, 
3164, 3165, 3166, 3167, 3168, 3169, 3170, 3171, 3172, 3173, 3174, 
3175, 3177, 3178, 3179, 3180, 3181, 3182, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3186, 
3187, 3188, 3189, 3190, 3191, 3192, 3193, 3194, 3195, 3196, 3197, 
3198, 3199, 3200, 3201, 3202, 3203, 3204, 3205, 3206, 3207, 3208, 
3209, 3210, 3211, 3212, 3213, 3214, 3216, 3217, 3218, 3219, 3220, 
3221, 3222, 3223, 3224, 3225, 3226, 3227, 3228, 3229, 3230, 3231, 
3232, 3233, 3234, 3235, 3236, 3237, 3238, 3239, 3240, 3241, 3243, 
3244, 3245, 3246, 3247, 3248, 3249, 3250, 3251, 3252, 3253, 3254, 
3255, 3256, 3258, 3259, 3260, 3262, 3263, 3264, 3265, 3266, 3267, 
3268, 3269, 3270, 3271, 3273, 3274, 3275, 3276, 3277, 3278, 3279, 
3280, 3281, 3282, 3283, 3284, 3285, 3286, 3287, 3288, 3289, 3290, 
3291, 3292, 3293, 3295, 3296, 3297, 3298, 3299, 3300, 3301, 3302, 
3303, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3307, 3308, 3309, 3310, 3311, 3312, 3313, 
3314, 3315, 3316, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3321, 3322, 3323, 3324, 
3325, 3326, 3327, 3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3332, 3333, 3334, 3335, 
3336, 3337, 3338, 3339, 3340, 3341, 3342, 3343, 3344, 3345, 3346, 
3347, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3351, 3352, 3353, 3354, 3355, 3356, 3357, 
3358, 3359, 3360, 3361, 3362, 3363, 3364, 3365, 3366, 3367, 3368, 
3369, 3370, 3371, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3375, 3376, 3377, 3378, 3379, 
3380, 3381, 3382, 3383, 3384, 3385, 3386, 3387, 3389, 3390, 3391, 
3392, 3393, 3394, 3395, 3396, 3397, 3398, 3399, 3400, 3401, 3402, 
3403, 3404, 3405, 3406, 3407, 3408, 3409, 3410, 3411, 3412, 3413, 
3414, 3415, 3416, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3420, 3421, 3422, 3423, 3424, 
3425, 3426, 3427, 3428, 3429, 3430, 3431, 3432, 3433, 3434, 3435, 
3436, 3437, 3438, 3439, 3440, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3445, 3446, 
3447, 3448, 3449, 3450, 3451, 3452, 3453, 3454, 3455, 3456, 3457, 
3458, 3459, 3460, 3461, 3462, 3463, 3464, 3465, 3466, 3467, 3468, 
3469, 3470, 3471, 3472, 3473, 3474, 3475, 3476, 3477, 3478, 3479, 
3480, 3481, 3482, 3483, 3484, 3485, 3486, 3487, 3488, 3489, 3490, 
3491, 3492, 3493, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3499, 3500, 3501, 
3502, 3503, 3504, 3505, 3506, 3507, 3508, 3509, 3510, 3511, 3512, 
3513, 3514, 3516, 3517, 3518, 3519, 3520, 3521, 3522, 3523, 3524, 
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3525, 3526, 3527, 3528, 3529, 3530, 3531, 3532, 3534, 3535, 3536, 
3537, 3538, 3539, 3540, 3541, 3542, 3543, 3544, 3545, 3546, 3547, 
3548, 3549, 3550, 3551, 3552, 3553, 3554, 3555, 3556, 3557, 3558, 
3559, 3560, 3561, 3562, 3563, 3564, 3565, 3566, 3567, 3568, 3569, 
3570, 3571, 3572, 3573, 3574, 3575, 3576, 3577, 3578, 3579, 3580, 
3581, 3582, 3584, 3585, 3586, 3587, 3588, 3589, 3590, 3591, 3592, 
3593, 3594, 3595, 3596, 3597, 3598, 3599, 3600, 3601, 3602, 3603, 
3604, 3605, 3606, 3607, 3610, 3611, 3612, 3613, 3614, 3615, 3616, 
3617, 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626, 3627, 
3628, 3630, 3631, 3632, 3633, 3634, 3635, 3636, 3637, 3638, 3639, 
3640, 3641, 3642, 3644, 3645, 3646, 3647, 3648, 3649, 3650, 3651, 
3652, 3653, 3654, 3655, 3656, 3657, 3658, 3659, 3660, 3661, 3662, 
3663, 3664, 3665, 3666, 3667, 3668, 3669, 3670, 3671, 3672, 3673, 
3674, 3675, 3676, 3678, 3679, 3680, 3681, 3682, 3683, 3684, 3685, 
3686, 3687, 3688, 3689, 3690, 3691, 3692, 3693, 3694, 3695, 3696, 
3697, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3701, 3702, 3703, 3704, 3705, 3706, 3707, 
3708, 3709, 3710, 3711, 3712, 3713, 3714, 3715, 3716, 3717, 3718, 
3719, 3720, 3721, 3722, 3723, 3724, 3725, 3726, 3727, 3728, 3729, 
3731, 3732, 3733, 3734, 3735, 3736, 3737, 3738, 3739, 3740, 3741, 
3742, 3743, 3744, 3745, 3746, 3747, 3748, 3749, 3750, 3751, 3752, 
3753, 3754, 3755, 3756, 3757, 3758, 3759, 3760, 3761, 3762, 3763, 
3764, 3765, 3766, 3767, 3768, 3769, 3770, 3771, 3772, 3773, 3774, 
3775, 3776, 3777, 3778, 3779, 3780, 3781, 3782, 3783, 3784, 3785, 
3786, 3787, 3788, 3789, 3790, 3791, 3792, 3793, 3794, 3795, 3796, 
3797, 3798, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3802, 3803, 3804, 3805, 3806, 3808, 
3809, 3810, 3811, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3816, 3817, 3818, 3819, 
3820, 3821, 3822, 3823, 3824, 3825, 3826, 3827, 3828, 3829, 3830, 
3831, 3832, 3833, 3834, 3835, 3836, 3837, 3838, 3839, 3840, 3841, 
3842, 3843, 3844, 3845, 3846, 3847, 3848, 3849, 3850, 3851, 3852, 
3853, 3855, 3856, 3857, 3858, 3859, 3860, 3861, 3862, 3863, 3864, 
3865, 3866, 3867, 3868, 3869, 3870, 3871, 3872, 3873, 3874, 3875, 
3876, 3877, 3878, 3879, 3880, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3884, 3885, 3886, 
3887, 3888, 3889, 3890, 3891, 3892, 3893, 3894, 3895, 3896, 3897, 
3898, 3899, 3900, 3901, 3902, 3903, 3904, 3905, 3906, 3907, 3908, 
3909, 3910, 3911, 3912, 3913, 3914, 3915, 3916, 3917, 3918, 3919, 
3920, 3921, 3922, 3923, 3924, 3925, 3926, 3927, 3928, 3929, 3930, 
3931, 3932, 3934, 3935, 3936, 3937, 3938, 3939, 3940, 3941, 3942, 
3943, 3944, 3945, 3946, 3947, 3948, 3949, 3950, 3951, 3952, 3953, 
3954, 3955, 3956, 3957, 3958, 3959, 3960, 3961, 3962, 3963, 3964, 
3965, 3966, 3967, 3968, 3969, 3970, 3971, 3972, 3973, 3974, 3975, 
3976, 3977, 3978, 3979, 3980, 3981, 3982, 3983, 3984, 3985, 3986, 
3987, 3988, 3989, 3990, 3991, 3992, 3993, 3994, 3995, 3996, 3997, 
3998, 3999, 4000, 4001, 4002, 4003, 4004, 4005, 4006, 4007, 4008, 
4009, 4010, 4011, 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015, 4016, 4017, 4018, 4019, 
4020, 4021, 4022, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4026, 4027, 4028, 4029, 4032, 
4033, 4034, 4035, 4036, 4037, 4038, 4039, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043, 
4044, 4045, 4046, 4047, 4048, 4049, 4050, 4051, 4052, 4053, 4054, 
4055, 4056, 4057, 4058, 4059, 4060, 4061, 4062, 4063, 4064, 4065, 
4066, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4070, 4071, 4072, 4073, 4074, 4075, 4076, 
4077, 4078, 4079, 4080, 4081, 4082, 4083, 4084, 4085, 4086, 4087, 
4088, 4089, 4090, 4091, 4092, 4093, 4094, 4095, 4096, 4097, 4098, 
4099, 4100, 4101, 4102, 4103, 4104, 4105, 4106, 4107, 4108, 4109, 
4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4114, 4115, 4116, 4117, 4118, 4119, 4120, 
4121, 4122, 4123, 4124, 4125, 4126, 4127, 4128, 4129, 4130, 4131, 
4132, 4133, 4134, 4135, 4136, 4137, 4138, 4139, 4140, 4141, 4142, 
4143, 4144, 4145, 4146, 4147, 4148, 4149, 4150, 4151, 4152, 4153, 
4154, 4155, 4156, 4157, 4158, 4159, 4160, 4161, 4162, 4163, 4164, 
4165, 4166, 4167, 4168, 4170, 4171, 4172, 4173, 4174, 4175, 4176, 
4177, 4178, 4179, 4180, 4181, 4182, 4183, 4184, 4185, 4186, 4187, 
4188, 4189, 4190, 4191, 4192, 4193, 4194, 4195, 4196, 4197, 4198, 

4199, 4200, 4201, 4202, 4203, 4204, 4205, 4206, 4207, 4208, 4209, 
4210, 4211, 4212, 4213, 4214, 4215, 4217, 4218, 4219, 4220, 4221, 
4222, 4223, 4224, 4225, 4226, 4227, 4228, 4229, 4230, 4231, 4232, 
4233, 4234, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4238, 4239, 4241, 4242, 4243, 4244, 
4245, 4247, 4248, 4249, 4250, 4251, 4252, 4253, 4254, 4255, 4256, 
4257, 4258, 4259, 4260, 4261, 4262, 4263, 4264, 4265, 4266, 4267, 
4268, 4269, 4270, 4271, 4272, 4273, 4274, 4275, 4276, 4277, 4278, 
4279, 4280, 4281, 4282, 4283, 4284, 4285, 4286, 4287, 4288, 4289, 
4290, 4291, 4292, 4293, 4294, 4295, 4296, 4297, 4298, 4299, 4300, 
4301, 4302, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4309, 4310, 4311, 
4312, 4313, 4314, 4315, 4316, 4317, 4318, 4319, 4320, 4321, 4322, 
4323, 4324, 4325, 4326, 4327, 4328, 4329, 4330, 4331, 4332, 4333, 
4334, 4335, 4336, 4337, 4338, 4339, 4340, 4341, 4342, 4343, 4344, 
4345, 4346, 4347, 4348, 4349, 4350, 4351, 4352, 4353, 4354, 4355, 
4356, 4357, 4358, 4359, 4360, 4361, 4362, 4363, 4364, 4365, 4366, 
4367, 4368, 4369, 4370, 4371, 4373, 4374, 4376, 4377, 4378, 4379, 
4380, 4381, 4382, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4386, 4387, 4388, 4390, 4391, 
4392, 4393, 4394, 4395, 4396, 4397, 4398, 4399, 4400, 4401, 4402, 
4403, 4405, 4406, 4407, 4408, 4409, 4410, 4411, 4412, 4413, 4414, 
4417, 4418, 4419, 4420, 4421, 4422, 4423, 4424, 4425, 4426, 4427, 
4428, 4429, 4430, 4431, 4432, 4433, 4434, 4435, 4436, 4437, 4438, 
4439, 4440, 4441, 4442, 4443, 4444, 4445, 4446, 4447, 4448, 4449, 
4450, 4451, 4452, 4453, 4454, 4455, 4456, 4457, 4458, 4459, 4460, 
4461, 4462, 4463, 4464, 4465, 4466, 4467, 4468, 4469, 4470, 4471, 
4472, 4473, 4474, 4475, 4476, 4477, 4478, 4479, 4480, 4481, 4482, 
4483, 4484, 4485, 4486, 4487, 4488, 4489, 4490, 4491, 4492, 4493, 
4494, 4495, 4496, 4497, 4498, 4499, 4500, 4501, 4503, 4504, 4505, 
4506, 4507, 4508, 4509, 4510, 4511, 4512, 4513, 4514, 4515, 4516, 
4517, 4518, 4519, 4520, 4521, 4522, 4523, 4524, 4525, 4526, 4527, 
4529, 4530, 4531, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4535, 4536, 4537, 4538, 4539, 
4540, 4541, 4542, 4543, 4544, 4545, 4546, 4547, 4548, 4549, 4550, 
4551, 4552, 4553, 4554, 4555, 4556, 4557, 4559, 4560, 4561, 4563, 
4564, 4565, 4566, 4567, 4568, 4569, 4570, 4571, 4572, 4573, 4574, 
4575, 4576, 4577, 4578, 4579, 4580, 4581, 4582, 4583, 4584, 4585, 
4586, 4587, 4588, 4589, 4590, 4591, 4592, 4593, 4594, 4595, 4596, 
4597, 4598, 4599, 4600, 4601, 4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4606, 4607, 
4608, 4609, 4610, 4611, 4612, 4613, 4614, 4615, 4616, 4617, 4618, 
4619, 4620, 4621, 4622, 4623, 4624, 4625, 4626, 4627, 4628, 4629, 
4630, 4631, 4632, 4633, 4634, 4635, 4636, 4637, 4638, 4639, 4640, 
4641, 4642, 4643, 4644, 4645, 4646, 4647, 4648, 4649, 4650, 4651, 
4652, 4653, 4654, 4655, 4656, 4657, 4658, 4659, 4660, 4661, 4662, 
4663, 4664, 4665, 4666, 4667, 4668, 4669, 4670, 4671, 4672, 4673, 
4674, 4675, 4676, 4677, 4678, 4679, 4680, 4681, 4682, 4683, 4684, 
4685, 4686, 4687, 4688, 4689, 4690, 4691, 4692, 4693, 4694, 4695, 
4696, 4697, 4698, 4699, 4700, 4701, 4702, 4703, 4704, 4705, 4706, 
4707, 4708, 4709, 4710, 4711, 4712, 4713, 4714, 4715, 4716, 4717, 
4718, 4719, 4720, 4721, 4722, 4723, 4724, 4725, 4726, 4727, 4728, 
4729, 4730, 4731, 4732, 4733, 4734, 4735, 4736, 4737, 4738, 4739, 
4740, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4744, 4745, 4746, 4747, 4748, 4749, 4750, 
4751, 4752, 4754, 4755, 4756, 4757, 4758, 4759, 4760, 4761, 4762, 
4764, 4765, 4766, 4767, 4768, 4769, 4770, 4772, 4773, 4774, 4775, 
4776, 4777, 4778, 4779, 4780, 4781, 4783, 4784, 4785, 4786, 4787, 
4788, 4789, 4790, 4791, 4792, 4793, 4794, 4795, 4796, 4797, 4798, 
4799, 4800, 4801, 4802, 4803, 4804, 4805, 4806, 4807, 4808, 4809, 
4810, 4811, 4812, 4813, 4814, 4815, 4816, 4817, 4818, 4819, 4820, 
4821, 4822, 4823, 4824, 4825, 4826, 4827, 4828, 4829, 4830, 4831, 
4832, 4833, 4834, 4835, 4836, 4838, 4839, 4840, 4841, 4842, 4843, 
4844, 4845, 4846, 4847, 4848, 4849, 4850, 4851, 4852, 4853, 4854, 
4855, 4856, 4857, 4858, 4859, 4860, 4861, 4862, 4863, 4864, 4865, 
4866, 4867, 4868, 4869, 4870, 4871, 4872, 4873, 4874, 4875, 4876, 
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4877, 4878, 4879, 4880, 4881, 4882, 4883, 4884, 4885, 4886, 4887, 
4888, 4889, 4890, 4891, 4892, 4893, 4894, 4895, 4896, 4897, 4898, 
4899, 4901, 4902, 4903, 4904, 4905, 4906, 4907, 4908, 4909, 4910, 
4911, 4912, 4913, 4914, 4915, 4916, 4917, 4918, 4919, 4920, 4921, 
4922, 4923, 4924, 4925, 4927, 4928, 4929, 4930, 4931, 4932, 4933, 
4934, 4935, 4936, 4937, 4938, 4939, 4940, 4941, 4942, 4943, 4945, 
4946, 4947, 4948, 4949, 4950, 4951, 4952, 4953, 4954, 4955, 4956, 
4957, 4958, 4959, 4960, 4961, 4962, 4963, 4964, 4965, 4966, 4967, 
4968, 4969, 4970, 4971, 4972, 4973, 4974, 4975, 4976, 4977, 4978, 
4979, 4980, 4981, 4982, 4983, 4984, 4985, 4986, 4987, 4988, 4989, 
4990, 4991, 4992, 4993, 4994, 4995, 4996, 4997, 4998, 4999, 5000, 
5001, 5002, 5003, 5004, 5005

Europe, Western. 663, 757, 795, 1210, 1264, 1384, 1513, 1606, 
1607, 1721, 1893, 1952, 2003, 2037, 2141, 2169, 2275, 2317, 2331, 
2365, 2474, 2479, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2587, 2639, 2692, 2787, 2962, 
2998, 3061, 3103, 3171, 3243, 3385, 3503, 3541, 3547, 3557, 3607, 
3614, 3620, 3642, 3656, 3671, 3683, 3706, 3768, 3791, 4018, 4143, 
4478, 4486, 4616, 4632, 4726, 4780, 5004

Europe, soyfoods associations in. See Soyfoods Associations in 
Europe

Europe, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in Europe

European Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 745

Evans Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr. 
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928). 958, 2111

Exercise. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Expellers. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and 
Expellers

Experiment Stations, Offi ce of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of Experiment Stations

Experiment stations (state) in USA. See Agricultural Experiment 
Stations in the United States

Explosions or fi res. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires 
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants

Explosives Made from Soy Oil or Glycerine–Industrial Uses of 
Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 1389, 1536, 1564, 1698, 1725, 1740, 
1788, 1952, 2278, 2360, 2863, 3625

Exports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Exported

Extru-Tech, Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–
Wenger International, Inc.

Extruder / Extrusion Cooker Manufacturers–Wenger International, 
Inc. (Kansas City, Missouri; Sabetha, Kansas), Incl. Extru-Tech, 
Inc. 2894, 3706

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Brady Crop Cooker, 
Thriposha, etc. 3277, 3642

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost–Including Triple “F” 
Inc., Insta-Pro International, Soy Innovations International, and 
Heartland Agri Partners, LLC. 3881, 4911

Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: Low Cost Extrusion Cookers 
(LECs). 3453, 3457, 4222

Extruders, Extrusion Cooking, Extrusion Cookers and Expanders. 
See also Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LEC / LECs). 2978, 3000, 
3053, 3066, 3095, 3103, 3144, 3170, 3291, 3349, 3415, 3442, 3480, 
3507, 3662, 3795, 4131, 4299, 4345, 4549, 4677

FAO. See United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, 
UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Faba bean or fava bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Fairchild, David (1869-1954). In 1897 founded Section of Foreign 
Seed and Plant Introduction. After March 1901, Renamed Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction, then Offi ce of Foreign Plant 
Introduction, then Division of Foreign Plant Introduction. 1441, 
2482, 3195

Family history. See Genealogy and Family History

Far-Mar-Co, Inc. (A Cooperative; Hutchinson, Kansas). Created 
on 1 June 1968 by the merger of four regional grain cooperatives 
including Farmers Union Cooperative Marketing Assn., which had 
owned the former Dannen soybean crushing plant in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, since Sept. 1963. Parts later sold to PMS Foods, Inc. 3580

Farbenindustrie, I.G. See IG Farben

Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee). See also Soyfoods 
Companies (USA)–Farm Food Co. 3324, 3756, 3783, 3948, 4123

Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, then San Francisco, California), Farm 
Foods, and Farm Soy Dairy (Summertown, Tennessee). Div. of 
Hain Food Group (Uniondale, New York). Merged with Barricini 
Foods on 31 May 1985. Acquired by 21st Century Foods from 
Barracini Foods in mid-1993. 3563, 3643, 3756, 3777, 3794, 4111, 
4123, 4474, 4769

Farm machinery. See Tractors

Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association (GTA). Established in 
1938 in St. Paul, Minnesota. 3064, 3580

Farming and gardening, biodynamic. See Biodynamic / Bio-
Dynamic Farming and Gardening (General)

Farmland Industries, Inc. Named Consumers Cooperative 
Association from 1934 to 1 Sept. 1966. Declared Bankruptcy in 
May 2002. 3580

Fasting pioneers. See Ehret, Arnold

Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying Applications (As in Hot-Melt 
Glues or the Curing Component of Epoxy Glues)–Industrial Uses 
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of Soy Oil. 1699, 1717, 1830, 2170, 2540, 2588, 2623, 2633, 2636, 
2653, 2673, 2683, 2714, 2740, 2765, 2773, 2789, 4523

Fearn, Dr. Charles E. (-1949), and Fearn Soya Foods / Fearn 
Natural Foods. 1911, 1915, 1928, 2008, 2084, 2155, 2172, 2174, 
2192, 2198, 2465, 2477, 2545, 2576, 2726, 2745, 2747, 2792, 2806, 
2967, 3399, 3624, 3625, 3632, 3794, 4222, 4249

Feeds–Effi ciency of Animals in Converting Feeds into Human 
Foods. 4249, 4926

Feeds–Soybeans, soybean forage, or soy products fed to various 
types of animals. See The type of animal–chickens, pigs, cows, 
horses, etc.

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay (Whole Dried Soybean 
Plants, Foliage and Immature Seed Included). 90, 813, 888, 945, 
987, 1096, 1244, 1247, 1261, 1383, 1389, 1451, 1460, 1509, 1541, 
1555, 1658, 1710, 1757, 1778, 1784, 1830, 1858, 1998, 3337

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging. 
1154, 1247, 1261, 1555, 1710, 1778, 2043, 2076, 2158, 2188, 2276, 
2317

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Pastures & Grazing–Hogging 
Down / Off, Pasturing Down, Grazing Down, Lambing Down / Off, 
and Sheeping-Down / Off. 958, 1247, 1261, 1778

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Silage / Ensilage Made in a 
Silo. 741, 927, 958, 966, 987, 1096, 1126, 1244, 1247, 1261, 1389, 
1507, 1541, 1710, 1778, 2018, 2043, 2076, 2158, 2188, 2317, 2553, 
2863, 3109

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage and Soiling (Green 
Crops Cut for Feeding Confi ned Animals). 966, 1261, 1555, 1778, 
2076

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw (Stems of Whole Dried 
Soybean Plants). Also Fertilizing Value, Other Uses, Yields, and 
Chemical Composition. 757, 764, 888, 959, 1010, 1345, 1349, 
1460, 1541, 1998, 1999, 2076, 2084, 2553

Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds (Including 
Forage, Fodder {Green Plants}, or Ground Seeds). 87, 149, 498, 
563, 684, 717, 754, 756, 796, 825, 847, 871, 984, 985, 993, 1024, 
1028, 1043, 1137, 1174, 1217, 1229, 1249, 1278, 1288, 1293, 1312, 
1319, 1374, 1387, 1395, 1400, 1406, 1431, 1433, 1441, 1445, 1570, 
1581, 1587, 1606, 1637, 1638, 1651, 1698, 1738, 1739, 1751, 1777, 
1805, 1806, 1876, 1882, 1992, 2110, 2115, 2119, 2146, 2160, 2162, 
2186, 2187, 2191, 2208, 2252, 2479, 2812, 2878, 3454, 3467, 3941

Feeds Made from Soybean Meal (Defatted). 498, 756, 761, 776, 
813, 1013, 1021, 1023, 1028, 1049, 1052, 1054, 1056, 1057, 1073, 
1079, 1091, 1092, 1096, 1110, 1127, 1132, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1140, 
1143, 1145, 1146, 1151, 1152, 1162, 1163, 1170, 1173, 1176, 1177, 
1181, 1183, 1193, 1203, 1205, 1211, 1214, 1225, 1234, 1237, 1241, 
1269, 1274, 1275, 1278, 1289, 1292, 1295, 1296, 1303, 1306, 1325, 
1331, 1354, 1373, 1379, 1387, 1389, 1392, 1398, 1412, 1423, 1427, 
1440, 1442, 1445, 1454, 1475, 1510, 1517, 1519, 1531, 1536, 1554, 
1582, 1591, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1606, 1610, 1635, 1639, 1687, 1723, 

1802, 1805, 1806, 1819, 1823, 1871, 1880, 1882, 1972, 1980, 1984, 
1993, 2170, 2177, 2278, 2438, 2462, 2469, 2522, 2584, 2764, 2770, 
2776, 2779, 2794, 2816, 2836, 2837, 2882, 2891, 2899, 2947, 2998, 
3038, 3066, 3077, 3091, 3103, 3109, 3147, 3151, 3166, 3429, 3506, 
3515, 3845, 3891, 3980, 4059, 4249, 4258, 4282, 4298, 4677

Feeds, Other Types (Okara, Calf Milk Replacers, Soybean Hulls, 
etc.). 2977, 3259, 3337, 3640, 3920, 4233

Feminization. See Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or 
Feminization Problems

Fermented Black Soybean Extract (Shizhi / Shih Chih), and 
Fermented Black Soybean Sauce (Mandarin: Shiyou / Shih-yu. 
Cantonese: Shi-yau / Si-yau / Seow. Japanese: Kuki-jiru). See also 
Black Bean Sauce. 644, 806, 815, 914, 950, 1685, 3522, 4795

Fermented Black Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 337, 2153

Fermented Black Soybeans–Whole Soybeans Fermented with 
Salt–Also called Fermented Black Beans, Salted Black Beans, 
Salty Black Beans, Black Fermented Beans, Black Beans, Black 
Bean Sauce, Black Bean and Ginger Sauce, Chinese Black Beans, 
Preserved Black Beans or Preserved Chinese Black Beans. In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Shi, Doushi, or Douchi (pinyin), Tou-shih, 
Toushih, or Tou-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). Cantonese: Dow see, Dow si, 
Dow-si, Dowsi, or Do shih. In Japan: Hamanatto, Daitokuji Natto, 
Shiokara Natto, or Tera Natto. In the Philippines: Tausi or Taosi / 
Tao-si. In Malaysia or Thailand: Tao si. In Indonesia: Tao dji, Tao-
dji, or Tao-djie. 8, 337, 484, 644, 741, 806, 815, 859, 914, 950, 960, 
1443, 1673, 1685, 1778, 1830, 2153, 2158, 2186, 2355, 2417, 2495, 
2826, 2851, 2875, 2928, 2929, 2937, 2952, 3044, 3048, 3074, 3131, 
3132, 3182, 3239, 3336, 3448, 3462, 3514, 3522, 3547, 3667, 3674, 
3743, 3817, 3820, 4012, 4228, 4399, 4400, 4451, 4519, 4770, 4779, 
4795, 4907, 4926, 4929

Fermented Black Soybeans–from The Philippines–Tau-si, Tausi, 
Tao-si, Taosi. 3182, 3547, 4770

Fermented Black Soybeans, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 3577

Fermented Black Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland (Soybean Koji)–
Whole Soybeans Fermented without Salt in China (Danshi / Danchi 
in pinyin, or Tanshih, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih in Wade-Giles). 3547

Fermented Soyfoods and Their Fermentation (General). See also: 
Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries. 1287, 
1386, 1895, 2139, 2875, 2995, 3180, 3182, 3226, 3281, 3381, 3463, 
3524, 3576, 3596, 3652, 3672, 3833, 3885, 3924, 4012, 4019, 4158, 
4720, 4791, 4814

Fermented Specialty Soyfoods–Soy Wine, Cantonese Wine Starter 
(Kiu-Tsee / Tsée), Soy Fermentation Pellicle or Bean Ferment (Tou 
Huang), Soyidli / Idli, Dosa / Dosai, Dhokla, and Soy Ogi. 1625, 
1673, 2986, 3834, 4019, 4720, 4814

Fermented tofu. See Tofu, Fermented
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Fermented whole soybeans. See Natto, Dawa-dawa, Kinema, Thua-
nao

Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy). Purchased Central Soya Co. (USA) in 
Oct. 1987. European crushing operations renamed Cereol on 1 Jan. 
1990. Cereol acquired by Bunge in April 2003. 4059, 4123, 4233, 
4298, 4366, 4506, 4684

Fertilizer, soybean meal used as. See Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber 
(as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as a Fertilizer or Manure for 
the Soil

Fertilizers / Fertilizer (Incl. Foliar Sprays), Fertilization, Plant 
Nutrition, Mineral Needs, and Nutritional / Physiological Disorders 
of Soybeans (Including Chlorosis). 945, 1010, 1272, 1280, 1555, 
2006, 2084, 2137, 2571, 2648, 2949, 2960

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates 
/ Relatives in Various Languages. 737, 779, 819, 967, 1552, 4985

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial 
Soyfood Products. 2996, 3251, 3307, 3488, 3567, 3700, 3780, 
3799, 3927, 3929, 3943, 3947, 4000, 4169, 4318, 4379, 4415, 4416, 
4985

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, from Making Soymilk or Tofu–Value 
Added Uses (Not Including Livestock Feeds) and Solutions to 
Disposal Problems. 737, 984, 1563, 1689, 3488, 3761, 4199, 4926, 
4985

Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, the Residue Left from Making Soymilk 
or Tofu. Also called Bean Curd Residue, Soybean Curd Residue, 
Dou-fu-zha (Pinyin). 737, 779, 808, 819, 967, 969, 984, 1024, 1199, 
1242, 1285, 1313, 1425, 1444, 1552, 1563, 1599, 1650, 1662, 1665, 
1689, 1757, 1778, 1840, 2499, 2815, 2937, 3416, 3432, 3448, 3478, 
3514, 3544, 3550, 3563, 3622, 3640, 3643, 3761, 3773, 3779, 3783, 
3837, 3848, 3948, 3975, 4012, 4020, 4139, 4199, 4255, 4347, 4411, 
4412, 4559, 4624, 4641, 4770, 4926, 4985

Fiber–Presscake, Residue or Dregs from Making Soy Sauce. 625, 
733, 740, 770, 916, 954, 959, 1288, 1490, 4985

Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products (Especially 
Early) Related to Dietary Fiber. 3382, 4153, 4985

Fiber–Soy Cotyledon Fiber / Polysaccharides (from Making Soy 
Protein Isolates). 3819, 4506, 4985

Fiber, Soy–Bran (Pulverized Soybean Hulls / Seed Coats) and Other 
Uses of Soybean Hulls. 1778, 1821, 1989, 2824, 2877, 2893, 2901, 
3258, 3472, 3744, 3869, 3912, 4985

Fiber, Soy–Bran–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 1778, 1821, 4985

Fiber, Soy–General, for Food Use (Specifi c Type Unknown). 4985

Fiber, Soy–Okara, Soy Bran (from Pulverized Soybean Hulls, 
or Isolate Fiber)–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region. 4985

Fiber, Soy–Okara, Soy Bran (from Pulverized Soybean Hulls, 
or Isolate Fiber)–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies. 4985

Fiber. See Carbohydrates–Dietary Fiber

Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fiber, Including Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)–Industrial 
Uses of Soy Proteins. 2050, 2158, 2175, 2228, 2229, 2234, 2250, 
2255, 2283, 2287, 2328, 2360, 2366, 2396, 2457, 2483, 2543, 2635, 
2686, 2697, 2796, 2805, 3178, 3415, 3742, 3916, 4272, 4299, 4409, 
4523, 4885, 5001

Fiji. See Oceania–Fiji

Fires or explosions. See Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires 
in Soybean Solvent Extraction Plants

Fish or Crustaceans raised by Aquaculture / Fish Culture / 
Pisiculture–Early–Soy Is Not Mentioned. 4847

Fish, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, and 
Other Seafood-like Products

Fitness. See Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, and Exercise

Five-spice pressed tofu. See Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang 
Toufukan / Wuxiang Doufugan)

Flakes, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Flatulence or Intestinal Gas–Caused by Complex Sugars (As the 
Oligosaccharides Raffi nose and Stachyose in Soybeans), by Fiber, 
or by Lactose in Milk. 1598, 2052, 3214, 3419, 4478, 4504

Flavor / Taste Problems and Ways of Solving Them (Especially 
Beany Off-Flavors in Soy Oil, Soymilk, Tofu, Whole Dry 
Soybeans, or Soy Protein Products, and Ways of Masking or 
Eliminating Them). 713, 1179, 1233, 1256, 1421, 1433, 1535, 1579, 
1585, 1587, 1588, 1599, 1742, 1776, 1956, 1958, 1988, 2028, 2042, 
2074, 2200, 2222, 2263, 2348, 2362, 2428, 2434, 2494, 2510, 2526, 
2596, 2705, 3053, 3464, 3480, 3750, 4077, 4167, 4188, 4394, 4734, 
4741, 4755, 4794, 4822, 5002

Flax plant or fl axseed. See Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, or the 
Flax / Flaxseed Plant

Flint, James. Translator, Agent and Resident Administrator 
(Supercargo) in China of the East India Company (England) in the 
Late 1700s. Died 1793. Chinese Name–Hung Jen. See also: Samuel 
Bowen. 51, 90, 98, 108, 109, 465, 523, 1014, 2267, 2319, 2403, 
2419, 2420, 2421, 3644, 4391, 4449, 4529, 4690, 4735, 4744, 4778, 
4840, 4880, 5003

Flour, cottonseed. See Cottonseed Flour

Flour, soy–Imports, Exports. See Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, 
International Trade
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Flour, soy–Industrial uses of. See Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–
Other

Flour, soy. See Soy Flour

Foams for Fighting Fires–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins (Foam, 
Foaming Agents). 4523

Fodder, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-
Fat Seeds

Food Production and Distribution Administration of USDA. See 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food 
Administration (WFA)

Food and Drug Administration (FDA, U.S. Dept. of Health and 
Human Services). 1608, 2459, 2508, 3002, 3159, 3408, 3427, 3794, 
4524, 4609, 4641, 4668, 4671, 4674, 4675, 4705, 4722, 4730, 4745, 
4746, 4804, 4858, 4865, 4867, 4931

Food and Nutrition Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and Nutrition Service 
(FNS)

Food uses of soybeans in the USA, early. See Historical–Documents 
about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA before 1900

Food uses of soybeans, breeding for. See Variety Development, 
Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or Handling of Soybeans 
for Food Uses

Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or Catering, Including 
Quantity or Bulk Recipes. 1495, 1908, 2383, 3086, 3095, 3140, 
3163, 3445, 3508, 3598, 3990, 4027, 4032, 4118, 4161, 4174, 4235, 
4252, 4418, 4431, 4442, 4477

Foodservice and institutional feeding or catering. See School Lunch 
Program

Forage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants, Feeds / 
Forage from Soybean Plants or Full-Fat Seeds

Ford, Henry (1863-1947), and His Researchers–Work with Soy–
Robert Boyer, Frank Calvert, William Atkinson, Edsel Ruddiman, 
Bob Smith, Holton W. “Rex” Diamond, and Jan Willemse. 1994, 
2050, 2051, 2053, 2076, 2084, 2085, 2089, 2091, 2105, 2108, 2111, 
2112, 2113, 2121, 2125, 2149, 2154, 2155, 2162, 2175, 2186, 2207, 
2208, 2227, 2236, 2248, 2250, 2274, 2308, 2328, 2350, 2360, 2366, 
2387, 2402, 2427, 2461, 2483, 2543, 2686, 2758, 2805, 2831, 2892, 
2978, 3051, 3137, 3176, 3178, 3242, 3415, 3480, 3742, 3916, 3996, 
4023, 4272, 4299, 4409, 4418, 4448, 4523, 4885, 4999, 5001

Foreign Agricultural Service of USDA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign Agricultural Service 
(FAS)

Foundry cores, binder. See Binder for Sand Foundry Cores

Fouts Family of Indiana–Incl. Taylor Fouts (1880-1952), His 
Brothers Noah Fouts (1864-1938) and Finis Fouts (1866-1943), 

Their Soyland Farm (1918-1928), and Their Father Solomon Fouts 
(1826-1907). 2402

France. See Europe, Western–France

Frankfurters, hot dogs, or wieners–meatless. See Meat Alternatives–
Meatless Sausages

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790; American Statesman and 
Philosopher), Charles Thomson, and the American Philosophical 
Society (APS–Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). 11, 100, 108, 109, 117, 
523, 786, 1014, 1701, 1881, 2265, 2481, 2482, 3078, 3195, 3229, 
3338, 3644, 4143, 4391, 4529, 4546, 4666, 4690, 4735, 4744, 4845, 
5003

French Oil Mill Machinery Co. (Piqua, Ohio). Maker of Soybean 
Crushing Equipment. Also Named French Oil Machinery Co. 2373, 
2429, 2434, 2530, 3249

Frozen desserts, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream

Frozen tofu. See Tofu, Frozen, Dried-Frozen, or Dried Whole

Fruitarianism. See Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism

Fruitlands community. See Alcott, Amos Bronson and Louisa May

Fuji Oil Co., Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), Incl. Fuji Purina Protein Ltd. 
3008, 3103, 3202, 3327, 3480, 4684, 4848

Functional Foods, Nutraceuticals / Nutriceuticals, Designer Foods, 
or Medicinal Foods. 4609, 4693, 4785

Funk Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois). Founded in 1901 
by Eugene D. Funk, Sr. (1867-1944). Started selling soybeans in 
1903. Started Crushing Soybeans in 1924. Renamed Funk Seeds 
International by 1983. 2155, 2252, 3758, 3762, 3983

Galactina S.A. (Belp, Switzerland). 3638, 3683, 3706, 3716, 3982, 
4173, 4177, 4197, 4207, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4284

Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. and its Soyco Foods Div. (Orlando, 
Florida). 4219, 4478, 4670, 4892, 4934

Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) (1869-1948). Vegetarian 
Pioneer Worldwide, and in India and England. 2160, 2186, 2187, 
2954, 3175, 3619, 4328, 4753

Ganmodoki and Hiryozu. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional 
Asian)–Ganmodoki and Hiryozu

Ganmodoki. See Tofu, Fried

Garbanzo beans, etymology. See Chickpea, Etymology

Garden Protein International (GPI), Maker of Gardein Meat 
Alternatives (Founded by Yves Potvin, 2005, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, Canada). 4930, 4932, 4937, 4938, 4940

Gardenburger Inc. Named Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. until 
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24 Oct. 1997 (Portland, Oregon). 4478, 4598

Gardner, Henry A. See Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S.

Gas, intestinal. See Flatulence or Intestinal Gas

Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, and Other Poultry Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 958

Gene banks. See Germplasm Collections and Resources, and Gene 
Banks

Genealogy and Family History. See Also: Obituaries, Biographies. 
2, 79, 92, 149, 153, 169, 254, 267, 303, 334, 337, 354, 380, 382, 
393, 394, 400, 411, 416, 427, 428, 434, 443, 450, 451, 465, 472, 
565, 634, 663, 677, 709, 731, 743, 744, 767, 770, 784, 786, 815, 
847, 859, 895, 923, 926, 950, 954, 1012, 1278, 1443, 1612, 1640, 
1641, 1701, 1740, 1755, 1778, 1804, 1848, 2171, 2178, 2183, 2258, 
2440, 2553, 2705, 2706, 2760, 2831, 2867, 2991, 3012, 3051, 3081, 
3082, 3161, 3237, 3381, 3386, 3427, 3644, 3909, 4242, 4392, 4409, 
4517, 4529, 4532, 4534, 4544, 4546, 4717, 4908, 4926

General Mills, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis). 2636, 2870, 2932, 
2978, 3002, 3026, 3095, 3103, 3111, 3210, 3222, 3291, 3369, 3415, 
3480, 3675, 4409, 4837, 4892, 5001

Genetic Engineering, Transgenics, Transgenic Plants and 
Biotechnology / Biotech. 4448, 4613, 4614, 4615, 4616, 4618, 
4621, 4622, 4632, 4637, 4641, 4651, 4653, 4661, 4662, 4673, 4682, 
4683, 4688, 4689, 4691, 4697, 4698, 4699, 4700, 4705, 4710, 4722, 
4724, 4727, 4729, 4732, 4738, 4740, 4748, 4756, 4760, 4761, 4764, 
4768, 4771, 4776, 4780, 4783, 4787, 4792, 4800, 4879, 4923, 4927, 
4939, 4982, 4992

Genetically Engineered Foods–Consumer Concern / Response and 
Labeling. Includes Non-Soy Foods. 4615, 4618, 4619, 4621, 4632, 
4637, 4641, 4642, 4688, 4689, 4698, 4780, 4800, 4923

Genetics, soybean. See Breeding of Soybeans and Classical 
Genetics

Georgeson, Charles Christian (1851-1931) of Kansas and Alaska. 
958

Germany. See Europe, Western–Germany

Germination / viability of seeds. See Seed Germination or Viability–
Not Including Soy Sprouts

Germplasm Collections and Resources, Gene Banks, and Seed 
Stores. 2296, 3195, 3633, 3690, 3818, 4947

Glidden Co. (The) (Chicago, Illinois, and Cleveland, Ohio). See 
also: Julian, Percy. 2176, 2250, 2323, 2369, 2402, 2429, 2495, 
2514, 2543, 2683, 2785, 2892, 3758, 3762, 3996, 4291, 4523

Global Warming / Climate Change as Environmental Issues. 4413, 
4774, 4951

Gluten, wheat. See Wheat Gluten

Gluten. See Wheat Gluten

Glycerine, explosives made from. See Explosives Made from 
Glycerine

Glycine javanica or Glycine wightii. See Neonotonia wightii

Glycine soja. See Wild Annual Soybean

Glycine species, wild perennial. See Wild, Perennial Relatives of 
the Soybean

Goats Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as 
Feed. 625, 1784

Goitrogens / Goitrogenic Substances (Which Can Affect Thyroid 
Function and Cause Goiter). 2487, 4084, 4676, 4722, 4731, 4865, 
4969

Golbitz, Peter. See Soyatech (Bar Harbor, Maine)

Gold Kist, Inc. (Georgia). 3087, 3580

Government policies and programs effecting soybeans. See Policies 
and programs

Grades and grading of soybeans. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)

Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) (New York). 371, 919, 1606, 1789, 
2309

Grain Farmers of Ontario (GFO). See Ontario Soybean Growers 
(Canada)

Granose Foods Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire [Bucks.], 
England). Founded in 1899 under the name The International 
Health Association Ltd. Renamed Granose Foods Ltd. in 1926. 
Acquired by Haldane Foods Group in Jan. 1991. 2094, 2288, 2289, 
2356, 2453, 2660, 2678, 2684, 2699, 2719, 2732, 2746, 2748, 2756, 
2814, 2831, 2835, 2879, 2902, 2911, 2912, 2925, 2982, 2991, 3001, 
3114, 3115, 3197, 3224, 3225, 3236, 3265, 3300, 3301, 3316, 3328, 
3329, 3330, 3331, 3372, 3373, 3387, 3395, 3404, 3420, 3421, 3422, 
3423, 3450, 3453, 3457, 3473, 3493, 3618, 3626, 3679, 3682, 3684, 
3728, 3753, 3754, 3755, 3761, 3769, 3778, 3779, 3794, 3894, 3912, 
3974, 3975, 4005, 4055, 4065, 4066, 4067, 4096, 4113, 4118, 4152, 
4153, 4160, 4173, 4175, 4178, 4184, 4185, 4203, 4223, 4224, 4234, 
4250, 4252, 4255, 4262, 4267, 4273, 4277, 4292, 4309, 4319, 4460, 
4461, 4464, 4716, 4908, 4993

Granules, from whole soybeans. See Whole Soy Flakes

Granum. See Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors in 
the USA–Janus

Grazing green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean 
Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging
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Great Eastern Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North 
Carolina). 3847, 4348, 4349

Green Manure, Use of Soybeans as, by Plowing / Turning In 
/ Under a Crop of Immature / Green Soybean Plants for Soil 
Improvement. 985, 993, 1004, 1010, 1024, 1043, 1061, 1073, 1081, 
1154, 1196, 1199, 1244, 1377, 1383, 1393, 1395, 1433, 1451, 1507, 
1509, 1613, 1712, 1753, 1777, 1778, 1815, 1830, 1847, 1858, 2018, 
2043, 2071, 2076, 2112, 2115, 2138, 2146, 2163, 2274, 2317, 2878

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2043, 2553

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Horticulture–How to Grow as a Garden 
Vegetable or Commercially. 740, 801, 1249

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible 
Soybeans, General Information About, Not Including Use As Green 
Vegetable Soybeans. 3710

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean Seedlings or Their Leaves 
Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called Doumiao or Tou Miao in 
Chinese. 2099

Green Vegetable Soybeans–The Word Edamame (Japanese-Style, 
in the Pods), Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type Soybeans–
Appearance in European-Language Documents. 4739, 4926, 4941

Green Vegetable Soybeans–Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or 
Edible of Food-Grade Soybeans, General Information About, 
Including Use As Green Vegetable Soybeans. 2188, 2191, 2252, 
2479

Green Vegetable Soybeans, Usually Grown Using Vegetable-Type 
Soybeans. 740, 741, 801, 825, 826, 853, 930, 932, 954, 985, 1004, 
1114, 1244, 1249, 1298, 1299, 1463, 1503, 1536, 1570, 1608, 1612, 
1613, 1723, 1751, 1775, 1777, 1778, 1829, 1858, 1882, 2043, 2076, 
2084, 2146, 2155, 2158, 2191, 2242, 2252, 2317, 2402, 2425, 2479, 
2487, 2515, 2553, 2554, 2576, 2807, 2953, 2979, 2993, 3046, 3175, 
3398, 3406, 3426, 4354, 4739, 4806, 4861, 4868, 4926, 4941, 4963

Green soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Green

Griffi th Laboratories (Chicago and Alsip, Illinois). 3163, 3369, 
3520

Grilled tofu. See Tofu, Grilled. Chinese, Tofu, Grilled. Japanese-
Style

Grits, roasted soy. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark 
Roasted with Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Groundnuts. See Peanut, Peanuts

Guam. See Oceania–Guam

Gunther Products, Inc. (Galesburg, Illinois. Founded by J.K. 
Gunter in 1949. Started in 1950. Acquired in April 1995 by Quest 
International, a Unit of Unilever). 4769

HVP–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid Aminos

HVP type soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or 
Semi-Fermented)

HVP. See Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (Non-Soy), or Soy 
Protein–Hydrolyzed (General)

Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany). 1224, 1541

Haberlandt soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Haberlandt

Haberlandt, Friedrich J. (1826-1878, Hochschule fuer Bodencultur, 
Vienna, Austria). 708, 712, 713, 717, 722, 723, 724, 728, 741, 802, 
1607, 1611, 1637, 1638, 1651, 1740, 1757, 1778, 1783, 1854, 2129, 
2142, 2427, 2428, 2484, 2515

Hackleman, Jay C. (1888-1970, Extension Agronomist, Univ. of 
Illinois). 2189

Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New York). Hain Food 
Group, Inc. before 30 May 2000. Hain Pure Food Co. since Nov. 
1931. Founded in Oct. 1926 by Harold Hain as Hain Health Foods. 
2198, 3408, 3756, 4358, 4520, 4705, 4769, 4892, 4904, 4906, 4919, 
4928, 4930, 4965, 4981

Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire, 
England). Including Regular Tofu Co., Realeat Foods, Direct Foods, 
Haldane Foods, Vegetarian Feasts, Vegetarian Cuisine, Genice, 
Unisoy, and Granose Foods Ltd. Acquired by The Hain Celestial 
Group in fall 2006. 2094, 2288, 2289, 2453, 2684, 2732, 2756, 
2814, 2831, 2879, 2911, 2912, 2916, 2944, 2971, 2974, 2991, 2996, 
2997, 3037, 3099, 3114, 3115, 3126, 3135, 3153, 3166, 3197, 3224, 
3225, 3228, 3236, 3237, 3251, 3265, 3297, 3301, 3311, 3316, 3325, 
3328, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3372, 3373, 3395, 3404, 3420, 3421, 3422, 
3423, 3450, 3453, 3457, 3488, 3493, 3507, 3543, 3544, 3551, 3611, 
3623, 3665, 3679, 3682, 3684, 3692, 3696, 3698, 3699, 3700, 3712, 
3713, 3716, 3728, 3729, 3732, 3733, 3749, 3753, 3754, 3755, 3760, 
3761, 3763, 3765, 3767, 3769, 3772, 3778, 3779, 3799, 3800, 3801, 
3802, 3803, 3823, 3837, 3838, 3846, 3848, 3856, 3860, 3861, 3864, 
3876, 3882, 3894, 3897, 3898, 3901, 3903, 3904, 3905, 3912, 3914, 
3917, 3931, 3955, 3961, 3965, 3966, 3974, 3975, 3979, 3982, 3989, 
4005, 4008, 4009, 4010, 4027, 4028, 4042, 4044, 4050, 4055, 4056, 
4065, 4066, 4067, 4073, 4094, 4096, 4098, 4099, 4101, 4102, 4109, 
4111, 4113, 4118, 4119, 4120, 4123, 4130, 4152, 4153, 4156, 4160, 
4161, 4164, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4181, 4184, 4185, 4186, 4187, 
4188, 4189, 4194, 4195, 4196, 4197, 4198, 4199, 4203, 4204, 4207, 
4211, 4214, 4215, 4223, 4224, 4225, 4226, 4231, 4232, 4234, 4237, 
4250, 4251, 4252, 4253, 4254, 4256, 4262, 4267, 4273, 4277, 4284, 
4286, 4291, 4292, 4300, 4309, 4311, 4312, 4313, 4319, 4323, 4327, 
4343, 4344, 4345, 4352, 4358, 4359, 4360, 4362, 4363, 4367, 4377, 
4380, 4381, 4383, 4384, 4385, 4388, 4390, 4405, 4419, 4420, 4421, 
4434, 4439, 4440, 4456, 4457, 4458, 4459, 4460, 4461, 4464, 4467, 
4468, 4469, 4470, 4473, 4474, 4490, 4491, 4542, 4549, 4557, 4561, 
4563, 4564, 4565, 4579, 4580, 4581, 4582, 4587, 4590, 4600, 4601, 
4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4656, 4693, 4699, 4769, 4776, 4843, 4906, 
4908, 4912, 4915, 4916, 4919, 4928
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Hamanatto / Hamananatto. See Hamanatto Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from Japan. In Japan called 
Hamanatto or (formerly) Hamananatto. 8, 1778, 1830, 2186, 2495, 
2826, 2937, 3182, 3239, 3448, 3514, 3547, 4012, 4926

Hansa Muehle AG. See Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, 
Germany)

Harrison, D.W. (M.D.) (1921-2011), and Africa Basic Foods 
(Uganda). 2945, 2947

Hartz (Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas). Founded by Jacob 
Hartz, Sr. (1888-1963) in 1942. Continued by Jake Hartz, Jr. 
(1920- ). Acquired by Monsanto in April 1983. Headquarters at Des 
Moines, Iowa, since Jan. 1998. 4123

Harvesting and Threshing Soybeans (Including Use of Chemical 
Defoliation and Defoliants to Facilitate Harvesting). 741, 959, 1137, 
1244, 1261, 1303, 1313, 1383, 1389, 1395, 1507, 1555, 1665, 1673, 
1710, 1757, 1778, 2006, 2043, 2076, 2084, 2137, 2138, 2236, 2317, 
2402, 2427, 2881, 3051, 3736, 3912, 3916

Harvey’s Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient. 430, 432, 
445, 470, 637, 949, 1514, 1569, 2988, 2993, 4979

Harvey’s Sauce / Harvey Sauce (England; Soy Sauce Was Long 
a Major Ingredient). 234, 291, 317, 352, 357, 363, 364, 365, 376, 
396, 399, 407, 430, 432, 437, 445, 469, 470, 492, 494, 495, 496, 
506, 519, 528, 529, 532, 533, 540, 549, 552, 554, 567, 575, 637, 
651, 657, 706, 762, 799, 868, 878, 949, 1165, 1370, 1459, 1514, 
1569, 2988, 2993, 3124, 3599, 4627, 4869, 4979

Hawaii. See United States–States–Hawaii

Hay, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Hay

Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and 
Hayes General Technology (Israel). 3706, 4506, 4647, 4684, 4925

Healing arts, alternative. See Medicine–Alternative

Health Food Company of New York (Started in 1875 by Frank 
Fuller). 1612

Health Foods–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages. 2215

Health Foods–Manufacturers. 1537, 1612, 2155, 2356, 2402, 2732, 
2879, 3236, 3395, 3457, 4153, 4203, 4534

Health Foods Industry–Trade Associations–Natural Products 
Association (NPA). Named National Nutritional Foods Association 
(NNFA) from 1970 until 15 July 2006. Founded in 1937 as the 
National Health Foods Association by Anthony Berhalter of 
Chicago. Renamed NNFA in 1970. 4906

Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United Kingdom/
England. 899, 919, 982, 983, 1307, 1978, 2055, 2058, 2094, 2215, 

2288, 2289, 2356, 2392, 2399, 2453, 2456, 2660, 2699, 2700, 2766, 
2807, 2814, 2856, 2871, 2879, 2976, 3050, 3061, 3236, 3271, 3293, 
3395, 3425, 3457, 3764, 3785, 3895, 3896, 4113, 4152, 4160, 4176, 
4203, 4220, 4234, 4275, 4292, 4312, 4507, 4613, 4716, 4877

Health Foods Movement and Industry in the United States–General 
(Started in the 1890s by Seventh-day Adventists). 2224, 2380, 2500, 
2806, 3050, 3061, 3302, 3408, 3525, 4051, 4234, 4696, 4965

Health Foods Restaurants, Cafeterias, and Cafés / Cafes (1890s to 
1960s). 899

Health Foods Stores / Shops (mostly USA)–Early (1877 to 1970s). 
2131, 2155, 2198, 2215, 2402, 2699, 2766, 2807, 2856, 2871, 2976, 
3271, 3293, 3895, 4532, 4533, 4534

Health Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California). Acquired 
by Natural Nutrition Group. Acquired by Hain Food Group of 
Uniondale, New York, on 18 May 1999. 3679, 3684, 4326

Health and Dietary / Food Reform Movements, especially from 
1830 to the 1930s. 2213, 2309, 2831, 2991, 3457, 4908

Health claims. See Claim or Claims of Health Benefi ts–Usually 
Authorized by the FDA

Health food companies in England. See Pitman Health Food 
Company

Health foods distributors and wholesalers. See Balanced Foods, Inc. 
(New York City, and New Jersey), Landstrom Co. (California)

Health foods manufacturers. See Baker, Bill, Cubbison, Sophie, 
Health Food Company of New York, Ralston Health Food Co.

Health foods movement in Los Angeles, California. See Baker, Bill, 
Bragg, Paul Chappius, Cubbison, Sophie, Davis, Adelle

Health foods movement in Midwest and East Coasto of USA. See 
Kellogg, John Harvey as a Health Food Pioneer

Heart disease and diet. See Cardiovascular Disease, Especially 
Heart Disease and Stroke

Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin) (Proteins Which Agglutinate 
Red Blood Cells). 3214, 3219, 3516, 3523, 3664, 3673, 4336, 4524

Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil (from the seeds of Cannabis sativa). 
474, 563, 596, 643, 662, 674, 693, 771, 772, 832, 888, 893, 902, 
903, 911, 912, 930, 932, 935, 942, 956, 1148, 1298, 1299, 1302, 
1413, 1498, 1574, 1630, 1636, 1720, 1724, 1739, 1749, 1793, 2205, 
2261, 2292, 2516, 2854

Hemp (Cannabis sativa)–Used as a Source of Fiber for Textiles or 
Paper, Protein (Edestin), or Seeds (Asanomi). Includes Marijuana 
/ Marihuana. See Also Hemp Oil or Hempseed Oil. Does NOT 
include Wild Hemp (Sesbania macrocarpa) or Sunn Hemp 
(Crotolaria juncea) or Manila hemp (Musa textilis, a species of 
plantain). 103, 110, 301, 446, 484, 493, 514, 563, 596, 631, 643, 
654, 662, 674, 688, 726, 770, 771, 832, 845, 888, 893, 894, 902, 
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903, 909, 910, 912, 930, 991, 998, 1018, 1152, 1199, 1298, 1299, 
1413, 1496, 1573, 1739, 1755, 1756, 2175, 2178, 2261, 2516, 2548, 
2709, 4575, 4670, 4770, 4896, 4898, 4907, 4988, 4991

Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near Stuttgart, Germany). 2307, 
3706, 3982

Herbicides. See Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use

Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands), Including Its 
Subsidiary SoFine Foods (The Latter Acquired by Vandemoortele 
Group on 23 June 2006). 3706, 3714, 3716, 3979, 3982, 4103, 
4160, 4165, 4200, 4207, 4253, 4255, 4284, 4440, 4996

Hexane. See Solvents

Higashimaru. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Higeta. See Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)

Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. See House Foods 
America Corporation (Los Angeles, California)

Historical–Documents about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA 
before 1900. 81, 85, 90, 94, 102, 107, 108, 109, 110, 114, 123, 132, 
134, 137, 141, 142, 146, 208, 381, 486, 512, 564, 565, 582, 631, 
786, 876, 1014

Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published Before 
1900. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 
92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 
121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 
173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 
186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 
199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 
212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 
225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 
238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 
251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 
264, 265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 
277, 278, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288, 289, 290, 
291, 292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 
304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 
317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 
330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 
343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 354, 355, 
356, 357, 358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367, 368, 
369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 
382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 394, 
395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406, 407, 
408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 
421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 

434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 446, 
447, 448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, 
460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 467, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 
473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 
486, 487, 488, 489, 490, 491, 492, 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498, 
499, 500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, 509, 510, 511, 
512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 520, 521, 522, 523, 524, 
525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 536, 537, 
538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 543, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 
551, 552, 553, 554, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 
564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 570, 571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 
577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589, 
590, 591, 592, 593, 594, 595, 596, 597, 598, 599, 600, 601, 602, 
603, 604, 605, 606, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, 615, 
616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 
629, 630, 631, 632, 633, 634, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 640, 641, 
642, 643, 644, 645, 646, 647, 648, 649, 650, 651, 652, 653, 654, 
655, 656, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 667, 
668, 669, 670, 671, 672, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 
681, 682, 683, 684, 685, 686, 687, 688, 689, 690, 691, 692, 693, 
694, 695, 696, 697, 698, 699, 700, 701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 
707, 708, 709, 710, 711, 712, 713, 714, 715, 716, 717, 718, 719, 
720, 721, 722, 723, 724, 725, 726, 727, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 
733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 
746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758, 
759, 760, 761, 762, 763, 764, 765, 766, 767, 768, 769, 770, 771, 
772, 773, 774, 775, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 
785, 786, 787, 788, 789, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 
798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, 809, 810, 
811, 812, 813, 814, 815, 816, 817, 818, 819, 820, 821, 822, 823, 
824, 825, 826, 827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832, 833, 834, 835, 836, 
837, 838, 839, 840, 841, 842, 843, 844, 845, 846, 847, 848, 849, 
850, 851, 852, 853, 854, 855, 856, 857, 858, 859, 860, 861, 862, 
863, 864, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871, 872, 873, 874, 875, 
876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 881, 882, 883, 884, 885, 886, 887, 888, 
889, 890, 891, 892, 893, 894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 901, 
902, 903, 904, 905, 906, 907, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 914, 
915, 916

Historical–Documents on Soybeans or Soyfoods Published from 
1900 to 1923. 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922, 923, 924, 925, 926, 
927, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 935, 936, 937, 938, 939, 
940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 
953, 954, 955, 956, 957, 958, 959, 960, 961, 962, 963, 964, 965, 
966, 967, 968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 976, 977, 978, 
979, 980, 981, 984, 985, 986, 987, 988, 989, 990, 991, 992, 993, 
994, 995, 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1003, 1004, 1005, 
1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 
1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1025, 1026, 1027, 
1028, 1029, 1030, 1031, 1032, 1033, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1037, 1038, 
1039, 1040, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1044, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1048, 1049, 
1050, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 1060, 
1061, 1062, 1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1071, 
1072, 1073, 1074, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1082, 
1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091, 1092, 1093, 
1094, 1095, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103, 1104, 
1105, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, 1112, 1113, 1114, 1115, 
1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1123, 1124, 1125, 1126, 
1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 
1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1147, 1148, 
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1149, 1150, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1157, 1158, 1159, 
1160, 1161, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1165, 1166, 1167, 1168, 1169, 1170, 
1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1175, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179, 1180, 1181, 
1182, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1192, 
1193, 1194, 1195, 1196, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 
1204, 1205, 1206, 1207, 1208, 1209, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1213, 1214, 
1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, 1220, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 
1226, 1227, 1228, 1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 1235, 1236, 
1237, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 
1248, 1249, 1250, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1254, 1255, 1256, 1257, 1258, 
1259, 1260, 1261, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1265, 1266, 1267, 1268, 1269, 
1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1278, 1279, 1280, 
1281, 1282, 1283, 1284, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1288, 1289, 1290, 1291, 
1292, 1293, 1294, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 1301, 1302, 
1303, 1304, 1305, 1306, 1307, 1308, 1309, 1310, 1311, 1312, 1313, 
1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1320, 1321, 1322, 1323, 1324, 
1325, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1329, 1330, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1335, 
1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340, 1341, 1342, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1346, 
1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352, 1353, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1357, 
1358, 1359, 1360, 1361, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1366, 1367, 1368, 
1369, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1373, 1374, 1375, 1376, 1377, 1378, 1379, 
1380, 1381, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385, 1386, 1387, 1388, 1389, 1390, 
1391, 1392, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1401, 
1402, 1403, 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, 
1413, 1414, 1415, 1416, 1417, 1418, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1423, 
1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1434, 
1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442, 1443, 1444, 1445, 
1446, 1447, 1448, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1455, 1456, 
1457, 1458, 1459, 1460, 1461, 1462, 1463, 1464, 1465, 1466, 1467, 
1468, 1469, 1470, 1471, 1472, 1473, 1474, 1475, 1476, 1477, 1478, 
1479, 1480, 1481, 1482, 1483, 1484, 1485, 1486, 1487, 1488, 1489, 
1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500, 
1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505, 1506, 1507, 1508, 1509, 1510, 1511, 
1512, 1513, 1514, 1515, 1516, 1517, 1518, 1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 
1523, 1524, 1525, 1526, 1527, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 
1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1542, 1543, 1544, 
1545, 1546, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1550, 1551, 1552, 1553, 1554, 1555, 
1556, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1560, 1561, 1562, 1563, 1564, 1565, 1566, 
1567, 1568, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1573, 1574, 1575, 1576, 1577, 
1578, 1579, 1580, 1581, 1582, 1583, 1584, 1585, 1586, 1587, 1588, 
1589, 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593, 1594, 1595, 1596, 1597, 1598, 1599, 
1600, 1601, 1602, 1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1609, 1610, 
1611, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1615, 1616, 1617, 1618, 1619, 1620, 1621, 
1622, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1626, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 
1633, 1634, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1640, 1641, 1642, 1643, 
1644, 1645, 1646, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1650, 1651, 1652, 1653, 1654, 
1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1659, 1660, 1661, 1662, 1663, 1664, 1665, 
1666, 1667, 1668, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1675, 1676, 
1677, 1678, 1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1686, 1687, 
1688, 1689, 1690, 1691, 1692, 1693, 1694, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1698, 
1699, 1700, 1701, 1702, 1703, 1704, 1705, 1706, 1707, 1708, 1709, 
1710, 1711, 1712, 1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1718, 1719, 1720, 
1721, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1730, 1731, 
1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1740, 1741, 1742, 
1743, 1744, 1745, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750, 1751, 1752, 1753, 
1754, 1755, 1756, 1757, 1758, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1762, 1763, 1764, 
1765, 1766, 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, 1773, 1774, 1775, 
1776, 1777, 1778, 1779, 1780, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 
1787, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1793, 1794, 1795, 1796, 1797, 
1798, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808, 

1809, 1810, 1811, 1812, 1813, 1814, 1815, 1816, 1837

Historical–Earliest Commercial Product Seen of a Particular Type 
or Made in a Particular Geographic Area. 468, 1082, 1101, 1935, 
2094, 2215, 2455, 3450, 3479, 3546, 3629, 3696, 4428

Historical–Earliest Document Seen Containing a Particular Word, 
Term, or Phrase. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 
32, 39, 45, 55, 60, 64, 65, 67, 72, 74, 81, 87, 90, 92, 102, 107, 108, 
109, 132, 142, 147, 149, 154, 158, 163, 164, 172, 174, 175, 180, 
182, 183, 184, 187, 188, 194, 195, 196, 199, 206, 220, 221, 234, 
244, 246, 249, 254, 293, 301, 310, 314, 316, 330, 334, 337, 338, 
364, 371, 381, 399, 421, 431, 443, 446, 451, 461, 465, 473, 474, 
476, 482, 484, 487, 490, 493, 494, 499, 501, 502, 514, 523, 527, 
532, 545, 557, 558, 563, 572, 618, 620, 622, 625, 629, 644, 654, 
658, 660, 670, 674, 675, 677, 684, 686, 688, 691, 694, 706, 711, 
713, 714, 716, 723, 726, 727, 732, 733, 735, 741, 744, 745, 746, 
751, 754, 757, 766, 771, 772, 773, 779, 781, 783, 784, 794, 803, 
805, 808, 813, 818, 819, 822, 824, 828, 840, 847, 859, 863, 866, 
867, 876, 893, 899, 901, 902, 910, 918, 919, 922, 925, 931, 934, 
935, 939, 942, 948, 954, 958, 962, 964, 967, 969, 986, 1004, 1015, 
1035, 1043, 1044, 1052, 1054, 1057, 1059, 1060, 1072, 1076, 1080, 
1081, 1094, 1096, 1099, 1105, 1110, 1115, 1116, 1119, 1121, 1122, 
1132, 1136, 1137, 1139, 1159, 1191, 1199, 1200, 1216, 1217, 1244, 
1270, 1285, 1287, 1296, 1306, 1313, 1326, 1333, 1339, 1374, 1383, 
1401, 1415, 1420, 1421, 1431, 1432, 1451, 1474, 1479, 1515, 1536, 
1537, 1538, 1541, 1552, 1579, 1591, 1593, 1622, 1637, 1648, 1660, 
1666, 1673, 1699, 1703, 1712, 1735, 1740, 1751, 1772, 1778, 1808, 
1821, 1830, 1852, 1868, 1895, 1910, 1914, 1932, 1952, 1960, 1976, 
1978, 2026, 2043, 2050, 2052, 2066, 2076, 2098, 2118, 2153, 2155, 
2158, 2160, 2170, 2173, 2175, 2184, 2198, 2205, 2215, 2236, 2237, 
2250, 2278, 2283, 2305, 2320, 2322, 2355, 2365, 2402, 2404, 2464, 
2469, 2487, 2515, 2520, 2578, 2591, 2609, 2661, 2674, 2675, 2696, 
2709, 2787, 2826, 2843, 2857, 2861, 2871, 2881, 2883, 2928, 2929, 
2947, 2968, 2976, 2986, 3013, 3131, 3132, 3163, 3175, 3188, 3232, 
3337, 3415, 3416, 3417, 3437, 3448, 3449, 3464, 3470, 3514, 3539, 
3600, 3642, 3785, 3789, 3877, 3910, 4328, 4428, 4516, 4926, 4985

Historical–Earliest Document Seen That Mentions a Particular 
Soybean Variety. 958, 1463, 1509

Historical–Earliest Document Seen of a Particular Type. 11, 87, 90, 
134

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Geographical 
Area–a Nation / Country, U.S. State, Canadian Province, or 
Continent. 7, 81, 87, 109, 111, 134, 254, 327, 334, 352, 647, 684, 
712, 713, 722, 745, 753, 760, 764, 800, 809, 835, 866, 923, 987, 
1052, 1082, 1091, 1092, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1146, 1192, 1196, 
1208, 1210, 1263, 1334, 1335, 1361, 1385, 1391, 1404, 1431, 1446, 
1451, 1536, 1541, 1673, 1710, 1753, 1769, 2043, 2063, 2065, 2115, 
2116, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2283, 2428, 2612, 2619, 2752, 2777, 3546, 
3629

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject. 2, 3, 8, 
29, 51, 72, 74, 79, 81, 85, 87, 90, 92, 94, 101, 102, 108, 120, 153, 
154, 163, 172, 176, 234, 249, 301, 303, 360, 371, 379, 381, 383, 
400, 429, 432, 468, 473, 477, 497, 524, 540, 618, 625, 651, 661, 
670, 684, 699, 711, 720, 723, 741, 755, 756, 771, 899, 915, 929, 
930, 935, 952, 956, 958, 984, 1024, 1035, 1048, 1057, 1077, 1079, 
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1081, 1091, 1101, 1142, 1200, 1245, 1261, 1263, 1285, 1288, 1298, 
1299, 1313, 1389, 1429, 1474, 1509, 1527, 1537, 1564, 1591, 1596, 
1665, 1721, 1739, 1821, 1838, 1863, 1908, 1919, 1928, 1975, 2070, 
2094, 2131, 2233, 2278, 2304, 2307, 2320, 2332, 2449, 2639, 2684, 
2698, 2699, 2744, 2801, 2894, 2945, 2999, 3029, 3166, 3383, 3478, 
3530, 3534, 3638, 3706, 3751, 3756, 3823, 3982, 4057, 4806

Historical–Earliest Document Seen on a Particular Subject. 1, 2, 7, 
8, 12, 75, 79, 85, 87, 90, 92, 94, 99, 100, 101, 108, 109, 120, 134, 
145, 148, 149, 153, 163, 169, 172, 176, 246, 276, 287, 301, 303, 
327, 328, 330, 334, 352, 360, 379, 381, 382, 383, 400, 415, 429, 
430, 432, 477, 482, 488, 498, 502, 515, 524, 540, 542, 545, 551, 
562, 563, 580, 588, 618, 625, 634, 641, 651, 654, 670, 677, 684, 
691, 694, 699, 711, 712, 720, 722, 731, 734, 741, 751, 753, 756, 
760, 771, 777, 783, 784, 800, 809, 811, 813, 824, 851, 864, 866, 
886, 893, 915, 922, 923, 929, 930, 935, 951, 952, 956, 958, 959, 
961, 962, 984, 987, 1012, 1024, 1035, 1048, 1052, 1054, 1057, 
1059, 1072, 1073, 1074, 1076, 1077, 1079, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1119, 
1134, 1136, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1146, 1159, 1170, 1176, 1186, 
1191, 1196, 1200, 1205, 1208, 1217, 1219, 1241, 1245, 1261, 1263, 
1264, 1271, 1278, 1285, 1286, 1288, 1291, 1322, 1326, 1334, 1361, 
1372, 1385, 1389, 1391, 1401, 1404, 1429, 1446, 1463, 1479, 1509, 
1515, 1525, 1527, 1544, 1564, 1566, 1591, 1604, 1606, 1608, 1610, 
1637, 1651, 1658, 1660, 1666, 1685, 1710, 1721, 1739, 1740, 1745, 
1751, 1753, 1769, 1778, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1838, 1855, 1863, 1870, 
1908, 1910, 1919, 1928, 1966, 1975, 1978, 2021, 2043, 2050, 2051, 
2054, 2063, 2065, 2070, 2076, 2111, 2113, 2115, 2116, 2118, 2123, 
2131, 2163, 2173, 2175, 2179, 2188, 2233, 2237, 2246, 2261, 2278, 
2304, 2307, 2320, 2332, 2396, 2402, 2449, 2483, 2522, 2547, 2558, 
2583, 2612, 2619, 2639, 2642, 2698, 2699, 2734, 2744, 2750, 2752, 
2759, 2777, 2801, 2879, 2894, 2945, 2992, 2999, 3029, 3030, 3095, 
3158, 3166, 3175, 3188, 3277, 3383, 3464, 3478, 3530, 3540, 3556, 
3638, 3706, 3756, 3782, 3823, 3982, 4057, 4298, 4328, 4361, 4428, 
4478, 4485, 4773, 4806, 5003

Historical–Important Documents (Published After 1923) About 
Soybeans or Soyfoods Before 1900. 1846, 1941, 2557, 2755, 2989, 
3644, 4795, 4910

Historically Important Events, Trends, or Publications. 512, 1026, 
1402, 1656, 1914, 2048, 2514, 2558, 2820, 2838, 2925, 3027, 3092, 
3125, 3563, 3614, 3643, 3644, 3683, 3756, 3794, 3959, 3979, 3996, 
4018, 4059, 4167, 4292, 4311, 4622, 4645, 4705, 4799, 4867, 4906, 
4919, 4953

History–Chronology. See Chronology / Timeline

History of medicine. See Medicine–History

History of the Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its 
History. 1673, 2123, 2188

History. See also Historical–Earliest..., Biography, Chronology / 
Timeline, and Obituaries. 8, 12, 29, 172, 184, 244, 551, 564, 579, 
633, 675, 677, 731, 741, 777, 784, 786, 815, 830, 864, 885, 888, 
893, 894, 902, 910, 916, 930, 932, 948, 950, 960, 993, 995, 1028, 
1105, 1126, 1154, 1169, 1241, 1249, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1278, 1298, 
1299, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1334, 1343, 1372, 1388, 1439, 1448, 
1495, 1541, 1555, 1564, 1587, 1606, 1611, 1613, 1640, 1648, 1651, 
1665, 1673, 1698, 1699, 1701, 1721, 1750, 1751, 1754, 1755, 1756, 

1757, 1767, 1778, 1788, 1805, 1806, 1814, 1830, 1846, 1848, 1863, 
1881, 1890, 1896, 1901, 1920, 1927, 1935, 1940, 1941, 1952, 1960, 
1972, 1981, 1986, 1993, 2006, 2037, 2084, 2111, 2117, 2123, 2124, 
2131, 2154, 2158, 2160, 2161, 2162, 2163, 2171, 2178, 2186, 2187, 
2188, 2191, 2220, 2248, 2252, 2259, 2265, 2267, 2272, 2290, 2308, 
2309, 2319, 2362, 2402, 2403, 2419, 2420, 2421, 2427, 2428, 2429, 
2440, 2464, 2469, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2484, 2488, 2495, 2514, 
2528, 2530, 2531, 2541, 2542, 2547, 2549, 2557, 2595, 2596, 2597, 
2598, 2599, 2645, 2705, 2709, 2713, 2716, 2747, 2754, 2755, 2806, 
2821, 2826, 2828, 2829, 2830, 2835, 2853, 2854, 2858, 2861, 2865, 
2867, 2879, 2892, 2894, 2904, 2907, 2931, 2935, 2947, 2955, 2956, 
2957, 2959, 2960, 2962, 2963, 2964, 2982, 2987, 2999, 3005, 3012, 
3017, 3027, 3043, 3051, 3053, 3073, 3105, 3125, 3127, 3133, 3138, 
3161, 3166, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3195, 3204, 3226, 3227, 3228, 3236, 
3238, 3249, 3315, 3356, 3359, 3378, 3381, 3386, 3399, 3428, 3429, 
3437, 3457, 3469, 3470, 3471, 3472, 3476, 3477, 3486, 3504, 3532, 
3540, 3541, 3544, 3546, 3547, 3554, 3555, 3557, 3577, 3596, 3603, 
3606, 3607, 3608, 3609, 3613, 3615, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, 3624, 
3625, 3626, 3632, 3639, 3641, 3642, 3644, 3661, 3671, 3676, 3683, 
3684, 3685, 3706, 3716, 3731, 3736, 3742, 3756, 3759, 3761, 3762, 
3768, 3784, 3789, 3790, 3791, 3821, 3825, 3829, 3836, 3847, 3886, 
3893, 3916, 3919, 3932, 3939, 3948, 3965, 3983, 3996, 4018, 4023, 
4031, 4038, 4051, 4052, 4056, 4074, 4078, 4088, 4089, 4090, 4095, 
4103, 4105, 4111, 4116, 4135, 4154, 4158, 4160, 4161, 4162, 4163, 
4165, 4174, 4175, 4178, 4179, 4197, 4198, 4200, 4202, 4203, 4204, 
4212, 4215, 4216, 4222, 4223, 4225, 4226, 4229, 4231, 4233, 4249, 
4250, 4251, 4252, 4272, 4274, 4283, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4311, 4312, 
4332, 4333, 4347, 4349, 4357, 4358, 4365, 4373, 4376, 4409, 4418, 
4431, 4439, 4448, 4449, 4452, 4455, 4456, 4458, 4459, 4460, 4461, 
4464, 4467, 4468, 4469, 4470, 4474, 4477, 4488, 4497, 4499, 4501, 
4502, 4517, 4518, 4523, 4525, 4529, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4535, 4544, 
4555, 4559, 4562, 4622, 4627, 4628, 4631, 4633, 4636, 4639, 4644, 
4655, 4666, 4667, 4669, 4670, 4679, 4705, 4717, 4728, 4733, 4734, 
4736, 4742, 4743, 4749, 4751, 4767, 4772, 4778, 4784, 4794, 4795, 
4802, 4842, 4843, 4844, 4845, 4848, 4867, 4873, 4885, 4886, 4890, 
4891, 4894, 4897, 4906, 4914, 4919, 4920, 4921, 4922, 4926, 4929, 
4931, 4935, 4942, 4946, 4953, 4964, 4965, 4966, 4973, 4979, 4984, 
4985, 4996, 4998, 5000, 5002, 5003, 5004, 5005

Hogging down soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–
Hogging Down

Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Also spelled Hônen or Honen. 
Formerly Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). 1669, 1679, 1724, 1750, 
1855, 1868, 1952, 2017, 2169, 2170, 2226, 2808

Hoisin / Haisien Sauce. 2928, 3394, 3448, 3743, 4451, 4979

Holland. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

Holmberg, Sven A. (1894-1982, Fiskeby, Norrköping, Sweden). 
Soybean Breeder for the Far North. 2470, 3136, 3242, 3830, 4502

Home Economics, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Homemade Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce, 
Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by 
Hand
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Homemade fermented black soybean. See Fermented Black 
Soybeans, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand

Homemade ketchup (Western style). See Ketchup (Western 
Style, without Soy), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade miso. See Miso, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade natto. See Natto, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade soy sauce (including shoyu). See Soy Sauce (Including 
Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand

Homemade soymilk. See Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at 
Home or on a Laboratory or Community Scale

Homemade teriyaki sauce. See Teriyaki Sauce, Homemade–How to 
Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Homemade tofu. See Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or 
on a Laboratory or Community Scale, by Hand

Homemade wheat gluten. See Wheat Gluten, Homemade–How to 
Make at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand

Honeybees. See Bees

Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota)–Cooperative. 3064, 3580

Honeymead Products Co. (Cedar Rapids, Spencer, and Washington, 
Iowa, 1938-1945. Then Mankato, Minnesota, 1948-1960). See also 
Andreas Family. 2429, 3064

Hong Kong. See Asia, East–Hong Kong

Hormones from soybeans. See Sterols or Steroid Hormones

Horse bean. See Broad Bean (Vicia faba)

Horsell, William (1807-1863). British Health Reformer, 
Temperance and Vegetarian (Actually Vegan) Publisher. 4968

Horses, Ponies, Mules, Donkeys or Asses Fed Soybeans, Soybean 
Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed. 251, 257, 764, 802, 863, 
865, 875, 909, 930, 952, 958, 981, 1228, 1244, 1607

Horvath, Artemy / Arthemy Alexis (1886-1979) and Horvath 
Laboratories. See also Soya Corporation of America and Dr. 
Armand Burke. 1838, 1855, 1868, 1940, 1976, 2087, 2155, 2174, 
2381, 2402, 2495, 3621, 4942

House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles, California). 
Formerly Hinoichi / Hinode, House Foods & Yamauchi Inc. 3643, 
4123, 4419, 4769, 4906, 5003

Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland), Yamato 
Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH (Tuebingen-Hirschau, Germany), 
Horst Heirler (Gauting bei Muenchen, Germany), Soyastern 
Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH (Dorsten, 
Germany), and KMK (Kurhessische Molkerei Kassel). 3614, 3706, 
3714, 3716, 3979, 3982, 4123, 4197, 4200, 4207, 4253, 4255, 4456, 
4769, 4962

Hulls, soybean, uses. See Fiber, Soy

Human Nutrition–Clinical Trials. 1778, 1789, 1852, 1866, 1903, 
2026, 2087, 2294, 2413, 2523, 2585, 2734, 2826, 2939, 3076, 3286, 
3289, 3315, 3334, 3389, 3391, 3405, 3432, 3528, 3577, 3658, 3704, 
3711, 3809, 3819, 4295, 4371, 4660, 4786, 4796

Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality 
Worldwide. 8, 1737, 1972, 2320, 2361, 2446, 2521, 2550, 2555, 
2712, 2772, 2777, 2912, 2913, 2960, 2984, 3002, 3026, 3081, 3082, 
3146, 3150, 3154, 3186, 3273, 3277, 3360, 3621, 3632, 3824, 3825, 
4246, 4401, 4926, 4980, 4987

Hyacinth Bean. Lablab purpureus (L.) Sweet; formerly Dolichos 
lablab. Also Called Bonavist Bean, Egyptian Kidney Bean, 
Egyptian Lentil. In South and Southeast Asia Called Lablab Bean. 
Chinese–Biandou (W.-G. Pien Tou). 461, 728, 928, 932, 1673, 2487

Hydraulic presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic 
Presses

Hydrogenated Products (Margarine, Shortening, Soy Oil) Industry 
and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical 
Region. 962, 1721, 1960, 1998, 2236, 2357, 2583, 2597, 2598, 
2692, 2696, 2752, 2764, 2957, 3600, 3606, 3640, 3678, 3851, 3866, 
3886, 4031

Hydrogenation–General, Early History, and the Process. Soy is Not 
Mentioned. 1671, 1816, 2161, 2541, 2542, 2696, 2930, 2931, 3228, 
3983, 4078

Hydrogenation–Safety and Digestibility Issues. 1716, 2579, 2655, 
2955, 3620, 4570

Hydrogenation of Soybean Oil, Soy Fatty Acids, or Soy Lecithin. 
1492, 1511, 1525, 1600, 1660, 1670, 1699, 1716, 1717, 1720, 1767, 
1788, 1814, 1855, 1857, 1887, 1893, 2071, 2155, 2268, 2348, 2373, 
2402, 2418, 2434, 2464, 2494, 2504, 2519, 2579, 2633, 3358, 3429, 
3620, 4233

Hydrogenation. See Margarine, Margarine, Shortening, Trans Fatty 
Acids, Vanaspati, also Margarine and Shortening

Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein (HVP)–Not Made from Soybeans. 
See also: Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General). 
3103, 3923

Hydrolyzed soy protein–Bragg Liquid Aminos. See Bragg Liquid 
Aminos

Hydrolyzed soy protein. See Soy Protein–Hydrolyzed and 
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Hydrolysates (General)

Ice cream, non-soy, non-dairy. See Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-
Dairy Relatives

Ice cream, soy. See Soy Ice Cream, Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry 
Mix)–Imports, Exports, International Trade

Ice creams (non-dairy). See Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-
Dairy)

Icing, non-dairy. See Dairylike Non-dairy Soy-based Products, 
Other

Identity Preserved / Preservation. 3707, 4699, 4700, 4787

IG Farben (I.G. Farbenindustrie), a German Chemical and Dye 
Conglomerate. 2278, 2298, 2307, 2362

IITA (Nigeria). See International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 
(IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria)

Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). Soyfoods 
Research & Development. 2730, 3465, 4419, 4476

Illinois. See United States–States–Illinois

Illumination or Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps 
Like Kerosene–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 
498, 625, 771, 833, 866, 930, 933, 1096, 1123, 1149, 1233, 1256, 
1278, 1298, 1299, 1310, 1313, 1334, 1411, 1463, 1536, 1615, 1665, 
1747, 1830, 1940, 2099, 2170, 3996, 4523

Illustrations (Often Line Drawings) Published before 1924. See also 
Photographs. 58, 169, 337, 428, 558, 562, 569, 583, 620, 629, 632, 
636, 644, 677, 689, 691, 698, 699, 700, 701, 734, 739, 741, 761, 
763, 801, 806, 813, 815, 851, 871, 893, 902, 921, 923, 929, 987, 
992, 994, 996, 997, 999, 1005, 1017, 1027, 1169, 1186, 1246, 1247, 
1249, 1261, 1285, 1290, 1303, 1386, 1387, 1389, 1421, 1439, 1479, 
1484, 1502, 1519, 1550, 1600, 1613, 1615, 1651, 1655, 1707, 1710, 
1757, 1779, 2265, 4979

Illustrations Published after 1923. See also Photographs. 1820, 
1826, 1833, 1889, 1940, 2054, 2057, 2067, 2068, 2072, 2090, 2101, 
2103, 2104, 2107, 2147, 2182, 2183, 2187, 2188, 2258, 2289, 2424, 
2488, 2509, 2530, 2548, 2596, 2609, 2668, 2710, 2907, 2944, 2953, 
2989, 2995, 3012, 3017, 3020, 3046, 3051, 3099, 3131, 3132, 3190, 
3192, 3301, 3383, 3429, 3437, 3473, 3499, 3543, 3572, 3581, 3600, 
3677, 3723, 3724, 3736, 3778, 3784, 3841, 3850, 3857, 3860, 3884, 
3887, 3892, 3893, 3894, 3897, 3898, 3919, 3929, 3938, 3955, 3978, 
3991, 4003, 4040, 4049, 4055, 4063, 4067, 4082, 4083, 4085, 4087, 
4088, 4109, 4111, 4128, 4129, 4130, 4155, 4167, 4170, 4184, 4186, 
4190, 4221, 4236, 4254, 4261, 4267, 4287, 4301, 4302, 4303, 4304, 
4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4324, 4327, 4359, 4379, 4380, 4383, 4387, 
4391, 4404, 4428, 4433, 4444, 4448, 4478, 4516, 4569, 4583, 4630, 
4656, 4693, 4705, 4718, 4764, 4770, 4778, 4798, 4838, 4848, 4893, 
4907, 4926, 4930, 4932, 4937, 4938, 4940, 4942, 4957, 4979, 5003

Illustrations, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also 
Photos. 767, 963

Imagine Foods, Inc. (Palo Alto & San Carlos, California). Rice 
Dream / Beverage Manufactured by California Natural Products 
(CNP, Manteca, California). 3609, 3756, 4314, 4705

Implements, agricultural. See Machinery (Agricultural), 
Implements, Equipment and Mechanization

Important Documents #1–The Very Most Important. 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 
14, 20, 29, 30, 38, 51, 72, 79, 81, 85, 87, 90, 92, 94, 101, 102, 107, 
108, 109, 111, 114, 117, 120, 134, 149, 154, 157, 158, 163, 169, 
172, 176, 208, 234, 244, 246, 249, 254, 301, 314, 316, 327, 334, 
352, 360, 379, 383, 400, 429, 432, 446, 454, 468, 473, 477, 497, 
513, 515, 524, 540, 542, 580, 618, 625, 629, 634, 641, 647, 651, 
654, 661, 670, 684, 691, 699, 711, 712, 713, 720, 722, 723, 733, 
734, 741, 745, 751, 753, 755, 756, 760, 764, 771, 776, 783, 784, 
786, 800, 809, 813, 824, 830, 847, 863, 866, 886, 899, 914, 915, 
923, 929, 930, 935, 952, 956, 958, 959, 961, 962, 984, 987, 1014, 
1024, 1035, 1048, 1052, 1057, 1077, 1079, 1081, 1091, 1092, 1101, 
1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1143, 1146, 1159, 1169, 1192, 
1196, 1200, 1208, 1210, 1217, 1244, 1245, 1261, 1263, 1285, 1286, 
1288, 1298, 1299, 1313, 1326, 1334, 1335, 1361, 1380, 1383, 1385, 
1389, 1391, 1395, 1404, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1439, 1446, 1451, 1463, 
1474, 1479, 1490, 1507, 1509, 1527, 1536, 1537, 1541, 1564, 1566, 
1579, 1591, 1637, 1638, 1658, 1665, 1673, 1710, 1721, 1739, 1740, 
1753, 1769, 1778, 1783, 1821, 1838, 1859, 1863, 1881, 1903, 1908, 
1919, 1928, 1935, 1975, 1978, 2006, 2017, 2043, 2050, 2063, 2065, 
2070, 2076, 2094, 2113, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2128, 2129, 2131, 
2137, 2138, 2146, 2149, 2157, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2227, 2233, 2237, 
2250, 2251, 2261, 2265, 2278, 2283, 2299, 2304, 2307, 2320, 2332, 
2342, 2396, 2402, 2427, 2428, 2449, 2479, 2482, 2582, 2612, 2619, 
2639, 2684, 2698, 2699, 2744, 2752, 2759, 2777, 2801, 2879, 2887, 
2894, 2945, 2947, 2960, 2962, 2999, 3026, 3029, 3130, 3138, 3147, 
3166, 3279, 3334, 3356, 3383, 3478, 3530, 3534, 3540, 3576, 3578, 
3580, 3638, 3644, 3690, 3706, 3751, 3756, 3818, 3819, 3823, 3982, 
3983, 4016, 4057, 4061, 4077, 4231, 4253, 4270, 4274, 4440, 4498, 
4622, 4630, 4640, 4678, 4684, 4764, 4768, 4806, 4812, 4867, 4872, 
4899, 4906, 4919, 4942, 4953, 4959, 4966, 4979, 4985, 4992

Important Documents #2–The Next Most Important. 9, 12, 132, 
142, 381, 465, 482, 527, 677, 727, 740, 787, 811, 815, 864, 867, 
893, 902, 922, 967, 969, 1054, 1072, 1080, 1094, 1116, 1132, 1136, 
1241, 1253, 1270, 1296, 1303, 1393, 1420, 1549, 1552, 1596, 1604, 
1607, 1651, 1660, 1666, 1745, 1751, 1808, 1910, 1914, 1952, 2084, 
2099, 2155, 2160, 2162, 2170, 2175, 2180, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 
2236, 2308, 2434, 2464, 2480, 2483, 2484, 2503, 2529, 2541, 2542, 
2558, 2585, 2646, 2696, 2787, 2881, 2931, 2968, 3051, 3069, 3103, 
3137, 3170, 3186, 3242, 3277, 3464, 3477, 3480, 3607, 3614, 3637, 
3642, 3683, 3711, 3714, 3716, 3784, 3968, 3996, 4018, 4024, 4089, 
4116, 4160, 4173, 4177, 4178, 4197, 4213, 4222, 4223, 4224, 4259, 
4295, 4371, 4428, 4455, 4456, 4516, 4523, 4574, 4926

Imports. See Trade of Soybeans, Oil & Meal, or see Individual 
Soyfoods Imported

INARI, Ltd. See Sycamore Creek Co.

India. See Asia, South–India

Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR). See Asia, South–
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India. Work of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR)

Indian Institute of Science. See Asia, South–India. Work of the 
Indian Institute of Science (Bangalore) with Soyabeans in India

Indiana Soy Pioneers. See Central Soya Co., Fouts Family, Meharry

Indiana. See United States–States–Indiana

Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–Indonesia

Indonesian restaurants outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes 
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia and Soy 
Ingredients Used in Indonesian-Style Recipes Restaurants Outside 
Japan

Indonesian soy sauce, etymology. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style–
Etymology

Indonesian-style fermented soybean paste. See Tauco–Indonesian-
Style Fermented Soybean Paste

Indonesian-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or 
from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap) 
Ketchup / Catsup

Indonesians Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 2116, 3768

Industrial Uses of Soy Oil (General). 1096, 1145, 1200, 1214, 1236, 
1303, 1536, 1541, 1645, 1648, 1660, 1697, 1751, 1857, 1877, 1878, 
1882, 1893, 1920, 1952, 1992, 2162, 2317, 2482, 2494, 2605, 2673, 
2773, 2781, 2810, 2813, 4523

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2175, 2283

Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins–General and Minor Uses–Galalith, 
Sojalith, Celluloid, Cosmetics (Lotions and Soaps), Rubber 
Substitutes, Insecticides, etc. See also Culture Media as for 
Antibiotics Industry. 1285, 1432, 1536, 1667, 1757, 1830, 1882, 
1992, 2099, 2140, 2155, 2270, 2283, 2317, 2479, 2543, 2570, 2677, 
2720, 2820, 2878, 3077, 3476, 4523

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (General Non-Food, Non-Feed). 1586, 
1746, 1800, 1805, 1806, 2091, 2106, 2144, 2184, 2376, 3429, 3442, 
4523

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By Geographical Region. 
1245, 1389, 1408, 1669, 1788, 1998, 2121, 2283, 2305, 2348, 2352, 
2479, 2543, 2820, 3077, 3996, 4523

Industrial Uses of Soybeans (Non-Food, Non-Feed)–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger Companies (Ford 
Motor Co., I.F. Laucks, O’Brien Varnish Co., The Drackett Co., 
ADM, General Mills, etc.). 2121, 2207, 2250, 2360, 2402, 2686, 
2820, 3415, 3762, 4272, 4523

Industrial uses of soy oil as a drying oil. See Adhesives, Asphalt 

Preservation Agents, Caulking Compounds, Artifi cial Leather, and 
Other Minor or General Uses, Ink for Printing, Paints, Varnishes, 
Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / Decorative Coatings, 
Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Industrial uses of soy oil as a non-drying oil. See Dust Suppressants 
and Dust Control, Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease 
for Carts

Industrial uses of soy oil. See Fatty Acids for Non-Drying or Drying 
Applications (As in Hot-Melt Glues or the Curing Component of 
Epoxy Glues)

Industrial uses of soy proteins (including soy fl our). See Adhesives 
or Glues for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, or Building 
Materials

Industrial uses of soy proteins. See Fibers (Artifi cial Wool or 
Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including Azlon, 
Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk), Foams for Fighting Fires, Paints 
(Especially Water-Based Latex Paints), Paper Coatings or Sizings, 
or Textile Sizing, Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic 
Film, Disposable Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to 
Plates, and Packaging Materials)

Industrial uses of soybeans or soy products. See Culture Media / 
Medium (for Growing Microorganisms)

Industrial uses of soybeans. See Chemurgy, the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement, and the Farm Chemurgic Council (USA, 1930s to 
1950s) Including, Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses, New Uses 
Movement (USA, starting 1987), Successor to the Farm Chemurgic 
Movement (1930s to 1950s), Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other, 
Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake as 
a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil

Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics–Market Studies. 1721, 
1739, 1808, 1920, 2503, 2945, 3613, 3683, 3710, 3756, 3895, 4018, 
4118, 4180, 4207, 4231, 4255, 4456, 4785, 4892

Infant Foods and Infant Feeding, Soy-based. See Also Infant 
Formulas, Soy-based. 783, 1566, 1597, 1610, 1933, 1940, 2026, 
2043, 2192, 2282, 2456, 2473, 2523, 2550, 2551, 2555, 2764, 2831, 
2895, 2945, 2986, 2991, 3231, 3286, 3315, 3364, 3389, 3391, 3429, 
3508, 3531, 3625, 3655, 3910, 4061, 4084, 4246, 4908

Infant Formula / Formulas, Soy-based, Including Effects on Infant 
Health (Alternatives to Milk. Usually Fortifi ed and Regulated. 
Since 1963 Usually Made from Soy Protein Isolates). 1805, 1806, 
2155, 2294, 2413, 2585, 2665, 2670, 2706, 2729, 2734, 2772, 2807, 
2835, 2892, 2894, 3173, 3265, 3296, 3345, 3405, 3411, 3562, 3632, 
3683, 3686, 3717, 3728, 3735, 3737, 3746, 3782, 3844, 4018, 4026, 
4091, 4092, 4093, 4097, 4098, 4138, 4140, 4151, 4159, 4255, 4455, 
4508, 4521, 4522, 4524, 4531, 4535, 4540, 4557, 4591, 4593, 4594, 
4595, 4597, 4599, 4617, 4643, 4659, 4662, 4694, 4714, 4731, 4746, 
4757, 4762, 4821, 5002

Infant Formula Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses. 3411, 4745, 4746
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Infants or Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in 
China or Chinese Cultures. 1309, 2487, 2761

Infi nity Food Co. Renamed Infi nity Company by 1973 (New York 
City, New York). 3023

Information, computerized. See Computerized Databases and 
Information Services, and Websites, Websites or Information on the 
World Wide Web or Internet

Information. See Computers (General) and Computer Hardware 
Related to Soybean Production and Marketing. See also: Computer 
Software, Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy, Reference 
Books and Other Reference Resources

Ink for Printing–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 1389, 
1481, 1553, 1630, 1715, 1725, 1740, 1800, 1863, 1884, 1952, 1968, 
2099, 2159, 2236, 2284, 2348, 2503, 2539, 3996, 4438, 4523

Innoval / Sojalpe (Affi liate of Les Silos de Valence–Valence, 
France). 3982, 4058, 4090, 4167, 4177, 4197, 4231, 4253, 4255, 
4456

Inoculum / inocula of nitrogen fi xing bacteria for soybeans. See 
Nitrogen Fixing Cultures

Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated Pest Management. 813, 
1383, 1395, 1484, 1606, 1648, 1778, 1859, 1914, 2065, 2158, 2160, 
2186, 2187, 2252, 2402, 2427, 2881, 2917, 3024, 3062, 3174, 3432, 
3443, 3919, 4158

Institutional feeding. See Foodservice and Institutional Feeding or 
Catering

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Biological Control. 2594, 
3512, 3919, 4158

Intercropping–use of soybeans in. See Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping

International Institute of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome). 1613, 1620, 
1666, 1739, 1808, 1809, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2128, 2129, 2137, 2138, 
2146, 2157, 2158, 2186, 2190, 2261, 2262, 2353, 2379, 2706, 3071

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, 
Nigeria). 3067, 3174, 3444, 4947

International Nutrition Laboratory. See Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) 
(1879-1977)

International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British 
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union, founded 1889), and 
Other International Vegetarian Societies, Conferences, Congresses, 
and Unions. 2863, 2869, 3156, 3157, 3310, 4025

International soybean programs. See AVRDC–The World Vegetable 
Center (Shanhua, Taiwan), INTSOY–International Soybean 
Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois), International Institute 
of Agriculture (IIA) (Rome), International Institute of Tropical 
Agriculture (IITA) (Ibadan, Nigeria), United Nations (Including 

UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and UNRRA) Work with Soy

Internet. See Websites or Information on the World Wide Web

Intestinal Flora / Bacteria and Toxemia–Incl. Changing and 
Reforming (L. Acidophilus, Bifi dus, L. Bulgaricus etc.). 2100, 2105, 
2991, 3711, 4461, 4693, 4785, 4908

Introduction of Soybeans (as to a Nation, State, or Region, with P.I. 
Numbers for the USA) and Selection. 90, 244, 254, 327, 334, 400, 
446, 670, 684, 712, 722, 741, 742, 753, 756, 760, 764, 784, 786, 
813, 847, 866, 874, 945, 987, 1091, 1147, 1169, 1196, 1208, 1244, 
1288, 1333, 1380, 1391, 1393, 1404, 1406, 1431, 1446, 1451, 1463, 
1493, 1536, 1566, 1658, 1710, 1740, 1753, 1761, 1769, 1777, 1778, 
1870, 1888, 1925, 1979, 2043, 2065, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2128, 
2129, 2137, 2138, 2146, 2154, 2157, 2158, 2163, 2179, 2283, 2317, 
2377, 2427, 2428, 2482, 2582, 2612, 2960, 3147, 3148, 3242, 3644, 
4534

Introduction of foreign plants to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and 
Plant Introduction

INTSOY–International Soybean Program (Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded July 1973. 3818, 4408, 4650

Inyu. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu)

Iodine number. See Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number

Iowa. See United States–States–Iowa

Iron Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soybean Foods and 
Feeds. 2572, 2593, 4240, 4466

Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington). 3756, 3974, 4089, 4111, 
4456

Isofl avone or Phytoestrogen Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based 
Products, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties (Esp. Genistein, 
Daidzein, and Glycitein). 3930, 4115, 4545, 4576, 4643

Isofl avones (Soy) Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies. 4656, 4693, 4730

Isofl avones in soybeans and soyfoods. See Estrogens, Incl. 
Genistein, Daidzein, etc.

Isofl avones. See Estrogens (in Plants–Phytoestrogens, Especially 
in Soybeans and Soyfoods), Including Isofl avones (Including 
Genistein, Daidzein, Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin)

Isolated soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates

Israel. See Asia, Middle East–Israel and Judaism

Italian recipes, soyfoods used in. See Europe–Western–Italy

Ito San soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San
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Itona (Wigan, Lancashire, England). Maker of Soymilk, Soymilk 
Products, Soynuts, and Meat Alternatives. 3166, 3200, 3245, 3246, 
3293, 3303, 3304, 3305, 3306, 3307, 3308, 3332, 3357, 3424, 3425, 
3452, 3460, 3470, 3494, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 3507, 3550, 3618, 
3706, 3728, 3804, 4175, 4191, 4224, 4231, 4252, 4255

Ivory Coast. See Africa–Côte d’Ivoire

Jack Bean. Canavalia ensiformis (L.) D.C. Also Called Sword Bean 
(Erroneously; it is Canavalia gladiata) and Horse Bean (Rarely). 
Chinese–Daodou (pinyin); formerly Tao-tou (Wade-Giles). 400, 
831, 1628, 2487, 2548, 4310

Jackson, James Caleb (1811-1881). American Health Reformer and 
Vegetarian (New York). 2732, 2991, 3759, 4908

Jang–Korean-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Includes Doenjang 
/ Toenjang / Doen Jang / Daen Chang (Soybean Miso), and 
Kochujang / Koch’ujang / Gochujang / Kochu Jang / Ko Chu Jang / 
Kochu Chang (Red-Pepper and Soybean Paste). 909

Janus Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington). And Granum. 3073, 
3847, 4349

Japan–Shokuhin Sogo Kenkyujo. See National Food Research 
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan)

Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 1278

Japan. See Asia, East–Japan

Japanese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy or Macrobiotics. 926, 
1011, 1063, 1137, 1236, 1263, 1264, 1386, 1735, 1830, 1868, 1952, 
2139, 2169, 2589, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2841, 2843, 3061, 3073, 3102, 
3416, 3427, 3609, 3610, 3638, 3716, 3759, 3784, 3847, 3853, 3879, 
3911, 4154, 4274, 4284, 4301, 4302, 4349, 4357, 4376, 4456, 4488, 
4501, 4518, 4525, 4767, 4839, 4917, 4943, 4964, 5004

Japanese Soybean Types and Varieties–Early, with Names. 670, 
741, 754, 784, 916, 1244, 1778, 2252

Japanese restaurants outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese 
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Jerky, tofu. See Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned and Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised or Roasted

Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented Soybean Paste / Miso (Soybean 
Jiang {doujiang} or Chiang / Tou Chiang [Wade-Giles]). Includes 
Tuong from Indochina, Tao-Tjiung and Tao-Tjiong from Indonesia. 
337, 644, 859, 988, 1217, 1313, 1334, 1382, 1443, 1463, 1541, 
1665, 1673, 1723, 1740, 1940, 1968, 2153, 2158, 2355, 2928, 2929, 
3394, 3437, 3514, 3820, 4795, 5004

Job’s Tears (Coix lachryma-jobi; formerly Coix lacryma). Called 
Hatomugi or Hato Mugi in Japanese, and Adlay in South Asia. 
Sometimes mistakenly called “Pearl Barley” (Since it is unrelated 
to Barley). 514, 654, 770, 930, 1298, 1299, 2389

Johnson Family of Stryker, Williams County, Ohio. Including (1) 
Edward Franklin “E.F. Soybean” Johnson (1889-1961) of Johnson 
Seed Farms (Stryker, Ohio), Delphos Grain and Soya Processing 
Co. (Ohio), and Ralston Purina Company (Missouri); (2) Elmer 
Solomon Johnson (1879-1920); (3) Perhaps E.C. Johnson and Hon. 
Solomon Johnson (1850-1918). 2141, 4717

Jonathan P.V.B.A. (Kapellen, Belgium). 3540, 3614, 3638, 3714, 
3716, 4123, 4197, 4207, 4253, 4255, 4769

Juicer, Electric or Manual (Kitchen Appliance / Utensil)–Early 
Records Only. 3471, 4870

Kaempfer, Engelbert (1651-1716)–German physician and traveler. 
58, 107, 114, 123, 132, 163, 169, 172, 208, 249, 254, 314, 353, 392, 
723, 741, 767, 784, 1249, 1343, 1778, 2099, 2484, 2488, 3437, 
4784, 5004

Kanjang / Ganjang–Korean-Style Fermented Soy Sauce. Also 
spelled Kan Jang / Gan Jang. 909, 3530, 4979

Kecap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / 
Ketjap Manis

Kecap, Kechap, Ketjap, Ketchup. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style 
or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, 
Kétjap)

Kefi r, soy. See Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r

Kellogg Co. (breakfast cereals; Battle Creek, Michigan). See 
Kellogg, Will Keith,... Kellogg Company

Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), Sanitas Food Co., 
Sanitas Nut Food Co., Battle Creek Sanitarium Health Food Co., 
and Battle Creek Food Co. (Battle Creek, Michigan). Battle Creek 
Foods Was Acquired by Worthington Foods in 1960. 1012, 1537, 
1612, 1654, 1685, 1751, 1752, 1934, 2091, 2100, 2105, 2155, 2198, 
2200, 2242, 2285, 2356, 2501, 2732, 2831, 2865, 2879, 2978, 2991, 
3236, 3470, 3819, 4051, 4113, 4153, 4716, 4746, 4778, 4851, 4908, 
4936, 4968, 4993, 5002

Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) as a Health Food Pioneer. 2356

Kellogg, Will Keith (1860-1951), Kellogg’s Toasted Corn Flake Co. 
Later Kellogg Company (of breakfast cereal fame; Battle Creek, 
Michigan). 2879, 2991, 3236, 3382, 3457, 4411, 4769, 4798, 4908, 
4940, 4962

Kerry Ingredients (Formerly the Kerry Group). Purchased Plants 
from Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa) 
in Jan. 2002. Name Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006), Then 
Changed Back to Kerry. 4837, 4892, 4900

Kesp. See Meat Alternatives–Kesp (Based on Spun Soy Protein 
Fibers)

Ketchup (Western Style, without Soy), Homemade–How to Make 
at Home or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand. Including Mushroom 
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Ketchup, Walnut Ketchup, etc. 26, 29, 31, 42, 43, 50, 52, 53, 59, 
61, 70, 72, 75, 97, 106, 127, 147, 154, 198, 209, 243, 246, 252, 310, 
311, 434

Ketchup–Western-Style, Other, Such as Anchovy-, Apple-, Cockle-, 
Cockle & Mussel-, Cucumber-, English-, Grape-, Lemon-, Lobster-, 
Mussel-, Pontac- or Pontack-, Pudding-, Sea-, Shallot-, Tartarian-, 
White-, Windermere-, Wolfram-, etc. 30, 39, 43, 44, 52, 59, 61, 72, 
74, 78, 181, 188, 192, 193, 220, 225, 243, 259, 284, 310, 311, 321, 
322, 326, 340, 347, 354, 355, 361, 372, 416, 430, 434, 709, 949, 
1569, 2508, 3789

Ketchup / Catsup / Catchup–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 6, 9, 13, 27, 31, 32, 39, 
43, 61, 107, 183, 220, 246, 430, 943, 3789, 4627, 4770, 4890, 4907, 
4960, 4961

Ketchup and Soy Sauce, relationship. See Soy Sauce and Ketchup: 
Key Records Concerning the Relationship between the Two

Ketchup, Catsup, Catchup, Ketchop, Ketchap, Katchup, Kitjap, etc. 
Word Mentioned in Document. 3, 4, 6, 9, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 58, 59, 61, 63, 65, 
66, 69, 70, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 97, 104, 106, 107, 113, 114, 
115, 116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 127, 128, 130, 132, 133, 135, 139, 
145, 147, 151, 152, 154, 157, 159, 160, 161, 164, 166, 168, 173, 
175, 176, 178, 181, 182, 183, 185, 186, 187, 188, 190, 192, 193, 
198, 208, 209, 210, 212, 214, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 223, 224, 
225, 226, 228, 230, 231, 232, 233, 235, 237, 238, 239, 242, 243, 
246, 250, 252, 253, 259, 264, 266, 282, 284, 286, 288, 290, 291, 
292, 293, 307, 308, 310, 311, 315, 319, 321, 322, 324, 326, 328, 
335, 336, 338, 340, 347, 348, 352, 354, 355, 356, 357, 361, 365, 
366, 372, 379, 382, 390, 394, 398, 399, 408, 410, 411, 415, 416, 
421, 423, 425, 426, 427, 430, 432, 434, 437, 440, 445, 454, 457, 
460, 470, 476, 481, 487, 489, 492, 494, 505, 506, 507, 508, 528, 
529, 532, 533, 534, 537, 540, 552, 554, 567, 568, 571, 585, 586, 
596, 605, 606, 623, 637, 638, 648, 649, 651, 665, 666, 675, 709, 
714, 715, 750, 799, 807, 824, 825, 826, 863, 868, 869, 878, 882, 
907, 943, 949, 1370, 1459, 1514, 1569, 1719, 1798, 1804, 1996, 
2158, 2508, 2557, 2735, 2952, 2988, 2993, 3013, 3044, 3124, 3514, 
3522, 3532, 3789, 3868, 3902, 4103, 4165, 4627, 4770, 4890, 4891, 
4894, 4901, 4902, 4907, 4917, 4950, 4960, 4961

Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, Western-Style), or 
Ketchup in which Mushrooms are the Main Ingredient. 26, 29, 30, 
31, 34, 39, 42, 50, 53, 59, 70, 72, 97, 106, 147, 154, 173, 175, 178, 
190, 214, 221, 223, 224, 226, 228, 230, 231, 233, 235, 238, 239, 
243, 252, 253, 259, 264, 282, 284, 286, 288, 291, 292, 307, 308, 
310, 311, 315, 319, 321, 324, 328, 335, 338, 347, 348, 354, 355, 
356, 357, 361, 366, 379, 382, 387, 390, 394, 398, 410, 411, 415, 
416, 421, 423, 426, 430, 432, 434, 437, 440, 445, 457, 460, 470, 
492, 505, 528, 529, 532, 533, 534, 537, 540, 554, 567, 571, 596, 
605, 606, 623, 637, 638, 648, 649, 651, 709, 714, 750, 799, 807, 
868, 878, 949, 1569, 2508, 2735, 2993, 3532, 3789, 4627, 4770, 
4890, 4891, 4907, 4950

Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster Ketchup, Western-Style), or Ketchup in 
which Oysters are the Main Ingredient. 154, 175, 181, 183, 193, 
198, 220, 221, 223, 224, 226, 230, 239, 243, 253, 264, 282, 284, 

319, 354, 382, 416, 434, 949, 3789, 4770, 4891, 4950

Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato / Tomata Ketchup, Western-Style), or 
Ketchup in which Tomatoes are the Main Ingredient. 354, 437, 528, 
529, 533, 567, 571, 596, 949, 1569, 1798, 2508, 2988, 3789, 4627, 
4770, 4890, 4907, 4950

Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, Western-Style), or Ketchup in 
which Walnuts are the Main Ingredient. 72, 75, 106, 127, 147, 154, 
173, 175, 181, 187, 190, 198, 209, 217, 219, 221, 223, 224, 228, 
231, 235, 239, 243, 246, 252, 253, 264, 282, 284, 286, 288, 291, 
292, 307, 310, 311, 319, 321, 324, 335, 338, 347, 348, 354, 355, 
356, 361, 366, 379, 382, 390, 394, 398, 411, 415, 416, 421, 423, 
426, 430, 432, 434, 437, 440, 457, 460, 470, 481, 489, 492, 505, 
506, 507, 534, 540, 552, 554, 567, 571, 596, 606, 623, 637, 648, 
651, 799, 807, 868, 878, 882, 949, 1370, 1459, 1514, 1569, 1804, 
1996, 2508, 2735, 2993, 3532, 3789, 4627, 4890, 4891, 4950

Ketchup, price of. See Price of Ketchup / Catsup

Ketjap manis. See Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / 
Ketjap Manis

Kibun. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Kidney / Renal Function. 3782, 3844, 4091, 4092, 4138, 4230

Kikkoman Corporation (Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and 
Worldwide). Incl. Noda Shoyu Co. and Kikkoman International 
Inc., and Kikkoman Shoyu Co. 782, 916, 967, 969, 1263, 1862, 
2054, 2055, 2056, 2059, 2067, 2068, 2072, 2073, 2077, 2090, 2093, 
2101, 2103, 2104, 2107, 2145, 2147, 2902, 3400, 3483, 3530, 3610, 
3833, 3880, 3956, 4048, 4112, 4301, 4302, 4355, 4456, 4465, 4506, 
4518, 4654, 4718, 4720, 4892, 4979

Kin, Yamei. See Yamei Kin (1894-1934)

Kinako. See Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with 
Dry Heat, Full-Fat) and Grits

Kinema (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus subtilis strains 
from Eastern Nepal, Darjeeling Hills, Sikkim, and South Bhutan). 
Occasionally spelled Kenima. Close relatives are from Northeast 
India are: Aakhone, Akhoni, Akhuni (Nagaland), Bekang (Mizoram), 
Hawaijar (Manipur), Peruyyan (Arunachal Pradesh), Tungrymbai 
(Meghalaya). 3552, 4012

Kiribati. See Oceania

Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book Back to Eden. 2155, 2501, 
4474

Kloss, Jethro. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their 
Authors

Koji (Cereal Grains {Especially Rice or Barley} and / or Soybeans 
Fermented with a Mold, Especially Aspergillus oryzae) or Koji 
Starter. Chinese Qu / Pinyin or Ch’ü / Wade-Giles. 163, 172, 184, 
631, 720, 733, 740, 751, 838, 1334, 1386, 1490, 1637, 1638, 1673, 
1895, 2139, 2191, 2515, 2820, 2875, 3138, 3145, 3182, 3252, 3281, 
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3312, 3375, 3416, 3463, 3514, 3530, 3540, 3574, 3609, 3614, 3745, 
3833, 3911, 4448, 4471, 4486, 4685, 4718, 4720, 4770, 4791, 4834, 
4907, 4966, 5004

Koji, Red Rice. (Also Called Fermented Red Rice, Ang-Kak / 
Angkak, Hongzao or Hong Qu / Hongqu in Chinese / Pinyin, Hung 
Ch’ü in Chinese / Wade-Giles, or Beni-Koji in Japanese). Made 
with the Mold Monascus purpureus Went, and Used as a Natural 
Red Coloring Agent (as with Fermented Tofu). 360, 741, 954, 1673, 
1895, 2929, 3182, 3743, 4329, 4451, 4721, 4966

Koji, Soybean (Soybeans Fermented with a Mold, Especially 
Aspergillus oryzae), Such as Miso-dama or Meju. 379, 3644

Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 1006, 
1299, 1365, 1367, 1521, 1529

Korea. See Asia, East–Korea

Korean-style fermented soy sauce. See Kanjang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soy Sauce

Korean-style fermented soybean paste. See Jang–Korean-Style 
Fermented Soybean Paste

Korean-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Asia, East–Korea–Soy 
Ingredients Used in Korean-Style Recipes

Koreans Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 3471, 4867

Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine–Regulations or Laws. 
See also: Kosher Products (Commercial). 3738, 3773, 4174, 4459

Kosher Products (Commercial). 3572, 4254, 4256, 4338, 4339, 
4447, 4475

Kraft Foods Inc. (Work with Soy). Including Anderson Clayton, 
Boca Burger, and Balance Bar. 3756, 4216

Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata. Formerly Pueraria 
lobata, Pueraria thunbergiana, Pachyrhizus thunbergianus, 
Dolichos lobatus). For Rhodesian Kudzu Vine see Neonotonia 
wightii. See also Tropical Kudzu or Puero (Pueraria phaseoloides). 
514, 634, 654, 661, 677, 716, 733, 754, 773, 778, 783, 789, 809, 
835, 866, 910, 1013, 1712, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2843, 2860, 2916, 
3046, 3074, 3416, 4770, 4907

Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics, 
and Organizations They Founded or Inspired. 2843, 3073, 3416, 
3540, 3609, 3784, 3847, 4349, 4357, 4376, 4525, 4767, 4943, 4964, 
5004

Kuzu. See Kudzu or Kuzu (Pueraria...)

La Choy Food Products, Inc.–LaChoy Brand–Purchased in Sept. 
1943 by Beatrice Creamery Co. 4979

La Sierra Industries (La Sierra, California). See Van Gundy, 
Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries

Lablab purpureus or Lablab bean. See Hyacinth Bean

Lactose Intolerance or Lactase Defi ciency. 3686, 3737, 4030, 4714

Lager, Mildred (Los Angeles, California). 2198, 2402

Land O’Lakes, Inc. 2959, 3580, 4375

Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their Origin with the 
Land Grant Act of 1862 (the so-called Morrill Act). 2178, 2259, 
3137, 3195, 4448

Landstrom Co. (San Francisco, California). Wholesale Distributor 
of Health Foods and Natural Foods. Founded in 1931 by Wesley 
Landstrom. 2907

Large-seeded soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Large-
Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans

Latin America (General). 1374, 1976, 2830, 3103, 3171, 3277, 
3642, 3683, 3996, 4018, 4892

Latin America–Caribbean–Antigua and Barbuda (Including 
Redonda). 1391, 2157, 2158, 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Bahamas, Commonwealth of The (Also 
Called The Bahamas, Bahama Islands, or Bahama). 2163, 2639, 
2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Barbados. 1725, 2157, 2158, 4274

Latin America–Caribbean–Bermuda (A British Dependent 
Territory). 1753, 1777, 1815, 1829, 1847, 1858, 1859, 1888, 2115, 
2117, 2158, 2163, 2639, 3734

Latin America–Caribbean–British Dependent Territories–Anguilla, 
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands, Montserrat, Turks and 
Caicos Islands. See also: Bermuda. 2157, 2158, 2163, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Cuba. 1104, 1739, 1778, 1807, 1917, 
1925, 2117, 2142, 2157, 2158, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2299, 2777, 4274

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominica. 2163, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Dominican Republic (Santo Domingo or 
San Domingo before 1844). 2117, 2158, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–French Overseas Departments–
Guadeloupe, and Martinique (French West Indies). Guadeloupe 
(consisting of two large islands–Basse-Terre and Grande-Terre) 
administers 5 smaller dependencies–Marie-Galante, Les Saintes, La 
Désirade, St.-Barthélemy, and St. Martin (shared with Netherlands 
Antilles). 2117, 2157, 2158, 2777, 3858

Latin America–Caribbean–Grenada. 2163, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Haiti. 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to or 
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Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and 
leads concerning the Caribbean. 1807, 4274

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Caribbean country. 
1385, 1446, 1753, 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country. 1385, 1446, 1753, 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
Caribbean country. 1385, 1446, 1753, 2157, 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain Caribbean country. 1385, 1446, 1753, 2157, 
2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Jamaica. 2157, 2158, 2299, 2777, 3530, 
4252, 4274, 4401

Latin America–Caribbean–Lesser Antilles–Virgin Islands (Including 
British Virgin Islands and Virgin Islands of the United States–St. 
Croix, St. John, and St. Thomas), Leeward Islands (Anguilla, 
Antigua and Barbuda [Including Redonda], Dominica, Guadeloupe, 
Montserrat, Saint Kitts [formerly Saint Christopher] and Nevis), 
Windward Islands (Barbados, Grenada, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. 
Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago), and Netherlands 
Dependencies (Including Aruba, Curaçao or Curacao, and Bonaire 
off Venezuela, and Saba, St. Eustatius, and southern St. Martin / 
Maarten in the Lesser Antilles). Note–Guadeloupe and Martinique 
and the fi ve dependencies of Guadeloupe, which are French 
Overseas Departments in the Lesser Antilles, are also called the 
French West Indies, French Antilles, or Antilles françaises. 1385, 
1391, 1446, 1725, 1739, 1808, 2031, 2117, 2146, 2157, 2158, 2163, 
2316, 2639, 2777, 2960, 3263, 3530, 3855, 3858, 4274, 4292

Latin America–Caribbean–Netherlands Dependencies–Netherlands 
Antilles, and Aruba–Curaçao (Curacao), Bonaire, Saba, St. 
Eustatius, and St. Maarten (Shared with France as St.-Martin). 
Aruba was part of Netherlands Antilles until 1986. 1808

Latin America–Caribbean–Puerto Rico, Commonwealth of (A Self-
Governing Part of the USA; Named Porto Rico until 1932). 2116, 
2117, 2158, 2299, 2777, 3023, 3220

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Kitts and Nevis, Federation of. 
1385, 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Lucia. 1446, 2163, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean–Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. 2163

Latin America–Caribbean–Trinidad and Tobago. 2031, 2146, 2158, 
2163, 2960, 3263, 3530, 3855, 4274, 4292

Latin America–Caribbean–Virgin Islands of the United States–St. 
Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix (Danish West Indies before Jan. 

1917). 2316, 2777

Latin America–Caribbean or West Indies (General). 313, 332, 546, 
665, 958, 1721, 1723, 1986, 2598, 4349, 4879

Latin America–Central America (General). Includes Mexico and 
Mesoamerica. 1739, 1808, 2639, 4879

Latin America–Central America–Belize (Named British Honduras 
from 1840 to about 1975, Belize before 1840). 1808, 2157, 2158, 
2777, 2940, 2949

Latin America–Central America–Canal Zone including the Panama 
Canal (Opened 1914, Owned and Operated by the USA. Returned 
to Panama on 31 Dec. 1999). 1278, 2777

Latin America–Central America–Costa Rica. 2117, 2158, 2777, 
3073, 3530, 3642, 4203, 4292, 4349, 4773

Latin America–Central America–El Salvador. 2116, 2117, 2158, 
2299, 2777, 3530

Latin America–Central America–Guatemala. 2117, 2158, 2777, 
2940, 3026, 3175, 3277, 3530, 3642, 4677

Latin America–Central America–Honduras. 2712, 2777, 3530, 
3858, 4234, 4806

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybean products in a certain 
Central American country. Soybeans as such have not yet been 
reported in this country. 2777

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products 
in a certain Central American country. Soybeans as such had not yet 
been reported by that date in this country. 2777

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to or 
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and 
leads concerning Central America. 4243

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain Central 
American country. 2116, 2158

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in 
connection with (but not yet in) a certain Central American country. 
1278

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain Central American country. 2116, 2158

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
Central American country. 2116

Latin America–Central America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
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This document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain Central American country. 2116

Latin America–Central America–Mexico–Soy Ingredients Used in 
Mexican-Style Recipes, Food Products, or Dishes Worldwide. 3471, 
3780, 3992, 3995, 4000, 4157, 4277, 4341, 4395

Latin America–Central America–Mexico. 958, 1096, 1104, 1267, 
1721, 2116, 2117, 2142, 2158, 2246, 2251, 2252, 2299, 2402, 2412, 
2777, 2887, 2898, 2965, 3023, 3026, 3073, 3103, 3171, 3175, 3277, 
3386, 3457, 3530, 3557, 3580, 3642, 3690, 3845, 3858, 3874, 3883, 
3917, 3968, 4002, 4108, 4135, 4203, 4216, 4234, 4243, 4259, 4285, 
4292, 4313, 4397, 4398, 4401, 4407, 4418, 4621, 4677, 4862, 4911

Latin America–Central America–Nicaragua. 2777, 3530, 3573

Latin America–Central America–Panama. 1278, 2777, 3530

Latin America–Central America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 2887

Latin America–Central America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International). 1721, 2887, 3874, 3959, 4879

Latin America–South America (General). 809, 835, 1374, 1739, 
1808, 2846, 2865, 3710, 4313

Latin America–South America–Argentina (Argentine Republic). 
1065, 1069, 1164, 1216, 1404, 1432, 1451, 1489, 1507, 1536, 1739, 
1778, 1785, 1808, 1835, 2029, 2030, 2115, 2117, 2142, 2158, 2190, 
2246, 2251, 2252, 2299, 2353, 2356, 2628, 2777, 2843, 2887, 3073, 
3103, 3260, 3285, 3401, 3457, 3530, 3539, 3557, 3580, 3790, 3818, 
3874, 3968, 3976, 4108, 4162, 4203, 4259, 4289, 4293, 4407, 4523, 
4621, 4768, 4773, 4879, 4923, 4947

Latin America–South America–Argentina–Soybean Production, 
Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 2115, 4289

Latin America–South America–Bolivia. 2777, 3277, 3530, 3642, 
3818, 3858, 4260, 4268, 4487, 4509, 4947

Latin America–South America–Brazil–Soybean Production, Area 
and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1700, 3016

Latin America–South America–Brazil, Federative Republic of. 541, 
654, 662, 784, 832, 1700, 1731, 1739, 1769, 1808, 2043, 2115, 
2116, 2117, 2158, 2184, 2246, 2251, 2353, 2622, 2704, 2762, 2777, 
2832, 2843, 2887, 2898, 3016, 3023, 3026, 3064, 3073, 3087, 3103, 
3125, 3203, 3218, 3260, 3273, 3277, 3401, 3457, 3530, 3557, 3573, 
3580, 3642, 3729, 3767, 3784, 3790, 3818, 3858, 3874, 3883, 3959, 
3968, 3976, 4110, 4135, 4175, 4203, 4216, 4259, 4289, 4292, 4407, 
4448, 4523, 4647, 4669, 4677, 4684, 4693, 4740, 4756, 4768, 4773, 
4849, 4853, 4858, 4879, 4923, 4926, 4947

Latin America–South America–Chile (Including Easter Island). 
1011, 1154, 2115, 2117, 2157, 2158, 2246, 2316, 2639, 2777, 2822, 
3103, 3277, 3642, 4285, 4292, 4504

Latin America–South America–Colombia. 2043, 2117, 2158, 2251, 

2639, 2744, 2777, 2822, 2838, 2887, 2898, 3026, 3103, 3277, 3642, 
3818, 3959, 4677, 4926, 4947

Latin America–South America–Ecuador (Including the Galapagos 
Islands. Formerly also called Equator, the English translation of the 
Spanish “Ecuador”). 1769, 2117, 2158, 2639, 2712, 2777, 2822, 
2838, 3103, 3175, 3277, 3530, 3642, 3959, 4806, 4947

Latin America–South America–French Guiana (A French Overseas 
Department, Guyane or Guyane française, formerly occasionally 
called Cayenne). 1739, 1808

Latin America–South America–Guyana (British Guiana before 
1966). 958, 1346, 1361, 1391, 1739, 1778, 1785, 1808, 2116, 2117, 
2158, 2163, 2299, 2592, 3002, 3026, 3277, 3530, 3642

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soy Products to. 
This document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products 
in a certain South American country. Soybeans as such had not yet 
been reported by that date in this country. 2777

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to or 
Dissemination of Soybeans from. Other or general information and 
leads concerning South America. 2146

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans in a certain South 
American country. 1361, 1391, 1431, 1769, 2043, 2115, 2116

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in 
connection with (but not yet in) a certain South American country. 
745

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. 
Earliest document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in 
a certain South American country. 1361, 1391, 1404, 1431, 1432, 
1451, 1769, 2043, 2115, 2116

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain 
South American country. 1391, 1451, 1507, 1769, 2115, 2116, 
2157, 2163, 2299

Latin America–South America–Introduction of Soybeans to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of 
soybeans in a certain South American country. 1391, 1451, 1507, 
1769, 2115, 2116, 2157, 2163, 2299

Latin America–South America–Paraguay. 2777, 2887, 3103, 3530, 
3642, 3790, 3818, 4289, 4879, 4947

Latin America–South America–Peru. 1065, 2116, 2117, 2146, 2158, 
2190, 2299, 2639, 2721, 2744, 2777, 2822, 2838, 2898, 2965, 3103, 
3263, 3642, 3858, 3959, 3968, 4107, 4677, 4947

Latin America–South America–Soybean Production, Area and 
Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. See also Argentina and 
Brazil. 2316
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Latin America–South America–Suriname (Also Surinam before 
1978; Dutch Guiana before 1975). 654, 1431, 2116, 2117, 2158, 
2427, 2428, 2777, 3002, 3530

Latin America–South America–Uruguay, Oriental Republic of. 
2116, 2117, 2158, 2251, 2777, 3103, 3285, 3818, 3968, 4947

Latin America–South America–Venezuela. 745, 2116, 2163, 2777, 
2822, 2838, 3026, 3241, 3530, 3642, 3818, 3858, 3949, 3959, 3968, 
4677, 4947

Laucks (I.F.) Co. (Seattle, Washington). 2015, 2155, 2204, 2402, 
2479, 2543, 3758, 3762, 3996, 4523

Lauhoff Grain Co. See Bunge Corp. (White Plains, New York)

Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois). Affi liate of Bunge Corp. 
since June 1979. 4123

Laurelbrook Natural Foods (Bel Air, Maryland). 3847

Lazenby, Elizabeth. See Harvey’s Sauce

Lea & Perrins. See Worcestershire Sauce

Leaf Proteins and Leaf Protein Concentrate (LPC) As Alternative 
Protein Sources. 2320, 2521, 2663, 2722, 2767, 2771, 2772, 2835, 
2913, 2979, 3095, 3158, 3159, 3162, 3179, 3337, 3921, 4328, 4347

Lecithin–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1868, 2098, 3877

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 2503, 3554

Lecithin Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 3554, 4237

Lecithin companies. See American Lecithin Corp., Lucas Meyer 
GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New 
York City)

Lecithin, Non-Soy References, Usually Early or Medical, Often 
Concerning Egg Yolk or the Brain. 1570, 1776, 2560

Lecithin, Soy–Industrial Uses. 2098, 2170, 2184, 2283, 2402, 2440, 
2503, 2549, 4523

Lecithin, Soy. 832, 893, 902, 1707, 1772, 1773, 1778, 1816, 1853, 
1864, 1868, 1897, 1908, 1921, 1924, 1929, 1940, 1944, 1950, 1953, 
1956, 1960, 1990, 1991, 1992, 2033, 2044, 2046, 2047, 2049, 2071, 
2084, 2098, 2110, 2120, 2127, 2155, 2158, 2164, 2169, 2170, 2180, 
2181, 2191, 2209, 2226, 2274, 2283, 2292, 2324, 2333, 2376, 2384, 
2387, 2389, 2402, 2418, 2434, 2437, 2438, 2440, 2464, 2494, 2503, 
2504, 2515, 2516, 2546, 2547, 2549, 2596, 2638, 2751, 2829, 2864, 
2932, 2961, 2987, 3008, 3043, 3157, 3230, 3234, 3379, 3408, 3428, 
3460, 3476, 3478, 3496, 3510, 3554, 3570, 3580, 3585, 3600, 3602, 
3660, 3670, 3757, 3766, 3811, 3874, 3877, 4150, 4170, 4179, 4202, 
4233, 4237, 4506, 4559, 4608, 4656, 4693, 4705, 4770, 4808, 4907

Lectins. See Hemagglutinins (Lectins or Soyin)

Legislative activities. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
Legislative Activities

Legume, Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey). 3563, 3643, 3777, 3794

Lend-Lease (Program and Administration). U.S. Program to Send 
Key Supplies to Overseas Allies During World War II. 2304, 2312, 
2321, 2322, 2325, 2329, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2335, 2337, 2338, 2343, 
2344, 2345, 2346, 2360, 2361, 2381, 2383, 2402, 2422, 2495, 2830, 
4942

Lens culinaris or L. esculenta. See Lentils

Lentils. Lens culinaris. Formerly: Lens esculenta and Ervum lens. 
172, 183, 184, 244, 613, 683, 723, 743, 764, 775, 802, 813, 814, 
881, 918, 919, 925, 958, 985, 1014, 1249, 1628, 1650, 1683, 1735, 
1757, 2389, 2548, 3037, 3039, 3045, 3128, 3238, 3416, 3592, 3663, 
3831, 4277, 4575

Lever Brothers Co. See Unilever Corp.

Li Yü-ying (Li Yu-ying; Courtesy Name: Li Shizeng (pinyin), Li 
Shih-tseng (W.-G.); Chinese Soyfoods Pioneer in France; born 
1881 in Peking, died 1973 in Taipei, Taiwan) and Usine de la 
Caséo-Sojaïne (Les Vallées, Colombes (near Asnières), a few miles 
northwest of Paris, and China). 984, 1169, 1186, 1202, 1217, 1270, 
1285, 1286, 1287, 1309, 1310, 1334, 1541, 1564, 1571, 1587, 1637, 
1638, 1651, 1685, 1713, 1757, 1768, 1778, 1813, 2017, 2066, 2158, 
2303, 2411, 2501, 3477, 3716, 3979, 4052, 4519, 4778, 5002, 5003

Libraries with a Signifi cant Interest in Soy. 2853, 2854, 3071, 3486

Libraries. See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, 
Maryland)

Life Food GmbH / Taifun-Tofuprodukte (Freiburg, Germany). 
4963, 4973

Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British 
Columbia, Canada). And Nature’s Path Foods, Inc. Both founded by 
Arran and Ratana Stephens. 2907, 3241

Lighting by burning soy oil. See Illumination or Lighting by 
Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene

Lightlife Foods, Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts). Started as 
The Tempeh Works in Sept. 1979 by Michael Cohen in Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts. Then renamed Tempehworks, Inc. in Sept. 1985. 
Acquired by ConAgra, Inc. (Omaha, Nebraska) on 14 July 2000. 
3613, 3671, 3777, 4412, 4776

Lima Bean or Limas. Phaseolus limensis. Formerly: Phaseolus 
lunatus. Also called Butter Bean. 400, 461, 545, 577, 596, 918, 
1608, 2084, 2180, 2198, 2487, 2548, 2585, 2884, 3250, 3416, 3592, 
3831, 4631

Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; and 
Mezin, France). Owns Jonathan P.V.B.A. Owned by Euronature of 
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Paris, France, since 1989. Owned by the Hain-Celestial Group since 
10 Dec. 2001. 3116, 3241, 3427, 3540, 3640, 3669, 3683, 3714, 
3784, 3847, 3931, 4018, 4103, 4105, 4123, 4167, 4197, 4207, 4212, 
4253, 4255, 4294, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4348, 4349, 4636, 4769, 4996

Linolenic Acid and Linolenate Content of Soybeans and Soybean 
Products. See also Omega-3 Fatty Acids. 1749, 1772, 1773, 1939, 
2035, 2038, 2181, 2494, 2623, 2655, 4297

Linoleum, Floor Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 1081, 1191, 1334, 1463, 
1536, 1610, 1615, 1687, 1698, 1717, 1725, 1740, 1830, 1863, 1912, 
1952, 1998, 2099, 2121, 2158, 2169, 2170, 2236, 2297, 2348, 2360, 
2444, 2539, 3996, 4523

Linseed Oil, Linseed Cake / Meal, Lintseed, or the Flax / Flaxseed 
Plant (Linum usitatissimum L.). 313, 351, 474, 493, 514, 539, 563, 
596, 617, 628, 654, 667, 672, 688, 693, 716, 770, 771, 797, 798, 
831, 832, 833, 839, 859, 893, 902, 932, 935, 936, 962, 989, 998, 
1036, 1041, 1059, 1061, 1062, 1064, 1065, 1069, 1073, 1075, 1081, 
1116, 1125, 1144, 1148, 1153, 1164, 1172, 1180, 1185, 1191, 1192, 
1198, 1199, 1211, 1216, 1217, 1222, 1242, 1252, 1259, 1265, 1267, 
1268, 1274, 1275, 1278, 1281, 1291, 1292, 1296, 1297, 1302, 1306, 
1308, 1315, 1322, 1323, 1327, 1339, 1343, 1344, 1346, 1369, 1372, 
1373, 1374, 1376, 1379, 1389, 1392, 1398, 1403, 1404, 1410, 1414, 
1419, 1429, 1433, 1443, 1447, 1451, 1454, 1460, 1471, 1481, 1485, 
1489, 1498, 1506, 1507, 1519, 1524, 1525, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1536, 
1541, 1542, 1553, 1573, 1574, 1600, 1604, 1606, 1607, 1615, 1630, 
1632, 1636, 1639, 1648, 1649, 1652, 1670, 1671, 1682, 1688, 1697, 
1699, 1706, 1716, 1717, 1720, 1724, 1731, 1733, 1734, 1739, 1747, 
1749, 1751, 1754, 1772, 1773, 1785, 1787, 1788, 1793, 1801, 1802, 
1808, 1809, 1824, 1832, 1838, 1912, 1998, 1999, 2076, 2113, 2125, 
2127, 2167, 2178, 2236, 2260, 2261, 2276, 2316, 2331, 2464, 2492, 
2494, 2516, 2530, 2535, 2543, 2548, 2549, 2571, 2572, 2583, 2593, 
2597, 2608, 2636, 2666, 2696, 2703, 2741, 2816, 2855, 2903, 3125, 
3258, 3476, 3580, 3886, 3983, 3996, 4382, 4523, 4566, 4576

Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soybeans (Seeds or Plant), 
or Soybean Products (Including Soy Oil). 618, 678, 713, 743, 775, 
780, 836, 860, 898, 1115, 1196, 1208, 1251, 1334, 1383, 1395, 
1404, 1442, 1563, 1570, 1599, 1614, 1710, 1784, 1958, 2095, 2115, 
2138, 2178, 2342, 2524, 3212, 3467, 3983

Lipids–Effects of Dietary Lipids (Especially Soy Oil and Lecithin) 
on Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol). 2579, 2655, 2919, 2923, 
3230, 4061

Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate

Lipolytic enzymes in the soybean. See Enzymes in the Soybean–
Lipoxygenase and Its Inactivation

Lipoxygenase. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Lipoxygenase and Its 
Inactivation

Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and / or Extensive) of Early U.S. 
Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and Synonyms. 1778, 
2252

Lock-soy. See Rice Vermicelli

Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California). Named La Loma Foods 
from Feb. 1989 to Jan. 1990. Acquired by Worthington Foods in 
Jan. 1990. 2198, 2356, 2402, 2495, 2719, 2772, 2814, 2865, 2894, 
3265, 3403, 3411, 3422, 3453, 3457, 3480, 4123, 4160, 4174, 4292, 
4456, 4534, 4745, 4746, 4769

Loma Linda University (Loma Linda, California). Including Loma 
Linda Hospital (Formerly named Loma Linda Sanitarium and 
College of Medical Evangelists). 2865, 3998, 4533

Los Angeles–City and County–Work with Soyfoods, Natural / 
Health Foods, and / or Vegetarianism. 1263, 1741, 2198, 2291, 
2704, 2753, 2762, 2777, 2832, 2999, 3023, 3310, 3632, 3684, 3848, 
4086, 4123, 4162, 4518, 4520, 4529, 4655, 4778, 5003, 5004

Low cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking: 
Low Cost Extrusion Cookers (LECs)

Low-cost extrusion cookers. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, Low Cost

Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 1313, 1374, 1463, 
1536, 1660, 1665, 1698, 1699, 1740, 1912, 1940, 1952, 2099, 2170, 
2633

Lucas Meyer GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). Founded 1973. 
Acquired Oct. 2000 by Degussa of Germany. 3111, 3508, 3554, 
3621, 3681, 3706, 3766, 3877, 4366, 4406, 4506

Lucerne / lucern. See Alfalfa or Lucerne

Lukoskie, Luke. See Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington)

Lupins or Lupin (Also spelled Lupine, Lupines, Lupinseed; Lupinus 
albus, L. angustifolius, L. luteus, L. mutabilis). 163, 249, 353, 392, 
634, 654, 684, 713, 723, 728, 733, 770, 775, 784, 802, 814, 831, 
888, 948, 958, 1249, 1294, 1389, 1460, 1570, 1637, 1749, 2146, 
2178, 2205, 3443, 3663, 3831, 4288, 4575, 4770, 4907

Lust, Benedict (1872-1945), Louise Stroebel Lust (1868-1925; 
his wife) and Louis Lust. Pioneers in Naturopathy in the United 
States (New York City; “Yungborn,” Butler, New Jersey; Tangerine, 
Florida). 1012, 4051, 4533

Lysinoalanine (LAL)–An Unusual, Toxic Amino Acid Created by 
Severe Alkali Processing of Food Proteins (As in Spun Protein 
Fibers). 3459

MSG (Monosodium Glutamate, the Sodium Salt of Glutamic Acid). 
1895, 2169, 2170, 2495, 2543, 2952, 3013, 3044, 3301, 4557

Macao / Macau. See Asia, East–Macao / Macau (Portuguese 
Colony)

Machinery (Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and 
Mechanization (Binders, Cultivators, Cutters, Harvesters, Mowers, 
Pickers, Planters, Reapers, Separators, Thrashers, or Threshers). See 
also: Combines and Tractors. 958, 987, 1357, 1998, 2137, 3916
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Machinery, farm. See Combines

Macrobiotic Cookbooks. 2704, 2762, 2832, 2983, 3023, 3052, 
3126, 3166, 3294, 3416, 3622, 3665, 3814, 4452, 4926, 4943

Macrobiotics. See Aihara, Herman and Cornellia–Their Life and 
Work, Kushi, Michio and Aveline–Their Life and Work, Muramoto, 
Noboru–His Life and Work, Ohsawa, George and Lima

Macrobiotics. See also: George Ohsawa, Michio and Aveline Kushi, 
Herman and Cornellia Aihara. 2704, 2762, 2832, 2843, 2916, 2924, 
2933, 2950, 2951, 2980, 2983, 3023, 3028, 3052, 3059, 3061, 3073, 
3080, 3097, 3102, 3116, 3126, 3155, 3166, 3206, 3227, 3241, 3244, 
3253, 3294, 3390, 3403, 3416, 3427, 3471, 3479, 3540, 3549, 3559, 
3608, 3609, 3611, 3614, 3622, 3640, 3641, 3665, 3666, 3669, 3677, 
3683, 3714, 3726, 3730, 3784, 3814, 3847, 4018, 4028, 4030, 4103, 
4105, 4123, 4197, 4202, 4207, 4251, 4253, 4294, 4300, 4301, 4302, 
4331, 4348, 4349, 4357, 4376, 4452, 4488, 4499, 4525, 4636, 4767, 
4769, 4839, 4912, 4915, 4916, 4926, 4943, 4945, 4990, 4996, 5004

Mad-cow disease (BSE). See Vegetarianism–Transmissible 
Spongiform Encephalopathies (Transmissible Brain Diseases)

Madison Foods and Madison College (Madison, Tennessee). 
Madison Foods (Then a Subsidiary of Nutritional Corp.) Was 
Acquired by Worthington Foods in Aug. 1964. 1977, 2155, 2402, 
2450, 5002

Maggi (Kempthal / Kemptal, Switzerland). 1343, 1637, 1868, 3484

Mainland Express (Spring Park, Minnesota). Div. of Goods, Inc. 
Named Tofu, Inc. and Eastern Foods, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
from 1978 to March 1989. 3794

Maize. See Corn / Maize

Malnutrition, hunger, famine, and food shortages. See Hunger, 
Malnutrition, Famine, Food Shortages, and Mortality

Mame-maki. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Mammoth Yellow soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Manchu soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu

Manchuria–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and 
/ or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 934, 
1078, 1105, 1127, 1198, 1222, 1223, 1233, 1241, 1256, 1278, 1313, 
1318, 1331, 1519, 1522, 1657, 1747

Manchuria. See Asia, East–Manchuria

Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada). 3241, 4419

Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Named 
Stichting Natuurvoeding Amsterdam until 1982. Absorbed by 
Akwarius Almere in 1987. 3540, 3614, 3638, 3669, 3714, 3716, 
3979, 4103, 4105, 4111, 4166, 4255, 4300, 4348

Map / Maps. 287, 493, 640, 809, 845, 866, 903, 923, 1044, 1047, 
1093, 1103, 1199, 1233, 1248, 1313, 1388, 1606, 1671, 1775, 1999, 
2259, 2858, 3061, 3218, 3233, 3690, 3818, 3874, 3916, 4272, 4693, 
4695

Maple Leaf Foods. See CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada)

Maple Leaf Monarch or Maple Leaf Mills. See ADM Agri-
Industries Ltd. (Windsor, Ontario, Canada)

Margarine–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 962, 1122, 1127, 1492, 1525, 2597, 2598

Margarine Made with Soy Oil. 1079, 1096, 1122, 1123, 1127, 1129, 
1303, 1313, 1319, 1334, 1435, 1481, 1492, 1517, 1525, 1528, 1536, 
1541, 1553, 1564, 1571, 1610, 1630, 1650, 1656, 1665, 1688, 1694, 
1698, 1699, 1713, 1716, 1721, 1726, 1729, 1768, 1813, 1816, 1830, 
1924, 1926, 1998, 2236, 2750, 3273, 3527, 3874, 4848

Margarine Made without Soy Oil. 771, 831, 832, 911, 948, 962, 
989, 1156, 1390, 1534, 1634, 1720, 1731, 1749

Margarine. 1611, 1623, 1671, 1687, 1733, 1778, 1801, 1855, 1863, 
1893, 1910, 1912, 1950, 1960, 1972, 1974, 1993, 2001, 2037, 2084, 
2106, 2158, 2161, 2169, 2170, 2278, 2309, 2336, 2348, 2352, 2357, 
2360, 2368, 2389, 2402, 2407, 2432, 2434, 2440, 2459, 2464, 2475, 
2494, 2503, 2504, 2516, 2541, 2542, 2547, 2579, 2580, 2583, 2596, 
2597, 2598, 2692, 2700, 2718, 2749, 2752, 2764, 2808, 2827, 2850, 
2891, 2931, 2955, 2957, 2958, 2962, 2963, 2964, 2982, 3228, 3429, 
3554, 3600, 3640, 3678, 3851, 3866, 3886, 3892, 3912, 3914, 3922, 
3953, 3964, 3968, 3983, 3985, 3987, 4005, 4031, 4033, 4066, 4078, 
4104, 4134, 4233, 4293, 4297, 4311, 4377, 4405, 4418, 4433, 4461, 
4468, 4469, 4770, 4878, 4907

Market statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production 
and Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Market statistics. See the specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu 
Industry and Market Statistics

Market studies. See Industry and Market Analyses

Marketing–Soyfoods and Soyfood Products. 2613, 3170, 3285, 
3341, 3353, 3872, 3963

Marketing Association, Soybean. See Soybean Marketing 
Association (1929-1932)

Marketing Soybeans, Market Development, and Economics 
(Including Futures Markets, Hedging, and Mathematical Models). 
1172, 1187, 1194, 1250, 1493, 1764, 1891, 1902, 1962, 1965, 1972, 
1983, 2003, 2006, 2298, 2353, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2583, 2587, 2639, 
2698, 2752, 2787, 2838, 2891, 3007, 3027, 3065, 3071, 3133, 3260, 
3557, 3627, 3688, 3707, 3883, 3934, 3957, 4087, 4088, 4135, 4723, 
4749, 4793

Marketing of soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu–Marketing 
of
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Marketing soybeans. See Chicago Board of Trade

Markets and Crop Estimates, Bureau of. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics

Marshall Islands. See Oceania–Marshall Islands

Marusan-Ai. See Soymilk Companies (Asia)

Massachusetts. See United States–States–Massachusetts

Mauritius. See Africa–Mauritius (Ile Maurice)

McCay, Clive M. and Jeanette (Cornell Univ.). 3081, 3082, 3621, 
4222, 4249, 4778

Meal or cake, soybean. See Soybean Meal

Meals for Millions Foundation (Los Angeles, California), Multi-
Purpose Food (MPF), and Freedom from Hunger. 2446, 2712, 2713, 
2751, 2753, 2777, 2830, 3026, 3356, 3642, 4222, 4249

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Ganmodoki/Gammodoki and 
Hiryozu (Deep-Fried Tofu Burgers and Treasure Balls). 3540, 3640, 
4770, 4926

Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba (Such as 
Buddha’s Chicken, Buddha’s Ham, or Buddha’s Duck). 2928, 3817, 
4013, 4926

Meat Alternatives–Beef Alternatives, Including Meatless Beef 
Jerky, Chili Con Carne, Goulash, Lasagna, Meat Balls, Mince, 
Mincemeat, Sloppy Joes, Spaghetti Sauce, Steak, Veal, etc. See also 
Meatless Burgers. 2660, 2699, 2870, 2902, 2928, 2991, 2996, 3170, 
3194, 3199, 3225, 3319, 3328, 3331, 3696, 3712, 3713, 3800, 3801, 
3813, 4307, 4384, 4410, 4434, 4514, 4563, 4564, 4582, 4603, 4604, 
4930, 4937, 4938, 4940

Meat Alternatives–Commercial Products (Meatlike Meatless Meat, 
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders). 
3648, 4002, 4010, 4073, 4124, 4185, 4319, 4337, 4489, 4491, 4601

Meat Alternatives–Documents About (Meatlike Meatless Meat, 
Poultry, or Fish / Seafood Analogs. See Also Meat Extenders). 
2402, 2820, 2866, 3036, 3088, 3095, 3103, 3211, 3243, 3334, 3403, 
3445, 3861, 4027, 4090, 4108, 4153, 4174, 4420

Meat Alternatives–General and Other Meatless Meatlike Products. 
See Also Meat Extenders. 919, 982, 983, 1637, 2094, 2198, 2288, 
2289, 2459, 3103, 3114, 3115, 3142, 3170, 3199, 3316, 3323, 3329, 
3330, 3372, 3423, 4172, 4183, 4513, 4702

Meat Alternatives–Gluten-Based (Incuding Seitan, Mianjin / Mian 
Jin or Mienchin / Mien Chin). 2928, 4534

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region. 4197, 4218, 4381, 4420, 4442, 
4611

Meat Alternatives–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies. 4027, 4089, 4160, 4850

Meat Alternatives–Kesp (Based on Spun Soy Protein Fibers). See 
Also Meat Extenders. 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3035, 3057, 
3058, 3060, 3140, 3141, 3142, 3178, 3188, 3189, 3190, 3191, 3192, 
3194, 3196, 3199, 3205, 3243, 3291, 3322, 3378, 3447, 3520, 4057, 
4299, 5001

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Bacon Bits, Ham, Chorizo, and 
Other Pork-related Products. See also Meatless Sausages. 1757, 
2870, 2892, 2944, 3037, 3045, 3111, 3166, 3199, 3225, 3270, 3395, 
3415, 3476, 3480, 3765, 3897, 4277, 4329, 4370, 4410, 4426, 4560, 
4926, 4993, 5001

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties. See Also Meat 
Extenders. 2529, 2902, 2979, 3166, 3232, 3246, 3251, 3270, 3308, 
3361, 3373, 3471, 3488, 3502, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3540, 3543, 3544, 
3551, 3556, 3563, 3601, 3605, 3611, 3623, 3637, 3639, 3640, 3641, 
3643, 3699, 3705, 3720, 3722, 3750, 3761, 3773, 3777, 3780, 3785, 
3799, 3813, 3823, 3827, 3838, 3848, 3896, 3897, 3898, 3904, 3912, 
3927, 3929, 3933, 3943, 3947, 3948, 3989, 3993, 4000, 4001, 4009, 
4028, 4042, 4056, 4064, 4065, 4085, 4086, 4089, 4114, 4118, 4145, 
4153, 4163, 4164, 4169, 4192, 4194, 4195, 4197, 4217, 4218, 4223, 
4226, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4247, 4252, 4255, 4277, 4286, 4313, 4318, 
4341, 4347, 4353, 4362, 4367, 4377, 4381, 4382, 4410, 4412, 4415, 
4420, 4441, 4442, 4443, 4467, 4469, 4470, 4488, 4507, 4511, 4534, 
4543, 4557, 4567, 4598, 4602, 4656, 4699, 4703, 4705, 4758, 4769, 
4798, 4892, 4925, 4926, 4940, 4993

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Chicken, Goose, Duck, and Related 
Poultry Products. See also Meatless Turkey. 2870, 2928, 2991, 
3029, 3031, 3225, 3270, 3395, 3420, 3422, 3464, 3696, 3755, 3765, 
4013, 4057, 4113, 4160, 4410, 4560, 4565, 4581, 4703, 4919, 4926, 
4930, 4932, 4937, 4940, 4993, 5001

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, and Other Seafood-like 
Products. 2831, 2991, 3464, 4013, 4277, 4490, 4908, 4926

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages (Including Frankfurters, Hot 
Dogs, Wieners, Salami, Pepperoni, Breakfast Pork Sausage, etc.). 
See Also Meat Extenders. 1945, 2360, 2453, 2510, 2529, 2857, 
2996, 2997, 3047, 3166, 3224, 3245, 3246, 3251, 3300, 3301, 3308, 
3322, 3395, 3404, 3520, 3550, 3563, 3566, 3567, 3700, 3754, 3761, 
3779, 3783, 3794, 3799, 3910, 3912, 3914, 3947, 3948, 4009, 4086, 
4089, 4113, 4114, 4118, 4125, 4153, 4160, 4182, 4218, 4235, 4238, 
4252, 4262, 4277, 4309, 4317, 4340, 4363, 4367, 4377, 4379, 4388, 
4412, 4416, 4446, 4447, 4469, 4479, 4500, 4510, 4560, 4605, 4703, 
4811, 4838, 4884, 4925, 4926, 4930, 4993, 5001

Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey. 3563, 4809, 4850, 4940

Meat Alternatives–Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein). See Also Meat 
Extenders. 3806, 4057, 4299, 4443, 4484, 4864, 4884

Meat Alternatives or Substitutes–Sausages, Hot Dogs, or Links–
Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various 
Languages. 2857
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Meat Alternatives or Substitutes, Meatless or Meatlike Products–
Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various 
Languages. 1945

Meat Products Extended with Soy Protein, or Meat Extenders 
(Marketed as Such). 1868, 1908, 1910, 1940, 2033, 2114, 2119, 
2125, 2278, 2329, 2351, 2386, 2626, 2652, 2820, 3039, 3066, 3068, 
3093, 3094, 3103, 3111, 3121, 3144, 3152, 3201, 3233, 3248, 3267, 
3269, 3285, 3305, 3317, 3318, 3320, 3326, 3348, 3388, 3447, 3480, 
3520, 3657, 3989, 4108

Meat alternatives companies. See Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood 
River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh), Yves Veggie 
Cuisine (Vancouver, BC, Canada)

Meat alternatives makers. See Garden Protein International (GPI), 
Tivall (Tivol)

Meatless burgers. See Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers

Media–Earliest Articles on Soy in Major Magazines and 
Newspapers. 755, 1372

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in Europe, or Related to 
Europeans in Asia. 967, 1280, 1331, 1332, 1510, 1517, 1736, 1737, 
1914, 1995, 1997, 2386, 3296, 3315, 3396, 3405, 3409, 3550, 3553, 
3697, 3773, 3779, 3785, 3792, 3846, 3859, 3893, 4048, 4167

Media, Popular Articles on Soyfoods in the USA, Canada, or 
Related to North Americans in Asia. 755, 1735, 1952, 2278, 2336, 
3290, 3310, 3878

Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General). 13, 90, 
847, 876, 1648, 2515, 3230, 3234, 3510, 3660, 3877, 4230

Medical aspects of soybeans. See Cancer or Tumor Causing / 
Promoting Substances in Soybeans or, Cognitive / Brain Function. 
Including Alzheimer’s Disease, Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, 
Kidney / Renal Function, Menopause–Relief of Its Unpleasant 
Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health

Medical aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian Diets–Medical 
Aspects

Medicine–Alternative–Incl. Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Drugless 
Doctors, Herbal Therapy, Holistic / Wholistic Medicine, 
Homeopathy, Natural Hygiene, Natural Medicine, Naturopathy, 
Preventive / Preventative Medicine,. 1012, 2754, 2755, 3437, 3471, 
4051, 4239, 4525, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4609

Medicine–History. 2754, 2755, 3081, 3082

Medicine, Chinese Traditional. See Chinese Medicine

Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937), the A.P. Meharry Farms (One 
Near Tolono, Champaign County, Illinois, and Three in Indiana), 
and William E. Riegel, Meharry Farm Manager and Independent 
Soybean Grower in Tolono, Illinois. 1848

Mei Dou Za / Mei-Tou-Cha / Meitauza. See Tempeh, Okara

Membrane Technology Processes–Microfi ltration (MF), 
Ultrafi ltration (UF, including Diafi ltration), Reverse Osmosis 
(RO–also known as hyperfi ltration, HF), Electrodialysis (ED), and 
Nanofi ltration (NF). 3591, 3974, 4197, 4693

Menopause–Relief of Its Unpleasant Symptoms, Such as “Hot 
Flashes” and “Night Sweats”. 4498, 4589, 4620, 4622, 4635, 4652, 
4656, 4693, 4707, 4708, 4713, 4719, 4797, 4887

Mesoamerica. See Latin America–Central America

Messina, Mark (PhD) and Virginia (MPH, RD) (Nutrition Matters, 
Inc., Port Townsend, Washington state). World’s leading expert on 
soy nutrition. 4524, 4554, 4589, 4622, 4635, 4678, 4705, 4874, 
4895, 4906, 4954, 4957

Mexican-style recipes, soyfoods used in. See Latin America, Central 
America–Mexico

Mexico. See Latin America, Central America–Mexico

Meyer, Frank N. (1875-1918). USDA Plant Explorer in Asia. 1104, 
1606, 1740, 2482, 3690, 4778

Michigan. See United States–States–Michigan

MicroSoy Corporation (Jefferson, Iowa; Osaka, Japan). Formerly 
Nichii Co. and MYCAL Corp. 4284

Microalgae. See Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic Single-Cell Proteins, 
Including Fungi [Mycoproteins such as Quorn], Yeast, and 
Bacteria). 2650, 3006, 3054, 3095, 3162, 3464, 4057, 4299, 4366, 
4430, 4443, 4484

Microbiology and Bacteriology–History of Early Discoveries. 3576, 
4448

Microbiology and fermentation. See Fermented Soyfoods and Their 
Fermentation

Micronesia, Federated States of. See Oceania–Micronesia

Microscopic analysis and microscopy. See Soybean–Morphology, 
Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its Seeds as Determined by 
Microscopy or Microscopic Examination

Middle America. See Latin America–Central America; and Latin 
America–Caribbean or West Indies, Latin America, Central 
America, and Latin America, Caribbean or West Indies

Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland). 
3638, 3716, 4197, 4255

Miles Laboratories. See Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, 
Ohio)

Milk–Problems with Cow’s Milk as a Food, Incl. Use of Bovine 
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Growth Hormone, Price Regulation, etc. (See also: Soymilk). 2975, 
2976, 3686, 3728, 3737, 3871, 4030, 4421, 4714

Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and Creams Made from Nuts, 
Grains, Seeds, or Legumes, Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, 
Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, Hemp Seeds, Pecans, Pine Nuts, 
Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, etc. See also: Almond 
Milk, Amazake / Rice Milk, Peanut / Groundnut Milk, Sesame 
Milk. 246, 919, 988, 1307, 1474, 1537, 1552, 1585, 1599, 1614, 
1631, 1637, 1654, 1752, 1813, 1855, 2028, 2389, 2487, 2536, 2581, 
2704, 2762, 2831, 2832, 2991, 4113, 4410, 4670, 4770, 4868, 4907, 
4908

Milk, almond. See Almond Milk and Cream. Also–Almonds Used 
to Flavor Soymilk, Rice Milk, etc.

Milk, coconut / cocoanut. See Coconut Milk and Cream

Milk, peanut. See Peanut Milk

Milk, rice. See Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)

Milk, sesame. See Sesame Milk

Milk, soy. See Soymilk

Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) (1879-1977) and International Nutrition 
Laboratory (Mt. Vernon, Ohio). 2402, 2578, 2865, 2912, 2947, 
2982, 3411, 3683, 4018, 4532, 4534, 4745, 4746, 4926, 5002

Minerals (General). 1778, 1984, 2825, 2886, 3405, 4061, 4240

Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods, Aluminum in 
the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not Mentioned, 
Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Mink, Foxes and Other Fur-Bearing Animals Fed Soybeans, 
Soybean Cake or Meal, or Soy Protein Products as Feed to Make 
Fur. 4684

Minnesota. See United States–States–Minnesota

Miso (Japanese-style Soybean Paste). See also: Jiang–for Chinese-
style Miso. Jang–for Korean-style Miso. And Taucho, Tauceo, Tau 
Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, or Taoetjo for Indonesian-
style Miso (Soybean Chiang, or Jiang [pinyin]). 8, 28, 163, 172, 
184, 244, 249, 314, 316, 353, 392, 443, 472, 482, 563, 596, 642, 
654, 659, 662, 666, 670, 686, 723, 733, 741, 744, 754, 764, 768, 
771, 778, 781, 788, 789, 802, 803, 813, 847, 869, 871, 872, 906, 
916, 925, 967, 969, 970, 976, 981, 985, 1024, 1028, 1103, 1137, 
1148, 1199, 1245, 1266, 1269, 1272, 1280, 1288, 1303, 1343, 1384, 
1386, 1389, 1449, 1450, 1463, 1501, 1509, 1538, 1541, 1556, 1606, 
1607, 1611, 1637, 1638, 1648, 1723, 1740, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1822, 
1830, 1857, 1862, 1895, 1942, 1992, 2000, 2139, 2155, 2158, 2169, 
2170, 2186, 2191, 2376, 2488, 2495, 2499, 2515, 2553, 2554, 2704, 
2761, 2762, 2764, 2820, 2832, 2843, 2844, 2875, 2892, 2894, 2924, 
2926, 2933, 2936, 2937, 2950, 2951, 2965, 2968, 2980, 2987, 3006, 
3023, 3028, 3046, 3052, 3054, 3059, 3073, 3080, 3090, 3097, 3102, 
3116, 3126, 3128, 3131, 3132, 3155, 3166, 3182, 3206, 3232, 3239, 
3241, 3244, 3253, 3281, 3294, 3335, 3337, 3366, 3390, 3416, 3427, 

3428, 3435, 3448, 3468, 3474, 3478, 3507, 3514, 3522, 3524, 3525, 
3526, 3530, 3540, 3574, 3576, 3592, 3596, 3604, 3608, 3609, 3613, 
3614, 3622, 3637, 3655, 3665, 3666, 3677, 3688, 3707, 3710, 3745, 
3777, 3784, 3814, 3826, 3827, 3847, 3878, 3887, 3910, 3914, 3922, 
3923, 3924, 4006, 4012, 4013, 4019, 4020, 4034, 4043, 4045, 4054, 
4060, 4062, 4075, 4103, 4105, 4136, 4137, 4226, 4293, 4294, 4300, 
4301, 4302, 4331, 4342, 4347, 4348, 4349, 4354, 4376, 4395, 4410, 
4452, 4456, 4486, 4559, 4636, 4685, 4752, 4767, 4770, 4773, 4791, 
4811, 4814, 4825, 4834, 4839, 4854, 4871, 4896, 4898, 4903, 4907, 
4926, 4943, 4945, 4949, 4955, 4964, 4990, 5004

Miso–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 163, 172, 184, 244, 249, 353, 392, 733, 744, 
3437

Miso–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 1024, 1103, 2950, 
2968, 3102, 3244, 3526, 4045, 4105, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4346, 4773, 
4825

Miso–Indonesian-style. See Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso–Marketing of. 3244

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 1024, 1248, 1637, 3530, 3613, 3710, 4348, 
4456, 4636, 4685, 4773, 4825, 4955

Miso Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 3608, 4456, 4685, 4773

Miso Soup–Mainly Japanese. 244, 294, 314, 443, 454, 472, 482, 
659, 669, 686, 744, 778, 781, 788, 916, 967, 969, 1538, 2704, 2762, 
2820, 2832, 2843, 3023, 3052, 3065, 3126, 3294, 3416, 3514, 3609, 
3665, 4054, 4062, 4137, 4301, 4302, 4685, 4871, 5004

Miso companies (USA). See American Miso Co. (Rutherfordton, 
North Carolina), Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, 
California), South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Miso products companies (USA). See Wizard’s Cauldron, Ltd. 
(Cedar Grove, North Carolina)

Miso, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand. 3577

Miso, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Modern Chickpea Miso, Oat 
Miso, Etc.). 3834

Miso, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products. 4008, 4346, 
4386

Miso, soybean–Chinese-Style. See Jiang–Chinese-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Miso, soybean–Korean-style. See Jang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soybean Paste

Missouri Farmers Association (MFA), Mexico and Columbia, 
Missouri–Cooperative Soybean Crushers. 2959
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Missouri. See United States–States–Missouri

Mitoku–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Tokyo, Japan). 
3102, 3726, 3847, 4105, 4300, 4348, 4349, 4357, 4358, 4839, 4943

Mitsui & Co., Ltd. (Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, Japanese Trading Co., 
founded 1876). 1079, 1112, 1133, 1134, 1137, 1142, 1149, 1200, 
1217, 1236, 1241, 1250, 1262, 1522, 1625, 1657, 1669, 1746, 1972, 
2023, 2186, 2899

Miyako Oriental Foods (Baldwin Park, California). 5004

Mizono family. See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, California)

Mochi. See Rice-Based Foods–Mochi

Molasses, soy. See Soy Molasses or Soy Solubles

Moldavia. See Europe, Eastern–Moldova

Monosodium glutamate. See MSG

Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, Missouri) and its HybriTech Seed 
International subsidiary. Acquired Jacob Hartz Seed Co. in April 
1983. Acquired Asgrow in April Feb. 1997. Merged with Pharmacia 
& Upjohn on 31 March 2000 and was renamed Pharmacia Corp. 
3002, 3643, 3758, 3762, 4123, 4448, 4614, 4615, 4616, 4618, 4619, 
4621, 4622, 4637, 4641, 4642, 4651, 4689, 4691, 4705, 4724, 4740, 
4748, 4756, 4760, 4761, 4768, 4769, 4906, 4923, 4927, 4931, 4953

Monticello Co-operative Soybean Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt 
Co., Illinois). Later also called Piatt County Soybean Cooperative 
Co., and Viobin (Maker of Wheat Germ Oil). 2429, 3983

Moorman Manufacturing Co. See Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(Quincy, Illinois)

Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga Nyûgyô (Torrance, 
California, and Tokyo, Japan). 3473, 3626, 3705, 3779, 3794, 3880, 
3912, 3917, 4039, 4456, 4963

Morphology, soybean. See Soybean–Morphology, Structure, 
Anatomy, Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy

Morrill Act. See Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, and Their 
Origin with the Land

Morse, W.J., on expedition to East Asia. See Tofu Dorsett-Morse 
Expedition to East Asia (1929-1931)

Morse, William Joseph (1884-1959, USDA Soybean Expert). 1441, 
1606, 1607, 1608, 1685, 1711, 1751, 1778, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 
1788, 1789, 1790, 1946, 1949, 1957, 1968, 1992, 2006, 2084, 2118, 
2142, 2155, 2162, 2188, 2189, 2246, 2252, 2283, 2450, 2463, 2482, 
2484, 3983, 4778, 4999

Mottled, speckled, or spotted soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–
Mottled

Mucuna pruriens. See Velvet Bean

Mull-Soy. See Borden Inc.

Mung Bean / Mungbean and Mung Bean Sprouts. Vigna radiata 
L. Formerly Phaseolus aureus. Also called Green Gram. Chinese 
(Mandarin)–Lüdou. Chinese (Cantonese)–Dau Ngah / Dow Ngaah. 
Japanese–Moyashi. Indonesian: Kacang / katjang + hijau / ijo / 
hidjau. German–Buschbohne. French–Haricot Mungo. 85, 90, 545, 
563, 790, 859, 930, 932, 954, 1028, 1044, 1052, 1137, 1217, 1298, 
1299, 1448, 1503, 1622, 1644, 1673, 1751, 1757, 2355, 2487, 2548, 
2884, 2928, 3132, 3166, 3380, 3449, 3592, 3637, 3815, 3831, 3982, 
4038, 4242, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4575, 4770, 4797, 4840, 4907

Muramoto, Noboru–His Life and Work with Macrobiotics, 
Organizations He Founded, and Commercial Products He Made or 
Inspired. 3784, 4767

Mushroom ketchup. See Ketchup, Mushroom (Mushroom Ketchup, 
Western-Style)

Muso Shokuhin–Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Osaka, 
Japan). 2907, 2950, 3102, 3241, 3784, 3847, 4105, 4166, 4300, 
4301, 4302, 4357

Mycoprotein used in meal alternatives. See Meat Alternatives–
Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein)

Mycorrhiza. See Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizal 
Relations

Myths of soybean history–debunking / dispelling. See History of the 
Soybean–Myths and Early Errors Concerning Its History

Names for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Naphtha solvents for extraction. See Solvents

Nasoya Foods, Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of 
Vitasoy Since Aug. 1990. 3563, 3777, 4089, 4111, 4476, 4477, 
4769, 4776

National Agricultural Library (USDA, NAL, Beltsville, Maryland). 
4625

National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois). Named Northern Regional 
Research Laboratory prior to July 1976. Named Northern Regional 
Research Center prior to 28 Dec. 1991. 2373, 2434, 2543, 2561, 
2764, 2820, 2844, 2875, 2947, 3053, 3096, 3337, 3487, 4222, 4223, 
4249, 4414, 4438, 5004

National Food Research Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, 
Japan). 2761, 2820, 4408, 4650

National Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA). See Health 
Foods Industry–Trade Associations–National Nutritional Foods 
Association (NNFA)
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National Oilseed Processors Assoc. (NOPA) (National Soybean 
Oil Manufacturers Association from May 1930 to 1935; National 
Soybean Processors Assoc. [NSPA] from June 1936 to Aug. 1989. 
Washington, DC. Including Soy Flour Assoc. [1936-1949], Soya 
Food Research Council [1936+], and Soybean Nutritional Research 
Council [1937+]). 2348, 2369, 2402, 2469, 3874

Natto (Whole Soybeans Fermented with Bacillus natto). 8, 916, 
967, 969, 1013, 1028, 1137, 1150, 1217, 1303, 1334, 1389, 1450, 
1541, 1570, 1606, 1607, 1637, 1638, 1648, 1723, 1757, 1778, 1805, 
1806, 1830, 1895, 1940, 1992, 2186, 2191, 2233, 2495, 2499, 2515, 
2757, 2815, 2826, 2883, 2892, 2894, 2936, 2937, 2987, 3046, 3146, 
3239, 3337, 3416, 3448, 3478, 3514, 3540, 3552, 3577, 3609, 3614, 
3710, 3777, 3814, 3849, 3907, 4012, 4013, 4019, 4062, 4349, 4456, 
4559, 4654, 4720, 4770, 4795, 4811, 4814, 4829, 4907, 4926, 4955

Natto–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1805, 1806, 1830, 4926

Natto–Soybean Dawadawa (From West Africa). Also called Dawa-
dawa, Dadawa, Daddawa, Iru, Local Maggi, Ogiri, Soumbala / 
Soumbara / Sumbala, or Tonou. 2757, 2815, 3146, 3907, 4012, 
4829

Natto Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 3710, 4456

Natto from Nepal. See Kinema

Natto, Daitokuji / Daitoku-ji natto. See Daitokuji Fermented Black 
Soybeans–from Japan

Natto, Hamana. See Hamanatto Fermented Black Soybeans–from 
Japan

Natto, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory 
Scale, by Hand. 3577

Natural / Health Foods Industry and Market–Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses. 3895

Natural / Vegetarian Food Products Companies. See American 
Natural Snacks, Boca Burger, Fantastic Foods, Gardenburger

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (Canada). See 
Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. (Vancouver then Richmond, British 
Columbia, Canada), Manna Foods, Inc. (Scarborough, Ontario, 
Canada)

Natural Foods Distributors and Master Distributors (USA). See 
Arrowhead Mills (Hereford, Deaf Smith County, Texas), Ceres 
(Colorado Springs, Colorado), Cornucopia Natural Foods, Eden 
Foods, Inc. (Clinton, Michigan). Founded 4 Nov. 1969, Erewhon 
(Boston, Massachusetts), Erewhon–Los Angeles / West, Essene 
Traditional Foods (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Great Eastern 
Sun and Macrobiotic Wholesale Co. (North Carolina), Health 
Valley (Los Angeles, then Montebello, California), Infi nity Food 
Co. Renamed Infi nity Company by 1973 (New York City), Janus 
Natural Foods (Seattle, Washington), Laurelbrook Natural Foods 
(Bel Air, Maryland), Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida), Well 

(The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing Co. (San Jose, 
California), Wessanen, Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, 
California)

Natural Foods Exporter and Distributor (Japan). See Mitoku 
(Tokyo, Japan)

Natural Foods Exporters and Distributors (Japan). See Muso 
Shokuhin (Osaka, Japan)

Natural Foods Movement and Industry in the United States (Started 
in the Mid-1950s). 2033, 2198, 2907, 2925, 2983, 3023, 3128, 
3206, 3241, 3253, 3390, 3475, 3563, 3643, 3784, 3794, 3815, 3949, 
4160, 4176, 4203, 4251, 4275, 4330, 4331, 4376, 4715, 4834, 4926, 
4997

Natural Foods Movement or Industry / Health Movement–
Periodicals. 4079

Natural Products Association (NPA). See Health Foods Industry–
Trade Associations–National Products Association

Natural and Health Foods Retail Chains or Supermarkets: Bread & 
Circus (Tony Harnett, MA), Frazier Farms (Bill Frazier, Southern 
Calif.), Fresh Fields (Rockville, MD), GNC = General Nutrition 
Corp. (Pittsburgh, PA), Mrs. Gooch’s (Los Angeles, CA), Nature 
Foods Centres (Wilmington, MA; Ronald Rossetti), Trader Joe’s, 
Whole Foods Market (Austin, TX), Wild Oats. 4670

Naturopathic pioneers. See Ehret, Arnold

Naturopathy pioneers. See Lust, Benedict (1872-1947)

Nauru. See Oceania

Near East. See Asia, Middle East

Nematodes–Disease Control (Nematodes). Early Called Eelworms 
/ Eel-Worms or Gallworms / Gall-Worms that Caused Root-Knot or 
Root-Gall. 1698, 1778, 1881, 3429, 3434, 3461, 3500

Neonotonia wightii (Also called Rhodesian Kudzu Vine, Perennial 
Soybean, or Soja perene / Soya Perenne; Formerly Glycine javanica
or Glycine wightii). 314, 400, 451, 550, 634, 650, 809, 813, 835, 
2163, 2401, 2860, 3009, 3262

Nestlé (Nestle–The World’s Biggest Food Group). 1432, 2186, 
3095, 3144, 3203, 3217, 3218, 3484, 3546, 3683, 3689, 3706, 4018, 
4158, 4299, 4366, 4374, 4471, 4485, 4561, 4745, 4746

Netherlands. See Europe, Western–Netherlands

New Caledonia (French Territory of). See Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean 
Islands that are Part of France–Territory of New Caledonia and 
Dependencies

New England Soy Dairy. See Tomsun Foods, Inc.

New Uses Movement (USA, starting 1987)–Industrial Uses of 
Soybeans. Successor to the Farm Chemurgic Movement (1930s 
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to 1950s). And Value-Added Industrial Applications. See also: 
Research & Development Centers–USDA-ARS National Center for 
Agricultural Utilization Research (Peoria, Illinois). 3996, 4523

New York State Agric. Experiment Station (Geneva, NY). See 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York)

New York. See United States–States–New York

New Zealand. See Oceania–New Zealand

Nichii Company. See Whole Dry Soybean Flakes

Nigeria. See Africa–Nigeria

Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). 1313, 1316, 1665, 1669, 
1746, 1855, 2169, 2170, 2226, 3480

Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company. 995, 1010, 1638

Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and Nodulation by 
Rhizobium Bacteria. 945, 958, 987, 993, 995, 1010, 1024, 1039, 
1096, 1126, 1154, 1213, 1244, 1247, 1261, 1290, 1301, 1303, 1313, 
1333, 1339, 1389, 1393, 1406, 1431, 1507, 1509, 1555, 1581, 1613, 
1638, 1651, 1665, 1710, 1725, 1738, 1757, 1777, 1778, 1877, 1888, 
1914, 1916, 1940, 2007, 2027, 2043, 2084, 2111, 2132, 2149, 2158, 
2160, 2162, 2186, 2187, 2227, 2236, 2249, 2252, 2274, 2282, 2283, 
2317, 2376, 2402, 2427, 2648, 2862, 2881, 2943, 2949, 3106, 3272, 
3432, 3439, 3443, 3516, 3517, 3521, 3832, 4019, 4021

Nitrogen Fixing Cultures / Inoculants (Commercial and 
Noncommercial from government), of Rhizobium Bacteria for 
Soybeans (Culture / Inoculant / Inoculum / Inocula). 995, 1010, 
1638, 2427

Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). 1637, 1638, 1868, 
1903, 2003, 2040, 2046, 2047, 2049, 2298, 2434

Nodulation. See Nitrogen Fixation, Inoculum, Inoculation, and 
Nodulation by Rhizobium Bacteria

Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion Concerning Names. 1778, 2252

Non-Dairy milks. See Rice Milk, Almond Milk, Coconut Milk, 
Sesame Milk, etc

Non-dairy products (so-called) made from casein or caseinates. See 
Casein or Caseinates–Problems in So-Called Non-Dairy Products

Non-dairy, non-soy milk. See Milk, Non-Dairy, Non-Soy Milks and 
Creams Made from Nuts, Grains, Seeds, or Legumes

Nordquist, Ted. See WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN 
Industries, Inc., California)

North America. See United States of America, and Canada. For 
Mexico, see Latin America, Central America

North Carolina. See United States–States–North Carolina

Northeast India. See Asia, South–India, Northeast / North-East. The 
Contiguous Seven Sister States and Sikkim

Northern Regional Research Center (NRRC) (Peoria, Illinois). See 
National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research (NCAUR) 
(USDA-ARS)

Northern Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York). 3756

Noted personalities–vegetarians. See Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted 
Personalities and Famous People

Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or Radioactivity Worldwide. 
3427, 4764

Nut Butters, Non-Soy. Including Butter Made from Nuts or Seeds, 
Such as Brazil Nuts, Cashews, Coconuts, Filberts, Hazelnuts, 
Hickory Nuts, Hemp Seeds, Macadamia Nuts, Pecans, Pignolias, 
Pine Nuts, Pistachios, Pumpkin Seeds, Sunfl ower Seeds, Walnuts, 
etc. See also: Almond Butter (from 1373), Peanut Butter (from 
1896), Sesame Butter, Soynut Butter. 246, 919, 983, 1012, 1307, 
1537, 1588, 1612, 2699, 2700, 2831

Nut milk or cream. See Milk–Non-Dairy Milks and Creams Made 
from Nuts

Nutraceuticals. See Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals

Nutrition (General). 824, 857, 925, 1003, 1258, 1384, 1587, 1735, 
1736, 1865, 1900, 1903, 1951, 1959, 1963, 2033, 2100, 2110, 2155, 
2160, 2181, 2186, 2187, 2291, 2292, 2334, 2380, 2415, 2437, 2459, 
2470, 2487, 2489, 2496, 2502, 2517, 2519, 2528, 2580, 2584, 2646, 
2727, 2777, 2783, 2812, 2815, 2828, 2898, 2955, 2990, 3134, 3337, 
3369, 3403, 3445, 3824, 3828, 4236, 4238, 4239, 4279, 4336, 4408, 
4452, 4455, 4650, 4704, 4827, 4853, 4874, 4895, 4926, 4963

Nutrition–Acid-Base Balance in Diet and Health, or Individual 
Foods, or Acid-Alkaline Ash in Diet, or Acid-Forming and Base-
Forming Elements in Foods. 2110, 2135, 2180, 2200, 2264, 2384, 
2402, 2459

Nutrition–Biologically Active Phytochemicals–Allergens, Allergy 
/ Allergies, and Allergic Reactions Caused (or Remedied) by 
Soybeans, Soyfoods, Peanuts, or Animal Milks. 163, 249, 353, 392, 
2734, 3173, 3286, 3562, 3717, 3737, 4210, 4351, 4401, 4618, 4684, 
4746

Nutrition–Biologically active phytochemicals. See Antioxidants, 
Phytic Acid, Phytates, and Phytin, Reproductive / Fertility 
Problems, Saponins, Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors

Nutrition–Biologically active substances. See Antinutritional 
Factors (General), Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins, 
Goitrogens and Thyroid Function, Hemagglutinins (Lectins or 
Soyin)

Nutrition–Carbohydrates. See Oligosaccharides, Starch

Nutrition–Lipids. See Linolenic Acid and Linolenate, Sterols or 
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Steroid Hormones

Nutrition–Medical / Medicinal-Therapeutic Aspects. See Chinese 
Medicine, Traditional

Nutrition–Medical Aspects. See Cancer Preventing Substances in 
Soy, Cancer or Tumor Causing / Promoting Substances in Soybeans 
or Soyfoods, Cardiovascular Disease, Especially Heart Disease and 
Stroke, Cognitive / Brain Function. Including Alzheimer’s Disease, 
Diabetes and Diabetic Diets, Kidney / Renal Function, Medical 
/ Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects (General), Menopause–
Relief of Its Unpleasant Symptoms, Osteoporosis, Bone and 
Skeletal Health

Nutrition–Minerals. See Aluminum in Soybeans and Soyfoods, 
Aluminum in the Diet and Cooking Utensils–Problems. Soy Is Not 
Mentioned, Calcium Availability, Absorption, and Content of Soy

Nutrition–Protein–Early and basic research. See Protein–Early and 
Basic Research

Nutrition–Protein. See Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition 
and Content

Nutrition Education (Or Lack Thereof in Medical Schools), Food 
Groups, and Food Pyramids. 2947

Nutrition bars. See Bars–Energy Bars or Nutrition Bars Made with 
Soy

Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France). Founded in June 
1982 as SOY (Cerny, France). Named Nutrition et Soja, Div. of 
Nutrition et Santé from 1 Aug. 1994 until 1 Jan. 2011. 3540, 3614, 
3637, 3638, 3669, 3706, 3714, 3716, 3892, 3982, 4086, 4089, 4090, 
4154, 4207, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4456, 4527, 4590, 4769, 4858

Nutrition, human, USDA bureau of. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home 
Economics

Nutrition, primitive human. See Primitive Human Diets

Nutrition. See Carbohydrates (General). See also Starch, Dietary 
Fiber, and Oligosaccharides (Complex Sugars), Carbohydrates–
Dietary Fiber, Carbohydrates–Effects of Dietary Carbohydrates 
(Especially Fiber and Saponins) on Blood Lipids (Especially 
Cholesterol), Chemical / Nutritional Composition or Analysis, 
Claim or Claims of Health Benefi ts–Usually Authorized by the 
FDA, Concerns about the Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of 
Soy in Human Diets, Diet and Breast Cancer Prevention, Diet 
and Cancer. See also–Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer, 
Diet and Prostate Cancer Prevention, Flatulence or Intestinal Gas, 
Functional Foods or Nutraceuticals, Human Nutrition–Clinical 
Trials, Intestinal Flora / Bacteria, Isofl avone or Phytoestrogen 
Content of Soyfoods, Soy-based Products,, Lactose Intolerance, 
Lipid and Fatty Acid Composition of Soy, Lipids–Effects on Blood 
Lipids, Lysinoalanine (LAL)–An Unusual Toxic Amino Acid, 
Minerals (General), Protein–Effects on Blood Lipids, Protein 
Quality, and Supplementation, Protein Resources and Shortages, 
and the “World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, 

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds, Toxins and Toxicity in 
Foods and Feeds–General, Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–
Microorganisms, Especially Bacteria that Cause Food Poisoning, 
Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent 
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants, 
Vitamins (General), Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins), 
Vitamins E (Tocopherols), Vitamins K (Coagulant)

Nutritional aspects of vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian and Vegan 
Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects

Nuts made from roasted soybeans. See Soynuts

Obituaries, Eulogies, Death Certifi cates, and Wills. See Also: 
Biographies, Biographical Sketches and Autobiographies. 153, 
1848, 2440, 2465, 2867, 4544, 4717, 4905, 4990

Oceania (General, Also Called Australasia, or Australia and Islands 
of the Pacifi c / Pacifi c Islands). 760, 893, 902, 1739, 1808, 3988

Oceania–Atlantic Ocean Islands that are Part of the United 
Kingdom–Ascension (in south Atlantic), British Antarctic Territory 
(Including South Shetland Islands and South Orkney Islands in 
south Atlantic), Channel Islands (in English Channel), Falkland 
Islands {or Islas Malvinas} and Dependencies (in south Atlantic), 
Isle of Man (in Irish Sea), South Georgia Islands (in South 
Atlantic), St. Helena (1,200 miles off the west coast of Africa). 
1739, 1769, 1808, 2111, 3539, 4878, 4894

Oceania–Australia, Commonwealth of (Including Tasmania, Cocos 
(Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Coral Sea Islands Territory, 
Norfolk Island, Territory of Ashmore and Cartier Islands, and 
Australian Antarctic Territory). 111, 344, 345, 397, 410, 418, 588, 
634, 647, 654, 733, 740, 760, 809, 813, 835, 895, 923, 1068, 1123, 
1129, 1166, 1212, 1215, 1264, 1281, 1290, 1308, 1312, 1333, 1334, 
1367, 1383, 1395, 1400, 1411, 1431, 1450, 1461, 1517, 1524, 1593, 
1606, 1673, 1680, 1696, 1712, 1723, 1739, 1759, 1769, 1778, 1807, 
1808, 1836, 1940, 2030, 2131, 2135, 2158, 2160, 2163, 2186, 2187, 
2189, 2191, 2237, 2246, 2248, 2251, 2283, 2356, 2359, 2597, 2598, 
2668, 2713, 2865, 2952, 2979, 3007, 3013, 3023, 3044, 3051, 3064, 
3070, 3073, 3098, 3103, 3159, 3166, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3220, 3241, 
3260, 3285, 3296, 3432, 3453, 3457, 3471, 3518, 3526, 3529, 3530, 
3634, 3636, 3642, 3753, 3756, 3759, 3790, 3818, 3829, 3832, 3858, 
3874, 3878, 3896, 3959, 3968, 3975, 4095, 4108, 4130, 4153, 4193, 
4203, 4216, 4271, 4292, 4311, 4333, 4349, 4407, 4418, 4439, 4476, 
4477, 4499, 4524, 4525, 4529, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4561, 4611, 4635, 
4658, 4667, 4686, 4692, 4713, 4714, 4741, 4745, 4773, 4785, 4799, 
4806, 4826, 4851, 4883, 4892, 4897, 4911, 4943, 4947, 4956

Oceania–Fiji. 647, 1739, 1808, 2158, 2163, 2619, 2713, 2777, 
2949, 3530, 4333, 4806

Oceania–Guam. 1739, 1808, 2777, 3530, 4773, 4806

Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybean products in a certain country in Oceania. 
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this country. 2777, 
4773

Oceania–Introduction of Soy Products to. This document contains 
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the earliest date seen for soybean products in a certain country in 
Oceania. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by that date in 
this country. 2777, 4773

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans (but only wild perennial relatives of soybeans) 
in a certain country in Oceania; cultivated soybeans have not yet 
been reported. 111, 647, 809, 835, 923

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning soybeans in a certain country in Oceania. 1769, 2163, 
2619

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest document seen 
concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country in 
Oceania. 1769, 2163, 2619

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain country in Oceania. 
1673, 1769, 2619

Oceania–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document contains the 
earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a certain country 
in Oceania. 1673, 1769, 2619

Oceania–Kiribati (Gilbert Islands until 1979). 1739, 1808, 3530

Oceania–Marshall Islands, Republic of the. 2777, 4806

Oceania–Micronesia, Federated States of (Named Caroline Islands 
until 1986. Formerly part of the U.S.-administered Trust Territory 
of the Pacifi c Islands). 2777, 3818

Oceania–Nauru (Naoero; Named Pleasant Island from 1798 to 
1888). 3530

Oceania–New Zealand–Including Stewart Island, Chatham Islands, 
Snares Islands, Bounty Islands, and Tokelau (formerly Union 
Islands). 492, 511, 521, 537, 555, 561, 568, 765, 875, 1037, 1109, 
1157, 1175, 1178, 1324, 1330, 1333, 1338, 1374, 1434, 1435, 1436, 
1590, 1616, 1626, 1666, 1739, 1769, 1807, 1808, 2158, 2236, 2252, 
2356, 2598, 2907, 2964, 3073, 3103, 3185, 3285, 3471, 3530, 3847, 
3896, 3976, 4074, 4107, 4153, 4216, 4349, 4375, 4476, 4508, 4521, 
4522, 4524, 4531, 4535, 4537, 4540, 4545, 4556, 4591, 4595, 4596, 
4597, 4599, 4617, 4648, 4694, 4714, 4730, 4731, 4745, 4757, 4762, 
4773, 4851, 4865, 4871, 4892, 4943

Oceania–Other Pacifi c Islands, Including American Samoa, Cook 
Islands (NZ), Niue (NZ), Northern Mariana Islands (U.S., Including 
Saipan, Tinian, Rota). And Large Pacifi c Island Groups–Melanesia, 
Micronesia, Polynesia. 1808, 2777, 3530, 3818, 4333, 4773

Oceania–Pacifi c Ocean Islands that are Part of France–Territory 
of New Caledonia (Nouvelle Calédonie) and Dependencies. 
Dependencies are the Loyalty Islands (Iles Loyauté), Isle of Pines 
(Ile des Pins–Kunié), Belep Archipelago (Iles Bélep), and Huon 
Islands (Ile Huon). 647, 809, 835, 1739, 1808, 2158, 3530, 4333

Oceania–Palau, Republic of. 4773

Oceania–Papua New Guinea, Independent State of (British New 
Guinea from 1888, then Territory of Papua and New Guinea until 
Sept. 1975. The northeast was German New Guinea from 1884 to 
1914, then Trust Territory of New Guinea). 1739, 1808, 2163, 2777, 
3518, 3530, 3818, 4153, 4333, 4477, 4806, 4947

Oceania–Samoa (Formerly Western Samoa; German Samoa until 
1914). 2777, 3530

Oceania–Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate 
until July 1978). 1739, 1808, 2619, 2759, 2777, 2802, 2840, 2880, 
2896, 2915, 2943, 2949, 2973, 3530, 4806

Oceania–Tonga, Kingdom of. 1739, 1808, 2777, 3530, 4333

Oceania–Tuvalu (The Ellice Islands part of the Gilbert and Ellice 
Islands Colony before 1976). 1739, 1808, 3530

Oceania–Vanuatu, Republic of (Named New Hebrides until 1980). 
1739, 1808, 2777, 3530, 4333

Oelmuehle Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany). Founded in 1965 
by incorporating Stettiner Oelwerke AG (founded 1910), Toeppfer’s 
Oelwerke GmbH (founded 1915), and Hansa-Muehle AG (founded 
1916 as Hanseatische Muehlenwerke AG). 1339, 1347, 1528, 1855, 
1868, 1903, 1924, 1953, 1976, 1991, 1992, 2003, 2061, 2098, 2156, 
2174, 2238, 2298, 2373, 2400, 2429, 2434, 2435, 2440, 2503, 2706, 
3081, 3082, 3249, 3621, 3882, 4179, 4693, 4971

Off fl avors. See Flavor Taste Problems

Ohio Miso Co. (Founded in 1979 by Thom Leonard and Richard 
Kluding). See South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts)

Ohio. See United States–States–Ohio

Ohsawa, George and Lima–Their Life and Work with Macrobiotics 
(Also Sakurazawa Nyoichi, or Georges Ohsawa). 2704, 2762, 2832, 
2843, 3073, 3080, 3427, 3665, 3784, 4943, 4964

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Binder for Sand 
Foundry Cores, Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Linoleum, Floor 
Coverings, Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods, Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO), Rubber Substitutes 
or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a hydrogenated oil. See Candles, 
Crayons, and Soybean Wax

Oil, soy–industrial uses of, as a non-drying oil. See Diesel Fuel, 
SoyDiesel, Biodiesel or Artifi cial Petroleum, Dust Suppressants and 
Dust Control, Explosives Made from Glycerine, Illumination or 
Lighting by Burning Soy Oil in Wicked Oil Lamps Like Kerosene, 
Lubricants, Lubricating Agents, and Axle Grease for Carts, Release 
or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, 
Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or General Uses, Soaps or 
Detergents

Oil, soy–industrial uses of. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, Paint 
Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. Gardner, 
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L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans

Oil, soy–industrial uses. See Industrial Uses of Soy Oil

Oil, soy, constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Oil, soy, industrial uses of, as a drying oil. See Industrial Uses of 
Soy Oil

Oil, soy. See Soy Oil

Oil, sweet. See Sweet oil

Okara tempeh. See Tempeh, Okara

Okara. See Fiber–Okara or Soy Pulp, Fiber, Soy

Okinawa / Ryukyu Islands / Great LooChoo (Part of Japan Since 
1972). 360, 602, 910, 1538, 2712, 2777, 3791, 4333, 4590, 4966

Oligosaccharides (The Complex Sugars Raffi nose, Stachyose, and 
Verbascose). 3419, 4684, 4693

Olive / Olives (Olea europea). See also Olive Oil. 120, 121, 145, 
164, 186, 187, 200, 212, 270, 274, 288, 291, 368, 373, 378, 404, 
442, 512, 893, 902, 1216, 1307, 1500, 1672, 2548, 2587, 2854, 
2953, 3922, 4072, 4575

Olive Oil. 55, 118, 139, 145, 159, 164, 168, 178, 182, 187, 192, 
206, 212, 219, 351, 357, 369, 373, 494, 528, 644, 688, 825, 831, 
866, 893, 902, 948, 1094, 1170, 1191, 1192, 1449, 1456, 1500, 
1574, 1623, 1633, 1672, 1685, 1700, 1739, 1832, 1861, 2205, 2316, 
2331, 2389, 2459, 2494, 2514, 2516, 2587, 2628, 2750, 2760, 2854, 
2903, 2953, 3271, 3273, 3981, 4270

Oncom, Onchom, or Ontjom. See Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives

Ontario Soybean Growers (Canada: Name Changes–Ontario 
Soybean Growers Association, Nov. 1946 to 1949. Ontario Soya-
Bean Growers’ Marketing Board, 1949 to 1989. Ontario Soybean 
Growers’ Marketing Board, 1989 to 1 Dec. 1999). Merged into 
Grain Farmers of Ontario 2010 Jan 1. 2583, 3133, 3707, 4088, 
4749, 4761, 4787

Ontario. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Ontario

Opposition to a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diet or 
Vegetarianism–Opposition or Objection to

Organic Farming and Gardening (General; Part of Natural Foods 
Movement). See also: Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). 
See also: Soybean Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or 
Soybean Products in Commercial Food Products. 2983, 4715, 4920, 
4921, 4922

Organic Farming and Gardening–General (Non-Soy). See also: 
Organically Grown Soybeans in Commercial Food Products. 1981, 
2699, 3475

Organic Soybean Production (Commercial). See also: Soybean 

Production: Organically Grown Soybeans or Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products. 2916, 3640, 3641, 3892, 4103, 4154, 
4202, 4350, 4365, 4419, 4783

Organically Grown Soybeans or Organic Soybean Products in 
Commercial Food Products. 3102, 3479, 3564, 3565, 3571, 3572, 
3681, 3726, 3750, 3778, 3788, 3805, 3808, 3884, 3905, 3912, 3928, 
3929, 3931, 3938, 3955, 3992, 3993, 4029, 4050, 4094, 4096, 4099, 
4101, 4109, 4130, 4155, 4157, 4184, 4186, 4256, 4267, 4290, 4303, 
4318, 4319, 4324, 4352, 4364, 4370, 4481, 4495

Organoleptic evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or 
Sensory / Organoleptic Evaluation

Oriental Show-You Company. Purchased in 1963 by Beatrice / La 
Choy. 2155, 4979

Origin, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of the 
Soybean (General). 10, 451, 550, 650, 661, 663, 725, 732, 768, 894, 
1014, 1147, 1447, 1701, 1827, 2480, 2482, 2956, 2965, 3049, 3070, 
3195, 3238, 3581, 3919, 3973, 4242, 4244, 4575, 4794

Origins, Evolution, Domestication, and Dissemination of Soybeans 
(General). 163, 172, 249, 314, 333, 353, 371, 392, 443, 482, 564, 
670, 764, 770, 815, 950, 960, 1028, 1169, 1383, 1395, 1555, 1673, 
1940, 2484, 3561, 3736, 4243

Osteoporosis, Bone and Skeletal Health. 4589, 4609, 4622, 4656, 
4693, 4704, 4719

Oyster ketchup. See Ketchup, Oyster (Oyster Ketchup, Western-
Style)

P.I. numbers of soybeans. See Introduction of Soybeans (as to 
a Nation, State, or Region, with P.I. Numbers for the USA) and 
Selection, Lists and Descriptions (Offi cial and / or Extensive) 
of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers and 
Synonyms

PMS Foods, Inc. See Far-Mar-Co., Inc.

Pacifi c Foods of Oregon, Inc. (Tualatin, Oregon). 4419

Pacifi c Islands. See Oceania

Packaging Equipment. 2464, 3769

Packaging Innovations and Problems. 2820, 4111, 4223, 4285, 4419

Paint Manufacturers’ Association of the U.S., Incl. Henry A. 
Gardner, L.P. Nemzek and Industrial Uses of Soybeans. 1648

Paints (Especially Water-Based Latex Paints)–Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins. 1432, 1758, 2169, 2170, 2250, 2283, 2305, 2402, 
2406, 3742, 4523

Paints, Varnishes, Enamels, Lacquers, and Other Protective / 
Decorative Coatings–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 
930, 932, 1050, 1059, 1079, 1081, 1096, 1108, 1123, 1149, 1155, 
1278, 1298, 1299, 1319, 1334, 1389, 1433, 1468, 1469, 1470, 1481, 
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1485, 1506, 1509, 1524, 1536, 1541, 1553, 1571, 1606, 1607, 1610, 
1630, 1633, 1636, 1648, 1687, 1695, 1698, 1713, 1715, 1717, 1724, 
1731, 1740, 1778, 1800, 1801, 1830, 1849, 1863, 1884, 1912, 1926, 
1939, 1952, 1968, 1998, 1999, 2071, 2076, 2099, 2121, 2125, 2127, 
2155, 2158, 2159, 2167, 2169, 2170, 2226, 2232, 2236, 2284, 2293, 
2297, 2348, 2360, 2378, 2402, 2444, 2450, 2479, 2498, 2515, 2534, 
2538, 2539, 2583, 2585, 2588, 2606, 2624, 2642, 2653, 2672, 2683, 
2695, 2702, 2703, 2714, 2715, 2724, 2728, 2736, 2740, 2742, 2743, 
2749, 2763, 2765, 2789, 2791, 2809, 2817, 2855, 2891, 3874, 3996, 
4409, 4523

Pakistan. See Asia, South–Pakistan

Paper Coatings or Sizings, or Textile Sizing–Industrial Uses of Soy 
Proteins. 1587, 2125, 2126, 2169, 2170, 2176, 2195, 2211, 2218, 
2225, 2231, 2250, 2283, 2305, 2402, 2543, 2892, 3758, 3762, 4237, 
4375, 4523

Papua New Guinea. See Oceania–Papua New Guinea

Paste, Sweet Black Soybean. See Sweet Black Soybean Paste (Non-
Fermented)

Pasture from green soybean plants. See Feeds / Forage from 
Soybean Plants–Pasture, Grazing or Foraging

Pasture from soybeans. See Forage from Soybean Plants–Hogging 
Down

Patent Offi ce and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture. See United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce and 
Commissioner of Patents (Forerunners of USDA)

Patents–References to a Patent in Non-Patent Documents. 102, 134, 
564, 565, 876, 1310, 1386, 1425, 1511, 1585, 1599, 1637, 1654, 
1699, 1735, 1776, 1813, 1814, 1862, 1960, 1976, 1997, 2002, 2042, 
2099, 2164, 2170, 2207, 2362, 2403, 2418, 2419, 2421, 2428, 2429, 
2464, 2483, 2494, 2503, 2541, 2542, 2597, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2831, 
2879, 2931, 2935, 2978, 2986, 2991, 3000, 3051, 3056, 3079, 3081, 
3082, 3176, 3178, 3218, 3236, 3303, 3350, 3415, 3477, 3480, 3621, 
3644, 3675, 3745, 3758, 3762, 3983, 3996, 4179, 4222, 4235, 4299, 
4345, 4408, 4409, 4434, 4448, 4455, 4470, 4471, 4485, 4506, 4523, 
4561, 4609, 4650, 4681, 4741, 4755, 4908, 5001, 5002

Patents. 94, 591, 1005, 1035, 1115, 1254, 1285, 1286, 1287, 1326, 
1401, 1421, 1429, 1458, 1474, 1476, 1534, 1535, 1549, 1550, 1552, 
1579, 1588, 1595, 1600, 1614, 1624, 1631, 1655, 1662, 1667, 1707, 
1709, 1714, 1722, 1742, 1765, 1766, 1772, 1773, 1774, 1799, 1819, 
1841, 1853, 1875, 1892, 1894, 1897, 1904, 1907, 1921, 1922, 1930, 
1948, 1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1988, 1989, 1991, 2012, 2014, 
2015, 2020, 2021, 2022, 2028, 2039, 2041, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, 
2049, 2057, 2061, 2074, 2100, 2156, 2166, 2168, 2175, 2176, 2195, 
2199, 2204, 2206, 2210, 2211, 2212, 2217, 2218, 2225, 2228, 2229, 
2231, 2234, 2238, 2270, 2281, 2286, 2287, 2310, 2349, 2396, 2430, 
2538, 2539, 2540, 2569, 2570, 2588, 2605, 2609, 2610, 2611, 2615, 
2623, 2629, 2630, 2633, 2635, 2636, 2640, 2641, 2642, 2653, 2664, 
2666, 2667, 2669, 2671, 2672, 2673, 2677, 2680, 2683, 2690, 2694, 
2695, 2697, 2701, 2702, 2714, 2715, 2717, 2724, 2736, 2740, 2742, 
2743, 2763, 2765, 2768, 2773, 2780, 2781, 2784, 2785, 2786, 2789, 
2790, 2791, 2793, 2796, 2797, 2809, 2810, 2813, 2817, 2818, 2932, 

3008, 3041, 3113, 3122, 3165, 3202, 3327, 4007

Patties, meatless. See Meat Alternatives (Traditional Asian), Meat 
Alternatives–Meatless Burgers and Patties

Peanut / Peanuts / Groundnuts–Etymology of These Terms and 
Their Cognates/Relatives in Various Languages. 7, 149

Peanut / Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Also Called 
Groundnut, Earthnut, Monkey Nut, Goober / Gouber Pea, Ground 
Pea, or Pindar Pea / Pindars. 7, 141, 142, 146, 149, 174, 177, 268, 
270, 274, 323, 334, 358, 446, 455, 465, 474, 514, 527, 543, 545, 
577, 578, 596, 617, 626, 634, 644, 654, 662, 674, 676, 716, 726, 
733, 754, 769, 770, 773, 775, 800, 802, 809, 813, 823, 830, 835, 
839, 845, 846, 856, 859, 866, 870, 877, 888, 893, 900, 902, 903, 
910, 912, 920, 925, 928, 930, 932, 933, 936, 942, 956, 958, 962, 
987, 988, 989, 991, 998, 1001, 1003, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1012, 1013, 
1093, 1094, 1120, 1130, 1152, 1170, 1184, 1192, 1217, 1220, 1247, 
1291, 1298, 1299, 1302, 1314, 1364, 1384, 1386, 1389, 1390, 1398, 
1412, 1413, 1443, 1454, 1460, 1500, 1503, 1509, 1519, 1520, 1523, 
1525, 1537, 1542, 1547, 1552, 1558, 1570, 1574, 1585, 1588, 1604, 
1606, 1612, 1613, 1614, 1618, 1627, 1628, 1629, 1630, 1631, 1632, 
1636, 1639, 1642, 1647, 1648, 1666, 1671, 1672, 1690, 1700, 1703, 
1706, 1708, 1712, 1716, 1721, 1729, 1739, 1741, 1749, 1751, 1755, 
1756, 1760, 1776, 1805, 1806, 1808, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1824, 1843, 
1860, 1861, 1872, 1873, 1898, 1899, 1912, 1918, 1960, 1983, 1998, 
1999, 2001, 2035, 2045, 2063, 2075, 2076, 2081, 2094, 2146, 2159, 
2175, 2178, 2185, 2198, 2221, 2245, 2251, 2261, 2289, 2308, 2316, 
2326, 2331, 2333, 2334, 2335, 2336, 2344, 2346, 2364, 2380, 2381, 
2389, 2396, 2410, 2418, 2419, 2438, 2439, 2450, 2457, 2459, 2464, 
2483, 2487, 2491, 2494, 2503, 2504, 2541, 2542, 2543, 2548, 2570, 
2574, 2579, 2585, 2596, 2597, 2598, 2609, 2619, 2628, 2632, 2660, 
2696, 2699, 2700, 2720, 2729, 2737, 2761, 2771, 2805, 2816, 2820, 
2826, 2831, 2875, 2880, 2881, 2896, 2903, 2904, 2917, 2931, 2939, 
2953, 2958, 2965, 2973, 2991, 3002, 3013, 3014, 3024, 3040, 3111, 
3127, 3130, 3131, 3132, 3148, 3166, 3175, 3178, 3179, 3231, 3238, 
3344, 3356, 3365, 3372, 3404, 3408, 3443, 3470, 3474, 3480, 3514, 
3522, 3555, 3572, 3580, 3597, 3606, 3636, 3644, 3678, 3722, 3831, 
3874, 3886, 3921, 4024, 4029, 4085, 4153, 4228, 4270, 4300, 4301, 
4302, 4438, 4449, 4451, 4474, 4497, 4546, 4557, 4575, 4721, 4770, 
4851, 4870, 4907, 4908, 4988, 4991

Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist Writings or Products 
(Especially Early) Related to Peanut Butter. 1537, 1612, 2831, 
2991, 4908

Peanut Butter. 1012, 1537, 1588, 1612, 2198, 2251, 2459, 2660, 
2699, 2700, 2831, 2991, 3131, 3132, 3166, 3470, 3514, 3678, 4153, 
4228, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4851, 4870, 4908

Peanut Flour (Usually Defatted). 3344

Peanut Meal or Cake (Defatted). 617, 813, 888, 1152, 1184, 1398, 
1412, 1454, 1519, 1537, 1604, 1632, 1648, 1666, 1707, 1824, 2141, 
2438, 2574, 2770, 3127

Peanut Milk. 988, 1474, 1537, 1552, 1585, 1599, 1614, 1631, 1637, 
1654, 1752

Peanut Oil. 149, 465, 474, 545, 577, 578, 596, 644, 662, 693, 716, 
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766, 813, 823, 831, 832, 845, 870, 893, 902, 911, 912, 932, 933, 
935, 936, 941, 942, 948, 956, 962, 989, 998, 1009, 1024, 1093, 
1094, 1148, 1156, 1170, 1182, 1184, 1192, 1217, 1220, 1279, 1291, 
1302, 1314, 1364, 1390, 1403, 1413, 1449, 1456, 1481, 1498, 1500, 
1503, 1523, 1525, 1547, 1553, 1561, 1570, 1574, 1585, 1600, 1614, 
1623, 1633, 1636, 1642, 1671, 1693, 1706, 1708, 1716, 1720, 1721, 
1726, 1734, 1739, 1749, 1755, 1760, 1762, 1772, 1773, 1776, 1793, 
1796, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1831, 1861, 1960, 1998, 1999, 2063, 2066, 
2076, 2197, 2205, 2221, 2251, 2268, 2292, 2316, 2418, 2439, 2441, 
2459, 2464, 2494, 2503, 2504, 2541, 2542, 2547, 2579, 2596, 2597, 
2598, 2696, 2729, 2750, 2854, 2931, 2958, 3014, 3131, 3132, 3271, 
3449, 3482, 3606, 4270, 4449, 4557, 4935

Peanuts–Historical Documents Published before 1900. 7, 141, 142, 
146, 149, 174, 177, 268, 270, 274, 323, 334, 358, 446, 455, 465, 
474, 514, 527, 543, 545, 577, 578, 596, 617, 626, 634, 644, 654, 
662, 674, 676, 693, 716, 726, 733, 754, 766, 769, 770, 773, 775, 
800, 802, 809, 813, 823, 830, 831, 832, 835, 839, 845, 846, 856, 
859, 866, 870, 877, 888, 893, 900, 902, 903, 910, 911, 912

Peanuts (Arachis hypogaea or A. hypogæa)–Yield Statistics on 
Peanut Production. 2619

Pectins–Carbohydrates–Water-Soluble Dietary Fiber. 3340

Peking / Pekin soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–
Mammoth Yellow

Periodicals–American Soybean Association. See American Soybean 
Association (ASA)–Periodicals

Periodicals–Soyfoods Movement. See Soyfoods Movement–
Periodicals

Periodicals about vegetarianism or veganism. See Vegetarianism–
Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism, Vegetarianism–
Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism–Published by the 
Vegetarian Society of the United Kingdom

Pet food. See Dogs, Cats, and Other Pets / Companion Animals Fed 
Soy

Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City). Founded 1847. 1042, 
1389, 2182

Pfi zer, Inc. Including DeKalb-Pfi zer Genetics (DeKalb, Illinois) 
from 1982 to 1990. 3854

Phaseolus limensis or P. lunatus. See Lima Bean

Philippines. See Asia, Southeast–Philippines

Photographs Published after 1923. See also Illustrations. 1830, 
1836, 1842, 1844, 1848, 1878, 1893, 1910, 1911, 1920, 1931, 1940, 
1959, 1970, 1999, 2000, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2023, 2051, 2075, 2084, 
2160, 2162, 2171, 2178, 2187, 2188, 2198, 2205, 2208, 2259, 2272, 
2283, 2296, 2323, 2330, 2331, 2348, 2362, 2364, 2373, 2381, 2416, 
2427, 2449, 2457, 2461, 2476, 2477, 2482, 2483, 2488, 2509, 2510, 
2511, 2530, 2549, 2587, 2606, 2639, 2658, 2659, 2668, 2674, 2698, 
2711, 2712, 2713, 2725, 2744, 2750, 2752, 2753, 2783, 2794, 2795, 

2828, 2830, 2838, 2865, 2867, 2868, 2870, 2878, 2892, 2907, 2928, 
2946, 2948, 2959, 2976, 2981, 2983, 2989, 2991, 2998, 3002, 3023, 
3064, 3090, 3114, 3133, 3144, 3156, 3161, 3170, 3175, 3176, 3177, 
3185, 3188, 3190, 3196, 3222, 3224, 3225, 3232, 3237, 3245, 3254, 
3290, 3301, 3308, 3310, 3317, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3322, 3323, 3331, 
3332, 3342, 3348, 3349, 3350, 3351, 3353, 3354, 3355, 3357, 3368, 
3372, 3373, 3383, 3404, 3408, 3425, 3426, 3428, 3429, 3450, 3464, 
3482, 3497, 3498, 3499, 3520, 3542, 3543, 3550, 3572, 3594, 3597, 
3600, 3608, 3614, 3624, 3636, 3646, 3674, 3681, 3686, 3705, 3726, 
3729, 3742, 3743, 3751, 3761, 3769, 3773, 3774, 3775, 3777, 3778, 
3780, 3784, 3785, 3789, 3792, 3796, 3815, 3817, 3820, 3838, 3840, 
3856, 3857, 3859, 3860, 3874, 3875, 3876, 3882, 3894, 3897, 3898, 
3905, 3908, 3909, 3912, 3916, 3955, 3961, 3969, 3971, 3977, 3978, 
3984, 3985, 3995, 4003, 4011, 4029, 4035, 4037, 4040, 4045, 4046, 
4047, 4049, 4054, 4055, 4057, 4064, 4065, 4071, 4074, 4088, 4096, 
4099, 4101, 4102, 4104, 4108, 4111, 4113, 4114, 4119, 4120, 4124, 
4125, 4127, 4130, 4139, 4150, 4152, 4153, 4170, 4171, 4182, 4183, 
4190, 4205, 4220, 4228, 4232, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4248, 4256, 4261, 
4262, 4263, 4264, 4272, 4273, 4277, 4279, 4283, 4286, 4287, 4309, 
4313, 4316, 4317, 4328, 4334, 4340, 4341, 4343, 4354, 4356, 4359, 
4360, 4364, 4384, 4391, 4392, 4409, 4411, 4420, 4421, 4428, 4433, 
4434, 4437, 4438, 4446, 4447, 4448, 4451, 4472, 4479, 4480, 4489, 
4493, 4500, 4516, 4533, 4544, 4555, 4557, 4568, 4579, 4592, 4600, 
4601, 4602, 4603, 4604, 4605, 4618, 4636, 4646, 4656, 4667, 4669, 
4685, 4693, 4695, 4696, 4703, 4716, 4718, 4749, 4761, 4763, 4770, 
4772, 4778, 4798, 4807, 4809, 4811, 4813, 4829, 4830, 4835, 4838, 
4850, 4854, 4859, 4863, 4868, 4871, 4877, 4879, 4885, 4907, 4908, 
4926, 4930, 4932, 4937, 4938, 4942, 4943, 4955, 4962, 4979, 4981, 
4985, 4988, 4991, 4993, 5003, 5005

Photographs Published before 1924. See also Illustrations. 930, 933, 
945, 947, 958, 1012, 1119, 1154, 1186, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1242, 
1247, 1262, 1263, 1264, 1291, 1298, 1299, 1303, 1312, 1313, 1389, 
1439, 1451, 1463, 1490, 1506, 1509, 1555, 1606, 1627, 1633, 1637, 
1638, 1640, 1645, 1665, 1685, 1704, 1710, 1712, 1719, 1740, 1746, 
1750, 1761, 1805, 1806

Photographs, Not About Soy, Published before 1924. See also 
Illustrations. 963

Photoperiod insensitive soybean varieties. See Soybean–
Physiology–Day-Neutral / Photoperiod Insensitive Soybean 
Varieties

Photoperiodism. See Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / 
Photoperiod and Photoperiodic Effects, Soybean–Physiology and 
Biochemistry

Physical Fitness, Physical Culture, Exercise, Endurance, Athletics, 
and Bodybuilding. 754, 2052, 2660, 3135, 3175, 3408

Phytic Acid (Inositol Hexaphosphate), Phytates / Phytate, and 
Phytin. 2503, 3514, 3819, 4091, 4240

Phytochemicals in soybeans and soyfoods. See Cancer Preventing 
Substances in Soybeans and Soyfoods

Phytoestrogen content. See Isofl avone or Phytoestrogen Content of 
Soyfoods, Soy Ingredients, and Soybean Varieties
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Phytoestrogens (Estrogens in Plants, Especially in Soybeans and 
Soyfoods), Including Isofl avones (Including Genistein, Daidzein, 
Glycetein, Coumestrol, Genistin, and Daidzin), Lignans, and 
Coumestans. 2016, 2568, 2685, 2941, 3262, 3407, 3704, 3711, 
3737, 3771, 3809, 3888, 3930, 4115, 4315, 4417, 4498, 4508, 4521, 
4522, 4524, 4526, 4531, 4535, 4537, 4538, 4540, 4541, 4545, 4553, 
4556, 4576, 4578, 4589, 4591, 4593, 4594, 4595, 4596, 4597, 4599, 
4606, 4609, 4612, 4617, 4620, 4622, 4634, 4635, 4638, 4641, 4643, 
4648, 4656, 4659, 4660, 4668, 4671, 4674, 4675, 4676, 4678, 4680, 
4693, 4694, 4705, 4706, 4708, 4712, 4713, 4714, 4719, 4722, 4730, 
4731, 4745, 4775, 4786, 4788, 4796, 4797, 4808, 4810, 4816, 4821, 
4827, 4865, 4866, 4874, 4881, 4895, 4899, 4952, 4954, 4957, 4986

Piatt County Soybean Cooperative Co. See Monticello Co-operative 
Soybean Products Co.

Pigeon Pea, Pigeonpea or Red Gram. Cajanus cajan (L.) 
Millspaugh. Formerly Cytisus cajan. 301, 545, 743, 2548, 3238, 
3831, 4310, 4575

Pigs, Hogs, Swine, Sows, Boars, Gilts, or Shoats / Shotes Fed 
Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to 
Make Pork. 498, 563, 888, 930, 958, 1079, 1154, 1228, 1229, 1247, 
1248, 1261, 1298, 1299, 1315, 1507, 1509, 1564, 1602, 1710, 1757, 
1778, 1802, 1980, 2110, 2119, 2516, 2706, 3151

Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota). 
2434, 2476, 4382, 4442, 4557

Piper, Charles Vancouver (1867-1926, USDA). 1167, 1463, 1559, 
1606, 1607, 1608, 1778, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1787, 1788, 1789, 
1790, 2060, 2084, 2096, 2162, 2188, 2463, 2994, 3983

Pitman Health Food Company (Birmingham, England). Including 
Pitman Stores. Factory renamed Vitaland in about 1930. 1307, 
2131, 2392, 4716, 4877

Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society. Named Plantmilk Ltd. until 1972. 2591, 2601, 2604, 2607, 
2625, 2634, 2659, 2662, 2663, 2665, 2670, 2674, 2675, 2716, 2729, 
2746, 2748, 2767, 2845, 2847, 2861, 2871, 2872, 2873, 2890, 2895, 
2927, 2946, 2975, 2976, 2979, 2982, 2985, 3001, 3034, 3118, 3119, 
3228, 3247, 3254, 3296, 3315, 3343, 3363, 3392, 3396, 3397, 3405, 
3409, 3458, 3499, 3560, 3615, 3617, 3618, 3683, 3728, 3812, 3813, 
3826, 3889, 3890, 3893, 3912, 3914, 3939, 3952, 3969, 3970, 3971, 
4022, 4049, 4071, 4082, 4083, 4098, 4168, 4170, 4171, 4175, 4205, 
4210, 4224, 4229, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4269, 4279, 4280, 4311, 4321, 
4367, 4421, 4445, 4473, 4493, 4555, 4716, 4830, 4877

Plant Industry, Bureau of. See United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of Plant Industry

Plant Protection from Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury 
(General). 1757, 3174

Plantmilk Ltd. See Plamil Foods Ltd.

Plastics (Including Molded Plastic Parts, Plastic Film, Disposable 
Eating Utensils and Tableware–From Spoons to Plates, and 
Packaging Materials)–Industrial Uses of Soy Proteins. 1285, 1432, 

1476, 1536, 1549, 1758, 1799, 1801, 2050, 2053, 2109, 2125, 2126, 
2140, 2166, 2206, 2207, 2208, 2236, 2250, 2254, 2256, 2274, 2283, 
2327, 2332, 2360, 2402, 2636, 3415, 3742, 3762, 3996, 4409, 4448, 
4523

Plastics, plasticizers and resins. See Resins, Plastics, and 
Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–ESO)

Plums (salted / pickled), plum products, and the Japanese plum tree 
(Prunus mumé).. See Umeboshi

Pogeler, Glenn Henry (1915-1995). Soybean Pioneer. Iowa 
Cooperatives, Soybean Council of America (SCA), National 
Soybean Processors Association (NSPA). 2823, 2833, 2838

Policies and Programs, Government, Effecting Soybean Production, 
Marketing, Prices, Subsidies, Support Prices, or Trade. 1669, 1706, 
2278, 2331, 2449, 3091, 3133, 3260, 3688, 3883, 3957, 3987, 4088, 
4313, 4749

Pollination, Soybean (Self-Pollination, Cross-Pollination, etc.). 
1463, 2342, 3516

Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems (Including 
Poverty) Worldwide. 1754, 3273, 3821, 3883, 3989, 4044, 4114, 
4237, 4246, 4695, 4765, 4987

Pork, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Bacon, Ham, 
Chorizo and Other Pork-related Products

Potvin, Yves. See Garden Protein International (GPI) and Yves Fine 
Foods

Poultry fed soybeans. See Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese & Ducks, 
Chickens, or Turkeys, or Geese, Ducks, Pheasants, etc.

Poultry, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–- Meatless Chicken, 
Goose, Duck, and Related Poultry Products. See also Meatless 
Turkey

Poverty, world. See Population Growth (Human) and Related 
Problems (Including Poverty)

Price of Ketchup / Catsup. 3, 157, 253, 264

Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, or Early So-Called 
Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy Sauce). 102, 247, 
253, 264, 282, 289, 295, 328, 330, 381, 417, 454, 460, 463, 476, 
487, 490, 494, 495, 510, 516, 524, 530, 563, 571, 601, 607, 631, 
644, 673, 688, 690, 707, 752, 790, 817, 820, 864, 879, 883, 963, 
965, 971, 975, 979, 980, 1015, 1020, 1024, 1030, 1032, 1422, 1426, 
1457, 2054, 2059, 2093, 2198, 4979

Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds, and Soybean Products–Except 
Sauces (Which See). 716, 771, 805, 811, 812, 866, 876, 921, 933, 
934, 958, 984, 991, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1021, 1044, 1050, 1065, 
1069, 1078, 1081, 1091, 1093, 1110, 1122, 1126, 1127, 1132, 1136, 
1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1158, 1161, 1184, 1223, 1231, 
1232, 1252, 1271, 1291, 1292, 1306, 1314, 1315, 1323, 1331, 1410, 
1413, 1414, 1433, 1442, 1511, 1522, 1540, 1554, 1566, 1581, 1582, 
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1604, 1630, 1632, 1650, 1666, 1689, 1693, 1694, 1706, 1734, 1750, 
1762, 1775, 1796, 1832, 1863, 1995, 2628, 2665, 2719, 2887, 3091, 
3136, 3874, 3959, 4038, 4988, 4991

Primitive Human Diets. 2953

ProSoya–Including ProSoya Inc. (Ontario, Canada), and ProSoya 
Corporation (Heuvelton, New York. No longer in Business), 
ProSoya UK Ltd. (ProSoya PLC) (Livingston, Scotland). Pacifi c 
ProSoya Foods, International ProSoya Corp. (IPC–British 
Columbia). 4655, 4663, 4681, 4682, 4692, 4696, 4697, 4725, 4727, 
4733, 4734, 4741, 4742, 4743, 4750, 4755, 4799, 4897, 4919, 4962

Processing capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See 
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics

Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye 
Cotton Oil Co. 1699, 2494, 2541, 2542, 2597, 2931, 3983

Production of soybeans. See Soybean Production

Products, soy, commercial (mostly foods). See Commercial Soy 
Products–New Products

Protease inhibitors. See Trypsin / Protease Inhibitors

Protection of soybeans from diseases. See Diseases of soybeans

Protection of soybeans. See Insects–Pest Control. See also: 
Integrated Pest Management, Nematodes–Disease Control, Rodents 
and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits and Woodchucks

Protein–Early and Basic Research. 618, 684, 728, 733, 757, 813, 
819, 1448, 1667, 1725, 1778, 2523, 2555, 2723, 2733, 2894, 2911, 
2912, 2921, 3026, 3076, 3150, 3179, 3277, 3491, 4061

Protein–Effects of Dietary Protein (Especially Soy Protein) on 
Blood Lipids (Especially Cholesterol). 3295, 3371, 3410, 3528, 
3658, 4061, 4462, 4463, 4551, 4866

Protein Quality, and Supplementation / Complementarity to 
Increase Protein Quality of Mixed Foods or Feeds. See also 
Nutrition–Protein Amino Acids and Amino Acid Composition. 
1751, 2334, 2395, 2404, 2473, 2574, 2649, 2675, 2737, 2772, 2939, 
3159, 3259, 3334, 3344, 3445, 3464, 3663, 3763, 4108

Protein Resources and Shortages, and the “World Protein Crisis / 
Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979. 2618, 2911, 3150, 3278, 3360, 4401

Protein Technologies International (PTI) (St. Louis, Missouri. 
Established on 1 July 1987 as a Wholly-Owned Subsidiary of 
Ralston Purina Co.) Sold to DuPont on 3 Dec. 1997. 4224, 4366, 
4456, 4458, 4506, 4678, 4684, 4700, 4705, 4722, 4769

Protein products, soy. See Soy Protein Products

Protein quantity and quality in vegetarian diets. See Vegetarian 
Diets–Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity and Quality

Protein sources, alternative, from plants. See Amaranth, Azuki 
Bean, Bambarra groundnuts, Chufa (Cyperus esculentus) or Earth 
Almonds, Leaf Proteins, Lupins or Lupin, Microbial Proteins (Non-
Photosynthetic), Peanut & Peanut Butter, Peanuts & Peanut Butter, 
Quinoa, Single Cell Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic), Sunfl ower 
Seeds, Wheat Gluten & Seitan, Winged Bean

Protein supplementation / complementarity to increase protein 
quality. See Nutrition–Protein Quality

Psophocarpus tetragonolobus. See Winged Bean

Public Law 480 (Food for Peace Program. Formally–Agricultural 
Trade Development and Assistance Act of 1954). 2639, 2698, 2725, 
2741, 2761, 2764, 2830, 2882, 3273, 3360, 3642, 3874, 3959, 4222, 
4249, 4438, 4557, 4872

Pudding–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Puddings (As Made from Almond 
Milk, Rice Milk, etc.). 154, 198

Pudding. See Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually 
made from Soymilk or Tofu)

Pueraria. See Kudzu or Kuzu

Pulmuone Co., Ltd. (founded May 1984 in Korea). Incl. Pulmuone 
U.S.A., Inc. (founded Jan. 1991, South Gate, California). The Latter 
Merged with Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. in July 2004 to form 
POM Wildwood, which was soon renamed Pulmuone Wildwood, 
Inc. Brands include Soga. 4867

Pure & Simple. See Well (The), Pure & Simple

Quality and grades of soybean seed. See Seed Quality of Soybeans–
Condition, Grading, and Grades (Moisture, Foreign Material, 
Damage, etc.)

Quin’s Sauce / Quin Sauce (England; Soy Sauce Was Long a Major 
Ingredient). 164, 175, 178, 181, 186, 199, 216, 218, 219, 220, 221, 
223, 224, 226, 233, 235, 237, 238, 239, 253, 276, 282, 284, 288, 
291, 307, 311, 319, 354, 356, 365, 366, 379, 382, 390, 394, 416, 
421, 423, 434, 440, 445, 470, 481, 485, 507, 534, 554, 637, 949, 
4979

Quincy Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois). Purchased by 
Moorman Manufacturing Co. in 1961 and Renamed Quincy 
Soybean Company. Purchased by ADM in 1998. 3790, 4095, 4693

Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.). Also spelled Quinua. 466, 
654, 770, 784, 2898, 4288, 4575, 4770, 4907

Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California). 3643, 3683, 4018, 
4111, 4778, 5003

Quorn. See Meat Alternatives–Quorn (Based on Mycoprotein)

Québec. See Canadian Provinces and Territories–Québec

Rabbits as pests. See Rodent and Birds–Pest Control–Especially 
Rabbits and Woodchucks
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Railroad / railway / rail used to transport soybeans. See 
Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad

Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used 
to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production. 2402

Ralston Health Food Co. Owned by Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis, 
Missouri. 1612, 3105

Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). Including Protein 
Technologies International, a Wholly Owned Subsidiary from 1 
July 1987 to 3 Dec. 1997. 1612, 2141, 2155, 2870, 2978, 3103, 
3105, 3111, 3273, 3285, 3291, 3342, 3368, 3369, 3415, 3433, 3478, 
3480, 3638, 3706, 3770, 3819, 3891, 4224, 4231, 4366, 4409, 4456, 
4458, 4506, 4677, 4769, 5001

Rapeseed Meal. 563, 596, 654, 684, 688, 733, 803, 813, 1172, 1199, 
1323, 1573, 1632, 2141

Rapeseed Oil. 301, 474, 644, 688, 866, 893, 902, 942, 954, 1094, 
1268, 1278, 1313, 1364, 1366, 1449, 1456, 1481, 1500, 1525, 1548, 
1642, 1708, 1716, 1739, 1749, 1793, 1808, 1855, 1861, 2205, 2261, 
2316, 2434, 2459, 2494, 2503, 2516, 2547, 2696, 2709, 2854, 3482, 
3606, 3874, 3886, 3968, 4270, 4496, 4558

Rapeseed or the rape plant. See Canola

Rapeseed, the Rape Plant (Brassica napus), or Colza. See also 
Canola. 474, 493, 596, 627, 644, 654, 845, 866, 893, 902, 936, 942, 
954, 998, 1024, 1094, 1199, 1217, 1268, 1278, 1291, 1313, 1364, 
1366, 1449, 1463, 1481, 1500, 1503, 1519, 1525, 1530, 1539, 1548, 
1553, 1573, 1632, 1647, 1649, 1739, 1749, 1775, 1805, 1806, 1808, 
1809, 2181, 2316, 2389, 2407, 2434, 2439, 2585, 2587, 2628, 2709, 
2891, 2903, 3095, 3111, 3159, 3776, 3874, 4566, 4614, 4619, 4683, 
4988, 4991

Recipes. See Cookery

Red rice koji. See Koji, Red Rice

Red soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Red

Reference Books and Other Reference Resources. 830, 1702, 3279, 
3478, 4141

Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). 
See U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded April 1936)

Regulations or Laws Concerning Foods (Use, Processing, or 
Labeling), Especially Soyfoods and Food Uses of Soybeans. 1411, 
2508, 2964, 3086, 3211, 3346, 3347, 3348, 3351, 3355, 3369, 3647, 
3756, 3851, 3892, 3953, 3964, 3981, 4107, 4208, 4241, 4375, 4432, 
4473, 4483, 4492, 4503, 4528, 4542, 4586

Regulations or laws concerning foods (Use, processing, or 
labeling). See Kosher / Kashrus, Pareve / Parve / Parevine 
Regulations Products (Commercial), Kosher Products (Commercial)

Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or Asphalt, Industrial 
Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, Asphalt Sealants, and Other Minor or 
General–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying Oil. 723, 1381, 
1389, 1564, 1606, 2360, 3625

Religious aspects of vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism–Religious 
Aspects

Rella Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Named 
Brightsong Tofu from June 1978 to June 1980; Redwood Valley 
Soyfoods Unlimited from June 1980 to June 1982; Brightsong 
Light Foods from June 1982 to June 1987; Rose International until 
1990; Sharon’s Finest until Oct. 1997. 3756, 4157, 4412, 4456, 
4478, 4670

Reproduction / Reproductive, Fertility, or Feminization Problems 
in Animals Caused by Phytoestrogens, Isofl avones, or Unknown 
Causes. 2568, 2941, 3771, 4417, 4498, 4521, 4522, 4524, 4526, 
4531, 4535, 4538, 4540, 4553, 4578, 4593, 4595, 4597, 4617, 4676, 
4777, 4810, 4821, 4881, 4957

Republic of China (ROC). See Asia, East–Taiwan

Research & Development Centers. See (EMBRAPA) (Brazil), 
Cornell University (Ithaca, New York), and New York State Agric. 
Exp. Station, Illinois, University of (Urbana-Champaign, Illinois). 
Soyfoods, National Center for Agricultural Utilization Research 
(NCAUR) (USDA-ARS) (Peoria, Illinois), National Food Research 
Institute (NFRI) (Tsukuba, Ibaraki-ken, Japan), U.S. Regional 
Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, Illinois). Founded 
April 1936)

Research on Soybeans. 712, 713, 722, 2178, 2301, 3430, 3432

Resins, Plastics, and Plasticizers (Such as Epoxidized Soy Oil–
ESO)–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 2378, 2538, 2539, 
2569, 2588, 2623, 2629, 2630, 2636, 2640, 2641, 2642, 2653, 2664, 
2666, 2667, 2669, 2671, 2690, 2694, 2695, 2702, 2703, 2708, 2714, 
2715, 2717, 2724, 2728, 2740, 2768, 2780, 2784, 2785, 2786, 2789, 
2790, 2793, 2796, 2797, 2809, 2817, 2818, 4523

Resource Shortages (Including Water and Energy), Economic 
Growth, Pollution, and Appropriate Technology Worldwide. 3883, 
4980

Restaurants or cafeterias, vegetarian or vegan. See Vegetarian or 
Vegan Restaurants

Restaurants or delis, soyfoods. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods 
Restaurants

Restaurants, Chinese, outside China, or Chinese recipes that use 
soy ingredients outside China. See Asia, East–China–Chinese 
Restaurants Outside China

Restaurants, Indonesian, outside Indonesia, or Indonesian recipes 
that use soy ingredients outside Indonesia. See Asia, Southeast–
Indonesia–Indonesian Restaurants Outside Indonesia

Restaurants, Japanese, outside Japan, or Japanese recipes that use 
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soy ingredients outside Japan. See Asia, East–Japan–Japanese 
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Japan

Restaurants, Thai, outside Thailand, or Thai recipes that use soy 
ingredients outside Thailand. See Asia, Southeast–Thailand–Thai 
Restaurants or Grocery Stores Outside Thailand

Restaurants, cafeterias, and cafés, health food. See Health Foods 
Restaurants, Cafeterias, and Cafés / Cafes (1890s to 1960s)

Reunion. See Africa–Reunion (Réunion is a Department of France)

Reverse osmosis. See Membrane Technology Processes

Reviews of the literature. See Bibliographies and / or Reviews of 
the Literature

Rhizobium bacteria. See Soybean Production–Nitrogen Fixation

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy / Nondairy). 4868

Rice Milk (Non-Dairy)–Amazake, Made with Rice Koji in the 
Traditional Way (Without Adding Commercial Enzymes). Also 
called Rice Milk or Rice Drink. 3416, 4331, 4349

Rice Milk Products–Ice Creams (Non-Dairy). 3756, 4314

Rice Syrup and Yinnies (Called Mizuamé or Amé in Japan). 730, 
751, 4636

Rice Vermicelli, Including Lock-Soy. 74, 180, 183, 191, 194, 195, 
196, 207, 256, 318, 379, 415, 421, 467, 508, 644

Rice koji. See Koji

Rice wine. See Sake

Rice, Brown. Also Called Whole Grain Rice or Hulled But 
Unpolished Rice. 1012, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2843, 3023, 3061, 3072, 
3254, 3293, 3304, 3416, 3424, 3425, 3460, 3604, 3609, 3665, 3677, 
3970, 3971, 4008, 4042, 4136, 4301, 4302, 4357, 4685, 4896, 4926

Rice, Red Fermented. See Koji, Red Rice. 360, 741, 954, 1673, 
1895, 2929, 3182, 3743, 4329, 4451, 4721, 4966

Rice-Based Foods–Mochi (Cakes of Pounded, Steamed Glutinous 
Rice {Mochigome}). 733, 744, 853, 1538, 3416, 3540, 3665

Rice-Based Foods–Rice Cakes (Round Western-Style Cakes of 
Puffed Rice, About 4 Inches in Diameter and ½ Inch Thick). 3427, 
3931, 4348, 4481

Riceland Foods (Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970). 
3580

Rich Products Corporation (Buffalo, New York). 3022, 4418, 4474

Richards, Michael. See SoyaWax International

Riegel, William E. See Meharry, Charles Leo (1885-1937)

Roads or highways used to transport soybeans. See Transportation 
of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame) Used in the Bean-Scattering 
(Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun (Lunar New Year) in Japan. 
853, 2064, 4926

Roasted Soy Flour–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 473, 847, 1401

Roasted Soy Flour, Soy Coffee, or Soy Chocolate–Industry and 
Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Individual Companies. 
3649

Roasted Whole Soy Flour (Kinako–Dark Roasted with Dry Heat, 
Full-Fat) and Grits. 473, 800, 847, 1326, 1401, 1655, 1830, 2155, 
2160, 2169, 2170, 2186, 2187, 2402, 2554, 2892, 2894, 2947, 3053, 
3470, 3474, 3494, 3642, 3649, 4533, 4926

Roberts, F.G. See Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd.

Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania). 3475, 4110

Rodents and Birds–Pest Control–Especially Rabbits, Jackrabbits / 
Jack Rabbits, Hares, Woodchucks, Pigeons and Pheasants. 712

Rosewood Products Inc. and Tofu International Ltd. (Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, from 1987). Founded as The Soy Plant in Ann Arbor. 
Started in Jan. 1977. An Early Tofu Cooperative, Worker Owned 
and Operated. 3563

Ross & Rowe (Yelkin Lecithin, New York City). 3125, 4237

Rouest, Léon (1872-1938). Soybean Pioneer in France. 1757, 1805, 
1806, 2129, 2245, 2299, 2324, 2347, 2350, 2376, 2427, 2501, 3040

Royal Wessanen NV Co. See Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida)

Royal Wessanen, NV. See Wessanen (Royal) NV

Rubber Substitutes or Artifi cial / Synthetic Rubber (Factice)–
Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Drying Oil. 956, 1310, 1329, 1334, 
1342, 1432, 1536, 1571, 1610, 1637, 1638, 1698, 1725, 1749, 2099, 
2121, 2158, 2232, 2332, 2360, 2402, 3996, 4523

Russia. See Europe, Eastern–Russia

Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. 885, 
952, 991, 1070, 1080, 1091, 1112, 1126, 1152, 1242, 1245, 1266, 
1269, 1275, 1278, 1297, 1298, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1389, 1480, 1525, 
1615, 1627, 1637, 1670, 1711, 1746, 1747, 1821, 1968, 2480, 2484, 
3174

Rust, soybean. See Rust, Soybean

Ryukyu Islands. See Okinawa

Safety concerns about soy in human diets. See Concerns about the 
Safety, Toxicity, or Health Benefi ts of Soy in Human Diets
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Saishikomi. See Soy Sauce–Saishikomi

Sake–Rice Wine. In Japanese also spelled Saké, Saki, Sakki, Sacke, 
Sackee, Saque. In Chinese spelled Jiu (pinyin) or Chiu (Wade-
Giles). 8, 360, 602, 628, 669, 720, 733, 744, 751, 916, 954, 1490, 
1857, 1862, 2139, 3180

Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa

San Jirushi Corp., and San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; 
and Richmond, Virginia). Purchased in Nov. 2005 by Yamasa 
Corporation. 3683, 4018, 4979

Sandoz AG (Basel, Switzerland). Merged with Ciba-Geigy in 
March 1996 to Become Novartis. 2665, 2670, 2674, 2675, 2729, 
2734, 2772, 2807, 2835, 2861, 2894, 2978, 2979, 3228, 3296, 3540, 
3614, 3637, 3638, 3669, 3714, 3716, 3892, 3949, 3982, 4086, 4089, 
4090, 4154, 4456, 4485, 4527, 4590, 4769

Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, NSW, Australia). In 
2002 they acquired SoyaWorld of British Columbia, Canada. 2356, 
3453, 3457, 4130, 4153, 4175, 4203, 4292, 4311, 4439, 4460, 4533, 
4611, 4692, 4799, 4851, 4897, 4997

Saponins (Bitter Carbohydrates / Glucosides That Cause Foaming). 
2164, 2170, 2226, 2389, 2487, 2754, 2755, 3371, 3410, 4016, 4827

Sauce, Quin’s. See Quin’s Sauce / Quin Sauce

Sauce, soy nugget. See Fermented Black Soybean Extract

Sausages, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Sausages

School Lunch Program. 2332, 2945, 2999, 3066, 3095, 3111, 3248, 
3354, 3851, 4729

Scotland. See Europe, Western–Scotland (Part of United Kingdom)

Screw presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses 
and Expellers

Sea Vegetables–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 1538

Sea Vegetables or Edible Seaweeds, Often Used with Soyfoods. 23, 
172, 262, 514, 545, 577, 644, 654, 662, 669, 675, 683, 733, 744, 
754, 755, 770, 783, 789, 811, 853, 930, 963, 988, 1028, 1298, 1299, 
1538, 1556, 2264, 2563, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2954, 2979, 3023, 3046, 
3052, 3073, 3080, 3126, 3131, 3132, 3202, 3244, 3294, 3416, 3507, 
3525, 3665, 3666, 3814, 3894, 3974, 4030, 4054, 4184, 4297, 4376, 
4410, 4636, 4685, 4770, 4907, 4926

Seafood, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Fish, Shellfi sh, 
and Other Seafood-like Products

Seaweeds, edible. See Sea Vegetables

Second Generation Soyfood Products. 3948

Seed Certifi cation and Certifi ed Seeds (Soybeans). 1778

Seed Cleaning–Especially for Food or Seed Planting Uses. 1313, 
1685, 1998, 2006, 3736, 4178, 4255

Seed Color (Soybeans)–Gives the Color of Seed (and Often Hilum) 
for Various Specifi c Varieties. See also: Soybean Seeds of Different 
Colors. 670, 958, 1096, 1244, 1493, 1610, 1757, 1775, 2007, 2118, 
2179, 2188, 2949

Seed Companies and Seedsmen, Early Soybean, Worldwide 
(Especially Before 1925)–Including Siebold & Co., Vilmorin-
Andrieux, Wood & Sons, Haage & Schmidt, Dammann & Co., 
Peter Henderson, Thorburn & Co., Mark W. Johnson, Johnson & 
Stokes, Harry N. Hammond, Burpee, E.E. Evans, Funk Bros. Seed 
Co. 580, 745, 801, 958, 987, 1224, 1244, 1249, 1389, 1541, 1566, 
1651, 1751, 1783, 2029, 2030, 2060, 2111, 2148, 2162, 2182, 2183, 
2428, 2482, 2900, 3136, 4628, 4631, 4639

Seed Germination or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts. 1389, 
1404, 1658, 1784, 1805, 1806

Seed Quality of Soybeans–Condition, Grading, and Grades 
(Moisture, Foreign Material, Damage, etc.). 1091, 1331, 1830, 
1836, 1891, 1998, 2402, 2509, 2512, 2565, 2566, 2567, 3432, 3441, 
3487

Seed Quality, Composition, and Component / Value-Based Pricing 
(Percentage and Quality of Protein, Oil, Fatty Acids, etc.). 2373

Seed Supply, Seed Industry & Trade, Seed Technology Law and 
Legislation (Soybean Seeds), General and Other. 4815

Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight of 100 Seeds / Grains 
in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound or Per Kilogram, and 
Agronomic Signifi cance of Seed Weight. 741, 954, 1096, 1463, 
1493, 1775, 2164, 2179, 2188

Seed and plant introduction to the USA. See United States 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)–United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of Foreign Seed and Plant 
Introduction

Seed companies–Thompson. See Thompson (W.G.) & Sons 
Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada

Seed companies, soybean. See Asgrow (Des Moines, Iowa), Coker 
Pedigreed Seed Co. (Hartsville, South Carolina), Dammann & 
Co. (San Giovanni a Teduccio {near Naples}, Italy), DuPont (E.I. 
Du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.) (Wilmington, Delaware), Evans 
Seed Co. (West Branch, Ogemaw County, Michigan) and Mr. 
Edward Ellsworth Evans (1864-1928), Funk Brothers Seed Co. 
(Bloomington, Illinois), Haage & Schmidt (Erfurt, Germany), Hartz 
(Jacob) Seed Co. (Stuttgart, Arkansas), Monsanto Co. (St. Louis, 
Missouri), Peter Henderson & Co. (New York City), Vilmorin-
Andrieux & Co. (France), Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, 
Champaign County, Ohio)

Seedlings, soybean. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–Soybean 
Seedlings or Their Leaves Served as a Tender Vegetable. Called 
Doumiao in Chinese
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Seeds, soybean–Variety development and breeding of soybeans. See 
Variety Development and Breeding

Seitan. See Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan

Sensory evaluation. See Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / 
Organoleptic Evaluation

Serbia and Montenegro. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and 
Montenegro

Sesame / Sesamum / Benné or Benne / Gingelly or Gingili / Til or 
Teel–Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates/Relatives in 
Various Languages. 11, 107, 132, 142, 149, 465, 545, 2696

Sesame Butter, Tahini / Tahina / Tahin, Sesame Halva / Halwa, or 
Sesame Paste. 2704, 2711, 2762, 2832, 2843, 2993, 3023, 3052, 
3131, 3132, 3166, 3175, 3394, 3416, 3522, 3827, 3922, 4136, 4301, 
4302, 4412, 4770, 4888, 4907

Sesame Meal or Cake (Defatted). 733, 888, 893, 902, 1130, 1152, 
1454, 1519, 1632, 1666, 3179

Sesame Milk. 1474

Sesame Oil. 11, 107, 132, 301, 313, 358, 465, 474, 514, 563, 577, 
596, 644, 654, 674, 675, 676, 677, 693, 716, 726, 743, 744, 766, 
769, 770, 800, 812, 831, 832, 839, 846, 859, 866, 870, 893, 902, 
909, 911, 930, 932, 935, 942, 948, 956, 962, 989, 998, 1094, 1120, 
1148, 1217, 1298, 1299, 1302, 1313, 1364, 1390, 1425, 1443, 1449, 
1456, 1463, 1481, 1498, 1500, 1525, 1534, 1553, 1561, 1570, 1574, 
1579, 1585, 1599, 1624, 1630, 1633, 1636, 1637, 1642, 1662, 1665, 
1671, 1690, 1706, 1708, 1715, 1720, 1724, 1739, 1749, 1755, 1760, 
1772, 1773, 1776, 1793, 1808, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1855, 1861, 2066, 
2261, 2292, 2389, 2459, 2501, 2504, 2516, 2547, 2596, 2632, 2696, 
2760, 2843, 2851, 2854, 2859, 2903, 2928, 2993, 3048, 3606, 3817, 
4270, 4451, 4935

Sesame Seed (Sesamum indicum, formerly Sesamum orientale). 
(Also Called Ajonjoli, Benne, Benni, Benniseed, Gingelly, Gingely, 
Gingelie, Jinjili, Sesamum, Simsim, Teel, Til). Including Sesame as 
an Oilseed, Sesame Flour, Sesame Tofu (Goma-dofu), and Sesame 
Salt / Gomashio. See also Sesame Butter / Tahini, Sesame Cake or 
Meal, Sesame Milk, and Sesame Oil. 11, 107, 132, 142, 146, 149, 
251, 257, 279, 301, 334, 446, 465, 493, 514, 539, 545, 563, 577, 
596, 644, 654, 659, 674, 675, 676, 677, 716, 743, 744, 766, 769, 
770, 781, 788, 800, 812, 831, 832, 839, 846, 859, 866, 870, 888, 
893, 902, 909, 910, 911, 928, 930, 932, 935, 936, 942, 948, 956, 
962, 989, 998, 1018, 1024, 1094, 1102, 1148, 1152, 1217, 1291, 
1298, 1299, 1302, 1313, 1364, 1390, 1425, 1443, 1449, 1454, 1456, 
1460, 1463, 1474, 1481, 1498, 1500, 1503, 1519, 1525, 1534, 1542, 
1570, 1574, 1579, 1585, 1599, 1618, 1624, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1636, 
1637, 1642, 1647, 1662, 1665, 1666, 1671, 1672, 1690, 1703, 1706, 
1708, 1716, 1720, 1739, 1749, 1750, 1755, 1760, 1768, 1772, 1773, 
1776, 1797, 1805, 1806, 1808, 1813, 1814, 1816, 1855, 1861, 1912, 
2198, 2261, 2293, 2316, 2364, 2389, 2459, 2487, 2504, 2516, 2547, 
2548, 2585, 2596, 2696, 2704, 2737, 2760, 2761, 2762, 2820, 2832, 
2843, 2851, 2854, 2859, 2903, 2904, 2916, 2928, 2953, 2983, 2993, 
3090, 3130, 3175, 3271, 3416, 3473, 3474, 3522, 3540, 3543, 3572, 

3606, 3611, 3623, 3636, 3644, 3838, 4118, 4270, 4449, 4512, 4546, 
4575, 4770, 4795, 4797, 4896, 4903, 4907, 4984, 5003

Sesamum indicum. See Sesame Seed

Setsubun. See Roasted / Parched Soybeans (Irimame)

Seventh-day Adventist work with vegetarianism. See 
Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with

Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early) 
related to dietary fi ber. See Fiber–Seventh-day Adventist Writings 
or Products

Seventh-day Adventist writings or products (especially early) 
related to peanut butter. See Peanut Butter–Seventh-day Adventist 
Writings or Products

Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and Their Authors, Dietitians 
and Nutritionists–Ella E.A. Kellogg (1852-1920), Anna L. Colcord 
(1860?-1940?), Jethro Kloss (1863-1946), Almeda Lambert (1864-
1921), Lenna Frances Cooper (1875-1961), Julius G. White (1878-
1955), Frances Dittes (1891-1979), Edyth Cottrell (1900-1995), 
Dorothea Van Gundy Jones (1903-1979), Philip S. Chen (1903-
1978), Frank & Rosalie Hurd (1936- ), etc. 2402, 2732, 2925

Seventh-day Adventists–General and Historical. 2674, 2748, 3916

Seventh-day Adventists–Infl uence Today of Seventh-day Adventist 
Affi liated Organizations in the Fields of Vegetarianism, Health, and 
Soyfoods (Not Including Original Medical Research on Adventists). 
3453, 3457, 3878, 3998, 4231, 4589, 4799

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe). See DE-VAU-GE Gesundkostwerk GmbH (Lueneburg, 
Germany), Granose Foods Ltd. (Bucks., England)

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Europe, Asia, and Latin America). Other, Including Alimentos 
Colpac, Nutana, Saniku / San-iku Foods, Spicer Memorial College, 
Superbom. 2356, 3114, 3115, 3197, 3224, 3225, 3372, 3373, 3422, 
3453, 3457, 3480, 3679, 3685, 4065, 4066, 4113, 4160, 4178, 4199, 
4202, 4203, 4234, 4262, 4292, 4349, 4373, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4746, 
4829, 5002

Seventh-day Adventists–Overseas Companies Making Soyfoods 
(Oceania). See Sanitarium Health Food Company (Wahroonga, 
Australia)

Seventh-day Adventists. See Harrison, D.W. (M.D.), and Africa 
Basic Foods (Uganda), Kellogg, John Harvey (M.D.) (1852-1943), 
Sanitas Nut Food Co. and Battle Creek Food Co., Kellogg, Will 
Keith,... Kellogg Co., Kloss, Jethro (1863-1946) and his Book 
Back to Eden, Loma Linda Foods (Riverside, California), Loma 
Linda University (Loma Linda, California), Madison Foods and 
Madison College (Madison, Tennessee), Miller, Harry W. (M.D.) 
(1879-1977), Van Gundy, Theodore A., and La Sierra Industries 
(La Sierra, California), White, Ellen G (1827-1915), Worthington 
Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio)
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Seychelles. See Africa–Seychelles, Republic of

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc.–
Etymology of These Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 4926

Shakes–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Amazake, Soy Protein, etc. 
Usually non-dairy. 2402, 4926

Sharon’s Finest. See Rella Good Cheese Co.

Sheep, Lambs, Ewes, or Rams Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or 
Soybean Cake or Meal as Feed to Make Wool or Mutton. 625, 764, 
888, 958, 966, 1122, 1124, 1127, 1228, 1229, 1247, 1289, 1295, 
1312, 1440, 1442, 1507, 1602, 1639, 1710, 1778, 1784, 2522, 3038

Shellabarger Grain Co. / Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur, 
Illinois). 1919, 2022, 2155, 2369, 2892, 3632

Shennong / Shen Nung. See Asia, East–China–Shennong / Shên 
Nung / Shen Nung

Shiro shoyu. See Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu)

Shortening–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1137, 4142

Shortening. 911, 989, 1137, 1156, 1523, 1525, 1536, 1571, 1623, 
1633, 1665, 1685, 1698, 1699, 1716, 1721, 1749, 1787, 1801, 1830, 
1855, 1863, 1893, 1912, 1940, 1974, 1998, 2125, 2127, 2161, 2169, 
2170, 2236, 2348, 2389, 2418, 2434, 2459, 2464, 2494, 2504, 2516, 
2541, 2542, 2579, 2580, 2583, 2597, 2598, 2684, 2699, 2752, 2764, 
2831, 2891, 2931, 3580, 3874, 3968, 3983, 4078, 4142, 4770, 4907

Showa Sangyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). 2231, 2899

Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale, Arizona). Maker of Marusho 
Shoyu. Founded by John Tadano in about 1942. 4979

Shoyu. See Soy Sauce

Shurtleff, William. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Siebold, Philipp Franz von (1796-1866)–German Physician and 
Naturalist in Japan (1823-1829). 580, 650, 661, 712, 722, 732, 743, 
753, 767, 776, 2463, 2994, 4778, 4784

Silage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Forage 
Used for Silage / Ensilage

Simply Natural, Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania). Founded by 
Christine Pirello. 3794

Sinaiko Family of Madison, Wisconsin–Incl. Joe Sinaiko of Iowa 
Milling Co. and Decatur Soy Products Co. (1891-1988), His 
Brother Ike Sinaiko of Illinois Soy Products Co. (1897-1977), and 
His Brothers-in-Law Max Albert of Galesburg Soy Products Co. 
(1893-1966) and Irving Rosen of Quincy Soybean Products Co. 
(1907-1964). 3790, 4095, 4693

Single Cell Proteins (Photosynthetic, Including Algae / Microalgae 
Such as Spirulina, Chlorella, and Scenedesmus). 3035, 3159, 3162, 
3179, 3273, 3337, 4057, 4366, 4448, 4471

Single cell proteins. See Microbial Proteins (Non-Photosynthetic)

Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Rarely 
called Chinese-Japanese War. 885, 915, 930, 934, 1739, 1746, 1972, 
2480, 2484

Size of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–Weight 
of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Sizings for paper or textiles. See Paper Coatings or Sizings, or 
Textile Sizing

Smoked tofu. See Tofu, Smoked

Smoothie–Made with Dairy Milk, Ice Cream, or Dairy Ingredients. 
Also spelled Smoothies or Smoothees. 4867

Smoothie–Made with Soymilk, Tofu, Soy Yogurt, Soy Protein 
Isolate, Rice Milk, or Other Non-Dairy Smoothie Ingredients. Also 
spelled Smoothies or Smoothees. 3175, 4868, 4897

Soaps or Detergents–Industrial Uses of Soy Oil as a Non-Drying 
Oil–Soap, Detergent. 1048, 1052, 1057, 1059, 1068, 1079, 1081, 
1089, 1091, 1096, 1099, 1118, 1122, 1127, 1134, 1141, 1149, 1156, 
1182, 1186, 1202, 1205, 1229, 1233, 1241, 1242, 1248, 1252, 1275, 
1278, 1291, 1297, 1315, 1318, 1319, 1326, 1334, 1339, 1343, 1374, 
1377, 1389, 1408, 1424, 1433, 1449, 1463, 1492, 1500, 1506, 1510, 
1517, 1525, 1536, 1541, 1564, 1571, 1600, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1613, 
1615, 1619, 1630, 1633, 1647, 1648, 1650, 1660, 1662, 1670, 1678, 
1687, 1694, 1698, 1699, 1717, 1721, 1739, 1740, 1768, 1778, 1787, 
1788, 1800, 1830, 1838, 1850, 1861, 1863, 1912, 1939, 1952, 1972, 
1998, 2001, 2007, 2063, 2076, 2121, 2155, 2158, 2169, 2170, 2208, 
2221, 2236, 2348, 2352, 2360, 2407, 2494, 2516, 2540, 2541, 2542, 
2585, 2633, 2754, 2755, 2891, 2931, 3996, 4523

Societe Soy (Saint-Chamond, France). See Soyfoods Companies 
(Europe)–Nutrition et Soja

Society for Acclimatization (Société d’Acclimatation, France). 631, 
633, 712, 741, 745, 790, 825, 910, 1169, 1249, 1587, 1651, 1783, 
2484, 4408, 4650, 5003

Soil Science–Soil Erosion and Soil Conservation. 1858, 2146

Soil Science. 254, 757, 813, 4260, 4268, 4487, 4509

Soilage, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Soilage 
and Soiling

Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France). 3706, 3892, 3982, 4090, 
4167, 4255

Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH (Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). 
Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl. 3716

Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly Cacoja; Affi liate of Coopérative 
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Agricole de Colmar–Issenheim & Colmar, France). Acquired by 
B & K Holdings, of Switzerland, in mid-1993. Acquired by Alpro 
(Belgium) on 22 April 1996. 3932, 3950, 4090, 4167, 4173, 4177, 
4197, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4284, 4440, 4506, 4655, 4769, 4842, 4848, 
4946

Solae Co. (The) (St. Louis, Missouri. Joint Venture Between 
DuPont and Bunge Ltd., Merging PTI and Central Soya’s Specialty 
Process Division (formerly Chemurgy Div.)). 4837

Solbar Hatzor Ltd. (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. (renamed Solbar 
Hatzor Ltd. in April 1987) and Hayes General Technology (Israel)

Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). 
Including Edible Soy Products, makers of Pro-Nuts, founded 
in 1970. Acquired by Specialty Food Ingredients Europe BV in 
Dec. 1991. Acquired by the Kerry Group in Jan. 2000 and Name 
Changed to Nutriant (Jan. 2002 to 2006). 3197, 3706, 4366, 4506, 
4769

Solomon Islands. See Oceania–Solomon Islands

Solvent extraction equipment. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–
Solvent extraction

Solvents–Ethanol (Ethyl Alcohol)–Used for Soy Oil Extraction, or 
Washing / Purifi cation of Soy Products (Protein, Lecithin, Saponins, 
etc.). 1921, 1956, 2028, 2349, 2430

Solvents–Hexane–Used Mainly for Soy Oil Extraction. 2164, 2429, 
2549, 2852, 3035, 3557, 4838

Solvents–Trichloroethylene (Trichlorethylene, Trichlor). 1591, 
1602, 1603, 1635, 1871, 2164, 2462, 2476, 2522, 2561, 3983

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans (General, 
Type of Solvent, Unspecifi ed, or Other). See also Ethanol, Hexane, 
and Trichloroethylene Solvents. 684, 911, 1004, 1035, 1043, 1054, 
1092, 1121, 1132, 1224, 1292, 1374, 1500, 1525, 1531, 1532, 1603, 
1610, 1633, 1667, 1670, 1749, 1818, 1855, 1861, 1880, 1892, 1893, 
1939, 1952, 1976, 1980, 2071, 2084, 2098, 2113, 2125, 2127, 2200, 
2373, 2434, 2632, 2709, 2739, 2788, 2803, 2904, 3053, 3401, 3580, 
3727, 4179

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Benzene / 
Benzine / Benzol / Benzin. 893, 902, 1219, 1291, 1433, 1490, 1522, 
1527, 1679, 1709, 1750, 1790, 1838, 1853, 1868, 1922, 2169, 2170, 
2226

Solvents Used for Extraction of the Oil from Soybeans: Naphtha / 
Naphthas. Also spelled Naptha / Napthas. 1057, 1059, 1096, 1427, 
1485, 1591, 1602, 1716, 2429, 2476

Solvents, industrial. See Release or Curing Agents for Concrete or 
Asphalt, Industrial Solvents, Hydraulic Fluids, and Other Minor or 
General Uses

Solvents. See Soybean Crushing–Solvents

Soup, miso. See Miso Soup

Sour Cream Alternatives (Non-Dairy–Usually Contains Soy). 3922, 
4926, 4934

South Africa. See Africa–South Africa

South America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production 
and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 4259

South America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods Movement in 
South America

South America. See Latin America–South America

South Asia / Indian Subcontinent–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil 
and Meal Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses. 4259

South Manchuria Railway and the South Manchuria Railway 
Company (Minami Manshu Tetsudo Kabushiki Kaisha). 1048, 1070, 
1103, 1119, 1142, 1157, 1200, 1248, 1298, 1299, 1313, 1365, 1394, 
1480, 1522, 1527, 1665, 1679, 1691, 1715, 1724, 1746, 1750, 1767, 
1830, 1836, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1884, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1940, 
1957, 1972, 1993, 2000, 2006, 2159, 2169, 2170, 2189, 2226, 2284, 
2293, 2480

South River Miso Co. (Conway, Massachusetts). Including Ohio 
Miso Co. 3609, 3677, 4767, 5004

Soy Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages. 984, 1285, 2947, 4926

Soy Cheese–Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. May Contain 
Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein). 984, 1285, 3122, 3202, 3815, 4216, 
4320, 4394

Soy Cheese–Non-Fermented, Western Style, That Melts. Typically 
Made with Tofu or Isolated Soy Proteins. Usually Contains Casein 
(A Protein from Cow’s Milk). 2947, 3202, 3327, 3563, 3826, 3969, 
4037, 4128, 4157, 4216, 4219, 4265, 4266, 4552, 4555, 4569, 4670

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region. 3851, 3892, 3932, 4030, 4213, 4478, 
4670

Soy Cheese Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 4478, 4670

Soy Cheese or Cheese Alternatives–General, Western Style, That 
Melts. Often Contains Casein (Cow’s Milk Protein). 3118, 3209, 
3683, 3813, 3851, 3892, 3932, 4018, 4025, 4030, 4069, 4127, 4189, 
4192, 4213, 4367, 4375, 4378, 4393, 4395, 4410, 4414, 4472, 4478, 
4507, 4533, 4552, 4555, 4888, 4892, 4934

Soy Cheesecake or Cream Pie, Usually Made with Tofu. 1966, 
3429, 3639, 3705, 3750, 3922, 4255, 4347, 4412, 4499, 4797, 4854, 
4926

Soy Chocolate (Toasted Soy Flour) (Also includes use of non-
roasted Soy Flour or Soymilk in Making Chocolate). 1326, 1401, 
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1431, 1495, 1535, 1536, 1571, 1588, 1608, 1637, 1638, 1757, 1805, 
1806, 1910, 1914, 1933, 2043, 2106, 2191, 2198, 2208, 2384, 2553, 
2554, 2705

Soy Coffee (Roasted Soy Flour)–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 670, 757, 1421, 1431, 
1805, 1806

Soy Coffee–Made from Roasted Soy Flour or Ground Roasted 
Soybeans. 670, 712, 713, 722, 741, 757, 796, 803, 825, 831, 945, 
948, 1108, 1117, 1123, 1129, 1134, 1198, 1202, 1205, 1214, 1244, 
1247, 1249, 1261, 1275, 1294, 1326, 1343, 1345, 1349, 1383, 1389, 
1395, 1401, 1421, 1427, 1431, 1495, 1536, 1555, 1560, 1571, 1608, 
1610, 1611, 1613, 1637, 1638, 1648, 1650, 1651, 1723, 1757, 1778, 
1786, 1805, 1806, 1821, 1917, 1933, 1992, 2041, 2043, 2084, 2099, 
2106, 2121, 2123, 2155, 2158, 2191, 2198, 2324, 2376, 2402, 2428, 
2450, 2553, 2554, 2713, 2878, 3293, 3460, 3514, 3619, 3649, 3690, 
4139, 4533, 4534

Soy Cream Cheese–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 2215, 4926

Soy Cream Cheese, Usually Made of Tofu or Soy Yogurt. 2215, 
3053, 3228, 3794, 4062, 4139, 4347, 4478, 4926, 4934

Soy Flour–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 1978, 2113, 2208, 
2321, 2422, 2423, 2495, 2510, 2529, 2909

Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat. 644, 746, 794, 795, 824, 825, 826, 
859, 876, 899, 901, 1537, 1566, 1612, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1740, 
1745, 1759, 1819, 1854, 1860, 1864, 1866, 1868, 1870, 1900, 1903, 
1905, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1918, 1919, 1926, 
1928, 1932, 1936, 1937, 1940, 1947, 1951, 1961, 1963, 1964, 1966, 
1967, 1971, 1975, 1976, 1978, 1989, 1990, 1995, 2002, 2008, 2018, 
2020, 2033, 2043, 2052, 2058, 2084, 2110, 2113, 2114, 2125, 2127, 
2136, 2155, 2172, 2174, 2180, 2186, 2192, 2200, 2208, 2278, 2294, 
2307, 2308, 2311, 2324, 2334, 2339, 2362, 2367, 2368, 2370, 2381, 
2384, 2388, 2404, 2422, 2423, 2450, 2455, 2479, 2495, 2510, 2529, 
2545, 2613, 2617, 2637, 2643, 2645, 2676, 2705, 2706, 2707, 2729, 
2747, 2782, 2798, 2799, 2800, 2806, 2807, 2820, 2852, 2864, 2892, 
2894, 2909, 2945, 3047, 3081, 3082, 3085, 3125, 3228, 3277, 3291, 
3399, 3442, 3472, 3476, 3490, 3501, 3508, 3514, 3579, 3613, 3621, 
3625, 3632, 3635, 3642, 3650, 3680, 3702, 3703, 3744, 3813, 3826, 
3863, 3870, 3989, 4150, 4198, 4204, 4212, 4222, 4299, 4377, 4467, 
4559, 4576, 4585, 4684, 4926, 4942, 4971, 5002

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 2278, 2322, 2332, 2348, 2495, 2510, 2777, 
2798, 2799, 2820, 2894, 3508, 3621, 3642, 4456, 4684, 4971

Soy Flour Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies or Products. 1911, 1975, 2422, 2747, 2945, 
3625, 4456, 4872

Soy Flour or Defatted Soybean Meal in Cereal-Soy Blends, with 
Emphasis on Dry Products Used in Third World Countries (such as 
CSM, WSB, etc.). 1287, 1627, 1655, 2200, 2413, 2495, 2737, 2777, 
2898, 2945, 2986, 3026, 3277, 3304, 3360, 3367, 3476, 3642, 4001, 
4222, 4456, 4872

Soy Flour, Defatted or Partially Defatted, Used as an Ingredient in 
Second Generation Commercial Products Such as Baked Goods, 
Pasta, etc. 1101, 2948, 3560, 3568, 4065, 4170, 4171, 4319, 4445

Soy Flour, Grits and Flakes (Usually Defatted)–Etymology of These 
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 644, 
746, 794, 824, 859, 863, 876, 899, 925, 1115, 1137, 1244, 1287, 
1432, 1537, 1978, 2402, 3642

Soy Flour, Grits, Meal, Powder, or Flakes–For Food Use (Usually 
Defatted or Low-Fat). See also Soy Flour–Whole or Full-fat. 379, 
382, 644, 726, 746, 794, 824, 854, 859, 863, 869, 876, 892, 899, 
925, 1079, 1080, 1082, 1083, 1088, 1090, 1095, 1096, 1100, 1108, 
1115, 1123, 1126, 1134, 1137, 1145, 1149, 1186, 1196, 1202, 1219, 
1225, 1234, 1242, 1244, 1247, 1249, 1261, 1270, 1287, 1288, 1291, 
1303, 1313, 1331, 1332, 1334, 1345, 1349, 1378, 1384, 1389, 1393, 
1408, 1417, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1443, 1451, 1458, 1463, 1465, 1467, 
1479, 1503, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1541, 1550, 1557, 1558, 1561, 1565, 
1570, 1571, 1576, 1578, 1583, 1587, 1588, 1590, 1595, 1599, 1608, 
1610, 1611, 1612, 1625, 1627, 1637, 1638, 1644, 1648, 1651, 1661, 
1663, 1665, 1672, 1678, 1698, 1707, 1713, 1723, 1724, 1741, 1742, 
1752, 1757, 1766, 1769, 1776, 1778, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1800, 1803, 
1805, 1806, 1821, 1830, 1868, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1882, 1894, 1917, 
1933, 1952, 1955, 1968, 1973, 1974, 1978, 1988, 1992, 1997, 1998, 
2001, 2007, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2017, 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 
2039, 2040, 2041, 2042, 2043, 2048, 2057, 2076, 2084, 2087, 2097, 
2113, 2119, 2121, 2122, 2127, 2151, 2152, 2154, 2155, 2158, 2160, 
2170, 2173, 2180, 2184, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2198, 2200, 2213, 2220, 
2221, 2223, 2226, 2239, 2240, 2244, 2246, 2253, 2263, 2264, 2277, 
2279, 2280, 2282, 2284, 2288, 2289, 2303, 2304, 2306, 2308, 2310, 
2312, 2313, 2317, 2321, 2322, 2325, 2326, 2329, 2330, 2332, 2336, 
2341, 2343, 2344, 2348, 2351, 2355, 2358, 2360, 2361, 2363, 2365, 
2367, 2369, 2371, 2372, 2374, 2375, 2376, 2382, 2383, 2385, 2386, 
2390, 2391, 2393, 2394, 2395, 2397, 2398, 2399, 2402, 2408, 2409, 
2414, 2424, 2426, 2428, 2434, 2438, 2441, 2442, 2446, 2449, 2452, 
2456, 2459, 2467, 2471, 2477, 2478, 2479, 2485, 2487, 2493, 2495, 
2500, 2505, 2506, 2521, 2523, 2525, 2526, 2527, 2529, 2553, 2564, 
2574, 2580, 2581, 2590, 2602, 2610, 2611, 2621, 2626, 2631, 2638, 
2652, 2682, 2684, 2691, 2725, 2727, 2738, 2741, 2745, 2749, 2751, 
2753, 2761, 2783, 2792, 2795, 2807, 2827, 2830, 2839, 2852, 2856, 
2863, 2864, 2866, 2867, 2874, 2884, 2885, 2889, 2894, 2905, 2906, 
2913, 2914, 2918, 2920, 2947, 2966, 2977, 2979, 2985, 2993, 3026, 
3045, 3050, 3053, 3066, 3083, 3084, 3089, 3092, 3100, 3103, 3110, 
3111, 3125, 3128, 3135, 3148, 3153, 3157, 3158, 3181, 3182, 3186, 
3200, 3205, 3207, 3209, 3231, 3232, 3233, 3256, 3259, 3271, 3287, 
3291, 3293, 3307, 3309, 3332, 3335, 3337, 3344, 3350, 3352, 3356, 
3369, 3377, 3378, 3404, 3412, 3420, 3428, 3429, 3432, 3435, 3438, 
3451, 3455, 3457, 3472, 3478, 3491, 3492, 3495, 3496, 3497, 3498, 
3505, 3506, 3507, 3514, 3522, 3538, 3577, 3579, 3580, 3586, 3587, 
3592, 3613, 3619, 3622, 3631, 3642, 3644, 3650, 3655, 3657, 3695, 
3701, 3708, 3731, 3738, 3767, 3777, 3786, 3795, 3807, 3813, 3815, 
3816, 3835, 3836, 3850, 3863, 3874, 3881, 3912, 3914, 3922, 3972, 
3989, 4043, 4061, 4108, 4116, 4145, 4150, 4212, 4222, 4354, 4366, 
4377, 4382, 4410, 4452, 4454, 4456, 4519, 4532, 4533, 4534, 4559, 
4560, 4656, 4684, 4713, 4808, 4836, 4900, 4926

Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Enzyme Active (Whole / Full-Fat, 
Unheated). 1935, 2196, 2202, 2212, 2243, 2510, 2617, 2637, 2638, 
2676, 2727, 2798, 2811, 2864, 2892, 2894, 3053, 3085, 3367, 3370, 
3490, 3579, 3625, 3650, 3668, 4150, 4198, 4299, 4971
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Soy Flour, Grits, and Flakes–Use in Brewing Beer, Such as ADM 
Pro-zyme Flakes and Soybean Brew Flakes. 1429, 2495, 2749, 
3053

Soy Flour, Industrial Uses of–Other. See also: Adhesives or Glues 
for Plywood, Other Woods, Wallpaper, Building Materials, Etc. 
3645

Soy Flour, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable Protein). 
2907, 2944, 2971, 2974, 2978, 2996, 2999, 3000, 3037, 3039, 3045, 
3064, 3066, 3068, 3077, 3099, 3103, 3108, 3111, 3114, 3115, 3121, 
3126, 3135, 3139, 3140, 3144, 3152, 3153, 3158, 3170, 3199, 3201, 
3205, 3218, 3222, 3228, 3237, 3243, 3245, 3246, 3248, 3251, 3266, 
3267, 3268, 3269, 3270, 3274, 3291, 3298, 3299, 3301, 3305, 3316, 
3317, 3318, 3319, 3320, 3323, 3326, 3329, 3330, 3331, 3335, 3349, 
3350, 3360, 3372, 3373, 3374, 3388, 3404, 3415, 3422, 3423, 3425, 
3431, 3432, 3453, 3454, 3457, 3464, 3476, 3480, 3505, 3507, 3508, 
3520, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3543, 3615, 3623, 3640, 3648, 3675, 3697, 
3712, 3713, 3720, 3722, 3732, 3738, 3749, 3754, 3755, 3763, 3779, 
3780, 3786, 3799, 3800, 3801, 3813, 3846, 3861, 3912, 3914, 3930, 
3989, 4002, 4009, 4010, 4027, 4028, 4043, 4054, 4057, 4064, 4073, 
4124, 4137, 4150, 4153, 4182, 4198, 4204, 4217, 4226, 4237, 4250, 
4252, 4277, 4286, 4299, 4300, 4309, 4313, 4326, 4345, 4354, 4377, 
4393, 4420, 4426, 4444, 4467, 4572, 4830

Soy Flour, Whole or Full-fat–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2404

Soy Ice Cream (Frozen or Dry Mix)–Imports, Exports, International 
Trade. 3794

Soy Ice Cream (General–Usually Non-Dairy). 1735, 2048, 2332, 
2402, 2414, 2455, 2471, 2485, 2495, 2503, 2510, 2519, 2549, 2758, 
3053, 3110, 3165, 3207, 3228, 3310, 3362, 3569, 3601, 3625, 3683, 
3692, 3697, 3733, 3756, 3760, 3761, 3764, 3772, 3773, 3774, 3777, 
3783, 3785, 3786, 3792, 3793, 3794, 3813, 3823, 3826, 3848, 3856, 
3859, 3864, 3873, 3874, 3876, 3892, 3896, 3901, 3910, 3922, 3948, 
3961, 3962, 3965, 3966, 3974, 3978, 3998, 4018, 4027, 4030, 4032, 
4054, 4075, 4096, 4099, 4101, 4102, 4113, 4123, 4132, 4161, 4173, 
4181, 4187, 4188, 4199, 4213, 4215, 4220, 4223, 4224, 4225, 4227, 
4232, 4237, 4254, 4255, 4256, 4261, 4273, 4311, 4313, 4314, 4323, 
4325, 4327, 4338, 4339, 4347, 4364, 4365, 4367, 4369, 4373, 4377, 
4393, 4395, 4405, 4409, 4419, 4420, 4437, 4452, 4456, 4458, 4459, 
4461, 4468, 4469, 4474, 4475, 4507, 4555, 4557, 4610, 4655, 4693, 
4696, 4699, 4733, 4755, 4769, 4797, 4854, 4926

Soy Ice Cream–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 2402, 3756

Soy Ice Cream–Non-Soy Non-Dairy Relatives (As Made from 
Amazake, Fruit Juices, Peanuts, Field Peas, etc.). 3756, 4314, 4345, 
4474

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–By Geographical Region. 3756, 4213, 4369, 4456, 4459

Soy Ice Cream Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses–Individual Companies. 3756, 3848, 3961, 4199, 4373, 
4456, 4461

Soy Molasses or Soy Solubles–A By-Product of Making Soy 
Protein Concentrate Using the Aqueous Alcohol Wash Process. 
Rich in Isofl avones. 4684

Soy Oil–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 498, 563, 625, 644, 654, 677, 684, 716, 741, 
772, 874, 942, 962, 1035, 1057, 1072, 1076, 1116, 1216, 1244, 
1432, 1449, 2184, 2236, 3539, 3557, 3600

Soy Oil Constants–Iodine Number / Value. 893, 902, 935, 962, 
1096, 1191, 1268, 1327, 1343, 1366, 1381, 1390, 1413, 1433, 1447, 
1500, 1570, 1636, 1642, 1648, 1681, 1697, 1717, 1831, 1861, 1998, 
2035, 2377, 2389

Soy Oil Constants. Includes Index of Refreaction, Refreactive 
Index, Solidifi cation Point (Erstarrungspunkt), Specifi c Gravity. 
See also Iodine Number. 935, 1366, 1433, 1447, 1636, 1642, 1699, 
1717, 2035

Soy Oil as a Commodity, Product, or Ingredient for Food Use (in 
Cookery or Foods). Its Manufacture, Refi ning, Trade, and Use. See 
Also: Industrial Uses of Soy Oil, and Nutrition: Lipids. 301, 498, 
517, 563, 599, 613, 625, 644, 654, 660, 674, 677, 684, 693, 704, 
716, 723, 726, 727, 738, 741, 756, 757, 760, 761, 764, 771, 772, 
776, 784, 787, 796, 802, 803, 811, 812, 813, 814, 823, 825, 832, 
833, 839, 844, 847, 858, 859, 864, 866, 867, 870, 874, 893, 902, 
909, 910, 911, 912, 915, 921, 924, 930, 932, 933, 934, 935, 942, 
946, 954, 956, 957, 959, 960, 962, 985, 989, 991, 998, 1001, 1004, 
1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 1013, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024, 1028, 1035, 
1036, 1038, 1040, 1043, 1044, 1047, 1057, 1059, 1060, 1061, 1062, 
1063, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1069, 1073, 1075, 1076, 1078, 1079, 
1080, 1081, 1085, 1086, 1091, 1094, 1096, 1097, 1098, 1103, 1105, 
1107, 1111, 1116, 1117, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1125, 1126, 1130, 1132, 
1133, 1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1144, 1145, 1148, 1149, 
1159, 1161, 1163, 1164, 1166, 1171, 1180, 1184, 1186, 1187, 1189, 
1190, 1191, 1192, 1194, 1197, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1204, 1205, 1209, 
1210, 1212, 1214, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1220, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1224, 
1227, 1228, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1241, 1244, 1247, 1252, 1259, 
1261, 1265, 1268, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1281, 1288, 1291, 1292, 1298, 
1299, 1302, 1303, 1309, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1319, 1322, 
1327, 1331, 1332, 1333, 1334, 1339, 1343, 1345, 1346, 1347, 1348, 
1349, 1352, 1353, 1355, 1357, 1358, 1359, 1360, 1364, 1365, 1366, 
1371, 1374, 1376, 1381, 1383, 1389, 1390, 1395, 1400, 1402, 1403, 
1405, 1408, 1410, 1413, 1414, 1419, 1422, 1431, 1432, 1433, 1443, 
1449, 1451, 1452, 1455, 1456, 1463, 1468, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1489, 
1497, 1498, 1500, 1503, 1506, 1507, 1511, 1513, 1518, 1519, 1521, 
1522, 1523, 1525, 1527, 1528, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1536, 1539, 1541, 
1543, 1544, 1547, 1548, 1549, 1551, 1553, 1564, 1566, 1574, 1575, 
1577, 1579, 1585, 1587, 1589, 1594, 1603, 1606, 1607, 1609, 1610, 
1613, 1615, 1619, 1623, 1624, 1625, 1630, 1633, 1636, 1637, 1638, 
1642, 1645, 1647, 1648, 1649, 1652, 1653, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 
1659, 1664, 1665, 1667, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1673, 1674, 1677, 1678, 
1679, 1680, 1681, 1682, 1687, 1688, 1690, 1693, 1694, 1698, 1703, 
1705, 1706, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1713, 1715, 1716, 1717, 1720, 
1721, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1726, 1727, 1728, 1729, 1731, 1733, 1734, 
1739, 1743, 1744, 1746, 1747, 1748, 1749, 1750, 1755, 1756, 1757, 
1760, 1762, 1763, 1764, 1766, 1768, 1770, 1771, 1775, 1776, 1778, 
1781, 1784, 1788, 1790, 1791, 1792, 1794, 1795, 1796, 1800, 1801, 
1805, 1806, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1818, 1821, 1822, 1825, 1828, 1831, 
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1832, 1835, 1836, 1837, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1850, 1857, 1861, 1863, 
1867, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1887, 1891, 1892, 1899, 
1902, 1906, 1912, 1917, 1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1930, 1938, 
1939, 1940, 1943, 1946, 1954, 1957, 1965, 1969, 1983, 1987, 1992, 
1998, 1999, 2000, 2006, 2011, 2013, 2017, 2035, 2036, 2038, 2040, 
2043, 2045, 2053, 2063, 2066, 2069, 2070, 2076, 2084, 2102, 2113, 
2115, 2125, 2130, 2142, 2150, 2155, 2159, 2162, 2164, 2169, 2170, 
2173, 2178, 2179, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2191, 2194, 2197, 
2198, 2199, 2202, 2208, 2210, 2219, 2221, 2222, 2226, 2235, 2236, 
2261, 2262, 2263, 2268, 2274, 2292, 2316, 2317, 2324, 2331, 2335, 
2348, 2349, 2353, 2364, 2367, 2400, 2402, 2407, 2428, 2429, 2430, 
2433, 2434, 2437, 2439, 2474, 2479, 2484, 2491, 2494, 2514, 2515, 
2516, 2519, 2553, 2554, 2561, 2562, 2585, 2628, 2632, 2718, 2751, 
2752, 2764, 2776, 2787, 2803, 2816, 2829, 2834, 2839, 2853, 2854, 
2878, 2887, 2888, 2891, 2903, 2904, 2919, 2930, 2938, 2947, 2962, 
2969, 3004, 3008, 3016, 3074, 3147, 3149, 3249, 3291, 3403, 3421, 
3429, 3432, 3465, 3469, 3476, 3527, 3539, 3557, 3587, 3600, 3607, 
3612, 3646, 3654, 3741, 3762, 3786, 3790, 3842, 3845, 3852, 3862, 
3865, 3866, 3872, 3912, 3934, 3951, 3963, 3968, 3980, 3981, 3983, 
3987, 3989, 3990, 4033, 4037, 4043, 4046, 4047, 4059, 4087, 4116, 
4133, 4134, 4209, 4212, 4249, 4270, 4298, 4354, 4408, 4452, 4454, 
4559, 4650, 4879, 4892, 4926

Soy Oil, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food Products. 4404

Soy Plant (The) (Ann Arbor, Michigan). See Rosewood Products 
Inc. (Ann Arbor)

Soy Products of Australia Pty. Ltd. (Bayswater, Victoria, Australia). 
Formerly F.G. Roberts Health Food Products (Melbourne). 2131, 
2135, 4532, 4533, 4534

Soy Protein Concentrates, Textured. 3258, 3291, 3476, 3695, 3696, 
3835, 4148, 4149, 4217, 4218, 4237, 4313, 4382, 4420, 4441, 4442, 
4506, 4798, 4808

Soy Protein Council (Food Protein Council from 1971 to Dec. 
1981). 3159

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 2801, 2820, 3066, 3077, 3095, 3111, 3291, 
3520, 4057, 4366, 4375, 4456, 4506, 4647, 4684, 4746, 4769

Soy Protein Isolates, Concentrates, or Textured Soy Protein 
Products–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 2879, 3103, 3104, 3203, 3236, 3342, 3368, 
3457, 3648, 3861, 3891, 4174, 4198, 4204, 4218, 4233, 4237, 4250, 
4252, 4291, 4313, 4345, 4420, 4456, 4467, 4468, 4557, 4656, 5001

Soy Protein Isolates, Textured (For Food Use Only, Including Spun 
Soy Protein Fibers or Soy Isolate Gels). See also: Industrial Uses of 
Soy Proteins–Fibers (Artifi cial Wool Made from Spun Soy Protein 
Fibers). 2609, 2697, 2801, 2870, 2892, 2978, 3000, 3002, 3020, 
3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3035, 3053, 3057, 3058, 3060, 3066, 
3077, 3095, 3098, 3103, 3111, 3140, 3141, 3142, 3188, 3189, 3190, 
3191, 3192, 3194, 3196, 3199, 3205, 3224, 3225, 3243, 3291, 3322, 
3328, 3337, 3378, 3388, 3395, 3415, 3420, 3442, 3447, 3480, 3505, 
3508, 3520, 3777, 3806, 4057, 4299, 4381, 4409, 4864, 4885, 4926, 
5001

Soy Protein Products (General, or Modern Products). See also: 
Nutrition–Protein, Protein Quality, and Amino Acid Composition. 
1285, 1415, 1416, 1643, 1757, 1875, 1907, 2320, 2521, 2758, 2761, 
2820, 2889, 2913, 2914, 2920, 2932, 2939, 2970, 2977, 3002, 3021, 
3036, 3041, 3053, 3063, 3086, 3088, 3092, 3103, 3120, 3143, 3159, 
3160, 3164, 3167, 3168, 3172, 3199, 3203, 3208, 3213, 3240, 3289, 
3334, 3337, 3346, 3347, 3348, 3351, 3353, 3355, 3369, 3459, 3478, 
3583, 3587, 3588, 3591, 3595, 3607, 3613, 3638, 3647, 3656, 3739, 
3740, 3777, 3920, 4065, 4107, 4133, 4192, 4194, 4247, 4262, 4295, 
4388, 4447, 4456, 4543, 4837, 4892

Soy Protein and Proteins–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 618, 686, 733, 757, 
840, 1415, 1451, 1932, 2184, 2558, 3163

Soy Proteins–Concentrates. 2820, 2866, 2892, 2941, 3066, 3077, 
3111, 3258, 3291, 3340, 3344, 3369, 3378, 3429, 3442, 3505, 3520, 
3569, 3577, 3635, 3777, 3786, 3807, 3816, 3874, 4057, 4133, 4167, 
4178, 4233, 4291, 4313, 4366, 4454, 4472, 4506, 4559, 4569, 4647, 
4684, 4808, 4926

Soy Proteins–Detection When Added to Other Food Products (Such 
as Meat or Dairy Products, Wheat Flour or Baked Goods). 2076, 
3053, 3211, 3223, 3288, 3314, 3456, 3593, 3695, 3715, 3770, 3816, 
3822, 3835

Soy Proteins–Hydrolyzed and Hydrolysates (General), as in 
Flavourings, HVP, Cosmetics, Personal Care Products, Predigested 
Milk Replacers, etc. 2286, 2570, 3173, 3562, 3923

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein with 
Whipping / Foaming Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen, and 
Early Related Whipping / Aerating Agents or Products. 2217, 2310, 
2402, 2495, 2532, 2892, 3053, 3077, 3798, 3918

Soy Proteins–Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 1432, 2250, 2402, 2861

Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Food Use. See also: Isolates, for 
Industrial (Non-Food) Use. 1778, 2184, 2310, 2495, 2523, 2543, 
2646, 2749, 2761, 2801, 2820, 2825, 2828, 2845, 2861, 2866, 2872, 
2873, 2927, 2941, 2990, 3035, 3053, 3066, 3077, 3111, 3175, 3202, 
3239, 3254, 3291, 3295, 3327, 3340, 3342, 3368, 3369, 3378, 3404, 
3411, 3429, 3442, 3476, 3478, 3489, 3499, 3505, 3520, 3522, 3569, 
3577, 3587, 3615, 3618, 3635, 3637, 3640, 3683, 3735, 3753, 3756, 
3774, 3775, 3786, 3792, 3795, 3798, 3807, 3816, 3856, 3864, 3874, 
3876, 3889, 3890, 3915, 3969, 3970, 3971, 3977, 3989, 4018, 4035, 
4037, 4043, 4044, 4057, 4067, 4068, 4069, 4071, 4080, 4082, 4083, 
4114, 4126, 4127, 4128, 4131, 4175, 4178, 4212, 4216, 4223, 4224, 
4237, 4241, 4263, 4264, 4279, 4280, 4313, 4338, 4339, 4356, 4366, 
4375, 4382, 4412, 4452, 4456, 4458, 4459, 4461, 4468, 4472, 4474, 
4493, 4524, 4557, 4559, 4560, 4569, 4647, 4684, 4692, 4700, 4705, 
4741, 4746, 4769, 4808, 4838, 4919, 4932, 4937, 4938, 4972, 4985, 
4988, 4991, 5001

Soy Proteins–Isolates, for Industrial (Non-Food) Use. See also: 
Isolates, for Food Use. 1758, 2017, 2158, 2250, 2305, 2543, 2820, 
3077, 3476, 3758, 3762, 3996, 4237, 4375, 4523, 5001
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Soy Proteins–Properties (Including Types {Globulins, Glycinin, 
Beta- and Gamma-Conglycinin} Protein Fractions and Subunits, 
Sedimentation Coeffi cients, Nitrogen Solubility, and Rheology). 
733, 802, 819, 1025, 1437, 1643, 1775, 2175, 2180, 2459, 2558, 
2897, 3053, 3169, 3219, 3313, 3367, 3569, 3593, 3656, 3664, 3673, 
3930, 4015, 4024

Soy Proteins–Textured Isolates–Etymology of These Terms and 
Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2609, 3035, 3415

Soy Proteins–Textured, in Dry Cereal-Soy Blends. 2996, 3251, 
3551, 3800, 4028

Soy Proteins–Used as an Ingredient in or for Early Second 
Generation Commercial Food or Beverage Products. 2532, 4379

Soy Proteins, Textured (General). 2978, 2997, 3000, 3002, 3063, 
3064, 3093, 3094, 3095, 3098, 3111, 3126, 3162, 3163, 3193, 3210, 
3217, 3285, 3288, 3341, 3349, 3354, 3433, 3442, 3445, 3551, 3598, 
3765, 3897, 3898, 3912, 3925, 4161, 4185, 4362, 4363, 4366, 4384, 
4385, 4434, 4446, 4490, 4491, 4563, 4564, 4565, 4581, 4582, 4601, 
4602, 4603, 4604, 4605

Soy Pudding, Custard, Parfait, or Mousse (Usually made from 
Soymilk. Non-Dairy Milk, or Tofu). See also Soy Yogurt–Not 
Fermented. 1735, 1801, 1940, 2106, 2155, 2384, 2402, 2604, 2663, 
2665, 2927, 3131, 3132, 3157, 3254, 3293, 3304, 3308, 3332, 3343, 
3357, 3395, 3396, 3420, 3424, 3425, 3460, 3495, 3550, 3565, 3617, 
3622, 3643, 3756, 3796, 3912, 3922, 3939, 3970, 3971, 3974, 4060, 
4086, 4089, 4139, 4178, 4213, 4231, 4255, 4279, 4280, 4347, 4410, 
4440, 4472, 4600, 4926

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu and Worcestershire Sauce)–Imports, 
Exports, International Trade. 2, 7, 8, 37, 55, 57, 59, 64, 65, 67, 81, 
82, 88, 91, 99, 102, 105, 110, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 130, 137, 
139, 141, 142, 145, 146, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 164, 168, 171, 
178, 179, 180, 182, 183, 186, 187, 188, 191, 192, 194, 195, 196, 
197, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 210, 212, 213, 215, 218, 219, 220, 
222, 223, 226, 228, 229, 230, 233, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 241, 
244, 253, 254, 255, 256, 261, 262, 265, 268, 270, 271, 273, 274, 
276, 281, 287, 289, 291, 292, 297, 305, 309, 322, 325, 326, 328, 
330, 339, 340, 350, 356, 357, 365, 368, 370, 372, 381, 389, 401, 
404, 405, 414, 429, 444, 447, 453, 454, 459, 460, 463, 474, 475, 
476, 489, 493, 501, 502, 504, 507, 510, 512, 524, 530, 532, 536, 
544, 556, 558, 563, 578, 583, 620, 623, 631, 644, 651, 675, 676, 
677, 681, 688, 708, 711, 723, 765, 768, 769, 772, 788, 790, 836, 
845, 846, 858, 869, 872, 913, 965, 1013, 1018, 1019, 1024, 1030, 
1032, 1103, 1137, 1199, 1245, 1248, 1263, 1264, 1288, 1343, 1383, 
1457, 1496, 1703, 1740, 2063, 2185, 2221, 2600, 2950, 2968, 3073, 
3102, 3183, 3244, 3530, 3644, 3726, 3857, 3973, 3984, 4040, 4048, 
4165, 4301, 4302, 4891, 4917, 4979

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu), Homemade–How to Make at Home 
or on a Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 148, 198, 354, 379, 421, 439, 
520, 3577

Soy Sauce (Including Shoyu). See Also Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce, and 
Traditional Worcestershire Sauce. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 

63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75, 81, 82, 88, 91, 94, 95, 99, 101, 
102, 105, 107, 110, 112, 114, 116, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 
125, 130, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 
143, 145, 146, 148, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 171, 172, 174, 175, 
176, 178, 179, 180, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 
191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 
204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 218, 
219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 
232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 244, 246, 
247, 248, 249, 250, 253, 254, 255, 256, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264, 
265, 266, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 
281, 282, 283, 284, 286, 287, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 295, 296, 
297, 298, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 312, 314, 315, 
316, 319, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 328, 330, 335, 336, 
337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343, 346, 347, 348, 350, 351, 352, 
353, 354, 355, 356, 357, 358, 359, 361, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 
370, 371, 372, 373, 375, 377, 378, 379, 380, 381, 382, 384, 385, 
386, 389, 391, 392, 393, 394, 395, 397, 398, 399, 401, 402, 403, 
404, 405, 406, 408, 410, 411, 413, 414, 415, 416, 417, 419, 421, 
422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 
436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 447, 448, 449, 
450, 452, 453, 454, 456, 457, 458, 459, 460, 462, 463, 464, 465, 
467, 468, 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 479, 480, 481, 482, 
483, 486, 487, 489, 493, 494, 495, 497, 501, 505, 506, 507, 508, 
509, 510, 512, 516, 518, 519, 520, 521, 524, 527, 528, 529, 530, 
531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 540, 544, 547, 548, 549, 552, 554, 556, 
559, 563, 564, 565, 567, 568, 571, 578, 580, 582, 583, 587, 590, 
595, 596, 599, 601, 602, 604, 605, 608, 619, 623, 625, 627, 628, 
630, 631, 635, 636, 637, 638, 642, 643, 644, 648, 651, 654, 657, 
659, 662, 664, 665, 666, 667, 669, 670, 673, 674, 675, 676, 677, 
680, 681, 682, 684, 685, 686, 688, 690, 695, 697, 702, 708, 709, 
710, 711, 713, 715, 717, 719, 720, 723, 724, 726, 728, 730, 733, 
740, 741, 744, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 754, 755, 757, 759, 761, 
762, 765, 768, 769, 770, 772, 776, 778, 779, 782, 783, 785, 786, 
788, 789, 790, 793, 795, 796, 799, 800, 802, 806, 807, 813, 814, 
815, 817, 820, 824, 825, 826, 833, 836, 838, 845, 846, 847, 853, 
858, 859, 861, 863, 864, 868, 869, 871, 872, 878, 879, 882, 883, 
891, 892, 896, 898, 903, 906, 908, 909, 912, 914, 916, 929, 939, 
940, 941, 943, 944, 949, 950, 951, 954, 955, 959, 963, 965, 967, 
968, 969, 970, 971, 972, 973, 974, 975, 977, 978, 979, 980, 985, 
988, 1002, 1004, 1005, 1012, 1013, 1015, 1016, 1018, 1019, 1020, 
1024, 1028, 1029, 1030, 1032, 1034, 1037, 1052, 1054, 1076, 1079, 
1103, 1114, 1137, 1148, 1150, 1165, 1186, 1191, 1192, 1199, 1202, 
1205, 1214, 1217, 1242, 1244, 1245, 1248, 1249, 1254, 1261, 1263, 
1264, 1266, 1269, 1270, 1272, 1275, 1278, 1280, 1283, 1286, 1288, 
1293, 1303, 1307, 1313, 1319, 1334, 1339, 1343, 1345, 1349, 1370, 
1371, 1383, 1384, 1386, 1389, 1395, 1422, 1426, 1430, 1431, 1432, 
1439, 1443, 1444, 1449, 1450, 1451, 1457, 1459, 1463, 1481, 1490, 
1495, 1496, 1501, 1503, 1505, 1509, 1514, 1521, 1536, 1538, 1541, 
1553, 1556, 1569, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1587, 1607, 1610, 1613, 1622, 
1637, 1638, 1645, 1648, 1658, 1665, 1673, 1678, 1685, 1698, 1702, 
1703, 1704, 1723, 1724, 1740, 1751, 1757, 1778, 1798, 1800, 1801, 
1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1826, 1830, 1839, 1846, 1862, 1890, 1895, 
1940, 1941, 1952, 1968, 1970, 1985, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2001, 2009, 
2017, 2034, 2043, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2059, 2063, 2067, 2068, 2072, 
2073, 2076, 2077, 2084, 2090, 2092, 2093, 2099, 2101, 2103, 2104, 
2107, 2121, 2139, 2145, 2147, 2155, 2158, 2169, 2170, 2185, 2186, 
2191, 2208, 2221, 2241, 2317, 2324, 2354, 2355, 2359, 2376, 2402, 
2417, 2458, 2487, 2488, 2495, 2499, 2508, 2515, 2536, 2553, 2554, 
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2557, 2559, 2563, 2585, 2586, 2589, 2704, 2710, 2711, 2731, 2735, 
2751, 2762, 2807, 2820, 2826, 2832, 2841, 2843, 2844, 2851, 2863, 
2875, 2878, 2892, 2894, 2902, 2916, 2926, 2928, 2929, 2936, 2937, 
2942, 2950, 2952, 2965, 2968, 2980, 2981, 2987, 2988, 2989, 2992, 
2993, 3011, 3013, 3019, 3023, 3028, 3044, 3046, 3048, 3052, 3059, 
3061, 3065, 3072, 3073, 3074, 3097, 3102, 3113, 3116, 3123, 3124, 
3129, 3131, 3132, 3138, 3145, 3157, 3166, 3180, 3182, 3183, 3206, 
3216, 3239, 3241, 3244, 3252, 3253, 3255, 3281, 3290, 3312, 3335, 
3339, 3375, 3390, 3400, 3414, 3416, 3427, 3428, 3448, 3449, 3455, 
3466, 3478, 3481, 3483, 3485, 3514, 3522, 3524, 3525, 3530, 3532, 
3540, 3546, 3548, 3576, 3577, 3594, 3596, 3597, 3599, 3601, 3603, 
3610, 3613, 3614, 3616, 3619, 3622, 3644, 3653, 3665, 3666, 3674, 
3689, 3694, 3710, 3726, 3743, 3745, 3777, 3784, 3787, 3789, 3814, 
3817, 3820, 3827, 3829, 3833, 3834, 3841, 3847, 3857, 3874, 3875, 
3885, 3899, 3902, 3911, 3912, 3914, 3924, 3956, 3973, 3984, 4012, 
4019, 4043, 4048, 4062, 4074, 4103, 4105, 4134, 4137, 4141, 4165, 
4197, 4226, 4293, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4330, 4331, 4349, 4354, 4355, 
4357, 4374, 4376, 4395, 4399, 4400, 4412, 4438, 4449, 4451, 4452, 
4454, 4456, 4465, 4471, 4489, 4501, 4506, 4518, 4519, 4559, 4561, 
4568, 4627, 4636, 4654, 4685, 4690, 4718, 4720, 4770, 4782, 4791, 
4795, 4797, 4804, 4805, 4811, 4813, 4814, 4826, 4832, 4834, 4840, 
4856, 4859, 4865, 4868, 4869, 4876, 4888, 4890, 4891, 4892, 4894, 
4901, 4902, 4907, 4910, 4917, 4943, 4949, 4950, 4979, 5004, 5005

Soy Sauce–Saishikomi Shoyu (Twice-Brewed). 3745, 4979

Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean Sauce (Inyu), Made from Black 
Soybean Koji. A Type of Fermented Black Soybean Sauce. 1334, 
4979

Soy Sauce Companies (Asia)–Important Japanese Shoyu 
Manufacturers Other Than Kikkoman and Yamasa–Higashimaru, 
Marukin, Choshi, Higeta. 8, 916, 929, 4518, 4654, 4979

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 81, 137, 142, 146, 330, 381, 444, 512, 563, 
675, 676, 777, 864, 965, 985, 1019, 1024, 1191, 1192, 1278, 1553, 
1637, 1862, 2185, 2221, 2820, 3610, 3710, 3902, 4456, 4518, 4979

Soy Sauce Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 1263, 1264, 3530, 4456, 4471, 4518, 4979

Soy Sauce Production–How to Make Soy Sauce on a Commercial 
Scale. 836, 1569, 2495, 4979

Soy Sauce and Ketchup: Key Records Concerning the Relationship 
between the Two. 4, 6, 13, 17, 20, 29, 31, 37, 38, 40, 50, 55, 65, 74, 
107, 133, 214, 221, 338, 454, 675, 1569, 4770, 4891, 4950, 4979

Soy Sauce and Shoyu–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 28, 
45, 55, 60, 64, 65, 67, 81, 107, 158, 163, 176, 180, 184, 207, 221, 
234, 244, 293, 314, 338, 364, 365, 428, 443, 473, 501, 524, 527, 
631, 644, 670, 675, 677, 706, 710, 714, 741, 785, 914, 950, 1313, 
1432, 1459, 1541, 1622, 1702, 1703, 2355, 2711, 2952, 3013, 3466, 
4141, 4979

Soy Sauce in Second Generation Products, Documents About. 432, 
449, 1490, 2992, 4979

Soy Sauce, Chinese Style, Made with a Signifi cant Proportion of 
Wheat or Barley. 46, 295, 320, 330, 379, 406, 421, 474, 479, 524, 
563, 571, 666, 726, 825, 864, 949, 954, 1569, 4979

Soy Sauce, HVP Type (Non-Fermented or Semi-Fermented, Made 
with Acid-Hydrolyzed Vegetable Protein; an Amino Acid Seasoning 
Solution Rich in Glutamic Acid). Also Called Pejoratively Chemical 
Soy Sauce. 468, 1343, 1868, 2289, 2819, 3103, 3138, 3225, 3301, 
3610, 3923, 4048, 4117, 4718, 4804, 4979, 5005

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style–Etymology of These Terms and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2952, 4979

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Style or from the Dutch East Indies (Kecap, 
Kécap, Kechap, Ketjap, Kétjap). See also Ketchup / Catsup. 3, 4, 
6, 9, 13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 27, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 
43, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 58, 59, 61, 66, 69, 76, 77, 107, 115, 118, 
119, 120, 121, 130, 132, 139, 145, 152, 155, 157, 159, 164, 168, 
182, 186, 208, 210, 212, 218, 232, 250, 266, 293, 336, 352, 427, 
476, 494, 675, 714, 741, 824, 825, 826, 863, 943, 2099, 2158, 2191, 
2878, 2952, 3013, 3044, 3514, 3522, 3789, 3868, 4103, 4165, 4627, 
4770, 4890, 4891, 4907, 4960, 4979

Soy Sauce, Indonesian Sweet, Kecap Manis / Ketjap Manis. 
Indonesian Sweet Thick Spicy Soy Sauce / Indonesian Thick Sweet 
Soy Sauce. 675, 2952, 3013, 3522, 3789, 4165, 4891, 4950, 4979

Soy Sauce, Non-Soy Relatives. 4979

Soy Sauce, Pale (Shiro Shoyu). Made in the Mikawa region of 
Central Japan near Nagoya. Shiro Means White in Japanese. 4979

Soy Sauce, Spray-dried, Powdered, or Vacuum Dried. 4979

Soy Sauce, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Products. 468, 
947, 2392, 3224, 3373, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3720, 3722, 3754, 3780, 
3944, 3945, 3946, 4008, 4040, 4063, 4064, 4193, 4195, 4221, 4228, 
4329, 4337, 4444, 4489, 4979

Soy Sprouts (Sprouted or Germinated Soybeans) for Food Use. 90, 
98, 677, 794, 796, 928, 930, 1137, 1401, 1479, 1541, 1568, 1587, 
1646, 1673, 1683, 1723, 1740, 1751, 1757, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1821, 
1830, 1878, 1992, 2043, 2084, 2099, 2155, 2160, 2186, 2187, 2367, 
2376, 2402, 2487, 2548, 2554, 2585, 2631, 2682, 2713, 2826, 2878, 
2928, 2936, 2979, 2987, 3023, 3053, 3074, 3124, 3128, 3157, 3175, 
3239, 3336, 3380, 3416, 3428, 3435, 3522, 3592, 3619, 3674, 3710, 
3771, 3777, 3815, 3826, 3922, 4043, 4054, 4386, 4394, 4449, 4589, 
4649, 4770, 4778, 4907, 4926, 4962

Soy Sprouts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
in Various Languages. 677, 794, 1740, 1805, 1806, 1830, 2155

Soy Yogurt (Generally Non-Dairy). 3053, 3683, 3764, 3848, 3921, 
3967, 4018, 4030, 4043, 4086, 4089, 4090, 4136, 4137, 4167, 4173, 
4184, 4209, 4213, 4223, 4311, 4313, 4323, 4369, 4377, 4393, 4395, 
4405, 4410, 4412, 4420, 4456, 4468, 4469, 4472, 4507, 4557, 4655, 
4681, 4692, 4727, 4733, 4755, 4811

Soy Yogurt–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 3417, 3785
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Soy Yogurt–Fermented / Cultured. 1285, 2017, 2761, 3337, 3417, 
3418, 3419, 3440, 3522, 3761, 3773, 3775, 3785, 3794, 3815, 3850, 
3903, 3910, 3914, 3917, 3922, 3955, 4055, 4075, 4099, 4104, 4109, 
4186, 4197, 4255, 4314, 4325, 4367, 4380, 4383, 4390, 4394, 4397, 
4398, 4458, 4459, 4460, 4461, 4561, 4579, 4580, 4590, 4592, 4697, 
4699, 4842, 4854, 4868, 4926

Soy Yogurt–Not Fermented. Typically Made with Tofu (Includes 
varieties “with active cultures” that are not actually cultured / 
fermented). 4494

Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
By Geographical Region. 4213, 4456, 4460, 4461

Soy Yogurt Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 4456

Soy bran. See Fiber, Soy

Soy cotyledon fi ber / polysaccharides (from making soy protein 
isolates). See Fiber

Soy fi ber. See Fiber

Soy fl our companies (Europe). See Spillers Premier Products Ltd. 
(Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, England)

Soy fl our companies (Oceania). See Soy Products of Australia Pty. 
Ltd

Soy fl our, roasted. See Roasted soy fl our

Soy ice cream companies (USA). See Barricini Foods (Mountain 
Lakes, New Jersey), Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey), 
Turtle Mountain LLC

Soy infant formula. See Infant Formula, Soy-based

Soy is NOT Mentioned in the Document, But Cite Because It is 
Related to Soy. 126, 2050

Soy lecithin. See Lecithin, Soy

Soy oil–industry and market statistics. See Soybean Crushing

Soy oil as an adulterant. See Adulteration of Foods and its 
Detection–Soy Oil

Soy protein companies (Israel). See Hayes Ashdod Ltd. and Hayes 
General Technology

Soy protein companies (USA). See Borden, Inc., Delsoy Products, 
Inc., Drackett Co. (The), Glidden Co. (The), Griffi th Laboratories, 
Gunther Products, Inc., Laucks (I.F.) Co., Protein Technologies 
International (PTI), Rich Products Corporation, Solae Co. (The)

Soy sauce–Korean-style. See Kanjang–Korean-Style Fermented 
Soy Sauce

Soy sauce companies (Asia & USA). See San Jirushi Corp., and 
San-J International (Kuwana, Japan; and Richmond, Virginia), 
Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon)

Soy sauce companies (international). See Kikkoman Corporation 
(Tokyo, Walworth, Wisconsin; and Worldwide)

Soy sauce companies or brands (USA). See Chun King, La Choy, 
Oriental Show-You Co

Soy sauce companies. See Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale, 
Arizona)

Soy sauce residue or dregs. See Fiber–Residue or Dregs from 
Making Soy Sauce

Soy sauce served in cruets with cruet frames. See Cruets (Glass 
Bottles)

Soy sauce used in Harvey’s sauce. See Harvey’s Sauce–With Soy 
Sauce Used as an Ingredient

Soy sauce used in Worcestershire sauce. See Worcestershire Sauce–
With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient

Soy sauce, price of. See Price of Soy Sauce, Worcestershire Sauce, 
or Early So-Called Ketchup (Which Was Usually Indonesian Soy 
Sauce)

Soy sauce. See Harvey’s Sauce, Hoisin / Haisien Sauce, Quin’s 
Sauce, Tamari, Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main 
Sauce Ingredient), Worcestershire Sauce

Soy whip topping. See Whip Topping

Soy wine. See Fermented Specialty Soyfoods

Soy, etymology of the word. See Etymology of the Word “Soy” and 
its Cognates / Relatives in English

Soya–Soybean Production and Soy Products. 1400, 2106, 2934, 
2987, 3043, 3056, 3428

Soya Corporation of America and Dr. Armand Burke. See Also Dr. 
Artemy A. Horvath. 2381, 2495, 4942

Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-
42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. See Spillers Premier Products 
Ltd.

Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England). Including Michael 
Cole and his Soya International Ltd. 3751, 3761, 3764, 3773, 3774, 
3775, 3780, 3785, 3792, 3793, 3840, 3848, 3856, 3859, 3864, 3896, 
3926, 3931, 3961, 3965, 3966, 3967, 3976, 3978, 4018, 4099, 4102, 
4162, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4223, 4224, 4231, 4232, 4253, 4255, 4312, 
4458, 4459, 4474, 4507, 4561

Soya Kaas Inc. See Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc.

SoyaWax International (Cedar Rapids, Iowa), Michael Richards, 
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and Heartland Candleworks Inc. 4878

SoyaWorld Inc. See ProSoya

SoyaWorld, Inc. (Near Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). 
Started 1997. Acquired in 2002 by Sanitarium Foods of Australia. 
4692, 4734, 4741, 4742, 4799, 4851, 4892, 4897

Soyana (Zurich, Switzerland). 3637, 3638, 3641, 3669, 3714, 3716, 
3950, 3982, 4173, 4207, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4440

Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH 
(Dorsten, Germany). Acquired by Huegli in April 1991. 3540, 3614, 
3706, 3714, 3716, 3979, 3982, 4123, 4200, 4207, 4253, 4255, 4769

Soyatech (Publisher of Soya Bluebook and Soya Newsletter, Bar 
Harbor, Maine. Note: In March 1980 Peter Golbitz and Sharyn 
Kingma started Island Tofu Works, a tofu manufacturing company, 
in Bar Harbor, Maine). 4726, 4754, 4776, 4988, 4991

Soybean–General Comprehensive and Basic Important Publications 
about Soybeans. 1778, 2258

Soybean–General and Other. 597, 626

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds as Determined by Microscopy or Microscopic Examination. 
1186, 1479, 1502, 1587, 2897, 3505

Soybean–Morphology, Structure, and Anatomy of the Plant and Its 
Seeds. 314, 654, 954, 1463, 1482, 1483, 1778, 2427, 3509, 3517

Soybean–Physiology–Day-Neutral / Photoperiod Insensitive 
Soybean Varieties. 3221, 3830

Soybean–Physiology–Mycorrhiza / Mycorrhizae / Mycorrhizal 
Relations with Vesicular-Arbuscular Soil Fungi of the Genus 
Glomus or Endogone. 1869, 1874, 2139, 2454, 2513, 2594, 2687, 
3075, 3439, 3517

Soybean–Physiology–Photoperiodism / Photoperiod, Photoperiodic 
Effects, or Photo-Thermal Responses. 2520, 2556, 3101, 3117, 
3257, 3444, 3830, 3832

Soybean–Physiology–Tolerance to Cold, Chilling, or Low 
Temperatures, and Cold Tolerant Varieties. 3136, 4504

Soybean–Physiology and Biochemistry (Including Photoperiodism, 
Photosynthesis, Translocation, Plant Water Relations, Respiration, 
Photorespiration). 1881, 2163, 2249, 2427, 2492, 2535, 2572, 2593, 
2608, 2644, 2775, 2778, 2804, 2881, 3067, 3221, 3432, 3441

Soybean–Taxonomy / Classifi cation. 10, 12, 13, 28, 58, 125, 327, 
334, 400, 443, 446, 451, 550, 634, 647, 650, 654, 661, 670, 725, 
732, 761, 809, 813, 835, 847, 954, 1169, 1217, 1778, 2096, 2463, 
2688, 2860, 2994, 3012, 3017, 3365, 3509, 3511, 3516, 3517, 3518, 
3523, 3673, 3888, 4021

Soybean–Terminology and Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and 
Names. 1564, 1740, 2278, 2402

Soybean–origin and domestication. See Origin, Domestication, and 
Dissemination of the Soybean (General)

Soybean Council of America. See American Soybean Association 
(ASA)–Soybean Council of America

Soybean Crushers (Canada), Early (Started Before 1941)–Milton 
Oil Refi neries Ltd. (Milton, Ontario; March 1930–Renamed 
Canadian Soyabeans Ltd. by March 1935), Dominion Linseed Oil 
Co. (Baden, ONT; 1932), Soy Bean Oil and Meal Co-operative 
Company of Canada, Ltd. (Chatham, ONT; 1932), Dominion Soya 
Industries / Dominion Soya Products Co. (Montreal, Quebec; spring 
1935), Soya Mills Limited (Stratford, ONT; Jan. 1936), Edgar 
Soya Products (Belle River, Ontario; 1936), Toronto Elevators Ltd. 
(Toronto, ONT; 1938). 2076, 2113, 2125, 2126, 2127, 3555

Soybean Crushers (Europe)–General. 1035, 1054, 1076, 1079, 
1080, 1082, 1091, 1105, 1107, 1116, 1149, 1219, 1247, 1289, 1291, 
1332, 1545, 1547, 2774, 2788, 2868, 3467, 3557, 3842

Soybean Crushers (Europe). See Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers 
Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands)

Soybean Crushers (USA), Cooperative–General and Other. 3087, 
3580, 4845

Soybean Crushers (USA), Early–Pacifi c Oil Mills and Albers 
Brothers Milling Co. (Seattle, Washington; 1911), Elizabeth City 
Oil and Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915. By 
1917 six other North Carolina oil mills were crushing soybeans), 
Chicago Heights Oil Mfg. Co. (Chicago Heights, Illinois; 1920), 
A.E. Staley Mfg. Co. (Decatur, Illinois; 1922), Piatt County 
Cooperative Soy Bean Co. (Monticello, Illinois; 1923–batch 
solvent), Blish Milling Co. (Seymour and Crothersville, Indiana; 
1923), Eastern Cotton Oil Co. (Norfolk, Virginia; 1924–continuous 
solvent). 1159, 1566, 1606, 1610, 1648, 1687, 2429, 3983

Soybean Crushers (USA). See Seed Companies, Soybean–Funk 
Brothers Seed Co. (Bloomington, Illinois)–After 1924, Sinaiko 
Family and Iowa Milling Co. (Cedar Rapids, Iowa)

Soybean Crushing (General: Soy / Soybean Oil and Soybean Meal). 
1026, 1236, 1253, 1466, 1545, 1651, 1787, 1830, 1893, 1904, 1948, 
1952, 1972, 1993, 2019, 2071, 2161, 2272, 2373, 2435, 2476, 2503, 
2507, 2509, 2530, 2541, 2542, 2549, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2693, 2709, 
2739, 2750, 2904, 2931, 2958, 3053, 3087, 3174, 3264, 3337, 3545, 
3580, 3688, 3718, 3742, 3776, 4078, 4259, 4272, 4577, 4641

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Hydraulic Presses. 893, 902, 1089, 
1103, 1278, 1316, 1319, 1603, 1607, 1679, 1746, 1830, 1863, 1868, 
1893, 2084, 2113, 2169, 2170, 2187, 2373, 2429, 2530, 2549, 2709, 
2904, 3469, 3983

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Screw Presses and Expellers 
(Continuous, Mechanical). 1468, 1863, 1868, 1999, 2113, 2125, 
2373, 2429, 2434, 2435, 2459, 2476, 2503, 2514, 2530, 2549, 2788, 
2854, 2904, 3053, 3580, 3983

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Solvent Extraction. 1291, 1709, 
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1749, 1855, 1868, 1892, 2429, 2549, 3557

Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Presses (Early Technology 
from China and Manchuria). 498, 625, 893, 902, 933, 2169, 2170, 
2373, 2854, 3557

Soybean Crushing–Explosions and/or Fires in Soybean Solvent 
Extraction Plants (Making Soy Oil and Soybean Meal). 2476, 3105, 
3727

Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics. 1527, 2003

Soybean Crushing, Including Production and Trade of Soybean 
Oil, Meal or Cake, Margarine, or Shortening–Industry and Market 
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses -. 1078, 1105, 1127, 1163, 1198, 
1222, 1223, 1233, 1241, 1256, 1278, 1298, 1313, 1331, 1519, 1522, 
1582, 1636, 1657, 1665, 1669, 1674, 1682, 1708, 1721, 1739, 1746, 
1778, 1808, 1809, 1818, 1830, 1832, 1863, 1938, 1992, 2001, 2003, 
2169, 2170, 2236, 2261, 2278, 2352, 2429, 2434, 2479, 2503, 2788, 
2887, 2891, 3004, 3469, 3476, 3545, 3580, 3600, 3607, 3640, 3646, 
3790, 3852, 3862, 3874, 3886, 3891, 3951, 3959, 3980, 3981, 3989, 
3996, 4028, 4031, 4044, 4059, 4087, 4095, 4114, 4237, 4249, 4298, 
4377, 4456, 4988, 4991

Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932). Organized at Decatur, 
Illinois on 16 Oct. 1929. 1965, 1999

Soybean Meal (SBM) (Defatted). Formerly Called Bean Cake, 
Beancake, Soybean Cake, Oilmeal, or Presscake. 484, 498, 563, 
596, 600, 604, 617, 618, 625, 641, 644, 655, 656, 658, 660, 667, 
672, 674, 684, 716, 723, 726, 727, 736, 737, 738, 741, 756, 760, 
761, 764, 770, 771, 776, 787, 802, 803, 805, 811, 812, 813, 814, 
823, 825, 829, 839, 844, 853, 859, 866, 872, 874, 888, 909, 915, 
920, 921, 930, 932, 933, 934, 946, 952, 954, 959, 960, 991, 998, 
1001, 1004, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1018, 1021, 1023, 1024, 
1026, 1028, 1031, 1033, 1034, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1046, 
1047, 1048, 1049, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1059, 
1060, 1061, 1062, 1064, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1069, 1073, 1074, 1075, 
1076, 1079, 1080, 1081, 1084, 1085, 1087, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 
1094, 1096, 1097, 1099, 1102, 1103, 1105, 1107, 1108, 1110, 1111, 
1112, 1113, 1116, 1117, 1119, 1121, 1122, 1124, 1125, 1126, 1127, 
1129, 1130, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1135, 1136, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 
1143, 1144, 1145, 1146, 1148, 1151, 1152, 1153, 1157, 1159, 1161, 
1162, 1163, 1164, 1166, 1170, 1171, 1172, 1173, 1174, 1176, 1177, 
1179, 1180, 1181, 1183, 1184, 1185, 1186, 1189, 1191, 1192, 1193, 
1194, 1198, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1203, 1205, 1211, 1212, 1214, 1215, 
1217, 1218, 1223, 1225, 1226, 1228, 1229, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1234, 
1235, 1237, 1241, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1248, 1249, 1252, 1259, 1260, 
1261, 1262, 1266, 1267, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1277, 
1278, 1281, 1289, 1291, 1292, 1295, 1296, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1300, 
1303, 1305, 1306, 1308, 1311, 1312, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1318, 
1319, 1323, 1325, 1326, 1331, 1333, 1334, 1336, 1339, 1345, 1347, 
1349, 1350, 1354, 1365, 1368, 1371, 1373, 1374, 1376, 1379, 1383, 
1387, 1389, 1392, 1395, 1396, 1398, 1399, 1400, 1402, 1412, 1415, 
1416, 1423, 1427, 1433, 1438, 1440, 1442, 1443, 1445, 1451, 1454, 
1455, 1460, 1463, 1475, 1477, 1479, 1480, 1481, 1490, 1493, 1501, 
1503, 1506, 1509, 1510, 1517, 1519, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1525, 1527, 
1531, 1532, 1534, 1536, 1538, 1541, 1544, 1548, 1549, 1551, 1553, 
1554, 1564, 1566, 1570, 1571, 1573, 1579, 1581, 1582, 1591, 1602, 

1603, 1604, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1610, 1613, 1615, 1620, 1625, 
1626, 1627, 1632, 1635, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1648, 1655, 1656, 
1657, 1663, 1665, 1666, 1669, 1670, 1672, 1673, 1678, 1679, 1680, 
1682, 1685, 1687, 1691, 1698, 1703, 1707, 1708, 1711, 1715, 1720, 
1721, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1730, 1744, 1746, 1747, 1750, 1755, 1756, 
1757, 1763, 1764, 1778, 1787, 1789, 1790, 1800, 1802, 1805, 1806, 
1810, 1818, 1819, 1821, 1823, 1824, 1836, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1855, 
1868, 1871, 1876, 1878, 1880, 1882, 1884, 1891, 1892, 1893, 1899, 
1902, 1903, 1912, 1919, 1920, 1926, 1939, 1940, 1957, 1965, 1968, 
1972, 1980, 1983, 1984, 1992, 1993, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2015, 
2017, 2023, 2063, 2066, 2071, 2076, 2084, 2095, 2113, 2123, 2130, 
2141, 2142, 2155, 2158, 2159, 2164, 2165, 2169, 2170, 2177, 2184, 
2185, 2186, 2191, 2208, 2226, 2263, 2274, 2281, 2292, 2293, 2316, 
2324, 2353, 2355, 2367, 2376, 2430, 2434, 2438, 2439, 2450, 2462, 
2469, 2476, 2479, 2480, 2484, 2489, 2514, 2515, 2522, 2530, 2549, 
2553, 2561, 2562, 2583, 2584, 2606, 2613, 2632, 2709, 2749, 2752, 
2761, 2764, 2770, 2776, 2779, 2787, 2788, 2794, 2826, 2836, 2837, 
2852, 2868, 2882, 2886, 2887, 2888, 2899, 2969, 2972, 2998, 3038, 
3040, 3064, 3077, 3091, 3109, 3136, 3147, 3151, 3159, 3166, 3219, 
3239, 3273, 3291, 3401, 3407, 3429, 3465, 3469, 3505, 3506, 3515, 
3545, 3555, 3557, 3580, 3600, 3607, 3613, 3625, 3745, 3794, 3839, 
3845, 3874, 3930, 3959, 3980, 3983, 4095, 4116, 4133, 4249, 4258, 
4282, 4409, 4452, 4454, 4557, 4584, 4629, 4641, 4684, 4849

Soybean Meal–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 641, 660, 727, 934, 1052, 1054, 
1080, 1092, 1094, 1121, 1122, 1132, 1139, 1152, 1200, 1296, 1503, 
1536, 2076, 2169, 2170

Soybean Meal / Cake, Fiber (as from Okara), or Shoyu Presscake 
as a Fertilizer or Manure for the Soil or for Fish Ponds–Industrial 
Uses. 498, 563, 625, 644, 655, 660, 716, 727, 733, 736, 737, 738, 
740, 756, 760, 761, 770, 771, 776, 802, 814, 823, 829, 866, 874, 
909, 915, 921, 930, 933, 934, 954, 960, 984, 1013, 1018, 1021, 
1024, 1046, 1062, 1079, 1089, 1093, 1096, 1099, 1103, 1110, 1116, 
1117, 1129, 1137, 1153, 1162, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1233, 1235, 1245, 
1248, 1259, 1261, 1266, 1269, 1272, 1277, 1280, 1285, 1298, 1299, 
1303, 1309, 1313, 1314, 1319, 1331, 1339, 1356, 1389, 1445, 1481, 
1509, 1522, 1531, 1538, 1551, 1553, 1571, 1606, 1610, 1665, 1669, 
1673, 1679, 1687, 1698, 1715, 1723, 1724, 1747, 1750, 1778, 1790, 
1810, 1830, 1836, 1842, 1843, 1884, 1940, 1952, 1957, 1968, 1972, 
1993, 2063, 2071, 2076, 2084, 2142, 2158, 2159, 2170, 2191, 2293, 
2484, 2632, 3469, 3983, 3996, 4249, 4523

Soybean Production–General, and Amount Produced. 90, 172, 287, 
303, 551, 580, 640, 743, 764, 776, 800, 909, 930, 959, 960, 990, 
1132, 1144, 1251, 1261, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1310, 1314, 1315, 1316, 
1318, 1357, 1375, 1382, 1384, 1387, 1432, 1494, 1507, 1518, 1541, 
1621, 1633, 1649, 1653, 1665, 1669, 1713, 1725, 1741, 1744, 1768, 
1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, 1821, 1872, 1940, 1968, 1972, 1993, 1994, 
2000, 2070, 2075, 2085, 2123, 2133, 2142, 2170, 2191, 2193, 2236, 
2251, 2266, 2271, 2298, 2299, 2308, 2379, 2387, 2441, 2448, 2451, 
2479, 2759, 2802, 2840, 2880, 2888, 2891, 2896, 2943, 2973, 3040, 
3055, 3087, 3091, 3137, 3146, 3174, 3337, 3406, 3429, 3432, 3486, 
3503, 3575, 3578, 3736, 3831, 3855, 4272, 4452, 4456, 4497, 4566, 
4849, 4999

Soybean Production–Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses. 3130, 3578, 3607, 3934, 4289, 4456
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Soybean Rust (Fungal Disease). 4867

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 334, 670

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. 334, 
661, 670, 674, 678, 684, 713, 722, 731, 746, 753, 756, 802, 803, 
828, 847, 859, 930, 934, 958, 1044, 1052, 1062, 1096, 1132, 1169, 
1186, 1242, 1244, 1247, 1249, 1275, 1290, 1298, 1299, 1312, 1313, 
1319, 1334, 1377, 1383, 1389, 1395, 1413, 1443, 1463, 1479, 1503, 
1506, 1552, 1571, 1606, 1610, 1625, 1651, 1665, 1698, 1703, 1710, 
1712, 1713, 1751, 1757, 1778, 1783, 1972, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2018, 
2076, 2111, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2118, 2129, 2138, 2154, 2184, 2188, 
2252, 2376, 2428, 2443, 2949, 3561, 3578, 4272, 4333

Soybean Seeds–Black in Color. Used as Food (Including in 
Fermented Black Soybeans and Inyu), Beverage, Feed, or 
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value. 28, 163, 249, 251, 257, 353, 
392, 524, 741, 764, 943, 954, 988, 1028, 1079, 1228, 1288, 1538, 
1673, 1775, 2099, 2859, 2875, 2952, 3023, 3044, 3052, 3074, 3131, 
3132, 3336, 3416, 3474, 3514, 3609, 3666, 3674, 3820, 4770, 4907, 
4926, 4974, 4975

Soybean Seeds–Brown in Color. Especially Early Records. 670, 
712, 717, 722, 741, 764, 958, 1096, 1132, 1169, 1228, 1247, 1275, 
1288, 1301, 1383, 1389, 1400, 1463, 1479, 1493, 1506, 1651, 1698, 
1703, 1710, 1712, 1713, 1751, 1783, 2007, 2076, 2111, 2117, 2118, 
2138, 2162, 2184, 2236, 2252, 2443, 4272

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Food Use is Not Mentioned. Early 
Named Varieties Include Aoda, Columbia, Giant Green, Guelph or 
Medium Green, Medium Early Green, Medium Green, Samarow, 
Sonoma, and Tashing. 670, 684, 716, 722, 741, 771, 866, 930, 945, 
954, 958, 966, 1096, 1169, 1216, 1241, 1247, 1275, 1298, 1299, 
1377, 1383, 1389, 1400, 1413, 1503, 1651, 1698, 1710, 1712, 1757, 
1775, 1783, 2115, 2117, 2252

Soybean Seeds–Green in Color. Used as Food, Beverage, Feed, or 
Medicine, or Their Nutritional Value. 954

Soybean Seeds–Mottled, Speckled, Spotted, Striped, Banded, 
Flecked, Variegated, or Bicolored. 670, 741, 1244, 1275, 1383, 
1651, 1712

Soybean Seeds–Red in Color. 713, 1249

Soybean Seeds–White in Color. 10, 13, 28, 163, 172, 334, 443, 474, 
498, 563, 625, 684, 686, 716, 741, 771, 847, 864, 866, 930, 944, 
954, 988, 1028, 1169, 1242, 1244, 1247, 1275, 1298, 1299, 1383, 
1413, 1673

Soybean Seeds–Yellow in Color. Including Yellowish White, Cream 
Colored, and Pale (Pallida). Especially Early Records. See also: 
Soybean Seeds–White. 618, 625, 670, 674, 677, 684, 712, 713, 
716, 717, 722, 728, 741, 745, 756, 764, 771, 788, 813, 859, 866, 
930, 934, 944, 954, 958, 1062, 1079, 1096, 1114, 1132, 1149, 1154, 
1169, 1186, 1192, 1216, 1228, 1241, 1242, 1244, 1247, 1249, 1275, 
1288, 1298, 1299, 1301, 1313, 1319, 1383, 1389, 1400, 1413, 1443, 
1463, 1503, 1585, 1599, 1606, 1625, 1637, 1651, 1698, 1703, 1710, 
1713, 1751, 1757, 1775, 1777, 1783, 1784, 1888, 2076, 2115, 2117, 

2129, 2138, 2184, 2236, 2248, 2252, 2377, 3013, 4333

Soybean Varieties Canada–Harosoy. 3133, 4749

Soybean Varieties Canada–Maple Arrow. 3641

Soybean Varieties Canada–O.A.C. 211–Early Development. 2076, 
2118, 2236

Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 537–Early Development. 
2076

Soybean Varieties Canada–Quebec No. 92–Early Development. 
2076

Soybean Varieties Europe–Gelbe Riesen (“Yellow Giant” / Giant 
Yellow)–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–A.K.–Early Introduction. 1925, 1998, 
1999, 2007, 2236, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Agate–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Aksarben–Early Introduction. 2115, 2184, 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Amherst–Early Introduction. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Aoda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Arlington–Early Introduction. 1698, 2115

Soybean Varieties USA–Auburn–Early Selection (1907). 1651, 
1698, 2236

Soybean Varieties USA–Austin–Early Introduction. 1627, 1651, 
1698, 2115, 2184

Soybean Varieties USA–Baird–Early Introduction. 1400, 2116

Soybean Varieties USA–Bakaziro / Bakajiro–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Amherst by May 1907. 958, 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Bansei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Barchet–Early Introduction. 1463, 1606, 
1698, 1757, 2115, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Best Green–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Hope by 1910. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Biloxi–Early Introduction. 1606, 2115, 
2116, 2117, 2138, 2236, 2252, 2520, 2556, 2804, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Black–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Buckshot by May 1907. 1247
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Soybean Varieties USA–Black Eyebrow–Early Introduction. 1606, 
1698, 1757, 1998, 2117, 2236, 2252, 2376, 2427, 2428, 4272

Soybean Varieties USA–Brooks–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Brown–Early Introduction. 1247, 1698, 
2007

Soybean Varieties USA–Brownie–Early Introduction. 1400

Soybean Varieties USA–Buckshot–Early Introduction. 1389, 1627, 
1651, 1698, 1778

Soybean Varieties USA–Butterball–Early Introduction. 1651, 1778

Soybean Varieties USA–Chame–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Chernie–Early Introduction. 1651, 1783, 
2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Chestnut–Early Selection (1907). 1651, 
2117, 2252, 2376

Soybean Varieties USA–Chiquita–Early Introduction. 1606, 1698, 
2115, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Chusei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Columbia / Columbian–Early Introduction. 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Duggar–Early Introduction. 1463

Soybean Varieties USA–Dunfi eld–Early Introduction. 1998, 2115, 
2117, 2184, 2188, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Black–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Buckshot by May 1907. 958, 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Brown–Early Introduction. 1169, 
1651, 2076, 2236, 2427, 4272

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Dwarf Green–Early Introduction. 
1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Green–Early Introduction. 1169, 
1389, 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Early White–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Ito-San by about 1902. 1169

Soybean Varieties USA–Early Yellow–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Ito San by about 1902. 1169, 1301, 2076, 2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Easycook / Easy Cook–Early Introduction. 
Large-Seeded and/or Vegetable-Type. 2115, 2138, 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Ebony–Early Introduction. 1998, 1999, 

2115, 2117, 2188, 2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Eda–Early Introduction. 1778

Soybean Varieties USA–Edna–Early Introduction. 2116

Soybean Varieties USA–Elton–Early Introduction. 1651, 1784, 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Extra Early Black–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Buckshot by May 1907. 1244, 1651, 1783

Soybean Varieties USA–Fuji–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Funk Delicious–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Goku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Gosha–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Manhattan by May 1907. 958, 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Green–Early Introduction. 1247

Soybean Varieties USA–Green Medium–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Guelph by May 1907. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Green Samarow–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Samarow in 1907. 1169, 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Guelph–Early Introduction. 1169, 1389, 
1400, 1606, 1627, 1651, 1698, 1757, 1778, 2184, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Habaro–Early Introduction. Also spelled 
“Habara” in Canada. 2115, 2184, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Haberlandt–Early Introduction. 1463, 
1552, 1606, 1627, 1651, 1698, 1757, 1998, 2007, 2115, 2117, 2138, 
2179, 2184, 2252, 2428, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Hahto–Early Introduction. Large-Seeded 
and / or Vegetable-Type. 1757, 2115, 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hakote–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hamilton–Early Introduction. 2115, 2117

Soybean Varieties USA–Hankow–Early Introduction. 958, 1054, 
1079, 1291, 1295

Soybean Varieties USA–Higan–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Hiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hokkaido–Large-Seeded and / or 
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Vegetable-Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hollybrook–Early Introduction. 1169, 
1389, 1463, 1552, 1606, 1627, 1757, 1777, 2116, 2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hongkong / Hong Kong–Early 
Introduction. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hoosier–Early Introduction. 2115, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Hurrelbrink–Early Introduction. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Imperial–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Indiana Hollybrook–Early Development. 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Ito San–Early Introduction. Synonyms–
Medium Early Yellow, Early White, Early Yellow, Kaiyuski Daizu, 
Kiyusuki Daidzu, Kysuki, Yellow Eda Mame, Dwarf Early Yellow, 
Early, Eda Mame, Coffee Berry. 958, 1169, 1400, 1606, 1627, 1651, 
1698, 1757, 1777, 1778, 1783, 1998, 2115, 2117, 2179, 2184, 2252, 
2443, 4272

Soybean Varieties USA–Jet–Early Introduction. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Jogun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanrich–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 3707

Soybean Varieties USA–Kanro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Kingston–Early Introduction. 1778, 2111, 
2184

Soybean Varieties USA–Kura–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Laredo–Early Introduction. 2116, 2117, 
2188, 2236, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Lexington–Early Introduction. 1606, 2117, 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth–Early Introduction. 1389, 1463, 
1606, 1608, 1627, 1651, 1703, 1757, 1778, 2007, 2116, 2184

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Brown–Early Introduction. 
2117, 2138, 2184, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth Yellow–Early Introduction. 958, 
1154, 1169, 1357, 1606, 1698, 1703, 1777, 1888, 2115, 2117, 2129, 
2138, 2160, 2184, 2236, 2248, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchu–Early Introduction. 1606, 1698, 
1757, 1998, 1999, 2076, 2115, 2117, 2118, 2129, 2138, 2179, 2188, 

2236, 2252, 2443, 4272, 4333, 4942

Soybean Varieties USA–Manchuria–Early Introduction. 2117

Soybean Varieties USA–Mandarin–Early Introduction. 2076, 2115, 
2117, 2118, 2179, 2184, 2188, 2236, 2252, 2259, 2376, 2443, 3133, 
4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Manhattan–Early Introduction. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Black–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Buckshot by 1948. 1169

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Black–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Buckshot by 1907. 958

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Green–Early Introduction. 
Renamed Guelph by about 1907. 945, 958

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Early Yellow–Early Introduction. 
958, 1169

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Green–Early Introduction. 966, 
1169, 1778, 2115, 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Medium Yellow–Early Selection (1905). 
Renamed Midwest by 1923. 1247, 1606, 1651, 1698, 1757, 1784, 
2184, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Merko–Early Introduction. 1651, 2115

Soybean Varieties USA–Meyer–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Midwest–Early Introduction. 1998, 1999, 
2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Mikado–Early Development. 2115, 2236

Soybean Varieties USA–Minsoy–Early Introduction. 2115, 2117, 
2184, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Morse–Early Introduction. 1784, 2007, 
2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Nanda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Nuttall–Early Introduction. 1389

Soybean Varieties USA–Ogemaw / Ogema–Early Development. 
Synonym–Dwarf Brown (Morse 1948). 958, 1651, 1778, 1783, 
2111, 2118, 2162, 2236, 2252, 2302, 2443

Soybean Varieties USA–Olive Medium–Early Introduction. 958

Soybean Varieties USA–Osaya–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Otootan / O-too-tan–Early Introduction. 
1509, 2018, 2116, 2117, 2138, 2188, 2252, 4333
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Soybean Varieties USA–Peking / Pekin–Early Selection (1907). 
1463, 1606, 1698, 1757, 1998, 2115, 2117, 2184, 2188, 2236, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Pinpu–Early Introduction. 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Proto–Specialty, High Protein. 4783

Soybean Varieties USA–Riceland–Early Introduction. 1463, 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokugatsu–Early Introduction. 958, 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Rokusun–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Samarow–Early Introduction. 1389, 1778, 
2184

Soybean Varieties USA–Sato–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Seminole–Large-Seeded and / or 
Vegetable-Type. 2949, 4272

Soybean Varieties USA–Shanghai–Early Introduction. 1606

Soybean Varieties USA–Sherwood–Early Introduction. 2115

Soybean Varieties USA–Shingto–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Shiro–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Sioux–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Sooty–Early Selection. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Sousei–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Southern Prolifi c–Early Introduction. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Soysota–Early Introduction. 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Suru–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Swan–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Tarheel Black / Tar-Heel Black / Tar Heel 
Black–Early Introduction. 1698, 2115, 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Tashing–Early Introduction. 2236

Soybean Varieties USA–Toku–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Tokyo / Tokio–Early Introduction. 1169, 
1606, 1698, 1757, 2117, 2129, 2138, 2236, 2252, 4333

Soybean Varieties USA–Very Dwarf Brown–Early Introduction. 
1169

Soybean Varieties USA–Vireo–Early Introduction. 1651

Soybean Varieties USA–Virginia–Early Selection (1907). 1606, 
1698, 1757, 1998, 1999, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2138, 2184, 2188, 2236, 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Waseda–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Wea–Early Introduction. 2117, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Willomi–Large-Seeded and / or Vegetable-
Type. 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson–Early Introduction. 1552, 1606, 
1610, 1651, 1698, 1757, 1998, 2117, 2252, 2949

Soybean Varieties USA–Wilson-Five / Wilson Five / Wilson 5 / 
Wilson-5 / Wilson V–Early Selection (1912). 1757, 2115, 2117, 
2184, 2188, 2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Wisconsin Black–Early Introduction. 1783, 
2076, 2117, 2118, 2188, 2236, 2252, 2443

Soybean Varieties USA–Yellow–Early Introduction. 1169

Soybean Varieties USA–Yokoten / Yokotenn–Early Introduction. 
2252

Soybean Varieties USA–Yoshioka–Early Introduction. Renamed 
Yosho by May 1907. 1698

Soybean Varieties USA–Yosho–Early Introduction. 1698

Soybean Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean 
Varieties in the USA. 2377

Soybean archaeology. See Archaeology

Soybean crushers (Asia). See Ajinomoto Co. Inc. (Tokyo, Japan), 
Fuji Oil Co., Ltd. (Osaka, Japan), Incl. Fuji Purina Protein Ltd., 
Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Nisshin Oil Mills, Ltd. 
(Tokyo, Japan), Showa Sangyo Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), Yoshihara 
Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan)

Soybean crushers (Canada). See ADM Agri-Industries Ltd. 
(Windsor, Ontario, Canada), CanAmera Foods (Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada), Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario)

Soybean crushers (Europe). See Ferruzzi-Montedison (Italy), 
Noblee & Thoerl GmbH (Hamburg, Germany), Oelmuehle 
Hamburg AG (Hamburg, Germany), Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, 
Netherlands)

Soybean crushers (USA), Cooperative. See AGRI Industries, Inc. 
(Iowa), Ag Processing Inc a cooperative (AGP), Dawson Mills 
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(Dawson, Minnesota), Far-Mar-Co, Inc., Farmers Union Grain 
Terminal Association (GTA), Farmland Industries, Inc., Gold Kist, 
Honeymead (Mankato, Minnesota), Land O’Lakes, Inc., Missouri 
Farmers Association (MFA), Monticello Co-operative Soybean 
Products Co. (Monticello, Piatt Co., Illinois), Riceland Foods 
(Named Arkansas Grain Corp. before Sept. 1970)

Soybean crushers (USA), Early. See Elizabeth City Oil and 
Fertilizer Co. (Elizabeth City, North Carolina; 1915)

Soybean crushers (USA). See Allied Mills, Inc., Archer Daniels 
Midland Co. (ADM) (Decatur, Illinois), Bunge Corp. (White Plains, 
New York), Cargill, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minneapolis), Central Soya 
Co. (Fort Wayne, Indiana), Chicago Heights Oil Co. (Chicago 
Heights, Illinois), Continental Grain Co. (New York, New York), 
Honeymead Products Co., Lauhoff Grain Co. (Danville, Illinois), 
Pillsbury Feed Mills and Pillsbury Co. (Minneapolis, Minnesota), 
Procter & Gamble Co. (Cincinnati, Ohio). Including the Buckeye 
Cotton Oil Co., Quincy Soybean Products Co. (Quincy, Illinois), 
Ralston Purina Co. (St. Louis, Missouri), Shellabarger Grain Co. / 
Shellabarger Soybean Mills (Decatur, Illinois), Spencer Kellogg & 
Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York), Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. 
(Decatur,, Swift & Co. (Illinois)

Soybean crushing–solvents. See Solvents

Soybean koji. See Koji, Soybean

Soybean oil constants. See Soy Oil Constants

Soybean oil. See Soy Oil

Soybean paste. See Miso

Soybean processing. See Soybean Crushing

Soybean production–Costs. See Cost of Producing Soybeans

Soybean production–Farm Machinery. See Tractors

Soybean production–Farm equipment. See Machinery 
(Agricultural), Implements, Equipment, and Mechanization

Soybean production–Farm machinery. See Combines

Soybean production–Marketing. See Chicago Board of Trade 
(CBOT), Marketing Soybeans, Railroads / Railways and Special 
Trains and/or Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean 
Production, Soybean Marketing Association (1929-1932)

Soybean production–Nitrogen Fixation and Inoculation. See 
Nitragin Inoculant and The Nitragin Company

Soybean production–Plant protection. See Diseases (Bacterial, 
Fungal, and Viral / Virus), Insects–Pest Control. See also: Integrated 
Pest Management, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and 
Biological Control, Nematodes–Disease Control, Weeds–Control 
and Herbicide Use

Soybean production–Research. See Research on Soybeans

Soybean production and the soil. See Soil Science

Soybean production in tropical and subtropical countries. See 
Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in

Soybean production, organic. See Organic Soybean Production

Soybean production. See–Fertilizers and Plant Nutrition, Cover 
Crop, Use of Soybean as. See also: Intercropping, Crop Rotation 
of Soybean Plants for Soil Improvement, Cropping Systems: 
Intercropping, Interplanting, or Mixed Cropping, Cultural Practices, 
Green Manure, Harvesting and Threshing, Identity Preserved / 
Preservation, Organically Grown Soybeans, Plant Protection from 
Diseases, Pests and Other Types of Injury (General), Policies and 
Programs, Government, Price of Soybeans, Soybean Seeds and 
Soybean Products–Except Sauces (Which See), Seed Germination 
or Viability–Not Including Soy Sprouts, Seed Quality, Soybean 
Variety Development and Breeding–New Soybean Varieties in the 
USA, Yield Statistics, Soybean

Soybeans, black. See Soybean Seeds–Black in Color

Soybeans, ground (used as food). See Whole Dry Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as feed). See Whole Dry 
Soybeans

Soybeans, whole dry (used unprocessed as food). See Whole Dry 
Soybeans

Soybeans, wild. See Wild Soybeans (General)

Soyco Foods. See Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. (Orlando, Florida)

Soyfood products, commercial. See Commercial Soy Products–New 
Products

Soyfoods (General Food Uses of Soybeans). 1334, 1337, 1586, 
1641, 1876, 1961, 2344, 2769, 2887, 2925, 2935, 3046, 3280, 3448, 
3478, 3563, 3643, 3706, 3794, 3843, 3874, 3959, 3994, 4162, 4167, 
4202, 4354, 4367, 4381, 4406, 4408, 4410, 4486, 4650, 4726, 4754, 
4787, 4811, 4817, 4827, 4861, 4988, 4991

Soyfoods Associations in Europe. 3948, 3949, 3950, 4167, 4238

Soyfoods Center. See Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California)

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. Includes per capita consumption of soybeans. 
1337, 2935, 3066, 3607, 3613, 4167, 4176, 4180, 4203, 4206, 4226, 
4238, 4245, 4381, 4443, 4452, 4776, 4820, 4944, 4997

Soyfoods Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 2879, 3236, 4090, 4119, 4161, 4345, 4405, 
4457, 4469, 4470

Soyfoods Movement–Periodicals, Including Soycraft, Soyfoods, 
Soya Foods, Soya Newsletter, Soya International, Soyfoods Canada 
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Newsletter, etc. 3628, 3637, 3687, 4110, 4166, 4206, 4482

Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods Restaurants or Delis. 4456

Soyfoods Movement in Europe. 3540, 3544, 3605, 3607, 3614, 
3637, 3638, 3639, 3640, 3641, 3669, 3676, 3683, 3687, 3706, 3714, 
3848, 3896, 3950, 3966, 3976, 3982, 4018, 4086, 4089, 4090, 4103, 
4105, 4160, 4162, 4166, 4167, 4177, 4178, 4200, 4203, 4206, 4207, 
4211, 4231, 4238, 4253, 4284, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4311, 4482, 4488, 
4527, 4996

Soyfoods Movement in North America (USA & Canada, General). 
3628, 3847

Soyfoods Movement in South America. 3784

Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San Leandro, California). Founded by 
John, Valerie, and Gary Robertson. Began Making Tempeh on 15 
Feb. 1981. Acquired by White Wave on 1 Dec. 1987. 3613, 4123, 
4412

Soyfoods companies (Asia). See Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore 
and Malaysia) and Affi liates

Soyfoods companies (Canada). See Yves Veggie Cuisine 
(Vancouver, BC, Canada)

Soyfoods companies (England). See Itona

Soyfoods companies (Europe). See Albert’s Tofuhaus (Lautersheim, 
Germany), British Arkady Company Ltd. (Manchester, England), 
Bruno Fischer GmbH (Aetorf, Germany), Galactina S.A. (Belp, 
Switzerland), Haldane Foods Group Ltd. (Newport Pagnell, 
Buckinghamshire, England), Henselwerk GmbH (Magstadt near 
Stuttgart, Germany), Huegli Naehrmittel A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, 
Switzerland), Innoval / Sojalpe, Jonathan P.V.B.A. (Kapellen, 
Belgium), Life Food GmbH (Freiburg, Germany). Taifun 
brand, Lima N.V. / Lima Foods (Sint-Martens-Latem, Belgium; 
and Mezin, France), Manna Natural Foods (Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands), Migros & Conserves Estavayer (Estavayer-le-Lac, 
Switzerland), Nutrition et Nature (Revel near Toulouse, France) 
Toulouse, France). Founded in June, Sojinal / Biosoja (Formerly 
Cacoja), Soya Health Foods Ltd. (Manchester, England), Soyana 
(Zurich, Switzerland), Tofutown.com (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, 
Germany), Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun

Soyfoods companies (USA). See Farm Food Co. (San Rafael, 
then San Francisco, California), Farm Foods, and Farm Soy 
Dairy, Galaxy Nutritional Foods, Inc. and its Soyco Foods Div. 
(Orlando, Florida), Hain Celestial Group, Inc. (Uniondale, New 
York), Lightlife Foods, Inc. (Turners Falls, Massachusetts), Rella 
Good Cheese Co. (Santa Rosa, California). Previously Brightsong 
Tofu, SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota), White Wave, Inc. 
(Boulder, Colorado)

Soyfoods movement. See Farm (The) (Summertown, Tennessee), 
Rodale Press (Emmaus, Pennsylvania), Soyatech (Bar Harbor, 
Maine)

Soyfoods restaurants or delis. See Soyfoods Movement–Soyfoods 

Restaurants or Delis

Soyinfo Center (Lafayette, California). Named Soyfoods Center 
until 1 Jan. 2007. Founded by William and Akiko Shurtleff. 3155, 
3361, 3399, 3468, 3470, 3473, 3477, 3529, 3541, 3547, 3557, 3597, 
3603, 3607, 3613, 3614, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3632, 3642, 3669, 3671, 
3683, 3684, 3756, 3762, 3768, 3784, 3789, 3791, 3880, 3913, 4018, 
4020, 4034, 4089, 4103, 4116, 4172, 4207, 4222, 4231, 4249, 4253, 
4255, 4455, 4456, 4474, 4486, 4488, 4523, 4622, 4679, 4739, 4861, 
4867, 4891, 4926, 4949, 4950, 4979, 4985, 5004

Soyland Farm. See Fouts Family of Indiana

Soymilk–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1096, 1285, 1420, 1431, 1474, 1593, 2026, 
2198, 2236, 2294, 2305, 2591, 2661, 2674, 2675, 2871, 2976, 3615, 
3683, 3892, 4018, 4177, 4432

Soymilk–Marketing of. 3686, 4892

Soymilk Companies (Asia)–Kibun, Marusan-Ai, Mitsubishi, Meiji, 
and Saniku Shokuhin in Japan. 3643, 3683, 3850, 3853, 3974, 4018

Soymilk Cream (Rich, Thick Soymilk to Be Used Like Cream). 
See also: Non-Dairy Creamer. 1579, 2017, 3617, 4054, 4267, 4347, 
4359, 4367, 4377, 4428, 4461

Soymilk Equipment Companies (Europe). See APV Systems, Soya 
Technology Division. Formerly named Danish Turnkey Dairies 
Ltd., Alfa-Laval (Lund, Sweden), Tetra Pak International (Lund, 
Sweden)

Soymilk Equipment. 1285, 3683, 3960, 3967, 3974, 3975, 4018

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 3077, 3411, 3613, 3639, 3683, 3710, 3851, 
3892, 3932, 3950, 3953, 3974, 4018, 4030, 4100, 4167, 4173, 4175, 
4177, 4213, 4214, 4223, 4224, 4231, 4238, 4241, 4245, 4284, 4285, 
4289, 4311, 4351, 4369, 4421, 4455, 4456, 4503, 4527, 4531, 4542, 
4733, 4734, 4741, 4742, 4843

Soymilk Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies. 2820, 2894, 3383, 3600, 3640, 3679, 3683, 
3684, 3761, 3764, 3773, 3848, 3886, 3896, 3931, 3974, 4018, 4058, 
4089, 4123, 4160, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4197, 4199, 4212, 4223, 4231, 
4253, 4311, 4345, 4439, 4440, 4455, 4456, 4476, 4655, 4681, 4692, 
4733, 4734, 4769, 4799, 4948

Soymilk Production–How to Make Soymilk on a Commercial 
Scale. 1860

Soymilk companies (Canada). See ProSoya, SoyaWorld, Inc. (Near 
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada)

Soymilk companies (England). See Itona

Soymilk companies (Europe). See Alpro (Wevelgem, Belgium), 
Plamil Foods Ltd. (Folkestone, Kent, England) and The Plantmilk 
Society, Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, 
England)
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Soymilk companies (USA). See Pacifi c Foods of Oregon, Inc. 
(Tualatin, Oregon), Vitasoy, WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN 
Industries, Inc., California)

Soymilk curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Soymilk fed (or not fed) to infants in China. See Infants or 
Recently-Weaned Children Fed (or Not Fed) Soymilk in China

Soymilk in Second Generation Products, Documents About. 3962

Soymilk shakes. See Shakes

Soymilk, Concentrated or Condensed (Canned, Bottled, or Bulk). 
Also Called Soybase or Soy Base. 1096, 1117, 1285, 1432, 1534, 
1608, 1685, 1725, 1778, 2017, 2501, 2845, 2861, 3258, 3332, 3499, 
3812, 3813, 3914, 3939, 3974, 4083, 4197, 4199, 4255, 4269, 4279, 
4373, 4733, 4741, 4742, 4897, 4953

Soymilk, Fermented–Soy Kefi r. 1285

Soymilk, Fermented, in Liquid or Viscous Form (Basic Research, 
Acidophilus Soymilk or Soy Acidophilus Milk, Soy Viili, 
Buttermilk, Koumiss, Lassi, Piima, etc.). See also: Soy Yogurt, Soy 
Cheese, and Soy Kefi r. 1285, 1286, 1420, 1425, 1534, 1550, 1552, 
1563, 1579, 1631, 1778, 2100, 2105, 2198, 2501, 2761, 2831, 2991, 
3182, 3417, 3418, 3419, 3440, 3524, 4255, 4394, 4455, 4561, 4908, 
4926, 5002

Soymilk, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand or with a Soymilk Maker / Machine. 
3815, 4926

Soymilk, Soy Drinks / Beverages, Soy-Based Infant Formulas, and 
Nogs (Liquid, Non-Fermented). Note–For Soymilk Products See 
Tofu, Yuba, Shakes, Soy Ice Cream, Soy Yogurt, and Soy Cheese or 
Cheese Alternatives. 11, 484, 825, 840, 841, 869, 906, 984, 1004, 
1079, 1086, 1096, 1117, 1126, 1145, 1186, 1202, 1217, 1244, 1261, 
1270, 1285, 1286, 1309, 1310, 1313, 1319, 1333, 1345, 1349, 1383, 
1395, 1420, 1425, 1428, 1431, 1432, 1434, 1435, 1436, 1450, 1451, 
1453, 1462, 1465, 1474, 1487, 1490, 1491, 1510, 1512, 1516, 1517, 
1534, 1535, 1536, 1541, 1550, 1552, 1561, 1563, 1570, 1571, 1579, 
1585, 1587, 1593, 1595, 1597, 1598, 1599, 1608, 1610, 1611, 1613, 
1614, 1624, 1631, 1637, 1638, 1648, 1650, 1651, 1654, 1662, 1665, 
1673, 1678, 1685, 1689, 1698, 1713, 1722, 1723, 1724, 1725, 1735, 
1736, 1740, 1741, 1745, 1751, 1752, 1757, 1765, 1776, 1778, 1789, 
1801, 1805, 1806, 1821, 1830, 1840, 1855, 1860, 1868, 1876, 1877, 
1878, 1882, 1917, 1933, 1934, 1940, 1952, 1977, 1978, 2001, 2017, 
2019, 2026, 2028, 2040, 2043, 2084, 2099, 2100, 2105, 2106, 2108, 
2121, 2155, 2158, 2160, 2179, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2191, 2198, 2209, 
2236, 2294, 2305, 2317, 2324, 2332, 2355, 2375, 2376, 2395, 2402, 
2408, 2438, 2450, 2473, 2487, 2495, 2496, 2499, 2501, 2515, 2523, 
2525, 2527, 2550, 2551, 2553, 2578, 2581, 2584, 2585, 2591, 2601, 
2602, 2604, 2607, 2625, 2634, 2659, 2661, 2662, 2663, 2665, 2674, 
2675, 2678, 2706, 2716, 2729, 2734, 2746, 2748, 2758, 2760, 2761, 
2764, 2766, 2767, 2771, 2772, 2783, 2807, 2820, 2831, 2835, 2847, 
2861, 2863, 2865, 2869, 2871, 2878, 2890, 2894, 2895, 2912, 2925, 
2928, 2929, 2936, 2946, 2947, 2975, 2976, 2979, 2982, 2987, 2991, 
2993, 3001, 3002, 3026, 3034, 3053, 3069, 3077, 3148, 3156, 3157, 

3166, 3173, 3175, 3200, 3228, 3239, 3247, 3277, 3286, 3293, 3296, 
3306, 3308, 3315, 3321, 3332, 3337, 3343, 3345, 3357, 3364, 3383, 
3385, 3389, 3391, 3392, 3396, 3397, 3405, 3408, 3409, 3424, 3425, 
3428, 3432, 3435, 3448, 3450, 3453, 3454, 3457, 3458, 3460, 3473, 
3477, 3478, 3484, 3489, 3499, 3502, 3507, 3522, 3531, 3533, 3540, 
3544, 3550, 3552, 3562, 3564, 3577, 3586, 3589, 3600, 3613, 3614, 
3615, 3617, 3618, 3619, 3622, 3625, 3626, 3630, 3632, 3634, 3636, 
3638, 3639, 3640, 3643, 3651, 3669, 3674, 3679, 3681, 3683, 3684, 
3685, 3697, 3706, 3710, 3717, 3728, 3729, 3730, 3735, 3737, 3746, 
3747, 3750, 3751, 3753, 3761, 3764, 3767, 3769, 3773, 3777, 3778, 
3779, 3782, 3783, 3786, 3788, 3793, 3794, 3802, 3812, 3813, 3815, 
3821, 3826, 3840, 3844, 3848, 3850, 3851, 3853, 3860, 3871, 3874, 
3875, 3886, 3889, 3892, 3893, 3896, 3910, 3912, 3914, 3920, 3922, 
3928, 3930, 3931, 3932, 3933, 3939, 3950, 3952, 3953, 3964, 3976, 
3997, 4003, 4007, 4018, 4020, 4026, 4030, 4038, 4043, 4050, 4054, 
4058, 4060, 4061, 4062, 4075, 4082, 4083, 4084, 4089, 4091, 4092, 
4093, 4094, 4097, 4098, 4100, 4104, 4113, 4115, 4116, 4130, 4136, 
4137, 4138, 4139, 4140, 4145, 4153, 4155, 4159, 4160, 4167, 4168, 
4172, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4190, 4197, 4199, 4204, 4205, 4208, 
4210, 4212, 4213, 4214, 4215, 4223, 4224, 4227, 4229, 4231, 4234, 
4237, 4238, 4240, 4241, 4245, 4253, 4255, 4257, 4269, 4279, 4280, 
4285, 4287, 4289, 4293, 4311, 4312, 4313, 4314, 4323, 4326, 4344, 
4345, 4351, 4354, 4360, 4367, 4369, 4377, 4393, 4395, 4400, 4405, 
4409, 4410, 4418, 4419, 4420, 4421, 4422, 4423, 4424, 4425, 4427, 
4429, 4432, 4439, 4440, 4452, 4455, 4456, 4459, 4468, 4469, 4473, 
4476, 4477, 4483, 4485, 4488, 4492, 4495, 4503, 4508, 4519, 4521, 
4522, 4524, 4525, 4531, 4533, 4534, 4535, 4536, 4540, 4542, 4544, 
4545, 4547, 4559, 4568, 4586, 4590, 4591, 4593, 4594, 4595, 4596, 
4597, 4599, 4606, 4607, 4617, 4622, 4623, 4655, 4656, 4662, 4663, 
4680, 4682, 4694, 4696, 4699, 4705, 4716, 4725, 4733, 4734, 4741, 
4742, 4743, 4746, 4755, 4757, 4761, 4762, 4770, 4797, 4799, 4812, 
4816, 4822, 4824, 4830, 4832, 4834, 4837, 4842, 4843, 4848, 4851, 
4858, 4861, 4868, 4877, 4881, 4888, 4892, 4897, 4907, 4908, 4919, 
4926, 4946, 4953, 4956, 4957, 4962, 4963, 4968, 4997, 5002

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered, Used as an Ingredient in Non-
Beverage Commercial Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts, 
Cheeses, Desserts, or Entrees. 3856, 3864, 4458

Soymilk, Spray-Dried or Powdered. 1334, 1534, 1757, 1778, 1868, 
1992, 2017, 2043, 2172, 2198, 2413, 2455, 2501, 2533, 2625, 2670, 
2719, 2814, 2820, 2826, 2894, 2898, 3026, 3053, 3157, 3186, 3258, 
3265, 3277, 3310, 3484, 3640, 3686, 3729, 3859, 3917, 4067, 4098, 
4139, 4151, 4175, 4255, 4312, 4459, 4461, 4472, 4478, 4506, 4507, 
4557, 4670, 4746, 4988, 4991

Soymilk, Used as an Ingredient in Non-Beverage Commercial 
Products Such as Ice Creams, Yogurts, Cheeses, Desserts, or 
Entrees. 2872, 2873, 2927, 3254, 3304, 3363, 3493, 3495, 3497, 
3498, 3565, 3568, 3682, 3796, 3890, 3894, 3970, 3971, 4049, 4191, 
4267, 4321, 4352, 4359, 4386, 4387, 4600

Soymilk. See Calf, Lamb, or Pig Milk Replacers

Soynut Butter (Soynuts / Roasted Soybeans Ground to a Paste 
Resembling Peanut Butter; May Also Be Made from (Roasted) Soy 
Flour Mixed with a Little Oil). 2198, 2402, 2831, 2947, 2991, 3053, 
3157, 3460, 3470, 3494, 4769, 4908

Soynut Butter–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives 
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in Various Languages. 3470

Soynut companies (Europe & USA). See Solnuts B.V. (Tilburg, The 
Netherlands; and Hudson, Iowa). Including Edible Soy Products

Soynut companies (USA). See Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, 
Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, Ltd.

Soynuts (Oil Roasted or Dry Roasted / Toasted). See Also Irimame 
Used in Bean-Scattering (Mame-Maki) Ceremony at Setsubun 
(Lunar New Year) in Japan and Parched Soybeans. 713, 847, 929, 
1751, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1978, 2043, 2155, 2392, 2399, 2402, 2553, 
2554, 2945, 2979, 3079, 3157, 3197, 3303, 3335, 3350, 3395, 3425, 
3435, 3460, 3474, 3542, 3552, 3613, 3622, 3719, 3874, 3900, 4167, 
4419, 4456, 4783, 4926, 4957

Soynuts–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1978, 2043

Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 4456

Soynuts Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Individual Companies. 2945, 3197, 4456

Soynuts, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial 
Products Such as Trail Mixes, Granola, Cookies, Candy Bars, etc. 
(Not Including Seasoned, Flavored, or Coated Soynuts). 2094, 3497

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Inc. (Buffalo, New York). 2322, 2369, 
2549, 3399, 3632

Spillers Premier Products Ltd. (Puckeridge, Ware, Hertfordshire, 
England). Including Soya Foods Ltd [Named Soya Flour 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (1929-42), and Soya Foods Ltd. (1933)]. 
And incorporating British Soya Products (1932). 1908, 1911, 1915, 
1919, 1928, 1932, 1937, 1951, 1961, 1966, 1967, 1971, 1975, 1976, 
1978, 1990, 1997, 2002, 2008, 2010, 2018, 2033, 2052, 2057, 2058, 
2084, 2110, 2114, 2136, 2154, 2155, 2160, 2186, 2187, 2208, 2294, 
2303, 2304, 2310, 2311, 2334, 2339, 2368, 2375, 2383, 2384, 2385, 
2404, 2414, 2452, 2455, 2456, 2471, 2478, 2490, 2493, 2505, 2506, 
2507, 2510, 2545, 2564, 2576, 2580, 2610, 2611, 2613, 2617, 2621, 
2631, 2643, 2645, 2676, 2691, 2705, 2706, 2747, 2779, 2792, 2795, 
2807, 2852, 2864, 2867, 2885, 2894, 2970, 3047, 3081, 3082, 3083, 
3108, 3121, 3158, 3160, 3162, 3201, 3228, 3269, 3291, 3367, 3370, 
3412, 3438, 3472, 3501, 3505, 3508, 3579, 3625, 3632, 3650, 3680, 
3701, 3702, 3703, 3708, 3731, 3744, 3813, 3826, 3863, 3869, 3870, 
4222, 4249, 4299, 4366, 4430, 4506, 4576, 4716, 4972

Spongiform encephalopathies (brain diseases; TSE and BSE). See 
Vegetarianism–Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (Brain 
Diseases)

Sprouts. See Soy Sprouts

Spun soy protein fi bers used in meat alternatives. See Meat 
Alternatives–Kesp (Spun Soy Protein Fibers)

Spun soy protein fi bers. See Soy Proteins–Textured Soy Protein 
Isolates

Sri Lanka. See Asia, South–Sri Lanka

Staley (A.E.) Manufacturing Co. (Decatur, Illinois; Acquired by 
Tate & Lyle PLC in June 1988). 2155, 2369, 2404, 2422, 2423, 
2429, 2797, 2892, 3103, 3111, 3205, 3369, 3640, 3706, 3983, 4036, 
4087, 4095, 4431, 4769

Standardization of nomenclature of soybean varieties. See 
Nomenclature of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of and 
Confusion

Standards for soyfoods. See Individual foods, e.g., Tofu Standards

Standards, Applied to Soybeans or Soy Products. 2150, 2367, 2512, 
2565, 2566, 2567, 2676, 3432, 3487, 3613, 4456

Starch (Its Presence or Absence, Especially in Soybean Seeds). 618, 
684, 712, 876, 1537

Statistics on crushing of soybeans, soy oil and meal production 
and consumption. See individual geographic regions (such as Asia, 
Europe, Latin America, United States, World, etc.) and nations 
within each region

Statistics on soybean production, area and stocks. See individual 
geographic regions (such as Asia, Europe, Latin America, United 
States, etc.) and nations within each region

Statistics on soybean production. See Soybean Production and 
Trade–Industry and Market Statistics,

Statistics on soybean yields. See Yield Statistics, Soybean

Statistics. See Industry and Market Analyses and Statistics, the 
specifi c product concerned, e.g. Tofu Industry and Market Statistics

Stephens, Arran and Ratana. See Lifestream Natural Foods Ltd. and 
Nature’s Path (BC, Canada)

Sterols or Steroid Hormones in Soybeans (Phytosterols–Including 
Beta-Sitosterol, Campesterol, and Stigmasterol from Which 
Steroids Such as Progesterone, Hydrocortisone, and Cortisone Can 
Be Made). 1699, 1816, 1950, 3691, 3711

Stinky tofu, etymology. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou 
Doufu). Etymology of This Term

Stinky tofu. See Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu). 
Etymology of This Term

Storage capacity of individual soybean crushing plants. See 
Soybean Crushing–Processing Capacity and/or Storage Capacity of 
Individual Plants–Statistics

Storage of Seeds, Viability and Life-Span During Storage or 
Storability, and Drying of Soybeans. 930, 1247, 1298, 1299, 1389, 
1507, 1669, 1710, 1778, 1830, 1836, 1999, 2006, 2007, 2084, 2236, 
2317, 2427, 2881, 3432, 3736, 3912
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Straw, soybean. See Feeds / Forage from Soybean Plants–Straw

Strayer Family of Iowa–Incl. George Strayer (1910-1981; executive 
offi cer of the American Soybean Association 1940-1967), His 
Father Bert Strayer (1880-1941), and His Nephew Dennis Strayer 
(born 1938). 2402, 2449, 2470, 2511, 2512, 2537, 2587, 2713, 4637

Sufu. See Tofu, Fermented

Sugars, complex, such as raffi nose, stachyose, and verbacose. See 
Oligosaccharides

Sukiyaki–Famous Japanese Recipe and Dish. Its Basic Ingredients 
Include Tofu (Usually Grilled) and Soy Sauce. 2704, 2762, 2832, 
2942, 3128

SunOpta, Inc. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Formerly SunRich 
Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). Formerly Minnesota Waxy Corn 
Growers Export Inc., Minnesota Edamame, Jameson-Williams Co. 
Acquired by Stake Technology Ltd. (Norval, Ontario, Canada) in 
July 1999, Stake changes its name to SunOpta on 31 Oct. 2003. 
4670, 4919

SunRich Food Group (Hope, Minnesota). See SunOpta, Inc.

Sunfl ower Oil / Sunfl owerseed Oil / Sunoil. 893, 902, 1094, 1570, 
1574, 1630, 1636, 1716, 2985, 2998, 3482, 3539, 3874

Sunfl ower Seeds and Sunfl owers (Helianthus annuus)–Including 
Sunfl owerseed Oil, Cake, and Meal. Once called the Heliotrope, 
Heliotropion, and Heliotropium. 399, 1092, 1094, 1121, 1138, 1179, 
1247, 1252, 1275, 1398, 1412, 1492, 1503, 1519, 1574, 1606, 1630, 
1636, 1648, 1716, 1778, 2141, 2205, 2261, 2402, 2407, 2459, 2464, 
2487, 2543, 2548, 2612, 2628, 2958, 2985, 3002, 3073, 3095, 3111, 
3159, 3271, 3344, 3482, 3575, 3580, 3776, 3790, 3827, 3874, 3886, 
3968, 4095, 4125, 4270, 4303, 4304, 4305, 4306, 4307, 4308, 4382, 
4575, 4576, 4670, 4838, 4877, 4988, 4991

Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada). 4692, 4734, 4741, 
4742, 4799

Sunsoy Products Ltd. See Victory Soya Mills Ltd.

Sustainable Development and Growth, Including Low-Input 
Sustainable Agriculture (LISA), Renewable Energy Resources 
(Solar, Wind), Steady State Economics, and Voluntary Simplicity 
Worldwide. 4272

Suzuki Shoten (Suzuki & Co.). See Hohnen Oil Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, 
Japan)

Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya Kaas Inc. (St. Ignatius, Montana; 
Atlanta, Georgia). Founded by Richard and Jocelyn McIntyre. 
3563, 4089, 4111, 4478, 4670

Sweet Black Soybean Paste (Non-Fermented). Also Called Black 
Bean Paste or Sweet Black Bean Paste. Like Sweet Red / Azuki 
Bean Paste (An), But Made with Black Soybeans. May Be Used As 
a Filling for Chinese Cakes / Pastries. 3048

Sweet Oil. 188, 237, 833, 911, 1297

Swift & Co. (Chicago, Champaign, and Oak Brook, Illinois). 2717, 
2899, 2978, 3103, 3111, 3415, 3480, 4409

Sword Bean. Canavalia gladiata (Jacq.) D.C. Also Known as the 
Knife Bean, Saber Bean. 2548

Sycamore Creek Co. (Mason, Michigan). Before 1993, INARI, 
Ltd.–International Nutrition and Resources Inc. Purchased by W.G. 
Thompson & Sons Ltd. of Canada, Jan. 1999. 4123, 4769

Syngenta AG (based in Basel, Switzerland)–Formed in Nov. 2000 
by the Merger of Novartis Agribusiness (formed in March 1996 by 
the Merger of Sandoz AG and Ciba-Geigy; both based in Basel, 
Switzerland) and Zeneca Agrochemicals. 4485, 4858, 4923

Table / Tables in Document. 132, 332, 474, 524, 604, 613, 627, 655, 
660, 678, 684, 713, 723

Tadano, John. See Showa Shoyu Brewing Co. (Glendale, Arizona). 
Founded by John Tadano

Tahini or tahina or tahin. See Sesame Butter

Taifun-Produkte (Freiburg, Germany). See Life Food GmbH

Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also Trade (International). 1708, 
1739, 1808, 2261, 2479

Taiwan. See Asia, East–Taiwan

Taiwanese black bean sauce. See Soy Sauce–Taiwanese Black Bean 
Sauce (Inyu)

Takamine, Jokichi (1854-1922; Introduced Koji, Commercial 
Microbial Enzyme Production, and Taka-Diastase to the USA). He 
Also Isolated Adrenalin / Adrenaline. Donated Famous Japanese 
Cherry Trees to Washington, DC. 1386, 2139, 3911

Tamari, Including Real Tamari (Soy Sauce Which Contains Little 
or No Wheat) or the Macrobiotic Word Tamari Meaning Traditional 
Shoyu. 8, 1830, 2139, 2704, 2762, 2832, 2843, 2950, 2968, 3023, 
3052, 3072, 3073, 3102, 3116, 3157, 3232, 3244, 3281, 3294, 3335, 
3416, 3427, 3449, 3483, 3514, 3522, 3525, 3540, 3601, 3622, 3665, 
3726, 3745, 3847, 3857, 3875, 3946, 4134, 4137, 4167, 4300, 4301, 
4302, 4412, 4636, 4834, 4888, 4902, 4943, 4945, 4979

Tamari, Tamari Shoyu, and Tamari Soy Sauce–Etymology of These 
Terms and Their Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 4979

Tanshi, Tan-shih, or Tan-ch’ih (Wade-Giles). See Fermented Black 
Soybeans, Unsalted or Bland

Taosi or tao-si or tausi or tau-si. See Fermented Black Soybeans–
from The Philippines

Tariffs, duties, embargoes. See Trade Policies (International) 
Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, 
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Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other Trade Barriers or Subsidies

Taste Panel, Taste Test Results, or Sensory / Organoleptic 
Evaluation of the Quality of Foods and Beverages. 2510, 2526, 
3053, 3418, 4398

Taste Problems. See Flavor / Taste Problems

Tauco–Indonesian-Style Fermented Soybean Paste. Also Spelled 
Taucho, Tauceo, Tau Chiow, Taoco, Tao-Tjo, Taotjo, Taocho, 
Taoetjo. 2158, 2878, 3514, 3868, 4165

Taxonomy. See Soybean–Taxonomy

Tempeh (Spelled Témpé in Malay-Indonesian). 928, 2099, 2158, 
2487, 2502, 2550, 2555, 2585, 2650, 2751, 2761, 2764, 2815, 2826, 
2844, 2875, 2878, 2892, 2894, 2921, 2937, 2965, 3006, 3054, 3239, 
3281, 3337, 3339, 3393, 3398, 3403, 3416, 3432, 3435, 3448, 3471, 
3478, 3479, 3514, 3522, 3524, 3529, 3540, 3549, 3559, 3571, 3572, 
3577, 3584, 3609, 3613, 3614, 3622, 3641, 3669, 3671, 3672, 3676, 
3693, 3697, 3730, 3745, 3768, 3777, 3779, 3797, 3814, 3815, 3834, 
3855, 3868, 3874, 3875, 3911, 3924, 3938, 3940, 3986, 3993, 4012, 
4019, 4029, 4030, 4034, 4043, 4054, 4061, 4062, 4075, 4103, 4110, 
4129, 4136, 4137, 4165, 4167, 4202, 4283, 4288, 4290, 4296, 4300, 
4303, 4310, 4324, 4328, 4342, 4347, 4354, 4367, 4370, 4393, 4395, 
4410, 4412, 4438, 4448, 4452, 4453, 4456, 4488, 4559, 4561, 4657, 
4658, 4721, 4770, 4791, 4797, 4811, 4812, 4814, 4824, 4854, 4868, 
4888, 4907, 4919, 4926, 4970, 4976, 4977, 4996

Tempeh–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 928, 2158

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 3613, 3768, 4030, 4456

Tempeh Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–
Larger Companies. 3479, 3613, 3730, 3768, 4029, 4456

Tempeh companies (USA). See Soyfoods Unlimited, Inc. (San 
Leandro, California)

Tempeh companies. See Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood River, 
Oregon. Maker of Tofurky and Tempeh)

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Onchom (Oncom, Ontjom)–A cake 
of Peanut Presscake or Okara (Oncom Tahu) Fermented with 
Neurospora (Monilia sitophila = Oidium lupuli) molds. 545, 1386, 
2158, 2965, 3672, 3834, 4019, 4283, 4721, 4770, 4814, 4907

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Other Substrates Such as Winged 
Beans, Lupins, Velvet Beans, Brown Rice, Cassava, etc. 2937, 
3834, 4310

Tempeh, Non-Soy Relatives–Tempeh Bongkrek–A Cake of 
Fermented Coconut Presscake or Grated Coconut. 4012

Tempeh, Okara (Okara Tempeh), Incl. Mei Dou Za, Mei-Tou-
Cha, Meitauza from China, and Tempe Gembus (from Central and 
Eastern Java). 2937, 3514, 4012, 4347

Tempeh, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial 
Products Such as Entrees, etc. 3808, 4304, 4305, 4306, 4329, 4386

Tempehworks. See Lightlife Foods, Inc.

Temperance movement (abstaining from alcohol) and 
vegetarianism. See Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement 
Worldwide

Teriyaki Sauce and Teriyaki (Soy Sauce is the Main Sauce 
Ingredient). 1538, 3408, 3597, 3745, 3857, 4040, 4195, 4979

Teriyaki Sauce, Homemade Recipe–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 4979

Terminology for soybeans–Fanciful. See Soybean–Terminology and 
Nomenclature–Fanciful Terms and Names

Tetra Pak International (Lund, Sweden). 2894, 3383, 3544, 3636, 
3640, 3643, 3646, 3683, 3769, 3793, 3848, 3853, 3974, 3975, 4007, 
4082, 4083, 4089, 4100, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4197, 4212, 4231, 
4257, 4279, 4285, 4419, 4456, 4477, 4769, 4956

Textiles made from spun soy protein fi bers. See Fibers (Artifi cial 
Wool or Textiles Made from Spun Soy Protein Fibers, Including 
Azlon, Soylon, and Soy Silk / Soysilk)

Textured soy fl ours. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, 
Textured Vegetable Protein)

Textured soy protein concentrates. See Soy Protein Concentrates, 
Textured

Textured soy protein isolates. See Soy Protein Isolates, Textured 
(For Food Use Only). Including Spun Fibers

Textured soy proteins. See Soy Proteins, Textured

Thai restaurants outside Japan, or Thai recipes that use soy 
ingredients outside Thailand. See Asia, Southeast–Thailand–Thai 
Restaurants Grocery Stores Outside Thailand

Therapeutic uses / aspects of soybeans, general. See Medical / 
Medicinal-Therapeutic Uses / Aspects, General

Thesaurus or Thesauri. 3279, 3478

Third World / Developing Nations. 2317, 2487, 3432

Thompsons Limited. Before Jan. 2004 named Thompson (W.G.) 
& Sons Limited, Blenheim, Ontario, Canada. Before 1963 W.G. 
Thompson. Founded in 1924 by Wesley G. “Tommy” Thompson. 
4769, 4787

Thyroid function. See Goitrogens and Thyroid Function

Tibet. See Asia, East–Tibet and Tibetans Outside Tibet

Timeline. See Chronology / Timeline
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Timor-Leste (East Timor). See Asia, Southeast–Timor-Leste (East 
Timor)

Tivall (Tivol), Maker of Meat Alternatives (Ashrat, Israel). 4118, 
4174, 4235, 4236, 4247, 4277, 4446, 4447, 4641, 4702, 4703, 4925

TKW (Germany). See Tofukost-Werk GmbH

Tocopherols. See Vitamins E (Tocopherols)

Tofu (Also Called Soybean Curd or Bean Curd until about 1975-
1985). See also Tofu–Fermented, Soy Ice Creams, Soy Yogurts, and 
Cheesecake, Which Often Use Tofu as a Major Ingredient. 1, 8, 11, 
108, 109, 125, 314, 337, 371, 381, 431, 443, 444, 454, 467, 482, 
499, 512, 523, 599, 625, 644, 659, 667, 670, 674, 677, 679, 680, 
683, 684, 686, 710, 716, 723, 726, 729, 737, 741, 744, 746, 756, 
765, 766, 779, 780, 783, 792, 794, 795, 796, 802, 804, 808, 810, 
813, 818, 819, 821, 822, 825, 831, 839, 840, 841, 845, 847, 852, 
853, 856, 859, 864, 869, 886, 887, 889, 890, 903, 906, 912, 916, 
925, 926, 929, 930, 931, 933, 941, 943, 944, 948, 951, 952, 953, 
954, 955, 960, 961, 967, 969, 970, 976, 984, 985, 986, 988, 1004, 
1014, 1024, 1028, 1044, 1096, 1100, 1106, 1126, 1134, 1137, 1145, 
1186, 1199, 1217, 1229, 1233, 1242, 1245, 1249, 1261, 1266, 1269, 
1272, 1280, 1285, 1288, 1298, 1299, 1303, 1307, 1309, 1313, 1319, 
1333, 1334, 1339, 1343, 1345, 1349, 1383, 1384, 1389, 1395, 1431, 
1432, 1435, 1436, 1443, 1450, 1451, 1463, 1465, 1501, 1503, 1510, 
1516, 1517, 1534, 1536, 1538, 1541, 1556, 1557, 1558, 1561, 1571, 
1578, 1587, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1611, 1613, 1622, 1625, 1637, 1638, 
1644, 1648, 1650, 1651, 1658, 1665, 1672, 1673, 1678, 1685, 1689, 
1723, 1724, 1740, 1741, 1751, 1757, 1775, 1778, 1800, 1801, 1805, 
1806, 1821, 1840, 1860, 1862, 1865, 1868, 1878, 1917, 1940, 1968, 
1992, 2001, 2017, 2032, 2034, 2040, 2043, 2062, 2076, 2099, 2121, 
2155, 2158, 2186, 2188, 2191, 2230, 2257, 2284, 2317, 2318, 2354, 
2355, 2402, 2468, 2472, 2481, 2487, 2495, 2499, 2501, 2515, 2544, 
2550, 2551, 2553, 2554, 2555, 2585, 2614, 2654, 2682, 2704, 2711, 
2730, 2751, 2758, 2760, 2761, 2762, 2764, 2807, 2815, 2820, 2826, 
2832, 2853, 2854, 2863, 2876, 2878, 2892, 2894, 2908, 2928, 2929, 
2936, 2942, 2947, 2952, 2953, 2954, 2968, 2979, 2983, 2987, 3013, 
3023, 3044, 3046, 3048, 3053, 3065, 3074, 3078, 3107, 3124, 3128, 
3131, 3132, 3166, 3175, 3187, 3232, 3239, 3294, 3321, 3333, 3336, 
3337, 3361, 3380, 3413, 3416, 3432, 3435, 3436, 3448, 3471, 3473, 
3479, 3488, 3502, 3514, 3522, 3530, 3533, 3534, 3540, 3544, 3552, 
3553, 3556, 3558, 3563, 3566, 3582, 3586, 3589, 3590, 3592, 3597, 
3601, 3609, 3613, 3614, 3619, 3622, 3626, 3629, 3630, 3636, 3637, 
3638, 3639, 3640, 3641, 3643, 3651, 3655, 3657, 3667, 3669, 3688, 
3697, 3698, 3705, 3706, 3707, 3709, 3710, 3714, 3716, 3721, 3723, 
3730, 3743, 3748, 3756, 3777, 3779, 3783, 3784, 3789, 3794, 3803, 
3804, 3813, 3814, 3815, 3817, 3820, 3826, 3827, 3854, 3855, 3868, 
3874, 3875, 3879, 3880, 3884, 3892, 3896, 3905, 3909, 3910, 3912, 
3914, 3917, 3922, 3933, 3938, 3940, 3942, 3948, 3950, 3974, 3979, 
3982, 3991, 4004, 4013, 4020, 4027, 4030, 4034, 4038, 4042, 4052, 
4054, 4056, 4058, 4060, 4061, 4062, 4070, 4075, 4076, 4081, 4085, 
4086, 4089, 4090, 4103, 4105, 4110, 4111, 4116, 4118, 4119, 4120, 
4121, 4123, 4136, 4137, 4139, 4144, 4146, 4154, 4160, 4161, 4163, 
4164, 4165, 4166, 4167, 4169, 4172, 4173, 4175, 4197, 4200, 4202, 
4203, 4207, 4216, 4225, 4226, 4227, 4237, 4238, 4253, 4255, 4271, 
4274, 4287, 4289, 4293, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4311, 4314, 4328, 4347, 
4349, 4353, 4354, 4356, 4361, 4367, 4373, 4375, 4378, 4391, 4392, 
4393, 4394, 4395, 4399, 4400, 4410, 4412, 4438, 4439, 4440, 4451, 
4452, 4456, 4459, 4476, 4477, 4484, 4488, 4499, 4505, 4516, 4519, 

4525, 4539, 4559, 4561, 4583, 4589, 4620, 4622, 4626, 4646, 4678, 
4679, 4685, 4687, 4696, 4705, 4741, 4750, 4755, 4766, 4770, 4776, 
4783, 4787, 4794, 4795, 4797, 4801, 4807, 4811, 4812, 4814, 4824, 
4830, 4832, 4834, 4854, 4855, 4858, 4860, 4867, 4868, 4871, 4884, 
4888, 4893, 4903, 4906, 4907, 4909, 4913, 4919, 4924, 4926, 4929, 
4933, 4946, 4957, 4962, 4963, 4970, 4973, 4983, 4984, 4988, 4991, 
4994, 4997, 5002, 5003

Tofu–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 1, 11, 108, 109, 314, 337, 371, 431, 499, 523, 
670, 674, 677, 684, 723, 726, 741, 746, 808, 813, 818, 822, 931, 
948, 988, 1313, 1333, 1383, 1431, 1432, 1451, 1740, 2515, 3013, 
3514, 4926

Tofu / Soy Cheesecake–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 4926

Tofu Equipment. 1285, 3974, 4750

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–By 
Geographical Region. 2820, 2894, 3553, 3710, 3714, 3854, 3982, 
4027, 4030, 4110, 4164, 4197, 4200, 4207, 4238, 4284, 4289, 4456, 
4527, 4766, 4926

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Larger 
Companies. 2876, 3479, 3534, 3544, 3614, 3639, 3730, 3982, 4027, 
4038, 4058, 4086, 4089, 4090, 4105, 4123, 4160, 4164, 4165, 4200, 
4207, 4225, 4311, 4436, 4456, 4476, 4505, 4769

Tofu Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, and Analyses–Smaller 
Companies. 3488, 3641, 4154, 4202, 4511, 4973

Tofu Kit or Press (Kits or Presses Used for Making Tofu at Home). 
4287, 4488

Tofu Standards or Standard of Identity. 3756

Tofu companies (Canada). See Sunrise Markets Inc. (Vancouver, 
BC, Canada), Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, 
Canada)

Tofu companies (Europe). See Auenland Tofu und Soja Produkte 
(Prien-Chiemsee, Germany), Cauldron Foods Ltd. (Bristol, 
England), Heuschen-Schrouff B.V. (Landgraaf, Netherlands), 
Sojadoc (Clermond-Ferrand, France), Sojarei Vollwertkost GmbH 
(Traiskirchen, near Vienna, Austria). Formerly Sojarei Ebner-Prosl, 
Soyastern Naturkost GmbH / Dorstener Tofu Produktions GmbH 
(Dorsten, Germany), Tofukost-Werk TKW GmbH (Wadersloh, 
Germany), Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, 
Germany), Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, 
Germany). Including Byodo Naturkost

Tofu companies (USA). See Azumaya, Inc. (San Francisco, 
California), House Foods America Corporation (Los Angeles, 
California), Island Spring, Inc. (Vashon, Washington), Legume, 
Inc. (Fairfi eld, New Jersey), Mainland Express (Spring Park, 
Minnesota), Morinaga Nutritional Foods, Inc., and Morinaga 
Nyûgyô (Torrance, California, and Tokyo, Japan), Nasoya Foods, 
Inc. (Leominster, Massachusetts). Subsidiary of Vitasoy, Northern 
Soy, Inc. (Rochester, New York), Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc. (South 
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Gate, California), Quong Hop & Co. (San Francisco, California), 
Rosewood Products Inc. (Ann Arbor, Michigan), Simply Natural, 
Inc. (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania), Swan Gardens Inc. and Soya 
Kaas Inc. (Atlanta, Georgia), Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfi eld, 
Massachusetts; Port Washington, New York, Wildwood Harvest, 
Inc.

Tofu curds. See Curds Made from Soymilk

Tofu in Second Generation Products, Documents About. 4043, 4926

Tofu, Braised, Grilled Broiled, or Roasted (Jian-doufu in Chinese). 
Chinese-Style, Prepared in the Kitchen or at Home. 4372, 4400, 
4819

Tofu, Criticism of, Making Fun of, or Image Problems. 1689, 4583

Tofu, Fermented (Also Called Doufu-ru, Toufu-ru, Furu, Fuyu, 
Tahuri, Tahuli, Tajure, Tao-hu-yi, or Sufu). See also Tofu-yo. 360, 
741, 825, 828, 859, 898, 954, 984, 998, 1285, 1443, 1516, 1606, 
1650, 1673, 1685, 1740, 1778, 1811, 1830, 1895, 1952, 2139, 2155, 
2158, 2230, 2355, 2376, 2417, 2487, 2552, 2711, 2826, 2844, 2851, 
2859, 2928, 2929, 2937, 2993, 3010, 3048, 3124, 3131, 3132, 3182, 
3337, 3380, 3448, 3478, 3502, 3514, 3522, 3534, 3559, 3577, 3609, 
3637, 3743, 3791, 3820, 3917, 3933, 4004, 4012, 4019, 4062, 4255, 
4301, 4302, 4414, 4438, 4451, 4456, 4516, 4519, 4590, 4721, 4763, 
4770, 4782, 4801, 4814, 4824, 4826, 4907, 4926, 4966, 5003

Tofu, Fermented–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 828, 859, 954, 984, 1285, 1830, 
1895, 2487, 2929, 3132, 3791, 4516

Tofu, Fermented–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 1685

Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (pinyin: Chou Doufu (W.-G. Ch’ou 
Toufu). Also Called, Stinking, Smelly or Redolent Tofu / Bean 
Curd). 859, 2826, 3448, 3577, 4770, 4907

Tofu, Fermented–Stinky Tofu (Chou Doufu). Etymology of This 
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 859

Tofu, Fermented–Tofuyo from Okinawa, Japan (Made with Red 
Rice {Beni-Koji} Containing Monascus purpureus). 360, 3791, 
4590, 4966

Tofu, Firm (Chinese-Style). 8, 931, 1313, 2017, 3556, 3779, 3906, 
3917, 3927, 4004, 4054, 4111, 4516, 4770, 4782, 4801, 4807, 4854, 
4963

Tofu, Five-Spice Pressed (Wu-hsiang Toufukan / Wuxiang 
Doufugan). 3817, 4054, 4451, 4770, 4801, 4926

Tofu, Flavored / Seasoned / Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, 
Braised, or Roasted. Including Tofu Jerky and Savory Baked Tofu. 
3416, 4919, 4984

Tofu, Flavored, Seasoned, or Marinated, but not Baked, Broiled, 
Grilled, Braised, or Roasted. Including most Five-Spice Pressed 
Tofu (wu-hsiang toufukan / wuxiang doufugan). 3502, 3817, 3946, 
3991, 4054, 4063, 4081, 4197, 4451, 4480, 4511, 4512, 4770, 4801, 

4926

Tofu, Fried (Especially Deep-Fried Tofu Pouches, Puffs, Cutlets, or 
Burgers; Agé or Aburagé, Aburaagé, Usu-agé, Atsu-agé or Nama-
agé, Ganmodoki or Ganmo, Hiryôzu / Hiryozu). 967, 969, 986, 
1538, 1673, 1778, 1830, 1855, 2186, 2711, 2762, 2952, 3013, 3053, 
3132, 3416, 3471, 3473, 3488, 3502, 3514, 3535, 3536, 3537, 3540, 
3544, 3601, 3637, 3639, 3640, 3641, 3699, 3705, 3720, 3722, 3743, 
3750, 3780, 3817, 3823, 3838, 3904, 3912, 3917, 3927, 3929, 3946, 
3979, 3993, 4013, 4042, 4054, 4064, 4086, 4089, 4090, 4139, 4154, 
4163, 4169, 4195, 4197, 4237, 4255, 4318, 4341, 4347, 4353, 4400, 
4410, 4451, 4488, 4511, 4512, 4516, 4678, 4770, 4807, 4811, 4841, 
4854, 4907, 4926

Tofu, Fried or Deep-Fried–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 967, 1538, 4451

Tofu, Frozen or Dried-Frozen–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 733, 764, 779, 783, 
803, 967, 1313, 3448, 4516

Tofu, Frozen, Dried-frozen, or Dried Whole (Not Powdered). 733, 
741, 764, 779, 783, 803, 916, 931, 967, 969, 1024, 1137, 1288, 
1313, 1451, 1476, 1637, 1665, 1778, 1830, 2017, 2186, 2894, 2951, 
3053, 3448, 3637, 3906, 3917, 4013, 4075, 4136, 4361, 4400, 4410, 
4516, 4770, 4854, 4926

Tofu, Grilled, Braised, Broiled, or Roasted (Yaki-dôfu in Japanese). 
A Japanese-Style Commercial Product. 8, 986, 3416, 4347, 4356, 
4367, 4770, 4871, 4926

Tofu, Grilled, Broiled, Braised, or Roasted–Etymology of This 
Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 986, 3416

Tofu, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a Laboratory or 
Community Scale, by Hand. 3023, 3232, 3416, 3514, 3577, 3597, 
3601, 4287, 4488

Tofu, Non-Soy Relatives (Such as Winged Bean Tofu or Peanut 
Tofu). 819

Tofu, Pressed, Chinese-Style (Toufukan / Doufugan / Dougan). 931, 
1313, 3321, 3448, 4054, 4394, 4516, 4519, 4770, 4782, 5003

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi)–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates 
/ Relatives in Various Languages. 4926

Tofu, Silken (Kinugoshi). Made without Separation of Curds and 
Whey. 3448, 3473, 3544, 3698, 3705, 3779, 3794, 3813, 3815, 
3880, 3912, 3917, 3935, 3936, 3937, 4039, 4196, 4316, 4670, 4770, 
4801, 4807, 4834, 4854, 4926, 4963

Tofu, Smoked–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 11, 1516

Tofu, Smoked. 11, 984, 1186, 1516, 1740, 1757, 2017, 2376, 2487, 
2760, 3502, 3723, 3724, 3750, 3905, 3938, 3979, 3982, 3991, 3993, 
4004, 4054, 4075, 4085, 4086, 4089, 4136, 4137, 4183, 4202, 4255, 
4317, 4410, 4516, 4770, 4801, 4807, 4854, 4909, 4924, 4926, 4963, 
4984, 5003
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Tofu, Spray-dried or Powdered. 4312, 4478, 4670

Tofu, Used as an Ingredient in Second Generation Commercial 
Products Such as Dressings, Entrees, Ice Creams, etc. 3488, 3535, 
3536, 3537, 3567, 3605, 3699, 3720, 3722, 3724, 3725, 3750, 3760, 
3780, 3781, 3805, 3838, 3867, 3873, 3904, 3926, 3927, 3929, 3944, 
3945, 3946, 3954, 3958, 3992, 3993, 3995, 3999, 4011, 4041, 4063, 
4064, 4072, 4124, 4125, 4157, 4183, 4187, 4188, 4195, 4228, 4254, 
4256, 4261, 4307, 4308, 4317, 4318, 4319, 4327, 4340, 4341, 4479, 
4480, 4500, 4510, 4512, 4513, 4514, 4838, 4850

Tofu, baked or broiled at fl avored / seasoned/marinated. See Tofu, 
Flavored/Seasoned/Marinated and Baked, Broiled, Grilled, Braised, 
or Roasted

Tofukost-Werk TKW GmbH (Wadersloh, Germany). 3716, 3982, 
4973

Tofumanufaktur Christian Nagel GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). 
Previously Christian Nagel Tofumanufaktur from 1984 to 1 Jan. 
1989. 3716, 3979, 4973

Tofurei Svadesha Naturkost Produkte GmbH (Munich, Germany). 
Including Byodo Naturkost. 3540, 3614, 3716, 3982

Tofutown.com (formerly Viana Naturkost GmbH) and Bernd 
Drosihn (Wiesbaum / Vulkaneifel, Germany). 3706, 3982, 4858, 
4962, 4973

Tofutti Brands, Inc. (Cranford, New Jersey)–Soy Ice Cream 
Company. Mintz’s Buffet Until Jan. 1982. 3643, 3756, 3794, 3998, 
4173, 4314, 4325, 4459, 4474, 4610, 4934

Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910). Vegetarian Pioneer in Russia. Also 
known as Count Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy / Lyeff Nikolaevitch 
Tolstoi. 1307

Tomato ketchup. See Ketchup, Tomato (Tomato Ketchup, Western-
Style)

Tomsun Foods, Inc. (Greenfi eld, Massachusetts; Port Washington, 
New York. Named New England Soy Dairy from 1978-1983). 3563, 
3643, 3651, 3794, 4089

Tonga. See Oceania

Touchi or tou ch’i. See Fermented Black Soybeans

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds (General). 1074, 1143, 
1173, 1176, 1177, 1181, 1193, 1201, 1203, 1225, 1234, 1325, 1387, 
3782, 3844, 4091, 4092, 4093, 4097, 4098, 4138, 4140, 4159, 4804

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Afl atoxins (Caused by 
certain strains of Aspergillus fl avus and A. parasiticus molds). 2875, 
2894, 3127, 4438

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Microorganisms, 
Especially Bacteria (Such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella, 
Clostridium botulinum), that Cause Food Poisoning. See also: 

Afl atoxins (produced by molds) and Bongkrek Poisoning (produced 
in coconut by bacteria). 4121, 4649

Toxins and Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent 
and the Duren / Dueren Disease or Poisoning of Cattle / Ruminants. 
1591, 1602, 1603, 1605, 1635, 1823, 1871, 1880, 2462, 2522, 2561, 
3983

Tractors. 1685, 2084, 3176, 4023

Trade (International–Imports, Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / 
or Soybean Meal. See also Trade–Tariffs and Duties. 93, 201, 532, 
600, 708, 716, 738, 761, 771, 805, 811, 812, 828, 844, 853, 858, 
866, 874, 909, 915, 916, 924, 930, 933, 934, 939, 940, 951, 952, 
960, 984, 991, 998, 1001, 1004, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 
1018, 1022, 1023, 1031, 1034, 1036, 1039, 1040, 1041, 1043, 1044, 
1045, 1047, 1048, 1052, 1054, 1057, 1059, 1061, 1062, 1064, 1065, 
1067, 1069, 1070, 1071, 1072, 1073, 1075, 1076, 1077, 1078, 1079, 
1080, 1081, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094, 
1097, 1098, 1099, 1100, 1102, 1103, 1105, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1111, 
1112, 1113, 1116, 1118, 1119, 1122, 1126, 1127, 1129, 1132, 1133, 
1134, 1137, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1141, 1142, 1143, 1144, 1146, 1148, 
1149, 1152, 1153, 1156, 1158, 1159, 1160, 1161, 1164, 1166, 1170, 
1175, 1178, 1180, 1181, 1182, 1185, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 
1192, 1195, 1198, 1199, 1200, 1201, 1202, 1204, 1205, 1206, 1209, 
1212, 1213, 1215, 1216, 1217, 1218, 1221, 1222, 1223, 1225, 1226, 
1229, 1230, 1231, 1232, 1233, 1235, 1236, 1237, 1239, 1241, 1242, 
1245, 1247, 1248, 1252, 1253, 1255, 1256, 1257, 1259, 1262, 1265, 
1266, 1269, 1270, 1271, 1272, 1273, 1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280, 
1281, 1283, 1288, 1291, 1295, 1297, 1298, 1299, 1303, 1304, 1308, 
1309, 1310, 1313, 1314, 1315, 1316, 1317, 1318, 1319, 1322, 1324, 
1331, 1333, 1334, 1335, 1336, 1339, 1348, 1350, 1352, 1353, 1354, 
1356, 1357, 1359, 1362, 1363, 1364, 1365, 1367, 1368, 1369, 1371, 
1374, 1376, 1383, 1388, 1389, 1393, 1394, 1395, 1397, 1399, 1400, 
1402, 1408, 1413, 1418, 1419, 1427, 1431, 1433, 1447, 1455, 1480, 
1489, 1493, 1501, 1503, 1504, 1506, 1509, 1510, 1513, 1517, 1518, 
1519, 1520, 1521, 1522, 1523, 1525, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1532, 1536, 
1540, 1541, 1543, 1545, 1547, 1548, 1551, 1564, 1571, 1572, 1574, 
1577, 1581, 1594, 1596, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1613, 1616, 1617, 
1618, 1620, 1625, 1630, 1632, 1633, 1636, 1637, 1638, 1639, 1645, 
1648, 1650, 1651, 1652, 1653, 1656, 1657, 1659, 1664, 1665, 1666, 
1669, 1670, 1672, 1674, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1687, 1688, 1691, 1705, 
1706, 1708, 1711, 1715, 1720, 1721, 1724, 1726, 1729, 1730, 1736, 
1739, 1743, 1744, 1746, 1747, 1749, 1750, 1755, 1756, 1757, 1760, 
1763, 1764, 1767, 1778, 1784, 1787, 1801, 1805, 1806, 1808, 1809, 
1810, 1818, 1821, 1830, 1832, 1834, 1835, 1836, 1838, 1843, 1844, 
1845, 1850, 1855, 1863, 1867, 1877, 1883, 1891, 1902, 1906, 1912, 
1916, 1920, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1946, 1952, 1960, 1968, 1969, 1972, 
1983, 1987, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2011, 2019, 2023, 
2036, 2063, 2066, 2069, 2070, 2076, 2078, 2079, 2080, 2081, 2082, 
2084, 2099, 2102, 2108, 2113, 2121, 2129, 2130, 2134, 2138, 2141, 
2142, 2155, 2158, 2159, 2160, 2162, 2170, 2179, 2185, 2186, 2187, 
2188, 2194, 2208, 2219, 2221, 2232, 2243, 2245, 2246, 2247, 2261, 
2262, 2275, 2278, 2283, 2298, 2300, 2316, 2317, 2331, 2352, 2353, 
2379, 2439, 2441, 2449, 2479, 2480, 2509, 2512, 2537, 2562, 2565, 
2566, 2567, 2583, 2587, 2597, 2603, 2622, 2639, 2668, 2698, 2744, 
2749, 2752, 2774, 2776, 2787, 2816, 2868, 2887, 2888, 2894, 2903, 
2947, 2960, 3004, 3016, 3025, 3027, 3071, 3130, 3133, 3136, 3146, 
3260, 3273, 3401, 3487, 3557, 3580, 3600, 3627, 3640, 3649, 3688, 
3707, 3710, 3744, 3757, 3758, 3790, 3845, 3874, 3886, 3959, 3963, 
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3968, 3981, 3987, 3996, 4088, 4095, 4178, 4313, 4419, 4452, 4454, 
4693, 4723, 4749, 4761, 4768, 4806, 4858, 4879

Trade Policies (International) Concerning Soybeans, Soy Products, 
or Soyfoods–Tariffs, Duties, Embargoes, Moratoriums, and Other 
Trade Barriers or Subsidies. 524, 688, 711, 811, 846, 913, 1078, 
1094, 1111, 1116, 1134, 1137, 1187, 1190, 1198, 1221, 1231, 1241, 
1248, 1253, 1278, 1281, 1291, 1314, 1315, 1339, 1348, 1519, 1541, 
1564, 1571, 1606, 1616, 1625, 1626, 1637, 1669, 1721, 1764, 1767, 
1787, 1863, 1883, 1891, 1965, 2078, 2080, 2081, 2082, 2084, 2113, 
2130, 2143, 2173, 2177, 2243, 2308, 2583, 2774, 2922, 3065, 3091, 
3159, 3260, 3273, 3409, 3520, 3607, 3646, 3934, 3963, 3980, 3987, 
3990, 4518, 4588, 4633

Trade of Soyfoods (Import and Export, not Including Soy Oil or 
Soybean Meal, but Including Lecithin and Margarine) or Soyfoods 
Manufacturing Equipment. See also: Soy Sauce–Imports, Exports. 
Miso–Imports, Exports. 2, 7, 8, 81, 102, 110, 137, 141, 146, 244, 
254, 330, 381, 385, 444, 474, 493, 501, 512, 524, 563, 564, 578, 
582, 583, 620, 631, 644, 675, 676, 677, 688, 708, 711, 712, 723, 
763, 768, 769, 772, 788, 790, 836, 845, 846, 903, 954, 1013, 1018, 
1024, 1103, 1137, 1199, 1245, 1248, 1263, 1264, 1288, 1291, 1343, 
1383, 1608, 1674, 1703, 1740, 1789, 2063, 2185, 2221, 2464, 2495, 
2562, 2598, 2777, 2894, 2909, 2950, 2968, 3066, 3073, 3102, 3183, 
3244, 3530, 3564, 3565, 3644, 3648, 3681, 3683, 3701, 3702, 3726, 
3764, 3774, 3779, 3788, 3796, 3805, 3854, 3856, 3857, 3860, 3863, 
3867, 3869, 3931, 3958, 3984, 3992, 3995, 4003, 4018, 4040, 4045, 
4048, 4100, 4105, 4107, 4130, 4153, 4157, 4160, 4165, 4174, 4199, 
4202, 4229, 4231, 4235, 4237, 4252, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4458, 4459, 
4460, 4461, 4468

Trade statistics, Canada. See Canada–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Central America. See Latin America–Central 
America–Trade (Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or 
Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, China. See China–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, East Asia. See Asia, East–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Japan. See Japan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Korea. See Korea–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Manchuria. See Manchuria–Trade (Imports or 
Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Southeast Asia. See Asia, Southeast–Trade (Imports 
or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, Taiwan. See Taiwan–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics

Trade statistics, USA. See United States of America (USA)–Trade 

(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Trade statistics, Western Europe. See Europe, Western–Trade 
(Imports or Exports) of Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–
Statistics

Trains used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of Mature 
Soybeans to Market

Trains, special. See Railroads / Railways and Special Trains and/or 
Exhibit Cars Used to Promote Soybeans and Soybean Production

Trans Fatty Acids. 1749, 2579, 2655, 3358, 3620, 4570

Transcaucasia. See Asia, Transcaucasia (Presently Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia)

Transportation of Mature Soybeans to Market within a Particular 
Country or Region–General and Other. 1596, 2130

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Railroad 
/ Railway / Rail within a Particular Country or Region. See also 
Railroads / Railways and Special Trains Used to Promote Soybeans 
and Soybean Production. 930, 1047, 1048, 1052, 1070, 1098, 1103, 
1112, 1119, 1134, 1142, 1200, 1205, 1218, 1227, 1241, 1291, 1298, 
1299, 1314, 1369, 1397, 1407, 1503, 1543, 1596, 1691, 1755, 1764, 
1810, 1830, 1836, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1893, 1972, 2003, 2006, 2113, 
2278, 2316, 2480, 2583, 4693

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads 
or Highways Using Trucks, Carts, etc. within a Particular Country 
or Region. 756, 915, 930, 933, 934, 1052, 1070, 1200, 1241, 1298, 
1299, 1336, 1506, 1830, 1920, 2006, 2084, 3469

Transportation of Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Water 
(Rivers, Lakes) Using Junks, Barges, etc. within a Particular 
Country or Region. 168, 625, 716, 737, 915, 930, 933, 934, 1112, 
1200, 1241, 1291, 1298, 1299, 1316, 1369, 1388, 1606, 1645, 1756, 
1843, 1844, 2006, 2187, 2278, 2583, 3469, 4087, 4667, 4693, 5005

Tree of Life (St. Augustine, Florida). Purchased in Dec. 1985 by 
Netherlands-based Royal Wessanen NV Co. 3847, 4349

Tri-County Soy Bean Co-operative Association. See Dawson Mills

Triballat (Noyal-sur-Vilaine, France). Makers of Sojasun; and its 
Affi liate Bonneterre (Rungis Cedex, France). 3638, 4090, 4167, 
4177, 4197, 4231, 4253, 4255, 4314, 4367, 4963

Trichloroethylene. See Solvents–Trichlorethylene, Toxins and 
Toxicity in Foods and Feeds–Trichloroethylene Solvent and the 
Duren / Dueren Disease

Triple “F” and Insta-Pro. See Extruders and Extrusion Cooking, 
Low Cost–Including Triple “F”

Tropical and Subtropical Countries, Soybean Production in (Mostly 
in the Third World / developing countries). 959, 1613, 2001, 2146, 
2163, 3117, 3239
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Troy, John. See Miso Products Companies (USA)–Wizard’s 
Cauldron Ltd. (Cedar Grove, North Carolina)

Trucks or Carts used to transport soybeans. See Transportation of 
Soybeans or Soy Products to Market by Roads or Highways

Trypsin / Protease / Proteinase Inhibitors. 2490, 2523, 2806, 2884, 
3100, 3214, 3219, 3250, 3256, 3352, 3438, 3451, 3461, 3474, 3514, 
3516, 3538, 3587, 4021, 4026, 4394, 4547, 4827

Turkey, meatless. See Meat Alternatives–Meatless Turkey

Turkey. See Asia, Middle East–Turkey

Turkeys Fed Soybeans, Soybean Forage, or Soybean Cake or Meal 
as Feed. 958, 2155

Turtle Island Foods, Inc. (Hood River, Oregon. Maker of Tofurky 
and Tempeh). 3563, 4809, 4838, 4850, 4892

Turtle Mountain LLC (Springfi eld, Oregon)–Non-Dairy Frozen 
Desserts, Beverages, and Cultured Products Company. Formerly 
Jolly Licks, Living Lightly, Turtle Mountain, Inc. 4111

Tuvalu. See Oceania

TVP. See Soy Flours, Textured (Including TVP, Textured Vegetable 
Protein)

Ultrafi ltration. See Membrane Technology Processes

Umeboshi (Salt Plums)–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 773, 783, 910, 2843

Umeboshi or ume-boshi (Japanese salt plums / pickled plums), 
Plum Products, and the Japanese Plum Tree (Prunus mumé) from 
whose fruit they are made. 580, 669, 724, 773, 783, 789, 910, 2704, 
2762, 2832, 2843, 2916, 3416, 3665, 4770, 4907

Uncommon Fermented Soyfoods–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2986

Unfair Practices–Allegations of Unfair Trade, Regulation, 
Production, or Labor Practices. 1200, 3963, 4087

Unfair Practices–Including Possible Deceptive / Misleading 
Labeling, Advertising, etc. See also: Adulteration. 557, 609, 699, 
763, 831, 984, 1263, 1278, 1960, 3185, 4378, 4728, 4738

Unilever Corp., Lever Brothers Co., Unimills B.V. (Netherlands), 
and Margarine Union. 1261, 1313, 1315, 1389, 1408, 1507, 1519, 
1525, 1536, 1665, 1703, 1710, 1838, 2003, 2037, 2161, 2418, 2434, 
2464, 2541, 2542, 2609, 2720, 2816, 2818, 2829, 2870, 2897, 2931, 
2938, 2939, 2978, 3041, 3096, 3103, 3104, 3161, 3165, 3169, 3211, 
3217, 3219, 3240, 3291, 3313, 3415, 3456, 3480, 3508, 3545, 3554, 
3606, 3640, 3678, 3706, 3715, 3770, 3776, 3816, 4078, 4233, 4270, 
4313, 4366, 4409, 4468, 4469, 4471, 4506, 4549, 4618, 4769, 4865

Unisoy Milk ‘n’ By-Products (Stockport, Cheshire, England). 3823, 

3860, 3931, 3955, 4050, 4094, 4098, 4101, 4109, 4175, 4177, 4186, 
4199, 4214, 4215, 4223, 4224, 4231, 4253, 4284, 4311, 4312, 4323, 
4344, 4345, 4352, 4405, 4421, 4459, 4460, 4461, 4468, 4469, 4769

United Kingdom, health foods movement and industry. See Health 
Foods Movement and Industry in United Kingdom

United Kingdom. See Europe, Western–United Kingdom

United Nations (Including UNICEF, FAO, UNDP, UNESCO, and 
UNRRA) Work with Soy. 2413, 2422, 2439, 2495, 2622, 2696, 
2706, 2761, 2764, 2783, 2826, 2881, 2894, 2898, 2945, 2947, 3002, 
3026, 3071, 3111, 3134, 3148, 3277, 3432, 3577, 3763, 3818, 3940, 
4097, 4107, 4222, 4249, 4274, 4401, 4477, 4765, 4920

United Soybean Board. See American Soybean Association (ASA)–
United Soybean Board

United States–States–Alabama. 701, 1606, 2178, 2189, 2316, 3790, 
4095, 4883, 4931

United States–States–Alaska. 2712, 3023

United States–States–Arizona. 1999, 2446, 3023, 3756, 4834

United States–States–Arkansas. 1227, 2189, 2316, 2476, 3023, 
3609, 3756, 3790, 3874, 4123, 4357, 4674, 4693, 4769

United States–States–California. 716, 734, 851, 1104, 1189, 1231, 
1232, 1236, 1263, 1267, 1345, 1349, 1496, 1584, 1610, 1708, 1714, 
1741, 1774, 1931, 1960, 1968, 2178, 2189, 2198, 2291, 2356, 2402, 
2446, 2482, 2495, 2591, 2650, 2704, 2712, 2713, 2719, 2753, 2762, 
2777, 2821, 2825, 2832, 2851, 2907, 2928, 2959, 2983, 2999, 3023, 
3051, 3073, 3095, 3175, 3195, 3262, 3310, 3324, 3356, 3361, 3386, 
3408, 3439, 3448, 3470, 3475, 3477, 3480, 3504, 3512, 3529, 3541, 
3547, 3557, 3563, 3607, 3613, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3624, 3628, 3632, 
3642, 3643, 3651, 3658, 3674, 3679, 3683, 3684, 3751, 3756, 3762, 
3791, 3794, 3848, 3854, 3888, 3913, 3973, 3975, 4018, 4027, 4034, 
4111, 4116, 4123, 4162, 4172, 4200, 4207, 4222, 4231, 4249, 4284, 
4358, 4408, 4412, 4418, 4452, 4455, 4456, 4471, 4474, 4476, 4477, 
4478, 4518, 4519, 4520, 4523, 4529, 4546, 4622, 4628, 4637, 4639, 
4650, 4655, 4670, 4705, 4745, 4746, 4767, 4769, 4778, 4812, 4838, 
4867, 4892, 4893, 4906, 4913, 4914, 4915, 4916, 4926, 4940, 4949, 
4950, 4953, 4954, 4962, 4964, 4965, 4968, 4977, 4979, 4982, 4983, 
4985, 5002, 5003, 5004

United States–States–Colorado. 1263, 1999, 2178, 2189, 2356, 
3023, 3073, 3195, 3613, 3622, 3756, 3818, 4358, 4412, 4561, 4590, 
4622, 4664, 4718, 4767, 4885

United States–States–Connecticut. 188, 192, 528, 549, 567, 620, 
762, 868, 878, 1537, 1612, 1713, 2155, 2178, 2183, 2258, 2309, 
2483, 2828, 3023, 3415, 3824, 4285, 4790

United States–States–Delaware. 1169, 1433, 1464, 1606, 2189, 
2316, 3095, 3125, 3178, 4609

United States–States–District of Columbia (Washington, DC). 276, 
552, 941, 1104, 1165, 1257, 1280, 1370, 1397, 1459, 1559, 1606, 
1607, 1608, 1621, 1697, 1711, 1721, 1778, 1863, 1881, 1946, 1949, 
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2003, 2006, 2142, 2155, 2162, 2174, 2179, 2188, 2189, 2252, 2283, 
2316, 2330, 2337, 2361, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2484, 2668, 2744, 2761, 
2822, 2823, 2830, 2833, 2838, 2843, 2999, 3023, 3098, 3137, 3166, 
3310, 3453, 3580, 3690, 3883, 3919, 3998, 4113, 4259, 4315, 4764, 
4800, 4845, 4872, 4957

United States–States–Florida. 107, 132, 149, 2189, 3023, 3415, 
3480, 3782, 4089, 4292, 4409, 4439, 4644, 4717

United States–States–Georgia. 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 
89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 98, 99, 102, 103, 105, 110, 131, 134, 136, 
137, 141, 142, 144, 146, 149, 153, 170, 177, 564, 786, 1276, 1279, 
1623, 1896, 2155, 2189, 2267, 2316, 2319, 2403, 2419, 2420, 2421, 
2482, 3023, 3087, 3470, 3644, 3756, 3973, 4179, 4272, 4333, 4449, 
4529, 4546, 4557, 4640, 4669, 4690, 4735, 4736, 4744, 4759, 4778, 
4802, 4803, 4840, 4844, 4856, 4862, 4863, 4876, 4880, 4882

United States–States–Hawaii. 872, 958, 1137, 1169, 1263, 1264, 
1314, 1509, 1606, 1708, 1712, 1739, 1778, 1808, 2158, 2402, 2412, 
2712, 2713, 3023, 3175, 3878, 4349, 4705, 4825, 4833, 4914, 5003

United States–States–Idaho. 1999, 3756

United States–States–Illinois. 692, 721, 791, 882, 929, 1010, 1169, 
1263, 1264, 1537, 1595, 1600, 1606, 1610, 1622, 1633, 1644, 1778, 
1848, 1863, 1879, 1919, 1965, 1998, 1999, 2022, 2076, 2113, 2123, 
2125, 2130, 2138, 2155, 2158, 2172, 2174, 2178, 2189, 2192, 2242, 
2250, 2261, 2274, 2275, 2309, 2316, 2322, 2323, 2331, 2369, 2373, 
2402, 2422, 2423, 2429, 2432, 2434, 2465, 2474, 2476, 2477, 2483, 
2495, 2503, 2543, 2549, 2561, 2576, 2583, 2651, 2726, 2730, 2750, 
2764, 2792, 2806, 2820, 2875, 2967, 2969, 2999, 3023, 3051, 3053, 
3064, 3095, 3103, 3125, 3137, 3176, 3185, 3205, 3218, 3249, 3258, 
3262, 3360, 3399, 3432, 3465, 3476, 3480, 3487, 3520, 3554, 3624, 
3632, 3644, 3756, 3762, 3790, 3818, 3874, 3877, 3882, 3888, 3959, 
3973, 3981, 3983, 3989, 3996, 4036, 4044, 4087, 4095, 4114, 4123, 
4197, 4217, 4218, 4222, 4237, 4242, 4243, 4249, 4291, 4313, 4326, 
4333, 4377, 4382, 4409, 4411, 4418, 4419, 4420, 4431, 4438, 4441, 
4442, 4448, 4452, 4467, 4468, 4472, 4476, 4523, 4529, 4546, 4548, 
4549, 4557, 4622, 4628, 4640, 4644, 4656, 4668, 4669, 4686, 4693, 
4699, 4705, 4717, 4726, 4732, 4740, 4745, 4753, 4769, 4783, 4790, 
4793, 4802, 4808, 4840, 4842, 4844, 4874, 4895, 4925, 4947, 4999, 
5004

United States–States–Indiana. 1169, 1344, 1578, 1606, 1848, 1863, 
1998, 1999, 2155, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2261, 2316, 2322, 2373, 2402, 
2429, 2469, 2514, 2999, 3023, 3106, 3111, 3257, 3707, 3874, 4059, 
4123, 4298, 4418, 4442, 4474, 4497, 4622, 5002

United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybean products in a certain U.S. state. 
Soybeans as such have not yet been reported in this state. 55, 81, 
134, 145, 188

United States–States–Introduction of Soy Products to. This 
document contains the earliest date seen for soybean products in a 
certain U.S. state. Soybeans as such had not yet been reported by 
that date in this state. 55, 134, 145

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to or Dissemination 
of Soybeans from. Other or general information and leads 

concerning the USA. 108, 117

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybeans in a certain U.S. state. 87, 109

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning soybeans or soyfoods in connection with 
(but not yet in) a certain U.S. state. 99, 149, 276

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. Earliest 
document seen concerning the cultivation of soybeans in a certain 
U.S. state. 87

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for soybeans in a certain U.S. state. 
87, 786, 3644

United States–States–Introduction of Soybeans to. This document 
contains the earliest date seen for the cultivation of soybeans in a 
certain U.S. state. 87, 786, 1566, 3644

United States–States–Iowa. 802, 803, 1387, 1698, 1998, 1999, 
2117, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2261, 2316, 2373, 2402, 2429, 2432, 2449, 
2476, 2482, 2537, 2561, 2606, 2744, 2769, 2822, 2823, 2830, 2838, 
2858, 2887, 3007, 3023, 3051, 3064, 3161, 3176, 3480, 3643, 3874, 
3881, 3959, 4529, 4637, 4670, 4769, 4837, 4878, 4900, 4906, 4911, 
4914, 4918, 4919, 4923, 4988, 4991, 5001

United States–States–Kansas. 958, 1169, 1485, 1651, 1778, 1876, 
1919, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2316, 2457, 2476, 3176, 3218, 3690, 4108, 
4468, 4927

United States–States–Kentucky. 1606, 1998, 2178, 2189, 2316, 
3782, 4442, 5001

United States–States–Louisiana. 536, 657, 1291, 1998, 2178, 2189, 
2316, 2429, 2494, 2514, 2646, 3023, 4357, 4867, 4931

United States–States–Maine. 2178, 3023, 3156, 3157, 3475, 4231, 
4650, 4879, 4988, 4991

United States–States–Maryland. 237, 271, 289, 927, 1998, 2117, 
2155, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2316, 2381, 2469, 2484, 3023, 3106, 3149, 
3416, 3469, 3509, 3759, 4174, 4234, 4235, 4292, 4625, 4644, 4649, 
4747, 4853, 4934, 4936, 4942

United States–States–Massachusetts. 99, 145, 152, 220, 226, 233, 
305, 309, 322, 325, 326, 329, 340, 349, 350, 365, 372, 445, 885, 
927, 958, 966, 1116, 1169, 1372, 1537, 1610, 1612, 1627, 1778, 
1852, 1999, 2117, 2155, 2158, 2178, 2182, 2207, 2265, 2450, 2481, 
2646, 2828, 2832, 2843, 2999, 3023, 3195, 3416, 3462, 3563, 3608, 
3609, 3613, 3622, 3628, 3637, 3643, 3651, 3690, 3756, 3784, 3794, 
3847, 4103, 4349, 4357, 4358, 4409, 4412, 4452, 4456, 4474, 4477, 
4499, 4578, 4649, 4672, 4753, 4767, 4769, 4906, 4921, 4922, 4943, 
4964, 4968, 5004

United States–States–Michigan. 927, 958, 1537, 1612, 1751, 1752, 
1934, 1994, 2050, 2085, 2091, 2100, 2105, 2108, 2111, 2113, 2117, 
2121, 2155, 2178, 2189, 2200, 2242, 2259, 2285, 2316, 2356, 2366, 
2387, 2732, 2831, 2865, 2879, 2991, 3023, 3073, 3176, 3236, 3282, 
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3415, 3480, 3707, 3916, 4023, 4113, 4123, 4153, 4272, 4350, 4409, 
4418, 4419, 4448, 4452, 4527, 4589, 4622, 4769, 4798, 4845, 4851, 
4883, 4908, 4936, 4968, 4999, 5001, 5003

United States–States–Minnesota. 1164, 1998, 1999, 2178, 2189, 
2316, 2322, 2432, 2440, 2476, 2549, 2744, 2858, 2959, 2969, 3023, 
3064, 3095, 3125, 3176, 3249, 3408, 3480, 3842, 3852, 3874, 4403, 
4442, 4589, 4622, 4630, 4644, 4670, 4678, 4783, 4818, 4823, 4837, 
4878, 4918, 4919

United States–States–Mississippi. 1010, 1169, 1606, 1739, 1808, 
2117, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2261, 2316, 3023, 3789, 3818, 4670

United States–States–Missouri. 687, 715, 869, 1104, 1263, 1264, 
1606, 1695, 1863, 1896, 1998, 1999, 2141, 2155, 2158, 2178, 2189, 
2261, 2316, 2348, 2373, 2429, 2959, 2999, 3023, 3105, 3137, 3342, 
3368, 3517, 3518, 3609, 3651, 3874, 3891, 3934, 3959, 4021, 4077, 
4409, 4442, 4619, 4622, 4644, 4677, 4837, 4897, 4931

United States–States–Montana. 1999, 4357, 4953

United States–States–Nebraska. 1606, 1698, 2178, 2316, 2362, 
3756, 5001

United States–States–Nevada. 3023

United States–States–New Hampshire. 2178, 2189, 2309, 3023, 
3784, 4300, 4332

United States–States–New Jersey. 862, 1012, 1307, 1699, 1713, 
1976, 1978, 2008, 2155, 2178, 2182, 2189, 2316, 2444, 2445, 2905, 
2979, 3023, 3157, 3177, 3184, 3290, 3310, 3408, 3632, 3643, 3645, 
3756, 3789, 3829, 4117, 4174, 4375, 4478, 4550, 4609, 4610, 4670, 
4734, 4742, 4883, 4889, 4906, 4940, 5004, 5005

United States–States–New Mexico. 1999, 2446, 3023

United States–States–New York. 55, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 129, 
130, 139, 140, 159, 160, 161, 164, 168, 171, 178, 186, 218, 288, 
291, 293, 322, 356, 376, 399, 434, 468, 488, 542, 553, 557, 558, 
560, 570, 572, 573, 580, 589, 594, 598, 601, 607, 614, 620, 622, 
649, 680, 687, 691, 694, 698, 700, 701, 711, 734, 739, 791, 806, 
851, 862, 897, 913, 927, 949, 955, 987, 995, 1011, 1012, 1042, 
1063, 1155, 1182, 1209, 1222, 1236, 1244, 1246, 1371, 1499, 1537, 
1566, 1569, 1606, 1607, 1610, 1612, 1640, 1648, 1661, 1719, 1721, 
1758, 1821, 1848, 1868, 1928, 1999, 2005, 2008, 2029, 2030, 2034, 
2057, 2060, 2117, 2129, 2148, 2155, 2158, 2170, 2178, 2182, 2183, 
2189, 2212, 2220, 2237, 2250, 2258, 2274, 2316, 2400, 2416, 2444, 
2459, 2463, 2548, 2561, 2589, 2597, 2609, 2704, 2747, 2762, 2806, 
2831, 2832, 2843, 2900, 2907, 2910, 2928, 2932, 2991, 2999, 3002, 
3022, 3023, 3095, 3103, 3105, 3125, 3165, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3235, 
3290, 3310, 3324, 3399, 3402, 3403, 3415, 3427, 3471, 3563, 3578, 
3632, 3643, 3651, 3658, 3672, 3742, 3756, 3784, 3790, 3829, 4051, 
4074, 4095, 4117, 4133, 4158, 4239, 4277, 4301, 4302, 4357, 4366, 
4418, 4452, 4459, 4461, 4474, 4499, 4533, 4541, 4550, 4567, 4627, 
4639, 4644, 4667, 4669, 4685, 4717, 4745, 4767, 4778, 4886, 4889, 
4890, 4893, 4894, 4897, 4904, 4906, 4908, 4917, 4919, 4923, 4928, 
4949, 4950, 4968, 4971, 4978, 4981, 5002

United States–States–North Carolina. 1555, 1566, 1606, 1607, 

1610, 1648, 1687, 1698, 1739, 1778, 1808, 1863, 1998, 1999, 2158, 
2178, 2188, 2189, 2252, 2261, 2316, 3023, 3238, 3432, 3734, 3983, 
4332, 4348, 4391, 4620, 4635, 4636, 4825, 4839, 5004

United States–States–North Dakota. 1447, 2189, 2522, 2858, 3023

United States–States–Ohio. 1154, 1606, 1640, 1713, 1863, 1998, 
1999, 2117, 2155, 2158, 2178, 2189, 2250, 2261, 2316, 2366, 2373, 
2457, 2459, 2481, 2483, 2549, 2597, 2686, 2785, 2865, 2870, 2999, 
3023, 3103, 3125, 3176, 3411, 3476, 3585, 3609, 3677, 3707, 3742, 
3762, 3874, 3930, 4123, 4298, 4326, 4409, 4419, 4452, 4476, 4498, 
4546, 4611, 4628, 4641, 4644, 4717, 4745, 4746, 4767, 4769, 4798, 
4940, 5002, 5004

United States–States–Oklahoma. 1606, 1999, 2189, 2316, 3023, 
3561, 4669

United States–States–Oregon. 1263, 1711, 2189, 3023, 3471, 3475, 
3758, 4016, 4419, 4501, 4518, 4809, 4838, 4850, 4888, 4914

United States–States–Pennsylvania. 100, 107, 108, 109, 114, 117, 
123, 132, 136, 138, 149, 208, 213, 229, 302, 328, 381, 512, 523, 
574, 711, 786, 832, 860, 927, 995, 1464, 1537, 1576, 1610, 1612, 
1701, 1807, 1881, 2155, 2171, 2178, 2189, 2265, 2316, 2481, 2791, 
2843, 2959, 2983, 2999, 3023, 3078, 3195, 3229, 3290, 3338, 3411, 
3644, 3658, 4216, 4358, 4376, 4391, 4546, 4631, 4666, 4690, 4735, 
4745, 4845, 4971, 5003

United States–States–Rhode Island. 390, 945, 3023

United States–States–South Carolina. 99, 134, 149, 210, 212, 228, 
230, 235, 238, 241, 281, 292, 357, 786, 1606, 1698, 2178, 2189, 
2316, 3023, 3137, 3195, 3644, 3790, 4095, 4391, 4449, 4935

United States–States–South Dakota. 2830, 2858

United States–States–Tennessee. 1301, 1357, 1606, 1612, 1977, 
1998, 1999, 2155, 2178, 2189, 2316, 2402, 2450, 2494, 2668, 2969, 
3756, 3948, 4123, 4216, 4298, 4449, 4769, 5002

United States–States–Texas. 1427, 1606, 1999, 2189, 2316, 2519, 
2732, 3023, 4023, 4216, 4357, 4358, 4431, 4442, 4953

United States–States–Utah. 1154, 1640, 1999, 3023

United States–States–Vermont. 2178, 2500, 2999, 3023, 3137, 
3522, 4357, 4358, 4883

United States–States–Virginia. 1169, 1541, 1606, 1739, 1740, 1808, 
1881, 1896, 1999, 2178, 2189, 2316, 2322, 2429, 2482, 2483, 2747, 
2805, 2830, 2833, 2838, 2846, 3023, 3175, 3195, 3759, 3762, 3983, 
4676, 4767, 4883, 4893, 4906, 4910, 4919

United States–States–Washington state. 1159, 1184, 1189, 1231, 
1232, 1263, 1264, 1313, 1316, 1354, 1619, 1665, 1711, 1774, 1836, 
1841, 2015, 2155, 2204, 2907, 3073, 3310, 3614, 3756, 3758, 3762, 
3974, 3975, 3983, 4357, 4524, 4589, 4635, 4678, 4705, 4803, 4874, 
4895, 4914, 4957

United States–States–West Virginia. 2158, 2189, 2316, 3651, 4931
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United States–States–Wisconsin. 927, 1116, 1169, 1778, 1783, 
2113, 2117, 2118, 2155, 2158, 2178, 2179, 2189, 2236, 2274, 2316, 
2432, 2469, 2828, 2858, 2999, 3023, 3125, 3176, 3476, 3530, 3651, 
3690, 3794, 4442, 4478, 4518, 4637, 4793

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Cooperative Service. Including Farmer Cooperative Service (FCS, 
1926). 3580

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS, Established 1953). Including Agricultural 
Research Administration (1942-1953). 2725, 2741, 2761, 3818, 
4438

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Arlington 
Experimental Farm at Arlington, Virginia (1900-1942). 1606, 1740, 
1881, 2178, 2188, 2189, 2252, 2482

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics (1922-1953). Including Bureau of Markets 
and Crop Estimates (1921-1922), Bureau of Markets (1913-1921), 
and Offi ce of Farm Management and Farm Economics (1905-1922). 
Transferred in 1953 to USDA’s Economic Research Service. 2251, 
2479, 2480

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineering (1938-1943), 
Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (1927-1938), and Bureau of 
Chemistry (1901-1927). Transferred to the Agricultural Research 
Service (ARS) in 1953. 1789, 2042, 2155, 2178

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Human Nutrition and Home Economics (1943-1953). Including 
Bureau of Home Economics (1923-1943), Offi ce of Home 
Economics (1915-1923), and Nutrition and Home Economics Work 
in the Offi ce of Experiment Stations (1894-1915). Transferred to the 
Agricultural Research Service in 1953. 2402

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Bureau of 
Plant Industry, Soils, and Agricultural Engineering (1943-1953). 
Including Bureau of Plant Industry (1901-1943), Offi ce of Plant 
Industry (1900-1901), and Division of Agrostology (1895-1901). 
Transferred to Agricultural Research Service in 1953. 1441, 1463, 
1509, 1559, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1685, 1711, 1751, 1778, 1783, 1784, 
1785, 1786, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1881, 1946, 1949, 1957, 1992, 2006, 
2142, 2155, 2162, 2178, 2179, 2188, 2189, 2246, 2252, 2283, 2450, 
2482, 2484, 3690, 4778, 4999

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Economic 
Research Service (ERS). 3025

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Food and 
Nutrition Service (FNS). 2999

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Foreign 
Agricultural Service (FAS, Est. 1953) Including Offi ce of Foreign 
Agricultural Relations (1939-1953). Foreign Agricultural Service 
(1938-1939). 2529, 2639, 2689, 2692, 2696, 2698, 2752, 2787, 

2788, 3027, 3066, 3091, 3168, 3987, 3990, 4259, 4997

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Offi ce of 
Experiment Stations (1888-1955). Transferred to the Cooperative 
State Experiment Station Service in 1961. 2178, 2309

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Patent Offi ce 
and Commissioner of Patents, Agriculture (Forerunners of USDA). 
1881, 2178, 2482, 3195

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–Section of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction (Established 1898 within the 
USDA with David Fairchild in Charge). Transferred to Bureau 
of Plant Industry (1 July 1901). Later Referred to as the Offi ce of 
Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction and then the Offi ce of Foreign 
Plant Introduction. 1104, 1441, 1559, 1606, 1761, 1881, 1957, 
2482, 3195, 3581, 3690

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food 
Administration (WFA), Including the Food Production and 
Distribution Administration. 4418

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; Including Federal 
Grain Inspection Service [FGIS], and War Food Administration 
[WFA]). See also: Agricultural Marketing Service, Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS), Bureau of Plant Industry, Economic 
Research Service, Food and Nutrition Service, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, and Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction. 927, 
995, 1010, 1061, 1117, 1167, 1374, 1463, 1557, 1558, 1578, 1627, 
1651, 1661, 1665, 1674, 1787, 1801, 1834, 1835, 1860, 1968, 2143, 
2155, 2174, 2178, 2179, 2184, 2265, 2290, 2305, 2316, 2330, 2336, 
2344, 2346, 2361, 2365, 2367, 2381, 2400, 2423, 2443, 2469, 2509, 
2514, 2586, 2650, 2668, 2806, 2831, 2887, 2959, 2991, 3002, 3095, 
3096, 3106, 3137, 3163, 3176, 3195, 3273, 3337, 3509, 3578, 3632, 
3742, 3874, 3959, 4222, 4299, 4452, 4625, 4740, 4865, 4867, 4872, 
4908, 4947, 4953, 4988, 4991, 5002

United States of America (USA)–Trade (Imports or Exports) of 
Soybeans, Soy Oil, and / or Soybean Meal–Statistics. See also 
Trade (International). 1610, 2275

United States of America (USA). 55, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 
87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 98, 99, 100, 105, 107, 108, 109, 
114, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 129, 130, 131, 132, 134, 
136, 138, 139, 140, 144, 145, 149, 152, 153, 159, 160, 161, 164, 
168, 170, 171, 177, 178, 186, 188, 192, 208, 210, 212, 213, 218, 
220, 226, 228, 229, 230, 233, 235, 237, 238, 241, 271, 276, 278, 
281, 288, 289, 291, 292, 293, 302, 304, 305, 309, 310, 321, 322, 
325, 326, 328, 329, 335, 340, 347, 349, 350, 355, 356, 357, 365, 
372, 376, 381, 390, 394, 399, 425, 434, 444, 445, 468, 486, 488, 
501, 506, 508, 512, 523, 524, 528, 535, 536, 542, 549, 552, 553, 
557, 558, 560, 563, 564, 565, 567, 570, 572, 573, 574, 580, 582, 
589, 594, 596, 598, 601, 607, 611, 614, 620, 622, 630, 631, 649, 
657, 670, 680, 687, 691, 692, 694, 698, 699, 700, 701, 711, 715, 
716, 721, 726, 734, 739, 755, 762, 771, 777, 786, 791, 802, 803, 
806, 821, 824, 832, 833, 848, 851, 853, 862, 868, 869, 872, 876, 
877, 878, 882, 888, 891, 893, 896, 897, 902, 904, 905, 913, 927, 
929, 941, 945, 949, 951, 958, 962, 966, 981, 984, 987, 995, 1006, 
1010, 1011, 1012, 1014, 1039, 1042, 1044, 1057, 1059, 1062, 1063, 
1065, 1078, 1081, 1104, 1116, 1117, 1123, 1126, 1134, 1137, 1144, 
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1152, 1154, 1155, 1156, 1159, 1161, 1164, 1165, 1168, 1169, 1182, 
1184, 1187, 1189, 1190, 1195, 1198, 1199, 1202, 1205, 1209, 1210, 
1215, 1217, 1222, 1227, 1231, 1232, 1236, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1248, 
1249, 1257, 1259, 1263, 1264, 1266, 1267, 1272, 1275, 1276, 1277, 
1279, 1280, 1288, 1291, 1293, 1299, 1301, 1307, 1313, 1315, 1316, 
1334, 1343, 1344, 1345, 1349, 1352, 1354, 1355, 1357, 1362, 1364, 
1365, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1372, 1374, 1376, 1383, 1387, 1393, 1395, 
1397, 1402, 1408, 1427, 1431, 1433, 1441, 1445, 1447, 1449, 1459, 
1463, 1464, 1465, 1468, 1480, 1485, 1489, 1490, 1496, 1499, 1506, 
1507, 1509, 1519, 1522, 1523, 1525, 1537, 1541, 1543, 1547, 1548, 
1549, 1551, 1553, 1555, 1557, 1558, 1559, 1566, 1569, 1576, 1578, 
1579, 1581, 1584, 1587, 1593, 1595, 1600, 1606, 1607, 1608, 1610, 
1612, 1613, 1614, 1619, 1620, 1621, 1622, 1623, 1625, 1626, 1627, 
1631, 1633, 1640, 1644, 1648, 1651, 1657, 1658, 1661, 1663, 1664, 
1665, 1668, 1669, 1672, 1673, 1674, 1680, 1685, 1687, 1691, 1692, 
1695, 1697, 1698, 1699, 1701, 1705, 1706, 1708, 1710, 1711, 1712, 
1713, 1714, 1716, 1719, 1721, 1723, 1724, 1730, 1735, 1739, 1740, 
1741, 1743, 1744, 1747, 1750, 1751, 1752, 1757, 1758, 1760, 1761, 
1764, 1767, 1769, 1774, 1778, 1783, 1786, 1788, 1789, 1790, 1793, 
1799, 1801, 1805, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1813, 1818, 1821, 1824, 1830, 
1832, 1836, 1841, 1848, 1850, 1852, 1855, 1863, 1867, 1868, 1876, 
1877, 1878, 1879, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1896, 1899, 1909, 1919, 1920, 
1921, 1922, 1927, 1928, 1931, 1933, 1934, 1939, 1940, 1946, 1949, 
1952, 1960, 1965, 1968, 1972, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1993, 1994, 1998, 
1999, 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2008, 2015, 2022, 2026, 2029, 
2030, 2034, 2040, 2042, 2050, 2051, 2057, 2060, 2063, 2066, 2076, 
2084, 2085, 2087, 2091, 2100, 2105, 2108, 2111, 2115, 2116, 2117, 
2118, 2121, 2123, 2124, 2125, 2129, 2130, 2141, 2142, 2148, 2154, 
2155, 2158, 2160, 2162, 2163, 2167, 2170, 2171, 2172, 2174, 2178, 
2179, 2182, 2183, 2184, 2185, 2186, 2187, 2188, 2189, 2190, 2191, 
2192, 2198, 2200, 2204, 2206, 2207, 2212, 2217, 2220, 2221, 2236, 
2237, 2242, 2246, 2247, 2250, 2251, 2252, 2258, 2259, 2261, 2262, 
2263, 2265, 2267, 2272, 2274, 2275, 2278, 2281, 2283, 2285, 2286, 
2291, 2296, 2299, 2305, 2308, 2309, 2313, 2316, 2319, 2321, 2322, 
2323, 2325, 2326, 2328, 2329, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2335, 2336, 2337, 
2338, 2343, 2344, 2345, 2346, 2348, 2355, 2356, 2357, 2360, 2361, 
2362, 2365, 2366, 2367, 2369, 2370, 2373, 2376, 2377, 2379, 2380, 
2381, 2395, 2396, 2400, 2402, 2403, 2407, 2412, 2416, 2418, 2419, 
2420, 2421, 2422, 2423, 2427, 2429, 2432, 2434, 2440, 2444, 2445, 
2446, 2450, 2457, 2459, 2461, 2463, 2464, 2465, 2469, 2474, 2476, 
2477, 2479, 2480, 2481, 2482, 2483, 2484, 2486, 2494, 2495, 2500, 
2503, 2508, 2509, 2510, 2512, 2514, 2519, 2522, 2528, 2530, 2537, 
2541, 2542, 2543, 2548, 2549, 2561, 2565, 2566, 2567, 2576, 2577, 
2583, 2586, 2589, 2597, 2598, 2609, 2622, 2628, 2646, 2650, 2651, 
2668, 2678, 2680, 2686, 2689, 2692, 2697, 2704, 2705, 2712, 2716, 
2725, 2726, 2730, 2732, 2741, 2746, 2747, 2750, 2751, 2752, 2753, 
2758, 2761, 2762, 2764, 2774, 2777, 2785, 2787, 2788, 2791, 2792, 
2801, 2806, 2820, 2821, 2825, 2827, 2828, 2830, 2831, 2832, 2833, 
2838, 2843, 2844, 2846, 2847, 2851, 2858, 2865, 2868, 2870, 2875, 
2878, 2879, 2881, 2887, 2889, 2891, 2892, 2894, 2898, 2899, 2900, 
2907, 2910, 2922, 2928, 2931, 2932, 2937, 2938, 2940, 2947, 2954, 
2957, 2959, 2960, 2962, 2964, 2966, 2967, 2978, 2979, 2983, 2987, 
2990, 2991, 2992, 2999, 3000, 3002, 3004, 3007, 3016, 3022, 3023, 
3026, 3027, 3029, 3043, 3051, 3053, 3061, 3064, 3065, 3066, 3070, 
3073, 3077, 3078, 3081, 3082, 3087, 3091, 3095, 3096, 3098, 3103, 
3105, 3111, 3120, 3125, 3127, 3137, 3149, 3156, 3157, 3159, 3161, 
3165, 3166, 3175, 3176, 3177, 3178, 3179, 3183, 3184, 3185, 3195, 
3197, 3203, 3205, 3218, 3220, 3227, 3229, 3235, 3236, 3238, 3243, 
3249, 3257, 3258, 3262, 3273, 3278, 3282, 3285, 3290, 3291, 3294, 
3310, 3324, 3334, 3337, 3338, 3342, 3356, 3360, 3361, 3368, 3369, 

3377, 3386, 3393, 3398, 3399, 3400, 3403, 3408, 3410, 3411, 3415, 
3416, 3427, 3428, 3432, 3433, 3439, 3448, 3453, 3457, 3462, 3465, 
3469, 3470, 3471, 3473, 3474, 3475, 3476, 3477, 3478, 3480, 3487, 
3503, 3504, 3505, 3508, 3509, 3512, 3517, 3518, 3519, 3520, 3522, 
3526, 3529, 3530, 3541, 3545, 3547, 3553, 3554, 3557, 3561, 3563, 
3578, 3580, 3582, 3585, 3597, 3607, 3608, 3609, 3613, 3619, 3620, 
3621, 3624, 3628, 3632, 3634, 3640, 3642, 3643, 3644, 3645, 3651, 
3654, 3658, 3667, 3671, 3672, 3674, 3677, 3678, 3683, 3684, 3690, 
3697, 3705, 3707, 3710, 3734, 3742, 3745, 3756, 3758, 3759, 3762, 
3782, 3784, 3789, 3790, 3791, 3818, 3821, 3824, 3825, 3827, 3829, 
3831, 3836, 3842, 3843, 3847, 3852, 3854, 3858, 3863, 3866, 3874, 
3877, 3878, 3881, 3882, 3883, 3888, 3891, 3895, 3911, 3913, 3916, 
3917, 3919, 3930, 3932, 3934, 3948, 3959, 3964, 3965, 3966, 3968, 
3973, 3974, 3975, 3983, 3988, 3989, 3994, 3996, 3998, 4014, 4016, 
4018, 4021, 4023, 4032, 4034, 4036, 4044, 4051, 4052, 4059, 4061, 
4062, 4074, 4075, 4077, 4087, 4088, 4095, 4100, 4103, 4107, 4108, 
4110, 4111, 4112, 4113, 4114, 4116, 4117, 4123, 4135, 4142, 4153, 
4158, 4162, 4165, 4172, 4174, 4179, 4180, 4198, 4203, 4204, 4216, 
4218, 4219, 4222, 4226, 4235, 4237, 4239, 4241, 4242, 4243, 4246, 
4249, 4250, 4252, 4259, 4272, 4274, 4277, 4282, 4285, 4289, 4291, 
4292, 4298, 4300, 4301, 4302, 4313, 4314, 4315, 4325, 4326, 4332, 
4333, 4348, 4349, 4350, 4357, 4358, 4365, 4375, 4376, 4377, 4381, 
4382, 4391, 4395, 4403, 4407, 4408, 4409, 4411, 4412, 4413, 4418, 
4419, 4420, 4431, 4438, 4441, 4442, 4448, 4449, 4452, 4454, 4455, 
4456, 4459, 4466, 4467, 4471, 4472, 4474, 4476, 4477, 4478, 4485, 
4498, 4499, 4501, 4518, 4519, 4520, 4523, 4524, 4529, 4530, 4534, 
4541, 4546, 4548, 4549, 4550, 4554, 4557, 4559, 4561, 4567, 4575, 
4576, 4577, 4578, 4589, 4590, 4598, 4609, 4610, 4611, 4613, 4616, 
4619, 4620, 4621, 4622, 4624, 4625, 4626, 4627, 4628, 4629, 4630, 
4631, 4633, 4635, 4636, 4637, 4639, 4640, 4641, 4642, 4644, 4647, 
4649, 4650, 4654, 4655, 4656, 4658, 4664, 4665, 4666, 4667, 4668, 
4669, 4670, 4671, 4672, 4674, 4675, 4676, 4677, 4678, 4679, 4684, 
4685, 4686, 4690, 4693, 4698, 4704, 4705, 4710, 4717, 4718, 4726, 
4730, 4732, 4733, 4734, 4735, 4736, 4737, 4740, 4741, 4742, 4744, 
4745, 4746, 4747, 4753, 4758, 4759, 4764, 4765, 4767, 4769, 4770, 
4772, 4773, 4776, 4778, 4783, 4787, 4789, 4790, 4792, 4793, 4797, 
4798, 4799, 4800, 4802, 4803, 4806, 4808, 4809, 4811, 4812, 4816, 
4818, 4823, 4825, 4828, 4832, 4834, 4837, 4838, 4839, 4840, 4842, 
4844, 4845, 4847, 4850, 4851, 4853, 4858, 4861, 4862, 4863, 4865, 
4867, 4868, 4870, 4872, 4874, 4876, 4878, 4879, 4880, 4882, 4883, 
4885, 4886, 4888, 4889, 4890, 4891, 4892, 4893, 4895, 4897, 4900, 
4904, 4906, 4907, 4908, 4910, 4911, 4913, 4914, 4915, 4916, 4917, 
4918, 4919, 4920, 4921, 4922, 4923, 4925, 4926, 4927, 4928, 4931, 
4934, 4935, 4936, 4940, 4941, 4942, 4943, 4947, 4949, 4950, 4951, 
4953, 4957, 4958, 4959, 4960, 4961, 4962, 4964, 4965, 4968, 4972, 
4978, 4979, 4981, 4983, 4985, 4988, 4990, 4991, 4992, 4993, 4995, 
4997, 4999, 5001, 5002, 5003, 5004, 5005

United States of America–Activities and Infl uence Overseas / 
Abroad. 109, 754, 808, 963, 1121, 1122, 1130, 1239, 1255, 1335, 
1339, 1373, 1391, 1394, 1399, 1418, 1455, 1486, 1494, 1518, 1521, 
1530, 1577, 1596, 1652, 1656, 1659, 1800, 1855, 2099, 2113, 2162, 
2304, 2317, 2342, 2387, 2441, 2443, 2449, 2450, 2470, 2511, 2529, 
2587, 2590, 2603, 2606, 2639, 2698, 2713, 2719, 2721, 2744, 2769, 
2794, 2822, 2823, 2839, 2969, 3106, 3133, 3163, 3168, 3171, 3172, 
3242, 3527, 3552, 3614, 3637, 3638, 3687, 3706, 3718, 3741, 3832, 
3845, 3848, 3851, 3862, 3865, 3872, 3876, 3886, 3892, 3941, 3951, 
3963, 3980, 3981, 3987, 3990, 4033, 4089, 4134, 4160, 4177, 4178, 
4200, 4201, 4206, 4212, 4217, 4258, 4284, 4299, 4311, 4345, 4432, 
4488, 4497, 4506, 4527, 4615, 4618, 4701, 4723, 4724, 4763, 4782, 
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4857

United States of America–Commercial Products Imported from 
Abroad. 3679

United States of America–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal 
Production and Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 
2904, 4259

United States of America–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–
Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1713, 1739, 1744, 1763, 1805, 
1806, 1808, 1863, 1940, 1998, 1999, 2070, 2142, 2184, 2186, 2261, 
2275, 2316, 2379, 2381, 2479, 2887, 3016, 3027, 3874, 3959, 4988, 
4991

United States of America, soyfoods movement in. See Soyfoods 
Movement in North America

Urease. See Enzymes in the Soybean–Urease and Its Inactivation

U.S. Regional Soybean Industrial Products Laboratory (Urbana, 
Illinois). Founded April 1936. 2305, 2402, 3996, 4523

USA–Food uses of soybeans, early. See Historical–Documents 
about Food Uses of Soybeans in the USA before 1900

USA. See United States of America

USDA National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland). 
See National Agricultural Library (NAL, Beltsville, Maryland)

USDA. See United States Department of Agriculture

USSR. See Europe, Eastern–USSR

Van Gundy, Dorothea. See Seventh-day Adventists–Cookbooks and 
Their Authors

Van Gundy, Theodore A. (1874-1935), and La Sierra Industries (La 
Sierra, California). 3470, 5002, 5003

Vanaspati (Vegetable Shortening, Vegetable Ghee, or Vanaspati 
Ghee). 2547, 2596, 2597, 2696, 3606

Vandemoortele N.V. (Izegem, Netherlands). Including Alpro (Early 
Years Only) and Vamo. 3291, 3369, 3383, 3450, 3493, 3554, 3564, 
3565, 3600, 3637, 3638, 3640, 3679, 3681, 3682, 3683, 3684, 3706, 
3751, 3776, 3788, 3796, 3848, 3886, 3892, 3928, 4018, 4089, 4098, 
4155, 4167, 4173, 4175, 4177, 4178, 4197, 4212, 4592, 4848, 4948

Vanuatu. See Oceania

Varieties of soybeans–Earliest document seen... See Historical–
Earliest Document Seen

Varieties, soybean–Chinese. See Chinese Soybean Types and 
Varieties

Varieties, soybean–European Chinese. See European Soybean Types 
and Varieties

Varieties, soybean–Japanese. See Japanese Soybean Types and 
Varieties

Varieties, soybean. See Soybean Varieties, Soybean Varieties USA–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type, Soybean Varieties USA–Special 
High Protein

Variety Development and Breeding of Soybeans (General, 
Including Varieties and Seeds). 1303, 1377, 1383, 1389, 1395, 
1441, 1509, 1536, 1541, 1651, 1658, 1738, 1757, 1815, 1829, 1847, 
1858, 1913, 2006, 2018, 2051, 2084, 2089, 2113, 2118, 2142, 2149, 
2162, 2227, 2248, 2252, 2259, 2260, 2276, 2314, 2402, 2461, 2479, 
2491, 2881, 2891, 2940, 2947, 2949, 3042, 3174, 3195, 3221, 3454, 
3503, 3633, 4272, 4502, 4504, 4700

Variety Development, Breeding, Selection, Evaluation, Growing, or 
Handling of Soybeans for Food Uses. 3641

Variety development of soybeans. See Breeding of Soybeans and 
Classical Genetics, Germplasm Collections and Resources, and 
Gene Banks, Introduction of Soybeans (as to a Nation, State, or 
Region, with P.I. Numbers for the USA) and Selection

Variety names / nomenclature–standardization. See Nomenclature 
of Soybean Varieties–Standardization of

Variety names of early U.S. soybeans. See Lists and Descriptions 
(Offi cial) of Early U.S. Soybean Varieties with Their P.I. Numbers 
and Synonyms

Vegan cookbooks. See Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan Cookbooks

Veganism, nutritional aspects. See Vegetarianism–Vegan Diets–
Nutritional Aspects–General

Veganism. See Vegetarianism–Veganism

Vegetable oils. See Specifi c Oilseeds such as Peanut Oil, Sesame 
Oil, Sunfl ower Oil, etc

Vegetable soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans

Vegetable-type or edible soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Large-Seeded Vegetable-Type or Edible Soybeans, General 
Information About, Not Including Use As Green Vegetable 
Soybeans

Vegetable-type soybeans. See Green Vegetable Soybeans–
Vegetable-Type, Garden-Type, or Edible or Food-Grade Soybeans

Vegetarian / Meatless Burgers–Etymology of This Term and Its 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2529

Vegetarian / Natural Foods Products Companies. See Imagine 
Foods, Inc. (California)

Vegetarian Celebrities–Noted or Prominent Personalities and 
Famous People. 1307, 4568, 4753
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Vegetarian Cookbooks–Vegan / Plant-Based Cookbooks–Do Not 
Use Dairy Products or Eggs. 1307, 2979, 3069, 3157, 3181, 3228, 
3436, 3589, 3590, 3812, 3813, 3814, 3826, 3914, 3922, 4022, 4060, 
4136, 4137, 4269, 4410, 4830, 4832, 4888

Vegetarian Cookbooks. See also: Vegan Cookbooks. 2058, 2223, 
2827, 2856, 2902, 2905, 2906, 2966, 3045, 3047, 3050, 3072, 3089, 
3126, 3128, 3131, 3132, 3135, 3175, 3227, 3232, 3237, 3274, 3335, 
3384, 3431, 3433, 3519, 3525, 3582, 3592, 3597, 3622, 3667, 3738, 
3763, 3817, 3827, 3909, 4013, 4017, 4054, 4277, 4392, 4572, 4626, 
4665, 4852, 4868

Vegetarian Diet or Vegetarianism–Opposition or Objection to. 840

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cancer. 4053, 4524

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Cardiovascular System, 
Especially Heart Disease and Stroke, But Including Hypertension 
(High Blood Pressure). 4589

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Diabetes and Diabetic Diets. 
1309

Vegetarian Diets–Medical Aspects–Skeletal System Including 
Calcium, Teeth and Osteoporosis. 4061

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Protein Quantity 
and Quality. 1309, 2395, 2771, 2772

Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins. 2384, 
2402, 2674, 2675, 2771, 2835

Vegetarian Federal Union (Britain). See Vegetarianism–
International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British 
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union

Vegetarian Society of the United Kingdom–Periodicals. See 
Vegetarianism–Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism–
Published by the Vegetarian Society of the United Kingdom

Vegetarian and Vegan Diets–Nutrition / Nutritional Aspects–
Children and Teenagers. 1976, 2675, 2807, 2895, 2946, 3315, 3345, 
3458, 3910, 4061, 4593

Vegetarian or Vegan Restaurants or Cafeterias. 2711, 2827, 2907, 
2916, 2954, 3061, 4328, 4926

Vegetarian pioneers. See Alcott, Amos Bronson and Louisa May, 
Alcott, William Andrus (1798-1859), Brotherton, Joseph (Member 
of Parliament from Salford) (1783-1857) and His Wife, Mrs. 
Martha Harvey Brotherton, Gandhi, Mohandas K. (“Mahatma”) 
(1869-1948), Graham, Sylvester (1794-1851), Jackson, James 
Caleb (1811-1881), Seventh-day Adventists–White, Ellen G. (1827-
1915), Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910)

Vegetarianism–Concerning a Diet and Lifestyle Free of Flesh 
Foods, But Which May Include Dairy Products or Eggs. See also: 
Veganism. 754, 755, 818, 819, 821, 822, 837, 840, 886, 890, 900, 
906, 918, 919, 961, 976, 982, 983, 988, 1003, 1012, 1016, 1199, 
1309, 1384, 1448, 1503, 1538, 1556, 1685, 1840, 1933, 1934, 1976, 

2004, 2005, 2106, 2242, 2264, 2285, 2309, 2328, 2341, 2384, 2395, 
2399, 2402, 2405, 2408, 2409, 2415, 2459, 2526, 2656, 2657, 2658, 
2659, 2661, 2665, 2674, 2675, 2699, 2711, 2716, 2719, 2732, 2746, 
2748, 2767, 2771, 2772, 2807, 2831, 2834, 2835, 2843, 2844, 2847, 
2861, 2863, 2865, 2870, 2871, 2879, 2890, 2895, 2907, 2911, 2912, 
2925, 2926, 2928, 2936, 2946, 2954, 2971, 2974, 2976, 2982, 2983, 
2987, 2991, 3001, 3043, 3046, 3061, 3098, 3153, 3156, 3166, 3186, 
3205, 3233, 3236, 3244, 3247, 3296, 3297, 3300, 3302, 3308, 3311, 
3315, 3325, 3343, 3357, 3392, 3396, 3397, 3403, 3424, 3428, 3433, 
3464, 3471, 3480, 3507, 3540, 3559, 3641, 3657, 3697, 3761, 3779, 
3785, 3815, 3846, 3861, 3875, 3879, 3910, 3976, 3989, 3994, 4027, 
4028, 4030, 4052, 4075, 4118, 4152, 4153, 4156, 4160, 4161, 4164, 
4174, 4200, 4209, 4226, 4235, 4236, 4237, 4238, 4239, 4245, 4251, 
4314, 4345, 4351, 4367, 4381, 4393, 4399, 4400, 4405, 4408, 4409, 
4443, 4484, 4567, 4571, 4590, 4650, 4656, 4679, 4699, 4702, 4733, 
4734, 4752, 4765, 4772, 4775, 4820, 4850, 4873, 4905, 4908, 4926, 
4930, 4957, 4967, 4980, 4983, 4994

Vegetarianism–Effi ciency of Plants Much Greater Than Animals in 
Producing Food from a Given Input of Energy, Land, or Water. Also 
Called Political Economy. 886, 1900, 2315, 2517, 2984, 3098, 3464

Vegetarianism–Etymology of This Term, Veganism, and Their 
Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 2052

Vegetarianism–Evidence from Comparative Anatomy and 
Physiology. 886, 961, 1307, 1685, 2309

Vegetarianism–Fruitarianism–Concerning a Fruitarian or 
Frugivorous Diet Consisting of Fruits, Nuts, and Seeds (Such as 
Cereal Grains or Legumes). Includes a Vegan Diet or Lifestyle Free 
of All Animal Products. 2766

Vegetarianism–Historical Documents Published before 1900. 702, 
886, 961

Vegetarianism–International Vegetarian Union. See Vegetarianism–
International Vegetarian Union (IVU. Founded 1908; and its British 
Predecessor the Vegetarian Federal Union

Vegetarianism–Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism–
Published by the Vegetarian Society of the United Kingdom. 2518

Vegetarianism–Periodicals About Vegetarianism or Veganism. 2518, 
2601, 2910, 3283, 3292, 3446, 4025, 4402

Vegetarianism–Pseudo. Includes or Favors the Use of Fish, Poultry, 
or Meat. 2279

Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Judeo-Christian Tradition 
(Including Trappists, Mormons). See also: Seventh-Day Adventists. 
3738, 4679

Vegetarianism–Religious Aspects–Religions of Indian Origin–
Buddhism (Including Zen), Hinduism, Jainism, Yoga, and 
Ayurveda. 886, 961, 1685, 2711, 2856, 2954, 2987, 3428, 4679

Vegetarianism–Seventh-day Adventist Work with. 1685, 1934, 
2242, 2285, 2402, 2674, 2699, 2719, 2732, 2748, 2772, 2831, 2865, 
2870, 2879, 2902, 2911, 2912, 2979, 2982, 2991, 3001, 3166, 3236, 
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3403, 3480, 3761, 3779, 3998, 4152, 4153, 4160, 4174, 4175, 4200, 
4224, 4231, 4250, 4252, 4277, 4381, 4409, 4461, 4567, 4589, 4908, 
4926, 4957

Vegetarianism–Statistics and Analyses on the Number of 
Vegetarians or the Size of the Vegetarian Products Market. 1199, 
3098, 3156, 3310, 3403, 4028, 4118, 4156, 4160, 4209, 4237, 4238, 
4245, 4299, 4351, 4381, 4443, 4484, 4656

Vegetarianism–Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSE, 
Brain Diseases), Including Prions, “Mad-Cow Disease,” Bovine 
Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease 
(CJD), Scrapie, etc. 4583, 4616, 4618, 4629

Vegetarianism–Vegan Diets–Nutritional Aspects (General). 1307

Vegetarianism–Veganism–Concerning a Plant-Based or Vegan 
Diet and Lifestyle Free of All Animal Products, Including Dairy 
Products, Eggs, and in Some Cases Honey and Leather. 1307, 2052, 
2415, 2578, 2581, 2591, 2604, 2607, 2625, 2634, 2766, 2861, 2916, 
2954, 2975, 3156, 3310, 3345, 3403, 3425, 3458, 3773, 3783, 3817, 
3893, 3939, 3952, 3998, 4022, 4061, 4168, 4175, 4205, 4224, 4226, 
4229, 4231, 4250, 4252, 4279, 4280, 4296, 4325, 4328, 4335, 4347, 
4351, 4378, 4421, 4461, 4469, 4478, 4492, 4524, 4555, 4567, 4589, 
4593, 4812, 4832, 4877, 4934, 4968

Vegetarianism and the Temperance Movement (Abstaining from 
Alcohol / Alcoholic Beverages) Worldwide. Incl. Teetotalism. 2309, 
4875

Vegetarianism for Children and Teenagers. 4381, 4484

Vegetarianism, Athletics / Sports, and Athletes. 2052, 3135

Vegetarianism, the Environment, and Ecology. 3098, 3186, 3922, 
4118, 4328, 4347, 4774

Vegetarianism. See Bible Christian Church in England and the USA

Vegetarianism: Meat / Flesh Food Consumption–Statistics, 
Problems (Such as Diseases in or Caused by Flesh Foods), 
or Trends in Documents Not About Vegetarianism. See Also: 
Vegetarianism–Spongiform Encephalopathies /Diseases. 1685, 
2315, 2336, 2984, 3285

Velvet Bean. Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC. Formerly: Mucuna utilis. 
Formerly called Banana Bean (Rarely) or Velvetbean. 545, 958, 
2178, 2487, 4310

Vereenigde Ost-Indische Compagnie. See Dutch East India 
Company

Vestro Foods, Inc. See Westbrae Natural Foods

Viability and life-span of soybean seeds. See Storage of Seeds

Viana Naturkost GmbH. See Tofutown.com

Victor Food Products, Ltd. (Scarborough, Ontario, Canada). 
Founded by Stephen Yu in 1978. 3683

Victory Soya Mills Ltd. (Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Started in Nov. 
1944 as Victory Mills Ltd. Named Sunsoy Products Ltd. from 1936 
to 1945. Renamed Victory Mills, Ltd. from 1945 to 1954. Owned 
by (Subsidiary of) Canadian Breweries Ltd., then by Procter & 
Gamble from 1954, then by Central Soya Co. from 1985). 2891, 
3555

Videotapes or References to Video Tapes. 4589, 4755

Vietnamese Overseas, Especially Work with Soy. 3637

Vigna mungo. See Black gram or urd

Vigna sesquipedalis. See Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean

Vigna unguiculata or V. sinensis. See Cowpea or Black-Eyed Pea

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. (France). In 1975 Vilmorin joined the 
Limagrain Group (Groupe Limagrain) and is now offi cially named 
Vilmorin s.a. 599, 745, 801, 1244, 1249, 1541, 1651, 1783, 2428, 
2482

Vitamins (General). 90, 1646, 1683, 1754, 1778, 1887, 1899, 1940, 
2110, 2170, 2402, 2820, 3212, 3405, 3504, 3632, 3893, 3910, 4061, 
4098, 4178, 4199, 4215, 4224, 4229, 4279, 4468, 4477

Vitamins B-12 (Cyanocobalamin, Cobalamins). 1852, 2445, 2447, 
2469, 2584, 2670, 2674, 2675, 2771, 2835, 2861, 2979, 3135, 3228, 
3244, 3403, 3458, 3893, 4061, 4229, 4279, 4421, 4557

Vitamins E (Tocopherols, Natural Powerful Antioxidant). 2560, 
2596, 3212, 4061, 4270, 4557, 4672

Vitamins K (Coagulant, Needed for Normal Clotting of the Blood; 
Fat Soluble). 4061

Vitamins in a vegetarian diet. See Vegetarian Diets–Nutrition / 
Nutritional Aspects–Vitamins

Vitamins. See Antivitamin Activity and Antivitamins

Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd. (Hong Kong Soya Bean 
Products Co. Ltd. before 24 Sept. 1990), and Vitasoy (USA) Inc., 
(Brisbane, California–south of San Francisco). Including Nasoya 
Foods (from Aug. 1990) and Azumaya Inc. (from May 1993). 
Founded by K.S. Lo (Lived 1910 to 1995), in Hong Kong. Started 
in March 1940. 2487, 2820, 2894, 2982, 3002, 3026, 3277, 3683, 
3685, 4018, 4123, 4367, 4456, 4476, 4477, 4544, 4588, 4633, 4769, 
4892, 4926, 5002

Vivisection. 4753

Voandzeia subterranea or Voandzou. See Bambarra groundnuts

Walnut ketchup. See Ketchup, Walnut (Walnut Ketchup, Western-
Style)

War Food Administration of USDA. See United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA)–War Food Administration (WFA)
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War, Civil, USA. See Civil War in USA (1861-1865)

War, Russo-Japanese. See Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905)–
Soybeans and Soyfoods

War, Sino-Japanese. See Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895)–Soybeans 
and Soyfoods

War, world. See World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods, World War 
II–Soybeans and Soyfoods

Water Use, Misuse, and Scarcity–Environmental Issues. 4789, 4980

Waterproof goods or cloth. See Linoleum, Floor Coverings, 
Oilcloth, and Waterproof Goods

Wax (soy) for candles. See SoyaWax International

Websites or Information on the World Wide Web or Internet. 4524, 
4611, 4656, 4683, 4701, 4705, 4805, 4845, 4848, 4857, 4858, 4859, 
4865, 4867, 4873, 4875, 4877, 4878, 4900, 4906, 5005

Wedge presses. See Soybean Crushing–Equipment–Wedge Presses

Weeds–Control and Herbicide Use. 813, 995, 1213, 1858, 2146, 
2158, 2577, 2891, 2960, 3215, 3257, 3261, 3432, 3573, 3736, 4248, 
4616, 4618, 4768

Weight of soybean seeds. See Seed Weight / Size (Soybeans)–
Weight of 100 Seeds in Grams, or Number of Seeds Per Pound

Well (The), Pure & Simple, and New Age Distributing Co. (San 
Jose, California). 3073, 4358

Wenger International Inc. See Extruder / Extrusion Cooker 
Manufacturers–Wenger International Inc.

Wessanen (Royal), NV Co. (Based in the Netherlands). Acquired 
Tree of Life in Dec. 1985 and Balanced Foods in Dec. 1986. 3706

Westbrae Natural Foods, Inc. (Berkeley, California). Founded in 
Feb. 1971 by Bob Gerner. Later in Carson. Subsidiary of Vestro 
Foods, Inc. Acquired by the Hain Food Group of Uniondale, New 
York, 14 Oct. 1997. 3847, 4123, 4349, 4419, 4456, 4705, 4769, 
4904, 4928, 4981

Western Samoa. See Oceania–Samoa

Wheat Gluten–Historical Documents Published before 1900. 563, 
596, 766, 831, 876, 901

Wheat Gluten Made into Seitan (Including Wheatmeat, Tan Pups, 
and Tan Pops). 3128, 3416, 3540, 3614, 3637, 3641, 3814, 4054, 
4337, 4488, 4868, 4888, 4919

Wheat Gluten and Seitan Industry and Market Statistics, Trends, 
and Analyses–By Geographical Region. 4108

Wheat Gluten, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a 

Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 3817

Wheat Gluten. Chinese–Pinyin: Mianjin / Mian-jin. Wade-Giles: 
Mienchin / Mien-chin. 563, 596, 766, 778, 831, 840, 842, 843, 854, 
855, 863, 869, 876, 892, 901, 925, 938, 1080, 1284, 1415, 1416, 
1537, 1570, 1612, 1735, 1776, 1933, 1964, 2178, 2198, 2288, 2289, 
2334, 2402, 2438, 2453, 2459, 2543, 2564, 2570, 2574, 2699, 2831, 
2902, 2918, 2928, 2937, 2991, 3074, 3128, 3159, 3225, 3291, 3372, 
3395, 3404, 3415, 3543, 3582, 3623, 3656, 3668, 3732, 3754, 3815, 
3817, 3879, 3916, 4073, 4108, 4113, 4153, 4236, 4247, 4286, 4366, 
4377, 4379, 4382, 4400, 4420, 4434, 4446, 4447, 4451, 4470, 4534, 
4560, 4770, 4798, 4838, 4907, 4908, 4925, 4932, 4937, 4938

Wheat used in Chinese-style soy sauce. See Soy Sauce, Chinese 
Style, Made with a Signifi cant Proportion of Wheat or Barley

Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream but 
Contains No Soy Protein). 4375

Whip Topping (Non-Dairy–Resembles Whipped Cream or 
Whipping Cream and Contains Soy Protein). 2495, 2892, 2932, 
3022, 3053, 3705, 3910, 4418, 4926, 4934, 4962, 4963

Whip Topping (with or without Soy)–Etymology of This Term and 
Its Cognates / Relatives in Various Languages. 3910

Whipped Topping. See Whip Topping

Whipping or foaming in soy proteins. See Soy Proteins–Isolates–
Enzyme-Modifi ed Soy Protein Isolates with Whipping / Foaming 
Properties Used to Replace Egg Albumen

White Wave, Inc. (Boulder, Colorado). Founded in Sept. 1977 by 
Steve Demos. Including Soyfoods Unlimited. Owned by Dean 
Foods Co. since 8 May 2002. 3613, 3756, 3777, 4089, 4111, 4123, 
4412, 4456, 4561, 4590, 4622, 4664, 4670, 4733, 4769, 4799, 4892, 
4906, 4919, 4948, 4953, 4957

White soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–White

White, Ellen G. (1827-1915). Co-Founder of Seventh-day Adventist 
Church. 2865, 3457, 4679, 4851, 4936

Whitehouse Products, Inc. See Delsoy Products, Inc.

Whole Dry Soybean Flakes. See Microsoy Corp., Formerly Nichii 
Company

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Feed). 863, 930, 981, 
2158

Whole Dry Soybeans (Used Unprocessed as Food). 517, 741, 825, 
826, 842, 916, 930, 960, 1137, 1249, 1261, 1287, 1291, 1298, 1299, 
1313, 1450, 1490, 1588, 1606, 1627, 1645, 1648, 1665, 1723, 1751, 
1757, 1775, 1778, 1805, 1806, 1860, 1876, 1903, 2043, 2084, 2088, 
2099, 2158, 2198, 2279, 2317, 2323, 2325, 2395, 2402, 2415, 2515, 
2550, 2682, 2684, 2699, 2704, 2756, 2832, 2878, 2905, 2936, 2966, 
2979, 3028, 3045, 3046, 3047, 3059, 3072, 3089, 3097, 3126, 3128, 
3135, 3157, 3175, 3181, 3186, 3206, 3232, 3253, 3274, 3294, 3335, 
3336, 3384, 3390, 3431, 3432, 3435, 3474, 3478, 3525, 3619, 3738, 
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3826, 3910, 4354, 4393, 4534, 4926

Whole Dry Soybeans–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / 
Relatives in Various Languages. 954

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground or Mashed to a Paste After Boiling, 
or Ground Raw with Water to a Fresh Puree or Slurry (Including 
Japanese Gô). 2555, 3114, 3175, 3474, 4020, 4926

Whole Dry Soybeans, Ground to a Paste, Puree, or Slurry, Then 
Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food Products. 4122, 4489

Whole Dry Soybeans, Used as an Ingredient in Commercial Food 
Products. 2948, 3112

Whole Soy Flakes (Flaked Soybeans), Grits, Granules, or Textured 
Products, Made from Whole Dry Soybeans (Not Defatted). See 
Also: Soy Flour: Whole or Full-fat. 2449, 3642, 4284, 4481

WholeSoy & Co. (subsidiary of TAN Industries, Inc.), Modesto 
WholeSoy Co. (California), and Aros Sojaprodukter (Örsundsbro, 
then Enkoeping, Sweden; Founded by Ted Nordquist. Started Feb. 
1981). 3614, 3669, 3706, 3714, 3716, 4111, 4199, 4253, 4255, 
4364, 4365, 4373, 4655, 4733, 4953

Wholesome and Hearty Foods, Inc. See Gardenburger, Inc.

Wild Annual Soybean (Glycine soja Siebold & Zuccarini, formerly 
named G. ussuriensis Regel & Maack, and G. angustifolia Miquel). 
287, 303, 580, 634, 650, 661, 731, 732, 743, 753, 773, 784, 793, 
809, 813, 835, 847, 871, 922, 1169, 1205, 2029, 2401, 2463, 2681, 
2900, 2994, 3365, 3818, 3832, 4333

Wild Soybeans (General). 244, 472, 654, 1979, 2137, 2480, 2688, 
3239

Wild, Perennial Relatives of the Soybean–Glycine Species (Glycine 
albicans, G. aphyonota, G. arenaria, G. argyrea, G. canescens, 
G. clandestina, G. curvata, G. cyrtoloba, G. falcata, G. gracei, 
G. hirticaulis, G. lactovirens, G. latifolia, G. latrobeana, G. 
montis-douglas, G. mycrophylla, G. peratosa, G. pindanica, G. G. 
rubiginosa, G. stenophita, G. syndetika, G. tabacina, G. pullenii 
tomentella) (Former Names and Synonyms Include G. sericea, and 
G. tomentosa). 111, 172, 647, 650, 661, 725, 732, 809, 813, 835, 
895, 923, 2401, 2860, 3009, 3070, 3818, 3832, 3888, 4333, 4686

Wild, perennial relatives of the soybean. See Neonotonia wightii

Wildwood Harvest Foods, Inc. Formed on 24 Aug. 2001 by the 
merger of Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. (Santa Cruz and Fairfax, 
California; started Nov. 1977) and Midwest Harvest, Inc. (Grinnell, 
Iowa; started Jan. 1999). 3716, 4867, 4913

Wildwood Natural Foods, Inc. See Wildwood Harvest, Inc.

Wilson soybean variety. See Soybean Varieties USA–Mammoth 
Yellow

Wing Seed Co. (Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio). 
Founded 1909. Including Joseph Elwyn Wing (1861-1915), Charles 

Bullard Wing (1878-1949), and David Grant Wing (1896-1984). 
1154, 1640

Winged Bean (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus) (Also Called Four-
Angled Bean, Goa Bean, Goabean, Asparagus Bean, Asparagus 
Pea, Segidilla, Seguidilla or Seguidillas Bean, Square Podded Pea, 
Square Podded Crimson Pea, Botor tetragonoloba, Dolichos-, or 
Lotus tetragonolobus, Pois Carré, Kecipir or Ketjeper, Calamismis 
or Kalamismis). 172, 334, 634, 654, 670, 770, 928, 1613, 2487, 
2826, 3154, 3443, 3514, 3831, 4310, 4575, 4770, 4907

Wizard’s Cauldron, Ltd. (Cedar Grove, North Carolina). Formerly 
Linden’s Elfworks, then Elf Works, Ltd., then American Natural 
Foods. Founded by John Troy. 5004

Woodworth, C.M. (1888-1960, Plant Breeder, Univ. of Illinois). 
2189

Worcestershire Sauce (Soy Sauce Was the Main Ingredient before 
the 1940s). Including Lea & Perrins in England. 383, 385, 468, 477, 
488, 490, 491, 497, 500, 502, 503, 504, 511, 513, 515, 519, 522, 
525, 526, 529, 533, 536, 537, 538, 539, 540, 541, 542, 546, 549, 
552, 553, 554, 555, 557, 558, 560, 561, 562, 566, 567, 568, 569, 
570, 572, 573, 574, 576, 581, 584, 585, 586, 588, 589, 592, 594, 
598, 603, 606, 607, 609, 610, 611, 612, 614, 615, 616, 620, 622, 
623, 629, 632, 645, 646, 649, 651, 652, 653, 657, 668, 669, 671, 
673, 681, 687, 689, 691, 692, 694, 698, 699, 700, 701, 703, 705, 
707, 711, 715, 718, 721, 734, 739, 759, 762, 763, 772, 777, 791, 
799, 806, 827, 837, 850, 851, 862, 868, 873, 878, 880, 884, 892, 
897, 904, 905, 907, 908, 913, 916, 917, 941, 949, 951, 959, 964, 
992, 994, 996, 997, 999, 1017, 1217, 1246, 1321, 1328, 1341, 1345, 
1351, 1427, 1431, 1473, 1495, 1514, 1515, 1533, 1538, 1546, 1569, 
1580, 1675, 1676, 1685, 1719, 1732, 1740, 1779, 1782, 1798, 1804, 
1820, 1833, 1851, 1889, 1952, 1996, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2016, 2084, 
2121, 2198, 2208, 2237, 2324, 2359, 2416, 2553, 2554, 2600, 2651, 
2735, 2926, 2988, 2992, 2993, 3005, 3124, 3177, 3183, 3184, 3185, 
3290, 3376, 3448, 3522, 3599, 3657, 3689, 3789, 3829, 3914, 4014, 
4074, 4117, 4147, 4221, 4519, 4550, 4627, 4667, 4886, 4889, 4979, 
4995, 5005

Worcestershire Sauce–Brands Made by Companies Other than Lea 
& Perrins. 651, 689, 827, 905, 1473, 3914, 4979

Worcestershire Sauce–Key Words, Terms, and Events Related to Its 
History (Both Real and Fictitious). 468, 477, 490, 502, 513, 515, 
542, 557, 558, 562, 620, 629, 687, 691, 694, 699, 734, 777, 806, 
851, 964, 1515, 1804, 2992, 4979

Worcestershire Sauce–With Soy Sauce Used as an Ingredient. 468, 
540, 759, 772, 806, 941, 951, 959, 1150, 1217, 1345, 1427, 1431, 
1495, 1514, 1622, 1658, 1685, 1740, 1798, 1804, 1996, 2001, 2017, 
2084, 2121, 2324, 2553, 2554, 2735, 2992, 2993, 3290, 3448, 4550, 
4627, 4979

Worcestershire Sauce Production–How to Make Worcestershire 
Sauce on a Commercial Scale. 2735, 4979

Worcestershire Sauce, Homemade–How to Make at Home or on a 
Laboratory Scale, by Hand. 1514, 1798, 1804, 4979
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World–Soybean Crushing–Soy Oil and Meal Production and 
Consumption–Statistics, Trends, and Analyses. 1137, 4259

World–Soybean Production, Area and Stocks–Statistics, Trends, and 
Analyses. 1763, 1863, 1940, 2070, 2186, 2246, 2479, 2480, 4879

World War I–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also known as the “First 
World War” and “The Great War”. 1539, 1543, 1548, 1551, 1554, 
1572, 1590, 1596, 1605, 1617, 1621, 1623, 1627, 1632, 1637, 1638, 
1639, 1648, 1649, 1651, 1653, 1656, 1669, 1671, 1678, 1685, 1688, 
1694, 1698, 1706, 1708, 1713, 1731, 1733, 1736, 1740, 1744, 1754, 
1764, 1767, 1776, 1788, 1801, 1805, 1806, 1809, 1810, 1840, 1868, 
1891, 1893, 1903, 1960, 1972, 1976, 2050, 2084, 2139, 2220, 2246, 
2309, 2348, 2428, 2464, 2480, 2509, 2541, 2542, 2706, 2746, 2806, 
2964, 2967, 3051, 3105, 3184, 3621, 3632, 3836, 4023, 4523, 4532, 
4778, 4845, 5000

World War II–Soybeans and Soyfoods. Also Called the “Second 
World War”. 2233, 2247, 2273, 2277, 2278, 2285, 2304, 2308, 
2309, 2312, 2321, 2322, 2325, 2329, 2330, 2331, 2332, 2334, 2335, 
2337, 2338, 2343, 2344, 2345, 2346, 2348, 2360, 2361, 2362, 2363, 
2365, 2371, 2372, 2373, 2381, 2383, 2390, 2391, 2393, 2394, 2400, 
2402, 2404, 2407, 2409, 2410, 2422, 2424, 2432, 2434, 2435, 2440, 
2442, 2449, 2459, 2468, 2469, 2473, 2476, 2479, 2480, 2482, 2483, 
2495, 2502, 2509, 2510, 2519, 2526, 2529, 2537, 2542, 2543, 2547, 
2577, 2590, 2596, 2626, 2628, 2650, 2652, 2676, 2696, 2705, 2706, 
2707, 2713, 2753, 2758, 2788, 2830, 2841, 2857, 2892, 2947, 2957, 
2960, 2964, 2967, 2999, 3051, 3071, 3081, 3082, 3092, 3148, 3176, 
3180, 3185, 3233, 3249, 3273, 3337, 3398, 3480, 3557, 3603, 3621, 
3625, 3632, 3642, 3657, 3742, 3758, 3759, 3762, 3784, 3829, 3836, 
3847, 3883, 3886, 3996, 4103, 4179, 4234, 4349, 4418, 4438, 4471, 
4477, 4502, 4523, 4534, 4544, 4588, 4778, 4877, 4929, 4942, 5005

World problems–Environmental issues & concerns. See 
Environmental Issues, Concerns, and Protection (General, Including 
Deep Ecology, Pollution of the Environment, Global Warming, etc.)

World problems. See Hunger, Malnutrition, Famine, Food 
Shortages, and Mortality, Nuclear Power, Weapons, War, Fallout, or 
Radioactivity, Population Growth (Human) and Related Problems 
(Including Poverty), Protein Resources and Shortages, and the 
“World Protein Crisis / Gap / Problem” of 1950-1979, Resource 
Shortages (Including Water and Energy), Economic Growth, 
Pollution, Appropriate Technology, Sustainable Development and 
Growth

World. 1169, 1241, 1304, 1388, 1620, 1721, 1739, 1744, 1778, 
1808, 1834, 1863, 1912, 1986, 2070, 2115, 2116, 2128, 2142, 2158, 
2191, 2246, 2261, 2262, 2283, 2299, 2379, 2412, 2479, 2480, 2618, 
2628, 2639, 2647, 2689, 2749, 2769, 2820, 2838, 2888, 2934, 2935, 
2938, 2953, 3056, 3103, 3157, 3204, 3227, 3284, 3351, 3359, 3362, 
3432, 3453, 3512, 3661, 3683, 3858, 3968, 3974, 4012, 4018, 4135, 
4246, 4259, 4276, 4647, 4684, 4695, 4765, 4770, 4777, 4778, 4792, 
4806, 4907, 4920, 4921, 4922, 4931, 4951, 4967, 4987, 4994, 5002, 
5003

Worthington Foods, Inc. (Worthington, Ohio). Including Battle 
Creek Foods (Michigan) from 1960, and Madison Foods 
(Tennessee) from 1964. A subsidiary of Miles Laboratories from 
March 1970 to Oct. 1982. Including Loma Linda Foods from Jan. 

1990. 2870, 2889, 2892, 2978, 2979, 3095, 3103, 3111, 3160, 3199, 
3243, 3291, 3337, 3383, 3403, 3411, 3415, 3457, 3480, 3643, 3683, 
3794, 4018, 4123, 4160, 4174, 4217, 4250, 4252, 4277, 4292, 4381, 
4409, 4456, 4567, 4611, 4641, 4705, 4769, 4798, 4925, 5001

Yamasa Corporation (Choshi, Japan; and Salem, Oregon). 8, 782, 
916, 1264, 1830, 4501, 4518, 4654, 4979

Yamato Tofuhaus Sojaprodukte GmbH. See Huegli Naehrmittel 
A.G. (Steinach-Arbon, Switzerland)

Yamei Kin (1894-1934). First Chinese Woman to Take a Medical 
Degree in the United States. Also Miss Y. May Kin and Mrs. Kin 
Eca da Silva. 710, 951, 955, 1685, 3690

Yard-Long Bean or Asparagus Bean–Vigna sesquipedalis (L.) Fruw. 
1509, 1673

Yellow soybeans. See Soybean Seeds–Yellow

Yeo Hiap Seng Ltd. (Singapore and Malaysia) and Affi liates. 3674

Yield Statistics, Soybean. 712, 803, 916, 927, 930, 936, 959, 966, 
984, 1010, 1024, 1196, 1199, 1245, 1249, 1261, 1272, 1313, 1357, 
1377, 1383, 1385, 1389, 1395, 1400, 1431, 1433, 1451, 1463, 1493, 
1494, 1507, 1520, 1536, 1541, 1606, 1607, 1651, 1665, 1710, 1739, 
1777, 1778, 1784, 1810, 1821, 1972, 1993, 1999, 2006, 2018, 2043, 
2065, 2070, 2076, 2111, 2112, 2115, 2116, 2117, 2129, 2131, 2137, 
2138, 2142, 2146, 2158, 2179, 2227, 2236, 2261, 2301, 2308, 2316, 
2317, 2585, 2759, 2802, 2896, 2915, 2940, 2949, 2960, 3067, 3091, 
3133, 3136, 3146, 3147, 3273, 3444, 3513, 3633, 4088, 4272, 4289, 
4487, 4504, 4749

Yogurt, etymology. See Soy Yogurt

Yogurt, soy. See Soy Yogurt

Yoshihara Oil Mill, Ltd. (Kobe, Japan). 3369

Yuba (The Film That Forms Atop Soymilk When It Is Heated). In 
Chinese (Mandarin): Doufu Pi (“Tofu Skin”) or Doufu Yi (“Tofu 
Robes,” pinyin), Toufu P’i or Toufu I (Wade-Giles). English-
Language Chinese Cookbooks and Restaurants: “Bean Curd Skin”. 
779, 780, 783, 931, 967, 969, 1303, 1313, 1389, 1450, 1538, 1606, 
1650, 1665, 1673, 1778, 1797, 1830, 2017, 2158, 2186, 2495, 2501, 
2704, 2762, 2832, 2892, 2928, 2929, 2936, 3013, 3046, 3053, 3131, 
3132, 3380, 3416, 3448, 3478, 3522, 3541, 3577, 3622, 3667, 3710, 
3743, 3815, 3817, 3820, 3879, 3917, 4013, 4020, 4062, 4075, 4255, 
4395, 4399, 4400, 4410, 4451, 4516, 4559, 4770, 4801, 4854, 4907, 
4926

Yuba–Dried Yuba Sticks or Rolls, and Sweet Dried Yuba–Chinese-
Style. In Chinese (Mandarin): Fuzhu (pinyin; zhu = “bamboo”). Fu 
Chu (Wade-Giles). In Cantonese Chinese Foo Jook / Fu Jook / Joke 
or Tiem Jook / Tim Jook / Tiem Joke. Also: Bean Curd Sticks, Bean 
Curd Bamboo. 431, 1606, 3448, 3817, 4281, 4516, 4854

Yuba–Etymology of This Term and Its Cognates / Relatives in 
Various Languages. 931, 1313, 2928, 3541
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Yuba–Imports, Exports, International Trade. 1606

Yuba as a Step in the Tofu- or Soymilk-Making Process. 2017

Yuba made into meat alternatives. See Meat Alternatives 
(Traditional Asian)–Made from Yuba

Yugoslavia. See Europe, Eastern–Serbia and Montenegro

Yves Fine Foods (Founded by Yves Potvin, Feb. 1985, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada). Renamed Yves Veggie Cuisine in 1992. Acquired by 
Hain Celestial Group in June 2001. 4904, 4919, 4928, 4981

Zaire. See Africa–Congo (formerly Zaire). Offi cially Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. Also known as Congo-Kinshasa

Zavitz, Charles Ambrose (1863-1942) of Ontario Agricultural 
College, Canada. 1931

Zea mays. See Corn / Maize
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